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ENCYCLOPAEDIA ' BEITANNICA.

O
G represents the sound of Gamma, the third letter of the

Greek alphabet
;
but in the Latin alphabet, and in

the alphabets derived from the Latin (including our own),
it holds the place which Z held in the different Greek
alphabets. The history of this remarkable change is well

known. It has been already stated (see letter C) that in
the 5th century before our era, the distinction between the
X’-sound and the ^-sound became lost at Eome : apparently
the surviving sound was g ;

but, at all events, the symbol
K went out of use, being retained only in a few familiar

abbreviations, and C (which was the Latinized form of the
Greek r) remained- Thus in the column of Duillius we
find C representing the original surd in castreis, cepet^ <kc.,

but the sonant in madstraioSy leciojieSy ceset {i,e.y gessit)^

When, in the 3d century, the two sounds were again dis-

tinguished, two symbols were again required
; but the K

was not taken again to represent the surd ; O, the old

symbol for the sonant, was put to that use. A new symbol
was therefore necessary for the sonant ^-sound, and it was
found by modifying C into G, This G should then have
replaced C as the third letter of the alphabet, where it

would have stood, as before, between B and D, the sonants
of the labial and dental classes respectively. Buc this was
not done. The symbol C was left in its old place with its

new value of Jc. The new symbol G was set in the seventh
place of the alphabet, which had been vacated by Z, the

representative of a sound not used by the Romans of that

day. G is found for the first time in the inscription on the

tomb of Scipio Barbatus. Its invention is attributed to

Spurius Carvilius.

There can be no doubt that the sound of G in Latin, as

of r in Greek, was always the sonant guttural—which we
hear in gate, &c. It was not the sonant palatal, which it

represents in gem or gin. This sound began to supplant it

about the 6th century of our era, but only when it preceded
e or i—the two vowels which require a position of the

tongue nearer to the palatal than to the guttural consonants.

We find this change of sound in French and in Italian. In
the Latin part of our vocabulary there is naturally the same
weakening; whereas, in words of English origin, the

original guttural is generally preserved, even before e or

i, as in get and give. Sometimes it has been weakened
at the end of a word, as in bridge and ridge, which were

originally hrigg and rigg, and are still so in the north of

England.
It is noteworthy how a ^-sound made its appearance in

French at the beginning of words which originally began
with the «^-sound. An example is guerre^ a borrowed word
from the Teutonic ;

we see it in Old High German as werra,

a quarrel. The Gauls apparently found a difficulty in pro-

ducing the initial German sound, and (there being no
difference in the position of the back of the mouth for g and
w, except that the passage between the back-palate and the

tongue is entirely closed for g, but left slightly open for w)
they did not keep the w pure, but sounded a g before it

by unintentionally closing the oral passage for a moment.
The same thing is seen in gu&rir, which corresponds to

Gothic varjan] in garant, which we have in English vjar-

rant ; garnir corresponds to Anglo-Saxon warnia^u In a
few instances the word so modified seems to have been

originally Latin, as gaine^ a sheath, the Latin vagina.

This French change has led to a curious result in

England. Many words were introduced by the Normans
into England in their Fiench form, which were already

existent there in their Teutonic form. Thus we have such

pairs as wile and guile; wise and guise, warranty and
guarantee, wager and gage, and many others. It is strange

that in so many cases each of the pair of w’ords should have

remained in use, and with so little change of meaning.

GABELENTZ, Haits Conon von der (1807-1874:), a

distinguished linguist and ethnologist, born at Altenburg,

October 13, 1807, was the only son of Hans Karl Leopold

von der Gabelentz, chancellor and privy-councillor of the

duchy of Altenburg. Prom 1821 to 1825 he attended the

gymnasium of his native town, where he had Matthise (the

eminent Grecist) for teacher, and Hermann Brockhaus and
Julius Lobe for schoolfellows. Here, in addition to ordinary

school-work, he carried on the private study of Arabic and

Chinese ; and the latter language continued especially to

engage his attention during his undergraduate course, from

1825 to 1828, at the universities of Leipsicand Gottingen.

In 1830 he entered the public service of the duchy of

Altenburg, where he attained to the rank of privy-councillor

in 1843. Four years later he was chosen to fill the post of

“ landmarschall in the grand-duchy of Weimar, and in

1848 he attended the Frankfort parliament, and represented

X. — r
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the Saxon ducMes on the commission for drafting an im-

perial constitution for Germany. In November of the same
year he became president of the Altenburg ministry, but

he resigned office in the following August. From 1851 to

1868 he was president of the second chamber of the duchy
of Altenburg ; but in the latter year he withdrew entirely

from public life, that he might give undivided attention to

his learned researches. He died on his estate of Lemnitz,

in Saxe-Weimar, on the 3d of September 1874. In the

course of his life he is said to have learned no fewer than

principal rehc of the ancient city ls a riiine<I temple (pro-

bably of Juno) on a hill now crowned by the ruin.s ot the

mediaival fortress of Castiglione. It is a iicxastyle .struc-

;
ture of uncertain date, uniting the characteristic.^ t>f

i and Italian architecture ;
but the fragments of the pill.as

j

are nob sufficient to show* whether it belonged to the bjiiic

j

or the Corinthian order. Its length is about 4S hhigli.-li

I
feet. Since 1792, when explorations \vei'c coiuineuccd by

i
the Prince Borghose, a large number of minor antitjultit^s

® have been discovered at Gabii, and the sites of the tt>ruin

eighty languages, thirty of which he spoke with fluency and
'

elegance. But he was less remarkable for his jiower of
j

acquisition than for the higher talent which enabled him
j

to turn his knowledge to the genuine advancement of
j

linguistic science. Immediately after 'quitting the uni- I

versity, he followed up his Chinese researches by a study
j

of the Finno-Tataric languages, which resulted in the jynh-

lication of his Mllemens de la Grammaire Mandchoue in

1832. In 1837 he became one of the promoters, and a
joint-editor, of the ZeiUcliriftfur die Kwide des Morgen-
landes^ and through this medium he gave to the world his

i

Yersuch einer nrvordwinisclien Grammatik and other valuable

contributions. His Grundziige dev syrjdniscJien Grammatik
appeared in 1841, In conjunction with his old school

friend, Julius Lobe, the Germanist, he brought out a com-
plete edition, with translation, glossary, and grammar, of

IJlfilas's Gothic version of the Bible (Leipsic, 1843-46); and
from 1847 he began to contribute to the Zeitsclirift der

\

deuUchen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft the fruits of his

researches into the languages of the Suahilis, the Samoyeds,
the Hazaras, the Aimaks, the Formosans, and other widely-
separated tribes. The Beitrdge zur Sprachenhwride (Leipsic,

1852) contain Dyak, Dakota, and Kiriri grammars ; to
these were added in 1857 a Grammatik u, Worterlnich der
KassiaspracJie^ and in 1860 a treatise in universal gram-
mar {tfeher das PasUvum), In 1864 he edited the
Manchou translations of the Chinese Sse-shu^ Shu-king,
and Shi-king, along with a dictionary; and in 1873 he
completed the work which constitutes his most important
contribution to philology. Die melanesiscJien Sprachen nach
ihrem grammatischen Bau und Hirer Yerwandschaft unter
sich undmit den malaiisch'polynesischen Sprachen untersueJit
(Leipsic, 1860-73). It treats of the language of the Fiji

Islands, Hew Hebrides, Loyalty Islands, Hew Caledonia,
&c., and shows their radic^ affinity with the Polynesian
class. He also contributed most of the linguistic articles

in Pierer's Conversations-Lexicon.

GABII, an old, and at one time important, city of Latium,
on the Yia Praenestina, or road to Praeneste, between 12 and
13 miles E. of Rome. Long before the foundation of Rome,
<^bii appears to have been one of the largest of the Latin
cities j and, according to an old tradition noticed by
Dionysius and Plutarch, Romulus and Remus were educated
there. During the greater part of the regal period of Rom©
Gabii maintained its ground, and it only fell into the hands
of Tarquin the Proud through a stratagem contrived by his
son Sextus, who was afterwards slain by the inhabitants,
when, on the expulsion of his family from Rome, he sought
refuge in the town. After this period Gahii always appears
in history as the ally or dependent of its more powerful
neighbour, and it gradually fell into such a state of decay
as to become a proverb of desolation

—

Gahiis desertior.
The fame of its cold sulphurous waters gave new life to the
place in the reign of Tiberius

; and the emperor Hadrian,
one of whose favourite residences was not far distant, at
Tivoli, appears to have been a very liberal patron, buildii^
a town-house (Guria ZEllia A/ugusta) and an aqueduct.
After the 3d century Gabii practically disappears from
history, though its bishops continue to be mentioned in
ecclesiastical documents till the close of the 9th. The

and a theatre have been ascertained. The .^tatue-^ autl

busts are especially numerous and interesting; the

deities Venus, Diana, Heineais, <S:c., thiy comprise .Marcu.s

Agrijjpa, Tiberius, Germanicus, Caligula, Claudius, !seri>,

Trajan and Plotina, Hadrian and Sabina, .:\urelius An-
toninus, L. Seijtimius Severus, Septiinius (hdu, Ch-r-

dianus Pius, <&c. The inscriptions relate mainly te h».\d

and municipal matters. In the neighbourhuud nf (hdhii

were valuable and extensive <piarries of an uxceiknt buiid-

ing stone, known as the lapis GahinuSy which was largely

used by the Romans. It was a hard and nuninua van -.ty

of volcanic tufa, and closely resembled the lapii^

to which, however, it was superior. The name of riitHvs

Gabinus was given by the Romans to a peculiar met laal

girding the toga, with one end thrown over tlie head and
the other fastened round the waist, which was emplnyedi by
the founder of a new town, or by the consul when he
“ declared war in the name of the Homan people, or deviated

himself to death for his country.

See Ciannnni, Mofuimcnta Vetera (which contains a ]>lan -in*

I

elevation or the temple); Gallatti, Gahii antica citfa dt Sah.u't

scQperUit 1767 ; Pea, Zettore soimi la scoperta ddle rovinc ddJtf e

di Galrio^ 1792; Vtsoonti, Monimenti Galini della clUa
Rome, 1797, new edition, Milan, 1S;55; Cell, Jlutae and its la ttnfffs

Hibby, CemtcfTni di ltoma\ and Cainhia, Idtona c ttqnKjiruphia fH
JBxmia antica. An interesting coiiiparlson of th»* tciupi<* id .hmo
with the similar building at Alicia was contributed by Abwkt*n t-)

the Annali delL imiit. dicorr, arch., lioia<»,

GABLER, Georg Axdreas (178G-1853), a German
philosophical writer of the school of Hegel, was born at

Altdorf, in Bavaria, wffiere his father was
30th of July 1786. In 1804, when his father was trans-

lated to Jena, he accompanied him to that university, wffierc

I

he completed his studies in philosophy and law, and became
one of the most enthusiastic of the hearers and disciples of

HegeL After holding successive educational aj)pointment^
at Weimar, Huremberg, and Ansbach, he, in 1817, became
one of the masters in the gymnasium at Baireuth. In
he was appointed rector, and in 1830 general superintend-
ent of schools. In 1827 he brought out the first volume
of a Lehrhuck der pJiilosophischen Fropddeuilk ah EitileiUing

zvr WisseTischaft^ in which his design was to give a jiopular

exposition of the Hegelian philosoxffiy, which he himself
regarded as fitted to give “absolute satisfaction to the
faculties of thinking and knowing.” In 1835 he succeeded
Hegel in the Berlin chair. His other works were a treatise

De verge philosophice erga religionem Chj^ianam ^delate

(1836), and Di^ HegeVsehe Philosophies a defence of the
HegeHan philosophy against Trendelenburg, which was
published in 1843. He died at Teplitz, Sex^tember 13,
1853.
GABLER, JoHATOT Philipp (1753-1826), a learned

Protestant theologian of the school of Griesbach and Eich-
horn, was bom at Frankfort-on-the-Main, June 4, 1753.
He had already acquired an extensive acquaintance with
the ancient languages and their literatures, as well as with
the philosophy of Wolf and the theology of Baumgarten,
when, in his nineteenth year, he entered the university of
Jena as a divinity student. In 1776 he was on the point
of abandoning theological pursuits, when the arrival of

I
Griesbach inspired him with new ardour. After having
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been successively repetent in Gottingen and teacher in the
ljublic schools of Dortmund (Westphalia) and Altdorf
(Bavaria)^ he was, in 1793, appointed second professor of
theology in the university of the last-named city, whence
he was translated to a chair in Jena in 1804. At Altdorf
he published (1701-93) a new edition, with introduction
and notes, of Eichhorn's Urgeacldclite

; this was followed,
two years afterwards, by a supplement entitled JSfeiier

Verm-ich idyev die mosaische ScJtojfungsgeschichte, He was
also the author of several original works which were charac-
terized by much critical acumen, and which had consider-
able influence on the course of Gerniaii thought on theo-
logical and biblical questions. From 1798 to 1811 he was
editor of the Theolugisches J'ourncd^ first conjointly with
Haiilein, Ammon, and Paulus, and afterwards unassisted.

He died at Jena, February 17, 1826.
GABLOXZ, the chief town of a circle in Bohemia, is

situated in a hilly country on the river DSTeisse, about
miles S.E. of Eeichenberg. It possesses a Catholic and a
Protestant church, a city school, a hospital, and a fine

new town-house. Its principal industry is the manufacture
of glass, the export of which reaches an annual value of
over 6 million guilders. It has also net and cloth factories.

The population in 1869 was 6752.

GABOOhJ' RIVEP, or Rio de GabIo, called Olo’

]SIi)ongwe by the Mpongwe natives, and Aboka by the Fan,
is, in reality, not a river but an estuary on the west coast

of Africa. It lies immediately north of the equator, disem-
boguing in 0° 21' 25" K lat. and 9“ 21' 23" W. long.

At the entrance, between Cape Joinville, or Santa Clara, on
the N"., and Cape Pangara, or Sandy Point, on the S., it

has a width of about 18 English miles. It maintains a
breadth of about 7 miles for a distance of 40 miles inland,

when it contracts into what is known more correctly as the

llio Olambo, which is not more than 2 or 3 miles from bank
to bank. Two rivers, the Nkomo or Como and the Mbokwa
or Bokoe, discharge into the uj^per portion of the Rio
Olambo, both taking their rise in the country of the Sierra

dal Crystal. The former, which far exceeds the other in
the length of its course, has its head waters, according to

M. Genoyer (1862), in that part of the range which is

known to the natives as Anenguenpala, or the Water-Jug.
Mr Winwood Reade reached the rapids in 1862, and Mr
R. B. N. Walker, one of the traders in the Gaboon, has
ascended for about 30 miles up the river, which had stiU 2
fathoms of water. Captain Burton, who in 1870 sailed up
the Mbokwa as far as Tippet Town or Mayyan, a little way
beyond the confluence of the Londo, found it there “ some
50 feet broad,” with a tidal rise of nearly 7 feet. There
are a great number of other streams that fall into the
Gaboon, but only two are worthy of special mention,—the
Remboa, which, rising like the Nkomo and Mbokwa in the

Sierra dal Crystal, enters the estuary at its south-east corner,

and the Eko or Cohit, which is the largest of the right

hand affluents. Though the whole estuary is studded with
islands, reefs, and shoals, none of the islands are of great

extent except Coniquet, or King's Isle, at the mouth of the

Cohit, and Embeneh, or Parrot Island, in the middle of the
channel

The four principal tribes in the country of the Gaboon axe the
Mpongwa, the Fan, the Bakalai, and the Boulous. The first of
these tribes, usually called Gabom or Gaborme by French writers,

is distributed along both hanks of the river,” occupying the
villages of Kringer, Quahen, Louis, Libreville, and Glass on
the right side, and those of George Town and Denis on the left.

According to Captain Burton, they are now one of the most
civilized of African tribes, displaying a keen interest in trade,

and great ease and urbanity of manner. There are* three grades
or gnasi-castes among them—^Ist, those of pure blood, who re-

joice in the title of Ongwa Ntye or ** sons of the soil” ;
2<i,

the children of freemen by slaves ;
and, 3d, the slaves themselves.

Jilarriage is by purchase, and polygamy is the rule, hut the women
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hold a position of considerable social influence, and maintain a secret
society of their own. The men aie excellent makers of canoes, and,
vdthin the present generation, they have learned to build boats of
considerable size after the European model. From childhood both
sexes ai*e habitual smokers of tobacco or hemp—the tobacco being
imported from America, although it might be leadily cultivated in
the coimtry. A baptismal rite, almost identical with the Cliiistian
cereiiioiiy, is administered to the new-born child. The language of
the Mpongwa has been reduced to wilting by the Anieiican mis-
sionaiies. As early as 1847 they published a gianimar and vocabu-
laiy at New York

;
and in 1859 the American Bible Society brought

out a Mpongwa translation of the books of Pioveibs, Genesis, part
of Exodus, and the Acts. The language belongs to the same family
as the Seehwana, the -Zulu, &c.

,
and is characterized, says Captain

Buiton, by inflexion, by systematic in-efixes, a complex alliteration,
and the almost uuparaU eled flexibility of the verb, which can be
modified in several hundred different ways. M. Catteloiip describes
it as “riche, criard, image, et comxfiique.” It has been adopted by
the Paliouins, the Bakalai, and the Boulous as a kind of commercial
li'tig-imfranca, and bids fair to become the dominant language of
the coast, if it does not give way before English or French, which
have both become familiar in a coirupted foini to a large numbei of
the maritime ]mpulation.
The Fan, whoso name appeals under tlie various forms of Fanwe,

Panwe, Phaouin, and Paouen, aie new comers to the Gaboon
distiict, having, it is said, appeared there for the fiist time in 1842.
They aie described as of mean Jicight, chocolate coiniilexion, and
remarkably regular features. Their reputation as cannibals is evi-
dently well founded ; but they seem to pEiitake of human flesh lather
as a ceremonial observance than as an oidmaiy means of nomish-
iiient, and both Winwood Reade and Captain Bui ton speak in
favoiuable tcims of their general chaiacteristics. They are skilful

workers in iron, and manufacture cross-bows which discharge
poisoned darts 40 or 50 yards. Tattooing is practised by both
sexes, and the women often stain the whole body red or yellow. The
tribe has come veiy little into contact with Europeans, but it is

moving towaids the coast, and will probably before long be the
dominant race in the Gaboon.
The Gaboon was early visited by the Portuguese explorers, and it

became one of the cliief seats of the slave trade. It was not, how-
ever, till well on in the present century that Eurox^eans made any
more i)ermanent settlement than was absolutely necessary for the
maintenance of their commeice. In 1839 Captain Bouet of the
“ Malouine ” obtained for France the right of residence on the left

hank, and in 1842 he secured better positions at Louis and Quaben
on the right bank. The chief establisliment, called Le Plateau, at

Libreville, was founded in 1845, and gradually acquired consider-
able importance. In 1867 the troops numbered about 1000, and
the civil population about 5000, while the official reports about the
same date claimed for the whole colony an area of 8000 square miles,

and a pox^ulation of 186,000. A large building with arcades at Libre-
ville served as Government house, and there were pretty extensive
warehouses, a hospital, and a small dockyard, as well as gardens,
and a nursery for coffee plants and fruit trees. At some little

distance off a convent was founded in 1844 by Mgr. Bessieux. In
consequence of the war with Germany the colony -was x>ractically

abandoned in 1871, and the establishment at Libreville is now
mamtained only as a coaling depOt. There are numerous English
tiading ports along the shores of the estuary, as at Glass Town and
Olemi; and even when the French influence was at its greatest

almost the whole commerce of the Gaboon was in English hands.
The chief articles of export are ivory and beeswax ;

to which may
he added caoutchouc, ebony, and camwood. Mission stations are

maintained by French, English, American, German, and Portuguese
societies.

See Bowditch, Mtsaionfrom Cape Coast Castle lo Ashantee, &c , 1S19 ; E. Bouet-
Willaumez, Bescr. na/iitiques des c6tes de lAfr%que Occidentale, 1S46; Pigeard
“Rappoit address^ a M. Montagnies de la Roque,” in Annales marittmes, 1S47

;

J L Wilson, Western Afrtca, 1856; Winwood Reade, Savage Africa^ 1863;
Annales des Voyages, 1866; IDu Chaxllu, Journey to A&hangoland^ 1867 ,

“ Notice

d’nne Carte,” in Bull, de la soc. g€og. 1809; Catteloup, in Renv^ mcerittme et

colontaJe, 1874; Bui ton. Two Trtps to Gorilla Zand, 1876; Coello’smap voBoletin

de la soc. geogr. de Madrid, 1878.

GABRIEL U., niaa of God, ra^ptTjA.) is the

name of the heavenly messenger (see Angjsb) who was sent

to Daniel to explain the vision of the ram and the he-goak

and to communicate the prediction of the Seventy Weeks
(Dan. viii. 16 ; ix. 21). He was also employed to announce

the birth of John the Baptist to Zechariah, and that of

the Messiah to the Virgin Mary (Luke i. 19, 26). Both

Jewish and Christian writers generally speak of him as

an archangel—a habit which is readily accounted for when
Luke L 19 is compared with Rev. viii. 2, and also with

Tobit xii. 15. In the apocryphal jI9oo^ of Enoch (c. ix.) he

is spoken of as one of the four great archangels," Michael,
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Unul, iiiul Suritil or Kapluiol tlio other three*. His
iiaiiic frequently occurs iu the Jewish literature t>f the later

post- Biblical period. Thus, according to tiie Chultlee para-

j)hrase of Pseudo Jonathan, the man who showed the way to

.Foseph (Gen. xxx.v’ii. 1 J) was no other tiiau (dabriul in human
form; and in J)cut. xxxiv. G it is alHrmed that he, alom*;

with Michael, LIriel, Juphiel, Jephephiuh, and the Metiitnui,

buried the bod}* of Moses. In tiieTurouin on 2 (Jhr. xxxii.

21 he is named us the angel wlnj destroyed the host of

tSeimacherib
;
and in similar writings of a still later period

he is spoken of as the sjdrit w*ho presides over fire, thuntler,

the ripening of the fruits of the earth, and similar processes, i

In the Ivoraii great prominence is given to his function as

the medium of divine revelation, and, according to the

Mahometan interpreters, he it is who is referred to by the

appellations ‘^lioiy Spirit^' and Spirit of Truth.'' He is

specially commemorated iu the calendars of the Greek,
Coptic, and Armenian churches.

GAD in Hebrew and Chaldee means
;

hence, in the Phoenician and Babylonian cultus, the god of

luck, who is mentioned in fsa. Ixv. 11 (w*here for ‘Hhafc

troop*' should be read “Gad"), and whose name appears
in several names of places, such as Bual-Gad (Josh. xi. 17,

xii. 7) ;
possibly also iu Dibou-Gad, Migdol-Gad, and

Nahal-Gad. Gad was the name given by Leah, the wife of

Jacob, to the patriarch's seventh son, the first-born of

Zilpah, her maid; see Gen. xxx. 11, whore the Hebrew'
K'tib is ^fhe former is

adopted by the LXX., and rightly rendered iv rvxQ (Vidgate
fidkitar) ;

the latter reading is adopted in the Targums and
Peshito, which translate “luck is come,’' and by the i

Samaritan and Vcn., which interpret the expression as ineau-

iug “ a troop (or army) is come.” This last rendering lias

doubtless been influenced by Gen. xlix. 19, where the name
is played on as if it were “ a plundering troop”

;

“ Gad, a plundering treoj) shall plunder bim, but he shall

plunder at their heels.” Of the personal history of Gad
nothing is related. According to Gen. xlvi. 16, he had
seven sons when he went down to Egy^it along with Jacob

;

and in Hum. xxvi. 15 these appear as seven families, one of

the names, however, being changed (Ozni for Ezbon). At
the Exodus the tribe numbered 45,650 fighting men CNuni.
i. 25) ;

but they declined to 40,500 during the forty years'

wandering in the wilderness (Hum. xxvi. 18). During
the subsequent period the fortunes of this tribe were very
closely connected with those of the tribe of ileuben. At
the division of the country a portion in the trans-Jordanic

territory was, at their special request, allotted to them by
Moses (Hum. xxxii. 33), and this arrangement was carried

out by Joshua
;
but considerable difficulty arises when the

attempt is made to define the precise limits of the district

thus assigned. It is certain that Gad never extended
further west than the Jordan; but in different passages we
find its northern, eastern, and southern boundaries stretched
as far as to the Sea of Galilee, Salkah in the desert, and the
river Arnon respectively. In the book of Humbers (xxxii,

34) the cities of Gad appear to lie chiefiy to the south of

Heshbon
;
in Joshua xiii. 24-28 they lie almost wholly to

the north
;
while other texts present discrepancies that

are not easily reconciled with either passage. That Gad,
at one time at least, held territory as far south as Pxsgah
and Hebo would follow from Deut. xxxiii. 21, if the
rendering of the Targums, revived by Ewald and Diestel,
were to be accepted—“ and he looked out the first part for
himself, because there was the portion of the buried law-
giver it is certain, however, that, at a late period, this
tribe was localized chiefly in Gilead, in the district which
now goes by the name of Jebel Jilad. Possibly some cities

were common to both Reuben and Gad, and perhaps others
more than once changed hands. Both tribes were pastoral

iuid \\arlikt*
;
but flu* lultt-r .-ft tx> »i ii: i'lMVcr}

iind forvt.' ut cimnictur, lUul iiuU'rd thviv nu- iutlir.ition.^

that the trilku of llcuiu-n iia.l htt-u ubM*rbi-d, ur liVfour.* t*.\*

linct, at a somewhat t-uriy dati*. DavidV mtai «*f <l:ul < 1

(.’hr. xii. are fumoUrt, and Jophlliali and Khj.di Mian t«»

have belonged to that tribe. It bJluweti Jeroboam in the

great revolt unain.-t the liou-e of iiii\id; and a geiuMU'„},

at the time of Jeroboam 11., L given in 1 Chr. 11 l‘b

where the numo are in every cii.se ditVereut irt>ia tliovi- in

Humbers. The tribe wits "‘carrieil into captivity” by
Tiglath rileser m the 8th century (i < ’hr. v. 2G

;
comp.

2 King.s XV. 2‘J), and at this point it wliuUy disappear.^ fnau
history.

(jJAD is also thename of a “ ja'iqJiet” t*r “seer,’’ win* wa.-

]»r(>bably a ]>upil ISamuei at Hiiioth, uiul a companion
Dav id, tt^ whom lie early attached himself. 1 1 is not know n
to which tribe he belcniged. lie is finst meutimicd iu

1 Sam. xxiL 0 as Laving joined David while he was ‘‘in ihc

hold imd he iifterward.s became a member of hi.> regal

court, where ho seems to have held an oflici.d posit ioii,

being occusioually designateil as “the king's setr." He
assisted in organizing the lausicid service of the “house <jf

of (tod” (2 Chr. xxix. 25), and also wrote a “ boidc of the

acts of David,” which is referred to in 1 CJir. xxix. 29.

GADAMEh), Ghaoamks, or llnAnAAiKs, the chief town
of an oasis of the same name, iu that part of the Saliara

which belongs to the regency of Tripoli, not far from the

IriUitier of Algeria. According to Dr Holilfs, the last

form of the word more correctly represents the Arabic
pronunciation

;
but the other forms are more usual in

Duropoun books. The whole oasis is surroundeil b} u
dilapidated w'all varying in height from 12 to 20 feet, and
it reepdres about an hour and a half to make the idrciuL of

the enclosure at an ordinary vvalking ])a<*<e. In the town
pi'oper the streets are narrow* and tortuous, and they are

usually covered iu overhead to keep out the heat. Its

public buildings comprise six iuo.sij[ue.s and seven .schools ;

and it is w*orthy of note that all the inhaliitauts can read

and w’rite, and that those who cannot pay for their children

are allowed to send them to school free of charge. The
Gadainsi merchants have been known for centuries a>

keen and adventurous traders, and their commercial e.^ta

blishmenfcs are to be found iu many of the more imp(»rtant

cities of northern and central Africa, such as Kano, Kalsemu,
Timbuctoo. Gadames itbclf is the centre of a large num-
ber of caravan routes, and it is calculated that, on an
average, about 30,000 laden camels enter its market.'^ every
year. At the time of Richurdson's visit in 1815 the total

population w*as estimated at 3000, of whom about 500 w ere

slaves and strangers, and upw’ards <jf 1200 children; but it

now amounts in round numbers to 7000 or even 10,0UU,
The natives are mainly of Berber descent, although their

blood has from generation to generation been mingled with
that of Hegro slaves from various parts of Africa. It is

evident, from the remains that are still extant, that the
oasis of Gadames was formerly inhabited by people whose
architecture was of Roman origin ; and it is not unlikely
that the Romans themselves may have been attracted to
the spot by the presence of the warm springs which still rise

in the heart of the towm, and spread fertility iu the sur-

rounding gardens. An identification has been made with
Cydamus, a town mentioned by Pliny. See Largeau iu
J3ulL de la soc. geofji\ de Fards, 1877.
GADARA, an ancient city of Syria, in the Decapolis,

about 6 miles S.E. of the Sea of Galilee, on the banks of
the Hieromax. The site, now called Uni Keis, is marked
by extensive ruins, which are quite in keeping with the
statements of Josephus and Polybius that Gadara was the
capital of Persea, and one of the most strongly fortified

places in the country. The walls can still be traced iu a
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circuit of about 2 miles

;
one of the principal streets—

a

via i'ecta, or straight street—has evidently been bordered
on both sides by colonnades; and two theatres are the most
noticeable of the ruined edifices. The cliffs round the town
are full of tombs excavated in the limestone I'ock, and by a
curious irony of fate these chambers of the dead are the
only places where a living inhabitant of Gadara is to be
found. According to Josephus, Gadara was a Greek city,

and it appears at least not improbable that it was a foreign

settlement. The name does not occur in the Sci'iptures

;

but in the New Testament, the phrase the country of the
Gadarenes” is used more than once, and there is no reason
to doubt that the vicinity of the town was the scene of the
healing of the demoniacs by the Saviour, recorded in Miitt.

viii., ]\[ark v., and Luke viii. Josephus informs us that
Gadaia was ca^^ured by Antiocbus in 218 b.c., and, about
20 years afterwards, stood a ten months' siege by Alexander
Jauninus. It was twice taken by Vesj^asian, though, on
the first occasion, the Jewish inhabitants offered a stout

resistance. At a later period it recovered from the injuries

he inflicted, and was one of the most beautiful and flourish-

ing cities of Syria
;
and it was not till after the Mahometan

conquest that it fell again into decay. Its archteon or

l)refecture is mentioned in the Mklrash Labba (circa 278)
and other Jewish writings. According to Dr O. Blau the
town was also known as the Arabian Antioch. To the
literary student it is interesting as the birthplace of

Meleager the anthologist.

Sec Porter in Joxirn, of Hatred Literature, voL vi.; Journ, Asia-
tique, 1S67, p. 191; Zcitscli. d, B. Morg. Gcs., 1869.

GADDI. Four painters of the early Florentine school

—

father, son, and two grandsons—^bore this name.
1. Gaddo Gaddi (1239 to about 1312) was, according to

Vasari, an intimate friend of Oimabue, and afterwards of

Giotto. He was a iDainter and mosaist, is said to have
executed the great mosaic inside the portal of the cathedral

of Florence, representing the coronation of the Virgin, and
may with more certainty be credited with the mosaics inside

the portico of the basilica of S. Maria Maggiore, Home, re-

lating to the legend of the foundation of that church
;
their

elate is probably 1308. In the original cathedral of St
Peter in Borne, he also executed the mosaics of the choir,

and those of the front, representing on a colossal scale God
the Father, with many other figures ; likewise an altarpiece

in the church of S. Maria Novella, Florence; these works
no longer exist. It is ordinarily held that no picture (as

distinct from mosaics) by Gaddo Gaddi is now extant.

Messrs Crowe & Cavalcaselle, however, consider that the

mosaics of S. Maria Maggiore bear so strong a resemblance

in style to four of the frescos in the upper church of Assisi,

representing incidents in the life of St Francis (frescos 2,

3, 4, and especially 5, which shows Francis stripping him-
self, and protected by the bishop), that those frescos like-

wise may, with considerable confidence, be ascribed to GaddL
Some other extant mosaics are attributed to him, but with-

out full authentication. This artist laid the foundation of

a very large fortune, which continued increasing, and placed

his progeny in a highly distinguished worldly position.

2. Taddeo Gaddi (about 1300-1366, or later), son of

Gaddo, was bom in Florence, and became one of Giotto’s

most industrious assistants for a period (as usually stated)

of 24 years. This can hardly be other than an exaggera-

tion; it is probable that he began painting on his own
account towards 1330, when Giotto went to Naples.

Taddeo also traded as a merchant, and had a branch esta-

blishment in Venice. He was a painter, mosaist, and archi-

tect. He executed in fresco, in the Baroncelli (now Giugni)

chapel, in the Florentine church of S. Croce, the Virgin

and Child between Four Prophets, on the funeral monument
at the entrance, and on the walls various incidents in the
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legend of the Virgin, from the Expulsion of Joachim from
the Temple up to the Nativity. In the subject of the Pre-
sentation of the Virgin in the Temple are the two heads
traditionally accepted as portraits of Gaddo Gaddi and
Andrea Tafi

; they cannot, at any rate, be portraits of those
artists from the life. On the ceiling of the same chapel are

the Eight Virtues. In the museum of Berlin is an altar-

]>iece by Taddeo, the Virgin and Child and some other sub-
jects, dated 1334

;
in the Na^^les Gallery, a triptych, dated

1336, of the Virgin enthroned along with Four Saints, the
Baptism of Jesus, and his Deposition from the Cross; in

the sacristy of S. Pietro a Megognano, near Poggibonsi, an
altarpiece dated 1356, the Virgin and Child enthroned amid
Angels. A series of paintings, partly from the life of S.

Francis, which Taddeo executed for the presses in S. Croce,

are now divided between the Florentine Academy and the
Berlin Museum

;
the compositions are taken from or

founded on Giotto, to whom, indeed, the Berlin authorities

have ascribed their examples. Taddeo also painted some
frescos still extant in Pisa, besides many in S. Croce and
other Florentine buildings, which have perished. He
deservedly ranks as one of the most eminent successors of

Giotto ; it may be said that he continued working up the

material furnished by that great painter, with comparatively
feeble inspiration of his own. His figures are vehement in

action, long and slender in form ; his execution rapid and
somewhat conventional. To Taddeo are generally ascribed

the celebrated frescos—those of the ceiling and left or

western wall—in the Cappella degli Spagnuoli, in the

church of S. Maria Novella, Florence; this is, however,

oiien to considerable doubt, although it may perhaps be
conceded that the designs for the ceiling were furnished by
Taddeo. Dubious also are the three ];)ictures ascribed to

him in the London National Gallery. As a mosaist, he has
left some work in the baptistery of Florence. As an archi-

tect, he supplied in 1336 the plans for the present Ponte
Vecchio, and those for the original (not the present) Ponte
S. Trinita

;
in 1337 he was engaged on the church of Orsan-

Michele ; and he carried on after Giotto's death the work
of the unrivalled Campanile.

3. Agkolo Gaddi, born in Florence, was the son of

Taddeo; the date of his birth has been given as 1326, but
possibly 1350 is nearer the mark. He was a painter and
mosaist, trained by his father, and a merchant as well

;
in

middle age he settled down to commercial life in Venice,

and he added greatly to the family wealth. He died iii

October 1396. His paintings show much early promise,

hardly sustained as he advanced in life. One of the

earliest, at S. Jacopo tra' Fossi, Florence, represents the

Besurrection of Lazarus. Another probably youthful per-

fornoance is the series of frescos of the Pieve di Prato

—

legends of the Virgin and of her Sacred Girdle, bestowed
upon St Thomas, and brought to Prato in the 11th century

by Michele dei Dagomari ;
the Marriage of Mary is one of

the best of this series, the later compositions in which have

suffered much by renewals. In S. Croce he painted, in

eight frescos, the legend of the Cross, beginning with the

Archangel Michael giving Seth a branch from the tree of

knowledge, and ending with the Emperor Heraclius car-

rying the Cross as he enters Jerusalem ;
in this picture

is a portrait of the painter himself. Agnolo composed
his subjects better than Taddeo : he had more dignity

and individuality in the figures, and was a clear and bold

colourist; the general effect is laudably decorative, but

the drawing is poor, and the works show best from a
distance. Various other productions of this master exist,

and many have perished. Cennino Cennini, the author of

the celebrated treatise on painting, was one of his pupils.

4. Giovanni Gaddi, brother of Agnolo, was also a painter

of promise. He died young. (w. m. b.)
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GADIATCH, a towa of Eussia, at the head of a district in

the government of Poltava, situated on the elevated banks

of the Grun and the Psel, 73 miles N.N.TV. of Poltava, in

50® 22' N. lat. and 34® 0' E. long. It is a plain wood-built

town, with four Greek churches and two synagogues, deriv-

ing its main imi)ortance from its four annual fairs, one of

which, lasting for three weeks, was, u^) to 1857, held at the

Hermitage of the Transfiguration {Sheet Freohrazlieiishi),

In 1860 the population was 7263, 1213 of the number
being Jews, According to W. Struve's Oale'iidar 1878,

it was 8425. Gadiatch was the place where the assembly

was convoked by the hetman Vigofski in 1658, for the

publication of the treaty contracted between the Ukrainians

and the Poles. During the hetmanate it had fortifications

of which traces are still extant, ranked as a garrison town,

and was the residence of the hetman. At first it was
I

included in the military district of Luhen, but after 1650 in

the district to which it gave its name. Along with 13 large

villages it w-as bestowed by the empress Elizabeth on Count
Eazumofski, but it was afterwards purchased from him by
the empress Catharine II. In 1771 the town and district

were incorporated with the province of KiefP, and in 1802
they obtained their present position in the government of

Pultowa.
GADWALL, a word of obscure origin,^ the common

English name of the Duck, called by Llihisbus Anas strepera^

but considered by many modern ornithologists to requiie

removal from the genus Anas to that of Chaidelasmiis or

Ctenorhynclms
^
of either of which it is not only the typical

but the sole species. Its geographical distribution is almost
identical with that of the common Wild Duck or Mallard
(see Dxjck, voL vii. p. 605), since it is found over the

greater part of the Northern Hemisphere; but, save in

India, where it is said to be perhaps the most plentiful

species of Duck during the cold weather, it is hardly any-

where so numerous, and both in the eastern parts of the
United States and in the British Islands it is rather rare

than otherwise. Its habits also, so far as they have been
observed, greatly resemble those of the Wild Duck ; but its

appearance on the water is very different, its small head,
flab back, elongated form, and elevated stern rendering it

recognizable by the fowler even at such a distance as

hinders him from seeing its very distinct plumage. In
coloration the two sexes agree much more than is the case

with any of the European Freshwater Ducks {Anatince)

—

one only, the Anas marmorata, excepted ; but on closer

inspection the drake exhibits a delicate ash-coloured breast,

and upper wing-coverts of a deep chestnut, which are wholly
wanting in his soberly clad partner. She, however, has, in
common with him, some of the secondary quills of a pure
white, presenting a patch of that colour which forms one of

the most readily-perceived distinctive characters o£ the
species. The Gadwall is a bird of some interest, since it

is one of the few that have been induced, by the protection
afforded them in certain localities, to resume the indigenous
position they once filled, but had, through the draining and
reclaiming of marshy lands, long since abandoned. In
regard to the present species, this fact is due to the efforts

of the late Mr Andrew Fountaine, on whose property, in

^ Webster gives the etymology gad about well. Dr E. G.
Latham a^ggests that it is taken from the syllables quedvZ, of the
Latin a Teal. The spelling Gadwall ** seems to be
iirst found in WiEughby in 1676, and has been generally adopted by
later writers ; btit Merrett, in 1667, has "" Gaddel” (Pmna? ieerwwi
na-twfoMmm p. 180), saying that it was so called by
bird^ealers. synonym “ Gray,” given by WiUughby and Bay,
is doubtless derived the general colour of the species, and has its
analogue in the Joalhl^c applied almost indIfEereutly, orwith
some distinguishing epithet, to the female of any of the Freshwater
Bucks, and especially to scums of the present, in which, as stated
in th^te^, lliere is compara^v^y little difference of plumage in Drake
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We&t Norfolk and its immediate iieiglibourln>'‘>d, the

Gadwall has now, for nearly thirty years, aunuully bred in

constantly increasing numbers, so that it may agfiin be
accounted, in the fullest sense of the word, an inhabitant

of England ; and, as it has been always esteemed one ol*

the be->t of wild fuvl for the table, the satisfacttJiy result

of its encouragement by this gentleman is not to be

despised. (a. n.)

GAELIC LA.NGUAGE AND LITEEATLEE. Until

recently theie was doubt as to the family of languages ti;

which the Gaelic belonged ;
indeed, with many Hcholur.s the

impression existed that it belonged to the Kornitic braiuli,

and that its relations mu.st all be traced among sumo one or

other of its varietie.->. This view arose very much frean tin*

neglect with which the Innguage luul been treated by
scientific men. Comparative philology is itself a m<Klein

subject of studj". Naturally, in its progress, the more

j

prominent languages came first, while the more obscure were
passed over as of comparatively subordinate importance.

The study is one so comprehensive, and requix'ing so large

an amount of acquirement of various kiiubs, that it is no
real reproach to modern scholar.shix) that the study such
languages as the latter should have been po.stponed in

favour of that of languages mure generally kiioun. I'heir

turn, however, gradually came, and no one can <*<uiipLim

now that they have not received the attention of very c< un-

petent scholars. It is doubtful whether a higher class of

scholarship has been nurtured anywhere than in the study
of the Celtic languages, as exhibited by such men as Zeuss,

Dieffenbach, Ebel, Whitley Stokes, the Chevalier Nigni,

Henri Gaidoz, and others who have devoted their strength

to their exposition. The result has been the conqdtto
establishment of the fact that this clas.s of languages beb*ngs

to the Indo-European or Aryan stock, and is closely related

to the classical branch of those tongues.

The first who brought real scholarship to bear upon the

question of the family to which the Celtic dialects belonged
was Dr Cowles Pritchard. His JHJastern OHyin of tfa* C* It i<

Nations is a work of the highest value, distinguished by its

eiudition, and the sound judgment it displays. He was one
of the most remarkable nieii whom Britain has produced in

the field of comparative philology. No doubt it is with I lie

Welsh he chiefly dealt, hut, in discussing such quefetiun.^ ns

he had to deal with, it mattered little which of the C«^rltiv

tongues was made use of. Many writers followed i>r

Pritchard, and there is now^, as Las been said, no (juestion

about the A.ryan source of the Celtic languages, it is nut
that the words are to a large extent aindniiuu,', but the
grammatical structure and the idioms coirespoiRl to such
an extent that the question i.s put beyond a doubt

;
while,

with the exception of a few common vocables, there is little

that is analogous between the Celtic and the Semitic
languages.

The territory once occupied by the Celtic race is a ques-
tion of much interest. Now they are confined wdthiii well-

known limits. On the Eun^jiean continent they occupy that
part of France usually called Brittany, the most 'westerly

portion of the country terminating in Cape Finisterre. They
occupied this territory so early as the days of Julius Ca*sar,

although it has been said that they were emigrants from
Britain at a later period. The topograx>hical terms given
by Caesar in describing the Eoman invasion all indicate
that the lang^ge of the natives of Brittany used then, mid
for a long time before, was as much Celtic as it is now.
Opposite to Brittany lies British Cornwall, a regiofn with a
Celtic tongue until about 100 years ago. The two Corn-
walls—one in Britain and the other in France—^terminated,
one on each sid^ the territory oceupiod by the Celt. The
dialects spoken in these stood in the closest relationship.

I
To the north of this lies the greatest of all the moderc.
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tions of the Cimbrian Celts. Wales, occupied by about a
million inhabitants, is nearly Celtic, and uses the ancient
tongue of Wales, Cumbria, and Strathclyde, Across the
sea from Wales lies the Isle of Man, where the Gaelic
branch of the Celtic held sway, and does to some extent
still In Ireland the Gaelic also prevailed, and is stiU
spoken by about a million people. And lastly, in the
Scottish Highlands about 300,000 people still use, less or
more, the old Gaelic tongue of Scotland. Thus Brittany,
Wales, Man, western Ireland, and the Scottish Highlands
are now the territory of the Celtic languages. That they
once occupied a wider sphere is beyond a doubt. There
are traces of. the tongue, in one form or other, to be found
all along southern Europe. Topography is a valuable
source of evidence, and one that will be made to serve pur-
poses it has never served as yet ;

and it furnishes us—in
Italy, France, Switzerland, Spain, and Portugal—with relics

which, like animal tossils dug from the depths of the earth,

speak unmistakably of what formerly existed there. How
far the Gaelic form of Celtic speech prevailed it is difficult

to say, or whether it existed alongside of the Cimbric on
the continent of Europe. But the name Gallia is significant

as applied to France
; and it is a suggestive fact that, to

this day, the Bretons call France Gaul, as distinguished
from their own country, and in like manner call the French
language Gallic, as distinguished from the Breton. In
Scotland the Gaelic and Cimbric races long dwelt together,

distinct and yet nearly related. When they separated,

citlier as to race or language, is not easily settled. There
are indications on the Continent which rather throw donbt
on the. idea maintained by some writers that the divergence
took place after the settlement of the race in Britain, and
farther inquiry as to these indications is essential ere a
satisfactory conclusion can be reached. But within the his-

toric period the two races existed side by side in Scotland,

the Cimbric occupying the region called Strathclyde, with
their separate government and laws, and the Gael at least

occupying the Daliiadic kingdom of Argyll. The people
called by the Romans Piets occupied the north and east of

Scotland. That these were the same people with the
Dalriadic Scots is somewhat questionable. That they were
closely related to them is beyond doubt, but that they had
linguistic and other peculiarities is manifest. Their topo-

graphy proves it, being different from that of either Ireland

or Argyll, and, so far as the historic relations of both are

concerned, they indicate a state of chronic war. For
centuries there were mutual raids of Scots on Piefcs, and
Piets on Scots, until finally, under Kenneth MacAlpine,
king of Dalriada, the Piets were overcome in the year 843,
and they and the Scots became united under one monarchy.
The tradition is that the Piets were annihilated,—meaning,
in all likelihood, their power,—and there arose one great

united kingdom. The united people are the ancestors of

the i)resent Scottish Highlanders, and the Gaelic language
has come down from them to ns, influenced as to structure

by the dialect spoken and written by the victors.

The Gaelic language, as now in use in Scotland, resembles

closely in its structure both the Irish:and the Manx. They
fonn one family, and yet it has its own distinctive features,

Irish scholars maintain that it is a modem and corrupt

offshoot of the Irish, and account in this way for these

peculiarities. They say, for example, that the absence of

the present tense in the Gaelic verb is a mere instance of

decay, and proves the modem character of the dialect. But
the Welsh is no modem and corrupt form of Irish, but an
ancient distinct tongue, so far back as history carries

ua And yet it wants the present tense^ indicating that

this peculiarity is distinctive of some of the Celtic tongu^,
and that what is cited as a proof of recency may in reality

be a proof of priority. The present tense may be called an
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Irish addition made to the verb in the process of culture.
At the same time it must be allowed that there is a diffi-
culty in proving from any literary remains existing that the
present Scottish form of the language is of great antiquity.
All the literary relics that have come down to us are
written in what is usually called the Irish dialect. The
present tense is in universal use, as well by Scottish as by
Irish writers. This arose from the identity of the Irish and
Scottish churches. The dialect in which all theological
treatises were written was one, and this dialect extended
from the clergy to bards, and sennachies, and medical men.
There is not a page of Gaelic written in any other dialect
before the middle of last century. But as in other coun-
tries there was both a spoken and a written dialect in use,
so in both Scotland and Ireland there appears to have been
a dialect in use among the people as their common speech,
and another used by their scholars,—the former varying
according to locality, and the latter being identical through-
out, Some of the features that distinguish the Gaelic
language, partly iu common with the other Celtic tongues,
and iiartly not, are the following :

—

1. The aspiration of consonants. This is accomplished hy the
change of m into v, of 5 into v, of d into y, of g into a hroad y, of

p into /, and s and t into A. As appealing in the initial articula-
tions this presents a peculiar difficulty to the learner of Gaelic. Ho
has been accustomed, in learning other tongues, to observe the
changes required by inflexion, and other requirements of correct
grammatical structure. But he has not been familiar with changes
in the initial letters of words. In English these letters never
undergo an;^ change

; but in Gaelic he meets with such changes at
once. He finds mac, a son, becoming in certain circumstances vac,
and ho is ready to doubt whether both forms belong to the sameword.
To make the difficulty as little formidable as possible to the reader, the
authors of the Gaelic orthography fell upon the method of using the
letter which, though hardly a letter in Gaelic, and never used to
begin a word, is now used more than any other letter. The Iiish

use a dot. The use of the 7h serves to preserve to the reader the
original form of the word. Hence mac becomes by aspiration, or
ado%wissc7/ie7it as the Eionch call it, mhac, pronounced me. Theso
initial changes of certain consonants are made for the purpose of
euphony, to which Gaelic makes large sacrifices, and also for the
purpose of distinguishing gender. An aspiration converts the
teininine into the masculine, and, vice versa. An ceann is the head,
masculine, a* clios the foot, feminine. So a ckos is his foot, a cos is

her foot ; a cTieann is his head, a ceomn is her head, the pronoun
undergoing no change, although its gender is indicated by the
change. There are other purposes served by aspiration of consider-
able importance. The GaShclearnermakes a large acquisition when
he masters the principles of aspiration, and inquirers into the
characters of the language will cease to blame the frequency with
which h appears in Gaelic writing when they come to see how im-
X)ortant a purpose it serves.

2. Anothei peculiarity of the Gaelic language is to be found, as
already said, in the want of a present tense in the verb. The
veib “ to do ” is dean, the theme of the verb being in the impera-
tive mood. There is no tense expressing simply I do, the form in
use being I am doing, tTux, mi cC deanamh. The Irish say deaTiavm,

I do, but that is not the Scottish form of the expression. In this

Gaelic is not only at one with several of the Celtic branches,

but with some of the Semitic tongues. And it has this further in

common with these last, that the luture is used to express present

time. This occurs frequently in the Gaelic version of the Bible,

where we have an t% a ch/re%d€as <mns a* MhcM, he that will

believe in the Son, for he that believeth. And yet occasionally a

true present tense appears in Gaelic :

—

a/n cluvim tJm sinf Do
you hear that? cluinnndh, I do hear it; am faic tfm sm? Do
you see that? chi, I do see it. In those eases and some others

there is no doubt a distinct present tense. The cases are, however,

few, and occur in peculiar circumstances.

3. Another feature peculiar to Gaelic is that there is no real

infinitive in the verb. The infinitive in use is a noun which may
appear either in the form of a participle or an infinitive, according

to the effect of the preceding preposition.
^

I am going to strike,

tha mi *dol do hhvMadh, I am going to strffdng ; I am striking, iha

mi tualadh, I am at striking,— preposition do, to, in the one

case giving the noun the force ot an infinitive, and the preposition ag

or a\ atT^ving the same nounthe force of a participle. The Gaelic

infinitive is thus identical with tite Latin gerund, and is one of the

points where the classical and the Celtic tongues meet and touch.

In tlie article OblUo Litebatuke reference is made
to some of those cases in which the Irish dialect of the
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Celtic differs from some of the others. It is unnecessary

here to go over the same ground again. "What is distinctive

of the Irish is, for the most part, distinctive of the Scottish

Gaelic. The Gaelic retains the hard or h sound of c.

There is not an instance of a purely Gaelic word in which
the c is x>ronounced soft, There are dialects of Gaelic, how-
ever, in. which the c becomes aspirated in the middle or at

the end of a word. Thus mac, a son, is pronounced machd ;

veacadh, sin, is i>i^onounced i:^mclidadli. This peculiarity

does not exist in the counties of Sutherland and Caithness,

where the hard sound of c is retained- The Scottish Gaelic,

in like manner, in common with Sanskrit, Latin, German,
and Slavonian, retains the sibilant 5

,
where other dialects

have discarded it. Many words beginning in Gaelic with

5 have h as the initial letter in Welsh. It is worthy of

observation, however, that, in the aspirated form of the s

used in inflexion or as indicative of gender, the s assumes

the sound of li in Gaelic. In like manner, words in Gaelic,

as in Irish, can end in 5, r, and w. The instances of these

are numerous. So also does the Gaelic, like Irish, retain

a harder form of the articulation than the British, but not

to the same extent
j
for huvel, low, in Irish is in

Gaelic iimhal, approaching in this, as in many other cases,

nearer to the British form. So the Gaelic preserves letters

where the British loses them, but not to the same extent as

the Irish. For when the Irish has teeh, a house, and the

British ti^ the Gaelic has both teach and and ioT the

most part uses the latter. In addition to this, the Gaelic,

like the Irish, has preserved the declension of its noun,
which cannot be said of the British. Four of the cases are

in constant use, the nominative, the genitive, the dative,

and the vocative in both numbers, the dative plural alone

having almost disappeared from common speech. In the

singular number these cases are distinctly marked

—

cos, a
foot, gen. coise, dat. cois, voc. a chos. Wherever the language
is well spoken these cases are in daily use, and are lost

only when the language is far on in the process of decay.

Difference between Gaelic and Irish—The differences

between the Gaelic and the Irish are considerable, and,

though Irish writers maintain the contrary, are not to be
taken as indications of the modern origin of the former.

Without entering on that question, we find a marked dis-

tinction in the use by the Irish of what is called eclipsis,

—

that is, the use of other and softer articulations to eclipse

the harder in the beginning of a word, in some cases, as,

for instance, in the genitive plural of nouns. The object

aimed at would seem to be euphony, and in seeking this

object the Irish and the Scottish ear did not altogether
correspond. In Irish, the law as given by OT)onovan is

that m eclipses h, as ar md>o, our cow
; g eclipses c, as ar

g-ceart, our right ; n eclipses d, hh eclipses /, n eclipses g, b
eclipses p, d eclipses t, t eclipses $. This system of eclips-

ing runs through the nouns and verbs. It is unknown in
Gaelic, if we except the eclipsing of s by «, as an t-suil, the
eye, an t-slact, the rod, and certain words which, in some
districts of the Highlands, suffer eclipse. In Skye the ex-
pression for the number of men is hireamh nan nrdaoine, the
n eclipsing the d. Other instances may be found along the
west coast of Scotland. But eclipsis is, for the most part,

distinctive of the Irish dialect. The Gaelic is further
marked by a greater tendency to aspiration than the Irish.

The setiteuce donnas ta tn ? how art thou I in Irish, is in
Gaelic cionnus tha thu 'I the verb and the pronoun being both
aspirated. Other differences might be referred to, but one
is prominent, the difference of accent or emphasis. The
tendency of the Irish is to emphasize the final syllable, that
of the Gaelic to emphasize the penultimate. Thus saZdbch,

dirty^^dn Irish, is in, Gaelic saldch; Oisin, Ossian, is in
Gaelic Oisidru This n^es a striking difference in the
spoken tongues, and occasions one of the main difficulties

Lie
Irish and Scottish Celts have in understanding each others’

speech.

Advantages and Defects of Gaelic,—The (Jaelit* lan-

guage, as now existing, lias its advantages and its corre-

sponding defects. It is admirably adapted fur tbe purpo<c‘s

of the poet. In descriptive poetry few languages ex (‘el it.

There are some pieces of ancient, authentic, Ossuiuic* poetry

existing that arc equal in power and beauty to the eivmpf>i-i

tious of any age or country. Such arc the deseriptitai of

Cuchullin’s chariot and horses, and the description ol the

swords of the Ossianic heroes. The same is true of more
modern poetic compositions. Macintyre of (jlleuoreliy'.s

Bcinn Douran and G<nre Clienlhaich are fine specimens of

descriptive poetry—poetical in conception throughout,

couched in the choicest language, and with rhythm of un-

failing acciuacy. The same may be said of MiiedunahVs

Omn an t-s<niihraidli, or Ode to Summer, \vhi<di is ,l

remarkable specimen of what the Gaelic is capable of when
used iov the description of nature. Other lyrical e.ompt‘si-

tions are also of a higli order of merit. Love-song.s and
boat-songs abound, and are in many cases full of litc and
force; and the numerous songs expres-ive of clan affcction.'t

and animosities display the same characteristics. Xo lan-

guage is more capable of expressing both love and hate, and
there seems to have been ample scope for both iu the past

history of the Highland clans. Within certain limit.s then,

Gaelic is the language of i>octry, extending from the epic of

the Ossianic bards down to the lyric or less aspiring efforts

of lesser bards.

The language is also admirably fitted for the communica-
tion of religious knowledge. It is in its structure meta-
phorical and emotional, and renders “with wonderful pre-

cision and effect the statements of Scripture. I'lio saying
attributed to one of the dukes of Argyll is well known,
that if addressing his sovereign he would choose Mngli'b,

if addressing the lady of his affections he would fhott.'^e

French, but if he was addressing his God he would choose

Gaelic. Few of those whoso calling it is to teach reli-

gious truth, and who know how to handle the language
with effect, have failed to feel and own that it is inoianpar-

able for conveying the knowledge of the truth wdth power.
Perhaps no x>reachers have surpassed the Welsh iu real elo-

quence, and yet some of the Gaelic preachers have not been
behind them. The language has served a great purpose in

the Highlands in connexion with the religious life of the
people.

The defects of the language are to be found chiefly in the
departments of ]>hilosophy, science, and art. There it has
either to be rejected or to be suj>plied from foreign sources.

Indeed in this field it seems to have deteriorated during
the course of several centuries. There are MBS. of the
14th and 15th centuries in existence, iu which terms arc
employed in connexion with discussions in x>liiJ<^>s?ophy,

theology, and medicine that could not now be understood.
The philosophy of Aristotle is "well rendered, as are als(^ the
theology of the fathers and the medical di.sq\iisition.s of the
Arabic writers on medicine. Bub when modern science
and philosophy, and even theology in some of its depart-
ments, have to be dealt with, the lack of terms renders the
task a difficult one. It is here that, in the progress of
education, the difficulty of preserving the language lies.

The effect of this want is traceable in common speech, when
E^lish words have of necessity to be used in connexion
with objects of everyday use. Steamer, train, boiler,

engine, railway, quay, <fec., have just to be introduced from
the Saxon, and presented with a little of the Gaelic tone in
them to suit the Celtic ear. Some writers and speakers do
try to invent Gaelic terms to represent all these and similar
objects, but popular usage rejects them and prefers the
foreign words.
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Gaelic Literature.—The literature of the Scottish

Highlands may be divided into several branches. The
following outline comprehends more perhaps than is usually
included under that term

;
in j^articular, it ai^pears necessary

to give here some account of topographical and person^
names.

Mythology.—We have first the mythology of the race.

Little of this now exists, and it is difficult to piece the
scattered fragments together. We find the mythology of
the older faith or faiths interwoven in some cases with the
mythology of the ISTorthmen. The mythology of the East
api^ears at some i^oints, and we have giants, fairies, and
witches, some of them firmly believed in to the present day.
Adamnan, in bis life of Columba, refers to the magi who
were in the jialace of the Pictish king whom the missionary
sought to convert. Who these were, and what was their

creed, is not clearly stated, but all we read of that early
faith, and all that tradition brings down to us, would seem
to indicate that their worship was a form of sun worship.
The words applied to the cardinal points of the compass con-
vey this inipresbion, the fear shown in many ways of going
against the course of the sun, and certain festivals in which
fire was and is used, would seem to confirm it. The bodies
of the dead are in some cases carried sunwise round certain
objects on their way to the burial ground

; in fact, words
and practices crop up in several parts of the country serving
to show that the sun was worship^Ded. Rath^ a circle, is

used in Gaelic to express good fortune :

—

cha-n^eil rath air,

there is no circle on him,—he is not fortunate,—referring,

no doubt, to the course of the sun. There was a Gaelic
mythology connected wdth the Fingalian heroes. Whether
they themselves were mythical or not is debated, but
there wa.s a mythology connected with them. Fiugal had
a sword that never required to be used twice

;
the Vulcan

of the race could cro.s.s a glen with a stride ; Manannan, son
of Lir, from %vhom the Isle of Man is named, could clothe

himself in a fog, and so hide himseK from his enemy. The I

story of Diarmad and the boar and the story of Fraoch
|

and the beast are mythological, the former being the Celtic

story of Achilles, and the latter the Celtic version of the
Garden of the Iie>sperides. Then there were giants called

N<( FiantaieJmm^ men of colossal mould. Dun Fhian^ the

giant’s castle, is a common topograjihical term. Here is

the descrilotion (with English translation) of one of these

heroes :

—

'' Tamhiill in6r, mac sheanii Tamhuil,
Clia ruig(^adh a’ mhuir inh6r a ruiimse,
Cha tharadh e mach, ’s cha thto.dh e steach,
’I7s 'n iiair a bhitheadh e ’s a bheul fodha,
Bhitheadh a dhruim a’ sgriobadli an atbar.”

Great Taval, son of old Taval,
The great sea wouldn't reach his middle

;

He couldn't get out and he couldn't get in;
And when he lay down on his face,

" His back would be scratching the sky.

Some of these tales of the giants attribute to them a
great age* There is one tale in which five generations in

succession are said to exist at the same time, and the

youngest of them a very aged man. The traditional tales

taken down by Mr J. F. Campbell, from oral tradition in

the Highlands are full of mythology- Animals in these

play an important part, and are endowed with remarkable
powers. How far this mythology is original, or is borrowed
from the East, is an interesting question. In some of the

Western Isles, the Scandinavian god Odin enters into the

popular mythology, a relic, no doubt, of the Norse occupa-

tion of the territory. Fairies, or the daoine sithe or

ichean^ fill an important place in the mythology of the

Highlands. The name of these imaginary beings is derived

from their supposed habits. Sith is a common name in

Gaelic for a hill of a peculiar form. As a diminutive it is
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nthean^ the word used for green hillocks, which abound
throughout the Highlands. These hills are supposed to be
the abodes of fairies, who, in consequence, are called daoine
sUhe^ or the men of the hillocks. Sith^ peace, has no part
in forming the designation, although often said to have.
These beings were the very opposite of peaceful in the
popular belief. It is impossible here to give an account of

the common belief in the Highlands regarding fairies, but
there is a great deal of popular literature taken up with
descriptions of it, and with stories regarding these mis-
chievous and meddling beings. They were fond of carrying
away young children, and substituting young fairies in their

place, to the grief and harassment of the mother. Nor did
they confine their assaults to children, but sometimes carried

men and women to their underground abodes, where they
passed through extraordinary scenes. The Bev. Kobert
Kirke of Balquhidder wrote an account of the fairies which
av/akened their anger, and they spirited him away to fairy-

land. He was able to appear in the room at the baptism
of a child born after his removal, when it was arranged
that for his deliverance a knife was to be thrown over his

head at a certain moment. The hour came, but through
some infatuation the party entrusted with the duty failed

in the performance. Mr Kirke was not delivered, and is

believed to be in fairyland to this day. Similar stories are

without number, and show how widely extended the belief

in fairies was.
Witchcraft had a large place in the popular beliefs, and has

not lost it I altogether at the present day. It was supposed
possible for a person endowed with this power to inflict

great damage upon an adversary. Milk could be abstracted

from the cows of a neighbour and brought to swell the pro-

duce of the party abstracting it. This belief has been the

source of much animosity and strife among neighbours
down to the present time. Clay bodies stuck over with
pins could be formed representing an adversary, and could

be laid in a stream, and as the clay wasted, the body of

the man represented pined until he died. This affiorded

ample room for the exhibition of party or personal hatred,

and is not altogether unknown now. The literature of

witchcraft is of considerable extent, and consists in tales

and forms of exorcism which are very various, and some of

them very curious. The forms are all in rhyme, and do not

display much of the genius of poetry ;
they are usually

made up o£ appeals to saints and apostles, with the

occasional introduction of the Virgin Mary. Several of

these have been handed down by tradition, and are scat-

tered throughvariousworks devoted to Highland lore. Near
the valley of the Spey there recently lived a rioted wizard,

who possessed a charmed bridle which exercised a most
powerful influence over all forms of bewitchment. A
clergyman, not far from the residence of this man, was on
one occasion much disturbed by the state of his cows,

which had suddenly ceased to give milk. The neigh-

bours assured the minister that it was witchcraft, and that

he ought to send for the man with the charmed bridle,

which, very much against his will, he was induced to do.

The wizard came, and was told by the clergyman that he

had no faith in his witchcraft, but he should very much
like to have his counsel as a man of skill. The so-called

wizard, understanding with whom he had to deal, at once

laid aside all pretension to superhuman power, and asked

the minister where his cows usually fed, saying that they

would go and take a look at the grass. They did so, when
the wizard pointed out a plant, then in flower, which he

said was, in that condition, most injurious to cows yielding

milk. He advised the minister to keep the cows away from

that piece of pasture for a fortnight. This was done, and

the cows recovered. The wizard got his fee and a promise

that nothing should be said to affect the public confidence
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in his power. This is the kind of witchcraft that has
existed all along, and which has cost many poor helpless

creatures their lives at the stake.

Topograph^/,—In dealing with the literature of the

Highlands we cannot overlook the topography of the

country. It is to be regretted that in Scotland we have no
such MS. remains, containing topographical terms with
their origin, as are to be found in Ireland, nor have we any
work on the subject of topography possessed of the slightest

authority. But we have numerous ancient charters con-

taining names of places, and we have what are called the

Teto%trs^ connected with the succession to property through-
out the country, and these contain extensive lists with the

spelling adopted for the names at different periods. These
names belong to different languages. There is apparently
an original language, if not more than one, which is now
lost. Without this assumption there is no accounting for

many of the names applied to natural objecta Then there

is the old Horse and the Anglo-Saxon, the one using loiok

for a bay, as in Caithness, and the other for a town, as in

Roxburghshire
; then there is the British, as in the old

Strathclyde territory, and the Gaelic. The Gaelic, in its

topographical distribution, does not occupy the same field

with that occupied by it as a spoken tongue. The spoken
language and the topography of Galloway are quite at

variance
; so with Lewis and others of the Western Isles.

The spoken language of Galloway is Scottish, the topography
is almost wholly Gaelic. The spoken language of Lewis,
Harris, Skye, &c., is Gaelic, the topography is almost
wholly old Norse. But one thing is manifest, that Gaelic
names are distributed over the whole surface of Scotland,
although not in equal proportions. These names contain a
history, could it be evolved. They speak of races distinct

and successive, although their testimony as to dates is

difficult to read. The county names of Scotland in Gaelic
are suggestive :

—

Shetland SiaUv^inn. Fife Flu.
Orkney Arcaibh. Stirling Sruileadh.
Caithness GalUTiaohh. Galloway GalUhmbh.
Sutherland Oalaobh. Dumfries Dum/phris.
Boss Jtos. Lanark LoAvcrch.
Cromarty Oi'ombadh. Argyll Araghacl.
Inverness InhhearTiaoise. Dumbarton DunbhrcctMinn.
N^aim Iifthkmrnar^mn, Bute Foite.
Moray MortJiaobh, Linlithgow L(tniieiit7txtic7b.

Banff Bwmbh. Lothian, M, &E. Loitdaddh.
Aberdeen Abaweadhain. Renfrew llc^ifrcudJh,
Kincardine OimLech^x^rdcmvfh. a

J
Siorra7nm7id

Forfar FanrfajLr. } AdJiar.
Berth Peurt. Kirkcudbright CUUi^wibeirt.

This list does not include Peebles (which is probably
Celtic), Selkirk, Roxburgh, and Berwick, as there are no
Gaelic terms for them, but in the other cases it will be
seen to what an extent the county names are really Gaelic.
The same is true of names of parishes, which are, to a
large extent, Gaelic both in the north and in the south.

It is to be observed that the Gaelic topography of Scotland
differs widely from that of Ireland. The Irish sUahh, for
a mountain, rarely occurs in Scotland, where the word in
use chiefly is heinn. It does occur, but the instances are
few, while the Scottish hen is as rare in Ireland. BaUej a
township, is sufficiently frequent in Scotland, but not so
much so as the Irish hally. The word strati for a great
valley, occurs but rarely in Ireland

;
in Scotland it abounds

over the whole kingdom. The aJbers and pits and invers of
Scotland are rare in Ireland, or altogether unknown, while
there is little resemblance in the names of rivers. These
two systems of tc^ography may have originated with the
same people, but in one of the sections there were influences
manif^tly at work which were unknown in the other.
Rven in the Balriadic kingdom of Argyll there are features
which indicate a marked distinction between the topography

and that of Ireland. The study of this subject is full of

Interest, and is capable of producing important results Ijotli

linguistic and historical. The ffcld is as yet unoccupied,
and affords much to encourage the judicious and painstak-

ing student.

Names of Persons.—^The literature of the Highlands may
be held further to include the names of pemons as well as

those of places. Indeed some of the older MSS. are fflletl

with pedigrees, sometimes of kings, sonietinies of lesser

persons. Many of these ascend up to Noah, and even ti>

Adam, showing at least that they date since the conversion
of the Gael to Christianity. There are several interesting

genealogical lists in the volume of transactiosis ;[)ublished

by the Iona Club, and there are !MBS. in the Advixsates’

Library, Edinburgh, which contain several lists of a similar

kind. The descent of family representatives is iii these

traced up to the original source, which in many eases is

found among the ancient Bcottish kings. The preparing

and contmuing of these pedigrees w'as one of the duties of

the ancient bards and sennachies, w^ho transixiitted then-

knowledge of family history from generation to gencration.

It may be believed that these officials %vould have a measure
of bias in favour of their own patrons, and this may have,

in some cases, influenced their accounts of family history :

but, xtijon the whole, there seems to be a large amount of

truth in what they have transmitted to iis, back to a certain

date. The rest is pure Action. A specimen maybe given,

extracted from the genealogy of the family of Argyll.

Genelach mac Cailiii Gillespie mac Cailiu anaim mac Gilh^spicj

mac Donch anaglia mac Cailiu mac Gillesx>ic ruoidh mac. Cailiu eig
mac Neill mac Cailiu inoir mac Gilltisx)ic mac Dubgiiill, &<*., and sn

ou thi‘ough King Arthur up to Seth, the sou of Adam, the sou oi

God. Ill English this is—Tne genealogy of Mac Cailiu : GiIU*.s]>irk,

son of Colin, son of Gillcspick, son of Duucan the fortunat(i, sou oj'

Colin, son of Gillespick thered, son of Colin the young, son of Xcil,

son of Colin the great, son of Gillespick, son of Dougal, &c. So far

the genealogy con-esponds nearly with the usind gfuculogirs <»r the
family historians of the house of Argyll. Similar prtiigici'', are
furnished of most of the Highland clans.

The names of persons among the Gaelic races are for the

most x)art patronymic.

The first name in its earlier form is usually descjriptive, asPo/i ti(j7i

a

DxchTujTwZ, Vonnouc7iajd7v, Gillespuig,—Donald, Dougid, Duncan,
Gillespick,—^the brown man, the black man, the brown-faced man,
the servant of the bishop ; often it is taken from tins i:i<;ripturi*.s, as

Foin John, Scumaa James, Toxiias or Talduts Thomas, Ptmhtr
Peter, &c. ; some of the names come from the Nors<‘, a.s Torruil Tor-
quil, Torunaid Noi^nian, AtilaidJi Olavc, Lend Leod, and somt* are
borrowed from the Normans, as Uilleam William, Kd/traiv Henry,
&c. The suraames are for the most part i«it 2’onyunes, ai» Fohi
Mac Neill, John the son of Neil; and in case there should be
another John M*Neil, another stej) is introduced, as JCohi. Mite
Neill mhic DTiomTvnaill, and fwiriiaps a thinl until the iwjjw>n is

thoroughly identified. Sometimes there is a reduidicatioii of the
sonship, as Mac MJUc Alasdair, Mae Mhic Aikhi, the son of Ihe
son of Alexander or Allan, names of imi>ortant Highlantl chiets.

In other cases the surname is descriptive, ^Xhilh black. Foui flubh

Black John, Beag little. Mot big, BuidJi yellow, Vrom bent,

JRuadh red, &c., whence many well known English imuM's axii

derived. A lar^ number of Highland names and surnames an*
ecclesiastical, as those derived from St John, St Cohimba, St Cattan,
St Bridget, and others, and thus become heljis to historical incpiiry.

One thing is somewhat remarkable, that there i.s not an (/, in a<x*ox*cl-

ance with Irish nomenclature, among the Scottish Celts. The old
O'Duinn of Argyle is lost, and the patronymic of tlxe Celt is marked
by the uniform use of mac, rei^rcsenting a son, as €7 does a grand-
son. The age of fixed family names seems xio older than the age of
charters. Previous to that patronymics universally j>revailed, but
when charters ivere taken fixed names were essential to their value.

Proverbs.—^From xiaxaes of persons we may pass to i>ro-

verbs as a part, and a very curious part, of Gaelic literature.

Few languages so abound in proverbs, and proverbs of a
very clever and popular caste. A Higlxlander seldom gives

expression to an important sentiment without backing it

with a proverb, and these give force and pungency to what
he says. A collection of these proverbs was made, in the
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by the Rev. Donald Mackintosh, and, to form some
idea of the number of them, it is only necessary to observe
that, under the letter “ I ” alone, they reach the number of
382 in the first edition of the book. A large number of
these proverbial sayings escaped the notice of Mr Mackintosh,
and additions were made in the second edition, while
some of the very best are not recorded even yet. Prover-
bial sayings in English are rei^resented by sayings of a
different kind in Gaelic, having the same meaning. ‘‘ There
is many a slip between the cup and the lip ” is represented
by Is L& ditma <tn ni a sliliiiyeas (?, acli cha leis an Qii a
chnyaineas What a man swallows is his own, but not
what he chews.” It never rains but it pours ” is repre-
sented by Ail urdr a theld chailleach a riiith^ theid i

'/i a deanu-nilth^ “When the old woman takes to running,
she runs with a will.” “ Sour grapes ”

—

Mionnan bhaird
t'is <1 chalstealy cha tcld ml fh'dn do^ii chaisteal hlirewn^ cha
teld, cha Icltj lad ami “ The bard’s oath to the castle,
^ I wont go to the vile castle

;
no, they won’t let me in.’

”

The Gaelic i>rovorbs are full of interest, and add much to
the x)o\ver of either speech or writing when skilfully used.

^^(/eidachdcciiy or Tales of Fiction.—These at one time
abounded in the Highlands, and had much in common with
the tales collected and published by Grimm and Dasent,
from the German and the Norse. Until lately, these tales

were entirely oral, and were little known beyond certain

portions of the West Highlands. Recently they have been
collected, translated, and edited, with i^eculiar care and skill,

by Mr J. F. Campbell, in four 8vo volumes. This is a
real addition to Gaelic literature, and Mr Campbell has laid

every friend of that jiterature under obligation. One real

service it has done in preserving for us admirable specimens
of the most idiomatic and po^jular forms of the Gaelic
language. Wo have it there as used by the tellers of

popular tales among the people for generations. Whence
auatiy of these tales have come it is hard to say, but tales

have been collected in the small islands south of Barra,

where the people seldom tread the soil of even their main
island, containing ideas and forms of thought which never
could have originated there, and the preservation of which,
in such a locality, is a remarkable fact. Are they relics of

a higher civilization existing in ages long gone by '? It is

remarkable that the Thomas the Rhymer of Lowland
tfjiudition is well known in the traditions of the Highlands,
and that stories of him related on the borders in broad
Scotch are related in the Highlands in Gaelic as tales of

great antiquity.

Clan History.—^A portion of the literature pf the Gaelic

Celt consists of clan history. The clan system does not

seem to be very ancient. In all probability it dates from
the period when the Gaelic kingdom of Scotland ceased to

exist. It has been already said to date from the era of

charters. But the two eras are pretty nearly identical.

Down to the reign of Malcolm TIL the Gaelic kingdom
appears to have been to a large extent homogeneous. There

-were no elements in it but what were Celtic, as it never

ireally embraced within it the Scandinavian sections. Then
•the land was governed by its maormors and toiseachs, men
who represented the central governing power. It would
.-seem that when, in the reign of David I., the kingdom
became largely Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman, the Gaelic

people became estranged from their native kings, and
gathered themselves in sections under the sway of their own
chiefs ; and hence came chiefs and clans, instead of a king

and his subjects forming a united nation. The change was

a serious one for the Gaelic people, as they never became

again what they had been before. Clan names appear at

an early period, and in some form or other must have

existed before the time of the Saxonized kings ;
but not

jone of the great clans of Highland history—^the Macdonalds,
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the Macleans, the Campbells, the Macleods, the Mackenzies,
the Mackintoshes, or others—appears at all. In the book of
Deer, supposed to be of the 11th or 12bh century, the
names of two clans—the clan Morgan and the clan Canan

—

appear ; but it is very questionable whether these represent
any clan existing now, although clan Morgan is said to be
the old name of the Mackays of Strathnaver. But tlie

names in that interesting record are for the most part purely-

patronymic, and do not indicate any connexion with existing
clans. The fact is that, till very recently, the clan name was
confined to the chief, as records of old deeds and processes
at law serve to show.

The Gaelic historical literature of one kind or another is

of considerable extent, and consists of relics, written and
traditional, of the old sennachies or family historians. In
certain sections of the country the local traditions are full

of the stories of old feuds, and, though not to be implicitly

relied on, contain usually an element of truth. In Suther-
land the feuds of the Sutherlands and the Mackays, in Lewis
those of the Mackenzies and Macleods, in Skye the feuds
of the McLeods and the Macdonalds, in eastern Inverness-
shire those of the Mackintoshes and Cummings, in

Lochaber those of the Mackintoshes and the Camerons, in
Perthshire those of the Campbells and tlie Maegregors, and
others in other quarters are largely related. Native
accounts of the clans were sometimes committed to writing,

a specimen of which appears in the transactions of the Iona
Club. For a good deal of what is historical regarding the
Highlands, recourse must be had to the Irish Annals, which
occasionally refer to events occurring in Scotland.

MS. LiteraUire.—The written Gaelic literature was at
its earlier period so mixed up with that of Ireland that it

is nob easy in every instance to distinguish them. The
early church of both countries was one, and the early litera-

ture was the offspring of the early church. The very first

notices we have of the church, whether among the mission
institutes of Ireland or in Iona, indicate the existence and
extensive cultivation of a native literature. The transcrip-

tion or translation of portions of the Scriptures is shown to

have been one of the frequent exercises of the early mis-

sionaries, and they all learned to write the same dialect and
make use of the same letters. Many of the MSS. written

in Iona may be credited to Ireland, and vice versa ; and
writings found in Continental libraries may be presumed to

have been the work of Scottish as truly as of Irish writers.

The early treatises, and glosses upon Latin treatises, on
theological and other subjects still existing in the early

Gaelic dialect are numerous, and have afforded materials

for the acute and masterly criticism of Zeuss, De Nigra,

Stokes, and others ; and these are accompanied by treatises

on grammar, history, medicine, astrology, metaphysics,

poetry, and similar subjects, which are of much interest.

Most of these remains are found in the collections in Trinity

College, Dublin, and in the library of the Irish Royal

Academy; but there are numerous remains in the Edinburgh
Advocates’ Library, which prove at least that there were in

Scotland persons who valued and collected this literature.

There can be no doubt that there were many contributors

to it as well.

The earliest specimen of Gaelic writing, which can be

pronounced to be Scottish beyond any question, is the Book

of Deer^ said already to be a work of the 11th or 12th

century. The book itself consists of portions of the New
Testament written in Latin. The Gaelic portion consists

of historical references, with notices of grants of land

bestowed on the old monastery of Deer, in Aberdeenshire.

These references and notices are, for the most part, written

on the margin. They show that, at the time the book was

written, the Gaelic language was used, both for speaking and
writing, in the district around Deer, where it is now un*
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known except iu the topography. There is not a shade of

dihcreiice between the language of the Booh of Deer and the
language of the Irish writings of the same age. The
following speciuieu of the notices of grants of laud may be
interesting :

—

Douchad mac meo head viec hided dorat achad
madchor dondst acn^ dnMan <icifsdnckoIaimrille in^ore (johrdd

malechi acimiomtjell acHsrjUle crist mac finrjmii imidlenasi
iiitestes, &c. “ Duncan, .son of MacBeth, son of Idid, gave
Achad Madchor to Christ, and to Dro>stan, and to

Colunicille, in freedom for ever
;

Malechi, and Conigall,

and Gilchrist, son of Fingon, witnesses in x^roof of if The
notice of grants continue in similar form, being records kex>t

within the monastery of what had been given. The Booh
of Deer is a work of much interest to the Gaelic scholar,

and his best thanks are due to the Spalding Club and the

late Dr John Stuart for the excellent volume they have
X)ublished, containing all that is interesting in the original,

with a full and learned account of it.

Of the x>eriod immediately after the Booh of Deer there

are several MS. remains of Scottish Gaelic wTiting in

existence. There is the Glerimasan MS. in the Edinburgh
Advocate-s’ Library, inscribed with the date 1238, and con-

taining several interesting fragments. Here we find the

famous lay of Deirdre or Darthula, connected with the story

of the sons of Usnoth. The whole character of this MS. is

identical with that of the Irish MSS., and yet it is mani-

festly a Scottish work. There are lives of saints preserved

;

one of those, in the Advocates’ Library, is the life of St
Findchua. Mr Skene, in his Ghronides of the Piets and
Scots, gives transcripts of several important MSS., as the

Duan Albanach, or poetical accounts of the Scottish kings,

recited by the royal bard at the coronation of Malcolm
Kenmore. This was copied from an Irish MS., but is

manifestly a Scottish composition. The bards of both
Ireland and Scotland often crossed the Irish Channel, and
their works were well known on both sides of it.

The 14:th and 15th centuries were a period of revival of

literature over the whole continent of Europe, and the Celts

of Great Britain and Ireland felt the impulse. This was a

period of much writing both in Ireland and in Scotland. The
remains that exist are of a varied kind, and are numerous,
especially those of the 15th century. Of this century is

the only Gaelic charter that we x>ossess, which is x^rinted,

with a translation, in the National Becorxls of Scotland.

Of this age also are numerous medical hISS. Some of

these belonged to the famous family of Beatons, hereditary

physicians to the Lords of the Isles, and contain accounts

of such remedies as were believed at the time to have
efficacy in the cure of disease. Others are metaphysical
treatises, while others deal with what were looked upon as

the great and important mysteries of astrology. Of this

period alsp are most of the written genealogies that remain.

The remarkable thing is the extent to which the Gaelic

language bears the marks of cultivation at the time. In
both medicine and metaphysics words are found to express
the most abstract ideas, which could not be understood by
the modern Highlander. As has already been said, some
of these writings are translations from Arabic writers, as

Averroes, Avicenna, lacobus de Forlivio, and others. T'he

state of learning at the time in the Highlands was not
behind that iu the rest of the kingdom. The clergy and
the physicians, and even the bards, were possessed of real

learning, and have left evidence of it.

The 16th century was the period of two important addi-
tions to Gaelic literature. The first of these was what is

called “ The Dean of Lismore’s book, ” a collection of
poetical pieces, and an obituary, chiefly of the M‘Gregor
chiefs, made about the year 1513. The work has recently

been transcribed, translated, and edited, with notes by the
Bev. Dr M‘Lauchlan, and an introduction and additional

Lie
notes by Mr W. F. Skene. The work is one which has

helx:>ed to settle several interesting questions connected
with Gaelic literature. It makes clear that, down to tlie

period of the dean of Lismoro of 1512, there was mucb in

common between the Celtic scholars and bards of Ireland

and those of Scotland, while the latter were striking out a

course for themselves, in laying aside the Irish letter and
orthograxffiy, and in using the Saxon letter and an ortho-

graxjhy almost x^urely phonetic. The dean of Lisniore’s book
is a substantial addition to the literature of the Gael.

The same century furnished us with another imxiortant

addition iu the translation of the pi'ayer-book usually called

“John Iviiox’s Liturgy” into Gaelic, by John Carswell, the

bishox> of the Isles. This is the first Gaelic book that ever

was x^riiited, and bears the date of 1507. There was till

very recently only one cotnxdete copy of this work in exist-

ence, that iu the library of the duke of Argyll
;
but now

the book has been rex>riutedj edited by Dr ]\r‘Lauchlau,

who has given an English translation, and such notices of

the life of Carswell as very scanty materials would x^Jerinit.

This book is x>rinted in the Roman letter. The x’)ublication

of Carswell’s Gaelic x>rayer-book would seem to indicate

that at the time of its x>whlication the Highlanders could

read Gaelic, and that they were familiar with tlie dialect

then in use among scholars both in Scotland and Ireland.

Of the 17th century not many remains exist. Calvin's

Catechism was published about the beginning of the century,

X)robably translated by Carswell, and published long after

his death. A copy is now hardly to be found. But two
important contributions were made towards the close of the

century. The one of these was the metrical translation of

the Gaelic Psalms, executed both by the synod of Argyll

and the Rev. Robert Kirke of Balquhidder
;
and the other

was an edition, in the Roman letter, of Bedells Irish Bible

for the use of the Highlanders of Scotland. The first lifty

of the psalms by the synod were published in 1G59, and the

whole psalter was completed in 1604. Kirke published liis

version in 1684. Both are highly creditable perf(u*inanccs,

and Kirke is entitled to sx>ecial commendation, ina.smuch as

the Gaelic language was acquired by him after he was .settled

in the Highlands. Kirke’s version of the Iriih Bible for

the use of the Highlanders was x>iihlished in 1090. The
New Testament is that of O’Donnell. This work is accom-
panied by a glossary including the words in the Irish Bible

not generally in use in the Highlands. The book was for

a time used in Highland churches, but the Irish llible, in

the Irish letter, was well known and x^ead in the Highlands

—

both in churches and in families.

The 18tli century was x^roductive of large additions to

Gaelic literature, partly due to an awakening of religious

life, partly to the Jacobite rising, and partly to the x>rogres.s

of literary culture. In the beginning of the century Lhuyd
produced his Vocabulary^ accomiianied by a few interesting

Gaelic compositions from the Highlands. About the .same

time, the synod of Argyll executed a translation of the

Confession of Faith and Larger and Shorter Catechisms.

These were published in 1725. McDonald’s Vocahvlary
appeared in the year 1741. It is the first attempt at any-

thing like a vocabulary of the Gaelic. It is of little value
except as being the first book in which the orthography
approached to that of the modern Gaelic. During this

century several famous Gaelic bards flourished. McDonald,
the author of the Vocohxdary^ filled the country with
Jacobite and other songs. The former are of a violent

character, indicating keen partisanship wdth the exiled

Stuarts. MTntyre of Glenorchy, commonly called Duncan
Ban, flourished about tiie same period, and, though he was
a Jacobite at first, this appeared less in his compositions
than in McDonald’s. His hunting and other descriptive songs
are admirable. M‘Kay or Calder, usually called Rob Donn,,
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the Keay bard, flourished about the same time, and has left

numerous admirable pieces of Gaelic poetry. Others were
also successful composers, such as William Boss of Gairloch,
and the religious poet of the Highlands, Dougal Buchanan.
And towards the close of the century was published Gillies’s

Collection of Gaelic Poet^'y^ one of the best collections we
possess, containing, as it does, many authentic pieces of

Ossianic poetry taken down when the old clan system was
still in force in the Highlands to a larger extent than now.
But the 18th century was distinguished by two works of

special interest, in different departments. The first of these
was the Gaelic translation of the Bible, and the second was
Macxjherson's Ossian. The former was executed chiefly by
the Kev. James Stewart, of Killin, and his son the Bev. Dr
John Stewart, of Luss,—two eminent scholars, who had all

the soundness of judgment necessary for such a work. This
translation of the Bible has been most popular in the High-
lands and throughout the British colonies where the Gaelic
is still s^joken. The Gaelic learner cannot do better at the
outset than master the Gaelic Bible. Macpherson’s Ossian
apx^eai'ed about the same time, but not in Gaelic. It
appeared first in English dress. This was the only mode
of making the general public acq^uainted with it. Mac-
X:)lierson’s first small volume of fragments appeared alto-

gether in English
;

it would have been well if both the
original and the translation had been published simultane-
ously. The only X3art of the Gaelic that was published
before 1818 was what is called a “ Specimen of the Original
of Temora,” given with the other x>oems in English in 1762.
The opinions with regard to the authenticity of Macpherson’s
Os^iwh are as various as ever, and yet considerable progress
has been made in the discovery of truth, which all parties

are prepared to acknowledge. It has been established that
poems ascribed to Ossian have been known and written
clown in the Highlands for 300 years, that many of them
have been handed down by tradition, that these were
fragments referring to certain important events in the history

of the Gaelic race, and that there was nothing to make it

improbable that such those translated by
!Macx)herson could have existed. Further, it is clear that
the Highlanders at once, whether they knew the pieces or
not as given by Macpherson, recognized them as in a style

familiar to them, and as relating to persons and events with
which they were familiar. That Macpherson found materials

for his work in the Highlands is beyond a doubt, and it

seems quite as manifest that he used very considerable

liberties with them in order to serve his object of producing
a great Gaelic epic poem or poems. In 1818 the full

Gaelic version was printed, long after the death of James
Macxjherson. TIte Poems of Ossian^ as collected, and trans-

lated, and edited by Macpherson, are a valuable and inter-

esting addition to Gaelic literature, and enter largely into

the history of the modern literature of Europe. The Saxon
may have his doubts about Ossian, and may have little

scruple or delicacy in stating them, but the Gael knows
more about Ossian than he does about Milton, and is more
familiar with his heroes than with those of Homer.

The 19th century has seen many large contributions to

the literature of the Gaelic Celt. It has shared in the

general progress of learning, and with this it has risen in

the estimation of the scholars of Europe. Grammars and
dictionaries have been compiled; magazines of various kinds

have been started and carried on for a time with much
vigour

;
collections, such as Mackenzie’s Beauties of Gaelic

Poetry^ have been made ;
and such provisions have been laid

up for the future as to secure an aijaple supply of

materials for the scholars of a coming age. That appears

to be the special work laid upon the scholars of the present

time. They have to collect materials and commit them to

writing, and to describe the peculiarities that are distinctive
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of a living language, for the use of those who hereafter can
only study it as existing in books, where emphasis, and tone,
and accent are altogether unknown, and where the com-
ments and expositions of living men, familiar with the
language and the literature from their childhood, are alto-
gether awanting. For that the Gaelic language is in a state
of decay is manifest to the most ordinary observer. And
the decay is twofold, being both within and without.
Within, the vocabulary is waning, and English words are
coming into use. Gaelic idioms are in like manner disap-
pearing, and English idioms replacing them; while from
without, under the influence of education, immigration,
steamboats, railways, and other modern devices, English is

rapidly finding its way into the land, and pushing the
ancient tongue out of it. When this process is completed,
a change will befall the people too, for there is no doubt
that there is a close relation between the character of a
language and the character of the people who use it

;
so

that, when the Gaelic disappears, many of the features dis-

tinctive of the Highland character will disappear along
with it. In some respects this will be cause of regret

;
in

others perhaps it will not.

At the close of the article Celtic Literature a list is given of
the existing MS. remains of Gaelic literature. It may interest
readers and aid students of Gaelic to furnish here a list of some of
the more important printed books in the language. They are as
follows :

—

Fragments in Report of HigTilmid Society on Ossian; Fragments
in OJiTonicles of Piets wnd Scots

;
The Boole of Beer

;
The Book of

the Bean of Lismore
;

Carsewell’s Prayer Book
;

Bedell’s and
0*Doniieir& Bible ; The Gaelic Psalter, various editions

;
The Con-

fession of Faith, and Catechisms
;
T?[ixqiT^Vocal)iLlaTy

;

McDonald’s
Vocabulary; Ossian^s Poems; Smith’s Gillies’s Collection

of Poems; Macdonald’s Poems; McIntyre’s Poenxs; Eob Bonn's
Poems; Dougal Buchanan’s Hynvns; McCallum’s Collection of
Poetry ; The Gaelic Bible

;
Stewart’s Collection of Poems ; Turner’s

Collection of Poems
;
Sacred Poetry of the Norths edited by Bose

;

The Beauties of Gaelic Poetry

^

MCKenzie; Grant’s Hymns; McIntosh’s
Gaelic Proverbs

;

Stewart’s Gaelic Grammar; Mimro’s Gaelic Gram-
I

mar; Highland Society’s Gaelic Bictionary; Armstrong’s Gaelic
BicUonary; MCAlpin’s Gaelic Bictionary; Highland Talcs, collected

and edited by J. F. Campbell; Zeahhar na Feinn, by J. F.
Campbell; An Buanairc, by D. C. Mcpherson; An Teachdaire
Gaelach, by Bev. DrMCLeod; An Fhiauis, by Bev. Dr Mackay;
An Gaidheal, a magazine ; numerous translations from the English,
chiefly religious works; Connell’s Astronomy; McKenzie’s History

of Scotland; besides many others. (T. M'L y

GAETA, at one time the Gibraltar of Italy,” a strongly-

fortified seaport town in the province of Caserta, at the-ex-

tremity of a peninsula forming the N.W. boundary of the

Gulf of Gaeta, with a station on the railway 40 miles N.W.
:

of Naples. The citadel occupies the heights of the pen-

insula, and the town stretches below in a long thin line.

To the east lies the harbour, one of the safest on the whole

I

coast, with a depth of about 1 5 feet. The principal build-

ings are the cathedral, the churches, the conventual build-

ings (of which the most noteworthy are those of the Fran-

ciscans and the Benedictines), the hospital, and the found-

ling asylum. In the cathedral, which was founded or

partially built by Barbarossa, are several objects of historical

interest :—the body of St Erasmus (the St Ermo or Elmo,

whose fires” are familiar to the Mediterranean sailor)
;
the

standard presented by Pope Pius V. to Don John of Austria,

the hero of the battle of Lepanto ; and a baptismal font

from the ruins of Formiae, which had formerly been an altar

to Bacchus, and still bears the Greek inscription SaXTriayv

A.0r)V€LLo^ €TroCy](T€. Among the larger remains of Boman
Gaeta are a temple and an aqueduct ; and the circular Torre

dPOrlandoy
which crowns the height above the citadel, is, in

reality, the sepulchre of L. Munatius Plancus, as is distinctly

proved by a well-preserved inscription. The suburbs of

Gaeta, called Castellona, Mola di Gaeta, and Del Borgo, are

larger than the town itself, and form a separate commune
under the name of Formia (see Foemia). The population
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of the town iu 1871 was 7193, and of the conamune, which
includes Anatola, 18,385.

0,u‘ta irt ideixtiilcd with Caietii, a town of groat anti(],uit3', about
whos<‘ origin and naino very ditferent accounts are otibred by the
various Givek .and lloinari writ(*rs. Virgil makes it the buiial-j^dciee

of Caieta the nurse of ^neas, while Strabo connects the name with
ii Ijaconian word signifying a cavern. In Cicero’s time the harbour
of C’aieta was a ‘portiis cclcbcrrinius oiavituji, audit
was afterwards greatly improved by Antoninus Pius. As a to'ftii,

the 1Ionian Caieta does not a]>x>(jur to have attained to any great
ilevelopnieiit or imiiortaiiee. On the fall of the '\Vesteni empire it

beeami^ a republic, or fn‘e town, uinler the ByiCantiuo government,
and it was also the residence of the imperial pnetor for Sicily. A
cousid(‘LMble increasi* of its x>oimlation and ])ower resulted from the,

dcstiiictiou ot the neighllouring town of Foriuie by the Aiabs, in

850. In the Oth etiiitury Pope John VIII. bestow t^d the ficf on
Pandolf, count of Capua; but in 877 Duke Doeibilis called in the
jissistanro of the Arabs against the Capiians, and in the course of

the 11 til t'lmtury we find the people, of Gaeta exercising tlndr rights

lor the election of their dukes. At a later period the tief beeaiiie

an apanage of the princes of the successive dynastit's of Naples.
The capture of the town by Pedro, brother of the king of Aragon,
iu 1485, was followed by the creediou of the fortress to whii*h so

much of its subsc(|iient importanc‘0 was due. Ferdinand the
Catholic and Charles V. both added to the strength of its defenee.s.

In 1707 the citadtd was taken by storm by the Austrian general,

D.uin, after a three months’ siege ;
and in 1784 it was tonjcd to capi-

tulate, after a live months* ‘Sieg(s by the allied army under Charles,

att(*rwar(ls king of Naple.s. In 1806 it was brilliantly defended
ngainsb the French, under Massena, by Ihiiice Louis of Hes.sen-

Pliilippsthal, who was, however, sev(.‘r(dy woundcil and obliged to

leave the fortiess to its fate. Pope Pius IX. lbuu<l an asyliiinm tin*

governor’s palace at Gaeta iu 1848, and remain<‘d there till Sep-
tembiT 1S49. In 1861 it alforded a List x)oint of defence for i

Fi*an(‘is II. of Naples, who c«ix»itulut(}d to the Pietlmontuse on 13tb
February. Gaeta has given the name of Gaetaiii to a famous
Ibilian family, about whose original connexion with tlie town theni
are, how(jvor, various accounts ; and Antonio di Gaeta, one of the
great B(3nodictino missionaiies to Africa in the 17th century, bears
the mark of his origin.

So6 Rosotto, Bt'eve descrizione delle rose piU notahili di Oaeta^ reprinted ty
Antomo Hulifone, at Naples, ’a 1690 ;

“ Geschichto von Gaeta,” in Oe$Uf\ miht,
Zeifgchriftj 182S.

Qj^TULIA, or the land of the Giotuli, an ancient

district of somewhat uncertain limits in northern Africa,

It may be roughly said to have been bounded on the N*. by
Mauretania and Numidia, E. by the country of the Gara-
inantes, S. by the basin of the Niger, and W, by the
Atlantic ; but the frontiers must have been of a very un-
certain and shifting character. The Gaetulians, who, accord-

ing to a tradition mentioned by Sallust, were one of the two
great aboriginal races of northern Africa, appear to have
retreated inland before the encroachments of the Nuniidians
and Mauretanians, but continued to make incursions over
a wide stretch of country. Ethnographically, they were
quite distinct from the negro races, and indeed probably
belonged to the great Berber race, which still forms so
important an element in the population of . North Africa.

Their southern tribes having mingled with negro tribes,

acquired the distinctive title of Melano-Gaetuli or Black
GaetuUaus. A warlike, roving people, they bestowed great

attention on the rearing of horses, and, according to Strabo,
)iad 100,000 foals in the course of a year. They were clad

in skins, lived on flesh and the milk of their cows, mares,
and camels, and took almost no advantage of the valuable
productions of their country. It was not till the Jugurthine
war that they became familiar to the Bomans ; but after-

wards their name occurs with great frequency in Latin
poetical literature, and, indeed, the adjective Gsetulian be-
came little more than a synecdoche for African. Allusions
are more particularly made to Gsetulian purple, which was
obtained from the murex of the African coast. In the
Jugurthine war some of the Gsetulian tribes assisted the
Numidian king with a contingent of horse ; but during the
civil war Osesar found among them very serviceable allies

in his contest with Juba, Augustus, having made Numidia
a Roman province, affected to assign a portion of the
Gsetulian territory to Juba as a compensation; but the

Gictuliaiis rose in revolt and massacred the Roman rCvS id exits,

and it was not till a severe defeat had been inflicted on them
by Cossius Lentulus that they consented tx) recognize their

gratuitous sovereign. By his victory Lentulus acquired tlie

title of Gaitulicus. Ibn Said in the middle of the 1 3th

centuiy, Ibn Ivhalduu at the end of the 14th, Leo Afri-

caims ill the beginning of the 16th, and JMarmol about

sixty years later, are all quoted, by M Vivien de St Martin

in his Le JS"ord de CAfriqne, o3, as mentioning a

mountainous country called GozuM, Gutzula, or (iru<.'izula

in the south of Morocco, lie is disposed further to iden-

tify the Gietuliaiis with the Gocirda, -who, according to Ibii

Said, occupied the maritime portion of the great descit,

and are referred to by other Arabian geographers as the

Djoddala; and it is even possible, he thinks, that their

name survives in that of the Ghedala between Cape Blanco

and the Lower Senegal on the one hand, and that of the

Beni Guechtula in the Algerian pi'ovince of Bougie on the

other.

OAGEjTiiom.vs (1720-1787), governor of ISIassachusetts,

second son of the first Viscoiuit Gage, was born in J^ngluud

in 1720. He entered the army at an early age, became lieu-

tenant-colonel of the 44th regiment of foot in 1750, was
made major-general and governor of Montreal in 17G1, and
in 1763 succeeded Amherst in the command of the British

forces in America. In 1774 he was aiipointcd governor of

Massachusetts, and in that capacity w^as entrusted with

carrying into effect the Boston Port Act. In this political

crisis, by his hesitancy in adopting measures against the

I

loaders of the insurrectionary party, and contenting him-
self with fortifying Boston, ho enabled the Americans to

mature their plans in comparative security. The battle at

Lexington, in which a detachment sent by him, on the 18th

April 1775, to destroy the cannon and animuuition at

Concord was defeated, inaugurated the American revolu-

tionary war. On the 12th Juno ho proclaimed martial law,

and proscribed Samuel Adams and John Hancock, offering

pardoii to all the other rebels who should return to their

allegiance ; but the result of these measures was at once to

exasperate and encourage the Americans. Although (»age

gained the nominal victory of Bunker’s Hill (June 17), he
was unable to raise the siege of Boston

;
and being sluu'tly

afterwards superseded by General Howe, he sailed for

England. He died in 1787.
GAGERN, Hans Christoph Ernst, Baron von

(1766-1852), a German statesman and political writer, was
born at Kleinniederheim, near Worms, January 25, 1766.
After completing his studies at the universities of Leipsic

and Gottingen, ho entered the service of the prince of

Orango-Nassau, whom in 1791 he rex)resented at the im-
perial diet. He was afterwards appointed ambassador to
Paris, where he remained till the decree of Nax>oleon, for-

bidding all persons bom on the left side of the Rhine to
serve any other x)ower than France, compelled him to rc.sigii

his ojfice. He then retired to Vienna, and in 1812 he
endeavoured to promote insurrection against Napoleon
in Tyrol. On the failure of this attempt he left Austria
and joined the headquarters of the Prussian army. When
the prince of Orange became king of the Netherlands, Baron
Gagern was appointed his prime minister, and iu 1815 he
represented him at the congress of Vienna, and succeeded
in obtaining for the Netherlands a considerable aggrandise-
ment of territory. From 1816 to 1818 he continued to he
Netherland ambassador at the German diet, where, while
endeavouring to promote German unity, he also advocated
the adoption of measures which should secure' the independ-
ence of the individual states. In 1820 he retired with a
pension to his estate of Hornau, in Hesse-Darmstadt ; but,

as a member of the first chamber of the states of the grand
duchy, he continued to take an active share in the promc>
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tion of measures for tlie welfare of his country. He retired
troui public life in 1848, and died at Hornau, 22d October
1852. Three of the sons of Baron Gagern have attained
considerable eminence—one as a soldier, and two, who are
still living (1879), as politicians.

His priuciptil works arc—Die llesultatc dcr Sitfengeschichte, 6
vols., 180S-1822 ;

Die NatioTudgeschichte der Deutschen, Vienna,
1812; 2d cd. in 2 vols., Trankfort, 1825-26; Mein Antheil an
dcr Dolitih^ 4 vols., Stuttgart, 1823-33; Kritik des Volkerrechts,
Loipsic, 1840; and Oicilisation, Leipsic, 1847.

GAILLAC, the capital of an arrondissement in the
department of Tarn, France, is situated on the right bank
of the Tarn, 12 miles W. of Albi. It possesses two
churches of the 13th century, a communal college, a
hospital, a theatre, and a military prison. Its industries
include the manufacture of wine casks, leather, brandy,
bricks, and various kinds of coarse cloth

; and it has a con-
siderable trade in corn, vegetables, dried plums, and wine,
the white and red wines of the arrondissement having a
high reputation. Gaillac was in existence in the 7th
century. It was captured by the English in 1280, and its

archives were taken to Loudon. Ev'en at that time it was
famed for its wines, which, under the name of Vin du Goq^
were exported to England and Holland. The population
in 1876 was 6099.
GAILLARD, Gabriel Henri (1726-1806), a French

historian, was born at Ostel, Picardy, in 1726. He was
cducatod.for the bar, but after finishing his studies adopted
the literary profession, ultimately devoting his chief atten-

tion to history. Ju 1801 he was chosen a member of the
French Academy, and he w-as also one of the original

members of the Institute. For forty years he was the
intimate friend of the minister Malesherbes. He died at

St Firuiin, near Chantilly, 13th February 1806. Gaillard
is painstaking and impartial in his statement of facts, and
his style is correct and elegant, but the unity of his narra-

tive is somewhat destroyed by digressions, and by his

method of treating war, politics, civil administration, and
ecclesiastical affairs under separate heads.

His most important work is his Histoire de la rivaliU de la
France H do VAngletcrrc, in 11 vols., 1771-1777; and among his
othor works may be mentioned Essai de rhMorique franqaisey d
rimage dcs jeicncs detnomcllcs, 1745, often reprinted, and in 1822
with a life of the author ; Histoire de Mourie de Bourgogne, 1757

;

Histoire de Frangois 7 vols. 1776-1779; Histoire des grandes
qiierelUs entre Oliarles V. et Franqois 2 vols., 1777; Histoire
de Gharlemagne, 2 vols., 1782; Histoire de la rivaliti de la France
ei de VEspagne, 8 vols., 1801 ;

DicHcmriai/re historigue, 6 vols.,

1789-1804, making part of the Encycl(^idie wMhodique\ and
MUanges litUrairreSy containing iloges on Charles V., Henry lY.,
Descartes, Corneille, La Fontaine, Malesherbes, and others.

GAINSBOEOUGH, a market-town and port of Lincoln-
shire, is situated on the right bank of the Trent, 21 miles
above its junction with the estuary of the Humber, and
16 miles N.W. of Lincoln. It consists chiefly of one long
well-paved street running parallel to the river, which is here
crossed by a fine stone bridge of three arches. The parish

church, a fine building in the Grecian style, was rebuilt in

1748, with the exception of the old tower, which belongs
to the 12th century. Holy Trinity church, built in 1843,
has annexed to it an ecclesiastical district taken out of the
old parish of Gainsborough. The old hall, supposed to

have been partly built by John of Gaunt, is a curious oak-

timber framed building, forming three sides of a quadrangle,

and having a tower 78 feet high. It has been restored,

and part of it converted into a corn exchange and assembly
rooms. Gainsborough possesses a grammar school (founded
in 1589 by a charter of Queen Elizabeth) and other schools,

a town-h^ a county court-house, a literary institute, a

temparance hall, a savings-bank, and a provident dispensary.

Ship-building is carried on, and there are manufactories of

linseed cake, ropes, malt, and tobacco, with breweries and
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iron and brass foundries. Vessels of 200 tons burden can
come up to the town. The population in 1871 was 7564,
and since that date has been rapidly increasing.

GAINSBOROUGH, Thomas (1727-1788), a painter
famous for the truth and elegance of his portraits, and for
the simple beauty of his landscapes, was bom at Sudbury,
Suffolk, in the year 1727. His father, who carried on the
business of a woollen crape-maker in that town, was of a
respectable character and family, and was noted for his
skill in fencing

;
his mother excelled in flower-painting, and

encouraged her son in the use of the pencil. There were
nine children of the marriage At ten years old, Gains-
borough had sketched every fine tree and picturesque
cottage near Sudbury, and at fifteen, having filled his task-
books with caricatures oE his schoolmaster, forged his
father’s handwriting to get a holiday, and sketched the
portrait of a man whom he had detected in the act of rob-
bing his father’s orchard, he was allowed to follow the bent
of his genius in London, under such advantages as Hayman,
the historical painter, and the academy in St Martin’s
Lane, could afford. Three years of study in the metropolis
were succeeded by two years of idleness in the country.

Here he fell in love with Margaret Burr, a young lady of

many charms, including an annuity of .£200, married her
after a short courtship, and, at the age of twenty, became
a householder in Ipswich, his rent being <£6 a year. The
annuity was reported to come from Margaret’s real (not her
putative) father, who was one of the exiled Stuart princes, or
else the duke of Bedford. At Ipswich, Gainsborough tells

us, he was “ chiefly in the face* way,” though his sitters were
not so numerous as to prevent him from often rambling
with his friend Joshua Kirby (president of the Society

of Artists) on the hanks of the Orwell, from painting many
landscapes with an attention to details which his later works
never exhibited, or from joining a musical club, and enter-

taining himself and his fellow-townsmen by giving concerts.

But as he advanced in years he became ambitious of

advancing in reputation. Bath was then the general resort

of wealth and fashion, and to that city, towards the close

of the year 1759, he removed with his wife and two
daughters, the only issue of their marriage. His studio in

the circus was soon thronged with visitors
; he gradually

raised his price for a half-length portrait from 5 to 40
guineas, and for a whole-length from 8 to 100 guineas.

Among his sitters at this period were the authors Sterne

and Richardson, and the actors Quin, Henderson, and
Garrick. Meanwhile he contributed both portraits and
landscapes to the annual exhibitions in London. He
indulged his taste for music by learning to play the

viol-di-gamba, the harp, the hautboy, the violoncello.

His house harboured Italian, German, French, and Eng-
lish musicians. He haunted the green-room of Palmer’s

theatre, and painted gratuitously the portraits of many
of the actors. He gave away his sketches and landscapes

to any one who had taste or assurance enough to ask

for them; and in the summer of 1774, having already

attained a position of great prosperity, he took his depar-

ture for the metropolis, and fixed his residence at Schomberg
House, Pall Mall, a noble mansion still standing, for which

the artist paid £300 a year.

Gainsborough had not been many months in London ere

I

he received a summons to the palace, and to the end of bis

career he divided with West the favour of the court, and
with Reynolds the favour of the town. Sheridan, Burke,

Clive, Blackstone, Hurd, were among the number of those

who sat to hTTYi. But in London as in Bath his landscapes

were exhibited, were commended, won the good opinion

of Walpole the fastidious and Wolcot the surly, and were

year after year returned to him, ‘‘ till they stood,” says Sir

William Beechey, " ranged in long lines from his hall to his
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painting-room.” Gainsborough was a member of the Royal
Academy, but in 1784, being dissatisfied with the position
assigned on the exhibition-walls to his portrait of the three
princesses, he withdrew that and his other pictures, and he
never afterwards exhibited there. In February 1788, while
witnessing the trial of Warren Hastings, he felt an extra-

ordinary chill at the back of his neck
; this was the begin-

ning of a cancer (or, as some say, a malignant wen) which
proved fatal on 2d August of the same year,

Gainsborough was tall, fair, and handsome, generous,
impulsive to the point of capriciousness, easily irritated,

not of bookish likings. The property which he left at his

death was not large. One of his daughters, Mary, had
married contrary to his wishes, and was subject to fits ot
mental aberration.

Gainsborough and Reynolds rank side by side as the
greatest portrait painters of the English school. It is

difficult to say which stands the higher of the two,
although Reynolds may claim to have worked with a nearer
approach to even and demonstrable excellence. In grace,

spirit, and lightness of insight and of touch, Gainsborough
is peculiarly eminent. His handling was slight for the
most part, and somewhat arbitrary, but in a high degree
masterly ; and his landscapes and rustic compositions are
not less gifted than his portraits. Among his finest works
are the likenesses of Lady Ligonier, the duchess of
Devonshire, Master Buttall (the Blue Boy), Mrs Sheridan
and Mrs Tickell, Orpin the parish-clerk (National Gallery),
the Hon. Mrs Graham (Scottish National Gallery), his own
portrait (Royal A^cademy), Mrs Siddons (National Gallery)

;

also the Cottage Door, the Market Cart, the Return from
Harvest, the Woodman and his Dog in a Storm (destroyed
by lire), and Waggon and Horses passing a Brook (National
Gallery). He made a vast number of drawings and sketches.

In 1788 Philip Thicknesse, lieut. -governor of Landguard Fort,
who had been active in promoting Gamsborongh’s fortunes at
starting, but was not on good terms with him when he left Bath,
gave to the world A. Sketch of the Life arid Paintings of Thomas
Gainsborough

; in 1829 Allan Cunningham published a memoir of
him in his Lives of the Painters', andm 1856 there appeared^ Life
of Thomas Gainsborough, by G. W. Fulcher.

GAISSIN, GAiCYiir, or Haiscin, a town of Russia, at the
' head of a district in Podolia, 178 miles E. of Kamenetz

Podolaki or Podoliau Kamenetz, in 48“ 39' N. lat. and
29“ 23' E. long., near the river Sop, a tributary of the Bug.
With few exceptions, the houses are built of wood, and the
inhabitants are mainly supported by agriculture. Ajnong
the public buildings are an orthodox church, a synagogue
and four Jewish chapels, and a town hospital. In 1860 the
population was 10,106, of whom 1863 were Jews. In the
St JPetersburg Calendar for 1878 the total is given as 9417.
Gaissin dates from about 1600 : in one of the Acts of 1615
it is stated that Heyszyn or Gaissin was founded with royal
privilege by the ban Swierski about 15 years before. In
1659 KingJohn Casimir of Poland bestowed it on Maximus
Buliga the Zaporogian chief. It obtained Magdeburg rights
in 1744 or 1745 ;

and in 1796, after the incorporation of
Podolia with Russia, it was made a district town.
GAItrS, a celebrated Roman jurist. Of his personal

history very little is known. It is impossible to discover
even his full name, Gaius or Caius being merely a personal
name (prsenomen) very common in Rome. From internal
evidence m his works it maybe gathered that he flourished
in the reigns of the emperors Hadrian, Antoninus Pius,
Marcus Aurelius, and Commodus. His works were thus
composed between the years 130 and 180, at the time
when the Roman empire was most prosperous, and its

government the best. Most probably Gaius lived in some
provincial town, and hence we find no contemporary notices
of his life or works. After his death, however, his writings
^R^epe recognized as of great authority, and the emperor
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Yalentinian named him, along with Papinian, Uli>ian,

Modestiii, and Paulus, as one of the live jurists whose
opinions were to be followed by judicial officers in deciding
cases. The works of these jurists accordingly became most
important sources of Roman law.

Besides the Institutes, which are a complete exi>osition

of the elements of Roman law. Gains was the author of a
treatise on the Edicts of the Magistrates, of Commentaries
on the Twelve Tables, and on the imi)ortant Lex Pnina
Fo'pjpvea, and several other works. His interest in the anti-

quities of Roman law is apparent, and for this leasoii Lis
work is most valuable to the historian of eaily institutions.

In the disputes between the two schools of Roman jurists

he generally attached himself to that of the Sabinians, w ho
were said to be follovrers of Ateius Capito, of whose life we
have some account in the Annals of Tacitus, and to advo-
cate a strict adherence as far as possible to ancient rules,

and to resist innovation. Many quotatitms from the works
of Gaius occur in the Digest of Justinian, and so acquired a
j)ermanent place in the system c>f Roman law ; while a

comparison of the Institutes ot Justinian with those (»f

Gaius shows that the whole method and arrangement of the
later work were copied from that of the earlier, and very
numerous passages are word for word the same Probably,
for the greater part of the period of three centuries which
elapsed between Gaius and Justinian, tbe Institutes of the
former had been the familiar text-book of all students of
Roman law.

Unfortunately the work was lost to modern scholars,
until, in 1816, a manuscript was discovered by Niebuhr at
Yerona, in which certain of the wwks of St Jerome were
written over some earlier writings, which proved to be the
lost work of Gaius. The greater part of the palimi)Sest
has, however, been deciphered by various German scholars,
and the text is now fairly complete.

This discovery has thrown a flood of light on portions of

the history of Roman law which had previously been most
obscure. Much of the historical information given by
Gaius is wanting in the compilations of Justinian, and, in
particular, the account of the ancient forms of i>rocedure in

actions. In these forms can be traced “ survivals ” Irom the
most primitive times, which provide the science of compara-
tive law with valuable illustrations, which may explain the
strange forms of legal procedure found in other early systems.
Another circumstance w^hich renders the work of Gains
more interesting to the historical student than that of
Justinian, is that Gaius lived at a time when actions were
tried by the system of formulae, or formal directions given
by the praetor before whom the case first came, to thejudex
to whom he referred it. Without a knowledge of the terms
of these formulae it is imj)Ossible to solve the most interest-
ing question in the history of Roman law, and show how
the rigid rules peculiar to the ancient law of Rome were
modified by what has been called the equitable jurisdiction
of the praetors, and made applicable to new conditions, and
brought into harmony with the notions and the needs of a
more developed society. It is clear from evidence of Gaius
that this resifit was obtained, not by an independent set of
courts administering, as in England until recently, a system
different from that of the ordinary courts, but by the mani-
pulation of the formula. In the time of Justinian the
work was complete, and the formulary system had disap-
peared.

The Institutes of Gaius are divided into four books—the
first treating of persons and the differences of the status they
may occupy in the eye of the law

; the second of things,
and the modes in which rights over them may be acquired,
including the law relating to wills

; the third of intestate
succession and of obligations

; the fourth of actions and
their forms.

G A I—
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There are several carefully prepared editions of the Institutes ; the

first was that of Gosehen, published in 1820. During the next
fifty years more than twenty new editions appeared. A list of
these, and of the various treatises on Gains, is given in the preface
to Booking’s edition. The most complete English edition is that
of Mr Poste, which includes beside the text an English translation
and copious commentary. A comparison of the eaily forms of
actions mentioned by Gains with those used by other primitive
societies will be found in Sir H. Maine’s Early Institutions, cap. 9.

Eor further information see M. Glasson, ^tude but Gaviis et sur le

respondendt.

GALABAT, Gallabat, or Metemme, a town in the
frontier district of Egypt and Abyssinia, near one of the
western sub-tributaries of the Atbara, about 100 miles W.
of Gondar, in 13° N. lat. and 36° E. long. Most of the
houses are built in the Abyssinian style, with conical roofs

of grass, and the place would be of little importance if it

were not the staple market for the exportation of Abyssinian
produce across the Egj^ptian frontier. Beeswax, coffee,

cotton, and hides are the principal articles of legitimate
trade; but as recently at least as 1873 the traffic in slaves

was quite as important a department of its commerce. The
town and district form a small ethnographical island, being
peopled by a colony of Tokrooris from Darfur, who, finding
the spot a convenient resting-place for their fellow-pilgrims

on their way to Mecca and hack, obtained permission from
the king of Abyssinia to make a permanent settlement. They
are an industrious race, and grow a considerable quantity of

cotton. When Sir Samuel Baker was at Galabat in 1862,
the sheikh refused to recognize the authority of the viceroy
of Egypt; but when De Cosson passed through in 1873,
the Egyptians had a camp, with a strong stone wall, on the
top of a hill commanding the town, and acted as masters
of the place. The population of the town and district,

which have an area of about 40 square miles, is estimated
at 20,000. Galabat is the proper name, and Metemme is

really the native word for a capital.

GALANGAL, formerly written “galingale,” and some-
times *^garingal,” rhizoma galangce (Arabian, Kholinjan'^
German, Galgantwurzel\ French, Racine de Galanga), is an
aromatic stimulant drug. Lesser galangal root, radix
galangce minoris, the ordinary galangal of commerce, is the
dried rhizome of Alpinia officinarzim, Hance, a plant of

the natural order Zingiheracece^ growing in the Chinese
island of Hainan, where it is cultivated, and probably also

in the woods of the southern provinces of China The
plant is regarded by Dr Hance as closely allied to, but as

perfectly distinct from, the Alpinia calcarata of E-oscoe, the
rhizome of which is sold in the bazaars of some parts of
India as a sort of galangal. Its stems attain a length of

about 4 feet, and its leaves are slender, lanceolate, and light

green, and have a hot taste; the flowers are ebracteate,

white with red veins, and in simple racemes
; the roots form

dense masses, sometimes more than a foot in diameter ; and
the rhizomes grow horizontally, and are f inch or less in
thickness. The drug occurs in short, cylindrical, or some-
what tuberous, often forked pieces, which, have a fibrous

structure, and externally are reddish-brown and marked
with fine longitudinal striations, and with transverse rings

showing the points of attachment of scales or leaves, and
internally are of a light-brown, becoming darker at the
centre. It has a warm, aromatic taste, resembling that of

mingled ginger and pepper. On analysis it yields, among
other constituents, much starch, an essential oil of the
composition OiqH;i^H20 (Vogel), and a crystalline body,
Jcdmpferid (Brandes). Greater or Java galangal, radix
galangce majoris (French, Galanga de VIndd), the rhizome

^ Apparently derived from the Chinese Kau-l%cmg~Kiang, i.e,,

Kau-liang ginger, the term applied hy the Chinese to galangal, after

the prefecture Elau-chau fu in Canton province, formerly called K.au-
liang (see P. Porter Smith. Contrib. to the Materza Medica . . . oj
•Chifim, p. 9, 1871).
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of Alpinia Galanga, Willd., is a drug rarely now imported
into Europe. It is mentioned hy Marco Polo (ed. Yule, ii.

p. 217) and Garcias da Horta as a product of Java, and the
latter distinguishes it from the Chinese or lesser galangal,
from which it is known by its larger size, orange-brown
exterior, and feebler and less aromatic odour. The seed-
capsules of Alpinia Galanga are believed to be what are
termed “galanga cardamoms,’’ which have the properties
of cardamoms and ginger combined, and in China are used
for various medicinal purposes. (See Hanbury, Science
Pap>ers, pp. 107-9, and 252, 253, 1876 ;

and F. P. Smith,
op. cit.) Galangal seems to have been unknown to the
ancient Greeks and Homans, and to have been first intro-
duced into Europe by Arabian physicians. It is mentioned
in the writings of Ibn Khurdddbah, an Arabian geographer
who flourished in the latter half of the 9th century, and
“ gallengar ” (galingale or galangal) is one of the ingredients
in an Anglo-Saxon receipt for a “wen salve” (see O.
Cockayne, Saxon LeecJidoms, vol. iii. p. 13). In the Middle
Ages, as at present in Livonia, Esthonia, and central
Eussia, galangal was in esteem in Europe both as a medi-
cine and a spice, and in China it is still em^Dloyed as a
therapeutic agent. Its chief consumption is in Eussia,
where it is used as a cattle-medicine, and as a flavouring
for liqueurs. By the Tartars it is taken with tea (see

Hanbury, op. cit., p. 374). The exports of galangal from
Shanghai, in China, amounted in 1869 to 370,000 Ib,

value .£3046, 16s. 9d. Chinese or lesser galangal was in
past times commonly known as “Cyperus Babylonicus,”
from its resemblance to the tubers of plants of the genus
Cyperus, which apparently served as a substitute for it^ (cf.

Fuchs, Ojy. Didactica, pars ii. p. 28, 1604, foL; and
Avicenna, ed. Plempii, lih. ii. p. 297, 1658, foL). Gerarde
{21ie Herhall, p. 28, 1597) terms the species Cyperm longue
“English galingale.”

See Plumn. Journ., scr. i., vol. xiv. p. 241, and ser. iii., vol,
ii. p. 248; Pereira, MaUria Ifcdica, li., P* 257, 4th ed.,

1857 ; O. Beig, Anatoimscher Atlas zur Pharmazeutisclien Waaren-
hunde, -p. 87, taf. xix., Berlin, 1865; H. Yule, The Booh; of Ser
Marco Polo, vol. ii. pp. 181, 182, &c., 1871; H. E. Hance, “On
the Source of the Radix Galangce niinons of Pharmacologists,”
Joxurn. Linn, Soc., Botany, vol. xiii., 1873, p. 1; Fluckiger and
Hanbury, PharmacograpJna, 1874, and the above quoted Science
Papers of the latter author, pp. 370-375; Bentley and Trimeii,
M^icinal Plants, pt. xxxi., tab, 271; and Hxstovre des Drogues,
vol. ii., 7th ed., 1876.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, an arcMx^elago of five larger

and ten smaller islands, situated in the Pacific Ocean exactly
under the equator, about 500 or 600 miles W. of Ecuador.
They were discovered about the beginning of the 16th
century by the Spaniards, who gave them their present
name from the numerous galdpago or giant tortoises they
found there. The larger members of the group, several of

them attaining an elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet, are

Albemarle (75 miles long and 15 broad), Narborough,
Indefatigable, Chatham, and James Islands. The total

area is estimated at 2250 square miles.

The extraordinary number of craters, a few of them still

active, “ in size from mere spiracles to huge caldrons several

miles in circumference,” to be found throughout the islands,

gives evidence that the archipelago has been the result of

volcanic action. It stands in very deep water, and Mr
Darwin thinks that it has never been nearer to tbe mainland
than it is now, nor have its members been at any time
closer together. None of the islands are inhabited, with
the exception of Charles, Chatham, and Albemarle, which,

since 1829, have been used by the Government of Ecuador

® Alexander Neckam, an English author (1157-1217), says of
“ cyperus,” m his poem De LavAHras Divince SapienUce (see 'Wright’s

edition of his -works, p. 478, London, 1863) —
Hydxopicus laudat cyp^um, vulnus, stomachusque,
Humor siccandns, ciculus, atque lien.”

X. — 3
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as a penal settlement for political offenders, who find an

easy subsistence on the bananas, Indian corn, and sweet

potatoes which readily grow in the black fertile mud of the

liigher x^arts, and on the large herds, now become wild, of

cattle, swine, and goats. The principal settlement, founded

by General Vilamil in 1832, is situated in Charles Island,

and bears the name of La Floreana, in honour of Floris, the

president of Ecuador. At one time it contained 200 or 300
inhabitants ;

but when the United States steamer ‘‘Hassler”

visited the Galapagos in 1871, there were little more than

a dozen. In 1872 about 2000 cattle had perished in the

island. The archipelago was formerly a frequent resort of

vessels in quest of turtle
;
and it is still visited by parties

from Guayaquil in quest of a species of moss, which is sent

to the English market under the name of orchilla.

Though the islands are under the equator, the climate is

not intensely hot, as it is tempered by cold currents from the

Antarctic Sea, which, having followed the barren coast of

Peru as far as Cape Blanco, bear off to the KW. towards and
through the Galapagos. Very little rain falls, except

during the short season from ’November to January. The
clouds indeed hang low, and the nights are misty, but this

benefits those districts only which attain a height of over

800 or 1000 feet and enter the moist upper air
;
so that

there alone, and chiefly on the side from which the winds

GALASHIELS, a parliamentary burgh and inunufactur-

ing town of Scotland, built on both sides of the river Gala,

about a mile above its confluence with the Tweed, and

33 miles south of Edinburgh. It is situated jrartly in

Hoxburghshire and partly in Selkirkshire, but for all

judicial purposes it is held, by special Act of Parliament

passed in 1867, as entirely within the county of Selkirk.

The forest-steading of Galashiels ” is first mentioned in

history shortly after the beginning of the I5tli century,

when it was the occasional residence of the Douglases, who
' at that time held the ofiicc of keeper of Ettrick forest, lu

1599 it w’as erected into a burgh of barony, when it con-

tained 400 inhahitants. For the next 200 years (jialashiels

remained a mere village, as the population in 1778 had only

* grown to 600. At that time, however, we find its itiliab-

' itantb engaged—though in a limited way—in those manu-
factures by w'hich it has since so greatly prospered. There

were 30 looms and 3 waulk (or fulling) mills
;
and the

cloth manufactured w^as a coarse woollen texture which sold

at from Is. 6d. to 2s. a yard. In 1790 the quantity of

wool used annually was 2916 stones, and the value of goods

. manufactured was about .£1000. In the same year the

first factory was erected, and advantage taken of the (;}ala

' water as a motive X)OW'er ;
and from this time forward the

,
woollen trade in Galashiels undorw^ent steady progress, until,

oftenest blow, is there anything like a luxuriant vegetation, in 1879, the town contains about 20 factories with 100 sets

The low grounds are entirely parched and rocky, x>rcsent-
^

of carding engines, using annually 220,000 stones of w'ool,

ing merely a few thickets of Peruvian cactus and stunted
,

and producing goods to the value of .£750,000.

sliruhs, and a shore as uninviting as it well can be. The wool chiefly used is imported from Australia and the

The greatest interest attaches to the study of all the Cape of Good Hope. The manufacture was at one time of

oceanic islands, for the elucidation of the origin and a more diversified character than now, and embraced tweeds,

development of their fauna and flora has an important bear- shawls, tartans, <kc., but it is now almost exclusively devoted

ing on the question of the genesis of species. The
Galapagos archipelago possesses in this respect a rare

advantage from its isolated situation, and from the fact that

its history has never been interfered with by any aborigines

of the human race, and that it is only very lately that the

operations of man or of animals introduced by his means
have disturbed, and that to a very limited extent only, the

indigenous life. Many of the more remarkable animal and
vegetable forms are confined to oUe islet of the group, and
are represented on the others by allied but different species.

Of the indigenous gigantic tortoises there are five species

at present known, each of which is an inhabitant of a
different island, and it is believed that many others have
become extinct. There are two species, one terrestrial, the
other marine, of a peculiar genus of lizard. iNTearly all the
land birds are peculiar to the archipelago, and of these
more than half belong to peculiar genera. The flora of the
Galapagos is most remarlmble

;
it differs by upwards of one

half of its species from that of the rest of the globe. Both
the fauna and flora indicate affinity with the South
American continent

;
and the peculiarities of their distribu-

tion can be explained only by the supposition that species
were transported to the islands by some accident at very
rare and remote intervals, and have become changed through
natural selection under the new conditions to which they
have been exposed. That there should be so few species
common to the different islands is accounted for by their
separation from each other by deep channels scoured by
rapid currents, the direction of which, and of the winds,
rarely violent in this region, does not favour inter-migration.
Many of the islands are yet but imperfectly known.
For more detailed information the following works may be con-

sulted:—Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle^ 0. Salvin, *‘On the avi-
fauna of the O^pagos Arehip.,” Trans. Zool. Soe., part ix., 1876,
p. 447; Sir J. D. Hooker, “On the Vegetation of the Gal. Arch./*
Trans. Lin. /Sbtf,, vpL xx. p. 235; Dr A. Gunther, “Description
of the living and extinct races of Gigantic Tortoises of the Gala-
pagos Islands," PM?. Trans., vol. clxv. p. 251; A. E. Wallace,
Geographical IHstHbution of Anvmals\ Villavicencio, Geoqraiia de
la Bep. del Ecuador, 1858,

to the production of tweeds. The Galashiels manufacturers

have long been united in a corporation called by their name,
which was instituted in 1777, and of which the minutes

daring the whole intervening period are still preserved. In

addition to its woollen trade Galashiels has also a large

skinnery, capable of manufacturing into leather 35,000 skins

per week. In recent years the external aspect of the town
has been very much improved by the erection of several

handsome public buildings, and the introduction of a better

style of architecture for shops and dwelling-houses. It was
made a parliamentary burgh in 1868, and unites with

Hawick and Selkirk in returning a member to parliament.

Municipally, it is governed by a provost, four bailies, and
ten councillors. In 1876 an Act was passed Jor the exten-

sion of the burgh and the introduction (since effected) of a
water supply. As significant of the rapid growth of

Galashiels it may be mentioned that, while in 1851 the

population was only 5921, in 1871 it was 9678, and that

of the extended burgh is now estimated to be nearly

15,000; while the annual assessable rental, which in 1864
was £21,000, is now £49,000.
GALATIA, afterwards called also Gallo-Gb/ecia, in SreVobxv

ancient geography, an inland division of Asia Minor,
bounded on the N. by Bithynia and Paphlagonia, E. by
Pontus, S. by Cappadocia and Lycaonia, W. by Phrygia.

These boundaries, however, varied at different periods in the

history of Galatia. The river Halys flowed in a northerly

direction through the centre of the province, the eastern half

of which was watered by tributaries of that stream, while
the Sangarius and its affluents traversed the western half.

Galatia originally formed a part of the extensive province
of Phrygia ; after its separation it was occupied by three

Gallic tribes, who still continued distinct in the time of

Strabo—^the Trocmi, who dwelt in the east, the Tectosages
in the centre, and the Tolistobogii in the west Each of
these tribes was subdivided into four parts, and these were
ruled over each by a tetrarch of its own. The power of

the tetrarchs was limited by a senate of 300, before which
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also all capital cases were tried. Minor offences
^

came

under tlie cognizance of the tetrarchs and special judges

appointed by tbeni. The three tribes all spoke the same

tongue; and though in course of time they became

Hellenizedj their original language was still in use among

them as late as the time of Jerome.

The physical characters of Galatia are in great measure

similar to those of the adjoining provinces of Phrygia and

Lycaonia, the whole region being an elevated plateau or

table-land, no part of which is less than 2000 feet above the

sea, while the greater part exceeds 3000 feet in elevation.

The southern ];>ortion, towards Lycaonia, is the most level,

and is an almost perfect plain, passing gradually into the

expanse of salt desert v^-hich occupies the frontier lands of

the two provinces. The rest of the country consists for

the most part of vast undulating downs, affording excellent

pasture for sheep and goats, and capable of producing good

crops of corn, though at present in great part uncultivated,

and almost wholly devoid of wood. Towards the frontiers

of Bithyiiia it becomes more broken, and is intersected by

numerous valleys, as well as by several detached ranges of

hills, none of them, however, attaining to any considerable

height or importance. The lofty range of the Ala-dagh

(6000-7000 feet), though frequently termed the Galatian

Olympus, is not properly included within the limits of the

province, but forms in part the natural boundary which

separates it from Bithynia. From its elevated position, the

climate of Galatia is naturally one of considerable extremes

of heat and cold
;
and while the summers are burning hot,

the winters at Angora are more severe than at Paris, and

the snow often lies on the ground for a month together.

The only towns of importance in Galatia were Tavium,

the capital of the Trocmi, a small town which speedily fell

into decay ;
Ancyra, the capital of the Tectosages, which

under the Homans became the capital of the country, and

has ever since retained its importance as one of the principal

cities of Asia Minor (see Angora.); and Pessinus, the chief

town of the Tolistobogii, where a splendid temple was conse-

crated to Agdistis, the mother of the gods, the divinity who
was worshipped at Home under the title of Hhea or Cybele.

Galatia took its name from a body of Gauls who invaded Asia

.Minor about the year 277 B,o. They had formed part of the army
which invaded Greece under Brennus, but having quarrelled with

that commaiitler, had left his standard, and marching into Thrace

under generals of their own choice, advanced to Byzantium, whence

they wore invited by Hicomedes, king of Bithynia, to cross into

Asia, and help him in his struggle against his brother Zipsetes.

After perfoiming the required services, they turned their arms

against their employer, and ravaged the western half of Asia Minor.

Their success allured other hordes of their countrymen, who readily

took service with the Asiatic kings in their wars against each other.

No Oriental prince was found able to check them, until Attains,

king of Pergamus, defeated them in a great battle, 239 b.o., and

compelled them to settle in that ijart of the country which after

them was called Galatia. They still remained independent, how-

ever, and proved a foimidable foe to the Romans in their w'ars with

Antjochus. It was found necessary to direct a special army against

them, under On. Manlius, and the result of the campaign (189 b.o.)

was their complete subjugation to the power of Rome. Galatia was

not at this time reduced to a Roman province, but the Gauls were

still allowed to letain their own government under their tetrarchs.

This system, however, gradually gave way, and the whole country

passed under the authority of one ruler. The first of these sole

tetrarchs was Deiotarus, a contemporary of Cicero and Csesar, who,

in return for the assistance whichhe gave the Romans in their wars

against Mithridates, was rewarded with a part ofPontusand Armenia

Minor, and was styled king by the senate.
_

It w^ afterwards

united with Lycaonia, Isauria, and several adjoining districts, under

a king named Amyntas, at whose death, in 25 B.C., Galatia became

a Roman province. Theodosius the Great subdivided it for pur-

poses of government into Galatia Prima, of which Ancyra was the

camtal, and Galatia Secuuda, with Pessinus for its chief town.

The antiquities of Galatia have in recent times been made the

subject of special investigation by a French commission composed of

MM. Perrot, Guillaume, and Belbet, and the result of their labours

published in 2 vols. foL. Paris, 1872 ;
but with the exception of

those of Angora, they are not of much general interest.

GALATIANS, Epistle to the. Origin,—Although
Galatia,” as a united kingdom under Amyntas, included

Pisidia, as well apportions of Lycaonia and Pamphylia, and
when constituted a Roman province was further enlarged so
that it extendedfromTaurus to the Euxine (PtoL, v. 1), it may
with safety be taken for granted that the name is never used
in the New Testament except in its older colloquial sense as
equivalent to “ Gallogrsecia ” or “Eastern Gaul” (VaXXLa-^
€<^, Appian, Be Bell Civ,, ii. 49), the country of those GaUi

roAdrat, KcXrat) whose migrations and final teiri-

torial limits have already been indicated in the preceding
article.^ On this assumption, the history of the formation
of the Christian “ churches of Galatia” is very obscure. It
is obvious enough, from the epistle itself, that they had been
planted by Paul

;
but when, or under what circumstances,

we are nowhere explicitly informed. In the Acts of the
Apostles we read that, accompanied by Silas, he set out on
what is generally known as his second missionary journey
soon after the council of Jerusalem, which may be dated
approximately as having occurred about the year 52 a.d.^

After having traversed “ Syria” and “ Cilicia,” strengthen-
ing the churches, they “ passed through Phrygia and the
region of Galatia (r^v VaXarLK^v )(wpav),, being forbidden
of the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia

;
and after

they were come to Mysia, they assayed to go into Bithynia,
but the Spirit of Jesus suffered them not. The language
here employed, even if, as Wieseler argues, it implies that
preaching was engaged in, can hardly be said to suggest of

itself that churches had been formed on the route, but
rather appears to hint at a forced and rapid march.
Acts xviii. 23, however, indicates that “ disciples ” at
least had been made, and it is well known that in the
narrative of the Acts many important passages in the
eventful public life of the apostle have been passed with
even less explicit allusion. Combining then the meagre
facts which that narrative in this instance affords with
inferences derived from incidental expressions made use of

in the epistle itself, we conjecture the apostle to have been
detained by ill-health (see Gal. iv. 13, “because of bodily
weakness”), probably in the western district of Galatia
(that of the Tolistobogii), though not at the capital Pessinus
itself, but nearer the borders of Asia and Mysia

; and there,

in the TTpocrev^at or synagogues, to have addressed his

message to Jews,^ proselytes, and as many of the native

^ S66 StraLo, xii. p. 56b (where the words are vvv raA-axTav

Ka\ TaKKoypaiKlav \cyop.€injp); and compare Pliny (^. iV., v. 25),
who continues to distin^ish Lycaonia from Galatia. The later

historian Memnon also incidentally mentions that the Galatae had
taken possession of pvp Ta\aT(av KaXoviJ.4p7)p. Renan (Saint

Paul, p. 48) and, latterly, Hausrath (NTUche Zeitgeschich te, ii.

258), however, uphold the theory that Paul when he uses the word
Galatia intends the Roman province, and that hy the Galatians we are

to understand chiefly the Christians of Antioch, Icouiiim, Berbe,
and Lystra. Their arguments are drawn from the ordinary u$us
loque/ndi of Paul (by Asia, Macedonia, Achaia he invariably means the
provinces bearing these names); from the analogy of 1 Pet. i. 1, where
all the districts mentioned happen to be “ provinces’*

; from such con-

siderations as the inaccessibility of Galatia proper; from inferences

based on Acts xviii. 23, Gal. ii. 5, and other texts; and from the

admittedly perplexing fact that unless -Hie churches of Derbe, Lystra,

&c. ,
be regarded as Galatian, we are left in ignorance of the names,

localities, and histories of the churches addressed. But, as has been
seen, the ancient urns loquendi appears on the whole to have dis-

regarded the Roman division of provinces in this case at least
;
more-

over, Iconium was never a part of the Roman Galatia
;
and in any

case there would have been an inappropriateness in addressing

Lycaonians and Pisidians by a title so ricli in ethnological and
historical suggestion as that of “ Galatians ’*

is.

® The full consideration of the chronology of this period of sacred

history must be postponed to the article Paxil.

8 So Acts xvi. 6, 7, according to the oldest texts. See Lachmann,
Tischendorf, TregeUes.

^ For the fact of the prevalence of Jews in Galatia reference may be
made to the Monujnentum Ancyranum (Joseph.. Ant., xvi. 6. 2; cf,

xii. 3, 4); compare 1 Pet. i. 1.
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pagan ijopulation as could be induced to hear. The
Galatians, although in their intercourse with one another
they still continued to make use of their ancient dialect,

were quite able to understand the then almost universally

diffused Greek and some of them, both Jews and
Gentiles,2 almost immediately began to receive Paul's

doctrine with favour and even with enthusiasm (Gal. iv.

14). How long this visit continued we are not told ; but
most of the chronological evidence goes to show that it

cannot have lasted more than six months, and that it pro-

bably came to an end within a much shorter interval.

Resuming the journey by Mysia and the Troad, Paul and
his companion proceeded to “ Macedonia ” and Achaia,”

spending in the latter province at least eighteen months, and
finding no opportunity of revisiting Galatia for a space of

at least three years. During this interval several causes

must have been quietly but constantly working with a
tendency to alienate the Galatian converts from the new
gospel of the uncircumcision” {evayyikiov d/cpo^ocTTta^,

11. 7), and induce them to that conformity with certain

parts of Jewish ceremonial which was even at that time
described by the word “ Judaizing” (iovBat^eLVy Gal. ii. 14).

Even among those whose leanings were towards the spiritual

religion of the Old Testament, Jewish habits of thinking
and feeling could never fail to assert themselves with con-

siderable strength; and there were also elements peculiar to
the old pagan religion of the district which w-ere fitted to pre-

dispose even the heathen mind towards that ceremonialism
and “ making a fair show in the flesh " (€V7rpo(r<a7nj<raL iv

o-apKL) which the apostle deprecated.® How or when these
tendencies had first begun to manifest themselves in the
way of deliberate rebellion against the teachings which Paul
had left behind him, can only be a matter of pure conjec-
ture ;

but it would appear that,“even if the revolt had been
originated by Palestinian Jews, it had at least been fomented
by other agitators who were Gentiles by birth (v. 12 ;

vi.

13); nor does it seem improbable that they had begun their
work very soon after the time of the apostle's first visit.

The second visit, mentioned in Acts xviii. 23, which must
have taken place about 55 a,d., and have occupied very
little time, appears to have been on the whole a pleasant
one ; the apostle was still received with due respect (iv.

12, 18), and may well have left Galatia with the impression
that the disciples had been strengthened” by him, and
that they were running well ” (v. 7). But shortly after
his departure tidings reached him that, though the influence
of the Judaizers had for the time been neutralized by
his presence, it had begun to reassert itself with, greater
force than ever almost immediately after he had gone, and
that his disciples had been so “bewitched” that, after
“ having begun in the spirit,” they were now endeavouring
to be “made perfect by the flesh.” He also learned that
the reactionary doctrines had been supported by a suggestion
that he himself was no teacher of independent authority,
but merely a subordinate, and that a treacherous one, of the
original apostles and pillars of the church, whose “ gospel ”

was emphatically “ of the circumcision.” Immediately on
receipt of this intelligence, he wrote the present epistle.

ContoUs.—It consists of three parts, in which the
personal, the doctrinal, and the practical elements respect-

^ See Jerome's often-quoted Pro?. Gat, “ Galatos, excepto
sermone Giseco quo omnis oriens loquitur, propriam linguam eandeiu
habere quam Treviros.” Philologists have hardly any doubt of the
essentially Celtic character of this dialect; though many German
theologians still maintain it to have been Teutonic. See Lightfoot
{Galatiam), and Gnmm in the Studim u, KHtikm for 1876.

^ That there were any Jews among Paul's converts here has some-
times been doubted, but unreasonably. See Gal. iii. 28, 25 ; iv. 3.
It seems probable, however, that the Gentiles were in the majority.

3 Galatia, and particularly Pessinus, was famed for its worship of
Oybele. See Livy, xxxviil 18; Strabo, xii. p. 567.

xvely x>redounuatc. (i.) After an expression of surprise

at the instability displayed by his Galatian cunverth, the

author proceeds to establish the divineness of his message

by an historical proof of the wholly divine character of his

commission, to be its messenger. lie urges that he hud
received his apostleship directly from Ch)d

;
and that, lar

from proceeding from men, it had been tardily, and su far

reluctantly, acknowledged by them only afier it had become
an altogether patent and undeniable fact. His Jiist vLsit

to Jerusalem had been three years after his coitver,'>iuii. If

it had not resulted in his recognition a.s on a footing of

equality with the apostle.s, it at least had not led to his

taking any position of subordination ;
while on his second

visit to Jerusalem he had met the apostles and tleliberated

with them on terms of undisputed parity. On the third oc-

casion of his coming into contact with an apostolic perstju

so distinguished as Peter, he had openly withstoo<l him ami
vanquished him in argument, thereby even establi.diing

a superiority. (2.) He proceeds to state and defend the

doctrine of justification by faith in the crucified Ghri.>t.

After alluding to it as a truth ali'cady e.^taldished in tludr

Christian consciousness (iii. 1-5), he proceeds to show that

the same truth had been embedded in the whole Ghl
Testament revelation, and wa.s capable of being deduced
from the entire course of the past history of the church.

The religion of Abraham had been a religion of faith, and
his justification had not been a justification by wtuk.^ (iii.

6-18). The law which came later is misunderstood if it

be regarded as superseding the promise which had been
the foundation of the religion of the patriarch, its relation

to the promise was manifestly of a subordinate and tem-
porary kind. To regard it as having been othorwiiso would
be as absurd as to suppose that a Hagar and an Ishmael
could ever have taken that jdace in the family which
belonged of inalienable right to Sarah and to Isaac (iii.

19—iv. 31). (3.) He exhorts to a continuance in the life

of faith which is also the life of freedom, and warns against

any relai^se under the yoke of Judaism (v. 1-12). He
explains that Christian freedom is a freedom conditioned
by morality (v. 13—vi. 10), and concludes vrith a recapitula-

tion and the benediction.

GemcinenesSy JDate^ and Place,—The genuineness of this

epistle has never been disputed. The external evidence is

remarkably clear and continuous, while the internal has
been such as to satisfy even the most negative school of

modern criticism.^ Its autographic character, al*t>, i.s

inferred by many, including Hilgenfeld, ITul/iminn, and
other moderns, from the exi^ression used in \ l, 11 ; but it

is at least possible that the word lypa\f/a. may x'cier only h)

vi. 11—18. The question as to its date has given occasion
for considerable diversity of opinion. It has been seen that
the apostle wrote immediately after he had heard uf the
change that had come over the Galatian churches, and
that this change occurred “ soon ” (rax€<i>s) after his .second

visit. These facts favour a date not much later than 55
A.D. Further, a comparison of the epistle to the Galatians
with those to the Homans and Corinthians results, on the
whole, in favour of the opinion that it was the earliest of

the four, or at all events not much later than the latest, in

other words, not later than 59 a.I). It is probably idle to

attempt to fix the date much more precisely. The reference
in 1 Cor. xvi. 1 , which may mean* either that friendly rela-

tions with the Galatians had been until then uninterrupted,
or that they had been already restored, have determined the
critics, according to the interpretation adopted, in placing
it either early in the Ephesian sojourn or late in the
Corinthian. The majority of the moderns is in favour of
the former date (55—57 a.b.), but the latter still continues

^ The only dissenting voice has been that of Bauer (1851).
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to find supporters. Beference has already f)eeii made to the
theory of Renan and Hausrath, which leads them to assign
this epistle to the period of the second missionary journey.
Apart from the considerations which have been indicated in
a preceding note, this view is open to the objection that it

raises new and gratuitous difficulties in connexion with the
history and chronology of the Acts; it has accordingly
met with comparatively little acceptance. According to
some older writers, such as Michaelis, Koppe, Borger, the
supposed absence of any reference to the council of Jeru-
salem implies a very early date

; English readers, on the
other hand, are familiar with the statement derived from
some of the later Greek MSS., and supported by the Syriac
and Arabic versions, as well as by the weighty authority of
Eusebius, Jerome, and Theodorot, that the epistle was
“ written from Borne.’’ This view has been advocated in
modern times also by C. Schrader

;
but the general verdict

will probably continue to be, as it has for some time been,
adverse to a theory which would group this among the
letters of the captivity rather than among those of an
earlier period.

On the relation of Galatians to the book of the Acts of
the Apostles, see vol. i, pp. 124, 12fi.

lAtamture.—For an interesting and detailed account of the
patristic commentaries on this epistle leference may be made to an
excursus by Bishop Lightfoot {Saint PauVs Epistle to the GaloMcms^
1865, 2d ed. 1874). Those belonging to the Reformation period
arc sufficiently well known, paiticularly Luther's, Calvin’s, and
Beza’s. Of modern English eominontaries the most exhaustive is

that of Dr Lightfoot, already referred to; but those of Kllicott
(1854), Jowett (1855), and Alford (1857) are also of great value.
In Germany one of the latest is that of Wieseler {Commentar nber
deih Galaterhricff 1859); and among those who preceded him in this
field, Winer (Pan (fflGalatics EjiistnXa 7at. mrsa et pcrpetxta anno^
tatione illvstmta, 1829, 4th ed. 1859), XJsteri [Qomm, U. d, Galat&r-
brief, 1833), liuckert (1833), Olslmuseii (1840), Be Wette (1845,
3d ed. 1864), Meyer (1851, 5th ed. 1870), Hilgenfeld (1852), and
Ewald {Ele Scnrlschreihcn de$ Apostals Pmdus ubersetzt und crkldrt,
IS57) are all worthy of i>articular mention. Wiiulischmann’s
Commentar (1843) is an able and learned expovsitiou from the
Roman Catholic point of view. See also Holstcn {Inhaltu, Gcdan-
JccngoAig des Br, a, d. Galatev, 1859), Hofmann {Die heilige Schrift
Neitcn Testaments zusammeoihangmd ausgclegt, 1863), Brandes (P.
Ap. JP, SendscTireihcn a. d. Galaier, 1869), Sanday (vol. ii. of Com-
mentary ed. by Bp. Ellicott), andYenn {On the Epistle to the Galff-
tians, 1878). Much help in the inteipretation of the epistle is

to be deiived from the various works on the apostle Paul and the
apostolic period of church history; also from those on Hew Testa-
ment Introduction, such as Hilgenfeld’s {Einl., 1875) and Bleek's
{EmL, 1876). (J. S. BL.)

GALATINA, a town of Italy, in the province and
chcondario of Lecce, on the road from Otranto to Taranto.
It still preserves its ancient walls and towers, and possesses
an interesting Franciscan church and monastery (St
Catharine’s), founded in the 14th century by Baimondo
Orsini del Balzo, prince of Taranto. The frescos with
which the church is richly decorated are of no small his-

torical value. For a long time the inhabitants were attached
to the Greek Church. In 1871 they numbered 7873.
OALATZ, or Galacz, a town and port of Boumania,

principality of Moldavia, chief town of the district of
Covurlin, on the left bank of the Danube (there 2000 feet

wide), between the mouths of the Pruth and Sereth, about
85 miles from the Sulina mouth of the Danube, and 130
miles N.E. of Bucharest, with which it is connected by
rail, lat. 45*^ 26' 12" K, long; 28*^ 3' E. Galatz is said to
have got its name from a colony of the same Galatians who
invaded Asia Minor in 278 b.c., though this seems doubt-
ful. The town stands on a level plateau, and consists
of two portions, au old and a new. The former, which
is nearest to the river, is irregularly and badly built, with
crooked streets paved with wood, some of them being
regular sewers. This part of the town is liable to be flooded,

and, as in the greater part of Boumania, the sanitary con-
ditions are bad. The new town, which has rapidly extended

|

during the past few years, is built on the rising ground

towards the north-west. It is partly paved, is much more

open and comfortable than the old town, and contains most

of the public buildings, consulates, &c. Galatz is now
to a considerable extent lighted with gas, and some time

ago a regular system of water-works was commenced to

supply the town with purified and filtered water. There

are several Boman Catholic and Greek churches,^ educa-

tional institutions, a hospital, a quarantine building, &c.

In the church of St Mary is the tomb of Mazeppa,

said, however, to have been rifled of its contents by the

Bussians. Galatz is the seat of the international com-

mission instituted by the treaty of Paris, 1856, to insure

the free navigation of the mouths of the^ Danube; and

by the treaty of Berlin, 1878, Boumania is to be repre-

sented on this commission, which exercises its duties

as far as Galatz independently of all territorial rignte.

Galatz has been a favourite place for crossing the Danube

with military expeditions since the time of the Roman

emperors, though during the war of 1877-78 the Bussians

did not adopt it except for parties of reconnaissan^ce.

There are very few strictly Boumanian industries carriea

on at Galatz. There are several flour-mills, saw-nulls, ana

breweries, extensive cooperage works, and soap and canaie

manufactories to a small extent ;
light wines are ^

Galatz is an important free port, and shares with Ibraila

most of the trade of the lower Danube. The navigation oi

the Sulina mouth of the river has so improved that s^amers

of 850 tons can sail up to Galatz. There are f
Austrian, Bussian, and British steamboat companies tna

carry on a regular trade with Galatz, and attempts have

been made by the municipality to construct solid stone

wharfs. For the traffic generally much inconvenience is

felt from want of adequate quay and warehouse accommoda-

tion
;
but now that Boumania is an independent state, im-

provements may be made in this and other directions. A
considerable proportion of ships unload at Stilma' and sen

their cargoes up to Galatz in lighters. The river is gene-

rally frozen over for a few weeks during winter.

The staple article of expoit from Galatz is

of which large quantities are grown in all the districts si

the Danube. In 1876 281 sailing ships, 167 steaniei^, and 8/3

lighters, of an aggregate tonnage of 258,391 tons,

port of Galatz. ^5-he lighters Sad a total of 102 504 tOBS,

of the remainder 13 sailing ships and 70 steameis of 49,77

were British. In the same year the princiiial

we-Tvheat, 313,673 qrs.; maize, 423,775 qrs. ;
hailey 160,^3

qrs.; oats, 421,457 qrs.; rye, 107,840 qrs.; floui-, 391,657

fir plaaks, 766,869; besides considerable quantities of

seed, beans, and small quantities of millet, wool, Indes, ehe ,

driest prunes. Of whelt 8000 qrs. went to

HoUand; maize, 71,600 qrs. to Britain, 21,000 to Malta, ly^

58,485 qrs. to Holland; barley, 3?>347 qrs. to Britain. The

Talue ot exports from Galatz in 1876 was hei „

siderable increase over 1875. There does not seem *9,^®., ^
of exports by rail, though Galatz is now 'di„pct

leather, £28,000; sacking, £29,000; imnort
cease to be a free port o5 13tb January 1880,

duties will he imposed. Constant steam
of

tained between Galatz and Oonstantin<mk, »
• British

steamers sail from London, Liverpool, andHulL "t
consulate at Galatz. The population in ^ v

80,000; if this is correct, it has more than doubled itselt in ten

years ; it was only 8000 in 1835.

GALBA, Sbkvitts Sulpicius (3 B.O.-69 a.p.),

emperor. He came of a noble family^ bemg si

direct descent from the great orator of ’

though unconnected either by birth or adoption with the

line of the first six Clears. He owed his elevation to the

growing power of the praetorians and the disconten

provincials, weary of Nero’s rule, and beginning o
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their independence. As Tacitus justly remarks, the death
of Nero divulged that secret of the empire, that etnx>erors

could be made elsewhere than at Rome. From the little

we know of his earlier years he aiDpears as a young man of

remarkable gifts and even fascination—a strange contrast

to his weak and unlovable old age. His biograj^her,

Suetonius, relates that both Augustus and Tiberius pro-

X>hesied to him his future rise. The story is improbable,
though in x)art borne out by Tacitus, and rests on the

authority of a credulous gossip, who inserts an omen or a
prodigy at eveiy turn of his hero’s fortunes; but it helps to

show, what we learn from other sources, that while still a
youth he was regarded as one who was capable of great

things. He resisted the solicitations of the empress
Agrippina, and refused the rich legacy of Livia Augusta.
Rising through the various grades of office to the consulship

in 33 A.T)., he acquired a high and well-merited reputation

both as a general and an administrator in the provinces of

Gaul, of Africa, and of Spain, which he successively held.

For the first half of Nero’s reigu he lived in retirement, till,

in 61, the emperor bestowed on him the x^rovince of

Hispania Tarraconeusis,

The first years of his rule were marked by rigorous dis-

cipline and strict justice, which sometimes degenerated into

cruelty. We are told how he nailed the hand of a cheating
money-changer to his bench, and how, when a guardian
who had murdered his ward appealed to his Roman citizen-

ship, he allowed him the honour of a higher gallows. It is

true that during the later period of his administration he
was indolent and apathetic, whether it was that he sought
to elude the jealousy of Nero, or, as is more probable,

felt the growing infirmities of age. Yet his career, taken
as a whole, shows the justice of the common judgment, as
reported by Tacitus, that all would have pronounced him fit

for empire had he not been emperor indeed. In the spring
of 68 Galba was holding an assembly at New Carthage
when the news reached him of the insurrection in Gaul. The
appeal of Vindex urging him to assume the championship
of the oppressed human race placed Galba in an awkward
dilemma, and his decision was x>rompted not so much by
ambition as by fear of Nero, whom he knew to be plotting
his death. The fall and suicide of Vindex renewed his

hesitation, when the news that Nymphidius Sabinus, the
prefect of the praetorians, had declared in his favour, and
hj large promises in his name carried the troops with him,
revived his spirits. Before, he had only dared to call him-
self the minister of the senate and Roman people ; he now
assumed the title of Caesar, and marched straight for Rome.

At first he was welcomed by the senate and the party of
order, but he was never popular with the soldiers or the
people, and he soon forfeited the regard even of his few sup-
porters. He was ruined by his virtues no less than by
his vices. To the praetorians who claimed their promised
largess he replied that he chose his soldiers and would
not buy them. The mob was disgusted at the moroseness
and niggardliness of a prince who hated all display, and
rewarded a popular singer with a paltry present of five

denarii. But the respectable classes had graver causes of
discontent. They soon found that the government was
wholly in the hands of three favourites—two of them
officers, and one a freedman who had followed Galba from
Spain. "Kius the worst abuses of the last reign were revived,
without any of its brilliance and gaiety.

Galba was first made aware of the general discontent by
an outbreak among the legions of Germany. He sought to
avert the rising storm by an act which, if better timed and
performed in a more popular way, might have saved him.
He adopted as his coaidjutor and successor Piso Frugi
Licinianus, a man in every way worthy of the honour. The
speech in which he announced to Piso his election a
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genuine ring, aud convinces us that his choice was wise and
patriotic

;
but by the x>^pu-Hce it wab attributed solely to

fear, and the prjetorians were indignant at it because un*

accompanied with the usual donative. When the elements

of a revolution are all in train a leader is not far to seek.

Salvius Otlio, a disapx^ointcd candidate for the office of PL-^o,

entered into communication with the discontented X)no-

torians, and was by them adopted as their emijeror. Two
soldiers from the ranks undertook to transfer the einxfire of

Rome, and actually transferred it. Galba, on his way to

meet the rebels, was met by a troox> of cavalry and
butchered near the Lacus Ciirtius. A common slave severed

the bald head from the body, and thrusting it inside his

toga x>i*eserited the bloody offering to Otho. Thus x)erishecl,

uiiwex>t and uupitied, a man who, had he died a x^roconsul

instead of an einx^eror, would have left as fair a lame as any
Roman of the first century.

GALBANUM (Hebrew, Chelbtitah\ Greek,
gum-resin, believed to be thexu'odiict of Ferula yalba
BoLss. et Buhse, and F. rabricaulis^ Boi&s., indigenous to

Persia, and other umbelliferous

From the stems of these it is said to exude as a milk-white

juice, which is rendered yellow by ex^iosure to light and air.

It occurs usually in hard or soft, irregular, mure ur less

translucent and shining lumx)S, comx>osed of agglutinated

drox>s or tears, or occasionally in sex)arate tears, aud is of

a light-brown, yellowish, or greenish-yellow colour, and has
a disagreeable bitter taste, a x>eculiar, somewhat musky
odour, and a specific gravity of 1*212. Exposed to cold, it

becomes brittle, and may be reduced to x>owder (Pereira).

To sex>arate the vegetable and other impurities commonly
present in it, galbauum is melted at 100® C., and strained.

On analysis 100 parts yield aoouc 05 of resin soluble in

ether and alkaline liquids, 20 to 25 of gum, aud about 7 of

volatile oil. The last furnishes a colourless crystallizable

substance, umbelliferone^ C9H^03 ,
which may be recognized

by its formation of a blue colour with ammonia, destroyed

by acids. Galbanum oil has been shown by J. Kachler
(see' Jbwvir. Chem, /Sbc., xxiv., 1871, 258) to contain a
colourless limpid oil, boiling at 160® to 165® 0., and a blue
oil, of boiling point 240® to 250® C., varying in quantity with
the temx>erature of distillation, which is isomeric with oil

of turpentine, and ideiitical with the oil of Matricaria
ChamomiUay L. Galbanum is one of the oldest of drugs.

In Exodus XXX. 34 it is mentioned as a sweet
to be used in the making of a x^^rfume for the taber-

nacle. Hipx^ocrates enix^loyed it in medicine, aud Pliny
{Fat, llist.y xxiv. 13) ascribes to it exfcraordiuiary cui*ative

powers, concluding his account of it with the assertion that

‘‘the very touch of it mixed with oil of spondylium is

sufficient to kill a serx)ent.” By Arabian aud Persian
authors it was termed harzud^ the plants producing it being
kuowm as Icinneh ^lafeel (Hoyle, Man, of Mot, MetL).
Avicenna extols the drug for its emmenagogue, diuretic, and
various other virtues, and as an antidote “ for all poisons.”

In Chinese writings galbanum, O-yd, is not met with as
a distinct drug (F. Porter Smith). It is now administered
for its antispasmodic, exx:>ectorant, and stimulant x>rox>erties.

As an antispasmodic it is considered inferior to asafoetida,

but superior to ammoniacum, which, however, is more effi-

cacious as an expectorant in asthma. Galbanum (German,
Mutterharz) has been supposed to have a stimulating effect

upon the uterus, and has been given, combined with salts

of iron, in amenorrhcaa, and also is recommended in hysteria
and neuralgia accompanied by uterine affections. It is an
ingredient in the piltda asafcetidce composita of pharmacy,
and in a plaster, emplastrum gcdhani^ which has l^n found
serviceable in cases of indolent tumours and chronic arthritic

swellings. Galbanum is imported to some extent from the
Levant, but chiefly from India^ through Bombay.
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See Waring, Manual of Practical TTurapeutics, 3ded., 1871, p.

311; riiickiger and Hanbury, Pharmacographia, p. 285, 1874;
Bentley and Trimen, Medicinal Plants^ JSTo. 128.

GALE, Theophilus (1628-1678), a distinguislied

divine, was bom in 1628 at King’s Teignoioutli, in Devon-
shire, of which place his father was vicar. In 1647 he was
entered at Magdalen College, Oxlord, where he took his

B.A. degree in 1649, and M.A. in 1652. In 1650 he was
made fellow and tutor of his college. He remained five

years at Oxford, discharging actively the duties of tutor,

and was then appointed to a church at Winchester. After

the restoration he refused to submit to the Act of Unifor-

mity, and was ejected from his parish. In 1662 he accepted
the post of tutor to the sons of Lord Wharton, whom he
accompanied to the college of Caen, in Normandy. Here-
turned to England in 1665, and spent some years in literary

work. The latter portion of his life he passed in London
as assistant to the Ilev. John Eowe, a dissenting minister,

who had charge of an important church in Holborn. Gale
succeeded Rowe in 1677, and died in the following year.

His principal work, Tlie Qourt of the Gentiles^ which appeared in
parts in 1669, 1671, and 1676, is a strange storehouse of miscellaneotis

philosophical learning. It resembles the Intellectual System of
Oudworth, though very inferior to that work both in general con-
struction and in fundamental idea. Gale’s endeavour is to prove
that the whole philosophy of the Gentiles is a distorted or mangled
reproduction of Biblical truths. Just as Oudworth refeired the
Democritean doctrine of atoms to Moses as the oiiginal author, so
G-ale tries to show that the various systems of Greek thought may
be traced hack to Biblical sources. Like most of the learned works
of the 17th century, the Court of the Gentiles is chaotic and unsys-
tematic, while its erudition is rendered almost valueless by the
complete absence of any critical disenmination. The other writings
of Gale are

—

The Idea ofJamenism. 1669; Theophilus, or a Dis-
course of the Saint^s Amity with God in Christ, 1671 ;

Anatomy of
Infidelity, 1672 ; Idea Theologim, 1673 ; PhilosophiaGeneralis, 1676.

GALE, Thomas (1636-1702), au eminent classical

scholar, was bom at Scruton, Yorkshire, in 1636. He was
educated at Westminster School and at Trinity College,

Cambridge, of which he became a fellow. In 1666 he
was appointed regius professor of Greek, in 1672 head-
master of St Paul’s School, in 1676 a fellow of the Royal
Society, and also prebendary of St Paul’s, and in 1697 dean
of York. He died at York in 1702. Gale published a
collection of Opuscula Mythological Ethica, et Fhysica, and
editions of several Greek and Latin authors, but his fame
rests chiefly on his collection of old works bearing on early

English history, entitled Historice Anglicance Scriptores and
jEistorice Britannicce^ Saxomcce, Anglo-Danicce^ Scriptores

JTK He is the author of the inscription on the London
Monument in which the Roman Catholics are accused of

having originated the great fire.

GALEN, Christoph Bernhard van (1600-1678),
prince-bishop of Miinster, was descended from a noble
family in Westphalia, and was born 15th October 1600.
After attending the Jesuit college at Miinster, and the
universities of Cologne, Mainz, Louvain, and Bordeaux, he
was engaged in several diplomatic missions. Subsequently
he became colonel in the army of the elector Ferdinand of
Bavaria, and took part in campaigns against the French and
Swiss. On the death of Ferdinand he was chosen prince-
hishop of Munster, but scarcely had he succeeded in restor-

ing the internal prosperity of his territories, and freeing
them from foreign invaders, when an insurrection arose in

the city which he was unable completely to subdue till 1661.
In 1664 he was chosen, along with the margrave Frederick
of Baden, joint administrator of military affairs of the
Rhenish alliance in its war against the Turks. After the
peace that followed the victory of St Gotthard, he concluded
-an alliance with Charles IL of England against the Nether-
lands; but through the intervention of Louis XIV. an
arrangement was made in 1666 by which the king of the
Netherlands vacated all the territories of Galen, with

the exception of the town of Borkelo. In 1672, in con-
junction with France, Galen renewed hostilities against
the Netherlands, but in the same year suffered a severe
defeat at Ooevorden, and although, along with the French
general Turenne, he afterwards obtained several successes,

he concluded a peace in 1674, by which he resigned all the
advantages he had gained. In the following year he
entered into an alliance with the king of Denmark and the
elector of Brandenburg against Charles XI. of Sweden,
and in 1676 captured Stade, the capital of the duchy ot'

Bremen, after which he took possession of that duchy and
of several places in the duchy of Verden. Subsequently he
became involved in a war with East Friesland, and only
consented to evacuate that territory on payment of a large

sum of money. He died at Ahaus, 19th September 1678.
The Pie de Christophe Bernard de Galen, evique de Munster, was

puhlislied at Rouen in 1679 ; J. Ah. Alpen’s De vita et rebus gestis

Oh. Bern, de Galen appeared at Koesfeld in 2 vols. in 1694, an
abridgment of this work at Munster in 1790, and a more extended
abridgment at Ulm in 1804; and Tuddng’s Geschichte des Stifts

Munster unter Galen was published at Munster in 1865.

GALEN, or Galenus, Claudius, called Gallicn by
Chaucer and other writers of the Middle Ages, the most
celebrated of ancient medical writers, was born at Pergamus,
in Mysia, about 130 a.d. His father Nicon, from whom
he received his early education, is described as remarkable
both for excellence of natural disposition, and for mental
culture

;
his mother, on the other hand, appears to have

been a second Xanthippe. In 146 Galen commenced the
study of medicine, and in about his twentieth year he left

Pergamus for Smyrna, in order to place himself under the
instruction of the anatomist and physician Pelops, and of

the peripatetic philosopher Albiniis. He subsequently
visited other cities, and in 158 returned from Alexandria
to Pergamus. In 164 he went for the first time to Rome.
There he healed Eudemus, a celebrated peripatetic philo-

sopher, and other persons of distinction
;
and ere long, by

his learning and unparalleled success as a phj’sician, earned
for himself the titles of Paradoxologus," the wonder-
speaker, and “ Paradoxopoeus,” the wonder-worker, thereby

incurring the jealousy and envy of his fellow-practitioners.

Leaving Rome in 168, he repaired to his native city, whence
he was soon sent for to Aquileia, in Venetia, by the

emperors Lucius Yerus and Marcus Aurelius. In 170 he
returned to Rome with fche latter, who, on departing thence

to conduct the war on the Danube, having with dijQdculty

been persuaded to dispense with his personal attendance,

appointed him medical guardian of his son Commodus. In
Rome Galen remained for some years, greatly extending his

reputation as a physician, and writing some of his most
important treatises. It would appear that he eventually

betook himself to Pergamus, after spending some time at

the island of Lemnos, where he learned the method of

preparing a certain popular medicine, the ‘Herra lemnia ”

or ** sigillata.” Whether he ever revisited Rome is un-

certain, as also are the time and place of his death. Ac-

cording to Suidas, he died at the age of seventy, or in the

year 200, in the reign of Septimius Severus. If, however,

we are to trust the testimony of Abul-faraj, one of his

Arabian biographers, his decease took place in Sicily, when
he was in his eightieth year. Galen was one of the most
versatile and accomplished writers of his age. He com-
posed, it is said, nearly 500 treatises on various subjects,

including logic, ethics, and grammar. Of the published

works attributed to him 83 are recognized as genuine, 19

are of doubtful authenticity, 45 are confessedly spurious,

19 are fragments, and 15 are notes on the writings of

Hippocrates.
Galen, who in his youth was carefully trained in the

Stoic philosophy, was an unusually prolific writer on logic.

Of the numerous commentaries and original treatises, a
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catalogue of wlilch is given in his work De Propriis Lihris^

one only has come down to us, the treatise on Fallacies in

diettone (jrepl rcoi/ Kara Xi^iv aroff^La-fjLdroov), Many
points of logical theory, however, are discussed in his

medical and scientific writings. His name is jjerhaps

best known in the history of logic in connexion with the

fourth syllogistic figure, the first distinct statement of urhich

was ascribed to him by Averroes. There is no evidence

from Galen’s own works that he did make this addition to

the doctrines of syllogism, and the remarkable passage

quoted by M. Minas from a Greek commentator on the

Anali/tics, referring the fourth figure to Galen, clearly shows
that the addition did not, as generally supposed, rest on a

new principle, but was merely an amplification or alteration

of the indirect moods of the first figure already noted by
Theophrastus and the earlier Peripatetics.

In 1844 M. Minoides Minas published a work, avowedly
from a MS. with the superscription Gale^iiis^ entitled

J?a\rjvo\j Etlcrayoyyrf Of this work, which con-

tains no direct intimation of a fourth figure, and which in

general exhibits an astonishing mixture of the Aristotelian

and Stoic logic, Prantl speaks with the bitterest contemx>t.

He shows demonstratively that it cannot be regarded as a
writing of Galen’s, and ascribes it to some one or other of

the later Greek logicians. A full summary of its contents

will be found in the 1st voL of the Geschiekte der Logih
(591-610), and a notice of the logical theories of the true

Galen in the same work, p)p. 559-577.
There have been numerous issues of the whohi or i^arts of Galen’s

works, among the editors or illustrators of whicli may Ive mentioned
Jo. Bapt. Opizo, N. Leonicenus, L. Fuchs, A. Lacuna, Ant. Musa
Biassavolus, Aug, Gadaldiiius, Conrad Gesner, S^^lvius, Cornarius,
Joannes Montanus, Joannes Gains, Thomas Linacro, Theodore
Goulston, Caspar Hoffman, Rene Chartier, Haller, and Kuhn. Of
Latin translations Choulant mentions one in the 15th and twenty-
two in the following century. The Greek text was edited at Venice,
in 1525, 6 vols. fob, at Basel, in 1538, 5 vols. fob; at Palis, witlx

Latin version by Rene Chartier, in 1639, and in 1679, 13 vols. fob;
and at Leipsio, in 1821-33, by 0. G. Kuhn, considered to be the best,

20 vols. 8vo. An epitome m English of the woiks of Hipx)oerates
and Galen, by J. R. Coxe, was xjublislied at Philadelphia in 1846.

Fuither details as to the life and an account of the anatomical
knowledge of Galon will be found in the art. Anatomy, vob i.

I)p. 802-804. See also Reno Chartier’s Life, in his edition of
Clalen’s works; IS". F, J. Eloy, Dictimiwiirc Ilistorique de 2a
Midecme^ s.'o, “ Galien,” tom. i., 1778 ;

F. Adams’s '^Commentary”
in Ms Medical Works of Fatdu^ ^gtneta, Loinlon and Aheideen,
1834; J. Kidd, “ A Cursory Analysis of the Works of Galen, so far

as they relate to Anatomy and Physiology,” Trans. Prouincial Med.
and Siirg. Assoc., vi., 1837, pp. 299-336 ; C. V. Darembcig, Ex-
position des Connaissances de Galien swr VAnatomic, la Fliijbiologie,

et la PatJwlogie du Systdme Net'vcwx (Th^se x^our le Doctorat en
Medecine), Paris, 1841; and J. R. Gasquet, "The Practical
Medicine of Galen and his Time,” T7ie British and Foreign Medlco-
Chirurgical Itev., vol. xb, 1867, pi). 472-488.

GALEISTA, a city of the United States, the capital of Jo
Daviess county, Illinois, is situated on the Fever or Galena
river, 6 miles above its Junction with the Mississippi, and
on the northern division of the Illinois Central Railroad,
180 miles W.N.W. of Chicago. The city winds around
the base of rocky limestone bluffs, which sxoring rather
abruiitly from the river on both sides, and the streets rise

above one another, and are connected by flights of steps.

It is the commercial dep6t of an extensive and fertile dis-

trict, but owes its prosperity chiefly to the species of lead
from which it takes its name, and the mines of which sur-

round it in all directions, underlying, more or less densely,
an area of over 1,500,000 acres. In these mines copper is

also found in combination with the galena. In the earlier

years the produce of the mines found its way by water to
St Louis, but in 1829 the first load, 3000 Ib, was conveyed
overland to Chicago. In 1846 the yield reached its highest
point of 50,000,0001); in 1852 it was 40,000,000; and
in 1877 only 3,300,000. This diminution is due to the
absence of the expensive appliances necessary for deep
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mining. Meanwhile zinc ore has been discovered, of which
12,000,000 ib were mined in 1877. The lumber xu'oducc

is also considerable, averaging 7,000,000 feet annually.

The prineixml buildings are the Germaii-Englisli normal
school, the high school, and the building in which are

included the custom-house and x>ost-oflice. Galena has an
iron-foundry, flour-mills, woollen mills, saw and x»laning

mills, besides furnaces and manufactories for le*id, zinc, cop-

per, and furniture. Mining commenced in 1 820, and in 1822
the United States began to grant leases of tlie mineral laiidh.

The first street was laid out in 1826 ;
village government

was legalised in 1837, and a city charter granted in 18^J9.

Population in 1850, 6004; in 1860, 8190; and in 1870,

7019, of whom 2473 were foreigners.

GALESBURG, a city of the United States, the caxutal

of Knox county, Illinois, is situated at the junction of the

Burlington and Peoria branches of the Chicago, Burling-

ton, and Quincy Railroad, 163 miles Yv’.S.W. of Cliicago,

and is the centre of a farming district of great fertility.

It has several extensive manufactories of agricultural im-

Xjlements, besides carriages and waggons, and also <‘Oiitains

the machme-shox)s and car-works of the railroad cum-
X>any. It is the seat of tw’o colh‘ges, Knox College (Con-
gregational), founded in 1841, and Lombard University
(Universalist), founded in 1852, to both of which female
students are admitted. Poxmlation in 1860, 4953 ;

aiul

in 1870, 10,158, of vvhom 3136 were foreigners.

GALIAKI, Ferdinando (1728-1787), one of the most
celebrated, if not one of the soundest, xxolitical economists

of Italy, was born at Chieti on the 2d of December 1728.
For his early education and ox^portunities of advancement
in life he w’as less indebted to his x>arcnts than to his

uncle, Monsignor Celestino Galiani. By hi.s cai*e, and at

Ms expense, Galiani received the best educatiem wdiich Nax)le8

and Rome could then furnish, becoming qualified for au
ecclesiastical career at a time when a clever abbe might hc>i)e

to fill with profit and reputation inii}ortaiit offices in the

state as well as in the church. Galiani gave early x>romisc

of distinction as an economist, and even more as a wit. At
the age of tw’enty-two he had produced two works by which
his name became widely knowm far beyond the bounds of liis

own Naples. His taste for economic studies had been
developed in the society of such men as Genovesi and
Intieri, and x>romxjted the coiux^osition of his Trattato della

lion eta, in which many aspects of the question of exchange
are set forth, always with a sj^^cial reference to the state of

confusion then presented by the whole monetary system of

the Neax^olitan Government. Galiani’s fame us a humorist
dated from the ax^pearanco of the IlaccoUa in Mm'te del Boia,

a work as popular in Italian literary circles during the last

century as the li^fected Addresses and Bon Gaidtier Ballads
have been in our own. In this volume Galiani x>*i'3^odied

with exquisite felicity, in a series of discourses on the death
of the public hangman, the style of the most x>omx>ous and
pedantic Neapolitan writers of the day. Galiani’.s x>olitical

knowledge and social qualities now x>ointed him out to the

discriminating eye of Charles III., and his liberal minister
Tanucci, as one eminently fitted to serve the Government as
a diplomatist in Fratoce. He was therefore attached in the
character of secretary to the Neapolitan embassy at Paris.

Tliither he repaired in 1759, at a time when a change in

the relations between the courts of Paris and Vienna was-

about to exercise an influence on the course of the Seven
Years’ War, when the different Bourbon courts w'ere engaged
in a common action against the Jesuits, and when economic
science held a foremost place in the speculations of the most
eminent French writers. Galiani is chiefly remembered by
posterity by the part wMch he took in these economic dis-

cussions. His Dialogues sur les hUs, though x>uhlished after

his return to Naples, produced on its appearance a great
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impression, and has again and again furnished to future

controversialists arguments more specious than solid against

the liberty of exporting corn. The criticism of Voltaire,

that Galiani's volume united the wisdom of Plato and the
wit of Moli^re, will not be accepted as a decisive judgment
on the merits of the treatise

;
but it may be viewed as a

tolerably fair test of the regard in which it was held by
Galianfs contemporaries. Galiani returned to Naples after

a ten years’ residence in Paris, where his reputation as a
wit had long surpassed that of an economist or a statesman.

Until his death at Naples, on October 30, 1787, he kept up
with his old Parisian friends a correspondence, of which the
tone on his side can only be compared to the wailing and
howling sent forth by Ovid during his banishment to the
shores of the Euxine. Absence from Paris was with him
the synonym of social and literary death.
To the common editions of Galiani which are found in great

public libraries must he added the essay recently published at
Naples, VAbate GaUani, hy Alberto Marghieri, 1878, and the
copious extracts from his correspondence with Tanticci, likewise
imblished very recently in the new seiies of Yiesseux’s LArcJvh'oio
SLoyico, Floience, 1878.

GALICIA, in German Galizien, and in Polish Halicz^ a
crown-land of Austria which comprises the old kingdoms of

Galicia and Lodomeria, the duchies of Auschwitz and Zator,

and the grand-duchy of Cracow. Towards the N. and E.
it has an extensive and irregular frontier conterminous
with the Biissian empire

;
in the S.W. ib meets the

Hungarian territory along the ridge of the Carpathian
Mountains

;
its western borders, which are of small ex-

tent, touch both Austrian and Prussian Silesia
\
and in

the S. it is bounded by the province of Bukowina, which
was separated from it in 1849. As its area is 30,299
square miles, or more than 10,000 square miles greater than
that of Bohemia, it is the largest of all the crown-lands of

Austria. The population in 1869 was 5,418,016, which
showed an increase since 1857 of 785,150. Of the whole
2,660,518 were males, and 2,757,498 females. The density
was greatest in the circles of Biala, Tarnow, and Cracow,
and least in the circle of Badworna. In 1876 the total

was 6,000,326.
About a third of the whole area of Galicia is occupied by

the Carpathians, and the greater proportion of the remainder
consists of the terraces by which the mountain system
gradually sinks down to the great eastern plains of Bussia.
Only a very small district near the Vistula can properly be
described as lowland. The two most prominent summits
of the Galician Carpathians are the Babia Gora or
Women’s Mountain, 5648 feet above the level of the sea,

and the Waxmundska, 7189. Of the famous massif of

the Tatra, hardly a fourth is within the Galician bound-
aries.

By its rivers Galicia belongs partly to the basin of the
Baltic and partly to the basin of the Black Sea. The
Danajec, the San, and the Premsza, tributaries of the
Vistula, are the navigable streams of the western region

;

and the Dniester, which is the principal river of the east,

is navigable as far as Czartoria. There are few lakes in the
country except mountain tarns

; but considerable morasses
exist about the Upper Dniester, the Vistula, and the San,
and the ponds or dams in the Podolian valleys are estimated
to cover an area of 208 square miles. Of the 35 mineral
springs which can be counted in Galicia, the most fre-

quented are Konopowka, south of Tarnopol, and Lubian and
Sklo, west of Lemberg. The last is a good example of the
intermittent class. The Galician climate is exceedingly
severe, the range of temperature being nearly 145®. In
July and August the mean temperature is 66® or 67®

Fabr. ; in Mardi it is 32° or 33°. Winter is long, and the
snowfall, which oftens begins in the early part of October,
is very abundant. At Oracow the annuM precipitation is

about 23 inches, and at Lemberg about 28. Bather more
than 6 per cent, of the surface of Galicia is unproductive.
Forests occupy upwards of 4 million acres, but they are so
badly managed that in some districts straw has to be used
as fuel; 1,550,128 acres are devoted to pasture, 8,486,358
are under tillage, and 3,007,024 are under gardens and
meadows. Barley, oats, and rye, are the prevailing cereals

,

but wheat, maize, and leguminous plants are also cultivated,

and hemp, flax, tobacco, and hops are of considerable im-
portance. In 1873 the whole crop of cereals amounted to

9,878,563 bushels ; and there were 2,016,326 bushels of

pulse, and 65,581, 331 bushels of potatoes. In 1 869 the num-
ber of horses in the crown-land was 695,610 ; of asses and
mules, about 2000; of cattle, 2,070,572 ;

sheep, 966,763;
goats, 35,825 ;

and swine, 734,572. The stocks of bees
were upwards of 257,490, and the yearly in'oduce of honey
and wax is about 18,300 atid 71 C6 cwt. respectively. In
West Galicia there are mines of coal, ironstone, and zinc

ore ; and in Eastern Galicia a certain quantity of lignite is

obtained. The iron ore is poor, containing only l6" or 11
per cent, of metal; and in 1873 the out-put did not exceed
108,546 cwt. Salt is procured both from mines and from
salt-springs in sufficient abundance to make it an article of

export to Bussia. The great factory at Kalusz for the

making of potash was closed in 1875, the company having
failed

;
and the exploitation of the rich petroleum springs

of East Galicia languishes for lack of capital. Cracow is

the centre of the iron manufacture, but it is of compara-
tively small development. Tile works are very numerous ;

stoneware is i)roduced in a few establishments; and the

glass works number about 15. In 1874 there were 237
breweries, 598 distilleries, and 3746 mills,—no fewer than
3524 of the mills being driven by water and 172 by wind.
Cigars are manufactured at Mona&teryska and Winniki,
Oracow, Jupielnica, and Zablotow. The textile industries

are for the most part very slightly dev-elox^ed, but the linen

trade employs 11,255 looms. Bailvray traffic is rapidly

increasing. There is a large transit trade down the river

Dniester to Bussia by means of light boats built at

Ziiravero, Halicz, Marianpol, &c., which are usually broken
up for firewood when they reach Odessa ; and all the

navigable streams, both north and south, are used for the

transport of wood from the forests. Large quantities of

Galician timber thus find their way to Dantzic, Stettin,

Hamburg, and Berlin. The country is divided into the
eight districts of Lemberg, Zloczow, Tarnopol, Stanislawow,

Sambor, Przemysl, Tainow, and Cracow, which altogether

comprise 74 administrative circles. There are in all 83
towns, 230 market villages, and 11,000 hamlets, the most
populous places being Lemberg, 87,109 ;

Cracow, 49,835 ;

Tamow, 21,779 ; Tarnopol, 20,087 ; Brody, 18,890

;

Kolomiya, 17,679 ;
Drohibiez, 16,888 ;

Przemysl, 15,185 ;

StanislaUj 14,479; Sambor, 11,749, Jaroslau,^ 11,106;
Kzeszow, 10,090 ; and Sniatyn, 10,305. The chief town
is Lemberg, which is the seat of the royal imperial lieuten-

ancy or K. StatthaltereL According to the laws of

1861 the diet of Galicia consists of the three archbishops

(those of the Boman Catholic, the Greek Cathplic, and
Armenian Catholic Churches), the three Boman Catholic

bishops, the rectors of the universities of Lemberg and
Cracow, 44 representatives of the larger landowners, 4
representatives of the capital, 3 representatives of the

chambers of trade and industry, 16 from the towns and
industrial centres, and 74 from the rural communes. Sixty-

three members are sent to the imperial diet, of whom 20
represent the landowners, 13 the towns, 27 the rural com-
munes, and 3 the chambers of trade, <fec. The two principal

nationalities in Galicia are the Poles and the Buthenians

—

the former predominating in the west and the latter in the

east. The Poles who inhabit the Carpathians are distin-
—— 4^
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guished as Goralians (from gor, a mountain), and those of

the lower regions as Mazures and Cracoviahs. The
Euthenian highlanders bear the name of Huzulians.

Galicia (or Halicz) took its rise along with the neighhonring
principality of Lodomcria (or Vladimir) in the course of the 12th
centuiy—^the scat of the ruling dynasty being Halicz or Halitch, a
town in the present district of Stanislawow at the confluence of the

Lukev with the Dniester. Disputes between the Galician and
Lodoinerian houses led to the interference of the king of Hungary,
Bela HI., who in 1190 assumed the title of Hex Galaticc^ and
appointed his son Andreas lieutenant of the kingdom. Polish

assistance, however, enabled Vladimir the former po.ssessor to expel

Andreas, and in 1198 Boman, prince of Lodomeria, made himself
master of Galicia also. On his death in 1205 the struggle between
Poland and Hungary for supremacy in the country was resumed

;

but in 1215 it was arranged that Daniel, son of Boman, should be
invested with Lodomeria, and Koloman, son of the Hungarian king,^

with Galicia. Koloman, however, was expelled by Mstislaff of

jSTovgorod; and in his turn Andreas, Mstislalfs nominee, was
expelled by Daniel of Lodomeria, a powerful prince, who by a
flexible policy succeeded in maintaining his position. Though in

1235 he had recognized the overlordship of Plungary, yet, when
he found himself hard pressed by the Mongolian general I^atu,

called in the assistance of Innocent IV. and accepted the cro-Rui of

Galicia from the hands of a papal legate
;
and again, when Iiino-

cent disappointed his expectation, he returned to liis fonner con-

nexion with the Greek Church. On the extinction of his line in

1340 Oasirnir HI. of Poland incorporated Galicia and Lemberg; on
Casimir’s death in 1370 Louis the Great of Hungary, in accordance
with previous treaties, became king of Poland, Galicia, and Lodo-
meria; and in 1382, by the marriage of Louis’s daughter w'ith

Ladislaus II., Galicia, which he had reganled as part of las Hun-
garian rather than of his Polish possessions, became definitively

assigned to Poland. On the first partition of Poland, in 1772, the
kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria came to Austria, and to this was
added the district of New or "West Galicia in 1795 ; but at the
peace of Vienna in 1809 West Galicia and Cracow were surrendemd
to the grand-duchy of Warsaw, and in 1810 part of East Galicia, in-

cluding Tamopol, was made over to Russia. This lattei' portion was
recovered by Austria at the peace of Paris, and the fbrmer came
back on the suppression of the independence of Cracow in 1846.

Within the short period since 1860 great advances have been made
in many ways in the development of the natural resources of the
country and in the education of the people; and the general
prosperity^ of the kingdom is evidenced by the rapid growth of

several of its larger towns.

See Lin de Lilienbach., “ Description dn bassln de la Galicle et do la Podolic.'*
in Mdntoires! de la societi {/doloqique de J^rance^ tome i., iv., l$33-34;
Schmedes, Geoor,-$tatist, Uebersicht Qalieiens, Lemberg, 1869; Llpp, Verkehrs-
mid HandeUverhdltmsse Qaliziem^ Prague, 1870; Zchlicke, “Dio polit. und
socialen Zustando (3rali2len8,*’ in Uns&re Zeit^ 1870; “ Die Ruthener in Galizien,’*
in Die OCobm^ 1870; Pilat, Statist. MUtheil. i/ber die Verhdltnisse Gatizienst,

Lemberg, 1874; Ortsrepertorium de$ ICbniffreichs Galizien und Lodomerien
(official), Vienna, 1874; Zelicko. “Die deutschen Kolonieii in GaUzien,*” itilm
N&uen Reichy 1876; Kelb in Jahrbei'icJit der K. Geol, Jteichs^Anstalty 1870;
“ Cultnrfortschrltte in Galizien,’’ in Das Auslandy 1876. Remarkable sketches
of Galician life have been given by Sacher-Masoch, whose works are well known
in France and Germany, A rich literature on the subject exists in Polish.

GALIOIA (GhkUsBcia or Callaecia, KoAAat/cta, KaXaticta),

an ancient kingdom, countsHp, or province in the N.W.
angle of Spain, now divided into the provinces of Cornua,
Lugo, Orense, and Pontevedra, lies between 41** 51' and 43*"

47' hT. lat., 6° 50' and 9° 16' W. long., and is bounded on
the 17. and W. by the Bay of Biscay and the Atlantic, on
the S. by the Portuguese provinces of Entre Douro e Minho
and Traz os Montes, and on the E, by Leon and the
Asturias. The greatest length is about 125 miles, greatest
breadth 115 miles; area, 11,222 square miles

; population

(1867), 1,937,792. Galicia is traversed from E. to W. by
a continuation of the great Pyrenean and Cantabrian chain

;

and its surface is further broken by two spurs from that
system, which, rnnning in a south-westerly direction, en-

close the basin of the Miho. The average elevation of the
province is considerable, and the masdmum height (6593
feet) is reached in the Pena Trevinca on the east border of
Orense. The principal river is the Miiio (Portuguese,

Latin Minim so named, it is said^ from the
minium or vermilion found in its bed), which, rising near
Mondofliedo, within 20 miles of the northern coast, after a
course of 170 miles in a south and south-west direction,

enters the Atlantic near the port of La Guardia. It is

navigable by small veasiris on the lower part of its course.

I C I A
Of the numerous affluents of the Miuo, the most important

are—on the left the Sil, which rises among the lofty moun-
tains between Leon and Asturias, and on the right the Tea,

which rises on the eastern flank of Moiito Fauo. Among
other rivers having a westerly direction may bo iiiontioned

the Tambre, the UlLa, and the Lerez or Ler, which fall int.

.

the Atlantic by estuaries or rias called respectively ilia

Muros y 17oya, Eia Arosa, and Ria Pontevedra. The river.-^

of the northern versaiit, such as the Eumo, the Juvia, and
the Mero, are, like those of the Asturias, for the most part

short, rapid, and subject to violent floods. The coast-line

of Galicia, extending to about 240 miles, is everyv/here bold

and deeply indented, presenting a largo number of secure

harbours, in this respect forming a marked contrast to the

neighbouring province. The Eo, which bounds Galicia on
the east, has a deep estuary, the lUvadco, which ofler.s a

safe ancl commodious anchorage in 3 fathoms water at ebb-

tide. Further to the west is Vivero Bay, 1 mile wide and
3 in length, aflbrding good anchorage throughout, with from
G to^S fathoms of water. The Ilia del Varquero y Vures
is of a similar character

;
while the harbour of I errol (see

Fereol) ranks among the best in Europe. On the opposite

side of Betanzos Bay (the /xeyas Xt/ayv or lk)rtus Magnus t)i'

the ancients) is the great port of Oorufla (sot* G>ui;xna).
The principal port on the western coast of Galicia is that

formed by the deep and sheltered bay of Vigo, wdiich is

navigable for vessels of 500 tons to a distance of IG miles

from the ocean; but there are also good roadsteads ut

Corcubion under Cape Fiuisterre, at Marin, and at Carril.

The climate of the Galician coast is mild and equable, but
the interior, owing to the great elevation (the town uf

Lugo is upwards of 1900 feet above the sea level), liu^

a wide range of temperature. The rainfall is exceptionally

large, and snow lies on some of the loftier clevatiouB for u

considerable portion of the year. The soil is ou the whtdc
fertile, and the produce very varied. A coiisidcuable

quantity of timber is grown on the high lands, and the rich

valley pastures support large herds of cattle, while the

abundance of oak and chestnut favours the rearing uf

swine. In the lowland districts good crops of maize, v lieat,

barley, oats, and rye, as well as of turnips and potutucH, uru

obtained. The fruit also is of excellent quality and in great

variety, although the culture of the vine is limited to somu
of the warmer valleys in the soutliern districts. 'The

dehesasor moorlands abound in game, and fish are plentiful

in all the streams. The mineral resources of the province,

which are considerable, were known to .some extent to the

ancients. Strabo speaks of its gold and tin, and Tliny
mentions the gemma Gallaica. Clines of lead, tin, copj^er,

and iron pyrites continue to be wrought, though under
considerable disadvantages, and chiefly byforeign capitalistn,

Galicia is also remarkable for the number of its sulphur and
other warm springs, the most important of which arc those
at Lugo and those from which Orense is said to take its

name (Aquae urentes).

Ethnologically the Galicians (Gallegos) arc allied to the
Portuguese, whom they resemble in dialect, in appearance,
and in habits more than the other inhabitants of the
peninsula. The men are well known all over Spain, and
also in Portugal, as hardy, honest, and industrious, but for

the most part somewhat unskilled, labourers ; indeed the
word GaUego has come to be almost a synonym in Madrid
for a “ hewer of wood and drawer of water,” Agriculture
engages the greater part of the resident population, both
male and female ; other industries are little developed, and
the fisheries are not extensive. There are a few linen and
cotton factories in the larger towns. ISie principal exports
are live cattle, preserved meats, eggs, bones, mineral ore,

fish oil, salt fish (specially sardines), chestnuts and other
nuts, grain (espedsdly maize), and potatoes. Hie first-men-
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tioned item is tlie most considerable; the exports to

England from Coruna alone having mounted in 1875 to

17,000 head, at an average value of ^15. The chief im-

ports are coal, iron, tobacco, and manufactured goods.

Apart from the few carreteras reales or royal roads, which
are, as elsewhere in the Peninsula, unexceptionable, the

means of internal communication in Galicia are decidedly

defective. The only railways are those betwixt Lugo and
Coruna (61 miles), and betwixt Santiago and Carril (24

J

miles). Another line, from Vigo to Orense, has been in

course of construction for some time, and it is also proposed

to connect Lugo with Astorga. Galicia has 10 cities and
115 towns. The capital is Santiago, which is also an arch-

bishopric, with a population of 29,000. Lugo, Tuy, Mon-
donedo, Orense, are also episcopal sees. The largest city is

Coruna, the seat of the audiencia (population about 40,000).

The others are Ferrol, Yigo, Eetanzos, and Pontevedra.

Gallaecia, the country of the CaUaici or GaUaici, seems to have
been very imperfectly known to the earlier geographers. Accord-
ing to Eratosthenes the entire population of the peninsula were at

one time called Galatae. The region properly called by their name,
hounded on the S. by the Douro and on the E. by the liT'avia, was
first entered by the Roman legions under Decius Junius Brutus in
137-6 B.O. (Livy, Iv., Ivi., Ej^t ) ;

but the final subjugation cannot
be placed earlier than the time of Augustus. Under the Antonines,
possibly even under Hadrian, Gallaecia and Asturia were erected

into a separate Provincia Csesaris, having been regarded previously

as merely a portion of Lusitania. On the x^artition of Spain, which
followed the successful invasions of the Suevians, Alans, and Van-
dals, Gallaecia fell to the lot of the first-named (411 A.D.). After an
independent subsistence of nearly 200 years, the Suevian kingdom
was annexed to the Visigothic dominions under Leovigild in 590.

In 713 it was occupied by the Moors, who in turn were driven out
of it about the year 734 by Alphonso I. of Asturias and his brother
Eroela. During the 9th and 10th centuries it was the subject of
dispute between more than one count of Galicia and the suzerain,

and its coasts were repeatedly ravaged by the Horsemen. When
Ferdinand 1. divided his kingdom among his sons in 1063, Galicia

was the portion allotted to Garcia, the youngest of the three. Ten
years afterwards it was forcibly reannexed by Garcia’s brother
Alx)honso, and thenceforward it remained an inte^al part of the
kingdom of Castile or of Leon. The honorary title of count of
Galicia has freq[uently been borne by younger sons of the Spanish
sovereign. In the patriotic struggles of 1808 the junta of Galicia
took an important part. For administrative purposes the ancient
province has since 1833 been divided into four, namely, Corulia,

Lugo, Orense, and Pontevedra.

GALILEE (PaXtXata, the most northerly of tbe
three provinces into which Palestine was at the Homan
period divided, was bounded on the E. by the Jordan, on
the S. by Samaria, on the W. by the Mediterranean, on the

H.W. by Phoenicia, and on the N.* by the Leontes, the
extreme length being about 60 miles, the extreme breadth

30, and the area 1000 square miles. The Galilee thus
defined, however, though doubtless the Galilee of Herod's
tetrarchy and of later centuries, was hardly that of ordinary
parlance at the beginning of the Christian era. Josephus
himself, while substantially giving these boundaries {B,

iiL 3, 1, and elsewhere), yet incidentally in one place speaks
of Upper Galilee as constituting the whole of Galilee proper
(Ant, XX. 6, 1), and elsewhere in giving Xaloth (Iksfil) and
Dabaratta (DeMrieh) as boundary towns, seems to exclude
from Galilee the plain of Esdraelon. In the early period

of the history of Israel, the word or meaning a
circle, was hardly a proper name at all, but was applied to
several <^tricts with considerable generality, Thus in
Josh. xuL 2 and Joel iv. 4 reference is made to the
borders ” or “ coasts ” (Geliloth) of the Philistines. In

Josh. zxii. 10, 11, however, the Geliloth” of Jordan
means the plain of Jordan referred to in Ezekiel xlvii. 8 as

“the eastern Qelilah” (compare Josh, xviii. 7); while in
Josh. xx. 7, xxi. 32, hag-Qalal denotes the north portion
of the territory of ISTaj^htali westward of Merom, where
Kadesh, one of the six cities of refuse, lay. Here were
situated the twmt^ “ .worthies^” dties which Solomon gave
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to Hiram (1 Kings ix. 11 ; 2 Chr. viii. 2) ;
and here, not-

withstanding the conquests made successively by Joshua,
several of the judges, David, and Solomon, the population

seems to have retained a prevailingly ethnic character;

for even in Isaiah's time “the land of Zebulun and
the land of Naphtali" is called “ Galilee of the Gen-
tiles” (Isa. ix. 1). After the deportation by Tiglath Pileser

(2 Kings XV. 29), in which it is to be presumed that chiefly

Israelites were carried away, this ethnic character would
most probably be intensified and extended rather than

diminished either in area or in amount ; and already in the

time of the Maccabees, accordingly, we find the word appar-

ently used in a considerably wider sense than in earlier

times (1 Macc. v. 14, 15, x. 30 ; c/. Tob. i. 2). The later

extension of the designation cannot be more particularly

traced, but we know with considerable exactness what the

limits were at the time of the Talmudists. The southern

boundary was defined by the towns of Bethshean (Beis^n),

Ginsea (Jenin), Caphar Utheni (Kefr Adiln), and by the

ridge of Carmel; on the east the Jordan formed the limit

;

while on the west and north the line ran from Carmel to

Accho (Akka), and thence ascended eastwards by a great

valley just south of Achzib (ez Zib) extending 8 miles, past

Kabartha (el K^bry), Gathin (J'athiin), and Beth Zanita

(Zueinita), to Gelila (Jelil), where it turned north near

M'alia, probably the Melloth which Josephus notices as on

his boundary {JB. iii. 3, 1). From Melloth it ran 12

miles north to Kania and Aiya (probably K^nah and 'Aiya),

and then appears to have run east along a high ridge by

Berii and Tirh (Berios and Tireh), and thence, after a

course of 5 miles, it trended north-east by Tlfni (Tibnin),

Sifneta (Safed el Battikh), Ailshitba ('Atshith), and Aulam
(Almdn), arriving thus at the deep gorge of the Leontes.

Turning east it passed Migdol Kherub (el Khurbeh) and the

“hoUow of Ayun” (Merj 'Ayflii), past Takra (unknown)

to Tortalga (“ the snowy mountain,” or Hermon), and to

Kisrin and the bounds of litir—that is, to Caesarea Philipi^i

(now BHuias), and thus to beyond Jordan. The boundary

between Upper and Lower Galilee was natural, being marked

on the east by the town of Caphar Hananya (Kefr ’Anfin),

j

situated at the foot of the high ridge which formed the

actual line ; Bersobe, on the same boundary (Josephus, B .

*7., iii. 3, 1), is not as yet known.
Lower Galilee .—The whole of Galilee presents country

more or less disturbed by volcanic action. In the lower

^ division the hills are all tilted up towards the east, and
^ broad streams of lava have flowed over the plateau above

the sea of Galilee. In this district the highest hiUs are only

I about 1800 feet above the sea. The ridge of Nazareth rises

north of the great plain of Esdraelon, and north of this again

I

is the fertile basin of the Buttauf, separated from the sea-

coast plains by low hills. East of the Buttauf extends the

basaltic plateau called el Ahma (“the inaccessible”), rising

1700 feet above the sea of Galilee, North of the Buttauf

is a confused hill country, the spurs falling towards a broad

valley which lies at the foot of the mountains of Upper

Galilee. This broad valley, running westwards to the coast,

is the old boundary of Zebulun—the valley of Jiphthah-el

(Josh. xix. 14). The great plain of Esdraelon is of trian-

gular form, bounded by Gilboa on the east and by the ridge

which runs to Carmel on the west. It is 14 miles long

from Jenin to the Nazareth hills, and has n mean measure-

ment of 9 miles east and west. It rises 200 feet above the

sea, the hiUs on both sides being some 1500 feet higher.

The whole drainage is collected by the Kishon, which runs

through a narrow gorge at the north-west corner of the

plain, descending beside the ridge of Carmel to the sea.

The broad valley of Jezreal on the east, descending towards

the Jordan valley^ forms the gate by which Palestine is

entered from beyoijd Jordan. Mount Tabor stands isolated
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in the plain at the north-east corner, and rather farther

south the conical hill called Neby Diiby rises between Tabor
and Gilboa The whole of Lower Galilee is well watered.

The Kishon is fed by springs from near Tabor and from a
copious stream from the west side of the plain of Esdraelou.

North-west of Nazareth is Wady el Melek, an open valley

full of springs. The river Belus, just south of Acre, rising

in the sea-coast marshes, drains the whole valley of Jiphthah-

el. On the east the broad valley of Jezrcel is full of

magnificent springs, many of which are thermal. The
plains of E>.draelon, and the Buttauf, and the x>lateaii of cl

Alima, are all remarkable for the rich basaltic soil which
covers them, in which corn, cotton, maize, sesame, tobacco,

millet, and various kinds of vegetable are grown, while

indigo and sugar-cane were cultivated in former times. The
Nazareth hills and Gilboa are bare and white, bnt west of

Nazareth is a fine oak wood, and another thick wood
spreads over the northern slopes of Tabor. The hills west

of the great plain are paitly of bare white chalk, partly

covered with dense thickets. The mountains north of the

Buttauf are rugged and covered with scrub, except near the

villages, where fine olive groves exist. The principal places

of importance in Lower Galilee are Nazareth (10,000
inhabitants), Sepphoris (now Seffurieh), a large village

standing above the Buttauf on the spurs of the southern hills,

and Jenin (En Gannim), a flourish ing village, with a palm
garden (3000 inhabitants) Tlio ancient capital, Jezreel

(Zerin), is now a miserable village on a precipitous spur of

Gilboa
;
north of this are the small mud hamlets, Solam

(Shunein), Eudilr (Endor), Nein (Nain) ; on the west side

of the plain is the ruin of Lejjfin (the Legio of the 4th
century, which was then a place of importance). In the
hills north of the Buttauf is Jefflt, situated on a steep hill-

top, and representing the Jotapata defended by Josephu.s.

Kefr ICenna, now a flourishing Christian village at the foot

of the Nazareth hills, south of the Buttauf, represents the

probable site of Cana of Galilee, and the ruin Kflna, on the
north side of the same plain, represents the site pointed out
to the pilgrims of the 12th and 13th centuries.

Upper GaUtee,—The mountains are tilted up towards the

sea of Galilee, and the drainage of the district is towards
the north-west On the south the rocky range of Jebel
Jermiik rises to 4000 feet above the sea

;
on the east a

narrow ridge 2800 feet high forms the watershed, wfith

steep eastern slopes falling towards Jordan, Immediately
west of the watershed are two small plateaus, covered with
basaltic debris, near el Jish and Kades. On the west are
rugged mountains with deep intricate valleys. The main
drains of the country are—^first, WSdy el 'Ayfln, rising north
of Jehel Jermfik, and running north-west as an open valley,

and secondly, WMy el Ahj^r, a rugged precipitous gorge
running north to join the Leontes. The district is well
provided with springs throughout, and the valleys are full

of water in the spring time. Though rocky and difficult,

Upper Galilee is not barren, the soil of the plateaus is rich,

and the vine flourishes in the higher bills, especially in the
neighbourhood of Kefr Birim. The principal town is Safed,
perched on a white mountain 2700 feet above the sea. It
has a population of about 9000, including Jews, Christians,
and Moslems. It is one of the four sacred cities in Pales-
tine revered by the Jews, to which nationality the majority
of the inhabitants belong. Among the smaller towns we
may notice Meirlin, near Safed, a place also much re-

vered by the Jews as containing the tombs of Hillel,

Shammai, and Simeon bar Jochai. A yearly festival of most
curious chaxaoter ishere celebrated in honour of these xabbis.
The site of Haze^, one of the chief towns of Gklilee in
Bible times, has been lately recovered. It was situated
according to Josephus, above the Lake Semeohonitis (Bahr
el Hfileh), and the nameHudireh, identical with the Hebrew

ETazor, has been found by the survey party in 1877 apply-

ing to a mountain and plain, near an ancient ruin, in tlxe

required position. The little village of Kades represents

the once important town of Kadesh Naplitali (Josh. xix.

37). The ruins are here extensive and interesting, but
belong ai>parently to the Greek i)eriod.

The population of Galileo is mixed. In Lower (Uililee

the peasants are principally ]\roslem, with, a .sprinkling of

Greek Christians round Nazareth, wliich is a Christian

town. Ill Upper (Lililee, however, there is a mixture of

Jews and JVlarcuiites, Druses and Moslems (natives or

Algerine settlers), while the slopes above the *Jordan are

inhabited by 'wandering Arabs. The Jews are engugetl in

trade, and the Christians, Druses, and ^Moslems in agritail-

ture; and the Arabs arc an entirely pastoral i>eopli*

The priiici£>al products of the country are o<a*n, wine, oil,

and soa£) (from the olives), with every species of i>ulse aiul

gourd.

The antiquities of CTalilee include cromlcclm and rude
stone monuments, roc*k-cut tombs, and wine-presses, with
numerous remains of liyzantinc monasteries and fine

churches of the time of the crusades. There are als( ^

mains of Greek architecture in various £>luc*es, but the most
interesting buildings are the ancient syn ugi >giu‘s. These liavi^

not been found in other parts of Palestine, but in (hdilte

eleven examides are now known. They are rectangular, w ith

the door to the south, and three rows of columns forming
four aisles east and west. The architecture is a peculiar and
debased imitation of classic style, attributed by architects

to the 2d century of our era. The builder of the exanqJ<‘8

at Kefr Birim, el Jish, and Meirfln is know'u to have bef‘n

the famous Simeon bar Jochai, w'ho lived about J 30 a, is,

and built 24 synagogues in Galilee. The similarity of .style

renders it probable that the other oxamjJcEj at Tell ililm,

Keiiizeh, Nebartein, Umm cl *Amed, and Sufsaf wtTc
his worlL Both at el Jish and at Kefr Biriin there are two
synagogues, large and small. Ai, Irbid, above Tiberias, is

another synagogue of rather different character, W’hich is

said to have been built by Babbi Nitai. Traces of syna-

gogues have also been found on Carmel, and at Tireh, west
of Nazareth. It is curious to find the re£)rescritatic>n

various animals in relief on the lintels of the.se buildings,

Hebrew inscriptions also occur, and the carved work of the
cornices and capitals is very rich. These synagogues \vei*e

erected at a time when the Galilean Jcwvs w'ere fiourisliing

under the Koman empire, and when Tiberias was the central

seat of Jewish learning and of the Ranhedrin.
In the 12th ccntuiy Galilee w'as the outpost of the Chris-

tian kingdom of Jerusalem, and its borders were strongly
protected by fortre.sscs, the magnificent remains of which
still crown the most important strategical points. Toron
(now Tibntn) was built in 1 104, the first fortress erected by
the crusaders, and standing on the summit of the mountain.^
of Upper Galilee. Beauvoir (Kaukab, built in 1182) stood
on a precipice above Jordan south-west of the Sea of (lalilee,

and guarded the advance by the valley of Jezreel
; and about

the same time ChMeau Nouf (Hunin) was erected above the
Hflleh lake. Belfort (esli Shukif), on the north bank of
the Leontes, the finest and most important, date.s somewhat
earlier; and Alontforfc (Kalat el Kum) stood on a lutrrow
spur north-east of Acre, completing the chain of frontier

fortresses. The town of Btoias, with its castle, formed also
a strong outpost against Damascus, and was the scene, in

common with the other strongholds, of many desperate
encounters between Moslems and Christians. Lower Galilee
was the last remaining portion of the Holy Laud held by the
Christians. In 1260 the knights of the Teutonic order
owned lands extending round Acre as far east as Hhe Sea of
Galilee, and including Safed. These possessions were lost

in 1291, on the fall of Acre. (a B.
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GALILEE, The Sea of, with, its surrouading shores, de-

serves a more special description than tliat given of the rest

of the district, as being the part of Palestine which most
interests modern students and travellers. The lake was
also called the Sea of Chinnereth or Chinneroth, and the

Lake of Gennesaret or Tiberias
;
and by Pliny it is said to

have been once called Lake of Taricheae. In form it is pear-

Sea of Galilee.

shaped, 12^ English miles in length, and 7^ at its greatest
width. The level is now known to be 682*5 feet below the
Mediterranean. The water is fresh and clear, and large
shoals of fish abound in it. The formation of the lake basin
occurred later than the Chalk period, and was due to a
subsidence of the strata, which appears to have been sud-
den and violent, and probably accompanied by extensive
volcanic eruptions from three centres east, west, and north
of the lake. The district has always been liable to volcanic
disturbance and to earthquakes. In 1837 Safed and
Tiberias were destroyed by earthquake, and the tempera-
ture of the hot springs round the lake was then observed to
rise considerably for a time.

The Sea of Galilee is best seen from the top of the
western precipices, and presents a desolate appearance. On
the north the hills rise gradually from the shore, which is

fringed with oleander bushes and indented with small bays.
The ground is here covered with black basalt. On the
west the plateau of el Ahma terminates in precipices 1 700
feet above the lake, and over these the black rocky tops
called the Horns of Hattin ” are conspicuous objects. On
the south is a broad valley through which the Jordan flows.
On the east are furrowed and rugged slopes, rising to the
great plateau of the JaulUn (Gaulonitis). The Jordan
enters the lake through a narrow gorge between lower hills.

A marshy plain, 2J miles long and 1^ broad, called el
Batihah, exists immediately east of the Jordan inlet.

There is also on the west side of the lake a small plain
called ei Ghuweir, formed by the junction of three Large

valleys. It measures miles along the shore, and is 1 mile
wide. This plain, naturally fertile, but now almost uncul-
tivated, is recognized to be the plain of Gennesarebh,
described by Josephus (B. J"., iii. 10, 8). The shores of the
lake are of fine shingle. On the east the hills approach iii

one place within 4r0 feet of the water, but there is generally
a width of about f of a mile from the hills to the beach.
On the west the flat ground at the foot of the hills has an
average width of about 200 yards. A few scattered palms
dot the western shores, and a palm grove is to be found near
Kefr H^rib on the south-east. Thermal springs are found
on each side of the lake, with an average temperature of

about 80° Eahr. The hot baths south of Tiberias include
seven springs, the largest of which has a temperature of
137° Eahr. The plain of Gennesareth, with its environs,
IS the best watered jiart of the lake-basin. North of this
plain are the five springs of etT^bghah, thelaigest of which
was enclosed about a century ago by Aly, son of Dhahr
el 'Amr, in an octagonal reservoir, and the water led off by
an aqueduct 62 feet above the lake. The T^bghah springs,

though abundant, are warm and brackish. At the north
end of the plain is ^Ain et Tineh spring of the fig-tree ”),

also a brackish spring with a good stream
;
south of the

plain is 'Ain el B^rdeh (*^the cold spring"), which is

sweet, but scarcely lower in temperature than the others.

The most important spring remains still to be noticed,

namely, 'Ain el Mad^werah (‘^the round spring"), situated

1 mile from the south end ol the plain and half a mile from
the shore. The water rises in a circular well 32 feet in

diameter, and is clear and sweet, with a temperature of 7 3°

Fahr. The bottom is of loose sand, and the fish called

coracinus by Josephus (JB. J"., iii. 10, 8) is here found in

abundance. Dr Tristram was the first explorer to identify

this fish, and iDoints out that it could not exist in the other
springs. We are thus able to identify the ‘‘ round spring "

with the fountain of CaiAarnaum, which, according to

Josephus, watered the plain of Gennesareth.
The principal sites of interest round the lake may be

enumerated from north to west and from south to east.

Kerizeh, the undoubted site of Chorazin, stands on a rocky
spur 900 feet above the lake, 2 miles north of the shore.

Foundations and scattered stones cover the slopes and the

flat valley below. On the wrest is a rugged gorge. In the
middle of the ruins are the remains of a synagogue of richly

ornamental style built of black basalt. A small spring

occurs on the north Tell Hfim is an important ruin on the

shore south of the last mentioned site. The remains consist

of foundations and scattered stones (which in spring are

concealed by gigantic thistles) extending about half a mile
along the shore. The foundations of a fine synagogue,
measuring 75 feet by 57, and built in white limestone, have
been excavated. A conspicuous building has been erected

close to the water, from the fragments of the Tell Hfim syna-

gogue, Since the 4th century Tell Hiim has been pointed
out by all the Christian writers as the site of Capernaum, but
the fatal objections to such an identification are—(1) the

great distance from the fountain of Capharnaum, and (2) the

fact that Jewish tradition preserves another site. The ruins

at Tell Hiim are not of necessity as old as the time of

Christ, The name Hfim means “ black," and is probably
connected with the surrounding black basalt. The place

seems to be mentioned in the Talmud under the titles

Caphar Ahim and Caphar Tanhumin (see Neubauer’s Geog.

Tal.y p. 220). Minyeh is a ruined site at the north end of

the plain of Gennesareth, 2^ miles from the last, and close

to the shore. There are extensive ruins on flat ground,

consisting of mounds and foundations, with traces of a wall

I

once surrounding the site. Masonry of well-dressed stones

I

has also been here discovered in course of excavation. Near

1

the ruins are remains of an old kh^n, which appears to have
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been built in tbe Middle Ages ;

and above this a curious

hillock, with an aitiheial rock-platform, called el ’Oreimeh,

the little knoll.” Immediately to the north-east a preci-

X>ice projects to the lake, and the aqueduct from the Tabghah
spring is led to an ancient rock-cut channel, which seems to

have been once intended for a road in the face of the cliff.

In the 17th century Quaresmius speaks of this place,

Minyeh, as the site of Capernaum. In the 14th Isaac

Chelo was apparently shown the same site as containing the

tomb of Nahum, and as being the “ city of the Miiiai.” The
“ Minai,” or sorcerers,” are mentioned in the Talmud, and
by this title the Jews stigmatized the early Christians ; and
these Mmai” are called in one passage of the Talmud
‘‘sons of Capernaum.” There is thus a close connexion

between this Minyeh—^named from the Minai—and the

town of Capernaum. The x>osition of the site is also

suitable for that of Capernaum, being in the x>lain of

Gennesareth, two miles from the “round spring,” or

fountain of Oapharnaum. No other site of any importance
exists in the plain of Gennesareth. See Capebnauh.

South of the plain of Gennesareth is the undisx)uted site

of the New Testament town of Magdala. A few lotus trees

and some rock-cut tombs are here found beside a miserable

mud hamlet on the hill slope, with a modern tomb-house or

Jcubbeh, Passing beneath rugged cliffs a recess in the hills

IS next reached, where stands Tabariya, the ancient Tiberias

or Kakkath, containing 3000 inhabitants, more than half of

whom are Jews. The walls, flanked with round towers,

and now partly destroyed by the earthquake of 1837, were
built by Dhahr el 'Amr, as was the serai or court-house.

The two mosques, now partly ruinous, were erected by his

sons. There are remains of a crusading church, and the

tomb of the celebrated Maimonides is shown in the town,
while Kabbi Akiba and Babbi Meir lie buried outside. The
ruins of the ancient city, including granite columns and
traces of a searwall with towers, stretch southwards a mile
beyond the modern town. An aqueduct in the cliff once
brought water a distance of 9 miles from the south.

Kerak, at the south end of the lake, is an important
site on a peninsula surrounded by the water of the lake,

by the Jordan, and by a broad water ditch, while on the
north-west a narrow neck of land remains. The plateau
thus enclosed is partly artificial, and banked up 50 or

60 feet above the water. A ruined citadel remains on the
north-west, and on the east was a bridge over the Jordan

;

broken pottery and fragments of sculptured stone strew the
site. The ruin of Kerak answers to the description given
by Josephus of the city of Tarichese, which lay 30 stadia

from Tiberias, the hot baths being between the two cities.

Taricheae was situated, as is Kerak, on the shore below the
cliffs, and partly surrounded by water, while before the city

was a plain (the Gh6r). Pliny further informs us thp»b

Tarichese was at the south end of the Sea of Galilee.

Smnabreh, a ruin on a spur of the hills close to the last-

mentioned site, is undoubtedly the ancient Sinnabris, where
Vespasian (Joseph., B. •/., iiL 9, 7) fixed his camp, advanc-
ing from Scythopolis (BeMn) on Taricheas and Tiberias.
Sinnabris was 30 stadia from Tiberias, or about the dis-

tance of the ruin now existing.

The eastern shores of the Sea of Galilee have been less

ftiHy eosplored than the western, and the sites are not so
penWstiy recovered. The town of Hippos, one of the cities

of Heoa^dis, was situated 30 stadia from Tiberias, and 60
stadia frosp. Gadara (TJmm Kels). It is conjectured that
the tow!h. StUBltha, mentioned in the Talmud, is the same
place,^^49E9^ iiame Susyeh seems to have existed east of
the Sea of Qalilee at a Late period. Susitha from “sos,’^
meaning "hcttSCi” Js,f etymologically at least, suggestive
of the Greek ^^hippos.^^ The site is at present un&iown.
Kalat el Hosn {‘‘Castie of the stron^old”) is a min on a

rocky spur opposite Tiberias. Two large ruiimd buildings

remain, with traces of an old street and fallen columns and
cax)itals. A strong wall once surrounded the town; a

narrow neck of land exists on the east where the rock has

been scarped. Rugged valleys enclose the site on the north

and south; broken sarcophagi and rock-cut tombs are

found beneath the riiiu. This site answers to the de-

scription Josephus gives of Oamala, an important fortress

besieged by Vespasian {IML JiuL, iv. 1, 1). GerhU, an
insignificant ruin north of the last, is thought to re[>rcsent

the Gerasa or Oergesa of the 4th century, situated east of

the lake ; and the projecting spur <;f hill south of this ruin

is conjectured to bo the x>lace where the swine “ run

violently down a steep place” (Matt. viii. 32). The site

of Bethsaida Julias, oast of Jordan, is also unkiKwa. It

has been supposed {and the theory is supported by even

so iinx>ortant an authority as lieland) that two sepamte

l>Iaces named BotLsaida are mentioned in the New Testa-

ment. The grounds for this conclusion are, liovvevei*, very

insufficient ;
ami only one Bethsaida is mcalituied by

Josex>hus. It w^as near the Joulau inlet, on the east side

of the river, and under its later Greek name of Julias, it is

mentioned, with Hipxios, by Idiny. The site usually £>oiute<l

out is the ruin of et Tell, north of the Batihuh i>lain ; the

remains are, however, modem and insiguificaut. Just south

of the same plain is a ruined village c^led Mes’aidiyeh, the

name of which approaches Bethsaida in sound but not in

meaning. This is the site pointed out by Vandevolde, and
it is possible that the course of Jordan has shifted west-

wards, and that the old mouth is marked by the two creeks

running into the shore on the cast, in w^hich case the site

of Mes'aidiyeh might be accepted as the Bethsaida of the

gosx^els, which apx>ears to have been east of Jordan.
ZiUrodwre.—Tlie most important works on tho subject of Galileo

and the Sea of Galileo are the following:—Robinson’s JiibhaU
Mcsearclies; Stanley’s Si’iiai ami Tristrara’s Lmid of
Israel \ Warreu aiLcI Wilsoxi’s Ikcovcry of Jerusalem \ Comle!\s Trnt
Worh va I*alcsU7ie\ and the 3Icmoirs of the Sureey of BaksUfto
(sheets 1-6, 8, 9). (C, li C.)

GALILEO. Galileo Galilei (1564-1G42), one of tho
earliest and greatest of experimental x>hilosopher.s, W‘a.s boiu
at Pisa, February 18, 1564. His father, Vincenzo, was an
impoverished descendant of a noble Florentine house, which
had exchanged the surname of Bonajuti for that of Galilei,

on the election, in 1343, of one of its members, Galileo do"

Bonajuti, to the college of the twelve Buonuomini. The
family, which was fifteen times represented in the signoria,

and in 1445 gave a gonfalonier to Florence, tluiirished with
the republic and declined with its fall. Vincenzo Galilei

was a iuan of better parts than fortune. Ho was a com-
petent mathematician, wrote with considerable ability on
the theory and practice of music, and was especially dis-

tinguished amongst his contemj>omries for the grace and
skill of his performance upon the lute. By his wife, Giulia
de’ Ammannati of Pistoja, ho had two sons, Galileo and
Michelangiolo, and two daughters, Virginia and Livia.

From his earliest childhood Galileo was remarkable for
intellectual aptitude, as well as for mechanical invention.
His favourite pastime was the construction of toy-machines,
not the less original and ingenious that their successful
working was usually much hindered by the scarcity of suit-

able materials- His ax)pIieation to literary studies was
equally conspicuous. In the monastery of Vallombrosa,
near Florence, where his education was princh^y con-

ducted, he not only made himself acquainted with the best
Latin authors, but acquired a fait command of the Greek
tongue, thus laying the foundation of the brilliant and
degant style for which his writings were afterwards dis-

tinguished. From one of the monks he also received
instructiem in logic, according to the system then in vogue

;

but the futilities of the science revolt^, while its subtleties
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failed to interest his understanding, and he was soon

permitted to abandon a study so distasteful to hino. A
document published by M. Selmi in 1864 proves that he

was at this time so far attracted towards a religious life as

to have joined the novitiate of the order j but his father,

who had other designs for him, seized the opportunity of

an attack of ophthalmia to withdraw him permanently from
the care of the monks. Having had personal experience of

the unremunerative character both of music and of mathe-

matics, he desired that his son should apply himself to the

more profitable study of medicine, and, not without some
straining of his slender resources, placed him, before he had
completed his eighteenth year, at the university of Pisa.

He accordingly matriculated, November 6, 1581, and im-

mediately entered upon attendance at the lectures of the

celebrated physician and botanist, Andrea Cesalpino.

The natural gifts of the young student, not less multi-

farious than those of an earlier Tuscan prodigy, Leonardo
'

da Vinci, seemed at this time equally ready to develop in

any direction towards which choice or hazard might incline

them. In musical skiU and invention he already vied with

the best professors of the art in Italy ; his personal taste

would have led him to choose painting as his profession,

and one of the most eminent artists of his day, Lodovico
Cigoli, owned that to his judgment and counsel he was
mainly indebted for the success of his works

,
his wit and

eloquence gave promise that he would one day add to the

hteiary glories of his country ; while his mathematical and
mechanical genius only awaited a suitable opportunity for

fuU display and development. In 1583, while watching

the vibrations of the great bronze lamp still to be seen

swinging from the roof of the cathedral of Pisa, he observed

that, whatever the range of its oscillations, they were
invariably executed in equal times. The experimental
verification of this fact led him to the important discovery

of the isochronism of the pendulum. He at first applied

the new principle to pulse-measurement, and more than
fifty years later turned it to account in the construction of

an astronomical clock. Up to this time he was entirely

ignorant of mathematics, his father having carefully held
him aloof from a study which he rightly apprehended would
lead to his total alienation from that of medicine. Acci-

dent, however, frustrated this purpose. A lesson in
* geometry, given by Ostilio Ricci to the pages of the grand-
ducal court, then temporarily resident at Pisa, chanced to

have Galileo for an unseen listener; his attention was
riveted, his dormant genius was roused, and he threw aU
his energies into the new pursuit thus unexpectedly pre-

sented to him. With Eicci^s assistance, he rapidly mastered
the elements of the science, and eventually extorted his

father’s reluctant permission to exchange Hippocrates and
Galen for Euclid and Archimedes. In 1586 he was with-
drawn from the university, through lack of means, before
he had taken a degree, and returned to Florence, where his
family habitually resided. We next hear of him as lectur-

ing before the Florentine Academy on the site and dimen-
sions of Dante’s Inferno ;

and he shortly afterwards pub-
lished an essay descriptive of his invention of the hydro-
statical balance, which rapidly made his name known
throughout Italy. His first patron Was the Marchese
Guidubaldo del Monte of Pesaro, a man eminent for his
scientific attainments, as well as influential by his family
connexions. At his request he wrote, in 1588, a treatise
on the centre of gravity in solids, which obtained for him,
together with the title of **the Archimedes of his time,”
ihe honourable though not lucrative post of mathematical
lecfe^er at the Pisan university. During the ensuing two
years (1589-91) he carried on that remarl^ble series of
experiments, by wMdi he established tjie first principles of
dynamical science, and by which he earned for bimaifllf the

undying hostility of the bigoted Aristotelians of that day.
From the leaning tower of Pisa he afforded to all the pro-
fessors and students of the university ocular demonstration
of the falsehood of the Peripatetic dictum that heavy bodies

fall with velocities proportional to their weights, and with
unanswerable logic demolished allthe time-honoured maxims
of the schools regarding the motion of projectiles, and
elemental weight or levity. But while he convinced, he
failed to conciliate his adversaries. The keen sarcasm of

his polished rhetoric was not calculated to soothe the

susceptibilities of men already smarting under the depriva-

tion of their most cherished illusions. He seems, in addi-

tion, to have compromised his position with the grand-ducal
family by the imprudent candour with which he condemned
a machine for clearing the port of Leghorn, invented by

I

Giovanni de’ Medici, an illegitimate son of Cosmo 1.

Princely favour being withdrawn, private rancour was free

to show itself. He was publicly hissed at his lecture, and
found it prudent to resign his professorship and withdraw
to Florence in 1591. Through the death of his father in

July of that year family cares and responsibilities devolved

upon him as eldest son, and thus his nomination to the chair

of mathematics at the university of Padua, securedby the in-

fluence of theMarcheseGuidubaldo with theVenetian senate,

was welcome, as affording a relief from pecuniary embarrass-

ment, no less than as opening a field for scientific distinction.

His residence at Padua, which extended over a period of

eighteen years, from 1592 to 1610, was a course of unin-

terrupted prosperity. His appointment was three times

renewed, on each occasion with expressions of the highest

esteem on the part of the governing body, and his yearly

salary was progressively raised from 180 to 1000 florins.

His lectures were attended by persons of the highest dis-

tinction from all parts of Europe, and such was the charm
of his demonstrations that a hall capable of containing 2000
people had eventually to be assigned for the accommodation
of the overflowing audiences which they attracted. His
ingenious invention of the proportional compasses—an
instrument still used in geometrical drawing—dates from
1597 j and about the same time he constructed the first

thermometer, consisting of a bulb and tube filled with air

and water, and terminating in a vessel of water. In this

instrument, the results of varying atmospheric pressure were
not distinguishable from the expansive and contractive

effects of heat and cold, and it became an efficient measure
of temperature only when Rinieri, in 1646, introduced the

improvement of hermetically sealing the liquid in glass.

The substitution, in 1670, of mercury for water completed
,

the modern thermometer.
Galileo seems, at an early period of his life, to have

adopted the Copernican theory of the solar system, and was
deterred from avowing his opinions—as is proved by his

letter to Kepler of August 4, 1597—^by the fear of ridicule

rather than of persecution. The appearance, in September
1604, of a new star in the constellation Serpentarius,

afforded him indeed an opportunity, of which he eagerly

availed himself, for making an onslaught upon the Aristo-

telian axiom of the incorruptibility of the heavens ; but he
continued to* conform his public teachings in the main to

Ptolemaic principles, until the discovery of a novel and
potent implement of research placed at his command start-

ling and hitherto unsuspected evidence as to the constitu-

tion ai^d mutual relations of the heavenly bodies. Galileo

was not the original inventor of the telescope.^ That

^ The word telescope^ from far, rKovita, to view, was invented

by Dendscianns, an eminent Greek scholar, at the request of Prince

Oesi, president of the Lyncean Acadeiiay. It was used by Gahleo as

early as 1612, but was not introduced into English until much later.

In 1666 the word telescope was inserted in Bagwell’s Mysteries of
Asironom/yf as a term requiring explanation, tnmh or cyUkder bring
commonly used instead.
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iLonour must be assigned to Hans Lippersliey, an obscure

optician of Middleburg, who, on the 21st of October 1608,
offered to the states of Holland three instruments by which
the apparent size of remote objects was increased But
here his glory ends, and that of Galileo begins. The
rumour of the new invention, which reached Venice in

April or May 1609, was sufS.cient to set the Italian philo-

sopher on the track ;
and after one night’s profound

meditation on the principles of refraction, he succeeded in

producing a telescope of threefold magnifying power. Upon
this first attempt he rapidly improved, until he attained to

a power of thirty-two, and his instruments, of which he
manufactured hundreds with his own hands, were soon in

request in every part of Europe. Two lenses only—a plano-

convex andaplano-concave—were needed forthe composition
of each, and this simple principle is that still employed in

the construction of opera-glasses. Galileo’s direction of his

new instrument to the heavens formed an era in the history

of astronomy. Discoveries followed upon it with astound-

ing rapidity and in bewildering variety. The Side'ieiis

Ifundm^ published at Venice in the early part of 1610,
contained the filrst-fruits of the new mode of investigation,

which were sufficient to startle and surprise the learned on
both sides of the Alps. The mountainous configuration of

the moon’s surface was there first described, and the so-

called “ phosphorescence ” of the dark portion of our
satellite attributed to its true cause—^namely, illumination

by sun-light reflected from the earth. ^ All the time-worn
fables and conjectures regarding the composition of the
Milky Way were at once dissipated by the simple statement
that to the eye, reinforced by the telescope, it appeared as

a congeries of lesser stars, while the great nebulm were
equally declared to be resolvable into similar elements.

But the discovery which was at once perceived to be most
important in itself, and most revolutionary in its effects,

was that of Jupiter’s satellites, first seen by Galileo
January 7, 1610, and by him named Sidera Med%cea^ in
honour of the grand-duke of Tuscany, Cosmo II., who had
been his pupil, and was about to become his employer. An
illustration is, with the general run of mankind, more
powerful to convince than an argument ; and the cogency
of the visible plea for the Copernican theory offered by the
miniature system, then for the first time disclosed to view,
was recognizable in the triumph of its advocates, as well
as in the increased acrimony of its opponents.

In September 1610 Galileo finally abandoned Padua for
Florence. His researches with the telescope had been re-

warded by the Venetian senate with the appointment for
hfe to his professorship, at an unprecedentedly high salary.

His discovery of the “ Medicean Stars ” was acknowledged
by his nomination (July 12, 1610) as philosopher and
mathematician extraordinary to the grand-duke of Tuscany.
The emoluments of this office, which involved no duties
save that of continuing his scientific labours, were fixed
at 1000 scudi; and it was the desire of increased leisure,
rather than the promptings of local patriotism, which
induced him to accept an offer, the first suggestion of
which had indeed come from himself. Before the close
of 1610 the memorable cycle of discoveries begun in
the previous year was completed by the observation of
the ansated or, as it appeared to Galileo, triple form
of Saturn (the ring-formation was first recognized by
Huygens in 1655), of the phases of Venus, and of the
spots upon the sun. Although his priority in several of
these discoveries has been contested, inquiry has in each
case proved favourable to his claims. In the spring of 161

1

he visited Home, and exhibited in the gardens of the

^ Leonardo da Traci, more than a hundred years earlier, had come
to the same conclusion.

Quirinal Palace the telescopic wonders of the heavens to

the most eminent personages at the pontifical court. En-
couraged by the flattering reception accorded to him, he
ventured, in his Letters on the Solar Spots^ printed at Home
in 1613, to take up a more decided position towards that

doctrine on the establishment of which, as he avowed in a
letter to Belisario Vinta, secretary to the grand-duke, all

his life and being henceforward depended.” Even in the

time of Copernicus some well-meaning persons had sus-

pected a discrepancy between the new view of the solar

system and certain passages of Scripture—a suspicion

strengthened by the anti-Christian inferences drawn from
it by Giordano Bruno ; but the question was never formally

debated until Galileo’s brilliant discoveries, enhanced by
his formidable dialectic and enthusiastic zeal, irresistibly

challenged for it the attention of the authorities. Although
he earnestly deprecated the raising of the theological issue,

and desired nothing better than permission to pursue un-

molested his physical demonstrations, it must be admitted
that, the discussion once set on foot, he threw himself into

it with characteristic impetuosity, and thus helped to pre-

cipitate a decision which it was his ardent wish to avert.

In December 1613 a Benedictine monk named Benedetto
Castelli, at that time professor of mathematics at the uni-

versity of Pisa, wrote to inform Galileo of a recent discus-

sion at the grand-ducal table, in which he had been called

upon to defend the Copernican doctrine against theological

objections. This task Castelli, who was a steady friend and
disciple of the Tuscan astronomer, seems to have discharged

with moderation and success. Galileo’s answer, written,

as he said himself, currente calamo, was an exposition of a

formal theory as to the relations of physical science to Holy
Writ, still further developed in an elaborate apology ad-

dressed by him in the following year (1614) to Christina

of Lorraine, dowager grand-duchess of Tuscany. Not
satisfied with explaining adverse texts, he met his oppon-
ents with unwise audacity on their own ground, and endea-
voured to produce scriptural confirmation of a system which
to the ignorant many seemed an incredible paradox, and to

the scientific few was a beautiful but daring innovation.

The rising agitation on the subject which, originating j)ro-

bably with the sincere upholders of the integrity of Scrip-

ture, was fomented for their own purposes by the rabid
Aristotelians of the schools, was heightened rather than
allayed by these manifestoes, and on the fourth Sunday of

the following Advent found a voice in the pulpit of Santa
Maria Novella. Padre Caccini’s denunciation of the new
astronomy was indeed disavowed and strongly condemned
by his superiors; nevertheless, on the 5tb of February
1615, another Dominican monk named Lorini laid Galileo’s

letter to Castelli before the Inquisition.

Cardinal Robert Bellarmine was at that time by far the

most influential member of the Sacred College. He was a
man of vast learning and upright piety, but, although per-

sonally friendly to Galileo, there is no doubt that he saw
in his scientific teachings a danger to religion. The year
1615 seems, however, to have been a period of suspense.

Galileo received, as the result of a conference between
Cardinals Bellarmine and Del Monte, a semi-official warning
to avoid theology, and limit himself to physical reasoning.
“ Write freely,” he was told by Monsignor Dini, “ but keep
outside the sacristy.” Unfortunately, he had already com-
mitted himself to dangerous ground. In December he re-

paired personally to Home, full of confidence that the weight
of his arguments and the vivacity of his eloquence could
not fail to convert the entire pontifical court to his views.

He was cordially received, and eagerly listened to, but his

imprudent ardour served but to injure his cause. On the
24th, of February 1616 the consulting theologians of the
Holy Office characterized the two propositions—that the sun
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is immovable in tbe centre of tbe world, and tbat tlie earth

has a diurnal motion of rotation—the first as absurd in

philosophy, and formally heretical, because expressly con-

trary to Holy Scripture,*' and the second as open to the
same censure in philosophy, and at least erroneous as to

faith." Two days later Galileo was, by command of the pope
(Paul V,), summoned to the palace of Cardinal Bellarmine,

and there officially admonished not thenceforward to hold,

teach, or defend ” the condemned doctrine. This injunction

he promised to obey. On the 5th of March the Congrega-
tion of the Index issued a decree reiterating, with the
omission of the word heretical," the censure of the theo-

logians, suspending, icsque corrigatur^ the great work of

Copernicus, De MevoluUonihus orhium coelesti^om^ and ab-
solutely prohibiting a treatise by a Carmelite monk named
Foscarini, which treated the same subject from a theological

point of view. At the same time it was given to be under-
stood that the new theory of the solar system might be held
ex hyjpothesi, and the trivial verbal alterations introduced
into the Polish astronomer's book in 1620, when the work
of revision was completed by Cardinal Gaetani, confirmed
this interpretation. This edict, it is essential to observe,

of which the responsibility rests with a disciplinary con-

gregation in no sense representing the church, was never
confirmed by the pope, and was virtually repealed iu 1757
under Benedict XIV.

Galileo returned to Florence three months later, not ill-

pleased, as his letters testify, with the result of his visit to
Rome. He brought with him, for the refutation of
calumnious reports circulated by his enemies, a written
certificate from Cardinal Bellarmine, to the effect that no
abjuration had been required of or penance imposed upon
him. During a prolonged audience, he had received from
the pope assurances of private esteem and personal protec-
tion ; and he trusted to his dialectical ingenuity to find the
means of presenting his scientific convictions under the
transparent veil of an hypothesis. Although a sincere
Catholic, he seems to have laid but litble stress on the secret
admonition of the Holy Office, which his sanguine tempera-
ment encouraged him gradually to dismiss from his mind.
He preserved no written memorandum of its terms, and it

was represented to him, according to his own deposition in
1633, solely by Cardinal Bellarmine's certificate, in wLich,
for obvious reasons, it was glossed over rather than ex-
pressly recorded. For seven years, however, during which
he led a life of studious retirement in the Villa Segni at
BeUosguardo, near Florence, he maintained an almost un-
broken silence. At the end of that time he appeared in
public with Ms Saggiatore^ a polemical treatise written in
reply to the lAhra, Astro'iiomtca of Padre Grass! (under the
pseudonym of Lotario Sarsi), the Jesuit astronomer of the
Collegio Romano. The subject in debate was the nature
of comets, the conspicuous appearance of three of which
bodies in the year 1618 furnished the occasion of the
controversy. Galileo's views, although erroneous, since he
^lield comets to be mere atmospheric emanations reflecting
sunlight after the evanescent fashion of a halo or a rainbow,
were expressed with such triumphant vigour, and embel-
lished with such telling sarcasms, that his opponent did not
venture upon a reply. The Saggiatore was printed at Rome
in October 1623, by the Academy of the Lincei, of wMch
Galileo a member, with a dedication to the new pope.
Urban V ill., and notwithstanding some passages containing
a covert defence of Oopemican opinions, was received with
acclamation by the ecclesiastical, no less than by the scien-
tific authonties. Everything seemed now to promise a

‘ dose of unbroken prosperity to Galileo's career. Maffeo
Barberini, Ms warmest friend and admirer in the Sacred
College, 'was, by the deetkm of August 8, 162S, eeated on
the ponlificaJ. throne; and the marked distinction with
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which he was received on his visit of congratulation to
Rome in 1624 encouraged Mm to hope for the realization
of Ms utmost wishes. He received every mark of private
favour. The pope admitted Mm to six long audiences in
the course of two months, wrote an enthusiastic letter to
the grand-duke praising the great astronomer, not only for
his distinguished learning, but also for his exemplary piety,
and granted a pension to his son Vincenzo, which was after-
wards transferred to himself, and paid, with some irregu-
larities, to the end of his life. But on the subject of the
decree of 1616, the revocation of which Galileo had hoped
to obtain through Ms personal influence, he found him in
exorahle. ^Nevertheless, the sanguine philosopher trusted,
not without reason, that it would at least be interpreted in
a liberal spirit, and his friends encouraged his imprudent
confidence by eagerly retailing to him every papal utterance
which it was possible to construe in a favourable sense. To
Cardinal Hohenzollern Urban was reported to have said
that the theory of the earth's motion had not been and
could not be condemned as heretical, but only as rash ; and
in 1630 the learned Dominican monk Campanella wrote to
Galileo that the pope had expressed to him in conversation
Ms disapproval of the prohibitory decree. Thus, in the full
anticipation of added renown, and without any misgiving
as to ulterior consequences, Galileo set himself, on his re-
turn to Florence, to complete his famous but ill-starred
work, the Dialogo dei due Mass%mi Sistemz del Mondo.
Finished in 1630, it was not until January 1632 that it

emerged from the presses of Landini at Florence. The hook
was orginally intended to appear in Rome, but unexpected
obstacles interposed. The Lyncean Academy collapsed with
the death of Prince Federigo Cesi, its founder and presi
dent; an outbreak of plague impeded communication
between the various Italian cities

;
and the imprimatur

was finally extorted, rather than accorded, under the pres-
sure of private friendship and powerful interest. A tumult
t)f applause from every part of Europe followed its publica-
tion; and it would be difficult to find in any language a
book in which animation and elegance of style are so hap-
pily combined with strength and clearness of scientific ex-
position. Three interlocutors, named respectively Salviati,

Sagredo, and Simplicio, take part in the four dialogues
of which the work is composed. The first-named ex-

pounds the views of the author ; the second is an eager and
intelligent listener; the third represents a well-meaning
but obtuse Peripatetic, whom the others treat at times with
undisguised contempt. Salviati and Sagredo took their

names from two of Galileo's early friends, the formeralearned
Florentine, the latter a distinguished Venetian gentleman;
Simplicio ostensibly derived his from the Cilician com-
mentator of Aristotle, but the choice was doubtless insti-

gated by a sarcastic regard to the double meaning of the
word. There were not wanting those who insinuated that

Galileo intended to depict the pope himself in the guise of

the simpleton of the party ; this charge, however, was not
only preposterous in itself, but wholly unsupported by
intrinsic evidence, and Urban was far too sagacious to
give any permanent credit to it.

It was at once evident that the whole tenor of this re-

markable work was in flagrant contradiction mth the edict

passed sixteen years before its publication, as well as with
the author's personal pledge of conformity to it. The
ironical submission with which it opened, and the assumed
indetermination with which it closed, were hardly intended
to mask the vigorous assertion of Copernican principles

whicdi formed its substance. It is a singular circumstance,

however, that the argument iai>on which Galileo mainly
relied as furnisMng a physn^ demonstration of the trutk^
thenew theory rested ona rifisconception. The ebb and flow
of the tides, he ass^iTted, were a visible effect of the teixes-
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trial double movement, since they resulted from the ine-

quality oE the absolute velocities through space of the

various parts of the earth’s surface, produced by the motion

of rotation. To this notion, which took its rise in a con-

fusion of thought, he attached capital importance, and he

treated with scorn Kepler’s suggestion that a certain occult

attraction of the moon was in some way concerned in the

phenomenon. The theological censures which the book did

not fail to incur were not slow in making themselves felt.

Towards the end of August the sale was prohibited ;
on the

1st of October the author was cited to Home by the

Inquisition. He pleaded his age, now close upon seventy

years, his infirm health, and the obstacles to travel caused

by quarantine regulations
;
but the pope was sternly indig-

nant at what he held to be his ingratitude and insubordina-

tion, and no excuse was admitted. At length, on the 13th

of February 1633, he arrived at the residence of ISTiccolini,

the Tuscan ambassador to the pontifical court, and there

abode in deep dejection for two months. From the 12tb

to the 30th of April he was detained in the palace of the

Inquisition, where he occupied the apartments of the fiscal,

and was treated with unexampled indulgence. On the

30th he was restored to the hospitality of Niccolini, his

warm and generous partisan. The accusation against him
was that he had written in contravention of the decree of

1616, and in defiance of the command of the Holy Ofiice

communicated to him by Cardinal Bellarmine; and Ids

defence consisted mainly in a disavowal of his opinions,

and an appeal to his good intentions. On the 21st of

June he was finally examined under menace of torture; but
he continued to maintain his assertion that, after its con-

demnation by the Congregation of the Index, he had never
held the Copernican theory. Since the publication of the
documents relating to this memorable trial, there can no
longer be any doubt, not only that the threat of torture was
not carried into execution, but that it was never intended
that it should be. On the 22d of June, in the church of

Santa Maria sopra Minerva, Galileo read his recantation,

and received his sentence. He was condemned, as vehe-
mently suspected of heresy,” to incarceration at the pleasure
of the tribunal, and by way of penance was enjoined to

recite once a week for three years the seven penitential
psalms. This sentence was signed by seven cardinals, but
did not receive the customary papal ratification. The
legend according to which Galileo, rising from his knees
after repeating the formula of abjuration, stamped on the
ground, and exclaimed, E pur si mvxyveP^ is, as may
readily be supposed, entirely apocryphal. The earliest

ascertained authority for it is the seventh edition of an
Historical I>ictiona/ry^ published at Oaen in 1789. It
seems probable that GalUeo remained in the custody of the
Inquisition from the 21st to the 24th of June, on which day
he was relegated to the Villa Medici on the Trinity de"
Monti. Thence, on the 6th of July, he was permitted to
depart for Siena, where he spent several months in the
house of the archbishop, Ascanio Piecolomini, one of his
numerous and trusty friends. It was nob until December
that his earnest desire of returning to Florence was realized,
and there, in the Villa Martellini at Arcetri, he spent the
remaining eight years of his life in the strict retirement
which was the prescribed condition of his comparative
freedom.

Domestic afOdctions combined with numerous and painful
ittfinnitiLfee to embitter his old age. His sister-in-law and
her whjole faii^y, who came to live with hm on his return
from Eome^ pedished shortly afterwards ofitheplagne

; and
on the Xst of 1634 died, to the inexpressible grief of
her father, hin and best-beloved daughter, a nun in
the convent of San at Arcetri. Galileo was never
married; but by a Venetian woman named Marina Gkimba

he had three children—a son who married and left descend-

ants, and two daughters who took the veil at an early age.

Notwithstanding this stain on the morality of his early life,

which was in some degree compensated by the regularity

of bis subsequent conduct, Galileo’s general character was

one which commanded the respect ot all who approached
Tiim, His prodigious mental activity continued undimin-

ished to the last, nor were his latter years the least profit-

able to science of his long and eventful career. In 1036

he completed his D%aloghi delle Nuove ScieQize, in which he

recapitulated the results of his early experiments and
mature meditations on the principles of mechanics. This,

in many respects his most valuable work, was printed by
the Elzevirs at Leyden in 1638, and excited admiration

equally universal and more lasting than that accorded to

his astronomical treatises. His last telescopic discovery

—

that of the moon’s diurnal and monthly librations—was

made in 1637, only a few months before his eyes were for

ever closed in hopeless blindness. It was in this condition

that Milton found him when he visited him at Arcetri lu

1638. But the fire of his genius was not even yet extinct.

He continued his scientific correspondence with unbroken
inteiest and undiminished logical acumen ; he thought out

the application of the pendulum to the regulation of clock-

work, which Huygens successfully realized seventeen years

later; and he was engaged in dictating to his disciples,

Viviani and Torricelli, his latest ideas on the theory of

impact when he was seized with the slow fever which
in two months brought him to the grave. On the 8th

January 1642 he closed his long life of triumph and
humiliation, and the coincidence of the day of hie birth

with that of Michelangelo’s death was paralleled by the

coincidence of the year of his death with that of the birth

of Isaac Newton.
The direct services which Galileo rendered to astronomy

are virtually summed up in his telescopic discoveries. To
the theoretical perfection of the science he contributed little

or nothing. He pointed out indeed that the so-called

third motion,” introduced by Copernicus to account for

the constant parallelism of the earth’s axis, was a superfiuous

complication. But he substituted the equally unnecessary
hypothesis of a magnetic attraction, and failed to perceive

that the phenomenon to be explained was, in relation to

absolute space, not a movement, but the absence of move-
ment. The circumstance, however, which most seriously

detracts from his scientific reputation is his neglect of the
discoveries made during his life-time by the greatest of his

contemporaries. Kepler’s first and second laws were pub-
lished in 1609, and his third ten years later. By these
momentous inductions the geometrical theory of the solar

system was perfected, and a hitherto unimagined symmetry
was perceived to regulate the mutual relations of its mem-
bers. But by Galileo they were passed over in silence. In
his Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi^ printed not less than
thirteen years after the last of the three laws had been given
to the world, the epicycles by which Copernicus, adhering
to the ancient postulate of uniform circular motion, had
endeavoured to reduce to theory the irregularities of the
planetary movements were neither expressly adopted nor
expressly rejected ; and, after exhausting all the apologies
offered, the conclusion seems inevitable that this grave
defection from the cause of progress had no other motive
than the reluctance of the Florentine astronomer to accept
discoveries which he had not originated,—^this not through
vulgar jealousy, of which he was incapable, but through a
certain unconscious intellectual egotism, not always un-
known to the greatest minds. His name, however, is justly
•ftbsociated with that vast extension of the bounds of the
visible universe which has rendered modem astronomy the
most sublime of sciences, and his telescopic observations
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are not less remarkable for the sagacity which directed,

than for the inspiration which prompted them. With the

sure instinct of genius, he seized the characteristic features

of the phenomena presented to his attention, and his

inferences, except when distorted by polemical exigencies,

have been strikingly confirmed by modern investigations.

Of his two capital errors, regarding respectively the theory

of the tides and the nature of comets, the first was insidi-

ously recommended to him by his passionate desire to find

a physical confirmation of the earth's double motion ;
the

second was adopted for the purpose of rebutting an anti-

Copernican argument founded on the planetary analogies of

those erratic subjects of the sun. Within two years of

their first discovery, he had constructed approximately
accurate tables of the re solutions of Jupiter’s satellites, and
he proposed their frequent eclipses as a means of determin-

ing longitudes, not only on land, but at sea. This method,
on which he laid great stress, and for the facilitation of

which he invented a binocular glass, and devised some
skilful mechanical contrivances, was offered by him in 1616
to the Spanish Government, and afterwards to that of

Tuscany, but in each case unsuccessfully
;
and the close of

his life was occupied with prolonged but fruitless negotia-

tions on the same subject with the states-general of Holland.
The idea, though ingenious, has been found of little

practical utility at sea, where the method founded on the
observed distance of the moon from a known star is that

usually employed.
A series of careful observations made him acquainted

with the principal appearances revealed by modern instru- I

ments in the solar spots. He pointed out that they were
limited to a certain defined zone on the sun’s surface ; he
noted the faculm with which they are associated, the
penumbra by which they are bordered, their slight proper
motions, and their rapid changes of form. He inferred

from tne regularity of their general movements the rotation

of the sun on its axis in a period of little less than a month
(^the actual period is 25d. 7h. 48m.)

;
and he grounded on

the varying nature of the paths apparently traversed by
them a plausible, though inconclusive, argument m favour
of the earth’s annual revolution. Twice in the year, he
observed, they seem to travel across the solar disk in
straight lines; at other times, in curves. These appear-
ances he referred with great acuteness to the shght inclina-

tion of the sun’s axis of rotation to the plane of the ecliptic.

Thus, when the earth finds herself in the plane of the sun’s

equator, which occurs at two opposite points of her orbit,

the spots, travelling in circles parallel with that plane,

necessarily appear to describe right lines
;
but when the

earth is above or below the equatorial level, the paths cf
the spots open out into curves turned downwards or up
wards, according to the direction in which they are seen.

The explanation, however, of this phenomenon is equally
consistent with the geocentric as with the heliocentric theory
of the solar system. The idea of a universal force of
gravitation seems to have hovered around the borders of

this great man’s mind, without ever fully entering it. He
perceived the analogy between the power which holds the
moon in the neighbourhood of the earth, and compels
Jupiter’s satellites to circulate round their primary, and the
attraction exercised by the earth on bodies at its surface
but he failed to conceive the combination of central force
xwith initial velocity, and was disposed to connect the revolu-

^ The passage is sufficiently remarkable to deserve quotation m the
original:— Le parti della Terra hanno tal piopensione al oentro di
essa, che quando ella cangiasse luogo, le dette parti, bench^ lontane
dal gloho nel tempo delle mutaziom di esso, lo segmrebbero per tutto

;

-osempio di ci6 sia ]1 seguito perpetno delle Medicee, ancorchl separate
continuamente da Giove. Lhstesso si deve dixe della Luna, obbligata
.a seguir la Terra.”—Diologo d&i Masswii Sfistem% Giomata terza, p.
^51 of Alh^’s edition.

tions of the planets with the axial rotation of the sun.
This notion, it is plain, tended rather towards Descartes’s
theory of vortices than towards Newton’s theory of gravita-

tion. More valid instances of the anticipation of modern
discoveries may be found in his prevision that a small
annual parallax would eventually be found for some of the
fixed stars, and that extra-Saturnian planets would at some
future time be ascertained to exist, and in his conviction
that light travels with a measurable although, in relation

to terrestrial distances, infinite velocity.

The invention of the miscroscope, attributed to Galileo

by his first biographer, Vincenzo Viviani, does not in truth

belong to him. Such an instrument was made as early as

1590 by Zacharias Jansen of Middleburg
; and although

Galileo discovered, in 1610, a means of adapting his tele-

scope to the examination of minute objects, he did not
become acquainted with the compound microscope until

1624, when he saw one o£ Drebbel’s instruments in Eome,
and, with characteristic ingenuity, immediately introduced
some material improvements into its construction.

The most substantial, if not the most brilliant part of

his work consisted undoubtedly in his contributions towards
the establishment of mechanics as a science. Some valu-

able but isolated facts and theorems were previously dis-

covered and proved, but it was he who first clearly grasped
the idea of force as a mechanical agent, and extended to

the external world the conception of the invariability of the

relation between cause and effect. From the time of

Archimedes there had existed a science of equilibrium, but
I the science of motion began to exist with Galileo. It is

not too much to say that the final triumph of the Copernican
system was due in larger measure to his labours •in this

department than to his direct arguments in its favour. The
problem of the heavens is essentially a mechanical one ; and
without the mechanical conceptions of the dependence of

motion upon force which Galileo familiarized to men’s
minds, that problem might have remained a sealed book
even to the intelligence of Newton. The interdependence
of motion and force was not indeed formulated into definite

laws by Galileo, but his writings on dynamics are every-

where suggestive of those laws, and his solutions of dyna-
mical problems involve their recognition. The extraor-

dinary advances made by him in this branch of knowledge
were owing to his happy method of applying mathematical
analysis to physical problems. As a pure mathematician
he was, it is true, surpassed in profundity by more than one
among his pupils and contemporaries ; and in the wider
imaginative grasp of abstract geometrical principles he
cannot be compared with Fermat, Descartes, or Pascal, to

say nothing of Newton or Leibnitz. Still, even in the

region of pure mathematics, his powerful and original mind
left notable traces of ^its working. He studied the proper-

ties of the cycloid, and attempted the problem of its

quadrature earlier than Mersenne ;
and in the “ infinitesi-

mals,” which he was one of the first to introduce into geo-

metrical demonstrations, was contained the fruitful germ of

the differential calculus. But the method which was
peculiarly his, and which still forms the open road to dis-

coveries in natural science, consisted in the combination of

experiment with calculation—in the transformation of the

concrete into the abstract, and the assiduous comparison of

results. The first fruits of the new system of investigation

was his determination of the laws of falling bodies. Con-
ceiving that the simplest principle is the most likely to be
true, he assumed as a postulate that bodies falling freely

towards the earth descend with a uniformly accelerated

motion, and deduced thence the principal mathematical can-

sequences, as that the velocities acquired are in the direct,

and the spaces traversed in the duplicate ratio of the times,

counted from the beginning of motion
;

finally, he proved.
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by observing the times of descent of bodies falling down
long inclined planes, that tbe postulated law was the true
law. Even here, he was obliged to take for granted that
the velocities acquired in descending from the same height
along planes of every inclination are equal ; and it was not
until shortly before his death that he found the mathe-
matical demonstration of this not very obvious principle.

The first law of motion—^that which expresses the prin-

ciple of inertia—^is virtually contained in the idea of uni-
formly accelerated velocity. The recognition of the
second—that of the independence of different motions

—

must be added to form the true theory of projectiles. This
was done by Galileo. Up to his time it was universally
held in the schools that the motion of a body must cease
with the impulse communicated to it, but for the ‘‘reaction
of the medium ” which helps it forward. Galileo showed,
on the contrary, that the nature of motion once impressed
is to continue indefinitely in a uniform direction, and that
the effect of the medium is a retarding, not an impelling one.
Another commonly received axiom was that no body could
be affected by more than one movement at one time, and it

was thus supposed that a cannon ball, or other projectile,

moves forward in a right line until its first impose is ex-
hausted, when it falls vertically to the ground. In the
fourth of Galileo’s dialogues on mechanics, he demonstrated
that the path described by a projectile, being the result of
the combination of a uniform transverse motion with a
uniformly accelerated vertical motion, must, apart from the
retjistance of the air, be a parabola. The establishment of
the principle of the composition of motions formed a con-
clusive answer to the most formidable of the arguments
used against the rotation of the earth, and we find it

accordmgly triumphantly brought forward by Galileo in tbe
second of his dialogues on the systems of the world. It
was urged by anti-Copernicans that a body fiung upwards
or cast downwards would, if the earth were in motion, be
left behind by the rapid translation of the point from which
it started ; Galileo, however, proved that the reception of a
fresh impulse in no way interfered with the movement
already impressed, and that the rotation of the earth was
insensible, because shared equally by all bodies at its sur-
face. His theory of the inclined plane, combined with his
satisfactory definition of ‘‘ momentum,” led him towards the
third law of motion. We find Newton’s theorem, that
“ action and reaction are equal and opposite,” stated with
approximate precision in his treatise Della Scienza
Meccaiiica^ which contains the substance of lectures de-
livered during his professorship at Padua

5 and the same
principle is involved in the axiom enunciated in the third
of his mechanical dialogues, that “ the propensity to fail of
a body is equal to the least resistance which ^suffices to
support it.” The problems of percussion, however, did not
receive a definitive solution until after his death.

His services were no less conspicuous in the statical than
in the kinetical division of mechanics. He gave the first
du’ect and entirely satisfactory demonstration of equilibrium
on an inclined plane, reducing it to the lever by a sound
and ingenious train of reasoning

j while, by establishing the
theory of “ virtual velocities,” he laid down the fundamental
principle which, in the opinion of Lagrange, contains the
general expression of the laws of equilibrium. He studied
with attention the still obscure subject of molecular co-
hesion, and little has been added to what he ascertained on
the question of transverse strains and the strength of beams,
brought by him for the first time within the scope of
mechanical theory. In his Discorso intomo alle cose che
stauTM su published in 1612, he used the principle
of virtual velocities to demonstrate the more important
theorems of hydrostatics, deducing from it the equilibrium
of fluid in a siphon, and proved against the Aristotelians

LEO
that the floating of solid bodies in a liquid depends not upon
their form, but upon their specific gravities, relative to such
liquid.

In order to form an adequate estimate of the stride made
by Galileo in natural philosophy, it would be necessary to
enumerate the confused and erroneous opinions prevailing
on all such subjects in his time. His best eulogium, it has
been truly said, consists in the fallacies which he exposed.
The scholastic distinctions between corruptible and incor-
ruptible substances, between absolute gravity and absolute
levity, between natural and violent motions, if they did not
wholly disappear from scientific phraseology, ceased thence-
forward to hold the place of honour in the controversies of
the learned. Discarding these obscure and misleading
notions, Galileo taught that gravity and levity are relative
terms, and that all bodies are heavy, even those which, like
the air, are invisible

; that motion is the result of force,
instantaneous or continuous

; that weight is a continuous
force, attracting towards the centre of the earth ; that, in
a vacuum, all bodies would fall with equal velocities ; that
the “ inertia of matter ” implies the continuance of motion,
as well as the permanence of rest ; and that the substance
of the heavenly bodies is equally “ corruptible ” with that
of the earth. These simple elementary ideas were emin-
ently capable of development and investigation, and were
not only true, but the prelude to further truth ; while those
they superseded defied inquiry by their vagueness, and
baffled it with their obscurity. Galileo was a man born in
due time. He was superior to his contemporaries, but not
isolated amongst them. He represented and intensified a
growing tendency of the age in which he lived. It was
beginning to be suspected that from Aristotle an appeal lay
to nature, and some were found who no longer treated the
ipse dixit of the Stagirite as the final authority in matters
of science. A vigorous but ineffectual warfare had already
been waged against the blind traditions of the schools by
Ramus and Telesius, by Patricius and Campanella, and the
revolution which Galileo completed had been prepared by
his predecessors. Nevertheless, the task which he so
effectually accomplished demanded the highest and rarest
quality of genius. He struck out for himself the happy
middle path between the a priori and the empirical systems,,
and exemplified with brilliant success the method by which
experimental science has wrested from nature so many of
her secrets. His mind was an eminently practical one. He-
cor cerned himself above all with what fell within the range-
of exact inquiry, and left to others the larger but less
fruitful speculations which can never he brought to the
direct test of experiment. Thus, while far-reaching but
hasty generalizations have had their day and been forgotten,
his work has proved permanent, because he made sure of
its foundations. His keen intuition of truth, his vigour and
yet sobriety of argument, his fertility of illustration and
acuteness of sarcasm, made him irresistible to his antag-
onists

; and the evanescent triumphs of successful contro-
versy have been succeeded by the lasting applause of
posterity.

The first complete edition, of Galileo’s writings was published at
Tlorence (1842-1856), in 16 8vo vols., by the Societa Editriee Fior-
entina, underthe able supervision of Signor Eugenio Alberi. Besides,
the woiks already enumerated, it contains the hitherto inedited

de Motu Ora^vium, composed at Pisa between 1589 and
1591 ; his letters to his friends, with many of their replies, as well
as several of the essays of his scientific opponents

; his private com-
rnente on the Orlcmdo Fu/rioso^ of which he was an enthusiastic
admirer, and on the QerzLsalem/me Ztberata, of which he was an
equally persistent depreciator ; some stanzas and sonnets of no great
merit, together with the sketch of a comedy; finally, a reprint of
Tiviani s lAfe, with valuable notes and corrections. The original
documents horn the archives of the Inquisition, relating to theev^ts of 1616 and 1633, recovered from Paris in 1846 by the efforts
01 Count Kossi, and now in the Vatican Library, were to a hmited
extent made public by Monsiguor Marino-Marini in 1850, and
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more unreservedly by M. Henri de I’^Ipinois, in an essay entitled
“ Galilee, son Proces, sa Condemnation,” published in 1867 in
the Remca des Qicestioiis II%stoingucs. He was followed by M. Ka.rl

von Gebler, who, in an able and exhaustive but somewhat pre-
judiced woik, Galileo Gal^lc^ und dze Romzsche Cicrze (Stuttgart,

1876). sought to impeach the authenticity of a document of prime
importance in the trial of 1633. He has, however, been victoriously
answeied by Signor Domenico Berti, in II Processo originale cl%

Galileo Galilei (Rome, 1876), and by M. de I’il^pinois, with Lcs
Pieces du Proc^ de Galilee (Rome, Paris, 1877). The touching
letters of Galileo’s eldest daughter, Sister Maiia Celeste, to her
father were printed in 1864 by Professor Carlo Aiduini, in a pub-
lication entitled La Przonogemta di Galileo Galilei See also M.
Th. Henri Martin’s excellent biography, Galilee^ les Droits de la

Science et la Methode des Sciences Physiques, Pans, 1868 ;
and the

Private Life of Galileo, London, 1870. (A. M. C.)

GALITCH, or Halicz, a town of Hnssia, at the head
of a district in the government of Kostroma, 80 miles H.E.
of Kostroma, in 57° 15' hT, lat. and 42° 56' E. long., on
the low south-eastern shore of Galitch Lake. Among its

public buildings are a hospital, a poorhouse opened in 1855,
about 15 churches, and a convent of the third class. The
chief occupation of the inhabitants is the manufacture of

leather and gloves
;
and the fisheries of the lake yield about

30,000 rubles per annum, and give employment to about
400 fishermen, whose rights are secured by ancient charters.

At the annual fair a considerable trade is done in woollen
and cotton goods, earthenware, and miscellaneous articles.

In 1860 the population was 6536 ;
but in the St Petersburg

Calendar for 1878 it is given ac 5620.
GALL, Franz Joseph (1758-1828), anatomist, physio-

logist, and founder of phrenology, was born at Tiefenbrunn
near Pforzheim, Baden, on the 9th of March 1758. After
completing the usual literary course at Baden and Bruchsal,
he beganthe study of medicine under Hermann at Strasburg,

whence, attracted by the names of Van Swieten and Stoll,

he removed to Vienna in 1781. Having received his

diploma, he began to practise as a physician there in 1785 ;

but his energies were mainly devoted to the scientific

investigation of problems which, even from boyhood, had
been occupying his attention. At a comparatively early

period he had formed a generalization which he believed

to be a sound one, that in the human subject at least a
powerful memory is invariably associated with prominent
eyes; and further observation had enabled him, as he
thought, also to define the external characteristics indicative

of special talents for painting, music, and the mechanical
arts. Following out these researches, he gradually reached
the strong personal conviction, not only that the talents

and dispositions of men are dependent upon the functions

of the brain, but also that they may be inferred with perfect

exactitude and precision from the external appearances of

the skull. GalPs first appearance as an author was made
in 1791, when he published the first two chapters of a
(never completed) work entitled Philosophisch-medicinische

Untersuchungen uber JVaticr n, Kunst im hranhen u. gesunden
Zustande des Menschen. The first public notice of his
inquiries in cranioscopy, however, was in the form of a
familiar letter addressed to a friend, which appeared in
Wieland's Deutscher Mercur in 1798 ; but two years before
this Gall had commenced giving private courses of phreno-
logical lectures in Vienna, where his doctrines soon attracted
general attention, and met with increasing success until,

in 1802, they were interdicted by the Government on the
ground that they were dangerous to religion. This step on
the part of the authorities had the effect of greatly stimu-
lating public curiosity and increasing GalTs celebrity. In
March 1805 he finally left Vienna, in company with his

friend and associate Spurzheim, and made a tour through
Germany, in the course of which he lectured in Berlin,

Dresden, Magdeburg, and several of the university towns.
These expositions, which he knew how to make popular
and attractive, were much resorted to by the public, and
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excited considerable controversy in the scientific world.
He had almost reached the zenith of his fame when, in
1807, he repaired to Paris and established himself there as
a medical practitioner, at the same time continuing his
activity as a lecturer and writer. In 1808 appeared his
Introduction au cours de physiologic du, cerveait, which was
followed in 1809 by the Reclierches sur le systeme nerveux
en general, et sur celui du cerveau en particulier (originally
laid before the Institute of France in March 1808), and in

1810 by the first instalment of the Anatomic et Physiologic
du systeme nerveux en general, et du cerveau en particulier,

avec des observations s^lr la possibilite de rcconnaUreplusiem's
dispositions intellectuelles et morales de Vhomme H des
animauxpar la configuration de lexers tetes. The Reclierches,

and the first two volumes of the Anatomic, bear the conjoint
names of Gall and Spurzheim. The latter work was com-
pleted in 1819, and appeared in a second edition of six 8vo
volumes shortly afterwards (1822-25). In 1811 he replied

to a charge of Spinozism or atheism, which had been
strongly urged against him in certain quarters, by a treatise

entitled Des dispositions innees de Vdme et de Vesprit, which
he afterwards incorporated with his greater work. In 1819
he became a naturalized French subject, but his efforts two
years afterwards to obtain admission to the Academy of

Sciences, although supported by Geoffrey St Hilaire, were
unsuccessful. In 1823 he visited London with the intention
of giving a series of phrenological lectures, but was dis-

appointed of the reception he had anticipated, and speedily

abandoned his plans. He continued to lecture and practise

in Paris until the beginning of 1828, when he was disabled
by an apoplectic seizure. His death took place at Montrouge
near Paris, on the 22d of August 1828. The Anatomic has
been translated into English by Lewis (Boston, TJ.S., 1835).
GALLAND, Antoine (1646-1715), Orientalist and

archaeologist, the first European translator of the Arabian
Pfxghts, was born in 1646 at Rollot, in the department of

Somme. The completion of his school education at Noyon
was followed by a brief apprenticeship to a trade, from
which, however, he soon escaped, to pursue his linguistic

studies at Paris. After having been employed for some
time in making a catalogue of the Oriental manuscripts at

the Sorbonne, he was, in 1670, attached to the French
embassy at Constantinople; and in 1673 he also accom-
panied his chief (De Nointel) to Syria and the Levant,
where he availed himself of the opportunity to copy a
great number of inscriptions, and also to sketch, in some
cases even to remove, historical monuments. After a
brief visit to France, where his collection of antiquities

attracted some attention, Galland returned to the Levant
in 1676 ; and in 1679 he undertook a third voyage, being
commissioned by the French East India Company to collect

for the cabinet of Colbert
;
on the expiry of this commission

he was instructed by the Government to continue his

researches, and had the title of antiquary to the king ”

conferred upon him. During his prolonged residences

abroad he acquired a thorough knowledge of the Arabic,

Turkish, and Persian languages and literatures, which,

on his final return to France, enabled him to render

valuable assistance to Thevenot, the keeper of the royal

library, and to D’Herbelot. After their deaths he lived for

some time at Caen under the roof of Foucault the intendant,

himself no mean archaeologist; and there he began the

publication (1704—17) of Les MUle et Tine Nxdts, a trans-

lation which excited immense interest during the time of

its appearance, and which is still the standard French
translation (last edition 1872). In 1701 Galland had been
admitted into the Academy of Inscriptions, and in 1709
he was appointed to the chair of Arabic in the" College de

I'rance. He continued to discharge the duties of this post

until his death, which took place February 17, 1715.
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Besides a number of meritorious arcliseological works, especially I

in tile department of numismatics, he also published a compilation
|

from the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, entitled Fa/roles remar-
quables, bonsmotset maximes des Orientav/x and a translation

from an Arabic manuscript, De Vorigine et du jprogres du Caffe

(1699). The former of these works appeared in an English trans-

lation in 1795. His Contes et Foibles Indiennes de JBidpal et de

Lokman was published after his death (1724). Among his numer-
ous unpublished manuscripts are said to be included a translation

of the Koran and a Turldsh dictionary.

GALLAEATE, a flourishing town of Italy, the head of

a circle in the province of Milan, situated on the railway

23 miles iN'.W. of Milan at the junction of the line running
N. to Varese. It has a technical school, and carries on
the manufacture of cotton and linen. In the Middle Ages
it is mentioned as Galaratum and Glareatum, and especially

in the 10th century it appears to have been a strongly

fortified and important place. Population in 1871, 7576.
GALLAS, or more correctly GalIjA, a powerful race

of eastern Africa, scattered over the wide region which
extends for about 1000 miles from the interior of

Abyssinia to the neighbourhood of the river Sabacki,

in 3° 12' of S. latitude. Almost nothing has been de-

finitely ascertained about the early homes and migrations

of the race
;
but it appears to have occupied the southern

portion of its present territory for nearly four centuries at

least. According to Ludolf and Bruce, the Galla invaders
first crossed the Abyssinian frontiers in the year 1537.
The Gallas of Gojam (a district along the northern side of

the river Abai) tell how their savage forefathers came from
tbe south-east from a country on the other side of a bahr
(lake or river), and the Yedju and Eaia Galla also point
towards the east and commemorate the passage of a bahr.
Among the southern Gallas tradition appears to be mainly
concerned with the expulsion of the race from the country
now occupied by the Somali. It is usually maintained
that the Gallas are ethnographically of Semitic aflGLnity,

and find their nearest kinsmen in the Somali, the Dankali,
and the Abyssinians

3
but M. Lejean is of opinion that

they rather belong to the Aryan race, and this is so far

supported by their physiological characteristics. One
thing is certain, that they have nothing in common with
the negro type

;
the “ musculation ” of the arms, thighs,

and calves is altogether different, and they have none of
the fetor developed by the negro skin

j
their frame is large

and powerful, their complexion a very dark brown, their
brow broad and lofty, their eyes deep-sunk and lively, and
their features not unfreq[uently of a regular and finely-shaped
description. Of the Semitic affinity of the language their
is no question, and according to the usual classification it

belongs to the same Semitico-Hamitic group as the Somali,
the Saho, and the Dankali.^
The Gallas are for the most part still in the nomadic and pastoral

stage
; though, as we advance northwards into Abyssinia, we find

them more and more assimilated to the settled and agricnltural in-
habitants of that kingdom. Among the southern tribes it is said
that about 7 or 8 head of cattle are kept for every man, woman, and
child ; and among the northern tribes, as neither man nor woman
ever thinks of going any distance on foot, the number of horses is
very large. The ordinary food consists of flesh, blood, milk, butter,
and honey, the last being considered of so much importance by the
southern Gallas that a rude system of bee-keeping is in vogue, and
the husband who fails to famish his wife with a sufficient supply of
honey may be excluded from all conjugal rights. This last fact is
one of those which indicate the comparatively high position occu-
j)ied by the Galla women, who, moreover, have the right, hut rarely
gmnted in a savage state of society, of refusing an unacceptable
offer of marriage. In the south monogamy is the rule, hut in the
north the number of a man’s wives is limited only by his wishes and
nis wealth. Each tribe has its own heiitch or sultan, who enjoys

^ The similarity to the Semitic was pointed oat by Benfey in
Got^7ig, OeZekrte Ansseigen, 1846, in a review of Tutschek’s lexicon
and grammar (1844, 1845). Further details in regard to its vocabu-

structure will be found in Lottner’s paper in the Transactions

% Society, London, 1860-61, and in the JFova/i'a
Jiezse, 1867. Krapf had published a grammar as early as 1840.
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the strange privilege of being the only merchant for his people, but
ill all public concerns must take the advice of the fathers of families

assembled in council. The greater projportion of the tribes are still

pagan, worshipping a supreme god AVaka, and the subordinate god
and goddess Oglia and Atilia, whose favour is secured by sacrifices

of oxen and sheei). With a strange liberality of sentiment, they
say that at a certain time of the year Waka leaves them and goes

to attend to the wants of their enemies the Somali, vhom also he
has created. Some tribes, and notably the Wollo-Galla, have been
converted to Mahometanism, and very bigoted adherents of the
prophet they aie. In the north a kind of superficial Christianization

has taken place, to the extent at least that the people are familiar

with the names of Maremma or Mary, Balawold or Jesus, Girgis

or St George, &c. ;
but to all practical intents paganism is still in

force. The serpent is a sx^ecial object of worship, the northern
Gallas believing that he is the anthor of the human race. A con-
siderable number of the men find employment in the Abyssinian
armies, and in comi)arison with their neighbours are brave and war-
like. The total number of the Gallas was estimated by Krapf at

from six to eight millions, and Plowden mentions individual tribes

that could bring into the field 20,000 or 30,000 horse. Among the
more important tribes in the south (the name in each instance being
compounded with Galla) are the Eamatta, the Kukatta, the Ba61e,

the Aurova, the Wadjole, the Ilani, the Arrar, and the Kanigo
Galla ; the Borani, a very powerful tribe, maybe considered to mark
the division between north and south

;
and in the north we find

the Amoro, the Jarso, the Toolania, the Wollo, the Ambassil, the
Aijjo, and the Azobo Galla.

See Beke, '‘On the Origin of the Gallas,’' in T^'oms, of Brit.

Assoc., 1847; Krapf., Travels .... ioi Eastern Africa,
1860 ; D’Abbadie, Douze Ans en Haute-J^thiopie, 1868 ;

Brenner,
“ Forschungen in Ost-Afrika,” in Petemiann’s Mxttheilmigen, 1868

;

Plowden, Travels in Ah^jssinia and the Galla Oount^'y, 1868 ;
and

a paper by Louis Lande in Revue des Deux Mondcs, 1878.

iLBEET GALLATIN^
Cojpyright, 1879, by Henry Cabot Lodge.

AMILY pride led the Gallatins to hoast a descent from
A. Atilius Callatinus, the Eoman consul (a. u. c.

494 and 498). A gap of fifteen hundred years between
the consul and the first appearance of the name in European
history tends to invalidate this rather splendid bit of

genealogy, hut there can he no doubt that the Gallatins

were both an old and noble family. They are first heard
of in Savoy in the year 1258, and more than two centuries

later they came to Geneva (1510), united with Calvin in

his opposition to Home, and associated their fortunes with
those of the little Swiss city. Here they remained, and
with one or two other great families governed Geneva, and
sent forth many representatives to seek their fortune and
win distinction in the service of foreign princes, both as
soldiers and ministers. On the eve of the French Eevolu-
tion the Gallatins were still in Geneva, occupying the same
position which they had held for two hundred years. They
were republican nobles, simple in their manners, frugal and
unostentatious in their habits of life, but genuine aristocrats

of high breeding and cultivated minds. They numbered
among their friends such widely different persons as

Voltaire and the landgrave of Hesse, and, although not
wealthy, had everything that could reasonably be desired
both socially and politically.

Albert Gallatin, the most famous of the name, was born
in Geneva on the 29th of January 1761. His father died
in 1765, his mother five years later, and his only sister in
1777. Although left an orphan at nine years old, Albert
Gallatin was by no means lonely or unprotected. His
grand-parents, a large circle of near relations, and Mile.
Pictet, an intimate friend, cared for him during his hoyhood.
He was thoroughly educated at the schools of Geneva, and
graduated with honour from the college or academy in
1779. His grandmother then wished him to enter the army
of the landgrave of Hesse, but he declined to serve “ a
tyrant,’’ and a year later slipped away from Geneva and

* This is reprinted here, with the consent of Mr Henry Cabot
Lodge, of Massachusetts, from his work entitled Albert Gallatin,
by Henry Cabot Lodge. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1879.
Copyright, 1879, by Henry Cabot Lodge.
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embarked for the United States. No man ever had less

reason to emigrate. A competent fortune, good prospects,

social position, and a strong family connexion, were all

thrown aside in order to tempt fate in the New World.
His relations very properly opposed his course, but they
nevertheless did all in their power to smooth his way, and
continued to treat him kindly, and he himself in after-life

always admitted the justice of their opinions. The temper
of the times, a vague discontent with the established order

of things, and some political enthusiasm imbibed from the
writings of Rousseau, are the best reasons that can now be
assigned for Gallatin’s ill-considered desertion of home and
friends.

Ill July 1780 Gallatin and his friend Serre landed in Massa-
chusetts. They brought with them youth, hope, courage, and a
little money, and at once entered into business. The times were
unfavourable. The great convulsion of the Eevolution was drawing
to a close, and everything was in an unsettled condition. The
young Genevans failed in business, passed an aimless and severe
winter in the wilds of Maine, and returned to Boston penniless.
Gallatin tried to earn a living by teaching French in Harvard
College, apparently not without success, but the cold and rigid
civilization of New England repelled him, and he made his way to
the South. In the backwoods of Penusylvania and Virginia there
seemed to be better chances for a young adventurer. Gallatin
engaged in land speculations, and tried to lay the foundation of his
fortune in a frontier farm. In 1789 he married Sophia Allegre,
and every prospect seemed to be brightening. But clouds soon
athered again. After only a few months of wedlock his wife
ied, and Gallatin was once more alone. The solitary and desolate

frontier life became now more dreary than ever
;
he flung himself

into politics, the only outside resource open to him, and his long
and eventful public career began.
The constitution of 1787 was then before the people, and Gallatin,

with his dislike of strong government still upon him, threw liim-
self into opposition and became one of the founders of the Anti-
Federalist, or, as it was afterwards called, the Republican party.
Filections followed to State conventions and legislatures, and
Gallatin rose with surprising rapidity. Despite his foreign birth
and his inability to speak English with correctness or fluency, he
succeeded wonderfully. He was helped, of course, by his sound
education ;

but the true cause of his success lay in his strong sense,
untiring industry, courage, clear-sightedness, and great intellectual
force. In 1793 he was chosen United States Senator from Penn-
sylvania by the votes of both political parties. No higher tribute
was ever paid to character and ability than that conveyed by this
election. But although party feeling did not run high enough in
Pennsylvania to prevent Gallatin’s election, the staunch Federalists
of the Senate, who had begun to draw the party lines rather
sharply, found the presence of the young Genevan highly distaste-
ful. They disliked his French origin, and suspected him to be a
man of levelling principles. His seat was contested on account of

a technical flaw in regard to the duration of his citizenship, and
the Senate annulled the election and sent him hack to Pennsylvania
with all the glory of political martyrdom.
The part he had already taken in the exciting scenes to which he

now returned had without doubt been an efficient cause in his re-

jection by the Senate. The success of the new scheme of national
government turned at the outset upon the re-establishment of sound
finances. To carry out the great plans which he had set on foot,

Hamilton had found it necessary to lay an excise on domestic spirits.

This tax bore hardly upon the western counties of Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and North Carolina, where the people worked many small
stills, and were thus able to get their grain to market in a port-
able form. Strong opposition was manifested. Hamilton and
his party modified the original excise law, and partly by their
action, partly through the influence of Washington, the murmurs
ill the two Southern States died away. But in Pennsylvania con-
cession proved fruitless, and hostility became daily more active and
dangerous.
In this resistance to the excise, which was peculiarly odious to

the people among whom he lived, Gallatin took a leading part.
He intended fully to restrain opposition within legal bounds, but
he made the great mistake of embarking upon the stormy sea ofresist-
ance to law without sufficiently allowing for the character of the
population. The frontiersmen of the Alleghanies were a rough and
sturdy race, mth a large and unfortunate admixture of wild Irish.

The law-abiding American spirit was by no means supreme. Legal
resistance soon developed into insurrection. Houses were burned,
revenue officers assaulted and driven from the country, and the
United States mail was stopped and the letters seized by the rioters.

The people began to arm and associate, thus preparing forcible
resistance to the Government.

Gallatin did his best to retrieve his error and prevent open
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war. With fine courage he faced the excited bands of riflemen
who gathered at Redstone Old Fort on the 20th of August 1794,
and opposed with vigorous eloquence the use of force against the
Government. He checked the excitement sufficiently to prevent
bloodshed

;
but he was only just in time. Washington and

Hamilton had at last determined to test the strength ot the new
Government, and were moving with an overwhelming force upon
the western counties. Gallatin had blundered in exciting and
leading opposition to law among so rude a people, but he had
also interposed with sufficient eifect to stop desperate measures,
and the whisky rebellion faded away helplessly before the national
power.

Of all the men wdio took part in this opposition to the excise,
Gallatin alone came out with credit. He wns at once elected to
Congress, and took his seat as a member of the Lower House in the
autumn of 1795. _A foieigner, still young, and speaking English
with a very defective pronunciation, he nevertheless by sheer force
of ability and industry wrested from all competitors the leadership
of the Republicans in the house, and almost at once became the
most dangerous opponent whom the Federalists had ever en-
countered in Congress. That great party, by simple weight of
ability, generally in a minority, and never in full sympathy with
the mass of their countrymen, maintained their pow’er unbroken
for the first twelve years of the Government. They had established
and organized that Government, and in so doing had borne down
opposition with a high hand. They were as domineering as they
were able, and inflamed -with hatred of France, just then rising to
the dignity of a party principle, they found in Gallatin an enemy
who was both by origin and opinion peculiarly obnoxious to them.
They attacked him unsparingly, but in vain. His perfect com-
mand of temper, and moderation of speech and action, in a bitterly

personal age, never failed, and were his most effective weapons ;

but he made his power felt in other way's. His clear mind and
industrious habits drew him to questions of finance. He became
the financier of his party, and preached unceasingly his cardinal
doctrines of simplicity and economy, and was an effective critic of
the measures of Government. Cool and temperate, Gallatin, when
following Ms own theories, was usually in the right, although
accused by his followers of trimming. Thus, in regard to the
Jay treaty, he defended the constitutional right of the house
to consider the treaty, but he did not urge rejection in this
specific case. On the other hand, when following a purely
party policy, he generally erred. He resisted the navy, the
mainspring of ‘Washington’s foreign policy and the chief ^lory
of the Federalists.^ He opposed commercial treaties and diplo-
matic intercourse in a similar fashion. On all these points he
was grievously wrong, and on all he changed his views after a good
deal of bitter experience. The greatest period of Gallatin’s career
in Congress was in 1798, after the publication of the famousX Y.Z.
despatches. The insults of Talleyrand, and his shameless attempts
to extort bribes from the American commissioners, roused the deep
anger of the people against France. The Federalists swept all

before them, and the members of the opposition either retired from
Philadelphia or went over to the Government. Alone and single-

handed, Gallatin carried on the fight in Congress. The Federalists

bore down on him unmercifully, and even attempted a constitu-

tional amendment in regard to citizenship, in order to drive him
from office. Still he held on, making a national struggle in the
national legislature, and relying very little upon the rights of

States so eagerly grasped by Jefferson and Madison. But even then
the tide was turning. The strong measures of the Federalists

shocked the country ; the leaders ot the dominant party quarrelled

fiercely among themselves ;
and the Republicans carried the elec-

tions of 1800.
Jefferson and Burr obtained an equal number of votes, and as the

constitution then stood either was entitled to the presidency,

although no one questioned that it had been intended for Jefferson.

The election was thrown into the house, and the Federalists,

maddened by defeat, strove to give the presidency to Burr. They
fortunately failed, but it was Gallatin who led the Republicans,

prevented rash measures, retained the sympathy of the country, and
had a careful plan prepared for any emergency.
When, after this exciting conte.st, Jefferson took possession of the

White House (1801), there were two men, and two only, whose com-
manding abilities marked them for the first places in the cabinet.

James Madison became secretary of state, and Albert Gallatin secre-

tary of the treasury. Wise, prudent, and conservative, Gallatin made
few changes in Hamilton’s arrangements, and for twelve years

administered the national finances with the greatest skill. He and
Jefferson were both imbued with the idea that government reduced

to the lowest possible point could be carried on upon a %yi'iori prin-

ciples resting on the assumed perfectness of human nature, and that,

if this were .done honestly, its authors would be implicitly trusted,

and a political millennium would surely ensue. The chief burden
of carrying out this theory fell upon Gallatin. His guiding prin-

ciples still were simplicity of administration and speedy extinction

of all debt, and ever^hing bent to these objects. Fighting or bribing
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tlie Barbary pirates was a mere question of expense. It was clieaper

to seize Louisiana tlian to await the settlement of doubtful points.

Commercial warfare was to be avoided because of the cost. All
wars were bad, but if they could not be evaded it was less extrava-

gant to be ready than to rush to arms unprepared. Amid many
difficulties, and thwarted even by Jefferson himself in the matter of
the navy, Gallatin pushed on

;
and after six years the debt was as

far as possible paid, a large surplus was on hand, a compre-
hensive and beneficent scheme of internal improvements was ready
for execution, and the promised land seemed in sight. Then came
the stress of war in Europe, a wretched neutrality at home, fierce

outbreaks of human passions, and the fair structure of government
by a priori theories based on the goodness of unoppressed humanity
came to the ground. Gallatin was thrown helplessly back upon the
rejected Federalist doctrine of government according to circum-
stances. He uttered no vain regrets, but the position was a trying

one. The sworn foe of strong government, he was compelled, in
pursuance of Jefferson* s policy, to put into execution the embargo and
the most stringent measures ever taken by an American legislature.

He did his best, but all was in vain. Commercial warfare failed,

the embargo was repealed, and Jefferson, having hopelessly entangled
foreign relations and brought the country to the verge of civil war,

retired to private life defeated and broken, and leaving to his suc-

cessor Madison, and to Gallatin, the task of extricating the nation
from its difficulties. From 1809 the new administration, diifting

steadily towards war, struggled on from one abortive and exasper-
ating negotiation to another. It was a period of sore trial to Gallatin.

The peace policy had failed, and nothing else replaced it. He had
lost his bold upon Pennsylvania and his support" in the House,
while a cabal in the senate, bitterly and personally hostile to the
treasury, crippled the administration and reduced every Govern-
ment measure to mere inanity. At last, however, one of their blun-
dering acts struck Napoleon in a vital spot. To escape its effects,

he set himself to hoodwink the administration and trick the United
States into war with England. The deception was successful, and
was powerfully aided by a war party, violent and ignorant, but
with plenty of fresh ability, full of the new spirit of nationality,
and determined to fight at all hazards. The result was inevitable,
and Madison was forced to take the lead in June 1812, in declaring
war against England.

Gallatin never wasted time in futile complaints. His cherished
schemes were shattered. War and extravagant expenditure had
come, and he believed both to be fatal to the prosperity and pro-

f
ress of America. He therefore put the finances in the best order
e could, and set himself to mitigate the evil effects of the war by

obtaining an early peace. With this end in view he grasped
eagerly at the proffered mediation of Russia, and without resigning
the treasury sailed for Europe in May 1813.

Russian mediation proved barren, but Gallatin persevered, catch-
ing at every opportunity for negotiation. In the midst of his
labours came the news that his old foes in the senate had refused
to confirm his appointment. He still toiled on unofficially until,
Madison having filled the treasury, his nomination for the second
time met the approval of the senate, and he was able to proceed
with direct negotiations. The English and American commissioners
finally met at Ghent, and in the tedious and irritating discussions
which ensued Gallatin took the leading part. He dealt easily with
his antagonists, who were aU second-rate and obstinate persons,
and drove them by quiet persistence and firmness from their first
arrogant and impossible demands. His great difficulty lay in man-
aging his own colleagues, who were, especially Henry Clay and
John Quincy Adams, able men of strong wills and jarring tempers.
He succeeded in preserving harmony, and thus established his
own reputetion as an able diplomat. Peace was his reward, and,
after visiting Geneva for the first time since his boyhood, and nego-
tiating a commercial convention with England, Gallatin returned
to America.
He received an immediate offer of the treasury, which he declined,

but accepted the mission to France (1816), where he remained
for the next seven years, which were in all probability the
pleasantest of his life. He passed his time in thoroughly congenial
society, seeing everybody of note or merit in Europe. He did not
neglect the duties of his official position, hut strove assiduously and
with his wonted patience to settle the commercial relations of big
adopted country with the nations of Europe.

In 1823 he resigned his post and returned to the United States,
when he found himself plunged at once in the bitter struggle then
in progress for the presidency. His favourite candidate was his
person^ friend Wilfiam H. Crawford, whom he regarded as the
true heir and representative of the old Jeffersonian princijdes. With
these feelings he consented to run for the vice-presidency on the
Crawford ticket. But Gallatin had come home to new scenes
and new actors, aiffi he did not fully appreciate the situation.
The contest was bitter, personal, factious, and full of intrigue.
Van Buren, then in the Crawford interest, came to the conclusion
that the candidate for the second place, by his foreign origin,
weakened the ticket, and Gallatin therefore withdrew his name and

retired from the contest without reluctance. The election, unde-
cided by the popular vote, was thrown into the house, and resulted

in the choice ot J. Quincy Adams, who in 1826 drew Gallatin from
his retirement and sent him as minister to England to conduct
another complicated and arduous negotiation with that power.
Gallatin worked at his new task with his usual industry, tact, and
patience, but the results were meagre, although an open breach W’as

successfully avoided. In 1828 he once more returned to the United
States, and bade farewell to public life.

Accepting a business position in New York which gave him a suffi-

cient income, Gallatin turned his attention to the congenial pursuits

ofscience and literature. In both fields he displayed great talent, and
his book upon Indian languages laid the foundations of the ethnology
of the American aborigines. He continued, of course, to interest

himself in public affairs, although no longer an active participant,

and in all financial questions, especially in regard to the bank
charter, the resumption of specie payments, and the panic of 1837,
he exerted a wide and beneficial influence. The rise of the slavery
question touched him nearly. Gallatin had always been a consistent

opponent of slavery, and in the early days of the Government had
boldly attacked that institution when unable to find a dozen men of

any X)arty to side with him. He felt keenly, therefore, the attempts
of the South to extend the slave power and confirm its existence,
and the remnant of his strength was devoted in his last days to
writing and distributing two able pamphlets against the war with
Mexico. Almost his last public act was a speech against the annex-
ation of Texas

;
and, although more than eighty years old, he con-

fronted a howling New York mob vdth the same cool, unflinching
courage^which he had displayed half a century before when he faced
the armed frontiersmen of Redstone Old Fort.

During the winter of 1848-9 his health failed, and on the 12th
of August 1849 he passed peacefully away.

Gallatin was twice married. His second wife was Miss Hannah
Nicholson, of New York, by whom he had three children, two sons
and a daughter, all of whom survived him. In personal appearance
he was above middle height, with strongly-marked features, indi-

cating great strength of intellect and character. He was reserved
and extremely reticent, cold in manner and not sympathetic. There
was, too, a certain Calvinistic austerity about him, but he was much
beloved by his family. He was never a popular man, nor did he
ever have a strong personal following, or many attached friends.

He stood with Jefferson and Madison at the head of his party, and
won his place by force of character, courage, application, and great
intellectual power. His eminent and manifold services to Ins
adopted country, his great abilities and upright character, assuie
him a high position in the history of the United States.

GALLE, or Point be Galls, a town and port in tlie

southern province of Ceylon, on the south-western coast,

about 72 miles S. of Colombo, with which it is connected
by a good carriage road. It was made a municipality in

1865, and divided into the five districts of the Port,
Callowelle, Galopiadde, Hirimbure, and Cumbalwalla,
The fort, which is more than a mile in circumference,
commands the whole harbour, but is commanded by a
range of hills. Within its enclosure are not only several
Government buildings, hut an old church erected by the
Dutch East India Company, a mosque, a Wesleyan chapel,
a hospital, and a considerable number of houses occupied
by Europeans. The old Dutch building known as the
queen’s house or governor’s residence, which dated from
the year 1687, was in such a dilapidated state that it was
sold by Governor Gregory in 1873. Elsewhere there are
few buildings of individual note, but the general style of
domestic architecture is pleasant and comfortable, though
not pretentious. One of the most delightful features of
the place is the profusion of trees, even within the town,
and along the edge of the shore—suriyas, palms, cocoa-nut
trees, and bread-fruit trees. The ramparts towards the sea
furnish fine promenades. In the harbour deep water is

found close to the shore, and the outer roads are spacious

;

but the south-west monsoon renders entrance difficult,

and not unfrequently drives vessels from their moorings.
Galle is an important point on the lines of communication
between Calcutta and Australia, and between Suez and
Singapore. The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company, the Messageries Maritimes, and the British India
Steam Navigation Company have agencies at the port.
The trade is mainly in the productions of the surrounding
country, of which in 1873 there was shipped 11,477 cwts.
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of cocoa-nut oil, 10,083 cwts. of cinnamon, 23,377 cwts. of

plumbago, and 22,932 cwts. of coir. Cotton goods are the
principal import, 143,410 pieces being the amount for 1873.
The inhabitants of Galle are of very mingled origin, com-
prising not only Singhalese European residents and Eurasian
half-castes, who are locally denominated “ Burghers,” as
being mainly the descendants of the old Dutch settlers,

but also Moors ” or “ Moormen ” (that is, Arabians or
semi-Arabians), Hindus, Parsees, people from the Coro-
mandel coast, and Maldivians. The Moors are largely

engaged as lapidaries and workers in tortoise-shell; and the
urgency of the itinerant vendors is one of the inevitable

plagues of the European visitor to the town. According
to the returns of 1871, the total population of the munici-
pality was 47,059, distributed in 8979 families, occupying
7496 houses, and consisting of 24,294 males and 22,765
females.

Galle, according to Sir J. E. Tennent, is the Tarshish of Solomon;
hut of this opinion there is no proof, even if it were certain that
the Jewish fleets visited the island of Ceylon at all. The place is

mentioned hy none of the Greek or Latin geographers, unless the
identification with Ptolemy’s Avium Promontorium or Cape of Birds
be a correct one. It is hardly mentioned in the native chronicles
before 1267, and Ibn Batuta, in the middle of the 14th century,
distinctly states that Kali,—^that is, Galle,—^was a small town. It
was not till the period of Portuguese occupation that it rose to im-
portance. "When the Dutch succeeded the Portuguese they greatly
strengthened the fortifications, which had been vigorously defended
against their admiral, Kosten ; and under their rule the place had
the rank of a commandancy. In the maiTiage treaty of the infanta
of Portugal with Charles II. of England it was agreed that if the
Portuguese recovered Ceylon they were to hand over Galle to the
EngliSi ; but as the Portugese did not recover Ceylon the town
was left to fall into Englim hands at the conquest of the island
in 1796. The name Galle is derived from the Singhalese galla^
equivalent to rock

;
but tbe Portuguese and Dutch settlers, being

better fighters than philologists, connected it with the Latin gallus
a cock, and the image of a cock was carved as a symbol of the town
in the front of the old Government house.

GADDTC ACID, trioxybenzoic acid, or dioxysalicylic
acid, C-HgOg-f-HgO or C6H2(OH)3.CO(OH) + H^O, the
acidum gallicum of pharmacy, is a substance discovered by
Scheele, which exists as such in the leaves of the bearberry,
in pomegranate root-bark, and in tea, in gall-nuts to the ex-
tent of about 3 per cent., and in other vegetable productions.
It may be prepared by keeping moist and exposed to the
air for from four to six weeks, at a temperature of 20°

to 25° C., a paste of powdered gall-nuts and water, and
. removing from time to time the mould which forms on its

surface
; the paste is then boiled with water for twenty

minutes to obtain a solution of the gallic acid; this is

filtered through calico, and the deposit of acid it affords on
cooling is drained by pressure between folds of bibulous
paper, and purified by dissolving in boiling water, by re-
crystallization at about 27° C., and washing of the crystals

with ice-cold water. The production of the acid appears
to be due to the presence in the galls of a ferment. This
is not contained in Chinese gaU-nuts, which consequently
require the addition of yeast or of common galls to deter-
mine the decomposition of their tannin necessary for the
formation of gallic acid (see C, H. Viedt, DiTtgler^s FolyU
Journ.y ccxvL, 1875, p. 454). Powdered gall-nuts, contain-
ing 43 per cent, of tannic acid, were found by M, Sacc to
yield 50*4 per cent, of pure dry gaUic acid {Compt. Bend.,
Ixxii., 1871, p. 766). Gallic acid is most readily obtained by
boiling with weak solution of acids the tannin procured
from oak-galls by means of alcohol and ether. The changes
which take place in this, as in the first described mode of
preparation, apparently consist in the splitting up of tannin,
or gallo-tannic acid, which, according to some experiments,
is a glucoside of tannic acid, of the formula C34H23O22,

to

give with two molecules of water two molecules of digallic

or tannic acid, and glucose, CgH^gO^, The former
body, which may be represented as an etheric anhydride
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of ^llic aci^ 96H2(OH) 2.CO<OH).O.CO.(OH)3C6H.,by the assimilation of a molecule of water is then coiV
verted into two molecules of gallic acid (see Armstrono*,
0Tg<x>Tbic C7i€7izistTy^ p, 304, 1874). Gallic acid, may be
produced by heating an aqueous solution of diiodo-
salicylic acid with excess of alkaline carbonate, by acting
on dibromosalicylic acid with moist silver oxide, and by
other chemical methods. It crystallizes in white or pale
fawn-coloured acicular prisms or silky needles, and is
soluble in alcohol and ether, and in 100 parts of cold, and
3 of boiling water, is without odour, and has an astringent,
acidulous taste, and an acid reaction. Dried at 100° C.
it loses 9*5 per cent, of its weight of water; at about
200° C. it melts; and at 210 to 215° it is resolved into
carbon dioxide and pyrogallol, C6H3(OH)3 . With ferric
salts its solution gives a deep blue colour, and with ferrous
salts, after exposure to the air, an insoluble, blue-black,
ferroso-ferric gallate. Bases of the alkali metals give with
it four series of salts

;
these are stable except in alkaline

solutions, in which they absorb oxygen and turn brown.
Solution of acid calcium carbonate becomes with gallic acid,
on exposure to the air, of a dark blue colour. Unlike
tannic acid, gallic acid does not precipitate albumen or salts
of the alkaloids, or, except when mixed with gum, gelatin.
Salts of gold and silver are reduced by it, slowly in cold,
instantaneously in warm solutions, hence its employment
in photography. With phosphorus oxychloride at 120° C.
gallic acid yields tannic acid, and with concentrated
sulphuric acid at 100°, rufigaZlic acid^ Cj^HgOg. Phos-
phorus perchloride, and also, after several hours, solution
of arsenic acid near the boiling point (J. Lowe, quoted
Chem. News, xix., 1869, p. 41), convert it into ellagic addy
C14H8O9 -f- H2O, a substance which occurs in gall-nuts, in
the external membrane of the episperm of the walnut (T.
L. Phipson, Ghem, News, xx. p. 116), and probably many
plants, and composes the bezoar stones ” found in the
intestines of Persian wild goats. Gallic acid may be esti-

mated, after removal of tannic acid by gelatin, by means
of permanganate of potassium, with which it evolves carbon
dioxide, and (P, Jean, Compt. Bend,, Ixxxii., 1876, pp.
982-4) by means of iodine in the presence of an alkaline
carbonate.

Gallic acid has been advantageously employed as an
internal medicinal agent in scarlatinal albuminuria, in which
its effect appears to be due to an astringent and tonic
action on the infiamed capillaries of the kidneys in other
forms of albuminuria

;
2 in cases of chyluria, in which,

as not causing nausea and headache, it is preferable to

tannic acid;^ and in pyrosis, diarrhoea, some forms of
dysentery, and tabes and rickets, and atonic states of the
alimentary canal and of the body generally. In checking
the night-sweats of phthisis it has been found of especial

service.^ As a haemostatic, when administered internally,

it has proved of value in hsematemesis, epistaxis, fungus
haematodes,® menorrhagia, ^ and more particularly in

haematuria. Gallic acid has been highly recommended in

haemoptysis,"^ in which, however, ergot, from its not oc-

casioning griping and constipation, or interfering with a

liberal use of milk, has been found a better remedy,® It

may be given in considerable quantities without any evil

consequences. The effects of too large a dose are to render

^ BraitJvwaite^s Itetrospect, bcxiii., 1876, 114.
® Lancet^ 1878, ii. 580; Med. Tiirus, 1853, ii. 55, and 1854, i.

594; according to Parkes iih., 1854, ii. pp. 28, 29), ferric chloride

is superior to it as a means of reducing the albumen in nephritis.
® Bence Jones, Med. Times, 1852, ii. 65S, and 1853, ii. 494.
^ Ib., 1854, i. 594; and JBrit and For, Med,-Chir, JRev,, 1862,

i. 194. ® Med, Times, 1858, ii. 373.
® Jb., 1862, i. 49 ;

and Zancet, 1860, ii. 254.
’’ Williams, Hanking*a A-bstracts, 1862, i 73 ;

and Waters, ib.,

1871, i. 56. ® Williamson, Lancet, 1876, ii. 696.
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the pulse hard and wiry, and to produce pallor, a whizzing

sound in the ears, dizziness, and faintness. Its administra-

tion in a case of Bright’s disease described by Dr Bence

Jones was followed by epilepsy (see Med. Times^ 1853, ii.

495). As a topical styptic application, gallic is inferior to

tannic acid.^ "With glycerin it is combined to form the

pharmaceutical preparation glycerm/wm. acidi gallicL

GALLIENUS, P. Licinius (218-268), Roman emperor,

son of the emperor Valerian, was born about 218. From
253 to 260 he reigned conjointly with his father, and gave

proof of both bravery and ability, especially in the defeat

near Milan of 300,000 Alemanni, with a force of only

10,000 Romans. When, however, his father was defeated

and taken prisoner by Sapor, king of Persia, in 260,

Gallienus made no effort to obtain his release, or to with-

stand the incursions of the invaders who threatened the

empire from all sides. He occupied part of his time in

dabbling in literature, science, and various trifling arts, but

gave himself up chiefly to excess and debauchery. His
generals rebelled against him in almost every province of

the empire, and this period of Roman history came to be

called the reign of the thirty tyrants, although in reality the

usurpers numbered only nineteen. Gallienus was killed at

Milan in 268 while besieging Aureolus, who had been pro-

claimed emperor by the Illyrian legions.

GALLIl^ULE. See Moorhen.
GALLIO, Junius Annaeus, proconsul or “deputy” of

Achaia at the time of the apostle Paul’s first visit to

Coriuth (53 was the son of M. Annaeus Seneca, a
Roman eques and rhetorician, and was born at Cordova
about the beginning of the Christian era. His - mother’s
name was Helvia; and L. Annaeus Seneca, the philosopher,
and L. Annaeus Mela, the geographer, were his full brothers,

his own proper name being Marcus Annaeus Novatus.
After he had received a careful education from his father
at Cordova, he went to Rome, where he attracted the notice
of L. Junius Gallio, a rhetorician of some repute, who ulti-

mately adopted him, thus conferring the name by which he
is usually known. The terms on which he lived with his
kindred and with the world are well illustrated in the
epithet dulcis ” applied to him by Statius ii. 7, 32),
and by Seneca (iVhjf. Qic., 4 pref.— nemo morfcaliuni uni
tarn dulcis est quam hie omnibus ”). It is probable that
Gallio shared the misfortunes of his brother when the latter,

having incurred the enmity of Messalina, was banished to
Corsica

; and that both returned together to Rome when
Agrippina had selected Seneca to be tutor to Nero, To-
wards the close of the reign of Claudius, Gallio received the
proeonsulship of the newly constituted senatorial province
of Achaia (Acts xviiL 12), but seems to have been com-
pelled by ill health to resign the post wathin a few years
(Pliny, H. i7,, xxxi. 33 ; Seneca, Up. civ.). In the fifth
year of Hero we hear of him as having been again in Rome
(Dio Cassius, Ixi, 20, 21), and ou the same authority we
learn that he finally became one of the last victims of that
emperor (Ixii. 25). The statement of Jerome in the
chronicle of Eusebius, that Junius Gallio frater Senecae,
egregius declamator, propria se manu interfecit,” appears
to be founded on a confusion of names. Seneca’s works,
De Ira and De Vita Beata^ are dedicated to Gktllio, who
himself appears to have written some treatises in natural
history (Sen., iV. Q.^ v. 11). Compare Tacitus, Ann., xv.
73 ; xvi. 17 ; Dio Cassius, lx. 35.
GADDIPOIil, the ancient KaAAtVoAt^, a seaport town

of Turkey in Europe, in the province of Rumili and vilayet
of Edirneh, at the north-east extremity of the Straits of

^
On the therapeutics of gallic acid see further R. Neale, “Clinicnot^ upon -^e use of gallic acid in various diseases,*’ Medical Time

I Ann 1 art . Ttr t> e e1865, i. 458 sq. ; and 'W'. Bayes,
(Medical Jowrnal, 1854, p. 606.

‘ On Gallic Acid,** A-ssociatU

Dardanelles, on a narrow peninsula 130 miles S.W*. of

Constantinople, and 90 miles due S. of Adrianople, in
40® 24' N. lat. and 26® 40' 30" E. long. Nearly op-

posite is Lapsaki on the Asiatic side of the channel,

which is here about 2 miles wide. The town of Gallipoli

presents a miserable aspect
;
the streets are narrow, the

houses mostly of wood and ill built, though there are a

few better structures near the harbour, and the Anglo-
French occupation of 1853-6 led to some improvements.

The only noteworthy buildings are the large, crowded,

and well-furnished bazaars, with leaden domes. There
are several mosques, none of them remarkable, and many
interesting Roman and Byzantine remains, especially a

magazine of the emperor Justinian, a square castle and
tower attributed to Bajazet I., and some tumuli on the

south, said to be the tombs of the Thracian kings. The
lighthouse, built on a cliff, has a fine appearance as seen

from the Dardanelles. Gallipoli is the residence of a

captain-pasha and the seat of a Gresk bishop. It has two
good harbours, and is the principal station for the Turkish
fleet. From its position as the key of the Dardanelles, it

was occupied by the allied French and English armies in

1854. Then the isthmus a few miles to the north of the

town, between it and Boulair, was fortified with strong

earthworks by English and French engineers mainly on the

lines of the old works constructed in 1357, when the Turks
first crossed over into Europe, nearly 100 years before they
gained possession of Constantinople. These fortifications

were renewed and enlarged in January 1878, on the

Russians threatening to take possession of Constantinople,

The peninsula thus isolated by the fortified positions has

the Gulf of Saros on the H.W., and extends some 50 miles

to the S.W The guns of Gallipoli command the Darda-
nelles just before the strait joins the Sea of Marmora.
The town itself is not very strongly fortified, the prin-

cipal fortifications being further down the Dardanelles^

where the passage is narrower. The district of Gallipoli

IS exceedingly fertile and well adapted for agriculture j

a great variety of crops are raised, but, previous to the
war of 1877-8, nearly all progress was stopped on ac-

count oP the maladministration of the Turkish authorities.

Nevertheless considerable quantities of the various cereals

were exported, besides wine, oil, skins, cotton, sheep, dec.,

much of the trade being transit. The princq^al imports are

manufactured goods, coal, sugar, coffee, rice, soap, iron. The •

line of railway between Adrianople and the Egean Sea has
been prejudicial to the transit trade of Gallipoli, and several

attempts have been made to obtain concessions for the con-

struction of a railway that would connect this part with the
Turkish railway system. There is little industryin Gallipoli,

though previous to the war attempts had been made to
extend and improve the manufacture of silk thread and silk

goods, and some little business was done in the construction
of coasting vessels. Steamers to and from Constantinople
call regularly at Gallipoli. Widely different estimates
have been given of the population of the town

; it is

probably somewhere about 25,000 or 30,000.
GALLIPOLI, an important seaport town of Italy, in the

province of Lecce, and about 25 miles N.E. of the city of
that name, beautifully situated on a rocky islet on the east
shore of the Gulf of Taranto, and connected by a long stone
bridge of twelve arches with the suburb of Lizza on the
mainland. The town is well built and fortified, and has a
castle erected by Charles I. of Anjou, a large cathedial, a
gymnasium, and an episcopal seminary. It is chiefly noted
for its extensive cisterns cut in the solid rock for containing
the olive oil collected from all parts of Puglia* but it has be-
sides a productive tunny fishery, and manufactures muslins,
cotton stockings, and woollen goods. The harbour has been
improved since 1855 by a new mole, but the entrance is still
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somewhat dangerous. In 1873 there entered 350 vessels

|

with a total tonnage of 66,652 tons, 281 being Italian and '

29 British. The principal exports are oil (of which 9628 tons
were shipped in 1875), wine, oats, and cotton seed; and the
imports, fish from JSTorway, manufactured goods fromFrance,
petroleum from the United States, staves from Austria,

and wheat and barley from Greece and Turkey. The popu-
lation of the town in 1871 was 7578, and of the commune
9951, Gallipoli preserves the name and almost certainly

occupies the site of the ancient Callipolis, the “ Beautiful
City,'' founded, according to Dionysius, by a Spartan named
Leucippus and a number of the citizens of Tarentum.
GALLIUM, so called in honour of France (Gallia),

symbol Ga, atomic weight 69*9, a metal discovered, August
27, 1875, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran, in the spectroscopic

examination of zinc-blende from Pierrefitte in the valley of

Argeles, Hautes Pyrenees, and since found to exist in blende
from several other localities, notably in that of the mines
of Liidrich and Apfel at Bensberg, on the Rhine, which
contains nearly 16 milligrammes per kilogramme. Its

density and approximate atomic weight, and other of its

characters, were predicted by Mendeljeff, in accordance with
his law that the properties of the elementary bodies, as also

the constitution and properties of their combinations, are
periodic functions of their atomic weights (see article

Chemistry, vol. v, p. 543, col. 2). Gallium may be pre-

pared by a process the chief features of which are the treat-

ment of the ore, which contains the metal in only very
minute quantity, with zinc; the removal, from a hydro-
chloric acid solution of the gelatinous precipitate thereby
produced, of various foreign metals by means of hydrogen
sulphide ; the fractionation of the residual liquid with
sodium carbonate, gallium being thrown down before zinc
by that reagent ; the formation of a sulphate from the re-

sultant precipitate
; and, lastly, the electrolysis of a potash

solution of the purified oxide obtained therefrom, the metal
appearing on the negative platinum electrode. Solid
gallium is greyish-white, of octahedral crystallization, and
remarkably hard and resistant eNren at a temperature little

below its melting point, and is but slightly malleable and
flexible, though thin plates ot it will bear bending several
times without breaking. It melts when held in the fingers,

its point of fusion being 30"-15 C. (86°'27 Fahr.). The
liquid metal is of a silvery white colour, and adheres to
glass, forming a mirror resembling that of mercury. It

exhibits in a remarkable degree the phenomenon of super-
fusion, but when some degrees below its melting point
crystallizes immediately if a small fragment of the solid

metal attached to a platinum wire be inserted into it. At
24°*5 C. (76°T Fahr.) the specific gravity of the solid

metal is 5 ‘956, and of the liquid 6’069
; the specific heat

of the former between 12® and 23® C. is 0*079, giving
atomic heat 5*52, and that of the latter between 119® and
106° C. is 0*0802 (Berthelot, Compt. Mend., Ixxxvi.
786-7). At a red heat in air gallium is not perceptibly
volatilized. It is little affected by cold nitric acid, but
dissolves readily in hydrochloric acid

; with potash solution
it liberates hydrogen. It furnishes a deliquescent and very
soluble chloride, GaClg or Ga2

Glg, a corresponding bromide
and iodide, and an ammonio-gallic alum. Its oxide is more
soluble in ammonia than is alumina. In basicity it holds
a place intermediate between aluminium and indium. It
is precipitated by alkaline carbonates and barium carbonate,
I>ut not by hydrogen sulphide and ammonium sulphide in
the absence of zinc. Gallium affords two brilliant lines in

the violet part of the spectrum.
See L. de Boishaudran, in Chemical News, 1877, i. pp. 148, 157,

167 ; also L. de Boisbaudran and E. Jun^eisch, Compt. ^nd.,
Ixxxvi., pp. 475-478 and 577-579, and Journ. Pharm Chim., ser.

4, xx-vdi. pp, 338-340—quoted in Phil. Mag., 1878, p. 319, and
.Joum. Ghent. JSoc., ** Abstracts,” 1878, pp. 656 and 837.
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GALLOWAY, Thomas (1796—1851), a Scottish mathe-

matician, was born at Symington, in the upper ward of
Lanarkshire, 26th February 1796. After receiving such
education as the schools of his own and adjoining parishes
could give, he entered in 1812 the university of Edinburgh,
where he distinguished himself specially in mathematics.
In 1823 he was appointed one of the teachers of mathe-
matics at the military college of Sandhurst, and on the
death of Sir John Leslie in 1832 he was an unsuccessful
candidate for the vacant chair of natural philosophy in
Edinburgh. In the following year he was appointed
actuary to the Amicable Life Assurance Oflfice, the oldest

institution of that kind in London, and in this situation he
remained till his death, November 1, 1851. Galloway was
a voluminous though, for the most part, an anonymous
writer, and took a leading part in the proceedings of the
principal scientific societies of London. He contributed
largely to the seventh edition of the Encydopcedia Britan-
nica, and also wrote several scientific papers for the
EdiTtburyh and Foreign Quarterly Reviews. His Encyclo-
pcedia article Probability ” was published separately.

GALLS. In animals galls occur mostly on or under the
skin of living mammals and birds, and are produced by
Acaridea, and by dipterous insects of the genus (Estrus.

Signor Moriggia^ has described and figured a horny excres-

cence, nearly 8 inches in length, from the back of the human
hand, which was caused by Acarus domesticus. What are

commonly known as galls are vegetable deformities or

excrescences, due to parenchymatous hypertrophy, and,
according to the definition of Lacaze-Duthiers, comprise
“ all abnormal vegetable productions developed on plants by
the action of animals, more particularly by insects, what-
ever maybe their form, bulk, or situation." For the larvae

of their makers the galls provide shelter and sustenance.

I

The exciting cause of the hypertrophy, in the case of the

I

typical galls, appears to be a minute quantity of some
irritating fiuid, or virus, secreted by the female insect, and
deposited with her egg in the puncture made by her ovi-

positor in the cortical or foliaceous parts of plants. This
virus causes the rapid enlargement and subdivision of the

cells affected by it, so as to form the tissues of the gall.

Oval or larval irritation also, without doubt, plays an im-
portant part in the formation of many galls. Though, as

Lacaze-Duthiers remarks, a certain relation is necessary
between the ‘^stimulus” and the “supporter of the stim-

ulus," as evidenced by the limitation in the majority of

cases of each species of gall-insect to some one vegetable
structure, still it must be the quality of the irritant of the

tissues, rather than the specific peculiarities or the part of

the plant affected, that principally determines the nature of

the gall. Thus the characteristics of the currant-gall of

Spathegaster baccar'um, L., which occurs alike on the leaves

and on the ffower-stalks of the oak, are obviously due to the

act of oviposition, and not to the functions of tho parts

producing it
;
the bright red galls of the saw-fly Fematus

gallicola are found on four different species of willow, Salix

fragilis, S. alba, S. caprea, and S. cinerea f and the galls of

a Cynipid, Biorhiza aptera, usually developed on the rootlets

of the oak, have been procured also from the deodar.*

Often the gall bears no visible resemblance to the struc-

tures out of which it is developed ;
commonly, however,

outside the larval chamber, or gall proper, and givingto the

gall its distinctive form, are to be detected certain more or

less modified special organs of the plant. The gall of

Gecidomyia strohilina, formed from willow-buds, is mainly
a rosette of leaves the stalks of which have had their growth
arrested. The small, smooth, seed-shaped gall of the

^ ic. Zoological Itecord, iv., 1867, p- 192.
® P. Cameron, Scottish Naturalist, li. pp. 11-15.
^ Entoinologist, vii. p. 47.
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American Oynips seminator, Harris, according to M!r W. F.

Bassett,^ is the petiole, and its terminal tuft of woolly hairs

the enorniously developed pubescence of‘the young oak-leaf.

The moss-like covering of the “bedeguars” of the wild rose,

the galls of a Cynipid, Rhodites roscB^ represents leaves which

have been developed with scarcely any parenchyma between

their fibro-vascular bundles ;
and the artichoke-galls ” or

“ oak-strobile,” produced by ApMlothrix gemmce^ L., which

insect arrests the development of the acorn, consists of a

cupule to which more or less modified leaf-scales are attached,

with a peduncular, oviform, inner gall.^ Mr E. Hewman
held the view that many oak-galls are pseudobalani, or false

acorns : to produce an acorn has been the intention of the

oak, but the gall-fly has frustrated the attempt/’ Their

formation from buds which normally would have yielded

leaves and shoots is explained by Parfitt as the outcome of

an effort at fructification induced by oviposition, such as

has been found to result in several plants from injury by
insect-agency or otherwise.^ Galls vary remarkably in size

and shape according to the species of their makers. The
polybhalamous gall of ApMlothrix radicis, found on the

roots of old oak-trees, may attain the size of a man’s fist

;

the galls of another Cynipid, Andricus occultus, Tschek,^

which occurs on the male flowers of Quercus sessHiflora^ is

2 millimetres, or barely a line, in length. Many galls are

brightly coloured, as, for instance, the oak-leaf hairy galls

of Spathegaster tricolor^ which are of a crimson hue, more
or less diffused according to exposure to light. The variety

of forms of galls is very great. Some are like urns or cups,

others lenticular. The “knoppern” galls of Cynipspolycera^
Gir., are cones having the broad, slightly convex, upper
surface surrounded with a toothed ridge. Of the Ceylonese
galls “ some are as symmetrical as a composite flower when
in hud, others smooth and spherical like a berry; some
protected by long spines, others clothed with yellow wool
formed of long cellular hairs, others with regularly tufted

hairs.”® The characters of galls are constant, and as a rule

exceedingly diagnostic, even when, as in the case of ten

different gall-gnats of an American willow, Salix humilis^

it is difficult or impossible to tell the full-grown insects that

produce them from one another. In degree of complexity
of internal structure galls differ considerably. Some are

moixothalamous, and contain but one larva of the gall-maker,

whilst others are many-celled, and numerously inhabited.

The largest class are the unilocular, or simple, external

galls, divided by Lacaze-Duthiers into those with and those
without a superficial protective layer or rind, and composed
of hard, or spongy, or cellular tissue. In a common gaU-nut
that authority distinguished seven constituent portions :

—

an epidermis ; a subdermic cellular tissue ; a spongy and a
hard layer, composing the parenchyma proper; vessels

which, without forming a complete investment, underlie the
parenchyma ; a hard protective layer ; and lastly, within
that, an alimentary central mass inhabited by the growing
larva.®

Galls are formed by insects of several orders. Among
the Hymenoptera are the gall-wasps {Cynips and its allies),

which infect the various species of oak. They are small
insects, having straight antennae, and a compressed, usually
very short; abdomen, with the second, or second and third
segments greatly developed, and the rest imbricated, and
concealing the partially coiled ovipositor. The transforma-

^ See in Ptoc, JSniom. Soc, ofLondon for the yea/r 1873, p. xvi.
® See A. Muller, GardenefT's Chronicle^ 1871, pp, 1162 and 1618 ;

and E. A. Pitch, Mntomologist, 3d. p. 129.
® JSntomologist, vi. pp. 276-8, 339-40.
^ Verhandl. d^ zooZog.-^ot, Ges. in Wien, xxi. p. 799.
® Darwin, YaHaM(ms ofAnimals and Plants under Domestication^

ii. p. 282.
® Recherches pour servir a VHistoire des Galles,” Ann, des JSci,

Mat,, xix. pp. 293 sqq.
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tions from the larval state are completed within the galL

out of which the imago, or perfect insect, tunnels its way,

—

usually in autumn, though sometimes, as has been observed

of some individuals of Cynips RollcLvi, after hibernation.

The phenomena of development in Cynips and associated genera

present many features of interest, Not fewer than 12,000 living

specimens of C. Kollari, Gir. {C. Ugnicola, 'H.2irt.), fiom Devonshiio

galls, were examined by the late Mr Frederick Smith/ of the Biitish

Museum, and proved to be all females, as also were the flies obtained

in two successive years from some of these by bleeding on isolated

oak trees in the neighbourhood of London, The same obseiver

detected among about 1200 flies of the gi*egarious sxiecies Aplulothrix

{Gynips) radices not a single male.
^

In many thousands of Cynipids,

representing 28 sj^ecies, Haitig failed to discover any male. You
Sehlectendal, on the other hand, between 24th April and 1st May
1871, from three galls of Rhodites rosce, L., obtained in the xn’e-

vious year, bied only 2 females and 32 males. These males were of

the normal coloration and shape; but some which appeared in the

latter part of ISIay, when the females were in larger numerical p)ro-

portion, were varieties of three kinds, partly resembling the females

in coloration.® Walsh® ascertained with lespect to the galls of the

American Black Oak, that their giowth commences in May, and is

completed in a few weeks, and that near the middle of June about

a fourth of them yield both male and female fully developed gall-

flies of the species Qynips S2mig%fica, Osten-Sacken. In the le-

mainder of the galls the larvae do not attain their pupal condition

till more than two months later, and the flies they pioduce, which
appear about October, are all females. This autumnal brood has

been experimentally ascertained to cause the geneiation of oak-

apples in the following spring on trees not previously infected. jMi*

W. F. Bassett^® considers that most, if not all, species of Oynips
aie double-brooded, and that one of the two broods consists of

females only. “There are,” he remarks, “ so many one-gendeicd
species, that we may reasonably suppose each to be the xirogeuitor

of the equally numerous double-gendered species, whose relation-

ships have not yet been observed.”

Among the commoner of the galls of the Cynipidce are

the oak-apple ” or oak-sponge ” of Andricus terminalis,

Fab.; the “currant” or “berry galls” of Spaihegaster

haccarum, L., above mentioned
;
and the “ oak-spangles ”

of JSTeuroterus lenticulaHs^'^ Oliv., generally reputed to be

fungoid growths, until the discovery of their true nature by
Mr Frederick Smith and the succulent “ cherry-galls ” of

Dryophanta scutellaris, Oliv. The “ marble ” or “ Devon-
shire woody galls” of oak-buds, which often destroy the

leading shoots of young trees, are produced by Gynij)»

Kollari^^ already alluded to. They were first introduced

into Devonshire about the year 1847, had become common
near Birmingham by 1866, and two or three years later

were observed in several parts of Scotland. They contain

about 17 per cent, of tannin.^® On account of their regular

form they have been used, threaded on wire, for making
ornamental baskets. The large x)urplish Mecca or Bussorah

galls, produced on a species of oak by Cynips msaiia^

Westw., have been regarded by many writers as the Dead
Sea fruit, mad-apples (mala vtisana), or apples of Sodom
{poma sodomitica), alluded to by Josephus and others,

which, however, are stated by E. Robinson (BihL Researches

in Palestine, vol. i. pp. 522—4, 3d ed., 1867) to be the

singular fruit called by the Arabs 'Osher, produced by the

Asclepias gigantea or procera of botanists. What in Cali-

fornia are known as “ flea seeds ” are oak-galls made by a

^ Zoologist, xix., 1861, pp. 7330-3.
® Jahresher. des V&revns f. Natwrk, %u Zwickau, 1871, p. 34.
® American Entomologist, i., 1868, p. 103.
10 Proc,Entom, Soc. of London for the year 1873, p. xv.
^1 According to*Dr Adler, alternation of generations takes place be-^

tween. M. lenticularis and Spathegaster haccarum (see E. A. Ormerod,
Entomologist, 3d. p. 34).

See Westwood, Introd, to the Mod. Classif of Insects, ii., 1840,

p. 130.
For figures and descriptions of insect and gall, see Entomologist^

ir. p, 17 ; vii, p. 241 ; ix. p. 53 ;
xi. p. 131.

Scottish Maturalist, i., 1871, p. 116, &c.
Vinen, Joum. de Pharm. et de Chim., 3cxx., 1856, p. 290 ;

“Englisb Ink-Galls,’* Pharm, Journ., 2d ser., iv. p. 620.
See Pereira, Materia Medica, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 347 ;

Phartn^
Jowm., 1st ser., vol. viii. pp. 422—4
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species of Cynips\ in August they become detached from
the leaves that bear them, and are caused to jump by the

spasmodic movements of the grub within the thin-walled
gall-cavity.^

Fig 1—a, Aleppo “'blue” gall; 6, ditto in section, shoT\ing cential cavity for
grub; c, Aleppo “white” gall, perforated by insect; d, the same in section
(natural size).

Common gall-nuts, nut-galls, or oak-galls, the Aleppo, Turkey,
or Levant galls of commerce (German, Gallapfel^ Levantische

French, ATotcc d& GaZle), are produced on Quercus in-

fectorictj a variety of Q. Lusitamca, Webb, by Cynips {Diplolepis,

Latr.) tinctoria, L., or C, gallce tmctorice, Oliv. Aleppo gaUs
{gallcG halcpeTises) are brittle, bard, spherical bodies, !— |-incb in
diameter, ridged and warty on the upper half, and light brown
to dark gieyisb-yellow within. What are termed ** blue,

”

black,” or ‘‘green” galls contain the insect; the inferior “white”
galls, which are lighter coloured, and not so compact, heavy, or
astringent, are gathered after its escape (see fig, 1). Less valued
are the galls of Tripoli (Taraplus or Tarabulus, whence the name
“Tarahlous galls”). The most esteemed Syrian galls, according
to Pereira, aie those of Mosul on the Tigris, Other varieties

of nut-galls, besides the above mentioned, are employed in Europe
for various purposes. Commercial gall-nuts have yielded on
analysis from 26 (H. Davy) to 77 (Buchner) per cent, of tannin
(see Vinen, loc* cit), with gallic and ellagic acids, ligneous fibre,

water, and minute quantities of proteids, chlorophyll, resin, free

sugar, and, in the cells around the inner shelly chamber, calcium
oxalate. Oak-galls are mentioned by Theophrastus, Dioscorides
(i. 146), and other ancient writers, including Pliny {Nat.
xvi. 9, 10; xxiv, 5), according to whom they may be produced
“in a single night. ” Their insect origin appears to have been
entiiely unsuspected until within comparatively recent times,
though Pliny, indeed, makes the observation that a kind of gnat is

produced in certain excrescences on oak leaves. Bacon describes
oak-apples as “ an exudation of plants joined with putrefaction.”
Pomet^ thought that gall-nuts were the fruit of the oak, and a
similar opinion obtains among the modem Chinese, who apply to
them the term Mu-shih-isze, or ‘ ‘ fruits for the foodless. ” ^ Hippo-
crates administered gall-nuts for their astringent properties, and
Pliny {N'at. Rist., xxiv. 6) recommends them as a remedy in
affections of the gums and nvula, ulcerations of the mouth, and
some dozen more complaints. The drug has been used in the
treatment of intermittent fevers,^ bnt appears to be adapted only
for their mildest phases.® In India it is given also in chronic
diarrhoea, dysentery, gonorrhoea, and several other diseases.® In
Biitish pharmacy gall-nuts are used in the preparation of the two
astringent ointments UTigu&ntum galloo and ungu&ntiim gallo& cum
opio, and of the tinctura gallos, and also as a source of tannin and
of gallic acid (q.v. ). They have from very early times been resorted
to as a means of staining the hair of a dark colour, and they are the
base of the tattooing dye of the Somali women. ^ On the Continent
they are employed in tanning. With respect to the technical appli-
cation of gall-nuts, see fdither Blasting, vol. iii. p. 808, Dyeing,
vol. vii. p. 579, and Inx. In consequence of the increased consump-
tion in dyeing of sumach, myrobalans, and new chemical sub-

^ See R. H. Stretcii and C. D. Gibbes, Proc. California Acad,
Rat. Sciences^ iv. pp. 265 and 266.

2 A Complete Ristory ofDrugs (translation), p. 169, Lond., 1748.
® F. Porter Smith, Contrib. towa/rds the Mat. Medica . . . of China,

p. 100, 1871. 4 Cullen, Mat. Med., ii. p. 46, 1789.
® E. J. Waring, Pharm. of India, p. 463, 1868.
® E. J* Waring, Remarks on . Bazaar Medicines . . . of India,

Lend., 3d ed., 1875.
^ R. F. Burton, First Footsteps m E. Africa^ p. 178, 1856.
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stances, the British importations of gall-nuts have on the whole
declined considerably.
The quantities and values of galls imported into the United

Kingdom in 1877 w’ere as follows :—From Germany, 1963 cwts.
£7759 ;

Turkey, 6420 cwts., £20,712; Egypt, 1702 cwts., £6244^
China^ 11,748 cwts., £32,715; British India (Bombay and Scinde)'
2181 cwts., £2230 ; other countries, 2411 cwts., £7176; total,
26,425 cwts., of the value of £76,834, against 25,884 cwts , value
£64,704, in 1876.

The gall-making Hymenoptera include, besides the Cyni-
pidee proper, certain species of the genus Eurytoma (Iso-

soma, Walsh) and family Chalcididce, e.g., E. kordei, the
joint-worm” of the United States, which produces galls

on the stalks of wheat also various members of the
family Tenthredinidce, or saw-flies. The larvae of the latter
usually vacate their galls, to spin their cocoons in the earth,
or, as in the case of Athalia ahdominalis, Klg., of the
clematis, may emerge from their shelter to feed for some
days on the leaves of the gall-bearing plant.

The dipterous gall-formers include the gall-midges, or
gall-gnats (Cecidomyidee), minute slender-bodied insects,

with bodies usually covered with long hairs, and the wings
folded over the back. Some of them build cocoons within
their galls, others descend to the ground to become pupae.
The true willow-galls are the work either of these or of saw-
flies. Their galls are to be met with on a great variety of
plants of widely distinct genera, e.g., the ash, maple, horn-
beam, oak,® grape-vine,^® alder, gooseberry, blackberry, pine,

juniper, thistle, fennel, meadowsweet,^^ common cabbage,
and cereals. In the northern United States, in May,
legions of these delicate minute flies £.11 the air at twilight,

hovering over wheat-fields and shrubbery. A strong north-
west wind, at such times, is of incalculable value to the
farmer.” Other gall-making dipterous flies are members
of the family Trypetidee, which disfigure the seed-heads of

plants, and of the family Mycetophilidee, such as the species

Sdara iilicola^^ Low, the cause of the oblong or rounded
green and red galls of theyoung shoots and leaves of the lime.

Galls are formed also by hemipterous and homopterous
insects of the families Tingidce; Fsyllidce, Goeddee, and
Aphidoe. Coccus pinicortids causes the growth of patches
of white flocculent and downy matter on the smooth bark
of young trees of the white pine in America. The galls

of examples of the last family are common objects on lime-

leaves, and on the petioles of the poplar. An American
Aphid of the genus Pemphigus produces black, ragged,

leathery, and cup-shaped excrescences on the young
branches of the hickory.

The CMnese galls of commerce {Woo-pei-isze) are stated to be
produced by Aphis Civmensis, Bell, on Rhus semialata, Murr. (JR.

Bucki-amela, Roxb.), an Anacardiaceous tree indigenous to U.
India, China, and Japan. They are hollow, brittle, irregularly

pyriform, tuberculated or branched vesicles, with thin walls, covered
externally with a grey down, and internally with a white chalk-like
matter, and insect-remains (see fig. 2). The escape of the insect

takes place on the spontaneous bursting of the walls of the vesicle,

probably when, after viviparous (thelytokous) reproduction for

several generations, male winged insects are developed. The galls

® A. S. Packard, jun., Guide to the Study of Insects, "p. 205, Salem,

1870.
® On the Cecidomyids of Quercus Cerris, see Fitch, Entmnologist,

xi. p. 14.

See, on Ceddomyia oenephila. Von Haimhoffen, Verhandl. d.

zoolog. -tot. Ges. in Wien, xxv., 801-10.

See Entomologists Month. Mag., iv., 1868, p. 238 ;
and for

figure and description, Entomologist, xi. p. 13.

A. S. Packard, jun., Owr Common Insects, p. 203, Salem, U:S.,

1873. On the Hessian fly, Ceddomyia destructor. Say, the May brood

of which produces swellings immediately above tie joints of barley

attacked by it, see Asa Fitch, The Ressian Fly, Albany, 1847, re-

printed from ^ans. Rew York State Agric. S^. , vol. yi.
^

J. Winnertz, Beitrag zu einer Monographic d&r Sciarinen, p. 164,

Vienna, 1867.
Asa Fitch, First and Second Rep. on the Roxious .... Insects

of the State ofRew York, p. 167, Albany, 1856.
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are gathered before the frosts set in, and are exposed to steam to kill

the insects.^

Chinese galls examined by Yiedt^ yielded 72 per cent, of tannin,

and less naucilage than Aleppo galls. Several other vaiieties of

galls are produced by Aphides on species of Pistacixt.

!M!. J. Lichtenstein has established the fact that from the egg of

the Aphis of Pistachio galls, A7iopleura leiitisciy is hatched an
apterous insect (the gall-fonnder), which gives birth to young
Aphides (emigrants), and that these, having aequiied wings, fly

to the roots of certain grasses [Bromus sterilis and MordeuTnvulgare^
and by budding underground give rise to several generations of

Fig 2.—a, Chinese gall (half natural size) , 6, ditto, hrokcn, showing thin-walled

caiity ;
c, Japans'sC gall (natural size).

apterous insects, whence finally comes a winged brood (the pnpi-

fera). These last issuing from the ground fly to the Pistachio, and
on it deposit their pupae. Piom the pupae, again, are developed
sexual individuals, tlie females of which lay fecundated eggs pro-

ductive of gall-founders, thus recommencing the biological cycle (see

Compt, Bend., Nov. 18, 1878, p. 782, quoted in Ann. and Mag. Mat.
Hist., 1879, p. 174).

Of Other insects which have been recognized as gall-

makers there are, among the Coleoptera, certain Curculionids

(gall-weevils), and species of the exotic Sagridce and
Lamiadoe, and an American beetle, Saperda inornata

{Oeramhycidoe), which forms the pseudo-galls of Scdix

longifolia and Popuhcs angulata, or cottonwood. Among
the Lepidoptera are gall-tormiiig species belonging to the

Tineidce^ JEgeriidce^ Tortricidce, and Fterophoridce. The
larva of a New Zealand moth, Morova mbfasdatay Walk.
{Gacoeciagallicolens), of Drepa^iulidce, causes the
stem of a creeping plant, on the pith of which it apparently

subsists, to swell up into a fusiform gall.^

Mite-galls, or acarocecidia, are abnormal growths of the
leaves of plants, produced by microscopic Acaridea of the
genus FTiytoptus (gall-mites), and consist of little tufts of

hairs, or of thickened portions of the leaves, usually most
hypertrophied on the upper surface, so that the lower is

drawn up into the interior, producing a bursiform cavity.

Mite-galls occur onthe sycamore, pear, plum, ash, alder, vine,

mulberry, and many other plants ; and formerly, e.g.^ the
gall known as Erinemn giiercinum^ on the leaves of Quercus
Gerrisy were taken for cryptogamic structures. The lime-leaf

^‘nail-galls” of Phytoptustiliae closelyresemble the “trumpet-
galls” formed on American vines by a species of Cecidomyia.^
Certain minute Nematoid worms, as Anguillula scandensy

which infests the ears of wheat, also give rise to galls.

Besides the larva of the gall-maker, or the householder,
galls usually contain inquilines or lodgers, the larvee of what

^ See E. Eoubleday, Pharm. Joum., 1st ser., vol. vii. p. 310 ;

and Pereiia, ib., vol. iii. p. 377.
® jymgZer^s Polyt. Jowm., ccxvi. p. 453 ; cf. supra G-allic Acid.
® Por figure and description see Zoology of the JSrebus amd Terror

,

m pp. 46, 47, 1844-75.
^ On the mite-galls and their makers, see F. Low, '^Beitrage znr

Natnrgesch, der Gallmilben {Phytoptus, Bnj.),” VerhandZ. d. zoolog.-

lot. Ges. in Wien, xxiv., 1874, pp. 2-16, with plate ; and “ XJeber
Milbengallen (Aoarocecidien) der Wiener-Caigend,” ih., pp. 495-508

;

Andrew Murray, Economip Entomology, Aptera, pp. 331-374, 1876 ;

and F. A. W. Thomas, AeUere und neue Eeobachtungen ijiber Phytopto-
Cecidim, Halle, 1877.
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are termed guest-flies or cuckoo-flies. Thus the galls of

Cynips and its allies are inhabited by members of other

cynipideous genera, 2.%8yneTguSy Amhlyoiotus, 2LndiSynop>Jirus
;

and the pine-cone-like gall of Ealix strohiloidesy as Walsli

has shown,® is made by a large species of Cecidomyia, wliicli

inhabits the heart of the mass, the numerous smaller ceci-

domyidous larvse in its outer part being mere inquilines.

In many instances the lodgers are not of the same order of

insects as the gall-makers. Some saw-flies, for example, are

inquilinous in the galls of gall-gnats, and some gall-gnats in

the galls of saw-flies. Again, galls may afford harbour to

insects which are not essentially gall-feeders, as in the case

of the Curculio beetle Conotraclielms nenuphar

y

Hbst., of

which one brood eats the fleshy part of the plum and x^each,

and another lives in the “black knot” of the plum-tree, I'e-

garded by Walsh as probably a true cecidomyidous gall.

The same authority {loc. cit., p. 550) mentions a willow-gall

which provides no less than sixteen insects with food and i)ro-

tection
; these are preyed upon by about eight others, so that

altogether some twenty-four insects, representing eight

orders, are dependent for their existence on what to the com-
mon observer appears to be nothing but “ an unmeaning
mass of leaves.” Among the numerous insects parasitic on
the inhabitants of galls are hymenopterous flies of the family

Proctotrypidoey and of the family Chalcididce, e.g., CalUmoiae
regiuSy the larva of which preys on the larvse of both CynijiS

glutinosa and its lodger Synergies facialis. The oak-axq>le

often contains the larvse of Braconidee and Ichneumonid(X\

which Von Schlechtendal {loc. sup. cit., p. 33) considers to

be parasites not on the owner of the gall, Andricus termm-
alisy but on inquilinous Tortricidee. Birds are to be in-

cluded among the enemies of gall-insects. Oak-galls, for

example, are broken open by the titmouse in order bo obtain

the grub within, and the “button-galls” of Keurotei'vs

numismatisy Oliv., are eaten by pheasants.

On galls and their makers and inhabitants see further—J. T. C.

Ratzeburg, Die Forst-Insecten, Th. iii. pp. 63 $q., Berlin, 1844 ; T. W.
Harris, Insects injurious to Vegetation^ Boston, U.S., 2d ed., 1852

;

C. KKoch, DiePflanzemlause Aphiden, Nuremberg, 1854; T.

Die Familien der Blattioespen und Holzwc^en, Berlin, 1860

;

Walsh, “ On the Insects, Coleopterous, Hymenopterous, and Dip-
terous, inhabiting the Galls of certain species of Willow,” Proc.
Ent. Soc. Philadelphia, iii., 1863-4, pp. 643--644, and vi., 1866-7,

pp. 223-288 ; T. A. Marshall, “ On some British Cynipidse,” Ent.

Month. Mag., iv. pp. 6-8, &c. ; H. W, Kidd and Albert Muller,

A List of Gall-Bearing British Plants,” ib., v. pp. 118 and 216 ;

G. L. Mayr, Die mitteleuroptaischen Eichengallen in Wort und Bild,

Vienna, 1870-71, and the translation of that work, wdth notes, in the
Entomologist, vols. vii. sq.\ also, by the same author, “Die Ein-
miethler der mitteleuropaischen Eichengallen,” Verlmndl. d. zoolog.

-

bot. Ges. in Wien, xxii. pp. 669-726 ; and “ Die europaischen
Torymiden,” ^5., xxiv. pp. 53-142 (abstracted in Cisiula Eniomo-
logica, i., Lond., 1869-76); F. Low, “ Beitrago zur Kenntni&s der
Gallmucken,” ih., pp. 143-162, and 321-328 ; J. E. von Bergen-
stamm and P. Low, “Synopsis Cecidomyidaxam,” ih., xxvi. px>.
1-104 ; Perris, Ann. Soc. Entom. de France, 4th ser., vol. x. px>.

176-186; R. Osten-Sacken, “ On the North American Cecidomyidae,

'

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. vi., 1867, p. 173;
E. L. Taschenherg, Entomologie fur Gartner und Gartenfrcumlrn,
Leipsic, 1871 ; J. W. H. Traill, “ Scottish Galls,” Scottish Matv-
ralist, i., 1871, pp. 123, &c.

;
Albert Muller, “ British Gall Insects,”

Entomologist's Anniml for 1872, pp. 1-22; B. Altum, Forst-
zoologie, iii., “ Insecten,” pp. 250 sq., Berlin, 1874; J. H. Kalten-
hach, Die Planzen, Feinde aus der Classe der Insecten, Stuttg., 1874;
A. d’Arhois de Jubainville and J. Vesque, Les Maladies des Plantes
Cultivees, pp. 98-105, Paris, 1878. (F. H. B.)

GALLUPPT, Pasquale (1770-1846), a distinguished

Italian philosopher, was born on 2d April 1770, afc Tropea,

in Calabria. He was of good family, and after completing
his education at the academy of Tropea and the university

of Naples he entered the public service, and was for many
years employed in the ofl&ce of the administration of finances.

Altogether apart from academic influences he pursued his

favoui'ite studies, and it was not till he had reached the age

^ Proc. Entomol. Soc. Philadelphia, iii., 1864, p. 549.
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of sixty, and Iiad become widely known by bis writings on
philosophy, that he was called to a chair in the university
of Naples. This chair he held till his death in November
184:6. Galluppi's first work was an essay on analysis and
synthesis (Sull’ Analisa e siiUa Sintesi) published in 1807.
This was followed by the important Saggio filosofico sulla

critiea della coiioscenza, in 6 volumes, published from 1819
to 1832. In the Lettere filosojiche sulle vicende della

filosofia relativamente ai prindpii delle conoscenze humanay
da Cartesio sino a Kanty 1 827, by which, through the trans-

lation into French (by M. Peisse, 1844), he is best known
to foreigners, Galluppi traces his own philosophical de-

velopment from the empiricism of the 18th century writers

through the Kantian criticism to his final speculative view,

one in many respects resembling the doctrines of the Scotch
school as amended by Hamilton. His systematic work,
JSlemeiUi di filosofia (4 vols. 1832), was long used as a text-

book for instruction in the Italian colleges. Of other
writings may be mentioned the Lezioni di logica e di
metajisica (1832—3, 5 vols., 1842); the Filosojia della

Yolonta (3 vols., 1832-1842, incomplete); and the Storia
della Filosofia (1842), of which only the first volume was
published. Galluppi, though in many respects Kantian,
can hardly be said to have taken up fully the speculative

significance of the Critique of Pure Reason^ He accepts the
Kantian demonstration of the necessary unity of conscious-

ness as the indispensable factor in knowledge, regards our
knowledge of the ego as knowledge of substance, maintains
that in external perception, or, as he puts it, in sensation,

we are directly cognizant of the real thing, and holds that
the existence of the unconditioned is given in knowledge as
the necessary correlate of the conditioned, but rejects en-

tirely the a priori element which is the distinguishing

characteristic of the Kantian doctrine of cognition. All
judgments, according to him, are ultimately identical—

a

relic of the empiricism of Condillac which is totally irre-

concilable with the fundamental principles of his philosophy.

On the other haad, Galluppi exaggerates the place and im-
portance of the moral reason ; with Kant he finds objective

truth in the ideas of desert and duty, and admits that

ethical judgments are a p>rioriy without endeavouring to
explain, in accordance with his theoretical views, how such
judgments are at all possible.

A good view of Galluppi’s place in Italian philosophy is given in
Ferri, Essai sur VKiMovre de la PMl. erb Italie au XIX^ JSi^cle,

vol. i., Paris, 1869. See also Y. Botta, in ITeberweg’s History of
Phil. (Eng. transl., vol. ii., appendix ii. ) ; Prof. BarzeUotti, “Philo-
sophy in Italy,” in Mind, October 1878.

GALLUS, C. CoEN’Eiiins, a Homan poet, orator, and
politician, was born of humble parents at Forum Julii

(Fr^jus), in Gaul, about the year 66 b.o. At an early age
he removed to Home, where he was taught by the same
master as Virgil and Varius. In political life he espoused
the cause of Octavianus, and as a reward for his services

was made prefect of Egypt. His conduct in this position

afterwards brought him into disgrace with Augustus, and
dreading the exposure of his arrogance, extortion, and
cruelty, he put an end to his life by throwing himself on
his sword, in the year 26 b.c. Gallus enjoyed a high
reputation among his contemporaries as a man of intellect.

He associated on terms of equality with Virgil, Ovid,
Varius, Asinius Pollio, and others, and on account of his

four books of elegies Ovid claimed for him the first place

among the elegiac poets of Home. His fame as an orator

was hardly inferior to his renown as a poet ; but as not
a fragment of his composition has descended to our times,

we have no means of judging the worth of his literary

pretensions, and have to content ourselves with the some-
what partial estimate of his personal friends.

See Ch. C. Volker, Comm,ent(xtio de C. Galli Vita et ScripUsy
part i„ Bonn, 1840 ; part ii.. Elherfeld, 1844.
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GALT, John (1779—1839), a Scottish novelist, was born

at Irvine, in Ayrshire, on IMay 2, 1779. He received his
early education at Irvine and Greenock, and read largely
from one of the public libraries while serving as a clerk in
a mercantile office. His first compositions appeared in the
Greenock Advertiser and the Scots Magazine. In 1804 he
went to settle in London, where he continued to work at a
poem on the Battle of Lao'gsy which was published anony-
mously. After unsuccessful attempts to succeed in business,
Galt left for the Continent, and met Byron and Sir John
Hobhoiise at Gibraltar, with whom he had a tour in the
Mediterranean. He remained abroad for three years, and
then returned to London. His early works are the JL^fe
and Administration of Wolsepy Voyages and Travels^ Letters
from the Levanty the Life of Benjamin Westy Historical
PictureSy the Wandering JeWy and a volume of dramas;
but he first showed his real power in The Ayrshire Legatees,
which appeared in BlackwoocLs Magazine in 1820. This
was followed in 1821 by his masterpiece

—

The Annals of
the Parish

; and, at short intervals, Sir Andrew Wylie, The
Entail, The Steam-Boat, and The Provost were published.
These are all in his happiest manner, and are unsurpassed
as studies of Scottish chjiracter. His next works were
Bingan Gilhaize, a story of the Covenanters ; The S2oae%Dife,
which relates to the times of James I. of Scotland

; Rothelany
a novel founded on the reign of Edward III.; The Omen,
which was favourably criticized by Sir Walter Scott ; and
The Last of the Lairds, another picture of Scottish life.

In 1826 he visited America for the second time, in con-
nexion with the establishment of the Canada Company—an
undertaking which involved him in great difficulties, and
ultimately proved disastrous to his worldly prospects. It
is pleasant to remember that, although Galt’s connexion
with Canada was unfortuate for himself, his youngest son.

Sir Alexander Galt, has had a distinguished career there,
and was, for some time, finance minister of the colony. In
1827 Galt founded Guelph in Upper Canada, passing on
his way the township of Galt on the Grand Hiver, named
after him by the Hon, William Dixon. In 1829 he re-

turned to England commercially a ruined man, and devoted
himself with great ardour to literary pursuits, of which
the first fruit was Lawrie Todd—one of his best novels.

Then came Soufhennan, a tale of Scottish life in the times
of Queen Mary. In 1830 he was appointed editor of the
Courier newspaper—a post he soon relinquished. His
untiring industry was seen in the publication, in rapid suc-

cession, of a Life of Byron, Lives qf the Players, Bogle
Corhety Stanley Buxton, The Member, The Radical, Eben
Frshine. The Stolen Child, his Autobiography, and a collec-

tion of tales entitled Stories of the Stibdy, In 1834 appeared
his Literary Life and Miscellanies, dedicated by permission

to William lY., who sent the author a present of <£200.

As soon as this work was published Galt retired to

Greenock, where he lingered on in bad health till his death

on the 11th of April 1839.
Galt, like almost all voluminous writers, was exceedingly

unequal. His masterpieces are The Ayrshire Legatees, The
Annals of the Parish, Sir Andrew Wylie, The Entail, The
Provost, and Lawrie Todd. The Ayrshire Legatees gives,

in the form of a number of exceedingly diverting letters,

the adventures of the Hev. Dr Pringle and his family in

London. The letters are made the excuse for endless tea-

parties and meetings of kirk session in the rural parish of

Gamock. The AnTials of the Parish are told by the Hev.

Micah Balwhidder, Gilt’s finest character. This work is a

splendid picture of the old-fashioned Scottish pastor and the

life of a country parish; and, in rich humour, genuine

pathos, and truth to nature, it is unsurpassed even by Scott

Like his other Scotch novels, it is a fine specimen of the

homely graces of the Scottish dialect, and preserves much
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vigorous Doric phraseology fast passing out of use even in I GALUPPI, Baldassaree (1706—1785), a musical corn-

country districts. In this novel Mr Galt used, for the first

time, the term ‘‘ Utilitarian,’’ which has since become so

intimately associated with the doctrines of John Stuart Mill

and his followers (see Annals of the Parish^ chap, xxxv.,

and a note by Mr Mill in Utilitarianism^ chap. ii,). In Sir
Andrew Wylie the hero entered London as a poor lad, but
achieved remarkable success by his shrewd business quali-

ties, The character is somewhat exaggerated, but exces-

sively amusing. The Entail was read thrice by Byron and
Scott, and is the best of Galt’s longer novels. Leddy
Grippy is a wonderful creation, and was considered by
Byron equal to any female character in literature since

Shakespeare’s time. The Provost^ in which Provost Pawkie
tells his own story, portrays inimitably the jobbery, bicker-

ings, and selfseeking of municipal dignitaries in a quaint
Scottish burgh. In Lawrie Todd Galt, by giving us the
Scot in America, has accomplished a feat which Sir Walter
never attempted. This novel exhibits more variety of style

and a greater love of nature than his other books. The life

of a settler is depicted with unerring pencil, and with an
enthusiasm and imaginative power much more poetical than
any of the author’s professed poems.

Galt’s humour is broader aud more contagious thau
Scott’s ; and his pictures of the sleepy life of old Scottish
towns are unrivalled in literature. He is generally called

an imitator of Scott ; but the Annals of the Parish existed
in MS. before Waverley was published. As Galt is pre-

eminently an illustrator of west-country Scottish life, his

range may be said to be narrower than Scott’s
;
but within

it he is supreme. It would be diflSLcult to overrate the im-
mense services which Galt has rendered alike to the history
of the manners and to the history of the language of the
Scottish people.

Por further information about Galt, see his Autobiography
; The

IMerctry Life of John Galt
; and a biographical memoir by his

friend the late I)r Moir of Musselburgh, prefixed to The AnTuxXs of
the Parish. (T. GI.)

GALOIS, Evariste (1811—1832), an eminently original
and profound French mathematician, born 26th October
1811, killed in a duel May 1832. A necrological notice
by his friend M. Auguste Chevalier appeared in the Reoue
Encyclop^diquey September 1832, p. 744 ; and his collected
works are published, Lionville, t. xi. (1846), pp. 381-444,
about fifty of these pages being occupied by researches on
the resolubility of algebraic equations by radicals. But
these researches, crowning as it were the previous labours
of Lagrange, Gauss, and Abel, have in a signal manner
advanced the theory, and it is not too much to say that they
are the foundation of all that has since been done, or is
doing, in the subject. The fundamental notion consists in
the establishment of a group of permutations of the roots of
an equation, such that every function of the roots invariable
by the substitutions of the group is rationally known, and
reciprocally that every rationally determinable function of
the roots is invariable by the substitutions of the groups

;

some further explanatiou of the theorem, and in connexion
with it an explanation of the notion of an adjoint radical,
is given under Equation, Ho. 32. As part of the theory
(hut the investigation has a very high independent value
as regards the Theory of Humbeis, to which it properly
belongs), Galois introduces the notion of the imaginary
roots of an irreducible congruence of a degree superior to
unity y i.e,y such a congruence, E(ir) 0 (mod. a prime
number p)^ has no integer root ; but what is done is to
introduce a quantity i subjected to the condition of verify-
ing the congruence in question, F(^)=l (mod, p), which
quantity i is an imaginary of an entirely new kind, occupy-
ing in the theory of numbers a position analogous to that
of - in algebra.

poser, was born in 1 706, in the island of Burano, near Venice.
His father, a barber by profession, was a musical amateur,
and prepared his son for the music school of Venice called

Conservatorio degl’ Incurabili, where the great Lotti became
his master. His first opera, written at the age of sixteen,

was a failure ; but his comic opera named Dorinda, produced
seven years later, was a great success, and laid the founda-
tion of the youthful composer’s fame. He was a prolific

writer, and no less than seventy of his operas are enumer-
ated, none of which, however, have kept the stage. Some
of these were written for London, where Galuppi resided
between 1741 and 1744, but his masterpiece in tragic opera
was produced at St Petersburg in 1766. The composer
had been induced by liberal offers to accept a position as
imperial conductor of music, and to leave his native country
for Russia, where he lived in high honour at the court of

the czar, and is said to have in return done much for the
progress of his art in Russia by introducing amongst other
things Italian church-music. In 1768 he left Russia, and
resumed his position as organist of the cathedral of St Mark
at Venice, to which he had been appointed in 1762, and
which had been kept open for him during his absence. He
died in 1785, and left 50,000 lire to the poor of Venice.
His best comic opera bears the title II mondo della luna.
The libraries of Dresden and Vienna preserve several of his
operas in MS. At Vienna also some of his works of sacred
music may be found. Others are in Paris and Rome.
GALVANI, Luigi (1737-1798), an eminent Italian

physiologist, after whom galvanism received its name, was
bom at Bologna, September 9, 1737. It was his wish in
early life to enter the church, but by his parents he was
educated for a medical career. At the university of Bologna,
in which city he practised, he was in 1762 appointed public
lecturer in anatomy, and soon gained repute as a skilled
though not eloquent teacher, and, chiefly from his researches
on the organs of hearing and genito-nrinary tract of birds,
as a comparative anatomist. His celebrated theory of
animal electricity he enunciated in a treatise, De viribus
elecfcricitatis in motu musculari commentarius,” published in
the 8th volume of the memoirs of the Institute of Sciences
at Bologna in 1791, and separately at Modena in the follow-
ing year, and elsewhere subsequently. The statement has
frequently been repeated that, in 1786, Galvanihad skinned
some frogs to make broth for his wife, who was in delicate
health ; that the leg of one of these, on being accidentally
touched by a scalpel which had lain near an electrical
machine, was thrown into violent convulsions

; and that it

was thus that his attention was first directed to the relations
of animal functions to electricity. From documents in the
possession ofj^the Institute of Bologna, however, it appears
that twenty years previous to the publication of his Com-
mentary Galvani was already engaged in investigations as
to the action of electricity upon the muscles of frogs. The
observation that the suspension of certain of these animals
on an iron railing by copper hooks caused twitching in the
muscles of their legs led him to the invention of his metallic
arc, the first experiment with which is described in the third
part of the Commentary, wherein it is registered September
20,^ 1786. The arc he constructed of two different metals,
which, placed in contact the one with a nerve and the other
with a muscle of a frog, caused contraction of the latter.
In GJalvani’s view the motions of the muscle were the result
of the union, by means of the metallic arc, of its exterior
or negative electrical charge with positive electricity which
proceeded along the nerve from its inner substance. Volta,
on the other hand, attributed them solely to the effect of

I

electricity having its source in the junction of the two dis-

j

metals of the arc, and regarded the nerve and muscle
I
simply as conductors. Galvani in one of his memoirs
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recorded the observation that muscular contractions may be
caused in a prepared frog merely by bending back the legs

and bringing them into contact with the lumbar nerves, as

also when a nerve is touched at two different points with a
morsel of muscle taken frotn a living frog, phenomena not

satisfactorily explicable on the theories of Volta
j but after

the death of the Bologna professor very little was heard of

animal electricity till, in 1827, the study of the subject was
resumed by Nobili. On Galvani’s refusal, from religious

scruples, to take the oath of allegiance to the Cisalpine re-

public on its establishment, he was removed from his pro-

fessorship. Deprived thus of the means of livelihood, he
retired to the house of his brother Giacomo, where he soon
fell into a feverisb decline. The republican Government,
in consideration of his great scientific fame, eventually, but
too late, determined to reinstate him in his chair at the

university of Bologna. He died December 4, 1798. A
quarto edition of his works was published at Bologna in

1841—42, by the Academy of Sciences of the Institute of

that city, under the title Ojpere edite ed inedite del 2professore

lAcigi Galvani.

See Yolta, An Account of some Discoveries made by LIr Gal-
vani, of Bologna,” in Phil. Trams.

^ 1793, pp. 10-44 ; J. L. Alibert,
JSlogio Storico di Luigi Galvani, Tradiuzione dal Fraoicese, Bolog.,

1802, fol. ; Arago, in “Alexandre Volta,” OSuvrcs Completes, ed.

Barral, t. i. p. 242, 1854 ; and H. M. Noad, Manual of Electricity,

chap. X.; also Eleotrioitv, voL viii. p. 9, col. 1, and Volta.

GALVANISM. See Electeicity and Physiology.
GALVANOMETEIl,an instrument used for indicating or

measuring currents of electricity, wherein advantage is taken
of the force exerted by such currents on movable magnets
in their neighbourhood.^ When a galvanometer is used
for indicating merely, without measuring, it is sometimes
called a galvanoscope. If we consider only such instruments
as have come into actual use, this definition is strict enough
for practical purposes. If we were to consider all the
instruments that have"been or might be made, some would
come under the definition whose resemblance to the modern
galvanometer would not at first sight be apparent. Such,
for instance, is the electromagnetic balance of Becquerel,^

which consists of two bar magnets hung from the scale pans
of a delicate balance each in the axis of a cylindrical bobbin
of wire—one being over, the other under its corresponding
bobbin (see fig. 1). The north poles of both magnets hang

Fig. 1.

downwards, and the current to be measured is sent round
tho bobbin, so that each of the magnets is repelled.
Weights are put into the left-hand scale until equilibrium
m the original position is restored. The weight thus added
is proportional to the current strength, so long as the
induced magnetism of the magnets can be neglected. This
instrument has fallen into disuse.

In a complete galvanometer of modern construction the
following parts may occur :—(1) the coil or multiplier, (2)

^ For another definition see the article Electrometer.
^ Eor a brief history of the construction of galvanometric apparatus

see art. Electricity, voL viii. p. 13.
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the needle or movable magnet or magnets, (3) the astatizing
apparatus, (4) the deflecting or adjusting magnet, (5) the
graduation or reading apparatus, (6) the damping apparatus,

(7) accompanying the galvanometer, as a piece of auxiliary
apparatus, we may also have a box of shunts. It would be
easy to make a more minute enumeration of parts, but the
above will serve our present purpose. On the other hand,
it is not always that each of the above organs is represented
separately ; some may be wanting in certain ca-ses, and the
functions of two or more may be combined.

1. The multiplier or coil consists of a ring-shaped
channel of elliptical, rectangular, or circular shape—usually
the last, the cross section being in general rectangular.
Into this is wound, as closely and regularly as possible, a
quantity of silk-covered wire. The material chosen for the
wire is usually copper, which should be as soft as possible
in order to secure Mgh conductivity. White silk is preferred
for the insulating covering, on account of its freedom from
iron, though this is for most purposes a needless refinement.

Great care should be taken that the wire is dry when it is

wound. It is usual, in order to secure and render perman-
ent the insulation, to steep the whole coil in melted paraffin ;

after this has been done, there is little risk of loss of insula-

tion, provided the layers have been carefully tested during
the winding. The idea of the multiplier in sensitive

galvanometers is to bring the greatest number of coils of

wire within the least possible distances of the magnet. It

is evident, therefore, that the insulating covering should be
as thin as is consistent with good insulation; this considera-

tion assumes great importance when coils of very fine wire
have to be wound. After the wire has reached a certain

fineness the proportion of space occupied by insulating

matter is so great that further reduction of the section ot

the wire simply increases the resistance without enabling
us to pack more turns into the same space. In general the
section of the wire ought to be chosen with reference to the

use which the galvanometer is intended to serve. The
following ideal case wifi enable the reader to comprehend
the principle which regulates the choice of multiplier

under given circumstances. Suppose the dimensions of the

channel, and the whole space which the wire is to fiiU, to be
given, and the whole external resistance also given, then it

may be shown that the section of the wire® ought to be
chosen so that the resistance of the galvanometer shall be
equal to the external resistance. The case contemplated
here is that where we have a simple external circuit; many
cases can be reduced to this at once, and we shall consider

below a more complicated case of considerable practical

importance. Theoretically the section of the wire ought to

vary with the distance of the winding from the axis of the

coiL The law is that the diameter of the wire in each layer

ought to be proportional to the linear dimension of that

layer. This is sometimes roughly carried out in practice

by winding the outer layers of thicker wire than the inner.^

The proper form of the longitudinal section of the coil

depends on the use for which the instrument is destined,

and will be more properly discussed when we describe

particular instruments. In a certain class of galvanometers

called differential, the wire on the coil is wound double, so

that two currents can be sent through side by side in the

same or in opposite directions.

2. The needle consists of a piece of magnetized steel,

^ In this and all that follows the silk covering is either neglected or

is supposed to vary in thickness as the diameter of the wire.

The cross section of the coil is not a matter of indifference in

sensitive galvanometers ; but the question is hardly of sufficient

importance to need discussion here. Information on the sulgect

wiU he found in W. Weber’s ElecirodyiuxnmscJie MaaslestimmtDngen,
Thl. ii.; H. Weber, Pogg. Arm.^ 1869; Maxwell’s Electrxaity aaid

Magnetisun, vol. ii. secs. 716 sqg.i Jenkin’s Electricity and Mag-
netism^ cap. xiii, sec. 9.

7
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whicL should be as hard as possible. Watch-spring steel is

sometimes used, and file steel is recommended by some
authorities. The hardness is important for two reasons,

—

in the first place, to ensure that the permanent magnetism
of the needle shall not alter. This is of small importance
where permanent deflections are to be observed, provided
we can be sure that the direction of the magnetic axis does
not alter. In the second place the induced magnetism is

less in hard than in soft steel, though not so much less as

some writers would lead us to suppose. The best way of

avoiding induced magnetism would be to make the needle

spherical in form
;
the advantage thus gained, however,

would in most cases be counterbalanced by other defects.

The form of the needle has been much varied by dilferent

constructors. In the earlier instruments they were made
verylong, and were suspended like compass needles bymeans
of a jewelled cup playing on a steel point. We have heard
on good authority that for some purposes, such as mounting
tangent galvanometer needles, this method of suspension, if

carefully carried out, really answers very well. By far the
most usual mode of suspension, however, is by means of a
raw silk fibre, or by a bundle of such fibres. Weber in-

troduced the use of heavy magnets whose moment of inertia

and time of oscillation were great. For many purposes
such needles have great advantages—where, for instance,

the time of oscillation, the logarithmic decrement, or the
extent of swing of the needle has to be observed. Where,
on the contrary, the galvanometer is to be used merely as
an indicator, particularly in detecting transient currents, a
light needle of small moment of inertia should be used.
Continental constructors, no doubt unduly influenced by a
reverence for Weber’s methods, have failed to realize this ;

and we have seen few, if indeed any, instruments by them
really well suited foe measuring resistances with the
Wheatstone’s bridge. This principle has been carried
farthest in the galvanometers of Sir William Thomson, in
some of which the needle with all its appurtenances weighs
little over a grain.

In some galvanometers certain telegraphic reading
instruments) the needle is movable about a horizontal axis,

and is weighted so as to be vertical in its undisturbed posi-
tion. Owing to the friction at the points where the axis
is supported, this method of suspension is useless for sensi-
tive instruments.

3.

When, as is usual, the galvanometer magnet is mov-
able in a horizontal plane, the force which balances the
electromagnetic force of the current in the multiplier is the
horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic force. Each
of these forces is proportional to the magnetic moment of
the galvanometer needle, and consequently the ratio of the
forces, on which depends the magnitude of the deflexion of
the needle, is independent of the magnetic moment of the
needle. We cannot therefore increase the sensitiveness of
the galvanometer by simply increasing the magnetic
moment of the needle. The action of the earth can, how-
ever, be counteracted, and the needle rendered more or less
astatic in one or other of two ways.
One way is to fix on the same axis of suspension two

parallel magnets, whose magnetic moments are as nearly as
possible equal, and which are turned opposite ways. The
whole system is suspended so that one of the magnets swings
inside the multiplier and the other over it, as in fig. 2.
In more modern instruments, such as those constructed by
Messrs Elliot Brothers, the multiplier consists of two equal
coils placed one vertically over the other, each enclosing one
of the magnets of the astatic system, as in fig. 3. Another
method is to place a magnet, or a system of magnets, in the
neighbourhood of the galvanometer, so as to counteract the
earth’s force. In general, one magnet will suflS.ee, placed
vertically under or over the galvanometer, in the magnetic

meridian, its north pole of course pointing north. Eor
convenience this magnet should be mounted on a vertical

graduated rod, with a rough and a fine adjustment.

In adjusting the sensi-

tiveness of the galvano-
meter, it will be useful to

recollect that the couple
tending to bring the
needle back to its posi-

tion of equilibrium varies

directly as the square of

the number of oscilla-

tions which the needle
executes in a given time
when no current is pass-

ing through the multi-
plier.^ As the astatizing

magnet is brought nearer
and nearer to the galvanometer, the oscillations of the needle
will be seen to become slower and slower, till at last the

equilibrium becomes unstable, and the needle turns round
through 180*^

; after which, on causing
the magnet to approach still farther,

the rapidity of oscillation increases.

If the damping be very strong, and the
mirror very light, an intermediate stage

called the a^jeriodic state is passed
through.

4. The normal position of the magnetic
axis of the needle, when no current is

passing, is parallel to the windings of

the multiplier. It is particularly neces-
sary that it should be in this position

when the galvanometer is being used
as a measuring instrument, and it is

advisable in any case, since this is the
position in which for a given current the
electromagnetic action on the needle is greatest. The final

adjustment might of course be made by moving the multi-
plier, but it is far more convenient to move the needle, a
magnet being used for the purpose. Sometimes the astatiz-

ing magnet is used, but it is better to have a much weaker
magnet for the fine adjustment, suspended like the astatizer
on a vertical axis, having a vertical motion and a motion of
rotation. It is better still to use a magnet placed with its

axis in the axis of the multiplier, so that it can be slid
backwards and forwards at pleasure. We have seen tv;o

such magnets placed side by side, with their north and
south and their south and north poles together ; this gives
a differential adjustment which is very convenient. The
main advantage of placing magnets in this way is that we
can alter the direction of the lines of force with a minimum
effect on the strength of the magnetic field.

5. The graduation or reading apparatus in the older
instruments consisted of a pointer or index fixed to the
magnet (very often it was the magnet itself), playing over
a circular graduation centred as nearly as possible in the
axis of rotation of the needle. The mirror method of read-
ing which prevails in most modem instruments was origin-
ally suggested by Poggendorff, and carried out in practice
by G-auss and Weber. A mirror is rigidly attached to the
magnet, so that the reflecting face passes as nearly as pos-
sible through the vertical axis of rotation of the needle.
The glass of the mirror should he very thin, otherwise a
greater or less correction for its thickness will be necessary.
In the subjective method of reading, a scale is fixed before
the mirror, which is usually plane (it must be well made to

^ This is not exactly true where there is damping : hut the rule is
sufficient for ordinary purposes.
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be of any use), and the image of the scale is observed by
means of a telescope fixed over or under the centre of the

scale. The scale divisions are seen to pass the wires of the

telescope, and if a circular scale be used, whose centre is in

the axis of suspension of the mirror, the difference between
the numbers on the cross wires in any two positions of the

magnet is a measure of twice the deflection of the magnet
A correction is necessary when a straight scale is used. The
reader who has occasion to use the method will find prac-

tical instructions, with tables of corrections, in Wiedemann’s
Gahanismits, Bd. ii. sec. 181 sqq.] Maxwell’s Electricity

and Magnetism^ voL ii. sec. 450 sqq. In the objective

method, which is more usually practised in this country, the
mirror is concave, and reflects the image of a fixed illumin-

ated slit (often furnished with a vertical wire where greater

accuracy is desired) upon a graduated scale. The readings

are proportional to double the deflexion of the needle, or

to the tangent of the double deflexion, according as the
scale is circular or straight.

6. By damping is meant the decrease of the extent of the
oscillations of the galvanometer needle arising from the
dissipation of energy through the resistance of the air, the
action of currents induced in neighbouring metallic circuits,

the viscosity of the suspension fibre, and so on. There is

always more or less damping owing to the first two causes,

and possibly the third ;
but in many cases, where it is de-

sirable that the oscillations should subside very quickly, the
damping is purposely increased. In the older instruments
the damping arrangement consisted of masses of copper
surrounding the magnet. This is carried to the extreme in

Wiedemann’s tangent galvanometer, where the needle is

ring-shaped, and swings in a ring-shaped cavity not much
larger than itself, in the heart of a mass of copper. In the
dead-beat galvanometers of Sir William Thomson the
magnet with its attached mirror is enclosed in a flat cell,

in which it can just move freely to the required extent.

The damping, due to the pumping of the air backwards and
|

forwards round the edges of the mirror, is so great that the

needle swings off to its position of equilibrium, and remains
there without oscillating at all. The same result is attained

in Yarley’s construction by immersing the needle in a cell

filled with liquid.

7. The box of shunts is simply a set of resistances;

generally there are three,—-^th, -^th, and g^th of the
resistance of the multiplier, Wheu it is required to reduce
the sensibility of the galvanometer, the terminals of one of

these, say the -^th, are connected with the terminals of the
multiplier ;

we thus have a multiple arc in place of the
galvanometer, and the current is divided between its

branches in the ratio of their conductivities, so that one-

hundredth^ of the whole current flows through the galvano-

meter. By means of such a box as we have described, we
can therefore send through the galvanometer the whole of

any current, or the tenth, hundredth, or thousandth part.

It must not be forgotten that the introduction of the shunt
diminishes the whole resistance of the galvanometer circuit.

In most cases, however, this is of little moment ;
where

necessary, the alteration may be either compensated^ or

allowed for.

Sensitive Galvanometers,—In galvanometers of this class

everything is disposed so as to bring the greatest possible

number of turns of wire into the neighbourhood of the

needle. The needle is therefore made as small and compact
as possible, and the windings embrace it as closely as pos-

sible, the opening in the centre of the coil being reduced to

a minimum. The astatic multiplier (fig. 4) is an instru-

ment of this kind which was formerly much used. The

1 See art. Electbicitt, p. 43.
® B g., in above case by introducing into the galvanometer circuit

T^ths, T%ths, respectively of the resistance of the multiplier.
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coil is of flat, rectangular shape, with a narrow central
opening just large enough to allow one of the magnets of
the astatic system

""

to swing freely.

The other magnet
swings over a gra-

duated circle placed

on the top of the
coil, and serves also

as an index. Some-
times a mirror and
scale are substituted

for the index and
graduated circle.

The sole on which
the coil stands is

movable on a fixed

piece which can be
levelled by means
of three screws- A
graduation is often

furnished to mea-
sure the angle of

rotation of the coil

about a vertical 4.—Astatic multiplier,

axis
;

this is useful when the galvanometer has to be
graduated or corrected for the torsion of the fibre.

In the galvanometers of Sir William Thomson, which are

the most sensitive hitherto constructed, the central opening
of the coil is circular, being just large enough to allow free

play to a small concave mirror a centimetre or so in

diameter. Usually the coil is wound in two halves, which
can be screwed together with a septum between them, in

which is placed the arrangement for suspending the mirror
and magnets. In dead-beat instruments the coil is often

wound in a single piece, and the mirror is arranged in a

cell,^ glazed back and front, and fitted into a tube which
slides into the core of the coil.

Fig. 5 represents a very convenient form of Thomson’s

Fro. 5.—^Form of Thomson’s Galvanometer.

galvanometer, the only specimen of its kind we have seen.

The peculiarity of its construction consists in the connexion

between the scale and the galvanometer, which saves much
trouble in adjusting the instrument. It was constructed

by Elliot Brothers for the British Association Committee

on Electrical Standards- Such a galvanometer as this, pro-

vided with a high and low resistance coil, would meet all

the wants of most laboratories.

In another form called the marine galvanometer, the

mirror is strung on a fibre stretched between two fixed

points. In order to keep the needle from being influenced

® This arrangement is that adopted by White of Glasgow in the

galvanometers made by him after Sir Wm. Thomson’s pattern.
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by the rolling of the ship, its centre of gravity is carefully

adjusted so as to be in the axis of suspension. The mirror

is enclosed in a narrow cell which just allows it room to

deflect to the required extent, and damps the oscillation so

effectually that the instrument is dead beat.” In order

to destroy the directive action of the earth, the inconveni-

ence of which in a galvanometer for use on board ship is

obvious, the case of this galvanometer is made of thick soft

iron, which completely encloses the whole, leaving only a

small window for the ingress and egress of the ray of light

by means of which the motions of the mirror are read

;

a flat horse-shoe magnet placed on the top of the case

still farther overpowers the earths force and directs the

mirror.

All these galvanometers may, of course, be wound double

and used differentially. When this is the case, a small

auxiliary compensating coil is often used to correct the

inequality of the magnetic fields due to the two sets of

windings. This auxiliary coil is usually mounted on a

spindle in the axis of the main coil, and can be moved
backwards and forwards till a current passing through it

and one set of windings in one direction, and through the

other set of windings in the other direction, does not

sensibly deflect the mirror.

The astatic arrangement described above (p. 51, fig. 4)

is often adopted. A galvano-

meter of this construction by
Elliot Brothers is shown in fig.

6. It may be questioned, how-
ever, whether for ordinary

purposes the additional sensi-

bility thus gained compensates
for the increased complexity

and cost of the instrument.

Standard Galvanometers,

—

WTien galvanometers are in-

tended for measuring currents,

there must be some law con-

necting the indications of the

needle with the strength of the

current in the multiplier. It

is therefore of great importance
that slight variations in the

position of the magnet should
not introduce large or irregular

(incalculable) variations into the

indications of the instrument.

Accordingly in standard instru-

ments the windings are much Eig. 6 .
—^Elliot’s Astatic

farther removed from the mag- Galvanometer,

net than in sensitive galvanometers, and in the best forms
the multiplier is so disposed that it produces a uniform
field of magnetic force around the needle.

The earliest forms of standard galvanometer were the

tangent and sine compasses invented by Pouillet. The
first of these consists simply of a single vertical coil of

wire, with a magnet suspended at its centre, whose
deflexion may be read in any of the various ways already

described. If the length of the magnet be very small, the
magnetic field in its neighbourhood may be regarded as

uniform, and the electromagnetic couple will be propor-

tional to cos^, 0 being the deflexion from the plane of

the windings. If the windings be arranged so as to be in

the magnetic .meridian,^ the couple due to the earth’s

action tending to bring the magnet back to its position of

equilibrium will be proportional to sin 6, hence the current

strength will be proportional to tan 9,

^ This can "be done most easily by means of a mirror attached to

the multiplier and adjusted so as to be parallel to the windings.

If the multiplier be movable about a vertical axis through

angles which can be measured in any way, the instrument

may be used as a sine compass. The current is applied

and the multiplier turned round after the magnet until

the axis of the latter is again parallel to the windings.

The current strength is now clearly proportional to sin 6^

where 6 is the deflexion of the multiplier from the mag-
netic meridian. When the instrument is used in this way,

the needle being always brought into the same position

relative to the windings, the uniformity of the magnetic

field is a matter of indifference, and there is no necessity

for the needle to be short.

Gaugain attempted to improve the tangent galvanometer

by suspending the magnet ex-

centrically at a point in the

axis of the coil distant from
the centre by half the radius of

the coil. This, however, is in

reality the reverse of an im-
provement. ^

A real advance, however, was
made by Helmholtz, who placed

two equal parallel and vertical

coils, one on each side of the

magnet, each at a distance from
it equal to half the common
radius. In fig. 19, at the end
of his second volume, Maxwell
gives a diagram of the lines of

force due to two equal parallel

circular circuits, from which it

will be seen that the magnetic
field at the centre of such an
arrangement of currents is very
approximately uniform. This
approximation may be carried

still farther by adding a third Fig. 7.

—

Galvanometer designed

coil parallel to the two others, Professor Maxwell,

and equidistant from them. The wire is wound in two paralld

In some examples of Helm-
holtz’s galvanometer the wind-
ings are arranged on a conical

surface, so that the ratio of the
radius of each to the distance

of its plane from the centre of

the magnet shall be 2 : 1. In
reality this is unnecessary, pro-

vided the ratio of the depth
and breadth of the usual rect-

angular channel be properly

adjusted (see Maxwell, vol, ii.

sec. 713). Fig. 7 represents

a galvanometer of the kind
described.

of hard wood, each an mch hroad
and an inch deep. Ihe radius of

the bottom of each channel is one
inch, and the distance between
them is half an inch. The cylin-
diical perforation in the core of

the multiplier is 1| inch in dia-

meter—^large enough to allow the
needle to swing fieely withoiit
causing irregular air cuiTents, «fec.

Into the ends of the coie aie
screwed two caps containing a
piece of plane parallel gLiss and a
plano-convexlens respectively, the
former for subjective, the latter
for objective reading. By means
of a slit and screvr in the stem
which supports the instniment, a
hoiizontal bar can be fixed parallel
to the axis of the multiplier. On
this a deflecting magnet can be
mounted, so that the galvanometer
can be used os a magnetometer.

JReducticni of Galvanometer Indications.—^When the position of

every layer of wire in the multiplier is known with sufficient

accuracy, and the multiplier arranged so as to ju’oduee a sensibly
uniform field, the electromagnetic action per unit of current can be
calculated for every position of the magnet. In this case the
galvanometer is an absolute instrument. When we possess one
absolute instrument it is easy to evaluate the indications of any
other in absolute measure by means of it ; we have only to pass the
same current through both galvanometers in series and compare the
readings. The best way, however, to construct a standard galvano-
meter is to provide for uniformity of field in the core of the multiplier,
and find the resultant electromagnetic force for unit current, or, as it

is called, the constant of the instrument, by comparison with a pair
of equal standard coils oflarge diameter (18 in. to 24 in.). Tkese aie

arranged vertically on the same axis, the distance between them
being equal to the mean radius, just as in Helmholtz’s galvanometer.
The galvanometer to be tested is placed symmetrically between tho

® See Maxwell, Electricity and Ma<fnetism^ vol, ii. secs. 712, 713.
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standard coils, the centre of its multiplier being near the centre of
the whole arrangement, and the axes of all the coils coincident. A
multiple arc is then
formed, one branch
of which contains the
coils and the other
the galvanometer, so
that the magnetic
actions oppose each
other. The resist-

ances of the two
branches are then
adjusted till the gal-

vanometer needle
gives no indication
when a current is

sent through the
multiple arc. The
w’hole arrangement
will be understood Pio-. s,
from fig. 8. If It and

^

S be the resistances in the branches containing the galvanometer
and coils respectively, then the constant of the galvanometer is to
that of the coils as It : S ; so that when the latter is calculated^ the
former is known.
The constant of the galvanometer G being known, the value of a

current producing a delexion 6 is given in absolute measure by

l«=?tan d,

H being the horizontal component of the eai*th^s magnetic force.

In many cases it is necessary to correct for the torsion of the sus-

pending fibre. The value of this correction is easily found by
turning the multiplier^ through 90"* either way, and observing how
far the needle follows it. The reader will find all necessary details

in Maxwell, voL ii., secs. 452, 742.

In all cases whei great accuracy is required it is advisable to

graduate, or, as it is sometimes said, to calibrate the ^Ivauometer,
that is, to compare the electromagnetic couple exerted by the multi-
plier when the needle is deflected through an angle 6 with that
when the needle is parallel to the windings. It is easy to see that

this may be done by means of the arrangement described above for

finding the constant of a galvanometer. If the object simply is to

calibrate the galvanometer without reducing its indications to

absolute measure, the standard coils may he replaced by a single

coil of sufficient magnetic moment ;^lace(i in the axis of the multi-
plier. .^mother method of calibration, which is simpler, and in
some respects more satisfactory, although possibly more laborious,

will be understood from fig. 9. The resistance a is equal to the

Fig. 9.

resistance of the galvanometer, and they can he rapidly inter-

changed. By adjusting/the ratio of the currents in the branches

of the multiple arc may he varied as we please, and by varying e

the current in one of the branches can always be brought to a
standard strength, say that which produces unit deflexion of the

galvanometer needle. We can thus, by repeatedly interchanging a
and b, compare the deflexions produced by a series of currents whose
strengths are given multiples of the standard strength. If the

expenmenter has two galvanometers at his disposal the interchanges

may of course he avoided.

On tTie Use of the Galvanometer.—^We may add a few* remarks on
the different uses to which a galvanometer may be put.

Detection of Currents.—One of the commonest of all the uses of a
galvanometer is to indicate the currents sent through telegraph

wires or cables. In the case of submarine cables, where the currents

are often very feeble, dead-heat galvanometers of Thomson’s or

Yarley’s construction are used.

When a current is to be detected which produces a veiy small or

quite insensible permanent deflexion,the following process, called the

method of multiplication, is sometimes used. The period of oscilla-

tion of the needle is first found; then, the needle being at rest or

only swinging through a very small arc, the current is applied

^ See for such calculations Maxwell, voL ii., chaps, xiv. and xv.^

® Or the piece to which the fibre is attached, if it is not rigidly

attached to the multiplier.
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through half the period of oscillation so as co urge the needle
in the direction in which it is going, then intermitted for half a
peiiod, then applied again, and so on. If a current in the supposed
toection really exist, the oscillations of the magnet will gradually
increase, until the energy supplied by the intermittent action ofthe
current is equal to that wasted by the damping of the needle.

It is obvious that this process is more effective the smaller the
damping of the needle

; it leads to no advantage whatever with e

dead-beat instrument.
Resistance Measuring.—In comparing resistances, sensitive gal-

vanometers of Sir William Thomson’s construction^ are by far
the most convenient ; the dead-beat arrangement is essential for
rapid work.

If a differential galvanometer of given dimensions he used (see
art. Electrioity, p. 44), and if the resistance of the battery is

ne^ligible_ compared with the other resistances used, the wire with
which it is wound should be chosen so that its resistance is one-
third of the resistance to be measured.^

It is shown in the art. Electricity (p. 44) that, in arranging a
Wheatstone’s bridge to measure a given resistance, all the arms of
the bridge and the battery and galvanometer should have equal
resistances. As a rule, all these are not at our disposal. If the
resistances of the arms and of the battery are given, and the resist-

ance of the galvanometer (of given dimensions) is at our disposal,
then the resistance of the galvanometer ought to be equal to that
of the multiple arc which remains between the terminals of the
galvanometer when the battery is disconnected from the bridge.^
This may be deduced at once fi’om the expression given in vol. viii.

p. 44.
Again, the resistance to be measured and the battery and galva-

nometer resistance being given, we may inquire what is the best
arrangement of the arms of the bridge.

Differentiating the expression given in vol. viii. p. 44 with
respect to y and z, we get

BG--2/2^2E2=«{y2(E-fG)B—CKR+B)} ,

BG— BCR-hG)}
;

the solution of which is obviously

/G(R+B
)

/B^±G).^ R(R4-G)' V RCR-fB)*

wteace we liave s= T= ^eb • . and

determining the resistances of the disposable arms.
It appears that, when B and G are given, the resistance of the

arm opposite to the resistance to he measured ought always to be
the geometric mean between B and G.®

In a certain class of observations a needle with large moment of

inertia is used. The methods in use are mostly due to Gauss and
Weber. Eor an aecoimt of these methods the reader is referred to

Maxwell, chap. xvi. He should also consult a paper by Du Bois-

Beymond in Monatsber. d. Borl. Acad., 1869-70. (G. OH.)

GALVESTON*
Copyright, 1879, by A. <S&G. Bloch.

ALVESTON, a city and port of entry on the coast of

Texas, United States of North America, situated

about 340 miles to the westward of the mouth of the South
Pass of the Mississippi Hiver, on the south side of the

entrance into Galveston Bay, in 29^ 18' N. lat. and 94*

47' long, west from Greenwich. It is the principal port

and the largest city in the State, is the seat of justice of

Galveston County, and is located on the inner shore of

Galveston Island, about 2 miles from its most north-easterly

point, known as Fort Point. The city therefore faces the

main Texas shore, being separated from it by West Bay,

lying between the island and the mainland. The principal

portion of the county lies on the mainland fronting the

two bays above named, its general surface, like that of the

island, being low and level, and the soil sandy.

Galveston Island is a low sandy island, about 28 miles-

long and 1J to miles wide, stretching along the coast

of Texas in a north-easterly and south-westerly direction,

and forming the gulf coast-line throughout its entire length.

® See Sir W. Thomson on resistance measurement, Droc. R. S.,

1862, p. S13.
^ Schwendler, PhU. Mag., 1872. ® Id., ibid., 1866.

® Heaviside, Und., 1873.
* This is reprinted here from the work entitled Gadveston, by

Maj.-Gen. Q. A. Gillmore, U. S. Engineers. Hew York, Oharles-

Scribner’s Sons, 1879. Copyright, 1879, by A. & O. Black.
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Its surface, which, lias an average height of 4 to 5 feet above

tide level, is diversified by a number of freshwater ponds

and intersected by several creeks and small bayous. The
beach, on the Gulf side, furnishes a smooth and pleasant

drive daring low-water stage, and excellent surf-bathing at

all times. To the northward of the entrance into the har-

bour, the coast-line is continued in the same general direc-

tion to the north-east by Bolivar Peninsula, a low, narrow

sand-strip of the mainland, the width of the throat of the

harbour between Fort Point and Bolivar Point being about

2 miles. There is a lighthouse on Bolivar Point.

Galveston Harbour is the finest in the State ;
and the bay of the

same name, including certain outlying portions of it known severally

as East Bay, West Bay, and Turtle Bay, covers an area of upwards
of 450 square miles of tidal water. At the head of the bay, about

35 miles from the city in a northerly direction, it^ receives Trinity

River, its largest tributary, while San Jacinto River and Bufiaio

Bayou enter it from the west 18 miles lower down.
The mean rise and fall of tide at Galveston is feet, but spring-

tides occasionally rise more than 3 feet above, and fall nearly 2 feet

below the plane of mean low water, and fluctuations between much
wider limits are not uncommon imder the influence of heavy winds.

During a storm which occurred in October 1867 the water rose 6^
feet above mean low-water stage, and in September 1875 it rose in

some portions of the bay 7 feet, and in others 9^ feet above the same
level. Two years later there was a rise of 5^^ feet, produced hy an
onshore wind which reached a maximum velocity of 60 miles per

hour. The lowest tide of which we have any record fell feet

below mean low-water level, thus giving a difference of 12'

3^j- feet

between the highest and the lowest recorded tides.

A sand bar, produced and maintained by the joint action ofwaves
and currents, stretches across, bow-shaped, in front of the entrance
into the bay, restricting the draught of vessels entering the harbour to
from 12^ to 13 feet. The United States Government has undertaken
the improvement of this entrance by means of two jetties, one
starting from Fort Point and the other from near Bolivar Point,
having an aggregate length of about 7 miles. It is the intention to
carry them out to and &yond the crest of the bar on converging
lines, so that their sea ends, resting in about 18 feet water on the
outer slope of the bar, will be about 1 mile apart. It is expected
that these jetties will cost about $2,000,000, and that they will

produce and maintain a practicable channel depth of 18 to 19 feet

at mean low-water. Gnce inside this bar a draught of fully 20 feet

cau be carried to the wharves of the city. The Bolivar Point Jetty in
August 1879 had reached a length of 8, 000 feet from the shore.

That from Fort Point had not been carried out so far. The peculiar
mode of construction adopted for these works by the superintending
engineer, Major C. W. Howell, United Sxates Corps of Engineers,
merits some notice here. The jetties are formed with large gabions,
or basket-work cylindei-s, plastered inside and out with hydraulic
cement, so as to give a thickness of 5 to 6 inches to the cylindrical
wall. The gabions are either circular, with a diameter of 6 feet, or
of an oval cross section, with diameters of 6 feet and 12 feet respect-
ively. They are closed at the bottom, and are also provided with
a tight-fitting wooden cover. After being sunk to their proper
positions in the work, on their ends, arranged in a single or double
row, they are filled with sand pumped up from the bottom and
passed in through a hole left in the gabion cover. At first these
gabions were placed directlyupon the bottom, but the action of the
sea and currents caused so much underscour and settlement, that a
foundation of fascines formed into a mattress and weighted with
stones was resorted to. On the most exposed portions of the works
about one-sixth of the number of gabions put into position have
been destroyed hy heavy storm-waves, so that this method of con-
struction cannot as yet be regarded as past the experimental stage.

Galveston was first settled in 1837. It is handsomely laid out
upon ground elevated from 6J to 10 feet above ordinary tide level,
has wide and straight streets, and has several public squares, parks,
and gardens. The streets running parallel to West Bay are known
as avenues, and are designated by the letters of the alphabet,
beginning at the bay, while those at right angles to the water
are numbered. Special names are assigned to some of the streets.
Avenue A, parallel and next to the wharf or channel front, is
mostly occupied by wholesale houses. Kext comes Avenue B, or
‘‘The Strand,” and then Avenue C, or Mechanic Street, both devoted
largely to the wholesale business. Avenue D, or Market Street, for
a distance of seventeen squares, is occupied by retail stores, shops,
restaurants, hotels, banks, &c. This is the main shopping street.
Avenues E and F are of the same character. The post-office and
United States court-house are at the intersection of Avenue F and
20th Street, and the custom-house is near by. Avenue J, or
Broadway, is regarded as the most desirable locality for residences.
It is 150 feet wide, including an esplanade 36 feet wide through the
middle aud a 16-foot sidewalk on either side, Bath Avenue

at right angles to Broadway, is 120 feet wide.
^

Fremont, or 23d

Street, is the principal drive in the city, and is maintained as a

shell road from ‘ ‘ The Strand ” to,the Gulf beach. Wixli the excep-

tions named, the streets are SO feet and the avenues 70 feet wide,

including 16 feet sidewalks, and the blocks or squares are unifoimly

260 wide and 300 feet long, with an alley 20 feet wide running

lengthwise through the middle, along the lear of the lots. The por-

tion of the city built over extends liom about 6th to 40th Streets,

and from Avenue A south to within two to three blocks ot the Gulf

beach. The only streets paved aie four or five blocks on Avenues

B, 0, and D. They are leaved with blocks of heart cyi)res&. The
same avenues are shelled fiom between 10th to 32d Streets, or

thereabouts, with clam shells from 18 to 30 inches deep. Trees aie

planted very generally on the outer edge of the sidewalks, the

oleander being the chief gi’owth. It frequently attains a height of

20 to 25 feet, and glows rapidly from sliijs with great luxuriance,

blooming the year round. Tlie fig, orange, the black Hamburg and
other kinds of grape, and many varieties of fioweis and evergreen

shrubbeiy, thrive and flourish. Throughout the most thickly-

settled portions of the city the sidewalks are paved with either

asphaltum, concrete, brick, or German or English tiles. Oleander

Park embraces 80 acres, and the city park about 25 acres, and theie

are three public gardens and six public squares. The business por-

tion of the city is built up mostly with brick, and within ceriain

defined fire limits the erection of wooden buildings is prohibited.

Among the public buildings, other than churches, are a post-office,

custom-house. United States court-house, a county court-house, a
county and city prison, a city hall, an oiiera house, 7 luiblic halls,

2 libraries, 2 theatres, 13 hotels of different grades, and 3 market
houses. There are 30 schools of all kinds, 15 church edifices, a

Roman Catholic university or college (St Mary’s), a medical school,

a convent, a house of refuge, an orphan asylum, and 3 hospil als.

The St Mary’s university was founded in lfe4, and in 1872 had S

professors and 35 collegiate and 115 preparatory students. The
medical school, founded in 1864, had ten years thereafter 6 i>ro-

fessors. The convent (Ursuline) has 25 nuns and a female academy
connected with it. There are two other female academies in the

place. There are published in the town a number of daily, tri-

weekly, and weekly papers. Galveston is a bishop’s see of tha

Roman Catholic Church. The city is well connected by railroad

with different parts of the State, and by regular steamship lines vith

Liverpool, ITew York, Havana, hfew Orleans, and the ports of Texas.

The Galveston, Houston, and Henderson Railroad crosses "West

Bay on a wooden bridge 2 miles long, and by means of the

Galveston "Wharf Railroad delivers and receives freight at the several

wharves of the city. The Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fo Railroad,

now building from Galveston to Belton, in Bell County, a distance

of 220 miles, is finished (September 1879) as far as Richmond, a dis-

tance of 63 miles, and 67 miles more to Brenham will be finished by
January 1, 1880. The entire road xo Belton is to be completed by
September 1881. This road crosses the Brazos River, below Rich-
mond, on an iron bridge, and has a wooden bridge of its own across

West Bay. There are no highway bridges connecting Galveston
Island with the mainland.
The cotton business of the place is represented by six cotton

presses and many immense brick warehouses, furnishing storage-

room for nearly 200,000 bales of cotton, and covering an area of

more than 60 acres. There are two national banks, with an autho-
rized capital of $800,000, and a paid-up cash capital of $300,000,

—

the aggregate paid-up capital of all the banks being upward of

$2,000,000. The assessed value of real estate in 1878 was over

$20,000,000, and the bonded debt $1,200,000.
Galveston is a healthy city, possesses a delightful climate, and

has not been afflicted with an epidemic disease since 1867-
The following table, giving the temperature, the barometric pres-

sure, and the rainfall at this place for five years ending June 30,

1878, has been compiled from the reports of the Chief Signal Office,

United States Army :

—

Year ending
June 30,

Temperature Fahr. Mean Annual Annual
Hainfall.

Highebt. Lowest. Annual
Mean.

Barometric
Prebsuie.

1874 98*5“ 72-8“
Inches.
30*051

Inches.
5449

1875 98-5* 24“ 69 6“ 30 06$ 46 66
1876 97*0“ 40“ 70*9“ 30*050 70*59
1877 96-0“ 30“ 68-7“ 30 073 42 99
1878 97*0“ 30“ 70 3“ 29*997 67 47

There was only one occasion during the five years, and that
occurred on the 10th of January 1875, when the temperature fell
below 30° F.
The population of the city was more than trebled during the

twenty years ending in 1870, and the local authorities claim that
since 1870 the rate of increase has been more rapid still, and that
in 1874 the population had reached between 25,000 and 30,000. A
municipal census taken in 1876 made the population 85,000,
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which is believed to be too high. The past and estimated present

j

population are given below :

—

Year. White. Colouied. Total.

United States Census of 1850
United States Census of 1860
United States Census of 1870
Estimated for 1879

3,469
6,127

10,810

708
1,180
3,008

4,177
7,307

13,818
31,000

In the business of receiving and shipping cotton, the leading pro-
duction ofthe Southern States, Galveston ranks third in importance

|among the ports of the United States, bTew Orleans and Savannah
I

standing before it, and Charleston, Norfolk, and Mobile after it in
the order named. More than one-tenth of the cotton crop of the
country finds a market through the port of Galveston. The follow-
ing table shows the yearly receipts of bales of cotton at the sis ports
above named, for five years ending September 1, 1879 :

—

Ports.
I

1S78-79. 1877-78. 1876-77. 1875-76. 1874-75.

New Orleans 1,175,415 1,391,555 1,182,357 1,401,563 082,198
Savannah 690,901 597,449 477,477 521,437 605,566
Galveston 573,274 454,137 491.980 465,529 354,927
Norfolk 442,458 425,214 505,932 469,997 382,387
Charleston ' 449,888 423,128 442,515 889,698 413,101
Mobile

1

363,522 414,332 357,879 371,298 319,263

The value of imports from foreign countries for the two years
ending July 31, 1878, was as follows:

—

1S77-7S. 1876-77.

Imports of free commodities $952,713 $1,155,808
Imports of dutiable commodities 194,615 20i;C80

Total
i

1,147,328 1,357,488

The leading importations comprise coffee from Brazil and Mexico,
and manufactured cotton, woollen, and iron goods. The duties
collected during the year ending July 31, 1878, amounted to
$62,352.73, as against $95,980.49 during the previous year.

The value of domestic commodities, consisting largely of cotton,
oil-cake, cattle, preserved meats, bone dust, cotton seeds, and
lumber, exported to foreign countries during the year ending July
31, 1878, amounted to $11,963,132, as against $15,242,747 for the
previous year.

The number and tonnage of vessels entered and cleared at the
port of Galveston annually, for the six fiscal years ending June 30,

1878, are shown in the following tables :

—

The decrease in the number of coasting vessels entered and cleared

is accounted for in part by the fact that the Morgan line of steamers
from New Orleans, which formerly entered here, now proceed up the
bay to Clinton with original manifest, and make the entry there,

merely touching at Galveston to land freight, passengers, and mails.

The number of documented vessels owned in the customs district

of Galveston during the year ending June 30, 1878, was 197, with
an aggx’egate tonnage of 9310 tons ; built during the year, 9, with
an aggregate tonnage of 239 tons ; and lost at sea, wrecked, or
abandoned, 16, with a total tonnage of 387 tons.

GALWAY, a maritime county in the province of

Connaught, in tlie extreme west of Ireland, between 52"*

54' and 53“ 43' N. lat., and 7“ 57' and 10“ 20' W. long.

It is bounded on the NT. by Mayo and Koscommon;
E. by Boscommon, King’s County, and Tipperary ; S. by
Clare and the Bay of Galway ; and W. by the Atlantic

Ocean. The area comprises 2447 square miles, or

1,566,354 acres, of which 90,230 are under water.

Surface.—The county is naturally divided by Lough

Corrib into two great divisions. The eastern, which com-
prehends all the county except the four western baronies,
rests on a limestone base, and is, generally speaking, a level
champaign country, but contains large quantities of wet bog.
Its southern portion is x:)artly a continuation of the Golden
Vale of Limerick, so celebrated for its fertility, and partly

occupied by the Siievebaughty Mountains. The northern
portion of the division contains rich pasture and tillage

ground, beautifully diversified wLlJii hill and dale. Some
of the intermediate country is comparatively uncultivated,

but forms excellent pasturage for sheep. The western
division of the ^county has a substratum of granite, and is

barren, rugged, and mountainous. It is divided into the

three districts of Connemara, Jar-Connaught, and Joyce’s

Country ; the name of Connemara is, however, often

applied to the whole district. Its highest mountains are

the grand and picturesque group of Binabola, or the
Twelve Pins, which occupy a space of about 25 square
miles, the highest elevation being about 2400 feet. Much
of this district is a gently sloping plain, from 100 to 300
feet above sea-level. Joyce’s Country, further north, is an
elevated tract, with flat-topped hills of from 1300 to 2000
feet high, and deep narrow valleys lying between them.

Coast.—Galway enjoys the advantage of a very extended line of
sea-coast, indented by numerous harbours, which, howevei*, are rarely

used except by a few coasting and fishing vessels. Commencing at

the coast of Mayo in the north are the Nilleries, two bays which
separate the counties of Galway and Mayo. The first bay on the
western coast capable of accommodating large ships is Banyiiakill,

sheltered by Freaghillaun or Heath lisland. Next in succession is

Cleggan Bay, having Inishboffin in its ofiing. Streamstown is a
nairow inlet, within which are the inhabited islands of Omey, Tur-
bot, and Inishturk. Ardbear harbour divides itself into two inlets,

the northern terminated by the town of Olifden, with excellent

anchorage opposite the castle ; the southern inlet has also good
anchorage within the bar, and has a good salmon-fishery. Mannin
Bay, though large, is much exposed, and but little frequented by
shipping. Prom Slyne Head the coast turns eastward to Round-
stone Bay, which has its entrance protected by the islands of

Inishnee and Inishlacken, Next in order is Bilterbuy Bay, studded
vdth islets and rocks, but deep and sheltered. Kilkeirin Bay, the
largest on this coast, has a most productive kelp shore of nearly 100
miles ; its mouth is but 8 miles broad. Between Gorumna Island
and the mainland is Greatman^s Bay, and close to it Costello Bay^
the most eastern of those in Connemara. The whole of the coast

from Greatman’s Bay eastward is comprehended in the Bay of Gal-

way, the entrance of which is protected by the three limestone

islands ofAran—Inishmore (or Aranmore), Inishmann, and Inisheer.

Mv&rs.—The rivers are few, and, except the Shannon, are of

small extent. The Suck, which forms the eastern boundary of the
county, rises in Roscommon, and passing by Ballinasloe, unites with
the Shannon at Shannon bridge. The Shannon, which rises at the
foot of Ciiilcagh in the county of Cavan, forms the south-eastern
boundary of the county, and passing Shannon Harbour, Banagher,
Meelick, and Portumna, swells into the great expanse of water
called Lough Berg, which skirts the cDunty as far as the village of

Mount Shannon. The Claregalway flows southward through the
centre of the county, and enters Lough Corrib some 4 miles above
the town of Galway. The BaRynahinch, considered one of the best

salmon-fishing rivers in Connaught, rises in the Twelve Pins, x^asses

through Ballynahinch Lake, and after a short but rapid course falls

into Birturbuy Bay.
Lakes.—The Lakes are numerous. Lough Corrib extends from

Galway town northwards over 30,000 acres, with a coast of 50 miles

in extent. It has now been made navigable to Lough Mask (which

lies chiefly in Mayo county) and to the sea at Galway. The lake

is studded -with many islands, some of them thickly inhabited.

Near it is Lough Ross, which receives a large supply of water from
streams, hut has no visible outlet. The district to the west of

Lough Corrib contains in all about ISO lakes, about 25 of them more
than a mile in length. Lough Rea, at the town of the same name,
is more remarkable for scenic beauty than for extent. Besides

these perennial lakes, there are several low tracts, called turloughs,

w’hich are covered with water during a great part of the year.

ecology and. Minerals.—The boundary line between the limestone

and granitic district is easily discernible by the diminution of the

verdant hue which distinguishes the latter.
^
The high road from

Galway to Oughterard nearly marks the division. All the coimtry

to the north and east of this limit is limestone, all to the south and
west granite, excepting some detached masses of primitive limestone

between Oughterard and Olifden, and some scattered portions oi
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other minerals, of great variety of appearance. The component
rock of Binahola is quartz, in general distinctly stratified, or at least

schistose. The position of its beds is various. Towards the west-
ern shore they are vertical, easily sj)litting b}^ intervening mica
plates, and affording good building stone. Limestone occurs in
some places along the loot of these mountains. Bound the base of

this group are also gneiss and mica slate, with bands of homblende
and primitive mica. Along the north side of Lough Corrib to

Ballynaldll the mica slate and hornblende rise into mountains, and
the limestone disappears. From Lough Mask to the Killeries is a

transition country of greenstone and grauwacke slate covered by
the Old Bed Sandstone or conglomerate. The hill of Gian, on the

shore of Lough Corrib, exhibits, in a small comiiass, all the for-

mations which occur in the district. The western end is quartz,

the north-eastern side mica slate
;
the middle is penetrated by beds

of mica slate, containing hornblende and granular mica covered by
thick beds of pyritous greenstone. On the sonth and east aie

gianite and syenite, which runs under the sandstone conglomerate
towards Oughterard, and this again passes under the flotz lime-

stone, which, beyond Lough Gorr]h, occupies the greater part of

Connaught and Leinster. Along the borders of the fiotz limestone
is a senes of vast caverns, usually traversed by subterranean rivers.

A fine gritstone, highly valued for making millstones, is raised near
Dunmore. Ciystalline sand, of a superior quality for scythe boards,
occurs at Lough Coutra. Lead, zinc, copper, sulphur, and bismuth
have been discovered in various parts of the western division of the
county. Iron was raised at Woodford, and smelted until the
timber was exhausted. The mountains of Slievebaughty, which
separate Galway from Clare, are siliceous. In Connemara there is

abundance of green variegated marble called serpentine ; and a
beautiful black marble, without spots oi flaws, and susceptible of a
high polish, is obtained near Oughterard. Mineral spas, mostly
chalybeate, are abundant.
GUmaie and Agrzcultiire.—The climate is mild and salubrious,

but variable, and violent winds from the west are not uncommon.
Fiost or snow seldom remains long on the western coast, and cattle
of every description continue unhoused during the winter. The
eastern part of the county produces the best wheat. Oats are fre-

quently sown after potatoes in moorish soils less adapted for wheat.
The flat shores of the hays afford large supplies of seaweed for man-
ure. Limestone, gravel, and marl are to be had in most other parts.

When a sufficient quantity of manure for potatoes cannot be had,
the usual practice is to pare and burn the surface. In many places
on the sea-shore fine early potatoes are raised in deep sea-sand, man-
ured with sea-weed, and the crop is succeeded by barley. Those
parts of the eastern district less fitted for grain are employed in
pasturage. Heathy sheep-walks occupy a very large tract between
Monivea and Galway. An extensive range from Athenry, stretch-
ing to Galway Bay at Kinvarra, is also chiefly occupied by sheep.
The total area under crop in 1878 was 214,685 acres, as compared

with 235,168 in 1853. The following tables show the acres under
the principal crops, and also the numbers of the different domestic
animals, during those years :

—

WTieat. Oats.
Barley,

Pease, <&c
Potatoes Turnips.

Other
Green
Crops,

Meadow
and

Clover.

1878
1853

4,416
T.6,817

53,205
83,840

8,095
16,751

60,604
46,134

14,041
18,788

8,910
10,764

75,333
45,780

Horses. Asses. Cattle. Sheep. PlRS. Goats. Poultry.

1878
1853 i

28,538
26,916

14,384
13,714

169,002
139,497

652,778
466,430

57,314
41,403

10,927
16,632

751,116
410,199

According to the returns or 1876-6, the total value of land,
exclusive of the town of Galway, was £437,686, 15s., and the aver-
age value per acre was 6s. llfd., as compared with 6s. 9d. for the
province, and 13s. 3d. for the whole of Ireland. The county was
divided among 1235 proprietors, ofwhom 33^ or 27 per cent., owned
less than one acre. The following possessed more than 20,000 acres,
viz:—Richard Berridge, 169,898 ; Marquis of Clanricarde, 49,025 ;

Lord Bunsandle, 33,543 ; Allan Pollok, 29,366 ; Lord Clonbrock,
28,246; Sir Thomas J. Burke, 25,258 ; Earl of Clancarty, 23,896.
Manufactures,—Manufactures are not carried on beyond the de-

mand caused by the domestic consumption of the people. Coaree
Mezes, flannels, and blankets are made in all parts, ana sold largely
in Galway and Loughrea. Connemara has been long celebrated for
its hand-knit woollen stockings. Coarse linen, of a narrow breadth,
called handle Hnen, is also made for home consumption. A Hnen-
weaviim factoryhas been established at Oughterard. The manufac-
^re of kelp, formerly a great source of profit on the western shores,
is still carried on to some extent. Feathers and sea-fowls* eggs
are brought in great quantities from the islands of Aran, the pro-
duce ofthe puffins and other sea-fowl that frequent the Iish-
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ing affords occupation to many of the inhabitants, but from want
of cai>ital is not prosecuted with sufficient vigour. In 1877 the
number of vessels engaged was 451, with 1104 men and 58 boys.

Population,—The county includes one parliamentary borough,
Galway ; and three townships, Ballina&loe (part of which is, how-
ever, in the county of Roscommon), 4169 ; Loughrea, 3072

;
and

Tuam, 4223. The larg^est of the villages are Gort, 1773; Clifden,
1313; Athenry, 1194 ; Headford, 870; Oughterard, 861; andEyie-
eourt, 747. The poimlation in 1831 was 414,684; in 1851
321,684; and in 1871, 248,458, of whom 122,496 weie males and
125,962 females. In 1871 the number of Catholics was 239,902,
and of Protestants 8556, of whom 7464 were Episcojialians and
615 Presbyterians. Of persons five years and upwards 173,361
were illiteiate, a proportion of 56*9 percent.; and 30,239 could
speak Erse only, as compared with 41,572 in 1861. Emigi-ation from
this county has drafted off a very large number of its inhabitant'^.
From the 1st of May 1851 to 31st December 1877 there weie 104 691
emigrants, or an annual average of 3950.

^

J^presentatio7v and Administration .—Two members of parliament
are returned for the county, and two for Galway borough. Theie
are in the county 35 petty-sessions districts, and part of another
Quarter-sessions aie held at Ballinasloe, Clifden, Galway, Gort,
Loughrea, Oughterard, Portumna, and Tuam. There are five
poor-law unions wholly within the county, Galway, Loughrea,
Mount Bellew, Portumna, and Tuam

; nearly the whole of Cl’ifdeii,
Gort, and Oughteiard

; and parts of five otheis—Ballinasloe, Ballin-
robe, GLennamaddy, Roscommon, and Scarriff. The countv
within the Dublin military district, and there are barrack stations
at Loughrea, Dunmore, Portumna, Galway, Gort, and Oughteiaid.
It is divided into 18 baronies.

Antiquities.—Amongst these are the round towers of Aidrahan,
Ballygaddy, Kilbannon, Rilmacduagli, Meelick, and Muirou^-di!
Baths are numerous, and several cromlechs are still to be seen^in
good preservation . The ruins of monastic buildings are also numer-
ous. That of

^
Knockmoy, about 6 miles from Tuam, said to have

been founded in 1180 by Cathal O’Connor, was adorned with rude
fresco paintings, still discernible, which were considered valuable as
being the best authentic representations existing of ancient Irisli
costumes. Ancient castles and square towers of the Anglo-Hormaii
settlers are frequently met with

; some have been kept in re]>air,
but the ^-eater number are in ruins. The castle of Tuam, built in
1161 by Roderick O’Connor, king of Ireland, at the period of the
English invasion, is said to have been the first building of this de-
scription of stone and mortar in Ireland. The remains of a round
castle, a form of building very uncommon in the militaiy architec-
ture of the country, are to be seen between Gort and Kilmacduag.
Galway, the county town, and a parliamentary borough,

is also a county in itself, with an exclusive jurisdiction
extending two miles on every side except the south. It
stands on the northern shore of the Bay of Galway, on both
sides of the river Corrib, which connects Lough Corrib
with the sea. The space within the walls formed an oval
of about 3426 square perches. Some of the streets are
ve^ narrow, and contain several curious specimens of old
buildings, chiefly in the antique Spanish style, being square,,
with a court in the centre, and a gateway opening into the
street. The finest of these is the pile of buildings known
as Lynch s Castle. During the last few years many large
shops have been built in the principal streets, and seveiul
handsome residences have been erected in the suburbs.
St Kicholas church is the most remarkable building in the
town. It is cruciform, 152 feet long by 126 broad, with
a steeple rising over the nave, and the side aisles separated
from the centre by Gothic pillars. It contains several
antique monuments. The exchange, near the church, con-
sists of an open corridor, 90 feet long by 28 broad, with a
front of arches supporting an upper story, in which are
apartments for holding the local courts, and for other public
pu^oses. St Augustine’s church (Homan Catholic), an
edifice in the First Pointed style, was erected in 1 859. The
county court-house is an elegant and commodious building inear it are the county and town prisons. The town also
contains a county infirmary, a union workhouse, a fever
hospital, three monasteries, five nunneries, and two barracks.A grammar-school is in the immediate neighbourhood of the
town. Queen’s College, built of beautiful grey limestone, isM elegant and extensive quadrangular structurein theTudor
Gothic style. Near the college is a national schooL The
shipping trade of Galway has for some time been gradually
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increasing. In 1877 the number of British vessels that
entered the port was 153, with a tonnage of 30,034 ; of
foreign vessels 33, with a tonnage of 16,166. The number
of British vessels that cleared was 136, with a tonnage of

29,827 ; of foreign vessels 27, with a tonnage of 13,225.
The chief articles exported are agricultural produce, wool,
and marble. There are a brewery, a distillery, a paper mill, a
tannery, and several dour mills

;
and a company has recently

been formed for the purpose of extracting iodine and marine
salts from seaweed. The salmon fishery is of considerable
value. Galway is divided into the old and new towns, and
the maritime suburb of Claddagh, inhabited almost entirely

by fishermen and their families, who have acquired or re-

tained certain peculiar usages and habits of their own.
Little is known of the history of Galway until after the

arrival of the English, at which time it was under the pro-

tection of O'Flaherty, who possessed the adjoining district

to the west- On the extinction of the native dynasty of the
O'Connors, the town fell into the hands of the De Burgos,
the head of a branch of which, under the name of MWilliam
Lighter, long governed it by magistrates of his own appoint-
ment. After it had been secured by walls, which began to
be built in 1270, it became the residence of a number of

enterprising settlers, through whom it attained a position of

much commercial celebrity. Of these settlers the principal

families, fourteen in number, were known as the tribes of

Galway. They were of Norman, Saxon, or Welsh descent,

and became so exclusive in their relationships that dispen-
sations were frequently requisite for the canonical legality of

marriages among them. The town rapidly increased from
this period in wealth and commercial rank, far surpassing in
this respect the rival cityof Limerick. Bichard II. granted it

a charter of incorporation with liberal privileges, which was
confirmed by his successor. It had the right of coinage by
Act of Parliament, but there is no evidence to show that it

exercised the privilege. Another charter, granted in 1545,
extended the jurisdiction of the port to the islands of Aran,
permitted the exportation of all kinds of goods except linens

and woollens, and confirmed all the former privileges. Large
numbers of CromweU's soldiers are said to have settled

in the town
;
and there are many traces of Spanish blood

among the population. Its municipal privileges were ex-

tended by a charter from James L, whereby the town, and
a district of two miles round in every direction, were formed
into a distinct county, with exclusive jurisdiction and a
right of choosing its own magistrates. During the civil

wars of 1641 the town took part with the Irish, and was
surrendered to the Parliamentary forces under Sir Charles
Coote ;

after which the ancient inhabitants were mostly
driven out, and their property was given to adventurers and
soldiers, chiefly from England. On the accession of James
IL the old inhabitants entertained sanguine hopes of re-

covering their former rights. Bub the successes of King
William soon put an end to their expectations ; and the
town, after undergoing another siege, again capitulated to

the force brought against it by General Giiikell. In the
beginning of the present century the walls were thrown
down, and buildings erected on their site.

Galway is governed by a high sheriff, a recorder, local

magistrates, and a board of 24 commissioners elected

triennially. The area of the municipal borough is 955
acres. The population in 1861 was 16,967, and in 1871
15,597, of whom 14,424 were Boman Catholics. The
parliamentary borough has an area of 22,493 acres, and a
population of 19,843.
GAMA, Vasco jda (c. 1460-1524), the celebrated Portu-

guese navigator and discoverer, was born at Sines, a
small sea-town in the province of Alemtejo. No one will

deny that his name deservedly stands hi^ in the roll of

naval heroes; yet it cannot be doubted that he owes
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the brilliancy of his reputation to his country's illustrious
poet, Luiz de Camoens, by whom his discoveries in India and
their results have been assigned the foremost place in the
great national epic Os Lusiadas. Of Vasco's early history
little is known. His descent, according to the Ndbiliano
of Antonio de Lima, is derived from a noble family which
is mentioned in the year 1166; but the line cannot be traced
without interruption farther back than the year 1280, to
one Alvaro da Gama, from whom was descended Estevao da
Gama, Alcaide M6r of Sines, whose third son, the subject
of this notice, was born probably about the year 1460.
About this period died Prince Henry the Navigator,
son of Joao I., who had spent his life in fostering
the study of navigation, and to whose intelligence and
foresight must be traced back all the fame that Portugal
gained on the seas in the 15th and 16th centuries. Ex-
plorers sent out at his instigation discovered the Western
Isles, and unknown regions on the African coast, whence
continually came reports (which by and by afiected Da
Gama's history) of a great monarch, who lived east ot

Benin, 350 leagues iu the interior, and who held both
temporal and spiritual dominion over all the neighbouring
kings,” a story which tallied so remarkably with the
accounts of “ Prester John ” which had been brought to the
Peninsula by Abyssinian priests, that JoSo TI, steadfastly

resolved that both by sea and by land the attempt should be
made to reach the country of this potentate. In the hope
of making this discovery, Pedro Covilham and Aflonso de
Payva were despatched eastward by land

;
while Bartho-

lomeu Dias, in command of two vessels, was sent westward
by sea. Neither of the landward travellers ever returned
to his country; bufc Covilham, who, in his fruitless search

for a mythical sovereign, reached the Malabar coast

and the eastern shores of Africa, sent back to Lisbon,

along with the tales of the rich lands he had visited, this

intelligence, that the ships which sailed down the coast

of Guinea ought to be sure of reaching the termination of

the continent by persevering in a course to the south.” King
Joao was now seized with an ardent desire of reaching these

eastern countries by the route indicated by Covilham. That
there was in truth such an ocean highway was confirmed

by Dias, who shortly after returned (in 1487) with the

report that when sailing southward he was carried far to

the east by a succession of fierce storms, past—as he dis-

covered only on his return voyage—what he perceived to be
the southern extremity of the African continent, and to

which, on account of the fearful weather he had encountered,

he gave the name of the Cape of Storms, an appellation

which to the king, who was then elated with high hopes

of enriching his kingdom by the addition of eastern posses-

sions, appeared so inauspicious that he changed it to that

of Cape of Good Hope. The state of Jo5.o's health, how-
ever, and concerns of state, prevented the fitting out of the

intended expedition; and it was not till ten years later,

when Manoel had succeeded to the throne, that the pre-

parations for the great voyage were completed,—hastened,

doubtless, by Columbus's discovery of America in the mean-
while. For the supreme command of this expedition the

king selected Vasco da Gama, who had in his youth fought in

the wars against Castile, and in his riper years gained dis^

tinction ’aa an intrepid mariner. The fleet, consisting of

four vessels specially built for this mission, sailed down the

Tagus on the 8th July 1497, after prayers and confession

made by the officers and crews in the presence of the king

and court, in a small chapel on the site where now stands

the church of S. Maria de Belem, afterwards builb to com-

memorate the event. Four months later it cast anchor in

St Helena Bay, South Africa, rounded the Cape in safety,

and in the beginning of the next year reached Melinda.

Thence, steering eastward, under the direction of a pilot
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obtained from Indian, mercbants met with at this port, Gama '

arrived at Calicut, on the Malabar coast, on the 20th May I

1498, and set up, according to the custom of his country, a

marble pillar as a mark of conquest and a proof of his dis-

covery of India. His reception by the zamorin, or ruler of

Calicut, would have in all probability been favourable

enough, had it not been for the jealousy of the Moorish
traders who, fearing for their gains, so incited the Hindus
against the new comers that Gama, after escaping from
enforced detention on shore, was obliged to fight his way
out of the harbour. Having seen enough to assure him of

the great resources of this new country, he returned

home in September 1499 with a glowing description of it.

The king received him with every mark of distinction,

created him a noble, and ordered magnificent f^tes to be
held in his honour in the principal towns of the king-

dom, “ for he had brought back (not without severe loss

in ships and in men) the solution of a great problem,
which was destined to raise his country to the acme of

prosperity.” In prosecution of Gama^s discoveries another
fleet of 13 ships was immediately sent out to India by
Mauoel, under Alvarez Cabral, who, in sailing too far west-

ward, by accident discovered Brazil, and on reaching his

destination established a factory at Calient. The natives,

again instigated by the Moorish merchants, rose up in arms,
and murdered all whom Cabral had left behind. To avenge
this outrage a powerful armament of ten ships was fitted out
at Lisbon, the command of which was at first given to

Cabral, but was afterwards transferred to Gama on his

urgent petition
;

for, Sire,” he said, the king of Calicut
arrested me and treated me with contumely, and because I
did not return to avenge myself of that injury he has again
committed a greater one, on which account I feel in my
heart a great desire and inclination to go and make great
havoc of him.” In the beginning of 1502 the fleet sailed,

and on reaching Calicut Gama immediately bombarded the
town, enacting deeds of inhumanity and savagery too
horrible to detail, and equalled only by the tortures of the
Inquisition. Gama was naturally very disdainful, ready
to anger, and very rash f but no peculiarities of disposi-
tion—nothing whatever—can excuse such acts as his,

which have justly left a stain on his character that neither
time nor the brightness of his fame as a navigator
can in the slightest degree obliterate. From Calicut he
proceeded in November to Cochin, doing all the harm he
could on the way to all that he found at sea,” and having
made favourable trading terms with it and with other towns
on the coast, he returned to Lisbon in September 1503,
with richly laden ships. He and his captains were welcomed
with great rejoicings; but to Dom Yasco the king gave
great favours, and all his goods free and exempt

; he granted
him the anchorage dues of India, made him admiral of its
seas for ever, and one of the principal men of his kingdom.”
Soon after his return Yasco retired to his residence in Evora,
and for twenty years took no part In public affairs, either
from pique at not obtaining, as is supposed by some, so high
rewards as he expected, or because he had in some way
offended Manoel. Luring this time the Portuguese con-
quests increased in the East, and were presided over by
successive viceroys. The fifth of these was so unfortunate
that Gama was recalled from his seclusion by Manners suc-
c^sor, JoSo III., created count of Yidigueira, and nominated
viceroy of India, an honour which in April 1524 he left
Lisbon to fill. Arriving at Goa in September of the same
year, ne immediately set himself to correct, with vigour and
firmn^s, the many abuses and evil practices which had
crept in under the rule of his predecessors. He was not
destined, however, to prosecute far the reforms he had
inaugurated, for, on the Christmas-eve following his arrival
he died, while at Cochin, after a short iUness, and was
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buried in the Franciscan monastery there. In 1538 his

body was conveyed to Portugal and entombed in the town
of Yidigueira, of which he was count, with all the pomp and
honour due to one who had been the king’s representative.

The important discoveries of Yasco da Gama had the

immediate result of enriching Portugal, and raising her to

one of the foremost places among the nations of Europe,
and by degrees the far greater one of hastening the coloni-

zation and civilization of the East by ouening its commerce
to the great Western powers.

Tor further information the following works may ho consulted *

—

The Three Voyages of Vasco da Gaoiia aoid his Vieeroijaltif, by
Gaspar Correa (Hakluyt Society); Calcoen {i.c, ,

Qalicut), A DidcJi

Narrative of the Thvrd Voyage of Vasco da Gama, wiitten by some
unknown seaman of the expedition, piinted at Antwerp about 1504-,

reprinted in facsimile, with introduction and tianslation, by J.

Ph. Berjeau, London, 1875; Discoveries ofPrince Jffenry ofFortiigal

,

by B. H. Major; The Lusiads of Camoens ;
Cooley, History of

Maritime Discovery', Barros, Decades', Alvaio Yelho, Eofeiro da
viagem quo cm descobi imento da India jpelo caho de Doa Ds2)arf7i(pc

fez dom Vasco da Gama cm 1479, the manuscript of which is pie-

served at Coimbra, and a translation of -wliich by Ferdinand Denis
may be found in E. Charton's Yoyageurs Anciens ct Modcrncs, vol.

iii-,1855; CastanLeda, Historia do Desedbrimento da Indio.Ooiiwhvx,
1551 (largely based on Alvaro Velho’s MSS.). (H. O. F.

)

GAMALIEL i.e., God is a rewarder, Ta/iaXi^'A.),

a Hebrew proper name, which occurs more than once in

the Old Testament (Numb. i. 10; ii. 20), is rei^eatedly

met with in the history of later Judaism. Of the persons

designated by it the most important are enumerated
below ;

—

1, Gamaliel, or Eabban Gamliel the elder, as he is

invariably called in the Talmud to distinguish him from
his grandson, Eabban Gamaliel or Gamliel of Jabneh
(Jamnia), was the son of Eabbi Simeon, and the grandson
of Eabbi Hillel. Of his biography little is known beyond
the facts that, early in the 1st century, he lived and taught

in Jerusalem, where Saul of Tarsus was for some time his

pupil; and that he was a member of the Sanhedrim, which
body he successfully counselled to moderation in their

treatment of the followers of Jesus. ^ He appears to have
died before the destruction of the city. The Talmudists
speak of him as having enjoyed the confidence of Cypros,
the wife of Agrippa, and as having been president of the

Sanhedrim during the reigns of Tiberius, Caligula, and
Claudius; but the latter representation at least is cer-

tainly unhistorical, as may be learned from the New Testa-

ment and from Josephus, where it is invariably the high
priest who presides over the council. Gamaliel the elder

is also represented by Jewish tradition as having in some
respects modified the provisions of the law with respect to

divorce and marriages of widows, and as having made some
new arrangements with regard to the calendar ; but there

is reason to believe that in this last statement he has been
mistaken for Gamaliel of Jabneh. The fact that he is

spoken of in the records of Judaism as having been the
first of the seven ^‘rabbans” (rabban being a honorific form
of the title rabbi) is of itself almost conclusive against the
late and otherwise improbable Christian tradition to the

effect that he ultimately became a Christian and received
baptism at the hands of Peter and John {Clem. Recog., i.

65 ; Photius, cod. 171, p. 199). Compare Ewald, Gesch.

d. Y. Isr.y vi. 256 sq.; Lerenbourg, Hist de Falestine, p.

239 sqq.\ Schiirer, NTliche Zeitgesch., p. 458.
2. Gamaliel of Jabneh ranks with his grandfather,

Gamaliel fhe elder, as one of the seven great rabbans of

the Talmudists. His father also was named Simeon.
On the death of Eabbi Johanan ben Zacai, Gamliel
was chosen to succeed him as head of the famoiis school

^ The criticisms of Baur and others upon the speech, as recorded in
Acts V. 34-39, do not affect the general fact as now stated.
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which, had transferred itself to Jamnia or Jabneh shortly

before the destruction of Jerusalem. For a considerable
period after that event Jabneh became in some sense

the metropolis of Judaism, and Gamliel, as head of the
supreme judicial and legislative body which sat there,

may be said to have been the first nasi or “ prince of the

rabbinical period. An interesting account of his position

as legislator will be found in chapter xx. of Derenbourg’s
Histoire de Palestine. As representing the Jewish nation

aiid the Jewish faith, he visited Eome m the autumn of 95
A.D., and the Talmud abounds with references to the inci-

dents of that journey. Gamliel was the friend of Babbi
Akiba, and the master of Aquila (the “Onkelos” of the
Babylonian Talmud). He died about 115 a.d. (see Ewald,
Gesch. d. Y. Isr., vii. 388).

3. A third Gamaliel, son of Jehudah-ha-Hasi, is men-
tioned in Aboth, ii. 2, as having specially insisted on the
necessity of combining with the study of the law some
active employment in order to the maintenance of a healthy
moral tone.

GAMBIA, Gambra, Ba Dimma, or Fura, an important
river of Western Africa, which enters the Atlantic about
13“ 50' N. lat. Its sources ai'e in the central plateau of the
Futa Jallon highlands, a tract of country about 240 miles
inland, which also contains the head waters of the Senegal,

the Faleme, the Bio Grande, and some tributaries of the

Niger. Flowing almost due N. for the first 200 miles of

its course, it turns somewhar abruptly to the W., and con-

tinues in that direction through a country of great fertility.

Steamers can proceed up the river as far as Yaba Tenda
j

the channel remains navigable for boats 300 miles from
the mouth to the falls of Barraconda

;
and above the

falls it is again navigable, as was shown by Governor
Macdonneirs expedition in 1851, for at least 160 miles
farther. The principal affluent is the Neries, which, coming
from the north, joins the main stream about 30 or 35
miles above the falls. At Fattatenda, a short distance

below the falls, the river has a breadth, even in the dry
season, of about 320 feet, with a depth of from 13 to 20
feet. In the rainy season it rises from 20 to 50 feet, and
the whole country downwards to the sea is laid under
water, and receives a rich alluvial deposit.

The British colony of Gambia comprises a considerable

territory mainly on the left bank at the mouth of the river.

Elephant’s Island about 100 miles from the sea, and
Macarthy’s Island still further inland. The whole area
under British authority is 21 square miles. The popula-
tion in 1851 was stated at 5693, in 1861 at 6939, and in
1871 at 14.190 (7306 males and 6884 females). In the

15 years from 1860 to 1874 the total gross revenue was
.£268,232, making an annual average of £17,802 ;

and the
gross amount of public expenditure in the same period was
£255,291, making an annual average of £17,019, or a
total surplus of revenue over expenditure of £2941. In
1862, 1863, and 1864 the liabilities exceeded the assets by
£3638, £4817, and £5492 respectively, but there is no
funded debt. The Gambia settlement, which formerly
cost the imperial revenue from £20,000 to £25,000 per
annum, now provides for its own defence,—an armed police
force, recruited mainly from the Mahometan tribe of the
Houssas, having been substituted since 1869 for the im-
perial troops. The parliamentary grant, which had averaged
about £4200 per annum from 1860 to 1867, was re-

duced to £1500 in 1868, and finally withdrawn in 1871,
and all expenses are met by the local revenue. The
Gambia district was originally united with Sierra Leone
on tlie dissolution of the African Company in 1822; in

1843 it was made a separate colony, the first governor
being Henry Frowd Seagram; in 1868 it was reunited
to Sierra Leone; and it is now governed by an adminis-
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trator. The capital of the colony is Bathurst, a town on
the eastern side of St Mary’s Island.

St Mary’s Island lies at the mouth of the river on the
south side, close to the mainland, from which it is sepa-
rated by a stretch of mangrove swamp and a narrow arm of
the river called Oyster Creek. It is about 15 miles in
length by less than a mile in breadth, and consists of a
slightly elevated plain of sandy soil, which in the dry season
becomes a bed of hot and shifting dust. There are natur-
ally not many trees on the island, though a few cocoa-nuts,

palms, papaws, willows, bananas, oleanders, and guavas
manage to maintain a precarious existence. The Barbados
pride, however, flourishes luxuriantly (Captain Hewitt).
Bathurst is on the whole a well-built town, the principal
material employed being a dirty red sandstone coated with
whitewash. It lies about 12 or 14 feet above the level of

the river. The market house is built of iron, and the
market place was planted with trees in 1869. Besides
the Government house and the barracks, there is a hospital

founded by General Macdonnell, a court-house, and an
Episcopal church completed about 1869. The population
of the town is of a very motley description, including,

besides the white officials, and traders to the number »f

about 50, half-castes of all sliades, liberated negroes,

Jolloffs, Barras, and other local tribes. The part of the

mainland immediately contiguous to St Mary’s is knowm as

British Combo, an area of about 6 miles long by from 2 to

3 miles broad having been secured by treaty with the king
of Combo in 1853.

McCarthy’s Island lies about 180 or 200 miles above St

Mary’s. It is about 5^ miles in length and 1 in breadth.

There are two or three factories,” a considerable trading

town, peopled partly by liberated Africans, a fort, a Meth
odist church, and a schoolhouse. Though this was the last

spot actually in British possession, it was long understood

by Gambia traders that they were under British protection

much farther up the stream
;

but, according to the dex

spatches of Lord Carnarvon in 1877, they must proceed

at their own risk as soon as they advance beyond British

territory. St James’s Island, which was the seat of the

British factory in the 18th century, is about 17 miles from
St Mary’s. It still bears traces of European occupation,

but is gradually being washed away by the river.

The chief exports are ground nuts, wax, hides, ivory, gold dust,

palm oil, and gum arahic ;
but even these are obtained in quantities

that look ridiculously small when the natural richness of the

country tlirough which the Gambia flows is considered. At the

close of the 18th century only two or three ships were enixdoyed in

the trade ; in 1839 no fewer than 239 merchant vessels visited the

river ; and in 1871 75 British and 154 foreign vessels entered, with
a total tonnage of 51,853 tons. During the four rainy months,
from July to October, the native 'trader conveys his employer’s rice

or com up the river, and receives in exchange the pagnes or country

cloths ; in November he barters these same cloths lor ground nuts,

hides, and wax ; and for the rest of the year, till the rainy season

comes round again, he supplies the natives with arms, powder, rum,

Madras handkerchiefs, and other European productions. The
French traders, however, who are gradually getting a large share of

the commerce into their hands, have introduced the custom ^of

money transactions, and the innovation is well received by the

natives.
The trade in ground nuts is of comparatively recent deyelopmeu'C.

In 1836 the v3.ue exported was only £838 ;
in 1837 it reached

£8053, and in 1840 no less than £15,209. In 1860 the value was

£79,611, and in 1861 £101,060. The average quantity between

1850 and 1860 was 11,196 tons; between 1870 and 1877 it was 14,000

tons. The supply is greatly affected by the political state of
^
the

country in which the nuts are grown. Most of the necessary tillage

is performed by the tribe of the Sera-Wonllis, who come down from

the interior in great numbers, and return home when they have ^

earned what they desire. The French markets are the principal

destination of the nuts. American traders deal mainly in hides,

horns, and beeswax ;
and the honey is chiefly purchased for the

German market. The Roman Catholics maintain a mission and a

small convent in the Gambia, and the Wesleyans have long had a

number of stations. The latter have done great service to education
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in tlie colony,— 10 scliools, as far back as 1860, being attended
by 1273 scholars. It was not till 1869 that, even at Bathuist,
a Government school was established ; but there are now seveial
schools in connexion with the Episcopal church. The Eoman
Catholics began the erection o£ a large schoolhouse in 1873.
The Gambia was visited by the Carthaginian explorer Hanno,

and it became eaily known to the Portuguese discoverers
;
but it

was not till 1618 that English tradeis began to turn their atten-
tion to this quarter In that year a company was formed for the
exploration of the river. Kichard Thompson was sent out in the
* ® Catherine,” and succeeded in reaching Kassan, a Poitugiiese trading
town, but he never returned, and his fate is not known. Two years
afterwards, Eichaid Jobson advanced beyond the falls of Bairaconda

;

and he was followed, about 40 years later, by Vermuyden, a Dutch
merchant. In 1723 Captain Stibbs was sent out by the African
Company to veiify Veimuyden's repoits of gold ; he proceeded 60
miles above the falls. The treaty of Versailles in 1783 assigned
the right of trade in the Gambia to Britain, reserving the single
poit of Albreda for the French ; while at the same time it assigned
the Senegal to Fiance, and reserved the port of Portendic for the
British. By the tieaty of Pans in 1851 this airangement was
re-establishea, and it remained in force till 1857, when an exchange
of possessions was effected, and the Gambia became a pmely Biitish
river. In 1870 there ivas a proposal to tiansfer the colony to the
French

;
bnt it led to nothing moie than a voluminous diplomatic

correspondence.
See Astley’s Collection, vol. ii.

; K. E. Madden’s Eeport to the
Government m 1841

,
T. E. Poole, Life m Sierra Leone and tlic

Ganibia, 1850; L. Borel, J^oyagea la Gamhie, 1865; and the Parha-
mentary Papers lelatmg to Her Majesty’s Colonial Possessions.

GAMBIEB, Gambir, or Pale Catechu. See Catechu.
GAMBIEE, James, Babo2t (1756-1833), English ad-

miral, was born on the 13th October 1756, at the Bahamas,
of which his father, John Gambier, was at that time lieu-
tenant-governor. He entered the navy in 1767 as a mid-
shipman on board the ‘^Yarmouth,” under the command of
his uncle

;
and, his family interest obtaining for him rapid

promotion, he was raised in 1778 to the rank of post-
captain, and appointed to the ^^Baleigh/’ a fine 32-gun
frigate. At the peace of 1783 he was placed on half-pay;
but, on the outbreak of the war of the French Revolution,
he was appointed to the command of the 74-gun ship
Defence,” under Lord Howe; and in her he had an

honourable share in the action off Ushant, on the 1st
June 1794.^ In recognition of his services on this occa-
sion, Captain Gambier received the gold medal, and was
made a colonel of marines

; the following year he was
advanced to the rank of rear-admiral, and appointed one
of the lords of the Admiralty. In this office he continued
for six years, till, in February 1801, he, a vice-admiral of
1799, hoisted his flag onboard the ^‘l^eptune,’^ of 98 guns,
as third in command of the Channel Fleet under Admiral
Cornwallis, where, however, he remained for but a year,
when he was appointed governor of Newfoundland and
commander-in-chief of the ships on that station. In May
1804 he returned to the Admiralty, and, with a short inter-
mission in 1806, continued there during the naval adminis-
tration of Lord Melville, of his uncle, Lord Barham, and
of Lord Mulgrave. In November 1805 he was raised to
the rank of admiral; and in the summer of 1807, whilst
still a lord of the Admiralty, he was appointed to the com-
xuand of the fleet ordered to the Baltic, which, in concert
with the army under Lord Cathcart, reduced Copenhagen,
and enforced the surrender of the Danish navy, consisting of
nineteen ships of the line, besides frigates, sJoops, gunboats,

naval stores. This service was considered by the
Government as worthy of special acknowledgment; the
naval and military commanders, officers, seamen, and
soldiers recdved the thanks of both Houses of ParUament,

. and Admiral Gumbier was rewarded with a peerage.

YJ; a f following year he gave up his seat

fik
being appointed to the command of

tne Channel Fleet
; and in that capacity he witnessed the

partial, and prevented the total, destruction of the French
fleet m Basque Roads, on,the 12th April 1809. it is in
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connexion with this event, which might have been as

memorable in the history of the British navy as it is in the

life of Lord Dundonald (see Dundonald), that Lord
Gambler’s name is now best known. A court-martial,

assembled by order of a friendly Admiralty, and presided

over by a warm partisan, most honourably acquitted ” him
on the charge ^^that, on the 12th April, the enemy’s ships

being then on fire, and the signal having been made that

they could be destroyed, he did, for a considerable time,

neglect or delay taking effectual measures for destroying

them;” but this decision was in reality nothing more than
a party statement of the fact that a commander-in-chief, a
supporter of the Government, is not to be condemned or

broken for not being a person of brilliant genius or daunt-
less resolution. No one now doubts that the French fleet

should have been reduced to ashes, and might have been,

had Lord Gambier had the talents, the energy, or the
experience of many of his juniors. He continued to hold
the command of the Channel Fleet for the full period of

three years, at the end of which time—in 1811—he was
superseded. In 1814 lie acted in a civil cajjacity as chief

commissioner for negotiating a treaty of peace with the
United States; for his exertions in which business, ho
was honoured with the Grand Cross of the Bath. In
1830 he was raised to the high rank of admiral of the fleet,

and he died 19th April 1833.

Although he had the good fortune to attain the very-

highest service rank, Lord Gambier is assuredly not one of

those admirals whose memory the British navy treasures or
idolizes. His predilection was for a life on shore; and
during the great war he so utilized his family interest that
he remained for nearly half the time a member of the
Admiralty. And whether afloat or ashore, he had neither
the genius nor the strength of mind fitted for high command
or high office. Personally he was a man of earnest, almost
morbid, religious princi^fle, and of undoubted courage ; but
the administration of the Admiralty has seldom given rise

to such flagrant scandals as during the time when Lord
Gambier was a member of it

; and through the w’-hole war,
the self-esteem of the navy suffered no such wound as during
Lord Gambler’s command in the Bay of Biscay.

The so-called Memorials, Personal and Historical, of Admiral
Lord Gamhier, by Lady Chattertoa (1861), has no historical valne.
The life of Lord Gambier is to be read in Marshall’s Itoyal Karal
JBtogra;p7iy, in Ralfe’s Kaial Biography, in Loid Diindoiiahrs
Autohiography of a Seaman, in tlie Minutes of the Coixits-^NLutial,
and in the general history of the period.

GAMBOGE, the drug Oamhogia^ a gum-resin procured
iiomGarcinia Morelia^ Desrous., var. pedicellata^ a dioecious
tree with leathery, laurel-like leaves, small yellow flowers,
and usually square-shaped and four-seeded fruit (see E.
Jamie, Pharm, Journ.^ 3d ser., vol. iv. p. 802), a member of
the natural order Ghittiferce, and indigenous to Camboja
(see Cambodia, vol. iv. p. 725), and parts of Siam and of
the south of Cochin China, formerly comprised in Cam-
bojan territory. The juice, which 'when hardened con-
stitutes gamboge, is contained in the bark of the tree,
chiefly in numerous ducts in its middle layer, and from this
it is procured by making incisions, bamboo joints being
placed to receive it as it exudes. Gamboge occurs in
commerce in cylindrical pieces, known as pipe or roll

gamboge, and also, usually of inferior quality, in cakes
or amorphous masses. It is of a dirty orange exter
nally ; is hard and brittle, breaks with a conchoidal and
reddish-yellow, glistening fracture, and affords a brilliant
yellow powder

; is odourless, and has a taste at first slight,
but subsequently acrid

;
forms with water an emulsion ;

and consists of from 20 to 25 per cent, of gum soluble in
water, aud from 70 to 75 per cent, of a resin, gainbogic acidy
soluble in alcohol and ether, and, according to Johnston,
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of the formula C20H23O4, together with moisture about 5 1

per cent., and a trace of ligneous fibre. Its commonest
adulterations are rice-flour and pulverized bark. Some
quantity of gamboge is shipped from K^mpot in Camboja,
but the principal places of export are Bangkok in Siam, and
Saigon in Cochin China. Gamboge is a powerful hydra-
gogue purgative, less drastic only than elaterium and croton
oil. Like aloes, it appears to exert its chief influence on
the lower bowel (Brit, and For. Med.-Chir. Bev.^ i., 1853,

p 128), and in combination with comi^ound colocynth pill

it has been recommended by Dr Symonds as one of the
most efficient purgatives in torpor of the colon. The
researches of Christison, Pabo, and Daraszkiewicz go to
prove that gambogic acid alone is less cathartic than the
same weight of gamboge ; according to the last-mentioned
experimenter and Schaur, thepresence of bile in theintestines
is requisite for the development of its action. In cerebral
affections, as apoplexy, when great debility is not present,

gamboge has proved to be a valuable counter-irritant

purgative. It is sometimes employed as an anthelmintic,
but appears to be devoid of any specific influence on
entozoa. Some authorities regard it as decidedly diuretic

in action. By Christison and others it has been found
highly serviceable in dropsy. Abeille (quoted in Brit, and
For. Med.-Ghir. Rev. ,

185 3, li. p. 279) administered it for that
disease, in alcoholic solution, in divided doses of 6 grains per
diem, increased by 2 grains daily, and given two hours prior

or subsequent to meals. With the relief of the dropsy he
observedthat the patient’s toleration of these large quantities

ceased. As gamboge is apt to occasion vomiting and grip-

ing, it is usually administered in combination with milder
remedies. It is an ingredient of the camhogioe com-
posita of pharmacy. In overdoses it acts as an acrid poison,

provoking violent emesis and catharsis, and abdominal
pain, coldness of the extremities, and ulceration and morti-

fication of the intestines, eventuating in death. Gamboge
is used as a i^igment, and as a colouring matter for

varnishes. It appears to have been first brought into

Europe by merchants from the East, at the close of the
16th century. Bontius, writing in the year 1658, mentions
it under the name of guttagemou^ a word derived by Host
from the Malay gutdli^ gum, and Javanese medicinal.
By the Chinese gamboge {tang-Tiioang and shie-hwang) is

understood to be serpent-bezoar,^’ a substance vomited up
by serpents, or the product of a species of ratan, analogous
to the tabasheer of the bamboo (F. P. Smith, Contrih. to-

wards the Mat. Med. . . of China, 1871). Varieties of

gamboge are yielded by Gardnia Morelia, Desrous., a
native of S. India and Ceylon, and by the Indian species

G. pictoria, Boxb., and G. travancorica, Beddome.
See Cbristison, “ Obs. on a new vaiiety of Gamboge from

Mysore,” Phatm. Jouin., ser. i. vol. vi. pp 60 69, and ‘‘On
the Gamboge Tiee of Siam,” %b., vol. x. p. 235; F. Mason, “On
the Gamboge of the Tenasserim Pievinces,” ih., vol. vii. p. 398 ;

Pereiia, Matei'^a Med%ca, vol. ii. pt. ii.
; D. Hanbury, “On the

Species of Gardnia which affoids Gamboge in Siam,” Trans. lAnn.
Soc., xxiv., 1864, 487-490 ; E. J. Waring, Man. of Pi act. Thefra-

peaUcs^ 3d ed., 1871 ; J. L. de Lanessan, “^tude siir le Genre
Garcinia (Clusiacees) et sur I’Oiigine et les Proprietes de la Gomme
Gutte,” Coll, des Theses soictenues a la Faculty deMidedne de Parw,
1872, vol. X., No. 63; Ehickiger and Hanbury, PharTnacogt aph%a,
1874 ; H. 0. Wood, .d Treatise on Therapeutics, 1874; Bentley and
Trimen, Medicinal Plants, pt. xxx., pi. 33.

'

GAME LAWS. This expression is applied in England
to a series of statutes of modern date, establishing a peculiar

kind of property in wild animals. These statutes, it is

well known, are regarded with great dislike by a large and
important section of the people—^partly on account of their

alleged injurious economic effects, and partly on account of

their harsh and exceptional character. It will be well to

state first the principles of the common law, and then to

show how far they have been superseded byrecent legislation.
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By the very nature of the case, wild animals cannot be
made the subject of that absolute kind of ownership which
is generally signified by the term property. The substan
tial basis of the law of property is physical possession, the
actual power of dealing with things as we see fit, and we
can have no such power over animals in a state of nature.
Accordingly, the common law recognized nothing like pro-
perty in wild animals, until they had, as it were, been re-

duced into possession. Wild animals reclaimed or confined
become property, but the moment they escape from con-
finement the property is gone, and the rights of the owner
are lost. Even bees, which might well be described as
domesticated and not wild animals, do not become property
until they are hived. “ Though a swarm lights on any
tree,” says Bracton, I have no more property therein than
I have in the birds which make their nests thereon.” The
owner of a confined animal which escapes does indeed retain
his property while he is in pursuit of the fugitive

; i.e., no
other j^erson can, in the meantime, establish a right of pro^
perty against him by capturing the animal, just as a swarrn
of bees which fly from and out of my hive are mine so
long as I can keep them in sight, and have power to pursue
them.” Again, the law recognized a right in wild animals
propiter impotentiam, i.e., when they were young and unable
to move from place to place. With these exceptions wild
animals were res nullius, capable of being made the pro-

perty of any person reducing them into possession. A prior
right to acquire property in such animals was, however,
allowed to the owner (or occupier) of the soil. Thus it is

said that “ if A starts a hare in the ground of B, and hunts
it and kills it there, the jproperty continues all the wffiile

in B.” B is said to have a right of property in the wild
animals on his land ratione sdi. But if A starts a hare
on the ground of B, and hunts it into the ground of C and
kills it there, the property is in A, and not in B or C.”
That is to say, the so-called property in wild animals 7'atione

soli consists in this, that if one of them is started and killed

by a tresxiasser it belongs to the owner (or occupier) of the

soil. If the animal goes to another man’s land this

inchoate right is transferred to the other man. And the
inchoate right of the owner becomes an actual right of pro-

perty only when the animal is both started and killed by
the trespasser on the same man’s land. Such right as the
owner has belongs to the occupier when the land is given

without reserve to a tenant for a term.

These principles, it will be observed, ajiply to all wild
animals, and no distinction is made between game and other

animals. The laws of the forest, however, established in

derogation of the common law a different kind of property

in certain classes of wild animals For an account of these

see Forest Law (vol. ix. p. 408). The forest code affected

definite districts of the country, and the right which they

protected was the exclusive right of hunting the animals of

the forest within those districts.

The game laws as above defined have virtually taken the

place of the forest laws. The latter protected the privilege

of the king and his favourites to hunt certain animals in

certain districts ; the former have extended and protected

the right of an owner of the soQ to the chase of certain ani-

mals on his own estate. The means adopted have been to

make trespass (in itself only a civil wrong) a criminal offence

punishable with great severity, and to restrict, by a system o£

licences, the right as well of killing as of selling game. The
principal Acts are 1 & 2 William IV. c. 32 (the Game Act),

9 Geo. IV. c. 69 (the N'ight Poaching Act), 23 & 24 Viet,

c. 90 (Game Licences Ac and the Hares Killing Act, 11

<kl2 Viet, c. 29. The Game Act repeals a large number
of statutes on the subject, most of them passed in the 18th

century. Game is defined to include hares, pheasants,

partridges, grouse, heath or moor game, black game, and
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bustards,” and the same definition is found in the Night
Poaching Act. A close time is fixed for certain birds of

gai^ae;—for partridges from 1st February to 1st September;
pheasants, 1st February to 1st October; black game, lOfch

December to 20th August ;
grouse, lOth December to 12th

August
;
bustard, 1st March to 1st September

; and the

possession of such game after 10 days in dealers, and 40
days in other persons, from the expiration of the season is

made illegal. The Act makes no difference in the effect of

a game certificate (now “ game licence”)
;
that is to say,

the licence authorizes the holder to kill game, subject to

the law of trespass as modified by this Act. A temporary

section reversed, as to all existing leases, the presump-

tion of law that the game, unless specially reserved, be-

longs to the tenant; but the presumption remains as to

all future leases. But when the game has been reserved to

the landlord, or any assignee of his, then the occupier shall

be punished for killing it, or for authorizing any other

person to do so. This section no doubt was rendered

necessary by the fact that the law of trespass, which is the

pivot of the Game Act, could not be made to include the

case of a farmer shooting game on his own ground
;
but it

is open to the remark that in effect it converts a mere breach

of contract into a crime. Persons holding game certificates

(licences) may sell game to persons licensed to deal therein.

Various sections of the Act define the penalties to which
persons killing or selling game without a licence shall be
subject, and it should be noticed that it is a punishable
offence even to buy game except from a licensed dealer.

The section relating to trespass (§30 of the Game Act)
enacts that, “if any person whatsoever shall commit any
trespass by entering or being in the day time upon any
land in search or pursuit of game, or woodcocks, snipes,

quails, landrails, or conies,^ such person shall, on conviction
thereof before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay such
sum of money, not exceeding two pounds, as to the justice

shall seem meet, together with the costs of the conviction;”
and that if any persons, to the number of five or more
together, shall commit any trespass by entering or being in
the day time upon any land in search of or pursuit of game
or woodcocks, cfec, “ each shall, on conviction, forfeit a sum
not exceeding five pounds. The leave of the occupier shall

be no defence when the game belongs to the landlord or
other persons

;
and by § 31, trespassers in pursuit of game,

&c.
,
may be required to leave the land, to tell their names

and abodes, and if they refuse may be arrested. The owner
of the right of shooting may take from them any game
found hi their possession. The sections against trespassers,
however, do not include any person hunting or coursing
upon any land with hounds or greyhounds.” This act
applies only to England.

The Poaching Acts are still more severe. The Night
Poaching Act enacts that, “ if any person shall, after the
passing of this Act, by night unlawfully take or destroy any
game or rabbits in any land, whether open or enclosed, or
shall by night unlawfully enter or be on any land, whether
open or enclosed, with any gun, net, engine, or other instru-
ment for the purpose of destroying game, such offender
shaU, upon conviction thereof before two justices of the
peace,, be committed for the first offence to the common gaol
or house of correction for any period not exceeding three
calendar months, there to be kept to hard labour, and at
the expiration of such period shall find sureties ” for his not
so offending again. For a second offence the punishment
is six months with hard labour, &c., with one year’s further
iinprisonmeut in default of sureties ; a third offence is a
misdsoiearLOur, and the punishment is penal servitude for

^ These animals, although not included in the statutory definition
of game, are bv this section partially admitted to the benefit of the
Act.
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not more than seven years, or imprisonment for not more
than two years. A later Act, 7 & 8 Viet. c. 20, §1, applies

the penalties to the unlawful taking or destroying game on

a highway by night. “ Night ” is declared to coinuience at

the expiration of the first hour after sunset and to conclude

at the beginning of the last hour before sunrise. Finally,

•the Poaching Prevention Act (25 & 26 Viet. c. 114) gives

power to a constable, “ on any highway, street, or public

place, to search any person whom he may have good cause

to suspect of coming from any land where ho shall Lave
been unlawfully in search or pursuit of game, or any per-

sons aiding or abetting such person, and having in his

possession any game unlawfully obtained, or any gun, part

of gun, or nets or engines used for the killing or taking
game

;
and also to stop and search any cart or other con-

veyance in or upon which such constable or peace olhcer

shall have good cause to su&x^ect that any such game, or any
such article or thing, is being carried by any such per&on.”

If any such thing be found the constable is to detain it,

and apply for a summons against the offender, suiiinioning

him to appear before two justices, where, on conviction, lie

may be fined not more than i>5, and shall forfeit the game,
guns, cisc., found in his possession. This Act is available

by night as well as day. It should be noted in all cases

where the unlawful taking or destroying of game is men-
tioned, that such taking is made unlawful only by the pro-

visions of the Acts relating to certificates, or by the law
relating to trespass. A person i^rovided with a certilicate

can still kill game where he pleases, unless he commits a
trespass—the only exception being that of the tenant whose
landlord has reserved the game in his lands. Thus it may
be inferred that a poacher provided with a certilicate could
not be brought within the limits of the Act relating to

poaching on highways.
Game certificates are now regulated by 23 24 Viet, c DO.

Section 4 enacts that “any person, before he shail in (ilreat

Britain take, kill, or pursue, or aid ox' assist in any manner
in the taking, killing, or pursuing, by any means whatever,
or use any dog, gun, net, or other engine for the purpose of

taking, killing, or pursuing any game, or any woodcock,
snipe, quail, landrail, or any coney, or any deer, shall take
out a proper licence to kill game under this Act ”—subject
to a penalty of ^20. There are, however, certain excep-
tions and exemptions. As to licences to deal in game, aiiy

person who shall have obtained a licence to deal in game
from the justices of the peace under the px'ovihioiis of 1 tb

2 Will. lY. c. 32, and 2 3 Yict. c. 35, shall annually and
during the continuance of such licence, and before he shall
be empowered to deal in game under such licence, obtain a
further licence to deal in game under this Act, and only
those who have obtained licence from the justices shall be
licensed under the Act, i.e., by the Inland Revenue. By
11 & 12 Yict. c. 29 any occupier or owner having the right
of killing game may, by himself or by any person author-
ized by him in writing, kill hares without paying duty or
taking out licence.

Most of the Acts cited above apply to Scotland as well
as England, and when they do not there are special
enactments for Scotland having substantially the satiie

effect. The more important statutes specially affecting
Scotland are the 13 Geo. III. c. 54, which fixes a clL»se
time for kilKng, selling, buying, &c., muirfowl, heathfowl,
partridge, and pheasant

; the 2 tSz: 3 Will. lY. c. GS (the Tres-
pass Act); the 11 & 12 Yict. c. 30 (Hares Killing Act);
and the 40 41 Yict. c. 28. The last is to some extent a
departure from the general policy of the game laws, being
an attempt to provide compensation to tenants for damage
caused by game. In effect it will be found to belong to the
class of “ permissive ” statutes. The important section is
the 4th
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‘‘Where, under any lease made subsequently to the commence-

ment of this Act, or where, by presumption of common law, upon
any land occupied under a lease made subsequently to the com-
mencement of this Act, the lessor shall reserve or retain the sole

right of hunting, killing, or taking rabbits, hares, or other game,
or any of them, the lessee shall be entitled to compensation for the
damage done to his crops in each year by the rabbits and hares, or

other game, to which the lessor may have reserved or retained the
whole right, in excess of such sum as may have been set foi*th in
the lease as the amount of annual damage for whicli it is agr-eed no
compensation shall be due

;
and if no such sum shall be set forth,

then ill excess of the sum of forty shillings.”

Scotch law, differing in this respect from English law,

infers that, when the lease contains no stipulations as to

game, the landlord reserves the right of killing game to

himself, The Act contains provisions for settling claims of

damage either by arbitration or by action at law. Leases

made before the Act are not to be affected thereby. The
old Act of 1621, “anent hunting and baulking, ” is cited in

the schedule of the last-mentioned Act
;

it “ ordaines that

no man hunt nor haulk at any time hereafter who hath not

a plough of land in heritage, under the pain of £100.^’ It

is, of course, practically obsolete. (e. k.) !

GAMES. The public games of Greece and Eome were
athletic contests and spectacles of various kinds, generally

connected with and forming part of a religious observance.

Probablyno institutionexercised a greater influence in mould-
ing the national character, and producing that unique type

of physical and intellectual beauty which we see reflected in

Greek art and literature, than the public contests of Greece.

Fo them each youth was trained in the gymnasium, they

were the central mart whither poet, artist, and merchant
each brought his wares, and the common ground of

union for every member of the Hellenic race. It is to

Greece then that we must look for the earliest form and
the fullest development of ancient games, and we propose

in the present article to treat principally of the Greek
dyaivcs. The shows of the Eoman circus and ampldtheatre
were at best a shadow, and in the later days of the empire
a travesty, of the Olympia and Pythia, and require only

a cursory notice. Corruptio optimi fit pessima.” From
the noblest spectacle in the world, the Greek Olympia, the

downward course of public games can be traced, till we
reach the ignoblest, the Eoman amphitheatre, of whose
horrors we may still form a faint picture from its last sur-

vival, the Spanish bull-fight.

Greek The earliest games of which we have any record are those
games, at the funeral of Pabroclus, which form the subject of the

twenty-third Iliad. They are noticeable both as showing
that the belief that the dead would he appeased or gratified

by the same exhibitions which pleased them in life was a
common heritage of Greeks and Eomans from their Aryan
progenitors, and as already including all the distinctive

competitions which we find in historical times,—the chariot-

race, archery, boxing, wrestling, and putting the weight.

Each of the great Grecian games was held near some shrine

or consecrated spot, and is connected by myth or legend
with some hero, demigod, or local deity.

The Olympian games were the earliest, and to the last they
remained the most celebrated of the four national festivals.

Olympia was a naturally enclosed spot in the rich plain of

Elis, bounded on the N. by the rocky heights of Kronos,
and on the S. and W. by the Alpheus and its tributary

the Kladeus, There was the grove of Altis, in which were
ranged the statues of the victorious athJetjs, and the temple
of Olympian Zeus with the chryselephantine statue of the

god, the masterpiece of Phidias. There Hercules (so ran the

legend which Pindar has introduced in one of his finest odes),

when he had conquered Elis and slain its king Augeas, conse-

crated a temenos and instituted games in honour of his vic-

tory. A later legend, which probably embodies historical

fact, tells how, when Greece was torn by dissensions and

ravaged by pestilence, Iphitus inquired of the oracle for help,
and was bidden restore the games which had fallen into de-
suetude

;
and there was in the time of Pausanlas, suspended

in the temple of Hera at Olympia, a bronze disk whereon
were inscribed, with the regulations of the games, the names
of Iphitus and Lycurgus. From this we may safely infer

that the games were a jprimitive observance of the Eleians
and Pisans, and first acquired their celebrity from the
powerful concurrence of Sparta. In 776 B.o. the Eleians

engraved the name of their countryman Coroebus as victor

ill the foot race, and thenceforward we have an almost un-
broken list of the victors in each succeeding Olympiad or

fourth recurrent year. For the next fifty years no names
occur but those of Eleians or their next neighbours. After
720 J3.C. we find Corinthians and Megareans, and later still

Athenians and extra-Peloponnesians. Thus what at first

was nothing more than a village bout became a bond of

union for all the branches of the Doric race, and grew in

time to be the high feast to which every Greek gathered,

from the mountain fastnesses of Thessaly to the remotest

colonies of Gyrene and Marseilles. It survived even the

extinction of Greek liberty, and had nearly completed twelve

centuries when it was abolished by the decree of the

Christian emperor Theodosius, in the tenth year of his reign.

The last Olympian victor was aPtomanized Armenian named
Varastad.

Let us attempt to call up the scene which Olympia
in its palmy days must have presented as the great

festival approached. Heralds had proclaimed throughout
Greece the truce of God, which put a stop to all warfare,

and ensured to all a safe conduct during the sacred month.
So religiously was this observed that the Spartans chose to

risk the liberties of Greece, when the Persians were at the

gates of PylJ3e, rather than march during the holy days.

Those white tents which stand out against the sombre grey

of the olive groves belong to the Hellanodicse, or ten judges

of the games, chosen one for each tribe of the Eleians.

They have been here already ten months, receiving instruc-

tion in their duties. All, too, or most of the athletes must
have arrived, for they have been undergoing the indispens-

able training in the gymnasium of the Altis. But along

the ‘‘ holy road from the town of Elis there are crowding

a motley throng. Conspicuous in the long train of pleasure-

seekers are the OeiDpoC or sacred deputies, clad in their robes

of office, and bearing with them in their carriages of state

offerings to the shrine of the god. Nor is there any lack

of distinguished visitors. It may be Alcibiades, who, they

say, has entered no less than seven chariots
;
or Gorgias,

who has written a famous for the occasion ; or the

sophist Hippias, who boasts that all he bears about him,

from the sandals on his feet to the dithyrambs he carries in

his hand, are his own manufacture
;
or Action, who will

exhibit his picture of the Marriage of Alexander and
Eoxana—^the picture which gained him no less a ^jrize than

the daughter of tbe Hellanodices Praxonides; or, in an

earlier age, the poet-laureate of the Olympians, Pindar

himself. Lastly, as at the mediaeval tournament, there

are “ store of ladies whose bright eyes rain influence
; ''

matrons, indeed, are excluded on pain of death, but

maidens, in accordance with Spartan manners, are admitted

to the show.
At daybreak the athletes presented themselves in the

Bouleuterion, where the presidents were sitting, and proved

by witnesses that they were of pure Hellenic descent, and

had no stain, religious or civil, on their character. Laying

their hands on the bleeding victim, they swers that they

had duly qualified themselves by ten monl-jis' contimious

training in the gymnasium, and that they would use no

fraud or guile in the sacred coutests. Thence they pro-

ceeded to the stadium, where they stripped to the skin and
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anointed themselves. A herald proclaimed—“Let the

runners put their feet to the line/' and called on the

spectators to challenge any disqualified by blood or

character. If no objection was made, they were started by
the note of the trumpet, running in heats of four, ranged

in the places assigned them by lot. The presidents seated

near the goal adjudged the victory. The footrace was only

one of twenty-four Olympian contests which Pausanias

enumerates, though we must not suppose that these were

all exhibited at any one festival. Till the 77th Olympiad
all was concluded in one day, but afterwards the feast was
extended to five. The order of the games is for the most

part a matter of conjecture, but, roughly speaking, the

historical order of their institution was followed. We will

now describe in this order the most important.

(1.) The foot-race. For the first 13 Olympiads the

Spofjio^i or single lap of the stadium, which was 200 yards

long, was the only contest. The S/auXos, in which the

course was traversed twice, was added in the 14th Olympiad,

and ill the 15th the BoXlxoS) or long race, of 7, 12, or,

according to the highest computation, 24 laps, over 3 miles

in length. We are told that the Spartan Ladas, after

winning this race, droxoped down dead at the goal. There

was also, for a short time, a race in heavy armour, which
Plato highly commends as a preparation for active service.

(2.) Wrestling was introduced in the 18th Olympiad, The
importance attached to this exercise is shown by the very

word palcestrciy and Plutarch calls it the most artistic and
cunning of athletic games. The practice differed little from
that of modern times, save that the wrestler's limbs were
anointed with oil and sprinkled with sand. The third

throw, which decided the victory, passed into a proverb,

and struggling on the ground, such as we see in the famous
statue at Florence, was not allowed, at least at the Olympia.

(3.) In the same year was introduced the Tca/raOXov, a com-
bination of the five games enumerated in the well-known
pentameter ascribed to Simonides :

—

a\fLa, 'jrudit)K€l'v\v, ^icTKOV, ^Kovra, 7r<i\7]V.

Only the first of these calls for any comment. The only
leap practised seems to have been the long jump. The
leapers increased their momentum by means of dXr^pes or

dumb-bells, which
^
they swung in the act of leaping. By

the help of them, and of the spring-board, enormous dis-

tances were covered, though the leap of 55 feet with which
Phayllus is credited is simply incredible. It is disputed
whether a victory in all five contests, or in three at least,

was required to win the Tr^ra^Xov. (4.) Boxing was
added in the 23d Olympiad. The rules were much
the same as those of the modern ring, except that the
boxer's fists and wrists were armed with straps of leather.

The force of the blow was thereby increased
; but no arm

so terrible as the cestus of the Komans can ever have
been admitted in Greek contests, seeing that the death
of an antagonist not only disqualified a combatant, but was
severely punished. In the 'pancratium^ a combination of
wrestling and boxing, the use of these straps, and even of
the clenched fist, was disallowed. (5.) The chariot-race
had its origin in the 23d Olympiad. Tt was held in the
hippodrome, a race-course 1200 feet long by 400 broad, laid
out on the left side of the hill of Kronos. The whole
circuit had to be traversed twelve times. In the centre near
the further end was the pillar or goal (the spina of the
Romans), round which the chariots had to turn. To shun
the goal with rapid wheels” has been well selected by
Milton as the most graphic feature of the Olympian games.
So dangerous indeed was the manoeuvre that, according to
Pausanias, a mysterious horror attached to the spot, and
horses hen they passed it would start in terror without
visible cause, upsetting the chariot and wounding the driver.

The number of chariots that might appear on the course at

once is uncertain. Pindar {Pyth., v. 46) praises Arcesilaus

of Gyrene for having brought off his chariot uninjured in a

contest where no fewer than forty took part. The lai*ge

outlay involved excluded all but rich competitors, and
even kings and tyrants eagerly contested the palm. Thus
in the list of victors we find the names of Cylon, the

would-be tyrant of Athens, Pausanias the Spartan king,

Archelaus of Macedon, Gelon and Hiero of Syracuse, and
Theron of Agrigentum. Chariot-races with mules, with

mares, with two horses in place of four, were successively

introduced, but none of these present any special interest.

Races on horseback date from the 33d Olympiad. As the

course was the same, success must have depended on skill

as much as on swiftness. Lastly, there were athletic con-

tests of the same description for boys, and a competition of

heralds and trumpeters, introduced in the 93d Olympiad.
The prizes were at first, as in the Homeric times, of some

intrinsic value, but after the 6th Olympiad the only prize

for each contest was a garland of wild olive, which was cut

with a golden sickle from the kallistex3hanos, the sacred tree

brought by Hercules “ from the dark fountains of Ister in

the land of the Hyperboreans, to be a shelter common to

all men and a crown of noble deeds” (Pindar, OL^ iii. 18).

Greek writers from Herodotus to Plutarch dwell with com-
placency on the magnanimity of a race v/ho cared for no-

thing but honour and were content to struggle for a coituxj-

tible crown. But though the Greek games present in this

respect a favourable contrast to the greed and gambling ot

the modern race-course, yet to represent men like Milon and
Damoxenus as actuated by pure love of glory is a x)leasing

fiction of the moralists. The successful athlete received in

addition to the immediate honours very substantial rewards,

A herald proclaimed his name, his parentage, and his

country ;
the Hellanodicse took from a table of ivory and

gold the olive crown and placed it on his head, and in his

hand a branch of palm
;
as he marched in the sacred revel

to the temple of Zeus, his friends and admirers showered in

his path flowers and costly gifts, singing the old song of

Archilochus, nqveXXa koXXlvlkc, and his name was canonized
in the Greek calendar. Fresh honours and rewards awaited
him on his return home. If he was an Athenian he
received, according to the law of Solon, 500 drachmse, and
free rations for life in the Prytaneum

;
if a Spartan, he had

as his x)rerogative the post of honour in battle. Poets like

Pindar, Simonides, and Euripides sung his j^raises, and
sculptors like Phidias and Praxiteles were engaged by the
state to carve his statue. We even read of a breach in the
town walls being made to admit him, as if the common load
were not good enough for such a hero

;
and there are well-

attested instances of altars being built and sacrifices offered

to a successful athlete. Ho wonder then that an Olympian
prize was regarded as the crown of human hax3piness.

Cicero, with a Roman’s' contempt for Greek frivolity,

observes with a sneer that an Olympian victor receives more
honours than a triumphant general at Rome, and tells the
story of the Rhodian Diagoras, who, having himself won the
prize at Olympia, and seen his two sons crowned on the
same day, was addressed by a Laconian in these words :

—

“ Die, Diagoras, for thou hast nothing short of divinity to
desire.” Alcibiades, when setting forth his services to the
state, puts first his victory at Olympia, and the prestige he
had won for Athens by his magnificent display. But
perhaps the most remarkable evidence of the exaggerated
value which the Greeks attached to athletic prowess is a
casual expression which Thucydides employs when describ-
ing the enthusiastic reception of Brasidas at Scione. The
Government, he says, voted him a crown of gold, and the
multitude flocked round him and decked him with garlands,
as though he were an athlete.
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The above description of the Olympian games will serve

|

generally for the other great festivals of Greece. Without
j

entering on any detailed account of these, it will be suffi-

cient here to glance at the most prominent characteristics
of each.

The Fythia'n games, second only to the Olympian in im-
portance, were founded after the first Sacred War out of
the spoils of Cirrha, 595 b.c. Originally a local festival
held every eighth year in honour of the Delphic god,
with no other contests but in the harp and the paean—^in

fact a sort of Greek Eisteddfod—they developed into a
common aydiv for all Greece (so Demosthenes calls them),
Vvdtli all the games and races of Olympia, from which they
were distinguished only by their musical and poetical com-
petitions. They were held under the superintendence of
the Amphictyones in the autumn or first half of every third
Olympian year. The prizes were a wreath of laurel and a I

palm.
j

The JSFemean games, originally a warlike gathering and
|

review, were held in honour of Nemean Zeus at the grove
'

of Nemea, between Cleoiise and Phlius, in the second and
'

fourth year of each Olympiad. They date from about 570
B.c. The prize was a chaplet of parsley.

,

The Isthmian games, founded a little earlier than the
j

Neniean, partook at first of the nature of mysteries. They
were held on the narrowest part of the Isthmus of Corinth

'

in honour of Poseidon in the first and third year of each
Olympiad. Their prize was a wreath of pine leaves. The
importance of the Isthmian games in later times is shown
by the fact that Flainininus chose the occasion for proclaim-
ing the liberation of Greece, 196 b.c. That at a later
anniversary (67 a.b.) ISTero repeated the proclamation of
Flainininus, and coupled with it the announcement of his
own infamous victory at Olympia, shows alike the hollow- I

ness of the first gift and the degradation which had befallen
the Greek games, the last faint relic of Greek worth and
independence.

The LacU PiMlci of the Fomans included feasts and
theatrical exhibitions as well as the public games with which
alone we are concerned. As in Greece, they were intimately
connected with religion. At the beginning of each civil

year it was the duty of the consuls to vow to the gods
games for the safety of the commonwealth, and the expenses
were defrayed by the treasury. Thus, at no cost to them-
selves, the Roman public were enabled to indulge at the
same time their religious feelings and their love of amuse-

j

ment. Their taste for games naturally grew till it became
;

a passion, and under the empire games were looked upon i

by the mob as one of the two necessaries of life. The
cediles who succeeded to this duty of the consuls were ex-
pected to supplement the state allowance from their private
purse. Political adventurers were not slow to discover so '

ready a road to popularity, and what at first had been ex-
clusively a state charge devolved upon men of wealth and
ambition. A victory over some barbarian horde or the
death of a relation served as the pretext for a magnificent
display. But the worst extravagance of private citizens

was eclipsed by the reckless prodigality of the Caesars, who
squandered the revenues of whole provinces in catering for
the mob of idle sight-seers on whose favour their throne
depended. But though public games played as important
a part in Roman as in Greek history, and must be studied
by the Roman historian as an integral factor in social and
political life, yet, regarded solely as exhibitions, they are
comparatively devoid of interest, and we sympathize with
Pliny, who asks his friend how any man of sense can go
day after day to view the same dreary round of fights and
races.

It is easy to explain the different feelings which the
games of Greece and of Rome excite. The Greeks at their

best were actors, the Romans from first to last were specta-
tors. It is true that even in Greek games the professional
element played a large and ever-increasing part. As early
as the 6th century b.c. Xenophanes complains that the
wrestler’s strength is preferred to the wisdom of the philo-
sopher, and Euripides, in a well-known fragment, holds up
to scorn the brawny swaggering athlete. But what in
Greece was a perversion and acknowdedged to be such, the
Romans not only practised but held up as their ideal. ISTo
Greek, however high in birth, was ashamed to compete in
person for the Olympic crown. The Roman, though little
inferior in gymnastic exercises, kept strictly to the privacy
of the palaestra

; and for a patrician to appear in public as
a charioteer is stigmatized by the satirist as a mark of
shameless effrontery.

Roman games are generally classified as fixed, extra-
ordinary, oxAmtive\ but for our present purpose they may
be more conveniently grouped under two heads according
to the ifiace where they were held, viz., the circus or the
amphitheatre.

For the Roman world the circus was at once a political
club, a fashionable lounge, a rendezvous of gallantry, a
betting ring, and a playground for the million. Juvenal,
speaking loosely, says that in his day it held the wffiole of
Rome; and there is no reason to doubt the precise statement
of P. Victor, that in the Circus Maximus there were seats
for 350,000 spectators. Of the various Ludi Circences it

may he enough here to give a short account of the most
important, the L%idi Magni or Maximi,

Initiated accordijig to legend by Tarquiniiis Piiscus, the Ludi
Magni were originally a votive feast to Capitoline Jupiter, promised
by the general when ho took the field, and performed on his return
from the annual campaign. They thus presented the appearance of
a military spectacle, or rather a review of the whole burgess i^oree,
which marched in solemn ];)rocesBion fiom the Cai)itol to the forum
and thence to the circus, wdiich lay between the Palatine and
Aventine. First came the sons of patricians mounted on horseback,
next the rest of the burghers ranged according to their military
classes, after them the athletes, naked save for the girdle round
their loins, then the company of dancers with the harj) and flute
players, next the priestly colleges bearing censers and other sacretl
instruments, and lastly the simulacra ot the gods, carried aloft on
their shoulders or drawn in cars. The games themselves were lour-
fold:-—(1) the chariot race

; (2) the Indus Trotoe
; (3) the military

review ; and (4) gymnastic contests. Of these only the first two call
for any comment. (1.) The chariot eiaplo3''ed in the circus was the
two-wheeled war car, at first drawn by two, afterwards by four, and
more rarely by three horses. Originally only two chariots started
for the prize, but under Caligula we I'ead of as many as twenty- lour
heats run in the day, each of four chariots. The distance traversed
was fourteen times the length of the chcus or nearly five miles.
The charioteers were apparently from the first iirofessionals, though
the stigma under which the gladiator lay never attached to their
calling. Indeed a successful driver may compare in popularity and
fortune with a modern jockey. The drivers were divided into com-
panies distinguished by the colours of their tunics, whence arose
the faction of the circus which assumed such importance under the
later emperors. In republican times there were two factions, the
white and the red

; two more, the green and the blue, were added
under the empire, and for a short time in Rornitiau’s reign there
were also the gold and the purple. Even iu Juvenals day party
spirit ran so high that a defeat of the green was looked upon as a
second Caim®. After the seat of empire had been transferred to-

Constantinople these factions of tlie circus were made the basis of
political cabals, and frequently resulted in sanguinary tumults,
such as the famous Xika revolt (5-32 A.D.), in which 30,000 citizens
lost their lives. (2. ) The Ludus Troiae was a sham fight on horse-
back in which

^

the actors were patrician youths. A spirited
description of it will he found iu the 5th .^neid. See also-

ClRCTIH.

The two exhibitions we shall next notice, though occasionally
given in the circus, belong more properly to the amphitheatre.
Venatio was the baiting of wild animals who were pitted either with
one another or with men—captives, criminals, or trained hunters
called hestiarii. The first certain instance on record of this amuse-
ment is in 186 B.c., when M. Fulvius exhibited lions and tigers in
the arena. The taste for these brnitalizing spectacles grew apace,
and the most distant provinces were ransacked by generals and
proconsuls to supply the arena with rare animals—giraffes, tigers,

X. - 9
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and crocodiles. Snlla provided for a single slio-w 100 lions, and
Pompey 600 lions, besides elephants, which were matched with
Gaetuliaii hunters. Julius Ccesar enjoys the doubtful honour of

inventing the bull-fight. At the inauguration of the Colosseum
5000 wild and 4000 tame beasts were killed, and to commemorate
Trajan’s Dacian victories there was a butchery of 11,000 beasts.

The Tumriuicliia was a sea fight, either in the arena, which was
flooded for the occasion by a system of pipes and sluices, or on an
artificial lake. The rival fleets were manned by prisoners of war
or criminals, who often fought till one side was exterminated.

^

In
the sea fight on Lake Fucinus, arranged hy the emi:)eror Claudius,

100 ships and 19,000 men were engaged.
But the special exhibition of the amphitheatre was the muniis

glacliatorium, which dates from the funeral games of Marcus and
Decimus Brutus, given in honour of their father, 264 b.g. It was
probably borrowed from Etruria, and a refinement on the common
savage custom of slaughtering slaves or captives on the grave of a
warrior or chieftain. N’othing so clearly brings before us the vein

of coarseness and inhumanity which runs through the otherwise

noble character of the Eoman, as his passion for gladiatorial shows.
We can fancy how Pericles, or even Alcihiades, would have loathed

a spectacle that Augustus tolerated and Trajan patronized. Only
after the conquest of Greece we hear of their introduction into

Athens, and they were then admitted rather out of compliment to

the conquerors than from any love of the sport. In spite of numer-
ous prohibitions from Constantine downwards, they continued to

flourish even as late as St Augustine. To a Christian martyr, if we
may credit the story told by Theodoret and Cassiodorus, belongs the
honour of their final abolition. In the year 404 Telemachus, a
monk who had travelled from the East on this sacred mission,
rushed into the arena and eiuleavoured to separate the combatants.
He was instantly despatched by the praetor’s orders

;
but Honoriiis,

on hearing the report, issued an edict abolishing the games, which
were never afterwards revived. See Gladiators. (F. S.)

G-AMES, GAMING. Looking here at these in their

legal aspects, it will be seen that from very early times the
law of England has attempted to exercise some conti'ol

over the sports and pastimes of the people—particularly
those involving an element of gambling. Certain games
were either prohibited altogether, or reserved for people of
some position in society. The Act 33 Henry VIII. c. 9,
increasing the severity of still older enactments, deals with
the whole subject in great detail, and it is interesting to
notice that the reason assigned for prohibiting unlawful
games was that they interfered with other exercises more
useful to the state. The Act is entitled a Bill for the
maintaining artillery and the debarring unlawful games ;

and it recites that, since the last statutes, crafty persons
have invented many and sundry new and crafty games and
plays, as loggetting in the fields, slide-thrift, otherwise called
shove-groat, as well within the city of London as elsewhere
in many other and divers parts of this realm, keeping houses,
plays, and alleys for the maintenance thereof, by reason
whereof archery is sore decayed, and daily is like to be
more and more minished, and divers bowyers and fletchers,
for lack of work, gone and inhabit themselves in Scotland
and other places out of this realm, there working and teach-
ing their science, to the pursuance of the same, to the great
comfort of estrangers and detriment of this realm.’'
Accordingly penalties are declared against all persons keep-
ing houses for unlawful games, and all persons resorting
thereto. It is further provided that “ no manner of artificer
or craftsman of any handicraft or occupation, husbandman
apprentice labourer, servant at husbandry, journeyman or
servant of artificer, mariners, fishermen, watermen, or any
serving man, shall play at the tables, tennis, dice, cards,
bowls clash, coytmg, loggetting, or any other unlawful game
out of Christmas under the pain of xxs. to be forfeit for
every tme \ and in Christmas to play at any of the said
games in their masters’ houses or in their masters’ presence *

and also that no manner of person shall at any time play
at any bowl or bowls in open places out of his garden or
orchard” (§ 16). The social evils of gambling (impover-
ishment, crime, neglect of divine service) are incidentally
alluded to in the* preamble, but only in connexion with the
main purpose of the statute—the maintenance of archery.

Blackstone, commenting on this and subsequent statutes,

declares that the principal ground of nioderii complaint is

the gambling in high life” (voL iv. c. 13), and he cites the

various statutes which, up to his time, had been passed

against this pernicious vice. Some of these went so far as

to make the mere winning or losing of money at play a
criminal offence. By the Act IS Goo. IL c. 34 (repealed

by 8 and 9 Yict. c. 109), if any man be convicted upon
formation or indictment of wiuiiiiig or losing at play

or by betting at any one time i;10 or £20 within
24 hours, he shall be fined five times the sum for the

benefit of the poor of the parish. And the evil of

gambling, i.e,, betting or wagering, is the ostensible object

against which the later statutes on gaming are directed.

A bet or wager was, however, at coiiimon law as valid as

any other kind of contract, and the distinction between
bets depending on gaming and bets depending on other
contingencies was long retained, and has, in fact, not yet
entirely disappeared. Besides the Act last mentioned, the
Acts 9 Anne c. 14, 2 Geo. II. c. 28, and 13 Geu. II. c*. 34
prohibited particular games.

The modern statutes are the following—8 and 9 Viet. c.

109, 16 and 17 Viet. c. 119, and 17 and IS Viet. c. 38.

The 8 and 9 Viet. c. 109 (Act to amend the law" relating

to games and wagers) repeals, alia, so much of the
old law of Henry VIII. as makes it unlawful to play at any
mere games of skill. And it provides that, to prove any
house to be a common gaming-house, it ‘‘shall be suflicieiit

to show that it is kept or used for playing therein at any
unlawful game, and that a bank is kept there by one or
more of the players exclusively of the others, or that the
chances of any game played therein are not alike favrmrable
to all the players, including among the players the banker
or other person by whom the game is managed, agahi-t
whom the other players stake, play, or bet.” Gambling, it

will be noticed, is still iu this definition couiiectod with
some kind of game

; the later Act, 16 and 17 Viet c. 119
(for the suppression of betting-houses), enacts that any
house used for the purpose of “ betting with persons resort-

ing thereto ” shall be deemed to be a common gaming-
house. To return to the former Act, it provides that proof

,
that the gaming was for money shall not be required, and

I that the presence of cards, dice, and other instruments of
gaming shall be ^orima facie evidence that the house w-as

' used as a common gaming-house. The keeping of houses
for the game of billiards is to be authorized under licence
from the justices to be granted at the general licensing
sessions, and the conditions are in general the same as to
time of opening, &c., as those of the victuallers’ licences.
Any persons wanning money by cheating ar any game or
wager shall be deemed guilty of obtaining money by false
pretences. The 16 and 17 Viet. c. 119, besides bringing
betting-houses within the statutory definition of gaming-
houses, makes it a specific offence to publish advertisements,
handbills, placards, &c., showdng that any house is kept or
opened for the purpose of betting. AVith reference to the
definition of betting-house in this statute, “ a place opened,
kept, or used for the purpose of the oioner, occiqnei^,
thereof betting with persons resorting thereto,” it may be
mentioned that it was avow^edly framed for the purpose of
hitting houses open to all and sundry, as distinguished from
large but lega,lly private betting-clubs like Tattersalfs. The
reason for this distinction, of course, is that the former are
frequented mainly by a poorer class of persons, who cannot
afford the luxury of gambling, and will be tempted by their
lopes to defraud their employers. The Act of 17 and IS
Viet, gives additional facilities for enforcing the preceding
Acts, and increases the severity of the penalties. The
keeper of a gaming-house may be fined up to ^50 and costs,
and on default of payment may be sent to gaol for twelve
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montlis. Finally, the Vagrant Act, 1873 (36 and 3/ Vict.

c. 38), contains tJie following clause :
“ Every person play-

ing or betting by way of wagering or gaming on any street,

road, highway, or other open and public place, or in any
open place to which the public have, or are permitted to

have, eccess, at or with any table or instrument of gaming,

or any coin, card, token, or other article used as an iiistru-

mem: or means of gaming, at any game or pretended game
of chance, shall be deemed a rogue and vagabond/' The
original Act of 1868, of which this is an amendment, was
passed to repress the practice of playing pitch and toss m
the streets, which, it seems, had grown to the dimensions

of a nuisance in the colliery districts.

The general result of all these enactments may be briefly

stated thus. Apart from statute, no games are unlawful

in themselves. Games were originally made unlawful in

the interest of the more useful military exeicises which they

threatened to supplant. The prohibition has been retained

and extended on account of the vice of gambling, and
severe penalties have been enacted against houses at which
persons can play unlawful games. Betting-houses in

general were brought w'ithiii the definition of gaming-houses,

and finally betting or gaming was prohibited in any public

jDlace. It must be admitted that these distinctions are

based on a most iiisridious principle. Practically gambling
is forbidden to the poor and connived at in the rich.

It may be asked, What games, as such, are lawful under
these various statutes, and what aie unlawful ^ The author
of an excellent and amusing little work on Gaming and
Gamesters^ Law^ gives the following as the result of a
careful examination of all the Acts. The following are

lawful games :—^backgammon, bagatelle, billiards, boat-races,

bowls, chess, cricket, croquet, curling, dominoes, draughts,

fives, football, foot-races, golf, knuir and sjpell, putting the

stone, quoits, rackets, rowing, skittles, tennis, whist, wrest-

ling. The following are doubtful—boxing, cudgel-playing,

and single-stick. The following are absolutely unlawful

—

ace of hearts, basset, dice (except backgammon), hazard,

lotteries (except art-union lotteries), Pharaoh (or faro),

boulet (or roly poly). An Act of Geo. II., which pro-

hibited horse-racing for prizes under .£50 value, has since

been repealed.

To turn now to the civil aspects of the case. Gambling
apart from gaming, Le., simple wagering or betting, was not at
common law illegal, and the Act of Anne did not affect wagers
other than gaming wagers. In fact, the courts were con-
stantly being called upon to enforce contracts by way of

wagers, and were as constantly exercising their ingenuity to

discoverexcuses forrefusing. Awriter onthelaw of contracts^

discovers here the origin of that principle of ^‘public policy”
which plays so important a part in English law. Wagering
contracts were rejected because the contingencies on which
they depended tended to create interests hostile to the
common weal. A bet on the life of the emperor Napoleon
was declared void because it gave one of the parties an
interest in keeping the king's enemy alive, and also because
it gave the other an interest in compassing his death by
unlawful means. A bet as to the amount of the hop-duty
was against public policy, because it tended to expose the
^condition of the king's revenue to all the world. A bet
between two hackney coachmen, as to which of them should
Ice selected by a gentleman for a particular journey, was void,
because it tended to expose the customer to their impor-
tunities- When no such subtlety could be invented, the
law, however reluctantly, was compelled to enforce the
fulfilment of a wager. Now, however, by the Act 8 and 9
Vict. c. 109, cited sujyt'a^ all agreements by way of wager

^ By F. Brandt, London, 1872.
® F. Pollocks Pnnc%;^les of the Law of Contract,

are void, and money lost on them cannot be recoveied by
action at lav/. There still remains, as hinted above, a dis-
tinction between gaming and other wagers. The 5 and 6
Will. IV. c. 41 treats securities {e.g., promissory notes)
given for money lost at gaming as being given for an illegal

consideiation
;
under the 8 and 9 Vict. c. 109, securities

given for betting are held to be given for a void, or for no
consideration. Thus a third peison, coming into possession
of a note given for a bet, would have to prove that he gave
value for it if the bet was a gaming bet under the statute
of Anne ; if it was not a gaming bet, he would be presumed
to have given consideration for it until it was actually
proved that he had not.

The 8 and 9 Vicfc. c. 109 exempts all subscriptions, or
contributions, or agreements to subsciibe or contribute
towards any plate, prize, or sum of money to beawaided to
the winner of any lawful game. (e. b.)

GANDERSHEIM (in Eberhard's Clironiclo,Gandersem),
a town of Germany at the head of a circle in the duchy of
Brunswick, situated on the Gande, a sub-tributary of the
Weser, about 48 miles S W. of Briinswdck. It is a small
place numbering, according to the census of 1875, only 2454
inhabitants

;
but it carries on the manufactuie of linen,

cigars, beet-ioot sugar, and beer, and possesses not only au
old palace built by the dukes of Brunswick in the 16th
century, but an abbey which ranks among the most famous
in Germany.
The abbey of Gaiiderslieim vas founded in 850, accoiding to

Ebeiliaid’s Chiomclc, by the duke Ludolf of Saxony and Ins wife
Oda, who lemovod to the new domicile the iniub islioin they had
shoitly befoie established at Bi uiishausen Then o^^n dauglit( i

Hathiiinoda was the iiist abbess, who was succeeded on liei death
by liei sistei Geibeiga XJndei Goibciga’s govtumneiit Ivin^
Louis III. gicuitul a piivilcge, by winch the cfiiee of abbess
was to continue in the ducal laimLy as long as an\ inenibei was
found competent and -willing to aciept the same Otto III gaAe
the abbey a maikct, a light of toll, and a mint, and aftci tli(‘

bishop of Hildeslieiin and the aichbisliop of Llainz had long
contested with each othei about its siipei vision, Pox)e Innocent
III declaied it altogetliei independent of both Ihe abbey w i-s

ultimately lecoguized as holding lUiectly of the cinpiie, and the
abbess had a vote in the diet as a meinhci of the Blitfinsh bench of

bishops. The conventual estates weie of great extent, and among
the feudatoiies who could be summoned to tlie coiiit ot the abbess
weie the electoi ol Hanover and the king of Pius sia Piotestaiiti^^m

was iiitioduced in 1568, and ^Magdalena, the last Itoinan Catholic
abbess, died in 1589 ;

hut Protestant abbesses weie apijomted to the
fomidation, and continued to enjoy tlieir impel lal pihileges till

1802, when Gandeisheim w'as iiicorpoiated with Biunswick. Tlie

last abbess was a princess of the ducal house, and kept her rank
till hei death. The memory of Gandeisheim will long be preseived
by its literaiy inemoiials Hioswitha, the aiithoi of the famous
ecclesiastical dramas, was a memhei of tlio sisteihood in the 9tli

centuiy; and the rhyming Chiomcle of Ebcrliaid of Gaiidersheim
lanks as in all piobability the eailiest histoiical w’oik composed in

Low Geiinan The Chiomcle, winch contains an account of the
fiist period of the monastery, is edited by Wieland, in Momimenia
Genn liistmica (Yeiiiacular section, vol. ii., 1877), and has been
the object of a special study by Paul Hasse, Gottingen, 1872. See
also “Agii vita Hathumodee abbatissse Gandeishemensis primas,”

in J. G. von Eckhait’s Vetermn monumentoricm qioatei

1720 ;
and Hase, MittcJaltm hche JDaudenJcmalcr JShedersacJisens,

1870.

GANDIA, au ancient w^all-encircled city of Spain, in

the province and archbishopric of Valencia, is beautifully

situated in the feitile huerta or garden of Gandia, about 3

miles from the mouth of the river Alcoy. Its most promi-

nent buildings are a large collegiate church, a college of the

Escuelas Bias, and a palace of the dukes of Gandia. There
is some trade in the produce of the district, especially ni

fruit
;
and linen and silk are manufactured to a limited

extent. St Francis de Borgia or Boija, third general of the

Jesuit order, was duke of Gandia, and spent some years

of his life there. Population about 7000.

GANDO, a kingdom of north-western Africa in the Sudan,
comprising that part of the territory watered by the Quorra
or Niger which extends from the Birni and Say in the N
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to Idda ill the S. It was. established by the Eulah or

Fulatah on the dissolution of the Houssa kingdom of

Katchena by the death in 1817 of Sheik Othman dan
Foddie. The political unity of the various parts of the

kingdom is with difficulty maintained, and the process of

disintegration has begun. Among the separate districts or

Xorovinces are Libtako in the north. Yaga, Sabemia, Gnrma,
Dendima, a great part of Yoruba with the town of Ilori,

Yauri, pait of Nupe or Nyffe, and part of Borgu. The
chief town is Gando, situated on the Sokoto, the first con-

toiderable affluent of the ISTiger from the east, not far from
the town of Sokoto, which is the capital of the powerful

kingdom of that name. Rabba, Egga, Busah, Igbegbo,

and Bida aie among the more important towns. The whole

Gando territory is estimated at 81,500 square miles, and
its population at 5,800,000. See Barth’s Travels in Centred

Africa^ and Baikie, “ Journey from Bida to Eano,” in

Joxirn, Roif. Geoq, Soc., 1867.
GANTGANELLL See Clement XIV.
GANGES, a river of northern India, formea by the

drainage of the southern ranges of the Himalayas. This

mighty stream, whicli in its lower course supplies the great

river system of Bengal, rises in the Garhwiil state, and falls

into the Bay of Bengal after a course of 1500 miles. It

l&sues, under the name of the Bh^iglratbi, from an ice cave

at the foot of an HLindlayan snow bed near Gangotri,

10,300 feet above the level of the sea. During its earlier

passage through the southern spurs of the Himalayas, it

receives the Jahuavi from the north-west, and subsequently
the Alaknandd, after whicli the united stream takes the

name of the Ganges. Deo Praydg, their point of junction,

is a celebrated place of pilgrimage, as is also Gangotri, the
source of the parent stream. At Sukhi it pierces through
the Himcilayas, and turns south-west to Hardwar, also a
place of great sanctity. It proceeds by a tortuous course
through the districts of Dehra Diln, Sahdranpur, Muzaff-
arnager, Bulaiidshahr, and Farrukliabad, in which last dis-

trict it receives the Rdmgang^. Thus far the Ganges has
been little more than a series of broad shoals, long deep
pools, and rapids, except, of course, during the melting of the
snows and throughout the rainy season. At Allahdbdd, how-
ever, it receives the Jumna, a mighty sister stream, which
takes its rise also in the Himalayas to the west of the sources
of the Ganges. The combined river winds eastwards by
south-east through the North-Western Provinces, receiving
the Gumti and the Gogr4. The point of junction of each of
these streams has more or less pretension to sanctity. But
the tongue of land at Allahdbdd, where the Jumna and the
Ganges join, is the true Praydg, the place of pilgrimage, to
which hundreds of thousands of devout Hindus repair to
wash away their sins in the sacred river. Shortly after
passing the holy city of Benares, the Ganges enters Behar,
and after receiving an important tributary, the Sou, from
the south, p,asses Patnd, and obtains another accession to its

volume from the Gandak, which rises in Nepdl. Further
to the east, it receives the Kusi, and then, skirting the
Rdjmahal hills, turns sharply to the southward, passing near
the site of the ruined city of Gaur. By this time it has
approached to within 240 miles, as the crow flies, from the
sea. About 20 miles further on, it begins to branch out
on the level country, and this spot marks the commence-
ment of the delta, 220 miles in a straight line, or 300 by
the windings of the river, from the Bay of Bengal. The
main channel takes the name of the Padma or Padda, and
proceeds in a south-easterly direction, x^ast P4bn4 to
Goalanda, above which it is joined by the Jamuna or
main stream of the Brahmaj^utra. The vast confluence of
waters rashes towards the sea, receiving further additions
from the hill country on the east, and forming a broad
estuary known under the name of the Meghni., which enters
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the Bay of Bengal near NotikhalL This estuary, however,

is only the largest and most easterly of a great number of

mouths or channels. The most westerly is the Hugh or

Hooghly which receives the wmters of a number of distribu-

tary channels that start from the parent Ganges in the neigh-

bourhood of Muishiddbtid. Between the Plugli on the west

and the Meghiia on the east lies the delta. The upper

angle of it consists of rich and fertile districts, such as

Murshidabcid, Nadiya, Jessoi, and the 24 Parganas. But
towards its southern base, resting on the sea, the country

sinks into a series of great swamjis, intercepted by a net-

work of innumerable channels. This wild waste ib known
as the Sundarbans, from the sundari tree, which grows in

abundance in the sea-board tracts. The most important

channel of the Ganges for commerce is the Hugh, oi-

which stonds Calcutta, about 90 miles from the moutb.
Beyond this city, the navigation is conducted by native

craft,—the modern facilities for trafiic by rail, and the

increasing shoals in the liver, having x>ut an end to the

previous steamer communication, which x>lied until about
1860 as high ux> as Allahabdd. Below Calcutta im-

poitant boat routes through the delta connect the Hugh
with the eastern branches of the river, both for native ciaft

and steamers. The Ganges is essentially a liver of great

cities : Calcutta, Monghyr, Patna, Benares, and Allahabad,

all lie on its course below its junction with the Juniiia;

and the ancient capitals, Agra and Delhi, aie on the

Jumna, higher uxi. The catchment basin of the Ganges*

is bounded on the N. by a length of about 7 00 miles of

the Himalayan range, on the S. by the Yiiidliyd mountains,
and on the E. by the ranges which se^jarate Bengal Iroui

Burmah. The vast river basin thus enclosed embiaces
432,480 square miles. The flood dischaige of the Gauges
at Rajmahal, after it has received all Its impoitaiit tribu-

taries, was formerly estimated at 1,350,000 cubic feet xier

second. According to the latest calculations, the length of

main stream of Ganges is 1540 miles, or with its longest

affluent, 1680; breadth at true entrance, 20 miles; breadth
of channel in dry season, 1:^ to 2| miles

; dex)th in dry
season, 30 feet

;
flood discharge, 1,800,000 cubic feet pei

second; oidinaiy discharge, 207,000 cubic feet; longest

duration of flood, about 40 days. The average descent oi

the river from Allahabad to Benares is 6 inches ^ver mile
,

from Benares to Calcutta, between 4 and 5 inches ; from
Calcutta to the sea, 1 to 2 inches. Gioat changes take
place from time to time in the river bed, which altei tlie

face of the country. Extensive islands are throw ii iqj, and
attach themselves to the mainland, while the river deserts

its old bed and seeks a new* cliaiiiiel, it may be many miles
off. Such changes are so rapid and on so vast a scale, and
the corroding power of the current on the bank .so irresis-

tible, that in Lower Bengal it is consideied perilous to build
any structure of a large or xDerinanent chai actor on the
margin. Many decayed or ruined cities attest the changes
in the river bed in ancient times

;
and within our own

times the main channel which formeily passed IBijmahAl
has turned away from it, and left the tovni high and dry,

7 miles from the bank.
GANGI, a town of Italy, in the p>rovince of Palermo, and

circondario of Cefalu, about 22 miles inland from the town
of Cefalu. It occupies the slope of a hill on the southern
flanks of the Nebrode or Monte Marone, and the ridge of
the hill is crowned by a striking fortress with three towers,'

only one of which, however, is entire. The inhabitants,
who in 1871 numbered 12,921, cultivate grain and manu-
facture cheese iu sufficient quantities to maintain a moder-
ate trade. Gangi Vetere or Old Gangi, in the vicinity, is

identified, according to a conjecture of Cluverius, with the
ancient Enguium or Engyum. The foundation of Enguium
was ascribed by Diodorus Siculus and Plutarch to a Cretan
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settlement, and Plutarch relaxes that relies of Meriones and
Ulysses were exhibited in his time in the town. Having
sided with the Carthaginians in the Second Punic War, it

was saved from the vengeance of Marcellus by the entreaties

of a certain Nicias. At the close of the republic it was a
municipal town, with considerable celebrity on account of

the temple of the Great Mother, as Cicero calls her.

GANGOTPI, a celebrated place of Hindu pilgrimage,
situated among the Himalaya Mountains, in the state of

Garhwal, on the Ganges, which is here not above 15 or 20
yards broad, with a moderate current, and not in general
above 3 feet deep. The course of the river runs N. by
E. ;

and on the bank near Gangotri there is a small temxole

about 8 or 10 feet high, in which are two images represent-

ing the Ganges and Bli^girathi rivers. The bed of the river

adjoining the temple is divided off by the Brahmans into

three basins, where the xDilgrims bathe. One of these
portions is dedicated to Brahma, another to Yishnu, and
the third to Siva. The pilgrimage to Gangotri is considered
elficacious in washing away the sins of the devotee, and
eiimring him eternal happiness in the world to come. The
water taken from this sacred spot is exported by pilgrims
to India, and sold at a high ^Drice. It is drawn under the
inspection of a Brahman, to whom a trifling sum is paid for

the privilege of taking it, and the vessels are then sealed.

The elevation of the temple above the sea is 10,319 feet.

Long. 78° 59' E., lat. 30° 59' N.
GANGPUE, a tributary state of Chutid Nagpur, Bengal,

situated between 21*^ 47' 5" and 22° 32' 20" N. lat., and
85° 10' 15" and 85° 34' 35" E. long. It is bounded on the

by LohdrdagA district and Jashpur state
; on the E. by

Singbhum district
;
on the S. by Bondi and Bdmrd states

and Sarnbalpur district
;
and on the W. by Kdipur district.

Gangpur state consists of a long undulating table-land about
TOO feet above the sea, sloping downwards from the higher
plateau of Cliutid Ndgpur to the N., and dotted with de-
tached ranges and isolated peaks rising to a height of 2210
feet. The area is 2484 square miles. The chief products are
rice, sugar-cane, oil-seeds, and tobacco, besides lac, tasar silk,

resin, and catechu, yielded by the jungles. Diamonds and
gold are occasionally found in the bed of the river Ib. Coal is

known to exist, but is not worked. The po]pulatioii in 1872
numbered 73,637, viz., 37,751 males and 35,886 females.
Of the total population 45,208, or 61*3 per cent., belong to

various aboriginal hill tribes, such as Bhuiy^s, Urdons, &c.;

9843, or 13*4 per cent., are semi-Hinduized aborigines

;

18,349, or 24'9 per cent., are Hindus; and 231 are Ma-
hometans. The state yields the rdjd an estimated annual
revenue of .^2000, and pays an annual tribute to the British
Government of ^£50.

GrANGEENE. See Mortification.
GANILH, Charles (1758-1836), a distinguished

political economist, was born at Allanche in Cantal, on the
6th January 1758. He was educated for the profession of

law, and practised as avocat. During bhe troubled period
which culminated in the taking of the Bastille on 14th
July 1789, he came prominently forward in public affairs,

and was one of the seven members of the permanent Com-
mittee of Public Safety which sat at the H6tel de Ville.

He was imprisoned during the Eeign of Terror, and was
only released by the counter-revolution of the 9th Ther-
midor. During the first consulate he was called to the
tribunate, but was excluded in 1802. In 1815 he was
elected deputy for Cantal, and finally left bhe chamber on
its dissolution in 1823. He died in 1836. Ganilh is best
known as the most vigorous defender of the mercantile
school ill opposition to the views of Adam Smith and the
English economists. His works, though interesting from
the clearness and precision with which these peculiar
opinions are presented, do not now possess much value for
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the student of political economy. The most important are
the treatises, Des Systhnes d^Sconomie Politique (1st ed.,

1809; 2d ed., 1821, 2 vols.), in which the rival doctrines of

economics are stated and compared, and TMorie de
VJ^coniomie Politique, fo7idh' stir les fails, which introduces
largely the element of statistical detail. Other works are

—

Essai loolitique sur le revenu public des peuples de Vantiquite

et du moyeii age (2 vols., 1st ed., 1806; 2d ed., 1823)
;

De la Legislation (1817); and Dictionnaire Analytique
dliiconomie Politique (Isb voL, 1826)—“ a work, says

Blanqui, “ unw^orthy of him.” A considerably higher
estimate of Ganilh’s merits than that given by Blanqui ‘^^'ill

be found in Kantz's laborious GescliicJitliche Entvdch. d.

JSTational-CElcoQiomih (sec. 85, pp. 598, 599).
GAiSTJAM, a district of Madras, situated between 18°

18' and 19° 40' 30" h7. lat., and between 83° 51' 30" and
85° 10' 30" E. long, bounded on the N. by Puri district

in Orissa ; on the E. by the Bay of Bengal, on the B. by
Vizagapatam district, and on the W. by the estates of

Ealahandi, Patnii, and Jaipur. The district is exceedingb/
moantainous and rocky, but is interspersed with open
valleys and fertile plains. Pleasant groves of trees in the

plains give to the scenery a greener and less Indian apx^eav-

ance than is usually met with in the districts to the south.

The mountainous tract known as the Maliy^s, or chain of

the eastern ghats, has an average height of about 2000 feet,

—its principal peaks being Singhftr^j (4,976 feet), Llaheii-

dragiri (4923), and Deodanga (4534). The chief rivers

are the Eushikuliy^ (with its tributary the Mahdiiadi), the

Yamsaddri, and the L^nguliy^
;
besides numerous mountain

streams and torrents. The sea and river fisheries afford a

livelihood to a considerable section of the population. The
hilly region abounds iu forests consisting princqDally of sal,

with satin-wood, ebony, and sandal-wood in smaller quanti-

ties. The district abounds in game both large and small.

Ganjam formed part of the ancient kingdom of Kalinga.

Its early history is involved in obscurity, and it was not till

after the Gajapati dynasty ascended the throne of Orissa,

that this tract became even nominally a part of their

dominions. Owing to the nature of the country, the rising

Mahometan power was long kejpt at bay
;
and it was not

till nearly a century after the first invasion of Orissa that a

Mahometan governor was sent to govern the Chikakol

Sarkdrs, which included the present district of CTanjam. In

1753 Chikakol, with bhe Northern Sarkars, were made over

to the French by Salabat Jang for the maintenance of his

French auxiliaries. In 1759 Masulipatam was taken by
an English force sent from Bengal, and the French were

compelled to abandon Ganjam and their other factories in

the northr In 1765 the Northern Sarkte (including Gaii-

jani) were granted to the English by im]3erial firman, and
in August 1768 an English factory was founded at Ganjam,
protected by a fort. The present district of Ganjam was
constituted in 1802. In the earlier years of British rule

considerable difficulty was experienced in administering the

district. The country was continually in a state of con-

fusion and disturbance
;
and on more than one occasion,

the refractory large landholders had to be coerced by means
of regular troops. In 1816 Ganjam was overrun by the

Pinddris ; and in 1836 occurred the Giimsiir cainjiaign,

when the British first came into contact with the aboriginal

Kandhs, the suppression of whose practice of human sacri-

fice was successfully accom];)lished. A petty rising of a

section of the Kandhs occurred in 1865, w^hich was, how-
ever, suppressed without the aid of regular troops.

The census of 1872 gives the area at 8500 square miles, including

$369 square miles occupied by the Maliya or mountain region, and
the population at 779,112 males and 740,976 females,—total,

1,520,088 (with 4562 villages, and 341,404 houses), classified thus
according to religion :—Hindus, 1,513,673 ; Mahometans, 4826

;

Christians, 1043; Buddhists or Jains, 45; ''‘others/’ 501. The



Kaiidlis and Sauras aie tlic aboriginal tribes inbabiting tlie momi-
tains. Ot tlis idaiiis poxmlatioii two-thirds aie estimated as belong-

ing to the XJrugd lace, the lemainder being mostly Telegus. Of
the plains countiy, with an aiea of 6141 squaio miles, or 3,290,240

acies, about onc-thiid is under cultivation, one-thiid cultivable,

and one-tliiid waste. A considei able extent of land is under culti-

vation in the Maliyds, but no revenue is deiived fiom this tiact.

Rice forms the staple xa'odiict, and is laigely exported. The other

crops aie ceieals oi vaiious soits, pulses and oilseeds, fibres, sugai-

cane (said to be the best in India), tobacco, mdigo, chilies, &c.

Holdings aie small, and tbe peasantry aie generally poor and in

debt to the village money-lender. Five towns contain a population

exceeding 6000 •—Bcihampui, 21,670 ,
Parla Kimidi, 15,958 ;

Chi-

kakol, lo,5S7; lUruvd, 6739 ;
Takkali Raghunandapnram, 6206.

Ganjam tovn, the former administrative headquarters of the dis-

trict, has a p02)ulation of only 4163. The means of internal com-
munication consist of 661 miles of load in the plains, and 323 miles

of hill loads, besides a shoit tidal canal 9 miles long, connect-

ing the Chilka lake with the Rushikuliyd river. Salt manufacture
is a Goveinmeiit monopoly, ^ leldmg about £200,000 annually. The
levoiiue has lapidly increased of late yeais, having advanced fiom
£216,196 in 1860-61 to £338,705 in 1876-76. The chief receipts

are the salt and land revenue, which yielded £196,396 and £117,348
lespectively lu 1875-76 The expense of administering the district

amounted to £23,970 in 1860-61, and to £28,123 in 1875-76. For
the protection of person and property there were, in 1875-76, 27
magisterial and 13 civil a.iid revenue courts. Murder is unusually
prevalent in Ganjam, no less than 26 caseshaving occurred in 1875.

Education is backward, only about 3 *3 per cent, of the population
of the jr^s-ins being able to read and wiite. In 1875 there were 334
Government or aided schools in the plains, attended by 6909 pupils,

besides 17 schools in the lulls, with 860 pupils.

GANNAL, Jean Nicolas (1791-1852), a distinguished

French technical chemist, was born at Sarre-Louis, July 28,

1791. At the age of fourteen he was placed in a druggist s

establishment, where he acquired a knowledge of chemical
manipulation. In 1808 he entered the medical department
of the French army, and in the campaign of 1812 he
witnessed the disastrous retreat from Moscow. After the
downfall of the empire he obtained a situation at the ficole

Polyteehnique in Paris, and subsequently acted as chemical
assistant to Th4nard. Having commenced research in
industrial chemistry, lie devised a method for the refining

of borax, by which the price of that salt was reduced from
6 francs to 60 centimes per Ib. He was the first to intro-

duce into printing the use of elastic rollers, which he formed
of a mixture of gelatin and sugar, and his process for the
melting of tallow and hardening it with acids prepared
the way for the manufacture of wax-candles. In 1823 he
took out a patent for the making of glue and gelatin. His
experiments with the latter substance demonstrated the
incorrectness of the opinion, held by Darcet and others, that
it possessed highly nutritive properties. He obtained one
of the Montyon prizes of the Institute in 1827 for the em-
ployment of chlorine in the treatment of catarrh and phthisis,
and again in 1835 for his discovery of the efficacy of injec-
tions of solutions of acetate and chloride of aluminium iu
preserving anatomical preparations. Turning his attention
next to embalmment, he showed thatit could be accomplished
without mutilation of the body, and with greater economy
than after the old methods, by injecting into one of the
carotid arteries solutions of aluminium salts, Gannal died
at Paris in 1852. The following are among bis works :

—

Dil CJilorc employ6 comme Hem^de contre la PMhise pulmonairey
1832, 8VO, Sar la 1834 and 1836, 2 pts. 8vo; Sur la
OoTtservation des Parties animales, 1836, 8yo ; M^moire . . . sur
VApplication cVim nouveau SysUme d'Inhumation dans Us Cimi-
tihres, 1842, 4to ; Histoire des Emlaumements et de la Priparation
des Pihces d'Anatomic normaU, 1837 and 1841, 8vo

; M. Garmal et
M. U Pocteur Pasqxiier,—a pamphlet relative to the embalmment of
the dnke of Orleans, in which GannaVs process was not employed,
1842, 8vo

; and Pjcttre d VInshtut, 1843 and Nouvelle Lettre aux
Mideevns, 1844, on embalming, 8vo.

GANNAT, a town of France, capital of an arrondisse-
ment in the department of Allier, is situated on the Andelot,
an affiuent of the Allier, 33 miles S. by W. of Moulins.
The vicinity is very pleasant, but the town is badly built

and the streets are crooked and narrow. It posses-^es a

tribunal of primary instance, a hospital, and a secondary

school. There are limeworks, tanneries, cutleries, and sonic

trade in corn, fruits, wine, and cattle. The town was
formerly surrounded by walls, and wliat remains of its old

castle is now used as a prison. Tiio chuicli of Saintc-Croix

possesses a choir in the pure Auvergne style oi tlio 11th

century, and also some fine paintings. The population in

1876 was 5042.
GANNET (Anglo-Saxon, ganoi) or Solvn Goose, ^ the

Pelecanus hassanus of Linnaeus and the Sula hassana of

modern ornithologists, a large sea-fowl long known as a

numerous visitor, for the purpose of breeding, to the Bass

Bock at the entrance of the Firth of Forth, and to certain

other islands off the coast of Britain, of which four are in

Scottish waters—namely, Ailsa Craig, at the mouth of the

Firth of Clyde
;
the group known collectively as St Kikla

;

Suleskerry, some 40 miles north-east of the Butt of Lewis
;

and the Stack and Skerry, about the same distance west-

ward of Stromness. It appears also to have two stations

off the coast of Ireland, the Skellig Islands and the Stags

of Broadhaven, and it resorts besides to Lundy Island iii

the Bristol Channel—its only English breeding-place.

Further to the northward its settlements are Myggcmes, the

most westerly of the Faroes, and various small islands off

the coast of Iceland, of which the Yestmaiiiiaoyjar, the

Reykjanes Fuglasker, and Grimsey arc the chief. On the

western side of the Atlantic it appears to have but five

stations, one in the Bay of Fundy, and four rocks in the

Gulf of St Lawrence, On all these seventeen places the

bird arrives about the end of March or in April and departs

in autumn when its young are ready to fiy; but even
during the breeding-season many of the adults may be seen

on their fishing excursions at a vast distance from then-

home, while at other times of the year their range is greater

still, for they not only frequent the North Sea and the

English Channel, but stray to the Baltic, and, in winter,

extend their flight to the Madeiras, wffiile the members of

the species of American birth traverse the ocean from the
shores of Greenland to the Gulf of Mexico.

Apparently as bulky as a Goose, and with longer wings
and tail, the Gannet weighs considerably less. The plum-
age of the adult is white, tinged on the head and neck with
buff, while the outer edge and principal quills of the wing-

are black, and some bare spaces round the eyes and on the
throat reveal a dark blue skin. The first plumage of the
young is of a deep brown above, but paler beneath, and
each feather is tipped with a triangular white si)Ot. The

^ The phrase ganotes hcetf (Gannet’s hath), a periifiirasis lor the sea,

occurs m the Anglo-Saxon Chromcle, in reference to events winch
took place 975 A.D., as pointed out hy Prof. Cunningham, whose
learned treatise on this bird {lUs, 1866, p. 1) nearly cxliansts all

that can be said of its history and habits. A fewr pages further on
(p. 13) this -writer remarks:—“The name Gannet is intimately con-
nected -with our modern English Gander, both w^ords being modifica-

tions of the ancient British ‘gan ’ or ^gans,’ which is the same w^ord

with the modern German ^ Gans,’ which in its turn cori’esponds with
the old High German ‘Kans,’ the Greek the Latin anser, and
the Sanskrit 'hansa,' all of which possess the same signification, viz.,

a Goose. The origin of the names Solan or Soland, Sulan, Sula, and
Haf-sula, which are evidently all closely related, is not so obvious.

Martin [Voy, St. K^lda\ informs us that ‘ some imagine that the word
Solan comes from the Irish Sonler, corrupted and adapted to the
Scottish language, gid ocuUs irretortis e longinguo respiciat prcGdamJ*
The earlier writers in general derive the word from the Latin solea, in

consequence of the bird’s supposed habit of hatching its egg wdth its

foot
;
and in a note intercalated into Ray’s description of the Solan

Goose in the edition of his Itineraries published by the Ray Society,

and edited by Dr Lankester, we are told, though no authority for the
statement is given, that ^ the Gannet, Sula alha^ should he written
Solent Goose, i.e., a channel goose.’” Hereon an editorial note
remarks that this last statement appears to have been a suggestion of

Yarrell’s, and that it seems at least as possible that the “Solent”
took its name from the bird.
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nest is a shallow depression, either on the ground itself or

on a pile of turf, grass, and seaweed—which last is often

conveyed from a great distance. The single egg it contains

has a white shell of the same chalky character as a Cor-

inorant’s (voi. vi, p. 407). The young are hatched blind and

naked, but the slate-coloured skin with which their body is

covered is soon clothed with white down, replaced in due
time by true fes^thers of the dark colour already mentioned.
The mature plumage is believed not to be attained for

some three years. Towards the end of summer the majority
of Gannets, both old and young, leave the neighbourhood
of their breeding-place, and, betaking themselves to the open
sea, follow the shoals of herrings and other fishes (the

presence of which they are most useful in indicating to
fishermen) to a great distance from land. Their prey is

almost invariably captured by plunging upon it from a
height, and a company of Gannets fishing presents a curious
and interesting spectacle. Flying in a line, each bird, when
it comes over the shoal, closes its wings and dashes per-
pendicularly into the waves, whence it emerges after a few
seconds, and, shaking the water from its feathers, mounts in
a wide curve, and orderly takes its place in the rear of the
string, to repeat its headlong plunge so soon as it again
finds itself above its prey.^

^ The large niimber of Gannets, and the vast quantity of fish they
take, has been frequently animadverted upon, but the computations
on this last point are perhaps fallacious. It seems to be certain that
in former days fishes, and herrings in particular, were at least as
plentiful as now, if not more so, notwithstanding that Gannets were
more numerous. Those frequenting the Bass were reckoned by Mac-
gillivray at 20,000 in 1831, while in 1869 they were computed at
12,000, showing a decrease of two-fifths in 38 years. On Ailsa in
1869 there were supposed to be as many as on the Bass, but their
number was estimated at 10,000 in 1877 {Ite'port on the Herring
Fisheries of Scotland, 1878, pp. xxv. and 171),—^being a diminution of
one-sixth in eisrht years, or nearly twice as gieat as on the Bass.
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Structurally the Gannet presents many points worthy
of note, such as its closed nostrils, its aborted tongue, and
its toes all connected by a web—characters whicli it pos-
sesses in common with most of the other members of the
group of birds {Steganopodes) to which it belongs. Lut
more remarkable still is the system of subcutaneous air-cells,

some of large size, pervading almost the whole surface of
the body, communicating with the lungs, and capable of
being inflated or emptied at the will of the biid. This
peculiarity has attracted the attention of several writers

—

Montagu, Professor Owen {Proc. ZooL Soc.^ 1831, p, 90),
and Macgillivray ; but a full and particular account of the
anatomy of the Gannet is still to be desired.

In the southern hemisphere the Gannet is represented by
two nearly allied but somewhat smaller forms—one, Sula
capensis, inhabiting the coast of South Africa, and the other,

S, serrator^ the Australian seas. Both much resemble thie

northern bird, but the former seems to have a perman-
ently black tail, and the latter a tail the four middle feathers

of which are blackish-brown with white shafts.

Apparently inseparable from the Gannets generically are

the smaller birds well known to sailors as Boobies from
the extraordinary stupidity they commonly display. They
differ, however, in having no median stripe of bare skin

down the front of the throat; they almost invariably breed
upon trees, and are inhabitants of warmer climates. One
of them, S, cT/anops, when adult has much of the aspect of

a Gannet, but S, piscator is readily distinguishable by its

red legs, and S. leucogaster by its upper plumage and neck
of deep brown. These three are widely distributed within

the tropics, and are in some places exceedingly abundant.
The fourth, S. variegata^ which seems to preserve through-
out its life the spotted suit characteristic ot the immature
S* hassana^ has a much more limited range, being as yet only

known from the coast of Peru, where it is one of the birds

which contribute to the formation of guano. (a. n.)

GANS, Edwabi) (1798-1839), a distinguished jurist,

was born at Berlin, on the 22d March 1798. His father, a
banker in Berlin, was of Jewish descent. He was educated

first at Berlin, then at Gottingen, and finally at Heidelbei’g,

where he met Thibaut, the celebrated lawyer, and Hegel, by
whom he was much attracted. He attended Hegehs lectures

at Berlin and became thoroughly imbued with the principles

of the Hegelian philosophy. In 1825 he travelled for some
months in England and France, and on his return was
named professor extraordinarius at Berlin. At this period

the historical school of jurisprudence was coming to the

front, and Gans, already, from his Hegelian tendencies,

predisposed to treat law historically, applied the method to

one special branch of legal relations—the right of succession.

His great work, JErhrecht in weltgeschichthcken Mntwitldiing

(4 vols. 1825, 1825, 1829, and 1835), is still of permanent

value, not only on account of its extensive survey of facts,

but through the admirable manner in which the general

theory of the slow evolution of legal relations is presented.

In 1830, and again in 1835, Gans visited Paris, and formed

an intimate acquaintance with the knot of brilliant writers

and lecturers, Cousin, Villemain, Michelet, and Quinet, who
then made Paris the centre of literary culture and criticism.

The liberality of his views, especially on political matters,

drew upon Gans the displeasure of the Prussian Government,

and in 1835 his course of lectures on the history of the

last fifty years, afterwards published (
Vorlesungm vher d,

Geschichte d. letzten filnfzig Jahre), was prohibited. He
died at Berlin in 1839. In addition to the works above

mentioned, there may be noted the treatise on the right of

possession ( Ueher die Grundlage des Besitzes^ 1829 ), a portion

of a systematic work on the Homan civil law {System der

jRbmischen Civil-reclits^ 1827), and a collection of his

miscellaneous writings {Yermischte Gans
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edited tlie PhiloBophie der Geschichte in Hegers Werlce^ and
contributed an admirable preface.

See on the life and works of Gans, Revive de Deux Mondes, Dec.

1839.

GANSBACHEH, Johann Baptist (1778-1844), a

musical composer of repute, was born in 1778 at Sterzing

in Tyrol. His father, a schoolmaster and teacher of music, '

undertook his son’s early education, which the boy con-

tinued under various masters till 1802, when he became
the pupil of the celebrated Abbate Vogler. To his con-

nexion with this artist and with his fellow pupils, more
perhaps than to his own merits, Gansbacher’s permanent
place in the history of music is due ; for it was during his

second stay with Vogler, then (1810) living at Darmstadt,
that he became acquainted with Weber and Meyerbeer, who
had also been attracted by the abbate’s reputation, and the

close friendship which sprang up among the three young
musicians, and was dissolved by death only, has become
celebrated in the history of their art. But although
Gansbacher owes the greater part of his reputation to this

circumstance, he was himself by no means without merit.

He creditably filled the responsible and difiicult post of

director of the music at St Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna,
from 1823 till his death (July 13, 1844) ;

and his composi-

tions betray the musician of high gift and accomplishment.
They consist chiefly of church music, not less than 17
masses, besides litanies, motets, offertories, &c., being
amongst the number. He also wrote several sonatas, a
symphony, and one or two minor compositions of a dramatic
kind.

GANYMEDE (Greek, Pai/u/xT^STys, Latin, Ganymedes)
affords a typical example of the manner in which myth-
making continued as a living process through the whole of

Greek history. In the thought of the primitive Indo-
Germanic race, occupied with the simplest cares of living,

a very frequent subject was naturally the rain ; and their

thought has been preserved to us in the form of mythology.
As the rain descends to earth it is the chief blessing to

men, while in the clouds ifc gladdens the dwellers there.

Hence arises the idea of a drink for the gods—the soma of
the Hindus, the meth of the Norsemen, and the nectar of
the Greeks—which plays such an important part in the
Rig Veda, the Edda, and the Homeric poetry. The
guardian and giver of the divine drink occurs in many
forms, sometimes as a bird, sometimes as a divine being.
Just as the eagle brings nectar to Zeus in Crete, so Odin
takes the form of an eagle to steal the meth from Guttung
for the use of the gods. The same divinity that in heaven
distributes the drink to the gods is on earth the genius
that presides over the due supply of water. Hence among
the Greeks Ganymede, as this genius is called, exists in
heaven as the Aquarius of the zodiac (Hyginus, fab. 224),
while on earth he is, as Pindar (fr. 267 [110]) teUs us, the
genius of the fountains of the Nile, which was par excel-
lence the life-giving and fertilizing river of the earth.

But the form under which the Ganymede myth most
commonly appears has its origin in Asia Minor and in
Crete. Homer {IL, xx. 232) says that Ganymede was a
son of Tros, and that the gods on account of his beauty
carried him off to heaven to dwell among the immortals
and pour_ out the wine for Zeus. The Little Iliad again
makes him the son of Laomedon, and says that Zeus
gave his father a golden vine in exchange for him. In
the Trojan Ganymede there is not much trace left of the
old kindly genius who distributes the blessing out of the
clouds. We may indeed, when we remember that the
Greeks admired personal beauty as almost divine {efi Hdfc.,
V. 47), be able to see in this translation the good genius
returning alive to heaven after his sojourn on earth, an idea
that occurs in the mythology of almost every race. But
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now he seems rather to represent the everlasting youth and
beauty that attend on the gods, and to be tlie male counter-

part of Hebe, who was worshipped in Phlius under the name
Ganymeda (Pausanias, ii. 13). More and more the myth
grows away from its earliest form, and as Greek manners
altered the darkest side of their social system attached

itself to it. Through the Ionian Greeks the Asiatic custom

of secluding women had spread to the mother country

and superseded the old heroic manners. The presence of

women at meal-times, customary in the time of Homer {Od.,

iv. 221), was now discontinued. Beautiful young male
slaves waited at banquets, and the feeling grew that the gods

also observed this custom. Ganymede was now conceived

as the favourite of Zeus. So early as the Hymn to Aphrodite,

Zeus himself carries off Ganymede on account of his beauty ;

and Theognis (about 500 b.c.) speaks of the love of Zeus
for Ganymede as a well-known tale. In Crete especially,

where the love of boys was systematized and legalized, and
from which the habit spread over the whole of Greece, duc.s

the myth find nourishment and growth. On the one hand,

Zeus was represented to have himself, in the form ot an
eagle, carried off Ganymede

;
on the other hand, it was

said that Minos, the piduiitive ruler and lawgiver of Crete,

had been the ravisher of Ganymede. In this way it was
attempted to give dignity and antiquity to a borrowed
and loathsome custom. The rapidity wdth which the habit

spread all over Greece makes the mythical embodiment
of it fill an important ]place in the painting, sculpture,

and literature of Greece in its decline. Thus it comes that

the name which once denoted the good genius that gives

the best gifts to man was adopted in the vulgar Latin
under the form Catamitus to signify the most degraded of

men (on this subject v. Bottiger, K%i)ist-MytlioL, ii. 35, Gl).

It is significant that in Greek art not one very early re-

presentation of the myth occurs (Overbeek, Kunst-Mythn-
logie, p. 515); but in the middle and later periods it

becomes a favourite subject. Two moments especially are

represented—(1) Ganymede carried off by the eagle, \\here

the eagle is sometimes Zeus’s messenger, but at other tim^ ^

obviously Zeus himself, as is shown by the sensual pasaion
apparent in both figures (Jahn, Archceolog. Beiirdgc, }>.

20), and (2) Ganymede feeding or caressing the eagle.

Besides Preller’s and Jacobi’s elaboi ate works, '^ee Kulm, Ilerah-
Jcunft des Feuenrs ; Braun, FaturgcRch. der Sage : Hartung, Rcligivu
u. Myth, der Gricchen\ Schwartz, Ursprung drr and on
the derivation of the name see Kulm’s Zcitsch., ii. and v.

GAP (the ancient Vapincum), a town of France, capital

of an arrondissement and aho of the department of Haute'^
Alpes, is situated on the right bank of the Luye, 4G miles
S-E. of Grenoble. It stands in a wide valley about 2400
feet above sea-level, and is surrounded by an amphitheatre
of hills, over which tower the snow-covered mountains of the
Alps. In the vicinity are fine walnut avenues and vine-
yards, but the town, with the exception of a few modern
houses, is badly built and has a somewhat miserable appear-
ance. The chief public buildings are the Gothic cathedral,
containing the tomb of the celebrated Constable de Lesdl-
gui^res, the court-house, the town-hall, the bishop’s palact\.

the barracks, and the theatre. In 1866 a statue in black
marble was erected in front of the barracks to Baron de
Ladoucette, a former prefect of the Hautes Alps. Gap is

the seat of a court of primary jurisdiction, and lias a com-
munal college, a diocesan seminary, a public library, and a
museum of antiquities, natural history, botany, and geology.
The manufactures comprise woollen, linen, and silk good<,
leather, and dressed skins. In the vicinity are some marble
quarries, which were known to the Eomans. The town
became the seat of a bishopric in the 4th century, and its

bishops were for a long period styled princes and counts of
Gajj. In former times it suffered greatly from the devasta-
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tions of the Lombards and Moors, from the plague, and
from earthquakes ;

and in 1692 it was almost burned to the

ground by Duke Victor Amadeus of Savoy. The population

in 1876 was 7249.
GABAT, Dominique Joseph (1749-1833), was born

at Bayonne, 8th September 1749. After receiving a good
education under the direction of a relation who was a cur4,

he came to Paris, where he obtained introductions to the

most distinguished writers of the time, and became a con-

tributor to the Encyclop^die Methodique and the Mencure
de France. He gained considerable reputation by an 41oge

on L’H6pital in 1778, and was afterwards three times
crowned by the Academy for eloges on Suger, Montausier,

and Fontenelle. In 1785 he was named professor of

history at the Athenaeum, where his lectures enjoyed an
equal popularity with those of Laharpe on literature.

Being chosen a deputy to the states-general in 1789, he
rendered important service to the popular cause by his

narrative of the proceedings of the Assembly contributed to

the Journal de Paris. Possessing strongly optimist views,

a mild and irresolute character, and indefinite and change-

able convictions, he played a somewhat undignified part in

the great political events of the time, and became a pliant

tool in carrying out the designs of others. He succeeded
Danton as minister of justice in 1792, and in this capacity

had entrusted to him what he called the commission affreuse

of communicating to Louis XVI. his sentence of death. In
1793 he became minister of the interior, and during the
Beign of Terror hewas imprisoned, but he received his liberty

after the revolution of the 9th Thermidor, and was named
minister of public instruction. In 1798 he was appointed
ambassador to Naples, and in the following year he became
a member of the Council of the Ancients. After the revolu-

tion of the 18th Brumaire, he was chosen a senator by
Napoleon and created a count. During the Hundred Days
he was a member of the chamber of representatives, and
strongly opposed the recall of the Bourbons. In 1803 he
was chosen a member of the Institute of France, but after the

restoration of Louis XVIII. his name was, in 1816, deleted

from the list of members. After the revolution of 1830 he
was named a member of the new Academy of Moral and
Political Science. He died at Ustaritz near Bayonne,
April 25, 1833. His writings are characterized by elegance,

grace, and variety of style, and by the highest kind of

rhetorical eloquence ; but his grasp of his subject is super-

ficial, and as his criticisms have no root in fised and philo-

sophical principles they are not unfrequently whimsical and
inconsistent. He must not be confounded with his elder
brother Dominique (1735-1799), who was also a deputy to

the states-general.
The works of Garat include, besides those already mentioned,

Considerations sur la B&volution franqaise, Paris, 1792 ; Memoires
sur la ^Revolution, ou Exposi de ma conduite, 1795 ; Mimoires sur
la vie de M. Suard, su/r ses Merits, et sur le siecle, 1820 ;

eloges on Joubert, Kleber, and Desaix
; several notices of distin-

guished persons ; and a large number of articles in periodicals.

GABAT, Pieere-Jean (1764-1823), one of the most
famous singers of his time, nephew of the former, was bom
at Ustaritz, 25th April 1764. Gifted with a voice of ex-
ceptional timbre and compass, he devoted himself, from an
early age, to the cultivation of his musical talents. On
account of his manifesting a distaste for the legal profession,

for which his father wished him to study, he was deprived
of his allowance, but he obtained through the patronage of a
friend the office of secretary to Comte d’Artois, and was
afterwards engaged to give musical lessons to the queen of
France. After the Bevolution he became a professional
singer, and on account of a song which he had composed in
reference to the misfortunes of the royal family he was
thrown into prison. On regaining his liberty he went to
Hamburg, where he at once achieved extraordinary success j
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and by his subsequent appearances in Paris, and his visits

to Italy, Spain, Germany, and Bussia, he made for himself
a reputation as a singer unequalled by any other of his own
time. He was a keen partisan of the composer Gluck ni

opposition to Handel. On the institution of the Conserva-
toire de Musique, he became its professor of singing. He
is also the composer of a number of songs, many ol which
have considerable merit. He died 1st March 1823.
GABAY, Ji.NOS (1812-1853), Hungarian poet and

author, was born 10th October 1812, at SzegszArd, in the

county of Tolna. From 1823 to 1828 hfe studied at

Fiinfkirchen, and subsequently, in 1829, at the university

of Pesth. Here, having become acquainted with the

works of the best German authors, he devoted himself to

literary pursuits, and in 1834 brought out an heroic poem,
in hexameters, under the title Gsatdr. After this he issued

in quick succession various historical dramas, among which
the most successful were Arht>cz, Orszdgh Ilona, and Bdihori
Erzsebet,—^the first two published at Pesth in 1837, and the

last in 1840. From 1833 to 1836 Garay was, moreover,
associated with the literary journal PegUb (Taleteller), and
in 1837 assisted in the editorship of the periodical Pajzo-

latoh (Sketches). At the beginning of 1838 he removed to

Presburg, where he was for some time engaged in editing

the political journal Hirrioh (Herald). He returned to Pesth

in 1839, when he was elected a corresponding member of

the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In 1842 he was
admitted Into the Kisfaludy Society, of which he became
second secretary, Garay enriched Hungarian literature

with numerous lyrical poems, ballads, and tales. The
first collection of his poems was published at Pesth in

1843 ;
and his prose tales appeared in 1845, under the title

of Tollrajzoh (Sketches with the Pen). His historical ballads

and legends, styled Arpddok^ Pesth, 1847 (2d ed. 1848),,

showed him to be a master in the art of ballad writing.

Some of his lyrical poems also are excellent, as, for example,

Balaioni Kagyltk (Shells from the Balaton Lake), Pesth,

1848, His legend Bomydh Zstfla, Pesth, 1847, as also his

poetical romance Frangepdn Kristbfne (Christoj)her Frange-

pan’s Wife), Pesth, 1846, gained the prize of the Kisfaludy

Society. His last and most famous work was an historical

poem in 12 cantos, with the title Szent Ldszl6 (Saint Ladis-

laus), Eger, 1852 (2d ed. Pesth, 1853, 3d ed. 1863). In 1848
Garay was nominated professor of Hungarian language and
literature to the university of Pesth, but in the following year

he resigned that post. In 1850 he became enfeebled in

health, and at length unfit for further literary efforts.

After about four years’ illness, he died on the 5th Novem-
ber 1853, in great want, in the forty-second year of his

age. A collective edition of his poems was published at

Pesth the year after his death by F. Ney (2d ed. 1860), and

several of his poems have been translated by Kertbeny.

See Garay Jdnos bsszes TcbltermAnyei, 2d ed., Pesth, 1860 ;
and

Dichtungen von Johann Garay, 2d ed-, Vienna, 1856.

GABBO, Bafpaellino bel (1466-1524), a Florentine

painter. His real name was Baffaello Capponi ; Del Garbo

was a nickname, bestowed upon him seemingly from the

graceful nicety (garho) of his earlier works. He was a

scholar of Filippino Lippi, with whom he remained till

1490, if not later. He showed great facility in design, and

excited hopes which the completed body of his works fell

short of. He married and had a large family ;
embarrass-

ments and a haphazard manner of work ensued ;
and finally

he lapsed into a very dejected and penurious condition.

Three of his best tempera pictures are in the Berlin Gallery

;

one of the Madonna standing with her Infant between two

musician-angels, is particularly attractive. We may also

name the oil-painting of the Besurrection done for the

church of Monte Oliveto, Florence, now in the academy of

the same city, ordinarily reputed to be Baffaellino’s master-
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piece

;
tlie ceiling of tlie Caraffa Chapel in the church of

the Minerva, Borne; and a Coronation of the Virgin in

the Louvre, which is a production of much merit, though

with somewhat over-studied grace. Angelo Allori was his

pupil.

GABQAO, Pedro Antonio Correa (1724-1772),

Portuguese lyric and dramatic poet, was born in the neigh-

bourhood of Lisboa on the 24th of April 1724. Almost

nothing of his biography is known except that he lived a

life of quiet domesticity and learned leisure, in a rural

retreat at Fonte-Santa near the capital, till about his thirty-

sixth year, when he was imprisoned on an obscure charge

which is believed to have arisen out of some expressions in

his writings that had given offence to a despotic Government.
After languishing in confinement for eighteen months, he

was released by death on the 10th of November 1772. His
works, which include sonnets, odes, satires, and epistles,

as well as dramatic pieces, were published for the first time

in a collected form in 1778 {Obras poetical de F, A, G,

Gar^ao)^ and are regarded by the Portuguese as having
marked a period of revival in their national literature.

While, however, in an age of great degeneracy he succeeded

in exhibiting purity and refinement of taste, he cannot be

said to have given any inaications of an original or power-
ful genius. His dramas are confessedly imitations from
foreign models

;
while his odes, epistles, and satires, which

have earned for him the title (shared by Ferreira) of “ the

Portuguese Horace,” at once reveal the source of their

inspiration. His endeavour, moreover, occasionally to ap-

proach the classic style more nearly by substituting quantity
for rhyme can hardly be regarded as very successful.

GARCIA, Mangel (1775-1832), or, in fuU, Manoel
Garcia del Popolo Vicente, was bom in 1775 at Seville. He
began artistic life as chorister at the cathedral of Seville, and
simultaneously studied music under the best masters of his

native city. At the age of seventeen he made his d4but on
the stage at Cadiz, in an operetta of his own composition.
Soon afterwards he appeared at Madrid in his twofold
capacity of singer and composer. His reputation being
thus established, he proceeded to Paris, where he appeared
for the first time, in 1808, in PaePs opera Griselda, Here
also he was received with great applause, his style of sing-

ing being especially appreciated. This he further im-
proved by careful study of the Italian method in Italy itself,

where he continued his successes. His opera. The Caliph
ofBagdad, was favourably received at Naples in 1812,
but his chief successes were again due to his perfection
as a vocalist. In 1824 he went to London, and thence
proceeded to America (1825) with a company of excellent
artists, amongst whom were his son Manoel and his
daughter Maria, better known under her subsequent name
of Malibran. He extended his artistic tour as far as Mexico,
and was on the point of returning to Europe in order to
retire from public life, when he was robbed of his well-
earned wealth by brigands on his way to Vera Cruz.
Settled again in Paris he soon retired from the stage, and
devoted himself exclusively to teaching. He died in 1832.
His method of teaching was unsurpassed, and some of the
most celebrated singers of the early part of the century
were amongst his pupils. He also wrote an excellent book
on the art of singing called Metodo di canto. Amongst
his pupils were his children (already mentioned), who, as
well as his daughter Paulina, worthily continued his name
in the musical world.
GABCILASO DE LA VEGA (1503—1536), soldier and

poet, was bom at Toledo in 1503. His father, Garcilaso
(Garcias Laso or Garcilasso) de la Vega, was counsellor of
state to Ferdinand and Isabella, and for some time their
ambassador at the court of Rome j by his mother he was
descended from the illustrious house of Guzman. At the
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age of seventeen he received a military appointment as a
‘^contino” or gnardsmanto Charles V., and in that capacity

took part in the war against the insurgent comuneros, having
been present at the battle of Olias near Toledo, where he
received a wound in the face. He afterwards served in the

north of Italy, and gained great distinction by his braver^",

particularly at the battle of Pavia in 1525. His maniage
with a lady of the household of Queen Eleanor, which took
place in the following year, suspended only for a very short

time his activity in military and diplomatic employments
;

he took part in the repulse of the Turks from Vienna in

1529, was i)resent at the splendid ceremonial cuniiected

with the coronation of the emperor at Bologna in 1530,
and was charged with a secret mission to Paris in autumn
of the same year. In 1531 he accompanied the duke of

Alva to Vienna, where, for having been in some way privy
to the clandestine marriage of his nephew to one of the
ladies of the court, he was imprisoned for some months on
an island in the Danube. It was during this captivity that

he composed the fine ‘^oancion” commencing “Con lui maiiso
ruido de agua corriente y clara.” Released and restored

to favour in June 1532, he at once went to Naples on the
staff of Don Pedro de Toledo, the newly-appointed viceroy,

by whom he was twice sent on public business of importance
to Barcelona, in 1533 and in 1534. After having accom-
panied the emperor on his Tunis expedition in 1535, where
he fought bravely and received two severe wounds, he was
employed as a confidential agent at Milan and Genoa in

negotiations connected with the proposed invasion of Pro-
vence, and afterwards joined the expedition itself when it

took the field. Being with Charles in the neighbourhood
of Frejus during the retreat from Marseilles, Garcilaso de
la Vega was ordered to silence a small fort at the village of

Muy, which had been harassing the movements of the army.
In the successful discharge of this duty he received a wound
on the head which, twenty-one days afterwards, at Nice,
proved fatal (October 14, 1536), His literary remains, few
in number, but destined to exert a j)owerful influence on
the subsequent development of the poetry and general
literature of his native country, were committed to the
charge of his friend Boscan, who was preparing them for
publication along with his own when death overtook him in
1540. The volume ultimately appeared at Barcelona in
1543, and has often been reprinted, Garcilaso^s share in
it consists principally of three eglogas or pastorals, which
the Spaniards regard as among the finest works of the kind
in their language, and which for sweetnessof versification and
delicacy of expression take a high rank in modern European
literature. In addition to the pastorals, there are thirty-
seven sonnets, five canciones, two elegies, and an epistle in
versi sciolti, in all of which the influence of Boscan is plainly
felt, as well as that of the Italian models whom both poets
avowedly imitated, Petrarch, Bembo, Ariosto, and Sannazaro.
The poems rapidly gained a wide popularity

; and within
a century of their appearance they had been edited and
commented on as classics by Sanchez, Herrera, and Tamayo
de Varg^, “ Imitated by Lope de Vega in every possible
way, praised more and cited oftener than any other poet by
the genius of Cervantes, Garcilaso de la Vega has come
down to us enjoying a general national admiration such as
is given to hardly any other Spanish poet, and to none that
lived before his time ” (Ticknor). An English translation of
his works was published by Wiffen in 1823.
GARCILASO INCA DE LA VEGA (1540-1616),

historian of ancient Peru, was born at Cuzco in 1540. His
father was a cadet of the illustrious family of La Vega, who
had gone to Peru in the suite of Pedro de Alvaredo, soon
after the conquests of Pizarro

; his mother was of the
Peruvian blood-royal, a circumstance of which he was not
a little proud, as giving a right to the title which he claimed
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by invariably subscribing bimself ^^Inca.” In 1560 be
removed to Spain, and, having entered the military service,

was engaged in the wars against the Moors and Turks.

Disappointed in the inadequate recognition of his services by
the crown, he retired while still a young man into private

life at Cordova, where he gave himself to literature, and
produced the learned historical work by which he is now
known, the Comentarios Reales q;iie tratan del Origen de los

Y'/iccis, reyes qp,LefiierQn del Peru^ de stc Idolatria^ Leyes^ <kc. ;

con la Historia general de Peru, The first part was pub-

lished in 1609, and the second within a few months of his

death, which occurred in 1616. His thorough acquaintance

with the language and traditions of his maternal ancestors

gave his work an altogether peculiar value. It is, accord-

ingly, the source from which all subsequent writers on the

subject have most largely drawn, and still continues to be
the chief original authority upon ancient Peru. An inac-

curate English translation was published by Sir Paul Bycaut
in 1688. There is also a French translation, which was
published in 1727.
GABD, a department in the south of France, consisting

of part of the old province of Languedoc, is bounded N. by
the departments of Lozfere and Ardeche, E. by the Phone,
which separates it from Yaucluse and Bouches-du-Ehone, S.

by H^rault and the Mediterranean, and W, by Aveyron.
It lies between 43'^ 27' 25" and 44‘^ 27' 20" N. lat., and
between 3® 15' 39" and 4° 50' 44" E. long. The western
and northern districts of the department are occupied by
the range of the C4vennes, which on the frontier of Lozere
attain a height of 5120 feet. The whole of this region is

celebrated for its fruitful valleys, its gorges, its beautiful

streams, its vines, and its chestnut, mulberry, and other

fruit trees, with which the mountains are often clothed to

their summits. From the C4vennes the land gradually

declines to the Ehone and Mediterranean. The southern
portion, which extends to the sea, and was probably at one
time covered by it, is a low plain with numerous lakes and
marshes. Besides the Ehone, which bounds the department
on the E., and the Ardeche, the lower portion of which
forms part of its boundary on the H., the principal rivers

are the C^ze, Gard, Vidourle, and H4rault. The most
northern of these is the Ceze, which rises in the C^vennes,
and after a course of about 50 miles in an E.S.E. direction

falls into the Ehone below Bagnols. The Gard, or Garden,
from which the department takes its name, is also an
ajffluent of the Ehone, and rising in the C6vennes from
several sources, traverses the centre of the department, having
a length of about 60 miles. In the upper part of its course

it flows through a succession of deep mountain gorges, and
from the melting of the snows on the C^vennes is subject

to inundations, which often cause great damage. Its waters
not unfrequently rise 18 or 20 feet in a few hours, and its

bed is sometimes increased in width to nearly a mile. The
Vidourle flows in a S.S.E. direction from its source near
Le Vigan, and after a course of about 50 miles falls into the
sea. Below Sommi^res it forms the western boundary of

the department. The Herault has its source and part of its

course in this department. The Canal de Beaucaire extends
from the Ehone at the town of that name to Aigues Mortes,
which communicates with the Mediterranean by means of

the Grand-Eoubine canal. The climate is generally very
mild but is rather changeable, and cold and violent storms
of wind are not uncommon. The department is rich in
minerals, which constitute one of the chief sources of its

wealth. Iron, coal, and argentiferous lead mines are ex-

tensively worked
; and manganese, zinc, and antimony are

found. Great quantities of salt are obtained from the salt

marshes along the coast. The gypsum and other quarries

employ a considerable number of workmen. The fisheries

are very productive- The manufactures are extensive, and

include silk, cotton, and woollen fabrics, ironware, hats,
gloves, paper, leather, earthenware, and glass. The chief
grain crops are wheat, oats, rye, and barley. Lentils, pease,
and potatoes are also grown. Gard is famed for its cattle,

its breed of small horses, and its sheep, the wool of which
is of a very fine quality. The principal fruit trees are the
olive and mulberry. The vine is extensively cultivated
and yields excellent red and white wines. Gard is divided
into the arrondissements of Nimes, Alais, TJzfes, and Le
Vigan, with 38 cantons 347 communes. The chief town
is Nimes. The total area is 2256 square miles, and the
population in 1866 was 429,747 and in 1876 423,804.
GAEDA, Lake op, the Italian Lago m Gabda and

ancient Benacus^ the largest and most eastern of the great
lakes of northern Italy. It is enclosed by Alpine ridges
on both sides, except towards the south, where it widens
out into the Lombard plain. The northern extremity
belongs to the Austrian district of Tyrol, while the
remainder is divided between the two old Italian pro-

vinces of Yenetia and Lombardy. The length of the
lake is about 38 miles

;
its width varies from 2 or 3 miles

in the north to 11 or 12 in the south; and its area is esti-

mated at 135 square miles. The ordinary elevation of the
surface above the level of the sea is 320 feet, but this is

increased by 3 or 5 feet by the melting of the Alpine snows
at the beginning of summer. The greatest depths are about
900 or 1000 feet. At the northern extremity it receives the
waters of the Sarca, a comparatively small Tyrolese stream,
and at the south-eastern corner, at Peschiera, its surplus is

conveyed by the Mincio to the Po. Navigation on the one
hand is frequently rendered dangerous by sudden bursts of
storm, while on the other hand it is facilitated by the
two regular wixids called the Ora or Andar and the Sover,
of which the former blows from the south from midday to
midnight, and the latter from the north from midnight to

midday. Especially in its southern quarters, the lake is

very rich In fish, the more important species being the
salmon-trout, the carpione {Salmo punctatus), the trout, the
sardina {Alausa vulgaris)^ the eel, and the arvole. The
principal towns and villages along the Eiviera or western
side of the lake are—Desenzano, in the south ; Salo, with
4500 inhabitants; Maderno, with 1500 inhabitants; Tos-
colano, with 2000, famous for its paper-mills, introduced
in 1386

;
Gargnano, with 4000 ;

Limone ; and Eiva, at the
northern extremity, with about 6000. Proceeding south
along the eastern side we find Torbole, Malcesine, Torri,

Garda, which gives its name to the lake, Lacize, and
Peschiera. Desenzano and Torri are the chief seats of the
fish trade. Steamers ply regularly from Desenzano to Eiva,
and from Eiva to Peschiera. The scenery of the Garda
is not so fine as that of the Lake of Como, but it is

remarkable for the luxuriance of the vegetation, especially

on the beautiful promontory of Sirmione, which projects

from the southern shore, and still contains the ruins of the

villa once inhabited by Catullus. The lemon ripens its

fruit at several places round the lake, though the trees

require to be carefully covered, and even artificially

warmed, during the frosts. The whole number is estimated

at about 18,000, and each may produce about 1000
lemons.

The lake was well known to the Komans as Benacns (B^vaKos),
and its storms are described by Virgil in the familiar line

—

FZuctibus etfremitu assurgcTts, Benace, fnarinoP

In several ancient inscriptions the name Benacenses occurs ; and
some antiquaries on no more authority have supposed that there

must have been a town of its own name on the lake. According to

a not improbable hypothesis there was formerly a navigable channel
from the Adriatic to the Benacus ;

and we know from inscribed

stones preserved in the Museo Filarraonico of Peschiera (the

ancient Ardelica) that a rich corporation of shipowners existed in
the town {Collegium nciLviculaT%ori{,m Ardelicensium). If such a.
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X^assage to tlie sea was available in the later Roman period, it must
at least have disappeared before the end of the 15th century ; for

when in 1438 the Venetians wished to bring their vessels from the
Adige to the lake they conveyed them overland from the neighbour-
hood of Mori to Torbole. This Herculean undertaking was i^roposed
by Blasio de Arboribus and Kicolo Sorbolo, and it was successfully
accomplished at a cost of 15,000 ducats. As early as 1827 a steam-
boat of 28 horse-power, the ‘‘ Arciduca Ranieri,” was humched on
the lake at Desenzano by a Milan comx)any

;
and in 1834 it was

superseded by another of 18 horse-power. In 1830 Francesco
Montagni of Riva built a boat, the ‘

‘ Manubrio, ” the machinery of

which was moved by 8 horses going round and round on the deck ;

but in 1839 he gave it up as unprofitable. In 1873 there were four
steamboats on the lake in the service of the railway company of

Upper Italy, besides thirty-one vessels with a total tonnage of

about 400 tons, and about 600 fishing boats. The Italian Govern-
ment also maintained four gunboats at Peschiera.

See Dal Pozzo, Lago, Fortezza, e JRocca, di Garcia e Gardesaiia,
Verona, 1678 ;

Volta Serafino, Descfi'iziom del Lago di Garda,
Mantua, 1828 ; Ercolani, Giuida al Lago di Garda, Milan, 1846 ;

Bignami, i7 Lccgo di Garda, Milan, 1873.

GAKDAIA, or Ghaedaya (in the local documents
Taghardeit), a town of North Africa in the Algerian Sahara,
situated on a hill in the middle of the Wadi Mezab, on the
route between Morocco and TrixDoli, about 36 miles W.N.W.
of Wargla, in 32° 28' N. lat., and 4° 39' E. long., at a
height of 1755 feet above the sea-leveL Gardaia is well
built of limestone, and defended by a bastioned wall pierced
with seven gates. There is a Jewish cxnarter inhabited by
about 200 families who hold a large x^arfc of the industry
of the town in their hands ; but the principal inhabitants
are the Beni Mezab, who speak the mval doynsah, a dialect
of the Berber language slightly modified by Arabic.
According to native accounts the town was founded in 952
of the Hegira. In modem times the Turks under Baiss
Salah Bey attempted to subjugate the inhabitants, but their
invasion was successfully repulsed. Aghrem Baba Sa^d, a
small ruined town to the west of Gardaia, is the fortified
post in which the Beni Mezab took refuge. At the time of
Duveyrier's visit in 1859, Gardaia paid a tribute of 45,000
francs to the French. The population is estimated at from
13,000 to 14,000.
GABDELEGEN (formerly Gaedelebek- and Gaedde-

ben), the chief town of a circle in the government district of
Magdeburg, Prussian Saxony, is situated on the right bank
of the Milde, 28 miles N.N.W. of Magdeburg. The in-
habitants are employed in agriculture, linen and woollen
manufacture, button-making, calico-printing, and brewing.
The chief buildings are the hospital founded in 1285, and
the higher borough school. The population in 1875 was
6389.

(^rdelegen is a place of great antiquity. In 633 it was destrored
by Dervan, duke of the Wends, but it was rebuilt in 924 by ifln"
Henry I. For a long time it was the seat of a line of mar^ave
princes. It remained a free town untfi 1478, It suffered consider-
ably m the Thirty Years’ War, and in 1775 it was burned by the
French. On the neighbouring heath Margrave Louis I. gained
in 1343 a victory over Otto the Wild of Brunswick.

GARDENING. See Horticultitee.
GABDINEB, a city of the United States in Kennebec

county. State of Maine, is situated at the junction of the
Kennebec and Cobosse rivers, 10 miles S. by E. of Augusta.
The water-power of the Cobosse river is much utilized for
manufactures, and the town has saw-mills, paxier-mills, iron
foundries, a woollen factory, a tannery, a pottery,' and
manufactories of sashes and blinds, and is the headquarters
of the ice-business on the Kennebec. It is connected with
Pittston, on the other side of the river, by a bridge 900
feet in length. The population in 1870 was 4497.
Q-ABDINEB, CoLOifEL James (1687-1745), a Scottish

soldier, was bom at Carriden in Unlithgowshire, January
10, 1687.^ At the age of fourteen he entered a Scottish
regiment in the Dutch service, and was afterwards present
at the battle of Bamillies, where he was wounded. He

subsequently served in different cavalry I'egiments, and in
1730 was advanced to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and
in 1743 to that of colonel. He fell at the battle of
Prestonpans, SexDtember 1, 1745. The circiiinbtaiices of his
death are described in Sir AYalter Scott’s Wavtrlei/. In his
early years he was distinguished for his recklessness and
profligacy, but, in 1719, a sux^ernatural vision, as he re-

garded it, led to his conversion : and fiom that time he
lived a life of great devoutness and of thorough con-
sistency with his Christian profession. His life was written
by Dr Philix) Doddridge.
GABDINEB, Stephen (1483-1555), bishox* Win-

chester and lord chancellor of England, was born at Bury
St Edmunds in 1483. He is believed to have been the
illegitimate son of Dr Woodville, bishop of Salisbury,
brother of Elizabeth Woodville, queen of Edward If
so, he lost his father when he was only one year old

; but
his education seems to have been carefully x^rovided for. He
was sent to Cambridge and studied at Trinity- Hall, where
he greatly distinguished himself in the classics, csx)ecLally
in Greek. He afterwards devoted himself to the canon and
civil law, in which subjects he attained so great a x)roffciency
that no one could disx^ute his lu'e-eminence. He received
the degree of doctor of civil law in 1520, and of canon law-
in the following year. Ere long his abilities attracted the
notice of Cardinal Wolsey, who made him his secretary, and
in this capacity he is said to have been with him at iMore
Parkin Hertfordshire, when the conclusion of the celebrated
treaty of the More brought Henry YIIL and the French
ambassadors thither. It is stated, and with great proba-
bility, that this was the occasion on which he was first in-
troduced to the king’s notice, but he does not appear to
have been actively engaged in Henry’s service till throe
years later. In that of Wolsey, he undoubtedly acquired
a very intimate knowledge of foreign politics, and in 1527
he and Sir Thomas Morew-ere named commissioners on the
part of England in arranging a treaty with the French
ambassadors for the support of an army in Italy against
the emperor. That year he accompanied Wolsey on his
important diplomatic mission to France, the sxffenduur and
magnificence of which are so graphically described by
Cavendish.^ Among the imposing train who went with the
cardinal—including, as it did, several noblemen and privy
councillors—Gardiner alone seems to have been acquainted
with the real heart of the matter which made this embassy
a thing of such x^eculiar moment. Henry was then x^arti-
cularly anxious to cement his alliance with Francis L, and
gain his co-operation as far as x^ossible in the oljject on
which he had secretly set his heart—a divorce from
Catherine of Aragon. In the course of his> x^i'Ogress
through France he received orders from Henry to send
back his secretary Gardiner, or, as he w’as called at court,
Master Stevens, for fresh instructions; to which he was
obliged to reply that he positively could not sx)are him
as he was the only instrument he had in advancing the
king’s ‘‘ secret matter.” Next year Gardiner, though still
nominally in the service of Wolsey, was sent to Italj- alom^
with Edward Fox, provost of King’s College, Cambridge'^
to promote the same business with the pope. His de-
sx^atches on this occasion are still extant, and whatever w'e
may think of the cause on wKich he -was engaged, thcv cer-
tainly give a wonderful impression of the zeal and ability
with which he discharged his functions. Here his
familiarity with the canon law gave him an advantage over
all with whom he had to negotiate. Clement VII., who
was then at Orvieto, and had just recently escaped’ from
cajDtiyity at St Angelo at the hands of the inixi>erialists, did
not wish to offend the king of England, but was still morem dread of the emperor. He only desired to temporize.
But Gardiner would not allow him to take refuge in an
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evasive policy. What was to be thought, he said, of a
spiritual guide who either could not oi’ would not show the

wanderer his way 1 The king and lords of England would
be driven to think that God had taken away from the Holy
See the key of knowledge, and that pontifical laws which
were not clear to the pope himself might as well be com-
mitted to the flames.

In short, it was owing to Gardiner’s vigorous advocacy
that the celebrated commission was issued to Cardinals

Wolsey and Campeggio to try the cause in England. After
obtaining it he was recalled, but early in the following year,

1529, as Campeggio delayed proceeding, he was sent once
|

more to Eome. This time, however, liis efforts were un- '

availing. The pope would make no further concessions,

and would not even promise not to revoke the cause to

Rome, as he did very shortly after. Gardiner’s services,

however, were fully appreciated. He was appointed the
king’s secretary. He had been already some years arch-

deacon of Taunton, and the archdeaconry of Norfolk was
added to it in March 1529, which two years later he re-

signed for that of Leicester. In 1530 he was sent to

Cambridge to procure the decision of the university as to
the unlawfulness of marriage with a deceased brother’s

wife, in accordance with the new plan devised for settling

the question without the ipope’s intervention. In this he
succeeded, though not without a good deal of artifice, more
creditable to his ingenuity than to his virtue. In November
1531 the king rewarded him for his services with the
bishopric of Winchester, vacant by Wolsey ’s death. The
promotion was unexpected, and was accompanied by ex-

pressions from the king which made it still more honour-
able, as showing that if he had been in some things too
subservient, it was from no abject, self-seeking policy of his

own. Gardiner had, in fact, ere this remonstrated boldly
with his sovereign on some points, and Henry now reminded
him of the fact. “I have often squared with you,
Gardiner,” he said familiarly, but I love you never the
worse, as the bishopric I give will convince you.” It must
be owned, however, that his next distinguished service was
not a very creditable one

;
for he was, not exactly, as is

often said, one of Cranmer’s assessors, hut, according to
Cranmer’s own expression, ‘‘assistant” to him as counsel for
the king, when the archbishop, in the absence of Queen
Catherine, pronounced her marriage with Henry null and
void on the 23d May 1533. Immediately afterwards he
was sent over to Marseilles, where an interview between the
pope and Francis I, took place in September, of which event
Henry stood in great suspicion, as Francis was ostensibly
his most cordial ally, and had hitherto maintained the
justice of his cause in the matter of the divorce. Here he
intimated the appeal of Henry YIII. to a general council in
case the pope should venture to proceed to sentence against
him. He also made a like appeal in behalf of Cranmen
Next year he and other bishops were called upon to vindi-
cate the king’s new title of “ Supreme Head of the Church,
of England.” The result was his celebrated treatise De
Vera Obedientia^ the ablest, certainly, of all the vindications
of^ royal supremacy. In 153.5 he had an unpleasant dispute
with Cranmer about the visitation of his diocese. During
the next few years he was engaged in various embassies in
France and Germany. He was indeed so much abroad
that he had little influence upon the king’s councils. But
in 1539 he was much concerned in the drawing up and
passing through the House of Lords of the severe statute of
the Six Articles, which led to the resignation of Bishops
Latimer and Shaxton and the persecution of the whole
Protestant party. In 1540, on the death of Cromwell, earl
of Essex, he was elected chancellor of the university of
Cambridge. A few years later he attempted, in concert
with others, to fasten a charge of heresy upon Archbishop
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Cranmer in connexion with the Act of the Six Articles
;

and but for the personal intervention of the king he would
probably have succeeded. He was, in fact, though he had
supported the royal supremacy, a thorough opponent of the
Reformation in a doctrinal point of view, and it was sus-

pected that he even repented his advocacy of the royal

supremacy. He certainly had not approved of Henry’s
general treatment of the church, especially during the
ascendency of Cromwell, and he was frequently visited with
storms of royal indignation, which he schooled himself to

bear with patience. In 1544 a relation of his own, named
German Gardiner, whom he employed as his secretary, was
put to death for treason in reference to the king’s supremacy,
and his enemies insinuated to the king that he himself was
of his secretary’s way of thinking. But being warned of

his danger he sought an interview with Henry, in which he
succeeded in clearing himself of all injurious imputations.

That he was party to a design against Queen Catherine
Parr, whom the king was at one time on the point of com-
mitting to the Tower, rests only upon the authority of Foxe,

and seems a little doubtful. It is certain, however, that his

name was omitted at the last in Henry YIII. ’s will, though
the king was believed to have intended making him one of

his executors.

Under Edward* VI. Gardiner was completely opposed fco

the policy of the dominant party both in ecclesiastical and
in civil matters. The religious changes he objected to

both on principle and on the ground of their being/ moved
during the king’s minority, and he resisted Cranmer’s
project of a general visitation. His remonstrances,

however, were met by his own committal to the Fleet,

and the visitation of his diocese was held during his im-

prisonment. Though soon afterwards released, it was not
long before he was called before the council, and, refusing

to give them satisfaction on some points, was thrown into

the Tower, where he continued during the whole remainder
of the reign, a period slightly over five years. During this

time he in vain demanded his liberty, and to be called

before parliament as a peer of the realm. His bishopric

was taken from him and given to Dr Poynet, a chaplain of

Cranmer^s who had not long before been made bishop of

Rochester. At the accession of Queen Mary, the duke of

Norfolk and other state prisoners of high rank were in the

Tower along with him
;
but the queen, on her first entry

into London, set them all at liberty. Gardiner was restored

bo his bishopric and appointed lord chancellor, and he set

the crown on the queen’s head at her coronation. He also

opened her first parliament, and for some time was her

leading councillor. He was now called upon, at the age of

seventy, to undo not a little of the work in w'hich he had
been instrumental in his earlier years,—to vindicate the

legitimacy of the queen’s birth and the lawfulness of her

mother’s marriage, to restore the old religion, and to

recant what he himself had written touching the royal

supremacy. At least this, it may be presumed, was the

time when he wrote, if, as we are told, he really did write,

a Pali7U>dia or retractation of his book De Vera Ohedientia^

which, however, does not seem to be now extant, so that

how far he had changed his sentiments we cannot very well

judge. That he should have really changed them to some
extent is not at all unnatural; and in relation to the divorce

of Catherine of Aragon, we may well believe that it was
his earlier and not his later action that ever troubled his

conscience. Yet as to the royal supremacy, it seems that he
would have advised Queen Mary to retain it ; bub her own
desire was so great to give up ecclesiastical jurisdiction to

the pope that he could not press the matter. A leas

agreeable task which fell to him was the negotiation of the

queen’s marriage treaty with Philip, to which he shared the
general repugnance, though he could not oppose her wilL
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In executing it, however, he took care to make the terms

as advantageous for England as possible, and to make

express provision that the Spaniards should in nowise be

allowed to interfere in the go\rernment of the country.

After the coming of Cardinal Pole, and the reconciliation

of the realm to the see of Eoine, his influence suflered some

eclipse, though he still remained in high favour. How far

he was responsible for the persecutions which afterwards

arose is a debated question. There is no doubt that he sat

in judgment on Bishop Hooper, and on several other I ro-

testants whom he condemned to the flames. But being

placed on a commission along with a number of other

bishops to administer a severe law, it does not appear that

he could very well have acted otherwise. On the bench he

is said to have used every effort to induce the accused to

make concessions and accept a pardon ; and a remarkable

instance of his clemency is recorded by the church historian

Fuller, who, notwithstanding his prejudices, acknowledges

a debt of gratitude to him for preserving one of his own
ancestors from the persecuting zeal of others. It would

seem, moreover, that when he saw the results of the cruel

proceedings against heretics, he very soon got tired of them.
‘

The persecutions raged with the greatest vehemence during

his absence at the Calais peace conferences in 1555, and

when he came back he declared he would have no further

hand in them, so that those afterwards apprehended in his

diocese were removed into that of London in order to he

adjudged to the flames. In October 1555 he again opened

parliament as lord chancellor, hut towards the end of the

month he fell ill and grew rapidly worse till the 12th

November, when he died about the age of seventy-two.

Perhaps no celebrated character of that age has been the

subject of so much ill-merited abuse at the hands of popular

historians. That his virtue was not equal to every trial

may he admitted, but that he was anything like the morose

and narrow-minded bigot he is commonly represented there

is nothing whatever to show. He has been called ambitious,

turbulent, crafty, abject, vindictive, bloodthirsty, and a good
many other things besides, not quite in keeping with each

other, in addition to which it is roundly asserted by Bishop

Burnet that he was despised alike by Henry and by Mary,
both of whom made use of him as a tool. How such a

mean and abject character submitted to remain five years

in prison rather than change his principles is not very
clearly explained ; and as to his being despised, we have
seen already that Henry YIII., at least, did not consider

him despicable. The truth is, there is not a single divine

or statesman of that day whose course throughout was so

thoroughly consistent. He was no friend to the Reforma-
tion, it is true, hut he was at least a conscientious opponent,

lu doctrine he adhered to the old faith from fl.rst to last,

while as a question of church polity, the only matter for

consideration with him was whether the new laws and
ordinances were constitutionally justifiable.

His merits as a theologian it is unnecessary to discuss;

it is as a statesman and a lawyer that he stands conspicuous.

But his learning even in divinity was far from commonplace.
The manual set forth in 1543 by royal and parliamentary
authority, entitled A necesmry Doctrine and Erudition for
any Ohristian Man^ was chiefly from his pen; and at a
later date he was the author of various tracts in defence of

the Real Presence against Cranmer, some of which, being
written in prison, were published abroad under a feigned
name. Controversial writings also passed between him and
Bucer, with whom he had several interviews in Germany,
when he was there as Henry VIIL’s ambassador.
He was a friend of learning in every form, and took great

interest especially in promoting the study of Greek at

Cambridge. He was, however, opposed to the new method
of pronouncing the language introduced by Sir John Cheke,

and wrote letters to him and Sir Thomas Smith upon the

subject, in which, according to Ascham, his opponents

showed themselves the better critics, but he the superior

genius. In his own household lie loved to take hi young

university men of promise; and many whom he thus

encouraged became distinguished in after life as bishops,

ambassadors, and secretaries of state. His house, indf'ed,

was spoken of by Leland as the seat of eloquence and the

special abode of the muses.

He lies huiied in his owm cathedral at Winchester, where

his effigy is still to be seen. (j- <^^0

GARE-FOWL^ (Icelandic, Genfugl ;
Gaelic, GearhlmJ),

the Anglicized form of the Hebridean name of a laige

sea-bird, foimeiiy a visitor to certain remote Scottish islands,

the Great Auk of most English book-writers, and the

Alca impennis of Linnaeus. Of this remaikable cicatiue

mention has been already made at some length (Birds, vol.

iiL PX3. 734, 735), but since the species has a luouinful

history and several egregious misconceptions x:>revail con-

cerning it, a few more details may not be unaccex^table,

particularly as many of them have been hitherto confined

to works not easily accessible to the general reader, and the

presumed extinction of the bird gives it especial interest.

In size it was hardly less than a tame Goose, and in ax^x^ear-

ance it much resembled its smaller and surviving relative

the Razor-bill {Alca torda) ;
but the glossy black of its head

was varied by a large x^atch of white occux:>ying nearly all

the space between the eye and the bill, in place of the Razor-

bill’s thin white line, while the bill itself bore eight or more
deep transverse grooves instead of the smaller number and
the ivory-like mark possessed by the species last named.
Otherwise the coloration was similar in both, and there is

satisfactory evidence that the Gare-fowl’s winter-plumage
differed from that of the breeding-season just as is ordinarily

^ The name first appeals, and m this form, in the Account of Hvita
[St Kilda] and Mona, &c,, by the Lord Register, Sir George hl^Kenzie,

of Tarbat, printed by Pinkerton in his Collection of Voyages and
Travels (lii. p. 730), and then in Sibhald’s Scotia Illustrata (1684)
Martin soon after, in his Voyage to St Kilda, spelt it “Gairfowl
Prof Owen has adopted the foim Garfowl,*’ without, as would
seem, any precedent authoiity.
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the case in other members of the family Alcidce to which
it belongs. The most striking characteristic of the Gare-

fowl, however, was the comparatively abortive condition of

its wings, the distal portions of which, though the bird was
just about twice the linear dimensions of the Razor-bill, were
almost exactly of the same size as in that species—proving,

if more direct evidence were wanting, its inability to fly.

The most prevalent misconception concerning the Gare-

fowl is one which has been repeated so often, and in books
of such generally good repute and wide dispersal, that a

successful refutation seems almost hopeless. This is the

notion that it was a bird possessing a very high northern

range, and consequently to be looked for by Arctic explorers.

How this error arose would take too long to tell, but the

fact remains indisputable that, setting aside general asser-

tions resting on no evidence worthy of attention, there is

but a single record deserving any credit at all of a single

example of the species having been observed within the

Arctic Circle, and this, according to Prof. Reinhardt, who
has the best means of ascertaining the truth, is open to

grave doubt. ^ It is clear that the older ornithologists let

their imagination get the better of their knowedge or their

judgment, and their statements have been blindly repeated

by most of their successors. Another error which, if not

so widely spread, is at least as serious, since Prof. Owen
{Encycl. Brit.^ ed. 8, xviL p. 176 j

Palaeontology^ p. 400)
has unhappily given it countenance, is that this bird has

nob been specially hunted down like the dodo and dinornis,

but by degrees has become more scarce.’^ Now, if any
reliance can be placed upon the testimony of former

observers, the first part of this statement is absolutely

untrue. Of the Dodo all we know is that it flourished in

Mauritius, its only abode, at the time the island was dis-

covered, and that some 200 years later it had ceased to

exist—the mode of its extinction being open to conjecture,

and a strong suspicion existing that though indirectly

due to man's acts it was accomplished by his thoughtless

agents (Phil. Trans. 1869, p. 354). The extinction of the

Dinornis lies beyond the range of recorded history. Sup-
posing it even to have taken place at the very latest period

as yet suggested—and there is much to be urged in favour

of such a supposition—^little but oral tradition remains to

tell us how its extirpation was effected. That it existed

after New Zealand was inhabited by man is indeed certain,

and there is nothing extraordinary in the proved fact that

the early settlers (of whatever race they were) killed and
ate Moas. But evidence that the whole peculation of those

birds was done to death by man, however likely it may
seem, is wholly wanting. The contrary is the case with the
Gare-fowl. In Iceland there is the testimony of a score of

witnesses, taken down from their lips by one of the most
careful naturalists who ever lived, the late John Wolley,
that the latest survivors of the species were caught and
killed by expeditions expressly organized with the view of

supplying the demands of caterers to the various museums
of Europe. In like manner the fact is incontestable that

its breeding-stations in the western part of the Atlantic

were for three centuries regularly visited and devastated
with the combined objects of furnishing food or bait to the
fishermen from very early days, and its final extinction,

according to Sir Richard Bonnycastle {N'ewfoundland in

1842, i. p 232) was owing to *^the ruthless trade in its

eggs and skin.” No doubt that one of the chief stations of

this species in Icelandic waters disappeared, as has been
before said (Birds, loc. cit.\ through volcanic action

—

“ A land, of old npheaven from the abyss
By fire, to sink into the abyss again”

—

^ The specimen is in the Musemn of Copenhagen; the doubt lies as
to the locality where it was obtained, whether at Disco, which is

within, or at the Fiskemas, which is without, the Arctic Circle.
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and that the destruction of the old Geirfuglask4r drove
some at least of the birds which frequented it to a rock
nearer the mainland, where they were exposed to danger
from which they had in their former abode been compara-
tively free

\
yet on this rock (Eldey = fire-island) they were

‘^specially hunted down” whenever opportunity offered, until

the stock there was wholly extirpated in 1844, and vrhether

any remain elsewhere must he deemed most doubtful.

A third misapprehension is that entertained by Mr Gould
who, in his Birds of Great Britain, says that “formerly this

bird was plentiful in all the northern parts of the British

Islands, particularly the Orkneys and the Hebrides. At
the commencement of the present centui^, however, its fate

appears to have been sealed; for though it doubtless existed,

and probably bred, up to the year 1830, its numbers
annually diminished until they became so few that the
species could not hold its own.”
Now of the Orkneys, we know that Low, who died in

1795, says in his posthumously-published Orcadensis

that he could not find it was ever seen there; and on
Bullock’s visit in 1812 he was told, says Montagu {Orn.

Diet. App.)y that one male only had made its appearance for

a long time. This bird he saw and unsuccessfully hunted,

but it was killed soon after his departure, while its mate
had been killed just before his arrival, and none have been
seen there since. As to the Hebrides, St Hilda is the only

locality recorded for it, and the last example known to have
been obtained there, or in Its neighbourhood, was that given

to Fleming (JSdiiib. Phil. Joum., x. p. 96) in 1821 or 1822,
having been some time before captured by Mr Maclellan of

Glass. That the Gare-fowl was not plentiful in either

group of islands is sufficiently obvious, as also is the impos-

sibility of its continuing to breed “up to the year 1830.”

But mistakes like these are not confined to British

authors. As on the death of an ancient hero myths
gathered round his memory as quickly as clouds round the

setting sun, so have stories, probable as well as impossible,

accumulated over the true history of this species, and it

behoves the conscientious naturalist to exercise more than

common caution in sifting the truth from the large mass of

error. Americans have asserted that the specimen which
belonged to Audubon (now at Vassar College) was obtained

by him on the banks of Newfoundland, though there is

Macgillivray’s distinct statement (Brrt. Birds, v. p. 359)

that Audubon procured it in London. The account given

by Degland (Orn. Bitrop.^ ii. p. 529) in 1849, and repeated

in the last edition of his work by M. Gerbe, of its extinction

in Orkney, is so manifestly absurd that it deserves to be

quoted in full :
—“ II se trouvait en assez grand nombre il y

a une quinzu’ue d’ann6es aux Orcades
;
mais le ministre

presbyt6rien dans le Mainland, en offrant une forte prime

aux personnes qui lui apportaient cet oiseau, a 6te cause de

sa destruction sur ces iles.” The same author claims the

species as a visitor to the shores of France on the testimony

of Hardy (Annuaire N’ormand, 1841, p. 298), which he

grievously misquotes both in his own work and in another

place (Naumannia, 1855, p. 423), thereby misleading an

anonymous English writer Hist. Eev., 1865, p. 475)

and numerous German readers.

Since the former notice of this species in the general

article Birds (ut suprei)^ the only important contribution to

our knowledge of it that has appeared is a paper by Mr
John Milne, published in The Field newspaper, and since

reprinted for private circulation This gentleman visited

Funk Island, one of the former resorts of the Gare-fowl, or

“Penguin,’* as it was there called, in the Newfoundland

seas, a place where bones had before been obtained by

Stuvitz, and natural mummies so lately as 1863 and 1864.

Landing on this rock at the risk of his life, he brought off

a rich cargo of its remains, belonging to no fewer than fifty
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birds, some of them in size exceeding any tliat had before

been known- His collection has since been dispersed, most
of the specimens finding their way into various public

museums in this country.

A literature by no means inconsiderable has grown up respecting

the Gare-fowl. j^Teglecting works of general bearing, few of which
are without many inaccuracies, the following treatises may be
especially mentioned:—J. J. S. Steenstrup, “Et Bidrag til Geir-

fuglens Natnrhistorie og sserligt til Kundskaben om dens tidligere

TJdbredningskreds,” JSTaturh, Fbren. Vidensk, Meddclelser [Copen-
hagen], 1855, p. 33; E. Charlton, “On the Great Auk,” Trains.

Tyneside Nat, Field dicb, iv. p. Ill; “Abstract of Mr J. Wolley’s
Eesearches in Iceland respecting the Gare-fowl,” 76^s, 1861, p. 374;
IV. Preyer, “ Ueber Journ^fur Orn., 1862, pp.
110, 337 ; K. E. von Baer, “ Ueber das Aussterben der Thierartenin
physiologischer nnd nicht physiologischer Hinsicht,” BtUl, de
VAcad. Inyp, de St Fitersb,^^. p. 513; K. Ow’en, “ Description of
the Skeleton of the Great Auk,” Trans, Zool, Soe., v. p. 317 ;

“ The
Gare-fowl and its Historians,” Hist, iZe-w., v. p. 467 ; J. H.
Gurney, jun., “On the Great Auk,” Zoologist^ 2d ser. pp, 1442,
1639 ;

H. Reeks, “Great Auk in 17ewfoundland,” &c., op, cit,, p.
1854 ;

y. Fatio, “ Sur I’Alca impennis,” BicU, Soc. Orn, Suisse,
ii. pp. 1, 80, 147 ; “On existing Remains of the Gare-fowl,” Ibis,

1370, p. 256; J. Milne, “Relics of the Great Auk,” Field, 27
!March, 3 and 10 April 1875. Lastly, reference cannot he omitted
to the happy exercise of poetic fancy with which the late Prof.
Kingtoley was enabled to introduce the chief facts of the Garefowl’s
extinction (derived from one of the above-named papers) into his
charming Water Babies, (A. 17.

)

GAHESSIO, GtAREsso, or Garezzo, in Latin Gareodum^
a town of Italy about 18 miles S.E. of Mondovi, in the
valley of the Tararo. The Roman remains which are dis-

covered from time to time bear witness to its high antiquity

;

during the Middle Ages it was the seat of a marquisate,
which in 1509 was sold to the Spinola family, and its

double walls gave it some importance as a defensible posi-
tion. Besides a castle, it possesses three old monastic
buildings, one of which, the Carthusian convent of Casotto,
is an edifice of much magnificence. Population in 1870
nearly 7000.
GAR-FISH is the name given to a genus of fishes

(Belone) found in nearly all the temperate and tropical
seas, and readily recognized by their long, slender, com-
pressed and silvery body, and by their jaws being pro-
duced into a long, pointed, bony, and sharply-toothed beak.
About fifty species are known from different parts of the
globe, some attaining to a length of 4 or 5 feet. One
species is common on the British coasts, and is well known
by the names of long-nose,” “green-bone,” (fee. The last
name is given to those fishes on account of the peculiar
green colour of their bones, which deters many people from
eating them, although their flesh is well flavoured and
perfectly wholesome. The Skipper {Scomheresox) and Half-
beak {HemirJiamplms^ in which the lower jaw only is
prolonged, are fishes nearly akin to the gar-pikes. See
Ichthyology.
GARGANEY ^ (Morth-ltalian, Garganelld), or Summer-

Teal, the Anas querquedula and A, circia of Linnseus (who
made, as did Willughby and Ray, two species out of one),
and the type of Stephens^ genus Querquedula. This bird
is one of the smallest of the AnatidcBy and has gained its
common English name from being almost exclusively a
summer-visitant to this country, where nowadays it only
regularly resorts to breed in some of the East-Norfolk waters
called Broads, though possibly at one time found at the
same season throughout the great Fen-district. About the
same size as the common Teal (A, crdcca), the male is
readily distinguished therefrom by its peculiarly-coloured
head, the sides of which are nutmeg-brown, closely freckled

...
introduced by Willughby from Gesner (Orn., lib.

m. p. 127), but, though, generally adopted by authors, seems never to
have become other than a book-name in English, the bird being in-
vanably known m the parts of this island where it is indigenous as

* Summer^Teal. ’

-GAR
with short whitish streaks, while a conspicuous white curved
line descends backwards from the eyes. The upper wing-

coverts are bluish-grey, the scapulars black with a white
shaft-stripe, and the wing-spot {speculum) greyish-green

bordered above and below by white. The female closely

resembles the hen Teal, but possesses nearly the same wing-
spot as her mate. In Ireland or Scotland the Garganey is

very rare, and though it is recorded from Iceland, more
satisfactory evidence of its occurrence there is needed. It

has not a high northern range, and its appearance in Norway
and Sweden is casual Thoiigli it breeds in many 2:)arts of

Europe, in none can it be said to be common
;
but it ranges

far to the eastward in Asia—even to Formosa, according

to Swinhoe—and yearly visits India in winter. Tliose

that breed in Norfolk arrive somewhat late in spring and
make their nests in the vast reed-beds which border the
Broads—a situation rarely or never chosen by the Teal.

The labyrinth or bony enlargement of the traclioa in the
male Garganey differs in form from that described in any
other Drake, being more oval and placed nearly in the
median line of the windpipe, instead of on one side, as is

usually the case.

GARIIWAL, a district of British India, in the Kumfion
division, under the jurisdiction of the lieutenant-gov<*raor

of the North-'Western Provinces, situated between 29° IG'
15^' and 31° 5' BO" N. lat., and 78° IS' 45" and 80° S' B.
long, and bounded on the N. by Chinese Tibet, on the E.
by Kum^on district, on the S. by Bijnor district, and on
the W. by Independent Garhw41 or Tehri. Garhwal dis-

trict consists almost entirely of rugged mountain ranges
running in all directions, and separated by narrow valleys,

which may almost be described as gorges or ravines. The
only level portion of the district consists of a narrow strip

of waterless forest, between the southern slopes of the liills

and the fertile plains of RohilkhancL The highest moun
tains are in the north of the district, the principal peaks
being Nand5, Devi (25,661 feet), Kamet (25,413), Ireoul

(23,382), Dunagiri (23,181), Badrinath (22,901), and
Kedarnath (22,853). The Alaknanda, one of the main
sources of the Ganges, receives with its affluents the whole
drainage of the district. The river is regarded as of
peculiar sanctity, and is annually resorted to by thousands
of devout Hindus. At Deopraydg the Alaknanda joins
the Bh^girathi, and thenceforward the united streams bear
the name of the Ganges. Navigation is impracticable in
all the rivers, owing to the velocity of their currents, and
the existence of shoals and rapids. Cultivation is princi-

pally confined to the immediate vicinity of the rivers, which
are employed for purposes of irrigation

;
but out of a total

estimated area of 5500 square miles in 1872, only 209
were returned as under cultivation. Agriculture, however,
is carried on with great skill and industry, by terracing
out the hill sides. Wheat, rice, and mandud are the sta^jle

crops, the surplus produce being exported to Tibet. Tea
planting is also carried on under European supervision.

The census of 1872 disclosed a population in the Garhwal dis-
trict of 310,288 (115,745 males ana 154,637 females), distiihuted
among 3944 villages and 57,293 houses. The Hindus numbered
308,398, or no less than 99-3 per cent, of the population, the
Mahometans 1799, and Christians 85. The two great Hindu
temples of Badrinath and Kedarnath, which lie hidden among the
recesses of the snowy range, attract large numbers of pilgrims,
who considerably add to the prosperity of the district. No place
in Garhwal contains as many as 5000 inhabitants. Srinagar is
the largest town, but the administrative headquarters is at Pauni.
Trade k principally carried on with Tibet, by way of the Mana
and Niti passes, sheep and goats being used as beasts of burden.
The chief exports are grain, gur, cloth, and tobacco

; the imports
salt, borax, wool, gold, and precious stones. Good hill roads, from
10 to 12 feet in width, intersect the district in every direction, the
total length being about 1000 miles. The land revenue in 1875
amounted to £9565, Only a small force of regular police is
stationed at headquarters, and there is little crime of any kinA
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Education has made greater progress among these mountain valleys
than in the plain districts beneath them. In 1875 73 schools
afforded education to 3609 pupils.

Garhwai originally consisted of 52 petty chieftainships, each
chief with his own independent fortress {garh). Between 400 and
500 years ago, one of these chiefs, Ajai Pal, ruler of Chandpur,
reduced all the minor x)rincipalities undp his own sway, and
founded the Garhwal kingdom. He and his ancestors ruled over
Garhvval and the adjacent state of Tehri, in an uninterrupted line
till 1803, when the Giirkhas invaded Kumaon and Garhwal driving
Prithiman Sah, the Garhwal chief, into the plains. For twelve
years the Gurkhas ruled the country with a rod of iron, until a
series of encroachments by them on British territory, led to the
war with Nepal in 1814. At the termination of the campaign,
Garhwal and Kumaon were converted into British districts, while
the Tehri principality was restored to Pridhiman Sah, whose
grandson still holds it. Since the annexation, Garhwal has rapidly
advanced in material prosperity. Cultivation has rapidly increased,
and the spread of tea-culture has opened the country to British
capital and enterprise, which are converting this long harassed tract
into an important and wealthy district.

GARLIC (Greek, crKopohov
i

Latin, Allium ^ Italian,

Aglio ; French, Ail
;
German, KnohlaucTi)^ Allium sativum^

Linn., a bulbous perennial plant of the tribe Hyacinthinece
of the natural order Liliacece^ indigenous apparently to the i

south of Europe and to the East, having entire, obscurely
j

keeled leaves, a deciduous spathe, a bulbiferous globose
|

umbel, and whitish flowers, with exsert pistil and stamens.
;

The bulb, which is the only part eaten, has membranous ’

scales, in the axils of which are 10 or 12 cloves, or smaller !

bulbs. From these new bulbs can be procured by planting
]

out in February or March. The bulbs are best preserved
|

hung in a dry place. If of fair size, twenty of them weigh '

about 1 Tb. To prevent the plant from running to leaf,

Pliny Hist., xix. 34) advises to bend the stalk down-
ward, and cover with earth

j
seeding, he observes, may be

prevented by twisting the stalk. Garlic is cultivated in
the same manner as the Shallot (q. v.). It is stated to
have been grown in England before the year 1548. The
percentage composition of the bulbs is given by Mr E.
Solly {Trans. Hort. See. Land., new ser., iii. p. 60) as
water 84’09, organic matter 13*38, and inorganic matter
1*53,—that of the leaves being water 87*14, organic matter
11*27, and inorganic matter 1*59. The bulb has a strong
and characteristic odour, and an acrid taste, and yields an

{

offensively smelling oil, essence of garlic, identical with 1

allylic sulphide (CgH^^gS (see Hofmann and Cahours,
|

Journ. Chem. Soc., x. p. 320). This, when garlic has
|

been eaten, is evolved by the excretory organs, the activity

of which it promotes. From the earliest times garlic
|

has been used as an article of diet. It formed part of

the food of the Israelites in Egypt (Numb. xi. 5), and of
the labourers employed by Cheops in the construction of
his xDyramid, and is still grown in Egypt, where, however,
the Syrian is the kind most esteemed (see Rawlinson's
Herodotus, iL 125). It was largely consumed by the
ancient Greek and Roman soldiers, sailors, and rural classes

{cf. Yirg., Hd., ii. 11), and, as Pliny tells us {W. H., xix.

32), by the African peasantry. Galen eulogizes it as the
rustic’s tJieriac (see F. Adams’s Pauhis Mgineta, p. 99),
and Alexander Neckam, a writer of the 12th century (see

Wright’s edition of his works, p. 473, 1863), recommends it

as a palliative of the heat of the sun in field labour. “ The
people in places where the simoon is frequent,” says
Elphinstone {An Account of the Kingdom of Gauhul, p.
140, 1815), “eat garlic, and rub their lips and noses
with it, when they go out in the heat of the summer,
to prevent their suffering by the simoon.” “ O dura
messorum ilia,” exclaims Horace {Kpod., iii.), as he re-

cords his detestation of the popular esculent, to smell of
which was accounted a sign of vulgarity {cf. Shakespeare,
Goriol., iv. 6, and Meas. for Meas.^ iii. 2). In England
garlic is seldom used except as a seasoning, but in the
southern countries of Europe it is a common ingredient in

dishes, and is largely consumed by the agricultural popu-
lation. Garlic was placed by the ancient Greeks on the piles
of stones at cross-roads, as a supper for Hecate (Theophras-
tus, Characters, A^LcriSaLpLovta^) j and according to Pliny
garlic and onions were iuvocated as deities by the Egyptians
at the taking of oaths. The inhabitants of Pelusium in
Lower Egypt, vrho worshipped the onion, are said to have
held both it and garlic in aversion as food. Garlic possesses
stimulant and stomachic properties, and was of old, as still

sometimes now, employed as a medicinal remedy. Pliny
(H. H., XX. 23) gives an exceedingly long list of complaints
in which it was considered beneficial. Dr Sydenham valued
it as an application in confluent smallpox, and, says Cullen
{2fat. Med., ii, p. 174, 1789), found some dropsies cured
by it alone. The volatile oil has proved efficacious in in-

digestion, and in some stages of bronchitis, especially in the
acute form of the disease iu infants, also in chronic colds,

and as a rubefacient and nervine tonic
j
and poultices of the

pouuded pulp are recommended for the convulsions and
suffocative catarrh of infants (Wood, Treat, on Therapeutics,

p. 451, 1874). With lemon-juice garlic has also been re-

sorted to for the cure of diphtheria {Brit, and For. Med.-
GJiir. Rev., 1860, i. p. 281). The wild “Crow Garlic” and
^* Field Garlic ” of Britain are the Linnean species Allium
vineale and A. oleraceum respectively.

See Phillips, Hist, of Culinary Vegetables, vol. ii. ; Pereira,
Materia Medica, vol. ii. pt. i.; M'Intosh, The Booh of the Garden,
vol. ii., 1855, p. 29.

GARNET (German, Gra'nat; French, Grenat), a mineral
the name of which is derived from the Latin graTiatum, the
pomegranate, or, as Lydgate calls it, “ garnet appille ” (see

Halliwell, Diet., i. p. 392), on account of the resemblance of

its granular varieties to the seeds of that fruit. Several
sorts of garnets, with other stones, seem to have been in-

cluded under the terms avOpai and carbunculus, employed by
Theophrastus and Pliny. Garnet occurs in crystals, mostly
dodecahedral or trapezohedral, very rarely octahedral,^ of

the isometric, regular, or cubical system, also in pebbles and
grains (as in alluvial deposits), and massive, with a granular
or coarse lamellar structure. It varies in diaiihaneity from
transparent to nearly opaque; is red, red-brown, or black
in colour, less frequently white, yellow, pink, or green

;

has a vitreous to resinous lustre, a white streak, dodeca-
hedral cleavage, hardness of 6*5 to 7*5, specific gravity of

3*15 to 4*30,2 an uneven sub-conchoidal fracture
; and

is brittle and sometimes friable, or, in the compact crypto-

crystalline varieties, tough. Before the blowpipe it gives a
brov7n, green, or black (often magnetic) glass, which hydro-
chloric acid decomposes, with the separation of gelatinous

silica. Previous to melting, the mineral is but little affected

by the acid. The least fusible forms are the lime-iron

garnets. It has been shown by Professor Church that,

although unaffected by exposure to a full red heat for a
quarter of an hour, iron garnet may by fusion have its

specific gravity lowered from 4*059 to 3*204. By almost

complete fusion a specimen of almandine garnet examined
by him had its specific gravity increased from 4*103 to

4*208. Long-continued ignition effected only a slight

I

increase in the density of various specimens of lime garnet

(see Jbum. Ghem. Soc., vol. xvii. p. 388). Garnets, which
through the isomorphism of their constituents are extremely

variable in chemical composition, are silicates of the general

formula R'gR^. SigO^g, or 3R”0,R^^2^3* ^SiOg, in which
It" == calcium, magnesium, iron, and manganese, and R*"^ ==

aluminium, iron, and chromium. Occasionally rarer metals

^ See Max Bauer, “Ueber die selteuereu Elrystallfonnen des Gra-
nats,” Zeitschr. der deut. geolog. Ges., Bd. xxvi., 1874, pp. 119—37,
pi. i.

2 On the specific gravity of several varieties of garnet, see Prot
A. H. Ckurch, Geological Mag., new ser., voL ii., 1875, p. 321.
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are present; yttrium, for instance, lias been found in

garnets from Brevig, Norway. Three principal groups have
been recognized, called, according to their chief sesquioxide

basic components, alumina, iron, and chrome garnets, which
have the general formula E"3

Al2.Si30i2j E"3Fe2.Si30 i2j
and

1^
^

3^^2.813012?
respectively. These are further classed, by

the predominance of one or other of their contained pro-

toxides, into numerous subordinate groups, as lime-alumina

garnet, Ca
3
Al2.Si30 i2 >

grossularite, topazolite, and
essonite

;
magnesia-alumina garnet, comprising pyrope, the

typical specimens of which contain a small percentage of

chromium ;
iron-alumina garnet, almandite, common

garnet in part, and allochroite
;
manganese-alumina garnet,

as spessartite and romanzovite; lime-iron garnet, which
includes andradite, melanite, or black garnet, which may
be titaniferous, as at Frascati, and pyreneite, aplome, 1

and common garnet in part
;
lime-magnesia-iron garnet 1

(OaMg)3
Fe2.8130125 ov bredbergite; and lime-chrome garnet,

or ouvarovite. Colophonite, a yellow-brown to honey-yel-

low or almost pitch-black mineral, with a resinous lustre,

commonly considered to be a lime-iron garnet, according

to Wichmann and Des-Cloiseaux must be regarded as for

the most part granular vesavian.

Garnet is a wide-spread mineral, and is found in micaceous,
talcose, chloritie, and hornblendic schists, and in syenitic gneiss,

syenite, ^anite, dolomite, and crystalline limestone ; sometimes as

pyrope, in serpentine ; also in felspar-porphyry, and in volcanic
rocks. In Cornwall it is met with cliieflLy in greenstone, or in
close proximity thereto. It is an essential ingredient of the rock
eklogite. Grossularite, a greenish to grey-green garnet, is found
at Eezbanya in Hungary, and the Wilni river, Siberia

;
topazolite

and essonite at Mussa, Piedmont, the latter also in Ceylon, Pied-
mont, and Elba; pyrope in Bohemia, and at Zoblitz in Saxony;
and almandite in Ceylon, Pegu, Brazil, and Greenland. Spessartite
is obtained at Haddam, Ct., and elsewhere ; melanite in Yesuvian
and other lavas ; aplome at Breitenbrunn and Schwarzenberg in
Saxony ; the fine green garnet ouvarovite chiefly at Saranovska^a,
14 versts from Bissersk inthe Hrals, and at New Idria in California

;

and white garnet in the Urals. Numerous other localities for
garnet might he mentioned. Precious garnet, almandite or alman-
dine (so termed, it is said, from being cut at Alabanda in Oaria,
whence the appellation alabandiczcs employed by Pliny), essonite
or cinnamon-stone, grossularite, grossularia, or gooseberry stone,
and pyrope or Bohemian garnet are the varieties of the mineral
employed as gems. They are shaped by means of garnet powder
or emery on a copper wheel, and polished on lead wuth tripoli.

Carbuncles are almadine garnets cut en caboclion ; when of large
size, and free from black spots, they may be worth as much as £20
apiece. The deep red or precious garnet often has a density close
to that of the rtiby, for which stone it has been sold. The Syriam
or Pegu garnets, possibly the amethysHzontcos of Pliny (Nat. Mist.,
xxxvii. 25), commonly designated amethystine or oriental garnets,
vary in colom from a deep red to a violet-purple, and may occur 3
inches in diameter. They are usually cut with four large and
four small facets, and may fetch very high prices, a single speci-
men, of a fiery-red hue, measuring 1 inch by ^ inch, having been
sold for £40, and another, of octagonal form, for £140. Pyrope is a
dark hyacinth-red to blood-red gem, much esteemed in Austria,
Transylvania, and Turkey. Yiewedby transmitted light it appears of
ayellomsh-red tint, more especially at the edges. Essonite, yellow
to hyacinth-red in colour, is a softer and more fusible garnet than
the other kinds nsed in jewellery. It is commonly called hyacinth,
and has frequently heen mistaken, as also sold, for true hyacinth or
jacinth, which is a zirconium silicate, and may be distinguished by
its density of 4*05-4*76, that of essonite being about 3 •60-3*66.
The garnet was much used as a jewel in ancient times. Antique
intaglios on garnet are recognized by their usually fragmentary
condition, due to their brittleness, and by a softness of cS.our, im-
parted to them by time, which defies imitation by even the ablest
artists (Oastellani). The bust ofHadrian in the Odescalchi museum,
the Yenus Genetrix in the cabinet of Abbe PuUini at Turin, and
the representation of Sirius on the celebrated Marlborough stone,
are among the finer examples of engraving in garnet. Garnet,
where abundant, has been used in the smelting of iron ores. For

S
)lisliing purposes it is sometimes substituted for emery. The
rge dull-coloured ‘‘earbunculus of India,” according to Pliny

(I.C.), used to be hollowed out into vessels that would hold as much
as a pint. Garnet has been obtained as a furnace-product, and
otherwise artificially. YThat is known as “white garnet” is the
mineral leucite.

See Bischof, Chemical Geology, vol. ii. chap, xxxiii., and voL

iii. p. 34S ;
C. E. Kluge, Ndh. d. EdelsteMcunde, Leipsic, 1860 ,*

Emanuel, Diamonds and Preciovs Stones, 3d ed., 1867: A. Schrauf,

Hdb. d. EdelsteinJcimide, Yienna, 1869 ;
A. Oastellani, Gems, 1871;

J. D. Dana, A System of Mineralogy, 5th ed., pp. 265-72, New
York, 1874; C. F. Naumann, EleyneTiteder Mineralogie, lOtlied., by
Dr F. Zirkel, pp. 53*2-5, Leipsic, 1877. On so-called garnets from

the river Bobrowska, Urals, see Church, Mineralog. Mag. ii., 1879,

p. 191. (F. H. B.)

GARNIER, Gerimain (1754-1821), an able writer on

political economy, was born at Auxerre, on 8tb November
1754. He was educated for the law, and obtained when
young the office of prociireur at Chatelet. He acted for

some time as secretary to Mme. Adelaide, aunt of Louis

XVI., and by his fine presence and manners acquired con-

siderable reputation and power at court. On the calling of

the states-general he was named as deputy for Chatelet, and
in 1790 he appears to have been a member of the mon-
archical club in Paris. After 1792 he withdrew bo the

Pays de Vaud, and did not return till 1795. In jmblic life,

however, he seems to have been singularly fortunate. In

1797 he was on the list of candidates for the Directory
;
in

1800 he was prefect of Seine et Oise ; in 1804 he was made
senator; and from 1809 to 1811 he acted as president of

the senate. After the restoration he obtained a peerage, and
on the return of Louis XYIII., after the Hundred Days, he
became minister of state and member of privy council He
died at Paris, 4th October 1821. Gamier was somewhat
advanced in years before he began to take any interest in

political economy ;
his previous efforts in literature had been

of an altogether different kind. At court he was, when
young, noted for his facile power of verse-writing, and he
translated Mrs Eadcliffe and Mrs Montague.

Gramier is best known by his admirable translation, with notes

and introduction, of Smith’s Wealth of Nations (1st ed 1805, 2d ed.

1822), and by Ms ’Cistoire de la Mormaie (2 vols., 1819), wliicli

contains much sound and well-arranged material. His Ab7'agS dcs

Principes de VJicon. Folit. (1796) is a very clear and instructive

manual. Of high value also is the Description giograpMgu^, phy-
sique, et politique die d^arte ment de Ssine-et-Oise (1822), drawn up
from his instructions. Other works are De la ProprUU (1792), and
Histoire des JBanques dEscompte (1806).

GAENIEE, Marie Joseph FRAHgois (1839-1873),
usually called Francis Gamier, a French officer and explorer,

was born at St Etienne, July 25, 1839, and perished by assas-

sination in Tong-king, December 7, 1873. He entered the

navy, and after voyaging in Brazilian waters and the Pacific

he obtained a post ou the staff of Admiral Charner, "who

from 1860 to 1862 was campaigning in Cochin-China.
After some time spent in France he returned to the East,

and in 1862 he was appointed inspector of the natives in

Cochin-China, and entrusted with the administration of the
town of Cho-len or Sho-len. It was at Garnier’s suggestion
that the Marquis de Chasseloup-Laubat determined send
a mission through Laos to Tibet, but as he was not con-
sidered old enough bo be put in command, the chief authority
was entrusted to Captain Doudart de Lagree. In the course
of the expedition—to quote the words of Sir Eoderick
Murchison addressed to the youthful traveller when, in

187 0, he was presented with the Victoria Medal of the Eo3’’al

Geographical Society of London—^from Cratieh in Cam-
bodia to Shanghai 5392 miles were traversed, and of these
3625 miles, chiefly of country unknown to European
geography, were surveyed with care, and the positions

fixed by astronomical observations, nearly the whole of

the observations being taken by Gamier himself. Volun-
teering to lead a detachment to Talifu the capital of Sultan
Suleiman, the sovereign of the Mahometan rebels in Yunnan,
he successfully carried out the more than adventurous
enterprise, ^^en shortly afterwards Lagree died, Gamier
naturally assumed the command of the expedition, and he
conducted it in safety to the Yang-tze-Kiang, and thus to

the Chinese coast. On his return to France he was received
with enthusiasm. The preparation of his narrative was
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interrupted by the Franco-German war, and during the siege

of Paris he served as principal staff officer to the admiral
in command of the eighth “ sector.” His experiences

during the siege were published anonymously in the feuil-

leton of Le Temps^ and appeared separately as Le Siege de
Paris,journal dlun offider de marine, 1871. Returning to

Cochin-China he found the political circumstances of the
country unfavourable to further exploration, and accordingly
he went to China, and in 1873 followed the upper course

of the Yang-tze-Kiang to the waterfalls. He was next com-
missioned by Admiral Dupr6

,
governor of Cochin-China, to

Tong-king to found a French protectorate or a new colony.

On ITovember 20
, 1873, he took Hanoi, the capital of

Tong-king, and on December 7th he was slain.

The narrative of the principal expedition appeared in 1873, as
Voyage d'‘exploration enlndo-Chine effectui annees 1866,
1867, et 1868, puhlH sows la direction de M. Frar/yis Gamier, avec
le c&ncours de M, Delaporie et de MM, Joubert et Thorel, 2 vols.

An account of the Yang-tze-Kiang from Garnier’s pen is given in
Bulletin de la Soc, de Geog., 1874, His CJirmiiqiie royale du

Camhodje was reprinted from the Journal Asiatique in 1872. See
Ocean Highways, 1874, for a memoir by Colonel Yule.

GAROFALO, Benvenuto. See Tisio.

GARONI7E, the ancient Garumna, a river of southern
France, which rises in the Spanish Pyrenees not far from
the massif of Maladetta, flows through the fine gorge called

the Yal d’Aran, partly loses itself under the calcareous rocks
that form the gulf of Clddes, enters France near the Pont
du Roi, and proceeds in a general north-west direction till

it falls into the Bay of Biscay. Rafts can be sent down the
river from the Spanish frontier

3
boats can pass with the

stream from the confluence of the Salat to Toulouse ; from
Toulouse downwards regular navigation with boats can be
maintained

;
and seafaring vessels can sail up as far as

Castets, 32 miles above Bordeaux. At Bee d’Ambes, near
the confluence of the Dordogne, the river widens out to a
breadth of from 2 to 4 miles, and takes the name of the
Gironde. This estuary presents an almost uninterrupted
succession of islands and banks, which divide it into two
nearly equal branches, and render the navigation somewhat
difficult. At the mouth stands the famous tower of

Cordouan, which dates from 1584-1610, and ranks
as one of the finest lighthouses on the coast of France.
The current at Toulouse, when the water is at its lowest,

amounts to 1271 cubic feet per second, but in the
ordinary state of the river it is 5297 cubic feet. During
ordinary flood it rises about 25 feet } but in exceptional
cases, as in 1855 and 1856, this increases to 28 or even
30 feet, and as the banks of the river are low the inunda-
tions are very extensive. The principal affluents on the
right are the Salat, the Ari4ge, the Tarn, the Lot, the Dropt,
and the Dordogne and on the left the Neste, the Bouge,
the Save, the Gimon^, the Gers, the Baise, and the Giron,

GARONNE, Haute-, or Upper Garonne, is one of the
frontier departments in the south of France, being con-
tinuous with Spain along the line of the Pyrenees. To the
N. lies the department of Tarn-et-Garonne, to the E. are
those of Tarn, Aude, and Ari4ge, and to the W. those of

Gers and Hautes-Pyr^nees. The form of the department
is very irregular. Its greatest length is 99 miles from
N.E. to S.W., and its greatest breadth about 56 miles;
but its area only amounts to 629,000 hectares, or 2428
English square miles. The northern portion is a fertile but
mountainous stretch of country, with continual interchange
of hill and valley nowhere thrown into striking relief

;

while towards the south the land rises gradually to the
Pyrenees, which there attain a height of upwards of

11,000 feet. All the streams by which the department is

Watered—the Neste, the Salat, the Lers, the Logue, the
Touche, &c.—^belong to the system of the river from which
it takes its name. Except in the mountainous region the
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climate is mild, the mean annual temperature being rather
higher than that of Paris. The rainfall, which aver-
ages 23 inches at Toulouse and 26 at St Gaudens, is

distributed over 125 days. The winds are often violent.
Thick forests of oak, fir, and pine exist in the mountains,
and furnish timber for shipbuilding. The arable land
(360,241 hectares, or 890,207 acres) is well adapted for the
cultivation of wheat, maize, and other grain crops

;
and

the produce of cereals is generally much more than is

required for the local consumption. Oats, buckwheat,
barley, flax, colza, and potatoes are all grown; fruit is

plentiful, and about 54,000 hectares, or 133,441 acres, are

occupied by vineyards, though the wiue is only of medium
quality. As pasture land is abundant, a good deal of atten-

tion is given to the rearing of cattle and sheep ; and owing
to themountainous character of the southern region asses and
mules are favourite beasts of burden, and may be estimated
at 24,000 in number. Iron, lead, copper, and coal are among
the mineral productions, as well as marble, both white and
variegated, granite, freestone, lime, and slate. The manu-
factures are various though not individually extensive, and
include iron and copper utensils, earthenware, woollen,

cottom and linen goods^ leather, paper, watches, mathe-
matical instruments, <fcc. Railway communication is fur-

nished by the line from Bordeaux to Cette which passes by
Toulouse, and there sends off branch lines leading to Albi,

Auch, Foix, St Giron, and Bagneres de Luchon. The Canal
dn Midi traverses the department for 32 miles. There are

four arrondissements—Toulouse, Villefranche, Muret, and
St Gaudens, subdivided into 39 cantons and 585 com-
munes. The chief town, Toulouse, contained 120,208
inhabitants in 1875 ; but there is no other town of even
5000 in the department, the largest being St Gaudens
with 4087. The population of Haute-Garonne in 1801
was 405,574, including the arrondissemenb of Castel-

sarrasin with 60,545 inhabitants, which was detached in

1806 ; in 1851 it was 481,610, and in 1875, 477,730.
GARRICK, David (1716-1779), the greatest actor of Ms

age, and the most successful of English theatrical managers,

was descended from a good French Protestant family of Bor-

deaux which had settled in England on the revocation of the

edict of Nantes. His father, Captain Peter Garrick, was on
a recruiting expedition when his celebrated son was born at

Hereford on February 19, 1716—17. The captain usually

resided at Lichfield on half pay, but, in order to benefit his

large family, be accepted an offer to proceed on service to

Gibraltar, in place of a brother officer who was desirous of

returning to England. This kept him many years absent

from home, and the letters written to him by little Davy,”
acquainting him with the doings at Lichfield, are highly

interesting memorials of the future Roscius. In his nine-

teenth year, after receiving a good education at the grammar
school of Iflchfield, David was sent to the establishment at

Edial, opened in June or July 1736 by Samuel Johnson,

his senior by seven years. The Edial academy was shut in

about six months, and on the 2d of March 1736-7 master

and pupil, Johnson and Garrick, left Lichfield for London,

the one to commence the study of the law, and the other to

try Ms tragedy of Irene—Johnson, as he afterwards said,

‘^with twopence halfpenny in Ms pocket,” and Garrick

with three-halfpence in Ms.” Seven days afterwards,

however, Garrick was entered of Lincoln's Inn, but after

remaining for a few months in London, he resided for

some time with Mr Colson, a distinguished teacher at

Rochester (afterwards Lucasian professor at Cambridge).

Captain Garrick, who had returned from Gibraltar,

died about a month after his son's arrival in London.

Soon afterwards a rich uncle, a wine merchant at Lisbon,

in his wiU left David a sum of ^£1000, and he and his

brother entered into partnership as wine merchants in
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London and Lichfield. The concern was not prosperous

—

though Foote’s assertion that he had known Garrick with

three quarts of vinegar in the cellar calling himself a wine

merchant need not be taken literally—and before the end

of 1741 he had spent nearly half of his :£1000. Sis
passion for the stage completely engrossed him ; he tried

his hand both at dramatic criticism and at dramatic

authorship, and made his first appearance on the stage

late in 1740-1, incognito^ as harlequin at Goodman’s Fields,

where Woodward, being ill, allowed him to take his place

during a few scenes. When the manager of the same
theatre, Giffard, took a party of players to Ipswich, Garrick

accompanied them, and there made his first essay as an

actor under the name of Lyddal, in the part of the black

Aboan (in Southerners Oroonoko). His success on the pro-

vincial boards determined Ms future career. On the 19th

of October 1741 he made his appearance at Goodman’s
Fields in the character of Bichardlll., and gained the most
enthusiastic applause. His staid and sedate brother, and
his sisters at Lichfield, were scandalized at this derogation

from the provincial dignity of the family j and Garrick,

greatly distressed at the shock they had received by the

intelligence (which, however, he expected), hastened to give

up his interest in the wine company. Each night added to

his popularity on the stage. He was received by the best

company in town. While his Bichard was still calling forth

general admiration, he won new applause in Lear and Pierre,

as well as in several comic characters (including that of

Bayes). Glover (“ Leonidas”) attended every performance

;

Lyttelton, Pitt, and several other members of parliament
had shown him the greatest civility. From December 2d
he appeared in his own name. Pope went to see him thrice

during his first performances, and pronounced that that
young man never had his equal as an actor, and he will

never have a rival.” Before next spring he had supped with
“ the great Mr Murray, counsellor,” and hoped to do so with
Mr Pope through Murray’s introduction, while he was dining
with Halifax, Sandwich, and Chesterfield. “ There are a
dozen dukes of anight at Goodman’s Fields,” writes Horace
Walpole. The Lying Valet being at this time brought out
with success, the honours of dramatic author were added
to those of the stage. His fortune was now made, and
while the managers of Covent Garden and Drury Lane
resorted to the law to make Gifiard close his little theatre,
Garrick was engaged by Fleetwood for Drury Lane for the
season of 1742. In the meantime, having very advantage-
ous terms offered him for performing in Dublin during part
of the summer, he went over to that city, where he found
the same homage paid to his merit which he had received
from his own countrymen. From September 1742 to
April 1745 he continued at Drury Lane, after which he
again went over to Ireland, and remained there the whole
season, as joint-manager with Sheridan, in the direction and
profits, of the theatre-royal in Smock Alley. From Dublin
he returned to England, and fulfilled a short engagement
in 1746—7 with Bich at Covent Garden. This was his last
series of performances as a hired actor

;
for in the close of

that season Fleetwood’s patent for the management of
Drury Lane expired, and Garrick, in conjunction with Lacy,
purchased the property of the theatre, together with the
renovation of the patent, and in the winter of 1747 opened
it with a strong company of actors, the prologue for the
occasion being written by his old preceptor Johnson.

For a time, at least, the drama’s patrons ” were content
with the higher entertainment furnished them; in the end
Garrick had to please ” them, like most other managers,
by gratifying their love of show. Garrick was surrounded
by many players of eminence

; and he had the art, as he
was told by Miss Clive, of contradicting the proverb that
one cannot make bricks without straw, by doing what is

infinitely more difficult, making actors and actresses without

genius.” The naturalness of his own acting was its great

charm. As Churchill says in the Eosciad, which remains

the chief literary monument of Garrick’s pre-eminence

among his fellows, he who is “pleased with Nature, must
be pleased with thee.” Booth, Quin, and the old tragedians

were remarkable for a style of stately declamation, sonorous,

and often graceful and impressive, but wanting the versa-

tility and rapid changes of passion that, when exhibited by
Garrick, at once captivated the audience. “ It seemed, ’

said Bichard Cumberland, “as if a whole century had
been stepped over in the passage of a single scene

;
old

things were done away, and a new order at once brought

forward, bright and luminous, and clearly destined to dispel

the barbarisms of a tasteless age, too long superstitiously

devoted to the illusions of imposing declamation. ” Garrick’s

French descent and his education may have contributed to

give him the vivacity of manner and versatility of concep-

tion which distinguished him as an actor ; and nature had
given him an eye, if not a stature, to command, and a
mimic power of wonderful variety. The list of his charac-

ters in tragedy, comedy, and farce is large, and would be
extraordinary for a modern actor of high rank

;
it includes

not less than seventeen Shakespearean parts. As a

manager, though he committed some grievous blunders, he
did good service to the theatre and signally advanced the

popularity of Shakespeare’s plays, of which not less than
twenty-four were produced at Drury Lane under his man-
agement. Many of these were not pure Shakesx^eare ; but
not every generation has the same notions of the way in

which he is best honoured. He purified the stage of much
of its grossness, and introduced a relative correctness of

costume and decoration unknown before.

After, about the year 1745, escaping from the chains of

an unreturned passion for the beautiful but reckless actress

“Peg” Woffington, Garrick had, in 1749, married Made-
moiselle Violette (Eva Maria Veigal), a German lady who
had attracted the admiration of the court of Vienna as a
dancer, and was patronized in England by the countess of

Burlington. This lady Garrick called “ the best of women
and wives,” and he lived most happily with her in his villa

at Hampton (acquired by him in 1754, and adorned by the
famous Shakespeare temple), whither he was glad to escape
from his house in Southampton Street. Their union was
childless, and Mrs Garrick survived her husband, living in
great respect until 1822. Having sold the moiety of his

theatre for <£35,000, Garrick took leave of the stage by
playing a round of his favourite characters—Hamlet, Lear,
Bichard, Lusignan, and Kitely, as the graver

;
Archer, Abel

Drugger, Sir John Brute, Benedick, Leon, and Don Felix,

as those of a lighter cast. He ended the series with
Don Felix (in The Wonder) on June 10, 1776. But he
was not long to enjoy his opulent and well-earned repose,

for he died in London on the 20th of January 1779. He
was buriedin WestministerAbbeywithimposing solemnities,
and amidst an unexampled concourse of people of all ranks.
Johnson, whose various and not always consistent criticisms
on Garrick are scattered through the pages of Boswell,
spoke warmly of the elegance and sprightliness of Ms friend’s

conversation, as well as of Ms liberality and kindness of
heart ; and his death, which came upon him unexpectedly,
“eclipsed,” Johnson said, “the gaiety of nations, and im-
poverished the public stock of harmless pleasure.” But the
most accurate and discriminating character of Garrick,
slightly tinged with satire, is that drawn by Goldsmith in
Ms poem of Retaliation, As a literary man Garrick was
very happy in his epigrams and slight occasional poems.
He had the good taste to recognize, and the spirit to make
public his recognition of, the excellence of Gray’s Odes at a
time when they were either ridiculed or neglected. His
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dramatic pieces {The Lying Valet^ Lethe^ The Guardian^
Mis& in her Teens^ Irish TFidozo. <kc.), and his alterations

and adaptation of old plays, which together fill four volumes,
evinced his knowledge of stage effect and his appreciation
of lively dialogue and action

;
but he cannot be said to

have added one new or original character to the drama. He
was joint author with Colmaii of The Clandestine Marriage^
in which he is said to have written his famous part of

Lord Ogleby. The excellent farce. High Life helow Stairs^

appears to have been wrongly attributed to Garrick, and to

be by Townley, a clergyman. As a matter of course he
wrote many prologues and epilogues.

Garricks correspondence (published, with a short memoir by
Boaden, in 2 vols. 4to), and the notices of him in the memoirs of
Hannah More and Madame D’Arblay, and above all in Boswell’s Life
of Johnson^ bear testimony to his general worth, and to his many
fascinating qualities as a friend and companion. The earlier

biograx>hies of Garrick are by Arthur Murphy (2 vols. 1801) and
by the bookseller Tom Davies (2 vols., 4th ed., 1805), the
latter a woik of some merit, but occasionally inaccurate and con-
fused as to dates. Mr Peicy Fitzgerald’s Life (2 vols. 1868) is

full and spirited. A charming essay on Garrick appeared in the
(Quarterly Leview, July 1868. (R. CA.—A. W. W.)

GAEEISON’^
An Outline of his Life.

Copyriyht, 1879, hy Charles Scrihner^s Sa'dis.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARHISOX, the founder and
leader of the movement for the abolition of slavery

in the United States of America, was born in Newburyport,
Massachusetts, December 10, 1805. His parents were from
the British i^rovince of New Brunswick. The father, a sea-

captain, went away from home when William was a child,

and it is not known whether he died at sea or on the land.

The mother is said to have been a woman of high character,

charming in person, and eminent for piety. For her
William had the deepest reverence, and he is supposed to

liave inherited from her the moral qualities that specially

fi.tfced him for his career. She was entirely dependent for

the support of herself and children upon her labours as

a nurse. She was able to give William but a meagre
chance for an education, but he had a taste for books,
and made the most of his limited o]Dportunities. She first

set him to learn the trade of a shoemaker, and, when she
found this did not suit him, let him try his hand at cabinet-

making. But the latter pleased him no better than the
former. In October 1818, however, when he was in his

fourteenth year, he was made more than content by being
indentured to Ephraim W. Alien, proprietor of the New-
huryport Herald^ to learn the trade of a printer. He found
in this occupation a happy stimulus to his literary taste

and ambition, as well as some available opportunities for

mental culture. He soon became an expert compositor, and
after a time began to write anonymously for the Herald.

\

His communications won the commendation of the editor,

who had not at first the slightest suspicion that he was the

author. He also wrote for other papers with equal success.

A series of political essays, written by him for the Salem
Gazette^ was copied by a preininent Philadelphia journal,

the editor of which attributed them to the Hon, Timothy
Pickering, a distinguished statesman of Massachusetts.

His skill as a printer won for him the position of foreman,
while his ability as a writer was so marked that the editor

of the Herald^ when temporarily called away from his post,

left the paper in his charge,
Tbe printing-oJBaee was for him, what it has been for many

another poor boy, no mean substitute for the academy and the col-

lege. He was full of enthusiasm for liberty ; the struggle of the
Greeks to throw off the Turkish yoke enlisted his warmest sym-

* This is reprinted here, with the consent of Messrs Charles Scribner’s

Sons, of New York, from their work entitled Garrison : an Outline

of his Life, by Oliver Johnson- New York. 1879. Copyright, 1879,
by Charles Scribner’s Sous.

jjatliy^ and at one time he seriously thought of enterino* the West
Point Academy and fitting himself for a soldier’s caieer His
apprenticeship ended with his minority in 1826, when he bec^an
the publication of a new paper, the Free Frcss, in his native idace
Tliis paper was full of spirit and intellectual force, but Newbuiy-
port was a sleej^y place and did not appreciate a periodical so fresh
and free ; and so the enterprise failed. Mr Garrison then went to
Boston, where, after working for a time as a journeyman printer,
he became the editor of the National Philanthropist, the fiist
journal established in Ameiica to promote the cause of total abstin-
ence from intoxicating liquor^. His work in this jjaper was highly
appieciated by the friends of temperance, but a change in the pro-
lUTetorshij) led to his withdrawal before the end of a year. In
1828 he was induced to establish the Journal of the Times at Ben-
nington, Vermont, to support the re-election to the presidency of
the United States of John Quincy Adams. The new paper, though
attractive in many w^ays, and full of force and fire, was too far
ahead of public sentiment on moral questions to win a large sup-
port. Whether or not it would have lived if he had continued to
be its editor, it is impossible to say

;
but the time had come at

last when he was to enter upon the work with which his name will
be for ever associated. In Boston he had met Benjamin Lundy, a
Quaker pliilanthropist, who had been for years engaged in an effort
to convince the peox>le of the United States that they ought to do
something to promote the abolition of slavery'. Mr Garrison had
been deeply moved by Mr Lmidy’s appeals, and after going to
Vermont he showed the deepest interest in the slavery question.
Mr Lundy was then publishing in Baltimore a small monthly
paper, entitled Genius of Universal Pmandpcution, and he resolved
to go to Bennington and invite Mr Gai’iison to join him in the
editomhip. With this object in view he walked from Boston to
Bennington, through the frost and snow of a New England winter,
a distance of 125 miles. His mission was successful. Mr Garrison
was deeply impressed hy the good Quaker’s zeal and devotion, and
he resolved to join him and devote himself thereafter to the work
of abolishing slavery.

In pursuance of this plan he went to Baltimore in the autumn oi

1829, and thenceforth the Genius was published weekly, under
the joint editorship of the two men. It was understood, however,
that ]Mr Ganison 'would do most of the editorial work, while ]Mr
Lundy would spend most of his time in lecturing and procuiiiig
subscribers. On one point the two editors differed radically, Lundy
bein^ the advocate of gradual, and Garrison the champion of im-
mediate emancipation. The former was possessed with the idea
that the negroes, on being emancipated, must be colonized some-
where beyond the limits of the United States ; the latter held that
they should be emaneq^ated on the soil of the countiy, with all the
rights of freemen. In view of this difference it was agreed that
each should speak on his own individual responsibility in the paper,
appending his initial to each of his articles for the information of
the reader. It deserves mention here that Mr Garrison w'as then in

utter ignorance of the chaujge previously wi-ought in the opinions of
English abolitionists by Ehzaoeth Heyrick’s i^amphlet in favour of

immediate, in distinction from gradual emancipation. The sinful-

ness of slavery being gtdniitted, the duty of immediate emancipation
to his clear ethical mstinet 'was perfectly manifest. He saw that

it would be idle to expose and. denounce the evils of slavery, 'while

responsibility for the system was placed upon former generations,

and the duty of abolishing it transferred to an indefinite future.

His demand for immediate emancijmtion fell like a tocsin upon the

ears of slaveholders. For general talk about the evils of slavery they
cared little, but this assertion that every slave was entitled to in-

stant freedom filled them with alarm and roused them to anger, for

they saw that, if the conscience of the nation were to respond to the

proposition, the system must inevitably fall. The Genius, now
that it had become a vehicle for this dangerous doctrine, was a paper
to be feared and intensely hated. Baltimore was then one of the

centres of the domestic slave trade, and upon this traffic Mr Garrison

heaped the strongest denunciations. A vesssel owned in Newbnry-
ort having taken a cargo of slaves from Baltimore to Ne\v Orleans,

e characterized the transaction as an act of “ domestic piracy,” and
avowed his purpose to ‘‘cover 'with thick infamy” those eng^ed
therein. He was thereupon prosecuted for libel by the owner of the

vessel, fined in the sum of fifty dollars, mulcted in costs of court,

and, in default of payment, committed to jail. His imprisonment
created much excitement, and in some quarters, in spite of the pro-

slavery spirit of the time, was a subject of indignant comment in

nublic as well as private. The excitemmt was fed hy the pubfica-

tion of "two or three striking sonnets, instinct with the spirit of

liberty, which Mr Garrison inscribed on the walls of his cell. One
of these, Freedom of Mind, is remarkable for freshness of thought

and terseness of expression, and will probably hold a permanent
place in American literature.

John G. Whittier, the Quaker poet, interceded with Henry Clay

to pavMr Garrison’s fine and thus release him from prison. To the

credit of the slaveholding statesman it must be said that he

resunuded favourably, but before he had time for the requisite pre-
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liminanes. Mi Arthur Tappan, a philanthropic merchant of New
York, contributed the necessary sum and set the prisoner free after

an incarceration of seven weeks The partnership between Mr
Gariison and Mr Lundy was then dissolved by mutual consent, and
the former resolved to establish a papei of his own, in which, upon
his sole responsibility, he could advocate the doctrine of immediate
emancipation and oppose the sclieme of Atrican colonization He
was sure, after his experiences at Baltiinoie, that a movement
against slavery resting upon any less radical foundation than this

w ould he inefhcacious He first proposed to establish his paper at

Washington, in the nudst of slaveiy, but on returning to New
England and observing the state of public opinion there, he came to

the conclusion that little could be done at the South while the non-
slaveholding North was lending hei influence, thiough political,

commeicial, religious, and Social channels, for the sustenance of

slavery He determined, therefoie, to publish his paper in Boston,

and, having issued his prospectus, set hunself to the task of awak-
ening an inteiest in the subject by means of lectures in some of the

jjrmcipal cities and towns of the North It was an up hill woik
Coiitemiit foi the negro and indiffeience to his wrongs weie almost

universal In Boston, then a gieat cotton mart, he tiied in vamto
procure a church or vestry for the deliveiy of his lectures, and
theieupon announced in one of the daily journals that if some
suitable place was not promptly offered he would speak on the

common A body of infidels proffered him the use of their small

hall , and, no other place being accessible, he accepted it gratefully,

and delivered therein three lectures, in winch he unfolded his pim-
ciples and plans He visited piivately many of the leading citizens

of the city, statesmen, divmes, and merchants, and besought them
to take the lead m a national movement against slavery

,
but they

all mth one consent made excuse, some of them listening to his

plea with manifest impatience He was disappointed, but not dis-

heaitened His conviction of the iighteousness of his cause, of the
e\ils and dangers of slaveiy, and of the absolute necessity of the
contemplated movement, was intensified by opposition, and he re-

solved to go forward, trusting in God for success
On the 1st of January 1831, without a dollar of capital save in

hand and brain, and without a smgle subscriber, he and his partner
issued the first number of the lAh&rcutor, avowing their “ determi-
nation to print it as long as they could subsist on bread and water,
or their hands obtam employment ” Its motto was, ** Our country
is the world—our countrymen are mankind and the editor, in his
address to the public, uttered the words which have become memor-
able as embodying the whole purpose and spirit of his life — I am
m earnest—I will not eq[uivoeate—I will not excuse—I will not
retreat a smgle inch—and I will be heard ’’ Help came but slowly
For many months Mr Garrison and his brave partner, Mr Isaac
Knapp, who died long before the end of the conflict, made their
bed on the floor of the room, ‘‘dark, unfurnitured, and mean,” in
which they printed their paper, and where the mayor of Boston, m
comphance with the request of a distinguished magistrate of the
South, “ferreted them out,” in “an obscure hole,” “their only visible
auxiliary a negro boy.” But the paper founded under such inauspi-
cious circumstances exerted a mighty influence, and hved to record
not only President Lincoln’s proclamation of emancipation, but the
adoption ot an amendment to the constitution of the United States
for ever prohibiting slavery It was the beginning and the nucleus
of an agitation that eventually pervaded and filled every part of the
country, and that baffled alike the wiles oE politicians and parties
and the devices of those pulpits and ecclesiastical bodies which for-
got that Jesus came to preach deliverance to the captives and the
opening of the prison to them that are bound. Other newspapers
were afterwards established upon the same principles

, anti-slavery
societies, founded upon the doctrine of immediate emancipation,
sprang up on every hand , the agitation was carried mto political
parties, into the press, and into legislative and ecclesiastical assem-
blies , until m 1860 the Southern States, takmg alarm from the
election of a president known to be at heart opposed to slavery
though pledged to enforce all the constitutional safeguards of the
system, seceded from the Union and set up a separate government
In the struggle that ensued slavery was abolished by an exercise of
the powers of war, as a necessary means of restoring the Union
Mr Garrison sought the abolition of slavery by moral means

alone He knew that the national Government had no power over
tfie system m any State, though it could abohsh it at the national
capital, and prohibit it m the inchoate States, called Territories
He thought it should, by the exercise of such limited powers as it
possessed, bung its moral influence to bear in favour of abolition

,

but neither he nor liis associates ever asked Congress to exercise
any unconstitutional power His idea was to combine the moral
influence of the North, and pour it through every open channel
upon the South To this end he made his appeal to the Northern
churches and pulpits, beseechmg them to brmg the power of
Chnstianity to bear agamst the slave system, and to advocate the
right of the slaves to immediate and unconditional freedom He
thought that, under the moral pressure thus created, and which
would be re-enforced by the civilization and Christianity of the

foremost nations of the world, the South would speedily gi\o

way and proclaim freedom to her bondmen He was a mm of

peace, hating war not less than he did ‘slaveiy
,
but h^ warned

his countiymen that if they refused to dbolish si ivory 1 y
moral power a retributive wai must sooner oi latci ensue filie

conflict was mepiessible Slavery must be oveitiiiown, it not by

peaceful means, then m blood The fiist bocicty oiganizod under
Mr Garrison’s auspices, and in accoidance with his ]')rmciples, w is

the “New England Anti Slavery Society,” which adopted its con-

stitution in Januaiy 1832 In the spiing of this ycai Mi G iiiisou

issued his woik entitled Thoughts oqi AJruan Colomuition, m w hicli

he showed by ample citations from official documents tli it the

Ameiican Colonization Society was oiganized in the intcust of

slavery, and that in offering itself to the peoifie of the Noith is a

ractical lemedy for that system it was guilty of dcc( ption Ills

ook smote the society with a paialysis horn winch it has iic\ii

lecovered Agents of the Ameiican Colonization Society iii

England having succeeded in deceiving leading ‘ibolitioiiibts

there as to the chaiacter and tendency of that Society, hlr Gai-

rison was deputed by the New England Aiiti Slaveiy Society

to visit that countiy foi the purpose of countciacting then in

fluence He went m the spring of 1833, when he w is but
twenty seven yeais of age, and was leceived wuth gieat cordiality

by British abolitionists, some of whom had lieaid of Ins bold
assaults upon Ameiican slaveiy, and seen a few iiumbeib of tbe

L'Lberato'i The struggle for emancixiatioii in the West Indies was
then at the point of culmination

,
the leadeis of the ciuse, tioin ill

parts of the kingdom, were assembled in London, and Mi Gaiiisoii

was at once admitted to their councils and treated with distin-

guished consideration He formed the acquaintance of "VVilbei fou t

,

Clarkson, Buxton, O’Connell, George Thompson, and many othcis,

and was greatly cheered by what he saw and lieaid He \\ is

thoroughly successful in Ins efforts to undeceive the peoxfit of

England in respect to the character and designs of the Amciic in

Colonization Society, and took home withhim a “ Piotest” ag mist
it, signed by Wilberforce, Zachary Macaulay, Samuel Gmncy,
Wilham Evans, S Lushington, T Fowell Buxton, James Crox>x»ti,

Daniel O’Connell, and others, in which they declared then delibe-

I

rate judgment that “its piocepts were delusive,” and “its ic il

effects of the most dangerous natme ” He also icceived assiu mots
of the cordial sympathy of Bntish abolitionists with liiiii in

his efforts to abolish American slavery He gamed a lie mug
before a large popular assembly in London, and won the eonfkleni e

of those whom he addressed by his evident earnestness, sincciity,

and ability

Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, befoie he had an oppoitunity of
meeting him, invited him to breakfast at his house Mi Gaiiison
presented himself at the appointed time , but Mr Buxton, inste id of

coming forward promptly to take his hand, scrutinized him fiom
head to foot, and then inquired, somewhat dubiously, “Ha\e 1

the pleasure of addressing Mr Garrison, of Boston, in the Uniti I

States 2 ” Being answered in the affirmative, he lifted uxi his liamK
and exclaimed, “Why, my dear sir, I thought you were a bliek
man, and I have consequently invited this company ot ladies iiid

gentlemen to be present to welcome Mi Gariison, the black advo-
cate of emancipation, from the United States of Ameiica ’ ^Mi
Garrison often said that, of all the compliments ho ever leeciMd,
this was the only one that he caied to lemember oi repeat

,
for 'Mr

Buxton had somehow or other supposed that no white Ameiic in
could plead for those in bondage as he had done, and that therefoie
he must be black Mr Garrison’s visit to England enraged the
pro slavery people and press of the United States at the outset, and
when he returned home m September with the “ Protest ” against
the Colonization Society, and announced that he had engaged the
sei vices of Geoige Thompson as a lecturer against American slavei>

,

there weie fresh outbursts of rage on every hand. The AmeiiCcin
Anti-Slavery Society was organized in December of that year, put-
ting forth a masterly declaration of its principles and purxooses
from the pen of Mr Garrison This added fresh fuel to the public
excitement, and when Mr Thompson came over in the next spring,
the hostihty to the cause began to manifest itself in mobs oigaiiized
to suppress the discussion of the slavery question Now began
what Harriet Martineau called “ tfie martyr age in Ameiica ”

Mr Thompson gamed a favourable hearing in a few x>laces, but his
appearance m any town or city became at length the signal of a
mob, and m the fall of 1835 he was compelled, in order to save his
hfe, to embark secretly for England Just before his departure,
the announcement that he would addiess the Woman’s Anti-
Slavery Society of Boston created “ a mob of gentlemen of property
and standing,” from which, if he had been present, he could
hardly have escaped with his life The whole city was in an up-
roar Mr Garnson, almost denuded of his clothing, was diagged
through the streets by infuriated men with a lope aiound his body,
by which they doubtless intended to hang him He was rescued
with great difficulty, and consigned to the jail for safety, until he
could be secretly removed from the city For two or three years
these attempts to suppress the anti slavery movement by violence
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were persisted in, but it was like attempting to extinguisb. a fire by-

pouring oil upon tbe flames, or like an effort to stop tbe roar of
IJiagara by increasing the volume of its waters.

Anti-slavery societies were greatly multiplied throughout the
Korth, and many men of influence, both in the church and in the
state, were won to the cause. Mr Garrison, true to his original
purpose, never faltered or turned back. Other friends of the cause
were sometimes discouraged—^he, never. The abolitionists of the
United States were a united body until 1839-40, when divisions
sprang up among them. Mr Garrison countenanced the activity of
women in the cause, even to the extent of allowing them to vote
and speak in the anti-slavery societies, and appointing them as
lecturing agents. To this a strong party was opposed upon social

and religious grounds. Then there were some who thought Mr
Garrison dealt too severely with the churches and pulpits for their
complicity with slavery, and who accused him of a want of religious
orthodoxy. He was, moreover, a non-resistant, and this to many
was distasteful. The dissentients from his opinions determined to
form an anti-slavery political party, while he believed in working
by moral rather than political party instrumentalities. These
differences led to the organization of a new National Anti-Slavery
Society in 1840, and to the formation of the Liberty Party” in
politics. The two societies sent their delegates to the AV'orld’s

Anti-Slavery Convention in London in 1840, and Mr Garrison
refused to take his seat in that body, because the women delegates
from the United States were excluded. The discussions of the next
few years served to make clearer than before the practical workings
of the constitution of the United States as a shield and support of

slavery ; and Mr Garrison, after long and painful reflexion, came
to the conclusion that its pro-slavery clauses were immor^, and
that it was therefore wrong to take an oath for its support. The
Southern States had a greatly enlarged representation in Congress
on account of their slaves, and the national Government was con-
stitutionally bound to assist in the capture of fugitive slaves, and
to suppress every attempt on their part to gain their freedom by
force. Ill view of these provisions, Mr Garrison, adopting a bold
scriptural figure of speech, denounced the Union as ** a covenant
with death and an agreement with hell,” and adopted as his motto
the legend, ‘‘No union with slaveholders.” Plis argument on this

c[uestion, in the light of ethical principles generally admitted to be
sound, could not easily be answered, and many men, who slirank
from the conclusion that followed therefrom, were held by it as in
a vice. His exposures of the character and practical working of
the x>ro-slavery clauses of the constitution, in spite of the im-
patience with which they were regarded in some q,uarters, made a
deep impression upon the national conscience, and served to abate
that undiscriminating and idolatrous reverence for the Union, upon
which the slaveholders had so long relied for the protection of their
system.
One class of abolitionists sought to evade the difficulty by

strained interpretations of the clauses referred to, while others,

admitting that they were immoral, felt themselves obliged, not-
withstanding, to support the constitution in order to avoid what
they thought would be still greater evils. The American Anti-
Slavery Society, of which Mr Garrison was the jiresident from
1843 to the day of emancipation, was during all this period the
nucleus of an intense and powerful moral agitation, which was
^eatly valued by the soundest and most faithful workers in the
field of politics, who greatly respected him for his fidelity to his
convictions. On the other hand, Mr Garrison always had the
highest respect for every earnest and faithful opponent of slavery,

however far he might he from adopting his special views. He was
intolerant of nothing but conscious treachery to the cause. When in
1861 the Southern States seceded from the Union and took up arms
against it, he saw clearly that slavery would perish in the struggle,

that the constitution would be purged of its pro-slavery clauses,
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and that the Union thenceforth, instead of being “ a covenant with
death and an agreement with hell,” would rest upon the sure
foundations of liberty, justice, and equality to aU men. He there-
fore ceased from that hour to advocate disunion, and devoted him-
self to the task of preparing the way for and hastening on the
inevitable event. His services at this period were recognized and
honoured by President Lincoln and others in authority, and the
whole country knew that the agitation which made the abolition
of slavery feasible and necessary was due to his uncompromising
spirit and indomitable courage. He lived to witness the re-
demption of his country from the curse of human bondage, not
indeed by the means which he preferred, and which he hoped
would prove sufficiently potent, but by the bloody arbitrament of
war. None the less, however, did he see in the great event the
hand of that Divine Providence on which he had always relied for
support in the great stmggle to which his life was devoted.
In 1865, at the close of the war, he declared that, slavery being
abolished, his career as an abolitionist was ended. He counselled a
dissolution of the American Anti-Slavery Society, insisting that
it had becomefunctus officiis^ and that whatever needed to be done
for the protection ofthe freedmen could best be accomplished by new
associations formed for that purpose. The Liberator was discon-
tinued at the end of the same year, after an existence of thirty-five

years. He visited England for the second time in 1846, and again in
1867, when he was received with distinguished honours, public as
well as private. In 1877, when he was there for the last time, he
declined every form of public recognition. He died in New York,
May 24, 1879, in the seventy-fourth year of his age, and was buried
in Boston, after a most impressive funeral service, May 28. In
1843 a small volume of his So7inets and other Foems was published,
and in 1852 appeared a volume of Selections from Ms Writings
and Speeches. His wife, Helen EHza Benson, died in 1876.
Four sons and one daughter survive them.

GAETEB, OitDEE OF the. See EIiOiGHTHoox).

GABTH, SiH Sajviuel (1670?-1719), a physLcian and
poet of the age of Anne, was born of a good Yorkshire family,

in 1670, it is said, but more probably at an earlier date.

He was a student of Peterhouse, Cambridge, where he
resided until he was received into the College of Physicians

in 1691. In 1696 he became a prominent supporter of the

new scheme of providing dispensaries for the relief of the

sick poor, as a protection against the greed of the apothe-

caries. This labour having exposed him to the animosity
of many of his own profession, and especially of the last-

named body, he published in 1699 a mock-heroic poem, The
Dispensary^ in six cantos, which had an instant success,

passing through three editions within the year. Garth
became the leading physician of the Whigs, as Badcliffe was
of the Tories. In 1714 he was knighted by George I.,

and he died on the 18th of January 1718-19. Garth was
a wealthy man, leaving estates in Warwickshire, Oxford-
shire, and Buckinghamshire. He wrote little besides his

best-known work The Dispensary^ and Claremont^ a moral
epistle in verse. In 1717 he edited a translation of

Ovid’s Metamorphoses

f

himself supplying the fourteenth

and part of the fifteenth book. The subject of his mock-
heroic epic is treated in a cumbrous style; and even in

his own day Garth was accused of flatness and poverty of

thought.

GAS AND GA S-L I G H T I N G

All artificial light is obtained as a result either of com-
bustion or of incandescence ; or it might be more

accurate to classify illuminating agents as those which emit
light as a result of chemical action, and those which glow,
from the presence of a large amount of heat, without thereby
giving rise to any chemical change. The materials whence
artificial light of the nature of flame has been derived are
principally bodies rich in carbon and hydrogen. Wax,
fats, and oils, on exposure to a certain amount of heat,

undergo destructive distillation, evolving inflammable
gases

;
and it is really such gases that are consumed in

the burning of lamps and candles, the wicks bringing
small proportions of the substances into a sufiScient heat.

Wood and coal also, when distilled, give off combustible

gases ; and ordinary gas-lighting only differs from illumina-

tion by candles and lamps in the gas being stored up and
consumed at a distance from the point where it is generated.

Inflammable gas is formed in great abundance within,

the earth in connexion with carbonaceous deposits, such as

coal and petroleum ; and similar accumulations not unfre-

quently occur iu connexion with deposits of rock-salt ; the

gases from any of these sources, escaping by means of fis-

sures or seams to the open air, may be collected and burned
in suitable arrangements. Thus the “eternal fires” of

Baku, on the shores of the Caspian Sea, which have been
known as burning from remote ages, are due to gaseous
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hydrocarbons issuing from and through petroleum deposits.

In the province of Szechuen in China, gas is obtained from
beds of rock-salt at a depth of 1500 or 1600 feet: being
brought to the surface, it is conveyed in bamboo tubes and
used for lighting as well as for evaporating brine and it is

asserted that the Chinese used this naturally evolved gas as

an illuminant long before gas-lighting was introduced among
European nations. At a salt mine in the comitat of

Marmaro in Hungary, gas is obtained at a depth of about
120 feet, and is used for illuminating the works of the mine.
Again at Fredonia (ISTew York State) a natural emission of

gas was discovered in a bituminous limestone, over the orifice

of which a gasholder has been erected, and thus about 1000
cubic feet of a gas composed of marsh gas and hydride of

ethyl has been made available for illumination. In the city

of Erie (Pa.) there are 13 gas-wells, each yielding from
10,000 to 30,000 feet per day, the gas escaping from one
of them at a pressure of 200 Ib per square inch. At
Bloomfield, Ontario co., New York, there is a spring which
yields daily no less than 800,000 feet of gas of an illumin-

ating power equal to 14:^ candles. The city of East
Liverpool (Ohio) is entirefy illuminated, and to a large

extent heated, by gas-wells which exist in and around the
town. The light is of extraordinary brilliancy, and is so

abundant and free that the street lamps are never extin-

guished, and much of the manufacturing steam-power of the
town, which embraces 22 potteries, giving employment to
2000 hands, is derived from the gas. The first “ well," 450
feet deep, was opened in 1859, and up to the present year

(1879) neither it nor any of those tapped at later dates
show any sign of failing. In many other parts of America
similar gas-wells exist

; and several such natural jets of gas
have been observed in England.
By general consent the merit of the discovery and appli-

cation of artificial gas belongs to Great Britain, and the
name most honourably connected with the beginning and
early stages of gas-lighting is that ofa Scotchman—William
Murdoch. But previous to Murdoch's time there occur
numerous suggestive observations and experiments as to
inflammable air and its sources. In the JPMlosophical
Tra7isccctio7is of the Boyal Society for 1667 the existence
of a ‘‘ burning spring " in the coal district of Wigan is

noticed hy Thomas Shirley, who traced its origin to the
underlying coal. In the same Transactions for 1739 is

printed a letter addressed to the Hon. llobert Boyle, who
died in 1691, in which the Rev. John Clayton details a
series of experiments he made in distilling coal in a retort,
showing, not only that he had observed the inflammable
gases evolved, but that he collected and stored them for
some time in bladders. In Dr Stephen Hales's work on
VegetaUe Staticks, published in 1726, more precise state-
ments are made as to the distillation of coal, he having
obtained from 158 grains of Newcastle coal 180 inches of
inflammable air. In 1787 Lord Dundonald, in working a
patented process for obtaining coal-tar, experimented with
the gas evolved in the process, and occasionally used it for
lighting up the hall of Oulross Abbey. None of these
observations, however, led to distinct practical results^ and
it was not till the year 1792 that William Murdoch, then
residing at Redruth in Cornwall, began the investigations
into the properties of gases given off by various substances
which eventuated in the establishment of coal-gas as an
illuminating agent. In 1797 he publicly showed the system
he had matured, and in 1798, being then employed in the
famous Soho (Birmingham) workshop of Boulton & Watt, he
fitted up au apparatus for the manufacture of gas in that
establishment, with which it was partly lighted. Thereafter
the apparatus was extended, and the gas manufactured by
it was introduced to other neighbouring workshops and
factories. Among others who helped most materially to

develop the infant art in England were Dr Henry of

Manchester, and Mr Clegg, who, succeeding Mr Muidoch
at Boulton & Watt's, introduced many improvements in

gas manufacture, and ultimately became the most skiltul

and famous gas engineer in the United Kingdom.
Ill IbOl M. Lebon introduced gas distilled from wood

into his own house in Paris, and the success of his experi-

ment attracted so much notice and comment as to give
rise to an impression that he is entitled to the credit of the
invention. Lebon's experiment came under the notice of
Mr F. A. Winsor, who took up the subject with a zeal and
unwearying patience which led to a recognition of the
advantages of the system, and the breaking down of the
powerful prejudice which existed in England against the
innovation. In 1803, through Winsor's efforts, the
Lyceum Theatre w^as lighted with gas

j
but it -was not

till 1810 that he succeeded in forming a public company
for manufacturing gas, and in obtaining au Act of Par-
liament for the Gas-Light and Coke Company. In ISlo
Westminster Bridge w^as fir&t lighted with gas, and in
the following year the streets of Westminster were thus
illmninated, and in ISIG gas became common in London.
So rapid was the progres5> of this new mode of illuminatiun
that in the course of a few years after its introduction it

was adox^ted by all the principal towns in the kingdom, for
lighting streets as w^ell as shops and public edifices. In
private houses it found its way more slowly, i^artly from an
ax)preheii&ion of danger attending its use, and x^artly from
the annoyance which was exfjerienced in many cases
through the careless and imperfect manner in wMch the
service-pipes were at first fitted ux).

Sources of Gas.

Artificial gas is now distilled from a variety ot substances,
among which are coal, shale, lignite, petroleum, turf, wood,
resins, oils, and fats; and it is also prepared by earburetting
or impregnating with volatile hydrocarbons other iion-
luminiferous gases. Of the very numerous systems of gaa-
making which have been proposed since the early x>art of
the century, none can compete for general x->arx)oses wfith the
ordinaiy coal-gas process, when asuxjply of the raw material
can be obtained at a moderate expense.

Coal-Gas.—Coals, varying greatly as they do in chemical
constitution, differ also, as might be expected, as "widely in
their value and applicability for the manufacture of gas.
Taking the leading varieties of coal to be included under
anthracite, bituminous coal, and lignite or brown coal, \ve
find that it is the class bituminous coal alone that yields
varieties really serviceable for gas-making. Anthracite
be regarded as a natural coke from which the volatile con-
stituents have been already driven off, and the more
anthracitic any coal is, the less is it capable of yielding gas.
Lignite also is rarely used for distillation, owing to the large
proportion of oxygen and the amount of water in its coni-
position. Of the bituminous coals again, it is only the
caking or pitch coals, and the cannel or parrot coals, that
are in practice used in gas-works. These also vary within
very wide limits in their gas-making value, not only from
the great difference among them in yield of gas, but also in
the illuminating value of the gas they evolve. As a rule
the coals which yield the largest percentage x^^^d^ce
also the most highly illuminating qualities of gas. The
cannel coals, which are specially recognized as gas-coal,”
are most abundantly developed in Scotland and in Lanca-
shire, and the fact of the unequalled qualities of Scotch
cannel and of the allied substance, bituminous shale, for gas-
making, has had the effect of rendering illumination by gas
much more general and satisfactory in Scotland than in any
other country. It is only a very imperfect valuation of any
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gas coal that can be made from chemical analysis, the leally

satisfactory test being actual experiment According to H
Fleck the coal most available for gas making should contain
to every 100 paits of carbon 6 part& of hydrogen, of which
4 paits are available foi forming hydrocarbon compounds
It is desirable that coal used for distillation in gas retorts

should be as far as possible free from sulphur, that in the
case of coking coal the amount of ash should be small, and
the proportion of oxygen should also be low, since that ele

ment abstracts hydiogen to foim injurious watery vapour
The amount of ash present, however, in the best forms of

Scotch cannel is laige
,
and consequently the resulting coke,

if the residue can be so called, is of comparatively little value
Unless coal can be stored in sheds which protect it from the
weather, it ought to be used as soon as possible after being
raised, rain and sunshine being detrimental to its gas mak
mg qualities The following table exhibits the chemical
analysis and gas yielding properties of a few of the principal
and typical examples of coal for gas-making —

Composition of Coctls use I in Gas MaJcing

Vaiiety of Coal Disposable
Hydiogen

Caibon

Hydiogen

o
-co

s
biilphui

S3
CJ
-JD

O

"Newcastle Peaieth Gas C oal 82 4-2 4 82 0 86 11 11 0 79
B1 lydoii Mam Tyneside 6S8 8 06 5 80 ISo 2 22 ol2 8 94
Dukinhcld Ashton ui dei )

T yne )

6 19 83 2o 0 86 .j06 348

W iffan C i inel 5 65 8t0 5"! 7 82 2 40
Mold Lees voodGieen C inncl 81 8 47 0 71 6 32
Boghead C innel "I T’ 6S 63 10 8 91 0 96 7‘>o 19 78
Methil Bio vn Shale 9 So CG 14 7 4 1.36 0 84 10 84 12 98
Kelt} GmSeim j ^0 oO 5 03 0 94 11 68 2 25

Products of the Distillation of 1 ton of Coal

Cub feet
of Gas

Lbs of
Cole

Lbs of
Tai

Lbs of
Ammonia
I iquoi

Illuminat
11 g pow Cl

of Gas m
Candles

Newcastle Cauiiel
Wigan Cannel
Boghead Cannel

9,883
10 850
13,334

1,426
1,332
715

98 3
218 3
733 3

60 0
161 6
nil

25 2
19 4
46 2

When the bowl of an ordinary clay pipe is filled with
small fragments of bituminous coal, luted over with clay
and placed in a biight fire, immediately smoke is seen to

issue from the stalk which projects beyond the fire The
smoke soon ceases, and if a light is then applied to the
orifice of the stalk, the issuing gas burns with a bright,

steady flame, while a proportion of a black, thin, tarry liquid
oozes out from the stalk After the combustion ceases there
IS left in the bowl of the pipe a quantity of char oi coke
This simple operation is, on a small scale, an exact counter
part of the process by which the destiuctive distillation of

coal IS accom]3bshed in the manufacture of gas The pro
ducts of the distillatoiy process classed lu the gas works as

gas, tai, and ammoniacal liquor, with a solid residue of

coke, are in themselves mixtures of various definite chemical
compounds , and as may be evident from the following list,

these substances are very numerous and complex —
P? oducts of the Distillation
I Itluminating Gases

Acetylene CoHo
rthylene C2H4" (

Pioryleno CsHe V Gases

Butylene Ctllf )
Benzol CcHe ')

NapliLhah i CioHs I
^apoius

Hydioger H "v

Light cnihuietted lijdio
«en OH4 y Diluents

Caiborne oxide CO )
Caibonic acid CO
Ammonia 2s H3
Cyinogen Cols^a
Bisulphide of cai oon CS^ I Im
Sulphuietted hydiogen H2S

^
puiitie*!

Oxygen O ‘

Isitiogen N"
Aqueous vapoui H^O

1

of Goal at high red heat
II CQm;ponents of Tdr

Benzol, CeHs
'I

Toluol C7H8 f Liquid
Cuinol C9H10 r liydiocaibons
Cymol CioHi4 )
Naphthahn CioHs 'j

Anthiacene CmHio ( Sold
Tyiene CigHio

(
hydiocaibons

Crvsene CisHio )
Caibolic acid CgHgO
Cicsylic acid C7H8O
E solic acid CooHieOs
Pyndme C^Hs'^T
Aniline CCH7N
Picoline CgH7N'
Lutidme CrHoX
Collidine CgHuN
Leiicoline Cgll-N'

III Ammomacal Liquo
Ammonium carbonate 2NH4 CO3

sulphydiate NH:4 Hb

IV Col and A Ci %n Retot t

The pioportions in Mhich coal uelds these piodiict-s ma\ be ind cated by t e
case of a cannel gniiig off 11 000 feetpci ton of gas of a dens t> of 0 COO Piom
100 parts of such a coal there would be yielded

—

Gas '?'>

1 ai S o >

Anincnia 'll Iter j 0
Col e OJ eJ

The propoitions, however, and even the nature of these pio-
ducls of distillation aregieably modified by the temperature
at which the distillation is effected, a low red heat yield
mg a small proportion of non condensible gas but a largt.

amount of heavy hydrocaibon oils, whence the distillation

of shales and coal in the paraffin manufacture is conducted
at a low red heat By excessive heat, on the othei hand,
the compounds evolved become simplei in then chen ical

constitution, caibon is deposited, pine hjdiogen is given
off, and the gain in amount of gas piodaced is moie than
counteibalanced by its poveity in illuimnatiog propeities

Of the gases and vai^ours which pass out of the letoits in

a highly heated condition, some poition, consisting of taiiy

matter and ammoniacal liquor, precipitates almost inimedi
ately by simple cooling, and other lujuiious constituents

must be removed by a system of pm iti cation to which the
gaseous pi oducts are submitted What theieafter passes

cm as oidmary gas for consumption still contains some
percentage of incombustible matters—aqueous vapour,

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid The combustible
poition also is separable into two classes, viz

,
non luminous

supporters of combustion, and the luminifeious constitii

ents,—the former embiaciiig hydiogen, marsh gas (light

caibuietted hydrogen), and caibonic oxide, while the latter

includes the hydrocaibon gases acetylene, ethylene (olefiant

gas or heavy carbuietted hydiogen), piopylene, butjlene,

and vapours of the benzol and naphfchalin senes
Foimeiiy it was the habit to regard the pioportion of

heavy carburetted hydrogen (ethylene and its homologueb')

as the measure of the illuminating powei of a gas It has,

howevei, been pointed out byBerthelot that the proportion

of such compounds in some gas of good luminous qualities

IS exceedingly small
,
and in paiticulai he cites the case of

Pans gas, which, according to his analysis, contains only a

mere trace of acetylene, ethylene, and other hj drocaiboiis,

with 3 to 3 5 per cent of benzol vapours Subsequent ex

peiiments of JDittmai have proved that a mixtuie of

ethylene and hydrogen burnt in the propoition of 3 volumes
of hydrogen to 1 of ethylene yields little moie light than

oidmary marsh gas, while benzol vapour to the extent of

only 3 per cent in hydrogen, gives a biilliantlj. luminous
flame Fiankland and Thome have moie recently detei

mined the illuminating power of a cubic foot of benzol

vapour burnt for 1 hour in various combinations, with the

following results —

Ammonium 'sulpliocj anate MI4 ]S.CS
cjanide XTIiXC
clilo lie MT4 Cl

With hydrogen it gave the light of

,
caibonic oxide ,,

,, maish gas ,,

,, „ (second senes) ,,

69 71 candles
73 as ,

92 45 „
93 94 ,

Thus it IS highly piobable that the illuminating value of

coal-gas depends much more on the presence of benzol

vapoui than on the proportion of the heavy gaseous hydro

carbons, and the estimation of benzol in the gas is a point

which has hitherto been compaiatively neglected In view

of the infelrence that the presence of benzol vapoui is so

intimately related to illuminating powei, the fact observed

by Bittmar that water readily and laigely dissolves it out

of any gas mixture is of great consequence When ben

zolated hydrogen containing 6 per cent of benzol vapour

w'as shaken up with water, the percentage of the vapour

was found on analysis to be ieduced to less than 2
X — 12
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The average composition of the gas supplied to London

is, on the authority of* the late Dr Letheby, thus stated ;

—

Ordinal y Gas,
12 Candles.

Cannel Gas,
20 Candles.

TTvrlrn cpp.'n 46-0 27-7
39*5 50-0

Coiidensibl b y<^ T’nnarboii& 3-8 13-0

n£n*y»rbT> 1 f*. ft 7*5 6*8

Ccirbonic acid
!

0-6 0-1

Aqueous vapour 2-0 2-0

OTrvo’pn 0*1 0-0
43^^* *

0-6 0-4

Cannel gas is now, however, supplied only to the Houses

of Parliament and to certain of the Government offices.

Manupactuee op Coal-Gas.

The series of operations connected with the preparation

and distribution of coal-gas embrace the processes of dis-

tillation, condensation, exhaustion, scrubbing or washing,

purification, measuring, storing, and distribution by the

governor to the mains, whence the consumers' supply is

drawn. In connexion with consumption, pressure of the

gas, measurement of the amount consumed, and the burners

and other arrangements for lighting are the most important

considerations.

Site and Arrangement of JVor/cs.—The choice of a site

for a gas establishment is necessarily conditioned by local

circumstances ;
but the facts that a considerable area is re-

quired, and that, at best, the w^orks do nob iinpruvo^ the

amenity of any neighbourhood, are important considerations.

A central position with respect to the area to be supplied

is certainly desirable, but in the circumstances it is seldom

to be obtained. Of even greater consequence for a largo

work is ready access to a railway or other means of trans-

port j and most of the great establishments are now con-

nected by sidings with lines of railway, whereby coals, ttc.,

are delivered direct from the waggons to the store or retort-

house, and in the same way the coke and residual products

are removed. Where the arrangement is practicable, it is

also desirable that the works should be erected at the lowest

level of the area to be supplied, since coal-gas, being speci-

fically lighter than atmospheric air, accjuires a certain

amount of pressure as it rises in pipes, which pressure

facilitates its distribution, and it is much easier to control

than to beget pressure. In the planning of works, regard

must be given to economy of space and to labour-saving

arrangements, so that the cost of manual labour may be

minimized, and operations proceed in an orderly, methodical,

and easily-controlled manner. The accom[)anying ground

plan of gas-works (fig. 1) has been kindly furnished by

Mr James Hislop of Glasgow, a gas engineer of known skill

and experience ; and while it shows arrangements of the
most approved character, it will also enable the reader to

recognize the position of the various erections and apparatus
as they follow each other, and as they will now be described.

Retoj'ts ,—Ketorts for destructive distillation of coal are

formed of cast iron, clay, brick, or wrought iron. Various
shapes have been adopted in the construction of these
vessels ; nor have their forms been more varied than the
modes in which they have been disposed in the furnaces.
In many instances they have been constructed of a
cyhndrical shape varying in length and diameter. Those
first employed were of iron, with the axis vertical, but
experience soon showed that this position was extremely
inconvenient, on account of the difficulty which it occasioned
in removing the coke.

The retorts were therefore next placed in a horizontal
position, as being not only more favourable to the most
economical distribution of the heat, but better adapted to

the introduction of the coal and the subsequent removal of

the coke. At first the heat was applied directly to the
lower part of the retort

;
but it was soon observed that the

high temperature to which it was necessary to expose it, for

the perfect decomposition of the coal, proved destructive to

the lower side, and rendered it useless long before the upper
part had sustained much injury. The next improvement
was, accordingly, to interpose an arch of brickwork between
it and the furnace, and to compensate for the diminished
intensity of the heat by a more equally diffused distribution

of it over the surface of the retort. This was effected by
causing the ffue of the furnace to return towards the mouth
of the retort, and again conducting it in an opposite direc-

tion, till the heated air finally escaped into the chimney.
This arrangement was continued so long as iron retorts

were in use, but on the general adoption of clay retorts

the furnaces were constructed to allow the fire to play freely

around them.
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The cylindrical form of retort a (fig. 2

}
was long in favour

on account of its great durability, but it is not so well fitted

forrapiclcle-

composition // o

of the coal

as the eliip-

tical or

the fiat-bottoined or D-sliaped retorts cl, which are now
principally in use. Retorts are also made of a rectangular
seclion with the corners rounded and the roof arched.
Elliptical retorts are varied into what are called ear-shaped
or kidney-shaped c, and it is not unusual to set retorts of
different forms in the same bench, for the convenience of
filling up the haunches of the arch which encloses them.
The length of single retorts varies from 6 to 9 feet, but they

are now in some cases made 19^ feet in length and 12-|-

inclies in internal diameter, these being charged from both
ends.

Every retort is furnished with a separate mouthpiece,
usually of cast iron, with a socket h (fig. 3) for receiving the
stand-pipe orascen-

sion-};) ipe, and there

IS a movable lid

attached to the
mouth, together

with an ear-box

cast on each side of

tlie retort for re-

ceiving the ears

which support the
lid. Fig. 3 shows
a form of mouth-
piece attached to

the retort «, and
also the method of S-

screwing the lid to the mouthpiece. That part of the lid

which comes in contact with the edge of the mouthj>iece
has a[>plied to it a lute of lime mortar and fire clay, and
when the lid is screwed up, a portion of this lute oozes out

round the edges and forms a gas-tight joint.

Except for small works, where the manufacture is inter-

mittent, and where, consequently, the retort heat has to be
got up frequently, iron retorts are now little used. Clay

retorts, which at present are in most general use, wear out

quickly ; they very frequently crack so seriously on the first

application of heat that they must be removed from the

bench before being used at all, and in scarcely any case

are they in action perfectly free from cracks. Numerous
attempts have been made to introduce retorts built of brick ;

but the difficulty of making and keeping^ the joints air-

tight has proved a serious obstacle to their use. In the

Fig. 4.—Hislop’s Brick Ketort.

brick retort made of Qlenboig Star fire-clay, according to
the plan of Mr James Hislop, it is claimed that the
difficulty is surmounted, and that both the retort and its

setting present great advantage and economy. These
brick retorts (fig. 4) are Q-shaped, 9 feet long and with
diameters of 22 and 13J- inches, set four in an oven to one
unarched furnace, as in fig. 7. Each retort will, it is affirmed.

carbonize 500 tons cannel coal, or 2000 tons per oven oi
four, without any repairs whatever. Decayed "^brlcks may
be removed from these retorts and new ones inserted, and
when thoroughly repaired they are again equal to new.
Thus the durability of each retort is so great that they are
calculated to cost about -J-th of a penny per 1000 cubic
feet of gas generated, as against Id. in the case of moulded
retorts, and 7d. with iron retorts, for the same production
of gas. In the Hislop retort the arched bricks are made
plain, without groove or rebate joints—being thus stronger,
more readily put together, and also cheaper. Carbon does
not collect so rapidly on brick retorts as on those of clay,

the bricks being harder pressed and better burned. On
first lighting brick retorts, a charge of coke, breeze, and tar
mixed makes them perfectly gas-tight.

Retort Setting,—A furnace or bed of retorts is composed
of a group or setting, heated by a separate fire. The
furnace is lined with the most refractory fire-bricks, and
while the whole brickwork is made of such strength and
solidity as ensures the safety of the retorts, the internal

construction is so planned that the heat has the utmost
possible amount of direct play on the retorts. The number
of retorts to one furnace varies from 1 to 15, from 4 to

7 being the number most commonly adopted
;
and these are

variously arranged to bring them all as close to the furnace
heat as practicable. In some retort-houseb the furnaces are

built in two stages or stories, from the upper of which the
retorts are charged and drawn, while at the lower level the
glowing coke is removed and quenched. The whole range
of furnaces constitutes the retort bench, having a common
flue which leads to the chimney shaft by which the products
of combustion are carried away. The gas-coal for charging
the retorts is broken into fragments about 1 Ib in vreiglit or
thereby. Figs. 5 (elevation) and 6 (section) illustrate the

Fig. 5.—Elevation of Hislop’g G-as Retort Furnace.

retort setting and arrangement of furnace and flues adopted
by Mr Hislop for liis brick retorts, in which, by the use of

centre blocks, as seen in the open front illustration (fig. 7),

the necessity for internal arching is avoided.

Retort furnaces are commonly fired or heated with a
portion of the coke which forms one of the bye-products of
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the gas aianufacture
;
but in works where shale and rich

cannel coals are distilled, common coal must be used in the

furnaces. At the Ivry Gas Works of the CoTjupagnie

Fig. 6.—Section of Hetort Bed on line A A of fig. 5.

Farisieniie tVl^clairage et de Ghauffage par le Gaz^ the
retorts are heated by gas on a method modified from the

Siemens regenerative gas furnace. Sectional illustra-

Fig. 7.—Betort Setting in Hiblop’s Furnace.

tions of a retort setting on this plan, and a description of
the various arrangements connected with the regenerators
and the controlling of the air and gas currents, will be
found in the article Furnace, voL ix. pp. 846, 847.

Ordinarily the work of charging and drawing the
retorts is accomplished by manual labour, by means simply
of shovels for charging, and long iron rakes for drawing the
spent charge. In the larger works it is usual to charge the
retorts with a scoop semi-cylindrical in form, made a little

shorter than the retort, and of such a diameter that it can

with ease be pushed in and overturned within the lY-tort.

The scoop deposits the coal neatly over the sole of the

retort, and of course the lid is much more quickly- replaced

than can be done with shovel charging. Numerous
attempts have been made to introduce purely mechanical

means of feeding retorts, hitherto with indifierent success,

—

such devices as a travelling endless sole and a lotating sole

having been tried without good eftect. A charging machine
and a drawing machine, worked by hydraulic power, have
been introduced by Mr Foulis, the engineer of the Glasgow
Corporation Gas Works, but after prolonged trial both in

Glasgow and in JSIanchester, these have not yet proved satis-

factory in action. In West’s patent the charging is effected

by the introduction of a small waggon witiiin the retort,

which distributes the charge evenly and uniformly

Neither has it, however, met general acceptance.

The retorts are kept at a bright red heat, and for coal

with a high percentage of volatile matter a higher tempera-

ture is requisite than is needed for coal less rich in gas. As
the retorts in one setting are necessarily subject to some-
what different amounts of heat, the cliaiges iu those nearest

the furnace fire, and consequently most highly heated, must
be drawn more frequently than the others, as otherwise the

quality of the gas would be deteriorated, and a large pro-

portion of sulphur compounds would be given ofi: from the

overhurnt coke.

In drawing a charge the lid is first slightly opened and
the escaping gas lighted, to prevent an exifiosioii or rap

”

that would otherwise ensue. The gas is prevented from
escax>ing outward by the ascension pipe dipping into tlie

hydraulic main as afterwards explained
;
bub in some ca'-es

special valves are fitted on the ascension xnpe to pi event a
back rushing of the gas. A carbonaceous deposit foims on

the sides of the retorts, which requires to be peiioclicaily

removed by scarfing ” with chisels, or burning it off with

free admission of air or steam.

The Hydraulic Main ,—From the retorts the gas, after

its production, ascends by means of pipes called asc'^nsion-

pipes B (figs. 5 and 6) into what is termed tlie condens-

ing or hydraulic main HH, which is a large pipe or long

reservoir placed in a horizontal position, au.l supported by
colunnis in front of the brick-work which contains the re-

torts A. This part of a gas a])paratus is intended to serve

a twofold purpose :—first, to condense the tar and some
ammoniacal liquor, and secondly, to allow eacli of the re-

torts to be charged singly without permitting the gas pro-

duced from the others, at the time that operation is going on,

to make its escape. To accomplish these objects one end
of the hydraulic main is closed by a flange : and the other,

where it is connected with the pipes for conducting the gas

towards the tar vessel and purifying apparatus, has, crossing

it in the inside, a partition occupying the lower half of the

area of the section, by which the condensing vessel is always
kept half full of liquid matter. The stand-pipes are con-

nected by a flange with a dip-pipe C, arising from the upper
side of the condensing main HH, and as the lower end ol

it dips about 2 inches below the level of the liquid matter,
it is evident that no gas can return and escape when the

mouthpiece on the retort is removed, until it has forced the
liquid matter over the bend, a result which is easily pre-

vented by making it of a suitable length. The tar which
is deposited in the hydraulic main overflowb at the partition,

and is carried by a pipe to the tar well.

Condensation .—The gas as it passes on from the hydraulic
main is still of a temperature from 130° to 140° Fahr., and
consequently carries with it heavy hydrocarbons, vrhich, as

its temperature falls, would be deposited. It is therefore
a first consideration in ordinary working to have these
condensable vapours at once separated, and the object of

the condenser is to cool the gas down to a temperature
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aeaii}^ tliar of tlie surrounding atmosphere. The first con-
crivancets employed for the purpose of condensation were
all constructed on the supposition that the object would be
best attained by causing the gas to travel through a great
extent of pipes surrounded by cold water, and winding-
through it like the worm of a still, or ascending upwards
and downw-ards in a circuitous manner. An improvement
on this form of condenser, and one now in general use, is

represented in fig. 8. It consists of a series of upright

pipes connected in pairs at the top by semicircular pipes

e, e, and terminating at the bottom in a trough X Y con-

taining water, and divided by means of partitions in such a
way that, as the gas enters the trough from one pipe, it

passes up the next pipe and down into the next partition,

and so on to the end of the condenser. The cooling power
of this air condenser, as it is called, is sometimes assisted

by allowing cold water to trickle over the outer surface of

the pipes. Annulur tubes for condensing are also used, in

which the gas is exposed to a much greater cooling surface,

and in some large works the condensers are cooled by a
current of water. In passing through the pipes the gas is

considerably reduced in temperature, and the tar and am-
moniacal liquor condense, the tar subsiding to the bottom of
the troughs, and tlieammoniacal liquordoating on the surface.
In course of time the water in the trough is entirely displaced
by these two gaseous products, and as they accumulate they
pass off into the tar-tank, from which either liquor can be
removed by means of a pump adapted to the purpose. The
New York Gas Lighting Company employ a multitubular
condenser, consisting of two sets of eight boxes, each con-
taining 100 tubes 3 inches diameter by 15 feet long.
Through each set of tubes, up one and down another, the
gas travels, cooled by an external stream of water, while it

traverses the 240 feet of piping in the condenser.

The practice of condensation and separation of tarry
matter by lapid cooling is condemned by Mi Bowditch and
many eminent authorities, on the ground that therebv a
proportion of light hydrocarbons are thrown down with the
heavier deposit, which on another method of treatment
would form part of the permanent gas and mateii illy enricli
its quality. A system of treating gas has accordingly
been introduced by Messrs Aitken &: Young, in which the
gas, kept at a high temperature, is carried from the retoits
into an apparatus termed an analyser, which consists of an
enclosed series of trays and chambers arranged in veitical
series, in principle like a Coffey still, the lower portion
of which is artificially heated. In action the analyser
separates the heavier carbonaceous part of the tarry matter
in the lower part or chambers, and as the gas gradually
ascends from one tray or tier to another, it is at once cool
ing and depositing increasingly lighter* fluids, while it is

meeting and being subjected to the purifying action of the
light hydrocarbons already deposited. Thus on entering
the analyser it meets, at a high temperature, heavy tar

deposits, and it loasses out of the apparatus cooled do\^n to

nearly atmospheric tem]perature aftei being in contact with
the lightest fluid hydrocarbons.

Mxhmtstioiu—To the subsequent progress of the gas con-
siderable obstructions are interposed in connexion with its

further purification and storing in the gas-holders, and the
result of which would be that, were it not artificially^ pro-
pelled, there would be a pressure in the retort equal to the
amount of the resistance the gas meetswith in its onv arc! pro-
gress. The relief of this back pressure not only impioves
the quality of the gas, but also increases its amount by about
10 per cent. Among the numerous methods of exhaustion
which have been proposed since the opeiation was fust
introduced in 1839, there are several rotary exhausters, hav-
ing more or less of a fan action, and recently an apparatus
on the principle of a GiffarcVs injector has been intro-

duced, chiefly in Continental works. A most efficient form
is found in the piston exhauster, a kind of pumping engine
with slide valves, which exhausts the gas in both the
upward and the downward strokes of its piston. The action of
the exhauster is controlled byr a governor, which passes back
a proportion of the gas when the apparatus is woiking too

fast for the rate of production in the retorts; and “pass
by ” valves are arranged to carry the gas onward w ithout

passing through the exhauster should it cease to work from
accident or any other cause.

Purification.—The operations embraced under this head
have for their object the removal from the gas of am-
monia, sulphuretted hydrogen, and carbonic acid as the

mam impurities, with smaller proportions of other sulphuric

and of cyanogen compounds.
The agencies adopted are partly mechanical and partly

chemical, the separation of the ammonia being first effected

in the “ scrubber,” from which the gas passes on to comifiete

its purification in the “ purifiers.” In early times the purify-

ing was performed in a single operation by the use of milk
of lime in the wet purifier, a form of apparatus still in use

where wet purifying is permissible.

The Wet Purifier.—This apparatus was supplied with a

cream of lime and water, but, although it was a most
efificient purifying agent, the ammonia now of so much value

wafe lost by its use, and the “ blue billy,” as the saturated

liquid holding the impurities was termed, created an intol-

erable nuisance, and could be in no harmless way’" got rid

of. Except in small works, wet purifying is not now
practised.

The Scrubher,—The object sought in an ordinary

scrubber is to cause a large amount of gas to come in con-

tact with the smallest possible quantity of water, so as at

once to dissolve out ammoniacal gases, which are exceeding]v
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soluble in water, to obtain a strong auimoniacal liquor from

the scrubber, and at the same time, as far as possible, to

prevent the heavy hydiocarbons from being acted on,—they

being also soluble in water. The ordinary torm of scrubber

0 » g *3 SOALE^ 6 *7 S 9 10 pr

Fig. 10.—^Fislop^s Scrabber—Plan,

consists of a tower or hollow column, vertically divided into

two, and filled with coke, <fcc. The gas passes up one side

and down the other, and from the top a constant small

stream of weak ammoniacal liquor trickles down. KSuch a

scrubber, it is stated, is subject to clogging by deposits of

tar, and equally efficient woik is done without that draw-

back by an apparatus in which perforated iron x>lates occupy

the place of the coke, and in the Livesey scrubber layeis

of thin deal boards are employed These boards are set in

tiers perpendicularly, slightly crossing each other, with

about of an inch between each tier. Anderson’s washer

is a form of scrubber recently introduced, in which the

interior is occupied with a series of rotating whalebone

brushes, which dip into troughs of ammoniacal liquor, and

ill their revolution meet and agitate the gas in its passage

upwards through the tower or column. The sciubher

shown in section and plan m figs. 9 and 10 is a foim

introduced by Mr James Hislop. It contains 10 tiers of

trays of cast Iron, perfoiated with {-inch holes at a distance

of 2 inches from centre to centre. The gas passes upwaids

through these, meeting in its course a shower of anunoniaeal

liquor pumped up and distiibuted by the rose ariange-

ment shown in fig. 9. The bottom part of the ociubber,

to the height of the first course of plates, is filled with

liquor, which is repumped till it reaches the sti ength de-

sired for the manufacturer of ammonia sulphate.

The Furifiers.—^The ordinary lime purifier, by which

sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid are abstracted

from the gas, consists of a large rectangular vessel seen in

section in fig. 11. Internally it is occupied with ranges

of wooden trays or sieves A, made in the form of grids of

J-inch wood, wdth about half an inch between the bars.

These are covered with slightly moistened slaked lime

B to the depth of about 6 inches, and from three to six

tiers of such sieves aie ranged in each puiificr. The gas

enters at the bottom by a tube C, the mouth or inlet being

protected from lime falling into it by a cover D, and it

forces its way upward through all the trays till, reaching the

lid or cover E, it descends by an internal pocket F to the

exit tube G, which leads to the next purifici. The edges

of the lid dip into an external winter seal or lute H
whereby the gas is prevented from escaping. The purifiers

are generally arranged in sets of four, three being in use,

through which the gas passes in succession while the fourth

is being renewed; and to control the course of the gas

current among the purifiers, the following ingenious arrange-

ment of centre valves and pipes was deviled loj Mr Malam
(fig. 12).

It has a cover fitting witliin it in sueli a way as to cominuniceite

with the pipe a and eithei of the four inlet pix>es, and also to com-
municate between one of the outlet pipes and the pipe 7q w^hich

carries off the purified gas. The inlet pipes, b, cl, /, admit the gas

from the central case to the bottom of the purifiers; and the outlet

pipes, c, c, g, return the gas from the punfieis back to the case,

after it has passed np thiough the layers of lime, and descended at

the back of a partition plate in each purifiei to the outlet pipes at

the bottom, a is the main inlet pipe for conveying the gas"" from
the scrubber or the condenser, and h is the main outlet pipe for

conveying the gas to the gasholder. The centi al cylinder contains
water to the depth of 10 inches, and the ten pipes lise up tlirough
the bottom to the height of 12 inches, so tliat trie nmuth of each is
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2 inches above the surface of the water. The cover which fits into
the cylinder is 4 feet 3 inches in diameter, and is divided into five

parts, the first of which, 1, fits over the inlet pipe a, and over
either of the inlet pipes leading to the puiifieis. The partitions 2,

Fig 12.
I

3, and 6 fit each over an inlet and an outlet pipe, while one parti-
tion, 4, fits over one outlet pipe from one puiifier, and over the
pipe 7i, which leads to the gas-holder. In fig. 12 the aiTangement
is such as to open a communication between the inlet pipe a and
the purifier A. Now supposing the gas to have passed fiom the
scrubber into the centie of the cylinder, its only means of escape
is to pass down the pipe h into*^ the purifier A, where it ascends
through the layers of lime, and passing over the top of a dividing
plate, descends and escapes from the bottom of the purifier by the
pipe c back to the cylinder. Here its only means of escape is by
the iiipe cl, which conducts it to the purifier B, in wdiich it ascends
and descends as before, returning by the pipe e to the cylinder,
whence it proceeds by the pipe/into the puiifier C, then along the
pipe g, which is shut off from communication with any iiipe except
%, by which it is conveyed away to the gas-holder. By this
arrangement the three purifiers ABC are being worked, while a
fourth purifier D is being emptied and recharged with lime.
"When it is found, on testing the gas, that the lime is unfit for its

offic<^, the purifier A is thrown out of work, and D is brought in.

The tame is then shifted so as to bring the triangular division 1
over d, by which means BCD will be the working purifiers, and
A will be thrown out of use. In this way, by shitting the tame
round its centre over each of the four outlet pipes, auy three of the
purifiers can be brought into action.

The “oxide’’ method of purifying the gas, originally

introduced by M. Laming, and shortly afterwards patented
by Mr Hills, is now largely used in ordinary gas-works. It
is based upon the property of the hydrated oxide of iron to

decompose sulphuretted hydrogen, a portion of the sulphur
forming a sulphide with the iron. Quicklime is also used
to separate carbonic acid, and the oxide of iron is mixed
with sawdust or cinders (breeze) for the purpose of increas-
ing the surfaces of contact, and this mixture is placed in the
purifiers. When a sufificient quantity of gas has passed
through it, the purifiers are opened, and the mixture is

exposed to the air, under which new condition it combines
with oxygen, and again becomes fitted for use in the puri-
fiers. The chemical chemges which occur in these opera-
tions are thus stated. The mixture of hydrated oxide of
iron, <kc., absorbs sulphuretted hydrogen, forming ferrous
sulphide and water, and liberating sulphur, thus :

—

+ ^^FeS-bS-t-SHgO. The ferrous sulphide,
by exposure to the air, absorbs oxygen, and its sulphur is

separated in an uncombined form, 2FeS -h 30 = Fe203 -b 2S.
The mixed material can be again employed in fcbe" X->nrifica-

tion of the gas, and the process may be repeated until the
accumulation of sulphur mechanically impairs the absorbent
powers of the mixture. The sulphocyanogeii which accom-
panies the gas is retained by the oxide of iron, and
gradually accumulates in the mixture. For the separation
of the carbonic acid, which is unaffected by this treatment,
the gas next passes on to a dry lime purifier.

The gas is now ready for use, and it is passed on
through the station meter to registei the amount made and
stored in the gas-holders. At this stage it may be interest-

ing to compare the composition of the gas as it exists at

different stages of the manufacture, as these show the result

of the successive purifying processes. Taking 1000 cubic
feet, the figures are

—

Fioin
Condensci

Fiom
Scrubbei

.

1 .oin J’uiifieis.

Tion
j

Lime

Hydrogen . 380 380 380 380
Maish gas 390 388 4U3 394
Gaibonic oxide 72 71 39 30
Heavy hydiocaibons... . 42 46 46 43
Nitrogen 48 50 79 lUO
Oxygen 3 5 5 6

Gaibonic acid 40 39 S3 4
Sulphuretted hydiogen.. 15 15 3 . .

Ammonia 10 5 •

1000 999 988 957

Storino and Distbibution.

The Gas-holder,—^TMs, which is frequently designated

the gasometer, though incorrectly, since it does not in auy
way measure gas, but simply stores it for consumption, con-

sists of two portions—the “tank” T (fig. 13) and the

“holder” Gr. The tank is a cylindrical pit, surrounding

a central core, which is usually covered with concrete c at

top, and has its sides built of masonry or brick-work, p, h.

The tank is water-tight, and is filled to a high level with
water, above which project two tubes m one being the

inlet and the other the supply pipe which leads to the main
governor.

Formerly gas-holders were made of heavy plate iron,

strengthened by angle-iron and stays, and of so great a

weight as to require a complex system of equilibrium chains

and counterbalancing weights to relieve the gas from the

great pressure to which it would otherwise be subjected.

They are now made so light that they require to be loaded
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in order to supply the required pressure, and their rise and
fall are regulated by means of guide-rods i i round the tank,
for economy of space holders in which different segments
‘‘ telescope ” over each other are now much employed.
This form of holder consists of two or even three separate
parts,— the upper having the form of the common gas-
holder, and the other being open at the top as well as the
bottom. They are connected by the recurved upper edge of
the lower fitting into a channel which runs round the bottom
of the upper, whereby the entire structure is rendered air-

tight at the line of junction. Holders of great capacity
are now erected in connexion with large works. The
Imperial Company in London possesses two, at Bromley
and Hackney, telescopic in form,—the outer segment
measuring 200 feet in diameter hy 35 feet deep, and the
inner 197 feet by 35. These holders are each capable of
btoriug 2 million cubic feet of gas, which at sp. gr. 480
would weigh 73 tons. A. still larger holder is at the
Fulham station of the Gas Light Company, it being 223
feet in diameter and rising 66 feet, with a capacity equal
to 3 million cubic feet.

The Governor.—An efficient control of the pressure of the
gas, along its whole course from the gas-holder to the point
of consumption, is an object of great importance for the
avoiding of leakage, for equal distribution, and for supply-
ing the burners at that pressure which yields the largest
illuminating effect. Uncontrolled pressure may supply
certain levels in a proper manner, but will leave low-
lying districts insufficiently supplied, while the pressure
in high districts will be excessive. The variations from
simple difference of level may be very great. Thus, with
a pressure of 1 * 7 inch at the Leith works, the gas would be
delivered in some parts of Edinburgh at a pressure of 4*5
inches. The varying consumption from dusk onwards also
greatly affects unregulated pressure. To control and correct
these and other irregularities and disturbances governors
are now used,-—at^ the works or station for delivering the
gas to the mains, in districts to correct variations owing
to level, and beyond the consumers’ meters for controlling
house supply

; while in certain forms of burners a regulat-
ing apparatus is also inserted. The principle on which
all governors are based consists In causing the gas by its
own pressure to act on some form of sensitive surface
which opens or closes a valve or aperture iu proportion to
the variations of pressure exerted on it. Fig. 14 is a dia-
grammatic section of the common form of station governor.

The course of the gas is indicated by arrows, d being the inlet
and. e tiie outlet pipe

; c is a valve of conical form fitted to the seat
% and raised or depressed hy the weight/
working by a cord over a pulley

;
hh is

the bell or holder,—a cylindrical vessel
of sheet iron which rises and falls iu
the exterior vessel aa^ in which water is
contained to the level represented. The
gas, entering at d, passes through the
valve, fills the upper part of the inveited
vessel bb, which it thus partially raises,
and escapes by e. If the pressure from
the holder be unduly increased or di-
minished, the buoyancy of 5b will be in-
creased or diminished in like proportion,
and the valve being by this means more
or less closed, the quantity of gas escap-
ing at e will be unaltered. And not
only will the governor accommodate
Itself to the varying pressure of the
noider, but also to the varying quantities
of gas requii*ed to escape at e for the
supply of the burners. Tims, if it were
necessarythat less gasshouid passthiough Fig. 14.—Section of
e, in consequence of the extinction oi a Governor.

lights, the increased pressure thus produced at theholder would raise the governor and ^ at me
leaving just sufiicient aperture for'the requisite ^pply of gas.^^
Numerous improvements have been made on the ordinarj

station governor. In the form invented and iiianiiiaetiii*od

by D. Bruce Peebles, the bell or holder i^ eucl(»-.ed lu a

gas-tight case or chamber, and a small poition oi the mkt
gas fiows in and out of this chamber above the buldei.

The pressure of this small quantity of gas is regulated by
passing it through a small seijarate governor; ami, acting oi:

the outer surface of the holder, this, iu a very delicate and
sensitive manner, performs the duty of weights iu tlic oldei

forms of governor. An arrangement similar in piiiicii)]e

applied to the district governor by Bruce Peeblt.'^, tin
minimum day pressure being secured by means of a stopcock
or screw-valve on the apparatus, and the maximum night
pressure is controlled by a small subsidiary governor. The
principle of the small governor, which thus plays au im-
portant part in regulating large fiows of gas, will be ex-
plained under consumer^’ governors, the apparatus being
shown in section in fig. 18 below.

Supply Fijjes .—The street main and scr\ice pipes are
tubes of malleable or of cast iron, the gauge of which
must be arranged according to the quantity of gas tube
supplied, the length it has to travel, and the 2>rcssure undt r

which it is carried lorward. Practical gas-engiueei&
2
)Uftscs.->

elaborated tables of data fur the regulation of the siy.e td
their various su2q3ly 2)ipe&. Notwithstraiding the utnuist
care and accuracy in the laying and fitting of stieet
mains, leakage at joints is a constant source of nmiovaiicH*.
Under the most favourable conditions there is a discie

2 )iiucy
of from 7 to 8 per cent, between the gas made and the
amount accounted for by consuiiqjticn, and the greater

2 »art
of that loss is due to leakage in street 2>i2->es. To convey
the gas from the main pipes and distribute it in houses,
pipes of lead or of block tin are generally” used.

Cons^imei's'Meter.^.—Of these there are twofoims in actual
use, the « wet ” and the dry.” The former, the invention
of Mr Clegg, is represented in the two sections (figs. 15 and
16), where cc represents the outside case, having the fonii

OI a flat cyclinder
; a is the inlet tube and h the outlet 2 *il>t5 1

g are two pivots, and li a toothed wheel fixed upon the
pivots and connected with a train of wheel-work to register
its revolutions. The pivots are fixed to and support a
cylindrical drum-sha23ed vessel ddd, having 02^ening.s e,

^
internal partitions ef^ €f\ e/J €p\ and a centre piece y/y/

Ihe machine is filled with water, which is 23oured iu at h
up to the level of i

; and, on gas being admitted under a siiiali
pressure at a, it enters into the upper part of the centre
piece, and forces its way through such of the openings/ as
are from time to time above the surface of the water. * By
Its action upon the partition which curves over the 02^ening
a, a rotatory motion is communicated to the cylinder, the
gas from the opposite chamber being at the same time ex-
pe ed by one of the openings and afterwards escapinj^ at
6 as already mentioned. Wet meters work easily, mid,when well set and properly supplied wdth water, measure
the gas with much accuracy. But excess or deficiency
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of water impairs their measuring power, which may also

be affected by the meter being lifted off the level. The
freezing of the water also frequently occasions trouble, and
the action of the water on the gas passing through it by
dissolving out part of the valuable illuminating hydrocar-

bons on the one hand, and diffusing watery vapour through
it on the other, doubly affects its illuminating power.

The dry meter is free from the defects just mentioned, but

does not pass the gas with such steadiness as the wet meter.

The ordinary dry meter consists of an oblong box enclos-

ing two measuring cylinders, with leather sides which con-

tract and expand as they are being emptied and filled, on
the principle of ordinary bellows. The pressure of the

gas entering this meter is sufficient to keep it in operation,

and by a system of valves the one cylinder is in process of

filling as the other is being emptied through the service

pipe. The chambers communicate by means of lever arms
with a crank which turns a train of wheels in connexion
with the indicator dials on the face of the machine.

Consumer^ Governor,—In order to consume gas in a
perfectly uniform and economical manner, it is essential

that the pressure at the burners should be always in-

variably the same. That pressure is liable, however, to

variation from a number of causes, such as fluctuation in

the number of lights in use, either in the house or in the

neighbourhood, or the application or withdrawal of pressure

at the works’ governor. And as all good burners are fitted

with regard to a fixed standard quality and pressure of gas
to be consumed, if this is not maintained the conditions

of maximum illuminating power are lost. A consumers’
governor secures uniformity of pressure at all the burners
supplied by the pipe on which it is placed. The prin-

ciple of the governor is identical with that of the station

governor already described, increased pressure in both
cases causing the orifice through which the gas escapes to

be contracted. The mechanical arrangements by which
this contraction of orifice is effected are various. In
some instances they are in direct contact with the separate

burners, while other governors are applied to the supply
pipes of a whole establishment. They are separable into

pressure governors, which, like the station governors, give a
constant or uniform pressure under all variations of con-

sumi3tion, and volumetric governors which pass a constant

volume or amount of gas under all variations of pressure.

Of pressure governors the forms devised by Sugg and Bruce
Peebles are in extensive use, the latter especially being much
applied to street lamps. In Sugg’s consumers’ governor (fig. 17)

the gas enters at the inlet, and, following the course indicated by
the arrows, passes through the regulating plate of the governor into
the gas-holder, and thence, by the opening provided for it, it

reaches the outlet. The gas-holder has suspended from a disc in
the crown a half-ball valve, which closes or opens the opening in
the regulating plate as the gas-holder rises or falls. A weight placed
on the top of the holder fixes the pressure required to raise it. As
a consequence, if the pressure of the gas on the inlet is greater than
that required to lift the holder, then the latter rises, carrying the
half-ball valve with it, till such time as the opening left between
the sides of the valve of the regulating plate is sufficieut to allow

the passage of the necessary quantity of gas to balance the holder.
On the other hand, if the i^resstire at the inlet falls below that
required to lift the holder, the full opening of the regulating plate
allows all the gas there is to pass through the governor to the
burners. Where a very perfect control is desirable, the parts of
the governor are made in duplicate, and a double control is thus
established. With certain structural differences the action of the
Bruce Peebles governor (fig. 18) is the same. The gas enters at 1,

and passes out at 2 into the x>ipe leading to the humers. To adjust
the governor the brass ca^) 3 is unscrewed, and the weiglits 4 taken
ott* or put on until the desired j)i*essure, of say 5-tentlis, at the
burners is obtained, when the brass cap is again screwed to its
place. The weights now keep the valve 6
oi^en so long as 5-tenths pressure is not ex-
ceeded in the main

; but any variations in
the main above that pressure act at once on
the diaphragm 5, and partly close or open
the valve, thus maintaining under all cir-

cumstances a steady outlet pressure.
Of volumetric governors the best known is

Giroud’s glycerin rheometer, which consists
of a closed cylindrical casing containing a
very light metal dome or ball dipjnng into
a circular channel filled with glycerin. In
the upper part of the dome is a small orifice
through which the gas passes, and on its top
is fixed a conical valve which works in a seat
at the top of the easing. As tlie pressure
from the supply side rises or falls, the bell
responsively moves up or down, opening or
closing by the conical valve the orifice by
which the gas passes outward ; and so deli-

cately is this compensation adjusted that the
gas passed is the same in amount however
different the pressure. Bruce Peebles has
invented a simple and inexpensive form of
volumetric governor (fig. 19), in which the
use of glycenn is dispensed with. It consists
of a conical dome resting on a needle-pointed
stud, the cone having an orifice at C, and
there is besides a variable consumption
channel at the side ABA, which can be —^Volumetric

conti-oUed by the external screw. As soon Governor (Peebles),

as the stopcock is opened the gas fills the interior of the cone,
and momentarily closes the valve

; but, finding its way by the
vertical passage, or tlnougli the hole C, in the cone, it reaches
the chamber above the cone. The cone is therefore now surrounded
by gas at the same pressure, and, having nothing to sup)port it,

falls, and lets gas pass to the burner. But this only takes place to
an extent that allows a differential pressure to be established suffi-

cient to sup}port the cone, wdiich is then equilibriated between two
pressures

;
and the difference between these two pressures remains

constant, however much the initial pressure of the gas may vaiy,
unless, of course, it gets so low as not to be able to raise the
cone.

Burners.—The question, of the arrangements by which,

the maximum illuminating power may be developed in.

the consumption of gas, being one which principally affects

individual consumers, has not received the attention which
their importance merits. As a rule, gas-fitters are ignorant
of the principles involved in the economical use of gas,

and are often prejudiced by the assertions of certain

inventors; and thus it happens that, owing to defective

fittings, unregulated pressure, and imperfect burners, an
enormous loss of illuminating power is suffered. In their

report to the Board of Trade in 1869, the referees under the

City of London Gas Act state, of a large number of burners
examined by them, that

X. ~ 13
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‘ The diversity aa to illuminating power was surprisingly great,
and such as will appear incredible to any one who has not ascer-
tained the facts by careful experiment. They also found the kinds
of burners in common use are extremely defective, thereby entailing
upon the x>u.bliG a heavy pecuniary loss, as well as other dis-

advantages. In order to examine this important matter more fully,
the referees, with the ready permission ot the proprietors, inspected
several large establishments in the city, where, owing to the preval-
ence of night work, an unusually large amount of gas was consumed.
The inspection in every case confirmed the apprehensions wliich the
referees had formed from their examination of the hurners which
they had j>rocured from the leading gas-fi.tting establishments. In
the^ ofidces of two of the leading daily newspapers (establishments
which consume more gas than any other), tney found that the
burners principally in use gave only 55 per cent, of light compared
with the Sugg-Letheby burner, or with Leonids Albert Crutch
burner, and yet the price of the last-named burner is almost identical
with that of the very bad burners employed in these offices. Tested
by the Bengel burner, or by Sugg’s new burner, the amount of
light given by these imperfect burners is only between 47 and 49
per cent, of what is obtainable from the gas.

”

In a communication to the Philosophical SocietyofGlasgow
in 1874 Dr Wallace, the official gas examiner of that city,

dealing with the rich cannel gas of a minimum illuminating
power oE 25 candles there supplied, estimated that there is

in ordinary consumption a loss of 40 per cent, of illuminat-
ing power which, under favourable circumstances, might
be obtained, and that in practice, while not more than 16-

candle power is procured, from 20 to 23-candle illumination
ought to be readily obtainable.

This universal wasteful misuse of gas is not merely a
question of economy, although the aggregate pecuniary
loss must be very great. It affects in no small degree the
health and comfort of the consumers of gas ; the products
of combustion of the purest gas vitiate the atmosphere,
and overheat the apartments in which it is burned.
Moreover, the light from gas properly burned is much
steadier and purer, and less trying to the eyesight, than
that wastefully consumed.

The principal circumstances which demand attention in
the fitting of burners are the average pressure aud illumin-
ating power of the gas to be consumed. How pressure
may be controlled has already been shown in connexion with
governors. The quality or illuminating power of gas has
a most important bearing on the nature of burners proi^er
for use, so that a clear distinction must be drawn between
oommon coal-gas and cannel-gas, the burners for the one
kind being quite unsuited for the other variety. The
maximum amount of light is obtained from any gas just at
that point where the flame is on the verge of smoking, and
the conditions under which 14-candle gas would be per-
fectly consumed would, with 26 or 30-candle gas, produce
a large amount^ of smoke. Indeed, the richer gas is, the
greater is the difficulty in developing its full illuminating
power, and at all times it must be burned in a much thinner
sheet or stream than is proper in the case of poor gas,
which requires less access of air for its complete lumini-
ferous combustion. The opening or slit in burners used for
common gas is therefore much larger than in those devoted
to the consumption of cannel-gas.

There are two principal kinds of burners in use—Argand
and flat-flame burners. The Argand burner in its usual form
is useful only for common or low illuminating power gas, and
it has, in the hands of various inventors, especially by Mr
William Sugg of London, been so improved that for amount
and steadiness of light it leaves little further improvement
to be hoped for. The common Argand consists of an annular
tube with a circle of small holes pierced in the end of the
ring._ It thus produces a circular or tubular flame, which
requires to be protected with a glass chimney, by which the
admission of air is regulated. The burner made by Sugg
in 1869, known as the Sugg-Letheby, or Sugg’s No. 1, is
the standard burner adopted for the United Kingdom in
Acts of Parliament, and the same standard has been

adopted in the United States, in Canada, and in various

European states. At the time it was made, the Sugg No.
1 was esteemed the best known burner, but since that time
Mr Sugg has perfected his London Argand, whereby with
London gas results equal to about 2 candles better than
the standard are obtained. Fig. 20 is a sectional view of

Sugg’s London Argand with the latest improvements.

At the point at which the gas enters is a brass nose-piece A,
screwed to fit the usual tlirec-eighth thread, intended by the manu-
factni-ers of all kinds of gas
fittings to receive the burner.
This is drilled through its

length, and slightly trunii)eted

at the top so as to fit the cone-
shaped piece of metal projecting
from the roof of the inlet cham-
ber B. The outside of the upper
portion of the nose-piece A is

screwed to fit the inside of the
inlet chamber B, and thus, by
an adjustment of this screw by
means of paper wasbers put on
the shoulder at AB, it is possible
to enlarge or decrease the area of
the passage through which the
gas has to pass in order to supply
three tubes (two of which, C and
D, only are shown in the draw-
ing), by which it is further con-
ducted to the combustion cham^
ber E. This chamber is made
of steatite, a material which is

capable of resisting the corroding
action of heat or damp, and is a
good non-conductor of heat. It
is pierced with a number of holes,

Fig. 20.—SUijCg’s London Argand

to Bua-uer.

1 inappreciable or the least possible
pressure. This”" is in order that the oxygen of the atmosphere,
slowly ascending through the centre excelling E, the annulus
formed by the ed^ of the air cone G, and the outside of the com-

^

bustion chamber E, shall combine with the burning gas by natural
affinity only, leaving the nitrogen to pass freely out at the top of

the flame. H is one of the three springs which are intended to
keep the chimney glass steady in its place. JJ are two of three
stubs or rests for a screen, globe, or moon

; and K is a peg to
steady the current of air which jjasses ux> the centre oxjening E.

With the view of competing in illuminating power with
the electric light, Mr Sugg has recently devised a modified

form of Argand burner calculated to yield a large illuminat-

ing power by increased but still economical consumption of

gas. These burners are made of two or more concentric

Argand rings, the outer being of large diameter, and in

operation they give out a large solid, white, steady flame.

With London gas, a two-riug burner consuming 19 feet

per hour yields 80-candle light
;

3-ring burners which
consume 23 feet give 100 candles; 4-ring burners fed

with 45 feet of gas gave an illumination equal to 200
candles.

As regular pressure is essential for the proper use of these
burners, a self-acting governor is frequently fitted to them.
The pressure at which the best results are obtained with
London gas is about *7 inch. In a series of experiments
with Argand burners made by Mr John Pattinson of

Newcastle-on-Tyne the following results were obtained:

—

Burner.
Cubic feet per

hour.

Illuminating
power in

Candles.

Illuminating
power per 5

cubic feet per
hour.

Sugg-Letheby Standard
Sugg’s London Argand
Sugg’s Improved Lon-
don Argand

5*0 14*10 14*10
5*0 15*90 15*90

1

4*5 16*08 17*86

Silber’s Argand 5*0 17*80 17*80
Common Argand 5*0 11*20 11*20

Do. do 7*0 17*80 12*70

so arranged as regards size i

number that the quantity
gas the burner is required
consume shall pass out at a
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Flat flame baineis, or burneis wliicli spread their flame

m a broad thia bheet, aie of two pimcipal kinds known
respectively as “hahtail” (fig 21) and ‘ batwing^^ (fig

22) burneis The fishtail or union burner has two orifices

drilled m its surface,

which aie inclined to

wards each other at

an angle of 90", so \ V\\
‘

that the issuing cur

rents impinge and
spread the flame in

a broad sheet The
gas in the batwing
issues from a nairow
slit cut light aciObS

the surface In the 21, 22 —Flat fame Burners

best forms of all kinds of burneisa now lu use steatite or

adamas (pottery) tops aie employed In Sugg’s Christiania

burner the slit is circular, and the light issues in two thin

sheets which coalesce in then upper lummifeious part, pro

ducmg a most beneficial result when common gas is con
sumed The common metal and steatite tipped burners in

use permit the current of gas to stiike against then orifices

without any control or regulation, but m the numerous
patented forms of both fishtail and batwirig jets certain

mechanical obstructions, or small governors, are inserted,

which break oi retard the current Screws, wire gauze,

calico cotton wool, non filings, and constriction of the

lower part of the burner are all devices m use Of all these

one of the simplest and most effective is the plan on which
the Bronaei burner is constructed, which is simply to have

the opening at the lower part of the burner smaller than

the upper orifice For difleient qualities aud pressures of

gas the Bionnei burnei jiresents a great variety of combina-

tions by having seveial distinct sizes of lower constriction

which can be adjusted to a large number of tip orifices

Thus, with six distinct openings at each end, 36 combma
tions can be made As Argand burnerb are not suited for

measuring the illuminating power of rich caiinel gas, flat

flame burnero have to be employed , and m the Act of

Parliament under which the Glasgow Corpoiation supplies

gas, it IS provided that all the gas supplied by the corpora

-tion shall be at least of such quality as to produce fiom a

union jet burner, capable of consuming 5 cubic feet of gas

per hour under a pressure equal to a column of water 5 of

an inch in height, a light equal in intensity to the light

pioduced by 25 sperm caudles >f 6 la the pound, burning
j

120 grams per hour ’

j

Di Wallace, in a commiimeation on the “Economical Combus i

tion of Coal Gas ’ {Ffoc Phil JSoc Gl bjoiv^ vol ix ), tabulates an
;

extensive senes of expeiiinents made with flat flame burners of
j

\ aiious sizes \\ ith about 28 candle gas at different degrees of pi es&ure
The general result of these experiments shows that, to obtain the

|

highest luminiferous effect with burners of small apeituie, a low
|

pressiue of gas (not moie than 5 inch) must be maintained, although,
j

as the size of the jet increases within certain limits the piessuie \

maybe increased with favourable lesults "With 9 sizes of Biays !

regiilatoi flshtail (a buinei having an obstruction consisting of a
double fold of cotton cloth) Dr ‘Wallace obtained the following
lesults, ealcnlated to 5 cubic feet per houi —

the senes of espenmeiits by Mr Pattinson of !N‘ewcastle alieady
quoted The expeiiments weie made -with 14 10 candle gas, fioin
which it must be rcmembeied 17 86 candle power was deyeloit \ in
Sugg s improved London -li gand —

1

Cubic feet

!

1
pel liOLi

j

1

Illunu atmg i

pov\ ei

Illuminating
pow ei at 5 t

pel 1 om

Fishtail, IMo 3, sttaute top 4 3 0 S 7o

,, ,, metal top 3 0 4 10 5 85

, No 4, steatite top 4 9 5 20 5 31

5 0 7 SO 7 80
Batwing, metal top 5 0 9 26 9 26
Fishtail, Biays, No 4 4 0 5 02 6 28

, „ No 8 5 0 11 SO 11 80

>9 9 J 9 7 0 14 21 10 15
Batwing, Broniiei s, No 4 4 0 10 10 12 62

9 9 9,3 9 5 0 11 60 11 60

, Sutg s, , 4 0 8 40 10 50

9 99 5 0 10 90 10 90

Tlie gis used
standard, for the

in the
1-inch

From these expeiiments it nppcais that tlieie aie buincis in com
nion use w^hich, consuming the same amount of gis diftei in ligh

giving effect from 3 75 to 12 62 e ndles, one giving moi e than thrf i

times as much light as the other
,
and if w e take the best Argand

burner mto account, the lange of vaiiation is fiom 3 75 to 17 80

01 as one to five neaily Another impoitaut deduction from these

obser'vations IS that laige sized burners as a rule give much moie
illuminating powei than the smallei sizes Thus a buinei passing

7 feet of gas per hour will almost iiivaiiably distiibute moie light

than two each burning 3 5 feet

Gas Testing—The unitersally lecogiiized and piactised

method of valuing gas is by comparing its light with that

yielded by a standard light, which can be obtained as nearly

as possible of an unvarying intensity In making such a

photometric comparison it is essential that the conditions

under which the lights to be compared are burned shall be

uniform, and that the materials be consumed at a definite

rate The standard recognized by legislative authority in

Gieat Britain and America is the burning ot a sperm candle

6 to the Tb consuming at the late of 120 grains of sperm

per hour, compared with gas burning at the rate of 5 cubic

feet per houi The burner prescribed for common gas is

the Sugg Letheby Argand, in Ac ts of Parliament defined as

a 15 holed Aigand with a 7 inch glass chimney, and foi iich

cinnel gas a union oi fishtail jet passing 5 feet per hour is

employed The apparatus employed for making the com
parison is generally the Bunsen photometer, or some modi

fication of that instrument
,
and the ratio of comparative

illumination is established by the well known pimciple tli it

the intensity of light diminishes m inveise jpioportion to the

square of the distance from its source The Bunsen photo

meter consists ot a bar of wood 98 inches long, with a

candle holdei at one end aud at the other the standard gas

burner A balance for weighing the candle as it burns, an

indexed meter foi the gas, aud a clock are also provided

The bar is graduated from the centie to each end, and on

it is set a sliding holder into which a screen of piepired

paper is placed The scieen is so prepared that a spot or

disc IS moie opaque than the remainder of the paper, so that

when light p>asses through it from one side, that particular

spot IS seen distinctly darker than the rest 'When, how-

ever, equal amounts of light fall on it fiom both sides the

'^pot disappeais, and the whole surface presents a unifoim

appearance Therefore with both candle and gas burning

under the stipulated conditions in a darkened chamber, by
moving the screen on the graduated bar from the one light

and towards the other till the dark spot on the paper dis

, ‘ on A- w +7 7 1 11 appears, the comparative illuminating power of the light is
senes it was 29 Oo, and for the If- inch I

t'r ’ ^ ^
combinations of Bioniiei burneis ••

ascertained by the position of the screen on the graduated

28 2 candle at 1 inch pressure an bar, or by a simple arithmetical calculation XJius, tne

Lui nei 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

At TT inch i rcssure 14 5 17 4 20 0 ^>3 6 *>5 0 26 15 27 0
At 1 inch

*
11'' 13 3 il7G 20 G 23 f? oc 2 28 7

At 1-i inch SS JS 13 9 10 1

2S161 2S08
30 2 1 5^0
„as 11 s

4-inch expel iments was 27 72 candle

Dr ‘Wallace obtained fiom
average of 25 7, and at inch 25 8 candle powei, most of the
combinations giving fairly equal results

Of all burners the ordinary hslitails, and they are the most fre
quently used, give the most inferior results when used for burnmg
common coil-gas The results tabulated below are derived from

lights being 100 inches apart, if at the conclusion of the

experiment the screen is 20 inches from the candle and 80

from the gas jet, since 80^ is 1C times 20^, the gas is 16-

candle power
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(Jomparibonb of the quality of gas are also made by the

jet photometer, an apparatus which depends on the prin-

ciple that gas of uiiiforni quality burned at invariable
|

pressure, through a small orifice, yields a flame of uniform
,

height. If the flame is to be maintained at a uniform height
^

the pressure in the pipes must increase as the quality of

the gas decreases. The jet photometer forms a ready and

convenient means of ascertaining any variations in the
,

quality of gas supply 3
but it is not available for iiurposes i

of comparison.
^

*

Analysis of gas does not yield so satisfactoiy evidence :

of its illuminating value as photometric comparisons, but i

various methods of ascertaining the proportion of lumiiii- 1

ferous olefines contained in any gas are occasionally prac-
|

Used. The absorption of the heavy hydrocaibons by
|

chlorine or by bromine, and Dr Fyfe’s durability test, aie
|

of theoretical rather than practical importance.
i

Residual Products .—Under this term are embraced coke, 1

ammoniacal liquor, and gas-tar, all of which aie sources of
|

income in the gas manufacture. Indeed the value of these :

products has increased so rapidly of late years, and they

now form the basis of manufactures of such consequence,

that the residual products can scarcely be regarded as of

secondary importance, and they will certainly play no small

part in determining the future maintenance of gas-lighting

in the face of other competing systems. The change in the

valuation of ammonia and tar liquors is well illustrated by
the circumstance that, during the yeai 1878, the corpora-

tion of Bradford was offered ^10,000 per annum for these

products, which about eight years previously had been
disposed of for a yearly payment of ^800.

Coke is a substance which varies much in value, according

to local circumstances, and the nature of the coal distilled.

When shale is used, there remains in the retorts an ashy
|

residue which is absolutely worthless
;
and the coke of

cannel coal is also comparatively of little value, owing to

the amount of ash it yields. Indeed, in Scotch works
where ashy cannel alone is distilled, the retorts have to be
partly fired with common coal. The coke obtained from
the distillation of caking coal, on the other hand, is of

high value, and after a supply is set aside for heating the
retorts there generally remains from 65 to 85 per cent, of

the whole amount to be disposed of by sale.

Ammoniacal liquor is more abundantly produced by the
distillation of cannel than by common coal, from 1 8 to 22 Bb

of ammonia, as sulphate, being obtained from each ton
of cannel distilled, as against about 16 S) derived from
ordinary coal. G-as liquor is now almost the sole source
of ammonia, which, among other purposes, is very largely

employed as an agricultural fertilizer.

Tar liquor yields by destructive distillation a wide range
of products possessing a great and increasing industrial

value. The cannel coals, and other varieties rich in volatile

matter, are also the kinds which yield the largest propor-
tion of tar. In the distillation of coal-tar, after some am-
inoniacal and watery vapours have been given off, there is

distilled over a proportion of highly volatile fluid hydro-
carbons which consist principally of benzol

3
and afterwards

a large amount of a light oil, known as coal naphtha (also

a mixture of various hydrocarbons), is obtained. At this

point the residue in the retort is called artificial asphalt,
and as such is a commercial article

;
but if the heat is forced,

and the distillation continued, a large amount of heavy
or dead oils ” is obtained, and the mass left in the still is
** hard pitch.” The heavy oils are a mixture of naphthalin,
phenol (carbolic acid), cresol (cresylic acid), and anthracene,
tfec. The benzol obtained in the first stage of the distilla-

tion is the basis of aniline and its various dyes 3 naphtha
is used as a solvent, and for lighting and other ]Durposes

;

carbolic acid, in addition to its employment as an anti-

septic, is the basis of many valuable dyes
3 authiaceiis

forms the source of the now most important dye, aitificial

alizarin ,
and most of the substances have othei applica-

tions of minor importance.

The relative position and \alue of the various pioducts

of the gas manufaotuie is exhibited by the following con-

densed statement of the position and operations of the

various London gas companies duiiiig the year 1875 .

—

TotAl capital of the cuiupaiiiL.s 51(5, 009
C’apital called up . . . 11, 005, 5S9
Total gas lental. i:,60(>,818

Cost ol coal 1,455,407
Keceipts loi coke and hiecze 492,927

„ foi tai 162,151

,, foi anuuonia.. 111,951

Gaspioduced . 14,888,133 tliousaiul hel
G us sold . 13,622,639 ,, ,,

Coal caihoiiized (4 ])<‘i cent cannel) 1,505,000 toils

Coke piodiiced, 34 bushels poi ton 1,417,654 chaldious.
Coke used as fuel in letoits, 31 X'tu cent

,
440,685 ,,

Coke sold, 69 i^ei cent. . 9/6,969 ,,

A\eiage yield of gas pei ton oi coal . 0,892 culac. Icet

Gas liioM SuuiiCE's otilImi tiia^ Coal

Petroleum-Gas.—Petroleum being a substance obtained

in great abundance, notably in Ameiica, is used, not only

diiectly as an illuminating agent, but also foi the i^ioduction

of gas
;
and as an enricher ot common coal-gas it is applied

at several works in New York and Brooklyn. Its piepaia-

tion is eftected by distilling it first at a low teiiiperatuie

into a rich vapour, which, when passed into highly heated
retorts, is converted into permanent gas of an illummating
power about five times greater than common gas, and which
is, moreover, absolutely fiee fiom ammonia, sulphur com-
pounds, and carbonic acid. On account of its gieat rich-

ness, petroleum-gas must be consumed in special burners
of very fine aperture, at a rate varying from 5 to 2 feet poi

hour.

Oil-Gas.—^In the early stages of gas maiiufactuie many
attempts were made to substitute gas distilled fiom infeiior

oils for coal-gas. The oil was distilled by allowing it to

percolate into highly heated retorts, in which a quantity of

coke or a like porous solid was placed, and the distillate

was a richly luminiferous gas free from hurtful impurities.

Although oil in this form yields a convenient and powerful
illuminant, its direct combustion is much more economical;

I and as all oils and fats are highly valuable for many

I

purposes besides illumination, they cannot compete with
gas coal as a source of gas. Nevertheless the New York
Gas Light Company manufactured oil-gas exclusively from
1824 till 1828, and sold their product at $10 per 1000 feet.

The distillation of suint from wool washing, and of re-

covered si>ent soap, are examples of the application of

oleaginous substances for gas-making.
Resin-Gas.—In its tieatment and lesults resin, as a

source of gas, is very ^milar to oil. It yields a pure gas

1 of great illuminating i;>ower, and for twenty years (1828—48)
i it was supplied in New York at $7 per 1000 feet. Previous

I

to the civil war of 1861-65 it was a good deal used on

I

the European continent.

!
Wood-Gas.—The original experiments of Lebon, it will

' be remembered, were made with wood-gas, but he failed to

I

obtain from his product an illuminating power that would
' compare with that of coal-gas. Lebon’s failure was in later

I years shown to arise from distilling at a temi^erature which

j

gave off chiefly carbonic acid with non-luminous carbonic
' oxide and light carburetted hydrogen, leaving in the retort

,

a tar which the application of a higher heat would have
I

resolved into highly luminiferous gases and vapours.
Pettenkofer, who pointed out the fact, devised a system of

wood-gas making in which the products of the low-heat
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distillation were volatilized by passing through a range of

red-hot pipes
;
but now ib is found that ordinary retorts,

properly heated and fed with small charges, answer perfectly

well for the operation. Wood-gas, owing to its high specific

gravity and the proportion of carbonic oxide it contains,

must be burned at considerable pressure, in specially con-

structed burners with a large orifice. It is largely used in

Oermany, Switzerland, and Eussia, where wood is more
easily obtained than coal. It was used at Philadelphia gas-

works in 1850, where it was affirmed to be cheaper and of

greater luminosity than coal-gas.

Peat-Gas is evolved under circumstances the same as

occur in connexion with the wood-gas manufacture, but the

amount of moisture contained in peat is a serious obstacle

to its successful use in this as in most other directions.

Earnest and persistent eftorts have been made to use peat

as a source of gas, hut these have met but little commercial
success. To a limited extent it is used in various German
factories which happen to be situated in the immediate
neighbourhood of extensive ^leat deposits,

Carhnretted Gas,—Under this head may be embraced all

the methods for impregnating gaseous bodies with vapours
of fiuid or solid hydrocarbons. The objects aimed at in

the carburetting processes are— (1) to increase the illuminat-

ing power of ordinary coal-gas
; (2) to render non-luminous

combustible gases, such as water-gas, luminiferous
;
and

(3) so to load non-combustible gases with hydrocarbon
vapour as to make the combination at once luminiferous and
a supporter of combustion. The plans which have been
proposed, and the patents which have been secured for

processes of carburetting, coining under one or other of

these heads, have been almost endless
;
and while the

greater part of them have failed to obtain commercial suc-

cess, they are sufficient to indicate that there is still a pos-

sibility of doing much to increase the effect and cheapen
the cost of production of gas. Further, although for ex-

tensive use none of the gas-making plans can compete with
coal-gas manufacture, some of them are of much value for

private establishments, country houses, factories, and similar

places, where connexion with coal-gas works cannot be
obtained.

The carburetting of common coal-gas with the vapour of

benzol obtained by the distillation of gas-tar was originally

suggested by Lowe as early as 1832, and subsequently by I

the late Charles Mansfield, who showed that by passing gas
over sponge saturated with benzol a very great addition
was made to the illuminating power ; and he introduced an
apparatus by which common gas could thus be henzolized
at a point very near the burner. The facts, however, that
benzol is a highly inflammable liquid, that the henzolized
gas varied in richness owing to the gas taking up much
more benzol when the carburetter was newly charged than
it did afterwards, and consequently that it often produced a
smoky flame, andthat sulphur compounds accumulated in the
carburetter, as well as the trouble connected with charging
the apparatus, all combined to prevent the extensive intro-

duction of the process. In later times the value of benzol
for aniline manufacture and other purposes would have been
a serious bar to its use. Mr Bowditch introduced the use
of a heavier hydrocarbon—a mixture of naphthalin with
cymol—which he called carbolin, and which possesses the
advantage of giving off no inflammable vapour at ordinary-
temperatures, and is, moreover, a substance for which no
commercial demand exists. The carburetting appliance had
to be placed in immediate proximity to the burners, and
either heated by them direct, or by a small subsidiary jet,

as tbe vapour of naphthalin solidifies on a very small fall of
temperature and chokes up pipes. Carburetting by means
of a solid block of naphthalin introduced into a gas-tight

box, and partly volatilized by a strip of copper passing from

the burner flame into the box, has recently been proposed,
and is now being carried into effect with every prospect
of great increase of illuminating power, and consequent
economy, by the Albo-Carbon Light Company.

Tlie efforts to introduce carburetted water-gas have been
numerous and persistent

;
and the sanguine statements

of the various inventors have led to the loss of much
capital through experiments undertaken on a great scale

which have always resulted unfavourably. The whole of

the proposed processes depended on the decomposition of

water by passing it over highlj^-heated surfaces in pre-

sence of glowing charcoal, whereby free hydrogen, carbonic

oxide, and carbonic acid gases are ]produced, the carbonic

acid being eliminated by a subsequent process of purifi-

cation. The combustible gas so obtained was in earlier

experiments charged with luminiferous hydrocarbons by
being passed into a retort in which coal, resiu, or oil

was being distilled, as in Selligue’s and other processes;

or, as in White’s hydrocarbon process, both steam and coal

were treated together in a special form of retort. Since

the introduction of American ipetroleum, however, most
methods of carburetting water-gas have been by impregnat-

ing it with the vapour of gasolin, the highly volatile

portion of petroleum wffiich comes over first in its distilla-

tion for the preparation of ‘‘kerosene” lamp oil. Water-gas
has been xDroposed, not only as an illuminating agent, but

at least as much as a source of heat; but the heat expended
in the decomposition of water is much greater than can in

practice be given out by the resulting gases.

Several of the processes introduced for rendering ordinary

atmospheric air at once combustible and luminiferous, by
saturating it with the vapour of gasolin, have been so satis-

factory that this air-gas is now largely used both in America
and Europe for lighting mansions, churches, factories, and
small rural districts. The general principle of the air-

machines will be understood from the following description

of the “ sun auto-pneumatic ” apparatus (Hearson’s patent),

which is in extensive use throughout Great Britain.

Hearson’s machine is cylindrical in form (fig, 23), and is

Fig. 23.—Sun Auto-Pneuniatic Apparatus.

surmounted by two turrets. Internally the cylinder is

divided into two compartments by a transverse portion, one

being occupied by a rotary blower, an apparat-QS similar in

construction to the drum of a water-meter, and the other

by an elevator or dipper wheel, the function of which is to

raise gasolin into the blower chamber, where the gasolin

must be maintained at a constant level. The blower and
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tte elevator meclianism are set in operation by being

mounted on a spindle v/hicb passes tbrougb and outside

tlie cylinder, and is turned either by a weight attached

to a length of steel wire or, where convenient, by hydraulic

power. The turrets contain (1) a gas-holder which sup-

Ijlies gas while the machine is being wound up, should any

light be then burning, and (2) a governor to regulate the

pressure of the issuing gas. The apparatus works only

v;hen gas is being burned, and moves in proportion to the

demand on it up to its limit of production. There is

therefore no necessity for storing, as indeed v/onld be im-

practicable with this form of carburetted ga.s. The function

of the blower is not only, by its revolution, to press forward

the gas into the supply pipes, but also to carburet the air

by exposing continually renewed thin films of the liquids

to its influence on the moist metallic surfaces. The revolu-

tion of the blower, moreover, maintains an unceasing

agitation in the gasolin, vaporizes the liquid in an equal

and uniform manner, and keeps the entire volume at

the same temperature throughout. The quantity of

gasolin operated on being comparatively large, the tempera-

ture of the liquid decreases only slowly, and is in ordinary

conditions sufficiently recouped from the external air to

keep it in good working order throughout any length of

time.

M. Tessie da Motay, who fur many years advocated a

modified system of lime-light, latterly abandoned that

system in favour of a form of carburetted gas. His system
necessitates two sets of pipes and a special form of burner,— I

one pipe supplying ordinary coal-gas or higlily carburetted

hydrogen, and the other leading in a supply of oxygen,
whereby a powerful, steady, white light is maintained at

the burner. Philipps of Cologne has also utilized oxygen
in a comi^aratively pure state for burning in a lamp with
a wick a mixture of heavy hydrocai'boiis, which iu common
air would burn with a very smoky fianie.

Other sources of gas, such as tar, and even faecal matters,

have been proposed
;
and many modified forms of gaseous

illumination have been brought forward which, even to

name here, would occupy space out of proportion to their

importance.

The ruTXjuE of Coal-Gas.

The processes involved in the preparation, distribution,

and consumption of coal-gas still remain essentially the
same as when the system was first elaborated ; but in all

details of tbe industry numerous improvements have been
introduced, resulting in marked economy and efficiency of

the system. In the meantime new applications of import-
ance have been found for coal-gas in connexion with heating
and cooking, and as a motive power in gas-engines.
Farther, collateral industries have been superadded to the
gas manufacture, which in themselves are of such value
and importance that, were the distillation of coal as a source
of artificial light to cease, it would certainly continue to be
practised as a source of the raw materials of the coal-tar

colours, and of carbolic acid, &:c. Were coal-gas to cease
to be made primarily and principally for artificial illumina-
tion, and to become more a heating and cooking agent, or
were it to fall into the position of being a mere collateral

product of the manufacture of tar, it is certain that the
manufacturing processes would be very materially modified.
Costly cannel-gas, with its high illuminating power, is no
better suited for a gas engine than common gas j and for
heating purposes a much greater yield of gas might be
obtained, which, in burning, would evolve more heat than
is sought in making illuminating gas. But as matters now
St ind, the fact that illumination, heat, motive power, and
dye-stuffs are all obtained by means of the manufacture as

at present conducted is a consideration of much weight in

dealing with rival systems of artificial lighting.

Throughout the whole experience of gas manufacture the

efforts of inventors have been directed, not only to improve

the manufacture of coal-gas, but also to supersede its ordi

nary processes, and to supplant it by gas yiclJed by other

raw materials or by new systems of illumination. The
pei'sistent efforts which have been made to impi’ove coal-gas,

and the success wdiich many of the plans exliibit in their

experimental stage, warrant the conclusion tliat tlie pro-

ce.sse& and results of tlie inanufactuie are still susceptible

of much improvement. When it considered how exceed-

ingly small is the total proj-jortion of illuminants in coal-gas

to the hulk of the materials dealt with, it is not diOlcult to

imagine that modifications of processes may be devised

whereby a great increase of lighting effect might be practi-

cally available, and at tlie same time a greater percentage

of the total heat-giving power of the coal secured for

domestic and manufacturing purposes. Notwithstanding
the confessed iiiiperfectious of the system of coal gas-mak-

ing,—the evil odours wdiich attach to the works, the

yet more oftenshe exhalations given olf from streets

through which the main-pipes are led, the desti-uctive

accidents w’hich occasionally occur fiuin gas cx£do^u>ns,

and the heat and sulphurous fumes evolved during

its combustion,—not one of the numerous substitutes

wffiich have been proj)oscd has been able to stand in

competition against it in any large town or city wdiere

coal is a marketable commodity. As against the system of

electric lighting, wffiich is now being brought into competi-

tion with it, the ultimate fate of gas may be different. It

may be regarded as already demonstrated that for busy
thoroughfares—almost, it may he said, for open-air lighting

generally—and for large halls and enclosed spaces, electric

lighting will, in the near future, supersede gas. The
advantages of the electric light for such positions in. bril-

liancy, penetration, and purity aie so manifest that it') use

must ultimately prevail, irrespective of the question of com-
parative cost, and of the fact that municipalities and wcaltliy

corporations have an enormous pecuniary stake in gas-

property. That the electric light wdll be equally available

for d(nnestic illumination is, how’ever, not yet so certain

;

and until it is demonstrated that a cuireufc may he sub-

divided practically without limit, that tlie supply can adapt
itself to the demand wdth the same ease that the pressure

of gas is regulated, and that the lights can be raised and
low’^ered equally with gas-lights— till these and other con-

ditions are satisfied, the disuse of gas-lighting is still out

of sight. Should these conditions, how’cver, be satisfied,

there can be little doubt that gas-hgliting wall enter on a

period of severe competition and struggle for existence

;

and in the end the material which at one time was
regarded as a most troublesome and annoying wm^ste

—

the gas-tar—will, in all probabilit}", exercise a decisive

influence on the continuance of the gas manufacture.
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GASCOIGNE, Geoege (c. 1535-1577), one of tlie great

pioneers of Elizabethan poetry, was bora about 1535—as is

believed, in Westmoreland. He was the son and heir of Sir

John Gascoigne. He studied at Cambridge, and was admitted
to Gray’s Inn in 1555. His youth was unsteady, and his

father disinherited him In 1565 he had written his tragi*

comedy of The Glass of Govermnent^ not printed until 1576.

In 1566 his first published verses were prefixed to a book
called The Fremh Littleton^ and he brought out on the stage

of Gray’s Inn two very remarkable dramas, Siip'poses^

the earliest existing English play in prose, and Jocasta^ the

first attempt to naturalize the Greek tragedy. Of the

latter only the second, third, and fourth acts were from
his hand. Soon after this he married. In 1572 there

was published A Hundred sundry Flovjers hound u'p in one

small Posy, a pirated collection of Gascoigne’s lyrics, he
having started in March of that year to serve as a volunteer

under the Prince of Orange. He was wrecked on the coast

of Holland and nearly lost his life, but obtained a captain’s

commission, and acquired considerable military reputation.

An intrigue, however, with a lady’ in the Hague, nearly cost

him his life. He regained his position, and fought well at

the siege of Middleburg, but was captured under the walls

of Leyden, and sent back to England after an imprisonment
of four months. In 1575 lie issued an authoritative edition

of his poems under the name of Posies. In the summer of

the same year he devised a poetical eiitertaiiiment for Queen
Elizabeth, then visiting Kenilworth

;
this series of masques

was printed in 1576 as The Princely Pleasures. Later on
in 1575 he greeted the queen at Woodstock with his Tale

of Hemetes, and presented her on next New Year’s day with
the MS. of the same iioem, which is now in the British

Museum. He completed in 1576 his two most important

works, The Com2ylaint of Philomene, and The Steel Glass,

the first of which had occu];>ied him since 1562 j
they were

printed in a single volume. Later on in the same year he
published A delicate Diet for dainty-mouthed Drunkards.
He fell into a decline and died at Stamford on the 7th of

October 1577. We are indebted for many particulars of

his life to a rare poem x^^^l^lished in the same year by
George Whetstone, and entitled A Pememhrance of the Welt-

employed Life and Godly Fnd of George Gascoigne, Esquire.

In his poem of The Steel Glass, in blank verse, Gascoigne
introduced the Italian style of satire into our literature.

He was a great innovator in xioint of metrical art, and he
prefixed to the work in question a prose essay on poetry,

which contains some very valuable suggestions. His great

claim to remembrance was well summed up in the next

generation by Thomas Nash, who remarked in his preface

to Greene’s Menaphon, that Master Gascoigne is not to

be abridged of his deserved esteem, who first beat the path
to that perfection which our best jpoets aspired to since his

departure, whereto he did ascend by comparing the Italian

with the English.” The works of Gascoigne were collected

in 1587, and partly republished in 1810 and 1821. The
oest modern edition of the ijrincipal poems is that edited,

with full bibliographical notes, by E. Arber in 1868.

GASCOIGNE, Sir Willia^m, was chief-justice of

England in the reign of Henry IV. Both history and
tradition testify to the fact that he was one of the great

lawyers who in times of doubt and danger have asserted

the jprinciple that the head of the state is subject to law,

and that the traditional practice of public ofllcers, or the

expressed voice of the nation in ];)arliament, and not the

will of the monarch or any part of
j
the legislature, must

guide the tribunals of the country. The judge was a
descendant of an ancient Yorkshire family. The date of

his birth is uncertain, but it appears from the Year Books
that he practised as an advocate in the reigns of Edward
HI. and Eichard IL On the banishment of Henry of
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Lancaster, Gascoigne was appointed one of his attorneys,
and soon after Henry’s accession to the throne was made
chief-justice of the Court of King’s Bench. After the
suppression of the rising in the north in 1405, Henry
eagerly pressed thejudge to pronounce sentence upon Scrope,

the archbishop of York, and the earl marshal Thomas
Mowbray, who had been implicated in the revolt. The
judge absolutely refused to do so, asserting the right of the

prisoners to be tried by their ]yeGvs. Although both were
afterwards executed, the chief-justice had no part in the

transaction. The often told tale of his committing the

Prince of Wales to prison has of course been doubted by
modern critics, but it is bothx)icturesque and characteristic.

Thejudge had directed the punishment of one of the prince’s

riotous comx)anions, and the prince who was x>^^esent and
enraged at the sentence struck or grossly insulted the

judge. Gascoigne immediately committed him to prison,

using firm and forcible language, which brought him to

a more reasonable mood, and secured his voluntary obedi-

ence to the sentence. The king is said to have ax)proved

of the act, but there appears to be good ground for the

supposition that Gascoigne was removed from his post or

resigned soon after the accession of Henry V. He died in

1419, and was buried in the parish church of Harewood in

Yorkshire. Some biographies of thejudge have stated that

he died in 1412, but this is clearly disproved by Foss in

his Lives of the Judges
;
and although it is clear that

Gascoigne did not hold office long under Henry V., it is not

absolutely impossible that the scene in the fifth act of the

second part of Shakespeare^s Henry IV. has some historical

basis, and that the judge’s resignation was voluntary.

GASCONY, an old province in the S.W. of France,

nearly identical with the Fovempopulania or Aquiiania
Tertia of the Eomaris. Its original boundaries cannot be

stated with perfect accuracy, but it included what are now
the departments of Landes, Gers, and Hautes-Pyr^n^es, and
parts of those of Haute-Garonne and Ariege. Its capital

was Auch. About the middle of the 6th century there was
an incursion into this region of Vascons or Vasqties from
Spain, but wliether of a hostile kind or not is uncertain ;

but as the original inhabitants, in common with those of

the rest of Aquitaine were also Vasqties, it is probable that

the province owes its name Gascony less to this new
incursion than to the fact that its inhabitants continued

so long to maintain their independence. In 602 they

suffered defeat from the Franks and were com^Jelled to ^jay

tribute, but they continued to be governed by their own
hereditary dukes, and gradually extended the limits of their

dominions to the Garonne. The province was overrun by
Charlemagne but never completely subdued, and in 872 it

formally renounced the authority of the French kings ; but

through the extinction of the male line of hereditary dukes
of Gascony in 1054 it came into the possession of the

dukes of Guieiine (or Aquitaine), with which province its

history was from that time identified (see Aquitakia and
Guienne).
GASKELL, Elizabeth Cleghoen (1810-1865), one of

the most distinguished of England’s women-novelists, was
born at Cheyne Eow, Chelsea, September 29, 1810. She
was the second child of VTilliam Stevenson, of whom an.

account is given in the Annual Biography and Obituary

for 1830. Mr Stevenson, who began life as classical tutor

in the Manchester Academy, and preached also at Doblane,

near that town, afterwards relinquished his ministry and

became a farmer in East Lothian ;
and later, on the failure

of his farming enterprises, he kept a boarding-house for

students in Drummond Street, Edinburgh, where he also

became editor of the Scots Afagazine, and contributed

largely to the Edinburgh Review. At the time of his

daughter’s birth Mr Stevenson had been appointed Keeper
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of the Records to the Treasury^ and was living in Chelsea,

still a diligent contributor to various periodicals of the day.

Mrs Stevenson, Mrs Gaskell’s mother, was a Miss Holland,

of Sandlebridge in Cheshire, an aunt of the late Sir Henry
Holland. She died at the birth of her daughter, who was

in a manner adopted, when she was only a month old, by
her mother’s sister, Mrs Lumb. This lady had married a

v/ealthy Yorkshire gentleman, but a few months after her

marriage, and before the birth of her child, discovered that

her husband was insane, and fled from him to her old home
in the little market town of Knutsford, in Cheshire. Mrs
Lumb’s own daughter having died, she transferred all her

affection to the little Elizabeth, between whom and her

there existed through life the strongest bond of affection.

During Elizabeth’s childhood at Knutsford she was visited

now and then by her sailor-brother
;
hut while she was still

a girl he went to India, where he somewhat mysteriously,

and without any apparent motive, disappeared, and all

further trace of him was lost. She was afterwards sent for

about two years to a school kept by a Miss Byerley at

Stratford-on-Avon, and on leaving school went for a time

to live with her father, who had married again. Under his

guidance she continued her studies, reading with him in

history and literature, and working, chiefly by herself, at

Latin, Italian, and French, in all of which she was in later

life proficient. Having tenderly nursed her father in his

last illness, she returned to her aunt at his death in 1829

;

•and, with the exception of one or two visits to Newcastle,

London, and Edinburgh, she continued to live at Knutsford
till her marriage. She had at this time a reputation for

great beauty ; and even in later life her exquisitely-shaped

soft eyes retained their light, and her smile its wonderful
sweetness. Her marriage to the Rev. William Gaskell,

M.A., of Cross Street Chapel, Manchester, took place

August 30, 1832, at Knutsford church
;
and during the

earlier years of her married life Mrs Gaskell lived very
quietly in Manchester, surrounded by a few intimate and
cultured friends, and devoting all her time and abilities to

the cares of a necessarily frugal household. Among these

friendships, that with Miss Catherine Winkworth and her
sisters was perhaps the longest and most cherished. From
the first, although she never visited the poor as a member
of any organized society, she sought by all means in her
power to relieve the misery which, in a town like

Manchester, she was constantly witnessing. She gave the
most devoted help and tender sympathy to such cases of

individual distress as came under her notice. She assisted

Mr Travers Madge in his missionary work ^nongst the
poor, and was the friend and helper of Thoma^^right, the
prison philanthropist. She also made several individual
friendships among poor people, and knew personally one or
two types of the Chartist working-man. She was specially
interested in the young working-women of Manchester, and
for some years held a weekly evening class at her own house
for talking with them and teaching them. Of Mrs Gaskell’s
seven children, two were still-born, and another, her only
son, born between the third and fourth of her four living
daughters, died at the age of ten months. The death of
this baby is said to have been the cause of Mrs Gaskell’s
beginning to write, when she was urged by her husband to
do so, in order to turn her thoughts from her own grief.

She began by writing a short paper called An Account of
Clopton Hall,’’ for William Hewitt’s to RemarTcahle
Places, This was followed by one or two short stories, such
as the ‘‘ Sexton’s Hero,” for the Peoples Journal \ and then
she wrote Mary Barton^ a Tale of Manchester Life, On
its completion, she sent it to one publisher in London who
rejected it unread, and then to Messrs Chapman and Hall,
who, after keeping the manuscript for a year without
acknowledgment, wrote to her accepting the novel for

publication, and offering the authoress £100 for the copy-

right. The appearance of Mary Barton in 1818 caused

great excitement in Manchester, and a strong partisanship

was felt for and against its anonymous author. After its

publication Mrs Gaskell paid several visits in London,

where she made many friends, among whom we may men-

tion Dickens, Forster, Mrs Jameson, Lord Houghton, Mrs
Stowe, Ruskin, and Florence Nightingale. Her friendship

with Charlotte Bronte also dates from about this time,

when the two authoresses met at the house of Sir James
and Lady Kay Shuttleworth, near Bowness, in AVestmore-

land, and Mrs Gaskell received her first impressions of the

shy ‘^little lady in a black silk gown,*’ who afterwards be-

came personally her dear friend,—although, from a literary

point of view, they could hardly help being rivals,—and

the story of whose life, when it was ended, ^Nlrs Caskell

was destined to write with such consummate care and tender

appreciation. But J/a?'y Ba'ti:on was to prove only the

first of a series of scarcely less popular publications, which

appeared either independently or in periodicals such as

Household JFords, It was followed in 1850 by J/oor-

land Cottage, Cranford and Ruth appeared in 1853;
North and South, in 1855 ;

The Life of Charlotie Jj route, in

1857 ;
Round the Sofa, in 1859; Right at Last, in I SCO;

SylvuCs Lovers, in 1803; and Cousin Phillis and Wives and

Daughters, in 1865.

During these years—years of increasing worldly [iro-

sperity and literary distinction—Mrs Gaskell often went
abroad, chiefly to Paris and Rome, but once for a long visit

to Heidelberg, and once also to Brussels, to collect infor-

mation about Charlotte Bronte’s school-days. In Paris her

genius was warmly appreciated
;
and, while she was a guest

among them, Guizot, Montalembert, and Odillon Barrot vied

in doing her honour. Of her visits iu England some of the

pleasantest were to Oxford, where she counted among her

friends Mr Jowett and Mr Stanley (dean of Westmitister).

At other times, when she was busy writing one of her

novels, she would leave home with one or two uf licr

children, and carry her manuscript to some quiet country

place, where she could write undisturbed. AVlieii she was
at home, although she was enthusiastically interested iu the

political questions of the day, and her warm, impulsive

nature made her ready at any time to give personal help

and sympathy where it seemed to be needed, Airs Gaskell

refrained from taking active part in public movement.s or

social reforms, if we except, indeed, the great sewing-school

movement in Alancliester at the time of the cotton famine
in 1862. Her life was thoroughly literary and domestic.

She read much : Goldsmith, Pope, Cowper, and Scott were
the favourite authors of her girlhood

;
in later life she

admired Ruskin and Alacaulay extremely, and delighted in

manyold French memoirs of the time of Aladame de S6vigno,

whose life she often planned to write. It is remembered
of her that one day, when she was reading George Eliot’s

first and anonymous story Amos Barton, she looked up and
said, I prophesy that the writer of this will be a great

writer some day.” The prospect of the awful cotton famine
in Manchester in 1862 set Airs Gaskell anxiously thinking
what could be done to relieve the coming distress, and she
decided, “ without any suggestions from others, on a plan
of giving relief and employment together to the women
mill-hands, which was an exact prototype of the great

system of relief afterwards publicly adopted, namely, the

sewing-schools.” When these were formed, Airs Gaskell
“ merged her private scheme in the public one, and worked
most laboriously in the sewing-school nearest her home.”
This was but three years before her death. Still busy
writing her novel Wives and Daughters, she was staying
with her children at Holybourne, Alton, in Hampshire,
a house which she had just purchased as a surprise and
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gift to her husband, when she died suddenly of heart

disease, about 5 o’clock on Sunday evening, ISTovember

12, 1865. Her remains were carried to the churchyard
of the Old Presbyterian Meeting-house at Knutsford,
where her childhood and girlhood had been spent, and
which she had left as a bride, three-and-thirty years before.

A memorial tablet in memory of Mrs Gaskell was erected

by her husband’s congregation, in Cross Street Chapel,
Manchester—a tribute not only to her genius, and the
spirit in which it was exercised, but to the “ tenderness
and fidelity” of the wife and mother who had lived long
amongst them.
With this knowledge of the facts of Mrs Gaskell’s life, it

is not difficult to trace the sources of her inspirations.

Some of her shorter tales, it is true, seem to have been
suggested merely by her readings; and, carefully as she
collected their materials, these are the least satisfactory of

her writings. But by far the most of what she wrote was
founded on observation and experience. Mrs Gaskell has
reproduced, with slight variations, in her novel I^orth and
Soicth, the incident in her father’s youth, when he and
his friend and fellow-student, the Bev. George Wicke of

Monton, believing it wrong to be hired teachers of re-

ligion,” resigned their ministries and sought a livelihood

otherwise. The beautiful story in “ Mary Barton ” of the
two working-men 'who brought the baby from London to

Manchester is a version of an anecdote about Mrs Gaskell’s

own infancy, of her being taken to Knutsford, after her
mother’s death, by a friend who chanced to be travelling

that w’ay. The little county towm of “ Cranford”—with
its population of widows and maiden ladies, and its horror
of the masculine portion of society—is Knutsford, so long
Mrs Gaskell’s home. In Cranford every character, if not
every incident, is real; and the pathetic little story of

Poor Feter can have been suggested only by the disaxD-

pearance of that sailor brother who used to visit Mrs
Gaskell in her girlhood, and whose mysterious loss also

must have interested her always afterwards in “ disappear-

ances ”—the title of one of her papers in Household Words,
Pleasant months spent at Morecambe Bay and Silver-

dale initiated her in the mysteries of rural and farm life

Her visits to France were the origin of her tales of the
Huguenots and the French refugees at the time of the
Bevolution. The Edinburgh of her girlhood appears in one
or two of her stories, briefly but vividly sketched. Her
schooldays at Stratford-on-Avon are remembered in Zois the

Witch y and, if only in a little story like the visit to

Hepjpenheim, we can trace her excursions from Heidelberg
along the broad, 'white Bergstrasse. But it is most of all

in Mary Barton^ a story of the trials and sorrows of the
poor in Manchester, whom she had had so many oppor-
tunities of observing, that Mrs Gaskell gave her personal
knowledge and experience to the world. Her severest
critic, Mr W. B. Greg, admits Mrs Gaskell’s knowledge of
her subject, but objects to the imjpression left by the novel
on the mind of the reader as inaccurate and harmful.
Were Mary Barton

f

he says, ‘^to be only read by Man-
chester men and master manufacturers, it could scarcely
fail to be serviceable, because they might profit by its

suggestions, and would at once detect its exaggerations
,and mistakes but on the general public he fears its

effect will be mischievous in the extreme.” One
doubts whether a calm solution of a great economic diffi-

culty, such as that which Mrs Gaskell treats of, could
ever be given in a novel; and certainly the warm-hearted,
impulsive authoress of Mary Barton had no such aim
in view. It is probable that she wrote without any
distinct economic theories. Earnest, benevolent intentions
she no doubt had, but she was far more of an artist than
a reformer. Had it not been so, Mary Barton would not

rank so high in the literature of fiction as it does. It
is no work of occasion, the chief interest of which departs
when the occasion itself is over. It is a thoroughly artistic

production, and for power of treatment and intense interest

of plob has seldom been surpassed. It is as the authoress of

Mary Barton that Mrs Gaskell will be remembered. Of
her other works, Ruth is singularly inferior to its predeces-

sor ; but JSForik and Souths which takes the side of the
master manufacturers, as Mary Barton did that of the men,
has been scarcely less popular with the public. Perhaps
the two best of Mrs GaskeU’s productions, each in its

own way, are the exquisitely humorous Cranford and
Cousin Fhillisy which has been fitly called an idyll in prose.

Wives and DaxighterSy even in its uncompleted state, is

artistically almost faultless, and full of a quiet restful

beauty entirely its own. George Sand was a great admirer
of this novel, and Mrs Gaskell’s family still cherish a saying
of hers about it :— It is a book,” she once said to Lord
Houghton, “ that might be put into the hands of an inno-

cent girl, while at the same time it would rivet the attention

of the most blase man of the world.” Her one work which
is not a novel—^her Life of Charlotte Bronte—it is difficult

to praise too highly, either as a biography proper, or as

a narrative written with the consummate skill of the
novelist. Some people, indeed, have thought that Mrs
Gaskell transgressed the bounds of the biographer in pub-
lishing so many details of Miss Bronte’s domestic and
private life

;
but the case was a peculiar one. The char-

acter of Charlotte Bronte’s writings made it advisable that

her reader, in order properly to understand her, should be
admitted to some of the hitherto hidden facts of her short,

sad life. Mrs Gaskell, knowing and esteeming Charlotte
Bronte in the character of friend, daughter, and wife, hoped
in some degree to justify to the world the morbid, unhealthy
tone which pervaded her genius ; and surely, if any hand
was to draw the curtain, none could have done it more
tenderly than that of her friend. (f. m.)

GASSENDI, PiEBRE (1592-1655), one of the most
eminent French philosophers, was born of poor but respect-

able parentage at Champtercier, near Digne, in Provence,

on the 22d January 1592. At a very early age he gave
indications of remarkable mental powers, and at the instance

of his uncle, the cur4 of his native village, he was sent to

the college at Digne. He made rapid progress in Ms
studies, showing particular aptitude for languages and
mathematics, and it is said that at the age of sixteen he was
invited to lecture on rhetoric at the college. He cannot have
retained this post for any length of time, for soon afterwards

he entered the university of Aix, to study philosophy under
Fesaye. In 1612 he was called to the college of Digne to

lecture on theology. Four years later he received the

degree of doctor of theology at Avignon, and in 1617 he
took orders as a priest. In the same year he was called to

the chair of philosophy at Aix, and seems gradually to have
withdrawn from theological study and teaching.

At Aix he lectured principally on the Aristotelian philo-

sophy, conforming as far as possible to the orthodox

methods. At the same time, however, he prosecuted Ms
favourite studies, physics and astronomy, and by the dis-

coveries of Galileo, Kepler, and others became more and
more dissatisfied with the Peripatetic system. It was,

indeed, the very period of violent revolt against the autho-

rity of Aristotle, and Gassendi shared to the full the

practical and empirical tendencies of the age. He, too,

began to draw up in form his objections to the Aristotelian

philosophy, but did not at first venture to publish them.

The portion shown to his friends Peiresc and Gautier,

however, was so vehemently approved by them that in

1624, after he had left Aix for a canonry at Grenoble, lie

printed the first part of his JExerdtationes paradoxicce

X. — 14
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cbdversu& Aristoteleos. A fragment of tne second book was
published later (1659), but the remaining five, requisite to

complete the work, were never composed, Gassendi appar-
ently thinking that after the Discussiones Peripateticce of

Patricias little field was left for his labours.

The Exercitationes on the whole seem to have excited

more attention than they deserved. They contain little

or nothing beyond what had been already advanced
against Aristotle by the more vigorous of the Humanists, by
Valla and Vives, by Ramus and Bruno. The first book
expounds clearly, and with much vigour, the evil effects of

the blind acceptance of the Aristotelian dicta on physical

and philosophical study
j
but, as is the case with so many

of the anti-Aristotelian works of this period, the objections

do not touch the true Aristotelian system, and in many
instances show the usual ignorance of Aristotle’s own
writings. The second book, which contains the review of

Aristotle’s dialectic or logic, is throughout Ramist in tone
and method.

After a short visit to Paris in 1628, Gassendi travelled

for some years in Flanders and Holland with his friend

Luillier. During this time he wrote, au the instance of

Mersenne, his examination of the mystical philosophy of

Robert Fiudd {Episiolica dissertatio in qua p)T€ecipua p^Tin-

cipia philosopliicB Ro. Fluddi deteguntur^ 1631), an essay on
parhelia {Epistola de Parheliis), and some valuable observa-
tions on the transit of Mercury which had been foretold by
Kepler. He returned to France in 1631, and two years
later received the appointment of provost of the cathedral
church at Digae. Some years were then spent in travelling
through Provence with the duke of Angouleme, governor of
the department. The only literary work of this period is

the lAfe of Peiresc^ which has been frequently reprinted,
and was translated into English. In 1642 he was again
engaged by Mersenne in controversy, on this occasion
against the celebrated Descartes. His objections to the
fundamental propositions of Descartes were published in

1642 ;
they appear as the fifth in the series contained in

the works of Descartes. In these objections Gassendi’s
already great tendency towards the empirical school of
speculation appears more pronounced than in any of his
other writings. In 1645 he was invited by the archbishop
of Lyons, brother of Cardinal Richelieu, to the chair of
mathematics in the College Royal at Paris. He accepted
this post, and lectured for many years with great success.
In addition to some controversial writings on physical
questions, there appeared during this period the first of the
works by which he is best known in the history of philo-
sophy. He evidently found himself more in harmony with
Epicurus than with any other philosopher of antiquity, and
had collected much information regarding the Epicurean
system. In 1647 Luillier persuaded him to publish some
of his works, which took the form of the treatise Be Vita,
Morihxts, et Doctrina Epicuri libri ooto. The work was well
received, and two years later appeared his commentary on
the tenth book of Diogenes Laertius {De Vita, Moribus, et
Placitis Epicuri, seu Animadversiones in X, lihrum JDiog.
Laer.^. In the^ same year the more important Syntagma
philosophicB Epicuri was published.

In 1648 Gassendi had been compelled from ill-health to
give up his lectures at the College Royal. He travelled for
some time in the south of France, spending nearly two
years at Toulon, the climate of which suited him. In 1653
he returned to Paris and resumed his literary work, pub-
lishing in that year his well-known and popular lives of
Copernicus and Tycho Brahe. The disease from which he
suffered, lung complaint, had, however, established a firm
hold on him. His strength gradually failed, and he died
at Paris on the 24th October 1655, in the sixty-third year
of his age.

E N D I

His collected works, of which the most important is

the Syntagma Philosopdiicum (Opera, i. and ii.), were
published in 1655 by Montmort (6 vols. foL, Lyons).
Another edition, also in 6 folio volumes, was published by
Averanius in 1727. These volumes sufficiently attest the
wide extent of his reading and the versatility of his x^owers.

The first two are occux>ied entirely with his Syntagma
Philoso2:>Jiicum ;

the third contains his critical writings on
Epicurus, Aristotle, Descartes, Fiudd, and Lord Herbert,
with some occasional x)ieces on certain problems of i)liysics

;

the fourth, his Institutio Astronomica, and his Co'inmentaril
de Rebus Celestihus

; the fifth, his commentary on the tenth
book of Diogenes Laertius, the biographies of Epicurus,
Peiresc, Tycho Brahe, Copernicus, Peurbacli, and Regio-
montanus, with some tracts on the value of ancient money,
on the Roman calendar, and on the theory of music, to all

which is ax:)i3ended a large and prolix X)iecc entitled KotlHa
Ecclesice Diniensis

;
the sixth volume contains his corre-

spondence. UlLei Lives, especially those of Copernicus, Tycho,
and Peiresc, have been justly admired- That of Peiresc has
been rex)eatedly ijrinted

;
it has also been translated into

English. Gassendi was one of the first after the revival of

letters who treated the literature of i)hilosox)liy in a lively

way. His writings of this kind, though too laudatory and
somewhat diffuse, have great merit

;
they abound in those

anecdotal details, natural yet not obvious reflexions, and
vivacious turns of thought, which made Gibbon style him,
with some extravagance certainly, though it was true enough
up to Gassendi’s time— ‘‘ le meilleur philosox>lie dcs littera-

teurs, et le meilleur litterateur des philosoi)hes.”

Gassendi will always retain an honourable Xi^a,ce in the
history of i^hysical science. He certainly added little

original to the stock of human knowledge, but the clearness
of his exposition and the manner in which he, like his
greater contemporary, Bacon, urged the necessity and utility
of experimental research, were of inestimable service to the
cause of science. To what extent any place can be assigned
Mm in the history of philosophy is more doubtful. His
anti-Aristotelian writing has been already noticed. The
objections to Descartes—one of which at least, through
Descartes’s statement of it, has become famous—have no
speculative value, and in general are the outcome of the
crudest empiricism. His labours on Epicurus have a certain
historical value, but the inherent want of consistency in the
pMlosox^hical system raised on Epicureanism is such as to
deprive it of all genuine worth. Along with strong expres-
sions of empiricism (nihil in intellectu quod, non ^n'ms fuerit
in sensu) we find him holding doctrines absolutely irrecon-
cilable with empiricism in any form. For while he main-
tains constantly his favourite maxim “ that there is nothing
in the intellect which has not been in the senses,” and
while he contends that the imaginative faculty, “i^han-
tasia,” is the counterpart of sense, that, as it has to do with
material images, it is itself, like sense, material, and essen-
tially the same both in men and brutes, he at the same
time admits that the intellect, which he affirms to be im-
material and immortal—the most characteristic distinction
of humanity—attains notions and truths of which no effort
of sensation or imagination can give us the slightest af>-
prehension (Op,, ii. 383). He instances the capacity of
forming “general notions;” the very conception of uni-
versality itself (ib., 384), to which he says" brutes, who
partake as truly as men in the faculty called “phantasia,”
never attain

; the notion of God, whom he says we may
imagine to be corporeal, but understand to be incorporeal

;

and lastly, the reflex action by which the mind makes its
own phenomena and operations the objects of attention.
The Syntagma PhilosopMcum, in fact, is one of the

eclectic systems which unite, or rather place in juxtaposi-
tion, irreconcilable dogmas from various schools of thought.
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It is divided, according to the usual fashion of the Epicure-
ans, into logic (which, with Gassendi as with Epicurus, is

truly canonic)^ physics, and ethics. The logic, which con-
tains at least one praiseworthy portion, a sketch of the
history of the science, is divided into theory of right appre-
hension imaginari), theory of right judgment (pene

propoTiere)^ theory of right inference (Jbene colligere), theory
of right method (jbene ordvnare). The first part contains the
specially empirical positions which Gassendi afterwards
neglects or leaves out of account. The senses, the sole

source of knowledge, are supposed to yield us immediately
cognition of individual things

;
phantasy (which Gassendi

takes to be material in nature) reproduces these ideas;
understanding compares these ideas, which are particular,

and frames general ideas. JSTevertheless, he at the same
time admits that the senses yield knowledge—not of

things—^but of qualities only, and holds that we arrive at
the idea of thing or substance by induction. He holds that
the true method of research is the analytic, rising from
lower to higher notions

; yet he sees clearly, and admits,
that inductive reasoning, as conceived by Bacon, rests on a
general proposition not itself proved by induction. He
ought to hold, and in disputing with Descartes he did
apparently hold, that the evidence of the senses is the only
convincing evidence

;
yet he maintains, and from his

special mathematical training it was natural he should
maintain, that the evidence of reason is absolutely satis-

factory. The whole doctrine of judgment, syllogism, and
method is a mixture of Aristotelian and Eamist notions.

In the second part of the Syntagma^ the physics, there
is more that deserves attention

;
but here, too, appears in

the most glaring, manner the inner contradiction between
Gassendi*s fundamental principles. While approving of the
Epicurean physics, he rejects altogether the Epicurean
negation of God and particular providence. He states the
various proofs for the existence of an immaterial, infinite,

supreme Being, asserts that this Being is the author of the
visible universe, and strongly defends the doctrine of the
foreknowledge and particular providence of God. At the
same time he holds, in opposition to Epicureanism, the
doctrine of an immaterial, rational soul, endowed with im-
mortality and capable of free determination. It is alto-

gether impossible to assent to the supposition of Lange
{Gesch, des Materialismus, 3d ed., i. 233), that all this

portion of Gassendi's system contains nothing of his own
opinions, but is solely introduced from motives of self-

defence. The positive exposition of atomism has much
that is attractive, but the hypothesis of the color vitalis, a
species of anima mund,i which is introduced as physical
explanation of physical phenomena, does not seem to throw
much light on tbe special problems which it is invoked to

solve. Nor is his theory of the weight essential to atoms
as being due to an inner force impelling them to motion
in any way reconcilable with his general doctrine of me-
chanical causes.

In the third part, the ethics, over and above the discussion
on freedom, which on the whole is indefinite, there is little

beyond a milder statement of the Epicurean moral code.
The final end of life is happiness, and happiness is harmony
of soul and body, tranquilUtas animi et indolentia coTporis,

Probably, Gassendi thinks, perfect happiness is not attain-

able in this life, but it may be in the life to come.
The Syntagma is thus an essentially unsystematic work,

and^ clearly exhibits the main characteristics of Gassendi’s
genius. He was critical rather than constructive, widely
read and trained thoroughly both in languages and in
science, but deficient in speculative power and original force.

Even in the department of natural science he shows the
same inability steadfastly to retain principles and to work
from them ; he wavers between the systems of Brahe and

Copernicus. That his revival of Epicureanism had an im-
portant infiuence on the general thinking of the 17th
century may be admitted

; that it has any real importance
in the history of philosophy cannot be granted.

Gassendi’s life is given by Sorbiere in the first collected edition
of the works, by Bngerel, Tie dc Gassendi, 1737 (2d ed., 1770), and
by Damiron, Memoire siir Gassendi, 1839. An abridgment of his
philosophy was given by his friend, the celebrated traveller, Bernier
\Abrege de la FhilosopMe de Gassend%, 8 vols., 1678 ; 2d ed., 7 vols.,
1684). The most^ complete surveys of his work seem to he those=
of Bnhle (Geschichte der neuem PMlosopMe, iii., 3, 87-222),
and Damiron (Memoires your servir d VJSistoire de Philosojphie
ait, Vjrne Siecle.) See also Bitter, Gesehiclite der Philosoyliie, x.
543—571; Feuerbach, Gescli, d. neu. Phil, von JBacon his Spinoza^
127-150. (R. ad.)

GASTEIN, a beautiful and picturesque valley in tho
Austrian duchy of Salzburg, celebrated for its mineral
springs. It is a side valley of the upper Salzach valley,
and is about 25 miles long and miles broad. It has an
elevation of between 3000 and 3500 feet. Behind it, to
the south, tower the mountains Malnitz or Nassfeld-Tauern,
7820 feet high, and the Ankogel, 10,700 feet high, and
from the right and left of these mountains two smaller
ranges run northwards forming its two side walls. The river

Ache traverses the valley, and near Wildbad-Gastein forms
two magnificent waterfalls, the upper, the Kesselfall, 200
feet, and the lower, the Barenfall, 280 feet in height

;
and

near these falls another called the Schleierfall, 250 feet high,
is formed by the stream which drains the Pockhart-See. The
principal villages are Bbckstein, Hof-Gastein, and Wildbad-
Gastein, and the population of the whole valley is about
3800. Hof-Gastein, with a population of about 1000,
possesses gold and silver mines which in the 16th century
yielded 1180 Bb of gold and 9500 Bb of silver annually.
They are now, however, much neglected and many of the
old mines are covered by glaciers. The village contains a
military hospital, and in the open platz there is a bust of
the emperor Francis I. who, in 1828, caused a conduit of
upwards of 5 miles long to be constructed for the purpose
of conveying the mineral waters thither from Wildbad.
Wildbad, the principal watering-place, is visited by upwards
of 3000 persons annually, and among its visitors is the pre-

sent emperor of Germany. The thermal springs, which were
known as early as the 7th century, issue from the granite

mountains, and have a temperature of 117° Fahr. They
are made use of in cases of nervous affections, general

debility, and skin diseases
;
but the reason of their efficacy

is somewhat mysterious, a^' chemical analysis discovers

only a slight difference in the ingredients from those of
ordinary spring water. The village is formed chiefly of

wooden houses rising above one another in terraces. A
number of stone houses have, however, been built of late ;

and there are several fine villas, one of which was con-

structed by the archduke John of Austria, and has a
botanical garden.
The baths of Gastein first came into fame through a successful

visit paid to them by Duke Frederick of Austria in 1436. The
valley from the 11th century belonged to the dukes of Peilstein, and
on the extinction of their line in 1219 it came into possession of
Bavaria, whence it passed in 1297 by purchase to Salzburg. A
convention was held at Wildbad-Gastein in August 1865, between
the emperor Francis Joseph of Austria and King William of Prussia,

at which an arrangement was signed in reference to the relations of
Austria and Prussia to Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenburg (see

AtrsmiA).
The principal books on Gastein are Beissacber, Der Kurort Wild-

had-Gastein, 1866 ;
Bunzel, JBad-Gastein, 1872 ;

Hbnigsberg, Gastein,

1873 ;
and A Month at Gastein, London, n.d.

GATAKEE, Thomas (1574-1654), a learned English

divine, was born in London in 1574, and educated at

St John’s College, Cambridge. From 1601 to^ 1611
he held the appointment of preacher to the society of

Lincoln’s Inn, which he resigned on obtaining the rectory

of Eotherhithe. In 1642 he was chosen a member of the
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Assembly of Divines at Westminster. The parts of the
Assembly’s annotations upon the Bible which were executed

by him are those on Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Lamenta-
tions. At Westminster he disapproved of the introduction

of the Covenant, and declared himself in favour of Episco-

pacy. He was also one of the forty-seven London clergymen
who disapproved of the trial of Charles 1. He died in 1654.

His principal works, besides some volumes of sermons, are

—On the Ncutnre and Use of Lots

^

1616, a curious treatise

which gave rise to much controversy ; Dissertatio de Stylo

Novi Testamenti^ 1648 ; Qinnus^ sive Adversaria Miscel-

laneay in quihus Sacrce Scriptures primo, deinde aliorum
ScriptOTumy lods aliquant multis lux redditur^ 1651, to

which was afterwards subjoined Adversaria Posthuma

;

and
his edition of Marcus Antoninus, which, according to

Hallam, is the earliest edition of any classical writer pub-
lished in England with original annotations,” and for the

period at which it was written possesses remarkable merit.

The best edition of his works is that published at Utrecht
in 1668.
GATCHIhTA, a town of Russia, in the government of St

Petersburg and district of Tsarskoselo, 29 miles W. of St
Petersburg, in 59° 34' N'. lat. and 30° 6' E. long. It is

situated in a flat, well-wooded, and partly marshy district,

and on the south side of the town are two lakes, distin-

guished as the White and the Black. Among its more im-
portant builings are the imperial palace, which was founded
in 1770 by Prince Orloff, and executed according to the
plans of the Italian architect Rinaldi, the four Greek
churches, the Protestant church, a foundling asylum, a
military orphanage founded in 1803 by Maria Feodorina,
a school for horticulture, a imblic hospital for 1500 patients,

founded by Paul I., an asylum for the families of twenty
blind men, and another for fifty poor peasants. In one of
the Greek churches are preserved several relics originally

brought from Rhodes to Malta by the grand-master Lille
Adam

i
and the so-called priory is shown where the knights

of Malta assembled under the mastership of the emperor
Paul I. Gatchina is a junction on the railway between St
Petersburg and Warsaw, but its trade is of no great
development. Among the few industrial establishments
is a porcelain factory. The inhabitants in 1860 num-
bered 9184, of whom 2255 were members of the ISTational

Church, 1431 Protestants, 182 Catholics, and 50 Jews.
By 1867 the total had sunk to 8337 ; but according to
the St Petersburg Calendar for 1878 it has again risen to
8890.
GATES, Horatio (1728-1806), an American general,

was born at Maldon in Essex, England, in 1728. He
entered the English army at an early age, and soon obtained
considerable promotion. He was severely wounded while
accompanying General Braddock in his unfortunate expedi-
tion against the French settlements on the Ohio in 1755,
and he took part in the expedition against Martinico in
January 1762. After the peace of 1763 he purchased an
estate in Virginia, where he resided till the commencement
of the revolutionary war in 1775, when he was named
by congress adjutant-general. In 1776 he was appointed
to command the army on Lake Champlain ; but, his conduct
there not having been approved of, he superseded in ’the
following spring; yet in August he was sent to oppose
General Burgoyne, whom he totally defeated on the 16th
of October, and compelled to surrender his whole army,

—

an achievement which was, however, largely due to the
previous mancBuvres of Schuyler, whom Gates superseded.
After obtaining the chief command in the southern districts,
Gates was totally defeated at Camden, in South Carolina,
by Lord Cornwallis, on the 16th of August 1780. On this
account he was superseded by General Greene; but an
investigation into his conduct terminated in acquitting bim

A T
fully and honourably of all blame, on the ground that his

defeat had been unavoidable in the disorganized state of

the army under his command. After this he again retired

to his Virginian estate, whence he removed to New York
in 1800. On his arrival he was immediately admitted to

the freedom of the city, and then elected a member of the

State legislature. Before his departure from Virginia he
granted emancipation to his slaves, accompanying their

manumission with a provision for those who needed assist-

ance. He died on the 10th of April 1806.
GATESHEAD, a municipal and parliamentary borough

and market-town of England, county of Durham, is situated
on the right bank of the Tyne, opposite Newcastle, of which
it practically forms a part, being united with it by three
bridges. The town consists of two princi[)al and nearly
parallel streets, from which others diverge in various direc-

tions. A great fire which occurred in 1854 was taken ad-
vantage of for the carrying out of improvements in the old
part of the town, and it is now much less crowded than for-

merly. In the suburbs there are a considerable number of
fine mansions. The parish church, recently restored, is an
ancient cruciform edifice surmounted by a lofty tower

; and
several of the other churches and chapels are handsome
buildings. The Wesleyan and Primitive Methodists, the
Congregationalists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and Roman
Catholics are all represented. The town iiossesses a fine

cemetery, a well laid out public park, a new town-hall, a
grammar school, a hospital (St Edmund’s) for fifteen in-

digent persons, a reformatory, a mechanics’ institute, and
a dispensary. There are large iron works (including
foundries and factories for engines, boilers, chains, and
cables), shipbuilding yards, glass manufactories, chemical,
soap, and candle works, brick and tile works, breweries and
tanneries. The town also contains the principal depot of

the North-Eastern Railway, with large stores and loco-

motive works. Extensive coal mines exist in the vicinity;

and at Gateshead Fell are large quarries for grindstones,
which a^e^ much esteemed and are exported to all jiarts of
the world.

The large number of Roman relics found at Gateshead would
seem to indicate that it was originally an outwork of the Roman
station at Newcastle. The name is mentioned as early as 1080,
and in 1164 the bishop of Durham granted to its burgesses equal
privileges with those of Newcastle. On the dissolution of the see
of Durham in 1552, an Act was passed for uniting the town to the
borough of Newcastle, but on the restoration of the rights of the
bishopric it was again placed under thatjurisdiction, being governed,
from 1317 to 1695, with the excej>tion of that short intermission,
by a bailiff nominated by the bishop. From 1695 to 1826, when
it became a municipal borough, it was governed by two stewards,
elected by the inhabitants. Gateshead returns one member to
parliament. The population of the municipal borough, which in
1861 was 38,587, was 48,627 in 1871.

GATH, one of the five chief cities of the Philistines.
Its site appears to have been known in the 4th century, but
the name is now lost. Eusebius (in the Onomasticon)
places it near the road from Eleutheropolis (Beit Jibrin) to
Diospolis (Ludd) about 5 Roman miles from the former.
The Roman road between these two towns is still traceable,
and its milestones remain in places. East of the road at
the required distance rises a white clifi, almost isolated, 300
feet high, and full of caves. On the top is the little mud
village of Tell-es-S^fi (‘^the shining mound”), and round it

are the mounds which mark the site of the crusading castle
of Blanchegarde (Alba Custodia), built in 1144, Tell-
es-S^fi was known by its present name as far back as the
12th century, but it appears probable that the strong site
here existing represents the ancient Gath. The cliff stands
on the south bank of the valley of Elah, and Gath appears
to have been near this valley (1 Sam. xvii. 2, 52). The
xUame Gath, meaning a winepress,” designates several other
places in Palestine.
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GATTY, Mrs Alfred (1809-1873), daughter of the

Rev. Dr Scott, chaplain to Lord Nelson, was born at
Burnham, Essex, in 1809. In 1839 Margaret Scott was
married to the Rev. Alfred Gatty, D.D., vicar of Ecclesfield

near Sheffield, sub-dean of York cathedral, and the author
of various works both secular and religious. In 1842 she
published in association with her husband a life of her
father, the Rev. Dr Scott

;
but her first independent work

was The Fairy Godmother and other Tales^ which appeared
in 1851. This was followed in 1855 by the first of five

volumes of Parables from Nature^ the last being published
in 1871. It is under the nom de of Aunt Judy, as
a pleasant and instructive writer for children, that Mrs
Gatty is most widely known. Previous to commencing
Aunt Judfs Magazine in May 1866, she had brought out
Aunt Judfs Tales and Aunt Judy*s Letters

\

and among the
other children’s books which she subsequently published,
were Aimt Judfs Song Boohfor Children and The Mothers
Booh of Poetry, Besides other excellences her children’s

books are specially characterized by wholesomeness of
sentiment and cheerful humour. Her miscellaneous writ-

ings include, in addition to several volumes of tales, The
Old Folksfrom Home, an account of a holiday ramble in
Ireland; The Travels and Adventures of Dr Wolff the

Missionary, in which she was assisted by her husband

;

British Sea Weeds ; Waifs and Strays of FaUiral History \

A Booh of Emblems
;
and The Booh of Sun-Dials, She

died October 3, 1873,
GAUDEN, John (1605-1662), the reputed author of

the Eihon Basilihe, was born in 1605 at Mayfield in Essex,
of which parish his father was vicar. He was educated at

Bury St Edmunds, and afterwards at St John’s College,
Cambridge. He obtained about 1630 the vicarage of

Chippenham in Cambridgeshire, and the rectory of Bright-
well in Berkshire. At the breaking out of the civil war he
was domestic chaplain to Robert Rich, second earl of

Warwick, one of the parliamentary leaders, and, being
selected to preach before the House of Commons in 1640,
was presented with a silver tankard for his discourse. In
1641 he was appointed by the parliament to the deanery
of Booking, in Essex. He became master of the Temple
in 1659, in succession to Dr Ralph Brownrigg, bishop
of Exeter, and after the Restoration in November 1660
was appointed to the same diocese. Between 1642,
the date of his first printed work, and 1660 he published
some thirteen or more books, of which number, however,
only one appeared prior to the execution of the king. Soon
after his appointment to the see of Exeter, he privately laid

claim to the authorship of the Eihon Basilihe, a work com-
monly attributed at the time to Charles I. This claim
Gauden put forth in a correspondence with the Lord
Chancellor Hyde, earl of Clarendon, and the earl of Bristol,

from 21st December 1660 to 31st March 1662. The letters

of Gauden among them have been published in Dr Maty’s
Review in 1782, and again in the Appendix to voL iii. of
the Clarendon Payers. In the year 1693 a Mr Arthur
North of London, who had married a sister of Dr Gauden’s
daughter-in-law, published a series o£ letters which he had
found among his sister-in-law’s papers, and which added
materially to the strength of the bishop’s daim. They
consisted of the other side of the correspondence referred to
above, viz., a letter from Secretary Sir Edward Nicholas to
GaudeninJanuary 1660- 1, two from the bishop to Chancellor
Hyde in December 1661 and the duke of York in January
1661-2, and one from Hyde to the bishop in March 1661-2.
These letters, however, have been regarded with consider-
able suspicion by late writers on the subject, and have even
been pronounced to be forgeries by some, who have pointed
out that the two letters written by Gauden himself to
Clarendon and the duke of York were found in the bishop’s
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house, not among the papers of the persons to whom they
were directed. The letter also from Clarendon to Gauden,
though written nine months after his obtaining his earldom,
is signed Edward Hyde, a blundering anachronism which
points to the unskilful hand of a forger. The whole ques-
tion of the claims of Charles I. and Dr Gauden was dis-

cussed at great length and with considerable ability and
ingenuity from 1824 to 1829 by Dr Christopher Words-
worth, master of Trinity College, Cambridge, on behalf of
the king, and the Rev. H. J. Todd on the side of Dr Gauden.
Fresh evidence, however, has lately turned up in the shape
of letters and papers of Charles II. and his ministers,
written soon after the execution of the king, which go far

to invalidate if not entirely destroy the claim of Dr Gauden,
and prove that those persons to whom he most confidently
appealed in support of his pretensions were the strongest
upholders of the king’s authorship at the time immediately
subsequent to the appearance of the work. In 1662, on
the death of Brian Duppa, bishop of Winchester, Dr
Gauden applied to be translated from Exeter to that see,

but his claims were set aside in favour of George Morley,
bishop of Worcester, and the vacancy thus created was filled

by the bishop of Exeter. He only lived four months after

this last promotion, and dying on 20th September 1662,
was buried in Worcester Cathedral. His will is preserved
in the Prerogative Office of Canterbury.
He left a widow, the daughter of Sir William Russell of

Chippenham, who after her husband’s death wrote a letter

to her son John on the subject of the king’s book, and
enclosed in it a narrative of the whole claim. This was
published with the correspondence mentioned above by Mr
North in 1693. She also erected a monument to the
bishop’s memory in Worcester Cathedral, representing him
with the Eihon Basilihe in his hand.
GAUDI0HAUD-BEA.UPR:^, Charles (1789-1854), a

French botanist, was born at Angoul^me, September 4,

1789. He studied pharmacy first in the shop of a brother-

in-law at Cognac, and then under Professor Robiquet at
Paris, where from Desfontaines and L. C. Richard he
acquired a knowledge of botany. In April 1810 he was
appointed dispenser in the military marine, and from July
1811 to the end of 1814 he served at Antwerp. In
September 1817 he joined the corvette ‘‘Uranie,”^ as phar-
maceutical botanist to the circumpolar expedH^on com-
manded by De Freycinet (see vol. ix. p. 777). The wreck
of the vessel on the Falkland Isles, at the close of the year

1819, deprived him of more than half the botanical collec-

tions he had made in various parts of the world. In
1830-33 he visited Chili, Peru, and Brazil, and in 1836—
37 he acted as botanist to “ La Bonite ” during its circum-

navigation of the globe. His theory accounting for the

growth of plants by the supposed coalesceuce of elementary
“ phytons ” involved him, during the latter years of his life,

in much controversy with his fellow-botanists, more espe-

cially M. de Mirbel. He died January 16, 1854.
Besides his Botanique du Voyage autour du Monde, execute

pendant les Annies 1836-18S7, 4 vols. foL, with plates, which
included several previous works, Gaudichaud-Beaupre wrote
“ Lettres sur TOrganographie et la Physiologie,” Arch, de

Botaniqioe, ii., 1833 ; Becherches generales sur I'Organographie,”

&c. (prize essay, 1835), Mim. de lAcadirme des Sciences, t. viii.,

and kindred treatises, besides memoirs on the potato-blight, the
multiplication of bnlhous plants, the increase in diameter of dicoty-

ledonous vegetables, and other subjects ; and Bifutation de toides

les Objections contre les Tumveaux Principes Physiologiqttes, 1852.
See Biographic XIniversclle, t. xvi., 1866.

GAUERMANN, Friedrich (1807-1862), an Austrian

painter, son of the landscape painter Jacob Gauermann
(1773-1843), was born at Wiesenbach near Gutenstein, in

Lower Austria, 20th September 1807. It was the intention

of his father that he should devote himself to agriculture,

but the example of an elder brother, who, however, died
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early, fostered his inclination towards art, and though he
had enjoyed no special instruction his first attempts at

copying nature were so successful that his father was
persuaded to permit him to choose a profession which

seemed so much to accord with his natural bent. Under
his father’s direction he began studies in landscape, and he

also diligently copied the works of the chief masters in

animal painting which were contained in the academy and

court library of Vienna. In the summer he made art tours

in the districts of Styria, Tyrol, and Salzburg, Two animal

pieces which he exhibited at the Vienna Exhibition of 1824
were regarded as remarkable productions for his years, and
led to his receiving commissions in 1825 and 1826 from

Prince Metternich and Caraman, the French ambassador.

His reputation was greatly increased by his picture The
Storm, exhibited in 1829, and from that time his works

were much sought after and obtained correspondingly high

prices. His Field Labourer was regarded by many as the

most noteworthy picture in the Vienna exhibition of 1834,
and his numerous animal pieces have entitled him to a place

in the first rank of painters of that class of subjects. The
peculiarity of his pictures is the representation of human
and animal figures in connexion with appropriate landscapes

and in characteristic situations so as to manifest nature as

a living whole, and he particularly excels in depicting the

free life of animals in wild mountain scenery. Along with

great mastery of the technicalities of his art, his works
exhibit patient and keen observation, free and correct hand-
ling of details, and bold and clear colouring. He died at

Vienna, 7th July 1862. Many of his pictures have been
engraved, and after his death a selection of fifty-three of his

works was prepared for this purpose by the Austrian Kitnst-

mrein (Art Union)
GAUGE, in the mechanical arts, is the name applied

to a great variety of instruments, of which the object

may be broadly stated to be the affording of in-

creased facilities for comparing any two dimensions or
distances. Wherever it is necessary for this to be done
with a degree of accuracy unattainable by such means as

the ordinary measuring rule affords, or for the same
dimensions to be frequently measured with a maximum
of speed and certainty, there will the hand-craftsman at

once avail himself of some form of gauge. At the present
day a due appreciation of the value of gauges is of growing
importance to the mechanician, since they enable him greatly
to improve the “ fit ” of the several portions of his machinery,
whilst at the same time the labour expended in fitting is

materially reduced. Indeed the system of making all

similar parts “ to gauge,” so that in any number of machines
they are interchangeable, is now effecting more than any
other single cause for tho improvement and cheapen-
ing of mechanical substitutes for manual labour.
The gauges which come within the province of this

article differ in two main particulars, according as they
refer the measurements which can be made by them to
some definite and established standard of length, or take
cognizance only of an arbitrary or haphazard one. The
obvious advantage of being able to record, and at any time
again obtain with certainty, the thickness of a plate of metal,
or any other gauged dimension, would have led pne to sup-
pose that for all except mere temporary purposes the gauges
used would invariably be of the first kind—Standard
Gauges, as we shall distinguish them. But the fact is un-
happily far otherwise, at least as regards the important
manufactures of sheetmetal and wire (which cannot be easily
measured without some form of gauge), the result being that
the thickness and diameters of these are expressed by vari-
ous^ complicated and irregular series of numbers and letters,

which have no reference either to each other or to any
standard system of measurement. Of these arbitrary
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series the B.W.G. or Birmingham Wire Gauge may he

taken as the type. The largest size of which it takes

account is known as Ho. 0000, after which come 000, 00,

0, and then the numerals from 1 to 36, which last is the

smallest size. It is frequently used for gauging the thick-

ness of sheet metal as well as for wiie, in spite of the ex-

istence of the Birmingham Plate Gauge, which has an
equally arbitrary series of its own, consisting of the same
numbers (from 1 to 36) used in the reverse manner, the

low numbers being the small sizes. Other arbitiary wire

gauges also tend to add to the general confusion, amongst
which may be mentioned the Lancashire Gauge, which takes

an alphabet and a half, in addition to the numerals up to 80,

for expressing the sizes of steel wire which are referred to

it, but which nevertheless does not apply to ‘'music wire,”

or “ needle-wire,” or sundry other special kinds of wire,

which are favoured with separate gauges of their own.

Of late years careful comparisons have moie than once been
independently made with a view to ascertaining the standard
value of these incongruous systems, but the discrepancies

in the results only prove what might have been predicted,

viz., that errors have crept in, and that those which profess

to be alike differ amongst themselves, whilst there exists

no satisfactory means of rectifying these errors. Their
gradual and entire abolition therefore seems to be the only
chance of real improvement, and it is earnestly to be
hoped that the Standard Gauge originally suggested by
Sir J. Whitworth, which is now largely employed, may soon
entirely supersede them. In this system the sizes are

directly referred to the English imperial standard of length,

each being expressed by the number of thousandth jiarts

of an inch which it contains. Thus JSTo. 36 wire means
wire *036 of an inch in diameter. Under the old systems
this might have been either Ho. 20, Ho. 62, Ho. 3, or

Ho. 18.

Examples of some of the usual forms of gauges are given
below. For wire the simplest gauge consists of a steel plate

with a series of holes drilled through it, each hole being
numbered according to the series to which the g.ingc re-

fers. By means of the Hotched Gauge (fig. 1) shoot metal
can be gauged by a similar mode of obtaining a inoie or
less accurate fit. Bough gauges on the same principle are
constantly employed also in workshop practice for compar-
ing together internal or external diameters, ; and

FIG. I FIG.

2

they serve the purpose well enough so long as the object is

a mere comparison, without taking account of the amount
of any minute difference which may exist. When a measure-
ment of such differences is required, or direct reference
to a standard system, recourse must be had to some
form of gauge provided with means for enlarging them
sufficiently to be readily recognizable. Sliding or Calliper
Gauges, such as fig. 3, fulfil this requirement by having
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the graduated scale affixed to one of their arms and a

vernier in connexion with the other. A. V-gange, which,

instead of a series of notches round its edge, has only one
long tapering notch, by the graduations of which the

diameter of any wire that will enter it can be read off, is

simple and tolerably efficient. So also is the kindred
arrangement (fig. 5), in which a wire or plate can be
inserted between a fixed pin and the edge of a revolving

cam with graduated face. But perhaps on the whole the

best and handiest form is the Micrometer Gauge (fig. 2),

which, by means of a micrometer screw with a divided head,
measures to the one-thousandth part of an inch, and in

careful hands can render visible even smaller fractions.

Gauges consisting of two arms jointed together like pincers

are also used in certain trades, minute differences in the
width of the jaws being magnified and rendered visible on
a graduated arc at the opposite ends of the arms.

For special purposes gauges of many other forms are
employed, some of which are of much greater delicacy, but
these cannot be described here. The only others which
remain to be mentioned are those of which the Plug and
Collar Gauges (fig. 4) are the type, sets of which are now
to be found in almost all mechanical workshops where the
value of standard dimensions is recognized. Each gives

only the one external or internal dimension for which it is

made, but it gives that with the highest attainable accuracy^

so that by carefully preserving a comparatively small num-
ber of these for reference, and using them in conjunction
with measuring machines, the most minute differences can
be measured and noted in terms of the standard, so that

^xact sizes can at any future time be again obtained with-
out appreciable error. (c. p. b. s )

GAUPIATI, a town in K^mriip district, Assam, the chief

town of the province, situated on the left or south bank
of the Brahmaputra, lat. 26® 11' 18" N., long. 91® 47' 26"

E. Gauhdti, which is the most populous town in the
Brahmaputra valley, was the seat of the British administra-
tion of Assam up to 1874, when the headquarters were
removed to Shillong in the Khdsi hills, 67 miles distant,

with which it is connected by an excellent cart road.

Gauh^ta is an important centre of river trade, and the
largest seat of commerce in Assam. A regiment of native
infantry is permanently cantoned there. Two much fre-

quented places of Hindu pilgrimage are situated in the
immediate vicinity, the temple of Kdmdkhy^ on a hill 2
miles west of the town, and the rocky island of Umdndnda
in the mid-channel of the Brahmaputra, Population
(1872), ll,492j municipal revenue, £2727,
GAUL, the name given by the Bomans to the country

lying between the Bhine and the Pyrenees. When the
Greeks first became acquainted with the south-west of

Europe they applied to the whole of it, in a somewhat vague
sense, the term Celtics (17 KeA-rtKi^), calling its inhabitants
Celts (KcXrot). Later we find Galatia (VaXaTta) and Gallia
(PaWta), with the corresponding Galati (TaXaroL) and Galli
(VdXXoi), used as nearly synonymous with the earlier name.
The shorter of these two forms the Bomans adopted

; and
in the opening chapter of Csesar’s well-known Oomme?itaries,
we have our first definite account of the limits of the
country and its divisions, as then understood. According
to this authority, Gaul was in his day divided among three
peoples, more or less distinct from one another, the Aquitani,
the Gauls, who called themselves Celts, and the Belgse.
The first of these extended from the Pyrenees to the
Garumna (Garonne)

j
the second from that river to the

Sequana (Seine) and its chief tributary the Matrona (Marne),
reaching eastward presumably as far as the Bhenus (Bhine)

;

and the third from this bounding line to the mouth of the
last-named river, thus bordering on the Germans. By im-
plication Caesar recognizes a fourth division, the Provincia,

lying to the south in the basin ot the Bhodanus (Bhone),
and stretching westwards as far as Tolosa (Toulouse) in
the basin of the Garonne— a portion of Gaul that had been
subdued and made a Boman province about fifty years
before Caesar entered on his career of conquest there. By
far the greater part of the country was a plain watered
by numerous livers, the chief of which have already been
mentioned, with the exception of its great central stream,

the Liger or Ligeris (Loire). Its principal mountain ranges
were Gebenna or Gehenna (Cevennes) in the south, aad
Jura, with its continuation Yosegus or Yogesus (Yosges), in

the east. The tribes inhabiting Gaul in Caesar's time, and
belonging to one or other of the three races distinguished
by him, were numerous. Prominent among them, and
dwelling in the division occupied by the Celts, were the
Helvetii, the Sequani, and the .d^dui, m the basins of the
Bhodanus and its tributary the Arar (Saone), who, he says,

were reckoned the bhiee most powerful nations in all Gaul

;

the Arverni in the mountains of Cebenna
;
the Senones and

Carnutes in the basin of the Liger; the Yeneti and other

Armorican tribes between the mouths of the Liger and
Sequana. The Nervii, Bellovaci, Suessiones, Bemi, Morini,

Menapii, and Aduatici were Belgic tribes
; the Tarbelli

and others were Aquitani
;
while the Allobroges inhabited

the north of the Provincia, having been conquered in

121 B.C.

The ethnological relations of Caesar's three great Gallic

races have given rise to much discussion. Greek writers,

who, in consequence of the planting of the colony of

Massilia (Marseilles) on its southern coast at so early a
period as 600 b.c., had gained some knowledge of Gaul
before the Bomans, speak of its inhabitants as Ligurians ;

and it is certain that a people of this name occupied
at one time the coast-line of Europe from the western
slopes of the maritime Alps to the Bhone. By many
these Ligurians are regarded as having once spread them-
selves over a much wider area, peopling extensive tracts

of Europe as well as Northern Africa. Subsequently,

another race, coming probably across the Pyrenees from
Spain, subdued south-western Gaul and ruled as far north
as the Garonne—the Basques of the two slopes of these

mountains remaining to our own day their lineal represen-

tatives. Later still, but at a date which history does not

venture to fix, one of those great waves of population that

are believed to have rolled in succession from east to west

brought into northern and central Gaul, it may be at an
interval of centuries, the two great branches of the Celtic

race, the Gadhelic or Gaelic and the Cymric—the one re-

presented in Britain by the Irish and Scottish Highlanders,

the other by theWelsh. Beading Csesar's brief statements

by the light thus afforded, ethnologists now generally hold

that his Aquitani were Iberians, largely intermingled with

intrusive Gauls ; that his Gauls belonged to the Gaelic

division of the Celtic race, and his Belgse to the Cymric
(both of them, how'ever, being affected by the presence ot

races whose territory they had overrun, and the latter by
the addition of a German element derived from their prox-

imity to the Bhine); and that the natives of the Provincia

were Ligurians, with so large an intermixture of Celts as to

make the latter the dominant race. Neither the Greek
colony of Massilia, nor those colonies sent out by it, can be

supposed to have seriously affected the Gaulish nation from
the point of view we are now discussing. It was in a

different manner, as a civilizing agency, that they made
their presence felt.

Such, it would appear, was Gaul ethnologicaUy when
made a part of the Boman empire by Julius Csesar shortly

before the commencement of the Christian era ; and, as has

often been remarked, such in the main it is still. Some
recent scientific inquirers find grounds, however, for con-
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eluding that tke opinion, so prevalent not only in England
but in France itself, that the physical and mental character-

istics of the modern Frenchman are chiefly derived from the

ancient Gauls, is only in part well founded. The Gauls,

they say, like the Romans after them, were strong enough
to impose their language on a race or races they had sub-

jugated
i
but in the attempt to absorb them they themselves

have suffered and continue to suffer so much that the day
may yet come when the older race will all bub regain its

superiority. Slowly but surely, according to the researches

of M. Roget, Baron de Belloguet, the blue-eyed, fair-haired,

long-headed Celt has for many generations been giving place

throughout France, in a direction proceeding from south to

north, to a more ancient, dark-eyed, black-haired, round-

headed man—a similar phenomenon being also noticeable

among the Germans.
Nortliern Italy, in consequence of an intrusion of Gauls

at some early date, received from the Romans the name of

Gallia Cisalpina or Citerior, to distinguish it from Gaul
proper, called also Gallia Transalpina or Ulterior. After-

wards when the Roman element gained the upper hand,

Togata was sometimes substituted for Cisalpina
;
while in

contradistinction, Gallia Braccata was applied to the Pio-

vincia from the hraccce or trousers worn by the natives, and
Gallia Comata to the rest of the country, from the inhabi-

tants wearing their hair long. The Gaulish emigrations

into Spain on the one hand, and into Britain on the other,

scarcely come under the present article
;

still less can we
refer here to the inroads of that restless race into various
parts of eastern Europe and western Asia. But it may
be remarked iu passing that so extensive were the con-

quests of the Gauls that, iu the beginning of the third
century before our era, their empire, if much less com-
pact, was scarcely less extensive than that of Rome in her
palmiest days.

For some time after the death of Caesar little attention
could be x)aid to Gaul by the ruling X30wers at Rome

;
but

in 27 B.o. Augustus, now master of the Roman world, took
measures to Romanize it thoroughly. The old division into
four provinces was retained, and made subservient to ad-
ministrative purposes. The Provincia, however, received
the name of Gallia Narbonnensis, from the Roman town
of ilarbo (!N“arbonne)

; the boundaries of Aquitania were
extended to the Liger ; what remained of Caesar’s Gauls
were constituted the province of Gallia Lugdunensis, so
named from its capital, the new settlement of Lugdunum
(Lyons)

;
and the northern division was called Gallia Belgica.

This arrangement remained nearly unchanged till the 4th
century, when the four provinces were broken up into
seventeen, each with a capital and a number of other towns
of more or less importance, the names of which may be
found in the larger geographical and historical works
that treat of the period. While an integral part of the
Roman empire Gaul often played no mean part in the con-
tests that took place for the imperial x>urple ; and it was
during one of these that Claudius OiviUs, a Romanized
Gaul, made a gallant attempt to achieve the independence
of Ms country. His efforts, however, were not supported
by the mass of the people, and the movement was crushed
by Vespasian. Perhaps the most noteworthy event of those
centuries was the insurrection of the Bagaudae or peasant
banditti, in the reign of Diocletian. Ruined and driven
to despair by the exactions of the imperial treasury, men
scoured the country in marauding bands, plundering whole-
sale. Though the revolt was suppressed, the lesson it ought
to have taught Rome was unheeded, and thus the seeds of
future troubles remained in the soil. In the declining days
of the empire Gaul became a prey to the Visigoths in the
south, the Burgundians in the east, and the Franks in the
north-east. When order had arisen out of the confusion

that ensued, the country was found to have taken under a

new name a still more conspicuous plsice in the political

system of Europe.
What is known of the ancient religion of the Gauls will

be found under Druidism (voL vii. p. 477), and brief notices

of their institutions and customs, as well as some particulars

regarding the introduction of Christianity among them, are

given in the article Fkance (vol. ix. p. 527).

See Dom JMaitiii, La ItclujLon des Gauloib^ Paiis, 1727, 2 vols.

4to
;

PelloutiGi, H%st dch CclUs, PaiLs, 1771,^ 2 vdIs 4to
;
D.

Schfepflinus, V^nd^c^cc Ccltiuc, Stiasburg, 1754, 4to
;

Anii due
Thieiry, II%sf des Gaulois, Pans, 1828, 3 vols. 8vo

;
lleiiii Mai tin,

de France, vol. i., Pans, 8vo; Walckcaiaei, GutqxtpJne An-
cicnne ique ct compa^ec des Gaitlrs Cisalqnrc cf Tiansalpim,
Pans, 1839, 3 vols 8vo

;
Ukeit, Gcarjtaphie da Ih uchcn and

Romci

,

vol. ii
,

pt. ii., 'Weiinar, 1832; Ilolt/inan, Ktltni luid

Geimancn, Heidelboig, 1855, Svo; Aiticlo “Gallid” (l>y O Ijong),

in Dr W. Smith’s iJLctiona'iy of G^cek and liO'nian Gtoqniphif, vol.

1., London, 1869, 8vo
,
Roget, Baioii de Bellognct, Fthnvijune

Gauloise, Pans, 1868-1876, 4 vols. Svo
;
E. Desjaidins, Utoifrapkie

h'Lsto't'ique et advi'inibtmtvec do la Ganle Ronutuw, I’aiis, 1877, 4
vols. Svo (d ]\PI).

)

GAUNT, John of. See Lanca&teii, Dcjke of.

GAUR, or, more commonly, Gour, the name of a medi-

aeval city in Bengal, of v;hich the scattered relics cover a

large area in the district of Malda, commencing not far

south of the modern civil station of that name.
The name Gaur is a form of the ancient Gcnida (meaning

the country ^'^of sugar”), a term which was applied to a

large part of modern Bengal, and specifically to that part in

which these remains lie. VVe have the names of dynasties,

and partial lists of the kings of these dynasties, which bore
the title of Gmireskara^ lord of Gaur, or Gauda, before the
first Mahometan invasion. The last of these dynasties,

that of the Senas, or of the Vaidyas, superseded its pre-

decessor, the dynasty of the PAlas, about the middle of the

11th century. The most eminent of this dynasty, by name
Lakshmanasena, who flourished at the end of the century,

is alleged in inscriptions to have extended his conquests to

Kanaiij (in the Doab), to Nepaul, and to the shoics of

Orissa j and this king is said by tradition to have founded
the royal city in Gauda which in later days reverted to a
form of this ancient name (Gaur), but wliich the founder
called after his own name LaJeshmanavati, or a& ifc sounded
in the X)opular speech The fifth fiom this king,

according to Lassen’s (more or less imperfect) list, Laksh-
maniya (c- 1160-1198), transferred the royal residence to

Navadvipa, hod. Nadiya (on the Hoogly river 70 miles
above Calcutta), possibly from apprehension of the rising

tide of the Mahometan iiower
;
but liere it oveitook him.

Nadiya was taken about 1198—99 (the precise date is dis-

puted) by Mahommed Bakhtiy^r Khilji, the general of the
slave king Kutbuddin Aibak of Delhi, who became esta-

blished as governor of Bengal, and fixed his capital at

Lakhnaoti. Here he and his captains are said to have
founded mosques, colleges, and monasteries. Lakhnaoti
continued for the most part to be the seat of the rulers who
governed Bengal and Behar, sometimes as confessed dele-

gates of the Delhi so-vereigus, sometimes as practicallj

independent kings, during the next 140 years. From
about the year 1338, with the waning powder of the Delhi
dynasties, the kingdom of Bengal acquired a substantive
independence which it retained for more than two centuries.
One of the earliest of the kings during this period, by name
lUyAs (Elias) Shdh, whose descendants reigned in Bengal
with brief interruptions for nearly 150 years, transferred
the seat of government to Pandua (c. 1350), a place about
16 miles N. by E. of Gaur, and to the neighbouring fortress
of Ekddla, a place often named in Mahometan notices of
the history of Bengal down to the 16th century. At
Pandua several kings in succession built mosques and
shrines, which still exhibit architecture of an importance
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unusual in Bengal proper. After some occasional oscilla-

tion the residence was again (c. 1446) transferred to Gaur,
by which name the city is generally known thenceforward,
that of Lakhnaoti disappearing from history. The 24th
and last of those whom history recognizes as independent
kings of Bengal was Mahmild Sh^h (1533-4 to 1538-9). In
liis time the city more than once changed hands, during the
struggles between the Afghan Sher Shah and the (so-called)

Great Moghul” Humaydn, son of Bdber
j
and on one occa-

sion (1537-8), when Sher Shdh was operating against Gaur,
we first hear of the Portuguese in the inner waters of Bengal.
A party of that nation, who had been sent with presents to
the court of Gaur, had been detained as prisoners by the
suspicious Mahmiid. But in the straits arising during his

resistance to Sher Shdh, the Frank prisoners were able to
render him good service.

Mahmiid was followed by several Pathan adventurers, who
temporarily held the provinces of the delta with more or
less assertion of royal authority. One of these, Suleimdn
Kirdnl (1564-5), abandoned Gaur for Tanda, a place some-
what nearer the Ganges. It is mentioned by Ealph Fitch,
the earliest of English travellers in India, who calls it

Tanda in the land of Gouren,” standing a league from the
Ganges. Mu’nlm Kh4n, Khdnkhandn, a general of AkbaPs,
when reducing these provinces in 1575, was attracted by
the old site, and resolved to re-adopt it as the seat of local

government. But a great pestilence (probably cholera)

broke out at Gaur, and swept away thousands, the general-
in-chief being himself among the victims. On his death
the deprived Pathto prince, Ddiid, set up his standard
again. But he was defeated by the forces of Akbar in a
battle at Eajmahl, and taken prisoner. After him no other
assumed the style of king of Bengal. Tanda continued for

a short time to be the residence of the governors under the
** Great Moghuls,” but this was transferred successively to

Eajmahl and Dacca, in repeated alternation, and finally to

Moorshedabad. Gaur cannot have been entirely deserted,

for the ISTawab Shiijd-uddin, who governed Bengal 1725—
1739, built a new gate to the citadel. But in history Gaur
is no longer heard of, till its extensive remains attracted the
curiosity of the English,—the more readily as the northern
end of the site approaches within 4 miles of the important
factory that was known as English Bazar (among the
natives as Angrez4b^d), which is said to have been built of
bricks from the ruins, and which is now the nucleus of the
civil station of Malda.
The first specific notice of the city of Gaur, from actual

Imowledge, is contained in the Persian history called
Tahaqdt-i-I^dsiriy which has been partially translated in
Elliot’s History of India (ed. by Dowson), and is in course
of complete translation by Major H. G. Eaverty. The
author, Minh4j-i-Sar4j, visited Lakhnaoti in 1243, but the
only particular regarding the city that he mentions is

that Ghiyas-uddln Twaz, the fourth Mahometan ruler of
Lakhnaoti (who called himself sultan, and according to
this writer, struck coin in his own name), besides found-
ing mosques, &c., carried embanked roads across the low
country east and west of the city for a space of ten days’
journey. These works in part still exist. “Eadiating
north, south, and east of the city, . . . embankments are
to be traced running through the suburbs, and extending in
certain directions for 30 or 40 miles ” (Eavenshaw, p. 3).

The extent of ground over which the remains of Gaur
are spread is astonishing; and a large part of it would
appear to be still, as when described a century ago, covered
with dense wood or with rank jungle of grass and reeds,
though in later years cultivation has somewhat extended
over the site. What may be called the site of Gaur proper
is a space of an oblong form, extending from north to south

7J miles, with a breadth varying from 1J to 2 miles. This
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area is washed on one of its long sides (the western) by a
stream called the Bhagirathi, which undoubtedly occupies
a former bed of the Ganges (not to be confounded with the
Bhagirathi further south, contributing to form the Hoogly
on which Calcutta stands). Eoughly parallel to the eastern
side, but at a distance varying from 2 to 6 miles, runs the

river Mah4nanda, whilst extensive swamps and sheets of

water are interposed between this river and the city. The
extensive aiea of which we speak has been defended on
north, west,^ and south, by a ramjparb and ditch, virhilst on
the east side there is a double embankment oE great size,

with two ditches of immense width, and in some parts three.

It is not quite clear from the descriptions in what degree
these latter great works were intended respectively for

defence or for protection from floods ; but the latter

must have been the main purpose. The Ain-i-Akbari (c.

1590) alludes to the fact that if the earthen embankment
broke, the town was under water.” The position of the

city, midway between two rivers of deltaic character, is low,

and any rise in those rivers would raise the level of the

marshes. Still the mass of these banks, as much as 200
feet thick at base, and 40 feet in height, is greater than any
present exposure to flood seems sufiicient to explain. It

has sometimes been supposed that the Ganges, since the

foundation of Gaur, has flowed to the eastward, in what is

now the bed o£ the Mahdnanda. If this were so, the

massive character of the embankments would be more
intelligible. It would appear, however, that the positive

testimony to this circumstance, which was at one tune sup-

posed to exist, depended on a mistaken reading of the pass-

age, referred to above, of the Tdbaqdt-i-Hdsiri.

^ This was so according to Buchanan; hut Mr Bavenshaw says
“ the western face is now open, and probably always was so, having

been well protected by the Ganges .... which ran under its walls ”

The plans all show an enibankment on this side, and Creighton gives a

section of it, 30 feet high. — 15
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These great embankments have been originally faced

throughout with masonry, whilst the crest shows numerous
traces of edifices

;
but the whole of the earthworks are now

overgrown with dense jungle. The Ganges now flows at a

distance varying between 5 and 12 miles to the west of the

enclosed area of the city, but there seems to be no doubt
that in the earlier centuries of its occupation the great

river washed its western wall, wheie now the Bhagirathi

flows.

On this side, near the southern end, stood the citadel or

royal fortress, stretching for a mile along the river bank,
and marked out by the remains of a huge ramjparb of

irregular trace, 180 feet wide at the base, and once faced
with masonry, with numerous circular bastions. Shapeless
masses of ruin fill the interior. The palace itself formed
a rectangular inner enclosure of 2100 feet by 750, girt by
a splendid brick wall, 18 feet thick at bottom, 8V feet

thick at top, and 42 feet in height. To the northward the

western embankment is prolonged far beyond the northern
limit of the city, and about 3 miles north of the latter

we encounter a vast line of earthwork stretching from the
prolongation just mentioned, in an irregular curve eastward
and then south-eastward to the vicinity of the Mahdnanda
river, in all for more than 6 miles. This also was probably
intended chiefiy as a defence against inundation of the
suburbs. A huge excrescence protiuding from the line, and
overgrown with forest trees, encloses an area of nearly a
square mile, which tradition points out as the palace of one
of the Sena kings. Still north of this, and extending to the
banks of the Kalindri river, some 3 miles further, are found
traces of ancient Hindu buddings.

Turning again to the southern extremity of Gaur, for 6
or 7 miles to the south of the city there seems to have ex-
tended, still under the protection of a western embankment,
a continuous chain o£ suburbs. In the northern portion, at
least, of these, ‘^prostrate domes, mingled with carved lintels

and innumerable bricks, are seen lying in confusion on all

sides, and show how dense has been the population”
(Eavenshaw, p. 26). Thus from north to south, the whole
extent of ground bearing indications of urban occupancy is

hardly less than 20 miles. We may, however, feel confident
that, as in the case of Delhi, these traces comprehend a
space within which the royal city occupied various localities
in various ages. Traditions, collected by Dr Fi*ancis
Buchanan, placed the residence of the older Sena kings on
the sites at the extreme north near the Kalindri. The
southern part of the fortified area of Gaur, with the citadel
and palace, was evidently, as we shall see from the dates of
the buildings, the seat of the later kings who immediately
preceded the absorption of Bengal into the Moghul empire
in the last half of the 16th century. The exact site occu-
pied by Mahommed Bakhtiyar Khilji and his successors
does not seem to have been determined.

Throughout the interior length of Gaur run embanked
roads, whilst the whole area is thickly dotted with excavated
tanks of all sizes, up to the great Bdgar Dighi (or “ Ocean
Tank ”), a rectangular sheet of water measuring little short
of a mile by half a mile. This vast work is probably to be
referred to the Hindu age. The former existence of six
ghauts of masonry can be traced on its banks, which are
densely wooded to the water’s edge. ISTumerous excavated
channels also run in every direction, the earth from which
appears to have served to raise the inhabited surface. The
remaining buildings of importance are scattered at wide
intervals over the area, but the soil is throughout covered
with fragments of brick, <fec., in a manner which leaves no
doubt of the former density of population. But Gaur has
repeatedly been a quarry of building material. The old
Lakhnaoti was robbed to build the mediaeval capital of
Pandua, and the later Gaur probably to build Eajmahl,
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whilst ill more recent times their brick and stone were
transported as inerchandiso to Malda, ZMooishedabad,

Hoogly, Eungpore, and even (as regards the more valuable

kinds of stone) to Calcutta. In the revenue returns of

Bengal, at the time of its transfer to the (Joinpany, there

was an entry of an annual levy of 8000 rupees, as “ Gaur
brick royalty,” from landholders in the neighbourhood of

Gaur who had the exclusive right of dismantling its remains.

The bucks of Gaur, Rennell says, arc of extraordinary

solidity of texture and shai*i)ness of edge. The facilities

which the site affords for watei cariiagc during the rainy

season greatly aided this systematic spoliation. That no
Hindu buildings remain fiom the earlier cities is iirobably

to be accounted for by this process of destruction.

We have quoted a Mahometan visitor to Gaur in the

middle of the 13th century. The next such mention per-

haps occuis in the travels of the Venetian Nicolo Conti, i\ho

somewhat eaily in the 14th ccntuiy ascended the Ganges
15 days’ voyage to a city of great size and wealth called

Ge'i nove. On both banks of the stream v. eio most charming
villas, and plantations, and gardens. The name lookt> like

Sluihr-i-nao^ which we know from coin^ to have been the

name of a royal city ot Bengal about 13S0-85, and which
Mr Ed. Thomas believes to have been merely that given

to one of the re-foundations of Gam. A more detailed

and certain account is given by De B.iiios, when desciib-

ing the adventures of the Portuguese paity in 1537-38,
to which allusion has been made above (dec. iv. liv. ix.

cap. L):

—

‘‘ The chief city of this kini^^dom inf is i iIVmI (faiito

It IS situated on the wateis ot the (hui'^cs, uiu is s,ii(l to be tliice

of our leagues m length, and to euntun ioOjdon iidi * On
the one side it has the iivei toi its th ivw < , and on tlie hindw.ud
faces a wall of stone and lime of gio it huglit, bt. sides h.Lving,

wheie the liver comes not, a gieat* ditt li fiiiJ ot watm, in wdiieh
gieat boats can swim. The stieets aie bmatl and sti light, and the
mam stieets have tiees planted m lows dong t lie walls, to give
shade to the iiasseiigei s And tht‘ populritiou is so gu at, and th(*

.stieets so thronged w’lth tlieconcouisi and ti alln of
x><

opje, espi 1

1

illv

of such as come to xnesent tliems(*lv« .s at tin king’s i.uuil, tli it they
(aiinot force theii way X)ust one anothei, and thus sm h .is haj) to

fall among the hoiseinen, or among the th f)hauts whndi .iie inldeu
by the loids and noblemen, aie often kilh d on the spot, .ind

eiushed undei the feet of those l)easts A go it pait of the houses
of this city are stately and W’oll -vvi ought buildings.”

The earliest detailed notice of the iiiius that we hear of is a
MS. one, by Mr Eeuben Burrows, the mathematician (1787
which is quoted by the editor of Cieighton’s drawings as

being in the India Library, Eennell gives some account;

of the ruins in his Memoir of a Map of IIindustaii (1788),
and the ];)lan of them is roughly laid down, on a small scale,

in his Bengal Atlas (Ko. 15). Mr Henry Creighton, who
for many years managed an indigo factory among the ruins

(1786-1806), made many drawings of them, with notes ami
a detailed map, on a large scale. Dr Buchanan states that

engravings from Creighton’s drawings had been published
by a Mr Moffat in Calcutta before the compilation of his

own statistical work. Of this we have seen no copy. It

is probably the same as “the set of eight views of the ruins

of Gour and Rajmehal,” which is advertised in the CedetUta

Gazette, 6th December 1798 (see Setoii-Karr’s Selections,

voL iii. p. 529). A work, however, was published in

London in 1817, from the materials left by Mr Creighton,
called the Ruins ofGout Described, <fec.; and this contained
the most accessible data on the subject till Mr Eavenshaw’s
work. There is in the India Office a MS. volume (1810)
by Major William Erancklin of the Bengal army, containing
notices of the remains and translations of a good many

^ So in Be Barros, Lisbon edition of 1777, vol. viii. p. 458,
‘ ‘ duzentos mil vizinhos. ” But in tlie English, version of Eana y Sousa’s
As%u Portuguese by Stevens (1695), i. p 417, a passage abridged from
Be Ban'oa has ‘

^(me mnUion and two hundred thousand famiMes. ” The
last word is probably a mistranslation, but the m/illwn seems required.
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inscriptions The MS purports to have been accompanied
by maps and drawings, but these are not now forthcoming
Di Francis Buchanan has described the remains, with his

usual somewhat dry precision, in his statistical survey of

northern Bengal and Behar, executed between 1809 and
1816, but only published, with a title page that bears the

name of Montgomery Martin, and no reference to the real

author, in 1838 (Easte'^n Ind/ia, &c
,
vol in pp 68

MrJames Fergusson l^as a short chapter, containing the only
critical account of the architecture of Gaur, ir his History

of Indian Architecture Lastly, since the greater part of

this article was compiled, there has been published a
splendid volume {Gam its Ruins and Inscriptions^ 4to)

from the photographs and notes of the late J A Eaven-
shaw of the Bengal Civil Service

Before concluding we may indicate a few of the most
notable lemaming buildings

1 One of the most pleasing leniains, as regards architectural
design, IS a minaret oi towei of stone and brick, standing imme
diately west of the citadel It is 84 feet in height and 21 in
diaiiietei at the base !Foi two thuds of the height the foim is

that of a 12 sided polygon, and above that ciieular, the two forms
being divided by a bold cornice Theie i& now no inscription
attached, but tiadition assigns it to Piioz Shah, and a native histoiy
of Bengal compiled in the last centuiv attributes it specifically to a
king of that name, who leigned 1488-1490 Mi Feigusson indeed
consideis the aichitectuie to belong to an eailier period, and it is

reinaikable that the lesearches of Mr E Thomas in coins, and of

the Inte Mr Henry Blochmann in lapidary inscriptions, have
lecently established the existence of a King Shainsuddin Firoz,
whose coinage at Lakhnaoti shows his reign to have extended from
1302 to 1318 If the woik be reahy due to this pnnee, it is by much
the oldest building of impoitance now lemaiiiing at Gaur But
the point IS very doubtful

2 The JDdkJiil Danwaza, oi Gate of Entrance, is the northern
gate of the citadel It is a noble structure, though entirely built
of small bucks Ihe tunnel under the rampart is 112 feet long by
14 wide, and the height of the archway is 34 feet An inscription
copied by Eiancklin ascribes the work to Barbak Shah, and the
erection to 1466 The giandiose palace w^all is believed to be of the
same period

3 The LattoAiif), oi the Painted Mas'}id, a quadiangular edifice

in the southern part of the city, eased inside and out with bucks
beautifully enamelled in blue, green, and white It is covered by
one laige dome The work is ascribed to 1470-1481

4 The Tanti Para Masjid, oi Mosque of the Weaver’s Quaitei
This is now much dilaxndated, but EavensJtiaw’s photogi’aph
indicates it to have been one of the most beautiful buildings in
Gaur The niched panels in caived brickwork which adoin its

pieis aie very iicli and delicate It is also, if an inscription given
bv Fiancklin be justly assigned to it, the woik of Ausuf Shah,
1475-76

5 The Sana Masjid, or Golden Mosque This is probably the
most important structure remaining at Gaur It stands in the city
to the north of the citadel, within a spacious court enclosed by a
stone wall The material is described as a dark grey stone,
approaching to black, with sculpture in beautiful flower-work
The mosque measuies 180 feet by 80, and the interioi architecture
consists of massive intersecting ai cades, each intersection being
covered by a dome, of which domes there were 44 altogether In
sx)ite of the extiaordinary solidity of the building it appears to have
suffered greatly since Franckliii described it in 1810 The date is

fixed by an inscription which existed in his time to 1525
6 To nbs of Shah Husain (d 1521), and of his son Hasiat Shah,

the builder of Ho 5 (d 1533-34) Of the tombs themselves
nothing remains, and their materials aie said to have been earned
to Fort Wilham in the last century In Creighton’s time, though
the tomb of Husain Shah was already gone, there remained a
beautiful edifice which had formed the gatewav of the enclosure,
faced with brick work richly moulded, and glazed with blue and
wkite Of Shah Husain (reigned 1494-1521) Dr Blochmann says,
‘‘ Whilst the names of othei Bengal kings scarcely ever occur in
legends, and remain even unrecognized in the geographical names of
the country, the name of ‘ Husain Shah the Good ' is stiU
remembered from the frontier of Orisa to the Brahmaputra ” {Proc
As Soc Bengal, 1873, p 291)

7 The mosque of the Qadam Rasul, or Footstep of the Prophet,
so named from a representation of Mahomet’s footmark in stone
which was formerly enshrined there The work of Hasrat Shah,
1530

We thus see that all the buildings, with the very doubtful
exception of the minaret, go back no further than the last half
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of the 15th century If the age of the architecture is dis-

appointing, the better knowledge of details which we derive
from Mr Ravenshaw’s book enhances our appreciation of it

The buildings are in brick, in stone, and in both combined.
Excepting the great gateways, they lack height enough for

stateliness, the character is rather decorated solidity The
faqades generally present a series of pointed arches, with
very massive piers between, which are sometimes compli
cated polygons, but more usually rectangular

, the mould
mgs have little relief, but the surfaces aie adorned with
panels filled with beautiful embossed brick work ” These
seem to be rich fioral patterns moulded in terra cotta, and
probably finished with the chisel The curvilinear roof,

imitated from the use of the bamboo, of which Mi Fergusson
speaks as an unpleasmg characteristic of architecture in
Bengal, is little seen in Gaur,—almost the only indication
of it being a slight upward camber m the upper lines of the
faqade, in which the versed-sine is about -jV^h of the chord
In some of the buildings great brilliance has been produced
by the profuse use of encaustic tiles in bright colours The
art of making these exists now in India nowhere nearer
than m Sind , but indeed the manufacture of terra cotta,

or of ordmaiy brick of the superior character which Rennell
attributes to Gaur, is equally a lost art in Bengal Where
the facing is entirely of stone, as in the Great Golden
Mosque, and in a smaller one bearing the same name, the
ornamentation seems imitated from the terra-cotta work

,

the relief, however, is much less, owing probably to the

hardness of the material What this material is, or whence,
IS not quite clear The older accounts speak of black and
other marbles , Buchanan and later w riters of black
hornblende,” “ potstone,” and what not

,
Mr Ravenshaw,

in the case of one building, of “ granite and marbles ”

The black stone is probably basalt from the Rajmahl hills,

but more precise information is desirable

In conclusion, we may notice biiefly the other neighbour
mg sites occupied as capitals, which may be regarded as

appendages of Gaur

Pandua, commonly called Part uah or Porruah, was so occupied,
with, occasional mteivals, for nearly a centuiy Its rums and tanks
extend over a narrow area of nearly 6 miles in length, which is now
more of a wildernebS than even the site of Gaur The high road fiom
Malda to Dinajpore passes through it from end to end, but the
forest which besets the ruins is so dense on both sides, and so
infested with tigers, that single tiavellers shun the road by night
Mi Ravenshaw employed a gang of 200 men to clear the jungle for

his photographs, but even then could only get paitial views The
buildings exhibit the same general character as at Gaui, but most of
them aie older, and seem (for most of them are absolutely overgrown
andpenetrated by jungle growth) to showthe style in afreer and purer
form Many of them also contain fragments of older Hindu build
mgs, very probably pillaged from old Lakhnaoti By far the finest

and most important building in the whole Gaur gioup of cities, and
indeed in Bengal, is the Adina mosque at Pandua, standing close to

the high road It is a quadiangulai cloister of two stories, measur-
ing externally 500 feet by 300, of brickwork faced throughout with
‘‘ black hornblende The cloisters are divided by jiillars into inter

sectmg aisles, and each intersection has been covered by a dome
Of these domes there have been originally 375, but most have fallen

According to Buchanan s desciiption the caived windows have been
bonowed from Buddlust stiuctures, but judging from the poor draw
mgswhich he gives,and from the photographs of Mr Ravenshawmade
under great dimculties, the combmation has been earned out with
good artistic effect The edifice must no doubt be monotonous, but
from what we can see is far from deserving the condemnation which
Buchanan passes on it The Adina is the work of Sikandar Shah,

the son of Iliyas (1358-1390), and his tomb is m an adjunct of the

mosque There is a curious notice of it in Valentijn s (Dutch) Ea^t
Indies (v p 169)

Ehddlah, which was the fortified retreat of the kmgs who ruled

at Pandua, has been lately identified by Mr E V Westmacott as

still bearmg the name, near Chiramon, m the Dmajpore district,

about 20 miles north of Pandua It stands on high ground rising

like an island out of the mundated plam , it exhibits traces of

embankments and buildings, and is about 5 miles distant from one
of the ancient embanked roads runnmg towards Pandua and Gaur
Tanda^ the last city of the Gaur group occupied as a capital, stood
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a few miles west of the citadel of G-aiir, ns may he gathered from

Rennell and Buchanan. Dr Hunter {New Statist. Acc. of Bengal^

vii. p. 65) says its very site has not been accurately determined.

It is possible that it may have been cut away by the waters of the

Ganges, a branch of which has flowed near ; but Buchanan had
evidently visited it, and Creighton marks the rampart roughly in

his map of Gaur. Jan?iatdbdd was a name given by Humayim to

Gaur ; and other names of royal cities appear on coins, such as

Firuzcibdd, JEri,csai7idbdd, Shahr-i-nao, &c., which are probably

names officially attached to new foundations of portions of the great

Gaur group of cities, but which gained no po^mlar currency.

In addition to the works quoted in this article, the papers of Mr
E. Thomas and Mr H. Blochmann in the journals of the Royal and
Bengal Asiatic Societies have been consulted. (H. Y.)

GAUSS, Gael Friedrich (1777-1855), an eminent

German mathematician, was born of humble parents at

Brunswick, April 23, 1777, and was indebted for a liberal

education to the notice which his talents procured him from

the reigning duke. His name became widely known by

the publication, in his twenty-fifth year (1801), of the Dis-

qidBitiones Arithmeticae. In 1807 he was appointed director

of the Gottingen observatory, an office which he retained

to his death : it is said that he never slept away from

under the roof of his observatory, except on one occasion,

when he accepted an invitation from Humboldt to attend a

meeting of natural philosophers at Berlin. In 1809 he

published at Hamburg his Theoria Motics Oorporum Coeles-

tiam^ a work which gave a powerful impulse to the true

methods of astronomical observation ; and his astronomical

workings, observations, calculations of orbits of planets and
comets, &c., are very numerous and valuable. He continued

Ms labours in the theory of numbers and other analytical

subjects, and communicated a long series of memoirs to the

Royal Society of Sciences at Gottingen. His first memoir
on the theory of magnetism, Intemitas vis magneticce

terrestris ad mensuram absolutam revocata^ was published in

1833, and he shortly afterwards proceeded, in conjunction

with Professor Wilhelm Weber, to invent new apparatus for

observing the earth’s magnetism and its changes
j

the in-

struments devised by them were the declination instrument

and the bifilar magnetometer. With Weber’s assistance he
erected in 1833 at Gottingen a magnetic observatory free

from iron (as Humboldt and Arago had previously done on a
smaller scale), where he made magnetic observations, and
from this same observatory he sent telegraphic signals to the
neighbouring town, thus showing the practicability of an
electromagnetic telegraph. He further instituted an asso-

ciation (Magnetische Yerein), composed at first almost en-

tirely of Germans, whose continuous observations on fixed

term-days extended from Holland to Sicily. The volumes
of their publication, Besidtate ates der Bedbacht^tngen des
Magnetischen Yerems, extend from 1836 to 1839; and in

those for 1838 and 1839 are contained the two important
memoirs by Gauss, Allgemeine Theorie der Erdmagnet-
ismus, and the Allgemeine Lehrsdtze—on the theory of
forces attracting according to the inverse square of the
distance. The instruments and methods thus due to him
are substantially those employed in the magnetic observa-
tories throughout the world. He co-operated in the Danish
and Hanoverian measurements of an are and trigonometrical
operations (1821-48), and wrote (1843, 1846) the two
memoirs Ueiev Gegenstdnde der hokern Geoddsie, Connected
with observations in general we have (1812-26) the memoir
Theoria combinationis observationum erroribus minimis
dbnooda, with a second part and a supplement. Another
memoir of applied mathematics is the Dioptrische TJnter-
suchungeny 1840. Gauss was well versed in general litera-
ture and the chief languages of modern Europe, and was a
member of nearly all the leading scientific societies in
Europe. He died at Gottingen early in the spring of 1855.
The centenary of his birth was celebrated (1877) at his
native place, Brunswick.

Gauss’s collected works have been recently published by
the Royal Society of Gottingen, in 7 vols. 4to, Gott.,

1863-71, edited by E. J. Scheriug,—(1) the Dlsqnisltiones

Amthmeticcey (2) Theory of Eumbei's, (3) ji^ialysis, (4)

Geo77ietry and Method of Least Squares, {p) Mathematical

Physics, (6) Astronomy, and (7) the Theoria Alotas Corpoynim

Coelestium. They include, besides his various works and

memoirs, notices by him of many oi these, and of works of

other authors in the Gottingen gelelirte xinzeigen, and a con-

siderable amount of previously unpublished matter, Nach-

lass. Of the memoirs in f)Hre mathematics, comprised for

the most part in vols. ii., iii., and iv. (but to these must be

added those on Attractions in vol. v.), it maybe safely .said

there is not one which has not signally contributed to the

progress of the branch of mathematics to which it belongs,

or which would not require to be carefully analysed in a

history of the subject. Running through these volumes in

order, we have in the second the memoir, Sitmmatlo quarun-

dam serierum singidarium, the memoirs on the theory of bi-

quadratic residues, in which the notion of complex numbers

of the form a -1- bi was first introduced into the theory of

numbers; and included in the Nachlass arc some valuable

tables. That for the conversion of a fraction into decimals

(giving the complete period for all the prime luiuibeis up
to 997) is a specimen of the extraordinary love which Gauss

had for long arithmetical calculations
;
and the amount of

work gone through in the construction of the table of the

number of the classes of binary quadratic forms must also

have been tremendous. In vol. iii. we have memoirs relat-

ing to the proof of the theorem that every numerical equa-

tion has a real or imaginary root, the memoir on the

Hypergeometric Series, that on Interpolation, and the memoir
Determinatio Attractionis—in which a planetary mass is

considered as distributed over its orbit according to the time

in which each portion of the orbit is described, and the

question (having an implied reference to the theory of

secular perturbations) is to find the attraction of such a ri\ig.

In the solution the value of an elliptic function is found by
means of the arithmetico-geometrical mean. The Hachlass
contains further researches on this subject, and also re-

searches (unfortunately very fragmentary) on the lemniscate-

function, (fee., showing that Gauss was, even before 1800,
in possession of many of the discoveries v/hich have made
the names of Abel and Jacobi illustrious. In vol. iv. we
have the memoir Allgemeine Anflosung, on the graphical

representation of one surface upon another, and the Bis-
quisiiiones generales circa siiq^erfides curvas. And in vol, v.

we have a memoir On the Attraction of Homogeneoxts Ellip-

soids^ and the already mentioned memoir Allgemeine Lelir-

sdtze, on the theory of forces attracting according to the

inverse square of the distance. (a. ca.)

GAUSSEhT, Francois Samuel Robert Louis (1790-
1863), a Protestant theological writer of some repute, was
born at Geneva on the 25th of August, 1790. His father

Georges Marc Gausseu, a member of the council of two hun-
dred, was descended from an old Languedoc family which
had been scattered at the time of the religious x>ersecutions

in France. At the close of his university career, Louis was
ordained in 1816 to the ministry of the Swiss Reformed
Church at Satigny near Geneva, where he formed intimate
relations with J. E. Cell6rier, who had preceded him in the
pastorate, and also with the members of the dissenting con-

gregation at Bourg-de-Four (^Iglise du temoignage), which
had been formed under the influence of the preaching of

the Haldanes in 1817. In 1819 he published in conjunc-
tion with OelMrier a French translation of the Second
Helvetic Confession, with a preface expounding the views
he had reached upon the nature, use, and necessity of con-
fessions of faith; and in 1830, for having discarded the
official catechism of his church as being insufficiently
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explicit on the divinity of Christ, original sin, and the

doctrines of grace, he was censured and suspended by his

ecclesiastical superiors. In the following year, for having
taken part in the formation of a Soci4t6 fivangeliqne, which
contemplated, among other objects, the establishment of a

new theological hall, he was finally deprived of his charge.

After some time devoted to travel in Italy and England^ he
returned to Geneva and ministered to an independent con-

gregation until 1836, when he became professor of syste-

matic theology in the college which he had helped to found.
This post he continued to occupy until 1857, when he
retired from the active duties of the chair. His death
occurred at Les Grottes, Geneva, on the 18th of June 1863.
His best knov/n work, entitled La Theopneustie ou Fleine
Inspiration des Saintes Fcritures^ an elaborate defence of the
doctrine of “ plenary inspiration,” was originally published
at Paris in 1840, and rapidly gained a wide popularity in

France, as also, through translations, in England and
America. It was followed in 1860 by a supplementary
treatise on the canon (Z<? Canon des Saijites Ecritures au
doublepoint de vue de la S hence et de la Foi)^ which, though
also popular, has hardly been so widely read. Gaussen was
also the author of two published series of sermons, of an
exposition of Daniel, and of a variety of occasional publi-

cations of a missionary or polemical character. His lectures

on Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Jonah, and Luke were pub-
lished posthumously.
GAUTIER, Teleophile (lSll-1872), was born at

Tarbes in the year 1811. He was educated at the grammar
school of that town, and afterwards at the College Charle-
magne in Paris, where it does not appear that he particu-

larly distinguished himself, though in later life his remark-
able literary faculty and instinct enabled him to give to

much of his work an air of scholarship and almost of

erudition. He very early devoted himself to the study of

the older French literature, especially that of the 16th and
the early part of the 17th century. This study qualified

him well to take part in the romantic movement, and
enabled him to astonish Saiiite-Beuve by the phraseology and
style of some literary essays which, when barely eighteen
years old, he put into the great critic's hands. In conse-

quence of this introduction he at once came under the in-

fluence of the great romantic cenacle^ to which, as to Victor
Hugo in particular, he was also introduced by his gifted

but ill-starred schoolmate Gerard de Nerval. With Gerard,
Petrus Borel, Corot, and many other less known painters

and poets whose personalities he has delightfully sketched
in the articles latterly collected under the titles of Hisioire
du Eomantisme, &c., he formed a minor romantic clique who
were distinguished for a time by the most extravagant
eccentricity. A flaming crimson waistcoat and a great mass
of waving hair were the outward signs which qualified

Gautier for a chief rank among the enthusiastic devotees
who attended the rehearsals of JSernani with red tickets

marked “Hierro," performed mocking dances round the bust
of Racine, and were at all times ready to exchange word or
blow with ^^perruques^mdigrisdtres of the classical party.

In Gautier’s case, however, whatever they might be in
others, these freaks were not inconsistent with real genius
and real devotion to sound ideals of literature. He began
(like Thackeray, to whom he presents in other ways some
striking points of resemblance) as an artist, but soon found
that his true powers lay in another direction. His first

considerable poem, Albertus (1830), displayed a good deal
of the extravagant character which accompanied rather than
marked the movement, but also gave evidence of uncommon
command both of language and imagery, and in particular
of a descriptive power hardly to be excelled. The promise
thus given was more than fulfilled in his subsequent poetry,
which, in consequence of its small bulk, may well be
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noticed at once and by anticipation. The ComMie de la
Mort, which appeared soon after (1832), is one of the most
remarkable of French poems, and though never widely read
has received the sufirage of every competent reader.
Minor poems of various dates, published in 1840, display
an almost unequalled command over poetical form, an
advance even over Albertus in vigour, wealth, and appro-
priateness of diction, and abundance of the special poetical
essence which is so often absent in the most finished
poetical work. All these good gifts reached their climax
in ihBEmaitx et Camees, first published in 1856, and again,
with additions, just before the poet's death in 1872. These
poems are in their own way such as cannot be surpassed.
Gautier's poetical work contains in little an expression of
his literary peculiarities. There are, in addition to the
peculiarities of style and diction already noticed, an extra-

ordinary feeling and affection for beauty in art and nature,
and a strange indifference to anything beyond this range

—

an indifference nearly absolute, and which has doubtless
injured the popularity of his work to almost as great a
degree as that in which it has increased its special excel-

lence and its charm to those who have a taste for it.

But it was not, after all, as a poet that Gautier was to

achieve either profit or fame. Thrown as he was into circles

which were nothing if not literary, it was natural that he
should attempt all literary forms, and certain, considering his

powers, that he should be successful in all. For the theatre,

however, he had but little gift, and his dramatic efforts (if

we except certain masques or ballets in which his exuberant
and graceful fancy came into play) are by far his weakest.
For a time he acted as secretary to Balzac, but found this

occupation uncongenial enough, though it left some traces

in his independent work. His first novel of any size, and
in many respects his most remarkable work, was Made-
moiselle de Maupin (1835). Unfortunately this book, while
it establishes his literary reputation on an imperishable
basis, was unfitted by its subject, and in parts by its treat-

ment, for general perusal, and created even in France a
prejudice against its author -which he was very far from
really deserving. During the years from 1833 onwards, his

fertility in novels and tales was very great. Les Jewie
France (1833), which may rank as a sort of prose Albertus

in some ways, displays the follies of the youthful romantics
in a vein of humorous and at the same time half-pathetic

satire. Fortunio (1838) perhaps belongs to the same class.

Jettatura^ written somewhat later, is less extravagant and
more pathetic. A crowd of minor tales display the highest
literary qualities, and rank with M^rimee's at the head of

all contemporary works of the class. First of all must be
mentioned the ghost story of La Morte Amoureusej a gem
of the most perfect workmanship. For many years Gautier
continued to write novels. La Belle Jenny (1864) is a not
very successful attempt to draw on his English experience-

hut the earlier Mzlitona (1847) is a most charming picture

of Spanish life. In Spirite (1866) he endeavoured to enlist

the fancy of the day for supernatural manifestations, and a
Homan de la Mamie (1856) is a learned study of ancient

Egyptian ways. His most remarkable effort in this kind,

towards the end of his life was Le Gapitaine Fracasse

(1863), a novel of the school of Dumas projected nearly

thirty years before. This book contains some of the finest

instances of his literary power.

It was, however, neither in poems nor in novels that the

main occupation of Gautier as a literary man consisted.

He was early drawn to the more lucrati ve task of feuilleton

writing, and for more than thirty years he was among the

most expert and successful practitioners of this art. Soon
after the publication of Mademoiselle de Maupin^ in which

he had not been too polite to journalism, he became irre-

vocably a journalist. The rest of his life was spent either
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in Paris or in travels of consideraHe extent to Spain, the

Netherlands, Italy, Turkey, England, Algeria, and Bussia,

all undertaken with a more or less definite purpose of book

making. Having absolutely no political opinions, he had

no difficulty in accepting the second empire, and received

from it considerable favours, in return for which, however,

he in no way prostituted his pen, but remained a literary

man pure and simple. He died in October 1872.

Accounts of his travels, criticisms of the theatrical and

literary works of the day, obituary notices of his contem-

poraries, and above all art criticism, occupied him in turn.

In the last department he has never had a superior, nor

perhaps, except in the cases of Diderot and a great living

English critic, an equal. It has sometimes been deplored

that this engagement in journalism should have diverted

Gautier from the performance of more capital work in

literature. Perhaps, however, this regret springs from a
:

certain misconception. Gautier’s power was literary

power pure and simple, and it is as evident in his slightest

sketches and criticisms as in J^maux et Camees or La Morte

Amoiireuse, On the other hand, his weakness, if he had a

weakness, lay in his almost total indifference to the matters

which usually supply subjects for art and therefore for

literature. He was neither immoral, irreligious, nor unduly
subservient to despotism, but morals, religion, and politics

(to which we may add science and material progress) were
matters of no interest to him. He was to all intents a
humanist, as the word was understood in the 15th century.

But he was a humorist as well, and this combination,

joined to bis singularly kindly and genial nature, saved him
from some dangers and depravations as well as some absur-

dities to which the humanist temper is exposed. As time
goes on it may be predicted that, though Gautier may not
be widely read, yet his writings will never cease to be full

of indescribable charm and of very definite instruction to

men of letters. Besides those of his works which have been
already cited, we may notice Une larme du Diahle (1839),
a charming mixture of humour and tenderness

;
Les

Grotesques, a volume of early criticisms on some oddities of

17th century literature
;
Caprices et Zigzags, miscellanies

dealing in part with English life
j Constantinople, Voyage

en Eussie, Voyage en Espagne, brilliant volumes of travel
;

Menagerie Intime (1869), and Tableaux de Siege (1872), his
two latest works, which display his incomparable style in
its quietest but not least happy form. (g. sa.)

GAUZE, a light, transparent, silken fabric, woven in an
open manner with very fine yarn. It is said to have been
originally made at Gaza in Palestine, whence the name. In
the weaving of gauze the warp threads, in addition to being
crossed as in plain weaving, are twisted in pairs from left

to right and from right to left alternately, after each shot
of wefr, thereby keeping the weft threads at equal distauces
apart, and retainlug them in their parallel position. The
textures are woven either plain, striped, or figured

;
and the

material receives many designations, according to its appear-
ance and the purposes to which it is devoted. A thin
cotton fabric, woven in the same way, is known as leno, to
distinguish it from muslin made by plain weaving. Silk
gauze was a prominent and extensive industry in the west
of Scotland during the second half of the 18th century, but
on the introduction of cotton weaving it greatly declined.
In addition to its use for dress purposes silk gauze is much
employed for bolting or sifting flour and other finely ground
substances. The term gauze is applied generally to trans-
parent fabrics of whatever fibre made, and to the fine woven
wire-cloth used in safety-lamps, sieves, window-blinds, (kc.
GAYARNT, French caricaturist, was born at Paris in

died in 1866. His true name was Chevalier
(Suipice Guillaume), and lie is said to have taken the Tbom
de pluw.e under which he is known from the place where he
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made his first published sketch. His parents were poor, and
he started in life as a workman in an engine-building factory.

At the same time he attended the free school of drawing.

Here his natural talent was developed, and he acquired that

training of the hand without which an artist is unable to

work up his best inspirations. In his first attempts to turn

his abilities to some account he met with many disappoint-

ments, but was at last entrusted with the drawing ot some
illustrations for a journal of fashion. Gavarni was then
thirty-four years of age. Plis sharp and witty pencil gave
to these generally commonplace and unartistic figures a life-

likeness and an expression which soon won for him a name
in fashionable circles Gradually he gave greater attention

to this more congenial work, and finally ceased working as

an engineer to become the director of the journal Les Gens
du Monde. His ambition rising in proportion to his suc-

cess, Gavarni from this time followed the real bent of his

inclination, and began a series of lithograxihed sketches,

in which he pourtrayed the most striking characteristics,

foibles, and vices of the various classes of French society.

The letterpress explanations att. died to his drawings Ycre
always short, but were forcible and highly humorous, if

sometimes trivial, and were admirably adapted to the

particular subjects. The different stage.s through \%hich

Gavarni’s talent passed, always elevating and refining itself,

are well worth being noted. At first ho confined himself to

the study of Parisian manners, more especially those of the

Parisian youth. To this vein belong les I^orettes, les Actrdes,

les Coulisses, les Fashionables, les Oeutilshommes bourgeois,

les AHistes, les Debardeurs, Cllchy, les Etudiants de Faris^

les Baliverneries Farisiennes, les Flaiurs Chaiaqtetres, les

Bals masques, le Carnamd, les Souvenirs du Carnaval, its

Souvenirs du Bal Chicard, la Vie des jeLines hunimes, les

Patois de Paris, He had now ceased to be director of

Les Gens du Monde
\

but ho was engaged as ordinary
caricaturist of Le Charivari, and, whilst making the fortune

of the paper, he made his own. His name was exceedingly
popular, and his illustrations for books were eagerly

sought for by publishers, Le. Jnlf Errant, by Eugene
Sue (1843, 4 vols. 8vo), the French translation of Hoff-

man’s tales (1843, 8vo), the first collective edition of

Balzac’s works (Paris, Houssiaux, 1850, 2(> vols. Svo),

Le Liable d Paris (1844—46, 2 vols. 4t()), Les Fra7a;a'is

peints par eux-memes (1840-43, 9 vols. Svo), the collection

of Physiologies pjublished by Aiibert in 38 vols. ISmo
(1840—42),—all owed a great part of their success at the

time, and are still sought for, on account of the clever

and telling sketches contributed by Gavarni. A single

frontispiece or vignette was sometimes enough to secure

the sale of a new book. Always desiring to enlarge the
field of his observations, Gavarni soon abandoned his once
favourite topics. He no longer limited himself to such
types as the lorette and the Parisian student, or to the
description of the noisy and ]3opular pleasures of the
capital, but turned his mirror to the grotesque sides of

family life and of humanity at large. Les Enfants terribles,

les Parents terrihles, les Fourheries des femmes, la Politique

desfemmes, les Maris venges, les JVuances du sejitiment, les

Eeves, les Petits Jeux de SodUe, les Petits malhem's d%i

bonheur, les Impressions de mhiagc, les Interjections, les

TraductioTis en langue vidgaire, les Propos de Thomas
Vireloque, &c., were composed at this time, and are his

most elevated productions. But whilst showing the same
power of irony as his former works, enhanced by a deeper
insight in bo human nature, they generally bear the stamp
of a bitter and even sometimes gloomy philosophy. This
tendency was still more strengthened by a visit to England
in 1849. He returned from London deeply impressed
with the scenes of misery and degradation w'^hich he had
observed among the lower classes of that city. In the
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midst of tlae cheerful atmosphere of Paris he had been
struck chiefly by the ridiculous aspects of vulgarity and vice,

and he had laughed at them. But the debasement of

human nature which lie saw in London appears to have
affected him so forcibly that from that time the cheerful

caricaturist never laughed, or made others laugh again.

What he had witnessed there became the almost exclusive

subject of his drawings, as powerful, as impressive as ever,

but better calculated to be appreciated by cultivated minds
than by the public, which had in former years granted him
so wide a popularity. Most of these last compositions

appeared in the weekly paper Illustration, In 1857 he
published in one volume the series entitled Masques and
Visages (1 vol. 12mo), and in 1869, about two years after

his death, his last 2iXtistio 'work, Les Doiize Mois (1 vol. foL),

was given to the world. Gavarni was much engaged, dur-

ing the last period of his life, in scientific pursuits, and
chis fact must perhaps be connected with the great change
which then took place in his manner as an artist. He sent

several communications to the Acad4mie des Sciences, and
till his death, which happened on the 23d of Hov'ember
1866, he was eagerly interested in the question of aerial

navigation. It is said that he made experiments on a
large scale with a view to find the means of directing

balloons
;
but it seems that he was not so successful in this

line as his fellow-artist, the caricaturist and photographer,

Nadar,

Gavarni’s CEuvres cJwisies were edited in 1845 (4 vols. 4to)

witli letterpress by J. Jaiiin, Tli. Gautier, and Balzac, followed in
1850 by two other volumes named Ferles et Par%brcs\ and some
essays in in'ose and in verse written by him were collected by one of

his biographers, Ch. Yriarte, and published in 1869. The book
written by E. and J. de Gonconrt, Oavarni^ Vho'imne et Voeimre

(1873, 8vo), mubt be mentioned here, J. Olaretie has also de-

voted to the great French caiicatmist a curious and interesting

essay. A catalogue raisonn^ of Gavanii’s works has been published
by J. Armelhault and E. Bocher, Paris, 1873, 8vo.

GAVELKIND is a peculiar system of tenure prevailing

chiefly in the county of Kent, but found also in other parts

of England. In Kent all land is presumed to be holden
by this tenure until the contrary is proved. It is more cor-

rectly described as socage tenure, subject to the custom of

gavelkind. The chief peculiarities of the custom are the

following. (I-) tenant can aliene his lands by feoffment
at fifteen years of age. (2.) There is no escheat on attainder

for felony, or as it is expressed in the old rhyme

—

The father to the bough,
The son to the plough.”

(3.) Generally the tenant could always dispose of his lands

by will. (4.) In case of intestacy the estate descends not to

the eldest son but to all the sons in equal shares. Every
son is as great a gentleman as the eldest son is.” It is to

this remarkable peculiarity that gavelkind no doubt owes
its local popularity. The 4 & 5 Viet. c. 35, for commuting
manorial rights iu respect of lands of copyhold and custom-
ary tenure, contains a clause specially exempting from the
operation of the Act “ the custom of gavelkind as the same
now exists and prevails in the county of Kent.’’ Gavelkind
is one of the most interesting examples of the customary
law of England, and it is no doubt correctly traced to the
Saxon land-law prevailing before the Conquest. Its sur-

vival in this instance in one part of the country is regarded
as a concession extorted from the Conqueror by the superior
bravery of the men of Kent.
GAVIAL. See Crocodile.
GAY, John (1688-1732), one of the most eminent of

the secondary English poets, was a native of Devonshire,
born in 1688 at Erithelstoek, near Torrington, where his

family had been long settled. His father dying when the
future poet was only about six years of age, and leaving

four children, the prospects of the family were unpromising

;

and John, after receiving his education at the grammar
school of Barnstaple, was put apprentice to a silk mercer
in London. He disliked the employment, obtained his
discharge, and embarked in a literary life, varied only by
incessant efforts to obtain the patronage of the great. How
he lived up to his twenty-second year is not stated. In
1710 he published his poem of Wme^ an enumeration of
the charms of the “ enlivening grape,” written in the grave,
mock-heroic, and minutely descriptive style, which he after-

wards displayed with greater power in his Trivia. In
1712 he was received into the household of the duchess
of Monmouth in the capacity of secretary. Next year
he published his Rural Sports^ inscribed to Pope ; and
this seems to have led to a friendship between the poets
uninterrupted and sincere. The superiority of Pope was
freely conceded. There could be no rivalry on the part of

Gay, and Pope appears to have exerted himself on every
occasion to serve his friend. Gay’s ambition was limited
to a life of ease, fine-dressing, and a luxurious table, in

all of which he had marvellous success, but little content-
ment. In the years 1713 and 1714, besides the Ruoal
S2yortSy he produced a comedy. The Wife of Bath, which was
acted only three nights

; The Fan^ a poem ; and The
Shepherd^s WeeJc, a series of six pastorals drawn from
English rustic life. Pope is believed to have incited his

friend to this task in order to cast ridicule on the Arcadian
pastorals of Ambrose Philips, who had been lavishly praised
in the G^iardian (ignoring the claims of Pope) as the first

pastoral writer of the age, and the true English Theocritus.
The malicious wit was completely successful, but Gay’s
ludicrous pictures of the English swains and their loves
were found to be interesting and amusing without reference
to their sarcastic origin. The poem was popular, and the
author’s reputation considerably advanced. In this fortu-

nate year Gay was appointed secretary to the earl of

Clarendon, ambassador to the court of Hanover
;
but the

death of Queen Anne, August 1, 1714, soon put an end to

his hopes of permanent official employment. He then tried

the drama, and produced his farce of What d^ye Gall it ?

which was acted with little success in February 1714-15.
In 1716 appeared his Trivia, or the Art of Walking the

Streets of London, a poem in three books, for which he ac-

knowledged having received several hints from Swift. It

is an excellent toivn poem, containing graphic and humorous
descriptions of the London of that period. In January
1716—17 the comedy of Three Hours after Marriage was
brought on the stage, and emphatically condemned. In
this piece Gay was assisted by Pope and Arbuthnot. Pope
is distinctly visible in his allusions to Dennis the critic;

and it is remarkable that three such men should have pro-

duced a play so dull, unnatural, and gross. Gay was taken
to Aix by Mr Pulteney in 1717. In 1720 he collected his

poems and published them by subscription, by which he is

said to have realized ^1000. Secretary Graggs also pre-

sented him with some South Sea stock ; and Gay called in

his friends to advise as to the investment of his riches.

Erasmus Lewis, according to Johnson, advised him to in-

trust his money to the funds, and live upon the interest

;

Arbuthnot bade him intrust it to Providence, and live upon
the principal ; while Pope directed him, and was seconded
by Swift, to purchase an annuity. This was Pope’s own
prudent system

;
but Gay, like many others who ask advice,

followed none, but took his own way. He embarked all in

South Sea stock
;
and, refusing to sell out before the bubble

burst, he lost the actual principal as well as the anticipated

profit. The calamity overwhelmed him
;

his life was
despaired of

;
but his friends exerted themelves to cheer and

succour the desponding bard. Lord Burlington entertained

him for months in his princely house at Chiswick
; and

Pope, Arbuthnot, and the other members of the circle were
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unceasing in tTaeir attentions. By the beginning of 1724
he had a new play ready, a tragedy called the GaptiveSy

which was patronized by the Princess (afterward Queen)
Caroline and the Prince of Wales. In 1726 he published

his famous Fifty-one Fables in Verse, His next work was
the Beggar's Opera, performed in 1727, written in ridicule

of the Italian Opera, which for a time it drove off the

English stage. Swift suggested the subject, and Pope is

believed to have added some poignancy to the satirical

songs
;
but Gay’s own bonhomie and voluptuous style colour

the whole. The play ran to the end of the season, sixty-

two nights, four of which were for the benefit of the author,

and produced to him the handsome sum of .£693, 13s. 6d.

The same year he sold his copyright of the Opera, with

that of the Fables, for 90 guineas. The success of The
Beggar^s Opera induced Gay to attempt a continuation of

the operatic style. He wrote another piece, Folly, with no
satirical design, as he states

; but the lord chamberlain pro-

hibited its representation. The poet then resorted in 1729
to publication by subscription

;
has friends were again active

—the duchess of Queensberry even bearding royalty in

resentment of the refusal of the licence; and Gay must
have cleared above £1000 by what was deemed his oppres-

sion. The duke of Queensberry received Gay into his

house, and the duchess treated him with equal respect for

his talents and character. This clever, beautiful, and eccen-

tric woman—the idol of the poets—appears nowhere to

more advantage than in her affectionate patronage of Gay,
and her long-cherished regret for his loss. The poet died,

after a short illness, December 4, 1732, and the duke and
duchess of Queensberry honoured his remains with a splen-

did funeral and monument in Westminster Abbey, A week
before his death another opera, Achilles, had been brought
out with applause, and this, with a new volume of Fables,

was published in 1733, the profits going to his sisters, two
widow ladies, who inherited by the poet’s death no less than
£6000. As late as 1743 appeared the posthumous comedy
of The Disirest Wife, and the farce of The Rehearsal at

Gotham in 1753. Pope and Swift—always ready to blame
the court and courtiers, though far from averse to their

society—have censured Mrs Howard, afterwards countess
of Suffolk, for not more zealously promoting the interests

of Gay by her supposed influence with the king. One offer

was made to the poet,—^the situation of gentleman-usher
to the Princess Louisa, a child,—but he declined it on
account of his being, as he writes to Swift, so far advanced
in life. He was only thirty-nine; but all Gay’s friends
seem to have treated the offer as an indignity. When the
queen’s establishment was made up in 1727, they expected
some more important office for their favourite associate,
though it is not easy to discover what appointment about
the court could have been better adapted to one so easy, so
natural, and helpless. Mrs Howard, it is now known, had
very little influence with her royal master. The real
power was in the hands of the queen, and the philosophical
Caroline was content that his Majesty (who hated hhoetry
and hhainting, and looked upon poets as mechanics) should
possess what mistresses he pleased, provided that the state
power and patronage continued with herself and Walpole.
But it may be safely said that no man could have acquired
such a body of great and accomplished friends as those
which rallied round Gay and mourned his loss, without the
possession of many valuable and endearing qualities. His
poetry is neither high nor pure

;
but he had humour, a fine

vein of fancy, and powers of observation and local painting
which bespeak the close poetical student and the happy
literary artist. (n. ca.)
GAY, Marie FsANgoiSE Sophie, Madame (1776-1852),

daughter of M. Nichanlt de Lavalette (who was attached to
the household of Monsieur, afterwards Louis XYIIL), and
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of Francesca Peretti, a Florentine lady, was born at Paris

1st July 1776. Under the guidance of her father, a man
of tai^te and culture, she received a very careful education.

In 1793 she was married to M. Liottier, an exchange
broker, but she was divorced from him in 1799, and shortly

afterwards was married to M. Gay, receiver-general of the

department of the Koer or Ruhr. This union brought her

into more intimate relations with many distinguished per-

sonages whom she had previously known ; and her circle

of acquaintanceship gradually extended, until her salon

came to be frequented by all the distinguished litterateurs,

musicians, actors, and painters of the time, among whom
she made herself remarked by her beauty, her vivacity, and
her sprightly wit tempered by fine tact and genuine amia-

bility. Her first literary production was a letter written in

1802 to the JoiLrnal de Paris, in defence of Madame de

StaeTs novel Delyyhin ;
and in the same year she published

anonymously her first novel Lanre d^EstelL Leonie de

Monthreiise, which appeared in 1813, is considered by
Sainte-Beuve her best work

;
but Anatolie, which appeared

in 1815, has perhaps a higher reputation. These and
several of her other v/orks, amongst which may be specially

named Les Salons celehres, possess an interest beyond their

intrinsic merits—chief of which are x>nrity and elegance of

style—for their portraitures of French society especially

during the period of the directory and the consulate, and
of many of the distinguished personages whose intimacy

she enjoyed. Madame Gay wrote several theatrical ijieces

which had considerable success. She was also an accom*
plished player on the pianoforte and harp, and composed
both the words and music of a number of romances. For
an account of her daughter Delphine Gay, Madame de
Girardin, see Girardin*.

Besides the works already mentioned, she L the author of Les
Malheurs d'un amant heureux, 1818 ;

Theobald, episode de la guerre
de Rifssie, 1828 ;

Le Mogneur amourcitx, 1830 ;
Un Mariage sous

VEmpire, 1832 ; Scenes die jmne dgc, 1833 ;
Physiologic ridicule,

1833; La Divcliesse de ChAteauroax, 3 834; Souvenirs d'une ricillc

femme, 1834 ; La Comtesse dBgmoni, 1836 ;
Marie de Mancini,

1840 ;
Marie-Louisa d'Orlea'ns, 1842 ;

ElUnorc, 1844-40 ; Le Faux
Fo'ere, 1845 ; Le Comte de Quiche, 1845 ;

and Le Mari confident,

1849. See Theophile Gautier, Portraits Contemporains
;
and Sainte-

Beuve, Causeries du Lu'iidi, vol. vi.

GAYA, a district of British India in the Patnd division,

under the lieutenant-governor of Bengal, situated between
24® 17' and 25° 19' H. lab., and between 84“ 4' and 86“ 5'

E. long. It is bounded on the N. by Patnd, on the E. by
Monghyr, on the S.E. and S. by Hazaribiigh, and on the W.
by Shdhabdd districts. Generally speaking, Gay4 consists

of a level plain, with a ridge of prettily wooded hills along
the southern boundary, whence the country falls with a
gentle slope towards the Ganges. Rocky hills occasionally
occur, either detached or in groups, the loftiest being
Mdher hill about 12 miles S.E. of Gayd town, with
an elevation of 1620 feet above sea-level. The eastern
part of the district is highly cultivated; the portions to the
north and west are less fertile ; while in the south, the
country is thinly peopled, and consists of hills, the jungles on
which are full of wild animals. The principal river is the
Son, which marks the boundary between Gay4 and Shdh-
dbdd, navigable by small boats throughout the yeai', and
by craft of 20 tons burden in the rainy season. The other
rivers are the Pimpiln, Phdlgii, and Jamnd, and a number
of smaller streams. Two branches of the Son canal system,
the eastern main canal and the Patnd canal, intersect the
district.

The census of 1872 takes the area of Gayd district at
4718 square miles, and returns the population at 954,129
males and 995,621 females,—total, 1,949,750, residing in
6530 villages or towns, and 327,845 houses. Classified
according to religion, there are 1,729,890 Hindus, 219,332
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Mahometans, 203 Christians, and 316 “others.” Amongst
the higher castes there is an unusually large proportion

of Brahmans, a circumstance due to the number of sacred

places which the district contains. The GaydwAls, or priests

in charge of the holy places, are held in high esteem by the

pilgrims
;
but they are not pure Brahmans, and are looked

down upon by those who are. They live an idle and dis-

solute life, but are very wealthy, from contributions extorted

from the pilgrims. The ruined city of Buddh Gay4, about
6 miles south of Gay4 town, marks the residence of Sakya
Sinha, the founder of the Buddhist religion, who flourished

in the 6th century B.C., and an ancient tree is pointed out

as the identical fig tree under which the sage sat in abstrac-

tion for five years, until he attained to the state of Buddha.
Another place of religious interest is a temple of great

antiquity, which crowns the highest peak of the Baraber
hills, and at which a religious fair is held each September,
attended by from 10,000 to 20,000 pilgrims. At the
foot of the hill are numerous rock caves excavated about
200 B.c,

Seven towiis in Gaya district containupwards of 6000 inhabitants,
viz., Gaya, 66,84=3; Jalianabad, 21,022, Bandnagar, 10,058 ; Tikari,

8178 ;
Sherghati, 7033 ; Hasiia, 6119 ; and Eajauli, 5012. About

four-fifths of the surface is cultivated. Bice forms the great agri-

cultural staple, the area under cultivation being estimated at about
900,000 acres, yielding an outturn of over 400,000 tons. Wheat
occupies about 170,000 acres, producing a crop of 60,000 tons, of
which one-half is exported. Oil seeds are grown on about 35,000
acres, and opium on between 60,000 and 70,000 acres. Cotton,
sugar-cane, chilies, and vegetables are also gi’own. Droughts are
coininou, and in the famine of 1866 Gaya suffered severely. The
scarcity of 1873-74 did not affect the district to any great extent.
Manufactures consist of common brass utensils, black stone orna-
ments, pottery, tasar silk cloth. Formerly cloth-weaving and
pax)er-making were important manufactures in the district, but these
industries have now almost entirely died out. The chief exports are
food grains, oil seeds, indigo, crude opium (sent to Patna for manu-
facture)

,
saltpetre, sugar, blankets, brass utensils, &c. The imports

are s’alt, piece goods, cotton, timber, bamboos, tobacco, lac, iron,

spices, and fruits. The prinoii^al trade route is along the Patna
branch road. The total net revenue of the district in 1876-77 was
£188,426, of which £186,692 was derived from the land

;
the net

civil expenditure, £23,878. The district and municipal police of
all ranks numbered 923, besides a rural force of 6790 men paid by
the landholders and villagers. The number of schools in 1878-74
was 446, attended by 8139 pupils. The climate of Gaya is dry and
healthy,—the average annual temperature being about 80® F., and
aveiage annual rainfall 35 '59 inches.

Gaya, the chief town and administrative headquarters of
the above district, situated on the bank of the Ph^lgrl river,

lat. 24° 47' 15" N., long. 85° 3' 10" E. The population in

1872 numbered 66,843 :—Hindus, 52,265 ;
Mahometans,

14,444; Christians, 134. The municipal income in 1871
was £2716, and the expenditure £2351. The town con-
sists of two distinct parts, adjoining each other

; the part
containing the residences of the priests is Gayd proper

;

and the other, which is the business quarter, is called
S^hibganj. The civil offices and residences of the European
inhabitants are situated here. Gay4 derives its sanctity
from incidents in the life of Buddha connected with the
adjoining district. But a local legend also exists concern-
ing a pagan monster of great sanctity, named Gayd, who
wickedly tried to save sinners from deserved perdition.
Brahma in order to get rid of Gay4 induced him to lie

down in order that a feast might be held on his body
;
and

once down, he placed a large stone on him to keep him
there. The tricked demon struggled violently, and, in
order to pacify him, Brahma promised that the gods should
take up their permanent residence in him, and that any one
who made a pilgrimage to the spot were he lay should be
delivered from the terrors of the Hindu place of torment.
This may possibly be a Brahmanic rendering of Buddha's
life and work. There are forty-five sacred spots in and
around town, which are visited by from 100,000 to 200,000
pilgrims annually.
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GAY-LUSSAC, Joseph Louis (1778-1850), one of the
most distinguished of modern physicists and chemists, was
born at St Leonard, in the department of Haute Vienne,
on the 6th of December 1778. His father, Antoine Gay,
who was procureur du roi and judge at Pont-de-Noblac,
had added to the common family name the distinctive title

Lussac, from a small property he had in the neighbourhood
of St Leonard. The family consisted of two sons, of whom
Joseph Louis was the elder, and three daughters. Intended
for the bar, young Gay-Lussac prosecuted liis early studies

in Latin and other elementary subjects at home, under the
superintendence of the Abl>6 Bourdeix and other masters,

until 1794, when he was sent to Paris, where he worked
very hard for three years preparing for admission to the

Nicole Polytechnique. After a brilliant examination he
was received into this institution on December 27, 1797,
whence on the 22d of November 1800 he was transferred to

the school Des Fonts et Chaussees. Shortly afterwards he
wasassigned to Berthollet, whohadreturned from Napoleon’s
Egyptian expedition, and who was desirous of having an

able student from the il^lcole Polytechnique to aid him
in his researches. The results expected by the author of

the Statlque C7dmiq2ie were not verified by his assistant’s

experiments, v^hich seem to have been recorded without any
consideration of the theorizer’s feelings. It was on this

occasion, according to Arago, that Berthollet, at first nettled

to find that his ideas were not confirmed, delivered himself

as follows :
“ Young man, it is your destiny to make dis-

coveries, You shall be henceforth my companion. I

wish—it is a tible of which I am sure I shall have cause

some day to be proud—I wish to be your father in

science.”

Gay-Lussac accordingly entered on a long series of re-

searches upon certain physical phenomena, which though of

constant recurrence in experimental inquiries, had up to

this time been very imperfectly examined. In his first

memoir {A7in, de Chimie^ t. xliii., 1802) he shows that

different gases are dilated in the same proportion when
heated from 0® to 80“ (B^anmur). He does not seem to

have been aware of Dalton’s experiments on this subject,

which were indeed very far from being accurate
;
but he

states in a footnote that “ le cit. Charles ^ avait remarque
depuis 15 ans la m§me propri^fce dans ces gaz

;
mais,

n’ayant jamais publie ses resultats, c'est par le plus grand
hasard que je les ai connus.” In return for his having
thus rescued from oblivion the remark which his fellow-

citizen, probably wisely, did not think worth recording, some
recent authors have changed the title of the law from that

of Gay-Lussac to that of Charles. The investigations re-

corded in this memoir were followed by experiments on the

improvements of thermometersand barometers, on the tension

of vapours, their mixture with gases, and the determination of

their density, evaporation, hygrometry, and capillarity. In

course of these researches, which engaged him for a couple

of years, he acquired not only dexterity in manipulation

and the contrivance of experiments, but a great deal of

valuable knowledge of physics. During the interval, in the

year 1802, he had been nominated Fourcroy’s demonstrator

at the Ecole Polytechnique, and as he had in this capacity

to lecture frequently for the professor, he was beginning to

acquire reputation as a teacher and expounder of chemistry

and physics, by the clearness, precision, and care which his

lectures evinced. In 1803-4 certain results respecting

terrestrial magnetism had been obtained during two balloon

ascents, which appeared of so much interest that the French

Academy was desirous of having them repeated. Through
Berthollet and Chaptal the balloon which had been used in

Egypt was obtained, and fitted up with various instruments

;

the observations were entrusted to Gay-Lussac and Biot
,

^ The inventor of the “ Chaxliere,” or hydrogen balloon.

X. — i6
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wlio made tTieir first ascent from tlie garden of tlie Conser-

vatoire des Arts et Metiers, on August 24, 1804. In tMs

ascent an altitude of 4000 metres was attained, but unex-

pected difficulties were encountered, and tlie results were

not decisive. Not satisfied witb tlie expedition, Gay-Lussac

got a larger balloon provided with every requisite, and made
an ascent by himself on September 16 of the same year.

On this occasion the balloon rose to a height of 701 G metres,

an altitude greater than any which had been formerly

reached, and surpassed only by a few later ascents. At this

great elevation of nearly 23,000 feet, and with the thermo-

meter at 9Y O. below freezing, Gay-Lussac remained for a

considerable time making observations on temperature, on

the moisture o£ the air, on magnetism, and other points.

He observed particularly that he had considerable difficulty

in breathing, that his pulse was quickened, and that by the

absence of moisture in the air his mouth and throat became

so parched that it was painful to swallow even a piece of

bread. The experiments on magnetism for which the ascent

was xirimarily made were imperfect, but they led him to the

conclusion that the magnetic effect at all attainable elevations

above the eartffs surface remains constant.^ Having col-

lected samples of air at different elevations he, on his return

to Paris, proceeded to analyse them ; and in conjunction

with Alexander von Humboldt,whom he had associated with

himself in this investigation, he published several papers on

eudiometric analysis and related topics. The memoir,

which was read to the Institute on October 1, 1804, con-

tained the germ of what was afterwards Gay-Lussac’s most
important generalization. The authors observed that when
oxygen and hydrogen combine together by volume, it is in

the proportion of one volume of the former to two volumes
of the latter. Prior to this the numerous experiments on
the volume composition of water had always brought out

various complicated ratios, though approaching the simple

one more or less closely. It was not, however, till 1808,
that Gay-Lussac announced the law of combination by
volume in its general form. Shortly after these investiga-

tions were completed, Gay-Lussac got leave of absence to

accompany Yon Humboldt on a scientific journey to Swit-

zerland, Italy, and Germany. Provided with physical and
meteorological instruments, they left Paris March 12, 1805,
and travelled by Lyons, Chambery, and Mont Cenis to

Genoa, and thence to Borne, where they arrived on July 5.

After a short stay at Borne in the residence of William von
Humboldt, during which Gay-Lussac made a few chemical
analyses, they departed for Naples in company with
Leopold von Buch, afterwards so eminent as a geologist.

During this visit Gay-Lussac had the opportunity of study-
ing on the spot volcanic eruptions and earthquakes.
Vesuvius, which was in violent action, he ascended six

times. After this the party went back to Borne, and then
started for Florence on September 17, 1805. A few days
having been spent there, they went on to Bologna and
thence to Milan, which they reached on October 1, and
there they had the pleasure of meeting Volta. The party
crossed the St Gotthardon October 14—15, in the midst of
a storm which prevented their seeing anything, and after

some delay reached Gottingen, where they were received
with much attention by Blumenbach, the famous naturalist.

On November 16 they arrived at Berlin, where the winter
and tLe following springwere spent. In this wayGay-Lussac
became acquainted with the best society in Berlin, and was
especially intimate with Klaproth and Erman. In spring
he hurriedly returned to Paris. The death of an Acade-
mician had left a vacant place, and be was hopeful that he
might be elected to fill it. Arago remarks that it is curious

^ The niimerous ohservations made in both ascents are recorded in
the Journal de Physique for 1804, vol. 59.
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that Gay-Lussac should have found it necessary to be on
the spot to ensure success. What he had already done for

science might have been considered sufficient, apart from
personal considerations, but there were prejudices which
might have acted unfavourably, if he had not been
present to meet them. These were, however, success-

fully overcome, and he entered the Academy in 1806. In
the following year was inaugurated the Sociotc d’Arcueil,

a small group of scientific men who used to assmble at

Berthollet’s house. Gay-Lussac was an original member of

this society, which is of interest chiefly on account of its

having been the means of publishing some papers which
have since proved of great historical interest. The results

of his magnetic observations made along with Humboldt
were published in vol. i. of its Memoiras (1807); and vol.

ii. (1809) contains the important ineiiioir on gaseous com-

bination, ill which he pointed out that, wiicn gases combine
with one another by volume or by measure, they do so in

the very simplest proportions, 1 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and so

on, and that the volume of the product in the gaseous state

boars a very simple ratio to that of tlie constituents. This

law, which, along with Humboldt, he had shown to bo true

of water, he extended to several other gases, and ho even

deduced from the vapour density of compounds that of

certain elements, more parti ciilarl}’-, carbon, mercury, and
iodine, which had not been ascertained by direct experiment.

It would take too much space to give in detail the criti-

cism which the enunciation of the principle evoked, more
liarticularly from Dalton, who would not accept Gay-
Lussac’s position, and affirmed his belief that gase.-* do not

unite in equal or exact measures in any one instance
; when

they appear to do so, it is owing to the inaccuracy of <nir

experiments.”- There was at that time the difiiculty that

the specific gravity of gases and vapours had been imper-

fectly determined, and the necessary coiisequenco of Gay-
Lussac’s law, that the specific gravity and combining weight

of elements should be expressed by the same number,
could not be exi^erimentally confirmed. ]Morei)ver, Dalton
rested combination on atomic and not on combining
weights, and the numbers he employed were in almost every

instance very different from those which more accurate

analysis has since determined. But the imperfect character

of the then available data, and the amount of seemingly
adverse experimental evidence, only throw a stronger light

on the genius of Gay-Lussac in divining a law whicli, as

science has j)rogressed, has been duly confirmed, and which
not only forms the most important control of tlic combin-
ing weight of chemical substances, but, when interpreted

by the kinetic theory of gases, shows that the physical mole-

cules (that is to say, the portions of the substance which
are not broken up into smaller parts during the motion
which we call heat) exist in equal numbers in equal

volumes of different gases at the same temperature and
pressure. This law, which has as high a claim as the

other to bear the name of Gay-Lussac, is also sometimes
deprived of that honour, and called the law of Avogadro,
who, long afterwards, by his more extended researches,

caused the importance of the law to be recognized by
chemists.

The next events In Gay-Lussac’s scienti:^c career are con-

nected with what may be called his rivalry with Davy, who
in matter of age (b. December 17, 1778) was almost exactly

his contemporary. In 1808 when Davy, having isolated

potassium and sodium, was awarded Napoleon’s prize for the

most important discovery in voltaic electricity, the emperor
is said to have asked how it was that these discoveries were
made abroad and French prizes were carried away. Having

® New System of Chemical PhilosojJiy^ Maucliester, 1810, part il ^

p. 559.
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been informed that there was no battery of power equal to

that used by Davy, he caused a very large one to be made,
and presented it to the Ecole Polytechnique. While waiting

for it, Gay-Lussac and Tlienard succeeded in preparing

potassium by a direct chemical action, iu which fused potash
v/as brought in contact with red-hot iron. This method
enabled chemists to prepare the alkali metals in quantity,

and Gay-Lussac and Th-^nard availed themselves of it to

examine the iDroperties of potassium very completely, and
not only so, but also to use it as a means of decomposing
other substances. It was in this way that they separated
boron from boracic acid, an element which was also prepared
by Davy with the same materials. It is worth notice that

Davy admitted the advantage of the method of Gay-Lussac
and Th^nard, though he seems to have subsequently re-

garded their appropriation of the newly-discovered metal as

not altogether warranted.^ The researches with the great

battery after it was made did nob come up to their expecta-

tions
;
the power fell far short of what had been anticijiated,

and they confined themselves rather to an examination of

the phenomena presented by the apparatus itself, than to

u-:.Liig it as an engine for efiecting important decompositions.

In 1809 was published the second investigation parallel

to one by Davy, namely, upon hydrochloric (or, as it

was then called, muriatic) acid, and chlorine, then called

oxymuriatic acid. This memoir was read to the Institute,

and was also published in the second volume of the Memoires
(FArcueil. Gay-Lussac and Th6nard describe a crowd of

reactions they had tried for determining the characters of

these bodies. They pointed out difierences between the
muriatic and other acids, and indicated that the anomalies
which it presented were explicable either on the hypothesis
of water being an essential constituent of the acid, or on
that of the oxymuriatic acid being a simple gas. At the
end of their memoir, however, they decided in favour of

oxymuriatic acid being compound, although they had failed

to get oxygen from it by heating it with carbon. The ex-

planation of this decision seems to be that, w’hile they
themselves were infiueiiced to some extent by LavoisieEa
oxygen theory of acids, some of the other members of the
Arcueil Society, such as Laplace and Berthollet, were keen
Livoisierians, and were prepared to oppose any criticism

which might lead to a modification of the great Frenchman’s
opinion on so vital a point. To admit the existence of an
acid without oxygen might have led to a loss of the whole
scientific position which France had gained by Lavoisier’s

defeat of phlogiston. Davy, who was not under the same
iiifiuence, declared, as the result of his inquiries, that oxy-
muriatic acid gas was simple, and that therefore there
may be acids without oxgyen. Sometime after, Gay-Lussac
and Tlienard agreed with this view, which they could do
with less hesitation, as they had themselves indicated it in
their own memoir.
Among the investigations which Gay-Lussac under-

took with Th^nard iu the years 1810—1811, and which
ultimately yielded most valuable results, must be men-
tioned those upon organic chemistry, and especially upon
the analysis of fixed orgauic compounds. Before this time

^ Gay-Lussac and Thenard made no claim, of course, to the dis-

covery of potassium and sodium, though several important discoveries
followed from their experiments. Thus, iu addition to boron, they
got also the fluoride of boron ; and by the rapid combustion of the
alkali metals in dry oxygen they got their iieroxides, by means of which
Thenard subsequently prepared the peroxide of hydrogen. At flrst,

however, they seem to have thought that the alkali metals contained
hydrogen, and it was not for a couple of years that they accepted
Davy’s view of their simplicity. Indeed, about this time there appears
to have been considerable uncertainty about the elemental character of
the metals, it being thought that they contained hydrogen, an idea
wiiich, on account of its retrograde nature, was criticized by Davy as a
kind of phlogistic revival.

the only way of determining the composition of organic
substances was to explode them with oxygen, and as this
method was practicable only in the case of bodies which
were gaseous, or could be readily volatilized, the great
majority of fixed organic substances still remained unex-
amined. Gay-Lussac and Thenard introduced the plan of
adding some oxidizing agent to the substance and burning
it in a tube. They used chlorate of potassium, and the
products of combustion were collected over mercury. The
results obtained were in some cases very accurate, but the
process was difiicult of execution, and it is singular that the
authors should have preferred it to combustion with oxide
of copper, which they also tried. In 1815, however, Gay-
Lussac employed the latter agent for the examination of
cyanogen, and the other method was abandoned. The final

improvements w^ere made some years later by Liebig, when
working in Gay-Lussac’s laboratory. By their original
method Gay-Lussac and Tlie^nard determined the composition
of fifteen organic substances, including sugar, starch, gum,
v/ax, oil, various woods, resin

;
mucic, oxalic, tartaiic, citric,

and acetic acids
;
and albumen, fibrin, gelatin, and casein.

Gay-Lussac succeeded also, in 1811, in obtaining pure
hydrocyanic acid. He described its pliysical properties, but
did not announce anything about its composition till 1815,
when lie published liis celebrated memoir in which he
described cyanogen as a compound radical, prussic acid as
a compound of this radical with hydrogen alone, and the

prussiates as compounds of the radical with metals. He
also showed how to prepare free cyanogen, and explained
Berthollet’s oxyprussic acid to be really chloride of cyanogen.
The proof that prussic acid contains hydrogen and no
oxygen was a most important support to the hydrogen acid
theory, \vhile the isolation of the radical cyanogen was of

equal importance for the subsequent epoch of compound
radicals in organic chemistry.

In 1813—14 Gay-Lussac x^ublished his memoirs on iodine.

This was the third investigation which involved a rivalry

with Davy, and it was also that about which there was most
feeling. Courtois had discovered the substance in 1 8 1 1 ,

and
had given some of it for examination to Cl^ment-D^sormes.
He had only published a brief notice of it w^hen Davy
arrived in Paris, having obtained express permission of

Napoleon to pass through France on his way to Italy. Davy
got a few fragments of this curious substance, and after a
brief examination with a very limited portable laboratory
which he had with him, perceived its analogy to chlorine, and
drew the conclusion that it must be a simple body of similar

character. Gay-Lussac, it is said, having heard of Davy’s
making experiments with it, went off to Courtois, got a
specimen, and proceeded to examine it. He also saw its

likeness to chlorine, but his previous decision respecting
that body hampered him, and it was with some hesitation

that he ultimately acknowledged its elemental character.

Whether or not Gay-Lussac was actuated by the motive
ascribed to him by Arago—^that it would be a reflexion on
French science were the settlement of the characters of this

substance to be left to a foreigner visiting Paris—it is not
necessary to enquire

;
but Davy seems to have felt that Gay-

Lussac was competing, and not altogether fairly, with him.

In a letter to Clement he gives a brief account of his work,

and lays claim to the first revelation of the elemental char-

acter of iodine, and again in a subsequent letter to his

brother, which contains a short review of the Parisian

chemists and their reception of him, the only complaint he
makes is that Gay-Lussac had played him a trick in trying

to appropriate the discovery of the character of iodine and
of hydriodic acid. Quite apart, however, from this claim

on Gay-Lussac’s part, the memoirs remain models of inves-

tigation and description. Davy quite freely admitted that

full light might be expected on the subject from its
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having been taken in hand by so able and accurate a

chemist as Gay-Lussac.
The year 1815 saw the completion of the research on

cyanogen already referred to, and with it concludes the

period of Gay-Lussac’s most important discoveries. Having
now attained a leading if not the foremost place among the

scientific men in the French capital, his advice was often

required on important questions. His attention was thus

turned in part from purely scientific subjects to points of

practical interest. In these new fields, however, he dis-

played the same powers which he had exercised so sedu-

lously in the pursuit of scientific truth; in fact he was now
to introduce and establish scientific accuracy where there

had been previously only practical approximations. The
most important of these later discoveries were the method
ot estimating the amount of real alkali in potash and soda

by the volume of standard acid required for neutralization

;

the method of estimating the amount of available chlorine

in bleaching powder by a solution of arsenious acid ;
direc-

tions for the use of the centesimal alcoholometer, published

in 1824, and specially commended by the commission of

the Institute appointed to report on it, as displaying all the

accuracy and exhaustive treatment of the author; and
lastly, the perfecting of the method of assaying silver by a

standard solution of common salt, a volume on which was
published in 1833. This last has superseded the old

method of assaying silver by cupellation, as being more I

rapid, more accurate, and easier of execution; and indeed

all these processes are so complete and satisfactory, and are

besides so identified with their author’s name, that his

reputation is secured by them, quite independently of his

earlier work. In what has been said above, only the more
important of Gay-Lussac’s discoveries have been alluded to.

To enter into an account, however brief, of all his

labours, would occupy more space than can be allowed
here. Indeed the list of his papers in the Boyal
Society’s catalogue amounts to 1 48, besides those of which
he was joint-author with Yon Humboldt, Th4nard, Welter,

and Liebig
;
and they embrace every department of the

science as cultivated fifty years ago. Among his later

researches may be mentioned those on fermentation, and
those executed by Liebig in conjunction with him, after the

young German chemist had gained the coveted admission
to Gay-Lussac’s private laboratory during the years 1823-
24. The latter include improvements on organic analysis,

and the examination of fulminic acid. Gay-Lussac cou-

tinued his work, and published the results in the Annates
de Ghmiie, of which he had been joint-editor for some thirty

years, up till almost his death, which took place at Paris on
May 9, 1850.
Some of the appointments he held have been already

referred to. After having acted as Fourcroy’s demon-
strator, he was made professor of chemistry at the Nicole

Polytechnique. From 1808 to 1832 he was professor
of physics at the Sorbonne, and he only resigned that
office when he was made professor of chemistry at the
Jardin des Plantes. Besides being on the commission of
arts and manufactures, and the “ administration ” of gun-
powder and nitre, he was appointed assayer for the mint in
1829. In 1831 he was elected to the chamber of deputies
as member for Haute Vienne, and finally, in 1839, entered
the chamber of peers.

Gay-Lussac’s scientific work is remarkable not only for
its range but for its intrinsic worth, its accuracy of detail,
its experimental ingenuity, its descriptive clearness, and the
soundness of its inferences. He did not hesitate to criticize
his own results, and replace them by others more accurate
either of his own or of another’s discovery

; he improved
and invented physical and chemical apparatus : the baro-
meter, thermometer, cathetometer alcoholometer, and the
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burette, which still bears his name, all bear witness to his

ingenuity and practical skill. He devised new analytical

methods ;
he discovered new substances, such as fluoride

of boron, and iodic, hydrosulphocyanic, dithionic, and
hyposulphiirous acids ;

he enlarged and corrected the

knowledge of those already discovered
;
he examined the

physical conditions of chemical action ;
he searched into

the causes of chemical combination and chemical change.

That he had the power of grasping the law underlying a

few facts is nowhere more evident than in the memoir on

gaseous combination, his most important contribution to

science. That he missed the opportunity of assigning the

chief limit to Lavoisier’s hypothesis, must be ascribed partly

at least to the influence of others. Authority decided it,

perhaps against his secret convictions.

From Arago’s and other notices one gathers tliat Gay-
Lussac was reticent, patient, persevering, accurate to

punctiliousness, perhaps a little cold and reserved, and not

unaware of his great ability. But he was also bold and
energetic, not only in his work, but equally so in defence

and support of his friends. His eailiest childish adven-

tures, as told by Arago, herald the fearless aeronaut and
undaunted investigator of volcanic eruptions. The en-

durance he exhibited under the laboratory accidents

which befell him shows the power of will with which
he could face the prospect of becoming blind and useless

for the prosecution of the science which was his vciy

life, and of which he is one of the most distinguished orna-

ments. It was only at the very end, w^hen the disease

from which he suffered left him no hoxie, that he comjfiained

with some bitterness of the hardship of leaving this woild

when so many discoveries were making, and when so many
more were likely to be made.

The more important of Gay-Lussac's papers are scattcrc d through
journals difficult of access. The most complete list of thcuii is f oii-

tained in the Eoyal Society’s catalogue of scientific papers
;

lists

are also given at the end of Hoefer’s aiticle in the Biogrctjihte

GeniraU, and in Poggendoiffs BiogrcqjMseli-litcmnscJics HautU
Viorterluch, Leip&ic, 1863. Accounts of various^ portions of Gay-
Lussac’s discoveries and vicAvs wdll be found in such works as

Thomson’s History of Clicriiistry, vol. ii., London, 1830;
GcscMchte cler Chemie, Biunswick, 1843-47; Kojqi’s Entioitkd-
ung der Chemie, Munich, 1871 ;

Dumas, Lcqons sur la Plnlosoyh te

Chimique, Palis, 1807, and ropiinted Palis, 1878 ;
Ladeiibutg,

Ven'trage uher die EntioitkchLngsgcstMLhte dcr Chctaie^ Bruitswif k,

1869 ;
Forbes, A Review of the Rrogress of Mathematical and

Physical Science in more recent timeSy Edinburgh, 18,o8. The chief

authorities for the life of Gay-Lussac are Arago {CEinrcs, Palis,

1855, t. iii.); Biot (Abstracts, Royal Society, vol. v., 1843-50, p.

1013); P. A. Cap (Le Museum dHistoirc XatarcUe. Paiis, 1854,
pt. 1, p. 137). (J. F )

GAZA, an ancient city of Phili&tia, close to the sea and
to the south boundary of the Holy Land. The Hebrew is

more correctly rendered in English as A^zah (Deut. ii. 23),

and means ^‘strong.” The modern Arabic form of the

name is Ghazzeh. The town stands on an isolated hill about
100 feet high, and has now a population of 1800 souls. It

is divided into four quarters, the eastern suburb consisting

entirely of mud houses. A magnificent grove of very
ancient olives forms an avenue 4 miles long north of the

city. On the south-east are a few palms. There are many
lofty minarets in various parts of the town, and a fine

mosque built of ancient materials. A 1 2th century churcli

towards the south side of the hill has also been converted
into a mosque. On the east is shown the tomb of Samson
(an erroneous tradition dating back to the Middle Ages).

The ancient walls are now covered up beneath green mounds
of rubbish. The water supply is from wells sunk through
the sandy soil to the rock

;
of these there are more than

twenty—an unusual number for a Syrian town. The land
for the 3 miles between Gaza and the sea consists prin-

cipally of sand dunes. There is no natural harbour, but
traces of ruins near the shore mark the site of the old
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Ma-juma Gazse or Port of Gaza, now called el Mineli, which
in the 5tk century was a separate town and episcopal see,

under the title Constautia or Limena Gaza. In the 7th
century there were numerous families of Samaritans in
Gaza, but they became extinct at the commencement of the
present century, H^shem, an ancestor of Mahomet, lies

buried in the town. On the east are remains of a race-

course, the corners marked by granite shafts with Greek
inscriptions on them. To the south is a remarkable hill,

quite isolated and bare, with a small mosque and a grave-
yard. It is called el Muiit^r, the watch tower,” and is

supposed to be the mountain before (or facing) Hebron,”
to which Samson carried the gates of Gaza (J'udg. xvi. 3).

The bazaars of Gaza are considered good. An extensive !

pottery exists in the town, and black earthenware peculiar
to the place is manufactured there. The climate is dry
and comparatively healthy, but the summer temperature
often exceeds 110° Fahr. The surrounding country is

partly cornland, partly waste, and is inhabited by wander-
ing Arabs. From the 5th to the 12th century Gaza was
an episcopal see of the Latin Church, but even aa late

the 4th century an idol named Mamas was worshipi>ed in

the town.

GAZA, Theodoeus (c. 1400-1478), one of the leaders
of the revival of learning in the 15th century, was born at
Thessalonica about the year 1400. On the capture of his
native city by the Turks in 1430 he removed to Mantua,
where he rapidly acquired a competent knowledge of Latin
under the teaching of Victorino de Feltre, supporting
himself meanwhile by giving lessons in Greek, and by
copying manuscripts of the ancient classics. About 1440
he became professor of Greek in the newly founded univer-
sity of Ferrara, to which students in great numbers from all

parts of Italy were soon attracted by his fame as a teacher.
He had taken some part in the councils which were held in
Ferrara (1438), Florence (1439), and Siena (1440), with
the object of bringing about a reconciliation between the
Greek and Latin Churches; and in 1450, responding to the
invitation of Pope Nicholas V., he went to Kome, where he
was for some years employed by his patron in making Latin
translations from Aristotle and other Greek authors. From
1456 to 1458 he lived at Naples under the patronage of
Aiphonso the Magnanimous; and shortly after the latter

date he was appointed by Cardinal Bessarion to a benefice
in the south of Italy, where the later years of his life were
spent, and where he died at an advanced age in 1478.
Gaza stood high in the opinion of most of his learned con-
temporaries, but still higher in that of the scholars of the
succeeding generation. His Greek grammar, in Greek
(ypajLL/LLaTLKvjs eZcraycoy^s 3), first printed at Venice
in 1495, and afterwards partially translated by Erasmus in
1521, although in many respects defective, especially in its

syntax, has done good service in the cause of sound learning.
His translations were very numerous, including the Pro-
blemata, JDe Hisioria Animalium, De Partibios Animalium^
and De Generations Animalium of Aristotle, the Historia
Plantarum and De Gausib Plantarium of Theophrastus, the
Prohlemata of Alexander Aphrodisias, the De Instruendis

\

Aclebus of ^Elian, and some of the Homilies of Chrysostom.
He also turned into Greek Cicero’s De Senectute and
Somninm Scipionis^—with much success, in the opinion of
Erasmus

; with more elegance than exactitude, according
to the colder judgment of modern scholars. He was the
author also of two small treatises entitled De Mensihus and
De Origins Turcamm.
GAZELLE. See Antelope.
GAZETTE, The London, is the official newspaper of the

Government, and is published every Tuesday and Friday.
It contains proclamations, orders, regulations, and other
acts of state, and is received as evidence thereof in legal
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pioceedings. It also contains notices of proceedings in
bankruptcy, dissolutions of partnership, he.. The Bank-
ruptcy Act, 1869, requires the order of adjudication to be
published in the Gazette^ and makes the Gazette conclusive
evidence of adjudication. Other statutes, dealing with
special subjects, have similar provisions. Unless by
virtue of such statutes, the Gazette is not evidence of any-
thing but acts of state. The Scotch law of evidence
would appear not to be so stringent. Gazettes are also
published in Edinburgh and Dublin.
GEBEB. After all the lesearch and criticism that have

been expended on this the first and most interesting
peisonage in the modern history of chemistry, little is

! definitely known about him, and about the oiigiii of the
works which pass under his name. It has been a very
general tradition to regard Geber as an Arabian, but until
the publication in recent years by European scholars of the
works of Arabian historians and bibliographers, the
bable source of the tradition has not been known. It seems
to be pretty generally believed that the Geber of Western
Eurox)e is the same as the person who is called in full Abu
Musa Dschabir (or Jabir) Ben Haijan Ben Abdallah el-Sufi

el-Tarsusi el-Kufi, who was reckoned the most illustrious

I of the alchemists by the Arabs, and who is mentioned in

the Kitah-al-Fihrist (10th cent.), by Ibn Khallikan (13th

j

cent.), by Haji Khalfa (17th cent.), and other writers.

If this be correct, Geber must have flourished in the Sth
century, for, according to Haji Khalfa, Dschabir Ben Haijan
died in the 160th year of the Hegira, which corresx>oiids

with the year beginning October 19, 776 a.d. This date
is incidentally confirmed by other writers, though there are
difficulties arising from the date of his teacher Kalid Ben
Jezid, and Ms patron Dschaafar ess-Sadik. His birtlqfiace

was Tarsus, or, as others say, Kufa
;
and he is said to have

resided at Damascus and at Kufa. This account, though
apparently the most trustworthy, does not agree with the
statements ot D’Herbelot, quoted seemingly from native
sources, that Geber was born at Harran in Mesopotamia,
was a Sabseaii by religion, and lived in the 3d century of

the Hegira. Nor does it agree with that of Leo Africanus,
who in 1526 gave a description of the Alchemical Society
of Fez, in Africa, and told how the chief authority of that
society was a certain Geber, a Greek, that had apostatized

to Mahometanism, and lived a century after Mahomet.
Leo’s story has circulated very widely, but its accuracy
has been im^rngned by Eeiske and Asseman, and the works
of both Leo and D’Herbelot have been rejected as autho-
rities by Wiistenfeld. Other writers have tried to show
that Geber was a native of Spain, or at least lived at

Seville, but this has probably arisen from confusing
Geber the chemist with other x^ersons of the same or

similar name. From the doubt encircling the personality of

Geber, some have gone the length of questioning whether
such a person ever existed but in name, and this view has
been again expressed by Steinschneider, who mentions
Abu Musa Dschabir Ben Haiyan, commonly called Geber,

an almost mythical person of the earliest period of Islam,

renowned as an alchemist.” While Steinschneider here ex-

hibits notable scepticism with respect to Dschabir’s very

existence, he exhibits equal credulity in his belief that this

mythical Dschabir is identical with Geber. In the present

state of the question there is no alternative but to aceex^t

the account given in the Fihrist, and admit the possibility

of Dschabir and Geber being one and the same. Con-
firmation of this view is to be sought in a comparison
of the works ascribed to Geber with those bearing the

name of Dschabir. The latter are divisible into two
classes, those mentioned in Arabic bibliographies, and
those existing in manuscript in European libraries. To
Dschabir is assigned the authorship of an immense
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number of works on. chemistry and many other topics

besides. Titles of 500 of these are given in the Fihrist,

and have been reproduced by Hammer-Purgstall, but
nothing else is known about them. Haji Khalfa also enu-

merates the titles of several alchemical works by Dschabir,
and other works are mentioned by other writers. Again
Arabic MSS. on alchemy bearing the name of Dschabir
Ben Haijaii exist at Leyden, at Paris, in the British

Museui^ and elsewhere ; but these have not been critically

examined as to their date, age, authenticity, contents, &c.

It is not known if they correspond with the lists already

mentioned, or with the Latin MSS. or the printed versions.

The Latin MSS. are contained in the Vatican, at Leyden,
Oxford, and other places. Of these the Vatican MS. is the
alleged basis of some of the printed editions: and the
Bodleian MSS. have been described by W. H. Black, bub
no collation of the text of these writings for critical pur-
poses has as yet been made. The oldest of the MSS. dates
from the 14th century ; but if the works ascribed to Roger
Bacon, Albertus Magnus, and others be genuine, Geber’s
name and writings must have been known and esteemed at
a still earlier period. The works which purport to have
been written by Geber, and which have been printed, bear
the following names :

—

Summa perfectionis \ Liber iiwesti-

gatiojiis, or De iiivestigatione jje'fLectionis ; De inventione
veritatis j Liber Fornacum

; Testamentum, None of the
editions appear to contain the whole of these tractates

;

there are usually found only two or three of them, but the
English translation contains them all except the Testament^
which is considered spurious by some writers. The printed
editions of these works are very numerous, but they are all

uncommon, and some of them are exceedingly rare. No
approximately complete list is contained in any biblio-
graphy, and very few writers have seen more than half a
dozen at most. The most complete catalogue from personal
inspection is given by Beckmann. It contains twelve
editions, but that does not comprise nearly all those which
are known. While some of the editions correspond exactly,
being merely reprints, there are important differences among
others, What light these variations may throw upon the
origin of the text has never been investigated. A critical
edition of the works with the various readings would be
necessary before deciding that what is found in them is

really Geher’s, and dates back eleven centuries. It may
be that some of the knowledge of chemistry credited to
Geber was really interpolated at a later date. It is

quite possible that the account given of the various acids,
salts, and metals, and of the apparatus and operations,
may have been modified or extended. But, on the other
hand, the general theory that runs through the whole of
the writings is in all probability original. The theory is
that the metals are composed of the same elements, and
that by proper treatment the less perfect can be gradually
developed into the more perfect metals. This theory is
very clearly, and one may even say logically, worked out,
and it was the leading idea in chemistry down to the
16th century at least. In carrying out this theory prac-
tically, certain materials were employed and were subjected
to operations, and the knowledge acquired about them
took shape by degrees. Though subsequent workers
added to what was known, Geber’s reputed works are so
clear, so precise, so complete, that they differ in a most
striking manner from the works of even the best writers
in the later alchemical period, and make it difiScult to
account for their existence at all. Older writings there
are none ; subsequent writings as clear as Geher’s do
not appear until far more was known; the unsolved
problem therefore remains. Who was Geber, and bow does
it happen that his works stand quite alone in chemical
literature ?

The following are a few of the anthoiitics which may he con-
sulted :—Abulfeda, Annalcs Jloslcinici, Coj.)cnliagen, 1790, with
Reiske’s note ; Beckmann, Gcschichte dcr J^rjiudicngcn, 1803, v.
272 ; Black, Catalogue of 3ISS. hequcatlied to the UiUversity oj
Oxford by Elias AsJimoLe, 1845 ;

D’Herbelot, Bibliotheque O) ienialc,
Paris, 1697 ; Haji Khalfa, Lcjuicon, ed. Eliiegel, London, 1835-58

;Hammer-Purgstall, LUeratiLrgcschithtc der Arahcr^ Vienna, 1850 •

Ibn-Khallikan, JJiograyhical iJietiunary, by De Slaiic, Paris, 1843*
vol. i. pp. 800-1; Kitah-aUFLlirist, ed. Pluegel, 1871-72; Kopx)*
Beitrage zxir Gcschichte der Chcmie, Brunswick, 1875, part iii.*

Laharatory^ 1867, vol. i. pp. 71-76 ; Leo Africanus, AfHcoe De-
scriqDtio, Leyden, 1632; Steinschneider, ‘‘Die toxicologisdieii
Schriften der Araber,’* in Virchow’s Berlin, 1871, Bd. 52;
Wnsteiifeld, Gcschichte der Arahischav Aerzte, Gottingen, 1840*
See also article Alchemy. (j. p.)

GEBWEILER, in French GiiebwilUr^ a town of the
German imperial province of Alsace-Lorraine, in the district

of Upper Alsace, situated about 13 miles south of Colmar,
at the mouth of the Blumetithal or Vale of Flowers/’ It

communicates by a branch line with the railway between
Strasburg and Basel. Among the buildings aie
the Roman Catholic church of St Leodgar, dating from the
l'2th century, the Evangelical church, the synagogue, the
town-house, and the old Dominican convent now used as a
market and concert-ball. The spinning, weaving, bleaching,
and dyeing of cotton is the chief industry, but woollen
goods and silk ribbons, as well as machinery, are also manu
factured. Gebweiler is mentioned as early as 774. It

belonged to the religious foundation of Murbacli, and in

1759 the abbots chose it for their residence. At the
French Revolution of 1789, however, the chapterhouse was
laid in ruins, and though the archives were rescued and
removed to Colmar, the library perished in the devastation.
Population in 1871, 11,104; in 1875, 11,622.
Gecko, the common name applied to all the species of

GeeJeotidee^ an extensive family of lizards belonging to the
Pachyglossse, or “ thick-skinned sub-order of Gray. The
geckoes are small creatures, seldom exceeding 8 inches m

Leaf-tailed Gecko {Phyllurif^ platurvs),

length including the tail. With the head considerably
flattened, the body short and thick, the legs not high enough
to prevent the body dragging somewhat on the ground, the
eyes large and almost destitute of eyelids, and the tail short
and in some cases nearly as thick as the body, the geckoes
altogether lack the litheness and grace characteristic of most
lizards. Their colours also are dull, and to the w’eird and
forbidding aspect thus produced the general prejudice
aga.inst those creatures in the countries where they occur,
which has led to their being classed with toads and snakes,
is no doubt to be attributed. Their bite was supposed to
be venomous, and their saliva to produce painful cutaneous
eruptions

; even their touch was thought sufficient to convey
a dangerous taint. It is needless to say that in this
instance the popular mind was misled by appearances. The
geckoes are not only harmless, but are exceedingly useful
creatures, feeding on insects and. worms, which, owing to
the great width of their CBsophagus, they are enabled to
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swallow wkolej and in pursuit of which, they do not hesitate

'

to enter human dwellings, where they are often killed on
suspicion. The structure of the toes irx those lizards forms
their most characteristic anatomical feature. These organs

are flattened out into broad discs, and are furnished with
transverse lamellar plates, by means of which the geckoes
are enabled to run with eabe on the smoothest surface, and
to imitate the fly in remaining suspended on ceilings or on
the under surfaces of leaves. Most of the species have
nails to .their toes, and these in their sharpness and retrac-

tility bear considerable resemblance to the claws of feline

animals. They are nocturnal in their habits ; but when not
exposed to the hot sunshine they are able to pursue their

prey by day. They hibernate
;
and two fatty masses in

front of the pubis are supposed to furnish the means of

nourishment during this period. Many of the species

jpossess to a limited extent the chaiiieieon faculty of chang-
ing colour, while their colouring generally may be regarded
as protective

;
a few Indian forms are said to become

luminous in the dark. The geckoes form an extensive

family, including 60 genera and 200 species, found through-
out the warmer regions of the earth, two only being
inhabitants of Europe, and even these occur also in the
north of Africa. Unlike most lizards, they are found in the

remotest oceanic islands, a fact which leads Mr Wallace
{Geographical Distribution of Animals) to suppose that

they possess exceptional mean& ot distribution.

GED, William ( 1 -174U), the inventor of the art

of stereotyping, was born at Edinburgh about the beginning
of the 18th century. In 1725 he first put in practice the

art which he had discovered; and some years later he
entered into a partnership with a London capitalist, with a

view to employing it on a great scale. The partnership,

however, turned out very ill
;
and Ged, broken-hearted at

his want of success, died at London, October 19, 1749. I

The only books which he produced by means of stereotyp-

ing were two prayer-books for the university of Cambridge,
and an edition of Sallust. See Life by Nichols, 1781.
GEDEES, Alexander (1737-1802), a learned theo-

logian, biblical critic, and miscellaneous writer, was born
at the farm of Arradoul, in the parish of Hathven, Banff-
shire, Scotland, on the 14th of September 1737. At the
age of fourteen he entered the small Eoman Catholic semi-
nary at Scalan in a remote glen of the Banffshire highlands,

where he remained till October 1758, when he was sent to

the Scottish College in Paris for the further prosecution of

his studies. Here to considerable acquirements in biblical

philology and school divinity he succeeded in adding a
good knowledge of most of the literary languages of Europe.
Returning to Scotland after an absence of six years, he for

a short time officiated as a priebt in Dundee, but in May
1765 received and accepted an invitation to become resident

in the family of the earl of Traquair, where, with abund-
ance of leisure and the free use of an adequate library, he
made further progress in his favourite biblical studies.

After a second visit to Paris which extended over some
months, and which was employed by him in reading and
making extracts from rare books and manuscripts in the
public libraries, he in 1769 was appointed to the charge of

the Catholic congregation of Auchinhalrig in his native
county. During the ]period of a ten years' incumbency
there he displayed a liberality of spirit which caused con-
siderable scandal to his stricter brethren; and the freedom
with which he fraternized with his Protestant neighbour-
once and again called forth the rebuke of his bishop (Hay)
Ultimately, on account of his occasional attendance at the
parish church of Cullen, where his friend Buchanan was
minister, he was deprived of his charge and forbidden the
exercise of ecclesiastical functions within tlie diocese. This
hippened in 1779 ; and in 1780 he went with his friend
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Lord Traquair to London, where he spent the rest of his
life, with the exception of a few weeks devoted to travel
on the Continent. Before leaving Scotland he had received
the honorary degree of LL.D. from the university of

Aberdeen, a compliment seldom before paid to any Catholic,

and had been made an honorary member of the Society of

Antiquaries, in the institution of w^hich he had taken a very
active part. Shortly after his arrival in London ^eddes
received an appointment in connexion with the chapel of

the imperial ambassador, which he held until the chaplaincy
was suppressed some years afterwards. Having been intro-

duced to Lord Petre, to whom he broached his long-cherished
scheme for the publication of a new Catholic version of the
Scriptures on the basis of the Yulgate, he met with every
encouragement from that nobleman, who assigned to him
an annual salary of .£200, and, moreover, undertook to

provide the needful books. Supported also hy such scholars

as Kennicott and Lowth, Geddes in 1786 published aPro-
spectus of a new Translation of the Holy Bible^ from corrected

Texts of the Originals, compared %oith the ancient Versions,

loith various Headings^ exjflanatory Notes, and critical

Obse'i'vations, a considerable quarto volume, in which the

defects of previous translations were fully pointed out, and
the means were indicated by which these might be removed.
It attracted considerable notice of a favourable kind, and
led to the x^ublication in 1788 of Frojposals for Printing,

with a specimen, and in 1790 of a General Answer to

Queries, Cottnsels, and Criticisms. The first volume of the
translation itself, which was entitled The Holy Bible; or the

Boohs accounted sacred by Jews and Christians ; othemvzse

called the Boohs of the Old and New Covenants ; faithfully
translatedfrom corrected Texts of the Origincds, zvith various

Headings, expilanatory Notes, and critical Eemarlcs, a^Dpeared

in 1792, and was the signal for a storm of hostility on the

part of both Catholics and Protestants. It was obvious
enough—no small offence inthe eyes of some—that as a critic

Geddes had identified himself with Houbigant, Kennicott,

and Michaelis
;
but others did not hesitate to stigmatize

him as the would-be ‘^corrector of the Holy Ghost." Three
of the vicars-apostolic almost immediately warned all the

faithful against the ‘‘use and reception” of his transjation,

on the ostensible ground that it Lad nob been examined and
approved by due ecclesiastical authority ; and by his own
bishop (Douglas) he was in 1793 suspended from the exer-

cise of his orders in the London district, The second

volume of the translation, completing the historical books,

published in 1797, found no more friendly reception
;
but

this circumstance did not discourage him from giving forth

in 1800 the volume of Criticcd Bemarhs 07i the Hcbreio

Bcriptu/res, corresponding zoith a Nf w Translation of the

Bible, containing the Pentateuch, ot which it is enough to

say that, while fully saturated with all the best learning

of its time, it presented in a somewhat brusque and in-

judicious manner the then novel and startling views of

Eichhorn and his school on the primitive history and early

records of mankind. Dr Geddes was engaged on a critical

translation of the Psalms, which he had completed down to

the 118th, when he was seized with a lingering and painful

illness which ultimately proved fatal on the 26th of

February 1802. Although for many years he had been

under ecclesiastical censures, he had never for a moment
swerved from a consistent profession of faith as a Catholic

;

and on his death-bed he duly received the last rites of his

communion. It would appear*, however, that the report

which gained currency that before his death he had made
recantation of his “errors” was entirely destitute of founda^

tion in fact. In his lifetime he enjoyed the friendship of

several eminent Continental scholars, and his death was
noticed as being a loss to science in the Gelehrte Zeitung

of Gotha and in other foreign journals-
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Besides pamphlets on the Catholic and slavery q^uestions, as well

as several fugitive jcux d'espy'lt^ and a number of unsigned articles

in the ATtalytioal Eemew^ Geddes also published a metrical trans-
lation and adaptation of Select Satires of Hmuce (1779), and a
verbal rendering of the First Book of the Iliad of Koimr (1792).
The Mmnoirs of his life and writings by his friend Dr Mason Good
appeared in 1803, and his imfinislied work on the Psalms in 1807.

GEELOMG, one of thelea^ng towns in Victoria, coeval

with. Melbourne in the history of Australian settlement, is

pleasantly situated on Corio IJay, an extensive western arm
of Port Phillip, 45 miles S.W. of Melbourne, iu 39° 8' S.

lat. and 144° 21' E. long. The town slopes to the bay on
the north side and to the Barwon river on the south, and its

position iu this respect, as well as the shelter it obtains

from the Bellariiie range of hills, renders it the healthiest

town in the colony. Its streets are wide and laid out at

right angles, and there are many handsome public and
private buildings. It has a botanical garden, and two parks
maintained by the municipality. The public buildings

comprise a mechanics’ institute (with a library containing

nearly 12,000 volumes), a public library, a town hall, a fire-

brigade establishment, a handsome and commodious
hospital, a supreme court, and orphan and benevolent
asylums. The towm is supplied with water from large state-

constructed reservoirs in the Brisbane I’anges, some 25 miles
distant. As a manufacturing centre Geelong is of con-
siderable importance. It contains extensive woollen mills

and tanneries on the Barwoii river, and pajDer of good
quality is largely made in the neighbourhood. Geelong
harbour has area and depth enough to hold all the navies
of the world. The bar at the entrance has been cut (at

an. expense of £6000) to admit vessels of heavy draught,
and some of the largest wool ships are able to load at the
vrharves, which are connected by railway with all x^arts of
the colony. The x^opulation of the city proper is a little over
12,000, but with the adjacent boroughs of Geelong West,
CKilwell, and Newtown the total is increased to 24,000.
GEESTEMtfNDE, a seaport in the Prussian pro-

vince of Hanover, in the district or Lmtddrostei of Stade,
situated, as the name indicates, at the mouth of the Geeste,
a right-hand affluent of the estuary of the Weser. It lies

about 32 miles N. of Bremen, and is the terminus of a
railway from that city. The interest of the place is purely
naval and commercial, its origin dating no further back than
1857, when the construction of the harbour was commenced.
The great basin opened in 1863 has a length of 1785
English feet, a breadth of 410, and a depth of nearly 23,
and can accommodate 24 or 25 of the largest ships of the
line

;
and the petroleum basin opened in 1 874 has a length

of 820 feet and a breadth of 147. To the left of the great
basin lies a canal, which has a length of 13,380 feet and a
breadth of 155 ; and from this canal there strikes off

another of similar proportions. The whole port is protected
by powerful fortifications, and it lies outside of the limit
of the German customs. Since 1864 the trade has been
almost trebled, the number of vessels being 617 sea-going
ships entering in 1875 and upwards of 2000 river craft.
Among the industrial establishments of the town are ship-
bmlding yards, foundries, engineering works, and steam
mills. The population, exclusive of the garrison, was 3218
in 1871, and 3436 in 1875 ; and if the neighbouring
commune of Geestendorf be included, the total for 1871
was 9148, and for 1875 10,425.
GEFLE, Latinized as Gfevalia, a seaport town of Sweden,

at the head of the Gefleborgl^n, about a mile from the shore
of the gulf of Bothnia, near the mouth of the Gefle-A, 50
miles E. of Fahlun, and about the same distance N. of
Upsala. With the former city it has been connected by
railway since 1859, and with the latter and Stockholm since
1874. As the river at that place is divided into three
channels, the town consists of four portions, communicating
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with each other by wooden bridges. In 1869 it was almost
destroyed by fire, but it has been rebuilt, and may still be
reckoned one of the prettiest, as it is certainly one of the
busiest, of Swedish towns. The principal buildings are
the castle, originally founded in the 16th century by King
John III., but rebuilt since its destruction by fire in 1727 •

a beautiful council-house erected by Gustavus IIL, who
held a diet iu the town in 1792 ;

a ho&x>ital, an exchange,
and a freemason’s lodge in the Gothic style. An orphan
asylum, a gymnasium, removed to Gefie from Stockholm in
1668, and a x^ublic library may also be mentioned. Pos-
sessing an excellent harbour, and recently restored wharves
to which large vessels have easy access, Gefie is the gieat
port for the Dalecarliaii district, and thus ranks in Sweden
next to Stockholm and Gottenburg. It has about 100
shix^s of its own, and carries on a good trade in the exjjort

of timber, tar, flax, and linen, and in the imxmrt of grain,

salt, coal, t&c. The manufactures of the town include
sailcloth and linen, tobacco, leather, iron wares, and
machinery. In 1873 the population was 16,265.
GEIGER, Abraham (1810-1874), one of the ablest

leaders of the modern Jewish school of theology and
criticism, was born at Frankfort-on-the-Main, jSlay 24,
1810. After receiving from his father and uncle the
elements of an ordinary rabbinical education, he was in his
eleventh year sent to the gymnasium, whence in 1829 he
X)assed to the university of Heidelberg, which he soon after-

wards exchanged for that of Bonn. As a student he greatly
distinguished himself both in x>hilosophy and in xfflilology,

and at the close of his course wrote on the relation^ of

Judaism and Mahometanism a x^rize-essay which was after-

wards published, in 1833, under the title Was hat
Mohammed axis dem Judenilimn axifgenomonen ? In
November 1832 he went to Wiesbaden as rabbi of the
synagogue there, and, still pursuing the line of scientific

study upon which he had entered during his undergraduate
course, became in 1^35 one of the most active XHomoters of
the Zeitschrift fiir Jildische Theologie^ which apx3eared from
1835 to 1839, and again from 1842 to 1847. In 1838 he
removed to Breslau, where he continued to reside for the
next twenty-five years, and where he wrote some of his
most important works, including his Lehr- mid Lesehuch zur
Sprache dev Mischna (1845), his Studieii from Maimonides
(1850), his translation into German of the poems of Juda
ha-Levi (AbuT Hassan) in 1851, and the Urschrift xmd
Uehersetzungen der Bihel ixi Hirer Ahhdxigigheit von der
imiern FJntwickelung des Jiidentliums (1857). The last-

named work especially attracted much attention at the time
of its appearance, and may be said to have marked a new
departure in the methods of studying the records of Judaism.
In 1863 Geiger became head of the synagogue of his native
XQwn, whence he removed in 1870 to Berlin, where, in
addition to his duties as chief rabbi, he took the principal
charge of the newly established seminary for Jewish science.
The Urschrift was followed by a more exhaustive handling
of one of its topics in Die Saddueder und Fharisder
and by a more thoroughgoing application of its leading
principles in an elaborate history of Judaism {Das Jxiden-
thum^L seine Geschichte) in 1865-71. Geiger also contri-
buted frequently on Hebrew, Samaritan, and Syriac sub-
jects to the Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenldndischen
Gesellschaft^ and from 1862 until his death (which occurred
on tlie 23d of October 1874) he was editor of a periodical
entitled Jildische Zeitschrift fur Wissenschaft und Lehen,
He also published a Jewish prayer-book {Israelitisches
Gehethnch) which is well known in Germany, besides a
variety of minor monographs on historical and literary sub-
jects connected with the fortunes of his people. An All-
gemdne Einleitung and five volumes of Nachgelassene
Schriften were edited by his son L. Geiger in 1875.
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GEIJER, Erik Gustaf (1783-18i7), Sweden’s greatest

historian, was born at Ransater in Varmland, January 12,

1783, of a family that had immigrated from Austria in the

time of Gustavus Adolphus. At sixteen he left Carlstad

gymnasium for the university of Upsala, where in 1803
he carried off the Swedish Academy’s great prize for an
Areminne dfver Itilcsforstcmdaren Sien Sticre. He graduated
in 1806, and in 1810 returned from a year’s residence in

England to become “ docent ” in his university. Soon
afterwards he accepted a post in the public record office at

Stockholm, where, with eleven friends, he founded the
“ Gothic Society,” to whose organ Idima he contributed a
number of prose essays and the songs Manhem^ Vihingeii,

Den siste hampeii^ Den siste skalclen, Odalbonden, Kolar-
gossen^ and others, whose simplicity and earnestness, warm
feeling, and strong patriotic spirit are dearer to his nation
for the fine melodies to which he set them. About the
same time he issued a volume of hymns (1812), of which
several are inserted in the Swedish Psalter. Geijer’s lyric

muse was soon after silenced by his call to be assistant to

Pant, professor of history of Upsala (1815), whom he
succeeded in that chair in 1817. In 1824 he was elected

to the Swedish Academy. A single volume of a great pro-

jected work, Svea Hikes Hdfder, itself a masterly critical

examination of the sources of Sweden’s legendary history,

appeared in 1825. Geijer’s researches in its preparation

had severely strained his health, and he went the same
year on a tour through Denmark and part of Germany, his

impressions from which are recorded in his Minnen (1834).
In 1832-36 he published three volumes of his Svenskafolkets
historia^ a clear view of the political and social development
of Sweden down to the close of Queen Christina’s reign.

The acute critical insight, just thought, and finished his-

torical art of these two incomplete works of Geijer entitle

him to the first place among Swedish historians. His chief

other historical and political writings are his KoH teckning

af Sveriges tillsiand och af deforndmste handlande personer
under tidenfran Karl XIIJs dod till Gustaf IIlds antrdde
af regjeringen (Stockh. 1838), and Feodalism och repuhli-

kanism, ett hidrag till Samhdllsfdrfattningens kistoria

(1844), which led to a controversy with the historian Fryxell
regarding the part played in history by the Swedish aristo-

cracy. Geijer also edited, with the aid of Schroder, a con-
tinuation of Pant’s Scriptores svecicarum medii cevi (1818-
25), and, by himself, Thorild’s Samlade skrifter (1819-25),
and Kommg Gustaf Ilids efterlemnade Papper (3 vols.

1843-45). Geijer’s academic lectures, of which the last

three, published in 1845, under the title Om vdr tids inre
samhdllsforhdllanden, i synnerhet med afseende pd Fddernes-'
landetj involved him in another controversy with Pryxell,

exercised a great influence over his students, v/ho especially

testified to their attachment after the failure of the prosecu-
tion for alleged anti-Trinitarian heresies in his Thorild^
tillika en philosophisk eller ophilosophish hekdnnelse (1820).
A number of his extempore lectures, recovered from notes,

were published by Ribbing in 1856. Failing health forced
Geijer to resign his chair in 1816, after which he removed
to Stockholm for the purpose of completing his Svenska
folkets historia^ and died there 23d April 1847. His
Samlade skrifter (13 vols. 1849-55; new ed. 1873—75)
include a large number of philosophical and political essays
contributed to reviews, particularly to Literaturhladet
(1838-39), a periodical edited by himself, which attracted
great attention in its day by its pronounced liberal views
on public questions, a striking contrast to those he had
defended in 1828-30, when, as again in 1840-41, he re-

presented Upsala university in the Swedish diet.

Geijer’s style is strong and manly. His genius bursts
out in sudden flashes that light up the dark corners of

history. A few strokes, and a personality stands before us
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instinct with life. His language is at once the scholar’s and
the poet’s

; with his profoundest thought there beats in
unison the warmest, the noblest, the most patriotic heart.
Geijer came to the writing of history fresh from researches
in the whole field of Scandinavian antiquity, researches
whose first-fruits are garnered in numerous articles in Iduna^
and his masterly treatise Om den gamla nordisla folk-
visan, prefixed to the collection of Svenska folkvisor
which he edited with A. A. Afzelius (3 vols. 1814-16).
The development of freedom is the idea that gives unity to
all his historical writings. This idea is not subjective

; he
traces it in the darkest annals of his country. Sweden, he
repeats, is the only European land that has not been trod by
foreign armies, that has never accepted the yoke of serfdom.
There, on the whole, the king has ever been the people’s
faithfullest ally, and all his great designs for the country’s
external and internal gain have been carried out by the
help of God and Sweden.” Throughout life Geijer was
what he professed to be, a seeker ; and to no philosophic
system did he yield absolute allegiance. Yet his writings
mark a new era in Swedish history, the rise of a critical

school” whose aim is to draw the truth without distortion,

and present reality without a foil.

For Geijer’s biography, see his own Minnen (1834), which contains
copious extracts from his letters and diaries

;
Malmstrom, Min-

nested bfver E. Gr, Geijer^ addressed to the Upsala students, June 6,

1848, and printed among liis Tal och esthetisJea afhcindlingar (1868),
and Grunddrcigen af S%enskar vitterhetens hafdar (1866-68); and A
A. Hollander, Minneaf E. G. Geijer

GEIKIE, Walter (1795-1837), a Scotch subject-

painter, was born at Edinburgh, November 9, 1795.
In his second year he was attacked by a nervous fever

by which he permanently lost the faculty of hearing,
but through the careful attention of his father he was
enabled to obtain a good education. His artistic talent

was first manifested, w’hile he was still very young, by
attempts to cut out representations of objects in paper,

and to draw figures with chalk on floors and vralls.

Before he had the advantage of the instruction of a master,

he had attained considerable proficiency in sketching both
figures and landscapes from nature, and in 1812 he was
admitted into the drawing academy of the board of Scotch
manufactures, where he made very rapid progress in the

use of the pencil. He first exhibited in 1815, and was
elected an associate of the Royal Scottish Academy in 1S31

,

and a fellow in 1834. He died on the 1st August 1837,
and was interred in the Greyfriars Churchyard, Edinburgh.
Owing to his want of feeling for colour Geikie was not a

successful painter in oils, hut he sketched in India ink wdth
great truth and humour the scenes and characters of Scottish

lower-class life in his native city. The characteristics he

depicts are somewhat obvious and superficial, but his

humour is never coarse, and he is surpassed by few in

the power of representing tlie broadly ludicrous and the

plain and homely aspects of humble life. A series of etch-

ings which exhibit very high excellence were published

by him in 1829-31, and a collection of eighty-one of these

was republished posthumously in 1841, with a biographical

introduction by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Bart.

GEILER, 01 GEYLER, ton Kaisersberg, Johann
(1445_1510), one of the greatest of the popular preachers

of the 15th century, was born at Schaffhausen, March 16,

1445, but from 1448 passed his childhood and youth at

Kaisersberg in Upper Alsace, from w’hich place his current

j

designation is derived. In 1 460 he entered the university of

i

Freiburg in Baden, where, after graduation, he lectured for

!

some time on the Sentences of Petrus Lombardus, the Com-
: mentaries of Alexander Halensis, and several of the works

^ of Aristotle. A living interest in theological subjects, which

I

had beeu awakened within him by the study of Gerson, led

in 1471 to his removal to the university of Basel, at that

X. — 17
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period a centre of attraction to some of blie most earnest

spirits of tTie time. Made a doctor of theology in 1475,

he received a professorshijp at Freibai'g in the follow-

ing year ;
but his tastes began to incline him more strongly

to the vocation of a preacher, while his fervour and elo-

quence soon led bo his receiving numerous invitations to the

larger towns. Ultimately he accepted in 1478 a call to the

cathedral of Strasburg, where he continued to work with

few interruptions until within a short time of his death,

which occurred on the lOtli of March 1510. The beautiful

pulpit erected for him in 1481 in the nave of the cathedral,

when the chapel of St Lawrence had proved too small, still

bears witness to the popularity he enjoyed as a preacher in

the immediate sphere of his labours, and the testimonies of

Sebastian Brandt, Beatus Renanus, Reuchlin, Melanchthon,
and others who survived him, abundantly show how power-
ful, how healthy, and how widespread had been the influ-

ence of his personal character. His sermons—bold, incisive,

abounding in quaint illustrations, nor altogether wanting
in instances of what would now be called bad taste—^taken

down as he spoke them, and circulated (sometimes without
his knowledge or consent) by his friends, told perceptibly

on the German thought as well as on the German speech of

his time.
Am(3ng the many volumes published tinder his name only

two appear to have had the benefit of his revision, namely, Dcr
Scclen Paradies von waren iL'ncl volkohinen Tagmden, and that
entitled Das irrig Scliaf. Of the rest, probably the best known is

a series of lectures on his friend Seb. Brandt’s well-known woik
the Navicula or Fatuoritmt of which an edition was pub-
lished at Strasburg in 1511 under the following title :

—

Navicula
sivG speculum fatiioriir77iprcestantis$Cmi sctcrarmn liierarum doctoHs
Joannis G-eilcr Keysershergii conoionettoris Arge'rUi7iensi$ in serinones
juxta iii,rmcirum s&t'iem divisa; sii/is figuris jam signita; atque a
Jacoho Othero diligenter collecta. CompeQidiosa vitoc ejusclcm de-
scHptio pen' Beatum Ehenanuyn Belestatinum.

See Von Ammon, QeyJer’s Leben, LeJiren, und Predigten (1826); Stbber, Essai
RiitoHque et LitUraive sur la Vie et fes Sermons de Geiler (1834); and C. Schmidt
in Heizog’s Real-Encycl.^ iv. 714 (1855).

GEISSLER, Hbinbich (1814-79), a distinguished prac-
tical physicist, was born at the village of Igelshieh in
Sasce-Meiuingen, Germany, -where he was educated as a
glass-blower. After many years spent in travelling from
city to city in the exercise of his craft, he settled at Bonn,
where he speedily gained a high reputation, not only for his
surpassing skill and ingenuity of conception in the fabrica-
tion of physical apparatus, but for his comprehensive know-
ledge, acquired chiefly in later life, of the natural sciences.
With Pliicker, in 1852, by means of an ingeniously con-
trived instrument, in which mercury was made to compen-
sate for the expansion of the glass, he ascertained the
maximum density of water to be at 3*8° C. He also de-
termined the coefficient of expansion for ice between — 24®
and - 7®, and for water freezing at 0®. In 1869, in conjunc-
tion with Vogelsang, he proved the existence of liquid carbon
dioxide in cavities in quartz and topaz, and later he obtained
amorphous from ordinary phosphorus by means of the
electric current. He is best known as the inventor of the
sealed glass tubes which bear his name, by means of which
are exhibited the phenomena accompanying the discharge
of electricity through highly rarefied vapours and gases (see
Electricity, voI. viii. p. 64). Among other apparatus
contrived by him are his vaporimeter, mercury air-pump,
balances, normal thermometer, and areometer. From the
university of Bonn, on the occasion of its jubilee, he re-
ceived the honorary degree of doctor of philosophy. He
died on the 24th of Januaiy 1879, in the sixty-fifth year

Hofmann, Ber. d. deut. chem. Ges,,
1879, p. 148.

^
GELA, an ancient city on the south coast of Sicily, on a

nver of the same name, near the site of the modern
lermnuova between Girgenti and Camerina. Founded by
a joint colony of Cretans and Rhodians (the latter mainly

-GEL
from the city of Lindus), it soon rose to wealth and power,
and by 582 B.c. it was able to become the mother-city of

Agrigentum, by which it was however destined before long
to be surpassed. The most important among its rulers

were the foLowing i—Oleander, who subverted the oligarchy

and made himself despot (505-498 u.c.)
; Hippociafces,

his brother, who raised Gcla to its highest pitch of emi-
nence (498-491 B.c.)

;
Gelon, who immediately succeeded

Hippocrates, and raiDidly pursued the same career of aggraii-

dizeinent till iu 485 b c. he got possession of Syracuse,
and gave the first blow to his native city by removing the
seat of government to his new conquest

;
and finally Iliero,

the brother of Gelon, who succeeded to the sovereignty in

478 B.c. The decadent Gela was laid waste by rhalaris of

Agrigentum, and in tlie time of Strabo it was iiutliiiig

more than a heap of ruins. iEschylus died at Gehi iu 456
B.c.

j
and it was the birthplace of Apollodoras, a comic

poet of note.

GELASIUS, the name of tvro popes.

Gelasius I. succeeded Felix III. in 492, and confirmed
the estrangement between the Eastern and Western
Churches by insisting on the removal of the name of

Acacias, bishop of Constaiitiriople, from the diptychs. He
was also the first decidedly to assert the supremacy of the
papal over the imperial power, and the superiority of the
pope to the general councils. He is the author of De
d^iahm in Christo naHiris adversus Butychen et Nesioi iarn.

Five of his letters have also come down to us, and he is

mos>t probably the author of LiBer Qaciuineniorum, pub
lished at Rome in 1680; but the so-called

de lihris recipiendis et non recipiendis is evidently a forgery.

I

Gelasius died in 496, and was canonized, his day being the
18th November.
Gelasius II. (Giovanni da Gaeta) was of noble descent,

and was born at Gaeta about 1050. He received his theo-
logical education in the abbey of Monte Casino, and after

wards held the office of chancellor under Urban II., and of

cardinal-dcacon under Pascal II. On the death of l^ascal

II. he was elected pope by the cardinals, ISth January
1118, and when his person was seized by Cencins Frangi-
pani, a partisan of the emperor Henry V., he was almost
immediately set at liberty through the general uprising of
the people in his behalf. The sudden aj^pearance of the
emperor, however, compelled him to leave Rome for Gaeta,
and the imperial party chose an anti-pope, Burdinus, arch-
bishop of Braga, under the name of Gregory VIII.
Gelasius, at a council held at Ca^^ua, fulminated bulls of
excommunication against his ecclesiastical rival and the
emperor; and under the protection of tbe Norman piiiicos

he was able to return to Rome, where he stayed for a time
in partial concealment, but having barely escaped capture
by the Frangipani while celebrating mass iu the church of
St Praxede, he left the city, and after wandering through
various parts of Italy and France died in the abbey of
Cliigny, January 19, 1119.
GELATIN. When intercellular connective tissue, as

met with in skin, tendons, ligaments, and the fascise of the
muscles, of which it forms the basis, is treated with water,
preferably hot, or in presence of dilute acids, for some
time, a solution is obtained which in cooling solidifies to
a jelly. The dissolved substance bears the name of Gelatin
or Glutin,

The same substance is obtained when the matrix of bones
is submitted to similar treatment, after previous removal of
the lime salts by means of mineral acids. Again, when
unossified cartilage, as for instance the bone-cartiiages of
the vertebrate foetus, is treated with water or dilute acids,
a solution is obtained which also gelatinizes on cooling.
The coagulation in this case, however, is due, not to gelatin,
but to a closely allied substance called chondrin. At one
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tiai0 it was supposed that in each of these t^.ree cases the

geiacinidag materials obtained wore formed by the hydra-

tion or by a phydcal metamorphosis of a different substance

pr 3-es:isting in the respective tissues, to which the names
collagui, osbein, and cliondrocmi were given respectively

—

the two former yielding gelatin, and the last cliondrin.

Further experiments have made it more probable that

gelatin and clioadriii do not differ essentially from their

p ireiit tibsuea, analyses of tendons and of gelatin or isinglass

(a very fine form of gelatin obtainable from the stmgeon)
agreeing within the range of expeiimental error. At the

s Line time, as Foster observes in the case of chondrin, the

fact that its extraction from cartilage requires an amount
of boiling with water, much more than would be necessary

to dissolve the same amount of dried product, points rather

the other way. Most probably the change which occurs

ib of a purely physical character.

True gelatigeiious tissue occurs in all mature veitebrates,

with the single exception, according to Hoppe-Seyler, of

that ill other respects anomalous vertebrate, Amphioxics
laiiceolatiis. In the embryo it does not appear till late in

festal life, chondrin being found instead
;
and the change

which brings gelatin into the iilace of chondrin is effected,

rot by a metamorphosis of the latter, but by its removal,

and the indepenJent formation of gelatin. The tissue in

question was believed to be peculiar to Vertehrata until

Hoppe-Seyler discovered it in the bodies of Octopus and
Sepinla, By boiling these cephalopods with water he
obtained large quantities of gelatin free from chondrin, but
ill an extension of his experiments to other invertebrates,

as cockchafers and Anodou and Unioj no such tissue could

be detected. Gelatin, as such, is not met with in any of the

normal fluids of the body, but occurs hi the blood in cases of

leulchijemicL

Various qualities of impure gelatin are prepared on the
large scale by boiling up the hides of oxen, skins of calves,

and spongy parts of horns
;
from any of the crude gelatins

the pure substance may be obtained by bleaching with
sulphurous acid and steeping repeatedly in warm water,

when in the state of soft jelly.

Pure gelatin is an amorphous, brittle, nearly transparent
substance, faintly yellow, tasteless, and inodorous, neutral
to vegetable colours, and unaltered by exposure to dry air.

Submitted to analysis it exhibits an elementary composi-
tion agreeing closely with that of chondrin, containing in

round numbers C «50, H 7, N 18, O -}- S 24 per cent.; whilst
chondrin contains about 3 per cent, less nitrogen and more
oxygen.

Nothing is known with any certainty as to its chemical
constitution, or of the mode in which it is formed from
albuminoids. Besides a similarity in elementary constitu-

ents, it exhibits in a general way a connexion with that
large andimportant class of animal substances called proteids^

being, like them, amorphous, soluble in acids and alkalies,

and giving in solution a left-handed rotation of the plane
of polarization. Nevertheless, the ordinary well-recognized
reactions for proteids are but faintly observed in the
case of gelatin, and the only substances which at once
and freely precipitate it from solution are corrosive sub-
limate, strong alcohol, and tannic acid.

According to Wanklyn, gelatin is distinctly differentiated
from such substances as casein and albumin by a marked
difference in behaviour when treated successively with boil-

ing potash and alkaline permanganate. All nitrogenous
organic substances yield large quantities of ammonia when
decomposed by boiling with these solutions

;
but whereas

albuminoids give up their ammonia at two successive stages,

one of which is achieved by the action of potash alone, the
other on the subsequent addition of permanganate, gelatin
yields the same amount after the action of permanganate

alone, as the total obtainable by the successive actions of
she two reagents. Now, as there appear to be good
grounds for b^elieving the mokcule of albuminoids to con-
tain one 01 more urea-residues, and as urea, and presumably
therefore a urea-residue, would yield its ammonia to potash
alone, Wanklyn concludes that gelatin differs in constitution
from albuminoids by cjiitaining no urea. On the other
hand, as Foster observes, the behaviour of gelatin as a
food (see below), in diminishing the amount of fai; used by
an animal fed partly on it, as well as the quantity of nitro-
gen abstracted from other sources, ia readily intelligible on
the hypothesis that it splits into a urea and a fat moiety.

Although gelatin in a dry state is unalterable by exposute
to ail, its solution exhibits, like all the proteids, a remark-
able tendency to putrefaction

;
but a characteristic feature

of this x^rocess in tlie case of gelatin is that the solution
assumes a transient acid reaction. The ultimate p)i^^ducts

of this decom230sition are tlie same as are produced by pro-
longed boiling with acid (see below'). It has been found
that oxalic acid, over and above the action common to all

dilute acids of preventing the solidification of gelatin solu-

tions, has the further joroxieity of preventing in a large

measure this tendency to putrefy when the gelatin is treated
with hot solutions of this acid, and then freed from adhering
acid by means of carbonate of lime. Gelatin so treated has;

been called 7iieiagelalln. ^

Strange to say, in s^jite of the marked tendency of
gelatin solutions to develop ferment-organisms, and under-
go putrefaction, the stability of the substance in the dry
state is such that it has even been used, and wuth some
success, as a means of x>^'eserviug x)Gi^ishable foods. The
process, invented by Dr Canix)bell Morfil, consists in im-
pregnating the foods with gelatin, and then drying them
till about 10 per cent, or less of water is xj resent. Milk
gelatinized in this way is superior in several resx^ects to

I

the x^i'oducts of the ordinary condensation process, more

I

especially in the retention of a much larger proxDoitioii of

albuminoids.

I

Gelatin has a marked affinity for w'ater, abstracting it

I

from admixture with alcohol, for example. Bolid gelatin

,

steeped for some hours in w'ater absorbs a certain amount
and swells up, in which condition a gentle heat, as that of

the water-bath, serves to convert it into a liquid
;
or thi-^

may be readily produced by the addition of a trace of alkali

or mineral acid, or by strong acetic acid. In the last case,

however, or if we use the mineral acids in a more con-

centrated form, the solution obtained has lost its x^ow'er of

solidifying, though not that of acting as a glue. By pro-

longed boiling of strong aqueous solutions at a higb, or of

weak solutions at a lower temperature, the characteristic

properties of gelatin are imx3aired and ultimately destroyed.

After this treatment it acts less powerfully as a glue,

loses its tendency to solidify, and becomes increasingly

soluble in cold water ;
nevertheless the solutions yield on

precipitation with alcohol a substance identical iu composi-

tion with gelatin.

By prolonged boiling in contact with hydrolytic agents,

such as sulphuric acid or caustic alkali, it yields quantities

of leudn and glycocoll (so-called ‘‘sugar of gelatin,'' this

being the method by which glycocoll was first prepared),

but no tyrosin. In this last respect it agrees with its near

allies, chondrin and elastin, and differs from the great body
of proteids, the characteristic solid products of the decom-

position of which are leuciu and tyrosin. At the same time

the formation of glycocoll differentiates it from chondrin,

from which, moreover, it can be readily distinguished by
its non-precipitability by acetate of lead.

When it is mixed with copper sulphate a bright green

liquid is formed, from which the copper cannot be thrown
down free of organic matter. Addition of potash to the
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liquid merely changes the colour from green to violet, which

by boiling is further transformed into a pale red, but without

any precipitation of hydrate. Hence the inapplicability of

Trommer’s sugar test in presence of gelatin, the cupious

oxide being soluble in gelatin solutions.

Treated with strong oxidizing agents, such as a mixtuie

of sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash, or binoxide of

manganese, it exhibits a close resemblance in behaviour to

casein, formic and valerianic acids being the principal pro-

ducts, along with a small quantity of benzoic aldehyde

When solution of gelatin is mixed with chromate of potash

alone, it forms a medium very sensitive to light, which con

verts it into an insoluble yellow mass.

As bones are capable of yielding one-third of their

weight of solid gelatin, it follows that, if gelatin had a

value equivalent to albuminoids, the bones of an animal

would contain one-fifth of the total nutritive material in

its body. Accordingly, at a time when gelatin was in

high esteem for its food-value, lecourse was had largely

to this source, more especially in France, for a cheap

nutritive soup for soldiers, pauper establishments, and

hospitals To prepare such a soup the bones may be either

simply boiled in water under pressure, as in a Papin’s

digester, or without pressure, or they may be previously

freed from salts of calcium by treatment with dilute hydio

chloiic acid On the large scale the crushed bones are

submitted to the combined action of steam at high pressure

and a current of water percolating through the fragments

The bones, preferably in a fresh condition, or preserved by
thorough drying or by antiseptic agents such as brine, are

crushed by passing them between solid iron cylinders

grooved longitudinally and kept revolving. They are then

packed into a cylindrical cage, which can beloweied into a

cylindrical jacket of rather larger diameter than itself, the

whole closing with a well-fitting lid. A pipe for the en
trance of water, regulated by a stopcock, projects from the

top of the outer cylinder, and is connected before the lid is

put on with an adjustable nozzle, through which the water
trickles down among the caged bones Anothei pipe is

connected with the bottom of the apparatus for the pas-

sage of high-pressure steam. The gelatin solution may
be removed at intervals by means of a stopcock at the

bottom. The quantity of water percolating through the
bones is carefully regulated in accoidance with the varying
pressure of the steam, so as to produce a soup of nearly
uniform consistence.

As to tlie nutritive value of such a soup very different; opinions
have been entertained at different times. It was at the time of the
fiist French Revolution, when the question of the improvement of
the diet of soldiers and people was much discussed, that attention
began to be directed to gelatin as a cheap and useful food

;
and at

that time such men as Pioust and D’Aioet weie trying impiovcd
methods of extracting it from bone The dl&co^ cry of nitrogen as
a constituent of foods geneially led to its being regarded as the
special criterion of food-value, and, as this element was found to
exist m large proportion in gelatin, the percentage of gelatin
extractable from any substance was held as determining its woith
as food

In 1802 a commission appointed b> the Academy to investigate
the question reported that, though it might to a certain extent
replace flesh in soups, yet it could not be taken as the measuie of
food-value Meanwhile experiments on men and dogs, especially
by Donne, Gannal, Edwards, and Balzac, along with the results of
hospital rations at St Antoine and St Louis, showed the impossi-
bility of feeding upon gelatin alone, and in general its unsatisfactory
character as a food Accordingly, a second commission was appointed
by the Academy in 1841, who repoited very strongly against the
use of gelatin at all as an aiticle of diet, alleging that, besides being
valuele&s itself, it actually diminishes the value of otherwise nutii-
tiousfood, hut this lattei pait of the indictment was overturned
by the IfTetherlands’ commission {Qompt Itend

, 1844) It ended by
the Academy in 1850 declaring that gelatin was positively injurious
to the digestive organs, and the natural result of this extreme
reaction was of course a complete cessation of its use as food

In Germany, Liebig had declared, in his THerchemie (1843), that

gelatin, being a pioduct of the decomposition of albuintii, co» J not

take the pbice of albumen as food, though it iiiiglit be coiiccr, cd to

be useful foi tlie growth of gelatinous tissue Boussingaull’s

expciinients on ducks {Ami Chem Fhys
, 1846) slioved that, con-

trary to what should happen if the report of the French Academy
weie tiue, gelatin did not pass uiialteied into then fa^ees, hut that

a laige inciease of mic acid ^\as found in then mine, a icsult wIiilIi

was confirmed by Fieiiclis and Risciiofl, vho found in the mine of

dogs fed on gelatin luge ainonnts of uiea-—mic acid in birds and
mca m niaminals being the cliaiactciistic loims m whieli iiitrogtn

is chmmatcd fiom the system of these animals The coiiehision

they aiiived at vas that the use of gelatin as a food vas liinitf d to

its power of undergoing decomposition in the body, like the caibo-

hydrates, to yield heat, but that it cannot loplace the otliei niLio-

gciious constituents of the body. In 1853 Di Dondcis of Utieclit

published a treatise on foods, m which he dealt with gelatin, and
expressed opinions that have lie tty much held then giound since,

and only been confiimed in detail by subsequent invest ig it ois

Laige quantities of gel itni, lie sijs, aie detiimeiital to digestion

111 niodciate quantity it gets decomposed in tlu^ bodjq and acts as a

food piobably by dinimishing the otlieiwise iicecssaiy umouiit of

albumen, the sole use of wliieli, he leiuaiks, is not mciel;y to loiin

tissues In 1860 Bisehofl and Yoit jaiblished the icsult of then
experiments on the subject, wliicli coniidctely established the fiet

that gelatin can take the place of albumen to a limited evtent,

ill a way that fat cannot, so that the body-weight niaiiit mis itself

on a smallei sup^dy of albumen, and that gelatin lias a function

theiefoic of a higher chaiactei than a nieie heat pioducci like staieh

and sugar In a nioio lecent nunion liy \ oit, fioiii which the

pievious liistoiical sketch is iiiostlj boiiowed {ZciiscJn ijt fu^
JjLologie^ 'vm.j 1872), the lesults of an extensive senes of eanful
expciiments aie given, in which the same conclusion comes out^

He finds, moreot ei, that the saving of albumen is even iiioie niaiki d
when a moderate amount of fat accompanies the gelatin, but that
no combination of fat and gelatin can leiilacc albumen oi iiievint

the animal from losing flesh, but, on the contiaiy, when a dog w is

fed on equal paits of gelatin and fat it lost iiioie llesh than when
fed on gelatin alone. Fed on gelatin alone, it aftci a time e\ meed
such a repugnance to the food that it would lathci stan e th.iii fe ed,

and, if it was induced to eat, vomiting and diaiiliuca wcie the icsults

The time which gelatin takes foi its eoinplcte nietanioiphusis in

the body is fai less than in the case of albumen, nc\ei ( xeecdiiij^

24 horns. 111 the course of which time all its nitrogi n Tiia> 1 e found
ill the mine and fseces

A paiallel senes of expciinients to dcteiminc how iai g( 1 itin

could iei>lace fats or caibohj diutcs in food showed that, though it

could not be substituted foi them to any huge c\tent, it docs
somewhat dimmish the amount of fat use I ux» As A oit put-s

it at the end of his gelatin cannot, an;y moie than fits <i

caibohjdiates, take the place of that moictj of albumen whitli lie

calls the oiganic albumen,—the pait which goes to build tlie oi^-iiis

and tissues, it cannot x>i'oduce new blood ( oii»iiselcs to icplaic
those that are worn out, or foim muscles oi any tissues, not e\iu
the gelatigenous What it is capable of doing is to act as a substi-

tute to some extent foi that otliti and fai laigei pait of the albuiiicn

of food which, iie\er at any time foiiiiiiig jiait of anj oigan cii-

cnlates in the blood, and is earned to all the tissues, iiiidci going
continual mctamoiplioscs
A later senes of expeiiments by Etzinger, a pujal of Voit, w-i'^

undertaken in older to elucidate the action of the digcsti\e UukIs
on gelatin oi gelatigenous tissue Direct expciinients show id
that these substances aie scaieely alteied }>y piolongcti loiitaet witli.

a di ute (0 3 pei cent.) solution of hjdiochlone acul at the oidiiiaie
temperature of the body But when gelatin oi tissues jiehhng it,

such as Ztfjamentum michau. tendons, and bones weif tieatid at thi

same temperatuie with an aitificial gastiu juice made \>y acuhl>ii g
with acid of the abo\e stiength gl^ceiin extiact of pigs’ stoimieh^
a large quantity of these substances specihl^ disapiieaied to loini a

solution which did not gelatinize The solution thus obtaineit
exhibits physical and chemical chaiactei s so analogous to tlio'^e o"

the peptones foimed by a similai }»ioee&& fiom albummoids that it

has been called by some authois gclatxn-pcptont
In a quite leceiit lesearch by Hofmeistei {Zntschriftfio P7iysiol

CJi&m,, 11 [6] 299, 1878) an attempt has been made to study the pio
duct formed in this digestion tiansfoimation Taking the soluble
gelatin obtained by prolonged boiling of gelatin in watei to be the.

same material as is piodueed by the action of gastiic juice, the
author found that fiom the solutions so obtained two distinct sub-
stances could be separated, one preeipitable bj pei chloride of
platinum, which he calls semiglutm, and the othei not so ineci2>it-
able, and also more soluble iii alcohol, which he calls hemttoJlm
Semiglutin forms definite salts with 2>latiiiuni and coiipei, analyses
of which agree pretty v ell with the formula CggHasKiyUaj as the
simjilest ex^iression foi the substance Similarly the coi)pei-sa3t
of hemicollin gave results indicating for heniicollm a foiinnki
^47H7o^i40 i9 Both of these substances yield leuc-in and glycocoll
when tieated by boiling with hydiochlonc acid and stannous
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chloride. Further, this author states tliat, accoiding to his

analyses, collagen differs fioni gelatin by one naolecule of water,

and fiom the sum of the molecules of semiglutin and liemicolliii hy
three molecules of -water, so that a piobable empiiical formula for

gelatin would be Ciojf^isi^3i^39j agreeing pretty fairly with the
percentage iiumbeis gi^'-eii iii an earlier pait of this article.

See Hoppe-Seylei
,
Medtcinisch-ChermscJie UntevsncJiungen^lSQii and 1871, and

Ins Phyitiologisdie Cherme^ just being pubh&lied; Giiielm's Ilundhook^ \ol xvni.,

Ib71; Watts s Dicttonaty of CkemiUty^ vol. ii I oi tlie digestion of gelatin,

see Call Voit, ift fut liiologie^ vui 297, 1872, Etziugei, same woik,
X S4, 1874; and foi constitution of collagen, Ilofmci&rci, Zuti^th fu) Phy^toh
CfiQuue, 11. [5] 299, 1878 (D C. li )

Indu^tiial Relations of Gelatin.

Glue .—Glue is a form of gelatin, which, on account of its

impure condition, is employed only as an adhesive medium
for wood, leather, pa^Der, and like substances. There is,

however, no absolute distinction between glue and gelatin,

as they merge into each other by imperceptible degrees ; and
although the dark-coloured varieties of gelatin which are

known as ordinary glue are in no case treated as food, yet

for several purposes the fine transparent kinds, prepared

ciiiefly for culinary use, are employed also as adhesive agents.

Neither again, except in respect of its source, is there any
chemical or physical distinction between these two sub
stances and isinglass or fish glue, and therefore the prepara-

tion and industrial applications of these three varieties of

commercial gelatin—glue, gelatin, and isinglass—will be
here noticed.

The gelatin-yielding substances in the animal kingdom
are very numerous, comprising the skins of all animals,

tendons, intestines, bladders and fisli sounds, bones, horns,

and hoofs. Ohoudrin, the substance yielded by carti-

laginous tissue, which is simply an impure variety of

gelatin (see above), has greatly inferior power of adhesion.

In the preparation of ordinary glue the materials used are

the parings and cuttings of hides from tan-yards, the ears

of oxen and sheep, the skins of rabbits, hares, cats, dogs,

and other animals, the parings of tawed leather, parchment,
and old gloves, and many other miscellaneous scraps of

animal matter. Taking tan-yard refuse to be the principal

material, it is first steeped for some weeks in a pit with,

lime water, and afterwards carefully dried and stored. The
object of the lime steeping is to remove any blood and flesh

which may be attached to the skin, and to form a lime soap
with the fatty matter it contains. So prepared the
screws ” or glue pieces, as they are termed, may be kept

a long time without uiidergoiag change. Before being
boiled, the glue pieces are thoroughly washed. They are

then placed in hemp nets and introduced into an open
boiler, which has a false bottom, and a tap by which liquid

may be run off. The boiler is heated by direct firing, a series

of boilers being arranged in. the manner best fitted to obtain
the greatest possible heating effect from one fire. As the
boiling proceeds test quantities of liquid are from time to

time examined and when a sample is found on cooling to

form a stiff jelly, it is ready to draw off. Usually the first

boiling occuiDies about eight hours, and when the liquid has
been drawn off, more water is added and the boiling process
repeated. En this way the gelatinous matter is only ex-

hausted after six separate boilings, occupying about two days,
the last boiling yielding a darker-coloured glue than the
first. Ic is essential that the boiling out of a charge should
not be continued longer than is necessary for yielding a
sufidciently stiff gelatinous solution, as it is found that, when
the liquid is long exposed to a heat at or above boiling point,

the gelatin loses its power of congealing. From the boiler

the sufficiently concentrated solution is run to a tank or
“setting back,” in which a temperature sufficient to keep it

fluid is maintained, and in this way any impurity is per-
mitted to subside. The glue solution is then run into

wooden troughs or coolers about 6 feet long by 2 feet broad
and 1 foot deep, in which it sets bo a firm jelly. When
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set, a little water is run over its surface, and with knives
of suitable form it is detached from the sides and bottom,
cut iuto uniform slices about an inch thick, and squares of
these are placed on nets stretched between upright wooden
frames or hurdles for drying. The drying operation, wffiich

requires very special care, is best done in the open air;

the plastic masses must, however, be protected from rain.

Frost and strong dry heat are equally injurious, and the
best results are obtained in spring and autumn weather,
when the glue dries in from twelve to eighteen days. When
the pieces have become quite hard and sonorous, they are
washed to remove dust from their surface, and to give them
a glazed or polished appearance. A good quality of glue
should be free from all specks and grit, and ought to

have a uniform, light brownish-yellow, transparent appear-
ance, and it should break with a glassy fracture. Steeped
for some time in cold water it softens and swells up without
dissolving, and when again dried it ought to resume its

original properties. Under the influence of heat it entirely

dissolves in water, forming a thin syrupy fluid with a not
disagreeable smell. The adhesiveness of different qualities

of glue, on which quality its value depends, differs con-

siderably
;
and there are several methods of measuring the

comparative value of commercial samples, the most reliable

of which are based on actual experiment. Glue is also

made from bones by first boiling them to remove the fatty

matter they contain, and then treating them with strong
hydrochloric acid till they become quite soft and translucent.

In this condition, after they are washed and the acid

neutralized, they are enclosed in a covered vessel and sub-

mitted to the action of steam, by which a concentrated
gelatinous solution is first obtained. At a subsequent stage

the whole mass is boiled by direct heat, and a further

quantity of glue is so procured. The glue yielded by bones
has a milky hue, owing to the phosphate of lime it carries

with it.

Commercial Gelatin.—Gelatin, as a commercial product,

is prepared in a manner similar to that followed in the

manufacture of glue
;
but the materials used are selected

with great attention to purity, and the various operations

are carried out with the most scrupulous care and
cleanliness. In the manufacture of the well-known spark-

ling gelatin of Messrs Cox of Gorgie, near Edinburgh,
the following is the process followed, according to their

patent obtained in 1844. The shoulders and cheeks of

ox-hides are preferred, but other parts may be used.

The hide and skin cleansed in water, cut in

small pieces by a machine, and reduced to xmlji in a pulp
mill. The xiulj) is pressed between rollers, mixed with

water, and then subjected to heat varying from 150° to

212° F., whereby gelatin is ji^ocluced. When a very

Xmre quality is required, liquid gelatin is mixed with a small

quantity of ox blood at a temiierature not exceeding 160°

or 170^ and further heated. The albumen of the blood

becomes coagulated, aud rises as a scum
;
the heat is then

withdrawn, after which the scum is removed and the purer

liquor allowed to settle, and afterwards it is run into coolers

to congeal and dry. The gelatin is evajDorated in vacuo to

avoid the injury caused hy long subjection to heat ;
but it

may also be dried on a steam-heated surface. In Nelson’s

process the gelatin is extracted hy steam heat from hide

Xiieces which have been submitted to the bleaching action

of sulphurous acid. The strained and purified product is

spread in a thin layer on a marble slab till it jiartly solidi-

fies, when it is cut up and washed to free it from all traces

of acid. It is again redissolved at the lowest possible tem-

perature, then resolidified and dried in thin sheets on nets,

Heuze of Berlin prepiares a pure transparent gelatin, having

a fine meaty flavour, from very impure materials, by inti-

mately mixing with the hot solution of impure dark-
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coloured gelatinous material a mixture of wood charcoal and

animal charcoal, leaving the whole together for some hours,

then redissolving and straining off the clarified gelatin.

Isinr/lass,—Isinglass or fish glue, in its raw state, is the

swimming-bladder or sound of various species of fish.

The sounds undergo no other preparation than careful dry-

ing, but in the drying they are variously treated and made

up, so that the isinglass comes into commerce under the

names of “leaf,’’ “staple,” “book,” “pipe,’’ “lump,’’ “honey-

comb,” and other designations, according to its form.

The finest isinglass, which comes from Eussia, is prepared

by cutting open the sounds, stee^jing them in water till the

outer membrane separates from the inner, then washing the

latter and exposing it to dry in the air. Eussian isinglass

is obtained from several species of sturgeon {Acipenser)^ioxLi[i(\

in the Volga and other tributaries of the Caspian Sea, in the

Black Sea, and in the Arctic Ocenm. Brazilian isinglass,

obtained from Brazil and Guiana, is the produce of a large

fish, and probably some other species; and

Manila and East Indian isinglass are yielded by species of

fish not yet satisfactorily determined. The sounds of the

common cod, the hake, and other Gadidce are also used as

a kind of isinglass. The principal uses to which isinglass is

applied are for jellies and confections, and as a clarifying

or filtering medium for wine, beer, and other liquids.

When used for culinary and confectionery purposes, isinglass

is rolled into thin sheets and cut into fine shreds to facilitate

its solution. For clarifying liquids its fibrous structure is

of great value, as it forms a fine network in the liquid in

which it is disseminated, and thereby mechanically carries

down all the minute particles which render the liquid thick

and turbid. Isinglass dissolved in strong acetic acid forms

a powerful cement, much used for repairing glass, p)ottery,

and similar small objects.

Uses of Gelatin ^—The gelatin derivable from bones

enters very largely into human food, in the stock for soups,

kc., and as prepared gelatin, “ calves foot jelly,” and isin-

glass. In addition to the uses already alluded to, gelatin

has many other applications in the arts. It is emxdoyed as

a sizing agent in x^aiDer-making, and by painters it is also

used for sizing or x^i'b^ing, and for prex^aring temx^era

colours. Further, it is used in the prex:)aration of elastic

moulds of undercut work, and in the manufacture of inking

rollers for printing. Gelatin treated with bichromate of

potash, under the influence of light, undergoes a remarkable
chemical and x^kysical change, whereby it is rendered en-

tirely inabsorbent of and insoluble by water. The change
is due to the oxidizing effect of the bichromate

;
and the

circumstance has given rise to the numerous so-called

carbon-processes introduced into x->^otograxjhy by Swan,
Johnson, Woodbury, Albert, Edwards, and others, in all of

which an image is x^roduced in gelatin oxidized by chromium
comxoounds. An insoluble glue may be prepared by adding
to dissolved glue, just before using, a x^roportion of a solu-

tion of bichromate of potash, and such a preparation forms
a useful waterproofing medium. Glue may be kept liquid
at ordinary temperatures by the addition of concentrated
acetic acid or of weak nitric acid. Dumoulin’s liquid glue,

which possesses powerful adhesive i:)roperties, is composed
of glue in the proportion of 2 Ib dissolved in 1 quart of

water with 7 oz. of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1'335) added. Mouth
or lip glue is x=)rex>ared by adding R> or thereby of sugar
to each pound of dissolved glue. It forms solid hut easily
dissolved cakes, and as it can be sufficiently softened by
the tongue, it is for many purposes extremely convenient.
Transparent gelatin, brightly coloured by dyeing substances,
and cast in excessively thin sheets, is largely used for orna-
mental wrappings for bon-bons, &c.

Various adhesive but non-gelatinous substances are, on
account of their properties, known commercially as glue, and
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are rised as substitutes for ordinary glue. Thus marine
glue, emxjloyed in shipbuilding and for other x^irposes, is

a compound of india-ru]>ber and shell-lac dissolved in

coal-tar naphtha. Glue substitutes are also x>rei)ared from
the albuminoids casein and gluten, but they are not

likely to become substances of any considerable commercial
importance. (j. pa.)

GELDEELAND, Gi:llepn. See Gueldeiiland, Guel-
DERS.
GELEK, Claude. See Claude of Lojiratne.

GELL, Sir William (1777-1836), classical scholar

and antiquarian, was born at Trox)ton in Derbysliire in

1777. After the nsual x>i’climinary education, he entered

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, taking liis E.A. degree in

1798, and afterwards becoming a follow. About the be-

ginning of the century he was sent on a diplouialic mission

to Greece ;
and on his return in 1803 he w^as knighted. In

the follov/ing year he xuiblishod liis Tnimr,r(i}i]u/ of Troy and
its Vicinity^ illustrated aoid e.y'pJatned hy ilraa'inr/a and
descriptions. His Geofirajdy and Anti<iuifles of If

published iu 1807. In 1810 axq>eared The ftinerttry of
Greece^ with a Commentary on Pansa'iilas cnid Strabo^ and
an account of monume'itts (fantiquity (Wist iny in that country.

This was followed in 1816 by the Itinerary of the Morea^
being a description of the ronfes of that peninsnlrt^ a new
edition of which was published in 1823, under the title of

UTarrative of a Journey in the AForoa. Tiis best known
work is PovipoifLua, or Obsermdlons on the Topography^

Edifices^ and Ornainents of Poinpeii, in ^^hich ho was
assisted by [Mr J. P. Gaudy. The first part of this was
published in 1817-19, and was translated into French in

1828; the second apX)oared iu 1830-31. It was
followed in 1834 by the Topography tf liome and ifs

Vicinity, In Italy, whither he had retired on account of

his health, he became acquainted with Queen Caroline, and
his noble and disinterested behaviour during her trial ex-

hibits his moral character in a very favourable light. Hie
queen showed her sense of his co-ojieratiou in her defence

by appointing him one of her chamberlains in 1820. lie

died at Naxdes in 1836. His drawings, representing a

very large series of views of classical ruins and localities,

and executed, if not with much artistic skill, yet with great

detail and exactness, are now in the room of the

British Museum.
GELLEET, Christian Furciitegott (1715-1760),

German fabulist, hymn-writer, and moral x^hilosox>hcr, w'as

born 4th July 1715 at Hainchon, in the Saxon Erzgebirge.

He was educated at the university of Leipsic, where in

1751 he was apx^ointed an extraordinary xu'ofessor of x>hilo-

sophy, a position which he occupied till his death, 13th
December 1769. He wrote a romance, Lehen dev sehwed,

Grdfinvon G (2 vols., Loixisic, 1746), of little value,

and several pastorals and comedies of, if x>ossible, even less.

His best works were his Faheln mid Erzdhliingan and
Geistliche Oden VAid Lieder. Both are marked by a simx>le

and easy directness of style. The latter exx>re.Sri the maxims
of a liberal piety, and w^ere received by Catholics and Pro-
testants with equal favour. They are still widely x^opular

in Germany. The best known is the hymn entitled “Die
Ehre Gottes aus der Natur.” hTot a little of Gellert’s fame
is due to the time when he lived and wrote. The German
literature of the period was dominated by the x>edant
Gottsched and his school. A band iJ high-sxurited youths,
of whom Gellert was one, resolved to free themselves from
the conventional trammels of such dictators, and began that
revolution which w'as finally consummated by Schiller and
Goethe, Gellort’s share in the attempt was enhanced by the
excellence of his personal character, his gentle piety, and
his singular knack of gaining the reverence and love of

young people. Part of his influence was also doubtless
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attributable to his position as a professor, and to liis widely

popular lectures.

See Gellert’s SdmontUche WerTcc (fir&t edition, 10 vols., Leixisic,

1769 -71, last edition, Berlin, 1867). His Sa'inmtliche Faheln und
Erzalilungen and liis Geistlichc Oden nnd Licder Lave often been
puhliblied separately

;
the latest editions being those of Leipsic,

1874, and Berlin, 1873. See translation by J. A. Mnrke, Gellert’s

Fables and other Poems (London, 1851). Lives of Gcllei*t have been
Vviitteii by J. A. Cramer ^Leix)sic, 1774) and by Doling (2 vols.,

Leipsie, 1833).

GELT.ILTS, Aulus, author of the Nodes Aiticce, was
born ill the first half of the 2d century of the Christian

era, most ^irobably in Rome, and died about 180. IlTotliiiig

is known of his personal history except from incidental

notices iu his own book. He studied grammar and rhetoric

at Rome and philosox)hy at Athens, after which he returned

to Rome, and held there a judicial office. His only

work, the Nodes Atticce, takes its name from having been
begun during the long nights of a winter which he spent

in Auica. He afterwards continued it at Rome. It is

compiled out of an “ Adversaria,” or common-place book, in

whicli he liad jotted down everything of unusual interest

that he heard in conversation or read in books, and it com-
prises notes on grammar, geometry, philosophy, history, and
almost every other branch of knowledge. The work, which
is utterly devoid of sequence or arrangement, is divided into

twenty books. All these have come down to us except the

eighth, of which nothing remains but the index. The
Nodes AtticGe is valuable for the insight it affords into

the nature of the society and pursuits of those times, and
for the numerous excerpts it contains from the works of

lost ancient authors.
The editio pi'inceiis of Aulus Gelllus appeared at Rome in 1469,

and was speedily followed by many others in various cities of Italy,

esi^ecially Venice. The best editions are those of Grouovius
(Leyden, 1706), Lion (Gottingen, 1824-1825), and Hertz (Leipsic,

1853). Aulus Gellius has been translated into English by Beloe
(London, 1795); into French by the Abb6 de Verteuil (Paris, 1776-
89), and by Victor Verger (Paris, 1820-30); into German by Walter-
stern (Lemberg, 1785), and by Wehs, 2 vols. (Leipsic, 1875-76).

GELON, succeeded Hi]3pocrates as tyrant of Gela in 491
B.O., and, by supporting the plebs of Syracuse in their

quarrels against the aristocracy, became tyrant also of tliat

city in 485 b.o, He used his power so discreetly that

under him Syracuse attained an extraordinary degree of

wealth and influence. The great event in Gelon’s sub-

sequent history was his defeat of the Carthaginians under
Hamilcar at Himera, according to tradition on the same
day that the Greeks defeated Xerxes at Salamis, 480 b.c.,

the result of his victory being that he obtained the lord-

ship of the whole of Sicily. After Gelon had thus estab-

lished his power, he made a show of resigning it
;
but his

proposal was rejected by the multitude, and he reigned

without opposition till his death 478 b.o. His memory
was held in such respect that, 150 years after his death,

when Timoleon was erasing from Sicily every vestige of

the tyrants that had once reigned there, he spared the

statues of Gelon. See Syracuse.
GELSEMIXJM, a drug, consisting of the root of Gelse-

miiim (or as sometimes less correctly called Gelsemmuni)
sempervireois^ a climbing shrub of the natural order
Loganiacece^ having a milky juice, opposite, lanceolate

shining leaves, and axillary clusters of from one to five

large, funnel-shaped, very fragrant yellow flowers, whose
perfume has been compared to that of the wallflower.

The fruit is composed of two separable jointed foUicles,

containing numerous flat-winged seeds. The stem often

runs underground for a considerable distance, and indis-

criminately with the root it is used in medicine. The plant
is a native of the United States, growing on rich clay soil

by the side of streams near the coast, from Virginia to the

south of Florida. In the United States it is commonly
known as the wild, yellow, or Carolina jessamine, although
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in no way related to the true jessamines, which belong
to the Oleacece. It was first described in 1640 by John
Parkinson, who grew it in his garden from seed sent by
Tradescaiit from Virginia; at the present time it is but
rarely seen, even iu botauiciil gardens, in Great Britain.

The root, on analysis by Kollock in 1855, was found to

contain an alkaloid (now called Gdsemine or Gehemia), a
dry acrid resin, per cent, of a volatile oil heavier than
water, fatty resin, fixed oil, yellow colouring matter, gallic

acid, starch, albumen, gum, pectic acid, extractive matter,
lignin, and 3T7 per cent, of mineral matter, consisting
chiefly of salts of potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, and
silica. The leaves and flowers were found to contain the
same ingredients in less quantity. Eberle, who examined
the root in 1869, states that the central woody [portion of
the root does not contain any alkaloid, and that therefore
the bark is the physiologically active portion. In addition
to the above, Wormley, in 1870, discovered in the root a
crystalline substance named by him gelsemiiiic acid, whose
solution in alkalies exhibits a powerful blue fluorescence.

It has, however, since been shown by Sonneiiscliein to be
identical with sesculin, a crystalline glucoside found in the
hark of the horse cliesnut, jEscuhis llippocastaim'nu The
active ]3roperties of gelsemium root Lave been proved by
Wormley and Bartholow to de^^end uxDon the alkaloid

gelsemine (CiiH;^qN02), which in the pure state is a
colourless, odourless solid, not yet obtained in a crystalline

form, readily soluble in ether and chloroform, less so in

alcohol, and very si3aringly in water, except in the x>resence

of hydrochloric acid, and having an intensely x>ersisteiit

hitter taste, perceptible in a solution containing only
part of it by weight.

The readiest and best test for gelsemine, detecting the

smallest traces, appears to be the cherry-red colour develo]jed

when ceroso-ceric oxide is added to its solution in concen-
trated sulx)huric acid. The dose of the alkaloid is from
-^^th to #^th of a grain

;
larger quantities are poisonous,

Jth of a grain having proved fatal in an hour and a half to

a strong cat.

The [pharmaceutical prex^aration known as gelsemin con-

sists chiefly of the resin, combined with uncertain propor-

tions of the other constituents of the root, and is [prepared

by precipitation with water from the strong tincture.

The medicinal properties of the root were discovered by
accident, the infusion having been administered instead of

that of some other root, with the result of curing the fever

for which it was taken. It w^as then exx^erimented upon
by the American eclectic practitioners. In 1852 Professor

W. Proctor called the attention of the medical profession to

its valuable properties ; and in 1864 it was placed on

aj^proval in the secondary list, and in 1873, so rapidly had
it risen in favour, in the [numary list of remedies of acknowr-

ledged value in the United States x->liarmacopoeia. It has

latterly attracted considerable attention in England as

a remedy for certain forms of facial neuralgia, especially

those arising from decayed teeth, or involving branches of

the fifth nerve. In the United States it is more particularly

valued for controlling nervous irritability in fevers of a

malarial type, in which it is said to excel every other known
agent. The [physiological action of the drug has been care-

fully examined by Bartholow, Ott, and Ringer and Murrell,

from whose investigations it appears that it has a paralysing

action on the motor centres, afecting successively the third,

fifth, and sixth nerves, its fatal action being due to its caus-

ing paralysis of the respiratory muscles, and thus producing

death by asphyxia. In large doses it produces alarming

symptoms, which occasionally terminate fatally. These
appear to vary slightly in different cases, but the more [Pro-

minent are pain in the forehead and in the eyeballs, giddi-

ness, ptosis, a feeling of lightness in the tongue slurred
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pronunciation, laboured rsspirabion, wide dilatation of the

pupils, and impossibility of keeping au erect posture. The
mind in most cases remains clear until shortly before death.

The earliest and most prominent symptom of a fatal or

dangerous dose is the drooping of the eyelids, which indi-

cates the immediate administration of stimulants, for when
the paralysis of the tongue which ensues extends to the

epiglottis, deglutition becomes impossible, and the epiglottis

is apt, unless the sufferer be placed in a forward position

to flap back and close the windpipe. The antidotes which

have been found the most successful are carbonate of am-

monia, brandy, aromatic spirits of ammonia, and morphia.

It has been found that death may be averted by keeping

up artificial respiration until the poison is eliminated by
the kidneys.

See Eclectic Disjpcnsatory^ p. 186 ;
PJm'rm. Journ., 3d ser., voL

vi.
;
by Kinger and Murrell, &c. in Lancet, 1873, 1875-78

;
Hales,

New Memedies, p. 390 ;
Bartholow, Materia Medica, p. 380

;

American Journ. Pharm., 1855, 1870 ;
Proc. Amer. Pharm.

Assoc., 1873, p. 652; Practitioner, 1870, p. 202; Grover Coe,

Positive Medical Agents, p. 114 ;
Hughes, Pharmacodynamy, vol.

i. p. 372 ;
Sonuenscliein, Berichte dcr dentsth. chem. Ges., xi.

1182 ;
Bentley and Trimen, Med. Plants, pt. xix. Ko. 181.

GEMINIANI, Fbancesco (c. 1680-1762), a celebrated

violinist, born at Lucca about 1680. He received lessons

in music from Alessandro Scarlatti, and studied the violin

under Lunati, and afterwards under Corelli. In 1711 he

arrived in London, where his performance and compositions

attracted much attention. He was taken under the special

protection of the earl of Essex. After visiting Paris and
residing there for some time, he returned to England in

i

1755. In 1761 he went to Dublin, where a servant

robbed him of a musical manuscript on which he had
bestowed much time aud labour. His vexation at this loss

is said to have hastened his death, which took i>lace at

Dublin on 17th September 1762. He appears to have been
a first-rate violinist, but most of his compositions are dry
and deficient in melody. His Art of Playing the Violin is

a good work of its kind, but his Guida Armouica is a
miserable production. He published a number of solos for

the violin, three sets of violin concertos, twelve violin trios,

The Art of Accompaniment on the Harpsichord, Organ, &c.,

Lessonsfor the Harpsichord, and some other works. His
musical opinions had no foundation in truth or principle.

GEMTSTUS, or PLETHO, Georgius, held high office

under the Byzantine emperors during the first half of the
15th century, and derived his name, which signifies the
Heplete, from the extraordinary amount of his erudition.

He is, however, chiefly memorable for having been the first

person who introduced Plato to the Western world. This
took place upon his visit to Florence in 1438, as one of the
deputies from Constantinople on occasion of the general
council. Cardinal Bessarion became his disciple; he produced
a great impression upon Cosmo de’ Medici; and though not
himself making any very important contribution to the
study of Plato, he effectually shook the exclusive domination
which Aristotle had exercised over European thought for

eight centuries. He promoted the union of the Greek and
Latin Churches as far as possible, but his efforts in this
direction bore no permanent fruit. He probably died
before the capture of Constantinople. The most important
of his published works are a treatise on the distinction
between Plato and Aristotle as philosophers, and one on
the religion of Zoroaster. In addition to these he compiled
several volumes of excerpts from ancient authors, and wrote
a number of works on geography, music, and other subjects,
many of which still exist in MS. in various European
libraries.

GEMS (\j/Tg<lyoL, gemmae), engraved with designs, whether
adapted for sealing {(r<l>payk, sigillum, intaglio), or mainly
for artistic effect (imagines ectypae, cameo), exist in a very
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large number of undoubtedly genuine examples, exteuduig

from the mists of Babylonian antiquity to the decline of

Roman civilization, and again starting with a new but un-

natural impulse on the revival of art. Apart from work-
manship they possess the charms of colour deep, rich, and
varied, of material unequalled for its endurance, and of

scarcity which in many instances lias been enhanced by tlie

strangeness of the lands whence they came, or the fortuity

of their occurrence. These qualities united within the small

compass of a gem were precisely such as were required in a

seal as a thing of constant use, so inalienable in its ]iosscs-

sion as to become naturally a personal ornament aud an
attractive medium of artistic skill, no less than the centre

of traditions or of religious and legendary associations. As
regards the nations of classical antiquity all seals are classed

as gems, though in many cases the material is not sucli as

would strictly come under that heading. On the other

hand, gems properly so called were not always seals. Many
of the Babylonian cylinders could not liave been so em-
ployed without great difficulty, and when Herodotus (i. ] 05)
speaks of every Babylonian wearing a seal (crcfypyjyf^), it may
have been in most cases no other than a talismnn having
au inherent power derived from the suljjcct of its design,

consisting perhaps mostly of figures of protecting deities.

He adds that every Babylonian carried also a stall’ on \\ liich

it was unlawful for him not to have the figure of an apple,

a rose, a 111}% an eagle, or something else, as Lis badge or

iTTLcrrjpiOv, from which it may perhaps be inferred that having
selected some such badge for his staff lie would necessarily

have the same for the seal with which he attested his name.
But if that had been the case, then the great mass of exist-

ing cylinders could not have been seals in the ordinary sense.

In Greece and Rome within historic times, gems were worn
engraved with designs to show that the bearer was an
adherent of a particular worsliq), the follower of a certain

philosopher, or the attached subject of an emperor. It

cannot be said that those gems may nut have been used
systematically as seals, but it is clear that they primarily

served a different purpose. Again, when the sense of

personal ornament naturally attaching to a seal increased,

and the resources both of material and skill were enlarged,

the process of engraving gems in cameo, that is, with the

design in relief mostly in such stones as by their differently

coloured layers could be made to i>resent a variety of sur-

faces, came largely into fashion (see article Cameo, and figs.

1 8, 1 9 in Plate I.). As a rule these cameos are of a date sub
sequent to that of Alexander the Great ; but there arc excep-

tions in an Egyptian cameo in the Louvre, said to belong to

the 12tlL dynasty, about 3000 b.c., and in some few Etruscan
scarabs, which havingdesigns in intaglio on the face have a^so

reliefs engraved on the back, apparently in the same archaic
manner of art as the intaglios. Such a scarab in carnelian
was found at Orvieto in 1874 in a tomb along wuth vases
dating from the beginning of the 5th century b.c., and it

will be seen from the engraving of this gem {ArchaoL Zeit,,

1877, pi. xL, fig. 3, compare figure of Siren on back of

scarab engraved in Wieseler, Denkmdler der alien Kunsi^ No.
752) that, while the design on the face presents evidently
the same subject which occurs on a scaraboid found in the
treasury of Curium in Cyprus by General Cesnola (see his

Cyprus, pi. xxxix., fig. 5, p. 381), the half-length figure

of a Gorgon on the back seems to be the same in subject
and treatment as a carnelian fragment, apparently cut
from the back of a scaraboid, now in the British Museum.
As further examples of the same rare form of cameo, the
following scaraboids in the British Museum may be men-
tioned :—(1) a carnelian cut from back of a scaraboid, with
head of Gorgon surrounded by wings

; (2) carnelian scara-
boid ; Gorgon running to left, on face of gem an intaglio of

Thetis giving armour to Achilles
; (3) carnelian scaraboid

:
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head of negro in profile, on face an intaglio of a harp

; (4)
steatite scaraboid : head of Achelous, full face, with intaglio

of citharist (Plate L, ISTo. 13) ; (5) scaraboid in burnt car-

nelian ; head of Achelous, full face, with intaglio of Ajax
carrying body of Patroclus

;
and four porcelain scaraboids

from Camirus, each with a negro’s head in relief on the
back.

In gem engraving the principal modern implement is a

wheel or minute copper disc, driven in the manner of a lathe,

and moistened with olive oil mixed with emery or diamond
dust. There is no proof of its use among the ancients,

but M. Soldi, a practical authority on the subject, believes

(Revue Arch., 1874, xxviii. p 147) that it was known
before the time of Pliny, whose expressionfervor terehrarum,
as applied to the cutting of very hard stones, would fittingly

characterize the ra^^id movement of the wheel. At the
same time these words, apparently the only ancient state-

ment on the question, may equally refer to the motion of
the drill, an instrument of constant use in antiquity, which
in this case was employed to drive an iron tool fitted with
a diamond point or splinter. In intaglios, when the larger
spaces had been sunk with the drill, the design was worked
out in detail by a tool with a diamond point, and finally

polished, but not, it would appear, to the extent to which
polishing is carried in modeim work, for this reason, no
doubt, tbat their finer tools left less of roughness to be
smoothed away. Still a gem highly polished in the interior

of the design need not be taken to be modern on that
account, since it is known that many genuine ancient gems
have been repolished in modern' times, and since it is not
known whether ancient engravers may not sometimes have
resorted to excess of this process

; while on the other hand
an intaglio dim in the surface of its design is not necessarily
antique, since modern engravers have observed this peculi-
arity, and have imitated it with a success which, were there
no other suspicions, might escape detection. Except in the
hardest stones, much of the ancient gem engraving seems to
have been done by a simple copper tool duly moistened and
supplied with emery or crjuLvpL^, naxium). The
Ethiopians in the time of Xerxes employed a flint instru-
ment, if that is what Herodotus means (vii. 69) when he
says that their arrows were tipped ‘‘not with iron but with
a sharp stone, with which they also engrave their seals.”
With such a tool steatite could be easily engraved, and it

should be remembered that among very early gems this
material is of frequent occurrence, while in tlie later art of
Greece and Rome it can scarcely be said to exist ; and the
inference is that, when processes had been invented to cut
harder stones, the softer substances were discarded. Still

it would not be correct to found more tlian a general argu-
ment as to the comparative ages of gems on the different
degrees of resistance in tlie st3nes tliemselves, even when
dealing with the works of one nationality, much less so in
a review of ancient gems as a whole, for this reason, among
others, that the decline of art is in technical matters often
very like its infancy. It would be easy to show from pub-
lished criticisms how certain classes of rude intaglios have
been regarded now as the very earliest eJfforts of the art,
now as debased; and at times it is difficult to choose between
these judgments. In the present state of knowledge it may
seem idle to inquire where the infancy of the art was passed.
One thinks in Egypt, which otherwise is known for its

intimate skill in working hard stones. Another says
Assyria, which doubtless had a civilization as remote as that
of Egypt, but has left no similar evidence of the mastery’-
of obdurate substances. The architectural and the artistic
remains of the two nations present this broad distinction,
tliat they are of much harder material in the one case than
in the other, whence it would be reasonable to expect that
at least the invention of the pointed tools had proceeded
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from Egypt, though of course if the idea of engraving gems
originated with soft stones and simple implements such as
flints, that origin may well have been in Assyria. Possibly
the marked difference in the shai>e of the gems peculiar to
these two nations bespeaks little contact between them in
this matter. The favourite shapes in Assyria were the
cylinder pierced lengthways, and sometimes fitted with a
swivel so as to be used as a seal, and the cone also pierced
bub not requiring a swivel, since the design was cut on its

base. When inscribed, a cylinder generally states three
things,—the name of the owner, his father’s name, and the
name of his protecting deity. But there are exceptions, as
for example, a cylinder in the Bibliotheque at Paris in-

scribed, “ Alcbaloum, servant of Jebastukur,” which from
the Semitic form of name “ Alchaloum ” has been thought
to have belonged to a Jewish captive in Babylon. A
cylinder supposed to be the seal of Sennacherib, in the British
Museum, is not inscribed. Another, purporting to be the
seal of Igli, son of Uruck, the oldest king of Assyria, is re-

jected by M. Oppert as not having any such antiquity. An
agate seal from Khorsabad reads, “ Nipishi, of King Tiglath
Pileser, king of Assyria, son of Haou Liklikhus, king of

Assyria.” But, as has already been said, many of the
cylinders could not have been employed as seals without
difficulty, and it appears to result from the most recent
study of the designs on them that frequently their main
fuuction was to act as talismans in the system of magic
generated among the Chaldseans. In what seems to be the
oldest examples the design is sunk by a pointed tool pushed
backward and forward in long straight lines. In the next
stage round cavities are sunk here and there in the design
by means of a drill, when greater depth is required, while
the shallow parts are worked out with the pointed instru-

ment. By practice in utilizing both methods the Assyrians
reached whatever skill they could boast in this branch of

art. The materials are haematite, jasper, calcedony, sard,

basalt, agate, lapis lazuli, rock crystal, alabaster, por-

celain, quartz, glazed clay. Mr King classes them under
four periods, beginning as early as 2234 b.c.

In Egypt the favourite form of gem was a scarab (beetle),

having a flat surface underneath, on which was engraved a
hieroglyphic design. The common materials are green
jasper and porcelain. From the soft nature of the porcelain,

and from the strict adherence to the scarab shape, it may
be inferred that they were used much less as seals than as

a sort of badges or ornaments, and this is confirmed by the
finding of large numbers of them in foreign countries, as at

Camirus in Rhodes and in Etruria, where the hieroglyphics
could not have been understood. No doubt it may be time

that these specimens had been manufactured by Phoenicians
for export to those countries merely as articles of ornament,
but had the originals been strictly held by the Egyptians to

be seals, it would have been the height of dishonesty in the
Phoenicians to reproduce them in this way. In Egypt,
however, the art of gem engraving was not confined alto-

gether to scarabs, as may be seen among other interesting

exceptions in the oblong intaglio of green jasper in the

Louvre (Gazette ArcheoL, 1878, p, 41) with a design on both
sides, representing on the obverse, as known from the

cartouche, Thothmes 11. (1800 B.c.) slaying a lion, and on
the reverse the same king drawing his bow against his

enemies from a war chariot. In the Louvre also is an
Egyptian gem, said to belong to the 12th dynasty, 3000
B.c. But uninteresting in themselves as are the scarabs of

Egypt, they have this accidental importance in the history-

of gem engraving that they furnished the Phoenicians with

a model which they first improved as regards the intaglio

by a freer spirit of design, gathered partly from Egypt and
partly from Assyria (see the Phcenician scarabs from Tharras
in Sardinia and from Cyprus). The scarab thus improved

X. — 1

8
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they communicated to the Etruscans, under whose skilful

hands it received often a degree of delicacy in the work-

manship which has not been equalled in the gems of any
other country. The best specimens are due to the influence

of Greek art in the 6th century b.c. or somewhat later.

The subjects engraved are Greek in origin, and the habit

of inscribing the names of the subjects is an early Greek
habit, but with this difference, that the Greeks would be
correct in tlie naming, while the Etruscan artists are perhaps
as often wrong as right. Tlie name of Tydeus, for instance

(TYTE), is assigned in one case to a figure scraping himself

with a strigil, and in another to a fallen warrior, who other-

wise would be identified as Capaneus. Again a figure

washing his hair is called Peleus, and Achilles sulking

becomes Theseus, to the exercise of much ingenuity in times
past. With these and other examples it should no longer
be necessary to cast about for an unusual form of the legend
of the Seven against Thebes, when five only of their names
are found beside five figures on what is the most celebrated
j)f exist ng scarabs—a carnelian in the Berlin Museum
(Winckelmann, DenJciiicder^^o. 105 J.

Another scarab
of first importance is a banded onyx in Florence represent
ing the Salii carrying their shields, inscribed Angils and
Alee. For Etruscan scarabs see Etrueia, vol. viii. p. 640.

While the Phoenicians have left actual specimens to show
with what skill they could adopt the systems of gem en-
graving preva ling at their time in Egypt and Assyria, the
Israelite^, on the other hand, have left records to prove, if

not their skill, at least the estimation in which they held
engraved gems. “ The sin of Judah is written with a pen
of iron and with the point of a diamond ” (Jerem. xvLi. 1).

To pledge his word Judah gave Tamar his signet, bracelets,
and staff (Gen. xxviii 18); whence, if this passage be com
pared with the frequent use of “seal’' in a metaphorical
sense in the Bible, and with the usage of the Babylonians
already cited from Herodotus, it may be concluded that
among the Israelites also every man of mark at least wore
a signet- Their acquaintance with the use of seals in Egypt
and Assyria is seen in the statement that Pharaoh gave
Joseph his seal as a badge of investiture (Gen. xli. 42), and
that the stone which closed the den of lions was sealed by
Darius with his own signet and with the signet of his lords
(Daniel vi. 17). Then as to the stones which were most
prized, Ezekiel (xxviii. 13), speaking of the prince of Tyre,
mentions the sardius, topaz, and diamond, the beryl, onyx,
and jasper, the sapphire, emerald, and carbuncle, stones
which again occur in that most memorable of records, the
description of the breastplate of the high priest (Exodus
xxviii. 16--21, and xxxix, 8). Twelve stones grouped in
four rows, each with three specimens, may be arranged on
a square, measuring a palm, not a span, so as to have tlie

rows placed either vertically or horizontally. If they aie
to cover the whole square, then they must be cut in an
oblong form, and if the names engraved on them are to run
lengthwise, as is the manner of Assyrian cylinders, then the
stones, to be legible, must be grouped in four horizontal
rows of three each. There is in fact no reason to suppose
that the gems of the breastplate were in any other form than
that of cylinders such as abounded to the knowledge of the
Israelites, with this possibility, however, that they may
have been cut lengthways into half-cylinders like a frag-
mentary one of sard in the British Museum, which has
been mounted in bronze, and, as a remarkable excep-
tion, has been set with three small precious stones now
missing. It could not have been a seal, because of
this setting, and because the inscription is not reversed.
It reads :

“ Nabu .... [son of] Iddina-Nergal (i).
, . . son

of ISTabu-zira-iddin .... Khi ('?)-su-ba according to
Mr Pinches. The names of the twelve tribes, not their
standards, as has been thought, may have been engraved
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in this fashion, just as on the two onyx stones in the pre-

ceding verses (Exodus xxviii. 9-11), where there can be no
question but that actual names were incised. On these two
stones the order of the names was according to primogeni-
ture, and this, it is likely, would apply to tlie breastplate

also. The accompanying diagram wnll show lurv the stone>,

1ST ROW

Jewish High Piiest’s Breasti)hite.

supposing them to have been cylinders or half cylindens may
have been arranged consistently with the descri])Lion.^ of tluj

Septuagiiit. In the arrangement of Jo&ci)liiis tlie jas]»er i-

made to change places with the sapphire, and the amethyst
with the agate, while our version differs partly in the ouh r

and partly in tiie names of the stone.s, but probably in all

these accounts the nainCvS had in some cases utlier meau-
i igs than those w’hicli they now’’ carry. From the iatt

that to each tribe was assigned a stone of diffeieut folour,

it maybe taken that in eacli case the colour was one wiiicii

belonged prescripti\ ely to the tribe and was symbolic, as in

Assyria, where the seven planets aiipropriated Cticli n special

colour (see Brandis in the Berlin Ihn 1S67, p. 27)

9

and De >Sacy, Revue Ardt&jlogique^ and coinjuire lie-

velation xxi. 13, where the twelve gales are gnaqa-d in

four threes, and 19, 20, where the twelve precious sUmes of

the Trails are given). The precious .stones which occur
among the cylinders of the Briti'^h !Musenni are sanl,

emerald, lapis lazuli (sai>[)hi re of the ancients), agate, onyx,
jasper, and rock crystal. Both ^Elian (Tf/r. ///W., iv. 31)
a-nd Diodorus (i. 75) speak of an object known an
of truth worn round the neck of the judge, who of

was a priest, in ancient Egypt; but how far this may Irtui

suggested or corresponded wdth the Jewish brea>>tp]ute

not to be made out.

The records of gem engravers in Greece begin in the
island of Samos, where Mneso rcliiis, the father of iln- philo-

sopher Pytliagoras, earned by his art more of prai.-e than < f

wealth. Thence also came Theodoru.s, wdio made for Po'y-
crates the seal of emerald (Herodotus, iii. 41), which, ac-

cording to the curious story, w^as cast in vain into the deep
sea on purpose to be lost. That the design on it was a
lyre, as is stated in one authority, is unlikely, now that
Benudorfs ingenious reading of Pliny (Xat. I/fst., xxxiv.

83) has shown that the portrait statue of Theod(»rns made
by himself was in all probability a figure holding in one
hand a graving tool, and in the other, not, as previously
supposod, a quadiiga so diminutive that a fij^' could Ciiver

it with its wings, but a scarab with the engraving td* a
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quadriga on its face {Zeitsclirift fur die Oesterreich. Gym-
ncisieji, 1873, pp. 401-411), whence it is not unreason-
able to conclude that this scarab in fact represented
the famous seal of Polycrates. Shortly after 600 n.c.

there was a law of Solon’s forljiddiug engravers to retain

impressions of the seals they made, and this date would fall

ill roundly with that of Theodonis and Mnesarchiis, as if

there had in fact been just about then a special activity and
uuusual skill. That the art had been practised perhaps for

several centuries before in Greece is jirobable from the
general usage of sealing implied in Solon’s law, from the
extraordinary degree to which it obtained soon after bis

time, and from the influence which was exercised on the
Greeks in such matters by the Phcenicians, Egyptians, and
Assyrians. Yet it is singular to find, as Pliny points out
(xxxiii. 4), no direct mention of seals in Homer, not even in

the passage {Iliad, vi. 168) wliere Bellerophon himself
carries the tablets ou which were written the orders against
his life. Then as regards the rings or seals of Prometheus,
of !!\[idas, of Minos (which like that of Polycrates was
thrown into the sea in vain), of Pliocus, and of Orestes,

the legends ma3
» not all have come down from a very early

period, but that of Phocus can at least be traced back to

the time of Polygnotus, while that of Piouictlieus may be
taken to have inspired the seal (engraved llev. Arch., 1878,
pi. XX.) on which the Titan is seen bound and submitting
to the vulture. Or, coavGrse'’y, such a gem may have sug-

gested the legend of the ring which he bore as proof of his

former punishment. There is no need to put it much later

tlian 600 b c., and it is a specimen of a class of Icntoid gems
wliich of late years have been found in small numbers
cliiefiy in the Greek islands. Two more of them from the

British Museum collection are engraved in PI. L, figs. 2 and
3. Asa rule the materials are comparatively soft, most fre-

quently steatite and haematite, while the designs consist

mainly of animals so turned and twisted as to cover almost
the entire surface of the gem. Certain exceptional cases,

where the design is taken from legend or mythology, may
be seen in the JReviie Arch^ologiqiie, 1878, xx., Kos.
1-3

;
for the ordinary subjects see Revue Arch.^ 1874,

pi. xii.j Schliemann, Mycenae, pp. 112, 202, 362; Cesnola,

Cyprusy pi. xxxvii. 9, and pi. xxxviii. 21, 23; and for gold
signets with designs in this stage of art see Schliemann,
Mycenos, p. 223 ; Cesnola, Cyprus, pi. xxxiv. 2 ;

and
Revice Arch., 1874, pi. iv., No. 44, in which volume is

an interesting article on early engraved gems by Count
Gobineau. In most cases the designs though heraldic

rather than natural, with a prevalence of animal forms
perhaps due to notions of heraldry, are yet so singularly

free from Egyptian or Assyrian influence that they must be
assigned as essentially Greek productions, possibly from a
period when O lieutal examples had lost sway. ^^Not to

carry the image of a god on your seal ” was a saying of

Pythagoras ;
and, whatever his reason for it may have

been, it is interesting to obsersre him founding a maxim
on his father’s profession of gem engraving (Diogenes

Laert., viii. 1, 17).

From the time of Theodoras to that of Pyrgoteles in the

4th century b.o. is a long blank as to names, but not alto-

gether as to gems, the production of which may be judged
to have been carried on assiduously from the constant

necessity of seals for every variety of purpose. The refer-

ences to them in Aristophanes, for example, the lists of

them in the ancient inventories of treasures in Athens, and
the number of them found by General Cesnola in the

treasure chambers of Curium in Cyprus confirm this fre-

quent usage during the period in question. To it belong

in particular the inscribed gems mentioned in Aech^ology
(voL ii, p. 353), including the Woodhouse intaglio there

figured (p. 358), which may be referred to as perhaps the
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very finest example of Greek gem engraving that has come
down to us. It would stand early in the 5th centurj^ b.c

,

a date w^hich would also suit the head of Eos from Ithome
ill Messenia (PI. I., fig. 14), the kead (fig. 5), the citharist

(fig. 9), while the scarabs (figs. 6, 7), though apparently of

Etruscan origin, obviously reftect the character of archaic
Greek art, as far as concerns the shallow cutting and the
delicate execution of minute details. The touch \’iliich

isolates a design and literally arrests the e^^e they do not
possess, bnt by compa,rison they render it more distinct as
it exists in the Woodhouse gem already mentioned, and in

figs. 8, 10—13, and 15 in Plate I., all of which may be
assigned to the end of the 5bh century b.c. Singularly
beautiful in this class are the two Cesnola gems (Oyp7''ifs,

pi. xxxix. figs. ], 2), the latter, simple and even awkward
in parts, jret on the whole conceived by a Greek mind
imbued with the poetry of art, while the former is rather

a triumph of faultlessness, delicate as the colour of the
stone on which it is engraved.
By the beginning ot the 4tli century b.c. every element

of archaism had vanished
;
but gems of this period are

scarce, except in the collection of St Petersburg, -which has
obtained them exclusively from tombs in the Ciimea.
Foremost among them are the two by Dexamenus of Chios,
the one, a calcedony with the figure of a stork flying, and
inscribed in two lines, the let*ers carefully disposed above
each other, AESAMENOS EIIOIE XIOS {Compte-renJu tic

la Commiss. Ai'ch. St JPetersburg, 1861, pi. vi. fig. 10),

and the other, an agate with a stork standing on one leg,

inscribed AESAMEN02 simply (Gompte-rendu, 1865, pi.

iii. fig. 40). A third gem, ai^parently by the same
Dexamenus, is a carnelian belonging to Admiral Soteriades
in Athens, and has a portrait head, bearded and insci Ibed

AESAMENOS EHOIE {Compte-^-'endu, 1868, pi. i. fig. 12).

Apart from the splendour of their workmanship, those three

gems are interesting for the variety of their inscriptions.

Thus a name standing alone in the nominative case, when
it does not describe the subject of the design, will indicate

the artist. Again, when the nationality of the artist is

added it should follow the verb as a rule, which, however,

is not without exceptions. EnOIE for EIIOIEI is an
archaism. The design of a stork flying occurs on an agate

scarab in the British Museum from the old Crachcrode
collection, and therefore beyond all suspicion of having been
copied from the more recently discovered Kertch gem. The
condition of the surface and the skill of execution are both

interesting. Beckoned among the best of the Crimea gems,
and that is equivalent to saying among the best of all gems,
are the following:—(1) a burnt scaraboid with an eagle

carrying off a hare
; (2) a gem with scarab border and the

figure of a youth seated playing on the trigonon, very mu^h
resembling the Woodhouse intaglio (both engraved, Comp)te-

re7idu 1871, j)!. vi. figs. 16, 17) ; (3) a scaraboid with

border and the design of a horse running at speed, witli

which may be compared a carnelian scaraboid in the British

Museum from the old Hamilton collection, and again on

this account above suspicion, if the great beauty of the work
were not alone convincing

;
the horse is here stung by a

gadfly; (4) an ovoid calcedony, mounted on a chain to be

worn as a collar, with an intaglio of a Gorgon (3 and 4 en-

graved, Qompte-rendUy 1860, pi. iv. figs. 6 and 10). In

these, and in almost all Greek gems belonging to this

period of excellence, the material is of indifferent quality,

consisting of agate, calcedony, or carnelian, just as in the

older specimens Brilliant colour and translucency are as

5’et not a necessary element, and accordingly the design is

worked out solely with a view to its own artistic merit.

At this stage appears the name of Pyrgoteles, of whom h
is said that he alone was permitted to engrave the portrait

head of Alexander the Great. The portrait head of
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Alexander given in PI. I., fig. 16, is not likely to represent

tlie art of this time, but more probably belongs to the age

of Augustus who used this design as a seal. On the other

hand the ancient pastes (figs. 20-22) will convey a notion

of the gem engraving of the time of Alexander. Still it

should be observed that one of the special difficulties of the

subject is to account for the scarcity of gems from this

period of wealth, luxury, and artistic activity in all direc-

tions. Possibly not a few belong to it which it is thought

safer to class as Koman. This much at least is certain,

that Roman art altogether was a prolongation, haidly a

development, of the Macedonian art. Those Roman en-

gravers may have been conscious of this who boldly placed

on their productions the names of celebrated Greek artists,

as for instance on a garnet in the British Museum, having

a figure perhaps of Jason and inscribed with the name of

Phidias (<I>BIATAS EIIOEI)
;
others elsewhere profess to

be the work of Polycletus or of Scopas. The same effrontery

was seen in sculpture, and unfortunately has revived again

in the gem engraving of comparatively recent times, as may
be seen in a calcedony intaglio of the head of Alexander

the Great in the British Museum, which, though cleaily

mod'^rn, claims to be the work of Pyrgoteles.

From liteiary sources are known the engravers Apolloni-

des, Chronius, Tryphon, Satyreius, and Dioscurides, but

the date of the last-mentioned only is certain. He lived in

the time of Augustus, whose portrait he executed, and did

not, it may be supposed, inscribe his own name on it in

full. On the other hand, if, as Pliny states, it became a

custom afterwards to seal with this portrait of Augustus, it

would be natural enough to place on the copies of it made
for that purpose the name of Dioscurides. With this view

of the case may be reconciled two gems bearing his signature

in the British Museum—the one a jacinth, the other a

sard—and both obviously portraits which, though more
resembling Julius Csesar than Augustus, might yet be re-

garded as unsuccessful portraits of the latter. Of the two

the jacinth, which is from the Blacas collection, is

doubted by Brunn; the other is a higher class of work,

and yet even it presents some difficulties that require the

theory of an imitator, most probably a Roman one. The
obtrusive display of the wreath and the fringe of drapery

round the bust are details which, apart from the style of

workmanship, are objectionable. That the name of this

engraver has been often added to modern gems is true

enough, and in some cases also it may have been in modern
times inscribed on perfectly ancient gems. Even among
those which appear to be in all respects antique there are

differences in the spelling and form of the letters not to be
accounted for if they had come from his hand, but intel-

ligible if they had been made by ancient copyists. Abbre-
viations such as AI03K for Dioscurides, or EDIT for

Epitynclianus, are always suspicious. EHTTYPXA, on a
beautiful cameo of the young Marcellus, might seem to have
been abbreviated by the accident which broke off the lower
part of the gem, but the inscription does not bear examina-
tion except as the work of a modern hand. Not necessarily

modern is the inscription AIOSKOYPIA, on a fragmentary
amethyst, with a head which may perhaps have been meant
for Alexander the Great, whose portrait, as has been said,

was used as a seal by Augustus, and may have been exe-

cuted for him by Dioscurides. It is possibly an ancient
copy of this seal, with the addition of the name of the
original artist to show that it is so. With regard to the
question whether a name standing in the genitive case may
indicate the engraver, the evidence is affirmative, if for
no other reason than that the names are most frequently
Greek, while the owners or collectors of gems in Italy were
Romans. Collecting was a passion with wealthy Romans,
but their names have not survived on genis. Names like
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Aulus or Gnoeus, written in Gieek letters, cannot indicate

a Roman of position, but on the contiary show that it was
to the naturalized Gieeks that the Romans looked for their

engravers. When, for instance, one gem reads AONOS
and another 20A0N EIIOIEI, it is fair to conclude that

we have to do in both with an engraver named Solon, if the

inscriptions are genuine. The former occurs on a gem
found with jewellery at Pompeii cVInst, Aieh^ 1863,

p. 91), so that if tlie other examples of it, e.g., on the Stiozzi

Medusa in the Biitish Museum, and on the so CMlled head
of Maecenas, be inventions of tlie IGth or 17th centiuies,

they are at least correct in reproducing a name which is

now seen on one undoubtedly ancient intaglio. Obcioiisly

one or more gems so inscnbecl must have existed in the

16th or 17th centuiies, and this fact alone of the existence

of several gems with the .same name w^'otild suggest if not

actually prove that it wars the name of an engiaver. The
other inscription, SOAGN EIIOIEI, on an intaglio ut

Diomedes carr}ing off the Palladium, though known
since the year 1660, has not alwa}S passed unchallenged.

The Medu.sa just mentioned is a gcni of extiaoiclinai}^ pic-

tensions, but very unsatisfactoiy wdien compaied with good

Greek work. In the matter ot names the evidence <is to

the Greek usage, though veiy slight, is not at v<Hiaiice with

what may be gathered from the coins wluie the names of

the die-sinkers appear either in the nomiixiiive or gemti\e

case.

In the discussions as to wdiat is or is not proper in the

way of engravers’ signatures, frequent reference is made to

the inscription EYTYXHS ATOSKOYPIAOY AlPEAIOi
EH, which occurs twice—on a pale amethyst s<iid last

century to belong to the piince of Avella, and on an

amethyst in the Marlborough collection. The design on the

two is identical, consisting of a helmeted bust of Mmena
in full face. Unless what was formeily the AvelLi gmn is

now the gem belonging to the Maichese Stiozzi of Flounce,
then this again must be a third example. Piofissoi

Maskelyne in his Catalogue quotes Mr King us agiciing

with him that the Mailborongh gem (No. 81) is not a Ci>py

as Brunn supposed, but may be regaided as an oi iginal w oi k

of Eutyches till the Avella gem be pioved to exist i Isewlieie.

But Stephani insists on the inscription being a model n pro-

duction, especially on account of the contraction Fill for

EHOIET, which he says Lad aiisen thiougli the last leUeis
OIEI being hidden fiom the modern cop}ist, either owing
to the setting, or from some other cause. The gtm whnli
Cyriacus of Ancona and a contempoiaiy of saw and
described in the eaily pait of the Ifitli century had the full

inscription, and possibly it was from an inexact impiisuon
of it that the Mailborough gem w%as made (Gow/g(-ru^ //,

1861, p. 157). Another celebrated ]\Iaiiboiough mm with
the head of tlie dog-star Siiius, insciibed PAIOS EIIOIEI,
is condemned by Professor Maskeljne in his (^atub^jm (No.

270), as it deserves to ]>e. Apparently mumt foi the same

I

engraver, though wTitteu differently, is the PNAIOS on the

I

beryl in the British Museum with the head of Hercules, as

to which Kohler’s adverse judgment appears to be entirely

just. 3KYAAS, which is found on an amethyst head of

Pan in the British Museum executed with wonderful exact-

ness of detail, is not disputed, except as to whether it is the

name of the engraver or the owner. Among the other

names which have been more or less the subject of discus-

sion are those of Eyllus, who also claims to be a son of

Dioscurides, Epitynchanus, Agachopus, Euodus, Felix,

Mycon, Allion, Admon, Onesas, Protarchus, and Alexas.

The^habit of ^em collecting is recorded first in the instance of

Ismenias, a musician of Cyprus, who appears to have livi'd in the
4th cptury B.o. But though individual collectors are not again
mentioned till the time of Mithradates, w^'hose cabinet ivas can ied
off to Rome by Pompey, still it is to be infeiTcd that they existed,

if not pretty generally, yet in such places as Cyrene, where the
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passion for gems was so great tliat tlie poorest person owned one
worth 10 minas, and where, according to -^lian {Var. Hist., xii.
c. 30), the skill in engi-aving w^as astonishing. The first cabinet
(dactyliotheca) in Eome was that of Scaurus, a step-son of Sulla.
Cajsar is said to have formed six cabinets for public exhibition, and
froin the time of Augustus all men of n^finenient were supposed to
be judges both of the art and the quality of the stones. To this
ireteiision is doubtless due most of the existing gems engi’aved on
cirge beautiful jacinths, garnets, sards, beryls, and amethysts,
leaving, as regards purely technical skill, nothing to be desired.
Except in portraiture, and in grylli or conceits, in which various
tilings are combined into one, often with much skill, the subjects
weieasarule only variations or adaptations of old types handed
down from the Greeks. When new and distinctly Homan subjects
occur, such as the finding of the head on the Capitol, or Faustulus,
or the she-wolf with the twins, both the stones and the work-
manship are poor. In such cases, where the design sths a genuine
n itioiial interest, it may happen that very little of artistic rendering
will be acceptable rather than otheiwise, and much more is this
true when the design is a symbol of some article of faith, as in the
early Cliii-stiari gems. There both the art and the material are at
what may be called the zero of engraving

;
that is to say, it has

reached the point beyond which hai barousness or folly sets in. The
usual subjects on the early Christian gems are the fish, anchor, ship,
dove, the good shepherd, and, according to Clemens, the lyre,
tinder the Gnostics, however, with whom there was moie of specu-
lation tlian of faith, symbolism was developed to an extent which
no art could realize without the aid of writing. A gem was to
them a talisman more or less elaborate, and the difficulty is to
make out how they carried them. Many specimens exist, but none
show signs of mounting. The inatoiials aie usually haematite or
jaspar. As legards the designs, it is clear that Egyptian sources
have been most drawn upon. 13ut the symbolism is also largely
associated with Mitluaic worship. The name Abraxas or Abrasax,
which, from its frequency on these gems, has led to their being
called also Abiaxas gems,” is, when the Greek letters of which it

is composed are treated as Greek nuineials, equal to 365, the num-
ber ot days in a year, and the same is the case wdth MEI©PA5.

^ilore interesting, from the occasionally forcible portraiture and
tlio splendour of some of the jacinths employed, are the Sassanian
gems, wdiioh as a class may be said to represent the last stage of
true gem engraving in ancient times. In the middle ages and
oiiwaids metal stamps were found more serviceable for the x-)urpose

of scaling, and though engraved gems still continued to be a luxury
of the gi eat, the old traditions were broken through, as may be
seen, for example, in the large crystal in the British Museum repre-

senting Susanna and the Elders, made by order of the French king
Lothair, 954-986. With the revival of classical tastes under
the patronage of po[)es and princes in the Cinquecento period, it

was natural that this branch of art should have a iiew_ career of

activity, which, after a lapse during the 17th century, again during
the last century revived under an even greater amount of encoim-
agement fiom men of wealth and rank. In this last period the

,

names of engravers who succeede'S. best in imitating classical designs

were Pichler (PI. I., fig. 28), Natter, and the Englishmen Marchant (fig.

29) and Burch. Compared with the Greek gems on the same plate,

it Will be seen that what at first sight is attractive as refined and
delicate is after all mere pretence of refinement, and entirely devoid
of the ancient spirit. The success with wliicli modern engravers

imposed on collectois is recorded in many instances, of which one
may be taken as an instructive type. In the Bibliotheque in Paris

(Cliabouillet’s catalogue, No. 2337) is a gem familiarly known as

the signet of Michelangelo, the subject being a Bacchanalian

scene. So much did he admire it, the story says, that he copied

from it one of tlie groups in his paintings in the Sistine chapel.

The* gem, however, is evidently in this part oi it a mere copy fiom
Michelangelo’s group, and altogether is a later production.

The gems engraved in Plate 1. show a piogressive develop-

laout of the art from the earliest times down to last century.

They are all in the British Museum, and are enlarged to about a

half more than their real size. No. 1, Porcelain scarab, from
Camirus in Rhodes ; No. 2, Carnelian, lentoid gem, from lalyssus,

in Rhodes; No. 3, Crystal, lentoid, also from lal3’ssus No. 4,

Paste scaraboid, fioni Tliarvas, in Sardinia
;
No. 5, Carnelian, head

of a king ; No. 6, Crystal scarab, Gorgon
;
No. 7, Carnelian scarab,

Citharist
;
No. 8, Sard, female figure with water jar; No. 9, Steatite

s<araboid, Citharist; Nos. 10-13, Four sides of an amethyst,

Mam-ads
;
No. 14, Agate, Eos

;
No. 16, Carnelian, unknown ; No.

16, Carnelian, head of Alexander the Great, as Helios ;
No. 17,

Saul, head of Zeus; No. 18, Sardonyx cameo, Actseon ;
No. 19,

S.irdony'x cameo, head of Athena
;
No. 20, Paste, Victory ;

No,

Paste, Mjenad ; No. 22, Paste, Victory sacrificing bull; No.

23, Agate scaraboid, Priest
;
No. 24, Amethyst, head of Brutus (?)

fnim Rhodes, inscribed C . I . Q. ; No. 25, Jacinth, Sassaman por-

trait
;
No. 26, Gnostic gem

;
No. 27, Christian gem, the Good

Shepherd; No. 28, Modern gem, by Pichler; No 29, Modern

gem, hy Marchant.
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Literature.—SeeM. A. Levy. Stcgelu^ndGemmen, with three plates

of gems having Phoenician, Aramaic, and old Hebrew iiisciiptions,
Breslau, 1869 ;

and, on the same subject. Be Vogue, in the Levize
Archeoloyique, 1868 (xvii. ), p. 432, pi. 14-16; l3e Saulcy, in the
Itev. Arch., 1869 (xx.), p. 101, “ Recherclies sur le costume chez
les Juifs;” Victor Ancessi, LJ^gypte et Moise, Paris, 1876, giving on
plate 7 a fanciful restoration of an Egyptian breastplate

;
Soldi, in

the Arch., 1874 (xxviii.), p. 147, on Babylonian cylinders;
Count Gobineau, in the Lev. Arch., 1874 (xxvii.), p. Ill and p.
179, on early Oriental gem engraving. Er. Lenormant, in the Rev.
Arch. 1874 (xxviii. ) ,

pi. 1 2, gives five examples ofearly lentoid gem s

,

and seven more gems of the same class are given by A. S. Muriaj*-
in the jRc'z;. Arch., 1878, pi. 20. On Greek and Roman gems the
Xwincipal authoi-itics are Kohler, Gesaminclte Sehriften, iii. and v.

,

and Stepliaiii, in his notes to these volumes, and in the Compte-
re-iuLu de la Commission Imperiale dc St Lctersbomg

,

1870-1, p.
215 and pp. 221-224. Opposed to them is Biuun, in his Gcsclvichte
dcr Griechischen Kimistler (1859), ii. p. 443, where a full discussion
of Greek and Roman gems wrll be found. See also Krause,
Tyrgoteles, Halle, 1856, and Bollettxno dclV Libt. Rom., 1831, p.
105 ; 1834, p. 116 ; and 1839, j)* 99* England the autho-
rity is C. W. King, Antique Gems, 2d edit., Loudon, 1866 ;

HandbooTc of Engraved Gems, 1866 ;
Rrccioxts Stones, 1865 ;

G^xostic Gems, 1864 ; and appendix on ancient gems in Cesnola’s
Cyprus, which gives 11 plates of gems. Of s^recial interest
as regards the stones used by ancients, and valuable as a criticism
of a single collection, is Prof. Maskelyne’s Catalogue of the Ilarl-
horough Collection, privately printed in 1870. This collection is norv
the property of Mr Eromiclow. On Abraxas gems see Baizilai, Gli
Abraxi, Trieste, 1873, and Matter, Hisioire die Ghiosticisme. An
indispensable hook of reference is Raspe’s Catalogue of Tassie^s
large series oj Sidphur Casts. Among catalogues of public collec-

tions are Tolken’s f erzeichniss d.preuss. Gemmen, 1835 ;
ChabouillePs

Catalogue dcs Camies ct Rierres Gravees de la Bibliotheque Impicriale,
Paris, 1866; and Jansson’s Nedcrlandsch-Rom. JDaktyhothecJc, Ley-
den, 1844. Older works are generally of small critical value, but
the following may be mentioned :—Winckelmann, Lcsci’iption dcs
Pierres Gravies da Feu Baron de Stosch, Florence, 1760 ;

Visconti,
Opere Varie, ii. x>* 115-386 ; Mariette, Traite dcs Pierres Gravies

;

Millin, Pierres Gravies, and Introdiection d Viltude des Pierres
Gravies, Paris, 1796. (A. S. M.

)

GEMSBOK {Oryx gazella, Gray), a species of antelope,

abounding on tbe dry yet fertile plains of South Africa,

where it feeds on the bulbs of water-root and other kinds
of succulent vegetation, by means of which the antelopes

of those regions are able to subsist without water for

Gemsbok.

months together. It is a large and powerful animal,

measuring aTaout 5 feet in length and over 3 feet in height

at the shoulders. Its horns, sicuated on the same plane

with its forehead, exceed 2 feet in length, are almost

straight, and are obscurely ringed throughout their lower
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half The colour of the upper pait of the bod} is a rusty

g ey, and of the undei pait \\hite, while these aie separated

ttom each other by a welhdehned black band on each side

1 hese bands unite on the bieast, and aie continued as a single

black band until reaching the lower 3 iw, when they again

diYide and form two transverse bands on the head, teiinm

atmg at the base of the liorns The head otherv ise is

white, as also are the limbs, with the exception of the

thighs, which are black The staking appeal auce presented

by this antelope is m great part due to the absence of any

blending 111 fclie diffeient colouib of its body The gems

bok avoids the waods, living on the open plains in pans

or in small groups of foui 01 five Possessing powerful

weapons of attack m its long spear like horns, and with

ample courage to use them, this animal, Cbpecially when

wounded, is a formidable antagonist both to man and to the

numerous beasts of piey which are abtiacted to the karioos

of the Gape by the presence of this and othei ruminant

species It IS said to defend itself not unfrequently with

success against the lion Its fle»h is esteemed as a delicac}

,

and its hide forms a valuable leathei

GENDAPMEEIE, a body of troops 01 police mriance,

composed of gendarmes^ 01 men at arms In the days of

chivaliy they weie mounted and aimed cap a pie, and

attended each by five soldieris of inferior rank and more

lightly armed They were then furnished by the fiefs, and

marched m the tram of the knights and esquiies In 1439

this feudal gendarmeiie wa& replace I by the covipagmes

doidoiimnce which Charles VII formed when the English

were driven out of Fiance, and which were distributed

throughout the whole extent of the kingdom for preserving

order and maintaining the king’s authoiity These com
panies, fifteen in numbei, weie composed of 100 lances or

gendarmes fully equipped, each of whom was attended by

at least thiee archeis, one coutiUier (soldier armed with a

cutlass) and one va'ilet (soldier’s servant) The states

geiierxl of Orleans
(
1439

)
had voted a yearly subsidy of

1,200,000 livres m perpetuity to keep up this national

soldiery, which replaced the bands of mercenaries who for

about a century had made Fiance their prey The number
and composition of the compagnies d^onlonnance were

changed more than once befoi e the i eign of Louis XIY. This

sovereign on his accession to the tin one found only eight

companies of gendarmes
,
but aftei the victory of Fleurus

( 1690 ),
which had been decided by their courage, he

increased their number to sixteen The four first companies

were designated by the names of Gendarmes ecossai^,

Gendarmes anglais, Gendaimes how qiitgnons, and Gen
dai mes flamands^ from the nationality of the soldiers wfio

had ouginally composed them
,
but at that time they con

sisted entirely of French soldiers and officers These foui

companies had a captain geneial, who was the king The
fifth company was that of the queen

,
and the others bore

th« name of the princes who respectively commanded tliem

Thio organization lasted till 1787
,
when Louis XVI dis

solved it, only letuiiiiug the Gendarmeti ecossoisvsi his body
guaid The great Eevolution swept away all these mstitu
tions of the monarchy, and with the exception of a short

revival of the Gendarmes de la qa') de at the Eestoration, tlie

word gendarmerie had thenceforth an altogether different

meaning It has been since that time employed to denote
a military police, whose duties aie to watch over the public
safety, keep order, and enforce the execution of the laws
Thb police force superseded the old marcchaussee

The law of the 28th Germinal An VI (17th Apnl 1797), and
the royal ordinance of the 29th October 1820, orijanized the gen-
darmeiae, and laid down the general inles that are still in force,

dividing it into legions and companies, and tlie latter into hngades
In time of war a colonel of gendarmerie, with the title of grand
pr idt, IS attached to the army with a detachment of gendarmes
foi maintaining discipline among the soldicis Though placed
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undei the contiol of the minister of wai, the geiuhimtiiL is ilso

the disposal of the inimstei ot the intcuoi is i xulic i ui c f ti e

niinibtcr of jubtico as agents to sctiiie the L\teiitioii ot jii li i il s n

tuices and police legulitions, iiid ilso of the niiiust i f m 111

and eolomcb foi eiifoieiiij^ hib authoiit} j\ii niiiin s mis ul is Ui

the eoloines and sei tovnib of 1 1 inee ihe g n I luneiie of Puis
con&tituteb a bpecial eoips est iblislied fust m 18(J2 aid buceessu i>

cilk I Gcndannc7ie do 1 a7LS, & tide 'ioj do, ind Gad 7 a t l / /

Sii[tiebs 1 by the piovibional Goveiimuni in ISIS Ih ( 1 I i

1 Ills wab boon leoij, uiized If is now coin] (left s pi 1 u ns f

c IV iliy and 24 compaun s of iiif mti} and is ollici die st\ h I 6 /

rqmbltoaino de la is Both in the Gw do 0 q td litaa l n I in fli

lejions, the gendaimcs consist fn tin most ])ut (f I s niig
soldieis of the legul 11 ami}

,
who lii\o 1 (cn diafti I into 11 is s( i

vice w hex e, with othei pivikges tlieyhue i inn 1 1 i^h 1 i lie

of lay than the soldieis of the line ih 11 totd numl is lu

about 40 000, made up of the Glide ele 1 iiis is il e \ j 1 |i >

imeial legions, 1 legion ot gen 111 DILI le m mile, m 1 th G lain u
colam lie

Ivussia ilso has a genelaimeiie a s eiet police i;^ jointed m ill

towns of the cmj lie to watch ovei Liissiaii suljeets ot ill 1 nks

and classes and toiepoit to the ehaiiee \ ofliee suck intoini itun

as tluy leeeive fiom then dcteetiees and secut ^ents

lor tkc histoiy of tlic old Iieiick gendainniie b toie 1789 s

Ckeiiiel, D%otio)mai} elnsto iqued t> i istitutions d laJaaii 2 \ )ls

anel Lieioix, Vio militane ot / lijicusc au moyen af dal j y

de la Lcmissance and for the jiesent genduni lu J ujanisi I

do I L Gondwmc^io, 1871, and Anna iiit miht a 0 1S77

GENEALOGY Bihliud —Ihe woul ^eiitah^}

(yereakoyia), which occuis twice in ilic X(\v le^t imci t

(1 Tim 1 4
,
Tit 111 9

,
cumpaie also Ilcb \u o, 0

)
ii ili

ordinary concietc sense of “ pedij^ree” 01 ^ list of ancest 1 s

IS of somewhat frequent occuiicnce in the aullioiiztd \ ci e u

of the Old Testament scriptures, but onl} m Cliionul s

Ezra Nehemiah, where the woids and cn‘’mj wliidi at

peculicii to that work, are intaiiabl}' rendeied “ gcnttlo^}

and “ to reckon by genealogy ” This tiansldtion, In w t\ ei,

lb of somewhat doubtful accui xc}
,

foi, wliitca^i tiiw

original meaning of the root ma} hate been,^ tlnie

seems to be no 100m foi doubt that the noun and the teib

connected with it weie mcl m latei Hebrew &ini|]j to

denote lespectively the luli and the act of ic^istiatioii

and that the “ book ” alluded to 111 Neb \ii > (in A \

“register of the genealog} ’) w is j^eticalogieal uiil> in so I i

as tiie individuaP legisteied in it weie classified icc nding

to then “houses,’ “families,’ and “tubes’ Vliiie x

catalogue of this soit was admit abl} fitted to be a ]>ei

mauent record of tubal lelitioiib in Isiael, as these subsutc I

at the time of its compilation,^ there is not aii} icason t 1

supjiose that it made an} attempt to tiace them thioiuh

previous geiieiations ^ The beupfciite j^eiiealuj^it^,
|
lo] tii}

^ According to Ewald (Oesch d T Ist 1 261, r/ {It 3b i) it

meant pioperly ‘to count In the L\\ the fiitb| ul ib leudcn I

differentl} in each pabsUp^e where it orcius, €‘y€M€akoy7jB7) is onl} on l

given In Ezra 11 t)2 the ti insUtion is ypa<pr}v aurtav 01 /j.<c6w^(retn

(Viilg, scriptiirara geneilOp,i<e sux), in Nek \ii 64 it is ypadnv
kavrcov rrjs avvodias (sciiptiiiam suam m eensii) It nu\ be ul h I

that the habit ot taking a written census ot sections of the j jpnl itn n

or even of the eutiie nation, Wisohvioush not unfamili 11 to the Jews
This appeaib fioin numeious indications mthecailiei histone il horks

e g ,
Nnm 1 18, where the word (used heie onl}) ib us w< 11

as m Chronicles Ezia Nehemiah Gonipan^ also Lztk \ui 9 in I }\
Ixxxvii 6

^ When, for example, we icad m 1 Chi an 6 7 th it Lf i jarnm In I

three sons (Bela, Bechei, and Jednel), m \iii 1, 2 tint he hid tn

(Bela, Ashhel, Aharah, Nohah, and Rixha), in Niinib \xm 3b uim
that he had hae, hut that then inrneb weie Belali, Asl hcl Ahn am, Shu
pham, and Hupham, and, finall} m Gen \Ivi 21 th it the a nnniben 1

ten “soulb” (Bela, Becher, Ashbel, Geia, Naamaii, Liu, Eosh ^luppim,
Huppira, and Aid), 01 when the descendants of Bela are a iiioush

given, in 1 Chr vii 7 as Ezbon, XJzzi, Uzziel, Jeiir oth, and In , in

1 Chr viii 3-5, as Addar, Gera, Ahihud, Abishua, Naaiii in, Aho di,

Gera, Shephuphan, ardHurim, and in Numb xx\i 40 as Ard mi
Naaman, the simple explanation (iftei all due allowance for coiri|

tions in the text has been made) seems to be, that m the course of i

long hibtoiy the Benjamite tube mehided a varying numhei of fanulits

or clans with varying names Similar instances might be mdefimteH
multiplied It ought to he added, howevei that entimsm has not \et

hy any means completed its task on the hook of Chiouicles in its genea

logical bearings See Wellhausen, Oesohiohie lawels, i 230 sq , 1878
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SO called, are rather to be fi^r in these nn^in
(A y “ generations

,
' Gen ii 4, v 1 ,

vi 9 ^ x 1, &c ^ Ex
VI 16, 19, &c

,
Num iii 1) so fiequently met with m

some other canonical books, and so specially characteristic

of the fiist book of the Pentateuch as apparently to have
suggested tc the Alexandrian translators its distinctive name
of yeveerrs These begin with the antediluvian period, and
indeed wnth ‘‘the generations (or genealogy) of the heavens
and of the earth ’ The descendants of Adam are traced
through the lines of Cam and of Seth respectively to the
seventh and to the ninth generation In the two lists the
frequent similarity of the names has not escaped observa
tion

,
nor has the symmetiy of the numbers (in one case, a

senes of seven, the seventh branenmg into three, in the
other a senes of ten, in which tie seventh is peculiarly

prominent, while the tenth branches into three) The very
ancient tiaditiou which they embody is not at present so
geneially believed to convey actual personal history as once
it was but by those wlio view them as more or less ideal

in their chiracter their significance has been very vaiiously
estimated,—some seeing m them the survival of ancient
myths, perhaps solar in their character

, others interpreting

them as lepresenting succesaive dynasties, or immigrations,
or stages of culture within a given area in prehistoiic times

,

while such interpreters as Philo allegorize them in a purely
spiiibual sense The same diiferenceo of view find expres

Sion when the genealogies of the immediately post diluviin

pea id come to be consideied In Gen xi a series of nine

genei xtioiis (or, accoidmg to the LXX
,
ten) from Sliem to

Abiaham is given
,

the symmetrical number again attracts

notice, and in the list some names at least can be identified

as having belonged to special nationalities ,
Arphaxad, for

example, is probably equivalent to the Arrhapachitis of

Ptolemy (vi 1) That thit> “genealogy’ was in intention

ethnogiaphical rather than personal finds coufi.iiiiation fiom
the expansion which it receives in the very interesting

sketch of a Q^iiealog%aumverhahiim Gen x
,
wliere the sons

of Shein, besides Arphaxad, are said to have been Elam,
Assliui, Lud, and Aram, while from Aram were descended
Uz, Hul, Gether, and Mash or Meshech (compare 1 Chron
1 17) ,

and again, among the sons of Joktan, the (youngei)

brother of Peleg, are found Hazarmaveth, Sheba, Ophir,

and Havilah Tliioughout Gen x
,
indeed, a thorough con-

sciousness of a purely ethnogiaphical purpose is manifest

and ill many instances the device of using personal names
to convey ethnological statements is entirely dropped (Gen
X 13, 14, 16-18^) Historians and critics are not yet

entirely at one as to the view which ought to be taken of

the genealogies which begin with Abraham As is well

known, these follow the line of Isaac, but give also the

cullatoial lines of Ishmael and of the children of Ketuiah,

and agiui trace the descendants not only of Jacob but also

of Esau
,
and so much at least is unanimously held that,

even if strictly historical so far as the children of Israel are

concerned, they cannot be supposed to be complete for the

centuiie!> of the sojouiii m Egypt There seems no
reason to doubt, however, that the distribution into tribes

(mt:3D or D^DJK^) families (H'lnaiii^D) and houses (n'in«-n‘’n)

lay at the basis of the oiganization of the Isiaelites from
the earliest period of their independent national life, so that

at any given time each man would be able to tell what
house he belonged to, what other houses belonged to the

same family, and what other families belonged to the

same tribe with himself There are indications of repeated

censuses, in which the people were systematically enrolled

for fiscal and military purposes
,
but, on the othei hand, it

must be said that there seems to be no adequate evidence

that the or “ officers,” so frequently mentioned in the

Pentateuch, had functions at all corresponding to those of

a heralds’ college, if indeed it can be regarded as made out

143

that tney weie scribes at all The statements whu^h are
continually made as to the unbroken continuity and exhaus
tive fulness of the genealogical records of the twel\ e tribes

of Israel are not borne out by any sober reading of the facts

of history, as these have come dow n to us and, even in the
case of the Aaronic and Davidic families, there are seme
cii cumstances that w’-arn against too absolute confidence in

the stricc literality of the lists which have reached our
hands It is ceitain, indeed, thac from the beginning ot

the post exile period (Ezr ii 62, Neh vii 64) great mt
portance was attached to purity of lineal descent in the case

ot piiests, and even in the time of Josephus (Cont Ap
^

i

7) members of the priestly caste w ere m the habit of prov-
ing their legitimacy by means of public documents, which
he refers to as STj/xccnaL Sekrou But a coiiiparison of the
pedigree (whether official or personal) of Jehosadak (I Clin
VI 3-15

, cf Ezra vii 1) with the enumeration of Aaron s

successors in the high piiesthood, as given by Josephus and
lepeated in the Seder Olam, suggests that, foi the period
preceding the captivity at least, the materials for a com-
plete list must have been somew hat defective 1 hat in the

case of the house of Dav id, m like manner, some leal uncer-
tainty existed w ould seem to he a legitimate inference, not
only from the Chromclei s obscurity, but aLo from the not
easily reconcilable discrepancy between the genealogies given
in Mat 1 and in Luke in And this is not inconsistent

with the fact, of which there aie many indications in the
New Testament (and even, though more faintly, in the

Mishiia), that among the Jevss the consciousness of tubal
distinctions disapypeared very slowly When Anna is lepre
sented as belonging to the tube of Asher and Elizabeth as

a daughter of Aaion, Paul as a Benjamite and Bainabas
as a Levite , or when, as is vouched for by a not veiy late

tradition, the “despos^ni ’ in the time of Domitian claimed
lo have th“ royal blood of David in then veins, it w^ould ob-

viously be just as rash to infer (as Jerome seems to have
done) that every successive link m the long senes of

their genealogies was ac'^urately known to the persons

themselves, or recognized by tlieir contemporaiies, as it

would be unscientific altogether to ignore the piesumptioii

arising out of the v^ery fact that tubal distinctions weie
asserted With reference even to the most undisputed of

the Biblical genealOg^Ies, it is important to lemember, in the

first place, that in tliein nh rases implying sonship are not to

be interpreted so strictly as they would be with us, and,

topcoiidly, that, in oidei to aid the meiuoiy by means
of successions of symmetrical numbeis, it was quite usual

to manq^ulate a long list by droijpmg oi even bj introducing

names at disci etion

Classical—A passing reference only is needed to the

intricate genealogies of gods and sons of gods which forin

so conspicuous a feature in classical literature In every

one of the numerous states into which ancient Greece was
divided there weie aristocratic families who were accustomed
to claim descent, thiough eponymous heroes, from the

primitive deities Many of these families were, as families,

undoubtedly of great antiquity even at the beginning of

the historical peiiod ,
and in several instances they con

tinned to maintain a conspicuous and separate existence

for centuries The element of family pride is prominent

m the poetry of the Megarian Theogms , and m aii in-

scription belonging to the 2d century b c we find a member
of the Spartan family of Gytheates represented as the

thirty ninth m direct descent from the Dioscuri and the

forty first from Hercules Even in Athens, long after the-

constitution had become thoroughly democratic, some of the

clans continued to be known as cx/irarpiScu and Alcibiades,

for example, as a member of the phratria of the Eurysacidse,

traced his origin through many generations to Eurysaces,.

who was represented as having been the first of the-^Eacidse
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to settle in Attica It is very doubtful, however, whether
such pedigiees this were very seiiously put forward by
those who claimed them

,
and it is certain that, almost

along the whole hue, they were unsupported by evidence

Wc have the authority ot Pollux (viii 111) for stating that

the Athenian yevca, of which there weie thirty m each

cjiparpLOi were organized without any exclusive regard being

had to blood relationshijD
,
they were constantly receiving

accessions from without
,
and the public written legisters

of births, adoiitions, and the like do not appear to have
been preserved with such care as would have made it possible

to veiify a pedigree for any considerable j)option even of

the strictly histoiical jperiod (t^ee Schoemanii, GrzecJnscIie

Alte7 thwiiei
,

i 137, 338) ^

The great antiquity of the eaily Roman (patriciin) gentes

IS indisputable, and the rigid exclusiveness with which
each preseived its 7m editates gentd%t%0G oi saa a genUhtia
IS sufficiently illustrated by the fact that towards the close

of the republic there weie not more than fifty patrician

famili s (Dionys
,

i 85) \ et even in these it is obvious
that, owing to the frequency of resort to the well recognized
practice of adoiotion, while there was every guarantee foi

the historical identity of the family, there was none
(documents apart) for the personal genealogy of the indivi

dual There is no evidence that sufficient records of -pedi

gree were kept duiiiig the earlier centuries of the Roman
commonwealth In later times, it is true, even plebeian
families began to establish a pre=!cuptive right (known as
the JUS imaginum) to preserve in then halls the busts of

thjse of their membeis who had attained to curule office,

and t> exhibit these i*i public on appropriate occasion*^

Undei these imagines raajorum^ it became usual to inscribe

on the wall their respective tituli, the relationshq> of each
to each being indicated by means of connecting lines , and
thus arose the stemmata gentilitia, which at a later time
began to be copied into family records In the case of
plebeian families (whose stemmata in no ca&e went farther
back than 366 b o ), these written genealogies were probably
trutstworthy enough

,
but in the case of x^^tiicians who

went back to JEl leas,^ so much cannot, it is obvious, be
said

, and from a com^oaratively early period it was cleaily
recognized that such lecoids lent themselves too readily to
the devices of the falsifier and the forger to deserve much
confidence or reverence (Pliny, II N

,
xxxv 2 ,

Juv via
1) The many and gieit social changes v^hich marked the
closing centuries of the Western enqoire almost invariably
militated with great strength against the maintenaiic of an
aristocracy of birth

, and from the time of Constantine the
dignity of patrician ceased to be hereditary ^

Modern—The passion for geuealogizing, which has been
and IS a maiked characteristic of all the ariotocrctcies of

^ All the eailiei Gieek liistoriaas appear to have constructed their
nariatives on assumed genealogical ha^es The foui books of Hecatseiis
of IMiletus dealt respectively with the tiadition^ about Deucalion, about
Hercules and the Heraclidse, about the early settlements in Pelopon
nesiis, and about those m Asia Minor The works of Hellanicus of
Lesbos hole titles (A€u/caAicw*'€ia and the like) which suihciently
explain then n iture , his disciple, Damastes of Sigeum, was the autlioi
of genealogical histones of Trojan heroes, Apollodoius Atheniensis
made use of thiee books yev^aXoyiKcov by Acusilaus of Argos,
Pheiecydes of Lei os also^wrote yev€a\oyiai See Nicolai, OrxecMsohe
Li/teTatwi geschichte, i 2o4 5^'

,
Schubart, Queestt g&neod histoitcce^

1832 Marckscheffel, De Genealogica Grcecorum poesi^ 1840
® The chief authority on this subject is Polybius (vi 53)
® At the funeral of Diusus the images of ^iieas, of the Alban kings,

of Romulus, of the Sabine nobles, of Attus Clausus, and of ‘‘ the rest
of the Claudians” were exhibited—Tac , Ann iv 9

^ The Roman stemmata had, as will be seen afterwards, great
Intel est for the older modern genealogists Reference may be made
to Glaudorp s Desr iptw Gentis Antonice (1559) , to the I>escr%^t%o
Genhs Juhee (1576) of ^ne same author, nd to Hiibncrs TaheUen
See also Ruperti s T&buke Genealogicoe si'br sUmimta noUUss gentR m (1794, 1811), Dmmann's Geschzchte Roins (16Zi), andBfcker’s
Mandhuev d rom Alteithumer, vol ii

j

modern Europe, can be directly traced to the influence of
feudalism and the piiriciples of hereditary privilege wffiicb

that system, in its later phases at least, so x>ticuliaily en
couraged Along with the sharx> sexjaiation of those
families which alone were regarded as capable of holding real

propel ty or filling the higher offices of state, or indeed of en
gaging in any of what were reckoned as the more ennobling
put suits of life, arose the necessity for being able tu dctei mine
with accuiacywho were and whow^ere not the x)erson& entitled

by birth to take a place w ithin the privileged caste \\ hen,
for example, the practice arose of holding touinainents in
which no one was allowed to take i)aifc vho could not give
evidence of gentle descent, the necessity foi the piofessioual
genealogist became at once ap^jareiit It w^as nc t, how ever,

until about the end of the 15fch century that the viuguiid
of the great army of winters upon this fertile aibject began
to aj;)pear It was p)eihaps natural that, finding as they did
the gulf of sex^aiation between noble and base to be so gicat
as it was, they should have hax^t to the conclusion that it

had existed fiom the fiist
,
at all events their knowledge

and then ignorance combined to supx>ort them iii then con
jecture As they foiced then way up the stieaiii ot time,
indeed, they were met at a comx>aiatively early s* i^c b} a
great barrier—consisting less in the paucity and luicccssi
bility of authentic documents than in what one luio-id almost
call the fatal fact of the absence of family names liior
to the middle of the 11th centmy these were entiicl^
unknown, the documents sx^eak lueiely of Lbciliaidus,
Frideiicus, Ernestus, and the like, with at most the addition
of the title About 1050 began the custom of u^iik^ sur

I

names but it made w^-ay so veiy slowly tint, even at tLc ch se
of the 12th ceiituiy, it had not diffused itscU beyond the

I

lanks of the higher nobility, and throughout the Idth tlic old
habit of self designation by the Chiistian name lueieh w is

still exemplified in a vast nuinbci of instances The clifii

culty, howevei, m an age whe i the laws of cMdcnce wcic
so imperfectly understood, die' not count foi much with tlic

courtly genealogists of the i5th and following ceiituiics
The insux)erable obstacle which baried then a l\ uicc along
the path of sobei reseaich only fuiiiished them with a x>io
text for all the sooner making their escape into the icgion
of imagination and conjectuie, wfficre no impcdiinents
occurred in tracing the ascending sene‘s until the mine of
the first cieated peisoii was leiched Ihe a[ x endeeJ
bibliogi ix')hy will help to make cleai the degree'^ by which
genealogists have gradu ill > been brouglit t) confine
themselves to the limits of the -veiifiable At x>iebLnt, if

we understand by a geiieali>gy a tabulated and, as fai as
possible, an exhaustive statement of all tne ramihc itioiis of
a senes of human gf^neration^ and by^ genealogical science
that branch of hisfcoiy which aims at seeming fulnc'.s and
accuiacy in tlie account* men gi\e of the auLcccdciits of
families which have attained to distinction, the in dein gene
alogist cannot but be cunsciou* that he occupies a coinpara
tively narrow field, and one Dom which the liigci inteic^ts
of mankind are daily fiutlier receding In the ruoie am lent
meaning of the woid genealogy indeed, when it m U'^cd to
denote that grander task of the histoiiau whicli consists m
tracing the origin, not of piivileged families oi caste* in eieiy,
but of races and groups of races, and e\eu of the sx>ccies
Itself, the subject is one that has an e\ei widening and
deepening significance

, but lu this sense it docs not call for
tieatment apart from the biological sciences
Among the earliest of the genealogists of modem times mav he

mentioned Benvenuto de San Georgio (uMo^itfsfc^ ian Mackumujit
et I rvticipum rtg%c& p'iopag%mi> succeubwnmnquG suu&, 1515), Thili

5 Gatterer der Genealogie, sec 41 (1788) A^eoidnig to
this aiithoi, there is only one elas-. ot cases in winch it i i ssil U to
liace a pedigite beyond the llth century,—those cases, nan ch, vheit
a family happens to have established a fund for the dcluciaiicl of the
souls OI certain ancestors (ChriStidn names sxiecificd) fienii ijurgitorj
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bcrt Piugomus {A^bor gentditia Sabaiuhcc Saxonicoquc Domiis,
1521), G-eb^Mler {Epitome icgit ac 'ceticstissimi ortas Ca'toli V et

F&fchnaiidi I omnia'inqite A'i chidiccii ii Austrice et Comituon Hahs
bui jeiisiioti, 1527), Meyer {Flaiid'i icaram return tutm X dc ongiiw^
aiitiqiLitite, nobiUtate^ ac genealogia Comitum Flandt uc, 1531), and
Dli Houlay {Genealogies des tteb illusttcs et ires puisutnt^ Ftiticcs
Its Dues de Lonaine, 1547) Georg Kiixiier s U'lspricng,
mid IletAotm/ien des Thuimers in IciitscJicr Nation was also
genealogical in its cliaiactci I ator in tlie same centuiy seveial
woiks of a much wider sco]pe than an} of the preceding appeared,
the list being headed by Remeccins oi Rcineck ot Helinstadt, whose
voluminous compilations include a Syntagma de farmliis qiicc in
monai thus tribiis prioi ibus 7 eriim potitoe sunt (4 vols fol

,
1574-80),

ail I in Histo) la Jaha seu Synktg^na heroicum (3 vols fol , 1594-97),
this wiiter was follow^ed by Henninges {Getiealogice Saxotiicce, 1587,
and Theatram geiiealogicum ostentans omnes oniniLtm oetatwii

fa nilias Monatclun urn Begu ti, Biieum^ Marchiotiiim, P^vnciqnim,
Co nitiim atqae illiistrium Heioiin et Het oitmA'mn , item Philo
sojihoriDn, Ot atoi iim^ Historieot iim quotquot a condito mundo usque
al hcec nostta tempora VLxeiimtj 1598), Rensner {Opus genealogiciiin
catlioliciim de p/CGtiptuis familiis hnperatoo imi. Begum, Ptincipum,
Co /Ilium, 8wC

,
1589 92, and Stenvma TVittidii^ideum, 1592), Eytzing

01 litsmgcuis {Pai aliptomcna qiuhus Baiatiea, liircica, Anglica,
Bclgita, U Bohemica impetatoium, rr^gum, ducuon, ma7 chiooium,
co/iitum, alioru7nqiie Euiopce proce7 utti atque hetoum stcminata
continent U7

,

1592), and otheis In 1580 Fiangois de Rosieics
published at Pans the Stemmata Lothat ingice ac Bat ri ducutti, in
which he piofessed to have proved the diiect descent of the princes
of Loriaine from Charlemagne

,
for having in this instance indulged

in inconvenient as well as unsci ujpulous falsehood, he w'as aiiested
by the parli iment of Pans, and thiown into tne B istille, fiom which
he wa-a not released till 1583, the book meanwhile having been
suppiessod The 17th century was extiaoidmaiily prolific in
genealogical liteiatuio, in hnglind it pioduced, amongst many
similar woiks, Milles s Catalogue of Hon07 (1610) and Dugdak s

i>* (1675 76), of Continental WTiteis the followang aie pro-
bably the most w 01thy of notice —Emmms {Getiealogia Univct salts,

1620), Andie Duchesne (whose wniingb include an P[%stoi7e Getica
lojiqiir de la Maison de Montmo ency et de Laval, 1624, and an
ICujtoifC Genealoqique de la Maison de Veigi, 1625), Piene d
Iloziei {Gunealoqie de la Maison dc la Pi.ocliefouumld, 1654), Ritteis
husiub {GencalojKje Impet ato/um, Regum, Ducum, Qo7nitu7n, allot

71 ique Ptocotum ab antio MCGCC, 1658, and Btevis Exegesis
Hinto/ica gencalogiarum pt oecijpuot urn orbis Chtistiam ptocetum,
1674 continued b} Imhoff in the Spicilegiwm Rittcrshusiatiuon,

1683), Speller {Theatrum tiobildatis Europceoe, 1663, hmgmutn
Them la, 1690), Lohiiiciei {Ilistot isclie Statnrntafchi der taiscr/

lichon, Ic }}iujl itlieti, und furstlichcn Gesclilcchten, 1690), Ariselme de
Smite Mine {Uistoite Genealogique de la Maison de Ftance, 1694),
b it these, aiong with those of Bueelin, Daugeiu, Francois Duchesne,
L Libouieiu, Menestini, Moigiii, aie only a few of the names
which diiiiiig the 17th centuiy became associated moie oi loss

woitliily with this bianch ot leseaich The pedigiee of the
Ui([uhait.s of Cioinaitie given by Su T Uiquhait in his P;
iua ij of Time (1652) may peiliaps be called an extieine S])ecinien

of the uneiitical methods that chaiaeteiized too inueh of the W'Oik
of the genealogists of the iiciiod Full bibliogiaphies dowm to this
d ite lie given by J F Reiiiiniaiin, Histoi la JiUciaria dc fatw
Midib gencalogici apiul Uebtceo^, Grmcos, Romanos, et Gct'nnarws, vn
qua sc vptores harum gentium potissimi enumet atiiut et totus Genoa-
loguc cutsus ab otbe condito ad nostta usque teonpota deducitur

(1702), and Histot ice litteiarice cxoteticcc et act oatnaticcc ptat ticula,

s dc libiis qenealocficis vulyatiot ibus ct rat loi thus coinmcntatiOj
accedit disquisttio histot ica de ticcessitatc Stejiicistn'^ in studio

gni (1710) also by Job Hubuei, Bibliotheca qenealogua,
cm Vct^eich iiss aUe alien u 7ieuen gencalogischen Lucket ton alien
Kafunni in der TFelt (1729) To the IStli centuiy belong the
Pfcta/e (1709) ind Baton tage (1720) of Collins, the Genealogische
Tabcllcn (1725-1733) of Plubner, which in part were fui-thei eluci

dited by Leiizen {Histot isch gctiealogische Utitet suchutiqen und
Erlaufct unqcndct e7'StenZ4t Huhnetischen Tabelletx, 1756), the woiks
of J L L Gebhaidi, especiall} his continuation of Lohmeiei and
Bit Mohamtiicdamschcn und HcLdntscheti hohen Hauser histot ische

und gcnealoqisfhc Et lauiet unq (1731), and those of Gatterer {Hatid-

buch det Gcnaalogie und Hacddik, 1761 and Abrissder Genealogie,

1788), the lattei being the first and still a useful manual upon the
theoiy of genealogy Of works belonging to the 2 lesent centui}

,

one of the earliest was the Atlas histot iqiie, genealogique, cht'otxo

lofique, ct geograyTuque (1803-4) of Le Sage, and one of the
grt-atest, beaiing upon the geneial sub-ject, was the famous Bene
dietiiie L Art de vitifier les dates (1820-38) Duiing lecent }eais

the stiictei punciples of criticism which have become characteiisti'^s

of all modern histoiieal investigation have made themselves felt 111

a veiy maiked manner in the field of genealogical lesearch A wise

scepticism has been increasingly shown with legard to all assertions

which had not the sii2)poit of adeq^uate “diplomatic** evidence,

and with the increased desire have come enlarged facilities for con
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suiting ancient documents, either diiectly 01 by means of authentic
lexn lilts So far as England is coiieerned, the improved ariange-
m'^nts wntli legaid to the recoids, and the vaiions xjublica
tions of the leeord commissioners, have brought the materials for
a successful xnosecution ol this and cognate blanches of antiquaiian
science within the leach of eveiy zealous student

,
and although, m

cuiieiit asseitioiis which probably had no origin but 111

vmity, and ceitainly have no evidence exeex^t that of long unq^es
tioiied tiadition, aie still x:>eix>ctuated, such statements can mislead
none except the veiy unsophisticated Ihe x^mmipal and almost
the only souices fiom which authentic family history can be diawn
aie such documents as the Domesday books, the chaitulaues,
leigei books, rcgisteis, neciologies, caleiidais, and chionicles of
the various monasteries, lecoids which con^ev both diieetly and
mdiiectly a vast amount of information as to the x^‘-<iigi-ees of
founders and pations, also the touinament and crusade lolls some-
times found in these establishments, the vaiious soits of Cliaitai
Antiques, such as title deeds and enrolments m Chanceiy and othei
courts of justice, the books and rolls which lecoid the 1 etui ns to
the successive inquisitions made into the state ot the ‘ Knights’
Fees which W'eie gi anted at the time of the Noiman Conquest,
the Placita, in which aie lecoided decisions of x^ailiament and othei
comts, the Eotuli, ineliiding cliaiter lolls, patent lolls, xip<- lolls,

and many others, the Inqmsitiones x^c>st nioitem, suinetimes
inaccuiately termed escheats, the leeords of heialds \mititions,
monumental msciiX->tioiis, coats of aims, seals, Ac These sources
aie indicated with consideiable fulness and disciimination m
Giimaldis Ot igities Gcticalogicce, 07 the Soutces uherc English
Getiealogies onay be tiaccd ftom tho Conquest to the Ptesetit lime
(1828), and, aftei him, by Sims in the Matiual fot the Genealogist,
Toptogt aplicr, Atitiquary, and Legal Prqfcssoi, 1856 ^

The eailiest x>iin-ted “ Biitish Peerage w’-as that of Millcs, en-
titled Catalogue of Hotior, published in folio in 1610 ,

but Camden’s
Britantua (1586) also contained many genealogies Among recent
woiks the best known aie those of J andJ B 'BmXQ{A Ocneafogical
and Hc7 aldic Bictiotiary of the Peet'age atul Bat onctage of the United
Kvngdotn, 1822, 40th ed , 1877), of Lodge {The Genealogy of the
BjListvng British Peet'age, 1832 33 , 48th ed

, 1879), of Dod, and of
Debiett, but the number of xmblications (inclusive of those of the
London Genealogical and Histoiical Society) which hx\e been, and
continue to be, issued on this attiictive subject i& very gic it Foi
a bibliogiaphv ax)x^ioachmg to completeness lefeieiiee ma} be made
to the privately x>iiuted Catalogue of Works on the Pcctage a/id

Bat onctage of Etigland, Scotlatid, and It eland, x^rex'iared by Su C
G Young (1827), to Moule*& Bibliotheca Hetaldica (1822), 01 to

Sims s Manual fot Genealogists In any list, howevoi buef, the
names of Dugdale [The Baronage of Englatvd, 1675 76) and of

Collins {A Peetage of England, 1709, Ihe English Batonage, of
1 winch only the fiist volume was ever completed, 1727) deseive a

I

si)ecial place The woiks of Sn R Douglas 011 Ihe Peetage of
Scotla^nd ocaA The Baionage of Scotland appealed lesxiectivelv in

1764 and 1796, that of John Lodge, on The Peerage of It eland, in

1754 On the knightage of Gieat Biitain and Ii eland the most
accessible writeis aie again Buike and Dod, buttlewoiko Sn
N H Nicolas {A History of the Ciders ofKnighthood of tlu Biitish
Empiie, 4 vols fol

, 1842) is of more inix)oitance As being some
what of an innovation 111 genealogical lit eiatiiie, Buike s work on
the commoners of Great Biita 11 and Iieland ina} be mentioned
here {A Genealogical and Hat aldic Histoiy of the Comiiotiets of
Gicat Btitain and It eland enjoying tetritorial possessions ot high
special rank but uninicsted with hentahle honours, 1833-38)

Foi the puix>oses of genealogical reseaich in the United States of

Ameiiea one society at least has been foimed, “ The New^ England
Histoiieal and Genealogical Society,’ under the auspices of which
an annual Registei is x^nblished Among nuineious othei x>ul>kca-

tions beaiiug ux)on this subject may be mentioned J F Holgate’s

Ameticati Genealogy (1851), Whitmoie*s Ametican Genealogy

(1868), "Webster s Genealogy (1877), and Thomas s Genealogical

Notes (1878) (J BL )

GENELLI, Giovanni Buonaventuea (1798-1868),

was born at Berlin, Septembei 28, 1798, and died at

Weimar, November 13, 1868, He was the son of Janus

Genelli, a painter whose landscapes are still jjreserved in

I ^ Accoiding to Grimaldi, in 1828 there were 294 peeis, elusive of

1 the royal family Of these thiityfive claimed to ha\e traced their

descent to beyond the Conquest, forty-nine to a date prioi to the year

1100, twenty nme to the 12th centurv, thirty two to the 13th, twenty-

six to the 14th, seventeen to the 15tli, twenty six to the ICth, and

thuty to the l7th In the case of forty five noblemen no satisfactory

conclusion could be drawn as to tlie commencement of their pedigree

The pedigree of the Percys is one cf the most fuT a id complete

genealogies of the kingdom In Scotland the house of Mai is probably

\

that which can at once carry its nobility to the remotest period (1093),

[

and authenticate it by the best evidence
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tac Sclilobs at Berlin, and graiidbon to Josepli Geuelli, a

iloman embioidetei employed to found a sclioul of gobelins

by Fiederick the Great Buonaveiitnra Geuelli hibt took

lesboiito from lus father and then became a j^tudeiit of the

Berlin Academy Alter serving his tune m the guaids he

went with a stipend to Borne, whore he lived ten yeaib a

liieiid and abr>Lstuit to Kooli the landscape painter, a

colleague ot Ilihnel, lleinhard, Oveibcck, and Fulnich, all

of wh)iu made a iiaiue in ait In 1830 he was commit
sioned by Di XIaitel to adoiii a villa at Leipbic with fiescos,

but (piiiielhng with this patron he withdicw to iSIunicli,

wlicie he earned a scanty livelihood at fiist, though he
succeeded at last lu ac'|niimg lepute as an illustrative and
fig no di luglit&man In 1859 he was appuiiitcd a piofessoi

at Weunai, wlieie he ended his days Geuelli painted few

pietin 0*5, and it is veiy rare to find his canvasses in j)ublic

gilleiieb, but theie aie six of Ins compositions in oil iii tlie

Schiek collection at Munich These and niuiieiouia watei

colo iit>, as well as designs foi eugiavin^s and litliograplis,

levcal an artist of consideiable power whoae ideal \vdb> the

inbique, but who was also fascinated by the works of

Michelangelo Though a Geimau by biitli, his spiiit w is

unlike tint of Oveibeck oi Fuhiicli, whoso aitw is remiins

cent of the old inxsteio of their own cuunti} lie seemed
to haik back to the land of his fitheis and endeavour to

revue the tiaditioiib of the Italian llenaissance Subtle in

tiioii_,lit an I poweifully conceived, lus compositious aie

usuiiiy mythological, but full of matter, encigelie uiJ fiei\

in eiecuLiou, and iiiu Led almost uuariabl} hy daiiiig effeetts

ot foreahorteiiing Impe led by i>traiteneel means, the ailist

seems tiequeutly to hive di iwm fioni imagiiution rithei

thin from life, and much of lus anatomy of muscle is in

cinbeqieiiee eonveiitional and false But none tlie less

Geuelli meiLts his loputatioii as a bold and imaginative

aitist, and Ills mine de&ei\psto be lemeuibeied beyond the

mi low limits of the eaily schools of Munich and Wcimu
GE^TELIATIOjST, a beim nr geiieial biology oi physiolo^}

syuoiiymoab with the Gieck y3toy€V€crt5 and the Gcunan
Zaii/uii/, may compiehend the whole histoiy of the fust

<nigm and coutmued repioductioii of living bodies, whethei
])lants 01 anmiils, but it is fiequently lestiicted to the

sexual reproduction of animals The suliject, in its most
conipieheusive aspect, ttould natuially be divided into the

following branches, viz —(1) the hist oiigin of life and
living beings, (2) non sexual oi agamii. lepioduction, and
(3) gimic 01 sexual reproduction The fust two of these

topics have already been shortly treated of in the ai tides

Abiogenesis and Biology
,

the third and moie extensive
division, including (H the formation and tecundation of

the ovum, and (2) the development of the embryo in

different animals, it has been deemed expedient to refer to

the heading Bepboduction
GEN'ESIS See Pentaieuch
GENET {Genetta)^ a genus of carnivorous mammals

belonging to the Vivey 7 uIcg or family of civets It contains

SIX species, all of whieli are found exclusively m Afiica,

with the exception of the cornnion genet {Genetta vidgcm^},

which occurs also throughout the south of Europe and in

Palestine, where Tristram notes it as occuriing on Mount
Carmel The fur of this species is of a daik grey colour,

thickly spotted w itli black, and having a dark streak along
the back, while the tail, winch is nearly as long as the body,
IS prettily ringed with black and white The genet is

abundant m the south ot France and in Spain, where it fre

quenta the banks of streams, and feeds on tlie smaller mam
mals and on birds In the vertically slit pupil of its eyes,

and in the complete retractility of its claws, it approximates,
along with the other species, t > the cats, and correspondingly
differs from the true civets, while the anal pouch which is

so fully developed in the civet exists as a mere depression

111 the pie&eut genus, and contains only a faint tiace of the
liiglily chaiacteristiL odour ot the forinei In south western
Euiope and in Africa it is sought after foi its soft and

beautiful!} spotted fur, w’hilein Constantinople it has bten
t imtd and kept like a cat foi destiojing mice and othei

\ 01 min
GENEVA (m ricndi Gcncct, in Goinian Gc77f, m clas^

-

cil Latin Geneva^ andm Low Litm, b\ metathesis, OthanK^
01 Crive)uia)j a city and canton of Swit/ciland,—the cm
ton being, with one exception, the smallest, and the cit^,

without exception, the largest within the limits of the

confederation

The canton of Geneva has an area of 279 I square kilo ( autou

metics, or 107 8 squire miles, consmeiably less thin tint < t

Butliiid, the smallest of the English cuuuties, and this

moUide» 11} squaie miles of watei surface belonging to the

like The greater pirt of its frontier is conteiimnous with

Eiince, the department of Haute Savoie l}iug to the south,

and that of Ain to the west and nuitli, while it is con

nected with the Swiss canben of \ aud (Vault) along i line

of nut more than 3’ miles The area beloiij^s to the basin

of the Blione, which flows for about 4 miles tJnough the

c niton, and then for neirly 2 miles forms the bound iry

towards France "With the exception of the Aive, the

Bhone tributaiies are mere mountain sticam'^, of which
the largest is the London in the extieme w'est Market
garden^, orchards, and vine} aids occupj a large pro-

portion of the soil, whose apparent feitilit}, liowe\ei, is

due not so much to its natural qualities as to the noble
industry of the cultiv ators Besides building inatei lals such
as sandstone, slate, tfcc

,
the only mineral to be found

within the canton is bituminous shale, the pioducts ot

which can be used for petioleum and asphalte (see Lfi>

GisemmU bifmimieiLX dxt canton de Goieve^ Pans, 1877)
While Geneva is, as has been stated, almost the smallest of

the Swiss cantons, the size of the city makes the density of

its population far greater than that of any other In 1870
it had, inclusive of strangers, 93,239 inhabitants, or 871 to

the square mile, and this had increased by 187o to 99,352
inhabitants, or 921 to the square mile At the earlier date,

43,639 were Protestants and 47,868 Roman Catholics,—the
remaining fraction comprising 961 Jews, and 771 of various

Christian sects The prevaihng language is Fiench
,
but
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the German element, represented in 1870 b;y 97S house the rivei and the lake, i& not so piCLiiesqiie aa that of man}
holds., ifa on the increase other places in Switzeilancl Ttiough the ceiitial plateau,

The city of Gene\a is situated at the south estern
;

ciowiieJ. as it is by the cathediai, a certain idief to
extremity of the beautiful lake ot the same name, \ hence

|

the ^eneial mcnv fiom the itei, a lii^e
}_
10^01 tion of the

the noble current of the Lhone flowb west'^aid undci town i& built on the alluvid iiatb along the ii\ei* But
the five bridge^ by ^^hlch the haive& of the to^ii com

|

\\hat Genevi hckb in picturebLiueuess, it uo\s mikes up m an
municate \\ith each otliei lo the south hes the valle} of

i
appciianceofpobpuit} iiulcomfoit,—pieseutin^ hnequa^b

the Arve, which uniteb with that of the lUioiie a little dib ! well oideied pic L^aie ^loiuids ^ood stieetb, and subjstxutnl
tance furthei down, and behind the Aive the gicy and I houbes, and, in the numbei a id extent of itb modem subuibs,
barren locks of the Le ser Saleve rise like a wall, which m

|

giMiig evidence that lU piospent} is not a thing of the i)abt^

turn IS overtopped by the distant and ethereal snoxvs of i Since the demolition of the tuitifications in 1848, it has
Mont Blanc To the north w^est the e^e takes m the kn^

1
XJUbh^d eibtwnd to Eiux Yi\eb, and westw ud into Plain

line of tiie Jura with i pleasant stietch of couiiti} between
|

pains, and an almost coutinuois succession of houses links
it and the lake The actual si-^e of the town, apait from

|

it 011 the south with the villige of Carouga beyond the Arve.

Plan of Geneva

In the strict sense of the words, Geneva is not a city of

great buildings It possesses, indeed, a great many edifices,

both public and ]private, which may fittingly be described

as handsome, elegant, or even beautiful, but it has almost

nothing to which the memory reverts as to a masterpiece of

architectural art Being a favourite res rt for wealthy

foreigners from many lauds it has been enriched with a

countless variety of hotels and villas, many ot which aie

palatial in their dimensi ins, their constructicn, and their

environment, and its principal institutions have been in

stalled in buildings not unworthy of a modern capital but

none of these things compensate for the abserce of the

grander andm ^re charactenst c legacies of the Middle ^ ges

and the Renaissance The artistic blight ot that Calvinism

which was too sternly enamoured with the beauty of holi

ness to be mindful of any other beauty has left indelible

effects on the central City of the creed
, though it is prO'

bable that all the blame does not he at the door of Calviuism,

which certunly did not find 111 the Genevese a people whose
aesthetic faculties had been too strongly developed in the

pr vious peiiods of their history The cathedral itself is

a second rate budding ,
and though as Mr Freeman

remirks, ‘‘it is an excellent specimen of a small cathedral

whose stjle and plan are peculiarly its own, and which has
undergone only verv few alterations, '' its mam interest is

moral and historical According to a tradition, at least as

likely to be true as false, it occupies the site of a temple

of Apollo
,
and the present building is the third church

of St Fet^r which lias been erected on the spot As a

foundation the cathedral is said to date tiom the midcle of
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tlie lOtli centary, bub (even apart from documents still

extmt wliLcU relite to tlie works) the transition fiom the

Romanesque to the Gothic style is sufficient evide ce tlial

it belongs aichitectuially to the 12th and the 13tn Ihe

most gliriiig alteration to which it has been subjected is the

substitution for the original fagade (1749-1756) of ti portico

with Counthian jullirs, copied after the Pantheon at Rome,

whicli, while effective and simple enough in itself, is alto-

gether out of keeping with the rest of the design In its

general plan the chuich is a Latin cross, having a width of

about 65 feet and a length of lb7 It is lighted by 86

windows,—those of the choir still preserving painted glass

ot the 15 th centuij^, and some of the others being filled with

modem work in commemoration of the jubilee of 1835

Of the internal decorations, the little that has been left

comprises portions of the carved stalls, and a few sepulchral

monuments—most of them removed from their oiigmal

bites—Agrippa dAubign<^’s, Michel Roeet’s, Theodore de

Beza’s, the duke and duchess of Rohan's, &c. Among the

older oecular buildings in Geneva are tlie Hotel de Villc,

the court house, and the arsenal The first, which is popu-

larly c died the liaison de Ville, oi Town House, is situated

to the west of St Petei’s. It is first mentioned in 1448,

but most of the structure dates fiom the 16th and 17th

centuries There is nothing lemaikable, except their

plainness, about the several halls or chambers—the hall of

the lose footsteps, the chamber of the great council, (kc

The Salle dcs Festins is now known as the Alabama
Chambai, in memory of the arbitration decided within its

walls m 1872 To the historian the building is interesting,

not only for its associations, but for the magnificent scries

of archives which it contains lb was in front of the

house that the works of Rousseau weie publicly burned in

1762. (See Nouv, Bescr, da EM de 1877 )
The

court house was formerly a hospital, and has been appro-

priated to its present purpose only since 1858 As a

building it dates from 1709, and is a good specimen of the

M insard style m vogue at the time Among the structures

of modern date the most noteworthy aie the academic or

univeisity buildings, the Ath(§n^e, the Rath museum, the

cuiiservatorium, the electoral palace, the new theatre, the

hill of the reform ition, anl the Russian church The first

stone of the academic buildings was laid in 1868 They
consist of three blocks forming three sides of a square, and
occupy an excellent position near the hot inic gardens in the

Piomenade of the Bastions The Ath(Sii(5e, a highly orna
mental building, was founded for the accommodation of the

old society of the arts by the wealthy Genevese, J, G.
Eynard (1775-1863), well known for his generous devotion
to tlie cause of Greek independence It was in 1824 and
1826 that, in accordance with his wishes, the sisterb of the
deceased Simon Rath (1766-1819), a general in the Russian
seivice, devoted a large part of their fortune to the erection

of the museum which preserves the name of the family.

The building is in the Greek style, with a Corinthian portico
and a flight of steps, and it contains a collection of copies
of the cardinal masterpieces of ancient art and valuable
works of the modern Swiss school. The conservatorium,
whose foundation was due to Bartholony, a Genevese
financier, owes its reputation as a musical school to Bovy
Lysbeig (1821-1873) The Fol museum, famous for its

Greek and Etruscan vases, occupies the old Academy
buildings m the Grand' Rue.

Benevolent Among the laiger benevolent institutions are the civic hospital,
institu- with an endowment of 3J million francs, a lunatic asylum, a deaf
tions and dumb institute, and an oi phanage

, and upvv ards of 200 dis-
tiiict societies for pliilanthropic puiposes are at woik in the state

Education Fiom a comparatively early date the Genevese have given consi
del able attention to education In 1429 Frmgois Yeisonnex endow ed
and restoied the great school,^" which continued to flourish till the
Reformation, and w as attended by numerous foreign pupils An

EVA
academy and college weie established by Calvin and Bc/ti in 1 >58, in 1

soon became famous Since 1875 the acxdtni} liis iiiiktd is i

um^ eisity, lia\ ing five f leiilties,— i seientilii, i liti i m i h g il, i

theological, and a melieil iliongli niedit il U idling v is hug
piactised in Geneva by itb nioie eminent ih^suixns, i toi lin^ is

ciicumstonces suggested, tlieie w is no icgnlu pioMsion in this

dcpaitment till 1871, whui i stiff of 13 piofessoib uid 10 |
in it

doeents w as instituted An uiatomie il the itie li is I c en c i ti 1
1 y

the cantonal hospii il, and a ni itci nity liosj it il and 12 olidin 1/ 01

dispensaij' aie suppoited by the piO]>eity of the suppitsbid k1i»^ioiis

coipoiations In the wintei session of 1876-7 the lIllnaslt^ li id

142 legulail) eni oiled students and 182 uiuttiehid uiditois
,

ind

in the siimmei session tlu students niimbeud 165 uul tbi iii ht is

147 Of the 297 legulai students, no fevei tlun 126 vtic lou is,

and only 106 wue Genevese piopci, \sliile iinong tin luditi is thi

piopoition of foieigneis w is still gic atci, 01 187 is eoiiip lu d with 0

5

tlhe canton of Genevi Ins no iioinial seliool, but tlnn in two

colleges (one in the town and one at Cxiougi), a g\nni ismm, in 1 i

high seliool foi gnk, and in those institutions the ti lining ol U h U is

IS inobjtet of atkiition llie Genevese eollcge hid 1131 pupils 111

1876-7,—309 being foieigmis, and of these 139 lunch In ill

the piimaiy schools, with the exeeption of tliosi of C iinn
,

Plxmpxlais, and Liu\ "^ives, the mixed system is 111 vi^iu

Nealy all the communes, fiom Lniey in 1848 to PI mi} tins m
1877, have been piovidcd vitli educxtionil hi nuts the t til

iiiimbei of till books in 1867 beiUj^ iijiw 11 Is ot 20,000 I lu

‘‘publie 111 111 }, foimeilv loe itcd in the Luc Aid line ind now in

the university buildings, is xn admii ible iiistituti 11
,
Uiciou^IiIy

deseivmg the title of piiblie, as its looks, witlioiit m} mtdkss
foinialit}, aie at the sciviee of ev en the e isu il leidti Ihe iiist

nuehus of the collection, whidi now immbeis ibout 75,000 \ i lumt s,

v\ IS Bonuaids bequest in 1568
xVs eaily as the 14tli centiii}, Genex i w is the sc it of i Ih uu 1 1 Industries;,

silkti ide, and itsvxoolleii fahiics weii liigely e\})( ited ] oui times

a yeir the stieets of the tiwn win filled with tlie ti ithe of its t ms,
vvhieli weie visited by the meich iiits of A eiiiee, I lou aei

,
iiid Cu no i,

of Fiance and Geiman Swit/eiliiid In the 16th euitui} hits,

iibbc 11s, velvets, woclleiis, and geld tndsihti
|
hit, wi ic iinoii^ tbe

pimcipal piodiiets of Genevese iiidustu the guild of iinumuis i

a powerful eoi} 01 itioii uid w iti hm ikni^ w is ilu i ly

earned to a higlidegiee of }Kifeetion, iiiuh i the iiitlnen c of ( h uh s

Cusm, vxho hid settled m the tow n m 1 5S7 b> It 85 Ih 1 w 1

1

loi)

mastei vv itchmxkeis with OOwoikmen, aid ^0 m islei j< will i-swith

200 woikmen In the 17th eentni} tlu silk ti 1 h nil ^1 t 1 10

giess, and tow aids its dost cilito punlni^ w is mti lu i 1 lx Ih

Fazy tarnily Duimg the 18th ecntui} tlu numl 1 ot w iltl \ iiu-

inigiants fiom Itily gixe in iin]ctus to the x in is ii hit tui tl

indnstiieSjbut at the same time the
j;
oilti al lioul h s tuuU It iftti

the indubtiial iiopulation '\oltxiu mtiodii ul 1 numhi <f < n

vese watchmakcis to Feme}
,
the Funth scu^ht t > mik A 1

a manufactuimg centie
,
aid the Gox eiinm nt 1 1 ^ ix i x < ‘•t u hsl 1

a Dyd watch fietoiy at Cxiougi biiui tlu 1 sin iti 11 U lu i

independence m 1813 the juneq il indii tues of th u x ml
canton have steadily dexeloj^id A eoiding t> tlu (in us of

1860, theie xveie 51a nnstei watehmik is ind p willcis m tl n
ton, and the numb 1 of xxoikeis in tin ti uh w is IS/t < f x h in

4004 weie men and 872 x\ omen As ( iilx is il ut
j

1

sons weie employed m the nnnnf utilu of miisi li I us, m tijs

iiumbei hid h} 1873 ineieised to at leist 1089 of 1 cth s \ s q ,

able of turning out 13,000 boxes in i xe u \n < ng thi mm 1 m
dustnes aie wood and ixoi} ciixing, tbe unking U iml
scientific instinmcnts, non snultmg ini (i^inniiiig md the
maniifactuie of tobacco, sodi w itei, uul x iiions dunm i! stnils

Linking Opelations aic eondiutcd on ilugt s( ilt,anl pnitiiig ml
publishing luxe long been of iniuu unbolt uu c to tlu 1 itx Pimf
iiig was intioduced in 1478 b} bteiiisebaben of Schweintintb md
by 1563 theie were 20 j

nnting est iblishnu nts in tin eit} 1 ( 1 ut
Stephen, having fled fiom Fans, w is iceuxcd a (iti/cn of ( mx t

111 1656
,
hut his son Hcniy found th it the ittcntious oi tlu < luis

tory could be ncaily as ofiensive and dmgeious is those of the
Soibonne, and the great pimting cstahlishnu nt oxn whu h lu

|
u

sided came to an untimely end Foi dc tills on thi eontiibuiK ns
made by Genevese luxentois to the piogiess of tlu x iiu us ots the
readei may lefer to Lhc-Fiangois Waitm mn s intuistmg bi< Imu,
JSlohce Jnstorique si(,r Ic^ tmcntiomfmh a Gentie, Gi lux i, IS7 i

It would be haid to find a city of the same si/i as Guu x i wliu b Bistnu
could claim the honour of being the bnthplaee of i gu itei niimlu i uished
of eminent men, and still haidei peihajis to find one th it h id i f uiivese.
tended its hospitality to so many foreigners of distiiu in n In tiu
loll of its celebnties the first place is due to Ji an T te<|iu& Koussi m,
who, lu spite of its tieatmeut of him, retained coiuidu il h ifl< i tmn
foi ma lepuhhque ” The house in which he was bom on in ml
the site of No 69 of the piesent Rue Rousseau Though M Maie
Mourner, himself a Gencx ese, has found mate 11 ils fo a x oTume on hs
poetes de Genhe^ such names as Miilluusei (1806-71), authoi of the
dramatic poems Se7n2Mih and Fhilihot Bcdhdin, 01 Petit ‘^eim
(1792-1870), whose BhicUcs et Boiitades (1816) his gone thioigh
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a mim'ber of editions, have hiidly moie than local lepntation I city took place hetv een the count and the new bishop, ‘Williaiu of
Rodolphe Toepffei, the hnmoiistic novelist, has attained a wid r Couflans (1288-1294) In the i esiilting iiiaiehy the citizens leniied
popnUiity, winch may almost be called Emopean But the ic illy to act foi themselves, and iii 1289 and 1291 we find the bishop com
famous Genevese aie mostl} men ivho have devoted themselves to plaining of certain jnociiratois, sj'ndics oi agents of the city who
the sciences, oi to the nioie utilitaiian foims of litciatine Vinong had acted as chief magistiates in ]icace andwai In 1293 however
chc theologians aie Mestiezat, the opponent of the Jesuits

,
"Dioditi, the syndicate was (^i the time) abolished Between the count ot

the tianslator of the Bible the iionchins, the Tniiettmes (Fi Gencvois, who held the castle at Bouig dc Four, at the coinei of
and J A ), Ed Diodati, Felix ISTeff Coisai Malan, and Gaussen the city, and the count of Savoy, who by the peace of Asti in 3 290
Among the histoiical wiiteis may be nmutioned Banlacie, Malht had seemed the office of vu oiune, and now held the castle of the
(of ScandiiiaMan celebrity), De Lolme, Grenus, Sisniondi, Picot, Islind, both citizens and hisliop weic haul bestead In 1320 the
Clicibulioz, Siyous, Blavignae, and Giliffc

,
and among the ]}hilo castle of Bomgde Foui was demolished h> Edwaid and Aynioii sons

legists Ciamei, Lecleic, Cisaubon, and Spanheim To the medic d of the count of Savoy When the emperor Cliailes lY visited
sciences belong the names of Jean de Ciiro, Espine, and Chailes de Genc\a on his way to Avignon (1365), Amadeus Y

,
the “Gieen

la Rue
,
and to the physical sciences Bonnet, Hnbei, De Lnc, De Count, ’ obtained the lank of impel lal vicai ovei the old kingdom

Saiissui e, De Candolle, and Pictct Piadiei, the sculptor ofthe statue of Burgundy and over the city of Gene\a, but AVilliam of hlai
of Rousseau on the island in the Rhone, C happoninere, Hoiiiiiiig, cossay, who was bishop from 1366 to 1377, peisnaded the empeior
and Calame aie the best known of the modern aitists to abolish the vicaiiate by a bull at Frankfoit (1366), and by a

Popula lai back as 13 j 6 the town of Geneva is said to have contained second biiU at Piague (ltj67) to cancel all iiglits gianted to the
tion 5800 inhabitants, and tins by 1404 had inci eased to 6490, exclnsne counts of Savoy over Geneva and its tcintoiy, and in 1371 Pope

of the Bouig de Pom and St Geivais outsile of the foitifications Gregory XI caused the count to withdraw fiom the city his castellan
111 1545 the number is given as 12,500, bat the plague and other and judges The yeai 1387 is a memoiable ore in Genevese
causes had leduced it to 11,000 by 1672 After the revocation of history, as the date of the publication by Bishop Adhemai Fibii
the edict of Nantes it lose to 16 934 in 1698 no fewer than 3000 (1385-1388) of the franchises which served for centuiies as the
refugees h ivmg sought shelter within its walls The ISth centmy Magna Charta of the city ^ By the pmchase of the coiiut&lni>
was inaiked by a steady inci ease 18,500 in 1711, 24 712 in 1782, of Genevois Amadeus YIII became possessoi of all the couiitiy
and 26,140 in 1789 In 1850 the total was 31 238, of whom 5717 round the city, and although lie accepted mvestitmc fiom the
w’eie fiom othci paits of Switzeiland, and 6513 from othei jiaits of bishox) and took the oath of fealty, his ambition was simply hiding
the woild Tlie census of 1870 gave 46,783, or including the its time On the visit of Sigismimd in 1455, he was laiscd to
siibmbs of Ean\ Yives and Plamxalais, 61,486 The notewoithy be duke of Savoy, and “when Pope Martin Y shoitly afteiw iids

fact about this mciease is that it is due solely to immigration, for passed thiough the district, besought to obtain complete juiisdictioii

the Genevise families ait fai bom piolific, and indeed have an in ovei the city Jean de Pieirescise, howevei, appointed bishop at the
diibitablc tendency to die out (Galilfe, Geneve Uxstorique, 1869) suggestion of the duke, who hoped to find in him an easy tool, W'ls

Hibtorj. Accor ling to a w’’ell known passage in Cresars CommentmieSy he no soonei occupant of the see than he ap^iealed to the people,
found Geneva the fiontici town of the Allobioges, and when he obtained their vote agimst the alienation of the temjioial lights of

ciossed the bridge which even then spanned the iivei, he was no his predecessors, and swore in letmn for then support to mamtam
longei in the tenitoiy of the Allobioges but in that of the Helve their liberties In 1420 a bull of the empeioi Sigisinund foimally
tiaiis Ilow long the little 02)pid%(,m had been in existence before declaied that the citj^ hdd diiectly of the empiie But by a stiange
that time it is imiiossible even to conjecture that the sjiot had in turn of events, the indefatigable Amadeus did ultimately become
far cirhei days been rccii])ied by a cluster of crannogs may be ac mastei of Geneva,—not, indeed, by way of concj^uest oi tlu oiigli the
cepted IS iith r moie than a conjectuie, though the extensive degradation of its bislioiine, but b^ himself succeeding to the
foimatioii of new hnd within the histone period has completely bisliops see Dining the grf*atei pait of Ins pontificate as Felix
bill led wh itevci aidiseological evidence might otheiwise have been Y lie lesided m Geneva, and on his resignation the council

avail ible Iheie wa* a time cleaily when the site of the present allowed him the admmistiatiou of the hishopncs of Geneva and
lowu town was ontiuly submeigcl, and the wateis of the lake and Lansmne In the lattci pait of the 15th centuiy, amid the dis

rivei found then shoios along the edge of the locky plateau of the sensioiis of the house of Savoy, two facts deseive specid notice for

iippei town The Allobioges woie, it would appear, a Celtic people tlieii effect on Geneva The duke Louis, nutated against the Gene-
aud the name Geneva, according to the favourite etymology of modem v ese because tlie> had admitted his lebelhous son Philip of Biess

investigatois, has its explanation in the woids gen and ev, the within then walls, caused the 1 ing of Fiance, his sou m law, toes
“issue of the “vviteis ’ Foi scveial centiuies of the Chiistian ora tallisha fan alLjons, which withdiew the giealei pait of its tia&c
the histoi} of Geneva rem iins a blank, butiemams of substnictions, fiom tlic city of Lake Leman, and Bishop John Loins foiniing m
aqueducts, caiiils, insciiptions, statues, pottery, bronzes, aims, alli nice with Charles the Bold, the Swiss (foi Geneva was still the

coins, kc
,
show that diuiiig the Roman peiiod the town must have last town of the Allobroges) inflicted a lausom of 20,000 ciovvns

bedi a Inge aid floiuishnig place, extending, if M Galiffe is The btgmuing of the 16tli centuiy bi ought the long contest be-

riglit, ovei the plateau of the lianehecs Chiistianity must have tween Savoy and Geneva to a climax and a close Into the stinggle,

been caily nitrodueed the tiiditionil apostles being Dionysius and inteiesting as it is, between the Mamilnkes (Mamelns) oi dimal

PaiacoUis In 456 the Celtic town passed undei the dominion of paity and the Eidgiiots (Eidgenossen) oi pati ots, it is impossible to

the Gciman Bui gundiaiis, and in 634 it was incorporated with the entei The great lieioes of the citj aio Pliilibat Beitlielier, Pieiie

kingdom of the blanks To Charles the Fat it was indebted for the Leviiei, FiaiKjois of Bonivaid, the piior of St 'Victor, and Besangon

right, binelioned by Pope John YIII
,
of electing its bishops from Hugues To their patiiotic devotion it owed its ult mite libeity and

among its own ch igy Optandiis, the bishop whose election led to the alliances with Fioibiiig and Ban, vvliieh, fiist fomied in 1519 and
thedc isioii of this point, was a suppoitei ol Podolph I

,
foundei of 1526 were solemnly lencwed in 1531 hleanwhile the Rcfoiniation

Ti insjiiian Buigundy and it was at Geneva tint Conrad the Salio w'as advancing in Switzeiland In 1532 Paii-l eiiteied the city, and
cius«d bim-idf to be eiowiied king of Bin gundy m 1033 This ni 1535 the lefoinied doctiine was offiaally iccogiiizc das the lebgion

aicessim ol Com id pioved in sevcial ways ol moment to the town ot the state In Octohei 1536 a new aetoi appeiicdon the scene -

fci to liiiii was due the fust aggrandizement ot the house of Savoy, John Calvin, then about 25 yeais of age By torce of intellect and

an I fiom liim vvis deiived the temporal sov'creignty of its bishops stiengtli of wall he soon made himself the leadei of the Piolestant

The counts of Genevois—a distiiet to the south of the Genevan paity, and pioceeded to vvoik out liis ideal of government and

ten itoiy, now included in the Piench department of Haute Savoie— society 'While it lendeied homage to many of the noblest elements

weiL paitlj iccoiicileel to the loss of the authority they had pievu of human nature, to puiitj, to honesty, to industry, to benevolence,

onsly had ova the city when in 1070 they saw Guy of Faucigny this ideal had giievoiis detects
,

it foigot esx)ecially that all healthy

Genevois, a membei ol then own family, elected to the episcopal see moral action must be spontaneous, and tint in regaid to deeds as

The next bishop, hovvevei, Hubeit oi IJumbcrt of Gianimont, laid well as men it is a dangerous thing to confound the innocent with

claim to ill tlie lights and possessions alienated bj Guy, and at the guilty The moral dictates of the sternest conscience of the

length, m 1124, by the ‘ Aeeoid of Seyssel,** the count of Genevois community weie to be the binding laws of eveiy citizen Religious

recognized the bishop as his supeiior under the emperor Bishop observances wae no longer to he the outcome of individual pietv,

Ardutius (1135-1185) had again to O
3
)pose the encroachments ol the but part of the inevitable routine of daily life The church became

counts, hut the cmperoi Baibaioss*!, to whom he appealed at the the state, breach of ecclesiastical discipline was crime, innovation

diet of Spues (1153), not only upheld his claims, but made him in dogma w’as treason The Genevese as a people appear to have been

prince of the empire As the bishops could not always attend naturally religious m the old pie Reformation times they had been

ill pel son to the civil contcrris of his 3
unsdiction, a vidom or distinguished for their liberality and kindness to the clagy, then

vidomne {vice domimis) w^as ii)pointed, who had to judge aecoiding api>reciation of a good preacher, the abundance of ^eir conhibutions

to the customs and usages ol the city, and in difficult niatteis for masses and prayers Under the guidance of Calvin, this lelij^i-

was issisted by the advice of thme or foiu citizens, two canons of osity took a new and sterner cast But a certain pait ot the cili/ens

Gau va, and two nobles of the ehuich Dniing the bishopric of were not so willing to relinquish their libeitjr, and, under the name

Robt 1 1 of Genevois (1 277- 1 288), the Genevese sought protection horn - —

"

the eiieioaehnieiits of his f luul) at the hands of the count of Savoy, i ^his document consihtin^ of 79 paragraphs v as tianslated into French ^md

Amadeus Y ,
and on Robeits death a contest foi possession of the published b> Montjon 8vo, i.>07.
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of Libertias or Liberty men,^ they contenJed earnestly against the
establishment of the new regime. In 1538 they were so powerful
tliat the four syndics were chosen from their ranks

;
and they had

the satisfaction of seeing Calvin and Farol, on 23d April, expelled

from the city by order of the little council, confirmed by the council
of the two hundred and the council-general. But the Libertins did
not know liow to rule

;
anarchy and licence got possession of the city;

the Catholic party recovered ground. Calvin was recalled, and, re-

turning on 3d September 1541, at once re-established his .system in
all its vigour. Tlio Libertiu again revolted

;
sixty of tlnur num-

ber were condemned to cleatli, and four who failed to make their escajia

were beheaded. In 1547 Jiic<][ues Cruet was executed as an iitterer

of threats against the dictator and a possessor of impious books ;

and ill 1553 Michel Servetus was burned alive. To the historian of

Geneva it is of comparatively little importance whether or not the
main guilt of this too famous crime fell directly and solely on
Calvin himself

;
it is condemnation enough that such a deed was

possible within the walls of a city where his iiat and his veto were
equally supreme. And on the other hand, it must never be forgotten
tljat the very reason why the faggot fire in which Servetiis x'>enshed

has become such a beacon to after times, wliilo the smouldering
embers round aDolet or a Yiuiini are only now and then stirred to a
fitful glare, is that Calvin had made Geneva a city set upon a hill,

and that the lurid smoke and flame sliowetl doubly dark against the
clear light of his wonderful intellect and his noble life. In some re-

spects Geneva was never greater than under his dictatorship. It was
at once the moral capital of the half of Cliristendom and the great
frontier fortress against the invasions of liome. Like every fortress

city, it had to pay the penalty of its position, and the x>enalty was
none the less because its garrison fought with spiritual weaj)ons, and
its martial law interfered witli the liberties of the mind. Iii 15C4,
after twenty-three years of such labours as few men could rival,

Calvin died, and his body was laid in the cemetery of Plani]>alais;

but his spirit continued to live in the constitution he had founded.
The milder character of his successor, Theodore Beza, allowed free
scope to the other members of the Government, and the democratic
element obtained greater proininence. About 1664 Geneva appeared
for a time in danger from its Catholic neighbours, and especially from
the duke of Savoy; but though this prince recovered possession of
the Ohablais, the Genevois, and the country of Gex, and appointed
Francis of Sales titular hishop of Geneva, no direct attempt was
made against the independence of the city. The year 1568 is of note
for a revision of the constitution, drawn up by Germain Colladon,
which, while retaining in th^ main the Calviiiistic framework, practi-
cally placed political power iu the hands of a few principal families.
The administration nominally consistod of the syndicate and four
councils—the council of the twenty-five, the council of the sixty,
the council of the two hundred, and the council general ; but the
council of the twenty-five, usually called the little” or narrow
council,” managed in the long run to arrogate the direction of all

public affairs. During the 16th century, both before and after the
Colladon revision, the variety of affairs which were considered
under its jurisdiction is sufficiently amusing. It was at once the
foreign office of the republic and the high court and tlie police
court combined ; and it accordingly passed, as matter of course,
from the consideration of matters of state, in which tlm potentates
of Europe were parties, to the squabbles of market women, the use
of bad eggs in cakes, or the length of a minister’s sermon.^ Its
private deliberations were kept strictly secret ; in 1491 the
hetrayer_ of any of its transactions was judged ‘‘infamous,” and
in 1530 it was added that his tongue should be pierced. Torture
was still retained as a legal instrument of investigation, and the
X^eiial enactments against heresy and wit(‘heraft remained unre-
pealed. In 1579 the city was taken under the protection of Bern
and Soleure, and in 1584 it formed an alliance with Zurich

;
but

these agrennents proved of little advantage, and in the conflicts
which wore always being renewed wdth the duke of Savoy, Geneva was
left to her own resonrees, and the accidental assistance of Elizabeth
of England or Henry IV. of France.
At length, in 1602, Charles Emmanuel of Savoy determined to seize

the city by a coii^ dc main, and on the night of the 11th and 12th
December (O.S.) an army of 8000 men were despatched against it.

As no declaration of war had been made, the citizens were taken by
surprise ; and the enemy had fixed their scaling ladders and were
already mounting the walls before the alarm was given. But once
aroused, the Genevese were not long iu turning this success into
discomfiture and rout, and when morning broke the city was once
more safe, and ajoyous crowd heard the voice of the aged Beza in the
cathedral read out the grand old Psalm, “Now may Israel say, 1£
the Lord had not been with us.” Such is the famous “Escalade,”
the Bannockburn of the Genevese, which has since been celebrated
with all possible forms of celebration.^ By the treaty’’ of St Julian in
the following year the duke of Savoy granted the Genevese freedom of

} “ Lc Petit Conseil ” in Etrennes genenoises, Gvneviv, 1877.
^ Sec H. Hamrnan, Les Representations grapJiiques de VEscalade, Geneva, 1869:

and the drama of Mulhauser, the national poet, 1865.
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' trade, restored the lands of St Victor and St Peter, and promised to
I build no fortress and assemble no troops within four leagues of the
' city

;
but the ambitious prince made one more attack before his

' death in 1620. During the rest of the 17th century the history of

Geneva consists mainly of dissensions between different councils, and
between the governing bodies and the x>cople ;

but amid them all the
' city advanced in I’rosperity, es])ecially after the accession to its j)0])U-

latioii occasioned by the revocation of the edict of Nantes. The 18th
century brought the jiolitical contest to a head. In 1707 Fatio,

advocate and member of the two hundred, was appointed xu'csideiit

of a commission charged to formulate the grievances of the people.

! In the document which he drew up he maintained the sovereignty

of the people, the equality of all citizens, and the subordination of

I

the magistracy as mere executive functionaries; and at the same time
' demanded that the council-general should meet at least once a year,

and not only when the syndics chose. The councils appcaretl to

yield, but shortly afterwards, su])portcd by confederates from the
oligarchical cities of Bern and Zurich, they crushed the i)Oi>ular

partj’’, and caused Fatio to be shot. Ilow sternly thaj were dis-

}iose<l to resent interference was shown in 1731 by tlnnr sentence of

perpetual iinjinsonment passed on Micheli Du Ci‘(*st for merely
giving expression to the jiopiilar opposition to the new system of

,

fortifications carried out by the councils. The ]iarty ef vhich he
! was so far a spokesman—known as the representants—at length, in
' 1734, gained a decided victory in the general council of 1731. By
' the odi(it of 1738, though the whole initiative in matters of legisla-
' tion was left in the hands of the lessor councils, the actual passing
of laws and fixing of taxes were entrusted to the general council,

and tliirty years later the people obtained the right of naming the
half of the council of the two hundred. There was an important

! class of the inhabitants, however, vho were still cxclud(‘d iVoiii

* ]i<>htical rights—the so-call(»d “natu'cs” or descendants of the aliens

! who had settled in the city
;
and this class continued to make

' known its discontent. At length, in 1782, Bern, Saidiuia, and
France interfered in favour of the aristociatic party, and by the Act
of Pacifi-cation the most important reforms in a liberal sense wei‘e

again abolished. A few years later, and Franco was under a
different regime. The Kevolution at Paris was followed by a
revolution at Geneva. A new constitution, accepted by the
National Assembly in 1794, declared tiie political equality of all thcj

Genevese
;
but, by a curious inconsistency, the national committee

of finances divided them again into aristocrats, the entjUien, and the
patriots, taxing the last class much less heavily than the others.

In March 1798 it was agreed that Geneva should become a part of

the French republic, and on 13th June the Frencli authorities

! entered the city. By tlie treaty of Paris its iiidopendencci was
I restored, and it became one of the cantons of the Swiss (‘oiifcdcra-
I tion. A new constitution declared all tlie citizens e(pia], and placed

I

the legislative power in the hands of a representative conuffil. As
I no one, however, could be an elector who paid less tlian 20 Swiss
! livres, or about 23 shillings, of direct taxes, the democratic character
of the system was considerably modified. It was not till 1841 that

any great change ^yas effected. In the earl}^ part of that year the

“Third of March Society” was foi-mtd to watch over tlie inti*r(‘s{.s

of the citizens, and in October the Goveiiniieiit was forced by a
popular demonstration to summon a constituent assembly.
The legislative power for the canton was now iilaced in a grand

council, consisting of rex>resentatives elected in the ratio of 1 t<j

every 333 inhabitants
;
and the executive power in a eoiincil of staU*

consisting of 13 mombei’s chosen by and from the grand t ouncil.

At the same time the city received a communal council of SI mem-
’ bers, and an administrative councdl of at most 11 membins. But

j

the new constitution was not allowed to work long. The radical

!
party had been gathering strength, esiiecially in St Gervais, and in

' 1846 the Government, finding that the atternijt to suxqircss its

!
opponents by force of arms was of doubtful result, gave in its re-

‘ sigiiation. A jirovisional Government, under the leadershiji of the

j

democrat James Fazy, drew up a constitution, which was aeeiqfied

I

by the people on 24th IMay 1847. The franchise was bestowed even
‘ on the pauper class of proletaires, and the election of the coum?!! of
* state was entrusted to the council general or collective astn-nibly of

I citizens. The old Protestant church of Geneva was abolished, and a
' new and almost creedless church established, the government of
! which was vested in a consistoiy elected by the universal sulfiagc of
' Protestants in the canton. ,For nearly fifteen years the radical party
' continued in i)0'wer ;

and under its hands the physical eoiulition oi
' Geneva was rapidly transformed, and, for good or evil, the cit3

' was
* brought as much as possible into the general cuirent of European
' progress. “On voudrait faire dc Geneve, ” sighed the conservative Do

j

le Kive, “la plus petite des grandes villes, et i>our moi je prefere
qu’elle reste la plus grande des i>ctites villes.” Unfortunately for its

' j^ermanence the radical Government was lavish in its cxpeiidituiv,
and the finances of the canton and city got into a dangerous condi-
tion. In November 1861 Fazy was not returned to the council of
state

;
in 1862 the conservative party obtained a majority in tlie grout

council; and in 1863, though all the other radical candidates for the
council of state were earned, Fazy himselfwas rejected. The attempt
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to invalidate tlie election of liih opponent Chenevieie led to a conflict
between the paities, in iaIiicIi some blood wis shed and the city
was consequently occupied bv fedeial foices, and the mattei sub
mitted to the federal council As the deciec w'ls in favoui of
Chenevieie, Fazy retiied fiom public life ihe ‘ independents as
the opponents ot the ladicals are c tiled came into pow’ei in 1865 and
foi a numbei of years they full3 maintaine I then }iosition in spite
of the difticnlties thrown in then w ly by the Ultiainontane paity
iheii piincipal antagonist w is !Mciniillod the Mcai of the bishop
of Fieibuig who wns dcclaied bishop of Gcnei a bv the popt
and insisted on evoieismg his episcopal functions without legnd to
the Goveiiiinent In bebiuaiy 1873 Meiniillod was banished b} the
fedeial council of Switzeiland and in the same yeai the giandcoun
/'ll of Geneva depiivel all Rom an Catholic xnicsts who letaised to
take the oath of allegiance to the state Fazj s bill for the sepa
lation of elm ch and state was i ejected in June 187b religious eoi
porations weie abolished on -.3d August anl, on the 26th of the
same month, all public ecclesiastical serv ices outside of the chiiichts
weie forbidden The catbedi al of Genev^a was handed over to the
Old Catholics On the 6tli of FTovcniber 1S7S Fazy died, and two
lajs after the conservative democi at part^ gained a aictoiym
the elections foi the great council The ev.pelled cuies weie now
allow’ed to return and in December the council accepted the piin
Clpie of the sepal ation of climch an 1 state

Besiles the oMei woiks of Spon BC inpfei 1 icot <!cc anl the oi f»s et
do melts de la soc jeneioise d f ist U da deo ec Send ic list htt le
Ce eve (17S0) J A baliffe Hate ic ur )o /• 1 J ist de Gc e e (IbiJ 0) ml
Not ge e t/ootq le^ (3 vo\<i 181.) f») u tl ij t t i el 1 1 alt e

de^i beaiir a ts a Gene e (1849 ne v ed 1870 A cl n tl Gc e e e cl ou Li e
des <f}iecfables pa‘tteu s (ISf 1) anl les ed fi ?ef jie ir Ic I at le i e Cet e e

(I8()9i J” B G Gahffe Gene e hi t et a let (1S( J) BI M^nac 4f w ri d qetie
lois (1819) and Blades sur Get eie (IS ^ "4) rioeiel Hi t dc G e e (iS-Jo)
Pictet de Se f,} Gene e oiij e Ac (1843 4 ) anl Geie e su^c tec {18t».))

Cheibiihe/ Geieie ses instit itio a Lc (ISUS) 1 OoCt Hist duieuple de G neie
(18 6) Ihoiens 16 ege dc I h t de C e toe (1878) Albeit de Montel Dt t b og
d s G nevois et des ^a dots (187S) (HAW)
GENEV The Lake or (the Latin Larus JLunamts or

Lake Leman, also known in the Middle Ages as Lac
Losaunete or Lake of Lausanne, and as ]\Ier dii Rhone or

Sea of the Rhone), is the largest of the Swiss lakes,

having an area of 57b sq kil or 223 sq miles Its

general form is that of a crescent, the northern shore
being almost the arc of a cucle, with a radius of 21]; miles
The eastern end of the crescent is broad and rounded,
while the western tajjers tow aids Geneva Its maximum
breadth, between Merges and Amphion, is 8} miles It is

divided into two portions, the Great and Little Lake, by
the strait of Promonthoux, wluch is not mucli more than
2 miles across The Great Lake is 39 miles long, with a
mean breadth of 6 miles, and the Little or Western Lake
IS 14 miles long, with a mean breadth of lather more than
2 miles The bottom of the larger basin forms a wide
valley, which gradually deepens from 200 to 325 feet at

the foot of the slopes to a maximum of 1095 feet, which it

attains between Oucliy and fivian The mean level ot the
surface of the lake is 1230 feet above the level of the sea
According to the elaborate soundings made in 1873 by
M Gosset, engineer of the Federal Topographic Depait
ment, the bottom is remarkably free from inequalities,

almost all tiaces of rocks, erratic blocks, or moraines,
having been covered over by a regular bed of extremely
tine argillo calcareous mud, which can be moulded and
baked like potter’s clay Between the basin of the Gieat
Lake and that of the Little Lake there runs a ridge or bai

not very strongly maiked, 200 feet from the surface The
maximum depth of the lesser basin is only 71 metres or

233 feet The bottom is apparently level, but it presents
numerous erratic blocks, and in one place rises to a con
sideiable eminence, known to the Genevese fishers as the
Hants Monts ^ The unusual blueness of the wateis of the
Leman has long been remarked According to M Forel,^

^ Further details on the conformation of the lake will be found in

De la Beche’s letter to Professor Pictet published m Bibhothigiie
Unimrselle Sciences et Arts, t xn

, 1817 , in M Gosset s Carte
Sydrogr du Lac Leman^ issued as pai t of the Topog Atlas der SchAJueiz

and described in BiLl Tin (-Sci et Arts), t lii
, 1875, and in a Note

jswr la Carte dn Lac, by Ed Pietet, in the same number
^ des sur les van itions de la transpaience des eaux du lac

Leman,” in -Bi&Z U/i (Sc et A^ts), 1S77

the tiaiisi^arency is very much greater in winter than
summei, the extieme limit ot visibility of a white disk on
an average tor the seven wunter months fiom Octobei to
Apiil being 41 feet, and for the five summer inontLs 21 G
This aiises from the thermal stiatification of the watci
keeping in suspension a greater quantity of dust ana
oigainc particles during summer It is geiieiall} m
August that the level of the lake reaches its highest limit,

between 4 and 5 teet on an average above it& low«^8t

limit, winch is usually reached in Maich Besides thi'^

s asoiial change, due to difieiences of influx and lemoval
of watei, several disturb iiices ot level of a less obvious kind
have attracted the attention of the Swios physicists Most
remarkable are the seiches, or ‘‘ movements of steady
umnodal oscillation, ’ in w’hich the w’hole mass of water
111 the lake ihythmically swings from shore to shore
Accoiding to M Forel,^ there aie both longitudinal and
transverse seiches Then effect is most distinctly seen at

Geneva, wheie they sometimes raise the level of the water
fiom 4 to 5 feet They are not improbably due to several
distinct causes, but the most efficient w ould appeal to he
a difteience of barometric pressure in different ]>aits of the

lake In the eastern poition of the lake there is an
irregular but violent current during spring and autumn,
called Laideyre or La Dieie, which is supposed to be due
to subterranean affluents The principal winds are the

Bise from the north east, the stormy Bornand that rushes

from the ravines of Savoy, and the dr^ south wind, known
as the Sdchard Less use is made of the lake as a means
of communication since the opening of the railw^ay along
the Swiss shore, but the lateen sails of the minor craft

still brighten the landsc ipe, and an excellent steam service

is maintained by a company formed in 1873 The first

steamboat the “ William Tell,” was introduced on the lake

in 1823, and the first saloon steamboat, the '‘Mont Blanc,
’

dates only from 1876
The Lake of Geneva ifa not so rich m fish as many of

the smaller lakes of Switzeiland^ Comparatively small

success has attended the attempts of Professor Chavam es

of Lausanne to introduce the salmon, which, like many
othei fishes, finds the Peite du Rhone a barrier between

^ M Forel s numerous studies on the subject will be found in tlie

Bihliotlieque Unvoei selle, and the Bulletin de la soc laitd (L'lusanne)

^ According to G Lunel, whose Hisioire rwiturelle des ^oissons dii

hassvn du Leman (Geneva, 1874) has sui erseded the valuable inenioii of

Piofessoi Juiine in the Memovres de la Soctctie de physique, tome in

(1825), there aie 21 species —Perea Jluviat'dis, L ,
Coitus got lo, L ,

Lota *oulgarzs, Cuv Cyprvnus carpio, L Cyprinopsis auratus, L ,

Tvnea rmlgaris, Ciiv
,
Oobio fiuviatiiis, Cuv ,

ATbu/inus liicidus,

Heckel
,
Alh. bipunctatus, h Scardinius erythrophthahnus, Bonap ,

Leucucus rutilus, L ,
Squahus cephalus, Bonap., Phoxinus hsms,

Ag ,
Cdbitis larbatula, Lin Coregonus fera, Juime

,
Coregonus

hiemalis, Junne, ThymaUus 'oulgaris, Nilsson
,
Salmo vmhla, L ,

Trutta variabili^i, G L
,
Esox luciu$,li ,

AngmlUc indgaris,'Flemmg
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the sea and the lake The “ fera ” {Corcgonus ferci) is

economically the most important species In the mud at

the bottom of the lake there exists an inteiesting fauna, of

about 40 species, mainly belonging to the lower ciders
Sevei il of tlie species, a*^ Gammar^is ccecits, are found 1000
feet below the surface, in the reign of perpetual daikness
Two species of gastoropods of the genus Limncexis aie

worthy of special note as possessing developed lungs,

though they live at a depth of from 150 to 300
feet ^

See Eololphe Eey, et Ics rives du Ltmctii, 3d ed (Geneva,
lS7.j)

,
Cgh, Taschenhuth Sthwcizerisohen staiistiks (Ziiiich, ISTf)

Hoibst Det Gtyifei See und sevne Uvigchung (Weimai, 1877)

GENEVA., a post village of Ontaiio county, New York,
U S ,

IS beautifully situated at the north end of Seneca Lake,
on the New York central railway and at the terminus of the
Ithaca branch railway, 52 mile:, E S E of Rochester One
of ito chief features is the terraced gardens, which extend
fiom the piincipil street to the shore of the lake

,
and there

aie also two fine parks Geneva is the seat of Hobiib Free
College, which is under Episcopalian management, and has

9 pinfessors and about 50 students It has also a giaded
union school, attended by upwards of 1000 pupiE The
prospeiity of the town depends clnefi} on the nurseries in

the neighbourhood, which extend to neaily 10,000 acres,

and from which plants to the value of more than 1,000 000
dollirs are shipped annually Tliere aie also maible woiks,
benching woiks, and iron works A daily line of steamers
l)lies between Geneva and Watkins at the head of the lake
The population in 1870 was 5521
GENEVA CONVENTION, an agreement concluded at

an intern itional conference which was held at Geneva in

1864, under the presidency of General Dufoui the Swiss
plenipotentiary, for the purpose of amelioiating the condi
tion of the sick and wounded in time of war The ciedit
of originating this conference must be given to two citizens
cf Geneva, Dunant, a physician, who published a staitling
account of whit he had seen in two military hospitals on
the field ot Sjlferino, and his fiieud Moynier, chairman of

the Geneva society of public utility, who took up the idea
of neutraLzmg the sick wiggons/’ formed associations
for its agitation, and at length piessed it upon the Go\ein
ments of Europe, most of which sent repiesentatives to
the conference The convention v^as drawn up and
signed by them on the 22d August, and since then it has
received the adherence of eveiy European powder, and one
Asiatic (vi7

,
Persii) The convention consists of ten

articles, of which the last two are formal.
The others provide (1) for the neutiality of amhulaiices and

mihUiy hospitals as long as they coutim any sick (2) foi that of
their stiff

, (3) that the neutrality of these persons shall continue
aftci occupation of their hospitals by the enemy, so that they may
stay 01 depait as they choose, (4) that if they depiit, thc} can
tak only their piivate piopcity with them, except in case ot
ambulances, whieh they maj remove entne

, (6) that a sick soldiei
III a house shall be comite i a protection to it an I entitle its
occupant to exemption from the quarteiing of tioops and fiom pait
of the wai requisitions

, (6) that wounded men shall, when cured,
be sent back to then own countiy on condition of not beaimg aims
dmmg the lest of the wu

, (7) that hospitals and ambulances shall
caii"j, m addition to the flag of their nation, a distinctive and
uiiifoim flag beaiing a red cross on a white ground, and that then
staff shall weai an arm badge of the same colours, (8) that the
det Ills shall be left to the commanders
A second confeience was held at Geneva on the same

subject in 1868, and a supplementary convention drawn out,
which, though not formally signed, has been acquiesced in
by all the signatories of the original convention, except the
pope, and which, while still unratified, was adopted pro
visionally by France and Germany in their war of 1870
It consists partly of interpretations of the former conven-

^ For details see Foiel’b contributions to the Bidletm de la soe vau-
il 16^ drs 'ivat

, t xiii
,
&c
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tion, and partly of an application of its principles to

maritime wars Its mam piovisions are these —
That, ^^hen a person engaged in an ambulance oi hospital

occupied b} the enemj desiio^s to dopait, thc comniandii in chief

shall fix thc time for his depaiture and, wlKn hedesiios to loniain,

that he be paid his full salary that account shill be taken in

exacting wai requisitions not only ot actuil lodging of wauiided
men but of any displiy of charity towarls them

,
th it thc lubj

which peuiiits cuicd soldieis to rctuin home on condition of not
sei\mg again shall not appb to ofbcois, foi tbeu knowledge iinglit

be U'.eful that hospital ships, meicliantmen with wouink 1 on
boaid and boats picking up wounded and wieekcd nun, sn ill It

lunitial, that they shall cair> the red cioss flag and tlieii in n tb
red enoss aimlet

,
that hospital ships belonging to Govcininent sli ill

be painted white with a gieen stiake, those of aid societiis wliit

with a led sti ike that iii na^ al w ais any strong \ i esuinption lli it

the convention is being ibiised by one of the belligeients sli ill gne
the other the right ot suspending it tow aids tli it powei till tlie

coiitiaiy IS pio\e(l, and if the pi esuinption becomes a eeitiint}, oi

sus] ending it to the eii I of the w ir

GENEVIE\ E, or Genovefa, St, pationcss of Pins,
flourished duiing the latter half of the 5th centmy Slit

was born about 425 at Nanterie near Pans, oi according

to another tradition at Montrieie, hoi piaients wcio called

Severus and Gerontia, but accounts difFei widely as to then
social position. According to the legend, she was only m
her seventh year when she was induced by Bishop (litei

wards Saint) Geimain d’Auxeire to dedicate hcistlf to the

religions life On the death of liei paientsslic leino^cd fo

Pans, wdiere she distingiiLshed herself by the activity of hci

benevolence, as well as by the austeiity of her sanctitj

She IS said to liave been thc recipient of supernatuial le

velations, and to have piedicted the iii\asion of the ITuiis
,

and when Attila with Ins army was threatening thc city,

she gave courage to the panic stricken inliabiLants l>y ui

assuiance, justified by subsequent events, to the effect tint

the attack would come to nothing (451) In tlio ycai B 0

she caused a chuich to be built ovei the tomb of St 3)ciiis,

wheie the abbey was afterwaids raised by Dagobiit
I Her death occmicd in 500, oi accoiding to aiioUu i

account in 512, and hei remains weie ultimately hud in tiu

chapel bearing hei name, wdiich has now^ boconio nici-.< d in

the Pantheon or Eglme St Gencvmve Cha’iicnlici
j
nl

lishcd in 1G87 a life of the saint ]>asBd upon the ituiu on
of an anonymous authoi who is alleged to have wiittiu lu i

biography only eighteen aftci hci de itli I he luK,

miraculous and other, aie also given in the Bollandi'^t If /

1

Scuictoium and in the gieat woik of Tillcniont IFii

festival is celebiated cm the 3d of I inuaiy

Che ‘ Canomci of St GLmMo\<' ' oi ' C uu>iii i of tli

gallon of Pi inc<
,

< oiibtitutc i icligu us oi b i d iting ii mi 1 1 in
whudi yeai tlioj wlio oigauizcdiy ( haib si luu, i ic fbiiinngmonk
belonging to the il>l c} of St \ nuu iil it nhs 'lht\ j q idh
came into consilerillo n puti

,
aiul Ui a consuKi d)lc ]> iiod tli

chancelloi of the Soibonne w is d ly chosi n fiom tin ii oi 1 i

The daugliteis of &t Gciie\ u \ o w»ii lonstitiitc i in 10 it Puis
at the instance of a pious nun of thc n iinc of 1 lossil 1 ut sin<

then union, in 1665, with the ridii ‘ of tlu IIolj I mnlj, w}io-,t

lady foundicss was cillcd Mn union, they have bun 1 cst known ts

Miiamiones They’- find then chief enqloynunt in ten ling tin

sick and in the education of gnls

GENGA, GmoL43vio (c 1476—1551), apai fei and archi-

tect, was born in Urbmo towards 1476 At the age cf ten

he was apprenticed to the woollen trade, but showed so imuli
inclination for drawing that he w^as sent to study uudet an
obscure painter, and at thnteen under Luca Signorelli,

with whom he remained a considerable while, frequently
painting the accessoiies of his jactures He was afterwaids
for three years with Pietro Perugmo, in company with
Raphael, and he developed a similar style of painting He
next worked in Florence and Siena, along witli Timoteo
della Vite

,
and in the latter city he painted various com*

positions for Pandolfo Petrucci, the leading local statesman
of the time Returning to U rbmo, he w as employ ed hy Duke
Guidobaldo in the decoiations of lub pilace, and she " ed
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eT-traoidiiiary aptitude foi theatrical adornments Thence
he went to Rome , and in the church of S Cateima da
Siena, m that capital, is one of his most distinguished w^orks,

The Resurrection, remarkable both for design and for colour
mg He studied the Roman antiquities with zeal, and
measured a number of edifices

,
this piactice, combining

with his previous mastery of perspective, qualified him to
shine as an architect Francesco j\Iaria, the reigning duke
of Urbino, lecalled Genga, and commissioned him to

execute works in connexion with his marriage festivities

This pLince being soon afterwards expelled by Pope Leo X
,

Genga followed him to Mantua, whence he w^eiit for a
time to Pesaro The duke of Urbuio wa^ eventually
restored to his dominions

, he took Geuga with him, and
appointed him the ducal architect As he neared the close

of his careei, Genga retired to a house m the vicinity of the

city, contmnmg still to produce designs in pencil
,

one, of

the Conversion of St Paul, was particulaily admired Here
he died on the 11th of July 1551 Genga was a sculptoi

and musician as w’-ell as painter and aicliitect , and he
%viDte vaiions essays, is yet unpublished, on the aits

He w^cls jovial, an excellent talkei, and kindly to his

friends His principal pupil was Francesco Menzocchi
His own son Bartolommeo, (1518—1558), also a pupil,

became an architect of celebiity In Genga’s paintings

there is a great deal of freedom, and a certain peculiaiity

of chiracter consonant with his versatile, lively, and social

ternpelament One of his leading woiks is in the church
of St Augustine in Cesena,—a triptych m oil colouib, lepie

seating the Annunciation, God the Father m Gloiy, and the
Madonna and Child Among his architectural labours are

the church of the Baptist m Pesaro, one of the finest

edifices m that neighbourhood, the bishop’s palace at

Smigagha
,
the facade of the cathedral of Mantua, ranking

higli among the productions of the 16th century
,
and a new

palace foi the dnko of Urbino, bmlt on the Monte Impenale
He was also conceined in the fortifications of Pesaro.

GENGIS KHAIST See Jenghiz Kh\n
GENLIS, SrpPHANiE Felicite Ducrest de Saint

Aubin, CoKTEbSE DE (1746-1830), a voluminous French
writer, was born of a noble but impoverished Burgundian
family, at the Chflteau de Champeery, near Autun, on tlie

25th of January 1746 When six years of age, si e was
received as a cauoness into the noble chapter of Alix, near
Lyons, with the title of Madame la Comtesse de Lancy, taken
fiom the town of Bouibon Lancy, of which her father was at

that time superioi Her entire education, however, was con
ducted at home uiidei the eye of her mother by an aecom
plished governess In 1758 she removed along with her
mother to Pans, where hei skill in music and her vivacious

wit speedily attracted attention and admiiatioii Hei
mariiage with the Comte de Genlis, a colonel of gieuadiers,

who afterwaida became maiquis of Sillery, took place in

hei sixteenth year, but was not sufifeied to interfeie wuth
a rapidly developing taste for acquiring and imparting
knowledge Some years later, thiough the influence of her

aunt, Madame de Montesson, who had been clandestinely

mairied to the duke of Oileans, she entered the Palais

Royal as lady in-waitmg to the duchess of Chartres (1770)

,

and, after having acted with great energy and zeal as gover-

ness to the daughters of the tamily, she was in 1781
appointed by the duke to the responsible ofiice of “gouver
neur ” of his sons, a bold step which, though it led to the

resignation of all the tutois as well as to much social

scandal, can hardly in fairness be held to ha\e seriously

prejudiced the intellectual interests at li^ast of those com
mitted to her charge The better to carry out her theory

of education, she wrote seveial works foi the use of her

royal pupils, the best known of which are the The^itie

d'jSducaUon (1779-80), a collection of short comedies for
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young people, and Les Annales de la Vejtii (1781) Wlien
the Revolution of 1789 occuiied, Madame de Genlis showed
herself not unfavourable to the movement, and is said to
have had consideiable influence on the conduct of the duke
of Orleans , but the fall of the Girondins in 1793 compelled
her to take lefuge in Switzerland along with her jiupil

Mademoiselle d’Orleans It was in this year that hei
husband, the marquis of Sillery, from whom she had
been separated since 1782, perished on the scaffold An
‘"adopted” daughter, Pamela Berkley or Simms, had
been married to Lord Edwaid Fitzgeiald in the preceding
Decembei (see Sir Bernard Burke s Eise of Great Famzhes,
1872) In 1794 Madame de Genlis fixed her lesi

deuce at Berlin, but having been expelled by the oideii)

of King Frederick William, she afterwards settled in
Hambuig, where she supported hei self for some years
by wilting and painting After the resolution of 18th
Brumaire (1799) she was permitted to return to Fiance,
and was received with favoui by Napoleon, who gave
her apartments at the arsenal, and afterwards assigned her
a pension of 6000 francs During this period she wrote
largely, and produced what is geneially considered to be
her best romance, entitled MademoiseVe de Oleiznozit At
the restoiation she succeeded in adjusting hei self once more
to the new state of things, and continued to write wuth
all her former diligence Her later years were occupied
largely with literary quarrels, notably wnth that which arose
out of the publication of the Dinezs dn Baron dlloIhatJi^

a volume in which she set forth with a good deal of sarcastic

cleverness the intolerance, the fanaticism, and the eccen
tricities of the “ philosophes ’ of the 18th century
Madxme de Genlis before her death, which occuired on the
31st of December 1830, had the satisfaction of seeing hei
former pupil, Louis Philippe, seated on the throne of Fiance
The numeious w 01k*^ of Madxme de Geifiib (winch coiisidei ablj

exceed eighty) conipiisiiig piose and poetical compositions on a
vast vaiiety of subjects and of vaiioiis degiees of meiit, owed much
of their success to ad\ entitions causes which liaxe long ceased to

oiDei ite and they aie now but little lead The swiftness with
w'hioh thc;^ w ere wnitten, their x ery multiplicity, and then diffuse

ness, all forbid us to look in them foi thought of peiemiial x xlue oi

literaiy art of any high oidci Ihev are useful, howevei (esjeeiallj.

the voluminous Memoxz es), as fuinishing mateiial foi Instoij
, and

she hei self can haidly pass altogetliei unnoticed in the cioxxd which
thionged the stage of x^ubho life m the confused and busy lime of
the Fieiich Rexolution Most of liei xxiiliugs x^eie tiaiislaled into

Enghsh almost as soon as tliey were -['tiblished

OENNADIUS Georgius Scholar! oi Scholar! us, better

known as Gennadius, a learned Greek and for some tune
patiiaich of Constantinople, obtains a place in history

through the important part played by him in the contest

between Platonism and Aristoteliamsm which maiks the

transition from mediaeval to modern thought Extremely
little is known of his life, and so contradictoi} are some of

the accounts bearing on detached facts m it that it has

often been supposed there were two writers of the same
name living at the same period The researches of

Renaudot seem, however, to render it apx^ioximately certain

that all the historical notices w^e possess relate to one

Scholarius, and that the apparent inconsistency in the

accounts is due largely to a real change m that writer’s

views Scholarius first appears m history as assisting at

the great council held m 1438 at Ferrara and Florence with

the object of bringing about a union between the Greek and

Latin Churches (see Eugenius IV, Bessaeion) At the

same council was present the celebrated Platonist, George

Gemistus Pletho, the most powerful opponent of the then

dominant Aristoteliamsm, and consequently the special

object of reprobation to Gennadius In church matters^ as

in philosophy, the two were opposed,—Pletho maintaining

strongly the prmcii^les of the Greek Church, and being

unwilhng to accept uniou through compromise, Gennadius,
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more politic and cautious, pressing the necessity for union,

and instrumental in drawing up a form which from its

vagueness and ambiguity might be acce[)ted by both paities.

It would seem thtit at Florence Pletho published the

woik on the difference between Aristotle and Plato (see

GemistU'^) which afterwards called forth a reply from
Gennadias. Of this rci)ly only the fr iginents quoted by
Pletho in his counter-aiguineiit {Conti a Gennadi at)

i)
have

been preserved. They show that Gennadius, though Aris-

totelian throughout, had an accurate knowledge of Aristotle,

and was more moderate than some of his contemporaries,
e rj.^ George of Trebizond. The next appearance of

Gennadius is in 1453, After the capture of Constantinople
by the Turks, Mahomet, finding that the patriarchal chair

had been vacant for some time, resolved to elect some one
to tlie ofHce. The choice fell on Scholarins, who is de-

scribed as a layman. While holding the epl.-^copal office

Gennadius drew up, ai)parently for the u^e of Mahomet, a
symbol or confession of faith, which is very valuable as the

earliest expression of the principles of the Greek Church.
He also at this time hid the pleasure of condemning to the

flames the great xvork of his old opponent Pletho, the
treatise on Law6 (No/xot), of which considerable fragments
have come down to us. The character of this work was
accurately apprehended by Gennadius (see his Letlev to trie

ExanJi Joseph^ in Gass, as below), and his opposition to it

is intelligible. After a short period of office at Const iiiti-

noplo Geunadius is said to have resigned the episcopal

dignity and to liave retired into a convent. The date of

his death is unknown.
The fullest account of his writings is given in Gass {Gennculins

cml Pletho, 1844), the second part of which contains Pletlio’s

Contra Gcnnadium, See also F. Schultze, Gesch. dor Phil d.

Eruaissance, i., 1874. A list of the known writings of Gennadius
is given in Fabiicius, JBihhotheca Gicccrf, ed Hail(*&s, voL \i.

GENOA, in literary Italian Genova, in the local dialect

Zene, in Latin and German Genua, in mediaeval Latin
Ja'hiia, and in French G^nes, one of the most important
cities of Italy, is situated in what was formerly known as

Liguria, on the northern coast of the Mediterranean near the

middle of the Gulf of Genoa. The latitude of its lighthouse

is 14° 24' 16" N, and its longitude 8° 54' 15" E. By rail

Genoa is 115 English miles N.E, of Nice and 119 miles

N.W of Leghorn. The city, as seen from the sea, is ^‘hullfc

nobly,” and deserves the title it has acquired or assumed of

the Superb. Finding only a small space of level ground
along the shore, it has been obliged to climb the lower hills

of the Ligurian Alps, which afford many a coign of vantage
for the effective display of its architectural magnificence.

The original nucleus of the city is that portion which lies

to the east of the port in the neighbourhood of the old pier

(Molo Yecchio). In the 10th century it began to feel a

lack of room within the limits of its fortifications
;
and

accordingly, in the middle of the 12th century, it was found
necessary to extend the line of circmnvallation. Even this

second circuit, however, was of small compass, and it was
not till 1320-30 that a third line took in the greater part

of the modern site of the city proper. This presented
about 3 miles of rampart towards the land side, and can
still be easily traced from point to point through the city,

though large poitions, especially towards the east, have been
dismantled. The present line of circumvallation dates from
1626-1632, the period when the independence of Genoa
was threatened by the dukes of Savoy. From the mouth
of the Bisagno in the east, and from the lighthouse point in

the west, it stretches inland over hill and dale to the great

fort of Sperone, i.e., the Spur, on the summits of Monte
Peraldo at a height of 1650 feet,—the circuit being little

less than 12 miles, and all the important points along the

line being defended by forts or batteries. Of course a large

portion of the enclosed area is open country, dotted only

here and there with houses and gardens. There are eight

gates in all,—the more important being PortaPila and Poita

Komaiia towards the east, and the new Poita Laiiterna or

Lighthouse Gate to the \vebt.

The irregular lelief of its site, and its long confinement

within the limit of fortifications which it had outgiown,

have both contributed to lendei Genoa a x^icturesque con-

fusion of nairow streets, lanes, and alLeys, which it would
almost require the delicate diminutives of Italian to nanu,

varied with stairways climbing the steejper slopes, and
bridges spanning the dee^^er valleys. As there are largo

poitions of the town which are quite inaccessible to oidinai y
carriages, and many even of tlie more important streets liav e

very Httle room foi tiaffic, x^orters and chairs take to a con

siderable extent the cabs, and goods are largely

transported by means of mules. In the middle of the ICth

century the Government gave commencement to a system

of more spacious thoiouglifares than had previously been in

vogue by laying out the street which still bears the name
of Via Nuova; in 1606 the Via BalM, as it was ultimately

called from the palaces of theBalbi family, began to stictch

westwards; and at length, about 1778, a connexion betw ecn

these two streets was effected by the oi>ening up of Via
Nuovissima. The line thus extending as it

does from the Piazza Fontaue Morose westwaid foi about

a mile to the Piazza Yeide is still the route most in favour

with the fashionable w’oild of Genoa. As eaily as the

middle of the 17th century the Yia Giulia wms driven

through the midst of the small streets between the ducal

palace and the Porta d’Arco
;
but it was not till about 1825

that the Yia Cailo Felice gave free route between the

palace and the Piazza Foiitane Morose. The Yia Loieiizo

and the long line of street which, under the nnines of C^ailo

Alberto, S. Benedetto, and Milano, luns round the yiuit to

its western extremity, also belong to this centuiy. The
sxmeious Yia Pioma, running east from Yia Cailo Felice to

meet the Yia A&sarotti, has been built since 1870 ;
and the

area of the Piazza Cavour w^as only about the Scinio time

cleared of the old houses. The great xaiblic x:>ionicnacle of

Arquasola already mentioned was laid out by the aichitecfc

Carlo Barabino between 1821 and 1837 ;
and it ha.s been

connected with the gardens of the Yilletta di Negii, xmi-

chased by the municix^ality about 1865.

Of the churches of Genoa, which number iq^w^arcls of < tin

eighty, the princixaal is the cathedral of St Laiiience (il

duomo di San Lorenzo). Tradition makes its founda-

tion contemporary with St Laurence himself
;

tlieie is

distinct historic mention of a church on the site in the

latter part of the 9th century; and a document of 9 67 im-

plies that it was even then the metrcq^olitan chmeh. Ile-

constructed about the end of the 11th and beginning of

the 12th century, it was foimally conseciated by P()X>e

Gelasius IL, 18th October 1118; and since then it has

undergone a large number of extensive though p^^rtial

renovations. In the facade the lower x'>ait, w-ith its tliiee

elaborate doorways in the G othico-Moorish style, dotes from
the 12th century; the uxqDer part belongs to the 11th; and
the belfry which rises above the right-hand dooiway was
erected about 1520 by the doge, Ottaviano da Cainpo-

fragoso. ' To the 13th century is assigned the central

nave, wliich was, however, both lengthened and heightened
ill the 14th; and the cupola was erected after the

designs of the architect Galeasso Alessi invited to

Genoa about 1550. Among the artists w^ho have con-

tributed to the internal decoration the most noteworthy
are Damiano of Bergamo, who represented the Slaughter
of the Innocents and the Martyrdom of St Laurence iu

the woodw^ork of the choir; Lazzaro Tavaroiie, who
painted the roof about 1622 ; G. B. Bianco, who furnished
the bronze statue of the Madonna of the city in 1652 ^
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Gian Giacomo della Porta, the sculptor of the statues of

Maik and Luke in the presbyterium
;
and Giovanni Maiia

Pasaalo and Giovanni Angelo Monfcorsoli, the sculptors of

the corresponding statues of Mitthew and John. The
stained glass windows of the choir, repieseuting the four

pitron saints of the city, are the work of Giovanni Beitiiii.

To none of the chapels in the cathedral, rich as seveial of

thenl are in works of artistic value, can a higher rank be
assigned than bo the chapel of St John the Baptist The
main design, with its elaborate detail of columns and aiab-

esquos, and foliage and statues, was due to Pio Domenico da
Bibsono, who from 1450 was engaged for ten years on the

woik. Statues by Mattso Civitalj, of Lucca and Andrea
Coiitucci of ]Monte San Savino, a rich and costly baldachin
presented by Count Filippino Doria, and stained glass

windows designed by IJlisse de' ^lattei, are among the later

additions to its decoration. On one day only in the course

of the year are women allowed to enter the chapel
]

foi was
it not a woman who procured the death of the Baptist ^

Amid the profusion of ecclesiastical bric-a-brac in the nooks

and niches of the cathedial, there are objects enough of
consideiable interest. Heie, bound together by ciatt of
goldsmith, is an octagonal bowl, brought fiom d^siuta in
1101, which corresponds to the descuptions givfu ot tho
Holy Grail, and was longrcgaided as an emeiald oi match
less price, but which tinned out, when broken by <s

Flench purloineis, to be only a leiiiarkable piece of amicnb
glasb.

Of older date than the cathedial is the church of St OMicr
Ambrose and St Peter, if its hifct foundation be coiiectly i lie dies,

assigned to the Milanese bislnq^ Honoratus of the Gth
century, but the present edifice is due to the Society,

of Jesus, who obtained possession of the chuich in

1587, and employed the skill of Pellegiino Tebaldi in its

re&toiation. Among the paintings of this church the fiibb

place is natjarally giron to the Ciicumcision and Rt Ignatius
by rtiihens, and to tlie Assumption of Guido Bei i. The
Annunziata del Guastato is one of the largest and wealthiest

churches in the city. It cuves its hist toundation to tlie

order of the HnnnJititi, but S Marta, a*- it was ine nally
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7 „ Sena. 15 Sena Gai dens 23 Unn ei sit\

S „ Adonio. 16 Chui ch of the Annunziata 24 Ducal Pjildcc

2*) Dogana oi Custom House.
27 Gi tat ITospit il.

•2S Con^iLnatono (Idle Fit ''dune.
20 Di af and Dumb In-tirutiOTi.

SO 01(1 At serial,

ra P ig uuiii Tlieati o

82 Audi cii Don i 'I licati e

34 Ilosyit il of Sant’ Andrea

called, was a small building till it passed about 1505 into

the hands of the Conventuals of St Francis, by whom the

present gigantic structure was planned and partly erected.

The rest of the main edifice w'as due to the Observartines

of the same order, who came into possession in 1537, and

gave the church its modern name ;
and the necessary

funds were largely supplied by the Lomellini family.

The church is a cruciform structure, with a dome, and

the central nave is supported by fourteen columns id the

Corinthian style. To the iinfinibhed brick facade an

incongruous portal with marble columns was added about

1843, after the plans of Carlo Barabino. Santa Maria

delle Yigne probably dates from the 9th century, but the

present structure was erected tow’^ards the close of the 16th.

The canijianlle, liow’e\er, is a remarkable w-oik of the

13th century. San Siro, originally the Church of the

Apostles ” and the cathedial of Genoa, was rebuilt by the

Benedictines in the lltli century, and restored and
enlarged by the Theatines in the 16th. Santa Maria di

Cariguano, or more correctly Santa Maria Assunta e SS.

Fabiano e Sebastiano, belongs mainly to the 16 th

century, and was designed by Gaieazzo Alessi, in imita-

tion of Bramante’s plan for St Peter’s at Rome. Tlie

expense w^as borne by the Sauli family. From the highest

gallery of the dome—368 feet abive the sea level, and 1 94

feet above the ground—a magnificent view is obtained <»f

the city and the neighbouring coast. S. Stefano dates from

969, and keeps its ancient cainuanile, but it has been
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several tunes rebuilt The famous painting of the martyr-

dom of Sfc Stephen, by Giulio Romano, earned off by

Napoleon in 1811, was restoied to the church in 1815

The Kadalena, as it now stands, was built by Andrea

Vaiinone about the close of the 16th century, and San
Filippo Neil was rebuilt in the close of the 17th century

at the expense of the Pallavicini family S Matteo, the

churoh of the D’Oria or Dona family, was founded in

1126 by Martino Dona, and the present edifice, aftei the

designs of Montorsoli, dates from 1543 In the crypt is

the tomb of Andiea Dona the Great by the same Montor-

soli, and above the mam altar hangs the dagger presented

to the doge by Pope Paul III

The palaces of the Genoese patricians are famous for

their sumptuous architecture and their artistic collec-

tions. The Palazzo Rosso, or Red Palace, elected in the

middle of the 17th century, was in 1874 presented to the

city by Maria, the wife of Raffaele de Ferrari, duke of

Galliera, and her son Filippo de Ferraii, along with its

library and picture galleiy The old palace of the

doges, now the seat of the prefecture, 'was rebuilt in

the 16 th century, and again lestored after a great fiie in

1777 ,
the neighbouring tower, from which the magis-

trates weie summoned by toll ot bell, dates from the

beginning of the 14th century A sixteenth century

palace, formerly the propeity of the dukes of Turin,

IS now occupied by the municipality, and contains among
Its more curious treasuies a bronze tablet (117 ad),
with an inscription relating to a dispute between Genoa
and a neighbouring castle, tvio autograph letters ot

Cjlumbus, and Paganini’s violin The inscription, dis-

coveied m 1506, was punted for the first time in 1520 by
Brucelli, whose woiks foim part of Grsevius’s Thesawus,
and among its modern commentators are Serra in the
Transactions of the Imperial Academy of Genoa, and
Simom and Grassi in the Tiansactions of the Ligurian
Society of Native History The palace which was pre
seated in 1528 by the republic to Andrea Dona is a large
building of the 15th century, restored and extended under
the doge’s direction, and decorated with frescos by Perino
del Vaga The royal palace, built m the middle of

the 16th century foi the Durazzo family, was acquired by
Victor Emmanuel in 1817 Among other buildings of the
same class, the Duiazzo palaces in the Via Nuovissima,
and the Via Balbi, the Balbi Senaiega in the Via Balbi,
the Sarra palace in the Via Nuova, and the Paluvicmo in
the Piazza Fontane Moiose are worthy of note

Of most historical interest among the benevolent institutions of
Genoa is the hospital of Pammatone (Ospedale civile di Pammatone),
a vast edifice contiguous to the public paik of Acquasola It oi^es
its origin to the bequest in 1429 of Baitolommeo Bosco, and the ex-
cellence of the infirmary thus established caused the citizens to
inocuie peimission horn Sixtus V to divert the funds of all similar
minoi foundations to its support New buildings were elected in
162b by Giacomo Saluzzo, and still largei additions were made in
1758, uiidci the superintendence of Andiea Oisolino TJndti the
same committee with the general hospital is the hospital for in-
cmabhs (Ospedale dei Cronici, oiigiiially Bidotto degli Incurabili),
instituted towaids the end of the 16th century by Ettoie Veruazza*
and taken undei the direct control of the civil authontics in 150o’
The gi eat pooihoiise (Albeigo dei Poven), dating fiom about 1666,
IS a vist building, aftci designs by Stefano Scamglia, covering no
less than 215,280 square feet, and accommodating 1400 inmates, who
manufactuie cotton and woollen cloth, fiirnituie, embioidery, &c
The so called Conseivatorio delle Fiescbiiie was founded in 1763 in
accordance with the v^ill of Domenico Fieschi, as an asylum for
destitute giils

,
and in 1783 his widow left 80,000 lire to provide a

dowry of 500 lire for any of the inmates leaving the institution to
be married or to take the veil A considerable reputation has been
acquired by the flowei-makeis of this institution
The sums bequeathed for charitable puiposes dunn^^ 1863-75

amounted to 3,798,106 francs, in addition to the immense dona-
tons (about thiity millions of francs) of the deceased duke of
Gallieia

The highest educational institution in Genoa is the royal univer-

sity, which occupies a palace iii the Vii oiigindl^ luilttliu

about 1623 foi the Jesuit 1 itiicis cntiu&tcd b\ the iinj^istiat s AMtli veraity

the supervision of education m 1572 llic icpuUic had icccncd
the light of coiifeiiiiig degiees fiom Pope Si\tus IV as caily as

1471, a piivilege conhimed by the enqcioi Mi\iniiliai I in 1496

On the dissolution of the Jesuits the adniinistiation of the colltge

passed into the hands of the k public, and the pioMSioiial Gomiu-
mciit of 1797 leinauguiah d it as a unuasityiii IbOd In ISOS,

duimg the Flench occupitioii, itvas issmulatcd to the othui im-
eiial acadeiniis, so that its picscnt oigani/ation may be siid to

ate only fiom 1812 It numbeis about 400 students, wlio liavf

the advantage of a physical and a natinal lustoiy inuscuiu, an
anatomical cabinet, a mctcoiological obscivatoiy, a bot inn il

gaidcn, anil a libiaiy The libiary, oiigiiiatcd by the Jesuits,

mimbeis about 80,000 volumes, among which none is considcicd of

gicatei value by the Genoese than the maiiusciipt collection of tlx

laws and enactments of their republic, Lihct juriw/a coni'ni unis ^Oiooh
Januemis In Genoa, as elscwheie in Italy, grcit advanci his
been made both iii sccondaiy and piimaiy education since 1807
111 1877 the city possessed two gymnasiums, a lyceum naim d alter

Chiistopher Columbus, thice tccliiiical schools, a high school foi

female education oi>cned by the iiumicipahty m 1874, a icmile
iioimal school dating fiom 1859, a leaclicis’ tiamingschool founded
in 1861, andupwmids of 40 lufint schools (Asili d Infauzu) of

which the first was opened m 1840 The loyal technic il institute lustiUi-
conipiises thiee distinct sections—apiokssioinliiKlustii ilinstitiilc, tions foi

an institute of ineicantilc maiiiic, and a system of ciciiing clissi s

in ill ithcinatics, cliemihti}, mccliiuics, La, and a lo} il n i'

d

college was opened in 1873 The Liguiiin m idemy of tin tiiii iits

owed its oiigiii in 1751 to riaiieesco Mam Dona, and the ] al i o

in which its museums and galleiies aie situ ited w is eu 1 1( I m LS U
b} C ailo Baiabino A music il institute, founded b} Antoni i C( st i

and m untamed by the municijjality, has looms iii the coiiMiit of

St Philip Neil A society foi the
j
loniotion of the hue aits d iti s

from 1849, the Liguuan society of native histoiy liom 1857, and a
society for the aits and ludustiies of Liguiri fiom 1871 bcsidts Lilji lues

the university libiai 3 tlioie aie foui public libiaiies—the Bibliotu i

Civico Beiiana (40,000), piesentcd to the iuuiuei])ality b\ Vietoi
Lniinanuel I

,
to whom it Ind been bequeithed, the Billiotua

della Missione Urbaua (40,000), a noble collection iieli ni minu
seiipts of Ligunan histoi} and Greek codices, wliieli owes its

to the legacy of Geiolamo Fi iiizoiie in 1727 ,
the Pildiotei i 1 1 in

zoinana (12,000), due to the same G liiii/oiie and idmimstiK d
by the congiegatioii of Evangelical Woikineii and, lasth, the
fine hbiaiy which foi ms pait of the gicat kg icy in the Pili/zo
liosso A museum of uaturil history (Musco Civieo di tot N u ),

opened m the Villetta di Negio in 1^73, is woith> of s]»( ( i il nob
foi the collections made by Giacomo Doiii, Picciii DAllutis,
andAntiuoii Pietuie galleiies aie to be found in 1111113 of tin Picturi
diieient palaces, and in two at least, the Paliz/o ItO'^^o nd tin irdkiiis
Palazzo Bianco, the collections aie of it \ dm \u i ilh nt
law foibiis the lemoval fiam the city 01 piovinee of an\ ol ]ut ot

ciueieiit ait without the Stinetion of a coiniiiission iindi tin jk si

dency ot the picfect hi 1877 the Gcuoest h id i elioiu of alumt i 'Jliealn'..

dozen theatics, small aiidgie it, iin liHiv ( of tliose 111 S inijui id in n i

Of these the gicatest is the C nlo 1 di e, ( le^tid 111 1 ^20 ~2 S uiidt r

the pcitionage of tin king whose n imc it beais The N itioii il

Theitie, lebuilt 111 1790, dates oiigiii illy fiom 17n2, and il b is in
oldii iiial in the Teitio chi Pih one, wliidi is I'.soiiatcd with tin
life of Gohloin, and now seivis is couit tin itre

The mountainous ehiiKtu cf tin siiiioundiiig cmiiitn li i^ ( omn utn
leiideicdit a difheult ladv to supph ( aioiwitli suflKunt nn ms < itnm
of lailway eoinnmnicatiou

,
111 tin 20 inih s, for e\ mq Ic, 1

1

tw( i n
the city and Aiipi ita theie aie eleven tun in Is, th it of Giov 1 1 1 mg
npwaids of 2 miles long The line to the iioith thiough tlic v ill< 3
of the Poleeven, which joins the giiuiil It ill in svstim it Uis
sandiia, w is opened about 1S5L but it was not U\\ 1870 tli d tin
wi stem line was completed so as to give a coiitimioiis iout< fiom
Fiance, audit was Novembtr 1874 befou the eistein hi In n In-
tweenSestii di Levaute and Siiezii csribhslnd i (Oiim\i<n with
the lines along the western coist of ltil3 Sinet tli it d it<*, how-
evei, passengeis and goods cm be conve>id 1 y 1 iil fmni C il ns to
Otranto Theie aic two stations m tlie eit\,—< in foi tht wst
and north, and the otliei for the e ast and south,—emiiu i tc d nn e
1871 by a tunnel 751 8 feet 111 length
Though its existence as a miutiine power was 01 igin dU dm to II nboui.

its poit, Genoa has only begun since lb70 to coiistiULt the (on-
veniences necessaiy foi the modeiu development ot its truh As
caily ds 1134 the old piei (Molo Veeeliiu) w is in cMstince, stn till-
ing westwaid into the gulf, and in 1639 the new pui fMolo
Nuovo) fiom the othei side of the gulf was eomimneiel, aftii tin
plans of Ansaldo de Man Up to 1S78 the fin me 1 hml a hngth
of 2800 feet, and the Uttei was only slightly longt 1 The h iiboiu
thus fonned was in some lespeets a good otn

,
the 1 ottom U mg of

clay furnished excellent anchorage, an I within the mw^pni tlniew^ depth foi the laigest class of vessels P>ut a swt 11 w m dw ivs
felt whenevei the wind was at any point betwem 8 IV and to L.
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The vast bequests of the duke of Gallieia have enabled the autho-
rities to uiidertike (1878) an elaborate scheme foi the extension
andinqno\ement of the poit, including, not onl} a gieat addition of

the haibour area, but also the constiuction of a system of 'uhaiies

and waiehouses, which ha'^e hitheito been suipiisiiigly insufficient

It is difficult to believe that in one of the gieatest liaiboms of

Europe the goods should be “di^cliaiged into lighter-^., slonly
towed by lowing boats to the side of the quxys, lemoved by hind
labour horn the lighteis to uncoveied quays, and again traiis-

Trade lined by hand labour ti the railway” In spite of all these dis-

advantages the shipping tiade of Genoa has lapidly mcieased since

the consolidition of Italy Eiom 1815 to 1825 tlieie was a large

tiade in giciin, with a ooriesponding expansion of otliei blanches
A sudden chiuge was pioduced by a system of dilieiential duties

infa\oui of native giain
,
instead ot 1000 foieign vessels with a

tonnage of 95,000 as in 1821-5, there were only 760 vessels on an
average in the three yeais 1825-8

,
and there was no coiresponding

increase in native shipping, which rose only from 55 to 70 vessels

The more liberal tariffs attached to the commercial treaties, con-
cluded about 1852 with Fiance, England, and Geimany, gave a
nen impulse to foreign tiade, and this was followed up by Count
Cavoui s law exeiniitmg all foreign grain from duty The piin-

cipil imports aie petroleum, raw cotton, wool, giaiii, coal, metal
goods, hides, tobacco, and English cured fish The total aaliie

impoited in 1876 was £14,324,347, and in 1877 £12,066,911,
while the exports for the same years amounted to £2,088,578 and
£1,968,503—exclusive in both cases of goods merely in transit

Dilimg the fi've years 1873-7 the total number of vessels arriving

at Genoa was on an average 2633 pei annum, with an annual ton-

nage of mere than 1,000,000 tons Of these vessels about IS^O
pel annum sailed under the Itilian flag -with 533,900 tons, 421

were English with 284,390 tons, and 320 Fieuch with 106,945
tons The opening of the St Gotthaid Kailway is expected to gi\e

a gieat impulse to Genoese tiade

Local The local iiidustiy devotes itself mainly to the manufacture of

industij cotton and silk, gold, silvei, ivoi}’’, and coial, paper andleathei
goods, macaioni and veimicelli, sugai, and preserved fruits The
coaiser cotton cloths oi bordatti aie the favourite wear of the
Ligurian population Iron founding and shipbuilding aie earned
on in the district, and there is a glowmg export tiade in all aincles

of market gaidemng and lloncultuie

Banks In Michelet’s i)hiase, it may almost bo said that Genoa w’as a
bank befoie it was a city, and its money busmess is still gieatei

than that of any otliei town in Italy The Bank of St George,

founded in 1407, was ‘^one of the most ancient and celebiated

banks of ciiculation and deposit in Europe,” but it nevei itcovered

fioin the damage done to its ciedit by the appropriation of its tiea-

sure, fiist by the Aiistiians in 1740, and again hy the Fiench in

1800 It no longer exists, and the famous building of the 13th
century m wdiich it was accommodated is now used as a customs
house A new bank was founded at Genoa in 1844, which, since

its union ill 1855 mth a similai institution at Turin, beais the
name of the National Bank It has branches at Tuiin, Floience,

Milan, and Naples Up till 1871 its only important rival was the

Cassa di Sconto, but about this time the Genoese, in the words of

the Biitish consul, “W'Cnt mad on the subject of new companies,

and in a single year they started not less than thiity-three banking,
trading, mining, shipping, and manufactuiing concerns ” The
result wis a series of bankiuptcies Bank after hank failed , and
ciiminal proceedings were in several cases instituted against the
hank directors The onlv notes current in Genoa in 1875 were
those of the National Bank and the Tuscan National Bank.

Emigra- The Genoese have long been knowm as a haid-woiking and frugal

tion people
,
and the lo^^ ei classes of the wdiole Ligmian coast are

mined to piivatioii and liaidships Since about 1860 theie has
been a strong cuirent of emigration to South America About
1858 the Liguiiaii settleis in Monte Video, Buenos Ayies, Rio de
la Plata, Rio Janeiio, Lima, and Yalpaiiiso weie estimated at

60,000 ,
and since that date the number of emigrants leaving

northern Italy by way of Genoa has incieased to 80,000 oi 90,000
per annum A veiy consider able pi oportion of this numberretmn to

their native country in then latti i years, and the successful adven-

tiuer usually assists his younger biethien to follow’m his footsteps

A large trade has sprung up wuth South Ameiica, the newest
feature of which is an exportation of Piedmontese wine

Revenue According to the returns of 1876, the income of Genoa was
and ex- 6,343,175 francs, including octroi dues for 4,326,000 francs The
uendi- ordinaly, extraordinary, and casual expenses foi 1875 were—^for

tine municqial administration, 608,461 francs
,
local police and samlaiy

expenses, 1,038,418 ,
admmistiation of law, 227,376 ,

jmblic

works, 2,312,470 ,
education, 692,662 ,

religious worship, 12,117 ,

and public chaiihcs, 648,468 fiancs The debt of the city in 1876

was 36,731,457 fraivs

Muni- The council Jixf ctmg the local government of the city is chosen

cipal by a body, a"f‘ordmg to the last cotums, of 41,984 electois, eveiy

govern- citizen pajnng i'J francs of b^^mg entitled to vote, aad -.very

ment voter being eligibL as a councilloi Tbe ht^ad of the ccimcil is the

S3ndic or ma^oi, chosen by the king fiom the 12 members of the
giunta or administiative committee, who are themselves appointed
from the entiie body of the 60 municipal councillors Bi sides
poss'^ssing this mimicipal council, Genoa is also the seat of the
provincial council, elected in the same way, but presided o^ei by
the prefect, oi lepiesentative of tlie Goveininent

In 1848 the population of the aty was 100,382
,
by 1862 it had Popula-

inci eased to 127,986, but a caioful census undertaken by the mum- tiou
cipality in 1871 found no more than 120,595, exclusive, howe^ei,
both of lesident strangers and absent natives The pimupal
causes which had tended to letaid the natural gi'owth of the popula-
tion weie the cholera of 1866-67, and the small pox of 1870,—the
litter having actually occasioned an excess of 1178 deaths oMr the
hiitlis foi the year To this must be added the lemoval of the
Govermnent arsenal to Spezia in 1870-1, and the tendency, which
has gridually made itselt felt since the opening of the lailw lys, to
settle m the suburban towns The stretch of coast foi miles along
tlie gulf IS an almost continuous hue of countiy houses and
mansions, and indeed, to quote tho woids of M Rcclus, the whole
iivieia fiom Ventimiglia to Spezia assumes moie and inoic the
aspect of a single town wlmie the populous quaiteis alternate with
gionx)S of villas and gardens Piocoediiig westwards we aie no
sooiiei beyond the foitifications than we find ourselves in the
flomislnng towni of Sainpierdaiena, that is, San Pier d’Arena, oi St
Petei of the Sands Down to the middle of last centniy it was
mainly inhabited bj’’ the wealthiei classes, hut has since become the
seat of gieat industrial and commeicial activity Its poxmlatioii,
which in 1814 w^as only 5345, wais ux>wards of 17,000 m 1877.
Fiom Samxneidarena a stone budge of the 16th century, memoiablc
as the sx>ot when Massena signed the cax>itnlation of Genoa, Icids
acioss the Polceveia to Coineliaiio, a market towm with 2698 in-
habitants at the census of 1 871 ,

and Corneliano in its turn connects
itself with Sestri Ponente, a busy place of from 9000 to 10,000
inhabitants, with a laige shipbuilding tiade Towards the cast
there is a simdai succession of villages and towns

History —The early importance, both political and commeicial, History
of Genoa is attested by the part which it played in the Second
Punic War Its supiemacy amongst the neighbomiiig munici-
palities and populations is not less evident from the inscription on
the bronze table still to be seen in tbe council hall of the cit} Its

history dniing the daik ages, thionghout the Lomhtiid and Caiol-
ingian x:>enods, is hut the repetition of the general hitatoiy of the
Italian communes, which succeeded m snatching fiom contending
xnmees and baions the first chaiteis of their freedom The patiiotic

spirit and naval piowess of the Genoese, developed in then clefcii&i\e

wars against the Saracens, led to the foundation of a popular con-

stitution, and to the lajiid growth of a poweiful niaiinc From the
necessity of leaguing together against the common Saiacen foe,

Genoa united with Pisa in expeUmg the Moslems fiom the island

of Siidinia, hut the Sardinian territoiy thus acquired soon lui-

nished occasions of jealousy to the conqueimg allies, aud tlieie

commenced betwreen the two republics the long naval wars des-

tined to terminate so fatally foi Pisa With not less adioitiiess

than Venice, Genoa saw and seemed all the advantages of the ^icat

carrying trade wdiich the ciusades created between Western Europe
and the Last The seaports wrested at the same x^eiiod fiom the
Saracens along the Spanish and Barbary coasts became imx^oitant

Genoese colonies, whilst m the Levant, on the slioies ot the Black
Sea, and along the banks of the Lupinates were elected Genoese
foitresses, of which the strength some 40 3 ears ago commanded the
admnation of the young tiavellei Moltke No wonder it these

contpiesls generated in the minds of the Venetians and the Pisans

fiesli jciloiisy against Genoa, and piovokod fiesh wars, but the

struggle between Genoa and Pisa was biought to a disastrous con-

clusion for the latter state by the battle of Meloiia The commei-
cial and naval successes ot the Genoese duiing the Middle Ages
were the more lemarkable because, unlike then iivals, the Venetians,

they were the unceasing piey to intestine discoid—the Genoese

commons and nobles fighting against each other, iival factions

amongst the nobles themselves stiiving to giasp the supreme pow'er

in the state, nobles and commons alike invoking the aibitiation

and lule of some foreign captain as the sole means of obtaining a

temporary tiiice From these contests of ri’^al nobles, 111 w’hieh the

names of Spinola and Dona stand foith with greatest x>ioniinence,

Genoa was soon diawn into the gieat vortex of the Guelph and
Ghibelline factions

,
but its lecognition of foreign authoiit3^—suc-

cessively German, Neapolitan, and Milanese—gave way to a state of

gieater independence in 1339, when the government assumed a

more permanent form with the ax^pointment of the fiist doge, an

office held at Genoa foi life, in the person of Simon Boccaneia

Alternate victoiies and defeats of the Venetians and Genoese—the

most teiiible being the defeat sustained by the Venetians at

Chioggia m 1380—ended by estabhshmg the great lelative infeii-

onty of the Genoese rulers, who fell undei the power now of France,

now of the Visconti of Milan, untd the national spiiit appeared to

regain its ancient vigour m 1628, when Andrea Dona succeeded in

thiowing off the French domination and restoring the old form of
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g vv,r nmiit It was. at tliia very peiiod, tlie close of tlie 15tL and
coiaiiiLiiocriiciit of the lOtli ceutui), tliat tlie gtnius and d'uiug ol

a Gliio(-sc 111 ivmei Chii&topliei Lolunibub, gdvc to Si)‘im tliat new
wuild, wliiuli niij^lit liav-o become tlie ])Oasesbion of liia iuiti\e state,

li id Genoa been able to supply hiui wiLli tlie slaps and seaiiieii wliieb
be so t xiiiustly euUealed Jiei to hutiisli liie goveiiinieiit as le

stjiedby iudieaEoiii w itli eeit nil modiiicatioiis Uuding to imx nt
to it d mi le couseivitive cli'ii letii leinaiiied uneluiii^ d until tlie

outbieak t the rieiich Ib. volution aid tlic eieationot tlie Ligiuian
lepublie JJiiiing tins loii^ p i od of neul> tbiee ceiituiies, in

wliieli tlie most diaiiiitie iiieideiit zs the cjiispii ley of riesclii, tlie

Genoese found no sin ill comiieiisatioii foi then lost tiallic m the
1 1st 111 the vast piolits wliicli thej made as the b inkeis of the
Spanish lowu and outfitters of Iho Siiaiiisli ai lines and fleets both
in the Old Woild aid the Njcw

ihe slioi"^ i\ ed Liguiiui icpu])Iic was soon swallowed up m the
1 uiiih eiiipiie, not howevei until Genoa hid been made to expeii

Liiee by the teiuble iiivations of the siege when Massena held tlio

L ty agunst the Austiiaiis (1800), all tint was meant bN apaitiei

1 ition m the vicissitudes ot the rieneh llev jlutioii In 1814: Genoa
1 y e agiinst the Fieneh, on the assuianee gi\eiL by Loid William
hv^iitiuck that the allies would lestoie to the leiublic its independ
e leo It li id, however, been deteimined by a secret elaiise of tlie

tieaty of Pans th it Genoi should be iiieoiiioi ited w ith the dominions
ot the lang of baidmia Ihe discoiiti n^" oil ited at the time hy
the piovision ot the tieaty ot P iiis as confiiined by the congress of

^ leiina liad doubtless no sliglit shaie in kcejiiig alive in Geno i the
i<.])ubliein spiiit which, tliiongli the iiiflueiiee of a young Genoese
citi/en Joseph M izziiii, assumed foima of permanent menace not
Old} to the Siidinian monaieliy but to all the established Govern
ineuts of the peninsula eii the niatetial benefits aeciuin^ fiom
the union with Saidinia aid the coiisiitutioii il liberty aeeoided to

all his SLibjcets by King Chaihs Albert weie unal le to pievent the
lepiiblicaii outbieak of 1850, viheii, after a slioit aid shiip stin^gle
tlie ity nionieiit iiilv seized by the u publie in paity w is leeoveied
by Geneial Altouzo La M ainoia The most impoitaiit of the latei

events in the histoiy of Genoa has been the sd/uie within its port
of the five Ncipolitan biiguids Cipiiauo La Gala and liis accom
iliees, who travelling with pxid passpoits were airested on boaul
tie Flench passengei steamei, the 4.unis,’ by oideis of the
M ii [Uis Gualterio prefect of Genoa Though the event thieatened
at lust to create a ruptuie between the rrench and Italian Go\ein
meats, the diplomatic discussions wliieli it called foith, and the
impression generally pioduced tliioughout Euiope, had no slight

sluie 111 weakening the political ties which had liitheito existed
between the Papal Goveininent ind li uiec

Ainon„ the eailici Cfcnocbe li'itouius the most nnpo tdnt an- Butoloiimco
Fizi inlJ icopo lii icfelli both of the IStlicontuiy md Pad Paitenopeo Jacoio
Bonfacl o Obeito Fogltttd aud A.i,cbtiiio Gi istimano (f the llUi 1 af? iiietti

w te tl t‘ Gcclesi istical hiiTou <f tl e eitj and Accmclli and Gigf,cio tollecLed
m ttml foi the cedes astic il a chasologv The m moiis of local wuteis md
a tists Aveio lieited by bop iru an I Katti Among moie geneial %voiks iie
B eci ngny Histoire des ReooluHon^ ie Getwt ju qu n 174S Sena La &tot lu
did/ aniiLa Lt }i la e di Gmo^a ('Juuu IS 4) V iicsi S>toi la d Ua icjn b/u t dt
G nova smo at 1SL4 (Genoa iS^lo 9) C'li lie Sio la dei Gen vest (Genoa
1*^44 tj4) \ziova 'thiotia delfa repuhlj/%c.a Ii G'rrtotct (1 1 ncnce IS s) a I lu
de la ei di Genova dall anno la28 al I'jSO (Genoa IS 4) Bluinenthil
Vt. in jb und VerwaUu is jei,UnLhte Guiu i s i untie t (Kalbe an del
Side 1872) MalUson Stu lies f oni Geiiocse Uistorj (Lomlo \ 1875) Tic Libe)
m LU i rupilHLOi Oenuaisis wa's edited by Ricotti in tlie 7th 8th an I 9th
volunesifthe Monu}ne7ita histot toapat ifie (rmin lSo4-lbo7) A gieat v n lety
of intcicsti ig inattei will be foim I m the Atti della So leta Lzqu e di Sio? la
pact 2a (IS 'iclumes fioin 1S61 1S7S) and m he Giotnale Ltju^Hco di Ard eo
lojii Sto ta e Bell Atti Th list ly of the umveisiu has boen aviitten by
L rex /o ibnaidi and continued b\ Em Cedes i (2 \ Is G noa) Bclgiaiio
Z) lla vit t ptivata de% Genote i P M Gaiib Idi St to n eteot oloqzco per la
citta le Genova (f n 1870 fee ) an I R eca Pest e inif r c mil /

1

di Cenom may
albo be iiention d A Vortbulatio ta cabile qpnoiei lialiuno coi ipilcd bj P T
B IS p ibhdicd by the deaf mute j ublislii g dcputincnt

GENOVA^ Luchetto jda (1527-15b5) This is the
familiar name given to the paiiifcei Luca Cambiasi (written
also Cambiaso or Oangiagio), who was born at Moneglia iii

the Genoese state, sou of a painter named Giovanni Cam
bidsi He took to dia^ving at a veiy eaily age, imitating
Ins father, and developeil gioxt aptitude for foreshoitening
At the age of fifteen he painted, along with his father, some
subjects from O vid^s Jkrc^amo?j?hoses on the front of a house
ill Genoa, and afterwards, in conjunction with Calvi, a
ceiling showing great daring* of execution, in the Palazzo
Don a He also foimed an eaily friendship with Giambat
tiata Castello, both aitists painted together, vnth so much
similarity of style that tneir works could haidly be told
apart

, from tins friend Cambiasi leirned much in the way
of perspective and architectme Luchetto’s best artistic
period lasted for twelve years after his first successes ^ from
that time lie declined in p^wei, thoufich not at once in le I

piitation, owing to th© agitations and vesations brought
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upon him by a passion which he conceived for his sistei in
law His wife having died, and the sistei m law having
taken chaige of his house and childien, he endeavouied to
piocuie a

I ipal dispensation for marrying liei
, but in this

he was disappointed In 1583 he accepted an invitation
fiom Philip II to continue in the Escoiiala seiics of fiescos
which had been btgun by Castello, now deceiscd

,
and it

IS said that one pimcii^al reason for his closiii^ willi this
ofte*. was that he hoped to bung the loyalinfii ence to Lear
upon the jjope, but in this again he failed ui n out w ith
his disquietudes, he died in the Escoiial in the s cond year
of his sojourn Cambiasi had an aident fancy, and was a
bold designei m a Hapbaelesque mode His exticiuo facility
astonished the Spanibh painters

,
and it is said that Philip

II
, w’'atchiiig one day with pPasuie the offhand zest with

which Luchetto was painting a head of a laughing child,
w as allowed the fuither snrpiise of seeing the laugh changed,
by a touch oi two upon the lips, into a weeping expiession
The aitibt pan ted sometimes with a brush in each hand,
and with a ceitainty equalling or tiansceuding that e\ea of
Tuitoiet He made avast numbei of drawiUj^s, and w as
also something of a scul[)tor, executing in this branch of
ait a figure of Faith Altogether he lanLs as one ot the
ablest aitists of Ins day lu personal character, iiotwith
standing his executive eiieigy, he is icpoited to h uc been
timid and diffident IIis son Oiazio became likewise a
painter, study ing under Luclietto

The Lest woikis of Cambiasi aio to be steii in Genoa lu the
chiuch of St Geoij^e—the maityid in of that saint

,
in the I il i/zo

Iiux)eiiah, Teiialba, a Genoese siibuib—a Iicslo of the It ipi. ol tlu
Sihiiics, lu S Mam da Caiigiiano—aPioti contciinnig Ins own
poiliait ind (accouling to ti ulition) that of his hclo\ t d sisUi m
law In the Escoiiil he e\cciited siveial inctinos one is 1 1 u i

dise on the viultiUt^ of the chiuch with a inultitude of ficiiKs
Foi thispictiuo h leceiied 12 000 ducats,

i
lubahly tlic 3 siuu

that had iqi to that liint, evti been foi i single woik
GENOVESI, Antonio (1712-17C9), an Italian wiitci on

iihilosophy and political ecououiy, was boin m Ni>\c‘mbei
17] 2, at Castiglioiie, neai Salcino At an eaily age he was
destined by his f ithcr loi the cliiiich and began tl e study
of philosophy and theology’* lie distinguished him-^cU
highly by^ his acuteness and diligence, and aftei some
stiuggles, caused by his disinclination fui an ecclcM istic il

life, he took ordeis at Saleiiio in 1 1 36 He had not been
long in this x^osition when the aichbisliup of the town, ic
cognizing his lare abilities, nominated him to the chan of
ihetoiic in the theological scmmaiy Diiiuig this xjciiod
of his life Genovcsi began the study of i>liilosoi>hy as it ex-
isted outside the limits ot theology He icad v\itli ea^ei
ness the works of the chief model ii philosoxdicis, and was
paiticulaily^ attiacted by Locke

Axiparently still dissatisfied with ecclesiastical life,
Genovesi, resigning liis post at fsalcino, x^iocecdeJ to Ihune,
undertook the study of law, and qualified as an advocate.
The details of legal x^a'actice, however, x>toved as distasteful
as theology, and for some ycais he gave liiinsell: cntiicly to
the study of philosophy, attending most of the distinguished
lecturers at the university of Naides At this place, after
having obtained the appointment of extraordinaiy ijroftssoi
of philosophy, he opened a seminary oi jnivate college fm
students His lexiutatioii as a teacher was inci eased by’* the
publication in 1743 of the first volume of Ins LUynniU or
3Jetaphyuci., and in 1745 of h\s Lorjtr Both wuiks aie
imbued with the spirit and principles of the emx»nica]
school of phalosox'hy, and the latter, an eminently x>ractica^
treatise, tad long a recognized position as one of tlie best
logical textbooks written fioni the point of view of LotkeOn account of the accusations of infide ity and heresv
naturally excited by his discussion of metaphysical pnil
cque*., he hid some ddficulty in obtaining the p"ofessor
ship of mo L 0,1 philosophj

,
and failed to be appointed to tne
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cliair of theology

;
but this did not prevent him from

folLowiiig out his philosophical studies. He published a
(‘..jiitinuatiou of his Elements of 2IeUipliysics\ but with every
new volume he experienced fresh opposition from the
ti^ans of scholastic routine. Among these were Cardinal
Spiiielli, archbishojj of Naples, and an Abbe Magli, v;houi

Genovesi covered vrith ridicule in his work entitle! Lettere

ad iin Amico ProvLneiale, In spite of this, Genovesi ob-
tained the apx)robation of Pope Benedict XIV., of several

cardinals, and of most of the learned men of Italy. Of this

iiuinber was Intieri, a Florentine, who founded at liis own
expon-e, in the university of ISlajples, the first Italian chair

of political economy, under three conditions—namely, that

the lectures should be in Italian, that Genovesi should be
the first fn-ofessor, and that, after his death, no ecclesiastic

sh )iild succeed him.

Genovesi commenced his first course of lectures on the
5th of November 1754 with great success,—the novelty
and the interest of the subject, and the eloquent style and
agreeable manner of the xorofessor, attracting a crowd of

auditors. He afterwards published his Lectures on Com-
merce, and Carey^s Account of the Trade of England^ trans-

lated intcj Italian by his brother, with notes by himself.

The Lezioni di Commercio is the first complete and system-
atic work in Italian on the science which Italians have
done much to advance. On the whole it is to be included
among works of the Mercantile school, but in treatment
of fundamental problems, sucb as labour and money, it is

distinguished by fairness and breadth of view^ Specially

n iteworthy are the sections on human w^ants as foundation

of economical theory, on labour as the source of wealth, I

ou personal services as econoiiiLc factors, and on the united
working of the great industrial functions. Gioja^s more
important treatise owes much to Genovesi’s lectures.

Till his death in 1769 Genovesi continued his labours at

tfie university of Naples, which ow’es much of its celebrity

to the solidity and excellence of his teaching. It cannot
be said that Genovesi takes a high rank in jjhilosophy, but
he did much to introduce into Italy the new order of ideas,

and his exposition of lehilosophical doctrines is fair and
lucid. His work on Metaphysics^ divided into the four
rubrics, Ontosophy, Cosmosophy^ Theosophy^ Psychosojdty^

distinguished by its solid erudition, is an excellent specimen
of the precritical or dogmatic method of handling specula-

tive problems. His merits in political economy have been
indicated above. (For list of works see Fabroni’s Lives.)

GENSERIC, or Genserich, king of the Vandals, and the

most formidable of the Gothic invaders of the Roman em-
X)ire, was the natural son of Godegiselus the founder of a

Vandal kingdom in Spain, and was born at Seville about
406. Thoagh he was only of middle stature, and had a
lameness of one leg, such was his renown as a warrior

that on the death of his brother Gonderic in 427 he was
chosen to succeed him on the throne. At the invitation of

Boniface, the Roman general in Africa, who wished to revolt

against Valentinian IIL, Genseric in 429 crossed into

Africa, and took possession of Mauretania. Soon after-

wards he besieged Boniface in Hippo Regius, and com-
pelled him after a defence of fourteen months to seek

safety by a ^precipitate embarkation, leaving his soldiers

and their families to the ruthless cruelty of the Vandals.

In 435 Genseric concluded a treaty with the Romans
by which he retained possession of western Numidia
and Mauritania; but peace w^as not of long dura-

tion, and in October 439 he captured Carthage, which
he made the capital of his kingdom. Genseric was an
Arian, and cruelly persecuted the orthodox Catholics in

Africa. In 455 at the invitation of Eudoxia, who wished
to be revenged on Maximus the murderer of her husband
Valentinian, he fitted out an expedition against Rome,

and after storming the city, gave it up daring four
teen days to be pillaged by his soldiers. Eudoxia and her
daughters he carried captive to Carthage, W’here she w^as

retained in prison till 462. Two attempts W’ere made by
the Romans to avenge themselves on the barbarians,—the
first by Majoriau, emperor of the West, in 457, and the
second by Leo, emperor of the East, in 468. Both
attempts, however, signally failed, and in 475 Leo’s
successor Zeiio concluded a truce. Genseric’s dominion
ultimately included Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and the Bal-

earic isles
;
and he even extended his conquests to Thrace,

Egypt, and Asia Minor. He died in 477, He was cruel

to blood-thirstiness, cunning, nnscrnijulous, and grasping

;

but he possessed great military talents, and his mannea’ of

life was austere. Though the effect of his victories vras

neutralized by the subsequent successes of Belisarius, his

name long remained the glory of the Vandal tidbes.

GENTIAN, botanically Oentiana, a large and typical

genus of herbaceous plants foniimg the type of the natin al

order Gentianacece. The genus com2)rises about 180 si)ecies,

—most of them perennial plants growing in hilly or moun-
tainous districts, chiefly in the northern hemisphere, some
of the blue-flowered species ascending to a height of 10,000
feet in the Himalaya mountains. The leaves are ox^positc,

entire, and smooth, and often strongly ribbed. The flowers

are furnished with a persistent calyx and corolla, v liich is

usually 4- or 5-parted, but occasionally lO-parted
;
the

stamens are equal in number to the lobes of the corolla.

The ovary is one-celled, with two stigmas, either separate

and rolled back or contiguous and funnel-shaped. The
fruit when ripe separates into two valves, and contains

numerous small seeds. The majority of the genus are

remarkable for the deep or brilliant blue colour of their

blossoms, comparatively few having yellow', white, or more
rarely red flowers

;
the last are almost exclusively found

in the Andes.
Only a few species occur in Britain. G. Amarella and G. cam-

pcstris are small annual species growing on chalky or calcaieous

hills, and bear, in autumn, somewhat tubular pale purple iiowers ;

the latter is most easily distinguished by having two of the lobes

of the calyx larger than the other two, wliile the forniei has the

parts of the calyx in fives, and equal in size. Some iiiteimediate

forms between these two species occm, although rarely, in England

;

one of these, G. gcnnanica^ "VYilld., has larger flowers of a inoie

blue tint, spreading branches, and a stouter stem. Some of these

forms flower in spring. G. Pnciimonanthc^ the Calatbian violet, is

a rather rare perennial sx^ecies, growing in moist heathy places from
Cumberland to Dorsetshire. Its average height is from 6 to 9

inches. It has linear leaves, and a bright blue corolla 14 inches

long, marked externally with five greenish bauds, is without hairs

in its throat, and is found in perfection about the end of August.

It is the handsomest of the British species
;
two vaiieties of it are

known in cultivation, one with s]^)Otted and the other with white

flowers. G. venia and G. nivalis are small sjjecies with biilliant

blue flowers and small leaves. The former is a rare and local

perennial, occurring, however, in Teesdale and the county of Clare

in Ireland in tolerable abundance. It has a tufted habit of growth,

and each stem bears only one flower. It is sometimes cultivated as

ail edging for flower borders. G. nivalis in Britain occurs only on

a few of the loftiest Scotch mountains. It differs fiom the last in

being an annual, and having a more isolated habit of growth, and

in the stem bearing several flowers. On the Swiss mountains these

beautiful little plants are very al mndaiit ;
and the splendid blue

colour of masses of gentian in fluver is a sight which, when once

seen, can never be forgotten. For ornamental purposes seveial

species are cultivated. The great difficulty of growing them suc-

cessfully renders them, however, less common than would otherwise

be the case ;
although very hardy when once established, they lire

very impatient of removal, and rarely flower well until the third

year after planting. Of the ornamental species found in British

gardens some of tlie prettiest are G. acauHs, G. verna, G. pyrentdea^

G. havivrica, G. sept&mfida, and G. gclida. Perhaps the handsomest

and most easily grown is the first named, often called Gmtianclla^

which produces its large intensely blue flowers early in the spiiiig.

All the species of the genus are remarkable for possessing

an intense but pure bitter taste and tonic properties.

About forty species are used in medicine in different parts
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of the world. The name ot felwort given to G. Amarella^
but occasionally applied to the whole genus, is stated by
Dr Prior to be given in allusion to these properties—-fel

meaning gall, and %vovt a plant. In the same way the

Chinese call the G, asclepiadea^ and the Ja]panese the G»

Buergeri^ “ dragon’s gall plants,” in common with several

other very bitter plants whose roots they use in medicine.

(?. campestris is sometimes in Sweden and other northern

countries a substitue for hox3s.

By far the most important of the species used in medicine

is the G, hitea^ a large handsome plant 3 or 4 feet high,

growing in open grassy places on the Alps, Apennines, and
Pyrenees, as well as on some of the mountainous ranges of

France and Germany, extending as far east as Bosnia and
the Danubian principalities. It has large oval strongly-

ribbed leaves and dense whorls of conspicuous yellow flowers.

Its use in medicine is of very ancient date. Pliny and
Dioscorides mention that the plant was noticed by Gentius,

a king of the Illyrians, living 180-167 b.c., from whom the

name Gentiana is supposed to be derived. During the

Middle Ages it was much employed in the cure of disease,

and as an ingredient in counter-poisons. In 1552 Tragus
mentions the use of the root as a means of dilating

wounds.
The root, which is the part used in medicine, is tough

and flexible, scarcely branched, and of a brownish colour

and spongy texture. It has a pure bitter taste and faint

distinctive odour. On account of its porous nature it has
been used in modern surgery, as in the time of Tragus, as a

substitute for sponge tents. The root has been several

times analysed with varying results, but Kromayer in 1862
first obtained the bitter principle in a state of purity. This
substance, to which the bitterness of the root is due, he
called gentiopicrin It is a neutral glucoside,

crystallizing in colourless needles, and is contained in the
fresh root in the proportion of about cent., but has
not been obtained in a crystalline state from the dried root.

It is soluble in water and si)irit of wine, but it does not
dissolve in ether. It is easily decomposed, dilute mineral
acids siDlitfcing it uj) into glucose and gentioge7iin^ the latter

being an amorplious yellowish-brown neutral substance. It

is not ]Drecii)itated by tannin or subacetate of lead. A
solution of caustic potash or soda forms with gentiopicrin a
yellow solution, and the tincture of the root to which either

of these alkalies has been added Joses its bitterness in a few
days. Gentian root also contains gentiaiiic acid
which is inert and tasteless. It forms pale yellow silky

crystals, very slightly soluble in water or ether, but soluble
in hot strong alcohol and in aqueous alkaline solutions.

This substance, which is also called gentianin^ geiitism,

and gentisic add, has been shown by Ville to partake of the
nature of tannin, giving the reactions of that substance
with ferric chloride, gelatin, and albumen. On this account
he proposes to change the name to geiitlano-tannic acid.

Tlie root also contains 12 to 15 per cent, of anuncrystal-
lizable sugar, of which fact advantage has long been taken
in Switzerland and Bavaria, for the production of a bitter
cordial spirit called Enzianhvarmtwein, The use of this

spirit, especially in Switzerland, has sometimes been followed
by poisonous symptoms, which have been doubtfully attri-

buted to inherent narcotic properties possessed by some
species of gentian, the roots of whicli may have been indis-

criminately collected with it ; but it is quite possible that
it may be due to the contamination of the root with that of
Verat^nim album, a poisonous plant growing at the same
altitude, and having leaves extremely similar in appearance
and size to those of G. lutea. Gentian is considered by
therapeutists to be one of the most efficient of the simple
bitter tonics, that is, of that class of substances which act
upon the stomach so as to invigorate digestion and thereby
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increase the general nutrition, without exerting any direct

influence upon any other portion of the body than the
alimentary canal. It is used in dyspepsia, chlorosis, anaemia,

and various other diseases, in which the tone of the stomach
and alimentary canal is deficient, and is sometimes added
to purgative medicines to increase and improve their

action. In veterinary medicine it is also used as a tonic,

and enters into a well-known compound called diapente

as a chief ingredient.

See Sowerby, Bnglisli Botany, Sd edit., vol. vi. p. 74-81; Hcms-
Icy, Handbook of Hardy Trees, Shrubs, aoid He7d>aceoiLS Pla7its, p.

303; Journal of Bota^iy, 1864, p. 65 ; 1872, ]>. 166 ; 1878, p. 265;
Fha7'iiutcog7'ai7hia, p. 389; Pha7'7naceutical Joui'ixal (1), vol. xii.

p. 371 ; (3) vol. iii. p. 42 ; (3) vol. vi. x>- 90 ; (3) vol. viii.
x‘>-

182

;

Wood and Baclie, United States Disiocnsatory, 14tli edit., p. 438;
Porter Smith, Chinese Mate7'ia Medica, p. 102. (E. M. H.)

GENTILESCHI, Artemisia and Orazio be’, painters.

Orazio (1565-1646) is generally named Orazio Lomi de’

Gentileschi
;

it appears that De’ Gentileschi was his correct

surname, Lomi being the surname which his mother had
borne during her first marriage. He was born at Pisa,

and studied under his half-brother Aurelio Lomi, wffiom in

course of time he surpassed. He afterwards went to Home,
and was associated with the landscape-painter Agostino
Tasi, executing the figures for the landscape backgrounds
of this artist in the Palazzo Rospigliosi, and it is said in the

great hall of the Quirinal Palace, although by some authori-

ties the figures in the last-named building are ascribed to

Lanfranchi. His best works are Saints Cecilia and Valerian,

in the Palazzo Borghese, Home
;
David after the death of

Goliath, in the Palazzo Doria, Genoa
;
and some works in

the royal palace, Turin, noticeable for vivid and uncommon
colouring. At an advanced age Gentileschi went to

England at the invitation of Charles I., and he was em-
ployed in the palace at Greenwich. Vandyck included

him in his portraits of a hundred illustrious men. His
works generally are strong in shadow and positive in colour.

He died in England in 1646. Artemisia (1590-1642),
Orazio’s daughter, studied first under Guido, acquired
much renown for portrait-painting, and considerably excelled

her father’s fame. She was a beautiful and elegant woman

;

her likeness, limned by her own hand, is to be seen in

Hampton Court. Her most celebrated composition is Judith
and Holofernes, in the Pitti palace; certainly a work of

singular energy, and giving ample proof of executive faculty,

but repulsive and unwomanly in its physical horror. She
accompanied her father to England, but did not remain
there long; the best picture whicli she produced for Charles
I. was David with the head of Goliath. Artemisia refused
an offer of marriage from Agostino Tasi, and bestowed her
hand on Pier Antonio Schiattesi, continuing however to use
her own surname. She settled in Naples, whither she re-

turned after her English sojourn; she lived there in no
little splendour, and there she died in 1642. She had a
daughter and perhaps other children.

GENTILI, Albertco (1552-1608), may fairly be called

the founder of the science of international law. He was
the second son of Matteo Gentili, a physician of noble family
and scientific eminence, and was born 14th January 1552
at Sanginesio, a small town of the march of Ancona which
looks down from tbe slopes of the Apennines upon the dis-

tant Adriatic. After taking the degree of doctor of law at

the university of Perugia, and holding a judicial office

at Ascoli, he returned to his native city, and was entrusted
with the task of recasting its statutes, but, sharing the
Protestant opinions of his father, shared also his flight to
Carniola, where Matteo was appointed physician to the
duchy. The Inquisition condemned the fugitives as con-
tumacious, and they soon received orders to quit the
dominions of Austria. Alberico set out for England,
travelling by way of Tubingen and Heidelberg, and every-
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wliere meeting with the reception to which his already high

repatatioii entitled him. He arrived at Oxford in the

autumn of loSO, w’ith a commendatory letter from the earl

of Leicester, at that time chancellor of the university, and
was shortly afterwards qualified to teach by being admitted

to the same degree which he had taken at Perugia. His
lectures on Roman law soon became famous, and the dia-

logues, disputations, and commentaries, which he published

henceforth in rapid succession, established his position as

an accomplished civilian, of the older and severer type, and
secured his appointment in 1587 to the regius professorship

of civil law. It was, however, rather by an application of

the old learning to the new questions suggested by the

modern relations of states that his labours have produced

their most lasting result. In 1584 he was consulted by
Government as to the proper course to be pursued with
Mendoza, the Spanish ambassador, w^ho had been detected

in plotting against Elizabeth. He chose the topic to wdiich

his attention had thus been directed as a subject for a dis-

putation -when Leicester and Sir Philip Sidney visited the

schools at Oxford in the same year
;
and this was six

months later expanded into a book, the De legationihus lihri

tres. In 1588 Alberico selected the law of war as the

subject of the law disputations at the annual “ Act ” which
took place in July; and in the autumn published in London
the De Jure Belli commentatio 'prima. A second and a

third Commentatio followed, and the whole matter, with

large additions and improvements, appeared at Hanau, in
!

1598, as the De Jure Belli lihri ire&. It was doubtless in

consequence of the reputation gained by these works that

Gentili became henceforth more and more engaged in

forensic practice, and resided chiefly in London, leaving his

Oxford work to be partly discharged by a deputy. In 1600
he was admitted to be a member of Gray’s Inn, and in 1605
was appointed standing counsel to the king of Spain. He
died 19th June 1608, and was buried, by the side of Dr
Matteo Gentili, who had followed his son to England, in

the churchyard of St Helen’s, Bishopsgate. By his wife,

Hester de Peigni, he left two sons and a daughter. His
notes of the cases in which he was engaged for the Spaniards
were posthumously published in 1613 at Hanau, as

panicae advocationis lihri duo. This was in accordance with
his last wishes

;
but his direction that the remainder of his

MSS. should be burnt was not complied with, since fifteen

volumes of them found their way, at the beginning of this

century, from Amsterdam to the Bodleian library.

The true history of Gentili and of his principal writings

has only been ascertained quite recently, in consequence of

a revived appreciation of the services which he rendered to

international law. The movement to do him honour,
which originated four or five years since, has in spreading
through Europe encountered two curious cross-currents

of opinion,—one the uitrarCatholic, which three centuries

ago ordered his name to be erased from all public docu-
ments and placed his works in the Index

;
another the

narrowly-Dutcb, which is, it seems, needlessly careful of

the supremacy of Grotius. Preceding writers had dealt

with various international questions, but they dealt with
them singly, and with a servile submission to the deci-

sions of the church. It was left to Gentili to grasp as a
whole the relations of states one to another, to distinguish

international questions from questions with which they are

more or less intimately connected, and to attempt their

solution by principles entirely independent of the authority

of Rome. He uses, without yielding to them implicit

deference, the reasonings of the civil and even the canon
law, but he proclaims as his real guide the Jus Naturce^
tlie highest common sense of mankind, by which historical

precedents are to be criticized, and, if necessary, set

aside.

His faults are not few. His style is prolix, obscure, and
to the modern reader pedantic enough

;
but a comparison

of his greatest work with what had been written upon the
same subject by, for instance, Belli, or Soto, or even Ayala,
will show that he greatly improved upon his predecessors,

not only by the fulness with which he has worked out
points of detail, but also by clearly separating the law of

war from martial law, and by placing the subject once for

all upon a non-theological basis. If, on the other hand,
the same work be compared with De Jure Belli et Fads of

Grotius, it is at once evident that the later writer is in-

debted to the earlier, not only for a large portion of his

illustrative erudition, but also for all that is commendable
in the method and arrangement of the treatise.

The following is probably a comi)lete list of the writings of
Gentili, ^vitli the places and dates of their first publication :—Dc
Juris interpretihu^ dialogi sex, Lond., 1582 ; Lcciionum et

quae ad j'lts civile pertinent lihri tves, Lond., 15S3-'4 : De divers,

temp, ajopellationihus, Hanau, 1584 ;
De Legationihus hhri tre<t,

Lond., 1585; legal, comitiorum Oxon, actio, Lond., 1585-6; De
nasccmli tempore disputatio, Witteb., 1586; Disputationum decas
purirua, Lond., 1587 ;

Conditionum liber singidaris. Lend., 1587 ;

De Jure Belli comm, prima, Lond., 1588 ;
secunda, ih., 1588-9 ;

tertia, 1589 ; De injustitia bellica Bomanorum, Oxon., 1590
;
De

Armis Bomauis, &c., Hanau, 1599
;
De ludis seenicis epist, duce,

Middleburg, 1599; De actorihus et de abusfu mendacii, Hanau, 1599

;

Lectioncs Virgiliance, Hanau, 1600 ; De nujjtns lihri septtem, 1601 ;

Adi Maccah. et de linguarum mtstura, Lond., 1604 ;
In tit. si quis

[

prUicipi, et ad leg. Jid. maicst.^ Hanau, 1604 ;
In tit. deMal^. et

Math., et de Prof, et Med., Hanau, 1604 ;
De loMn. vet. Bibl.,

Hanau, 1604; Delihro Pyano, Oxon, 1604; Landes Acad. Perus.
et Oxon., Hanau, 1605 ;

De unionc Anglice ct Scotice, Lond., 1606 ;

Disputationes tres, delihrisjur can., de librisjur. civ., de latinitate

vet. vers
,
Hanau, 1606 ;

Regales dispxii. tres, dc p>ot, regis ahsoheta,
de xinione regnorum, de vi civium, Lond., 1605; J3tS2)anicoe ad-
vocationis lihri duo, Hanau, 1613 ; In tit. de verb, sigmf., Hanau,
1614 ; De legafis in test

,
Amsterd., 1661. An edition of the Opera

Omnia, commenced at Naples in 1770, was cut shoit by the death
of the publisher, Gravier, after the second volume. Of his numerous
unpublished writings, Gentili complained that four volumes were
lost ^^pessirao pontificiorum facinore,” meaning probably that they
were left behind in bis flight to Carniola.

Authorities.—Several ti-acts by the Abate Benigni in Colucci,

AntichiUt Pkene, 1790 ; a Dissertation by W. Reiger annexed to the

Program of the Groningen Gymnasium for 1867 ;
an Inaugural

Lecture delivered in 1874 by T. E. Holland, and the pieface

to a new edition of the Jus Belli, 1877, by the same
;

by
Yaldarnini and Eoglietti, 1875 ;

Speranza and De Giorgi, 1876

;

Fioiini (a translation of the Jus Belli, with essay), 1877; A. Safli,

1878. See also E. Comha, in the Bivista Christiana, 1876-7
;
and

Sir T. Twiss, in the Law Review, 1878. (T. E. H.)

GENTILLY, a town of France, in the department of the

Seine, is situated on the Bievre, a short distance south of the

fortifications of Paris. Its manufactures include biscuits,

soap, vinegar, mustard, wax candles, buttons, leather, and
pottery wares. It possesses a church of the 13th century,

a lunatic asylum, a convent, a monastery, and several

charitable institutions. The population in 1876 was

10,378.
GENTZ, FitiEURiCH VON (1764-1832), born at Breslau,

May 2, 1764, aptly and accurately described by his dis-

tinguished friend Yarnhageu von Ense as a wu'iter-states-

man (Schriftsteller Staatsinann). He was more than a

publicist or political writer. Ilis position was peculiar,

and his career without a parellel. It is believed that no

other instance can be adduced of aman exercising the^ same

amount of influence in the conduct of public affairs, without

rank or fortune, without high office, without being a

member of a popular or legislative assembly, without in fact

any ostensible means or instrumentality besides his pen.

Born in the middle class in an aristocratic country, he lived

on a footing of social equality with princes and ministers,

the trusted partaker of their counsels and the chosen

exponent o£ their policy.

His fatherheld m employment in thePrussian civil service;

his mother was an Ancillon distantly related to the states-

man of that name. On his father’s promotion to the mint
X. — 31
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direutorsliip at Berlin and consequent removal to tlie capital,

he was sent to a gymnasium there, and in due course com-
pleted his education at the university of Frankfort-on-the-

Oder. He is said to have shown neither liking nor aptitude

for intellectual pursuits till after his attendance on the

lectures of Kant at Konigsberg, in his twentieth or twenty-
first year, when, suddenly lighted up as by inspiration,

he set to work in right earnest, mastered the Greek and
Latin languages, acquired as xierfect a knowledge of French
as could well be attained by one wLo was not a Frenchman,
and a sufficient familiarity with English to enable him
to translate from it with clearness and fluency. He also

managed to gain an intimate acquaintance with English

commerce and finance, which he afterwards turned to good
account. The extent of his acquirements was rendered

more remarkable by his confirmed habits of dissipation; for

from the commencement to the conclusion of his career he

was remarkable for tbe manner in which, in the midst of the

gravest occupations, he indulged his fondness for feinale

society and a ruinous passion for play. In 1786 he was
appointed private secretary to the royal general directory,

and was soon afterwards promoted to the rank of Kriegsy^ath

(war-councillor). Like Mackintosh, he was fascinated by
the Frencli Bevolution at its dawn, and, like Mackintosh,
was converted to a sounder estimate of its then pending
results by Burke. He broke ground in literature in 1794,
by a translation of the celebrated JSasay on the French
Remlatioii^ followed in 1794 and 1795 by translations from
Mallet du Pan and Mounier. In 1795 be founded and
edited a monthly journal which soon came to an untimely
end. In November 1797 he published a pamphlet under
the title of a Seiidschreihen or Missive addressed to Frederick
William ICI. of Prussia on his accession, pointing out the

duties of the new sovereign and especially recommending
the complete freedom of the press. In the course of the

next three years he contributed to tbe Historisches Journal
a series of articles “ On the Origin and Character of the

War against the French Bevolution/’ with express reference

to Great Britain. These led to his visiting England, where
he formed intimate relations with Mackintosh, Lord Gren-
ville, Pitt, and other eminent men, which proved lasting,

flattering, and remunerative. The first entries in his pub-
lished diary, beginning April 14, 1800, and continued (with

breaks) to tbe end of 1828, run thus :

—

“ On the 14:th of April, an agreeable surprise. The Jew elder,

Hirsch, brought me 50 thalers for drawing up I know not what
representation {Vorstellung). May —Keceived through Baron
Kriidener a watch set with (small) brilliants, a present from the
emperor of Bussia. Jime 1.—Received through Garlicke a letter

from Lord Grenville, together with a donation of *6600, the first of
its kind.”
The last entry for this year, 1800, is ;

—“ At the end of the year
great pecuniary embarrassment. Received £100 from Garlicke and
negotiated with Carysfort. ”

The diary for 1801 begins :

—

February,—Yery remarkable that
on the one side Lord Carysfort charged me with the translation into
French of the English Notes against Prussia, and shortly after-
wards Count Haugwitz with the tran.slation into German of the
Prussian Notes against England.”

Frequently recurring entries of this kind illustrate his
position through life. He was to all intents and purposes
a mercenary of the pen, but he was so openly and avowedly,
and he was never so much as suspected by those who knew
him best of writing contrary to his own convictions at the
time. This is why he newer lost the esteem or confidence
of his employers,—of Prince Metternich, for example, who,
when he was officially attached to the Austrian Government,
was kept regularly informed of the sources from which the
greater part of his income was derived. Embarrassments
of all sorts, ties and temptations from which he was irre-

sistiblyimpelled to tear himself, led to his change of country;
and an entry for May 1802 runs :— On the 15 th I take
leave of my wife^ and at three in the morning of the 20th

I leave Berlin with Adam Muller, never to see it again/^

It does not appear that he ever saw his wife again either

;

and his intimacies with other women, mostly of the highest

rank, are puzzling from their multiplicity. He professes

himself unable to explain the precise history of his settle-

ment in Vienna. All he remembers is that he was received

with signs of jealousy and distrust, and that the emperor,

to whom he was presented by Count Colloredo, showed no
desire to secure his services. Many years were to elapse

before the formation of the connexion with Metternich,

the most prominent feature and crowning point of his

career.

Before entering into any kind of engagements with the

Austrian Government he applied to the king of Prussia for

a formal discharge, which was granted with an assurance
that his Majesty, in reference to his merits as a writer,

coincided in the general approbation which he had so

honourably acquired.” A decisive proof of the confidence

placed in him was his being invited by Count Haugwitz to

the Prussian headquarters shortly before the battle of Jena,
and commissioned to draw up the Prussian manifesto and
the king’s letter to Napoleon. It was in noticing this letter

that Napoleon spoke of the known and avowed writer as

‘‘a wretched scribe named Gentz, one of those men without
honour who sell themselves for money.” In the course of

1806, he published War hetiveen Sjmin and England, and
Fragments upon ike Balance of Power in Europe, on receiv-

ing which (at Bombay) Mackintosh wrote :— I assent to all

you say, sympathize with all you feel, and admire equally

your reason and your eloquence throughout your masterly
fragment.” The bond of union between him and Metter-
nich was formed in 1810. This was one reason, joined to

his general reputation, for his being named first secretary

to the congress of Vienna in 1814, where, besides his regular

duties, he seems to have made himself useful to several of
the plenipotentiaries, as he notes in his diary that he re-

ceived 22,000 florins in the name of Louis NVIII. from
Talleyrand, and j£600 from Lord Castlereagh, accompanied
by ^^les folles p^romessesf He acted in the same
capacity at the congress or conference of Paris in 1815, of
Aix in 1818, Karlsbad and Vienna in 1819, Troppau and
Laybach in 1820 and 1821, and Verona in 1822. The
following entry in his diary for December 14, 1819, has ex-
posed him to much obloquy as the interested advocate of
reactionary doctrines :

—‘'About eleven, at Prince Metter-
nich’s : attended the last and most important sitting of the
commission to settle the 1 3th article of the Bundes-Akt, and
had my share in one of the greatest and worthiest results of
the transactions of our time. A day more important than
that of Leipsic.” The 13th article provides that in all states
of the Bund the constitutional government shall be by estates
instead of by a representative body in a single chamber :

“ in
alien Bundestaaten wird eine landstandische Verfassung
stattfinden.” Remembering what ensued in France from the
absorption of the other estates in the Tiers Etat, it would
have been strange if Gentz had not supported this 13th
article. He was far from a consistent politician, but he was
always a sound Conservative at heart

; and his reputation
rests on his foreign policy, especially on the courage, elo-

quence, and efficiency with which he made head against the
Napoleonic system till it was struck down.
The most remarkable phase of Gentz’s declining years

was his passion, in his sixty-soventh year, for Fanny
Elssler, the celebrated danseuse, which forms the subject of
some very remarkable letters to his attached friend Bahel
(the wife of Vamhagen von Ense) in 1830 and 1831. He
died June 9, 1832. There is no complete edition of his
works. The late Baron von Prokesch was engaged in pre-
paring one when the Austrian Government interfered, and
the design was perforce abandoned. (a. h.)
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a E 0 D E S Y
EODESY (717 ,

tlie earth, Satw, to divide) is the science

of surveying extended to large tracts of coiintiy,

having in view nob only the production of a system of maps
of very great accuracy, but the determination of the curva-

ture of the surface of the earth, and eventually of the figure

and dimensions of the earth. This last, indeed, may be
the sole object in view, as was the case in the operations

conducted in Peru and in Lapland by the celebrated French
astronomers Bouguer, La Condamiiie, Maupertnis, Clairaut,

and others; and the measurement of the meridian arc of

France by Mechain and Delanibre had for its end the

determination of the true length of the “ metre ’’ which
was to be the legal standard of length of France.

The basis of every extensive survey is an accurate tri-

angulation, and the operations of geodesy consist in—the

measurement, by theodolites, of the angles of the triangles

;

the measurement of one or more sides of these triangles on
the ground ; the determination by astronomical observations

of the azimuth of the whole network of triangles
;
the de-

termination of the actual position of the same on the sur-

face of the earth by observations, first for latitude at some
of the stations, and secondly for longitude.

To determine by actual measurement on the ground the
length of a side of one of the triangles, wherefrom to infer

the lengths of all the other sides in the triangulation, is not
tlie least difficult operation of a trigonometrical survej'-.

When the problem is stated thus—To determine the num-
ber of times that a certain standard or unit of length is

contained between two finely marked x^oints on the surface

of the earth at a distance of some miles asunder, so that

the error of the result may be pronounced to lie between
certain very narrow limits,—then the question demands very
serious consideration. The representation of the unit of

length by means of the distance between two fine lines on
the surface of a bar of metal at a certain temperature is

never itself free from uncertainty and probable error, owing
to the difficulty of knowing at any moment the precise

temperature of the bar
;
and the transference of this unit,

or a multiple of it, to a measuring bar, will be affected not
only with errors of observation, but wdth errors arising from
uncertainty of temperature of both bars. If the measuring
bar be not self-compensating for temperature, its expansion
must be determined by very careful experiments. The
thermometers required for this j)nrpose must be very care-

fully studied, and their errors of division and index error

determined.
The base apparatus of Bessel and that of Colby have been

described in Figure of the Earth (vol. vii. p. 598). The
average probable error of a single measurement of a base
line by the Colby ai3paratus is, according to the very elab-

orate investigations of Colonel Walker, C.B,, ll.E., the Sur-
veyor-General of India, =t: meaning ‘^one millionth”).

W. Struve gives dt 0*8/a as the probable error of a base
line measured with his apparatus, being the mean of the
probable errors of seven bases measured by him in Bussia

;

but this estimate is probably too small. Struve^ appa-
ratus is simple ; there are four wrought iron bars, each fcv/o

•toises (rather more than 13 feet) long; one end of
each bar is terminated in a small steel cylinder presenting
a slightly convex surface for contact, the other end carries

R contact lever rigidly connected with the bar. The shorter
arm of the lever terminates below in a polished hemisphere,
the ux^per and longer arm traversing a vertical divided arc.

In measuring, the plane end of one bar is brought into

contact with the short arm of the contact lever (pushed
forward by a weak spring) of the next bar. Each bar has

two thermometers, and a level for determining the inclina-

tion of the bar in measuring. The manner of transferring
the end of a bar to the ground is simx>lj this : under the
end of the bar a stake is driven very firmly into the
ground, carrying on its upper surface a disk, capable of

movement in the direction of the measured line by means
of slow-motion screws. A fine mark on this disk is

brought vertically under the end of the bar by means of a
theodolite which is planted at a distance of 25 feet from
the stake in a direction perpendicular to the base. >Struve

investigates for each base the probable errors of the
measurement arising from each of these seven causes:

—

alignment, inclination, comparisons with standaids, read-
ings of index, personal errors, uncertainties of temperature,
and the probable errors of adopted rates of exxjaiision.

The apparatus used in the United States Coast Survey
consists of two measuring bars, each 6 metres in length,

supported on two massive tripod stands placed at one
quarter length from each end, and provided, as in Colby’s
apxoaratus, with the necessary mechanism for longitudinal,

transverse, and vertical adjustment. Each measuring rod
is a comx)ensating combination of an iron and a brass bar,

supported parallel to oue another and firmly connected at

one end, the medium of connexion betw'een the free ends
being a lever of compensation so adjusted as to indicate a
constant length index^endent of temxjerature or changes of

temperature. The bars are x^^’otected from external influ-

ences by double tubes of tinned sheet iron, within wffiich

they are movable on rollers by a screw movement which
allows of contacts being made within of an inch.

The abutting piece acts upon the contact lever which is

attached to the fixed end of the compound bar, and carries

a very sensitive level, the horizontal x>osition of which de-

fines the length of the bar. It is imx^ossible here to give
a full desciiption of this codiplicated ax:>paratus, and we
must refer for details to the account given in full in the
United States Coast Survey Beport for 1854. This aijpa-

ratus is doubtless a very perfect one, and the manipulation
of it must offer great facilities, for it aiqoears to be possible,

under favourable circumstances, to measure a mile in one
day, 1 *06 mile having been measured on one occasion in
eight and a half hours. In order to test to the utmost the
apparatus, the base at Atlanta, Georgia, was measured
twice in winter and once in summer 1872-73, at tempera-
tures 51% 45"*, 00'" F. ; the difference of the first and second
measurements was -f0*30 in., of the second and third

-P 0*34 in.,—the actual length and computed x^robable error

expressed in metres being 9338'4763 d= 0*0166. It is to

be noted that in the account of a base recently measured in

the United States Lake Survey, some doubt is expressed as

to the perfection of the particular apparatus of this de-

scription there used, on account of a liability to permanent
changes of length.

The last base line measured in India with Colby^s com-
pensation apparatus had a length of 8912 feet only, and in

consequence of some doubts which had arisen as to the

accuracy of this compensation apparatus, the measurement
was repeated four times, the operations being conducted in

such a manner as to indicate as far as possible the actual

magnitudes of the probable errors to which such measures
are liable. The direction of the line (which is at Cape
Comorin) is north and south, and in two of the measure-
ments the brass component was to the west, in the other

two it was to the east. The differences between the indi-

vidual measurements and the mean of the four are
-4- *0017, — *0049, —*0015,-1- *0045 in feet. The measure-
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meiits occupied from seven to ten days each,—the average

rate of such work in India being about a mile in five days.

The method of M. Porro, adopted in Spain, and by the

French in Algiers, is essentially different from those

just described. The measuring rod, for there is only

one, is a therniometric combination of two bars, one of

platinum and one of brass, in length 4 metres, furnished

with three levels and four thermometers. Suppose A,

B, C three micrometer microscopes very firmly sup-

ported at intervals oE 4 metres with their axes vertical,

and aligned in the plane of the base line by means of a

transit instrument, their micrometer screws being in the

line of measurement. The measuring bar is brought
j

under say A and B, and those micrometers read ;
the bar

is then shifted and brought under B and C. By repetition

of this process, the reading of a micrometer indicating the

end of each position of the bar, the measurement is made.

The probable error of the central base of Madridejos, which
hxs a length of 140(54-500 metres, is estimated at ^ 0*17/x.

This is the longest base line in Spain
;
there are seven

others, six of -^"hicli are under 2500 metres in length; of

these one is in Majorca, another in Minorca, and a third in

Iviga. The last base just measured in the province of Bar-

celona has a length of 2483-5381 metres according to the

first measurement, and 2483*5383 according to the second.

The total number of base lines measured in Europe up
to the present time is about eighty, fifteen of which do not
exceed in length 2500 metres, or about a mile and a half,

and two—one in France, the other in Bavaria—exceed
19,000 metres. The question has been frequently discussed

whether or not the advantage of a long base is sufficiently

great to warrant the expenditure of time that it requires,

or whether as much precision is not obtainable in the end
by careful triaugulation from a short base. But the answer
cannot be given generally

;
it must depend on the circum-

stances of each particular case.

It is necessary that the altitude above the level of the
sea of every part of a base line be ascertained by spirit

levelling, in order that the measured length may be reduced
to -v^^hat it would have been had the measurement been
made on the surface of the sea, produced in imagination.
Thus if I be the length of a measuring bar, h its height
at any given position in the measurement, t the radius of

the earth, then the length radially projected on to the level

of the soa is ^ ^
In the Salisbury Plain base line the

reduction to the level of the sea is — 0*6294 feet.

In working away from a base line a6, stations c, c?, e,/
are carefully selected so as to obtain from well-shaped tri-

angles gradually increasing sides.

Before, however, finally leaving

the base line it is usual to verify it

by triangulation thus : during the
measurement two or more points,

as q (fig. 1), are marked in the
base in positions such that the
lengths of the different segments
of the line are known; then, ^

taking suitable external stations,

as 7^, the angles of the triangles

hhp^ phq^ liqk^ hqa are measured.
From these angles can be com-
puted the ratios of the seg-

ments, which must agree, if all

operations are correctly per-
formed, with the ratios resulting
from the measures. Leaving the
base line, the sides increase up
to ten, thirty, or fifty miles, occasionally, but seldom, reach-
ing a hundred miles. The triaugulation points may either

be natural objects presenting themselves in suitable posi-

tions, such as church towers ;
or they may be objects

specially constructed in stone or wood on mountain tops

or other prominent ground. In every case it is necessary

that the precise centre of the station be marked by some
permanent mark. In India no expense is spared in making
permanent the principal trigonometrical stations—costly

towers in masonry being erected. It is essential that every

trigonometrical station shall present a fine object for ob-

servation from surrounding stations.

Horizontal Angles.

In placing the theodolite over a station to be observed

from, the first point to be attended to is that it shall rest

upon a perfectly solid foundation. The method of obtain-

ing this desideratum must depend entirely on the nature of

the ground
;
the instrument must if x^ossihle be siqqiorted

on rock, or if that be impossible a solid foundation must
be obtained by digging. When the theodolite is required

to be raised above the surface of the ground in order to

command particular points, it is necessary to build two seat-

folds,—the outer one to carry the observatory, the inner one
to carry the instrument,—and these two edifices must have
no point of contact. Many cases of high scaffolding have
occurred on the English Ordnance Survey, as for instance

at Thaxted Church, where the tower, 80 feet high, is sur-

mounted by a spire of 90 feet. The scaffold for the ob-

servatory w'as carried from the base to the top of the spire
;

that for the instrument was raised from a point of the spire

140 feet above the ground, having its hearing uj^on timber^
passing through the spire at that height. Thus the instru-

ment, at a height of 178 feet above the ground, w’as

insulated, and not affected by the action of the wind on the

observatory.

At every station it is necessary to examine and correct

the adjustments of the theodolite, wliich are these:—the line

of collimation of the telescope must be i^erpctidiciilar to its

axis of rotation ; this axis perpendicular to the vortical

axis of the instrument
;
and the latter

2>ei*pendicular to the
plane of the horizon. The micrometer iiiicrosco2>es must
also measure correct quantities on the divided circle or
circles. The method of observing is this. Let A, B, C . . . .

be the stations to be observed taken in order of azimuth

;

the telescope is fn-st directed to A and the cross-hairs of the
telescope made to bisect the object presented by A, then
the microscopes or verniers of the horizontal circle (also of
the vertical circle if necessary) are read and i*ecorded. The
telescope is then turned to B, which is observed in the same
manner; then C and the other stations. Coming round by
continuous motion ?to A, it is again observed, and the agree-
ment of this second reading with the first is some test of
the stability of the instrument. In taking this round of

angles—or “ arc,” as it is called on the Ordnance Survey

—

it is desirable that the interval of time between the first

and second observations of A should be as small as maybe
consistent with due care. Before taking the next arc the
horizontal circle is moved through 20“ or 30“; thus a dif
ferent set of divisions of the circle is used in each arc, which
tends to eliminate the errors of division.

It is very desirable that all arcs at a station should
contain one point in common, to which all angular measure-
ments are thus referred,—the observations on each arc com-
mencing and ending with this point, which is on the Ord-
nance Survey called the “ referring object.'" It is usual for
this purpose to select, from among the points which have
to be observed, that one which affords the best object for
precise observation. For mountain tops a “ referring ob-
ject ” is constructed of two rectangular plates of metal in
the same vertical plane, their edges parallel and placed at
such a distance apart that the light of the sky seen through

’ig. 1.
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appears as a vertical line about 10" in width. The best

distance for this object is from one to two miles.

It is clear that no correction is required to the angles

measured by a theodolite on account of its height above
the sea-level; for its axis of rotation coincides with the

normal to the surface of the earth, and the angles measured
between distant points are those contained between the

vertical planes passing through the axis of the instrument
and those points.

The theodolites used in geodesy vary in pattern and in

size—the horizontal circles ranging from 10 inches to 36
inches in diameter. In Eamsden’s 36-inch theodolite the

telescope has a focal length of 36 inches and an aperture

of 2*5 inches, the ordinarily used magnifying power being

54; this last, however, can of course be changed at the
requirements of the observer or of the weafchei. The pro-

bable error of a single observation of a fine object with this

theodolite is about 0"*2.

Fig. 2 represents an altazimuth theodolite of an im
proved pattern now used on the Ordnance Survey The

horizontal circle of 14 inches diameter is read by three
micrometer microscopes

;
the vertical circle has a diameter

of 12 inches, and is read by two microscopes.
In the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India the theo-

dolites used in the more important parts of the work have
been of 2 and 3 feet diameter,—the circle read by five
equidistant microscopes. Every angle is measured twice
in each position of the zero of the horizontal circle, of
which there are generally ten; the entire number of
measures of an angle is never less than 20. An examin-
ation of 1407 angles showed that the probable error of an
observed angle is on the average =fc 0*28.

For the observations of very distant stations it is usual

to employ a heliostat In its simplest form this is a plane
mirror 4, 6, or 8 inches in diameter, capable of rotation
round a horizontal and a vertical axis. This mirror is

placed at the station to be observed, and in fine weather
it is kept so directed that the rays of the sun lefiected

by it strike the distant observing telescope. To the
observer the heliostat presents the appearance of a star of

the first or second magnitude, and is generally a pleasant
object for observing.

Astronomical OLservaf ions.

The direction of the meridian is determined eitlier by a
theodolite or a portable transit instrument. In the former
case the operation consists in o])&erving the angle between
a terrestrial object—generally a mark specially erected and
capable of illumination at night—and a close circumpolar
star at its greatest eastern or western azimuth, or, at any
rate, when very near that position. If the observation be
made t minutes of time before or after the tinie of greatest

azimuth, the azimuth then will differ from its maximum
value by

a50fr sin 1'
. . .

sm z

in seconds of angle, omitting smaller terms. Here the

symbol S is the star’s declination, s its zenith distance. The
collimation and level errors are very carefully determined
before and after these observations, and It is usual to arrange

the observations by the reversal of the telescope so that

collimation error shall disappear. If 6, c he the level and
collimation errors, the correction to the circle reading is

h cot z c cosec z, h being positive when the 'west end of

the axis is high. It is clear that any uncertainty as to the
real state of the level will produce a corresponding uncer-

tainty in the resulting value of the azimuth,— an uncer-

tainty which increases with the latitude, and is very large

in high latitude.^. This may be partly remedied by observ-

ing in connexion with the star its reflexion in mercury.
In determining the value of ^'one division’* of a level tube,

it is necessary to bear in mind that in some the value varies

considerably wdth the temperature. By experiments on the

level of Ramsden’s 3-foot theodolite, it was found that

though at the ordinary temperature of 66® the value of a
division was about one second, yet at 32® it w^as about five

seconds.

The portable transit in its ordinary form hardly needs

description. In a very excellent instrument of this kind
used ou the Ordnance Survey, the uprights carrying the tele-

scope are constructed of mahogany, each upright being built

of several pieces glued and screwed together
;

the base,

which is a solid aud heavy plate of iron, carries a reversing

apparatus for lifting the telescope out of its hearings,

reversing it, aud letting it down again. Thus is avoided

the change of temperature which the telescope would incur

by being lifted by the hands of the observer. Another
form of transit is tbe German diagonal form, in which the

rays of light after passing through the object glass are

turned by a total reflexion prism through one of the trans-

verse arms of the telescope, at the extremity of which arm
is the eye-piece. The unused half of the ordinary telescope

being cut away is replaced by a counterpoise. In this in-

strument there is the advantage that the observer without

moving the position of his eye commands the whole

meridian, and that the level may remain on the pivots

whatever be the elevation of the telescope. But there is

the disadvantage that the flexure of the transverse axis

causes a variable collimation error depending on the zenith

distance of the star to which it is directed
;
and moreover

it has been found that in some cases the i:)er5onal error of

an observer is not the same in the two positions of the

telescope.
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To determine tlie direction of the meridian, it is well to

erect two marks at nearly equal angular distances on either

side of the north meridian line, so that the pole star crosses

the vertical of each mark a short time before and after

attaining its greatest eastern and western azimuths.

If now the instrument, perfectly levelled, is adjusted to

have its centre wire on one of the marks, then when ele-

vated to the star, the star will traverse the wire, and its

exact position in the field at any moment can be measured

by the micrometer wire. Alternate observations of the

star and the terrestrial mark, combined with careful level

readings and reversals of the instrument, will enable one,

even with only one mark, to determine the direction of the

meridian in the course of an hour with a probable error of

less than a second. The second mark enables one to com-

plete the station more rapidly, and gives a check upon the

work. As an instance, at Findlay Seat, in latitude 57°

35', the resulting azimuths of the two marks were 177°

45' 37"-29 i 0"-20 and 182° 17' 15"*61 ^ 0"T3, w^hile

the angle between the two marks directly measured by a

theodolite was found to be 4° 31' 37" ‘43 =*= 0"'23.

We now come to the consideration of the determination

of time with the transit instrument. Let fig. 3 repre-

sent the sphere stereographi-

cally projected on the x^lane

of the horizon ,—ns being the

meridian, toe the prime verti-

cal, Z, P the zenith and the

pole. Let p he the point in

which the production of the

axis of the instrument meets
the celestial sphere, S the posi-

tion of a star when observed on
a wire whose distance from the

collimation centre is c. Let a
be the azimuthal deviation, namely, the angle vfLp^ b the

level error so that Zp = 90° — h, Let also the hour angle

corresponding to be 90° — and the declination of the

same — tn, the star’s declination being S, and the latitude
<f>.

Then to find the hour angle ZPS = r of the star when
observed, in the triangles 7:>PS, y^PZ we have, since

pPS== 90 +T ~ n,

- Sin. c= sin m sin S+ cos m cos 5 sin {n - t).

Sinm= sin & sin ^ - cos h cos sin a,

Cos m sin !^^=sin & cos <j) + Qos 6 sin sin a.

w

p

(

/ -Z \ \

\ /
\X ^

s /

s
Fig. 3.

And these equations solve the problem, however large be
the errors of the instrument. Supposing, as usual, a, h,

m, n to be small, we have at once r^n+ c sec S 4-m tan 3,

which is the correction to the observed time of transit.

Or, eliminating m and n by means of the second and third

equations, and putting z for the zenith distance of the star,

t for the observed time of transit, the corrected time is

^^ fl^sin g+ & cos g + g

cos 5

Another very convenient form for stars near the zenith is

this

—

sec 4>+ c sec S+ (tan 5 - tan <p).

Suppose that in commencing to observe at a station the
error of the chronometer is not known

;
then having se-

cured for the instrument a very solid foundation, removed
as far as possible level and collimation errors, and placed it

by estimation nearly in the meridian, let two stars dif-
fering considerably in declination be observed—the in-
strument not being reversed between them. From these
two stars, neither of which should be a close circumpolar
star, a good approximation to the chronometer error can be
obtained

; thus let €p €2 hQ the apparent clock errors given
by these stars, if 8^, Sg be their declinations the real error
is

, ^
tan </) - tan 61

e = 61 + (ci - _ tah 5 j

Of course this is still only approximative, but it will enable

the observer (who by tbeheli^ of a table of natural tangents

can compute e in a few minutes) to find the ineiidiau by
placing at the proper time, which he now knows apx)roxi-

mately, the centre wire of his instrument on the first star

that passes—not near the zenith.

The transit instrument is always reversed at least once
in the course of an evening’s observing, the level being
frequently read and recorded. It is necessaiy in most
instruments to add a correction for the difference in size

of the pivots.

The transit instrument is also used in the prime vertical

for the determination of latitudes. In the preceding figure

let q be the point in which the northern extremity of the

axis of the instrument produced meets the celestial sphere.

Let 5iZ<2 be the azimuthal deviation = a, and b being the

level error, Z^ = 90° — 6 ;
let also = t and Yq = if/. Let

S' be the position of a star when observed on a wire whose
distance from the collimation centre is c, positive when to

the south, and let h be the observed hour angle of the star,

viz., ZPS'. Then the triangles </PZ give

— Sin c — sin 5 cos ~ cos 5 sin yp cos {h + r),

Cos = &ni h sin <p + cos l> cos <p cos

Sin sin T = cos h sin a.

Now when a and h are very small, we see from the last

two equations that \f/==
— a = T sin if/, and if wc calcu-

late <jf>' by the formula cot <j>' — cot S cos h, the first equa-
tion leads us to this result

—

I ,
a sin z + I) cos c + c

the correction for instrumental error being very similar

to that applied to the observed time of transit in the case

of meridian observations. When a is not very small and :

is small, the formulse required are more complicated.

The method of determining latitude by transits in the
prime vertical has the disadvantage of being a somewhat
slow process, and of requiring a very precise knowledge of

the time, a disadvantage from which the zenith telescope is

free. In principle this instrument is based on the proposi-
tion that when the meridian zenith distances of two stars

at their upper culminations—one being to the noith and the
other to the south of the zenith—are equal, the latitude is

the mean of their declinations
;
or, if the zenith distance of

a star culminating to the south of the zenith be Z, its de-

clination being 8, and that of another culminating to the
north with zenith distance Z' and declination 8', then
clearly the latitude is -^(S-{- S')

-f- 1(Z - Z'). Now’ the
zenith telescope does away with the divided circle, and sub-
stitutes the measurement micrometrically of the quantity
Z'-Z.

The instrument (fig. 4) is supported on a strong tripod,

fitted with levelling screws
;
to this tripod is fixed the azi-

muth circle and a long vertical steel axis. Fitting on this

axis is a hollow axis which carries on its upper end a short
transverse horizontal axis. This latter carries the telescope,

which, supported at the centre of its length, is free to

rotate in a vertical plane. The telescope is thus mounted
excentrically with respect to the vertical axis around which
it revolves. An extremely sensitive level is attached to
the telescope, which latter carries a micrometer in its eye-
piece, with a screw of long range for measuring differences
of zenith distance. For this instrument stars are selected
in pairs, passing north and south of the zenith, culminating
within a few minutes of time and within about tw^enty
minutes (angular) of zenith distance of each other. When
a pair of stars is to be observed, the telescope is set to the
mean of the zenith distances and in the plane of the
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meridian. The first star on passing the central meridional

wire is bisected by the micrometer ;
then the telescope is

rotated very carefully through 180° round the vertical axis,

and the second star on passing through the field is bisected

by the micrometer on the centre wire. The micrometer has
thus measured the diflFerence of the zenith distances, and
the calculation to get the latitude is most simple. Of
course it is necessary to read the level, and the observa-

tions are not necessarily confined to the centre wire. In
fact if n, s be the north and south readings of the level for

the south star, n\ s' the same for the north star, I the
value of one division of the level, m the value of one
division of the micrometer, r, r the refraction corrections,

/X, fjL the micrometer readings of the south and north star,

the micrometer being supposed to read from the zenith,
then, supposing the observation made on the centre wire,

—

4> =. i(5 + S') + -f)m + + s')l+ - r').

It is of course of the highest importance that the value
m of the screw be well determined. This is done most
effectually by observing the vertical movement of a close
circumpolar star when at its greatest azimuth.

In a single night with this instrument a very accurate
result, say with a probable error of about 0"*3 or 0"’4,

could be obtained for latitude from, say, twenty pair of
stars ; but when the latitude is required to be obtained with
the highest possible precision, four or five fine nights are
necessary. The weak point of the zenith telescope lies in

the circumstance that its requirements prevent the selection
of stars whose positions are well fixed

3
very frequently it

is necessary to have the declinations of the stars selected
for this instrument specially observed at fixed observatories.

The zenith telescope is made in various sizes from 30 to 54
inches in focal length

;
a 30-inch telescope is sufficient

for the highest purposes, and is very portable. The zenith

telescope is a particulaily pleasant instrument to work with,

and an observer has been known (a sergeant of Boyal
Engineers, on one occasion) to take every star in his list

during eleven hours on a stretch, namely, from 6 o'clock

p.M. until 5 A.M., and this on a very cold November night
on one of the highest points of the Grampians. Observers
accustomed to geodetic operations attain considerable

powers of endurance. Shortly after the commencement of

the observations on one of the hdls in the Isle of Skye a
storm carried avray the wooden houses of the men and left

the observatory roofless. Three observatory roofs were sub-

sequently demolished, and for some time the observatory
was used without a roof, being filled vdth snovr every night
and emptied every morning. Quite different, however, was
the experience of the same party when on the top of Ben
Nevis, 4406 feet high. For about a fortnight the state of

the atmosphere was unusually calm, so much so, that a
lighted candle could often be carried between the tents of

the men and the observatory, whilst at the foot of the hill

the weather was wild and stormy

Calcidation of Trianr/ulatioun

The surface of Great Britain and Ireland is uniformly
covered by triangulation, of which the sides are of various

lengths from 10 to 111 miles. The largest triangle has one
angle at Snowdon in Wales, another on Slieve Donard in

Ireland, and a third at Scaw Fell in Cumberland ; each side

is over a hundred miles, and the spherical excess is 64''.

The more ordinary method of triangulation is, however,
that of chains of triangles, in the direction of the meridian
and perpendicular thereto. The principal triangulations of

France, Spain, Austria, and India are so arranged. Oblique
chains of triangles are formed in Italy, Sweden, and Nor-
way, also in Germany and Bussia, and in the United
States. Chains are composed sometimes merely of con-

secutive plain triangles
;
sometimes, and more frequently

in India, of combinations of triangles forming consecutive

polygonal figures. In this method of triangulating, the

sides of the triangles are generally from 20 to 30 miles in

length—seldom exceeding 40.

The inevitable errors of observation, which are insepar-

able from all angular as well as other measurements, in-

troduce a great difficulty into the calculation of the sides

of a triangulation. Starting from a given base in order to

get a required distance, it may generally be obtained in

several different ways—that is, by using different sets of

triangles. The results will certainly differ one from another,

and probably no two will agree. The experience of the

computer will then come to his aid, and enable him to

say which is the most trustworthy result ; hut no experi-

ence or ability will carry him through a large network of

triangles with anything like assurance. The only way to

obtain trustworthy results is to employ the method of least

squares, an explanation of which will be found in Figure
OF THE Earth (vol. vii. p, 605). We cannot here give any
illustration of this method as applied to general trianguia-

tion, for it is most laborious, even for the simplest cases.

We may, however, take the case of a simple chain—com-

mencing with the consideration of a single triangle in which
all three angles have been observed.

Suppose that the sum of the observed angles exceeds the proper

amount by a small quantity e : it is required to assign proper cor-

rections to the angles, so as to cause this error to disappear. To
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do this we must be guidec by the weight of the determinations of

each angle. When a series of direct and independent observations
is made, under similar circumstances, of any measurable magnitude
—as an angle—the weight of the result is equal to half the square

of the number of observations divided by the sum of the squares of

the differences of the individual measures from the mean of all.

Now let h, 7c, I be the weights of the three measured angles, and let

X, y, z be the corrections which should be ap]^>lied to them. We know
that a; + 2/ + 2:-i-€= 0; and the theory of probabilities teaches us that
the most probable values aie those which make /w.-+ a
minimum. Here we ariive at a simple definite problem, the result

of which is hx= lcy=^ Iz, showing that e has to be divided into three

parts which shall be proportional to the reciprocals of the weights
of the eoriespouding angles. In wdiat follows we shall, for simpli-

city, suppose the weights of the observed angles to be alL equal.

Suppose now that A, B, C are the three angles of a triangle, and
that the observed values are A+ B + eg, 0 + ^3; then, although

eirors of obseivation, are unknown, yet by adding up the
obse*rved angles and finding that the sum is in excess of the tiuth
by a small quantity c, ive get 61 + 6.2 + 63= 0. Kow, according to

the last proposition, if we supjDose the angles to he equally well
observed, we have to subtract Je from each of the observed
values, which thus become A + §61 - ^63 - J63, B - I62

-

C- 3<J2+ Then to obtain a and 6 by calculation from the
known side c, we have

a sin (C - = c sin + 56^ - - ie^),

wnth a similar expression for the relation between h and c. Put
a, j8, 7 for the cotangents of A, B, C, then the errors of the computed
values of a and b are expressed thus

—

Set = 62( 2a + 7) + 62( — a + 7)+ e3( — a — 27^

}

S& — ^-*- 7) +^2 ( + + 27)}

Now these actual errors must remain unknown
; but we

here make use of the following theorem, proved in the doc-
trine of probabilities. The probable error of a quantity
which is a function of several independently observed ele-

ments is equal to the square root of the of the squares
of the probable errors that would arise from each of the
observed elements taken singly. Now suppose that each
angle in a triangle has a probable error e, then we replace

€1 ,
e^, 63 by €, and adding up the squares of the coefficients

find for the probable error of a, ^ + ay +
and for that of h, =fc JSe Suppose the
triangle equilateral, each side eight

miles, and the probable error of an
observed angle 0"*3

;
then the probable

error of either of the computed sides

will be found to be 0*60 inches.

Take a chain of triangles as indi-

cated in the diagram (fig. 5); suppose
all the angles measured, and that the
sides MN, HJ are measured bases ; it

is required to investigate the neces-

sary corrections to the observed angles
in order not only that the sum of the
three angles of each triangle fulfil the
necessary condition, but that the length
of HJ, calculated from that of MN,
shall agree with the measured length.

Let Xi, Yi, &:c., be the angles as observed, y^, Zy, &c., the
required corrections; then each triangle on adding up the angles
gives an equation *= 0. Let the corrected angles be

X + x, Y'^=T+ 2/, &c., then
HJ sin X^ sin sin sin XI
MX^sin YJ sin YJ sin YJ sin YJ

sin Xi sin Xg sin X3 sin X^^^ .

shi Yi sin Yg sin Y3 sin Y4^

Pig. 5.

X^ =

Let «!, 7i, . . . be the cotangents of the angles, so that sin X^
=sin X(1 + ctaj), then u in this last equation is easily seen to be the
right hand member of the equation

y” “ ^l7/l "i" “2^2 ” ^2^2+ . . . .

Here / is known numerically, for the ratio of the measured bases is
known, and the product of the ratios of the sines of the observed
angles is known by computation. The most probable values of

«x» • * - * are those which make the sum + y® + z^) a mini-
mum, or, as we may write it,

<t)
= + y®+ (6 + a: + y)®)

a minimum. This, and the previous equation in f, determine all

the corrections. Differentiate both and multiply the former by a
multiplier P, then

2Xi + yi+ 6i+ Pa»= 0

,

2y* + a\ + et- P/3,=-0

,

-P(2a* + ^.)-^,
3y*= P(a, + 2j8d-G.

How, substitute these values in the / equation, and P becomes
known; then follow at once all the coireetions fiom tlie two last-

written equations. These conections being apx>lic(l to the observed
angles, every side in the tiiaiigillation has a definite value, which
is obtained by the ordinal}^ method of calculation.

A spheroidal triangle differs from a spherical triangle, not

only in that the curvatures of the sides are difioreut one

from another, but more especially in this that, while in the

spherical triangle the normals to the surface at the angular

points meet at the centre of the sphere, in the spheroidal

triangle the normals at the angles A, B, C meet the axis of

revolution of the spheroid in three diifierent points, which
we may designate a, /S, y respectively. Now the angle A of

the triangle as measured by a theodolite is the inclination

of the planes EAa and CAa, and the angle at B is that

contained hy the planes AB^ and CByS. But the planes

ABa and AB/3 containing the line AB in common cut the

surface in two distinct plane curves. In order, tlierefore,

that a spheroidal triangle may he exactly defined, it is

necessary that the nature of the lines joining the three

vertices be stated. In a mathematical point of view the

most natural definition is that the sides be geodesic or

shortest lines. Gauss, in his most elegant treatise entitled

Disgwisitiones generales circa superficies cici'vas, has entered

fully into the subject of geodesic triangles, and has in-

vestigated expressions for the angles of a geodesic triangle

whose sides are given, not certainly finite expressions, but
approximations inclusive of small quantities of the fourth

order, the side of the triangle or its ratio to the radius of

the nearly spherical surface being a small quantity of the

first order. The terms of the fourth order, as given by
Gauss for any surface in general, are very complicated even
when the surface is a spheroid. If we retain small quanti-

ties of the second order only, and put ^1 , (H for the angles

of the geodesic triangle, while A, B, C are those of a plane
triangle having sides equal respectively to those of the
geodesic triangle, then, a* being the area of the triangle and
a, Jbr, jc the measures of curvature at the angular points,

g.=A+ ^(2.t + b + t),

i = B + ^(a+26 + f),

® =C+^(s+ 1)+ 2£).

The geodesic line being the shortest that can he drawn
on any surface between two given j)oints, we may be con-
ducted to its most important characteristics by the follow-
ing considerations : let p, g; be adjacent points on a curved
surface ; through s the middle point of the chord pq imagine
a plane drawn perpendicular fco pq^ and let S be any point
in the intersection of this plane with the surface

;
then

pS + Sg' is evidently least when sS is a minimum, which is

when sS is a normal to the surface
3
hence it follows that of

all plane curves on the surface joining q, when those points
are indefinitely near to one another, that is the shortest
which is made by the normal plane. That is to say, the
osculating plane at any point of a geodesic line contains the
normalto the surface at that point. Imagine now three points
in space, A, B, C, such that AB =BC — c; let the direction
cosines ofAB be I, m, n, those of BC l\ then a?, y, z being
the coordinates of B, those of A and C will be respectively

—

cc — cZ \ y — cm :z - cn
£c+ cZ' : y-h-cm' : z+erf.

Hence the coordinates of the middle point M of AC are
X H- ^c{V -l),y-¥ \c{m! - m), z + - n)^ and the direction
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cosines of EM are therefore proportional to V - I \ tyi —m\
n' - If the angle made by BC with AB be indefinitely

small, the direction cosines of BM are as : hm : I^ow
if AB, BC be two contiguous elements of a geodesic, then

BM must be a normal to the surface, and since 8Z, 8m, 871

are in this case represented by 8 8 8 we have

d^x d^y d^z

d^ ds'^_
dw du

dx dy dz

which, however, are equivalent to only one equation,

the case of the spheroid this equation becomes

d-x dhj -

la

which integrated gives ydx — xdy = Qds, This again may
be put in the form r sin a = C, where a is the azimuth of

the geodesic at any point—the angle between its direction

and that of the meridian—and r the distance of the point

from the axis of revolution.

From this it may be shown that the azimuth at A of the

geodesic joining AB is not the same as the astronomical
azimuth at A of B or that determined by the vertical plane

AaB. Generally speaking, the geodesic lies between the

two plane section curves joining A and B which are formed
by the two vertical planes, supposing these points not far

apart. If, however, A and B are nearly in the same latitude,

the geodesic may cross (between A and B) that plane curve
which lies nearest the adjacent pole of the spheroid. The
condition of crossing is this. Suppose that for a moment we
drop the consideration of the earth's non-sphericity, and
draw a perpendicular from the pole C on AB, meeting it

in S between A and B. Then A being that point which is

nearest the pole, the geodesic will cross the plane curve if

AS be between JAB and fAB. If AS lie between this

last value and JAB, the geodesic will lie wholly to the
north of both plane curves, that is, supposing both points to

be in the northern hemisphere.
The circumstance that the angles of the geodesic triangle

do not coincide with the true angles as observed renders
it inconvenient to regard the geodesic lines as sides of the
triangle. A more convenient curve to regard as the side

of the spheroidal triangle is this : let L be a point on the
curve surface between A and B, X the point in which the
normal at L intersects the axis of revolution, then if L be
subject to the condition that the planes ALA, BLA coincide,

it traces out a curve which touches at A and B the two
plane curves before specified. Joining A, B, C by three such
lines, the angles of the triangle so formed coincide with the
true angles.

Let the azimuths (at the middle point, say) of the sides BC, CA,
AB of a spheroidal triangle he a , /8 , 7 ,

these being measured from
0® to 360® continuously, and the angles of the triangle lettered in
the same cyclical direction, and let a, h, c be the lengths of the sides.
Let there be a sphere of radius r, such that r is a mean proportional
between the principal radii of curvature at the mean latitude
of the spheroidal triangle, and on this sphere a triangle having
sides e^ual respectively to a, h, c. If A', C' be the angles of the
spheroidal triangle, A, B, C those of the spherical triangle, then

A! — A= :r^2 sin 2j3 - c® sin 27)

,

12r2
cos sia 27 — sin ,

C' - C= sin 2a - 5® sin 2/8)

.

By adcfing these together, it appears that, to the order of terms
here retained, the sum of the angles of the spheroidal triangle is
equal to the sum of the angles of the spherical triangle. The
spherical excess of a sioheroidal triangle is therefore obtained by

multiplying its area by » Gauss’s measure of curvature.

Further, let A^, be the angles of a plane triangle having
still the same sides a, 5, c, then it may be shown by si^heiical tiigo-,
nomctry that, r being the radius of the sphere as before,

a-a.-A^(i +
120r2 ) ’

120?*2 ) ’

7^2 + 7h^-\- c'^\

120^“ J ’

It is but seldom that the terms of the fourth order are

required. Omitting them, we have Legendre's theorem, viz.,

“ If from each of the angles of a spherical triangle, the sides

of which are small in comparison with the radius, one-third
of the spherical excess be deducted, the sines of the angles
thus diminished will be proportional to the length of the
opposite sides, so that the triangle may be computed as a
plane triangle.” By this means the spherical triangles

which present themselves in geodesy are computed with
very nearly the same ease as plane triangles. And from
the expressions given above for the spheroidal angles.

A', B', C' it may be proved that no error of any consequence
can arise from treating a spheroidal triangle as a spherical,

the radius of the sphere being as stated above.

When the angles of a triangulation have been adjusted

by the method of least squares, the next process is to calcu-

late the latitudes and longitudes of all the stations starting

from one given point. The calculated latitudes, longitudes,

and azimuths, which are designated geodetic latitudes,

longitudes, and azimuths, are not to be confounded with the

observed latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths, for these last

are subject to somewhat large errors. Supposing the

latitudes of a number of stations in the triangulation to be
observed, practically the mean of these determines the posi-

tion in latitude of the network, taken as a whole. So the
orientation or general azimuth of the whole is inferred from
all the azimuth observations. The triangulation is then

supposed to be projected on a spheroid of given elements,

representing as nearly as one knows the real figure of the

earth. Then, taking the latitude of one point and the direc-

tion of the meridian there as given—obtained, namely, from
the astronomical observations there—one can compute the

latitudes of all the other points with any degree of precision

that may be considered desirable. It is necessary to employ
for this purpose formulse which will give results true even
for the longest distances to the second place of decimals of

seconds, otherwise there will arise an accumulation of

errors from imperfect calculation which should always be

avoided. For very long distances, eight places of decimals

should be employed in logarithmic calculations
;

if seven

places only are available very great care will be required to

keep the last place true. Now let be the latitudes of

two stations A and B ; a, a their mutual azimuths counted

from north by east continuously from 0 ° to 360 °
;

<0 their

difference of longitude measured from west to east ; and s

the distance AB.
First compute a latitude 4*1 by means of the formula

4^= 4 cos a, where p is the radius of curvature of the

meridian at the latitude 4 1
will require but four places

of logarithms. Then, in the first two of the following, five

places are sufficient

—

€=»:=— Sin a COS a,
2fyn

7}= sin 2a tan <Pi ,

0 — cos (a— fe) — 17 ,

Po

= sin (g- je)

n cos (4+^^) *

a'-a^oo sin (<^'-h|77)- e+ 180®«

A. 2*2
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Here n is tlie normal or radius of curvature perpendicular
to tbe meridian

;
both ^ and p correspond to latitude

and pQ to latitude + For calculations of latitude

and longitude, tables of the logarithmic values of p sin 1 '^,

n sin 1'", and 2^^p sin V' are necessary. The following table

contains these logarithms for every ten minutes of latitude

from 52° to 53° computed with the elements « = 20926060
and a:c = 295 : 294 :

—

Lat.
1 1 1

p sm 1" n sin 1" 2pn sin i'"

52 0 7-99394S4 7-9928231 0-37131
10 9309 8190 29
20 9185 81 28
30 9060 810i 26
40 8936 8065 24
60 8812 8024 23

53 0 8688 7982 22

The logarithm in the last column is that required also for the

calculation of spherical excesses, the spherical excess of a triangle

being expressed by .

It is frequently necessary to obtain the coordinates of

one point with reference to another point
;

that is, let a

perpendicular arc be drawn from B to the meridian of A.

meeting it in P, then, a being the azimuth of B at A, the

coordinates of B with reference to A are

AP=^cos («-§€),
BPs=5 sin (a- ^e),

where c is the spherical excess of APB, viz., sin a cos a
multiplied by the quantity whose logarithm is in the fourth

column of the above table.

Irregularities of the Earth's Surface,

In considering the effect of unequal distribution of

matter in the earth’s crust on the form of the surface, we
may simplify the matter by disregarding the considerations

of rotation and excentricity. In the first place, supposing
the earth a sphere covered with a film of water, let the
density p be a function of the distance from the centre so

that surfaces of equal density are concentric spheres. Let
now a disturbance of the arrangement of matter take place,

so that the density is no longer to be expressed by p, a
function of r only, but is expressed by p + p', where p' is a
function of three coordinates 6, <jy,r. Then p is the density

of what may be designated disturbing matter j it is positive

in some places and negative in others, and the whole quan-
tily of matter whose density is p is zero. The previously
spherical surface of the sea of radius a now takes a new
form. Let P be a point on the disturbed surface, P' the
corresponding point vertically below it on the undisturbed
surface, PP' = u. The knowledge of u over the whole sur-

face gives us the form of the disturbed or actual surface
of the sea

;
it is an equipotential surface, and if V be the

potential at P of the disturbing matter p', M the mass of
the earth,

M M M ^

As far as we know, u is always a very small quantity, and

we have with sufficient approximation u = where S is

the mean density of the earth. Thus we have the disturb-
ance in elevation of the sea-level expressed in terms of the
potential of the disturbing matter. If at any point P the
value of u remain constant when we pass to any adjacent
point, then the actual surface is there parallel to the ideal
spherical surface; as a rule, however, the normal at P is in-
clined to that at P', and astronomical observations have

shown that this inclination, amounting ordinarily to one or

two seconds, may in some cases exceed 10
,
or, as at the foot

of the Himalayas, even 30 seconds. By the expression

“mathematical figure of the earth’' we mean the surface of

the sea produced in inaagination so as to percolate the con-

tinents. We see then that the effect of the uneven distri-

bution of matter in the crust of the earth is to produce

small elevations and depressions on the matlieiiiatical sur-

face which would bo otherv/ise spheroidal. No geodesist

can proceed far in his work without encountering the irre-

gularities of the mathematical surface, and it is necessary

that he know how they affect his astronomical observations.

The whole of this subject is dealt with in his usual elegant

manner by Bessel in the Astro'iiomisclie Kacliviclden^ Nos.

329, 330, 331, in a paper entitled “ Ueber den Einfluss

der Unregelinassigkeiten der Figur der Erdo auf geodii-

tische Arbeiten, <fec.” But without entering into further

details it is not difficult to see how local attraction at any
station affects the determinations of latitude, longitude, and
azimuth there.

Let there be at the station an attraction to the north-cast

throwing the zenith to the south-west, so that it takes in

the celestial sphere a position Z', its undisturbed positiim

being Z. Let the rectangular components of the displace-

ment ZZ' be f measured southwards and yj measured west-

wards. Now the great circle joining 7J with the polo of

the heavens P makes there an angle with the meridian
'9Z = rj cosec '^7/ = rj sec <j[>, where is the latitude of the

station. Also this great circle meets the horizon in a point

whose distance from the great circle PZ is rj sec sin ^
= 77 tan That is, a meridian mark, fixed by observa-

tions of the pole star, will be placed that amount to the east

of north. Hence the observed latitude requires the correc-

tion ^ ;
the observed longitude a correction rj sec efy

;

and
any observed azimuth a correction rj tan Here it is

supposed that azimuths are measured from north by east,

and longitudes eastwards.

The expression given for enables one to form an ap-

proximate estimate of the effect of a compact mountain in

raising the sea-level. Take, for instance, Ben Nevis, w’hich
contains about a couple of cubic miles

; a simple calculation

shows that the elevation produced would only amount to

about 3 inches. In the case of a mountain mass like the
Himalayas, stretching over some 1500 miles of country with
a breadth of 3U0 and an average height of 3 miles, although
it is difficult or impossible to find an expression for V, yet
vt^e may ascertain that an elevation amounting to several
hundred feet may exist near their base. The geodetical
operations, however, rather negative this idea, for it is shown
in a paper in the Philoso2^hical Magazine for August 1878
by Colonel Clarke that the form of the sea-level along the
Indian arc departs but slightly from that of the mean figure
of the earth. If this be so, the action of the Himalayas
must be counteracted by subterranean tenuity.

Suppose now that A, B, C, . . . . are the stations of a net-
work of triangulation projected on or lying on a spheroid
of semiaxis major and excentricity a, this spheroid having
its axis parallel to the axis of rotation of the earth, and its

surface coinciding with the mathematical surface of the
earth at A. Then basing the calculations on the observed
elements at A, the calculated latitudes, longitudes, and
directions of tlie meridian at the other points will be the
true latitudes, <fec., of the points as projected on the spheroid.
On comparing these geodetic elements with the correspond-
ing astronomical determinations, there will appear a system
of differences which represent the inclinations, at the vari-
ous points, of the actual irregular surface to the surface of
the spheroid of reference. These differences will suggest
two things,—^first, that we may improve the agreement of
the two surfaces, by not restricting the spheroid of refer-
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ence by the condition of making its surface coincide with

the mathematical surface of the earth at A ;
and secondly, by

altering the form and dimensions of the spheroid. With
respect to the first circumstance, we may allow the spheroid

two degrees of freedom, that is, the normals of the surfaces

at A may be allowed to separate a small quantity, com-

pounded of a meridional difference and a difference per-

pendicular to the same. Let the spheroid be so placed that

its normal at A lies to the north of the normal to the

earth’s surface by the small quantity ^ and to the east by
the quantity 77. Then in starting the calculation of geodetic

latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths from A, we must take,

not the observed elements cjy, a, but for <5^), <jJ> + and for a,

a + 77 tan <^, and zero longitude must be replaced by 77 sec

At the same time suppose the elements of the spheroid

to be altered from a, e to « + da, e + de. Confining our

attention at first to the two points A, B, let ((^'), (a ), (cd) be
the numerical elements at B as obtained in the first calcu-

lation, viz., before the shifting and alteration of the

spheroid ;
they will now take the form

(00 + /I + g'n+
\a ) +/'!+ g'-n + h'da -\-k'de,

(cw) +3^

+

Q"yi 4- lb'*d(t + IJ'cle,

where the coefficients /, . <Sz:c. can be numerically calcu-

lated. Now these elements, corresponding to the projection

of B on the spheroid of reference, must be equal severally

to the astronomically determined elements at B, corrected
j

for the inclination of the surfaces there. If t', r/ be the
:

components of the inclination at that point, then we have

^ ~ (0O — 0^ + 4- gti 4- hdci> 4" Icde,

•f{ tan 0^=* (ctO — 0^4-./*^^ 4- li'da-^kfdc,

77
^ sec ip'= (co) — CO 4-/ ^ 4- g"7} 4- liJ'dcb 4- Tc"d&,

where a, are the observed elements at B. Here it

appears that the observation of longitude gives no ad-

ditional information, but is available as a check upon the

azimuthal observations.

If now there be a number of astronomical stations in

the triangulation, and we form equations such as the above

for each point, then we can from them determine those

values of i, rj, da, de, which make the quantity + 7^ +
^'2^ ^'2^ . . , , a minimum. Thus we obtain that

spheroid which best represents the surface covered by the

triangulation.

In the Account of the Principal Triangulation of Great

Britain and Ireland will be found the determination, from

75 equations, of the spheroid best representing the surface

of the British Isles. Its elements are a = 20927005 =ir 295
feet, 6 : a — 6 = 280 =b 8 ; and it is so placed that at Green-

wich Observatory f=l"*864, — 0"*546.

Taking Durham Observatory as the origin, and the tan-

gent plane to the surface (determined by ~ 0"’664,
77
=

— 4"T17) as the plane of x and y, the former measured
northwards, and z measured vertically downwards, the

equation to the surface is

•99524953:^2 4- -99288005^2 ^ .997030523®

- 0 -OOenOOSiCC! - 416550703- 0.

Altitudes.

The precise determination of the altitude of his station

is a matter of secondary importance to the geodesist ;
never-

theless it is usual to observe the zenith distances of all trigo-

nometrical points. The height of a station does indeed

influence th e observation of terrestrial angles, for a vertical

line at B does not lie generally in the vertical plane of A,

but the error (which is very easily investigated) involved

in the neglect of this consideration is much smaller than
the errors of observation. Again, in rising to the height

h above the surface, the centrifugal force is increased and
the magnitude and direction of the attraction of the

earth are altered, and the effect upon the observation

of latitude is a very small error expressed by the formula

^ where g, g' are the values of gravity at

the equator and at the pole. This is also a quantity which
may be neglected, since for ordinary mountain heights it

amounts to only a few hiiiidreths of a second.

The uncertainties of terrestrial refraction render it im-
possible to determine accurately by vertical angles the

heights of distant points. Generally speaking, refraction is

greatest at about daybreak
;
from that time it diminishes,

being at a minimum for a couple of hours before and after

mid-day ;
later in the afternoon it again increases. This

at least is the general inarch of the phenomenon, but it is

by no means regular. The vertical angles measured at the

station on Hart Fell showed on one occasion in the month
of September a refraction of double the average amount,
lasting from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. The mean value of the co-

efficient of refraction Tc determined from a very large num-
ber of observations of terrestrial zenith distances in Great

Britain is *0792 4= *0047
;
and if we separate those rays

wffiich for a considerable portion of their length cross the

sea from those which do not, the former give Ic— '0813 and
the latter ^=*0753. These values are determined from
high stations and long distances; W’-hen the distance is

short, and the rays graze the ground, the amount of refrac-

tion is extremely uncertain and variable. A case is noted
in the Indian Survey where the zenith distance of a station

10*5 miles off varied from a depression of 4' 52"*6 at 4.30

P.M. to an elevation of 2' 24" -0 at 10.50 p.m.

If li, h' be the heights above the level of the sea of two
stations, 90° -4-3, 90° 4- S' their mutual zenith distances

(3 being that observed at h), s their distance apiart, the

earth being regarded as a sphere of radius = a, then, with
sufficient precision,

h'-n=s tan

tan 5'^ .

If from a station whose height is h the horizon of the sea

be observed to have a zenitli distance 90° 4- S, then the above
formula gives for h the value

tan2S

2 ' 1 - 2/.;

Suppose the depression S to be oi minutes, then h~
l'054:n^ if the ray be for the greater part of its length cross-

ing the sea ; if otherwise, = 1 ’OIO^z.^. To take an example :

the mean of eight observations of the zenith distance of the

sea horizon at the top of Ben Nevis is 91° 4' 48", or 3 =
64’8

;
the ray is pretty equally disposed over land and water,

and hence 7i = 1 *047?i2 = 4396 feet. The actual height of

the hill by spirit-levelling is 44 06 feet, so that the eiTor of

the heiglit thus obtained is only 10 feet.

Bongitude,

The determination of the difference of longitude between
two stations A and B resolves itself into the determination

of the local time at each of the stations, and the comiDari-

son by signals of the clocks at A and B. Whenever tele-

graphic lines are available these comparisons are made by
electro-telegraphy. A small and delicately-made apparatus

introduced into the mechanism of an astronomical clock or

chronometer breaks or closes by the action of the clock a

galvanic circuit every second- In order to record the

minutes as well as seconds, one second in each minute,
namely that numbered 0 or 60, is omitted. The seconds are

recorded on a chronograph, which consists of a cylinder re-

volting uniformly at the rate of one revolution per minute
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covered with, white paper, on which a pen having a slow

movement in the direction of the axis of the cylinder de-

scribes a continuous spiral. This pen is deflected through

the agency of an electromagnet every second, and thus the

seconds of the clock are recorded on the chronograph by
offsets from the spiral curve. An observer having his hand
on a contact key in the same circuit can record in the same
manner his observed times of transits of stars. The method
of determination of difference of longitude is, therefore,

virtually as follows. After the necessary observations for

instriimental corrections, which are recorded only at the

station of observation, the clock at A is jDut in connexion

with the circuit so as to write on both chronograx^hs,

namely, that at A and that at B. Then the clock at B is

made to write on both chronographs. It is clear that by

this double operation one can eliminate the effect of the

small interval of time consumed in the transmission of sig-

nals, for the difference of longitude obtained from the one

chronograph will be in excess by as much as that obtained

from the other will be in defect. The determination of the

personal errors of the observers in this delicate operation

is a matter of the greatest importance, as therein lies pro-

bably the chief source of residual error-

-GEO
Since tlie article Figuhe of the Eahth was written, consider-

able additions to tlie data for the determination of the semiaxes of

the earth have been obtained from India, viz., a new meridian arc

of 20% the southern point of which is at Mangalore, together with
several arcs of longitude, the longest of which, between Bombay
and ISTizagapatam, extends over 10** 30^ The eftect of the accession

of these new measures is to alter the figure previously given to the

following : the semiaxes of the spheroid best representing the large

ares now available are

^=20926202; c=20854895; c:a= 292*465 ; 293*465.

This value of the major semiaxis exceeds that previously given by
140 feet, whereas the new X)olar serniaxis is less than the old hy 226
feet. If we admit that the figure may possibly be an ellix)soid (not

of revolution), then the investigation leads us, through the solution

of 51 equations, to these values of the semiaxes

—

^= 20926629,
&-20925106,
c= 20854407.

The greater axis of the equator lies in longitude 8° 15' west of

Greenwich, a meridian which x>assing through Ireland and Portugal

cuts off a portion of the north-'west corner of Africa, and in the

opx)Osite hemisx>here cuts off the north-east corner of Asia. The
axqmrent ellipticity of the equator is much reduced hy the addition

of the new data, and it would not he right to x'^ut too much <*011 fi-

dence in the ellix^soidal figure until many more arcs of loiigitud(i

shall have furnished the means of testing the theory more docisivcOy

than can be done at x^'esent. (See FUilosoi^liical Maejazine.^ August
1878.) (A. B. U.)

GEOFFKEY OF MONMOUTH (1110^-1154), one of '

the most famous of the Latin chroniclers, was born at Mon-
mouth early in the 1 2th century. Yery little is known of his

life. He became archdeacon of the church in Monmouth,
and in 3152 was elected bishop of St Asaph. He died in

1154. Threeworks have been attributed tohim—the Ghroni-

con sive Hisioria Britonum ]
a metrical Life and Prophecies of

Merlin

;

and the Gomioenduim Ganfredi de Gorpore Ghristi

et Sacramento Bxicharistice. Of these the first only is

genuine
;
internal evidence is fatal to the claims of the

second ; and the Gom2:>endiitm is known to be written by
Geoffrey of Auxerre. The Hisioria BHtomtm appeared in

1147, and created a great sensation. Geoffrey professed

that the work was a translation of a Breton work he had
got from his friend Walter Calenius, archdeacon of Oxford.

It is highly probable that the Breton work never existed.

The plea of translation was a literary fiction extremely
common among writers in the Middle Ages, and was adopted
to give a mysterious importance to the communications of

the author and to deepen the interest of his readers. We
may compare with this Sir Walter Scott^s professed quota-
tions from “ Old Plays,” which he wrote as headings for

chapters in his novels. If Geoffrey consulted a Breton
book at all, it would probably be one of the Arthurian
romances then popular in Armorica. His history is a work
of genius and imagination, in which the story is told with
a Defoe-like minuteness of detail very likely to impose on
a credulous age. It is founded largely on the previous
histories of Gildas and the so-called Nennius

;
and many

of the legends are taken direct from Yirgil. The history
of Merlin, as embodied in the Hisioria^ is found in Persian
and Indian books. Geoffrey’s imagination may have been
greatly stimulated by local English legends, especially in
the numerous stories he gives in support of his fanciful

derivations of names of places. Whatever hints Geoffrey
may have got from popular tales, and whatever materials
he may have accumulated in the course of his reading, the
Hisioria is to be thought of as largely his own creation
and as forming a splendid poetical whole. Geoffrey, at all

events, gave these stories their permanent place in litera-

ture. We have sufficient evidence to prove that in Wales
the work was considered purely fabulous. (See Giraldus
Oamhremis, Itinerarium Gamho'ice, lib. i., c. 5, and Garn-
hricB Description c. vii.) And William of Newbury says

“ that fabler (Geoffrey) with his fables shall be straightway

spat out by us all.” Geoffrey^s Hisioria was the basis of

a host of other works. It was abridged by Alfred of

Beverley (1150), and translated into Anglo-Norman verse,

first by Geoffrey Gaimar (1154), and then by Wace (1180),
whose work, Li Pomans de Britt, contained a good deal of

new matter. Early in the 13th century was published
Layamon’s Brnt^ and in 1278 ax^peared Bobert of

Gloucester’s rhymed Ghronicle ofEngland, These two works,

being written in English, would make the legends x^ox^ular

with the common peoxde. The same influence continued
to show itself in the works of Eoger of Wendover (1237),
Matthew Paris (1259), Bartholomew Cotton (1300?),
Matthew of Westminster (1310), Peter Langtoft, Bobert
de Brunne, Balx^h Higden, John Harding, Bobert Eabyan
(1512), Bichard Grafton (1569), and Baphael Holinslied

(1580), who is especially important as the immediate
source of some of Shakespeare’s dramas. A large x>art of

the introduction of Milton’s History of England consists of

Geoffrey’s legends, which are not accepted by him as his-

torical. The .stories, thus preserved and handed down,
have had an enormous influence on literature generally, but
especially on English literature. They became familiar to

the Continental nations; and they even apx^eared in Greek,
and were known to tlie Arabs, With the exception of the
translation of the Bible, probably no book has furnished so

large an amount of literary material to English writers.

The germ of the popular nursery tale, Jach the Giant-Killer,
is to be found in the adventures of his Corineus, the com-
panion of Brutus, who settled in Cornwall, and had a
desperate fight with giants there. Goemagot, one of these
giants, is said to be the origin of Gog and Magog—two
effigies formerly exhibited on the Lord Mayor’s day in
London, which are referred to in several of the English
dramatists, and still have their well-known rexiresentatives
in the Guildhall of the city. Chaucer gives Geoffrey a
place in his ‘‘House of Fame,” where he mentions “Englyssh
Gaunfride’’ (Geoffrey) as being “besye for to here up Troye.”

Meanwhile the Arthurian romances had assumed a unique
place in literature. The Arthur of later poetry is a grand
ideal personage, seemingly unconnected with either space
or time, and performing feats of extraordinary and super-
human valour. The real Arthur—if his historical existence
is to be conceded—was most probably a Cumbrian or
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Strathclyde Briton

;
and Geoffrey is responsible for the

blander of transferring him to South Wales. So intimately

is Geoffrey connected with Arthur’s celebrity, that he is

often called Galfridus Arturus. Although the wondrous
cycle of Arthurian romances scarcely originated with
Geofifrey, he made the existing legends radiant with poetic

colouring. They thus became the common property of

Europe; and, after being modified by the trouveres in

France, the minnesingers in Germany, and by such writers

as Gaiinar, Wace, Mapes, Bobert de Borron, Luces de
Gast, and H^lie de Borron, they were converted into a

magnificent prose poem by Sir Thomas Malory, in 1461.
Malory’s 2Iorte DartJiur^ Caxton in 1485, is as

truly the epic of the English mind as the Iliad is the epic

of the Greek mind.
The first English tragedy, Gorboduc^ or Ferrex arid

Porrex (1565), which was written mainly by Sackville, is

founded on the Historia Britonum. John Higgins, in

The Mirror for Magistrates (1587), borrows largely from
the old legends. This work was extremely popular in the
Elizabethan joeriod, and furnished dramatists with plots for

their plays. Spenser’s Faerie Queene is saturated with the

ancient myths
;

and, in his Arthur^ the poet gives us a
noble spiritual conception of the character. In the tenth
canto of Book it. there is

—

“ A chronicle of Briton kings,
From Brut to Utlier’s rayne.

Warner s lengthy poem entitled AlhiorCs England (1586)
is full of legendary 'British history. Drayton’s Polyolhion

\

(1613) is largely made up of stories from Geoffrey, begin-
'

ning with Britainfoitnding Brute, Geoffrey’s good faith

and historic accuracy are warmly contended for by Drayton,
ill Song X. of his work.

In Shakespeare’s time Geoffrey’s legends were still im-
plicitly believed by the great mass of the people, and were
appealed to as historical documents by so great a lawyer
as Sir Edward Coke. They had also figured largely in the

disputes between the Edwards and Scotland. William
Camden was the first to prove satisfactorily that the
Historia was a romance. Shakespeare’s King Lear was
preceded by an earlier play entitled The Chronicle History

of King Lear and his Three Daughters^ Gonorill^ Ragan^
and Cordelia^ as it hath been divers and sundry times lately

acted, Shakespeare’s immediate authority was Holinshed

;

but the later chronicles, in so far as they were legendary,

were derived from Geoffrey. The story of Cymheline
is another illustration of the fascination these legends
exercised over Shakespeare. An early play, ascribed by
some to Shakespeare, on Locrine, Brutus’s eldest son,

is a further example of how the dramatists ransacked
Geoffrey’s stores. The Historia was a favourite book
with Milton : and he once thought of writing a long poem
on King Arthur, whose qualities he would probably have
idealized, as Spenser has done, but with still greater moral
grandeur. In addition to the evidence afforded by the in-

troduction to his History of England^ Milton shows in

many ways that he was profoundly indebted to early

legendary history. His exquisite conception of Sabrina, in

Comus, is an instance of how the original legends were
not only appropriated but ennobled by many of our writers.

In his Latin poems, too, there are some interesting passages
pertinent to the subject.

Dryden once intended to write an epic on Arthur’s ex-

ploits; and Pope planned an epic on Brutus. Mason’s
bears witness to Geoffrey’scharm forpoetic minds.

Wordsworth has embalmed the beautiful legend of Pious
Elidure in his own magic verse. In chapter xxxvi. of the
Pickwick Papers Dickens gives what he calls ‘^The
True Legend of Prince Bladud,” which is stamped through-

out with the impress of the author’s peculiar genius, and
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Ut up with his sunny humour. Alexander Smith has a
poem treating of Edwin of Heir who figures towards the
close of Geoffrey’s history. And Tennyson's Idylls of the

King furnish the most illustrious example of Geoffrey’s
influence ; although the poet takes his stories, in the first

instance, from Malory’s Moy^te Darthur, The influence the
legends have had in causing other legends to spring up,
and in creating a love for narrative, is simply incalculable.

In this way Geoffrey was really, for Englishmen, the in-

ventor of a new literary form, v/hicli is represented by the
romances and novels of later times.

There are several MSS. of Geoffrey’s work in the old Royal
Library of the British Museum, of which one formerly belonging
to Margan Abbey is considered the best. The titles of the various
editions of Geoffrey are given in Wright’s Riog. Brit, Lit., in the
volume devoted to the Anglo-Norman ]}eriod, which also contains
an excellent notice of Geoffrey. The work compiled by Bale and
Pits ^ves a mythical literary history, corresponding to Geoffrey’s
mythical political history. Of the Life ami Brophccics of Merlin,
falsely attributed to Geoffrey, 42 copies W’ere printed for the
Roxburghe Club in 1830. The Historia was translated into Eng-
lish by Aaron Thompson (London, 1718) ;

and a revised edition was
issued by Dr Giles (London, 1842), which is to he found in the
volume entitled Six Old English Chronicles in Bolin’s Antiquarian
Library. A discussion of Geoffrey’s literaiy influence is given in
“Legsiids of Pre-Roman Britain,” an article in the Dublin Uni-
versity Magazine for April 1876. The latest instance of tlie interest

in Geofli-ey is the publication of the following work:

—

Der Munchener
Brut Gottfried von Monmouth infranzbs. Versen dcs zwblften Jahr-
huThderts, herausgeg. von R. Hofmann mid K. Vollmoller, Halle, 1877.

For fimther information about Geoffrey, consult Wartoii’s English
Poetry', English WHters', Foilt Ancient Books of
Wales', and a valuable paper on “ Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History
of the Britons,” in the 1st vol. of Mr Thomas W'right’s Essays on
Archaeological Subjects (London, 1861). (T. GI.)

GEOFFBOY SAINT-HILAIBE, Etienne (1772-1844),
a celebrated Frencb naturalist, was the son of Jean Gerard
Geoffrey, procurator and magistrate of iltampes, Seine-et-

Oise, where he was born, April 15, 1772. His early

education was carefully superintended by his mother and
paternal grandmother, and when still a boy he had already

become acquainted with the masterpieces of the literature

of the ancients, and of the age of Louis XIV. Destined by
his friends for the church, he entered, as an exhibitioner,

the college of Navarre, in Paris, where he studied natural

philosophy under Brisson
;
and in 1788 he obtained one

of the canon icates of the chapter of Sainte Croix at

iltampes, and also a benefice. Science, however, offered to

him a career more congenial to his tastes than that of an
ecclesiastic, and, after some persuasion, he gained from his

father permission to remain in Paris, and to attend the

lectures at the College de France and the Jardin des Plantes,

on the condition that he should likewise read law. He
accordingly took up his residence at Cardinal Lemoine’s

college, and there became the pupil and soon the esteemed

associate of Brisson’s friend, Haiiy, the eminent mineral-

ogist, under whose guiding influence his passion for the

natural sciences daily deepened. Having, before the close

of the year 1790, taken the degree of bachelor in law, he
became a student of medicine, but the lectures of Fourcroy

at the Jardin des Plantes, and of Daubenton at the College

de France, and his favourite scientific pursuits graduaUy

came to occupy his almost exclusive attention. His studies

at Paris were at length suddenly interrupted, for, on the

12th or 13th of August 1792, Haiiy and the other profes*

sors of Lemoine’s college, as also those of the college of

Navarre, were arrested by the revolutionists as priests, and
confined in the prison of St Firmin. Through Daubenton
and other persons of distinction with whom he was
acquainted, Geoffroy on the 14th August obtained an order

for the release of Haiiy in the name of the Academy ; still

the other professors of the two colleges, save Lhomond,
who had been rescued by his pupil Tallien, remained in

confinement. Geoffroy, foreseeing their certain destruction
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if tliey remained in the hands of the revolutionists, deter-

mined if possible to secure their liberty by stratagem. By
bribing one of the officials at St Firmin, and disguising

himselt as a commissioner of prisons, he gained admission

to his friends, and entreated them to effect their escape by
following him. All, however, dreading lest their deliver-

ance should render the doom of their fellow-captives the

more certain, refused the offer, and one priest only, who
was unknown to Geoffroy, left the prison. Already on the

night of the 2d of September the massacre of the

scribed had begun, when Geoffroy, yet intent on saving the

life of his friends and teachers, repaired to St Firmin. At
4 o’clock on the morning of the 3d Sept., after 8 horns’

waiting, he by means of a ladder assisted the escape of

twelve ecclesiastics, not of the number of his acquaintance,

and then the approach of dawn and the discharge of a gun
directed at him warned him, his chief purpose unaccom-
plished, to return to his lodgings. Leaving Paris he retired

to ^Itampes, where, in consequence of the anxieties of which
he had lately been the prey, and the horrors wffiich he had '

witnessed, he was for some time seriously ill. At the

beginning ot the winter of 1792 he returned to his studies

in Pans, and in March of the following year Daubenton,
through the interest of Bernardiu de Saint Pierre, procured
him the office of sub-keeper and assistant demonstrator of

the cabinet of natural history, vacant by the resignation

of Lac^pede. By a law passed June 10th, 1793, Geoffroy
was appointed one of the twelve professors of the newly
constituted museum of natural history, being assigned the
chair of zoology. In the same year he busied himself with
the formation of a menagerie at that institution. On the
6th May 1794 commenced bis opening course of lectures,

and on December Ist he read to the society of natural
history his first paper, on the subject of the Aye-aye. It

was in 1794, also, that through the introduction of Tessier
he entered into correspondence with Georges Cuvier, to

whom, after the jperusal of some of his manuscripts, he
wrote : Venez jouer parmi nous le r61e de Linn4, d’un autre
legislateur de I’histoire naturelle. ” Shortly after the appoint-
ment of Cuvier as Mertrud’s assistant (see vol. vi. p. 740),
Geoffroy received him into his house. The two friends
wrote together five memoirs on natural history, one of which,
on the classification of mammals, puts forward the idea of
the subordination of characters upon which Cuvier based
his zoological system. It was in a paper entitled “ Histoire
des Makis, on singes de Madagascar,” written in 1795, that
Geoffroy first gave expression to his views on the unity
of organic composition,” the influence of which is percep-
tible in all his subsequent writings : nature, he observes,
presents us with only one plan of construction, the same in
principle, but varied in its accessory paits.

In 1798 Geoffroy was chosen a member of the great
scientific expedition to Egypt. With Delile andLarrey,
on the capitulation of Alexandria in August 1801, he re-
sisted the claim made by the British general Hutchinson to
the collections of the expedition, sending him word that,
were his demand persisted in, history would have to record
of him that he also had burnt a library in Alexandria.
Early in January 1802 Geoffroy returned to his accustomed
labours in Paris. He was elected a member of the academy
of sciences of that city in September 1807. In March of
the following year the emperor, who had already recognized
bis national services by the award of the cross of the legion
of honour, selected him to visit the museums of Portugal,
for the purpose of procuring from them collections, and
these, though in the face of considerable opposition from
the British, he eventually was successful in retaining as a
permanent possession for his country. In 1809, the year
after his return to France, he was made professor of zoology
of the faculty of sciences at Paris, and from that oeriod he

F E O Y
devoted himself nioie exclusively than before to the study

of anatomical philosophy. In 1815 he was elected political

representative for his native town. Three yeais later ho
gave to the world the fiist pait of his celebiated l^hilos(qjhie

Anato7m(2iceyth.e second volume of wdiich, published in 1822,

and memoirs subsequently written account for the foi illa-

tion ot monstrosities on the principle of arrest of develop-

ment, and of the attraction of similar parts. When, in

1830, Geoffroy proceeded to apply to the iiiveitebiata liis

views as to the unity of animal composition, he found a

vigorous opponent in Georges Cuvier, and the discussion

between them, continued up to the time of the death of

the latter, soon attracted the attention of the scientific

throughout Europe. Geoffroy, a synthesist, contended, in

accordance with his theory of unity of plan in organic com-
position, that all animals are formed of the same elements,

in the same number, and with the same connexions ; homo-
logous parts, however they differ in form and size, must
remain associated in the same invariable order. With
Goethe he held that there is in iiatuie a law of compensation
or balancing of giowth, so that if one organ take on an
excess ot development, it is at the expense of some other

part {(f, Darwin, Origin oj 5th ed., p>. 182); and he
maintained that, since iiatuie takes no sudden leaps, even
organs which are supeifiuous in any gi\en species, if they
have played an important part in other siiecies of the same
family, are retained as rudiments, which testify to the per-

manence of the general plan of creation. It was his con-

viction that, owing to the conditions of life, the same foims
had not been perpetuated since the oiigin of all things,

although it was not his belief that e^ isting species aie

becoming modified (see Daiwin, ojj, at, p. xvi.). Cuvier,
who was an analytical obseiver of facts, admitted only the

prevalence of ^‘laws of coexistence” or “harmony” in

animal organs, and maintained the absolute invariability of

species, which he declared had been created with a regard
to the circumstances in which they weie placed, each organ
contrived with a view to the function it had to lulfil, thus
putting, in GeoffVoy’s consicleiation, the efiect for the cause.

In July 1840 Geoffroy became blind, and some months
later he had a j^aialytic attack. From that time liis

strength gradually failed him. He resigned Ins chair at the
museum in 1841, and on the 19th June 1844, at the age
of 72, he died.

Geoffioy wrote—CalaJogue dts Mantmiftres dii Mastum natioiiat
^Histoioc naiuicllc, ISIS, not (|Uitc‘ completed; Philo^ojiJLic anato-
mique^— 1. 1., Pcs organcs itsijvratoiics, ISIS, & t li., P(h Mc/iisUuo-
s^tes humaincs, 1822; Sysione denteme des Ma'ni'ncijtrcs et des
Oweaux, Istpt., 1824; Sur U Fi cntipe de V Unite de Comyosiiion
oigamque, 1828; Coins de VUistoire natuiclle des Mcniinuffus,
1829 ;

Fi'incipes de Fhxlosoyhi e zoologiquc, 1830; Etudes p? ogi cssnco
d^UYh Nairn alxsie^ 1S35 ; Fiagtamis Inogi aphiqites, 1832 ;

synthetiqueSy liAStoiiq'iies, ct pliijsiologiqtus d.e Fliilosophie ncduiLllr,
1838 ; and other w’orks

,
aKo part of the Desu ijition dc VJ^gyjiie pur

la Commission des ScicntcSy 1821-30; and, with F Cuviei, ILisLone
naturelle des Mammiferes, 4 v'ols , 1820-42, besides very nmneioiib
pax^ers published in tlciQ Annaks dio Musemn, the Ann. des Sul.
Tiat., the Bulletin pJiilomaiique, La Decade eqyptuM'ne, La Duade
pJiilosopliiquey the Reo. encyclopediqucy Mem. de VAcad, des Sciences,
and elsewlieie, among the subjects of which are tire anatomy of
marsupials, ruminants, and electi’ical fishes, the vertebrate theory
of the skull, the ox>ercula of fishes, teratology, palaeontology, and
the influence of surrounding conditions in modifying animal foims.
See Yie, Travaux^ et Doctmne Scienhjique cVLtim^ie Geoffroy Saint^ITtlaire,

par son fits Af. Isidore Geoffroy Saint Jltlaire, Pans and Stiasbui#?, 1847, to
which IS appended a hst of Geoflroy’s works, and Joly, in Biog Clmver selle,
t. a.Y2 , 1856 (F H. B )

GEOFFROY SAINT-HILAIRE, IsinonE (1805-61),
a French zoologist, son of the preceding, was born at the
Jardin des Plantes, Paris, December 16, 1805. In his
earlier years he showed an aptitude for mathematics, but
eventually he devoted himself to the study of natural his-
tory and of medicine, and in 1824 he was appointed assist-
ant naturalist to his father. On the occasion of his taking
the degree of doctor of medicine, Sex)tember 8, 1829, he
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read a thesis entitled Fropositions siir la monstniosite^ con-

sideree chez Vhomme et les animaitx; and in 1832-37 was
published his great teratological work, Histoire gmierale et

particuliere des anomalies de Vorganisation chez Chomme et

les animaux, 3 vols. 8vo, with 20 plates. In 1829 he
delivered for his father the second part of a course of

lectures on ornithology, and during the three following

years he taught zoology at the Atlience, and teratology at

the Nicole pratique. He was elected a member of the

academy of sciences at Paris on April 15, 1833, was in

1837 appointed to act as deputy for his father at the

faculty of sciences in Paris, and in the following year

was sent to Bordeaux to organize a similar faculty there.

He became successively inspector of the academy of Paris

(1840), professor of the museum on the retirement of his

father, inspector general of the university (1844), a mem-
ber of the royal council for public instruction (1845), and,
on the death of Blainville, professor of zoology at the
faculty of sciences (1850). In 1854 he founded the
Acclimatization Society of Paris, of which he was president.

He died at Paris, November 10, 1861.

Besides the above-mentioned works, he wrote

—

Essais de Zoologie
generale, 1841 ;

Vie .... d'Fticnne Gcoffroy SainUH%lcdri\ 1847 ;

Acclimatation et Fomestication des Animcmx utiles, 1849, 4th ed.,

1861 ;
Lettres sur les substances alimcntaires et particidierement sitr

la mande de cheval, 1856 ;
and H'istoire naturelle generale des regnes

organiques, 3 vols., 1854-62, which was not completed, chap. xx.
of tome iii. being iinhiiiblied. He was the author also of various
papers on zoology, comparative anatomy, and palaeontology, pub-
lished for the most part in the Annales du Museum, the Memoires
des Bavants etimigcrs, the Cmnptes rendus, and the Diet des Bciences
'naturelles.

GEOGEAPHY
INTE0DUCTIO27.

EOGEAPHY is the science which describes the earth,

the term being derived from two Greek words the

earth, and ypdcfxj), to write. By means of geography the

surface of the earth is delineated and described, boundaries

are defined, areas are exactly measured, and the relative

positions of places are determined. Geography thus em-
braces a wide range of subjects, and it has been found
necessary to divide its study into several distinct sections.

I. Comparative Geography traces the history of discovery,

and records the changes which have taken place in land and
sea in historic times.

II. Mathematical Geography explains the figure, magni-

tude, and motion of the earth, teaches how to determine

the positions of places on its surface, and shows how the

whole or any portion of the earth may, on the principles of

projection, be delineated on a map or chart.

III. Physical Geography is the description of the actual

state of the earth’s surface in its three great divisions—^land,

sea, and air.

IV. Political Geography describes the earth as divided

into countries, occupied by various nations, and improved
by human art and industry.

The following article is limited to a view of the progress

of geographical discovery, an explanation of the principles

of mathematical geography, and a synopsis of physical

geography. For details relating to political geography the

reader must consult the descriptive articles under their

particular headings.

I. View of the Peogeess of Geogbaphioal Discovery.

Four main causes have led to geographical discovery aud
exploration, namely, commercial intercourse between dif-

ferent countries, the operations of war, pilgrimages and
missionary zeal, and in later times the pursuit of knowledge

for its own sake, which is the highest of all motives,

Pheeni- The Phoenicians are the earliest commercial people of

cians. whose discoveries we have any correct accounts. They first

explored the shores of the Mediterranean, and eventually

extended their voyages through the Straits of Gibraltar, and
visited the western shores of Spain and Africa, planting

colonies and opening wider fields for their commerce by
instructing the natives in their arts and improvements.

They also monopolized the trade with India
;
and their chief

emporium, the rich city of Tyre, was the centre whence the

products of the East and West were distributed. The trade

of the West was brought from the port called Tarshish in

Scripture, which is probably identical with Carthage, where

the ships arrived from Spain, Africa, and distant Britain.

Concerning the far eastern land reached by the Phoenicians,

called Ophir in Scripture, there has been much dispute.

The voyage to Ophir, we are told, occupied three years

thither and homeward, and the cargo consisted of gold,

ivory, apes, peacocks, and ^^algum'’ wood (1 Kings ix. 26,
aud X. 11). The following reasons lead to the conclusion

that Ophir was the Malabar coast of India. In the Hebrew
the word for apes is koph (wibhont any etymology in Semitic

tongues), in Sanskrit kaji. Ivory in Hebrew is shen-hahhim;
in Sanskrit ihlia is an elephant. Peacocks is in Hebrew
toldci-im from togeiy the name still used on the Malabar coast,

derived from the Sanskrit. Algum wood, or almug, is

corrupted from valgu (ka), sandal wood from Malabar.
Thus the Phoenicians were the first great carriers of the
ancient world, extending their commercial operations from
their central mart of Tyre on the Syrian coast to the tin-

yielding isles of the Cassiterides in the far west, and to the

ports of India in the east.

The great PhcTeniciaii colony of Carthage retained in full Carthage^

vigour the commercial spirit of the parent state. The
Carthaginians traded on the coasts of Spain and Gaul, and
extended their discoveries southwards along the coast of

Africa, and to the Fortunate Islands, now known as the

Canaries. Herodotus relates how the Phoenicians, setting

sail from the Red Sea, made their way to the south, and
when autumn approached they drew their vessels to land,

sowed a crop, and waited till it was grown, when they

reaped it and again put to sea. Having spent two years in

this manner, in the third year they reached the pillars of

Hercules and returned to Egypt. But the most celebrated

voyage of antiquity, undertaken for the purpose of discovery,

was the expedition under Hanno, fitted out by the senate

of Carthage with the view of attempting the complete

survey of the western coast of Africa. Hanno is said, in

the Periphts Hannonisy to have set sail with a fleet of 60
vessels, and the extent of his voyage has been variously

estimated as reaching to the river Nun, to a little beyond
Sierra Leone, and even as far as the Gulf of Benin.

Another famous navigator, who sailed from the Carthaginian

colony of Massilia (Marseilles) in about 320 B.C., was
Pytheas. He steered northwards along the coasts of Spain

and Gaul, sailed round the island of Albion, and stretching

still further to the north, he discovered an island known to

the ancients as Ultima Thxdey which may possibly have been

the Shetland Isles,

The conquests of Alexander the Great, by making known Uexaa-

the vast empire of Persia, materially enlarged the bounds th®.

of geographical knowledge. Although the course of his

expedition was mainly by laud, the mind of the conqueror

was also intent on commerce and maritime discovery. In

327 B.C. Alexander led an army of Greeks down the valley

of the Cabul river into the Punjab, and his expedition

.
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resulted in a voyage of discovery from the mouth of the

Indus to that of the Tigris, and in opening direct inter-

course between Grecian and Hindu civilization. The

Greeks who accompanied Alexander were accurate ob-

servers, and described the towns and villages, the products

and the aspect of the country, with care. The con-

queror resolved to return through Gedrosia (the modern

Baluchistan), but he also intended to open the trade

by sea between Europe and India, and his general

Nearchus, a native of Crete, volunteered to lead this famous

voyage of discovery. His fleet consisted of 30 galleys con-

taining 2000 men. On October 2, 326 B.C., the fleet of

Nearchus left the Indus, and the anchorages each night are

carefully recorded. On the 17th of December Cape Jask

was doubled and the fleet entered the Persian Gulf, and on

the 9th of February it was at the mouth of the Kanin.

Nearchus rejoined Alexander at Susa
;
and the conqueror

himself embarked in the fleet and ascended the Tigris to

Opis, above Baghdad. He then ordered his successful

admiral to prepare another expedition for the circumnavip-

tion of Arabia
;
but unfortunately the great conqueror died

at Babylon in 324 B.C., and the fleet was dispersed.

The dynasties founded by Alexander’s generals, Seleucus,

Antiochus, and Ptolemy,* encouraged the same spirit of

.enterprise which their master had so carefully fostered, and

.extended geographical knowledge in several directions.

Seleucus Nicator established the Greco-Bactrian empire, and
continued the intercourse with India. The most authentic

information respecting the Gangetic valley w’as supplied by
Megasthenes, an ambassador sent by Seleucus. who reached

the remote city of Patali-putra, the modern Patna, on the

Ganges.

Ptolera- The Ptolemies of Egypt showed equal anxiety to extend
ies. the bounds of geographical knowledge. Ptolemy Euergetes

sent an ’expedition which discovered Abyssinia, and 6;ted

out a fleet under Eudoxus to explore the Arabian Sea.

After two successful voyages, Eudoxus left the Egyptian
service, and proceeded to Cadiz with the object of fitting

out an expedition for the purpose of African discovery
;
and

we learn from Strabo that the veteran explorer made at

least two voyages southward along the coast of Africa. The
Ptolemies sent fleets annually from their Red Sea ports of

Berenice and Myos Hormus to Arabia, as well as to ports

on the coasts of Africa and India.

liomans. The Romans did not encourage navigation and commerce
with the same ardour as their predecessors

;
still the luxury

of Rome, which gave rise to demands for the varied pro-

ducts of all the countries of the known world, led to an
active trade both by ships and caravans. But it was the
military genius of Rome, and the ambition for universal
empire, which led not only to the discovery but also to the
survey of nearly all Europe, and of large tracts in Asia and
^rica. Every new war produced a new survey and
itinerary of the countries which were conquered. In the
height of their power the Romans had surveyed and ex-
plored all the coasts of the Mediterranean, Italy, Greece, the
Balkan peninsula, Spain, Gaul, western Germany, and
Britain

j but the eastern parts of Germany, Denmark,
Sweden, and Russia were still unkuown regions. In Africa
their empire included Egypt, Carthage, Numidia, and
Mauritania. In Asia they held Asia Minor and Syria, had
sent expeditions into Arabia, and were acquainted with the
more distant countries formerly overrun by Alexander,
namely, Persia, Scythia, Bactria, and India. Roman inter-
course with India especially led to the extension of geo-
graphical knowledge.

The first Roman who undertook a journey to India was
solely influenced by the desire to acquire a knowledge of
the people and their doctrines. This was Apollonius, a
resident ^at ABtioch, who set out towards the close of the

first half century of our era. He and his attendants,

Damis and Philostratus, reached the Indus, and journeying

across the Punjab, came to a bronze pillar with the inscrip-

tion “Here Alexander halted’'; but it is doubtful whether

the party advanced as far the Ganges.
^

It was, however, in

the reigns of Severus and his immediate successors that

Roman intercourse with India was at its height.

In all time, while warriors and explorers extended the Attempts

area of geographical knowledge, there have been students at system*

who have striven to systematize and put into due form the

accumulated information. From the first it was perceived

that a knowledge of localities could not be attained without

some notion of their relative positions, and their distances

from each other. Consequently the attempts to establish

fixed principles on which the surface of the earth, or any

portion of it, could be delineated, were almost coeval with

the earliest voyages of discovery.

The first attempt made to determine the position of places

appears to have depended on the division of the earth into

“climates,” distinguished by the species of auiiiialsand plants

produced in each. This method, however, was soon aban-

doned for another, which consisted in observing at places

the length of the longest and shortest days by means of a

“gnomon.” An upright pillar of a known height being

erected on a level pavement, by observing the lengths of the

meridian shadows the progress of the sun from tropic to

tropic was traced. The most ancient observation with the

gnomon is that of Pytheas, in the days of Alexander the

Great, who observed at the summer solstice at Massilia that

the length of the meridian shadow was to the height of the

gnomon as 213^ to 600, an observation which makes the

meridian altitude of the sun at Marseilles on that day 70°

27'. The merit of the invention of the gnomon in Greece

is ascribed to the astronomical school of hliletus
;
but there

is reason to believe that this method of observation was

invented in Egypt, and that Thales carried the knowledge

of it into Greece. This was the first step towards connect-

ing geography with astronomy; and little further advance

was made until the establishment of the famous astrono-

mical school of Alexandria.

Eratosthenes (276-196 b.c.) was the first who reduced Erato-

geography to a regular system, and laid its foundations on ‘'tlienes

clear and solid principles. Under the patronage of the

Ptolemies he had access to all the materials collected by
Alexander and his generals. The doctrine of the sphericity

of the earth had by this time been adopted, and the aim of

his labours was to delineate, in conformity with this prin-

ciple, the known parts of the earth’s surface. Founding his

system on the use of the gnomon, he supposed a line to be
traced through certain places, in all of which the longest

day was known to be exactly of the same length. Such a
line would evidently be a parallel to the equator. This first

parallel passed through Rhodes, and was ever afterwards

adopted as the basis of ancient maps. Eratosthenes con-

tinued his work by tracing other parallels at certain intervals

from the first, one through Alexandria, another through
Syene, a third through Meroe. He also traced, at right

angles to these, a meridian passing through Rhodes and
Alexandria, southwards to Syene and Meroe. As the pro-

gress which he thus made towards the completion of what
he had so skilfully conceived naturally tended to enlarge his

ideas concerning geographical science, he attempted next
to determine the circumference of the globe by the actual

measurement of a segment of one of its great circles.

Posidonius made another measurement of an arc of the Posi-

meridian between Rhodes and Alexandria about 170 years
afterwards

; but the amount of error in the calculations of
Eratosthenes and Posidonius is uncertain, for want of a
knowledge of the true length of the stadium in which their
results are expressed. The ancients made their first meri-
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dian at the sacred promontory of Iberia, and their longitu*

dinal error increased rapidly as they advanced eastwards.

This is no doubt due to their longitudes being based en-

tirely on distances calculated in the itineraries of travellers.

Such data of course produced very great distortions in the

representations given of the countries on the surface of the

globe.

HxTDpar- The improvements introduced by Eratosthenes were per-

cnuG. fected in principle by Hipparchus, who flourished from 160

to 135 B.c. Hw was the first astronomer who undertook

the arduous task of making a catalogue of the stars and

fixing their relative positions. His object was to transmit

to posterity a knowledge of the state of the heavens at the

period of his observations. The extremities of the imagi-

nary axis round which the heavens perform their diurnal

revolutions suggest two fixed points by which the position

of the great circL of the celestial sphere, called the celestial

equator, is determined. If a great circle be supposed to

pass through these points and any star, the position of the

star will be ascertained if we measure in degrees and parts

of a degree the arc of the meridian circle intercepted be-

tween the star and the equator, and also the arc of the

equator intercepted between a given point in it and the

meridian circle passing through the star. Upon this prin-

ciple Hipparchus arranged the stars according to their

places in the heavens
;
and the great improvement which

he introduced into geography consisted in this, that he
applied to the determining of the position of any point on
the surface of the earth the same rule which he had intro-

duced in the arrangement of the constellations. Thus he
furnished the means of ascertaining the relative positions of

places with far greater accuracy than could be obtained from
itinerary measurements. He made a considerable number
of observations for latitude, and pointed out how longitudes

might be determined by observing the eclipses of the sun
and moon.

rtclemy. The most ancient maps that have reached modern times

are those which illustrate Ptolemy’s geography, but an earlier

map made for Aristagoras, king of Miletus (500 b.c.), is

minutely described by Herodotus. Ptolemy composed his

system of geography in the reign of Antoninus Pius, about

150 A.D. His materials consisted of all the itineraries

prepared by the Komans, proportions of the height of the

gnomon and its shadow at the time of the equinoxes and
solstices taken by different astronomers, calculations founded

on the length of the longest days, and various reports of

travellers and navigators. Ptolemy undertook the task of

comparing and reducing this mass of crude material into

one system, following the principles laid down by Hippar-

chus, but which had been neglected during the two centuries

and a half since his time, even by such men as Strabo and
Pliny In Ptolemy’s work we find for the first time the

mathematical principle of the construction of maps, as well

as of several projections of the sphere.

The errors of Ptolemy arose from defective information,

and the want in many instances, and especially as regards

the remote parts of the then known world, of astronomical

observations. He adopted the measure of a degree at 500
stadia; and the latitudes from the chief meridian of Bhodes,

as first laid down by Eratosthenes, are tolerably correct.

But the elements for determining the longitudes were still

derived from itineraries, and errors in latitude accumulated

to the north and south of the central parallel.

Strebo. Although Ptolemy was the first scientific geographer

whose work has come down to us in a complete form, the

earlier labours of Strabo, who lived in the reigns of Augustus
and Tiberius, are of equal value, and we fortunately possess

Pliuy the whole of his 17 books. Pliny also devoted two books

of his extensive work to geography; and the scattered

geographical notices of other ancient writers were collected
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into one work of four volumes by Hudson, and published
between 1698 and 1712, with notes by Dodwell. From the
days of Ptolemy to the revival of letters in Europe, little

was done towards the scientific improvement of geographical
science, though military and commercial enterprise led to a
great extension of knowledge of the earth’s surface.

After the dissolution ot the Eoman empire, Constan-
tinople became the last refuge of arts, taste, and elegance

;

while Alexandria continued to be the emporium whence
were imported the commodities of the East. The em
peror Justinian sent two Nestorian monks to China, who
returned with eggs of the silkworm concealed in a hollov
cane, and thus silk manufactures were established in the

Peloponnesus and the Greek Islands. It was also in the
reign of Justinian that Cosmas Indicopleustes, an Egyptian Cosmas.
merchant, made several voyages, and afterwards composed
his Topographia Christiana, containing a particular descrip-

tion of India. The great outburst of Mahometan conquest

was followed by an Arabian civilization, having its centres

at Cordova and Baghdad, in connexion with which geo-

graphy again received a share of attention.

From the 9th to the 13th century intelligent Mahometan Mahome-
travellers wrote accounts of what they had seen and heard tan tra-

in distant lands, which have been handed down to us

;

while the caliphs of Baghdad encouraged the study of

geographical science.

The caliph Al-Mamun, the worthy son and successor of

Hirun er-Bashid, caused an Arabic version of Ptolemy’s

great astronomical work (Swra^cs /xeytorTy) to be made,
which is known as the Almagest, the word being nothing
more than the Greek fjLeyltTTrj with the Arabic article al

prefixed. The geography of Ptolemy is also constantly

referred to by Arab writers. The learned men under
Al-Mamun began to apply themselves to astronomy in 813
A.D., following the system of Ptolemy

;
and the first obser-

vations that are properly their own were made by El-B4thany
in Mesopotamia, of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, in

882 A.D. The Arab astronomers also measured a degree

on the plains of Mesopotamia, and Ibn Yflnus observed
three eclipses at Cairo. The caliph’s librarian, Abu Jafar

Muhammad Ben Musa, wrote a geographical work, now
unfortunately lost, entitled Rasm el Arsi (“ A Description of

the World”), which is often referred to by subsequent
writers as having been composed on the model of that of

Ptolemy.

The earliest Arabian traveller whose observations have
come down to us is the merchant Sulaiman, who embarked
in the Persian Gulf and made several voyages to India and
China, in the middle of the 9th century. Sulaiman’s infor-

mation was supplemented by that collected by another

writer named Abu Zaid
; and, so far as India is concerned,

tbis work is the most important that we possess before the

grand epoch of the discoveries of Marco Polo. Next to

Sulaiman followed the voyages of Sindbad the Sailor, whose
narrative, though inserted in the Arabian NigMs, also forms

a distinct and separate work, which was translated into

French by M. Langles in 1 8 1 4. Baron Walckenaer ascribes

to the voyages of Sindbad a date about coincident with

those of Sulaiman. Ibn Khurdadra, a fire-worshipper con-

verted to Islam, who died in 912 a.d., also wrote an account

of India. Al Masudi, a great traveller who knew all the

countries between Spain and China, described the plains,

mountains, and seas, the dynasties and peoples, in his

MurUjU'l Zahah (“ Meadows of Gold ”). He died in 956.

His contemporaries were Al Istakhri, who travelled through

all the Mahometan countries, and wrote his BooJe of Climates

in 950, and Ibn Haukal, whose Booh of Roads and King-

doms was written in 976. Al Idrisi was born at Ceuta, and
after travelling far and wide, settled in Sicily, where he was

induced by Roger IL, the Norman king, to write his book

X. — 23
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on geography, the full title of which is The Delight of

those ivko seek to wander through the Regions of the World.

Finally M Kazwini, who was a compiler from the works of

Istakhri and Ibn Haukal in about 1263, brings us down to

the times when the Italian explorers began to make known
the vast realms of Asia to the people of Europe.

Mong- 1 The Mongol and Turkish dynasties, which succeeded each
tablp" other after the fall of the Arabian caliphs, also produced

rulers who encouraged geographical science. Philosophers

assembled at the court of Hulaku Khan ^1253-1 264) at

Maraghah in the north of Persia
j
and his friend N^siru-d-

Din was the most famous astronomer of the age. He con-

structed the tables known as the Tables of the Ilkhany,

which corrected some important errors in the former mode
of adjusting the commencement of the new year. Nearly

two centuries later, in 1446, Ulugh Begh, of the house of

Timur, succeeded to the throne of Samarkand, and under

his auspices the famous tables called “Zij Ulugh Begh
were composed. They continued to be authorities for long

afterwards, and even Kinueir, in determining the latitudes

of places in Persia, often quotes the tables of Ulugh Begh.

Nortli- The Northmen of Denmark and Norway, who were the
men. terror of all the coasts of Europe, and who established

themselves in England and Ireland, in France and Sicily,
|

were also great promoters of geographical discovery during

the darkest period of the Middle Ages. The Northmen
were far from being always vikings, bent only on rapine

and plunder. They were very often peaceful merchants,
j

King Alfred sent Ulfsten and the Norwegian Ottar on
voyages of discovery towards the White Sea; and the
Scandinavian merchants brought the products of India to

England and Ireland. From the 8th fco the 1 1 th century
j

a commercial route from India passed through Kharismand
Novgorod bo the Baltic, and immense quantities of Arabian
coins have been found in Sweden, and particularly in the
island of Gothland, which are preserved at Stockholm.
Five-sixths of them were from the mints of the Samanian
dynasty, which reigned in Khorasan and Transoxiana from
about 900 to 1000 a.d. It was the trade with the East
that originally gave importance to the city of Yisby in
Gothland.

In the end of the 9th century Iceland was colonized from
Norway

;
and in 985 the intrepid viking Erik, surnamed

the Red, discovered Greenland, and induced some of his
Icelandic countrymen to settle on its inhospitable shores.
In 986 young Bjorni, son of one of Erik’s comrades, sailed
from Iceland to join his father in Greenland, but shaped his
course too far to the south, and was the discoverer of

Early America. He sailed along the coasts of Connecticut,

f
Nova Scotia, before he eventually tound

An^erica.
fjord on the Greenland coast where his father dwelt.

Then Leif, the son ot Erik, bought the ship from young
Bjorni and made another voyage of discovery, and once
more the coast of America was visited. Other expeditions
were undertaken by his two brothers, intercourse was kept
up between Greenland and Norway, and the saga of Thor-
finn tells us of other voyages to America. The last that
was heard of the Norwegian colonies in Greenland was in
a brief of Pope Nicolas V. in 1448, where it is stated that,
30 years before, the settlements had been destroyed by the
attacks of savages. Two noble Venetians, Nicolo and
Antonio Zeno, who were in the service of the prince of the
Faroe Islands^ in the end of the 13th century, recorded
their observations respecting the Norse colonies. Antonio
actually went to Greenland, and heard of the visits of
fishemen to two parts of North America called Estotiland
and Drogeo.

period of barbarism which accompanied
pd followed the fall of the Roman empire drew to a close
in Europe. The crusades had a very favourable influence

on the intellectual state of the Western nations. Interest-

ing regions, known only by the scant reports of pilgrims,

were made the objects of attention and research; while

religous zeal, and the hope of gain, combined wuth motives

of mere curiosity, induced several persons to travel by land

into remote regions of the East, far beyond the countries to

which the operations of the crusaders extended. Among
these was Benjamin of Tudela, who set out from Spain in

1160, travelled by land to Constantinople, and having

visited India and some of the eastern islands, returned to

Europe by way of Egypt after an absence of 13 years.

Christian missionary zeal was another motive for ex[)lora- Fumcis*

tion. John of Plano Carpiiii in Perugia, a Franciscan

monk, was the head of one of the missions despatched by
Pope Innocent to call the chief and people of the Tatars

to a better mind. He reached the headquarters of Batu,

on the Volga, in February 1246 ;
and, after some stay,

went on to the camp of the great khan near Karakorum,
and returned safely in the autumn of 1247. A few years

afterwards, a Fleming named Rubruquis was sent by
Louis on a mission to the Tatar chiefs, and wrote a very

interesting narrative. He entered the Black Sea in May
1253, visited Batu and the court of the great khan Mangu
near Karakorum, and gob back to Antioch about the end
of June 1255. Rubruquis had the merit of being the first

modern traveller who gave a correct account of the Caspian
Sea. He ascertained that it had no outlet. At nearly the

same time Hayton, king of Armenia, made a journey to

Karakorum in 1254, by a route far to the north of that

followed by Carpiui and Rubruquis. He w^as treated with
honour and hospitality, and returned by V7ay of Otrar,

Samarkand, and Tabriz, to his own territory. The curious

narrative of King liayton was translated by Klaproth.

While the republics of Italy, and above all the state of Marco
Venice, were engaged in distributing the jewels, the spices, Polo,

and the fine cloths of India over the Western world, it \vas

impossible that motives of curiosity, as well as a desire of
commercial advantage, should not be awakened to such a
degree as to impel some to brave all the obstacles and
dangers to be encountered in visiting those remote countries.
Among these were Nicolo and Maffeo Polo, two brothers
who traded with the East and visited Tatary. The recital
of their travels fired the youthful imagination of young
Marco Polo, the son of Nicolo, and he set out for the court
of Kublai Khan, with his father and uncle, in 1265. After
a journey of three years and a half they reached Yeu-king,
near tlie spot where Peking now stands, and young Marco
was enrolled among the attendants of honour of the Grand
Khan. Daring the seventeen years that he remained in this
service, Marco Polo was employed on important missions

;

and besides what he learnt from his own observation, he
collected from others much information concerning countries
which he did nob visit. He returned to Europe possessed
of a vast store of knowledge respecting the eastern parts of
the world, and, being afterwards made a prisoner by the
Genoese, he dictated the narrative of his travels during his
captivity. The work of Marco Polo is the most valuable
narrative of travels that appeared during the Middle Ages,
and its latest and ablest editor truly says, “All other
travellers of that time are but stars of a low magnitude
beside the full orb of Marco Polo.”

Still these minor orbs continued to do useful geographical
work, while striving to spread the truths of the Gospel.
Among them were John of Monte Corvino, a Franciscan
monk, Andrew of Perugia, John Marignioli, and Friar
Jordanus, who visited the west coast of India, and above
all Friar Odoric of Pordenone. Odoric set out on his.
travels in about 1318, and was in western India and
^rthem China between 1321 and 1328, dying in 1331.
He went by Coiistautiiiople to Trebizond, thence through
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Persia to Ormuz, where he embarked for Tana iu Salsette.

He then went to Malabar, Sumatra, and Java, and by the

ports of China to Caiiibaluc or Peking, where he remained

for three years. Turning estward he journeyed by Shensi

into Tibet, and was the first European to visit Lassa. His

homeward journey led him by Cabul and Khorasan to

Tabriz, and thence to Venice. His companion was an Irish-

man named Eriar James.^

Ibn Ibn Batuta, the great Arab traveller, is separated by a
Batuta. wide space of time from his countrymen already mentioned,

and he finds his proper place in a chronological notice after

the days of Marco Polo—for he was not born at Tangier

until 1304. He began his wanderings in 1325, his career

thus coinciding in time with that ot Sir John Mandeviile

(1322-1356), but the Moor was more trustworthy than the

Englishman. Ibn Batuta went by land from Tangier to

Cairo, then visiting Syria, and performing the pilgrimages

to Medina and Mecca. After exploring Persia, and again

residing for some time at Mecca, he made a voyage down
the Red Sea to Yemen, and travelled through that country
to xAdeii, which remarkable place he correctly describes.

Thence he visited the African coast, touching at Mombasa
and Quiloa, and then sailed acioss to Ormuz and the Persian

Gulf. He crossed Arabia from Bahi-eyii to Jiddali, traversed

the Red Sea and the desert to Syeue, and descended the

JSTile to Cairo. After this he levisited Syria and Asia

Minor, crossed the Black Sea to Caffa, and proceeded to the

camp of the khan of Kipcliak at the toot of the Caucasus.

Ibn Batuta cros&ed the deseit from Astrakhan to Bokhara,

and went over the Hindu Kush to Cabul, reaching the

Indus somewhere below Larkliana, in 1333. He gives an
interesting account of Muhammad Tughluk, then ruler

of Delhi, in whose service the great traveller remained for

about eight years. He was sent on an embassy to China
in 1342, travelling by land from Delhi to the seaport;

whence the ambassadors sailed down the west coast of India

to Calicut, and then visited the Maidive Islands and Ceylon.

He made a voyage through the Islands to China, and on
his return he proceeded from Malabar to Baghdad and
Damascus, where he got lus first news from home and
heard of his father’s death. Finally he reached Fez, the

capital of his native country, in November 1349, after an
absence of twentj^’-four years, and came to the conclusion that

there was no place like home. After ajourney into Spain, he

set out for Central Africa in 1352, and reached Timbuctoo
and the Niger, returning to Fez in 1353. He had travelled

over a length of at least 75,000 English miles. His narra-

tive was committed to writing from his dictation, by order

of the sultan of Fez, and the work was completed in

December 1355. Ibn Batuta died at the age of seventy-

i-hree, in the year 1377. His whole work was carefully

edited in the original, with a translation into French under

the auspices of the Asiatic Society of Paris, and published

in 1858. Colonel Yule has given us an English version of

the portion relating to China.

Ibn Batuta was certainly the greatest of Arab travellers,

and soon after his death in the kingdom of Fez, the opposite

realm of Spain began to send forth explorers to distant

lauds. The peaceful reign of Henry III. of Castile is

famous for the attempts of that prince to extend the diplo-

matic relations of Spain to the remotest parts of the earth.

Mariana tells us that he sent embassies to the princes of

Christendom and to the Moors. In 1403 the Spanish king

sent a knight of Madrid, named Buy Gonzalez de Clavijo,

to the court of the mighty Timur, at Samarkand. He re-

^ Sir John Mandeviile copied laigely from Odoric, and the substance

of his travels to the Indies and Cathay is entirely stolen from the

Italian traveller, though amplified with fables from Pliny and other

ancients, as well as from his own imagination. See Colonel Yule iu

his account of Odoric [Cathay^ and the Way Thither, i. p. 27).

turned in 1406, and died soon after, but not before lie

had written a most valuable and interesting iiairative of Ins
travels from Constantinople through Pei&ia and Khorasan
to the Oxus, and thence by the Iron Gates to Samaikaiicl.

Several Italians continued to make important journeys in Italian
the East during the loth centuiy. Among them was iia\elli*is.

Nicolo Conti, who passed through Peisia, sailed along the
coast of Malabar, visited Sumatra, Java, and the soutli of

China, returned by the Red Sea, and got home to Venice
in 1444, after an absence of twenty-five years. He related

his adventures to Poggio Bracciolini, secretary to Pope
Eugenius IV.

;
and the narrative contains much interesting

information. Towards the end of the same century, the

Venetians sent several embassies to Uzun Hassan, the ruler

of Persia, and to Shah Ismail, his successor
;
and the narra-

tives of the envoys furnish some new geographical informa-
tion. The first of these was Cateriiio Zeno, vho induced
Uzun Hassan to make war on the Turks in 1472

;
and he

was followed by Josafat Barbaro and Ambrogio Oontariiii.

Another Venetian traveller of this period, whose narrative

has been preserved, was Giovan Maria Angiolello. He
was in the service of the Turks, and was present in

their campaign against the Persians. One of the most
remarkable of the Italian travellers was Ludovico di

Varthema, whose insatiable desire to see foreign countries

induced him to leave his native land in the year 1502.

He went to Egypt and Syria, and for the sake of visiting

the holy cities became a Mahometan. After many ex-

traordinary adventures he got on board a ship at Aden.
Vaithema is the first European who gave an account of

the interior of Yemen. He afterwaids visited and described

many places in Persia, India, and tbe Eastern Archipelago,

returning to Europe in a Portuguese ship after an absence

of five years.

In mentioning Varthema we have anticipated events
;
but Mailner’s

in the 15th century the time was approaching when the compass,

discovery of the Cape of Good Hope was almost indefinitely

to widen the scope of geographical enterprise. The great

event was preceded by the discovery of the polarity of the

magnetic needle, and the consequent construction of the

mariner’s compass. This most important discovery appears

to have been made iu China, and it is uncertain when the

compass was first used by Western nations. Its introduc-

tion has been attributed to Flavio Gioia, a citizen of Amalfi,

in the kingdom of Naples, about the year 1307. Encour-

aged by the possession of this sure guide, by which at all

times and in all places he could with ceitaiiity steer his

course, the navigator gradually abandoned the method of

sailing along the shore, and boldly committed his bark

to the open sea. Navigation was then destined to make
rapid progress. The growing spirit of enterprise, combined

with the increasing light of science, prepared the states of

Europe for entering upon that great career of discovery, of

which the details constitute the materials for the history of

modern geography. Portugal took the lead in this new
and brilliant path, and foremost in the front rank of the

worthies of this little hero-nation stands the figure of

Prince Henry the Navigator.

The work of Prince Henry is well defined by his bio- Prince

graplier, Mr Major. Until his day the pathways of the
^

human race had been the mountain, the river, and the plain,

the strait, the lake, and the inland sea. It was he who first

conceived the thought of opening a road through the unex-

plo red ocean,—a road replete with danger but abundant in

promise. Born on March 4, 1394, Prince Henry was a

younger son of King Joao of Portugal and of Philippa of

Lancaster, the grandchild of Edward III; so that he was

half an Englishman. Prince Hetiry relinquished the

pleasures of the court, and took up liis abode on the inhos-

pitable promontory of Sagies, at the extreme south-western
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angle of Enrope. To find the sea-path to the ‘‘ thesauris

Arabum et divitis Indiae was the object to which he
devoted his life. He collected the information supplied by
ancient geographers, unweariedly devoted himself to the

study of navigation and cartography, and invited, with

princely liberality of reward, the co-operation of the boldest

and most skilful navigators of every country. The prince’s

motto was ‘'Talent de bien faire,”—the word “ talent,” in

those days, conveying not the idea of power or faculty, but

of desire. Having acquired military renown by the

capture of Ceuta in 1415, he set his mind upon the con-

quest of Guinea, and sent every year two or three vessels

to examine the coasts beyond Cape ITun, which was then

the limit of exploration. Yet none of his ships for many
years had the hardihood to round Cape Bojador.

The first fruit of Prince Henry’s explorations was the

rediscovery of Madeira and Porto Santo, in 1418 and
1420. The truth of the romantic story of the first dis-

covery of Madeira by two English lovers named Eobert

Machim and Anna d’Arfet, in the time of Edward III., has

been demonstrated by Mr Major. Madeira and Porto Santo

were granted to Prince Henry by his brother, King Duarte,

in 1433. In the same year one of the prince’s ships, com-

manded by Gil Eannes, at length doubled Cape Bojador.

In 1435 Afifonso Gonsalves Baldaya, the prince’s cup-bearer,

passed 50 leagues beyond the cape
;
and eight years after-

wards Nuno Tristam got to a point 25 miles beyond Cape
Blanco. But it was not until 1445 that the mouth of the

Senegal was reached by Diniz Dias
;
and in those days the

Portuguese gave the name of Guinea to the country com-
mencing at Cape Nun. In 1481 the king of Portugal

assumed the title of lord of Guinea. Up to 1446 there had
been 51 caravels to the Guinea coast, and almost every year

some new advance was made. Meanwhile the Canaries and
Azores were brought within the realms of Spain and
Portugal. In 1402 a Norman named Jean de Bethencourt,

accompanied by Gadifer de la Salle, had landed on the

island of Langarote, and with reinforcements from Spain

he subjugated Forteventura and Ferro, and received the

sovereignty of the Canaries from the king of Castile. But
he returned to his lands in Normandy in 1406, and died

there in 1425. Gomera, Palma, Teneriflfe, and the Great
Canary were stiU unconquered. Prince Henry made
several attempts to establish Poituguese rule on these

islands
;
the right was long disputed with Spain

;
and it was

not until 1479 that the treaty of Alca9ora provided for the
concession of the sovereignty of the Canaries to Spain.

Prince Henry, however, successfully colonized the Azores,

and in 1444 St Michael’s was discovered, the settlement of

the other islands following soon afterwards.

In 1455 an important expedition was despatched by
Prince Heary, under the command of a young Venetian
adventurer named Alvise Cadamosto. Touching at Madeira
and the Canaries, Cadamosto made his way to Cape Blanco
on the African coast, and thence to Senegal and the Gambia.
He returned with a full report of all he had seen, and in the
following year he again sailed from Lagos direct for Cape
Blanco, with three ships, and discovered the mouth of a
river which he named the Eio Grande (Jeba .«). In 1457
Diogo Gomez sailed with orders to proceed as far as he
could, and^ made his way to the Gambia. The Cape Verd
Islands were discovered and colonized about 1462.

Prince Henry the Navigator died on the 13th of

November 1460, and was buried near his father and mother
in the monastery of Batalha. In 1839 a monument to his

memory was erected at Sagres. During the long period in
which the prince was continuing his maritime explorations,
he did not cease to cultivate the science of cartography.
The geographer Jayme of Majorca superintended his school
•of navigation at Sagres, and at the prince’s instance the

finest specimen of mediaeval map-making that has been

preserved was prepared at Venice under the superintendence

of Fra Mauro of the Camaldolese convent of San Miguel

de Marano. The geographical knowledge of the 15th cen- Plate TI

tury is also shown by the famous Borgia map (see Plate II.),

a bronze planisphere which came into the possession of

Caidinal Borgia about 1794, and was published in 1797

by the cardinal’s nephew. The Borgia map, however, is

of the very beginning of the 15th century.

The progress of discovery for a time received a check

from the death of Prince Henry, but only for a time. In

1462 Pedro de Cmtra extended Portuguese exploration 600

miles beyond the farthest point reached by Cadamosto, and

discovered Sierra Leone. Fernan Gomez followed in 1469,

and opened the trade with the Gold Coast, and in 1484

Diogo Cam discovered the mouth of the Congo. The king

ot Portugal next despatched two vessels ot 50 tons in

August 1486, under the command of Bartholomeu Dias, to

continue discoveries southwards; while, in the following

year, he sent Pedro de Covilham and Affonso de Payva to

discover the country of Prester John. Dias succeeded in

rounding the southern point of Africa, which he named
Cabo Tormentoso

;
but king Joao II., foreseeing the realiza-

tion of the long-sought passage to India, gave it the endur-

ing name of the Cape of Good Hope. Dias returned to

Lisbon in December 1487 ;
meanwhile Payva had died at

Cairo
;
but Covilham, having heard that a Christian ruler

reigned in the mountains of Ethiopia, penetrated into

Abyssinia in 1490. He delivered the letter which Jo5.o

11. had addressed to Pi ester John to the negus Alexander

of Abyssinia, but he was detained by that prince and never

allowed to leave the country.

The results westward and eastward of the exertions of

Prince Henry were the discovery of America by Columbus
and of the Cape route to India by Vasco da Gama.

Christopher Columbus w’as born at Genoa about 1435 Colnm-

His name in Italian was Colombo, and in Spain he is knovi ii

as Ciistoval Colon. The fame of the Portuguese discoveries

attracted strangers from all parts of the world, and in 1470
Columbus arrived at Lisbon. He was in Portugal from 1470
to 1484, during which time he made several voyages to the

coast of Guinea in the Poituguese service. He married a

daughter of Bartholomeu Perestrello, to whom Prince

Henry had granted the commandership of Porto Santo, and
lived for some time on that island. He learned, fiom many
pilots experienced in the western voyages to the Azores,

facts and signs which convinced him that there was an
unknown land towards the west. Columbus also studied
the Imago Mundi of Cardinal Pierre d’Ailly, whence he
culled all he knew of Aristotle and Strabo

; and he read the

narrative of Marco Polo. By 1474 his grand project of

discovery was established in his mind, and nothing after-

wards could divert him from the pursuit of it. On the re-

fusal of the king of Portugal to entertain his proposal,

Columbus left Lisbon wdth his son in 1484, and he spent
the interval until 1492 in appeals to the Spanish court.

At length, having overcome all obstacles, he set sail with a
fleet of three ships from Palos, on the 3d of August 1402,
on his unprecedented and perilous voyage. On the 12th Discov-

of October, having crossed the Atlantic, Columbus sighted
land, which was named San Salvador. Mr Major has re-

centiy proved that this island is one of the Bahamas, now
known as Watling Island. After discovering Cuba, His-
paniola, and many small islands, Columbus set sail on his
return voyage on January 16, 1493, and arrived at Palos on
the 15th of March. His reception in Spain was enthusiastic,
and commensurate with the grandeur of his achievement

;

and on the 25th of September 1493 he sailed from Cadiz
on his second voyage, with a fleet of three large ships and
fourteen caravels. On the 3d of November he discovered the
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island of Dominica, and during tlie voyage his discoveries

included the Windward Islands and Jamaica. He returned

to Cadiz on June 11, 1496 ;
and it was not until May 30,

1498, that he set sail on his third voyage. The first land

he came to formed a new discovery, which he named the

island of Trinidad, and it was in this voyage that he reached

the mainland of South America, and discovered the islands

of Cubagua and Margarita. A colony had been formed on

Hispaniola, and soon afterwards a judge named Francisco

de Bobadilla arrived from Spain, having been sent, at the

instigation of the great discoverer's enemies, to inquire into

his conduct. Bobadilla seized upon the government, and

sent Columbus home in chains. Ferdinand and Isabella

were overwhelmed with shame, and the people with astonish-

ment, on his arrival. He was at once released, and false

promises of restitution and reward were profusely made.

But Bobadilla was superseded, not by Columbus, but by

Nicolas de Ovando. On the 9th of May 1502, however,

Columbus was allowed to sail on a fourth and last voyage

of discovery. He reached the island of Martinique on the

13th of June, and touched at Dominica and Hispaniola.

Thence he sailed westward, discovering the coast of Veragua

and the harbour of Porto Bello. After a stay in Jamaica,

he set sail for Spain on the 12th of September 1504<, and

arrived at San Lucar on the 7th of November. He lived

for two years longer, experiencing the blackest ingratitude

from the Spanish court. At length, in debt and poverty,

and bowed down by disappointment, this great man died

May 20, 1506, His body was buried at Valladolid, and

removed in 1513 to Cartuja de las Cuevas near Seville. A
monument was erected over his grave, with the inscription

—

A Castilla y Leon,

Nuevo Mundo did Colon.

In 1536 the bodies of Columbus and his son Diego were

transported to St Domingo; and thence they were removed

to Havana in 1795. The ashes of the immortal discoverer

now repose in the cathedral of Havana.
Da Gama. While Columbus was discovering a new world, the Por-

tuguese continued their persevering efforts to reach India

by sea. Vasco da Gama sailed from Lisbon on the 8th of

July 1497 with four vessels built expressly for the voyage,

the largest not exceeding 120 tons, and called the “Sam
Gabriel,” His brother Paolo commanded the “Sam
Eaphael,” and the “Berrio” was under Nicolas Coelho.

On November 22, with a fair wind, Da Gama rounded the

Cape of Good Hope, and anchored in the bay named San

Bras by Bartholomeu Dias, on the 25th. On Christmas

Day he sighted land, which, on that account, he named
Natal. He reached Mombas on the 7th of April, and on

the 20th of May 1498 he anchored before Calicut. Da
Gama returned to Lisbon in August 1499 ;

and at his re-

commendation another fleet was fitted out, consisting of

thirteen well-armed ships, under Pedro Alvarez Cabral, with

Bartholomeu Dias and Nicolas Coelho under his orders.

The expedition sailed on the 9bh of March 1500 ;
and on the

22d of April Cabral discovered the coast of Brazil, and took

formal possession for the king of Portugal. Resuming his

voyage to the East, he reached Calicut in September, and

obtained permission to build a factory, establishing friendly

relations also at Cananor and Cochin. He returned to

Lisbon in July 1501, Vasco da Gama set sail, with a much

larger fleet, on his second voyage in 1502. He visited

several ports on the west coast of India, engaged in war as

well as in commerce, and returned in September 1503. In

1503 Antonio da Saldanha and Affonso de Albuquerque

sailed for India, and made terms of friendship with the

chief of Quilon. Dom Francisco de Almeida, the first

viceroy of the Indies, was sent out in 1505. He founded

the ports of the Angediva and Cananor, and his son Laurengo

discovered Ceylon. Tristam da Cunha, with Affonso de

Albuquerque under his orders, was sent to occupy Socotra,

and in 1506 Albuquerque came to India as second viceroy

He explored the coasts of Arabia and Persia, made the king

of Ormus tributary to Portugal, and sent embassies to

Abyssinia. In 1 509 (?) a factory was established at Malacca

;

and on November 25, 1510, the great Albuquerque con-

quered Goa, and established the seat of his government

there. In 1512 the Moluccas were discovered; and in

1517 Fernam Peres de Andrade reached China, and entered

into commercial relations with the governor of Canton. In

1524 Vasco da Gama arrived in India for a third time, as

viceroy, and landed at Goa on the 11th of September. He
died at Cochin on the 24th of December 1524, and in 1538

his body was transported to Portugal, and buried in his

tomb at Vidigueira, of which town he was count.

The voyages of Vasco da Gama revolutionized the com- Eastern

merce of the East. Until then the Venetians held

carrying trade of India, which was brought by the Persian

Gulf and Red Sea into Syria and Egypt, the Venetians re-

ceiving the rich products of the East at Alexandria and

Beyrout, and distributing them over Europe. This com-

merce was a great source of wealth to Venice
;
but after the

discovery of the new passage round the Cape, and the con-

quests of the Portuguese, the trade of the East passed into

other hands.

The achievements of Columbus and Da Gama are im- The

measurably enhanced when we consider the inadequate astrolabe,

means at their disposal, their small and ill-formed ships, and

their defective knowledge of navigation. The mariner's

compass had been in use for nearly two centuries, and it

was Columbus himself who first observed the phenomena of

variation. But the compass and rough sea-card were the

only appliances, until the learned Nuremberger, Martin

Behai ni, invented the application of the astrolabe to pur-

poses of navigation, which enabled mariners to ascertain

their latitude. This was in the year 1 480. The astrolabe

was used by Vasco da Gama on his first voyage round the

Cape of Good Hope
;
but the movement of a ship rendered

accuracy impossible, and the liability to error was increased

by the necessity for three observers. One held the

astrolabe by a ring passed over the thumb, the second

measured the altitude, and the third read off. The astro-

labe was a metal circle graduated round the edge, with a

limb called the alkidada fixed to a pin in the centre, and

working round the graduated circle. The instrument had

two sights fitted upon it, one at each end, and was

suspended by a ring so as to hang vertically on one hana,

while the alkidada was worked up and down until the sun

could be seen through both the sights. It then gave the

zenith distance. The Ordenanzas of the Spanish council

of the Indies record the course of instruction prescribed for

pilots, which included the De Sph(Era Mwidi of Sacrobosco,

the spherical triangles of Regiomontanus, the Almagest of

Ptolemy, the use of the astrolabe and its mechanism, the

adjustments of instruments, cartography, and the methods

of observing the movements of heavenly bodies. The only

observations employed by the ancients for finding the longi-

tude were those of the eclipses of the moon, and it was

not until 1610 that Galileo discovered another method by

observation of Jupiter’s satellites.

The discoveries of Columbus awakened a spirit of enter- Spanish

prise in Spain which continued in full force for a century

;

adventurers flocked eagerly across the Atlantic, and dis-

covery followed discovery in rapid succession. Many of the

companions of Columbus continued his work,
^

Pinzon in

1499 reached the mouth of the Amazon; and in the same

year Alonzo de Ojeda, accompanied by a Florentine named

Amerigo Vespucci, touched the coast of South America Amerigo

somewhere near Surinam, following the shore as far as the Vespucci

Gulf of Maracaibo. Vespucci afterwards made three voyages
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to the Erazilian coast; and iu 1504 he wrote an account of

his four voyages, which was widely circulated, and became
the means of procuring for its author the high honour of

giving his name to the whole continent. Mr Major has

discussed the hitherto obscure question of the way in which

the name “ America ” originated, in a paper distinguished

for great learning and very able criticism. He has shown
that the word ‘^America” first appeared on the Mwppe
Monde drawn by Leonardo da Yinci, and he explains the

chain of circumstances which led to its adoption. The first

map known to exist with America delineated upon it is that

drawn by Juan de la Cosa, the pilot of Columbus in his

second voyage, which is dated 1500. Juan de la Cosa was

with Ojeda and Yespucci, and afterwards with Ojeda in his

last ill-fated expedition. In May 1507, just a year after

the death of Columbus, one Martin \Yaldseemuller (Hyla-

comulus) wrote a work called Co^mogra'pliiQe Introduction

to which was appended a Latin edition of the four voyages

of Yespucci. In this book, which was printed at St Die

ill Lorraine, he proposed that the name of America should

be given to theNew World. In 1508 the first engraved map
containing theNewWorld appeared, in an edition of Ptolemy

printed at Eome, hut it does not bear the name of America.

But in 1509 the name “ America,’’ proposed by Hylacomu-
lus in 1507, appears, as if it was already accepted as a well-

known denomination, in an anonymous work entitled Globus

Mimdin published at Strasburg. This was three years be-

fore the death of Yespucci. The Map'pe Monde of Leonardo
da Yinci, to which Alajor assigns the date of 1514, has the

name of America across the South American continent.

Ojeda. In 1508 Ojeda obtained the government of the coast of

South America from Cabo dela Yela to the Gulf of Darien;
and at the same time Diego Nicuesa was appointed governor

of Yeragua from the Gulf of Darien to Cape Gracias a Dios.

The two adventurers arrived at Hispaniola together
;
but

Ojeda set out first for his government landed at Carthagena
iu 1510, and sustained a bloody defeat from the natives, in

which his lieutenant, Juan de la Cosa, was killed. Ojeda
then embarked, and eventually selected a site on the east

side of the Gulf of Darien for his seat of government. Here
he was again defeated by the natives, and, returning to

Hispaniola for aid, lie died there in extreme poverty,

Nicuesa was still more unfortunate, and died at sea. The
Spaniards in the Gulf of Darien v^ere left by Ojeda under
the command of Prancisco Pizarro, the future conqueror of
Peru. After suffering from famine and disease, Pizarro
embarked the survivors in small vessels, but outside the
harbour they met a ship which proved to be that of the
bachiller Martin Pernandez Enciso, Ojeda’s partner, coming
with provisions and reinforcements. They all returned to
their settlement called San Sebastian, but found that the
Indians had destroyed the fort, and Enciso determined to
abandon it. One of the crew of Enciso’s ship, Yasco

Balboa. Nunez de Balboa, the future discoverer of the Pacific Ocean,
induced his commander to form a settlement on the other
side of the Gulf of Darien, The soldiers became discon-
tented and deposed Enciso, when Yasco Nunez, a clever and
courageous adventurer, took command of the Darien settle-

ment in March 1511. Enciso was a man of learning, and
an accomplished cosmographer. His work Suma de Geo-
grafian yhich was printed in 1519, is the first Spanish book
which gives an account of America. Vasco Nunez, the new
commander, entered upon a career of conquest in the neigh-
bourhood of Darien, which ended in the discovery of the
Pacific Ocean on the 25th of September 1513. In 1514
Pedrarias de Avila, an old man of rank and some reputation,
but mth no ability, and of a malicious disposition, was
appointed to supersede Yasco Nunez as governor of Darien,
and the bachiller Enciso came out iu his fleet. Pedrarias,
on a false pretext, beheaded Yasco Nunez in 1517, which

was one of the greatest calamities that could have happened

to South America at that time
;
for the discoverer of the

South Sea was on the point of sailing with a little fleet iuto

his unknown ocean, and a humane and judicious man would

hxve been the conqueror of Peru, instead of the cruel and

ignorant Pizarro. In the year 1519 Panama was founded

by Pedrarias
;
and the conquest of Peru by Pizarro followed

a few years afterwards. Hernan Cortes overran and con-

quered Mexico from 1518 to 1521, and the discovery and
conquest of Guatemala by Alvarado, of Florida by Hernando
de Soto, and of Nueva Granada by Quesada, followed in

rapid succession. The first detailed account of the west

coast of South America was written by that keenly obser-

vant old soldier, Pedro de Cieza de Leon, who was travel-

ling in South America from 1533 to 1550, and published

his story at Seville in 1553.

But the great anxiety of the Spanish Government at that

time was to find a westward route to the ]\ioluccas. For
this purpose Juan Diaz de Solis was despatched in October

1515, and in January 1516 he discovered the mouth of the

Bio de la Plata. He was, however, killed by the natives,

and his ships returned. In the following year iMagellaii Magellan

laid before Charles Y., at Yalladolid, a scheme fur reaching

the Spice Islands by sailing westward. He had already

served with his own countrymen, the Portuguese, on the

coast of India and at the taking of Malacca, and he w'as an

accomplished and resolute seaman. With a fleet of five

ships, and the rank of captain-general, Magellan sailed from

San Lucar on the 21st of September 1519. After touching

on the coast of Brazil, at the Bio de la Plata, and at the

ports on the east coast of Patagonia, Magellan entered the

straits which bear his name in October 1520. In conse-

quence of many fires being seen on the southern shores of

the strait, lie named that country Ticrra del Fiiego. The
fleet, now consisting of the Trinidad,” Vittoria,” and
“Concepcion,” emerged from the strait and entered the

Pacific Ocean on the 27tli of November 1520. They then

steered north-west, crossed the line on the 13th of February
1 521, and on the 6th of March reached the Ladrone Islands.

Thence Magellan proceeded to the Philippines. He W’as

killed in an attack on the island of Matan, which he made
in order to bring it under subjection to his ally the king of

Zebu, on the 26th of April 1521. Thus fell this great

navigator, who was second only to Columbus in the his-

tory of nautical exploration. His brother-in-law, Duarte
Barbosa, was selected to succeed ]\ragellan in command of

the fleet, with Joao Serrao as his colleague. They were
both killed in battles with the natives, and eventually a

Biscayan named Sebastian del Cano, sailing home by way of

the Cape of Good Hope, reached San Lucar in command of

the “ Yittoria” on the 6th of September 1522, wfith eighteen

survivors. Del Cano was received with great distinction

by the emperor, who granted him a globe for his crest, and
the motto “ Primus circumdedisti me.”

While the Spaniards were circumnavigating the wmrld

and completing their knowledge of the coasts of Central and
South America, the Portuguese were actively engaged on
similar work as regards Africa and the East Indies.

In Abyssinia the mission of Covilham led to further Explora

intercourse. In April 1520 the Portuguese viceroy of the tion oi

Indies took a fleet into the Bed Sea, and landed an embassy Afric?

consisting of Dom Bodriguez de Lima and Father Francisco

Alvarez, a priest whose detailed narrative is the earliest and
not the least interesting account we possess of Abyssinia.

It was not until 1526 that the embassy was dismissed
;
and

not many years afterwards the negfis entreated the help

of the Portuguese against Mahometan invaders, and the

viceroy sent an expeditionary force, commanded by his

brother Cristoforo da Gama, with 450 musketeers. Da
Gama was taken prisoner and killed, but his Portuguese
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enabled the Christians of Abyssinia to regain their power,

and a Jesuit mission remained in the country. While
Abyssinia was thus opened to the enterprise of the Portu-

guese on the east side of Africa, they also established a

close connexion with the kingdom of Congo on the west

side, and obtained much information respecting the interior

of the contin-^nt. Duarte Lopes, a Portuguese settled in the

country, was sent on a mission to Rome by the king of

Congo, and Pope Sixtus Y. caused him to recount to his !

chamberlain, Felipe Pigafetta, all he had learned during

the nine years he had been in Africa, from 1578 to 1587.

This narrative, under the title of De&crvption of the King-

dom of Congo^ was published at Rome by Pigafetta in 1591.

A map was attached on which the two equatorial lakes,

Victoria and Albert Pfyanza, and Lake Tanganyika are

shown, and the empire ol hlonomoezi or Uniamuezi is laid

down. The most valuable work on Africa during the 16th
century is, however, that written by Leo Africanus. This

famous traveller was born at Granada, and retired into

Africa when his native town was captured by the Spaniards.

He travelled extensively in the north and west of Africa,

and was eventually taken by pirates and sold to a master
Vvdio presented him to Pope Leo X. At the pope’s desire

he translated his work on Africa into Italian, and died in

about the year 1526.

Portu- In the East Indies the Portuguese acquired predominating
gucse in influence at sea, establishing factories on the Malabar coast,
tno East.

Persian Gulf, at Malacca, and in the Spice Islands,

and extending their commercial enterprises from the Red
Sea to China. Their missionaries were received at the

court of Akbar, and Benedict Goes, a native of the Azores,

was despatched on a journey overland from Agra to China.

He started in 1603, and, after traversing the least known
parts of Central Asia, he reached the confines of China.

He appears to have ascended from Cabul to the plateau of

the Pamir, and thence onwards by Yarkand, Khotan, and
Aksu. He died at a place called Socieu in March 1607;
and thus, as one of the brethren pronounced his epitaph,

seeking Cathay he found heaven.”

The activity and love of adventure, which became a

passion for two or three generations in Spain and Portugal,

spread to other countries. It was the spirit of the age

;

and England, Holland, and France soon began to enter

English upon the same glorious career. English enterprise was
enter- flrgt aroused by John and Sebastian Cabot, father and son,

who came from Venice and settled at Bristol in the time of

The Henry VII. The Cabots received a patent^ dated March
Cabots. 5, 1496, empowering them to seek unknown lands; and

John Cabot discovered Newfoundland and part of the coast

of America. Sebastian afterwards made a voyage to Rio

de la Plata in the service of Spain, but he returned to

England in 1548, and received a pension from Edward VI.

in consideration of the good and acceptable services done
and to be done.” He was placed at the head of the Society

of Merchant Adventurers, and, by his knowledge and ex-

perience, he was the means of keeping alive the spirit of

enterprise in England, and of extending her foreign com-

merce. At his suggestion a voyage was undertaken for the

discovery of e north-east passage to Cathay, wit^ Sir Hugh
V7illoTigh- Willoughby as captain-general of the fleet, and Richard
by* Chancellor as pilot-major. They sailed in May 1553, but

Willoughby and all his crew perished in a harbour on the

Chancel- Lapland coast. Chancellor, however, was more fortunate.

He reached the White Sea, performed the journey overland

to Moscow, where he was well received, and may be said to

have been the founder of the trade between Russia and
England. He returned to Archangel and brought his ship

back in safety to England. On a second voyage, in 1556,

Chancellor was drowned; and three subsequent voyages,

led by Stephen Burrough, Pet, and Jackman, effected

an examination of the straits which lead into the Sea of

Kara.

The French followed closely on the track of John Cabot, Fiencb
and the hardy Norman and Breton seamen frequented the enter-

banks of Newfoundland at the commencement of the IGtk
century. In 1524 Francis I. sent Giovanni da Verazzano
of Florence on an expedition of discovery to the coast of

North America
;
and the details of liis voyage were em-

bodied in a letter addressed by him to the king of France
from Dieppe, in July 1524. On April 20, 1534, Jacques
Cartier sailed from St Malo with tw^o vessels of 60 tons Cartier

each, for the purpose of continuing the di&coveries of

Verazzano, and he visited Newfoundland and the Gulf of St
Lawrence. In the following year he made another voyage,

discovered the island of Anticosti, and ascended the St
Lawrence to a place called Hochelaga, novr Montreal He
returned, after passing two winters in Canada; and on
another occasion he also failed to establish a colony.

Admiral de Coligny made several unsuccessful endeavours

to form a colony in Florida under Jean Ribault of Dieppe,

Rene de LaudonniAre, and others, but tlie settliTS were

furiously assailed by the Spaniards and the attempt was
abandoned.

The reign of Elizabeth is famous for the gallant enter- Age of

prises that were undertaken by sea and land to discover and Elizabeth

bring to light the unknown parts of the earth. The great

promoter and father of English geographical discovery was
Richard Hakluyt, who was born near London in 1553. He Hakluyt,

was at Westminster School, and when quite a boy he im-

bibed a love for cosmography and maritime discovery. At
Oxford he read all the narratives of voyages and travels

that came within his reach, and delivered lectures on carto-

graphy. In 1585 he was at Paris, as chaplain to the

English embassy, and in 1605 he became a prebendary of

Westminster. He was the chief promoter in the formation

of the two companies for colonizing Virginia in 1606
;
and

he devoted his life to the encouragement of similar under-

takings, and to their record. Hakluyt died in 1616, and was

buried in Westminster Abbey. He was incessantly employed

in the collection, examination, and translation of accounts

of voyages and travels, and of charters, letters, and other

documents bearing on the subject, and in correspondence

with men eager either to impart or receive information.

Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Francis Walsingham, Lord Thomas
Howard, and Sir Francis Drake were among those who
supported and encouraged him, and Ortelius and Mercator

were his correspondents. His first work was the Divers

Voyages touching the Discovet'ie ofAmerica ;
and the second

was brought out while he was in Paris in 1586, entitled A
Notable Historic containing Foiire Voyages made by French

Captaynes unto Florida. In 1587 he published at Paris a

revised edition of the De Orbe Novo of Peter Martyr

Anghiera, His Frincvpal Navigations w’as published in

folio in 1589, and dedicated to Sir Francis Walsingham;

and the new edition, in three volumes, appeared in 1598.

Hakluyt also got translations made of Leo Africanus, of

Mendoza’s History of China, and of Galvano’s Discoveries of

the World, which were published. His last publication was

a translation of Hernando de Soto’s discoveries in Florida.

He left many valuable papers at his death, most of which,

together with a vast number of other narratives, were pub-

lished in 1622 in the great work of the Rev. Samuel Purchas.

Purchas, entitled “ Hakluytus Posthumus, or Purchas his

Pilgrimes.”

It is from the rich treasure-house of Hakluyt and Purchas

that our knowledge of the gallant deeds of the English and

other explorers of the Elizabethan age is mainly derived.

The great collections of voyages and travels of De Bry and

Hulsius served a similar useful purpose on the continent of

Europe. One important object of English maritime adven-
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turers of ttose days was to discover a route to Catliay by

the north-west, a second was to settle Virginia, and a third

was to beat up the Spanish settlements in the Indies. Nor

was the trade to Muscovy and Turkey neglected ; while

latterly a resolute and successful attempt was made to

establish commercial relations with East India.

North- Martin Frobisher led the way in the direction of the

west north-west, sailing from the Thames in 1576, and sighting

passage. southern part of Greenland on the 11th of July. In

Frobisher, this voyage he discovered a part of the coast of Labrador,

and the strait (now known to be a deep bay) which bears

his name. He brought home some stones which were

believed to be gold, and the consequence was that there

arose an eager desire to obtain more. Many speculators

subscribed, and Frobisher was sent out on a second voyage,

‘^more for the searching of this gold ore than for the

searching any further discovery of the passage.’’ He left

Gravesend on May 27, 1577, wasted his time in picking up

stones on the shores of Frobisher’s Strait, and returned on

the 2*2d of August. The excitement about the gold ore

still continued. The queen gave the name of Ifeta Incog-

nita to the newly discovered country ,
and on May 21, 1578,

Frobisher set out on a third voyage with a fleet of fifteen

ships. After touching at Greenland, they made for the

opposite shore through an ice-encumbered sea, and the fleet

was separated during a heavy gale. They reached various

ports in England during October, and by that time the

bubble about the gold ore had burst, and the enterprise was

considered a failure. The first of the three voyages alone

was a voyage of discovery.

Davia. In 1585 John Davis, an admirable seaman and most re-

solute explorer, was employed by some merchants, chief

among whom was Mr William Sanderson of London, to

take up the glorious work where Frobisher had left off. He
sailed from Dartmouth on the 7th of June 1585, and,

reaching the south-west coast of Greenland, he called it the
“ Land of Desolation.” He then stood over to the opposite

coast, which he examined in the neighbourhood of Cape
Walsingham, returning to Dartmouth on September 30.

In 1588 he sailed on the 7th of June and coasted along

Greenland, having friendly intercourse with the Eskimo.

He also examined part of the Labrador coast. In his third

'Toyage he sailed from Dartmouth on the 17th of May, and
sighted Greenland on the 14th of June. On this occasion

he went as far north as 72“ 12', naming the great island

'bluff—which is now so well known to voyagers up Bafdn’s

Bay—“Sanderson his Hope of a North-West Passage.”

Crossing over Davis Strait, the bold explorer discovered

the strait which now bears the name of Hudson. Davis

was followed in his northern voyages by Waymouth, Hall,

and Knight
5
and in 1607 Henry Hudson was despatched

on a voyage of discovery in a small vessel of 80 tons. He
sighted the east coast of Greenland in 73“ N., examined the

north-west end of Spitzbergen, as far as a point which he
named Hakluyt Headland, and reached 80“ 23' N. In 1608
he made a second voyage, during which he examined the

edge of the ice between Spitzbergen and Greenland. In
his third voyage, in 1609, he was employed by the Dutch,
and discovered the Hudson Eiver. In 1610 he was again

employed by English merchants, and entered Hudson’s Bay,

but was infamously abandoned in an open boat by his crew.

In 1612 Sir Thomas Button continued the exploration of

Hudson’s Bay, which was completed by Thomas James and
Luke Fox in 1631.

BaflSn, In 1616 the little bark “ Discovery,” of 35 tons, was
fitted out by those persevering adventurers Sir Thomas
Smith, Sir Dudley Digges, John Wolstenholme, and
Alderman Jones, for another attempt in the icy seas. This
was the most successful Arctic voyage of the 17th century.

Eobert Bylot was appointed master of the “ Discovery,” and

William Baffin was pilot. They sailed from Gravesend,

with 17 souls on board, on the 26th of March, and were off

Hope Sanderson, the extreme point of Davis, on the 30th

of May. The “Discovery” reached what is now called

“ the north water” of Baffin’s Bay on the 1st of July, and,

after discovering the head of the great bay which bears his

name, the pilot BafiSn returned by sailing down the west

side of it. On August 30 the “ Discovery ” was again

safely anchored in Dover roads. It was exactly 200 years

before any other vessel followed in her track, and reached

“the north water.” Both Davis and Baffin afterwards

served and were killed in the East Indies.

The Dutch emulated the English in the Arctic seas Dutch
during this period. Their merchants opened a trade with explora-

Kola and Archangel as early as 1578, but the difficulty ot

penetrating into the Sea of Kara led them to try the possi-

bility of finding a passage round the northern end of Novaya
Zemlya. The credit of the conception of this voyage is due
to the great cosmographer Peter Plancius, and the mer-

chants of Amsterdam adopted the idea, and despatched a

vessel of 100 tons called the “ Mercurius,” under the com-
mand of William Barents. He sailed from the Texel on Barents.

June 4, 1594, and sighted Novaya Zemlya on the 4th of

July. Sailing northwards along the coast he rounded Cape
Nassau and reached the edge of the ice. For many days

he perseveringly sought for a passage through it. In his

second voyage he merely went to the entrance of the Sea of

Kara. But his third voyage was the most important.

Heemskerk was the commander, Barents was pilot, and the

mate, Gerrit de Yeer, was the historian of the voyage.

They sailed from Amsterdam on May 13, 1596. On June
19, Spitzbergen was discovered, and the whole western coast

and part of the northern examined. The record of the

subsequent proceedings of Barents and his crew, of their

famous voyage round the north-western end of Novaya
Zemlya, and of their terrible sufferings in the first Arctic

winter ever faced by Europeans, is deeply interesting as it

is told in the simple narrative of Gerrit de Yeer. Barents
had long been ill, and when they set sail from their dismal
winter harbour on June 14, 1597, in open boats, he was
too weak to stand, and was carried from the house. He
died on the 1 9th, and found a grave in the midst of his

discoveries.

The maritime enterprise of England, in the days ofEnglibli

Elizabeth, was mainly directed towards the discovery of a circum-

north-west passage
;
but many voyages were also made to

Guinea and the West Indies, and twice English vessels

followed in the track of Magellan, and circumnavigated the

globe.

In 1577 Francis Drake, who had previously served wdth Draice.

Hawkins in the West Indies, undertook his celebrated

voyage round the world. His fleet consisted of three ships

and two pinnaces, which were broken up during the voyage.
The ships were the “Pelican” of 100 tons, on board of

which Drake himself embarked, the “ Elizabeth ” of 80, and
the “ Marigold ” of 30 tons. After some stay at Port San
Julian on the coast of Patagonia, the fleet entered the Straits

of Magellan on the 20th of August 1578, when Drake
changed the name of his ship to the “ Golden Hind.” They
reached the western entrance on the 6th of September, and
soon afterwards the “ Marigold ” parted company in a gale
of wind, and was never heard of again, while the “ Eliza-

beth” basely deserted her consort and returned to England.
Drake, in the “ Golden Hind,” continued the voyage alone.

At first he was driven to the southernmost point of Tierra
del Fuego, and thus discovered that there was a passage,
though he did not round Cape Horn. He then proceeded
northward along the west coast of America, touching at the
island of Mocha off the Chilian coast, at Yalparaiso,
Coquimbo, Tarapaca, Arica, Callao, and Payta. Off Cape
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San Francisco, nearly on tlie equator, lie captured a very

rich Spanish treasure-ship called the Cacafuego”
;
and it is

right to observe that England was then at peace with Spain.

Drake resolved to attempt the discovery of a passage from
the Pacific to the Atlantic, and with this object he continued

to shape a course northwards along the American continent.

On the 5th of June 1579 the “Golden Hind” reached her
,

most northern point in 48“, when the attempt was aban-

doned, and Drake put into a harbour to refit, named Port

Drake, which appears to have been the modern harbour of

San Francisco, on the coast of California. The coast from
the southern extremity of the Californian peninsula to Cape
Mendocino was discovered by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo and
Francisco cle Ulloa in 1539. Drake’s discoveries extend

from Cape Mendocino to 48® N.

Leaving California, Drake sailed across the Pacific and
reached the Philippine Islands in October. He touched at

Ternate and Java, and rounded the Cape of Good Hope on
June 15, 1580. The “Golden Hind” anchored safely at

Plymouth on the 26th of the following September. Drake
was graciously received and knighted by the queen, and
the “ Golden Hind,” the first English ship that circum-

navigated the globe, was preserved for many years at

Deptford. When at last she was broken up, a chair was
made from one of her planks and presented to uni-

versity of Oxford.

Caven Mr Thomas Cavendish, a gentleman of Suffolk, emulous
disli. of Drake’s example, fitted out three vessels for an expedition

to the South Sea, and sailed from Plymouth on July 21,

1586. Cavendish passed through Magellan’s Straits in

January 1587, and, taking the same route as Drake along

the west coast of America, he reached Mazatlan in Septem-
ber. A rich Spanish treasure-ship was captured off Cape
San Lucas, the southern extremity of California, on the

4th of November, and Cavendish then steered across the

Pacific, seeing no land until he reached the Ladrone Islands.

He arrived safely at Plymouth on the 9th of September
1588. The third English voyage into the Pacific was not

Hawkins, so fortunate. Sir Richard Hawkins sailed from Plymouth
on the 12th of June 1593 in the good ship “Dainty,”
passed through Magellan’s Straits, and all went well until

they reached the bay of Atacames, 57 miles north of the

equator, in June 1594. Here the English were attacked

by a Spanish fleet, and, after a desperate naval engagement,

Hawkins was forced to surrender. Hawkins declared his

object to be discovery and the survey of unknown lands,

and his voyage, though terminating in disaster, bore good
fruit. The Observations of Sir Richard Hawkins in his

Voyage into the So^ith Sea, published in 1622, are very

valuable, and form the most charming work of the kind

which was written during that period. It was long before

another English ship entered the Pacific Ocean, Sir John
Narborongh took two ships through the Straits of Magellan

in 1670 and touched on the coast of Chili; but it was not

until 1685 that Cook and Dampier sailed over the part of

the Pacific where, nearly a century before, the “ Dainty ”

had to strike her flag to the Spaniard.

Spanish The exploring enterprise of the Spanish nation did not
explora- ^ane after the conquest of Peru and Mexico, and the

acquisition of the vast empire of the Indies. It was rather

spurred into renewed activity by the audacity of Sir John
Hawkins in the West Indies, and by the appearance of

Drake, Cavendish, and Richard Hawkins in the Pacific.

In the interior of South America the Spanish conquerors

had explored the region of the Andes from the isthmus of

Panama to Chili
;
and in 1541 Francisco de Orellana dis-

covered the whole course of the Amazon from its source in

the Quitenian Andes to the Atlantic. A second voyage

down the great river was made in 1561 by the mad pirate

Lope de Aguirre
;
but it was not until 1639 that a full

account was written of the mighty stream by Father
Cristoval de Aciiha, who ascended it from its mouth to the
city of Quito, The voyage of Drake across the Pacific was
preceded by that of Alvaro de Mendana, who was des-

patched from Peru in 1567 to discover the Australian land
which was believed to exist in the South Sea. After a
voyage of eighty days across the Pacific,Mendana discovered

the Salomon Islands
; and the expedition returned in safety

to Callao. The appearance of Drake on the Peruvian coast

led to an expedition being fitted out at Callao, to go in

chase of him, under the command of Pedro Sarmiento. He
sailed from Callao in October 1579, and made a careful

survey of the Straits of Magellan, with the object of forti-

fying that entrance to the South Sea. The colony which
he afterwards took out from Spain was a complete failure,

andis onlyrememberednow fromthe name of “Port Famine”
which Cavendish gave to the site at which he found the
starving remnant of Sarmiento’s settlers. In June 1595
Mendana sailed from the coast of Peru in command of a

second expedition to colonize the Salomon Islands. After
discovering the Marquesas, he reached the island of Santa
Cruz of evil memory, where he and many of the settlers

died. His young widow too.: command of the survivors

and brought them safely to Manila. The viceroys of Peru
still persevered in their attempts to plant a colony in

Australia. Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, who was pilot

under Mendana and Luis Vaez de Torres were sent in

command of two ships to continue the vorkof exploration.

They sailed from Callao on December 21, 1605, and dis-

covered several islands of the New Hebrides group. They
anchored in a bay of a large island which Quiros named
“ Australia de^ Espiritu Santo.” From this place Quiros

returned to America, but Torres continued the voyage,

passed through the strait between Australia and New
Guinea which bears his name, and explored and mapped the

southern and (as has recently been proved) also the eastern

coast of New Guinea.

The Portuguese, in the early part of the 17th century Poitu-

(1578-1640), were under the dominion of Spain, and their gnese ex-

enterprise was to some extent damped ; but their mission- pio^ers.

aries extended geographical knowledge in Africa. Father

Francisco Paez acquired great influence in Abyssinia, and

explored its highlands from 1 600 to 1 622. Fathers Mendez
and Lobo traversed the deserts between the coast of the

Red Sea and the mountains, became acquainted with the

shores of Lake Tsana, and discovered the sources of the Abai
or Blue Nile in 1624-1633.

But the attention of the Portuguese was mainly devoted

to vain attempts to maintain their monopoly of the trade of

India against the powerful rivalry of the English and Dutch.

The English enterprises were persevering, continuous, and
successful, James Lancaster made a voyage to the Indian

Ocean from 1591 to 1594
;
and in 1599 the merchants and

adventurers of London resolved to form a company, with

the object of establishing a trade with the East Indies. On
the 31st of December 1599 Queen Elizabeth granted the

charter of incorporation to the East India Company, and Fast

Sir James Lancaster, one of the directors, was appointed liiftia

general of their first fleet. He was accompanied by John

Davis, the great Arctic navigator, as pilot-major. This

voyage was eminently successful. The ships touched at

Achin in Sumatra and at Java, returning with full ladings

of pepper in 1603. The second voyage was commanded by

Sir Henry Middleton ;
but it was in the third voyage, under

Keelinge and Hawkins, that the mainland of India was first

reached in 1607. Captain Hawkins landed at Surat and

travelled overland to Agra, passing some time at the court

of the Great Mogul. In the voyage of Sir Edward
Michelborne, John Davis of Arctic fame lost his life in a

fight with a Japanese junk on December 27, 1605. The
X. — 24
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eigbitli voyage, led by Captain Saris, extended tbe operations
|

of the company to Japan
;
and in 1613 tlio Japanese Govern-

ment granted privileges to the Company
;
but the English

retired in 1623, giving up their factory. The chief result

of this early intercourse between England and Japan was

the interesting series of letters written by William Adams
from 1611 to 1617. Adams, however, though an English-

man, went to Japan in a Dutch ship. From the tenth

voyage of the East India Company, commanded by Captain

Best, who left England in 1612, dates the establishment of

permanent English factories on the coast of India. It was

Captain Best who secured a regular firman for trade from

the Great Mogul. From that time a fleet was despatched

every year, and the Company’s operations greatly increased

geographical knowledge of India and the Eastern Archi-

pelago.

The visits of Englishmen to Eastern countries, at this

time, were not confined to the voyages of the Company.

Journeys were also made by land, and, among others,

Thomas Coryat, of Odcombe in Somersetshire, walked from

France to India, and died in the Company’s factory at Surat.

English in lu 1561 Mr Anthony Jenkinson arrived in Persia with a
Persia, letter from Queen Elizabeth to the shah. He travelled

through llusbia to Bokhara, and returned by the Caspian

and Volga. In 1579 Christopher Burroughs built a ship

at Nijiii Novgorod and traded across the Caspian to Baku

;

and in 1598 Sir Anthony and Eobert Shirley arrived in

Persia, and Eobert was afterwards sent by the shah to

Europe as his ambassador. He was followed by a Spanish

mission under Gaicia de Silva, who wrote an interesting

account of his travels
;
and to Sir Dormer Cotton’s mission,

in 1628, we are indebted for Sir Thomas Herbert’s charm-

ing narrative. In like manner, Sir Thomas Eoe’s mission

to India resulted not only in a large collection of valuable

reports and letters of his own, but also in the detailed

account of his chaplain Mr Terry. But the most learned

and intelligent traveller in the East, during the 17th

century, was the German Koempfer, who accompanied an

embassy to Persia in 1684, and was afterwards a surgeon

in the service of the Dutch East India Company, He
was in the Persian Gulf, India, and Java, and resided for

more than two years in Japan, from 1690 to 1692. His
History of Japan was published in England in 1727,

Koempfer himseK having died in 17 1 6. From these various

sources a considerable increase w^as made in the knowledge
of India, Persia, and the further East.

Dutch The Dutch nation, as soon as it was emancipated from
enter- Spanish tyranny, displayed an amount of enterprise which,
prise.

^ equal to that of England. The
memorable Arctic voyages of Barents were quickly followed

by the establishment of a Dutch East India Company
;
and

Holland, ousting the Portuguese, not only established

factories on the mainland of India and in Japan, but
acquired a preponderating influence throughout the Eastern
Archipelago. In 1583 Jan Hugen van Linschoten made a
voyage to India with a Portuguese fleet, aud his full and
graphic descriptions of India, Africa, China, and the
Eastern Archipelago must have been of no small use to his

countrymen in the commencement of their distant voyages.
The first of their Indian voyages was performed by ships
which sailed from Holland in April 1595, and rounded the
Cape of Good Hope. A second large Dutch fleet sailed in
1598

;
and, so eager was the young republic to extend her

commerce over the world that another fleet, consisting of
five ships of Rotterdam, was sent in the same year by way of
Magellan’s Straits, under Jacob Mahu as admiral, with
William Adams as pilot. Mahu died on the passage out,
and was succeeded by Simon de Cordes, who was killed on
the coast of Chili. In September 1599 the fleet had
entered the Pacific, The ships were then steered direct

for Japan, and anchored off Bungo in April 1600. In the

very same year, 1598, a third expedition was despatched

under Oliver van Noort, a native of Utrecht. The fleet

left Holland in September 1598, and entered the South Sea,

through the Straits of Magellan, in Febiuary 1600, after a

tedious, and in truth unskilful, navigation of nearly a year

and a half from the time of leaving Holland. After keeping

along the west coast of America nearly as far as the line,

Van Hoort shaped a course for the Ladrone Islands, and

arrived off Manila. In August 1601 he anchored in front

of Rotterdam, after an ab&once of three yeais, but the

voyage contributed nothing to geography. The Dutch

Company in 1614 again resolved to send a fleet to the

Moluccas by the westward route, and Joris Spilbergen was

appointed to the command as admiral, with a commission

from the States-General. He was furnished with 4 ships of

Amsterdam, 2 of Rotterdam, and 1 from Zeeland. On
May 6, 1615, Spilbergen entered the Pacific Ocean, and

touched at several places on the coast of Chili and Peru,

defeating the Spanish fleet in a naval engagement off Chilca,

After plundering Payta and makingrequisitions at Acapulco,

the Dutch fleet crossed the Pacific and reached the Moluccas

iu/March 1616. At that time the Dutch Company had 37

sail of European shipping and 3000 troops in the East

Indies.

The Dutch now resolved to discover a passage into the Cape

Pacific to the south of Tierra del Fuego, the existence of

which was ascertained by Sir Francis Drake. The vessels

fitted out for this purpose were the “ Eerdracht,” of 360

tons, commanded by Jacob le Maire, and the “ Horn,” of

110 tons, under Jan Schouten. They sailed from the Texel

on June 14, 1615, and by the 20th of January 1616 they

were south of the entrance of Magellan’s Straits. Passing

through the strait of Le Maire they came to the southern

extremity of Tierra del Fuego, which was named Cape Horn,

in honour of the town of Horn in West Friesland, of which
Schouten was a native. They passed the cape on the 31sfc

of January, encountering the usual westeily winds. The
great merit of this discovery of a second passage into the

South Sea lies in the fact that it was not accidental or un-

foreseen, but was due to the sagacity of those who designed

the voyage. On March 1 the Dutch fleet sighted the island

of Juan Fernandez; and, having crossed the Pacific, the

explorers sailed along the north coast of New Guinea, and
arrived afc the Moluccas on September 17, 1616. In 1623
the Dutch sent expeditions against Brazil and Peru, which,

however, did little to advance geographical knowledge,

except that the Brazilian invasion resulted in the valuable

work of Nieuhof.

There were several early indications of the existence of Explora.

the great Australian continent, which have been very ably
.

discussed by Mr Major
;
and the Hollanders endeavoured

to obtain further knowledge concerning the counti y and its

extent
;
but only its northern and western coasts had been

visited before the time of Governor Van Diemen. Dirk
Hartog had been on the west coast in latitude 26’ 30' S.

in 1616. Pelsert struck on a reef called “ Houtman’s
Abrolhos” on June 4, 1629. In 1697 the Dutch captain

Ylamingh landed on the west coast of Australia in 31® 43'

S., and named the Swan River, where he saw some black

swans. In 1642 the governor and council of Batavia fitted

out two ships to prosecute the discovery of the south land,

and entrusted the command to Captain Abel Jansen
Tasman. This voyage proved to be the most important to

geography that had been undertaken since the first circum-

navigation of the globe. Tasman sailed from Batavia in

the yacht ‘‘Heemskirk” on the 14th of August 1642, aud
from Mauritius on the 8th of October. On November 24
high land was sighted in 42° 30' S., which was named Van
Diemen’s Land, and, after landing there, sail was again
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made, and New Zealand (at first called Staten Land) was
discovered on the 3 4th of December. Tasman communi-
cated with, the natives and anchored in what he called

Murderer’s Bay. From New Zealand it was resolved to

steer eastward to longitude 220°, and then north. On this

course the ships arrived at Tongatabu, one of the Friendly

Islands ot Cools: ; in April 1643 they were off the north

coast of New Guinea
;
and on June 15 Tasman returned to

Batavia. In 1644 Tasman made a second voyage to effect

a more full discovery of New Guinea.

The French directed their enterprise more in the direction

of North America than of the Indies. One of their most
distinguished naval worthies was Samuel Champlain, a

native of Brouage in Saintonge, whose friend and patron

was Aymar de Chastes, governor of Dieppe, a devoted

follower of Henry IV. Champlain after the close of the

war with the League in Brittany, in which he served, made
a remarkable journey through Mexico and the West India

Islands from 1599 to 1602, and on his return he found that

M. de Chastes was, undeterred by previous failures, resolved

to undertake the establishment of a colony in Canada.

Champlain was sent on a voyage of reconnaissance, and
on his return he found that the Sieur de Chastes was dead.

In 1603 the Sieur de Monts was named vice-admiral of

the coasts of Acadia, and Champlain sailed with him from
Dieppe. He was for some years engaged in surveying all

the coasts of Acadia and Cape Breton, and in 1607 he re-

turned to France with De Monts In the following year

another attempt was made. Champlain, with a colleague

named Du Pont Graved, sailed to the St Lawrence, and
on July 3, 1608, they first arrived at Quebec- In 1609
Champlain ascended the Iroquois to the lake which still

bears his name. By 1611 a regular colony was established

at Quebec; and in 1620 Champlain was installed as

governor. He died towards the end of the year 1635.

Champlain was an able navigator and a resolute explorer,

and he made a very large addition to the knowledge of

Canada and Acadia (Novia Scotia).

The last expedition of the 17th century was purely scien-

tific. In 1699 Edmund Halley, the astronomer-royal, in

command of the “ Paramour Pmk,” undertook a voyage to

improve the knowledge of longitude, and of the variation

of the compass. The results of his voyage were the con-

struction of a variation chart, and proposals for finding the

longitude by occultations of fixed stars.

During the 17th century very considerable progress was
made in the art of navigation, and in systematizing and
delineating the vast mass of material that was accumulated

by the ceaseless activity of explorers. The Dutch took the

lead as map-makers. Mercator invented the useful projec-

tion which bears his name; and Ortelius, Hondius, and
Hulsius compiled a series of valuable maps. In finding the

latitude at sea, the astrolabe very generally gave place to

the cross-staff, because the graduation of the latter was
larger and more easily read off. The cross-staff was a very

simple instrument, consisting of a graduated pole with cross

pieces, called transversaries (of which there were four used

according to the altitude), also graduated, which were fitted

to work on it. The bearings of the suii were taken by com-

pass, to ascertain when it was near the meridian
;
then the

end of the long staff was placed close to the observer’s eye,

and the transversary moved until one end exactly touched

the horizon, and the other the sun’s centre. This was con-

tinued until the sun dipped, when the meridian altitude

was obtained. The back-staff was an improvement on the

cross-staff, invented by the great Arctic navigator John

Davis. It was fitted with a reflector, and it was thus the

first rough idea of the principle of the quadrant and sextant.

The cross-staff was used for low altitudes, because both

ends of the transversary could easily be seen at the same

time, and the astrolabe for high altitudes. With the inven-
tion of these instruments came instructions for their use,

and for working out observations. In England the first of

these was The Old RtiUer of the Sea, printed in 1490.
Then followed the Seaman's Secrets of John Davis, and A
Regiment of the Sea, containing very necessary Matters, with

a perfect Sea Card, by Thomas Hood, published in 1596.
Hood also sold compasses constructed on Mr Norman’s
principle, near the Minories. These manuals contained

definitions, treatises on the use of the sea card and compass,
tables of declination and rules for applying it, rules for dead
reckonings and longitude, and instructions in the use of

instruments. Latitude was obtained by observation, but
longitude had usually to be reckoned on the chart from the Finding

meridian of Grand Canary, which in those days was used loiigitude

by all civilized countries. The differences of time between
the eclipses of the moon at the place of the observer and
the place for which it was calculated in the ephemerides for

that day was another method in use of finding the differ-

ence of longitude. Mariners were also provided with tables

giving the number of miles in a degree of longitude for

every degree of latitude. Much attention was bestowed

upon the phenomena of the variation and dip of the

magnetic needle. Robert Norman, the hydrographer, dis-

covered the dip or inclination of the needle in 1576, and in Yariatbn

1581 he observed the variation of the compass at London, ot oom-

and found it to be 11° 15' E. In the same year his

course of the Magnet or Loadstone was published by Ballard.

In 1580 Mr Borough, comptroller of the navy, found the

variation of the compass at Limehouse to be 11° 19' E. It

may be observed here that in 1657 there was no variation

at London, and that it moved westerly until 1815, when it

was 24° 27' W. It is now returning eastwards.

By means of these rough instruments and calculations

our Elizabethan navigators and their contemporaries suc-

ceeded iu delineating the vast regions that were discovered.

Thus the sum of human knowledge was augmented, while

men’s minds were enlarged, and the wealth and prosperity

of nations were increased, through the provision of safe

guides by which lands and seas could be traversed, and
distant countries visited.

In the 18th century, to a far greater extent than had
ever been the case before, geography began to be cultivated

for its own sake, and expeditions were fitted out with the

objects of discovery and of acquiring knowledge. The
same objects also generally formed part of those enterprises

which were avowedly undertaken for conquest, in the

search of wealth, or from motives of religious zeal.

The improvement of scientific apparatus naturally went Board of

hand in hand with the progress of discovery. The great Bongitude.

desideratum was the means of finding the longitude
;
and

it was the creation of a commission for the discovery of

longitude in 1713 which, so far as England is concerned,

gave the greatest stimulus to inventions connected with

geographical research. To the Board of Longitude is due

the conception of the Nautical Almanac, and the establish-

ment of a surveying branch of the naval service. The

Nautical Almanac first appeared in 1767, under the auspices Nautical

of Dr Maskelyne, the astronomer-royal, who, by furnishing Almanac,

tables of lunar distances, supplied another means of finding

the longitude. The invention by Hadley, in 1731, of the

quadrant for use at sea, which entirely superseded the

astrolabe and cross-staff, was a still greater improvement

;

and it was soon followed by better instruments on the same

principle—the sextants of Dollond and Troughton. The Sextant,

work of travellers on land also became more accurate in

proportion as instruments and maps were improved. Early

explorers by land were content with itineraries and maps

which only indicated distances. The introduction of

observations by compass bearings was an important improve-
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meat
;
and after the invention of Hadley’s quadrant, these

rough route surveys began to be checked and verified by
astronomical observations.

Survey The most remarkable example of the early application of
otClima. these improvements is to be found in the survey of China

by the Jesuit missionaries. They first prepared a map of

the country round Peking, which was submitted to the

emperor Kang-hi, and, being satisfied with the accuracy of

the European method of surveying, lie resolved to have n

survey made of the whole empire on the same principles.

This great work was commenced in July 1708, and the com-

pleted maps were presented to the emperor in 1718. The
records preserved in each city were examined, topographical

information was diligently collected, and the Jesuit fathers

checked their triangulation by meridian altitudes of the sun

and pole star, and by a system of remeasurements. The
result was a more accurate map of China than existed, at

that time, of any country in Europe. Kang-hi next ordered

a similar map to be made of Tibet, the survey being exe-

cuted by two lamas who were carefully trained as surveyors

by the Jesuits at Peking. From these surveys were con-

structed the well-known maps which were forwarded to Du-
halde, and from which D’Anville constructed his atlas.

Missions Several European missionaries had previously found their
to Tibet. India to Tibet. Antonio Andrada, in 1624, was

the first European to enter Tibet since the visit of Friar

Odoric ill 1325. The next journey was that of Fathers

Grueber and Dorville about 1 660, who succeeded in pass-
|

ing from China, through Tibet, into India. In 1715
Fathers Desideri and Freyre made their way from Agra,

across the Himtoyas, to Lassa, the capital of Tibet
;
and

the Capuchin Friar Orazio della Penna resided at Lassa
from 1735 until 1747. But the most remarkable journey

in this direction was performed by a Dutch traveller named
Van de Samuel Van de Putte. He is the only European who has
PuttQ. ever completed the journey from India, through Lassa, to

China, and returned to India by the same route. He left

Holland in 1718, went by land through Persia to India, and
eventually made his way to Lassa, where he resided for a
long time. He went thence to China, returned to Lassa,

and was in India in time to be an eye-witness of the sack of

Delhi by Nadir Shah in 1737. In 1743 he left India, and
died at Batavia on the 27 th of September 1745. The pre-

mature death of this illustrious traveller is the more to be
lameuted because his vast knowledge died with him. Two
English missions sent by Warren Hastings to Tibet, one led

by Mr George Bogle in 1774, and the other by Captain
Turner in 1783, completes the list of Tibetan explorers in

Persia, the 18bh century. Prom Persia much new information was
supplied by Chardin, Tavernier, Hamilton, Thevenot, and
Krusinski, and by English traders on the Caspian. In
1733 John Elton traded between Astrakhan and the Persian
port of Enzeli on the Caspian, and undertook to build a
fleet for Nadir Shah. Another English merchant, named
Jonas Hanway, arrived at Astrabad from Eussia, and
travelled to the camp of Nadir at.Kazvin. One lasting

and valuable result of Hanway’s wanderings was a most
India, charming book of travels. The extension of the dominions

of the Company largely increased the knowledge of India.

In 1700 Guillaume Delisle, the principal creator of the
modern system of geography, published his map of the con-
tinents of the Old World

;
and his successor D’Anville pro-

duced his map of India in 1752.' DAnville’s map contained
all that was then known, but ten years afterwards Major
Eennell commenced his surveying labours, which extended
over a period from 1763 to 1782. His survey covered an
area 900 miles long by 300 wide, from the eastern confines
of Bengal to Agra, and from the Himalayas to Calpi.
Eennell was indefatigable in collecting geographical infor-
mation; his Bengal atlas appeared in 1781, his famous

map of India in 1788, and the memoir in 1792. Surveys

were also made along the Indian coasts, and the charts of

Huddert, Eitcliie, and M‘Cluer were the forerunners of the

more accurate and elaborate productions of the succeeding

century.

Arabia received very careful attention, in the 18th Arabia,

century, from the Danish scientific mission, which included

Carsten Niebuhr among its members. Niebuhr landed at

Lolieia, on the coast of Yemen, in December 1762, and

went by land to Sana. All the other members of the

mission died, and he proceeded from Mocha to Bombay.

He then made a journey through Persia and Syria to

Constantinople, returning to Copenhagen in 1767. His

invaluable v/ork, the Descriptio)i of Arahla, was published

in 1772, and was followed in 1774-78 by two volumes of

travels in Asia. The great traveller survived until 1815,

when he died at the age of eighty-two. James Bruce of Bruce.

Kinnairdjthe contemporary of Niebuhr, was equally devoted

to Eastern travel. After studying Arabic and G eez for some

years, he went out as consul to Algiers, and resided there

from 1762 to 1765, exploring and sketching the Eomaii

ruins in Algiers and Tunis. In 1765 he travelled by laud

from Tunis to Tripoli, and then took a passage for Candia,

but was shipwrecked near Bengazi, and had to swim on

shore. He eventually reached Candia, and, sailing thence

to Sidon, travelled through Syria. In June 1 768 he lauded

at Alexandria in the dress of an Arab, and soon afterwards

we hear of him at Jiddah, the port of Mecca, in the dress

of a Turkish sailor. He had resolved to attempt the dis-

covery of the source of the Nile; and in 1769 he landed at

Massowah, on the Abyssinian coast. He then penetrated

to Axum and Gondar, and in November 1770 he reached

the source of the Abai, then supposed to be the main stream

of the Nile. He thus attained the great object of his

ambition. Eeturning by the desert into Egypt, Bruce

reached England in 1774, and settled once more at his old

home at Kinnaird after an absence of ten years. Urged by

his old friend, Mr Daines Barrington, the great traveller at

length published his Travels to Discover the Source of the

Nile in the Years 1768-73 (5 vols. 4to) in 1790. Bruce,

like many other conscientious and deserving explorers, was

assailed by calumny and detraction. But every succeeding

year has added to the high estimation in which his labours

are held, and to the reverence with wliich his memory is

cherished. He died at Kinnaird House, Stirlingshire, in

1794.

Before the death of Bruce an African Association was African

formed, in 1788, for collecting information respecting the Associa-

interior of that continent, with Major Eennell and

Joseph Banks as leading members, and Bryan Edwards as

secretary. The association first employed a Mr Ledyard to

cross Africa from east to west on the parallel of the Niger,

and Mr Lucas to cross the Sahara to Fezzan. Ledyard,

who had previously made a most extraordinary journey into

Siberia, died at Cairo in 1788. Lucas went from Tripoli

to Mesurata, obtained some information respecting Fezzan,

and returned in 1789. One of the chief problems the

Association wished to solve was that of the existence and
course of the river Niger, which Maxwell believed to be

identical with the Congo. Mungo Park, then an assistant Mnngo

surgeon of an Indiaman, volunteered his services, which were Fark.

accepted by the Association, and in 1795 he arrived at the

English factory of Pisania, 200 miles up the Gambia.
Leaving this station in December he reached Ludamar,
where a Moorish chief imprisoned him until the following

July, He then crossed a mountainous tract to a Mandingo
town called Kamalia. Quite destitute, and suffering from
fever, he remained there for several months, but finally

found his way back to Pisania, and returned to England.

The interesting narrative of his adventures, with a geo-
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grapliical meLiioii by Reiinell, was published in 1799 Five

yeara atteiwarda he accepted an offei from the Government
to conimand an expedition into the interior of Africa, the

plan being to croas from the Gambia to the Niger, and
descend the latter iiver to the sea Park left the factoiy

of Pisan la, on ilie Gambia, on the 4 th of May 1805, accom
pamed by Lieutenant Maityn and 35 soldiers, besides

guides All died but four during the rainy season, and the

rest, including Mungo Paik, perished in a rapid on the

Niger, having been attacked fiom the sh)re by order of a

chief wlij thought he had not received suitable presents

Park v/as only thirty five at the tune of his death The
details lespectiug the fate of the ill fated explorer and his

party were obtained from the guide

While the Engli^sh weie at woik in the direction of the

Niger the Portuguese weie not unmindful of then old ex

Laceidn, ploring tame In 179S Dr Lacerda, an accomplished

astionomer, was appointed to command a scientific expedi

tiun of dibcoveiy to the north of the Zambesi He started

111 July, cros5,ed the Muchenja Mountains, and leached the

capital of the Cazembe, wheie he died of fever Dr Laceida
left a valuable lecord of his adventurous journey

, but with
Mungo Park and Lacerda the history of African exploration

in the 1 8th century closes

In South America scientific exploration was busily at

work during this peiiod The great event of the century,

Aic of as regards that continent, vas the measurement of an arc
meridnii of the meridian The undertaking was proposed by the

meet
Fi^snch Academy, and a commibSiou left Pans in 1735, con

sisting of La Cjndamine, Bouguer, and Godin Spam
appointed two accomplished naval ofiicers, the brothers

Ulloa, as coadjutors The operations were earned on
duimg eight years on a plain to the south of Quito, and
in addition to his memoir on this memorable and most
important measurement, La Condainine collected much
valuable geographical information during a voyage down
the Amazon The arc measured was 3® 7 3 in length,

and the work consisted of two measured bases connected

by a series of tiiangles, one north and the other south of

the equator, on the meridian of Quito Contemporaneously,

in 1738, M Maupertuis of St Malo measured an aic of the

meridian in Lapland Another result of this expedition

was the publication of a valuable work by the brothers

Ulloa
Bnccn, The English and Fiench Governments despatched several
neers expeditions of discovery into the Pacific and round the

world during the 18th century They were preceded by
those wonderful and romantic voyages of the buccaneers,

of such men as Woodes Rogers, Davis, Shelvocke, Clap

peiton, and Dampier, which can never fail to interest,

while they are not without geographical value The works
of Dampier are especially valuable, and the narratives of

William Funnell and Lionel Wafer furnished the best

accounts then extant of the isthmus of Darien DampiePs
literary ability eventually secured for him a commission in

the kings ser\ice, and he was sent on a voyage of dis-

covery, during which he explored part of the coasts of

Australia and New Guinea, and discovered the strait which

bears his name between New Guinea and New Britain, re

turning ml701 Inl721Jacob Roggewein was despatched

on a voyage of some importance across the Pacific by the

Dutch West India Company, during which he discovered

Easter Island on April 6, 1722

The voyage of Lord Anson to the Pacific in 1740-44
was of a predatory character, and he lost more than half

his men from scurvy
,
while it is not pleasant to reflect

that at the very time when the French and Spaniards weie

measuring an arc of the meridian at Quito, the English

under Anson v/ere pillaging along the coast of the Pacific,

and burning the town of Payta But a romantic interest

J89

attaches to the wreck of the “ Wagei, one of Ausou b fleet,

on a deseit island neai Chiloe, for it bore fruit lu the
chaimmg iiai ratine of B^ron, which will endure foi all time
In 17u4 Captain Byron himself w^as sent ou a voyage of

discoveiy round the woild, which led immediately aftei liis

return, to the debpatdi ot another to complete hib woik,
under the command of Captain Wallis

The expedition, consisting of the Dolphin ” commanded Pol>iie

by Captain illis, and the “ Swallow ’ under Captain
Caiteret, sailed m Septembei 1766, but the ships

separated on entering the Pacific from the Stiaits oi

Magellan Wallis discovered Tahitt on June 19, 1767, of

whmh island he gave a detailed account, and bir Chailes
Saunders s I&land, he returned to England on Ma} 17, 1768
Carteret discovered the Charlotte and Gloucester Islands,

and Pitcairn Island on July 2, 1767
,
revisited the Santa

Cruz group, which was discovered hy Menclaha and Quuos
,

and discovered the strait sepaiating New Britain fiom New
Ireland He reached Spithead again on February 20, 1769
Wallis and Caiteret w ere foliow^ed very closely by the

French expedition of Bong iinv ille, winch sailed fiom Nantes
m November 1766 Bougamville had first to peiform to

him the unpleasant task of delivering up the Falkhnd
Islands (Malouines), where he had encouraged the formation

of a French settlement, to the Spaniards He then entered

the Pacific, and reached Tahiti on Apul 2, 1768 Passing

through the New Hebrides group he touched at Batavia,

and arrived at St Malo aftei an absence of two years and
four months
The three voyages of Cook form an era in the history of Cool

geographical di&cover} All hib woik was thoroughly and
completely done He sj stematically suiveyed every land he
discoveied, collecting information touching evei} branch of

inquiry, so that his labours form a very large addition to

geographical knowledge James Cook was boi n nearWhitby,
Yorkshire, m 1728, and had been marine survej/or of

Newfoundland and Labrador from 1763 to 1767 In the

latter year he commissioned the ‘ Fndeavour'' and sailed

for Tahiti, with the object of ob&eiving the tiansit of

I

Yenus, accompanied bj Sir Joseph Banks and Dr Solander,

j

a pupil of Lmnseus. The tiansit was observed at Tahiti

on June 3, 1769 After exp)loring Tahiti and the Society

group, Cook was six months surveying the tw^o islands of

New Zealand, and the coast of New South Wales fiom
latitude 38° S to the northern extremity Iassmg thiough

Torres Strait, he touched at Batavia, and aruved in England
on June 12, 1771

Cook’s second voyage was maml> intended to explore the

region lound the Antarct’c Circle
,
and it may be mentioned

that meanwhile a French ship, commanded by M Kerguelen,

had sailed southwaids iii 1771, and discovered the island

which bears his name Captain Cook was provided with

two vessels built at Whitby, the “ Resolution,” w hich he

himself commanded, and the “ Adventuie” under Captain

Furneaux, who had been with Wallis After rounding the

Cape the two vessels leached a south latitude of 57° 15

On March 26, 1773, Captain Cook ai rived at New Zealand

and proceeded to the Society Islands, w^hence he made
another voyage southwards between the meiidians of 170°

E and 106° 54 W On this occasion he was stopped by ice

in 71° iO S During the second voyage Cook visited Easter

Island, discoveied several islands of the New Hebiides

and New Caledonia ,
and on his way home by Cape Horn,

m March 1774, he discovered the Sandwich Island group

Arrived at Spithead on July 30, 1774 The account of

the second voyage was written by the young natuialist

George Forster, whose subsequent v ork was so justly

eulogized by Humboldt The third voyage was intended

to attempt the passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic by

the north east The “ Resolution ’’ and Discov ery ” sailed
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in 1776, aud Cook again took the route by the Cape of

Good Hope In 1777 he was at the Friendly group, and

on January 18, 1778, he discovered the Sandwich Islands

He then pioceeded to tne North American coast, and, after

a stay of a month in Nootka Sound, he proceeded north

wards, fixed the position of the western extremity ofAmerica,

and surveyed Behring Strait On August 17, 177b, lie

v/as stopped by the ice in 70° 41 N, and named the

faithest visible point on the American shore Icy Cape He
then visited the Asiatic shore and discovered Cape North,

bearing up on August 29 when he was in the 180th degree

of longitude Betuining to the Sandv ich Islands, Captain

Cook was murdered by the natii^es of Hawaii OnFebru
ary 14, 1779, his second, Captain Clerke, took the com

mand, and proceeding to Petropaulowski in the follow mg
summer, he again examined the edge of the ice, but only

got to 70° 33 N The ships returned to England in

October 1780
La Pei- In 1785 the Fieiich Government fitted out a very

ouse carefully-prepared expedition of discovery at Brest, which

was placed under the command of La Perouse, an accom-

plished and expeiienced officer After touching at Con-

cepcion in Chill, aud at Easter Island, La Pei ouse proceeded

to the Sandwich Islands, and thence to the coast of

California, of which he has given a very interesting account

He then went across the Pacific to Macao, and in July 1787

he proceeded bo explore the Gulf of Tartary and the shores

of Saghaheu, remaining some time at Castrieb Bay, so

named aftei the French mmiater of marine Thence he

went to the Kurile Islands and Kamchatka, and sailed

from the far north down a meridian to the Navigator and

Friendly Islands He was m Botany Bay in Januaiy 1788

,

and sailing thence, the explorer, his ship, and ciew were

nevei seen again Their fate was long uncertain In

September 1791 Captain D’Entrecasteaux sailed from

Brest with two vessels, to seek for tidings He visited the

New Hebiides, Santa Cruz, New Caledonia, and Salomon

Islands, and made careful though rough suiveys of the

Louisiade Archipelago, islands north of New Britain, and

pait of New Guinea D’Entrecasteaux died on board liis

ship on July 20, 1793, without ascertaining the fate of La
Perouse It was Captain Peter Dillon who at length

ascertained, m 1828, that the ships of La Perouse were

wrecked on the island of Vanikoro during a hurricane

The woik of Captain Cook boie fruit in many ways
Bhgh His mastei, Captain Bligh, was sent in ttie “ Bounty ” to

convey breadfruit plants from Tahiti to the West Indies

He reached Tahiti in October 1788, and in April 1789 a

mutiny broke out, and he, with several officers and men,

was thrust into an open boat in mid ocean During the

remarkable voyage he then made to Timor, Captam Bligh

passed amongst the northern islands of the New Hebrides,

which he named the Banks Group, and made several run-

ning surveys He reached England in March 1790 The
Pandora,” under Captain Edwaids, was sent out in search

of the ‘‘Bounty,” and discovered the islands of Cherry and

Mifcre, east of the Santa Cruz group, but she was eventually

lost on a reef m Torres Strait In 1796-97 Captain

Wilson, m the missionary ship “ Duff,” diocovered the

Gambler and other islands, and rediscovered the islands

known to and seen by Quiios, but since called the Duff

Group Another result of Captain Cook’s work was the

Aistra- colonization of Australia On January 18, 178b, Admiral
liancolo Phillip aud Captam Hunter arrived m Botany Bay in the
mzation

«« Supply ” and ‘‘Sinus,” followed by six transports, and

established a colony at Port Jackson Suiveys were then

undertaken m several directions In 1795 and 1796 M
Flinders and G. Bass were engaged on exploring wotk in

a small boat called the “Tom Thumb” In 1797 Bass,

who had been a surgeon, made an expedition southwards,

continued the woik of Cook from Bam Head, and explored

the strait which bears his name, and in 1798 he and

Flinders were suiveying the east coast of Van Diemen’s

Land The planting of a colony at Port Jackson led to

the despatch of an expedition to complete the exploration

of the Australian coasts Tlie command was given to

Captam Matthew Flinders He was furnished with a Fl&oders

vessel called the “ Investigator,’ and sailed from England

on July 18, 1801 Commencing fiorn King George’s Sound,

Captain Flinders discoveied and made a pieliiiiiiiary survey

of all the south coast of Australia to Bass Stiait, and the

east coast from the barrier reef to Toires Stiait, as well as

the east coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria Flinders met

the French expedition under Bandin and Frej cinet with the

two ships “ Geogiaphe” and “ Naturaliste,” which was en-

gaged upon the same woik. He was taken prisoner by the

Piench m 1804 and detained until 1810, so that his work

did not appear before 1814
Yet another out come of Caiitain Cook’s woik w^as the Van-

voyage of Geoige Vancouver, wffio had served as a midship couvei

man in Cook’s aecond and third voyages The Spaniards

under Quadra had commenced a survey of north western

America and occupied Nootka Sound, which their Govern

ment eventually agreed to surrender Captain Vancouver

was sent out to leceive the cession, and to survey the coast

from Cape Mendocino northwards He commanded the old

“ Discovery,” and was at work during the seasons of 1792,

1793, and 1794, wintering at the Sandwich Islands Be-

turnmg home in 1795, he completed hisnariative and veiy

valuable series of charts, and died in 1798.

The 18th century saw the Arctic coast of North America Hudson’s

reached at two points, as well as the first scientific attempt

to reach the Noith Pole The Hudson’s Bay Company had

been incorporated m 1670, and its servants soon extended

their operations over a wide area to the noith and w^est of

Canada In 1741 Captain Christuphei Middleton was

ordered to solve the question of a passage from Hudson’s

Bay to the westward Leaving Fort Churchill in July

1742 he stood northwards and discovered the Wager Biver

and Repulse Bay, bearing up again on August 9 He was

followed by Captain W Moor iii 1746, and Captain Coats

m 1751, who examined the Wager Inlet up to the end On
November 6, 1769, Samuel Hearne was sent by the

Hudson’s Bay Company to discovei the sea oii the noith

side of America, but was obliged to return On February

23, 1770, he set out again from Fort Piince of Wales

,

but, after great hardships, he was again forced to letuiii to

the fort He staited once more on December 7,1771, and

at length reached the Coppermine Eiver, which he surveyed

to its mouth, but his observations are \eiy unieliable

With the same object of reaching the sea, Alexander

Mackenzie, with a party ot Canadians, set out fioin Fort

Chepewyan on June 3, 1789, and descended a iiver which

bears the explorer s name His account of the journey is

even more unsatisfactory than that of Heame
In February 1773 the Royal Society submitted a proposal Polai ex*

to the king for an expedition to try how far navigation

was possible towards the Pole The “ Racehorse ” and

“Carcass” bombs were selected as best adapted for the

service, and Captains Phipps and Lutwidge were appointed

to command them The expedition sailed on June 2, 1773,

and sighted the coast of Spitzbergen on the 28th Captam
Phipps stood into every opening he could find m the ice,

but was invariably stopped by a solid barrier He ex-

amined a line extending over twenty degrees of longitude,

aud found no opening in the heavy polar pack in any direc-

tion After a very careful aud persevering examination of

the ice, the expedition returned to England in September

The highest latitude reached was 80° 48' N. But the most

important Aictic work in the 18th century was performed
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Russians by tlie Russians, for they succeeded in delineating the

illSiberia, whole of the northern coast of Siberia. Some of this work,

indeed, was done at a still earlier date. The Cossack

Deschnelf made an extraordinary voyage, in the summer of

1648, from the river Kolyma, throiigli Behring Strait to

Anadyr, a performance which has never since been equalled.

Between 1738 and 1750 the mates Manin and Sterlegoff

made their way in small sloops from the mouth of the

Yenisei as far north as 75° 15' N. The land fpom Taimyr

to Cape Chelyuskin, the most northern extremity of Siberia,

was mapped by the mate Chelyuskin, who discovered the

extreme point in May 1742. To the east of Cape Chelyus-

kin the Russians encountered greater difficulties. They
built small vessels at Yakutsk on the Lena, 900 miles

from its mouth, whence the first expedition was des-

patched under Lieutenant Prontschicbeff in 1735. He
sailed from the mouth of the Lena to the mouth of

the Olonek, where he wintered, and on September 1,

1736, begot as far as 77° 29' N., within five miles of Cape
Chelyuskin, which is in 77° 34' N. Both he and his young
wife died of scurvy, and the vessel returned. A second

expedition, under Lieutenant Laptieff, started from theLena
in 1739, but encountered masses of drift ice in Chatanga

bay, and with this ended the voyages to the westward of

the Lena. Several attempts were also made to navigate

the sea from the Lena to the Kolyma. In 1736 Lieutenant

Laptieff sailed, but was stopped by the drift ice in August,

and in 1739, during another trial, he reached the mouth
of the Indigirka, where he wintered. In the season of

1740 he continued his voyage to beyond the Kolyma,
wintering at Nijni Kolymsk. In 1725 Vitus Behring, a

Dane in the Russian service, received his instructions from

Peter the Great a few days before the czar’s death. Two
vessels were built for Behring at Okhotsk, and sailing in

July 1728, he ascertained the existence of the strait between

Asia and America which bears his name. In September
1740 Behring again sailed from Okhotsk, with Steller on

board as naturalist. ^In June 1741 Commodore Behring

named the magnificent peak on the coast of North America
Mount St Elias, and explored the Aleutian Islands. In
November the ship was wrecked on Behring Island

;
and

the gallant Dane, worn out with scurvy, died there on the

8th of December 1741. In March 1770 a merchant named
Liakhoff saw a large herd of reindeer coming from the north

to the Siberian coast, which induced him to start in a

sledge in the direction whence they came. Thus the New
Siberian Islands were discovered, and for years afterwards

the seekers for fossil ivory resorted to them. The Russian

Captain Yassili Tchitschakoff in 1765 and 1766 made two
persevering attempts to penetrate the ice north of Spitz-

bergeii, and reached to 80° 30' N., and Russian parties

twice wintered at Bell Sound. But the result was the same
as all others have obtained before and since

;
the Spitz-

bergen route is evidently not the way to the Pole,

Collec- The 18th century saw great progress in the collection

tions of and arrangement of geographical material, and in the work
voyages, surveying and map-making. Collections of voyages and

travels were brought together in the four quarto volumes
of Astley (1745) and the two folios of Harris (1764);
while Dr Hawkesworth edited the Government voyages to

the Pacific in 1773. Sir Joseph Banks was the great

patron of geography in England, aided by the indefati-

gable labours of such critical geographers as RenneU,

Dalrymple, and Barrington; while in France the great

cartographer D’Anville introduced a habit of critical ac-

curacy, and caused a complete revolution in the art of map-
making.

Towards the close of the century it was recognized that

geography served more extensive and important uses than

had ever before been supposed. The route survey was

sufficient for the traveller or soldier, while accurate charts

guided the mariner across the ocean. But surveys are also Surveys,

the basis of statistics and of administration, and rigorous

accuracy became necessary. Surveys on a trigonometrical

basis, whicli have been proceeding in all the countries in

Europe (except Turkey) and in India during tlie present,

wore commenced in the last century. In Great Britain the

Ordnance Survey was begun in April 1784, when General
Roy measured a base line on Hounslow Heath. The
triaiigulation of the British Isles was commenced in 1784
and completed in 1852. Maps based on trigonometrical Classes of

surveys may eventually explain and illustrate the physical

aspect of the whole globe, but at present they are neces-

sarily confined to those nations which are in the front rank
of civilization. Countries which are not so advanced are

still obliged to be content with such maps as sufficed for

aU the world in the last century, before the results of

trigonometrical surveys were available. These secondary

maps are adapted for the requirements of the countries

which use them, being based on positions fixed by astro-

nomical observations, on cross bearings, and often on chained

distances. The third class of maps includes the work of

explorers of unknown or little known regions, and of geo-

graphers who delineate the features of such regions by
compilation and by intelligent collation of the work of

travellers. There are thus three grand divisions in the

character and uses of maps. There are first those which
aim at minute accuracy, and which are intended as docu-

ments for administrative purposes, and in pursuing exact

statistical investigations. Secondly, there are maps which
are based on less accurate surveys of countries less populous
or less advanced in civilization; these are useful for

political, geographical, and military purposes, but are not

to be relied on to tbe same extent or in the same way as

is the case with those based on trigonometrical surveys.

Thirdly, there are the roughly compiled maps of little

known regions, which are constantly in course of improve-

ment, and which do the work of pioneers.

In treating here of the progress of geographical discovery

in the present century, it is to those who prepare the last

class of maps, to the pioneers—the discoverers—that we
must mainly, though not exclusively, confine our attention.

We propose to review the work of discoverers and explorers

of the 19th century in two sections as regards time,—first

during the first thirty, and secondly during the last forty-

eight years. The Royal Geographical Society was founded
in 1 830, and forms a landmark. In each period we shall

take first the work done in Asia, then Africa, then America,

then Australia, then Polynesia, and finally the Arctic and
Antarctic regions.

At the beginning of the century British rule in India was Workb
extended over the plains of the Ganges almost to the Sutlej,

and the attention of explorers was drawn to the mighty

mass of the Himalayas. Captain Herbert, in 1818, at-

temped to give a general view of the physical character

of this great range, and Moorcroft reached the Mansarowa
lake, and the upper courses of the Indus and Sutlej

;
while

Mr Manning, in 1811, was the only Englishman who ever

visited Lassa, the capital of Tibet. The mission of Sir

John Malcolm to Persia in 1808 led to much geographical

work being achieved. On his staffwas Macdonald Kinneir,

who wrote a valuable memoir ou the geography of Persia

;

while at the same time Lieutenant J. Macartney, under

Mountstuart Elphinstone, was collecting materials for a map
of Afghanistan. In 1810 Pottmger and Christie made an

important journey through Baluchistan by different routes,

Christie afterwards visiting Herat and Yezd : and in 1827
Mr Stirling of the Bengal Civil Service crossed the HazArah
mountains.

The close of the war in 1815 led to numerous efforts for
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tlie furtherance of geographical discovery, especially in When the Government expeditions were undertaken, the

Africa. Africa and the far north. In 1818 to 1820 Captain Lyon, volumes of Scoresby formed a storehouse of useful and

and Mr llitchie landed at Tripoli, and penetrated as v/ell-digested information. The true object of modern

far as Mourzouk
;
and this led to the more important ex- Arctic enterprise has been the advancement of science, a

pedition of Major Denham and Captain Clapperton, E..N., noble and siifHcient reason for incurring expenditure and

which was despatched by the Government. They landed facing dangers and hardships. In consequence of Sir John

at Tripoli in 1823, and advanced into the interior as far as Barrow's representations, orders were given in 1818 for the

the east coast of Lake Tchad, of which they gave a mobt preparationof four vessels forArctic service,—two to attempt

interesting account, obtaining latitudes by meridian alti- the passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and two to

tudes and longitudes by lunar observations. Clapperton's attempt an approach to the North Pole. But, as Sir John

farthest point was at Saccatoo, westward of the lake, and Barrow himself explained, the main objects were not the

here he was forced to turn back. But in 1825 he was accomplishment of voyages by these routes, but the acquisi-

again employed to explore the interior of Africa, and this tionof useful knowledge. Sir John Boss, who commanded

time he started from the Atlantic side with his faithful one of the two expeditions, circumnavigated Baffin's Bay on

servant Bichard Lander. Landing in the Bight of Benin, the track of that great navigator, and re-established his

he succeeded in reaching Saccatoo from the west side, thus fame. Captain Buchan, who led the other, battled with,

completing a route from Tripoli on the Mediterranean to the the impenetrable pack to the north of Spitzbergen, like

coast of Guinea. But at Saccatoo the gallant sailor sue- Phipps before him, and then returned. There can be no

emnbed at last, dying on the 13fch of April 1827. His great success without continuity of effort and perseverance,

faithful servant Lauder returned to the coast ; and in 1830 and the early voyages of this century achieved lasting

he and his brother were employed to explore the course of results, because those w^ho sent them out were endowed

the Niger or Quorra. They embarked on the river near with tenacity of purpose. No sooner had Boss returned

Boossa, passed through the Yorriba country, and came out than Parry was appointed to command two strongly built

at the mouth, of the Nun. vessels, the '‘Hecla” and “Griper,” and to proceed on the

The Admiralty also considered that a river of such same service. On the 11th of May 1819 Parry sailed, and Parry,

magnitude as the Zaire or Congo ought to be explored, on the 1st of August he entered the portals of Lancaster

Captain Tuckey, B.N., was selected to conduct the Congo Sound, and commenced the discovery of a nevr region. He
expedition, and received command of a steamer called the succeeded in sailing for 300 miles along the southern shores

“ Congo,” with a crew of 49 officers and men. The expedi- of the islands which now bear his name, among ice floes of

tion reached the mouth of the great river on July 5, 1816, moderate thickness, until he reached the edge of the inl-

and proceeded up to the foot of the falls of Yellala, the penetrable polar pack at tlie western extreme of Melvtlie

farthest point hitherto reached. Captain Tuckey, with 15 I-^land. He went as far as it will ever he possible for any

of his party, landed on the north shore on the 14th of vessel to go in this direction, and then wintered in a

August; and, after travelling for about 40 miles over a hilly harbour of Melville Island. In 1820 he returned with a

country, he reached the head of the falls and the banks of rich harvest of scientific observations, and of valuable in-

the upper river. He had explored the river for a distance formation in all branches of inquiry. This first expedition

of 280 miles from the sea. But death overtook the com- was most successful. Parry's second voyage was into

maiider of the expedition and several officers, and the Hudson's Bay in search of a passage westward in that dirac-

“ Congo” returned in command of the master, Mr Fits- tion. He discovered a strait (that of “Fury and Ilecla”),

maurice, after executing the survey from the foot of the and passed two winters 1821-23 on the coast of Melville

falls to Embonima, Peninsula. The third voyage (1824-25) was again up
South South America had produced two eminent physical geo- Baffin's Bay; but it was unsuccessful, and one of his vessels,

Ainerica. grapherL, namely, Caldas of Bogota and Unanue of Lima, the “Fury,” was lost. Still every voyage, whether success-

before the scenery of the Orinoco and the Andes became ful or not in its main object, brought back valuable results,

familiar to Europe througli the charming narratives of Meanwhile the “ Griper,” commanded by Captain Clavering,

Hum- Humboldt. It was in 1799 that the great Prussian natu- had, in 1823, penetrated through the ice to the east coast
Tooiat. ralist embarked at Coruiia, and landed at Cumana on the of Greenland in 76° N., to enable Captain Sabine to take

coast of Venezuela, His observant eye and bright imagina- pendulum observations in that position. The Bussian
tion, combined with habits of scientific thought, produced Captain Lutke had also surveyed the west coast of Novaya
pictures of the physical aspects of the regions he explored Zemlya from 1821 to 1824. Parry, after his return from
which are quite unequalled. What he said of George the third voyage, proposed an attempt to reach the Pole by
Forster is even more true of himself: “He depicted in travelling over the ice during the summer, on the Spitzbergen
pleasing colours the changing stages of vegetation, the rela- meridians. He sailed on this service in the “Hecla" on
tions of climate and articles of food in their influence on the 3d of April 1827, and, after placing her in a secure
the civilization of mankind. All that can give truth, indi- harbour in Spitzbergen, he began his bold and interesting

viduality, and distinctiveness to the delineation of exotic attempt with two boats, fitted with runners for being
nature is united in his work.” The Orinoco and Oassiquiari, dragged over the ice. But the whole mass of ice was drift-

tlie falls of Tequendama, the mountains of Quindiu, ing soutli faster than Parry’s men, with all their efforts,

Cliimborazo, and Quito, Oajamarca, and the upper Amazon, could advance north. However, on July 23, 1827, he
and the varied scenery of Mexico, are imprinted on the attained the latitude of 82° 45' N., which continued to be
imagination with life-like form and colouring by this great the highest parallel ever reached by man until Captain
master of description. His service to geography was far Markham went beyond it in 1875. Parry returned to

greater than that of any mere discoverer. Humboldt left England in October, Another expedition of a private
the New World in 1804. character left England in June 1829 under the command

Arctic The greatest and most important enterprise, after the of Sir John Boss, who was accompanied by his distin-
discovery, peace of 1815, was the renewal of Arctic exploration under guished nephew James C. Boss. In August they reached

the auspices of Sir John Barrow. To the great work of Lancaster Sound, and then proceeded southwards down
Scoresby, and to the careful observations of himself and his Begeut’s Inlet, wintering on the most northern peninsula
father, we are indebted for the most exhaustive account of of America, to which Boss gave the name of Bootliia. Here
the Spitzbergen seas, and of the ice which encumbers them, they passed three winters, while, during the intervening
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summers, some exploring work was accomplished, and

James Eoss planted the Union Jack on the North Magnetic

Pole on the 1st of June 1831. At last they were forced to

abandon their little vessel the Victory,” and make their

way to the whalers in Baffin’s Bay in open boats. They
were picked up and arrived in England after an absence of

four years.

While these bold and perilous voyages were being con-

ducted in the Arctic seas, a series of land journeys completed

the delineation of the northern coast of America, which had
just been touched at two points in the last century, by
Hearne and Mackenzie. From 1819 to 1823 the gallant

Sir John Franklin, with Dr Eichardson and George
Back, were struggling to explore the Arctic coa.st eastward

from the mouth of the Coppermine Eiver. After great

sufferings they embarked on the river on June 30, 1820,

reaching the mouth on July 18, and exploring 550 miles

of coast line to the esistward, as far as Point Turnagain.

On the return journey across the barren lands, the party

escaped death from starvation almost by a miracle. Un-
daunted by this terrible experience, Franklin, Eichardson,

and Back started on anotlier expedition in 1825, this time
by descending the Mackenzie Eiver. Eeachiiig its mouth
on July 7, Franklin and Back discovered 374 miles of coast

to the westward, as far as Beturn Eeef
;
while Eichardson

explored the space between the mouths of the Mackenzie and
Coppermine. In 1833 Back undertook a third journey
with the object of succouring the Bosses, who had long been
missing. He discovered and explored the Back or Great

Fish Eiver for 530 miles, and in July 1834 reached its

mouth in the Arctic Ocean. The gaps on the north coast,

which were left by Franklin and Back, were subsequently

filled in by servants of the Hudson’s Bay Company. In
1837 Messrs Simpson and Dease, in a boat, connected

Eeturn Eeef with Cape Barrow. In 1839 the same ex-

plorers went from Cape Turnagain to the mouth of Back’s

Eiver, and still further eastward to Castor and Pollux Eiver.

On August 26, 1839, Simpson built a cairn at Cape
Herschel, on King William Island, separated by a strait ten

miles wide from the mainland. Dr Eae was sent in 1846
to winter in Eepulse Bay, and in 1847 he travelled round
the Gulf of Akkoolee and connected the work of Eoss in

Boothia with that of Parry during his second voyage. In
1854 he united the work of Eoss with that of Simpson, and
ascertained that Boothia was connected with the mainland
of America by an isthmus. Thus the whole northern coast

of America was explored and delineated without a break.

The Eussians were engaged on daring Arctic exploration

at the same time. In 1809 to 1812 a Eussian officer named
Hedenstrom surveyed the New Siberia Islands; and in

1821 Lieutenant Anjou made further investigations respect-

ing the state of the ice to the northward. Baron Wrangell*

prosecuted similar researches from his headquarters at Nijni

Kolymsk, near the mouth of the Kolyma. He made four

sledge journeys over the Polar Sea from 1820 to 1823, ex-

ploring the coast from the Kolyma to Cape Chelagskoi, and
making several attempts to advance northwards, but always

encountering weak ice. Wrangell’s interesting narrative is

an important addition to Arctic literature.

Expio- The Eussians, as well as the French, sent several voyages
ration into the Pacific during the first half of the 19th century,
oftbe In 1304 Admiral Krusensteru made a voyage round the

a'Cific-
g^nd his pupil, Otto von Kotzebue, son of the

dramatist, commanded the “Eurick” from 1815 to 1818
on a voyage of discovery. He discovered the great bay
known as Kotzebue Sound, sounded in Behring Strait, and
made careful observations of the currents. Wintering in

California he returned to the Aleutian Islands in the follow-

ing spring*; and during the voyage homewards he dis-

covered several new islands in the Pacific, especially

Eomanzoff and Krusenstern in the Dangerous Archipelago,
During another Eussian voyage, commanded by Biliiug-

hausen, Lazareff and other coral islands in the Dangerous
Archipelago were discovered, and in 1828 Captain Lutke,
in the Seniavine,” surveyed the Caroline group. Captain
Freycinet, the officer who served with Baudin and edited

his work, also examined the Caroline Islands in the Uranie”
in 1819, but his voyage was mainly in the interests of

natural history. Duperry in 1822-23 did some surveying
work on the coast of New Ireland. But the most important
French voyage was that of Dumont D’Urville, who was
sent out to seek for traces of La Perouse in 1828. He
visited Tecopia and other islands in the “ Astrolabe,” and
was nearly a month at Vanikoro collecting relics of the ill-

fated expedition. The voyage of D’Urville contributed

largely to the advancement of science, and resulted in the

publication of a magnificent work in 1830.

The only English scientific voyage to the Pacific in this

period was sent out mainly to co-operate with Parry in his

third voyage, and Franklin in his second journey. It was
commanded by Captain Beechey, who bad been first lieu-

tenant with Parry during his first Arctic voyage, and on
May 19, 1825, he sailed from Spithead in H.M.S. “'Blos-

som.” After visiting Easter, Gambier, Pitcairn, and other

islands, the '^Blossom” arrived at Honolulu on May 20,

1826, and in July she was in Behring Strait, entering

Kotzebue Sound on the 22d. Proceeding along the north

coast of America, the ship’s barge got as far as 156° 2r W.
to a low cape called Point Barrow, at the very time when
Franklin and Back were at Eeturn Eeef. The accurate ex-

amination of the coast was made under circumstances which
demanded great fortitude and perseverance, and reflects

credit on the officers and crew. The “ Blossom ” returned

to Honolulu in January 1827, and arrived at Macao on the

12th of April. Captain Beechey next proceeded to survey

the Loo Choo and Bonin Islands, and, after another visit

to the far north, and the coasts of California and Mexico,

he returned home by Cape Horn and arrived at Woolwich
on October 12, 1828. His valuable and interesting narra-

tive, in two volumes, was published in 1831. Mr James
Weddell, a master in the navy, made a voyage to the

Antarctic Ocean in 1822-24, and went as far south as 74®.

The Eoyal Geographical Society was founded in 1830, Royal

and forms a landmark in the history of discovery. The Geogr

men who initiated the idea and gave it shape were Sir John
Barrow, Sir John Cam Hobhouse, Sir Eoderick Murchison,

Mr Eobert Brown (Frmceps Botanicorum), and Mr Bartle

Frere. They formed the Foundation Committee. The first

president was Lord Goderich, and the vice-presidents Sir

John Barrow, Colonel Leake, Sir John Franklin, and Mr
Greenough. Through this organization explorers and
students were encouraged and assisted, information was

systematically collected and arranged, and the work of dis-

covery was advanced. A similar society in Paris preceded

that of London in point of time, and now every civilized

country has established a Geographical Society.

Our rapid review of the progress of discovery since the Asia,

foundation of the Geographical Society will commence with

the continent of Asia, where there were and still are vast

and most interesting unexplored regions. In British India

the Trigonometrical Survey has been proceeded with, and is

now approaching completion. During its progress the

Himalayan peaks were measured, and in 1848 Sir Andrew Hima-

Waugh fixed the height of the loftiest, which he named layan

Mount Everest, at 29,002 feet above the sea. In 1831 1*®®"

Humboldt published his Asie CentTale, which, with the

Brdhunde von Asie7i of Carl Bitter, gave new and clearer

ideas of the orography of Central Asia. Many travellers

explored the remoter parts of the Himalayan chain
;
whiiq,

in 1848, Dr Hooker in Sikkim, and Dr Thomson in Ladak*

X. —
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readied tlie summits of tlie passes leading to Tibet and <

Central Yarkand Our relations with. Afghanistan led to further ]

Asia exploration In 1840 Lieutenants Abbott, Conolly^ and i

fehakespear visited Khiva, and in 1841 Colonels fetoddart ]

Conolly were murdered at Bokhaia, while Eldred ]

Pottmger gallantly defended Hei at Sir Alexander Burnes i

had previously made his remarkable journey from Cabul to

BoLliaia and back through Persia, and in 1838 Lieutenant i

Wood ol: the Indian Navy discoveied the source of the Oxus

Butakoff and othei Bussian officers, in 1848 and subsequent

years, surveyed the sea of Aral, and Middendoif made ex '

tensive explorations and discoveries in Siberia After the

Afghan war it was long befoie any piogiess was made in the

exploration of Central Abia, but through the opening of the

treaty ports m China and the navigation of the Yangtsze a

considerable increase was made in our knowledge of the

Celestial Empire In 1869 Mr B B Shaw and Mr Haywood
reached the cities of Yarkand and Kashgar, and Mr Shaw

published a most graphic account ofc the physical aspects of

Eastern Tuikestaa In the previous year Mr Ney Elias

surveyed the Yellow Eiver ot China, and afterwards made

a journey through a previously unknown portion of western

Mongolia, and during 1866-68 the distinguished Preach

geographer Lieutenant Gamier surveyed the course of the

great Cambodian river The Russians, meanwhile, in their

advance into Central Asia, had enabled scientific travellers

like Fedchenko and others to explore Khokand and the

noitherii part of the Pamir, and the moie adventuious

Pijewalski made impoitant journeys through Mongoha and

to the frontiers of Tibet Colonels Walker and Mont-

gomerie, of the great Trigonometrical Survey of India,

organized a system ot training native exploieis, who made

journeys across the Pamir and to the upper waters of the

Oxus, as well as through the previously unknown parts of

Tibet In the last mission of Sir Douglas Forsyth to

Kashgar, Captain Trotter of the Trigonometrical Survey of

India foimed one of the staff He did much valuable ex-

ploimg woik on the Pamir table land, and verified the work

of Lieutenant Wood at the source of the Oxus In 1845

Mhl Hue and Gabet travelled through Tibet, and m
western China the French missionaries have since done use-

ful geogiaphical work English diplomatic officers have

found their way from the south western provinces of China

into Burmah, and Baron Richthofen has made very exten

sive exploring journeys through the Chinese empire The
most important journey across Arabia in the present cen-

tury was made by Mr W Gifiord Palgrave in 1863

i^nca Geographical discoverers of the 19th century have had a

great work to do in Africa D’Anville and his successors

cleared off all that was uncertain on the map, all that had
come from the information given by Duarte Lopez to

Pigafetta, and from Leo Africanus, and left a great blank
James Bruce and Mungo Park, Clapperton and Tuckey,

merely touched the edges or penetrated in single lines

across the vast unknown area But they have been
'’ollowed by many others, and now gieat progress has been
made In 1831 Monteiro and Gamitta were sent by the

Portuguese Government, in the footsteps of La Cerda, to

the capital of Cazembe, while, in 1849 and 1843-47,
Ladislaus Magyar and Graga explored some of the southern

Abys- affluents of the Congo Ruppell (1838), Harris (1843),
and Dr Beke (1840), Lefebvre and Dillon (1839-43),
Ferret and Galinier (1847) improved the existing know-
ledge of Abyssinia, to which a further important contribu-

tion was made by the expeditionary field force sent m 1867-
68 to enforce the release of English captives

,
and progress

was made, under the auspices of the Egyptian Governmcait,
in exploring the White Nile above Khartoum In 1849
the discoveries of Denham and Clapperton were followed up
by Richardson, Overweg, and Barth, who, like their pre-

decessors, went fiom Tripoli to Mouizouk, the capital ot

Fezzan The two first died iii Afiica, but Dr Baitli

returned home with a iich harvest of results He reached

Kouka the capital of Boinou, ou Lake Tchad, and m 1851

he visited the south side of that lake, and advam^ed some

distance to the eastward In 1852 he was at Saccatoo,

where Clapperton died, whence he ciossed the Niger and

eventually reached Timbuctoo After a stay of some

months Di Barth left Timbuctco in March 1854, and got;

back to Tiipoli in the end of 1855, being the sole suivivoi

of his paity Di Yogel, in 1853-57, followed up the dis

covenes m the direction of Lake Tchad, and fell a victim

to science, and the researches of Dr Baikie in 1854 sup

plemented the work of the Landers m the lower pait of the

course of the Niger Di Baikie also exploied 250 miles of

the river Chadda or Benue

On the eastern coast of Africa, the missionaiies Rebmann
and Kiapf asceitamed the existence of the snowy peaks of

Kenia and Kilimanjaro ueai the equator, and collected

reports touching the equatorial lakes m the interioi This

led to the expedition ot Captain Burton in 1857, wdio, ac Bmton,

companied by Captain Speke, landed opposite to Zanzibai,

and, advancing westward, discovered Lake Tanganyika

Captain Burton’s admirable description of the region

between the coast and the great lake he had discovered is

one of tlie most valuable contributions to African dcscriptu e

geography His companion, Captain Speke, made an ex Sjeke.

cursion northwards to the southern coast of a lake which

he judged to be a mam source of the Nile In this belief

he again set out in 1860 to attempt the achievement of a

journey from Bagamoyo, opposite Zaiizibai, to the Nile.

This great enterprise was crowmed with success Speke

traced out the western shore, and visited the northern outlet,

of the Victoria Nyanza, the mam reservoir of the White

Nile He then marched noithwards to Gondokoro and

descended the Nile He had heard of a second great Nile

reservoir, which Sir Samuel Baker discovered m 1864, and

named the Albert Nyanza The Bahr el Ghazal and other

western feeders of the Nile weie visited by Consul

Pethenck, and explored in 1868-71 by Dr Schwemfuith,

. whose work ranks with that of Burton as a record of African

I discovery.

, The travels of Di Livingstone m Southern Africa also Living-

added consideiably to our knowledge of the geography of '^tone.

) that continent In 1848 he started from Cape Colony,

. visited Lake Ngami in 1849, and eventually reached the

Portuguese town of St Paul Loaiida in 1855 Thence

b he marched across the continent, discovering the great falls

I and a considerable part of the course of the Zambesi In

[ his second expedition he proceeded up the Zambesi and its

) tributary the Shire, and discovered the Lake Nyassa On
his third and last expedition he landed on the east coast

,
at the mouth of the Rovuma, and made his way thence to

3 Lake Nyassa The great traveller then followed in the foot-

1 steps of Dr Lacerda and Monteiro to the Cazembe’s capital,

1 and thence to Lake Tanganyika From Ujiji, on that lake,

3 he made his way westward to the river Lualaba (the upper

> course of the Congo), and returning in a destitute condition

,
to Ujiji, he was there succoured by Mr Stanley Finally

1 he once more started, and died m the midst of his dis-

,
covenes among the remoter sources of the Congo Lieuten Cameron.

,
ant Cameron’s expedition m 1873 had for its mam object

•- the succour of Livingstone, hut the news of the great

traveller’s death was received at XJnyanyembe Cameron

- then continued his march by a new route to Hjiji. and

s completed the survey of the southern half of Lake Tan

;,
ganyika, discovering the Lukuga outlet Thence he ad-

i varieed westward across the Manyuema country to Living-

p stone’s furthest point at Nyangwe, crossed the Lualaba,

I- and traversed the whole width of the African continent,
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Stanley reacliing St Paul Loanda on the west coast. iMr Stanley

followed in 1874. He circumnavigated and fixed the out-

line of the Victoria Nyaiiza, followed Cameron across Lake
Tanganyika to hTyangwe, and then descended the great

River Congo, discovering its course, and connecting the work

of Livingstone with that of Tuckey. Mr Young has since

completed the survey of Lake Nyassa ; Nachtigal has sup-

plemented the w-ork of Earth and Vogel in the Tchad
region

j
while Duveyrier and other French explorers have

examined the region of the Sahara. In the far south the

Limpopo basin, and the country intervening between the

Limpopo and Zambesi, have been made known to us by St

Vincent Erskine and Elton, Carl Mauch and Baines. Thus
the extent of the unknown parts of ilfrica has been rapidly

curtailed, while our knowledge has been widened during

the last half century.

Amtiri- Oil the American continent scientific progress has been

made in the United States and the dominion of Canada,
surveys,

within the last half century, boundary commissions

and surveys have fixed positions and described previously

South unknown regions of great extent. In South America there
America, unexplored regions to the eastward of the Andes,

and in the basins of the great rivers. Sir Robert Schom-
burgk did much valuable work in Guiana, and explored the

delta of the Orinoco in 1841
;
while Spix and iilartius,

Poeppig and Castelnau, Maw and Smyth, Herndon and
Gibbon, Spruce and Bates, Wallace and Chandless, and
others, explored the basin of the Amazon. The labours of

Pissis in Chili, of Raimondi and Werthermaiin in Peru, of

Codazzi in Colombia and Venezuela, and of Morales and
others in the Argentine Republic, have been most valuable

fco’geographical science. In Patagonia, Fitz Roy and King
explored the Santa Cruz river, Cox and Morales have since

added to our knowledge, and Commander Musters, R.N.,

was the first traveller who traversed the whole of Patagonia

from south to north, 960 miles of latitude, of which 780
were previously unknown to Europeans.

Aus- The difficulty of exploring the interior of the Australian
iralia. continent was caused by the scarcity of water, and the

immense distances it was necessary to cross without supplies

of any kind. Hence the work of exploration has required

and called forth high and noble qualities in a degree quite

equal to any that have been recorded in any other part of

the world,. The names of Sturt and Leichhardt, of Eyre
and Grey, of Macdouall Stewart and Burke, of Gregory, of

Forrest and Warburton, will be handed down as those of

intrepid and courageous explorers who laid open the secrets

of the interior of Australia.

Pacific. The Pacific Ocean was explored by numerous expeditions

during the 18th and early part of the 19th centuries. Still

much remained to be done in the way of verification and
more complete survey. From 1826 to 1836 Captain
Eitzroy, with the naturalist Darwin, surveyed Magellan’s

Strait and the west coast of South America
;
and further

important surveys in the Pacific were afterwards executed

by Captain Wilkes of the United States Navy, and by
Belcher, Kellett, and Denham.

Arctic But the great geographical work of the present century

ar^i^^'
must be the extension of discovery in the Arctic and

work.
Antarctic regions. Progress has been made in both direc-

tions, and in both much remains to be done. It is this

polar work which calls forth the highest qualities of an ex-

plorer; it is here that the greatest difficulties must be
overcome; and it is here that the most valuable scientific

results are to be obtained.

Between the years 1830 and 1843 much was done in the

Antarctic regions. In 1830-32 Mr John Biscoe, R.N.,

made a voyage in a brig belonging to Messrs Enderby, and
discovered “ Enderby Land ’’ and “ Graham Land ” in 67®

S.
;
and from 1837 to 1840 Dumont d’Urville discovered
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“La Terre Adcle ” and “ Cote Clarie,” going as far south
as G6° 30'. Auckland Island was discovered by Bristow
in 1806. In 1839 Balleny, in another vessel belonging to

Messrs Enderby, discovered the Balleny Islands in 66° 44' S.,

and Sabrina Island in 65° 10' S. The Antarctic expedition

of Sir James Ross sailed from England in 1839. In 1840 Ross.

Sir James explored Kerguelen Island, and wintered at

Hobart Town. He then visited the Auckland Mauds, and,
cro&5)iug the Antarctic Circle, reached the great icy barrier,

and discovered Victoria Land, with its lofty volcanoes, in

January 1841. He gained the latitude of 78° 4' S. in 187®

E., and established the continuity of the southern continent
from 70° to 79® S. In 1841 Russ again wintered at Van
Diemen’s Land, and in January 1842 crossed the Antarc-
tic circle in 156° 28' "^V. He was once more stopped by
the great icy barrier in 78° 10' S., after having penetrated

through ice floes of more than 1000 miles in width. Extra-

ordinary dangers were encountered in the ice, many valuable

observations were taken, and in 1842 the expedition

wintered at the Falkland Islands. In the following season

another exploring voyage was made beyond the Antarctic

Circle, and in September 1843 this most important expedi-

tion returned to England.

On the return of Sir James Ross attention was once more
turned to the Arctic regions; and in the spring of 1845
Sir John Franklin’s Arctic expedition, consisting of the Franklin
“ Erebus ” and “ Terror,” sailed from Woolwich. His in-

structions were to make the North-West Passage, but tlie

main object of the expedition was the advancement of

science, and to secure it the must accomplished officers in

the navy were appointed, as well as the eminent naturalist

Dr Goodsir. It is now known that, in the first and second

seasons, the expedition was very successful. In 1845 Sir

John Franklin made a remarkable run up Wellington

Channel to 77° N.
;
in 1846, proceeding south, he had

almost achieved the North-West Passage when his shi
2)s

were permanently beset to the north of King William Island

in 70° 5' N. and 98° 23' W. Here the veteran exidorer

died on June 11, 1847; and all his companions perished

in the attempt to reach one of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s

settlements in the summer of 1848. Those among them
who reached Cape Herschel, and it is certain that some did

reach that point, undoubtedly discovered the North-West

Passage.

The expeditions which were sent out in search of Sir

John Franklin’s ships did much important geographical

work
;
but their principal use was the establishment,

through their means, of the truemethod of extensive Arctic

exploration. The grand object of the officers and men em-

ployed on this service was the relief of their missing country-

men, and their utmost efforts were devoted to the examina-

tion of the largest possible extent of coast-line. Hence the

discovery of the modern system of Arctic sledge travelling,

1

the only efficient means of exploring the icy regions around

the North Pole. In 1848-49 Sir Janies Ross discovered the

western side of North Somerset, and Sir Leopold M^Clintock

served his first apprenticeship in the ice under that veteran

explorer. Austin’s expedition sailed in 1850, and wintered

nearly in the centre of the region discovered by Parry

during his first voyage. It was then tliat M'Clintock

developed and put in practice the system of Arctic sledge-

travelling which has since achieved such grand results; and

Captain Ommanney, M^Clintock, and his colleagues Sherard

Osborn, Frederick Mecham, Robert Aldrich, and Vesey

Hamilton made what were then unparalleled journeys in

various directions. In December 1849, also, Captains

Collinson and McClure went out to conduct further search

by way of Behring Strait. The former made the most

remarkable voyage on record along the north coast of

America, while McClure took his ship between the west
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coast of Banks Island and the tremendous polar pack, until

he was within sight of the position attained by Parry in

his first voyage from Baffin’s Bay. Here McClure’s ship

was finally iced up in the Bay of God’s Mercy. On the

return of Austin’s expedition, the same ships were again

sent out under Captains Belcher and Kellett by Baffin’s

Bay; and M^Ciintock, Osborn, Mecham, and Hamilton,

who were once more in the front rank of searchers, sur-

passed even their former efforts. Mecham discovered a

record left by M'Clure on Melville Island which revealed

his position, and thus he and his officers and crew, by

marching from their abandoned ship to the Resolute ” and

returning to England with the expedition of Belcher and

Kellett, were enabled to make the North-West Passage

partly by ship and partly sledging over the ice. They all

returned in 1854:. But the concluding search was made
by Sir Leopold M^Clintock in the “Fox” from 1857 to

1859, when he found the record on King William Island,

aud thus discovered the fate of Franklin. These search

expeditions added immensely to our knowledge of the

Arctic regions, and established the true method of explora-

tion. Sea voyages in the summer season are useful for re-

connaissances, but efficient polar work can only be achieved

by wintering at a point beyond any previously reached, and

sending out extended sledge parties in the spring.

After the return of M'Clintock, England neglected the

great work of Arctic exploration for fifteen years
;
but a deep

interest was taken in the discovery of the unknown polar

regions by other nations, and numerous efforts to explore

them were made in the interval. In 1853-55 Dr Kane,

with the American brig “ Advance,” wintered just within

the entrance of Smith Sound, and sent an exploring party

for some distance up the east side of the channel
;
and in

1860-61 Dr Hayes wintered near the same spot, and made
a sledge journey up the west side. Ten years afterwards

Captain Hall, accompanied by Dr Bessels, a German scien-

tific explorer, sailed in the “Polaris” in August 1871, and
succeeded in making his way up the channels leading north

from Smith Sound for 250 miles, wintering in 81° 38' N.
Captain Hall unfortunately died in the autumn of 1871,

and his comrades returned after suffering great hardships,

The “ Polaris ” was abandoned, but she had attained the

highest latitude ever reached by any vessel up to that date.

In the direction of Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya the

Norwegian walrus hunters made many daring vovages.

They circumnavigated both those masses of Arctic land, and
yearly frequented the hitherto closed Sea of Kara. The
Swedes, under the lead of the accomplished and indefati-

gable Nordenskibld, have made voyage after voyage to

Epitz- Spitzbergen, and afterwards to the north-east. The first

5eigen Swedish expedition to Spitzbergen was in 1857, the second

pbred 1861, the third in 1864, the fourth in 1868, consisting

of the steamer “ Sophia,” which reached the highest latitude

ever attained by a vessel trying the Spitzbergen route,

namely, 81° 42' N. In 1872 a fifth expedition started,

and Nordenskiold then passed his first winter in the Arctic

regions, and gained experience of sledge-travelling in the
spring, exploring a large area of North-East Land. Ex-
perience also proved that the Spitzbergen route was not one
by which large results could be secured, although the

scientific researches of tlie Swedes in Spitzbergen itself were
most valuable. In 1875 therefore Professor Nordenskiold
made his first attempt towards the north-east, reaching the

mouth of the Yenisei ; and in 1876 he made an equally

successful voyage in the same direction. The Germans also

entered the field of Arctic enterprise. In 1868 Captain
Koldewey made a summer voyage to Spitzbergen, and in

1869-70 he went in the “ Germania ” to the east coast of

Greenland, accompanied by Lieutenant Payer, wintered at

the Pendulum Island, discovered by Clavering in 1823,

whence they made a sledge journey to the northward as

far as 77°, and explored a deep fjord in about 73° 15' N.

during the navigable season. English yachtsmen, notably

Lament and Leigh Smith, were also in the field; and the

latter made important corrections of the charts of North-

East Land. But by far the most important and successful Austrian

voyage in this period was that of Lieutenants Weyprecht expedi-

and Payer in the Austrian steamer “ Tegethoff.” Sailing

in 1872, they were beset in the ice to the north of Novaya
Zemlya during the winter of 1872-73, and were drifted

northwards until, on August 31, 1873, they sighted a pre-

viously unknown country. It proved to be very extensive,

and was named Franz Josef Land. In March 1874
Lieutenant Payer started on an extended sledge journey, in

the equipment of which he closely followed M‘Cliiitock’s

system. He discovered a great extent of coast-line, and
attained a latitude of 82° 5' N. at Cape Fligely. The
Austrian explorers were eventually obliged to abandon the

“Tegethoff,” reaching Norway in September 1874; but

their expedition was a great success, and they added an ex-

tensive region to the map of the known world.

In England the very important branch of geographical English

research relating to the Arctic regions was neglected by the Arctic

Government during this interval of fifteen years, while Ameri-

cans, Swedes, Norwegians, Germans, Austrians, and English

yachtsmen were making praiseworthy efforts with more or

less success. The resumption of English Arctic research on
an adequate scale is due to the exertions and arguments
of Admiral Sherard Osborn from 1865 until 1875. He set

forth the valuable results to be obtained, and the means
of success. Basing his arguments on long experience, he
showed that it was necessary for success that an expedition

should follow a coast-line, that it should pass beyond any
point previously reached and there winter, and that the

work should be completed by extended sledge parties in

the spring. At length an expedition was fitted out on
these principles, the Smith Sound route was selected, and
in May 1875 the “Alert” and “Discovery” sailed from
Portsmouth under the command of Captain Nares. AsNares.
regards the ice navigation the success of the expedition was
complete. Captain Nares, in the face of unparalleled diffi-

culties, brought the ships to a point farther north than any
vessel of any nation had ever reached before, wintered the
“ Alert ” in 82° 27' N., and, in the face of still greater

difficulties, brought both vessels safely home again. The
extended sledge-travelling called forth an amount of heroic

devotion to duty, and of resolute perseverance in spite of

greater obstacles than had ever been encountered before,

which add a proud page to the history of English naval

enterprise. The exploring parties were led by Commander
Markham and Lieutenants Aldrich and Beaumont. Ad- Mark-
vancing over the great frozen Polar Sea, Markham reached
83° 20' 26" N., the highest latitude ever attained by any
human being. He tlius won the blue ribbon of Arctic dis-

^ ^

covery. Aldrich discovered 200 miles of coast to the west-

ward, while Beaumont added to our knowledge of the north
coast of Greenland. The results of the Arctic expedition
of 1875-76 were the creation of a young generation of ex-

perienced Arctic officers, the discovery of 300 miles of new
coast-line and of a large section of the Polar Ocean, the

attainment of the highest latitude ever reached by man, a

year’s magnetic and meteorological observations at two
stations both further north than any before taken, tidal

observations, the examination of the geology of a vast region

and the discovery of a fossil forest in 8^2° N., and large

natural history collections representing the fauna and flora

of a new region.

The return of this memorable expedition again incited Butch

our neighbours to further efforts. In the summer of 1878 Arctic

the Dutch entered the field, and the schooner “ William
*
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Barents/’ under Lieutenants de Briiyne and Koolemans
Beynen, made a useful reconnaissance of the Barents Sea

;

while Professor Nordenskioid left Sweden in July 1878,

in the well-equipped steamer “ Yega, ” to achieve the North-

East Passage. In August he rounded Cape Chelyuskin,

the most northern point of the Old World, and reached the

mouth of the Lena. But much work remains to be done

in the polar regions, in order to complete the connexion

between Aldrich's furthest in 1876 and jVPClintock’s in

1851, to complete the discovery of the north side of

Greenland, to explore the northern bounds of Franz Josef

Land, and to discover lands north of Siberia.

There is one great branch of physical geography which
has only been effectively studied within the last thirty

years, namely, the physical geography of the sea. Mathew
Fontaine Maury, by his wind and current charts, by his

trade wind, storm, rain, and whale charts, and above all

by his charming work The Physical Geogixvphy of the

Sea, gave the first impulse to this study. It was Captain

Maury who organized the first deep-sea soundings in the

North Atlantic, which up to that time was deemed to be
unfathomable; and when his work was published, the

illustrious Humboldt declared Maury to be the founder of

a new and important science—the meteorology of the sea.

He first took charge of the Washington Observatory'' in

1812 ;
he resigned that post under a deep sense of duty in

April 1861, after a career of great usefulness; and he ended
a noble and well-spent life in 1872. The investigations

into the physical geography of the sea, which were com-
bined into a system by Maury, have since been ably and
zealously continued by others, among whom the names of

Dr Carpenter, Sir Wyville Thomson, and Professor Mohn of

Christiania are pre-eminent. The voyage of the Chal-

lenger” from 1873-1876, under Captains Nares and
Thomson, with Sir Wyville Thomson as chief of the scien-

tific staff, was organized with the object of examining and
mapping the bottom of the ocean, of describing the fauna
of the great depths, of ascertaining the temperatures at

various depths, and of solving questions relating to oceanic

circulation. The area thus explored in the Atlantic,

Antarctic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans is of vast extent, and
the researches, ably and zealously conducted, have resulted

in an important addition to geographical knowledge.
In this rapid sketch of the history of geographical dis-

covery, the labours of numerous explorers daring many
generations have been enumerated

;
but its perusal will

show that, notwithstanding all this work, there is much
remaining to be done. Yast areas round both poles, and
in the interior of Asia, Africa, South America, and New
Guinea, are still unknown, even more extensive regions

have only been partially explored, and millions of square
miles remain to be surveyed, before the work of geographers
is complete. (c, r. m.)

II. Mathematical Geography.

All our knowledge of the planet on which we live,

whether obtained from the explorations of travellers, the
voyages of navigators, or the discoveries of astronomy in

modern times, goes to confirm the doctrine held and taught
by philosophers iu a remote antiquity that the earth is

spherical. What is spherical, however, is not the actual

surface of the earth, but rather that of the sea produced
in imagination to pass through the continents. That the

surface of the sea is convex any one may—at a seaside

station where there is a high cliff—convince himself, by
noting with a telescope at the top of the cliff the exact

appearance of a ship in, or slightly beyond, the horizon,

and then, immediately after, repeating at the foot of the

cliff the same observation on the same ship. By a more
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precise observation of the sea horizon from a known alti-

tude one may even calculate the radius of the earth.

Let m (fig. 1) be a point on tlie top of a mountain; linlc

a portion of the earth’s surface
;
mnv a line drawn from m

towards the centre of the earth
; ^

mh a tangent from m to the spheri-

cal surface
;
and ml a horizontal line

through m, that is, ml is perpen-
dicular to mv. Then by the mere
measure of the angle huh, or the

depression of the sea horizon, one can, knowing
calculate very simply the radius of the earth. Let the

height mn = h, the angle lmh=^h, and the radius of the

earth = r
;
then since the angle subtended at the earth’s

centre hy hii is S, it is clear that (/i + ?’) cosS = ?’, which
gives r in terms of h and S, known quantities. In fact,

since h and S are both small, = sin^-JS. But here

we have assumed that the ray of light proceeding from h
to m takes a rectilinear course

;
this is not true however,

for the path is curved, its concavity being turned towards

the eaith—a consequence of terrestrial refraction. From
the laws of terrestrial refraction, which have been very

minutely studied, we know that the formula last written

down should be r = •422^-^sin“]3. Now to take an
actual case—the depression of the sea horizon at the

top of Ben Nevis is 64' 48" (this is the mean of several

observations, taken with special precautions for the express

purpose of this experimental calculation), and the height

of the hill is 4406 feet, or *8345 of a mile. The formula
gives at once ?• = 3965 miles, which is remarkably near

the truth. But this method is not capable of precision on
account of the variableness of terrestrial refraction. In
connexion with the appearance of the sea horizo!n from a

height the following formulse are useful :—/ibeing the height

in feet, 8 the depression or dip of the horizon in minutes,

5 the distance of the horizon in miles, then

s=|VA.

Thus, for instance, to a spectator on the top of Snowdon,
which is 3590 feet in height, the distance of the sea horizon

is about 80 miles.

The first great fact in the description of the earth being

that it is spherical (or at any rate so nearly so that, were a

perfect model of it constructed, no one could, by unaided

vision, discover that it is not spherical), the next points to

be noted are,—secondly, that the earth rotates uniformly

round an axis passing through its centre, and fixed, or very

nearly fixed as to direction, in space
;
and thirdly, that its

figure is not spherical but spheroidal, the surface being that

found by the revolution of an ellipse round its minor axis,

the axis of figure corresponding with the axis of diurnal

rotation. The spheroidal figure is a necessary consequence

of the rotation. The rotation of the earth once in 24 hours,

although made evident by the rising and setting of the

heavenly bodies, is rendered perhaps more distinctly visible

by Foucault’s pendulum experiment. Let a heavy ball be

suspended by a fine thread, free from tension, from a fixed

point. Let it be drawn aside from the position of equili-

brium and then dropped so that it commences to oscillate

in a vertical plane passing through the point of suspension.

Then a careful observation of the pendulum will show that

its plane of oscillation is nob fixed, but has a uniform rota-

tion in a direction opposite to that of the earth’s rotation.

Suppose, for instance, that the pendulum were suspended

at the north pole and that it were set oscillating in a

plane passing through any one fixed star, then it will

continue to oscillate in that same plane notwithstanding

the earth’s rotation. Consequently, to the observer there

the plane of the pendulum’s oscillation will appear to rotate

through 360® in 24 hours. At the equator, since there is
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no component of rotation there, the pendulum would con-

tinue to move in one and the same plane. At intermediate

stations the rate of rotation is easily calculated
;
and obser-

vations confirm the calculations, and have made the earth’s

rotation actually visible.

The poles of the earth are the points in which the axis

of rotation, or of figure, meet the surface
;
and the equator

is the circle in which the surface is intersected by a iilane

through the earth’s centre, perpendicular to the axis of

rotation. Every point of the equator is therefore equidis-

tant from the poles.

To determine the position of a point in space three

CO ordinates or measurements are necessary ;
they may be

thiee lines, or two lines and one angle, or two angles and
one line. Thus, to define the precise position of a point on
the earth’s surface, we express it by latitude, longitude, and
altitude

j
the first two are angular measures, the third a

linear magnitude, namely the height above the surface of

the sea.

The line iu which the surface of the earth is intersected

by a plane through the axis of rotation is called a meridian,
and all meridians are evidently similar curves. A line

perpendicular to the surface at any point is called a vertical

line; it corresponds with the direction of gravity there
;

being produced outwards, that is, away from the earth’s

centre it meets the heavens in the zenith
\
and jiroduced

downwards it intersects the axis of revolution
;

it would
of course pass through the earth’s centre were it a sphere

;

as it is, it passes near the earth’s centre.

The angle between the meridian planes of two stations

as A and B is called the difference of longitude of A and
B, or the longitude of B with reference to A. In British

maps the longitudes of all jjlaces are expressed with reference
to the Boyal Observatory of Greenwich.

The latitude of any point is the angle made by the
vertical line there with the plane of the equator, or the
co-latitude is the angle between the vertical line and the
axis of rotation. The surface ot the earth being one of
revolution, any intersecting plane parallel to the equator
cuts it in a circle. If wc imagine the vertical lines drawn
at any two points, as P and Q, in such a circle it is evident
from the sj^minetryof the surface that these verticals make
tlie same angle with the equator; in other words, the
latitudes of all points on this circle are equal. Such circles

are called parallels ; they intersect meridians at right angles.
If we suppose that at any point Q of the surface the

meridian, or a small bit of it, is actually traced on the
surface, and also a portion of the parallel through the same
point, then these lines, crossing at right angles in Q, mark
there the directions which we call north and south, east
and west—^the meridian lying north and south, the parallel
east and west. Planes containing the vertical line at Q
are vertical planes there. A vertical plane is defined by
its azimuth, which is the angle it makes with the meridian
plane; the azimuth at Q of any object (or point) celestial
or terrestrial is the angle w^jiicu the vertical plane passing
through the object makes with the meridian The south
meridian is generally taken as the zeio of azimuth.
The plane touching the surface at Q is the visible horizon
there—a plane parallel to this through the centre of the earth
being called the rational horizon. The altitude at Q of
a heavenly body, as a star, is the angle which the line
draym from Q to the star makes with the plane of the
horizon,—^the zenith distance of the same star being the
angle between its direction and the vertical at Q.
By a degree of the meridian is meant this : if E, F are

points on the same meridian such that the directions of
their ve^cals make with each other an angle of one degree

—

a ninetieth part of a right angle—then the distance between
E and F measured along the meridian is a degree of the

meridian. As the radius of curvature of an ellipse is

variable, increasing from the extremity of the major axis
to the extremity of the minor axis, so on the earth’s surface
a degree of the meridian is found "by geodetic measurement
to increase from the equator to the poles.

The actual length of a degree of the meiidian at the
equator is 362746*4 feet; at either polo it is 366479-8
feet. The length of one degree of the equatoiial circle is

365231*1 feet

With regard to the figure of the earth as a whole, the
polar radius is 3949 79 miles, and the radius of the equator
3963 3C miles ; the difference of these, called tlie ellip-

ticity, is of the mean radius A spheioid with these

semiaxes is equivalent in volume to asi3here having a radius
of 3958*79 miles. Without referring fuithei here to the
spheroidal figure, we shall now, having given the i^recise

dimensions, regard the earth as a splieie whose radius is

3959 miles. On such a sphere one degree is 69*09 miles.

From the definitions given above it api^ears that the radius
of the parallel which corresponds to all points whose latitude

is is 3959 cos and that one degiee of tliis circle,

i.e., one degree of longitude in the latitude 4^ is 09 09co&^
expressed in miles.

In the representation of the splierical eartli (fig. 2) P
is the pole, QQ the equator, E,F any two points on the

surface, PEe, PF/ the meridians ot those

points intersectingthe equator in e and/
Join EF by a great circle: then in the
spherical triangle PEF the angle at P

^

is the difference of longitude of E and
F, PE is the co-latitude of E, and PF
the co-latitude of F, the latitudes being
eE and /F resxiectively The angle at

E, being that contained between the

meridian there and a vertical plane passing through F, is

the azimuth of F (measured in this case from the north),

while the angle at F is the azimuth of E. If, then, there

be given the latitudes and longitudes of two j^laces, to find

their distance ajiart, and their relative bearings, it becomes
necessary to calculate a spherical triangle (PEF) in which
two sides and the included angle are given,—the calculation

bringing out the third side, which is the required distance,

with the adjacent azimuthal angles.

The latitudes and longitudes of places on the earth’s

surface are determined by observations of the stars, of the

sun, and of the moon. As the earth rotates, the zenith of

any place (not being on the equator) traces out among the

stars a small circle having for centre that ])omt in wdiich

the axis of rotation meets the heavens. If there w^ere a
star at this last point it would be apparently motionless,

having always the same altitude and azimuth. The xDole

star, though very conveniently near the north x^ole of the

heavens, and without perceptible motion to the unaided
eye, is in reality moving in a very small circle. The zenith

of a point on the equator traces out in the heavens a great

circle, namely, the celestial equator.

As the positions of points on the earth are defined with
reference to the equator and a certain fixed meridian, so

the positions of stars are defined by their angular distance

from the celestial equator, called in this case declination,

and by their right ascension, which corresponds to terrestrial

longitude. Stars which are on the same meridian plane

(extended to the heavens) have the same right ascension.

Bight ascension is expressed in time from 0^ to 24^ A
sidereal clock, going truly, indicates 24^ for every revolu-

tion of the earth : at every observatory, the sidereal clock

there shows, at each moment, the right ascension of the

stars which at that moment are on the meridian. Thus
the right ascension of the zenith is the sidereal time.

In the left hand circle of the diagram (fig. 3) two
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concentric small circles are drawn such that the sum of

their radii is a right angle or 90°, Let the inner circle be

that traced among the stars by the zenith of any given

place; say Q, then the outer circle encloses all those stars

Fig 3 .

which are circumpolar at Q, that is, whose entire course
is performed above that horizon

; for clearly the zenith
distance of none of these can exceed 90° at Q. Or if the
outer circle be that described by the zenith of Q, then the
inner circle encloses all those stars which are circumpolar
at Q. The second circle in the diagram shows the diurnal
paths of stars with reference to the horizon.

If we consider in the first circle the changes of distance '

between any one star and the zenith of Q as the latter

traces out its path in the heavens, we see that the distance
becomes alternatelya maximum and a minimum everytwelve
hours, namely, when the meridian of Q passes through the
star. This is called the star’s culmination or meridian
transit. It will be clear from an inspection of the figure

that, if for instance the star culminate to the south of the
zenith, the star’s declination plus its zenith distance at cul-

mination is equal to the latitude of the zenith, that is, of

Q. A corresponding rule is easily made for a northern
transit. Thus the simplest manner of determining the
latitude is to measure the zenith distance of a known star
at its meridian transit.

The position of the zenith at any moment may be deter-
mined by simultaneous observation of the zenith distance
of two known stars. For these distances clearly determine
a point in the heavens (two points rather, which however
heed not be confounded) whose declination and right ascen-
sion can be computed by spherical trigonometry. Thus, at
the same time, are obtained both the time and the latitude.
For the success of this method, which is suitable for
travellers exploring an unknown country, it is desirable that
the stars should differ in azimuth by about a right angle.

If the path of the zenith, that is, the latitude, be known,
then clearly a single observation of the zenith distance of
a known star, which should be towards the east or vrest,

not towards the north or south, will fix the place or right
ascension of the zenith, that is, the sidereal time, at the
moment of observation. Here the pole, the zenith, and
the star are the angular points of a spherical triangle, of
which the three sides are known : the angle at the pole,
being computed,^ is the difference of right ascension of the
star and the zenith. Thus the sidereal time is found.

The determination of the difference of longitude of the
two stations AB on the earth’s surface requires that the
true time be kept at each. All that is necessary is a com-
parison of these times at any instant. For instance, the
time at B may, by the transport of chronometers, be brought
to A, and thus the difference of the local times be ascer-
tained, or the indications of the clock at A may be con-
ducted by electro-telegraphy to B. The difference of the
local times at A and B is the time a star takes to pass
from the meridian of the one to that of the other; and
this is the difference of longitude which may be converted
into angle at the rate of 360° to 24^

But the traveller in. unknown lands, who seeks to fix

astronomically his position, has no telegraifii to count on
and his expectations for longitude depend chiefiy on obser-

vations of the moon. In the A^aittical Almanac are pub-
lished the angular distances of the moon from certain stars

ill its path for every three hours of Greenwich time.

Therefore, by actually observing the distance of the moon
from one of these stars, one can infer the corresx^onding

Greenwich time at the moment of observation. The com-
parison of this with the local time gives the longitude. ^

Observations on the sun have shown that it traces out
amongst the stars in the course of a year a great circle,

inclined to the equator at an angle of 23^-°
;

at midsummer
it attains a maxioium northern declination of 23 J°, and at

midwinter a maximum southern declination of the same
amount. Hence it is inferred that the earth moves round
the sun in a plane, comxileting one orbital revolution yearly,

the axis of the earth’s diurnal rotation being inclined to

this x>lane at an angle of 66^°. Upon this angle of inclina-

tion depend the seasons, and in great measure the climates

of the different x^ortions of the earth’s surface.

It is usual to draw on globes and in maps a circle or
parallel at the distance of 23J° from the equator on either

side
;
of these circles the northern is called the Tropic of

Cancer, the southern is the Tropic of Capricorn. A circle

drawn with a radius of 23^° from the North Pole as centre

is the Arctic Circle
;
a similar and equal circle round the

South Pole is the Antarctic Circle.

When the sun is in the equator— which it crosses from
north to south in September, and from south to north in

March—it is in the horizon of either pole. When the sun
has northern declination, the North Pole is in constant day-
light and the South Pole in darkness. When the sun has
southern declination the North Pole on the contrary is in

constant darkness while the South Pole is illuminated by
sunshine. At midsummer in the northern hemisphere the

whole region within the Arctic Circle is in constant day-
light, and that within the Antarctic Circle is in darkness;
at midwinter this state of things is exactly reversed. The
portion of the globe lying between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Arctic Circle is called the North Temperate Zone;
that between the Tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic

Circle is the South Temperate Zone. In the former the

sun is always to the south of the zenith; in the latter it is

always to the north.

In the Torrid Zone, which lies between the Trox^ics, the

sun, at any given place, x^asses the meridian to the north

of the zenith for part of the year, and to the south for the

remainder.

When the sun is to the north of the equator the days are

longer than the nights in the northern hemisphere, while

in the southern hemisphere the nights are longer than the

days ;
when the sun has southern declination this condition

is reversed. As the sun increases his north declination from
0° to 23^°, not only do the days increase in length in the

northern hemisphere, but the rays of the sun—^in the

Temperate and Arctic regions—impinge more perpendi-

cularly on the surface ; hence the warmth of summer.
Even in summer the rays of the sun in the Arctic regions

strike the surface very obliquely
;

this, combined with the

protracted season of darkness, produces excessive cold.

Summer in the northern hemisphere is thus contemporane-

ous with winter in the southern; while winter in the

northern hemisphere is simultaneous with summer in the

southern.

The length of the day at any place at any season of the

year is easily ascertained from the following considerations.

Let 7is (fig, 4) be the axis of rotation, eq the equator

orthographically projected on a meridian plane, ab the

parallel of the given place ; draw the diameter/^ making
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the angle nog equal to the sun’s decimation, which we
suppose to he north, then the hemisphere gnaef is in

sunshine, while the hemisphere ghqsf
is in darkness. A.s the earth rotates,

a point which is at a at midday is

carried from a towards 5, which it

reaches at midnight; h is reached at

6 o’clock p.M. and k at sunset. Now
if be the latitude of the place and S

the sun’s declination hk = sin tan S

;

this in the parallel whose radius is

cos<j^> corresponds to an angle whose
sine is tan^ tan 8 . Call this angle?;;

the time taken to rotate through it is
;
hence the

length of the daylight is and the length of

nigtt 12^- 1̂ 17 .

Now ?7 Yanishes when either or 8 is zero
;
that is, at

the equator the nights and days are equal in length
throughout the year

;
and again when the sun is in the

equator, that is, at the equinox, the nights and days are

equal in all latitudes. When the sun’s declination is equal
to the co-latitude, rj is a right angle, and the sun does not

actually set
;
this can only happen at places within the

polar circle. The longest day at Gibraltar is 14^ 27“^, at

Falmouth 16^ 11“, and in Shetland 18^ 14“^; while in

Iceland it is 20^ on the south coast and 24^ on the north.

At Washington the longest day is 14^ 44“^, and at Quebec
lo^ 40”^.

All this, however, is on the supposition that day ends
with sunset; but the length of apparent day is increased by
atmospheric refraction and reflection. When the disk of

the setting sun first seems to touch the horizon it is in

reality wholly below it and is only seen by refraction.

After the sun has wholly set at any given place his light

still continues to illuminate the upper portion of the
atmosphere there, so that, instead of ending abruptly, day-
light gradually fades away until the sun is 18® below the
horizon.

In a diagram (fig. 5) similar to the last draw mi parallel

to gf^ and at a distance from it equal
to the sine of IS"*; then ghf being
the hemisphere unenlightened by the
direct rays of the sun, gmif will re-

present the twilight zone. A point

in the latitude of a describing the
parallel db loses sight of the sun at

and is in twilight until it reaches the
small circle when the sun’s zenith

distance is 108°. The duration of twi- Fig. 5.

light corresponds then to the portion kl of a6
,
the angle

rotated through being

sin 7ib) - sin" 1 {hJc ; hb)

;

this converted into time gives the duration of twilight*

Here
hk—sin (^taiiS

;
^?=sinl8“ secS.

At any given latitude the twilight is shortest when the
great circle passing through k and I passes also through the
sun. Expressed algebraically, if r be the duration of the
shortest twilight in angular measure and 8 the sun’s
declination at the time, then

- sin 5 = sin tan 9®

sin J T “= sec ^6 sin 9°.

Suppose in the last diagram the sun to be at his greatest
northern declination, then ng = 23J°, gm = 18°, and mq
= 48^°. Hence a place whose latitude is 48J° N. has,
at midsummer, twilight lasting from sunset to midnight and
continuing from midnight to sunrise, that is, for a few days
there is no absolute darkness. A little further south this

twilight is interrupted by a short period of darkness.

Since ts= 23J-°
- 18° =

5J-°, we see from the diagram thab
the South Pole is at this time iu total darkness, which ex-

tends to all places within 5|° of it. W'hen the sun’s

declination is 9° south, the North Pole is in the centre of

the twilight belt
;
thus all places whose latitude is greater

than 81° then move in continual twilight, alternating

between clearness and dimness, never attaining either day-
light or total darkness. The actual period during which
either pole is in total darkness is about two and a half

months.
At the equator, the shortest twilight occurs at the

equinox, when it is 12™; the longest when the sun is

in the tropics, being 1^ 18™. At London, in latitude Sl-J",

twilight continues all night from May 22 to July 21 ;
it is

shortest about three weeks after the autumnal and three
weeks before the vernal equinox, when its duration is 1^

50™. At Washington the shortest twilight (being 1^ 33™)
occurs on the 6 th of March and 7th October; at Quebec
the shortest is 1^ 46™, falling on the 3d March and 10th
October.

At page 205, fig. 19 is a perspective representation of

the earth—of more than a hemisphere, in fact—namely,
the segment oagnafi in fig. 5. It exhibits all those
regions of the earth which at Greenwich apparent noon at

midsummer are in sunshine and twilight. It is very re-

markable how Asia and America, but especially the former,
just escape going into darkness.

Constrnction of Maps,

In the construction of maps, one has to consider how a
portion of spherical surface, or a configuration traced on a
sphere, can be represented on a plane. If the area to be
represented bear a very small ratio to the whole surface of

the sphere, the matter is easy : thus, for instance, there is

no difficulty in making a map of a parish, for in such cases

the curvature of the surface does not make itself evident.

If the district is larger and reaches the size of a county, as

Yorkshire for instance, then the curvature begins to be
sensible, and one requires to consider how it is to be dealt
with. The sphere not being a developable surface cannot
be opened out into a plane like the cone or cylinder, con-
sequently in a plane rei^resentation of configurations on
a sphere it is impossible to retain the desired proportions
of lines or areas or equality of angles. But though one
cannot fulfil all the requirements of the case, we may fulfil

some by sacrificing others
;
that is to say, we may, for

instance, have in the representation exact similarity to all

very small portions of the c riginal, but at the expense of
the areas, which will be quite misrepresented. Or we may
retain equality of areas if we give up the idea of similarity.

It is therefore usual, excepting in special cases, to steer a
middle course, and, by making compromises, endeavour to

obtain a representation which shall not c»ffeiid the eye.

A globe gives a perfect representation of the surface of

the earth; but practically, the necessary limits to its size

make it impossible to represent in this manner the details

of countries. A globe of the ordinary dimensions serves
scarcely any other purpose than to convey a clear conception
of the earth’s surface as a whole, exhibiting the figure,

extent, position, and general features of the continents and
islands, with the intervening oceans and seas

;
and for this

purpose it is indeed absolutely essential and cannot be re-

placed by any kind of map.
The construction of a map virtually resolves itself into

the drawing of two sets of lines, one set to represent
meridians, the other to represent parallels. These being
drawn, the filling in of the outlines of countries presents
no difficulty. The first and most natural idea that occurs
to one as to the manner of drawing the circles of latitude
and longitude is to draw them according to the laws of

Fig. 4.
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perspective. But, as Lagrange has remarked, one may-
regard geographical maps from a more general point of view
as representations of the surface of the globe, for which
purpose we have but to draw meridians
and parallels according to any given law

;

then any place we have to fix must take
that position with reference to these lines

that it has on the sphere with reference to

the circles of latitude and longitude. Let
the law which connects latitude and longi-

tude,
<f>

and o), with the rectangular co-

ordinates 07 and y in the representation
be such that dx — mdcj> -f ndo), and
dy — 7n'd4> + n'din. In fig. 6 let the lines

intersecting in the parallelogram PQBS be the repre-

sentations of the meridians r/>, sq and parallels rs, pq in-

tersecting in the indefinitely small rectangle pqrs on the
surface of the sphere. The coordinates of P being x and
y, while those of p are

<f>
and co the coordinates of the

other points will stand thus

q • • , cif+ dec
r + dtp <a

S , . . <p +d<l> CO dec

Q . . . a? -k~nda> y-^n'dca
R . .

S . . . a; '\-indfi>-V'ndea

Thus we easily see that PE, = -h ; and PQ
= 4- ; also the area of the parallelogram PQES
is equal to (m'n — 7nn’)d<^doi. If 90° =*= i/r are the angles
of the parallelogram, then

If the lines of latitude and of longitude intersect at right
angles, then mn -f- m'n' = 0, Since the length of pr is = d4*,

its representation PE is too great in the proportion of

: 1; and^^ being in length cos<j>doi, its repre-

sentation PQ is too great in the ratio of + : cos<jb.

Hence the condition that the rectangle PQRS is similar
to the rectangle pqrs is 4- 7n'^) cos^cp = 4- n'\ together
with mn 4- m'n' — 0; or, which is the same, the condition of

similarity is expressed by
— n'=m cos <p ; n=m' cos <p.

Since the area of the rectangle pqrs is cosepdepdo), the
exaggeration of area in the representation will be expressed
by m'n — mn' : cos <p. Thus when the nature of the lines

representing the circles of latitude and longitude is defined
we can at once calculate the error or exaggeration of scale

at any part of the map, whether measured in the direction
of a meridian or of a parallel ; and also the misrepresenta-
tion of angles.

The lines representing in a map the meridians and par-
allels on the sphere are constructed either on the i)rinciples

of true perspective or by artificial systems of developments.
The perspective drawings are indeed included as a particu-
lar case of development in which, with reference to a certain
point selected as the centre of the portion of spherical sur-
face to be represented, all the other points are represented
in their ‘true azimuths,—^the rectilinear distances from the
centre of the drawing being a certain function of the cor-
responding true distances on the spherical surface. For
simplicity we shall first apply this method to the projection
or development of parallels and meridians when the pole
is the centre. According to what has been said above, the
meridians are now straight lines diverging from the pole,
dividing the 360° into equal angles

;
and the parallels are

represented by circles having the pole as centre, the radius
of the parallel whose co-latitude is w being p, a certain func-
tion of u. The particular function selected determines
the nature of the development.

Let Ppg', Prs (fig. 7) be two contiguous meridians crossed by
parallels rp, sq, and Op'q't OrV the straight lines representing these
meridians. If the angle at P is dp, this also is the value of the
angle at O. Let the co-latitude

l?p= 'ii,'Pq=‘U+ dii>; Op'=p, Oq'^-^p + dp,

the circular arcs pY, q's' representing the
parallels pr, qs.

sphere he unity,

dp

If the radius of the

Put

pqM - -du
;

pV =

vr -
pdp,
-Bi-nudp.

du ’

•^(Tpq and =then jpV «=* crpq and p'r^— </pr. That is to
say, (T, cr'may be regarded as the relative
scales, at co-latitude u, of the represen-
tation, or applying to meiidional measurements, d to measurements
perpendicular to the meridian. A small square situated in co-
latitude w, having one side in the direction of the meridian—the
length of its side being %—is represented by a rectangle whose sides
are zV and 'i/r' ; its area consequently is i^cro-'.

If it were possible to make a perfect representation, then
we should have a- «= 1, cr' *= 1 throughout. This, however,
is impossible. We may make o- = 1 throughout by taking

p = u. This is known as the JEquidistant Projection, a very
simple and effective method of representation.

Or we may make a*' = 1 throughout. This gives p = sin u,

a perspective projection, namely, the Orthographic. Or
-we may require that areas be strictly represented in the de-

velopment. This will be effected by making <rcr' = 1, or
pcfp = sin udu, the integral of which is p=2 sin^-w, which
is the Equivalent Projection of Lambert, sometimes referred
to as Lorgna^s Projection. In this system there is misrepre-
sentation of form, but no misrepresentation of areas. Or
we may require a projection in which all small parts are to

be represented in their true forms. For instance, a small
square on the spherical surface is to be represented as a
small square in the development. This condition will be

attained by making o-^cr', or » the integral of

which is, c being an arbitrary constant, p — ctanjw. This,

again, is a perspective projection, namely, the Stereo-

graphic. In this, though all small parts of the surface are
represented in their correct shapes, yet, the scale varying
from one part of the map to another, the whole is not a
similar representation of the original. The scale, cr=s

\c sec^Jw, at any point, applies to all directions round that
point.

These two last projections are, as it were, at the extremes
of the scale ;

each, perfect in its own way, is in other re-

spects very objectionable. We may avoid both extremes
by the following considerations. Although we cannot make
<r—

1

and cr' = l, so as to have a perfect picture of the

spherical surface, yet considering o- — 1 and cr' — 1 as the

local errors of the representation, we may make (o- — 1)^4-

(cr - 1)2 a minimum over the whole surface to be repre-

sented. To effect this we must multiply this expression by
the element of surface to which it applies, viz., sinududg.,

and then integrate from the centre to the (circular) limits

of the map. Let (3 be the spherical radius of the segment
to he represented, then the total misrepresentation is to be

taken as

siuuduj

which is to he made a minimum. Putting p^^ti + y, and
giving to y only a variation subject to the condition hy ~ 0

when -M = 0, the equations of solution—using the ordinary

notation of the calculus of variations—are

K- du
eijxg the value of 2psin.u when This gives

X. — 26
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+ sin u cos it

duP'
^JL-v^
dit

y — u- sill It,

\dltjr
= 0.

This method of development is due to Sir George Airy,
whose original paper—the investigation is different in form
from the above—will be found in the Philosophical
Magazine for December 1861. The solution of the differ-

ential equation leads to this result

—

= 2 cot
I

loge sec ^ -f Ctan ^ ,

2 2

C= = 2 cot § loge sec § .

2 2

The limiting radius of the map is R= 2Ctan|/3. In this
system, called by the Astronomer-Royal the ‘ ^ Projection hy
balance of errorsf the total misrepresentation is an absolute
minimum.

Returning to the general case where p is any function
of u, let us consider the local misrepresentation of direc-
tion. Take any indefinitely small line, length = i, making
an angle a with the meridian in co-latitude u. Its projec-
tions on a meridian and parallel are ^ cos a, i sin a, which in
the map are represented by ia-cosa, i<r' sin a. If then a
be the angle in the map corresponding to a,

(/

Put

tan a' tan a.
O'

cr __ pdu
~ sin udp ’

and the error a - a of representation = €, then

tan .1+2 tan^ a

Put S= cot2^, then c is a maximum when a= and the
corresponding value of c is

-|-2C.
For simplicity of explanation we have supposed this

method of development so applied as to have the pole in
the centre. There is, however, no necessity for this, and
any point on the surface of the sphere may be taken as the
centre. All that is necessary is to calculate by spherical
trigonometry the azimuth and distance, with reference to
the assumed centre, of all the points of intersection of meri-
dians and parallels within the space which is to be repre-
sentedin a plane. Then the azimuth is represented unaltered,
and any spherical distance tt is represented by p. Thus we
get all the points of intersection transferred to the repre-
sentation, and it remains merely to draw continuous lines
through these points, which lines will be the meridians and
parallels in the representation.

The exaggeration in such systems, it is important to re-
member, whether of linear scale, area, or angle, is the same
for a given distance from the centre, whatever be the
azimuth ; that is, the exaggeration is a function of the dis-
tance from the centre only.

We shall now examine and exemplify some of the most
important systems of projection and development, commen-
cing with

Perspective Prqjeciions,

In perspective drawings of the sphere, the plane on which
the representation is actually made may generally be any
plane perpendicular to the line joining the centre of the
sphere and the point of vision. If Y be the point of vision,
P any point on the spherical surface, then p, the point in
which the straight line YP intersects the plane of the
representation, is the projection of P.

In the orthographic projection, the point of vision fs at an
infinite distance and the rays consequently parallel

; in this

Eig. 8.

dA j \
.

f

1 i

. 1JV \ / /
VI

Fig. 9.

case the plane of the drawing may be supposed to pass
through the centre of the sphere. Let the circle (fig. 8)
represent the plane of the equator on which we propose to
make an orthographic representation of meridians and
parallels The centre of this circle is

clearly the projection of the pole, and
the parallels are projected into circles

having the pole for a common centre.

The diameters aa\ hh' being at right
angles, let the semicircle hah' be
divided into the required number of
equal parts

; the diameters drawn
through these points are the projec-
tions of meridians. The distances of
c, of d, and of e from the diameter aa are the radii of the
successive circles representing the parallels. It is clear that,
when the points of division are very close, the parallels
will be very much crowded towards the outside of the map;
so much so, that this projection is not much used.

For an orthographic projection of the globe on a meridian
plane, let cpirs (fig. 9) be the meri-
dian, ns the axis of rotation, then qr
is the projection of the equator. The
parallels will be represented by
straight lines passing through the
points of equal division

;
these lines

are, like the equator, perpendicular
to ns. The meridians will in this

ease be ellipses described on ns as
a common major axis, the distances
of c, of dy and of e from ns being the minor semiaxes.

Let us next construct an orthographic projection of the
sphere on the horizon of any place. Set off the angle aop
(fig. 10) from the radius oa, equal to the latitude. Drop the
perpendicular on oa, then P is fche projection of the pole.

On ao produced take oh^pV, then oh is the minor semi
axis of the ellipse representing the
equator, its major axis being qr at
right angles to ao. The points in
which the meridians meet this ellip-

tic equator are determined by lines

drawn parallel to aoh through the
points of equal subdivision edefgh.
Take two points, as d and g, which
are 90“ apart, and let ik be their
projections on the equator

; then v

is the pole of the meridian which passes through k. This
meridian is of course an ellipse, and is described with refer-

ence to i exactly as the equator was described with refer-
ence to P. Produce io to I, and make lo equal to half the
shortest chord that
can be drawn through
i

; then lo is the semi-
axis of the elliptic

meridian, and the
major axis is the dia-

meter perpendicular
to iol.

I

For the parallels;

let it be required to
describe the parallel

whose co-latitude is

u
; take pm^pn = n,

and let m'ni be the
projections of m and
^^onoPa; thenmV is ^1-

—

OrthograpMc Projection,

the minor axis of the ellipse representing the parallel. Its
centre is of course midway between w! and n'y and the
greater axis is equal to mn. Thus the construction is ob-
vious. When pm is less than pa^ the whole of the ellipse

a

Fig. 10.
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is to be drawn. When 'pm is greater than pa^ the ellipse

touches the circle in two points ;
these points divide the

ellipse into two parts, one of which, being on the other side

of the meridian plane aqr^ is invisible.

Sfereographic Projection.—In this case the point of vision

is on the surface, and the projection

is made on the plane of the great

circle v/hose pole is V. Let JpTV (fig.

12) be a great circle through the point

of vision, and ors the trace of the

plane of projection. Let c be the

centre of a small circle whose radius

is cp^cl\ the straight line pi repre-

sents this small circle in orthographic

projection.

We have first to show that the stereographic projection

of the small circle pi is itself a circle ;
that is to say, a

straight line through V, moving along the circumference of

p>l^ traces a circle on the plane of projection ors. This line

generates an oblique cone standing on a circular base, its

axis being cV (since the angle pVc = angle cSfT) \
this cone

is divided symmetrically by the plane of the great circle

hpjl^ and also by the plane which passes through the axis

Vc, perpendicular to the plane kpl. hTow \r-Yp^ being
= Vo sec hYp-Y7c cos /jVp = Vo -V^, is equal to there-

fore the triangles Vrs, Yip are similar, and it follows

that the section of the cone by the plane rs is similar to

the section by the plane pi. But the latter is a circle,

hence also the projection is a circle
;
and since the repre-

sentation of every infinitely small circle on the surface is

itself a circle, it follows that in this projection the represen-

tation of small parts is (as we have before shown) strictly

similar. Another inference is that the angle in which two
lines on the sphere intersect is represented by the same
angle in the projection. This may otherwise be proved
by means of fig. 13, where YoJc is the diameter of

the sphere passing through
the point of vision, fgJi the
plane of projection, kt a
great circle, passing of

course through Y, and ouv
the line of intersection of

these two planes. A tangent
plane to the surface at t

cuts the plane of projection

in the line rvs perpendicular

to ov], tv is a tangent to the

circle let at tr and is are

any two tangents to the surface at t. Now the angle vtu (u

being the projection of t) is 90° — otY = 90° — oYt — ouY= tuv^

therefore tv is equal to uv
;
and since tvs and iivs are right

angles, it follows that the angles vts and vivs are equal.

Hence the angle rts also is equal to its projection rus^
that is, any angle formed by two intersecting lines on the
surface is trulj^ represented in the stereographic projection.

We have seen that the projection of any circle of the
sphere is itself a circle. But in the case in which the circle

to be projected passes through Y, the projection becomes,
for a great circle, a line through the centre of the sphere j

otherwise, a line anywhere. It follows that meridians and
parallels are represented in a projection on the horizon of

any place by two systems of orthogonally cutting circles,

one system passing through two fixed points, namely, the
poles

;
and the projected meridians as they pass through

the poles show the proper differences of longitude.

To construct a stereographic projection of the sphere
on the horizon of a given place. Draw the circle vlkr (fig.

14) with the diameters kv^ Ir at right angles
;
the latter is

to represent the central meridian. Take JeoV equal to the

co-latitude of the given place, say u : draw the diameter

PoP', and vV, vV' cutting Ir in pp\ these are the projections
of the poles, through which
all the circles representing
meridians have to pass. All
their centres then will be in a
line smii which crosses pp' at ^

right angles through its middle _
point m. Now to describe the ^

meridian whose west longitude
is a>, draw pn making the angle

02Dn = 90°
(£), then is the centre

of the required circle, whose
direction as it passes through p
will make au angle op^= cowith Fig. 14.

pp\ The lengths of the several lines are

op =tan-j2£ ; op'^cotMt,

;

05/1= cot 'll ; mn— cosee ii cot w.

Again, for the parallels, take Vb = Pc equal to the co-latitude,

say c, of the parallel to be projected; join vh, vc cutting Ir

in c, d. Then ed is the diameter of the circle which is the

required projection
;

its centre is of course the middle point
of edi and the lengths of the lines are

of?= tani(?i-c); o^j= tan J (w H- c).

The line sn itself is the projection of a parallel, namely, that

of which the co-latitude c == 180° - a parallel which passes

through the point of vision,

A very interesting connexion, noted by Professor Cayley,
exists between the stereographic projection of the sphere

on a meridian plane (^.c., when a point on the equator
occupies the centre of the drawing) and the projection oa
the horizon of any place whatever. The very same circles

that represent parallels and meri-

dians in the one case represent

them in the other case also. In
fig. 15, ahs being a projection

in which an equatorial point is in

the centre, draw any chord ah per-

pendicular to the centre meridian

cos, and on ah as diameter describe

a circle, when the property referred

to will be observed. This smaller

circle is now the stereographic pro-

jection of the sphere on the horizon

of some place whose co-latitude we
may call u. The radius of the first circle being unity, let

ac = sin^i?, then by what has been proved above co — sinx

cot 2^ = cosa?; therefore u = x, and ac= sin?A Although
the meridian circles dividing the 360° at the pole into equal

angles must be actually the same in both systems, yet a
parallel circle whose co-latitude is c in the direct projection

ahs belongs in the oblique system to some other co-latitude

as c. To determine the connexion between c and c, con-

sider the point t (not marked), in which one of the parallel

circles crosses the line soc. In the direct system, p being

the pole,

and in the oblique,

pt=ac (tan - tan i(u- c')) >

which, replacing ac by its value sin u, becomes

2 sin ju sin jd 2

cos \(u -d) ”” 1 + cot^ cot Jc'
*

thereiore can tan Jc' tan is the required relation.

Notwithstanding the facility of construction, the stereo-

graphic projection is not much used in map-making. But
it may be made very useful as a means of graphical inter-

polation for drawing other projections in which points are

represented in their true azimuths, but with an arbitrary
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law of distance, as p=/(w). "VVe may thus avoid the calcu-

lation of all the distances and azimuths (with reference to

the selected centre point) of the intersections of meridians

and parallels. Construct a stereographic projection of the

globe on the horizon of the given place
;
then on this pro-

jection draw concentric circles (according to the stereo-

graphic law) representing the loci of points whose distances

from the centre are consecutively 5®, 10®, 15®, 20°, &c., up
to the required limit, and a system of radial lines at inter-

vals of 5®, Then to construct any other projection,—com-
mence by drawing concentric circles, of which the radii are

Fig. 16. —Stereographic Projection.

previously calculated by the law p =/(u), for the successive

values of u, 5®, 10®, 15®, 20®, <fec., up to the limits as before,

and a system of radial lines at intervals of 5®. This being

completed, it remains to transfer the points of intersection

from the stereographic to the new projection by graphic

interpolation.

We now come to the general case in which the point of

vision has any position outside

the sphere. Let abed (fig, 17) be
the great circle section of the
sphere by a plane passing through
c, the central point of the por-

tion of surface to be represented,

and V the point of vision. Let

pj perpendicular to Vc be the plane
of representation, join mY cut-

ting pj in/, then /is the projec-

tion of any point m in the circle

a6c, and is the representation

of cm. Let the angle = Ye = ^,

then, since ef:eY = mg :
gY,

_ Jc sin V,

^ h-V cos u ’

€/=p ;

which gives the law connecting a spherical distance u with
its rectilinear representation p. The relative scale at any
point in this system of projection is given (keeping to our
previously adopted notation) by

1 + Acosw Tc
(T— . i z <r — 1 —

{h + cos uy h -H cos u ’

the former applying to measurements made in a direction

which passes through the centre of the map, the latter to the
transverse direction. The product o-o-' gives the exaggera-
tion of areas. With respect to the alteration of angles we
have

”*
1 + ^ cos

’

and the greatest alteration of angle is

=sm-Y~tan*^V\h+l 2j

This vanishes when h = l, thab is, if the projection be stereo-

graphic ;
or for = 0, that is, at the centre of the map.

At a distance of 90° from the centre, the greatest alteration

is 90° - 2 cof^ (See PhilosopL Mag,^ April 1862.)
The constants h and 7c can be determined, so that the

total misreDresentation, viz.,

M 1)^-1- (o-'-l)-]- sin

shall be a minimnm, /3 being the greatest value of or the
spherical radius of the map. On substituting the expres-

sions for o- and tr the integration is effected without diffi-

culty. Put

^ 1 - cos /3 .

""/i-f-cos /3
’
v=(h-l)K ,

H= Z/-(7l + l) loge (A.+ 1),

Then the value of M is

]VI= 4 sin2 27.H -i-

When this is a minimum,
cm
dh

0 .

ah dh

Therefore M = 4 sin^ |/3 and li must be determined so

as to make : H' a maximum. In any particular case this

maximum can only be ascertained by trial, that is to say,

log — log H' must be calculated for certain equidistant

values of and then the particular value of 7i which cor-

responds to the required maximum can be obtained by
interpolation. Thus we find that if it he required to make
the best possible perspective representation of a hemisphere,

the values of h and % are 1*47 and 7j= 2*034
;
so that

in this case
2*034 sin ih

^

1 *47 -t* cos v*

For a map of Africa or South America, the limiting radius

we may take as 40°; then in this case

_ 2*543 sin?^
^ 1*625 cos 24

*

For Asia, /S = 54 ,
and the distance li of the point of sight
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Figure 19 is a perspective representation of more than a
hemisphere, the radius jB being 108°, and the distance h of

the point of vision, 1-40.

The co-ordinates xy of any point in this perspective may
be expressed in terms of the latitude and longitude of the

corresponding point on the sphere in the following manner.

The co-ordinates originating at the centre, take the central

meridian for the axis of y and a line perpendicular to it for

the axis of x. Let the latitude of the point G, which is to

occupy the centre of the map, be y ;
ii oi be^ the latitude

and longitude of any point P (the longitude being reckoned

from the meridian of G), u the distance PG, and u the

Fig. 19.

—

Tmlight Projection.

azimuth of P at G, then the spherical triangle whose sides

are 90° - y, 90° - and u gives these relations—
sin u sin fi= cos ^ sin

sin u cos /A=cos y sin ^ — sin y cos cos w,

cos u =*= y sin ^ + cos y cos <p cos <w.

Ifow x^psinfi, y= p cos /a, that is,

X cos <j> sin a

k h+ sin y sin <p + cos y cos ^ cos a>

y COS y sin <p — sin y cos <p cos a

% sin y sin 0+ cos y cos 0 cos £»
’

by which x and y can be computed for any point of the

sphere. If from these equations we eliminate <0, we get the

equation to the parallel whose latitude is ^ j
it is an ellipse

whose centre is in the central meridian, and its greater axis

perpendicular to the same. The radius of curvature of this

*ellipse at its intersection with the centre meridian is

h cos ^
h sin y+ sin 4>

’

The elimination of between x and y gives the equation

of the meridian whose longitude is o), which also is an ellipse

whose centre and axes may be determined.

The foUowing table contains the computed co-ordinates

for a map of Africa, which is included between latitudes 40®

north and 40° south, and 40° of longitude east and west of

a central meridian.

Values of x and y.

bII3 «= 10° «=20° 0
0COII3 e 11 0

0

aj= 0*00 9*69 19*43 29*26 89*17
(f 0‘00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0 00

ajrr 0*00 9*60 19*24 28 95 38*76
10°

2/= 9*69 9-76 9*92 10 21 10*63

X— 0*00 9*32 18*67 28*07 37*53
20°

2/
=19 -43 19*54 19*87 20 43 21*25

«= 0*00 8*84 17*70 26*66 35*44
30°

j/=29-25 29*40 29*87 30 67 31*83

X— 0*00 8*15 16*28 24*39 32*44
40° y= 39*17 39*86 39*94 40*93 42*34

Conical Development,

The conical development is adapted to the construction

of maps of tracts of country of no great extent in latitude
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Fig. 20.
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but any extent in the direction of a parallel. Selecting

the mean parallel, or that which most nearly divides the

area to be represented, we have to consider the cone
which touches the sphere along that parallel. In fig.

20, which is an orthographic projection of the sphere on
a meridian plane, let "Pp be the

parallel of contact with the

cone. OJSr being the axis of

revolution, the tangents at P
and 7? will intersect ON pro-

duced in V. Let Q^q be a
parallel to the north of Pp, Hr
another parallel the same dis-

tance to the south, that is,

PQ = PPt. Take on the tan-

gent PV two x^oints H, K such
that PH = PK, each being made equal to the arc PQ. It

is clear, then, that the surface generated by HK is very
nearly coincident with the surface geuerated by RQ when
the figure rotates round ON through any angle, great or

small. The approximation of the surfaces will, however,
he very close only if QR is very small. Supj)ose, now,
that the paths of H and K, as described in the revolution

round ON, are actually marked on the surface of the cone,

as well as the line of contact with the

sphere. And further, mark the surface

of the cone by the intersections with it

of the meridian planes through OV at

tlie required equal intervals. Then
let the cone be cut along a generating
line and opened out into a plane, and
we shall have a representation as in
fig. 21 of the spherical surface con-
tained between the latitudes of Q and Fig. 21

R. The parallels here are represented by concentric circles,

the meridians by lines drawn through the common centre
of the circles at equal angular intervals. Taking tbe radius
of the sphere as unity, and

<f>
being the latitude of P, we

see that VP = cot <^, and if <*> be the difference of longitude
between two meridians, the corresponding length of the arc
Pp is o) cos 0. The angle between these meridians them-
selves is CO sin 0,

Suppose, now, we require to construct a map on this prin-
ciple for a tract of country extending from latitude 0 - m
to 0 -h m, and covering a breadth of loffgitude of 2?^, m
and n being expressed in degrees. In fig. 21 let HKM
be the quadrilateral formed by the extreme lines, so that
PPK.= 7hh=2m

;
then the angle HVA is 2n sin 0 expressed

ill degrees. Now, taking the length of a degree as the unit,
VP = 57*296 cot 0, and VH = 57 *296 cot 0 — in. It may be
convenient in the first instance to calculate the chords
KZ;, and thus construct the rectilinear quadrilateral 'KKJch.
The lengths of these chords are

HA=2(57 *296 cot 0 — w) sin {n sin 0)

,

2(57 *296 cot 0 + m) sin \n sin tp
)

,

and the distance between them is 297i cos (?z sin 0), The
inclined sides of this trapezoid will then meet in a
point at V, whose distance from P and p must corre-
spond with the calculated length of VP. Now with
this centre V describe the circular arcs representing the
parallels through H, K, P. Also if the parallels are to be
drawn at every degree of latitude, divide HK into equal
parts, and through each point of division describe a circular
arc from the centre V, Then divide Pp into 2,71 equal parts,
and draw the meridian lines through each of these points
of division and the centre Y,

If the centre V be inconveniently far off, it may be
necessary to construct the centre parallel by points, that is,

l>y calculating the coordinates of the various points of
division. For this purpose, draw through the intersection

of the centre meridian and centre parallel a line perx)endi-

cular to the meridian and therefore touching the parallel.

Let the coordinate x be measured from the centre along

this line, and y perpendicular fco it. Then the coordinates

of a point whose longitude measured from the centre

meridian is co are

a;= cot 0 sin (<w sin 0),

y
— 2cot 0 siii*^ (« sill <p) = x tan i (a? sin 0)

,

the radius of the sphere being the unit : if a degree be the

unit, these must be multiplied by 57*296.

The great defect of this x:)rojectioii is the exaggeration of

the lengths of x^arallels towards either the northern or

southern limits of the max:>. Various

have been the devices to remedy this

defect, and amongst these the following

is a system very much adox^ted. Hav-
ing subdivided the central meridian and
drawn through the points of division the

parallels precisely as described above,

then the true lengths of degrees are

set off along each i^arallel ;
the meridians, which in this

case become curved lines, are drawn through the corre-

sponding points of the parallels (fig. 22).

This system is that which was adox^ted in 1803 by the

“D4p6t de la Guerre ’’ for tbe map of France, and is there

known by the title Projection de Ponne.^^ It is that on
which the Ordnance Survey map of Scotland on the scale

of one inch to a mile is constructed, and it is frequently met
with in ordinary atlases. It is ill-adapted for countries

having great extent in longitude, as the intersections of the

meridians and parallels become veryoblique—as will be seen

on examining the map of Asia in most atlases. If 0^ be
taken as the latitude of the centre parallel, and co-ordinates

be measured from the intersection of this x^arallel with the

central meridian, as in the case of the conical x^i^'ojection,

then, if p be the radius of the x:)arallel of latitude 0, we liave

p = cot 0^ -I- 0^ ~ 0, Also, if S be a point on this parallel

whose co-ordinates are x, y, so that VS = p, and B be the

angleVS makes vrith the central meridian, then pB == (d cos 0;
and

a3=psiii0, 2/= cot 0o - p cos e.

Now, if we form the differential coefficients of x and y with
respect to 0 and a>, the latitude and longitude of S, w^e get

— mn'=: cos 0,

mn + m'n'= — cob0(cos 0 — p sin 0) }

P

the first of which equations x^roves that the areas are truly

represented. Moreover, if 90'^ ± 0 be the angles of intersec-

tions of meridians and parallels,

tan ip— e-o) sin 0,

which indeed might have been more easily obtained. In
the case of Asia, the middle latitude 0^ == 40°, and the ex-
treme northern latitude is 70°. Also the niax> extends 90°
of longitude from the central meridian

;
hence, at the north-

west and north-east corners of the max> the angles of inter-

section of meridians and parallels are 90° 33° *5 4'. But
for comparatively small tracts of country, as France or Scot-
land, this projection is very suitable.

Another modification of the conical projection consists

in taking, not a tangent cone, but a cone v/^hich, having
its vertex in the axis of revolution produced, intersects the
sphere in two parallels,—^these parallels being approximately
midway between the centre parallel of the country and the
extreme parallels. By this means part of the error is

thrown on the centre parallel which is no longer represented
by its true length, but is made too small, while the
parallels forming the intersections of the cone are truly re-

presented in length.

The exact position of these particular parallels may be
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determined so as to give, upon the whole, the least amount
of exaggeration for the entire map. This idea of a cutting
cone seems to have originated^ -with the celebrated Gerard
Mercator, who in 1554 made a map of Europe on this prin-

ciple, selecting for the parallels of intersection those of 40°
and 60°. The same system was adopted in 1745 by De-
lisle for the construction of a map of Eussia. Euler in

the Acad, Imp, Petroj)-, 1778, has discussed this pro-

jection and determined the conditions under which the
errors at the northern extremity, at the centre,

and at the southern extremity of a map so con-

structed shall be severally equal. Let c, c be
the co-latitudes of the extreme northern and
southern parallels, y, y those of two intermediate
parallels, which are to be truly represented in the
projection. Let OC', Om' (fig. 23) be two consecu-
tive meridians, as represented in the developed
cone; the difference of longitude being w, let the
angle at O be hio. The degrees along the meri-
dian being represented by their proper lengths,

CC' — c' — Cy and P corresponding to the pole, let

OP = 2:, then OC= 2:-^c; and so for G, G', O'. The true
lengths of GV and Got, namely, <o sin y' and osiny, are
equal to the represented lengths, namely, /loj (z + y) and
7^co(2:^-y) resjpectively, whence y and y are known when
and z are known. Comparing now the represented with

the true lengths of xoarallel at the extremities and at the
centre, if e be the common error that is to be allowed, then

c = h<a{z+ c) - CO sill c,

f5= - + 4c 4c') + CO sill + c'),

e= lioo{z + c') — CO sin c\

The difference of the first and third gives 7^, and then sub-
tracting the second from the mean of the first and third,

we get
«-i- -4(c4-c')=i(c'- c) cot i(c'“c) tan 4(c' + c).

Fig. 23.

Thus z being known, the common centre of the circles re-

presenting the parallels is given. The value of h is given
by the equation h{c' - c) = sin d — sin c, and y and y can
be easily computed. But there is no necessity for doing
this as we may construct the angles at O, which represent-

ing a difference of longitude <o are in reality equal to Jim.

For instance, to construct a map of Asia on this system,
having divided the central meridian into equal spaces for

degrees, z must be calculated. Here we have c — 20°, d —
80°, whence 2: -I- 50° = 15° tan 50° cot 15° = 66°‘7. Hence
in this case the centre of the circles is 16°'7 beyond the
north pole

;
also h = *6138, so that a difference of longitude

of 5° is represented at O by an angle of 3° 4' 9". The de-

grees of longitude in the parallel of 70° are in this map re-

jjresented too large in the ratio of 1*150 : 1; those in the
mid-latitude of 40° are too small in the ratio of 0*933 : Ij

and those in 10° latitude are too large in the ratio of 1*05

to 1.

Gausses Projection

may be considered as another variation of the conical
system of develoi^ment. Meridians are represented by lines

drawn through a point, and a difference of longitude co is

represented by an angle 7^aJ, as in the preceding case. The
parallels of latitude are circular arcs, all having as centre
the point of divergence of the meridian lines, and the law
of their formation is such that the representations of all

small parts of the surface shall be precisely similar to the
parts so represented. Let u be the co-latitude of a parallel,

and p, a function of Uy the radius of the circle representing
this parallel. Consider the infinitely small space on the

^ See page 178 of TraiU des Projections des Cartes G^ograpMgueSy
by A. Germain, Paris, an admirable and extaustive essay. See also the
work entitled Coup d'ceil historigue swr la Projection des Cartes de
Q^ograpMCf by M. d’Avezac, Paris, 1863,

sphere contained by two consecutive meridians the differ-
ence of longitude of which is c7/x, and two consecutive
parallels whose co-latitudes are u and u + du. The sides
of this rectangle (fig. 24) are pq = duy pr^^simidp.,
whereas in the rei)resentatioa p'qYd,
p'q — dp, = plidp, the angle at O
being = 7ic7/^. Now, as the represen-
tation is to be similar to the original,

p'l_ dp _pq __ du
p'd~KpdyL~'pr~‘ '

_ dp du
whence ^ integrating,

Fig. 24.

where the constant 7i is to be determined according to the
requirements of each individual case. This investigation
was first made in 1772 by the German mathematician J. H.
Lambert,

2

but in 1825 it was again brought forward by
Gauss in an essay written in answer to a prize question xiro-

posed by the Royal Society of Sciences at Copenhagen. A
translation of this essay is to be found in the Philosophical
Magazine for 1828 (see page 112), where Lambert’s projec-

tion comes out as a particular solution of the general pro-
blem. Again, in a general investigation of the problem of

“similar representation,” Sir John Herschel, in the 30th
volume of the Journal of ike Royal Geographical Society

(1860), deduced as a particular case this same projection.

A large map of Russia was constructed and published on
this system by the Geographical Society of St Petersburg
in 1862.

The relative scale in this development is

—

^ (fan I )
'*

du a
'

biu u ’

where a is the radius of the sphere. It is a minimum
when u = cos“^ 7^. This minimum should occur in the
vicinity of bhe central parallel of the map j if be the co-

latitude of this parallel, we may put

z. A u \cos
P= *(^tau2j

Or if we agree that the scale of the representation shall be
the same at the extreme co-latitudes c, d, then

_ log sin d - log sin c

”log tan \d - log tan

To construct a map of North America extending from
10° latitude to 70°, we may take 7i = |, and h such as shall

make the difference of radii of the extreme parallels = 60,
namely A;=104*315. The scales of the representation at the
northern and southern limits are 1*116 and 1*096 respect-

ively. The radii of the parallels are these

—

70°. . . 32*801 30° . . . 72*328
60° . . . 43*356 20° . . . 82*256
50°. . . 53*177 10° . , . 92*801
40°. . . 62*728 0° . . . 104*316

Having drawn a line representing the central meridian,

and selected a point on it as the centre of the concentric

circles, let arcs be described with the above radii as

parallels. For meridians, in this system a difference of

longitude of 10° is represented by an angle of two-thirds

that amount, or 6° 40'. The chord of this angle on the

parallel of 10°, whose radius is 92*801, is easily found to be
10*792. Now stepping this quantity with a pair of com-
passes along the parallel, we have merely to draw lines

through each of the points so found and the common centre

of circles. The points of division of the parallel may be
checked by taking the chord of 20°, or rather of 13° 20',

^ Beitrdge mm GebraucTie der Mathematih und deren ^mo&ndungy
Yol iii. p. 5$, Berlm, 1772.
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wHcIl is 21 *547. The map of North America so found (fig.

25) shows small portions of country in strictly correct forms;
but the areas are

slightly too great at

the extreme lati-

tudes and too small
in the centre. At
any part of the map
a degree of latitude

may be used as the
trne scale in any di-

rection.

The value A =
as suggested by Sir
John Herschel, is

admirably suited for

a map of the world.

The representation
is fan-shaped, with
remarkably little

distortion (fig. 26). 25.

It follows from what has been said above that the con-

dition that the scale is true at the equator is lik = a, which

determines Tz when h is given. The radius of the parallel
whose co-latitude is w being p, let r be the distance of that
parallel from the equator

;
then, keeping to the condition

that the scale is true at the equator,

•=£(' -““D-
When h is very small, the angles between the meridian
lines in the representation are very small; and proceeding to
the limit, when h is zero the meridians are parallel, that is,

the vertex of the cone has removed to infinity. And at the
limit when h is zero we have

9-= a loge cot
^ ,

which is the characteristic equation of

Mercator^s Projection.

From the manner in which we have arrived at this pro-
jection it is clear that it retains the characteristic property
of Gauss's projection,—namely, similarity of representation

Fig. 26.—-Fan-sliaped Map of the World.

of small parts of the surface. In Mercator's chart the
equator is represented by a straight line, which is crossed
at right angles by a system of parallel and equidistant
straight lines representing the meridians. The parallels
are straight lines parallel to the equator, and the distance
of the parallel of latitude from the equator is, as we have
seen above, r= a log, tan (45® + J<^). In the vicinity of
the equator, or indeed within 30° of latitude of the equator,
the representation is very accurate, but as we proceed
northwards or southwards the exaggeration of area becomes
larger, and eventually excessive,—^the poles being at infinity.
This distance of the parallels may be expressed in the form
r= a (sin </> + J-

sin®<^4--|- ....), showing that
near the equator r is nearly proportional to the latitude.
As a consequence of the similar representation of small
parts, a curve drawn on the sphere cutting all meridians
at the same angle—the loxodromic curve—is projected into
a straight line, and it is this property which renders
Mercator's chart so valuable to seamen. For instance

:

join by a straight line on the chart Land's End and Ber-
muda, and measure the angle of intersection of this linft

with the meridian. We get thus the bearing which a ship
has to retain during its course between these ports. This
is not great-circle sailing, and the ship so navigated does
not take the shortest path. The projection of a great circle

(being neither a meridian nor the equator) is a curve which
cannot be represented by a simple algebraic equation.

If we apply Mercator's system of projection along a
mci^dian, as proposed by Lambert, we have the represen-
tation of all possible great circles. The diagram (fig. 27)
gives the projection. The two vertical bounding lines are
the equator—crossed at right angles by the initial meridian
passing through one of the poles. From the form of the
representations of parallels round the pole it is clear that
the distortion up to a distance of 30° or 40® from the
initial meridian is not at all great. The representation
extends to infinity upwards and downwards, and the left
and right halves are interchangeable; if interchanged the
representation is on a meridian extending from pole to
pole.

The meridian Mercator drawn as described in the last
paragraph—with the meridians and parallels rather close

—
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may be made to serve the important purpose of enabling

one to trace on the ordinary Mercator’s chart the track of

a great circle joining any two places, and of indicating at

the same time the distance of the two places. For this

Fig. 27.

purpose the two charts must be on the same scale, one of

them being on tracing paper or tracing linen. The trans-

parent chart being placed over the other, the equator in the

ordinary chart must coincide with the initial meridian in

the meridian Mercator. Retaining this relative position,

let the upper chart be moved until the two points (the pro-

jection of the great circle joining which is required) on the

ordinary Mercator are found to lie on a great circle of the

meridian Mercator.

The curvatures of the meridians and parallels in the

meridian Mercator are expressed by very simple formulae.

Let cr, 2^be the coordinates, measured from the pole along and
perpendicular to the initial meridian, of any point S of the

representation,—

x

corresponding to an arc of the sphere =
a?, and y to an arc which is on the sphere the distance of

S from the initial meridian. Then if x\ y' be the centre of

curvature of the parallel at S, o[!\ y" the centre of curvature
of the meridian at S,

£C'=£C-tan £C , £c"= £c-i--A

—

>
tan X

y'=y-siQ.n,
Sill 77

The corresponding radii of curvature are sin 78 -r- cos a?,

where 78 is the spherical radius of the small circle, and
1 -r- sin X sin y, where y is the longitude of the great circle,

counted from the initial meridian.

Polyconic Development,

Imagine a hollow globe formed of a mere surface of paper,

to be cut by a system of parallel planes along equidistant

parallels of latitude ; let also one meridian be cut through,
from north pole to south pole, 180°. In this state let

the whole be opened out into a plane from the meridian
exactly opposite to the one cut through, and the previously
spherical surface is converted into a number of strips of

paper, each of which is part of a circular belt, with the ex-
ception of the equator, which will be straight. All ^^oints

which lay on the parallel whose co-latitude is u now lie on
an arc of a circle whose radius is tan -it and length 2Trsin 2t;

moreover, the centres of these arcs lie in the same
straight line, which is the central meridian produced. The
parallels being now defined, we must define meridians.
These may be formed by laying off on each parallel the
degrees of longitude according to their

true lengths, which is the system
adopted in the maps of the United
States Coast Survey. Or we may
take for meridians that system of lines

which cuts the parallels at right

angles, forming the rectangular poly-

conic system.

In this case, let P (fig. 28) be the north
pole, CPU the central meridian, U, U'' points
in that meridian whose co-latitudes are u
and n + dn, so that W'— du. Make
PU = iA, UC=tan u, U'C'=tan (i^-f cZw);

and -vvitli CC' as centres describe the ares
UQ, U'Q', which rex>resent the parallels of
co-latitude u and ii+ dio. Let PQQ' be part of a meridian curve
cutting the ];)arallels at right angles. Join CQ, C'Q'; these being
perpendicular to the circles will be tangents to the curve. Let
tJCQ=:2<^, UC'Q'= 2(04-£Z0), then the small angle CQC', or the
angle between the tangents at QQ', will=2c?0. l^ow

I

CC'=C'U' — CU - UU' = tan {u -1- die) - tan u - du-=^tajL du
;

and in the triangle CC'Q the perpendicular from C on C'Q' is equal
to either side of the equation

tan^i^ du sin 2<^= —tan u d4>,

- tan u du-=. ,sm 2<p

which is the differential equation of the meridian: the integral is

tan 0=:&> cos u, where a>, a constant, determines a particular meridian
curve. The distance of Q from the central meridian, tan u sin
is equal to

2 tan u tan <p _ 2a> sin

1 4- tan*-^^ 1 -h w®

and therefore UCQ= 2^, as it should he. The advantages of this

method are that with a remarkably simple and convenient mode of

construction we have a map in which the parallels and meridians

intersect at right angles.

The following table contains the lengths of the radii for

describing parallels, and also the lengths of degrees of lon-

gitude for every 5° of latitude,—the radius of the sphere

being 57*296. — 27
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Lat.
Radius foi
Parallel.

1

Begieo ot i

Longitude Lat
Radius for
Paiallel

Bcfii oe of
Loiioitude

0" CO 1 OUOD 45" 57-30 •7071

5 654-89 99b2 50 48 OS •6428

lu 324*94 •9848 55 40-1-2 *5736

15 213*83 •9659 60 33-08 •5000

20 157*42 •9397 65 26*72 •4226

25 122*87 •9063 70 20-85 •3420

30 99 24 •8660 75 15*35 -25SS

35 SI 83 •8191 SO 10*10 •1736

40
. . _

68*28 •7660 85 5 01 0872

Witli regard to tlie distortion involved in this system of

development, consider a small square described on the sur-

face of the sphere, its sides being parallel to and perpendicu-

lar to the meridian. Let u and define its position, and
let i be the length of its side. If we differentiate the equa-

tion tati<^ = (o cos-w, It being constant, sec^<^ = cos?^fl?oj

But the representation of ^do> is 2tan2fc?<^, which is equal

to sin 2icos^c^tZ. 2w ;
hence that side of the square which is

Xjarallel to the equator is represented by icos2<^. And
similarly the meridional side is represented by

i COS^0(1 Hr H- O)" sill®2(-).

Therefore the square is represented by a rectangle whose
sides are in the proportion of

1 . 1 -r -h os>^

and its area is increased in the jiroportion of

1 + «- -1- tier &iii*^i4 ; (1 +

Fig. 30 is a representation on this system of the con-

tinents of Europe and Africa, for which it is well suited.

For Asia this system would
not do, as in the northern

latitudes, say along the par-

allel of 70®, the representation

is much cramped.
With regard to the distor-

tion in the map of Africa as

thus constructed, consider a

small square in latitude 40°

and in 40® longitude east or

west of the central meridian,

the square being so placed as
,

to be transformed into a rect- i

angle. The sides, originally

unity, become 0’95 and 1*13,
,

and the area I'OS, the diagon-
|

als intersecting at 90® = 9° 56'.
|

In the perspective projection

a square of unit side occu-

pying the same position, when transformed to a rect-

angle, has its sides 1*02 and 1T5, its area 1*17, and its

diagonals intersect at 90° ± 7® 6'. The latter projection is

tlierefore the best in point of “similarity,^’ but the former
represents areas best. This applies, however, only to a par-
ticular part of the map ; along the equator towards 30® or
40° longitude, the polyconic is certainly inferior, while
along the meridian it is better than the perspective—ex-
cept, of course, near the centre. Upon the whole, the more
even distribution of distortion gives the advantage to the
perspective system. The system of lines ordinarily used
for the map of Africa is objectionable, and has scarcely the
excuse of facility of construction, since the perspective co-

ordinates given above are so easily computed.

Ordnance Siii'vey Maps,

The method of development used in the Ordnance Survey
maps of England on the scale of one inch to a mile, as also
in the^ county maps of England, Scotland, and Ireland, on
the G-inch scale is this. A central meridian having been
selected, let a perpendicular arc be drawn from any trigono-

metrical station p to the meridian, meeting it in q. S being
a point of reference selected in the central meridian, make

== 2^, = a;. Then in the development, a straight line

drawn to represent the central meridian is the axis of and
a line at right angles to this is the axis of x. The point

whose coordinates are x = y = Sq is the representation

of Supposing the earth spherical, if <jf>, w be the latitude

and longitude of then, co being small, that is, only a few
degrees,

dx= — X tan0cZ0 + cos 0(1 — tan-0)<^cy,

= tan-0)^20 + x siii0 d<o,

from which the distortion can be computed. It principally

consists in the exaggeration of the scale in a north-and-south

direction at the extreme longi-

tudes, where or = sec x.

Contours.

In maps of a large scale, it is

usual to show the relief of the

ground by contour lines, which
are the intersections with the

actual surface of a system of equi-

distant horizontal planes. Con-
tours indicate not only the height

of the ground but its slope. Fig.

31 shows a piece of contoured

country, including tw’o summits
and a “ coF’ between tliem.

The dotted lines, which, how-
ever, are not shown in maps, are

lines of greatest slope, cutting

contours at right angles. At each

summit, supposing the contours

there to be ellijises (Dupin's in-

dicatrices), there is an infinity of

steepest lines having a common
tangent there. At the col, where the indicatrix is an hyxier-

bola, there are two steejiest hues intersecting at right

angles, of which one is the water-shed” joining the sum-
mits. (a. e. c.

)

III. Physical Geography.

This term in its ordinary acceptation means a description

of the physical features of the earth. It includes an account
of the iihenoinena of the atmosphere

;
of the comiiosition,

distribution, and movements of the sea
; of the forms of the

land, with its w’ater circulation, earthquakes, and volcanoes
;

of the distribution of plant and animal life. Its object,

however, is not to present a mere bald enumeration of facts,

but to group the facts together in such a w^ay as to bring
before the mind a luminous picture of the whole structure
and working of the earth as a habitable xilanet. Physical
geography is not so much a science or branch of science as

a collection of the data ascertained, and probable conclusions
arrived at, by different sciences, in so far as these bear upon
its own subject. Accordingly, it culls from all departments
of inquiry whatever helps to give additional distinctness and
vividness to that broad conception of the daily economy of

the globe which it is its aim to form and develop).

So vast a subject, if treated in its entirety, would demand
a very large allotment of space for its adequate discus-
sion. Some of its branches have, during the last few
years, received so much development that in the present
edition of this work it has been considered more exjiedient
to make them the subject of special articles; and here,
therefore, to avoid the repetition which a general article

on physical geography would involve, there will be given,
instead of a formal essay, a mere outline or synoxisis of

the branches of knowledge embraced in the subject, with
references to the other parts of the work where detailed
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iaforniation may be looked for. In tlie first three parts of

the article Geology, a large section of what is usually

included under physical geograi^hy will be found.

1. The JEarth in its Cosmical llelatioiis.—From astronomy
we learn the shape and size of the earth, its motions of

rotation round its axis and of revolution in an elliptical

orbit round the sun, the origin of day and night, and of

the seasons. Speculating on the original condition of the

whole solar system, we may regard it as having been
in the condition of a nebula, gradually contracting, con-

densing, and leaving behind successive rings, which on
disruption and reaggregation formed planets. Hence the
primitive condition of our globe as a separate mass must
have been gaseous or fluid. Since that time the earth has
been cooling and contracting, but still retains a high resi-

dual temperature in its interior. This original condition,

and the internal heat of the earth, must be constantly kept
in view as an explanation of many of the features of its outer
surface. See Geology, j)art i.j Astronomy, chapter i.;

Geography (Mathematical)* Geodesy.
2. The Atmosphere or Gaseous Envelope of the Earth.

—

The solid planet is covered by two envelopes, one of gas
which completely surrounds it, and one of water, which
occupies about three-fourths of its surface. In studying the
atmosphere we have to consider its height, its composition,

its temperature, its moisture, and its pressure (see Atmo-
sphere, Meteorology). Its height must be at least 40 or

50 miles. This deep gaseous ocean consists of a mixture of

tlie two gases, oxygen (21 parts by weight) and nitrogen

(79 part&X with a minute proportion of carbonic acid (*004)

and of aqueous vapour. The physical geographer takes

note of the manifold importance of oxygen, not only in

supporting animal life, but in the general oxidation of the

earth’s outer crust. He recognizes the atmospheric car-

bonic acid as the source of the carbon built up into the

structure of plants. He cannot contemplate without ever-

increasing wortder and delight the coming and going of the

water-vapour in the air, as it rises incessantly from every

sea and land, and after condensation into visible form
courses over the land as rain, brooks, rivers, and glaciers

(see Geology, part iii. ). The consideration of the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere elicits the facts that temperature
falls as we rise above the sea-level, and as we recede from
tlie equator to the poles, and that it is profoundly affected

by the relative positions of sea and land. The want of

strict dependence upon latitude in this distribution of

temperature is strikingly brought out by the contrast be-

tween the mean temperature of Labrador and Ireland on the

same parallels (see Climate, Isotherms). In dealing with
the moisture of the air we have to consider the phenomena
of evaporation and condensation, the formation of dew,
clouds, raiu, snow, and hail, the distribution of rain, the

position of the snow-line, the occurrence of deserts, &c. (see

Meteorology). The study of the pressure of the atmo-
sphere, which appears to vary with variations in temperature
and amount ot vapour, brings before us the cause of the

constant aerial movements. The law has now been well

established that air always flows out from tracts where the
barometric pressure is high into those where it is low. A
knowledge of the distribution of pressure over the globe
furnishes the key to the great movements of the atmo-
spheric circulation. The trade winds, lor example, blow
constantly from a belt of high pressure towards the equator,

where the pressure remains low. Periodic winds, like the

monsoons and land and sea breezes, shift with the changes
in atmospheric pressure. Thus Asia during winter is a
vast region of high pressure

; the winds round its margin
therefore flow out towards the sea. In summer, on the

other hand, it becomes a region of low pressure, and the

winds consequently blow inland from the sea. Sudden and

violent atmospheric movements, such as tempests and hurri-
canes, are illustrations of the same law, the force of the
wind being always proportional to the shortness of the space
between great extremes of pressure (see Atmosphere).

3. The Ocean or 'W^ater-Envelope of the Earthy from the
point of view of physical geogiaphy, presents for considera-
tion the form of the basins in which it is contained, the
shape and nature of their bottom, their submarine ridges
and islands, the density and composition of the water, the
distribution of marine temperature, the ice of the sea, and
the movements of the ocean due to cosmical causes as in the
tides, to the effects of winds as in surface drifts, currents,
and waves, and to differences of temperature. The largest
additions in recent years to our knowledge of the earth have
been made in the ocean, notably by the different expeditions
and cruises equq^ped for the purpose by the British Govern-
ment. The climates of the sea have been systematically
determined, and the extraordinary fact has been brought to
light that the great mass of the ocean water is cold, or below
40° Fahr. Even in the equatorial parts of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans ($'.^>.), though the upper layers of
water partake in the heat of the intertropical latitudes, a
t8mp)erature of 40° is found within 300 fathoms of the
surface, while at the bottom, at depths of 2500 or 3000
fathoms, the temperature (32°*4 to 33° Fahr.) is very little

above that of the freezing-point of fresh water. It has
been jiroved that the bottom temperature of every ocean
ill free communication with the poles has a temperature
little different from that of the w^ater in i^olar latitudes.

Between Scotland and the Faroe Islands a sounding was
obtained giving even a temperature of 29°'6, or 2*4 degrees
below the freezing-point of fresh water, and very little

above that of salt water. These observations wan ant the
conclusion that a vast system of circulation takes place in
the ocean. The cold heavy polar water creeps slowly
towards the equator under the upper lighter water, w^hich
moves away tow'^ards the poles.

4. The have to consider the distribution of
the land over the face of the globe, the grouping of the con-

tinents, the forms and trend of the great terrestrial ridges,

the relation of coast-line to superficial area, the contours of
the land, as mountains, table-lands, valleys, and plains, the re-

lation of the continents to each other as regards general mass
(see Geology, part ii.; Africa, America, Asia, Europe).
Over this framework of land there is a ceaseless circulation

of water. The vai:>our raised by the sun’s heat from every
ocean and surface of water on the land, after being con-

densed into clouds and rain, falls in large measure upon the

land, and courses over its surface from mountain to shore in

brooks and rivers, which again have their own distinguish-

ing phenomena, such as the formation of terraces, deltas,

^fec. Part of the water performs an underground circulation

and returns to the surface in springs. Another portion

falls as snow upon the mountains and descends into vallevo

in the form of glaciers. In this ceaseless fiow of water

from the summits to the sea we must recognize one of the

great agencies by which the present contour of the land has

been moulded (see Geology, part hi., section ii.).

The physical geographer collects, moreover, data which
show the reaction of the earth’s interior upon its surface,

—

proofs from bores and mines of a progressive increase of

temperature downwards, the evidence of hot springs, and
of earthquakes and volcanoes. He finds proofs of oscilla-

tions in the level of the land, some regions having been

raised and others depressed within the times of human
history. From the geologist he learns that such instability

has characterized the outer crust of the planet from very

ancient times, and that indeed it is to the results of ter-

restrial movements that we owe the existence of mountain

ranges and even the dry land itself (see Geology, part iii.,
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section L, and part yu.). He perceives that the present

area of land on the earth’s surface is the result of the

balance of two antagonistic processes—the destruction

caused by superficial agents on every portion of land ex-

posed to their infiuence, and the periodic elevation, by sub-

terranean action, of the land so wasted, or of new land

from beneath the sea.

5. Distribution of Aoiimal and Vegetable Life.—It is

usual to include in treatises on physical geography an out-

line of the distribution of plants and animals, with an
account of the great regions or provinces into which zoolo-

gists and botanists have divided the continents. The
question naturally arises why the distribution should be as

it is. Two answers obviously suggest themselves—1st,

climate, and 2d, the power possessed by plants and animals

of diffusing themselves. Yet climate only explains a part

of this problem, and it is evident that migration cannot

possibly account for the diffusion of innumerable organ-

isms. There is a large residuum of unexplained phenomena
on which much light is thrown by geological inquiry.

I

Thus, for example, the presence of living Arctic forms of

vegetation on the mountains of central Europe can be con-

nected with the occurrence of the remains of Arctic animals
in the superficial deposits of that region, and with other

facts which make it clear that at no very distant date an
Arctic climate prevailed over most of Europe, that at that

time a northern vegetation spread southwards and covered

the plains and heights of Europe even as far south as the
Alps and Pyrenees, and that as the climate gradually ameli-

orated the northern vegetatiop was extirpated from the low
grounds by the advance of plants better suited to the milder

temperature, but continued to maintain its ground amid the
congenial frosts and snows of the mountains, where to this

day it still flourishes (see Disteibution). (a. ge.)

GEOLOGY
Geology is the science which investigates the history

of the earth. Its object is to trace the progress of

our planet from the earliest beginnings of its separate ex-

istence, through its various stages of growth, down to the

present condition of things. It seeks to determine the

manner in which the evolution of the earth’s great surface

features has been effected. It unravels the complicated
processes by which each continent has been built up. It

follows, even into detail, the varied sculpture of mountain
and valley, crag and ravine. Nor does it confine itself

merely to changes in the inorganic world. Geology shows
that the present races of plants and animals are the descend-
ants of other and very different races which, once peopled
the earth. It teaches that there has been a progress of the
inhabitants, as well as one of the globe on which they
dwelt ; that each successive period in the earth’s history,

since the introduction of living things, has been marked by
characteristic types of the animal and vegetable kingdoms

;

and that, however imperfectly they have been preserved or
may be deciphered, materials exist for a history of life upon
the planet. The geographical distribution of existing

faunas and floras is often made clear and intelligible by
geological evidence ; and in the same way light is thrown
upon some of the remoter phases in the history of man
himself. A subject so comprehensive as this must require
a wide and varied basis of evidence. It is one of the
characteristics of geology to gather evidence from sources
which at first sight seem far removed from its scope, and to
seek aid from almost every other leading branch of science.

Thus, in dealing with the earliest conditions of the planet,
the geologist must fully avail himself of the labours of
the astronomer. Whatever is ascertainable by telescope,
spectroscope, or chemical analysis, regarding the constitution
of other heavenly bodies, has a geological bearing. The
experiments of the physicist, undertaken to determine con-
ditions of matter and of energy, may sometimes be taken as
the starting-points of geological investigation. The work
of the chemical laboratory forms the foundation of a vast
and increasing mass of geological inquiry. To the botanist,
the zoologist, even to the unscientific, if observant, traveller
by land or sea, the geologist turns for information and
assistance.

But while thus culling freely from the dominions of other
sciences, geology claims as its peculiar territory the rocky
framework of the globe. In the materials composing that
framework, their composition aad arrangement, the pro-
cesses of their formation, the changes which they have
undergone, and the terrestrial revolutions to which they
bear witness, lie the main data of geological history. It is

the task of the geologist to group these elements in such a

way that they may be made to yield up their evidence as

to the march of events in the evolution of the planet. He
finds that they have in large measure arranged themselves

ill chronological sequence,—the oldest lying at the bottom
and the newest at the top. Belies of an ancient sea-floor

are overlaid by traces of a vanished land-surface
;
these are

in turn covered by the deposits of a former lake, above
which once more appear proofs of the return of the sea.

Among these rocky records lie the lavas and ashes of long-

extinct volcanoes. The ripple left upon the shore, the
cracks formed by the sun’s heat upon the muddy bottom
of a dried-up pool, the very imprint of the drops of a pass-

ing rain-shower, have all been accurately preserved, and
yield their evidence as to geographical conditions widely
different from those which exist where such markings are

now found.

But it is mainly by the remains of plants and animals
imbedded in the rocks that the geologist is guided in un-
ravelling the chronological succession of geological changes.
He has found that a certain order of appearance charac-

terizes these organic remains, that each great group of rocks
is marked by its own special types of life, and that these

types can be recognized, and the rocks in which they occur
can be correlated even in distant countries, and where no
other means of comparison would be possible. At one
moment he has to deal with the bones of some large

mammal scattered through a deposit of superficial gravel,

at another time with the minute foraminifers and ostracods

of an upraised sea-bottom. Corals and crinoids crowded
and crushed into a massive limestone where they lived

and died, ferns and terrestrial plants matted together into

a bed of coal where they originally grew, the scattered

shells of a submarine sand-bank, the snails and lizards

which lived and died within a hollow tree, the insects which
have been imprisoned within the exuding resin of old forests,

the footprints of birds and quadrupeds, the trails of worms
left upon former shores—these, and innumerable other
pieces of evidence, enable the geologist to realize in some
measure what the faunas and floras of successive periods
have been, and what geographical changes the site of every
land has undergone.

It is evident that to deal successfully with these varied
materials, a considerable acquaintance with different

branches of science is needful. Especially necessary is a
tolerably wide knowledge of the processes now at work in
changing the surface of the earth, and of at least those
forms of plant and animal life whose remains are apt to be
preserved in geological deposits, or which in their structure
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and habitat enable us to realize what their forerunners were.

It has often been insisted upon that the present is the key
to the past

; and in a wide sense this assertion is eminently
true. Only in proportion as we understand the present,

where everything is open on all sides to the fullest investi-

gation, can we expect to decipher the past, where so much
is obscure, imperfectly preserved, or not preserved at all.

A study of the existing economy of nature ought thus to be
the foundation of the geologist's training.

While, however, the present condition of things is thus
employed, we must obviously be on our guard against the

danger of unconsciously assuming that the phase of nature’s

operations which we now witness has been the same in all

past time, that geological changes have taken place in former
ages in the manner and on the scale which we behold to-day,

and that at the present time all the great geological pro-

cesses, which have produced changes in the past eras of the
earth’s history, are still existent and active. Of course we
may assume this uniformity of action, and use the assump-
tion as a working hypothesis. But it ought not to be
allowed any firmer footing, nor on any account be suffered :

to blind us to the obvious truth that the few centuries

wherein man has been observing nature form much too
j

brief an interval, by which to measure the intensity of

geological action in all past time. For aught we can tell

the present is an era of quietude and slow change, compared
|

with some of the eras which have preceded it. Nor can ’

we be sure that, when we have explored every geological

process now in progress, we have exhausted all the causes ’

of change which, even iu coin]Daratively recent times, have
]

been at work.
In dealing with the Geological Record, as the accessible

solid part of the globe is called, we cannot too vividly

realize that at the best it forms but an imperfect chronicle.

Geological history cannot be compiled from a full and con-

tinuous series of documents. From the very nature of its

origin the record is necessarily fragmentary, and it has been
further mutilated and obscured by the revolutions of suc-

cessive ages. And even where the chronicle of events is

continuous, it is of very unequal value iu different places.

In one case, for example, it may present us with an un-
broken succession of deposits many thousands of feet iu

thickness, from which, however, only a few meagre facts as

to geological history can be gleaned. In another instance

it brings before us, withiu the compass of a few yards, the

evidence of a most varied and complicated series of changes
in physical geography, as well as an abundant and interest-

ing suite of organic remains. These and other character-

istics of the geological record will become more apparent and
intelligible as we proceed in the study of the science.

In the systematic treatment of the subject the following

arrangement will here be followed :

—

1. TAe Cosmical Aspects of Geology.—Under this head
we may consider the evidence supplied by astronomy and
physics regarding the form and motions of the earth, the
composition of the sun and planets, and the probable history

of the solar system.

2. Geognosy^—an Inquiry into the Matei'ials of the Earth!

s

Substance.—In this division we deal with the parts of the
earth, its envelopes of air and water, its solid crust, and the
probable condition of its interior. Especially, we have to

study the more important minerals of the crust, and the

chief rocks of which that crust is built up. In this way
we lay a foundation of knowledge regarding the nature of

the materials constituting the mass of the globe, and may
next proceed to investigate the processes by which these

materials are produced and altered.

3. Dynamical Geology embraces an investigation of the

various agencies whereby the rocks of the earth’s crust are

formed and metamorphosed, and by which changes are

effected upon the distribution of sea and land, and upon
the forms of terrestrial surfaces. Such an inquiry neces-
sitates a careful study of the existing geological economy
of nature, and forms a fitting introduction to the investi-
gation of the geological changes of former periods. This
and the previous section include most of what is embraced
under Physical Geography

;
and for the reason stated

under that heading the subject will liere be treated more
in detail than is usual in geological treatises.

4. Structural Geology^ or the Architecture of the Earth ,

—

We now advance to consider how the various materials
composing the crust of the earth have been arranged. We
learn that some have been formed in beds or strata on the
floor of the sea, that others have been built up by the slow
aggregation of organic forms, that others have been poured
out in a molten condition or in showers of loose dust from
subterranean sources. We further find that, though origin-

ally laid down in almost horizontal beds, the rocks have
subsequently been crumpled, contorted, and dislocated,

that they have been incessantly worn down, and have often
been depressed and buried beneath later accumulations.

5. Palceoniological Geology.—This branch of the subject
deals with the organic forms which are found preserved in

the crust of the earth. It includes such questions as the
relations between extinct and living types, the laws which
appear to have governed the distribution of life in time and
in space, the relative importance of different genera of

animals in geological inquiry, the nature and use of the
evidence from organic remains regarding former conditions
of physical geography. This subject will be more properly
discussed in the article Palaeontology, and will therefore
be only cursorily treated in the following pages.

6. Stratigraphical Geology.—This section might be called

geological history. It works out the chronological succes-

sion of the great formations of the earth’s crust, and
endeavours to trace the sequence of events of which they
contain the record. More particularly it determines the
order of succession of the various plants and animals which
in past time have peopled the earth, and thus ascertains

what has been the grand march of life upon the planet.

7. Physiographical Geology^ starting from the basis of

fact laid down by stratigraphical geology regarding former
geographical changes, embraces an inquiry into the origin

and history of the features of the earth’s surface—contin-

ental ridges and ocean basins, plains, valleys, and moun-
tains, It explains the causes on which local differences of

scenery depend, and shows under what very different cir-

cumstances, and at what widely separated intervals, the

hills and mountains, even of a single country, have been
produced.

PART L—COSMICAL ASPECTS OF GEOLOGY.

Before geology had attained to the position of an induc-

tive science, it w’as customary to begin all investigations

into the history of the earth by propounding or adopting

some more or less fanciful hypothesis in explanation of the

origin of our planet, or even of the universe. Such pre-

liminary notions were looked upon as essential to a right

understanding of the manner in which the materials of the

globe had been put together. To the illustrious Janies

Hutton (1785) geologists are indebted for strenuously up-

holding the doctrine that it is no part of the province of

geology to discuss the origin of things. He taught them
that in the materials from which geological evidence is to

be compiled there can be found no traces of a beginning,

no prospect of an end.” In England, mainly to the

influence of the school which he founded, and to the subse-

quent rise of the Geological Society (1807), which resolved

to collect facts instead of flighting over hypotheses, is due
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the disappearance of the crude and unscientific cosmologies

by which the writings of the earlier geologists were distin-

guished.

But there can now be little doubt that in the reaction

against those visionary and often grotesque speculationSj

geologists were carried too far in an opposite direction. In

allowing themselves to believe that geology had nothing to

do with questions of cosmogony, they gradually grew up
in the conviction that such questions could never be other

than mere speculation, interesting or amusing as a theme
for the employment of the fancy, but hardly coming within

the domain of sober and inductive science. ISTor would

they soon have been awakened out of this belief by anything

in their own science. It is still true that in the data with

which they are accustomed to deal, as comprising the sum
of geological evidence, there can be found no trace of a

beginning. The oldest rocks which have been discovered

on any part ofc the globe have probably been derived from

other rocks older than themselves. Geology by itself has

nob yet revealed, and is little likely ever to reveal, a trace

of the first solid crust of our globe. If then geological

history is to be compiled from direct evidence furnished by
the rocks ot the earth, it cannot begin at the beginning of

things, but must be content to date its first chapter from
the earliest peiiod of which any record has been preserved

among the rocks.

Nevertheless, though geology in its usual restricted sense

has been, and must ever be, unable to reveal the earliest

history of our planet, it no longer ignores, as mere specular

tion, what is attempted in this subject by its sister sciences.

Astronomy, physics, and chemistry have in late years all ’

contributed to cast much light on the earlier stages of

the earth’s existence, previous to the beginning of what is

commonly regarded as geological history. But whatever
extends our knowledge of the former conditions of our
globe may be legitimately claimed as part of the domain of

geology. If this branch of inquiry therefore is to continue
worthy of its name as the science of the earth, it must take
cognizance of these recent contributions from other sciences.

It must no longer be content to begin its annals with the

records of the oldest rocks, but must endeavour to grope
its way through the ages which preceded the formation of

any rocks. Thanks to the results achieved with the tele-

scope, the spectroscope, and the chemical laboratory, the
story of these earliest ages of our earth is every year
becoming more definite and intelligible.

Relations of the Eauth in the Solar System.

Before entering upon the study of the structure and
history of the earth, we may with advantage consider the
general relations of our planet to the solar system, especially

in view of its origin and history. It is now regarded as in
the highest degree probable that all the members of that
system have had a common origin. The investigations of
recent years have revived and given a new form and
meaning to the well-known nebular hypothesis, in which
Laplace sketched the progress of the system from the
state of an original nebula to its existing condition of a
central incandescent sun with surrounding cool planetary
bodies. He supposed that the nebula, originally diffused
at least as far as the furthest member of the system, began
to condense towards the centre, and that in so doing it threw
off or left behind successive rings which on disruption and
further condensation assumed the form of planets, some-
times with a further formation of rings, which in the case
of Saturn remain, though in other planets they have broken
up and united into satellites.

According to this view we should expect that the matter
composing the various members of the solar system should

be everywhere nearly the same. The fact of condensation

round centres, however, indicates at least differences of

density throughout the nebula. Mr Lockyer has, indeed,

suggested that the materials composing the nebula arranged

themselves according to their respective densities, the

lightest occupying the exterior and the heaviest the interior

of the mass, xind if we compare the densities of the

various planets, they certainly seem to support this sugges-

tion. These densities are shown m the following table, that

the earth being taken as the unit :

—

Density’’ of the Sun. 0 25

}} Merciuy 1 12

) ,
Venus 1 03

j,
Earth 1 00

j,
JMais. 0 70
Jupiter.. 0 24
Saturn 0 13
Uianus.. 0 17
Neptuno 0 16

There is not indeed a strict progression in the diminu-

tion of density, but the fact remains that, while the planets

near the sun are about twice as heavy as they would be if

they consisted of such a substance as granite, towards the

outer limits of the system they are composed of matter as

light as cork. Again, In some cases, a similar relation has

been observed between the densities of the satellites and
their primaries. The moon, for example, has a density little

more than half that of the earth. The first satellite of

Jupiter is less dense, though the other three are found to

be more dense than the planet. Further, in the condition

of the earth itself, a very lighb gaseous atmosphere forms
the outer portion, beneath which lies a heavier layer of

water, while within these two envelopes the materials form-

ing the solid substance of the planet are so arranged that

the outer layer or crust has only about half the density

of the whole globe. Mr Lockyer finds in the sun itself

evidence of the same tendency towards a stratified arrange-

ment in accordance with relative densities, as will be im-

mediately further alluded to.

There seems therefore to be much probability in the

hypothesis that, in the gradual condensation of the original

nebula, each successive mass left behind represented the
density of its parent layer, and consisted of progressively

heavier matter. The remoter planets, with their low
density and vast absorbing atmospheres, may be supposed
to consist of metalloids like the outer parts of the sun’s

atmosphere, while the interior planets are no doubt mainly
metallic. The rupture of each planetary ring would, it is

conceived, raise the temperature of the resultant nebulous
planet to such a height as to allow the vapours to rearrange
themselves by degrees in successive layers, or rather shells,

according to density. And when the planet gave off a
satellite, that body would, it might be expected, have the
composition and density of the outer layers of its primary,^
For many years the only evidence available as to the

actual composition of other heavenly bodies than our own
earth was furnished by the aerolites^ meteorites or falling

stars, which from time to time have entered our atmo-
sphere from planetary space, and have descended upon the
surface of the globe. Subjected to chemical analysis these
foreign bodies show considerable diversities of composition

;

but in no case have they yet yielded a trace of any element
not already recognized among terrestrial materials. Up-
wards of twenty of our elements have been detected in
aerolites, sometimes in the free state, sometimes combined
with each other. More than half of them are metals, in-

cluding iron, nickel, manganese, calcium, sodium, and potas-

^ IMr Lockyer communicated some of his views to Professor Prest-
wich, who gave themm his interesting Lecture at Oxford, in
1875 He has further stated them in his Manchester Lectures, ']^y
ihe JSarWs Chemistry is as it is.
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Slum. There occur also carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur,

oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. In some of their com-
binations these elements, as found in the meteoric stones,

differ from their mode of occurrence in the accessible parts

of the earth. Iron, for example, occurs as native mefcal,

alloyed with a variable proportion (6 to 10 per cent.) of

metallic nickel. But in other respects they closely resemble
some of the familiar materials of the earth’s rocky crust.

Thus we have such minerals as pyrite, apatite, olivine,

augite, hornblende, and labradorite. No more reliable

proof could be desired that some at least of the other
members of the solar system are formed of the same
materials as compose the earth.

But in recent years a far more precise and generally

applicable method of research into the composition of the
heavenly bodies has been found in the spectroscope. By
means of this instrument, the light emitted from self-

luminous bodies can be analysed in such a way as to show
what elements are present in their intensely hot luminous
vapour. lYhen the light of a burning metal is examined
with a properly-arranged prism, it is seen to give a dark
band or spectriim which is traversed by certain vertical

bright lines. This is termed a radiation-s'pectrum. Each
element appears to have its own characteristic arrange-

ment of lines, which retain the same relative position,

intensity, and colours. Moreover, gases and the vapours
of solid bodies are found to intercept those rays of light

which they themselves emit. The spectrum of burning
sodium, for example, shows two bright yellow lines. If

therefore white light from some other source passes through
the vapour of sodium, these two bright lines become dark
lines, that portion of the light being exactly cut off which
would have been given oub by the sodium itself. This is

called an absoriotion-s'pectrxLm,

By this method of examination it has been ascertained
that many of the elements of which our earth is composed
exist in the state of incandescent vapour in the atmosphere
of the sun. Among these are some of our most familiar

mebals—iron, zinc, copper, nickel, with sodium, magnesium,
barium, calcium, and vast quantities of free hydrogen.
Moreover, as Mr Lockyer has pointed out, these elements
appear to succeed each other in relation to their respective

densities. Thus the coronal atmosphere which, as seen in

total eclipses, extends to so prodigious a distance beyond
the orb of the sun, consists mainly of sub-incandescent
hydrogen and another element which may be new% Beneath
this external vaporous envelope lies the chromosphere
where the vapours of incandescent hydrogen, calcium, and
magnesium can be detected. Further inward the spot-zone

shows the presence of sodium, titanium, &c.; while still

lower, a layer (the reversing layer) of intensely hot vapours,
Jying probably next to the inner brilliant photosphere gives

spectroscopic evidence of the existence of incandescent iron,

manganese, cobalt, nickel, copper, and other well-known
terrestrial metals.^

The spectrosope has likewise been successfully applied
by Mr Huggins and others to the observation of the fixed

stars and nebulae, with the result of establishing a similarity

of elements between our own system and other bodies in

sidereal space. In the radiation spectra of nebulae Mr
Huggins finds the hydrogen lines very prominent; and he
conceives that they may be glowing masses of that element.
Sir William Thomson and Professor Tait have suggested,
on the other hand, that they are more probably clouds of

stones in rapid motion, perhaps in an atmosphere of

hydrogen. Among the fixed stars absorption spectra have

^ On the constitution of the snn see Roscoe’s S^pectrum Analysis'^
Lockyer’ s Solar Physics, 1873; and memoirs in Proc, of Roy, Soc,,
by B. Stewart, Loewy, and De la Faie.
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been recognized, pointing to a structure resembling that of
our sun, viz., a solid or liquid incandescent nucleus, sur-
rounded with an atmosphere of glowing vapour. ^ Accord-
ing to Mr Lockyer, those stars or nebulae which have the
highest temperature have the simplest spectra, and in pro-
portion as they cool their materials become more and more
diiferentiated into what we call elements. He remarks that
the most brilliant or hottest stars show in fcheir spectra only
the lines of gases, as hydrogen. Cooler stars, like our sun,
give indications of the presence, in addition, of the more
stable metals—magnesium, sodium, calcium, iron. A still

lower temperature he regards as marked by the appearance
of the other metals, metalloids, and compounds, so that the
older a star or planet is the more will it lose free hydrogen,
till, when it comes to the condition of our earth, all its free

hydrogen will have disappeared.^ According to this view
the atoms of all the elements existed originally in the nebula
dissociated from each other by reason of the intense heat.

As the nebula gravitated towards its nucleus and cooled, the
atoms came together, and the elements appeared in a certain

order, beginning with hydrogen, and passing on through the
metals and metalloids into compounds such as we find on
our globe. The sun would thus be a star considerably-

advanced in the process of differentiation or association of

its atoms. It contains, so far as we know, no metalloids
or compounds, while stars like Sirius show the presence
only of hydrogen, with but a feeble proportion of metallic

vaxDOurs ; and on the other hand, the red stars indicate by
their spectra that their metallic vapours have entered into

combination, whence it is inferred that their temperature
is lower than that of our sun.

Further confirmation of these views as to the order of

planetary evolution is furnished by the form and structure
of the earth. Reference has already been made to the fact

that the outer crust of our planet jDossesses only about half

the density of the whole mass. It consists largely of

metalloids—oxygen, silicon, carbon, snljjhur, chlorine. On
the other hand, lavas and mineral veins, which are believed
to have been supplied from some considerable dejpth, con-

tain abundance of metallic ingredients.

The form of the globe likewise points to a former
fluid condition. As the result of computations from ten

measured arcs of the meridian made by different observers

between tlie latitudes of Sweden and the Cape of Good
Hope, Bessel obtained the following data for the dimensions
of the earth :

—

Equatorial diameter 41,847,192 feet, or 7925*604 miles.
Polar diameter 41,707,314 ,, 7899*114

,,

Amount of polar flattening, 139,768 ,, 26*471 ,,

The equatorial circumference is thus a little less than
25,000 miles, and the difference between the polar and
equatorial diameters (nearly 26-J miles) amounts to about

-g-J-^th of the equatorial diameter.^ More recently, however,
it has been shown that the oblate spheroid indicated by
these measurements is not a symmetrical body, the equa-

torial circumference being an ellipse instead of a circle.

The diameter of which the vertices touch the surface of the

globe in longitudes 14° 23' E. and 194° 23' E. of Greenwich
is nearly two miles longer than that at right angles to it.^

In obedience to the influence of rotation on its axis, our

planet would tend to assume exactly such a flattening at

the poles as it has been proved to possess. This was dis-

covered and demonstrated by Newton, and the amount of

® Huggins, Proo, Roy. Soc., 1863—66, and Rrit. Assoc. Tjccturo

(Nottingham, 1866); Huggins and Miller, PMl. Trans., 1864,
® Lockyer, Comptes Rendus, Dec, 1873.
^ Herschel, Astronomy, p. 139.
® A. R. Clarke, Mem. Roy. A&tron. Soc., xxix.; Hersckel, Astron.,,

p. 691. See also a more recent pai3er hy Colonel Clarke, Phil. Mag.y
August 1878.
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the ellipticity was actually calculated by him, long before

any measurement had confirmed such a conclusion.

The tendency of modern research is thus to give proba-

bility to the conception that not only in our own solar

system, but throughout the regions of space, there has been

a common plan of evolution, and that the matter diffused

through space in stars, nebulae, and systems is substantially

the same as that with which we are familiar. Hence the

study of the structure and probable history of the sun and

the other heavenly bodies comes to possess an evident

geological interest, seeing that it may yet enable us to carry

back the story of our planet far beyond the domain of

ordinary geological evidence, and upon data not less reliable

than those furnished by the rocks of the earth’s crust.

II. The Movements of the Eaeth in thetb Geological
Eelations.

We are here concerned only with those aspects of the

earth’s motions which materially influence the progress of

geological phenomena.
1, Rotation,—^In obedience to the impulse communicated

to it at its original separation, the earth rotates on its axis.

This movement is completed in about 24 hours, and to it

is due the succession of day and night. So far as observa-

tion has yet gone, this movement is uniform, though recent

calculations of the influence of the tides in retarding rota-

tion tend to show that a very slow diminution of the

angular velocity is in progress. This velocity varies

relatively in different places, according to their position

on the surface of the planet. At each pole theije can
be no velocity, but from these two points towards the

eq[uator there is a continually increasing rapidity of

motion, till at the equator it is equal to a rate of 507
yards in a second.

To the rotation of the earth are due certain remarkable
influences upon currents of air, which circulate either

towards the equator or towards the poles. Currents
which move from polar latitudes travel from parts of the

earth’s surface where the velocity of rotation is small to

others where it is great. Hence they lag behind, and
their course is bent more and more westward. An air

current quitting the north polar or north temperate regions

as a north wind is deflected out of its course and becomes
a north-east wind. On the opposite side of the globe a
similar current setting out straight for the equator is changed
into a south-east wind. This is the reason why the well-

known trade-winds have their characteristic westward de-
fl exion. On the other hand, a current setting out northwards
or southwards from the equator passes into regions having
a less velocity of rotation than it possesses itself, and hence
it travels on in advance and is gradually deflected eastward.
The aerial currents blowing steadily across the surface of
the ocean produce currents in its waters which have a
westward tendency communicated to them indirectly from
the effect of rotation. A certain deflexion is said to be
experienced by such rivers as flow in a meridional direction,

like the Yolga- Those which flow polewards are asserted
bo press upon their eastern rather than their western banks,
while those which run in the opposite direction are stated
to be thrown mere against the western than the eastern.
The reality of this action may be doubted.

2. Revolution,—Besides turning on its axis the globe
performs a movement round the sun, termed revolution.
This movement is accomplished in rather more than 365
days. It determines for us the length of our year, which is,

in fact, merely the time required for one complete revolu-
tion. The path or orbit followed by the earth round the
sun is not a perfect circle but an ellipse, with the sun in
one of the foci, the mean distance of the earth from the sun

being 92,400,000 miles. By slow secular variations the

form of the orbit alternately approaches and recodes from
that of a circle. 'At the nearest possible approach between
the two bodies, owing to change in the ellipticity of the
orbit, the earth is 14,368,200 miles nearer the sun than
when at its greatest possible distance. These maxima and
minima of distance occur at vast intervals of time. The
last considerable eccentricity took place about 200,000 years

ago, and the previous one more than half a million of years

earlier. Since the amount of heat received by the earth

from the sun is inversely as the square of the distance,

eccentricity must have had in past time much effect upon
the climate of the earth, as will be pointed out further on
(section 7, p. 218).

3. Precession of the Equinoxes.—If the axis of the earth

were perpendicular to the plane of its orbit, there would be
equal day and night all the year round. But it is really

inclined to that plane at an angle of 23J°. Hence our
hemisphere is alternately presented to and turned away
from the sun, and in this way brings us the familiar alter-

nation of the seasons—the long days of summer and the

short days of winter. Again, were the earth a perfect

sphere of uniform density throughout, the position of its

axis of rotation would not change. But owing to the pro-

tuberance along the equatorial regions, the attraction chiefly

of the sun and moon tends to pull the axis aside, or to

make it describe a conical movement like that of the axis

of a top round the vertical. Hence each pole points succes-

sively to different stars. This movement, called the preces-

sion of the equinoxes, in combination with other planetary

movements, completes its cycle in 21,000 years. At
present the winter in our northern hemisphere coincides

with the earth’s approach to the sun, or In
10,500 years hence it will take place when the earth is at

the farthest part of its orbit from the sun, or in a'phelion.

This movement acquires great importance when considered

in connexion with the secular variations in the eccentricity

of the orbit (see section 7).

4. Change in the Ohliq^dty of the Ecliiytic,—The angle at

which the axis of the earth is inclined to the plane of its

orbit does not remain strictly constant. It oscillates through
long periods of time to the extent of about a degree and a
half, or perhaps a little more, on either side of the mean.
According to Dr Croll,^ this oscillation must have consider-

ably affected former conditions of climate on the earth,

since, when the obliquity is at its maximum, the polar
regions receive about eight and a half days more of heat
than they do at present—that is, about as much heat as

lat. 76° enjoys at this day. This movement must have
augmented the geological effects of precession, to which
reference has just been made, and which are described in

section 7.

5. Stahility of the Earths s Axis,—^That the axis of the
earth’s rotation has successively shifted, and consequently
that the poles have wandered to different points on the
surface of the globe, has been maintained by geologists as

the only possible explanation of certain remarkable condi-

tions of climate, which can be proved to have formerly
obtained within the Arctic Circle. Even as far north as

lat. 81° 45' abundant remains of a vegetation indicative of

a warm climate, and including a bed of coal 25 to 30 feet

thick, have been found in situ. It is contended that where
these plants lived the ground could not have been per-

manently frozen or covered for most of the year with thick
snow. In explanation of the difiiculty, it has been sug-
gested that the north pole did not occupy its present posi-

tion, and that the locality where the plants occur lay in
more southerly latitudes. Without at present entering on

^ CroU, Trans, Geol, Soc , Glasgow
,

ii. 177.
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the discussion of the question whether the geological evi-

dence requires necessarily so important a geographical

change, let us consider how far a shifting of the axis of

rotation has been a possible cause of change during that

section of geological time for which there are records among
the stratified rocks.

From the time of Laplace^ astronomers have strenuously

denied the possibility of anj^ sensible change in the position

of the axis of rotation. It has been urged that, since the

planet acquired its present oblate spheroidal form, nothing
but an utterly incredible amount of deformation could

overcome the greater centrifugal force of the equatorial

protuberance. It is certain, however, that the axis of rota-

tion does not strictly coincide with the principal axis of

inertia. Though the angular difference between them must
always have been small, we can, without having recourse

to any extra-mundane influence, recognize two causes

which, whether or not they may suffice to produce any
change in the position of the main axis of inertia, un-
doubtedly tend to do so. In the first x^iace a widesj^read

upheaval or depression of certain portions of the surface to

a considerable vertical amount might shift that axis. In
the second place an analogous result might arise from the
denudation of continental masses of land and the consequent

;

filling up of sea-basins. Sir William Thomson freely con-

cedes the physical possibility of such changes. ‘‘We may
not merely admit, he says, “ but assert as highly probable,

that the axis of maximum inertia and axis of rotation,

always very near one another, may have been in ancient

times very far from their present geographical position, and
may have gradual!}^ shifted through 10, 20, 30, 40, or more
degrees, without at any time any perceptible sudden dis-

turbance of either land or water.”^ But though, in the

earlier ages of the planet's history, stupendous deformations
may have occurred, and the axis of rotation may have often

shifted, it is only the alterations which can possibly have
occurred during the accumulation of the stratified rocks
that need to be taken into account in connexion with
former changes of climate. If it can be shown therefore

that the geographical revolutions necessary to shift the axis

are incredibly stupendous in amount, improbable in their

distribution, and completely at variance with geological

evidence, we may reasonably withhold our belief from this

alleged cause of the changes of climate during geological

history.

It has been estimated by Sir William Thomson that

an elevation of 600 feet, over a tract of the earth’s surface

1000 miles square and 10 miles in thickness, would only
alter the position of the principal axis by one-third of a
second, or 34 feet.”^ Mr George Darwin has shown that
on the supposition of the earth’s complete rigidity no
redistribution of matter in new continents could ever shift

the pole from its primitive position more than 3°, but that,

if its degree of rigidity is consistent with a periodical re-

adjustment to a new form of equilibrium, the pole may
have wandered some 10° or 15° from its primitive position,

or have made a smaller excursion and returned to near its

old place. In order, however, that these maximum effects

should be produced, it would be necessary that each elevated
area should have an area of depression corresponding in size

and diametrically opposite to it, that they should lie on the
same complete meridian, and that they should both be
situated in lat, 45°. With all those coincident favourable
circumstances, an effective elevation of of the earth’s

surface to the extent of 10,000 feet would shift the pole

11^'; a similar elevation of would move it 1° 46^'; of

^ Micaniqite Celeste, tome v. p. 14.
® Brit. Assoc. Rep. (1876), Sections, p. 11.
® Trans. GeoL Soc. Glasgow, iv.

3° 17'; and of 8°
4J', Mr Darwin admits these to

be superior limits to what is possible, and that, on the sup-
position of intumescence or contraction under the regions
in question, the deflexion of the j>ole might be reduced to
a quite insignificant amount.-^

Under the most favourable conditions, therefore, the
possible amount of deviation of the pole from its first posi-

tion would appear to have been too small to have seriously
influenced the climates of the globe within geological
history. If we grant that these changes were cumulative,
and that the superior limit of deflexion was reached only
after a long series of concurrent elevations and depres-
sions, vve must suppose that no movements took place
elsewhere to counteract the effect of those about lat. 45°
in the two hemispheres. But this is hardly credible. A
glance at a geographical globe suffices to show how large a
mass of land exists now both to the north and south of that
latitude, especially in the northern hemisphere, and tliat

the deepest parts of the ocean are not antipodal to the
greatest heights of the land. These features of the earth’s

surface are of old standing. There seems, indeed, to be no
geological evidence in favour of any such geographical
changes as could have produced even the comparatively
small displacement of the axis considered possible by Mr
Darwin.

In an ingenious suggestion Dr John Evans contended
that, even without any sensible change in the position of

the axis of rotation of the nucleus of the globe, there might
be very considerable changes of latitude due to disturbance
of the equilibrium of the shell by the upheaval or removal
of masses of land between the equator and the x>oles, and
to the consequent sliding of the shell over the nucleus until

the equilibrium was restored. This hypothesis starts on the
assumption of a thin crust enclosing a liquid or viscous'

interior—an assumption which, as will be shown in subse-

quent pages, is negatived by considerations in physics. The
Rev. O. Fisher has suggested that the almost universal traces

of present or former volcanic action, the evidence from the
compressed strata in mountain regions that the crust of the

earth must have a capacity for slipping towards certain

lines, the great amount of horizontal compression of strata

which can be proved to have been accomplished, and the

secular changes of climate—notably the former warm
climate near the north pole—furnish grounds for in-

quiry “ whether a fluid substratum over a rigid nucleus
would not be compatible with mechanical considerations,

and whether, under those circumstances, changes in lati-

tude would not result from unequal thickening of the

crust.

6. Changes of the Eartl^s Centre of Gravity,—Though no
known geological operationseems to have been capable of pro-

ducing an effective change in the position of the axis of rota-

tion of the earth, there may have been variations in the posi-

tion of its centre of gravity. Any change of that kind must
affect the ocean, which of course adjusts itself in relation to

the earth’s centre of gravity. The enormous accumulation of

ice at one pole during the maximum of eccentricity will dis-

place the centre of gravity, and, as the result of this change

will raise the level of the ocean in the glacial hemisphere,®

Dr Croll has estimated that, if the present mass of ice in the

southern hemisphere is taken at 1000 feet thick extending

down to lat. 60°, the transference of this mass to the northern

hemisphere would raise the level of the sea 80 feet at the

north pole. Other methods of calculation give different

results. Mr Heath puts the rise at 128 feet; Archdeacon

Pratt makes it more ;
while the Rev. O. Fisher gives it at

^ Trans., November 1876.
s Geol. Mag., 1878, p. 552.
® Adbeinar, Revolutions de la Mer, 1840.
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409 feet ^ More recently, in returning to tins questionj

Di Croll remarks “that the removal of two miles of ice

from the Antarctic continent [and at present the mass of ice

there is probably thickei than that] would displace the

centre ot gravity 190 feet, and the formation of a mass of

ice equal to the one half of this, on the Arctic regions, would
cany the centre of gravity 95 feet farther, giving in all a

total displacement of 285 feet, thus producing a rise of level

at the north xjole of 285 feet, and in the latitude of

Edinburgh of 234 feet A very considerable additional

dis^jlaceinent would arioe from the increment of water to

the mass of the ocean by the melting of the ice Supposing
half of the two miles of Antarctic ice to be rejilaced by an
ice caj) of similar extent and one mile thick in the northern
hemisphere, the other half being melted into water and
increasing the mass of the ocean, Dr Cioll estimates that

from this source an extra 200 feet of rise would take X3lace

in the general ocean level, so that there would be a use of

485 feet at the north pole, and 434 feet in the latitude of

Edinburgh ^ There must thus have been an alternate sub
mergence and emergence of the low x)olai lands due to

the alternate shifting of the centre of gravity

7 Influence of the Jlartli^s Movements ^ipon Ghmate—
Although the treatment of this subject in v olves a leference

1 3 questions which must be discussed in their x^roj^er xdace

m subsequent paits of tins aiticle, it will be most ax>propri

ately inserted here as a distinct and most iinx)oitant branch
of the astionomical relations of geology In later pages it

will be shown that the cbmate of the earth has undergone
many great vicissitudes duiing geological histoiy,—^for

example, that a warm and genial temperature has once
prevailed in arctic latitudes, while at another time snow
and ice extended far down into the heart of Europe Of
this latter change, which took place within a compaiatively
recent geological period, the tracer still lemain remarkably
fresh, and have excited gieat intere«^t and discussion It

lb known as the Glacial Period or Ice Age But we now
know that other similar periods of great cold x^iobably

X>receded it at widely sepaiated inteivals

Vaiious theories have been proposed in explanation of
such striking variations in climate Some of these have
appealed to a change in the i^osition of the earth’s axis
relatively to the mass of the planet (p 216) Others have
been based on the notion that the earth may have passed
through hot and cold regions of space Others, again, have
called in the effects of terrestrial changes, such as the dis
tiibution of land and sea, on the assumption that elevation
of land about the x^olss must cool the temperature of the
globe, while elevation round the equator would raise it

But as the changes of temperature have affected vast areas
of the earth’s surface, while there is a total absence of
all x>i^oof of any such enormous vicissitudes in x^bysical
geography as would be required, and since there is accumu-
lating proof in favour of periodic alternations of climate,
there is a growing conviction that no mere local changes
could have sufficed, but that secular variations in climate
must be assigned to some general and probably recurring
cause 3

By degrees geologists accustomed themselves to the belief
that the cold of the glacial period was not due to mere
terrestrial changes, but was to be explained somehow as the
result of cosmical causes Among the various suggestions,
one deserves careful consideration—change in the eccen-

1 Croll, in Header for 2d Sept 1865, and Ph%l Mag
,
April 1866

,

Heath,
,
April 1869, Pratt, Phil Mag, Maieh 1866,

Pisher, Reader, 10th Pehriiaiy 1866
Cl oil, Geol Mag, new senes, i (1874), p 347, CVimate and

Time, chaps xxiii and xxiv
* In Lyell s Pnncyfles of Geology the dcctnue of the influence of

geojjiaplucal changes is maintained

tncity of the earth’s orbit Sii John HeischoP out
many yeara ago that the duect effect of a liigh condition

of eccentricity is to x^^oJtice an unusually cold winter
followed by a coiiesx^ondingly hot siimmei on the heniL
sphere whose winter occuis in ax^helion, wdiile an equable
condition of climate will at the same time x^revail on the

opx^osite hemisx)heie But both hemisx^heies must receive

precisely the same amount of solar lieai, because the
deficiency of heat resulting fioin the sun’s gieato^ distance

during one part of the ;year is exactly conix^ensated by the

greater length of that season Su John Herschel e\eii

considered that the direct effects of eccentricity must thus
be nearly ntutialized ® As a like verdict was afteiwards
given by Arago, Humboldt, and otheis, geologists weie
satisfied that no irnpoi taut change of climate could be attii

butecl to change of eccentiicity

It IS to the lumuous memoirs of Dr Janies Cioll that

geology IS indebted for the fiiot fiuitful suggestion iii this

matter, and for the sub'^eexuent elaborate develoxnnent of

the whole subject of the xfiiysical causes on which climate

depends He has been so good as to draw ux> fox this

aiticle the following summary of Ins views (taken chiefly

fiom his x>ai3er in the Ma// foi Februaiy 1870) The
leader will find the subject fully worked out in Dr Ci oil’s

work, Ghmate and T%me, 1875
“Assuming the mean distaiLce of the sun to bo 92,400,000 miles,

then when the eccentiicity is at its suxieiioi liiiiit, 07775, the distinee

of the sun fiom the eaith when the Kttoi is in the aplielioii of its

orbit, is no less than 99,584,100 miles, and when in the x>eiihelion

it IS only 85,215,900 miles The earth is, theiofoie, 14,368,200
miles faithei fi oni the sun in tliefoiinei than in the lattei position

The direct heat of the sun being iiivei sely as the square of the dis

tance, it folloivs that the amount of heat leceived by the eaith in
these two imsitions will be as 19 to 26 The piesent eeccntiiciti

being 0168, the earths distance duimg oiu northern wiiitei is

90,847,680 miles Supx)ose now that, fiom the x>iccessioii of the
equinoxes, winter in our noithern hemisphcio should hax)x>oii wliiii

the eaith is in the aphelion of its orbit, at the time that the oibit

is at its gieatost eccentiicity the eaith w’oiild then be 8,730,420
miles farther fiom the sun in 'wintei thin it is at x>icsent The
direct heat of the sun would theiefoie duiiiig wiiitci, be one fifth

less and during sumnioi one fifth gi enter than now Has onoimoub
difference would nccessaiily affect the climate to a \oi> gieat extent
Were the winters undei these ciicum&taneos to occur when the caith
was in the x>eiihelion of its oibit, the earth w’ould then be
14,368,200 miles neaier the sun in wiiitei than in sumiiiei In this

case the diffeience between ivmter and summer in oui latitiidis

would be almost annihilated Hut as the wmteis in tlie one hemi-
sphere coriesjiond with the summeis in the othei, it follows that
while the one hemispliere ivould be endiumg tlie gicatest exti ernes

of summer heat and winter cold, the other would bo enjo;^iiig pci

,

x>etual summei
I * It IS quite tiue that whatevei maj be the eccenti icity of th c cai Ih s

orbit, the two hemisxiheres must leceive equal quantities of heat per
annum, for proximity to the sun is exactly comx^ensated b^ the
effect of swifter motion The total amount of heat leceived from
the sun betw een the tw^’o equinoxes is thcrcfoi e the same in botli

halves of the year, whatever the eccentricity of the eaith s oibit may
be For example, whatevei extra heat the southern hciiiisxffiei e may
at piesent receive per day fiom the sun duiing its summei months,
owing to gieater pioxiniity to the sun, is exactly comxjcnsatcd by a
coiiesponding loss arising fiom the slioitness of the season

,
and on

the othei hand, whatevei deficiency of heat w’^e in the noithern
hemisphere may at piesent have per day duiing our summer lialf-

year, in consequence of the eaith s distance fiom the sun, is also

exactly compensated by a coriesponding length of season
“ It is well known, howevei, that those simple changes in the sun s

summer and winter distances would not alone x)roduce a glacial ex^och,

and that physicists, confining their attention to the puiely astio-

nomical effects, weie perfectly coirect m affirming that no increase
of eccentiicity of the earth s orbit could account foi that exioch But
the impoitant fact was overlooked that, although the glacial epoch
could not result directly from an increase of eccentricity, it might
nevertheless do so indirectly fiom physical agents that were brought
into ox)eiation as a lesult of an increase of eccentricity The follow-
ing is an outline of what these physical agents weie, how they weie
hiought into 0X361 ation, and the w'ay m w’^hich they may have led
to the glacial ex^oeh

^ Trans Geol JSoc

,

vol iii p 293 (2d senes)
^ Cabinet Cyclopccdia, sec 316, Outlines of Astronomy sec 368
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*'\Yit‘h. the eccontricit} n-t its supoTio limit and the •v^inter oeci r

ring in the aphelion the earth i\ould, as m g have seen, he 8,736 420
niiies laither fioin the sun during that season than at piesent Ine
1 eduction 111 the amount of heat leceived fioin the sun, oving to his

iiici teased distincc, would lovei the nndvintei tempeiature to an
e 101 nous extent In tempeiate legions the gi eater i)oition of the
moisture of the air is at present jirecipitated in the form of i am, and
the -veiy small portion which falls as snow disap^ieais in the eoiiise

o-^ a few weeks at most But in the ciicumstances undei considei

atioii the mean winter tempei atuie would ho lowei ed so much helow
the fieezing point that what now falls as lain during that season
would then fall as snow This is not all

,
the winteis vould then

not only be coldei than now, hut they ^^ ould also he much longei

At piesent the viiiteis arc nearly eight days shoztei than the
simimers, hut with the eccentiicity at its superioi limit and the
wintei solstice in aphelion, the length of the -vvinteis would exceed
that of the siimmeis by no fewer than thirty six days The lowci
ing of the temiiei atuie and the lengthening ot the winter would both
tend to the same effect, viz to iiiciease the amount of snow accuniu
lated during the wintei

,
for, other things being equal, the largei the

snow accumulating iieriod the greatei the accumulation It ma-\

he lemaiked, however, that the absolute quantity of heat received
duiing winter is not affected by the decrease in the sun s heat,-^ foi the
additional length of the season compensates foi this deeiease As
regal ds the absolute amount of heat received, inciease of the sun’s
distance and lengthening of the w inter aiecompensatoiy, but not so

in legard to the amount of snow accumulated The consequence of
this state of things would be that, at the commencement of the shoit
summer, the ground would be covered with the wintei s acciimu
latiou of snow Again, the presence of so much snow w ould low ci

the summer tempeiature, and prevent to a great extent the melting
of the snow

‘‘There aie three separate ways wheieby accumulated masses of

snow and ice tend to lowei the summer tempei atuie, viz —
^^Fb7st, By means of direct ladiation 17o matter what the

intensity of the sun’s lays may be, tbe temxiei atuie of snow and ice

can never rise aho-v e 32° Hence tbe x>rosence of snow and icc tends
by direct ladiation to lowei the temx)erature of all suiiounding bodies
to 32° In Greenland, a countiy covered with snow and ice, the
itch has been seen to molt on the side of a shixi exx^osed to the
iiect lays of the sun, while at the same time the suirounding an

was fai below the freezing point, a thermometer exposed to the
direct radiation of the sun lias been observed to stand above 100°,

while the air smrounding the instrument w as actually 12° below tbe
freezing point A siniilu cxpeiieiicehas beeiirecoided b;y tiavelleio

on tbe snow fields of the xllx^s Tbesc results, surprising as thej no
doubt appear, are wbat we ought to cxxiect undei the ciicumstances
Perfectly dry an seems to be nearly incapable of absorbing radiant
heat The entiie radiation passes thiough it almost without any
sensible absoix^tion Consequently the x^itch on the side of the ship
may he melted or the bulb of the theimometer iiised to a high
temperatuie by the direct rays of the sun, while the suriounding
air remains intensely cold Ihe air is cooled by contact with the
snow covered giound, but is not heated by the radiation fiom the
sun
“When the air is chaiged with aqueous vax^our, a similai cooling

effect also takes iilace, butm a slightly diffeient way An cbaiged
with aqueous vapour is a good absorber of radiant heat, but it can
only absorb those lays which agree -vvitli it in 'period It so haxipens
that rays from snow and ice aie, of all others, those wliieli it absoibs
best The humid air will absoib the total ladiatioii fioni the snow
and ice, hut it will allows the greater part of, if not nearly all, the
sun’s rays to x)ass unahsorhed But during the day, when the sun
IS shining, the radiation from the snow and ice to the air is

negative ,
that is, the snow and ice cool the air by ladiation The

result IS, the an is cooled by radiation from the snow and ice (or
rather, we should say, to the snow and ice) moie rapidly than it is

heated by the sun, and, as a consequence, in a country like Green
land, covered with an icy mantle, the temperatuie of the air, even
dmmg summer, seldom uses above the freezing point Sziow is a
good refiectoi, hut as simple reflection does not change the chaiactor
of the lays they would not he absorbed by the air, hut would pass
into stellar space Were it not foi the ice, the summers of IT’oith

Gieenland, owing to the continuance of the sun above the hoiizon,
would be as warm as those of England

,
but, instead of this, the

Gieenland summers are colder than oui winters Cover India with
an ice sheet, and its summers would he colder than those of
England

“ Second

f

Another cause of the cooling effect is that the rays which
fall on snow and ice are to a great extent reflected back into space
But those that are not reflected, but absorbed, do not raise the tem-
p'^^rature, for they disappear in the mechanical w^ork of melting the
ice For whatsoever may be the intensity of the sun’s heat the

1 Wlien the eccentiicitj is at its supeiioi limit the absolute quantity of
he-it iccened by the eaith during- the yeai is ho-wever about one thiee
hundiedth part gieatei than at present But this does not affect the question at
Issue

surface of the ground will be kex t at 32° so long as tlie snow’ and
ice remain unmelted

‘ Tlinid^ Snow and ice lower the tempeiatuie In chilling the air
and condensing the v^x^our into thick fogs The gicit slitiigth of
the sunsra;^b dining summei due to his nearness at th-it season,
would in the flist x^ace, tend to pioduce an incieased amount of
e-vapoiation But the piesence of snow clad mountains and an icy
sea would chill the atinos]jheic and condense the vax')oui into thick
fogs The thick fogs and cloudy sky would eflcctiially xu event the
suns lays fiom leacliing the caith, and the snow, in consequence,
would remain unmelted dmmg the entii e summei In fict w e have
this very condition of things exemxilified in some of the islands of
the Southein Ocean at the present daj Sandwich Land, which is

in the same paiallol of latitude as the noith of Scotland, is coi eied
with ice and snow the eutiie summei

,
and in the island of South

Geoigia, which is in the same x^aiallel as the centie of England, the
peix^etual snow descends to the very sea beach Captain "Sii James
Boss found the x>eix')etual snow at the sea le\el at Admiialty Inlet,
South Shetlmd, in lat 64°, and wdiile near this xflace the theimo-
metei in the veiy middle of summei fell at night to 23° F The re
diiction of the suns heat and lengthening of the wintei which
W'onld take xflace w hen the eccentricity is near to its suxieiior limit
and the winter in axdielion, would in this countiy xnoduce a state of

things x^eiliaxis as bad as, if not woise than, that which at x')iesent

exists in South Gcoigia and South Shetland
‘ The cause which abo-^ e all otheis must tend to produce gieat

changes of climate, is the deflexion of gieat ocean currents A high
condition of eccentricity tends, we have seen, toxuodiicean accumu-
lation of snow and ice on the liemisx3lieie whose wintois occui in
axflielion The accumulation of snow in turn tends to lowei the
summer temperatuie cut off the siiu s rays, and retaid the melting
of the snow In shoit, it tends to pioduce on that hemisx^heie a
stite of glaciation Exactl}’’ 0|iposite effects take place on the other
hemisxiheie, w’hich has its winter in perihelion There the short
ness of the winteis, combined with the high tempeiature aiising

fiom the iieainess of the sun tends to x>le^ent the accumulation of

snow The geneiai result is that the one hemisx>heie is cooled and
the othei heated This state of things now brings into play the
agencies wdiich le-id to the deflexion of the Gulf stieani and other
gieat oeean euirents

‘Owung to the gieat difference between the tomx^ei atuie of the
equatoi and the poles, theie is a constant flow of an horn the i oles

to the equator It is to this that the trade winds ow e their exist

ence Now, as the strength of these winds will, as a geneial lule,

depend upon the diffeience of temperatuie that may exist between
the cquatoi and higher latitudes, it follow s that the trades on the
cold hcmisx‘>heie wnll be stiongei than those on the waim When
the polar and temx>eiate regions of the one hemispheie are covered
to a laige extent with snow and ice, the air, as we have just seen,

IS kcx)t almost at the fieezing point duimg both summei and wrmtei
The trades on that hemi&x^heie will, of necessity, he exceedingly
powerful while on the othei hemisxihere, where there is compara-
tively little snow or ice, and the air is waim, the trades will
consequently be weak Suppose now the northern hemispheie to

be the told one The noith east trade -^vinds of this hemisphere will

far exceed in strength the south east trade winds of the southern
hemisjrherc The 7 ledian line between the trades will consequently
he to a very considerable distance to the south of the equatoi We
have a good example of this at the piesent day The difference of

teinxreiatuie between the two hemisiiheres at piesent is hut trifling

to what it would be in the case under consideration, yet we find

that the south east trades of the Atlantic hlowr with greater foice

than the noith-east trades, sometimes extending to 10° or 15°]Sr lat

,

wheieas the north east trades seldom blow south of the equator
The effect of the noithein trades blowing across the equator to a
great distance will he to impel the warm w’atei of the tropics over

into the Southern Ocean But this is not all , not only would
the median line of the trades he shifted southwards, but the

gieat equatorial curients of the globe would also be shifted south-

wards
“Let us now consider how this would affect the Gulf stream The

South American continent is shaped somewhat in the form of a tri-

angle, with one of its angular comers, called Cape St Eoque, pointing

eastwards The equatorial curient of the Atlantic impinges against

this coiner , hut as the gieatei portion of the cunent lies a little to

the noith of the corner, it flows westwards into the Gulf of Mexico
and foims the Gulf sti earn A consideiable portion of the water,

however, strikes the land to the south of the cape, and is deflected

along the shore of Brazil into the Southern Ocean, forming what is

known as the Brazilian curient Now, it is obvious that the shift-

ing of the equatoi lal current of the Atlantic only a few degrees to

the south of its present position—a thing which would certainly

take place under the conditions which we have been detailing

—

would turn the entire current into the Biazihan branch, and instead

of flowing chiefly into the Gulf of Mexico, as at present, it would all

flow into the Southein Ocean, and the Gulf stieam -^ould con

sequently he stoxjped The stoppage of the Gulf stream, combmed
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with all those causes which we have just been considering, would
place Europe under a glacial condition, while at the same time the
temperatui'e of the Southern Ocean would, in consequence of the
enoimous quantity of waiin water leceived, have its tempeiatuie
(already high fiom other causes) laisod enoimously. And what
holds true in regard to the cunents of the Atlantic holds also tiue,

though peihaps not to the same extent, of the cniients of the
Pacific

“ If the breadth of the Gulf-stream be taken at 50 miles, its depth
at 1000 feet, its mean velocity at 2 statute miles an horn, the
temperatuie of the water 'when it leaves tlie Gull at 65®, and the
return ciiiicnt at 40“ F then, as has been shown in Climate and
Time^ chapter ii

,
the quantity of heat conveyed into the Atlantic

by this stieam is equal to one-fomth of all the heat leeeived
from the sun by that ocean from the Tropic of Cancer to the Aictic
Circle.® Fiom principles discussed at consideiable length m the
chapter referied to, it is shown that, hut foi the Gulf-stieam and
other cunents, London would have a mean annual tempeiatuie 40“

lower than at present.

But there is still another cause which must be noticed —a strong
undereurient of q.it from the north implies an equally stiong up]>er
current to the noith Flow if the efiect of the undeicmrent would
he to im]pel the waim water at the equator to the soiitli, the effect

of the upper current w^ould be to cany the aqueous vapour formed
at the equator to the north, the upper cmient, on icaching the
snow and ice of temperate regions, w^ould deposit its moisture in the
form of snow: so that it is piobable that, nowithstanding the gieat
cold of the glacial epoch, the quantity of snow falling in the
northern region would be enoimons Tins would be paiticulaily
the ease during summer, when the earth would be in the peiihelion
and the heat at the equator gieat The equator would be the fui-
naee wheie evapoiation would take place, and the snow and ice of
temperate legions w-ould act as a condenser

The foiegoing consideiations, as w^ell as many others W’hieh might
be stated, lead to the conclusion that, in ordei to raise the mean
temperature of the globe, water should be placed along the equator,
and not land, as was contended by Sir Chailes Lyell and others
For if land be placed at the eq^uator, the possibility of conveying the
sun*s heat from the equatorial regions by means of ocean currents is

prevented.
”

Inter Glacial Periods,—Allusion has already been made
to the fact that there is accumulating evidence to show that
changes of climate have been recurrent, and that this
alternation or periodicity goes far to prove them to be due
to some general or cosmical cause. Dr Croll has in^
geniously shown that every long cold period in each
hemisphere must have been interiupted by seveial shorter
warm periods, and “ when the one hemisphere,” he says,
** is under glaciation, the other is enjoying a warm and
equable climate. But, owing to the piecession of the
equinoxes, the condition of things on the two hemispheres
must be reversed every 10,000 years or so. When the
solstice passes the aphelion, a contrary process commences

;

the snow and ice gradually begin to dimmish on the
cold hemisphere and to make their appearance on the
other hemisphere. The glaciated hemisphere turns by
degrees warmer, and the warm hemisphere colder, and
this continues to go on for a period of ten or twelve
thousand years, until the winter solstice reaches the
perihelion. By this time the conditions of the two hemi-
spheres have been reversed

; the formerly glaciated hemi-
sphere has now become the warm one, and the warm
hemisphere the glaciated. The transference of the ice
from the one hemisphere to the other continues as long as
the eccentricity remains at a high value. It is probable
that, during the warm iuter glacial periods, Greenland
and the Arctic regions would be comparatively free from
snow and ice, and enjoying a temperate and equable
climate.

''i May 1873 the C%aamge,
expedition fwmd the Gulf-stieam, at the point -where it -was ciossed,
to be atent 60 miles in width, 100 fathoms deep, and flowing at the

This makes the volume of the stream one-
filth greater than the above estimate.

“ The quantity of heat conveyed hy the Gulf-stieam for dis-^ 77,479,650,000,000,000,000 foot-pounds peiaaj The quantity received fiom the sun bv the North Atloutif* ic

310,923,000,000,000,000,000 foot-pounds.

PAET II.—GEOGNOSY

:

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MATEI11A.LS OF THE
earth’s substance.

Before we enter upon any discussion of the geological
changes which oui planet has undergone, it is needful first

of all to study the materials of which the planet consists.

It IS from the evidence furnished by the nature and airange-
meiit of these materials that geological history must be
compiled.

Yiewed in a broad way then, the earth may be con-
sidered as consisting of (1) two envelopes,—an outer one
of gas completely surrounding the planet, and an inner one
of water covering about three-fouiths of the globe

;
and (2)

a globe cool and solid on its surface but possessing a high
internal temperatuie.

1. The Envelopes.

1. The Atmosphere,—The gaseous envelope to which the
name of atmosphere is given extends at least to a distance
of 40 or 45 miles from the earth’s suif.ice, perhaps in a
state of extreme tennity to a much greater height But ito

thickness must necessarily vaiy with latitude and changes
in atmospheric pressure; the layer of air lying over the poles
is not so deep as that which surrounds the equator.

Geologically considered, the atmosphere presents itself as

an agent of change by virtue of its composition and the
chemical reactions which it effects, its varying temperature
and consequent influence in expanding and contracting
rocks, and its movements.
Many speculations have been made regarding the

chemical composition of the atmospheie during former
geological periods. There can indeed be no doubt that it

must originally have differed very greatly from its iiresent
condition. The oxygen which now forms fully a half of
the outer crust of the earth was originally doubtless part of
the atmosphere. So, too, the vast beds of coal found all

over the world, in geological formations of many different
ages, represent so much carbonic acid once present in the
air. The chlorides in the sea likewise wrere probably
carried down out of the atmosphere in the primitive con-
densation of the aqueous vapour. It has often been sug-
gested that during the Carboniferous period the atmosphere
must have been warmer and with more aqueous vapour and
carbonic acid in its composition than at the present day, to
admit of so luxuriant a flora as that from which the coal
seams were formed. There seems, however, to be afc present
no method of arriving at any certainty on this subject.

As now existing, the atmosphere is considered to be
normally a mechanical mixture of nearly 4 volumes of
nitrogen and 1 of oxygen, wdth a minute proportion of car-
bonic acid, and still smaller quantities of other substances.
Expressed in a tabular form this composition is as follows :

—

Nitrogen . 79 00
Oxygen

. 20 96
Carbonic acid 0 04

These quantities are liable to some variation according to
locality. On the sea, for example, the proportion of carbonic
acid is said to average about 0 03. In the air of streets
and houses the proiiortion of oxygen diminishes, while that
of carbonic acid increases. According to the minute
researches of Dr Angus Smith, very pure air should contain
notl'^ss than 20*99 of oxygen, with 0*030 of carbonic acid

;

but he found impure air in Manchester to have only 20*21
of oxygen, w^hile the proportion of carbonic acid in that
city during fog was ascertained to rise sometimes to 0*0679,
and in the pit of the theatre to the very large amount of
0*2734. Small as the percentage of carbonic acid in ordi-
nary air may seem, yet the total amount of this gas in the
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whole atmosphere probably exceeds what would be disen-

gaged if all the vegetable and animal matter on the earth's

surface were burnt.

The other substances present in much more minute
quantities are gases, vapours, and solid particles. Of these

by much the most important is the vapour of water, which
is always present, but in very variable amount according to
temperature, ranging from about 4 to a maximum of 16
grains in 1000 grains of air.^ It is this vapour which con-
denses into dew, rain, hail, and snow. In assuming a
visible form, and descending through the atmosphere, it

takes up a minute quantity of air, and of the different sub-
stances which the air may contain. Being caught by the
rain, and held in solution or susiDension, these substances
can be best examined by analysing rain-water. In this way
ammonia, nitric, sulphurous, and sulphuric acids, chlorides,

various salts, solid carbon, inorganic dust, and oiganic
matter have been detected. M. J. J. Pierre found as the
lesult of his analysis that in the neighbourhood of Caen,
in France, a hectare of land receives annually from the
atmosphere, by means of ram

—

Chloiiile of sodium 37 5 kilogrammes.

„ potassium 8 2

„ magnesium .

.

2 5

, ,
calcium 1 8

Sulphate of soda 8 4

,, potash . 8 0

,, ImiG 6 2

,,
magnesia . 5 9

To these ingredients must be added traces of ammonia,
various salts, and organic substances, besides others still

undetermined.^ The powerful oxidizing agent ozone is

present in variable but alw ays minute quantities in the air.

The comparatively small but by no means unimportant
proportions of these various components of the atmosphere
are much more liable than the more essential gases to
great variations. Chloride of sodium, for instance, is, as
might be expected, particularly abundant in the air border-
ing the sea. Nitric acid, ammonia, and sulphuric acid
appear in the air of towns most conspicuously. The
organic substances present in the air are sometimes living

germs, such as probably often lead to the propagation of

disease, and sometimes mere fine particles of dust derived
from the bodies of living or dead organisms.^

2. T/ie Oceans,—About three-fourths of the surface of the
globe (or about 144,712,000 square miles) is covered by the
irregular sheet of water known as the sea. Within the last

ten years much new light has been thrown upon the depths,

temperatures, and biological conditions of the ocean-basins,

more particularly by the Lightning,” Porcupine,” and
‘‘ Challenger” expeditions fitted out b}^ the British Govern-
ment. It has been ascertained that few parts of the Atlan-
tic Ocean exceed 3000 fathoms, the deepest sounding
obtained there being one taken about 100 miles north from
the island of St Thomas, which gave 3875 fathoms, or rather

less than 4^ miles. The Atlantic appears to have an
average depth in its more open parts of from 2000 to 3000
fathoms or from about 2 to 3|- miles. In the Pacific

Ocean the Challenger ” got soundings of 3950 and 4475

^ The quantity of aqueous vapour depends upon the temperature,
warm air being able to retain more than cold air. Air at a tempera-
ture of 10“ 0. IS saturated when it contams 9 362 grammes of vapoui
in a cubic metre of air.

2 Chtmie Ag'i wole^ quoted by Dr Angus Smith, a7id Ram, p 232.
® The air of towns is peculiarly rich in impurities, especially in

manufacturing districts, where much coal is used These impurities,
however, though of serious consequence to the towns m a sanitary
point of view, do not sensibly affect the general atmosphere, seeing
that they are probably in great measure taken out of the air by ram,
even in the disti icts which produce them. They possess, however, a
special geological significance, and m this respect, too, have important
economic bearings. See on tins whole subject Dr Angus Smith’s work
alieady cited.

fathoms, or about 4] and ratlier more than 5 miles. But
these appear to mark exceptionally abyssal depressions,
the average depth being, as in the Atlantic, between 2000
and 3000 fathoms. We may theiefore assume, as probably
not far from the truth, that the average depth of the ocean
is about 2500 fathoms, or nearly 3 miles.

The water of the oceans is distinguished from the ordinary
terrestrial wateis by a higher specific giavity, and the
presence of so large a proportion of saline ingredients as to
impart a strongly salt taste. The average density of sea-

water is about 1’026, but it varies slightly in different parts
even of the same ocean. According to the recent observa-
tions of Mr J. Y. Buchanan during the ^‘Challenger ” expedi-
tion, some of the heaviest sea-water occnis in the pathway
of the trade-winds of the North Atlantic, where evaporation
must be comparatively rapid, a density of 1-02781 being
registered. Where, however, large rivers enter the sea, or
where there is much melting ice, the density diminishes

j

Mr Buchanan found among the broken ice of the Antarctic
Ocean that it had sunk to 1*02418.^

The greater density of sea-water depends of course u]3on
the salts which it contains in solution. There seems no
reason to doubt that these salts are, in the main, parts of

the original constitution of the sea, and thus that the sea
has always been salt. It is also probable that, as in the
case of the atmosphere, the composition of the ocean water
has in former geological periods been very different from
what it is now, and that it has acquired its j^resent character
only after many ages of slow change, and the abstraction of

much mineral matter originally contained in it. There is

evidence indeed among the geological formations that large
quantities of lime, silica, chlorides, and sulphates have m
the course of time been removed fiom the sea.®

But it is evident also that, whatever may have been the
original composition of the oceans, they have for a vase
section of geological time been constantly leceiving mineial
matter in solution from the land. Every spimg, biook, and
river removes various salts from the rocks over which it

moves, and these substances, thus dissolved, eventually find

their way into the sea. Consequently sea^water ought to

contain more or less traceable proportions of every substance
which the teriestrial waters can remove from the land, in

short, of probably every element ];)resent in the outei shell

of the globe, for there seems to be no constituent of this

earth which may not, under ceitain circumstances, be held
in solution in water. Moreover, unless there be some
counteracting i^rocess to remove these mineral ingredients,
the ocean, water ought to be growing, insensibly perhaps,
but still assuredly, salter, for the supply of saline matter
from the land is incessant. It has been ascertained indeed,
with some approach to certainty, that the salinity of the
Baltic and Mediterranean is gradually increasing. <5

The average propoition of saline constituents m the water
of the great oceans far from land is about three and a half

parts in every hundred of water. But in enclosed seas,

receiving much fresh water, it is greatly reduced, while in

those where evaporation predominates it is correspondingly

augmented. Thus the Baltic water contains from one-

seventh to nearly a half of the ordinary proportion in ocean
water, while the Mediterranean contains sometimes one-

sixth more than that proportion. The mineral constituents

include the following average ratios of salts —
^ Buchanan, Ptoc, Roy, Soc, (1876), vol. xxiv
® Dr Steny Hunt even supposes that the saline waters of Canada

and the northern States derive then mineral ingredients from the salts

still retained among the sediments and precipitates of the ancient sea

in which the earlier Palaeozoic rocks were deposited.

—

Geological and,

Chemical JSssays, p 104.
® Paul, in Watts’s Dictionary of Chemistry, v. 1020.
^ Bischof, Chemical Geology, i. 379.
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Percentage.

Cliloride of sodium (common salt) 75 '786

Cliloride of luagiicsium 9 '1 59
Cliloride of xmtassium 3 G57
Sulpliate of lime (gypsum) 4 617
Sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts) 5 ‘597

Bromide of sodium 1*184

100*000
Total x)ercentage of salts in sea-water 3*527

Besides these chief ingredients, sea-water has yielded

minute traces of iodine, fluorine, silica, acid,

carbonate of lime and magnesia, silver, lead, copper, arsenic.

Doubtless more perfect analysis will greatly increase this

list.

In addition to its salts sea-water always contains dissolved

atmospheric gases. From the researches conducted during
the voyage of the “ Bonita ” in. the Atlantic and Indian

Oceans it was estimated that the gases in 100 volumes of

sea-water ranged from 1*85 to 3*04, or from two to three

per cent. From observations made during the ^‘Porcu-

pine” cruise of 1868 it was inferred that the proportion

of oxygen was greatest (25*1 per cent.) in the surface

water, and least (19*5) in the bottom water, while that of

carbonic acid was least at the top (20*7) and greatest

(27*9) at the bottom, and that the action of the waves
was partially to eliminate the latter gas and to increase

the amount of oxygen. More recently, however, during
the voyage of the “Challenger,” Mr J. Y. Buchanan
ascertained that the proportion of carbonic acid was always
nearly the same for similar temperatures, the amount in

the Atlantic surface water, between 20° and 25° C.,

being 0*0466 gramme per litre, and in the surface

Pacific water 0*0268. He points out the curious fact that,

according to bis analyses, sea-water contains sometimes at

least thirty times as much carbonic acid as an equal bulk
of fresh water would do, aud he traces the greater power of

absorption to the presence of the suljphates.

IL The Solid Globe.

much heavier materials than the outside, and consequently
that the mass of the ]Dlanet must contain at least two dis-

similar X)ortioiis—an exterior lighter crust or rind, and an
interior heavier nucleus. But the effect of ptessurc must
necessarily increase the specific gravity of the interior as

will be alluded to further on.

2. The Crust ,—It was formerly a ^Drevalent belief that the
exterior aud interior of the globe differed from each other

to such an extent that, while the outer parts w'ere cool and
solid, the vastly more eiioinious inner part being inteiiculy

hot was more or less comxflctoly fluid. Hence the tenn
“crust” was apxflied to the external rind in the usual sense

of that w^ord. This crust w^as variously comx>uted to be
10, 15, 20 or more miles in thickness. For reasons wdiicli

will be afterwards given, the idea of internal liquidity has

been opx^osed by eminent x>hysicists and is now abaiiLh)ned

by most geologists. The term “ crust, ” however, coiiiinucs

to he used as a convenient word to denote the cool, ux>i>cr,

or outer layer of the earth’s mass, accessible to human
observation. It is in the structure aud history of this

crust that the main subjects of geological investigation are

contained. It will therefore be fully treated of in the

following parts of this article.

There are, howe v’er, some general views as to its coinx>osi-

tion and the arrangement of its materials, which may
ax)propriately find a yluce in this preliminary sectioin

Evidently our direct acquaintance with the chemical con-

stitution of the globe must be limited to that of the cruat,

though by inference w’e may eventually reach highly pro-

bable conclusions regarding the constitution of the interior.

Chemical research has discovered that sixty-four simple

or as yet indecomx^osable bodies, called elements, in vaiioiis

proportions and compounds, constitute the accessible x>art

of the crust. Of these, however, the great majority a}*e

comparatively of rare occurrence. The crust, so far as we can
examine it, is mainly built up of about sixteen elements,

which may be arranged in the two following gioups, tlio

most abundant bodies being placed first in each list :

—

1, General Considerations,—Within the atmospheric and
oceanic envelopes lies the inner solid globe. Eeference has
already been made to the comparative density of the planet
among the other members of the solar system. In all

speculation about the history of the earth, the density of

the whole mass of the planet as compared with water

—

the standard to which the specific gravities of terrestrial

bodies are referred—^is a question of prime importance.
Various methods have been employed for determining the
earth’s density. The deflexion of the plumb-line on either
side of a mountain of known structure and density, the
time of oscillation of the x)endulum at great heights, at the
sea-level, and in deep mines, the comparative force of
gravitation as measured by the torsion balance—each of
these processes has been tried with the following various
results :

—

Plamb-line experiments on Schieliallien (Maskelyne and
Playfair) gave as the mean density of the earth 4*713

Do. on Arthur’s Seat, Edinburgh, (James) 5*316
Pendulum experiments on Mont Cenis (Garlini and GiuHo).. 4*950

Do. in Harton coal-pit, Newcastle (Airy) 6*565
Torsion balance experiments (Cavendish) 5*480

Do. do. (Baily) 5*660

Though these observations are somewhat discrepant, we
may feel satisfied that the globe has a mean density neither
much more nor much less than 5*5

; that is to say, it is
five and a half times heavier than one of the same dimen-
sions formed of pure water. Now the average density of
the materials which compose the accessible portions of the
earth is between 2*5 and 3 ;

so that the mean density of
the whole globe is about twice as much as that of its outer
part. We might therefore infer that the inside consists of

Metalloids.
Atomic
Weight.

Oxygen 15*96
Silicon 28 *00

Carbon 11*97
Sulphur 31*98
Hydrogen (really a metal) 1 *00

Chlorine 35*37
Phosphorus 30*96
Fliioi*ine 19*10

Metals,
Atomic

Aluminium 27*30
Calcium 39*90
Magiiebium 23*94
Potassium 39*04
Sodium 22 *99

Iron 55*90
Manganese 54*80
Barium SO

By far the most abundant and important of tlitse

elements is oxygen. It forms about 23 x^®^^ cent by
weight of air, 88*88 per cent, of water, and about a half of

all the rocks which compose the visible portion or “cru&t
”

of the globe. Another metalloid, silicon, comes next in

abundance. It is always united with oxygen, forming the

mineral silica which, either alone or in combination with
various metallic bases as silicates, constitutes a half of all

the known mass of the globe. Of the remaining metalloids
carbon and sulx^hur sometimes occur in the free state, but
usually in combination with oxygen or some base or metal.

Chlorine and fluorine are found associated with metallic

bases. Hydrogen is properly a metal, and occurs chiefly in

combination with oxygen as the oxide, water. Phosphorus
occurs with oxygen principally in phosphate of lime.

Of the metals by far the most important in the architec-

ture of the exterior of the earth is aluminium. In con-
junction with oxygen and silicon it forms the basis of most
crystalline rocks. Calcium, magnesium, potassium, and
sodium, combined with oxygen, enter largely into the com-
position of rock?. Iron is the great colouring material in

nature, most of the yellow, brown, red, and green hues of
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rocks being due to some of its combinations. The sixteen

elements mentioned in the foregoing lists form about
ninety-nine parts of the earth’s crust; the other elements

constitute only about a hundredth part, though they include

gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, and the other useful metals,

iron excepted.

It is clear then that, so fai’ as accessible to our observa-

tion, the outer portion of our planet consists mainly
of metalloids, ancl its metallic constituents have in great

part entered into combination with oxygen, so that the
atmosphere contains the residue of that gas which has not
yet united itself to terrestrial compounds. In a broad view
of the arrangement of the chemical elements in the external

crust, the suggestive speculation of Diirocher deserves
attention.^ He regarded all rocks as referable to two layers

or magmas co-existing in the earth’s crust the one beneath
the other, according to their specific gravities. The
upper or outer layer, which he termed the acid or siliceous

magma, contains an excess of silica, and has a mean density
of 2'65. The lower or inner layer, which he called the
basic magma, has from six to eight times more of the earthy
bases and iron oxides, with a mean density of 2-96. To
the former he assigned the early plutonic rocks, granite,

felsite, &c., with the more recent trachytes
;

to the latter

he relegated all the heasry lavas, basalts, diorites, &c.
The ratio of silica is 7 in the acid magma to 5 in the
basic. Though the proportion of this acid or of the
earthy and metallic bases cannot be regaided as any cer-

tain evidence of the geological date of rocks, nor of their

probable depth of origin, it is nevertheless a fact that (with
many important exceptions) the eruptive rocks of the older

geological periods are very generally super-silicated and of

lower specific gravity, while those of later time are very
frequently poor in silica but rich in the earthy bases and in

iron and manganese, with a consequent higher specific

gravity. The latter, according to Durocher, have been forced
up from a lower zone through the lighter siliceous crust.

3. The Interior or Nucleus.—Though we cannot hope ever
to have direct acquaintance with more than the mere out-

side skin of our planet, we may be led to infer the irregular

distribution, of materials within the crust from the present
distribution of land and water, and the observed differences

in the amount of deflexion of the plumb-line near the sea
and near mountain-chains. The fact that the southern
hemisphere is almost wholly covered with water appears
explicable only on the assumption of an excess of density in
the mass of that portion of the planet. The existence of

such a vast sheet of water as that of the Pacific Ocean is to

be accounted for, says Archdeacon Pratt, by the presence of

‘‘some excess of matter in the solid parts of the earth
between the Pacific Ocean and the earth’s centre, which
retains the vrater in its place, otherwise the ocean would
flow away to the other parts of the earth.”^ The same
writer points out that a deflexion of the plumb-line towards
the sea, which has in a number of cases been observed,
indicates that “ the density of the crust beneath the moun-
tains must be less than that below the plains, and still less

than that below the ocean-bed.”^ Apart therefore from the
depressions of the earth’s surface in which the oceans lie,

we must regard the internal density, whether of crust or
nucleus, to be somewhat irregularly arranged,—there being
an excess of heavy materials in the water hemisphere and
beneath the ocean-beds as compared with the continental
masses.

In our ignorance regarding the chemical constitution of
the nucleus of our planet, an argument has sometimes been

^ Translated "bj Haughton in his Manual of Geology, 1866, p. 16.
® Figure of the Earth, 4tli edit

, p. 236.
® Op. cit., p. 200. See also Herschel, Fhys. Geogr, and O. Fisher,

Cambridge Phil. Trans
. ,

xii.
,
part li.

based upon the known fact that the specific gravity of that
nucleus is about double that of the crust. This has been
held by some writers to prove that the interior must con-
sist of much heavier material, and is therefore probably
metallic. But in so reasoning they forget that the efiect

of pressure ought to make the density of the nucleus much
higher, even if the interior consisted of matter no heavier
than the crust. In fact, we might argue for the probable
comparative lightness of the substance composing the
nucleus. That the total density of the planet does nut
greatly exceed its observed amount seems only explicable
on the supposition that some antagonistic force counteracts
the effects of pressure. The only force we can suppose
capable of so acting is heat. But how and to what extent
this counterbalancing takes place is still unknovin.

If we regard the question from another point of view,
however, the idea of a metallic nucleus seems not improbable.
Wlien the materials of the globe existed in a fluid conditiou,

as they are usually supposed to have doue, they would
doubtless arrange themselves in accordance with their

relative specific gravities. The denser elements would sink
towards the centre, the lighter would remain outside. That
this distribution has certainly taken place to some extent
is evident from the structure of the envelopes and crust.

It is what might be expected if the constitution of the globe
resembles on a small scale the larger planetary system of

which it forms a part. The existence of a metallic interior

has always been inferred from the metalliferous veins which
traverse the crust, and vhich are commonly supposed to have
been filled from below.

Admitting the possibility or even probability of a
metallic nucleus, in spite of the compaiatively low density
of the globe as a wdiole, we might speculate further as to

the arrangement of the denser internal materials. The late

Mr David Forbes suggested that the planet might be sup-
posed to consist of three layers of uniform densities,

enclosed one within the other, the density increasing
towards the centre in arithmetical progression. Allowing
2*5 as the specific gravity of the crust or outer layer, he
assigned 12*0 or thereabouts as that of the middle layer,

and supposed that the inner nucleus might possess one
averaging 20*0.^ Materials do not yet exist for any
satisfactory conclusions oii this subject.

In the evidence obtainable as to the former history of

the earth, no fact is of more importance than the existence

of a high temperature beneath the crust, which has now-

been placed beyond all doubt. This feature of the planet’s

organization is made clear by the following proofs :

—

(1.) Volcanoes.—In many regions of the earth’s surface

openings exist from which steam and hot vapours, ashes and
streams of molten rock are from time to time emitted. The
abuudauce of these openings seems inexplicable by any
mere local causes, but must be regarded as indicative of a
very high internal temperature. If to the still active vents

of eruption we add those which have formerly been the

channels of communication between the interior and the

surface, there are probably few large regions of the globe

where proofs of volcanic action cannot be found. Every-

where we meet with masses of molten rock which have

risen from below as if from some general reservoir.

(2.) Hot Sf>rings.—Where volcanic eruptions have ceased,

evidence of a high internal temperature is still often to be

found in springs of hot water which continue for centuries

to maintain their heat. Thermal springs, however, are not

confined to volcanic districts. They sometimes rise even in.

regions many hundreds of miles distant from any active

volcanic vent. The hot springs of Bath (temp. 120*^

Fahr.) and Buxton (temp. 82° Fahr.) in England are

^ Popular Scienee Peview, April 1869.
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fully 900 miles from the Icelandic volcanoes on the one

side, and 1100 miles from those of Italy and Sicily on the

other.

(3.) Borioigs^ Wells^ and Mines.—The influence of the

seasonal changes of temperature extends downward from
the surface to a depth which varies according to latitude,

to the thermal conductivity of the soils and rocks, and per-

haps to other causes. The cold of winter and the heat of

summer may be regarded as following each other in suc-

cessive waves downward, until they disappear along a limit

at which the temperature remains constant. This zone of

invariable temperature is commonly believed to lie some-

where between 60 and 80 feet down in temperate regions.

At Yakutsk m eastern Siberia (lat. 62° N.), however, the

soil 1=1 permanently frozen to a depth of about 700 feet.^

In Java, on the other hand, a constant temperature is said

to be met with at a depth of only 2 or 3 feet.“

It is a remarkable fact, now verified by observation all

over the world, that below the limit of the influence of

ordinary seasonal changes the temperature, so far as we
yet know, is nowhere found to diminish downwards. It

always rises, and its rate of increment never falls much below
the average. The only exceptional cases occur under cir-

cumstances not diflicult of explanation. On the one hand,
the neighbourhood of hot-springs, of large masses of lava, or

of other manifestations of volcanic activity, may raise the

subterranean temperature much above its normal condition ;

and this augmentation may not disappear for many thousand
j

years after the volcanic activity has wholly ceased, since the

coolingdown of a subterranean mass of lava would necessarily

be a very slow process. On the other hand, the spread of a
thick mass of snow and ice over any considerable area of

the earth’s surface, and its continuance there for several

thousand years, would so depress the subterranean iso-

thermals that for many centuries afterwards there might
be a fall of temperature for a certain distance downwards.
At the present day, in at least the more northerly parts of

the northern hemisphere, there are such evidences of a
former more rigorous climate, as in the well sinking at

Yakutsk alieady referred to.’^ Sir William Thomson^ has
calculated that any considerable area of the earth’s surface
covered for several thousand years by snow or ice, and
retaining, after the disappearance of that frozen covering,
an average surface temperature of 13° C., would during
900 years show a decreasing temperature for some depth
down from the surface, and 3600 years after the clearing
away of the ice would still show residual effect of the
ancient cold, in a half rate of augmentation of temperature
downwards in the upper strata, gradually increasing to the
whole noimal rate, which would be sensibly reached at a
depth of 600 metres.” But beneath the limit to which the
influence of the changes of the seasons extends, observations
in most parts of the globe show that the temperature
invariably rises as we penetrate towards the interior of the
earth. According to present knowledge the average rate of
increase amounts to 1° Fahr. for every 50 or 60 feet of
descent, and this rise is found whether the boring be made
at the sea level or on elevated ground. The subjoined table
gives the results of temperature observations at widely
separated localties® :

—

^ Helmersen, Brit, Assoc Bcport, lb71.
2 Junghuhn’s Ja'va, li p. 771
3 Professor Prestwicli {Inaugural Lecture, 1876, p 45) has suggested

that to the more rapid lefiigeiation of the earth’s surface during this
cold period, and to the consequent depiession of the suhterraneous
isothermal lines, the alleged present compa.rative quietude of the
volcanic forces is to be attributed, the internal heat not having yet
recovered its dominion in the outer crust

^
Brxt^^Assoc, Reports, 1876, Sections, p. 3.
See “ Reports of Committee on Underground Temperature, ” Brit.

Assoc. Rep. from 1868 to 1877.
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(4.) Irregularities in the Downioard Increment of Heat.

—

While these examples prove a progressive increase of

temperature, they show also that this rate of increase is

not strictly uniform. The more detailed observations which
have been made in recent years have brought to light the
important fact that considerable variations in the rate of

increase take place even in the same bore. If, for instance,

we examine the temperatures obtained at difiereiit depths
in the Bose Bridge colliery shaft cited in the foiegoing list,

we find them to read as in the following columns :

—

Depth in Tempciatuie Depth m Teinpei ature
Yaids (Fahi ). laidb (Fahi )

558 78 745 89
605 80 761 90i
630 83 775 9H
663 85 783 92
671 86 800 93
679 87 806 93i
734 88i 815 94

At La Chapelle, in an important vrell made for the water-

supply of Paris, observations have been taken of the tempera-
ture at different depths, as shown in the subjoined table*^:

—

Depth in Temperature Depth in Temperatuie
Meties (Fall! ) Meties (Fahi

)

100 59 5 500 72 6

200 61 8 600 75 0

300 65 5 660 76 0
400 69 0

In drawing attention to the temperature-observations at

the Bose Bridge colliery—the deepest mine in Great
Britain—^Professor Everett points out that, assuming the

surface temperature to be 49° Fahr., in the first 558 yards
the rate of rise of temperature is 1° for 57*7 feet; in the

next 257 yards it is 1° in 48*2 feet
;
in the portion between

605 and 671 yards—a distance of only 198 feet—it is 1°

in 33 feet ;
in the lowest portion of 432 feet it is 1° in 54

feet ^ When such irregularities occur in the same vertical

shaft, it is not surprising that the average should vary so

much in different places.

There can be little doubt that one main cause of these

variations is to be sought in the different thermal conduc-
tivities of the rocks of the earth’s crust. The first accurate

measurements of the conducting powers of rocks were
made by the late Professor J. D. Forbes at Edinburgh
(1837-1845). He selected three sites for his thermometers,
one in trap-rock ” (a porphyrite of Lower Carboniferous
age), one in loose sand, and one in sandstone, each instru-

ment being sunk to a depth of 24 French feet from the

surface. He found that the wave of summer heat reached
the first instrument on 4th January, the second on 25th
December, and the third on 3d November, the trap-rock

being by far the worst conductor, and the solid sandstone
by far the best.®

The British Association has recently appointed a com-
mittee to investigate this subject in greater detail. Already
some important determinations have been made by it re-

garding the absolute conductivity of various rocks. As a

rule the lighter and more porous rocks offer the greatest

® ** Report of Committee on Underground. Temperature,” Brit
Assoc Rep

,

1873, p. 264.
^ “ Report of Committee on Underground Temperature,” Brit.

Assoc Rep. for 1870, p 31
® Trans, Roy, Soc. JEdin., xvi. 180.
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resistance to the passage of heat, while the more dense and
crystalline offer the least resistance. The resistance of
opaque white quartz is expressed by the number 114, that
of basalt by 273, while that of cainiel coal stands very much
higher at 1538, or more than thirteen times that of quartz.^

It is evident also that, from the texture and structure of
most rocks, the conductivity must vary in different directions
through the same mass, heat being more easily conducted
along than across the “ grain,” the bedding, and the other
numerous divisional surfaces. Experiments have been made
to determine these variations in a number of rocks. Thus,
the conductivity in a direction transverse to the divisional
planes being taken as unity, the conductivity parallel with
these planes was found in a variety of magnesian schist to
be 4*028. In certain slates and schistose rocks from central
Erance the ratio varied from 1 : 2*56 to 1 : 3*952. Hence
in such fissile rocks as slate and mica-schist heat may travel
four times more easily along the lines of cleavage or foliation
than across them.^

In reasoning upon the discrepancies in the rate of
increase of subterranean temperatures, we must also bear in
mind that certain kinds of rock are more liable than others
to be charged with water, and that, in almost every boring
or shaft, one or more horizons of such water-bearing rocks
are met with. The effect of this interstitial water is to
diminish thermal resistance. Dry red brick has its resist-

ance lowered from 680 to 405 by being thoroughly soaked
ill V7ater, its conductivity being thus increased 68 per cent.
A piece of sandstone has its conductivity heightened to the
extent of 8 per cent, by being wetted.®
Mr Mallet has contended that the variations in the

amount of increase in subterranean temperature are too
great to permit us to believe them to be due merely to
differences in the transmission of the general internal heat,
and that they point to local accessions of heat arising from
transformation of the mechanical work of compression,
which is due to the constant cooling and contraction of the
globe.^ But it may be replied that these variations are not
greater than, from the known divergences in the conduc-
tivities of rocks, they might fairly be expected to be.

(5.) Frobable Condition of the Earth^s Interior.—Various
theories (mostly fanciful) have been propounded on this
subject. There are only three which merit serious con-
sideration. (1.) One of these supposes thejilanet to consist
of a solid crust and a molten interior, (2.) The second
holds that, with the exception of local vesicular spaces, the
globe is solid and rigid to the centre. (3.) The third con-
tends that, while the mass of the globe is solid, there lies

a liquid substratum beneath the crust.

1. The arguments in favour of internal liquidity may be
summed up as follows. («.) The ascertained rise of tem-
perature inwards from the surface is such that, at a very
moderate depth, the ordinary melting point of even the most
refractory substances would be reached. At 20 miles the
temperature, if it increases progressively, as it does in the
depths accessible to observation, must be about 1760® Fahr.;
at 50 miles it must be 4600°, or far higher than the fusing-
point even of so stubborn a metal as platinum, which melts
at 3080° Fahr. (6.) All over the world volcanoes esist

from which steam and torrents of molten lava are from
time to time erupted. Abundant as are the active volcanic
vents, they form but a small proportion of the whole which
have been in operation since early geological time. It has
been inferred therefore that these numerous funnels of

^ Hersohel and Lebour, Brit. Assoc. B&p., 1875, p. 59.
2 Jannettaz, Bull. Boc. GioZ. de France. (April-June, 1874), tom. ii.

p. 264 ; Report of Committee on Thermal Conductivities of Rock,”
Brit. Assoc. 1875, p. 61.

® Herschel and Lebour, Brit. Assoc. Bep., 1875, p. 58,
^ ‘'Volcanic Energy,” Phil. Trans..^ 1875.
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communication with the heated interior could not have
existed and poured forth such a vast amount of molten rock,
unless they drew their supplies from an immense internal
molten nucleus, (c.) When the products of volcanic action
from different and widely-separated regions are compared
and analysed, they are found to exhibit a remarkable uni-
formity of character. Lavas from Vesuvius, from Hecla,
from the Andes, from Japan, and from New Zealand
present such an agreement in essential particulars as, it is

contended, can only be accounted for on the supposition
that they have all emanated from one vast common source.
(d.) The abundant earthquake shocks which affect large
areas of the globe are maintained to be inexplicable unless
on the supposition of the existence of a thin and somewhat
flexible crust. These arguments, it will be observed, are
only of the nature of inferences drawn from observations of
the present constitution of the globe. They are based on
geological data, and have been frequently urged by
geologists as supporting the only view of the nature of the
earth's interior compatible with geological evidence.

2. The arguments against the internal fluidity of the earth
are based on physical and astronomical considerations of the
greatest importance. They may be arranged as follows :

—

(a.) Argument from precession and nutation.—The pro-
blem of the internal condition of the globe was attacked
as far back as the year 1839 by the late Mr Hojpkins of
Cambridge, who endeavoured to calculate how far the
planetary motions of precession and nutation would be
influenced by the solidity or liquidity of the earth's interior.
He found that the precessional and nutational movements
could not possibly be as they are if the planet consisted of
a central ocean of molten rock surrounded with a crust of
20 or 30 miles in thickness, that the least possible thick-
ness of crust consistent with the existing movements was
from 800 to 1000 miles, and that the whole might even be
solid to the centre, with the exception of comparatively
small vesicular spaces filled with melted rock.®

M. Delaunay, in a paper on The Hypothesis of the
Interior Fluidity of the Globe

f

threw doubt on Hopkins’s
views, and suggested that, if the interior were a mass of
sufficient viscosity, it might behave as if it were a solid, and
thus the phenomenon of precession and nutation might not
be affected. Sir William Thomson, who had already arrived
at the conclusion that the interior of the globe must be
solid, and acquiesced generally in Hopkins’s conclusions,
pointed out that M. Delaunay had not worked out the
problem mathematically, otherwise he could not have failed

to see that the hypothesis of a viscous and quasi-rigid

interior “breaks down when tested by a simple calculation

of the amount of tangential force required to give to any
globular portion of the interior mass the precessional and
nutational motions which, with other physical astronomers,
he attributes to the earth as a whole.”® Sir William, in

making this calculation, holds that it demonstrates the

earth’s crust down to depths of hundreds of kilometres to

be capable of resisting such a tangential stress (amounting
to nearly xV^h of a gramme weight per square centimetre)

as would with great rapidity draw out of shape any plastic

substance which could properly be termed a viscous fluid.

“ An angular distortion of 8" is produced in a cube of glass

by a distorting stress of about ten grammes weight per

square centimetre. We may therefore safely conclude that

the rigidity of the earth’s interior substance could not be
less than a millionth of the rigidity of glass without very

sensibly augmenting the lunar nineteen-yeariy nutation.”®

5 See D. Forbes, “On the Nature of the Interior of the Earth,”

Popular Science Beview, April 1869,
® Phil. Trans.., 1839; Researches in Physical Geology^ 1839-1842

i

Brit. Assoc. Rep,, 1847. ^ Comptes Bendus, July 13, 1868.

^Nature, February 1, 1872. ® Loc. df., p. 258.
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In Hopkins’s hypothesis he assumed the crust to be
infinitely rigid and unyielding, which is not true of any
material sub^stance. Sir William Thomson has recently

returned to the problem, in the light of his own researches

in vortex-motion. He now finds that, while the argu-

ment against a thin crust and vast liquid interior is

still invincible, the phenomena of precession and nutation

do not decisively settle the question of internal fiuidity,

though the solar semi-annual and lunar fortnightly

nutations absolutely disprove the existence of a thin rigid

shell full of liquid. If the inner surface of the crust or

shell were rigorously spherical, the interior mass of supposed
liquid could experience no precessional or nutational influ-

ence, except in so far as, if heterogeneous in composition,

it might suffer from external attraction due to non-sphericity

of its surfaces of equal density. But “ a very slight devia-

tion of the inner surface of the shell from perfect sphericity

would sufiice, in virtue of the quasi-rigidity due to vortex-

motion, to hold back the shell from taking sensibly more
precession than it would give to the liquid, and to cause the

liquid (homogeneous or heterogeneous) and the shell to have
sensibly the same precessional motion as if the whole con-

stituted oue rigid hody.”^
The assumption of a comparatively thin crust requires

that the crust shall have such perfect rigidity as is possessed

by no known substance. The tide-producing force of the

moon and sun exerts such a strain upon the substance of

the globe that it seems in the highest degree improbable
that the planet could maintain its shape as it does unless

the supposed crust were at least 2000 or 2500 miles in

thickness.^ That the solid mass of the earth must yield to

this strain is certain, though the amount of deformation is

so slight as to have hitherto escaped all attempts to detect

it. Had the rigidity been even that of glass or of steel, the
deformation would probably have been by this time detected,

and the actual phenomena of precession and nutation, as

well as of the tides, would then have been very sensibly

diminished.^ The conclusion is thus reached that the mass
of the earth is on the whole more rigid certainly than a
continuous solid globe of glass of the same diameter.”^

(&.) Argument from the tides.—^The phenomena of the

oceanic tides are only explicable on the theory that the earth
is either solid to the centre, or possesses so thick a crust

(2500 miles or more) as to give to the planet practical

solidity. Sir William Thomson remarks that, “ were the
crust of continuous steel, and 500 kilometres thick, it would
yield very nearly as much as if ib were india-rubber to the
deforming influences of centrifugal force, and of the sun’s

and moon’s attractions.” It would yield, indeed, so freely

to these attractions “ that it would simply carry the waters
of the ocean up and down with it, and there would be no
sensible tidal rise and fall of water relatively to land.”® Mr
George H. Darwin has recently investigated mathematically
the bodily tides of viscous and semi-elastic spheroids, and
the character of the ocean tides on a yielding nucleus.® His
results tend to increase the force of Sir William Thomson’s
argument, since they show that no very considerable
portion of the interior of the earth can even distantly
approach the fluid condition,” the effective rigidity of the
whole globe being very great.

(c.) Argument from relative densities of melted and solid

rock.—The two preceding arguments must be considered
decisive against the hypothesis of a thin shell or crust
covering a nucleus of molten matter. It has been further
urged, however, as an objection to this hypothesis, that cold

^ Sir W. Thomson, Brit, Assoc. Rejp., 1876, Sections, p. 5.
® Thomson, Proc, Boy. JSoc., April, 1862. ® Thomson, loc. cit.

. Thomson, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin.^ xxiii. 157.
® Thomson, Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1876, Sections, p. 7.
6 Proc. Boy. Soc., No. 188, 1878,
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solid rock is necessarily more dense than hot melted rock,

and that even if a thin crust were formed over the central
molten globe it would immediately break up and the frag-

ments would sink towards the centred Undoubtedly this

would happen were the material of the earth’s mass of the
same density throughout. But, as has been already pointed
out, the specific gravity of the interior is at least tvrice as

much as that of the visible parts of the crust. If this

difference be due, not merely to the effect of pressure, but
to the presence in the interior of intensely heated inetallic

substances, we cannot suppose that solidified i)ortions of

such rocks as granite and the various lavas could ever have
sunk into the centre of the earth, so as to build up there the
honey-combed cavernous mass which might have served as

a nucleus in the ultimate solidification of the whole planet.

From the considerations above advanced we have seen that

the earth’s central mass may be plausibly conjectured to be
metallic. Into this dense central mass the comparatively
light crust could not sink, though its earliest formed
portions would no doubt descend until they reached a
stratum with specific gravity agreeing with their own, or

until they were again melted.®
3. The ingenious suggestion of Mr Fisher, already cited

(aiite, p. 217), in favour of the existence of a possible fluid

or viscous substratum between the flexible outer shell and
an inner rigid nucleus, is made with the view of reconciling

the requirements of physics with those facts in geology which
seem to demand the existence of a mobile mass of intensely

hot matter at no great depth beneath the surface. Whether
it does so must be left for physicists to decide. But, on geo-

logical grounds, it may be questioned whether such a fluid

substratum is needed. We must bear in mind that the land
of the globe, regarding the geological structure of which
alone we know anything, covers but a small part of the
whole surface of the planet

;
that the existing continents

seem from earliest times to have specially suffered from the
reaction between the heated interior and the cooled exterior,

forming, as it were, lines of relief from the strain of com-
pression

;
and that along such lines, if the substance of the

interior be everywhere just about the melting point, relief

from pressure by corrugation would cause liquefaction of

the matter so relieved, and its ascent towards the surface

;

so that evidences of volcanic action on the terrestrial ridges
might be expected to occur, and to be referable to all ages.

Mr Fisher assumes the contraction of rock in cooling to
be '000007 linear for one degree Fahr.; and he argues
that, as this amount would not account for the observed
contraction in the crust, we must have recourse to some
additional explanation, such as the escape of steam and
vapours from volcanic orifices. The validity of the asser-

tion that the amount of horizontal compression of the
superficial strata is greater than the cooling of a solid

earth can account for may be questioned. The violently
contorted rocks indicative of great horizontal compression
occur chiefly along the crests of the great terrestrial ridges
where the maximum effects of corrugation were to be looked
for. To the argument from climate it may be replied on
the other hand, with great plausibility, that secular changes
may be accounted for by the effect of the variations in the

I
eccentricity of the earth’s orbit combined with the pre-

cession of the equinoxes, as already described.

(6.) Aye of the Earth and Measures of Geological Time.

—

The age of our planet is a problem which may be attacked
either from the geological or physical side.

1 . The geological argument rests chiefly upon the observed
rates at which geological changes are being effected at the

^ This objection has been repeatedly urged hy Sir William Thomson.
See Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., xxiii. 157 ; and Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1870,
Sections, p. 7.

® See D. Forbes, Geol. Mag., vol. iv. p. 485.
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present time, and is open to the obvioas preliiLiiiiary objection

that it assaines the existing rate of change as the measare of

past revolutions,—an assumptionwhich roay he e ntirely erro-

neous, for the present may be a period when all geological

events march forward more slowly than tliey used to do.

The argument proceeds on data partly of a physical and
partly of an organic kind, (a) The physical evidence is

derived from such facts as the observed rafces at which the

surface of a country is being lowered by rain and streams,

and new sedimentary clep)(>sits are formed. These facts

will be more particularly dwelt upon in later portions of this

article. If we assume that the land has "beerx ^7orll a.way, and
that stratified deposits have been laid, down nearly at the

same rate as at present, then we must admit that tlie stratified

portion of the crust of the earth must represent a very vast

period of time. Dr Oroil puts this period at nob less, but
possibly much more, than 60 million years, (b') On the other

hand, human expoerieuce, so far as it goes, warrants the belief

that changes in the organic world proceedwitK extreme slow-

ness. Yet in the stratified rocks of -the earths crust we
have abundant proof that the whole fauna and iora of the
earth’s surface have passed through numerous cycles of re-

volution,—species, genera, families, appearing and disappear-

ing many times in succession. On any' supposition it must
be admitted that these vicissitudes hi the organic world can
only have been effected with the lapse of vast periods of

time, though no reliable standard seems to be available

whereby these periods are to be measiured. Tlie argument
from' geological evidence is strongly iu favour of au interval

of probably not much less than lOO million years since

the earliest form of life appeared upon the earth, and the

oldest stratified rocks began to be laid down.
2. The argument from physics as to tbe age of our planet

is based by Sir William Thomson upon three kinds of evi-

dence:—(1) the internal heat and rate of cooling of the
earth; (2) the tidal retardation of the eartb^s rotation;

and (3) the origin and age of the suu^skeab.

(1.) Sir William Thomson, applying Fourier’s theory of

thermal conductivity, pointed out some years ago (1862)
that in the known rate of increase of temperatare down-
ward and beneath the surface, and thte rate of loss of heat
from the earth, we have a limit to the antiq^uity of the

planet. He showed, from the data ava^ilable at the time,

that the superficial consolidation of tlueglobe could not have
occurred less than 20 million years ago, or the underground
heat would have been greater than it is; nor more than 400
million years ago, otherwise tbe underground temperature
would have shown no sensible increase downwards. He
admitted that very wide limits were necessary. In more
recently discussing the subject, he inclines rather towards the
lower than the higher antiquity, but concludes that the limit,

from a consideration of all the evideace, must be placed
within some such period of past time aslOOmillLonsof years.^

(2.) The argument from tidal retardation proceeds on
the admitted fact that, owing to the friction of the tide-

wave, the rotation of the earth is retarded, aucL is therefore

much slower now than it must have been at one time. Sir

William Thomson contends that had the globe become solid

some ten thousand million years a^o, or indeed any high
antiquity beyond 100 million years, the centrifugal force

due to the more rapid rotation must have given the planet
a very much greater polar fllattening than it actually pos-

sesses. He admits, however, that, though 1 OO million years
ago that force must have been about 3 per cent, greater
than now, yet nothing we know regareding the figure of the
earth and the disposition of land and water would justify

us in saying that a body consolidated when there was more

^ Trans. Roy. Soc. JSdin., xxiii. 157 ; Trcins. Geol. Soc. Glasgow

^

iii. 25.
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centrifugal force by 3 per cent, than now might not now
be in all respects like the eartii, so far as we know it at
present/’^ Professor Tait, in repeating this argument, con-
cludes that, taken in. connexion with the previous one, it

probably reduces the possible period which can be allowed
to geologists to soinething less than ten millions of years.
He does not state, however, on what grounds he so reduces
the available period^ nor does he notice the objection urged
by Dr Croll that, granting the gradual submergence of the
polar lands owing to the slackened speed of rotation, the
subaerial denudation of the rising equatorial land might
well keep pace with the efiects of the oceanic subsidence, so
that we cannot infer from the present form of the earth
what may have been its precise amount of xiolar compression
at the time of solidification.'^

(3.) The third argument, based upon the age of the sunk^
heat, is confessedly less reliable than the two previous ones.

It proceeds upon calculations as to the amount of heat
v/hich would be available by the falling together of masses
from space, which gave rise by their impact to our sun.

The vagueness of the data on which this argument rests

may be inferred from the fact that in one passage Professor
Tait places the limit of time during which the sun has been
illuminating the earth as, on the very highest computation,
not more th.an about 15 or 20 millions of years,” while, in

another sentence of the same volume, he admits that, by
calculations in which there is no possibility of large error,

this hypothesis [of the origin of the sun’s heat by the fall-

ing together of masses of matter] is thoroughly competent
to explain 100 millions of years solar radiation at the pre-

sent rate, perhaps inore.”^ One Iiundred millions of years is

probably amply sufficient for all the requirements of geology.

Ill, CoilPOSITION OF THE EaRTH’s CrUST.

HtNERALS AjSTB BOCKS.

The visible and accessible portion of the earth is formed
of minerals and rocks. A mineral may bo classified as an
inorganic body distinguished by a more or less definite

chemical com23ositioii, and usually a characteristic geo-
metrical form. A rock is an aggregate mass, sometimes of
one, more commonly of two or more minerals. Upwards
of 800 species of minerals and a vast number of varieties

have been described. A very large proportion of these
occur but rarely, and, though interesting and important to

the mineralogist, do not demand the special attention of

the geologist. While almost every mineral may be made
to yield data of more or less geological significance, only
those which enter into the composition of rock masses, or
which arc of frequent occurrence as accessories there,

require to be fariiiliarly known by the student of geology.

1. Krock-Eorming Minerals.

The following are the more important minerals which
enter into the composition of rocks ;

—

Queorts (SiO.^) occurs eithez' crystallized as rock-crystal, or non-
crystalline as calcedoriy. In the former condition it is an essential

constituent of granite, felsite, and many other igneous I’ocks, as

well as of sandstone and numerous aqueous rocks. The non-crys-
tallized or colloid quartz is chiefly met with in cavities and fissures

of rock where it has been slowly dex^osited from aqueous solution.

Numerous varieties of calcedony occur, as agate, carnelian, jasper,

flint, chert, Lydian-stone, &:c.

Felspars (silicates of alumina, with potash, soda, or lime) consti-

tute the most abnndant gi'oup of rock-forming minerals.
^

For the
piiiposes of the petrograxoher they are conveniently divided into

two series—(1 ) the Monoclinic or Orthoclase felspars (with clea^^age

angles of 90“ ), containing from 4 to 16 per cent, of potash and

2 Trans. Geol. Soc. Glasgow^ iii. 16.

® Rece^it Advances 'hi Physical Science^ p. 174.
^ Qmo’t. Jour. Science, July 1877.
° Op. cit., pp. 153, 175.
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usually 11101 e oi less soda, soinetiiiics as mucli as 10 pei cent , and

(2) the Tiiclimeoi Plagioclase fels^jaib (with ohlitiue cleavage angles,

oi less than 90°), including a soda giouj) witli 8 to 12 iier cent of

soda, and a lime group with 6 to 20 pei cent of lime The felspars

form a large part of most igneous rocks By their decay they loini

clay, and in that condition entei largely into the composition of the

ar^laeeous stratihed locks, such as shale, mudstone, slate, &c
Hoinhlciiclc IS a iiieti silicate of magnesium, with lime, iron, or

manganese, and frecLuenily alumina The white non-alumiiious

vaiieties (tremolite, actmolite, anthophyllite, asbestos) chieli^'’ oecui

as constituents of such metainoiphic locks as crystalline limestone,

gneiss, &c The black or daik gieeii aluminous varieties entei as

essential constituents into the composition ot many rocks, as dioiite

and hoinhlende slate

Aug%t& (resembling hornblende in composition) is divisible into

two groups The pale non-aluminous vaiieties (diopside, sahlite,

eoccolite, &c ) occur under conditions like those of the pale horn-
blendes The dark aluminous or common augite is abundant as an
ingredient of some igneous rocks, as basalt Allied to augite aie

diallage (important as a constituent of diallage-rock oi gabbio),

hypeisthene, and bionzite TJialite is the name of a mineral of fre-

quent occurrence among Palaeozoic rocks, having the external foim
of augite and the cleavage of hornblende

Olivine (an ortho silicate of magnesium, with part of the mag-
nesium replaced by iron oi manganese) is a conspicuous ingiedient

among the basalt locks. It appears also to have been the origmal
magnesian constituent of many rocks now altered into seipentme
Ne2yhehne (a silicate of alumina and soda with a little potash)

takes the place of felspai in some lavas It likewise occurs among
the ejected blocks of Soiiima, and, in the foim of elaaolite, among the
ancient ciystallme rocks of Norway.

Leiicite (K^AljSi40i2) is a chaiacteiistic ingiedient of many
Teitiaiy and lecent lavas It has not been met with among any of
the Pxkeozoic or Seeondaiy igneous rocks, nor ever m association

with quaitz
Haiiipie and N'oscan are two minerals allied to garnet, found in

some Tertiaiy lavas
Mica —Under this general term aie included seveial species of

mineials distinguished by their basal cleavage into thin lammse
and by their splendent or silvery lustre The non-magnesian micas
include muscovite or jiotash-miea, the most abundant of all, and
lepidolite or lithia-mica , ofthe magnesian micas the most impoitant
is biotite Muscovite enters into the composition of granite, gneiss,

mica-sehist, micaceous sandstone, and many othei locks Biotite is

likewise abundantly distributed among the older ciystallme rocks
Lepidomelane is a black mica often found m fine-giamed gianites

Other species are maigaiodite—an abundant constituent of many
unctuous schists formeily called talc-schists, and haughtonite

—

which, according to Heddle, is the common mica of the granites m
the Scottish Highlands

Garnet (an aluminous ortho-silicate with lime, magnesia, iron, or
manganese) occurs m rhombic dodecahedrons or allied forms, and
also massive in many metamorphic rocks, as mica-schist, eclogitc, &c.

IJpidote (a vaiiable silicate of lime, alumina, iion, or manganese)
occurs in yellow or greenish tianslucent ciystals oi ciystallme
masses in many of the older crystalline rocks, though seldom as an
abundant constituent It is probably al'vvays an alteration-product.

Tourmaline, m its common black vaiiety, school, foims with
quaitz the rock known as schoil-rock, and occurs m some granites,

gneisses, schists, and other ciystallme rocks
Zircon (sihcate of zirconium) is found as a constituent of zircon-

syenite, and more sparingly m other crystallme rooks
The hydrous silicates have resulted from the alteration of the

anhydrous forms As constituents of locks they may be giouped
into two senes —(1) the aluminous, including the zeolites, and (2)

the magnesian, embracing talc, chloiite, serpentine, and then allies

Zeolites form a nnmeious genus of mmerals distinguished usually
by their boilmgup befoie the blowpipe, owmg to the escape of their

water of crystallization, by their frequent peaily lustre, infeiioi

baldness, and their occurrence m cavities and vems where they
have been deposited from solution They are found as abundant
seeondaiy products m many amygdaloids, also in altered limestones
and othei metamoiphie locks

ScrpeTytine (SiO;,,44 14, MgO,42 97, H20,12 89) is a dull impure,
usually green, granulai to compact, more rarely foliated, mineral,
with a hardness of 3 to 4 or even sometimes 5 Like the other
hydrous magnesian silicates it has a soapy or greasy feel It occurs
abundautly in many altered rocks as a pseudomorph after some of

the anhydious magnesian silicates, also as a massive rock foimmg
huge beds often associated with metamorphosed limestones

Chlorite is a general teim including several mmerals which agree
in possessing agieenish colom, soapy feel, baldness of only 2 to 2 5,

and specific gravity of 2 65 to 2 86 It occurs in chlorite slate and
in many rocks as an alteration-pioduet

Talc (Si02,59 to 63 , Mg0,30 to 33 ,
H^O, from a trace up to 7 pei

cent ) occurs in hexagonal plates or scales, cleaving readily mto
fiexible non-elastie lammse, but most commonly granular and

massive, white to pale leek or apjple-gicen, vith maiked xiexily
lustie on deal age-planes It is met xvith m talc slate, also tic-

quently in ciystallme locks as a zesult ot the alteiation of hoi u-
blende, augite, oi othei anhydious magnesian silicate

Dclcssite ami iSa2Jomte aie sott giceii hydious magnesian silicates
found as pioducts of alteiation m basalt-rocks

Carbon oceiiis chicliy as beds in the form ot coal, lignite, peat
&c Giaphite, lioxvex'ei, is often met xxith in black oi steel gie^
splendent scales and granular masses in metamoiphoscd locks
Antliiacite also takes sometimes the foim of black glancing giains
01 of a difiused fine black dust thiough ceitam palaeozoic foiinations

Carbooiatcs play an impoitxnt pait both as individual inmcials
and as loek-masses The three most impoitant are calcite, dolo-
mite, and sideiite

Calcite (carbonate of lime) is one of the most abundant mineials
It occurs Cl ystallized as a seeondaiy jDiodrict inmost rocks v inch
have undeigone decomposition, es^iecially wheie they contain sili-

cates into the composition of which lime entei s It is also found
massive as limestone, forming beds having sometimes an aggiegato
thickness of many bundled feet and an extent of thousands of
sqnaie miles

Dolomite (caihonate of lime and magnesia) is likewise both a
pioduct of alteration and an oiiginal formation In the foimei
condition it is met with ci ystallized as bitter-spar in many meta-
moiphic locks as well as in veins and cavities ot unaltered forma-
tions It occurs also as an amorphous gianulai substance, some-
times replacing calcite, and sometimes in vast beds oi masses of
oiiginal deposit

Sideontc, Chalyhite oi S2yathic Irooi (caihonate of non) oecrris both
ciystallized and massive In the ci ystallized foim it is compaia-
tively unimportant as a constituent of locks, being then found
chiefiy in veins and cavities wheie othei alteiation-xrroduets have
been deposited But in its massive condition it is found mixed
with clay and othei impuiities, and foiinmg beds and nodules vhich
are among the most imiioitant ores of uon

Sulphur, though seldom oecmiing m laige masses, is widely
diffused as an accessoiy ingiedient ot locks It oceuis ciystallized
or finely granulai in mmoial x^eins, m nodules of limestone, and
other coneietions, and in beds of limestone and mail It also takes
the foini of a eiust in the sublimations of volcanic vents Its fio-

quent association in Teitiaiy strata vith the leinains of lacustiine
shells, insects, and plants shows that it has in these cases been
foimed at oidinary tempeiatiues from ai^ueous solutions

Sul2)hides, combinations of sulphui with the metals, non,
copper, lead, zinc, and a few othei s, have a wide distribution among
rocks Wheie aggiegated into masses they foim inineial vems It
IS the non sulphides which deseive chiefiy the attention of the-

petiogiaphei They occrri in two vaiieties— crystallizing iit

isometric foims, and mancasxte, in ihoinbic foims The foimei has
a remarkably extensive diffusion throughout locks of all ages,
usually as minute crystals and thin stieaks, but often m concietioiis
and more massive veins Maicasite also is abundantly distributed
though less so than pyiite From its greater liability to oxidatioi>
the stiata through which it is diffused aie apt to yield rapidly to
the action of the weathei sulx'ihunc acid and diffeient alum com-
poxmds being produced

Sulphates—The most geneially occuiiing sulphates in locks aie-
gypsum and haiytes Gypsuon (hydrous sulphate of lime) in
minute monoclmic prisms and macles may be obtained by tln^
evaporation of sea-water, and m larger crystals of the same foiin it
is found in many stratified foiinations It likewise occuis as a
secondary product in laminai oi fibrous veins through rocks of
Igneous oiigin Beds of gypsum, resultmg from aqueous deposition,
fiequently appear mterstiatified with rock-salt and the associated
products of evaporation The anhydious sulphate, anhydrite, like-
wise occurs among rock-salt deiiosits, but has a much more limited
diffusion than gypsum Barytes (sulphate of baryta) almost always,
occurs in vems or threads running thiough rocks It is a common
vein-stone in association with metallic oies

Halite or Bock-salt (chloride of sodium) is moie widely diffused
than was formerly supposed Micioscopic lesearch has shown its
piesence m the foim of cubes in the mmute cavities in the quartz
of manite and other locks It oceuis as scatteied crystals, geneially
rejfiaced by clay or some othei substance, in many stratified foima-
tions Its chief habitat, however, is in the various salifcrona
deposits wheie it takes the form of sohd beds of salt

Fluorite or Fluoo*-spar (fluoride of lime) is essentially a vein-stone,
associated with metallic ores, especially with sulphides of lead ax^d
zinc It occurs also in scatteied cubes through vaiious crystalline
rocks, such as gianite, gneiss, porphyrite

Apatite (phosphate of lime, with fluorine and often chlorme) has
been shown by microscopic investigation to have a very wide di&,
tnhution among ciystallme rocks It occuis in fine needles or stoutei
hexagonal prisms in a large number of crystallme rocks as granite,
quartz-trachyte, syenite, dioiite, basalt, and many othei s It also ocl
curs massive as beds among the more ancient geological foimations
Don oxbd**s.—These are abundantly distributed through locka jf
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all ages. Hsematite (peroxide of iron) oecuis crystallized in veins
throngh. ciystallme locks, also massive and eartliy in beds, and
sometimes m minute scales (rubin-glimniei) disseminated through,

the mineials of many crystalline locks Magnetite (Fe304) has an
extensive dihusion in the foim of minute octohedra oi grains
tliiough ciystallme locks. In some of these locks indeed, as in

basalt, it plays the pait of a chief constituent It also occuis in

many metamoiX)hic locks both scatteied in detached ciystals and
segregated into veins or beds Titanofciiitc oi titauifeious iron is

likewise found as a plentiful ingi-edient in many crystalline rocks,

paiticularly among the older basalts and doleiites Hydrous iron

oxide or limoiiite is diffused thiougii almost all locks It is the
usual brown or yellow colouiing substance of minerals, and may be
looked foi wherever rocks containing non have been exposed to the
weather. It occurs also mixed with clay and other impuiities in

beds, as in the bog-iroii-ore of lakes and maishes.

2 Rocks.

I. General Characters.

A rock may be defined as a mass of mineral matter,

composed of one, more usually of several, kinds of mine-
rals,—^having, as a rule, no definite external form, and
liable to vary considerably in chemical composition. The
crust of the earth is built up of rocks, including under this

term, not only hard solid masses like granite and limestone,

but even all loose incoherent deposits such as mud, soil,

peat, and blown sand.

Rocks may be distinguished by external and internal

characters.

i. External Characters.

1. Structtcre, or the manner in which the component
particles have been built up into the mineral masses called

rocks, is the fundamental character. Viewed broadly, there

are two leading types of structure among rocks—crystalline

or massive, and fragmental.

{a) Crystalline—consisting of a network of interlaced

crystals and crystalline particles. Sometimes those crystals

are large (half an inch or more in length), as in many
granites, when the texture is called coarse or macro-
crystalline 3 in other cases they are so minute as not to be

discernible with the naked eye, when the texture is micro-

crystalline or compact. While the crystalline structure is

particularly characteristic of rocks which have crystallized

from igneous fusion, it is not altogether peculiar to them.
It may be produced by chemical deposit from aqueous
solutions, or it may be developed in rocks previously

granular by chemical infiltration and metamorphism.
Under the head of crystalline it is usual to include the

glassy or vitreoics structure. Rocks possessing this character

are natural glasses produced by igneous fusion, such as

obsidian and pitchstone. In most of these rocks, however,
the process of devitrification may be observed

;
the glass has

evidently become more and more stony as it cooled, by the

appearance in it of small spherules, or hairs, or crystals,

until in some cases it has become entirely lithoid. These
stages are best studied with the microscope, and belong
to the internal rather than the external characters.

When larger crystals than those of the compact base are

scattered through a rock, the texture is said to heporphyritic.

Many rocks, when in a melted condition, have had a cellular

texture given to them by their imprisoned steam, like the

open, cavernous texture of ill-baked bread. Several varie-

ties of this texture are distinguished,—as vesicular, when
there are comparatively few and small holes

;
scoriaceous,

when the cavities occupy about as much space as the solid

part, and are of very unequal sizes and forms ; pumiceom,
when the cells are much more numerous than the solid

portion, and when, consequently, a piece of the rock may
even fioat in water; amygdaloidal, when by subsequent
infiltration the cells have been filled up with concretions of

calcite, calcedony, zeolite, &c., which, from the elongated
flattened form of the cells, are frequently almond-shaped.
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Foliated rocks have their crystalline ingredients airanged

in more or less defined layers, which usually inosculate.
jSchtstose rocks are those where the foliated arrangement has
been so produced that the rock splits into rude rough lammte
or plates.

Most of the crystalline rocks have resulted from igneous
fusion. Some, like limestone, have been formed as deposits
in water. The foliated rocks are generally believed to have
acquired their peculiar character from the re-crystallizatirm

of their ingredients along original divisional planes, such
as the lines ot deposit.

(b.) Fragmental or Clastic.—These are all derivative from
previously formed masses. They vary in texture from
coarse masses consisting of accumulated blocks, several feet

or even yards in length, to such fine aggregates as only
show their secondary origin by microscopic investigation.

They are said to be conglomeratic when they consist of

beds of rounded water-worn pebbles like compacted gravel;
acjglomeratic, when the blocks are large, rounded, or sub-
angular, and tumultuously throve n together

;
hrecciated.

when the fragments are angular and not water-worn. Most
clastic rocks aie bedded, that is, ai ranged in beds or layers.

Each bed may consist of many thin layers or lamiiise, which,
when they enable the rock to siilitup into thin leaves, give
what is called a shaly or fissile structure. Many fragmental
rocks show a concretionary structure. When the concretions

are like the roe of a fish, and of a calcareous natiire, they
form the oolitic structure

; when of larger size, like peas,

they give the pisolitic structure. There is often also a
crystalline strnctuie developed in rocks originally quite
fragmental

;
many limestones, for example, made up

originally ot watei-worn fragments of shells, corals, <&c.,

slowly acquire a crystalline character from the action of

percolating and slightly acidulous water. The action of

rain on the exposed parts of a recent coral reef produces
this change in the dead corah

2. Colour.—This character varies so much even in the
same rock, according to the freshness of the surface ex-

amined, that it possesses but a subordinate value as a means
of discriminating rocks. Nevertheless, when cautiously

used, it may be made to afford valuable indications as to

the probable nature and composition of rocks. It is in this

respect always desirable to compare a freshly-broken 'with a
weathered piece of the rock. White indicates usually the
absence or comparatively small amount of the metallic

oxides, especially iron. It may either be the original colour
of the rock, as in chalk and calc-sinter, or may be developed
by weathering, as the white crust on flints and on many
porphyries. Black seldom occurs on a weathered surface of

rock. Its existence may be due either to the presence of

carbon, when weathering will not change it much, or to

some iron oxide (magnetite chiefly), or some silicate rich in

iron (as hornblende and augite). Many rocks (basalts and
dolerites particularly) which look quite black on a fiesh

surface, become red, brown, or yellow on exposure. Yellow,

as a dull earthy colouring matter, almost always indicates

the presence of hydrated peroxide of iron. Bright, metallic,

gold-like yellow is usually that of iron-sulphide. Broivn
occurs as the origiual colour in some carbonaceous rocks (lig-

nite), and ferruginous beds (bog-iron-ore, clay-ironstone, &c,).

It very generally, on weathered surfaces, points to the oxida-

tion and hydration of minerals containing iron. Med, in the

vast majority of cases, is due to the presence of granular

peroxide of iron. This mineral gives dark blood-red to

pale flesh-red tints. As it is liable, however, to hydration,

these hues are often mixed with brown and yellow. Green,

as the prevailing tint of rocks, occurs among metamorphic
schists, when its presence is usually due to some of the

hydrous magnesian silicates (chlorite, talc, serpentine). It

occurs also among the igneous rocks, especially those of older
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geological formations, where some of the hornblende, olivine,

or other similar silicates have been altered. A.mong the

sedimentary rocks it is principally due to the proto-silicate

of iron in glauconite. Carbonate of copper colours some
rocks a bright emerald or verdigris green. The mottled

character so common among many stratified rocks is fre-

quently traceable to unequal weathering, some portions

being more oxidized than others
;
while some, on the other

hand, become deoxidized from the reducing action of decay-

ing organic matter. To the latter cause may be attributed

the circular green spots so often found among red strata.

3. L%istre^ as an external character of rocks, does not pos-

sess the value which it has among minerals. In most rocks

the granular texture prevents the appearance of any distinct

lustre. Where a rockshows a completely vitreous lustre it will

usually he found to consist of a volcanic glass. A splendent

semi-metallic lustre may often be observed upon the foliation

planes of schistose rocks and upon the laminae of micaceous
sandstones. As this silvery lustre is almost invariably due
to the presence of mica, it is commonly called distinctively

micaceous. A metallic lustre is met with sometimes in

beds of anthracite
;
more usually its occurrence among rocks

indicates the presence of metallic oxides or sulphides.

4. Hardness and Frangibility,—A rock which can easily

be scratched with the nail is almost always much decomposed,
though some chloritic and talcose schists are soft enough
to be thus affected. Compact rocks which can easily be
scratched witli the knife, and are apparently not decomposed,
may be limestones, or other fragmental masses. Crystalline

rocks, as a rule, cannot be scratched vi^ith the knife unless

considerable force be used. The ease with which a rock
may be broken is the measure of its frangibility. Most rocks
break most easily in one direction

;
attention to this point

will sometimes throw light upon their internal structure.

5. Fracture is the surface produced when a rock is split

or broken, and depends for its character upon the texture

of the mass. Finely granular compact rocks are apt to

break with a splintery fracture where wedge-shaped plates

adhere by their thicker ends to, and lie parallel with, the

general surface. When the rock breaks off into concave
and convex rounded shell-like surfaces, the fracture is said

to be conchoidal, as may be seen in obsidian and other
vitreous rocks, and in exceedingly compact limestones. The
fracture may also be foliated^ slaty, or shaly, according to

the structure of the rock. Many black, opaque, compact
rocks are translucent on the thin edges of fracture, and
afford there, with the aid of a lens, a glimpse of their

internal composition.

6. Feel.—^Practice enables a geologist to discriminate
some rocks by the feel of their weathered or fresh surfaces.

The hydrous maguesian silicates, as already mentioned,
have a marked soapy or greasy feeling under the fingers.

Some micaceous schists, with margarodite or an allied

mica, likewise exhibit the same character.

7. Smell.—Many rocks when freshly broken emit dis-

tinctive odours. Those containing volatile hydrocarbons
give sometimes an appreciable bituminous odour, as is the
case with some of the dolerites, which iu central Scotland
have been intruded through coal-seams and carbonaceous
shales. Limestones have often afetid odour; rocks full of
decomposing sulphides are apt to give a suVphurous odour

;

those which are highly siliceous yield, on being struck, an em-
fyreumatic odour. It is very characteristic of argillaceous
rocks to emit a strong earthy smell when breathed upon.

8. Specific gravity is an important character among rocks
as among minerals. It varies from 0*6 among the hydro-
carbon compounds to 3*1 among the basalts. As already
stated, the average specific gravity of the rocks of the
earth’s crust may he taken to be about 2*5, or from that
to 3*0.

9.

Magnetism is a distinguishing feature of many igneous
and some metamorphic rocks. In some cases it exibts in

such development as powerfully to affect the magnetic
needle, so that observations with that instrument among
rocks of this character are deceptive. But even when much
more sparingly present, the existence of magnetic iron in a
rock may be shown by reducing the rock to povrder in an
agate mortar, washing carefully the triturated powder, and
dr5dng the heavy residue, from which grains of magnetite
may be extracted wdth a magnet. This may be done w’ith

any basalt

ii. Internal Chaiacters.

These are revealed chiefly by the microscope and chemical
analysis. By the former we learn what are the component
minerals of a rock, how they are built up into its mass, and
what changes they have undergone. By the latter we are

taught the chemical constitution of rocks, and are enabled
to bring into close relations rocks which have externally

no resemblance to each other, or, on the other hand, to

show that rocks externally similar are chemically very
distinct.

1. Microscopic Examination.—This method of inquiry

has made great advances during the last 20 years, especially

from the labours of German petrographers. Slices are cut

from the rocks to be examined, and after being polished on
one side with great care, are cemented by that side with
Canada balsam to glass, and are then ground down until

they attain the requisite transparency. In this way the

minutest features in the structure of a rock can be leisurely

studied. By the application of polarized light to these thin

slices a marvellously delicate method of petrograpliical

analysis is afforded.

Among the igneous rocks three leading types of micro-

scopic structure have been
established, chiefly through
the researches of Professor

Zirkel of Leipsic :—(1.)

Purely-crystalline.—Granite
(fig. 1) is a good example,
consisting, as it does, en-

tirely of crystals inteilaced

with each other. (2.) Half-
crystalline.—In this divi-

sion, which embraces most
of the eruptive masses, the
rnnlTR PonQi'c;!- nf a nnn pr-o-Q-

1 —Micioscopic Stiucturo of Hocks—roCXB consist OI a non-crys- p^iely crystalline—Section ot Gianitc

talline amorphous matrix (x is diametei). The white mmeial
..-I .1 it j IS qnaitz; that with shading, oitho-

WltJb. crystals scattered. clase some flakes of mica aie shown

through it. This matrix as stuated forms.

may be either {a) entirely glassy (figs. 2 and 3); (fi)
partly

devitrified through separation of peculiar little granules and
needles which are not
“microlites” of the com-
ponent parts of the rock;
(c) an aggregation of such
little granules, needles, and
hairs, between which no
glass, or almost none, ap-

pears (microcrystallitic)
; or

((f) microfelsitic, nearly re-

lated to the two previous
groups, and consisting of

an amorphous mass marked
usually with indefinite or

half-effaced granules and fila-

ments. (3.) Non-crystal-
line.—Eocks of this class are

much less common than those of the other two. In
most typical condition they consist entirely of a

' Fig 2 —^Micioscopic Stiuctme of Obsi-
dian A volcanic glass, with numerous
microhtes, which have been dia-wm out
in a gcneial direction during the flow
of the melted rock (flma-stiucture)
(X 18 diametei

)

their

non-
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crystallized or amorplious {nicJit individuaHsirten) substance,

sometimes glassy and sometimes microfelsitic.

Kocks really formed oi compacted sediment become
sometimes so close-grained tiiat their origin may not be
apparent to the naked eye.

Their truly derivative char-

acter is well brought out by
the microscope. In fig. 4,

for example, the structure of

a piece of fine greywacke is

shown. It will be observed
that the component particles

are not crystals, but broken
and more or less rounded
fragments of different mine-
rals. The larger white pieces

are quartz, the darker por- iiu ,i—Mjuoscopic stiuctuie of Pitch-

tions consist of granules of

slate, felspar, and other and a sanidme ciystaL

substances, with a little siliceous ferruginous cement. Many
exceedingly compact and even flinty argillaceous rocks are
in this way shown by microscopic examination to be formed
of water-worn particles.

Eocks which have been
changes as to acquire a new
crystalline character, and to

receive the name Meta-
morphic, exhibit many char-

acteristic features of struc-

ture under the microscope.

Limestones, for example,
which have been altered into

saccharoid marble are found
to consist of crystalline grains

of calcite, showing the charac-

teristic cleavage of that mine-
ral (fig. 5). The foliated

rocks (schists) show a curious

so affected by subsequent

Pio. 4—Mici oscopic Structure of a
fiagmental rock. Gieywacke.

blending of the characters of igneous and sedimentary
rocks. Thus they have often a distinctly granular
structure, resembling that of

sedimentarydeposits, with, at

the same time, an arrange-

ment of the micaceous folia

reminding us of the fluid

structure of igneous rocks.

In fig. 6, for instance, the
quartz-grains are to be ob-

served in layers separated by
folia of mica which curve
and twist likethe microlites in

m obsidian (compare fig. 2).

Much light has been cast riG.5—micioscopic sti’uctme of saccha-

on the origin and history of I-Oid white MarWe (Cairaia).

igneous rocks by microscopic investigation. It is easy, for

example, to see in what order
the several mineral compon-
ents have crystallized out of

the original glass. Thus in

basalt the magnetite has ap-
peared before the augite, in

which it has been abundantly
enclosed. Again, the move-
ment of the still liquid or
viscid rock, when many of its

crystals had already been pro-
duced, is beautifully shown
by the “fluid structure ” (fig. Tlg. B.—^Microscopic Structme of Sliea-

2), where minor crystals and schist,

particles are drawn into curving lines which bend round

the large crystals, and also by the frequent fracture of the
larger crystals and the insertion of portions of the general
ground-mass of the rock between the separated pieces.

That intensely saline water was present during the forma-
tion of many crystalline rocks is proved by the presence
in their crystals of minute cavities filled with fluid and
containing cubes of halite (common salt). Liquid carbonic
acid has been observed in such cavities.

Most interesting and important information is likewise
afforded by the microscope regarding the subsequent
changes which rocks have undergone through the influence

chiefly of percolating water, Every gradation of alteration

from the fresh mineral to its complete pseudomorph may be
observed. In this way many serpentines have been shown
to have been originally olivine rocks. It can be seen, too,

how certain minerals decay, and to what products their

alteration gives rise, even when the general mass of the
rock looks to the eye still tolerably fresh. There can be
little doubt that the application of microscopic analysis

is destined to throw much light upon both the formation
and the subsequent history of the sedimentary rocks.

These have not yet been so sedulously explored as the
igueous groups. The obscure subject of metamorphisiii is

especially open to elucidation by the microscopic method.^
2. Chemical Analysis.—This method of investigation

must supplement the work of the microscope. A mere
chemical analysis gives the ultimate chemical constitution

of a rock, but may afford little clue to its mineral structure,

which can only be thoroughly examined by means of the
microscopic nietliod. On the other hand, many rocks do not
allow of satisfactory determination of their constitution by
means of the microscope. For these chemical analysis is,

of course, indispensable. Bub our knowledge of no rock
can be considered complete until the rock has been sub-

jected to both processes of investigation.

II, Classification and Description.

A precise yet convenient classification of rocks is still

required. We may adopt chemical characters as the basis

of arrangement, and group rocks according as they may
be sulphates, carbonates, silicates, &c. ; but in so doing we
place together rocks which, from a geological point of view,

have no real afifilnity. Again, we may select mineralogical

composition as the groundwork of the classification
;
but in

this case also great violence may be done in the geological

relationships of the rocks. In many respects the long estab-

lished geological arrangement according to manner of pro-

duction is a useful one—^igneous, aqueous, and metamorphic
rocks. There is, of course, the obvious objection to it that

it starts upon a preconceived theory of the origin of the

rocks, and this objection must be admitted to be serious.

Every year, however, is diminishing its force by making us

more certain of the mode of formation of different rocks ;

and, probably, some modification of it will in the end be
very generally adopted. In the meantime the most eligible

course seems to be to choose a scheme of arrangement
which, confessedly imperfect and temporary, shall recognize

at once the mineralogical, chemical, and geological relations

of the rocks. With this object the following classification

will be adopted here.

I. Crystalline and Glassy Hion-Fragmental RocTcs.

1. Simple Eocks (composed of one mineral substance),

—chiefly of aqueous rocks formed from chemical

precipitates.

^ The reader -will find this subject fully treated in Zirkel’s Mihro-
shopische JBeschaffenh&it der Mineralien und Oestcine (1873), Bosen-

busch’s Mikroskopische Pliysiographe der Mineralien und Gesteine

(1873-7), Vogelsang’s Krystollrten (1874), and DelaValleeandRenard,
Sttr les rockes pluioniennes de la Belgique (Acad. Boyale de Belgiq^ue,

1876 ).
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2. Compound Hocks (composed of two or more mine-
rals), including (a) Massive series, embracing tbe

various igneous rocks, as granite and lava, and (b)

Scbistose series, including all the crystalline schists

and most of the so-called metamorphie rocks.

IL Fragmental or Clastic Bocks, including (a) Gravel

and Sand Hocks, (h) Clay Hocks, (c) Plant-formed Hocks,

(d) Hocks formed from animal remains, {e) Yolcanic

Agglomerates and Tuffs.

I. Crystalline and Glassy or Non-Fragmental Rocks.

The great majority of these rocks are original formations;

that is, they have not been palpably derived from the

destruction of pre-existing rocks, as in the case of the frag-

mental series. They include all chemical precipitates,

whether these possess a distinctly crystalline or a dull

granular texture, all rocks which have consolidated from
igneous fusion, and all the schistose and metamorphie rocks

which, whatever may have been their original character,

now possess a crystalline or foliated structure.

1. Simple Rocks.

Limestone is a mass of carbonate of lime, either nearly pure or

mixed with clay or other impurity. Few roehs vary more in

texture and eomi')osition. It may be a hard flinty close-grained

mass, breaking with a splintery or eonchoidal fracture
;
or a crystal-

line rock built up of fine crystals of calcite and resembling loaf

sugar in colour and texture (fig. 5) ;
ora dull earthy friable ehalk-like

deposit; or a compact massive finely-granular roek resembling a

close-grained sandstone or freestone. The colours, too, vary exten-
sively, the most common being shades of blue-grey and cream-
colour passing into white. Some limestones are highly siliceous,

the calcareous matter having been accompanied with silica in the
act of deposition

;
others are argillaceous, sandy, feiTiiginous, dolo-

mitic, or bituminous. To some of these varieties particular names
have been assigned:

—

Oolite, a granular limestone built up of small
roe-like grains, each of which consists of concentric coats of lime;
Pisolite, an oolitic or pisolitie limestone where the gi’ains are as

large as peas
;
Tramrtine {calcareous tufa), the material deposited

by calcareous springs, usually white or yellowish, varying in
texture ffom a soft chalk-like substance or marl to a compact
building-stone

;
Stalactite, the calcareous pendant deposit foimed

on the roofs of caverns, vaults, bridges, &e. The water from which
the hanging lime-icicles are derived drips to the floor, and on
further evaporation there gives rise to the crust-like deposit known
as stalagmite. Hydraulic limestone contains sufficient silica (and
usually alumina) that, when it is burnt and subsequently mixed
with water, a compound containing silicate of calcium is formed,
which has the property of ‘‘setting” or hardening under water.
Limestones containing perhaps as much as 25 per cent, of silica,

alumina, iron, &c., which in themselves would be unsuitable for
many of the ordinary purposes for which limestones are used, can
be used for making hydraulic mortar. These limestones occur
sometimes in beds like those in the Lias of Lyme Hegis, sometimes
in nodules like those of Sheppey, from which Homan cement is made.
CemenUstone is the name given to many pale dull ferruginous lime-
stones, which contain an admixture of clay, and some of wtiich can
be profitably used for making hydraulic mortar or cement. Fetid
limestone {stinkstein, swinestone) gives off a fetid smell, Hke that of
sulphuretted hydrogen gas, when struck with a hammer. In some
eases, as in that at N'orth Berwick, the rock seems to have been
deposited by volcanic springs containing decomposable sulphides as
W'ell as lime.

^

In other instances the odour may be connected with
the decomposition of organic matter. In some quarries in the Car-
boniferous Limestone of Ireland, as mentioned by Mr Jukes, the
freshly broken rock may be smelt at a distance of a hundred yards
when the men are at work, and occasionally the stench becomes so
strong that the workmen are sickened by it and require to leave off
work for a time. Oomstone is an arenaceous or siliceous limestone
particularly characteristic of some of the Palseozoic red sandstone for-
mations. Rottenstone is a decomposed siliceous limestone from which
most or all of the lime has been removed, leaving a silieeous skeleton
of the rock. A similar decomposition takes place in some ferrugin-
ous limestone with the result of leaving a yeUow skeleton of ochre.
Mardle is limestone which has acquired a granular crystalline

structure.
^
Ordinary statuary marble is a familiar example of this

roek. It is white, fine-grained, composed of minute crystalline
granules of calcite, and resembles loaf-sugar, w’henee the term
“ saccharoid ” often applied to it (fig. 6). Fine silvery scales of mica
or talc may often be noticed even in the purest marble. Some lime-
stones associated with gneiss and schist are peculiarly rich in

minerals,—tremolite, actinoiite, anthophyllite, zoisite, and many
other species occurring there, often in great abundance. Many
varieties of colour and texture occur among these limestones, as
may be seen in the numerous kinds of ornamental marble.

Dolomite {Magnesian Limestone) is a massive formation of the car-

bonates of lime and magnesia, commonly associated wdth gypsum,
rock-salt, and other results of the evaporation of saturated
saline waters. It is dull granular to finely crystalline in texture,
sometimes full of cavities lined with crystals of dolomite, sometimes
aggregated into botryoidal, inammillated, and other concretionary
forms. Dolomite also occurs as the result of a chemical transforma-
tion of ordinary limestone, carbonate of magnesia re^jlacing carbon-
ate of lime. This process, known as dolomitization, was largely

insisted on by Yon Bnch and has been discussed by Biscliof. The
metamorphie variety of the rock is generally quite crystalline,

resembling saccharoid marble in texture, and sometimes even in

colour, though yellowish tints are apt to predominate. As a proof
of the dolomitization or conveision of limestone into dolomite the
fact may be noticed that fossil shells, and other organisms consisting

originally of calcite, have been altered into dolomite. On a small
scale a similar change may be observed in a limestone where it is

ti-aversed by some igneous dyke. Even along the vertical joints

of limestone where no igneous matter has penetrated, and where
percolating water has probably been the only agent of change, the
limestone is changed for some distance on either side into a dull

yellow dolomite, locally termed “ diinstone.”
Gypsum occurs as a rock in the form of beds and concretions as

well as in strings and veins. It is associated vdth red strata, often
with dolomite, rock-salt, and anhydrite.

JlocJc-sctlt, massive chloride of sodium, occurs in beds some-
times 60 to 90 feet in thickness, rudely crystalline, usually stained

red from an admixture of red sediment, like that of the i‘ed clays

and sandstones among which the salt-beds occur.

Ironstone.—Besides the iron ores met with in veins associated

with other accompaniments of metalliferous lodes, there are many
which were doubtless formed as chemical precipitates on the floors

of lakes and other sheets of water. Some of these deposits (either

peroxide or carbonate of the protoxide of iron) arise from pre-

cipitation in water or on moist ground where organic matter, espe-

cially of vegetable origin, has decomposed. The hard crust of
hydrous peroxide of iron which forms under wet oj* boggy soil {moor-
hand pan, tog-iron-ore) is an example of such a dei^osit now in

course of formation. Where the peroxide has been reduced and
become carbonate, it occurs in beds or nodules usually mixed with
a variable proportion of clay {clay ironstone), and sometimes Avith a
good deal of carbonaceous matter from associated vegetation (Jblack-

hand ironstone). Clay iron-ore is one of the most valuable ores of
the metal, and occurs largely in beds and nodules in the Carboni-
ferous system, as well as in parts of the Jurassic series in Britain.

In some of the oldest geological formations extensive beds ocenr of

haematite and magnetite.
Serptentine.—This mineral occurs massive, forming large bands of

rock. In some places it may have been an original dexiosit fioni

oceanic "water, comparable to the glauconite found filling the
chambers of Foraminifera, and ocenrring extensively both in old
geological formations and on the present ocean-floor. The serpen-
tines associated with the gneisses and other ciystalline rocks have
had this origin assigned to them by Sterry Hunt. There can be
no doubt, however, that many, probably most, serpentines are the
results of the alteration of pre-existing rocks. Tschermak pointed
out that much serpentine has been produced by the hydration and
alteration of olivine, and this view has been confirmed by illustra-

tions from all x)arts of the "vs^oiid. In many serpentines the forms
of the original crystals of olivine may still be detected. Hence
the difficulty in understanding how there could be intrusive masses
of serpentine—a hydrated magnesian silicate—^is now removed, for

we see that the original olivine-rocks may have been intruded as

molten masses which would preserve their external characters as

eruptive rocks though undergoing an internal conversion into
serpentine. With many Paleeozoic limestones, and more particularly
with the ciystalline beds which occur among the schistose rocks,

seipentine is frequently associated. Some of this may represent
the result of an alteration of dolomite, though, as above stated, it

may with more probability be connected wuth some original oceanic
deposit of a magnesian silicate.

2. Compound Rocks.

Nearly the whole of the rocks in this division consist of

two or more minerals. A few examples occur, however,
where, at least in some parts of their mass, the rocks are

formed of only one mineral. Strictly speaking, these excep-
tions should be placed among the simple rocks. But they
are so closely linked with the compound masses that to

separate them would do much more violence to geological

continuity than any harm likely to arise from the present
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arrangement Besides, a lock which., like obsidian, may
appear quite simple at one place may, at a short distance,

show the presence of other minerals entitling it to a place

among the compound rocks

(a
)

Masszve Rocks —This important division consists

almost entiiely ot rocks which have resulted from igneous
,

fusion Considered from a chemical point of view, these

rocks may be described as mixtures in dijfferent proper
tions of silicates of alumina, magnesia, lime, potash, and

j

soda, usually with magnetic iron and phosphate of lime,

and, m a great group of rocks, with an excess of silicic

acid, existing as free quartz Taking this last feature as a
basis of arrangement, some petrographers have proposed to

divide the igneous rocks into an acid group, including such
rocks as granite, quartz porphyry, and quartz trachyte,

where the percentage of silica ranges from 60 to 75, and a
basic group, typified by such rocks as leucite lava and basalt,

where the proportion of silica is only about 50 per cent

In the vast majority of igneous rocks the chief silicate is

a felspar,—the number of rocks where the felspar is repre-

sented by another silicate (as leucite or nepheline) being
comparatively few and unimportant As the felspars group
themselves into two great series, the monoclinic or ortho
clase, and the triclinic or plagioclase, the former with, on
the whole, a preponderance of silica, and as the minerals

occur under tolerably distinct and definite conditions, it has
been proposed to divide the felspar bearing massive rocks

into two series,—(1) the orthoclase rocks, having orthoclase

as their chief silicate, and often with free silica in excess,

and (2) the plagioclase rocks, where the chiet silicate is some
species of triclimc felspar The former senes corresponds
generally to the acid group above mentioned, while the
plagioclase rocks are on the whole decidedly basic It

has been objected to this arrangement that the so called

plagioclase felspars are in reality very distinct minerals,

with proportions of silica, ranging from 43 to 69 per
cent ,

soda from 0 to 12 ,
and lime from 0 to 20 But

in the state of minute subdivision in which the minerals

occur in many igneous rocks, it is often scarcely possible

to determine the species of felspar

Without atfcempcing here any formal classification, accord

ing either to relative proportion of silica or to the distm
guishing felspar, it may be sufficient to arrange the following
description of the massive rocks m a continuous senes, with
the most typical acid or orthoclase rocks at the beginning,

and the basic felsparless rocks at the end.

Chramte is a thoroughly crystalline granular admixture of felspar,

mica, and quartz The felspar is chiefly orthoclase, but striated

trielinie felspais (as oligoclase and alhite) may often be observed m
smallei quantity The mica in most granites seems to be the
potash or mnscovite variety, usually of a white silvery aspect,
sometimes it is dark brown or black, and belongs to biotite (mag-
nesian mic'i) 01 lepidomelane Dr Heddle finds the common mica of
the granites in the Scottish Highlands to he a new variety, which
he has called haughtonite The quartz may be observed to form
a kind of paste or magma wrapping lound the other ingredients
(see fig 1) It is only m cavities of the gramte that the component
minerals occur as independent well formed crystals, and there too
the accessory minerals are chiefly found, such as beryl, topaz, toux-
mahne &c

Microscopic examination of granite by Sorby and other later
observers has shown that the quartz is fuU of cavities containing
liquid, sometimes in such numbers as to amount to a thousand
millions in a cubic inch The liquid in these cavities appears
usually to be water containing chlorides of soda and potash, with
sulphates of potash, soda, and lime

Granites vary in texture fiom extremely coarse crystalline masses,
with, crystals an inch or more in length, to fine granular rocks which
pass into elvanite or felsite They are sometimes porphyntic, with
large scattered orthoclase crystals The variety known as graphic
OTanite is distinguished hy the way in which the quartz is crystal-
lized through the felspar in imperfect or hemihedral shells arranged
with their longer axes generally parallel, so as to produce ou cross
fracture the appearance of Hebrew characters
The mean of eleven analyses of granites made by Dr Haughton

gave the following average compoaition —Silica 72 07 alumini
14 81, peroxide of non, 2 22, potash, o 11 soda, 2 79 Imie 1 63
magnesia, 0 33, loss by ignition, 1 09, total, 100 05 —with a mean
specific gravity ot 2 66

Gianite occui’s (1) as an eruptive rock forming huge bosses, i\hiclL
use through other formations both stratified and unstratified and
sending out veins into the sunoundmg and oveilying locks winch
usually show evidence of much alteration as they apjDroach Jie
gianite

, (2) connected with tiue volcanic locks, and loiming pio
bably the lower portions of masses v Inch, flowed out at the surface
as lavas and (3) in the heart of mountain chains and elsewhei e so
mtimately connected with metamoiphic rocks os to suggest that it

15 itself a final stage of the metamorphism of rocks Granite is thus
a decidedly rock, that is, it has consolidated at some depth
beneath the surface, and m this respect differs horn the supeifieial
volcamc rocks, such as lavas, which have flowed out above ground
fiom volcanic orifices

Quartz joorpJiyry, Felsite porpJiyry Felstoiie, Felsite—These names
are given to ditierent conditions under which oithoelase and quail/
unite to form a massive eiuptive rock When the quaitz foinife

well inaiked grains, blebs, or ciystals, the lock is a quaitz poiph}i;j
when the felspai and quartz aie so mtimately mixed as to ax'>pcai

to the eye as a homogeneous matrix theiock is called by one ol the
other epithets
The base of the rock whether in the foim of quartz porphyiy oi

felstone, is usually exceedingly compact oi even flinty in textuie
Under the microscope it shows the miciofelsitie character, the tiub
nature and oiigin ot which is still the subject ot much discussion
among petiogiapheis When the quaitz occuis in foims visible to
the naked eye it usually appears as lound or irregular giams
vaiying in size from mere specks up to pieces as laige as a pea or
laigei Less frequently it occurs definitely ciystallized, and some-
times m perfect doubly terminated pyramids

Besides the othoclase of the diffused matrix this mineral oceuis
in cr5 stalline fragments and crystals, which sometimes reach to the
length of an inch or more, so as to give a markedly poiphyntic
chaiacter to the lock Trichnic felspars usually occui though
perhaps not so commonly as m granite Mica and hornblende are
among the most frequent of the mineials which accompany the two
essential constituents, while apatite, magnetite, and pyiite are not
infrequent accessoiies
The colours of quartz porplij^y and felstone depend chiefly upon

those of the felspai,—^fiesh red, i eddish brown, pmpie, yellow, bluish
or slate gi‘ey, and even white, being m different places chaiaetenstic
The presence of much mica or hornblende gives dark grey, brown
Ol gieemsh tints It will be observed in this, as in other rocks
containing much felspar, that the colour, besides depending on the
hue of that mineral, is greatly regulated by the nature and stage
of decomposition A rock -weathering externally with a pale yellow
or white crust may be found to be quite daik in the central un
decayed portion

The flesh red quartz-porphyiy of Dobntz, near Meissen, in

Saxony, was found by Kentzsch to have the following chemical
composition —Silica, 76 92 ,

alumina, 12 89
,
potash, 4 27 , soda

0 68 lime, 0 68, magnesia, 0 98 oxide of iron, 1 16, water, 1 97 ,

total, 99 64,—specific gravity, 2 49
Besides the dmerences of colour already lefeired to, minor varieties

! m composition are produced by the relative abundance and size ot

the felspar crystals, and by the presence of mica {micaceous quao tz

poTyJiyry, micaceous Jetstone, or felsite) hornblende {homllendic
quarts 'porphy'iy or felstone), or other accessory ingredient The
vaiiety called minette consists of a felsite base with ciystals of

orthoclase and dark mica, and may be regarded as a micaceous fel

stone, bearing the same relation to the acid felspai locks (felstonts)

that mica poiphynte does to the more basic forms (poiphyiites)

When the base is very compact, and the felspai crystals well defined

and of a different colour fiom the base, the rock sometimes takes a

good polish, and may he used with effect as an ornamental stone

In ordinary language such a stone is classed with the “marbles,”
under the name of “ poiphyiy ’

Closely related to the quartz porphyries and felstones, of which,

mdeed, it can be legarded only as a variety, comes the rock

known as elvan or elvamte This is a Cornish term for a crystil

hne granular mixture of quartz and orthoclase, forming veins which
proceed from granite, or occur only in its neighbourhood and aie

e-vidently associated with it It forms an immediate stage be-tween

granite and quartz porphyry
Quartz porphyry and the other varieties included under this

species occur (1) -with plutonic rocks, as eruptive bosses or veins,

often associated -with granite, from which, indeed, the elvanite as

just stated, may be seen to proceed directly ,
of frequent occurrence

also as veins and irregularly intruded masses among highly con
voluted rocks, especially when these have been moie or less meta
morphosed , (2) in the chimneys of old volcanic orifices, forming
there the “ neck ’ oi plug by which the vent is filled up and (3) as

truly volcanic rocks which ha^e been erupted at the surface in the

form of flows of lava, either {a) submarine, as m the felstones oi
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Wales, associated witli tlie manne Lower Siluiian rocks, or (h)

siiLaeiial, as probakly in tlie q[uaitz porpliyiy of Airan, and perhaps
in tlie senes of the “ green slates and poiphynes * of the Sdmiaii
system in Cumberland, which Professor Ramsay has conjectured to

be the products of a subaerial volcano
PitcJistone {Itetimte) is a glassy rock, having a pitch like or resinous

lustie, and a black oi dark green colour ranging through shades of

green, brown, and yellow to iieaily white It is essentially an
oithoclase lock, and may be regarded as the natuial glass of many of

the moie granulai or crystalline orthoclase rocks, such as the q^uaitz

porphyiies or felsites Examined microscopically, it is found to

consist of glass in which are diffused, in greater oi less abundance,
hail like inicrolites, angulai or irregular giains, or more definitely

formed crystals The pitehstone of Coiriegills, in the island of

Ariaii, presents abundant green, featheiy, and dendiiticmicrolitesof
a pyioxenic chaiactei (see hg 3)
According to Duiocher the mean composition of pitehstone is

—

silica, 70 6 ,
alumina, 15 0 ,

potash, 1 6, soda, 2 4, lime, 1 2,
magnesia, 0 6 , oxides of non and manganese, 2 6, loss by ignition,

6 0 The mean specific gravity is given as 2 34
Pitehstone is found either as intrusive dykes, veins, or bosses,

piobably in close connexion with former volcanic activity, oi in

sheets which, like the porphyiitic pitehstone of the Isle of Eigg,

flowed out at the surface as lava-streams
Liparite {BhyoUte, Quartz trachyte) is an orthoclase rock con-

taining an excess of silica which usually appears in distinct grains

or in doubly terminated pyramids The orthoclase, which is of the
variety termed sanidine, is sparingly accompanied wuth tnelinie

felspar Other fiequent ingredients are magnesia mica, hornblende,
augite, apatite, and magnetite Considerable diversity exists in the
texture of this rock Some varieties are coarse and gianitoid in

charactei, and are regarded by some petrographers as the equiva-

lents in Tertiaiy times of the granite of older geological periods

Prom this crystalline aspect inteimediate varieties may he obtained
like the quaitz-porphyiies, passing hy degrees into more oi less

distinctly vitreous rocks Throughout all these giadations, how-
ever, a characteristic gi’ound mass can be seen under the microscope
having a glassy, enamel like, oi porcellanons cliaiacter An analysis

hy Vom Rath of a rhyolite from the Euganean Hills gave—silica,

76 03 ,
alumina, 13 32 ,

soda, 6 29
,
potash, 3 83 ,

piotoxideof iron,

174, magnesia, 0 30, hine, 0 85, loss, 0 32 , total, 10168,

—

specific gravity, 2 553 Lipaiite is a volcanic rock of late geologi-

cal date occurring in the form of erupted lavas

Obsidian is a volcanic glass representing the vitreous v-ondition of
a highly silicated sanidme-ioek, such as liparite It resembles
bottle glass, having a perfect conchoidal fracture, and breaking into

sharp splmteis, semi-transpaient or translucent at the edges The
colours of the lock are black, brown, or greyish gieen, raiely yellow,

blue, or red, but not infrequently streaked or banded with paler

and darker lines When a thin slice of obsidian is 2)repared for the
micioseiope it is found to be veiy pale yellow, grey, or nearly
colourless On being magnified it shows that the usual dark
colours are almost always produced by the presence of minute crys-

tals, needles, and black hair like bodies In rare examples the
obsidian appeals as a peifect glass without any foreign admixture
The minute crystals and hair like bodies sometimes so increase m
abundance as to make the rock lose the aspect of a glass and assume
that of a dull flmt-like or enamel-like stone This devitiification

can only be properly studied with the microscope Agam little

granules {spiherulites) of a duR giey enamel (pearlstone) appear,

and in some paits of the rock so abundantly as to alter its character

and convert it from obsidian into pearlstone The average chemical
composition of the rock is—silica, 71 0, alumina, 13 8, potash,

4 0 ,
soda, 5 2 ,

hme, 1 1 , magnesia, 0 6 , oxides of iron and man-
ganese, 3 7 j

loss, 0 6 ,
total, 100 0,—^mean specific gravity, 2 40

Obsidian occurs as a product of the volcanoes of late geological

periods
Pearlstone {Perlite) is another vitreous condition of sanidme lava

As its name denotes, it consists of vitreous or enamel like globules,

occasionally assuming polygonal forms by mutual pressui'e These
globules sometimes constitute the entire rock, their outer portions
shading off into each other so as to foim a compact mass

,
in other

cases they are separated by and cemented in a compact glass or
enamel They consist of successive very thin shells, which, in a
transverse section, are seen as concentric rings usually full of the
same kind of hair-like ciystallites and crystals as in obsidian
Occasionally there are found among them true spheruhtes where the
internal structure is radiating fibrous When such spherulites
occupy the main mass they give rise to spherulite-roclc

Pumice IS a general term foi the cellular and filamentous or
froth-hke parts of lavas In the great majority of cases it is a form
of the obsidians, showing under the microscope the usually vitreous
characters, and possessing a specific gravity of 2 0 to 2 53, though,
owing to Its porous nature, it possesses great buoyancy and readily
floats on water At Hawaii, however, some of the pyroxemc or
olivine lavas give rise to a pumiceous froth which has the usual
outward characters of ordinary puroiee.

The rocks enumerated up to this iioint are all oi-thoclase rocks,
and markedly siliceous, frequently showing then excess of silica in
the foim of quaitz grains oi crystals In the succeeding gioup fiee
quartz is not found as a marked constituent, although occasionally
it occurs in some quantity In this senes syenite may be regaided
as the equivalent of granite in the quaitzose series, orthoclase por-
phyiy of quartz porphyry and felstone, and trachyte of lipaiite

Syenite —^According to the modem nomenclature, this name,
which was formerly given in England to a gi'amte -witli horn
blende replacing mica, is now restricted to a rock consisting essen
tially of a mixture of orthoclase and hornblende, to winch plagio

I clase, quartz, and mica are occasionally added The name sjeiiile,

first used by Pliny in refeience to the rock of Syene, was intiodiicid
by Werner as a scientific designation, and applied to the lock of the
Plauenscher Ginnd, Dresden Wernei afterwards, liow'evei, m ide

that rock a greenstone The base of all syenites like tliat of

granites is ciystallme, without a trace of any amoiphous substance
between the crystals, such as most igneous rocks contain Hence
the textime is of that crystalline kind commonly known as

granitic
The typical syenite of the Planenscher-Grund, foimorly desciibed

as a coaise grained mixture of flesh-coloured orthoclase and black
hornblende, containing no qnaitz, and with no indication of
plagioelase, was regarded as a normal oithoclase hornblende rock
Microscopical research has, however, shown that well-striated tri-

clinic fekpar, as well as quartz, occurs in it Its comijositioii is

shown by the following analysis —silica, 59 83, alumina, 16 8“),

protoxide of iron, 7 01 ,
lime, 4 43 ,

magnesia, 2 61 ,
potash, G 57

,

soda, 2 44 ,
water, &c

,
1 29 ,

total, 101 03 The average specific

gi'avity of syenite is from 2 75 to 2 90
Syenite occur s under conditions similar to those in which granite

IS found
,

it has been erupted in large irregulai masses, especially
among metamorpliic locks, as well as m smaller bosses and veins

Orthoclase Porphyry {Quaitzless Potphyry) is an orthoclase rock
containing no quartz, or a veiy sparing admixtuie of that mmeial,
but with a little plagioelase, and not unfrequently with some horn-
blende and dark biotite It contains from 55 to 65 per cent of silica

It differs thus from quartz-porphyry and felstone m its smaller pro-
portion of silica, but the distinction is one vhioh, exce^it by
chemical or microscopical analyses, must often be diifieult to estab-
lish between the fine compact felstones and the orthoclase por-
phyries, especially when the latter contain free quaitz This rock is

sometimes termed syenite-porphyry, since it is associated with
syenite much in the same way that elvanite is with gianite It is

like syenite a plutonic rock, and occurs in veins, dykes, and in-
trusive sheets Probably, however, many of the so called fel-

stones which occur as lavas, contempoianeously ejected with the
older PalfBozoie foimations, are really orthoclase poiphynes

Trachyte, a term originally applied to a laige series of modem
volcanic rocks possessing a chaiacteristic roughness (rpaxvs) under
the finger, is now restricted to locks consisting essentially of
sanidme, with moie or less triclmic felspar, usually mth horn-
blende, biotite, or augite, and sometimes with magnetite and
apatite In micioscopio stiucture the rock is distinguishable from
the quartz trachytes oi lipaiites by the absence oi feeble development
of any microfelsitic ground-mass, and in general by the presence of a
porphyiitic base, consistmg either of a pure glass or of one with de-
vitrification products The average composition of tiachyte may
be stated thus —silica, 60 0, alumina, 17 0, piotoxide of iron,
8 0 , magnesia, 1 0 , lime, 3 5 ; soda, 4 0 ,

potash, 5 0 , loss by
Ignition, 1 5 Average specific giavity, 2 65 Tiachyte is a vol-
canic rock of Tertiary and post-Tertiary date

Phonolite {Clinkstone), a term suggested by the metallic rmging
sound emitted by the compact varieties when stiuek, is applied to a
mixture of sanidme felspai and nephelme with hornblende and
usually nosean An average specimen contained silica, 57 7 ,

alu-
mma, 20 6

,
potash, 6 0, soda, 7 0 , lime, 1 5 , magnesia, 0 6 ,

oxides
of iron and manganese, 3 5 , loss by ignition, 3 2 per cent The
specific gi’avitymay be taken as about 2 58 Phonolite is sometimes
found splitting into thin slabs which can be used for roofing pui-
X^oses Occasionally it assumes a porphyritic textuie from the
presence of large crystals of sanidme or of hornblende When the
rock IS partly decomposed and takes a somewhat porous texture, it

resembles tiachyte in appealance
Like trachyte, phonolite is a thoroughly volcanic rock and of late

geological date It oceuis sometimes filling the pipes of volcanic
orifices, sometimes as sheets which have been ponied out m the form
of lava-streams, and sometimes as dykes and veins
In the rocks enumerated np to this point the essential felspar

constituent is orthoclase
,
m the felspar rocks now to be described

the corresponding ingredient is nearly always some tnclinic form.
In the volcanic rocks of this senes theie is usually some mineral of
the hornblende or angite family present m such quantity as to give
a green or even black colour to the mass

Porphyrite may be used as the designation of rocks which consist
essentially of some tnclinic felspar, and show a glassy or partially
devitnfied ground-mass contammg abundant crystals of plagioelase
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mtli magnetite or titaniferoiis iron, and sometimes lioinblende,

aiigite, or mica These rocks include many varieties which have not
yet been thoroughly examined The texture vanes from coarse

crystalline-granular to exceedingly close-grained, and passes oc-

casionally even into vitieous Poipliyiite is a volcanic rock very
characteristic of the later palaiozoic foimations, occunmg thei'e as

inteistiatified lava-beds, and m eiuptive sheets, dykes, veins, and
irregular bosses

Dio'tiie {Go ernstone in part) is a ciystalline mixtme of ohgoclase

01 some allied felspar and hornblende mth magnetic iron and apatite

Where fiee quaitz occurs the rock is called quartz choiite The
more compact daik vaiieties have been teiined aj^haoiote The
average chemical composition of this rock may be taken to be

—

silica, 53 2 ,
alumina, 16 0 ,

potash, 1 3 ,
soda, 2 2 ,

lime, 6 3

,

magnesia, 6 0 ,
oxides of non and manganese, 14 0, loss by ignition,

1 0 The mean specific gravity is about 2 95 Dioiiteoccms as an
eruptive lock under conditions similar to those of quartz-porphyry
and syenite It is found m palaeozoic volcanic regions, as in IToitli

Wales, in ‘‘neck ’’-like masses which may mark the position of some
of the volcanic oiifices of eiuption

Propijlrte is a name given to ceitain Tertiaiy volcanic locks consist-

ing of a plagioclase felspai and hornblende in afine-giained ground-
mass They are subject to consideiable alteiation, the hornblende
being converted into epidote Some quaitziferous jiioxiylites have
been described by Zukel from Claience King’s Siiovey of the AOfh
Parallel, wherein the quartz abounds m liquid cavities contammg
biiskly moving bubbles, and sometimes double enclosures with an
interioi of liquid carbonic acid
HornhJ / l^-Aoideszte is a lock of late geological date consisting of

a plagiochibc felspar and hornblende often with a little sanidme
The ground-mass is fiequently quite ciystalline, or shows a small
proportion of a felsitie nature, with niicrolites and gianules When
the rock contains fiee quaitz it is called Dctcite

Tn the next senes of rocks augite inlays a similar part to that taken
by hornblende in the foregoing species

Dialase —This name has been given to certain dark green oi black
eruptive rocks found in the older geological formations and consist-

ing essentially of a tnclinic oi plagioclase felspai-, augite, magnetic
ortitanifeious iron, sometimes olivine, and usually with more oi less

of a diffused greenish substance which has resulted from the altera-

tion of the augite or olivine The texture is sometimes quite ciys-

talline
,
in other cases it shows a felsitie ground-mass Except that

the so-called diabases are confined to Palceozoic rocks and the basalts

to Tertiary and post-Tertiary formations, there seems no essential dis-

tinction between these two groups, though, of course, as the diabases
aie much older and have been far longer exposed to metamorpbic
processes, they are in general less fresh than the basalts

Melaphyre is a term wbicb lias been so variously used that the
sense in which it is taken must always be explained. Thus Seuft
described it as a rock having an indistinctly mixed chaiactor, with
colours ranging from dirty greenish-brown, or reddish-giey, oi

greenish black-brown, to a complete black, haid and tough when
fresh, and then showing ciystals of leddish-grey labradonte, with
magnetic titaniferous non, and usually with carbonates of lime and
non, and ferruginous chlorite (delessite), m ciystalline grains , com-
pact or earthy, or sometimes porphyritic or amygdaloidal. ISTaumann
defines melaph3rre as a close-grained rock, very often amygda-
loidal, composed essentially of labradonte, -with an undetermmed
silicate, some titaniferous iron, carbonates of lime and of iron, and
sometimes crystals of augite, rubellan, and mica Zirkel called

it generally crypto-erystalline, sometimes porphyi-itie, very often
amygdaloidal rock, consisting of a mixture of ohgoclase and augite
with magnetic iron Lastly, Rosenbusch proposes to restnet it to
those plagioclase-augite rocks which contain olivine, and possess a
distinct porphyry ground-mass There can be little doubt that, hke
the so-called diabases, the melaphyres aiemeiely older forms of the
great basalt-family

Augite-Aoidesite is the name given to certam daik eruptive rocks of
Tertiaiy and post-Tertiary date which consist of a triclinic felspar
(ohgoclase, or some species rathei ncher in silica than labradonte)
and augite, with sometimes sanidme, hornblende, biotite, magnetite,
or apatite, and in some varieties quartz The composition of an
example from Santorm, erupted in the year 1866, was found to be as
follows —silica, 67 35, alumina, 15 72; magnesia, 1T6, hme,
3 60 ;

soda, 5 04
;

potash, 186, oxides of iron, 194, loss by
Ignition, 0 36 ; total, 101*06. Mean specific graYitj^ 2*75

Basalt —^Under this term are included those widespread and im-
portant volcanic rocks which consist of a tnclmie felspar, probably
always labiadorite, augite, ohvine, and magnetic or titaniferous
iron, with apatite, and sometimes sanidme or nephehne The more
•coarsely crystalline varieties are known as dolerite, while those of in-
termediate texture have been termed aommesite^i)!^ more close-grained
black heavy kmds being distinctively basalts The chemical com-
position of an average variety may be set down as silica, 45 0

;

alumina, 15 0 ,
magnesia, 6 5 ; lime, 10 5 ;

soda, 3 5 ;
potash, 1 5

;

oxides of iron and manganese, 15 0; loss by igmtion, 3 0. Mean
specific gravity, 2 95.
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Zukel has described under the name of basalt ceitam locks m

which the pait of the felspar is played by another mineial in
some eases nephehne, in others leuexre

’

Basalt occuis as dykes and veins, intiusive bosses and sheets, ami
successive contemporaneous flow’s It often picscnts a column u
stiueture, as atStatli and the Giant^s Causeway, whence thofetiuclme
has been popularly termed basaltic

TmJiylite is a black volcanic glass often found in association w ith
basalt, ol whicli indeed it is merely tbe vitieous condition Thus i

basalt dyke sometimes shows a thin ciiist of this pitcli-like substame
on its w^alls, where the molten rock w as first suddenly cooled

Palagomte is a volcanic glass ielated to basalt, and found in
fragments in some tuffs

Gahboo {Diallagc-7 ock) is a compound of a tnclinic felspar and
diallage often with oliime, and also veiy geneially wnth magnetic
or titanifeious non and apatite, moie rarefy with hornblende, biotite,
or quartz An average chemical composition is silica, 50 0 ,

alumina
15 0, magnesia, 7 0 , lime, 10 0 ;

soda, 2 5 ;
potash, 0 5, oxides

of non and manganese, 12 5, loss by ignition, 2 5 ileaii specific
gi-avity, 2 95
A veiy few ciystalline massive rocks occur without fplsx)ai as an

essential constituent, but they aie of comparatively/ little iinpoituice
as loek-masses though interesting in themselves and sometimes of
considerable beauty

PiTcnte is a rock rich in olivine, usually more or less seipeiitmized,
wnth augite, magnetite, oi ilmenite, and a little brown biotite, horn-
blende, or apatite

JEidysite is a mixtme of olivine, augite, and led garnet
Garoiet-olimoie-roch is composed of olivine, diallage, and garnet
Boistatite-oUmoie 7 ocJc consists of oln ino and enstatite (bron/ite

or hypersthene) with magnetite oi chromite
Llieo^olite is a mixture of olnnne, pyioxene, pieotite, and usually

some magnetite.
Eelogite is a compound of garnet and omphacite, oi smaragdite

(homUende)
Bumte IS amixtuie of olivine and chromite, found wuth seipentiiie
Limburgitc is composed of ciystals of '^hvinc, augite and mag-

netite, in a base more oi less vitieous

(5 ) ScJizstose or Foliated FocJ^s—These form an exceed-
ingly well-defined characteristic series. They are distin-

guished from the massive rocks by the possession of an
internal arrangement into more or less closely parallel layers

or folia, consisting of materials which have assumed a
crystalline character along these layers. The layers may
be composed of only one mineral, but are usually of two
or more, which occur either in distinct, often alternate,

laminae or intermingled in the same layer. More-
over, the layers are not usually continuous for more than
a short space. As a rule they are strikingly lenticular,

thickening out and then dying away, and reappearing after

an interval on the same or a different plane They are
likewise characteristically welded, as it were, into each
other, the crystalline particles of one lamina being so inter-

mingled with those of the layers above and below it that
the whole coheres as a tough not easily fissile mass. Though
arranged in distinct layers, a schistose rock is usually dis-

tinguished from an ordinary sedimentary one by the irregu-

larity of its lamination, and by a remarkable and eminently
distinctive puckering or ciiimpling of the folia. The vast
plications which can be seen from a distance running up
the face of a mountain are repeated on a smaller scale in

hand specimens, and even down to such proportions as can
only be seen with a microscope. As already stated, the
origin of these rocks has been the subject of much discussion.

That they are metamorphosed sediments, and not original

chemical precipitates, is the general opinion of geologists.

See part iv,

A foliated rock showing this characteristic irregulai

fissility m a marked degree is termed a ‘‘ schist.'’ Tins
word, placed after the distinguishing mineral of the rock, is

used as the name of the rock, as mica-schist, chlorite-schist,

hornblende-schist. If the mass loses its fissile tendency
owing to the felting together of the component mineral
into a tough coherent whole, the word rock is usually sub-
stituted for schist, as in hornblende-rock, actinolite-rock, and
so on. There are thus three kinds of fissility among rocks

:

—(1) that of original deposit, as in shale,—this is termed

GEOLOGY
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lamination
; (2) tliat of cleavage, as in clay slate

; (3) that

of foliation, as in the schists. There is a fourth kind of

divisional x^lanes, that of joints, sometimes so closely placed

together as almost to rival the others, as will be pointed out

in part iv.

Mica-schist {Mica-slatc) is a schistose aggregate of quartz and mica.

The relative proportions of the two minerals vary widely even in

the same mass of rock. Each is arranged in lenticular Avavy laminae.

The (quartz shows greater inconstancy in the number and tliiekness

of its folia. Frequently a, layer of this mineral may often he seen to

swell out to a thickness of an inch or more, and, dwindling rapidly

down to a mere thread, disax^iDear. The quartz may ofteu he ob-

served to retain a granular character like that of cjuartz-rock, no
doubt indicative or its originally sedimentary origin (see fig. 6).

The mica lies in thin x)lates, sometimes so dovetailed into each
other as to form, long continuous irregular crum};>led folia, sex)arating

the quartz layers, and often in the form of thin spangles and mem-
branes running in the quartz. Among the accessory minerals,

garnet, felspar, and hornblende are not infrequent. Mica-sehist

forms extensive regions in Norway, Scotland, the Alx)s, and other

parts of Europe, in connexion Avith other members of the seliistose

family of rocks. It is also found encircling granite masses in Scot-

land and Ireland as a metamorphic zone a mile or so broad, which
shades aAvay into the unaltered strata of greyAA^’acke or slate outside.

Though the x>ossession of a fissile structure, showing abundant
divisional surfaces covered Avith glistening mica, is characteristic of

mica-schist, Ave must distinguish betAveen this structure and that of

many micaceous sandstones Avhich can be split into thin seams each
splendent AAutli the sheen of its mica-flakes. A little examination
will show that in the latter ease the mica has not crystallized in
sitn^ but exists merely in the form of detached v^orn scales, Avhich,

though lying on the same general plain, are not Avelded into each
other as in a schist

;
also that the quartz does not exist in folia hut

in rounded sexDarate ^ains.
Ghfieiss is a crystalline schistose aggregate of the same minerals as

in granite—^felspar, quartz, and mica. The relative proportions^ of

these minerals, and the manner in Avhich they are grouped Avith

each other, give rise to numerous varieties of the rock. As a lule

the folia are coarser and the schistose character less perfect than in

mica-schist. Sometimes the quartz lies in tolerably pure bands a
foot or even more in thickness Avith plates of mica scattered through
it. These quartz layers may he replaced by a crystalline mixture
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of quartz and fcLsxoar, or the felspar A\ill take the foim of index>eiLdent

lenticular folia, AAdiile the mica runs abundantly through the rock,

and by its oavii ready cleavage imj^arts a fissile structure to the Avholc.

Sometimes the mica is mostly or Avholly rexfiaced by hornblende, in
other cases by talc (jjrotoginc-gneiss). Like mica-schist, gneiss

oecuxiies a large space in regions AA'hero the older geological forma-
tions come to the surface. Yarieties of it are also found in the
metamoiphic zone encircling some masses of granite. So coarse is

the texture ofmany gneisses that they cannot, in hand-specimens nor
even in large blocks, he certainly discriminated Iroin granite. In
such cases it is only by examination in the field and the detection

of clear evidence of foliated structure that their true character can
he determined.
An intcrestiug and imx>ortant variety is met AAuth in some regions

of gneiss and schist, viz.
,
conglomerate hands in which pebbles of

quaitz and other materials from less than an inch to more than a foot

in diameter are imbedded in a foliated matrix. Exaiux^los of this

kind are found in the pass of the Tete Noir between Martigny and
Ghamouni, in N. W. Ireland, in the islands of Bute and Islay, and
in different parts of Argyllshire. These enclosures are not to he dis-

tinguished from the ordinary Avater-worn blocks of true conglomer-
ates; hut the original niatiix which encloses them has been so altered

as to acquii-e a micaceous foliated structure, and to wrap the x^ehhles

round as Avith a kind of glaze. These facts are of considerable

value in regard to the theory of the origin of the crystalline schists.

Ch'anulite {Lcjytynite) is a crystalline schistose aggregate of

orthoclasc and quartz, Avith some garnet and kyanite.

GJilorite-schist (or Chlorite-slate) is a schistose aggregate of green
ehloiite, often with some quartz, felspar, mica, or talc. The more
massive forms {la2ns ollaris, potstone) can be cut as building stone,

or for the manufacture of ai-ticles for domestic use.

Talc-schist is a schistose aggregate of whitish-green or yellowish

talc often combined with felspar or quartz. Dr Heddle has recently

shown that many so-called talc-schists contain no talc, hut owe
their unctuous cliaracter to a variety of mica (margarodite).

Hornblende-schist is a schistose mass of black or dark-green horn-
blende, but often interleaved with felspar, quartz, or mica. When
the schistose character disappears, the mass becomes a hornblende
rocJc (amphibolite). When the variety aetinolite occurs instead of

common nornblendo it forms actiiiolite-schist.

Numerous other varieties of schists have been described, but they
occupy very subordinate places among the foliated rocks. Tlie

following analyses show the chemical composition of the more
iinx)ortant of tliose AA’lnch have been enumerated :

—

Silica. Alumina. Oxides
of Iron.

Protoxide
of Man-
ganese.

Magnesia. Lime. Soda. Potash. Water.
Specific

1

Gravity.

Mica-schist 65 T3 18T6 5-27 0*51 2-70 0*32 0*53 2*99 3*73 Ti0.a*54 = 100*88 2-773
Mica gneiss ro-20 14*04 6-84 0*80 2*03 0*91 2*98 1-67 » 0-72 = 100*19

Hornblende gneiss 56 ‘83 19*68 8*64 trace 3*28 1*89 3*14 2*34 2*69 S „ 0-47)

1
CuO 0-09

i

= 99*05 2*80

Grannlite 73-47 14*86 3*28 0*67 1*62 1*80 3*95 0*57 = 100*22 ...

Chlorite-schist 42-08 3*51 26*85 0*59 17*10 ' 1*04 11*24 = 102*41 2*76

Talc-schist 50-81 4*53 7*58 31*55
1

4*42 = 98*89 » • •

Hornblende-rock 49*42 18-12 15*01 3*16 ' 8*65
!

1

2*57 1*27 1 *80 loss = 100*00

As the disappearance of the schistose structure produces
a crystalline amorphous compound like that of a massive
or ordinary igneous rock, we are brought at last round
again to rocks which we cannot distinguish from those
to which elsewhere an igneous origin is assigned. In
gneiss, for example, the same minerals occur which form
granite, and x^ossess a crystalline character. Any process,

such as irregular internal motion of the mass, which could
destroy the schistose structure and produce a thoroughly
granite-like texture, would give rise to a rock which, what-
ever its previous history might have been, could not he dis-

tinguished from granite. That such internal transforma-
tions have taken place among the crystalline gneissose

masses can hardly he doubted. And thus, at the one end
of the schistose seines, we may have ordinary unaltered sedi-

ment ; at the other, after many intermediate stages, a
thoroughly crystalline amorphous rock like granite or
syenite.

H. Fragmental (Clastic) Rocks.

This great series embraces all rocks of a secondary or
derivative origin

; in other words, all formed of par-

ticles which had previously existed on the surface of the

earth in another form, and the accumulation and consoli-

dation of which gave* rise to new compounds. Some of

these rocks have been produced by the mechanical action of

running water, such as gravel, sand, and mud; others have
arisen from the gathering together of the remains of once
living x>lants or animals

;
others have been formed by the

consolidation of the loose debris thrown out by volcanoes.

(a.) Gravel and Sand Bochs .—Ordinary gravel and sand
are produced by the action of running water on every sea-

coast and river-course. These sedimentary materials, being
mere mechanical formations, vary indefinitelyin composition,
according to the nature of the source from which they are

derived. As a rule they consist of the detritus of siliceous

rocks, these being among the most durable materials.

Quartz, in particular, enters largely into the composition of

sandy and gravelly detritus. Fragmentary materials tend to

group themselves according to their size and relative density.

Hence they are apt to occur in layers, and to show the
characteristic stratified arrangement of sedimentary rocks.

They may enclose the remains of any plants or animals
entombed on the same sea-ffoor, river-bed, or lake-bottom.
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Blown sand is sand wliicli has been produced by previous wave-

action, and is blown into long ridges or dunes by prevailing winds.
It varies in composition as ordinary saiidstones do, being sometimes
entirely siliceous, sometimes calcareous w’liere derived from triturated

shells or other calcareous organisms. Layers of finer and coarser
particles often alternate as in water-formed sandstone. Grasses and
other plants hind the surface of the shifting sand, but arc apt to be
covered by fresh encroachments of the loose material, and then by
their decay they give rise to dark peaty layers in the sand. Calcareous
blown sand is compacted into hard stone by the action of rain-'water

wliicli alternately dissolves a little of the lime and re-deposits
it on evaporation as a thin crust cementing the grains of sand to-

gether.

Cliff-debris consists of angular rubbish disengaged by frost and
ordinary atmospheric waste from the face of clilfs, crags, and steep
slopes. It slides down the declivities of hilly regions, and accumu-
lates at the base of slopes and i)reeipices, until washed away by rain
or by brooks. It naturally depends for its composition upon the
nature of the solid rocks from which it is derived. The material
constituting glacier moraines is of this kind.

B.a%n-was7i is a loam or earth which accumulates on the lower parts
of slopes or at their base, and is due to the gradual descent of the
finest particles of disintegrated rocks by the transpoi’ting action of
1 ain. Brick-earth is the name given in the south-east of England
to thick masses of such loam which are extensively used for making
bricks.

Subsoil is the broken-ux) part of the rocks immediately under
the soil. Its character of course is determined by that of the rock
out of which it is formed by subaerial disintegration.

Soil is the product of the subaerial decomx)osition of rocks and of
the decay of plants and animals. Priniaiily the character of the
soil is determined by that of the subsoil, ofwhich indeed it is merely
a further disintegi*ation. The formation of soil is treated in part
iii.

,
pages 265, 269.

Conglomerate {Puddingstonc) is a name given to any rock formed of
consolidated gravel or shingle. The component jicbbles axe rounded
and water-worn. They may consist of any kind of i-ock, though
usually of some hard and durable sort, such as cpiartz or (^uartz-rock.

A special name may he given according to the nature of the
pebbles, as quartz-conglomerate, limestone-conglomerate, gi-anito-

conglomerate, &e. The paste or cementing matrix may consist of a
hardened sand or clay, and may be siliceous, calcareous, argillaceous,

or ferruginous. In the coarser conglomerates, where the blocks may
exceed 6 feet in length, there is often veiy little indication of
stratification. Except where the flatter stones show by their general
patallelism the rude lines of deposit, it may he only when the mass
of conglomerate is taken as a whole, in its relation to the rocks below
and above it, that its claim to be considered a stratified rock will be
conceded.

Breccia is a rock in which the stones are angular aud not rounded,
and usually with less trace of stratification than in conglomerate.
Intermediate stages between this rock and the preceding, where the
stones are partly angular and partly subangular aud rounded, are
known as breedated conglomerate.

Sandstone is a rock formed of consolidated sand. The comjponent
grains are for the most part of quartz—a most durable mineral,
which must here be regarded as the residue left after all the more
decomposable minerals of the original rocks have been carried
away in solution or in suspension as fine mud. The colours of sand-
stones arise, not so much from that of the quartz, which is com-
monly white or -grey, as from the film or crust which often coats
the grains and holds them together as a cement. As already stated
iron IS the great colouring ingredient of rocks. In sandstones it

gives rise to red, brown, yellow, and green hues, according to its

degree of oxidation and hydration. In ordinary red sandstones, for
exam^fie, each gi*ain of sand is coated with red earthy hpematite.
In yellow sandstone the oxide has become hydrous in the form of
limonite.

There is as much variety of composition among sandstones as
among conglomerates. Though they consist for the most part of
siliceous grains, they include others of clay, felspar, mica, or other
mineral

; and these may increase in number so as to give a special
character to the rock. "Thus sandstones may be argUlaceous, fels-

pathic, micaceous, calcareous, &c. By an increase in the argillaceous
constituents, a sandstone may pass into one of the clay-rocks, just
as modern sand on the sea-floor shades imperceptibly into mud.
On the other hand, hy an augmentation in the size of the gi’ains a
sandstone may become a grit, or a pebbly or conglomeratic sandstone,
and pass into a fine conglomerate. A piece of fine-grained sand-
stone seen under the microscope looks like a coarse conglomerate,
so that the difference between the two rocks is little more than one
of relative size.

Among the varieties of sandstones may be mentioned Flagstone,
a thin-bedded sandstone capable of being split into slabs or flags

;

Freestone, a sandstone which can be cut freely in any direction (the
term is popularly applied to some limestones and other rocks) ; and
Buhrstone, a highly siliceous, exceedingly compact, though cellular,
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rock (with Ohara seeds, &c. ), fouiid alteiiiatiiig with uiialteicd
Tertiary stratam the Paris basin, and forming from its hardness and
roughness an excellent rnateiial for the grindstones of Hour-mills.

Greywackc is a compact aggregate of rounded or subangular giains
of quartz, slate, felsi)ar, or other minerals or rocks cemented by a
paste which is usually siliceous but may be ax-gillaceous, felspathic,
or calcareous. Grey, as its name denotes, is the prevailing colour

,

but it passes into brown, brownish-puiple, and sometimes, whore
anthracite occurs, into black. The rock is distinguislied fioni
ordinary sandstone by its darker hue, its hardness, the variety of
its component grains, and above a.11 by the compact cement in which
the grains are imbedded. In many varieties so pervaded is the
rock by the siliceous paste that it possesses great toughness, and its

grains seem to graduate into each other as well as into the surrounding
matrix. Such rocks when fine-grained can hardly, at first sight or
with the unaided eye, be distinguislied from some compact igneous
rocks, though a microscopic examination at once reveals their frag-
mental character. In other cases, where the greyw^acke has been
foiined mainly out of the debris of gi*anite, quartz-poiphyry, or
other felspathie masses, the grains consist so largely of felspar, and
the paste also is so felspathie, that the rock might bo mistaken for
some close-gi'ained granular porphyry. Greyw’acko occurs exten-
sively among the Paleozoic formations in beds alternating with
shales and conglomerates. It represents the sand of the Palaeozoic
sea-floor, retaining often its ripple-marks and sim-cracks. The
metamorphism it has undergone has generally not been gi-eat, and
for the most part is limited to induration, partly by pressure and
partly by permeation of a siliceous cement.

Quartz-rock {Quartzite) is a close-grained gi-anular aggregate of
quartz cemented by a highly siliceous matrix. Originally it con-
sisted of a tolerably pure quartz-sand, w’hich has been metamor-
phosed by pressure and the transfusion of a siliceous cement into an
exceedingly hard mass. This cement was probably produced by the
solvent action of heated water upon the quartz grains, which very
generally seenx to shade off into each other, or into the intervening
silica. It is owfing no doubt to the purely siliceous character of the
^'ains that the blending of these with the surrounding cement
is more intimate than in greywackc, so much so that the rock
often assumes an almost flinty homogeneous texture. That
quaitz-roek as hero described is an original sedimentary rock
and not a chemical dex)osit is shown, not only b^^ its granular
texture, but by the exact resemblance of all its leading features
to ordinary sandstone—false-bedding, alternation of coarser and
finer layers, worm-burrows, and fncoid-casts. It occurs in the
form of large masses intersti’atified -with limestones, slates, and
schists. It is also met wfith locally as an altered foxm of sandstone,
where this rock is traversed by igneous dykes and indurated into
quartz-rock for a distance of a few inches or feet from the intrusive
mass. Bands of highlj?- silicated sandstones, having the lustcoiis

aspect, fine grain, and great hardness of quartz-rock, occur among
the unaltered shales and other sti'ata of the Oarhoniforous system.
In such cases, the supposition of any general metamorphism being
inadmissible, we must suppose either that these quartzose bands
have been indurated, for example, by the passage through them of
thermal silicated water, or that the quartz-rock is there an original
formation.

(b.) Clay^ocJcs .—ThesB are composed of the finer argil-

laceous sediments or muds derived from the waste of pre-

viously formed rocks. Perfectly x^ure clay, hydrated silicate

of alumina, may be seen where some granites and other
felspar-bearing rocks decompose. But, as a rule, the clay

is mixed with various impurities.

Pipe-clay is -white, nearly pure, and free from iron. Fire-clay^ is

a deposit largely found in connexion -vvith coal-seams, contains
little iron, and is nearly free from lime and alkalies. Some of
the most typical fire-clays are those long used at Stourbridge,
Worcestershire, for the manufacture of pottery. The best glass-

house pot-clay, that is, the most refractory, and therefore used for

the construction of pots which have to stand the intense heat of
a glass-house, has the following composition:—silica, 73 ‘82;
alumina, 15*88; protoxide of iron, 2*95; lime, trace ; magnesia,
trace ; alkalies, *90

;
sulphuric acid, trace ,• chlorine, trace ; water,

6*45; specific gravity, 2*51. A very siliceous close-grained or
flinty variety, termed Gannister, occurs in the Lower Coal-measures
of the north of England, and is now largely ground down as a
material for the hearths of iron furnaces. Brick-clay is properly
rather an industrial than a geological terai, since it is applied to
any clay, loam, or earth, from which bricks or coarse pottery are

made. It is an impure clay, containing a good deal of iron, with,

other ingredients. An analysis gave the following composition of

a brick-clay :—silica, 49*44
;
alumina, 84*26 ; sesquioxide of iron,

7*74; lime, 1*48
;
magnesia, 5*14; water, 1*94.

Mudstone is a fine, usually more or less sandy, argillaceous rock,

having no fissile character, and of somewhat greater hardness than
any form of clay. The term Olay-rock has been applied by some
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wnteis to an indurated clay requiimg to be ground and mixed witli
water belbie it aoquiies

Wlieii clay lias been deposited inteimitteiitly so as to assume a
thinly stiatified oi fissile structuie, it leceives the geneial name ot

Shale Undei tins teim aie included all laminated and induiated
clays which are capable of being split along the lines of deposit
into hard leaves They pieseiit almost endless vaiieties of textiiie

and composition, x>asbing on the one hand into clays, on the othei
into fiagstones and sandstones, oi again, thiough calcaieous giada-
tioiis into limestone, oi thiough feiruginous vaiieties into clay-

iioiistone, and thiough bituminous kinds into coal An impoitant
vaiiety, known as Oil shale, and containing so much bitummous
mattei that it is now extensively used as a souice foi the nianufac-
tuie of solid paiafiiii and mineral oils is desciibed in the next section

Flinty slate {Lydian-stone, SCoinstoiie) is siliceous shale oi mud-
stone which has been indurated into an exceedingly compact flinty

ni iss, bieaking with a coiiclioidal oi sjilinteiy fracture, and usually
of dark colours, black, blown, and led, more laiely white

Glay slate is a compact close giained, very haid, fissile aigillaeeons
rock, dull lead blue, grey, green, red, purple, or black in colour,

splitting into thin leaves which aie not those of oiigmal deposit
but those pioduced by a supeiinduced cleavage In this case the
lock has been affected by gieat lateral piessure, wheieby its

particles have been foiced to adjust themselves with their longei

axes peipendicular to the dnection of piossuie This reairange
ment has impaited to the rock a fissility wholly indeiiendent of

01 igiual lamination The possession of this cleavage is the distinc-

tive charactei of a tiue slate

(c.) Rocks formed of the I)el>7is of Plants —These have
sometimes been produced by the decay and entombment of

vegetation on. the spot where it grew, sometimes by the

drifting of the plants to a distance and their consolidation

theie In the latter case, they may be mingled with
moigamc sediment, so as to pass into carbonaceous sliale.

Peat IS vegetable mattei, moie or less decomposed and chemically
altered, found in boggy places and elsewhere wheie marshy plants
glow and decay It vanes from a pale yellow oi brown fibrous

substance, like tuif oi compiessed hay, in which the plant remains
aie abundant and conspicuous, to a compact dark-biown or black
m atonal, resembling black clay when wet and some vaiieties of

lignite when dried The nature and proi^ortions of the constituent
elements of peat, aftei being diied at 100° G , are illustiated by the
analysis of an lush example which gave—carbon, 60 48 ,

hydrogen,
6 10, oxygen, 32 55 ,

nitiogen, 0 88 ,
while the ash was 3 30

There is always a laige piopoition of water which cannot be
diivon off even by diymg the peat In the manufacture of com
pressed peat foi fuel this constituent, which of couise gi*eatly lessens

the value of the peat as compaied with an equal weight of coal, is

diivon off to a gicat extent by chopping the peat into fine pieces,

and theieby exposing a laige surface to evapoiation The ash
vanes in amount from less than 1 00 to nioie than 65 per cent

,

and consists of sand, clay, feme oxide, sulphuric acid, and minute
piopoitions of lime, soda, potash, and magnesia
Ligmte is compiessed and chemically altered vegetable matter,

often retaining a lamellai oi ligneous textuie, and stems with woody
flbie Glossing each othei in all diiections It vanes from pale

brown oi yeflow to deep blown or black Some shade of browd is

the usual coloui, whence the name brown coal, by wdueh it is often

known It oecuis m beds chiefly among the Tertiary strata, under
conditions similar to those in winch coal is found m oldci forma
tions It may be regarded as a stage in the alteiation and mineial-
ization of vegetable mattei mteimediate between peat and true coal

Coal, the most completely mineialized foim of vegetable mattei,
occurs as a black (sometimes daik biowa), buttle, usually lustrous

substance, mteiealated in beds between strata of sandstone, shale,

fiieelay, &c
,
in geological foimations of Palasozoic, Secondaiy, and

Teitiaiy age The woid coal is lathei a populai than a scienific

teim, as it is indiscriminately applied to any mmeial substance
capable of being used as fuel Strictly employed it ought only to

be used with refeienee to beds of fossilized vegetation, the lesult

either of the giowth of plants on the spot or of the drifting of them
thithei

The following analyses show the chemical constituents in some
of the pimcipal vaiieties of coal —

Caking Goal Splint Coal Cannel Coal Anthracite

Carbon 86 75 79 58 66 t 91 44
Hydrogen 5 24 6 50 7 54 3 46
Oxygen ) 8 33 10 84 2 58
Nitrogen

^

O OJ.
1

1 13 1 36 0 21
Edithy substances

|

1 40
[

5 46
1

13 82 2 31

Specific gravity i 1 28 1 31 1 27 1 39

[ll. GLOGNOSY.

Diatoin-ea'i th is a siliceous deposit foimed chiefly of the fiustules

of diatoms It is laid doavn both in salt and in fresh watei Wide
tiacts of it aie now being deposited on the bed of the South Pacihe
In Viigiiiia, United States, an extensive tiact ocems coveied W'llh

diatom-eaitli to a depth of 40 feet It is used as a polishing oi

tiipoli j>owdei
Oil shale {Brandschicfer) is shale containing such a xnopoitioii of

hydrocaiboiis as to be capable of yielding inmeial oil on slow distil-

lation This substance occurs as oidmaiy shales do, in layeis oi

beds, inteistratihed with other aqueous deposits, as in the Scottisli

coal fields It is ni a geological sense true shale, and owes its

pecuhaiity to the quantity of vegetable (oi animal) mattei which has
heen pieseived among its moigamc constituents It consists of

fissile aigillaeeons layeis, highly impiegnated with bitummous
matter, passing on one side into coiiiinoii shale, on the other into

cannel oi pairot coal The iiehei varieties yield from 30 to 40 gallons

of ciudc oil to the ton of shale They may be distinguished fioni

non bituminous oi feebly bitummous shales (throughout the shale

districts of Scotland) hy the peculiaiity that a thin xjaiing cuils uj)

in fioiit of the knife, and shows a hiown lustrous streak Some of

the shales m the Lotliians aie ciowded ivith the valves of ostiacod

crustaceans, besides scales, coipi elites, Lc.
,
of ganoid fishes {Palcuon-

'isciis, Amblypterus, Megalichthys, &c ) ,
and it is possible that the

bitummous mattei may m some cases have lesulted from animal
organisms, though the abundance of jjlaiit leniains indicates that it

IS probably in most cases of vegetable oiigiii Undci the name
“pyi-oschists” Steiiy Hunt classes the clays oi shales (of all geo-

logical ages) which aie hydiocaibouaceous, and yield by distillation

volatile hydiocarboiis, inflammable gas, Lc

(d
)

Roc7i.s formed of Animal Remains—These may be

foimed on land, as m bone caves, but most abundantly

under water, as on the bottom of lakes and of the sea

They may be calcareous, siliceous, or phosphatic.

Limestone —Besides the limestones lesulting from the deposition

of chemical piecipitates of caibonate of lime, theie is anolhei
important senes derived from the remains of organisms, eitliei by
growth on the spot, oi by accumulation as mechanical sedinieiit

Limestone so oiiginatiiig has often been so alteied that it cannot
always be distinguished from that which has been chemically pio
duced, especially when it has been exposed to the action of pei

colating acidulated water, foi in that case a crystalline textuie i'^

giadiially supeiinduced, b> which the oiiginal oiginic stiuctiu’e& m
the mass aie wholly oi in gieat part obliteiated Limestone com-
posed of the lemains of living oiganisms fonns thin lajcis and
massive beds In some instances, as m that of the English and
lush Momitain Limestone, it occuis in masses scveial thousand
feet thiclv^ which extend foi Imndieds of squaie miles, and foi ni the

lock out of winch pictmes jue valleys, goiges, hills, and table lands
have been excavated Limestone maybe eitliei of fresh vatei oi of

maime oiigin Some of the nioie common and imxioitant vaiieties

may be heie eiminoialed —
0<yral-'i ocJc is limestone foimed by the continuous giowth of coial-

building poljxis Tins substance affoids an excellent illustiation

of the way in which organic stiuctmo may he cflacea from a
limestone entiiely foimed from the lemains of onee living

animals Though the skeletons of the leef-building coials remain
distinct on the u]ipei suiface, those of their predeccssois beneath
them are gradually obliterated by the passage thiough them
of pelcolating vvitcr dissolving and redepositing carbonate of
lime This same action may be obseived among the stalactites

of a damp vault, in which, though the successive rings of growth
aie preseivcd, a ciystalliiie diveigent stiucture is siipeiinduced,
winch tiaveises these iings from the centi*e outwaid We cau
thus understand how a mass of ciystallme limestone may have been
Xnoducedfrom one formed out of oiganiciemains without the action

of any subterranean heat, but merely by the permeation of watei
from the surface Crinoidal {Bncrinite) Limestone is a lock com-
posedm great part of joints of encnnites, ^\h.Foram%n%feTa, coials,

and mollusks It vanes in colour from white or pale grey, thiouoh
shades of bluish-grey (sometimes yellow or blown, less commoiily
led) to a dark-giey oi even black coloui It is abundant among
Palaeozoic formations, being especially charactei istie of the lovvei

pait of the Carbonifeions system Chalk as a lithological teim is

applied to a white soft lock, meagre to the touch, soiling the fingers,

formed of a fine calcaieous flour derived from the lemains of Fooa-
minifera, echinoderms, mollusks, and othei maiine oiganisms It

OCCUIS in massive beds, and covers a great part of the south-east

and east of England In Ireland and elsewhere it assumes a fiimei

giain and various coloui s, so as to pass into some of the numerous
varieties of compact white limestone Shell-Marl, a soft white,

earthy, or crumbly deposit, is formed in lakes and ponds by the accu-

midation of the lemains of shells and Entomostraca on the bottom
When such calcaieous de^iosits become solid compact stone they aie

known asft esh-weder {lacustri nc) limestone These are geneially of a

GEOLOGY
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smooth textui*e, and either dull white or jjale grey, theii* fracture
only slightly conehoidal, rarely splintery. Ooze is a mud of organic
origin found covering vast areas of the floor of the Atlantic and other
oceans. Some of it is calcareous and formed wholly or mostly of the
remains oiForaminifera, particularly of forms of the genus Glohiger-
ina

;
hence this deposit has been termed foraminiferal or globigerina

ooze. Sometimes it is mainly siliceous, consisting of the remains of
Radiolaria (Radiolarian ooze) or of diatoms (Diatom ooze). These de-
posits are further referred to in the section of this article which treats
of the geological aspects of the ocean. Shell-saTid is a sand com-
posed in great measure or wholly of comminuted shells, found com-
monly on a low shelving coast exposed to prevalent on-shore winds.
This deposit when thrown above the reach of the waves and often
wetted by rain, or by trickling runnels of water, is apt to become
consolidated into a mass, owing to the solution and redeposit of lime
round the gi*ains of shell.

Flint and Ghert are siliceous rocks (which, though not strictly
fragmental, may be conveniently placed here) found in nodules and
layers in limestones of many different geological ages. Flint is a
dark horny substance, breaking with a splintery to conehoidal
fracture. It is particularly abundant in the chalk formation. Chert
is an impure flint, containing more clay or lime Tvith the silica.

These substances seem in some cases to have had a directly organic
origin, having been secreted from sea-water by the living organisms ;

in other cases, where for example we find a calcareons shell, or
echinus, or coral, converted into silica, it would seem that the sub-
stitution of silica for lime has been effected by a process of chemical
pseudomorphism either after or during the formation of the lime-
stone.^

(e.) Volcanic Fragmental Rocks form an interesting group
composed of the loose materials ejected from volcanic vents.

In their typical condition they consist merely of consolidated
volcanic debris, including bombs, scoriae, ejected blocks,

sand, lapilli, and dust. It is evident, however, that, when
these materials were deposited in water, there would neces-

sarily be a limit beyond which they would not extend, and
where they would be mingled with and would insensibly

pass into ordinary non-volcauic sediment. Hence we may
expect to find transitional varieties between rocks formed
directly from the results of volcanic explosion and ordinary
sedimentary deposits. Moreover, as these fragmental vol-

canic masses usually consist almost wholly of the detritus of

different lavas, which have been blown into fragments in the
volcanic chimneys, we may expect to find, on the other hand,
a passage from them into rocks derived from consolidated
lava-beds by ordinary aqueous erosion. (See part iv.)

Volcanic Conglomerate is a rock composed mainly or wholly of
rounded or subangular fragments of any volcanic rocks in a paste
derived chiefly or wholly from the same materials, usually exhihiting
a stratified arrangement, and often found intercalated between suc-
cessive sheets of lava. In most cases conglomerates of this kind
have been formed by the accumulation of materials ejected from vol-
canic vents ; occasionally, as just remarked, they may have resulted
from the aqueous erosion of previously solidified lavas, or from a
combination of both these processes. There does not appear at
present to be any satisfactory method of always determining the
exact mode of formation, except that well-rounded and smoothed
stones will almost ceitainly indicate long-continued water-action
rather than trituration in a volcanic vent.
The volcanic conglomerates may receive different names according

to the nature of the component fragments : thus we have basalt-con-
glomeratesy where these fragments are wholly or mainly of hasalt,
trachyte-conglomerates, ;porphyrite-conglomerates, ^honolite-conglo-
onerates, &;e.

Volcaoiic Breccia resembles volcanic conglomerates, except that
the stones are angular. This angularity indicates an absence of
aqueous erosion, and, under the circumstances in which it is found,
usually points to volcanic explosions. There is a great variety of
breccias, as bcusalt-brecaia, diabase-breccia, &c.

Volcanic AggZoonerate is the name given to a tumultuous assem-
blage of blocks of aU sizes up to masses several yards in dia-
meter. It is met with in the '‘necks” or pipes of old volcanic ori-

fices. The stones and paste are commonly of one or more volcanic
rocks, such as basalt or porphyrite, but they include also fragments
of the surrounding rocks, whatever these may he, through which
the volcanic orifice has been drilled. As a rule agglomerate is

devoid of stratification ; hut sometimes it includes portions which
have a more or less distinct arrangement in beds of coarser and finer

detritus, often placed on end or inclined in different directions at
high angles.

^ Hull and Hardman on Chert, Trans. Boy. Dud). Soc., new ser.,

vol. i. 71, 1878.
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Volcanic Tuff.—This general term may he made to include all

the finer kinds of volcanic detritus, ranging on the one hand through
coarse gi*avelly deposits into conglomerates, and on the other into
exceedingly compact fine-grained rocks formed of the finest and
most impalpable kind of volcanic dust. Some tufis are full of
microlites or imperfect forms of crystallization derived from the
lava which has blown into dust. Others are formed of small
rounded or angular grains of different lavas with fragments of
various rocks through which the volcanic funnels have been drilled.
Minutely cellular grains, as if derived from the ebullition of very
fluid glassy lava like palagoiiite, constitute much of the tuff iii some
of the volcanic necks of Carboniferous age in central Scotland.
Some tuffs have consolidated under water, others on dry land.
As a rule they are distinctly stratified. Hear the original vents
of eruption they commonly present rapid alternations of finer and
coarser detritus indicative of successive phases of volcanic activity.
The tuffs may be subdivided according to the nature of the lava

from the disintegi'ation of which they have been formed. Thus we
havefelsite-tuffs, trachyte-tuffs, basalt-tnffs, pumice-tuffs, porphyrite-
tuffs, palagonite-tuffs. Some varieties have received special names.
Trass {Duchstein, Tuffstein) is a compact yellow pnmiceons tult
which has filled up some of the valleys of the Eifel region and is

largely quarried as an hydraulic mortar. Peperino is an Italian tuff
of late geological date, full of separate crystals of augite and other
minerals.

PAET III.—DYNAMICAL GEOLOGY.

Tinder this section is included the investigation of those
processes of change which are at present in progress upon
the earth, whereby modifications are made on the structure

and composition of the crust, on the relations between the
interior and the surface, as shown by volcanoes, earthquakes,
and other terrestrial disturbances, on the distribution of

oceans and continents, on the outlines of the land, on the
form and depth of the sea-bottom, on climate, and on the
races of plants and animals by which the earth is tenanted.
It brings before us, in short, the whole range of activities

which it is the province of geology to study, and leads us
to precise notions regarding their relations to each other,

and the results vrhich they achieve. A knowledge of this

branch of the subject is thus the essential groundwork of a

true and fruitful acquaintance with the principles of geology,

seeing that it necessitates a study of the present order of

nature, and thus provides a key for the interpretation of

the past.

The whole range of operations included within the scope

of inquiry in this branch of the science may be regarded as

a vast cycle of change, into which we may break at any
point, and round which we may travel, only to find our-

selvesf brought back to our starting-point. It is a matter
of comparatively small moment at what part of the cycle

we. begin our inquiries. We shall always find that the

changes we see in action have resulted from some that

preceded, and give place to others which follow them.
At an early time in the earth’s history, anterior to any of

the periods of which a record remains in the visible rocks,

the chief sources of geological action probably lay within
the earth itself. The planet still retained a great store of

its initial heat, and in all likelihood was the theatre of

great chemical changes, giving rise, perhaps, to manifesta^

tions of volcanic energy somewhat like those which have so

marvellously roughened the surface of the moon. As the

outer layers of the globe cooled, and the disturbances due
to internal heat and chemical action became less marked,
the influence of the sun, which must always have operated,

would then stand out more clearly, giving rise to that wide
circle of superficial changes wherein variations of tempera-

ture and the circulation of air and water over the surface

of the earth come into play.

In the pursuit of his inquiries into the past history and
into the present regime of the earth, the geologist must
needs keep his mind ever open to the reception of evidence

for kinds and especially for degrees of action which he had
not before imagined. Human experience has been too short
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to allow him to assume that all the causes aud inodes of geo-

logical change have been definitively ascertained. On the

earth itself there may remain for future discovery evidence

of former operations by heat, magnetism, chemical change,

or otherwise, which may explain many of the phenomena
with which geology has to deaL Of the influences, so

many and profound, which the sun exerts upon our planet,

we can as yet only dimly perceive a little. Nor can we tell

what other cosmical influences may have lent their aid in

the evolution of geological changes.

In the present state of our knowledge, all the geological

energy upon and within the earth must ultimately be traced

hack to our parent sun. There is, however, a certain pro-

priety and convenience in distinguishing between that part

of it which is due to the survival of some of the original

energy of the planet, and that part which arises from the

present supply of energy received day by day from the sun.

In the former case we have to deal with the interior of the

earth and its reaction upon the surface
;
in the latter we

deal with the surface of the earth, and to some extent with

its reaction on the interior. This distinction allows of a

broad treatment of the subject under two divisions :

—

I. Hypogene or Plutonic Action—the changes within the

earth caused by original internal heat and by chemical

action.

II. Epigene or Surface Action—the changes produced on
the superficial parts of the earth, chiefly by the circulation

of air and water set in motion by the sun’s heat.

DIVISION L—HYPOGENE ACTION.

An Inquiry into the Geological Changes in Progress I

beneath the Surface of the Earth.

In the discussion of this branch of the subject we must
carry in our minds the conception of a globe still intensely

hot in its interior, radiating heat into space, and conse-

quently contracting in bulk. Portions of molten rocks from
inside are from time to time poured out at the surface.

Sudden shocks are generated by which destructive earth-

quakes are propagated to and along the surface. Wide
geographical areas are pushed up or allowed to sink down.
In the midst of these movements very remarkable changes
are produced upon the rocks of the crust ; they are shat-

tered, fractured, squeezed, crumpled, rendered crystalline,

and even fused.

SectioxL 1.—^Volcanoes and Volcanic Action.

The term volcanic action (vulcanism or vulcanieity)

embraces all the phenomena connected with the expulsion
of heated materials from the interior of the earth to the
surface. Among these phenomena there are some of an
evanescent character, while others leave permanent proofs
of their existence. It is naturally to the latter that the
geologist gives the chief attention, for it is by their means
that he can trace the former phases of volcanic activity in
regions where, for many ages, there have been no volcanic
eruptions. In the operations of existing volcanoes he can
observe only the superficial manifestations of volcanic action.

But, examining the rocks of the earth’s crust, he discovers
that in the lapse of ages, amid the many terrestrial revolu-
tions which geology reveals, the very roots of former
volcanoes have been laid bare, displaying subterranean
phases of vulcanism which could not be studied in any
modern volcano. Hence an acquaintance only with active
volcanoes will not give us a complete knowledge of volcanic
action. It must be supplemented and enlarged by an
investigation of the traces of former volcanoes preserved in
the crust of the earth.

The openings by which the heated materials from the
interior reach the surface include volcanoes (with their

accompanying orifices), hot-springs, and gas-springs. A
volcano may be defined as a conical eminence, composed
wholly or mainly of materials which have been ejected from
below, and which have accumulated at the surface round
the vent of eruption. As a rule it presents at its summit
a cup-shaped cavity termed the crater, at the bottom of

which is the top of the main funnel or pipe whereby the
communication is maintained with the healed interior. A
volcano, when of small size, may consist merely of one
diminutive cone ;

when of the largest dimensions, it forms
a huge mountain, with many subsidiary cones and many
lateral fissures or pipes, from which the heated volcanic

products are given out.

Volcanoes may break through any kind of geological

formation. In Auvergne, in the Miocene period, they burst

through the granitic and gneissose plateau of central

France. In Lower Old Red Sandstone times they pierced

contorted Silurian rocks in central Scotland. In late

Tertiary and post-Tertiaryages they found their way through
soft marine strata, and formed the huge piles of Etna,

Somma, and Vesuvius. On the banks of the Rhine, at

Bonn and elsewhere, they have penetrated some of the

older alluvia of that river. In many instances, also, newer
volcanoes have appeared on the sites of older ones. In
Scotland the Carboniferous volcanoes have risen on the sites

of those of the Old Red Sandstone, those of the Permian
period have broken out among the earlier Carboniferous

eruptions, while the Miocene lavas have been injected into

I

all these older volcanic masses. Again, the newer puys
of Auvergne were sometimes erupted through much older

and already greatly denuded basalt-streams. Somma and
Vesuvius have arisen out of the great Neapolitan plain of

marine tuff. In^ central Italy, also, newer cones have been
thrown up upon the great Roman plain of more ancient

volcanic debris.

It is usual to class volcanoes as active^ dormant^ and
extinct. This arrangement, however, often presents con-

siderable difficulty in its application. An active volcano
cannot of course be mistaken, for even when not in actual

eruption it shows, by its abundant evolution of steam and
hot vapours, that it might break out into activity at any
moment. But it is in many cases impossible to decide
whether a volcano should be called extinct or only dormant.
The volcanoes of Silurian age in Wales, of Carboniferous age
in Ireland, of Permian age in the Hartz, of Miocene age in

the Hebrides, are certainly all extinct. But the Miocene
volcanoes of Iceland are still represented there by Skaptar-
JbkuU, Hecla, and their neighbours. Somma, in the first

century of the Christian era, would have been naturally
regarded as an extinct volcano- Its fires had never been
known to have been kindled within human tradition 3 its

vast crater was a wilderness of wild vines and brushwood,
haunted, no doubt, by wolf and wild-boar. Yet in a few
days, in the autumn of the year 79 the half of the crater

walls was blown out by a terrific series of explosions, the
present Vesuvius was then formed within the limits of the
earlier crater, and since that time volcanic action has been
intermittently exhibited up to the present day. Some of

the intervals of quietude, however, have been so consider-

able that the mountain might then again have been claimed
as an extinct volcano. Thus, in the 131 years between
1500 and 163,1, so completely had eruptions ceased that the
crater had once more become choked with copsewood, A
few pools and springs of very salt and hot water remained
as memorials of the former condition of the mountain. But
this period of quiescence closed with the eruption of 1631,—^the most powerful of aU the known explosions of Vesu-
vius, except the great one of 79.

In the island of Ischia, Mont Epomeo was last in eruption
in the year 1302, its previous outburst having taken place.
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it is believed, about 17 centuries before that date. From,
the craters of the Eifel, Auvergne, the Yivarais, and central

Italy, though many of them look as if they had only re-

cently been formed, no eruption has been known to come
during the times of human history or tradition. From
these examples it is clear that no real distinction can be
drawn between dormant and extinct volcanoes. Also, from
the fact above mentioned, that volcanoes have often

appeared on areas occupied by those of previous geolo-

gical periods, it is equally evident that volcanic action is

apt to show itself again and again even at vast intervals

within the same regions and over the same sites.

§ 1. Volcanic Products.

The materials erupted from volcanic vents may be classed

as (1) gases and vapours, (2) lavas, (3) fragmentary sub-
stances. A brief summary under each of these heads may
be given here

;
the mode and order of appearance of the

several products will be stated in § 2.

1. Gases and Vapours.—These play an important part
in volcanic activity

; they show themselves in the earliest

stages of a volcano’s history, and continue to appear
for centuries after all the other evidences of subterranean
action have ceased to be manifested. By much the most
abundant of them all is steam. It has been estimated to form
-j^^^ths of the whole cloud which hangs over an active

volcano. In great eruptions it rises in prodigious quantities,

and is rapidly condensed into a heavy rainfall. M.
Foiique calculated that daring 100 days Etna had ejected

vapour enough to form, if condensed, 2,100,000 cubic
metres of water. But even from volcanoes which, like the
Solfatara near Naples, have been dormant for many cen-

turies it sometimes still rises without intermission and in

considerable volume. Jets of vapour rush out from clefts

in the sides and bottom of a crater with a noise like

that made by the steam blown off by a locomotive.

The number of these funnels is often so large, and the
amount of vapour so abundant, that only now and then,

when the wind blows the dense cloud aside, can a momen-
tary glimpse be had of a part of the bottom of the crater

\

while at the same time the rush and roar of the escaping
steam remind one of the din of some vast factory. Aqueous
vapour rises likewise from rents on the outside of the
volcanic cone. It issues so copiously from the molten lava
which pours down the slopes of the cone that the stream
of rock is almost concealed from view by the cloud ; and it

continues to escape from fissures of the lava, far below the
point from which the molten matter proceeded, for a long
time after the rock has solidified and come to rest. So
saturated, as it were, are many crystalline lavas with the
vapour of water that Mr Scrope even suggested that they
derive their mobility from this cause.

Probably in no case is the steam mere pure vapour of

water. It is associated with other vapours and gases dis-

engaged from the potent chemical laboratory underneath.
Of these probably the most abundant is sulphuretted-

hydrogen^ readily traceable by its characteristic odour. Its

liability to decomposition leads to the deposition of a yellow
crust of sulphur about the orifices from which it rises;

perhaps, also, in great part to the alteration of this gas
must we attribute the sulphuric acid so frequently observed
at volcanic vents. Another gas especially abundant at

Vesuvius, but not detected in aU volcanoes, is hydrochloric
acid^ which comes away with the steam, and gives it its

pungent suffocating fumes. Carbonic add appears in

most volcanoes, partly as one of their usual products, but
chiefly given off during the feebler conditions of activity

and in the last stages of vulcanism. After an erup-
tion of Vesuvius this gas has sometimes been discharged
so copiously that hundreds of hares, pheasants, and part-

ridges have been suffocated by it. In the ancient volcanic
regions of the Eifel and Auvergne, it still rises in pro-
digious quantities. Bischof estimates that the quantity of
carbonic acid evolved in the Brohl Thai amounts to five

millions of cubic feet, or 300 tons of gas in one day.
Nitrogen^ derived doubtless from the decomposition of
atmospheric air dissolved in the water which penetrates
into the volcanic foci, has been frequently detected among
the gaseous emanations.

With these gases and vapours are associated many sub-

stances which, sublimed by the volcanic heat, appear as

deposits along crevices and surfaces 'wherein they reach
the air and are cooled. Besides sulphur, which has been
already mentioned, there are several chlorides (particularly

that of sodium, and less abundantly those of iron, copper,

and lead), sal-ammoniac, specular iron, oxide of copper
(tenorite), boracic acid, and other substances. Sodium
chloride sometimes appears so abundantly that wide spaces

of a volcanic cone, as well as of the newly erupted lava,

are crusted with salt, which can even be profitably removed
by the Inhabitants of the district. Considerable quantities

of these chlorides may thus be buried between successive

sheets of lava, and in long subsequent times may give rise

to mineral springs, as has been suggested with reference to

the saline waters which issue from volcanic rocks of OldEed
Sandstone and Carboniferous age in Scotland. The iron-

chloride forms a bright yellow and reddish crust on the

crater walls, as well as on loose stones on the slopes of the

cone. Specular iron forms abundantly as thin lamellae in

the fissures of Vesuvian lavas. Tenorite may be seen at

the edge of the crater of Vesuvius, condensing into fine

filaments which are blown away by the wind. An order

of succession has been observed to take place in the ap-

pearance of the different volcanic gaseous discharges.

In connexion with the aqueous vapour of volcanoes,

reference may be made here to the abundant discharges

of water which accompany volcanic explosions. Three
sources of this watermay be assigned :—(1) from the melting
of snow by a rapid accession of temperature previous to

or during an eruption,—this takes place from time to time

on Etna, and still more markedly in Iceland and among the

snowy ranges of the Andes; (2) from the condensation

of the vast clouds of steam which are discharged during an
eruption,—this undoubtedly is the chief source of the

destructive torrents so frequently observed to form part of

the phenomena of a great volcanic explosion ;
and (3) from

the disruption of reservoirs of water filling subterranean

cavities, or of lakes occupying crater-basins,—^this has

several times been observed among the South American
volcanoes, where immense quantities of dead fish, which
inhabited the water, have been swept down with the escap-

ing torrents. The volcano of Agua, in Guatemala, has

never been known to discharge anything but water. In
the large crater of Idjen, one of the volcanoes of Java, Jay

a hot steaming lake of acid water In the beginning of the

year 1817 an eruption took place, by which the water was
discharged with frightful destruction down the slopes of the

mountain. After the explosion the basin filled again with

water, but its temperature was no longer high.

In many cases the water rapidly collects volcanic dust as

it rushes down, and soon becomes a pasty mud, or it issues

at first in tbis condition from the volcanic reservoirs, from
which, after violent detonations, it is discharged. Hence
arise what are termed mud-lavas or aqueous lavas, which
in many respects behave like true igneous lavas. This mud
eventually consolidates into one of the numerous forms of

tuff,—a rock which, as has been already stated (p. 239), varies

greatly in the amount of its coherence, in its composition,

and In its internal arrangement. Obviously, unless where
subsequently altered, it can possess none of the crystalline
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structure of true lavas. As a rule it betrays its aq[ueous

origin by more or less distinct evidence of stratification, by
the multifarious pebbles, stones, blocks of rock, tree-trunks,

branches, shells, bones, skeletons, which it has swept along
in its course and preserved within its mass. Sections of

this compacted tuff may be seen at Herculaneum. The
trass of the Brohl Thai and other valleys in the Eifel district,

referred to on p. 239, is another example of an ancient

volcanic mud.
2. Lavas,—The term lava is applied generally to all

the molten rocks which flow out from volcanoes.^ The
behaviour of the lava as it issues and flows down the
volcanic cones will be described in the next sub-section. It

will be sufficient to refer here to some of the leading pecu-
liarities of the lavas viewed as volcanic products. (1.)

Their specific gravity ranges between 2*37 and 3*22. (2.)

The heavier varieties contain much magnetic or titani-

ferous iron, with augite and olivine, their composition
being basic, and their proportion of silica averaging about
45 or 50 per cent. In this group come the basalts, dolerites,

nepheline-lavas, and leucite-lavas. The lighter varieties

contain commonly a minor proportion of metallic bases, but
are rich in silica, their percentage of that acid ranging
between 60 and 80. They are thus not basic but acid

rocks. Among their more important species, trachyte,

rhyolite, obsidian, pitchstone, and pumice may be enu-
merated. (3.) They differ much in texture. (<x) Some
are entirely crystalline, consisting of nothing but an
interlaced mass of crystals and crystalline particles, as

in some dolerites. (6) Some show more or less of a
half-glassy or stony matrix, in which the constituent

crystals are imbedded ; this is the most common arrange-
ment. (c) Others are entirely vitreous, such crystals or

crystalline particles as occur in them being quite subordi-

nate, and, so to speak, accidental enclosures in the main
glassy mass. Obsidian or volcanic glass is the type of this

group, {d) They further differ in the extent to which their

mass has been affected by the interstitial steam at the time
of their eruption. Some show no outward signs of any
influence from that cause ; in others, however, the expansion
of the imprisoned steam has been such as to expand the
still molten stone into an open cellular texture, somewhat
like that of open ill-baked bread. Such a vesicular arrange-
ment very commonly appears on the upper surface of a lava
current, (4.) They vary greatly in colour and general
external aspect. The heavy basic lavas are usually dark-
grey, or almost black, though, on exposure to the weather,
they usually acquire a brown tint from the oxidation and
hydration of their iron. Their surface is commonly rough
and rugged, until it has been sufficiently decomposed by the
atmosphere to crumble into excellent soil which, under
favourable circumstances, supports a luxuriant vegetation.
The less dense lavas, such as phonolites and trachytes, are
frequently paler in colour, sometimes pale yellow or buff,

and decompose into light soils
; but the obsidians present

rugged black sheets of rock roughened with ridges and
heaps of froth-like pumice.

3. Fragmentary Materials,—Under this title we include
all the substances which, driven up into the air by volcanic
explosions, fall in solid form to the ground—^the dust,
ashes, sand, cinders, and blocks of every kind which are
projected from a volcanic orifice. These materials must
obviously differ greatly in composition, texture, and appear-
ance, even during a single eruption, and still more in suc-
cessive explosions of the same volcano. For the sake of
convenience separate names are applied to some of the more

^ Alles i&t lava was im Vulkane fliesst und durch seine Flussigkeit
neue Lagerstatter einnimiat is Leopold Von Buck’s comprehensive
definition.

distinct varieties. Of these the more important are the

following. (1.) Ashes and Sand,—In many eruptions vast

quantities of an exceedingly fine light grey powder are

ejected. As this substance greatly resembles what is left

after a piece of wood or coal is burnt in an open fire, it has
been popularly termed ash, and this name has been adopted
by geologists. If, however, by the word ash the result of

combustion is implied, its employment to denote any pro-

duct of volcanic action must be regretted as apt to convey
a wrong imj^ression. The fine ashlike dust ejected by a

volcano is merely lava in an extremely fine state of com-
minution. So minute are the particles that they find

their way readily through the finest chinks of a closed room,

and settle down upon floor and furniture as ordinary dust

does when a house is shut up for a short time. From this

finest form of material gradations may be traced through
what is termed volcanic sand into the coarse varieties of

ejected matter. In composition the ash and sand vary
necessarily with the nature of the lava from which they are

derived. (2.) When the fragments range from the size of

a pea to that of a walnut they are called layilli. These are

pieces of lava, round, subangular, or angular in shape, and
having the same indefinite range of composition as the finer

dust. As a rule, the coarse fragments fall nearest the focus

of eruption. Sometimes they are solid fragments of lava,

but more usually they have a cellular texture, while some-
times they are so light and porous as to float readily on
water, and, when ejected near the sea, to cover its surface

over a large area. (3.) Volcanic Blochs are large pieces of

stone, often angular in shape. In some cases they appear
to be fragments loosened from already solidified rocks in

the chimney of the volcano. Hence we find among them
pieces of older tuffs, and of lavas recognizably belonging to

early eruptions. But in other and numerous instances they
are not volcanic rocks at all, but belong to earlier forma-
tions through which the volcanic chimney has been drilled.

Blocks of a coarsely crystalline granitoid lava have been par-

ticularly observed both on Etna and Vesuvius. In the year

1870 a mass of that kind weighing several tons was to be
seen lying at the foot of Vesuvius, within the entrance to

the Atrio del Cavallo. Similar blocks occur among the Car-

boniferous volcanic pipes of central Scotland. In the older

tuffs of Somma, blocks of altered limestone form the chief

repositories of the Vesuvian minerals. (4.) Volcanic Bombs
and Slags,—These have originally formed portions of the

column of lava ascending the pipe of the volcano, and have
been detached and hurled into the air by the successive

explosions of steam. In the case of a bomb, we have a
round, elliptical, or pear-sha]ped and often discoidal mass of

lava, from a few inches to several feet in diameter.

Sometimes it is tolerably solid throughout, more usually

vesicular. Not unfrequently it consists of a hollow interior,

with a shell which is vesicular towards the centre and
becomes more close-grained towards the outside. There
can be no doubt that, when torn by eructations of steam
from the surface of the boiling lava, the material of

these bombs was in as thoroughly molten a condition

as the rest of the mass. From the rotatory motion
imparted by its ejection, it took a circular form, and
in proportion to its rapidity of rotation and fluidity

would be the amount of its “ flattening at the poles.” The
centrifugal force within would allow the expansion of the
interstitial vapour, while the outer surface would rapidly
cool and solidify

;
hence the solid crust, and the porous or

even cavernous interior. Such bombs, varying from the
size of an apple to that of a man’s body, were found by Mr
Darwin abundantly strewed over the ground in the island

of Ascension.2 They have been found likewise in the tuff of

® Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands, 2d edit.
, p. 42.
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Lower Carboniferous date at Dunbar, in Scotland. When
the ejected fragment of lava has a rough irregular form,
and a porous structure like the clinker of an iron-furnace,

it is known as a slag.

The fragmentary materials erupted by a volcano and
deposited around it acquire by degrees more or less con-
solidation, partly from the mere pressure of the higher upon
the lower strata, partly from the influence of inflitrating

water. It has been already stated (part ii., p. 239) that

different names are applied to the rocks thus formed.
The coarse, tumultuous, unstratified accumulation of vol-

canic debris within a crater or tunnel is called agglomerate.
Wlien the debris, though still coarse, is more rounded,
and is arranged in a stratified form, it is a volcanic con-

glomerate. The finer-grained varieties, formed of dust
and lapilli, are included in the general designation of tuffs.

These are usually pale-yellowish, greyish, or brownish, some-
times black rocks, granular, porous, and often incohereut in

texture. Organic remains sometimes occur in tuff. Where
the volcanic debris has accumulated over the floor of a lake,

or of the sea, the entombing and preserving of shells and
other organic objects must continually take place. But even
in the tuffs of a volcanic cone traces of animals and plants

may be preserved. Professor Guiscardi of hTaples has found
about 100 species of marine shells of living species in the

old tuffs of Vesuvius. Marine shells have been picked up
within the crater of Monte ISTuovo, and have been frequently

observed in the old or marine tuff of that district. The
showers of ash which fall on the outer slopes of a volcano,

or the sheets of mud which sometimes are spread out there,

cover over and often preserve the land-shells, insects, and
vegetation living on the area at the time. The older tuffs

of Vesuvius have yielded many remains of the shrubs and
trees which at successive periods have clothed the flanks

of the mountain.

§ 2. Volcanic Action,

We have now to consider the circumstances under which
the various solid, liquid, and gaseous products of a volcano

are emitted. Volcanic action may be either constant or

periodic. Stromboli, in the Mediterranean, so far as we
know, has been uninterruptedly emitting hot stones, steam,

and lava, from the earliest period of history. Among the
Moluccas the volcano Sioa, and in the Friendly Islands

that of Tofua, have never ceased to be in eruption since

their first discovery. The lofty cone of Sangay, among the

Andes of Quito, is always giving off hot vapours ; Cotopaxi,

too, is ever constantly active. But, though examples of

unceasing action may thus be cited from widely different

quarters of the globe, they are nevertheless exceptional.

The general rule is that a volcano breaks out from time to

time with greater or less fury, and after longer or shorter

intervals of quiescence.

To what particular cause or series of causes any special

eruption may be due is a question to which at present no
definite answer can be given. An attempt has been made
to show that the explosions of a volcano are to some extent

regulated by the conditions of atmospheric pressure over

the area at the time. In the case of a volcanic funnel like

Stromboli, where, as Mr Scrope pointed out, the expansive
subterranean force within, and the repressive effect of

atmospheric pressure without, just balance each other, any
serious disturbance of that pressure might be expected to

make itself evident by a change in the condition of the
volcano. Accordingly, it has long been remarked by the

fishermen of the Lipari Islands that in stormy weather
there is at Stromboli a more copious discharge of steam and
stones than in fine weather. They make use of the cone as

a weather-glass, the increase of its activity indicating a

falling, and the diminution a rising barometer. In like
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manner Etna, according to S. von Waltershausen, is most
active in the winter months. When we remember the con-
nexion now indubitably established between a more copious
discharge of fire-damp in mines and a lowering of atmo-
spheric pressure, we may be prepared to find a similar influ-

ence affecting the escape of vapours from the upper surface of
the lava column of a volcano

;
for it must not be forgotten

that it is not so much to the lava itself as to the expansive
vapours accompanying it that the manifestations of volcanic
activity are due. Among the Vesuvian eruptions since the
middle of the 17th century, the number which took place in
winter and spring was to that of those which broke out in
summer and autumn as 7 to 4. But there may be other
causes besides atmospheric pressure concerned in these
differences

; the preponderance of rain during the wintei
and spring may be one of these. At present we must wait
for further data.

Kluge has sought to trace a connexion between the years
of maximum and minimum sun-spots and those of greatest

and feeblest volcanic activity, and has constructed lists to

show that years which have been specially characterized by
terrestrial eruptions have coincided with those marked by
few sun-spots and diminished magnetic disturbance.^ Such
a connexion cannot be regarded as having yet been satis^

factorily established. Again, the same author has called

attention to the frequency and vigour of volcanic explosions
about the middle of August, at or near the time of the
yearly meteoric shower. But in this case, likewise, the
cited examples can hardly yet be looked upon as more
than coincidences.

The case of Kilauea, in Hawaii, seems to show a regular
system of eruptive periods. Dana has pointed out that
outbreaks of lava hav^e taken place from that volcano at
intervals of from eight to nine years, this being the time
required to fill the crater up to the point of outbreak, or
to a depth of 400 or 500 feet. But the great eruption of
1868 did not occur until after an interval of 18 years. The
same author suggests that the missing eruption may have
been submarine.
The approach of an eruption is not always indicated by any

premonitory symptoms, for many tremendous explosions are

recorded to have taken place in different parts of the world
without any perceptible warning. Much in this respect

would appear to depend upon the condition of liquidity of

the lava, and the amount of resistance offered by it to the
passage of the escaping vapours through its mass. In
Hawaii, where the lavas are remarkably liquid, vast out-

pourings of lava have taken place quietly without earth-

quakes during the present century. But even there the
great eiuption of 1868 was accompanied by tremendous
earthquakes.

The eruptions of Yesuvius are often preceded by a failure

or diminution of the wells and springs in the distiict. But
more frequent indications of an approaching outburst are

conveyed by sympathetic movements of the ground beneath,

itumblings and groanings from a subterranean source are

heard
;
slight tremors succeed, increasing in frequency and

violence till they become distinct earthquake shocks. The
vapours from the crater rise more abundantly into the air.

All this time the lava column in the pipe or funnel of the

volcano has been slowly ascending, forced upward and kept
in perpetual agitation by the passage of the elastic vax)ours

through its mass. If a long previous interval of quiescence

has elapsed, there may be much solidified lava towards the

top of the vent which will restrain the ascent of the still

molten portion underneath. A vast pressure is thus

exercised on the sides of the cone. Should these be too

weak to resist, they will open in one or more rents, and the

^ TJeher SynchronisTiviis mid AntagonisTTbus, p. 72.
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liquid lava will issue from the outer slope of the mountain

;

or the energies of the volcano will be directed towards
clearing the obstruction in the chief throat, until, with
tremendous explosions, and the rise of a vast cloud of dust

and fragments, the bottom and sides of the crater are finally

blown out, and the top of the cone disappears. The lava

may now escape from the lowest part of the lip of the

crater, while, at the same time, immense numbers of red-hot

bombs, scoriae, and stones are shot up into the air, most of

them falling back into the crater, but many descending
upon the outer slopes of the cone, and some even upon the

country beyond the base of the mountain. The lava rushes

down at first like one or more rivers of melted iron, but, as

it cools, its rate of motion lessens. Clouds of steam rise

from its surface, as well as from the central crater. Indeed,

every successive paroxysmal convulsion of the mountain is

marked, even at a distance, by the rise of huge ball-like

wreaths or clouds of steam, mixed with dust and stones,

forming a vast column which towers sometimes a couple of

miles above the summit of the cone. By degrees these

diminish in frequency and intensity. The lava ceases to

flow, the showers of stones and dust dwindle down, and
after a time, which may vary from hours to days or months,
even in the regime of the same mountain, the volcano be-

comes once more tranquil.

Let us now consider some of the aspects of this action

which have more particular geological interest from the

permanent changes with which they are connected, or from
the way in which they enable us to detect end realize con-

ditions of t^olcanic energy in former periods.

Fissures.—During the convulsions which culminate in

the formation of a volcano, as well as in the subsequent
progress of the mountain so formed, the ground at and
around the focus of action is liable to be rent open by
fissures. These tend to diverge from the focus; but around
the vent where the rocks have been most exposed to con-

cussion the fissures sometimes intersect each other in all

directions. In the great eruption of Etna, in the year 1669,
a series of six parallel fissures opened on the side of the
mountain. One of these, with a breadth of tv/^o yards, ran
for a distance of 12 miles, in a somewhat winding course, to

within a mile of the top of the cone. Similar fissures, but
on a smaller scale, have often been observed on Vesuvius;
and they are recorded from many other volcanoes.

Two obvious causes may be assigned for the production
of fissures :—(1) the enormous expansive force of the im-
prisoned vapours acting upon the walls of the funnel and
convulsing the cone by successive explosions

;
and (2) the

hydrostatic pressure of the lava-column in the funnel,
amounting to about 125 Ib per square inch, or 8 tons on
the square foot, for each 100 feet of depth. Both of these
causes may act simultaneously.

Into the rents thus formed the molten lava naturally
finds its way. It is indeed forced into them, and solidifies

there like iron in a mould. The cliffs of many an old
crater show how marvellously they have been injected by
such veins or dyhes of lava. Those of Somma, and the Val
del Bue on Etna, have long been known. The dykes
project now from the softer tuffs like great walls of masonry.
Such wedges of solid rock driven into the cone must
widen its dimensious, and at the same time from their
length and ramifications must bind the substance of the
cone together, and thus strengthen it against the effects

of future convulsions. We can understand, therefore, how
there should be for a time an alternation in the character
of the eruptions of a volcano, depending in great measure
upon the relation between the height of the cone on the
one hand and the strength of its sides on the other. When
the sides have been well braced togetherby interlacing dykes,
and further thickened by the spread of volcanic materials
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all over their slopes, they may resist the effects of explosion

and of the pressure of the ascending lava-column. In this

case the volcano may find relief only from its summit, and
if the lava flows forth it will do so from the top of the cone.

As the cone increases in elevation, however, the pressure

from within upon its sides augments. Eventually egress

is once more established on the flanks by means of fissures,

and a new series of lava-streams is poured out over the

lower slopes.

Though lava very commonly issues from the lateral

fissures on a volcanic cone, it may sometimes approach the

surface without actually flowing out. The great fissure on
Etna in 1669, for example, was visible even from a distance

by the long line of vivid light which rose from the incan-

descent lava within. Again, it frequently happens that

minor volcanic cones are thrown up on the line of a fissure.

This may arise either from the congelation of the lava round
the point of eonssion, or from the accumulation of ejected

scoriae round the fissure-vent. Of the former structure

examples occur in Hawaii, where the lava is remarkably
liquid, and rapidly hardens into tears or drops, like wax
down the sides of a candle. Where in viscid lavas the

steam tears off and throws up many scoriae and bombs, a

cone of such loose materials will naturally form round the

orifice by which the lava escapes from the flank of the

mountain.
Exj^losions.—Although volcanic materials may be erupted

to a large extent without the appearance of visible fissures,

they cannot in such cases reach the surface without some
explosive action, and the consequent displacement and
removal of previously existing roc£ Vents are thus blown
out of the solid crust, the volcanic energy being, as it

were, concentrated on a given point, which we may suppose

must usually be the weakest in the structure of that

part of the crust. The operation has often been observed

in volcanoes already formed, and has even been witnessed

on ground previously unoccupied by a volcanic vent. The
history of the cone of Vesuvius brings before us a long

series of such explosions, beginning with that of 79—the

greatest which has occurred within the times of human
history—and coming down to the present day. Even now,
in spite of all the lava and ashes poured out during the last

eighteen centuries, it is easy to see how stupendous must have
been that earliest explosion, by which the southern half of

the ancient crater was blown out. At every successive

important eruption, a similar but minor operation takes

place witbin the present cone. The hardened cake of lava

forming the floor is burst open, and with it there usually

disappears much of the upper part of the cone, and some-
times, as in 1872, a large segment of the crater-wall. In
the year 1538 a new volcano, Monte Huovo, was formed in

24 hours on the margin of the Bay of TsTaples. A cavity

was drilled by successive explosions, and such quantities of

stones, scoriae, and ashes were thrown out from it as to form
a hill 440 English feet above the sea-level, and more than a
mile and a half in circumference. Most of the fragments
now to be seen on the slopes of the cone and inside its

beautifully perfect crater are of various volcanic rocks,

many of them being black scoriae : but pieces of Eoman
pottery, together with fragments of the older underlying
tuff, and some marine shells, have been obtained; and these
doubtless formed part of the soil and subsoil dislocated and
ejected during the explosions.

It is nob necessary, and it does not always happen, that

any actual solid or liquid volcanic rock is ejected even
when explosions of considerable violence take place, whereby
the rocks through which the funnel rises are much shattered.

Thus among the cones of the extinct volcanic tract of the
Eifel, some occur consisting entirely, or nearly so, of com-
minuted debris of the Devonian greywacke and slate which
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form tlie prevailing rocks tkere, and tliroagh whicli the

various volcanic vents have been opened. Evidently in

these cases elastic vapours only forced their way to the

surface ; and we see what probably often takes place in

the early stages of a volcano’s history, though the frag-

ments of the underlying disrupted rocks are in most
instances buried and lost under the far more abundant sub-

sequent volcanic materials. Sections of ancient volcanic

necks or pipes sometimes afford an excellent opportunity

of observing that these orifices were originally opened
by the blowing out of the solid crust and not by the forma-
tion of fissures. Many examples occur in Scotland among
volcanic rocks of Old Bed Sandstone, Carboniferous, and
Permian age. The orifices are there filled with fragmentary
materials wherein portions of the surrounding and underly-
ing rocks form a noticeable proportion.

Shotvers of D%ist and Stones.—A communication having
been opened, either by fissuring or explosion, between the
heated interior and the surface, fragmentary materials

seldom fail to be ejected from it. These may consist at

first mainly of the rocks through which the orifice has been
opened, as has just been explained. But if eruptive energy
continues, they soon appear in larger quantities, and consist

of thoroughly volcanic substances. In a great eruption

vast numbers of red-hot stones are shot up into the air, and
fall back partly into the crater and partly on the outer slopes

of the cone. But instances are known where large stones,

ejected obliquely, liave described huge parabolic curves in

the air, and fallen at a great distance. Stones 8 Ih in

weight occur among the ashes which buried Pompeii. The
volcano of Antuco in Chili is said to send stones flying to a
distance of 36 miles, and Cotopaxi is reported to have hurled
a 200-ton block 9 miles.

But in many great eruptions, besides a constant shower
of stones and scori«5e, a vast column of exceedingly fine dust

rises out of the crater, sometimes to a height of more than
a mile, and then spreads outwards like a sheet of cloud. So
dense sometimes is this dust-cloud that the sun is obscured,

and for days together the darkness of night reigns for miles

around the volcano. In 1822 this was the case at Vesuvius,

the ashes not only falling thickly on the villages round the
base of the mountain, but travelling as far as Ascoli, which
is 56 Italian miles distant from the volcano on one side, and
as Casano, 105 miles on the other. But probably the most
stupendous outpouring of volcanic ashes on record was that

which took place, after a quiescence of 26 years, from the

volcano Coseguina, in Nicaragua, during the early part of

the year 1835. On that occasion utter darkness prevailed

over a circle of 35 miles radius, the ashes falling so thickly

that, even 8 leagues from the mountain, they covered the
ground to a depth of about 10 feet. It was estimated

that the rain of dust and sand fell over an area at least

270 geographical miles in diameter. Some of the finer

materials, thrown so high as to come within the influence

of an upper air-current, were borne away eastward, and tell

four days afterwards at Kingston, in Jamaica—a distance

of 700 miles.

An inquiry into the origin of these showers of fragmentary
materials brings vividly before us some of the essential

features of volcanic action. We find that bombs, slags, and
lapilli may be thrown up in comparatively tranquil states

of a volcano, but that the showers of fine dust are discharged
with violence, and only appear when the volcano becomes
more energetic. Thus, at the constantly, but quietly, active

volcano of Stromboli, the column of lava in the pipe may
be watched slowly rising and falling with a slow rhythmical
movement. At every rise the surface of the lava swells up
into blisters several feet in diameter, which by and by
burst with a sharp explosion that makes the walls of the
crater vibrate. A cloud of steam rushes out, carrying with
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it hundreds of fragments of the glowing lava, sometimes to

a height of 1200 feet. It is by the a&ceiit of steam through
its mass that a column of lava is kept boiling at the bottom
of a crater, and by the explosion of successive larger bubbles
of steam that the various bombs, slags, and fragments of
lava are torn off and tossed into the air. It has often been
noticed at Vesuvius that, after each great concussion, a huge
ball-like cloud of steam rushes up from the crater. Doubt-
less it is the sudden escape of that steam which causes the
exjilosion. The violence of the explosion will depend
greatly upon the viscidity of the lava, and the consequent
resistance offered to the upward passage of the steam.
Explosions and accompanying scoriae are abundant at

Vesuvius, where the lavas are comparatively viscid
;
they

are almost unknown at Kilauea, where the lava is remark-
ably liquid.

The steam, collecting into larger or smaller vesicles, works
its way upward through the substance of the molten lava.

As the elasticity of this compressed vapour overcomes the
pressure of the overlying lava, it escapes at the surface, and
there the lava is thus kept in ebullition. But this com-
paratively quiet operation, which may be watched within

the craters of many active volcanoes, does not produce clouds

of fine dusb. The friction of the millions of stones ascend-

ing and descending through the air in the dark column
above the crater, though it must doubtless cause much dust
and sand, can give rise to but an insignificant proportion of

what is actually reduced to the condition of extreme subdi-

vision necessary to produce widespread darkness and a thick

far-reaching deposit of ashes. The explanation now ac-

cepted calls in the explosive action of steam as the imme-
diate cause of the trituration. A sudden, and powerful
explosion of steam, it is maintained, will blow the top of

the lava column into dust, like water shot out of a gun.

We must remember that the aqueous vapour by which
many lavas are so largely impregnated must exist inter-

stitially far dov/n in the lava-column, under an enormous
pressure, and at a white heat. The sudden ascent of lava

so constituted will relieve the pressure rapidly without
sensibly affecting the temperature of the mass. Conse-
quently the white-hot steam will at length explode, and
reduce the molten mass containing it to the finest powder.

Evidently no part of the operations of a volcano has
greater geological significance than the ejection of such

enormous quantities of fragmentary matter. In the first

place, the fall of these loose materials round the orifice of

discharge is one main cause of the growth of the volcanic

cone. The heavier fragments gather around the vent, and
there too the thickest accumulation of finer dust takes

place. Hence, though successive explosions may blow out

the upper part of the crater-walls, and prevent the mountain
from growing so rapidly iu height, every eruption must add
to the diameter of the cone. In the second place, as every

shower of dust and sand adds to the height of the ground

on which it falls, thick volcanic accumulations may be
formed far beyond the base of the mountain. In these are

entombed trees and other kinds of vegetation, together with

the bodies of many animals, as well as the works of man.
Hence new geological formations arise which, in their

component materials, not only bear witness to the volcanic

eruptions which produced them, but preserve a record of

the land-surfaces over which they spread. In the third

place, besides the distance to which the fragments may be

hurled by volcanic explosions, or to which they may be

diffused by the ordinary aerial movements, we have to take

into account the vast spaces across which the finer dust is

sometimes borne by upper currents in the atmosphere. An
instance has already been cited where ashes from Coseguina

fell 700 miles away, having been carried all that long

distance by a high counter-current of air, moving apparently
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at the rate of about 7 miles an hour in an opposite direction
to that of the wind which blew at the surface. On several

occasions ashes from one of the Icelandic volcanoes have
fallen so thickly between the Orkney and Shetland Islands
that vessels passing there have had the unwonted deposit

shovelled off their decks in the morning. In the year 1783,
during an eruption of Skaptar-Jokull, so vast an amount of

fine dust was ejected that the atmosphere over Iceland con-

tinued loaded with it for months afterwards. It fell in

such quantity over parts of Caithness—a distance of 600
miles—as to destroy the crops

; that year is still spoken
of by the inhabitants as the year of the ashie.’^ Traces

of the same deposit were observed even as far as Holland.

Plence it is evident that volcanic deposits may be formed
in regions many hundreds of miles distant from any active

volcano. A single thin layer of volcanic detritus in a group
of sedimentary strata would tlms not of itself prove the

existence of contemporaneous volcanic action in its neigh-

bourhood. It might be held to have been wind-borne from
a volcano in a distant and separate region.

Lava-streams.—A microscopic examination of their in-

timate structure shows that lavas have been truly molten
rocks. They usually consist fundamentally of a glass

through which are diffused, in greater or less abundance,
various mierolites and crystals. Their degree of liquidity,

at the time of emission, seems to depend on the extent

to which the rock remains in the condition of glass,

viscidity increasing with the development of the mierolites

and crystals out of the glassy menstruum in which, no
'

doubt, originally their component molecules were diffused.

The fluidity may also be governed in no small degree by
the amount of vapour existing interstitially in the molten
mass, Mr Scrope indeed contended that aqueous vapour
was the maiu cause of the mobility of such crystalline

lavas as those of Vesuvius. But even where the lava

pours forth with a liquidity like that of melted iron, it

speedily assumes a more viscid motion, as the process of

devitrification advances and the rock is exposed to the
chilling effects of radiation and of contact with air and
soil. An interesting fact, admirably shown by the micro-

scope, but often easily observable with the naked eye, is

that in lava still liquid and mobile well-defined crystals

make their appearance. These sometimes are broken during
the continued movement of the surrounding mass, the
separated fragments becoming involved in the general glassy

base or portions of that base, are injected into the fractures

of the crystals. Well-defined crystals of leucite may be
seen in specimens of Yesuvian lava, which has been ladled
out from a white-hot stream, impressed with a stamp, and
thus suddenly congealed. On the other hand, the obsidians
have solidified in the condition of complete glass, often
without any trace of devitrification. The green pyroxenic
lava of Hawaii exhibits so extreme a degree of fluidity that,

during its ebullition in pools of the crater, jets not more
than a quarter of an inch in diameter are tossed up, and,
falling back on one another, make a column of hardened
tears of lava/' while, in other places, the jets thrown up and
blown aside by the wind give rise to long threads of glass

which lie thickly together like mown grass, and are known
by the natives under the name of Pele's Hair, after one of
their divinities.^

It would be of the highest interest and importance to

know accurately the temperature with which a lava stream
issues. The dilficulty of making any direct observation at
the point of outflow has hitherto been insuperable.
Measurements have been taken at various distances below
the point where the moving lava could be safely approached

;

but these are not satisfactory, seeing that the outer crust of
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the lava cools rapidly, and gives no measure of the tempera-
ture even a short way underneath. Experiments made by
Scacchi and Sainte-Claire Deville on the Vesuvian lava
erupted in 1855, by thrusting thin wires of silver, iron, and
copper into the lava, indicated a temperature of scarcely
700** C. Earlier observations of a similar kind, made in

1819, when a silver wire -^(jth inch in diameter at once
melted in the Yesuvian lava of that year, gave a greatly

higher temperature. Evidence of the high temperature of

lava has been adduced from the alteration it has effected

upon refractory substances in its progress, as where, at

Torre del Greco, it overflowed the houses, and was after-

wards found to have fused the fine edges of flints, to have
decomposed brass into its component metals, the copper
actually crystallizing, and to have melted silver, and even
sublimed it into small octohedral crystals. But such facts,

though full of interest and importance, give us no clue to

the absolute initial temperature of the lava, which must be
greatly higher than that of the stream after several miles

of descent on the mountain slopes, and after some hours or

days of cooling.

Li spite of this very high temperature, however, the lava

issues abundantly charged with aqueous vapour, to the

expansion of which, as we have seen, its ebullition and ex-

pulsion are mainly due. As this vapour at once begins to

escape when the lava issues into the air, it shows itself by a

dense white cloud hanging over the moving mass. The
lava streams of Yesuvius sometimes appear with as large

and dense a steam cloud at their lower ends as that which
escapes at the same time from the main crater. Even after

the molten mass has flowed several miles, steam continues to

rise abundantly both from its end and from numerous
points along its surface.

From the wide extent of basalt dykes, such as those

of Britain, some of which rise to the surface at a distance

of 200 miles and upwards from the main volcanic regions

of their time, it is evident that the molten lava may
sometimes occupy a far greater superficial area under-

neath than the mere circumference of the actual pipe

or of the volcanic cone. We must conceive of avast reser-

voir of melted rock impregnated with superheated steam,

and impelled upwards by the elastic force of the vapour.

The lava may be regarded rather as the sign than as the

cause of volcanic action. It is the pressure of the impris-

oned vapour, and its struggles to get free, which produce the

subterranean earthquakes, the explosions, and the outpour-

ing of lava. As soon as the vapour finds relief, the terres-

trial commotion calms down again, and the quiescence con-

tinues until another accumulation of vapour demands a re-

petition of the same phenomena.
It is evident that the vapour may succeed in effecting its

escape without driving molten rock up to the surface.

There may be tremendous explosions without an actual

outcome of lava. But, in most cases, so intimately are

vapours and lava commingled in the subterranean reservoirs

that they rise together, and the explosions of the one lead

to the outflow of the other. The first point at which the
lava makes its appearance at the surface will largely de-

pend upon the structure of the ground. Two causes have
been assigned in a foregoing section (p. 244) for the Assur-

ing of a volcanic cone. As the molten mass rises within the

chimney of the volcano, continued explosions of vapour take

place from its upper surface, the violence of which may be
inferred from the vast clouds of steam, of ashes, and of

stones which are hurled to so great a height into the air.

These explosions must at the same time powerfully affect the

sides of the funnel, exposed as these are to the enormous
pressure exerted by the imprisoned vapour. We cannot
therefore be surprised that, when a v^olcano experiences

shocks of such intensity as to be felt ovrer a radius 100^ Dana, Geol. X7.S. JExjilor. Exped.^ p. 179.
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miles or more, its sides should at last give way, and large

divergent fissures should be opened down its cone. Again,

the hydrostatic pressure of the column of lava must have
a potent infiuence. At a depth of 1000 feet below the

top of the column the pressure exerted on each square foot

ot the surrounding walls must amount to more than 80
tons. We may well believe that such a force, acting upon
the walls of a funnel already shattered by a succession of

terrific explosions, will be apt to prove too great for their

resistance. When this happens, the lava pours forth from
the outside of the cone. So fissured is the cone some-
times that the lava issues freely from many points. A
volcano so affected has been graphically described as

sweating fire.” More usually the lava issues only from
one or two points. Should these lie well down on the cone,

far below the summit of the lava-column, the lava, on its

first escape, driven by hydrostatic pressure, will sometimes
spout up high into the air—a fountain of molten rock.

This V7as observed in 1794 on Vesuvius, and in 1832 on
Etna. In the eruption of 1852 at Mauna Loa, an unbroken
fountain of lava, from 200 to 700 feet in height and 1000
feet broad, burst out at the base of the cone. Similar
geysers” of molten rock have subsequently been noticed

in the same region. Thus, in March and April 1868, four
fiery fountains, throwing the lava to heights varying from
500 to 1000 feet, continued to play for several weeks.

Ill a lofty volcano, therefore, the chances are always
rather against the lava rising to the lip of the crater and
Sowing out there. It does so now and then; but more fre-

quently it escapes from some fissure or orifice in a weak part

of the cone. In minor volcanoes, on the other hand, where
the explosions are less violent, and where the thickness of

the cone in proportion to the diameter of the funnel is often

greater, the lava very commonly rises in the crater. Should
the crater walls be too weak to resist the pressure of the

molten mass, they will give way, and the lava will rush out

from the breach. This is seen to have happened in several

of the puys of Auvergne, so well figured and described by
Mr Scrope. But if the crater be massive enough to with-

stand the pressure, the lava, if still impelled upward by the

struggling vapour, will at last flow out from the lowest part

of the rim.

lb was at one time supposed that lava beds could not

consolidate on such steep slopes as those of most volcanoes,

and that their present inclined position was to be attributed

to a central upheaval of each mountain. This idea formed
the subject of the famous theory of elevation-craters {Erlie-

bungskratere) of L. von Buch, E. de Beaumont, and other

geologists. It was a matter of prime importance in the

interpretation of volcanic action to have this question settled.

To Constant Prevost belongs the merit of having completely

exposed the fallacy of this theory. He pointed out that

there was no more reason why lavas should not consolidate

on steep slopes than that tears or drops of wax should not

do so. Mr Poulett Scrope also showed conclusively that the

steep slope of the lava-beds of a volcanic cone was original.

Sir Charles Lyell and Mr Hartung subsequently obtained

abundant additional evidence from the Canary Islands,

Etna, and other volcanic districts, to disprove the elevation

theory. Geologists are now agreed that thick sheets of

lava, with all their characteristic features, can consolidate

on slopes of even 35° and 40°. The lava in the Hawaii
Islands has cooled rapidly on slopes of 25°, that from
Vesuvius, in 1855, is here and there as steep as 30°. On
the east side of Etna, a cascade of lava, which poured, in

1689, into the vast hollow of the Cava Grande, has an in-

clination varying from 18° 'to 48°, with an average thickness

of 16 feet. On Mauna Loa some lava-flows are said to have
congealed on slopes of 49°, 60°, and even 80°, though in

these cases it could only be a layer of rock stiffening and

adhering to the surface of the steep slope. Even when it

consolidates on a steep slope, a stream of lava forms a sheet
with parallel, upper, and under surfaces, a general uniformity
of thickness, and often greater evenness of surface than
where the angle of descent is low.
At its first appearance, where it issues from the mountain,

the lava glows with a white heat, and flows with a motion
which has been compared to that of honey or of melted iron.
It soon becomes red, and, like a coal fallen from a hot
fireplace, rapidly grows dull as it moves along, until it

assumes a black, cindery aspect. At the same time the
surface congeals, and soon becomes solid enough to support
a heavy block of stone. Its aspect depends, not merely on
the composition and fluidity of the lava, but on the point
of egress, whether from the crater or from a fissure, on the
form of the ground, the angle of slope, and the rapidity of
flow. Lavas which have been kept in ebullition within
the central chimney are apt to acquire a rough cellular tex-

ture. The surface of the moving stream breaks up into
rough brown or black cinder -like slags, and irregular rugged
cakes, which, with the onward motion, grind and grate
against each other with a harsh metallic sound, sometimes
rising into rugged mounds or getting seamed with rents and
gashes, at the bottom of which the red-hot glowing lava
may be seen. When lava escapes from a lateral fissure

it may have no scoriae, but its surface will present froth-like,

curving lines, as in the scum of a slowly flowing river, or
will be arranged in curious ropy folds, as the layers have
successively flowed over each other and congealed. These
and many other fantastic coiled shapes were exhibited by
the lava which flowed from the side of Vesuvius in 1858.
A large area which has been flooded with lava is perhaps
the most hideous and apiialling scene of desolation anywhere
to be found on the surface of the globe.

A lava stream at its point of escape from the side of a
volcanic cone occupies a comparatively narrow breadth;
but it usually spreads out as it descends, and moves more
slowly. The sides of the moving mass look like huge em-
bankments, or like some of the long mounds of clinkers ”

one sees in a great manufacturing district. The advancing
end of the mass is often much steeper, creeping onward like

a great wall or rampart, down the face of which the rough
blocks of hardened lava are ever rattling.

The rate of movement is regulated by the fluidity of the
lava, by its volume, and by the form and inclination of the
ground. Hence, as a rule, a lava-stream moves faster at
first than afterwards, because it has not had time to stiffen,

and its slope of descent is considerably steeper than further
down the mountain. One of the most fluid and swiftly

flowing lava-streams ever observed on Vesuvius was that

erupted on 12th August 1805. It is said to have rushed
down a space of 3 Italian (3|- English) miles in the first four
minutes, but to have widened out and moved more slowly
as it descended, yet finally to have reached Torre del Greco
in three hours. A lava erupted by Mauna Loa in 1852
went as fast as an ordinary stage-coach, or 15 miles in two
hours. Long after a current has been deeply crusted over

with slags and rough slabs of lava it continues to creep

slowly forward for weeks or even months.
It happens sometimes that, as the lava moves along, the

pressure of the still molten mass inside hursts through the

outer hardened and deeply seamed crust, and rushes out
with, .at first, a motion much more rapid than that of the

main stream ; but such an offshoot rapidly congeals and
comes to rest, though sometimes not before doing much
damage to vineyards, gardens, houses, or other property in

its course. Any sudden change in the form or slope of the

ground, too, will affect the flow of the lava. Thus, should
the stream reach the edge of a steep defile or cliff, it will

pour over it in a cataract of glowing molten rock, with
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clouds of Steam, showers of fragments, and a noise utterly

indescribable. Or if, on the other hand, the current should
encounter a ridge or hill across its path, it will accumulate
in front of it until it either finds egress round the side or

actually overrides and entombs the obstacle. The hardened
crust or shell within which the still fluid lava moves serves

to keep the mass from spreading. VV'e often find, however,
that the lava has subsided here and there inside its crust,

and has left curious cavernous spaces and tunnels. Into
these, when the whole is cold, we may creep, and may find

them sometimes festooned and hung with stalactites of lava.

As a rule a lava-stream shows three component layers. At
its bottom lies a rough, slaggy mass, produced by the rapid

cooling of the lava, and the breaking up and continued

onward motion of the scoriform layer. The central and
main portion of the stream consists of solid lava, often,

however, with a more or less carious and vesicular texture.

The upper part, as we have seen, is a mass of rough broken-

up slags, scorise, or clinkers. The proportions borne by
these respective layers to each other vary continually. Some
of the more fluid ropy lavas of Vesuvius have an inconstant

and thin slaggy crust
;
others may be said to consist of

little else than scorise from top to bottom. These diver-

gences in texture seem to depend largely upon the amount
of interstitial steam imprisoned within the lava, and the

conditions under which it can effect its escape. Throughout
the whole mass, but more especially along its upper surface,

the steam under its diminished pressure expands, and push-
ing the molten rock aside, segregates into small bubbles or

|

irregular cavities. Hence, when the lava solidifies, these

steam-holes are seen to he sometimes so abundant that a
detached portion of the rock containing them will float in

water. They are often elongated in the direction of the

motion of the lava-stream.

But, besides producing a general vesicular texture in the

upper parts of the lava-stream, the aqueous vapour gives

rise to much more striking features on the surface of the

lava. If the outburst takes place from an orifice or fissure

on the exterior of the volcanic cone, so vast an amount of

steam will rush out there, with such boiling and explosion

of the lava, that a cone of bombs, and slags, and irregular

lumps of lava, will probably form round the spot-—in fact

a miniature or parasitic volcano, which will remain as a
marked cone on its parent mountain long after the eruption

which gave it birth has ceased. Moreover, even after such
abundant discharge of steam, the lava-stream continues to

exhale it, as it were, from every pore. Here and there on
the surface of the moving mass a fissure opens, and a
column of roaring hissing vapours rushes out from it,

accompanied as before by an abundant discharge of lava-

fragments, or even by the rise and outflow of the lava from
beneath. Some lava-streams are thus dotted over with,

small cones a few feet or yards in height. Besides the
steam which, in condensing, makes its presence so con-

spicuous, many other vapours entangled in the pores of the
lava escape from its fissures. The points at which vapours
are copiously disengaged are termed Among the
exhalations, chlorides may be mentioned as particularly

prominent ; chloride of sodium frequently shows itself, not
only in fissures, but even over the cooled crust of the lava,

in small crystals, in tufts, or as a granular and even glassy-

incrustation. Chloride of iron is deposited as a yellow-

coating at the fwmarole, where also bright emerald green
films and scales of chloride of copper may be more rarely

observed. Many chemical changes take place in the escape
of the vapours through the lava. Thus specular-iron,

probably the result of the mutual decomposition of steam
and iron chloride, forms abundant scales, plates, and small
crystals in the fumarole and vesicles of the lava. Sal-

ammoniac also appears in large quantity on many lavas, not
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merely in the fissures, but also on the upper surface of the

current. This salt is not directly a volcanic product, but
results from some decomposition, probably from that of the
aqueous vapour, whereby a combination is formed with
atmospheric nitrogen.

The hardened crust of a lava-stream is a bad conductor
of heat. Consequently, when the surface of the mass has
become cool enough to be walked upon, the red hot mass
may be observed through the rents to lie only a few inches

below. Many years therefore may elapse before the

temperature of the whole mass has fallen to that ot the

surrounding soil. Eleven months after an eruption of

Etna, Spallanzani could see that the lava was still red hot
at the bottom of the fissures, and a stick thrust into one of

them instantly took fire. The Vesuvian lava of 1785 was
found by Breislak seven years afterwards to be still hot and
steaming internally, though lichens had already taken root

on its surface. The ropy lava erupted by Vesuvius in

1858 was observed in 1870 to be still so hot, even near
its termination, that steam issued abundantly from its rents,

many of which were too hot to allow the hand to be held

in them. Hoffmann records that the lava which flowed

from Etna in 1787 was still steaming in 1830. But still

more remarkable is the case of Jorullo, in Mexico, which sent

out lava in 1759. Twenty-one years later a cigar could

still be lighted at its fissures
j
after 44 years it was still

visibly steaming
;
and even in 1846, that is, after 87 years

of cooling, two vapour columns were still rising from it.^

This extremely slow rate of cooling has justly been re-

garded as a point of high geological significance in regard

to the secular cooling and probable internal temperature of

our globe. Some geologists have argued indeed that, if so

comparatively small a portion of molten matter as a lava

stream can maintain a high temperature under a thin, cold

crust for so many years, we may, from analogy, feel little

hesitation in believing that the enormously vaster mass of the

globe may, beneath its relatively thin crust, still continue

in a niolben condition within. More legitimate deductions,

however, might be drawn, if we knew more accurately and
precisely in each case the rate of loss of heat, and how it

varies in different lava-streams. Sir William Thomson, for

instance, has suggested that, by measuring the temperature
of intrusive masses of igneous rock in coal-workings and
elsewhere, and comparing it with that of other non-volcanic

rocks in the same regions, we might obtain data for calcu-

lating the time which has elapsed since these igneous sheets

were erupted.

In its descent a stream of lava may reach a water-course,

and, by throwing itself as a great embankment across the

stream, may pond back the water and form a lake. Such
is the origin of the picturesque Lake Aidat in Auvergne.
Or the molten current may usurp the channel of the stream,

and completely bury the whole valley, as has happened
again and again among the vast lava-fields of Iceland. No
change in physiography is so rapid and so permanent as this.

The channel which has required, doubtless, many thousands
of years for the water laboriously to excavate, is sealed up
in a few hours under 100 feet or more of stone, and a still

longer interval may elapse before this newer pile is similarly

eroded.

By suddenly overflowing a brook or pool of water, molten
lava sometimes has its outer crust shattered to fragments
by a sharp explosion of the generated steam, while the fluid

mass within rushes out on all sides. Numerous instances

have occurredwhere the lavas ofEtna andVesuvius havepro-
truded into the sea. Thus a current from the latter moun-
tain entered the Mediterranean at Torre del Greco in 1794,
and pushed its way for 360 feet outwards, with a breadth of

^ E. Schleiden, quoted by Naumaim, &eoL^ i. p. 160.
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1100 and a heiglit of 15 feet. So quietly did it advance
that Breislak could sail round it in a boat and observe its

progress.

In passing from a fluid to a solid condition, and thus
contracting, lava acquires different structures. Lines of

divisional planes or joints traverse it, especially perpendi-
cular to the upper and under surfaces of the sheet. These
linos at various irregular distances cross each other so as to

divide the rock into rude prisms. Occasionally another
series of joints at a right angle to these traverses the mass
parallel with its bounding surfaces, and thus the rock
acquires a kind of fissile or bedded appearance. The most
characteristic structure, however, among volcanic rocks is

the prismatic, or, as it is incorrectly termed, “ basaltic.”

Where this arrangement occurs, as it does so commonly in
basalt, the mass is divided into tolerably regular pentagonal,
hexagonal, or irregularly polygonal prisms or columns, set

close together at a right angle to the main cooling sur-

faces. These prisms vary from 2 or 3 to 18 or more
inches in diameter, and range up to 100 or even 150
feet in length.

Considerable discussion has arisen as to the mode in

which this columnar structure has been produced. The
experiments of Mr Gregory Watt were supposed to explain
it by the production of a number of spherical concretions
in the cooling mass, and the gradual pressure of those soft

balls into hexagonal columns, as the mass contracted in

cooling. He melted a mass of basalt, and on allowing it to

cool observed that, when a small portion was quickly
chilled, it took the form of a kind of slag-like glass, not
differing much in appearance from obsidian

;
a larger mass,

more slowly cooled, returned to a stony state. He remarked
that during this process small globules make their appear-
ance, which increase in size by the successive formation of

external concentric coats, like those of an onion. And he
supposed, as each spheroid must be touched by six others,

the whole, if exposed to the same pressure acting in every
direction, must be squeezed into a series of hexagons. To
account, however, for a long column of basalt, we should
have to imagine a pile of balls standing exactly centrically

one upon the other, an arrangement which seems liardly

possible. The prismatic structure is a species of jointing,

due to the contraction of the rock as a whole, and not to

the production of any internal peculiarities of texture. The
concretionary structure associated with the columnar arises

from a common tendency to weather out into nodular forms,

and may be observed even where the rock is not columnar.
Prismatic forms have been superinduced upon rocks by a
high temperature and subsequent cooling, as where coal

and sandstone have been invaded by basalt. They may
likewise be observed to arise during the consolidation of a
substance, as in the case of starch. In that substance the
columnar structure is apt to radiate from certain centres,

as may also be seen sometimes in basalt and other igneous
rocks.

Mr Mallet has recently investigated this subject, and con-

cludes that “ all the salient phenomena of the prismatic and
jointed structure of basalt can be accounted for upon the
admitted laws of cooling, and contraction thereby, of melted
rock possessing the known properties of basalt, the essential

conditions being a very general homogeneity in the mass cool-

ing, and that the cooling shall take place slowly, principally

from one or more of its surfaces.”^

In the more perfectly columnar basalts the columns are

sometimes articulated, each prism being separable into

vertebrae, with a cup and ball socket at each articulation.

This peculiarity is traced by Mr Mallet to the contraction
of each prism in its length and in its diameter, and to the
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consequent production of transverse joints, which, as the
resultant of the two contracting strains, are oblique to the
sides of the prism, but, as the obliquity lessens towards the
centre, assume necessarily, when perfect, a cup-shape, the
convex surface pointing in the same direction as that in
which the prism has grown. This explanation, however,
will hardly account for cases, which are not uncommon,
where the convexity points the other way, or where it is

sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the other.^ The
remarkable spheroids which appear in many weathered
igneous rocks besides basalts may probably be due to

some of the conditions under which the original contractions
took place. They are quite untraceable on a fresh fracture
of the rock. It is only after some exposure to the weather
that they begin to appear, and then they gradually crumble
away by the successive formation and disappearance of

external weathered crusts or coats, which fall off into sand
and clay. Almost all augitic or hornblendic rocks, even
granite, exhibit the tendency to decompose into rounded
spheroidal blocks.

By the outpouring of lava two importanfc kinds of geo-

logical change are produced. In the first place, the surface

of a country is thereby materially changed. Stream-courses,

lakes, ravines, valleys, in short all the minor features of a
landscape, may be completely overwhelmed under a sheet

of lava, 100 feet or more in thickness. The drainage of the
district is thus effectually altered, and all the numerous
changes which flow from the operations of running water
over the land are arrested and made to begin again in new
channels. In the second place, considerable alterations

may likewise be caused by the effects of the heat and
vapours of the lava upon the subjacent or contiguous ground.
Instances have been observed in which the lava has actually

melted down opposing rocks, or masses of slags, on its own
surface. Interesting observations, already referred to, have
been made at Torre del Greco under the lava stream which
overflowed part of that town in 1794. It was found that

the window-panes of the houses had been devitrified into

a white, translucent, stony substance, that pieces of lime-

stone had acquired an open, sandy, granular texture, with-

out loss of carbonic acid, and that iron, brass, lead, copper,

and silver objects had been greatly altered, some of the

metals being actually sublimed. We can understand
therefore that, retaining its heat for so long a time, a mass
of lava may induce many crystalline, structures, rearrange-

ments, or decompositions in the rocks over which it comes
to rest, and proceeds slowly to cool. This is a question of

considerable importance in relation to the behaviour of

ancient lavas which have been intruded among rocks

beneath the surface, and have subsequently been exposed,

as will be referred to in the sequel.

But, on the other hand, the exceedingly trifling change
produced even by a massive sheet of lava has often been
remarked with astonishment. Ou the flank of Vesuvius we
may see vines and trees still flourishing on little islets of

the older land-surface completely surrounded by a flood of

lava. Professor Dana has given an instructive account of

the descent of a lava-stream from Kilauea in June 1840.

Islet-like spaces of forest were left in the midst of the lava,

many of the trees being still alive. Where tbs lava flowed

round the trees the stumps were usually consumed, and
cylindrical holes or casts remained in the lava, either empty
or filled with charcoal. In many cases the fallen crown of

the tree lay near, and so little damaged that the epiphytic

plants on it began to grow again. Yet so fluid was the

^ Mr Scrope pointed this out {^Geol. Muff., September 1875), though
Mr Mallet {Ibid,, November 1875) replied that in such cases the arti-

culations must be foirmed just about the dividing surface between
the part of the rock which cooled from above, and that which cooled

from below.
X, — 32
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lava that it hung in pendent stalactites from the branches, I lential fevers arose from the subsequent effluvia. Seven
which nevertheless, though clasped round by the molten
rock, had barely their bark scorched. Again, for nearly

100 years there has lain on the flank of Etna a large sheet
of ice which, originally in the form of a thick mass of snow,
was overflowed by the molten flood, and has thereby been
protected from the evaporation and thaw which would
certainly have dissipated it long ago, had it been exposed to

the air. The heat of the lava has not sufficed to melt it.

There seems reason to suspect, however, that in other cases

snow and ice have been melted in large quantities by over-

flowing lava. The great floods of water which rushed down
the flank of Etna, after an eruption of the mountain in the
spring of 1755, have been thus explained.

One further aspect of a lava-stream may be noticed

here—the effect of time upon its surface. While all kinds
of lava must, in the end, crumble down under the influence

of atmospheric waste and, where other conditions permit,

become coated with soil and support some kind of vegeta-

tion, yet extraordinary differences may be observed in the

facility with which different lava-streams yield to this

change, even on the flank of the same mountain. Every one
who ascends the slopes of Yesuvius remarks this fact.

After a little practice ifc is not difficult there to trace the

limits of certain lavas even from a distance, in some cases

by their verdure, in others by their barrenness. Five
hundred years have not sufficed to clothe with green the

still naked surface of the Catanian lava of 1381 • while
some of the lavas of the present century have long given
footing to bushes of furze. Some of the younger lavas of

Auvergne, which certainly flowed in times anterior to those

of history, are still singularly bare and rugged. Yet, on
the whole, where lava is directly exposed to the atmosphere,
without receiving protection from occasional showers of

volcanic ash, or being liable to be washed bare by heavy
torrents of rain, its surface decays in a few years sufficiently

to afford soil for a few plants in the crevices. When these

have taken root they help to increase the disintegra-

tion. At last, as a more or less continuous covering of

vegetation spreads over the rock, the traces of its volcanic

origin one by one fade away from its surface. Some of

the Vesuviau lavas of the present century already suppoit
vineyards.

Torrents of Water and Mud,—We have seen tliafc large

quantities of water accompany many volcanic eruptions.

In some cases, where ancient crater-lakes or internal reser-

voirs have been shaken by repeated detonations, and finally

disrupted, the mud which has thus been produced issues

at once from the mountain. Such mud-lavas,’’ on ac-

count of their liquidity and swiftness of motion, are more
dreaded for their destructiveness than even the true melted
lavas. On the other hand, rain or melted snow, rushing
down the cone and taking up loose volcanic dust, is con-
verted into a kind of mud that grows more and more
pasty as it descends. The mere sudden rush of such large

bodies of water down the steep declivity of a volcanic
cone cannot fail to effect much geological change. Deep
trenches are cut out of the loose volcanic slopes, and some-
times large areas of woodland are swept away, the debris

being strewn over the plains below.

During the great Yesuvian eruption of 1622 a torrent of

this kind poured down upon the villages of Ottajano and
Massa, overthrowing walls, filling up streets, and even
burying houses with their inhabitants. It was by similar

streams from the same volcano that some of the Roman cities

on its flanks were overwhelmed in the first century. Many of
the volcanoes of Central and South America discharge large

quantities of mud directly from their craters. Thus in the
year 1691 Imbaburu, one of the Andes of Quito, emitted
floods of mud, so largely charged with dead fish that pesti-

years later (1698), during an explosion of another of the

same range of lofty mountains, Carguairazo (14,706 feet),

the summit of the cone is said to have fallen in, while

torrents of mud, containing immense numbers of the

fish Pymelodus Cyclo2nim^ poured forth and covered the

ground over a space of four square leagues. The caibom
aceous mud (locally called moya) emitted by the Quito
volcanoes sometimes escapes from lateral fissures, sometimes
from the craters. Its organic contents, and notably its

siluroid fish, which are the same as those found living in

the streams above ground, prove that the water is derived

from the surface, and accumulates in craters or underground
cavities until discharged by volcanic action. Similar but
even more stupendous and destructive outpourings have
taken place from the volcanoes of Java, where wide
tracts of luxuriant vegetation have at different times been
buried under masses of dark grey mud, sometimes 100
feet thick, with a rough hillocky surface from which the

top of a submerged palm-tree might have been seen

trading.

Between the destructive effects of mere water-torrents and
that of these mud-floods there is, of course, the notable

difference that, 'whereas in the former case a portion of the

surface is swept away, in the latter, while sometimes con-

siderable demolition of the surface takes place at first, the

main result is the burying of the ground under a new
tumultuous deposit by which the surface is greatly changed,

not only as regards its temporary aspect, but in its more
permanent features, such as the position and form of its

water-courses.

Mud-volcanoes ,—Though probably seldom if ever strictly

volcanic in the proper sense of that term, certain remark-
able orifices of eruption may be noticed here to which the

names of mud-volcanoes, salses, air-volcanoes, and maca-
lubas hare been applied. These are conical hills formed
by the accumulation of fine and usually saline mud, which,

with various gases, is continuously or intermittently given

out from the orifice or crater in the centre. They occur in

groups, each hillock being sometimes less than a yard in

height, but ranging up to elevations of 100 feet, or even
sometimes, as in the plains of the lower Indus, to 400 feet.

Like true volcanoes, they have their periods of repose, when
either no discharge takes place at all, or mud oozes out
tranquilly from the crater, and their epochs of activity,

when large volumes of gas, and sometimes columns of

flame, rush out with considerable violence and explosion,

and throw up mud and stones to a height of several hundred
feet.

The gases play much the same part therefore in these

phenomena that steam does in those of true volcanoes.

They consist of carbonic acid gas, carburetted hydrogen,
sulphuretted hydrogen, and nitrogen. The mud is usually

cold. In the water occur various saline ingredients, among
which common salt generally appears. Naplitlia is likewise

frequently present. Large pieces of stone, differing from
those in the neighbourhood, have been observed among the

ejections, indicative doubtless of a somewhat deeper source

than in ordinary cases. Heavy rains may wash down the

minor mud cones and spread out the material over the

ground, but gas-bubbles again appear through the sheet of

mud, and by degrees a new series of mounds is once more
thrown up.

There can be little doubt that these phenomena are to be
traced to chemical changes in progress underneath. Dr
Daubeny explained them in Sicily by the slow combustion
of beds of sulphur. The frequent occurrence of naphtha
and of inflammable gas points, in other cases, to the dis-

engagement of hydrocarbons from subterranean strata.

Mud volcanoes occur in Iceland, in Sicily (Macaluba), in
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Hiany districts of nortliern Italy, at Tamar and Kertch, at

Baku on the Caspian, over an area of about 1000 square
miles near the mouth of the Indus, and in other parts of

the globe.

Gaseous Discharges,—Some of these belong to true
volcanic phenomena, others are closely associated with the
mud-volcanoes. To the former class we may assign the
copious emanations of carbonic acid which so frequently
take place in districts where volcanic activity has been long
dormant or extinct. The gas either comes out directly from
fissures of the rock, or rises dissolved in the water of springs.

The old volcanic districts of Europe furnish many examples.
Thus on the shores of the Laacher See—an ancient crater

lake of the Eifel—carbonic acid gas issues from numerous
openings called moffette, round which dead insects, and
occasionally mice and birds may be found. In the same
region occur hundreds of springs more or less charged with
the gas. The famous Valley ot Death in Java contains one
of the most remarkable gas-springs in the world. It is a
deep, bosky hollow, from one small space on the bottom of

which carbonic acid issues so copiously as to form the lower
stratum of the atmosphere. Tigers, deer, and wild-boar,
enticed by the shelter of the spot, descend and are speedily
suffocated. Many of their skeletons, together with those
of man himself, have been observed.

In the second class of gas-springs we may group the
emanations of carburetted hydrogen, which, when they
take fire, are known as Fire-wells. They occur in

many of the districts where mud-volcanoes appear, as in
northern Italy, on the Caspian, in Mesopotomia, in southern
Kurdistan, and in many parts of the United States. It

has been observed that they rise especially in regions where
beds of rock-salt lie underneath, and as that rock has

I

been ascertained often to contain compressed carburetted

hydrogen, the solution of the rock by subterranean water,

and the consequent liberation of the gas, has been offered

as an explanation of these fire-wells.

Geysers,—In various regions where volcanic action still

continues, or where it has long been dormant, there occur
eruptive fountains of hot water and steam, to which the
general name of geysers is given, from the well-known
examples in Iceland, which were the first to be seen and
described. Besides the Great and Little Geysers, the
Strokkr, and other minor sx^rings of hot water in Iceland,

other, perhaps still more striking, examples have in recent

years been brought to light in that tract of the western
territories of the United States set aside as the '^Yellow-

stone National Park,’' and good illustrations are also found
in New Zealand. A geyser possesses a vertical pipe in

the ground, terminating at the surface in a basin which is

formed of siliceous sinter, and may rise some feet or yards
above the general level. At more or less regular intervals

rumblings and sharp detonations occur underneath, followed

by an agitation of the water in the basin, and then by the

violent expulsion of a column of water and steam to a con-

siderable height in the air. The hot water contains silica

in solution, which, on cooling and evaporating, is deposited

at the surface; and thus the geyser builds up its basin,

sometimes raising it into a long, solitary, finger-like pillar.

Bunsen and Descloiseaux spent some days experimenting
at the Icelandic geysers, and ascertained that in the Great
Geyser, while the surface temperature is about 212° Fahr,

that of the lower portions of the tube is much higher—a ther-

mometer giving as high a reading as 266° Fahr. The water
there must consequently be 48° above the normal boiling-

point, but is kept in the fluid state by the pressure of the

overlying column. At the basin, however, the water cools

quickly. After an explosion it accumulates there, and
eventually begins to boil. The pressure on the column
below being thus relieved, a portion of the superheated
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water flashes into steam, and as the change passes down the
pipe, the whole column of water and steam rushes out with
great violence. The water thereafter gradually collects again
in the pipe, and after an interval of some hours the opera-
tion is renew ed. The exxDeriments made by Bunsen proved
the cause of the eruption to lie in the high temperature ot a

portion of the pipe. He hung stones by strings to different

depths in the funnel of the geyser, and found that only
those in the higher part were cast out by the rush of water,

sometimes to a height of 100 feet, while at the same time
the water at the bottom was hardly disturbed at all.-

These observations give an additional interest and im-
portance to the phenomena of geysers in relation to those
of volcanic action. They show that the eruptive force is

steam; that the water column, even at a comparatively
small depth, has a temperature considerably above 212°;
that this high temperature is local

;
and that the eruptions

of steam and water take place periodically, and with such
vigour as to eject large stones to a height of 100 feet.

§ 3. Structure of Volcanoes.

It is now admitted that a volcano is due to the accumu-
lation of material round the vent of eruption, and not to

any blisfcer-hke expansion of the ground. The structure of

a volcanic cone necessarily depends in great measure upon
the nature of the substances ejected. The following are

the more important and interesting types of this kind of

structure :

—

(1.) Cones of Non-volcanic Mateiiah.—These are due to

the discharge of steam or other aeriform product through
the solid crust without the emission of any true ashes or

lava. The materials ejected from the cavity are wholly, or

almost wholly, parts of the surrounding rocks through which
the volcanic pipe has been drilled. Some of the cones sur-

rounding the crater-lakes or maare of the Eifel consist

chiefly of fragments of the underlying Devonian slates.

(2.) Tuff-Cones^ Cinder-Cones,—Successive eruptions of

fine dust and stones, often rendered pasty by getting mixed
with the water so copiously condensed daring an eruption,

form a cone in which the materials are solidified by pres-

sure into tuff. Sometimes the cones are made up only of

loose cinders, like Monte Nuovo in the Bay of Baiae.

Cones consisting entirely of loose volcanic materials often

arise on the flanks or round the roots of a great volcano, as

happens to a small extent on Vesuvius, and on a larger

scale upon Etna. They likewise occur by themselves ax'>art

from any lava-producing volcano, though usually they afford

indications that columns of lava have risen in their funnels,

and even now and then that this lava has reached the

surface. Admirable examples are furnished by the cones

of the Phlegrsean fields near Naples. Ancient cones of a

similar character occur among the Carboniferous rocks of

Scotland. The materials of the cone are arranged in more
or less regular beds which dip away from the funnel, their

inclination corresponding with that of the cone. Inside the

crater they slope steeply inward towards the crater-bottom.

(3.) Mud-Cones or Salses are formed by the accumulation

and consolidation of mud round the vents of mud-volcanoes.

They sometimes reach a height of 400 feet.

(4.) Lava-Cones.—These are comparatively rare, since, in

most cases, the emission of lava is accompanied by the

discharge of ashes. Owing to its liquidity, the lava flows

off quickly, and the cones have very gentle slopes. The
most remarkable examples are those in the Hawaii Islands

described by Professor Dana. They attain a great height,

but so small is their angle of inclination, that they may he

described as only gently-sloping mounds, and their craters

have been compared to vast open quarries on a hill or moor.

^ Bunsen, A.r/Yi, der Oheinie und PlioiTiiacie

,

Ixii. (1847), p. 1.
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(5.) Oones of Tuffand Lava,—^Tliese are "by far the most

frefluent. They may be taken, indeed, as the typical form
of volcanoes. Around the central vent the successive

showers of scoriae and ashes gather, with occasional streams
of lava, which from time to time descend different sides

of the growing cone. The component strata have thus the

usual inclination outwards, though, when seen in section

along the crater-walls, they look approximately horizontal.

By continued explosions fissures are formed in the sides of

the cone. These are injected with lava, producing a net-

work of dykes which strengthen the cone, or they serve as

channels of escape for lava, and give rise to lateral erup-

tions and minor or parasitic cones. As the main cone
increases in diameter by the accumulation of fragmentary
and molten ejections, it rises also in lieight, until at last few
or no eruptions take place from its summit, but only from
openings on its flanks.

(6.) Submarine Volcanoes,—It is not only on the surface

of the land that volcanic action shows itself. It takes place

likewise under the sea, and as the geological records of the

earth’s past history are chiefly marine formations, the

characteristics of submarine volcanic action have no small

interest to the geologist. Unfortunately, the phenomena
of recent volcanic eruptions under the sea are for the most
part inaccessible. Here and there, as among the islands of

the Greek Archipelago and at Tahiti, elevation of the sea-

bed has taken place, and brought to the surface beds of lava,

whi ch had been erupted and had consolidated under water.

There does not appear to be any appreciable difference

eith er in external aspect or in internal structure between
such submarine lavas and those erupted on the land. Some
of them are highly scoriaceous. There is no reason indeed
why slaggy lava and loose scoriae should nob accumulate
under the pressure of a deep column of the ocean. At the

Hawaii Islands, on 25bh February 1877, masses of pumice,
during a submarine volcanic explosion, were ejected to the

surface, one of which struck the bottom of a boat with con-

siderable violence and then floated. At the same time,

when we reflect to what a considerable extent the bottom
of the great ocean basins is dotted over with volcanic cones,

rising often solitary from profound depths, we can under-
stand how large a proportion of the actual eruptions may
take place under the sea. The foundations of these volcanic

islands doubtless consist of submarine lavas and fragmentary
materials, which, in each case, continued to accumulate to a
height of two or three miles, until the pile reached the

surface of the water and the phenomena became subaerial.

The immense abundance and wide diffusion of volcanic

detritus over the bottom of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,
even at distances remote from land, as has been made
known by the voyage of the “ Challenger,” may indicate the
prevalence and persistence of submarine volcanic action,

though, at the same time, it must be admitted that an ex-

tensive diffusion of volcanic debris from the islands is

effected by winds and ocean-currents.

§ 4. Geographical Distribution of Volcanoes,

The chief facts under this head may thus be summar-
ized. (1.) Volcanoes occur along the margins of the ocean
basins, particularly along lines of dominant mountain ranges.

The vast hollow of the Pacific is girdled with a wide ring of

volcanic foci. ( 2. ) They rise as a striking feature in the heart

of the ocean basins. Most of the oceanic islands are vol-

canic. Even the coral islands have in all likelihood been built

upon tire tops of submarine volcanic cones. (3.) Volcanoes
are thus situated, as a rule, close to the sea. When they
occur inland they sometimes appear in the neighbourhood
of a large sheet of water. Yet so many instances have been
observed where volcanoes have appeared at great distances

from any sheet of water that the proximity of a lake or of
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the sea cannot be regarded as necessary for the evolution of

volcanic phenomena. (4.) The dominant arrangement of

volcanoes is in lines along subterranean lines of weakness,
as in the chain of the Andes, the Aleutian Islands, and the
Malay Archipelago. (5.) Where the linear arrangement does
not hold, it gives place to one in groups, as in Italy, Iceland,

and the volcanic islands of the great oceans.

§ 5. Distribution of Volcanic Action in Time,

Besides the existence of what are called extinct volcanoes,

the geologist can adduce proofs of the former presence of

active volcanoes in many countries where cones and craters

and all ordinary aspects of volcanic mountains have long

disappeared. Sheets of lava, beds of tuff, dykes, and necks
representing the sites of volcanic vents have been recog-

nized abundantly. These manifestations of volcanic action,

moreover, have as wide a range in geological time as they
have in geographical area. Every great geological period,

back at least as far as the Lower Silurian, has had its

volcanoes. In Britain, for instance, there were active

volcanic vents in the Lower Silurian period, whence the

lavas and tuffs of Snowdon, Aran Mowddwy, and Cader Idris

were ejected. The Lower Old Bed Sandstone epoch was
one of prolonged volcanic activity in central Scotland. The
exrlier half of the Carboniferous period likewise witnessed

the outburst of innumerable small volcanoes over the same
region. During the Permian period a few scattered vents

existed in the south-west of Scotland, and in the time of

the Hew Bed Sandstone some similar points of eruption

appeared in the south of England. The older Tertiary ages

were distinguished by the outpouring of the enormous
basaltic plateaus of Antrim and the Inner Hebrides.

Thus it can be shown that, within the same comparatively

limited geographical space, volcanic action has been rife at

intervals during a long succession of geological ages. The
existing active volcanoes of Iceland rise from amid Tertiary

lavas and tuffs, which form part of a great volcanic ridge,

extending down through the Faroe Islands into the west of

Britain. Volcanic action, which now manifests itself so

conspicuously along certain lines, seems to have continued
in that linear development for protracted periods of time.

The actual vents have changed, dying in one place and
breaking out in another, yet keeping on the whole along
the same lines.

§ 6. Causes of Volcanic Action,

Volcanoes depend, of course, upon the internal heat of

the planet as their prime source of energy. But the modus
operandi whereby that internal heat manifests itself in

volcanic action is a problem by no means of easy solution.

Were this action merely an expression of the intensity of

the heat, we might expect it to have manifested itself in a
far more powerful manner in former periods, and to exhibit

a regularity and continuity commensurate with the exceed-

ingly slow diminution of the earth’s temperature. But
there is no geological evidence in favour of greater volcanic

intensity in ancient times than in more recent periods;

on the contrary, ib may be doubted whether any of the
Palaeozoic volcanoes equalled in magnitude those of the

Tertiary period, or whether any of the latter ever produced
such stupendous changes as have been effected by modern
volcanoes still active. On the other hand, no feature of

volcanic action is more conspicuous than its spasmodic
fitfulness.

The mere presence of a high internal temperature, there-

fore, would probably not of itself produce the phenomena
of volcanoes, at least in the present condition of the planet.

There can be no doubt that one essential exciting cause of

volcanic action is the descent of water from the surface.

It has already been pointed out how invariably steam plays
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a chief part in volcanic eruptions, how it issues in vast
clouds from the crater, and continues to rise copiously from
the lava even after the molten rock has travelled for some
miles, and has assumed a solid surface. The quantity of
water which descends into the interior must be enormous.
The floor of the sea, the beds of rivers and lakes, are all

leaky. Of the annual rain which sinks beneath the surface
of the land, we cannot tell what proportion is detained and

j

prevented from rising again in springs. Not only does this
subterranean water percolate down cracks and joints, it

infiltrates through the very pores of the rocks, and can do
i

so even against the pressure of steam on the further side,
j

Accordingly, there has arisen a very prevalent belief among i

geologists, that it is to the enormous expansive force of
perhaps white-hot water finding access to, and imprisoned in,

some of the heated empty spaces at the roots of volcanoes
that the explosions of a crater and the subsequent rise of a
lava-column are due. It has been supposed that, somewhat
like the reservoirs in which the hot water and steam accu- I

mulate under the Icelandic geysers, these volcanic spaces
receive a constant influx of water from the surface, which
cannot escape by other channels, but is in great part con-
verted into vapour or retained in the fluid state at an enor-
mously high temperature and under vast pressure. In the
course of time, the materials filling up the chimney are

unable to withstand the upward expansion of this imprisoned
vapour and water, so that, after some premonitory rumb-
lings, the whole opposing mass is blown out, and the vapour
rashes up in the well-known masses of cloud. Meanwhile,
the removal of the overlying column relieves some of the
pressure from the water-charged lava, which therefore begins

to rise in the funnel until it forces its way through some
weak part of the cone, or pours over the top of the crater.

After a time the vapour is expended, the energy of the
volcano ceases, and there comes a variable period of repose,

until a renewal of the same phenomena brings on another
eruption. By such successive paroxysms it is supposed that

the form of the internal reservoirs and tunnels become
changed

;
new spaces for the accumulation of superheated

water are formed, whence in time new volcanic vents issue,

while the old ones gradually die out.

As physical considerations negative the idea of a com-
paratively thin crust surmounting a molten interior whence
volcanic energy might be derived, geologists have found
themselves involved in great perplexity to explain volcanic

phenomena for the production of which a source of no great

depth would seem to be necessary. They have supposed
the existence of pools or lakes of liquid lava lying beneath
the crust, and at an inconsiderable depth from the surface.

They have sometimes appealed to the influence of the con-

traction of the earth’s mass, assuming that the contraction

is greater in the outer than in the inner portions, and that

the effect of this must be to squeeze out some of the
internal molten matter through weak parts of the crust.

Cordier, for example, calculated that a contraction of only

a single millimetre (about -^th of an inch) would suffice to

force out to the surface lava enough for 500 eruptions,

allowing 1 cubic kilometre (about 1300 million cubic
yards) for each eruption.

The influence of contraction as the grand source of

volcanic energy has recently been insisted upon on quite

different grounds by Mr Mallet, who has developed the
theory that all the present manifestations of hypogene action

are due directly to the more rapid contraction of the hotter

internal mass of the earth, and the consequent crushing in

of the outer cooler shell. He points to the admitted diffi-

culties in the way of connecting volcanic phenomena with
the existence of internal lakes of liquid matter, or of a
central ocean of molten rock. Observations made by him,
on the effects of the earthquake shocks accompanying the

volcanic eruptions of Vesuvius and of Etna, showed that
the focus of disturbance could not be more than a few
miles deep,—that, in relation to the general mass of the
globe, it was quite superficial, and could not possibly
have lain under a crust of 800 miles or upwards in

thickness. The occurrence of volcanoes in lines, and
especially along some of the great mountain-chains of

the planet, is likewise dwelt upon by him as a fact not
satisfactorily explicable on any previous hypothesis of

volcanic energy. But he contends that all these difficulties

disappear when once the simple idea of cooling and contrac-

tion is adequately realized. The secular cooling of the
globe,” he remarks, is always going on, though in a very
slowly descending ratio. Contraction is therefore con-
stantly providing a store of energy to be expended in crush-
ing parts of the crust, and through that providing for the
volcanic heat. But the crushing itself does not take place
with uniformity; it necessarily acts^<?r saltwn after accumu-
lated pressure has reached the necessary amount at a given
point, where some of the pressed mass, unequally pressed
as we must assume it, gives way, and is succeeded perhaps
by a time of repose, or by the transfer of the crushing action

elsewhere to some weaker point. Hence, though the
magazine of volcanic energy is being constantly and steadily

replenished by secular cooling, the effects are intermittent.”

He offers an experimental proof of the sufficiency of the
store of heat produced by this internal crushing to cause
all the phenomena of existing volcanoes. The slight com-
parative depth of the volcanic foci, their linear arrangement,
and their occurrence along lines of dominant elevation

become, he contends, intelligible under this hypothesis.

For, since the crushing in of the crust may occur at any
depth, the volcanic sources may vary in depth indefinitely

;

and as the crushing will take place chiefly along lines of

weakness in the crust, it is precisely in such lines that

crumpled mountain-ridges and volcanic funnels should
appear. Moreover, by this explanation it is sought to

harmonize the discordant observations regarding the varia-

tions in the rate of increase of temperature downward
within the earth. In some parts of the crust the crushing
must be much greater than in other parts ; and since the

heat is directly proportionate to the local tangential pres-

sure which produces the crushing aud the resistance there-

to,” it may vary indefinitely up to actual fusion. So long
as the crushed rock remains out of reach of a sufficient

access of subterranean water, there would, of course, be no
disturbance. But if, through the weaker parts, water
enough should descend and be absorbed by the intensely

hot crushed mass, it would be raised to a very high tem-
perature, and, on sufficient diminution of pressure, would
flash into steam and produce the commotion of a volcanic

eruption.

This ingenious theory requires the operation of sudden
and violent movements, or at least that the heat generated

by the crushing should be more than can be immediately

conducted away through the crust. Were the crushing slow

and equable, the heat developed by it would doubtless be

tranquilly dissipated through the crust, the temperature of

which might not be sensibly affected in the process, or not

to such an extent as to cause any appreciable molecular re-

arrangement of the particles of the rock. Moreover, as the

action is general throughout the whole mass of the outer

shell, there does not seem in the theory any valid reason

why volcanic action should be limited to particular lines,

and why it should continue so long persistently on these

lines. The existence of weak parts of the crust is postu-

lated
;
but the successive crushings and consequent fusions

might be expected to strengthen these weaker parts and

to make volcanic conditions less easy.

It cannot indeed be denied that there exists the most
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coavincing geological evidence in favour of the secular con-

traction of tile globe, that during the process masses of

sedimentary strata,many thousands of feet in thickness, have
been crumpled and crushed, and that the crumpling has

often been accompanied by such an amount of heat and
evolution of chemical activity as to produce a movement and
rearrangement of the elements of the rocks,—this change
sometimes advancing to the point of actual fusion. There
is reason to believe that some at least of these periods of

intense terrestrial disturbance have been followed by periods

of prolonged volcanic action in the disturbed areas. Mr
Mallet’s theory is thus, to some extent, supported by inde-

pendent geological testimony. The existence, however, of

large reservoirs of fused rock, at a comparatively small depth
beneath the surface, may be conceived as probable, apart

altogether from the effects of the subsidence of the outer

shell upon the inner nucleus. The connexion of volcanoes

with lines of elevation, and consequent weakness in the

earth’s crust, is precisely what might have been anticipated

on the view that the nucleus, though practically solid, is at

such a temperature and pressure that any diminution of the

pressure, by corrugation of the crust or otherwise, v/ill cause

the subjacent portion of the nucleus to melt. Ic is along

the lines of elevation that the pressure must be relieved, and
it is there that the consequent melting will take place. On
these lines of tension and weakness, therefore, the conditions

for volcanic excitement must he best developed. Water is

there able soonest to reach the intensely-heated materials
I

underneath the crust, and to give rise to the volcanic ex-

plosions. The periodicity of eruptions will thus dej)end

upon the length of time required for the storing up of

sufficient steam, and on the amount of resistance in the

crust to be overcome. In some cases the intervals of

activity, like those of the geysers, return with considerable

regularity. In other cases, the shattering of the crust, or

the upwelling of vast masses of lava, or the closing of sub-

terranean passages for the descending water, or other causes

may vary the conditions so much, from time to time, that the

eruptions may follow each other at very unequal periods,

and with very discrepant energy. Each great outburst
exhausts for a while the vigour of the volcano, and an
interval is needed for the renewed accumulation of vapour.

Section H.—Earthquakes.

The phenomena of earthquake-motion having been dis-

cussed iu the article Earthquakes, we shall notice here
only those which have a marked geological importance from
the way in which they affect the crust or surface of the
earth, briefly describing the effects of earthquakes upon the
surface of the land, and upon terrestrial and oceanic
waters, the permanent changes of level occasioned by them,
their distribution and geological relations, and their causes.

1.

Effects upon the Soil and Ge'neral Surface of a
Country,—The earfch-w^ave or wave of shock under-
neath a country may traverse a wide region and affect

it violently at the time without leaving any trace of its

passage. Loose objects, however, are apt to be displaced.

Thus blocks of rock, already disengaged from their parent
masses, may be rolled down into the valleys below. Large
landslips are thus produced, and these may give rise to very
considerable subsequent changes in the drainage of the
localities where they take place. It has often been observed
that the soil is rent by the passage of the earthquake.
Eissures appear, varying in size from mere cracks, like those
due to desiccation, up to deep and wide chasms. Where
these cracks are numerous, and where, consequently, the
ground has been much disturbed, permanent modifications
of the landscape may be produced Trees are thrown down
and buried, wholly or in part, in the rents. These superficial
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effects may, in a few years, be effaced by the gradual
levelling power of the atmosphere. Where, however, the
chasms are wide and deep enough to intercept any rivulets,

or to serve as channels for heavy rain-torrents, they are

sometimes further excavated, so as to become gradually
enlarged into ravines and valleys. As a rule, each rent
is only a few yards long. Sometimes it may extend for

half a mile or even more. In the earthquake which shook
the South Island of New Zealand in 1848, a fissure was
formed averaging 18 inches in width and traceable for a
distance of 60 miles parallel to the adjacent axis of the
mountain-chain. The subsequent earthquake of 1855, in the
same region, gave rise to a fracture which could be traced

along the base of a line of cliff for a distance of about 90
miles.

Kemarkable circular cavities are sometimes formed in the

ground during the passage of the earth-wave. In many
cases these holes serve as funnels of escape for an abundant
discharge of water, so that when the disturbance ceases

they appear as pools. They are believed to be caused by
the sudden collapse of subterranean water-channels and
the consequent forcible ejection of the water to the surface.

2.

Effects upon Terrestrial Waters ,—Springs are tem-
porarily affected by earthquake moveiiients, becoming
greater or smaller in volume, sometimes muddy or dis-

coloured, and sometimes increasing in temperature. Brooks
and rivers have been observed to flow with an interrupted

course, increasing or diminishing in size, stopping in

their flow so as to leave their channels dry, and rolling

forward with increased rapidity. Lakes are still more
sensitive to the tremors of the ground beneath. Their
waters occasionally rise and fall for several hours, even at a
distance of many hundred miles from the centre of disturb-

ance. Thus, on the day of the great Lisbon earthquake,
many of the lakes of central and north-western Europe were
so affected as to maintain a succession of waves rising to a
height of 2 or 3 feet above their usual level. Cases, how-
ever, have been observed where, owing to excessive sub-
terranean movement, lakes have been emptied of their

contents and their beds left permanently dry. On the other
hand, areas of dry ground have been depressed, and have
become the sites of new lakes.

Some of the most important changes in the fresh water
of a region, however, are produced by the fall of masses of

rock and earth. Landslips, by damming up a stream, may
so arrest its water as to form a lake. The harrier, if of

sufficient strength, may be permanent, and the lake will

then remain. Owing, however, to the usually loose, inco-
herent character of its materials, the dam thrown across the
pathway of a stream runs a great risk of being undermined
by the percolating water. When this is the case, a sudden
giving way of the barrier will allow the confined water to
rush with great violence down the valley, and produce
perhaps tenfold more havoc there than may have been
caused by the original earthquake. When the landslip is

of sufficient dimensions to divert the stream from its

previous course, the new channel thus taken may become
permanent, and a valley may be cut oat or widened.

3.

Effects upon the Sea .—The great sea-wave propagated
outward from the centre of a sub-oceanic earthquake, and
reaching the land after the earth-wave has arrived there,
gives rise to much destruction along the maritime parts of
the disturbed region. As it approaches the shore, the
littoral waters retreat seawards, sucked up, as it were, by the
advancing wall of water, which, reaching a height of some-
times 60 feet, rushes over the bare beach and sweeps inland,
carrying with it everything which it can dislodge and bear
away. Loose blocks of rock are thus lifted to a consider-
able distance from their former position, and left at a higher
level. Deposits of sand, gravel, and other superficial
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accumulations are torn up and swept away, wLile the surface

of the country, as far as the limit reached by the wave, is

strewn with debris. If the district has been already
shattered by the passage of the earth-wave, the advent of
the great sea-wave augments and completes the devasta-
tion.

4. Fernianent Changes of Level,—It has been observed,
after the passage of an earthquake, that the level of the
disturbed country has been changed. Thus after the
terrible earthquake of 19th ISTovember 1822 the coast of

Chili for a long distance was found to have risen from 3 to

4 feet, so that along the shore the littoral shells were ex-

]josed adhering still to the rocks amid multitudes of dead
fish. The same coast-line has since been further upraised
by subsequent earthquake shocks. On the other hand,
many instances have been observed where the effect of the
earthquake has been to depress permanently the disturbed
ground. For example, by the Bengal earthquake of 1762
an area of 60 square miles on the coast, near Chittagong,
suddenly went down beneath the sea, leaving only the top
of the higher eminences above water. The succession of

earthquakes which in the years 1811 and 1812 devastated
the basin of the Mississippi gave rise to widespread de-
pressions of the ground, over some of which the river spread
so as to form new lakes, with the tops of the trees still

standing above the surface of the water.

5. Distribution and Geological Relations of JEa.rtli-

cp-iahes ,—While no large space of the earth’s surface seems
to be free from at least some degree of earthquake-
movement, there are regions more especially liable to the
visitation. As a rule, earthquakes are most frequent in
volcanic districts, the explosions of a volcano being very
generally preceded or accompanied by tremors of greater or
less intensity. In the Old World the great belt of earthquake
disturbance stretches in an east and west direction, alorg
that tract of remarkable dex^ressions and elevations Ijdng
between the Alps and the mountains of northern Africa, and
spreading eastward so as to enclose the basins of the
Mediterranean, Black Sea, Caspian, and Sea of Aral, and
to rise into the great mountain-ridges of Central Asia. In
this zone lie numerous volcanic vents, both active and
extinct or dormant, from the Azores on the west to the
basaltic plateaus of India on the east. The Pacific Ocean
is surrounded with a vast ring of volcanic vents, and its

borders are likewise subject to frequent earthquake shocks.
Some of the most terrible earthquakes within human ex-
perience have been those which have affected the western
seaboard of South America.

6. Causes of Earthguakes,—An earthquake shock has
been defined by Mr Mallett as the transit of a wave of
elastic compression through the crust and surface of the
earth, generated by some sudden impulse within the crust.
The passage of such a wav-e has been imitated experi-
mentally, and some of its characteristic features have
been illustrated by accidental explosions at powder-works.
But though the phenomena point to some sudden and
violent blow inflicted upon the solid crust, it is impossible
to do more than speculate on the probable nature of this
blow. In some cases it may arise from the sudden flashing
into steam of water in the spheroidal state, from the
sudden condensation of steam, from the explosions of a
volcanic orifice, from the falling in of the roof of a sub-
terranean cavity, or from the sudden snap of subterranean
rocks subjected to prolonged and intense strain. But we
are still in ignorance as to the actual immediate cause of
any earthquake in regions remote from active volcanoes.
So much, at least, is certain, that the shock must arise from
some sudden and violent impulse, whereby a wave or un-
dulation is propagated in all directions through the solid
substance of the crust.
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Section XXX.—Secular TTpHeaval and. Xlepression.

Besides the sudden movements due to earthquake-shocks,
the crust of the earth undergoes in mauy places oscillations

of an extremely quiet and uniform character, sometimes of
an elevatory, sometimes of a subsiding nature. So tranquil
are these changes that they produce from day to day no
appreciable alteration in the aspect of the ground aflected.

Only after the lapse of several generations, and by means
of careful measurements, can they really be proved. In-
deed, in the interior of a country nothing but a series of

accurate levellings from some unchanged datum-line might
detect the change of level, unless the effects of this terres-

trial movement showed themselves in altering the drainage.
It is only along the sea-coast that a ready measure is

afforded of any such movement. In pox)ular language it is

usual to speak of the sea as rising or sinking relatively to

the land. But so long as the volume of the ocean remains
the same, the general sea-level can neither rise nor faU, un-
less by some movement of the solid globe underneath it.

And, as we cannot conceive of any possible augmentation
of the oceanic waters, nor of any diminution save what may
be due to the extremely slow process of abstraction by the
hydration of minerals, or absorption into the earth’s in-

terior, we are comq)elled to regard the sea-level as practi-

cally a constant datum-line, any deviation from which, in

the apparent heights of sea and land, must be due to move-
ment of the land and not of the sea.

There are indeed certain cosmicEil causes which may
affect the relative levels of sea and land. Thus the accumu-
lation of large masses of snow and ice as an ice-cap at one
of the poles would, as has been above pointed out {ante,

p. 217), tend to displace the earth’s centre of gravity, and as
a consequence to raise the level of the ocean in the hemi-
sphere so affected, and to diminish it in a corresponding
measure elsewhere. The return of the ice into the state of

water would produce an opposite effect. Dr Croll has also

drawn attention to the fact that, as a consequence of the
diminution of centrifugal force owing to the retardation of

the earth’s rotation caused by the tidal wave, the sea-level

must have a tendency to subside at the eq uator and rise at

the poles. A larger amount of land need not ultimately
be laid bare at the equator, for the change of level resulting

from this cause would be so slow that the general degrada-
tion of the surface of the land might keep p&ce with it, and
diminish the terrestrial area as much as the retreat of the
ocean tended to increase it. Dr Croll has further ipointed

out that the waste of the equatorial land, and the deposition
of the detritus in higher latitudes, must still further

counteract the effects of retardation and the consequent
change of ocean-level.^

Such widespread general causes of change must produce
equally far-reaching effects. But in examining the changes
of level between land and sea, we find them to be eminently
local and variable in character, pointing to some local and
unequally acting cause,—so that, while admitting these

cosmical and widespread influences to be part of the general

system of geological change, we must yet hold the sea-

level, for all practical purposes, to be invariable, any
apparent oscillations of that level upon the land being due
to terrestrial movements.

j § 1. Movements of Upheaval,

\
Yarious maritime tracts of the land have been ascertained

I

to have undergone in recent times, or to be still undergoing,

a gradual elevation above the sea. Thus, the coast of

Siberia, for 600 miles to the east of the river Lena, the

western tracts of South America, and the Scandinavian
peninsula, with the exception of a small area at its southern

1 Croll, Phil. Mag., 1868, p. 382; Sir W. Tlionison, Trans. GcoL
Soc. Glasgow, iii. 223.
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apex, have been proved to have been recently npheaved.
The proofs of this change of level chiefly to be relied on
are the foliowing^ :

—

(1.) The position of rocks covered with barnacles or other
littoral adherent animals, or pierced by lithodomous shells.

A single stone with these creatures on its surface would not
necessarily prove anything, for it might be cast up by a
storm j but a line of large boulders, which had evidently
not been moved since the cirripedes and molluscs lived upon
them, and still more a solid cliff with these marks of littoral

or sub-littoral life upon its base, now raised above high-
water mark, would be sufficient to demonstrate a rise of land.

The amount of the upheaval might be pretty accurately

determined by measuring the vertical distance between the
upper edge of the barnacle zone upon the upraised rock, and
the limit of the same zone on the present shore.

(2.) A line of sea-caves, now standing at a distance above
high water-mark beyond the reach of the sea, would afford

evidence of recent uprise, since caves of this kind are only
hollowed out by the waves between tide-marks.

(3.) One of the most striking proofs of upheaval is

furnished by what are termed raised beaches, A beach is

the space between tide-marks, where the sea is constantly
busy producing sand and gravel, mingling with them the
remains of shells and other organisms, sometimes piling the
deposits up, sometimes sweeping them away out into opener
water. The terrace or platform thus formed is a well-

marked feature of coast-lines skirting tidal seas. When the
land rises with sufficient rapidity to carry up the line of

littoral deposits above the reach of the waves, the flat

terrace thus elevated is known as a raised beach. The
former high-water mark then lies inland, and while its

sea-worn caves are in time hung with ferns and mosses, it

furnishes itself an admirable platform, on which meadovrs,
fields, and gardens, roads, houses, villages, and towns spring
up, while a new heacli is made below the margin of the
uplifted one. Raised beaches abound round many parts of

the coast-line of Britain. Some excellent examples occur
in Cornwall and Devon. The coast-line on both sides of

Scotland is fringed with raised beaches, sometimes four or
five occurring above each other, at heights of 25, 40, 60,
75 and 100 feet above the present high-water mark. Each
terrace marks a former lower level of the land with regard
to the sea, and probably a lengthened stay of the land at

that level, while the intervals between them represent the
vertical amount of each successive uplift of the land, and
show that the land in its upward movement did not remain
long enough at intermediate points for the formation of
terraces. A succession of raised beaches, rising above the
present sea-level, may therefore be taken as pointing to a
former prolonged upheaval of the country, interrupted by
long pauses, during which the general level did not
materially change.

(4.) Any stratum of rock containing marine organisms,
which have manifestly lived and died where their remains
now lie, must be held to prove upheaval of the laud. In
this way it can be shown that most of the solid land now-
visible to us has once been under the sea. Even high on
the peaks of the cliffs and the fianks of the Himalaya
mountains, undoubted marine shells occur in the solid rocks.

(5.) In countries which have been long settled by a human
population, it is sometimes possible to prove, or at least

to render probable, the fact of recent uprise of the land by
reference to tradition, to local names, and to works of

human construction Piors anil hiiiboars, if now found to
stand above the upper limit of high-water, furnish Indeed
indisputable evidence of a rise of land since their erec-

tion

^ “Earthquakes and Volcanoes,” by A. Geikie, Chambers’s Mis
cellway of Tracts,
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§ 2. Movements of Subsidence,

It is more difficult to trace the downward movement of
the land, for the evidence of each successive sea-margin is

carried down and washed away or covered up. Neverthe-
less, the fact of subsidence can be satisfactorily established

by the following kinds of proofs :

—

(1.) The results of mere erosion by the sea and those of
actual depression of the level of the land cannot always be
distinguished without some care. The encroachment of

the sea upon the land, involving, it may be, the disappear-

ance of successive fields, roads, houses, villages, and even
whole parishes, does not necessarily indicate a sinking of

the land. Such destruction of the coast-line may, indeed,

be in progress without any actual change of level. Should
the sea, however, rise to the level of roads and buildings

which it never used to touch, should former half-tide

rocks cease to show even at low water, and should rocks,

j>reviously above the reach of the highest tide, be turned
first into shore reefs, then into skerries and islets, we
infer that the coast-line is sinking. Such kind of evi-

dence is found in Scania, the most southerly part of

Sweden. Streets, built of course above high-water mark,
now lie below it, with older streets lying beneath them, so

that the subsidence is of some antiquity. A stone, the
position of which had been exactly determined by Linnseus
in 1749, was found after 87 years to be 100 feet nearer

the water^s edge. The west coast of Greenland, for a space
of more than 600 miles, is perceptibly sinking. It has
there been noticed that, over ancient buildings on low shores,

as well as over entire isl ets, the sea has risen . The Moravia

n

settlers have been more than once driven to shift their

boat-poles inland, some of the old poles remaining visible

under water.

(2.) As the land is brought down within reach of the

waves, its characteristic surface-features are, of course, apt

to be effaced, so that the submerged area which passes down
beneath the sea may retain little or no evidence of its

having been a land-surface. It will be covered, as a rule,

with sea-worn sand or silt. Hence, no doubt, the reason

why, among the marine strata which form so large a part

of the stratified portion of the earth’s crust, and where
there are many proofs of depression, actual traces of land-

surfaces are comparatively rare. It is only under very

favourable circumstances, as, for instance, where the area

is sheltered from prevalent winds and waves, and where,
therefore, the surface of the land can sink tranquilly under
the sea, that fragments of that surface may be completely
preserved under overlying marine accumulations. It is in

such places that “submerged forests” occur. These are

stumps or roots of trees still in their positions of growth
in their native soil. Beds of peat, full of tree-stumps, hazel-

nuts, branches, leaves, and other indications of a terrestrial

surface, are often found in similar situations. Sir Henry
de la Beche has described, round the shores of Devon,.

Cornwall, and western Somerset, a vegetable accumulation,

consisting of plants of the same species as those which now
grow freely on the adjoining land, and occurring as a bed
at the mouths of valleys, at the bottoms of sheltered bays,

and in front of and under low tracts of land, the seaward
side of which dips beneath the present level of the sea.

Over this submerged land-surface sand and silt containing

estuarine shells have generally been deposited, whence we
may infer that in the submergence the valleys first became
estuaries, and then sea-bays. If now, in the course of ages,

a series of such submerged forests should be formed one
over the other, and if, finally, they should, by upheaval of

the sea-bottom, be once more laid dry, so as to be capable

of examination by boring, well-sinking, or otherwise, they

2
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would prove a former long-continued depression, with
intervals of rest. In such, a case, the intervals of pause

would be marked by the buried forests, aiid° the progress

of the depression by the strata of sand and mud lying

between them. In short, the evidence would be strictly

on a parallel with that furnished by a succession of raised

beaches as to a former protracted elevation with long
pauses.

(3.) An interesting kind of proof of an extensive depres-

sion of the north-west of Europe is furnished by the deep
fjords or sea-lochs by which that region is indented. A
fjord is a long, narrow, and often singularly deep inlet

of the sea, which terminates inland at the mouth of a

glen or valley. The word is Norwegian, and in Norway
fjords are characteristically developed- The English word
“firth,*’ however, is the same, and the western coasts of

the British Isles furnish many excellent examples of fjords.

In Scotland they are usually called lochs, as Loch Hourn,
Loch Nevis, Loch Fyne, Gareloch; in Ireland they are

sometimes known by the name of loughs, as Lough Foyle,

but more commonly by that of bays, as Dingle Bay, Bautry
Bay. There can be little doubt that, though now filled

with salt water, fjords have been originally land valleys.

The long inlet was first excavated as a land-valley or glen.

This valley exactly corresponds in form and character with
the hollow of the fjord, and must be regarded as merely
its inland prolongation. That the glens have been exca-

vated by subaerial agents is a conclusion borne out by
a great weight of evidence. If, therefore, we admit the

subaeria] origin of the glen, we must also grant a similar

origin to its seaward prolongation. Every fjord will thus

mark the site of a submerged valley. This inference is

confirmed by the fact that fjords do not, as a rule, occur

singly. Like the glens on the land they lie in groups
;

so

that when they are found intersecting a long line of coast

like that of the west of Norway, or the west of Scotland,

we conclude that the land has there sunk down so as to

permit the sea to run far up and fill the submerged glens.

(4.) Evidence of widespread depression over the area of

the Pacific Ocean is furnished by the numerous atolls or

coral islands scattered throughout that vast expanse of

water. Mr Darwin ascertained that the reef-building corals

do not live at a greater depth than about 15 or 20 fathoms.

Yet reefs and circular islets of coral rise with nearly per-

pendicular sides from a depth of 2000 feet and upwards,
until they reach the surface of the sea. As the corals could

not have begun to grow upward from such vast depths, Mr
Darwin first suggested that the sites of these coral reefs had
undergone a progressive subsidence, the rate of upward
growth of the reefs keeping pace, on the whole, with the

depression. A fringing reef would first be formed fronting

the land within the limit of the 20 fathom line. Growing
upward until it reached the surface of the water, it would
be exposed to the dash of the waves, which would break off

pieces of the coral and heap them upon the reef. In this

way islets would be formed which, by successive accumula-
tions of materials thrown up by the breakers or brought by
winds, would remain permanently above water. On these

islets palms and other plants, whose seeds might be drifted

from the adjoining land, would take root and flourish.

Inside the reef there would be a shallow channel of water,

communicating, through gaps in the reef, with the main
ocean outside. Fringing reefs of this character are of

common occurrence at the present time. In the case of a
continent they front its coast for a long distance, but they
may entirely surround an island. If the site of a fringing

reef undergoes depression at a rate sufficiently slow to allow

the corals to keep pace with it, the reef will grow upward
as the bottom sinks downward. The lagoon channel inside

will become deeper and wider, while, at the same time, the
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depth of the water outside will increase. In this way a
barrier reef will be formed. Continued slo%v depression
must continually diminish the area of the land enclosed
within one of these rings of coral-reef, while the reef itself

retains much the same size and position. At last the final

peak of the original island disappears under the lagoon, and
an atoll or true coral island is formed. Should any more
rapid or sudden downward movement take i)lace, it might
carry the atoll down beneath the surface, as seems to have
happened at the Great Chagos bank in the Indian Ocean,
which is a submerged atoll. It has recently been suggested
that barrier reefs do not necessarily prove subsidence, seeing
that they may grow outward from the land upon the top
of a talus of their own debris broken down by the waves,
and may thus appear to consist of solid coral w^hich had
grown upw’ard from the bottom during depression, although
only the upper layer, 20 fathoms or thereabouts in thick-

ness, is composed of solid, unbroken, coral growth. The
explanation may doubtless account for some barrier-reefs,

and for the way in which the steep seaward face of all such
reefs is formed and maintained. But it does not elucidate

the existence of submerged atolls, the presence of gaps in

atolls answering to gaj)s in the fringing reefs oj)posite to the

mouths of rivers ; and the difficulty of supposing that, in a
coral archipelago, there should have been scores of sub-
merged peaks so nearly of the same height as to rise within 20
fathoms of the surface, and yet so seldom actually to tower
above it. According to the simple and luminous theory
of Mr Darwin, every stage in the progress of the changes is

open to observation, from the incipient fringing reef to the
completed and submerged atoll. Every observed fact fits

in harmoniously with the others, and we reach the impres-
sive conclusion that a vast area of the Pacific Ocean, fully

6000 geographical miles from east to west, has undergone a
recent subsidence, and may be slowly sinking still.

It by no means follows, however, as some writers have
imagined, that the present Pacific Ocean occupies the site

of a vast submerged continent. All the coral islands seem
to have been built on volcanic peaks. Wherever any non-
calcareous rock appears it is of volcanic origin. We must
therefore conceive of these oceanic islands as detached
volcanic eminences rising out of a wide area of subsidence,

and doubtless as deriving their existence from the results

of that subterranean movement.

§ 3. Ccmses of Secular TJiylieaval and Depression.

These movements, without question, we must again trace

back to consequences of the original internal heat of the

earth. There are various ways in which the heat may have
acted. Thus a considerable accession of heat expands rocks,

and, on the other hand, a loss of heat causes them to con-

tract. We may suppose therefore that, during the sub-

terranean changes, a great extent of the crust underneath a
tract of land may have its temperature slowly raised. The
effect of this increment would be to cause a slow uprise of

the ground above. The gradual transference of the heat to

another quarter might produce a steady subsidence. Such
t^ariations in subterranean temperature, however, could give

rise at the most to but very insignificant elevations or

depressions.

A far more important and generally effective cause is to

be sought in the secular contraction of the globe. If our

planet has been steadily losing heat by radiation into space,

it must have progressively diminished in volume. The
cooling implies contraction. According to Mr Mallet, the

diameter of the earth is less by at least 1S9 miles since the

time when the planet was a mass of liquid.^ But the con-

traction has not manifested itself uniformly over the whole

^ Phil, Trans,
j 1873, p. 250.
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surface of the x^lanet. The crust varies much in structure,

ill thermal resistance, and in the iio&ition of its isogeo-

thermal lines. As the hotter nucleus contracts more rapidly

by cooling than the cooled and hardened crust, the latter

must sink down by its own weight, and in so doing requires

to accommodate itself to a continually diminishing diameter.

The descent of the crust gives rise to enormous tangential

pressures. The rocks are crushed, crumpled, and broken

in many places. Subsidence must have been the general

rule, but every subsidence would doubtless be accompanied
with upheavals of a more limited kind. The direction of

these upheaved tracts would largely depend upon the

original structure of the crusk It would be apt to occur

in lines which, once taken as lines of weakness or relief

from the intense strain, would probably be made use of

again and again at successive paroxysms or more tranquil

periods of contraction. Mr Mallet, in the jiaper already

cited, has ingeniously connected these movements with the

linear direction of mountain chains, volcanic vents, and
earthquake shocks.

Though the origin of the present surface configuration

of the land will be more conveniently discu&sed in a subse-

quent xiart of this article, after the structure of the earth’s

crust has been described, a few words may be inserted here,

where some allusion to the subject might be looked for.

Mountains may arise from three causes—(1) from the cor-

rugation of the earth’s crust due to the effects of secular

contraction
; (2) from the accumulation of materials poured

out of volcanic orifices
;
and (3) from the isolation of

elevated masses of ground, owing to the removal, by
denudation, of the materials originally connecting them,
and to the consequent formation of valleys. Mountains
formed in the volcanic way are almost always conical, and are

either solitary, as Etna, or occur in linear groups, like the

volcanoes of Java, Those formed by denudation are of

minor dimensions, and rather deserve the name of hills.

Mountain-chains, on the other hand, which are the

dominant features of the earth’s surface, though they may
have lines of volcanic vents along their crests, are nob

|

formed essentially of volcanic materials, but of the sedi-
'

mentary and crystalline rocks of the crust which have been
ridged up into vast folds. If the continental lands may be
compared to great undulations of the solid surface of the
globe, the mountain-chains may be likened to the breaking
crests of such wave-like undulations. In their internal

structure mountain-chains bear witness to the intense

crumpling of the rocks during the process of upheavaL As
a consequence of the uprise of two or more parallel ranges
of mountain, lines of longitudinal valley must be produced.
But no sooner is a mass of land raised above the sea than
it is exposed to the attacks of air, rain, frost, springs,

glaciers, or other meteoric agents of disintegration. Its

surface is then worn down, the flow of water down its slopes

cuts out gulleys, ravines, and valleys, so that eventually a
very rugged surface is produced, on which, probably, no
portion of the original surface of upheaval may remain, but
where new lines of minor ridge and valley may appear as

the combined result of internal geological structure and
atmospheric denudation. The reader, however, is referred

to part vii. of this article for a fuller treatment of this

interesting subject.

During the movements by which mountain masses have
been upheaved, the stratified rocks have been so compressed
as to occupy, in many cases, but a small proportion of the
horizontal extent over which they originally extended.
They have adj usted themselves to this diminished area by
undergoing intense plication, and thus acquiring a much
greater vertical depth. On the other hand, they have been
abundantly fractured, some portions of their mass being
pushed up,- others being let down, so that the crust is

traversed with a kind of complicated network of fissures.

The discussion of these features of geological structure,

however, must likewise he postponed to part iv., where
the facts regarding their occurrence will be described.

Section IV.—Sypogene Causes of Changes in the Tex-
ture, Structure, and Composition of !Rocks.

The phenomena of hypogene action hitherto under con-

sideration have related almost wholly to the effects produced
at the surface. It is evident, however, that these phenomena
must be accompanied by very considerable changes in the

rocks which form the earth’s outer crust. These rocks, as just

stated, have been subjected to enormous pressure; they have
been contorted, crumpled, and folded back upon themselves,

as if thousands of feet of solid limestones, sandstones, and
shales had been merely a few layers of carpet

;
they have

been shattered and fractured everywhere
;
they have in one

place been pushed far abovetheir original position, in another
depressed far beneath it : so great has been the compression
which they have undergone that their component particles

have in many places been rearranged, and even crystallized.

They have here and there actually been reduced to fusion,

and have been abundantly invaded by masses of molten rock

from below.

In the present section of this article we shall consider

chiefly the nature of the agencies by which such changes
have been effected

;
the results achieved, in so far as they

constitute part of the architecture or structure of the earth s

crust, will be discussed in part iv. At the outset, it

is evident that we can hardly hope to detect many of these

processes of subterranean change actually in progress and
watch their effects. The very vastness of some of them
places them beyond our direct reach, and we can only reason

regarding them from the changes which we see them to

have produced. But a good number are of a kind which
we can in some measure imitate in our laboratories and

i

furnaces. It is not requisite, therefore, to speculate wholly
in the dark on this subject. Since the original and classic

researches of Sir James Hall, the founder of experimental
geology, great progress has been made in the investigation

of hypogene processes by experiment. The conditions of

nature have been imitated as closely as possible, and varied

in different ways, with the result of giving us an increas-

ingly clear insight into the physics and chemistry of sub-

terranean geological changes. The succeeding portions of

this section of the article will therefore be chiefly devoted
to an niustrabion of the nature of hypogene action, in so far

as that can be inferred from the results of actual experiment.

The subject maybe conveniently treated under three heads

—

(1) the effects of heat
; (2) the effects of pressure and con-

traction
; (3) the influence of water in effecting changes in

minerals and rocks.

§ 1. Effects of Heat

The importance of heat among the transformations
of the rocks has been fully admitted by geologists, since

it used to be the watchword of the Huttonian or

Vulcanist school at the end of last century. Two sources

of subterranean heat may have at different times and
in different degrees co-operated in the production of hypo-
gene changes—(1) the internal heat of the globe, of which
some account has already been given, and (2) the heat
due to the transformation of mechanical energy in the
crumpling, fracturing, and crushing of the rocks of the

crust, as these have been from time to time compelled
to adjust themselves to the diminishing diameter of the

more rapidly cooling and contracting interior. Erom
which of these two sources, or from what combination of

them, the heat was derived by which any given change
in the rocks was produced, is a problem which admits
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ia the meantime of only very partial solution. Leaving
this question for the present, let us examine the effects

which are clearly referable to the influence of heat.

It is evident that the conditions under which these effects

are produced must vary almost infinitely. We have to

consider (1) the temperature, from the lowest at which
any change is possible up to that of complete fusion

; (2)
the nature of the rock operated upon, some materials being
much more susceptible of change from heat than others

;

(3) the pressure under which the heat acts, the potency of

this agency being much increased with increase of pressure ;

(4) the presence of water, whereby chemical changes take
place which would not be possible in dry heat.

In an interesting series of experiments the illustrious De
Saussure (1779) fused some of the rocks of Switzerland and
France, and inferred from them, contrary to the opinion i)re-

viously expressed by Desmarest,^ that basalt and lava have
not been produced from granite, but from hornstone (pierre

de come), varieties of ‘^schorl,” calcareous clays, marls, aud
micaceous earths, and the cellular varieties from different

kinds of slate. ^ He observed, however, that the artificial

products obtained by fusion were glassy and enamel-like,

and did not always recall volcanic rocks, though some
exactly resembled porous lavas.

Sir James Hall, about the year 1790, began an important
investigation, in which he succeeded iu reducing various

ancient and modern volcanic rocks to the condition of glass,

and in restoring them, by slow cooling, to a stony state.

Since that time many other researches of a more complicated

kind have been undertaken, especially by Delesse, Daubree,
Deville, Bunsen, Bischof, H. and W. Bogers. By these

observations it has been abundantly proved that all rocks

undergo molecular changes when exposed to high tempera-
ture, that when the heat is sufldciently raised they become
fluid, that if the glass thus obtained is rapidly cooled it

remains vitreous, and that, if allowed to cool slowly, a more
or less distinct crystallization sets in, the glass is devitrified,
and a lithoid product is the result.

Illustrations of the influence of different degrees of heat

upon rocks of different kinds may often be very instruct-

ively observed at ILme-kilns, especially those roughly-built

kilns or pits which may still be met with in outlying dis-

tricts. Some of the stones lining such cavities will be found
with no sensible change, others show a somewhat cellular

texture, others have acquired a rudely prismatic structure,

while some have had their surfaces fused into a rough glaze

or enamel. The bricks or stones used for lining furnaces

present similar illustrations, the columnar or prismatic

structure being occasionally very perfectly developed in

these materials. Mere contact with a highly-heated surface,

and subsequent gradual cooling, have often produced this

prismatic arrangement in rocks of the most diverse kinds.

Thus, in Scotland, beds of sandstone and seams of coal

have acquired the most perfect prismatic structure from
the intrusion of basalt dykes or sheets through them. To
these and other effects of intruded igneous rocks reference

will be made in the sequel. In these cases the alteration

is merely local, and has obviously been produced by contact

with a highly heated surface. But, besides such minor
effects due merely to contact, others of a more general kind
affect large masses of rock or whole districts of country.

When rocks are exposed to temperatures as high as their

melting-points, they fuse into glass which, in the great

majority of cases, is of a bottle-green or black colour, the

depth of the tint depending mainly on the proportion of

iron. In this respect they resemble the natural glasses

—

pitchstones and obsidians. They almost always contain
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minute cells or bubbles, arising probably from the disen-
gagement of water or of oxygen during the fusion. But
after the most thorough fusion which has been found
possible, minute granules usually appear in the solidified

glass. Sometimes these consist of specks of quartz, which
is especially apt to remain unmelted when the rock is very
siliceous, or of other minerals of the original rock. But a
microscopic investigation of fused rocks shows that, even
in what seems to be a tolerably homogeneous glass, there
are abundant minute hair-like, feathered, needle-shaped, or

irregularly-aggregated bodies diffused through the glassy
paste. These crystall itcB are in some cases colourless

silicates, in others they are opaque metallic oxides, particu-

larly oxides of iron. They precisely resemble the crystal-

lites which are observed in many volcanic rocks, such as

obsidian, pitchstone, and basalt. They may be obtained
even from the fusion of a granitic or granitoid rock, as in

the well-known case of the Mount Sorrel syenite near
Leicester, which, being fused and slowly cooled, yielded

abundant ciystaliites, including exquisitely grouped octo-

hedra of magnetite.

According to the observations of Delesse, volcanic rocks,

when reduced to a molten condition, attack briskly the

sides of the Hessian crucibles in which they are contained,
and even eat them through. This is an interesting fact,

for it helps to ex^Dlain how some intrusive igneous rocks
have come to occupy positions previously filled by sedi-

mentary strata, and why, under such circumstances, the
composition of the same mass of rock should be found to

vary considerably from place to place.®

It would appear that, in passing from a crystalline into a
vitreous condition, rocks undergo a diminution of density,

which, on the whole, is greater the more silica and alkali

are present, and is less as the proportion of iron, lime, and
alumina increases. According to Delesse, granites, quartzi-

ferous porphyries, and such highly silicated rocks lose from
8 to 1 1 per cent, of their density when they are reduced to
the condition of glass, basalts lose from 3 to 5 per cent.,

and lavas, including the vitreous varieties, from 0 to 4 per
cent. This diminution of density (and consequent increase

of volume) may account for minor oscillations of the ground
so often observed in volcanic regions. If we suppose a sub-
terranean mass of lava 500 feet thick to pass from the fluid

to the crystalline condition, this might cause a subsidence
of the ground above to the extent of about 20 or 25 feet.

The transition of a similar mass of rock from the solid

to the fluid condition would cause an uprise to a like

amount.
So far as experiments have yet been conducted, it has

been found impossible to obtain from a piece of fused rock
a crystalline substance exactly resembling the original mass.

Externally it may appear quite stony, but its internal

structure, as revealed by tbe microscope, shows it to be
essentially a slag or glass, and not a truly crystalline rock.

There is another fundamental difference between the natural

and artificial products. When a compound containing sub-

stances of different fusibilities is artificially melted, and
allowed thereafter to cool in such a way that the various in-

gredients may separate from each other, they appear in their

order of fusibility, the most refractory coming first, and the
most fusible being the last to take a solid form. But in rocks

which have crystallized naturally from a fiuid condition, it

is often to be observed that the component minerals have
been far from obeying what might have been supposed to

be their invariable law. Thus, in all parts of the world,

granite presents the very striking fact that its quartz, whicli

we call an infusible mineral, has actually solidified after

the more fusible felspar. In the Vesuvian lavas the

^ Mem, Acad. Seim., 1771, p. 273.
^ De Saussure, Voyages dans les Aljps^ edit. 1803, tome i. p. 178. ^ BitlZ. Soc. G^oL France, 2d ser., iv. 1382.
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ditfiicultly fusible leucite may be seen to have enclosed

crystals already formed of the fusible augite. In many
ancient crystalline rocks the pyroxeuic constituents, which
offer a less resistance to fusion, have assumed a crystalline

form before the more refractory triclinic felspars. From
these facts it is clear that, in the fusion of rocks and in

their subsequent consolidation, there must have been con-

ditions under which the normal order of appearance of the

minerals was disturbed or reversed. Yet another fact may
be mentioned to show further the difference between the

kind of fusion which has frequently obtained in nature

and that of the ordinary operations of a glass-work or iron-

furnace. As far back as the year 1846 Scheerer showed
that there exist in granite various minerals which could

not have consolidated save at a comparatively low tem-

perature. He instanced especially several gadolinites,

orthites, and allanites, which cannot endure a higher tem-

perature than a dull-red heat without altering their physical

characters
;
and he concluded that granite, though it may

have possessed a high temperature, cannot have solidified

from simple igneous fusion.

We may conclude, therefore, that the manner in which

rocks have been melted within the crust is not that mere

simple fusion which we can accomplish artificially, but that

it has involved conditions which have not been successfully

imitated in any laboratory or furnace. Two obvious

differences must occur to the reader between the natural

and artificial operations. In the first place, rocks which

have undoubtedly once been in a fluid or at least pasty con-

dition, and which have been injected as veins and dykes into

previously consolidated masses, contain water imprisoned

within their component crystals. This is not water which
has been subsequently introduced. It is contained in

minute cells, which it usually does not now completely fill,

but which it no doubt did occupy completely at the time and
temperature at which the rock was consolidated. We have
seen {ctnie^ p. 250) how abundant are the discharges of water-

vapour from volcanic fires, how the molten lava-streams

issue from their vents, saturated, as it were, with steam,

and how the steam continues to rise from them long after

they have congealed and come to rest. In the solid crystals

of lava which were erupted only recently, as well as in

those of early geological periods, the presence of water in

minute cavities may be readily detected. It is in the

quartz of such rocks, and still more in that of granite, that

the detection of water-cavities is most easily made. The
quartz of granite is usually full of them. A thousand
millions,’^ says Mr J. Clifton Ward, might easily be con-

tained within a cubic inch of quartz, and sometimes the

contained water must make up at least 5 per cent, of the

whole volume of the containing quartz.” Thus microscopic

investigation confirms the conclusion arrived at by Scheerer
in the memoir already cited, that at the time of its eruption
granite must have been a kind of pasty mass containing a
considerable proportion of water. It is common now to

speak of the “aquo-igneous” origin of some eruptive rocks,

and to treat their production as a part of whath termed the

hydro-thermal ” operations of geology. We may conclude
that, while some rocks, like obsidian and pitchstone, which
so closely resemble artificial glasses, may have been derived
from a simple igneous fusion such as can be imitated in a
furnace (though even in these the presence and influence

of water may be traced), the great majority of rocks have
had a more complex origin, and in a great number of cases

can be proved to have been mingled with more or less

water while they were still fluid.

In the second place, there can be no question that, in
the great hypogeae laboratory of nature, rocks have been
softened and fused under enormous pressure. Besides the
pressure due to their varying depth from the surface, they
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must have been subject to the enormous expansion of the
superheated water or vapour w^hich filled all their cavities.

Mr Sorby bas ingeniously estimated the probable pressure
under which granite consolidated by taking the ratio

between the size of the liquid cavities in the quartz and
that of the contained bubble or vacuity. Assuming the
temperature of consolidation to have been 680° Fahr, (360°

Cent.), or a dull-red heat, he inferred that in many cases the

pressure under which the granite consolidates must have
been equal to that of an overlying mass of rock 50,000 feet,

or more than 9 miles, in thickness- It is not probable that

any such thick overlying mass ever did cover the granite
\

the pressure, even if it be allowed to have been so great,

must have been due partly to other causes, such as the
compression due to secular contraction.

It would appear therefore that perfect anhydrous fusion,

or the reduction of a rock to the state of a completely
homogeneous glass, has been a comparatively rare process

in nature, or at least that such glasses, if originally formed,
have in the vast majority of cases undergone devitrification

and crystallization, until the glassy base has been reduced
to a smaller or larger fraction of the total mass of the rock,

or has entirely passed into a stony condition. In many
volcanic rocks the original vitreous base or ground-mass
can be readily observed with the microscope between the

definitely-formed crystals. Crystallites, or arrested stages

in the crystallization of iron oxides and of silicates, can
often be detected in these rocks, more especially where it

is evident that they must have cooled with comparative
rapidity, as where they have been thrust into narrow
fissures to form dykes. But in rocks such as granite, where
no glass exists, but where the mineral constituents are all

crystalline, no trace of the crystallites occurs. Doubtless
such differences point to original distinctions in the kind
and degree of fusion of the rocks. It seems reasonable to

suppose that those rocks which show a glassy ground-mass,

and the presence of crystallites, have been fused under
conditions more nearly resembling those of the simple

igneous fusion of experiment.

It has long been known that many mineral substances

can be obtained in a crystalline form from the condensation

of vapours. This process, called sublimation, may be the

result of the mere cooling and reappearance of bodies which
have been vaporized by heat and solidify on cooling, or

from the solution of these bodies in other vapours or gases,

or from the reaction of different vapours upon each other.

These operations are of common occurrence at volcanic

vents, and in the crevices of recently erupted and still hot

lava-streams. They have been successfully imitated by
experiment. In the early researches of Sir James Hall on
the effects of heat modified by compression, he obtained by
sublimation transparent and well-defined crystals,” lining

the unoccupied portion of a hermetically-sealed iron tube, in

which he had placed and exposed to a high temperature

some fragments of limestone (Trans, Roy, Soc, Edin,^ vi.

110). Numerous experiments have been made by Messrs
Delesse, Daubr6e, and others, in the production of minerals

by sublimation. Thus many of the metallic sulphides

found in mineral veins have been produced by exposing to

a comparatively low temperature (between that of boiling

water and a dull-red heat) tubes containing metallic

chlorides and sulphide of hydrogen. By varying the

materials employed, corundum, quartz, apatite, and other

minerals have been obtained. It is not difficult, therefore,

to understand how, in the crevices of lava-streams and
volcanic cones, as well as in some mineral veins, sulphides

and oxides of iron and other minerals may have been formed
by the ascent of heated vapours. Superheated steam is

endowed with a remarkable power of dissolving that

intractable substance, silica
; artificially heated to the tern-
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perature of the melting point of cast-iron, it rapidly attacks (3.) The ingenious experiments of M. Tresca on the flow
silica, and deposits the mineral in snow-white crystals as it of solids have proved that, even at ordinary atmospheric
cools. temperatures, solid resisting bodies like lead, cast-iron, and

§ 2. Effects of Fressure and Contraction. ice, may be so compressed as to undergo an internal motion

Besides the influence of pressure in raising the melting of their parts which is closely analogous to that of fluids,

point of subterranean rocks, and in permitting water to Thus, a solid jet of lead has been produced by placing a

remain fluid among them at temperatures far above the piece of the metal in a cavity between the jaws of a power-

boiling-point, even at a red or perhaps a white heat, we ful compressing machine. Iron, in like manner, has been

have to consider the effects produced by the same cause forced to flow in the solid state into cavities and take their

upon rocks already solidified. The simplest and most shape. On cutting sections of the metals so compressed,

obvious result of pressure upon such rocks is their consoli- their particles or crystals are found to have ranged them-

dation, as where a mass of loose sand is gradually compacted selves in lines of flow which follow the contour of the space

into a more or less coherent stone, or where a layer of into which they have been scjueezed. Such experiments

vegetation is compressed into peat, lignite, or coal. In are of considerable geological interest, for they show that

many cases the cohesion of a sedimentary rock is due merely certain circumstances, under great pressure, the unequally

to the pressure of the superincumbent strata. But it mixed particles of rocks within the earths crust may have

usually happens that some cementing material has contri- been forced to move upon each other, and thus to acquire

buted to bind the component particles together. Of these a “ fluid-structure ” resembling that which is seen in rocks

natural cements the most frequent are peroxide of iron, which have possessed true liquidity. No large sheet of

silica, and carbonate of lime. rock can be expected, however, to have undergone this

Pressure equally distributed over a rock presenting every- internal change
;
the effects could only be produced excep-

where nearly the same amount of resistance will promote tionally at places vrhere there was an escape from the pres-

consolidation, but may produce no further internal change, sure as, for instance, along the sides of fissures, or in other

If, however, the pressure becomes extremely unequal, or if cavities of rocks. The explanation cannot be applied to the

the rock subjected to it can find escape from the influence <^ase of rocks like schists, which display a kind of rude

in one or more directions, there will be a disturbance or foliation or fluid-structure over areas many thousands of

rearrangement of the particles, which by this means are square miles in extent.

made to move upon each other, hive consequences of Flication.—Eeference has already been made to the

these movements may be noticed here. fact that, owing to the more rapid contraction of the inner

(1.) Cleavage.—^When a mass of rock, owing to subsidence portion of the globe, the^ outer layer or crust is from time

or any other cause, is subjected to powerful lateral compres- time forced to adjust itself to this change by subsiding,

sion, its innate particles, which in all rocks have almost a consequence of the subsidence, the descending area

invariably a longer and shorter axis, tend, under the intense raq^ffres to occupy less horizontal space, and must therefore

strain, to rearrange themselves in the line of least resist- suffer powerful lateral compression. The rocks are thus

anee, that is, with their long axes perpendicular to the crumpled up, as, in the classic experiment
^

of Sir James

direction of the pressure. The result of this readjustment Hall, folds of cloth are folded when a weight is placed

is that the rock affected by it acquires a facility for splitting upon them and they are squeezed from either side. The

along the lines in which its component particles have placed mere subsidence of such a curved surface as that of our

themselves. Fine-grained argillaceous rocks show most globe must thus necessarily produce much lateral compres-

characteristically this internal change ^ but in coarse sion. Mr J , M. Wilscm has calculated that, if a tract of

materials it becomes less conspicuous, or even disappears. earth's surface, 345 miles in breadth, be depressed one

Bocks which have been thus acted on, and have acquired mile, it wdll undergo compression to the extent of 121

this superinduced fissility, are said to be cleaved, and the yards; at two miles the compression will be 189 yards; at

fissile structure is termed cleavage. This has been proved oight^ miles 598 yards. The observed amount of com-

experimentally by Sorby, who produced perfect cleavage in pi’ession in districts of contorted rocks, however, far

pipeclay through which scales of oxide of iron had previously exceeds these figures. Another cause of the compression

been mixed. Dr Tyndall superinduced cleavage on bees-wax contortion of rocks is the injection into them of igneous

and other substances by subjecting them to severe pressure, masses from below, but this is probably a minor source of

Cleavage among rocks occurs on a great scale in countries disturbance. The character of plicated rocks is described

where the strata have been greatly iDlicated, that is, where P-

they now occupy much less horizontal surface than they once Faults.—Closely connected with the disturbances

did, and consequently where, in accommodating themselves which have produced contortions come those by which the

to their diminished area, they have had to undergo much crust of the earth has been fractured. But in this case the

powerful lateral compression. The structure of districts movement is one of elevation rather than of subsidence ;
for,

with cleaved rocks is described in part iv. instead of having to occupy a diminished diameter, the rocks

(2.) Further evidence of the compression to which rocks room by being pushed up, and as they cannot

have been subjected is furnished by the way in which con- occupy the additional space by any elastic expansion of

tiguous pebbles in a conglomerate may be found to have ^^.ss, they can only accommodate themselves to the

been squeezed into each other, and even sometimes to have uew position by a series of dislocations. Some portions

been elongated in a certain general direction. It is doubt- pushed up farther than others, and this will happen

less the coarseness of the grain of such rocks which permits particularly to those which have a broad base. These

the effects of compression to be so readily seen. Similar will rise more than those with narrow bottoms, or the latter

effects must take place in fine-grained rocks, though they will seem to sink relatively to the former. Each broad-

escape observation. Organic remains both of plants and bottomed segment will thus be bounded by two sides slop-

animals may often be found to have undergone consider- towards the upper part of the block. This is found to

able distortion from this cause. M. Daubr^e has imitated almost invariably the case in nature. A fault or dis-

experimentally the indentations produced by the con- location is nearly always inclined from the vertical, and

tiguous portions of conglomerate pebbles. ^ side to which the inclination rises, and from which it— “hades," is the upthrow side. The details of these features of

1 Comptes Handles, xliv. 823. geological structure are discussed iu part iv., section v.
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§ 3. Influence of Water.

In the great geological contest fought at the beginning

of the century between the Neptunisfcs and the Plutonists,

the two great battle-cries were, on the one side, Water, on
the other, Fire. The progress of the science since that time

has shown that each of the parties had truth on its side,

and had seized one aspect of the problems touching the

origin of rocks. If subterranean heat has played a large

part in the construction of the materials of the earth’s crust,

water, on the other hand, has perfoi’med a hardly less im-

portant share of the task. They have often co-operated

together, and in such a way that the result must be re-

garded as their joint achievement, wherein the respective

share of each can hardly be exactly apportioned. In the

following brief resume of this subject we shall consider the

changes produced by pure water, by water charged with

substances in solution, and by water raised above ordinary

temperatures.

By numerous observations it has been proved that all

rocks within the accessible portion of the earth’s crust

contain interstitial water, or, as it is sometimes called,

quarry-water {eait-de-carriere). This is not chemically

combined with their mineral constituents, but merely re-

tained in their pores. Most of it evaporates when the stone

is taken out of the parent rock and freely exposed to the

atmosphere. The absorbent powers of rocks vary greatly,

and chiefly in proportion to their degree of porosity.

Gypsum absorbs from about 0*50 to 1*50 per cent, of

water by weight
;

granite, about 0*37 per cent.; quartz

from a vein in granite, 0*08
;
chalk, about 20*0

;
plastic

clay, from 19*5 to 24*5. These amounts may be increased

by exhausting the air from the specimens and then immers-
ing them in water.

The water enclosed within the interstices and crystals

of igneous rocks may be either an original constituent,

deriving its origin, like any of the component minerals,

from molten reservoirs within the earth’s crust, or it

may have descended from the surface to the incandescent
rocks. Many facts may be adduced in support of the

greater probability of the second view. Besides the

general proximity of volcanic orifices to large sheets of

water, we have abundant evidence of the actual descent
of water from the surface, both through fissures, and
also by permeation through the solid substance of rocks.

All surface rocks contain water, and no mineral substance
is strictly impervious to the passage of liquid. The well-

known artificial colouring of agates proves that even the
mineral substances apparently most homogeneous and im-
pervious can be traversed by liquids. M. Daubr^e has
instituted a series of experiments to illustrate the powder

possessed by water of penetrating rocks, in virtue of their

porosity and capillarity, even against a considerable counter-
pressure of vapour ; and, without denying the presence of
original water, he concludes that the interstitial water of

igneous rocks may all have been derived by descent from
the sx-rface.

The presence of interstitial water must affect the
chemical constitution of rocks. It is now well understood
that there is probably no terrestrial substance which,
under proper conditions, is not to some extent soluble in
water. By an interesting series of experiments, made many
years ago by Messrs Bogers, it was ascertained that many
of the ordinary mineral constituents of rocks could be dis-

solved to an appreciable extent even by pure water, and that
the change was accelerated and augmented by the presence
of carbonic acid.^ Silica, alkaliferous silicates, and iron
oxides can be taken up and held in solution by pure water,
even at ordinary temperatures, in considerable quantities.

[ill, DYjVrAMICAL,

The mere presence of pure water therefore within the
pores of subterranean rocks cannot but give rise to changes
in the composition of these rocks. Some of the more
soluble materials must be dissolved, and, as the water eva-
porates, must be redeposited in a new form.

But water in a natural state is never chemically pure.
In its descent through the air it absorbs oxygen and
carbonic acid, besides other impurities (see p. 267), and
as it filters through the soil it abstracts more carbonic
acid, as well as other results of decomposing organic matter.

It is thus enabled to effect numerous decompositions of the
rocks underneath. The nature of these changes may be
inferred from the composition of spring water, to which
reference will subsequently be made (pw 270). For the

present it will be sufficient to remark that two important
kinds of chemical decomposition must evidently arise from
the action of such infiltrating water. (1.) The presence of

the organic matter must exercise a reducing power on
oxides. This will be more especially the case with those

of iron, the nearly insoluble haematite being reduced
to the protoxide, which, converted into carbonate, is

readily removable in solution. There can be little

doubt that by this means a vast amount of ferruginous

matter is extracted from subterranean rocks and carried

to the surface. (2.) The presence of carbonic acid

enables the water to attack vigorously the mineral constitu

ents of rocks. Alkaline carbonates, with carbonates of lime

and magnesia, and protoxides of iron and manganese, are

produced, and these substances borne onward in solution

give rise to further reactions among the rocks through which
they are carried. In the decomposition of rocks,” says

Bischof, “ carbonic acid, bicarbonate of lime, and the

alkaline carbonates bring about most of the decompositions
and changes in the mineral kingdom.”

The microscopic study of rocks has thrown much
light upon the mineralogical alterations in rocks due
to the influence of percolating water. Even the most
solid-looking, unweathered rocks, are found to have been
affected by such metamorphism. Their hydrous mag-
nesian silicates, for example, are partially or wholly con-

verted into such hydrous forms as serpentine, chlorite^

or delessite. The process of conversion may often be
watched. It can- be seen to have advanced along the
fissures or cleavage-planes of the minerals leaving the
intervening sections still fresh ; or it may be observed to

have proceeded in such a way that diffused alteration-pro-

ducts are dispersed in filaments or irregular patches through
the base of the rock, or gathered together and even re-

crystallized in cavities; or the whole rock, as in many
serpentines, has undergone an entire transformation. Much
information regarding such internal alterations of rocks
may be obtained from the study of 'pseudomoryks^ that is,

crystals having the external form of the mineral of which
they originally consisted, with the internal structure and
composition of the mineral which has replaced it. Serpen-
tine representing olivine, clay taking the place of rock-salt,

silica that of wood, and marcasite that of molluscan shell,

are familiar examples. There is no reason to doubt that

these changes may, in the course of ages, have been effected

at ordinary temi^eratures by water descending from the
surface of the ground.

But two other considerations require to be taken into

account in the discussion of the internal transformations

of rocks by subterranean water. (1.) In the first place, the

water has often been at a high temperature. Mere descent

into the crust of the earth will raise the temperature of the

water until, if this descent be prolonged, a point far above
212° Fahr. may be reached. Experiments have shown that

the chemical action of water is vastly increased by heat.

Thus M. Daubr^e exposed a glass tube containing about half^ American Journ, Science (2), v. 401.
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its weight of water to a temperature of about 400° C. At logical structure. It is doubtless to this cause that the
the end of a week he found the tube so entirely changed foliated character of gneiss, mica-schist, and so many other
into a white, opaque, powdery mass as to present not the metamorphic rocks is to be ascribed.

least resemblance to glass. The remaining water was highly In the process of metaniorphism, therefore, as well as in
charged with an alkaline silicate containing 63 per cent, of that of fusion, to which reference lias already been made,
soda and 37 per cent, of silica, with traces of potash and lime, the influence of water would seem to ha've been always
The white solid substance was ascertained to be composed conspicuous. Indeed, as will be shown in part iv., it is

almost entirely of crystalline materials. These consisted extremely difficult in many cases to draw a line between the
partly of minute iierfectly limpid bipyramidal crystals of results of metamorphism and igneous fusion, or to decide
quartz, but chiefly of very small acicular prisms of wollas- whether a rock should be called igneous or metamorphic.
tonite. It was found, moreover, that the portion of the It has been pointed out above, for example, that in many
tube which had not been directly in contact with the water rocks which have undoubtedly been in a fluid condition, as

was as much altered as the rest, whence it was inferred that proved by their injected veins and d3^kes, the constituent
at these high temperatures and pressures the vapour of minerals have not appeared in the order of their respective
water acts chemically like the water itself. (2.) In the second fusibilities. Scbeerer, Elie de Beaumont, and Daubroe
l^lace, the effect of pressure must be recognized as most have shown how the j)3^esence of a comparatively small
important in enabling water, especially when heated, to quantity of water in such rocks has contributed to suspend
dissolve and retain in solution a larger quantity of mineral their solidification, and to promote the crystallization of

matter than it could otherwise do. In M. Daubr<^e’s export- their silicates at temperatures considerably below tbe point
ments just cited, the tubes were hermetically sealed and of fusion. In this way the solidification of quartz in

secured against fracture, so that the pressure of the greatly granite after the crystallization of the silicates, which would
super-heated vapour had full effect. By this means, with be unintelligible on the supposition of mere dry fusion,

alkaline water, he not only produced the two minerals above becomes explicable. The phenomena of metamorphism in

mentioned, but also felspar and diopside. the architecture of the earth’s crust are discussed in part iv.

It is important to observe that the three conditions

required for these changes—the presence of alkaline water, DIVISION' IL—EPIGENE OR SURFACE ACTION
a high temperature, and considerable pressure—are precisely ^ -.it
those which it can be affirmed must exist abundantly within surface of the globe and by the operation of

the crust of the earth. We must admit the possibility of agents woikmg theie that at present the chief amount of

rocks originally at the surface being depressed so as to come visible geological change is effected. In considering this

within the influence of internal heat, and to contain within branch <ff mq^uiiy, we are not involved in the same prelim-

their pores abundant interstitial water more or less charged ‘“^ry difficulty regarding the very nature of the agencies as

with alkaline carbonates. Rocks under these conditions, we found, to be the case in the investigation of plutonic

so far as we can judge, can hardly escape internal decom- action.^ On the contrary, the surface agents are carrying

position and recomposition, Mere descent to a great on their work under our very eyes. We can watch it m all

depth beneath the surface will not necessarfly result in stages, measpe its progress, and mark m many ways

metamorphism, as has been shown in the case of the Nova accurately it represents similar changes which for long

Scotian and of the South Welsh coal-field, where sand- ages previously must have been effected by the same

stones, shales, clays, and coal-seams can be proved to have “sans. But in the systematic treatment of this subject we

been once depressed 14,000 to 17,000 feet below the sea- encounter a difficulty of another kind. We discover that

level, under an overlying mass of rock, and yet to have while the operations to be discussed are numerous and often

sustained no serious alteration. Perhaps the failure of complex, they are so mterwoven into one great network

cliange may be explicable on the supposition that these t^^at any separation of them under different subdivisions

Carboniferous strata were comparatively dry. But where sure to be more or less artificial, and to convey an

rocks possess sufficient interstitial water, and are depressed erroneous impression. While, therefore, under the una.

within the crust so as to be exposed to a considerable voidable necessity of making use of such a classification of

temperature and to great pressure, tliey must be metamor- subjects, we must bear always m mind that it is employed

phosed,—the extent of the metamorphism depending partly merely for convenience and that in nature superficial

upon the vigour of the attack made upon them by the geological action must be continually viewed as a whole,

water, partly on their own composition and proneness to since the work of each agent has constant reference to that

chemical change, and partly upon the length of time during others, and is not properly intelligible unless that

which the process is continued. co^exion be kept m view.
^ i j

A metamorphosed rock must thus be one which has moyements of the air
;
the evaporaticm from land

suffered a mineralogical rearrangement of its substance. ^
hail, and snow

j
the flow of rivers

It may or may not have been a crystalline rock originally. glaciers ; the tides, currents, and waves of the ocean ;

Any rock capable of alteration (and all rocks must be so in and decay of organized erice, alike on and

some degree) will, when subjected to the required conditions, and m the deptlis of the sea m short, the whole circle of

become a metamorphic rock. The resulting structure, movement, which is continually in progress upon the surface

however, svill, in most cases, bear witness to the original ®ar planet, are the subjects now to be examine .

character of the mass. A sedimentary rock, for example, ’^ould be desirable to adopt some geimral term o em race

consisting of alternate layers of different cexture and com- whole of this range of inquiry. For this end t e woid

position, will doubtless retain, even in its metamorphosed epigene may he suggested as a convenient term, an an i-

condition, traces of that fundamental structure. The water thetical to hypogene or subterranean action.
- ^ ,

will travel more easily along certain layers than along simplest arrangement of this part of Geological

others
;
some laminae will be more readily affected, or will Hynamics will be into three sections

:

give rise to a set of reactions different from those of con- T. Am.—The influence of the atmosphere in destroy-

tiguous layers. Hence the rearrangement and recrystalliza- ing and forming rocks.

tion due to metamorphism will take place along the prede- II. Water.—The geological functions of the circula-

termined lines of stratification, so long as these lines have tion of water through the air and between sea

not been effaced or rendered inoperative by any other geo- and land, and the action of the sea.
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III. Life.—

T

he part taken by plants and animals in
preserving, destroying, or reproducing geological

formations.

The words destructive, reproductive, and conservative,

emx^loyed in describing the operations of the epigene agents,

do not necessarily imply that anything useful to man is

destroyed, reproduced, or preserved. On the contrary, the
destructive action of the atmosphere may turn barren
rock into rich soil, while its reproductive effects sometimes
turn rich land into barren desert. Again, the conservative
influence of vegetation has sometimes for centuries retained
as barren morass what might otherwise have become rich

meadow or luxuriant woodland. The terms, therefore, are

used in a strictly geological sense, to denote the removal
and re-deposition of material, and its agency in preserving
\what lies beneath it.

Section I.—Air.

Its comiposition having been already treated of {ante^

p. 220), we shall consider here (1) the motions, and (2) the

geological action of the air, which arises partly from its

composition, and partly from its movements.

I. Movements of the Air.

These are due to differences in the pressure or density

of the atmosphere, the law being that the air always
moves from where the pressure is high to where it is low.

Atmospheric pressure is understood to be determined by
two causes, temperature and aqueous vapour.

1. Temperature.— air, being less dense than cold

air, ascends, while the latter flows in to take its place. The
unequal heating of the earth^s surface, by causing upward
currents from the warmed portions, produces horizontal cur-

rents from the surrounding cooler regions inwards to the
central ascending mass of heated air. To this cause the
trade winds and the familiar land and sea breezes are due.

2. Aqueous Vaiyour,—In proportion as the quantity of

'Watery vapour increases, the density of the air lessens.

Consequently moist air tends to rise as warmed air does,

with a corresponding but often very violent inflow of the
‘drier and consequently heavier air from the surrounding
tracts. The ascent of the moist air lessens the atmospheric
pressure, which is indicated by the fall of the barometer.
When the up-streaming vai^our rises into the higher regions
of the atmo3i)here, it expands and cools, condensing into
visible form, and descending in copious showers to the earth.

Unequal and rapid heating of the air, or accumulation of
aqueous vapour in the air, and possibly some other influ-

ences not yet properly understood, give rise to extreme dis-

turbances of pressure, and consequently to storms and
hurricanes. For instance, the barometer sometimes indi-

cates in tropical storms a fall of an inch and a half in an
hour, showing that somewhere about a twentieth part of the
whole mass of the atmosphere has in that short space of
time been displaced over a certain area of the earth^s sur-

face. No such sudden change can occur without resulting
in the most destructive tempest or tornado. In Britain
the tenth of an inch of barometric fall in au hour is

regarded as a large amount, such as only accompanies great
storms.^ When the pressure of the air at one place is

shown by the barometer to differ from that at a neighbour-
ing locality at the same time, the wind will be observed to
move on the whole from the area of high to the area of low
pressure

;
and if the difference be great or sudden, the

movement of the air may rise to the force of a hurricane
until the equilibrium of pressure is restored.

The meteorological conditions of the atmosphere do not
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belong to the sco^je of this article (see Atmosphere,
Climate, Meteorology). The reader, however, may note
as of interest from a geological point of view the ascertained

velocity and pressure exercised by the air in motion across

the surface of the earth as expressed in the subjoined
table :

—

Velocity in niUcs Pressure m pounds
pel hour. per square foot.

Calm 0 0
Light l3ieoze 14 1

Strong bieezo 42 9
Stiong giilo 70 25
Huriicaiie 84 36

II. Geological Influences of the Air.

The x:>aramouiit importance of the atmosphere as the

vehicle for the circulation of temperature and moisture

over the globe, and consequently as powerfully influ-

encing the distribution of climate and the growth of plants

and animals, must be fully recognized by the geologist.

Attention will be confined at [^resent to the direct changes

produced on the surface of the earth by the air—(1) on
land, and (2) on water.

1. Its Influence on Land.

1. Destructive Influences.—These are either (a)

chemical or (/5) mechanical, though in nature the two
kinds of action are often insex)arably interwoven.

(a) Under the denomination of chemical changes "we in-

clude the oxidation of those minerals which can contain

more oxygen, as in the x>eroxidation and precipitation of

protosalts of iron
;
likewise the absorption of carbonic acid

by rocks, and the production of alkaline and earthy carbon-

ates and bicarbonates, which still further promote the

process of decomposition. In the one case the active agent

of change is the oxygen of the air, or rather of the aqueous
vapour in the air, for perfectly dry air seems to have little

or no oxidizing effect. A familiar illustration is afforded

by the rust, or oxide, which forms on iron when exposed to

moisture, though this iron may he kept long bright if

allowed to remain screened from moist air. In the other

case, the active agent is the carbonic add of the air, though
here again it appears to be requisite that moisture should
intervene as the medium of introducing the acid to the sub-

stance which is to be altered by it. The occurrence of

suliohuric and nitric acids in the air, especially noticeable

in large towns, likewise leads to considerable corrosion of

metallic surfaces, as well as of stones and lime. The mortar
of walls may often be observed to be slowly swelling out
and dropping off, owing to the conversion of the lime into

sulphate. Great injury is likewise done from a similar

cause to marble monuments in exposed graveyards.

As a rule, the changes effected by the air lead to many
subsequent transformations. For example, the oxidation

of the bisulphide of iron produces sulphuric acid, which de-

composes silicates, carbonates, and other compounds with
which it comes in contact. These changes, however, are

more appropriately noticed under the head of rain (p. 267).

(/S) Among the more recognizable mechanical changes of

a destructive kind, brought about by the atmosphere, we
may notice the following influences :

—

1. Expansion and Contraction.—The effect of heat is to

expand rocks, of cold to contract them. Strictly speaking,

these results on the surface of the earth are due, not to the

air, but to the heat-rays of the sun which reach the rocks

through the air. In countries with a great annual range
of temperature considerable difficulty is sometimes experi-

enced in selecting building materials liable to be little

affected by the alternate expansion and contraction which
prevents the joints of masonry from remaining close and^ Buchan’s Meteorology, p. 266,
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tight. In the United States, for example, with an annual
thermometric range of more than 90“ Fahr. this difficulty

led to some experiments by Colonel Totten on the amount
of expansion and contraction in different kinds of building-

stones, caused by variations of temperature. It was found
that in fine-grained granite the rate of expansion was
*000004825 for every degree Fahr. of increment of heat

;

in white crystalline marble it was *000005668
; and in red

sandstone *000009532, or about twice as much as in granite.

If the daily variations in temperature are large, the effects

are still more striking. In tropical climates with intensely

hot days and extremely cold nights, the rapid nocturnal
contraction produces sometimes a strain so great as to rival

frost in its influence upon the surface of exposed rocks,

disintegrating them into sand, or causing them to crack
or peel off in skins or irregular pieces. Dr Livingstone
found in Africa (12° S. lat., 34° E. long.) that surfaces of

rock which during the day were heated up to 1 37° Fahr.

cooled so rapidly by radiation at night that, unable to sus-

tain the strain of contraction, they split and threw off sharp
angular fragments from a few ounces to 100 or 200 Ib in

weight.^

2. Frost—Though properly belonging to the subject of

the geological behaviour of water to be afterv/ards described
in more detail, the disintegrating action of frost may be
noticed here. In freezing water expands, and thereby
exerts an enormous strain upon any enclosed cavities or

walls which may confine it. The consequence of this action

is that in countries exposed to frost a continual disinteg-

ration of the surface of rocks goes on. This superficial

decay combines with the chemical and mechanical opera-

tions of the atmosphere to produce considerable modifica-

tions in the forms of rocks and cliffs.

3. Wind,—By driving loose sand over rocks, prevalent

winds produce on them a scratched and polished surface,

as has happened with ancient monuments buried in the
sands of the African deserts. ^ It is said that at Cape Cod
holes have even been drilled in window glass by the same
agency.3 Cavities are now and tlien hollowed out of rocks
by the gyration in them of little fragments of stone or

grains of sand kept in motion by the wind. Hurricanes
form important geological agents upon land iu uprooting
trees, and thus sometimes impeding the drainage of a
country, and giving rise to the formation of peat mosses.

Weathering of Rocks ,—Under the term ‘‘weathering”
are included all the superficial changes which rocks undergo
in consequence of the action of atmospheric processes upon
them. The nature and rapidity of the disintegration depend
partly on the one hand upon the climate, and partly on the
other upon the composition, texture, and exposure of the
rocks. In very dry countries, where the range of tempera-
ture is not extreme, weathering is reduced to a minimum.
But even if the climate be dry, considerable disintegration

may be caused, as has been already explained, by ra^^id

changes of temperature between day and night. It is

where moisture prevails, however, that weathering chiefly

takes place. The nature of the changes will be more pro-

perly considered in the section which is devoted to the action

of rain.

11. Beproduotive Influences.—These arise partly from
the result of the chemical and mechanical disintegration
involved in weathering, and partly from the transporting
power of winds and aerial currents. Under the former
head is the formation of soil; under the latter may be
noticed the production of sand-hills, the fall of dust-showers
and coloured rain, and the transport of seeds.

^ Livingstone’s pp. 492, 516.
2 For an account of tMs action of drifting sand iu North America

see Blake in Pacific Railroad Report^ v. 92, 230.
3 Dana’s ManuaZ, p. 631.
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Soil.—Of the detritus produced by the action of the air on

rocks, and washed away by rains and streams, part remains
on the land and forms soil. All soil may be considered as
the result of the decomposition of rocks, mingled wuth de-
cayed vegetable and animal matter. Were it not for the
action of rain in washing the loose materials to a greater
or less distance from their source, the soil of every locality

ought to be merely the decayed upper surface of the rocks
underneath. But wherever rain falls, the soil is moved
from higher to low:er levels. Hence in some cases a good
soil is laid down upon rocks which of themselves would
only produce a poor one. This action of rain in the
formation of soil is further alluded to on p. 270, and
the co-operative influence of plant and animal life on
p. 289.

Sand-hills or Dunes.—^Winds blowing continuously upon
loose materials, such as sand, drive them onward, and
pile them into irregular heaps and ridges, called “ dunes.”
This takes place more especially on windward coasts either

of the sea or of large inland lakes, where the shores are

sandy
;
but similar effects may be seen even in the heart

of a continent, as in the sandy deserts of the Sahara and of

Arabia. The dunes travel inland in parallel, irregular, and
often confluent ridges, between which rain-water is some-
times arrested to form pools (efangs of the French coasts),

where formations of peat occasionally take place. On the
coast of Gascony the sea for 100 miles is so barred bj" sand-

dunes that in all that distance only two outlets exist for

the discharge of the drainage of the interior. As fast as

one ridge is driven away from a beach another forms in

its place, so that a series of huge sandy billows, as it were,

is continually on the move from the sea margin towards the

interior. A stream or river may temporarily arrest their

X3rogress, but eventually they push the obstacle aside or in

front of them. In this way the river Adour, on the vrest

coast of France, has had its mouth shifted two or throe

miles. Occasio nally, as at themouths of estuaries, the sand is

blown across so as gradually to exclude the sea, and thus

to aid the fluviatile deposits in adding to the breadth of the

land.^ The coast of Norfolk is fringed with sand-hills 50
to 60 feet high. On x)arts of the coast of Cornwall, the sand
consists mainly of fragments of shells and corallines, and
through the action of rain becomes sometimes indurated

into a comj>act stone by carbonate of lime or oxide of iron.

Long tracts of blown sand are likewise found along many
parts of the Scottish and Irish coast-lines.

On the western border of the European continent exten-

sive sand-dunes exist. They extend for many leagues along

the French coast, and thence, by Flanders and Holland,

round to the shores of Courland and Pomerania. In Den-
mark they are said to cover an area of 260 square miles.

On the coast of Holland they are sometimes, though rarely,

260 feet high,—a common average height being 50 to 60

feet. The breadth of this maritime belt of sand varies

considerably. On the east coast of Scotland it ranges from

a few yards to 3 miles
;
on the ox^posite side of the

North Sea it attains on the Dutch coast sometimes to as

much as 5 miles. The rate of progress of the^ dunes

towards the interior depends upon the wind, the direction

of the coast, and the nature of the ground over which they

have to move. On the low and exposed shores of the Bay
of Biscay, when not fixed by vegetation, they travel inland

at a rate of about 16^ feet ; in Denmark at from 3 to 24

feet x^er annum. In the course of their march they envelop

^ For accounts of sand-dunes, tTieir extent, progress, structure, and

the means employed to arrest their progress, the reader may consult

Andersen’s Rlii/dr7nationem, 1 vol. 8vo, Copenhagen, 1861 ;
Laval

in Annales des Ponts et Chaiissies, 1847, 2me sem.
;
and Marsh’s

Man and Nature, 1864, and the works cited hy him. See also Elie

de Beaumont^ JLegons de GiQlogie» vol. i.
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houses and fields ; even whole parishes and districts once
populous have been overwhelmed by them.^

Along the margins of large lakes and inland seas many
of the phenomena of an exposed sea-coast are repeated, and
on no inferior scale. Among these must be included sand-

dunes, such as occur at the south-eastern end of Lake
Michigan and on the eastern borders of the Caspian Sea.

The shifting of vast waves of sand by the wind is exempli-

fied on the grandest scale in the sandy deserts of Africa,

Arabia, and Central Asia. Such arid wastes of loose sand,

situated far inland and far distant from any sheet of fresh

water, suggest curious problems in physical geography.

Their sites may have been at a comparatively recent geo-

logical period covered by the sea; or, lying in rainless

climates and having their surfaces exposed to the disinte-

grating effects of great extremes of temperature, the tracts

may have become sandy and barren through atmospheric

disintegration. The desert of the Sahara furnishes a good
illustration of a dried-up sea-bed. In the rainless tract to

the east of the Hed Sea lie the great sandy deserts and
hills of Arabia, of which Mr Palgrave has given so graphic

a narrative. Captain Sturt found vast deserts of sand in

the interior of Australia, with long lines of dunes 200 feet

high, united at the base and stretching in straight lines as

far as the eye could reach. In the south-east of Europe
great tracts of sandy desert occur in Poland, and run
through the southern provinces of Pussia.

Dust-shoioersj Blood-rain,—In tropical countries, where
great droughts are succeeded by violent hurricanes,

the dust or sand of dried lakes or river-beds is some-
times borne away into the upper regions of the atmo-
sphere, where, meeting with strong aerial currents which
transport it for hundreds and even thousands of miles,

it may descend again to the surface, in the form of

red-fog,” “sea-dust,” or “sirocco-dust.” This trans-

ported material, usually of a brick-dust or cinnamon
colour, is occasionally so abundant as to darken the air and
obscure the sun, and to cover the decks, sails, and rigging of

vessels which may even be hundreds of miles from land.

Eain falling through such a dust-cloud mixes with it, and
descends either on sea or land as what is popularly called
“ blood-rain.” This is frequent on the north-west of Africa,

about the Cape Verd Islands, in the Mediterranean, and
over the bordering countries. A microscopic examination
'Of this dust by Ehrenberg led him to the belief that it

contains numerous diatoms of South American species ; and
he inferred that a dust-cloud must be swimming in the
atmosphere, carried forward by continuous currents of

air in the region of the trade-winds and anti-trades, but
suffering partial and periodical deviations. But much of

the dust must come from the sandy plains and desiccated
pools of the north of Africa. Daubr6e recognized in 1865
some of the Sahara sand which fell in the Canary Islands.

On the coast of Italy a film of sandy clay, identical with
that in parts of the Libyan desert, is occasionally found on
windows after rain. In the middle of last century an area
of northern Italy, estimated at about 200 square leagues,

was covered with a layer of dust which in some places
reached a depth of one inch. Should the travelling dust
encounter a cooler temperature, it may be brought to the
ground by snow, as has happened in the north of Italy, and
more notably in the east and south-east of Russia, where
the snows are sometimes rendered dirty by the dust raised
by the winds on the Caspian steppes. It is easy to see
that a prolonged continuance of this action must give
rise to widespread deposits of dust, mingled with the soil

of the land, and with the silt and sand of lakes, rivers,

^ Tliis destruction has heen, during the last quarter of a century,
averted to a great extent by the planting of pine forests, the turpen-
tine of which has become the source of a large revenue.
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and the sea
\
and that the minuter organisms of tropical

regions may thus come to be preserved in the same forma-
tions with the terrestrial or marine organisms of temperate
latitudes.^

Transportation of Seeds,—Besides the transport of dust
and minute organisms for distances of many thousands
of miles, the same agency may come into play also in the
transport of living seeds, which, finally reaching a congenial
climate and soil, may take root and spread. We are yet,

however, very ignorant as to what extent this cause has actu-

ally operated in the establishment of any given local flora.

With regard to the minute forms of vegetable life, indeed,

there can be no doubt as to the efficacy of the wind to

transjDort them across vast distances on the surface of the

globe. Upwards of 300 species of diatoms have been
found in the deposits left by dust-showers. Among the

millions of organisms thus transported it is hardly conceiv-

able that some should not fall into a fitting locality for

their continued existence and the perpetuation of their

species.

2. Influence of the Air on Water,

The action of the air upon water will be more fitly

noticed in the section devoted to water (p. 285). It will

be enough to notice here

—

1. Ocean Currents,—The in-streaming of air from cooler

latitudes towards the equator causes a drift of the sea-water

in the same direction. Owing to the rotation of the earth,

these aerial currents tend to take a more and more westerly

trend as they approach the equator. This they communi-
cate to the marine currents; which, likewise moving into

regions having a greater velocity of rotation than their own,
are all the more impelled in the same westerly direction.

Hence the westerly belt or equatorial current, which flows

across the great ocean. Owing to the position of the con-

tinents across its path, this great current cannot move un-

interruptedly round the earth. It is split into branches

which turn to right and left, and, bathing the shores of the

land, carry some of the warmth of the tropics into more
temperate latitudes.

2. Waves,—The impulse of the wind upon a surface of

water throws that surface into pulsations which range in

size from mere ripples to huge billows. Long-continued
gales from the seaward upon an exposed coast indirectly

effect much destruction, by the forraidablo battery of billows

which they bring to bear upon the land. Wave-action is

likewise seen in a marked manner when wind blows strongly

across a broad inland sheet of water, such as Lake Superior.

(See p. 279.)
3. Alteration of ike Water-level.—When the wind blows

freshly for a time down a lake or into a bay or arm of the

sea, it drives the water before it, and keeps it temporarily

at a higher level, at the further or windward side. In a

tidal sea, such as that which surrounds Great Britain, and
which sends abundant long arms into the land, this action

can often be studied. It is no infrequent occurrence that

a high tide and a gale should happen at the same time.

Whenever that takes place, then at those bays or firths which
look windward the high tide rises to a greater height than
elsewhere. With this conjunction .of wind and tide, con-

siderable damage to property has sometimes been done by
the flooding of warehouses and stores, while even a sensible

destruction of cliffs and sweeping away of loose materials

may be chronicled by the geologist. On the other hand,

a wind from the opposite quarter will drive the water out

of the inlet, and thus make the water-level lower than it

should otherwise be.

^ See Humboldt on dust whirlwinds of the Orinoco, Aspects of
Nature] also Maury, PJiys, Geog. of Sea^ chap. vi.

;
and Ehrenberg’s

Passat-Stauh uaxgL Blut-Itegen, 1847 .
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Section II.—Water.

Of all the terrestrial agents by which the surface of the

earth is geologically modified, by far the most important is

water. When following hypogene changes in a foregoing

part of this article, we found how large a share is taken by
water in the phenomena of volcanoes and other subterranean

movements. When we returned to the surface of the earth

and began to watch the operations of the atmosphere, we
saw how impossible it is to consider these apart from the

action of the aqueous vapour by which the atmosphere is

pervaded. We must now study in detail the working of

this wonderful geological agent itself.

The substance which we term water exists on the earth

in three well-known forms— (1 )
gaseous, as invisible

vapour
; (2) liquid, as water

;
and (3) solid, as ice.

The gaseous form has already been noticed in our inquiry

into the geological characteristics of the air. It is in the
air that this condition of the water-substance prevails.

By the sun’s heat vast quantities of vapour are con-

tinually raised from the surface of the seas, rivers, lakes,

snow-fields, and glaciers of the world. This vapour remains
invisible until the air containing it is cooled down to below
its dew-point, or point of saturation,—a result which follows

upon the union or collision of two aerial currents of differ-

ent temperatures, or the rise of the air into the upper cold

regions of the atmosphere, where it is chilled by expansion,

by radiation, and by contact with cold mountains. At first

minute particles appear, which either remain in the liquid

condition, or, if the temperature is sufficiently low, are at

once frozen into ice. As these changes take place over

considerable spaces of the sky, they give rise to the pheno-
mena of clouds. Further condensation augments the size

of the cloud-particles, and at last they fall to the surface of

the earth, if still liquid, as rain
;

if solid, as snow or hail 3

and if partly solid and partly liquid, as sleet. As the
vapour is largely raised from the ocean surface, so in great

measure it falls back again directly into the ocean. A con-

siderable proportion, however, descends upon the land, and
it is this part of the condensed vapour which we have now
to follow. Upon the higher elevations it falls as snow',

and gathers there into snow-fields, which, by means of

glaciers, send their drainage down towards the valleys and
plains. Elsewhere it falls chiefly as rain, some of which
sinks underground to gush forth again in springs, while the

rest pours down the slopes of the land, feeding brooks and
torrents, which, swollen further by the springs, gather into

broader and yet broader rivers, whereby the drainage of

the land is carried out to sea. Thence once more the
vapour rises to reappear in clouds, and feed the innumer-
able water-channels by which the land is furrowed from
mountain-top to sea-shore.

Here then is a vast system of circulation, ceaselessly re-

newed. And in that system there is not a drop of water
which is not busy with its allotted task of changing the
face of the earth. When the vapour ascends into the air

it is almost chemically pure. But when, after being con-
densed into visible form, and working its way over or under
the surface of the land, it once more enters the sea, it is

no longer pure, but more or less loaded with material taken
by it out of the air, rocks, or soils through which it has
travelled. Day by day the process is advancing. So far
as we can tell, it has never ceased since the first shower of
rain fell upon the earth. We may well believe, therefore,

that it must have worked marvels upon the surface of our
planet in past time, and that it may effect vast transforma-
tions in the future. As a foundation for such a belief let

us now inquire what it can be proved to be doing at the
present time.

The subject of the geological operation of water upon
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the globe may be conveniently studied under the following
subdivisions :

—

A. Teheestrial Waters.—Under this head are to be
considered—(1) the liquid state, including rain, under^
ground water, brooks, rivers, and lakes ; and (2) the solid

state—^frost, river-ice, snow, hail, glaciers.

B. Oceanic Waters.—Including the influence of marine
currents, tides, and waves, and the part taken by the sea

in the general geological regime of the earth.

Aa Terrestrial Waters.

I. IN THE LIQinn STATE.

§ 1. Rain.

Rain effects two kinds of changes upon the surface of the
land.

(
1 .) It acts chemically upon soils and stones, and

sinking under ground continues, as we shall find, a great

series of similar reactions there. (2.) It acts mechanically

y

by washing away loose materials, and thus powerfully
affecting the contours of the land.

L Chemical Action.—This depends mainly upon the
nature and proportion of the substances abstracted by rain

from the air in its descent to the earth. Rain always
absorbs a little air, and as we have already seen (p. 220)
air always contains carbonic acid as well as other ingredi-

ents, in addition to its nitrogen and oxygen. If rain be
regarded as an agent washing the air and taking impurities

out of it, we may the better realize how by means of these

it is enabled to work many chemical changes which, were
it to reach the earth as pure water, it could not accomplish.

Com2^osiiion of Rain-Water,—Numerous analyses of

rain-water show that it contains in solution about 25
cubic centimetres of gases per litre. An average pro-

portional percentage is by measure—nitrogen, 6

6

’4
3

oxygen, 31 ’2
3
carbonic acid, 2 *4,—the oxygen being in

greater proportion than in air, owing to its greater solu-

bility in water. Common salt, ammonia, sulphates, nitric

acid, inorganic dust, and organic matter are usually present

in minute quantities in rain water. So far as we know at

present, the three ingredients which are chiefly effective in

the chemical reactions due to rain are the oxygen, carbonic

acid, and organic matter.^

Permeability of all Rocks by Water,—Though minerals

and rocks differ vastly in their degree of porousness, there

is none known which is not in some degree permeable by
water. Even such hard and apparently impenetrable sub-

i stances as flint and agate are found to be permeable. For,

in fact, rocks and minerals when examined with the micro-

scope are seen to be made up of variously-shaped grains,

crystals, or particles, and it is in the minute channels and
interstices between these particles, or even through the

particles themselves, that the water works its way. Evi-

dently, the smaller the interstices the less easily will the

water force a passage into or through the stone. This per-

meability, though well marked upon the surface of the

land, becomes still more so underground, where the rocks

are sometimes quite saturated with water.

Liability of all Rocks to alteration by Water,—There is

probably no known substance which is not, under some

condition, soluble in water containing carbonic acid or other

natural reagent. Rain-water, descending with the gases,

acids, and organic matter it has abstracted from the air and

soil, effects a chemical disintegration of the rocks, This

action was referred to in the description of the air as

1 The organic matter is revealed hy the putrid smell -which long-

kept ram water gives out. The reader who wishes to pursue this sub-

ject may consult the elaborate tables of analyses in Dr Angus Smith's

Air andt Rain. See also the section on air, ante, p. 220.
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partly due to atmosplieric moisture, but it is chiefly carried

on by rain. And as rain is so widely and almost uni-
versally distributed over the globe, this chemical action

must be of very general occurrence.

Nature of the Changes effected.—Confinmg our attention

to its three chiefly active ingredients, we iind that rain

water reacts chemically upon rocks by—1. Oxidation.—The
prominence of oxygen in rain-v/ater, and its readiness to

unite with any substance which can contain more of it,

render this a marked feature of the passage of rain over
rocks. A thin oxidized pellicle is formed on the surface,

' and this, if not at once washed off by the rain, sinks deeper
' until a crust is formed over the stone. As already

remarked, this process is simply a rusting of those minerals
which, like metallic iron, have no oxygen, or have not their

full complement of it. 2. Deoxidation.—Organic matter
having an affinity for more oxygen decomposes peroxides

" by depriving them of some part of their share of that ele-

ment, and reducing them to protoxides. These changes are

especially noticeable among the iron oxides so abundantly
diffused among rocks. Hence rain-water, in sinking through
soil and obtaining such organic matter, becomes thereby a
reducing agent. 3. Solution.—Th is may take place either

*by the simple action of the water, as in the solution of rock-

salt, or by the influence of the carbonic acid present in the
rain. Of the latter (Carhonation) a familiar example
is the corrosion of marble slabs down which rain has
trickled for a time. The carbonic acid dissolves some
of the lime, which as a bicarbonate is held in solution

in the carbonated water, but is deposited again when
the water loses its carbonic acid or evaporates. It is

not merely carbonates, however, which are liable to this

kind of destruction. Even silicates of lime, potash, and
soda, combinations existing abundantly as constituents of

rocks, are attacked; their silica is liberated, and their

alkalies or alkaline earths, becoming carbonates, are removed
in solution. 4. Hydration.—Some minerals, containing
little or no water, and therefore called anhydrous, when
exposed to the action of the atmosphere, absorb water, or
become hydrous, and are then usually more prone to further
change. Hence the rocks of which they form part become
disintegrated.

Weathering.—The weathering of rocks is dependent upon
two sets of conditions—(1) meteorological, as the range of

temperature, abundance of moisture, height above the sea,

and exposure, and (2) lithological,—the composition and
texture of the rocks themselves. As regards the composi-
tion of rocks, those which consist of particles liable to little

chemical change from the influence of moisture are best
fitted to resist weathering, provided their particles have
sufficient cohesion to withstand the mechanical processes of

disintegration. Siliceous sandstones are excellent examples
of this permanence. Consisting wholly or mainly of the
durable mineral quartz, they are sometimes able so to with-
stand decay that buildings made of them still retain, after

the lapse of centuries, the chisel-marks of the builders.

Some rocks which yield with comparative rapidity to
the chemical attacks of moisture show no marks of
disintegration on their surface, which remains clean and
fresh. This is particularly the case with limestones. Tlie
reason lies obviously in the fact that limestone when
pure is wholly soluble in acidulous water. Eain falling
on this rock removes some of it in solution, and will
continue to do so until the rock is dissolved away. It is

only where the limestone contains impurities that a
weathered crust of more or less insoluble particles remains
behind. Hence the relative purity of limestones may be
roughly determined by comparing their weathered surfaces,
where, if they contain much sand, the grains will be seen pro-
j acting from the calcareous matrix, and where should the
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rock be very ferruginous, the yellow hydrous peroxide or
ochre will be found as a powdery crust. In limestones
containing abundant encrinites, shells, or other organic re-

mains, the weathered surface commonly presents the fossils

standing out in relief. This seems to arise from the crys-

talline arrangement of the lime in the organic structures,

whereby they are enabled to resist disintegration better
than the general mechanically aggregated matrix of the
rock. An experienced fossil collector will always search
well those weathered surfaces, for he often finds there,

delicately picked out by the weather, minute and frail

fossils which are wholly invisible on a freshly broken sur-

face of the stone. Many rocks weather with a thick
crust or even decay inwards for many feet or yards.
Basalt, for example, often shows a yellowish-brown ferru-

ginous layer on its surface, formed by the conversion of its

felspar into kaolin and the removal of its silicate of lime
as carbonate, by the hydration of its olivine and augite
and their conversion into serpentine, saponite, or some
other hydrous magnesian silicate, and by the conversion
of its magnetite into limonite. Granite sometimes shows
ill a most remarkable way the distance to which weather-
ing can reach. It may often be dug into for a depth
of 20 or 30 feet, the quartz crystals and veins retaining
their original positions, while the felspar is completely
kaolinized.

It is to the effects of weathering cnat the abundant fan-

tastic shapes assumed by crags and other rocky masses are
due. Most varieties of rock have their own characteristic

modes of weathering, whereby they may be recognized even
from a distance. To some of these features reference will

be made in a subsequent section.

II. Mechanical Action.—When a rock has been so
corroded by weathering that the cohesion of the particles

on its exposed surface is destroyed, these particles are
washed off by rain. This detritus is either held in
suspension in the little runnels into which the rain-drops
gather as they begin to flow over the land, or is pushed by
them along the surface. In this way the rain carries off

by mechanical movement what it has already loosened by
chemical action.

III. Results of Rajn-Action.—It is evident that
the general result of the fall of rain upon a land-surface
must be a disintegration and consequent lowering of

that surface. At first we may be inclined to imagine
that this waste must be so slow and slight as to be
hardly appreciable. But a little observation will suffice

to furnish many proofs of its existene'e and compara-
tively rapid progress in some places. We are familiar,

for example, with the pitted channelled surface of the
ground lying immediately under the drip of the eaves of a
house. We know that the fragments of stone and gravel
are left sticking up prominently because the earth around
and above them has been washed away, and because, being
hard, they resist the action of the falling drops and screen
the earth below them. On a far larger scale we may notice

the same kind of operation in districts of conglomerate,
where the larger blocks, serving as a protection to the
rock underneath, come to form as it were the capitals

of slowly-deepening columns of rock. In the same w^ay in

certain valleys of the Alps a stony clay is cut by the rain

into pillars, each of which is protected by, and indeed owes
its existence to, a large block of stone which lay originally

in the heart of the mass. These columns are of all heights,

according to the positions in which the stones may have
originally lain. There are instances, however, where the

disintegration has been so complete that only a few
scattered fragments remain of a once extensive stratum, and
where it may not be easy to realize that these fragments are

not transported bouldei's. In Dorsetshire and Wiltshire, for
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example, the surface of the country is in some parts so

thickly strewn with fragments of sandstone and conglomer-
ate “ that a person may almost leap from one stone to
another without touching the ground. The stones are fre-

quently of considerable size, many being four or five yards
across, and about four feet thick.” ^ They have been used
for the huge blocks of which >Stonehenge and other of the
so-called druidical circles have been constructed, hence they
have been termed Druid Stones. Other names are Sarsen
Stones (supposed to indicate that their accumulation has
been popularly ascribed to the Saracens), and Grey Wethers,
from their resemblance in the distance to flocks of (wether)
sheep. They are found lying abundantly on the chalk,
suggestive at first of some former agent of transport by
which they were brought from a distance. It is now, how-
ever, generally admitted that they are simply fragments of
some of the sandy Tertiary strata which once covered the
districts where they occur, and that while the softer por-
tions of these strata have been carried avray, the harder
parts (their hardness perhaps increasing by exposure) have
remained behind as Grey Wethers, and have subsequently
suffered from the inevitable splitting and crumbling action
of the weather.

But it is not from any single example, however strik-

ing, that the real importance of rain as a geological agent
can be adequately realized. To form a true conception of
this momentous action, we need to watch what takes place
over a wide region. The whole land-surface over which
rain falls is exposed to waste. As Hutton long ago insisted,

the superficial covering of decayed rock or soil is constantly,
though slowly, travelling outward and downward to the sea.

In this ceaseless transport rain acts as the great carrying
agent. The particles of rock loosened by atmospheric waste,

^

by frost or the chemical disintegration of the rain itself,

are washed off to form, new soil. But they as well as the
particles o£ the soil are step by step moved downward
over the face of the land till they reach the nearest brook
or river, whence their seaward progress may be rapid.

A heavy rain discolours the water-courses of a country,
because it loads them with the fine debris which it re-

moves from the general surface of the land. In this way
rain serves as the means whereby the work of the other
disintegrating forces is made conducive to the general
degradation of the land. The decomposed crust produced
by weathering, which Would otherwise accumulate over the
solid rock and protect it from further decay, is removed by
rain so as to expose a fresh surface to further decomposition.
This decay is general and constant, but not uniform. In
some places, from the nature of the rock, from the flatness

of the ground, or from other causes, rain works under great
dijBS-culties. There the rate ot‘ waste must consequently be
extremely slow. In other places, again, the rate may be
rapid enough to be readily appreciable from year to year*

A survey of this department of geological activity shows
how the unequal wasting by rain has helped to produce the
details of the present relief of the land, those tracts where
the destruction has been greatest forming hollows and
valleys, others, where it has been less, rising into ridges
and hills.

Rain-action is not always merely destructive. Usually
it is accompanied by reproductive effects, and, as already
remarked, the mouldered rock which it washes off furnishes
materials for the formation of soil. In favourable situations
it has gathered together accumulations of loam and earth
from neighbouring higher ground—the “ brick-earth,”
head,” and ‘‘ rain-wash” of the south of England—earthy

^ See Descripiim Catalogue of Rock Specimens in J&rmyn Street
Museum^ 3d ed. ; Pvestwicli, Quart. Journ. Qeol. Soc.y x. p. 123 ;

Whitaker, Geological Survey Meitwir on parts of Middlesex, &c.,
p. 71.
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deposits, sometimes full of angular stones, derived from the
subaerial waste of the rocks of the neighbourhood.”

§ 2. Underground Water.

When rain falls upon the land its further progress
becomes twofold. The greater part of it sinks into the
ground and apparently disappears

; the rest flows off into
runnels, brooks, and rivers, and in this way moves down-
ward to the sea. it is most convenient to follow first the
course of the subterranean water.
We have seen that all rocks are more or less porous.

They are moreover traversed by abundant joints and cracks.
Hence, from the bed of the ocean, from the bottoms of
lakes and rivers, as well as from the surface of the land
on which rain falls, water is continually filtering downward
into the rocks beneath. To what depth this descent of the
surface water may go is not known. It may reach as far as
the intensely heated interior of the planet, for, as the
researches of M. Daubr<^e have shown, capillary water has
the capacity of penetrating rocks even against a high
counter-piessure of vapour. The water at extreme depths
may be under such pressure as to retain its liquid condition
at a red or even at a white heat. Probably the depth to
which the water descends varies indefinitely according to
the varying nature of the rocky crust. Some shallow mines
are practically quite dry, while others of great depth require
large pumping engines to keep them from being flooded by
the water which pours into them from the surrounding
rocks. As a rule, however, the upper layers of rock are
fuller of moisture than those deeper down.

The water which in this way sinks into the earth is not
permanently removed from the surface, though there may
perhaps be a slight loss due to absorption and chemical
alteration of the rocks. It accumulates underneath, until
by the pressure of the descending column it is forced to find
a passage through joints or fissures upward to the surface.

The points at which it issues are termed springs. In most
districts the rocks underneath are permeated with water
below a certain limit which is termed the water-leveL This
line is not a strictly horizontal one like that of the surface
of a lake. Moreover, it is liable to rise and fall according
as the seasons are wet or dry. In some places it lies quite
near, in others far below, the surface. A well is an arti-

ficial hole dug down below the water-level, into which
the water percolates. Hence, when the water-level happens
to be at a small depth the wells are shallow, when at a
great depth they require to be deep.

Since the rocks underneath the surface vary greatly in
porosity, some contain far more water than others. It
often happens that, percolating along some porous bed, the
subterranean water finds its way downward until it passes
under some more impervious^ rock. Hindered in its pro-
gress, it accumulates in the porous bed, from which it may
be able to find its way up to the surface again only by a
tedious circuitous passage. If, however, a bore-hole be
sunk through the upper impervious bed down to the water-

charged stratum below, the water will eagerly avail itself

of this artificial channel of escape, and will rise in the hole,

or even rush up and gush out as B,jet d^eau above ground.
Wells of this kind are now largely employed. They bear
the name of Artesian, from the old province of Artois in

France, where they have long been in use.

That the water really circulates underground, and passes

® See Austen, Quart, Jowm. Geol. Soc., vi. 94, vii. 121; Foster

and Topley, Quart. Jowrn. Geol. Soc., xxi- 446.

5 This term impervious mxist evidently be used in a relative and not
in an absolute sense. A stiff clay is practically impervious to the

trickle of underground water ; hence its employment as a material for

puddling (that is, making water-tight) canals and reservoirs. But it

contains abundant interstitial water, on which indeed its characteristic

plasticity depends.
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not merely between tbe pores of the rocks but in crevices

and tunnels which it has no doubt to a large extent opened

for itself along numerous natural joints and fissures, is

proved by the occasional rise of leaves, twigs, and even live

fish, in the shaft of an Artesian well. Such evidences are

particularly striking when found in districts without surface

waters, and even perhaps with little or no rain. They have

been met with, for instance, in sinking wells in some of the

sandy deserts on the southern borders of Algeria. In these

and similar cases it is clear that the water may, and some-

times does, travel for many leagues underground away from

the district where it fell as rain or snow, or where it leaked

from the bed of a river or lake.

The temperature of springs affords a convenient but not

always quite reliable indication of the relative depth from

which they have risen. Some springs are just one degree

or less above the temperature of ice. Others in volcanic

districts issue with the temperature of boiling water.

Between these tw^o extremes every degree may bo registered.

Very cold springs may be regarded as probably deriving

their supply from cold or even snow-covered mountains.

Certain exceptional cases, however, occur where ice forms

In caverns {glacih'es) even in warm and comparatively low

districts. Water issuing from these ice caves is of course

cold.^ On the other hand, springs whose temperature is

much higher than the mean temperature of the places at

which they emerge must have descended far enough to be

warmed by the internal heat of the earth. The hottest springs

are found in volcanic districts. But even at a great distance

from any active volcano, thermal simngs, as they are

called, appear with a temperature of 120® Fahr. (which is

that of the Bath springs) or even more. These have pro-

bably risen from a great depth. If we could assume a pro-

gressive increase of V Fahr. of subterranean heat for every

60 feet of descent, the water at 120° issuing at a locality

whose ordinary temperature is 50°, should have been down
at least 4200 feet below the surface. But from what has

been stated in a previous section (p. 224) regarding the

irregular stratification of temperature within the earth’s

mist, such estimates of the probable depth of the sources

of springs are liable to various errors.

Apart from its vast importance in a social point of view,

the underground circulation of water has a profound in-

terest for the geologist, from the light which it affords as to

the changes that rocks undergo, and the manner in which
these changes are effected. For, like all the other geologi-

cal agents, it does not move on its course without doing

work. We have now to inquire what is the nature of thac

work. A convenient arrangement will be to group its study

under two heads—(1) chemical action, and (2) mechanical

action.

(1.) Every spring, even the most clear and sparkling,

contains mineral matter in chemical solution, obtained

from the rocks through which the water travels in its

journey from the surface into the interior, and back
to the surface again. The nature of the mineral ingredi-

ents depends partly upon the composition of the rocks

traversed, partly upon the gases, acids, or other reagents

which may have been present in the rain, or may have
been obtained by the water in its subterranean journey,

and partly upon the depth to which the water may have
reached and the temperature to which it may have been

raised.

We have already [ante, p. 267) considered the substances

extracted by rain from the air and used by it in the disin-

tegration of rocks. The same reagents are of course carried

^ The most remarkable example of a glaciers yet observed is that of

Dobschau, in Hungary, of which an account, with a series of interest-

ing drawings, was published in 1874 by Hr J. A. Krenner, keeper of

the national museum in Buda-Pesth.

[hi. dynamical.

underneath the ground, when the rain-water sinks out of

sight, and continue there the processes of decomposition

and alteration which they are seen to effect at the surface.

But other sources are open to the subterranean water for

the augmentation of its chemical reagents. (1.) In de-

scending through the soil the meteoric water encounters

abundant organic matter, which abstracts its oxygen and

reidaces it by carbonic acid. This interchange probably

in many cases far more than compensates for the expendi-

ture of these gases employed in subaerial disintegration.

In so far as the water carries down from the soil any

oxidizable organic substance, its action must be to reduce

the oxides it encounters among rocks. It is remarkable

that ordinary vegetable soil possesses the power of remov-

ing from the water v/hich permeates it potash, silica,

phosphoric acid, ammonia, and organic matter, elements

which had been already in great measure abstracted from

it by living vegetation, and v.rhich are again taken up by

the same organic agents. (2.) Carbonic acid gas is some-

times largely evolved within the earth’s crust, especially

in regions of extinct or dormant volcanoes. Subterranean

water coming in the way of this gas greedily dissolves it,

and thereby obtains an enormously increased power of

attacking even the most obdurate rocks. (3.) Whenever

the water has its temperature considerably raised, its

solvent capacity, especially for silica, is largely augmented.

Hot springs often contain a large proportion of that sub-

stance in solution. (4.) The production of some of the

compounds which are due to decompositions efliected by
the water, and are carried along with it in solution, increases

its ability to accomplish further decompositions. Thus
the alkaline carbonates, which are among the earliest

products of the action of the water, enable it to dissolve

silica and decompose silicates.

The study of these alterations belongs to the subject of

Metamorphism, of which some account has already been

given {ante, p. 262). Let us look at the results achieved by
them, as shown in the composition of the water which issues

from different springs. Considered from this point of view,

springs may be treated as (1) common or ordinary springs,

that is, those which contain only such average proportions

of mineral matter as occur in ordinary potable water, and

(2) mineral springs, or those where the proportion of foreign

ingredients is large enough to give a marked character to

the water. These two groups, however, merge insensibly

into each other.

Common Springs,—The materials ordinarily present in

common spring water are, besides atmospheric air and its

gases, carbonate and sulphate of lime, common salt, with

chlorides of calcium and magnesium, and sometimes organic

matter. The amount of dissolved contents in ordinary

drinking water does not exceed *5 or at most 1 ‘0 gramme
per litre

;
the best waters contain even less.

Mineral Springs,—These may be roughly but con-

veniently classified according to the prevailing mineral sub-

stance contained in them, which may range in amount
from 1 to 300 grammes per litre.

^

Galcareous—containing so much lime that it is deposited as a

white crust as the water evaporates. Spring water when saturated

with carbonate of lime contains about 105 parts in 1 00, 000. Springs

of this kind are common in limestone countries. As the water flows

away from its point of exit, it throws down a deposit of calcareoms-

tufa or travertine, which, as it encrusts moss, twigs, and othei

objects, gives them the appearance of having been turned into stone,

whence the springs are popularly termed “petrifying.” Enormous
accumuktions of this kind have been formed in some parts of Italy,

where the rock so produced is extensively quarried as a building

material.

Ferruginous or Ohalyheate—containing a krge proportion of iron

in the total mineral ingredients. Such waters have an inky taste,

and often deposit along their course a yellow, brown, or red ochry

2 Paul, in Wattes Chem. Diet,, v., 1016.
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deposit, consisting mainly of hydrated peroxide of iron They may

j

be frequently observed m those distiicts wheie beds oi vems of

ironstone occur, oi wheie the rocks contain much non m combma-
tion

]

Sihceous—depositing silica or flint llthougli silica may be
dissolved and letamed in solution even in cold water, it is in the
hot water issuing in volcanic countries that it occuis most abund
antly, and where true sihceous spiings exist The geysers of

Iceland, New Zealand, the Yellowstone legion, and othci districts

aie illustrations When the heated vatei of these thermal spimgs
cools and evaporates, the silica is deposited as siliceous sinter round
their hasins, or in picturesque mounds at the point of escape One
of the sintei beds in the geyser region of Iceland is said to he two
leagues long, a qiiai ter of a league wide, and a hundred feet thick
As already stated {ante^ p 263 \ the eflcct of pressuieis to enable watci
at great depths to retain a larger amount of mineral mattei m solu
tiom Hence, when the watci ascends, it deposits its mineial con-
tents, not only because it cools, but because the pressuie is removed
There must in many cases be a copious deposit along the walls of
the fissuies up wliioli the water flows on its way to the sniface
Doubtless in this way many mineral veins have received theii sue
cessive coatings of quartz, jasper, gypsum, calcite, and other
minerals
Brine,—^biingmg to the surface a solution, moie or less neaily

saturated, of chloiide of sodium Spiings of this kind appear where
beds of solid rock salt exist undeincatli The watei in its passage
tmeounters the salt, dissolves it, and brings it to the smface The
brine springs of Cheshire in England, the Salzkamnieigut in Austii-i,

Bex in Switzeiland, &c ,
have long been well known Some of

the English brines contain about one p)ei cent of salts, of winch
the chloiide of sodium may range fiom a half to tliiee fourths or
more Other bimes, however, yield a far laigei amount, one at
Clemenshall, Wnitembuig, gave uiiwaids of 26 pci cent of salts,

of which almost the whole was chloiide of sodium The other sub
stances contained m solution in the watci of biine spimgs aie

usually such as exist also in sea watei, such as sulphate and cai

bonate of lime, chlorides of magnesium and potassium, Ac
Mediunal—a vague teim applied to miiieial spimgs which

have or aie believed to have cuiative effects in difleient diseases

Medical men recognize vaiious qualities, distinguished by the par
ticulai substance most conspicuous m each—as Allx^aZine Watei s,

containing lime or soda and caibonio acid, as those of Vichy or
Saratoga

,
Bittei JVaters^ with sulphate of magnesia and soda

—

-oedlitz, Kissmgen, Salt on Muiiatecl Waters

,

with common salt as
the leading mineral constituent—Wiesbaden, Cheltenham

,
Eai thij

Waters^ lime, either a sulphate oi carbonate, being the most moikcd
in^edient—Bath, Lucca, Sulphurous Waters, with sulphui as

sulphuretted hydrogen and in suliihides—^Aix-la-Cliapelle, Haiio
gate

Oil —Mineral oil is earned up by some oidinaiy spimgs, and
floats m dark drops on the surface of the water But in some paits
of the world, as m a wide region in the Noitlieiii States of the
American Union and in Canada, the oil ascends with little or no
water, and forms the oil spimgs which m iccent jears have become
so remarkable and abundant a source of illuminating oils, paiafhn,
and othei h^drocaibon compounds

Remits of Chermcal Aetzon of Undei gi oimcl Water,

—

Since every spring is busily engaged m bringing mineral
substances from below ground to the surface, there must
evidently be a vast amount of subterranean waste, and many
tunnels, channels, and caverns must in consequence be
formed To take one illustration the warm springs of

Bath, with a mean tempeiature of 120° Fahi , are impreg
iiated with sulphates of lime and soda, and chlorides of

sodium and magnesium Professor Hamsay has estimated

tlieir annual dischaige of mineral matter to be equal to a
square column 9 feet in diameter and 140 feet m height
It IS m calcareous regions that the extent of the subter

r>nean loss can be most strikingly seen Sometimes a dis-

tuct of limestone is drilled with vertical cavities {swallow-

holes or sznLs) formed by the solution of the rock by the

descent of carbonated ram water. Surface drainage is there

intercepted, and passes at once undei ground, where, in

course of time, an elaborate system of channels may be dis

solved out of tne solid rock. Such has been the cyngin of

the Peak caverns of Derbyshire, the intricate grottoes of

Antiparos and Adelsberg, and the vast labyrinths of the

Mammoth Cave of Kentucky In the couise of time the

underground rivers open out new courses, and leave their

old ones dry By the falling m of the roofs of caverns
near the surfaf*e, brooks and rivers are occasionally en-

gulphed, which, alter a long subterranean course, may issue
to the surface again in a totally different surface area of
drainage to that m which they took their rise, and some-
times, as in Ploiida, with volume enough to be navigable
almost up to their outflow In such ciicumstauces
lakes may be formed over the sites of the broken m
caverns^ and valleys may thus be deepened, or perhaps
even formed Mud, sand, and gravel, with the remains of
plants and animals, are sw ept below ground, and sometimes
accumulate in deposits there This has been the origin of
ossiferous caverns, and of the loam and breccia so often
found in them

These wonderful results of the subterranean circulation
of water appeal to the imagination, and are those usually
most dwelt upon as evincing the potency of this kind of
geological agency And j^'et the thoughtful observer who
reflects upon this subject will perhaps be led to percei\e
that even more important than these visible caverns and
grottoes are the silent unobtrusive changes so constantly
in progress in the solid heart of rocks. As fai down as
percolating water reaches theie is not a particle of mineial
matter safe from its attacks. And as we have seen, it is

hardly possible to find any rock which does not bear
thioughout its minute grains and pores evidence that water
has filtered through it, removing some substances and put
ting others m their place

(2 ) Results of MeeJutmeal Action—In its passage along
fissures and channels of the rocks, the undergiound wrater

not merely dissolves materials chemically and removes them
m solution, it likewise loosens some of the finer particles

fiom the sides of these subterianean conduits and carries

them along in mechanical suspension We may occasionally
observe, where a spring gushes foith at the surface, that grams
of sand are brought up in the clear sparkling water This
removal of material sometimes produces remarkable surface
changes when it takes place along the side of a steep slope

or cliff, such as occui in rivei valleys, or by the sea-coast

Let us suppose a thin layer of some porous material, like

loose sand or ill compacted sandstone to lie betw een two
more impervious rocks such as masses of clay or limestone,

and that this porous stratum sloping down from higher
ground comes out to the surface near the base of a line

ot abrupt clifl The water which finds its way down
into this layer will use it as its channel of escape, and
travelling along its course will issue in spimgs or in a

more general oozing foith along its outciop at the foot ot

the declivity. Under these cucumstances the support
of the overlying mass of rock is apt to be loosened The
water not only removes piece meal the sandy layer on w hich
that overlying mass rests, but as it weie lubricates the

rock underneath Consequently at intervals portions of the

upper rock may bieak off and slide down into the valley

01 plain below Such dislocations are known as landsh2)^

Many illustrative examples might be cited. Thus in tlie

year 1839 a mass of chalk on the Doisetshire coast slipped

over a bed of clay into the sea, leaving a rent three quarters

of a mile long, 150 feet deep, and 240 feet wide The
shifted mass, bearing with it houses, roads, and fields, w^as

cracked, bioken, and tiltedin various directions, and was thus

prepared for further attack and removal by the waves On
many parts of the coasts of Britain there are landslips on a

large scale which doubtless took place many centuries ago,

or even in some cases beyond the times of human history

The undercliff of the Isle of Wight, the cliffs west of

Brandon Head, county Kerry, the basalt escarpments of

Antrim, and the edges of the great volcanic plateaus of Mull,

Skye, and Eaasay farnibh illustrations of such prehistoiic

landslips Of Continental examples, the well known fall of

the Bossberg, behind the Riglii in Switzerland, is one of the

most memorable After a rainy summer in 1806 a large
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part of one side of the mountain, consisting of sloping beds
of hard red sandstone and conglomerate, resting upon soft

sandy layers, gave way. Thousands of tons of solid rock

suddenly swept across the valley of Goldau, burying four

villages, with about 600 of their inhabitants. In 1855 a

mass of debris, 3500 feet long, 1000 feet wide, and 600 feet

high, slid into the valley of the Tiber, which, dammed back
by the obstruction, overflowed the village of San Stefano

to a depth of 50 feet, until drained off by a tunnel.

§ 3. Brooks and Eivers,

These will be considered under four aspects:—(1) their

sources of supply, (2) their discharge, (3) their flow, and

(4) their geological action.

L SoTJKCES OP Supply.—Eivers are the natural drains

of a land surface. They carry out to sea the surplus water
after evaporation, and not water only, but a vast and
almost incredible amount of material annually worn off

the land. Their contents are derived partly from rain

(including mist and dew) and melted snow, partly from
springs. In a vast river system like that of the Mississippi,

the area of drainage is so extensive as to embrace many
different climates and varieties of rainfall, so that on the

whole the amount of discharge, being in a great measure in-

dependent of local variationsin the weather, remains tolerably

uniform. But in smaller rivers, such as those of Britain,

whose basins lie in a region having the same general

features of climate, the quantity of water is regulated

by the local rainfall. A wet season swells the streams, a
• dry one diminishes them. Were rivers entirely dependent,

however, upon direct supplies of rain, they would only flow

in rainy seasons, and disappear in dry weather. This does

uot happen, because they derive a great deal of their water
not directly from rain, but indirectly through the inter-

. mediate agency of springs. Hence they continue to flow

even in very dry weather, because, though the superficial

supplies have failed, the underground sources still continue

.available. In a long drought, however, the latter begin to

fail, the surface springs ceasing first, and gradually drying

up in their order of depth, until at last only deep-seated

springs furnish a perhaps daily diminishing quantity of

water. It is a matter of great economic as well as

scientific interest to know how long any river would con-

tinue to yield a certain amount of water during a prolonged
drought. So -far as we can tell, no rule could possibly be
laid down for a generally applicable calculation, every area

having its own peculiarities of underground drainage. Mr
Joseph Lucas gives some particulars which show what may
happen in a chalk district. The river Wandle drains an
area of 51 square miles of the chalk downs in the south-

east of England. For eighteen months, from May 1858 to

October 18^59, as tested by gauging, there was very little

absorption of rainfall over the drainage basin, and yet the
minimum recorded flow of the Wandle was 10,000,000
gallons a-day', which, Mr Lucas says, represents not more
than *4090 inch of rain absorbed on the 61 square miles of

chalk. The rock is so saturated that it can continue to

supply a large yield of water for eighteen months after it

has ceased to receive supplies from the surface, or at least

has received only very much diminished supplies.^

IL Dischabge.—As the natural drains of the land, rivers

carry the surplus moisture out to sea. What proportion of

the total rainfall is thus discharged by them is a question
of great geological and industrial interest. From the very
moment that water takes visible form as mist, cloud, dew,
rain, snow, or hail, it is subject to evaporation. When it

reaches the ground, or flows off into brooks, rivers, lakes, or

1 Lucas, Horizontal Wdls^ London, 1874, pp. 40, 41, See also

Braithwaite, “ On the Else and Fall of the Wandle/’ Minutes Free.
InsU C.E,, xz.
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the sea, it undergoes continual diminution from this cause.

Hence in regions where rivers receive no tributaries, they
grow smaller in volume as they move onward, till they some-
times even disappear. Apart from temperature, the amount
of evaporation is very largely regulated by the nature of the

surface from which it takes place, one soil or rock differing

from another, and all of them probably from a surface of

water. There is no question in meteorology where full and
detailed observations are more wanting than in the deter-

mination of the relation of evaporation to rainfall and river

discharge. 2 During severe storms of rain, the water dis-

charged over the land of course to a very large extent finds

its way at once into brooks and rivers, where it causes

floods, and whence it reaches the sea. Mr David Steven-

son remarks that, acccording to different observations, the

amount carried off in floods varies from 1 to 100 cubic feet

per minute per acre.^ But though floods cannot be deemed
exceptional phenomena, forming as they do a part of the

regular system of water circulation over the land, they do
not represent the ordinary proportions between rainfall and
river discharge in such a climate as that of Britain, where
the rainfall is not crowded into one season, but is spread

more or less equally throughout the year. According to

Beardmore's table,^ the Thames at Staines has a mean
annual discharge of 32*40 cubic inches per minute per

square mile, equal to a depth of 7*31 inches of rainfall run

off, or less than a third of the total rainfall The most
carefully collected data at present available are probably

those given by Humphreys and Abbot for the basin of the

Mississippi and its tributaries as shown in the subjoined

table :

—

• Ratio of Drainage
to Rainfall.

Ohio River 0*24

Missouri River 0 15

Upper Mississippi River 0*24

Small tributarily^ 0 *90

Arkansas and White River 0*15

Red River 0*20

Yazoo River 0*90

St Francis River. 0 *90

Entire Mississipiii, exclusive of Red River 0 *25

Perhaps in Great Britain not more than a fourth part of

the total moisture deposited on the land from the atmo-

sphere is carried out to sea by streams.^ But this is a point

on which, until far more facts have been gathered, no
definite statement can be accepted as at all trustworthy.

HI. Flow.—Rivers, in obedience to the law of gravita-

tion, always move from a higher to a lower level. Where
the channel of a river becomes vertical, or nearly so, a water-

® In the present state of out information it seems almost useless to

state any of the results already obtained, so widely discrepant and irre-

concilable are they. In some cases the evaporation is given as usually
three times the rainfall ! and that the evaporation always exceeded the
rainfall was for many years the belief among the French hydraulic
engineers. (See Annales des Fonts et Chaussies, 1860, p. 383.)
Observations on a larger scale, and with greater precautions against

the undue heating of the evaporator, have since shown, as might have
been anticipated, that as a rule, save in exceptionally dry years, the eva-

poration lower than the rainfall. As the averaa;e of ten years from
1860 to 1869 Mr Greaves found that at Lea Bridge the evaporation from
a surface of water was 20*946, while the rainfall was 25*534 (Symons’s
British Rainfall for 1869, p. 162). But we need a vast accumulation
of observations, taken in many different situations and exposures, in

different rocks and soils, and at various heights above the sea. (For
a notice of a method of trying the evaporation from soil, see British

RainfaU, 1872, p. 206.)
® Reclamation and Protection of Agricultural Land, Edin., 1874,

p. 15. -

^ Hy&rology, p. 201.
® In mountainous tracts having a large rainfall and a short descent

to the sea, the proportion of water returned to the sea must be very
much greater than this. Mr Bateman’s observations for seven years
in the Loch Katrine district gave a mean annual rainfall of 87J inches
at the head of the lake, with an outflow equivalent to a depth of 81*70
inches of rain removed from the drainage basin of 71J square miles.
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fall is formed ; a steep rocky declivity in the channel gives

rise to rapids
;
a fiat plain allows the stream to linger with

a scarcely perceptible current ;
while a lake renders the fiow

nearly or altogether imperceptible. Thus the rate of fiow

is regulated in the main by the angle of inclination and
form of the channel, but partly also by the volume of water,

an increase of volume in a narrow channel increasing the

rate of motion even without an increase of slope.

The course of a great river may be divided into three
parts :— 1. T/ie Mountain Tracks—where, amidst the clouds
and snows it takes its rise as a mere brook, and, fed by
innumerable similar torrents, dashes rapidly down the
steep sides of the mountains, leaping from crag to crag in

endless cascades, growing every moment in volume, until

it enters lower ground. 2. The Valley Track.—It now
flows through the lower hills or undulations which traverse

or flank a great mountain chain, and is found at one time
in a wide fertile valley, then in a dark gorge, now falling

headlong in a cataract, now expanding into a broad lake.

This is the part of its career where it assumes the most
varied aspects, receives the largest tributaries, and fulfils

most characteristically the various conditions which are

present to our minds in the idea of a river. 3. The Plain
Track.—Having quitted the undulating region, it finally

emerges upon broad plains, probably wholly, or in great
part, made by itself. Here it winds sluggishly in wide
curves, perhaps divides so as to enclose tracts of flat meadow
or marsh, and finally, amid banks of mud and sand, passes

out into the great ocean. In Europe the Rhine, Rhone, and
Danube, in Asia the Ganges and Indus, in America the
Mississippi and Amazon, in Africa the Nile, more or less

fully illustrate this typical course of a great river.

If we draw a longitudinal section of the course of any
such river from its source, or from the highest peaks around
that source to its mouth at the sea, we find that the line

forms a concave curve. Steep at first, where it slopes from
the mountain crests down into the valleys, the curve grows
less and less through the middle portion, until it finally can
hardly be distinguished from a horizontal line. Though
characteristic of great rivers, this feature is not confined to

their courses, but belongs to the architecture of the conti-

nents.

It is evident that a river must fiow, on the whole, fastest

in the first portion of its course, and slowest in the last.

The common method of comparing the fall or slope of rivers

is to divide the difference of height between their source
and the sea-level by their length, so as to give the declivity

per mile. This mode, however, often fads to bring out the
real resemblances and differences of rivers, even in regard
to their angle of slope. For example, two streams rising

at a height of 1000 feet, and flowing 100 miles, would each
have an average slope of 10 feet per mile

;
yet they might

be wholly unlike each other, one making its descent almost
entirely in the first or mountain part of its course, and
lazily winding for most of its way through a vast low plain,

the other toiling through the mountains, then beeping among
hills and table-lands, so as to form on the whole a tolerably

equable and rapid fiow. The great rivers of the globe have
probably a less average slope than 2 feet per mile. The
Missouri has a descent of 28 inches per mile. The average
slope of the channel of the Thames is 21 inches per mile ;

of the Shannon about 11 inches per mile, but between
Killaloe and Limerick about 6^- feet per mile

;
of the Nile,

below Cairo, 3*25 to 5 '5 inches per mile ; of the Doubs and
Rhone, from Besangon to the Mediterranean, 24T8 inches
per mile

\ of the Yolga, from its source to the sea, a little

more than 3 inches per mde. Higher angles of descent are
those of torrents, as the Arve, with a slope of 1 in 616
at Chamounix, and the Durance, whose angle varies from
1 in 467 to 1 in 208. The slope of a navigable river

ought not, if possible, to exceed 10 inches per mile, or 1
in 6336.^

But not only does the rate of flow of a river vary at dif-

ferent parts of its course, it is not the same in every part
of the cross section of the river taken at any given point.

The sides and bottom, being retarded by friction against the
channel, move less rapidly than the centre. The central

piers of a bridge have thus a greater velocity of river current
to bear than those at the banks. It follows that whatever
tends to diminish the friction of the moving current will

increase its rate of flow. The same body of water, other
conditions being equal, will move faster through a narrow
gorge with steep smooth walls than over a broad rough
rocky bed. For the same reason, when two streams join,

their united current, having in many cases a channel not
much larger than that of one of the single streams, floivs

faster, because the water encounters now the friction of only
one channel. The average rate of flow of rivers is much
less than might be supposed, even in what are termed swift

rivers. A moderate rate is about IJ mile in the hour;
even that of a torrent does not exceed 18 or 20 miles in

the hour.2 Mr D. Stevenson states that the velocity of

such rivers as the Thames, the Tay, or the Clyde may be
found to vary from about one mile -pev hour as a minimum
to about three miles per hour as a maximum velocity.®

It may be remarked, in concluding this part of the sub-

ject, that elevations and depressions of the land must have
a powerful influence upon the slope of rivers. The uprais-

ing of the axis of a country must increase the slope, and
consequently the rate of flow which, on the contrary, wiR
be diminished by a depression of the axis or by an elevation

of the maritime regions.

IV. Geological Action.—Like all the other forms of

moving water, the streams which traverse a country have
both a chemical and mechanical action. The latter receives

most attention, as it undoubtedly is the more important;

but the former ought not to be omitted in any survey of the

general waste of the earth’s surface.

i. Chemical,—The water of rivers must possess the

powers of a chemical solvent like rain and springs, though
its actual work in this respect can be less easily measured,

seeing that river water is directly derived from rain and
springs, and necessarily contains in solution mineral

substances supplied to it by them and not by its own oper-

ation. Nevertheless, it is sometimes easy to prove that

streams dissolve chemically the rocks of their channels.

Thus in limestone districts the base of the cliffs of river

ravines may be found eaten away into tunnels, arches,

and overhanging projections, presenting in their smooth
surfaces a great contrast to the angular jointed faces of the

same rock where exposed to the influence only of the weather

on the higher parts of the cliff.

The composition of the river waters of western Europe
is well shown by numerous analyses. The substances held

in solution include variable proportions of the carbonates of

lime, magnesia, and soda; silica; peroxides of iron and
manganese

;
alumina ;

sulphates of lime, magnesia, potash,

and soda; chlorides of sodium, potassium, calcium, and mag-

nesium ;
silicate of potash ;

nitrates
;
and organic matter. The

minimum proportion of mineral matter among the analyses

collected byBischof was 2*61 in 100,000 parts of water in

a mountain stream 3800 feet above the sea. On the other

hand as much as 54*5 parts in the 100,000 were obtained in

the waters of the Beuvronne, a tributary of the Loire above

Tours. The average of the whole of these analyses is about

21 parts of mineral matter in 100,000 of water, whereof

carbonate of lime usually forms the half, its mean quantity

1 D. Stevenson, Canal and River Engineering p. 224
® Contjean, Giologie, p. 225.
® Meclmnation of Ziund, 'g. 18.

X. 35
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being 11*34:. Bischof calculated that, assumiag the mean
quantity of carbonate of lime in the Bhine to be 9*46 in

100,000 of water, which is the proportion ascertained at

Bonn, enough carbonate of lime is carried into the sea by
this river for the annual formation of three hundred and
thirty-two thousand millions of oyster shells of the usual

size. The mineral next in abundance is sulphate of lime,

v/hich in some rivers constitutes nearly half of the dissolved

mineral matter. Silica amounting to 4*88 parts in 100,000

of water has been found in the Ehine, near Strasburg.

The largest amount of alumina was O’Tl in the Loire, near

Orleans. The proportion of mineral matter in the Thames,

near London, amounts to about 33 in 100,000 parts of

water, 15 of which (nearly half of the whole) consist of car-

bonate of lime.

It requires some reflection properly to appreciate the

amount of solid mineral matter which is every year carried

in solution from the rocks of the land and diffused by rivers

into the sea. According to recent calculations by Mr
T. Mellard Reade, C.E., a total of 8,370,630 tons

_

of

solids in solution is every year removed by running

water from the rocks of England and Wales, which is

equivalent to a general lowering of the surface of the

country from that cause alone at the rate of *0077 of afoot

in a century or one foot in 12,978 years. The same writer

computes the annual discharge of solids in solution by the

Ilhine to be equal to 92*3 tons per square mile, that of the

Rhone at Avignon 232 tons per square mile, and that of !

the Danube at 72*7 tons per square mile
;
and he supposes

that on an average over the whole world there maybe every

year dissolved by rain about 100 tons rocky matter per

English square mile of surface.^

ii. Mechanical.—The mechanical work of rivers is three-

fold:—(1) to transport mud, sand, gravel, or blocks of stone

from higher to lower levels; (2) to use these loose mate-

rials in eroding their channels
;
and (3) to deposit these

materials where possible, and thus to make new geological

formations.

1. Transporting Power.—It is one of the distinctions of

river water, as compared with that of springs, that, as a
rule, it is less transparent, that is, it contains more or less

mineral matter in suspension. The same stream differs much
at successive intervals in the amount of material thus trans-

ported. In dry weather when the water is low it may be
tolerably clear

;
but a sudden heavy shower or a season of

web weather will render it turbid. The mud thus so fre-

quently noticeable in rivers is partly derived from the sur-

face of the ground on either side, whence it is washed into

the main streams by rain and brooks, but partly also by
the abrasion of the water-channels through the operations of

the streams themselves. In the mountain tributaries of a
river we find the channels choked with large fragments
of rock disengaged from the cliffs and crags on either

side. Traced downwards the blocks are seen to become
gradually smaller and more rounded. They are ground
against each other and upon the rocky sides and bottom of

the channel, getting more and more reduced as they descend,

and at the same time abrading the rocks over or against

which they are driven. Hence a great deal of debris is pro-

duced, and is swept along by the onward and downward
movement of the brooks and rivers. The finer portions,

such as mud and fine sand, are carried in suspension, and
impart the characteristic turbidity to rivers ; the coarser

sand and gravel are driven along the river bottom.
The transporting capacity of a stream depends (a) on

the volume and velocity of the current, and (b) on the size,

shape, and specific gravity of the sediment, (a) According
to the calculations of Hopkins, the capacity of transport
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increases as the sixth power of the velocity of the current;
thus the motive power of the current is increased 64 times
by the doubling of the velocity, 729 times by trebling,

and 4096 times by quadrupling it. It has been found by
experiment that ordinary sandy soil is moved by a cur-

rent having a velocity of about half a mile an hour, and
that a current of about one mile per hour will move fine

gravel, while heavy gravel resists a current of upwards of

two miles per hour.” Mr David Stevenson^ gives the

subjoined table of the power of transport of different

velocities of river currents.

In. per Mi3e per
Second. Hour.

3 = 0*170 will just begin to work on fine clay.

6 = 0*340 will lift fine sand.

8 = 0*4545 will lift sand as coaiso as linseed.

12 = 0*6819 Will sweep along fine gravel.

24 = 1*3038 will loll along rounded j)obble& 1 inch in diameter.

36 = 2*045 will sweep along slippery angular stones of the size

of an egg.

We must never lose sight, however, of the fact that it is

not the surface velocity, nor even tlie mean velocity, of a

river which can be taken as the measure of its power of

transport, but the bottom velocity—that is, the rate at

which the stream overcomes the friction of its channel.

(b) The average specific gravity of the stones in a river

ranges between two and three times that of pure fresh

water ;
hence these stones lose from a half to a third of

their weight in air when borne along by the river. Huge
blocks which could not be moved by the same amount of

energy applied to them on dry ground are swept along

with ease when they have found their way into a strong

river current. The shape of the fragments greatly affects

their portability, when they are too large and heavy to be
carried in mechanical suspension. Rounded stones are of

course most easily moved
;

fiat and angular ones are moved
with comparative difficulty.

Besides their ordinary powers of transport, rivers gain

at times considerable additional force from several causes.

Those liable to sudden and heavy falls of rain acquire

by flooding an enormous increase of transporting and
excavating power. More work may thus be done by a
stream in a day than could be accomplished by it during
years of its ordinary condition.*^ Another source of

increase to the action of rivers is provided when, from
landslips, formed by earthquakes, by the undermining
influence of springs, or otherwise, a stream is temporarily

dammed back, and the barrier subsequently gives way.

The bursting out of the arrested waters produces great de-

struction in the valley. Blocks as big as houses may be
set in motion, and carried down for considerable distances.

Again, the transporting power of rivers is greatly augmented
in countries where they freeze in winter. As the ice

gathers along the banks it encloses gravel, sand, and even
large blocks of rock, which, when thaw comes, are lifted

up by the ice and carried down the stream. Ground-ice
likewise appears in cold latitudes on the bottoms of the

rivers, whence, rising in cakes to the surface, it carries with
it sand, mud, or stones lying on the bottom, which are then
swept seaward. When rivers such as those of northern
Russia and Siberia, flowing from south to north, have the

ice thawed in their higher courses before it breaks up
farther down, much disaster is sometimes caused by the

piling up of the ice, and then by the bursting of the

impeded river through the temporary ice-barrier. In
another way ice sometimes vastly increases the destructive

® Ccmal and B/uoer Engine&ring, p. 315.
^ The extent to which heavy rains can alter the usual characters of

rivers is forcibly exemplified in the graphic account of The Moray-
shire Floods^ by the late Sir T, Dick Lauder. In the year 1829 the
rivers of that region rose 10, 18, and in one case even 50 feet above
their common summer level, producing almost incredible havoc.Add/ress to Liverjpool Geological Society, 1877.
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powers of small streams where avalanches or an advancing
glacier cross a valley and pond back its drainage. The
valley of the Dranse, in Switzerland, has several times
suffered from this cause. In 1818 the glacier barrier ex-

tended across the valley for more than half a mile, with a
breadth of 600 and a height of 400 feet. The waters
above the ice-dam accumulated into a lake containing

800,000,000 cubic feet. By a tunnel driven through the

ice, the water was drawn off without desolating the plains

below.

That rivers differ vastly from each other in the amount of

material they transport is made evident by the great diver-

sities in their relative muddiness. It should be borne in

mind that the actual amount of sediment borne downwards
by a river is not necessarily determined by the carrying

power of the current. The swiftest streams are not always
the muddiest. The proportion of sediment is partly

dependent upon the hardness or softness of the rocks of

the channel, the number of tributaries, the nature and slope

of the ground forming the drainage basin, the amount and
distribution of the rainfall, the size of the glaciers (where
such exist) at the sources of the river, &c. A rainfall spread
with some uniformity throughout the year may not sensibly

darken the rivers with mud, but the same amount of fall

crowded into a few weeks or months may be the means of

sweeping a vast amount of earth into the rivers, and send-

ing them down in a greatly discoloured state bo the sea.

Thus the rivers of India during the rainy season become
rolling currents of mud.

In his iourneys through equatorial Africa Livingstone
came upon rivers which appear usually to consist more of

sand than of water. He describes the Zingesi as ‘‘ a sand
rivulet in flood, 60 or 70 yards wide, and waist-deep. Like
all these sand-rivers it is for the most part dry ; but, by
digging down a few feet, water is to be found, which is per-

colating along the bed on a stratum of clay. In trying to

ford it,” he remarks, I felt thousands of particles of coarse

sand striking my legs, which gave me the idea that the

amount of matter removed by every freshet must be very
great. . . . These sand rivers remove vast masses of disin-

tegrated rock before it is fine enough to form soil. lu most
rivers where much wearing is going on, a person diving to

the bottom may hear literally thousands of stones knocking
against each other. This attrition, beiug carried on for

hundreds of miles in different rivers, must have an effect

greater than if all the pestles and mortars and mills of the

world were grinding and wearing away the rocks.”

The amount of mineral matter transported by rivers can
be estimated by examining their waters at different periods

and places, and determining their solid contents. A com-
plete analysis should take into account what is chemically
dissolved, what is mechanically suspended, and what is

driven or pushed along the bottom. We have already dealt

with the chemically dissolved ingredients. In determin-

ations of the mechanically mixed constituents of river

water, it is most advantageous to obtain the proportion first

by weight, and then from its average specific gravity to

estimate its bulk as an ingredient in the water. The
Ganges, according to Everest, contains during the four

months of flood earthy matter in the proportion of

-j-^by weight or by volume,—the mean average
for the year being by weight or xuW ^7
According to Mr Login, the waters of the Irrawaddy con-

tain by weight of sediment during floods, and
during a low state of the river. The most elaborate measure-
ments and calculations yet made regarding this aspect

of the operations of a river are those by Messrs Humphreys
and Abbot on the Mississippi, who found, as the mean of

many observations carried on continuously at different

parts of the river for months together, that the average
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proportion of sediment contained in the water of the
Mississippi is ^7 weight, or by volume. But
besides the matter held in susiDeiision, they observed
that a large amount of coarse detritus is constantly being
pushed along the bottom of the river. They estimated that
this moving stratum carries every year into the Gulf of

Mexico about 750 million cubic feet of sand, earth, and
gravel. Their observations led them to conclude that the
annual discharge of water by the Mississippi is

19,500,000 million cubic feet, and consequently that the
weight of mud annually carried into the sea by this river

must reach the sum of 813,500 million Ib. Taking the
total annual contributions of earthy matter, whether in
suspension or moving along the bottom, they found them
to equal a prism 268 feet in height, with a base of one
square mile.

2. Excavating Power.—^In transporting its freight of

sediment a river performs a vast amount of abrasion. In
the first place it rubs the loose stones against each other,

breaks them into smaller pieces, rounds off their edges,
reduces them to rounded pebbles and finally to sand or

mud. In the next place by driving these loose materials
over the rocks it wears down the sides and bottom of its

channel which is thereby widened and deepened.
The familiar effect of running water upon fragments of

rock, in reducing them to smoothed rounded pebbles, is

expressed by the common phrase “ water-worn.” Every
stream which descends from high rocky ground may be
comx>ared to a grinding mill; large boulders and angular
blocks of rocks, disengaged by frosts, springs, and general
atmospheric waste, fall into the upper end, and only fine

sand and silt are discharged into the sea. M. Daubr4e has
instituted some ingenious experiments for ascertaining the
circumstances under which angular fragments are conveited
into rounded pebbles with the production of sand and mud.
Using fragments of granite and quartz, he caused them to
slide over each other in a hollow cylinder partiallyfilled with
water, and rotating on its axis with a mean velocity of 0*80
to 1 metre in a second. He found that after the first 25
kilometres (about 15-|- English miles) the angular fragments
of granite had lost ^ of their weight, while in the same
distance fragments already well-rounded had not lost more
than y^y to The fragments rounded by this journey
of 25 kilometres in a cylinder could not be distinguished
either in form or in general aspect from the natural detritus

of a river bed. A second product of these experiments was
ail extremely fine impalpable mud, which remained sus-

pended in the water several days after the cessation of the
movement. During the production of this fine sediment
the water acted chemically upon the granite fragments, for

after a day or two it was found, even though cold, to have
dissolved a very sensible projiortion of silicate of potash.

After a journey of 160 kilometres, 3 kilogrammes (about

6^-5) avoirdupois) had yielded 3*3 grammes (about 50
grains) of soluble salts consisting chiefly of silicate of

potash. A third product was an extremely fine angular

sand consisting almost wholly of quartz, with scarcely any
felspar, almost the whole of the latter mineral having passed
into the state of clay. The sand grains, as they are con-

tinually pushed onward over each other upon the bottom of

a river, become rounded as the larger pebbles do. But, as

M. Daubr6e points out, a limit is placed to this attrition by
the size and specific gravity of the grains. So long as they

are carried in suspension they will not abrade each other,

but remain angular ; for he found that the milky tint of the

Hhine at Strasburg in the months of July and August was
due not to mud but to a fine angular sand (with grains about

^ millimetre in diameter) which constitutes of the

totalweight of water. Yet this sandhadtravelled in arapidly

flowing tumultuous river from the Swiss mountains, and had

GEOLOGY
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been tossed over waterfalls and rapids in its journey. He much, more probably the escarpment and waterfall began to

ascertained also that sand with a mean diameter of grain of arise simultaneously and from the same geological structure.

mm. will float in feebly agitated water
;
so that all sand As the escarpment grew in height, it receded from its stait-

of finer grain must remain angular. The same observer has ing point. The river-ravine likewise crept backward, but at

noticed that sand composed of grains with a mean diameter a more rapid rate, and the result has been that at present

of ^ mm., and carried along by water moving at a rate the cliff worn down by atmospheric causes stands at

of 1 metre per second, gets rounded, and loses about x 7)

-
5-tj o~

Queenstown, while the ravine extends 7 miles further

of its weight in every kilometre travelled. inland, with a width of from 200 to 400 yards, and a depth

The effects of abrasion upon the loose materials on a of from 200 to 300 feet. In this as in other cases the

river bed are only a portion of the erosive work performed waterfall has cut its way backward up the course of its

by the stream. Where the bottom is covered with a layer stream, and will continue to do so as long as the structure

of debris only the upper portion of which is pushed onward of the gorge continues as it is now—a thick bed or beds of

by the current, the solid rock of the river channel is there limestone resting horizontally upon soft shales. The softer

protected from waste. But this protection is only local, and strata at the base are undermined, and slice after slice is cut

is apt to be swept away from time to time by violent floods, off from the cliff over which the cataract pours. It has been

In those parts of a river channel where the current is strong estimated that at their present rate of recession the Niagara

enough to keep gravel and boulders moving along, these Falls must have taken about 35,000 years to cut their way
loose materials rub down the rocky bottom over which they backward and excavate the gorge between their present

are driven. As the shape and declivity of the channel position and Queenstown. In other cases waterfalls have

vary constantly from point to point, with at the same time been produced by the existence of a harder and more resist-

frequent changes in the nature of its rocks, this erosive action ing band or barrier of rock crossing the course of the stream,

is liable to continual modifications. While there is a gene- as, for instance, where the rocks have been cat by an intru-

ral abrasion of the whole bottom over which loose detritus sive dyke or mass of basalt. In these and all other cases the

is roUed, the erosion goes on most briskly in the numerous removal of the harder mass destroys the waterfall, which, after

hollows and grooves along which chiefly these loose materials passing into a series of rapids, is finally lost in the general

travel. Wherever an eddy occurs in which gravel is kept abrasion of the river-channel. The most marvellous river

in gyration, erosion is much increased. The stones in their gorges in the world are those of the Colorado region in

movement excavate a hole in the channel, while, as they North America. The rivers there flow in ravines thousands

themselves are reduced to sand and mud, or are swept out of feet deep and hundreds of miles long, through vast table-

by the force of the current, their places are taken by fresh lands of nearlyhorizontal strata. The Grand Canon (ravine)

stones brought down by the stream. Such pot-holes^ as they of the Colorado river is 300 miles long, and in some places

are termed, vary in size from mere cup-like depressions to more than 6000 feet in perpendicular depth. The country

huge cauldrons or pools. As they often coalesce by the is hardly to be crossed except by birds, so profoundly has

giving way of the intervening walls between two or more of it been trenched by these numerous gorges. Yet the whole
them they materially increase the deepening of the river bed. of this excavation has been effected by the erosive action of

The shape of a river channel at any given point in its the streams themselves,

course depends mainly upon the nature and structure of In the excavation of a ravine, whether by the recession

the material out of which it has been eroded. One of the of a waterfall or of a series of rapids, the action of the river

most characteristic features of streams, whether large or is more rapid than that of the atmospheric agents. The
small, is the tendency to wind in serpentine curves when sides of the ravine consequently retain their vertical char-

the angle of declivity is low and the general surface of the acter. But where, from the nature of the ground, the

country tolerably level This peculiarity may be observed denuding action of rain, frost, and general weathering is

in every stream which traverses a flat alluvial plain. Some more rapid than that of the river, a wider and opener
slight weakness in one of its banks enables the current to valley is hollowed out, through which the river flows, and
cut away a portion of the bank at that point. By degrees from which it carries away the materials discharged into

a concavity is formed, whence the water is deflected to the it from the surrounding slopes by the rain and brooks,

opposite side, there to break with increased force against 3. Reproductive Power.—Every body of water which
the bank. Gradually a similar concavity is cut out on when in motion carries along sediment drops it when at
that side, and so, bending alternately from one side to the rest. The moment a current has its rapidity checked it is

other, the stream is led to describe a most sinuous course deprived of some of its carrying power, and begins to lose

across the plain. By this process, however, while the hold upon its sediment, which tends more and more to sink
course is greatly lengthened, the velocity of the current pro- and halt on the bottom the slower the motion of the water*
portionately diminishes, until it may, before quitting the In the course of every brook and river there are frequent
plain, become a lazy, creeping stream, which in England checks to the current. If these are examined, they wiU
is bordered perhaps with sedges and willows. Such usually be found to be each marked by a more or less con-
meandering courses are most frequent in soft alluvial plains, spicuous deposit of sediment. We may notice seven dif-

but they may also be found in solid rock if the original ferent situations in which stream deposits or alluvium may
form of the surface was tolerably flat. The windings of the be accumulated,
gorges of the Moselle and Rhine through the table-land (a.) At the foot of Mountain Slopes .—When a runnel or
between^ Treves, Mainz, and the Siebengebirge form a torrent descends a steep declivity it tears down the soil and
notable illustration. rocks, cutting a deep gash out of the side of the mountain.

Abrupt changes in the geological structure or lithological On reaching the level ground at the base of the slope the
character of the rocks of a river-channel may give rise to water, abruptly checked in its velocity, at once drops its

waterfalls. In many cases waterfalls have originated in coarser sediment, which gathers in a fan-shaped pile or cone,
lines of escarpment over which the water at first found with the apex pointing up the water course. Huge accumu-
its way, or in the same geological arrangement of hard lations of boulders and shingle may thus be seen at the foot
and soft rocks by which the escarpments themselves have of such torrents,—the water flowing through them often in
been produced. In the case of the falls of Niagara, for several channels which re-unite in the plain beyond,
example, the stream may have fallen over the Queenstown (6.) In Hiver-heds.—This is characteristically shown in
cliff when the river first sought its way to the sea. But many of the rivers of Britain, by the accumulation of a bed
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of sand or shingle at the concave side of each sharp bend
of the river course. While the main current is making a
great sweep round the opposite bank, the water lingers

along the inner side of the curve and drops there its freight

of loose detritus, which, when laid bare in dry weather,

forms the familiar sand-bank or shingle beach. Again,
when a river, well supplied with sediment, leaves rough
ground where its course has been rapid, and enters a region

of level plain,it begins to drop its burden on its bed, which is

thereby heightened, till sometimes, as in parts of the courses

of the To, Adige, and Brenta across the xDlains of Lombardy,
it is higher than the surrounding level region. This could not
happen were it not that in floods a river deposits sediment
along its banks, which are thus also heightened so as to
retain the river in its ordinary state. But in such cases,

if man lives along the margin of the river, he needs all his

skill and labour to keep the banks secure. And even with
his utmost efforts the river will now and then break
through, sweeping down the barrier which it has itself

made, as well as any additional embankments constructed
by him, and carrying its flood far and wide over the plain.

Left to itself, the river would incessantly shift its course,

until in turn every part of the plain had been again and
again traversed. It is indeed in this way that a great
alluvial plain is gradually levelled and heightened.^

(c.) Oil Biver-hanJcs and Flood-2>lains.—This deposit is

partly implied in the action described in the foregoing
paragraph. It is laid down on the level tracts or flood-

plain over which a river spreads in flood, and consists

usually of fine silt, mud, earth, or sand, though close to the
river it may be joartly made up of much coarser materials.

When a flooded river overflows, the portions of water which
spread out on the plains, by losing velocity and consequently
power of transport, are compelled to let fall some or all of

their mud and sand. If the plains happen to be covered
with woods, bushes, scrub, or even tall grass, the vegetation
acts the part of a sieve, and filters the muddy water, which
may rejoin the main stream comparatively clear. Every
flood increases the height of the plain, until, partly from
this cause and partly, in the case of a rapid stream, from
the erosion of its bed, the river can no longer overspread
it. As the channel is more and more deepened, the
river continues, as before, to be liable from inequalities

in the material of its banks, sometimes of the most
trifling kind, to be turned from side to side in wide
curves and loops, and cuts into its old alluvium, mak-
ing eventually a newer plain at a lower level. Continued
erosion carries the channel to a still lower level, where the
stream can attack the later alluvial deposit, and form a still

lower and newer one The river comes by this means to

be fringed with a series of terraces, each of which repre-

sents a former flood-level of the stream. In Britain it is

common to find three such terraces, but sometimes as many
as six or seven or even more may occur. In North America
the river terraces exist on so grand a scale that the geo-
logists of that country have named one of the later periods
of geological history, during which, those deposits were
formed, the Terrace Epoch. In the attempt to reconstruct
the history of the old river-terraces of a country, we have
to consider whether they have been entirely cut out of older
alluvium (in which case, of course, the valleys must have
been as deep as now before the formation of the terraces);

whether they afford any indications of having been formed
during a period of greater rainfall, when the rivers were
larger than at present ; whether they point to any upheaval
of the interior of the country which would accelerate the
erosive action of the streams, or to any depression of the

^ It is in the north of Italy that the struggle between man and
nature in this department has been most persistently waged. See on
this subject Lombardini in A7in. des Ponts et Chaussees, 1847.
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interior or rise of the seaward tracts, which would diminish
that action and increase the deposition of alluvium. Pro-
fessor Dana has connected those of America with the ele-
vation of the axis of that continent.

(d.) In Lakes.—When a river enters a lake its current
is at once checked, and its sediment begins to gather over
the lake bottom. If the lake belong enough in proportion
to the volume of the river, the whole of the detritus may
be deposited, so that, at its outflow, the river becomes as
clear as when its infant waters began their course from the
springs, snows, and mists of the far mountains. Thus the
Blione enters the Lake of Geneva turbid and impetuous,
but it escapes at Geneva as blue translucent water. Its
sediment is laid down on the floor of the lake, and chiefly
at the upper end. Hence, lakes act as filters or sieves to
intercept the sediment which is travelling in the rivers from
the high grounds to the sea. If we look down from a height
even upon a small lake among mountains, we observe that
at the mouth of each torrent or brook which enters it there
lies a little tongue of flat land (a true delta), through which
the streamlet winds in one or more branches before ming-
ling its waters with those of the lake. Each of these
tongues consists of alluvium, laid down in obedience to the
same law which governs the formation of river alluvium
elsewhere, and continually creeping further out from the
land as the deposit of sediment advances. Two streams
entering a lake from opposite sides may join their alluvia
so as to divide the lake into two, like the once united lakes
of Thun and Brienz at Interlaken. Or the lake may be
finally filled up altogether, as has happened in innumerable
cases in all mountainous countries

;
the hilly tracts of

Britain, for examine, furnish abundant illustrations of every
stage in this process. Where a large river with abundant
sediment enters an important lake (as the Bhone at the
head of the Lake of Geneva), the accumulation of its

alluvium or delta may quite rival that of a great river in
the sea, as described in paragraph {/.) below.

{e.) Bars and Lagoon-Barriers —If we take a broad view
of the degradation of the land, we must admit that the
deposit of any sediment on the land is only temporary

;

the inevitable destination of all this material is the
ocean. Most rivers which enter the sea have their mouths
crossed by a bar of gravel, sand, or mud. The formation
of this barrier results from the conflict between the river
and the ocean. Although the muddy fresh water floats on
the heavier salt water, its current is lessened, and it can
no longer push along the mass of detritus on its bed. It

has been ascertained, moreover, that, though fresh water
can retain for a long while fine mud in suspension, this

sediment is rapidly thrown down when the fresh is mixed
with saline water. Hence, apart from the necessary
loss of transporting power by the checking of the river

current at the mouth, the mere mingling of a river with the
sea must of itself be a cause of the deposit of sediment.
But a large body of fresh water may float for a long dis-

tance before it is thoroughly mingled with the heavier
water of the ocean. Ultimately, however, the fine detritus

dropped by a river, together with the coarser materials

on the bottom, are arrested by the sea. Moreover, in

many cases the sea itself piles up great part of the sand
and gravel of the bar. Heavy river-floods push the

bar farther to sea, or even temporarily destroy it ; storms
from the sea, on the other hand, drive the bar farther

up the stream. Another remarkable illustration of the
contest between the alluvium-carrying streams and the
land-eroding ocean is shown by the vast lines of bar or

bank which, both in the Old World and the New,
stretch along the coast. The streams do nob flow straight

into the sea, but run sometimes for many miles parallel

to the coast, accumulating behind the barriers into broad

GEOLOGY
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and long lagoons, but eventually breaking through the

barriers of alluvium and entering the sea. The lagoons

of the Italian coast and of the Baltic near Dantzic are

familiar examples. A conspicuous series of these alluvial

bars fronts the American mainland for many hundred
miles round the Gulf of Mexico and the shores of Florida,

Georgia, and North Carolina. A space of several hundred
miles on the east coast of India is similarly bordered. M.
E. de Beaumont, indeed, has estimated that about a third

of the whole of the coast-lines of the continents is fringed

with such alluvial bars.

(/.) Deltas in the Sea,—The tendency of sediment to

accumulate in a tongue of flat land when a river loses itself

in a lake is exhibited on a far vaster scale where the great

rivers of the continents enter the sea. It was to one of

these maritime accumulations, that of the Nile, that the

Greeks gave the name Delta, from its resemblance to their

letter A, with the apex pointing up the river, and the base

fronting the sea. This shape being the common one in all

such alluvial deposits at river mouths, the term delta has

come to be always applied to them. A delta therefore

consists of successive layers of detritus, brought down from
the land and spread out in the sea at the mouth of a river

until they reach the surface, and then, partly by growth of

vegetation and xiartly by flooding of the river, form a plain,

of which the inner and higher portion comes eventually to

be above the reach of the floods. Large quantities of drift-

wood are often carried down, and bodies of animals are

swept off to be buried in the delta, or even to he floated

out to sea. Hence, in deposits formed at the mouths
of rivers, we may always expect to find terrestrial organic

remains.

When a river enters upon the delta-portion of its course

it assumes a new character. In the previous parts of its

journey it is always being augmented by tributaries
; but

now it begins to split up into branches, which wind to and
fro through the flat alluvial land, often coalescing and thus
enclosing insular spaces of all dimensions. The feeble

current, no longer able to bear along all its weight of sedi-

ment, allows much of it to sink to the bottom and to

gather over the tracts which are from time to time sub-
merged. Hence many of the channels get choked up, while
others are opened out in the plain, to be in turn abandoned,
and thus the river restlessly shifts its channels. The sea-

ward ends of at least the main channels grow outwards by
the constant accumulation of detritus pushed into the sea,

unless this growth chances to be checked by any marine
current sweeping past the delta.

The European rivers furnish many excellent illustra-

tions of delta-growth. Thus the Rhine, Meuse, Sambre,
Scheldt, and other rivers have formed the wide mari-
time plain of Holland and the Netherlands. The Rhone
has deposited an important delta in the Mediterranean
Sea. The upper reaches of the Adriatic Sea are being
rapidly shallowed and filled up by the Po, Adige, and
other streams. Thus Ravenna, originally built in a
lagoon like Venice, is now 4 miles from the sea. The
port of Adria, so well known in ancient times as to have
givea its name to the Adriatic, is now 14 miles inland,
while in other parts of that coast-line the breadth of

land gained within the last 1800 years has been as
much as 20 miles. On the opposite side, also, of the
Italian peninsula, great additions have been made to the
coast-line within the historical period. It is computed that
the Tuscan rivers lay down as much as 12 million cubic
yards of sediment every year within the marshes of the
Maremma, The “yellow” Tiber, as it was aptly termed
by the Romans, owes its colour to the abundance of the
sediment which it carries to sea. It has long been adding
to the coast-line at its mouth at the rate of from 12 to 13

feet per annum. Hence the ancient harbour of Ostia is now
more than 3 miles inland. Its ruins are at present (1879)
being excavated, but every flood of the river leaves a thick
deposit of mud on the streets and on the floors of the un-
covered houses. Whence it would seem that the Tiber has
not only advanced its coast-lino, but has raised its bed on
the plains by the dexiosit of alluvium, so that it now over-

flows places whicli, 2000 years ago, could not have been
so frequently under water.^ In the Black Sea a great

delta is rax^idly growing at the mouths of the Danube. At
the Kilia outlets the water is shallowing so fast that

the lines of soundings of 6 feet and 30 feet are advancing
into the sea at the rate of between 300 and 400 feet x^er

annum. 2

The typical delta of the Nile has a seaward border 180
miles in length, the distance from which to the apex of the

plain where the river bifurcates is 90 miles. That of the

Missi&sipxfi contains an area of 40,000 square miles. The
united delta of the Ganges and Brahmax^utra covers a

sxiace of between 50,000 and 60,000 square miles, and has
been bored through to a depth of 481 feet.

(y.) Sea-horne Sediment,—Although more properly to be
noticed under the section on the sea, the final course of the

materials worn by rains and rivers from the surface of the

land may be referred to here. By far the larger part of

these materials sinks to the bottom close to the land. It

is only the fine mud carried in suspension in the w’ater

which is carried out to sea, the distance depending on the

velocity of the stream, the specific gravity and shape of the

particles of the mud, and the help or hindrance given by
marine currents. The sea fronting the Amazon is dis-

coloured for 300 miles by the mud of that river. The
soundings taken by the “Challenger” brought ux^ land-

derived detritus from dex^ths of 1500 fathoms,—several

hundreds of miles distant from the nearest shores.

The amount of material carried by a river into the sea

may be taken as the measure or gauge of the general lower-

ing of the surface of the basin drained by the river. If we
ascertain the annual quantity of mineral matter thus de-

livered into the sea, andknow the superficial extent of ground
from which it has been derived, the one sum divided by the
other gives the extent bywhich the mean level of the country
is reduced in one year. Both the fine mud mechanically
suspended in the water and the salts dissolved in it should
be taken into account, as well as the coarser detritus pushed
along the bottom. It is the mechanically suspended mud
which has generally been measured. According to the data

of Messrs Humphreys and Abbot, already cited, the propor-

tion of sediment in the Mississippi is ^ ^7 "weight, or

^ Q by volume. The annual discharge of sediment is

7,459,267,200 cubic feet, and the drainage basin 1,147,000
square miles. This is equal to a loss of ^
of rock from the general surface of the drainage basin in

1 year, or 1 foot in 6000 years. Other rivers work
faster than this rate. The Ganges has been estimated to

remove 1 foot of rock from its drainage area in 2358
years, and the Po 1 foot in 729 years. Such computa-
tions are at the best only ax)proximations to the truth, but
they are useful in showing how great an amount of change
must be effected even within comparatively short geological

periods by the various agents which are disintegrating the

surface of the land,

^ See an interesting article "by Professor Cliarles Martins on the Aigues-
Mortes, in Hemie des Beux Mondes^ 1874, p. 780. The present wiiter

accompanied the distinguished French geologist on the occasion of hia

visit to Ostia in the spring of 1873, and was much struck with the

proofs of the rapidity of deposit in favourable situations. In the

article just cited some valuable information is given regarding the

progress of the delta of the Rhone in the Mediterranean.
® Hartley, Min. of Proc. Inst. Civ. Engin., rxxvi. 216.
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§ 4, Lakes.

Depressions filled with, water on the surface of the land,

and known as lakes, occur abundantly in the northern parts

of both hemispheres, and more sparingly, but often of large

size, in warmer latitudes. They do not belong to the nor-

mal system of erosion in which running water is the x>rime

agent, and to which the excavation of valleys and ravines

must be attributed. On the contrary, they are exceptional

to that system, and the constant tendency of running water
is to fill them up. Their origin, therefore, must be sought
among some of the other geological processes. See part vii.

Lakes are conveniently classed as fresh or salt. Those
which possess an outlet contain in almost all cases fresh

water
;
those which have none are usually salt.

1. Fresli-ioater Lakes.—These, in a vast number of cases,

are simply depressions or expansions of the valleys in which
they lie. They receive a river at the upper end, together
probably with many minor tributaries from the sides, and
let the accumulated waters overflow at the lower end. In
all these cases, they act as filters for the river water,
allowing its sediment to settle, and discharging it purified

at the outflow, to continue its course of erosion and mud-
making down the valley. A river which flows through a

succession of lakes cannot carry much sediment to the sea,

unless it has a long course to run after it has passed the
lowest lake, and receives one or more muddy tributaries.

But the sediment which would have reached the sea and
gone to form a delta or deposit on the sea-bed serves its

purpose in contributing to fill up the lakes. Hence it is

rare to find any lake with an inflowing and outSowing
river, where proofs of the gradual encroachment of the
land upon the water may not be gathered.

In other cases lakes do not lie in the natural drainage
lines of a country, but are scattered apparently at random
over the surface, fed by springs, rains, and streamlets from
the slojDes, or, if of large size, lying as great basins,

receiving the collected waters of a v ide region, and
forming in this way the source out of which full-formed

rivers emerge. From the little tarns of Wales and the
lochans of Scotland a series may be traced, through innumer-
able grades of size and form, in Scandinavia, Finland, and
Canada, till we reach such vast sheets of inland water as

Lakes Huron, Erie, and Superior, and the great equatorial

lakes of Africa. In lakes of this kind also the process of

filling up may often be traced. Each tributary stream
pushes its delta into the water. Where the lakes are shallow,

and lie in temperate countries, vegetation comes in to aid

in the conversion of the water, first into marsh, then into

peat-bog, and finally into dry ground. In Scotland during
the last few centuries great changes of this kind have been
going on.

On large lakes the wind throws the water into waves
which almost rival those of the ocean in size and destructive

power. Beaches, sand-dunes, shore-clifis, and the other

familiar features of the meeting line between land and sea

reappear along the margins of such great fresh-water seas

as Lake Superior.

Three geological functions of lakes are (1) to arrest and
equalize the drainage by regulating the outflow and pre-

venting or lessening the destructive effects of floods^; (2)
to filter river water and permit of the undisturbed accumu-
lation of new deposits, which in some modern cases may
cover thousands of square miles of surface, and might attain

^ Winds, by ‘blowing strongly down the length of a lahe, sometimes
considerably increase for the time being the volume of the outflow.
If this takes place coincidently with a heavy rainfall, the flood of the
river is greatly augmented. These features are noticed in Loch Tay
(D. Stevenson, ReclamaMon of Land, p. 14). Hence, though, on the
whole, lakes tend to moderate floods in the outflowing rivers, they
niay by a combination of circumstances sometimes increase them.

a thickness of nearly 3000 feet (Lake Superior has an area
of 32,000 square miles

; Lago Maggiore is 2800 feet deep)
;

(3) to furnish an abode for a lacustrine fauna and flora, to
receive the remains of the plants and animals washed down
from the surrounding country, and to entomb all these or-
ganisms in the growing deposits, so as to preserve a record
of the terrestrial life of the period. The deposits in lakes
consist of alternations of sand, silt, mud, and gravel, with
occasional irregular seams of vegetable matter, and layers of
calcareous marl formed from the accumulation of lacustrine
shells, JSntomostraca, <fec. In a lake receiving much sedi-
ment there will be little or no marl formed, at least not
during the time when the sediment is being deposited. In
clear lakes, on the other hand, where there is very little sedi-

ment or where it only comes occasionally at wide intervals
of flood, beds of white marl, formed entirely of organic re-

mains, may gather on the bottom to a depth of many yards.
2. Salt Lakes may be divided into two classes—(a)

those which owe their saltness to the evaporation and con-
centration of the fresh water poured into them by their

feeder’s
;
and {h) those which were originally parts of the

ocean. Salt lakes of the first kind are abundantly scattered
over the inland areas of drainage in the heart of conti-

nents, as in the great Lake of Utah, and numerous other
minor lakes in North America, and the abundant salt lakes
of the great plateau of Central Asia. These sheets of water
were doubtless fresh at first, but they have progressively in-

creased in salinity, because though the water is evaporated
as fast as it is received, there is no escape for the dissolved
salts, which consequently remain in the increasingly concen-
trated liquid. Salt lakes of the second class are compara-
tively few in number. In their case portions of the sea
have been isolated by movements of the earth^s crust, and
these detached areas, exposed to evaporation, which is only
partially compensated by inflowing rivers, have shrunk in
level, and at the same time have sometimes grown much
salter than the parent ocean. The Caspian Sea, 180,000
square miles in extent, and with a maximum depth of from
2000 to 3000 feet, is a magnificent example. The shells

are chiefly the same as those still living in the Black Sea.

Banks of them may be traced between the two seas, with
salt lakes and marshes and other evidence to prove, not only
that the Caspian was once joined to the main ocean, but
that a great firth ran up between Europe and Asia, and
possibly stretched completely across what are now the
steppes and plains of the Tundras till it merged into the
Arctic Sea. Even at present, by means of canals connect-

ing the rivers Volga and Dwina, vessels can pass from the
Caspian into the White Sea. But the surface of the Caspian
is now more than 80 feet below that of the Black Sea. At
present the amount of water supplied by rivers to the

Caspian just balances that removed by evaporation, so that

the level apioears to he no longer sinking. But though,

owing to the enormous volume of fresh water poured into

it by these rivers, the Caspian is not as a whole so salt as

the main ocean, and still less so than the Mediterranean,

nevertheless the inevitable result of evaporation is there

manifested. Along the shallow xdooIs which border this sea a

constant deposition of salt is taking place, forming sometimes

a pan or layer of rose-coloured crystals on the bottom, or

gradually getting dry, and covered with drift sand. This con-

centration of the water is still more marked in the great

offshoot called the Karaboghaz, which is connected with the

middle basin of the Caspian by a channel 150 yards wide and
5 feet deep. Through this narrow mouth there flows from

the main sea a constant current, which Von Baer estimated

to carry daily into the Karaboghaz 350,000 tons of salt.

An appreciable increase of the saltness of that gulf has been

noticed : seals, which once frequented it, have forsaken its

barren shores. Layers of salt are gathering on the mud at
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fhe bottom, and tbe sounding-line, wlien scarcely out of tlie

water, is covered with, saline crystals.^ These facts furnish
an illustration of the circumstances under which the rock-
salt deposits in the New Red Sandstone and other geological

formations were probably accumulated.
The following table shows the proportion of the saline

materials in the waters of some salt lakes :
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n. FRESH WATER IN THE SOLID STATE ICE.

Fresh water under ordinary circumstances, "when it

reaches a temperature of 32° Falir., passes into the solid

state by crystallizing into ice. In this condition it performs
a series of important geological operations before being again
melted and relegated to the general mass of liquid terrestrial

waters. Five conditions under which ice occurs on the

land deserve notice, viz., frost, frozen rivers and lakes,

hail, snow, and glaciers.

1.

Frost,
—^Water in freezing expands. If it be confined

in such a way that expansion is impossible, it remains liquid

even at temperatures far below the freezing point ; but the
instant that the pressure is removed this chilled water
becomes solid ice. There is a constant effort on the part of

the water to become solid, and very considerable pressure

is needed to counterbalance its expansive power. The
lower the temperature the greater this exerted pressure

becomes. At a temperature of 30° Fahr. the pressure must
amount to 146 atmospheres, or the weight of a column of

ice a mile high, or 138 tons on the square foot. Conse-
quently when the water freezes at a lower temperature its

pressure on the walls of its enclosing cavity must exceed
138 tons on the square foot. Bomb-shells and cannon
filled with water and hermetically sealed have been burst
in strong frosts by the expansion of the freezing water
within them. It is easy to see, therefore, that we have here
a geological agent of great potency. It is true that in

nature the enormous pressures which can be obtained arti-

ficially occur rarely or not at all, because the spaces into
which water penetrates can hardly ever be so securely
closed as to permit the water to be cooled down very con-
siderably below 32° Fabr. before freezing. Still ice form-
ing at even two or three degrees below the freezing point
exerts an enormous disruptive force.

Soils and rocks are all porous, and usually contain a good
deal of moisture. When frost congeals this interstitial

water, the particles of the soil or rock are pushed asmider
bythe expanding ice

;
their cohesion is loosenedor destroyed,

so that when a thaw comes, they seem as if they have been
ground down in a mortar. Water lodges also in the numer-
ous joints and crevices of rocks. Freezing there, it exerts
great pressure upon the walls between which it lies, pushing
them asunder as if a wedge were driven between them.

^ Carpenter, Jowrn, Geog, Soc,, vol. xviii., No. 4, quoting from
Von Baer’s ''Kaspische Studien,” in Acad. Sci, St Petersburg^
1855—6.

When this ice melts, the separated masses do not return to

their original position. Their centre of gravity in succes-

sive winters becomes more and more displaced, until the
sundered masses fall apart. In mountainous districts,

where the winters are severe, and in high latitudes, a great

deal of waste is thus produced on exposed cliffs and loose

blocks of rock. Some measure of its magnitude may be
seen in the heaps of angular rubbish which in these

regions are so frequently to be met with at the foot of

crags and steep slopes. At Spitzbergen and on the coast

of Greenland the amount of destruction caused by frost is

enormous. The short and warm summer, melting the snow,
fills the pores and joints of the rocks with water, which
when it freezes splits off large blocks of rock from the hills,

and sends them to the base of the declivities, where they
are further broken up by the same cause.

2.

Frozen Rivers and Lakes.—In countries where the

winter temperature falls considerably below 32° Fahr., the

lakes and rivers become solidly frozen over. The amount
of geological change effected during the process is probably
hardly appreciable. But when the ice breaks up in spring

its power as a geological agent becomes apparent. In lakes,

such as Lake Superior, the ice in forming encloses beach-

pebbles and boulders, and when thaw sets in, floats these off,

so as either to drop them in deeper water or to strand them
on some other part of the coast. Should a gale arise during

the breaking up of the ice, vast piles of the latter, with
mingled gravel and boulders, may be driven ashore and
pushed up the beach. By this means blocks of stone, even
of considerable size, are sometimes forced to a great height

inland on some of the Canadian lakes, tearing up the soil

on their way, and helping to form a bank above the water
level. It has been observed that during a severe frost ice

occasionally forms on the bottoms of rivers where it encloses

stones and large boulders. These are borne up to the sur-

face in cakes of ground-ice to join the rest of the super-

ficial ice-borne detritus. Great damage is frequently done
to quays and bridges in Canada by masses of river-ice driven

against them on the arrival of spring. Reference has already

been made to the increased power of transport and erosion

acquired by rivers liable to be frozen over, and especially

when their ice is broken up in the higher parts of their

courses, before it gives way in the lower.

3. IlaiL—When rain or aqueous vapour is cooled down
in the atmosphere to the freezing point of water, it is

frozen, and falls to the earth as hail or snow. The forma-
tion of hail is not yet well understood. It is chiefly in

summer and during thunderstorms that hail falls. When
the pellets of ice are frozen together so as to reach the

ground in lumps as large as a pigeon’s egg, or larger, great

damage is often done to cattle, flying birds, and vegetation.

Trees have their leaves and fruit torn off, and farm crops

are beaten down.
4. Snow,—In those parts of the earth’s surface where,

either from geographical position or from elevation into the

upper cold regions of the atmosphere, the mean annual
temperature is below the freezing point, the condensed
moisture falls chiefly as snow, and remains in great measure
unmelted throughout the year. A line can be traced below
which the summer heat suffices to cause the disappearance of

the snow, but above which the snow continues to cover the

whole or great part of the surface. This line has received

the name of the snow-line, or line of perpetual snow. It

comes down to the sea within the polar circles. Between
these limits it rises gradually in level till it reaches its

highest elevation in tropical latitudes. In northern Scandi-
navia it is less than 3000 feet above the sea. None of the

British mountains quite reach it. In the Alps it stands at

8500 feet, on the Andes at 18,000 feet, and on the

northern slopes of the Himalayas at 19,000 feet.
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Snow exhibits two different kinds of geological behaviour,

one conservative, the other destructive. Lying stationary

and unmelted it exercises a protective influence on the face

of the ]and, shielding rocks, soils, and vegetation from the

effects of frost. On low grounds this is doubtless its chief

function. When snow falls in a partially melted state it

is apt to accumulate on branches and leaves, until by its

weight it breaks them off, or even bears down entire trees.

Snow which falls thickly on steep mountain slopes is fre-

quently during spring and summer detached in large sheets.

These rush down the declivities as avalanches^ and often

create much destruction of trees, soil, crops, and houses in

their course. Another indirect effect of snow is seen in the

sudden rise of the rivers when warm weather rapidly melts
the mountain snows. Many summer floods are caused in

this way in Switzerland.

5. Glaciers.—(1,) Nature and Origin.—A glacier is a

river of ice formed by the slow movement and compression
of the snow which by gravitation creeps downward into a
valley descending from a snow-field. The structure and
physics of glaciers are described elsewhere (see Glaciehs).
From a geological point of view these ice-rivers may be re-

garded as the drainage of the snow-fall above the snow-line,

as rivers are the drainage of the rainfall. In a mountainous
region, such as the Alps, or a table-land like Scandinavia,
where a considerable mass of ground lies above the snow-
line, three varieties of glaciers have been observed. (a.)

Glaciers of the first order, where the ice-river comes down
well below the snow and extends into the valley, even it

may be far below the upper limits of cultivation, or in

northern regions approaches or even reaches the sea. In '

the Alps such glaciers may be 20 or 30 miles long, by a

mile or more wide, and 600 feet or more deep. (6.) Glaciers

of the second order, which hardly creep beyond the high
recesses wherein they are formed, and do not therefore reach
as far as the nearest valley. Many beautiful examples of

this type may be seen along the steep declivities which
intervene between the snow-covered plateau of Arctic Nor-
way and the sea, (c.) Re-cemented glaciers, consisting

of fragments which fall from an ice-cliff crowning preci-

pices of rock, and are re-frozen at the bottom into a solid

mass, creeping downward as a glacier usually of the second
order. Probably the best illustrations in Europe are fur-

nished by the Nus Fjord, and other parts of the north of

Norway. In some cases a cliff of blue ice appears at the
top of the precipice,—the edge of the great snee-fond,” or

snow-field,—while several hundred feet below, in the corrie

or cwm at the bottom, lies the re-cemented glacier {glacier

remanie of the Swiss), white at its upper edge, but acquir-

ing somewhat of the characteristic blue gleam of com^Dact

ice as it moves towards its lower margin.

Bub it is in high Arctic, and still more in Antarctic,

latitudes that laud-ice, formed from the drainage of a great

snow-field, attains its greatest dimensions. The land in

these regions is completely buried under an ice-cap, which
ranges in thickness up to a depth (in the South Polar
circle) of 10,000 feet (2 miles) or even more. Greenland
lies under such a pall of snow that all its inequalities, save
the mere steep mountain peaks, are concealed. The snow
creeping down the slopes, and mounting over the minor
kills, passes beneath by pressure into compact ice. From
the main valleys great glaciers like vast tongues of ice,

2000 or 3000 feet thick, and sometimes 50 miles or more
in breadth, push out to sea, where they break off in huge
fragments, which float away as icebergs.

A glacier, like a river, is always in motion, though so
slowly that it seems to be solid and stationary. The motion
also, like that of a river, and for the same reason, is unequal
in the different parts, the centre moving faster than the
sides and bottom. This important fact was first ascertained
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through accurate measurement byJ. D. Forbes, who found
that in the Mer de Glace of Chamouni, the mean daily rate
of motion in the summer and autumn was from 20 to 27
inches in the centre, and from 13 to IQJ- near the side.
The consequence of this differential motion is seen in the
arrangement of the lines of rubbish thrown down at the
end of a glacier, which often present a horse-shoe shape,
corresponding to that of the end of the ice by which they
were discharged.

There are some features of geological importance also in
the behaviour of the ice as it descends its valley. When
it has to travel over a very uneven floor, some portions may
get embayed, while overlying parts slide over them. A
massive ice-sheet may thus have many local eddies in its

lower portions, the ice there even travelling for various
distances, according to the nature of the ground, obliquely
to the general flow of the main mass. In descending by a
steep slope from an upper to a lower and more level part

^

of its course, a glacier becomes a mass of fissured ice in
great confusion. It descends by a slowly creeping ice-fall,

where a river would shoot over in a rushing waterfall. A
little below the fall the fractured ice is pressed together
again into a solid mass as before. The body of the glacier

throughout its length is traversed by a set of fissures called

crevasses^ which, though at first as close-fitting as cracks in

a sheet of glass, widen by degrees as the glacier moves on,

till they form wide yawning chasms, reaching, it may be,

to the bottom of the ice, and travelling down with the
glacier, but apt to be effaced by the pressing of their walls

together again as the glacier winds down its valley. The
glacier continues bo descend until it reaches that point
where the supply of ice is just equalled hy the liquefaction.

There it ends, and its place down the rest of the valley is

taken by the tumultuous river of muddy water which
escapes from under the melting extremity of the ice. A
prolonged augmentation of the snow-fall will send the foot

of the glacier further down the valley; a diminution of the

snowfall with a general rise of temperature will cause it to

retreat farther up.

(2.) Work done by Glaciers.—Glaciers have two import-

ant geological tasks to perform,—(1) to carry the debris

of the mountains down to lower levels ; aad (2) to erode

their beds.

a. Tra7isjport,—This takes place chiefly on the surface

of the glacier. Descending its valley, the glacier receives

and bears along on its margin the earth, stones, and rubbish
which, loosened by frost, or washed down by rain, and rills,

slip from the cliffs and slopes to the level of the ice. In
this part of its work the glacier resembles a river which
carries down branches and leaves from the woods on its

banks. Most of the detritus rests on the surface of the ice.

It includes huge masses of rock, sometimes as big as a large

cottage, all which, though seemingly at rest, are slowly

travelling down the valley with the ice, and liable at any
moment to slip into the crevasses which may open below

them. When they thus disappear they may descend to the

bottom of the ice, and move with it along the rocky floor,

which is no doubt the fate of the smaller stones and sand.

But the large stones seem sometimes at least to be cast up
again by the ice to the surface of the glacier at a lower

part of its course. Whether, therefore, on the ice, in the

ice, or under the ice, a vast quantity of detritus is con-

tinually travelling with the glacier down towards the

plains. The rubbish lying on the surface is called moraine

stuff. Naturally it accumulates on either side of the

glacier, where it forms the so-called lateral moraines.

When two glaciers unite, their two adjacent lateral moraines

are brought together, and travel thereafter down the centre

of the glacier as a medial moraine, A glacier, formed hy
the union of many tributaries in its upper parts, may have

a E O L O G Y
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many medial lines of moraine, so many indeed as some-

times to be entirely covered with debris to the complete

concealment of the ice. At such parts the glacier resembles

a bare field or earthy plain rather than a solid mass of clear

ice of which only the surface is dirty with rubbish. At
the point where the glacier ends, the pile of loose materials

is tumbled upon the valley in what is called the terminal

moraine.
In such comparatively small and narrow ice-sheets as the

present glaciers of Switzerland, the rock-bottom on which

the ice moves is usually, as far as it can be examined, swept

clean by the trickle or rush of water over it from the melt-

ing ice. But when the ice does not flow in a mere big

drain (which, after all, the largest Alpine valley really is),

but overspreads a wide area of uneven ground, there cannot

fail to be a great accumulation of rubbish here and there

underneath it. When the broad central plain of Switzer-

land between the Alps and the Jura was filled with ice, the

latter certainly pushed a vast deal of mud, sand, and
stones over the floor of the valley. This material is

known to Swiss geologists as the moraine profonde or

Grundmordne. ^

When from any cause a glacier diminishes in size, it may
drop its blocks upon the sides of its valley, and leave them
there sometimes in the most threatening positions. Such
stranded stones are known as perched hlocJcs. They :

abound in the Swiss valleys, extending even across the

great plain of Switzerland, and appearing in numbers
high upon the flanks of the Jura, Since the latter moun-
tains consist chiefly of limestone, and the blocks are of

various crystalline rocks belonging to the higher parts of

the Alps, the proof of transport is irrefragable. The agent

of removal is now recognized to have been an enormous ex-

tension of the glacier system of the A.lps, whereby the whole
country was buried under snow and ice. Similar evidence

abounds in the valleys among the mountainous parts of

Britain, as well as in other parts of Europe and America,
no longer the abode of glaciers.

b. Erosion.—The manner in which glacier ice erodes its

channel differs in many respects from that in use by any
other geological agent, and forms therefore one of the dis-

tinguishing features of ice-action. This erosion is effected

not by the mere contact and pressure of the ice upon the

rocks, though undoubtedly fragments of rock must now
and then be detached from this cause. It is by means
of the fine sand, stones, and blocks of rock, which fall

between the ice and the rocks on which it moves, that the
grinding work of the glacier is done. These materials, held
by the ice as it creeps along, are pressed against the rocky
sides and bottom of the vaUey so firmly and persistently as

to descend into each little hollow and mount over each
ridge, yet all the while moving along steadily in one domi-
nant direction with the general movement of the glaciers.

As a result, the most compact resisting rocks are ground
down, smoothed, polished, and striated. The striaa vary
from such fine lines as may he made by the smallest grains
of quartz up to deep ruts and grooves. They sometimes
cross each other, one set partially effacing an older one, and
thus pointing to shiftings in the movement of the ice. On
the retirement of the glacier, hummocky bosses of rock
having smooth undulating forms like dolphins' backs are
conspicuous. These have received the name of rocJies

moutonnees. The stones by which this scratching and
polishing are effected suffer in exactly the same way.
They are ground down and striated, and since they must
move in the line of least resistance, or “ end on,” their

^ The present writer examined in 1869 a characteristic section of it
near Solothnm, fall of scratched stones, and lying on the striated
pavement of rock to he immediately described as further characteristic
of ice-action.

striae run in a general sense lengthwise. It will be seen,

when we come to notice the traces of former glaciers,

how important is the evidence given by these striated

stones.

As rocks present great diversities of structure and hard-
ness, and consequently vary much in the resistance they offer

to denudation, they are necessarily worn down unequally.

The softer, more easily eroded portions are scooped out by
the grinding action of the ice, and basin-shaped or various

irregular cavities are dug out below the level of the general

surface. Similar effects may be produced by an augmented
excavating power of a glacier, as where the ice is strangled

in some narrow part of a valley, or where, from change in

declivity, it is allowed to accumulate in greater mass as it

moves more slowly onward. Such hollows, on the retirement

of the ice, become receptacles for water, and form pools, tarns,

or lakes, unless indeed they chance to have been already

filled up with glacial rubbish. It is now some years since

Professor A. C. Eamsay drew attention to this peculiar

power of land-ice, and aflS.rmed that the abundance of ex-

cavated rock-basins in northern Europe and America v/as

due to the fact that these regions had been extensively

eroded by sheets of land-ice. This glaciation was due not

to independent glaciers but to the pressure and grinding

power of vast masses of continental ice. In short the more
northern parts of Europe and North America must have
been in a condition like that of North Greenland at the

present day. It is therefore among the ice-fields of Green-
land rather than among the valley glaciers of isolated

mountain-groups that we ought to look for analogies to the
operations which produced the widespread general glacia-

tion of the period of the rock-basins. A single valley-

glacier retires towards its parent snow-field as the climate

ameliorates, leaving its roches moutonnees^ moraine-mounds,
and rock-basins, yet at times discharging its water-drainage
in such a way perhaps as to sweep down the moraine-mounds,
fill up the basins, bury the ice-worn hummocks of rock, and
strew the valley with gravel, earth, sand, and big blocks of

rock. Hence the actual floor of the glacier is apt to be
very much obscured. But in the case of a vast sheet of

laniice covering continuously a wide region, there can be
but little superficial debris. When such a mass of ice retires

it must leave behind it an ice-worn surface of country more
or less strewn with the subsoil which accumulated under
the ice and was pu&lied along by it. This infra-glacial

detritus forms the Grundmordne (moraine pyt'ofondi) or

bottom moraine. We know as yet very little regarding its

formation in Greenland. Most of our knowledge regarding
it is derived from a study of the till or boulder-clay of

Britain, which is believed to represent the bottom moraine
of an ancient ice-sheet. In countries where true boulder-
clay occurs, numerous rock-basins are commonly to be met
with among the uncovered portions of the rocks.

The abundant fine sediment which gives the character-
istic milky turbidity to all streams that escape from the
melting ends of glaciers is an index of the amount of

erosion unceasingly effected by the ice. From the end of

the Aar glacier, for example, though by no means one of

the largest in Switzerland, it has been estimated that there
escape every day in the month of August 2 million cubic
metres (4:4:0 million gallons) of water, containing 284:,374
kilogrammes (280 tons) of sand.

B. Oceanic Waters.

The area, depth, temperature, density, and composition
of the sea have been already treated of in part ii. Viewed
as a dynamical agent in geology, the ocean may be studied
under two aspects—(1) its movements, and (2) its geological

. work.
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I. Movements of the Ocean.

These may be grouped as—(1) tides, (2) currents, and

(3) waves. *

1. Tides,—These are oscillations of the mass of the

oceanic waters caused by the attraction of the sun and moon.
We have at present to deal with them merely in so far as

their geological bearings are concerned. In a wide deep
ocean the tidal elevation probably produces no perceptible

geological change. It passes at a great speed ; in the

Atlantic its rate is 500 geographical miles an hour. But as

this is merely the passing of an oscillation whereby the

particles of water are gently raised up and let down again,

there can hardly be any appreciable effect upon the deep
ocean bottom. When, however, the tidal wave enters a
narrow and shallow sea, it has to accommodate itself to a
smaller channel, and encounters more and more the friction

of the bottom. Hence, while its rate of motion is dimin-

ished, its height and force are increased. It is in shallow

water and along the shores of the land that the tides acq[uire

their main geological importance. They there show them-
selves in an alternate advance upon and retreat from the

coast. Their upper limit has received the name of 7ii^/i~

vjater marh, their lower that of low-water marlc^ the space

between being termed the heacJi. If the coast is precipitous,

a beach can only occur in the shelving bays and creeks,

since elsewhere the tides will rise and fall against a face of

rock, as they do on the iDiers and bulwarks of a port. On
such rocky coasts the line of high water is sometimes ad-

mirably defined by the grey crust of barnacles adhering to

the rocks. Where the beach is flat, and the rise and fall

of the tide great, an area of several hundred square miles
|

of sand or mud may be laid bare in one bay at low-water.

The height of the tide varies from zero up to 60 or 70 feet.

It is greatest where, from the form of the land, the tidal wave
is cooped up within a narrow inlet or estuary. Under such
circumstances the advancing tide sometimes gathers itself

into one or more large waves, and rushes furiously up be-

tween the converging shores. This is the origin of the “bore
of the Severn, which rises to a height of 9 feet, while the rise

and fall of the tide there amounts to 4-0 feet. In like manner
the tides which enter the Bay of Bundy, between Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, get more and more cooped up
as they ascend that strait, till they reach a height of 70 feet.

While the tidal swelling is increased in height by the

shallowness and convergence of the shores, it gains at the

same time force and rapidity. No longer a mere oscillation

or pulsation of the great ocean, the tide acquires a true

movement of translation, and gives rise to currents which
rush past headlands and through narrows in powerful
currents and eddies. The rocky and intricate navigation

of the west of Scotland and Scandinavia furnishes many
admirable illustrations of the rapidity of these tidal currents.

The famous whirlpool of Corryvreckan, the lurking eddies

in the Kyles of Skye, the breakers at the Bore of Duncans-
bay, and the tumultuous tideway, grimly named by the

northern fishermen the Merry Men of Mey, in the Pentland

Firth, bear witness to the strength of these sea rivers. At
the last-mentioned strait the current at its strongest runs

at the rate of 10 miles an hour, which is fully three times

the speed of most of our larger rivers.

2. Currents,—^Eecent researches in ocean temperature

have disclosed the remarkable fact that beneath the surface

layer of water affected by the temperature of the latitude

there lies a vast mass of cold water, the bottom tempera-

ture of every ocean in free communication with the poles

being little above and sometimes actually below the freezing

point of fresh water. In the North Atlantic a temperature

of 40“ Fahr. is reached at an average depth of about 800
fathoms, all beneath that depth being progressively colder.

In the equatorial parts of the same ocean the same tempera-
ture comes to^ within 300 fathoms of the surface. In the
South Atlantic, off Cape of Good Hope, the mass of cold
water (below 40“) comes likewise to about 300 fathoms from
the surface. This distribution of temperature proves that
there must be a transference of cold polar water towards the
equator, for in the first place the temperature of the great
mass of the ocean is much lower than that which is normal
to each latitude, and in the second place it is lower than
that of the superficial parts of the earth’s crust underneath.
On the other hand, the movement of water from the poles
to the equator requires a return movement of compensation
from the equator to the poles, and this must take place in
the superficial strata of the ocean. Apart therefore from
those rapid river-like streams which traverse the ocean, and
to which the name of currents is given, there must be a
general drift of warm surface water towards the poles.

This is doubtless most markedly the case in the North
Atlantic, where besides the current of the Gulf-stream there

is a prevalent set of the surface waters towards the north-

east. As the distribution of life over the globe is everywhere
so dependent upon temperature, it becomes of the highest

interest to know that a truly arctic submarine climate exists

everywhere in the deeper parts of the sea. With such
uniformity of temperature we may anticipate that the
abyssal fauna will be found to possess a corresponding

sameness of character, and that arctic types may be met
with even on the ocean-bed at the equator.

But besides this general drift or set, a leading part in

oceanic circulation is taken by the more defined streams
termed currents. The tidal wave only becomes one of

translation as it passes into shallow water, and is thus of

but local consequence. But a vast body of water, known
as the Equatorial Current, moves in a general westerly

direction round the globe. Owing to the way in which the

continents cross its path, this current is subject to consider-

able deflexions. Thus that portion which crosses the

Atlantic from the African side strikes against the mass of

South America and divides, one portion turning towards
the south and skirting the shores of Brazil, the other bend-
ing north-westward into the Gulf of Mexico, and issuing

thence as the well-known Gulf-stream. This equatorial

water is comparatively warm and light. At the same time
the heavier and colder polar water moves towards the

equator, sometimes in surface currents like those which
skirt the eastern and western shores of Greenland, but more
generally as a cold under-current which creeps over the

floor of the ocean even as far as the equator.
' Much discussion has arisen in recent years as to the cause

of oceanic circulation. Two rival theories have been given.

According to one of these the circulation entirely arises

from that of the air. The trade-winds blowing from either

side of the equator drive the water before them until the

north-east and south-east currents unite in equatorial lati-

tudes into one broad westerly-flowing current. Owing to

the form of the land portions of this main current are

deflected into temperate latitudes, and, as a consequence,

portions of the polar water require to move towards the

equator to restore the equilibrium. According to the other

view the currents arise from differences of temperature (and

according to some, of salinity also); the warm and light

equatorial water is believed to stand at a higher level than

the colder and heavier polar water
;
the former, therefore,

flows down as it were polewards, while the latter moves as

a bottom inflow towards the equator; the cold bottom
water under the tropics is constantly ascending to the sur-

face, whence, after being heated, it drifts away towards the

pole, and on being cooled down there, descends and begins

another journey to the equator. There can be no doubt
that the winds are directly the cause of such currents as
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the Gulf-stream, and therefore, indirectly, of return cold

currents from the polar regions. It seems hardly less

certain that, to some extent at least, differences of tempera-

ture, and therefore of density, must occasion movements in

the mass of the oceanic waters. The discussion of this

subject, however, belongs to another part of this work.^

The main facts for the geological reader to grasp are—that

a system of circulation exists in the ocean
;

that warm
currents move round the equatorial regions, and are turned

now to the one side now to the other by the form of the

continents along and round which they swee^D; that cold

currents set in from poles to equator
;
and that, apart from

actual currents, there appears to be an extremely slow

creep” of the polar water under the vrarmer upper layers

towards the equator.

3. Waves and Ground-Swell.—A gentle breeze curls into

ripples the surface of water over which it blows. A strong

gale or furious storm raises the surface into waves. The
agitation of the water in a storm is prolonged to a great

distance beyond the area of the original disturbance, and
then takes the form of the long heaving undulations termed
ground-swell. Waves which break upon the land are

called breakers, and the same name is applied to the

ground-swell as it bursts into foam and spray upon the

rocks. The concussion of earthquakes sometimes gives rise

to very disastrous earthquake-waves, as already explained.

The height and force of waves depend upon the breadth
and depth of sea over which the wind has driven them, and
the form and direction of the coast-line. The longer the
“ fetch,” and the deeper the water, the higher the waves.

A coast directly facing the prevalent wind will have larger

waves than a neighbouring shore which presents itself

at an angle to this wind or bends round so as to form a
lee-shore. The highest waves in the narrow British seas

probably never exceed 15 or 20 feet, and usually fall short

of that amount. The greatest height observed by Dr
Scoresby among the Atlantic waves was 43 feet.^

Ground-swell propagated across a broad and deep ocean
produces by far the most imposing breakers. So long as

the water remains deep and no wind blows, the only trace

of the passing ground-swell on the open sea is the huge
broad heaving of the surface. But when the water shallows,

the superficial part of the swell travelling faster than the
bottom begins to curl and crest as a huge billow or wall of

water, which finally bursts with enormous force against the
shore. Such billows, even when no wind is blowing, often
cover the cliffs of the north of Scotland with sheets of
water and foam up to heights of 100 or even nearly 200
feet. At Dunnet Head during north-westerly gales the
windows of the lighthouse, at a height of upwards of 300
feet above high-water mark, are said to be sometimes
broken by stones swept up the cliffs by the sheets of sea
water which then deluge the building.

A single roller of the ground-swell 20 feet high falls,

according to Mr Scott Bussell, with a pressure of about a
ton on every square foot, Mr Thomas Stevenson conducted
some years ago a series of experiments on the force of the
breakers on the Atlantic and North Sea coasts of Britain.

The average force in summer was found in the Atlantic to
be 611 lb per square foot, while in winter it was 2086 S>,

or more than three times as great. But on several occa-
sions, both in the Atlantic and North Sea, the winter
breakers were found to exert a pressure of three tons per

^ The reader may consult Maury’s PhysicaZ Geography of the Sea^
but more particularly Dr Carpenter’s papers in the Proceedings of the
Moyal Society for 1869-73, and Journal of R. Geographical Society
for 1871-77, on the side of temperature ; and Herschel’s Physical
Geography, and Dr Croll’s Climate and Tims, on the side of the winds.

® Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1850, p. 26, The reader will find a table of
the observed heights of waves round Great Britain in Mr T. Stevenson’s
treatise on Harbours, p. 20,
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square foot, and at Dunbar as much as three tons and a
half.^ Besides the waves produced by ordinary wind action,

others of an extraordinary size and destructive power are

occasionally caused by a violent cyclone-storm. The mere
diminution of atmospheric pressure in a cyclone must tend
to raise the level of the ocean within the cyclone limits.

But the further furious spiral in-rushing of the air towards
the centre of the low pressure area drives the sea onward,
and gives rise to a wave or succession of waves having great

destructive power. Thus, on 5th October 1864, during a

great cyclone which passed over Calcutta, the sea rose in

some places 24 feet, and swept everything before it with
irresistible force, drowning upwards of 48,000 people.

4. Ice on the Sea.—In this place may be most con-

veniently noticed the origin and movements of the ice which
in circumpolar latitudes covers the sea. This ice is derived

from two sources—(1) the freezing of the sea itself, and

(2) the seaward prolongation of land-ice.

1. Three chief types of sea-ice have been observed, (a.)

In the Arctic sounds and bays the littoral waters freeze along

the shores and form a cake of ice which, upborne by the

tide and adhering to the land, is thickened by successive

additions below, as well as by snow above, until it forms a

shelf of ice 120 to 130 feet broad and 20 or 30 feet high.

This shelf, known as the ice-foot, serves as a platform on
which the abundant debris loosened by the severe frosts of

an arctic winter gathers at the foot of the cliffs. It is more
or less completely broken up in summer, but forms again

with the early frosts of the ensuing autumn. (6.) The sur-

face of the open sea likewise freezes over into a continuous

solid sheet which in summer breaks up into separate masses
sometimes of large extent. This is what navigators term

floe-ice, and the separate floating cakes are known as Jioes.

Ships fixed among these floes have been drifted with the ice

for hundreds of miles until at last liberated by its disrup-

tion. (c.) In the Baltic Sea, off the coast of Labrador and
elsewhere, ice has been observed to form on the sea-bottom.

It is known as ground-ice or anchor ice. In the Labrador
fishing-grounds it forms even at considerable depths.

Seals caught in the lines at those depths are brought up
sometimes solidly frozen.

2. In the Arctic regions the vast glaciers which drain the

snow-fields and descend to the sea extend for some distance

from the land until large fragments break off and float away
seawards. These detached masses are icebergs. Their

shape and size greatly vary, but lofty peaked forms are

common, and they sometimes rise from 200 to 300 feet

above the level of the sea. As only about a ninth part of

the ice appears above water, these larger bergs must some-
times be from 2000 to 3000 feet thick from base to top.

They consequently require water of some depth to float

them, but they are often seen aground. In the Antarctic
regions, where one vast sheet of ice envelops the land
and extends into the sea as a high rampart of ice, the

detached icebergs often reach a great size, and are charac-

terized by the frequency of a flat tabular form.

II. Geological Wobk of the Sea.

I. Influence oh Climate.—Were there no agencies in

nature for distributing temperature, there would be a regu-
lar and uniform diminution in the mean annual tempera-
ture from equator to poles, and the isothermal lines, or lines

of equal heat, would coincide with lines of latitude. But
no such general correspondence actually exists. If we look
at a chart of the globe with the isothermal lines drawn
across ib, we shall find that their divergences from the
parallels are striking, and most so where they approach and
cross the ocean. Currents from warm regions raise the

® Trans, Roy, Soc. Edin., xvi. 25 ; treatise on Harbours, p. 42.
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temperature of tbe tracts into which they flow ; those from
cold regions lower it. The ocean, in short, is the great

distributor of temperature over the globe. As an illustra-

tion the two opposite sides of the Atlantic may be taken.

The cold arctic current flowing southward along the

north-east coast of America reduces the mean annual tem-
perature of that region. On the other hand, the Gulf-stream
brings to the shores of the north-west of Europe a tempera-
ture much above what they would otherwise enjoy. Dublin
and the south-eastern headlands of Labrador, lie in the same
parallel of latitude, yet differ as much as 18° in their mean
annual temperature, that of Dublin being 50°, and that of

Labrador 32° Fahr. Dr Croll has calculated that the Gulf-
stream conveys nearly half as much heat from the tropics

as is received from the sun by the entire Arctic regions.^

II. Erosioh.—The chemical action of the sea upon the
rocks of its bed and shores has not yet been properly
studied.^ It is evident, however, that changes analogous
to those effected by fresh water on the land must be in pro-
gress, Oxidation, and the formation of carbonates, no doubt
continually take place. We may judge indeed of the nature
and rapidity of some of these changes by watching the
decay of stones and material employed in the construction
of piers. At the Bell Bock lighthouse, twenty-five different

kinds and combinations of iron were exposed to the action
of the sea, and all yielded to corrosion. Mr Mallet—as the
result of experiments with specimens sunk in the sea—con-

cluded that from y^ths to of an inch in depth in iron
castings 1 inch thick, and about -g^^ths of an inch of

wrought iron, will be destroyed in a century in clear salt

water. Mr Stevenson, in referring to these experiments,
remarks that he has in his possession sipecimens of iron
which show even a more rapid rate of decay. In castings

used at the Bell Bock the loss has been at the rate of an
inch in a century. One of the bars which was free from
air holes had its specific gravity reduced to 5*63, and its

transverse strength from 7409 to 4797 lb, and yet presented
no external appearance of decay. Another apparently
sound specimen was reduced in strength from 4068 Ib to

2352 5>, having lost nearly half its strength in fifty years.

Similar results were recently ob-

served by Mr Grothe, resident en-

gineer at the railway bridge across

the Firth of Tay. A cast-iron cylin-

der which had been below water Jor
only sixteen months was found to

be so corroded that a penknife could

be stuck through it in many places.

An examination of the shore will

sometimes reveal a good deal of quiet

chemical change on the outer crust

of rocks exposed to the waves. Such
rocks as basalt have their felspar

decomposed, and show the presence

of carbonates by effervescing briskly with acid. One of

their minerals, augifce, is occasionally replaced by 2^seudo-

morphs of carbonate of iron.

It is mainly by its mechanical action that the sea accom-
plishes its erosive work. This can only take place where
the water is in motion, and, other things being equal, is

greatest where the motion is strongest. Hence we cannot

suppose tliat erosion to any appreciable extent can be
effected in the abysses of the sea, where the only motion
possible is that slow creeping of the polar water along the

bottom already referred to. But where the currents

are powerful enough to move grains of sand and gravel,

^ See papers by Dr Croll on Gulf-stream and Ocean-currents,” in

Geol. Mag, and Phil, Mag, for 1869, 1870-74, and Climate and Time,
2 See Bischof’s Chemical Geology, vol. i, chap, vii,

3 T. Stevenson on Harbours, p. 47.

very slow erosion may take place even at considerable
depths. It is in the upper portions of the sea, however
where, owung to currents, tides, and waves, the water
suffers most disturbance, that the main mechanical erosion
goes on. The depth to which the influence of waves and
ground-swell may extend seems to vary greatly according
to the situation. The astroiiomer-royal states that ground-
swell may break in 100 fathoms wat^er.^ It is common to
find boulders and shingle disturbed at a depth of 10
fathoms, and even driven from that depth to the shore, and
waves may be noticed to become muddy from the working
up of the silt at the bottom w^hen they have reached water of
7 or 8 fathoms in depth.^ Gentle movement of the bottom
water is said to be sometimes indicated by ripple-marks on
the fine sand of the sea-fioor at a depth of 600 feet. A
good test for the absence of serious abrasion is furnished
by the presence of fine mud on the bottom. Wherever
that is found, we may be tolerably sure that the bottom at
that place lies beyond the reach of ordinary breaker action.®
From the upper limit at which the accumulation of mud is

possible to high-water mark, and in exposed places up to
100 feet or more above high-water mark, lies the zone
within which the sea does its work of abrasion. To this
zone, even where the breakers are heaviest, a greater
extreme vertical range can hardly be assigned than 300 feet,

and in most cases it probably falls far short of that extent.
The mechanical work of erosion by the sea is done in

four ways :—(1) the enormous force of the breakers suffices

to tear off fragments of the solid rocks
; (2) the alternate

comijression and expansion of the air in the crevices of rocks
exposed to heavy breakers dislocates rocks even above the
limits of wave-action

; (3) the hydraulic XDressure of those
portions of large waves which enter fissures and cavities

forces asunder masses of rock; (4) the waves make use
of the loose fragments within their reach in battering down
the cliffs exposed to their fury.

(1.) Abundant examples of the dislodgement of huge
blocks of rock from their parent masses are furnished by
the precipitous shores of Caithness, and of the Orkney and
Shetland Islands. Ib sometimes happens that demonstra-

tion of the height to which the effective force of breakers

may reach is furnished at lighthouses built on exposed
parts of the coast. Thus, at IJnst, a door was broken open
at a height of 195 feet above the sea, and at the Bishop
Bock lighthouse a bell was wrenched off at a level of 100
feet above high-water mark.^ Some of the most remark-

able instances of the power of breakers have been observed

by Mr Thomas Stevenson among the islands of the Shetland

group. On the Bound Skerry he found that blocks of rock

up to 91 tons in weight had been washed together at a

height of nearly 60 feet above the sea, that blocks weighing

from 6 to 13J tons had been actually quarried out of their

original bed, at a height of from 70 to 75 feet, and that a

* Hncyclopoedia Metropolitana, art. Waves.”
® T. Stevenson oia. Harbours, p. 15, ^ Ibid, Ibid,, p. 31#

Figs. 7 and 8,—Sections of the Bound Slierry of VTialsey, Shetland (from Stevenson’s Sarbours^ p, 32) ;

a, 6, c, and positions ot blocks moved by the sea.
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block of nearly 8 tons liad been driven before tbe waves at

the level of 20 feet above the sea, over very rough ground,

to a distance of 73 feet (figs. 7 and 8). He likewise

records the moving of a 50-ton block by the waves at

Baxrahead, in the Hebrides.^ At Plymouth also, blocks of

several tons in weight have been known to be washed about

the breakwater like pebbles.

^

(2.) But, besides their mechanical force, waves acquire a

singular and most effective aid from the air. It is a fact

familiar to engineers that, even from a vertical and appar-

ently perfectly solid wall of well-built masonry exposed to

heavy seas, stones will sometimes be started out of their

places, and that when this happens a rapid enlargement of

the cavity may be effected, as if the walls were breached

by a severe bombardment. At the Eddystone lighthouse,

during a storm in 1840, a door which had been securely

fastened against the force of the surf from without, was
actually driven outward by a pressure acting from within

the tower, in spite of the strong bolts and hinges, which
were broken. We may infer that, by the sudden sinking

of a mass of water hurled against the building, a partial

vacuum was formed, and that the air inside forced out the

door in its efforts to restore the equilibrium.^ This explaua-

tion may partly account for the way in which the stones

are started from their places in a solidly built sea-wall.

But besides this cause we must also consider a perhaps still

more effective one in the condensation of the air driven

before the wave between the joints and crevices of the

stones, and its subsequent instantaneous expansion when the

wave drops. During gales when large waves are driven to

shore, many tons of water are poured suddenly into each

cleft and cavern within reach. These volumes of water, as

they rush in, compress the air into every joint and pore of

the rock at the further end, and then quickly retiring, exert

such a suction as from time to time to bring down part of the

walls or roof. The sea may thus gradually form an inland

passage for itself to the surface above, in a ** blow-hole or

‘^puffing-hole,” through which spouts of foam and spray are

in storms shot high into the air. On the more exposed
portions of the west coast of Ireland numerous examples of

such blow-holes occur. In Scotland, likewise, they may
often be observed, as iu the Buffers (boilers) of Buchan on
the coast of Aberdeenshire, and the Geary Pot near

Arbroath. Magnificent instances occur among the Orkney
and Shetland Islands, some of the more shattered rocks of

these northern coasts being, as it were, honeycombed by sea-

tunnels, many of which open up into the middle of fields

or moors.

(3.) The sea-water which, as part of an inrushing wave,
fills the gullies and chinks of the shore-rocks exerts the
same pressure upon the walls between which it is confined
as the rest of the wave is doing upon the face of the cliff.

Each cleft so circumstanced becomes a kind of hydraulic
press, the potency of which is to be measured by the force

with which the waves fall upon the rocks outside—a force
which often amounts to three tons on the square foot.

There can be little doubt that by this means considerable
pieces of a cliff are from time to time dislodged.

^ Stevenson, ojp, cit.^ pp. 21-37.
^ Tlie reader will bear in mind that the specific gravity of "bodies

is greatly reduced when in water, and still more in sea-water. The
following examples will illustrate this fact (Stevenson on Harbours.
p. 107):—

Spec.
Grav.

No. of cub. feet to
a ton in air.

No, of feet to a ton
in sea-water of sp.

gray. 1*028.

Basalt 3 99 11*9 18*26
Red granite 2-71 13*2 21*30
Sandstone 2 41 14*8 26*00
Cannel coal 1*54 23 3 70*00

® "Walher, Proc,lnst. Civ. Engin.^i, 15; Stevenson’sJSfaySowv^^p. 10,

(4.) But probably by far the largest amount of erosion
accomplished by the sea is due not to its own direct
mechanical impetus, but to the blows dealt by the boulders,
gravel, or sand which it hurls against the shores. This
action was aptly compared by Playfair to a kind of artil-

lery.^ During a storm upon a shingly coast we may hear,

at a distance of several miles, the grind of the stones
against each other, as they are dragged back by the recoil

of the waves which had launched them forward. Iu this

tear and wear the loose stones are ground smaller, and
acquire the smooth round form so characteristic of a surf-

beaten beach. At the same time they bruise and wear
down the solid cliffs against which they may be driven.

Wherever the rock is much jointed, or from any cause
presents less resistance to attack, it is excavated into

gullies, creeks, and caves
;

its harder parts standing out
as promontories are pierced; gradually a series of detached
buttresses and sea-stacks appears as the cliff recedes, and
these in turn are wasted until they become mere skerries

and sunken surf-beaten reefs. Of this progress of destruc-

tion the more exposed parts of the British coast-line furnish

many admirable examples. The west coast of Ireland, ex-

posed to the fuff swell of the Atlantic, is in innumerable
localities completely undermined by caverns, into which the

sea enters from both sides. In many places the cliffs are

as vertical as walls, this feature depending upon their joints,

which enable slice after slice to be undermined and removed.
The precipitous coasts of Skye, Sutherland, Caithness,

Eorfar, Kincardine, and Aberdeenshire abound in the most
impressive lessons of the waste of a rocky sea-margin

;
while

the same picturesque features are prolonged into the Orkney
and Shetland Islands, the magnificent cliffs of Hoy towering
as a vast waff some 1200 feet above the Atlantic breakers,

which are tunnelling and fretting their base.

If such is the progress of waste where the materials con-

sist of the most solid rocks, we may expect to meet with at

least eqtually impressive proofs of decay where the coast-line

can oppose only soft sand or clay to the march of the

breakers. Again, the geological student in Britain can
examine for himself many illustrations of this kind of de-

struction around the shores of these islands. Within the

last few hundred years entire parishes with their towns and
villages have been washed away, and the tide now ebbs and
flows over districts which in old times were cultivated fields

and cheerful hamlets. The coast of Yorkshire between
Elamborough Head and the mouth of the Humber, and also

that between the Wash and the mouth of the Thames, suffer

at a specially rapid rate, for the cliffs in these parts consist

in great measure of soft clay. In some places this loss is

said to amount to 3 feet per annum.
While investigating the proofs of decay along the shore,

the geologist endeavours to ascertain to what extent the
action of the waves is assisted by that of rain, springs, frosts,

and general atmospheric disintegration. He often finds that

the progress of the waves depends not so much upon their

own labours as upon those of the terrestrial agencies already
described. A crumbling cliff, battered and wasted by the
breakers, will yield to him abundant evidence of the manner
in which the other agents of destruction prepare the way
for its final demolition and removal by the sea ; and he will

learn that the very blocks of stone which give the waves
so much of their efficacy are in great measure furnished to

them by these co-operating agents. If the cutting back of

a cliff were mainly the work of the sea, we ought to find the
cliff overhanging, because the sea acts only at its base. But
the fact that in the vast majority of cases sea-cliffs, instead

of overhanging, slope backward, at a greater or less angle,

from the sea, shows that the waste from subaerial action is

^ Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory, sec 97-
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really greater than that from the action of the breakers.
What the sea chiefly does is to break down and wash away
the rubbish that falls from the cliffs, and thus to leave an
ever fresh surface for renewed denudation.

(5.) Among the erosive operations of the sea must be in-

cluded what is performed by floating ice. Along the margin
of arctic lands a good deal of work is done by the broken
up floe-ice and ice-foot. These cakes of ice, driven ashore
by storms, tear up the soft shallow-water or littoral deposits,
rub and scratch the rocks, and j)ush gravel and blocks of
rock before them as they strand on the beach. Icebergs
also, when they get aground in deep water, must greatly
disturb the sediment accumulating there, and must grind
down any submarine rock on which they grate as they are
driven along.

The general result of the erosive action of the sea
on the land is the production of a submarine plain. As
the sea advances by cutting slice after slice away from the
coast, successive lines of beach pass under low-water mark.
The whole of the littoral belt, as far down as wave action
has influence, is continually being ground down by the
moving detritus. If no change of level between sea and
land should take place, the sea might conceivably eat
its way slowly far into the land, and produce a gently slop-
ing yet almost horizontal selvage of plain covered ^Derman-
ently by the waves. In such a submarine plain the influ-

ence of geological structure, and notably of the relative
powers of resistance of different rocks, would make itself

conspicuous. The present promontories caused by the
superior hardness of their component rocks would no doubt
be represented by ridges on the subaqueous plateau, while
the existing bays and creeks worn out of softer rocks would
be marked by lines of valleys or hollows.

III. Transport.—The sea by means of its surface-drifts
and currents carries sedimentary material to great distances
and strews them over its floor. Near land, where the
movements of the water are active, much coarse detritus
is transported along shore or swept farther out to sea. A
prevalent wind, by creating a current in a given direction
along a coast-line, will cause the shingle to travel coast-
wise, the stones getting more and more rounded and reduced
in size as they recede from their sources. The Chesil
Bank, which runs as a natural breakwater 16 miles long
connecting the Isle of Portland with the mainland of
Dorsetshire, consists of rounded shingle which is constantly
being driven westwards. On the Moray Firth the reefs of
quartz-rock about Cullen furnish abundance of shingle,
which moves westwards along the coast for more than
15 miles. The coarser sediment probably seldom goes
much beyond the littoral zone. Fine gravel, however, is

pushed along the bottom by currents even at 600 fathoms
;

for at that depth in the North Atlantic between the
Faroe Islands and Scotland small pebbles of volcanic and
other rc>cks are dredged up which, have probably been
carried by an arctic under-current from the north. At
greater depths the force of currents at the bottom must be
too feeble to push along any detritus. But much fine
sediment is carried in suspension by the sea for long dis-
tances from land. Some rivers, as the Amazon, pour so
much silt into the sea as to discolour its water for several
hundred miles away from land. After wet weather the
coast-waters round the shores of the British Islands are some-
times made turbid from the quantity of mud brought down
from the land. Dr Carpenter found the bottom waters of
the Mediterranean to be everywhere permeated by an ex-
tremely fine mud, derived no doubt from the rivers and
shores of that sea, borne away out far from land, and
settling slowly down upon the bottom. He remarks that
the characteristic blueness of the Mediterranean may be
explained, like that of the Lake of Geneva (as shown by Dr
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Tyndall), by the diffusion of those exceedingly minute
sedimentary particles through the water.

But the most startling evidence of the wide extent to
which transport takes place in the ocean is that supplied
by the observations made during the voyage of the
“ Challenger.”

^

From the abysses of the Pacific Ocean, at
the furthest distances from land, the dredge brought up
bushels of rounded pieces of pumice of all sizes up to
blocks a foot in diameter. These fragments were all evi-
denfciy water-worn, and almost certainly were derived from
the land. Some small pieces indeed were taken on the
surface in the tow-net. Bound volcanic islands, and off*

the coasts of volcanic tracts of the mainland, the sea is

sometimes covered with floating pieces of water-worn pumice
swept out by flooded rivers. These fragments drift away
for hundreds or even thousands of miles until, becoming
water-logged, they sink to the bottom. Their universal
distribution was one of the most noticeable features in the
dredgings of the Challenger.” The clay which is found
on the bottom of the ocean at the greatest distances from
any shore may be partly due to its transport in that condi-
tion from land, but more probably to the decomposition of
the drifted pumice.^

Another not unimportant process of marine transiDort is

that performed by floating ice. Among the arctic glaciers
moraine stuff is of rare occurrence ; but occasional blocks
of rock and heaps of earth and stones fall from the cliffs

which rise above the general waste of snow. Hence on the
icebergs that float off from these glaciers, rock debris some-
times may be observed. It is transported southward for
hundreds of miles until, by the shifting or melting of the
bergs, it is dropped into deep water. The floor of certain
portions of the North Atlantic in the pathway of the bergs
must be plentifully strewn with this kind of detritus. By
means of the ice-foot also, an enormous quantity of earth
and stones is every year borne away from the shore as the
ice breaks up, and strewn over the floor of the sounds, bays,
and channels.

IT. Beproduction.—The sea being the receptacle for
the material worn away from the land must receive and store
up in its depths all that vast amount of detritus by the re-

moval of which the level and contours of the land are in
the course of time so greatly changed. The dei^osits which
take place within the area covered by the sea may be
divided into two groups—the inorganic and organic. It is

the former with which we have at present to deal
; the

latter will be discussed with the other geological functions
of plants and animals. The inorganic deposits of the sea-
floor are partly (a) land-derived or terrigenous, partly (6)
abyssal.

(a.) Land-derived or Terrigenous ,—These may be con-
veniently grouped according to their relative places on the
sea-bed.

(1.) Shore Deposits.—^The most conspicuous and familiar
are the layers of gravel and sand which accumulate between
tide-marks. As a rule, the coarse materials are thrown up
about the upper limit of the beach. They seem to remain
stationary there; but if watched and examined from time
to time, they will be found to be continually shifted by high
tides and storms, so that the bank or bar of shingle retains

its place though its component pebbles are being constantly

moved. Below the limit of coarse shingle upon the beach
lies the zone of fine gravel, and then that of sand. These
zones are far from being constant

;
yet when they all occur

on the same beach, they tend to range themselves according
to their relative coarseness, the rougher detritus lying at

the upper, and the finer towards the lower edge of the

shore. The nature of the littoral accumulations on any

GEOLOGY
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given part of a coast-line must depend either upon the

character of the shore-rocks which at that locality are

broken up by the waves, or upon the set of the shore-cur-

rents and the kind of detritus they bear with them. Coasts

exposed to heavy surf, especially where of a rocky charac-

ter, are apt to present beaches of coarse shiugle between

their projecting promontories. Sheltered bays, on the other

hand, where wave action is comparatively feeble, afford a

gathering ground for fine sediment such as sand and mud.
Estuaries and inlets into which rivers enter frequently show
wide muddy fiats at low water. The mud brought down
by the fresh water is allowed to sink to the bottom when
the motion of the current is checked as it enters the sea.

(2.) Infra-Littoral and Deeper-Water Deposits.—These

extend from below low-water mark to a depth of sometimes

as much as 2000 fathoms, and reach a distance from land

varying up to 200 miles or even more. Near land, and in

comparatively shallow water, they consist of banks or sheets

of sand more rarely mixed with gravel. The bottom of the

North Sea, for example, which between Britain and the

continent of Europe lies at a depth never reaching 100
fathoms, is irregularly marked hy long ridges of sand en-

closing here and there hollows where mud has been

deposited. In the English Channel large banks of gravel

extend through the Straits of Dover as far as the entrance

to the North Sea. These features seem to indicate the

line of the chief mud-bearing streams from the land, and

the general disposition of currents and eddies in the sea

which covers that region, the gravel ridges marking the

tracks of the more rapidly moving currents, while the

muddy hollows point to the eddies where the fine sediment

is permitted to settle on the bottom. It is possible, how-
i

ever, that the iuequalities on the fioor of the North Sea, and
their peculiarities of sediment, may not be due wholly to

modern accumulations, but partly to the contour of the

ground before it was submerged and the land connexion

between Britain and Europe was destroyed

During the course of the voyage of the Challenger,’’

the approach to land could always be foretold from the

character of the bottom, even at distances of 150 and 200
miles from land. The deposits were found to consist of

blue and green muds derived from the degradation of older

crystalline rocks. At depths of 100 to 700 fathoms they

are often coloured green by glauconite. At greater depths

they consist of blue or dark slate-coloured mud with a thin

upper layer of red or brown. Throughout these land-derived

sediments particles of mica, quartz, and other minerals are

distributed, the materials becoming coarser towards land.

Pieces of wood, portions of fruits, and leaves of trees occur

in them, and further indicate the reality of the transport of

material from the land. Shells of pteropods, larval gastero-

pods, and lamellibranchs are tolerably abundant in these

muds, with many infra-littoral species of Foraminifera^ and
diatoms. Below 1500 or 1700 fathoms pteropod shells

seldom appear, while at 3000 fathoms hardly a foraminifer

or any calcareous organism remains (Murray, Froc. Foy, jSoc.

Fdm,y 1876, p. 519). Bound volcanic islands the bottom
is found to be covered with grey mud and sand derived from
the degradation of volcanic rocks. These deposits can be
traced to great distances, as at Hawaii for 200 miles or

more. Pieces of pumice, scoriae, &c., occur in them,

mingled with marine organisms, and more particularly with

abundant grains, incrustations, and nodules of an earthy

peroxide of manganese. Near coral-reefs the sea-floor is

coated with a white calcareous mud derived from the

abrasion of the coral. The east coast of South America
supplies a peculiar red mud which is spread over the

Atlantic slope down to depths of more than 2000 fathoms.

(6.) Abyssal.—^Passing over at present the organic de-

posits which form so characteristic a feature on the floor

of the deeper and more open parts of the ocean, we come
to certain red and grey clays found at depths of more than
2000 fathoms down to the bottoms of the deepest abysses.

These consist of exceedingly fine clay, coloured sometimes
red by iron-oxide, sometimes of a chocolate tint from
manganese oxide, with grains of quartz, mica, pumice,
scoriae, peroxide of manganese, and other mineral substances,

together with Foraminifera, and in some regions a large

proportion of siliceous Fadiolai ia. Mr Murray has shown
the high probability that these clays result from the decom-
position of pumice and fine volcanic dust transported from
volcanic islands into mid-ocean. The extreme slowness of

their deposit is strikingly bi ought out in the tracts farthest

removed from land. From these localities great numbers
of sharks’ teeth, with ear-bones and other hones of w’hales,

were dredged up in the “ Challenger ” expedition,—some
of them quite fresh, others partially crusted w'ith peroxide

of manganese, and some completely and thickly surrounded

by that substance. We cannot suppose that sharks and
whales so abound in the sea as to cover the floor of the

ocean with a continuous stratum of their remains. No
doubt each haul of the dredge which brought up so many
bones represented the droppings of many generations. The
successive stages of manganese incrustatiou point to a long,

slow, undisturbed period, when so little sediment accumu-
lated that the bones dropped at the beginning remained at

the end still uncovered, or only so slightly covered as to

be easily scraped up by the dredge. In these deposits,

moreover, Mr Murray has found numerous minute spherular

particles of metallic iron which there is every reason to

believe are of cosmic origin—portions of the dust of meteo-

rites w^hich in the course of ages have fallen upon the sea-

bottom. Such particles no doubt fall all over the ocean;

but it is only on those parts of the bottom which, by their

distance from any land, receive accessions of deposit with

extreme slowness, and where therefore the present surface

may contain the dust of a long succession of years, that it

has been possible to detect them.

The abundant dejposit ot peroxide of manganese over the

floor of the deep sea is one of the most singular features of

recent discovery. It occurs as an earthy incrustation round
bits of bones, and other objects. The nodules

possess a concentric arrangement of lines not unlike those

of urinary calculi. That they are formed on the spot, and
not drifted from a distance, was made abundantly clear

from their containing abyssal organisms, and enclosing more
or less of the surrounding bottom, whatever its nature might
happen to be. Mr Murray refers their origin to the decom-
position of the manganese-bearing minerals in the univer-

sally diffused volcanic detritus. Quite recently Mr J, Y.

Buchanan has dredged similar manganese concretions from

some of the deeper j>arts of Loch Fyne. In connexion with

the chemical reactions indicated by these nodules as taking

place on the sea-bottom, reference may be made to a still

more remarkable but yet unxDublished discovery made by
Mr Murray in the course of his examinations of the

materials brought up from the same abyssal deposits. He
has detected abundant minute concretions or bundles of

crystals which on analysis are found to resemble olivine in

composition. These silicates (there may be several of them)
have certainly been formed directly on the sea-bottom, for

they are found gathered round abyssal organisms.
^

It is

difficult to overestimate the importance of this fact in re-

ference to the chemistry of marine deposits.

From a comparison of the results of the dredgings made
in recent years in all parts of the oceans, it is impossible to

resist the conclusion that there is nothing in the character

of the deep-sea deposits which finds a parallel among the

marine geological formations visible to us on the land. It

is onlyamong the comparativelyshallowwater accumulations
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of the existing sea that we encounter analogies to the older

formations. And thus we reach by another and a new
approach the conclusion which on very different grounds
has been arrived at, viz., that the present continental ridges

have existed from the remotest times, and that the marine
strata which constitute so large a portion of their mass have
been accumulated not as deep water formations, but in com-
paratively shallow water along their flanks.

Section III.—Life.

Among the agents by which geological changes are carried

on upon the surface of the globe living organisms must be
enumerated. Both plants and animals co-operate with the

inorganic agents in promoting the degradation of the land ;

and in some cases, on the other hand, they protect rocks from
decay. Again by the accumulation of their remains they

form extensive formations both upon the land and in the sea.

Their operations may hence be described as alike destructive,

conservative, and reproductive. Under this heading also

we may notice the influence of man as a geological agent.

L Destructive Action.—Plants aid in the general pro-

gress of disintegration in various ways. 1. By keeping the

surfaces of rocks moist, and thus promoting both the

mechanical and chemical dissolution of the rocks. This
action is especially shown by liverworts, mosses, and
other plants which only thrive in copious moisture. 2.

By producing through their decay carbonic and other

acids, which, with decaying organic matter taken up
by passing moisture, become potent in effecting the '

chemical decomposition of rocks, and in promoting the

disintegration of soils. 3. By inserting their roots or

branches between joints of rock, which are thereby loosened,

so that large slices may be eventually wedged off. On the

sides of wooded hills and cliffs this process may often be
seen ;

even among old ruins an occasional sapling ash or

elm may be found to have cast its roots round a portion of

the masonry and to be slowly detaching it from the rest of

the wall. 4. By attracting rain, as thick woods, forests,

and mosses do, and thus accelerating the general scouring

of a country by running water. The indiscriminate de-

struction of the woods in the Levant lias been assigned with
much plausibility as the main cause of the present desicca-

tion of that region. 5. By promoting the decay of dis-

eased and dead plants and animals, as when fungi over-

spread a damp rotting tree or the carcase of a dead animal.
Of the destructive influences of animal life numerous

illustrations might be given. 1. The composition and
arrangement of soil are affected. Worms are continually

engaged in brmging up the lower portions of the soil to the

surface, and thus increase its fertility and its capability of

being washed away by rain. Burrowing animals, by throw-
ing up the soil and subsoil, expose these to be dried and
blown away by the wind. At the same time their subter-

ranean passages serve to drain off the superficial water and
to injure the stability of the surface of the ground above
them. In Britain the mole and rabbit are familiar ex-

amples. In North America the prairie dog has undermined
extensive tracts of pasture land in the west. In Cape
Colony wide areas of open country seem to be in a constant
state of eruption from the burrowing operations of multi-

tudes of Baihyergi and OhryBochloris—small mole-like
animals which bring up the soil and bury the grassy vegeta-
tion under it. 2. The flow of streams is sometimes inter-

fered with, or even diverted, by the operations of animals.

Thus the beaver, by constructing dams, checks the current
.of water-courses, intercepts floating materials, and sometimes
-even diverts the water into new channels. This action is

typically displayed in Canada and other parts of North
America. The embankments of the Mississippi are some-
rtimes weakened to such an extent by the burrowings of the

cray-fish as to give way and allow the river to inundate the
surrounding country. Similar results have hapiiened m
Europe from the subterranean operations of rats. 3. Some
Mollusca (Pholas, Saxicava, Teredo^ &c.) bore into stone or
wood, and by the number of contiguous perforations
greatly weaken the material. Pieces of drift-wood are soon
riddled with long holes by the teredo

; while wooden piers,

and the bottom of wooden ships, are often rapidly perfor
ated. The saxicavous shells, by piercing rocks and leaving
open cavities for rain and sea water to fill, promote tlie

decay of the stone. 4. Many animals exercise a ruin-
ously destructive influence upon vegetation. Of the many
insect plagues of that kind it will be enough to enumerate
the locust, phylloxera, and Colorado beetle. The pasture in

some parts of the south of Scotland has in recent years
been much damaged by mice, which have increased in

numbers owing to the indiscriminate shooting and trapping
of owls, hawks, and other predaceous creatures. Grass-
hoppers cause the destruction of vegetation in some parts

of Wyoming and other western territories of the United
States. The way in which animals destroy each other,

often on a great scale, may likewise be included among the
geological operations now under description.

IT. Conservative Action.—This is admirably shown
by many kinds of vegetation. 1. The formation of a
stratum of turf protects the soil and rocks from being
rapidly disintegrated and washed away by atmospheric
action. Hence the surface of a district so protected is

denuded with extreme slowness except along the lines

of its water-courses. 2. Many plants, even without
forming a layer of turf, serve by their roots or branches to
protect the loose sand or soil on which they grow from
being removed by wind. The common sand-carex and
other arenaceous plants bind the loose sand-dunes of our
coasts, and give them a permanence which would at once

1

he destroyed were the sand laid bare again to storms. In
North America the sandy tracts of the western territories

are in many places protected by plants known as sage-brush
and grease-wood. The growth of shrubs and brushwood
along the course of a stream not only keeps the alluvial

banks from being so easily undermined and removed as

would otherwise be the case, but serves to arrest the sedi-

ment in floods, filtering the water, and thereby adding to

the height of the fiood plain. On some parts of the west
coast of France extensive ranges of sand-hills have been
gradually planted with pine woods which, while preventing
the destructive inland march of the sand, also yield a large

revenue in timber, and have so improved the climate as to

make these districts a resort for pulmonary invalids. In
tropical countries the mangrove grows along the margin of

the sea, and not only protects the land, hut adds to it&

breadth, by forming and increasing an alluvial belt along
the coast. 3. Some marine plants likewise afford protec-

tion to shore rocks. This is done by the calcareous nulli-

pores, which form upon them a hard incrustation ; likewise

by the tangles and smaller fuci which grow abundantly on
the littoral zone and break the force of the waves, or

diminish the effects of ground swell 4. Forests and brush-

wood protect the soil, especially on slopes, from being washed
away by rain. This is shown by the disastrous results of

the thoughtless destruction of such woods. According
to Heclus (La Terre, p. 410), in the three centuries from
1471 to 1776, the ^‘vigueries,” or provostry-districts of the

French Alps, lost a third, a half, and even three-fourths of

their cultivated ground, and the population has diminished
in somewhat similar proportions. From 1836 to 1866 the

departments of Hautes and Basses Alpes lost 25,000 in-

habitants, or nearly one-tenth of their population—

a

diminution which has with plausibility been assigned to tlie

reckless removal of the pine forests, whereby the steep

X. — 37
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mountain sides have been washed bare of their soil. The
desiccation of the countries bordering the eastern Mediter-
ranean has been ascribed to a similar cause, 5. In mountain
districts pine forests exercise also an important conservative

function in preventing the formation or arresting the pro-

gress of avalanches. In Switzerland some of the forests which
cross the lines of frequent snow-falls are carefully preserved.

Animals do not exert any important conservative action

upon the earth’s surface, save in so far as they form new
deposits, as will be immediately referred to. In the prairie

regions of Wyoming and other tracts of ISTorth America,
some interesting minor eiSfects are referable to the herds of

roving animals which migrate over these territories. Pro-

fessor Comstock describes the trails made by the bison, the

elk, and the big-horn or mountain-sheep as firmly-trodden

tracks on which vegetation will not grow for many years.

All over the region traversed by the bison numerous circular

patches of grass are to be seen which have been formed on
the hollows where this animal has wallowed, O riginallythey
are shallow depressions formed in great numbers where a

herd of bisons has rested for a time. On the advent of the
rains they become pools of water

;
thereafter grasses spring

up luxuriantly, and so bind the soil together that these

grassy patches, or bison-\vallows,” may actually become
slightly raised above the general level if the surrounding
ground becomes parched and degraded by the winds (iSe-

coiinaissaiice of N.W. Wi/oming, 1875, p, 175),
III. Reproductive Action.—Both plants and animals

contributematerials towardsnewgeological formations. Their
remains are enclosed in deposits of sand and mud and there

l^reserved. But they form of themselves not unim];>ortaut

accumulations. Of plant formations the following illustra-

tive examples may be given. (1.) PeaUMosses.—These are

accumulations of marshy vegetation which occur in tem-
perate and arctic latitudes, sometimes to a depth of 40 feet

or more. In Europe they have been largely formed by
plants of the genus Sphagnum^ which, growing as a spongy
fibrous mass over wet ground, die in their lower parts and
send out new fibres above. It is this lower decaying
stratum which forms the peat. Every stage of the process
may be seen in a large moss, from the green living plants

at the top, through fibrous brown turf full of the scarcely

decayed rootlets of the Sphagnum, down to the compact
brown or almost black peat at the bottom- Many peat-

mosses were at one time lakes which have been gradually
filled up by the accumulation of marsh-plants. Peat pos-
sesses a great antiseptic power 3 the bodies of animals which
have been entombed in it are sometimes preserved for

many centuries. (

2

. ) Mangrove Swamps,—On the low moist
shores and river mouths of tropical countries, the mangrove
tree plays an important geological part. It grows in such
situations in a dense jangle, sometimes 20 miles broad,
which fringes the coast as a green selvage, and runs up if

it does not quite occupy creeks and inlets. The mangrove
fiourishes in sea-water even down to low-water mark, form-
ing there a dense thicket which, as the trees drop their

radicles and take root, grows outward into the sea. It is

singular to find terrestrial birds nestling in the branches
above and crabs and barnacles living among the roots below.
By this network of subaqueous radicles and roots the water
is filtered of its sediment, which, retained among the vegeta-
tion, helps to turn the spongy jungle into a firm soil. On
the coast of Florida the mangrove swamps stretch for long
distances as a belt from 5 to 20 miles broad, which winds
round the creeks and inlets. At Bermuda the mangroves
co-operate with grasses and other plants to choke up the
creeks and brackish lakes. In these waters calcareous algge

abound, and as their remains are thrown up amidst the sand
and vegetation they form a remarkably calcareous soiL

(3.) Diatom Mud or Earth,—^As the minute siliceous plants

< O Gr ^ [ill. dynamical.

called diatoms occur both in fresh and salt water, the de-

posit formed from their congregated remains is found both
on the sites of lakes and on the sea-floor, Infusorial ”

earth and tripoli powder ” consist mainly of the friistules

and fragmentary debris of diatoms which have accumulated
on the bottoms of lacustrine areas. Towards the Antarctic
circle the Challenger” met with Diatomaceoeixi abundance,
both in the surface waters of the ocean and on the bottom.
They form at depths of from 1260 to 1975 fathoms a pale

straw-coloured deposit, which when dried is white and very
light.

Animal formations are chiefly composed of the remains
of the lower grades of the animal kingdom, especially of

Mollusca, Actinozoa, and Foraminifera, (1.) In some cases

they are calcareous. Lime, chiefly in the form of carbonate,

is the mineral substance of which the solid parts of animals
are mainly built up. Hence the great majority of the accum-
ulations formed of animal remains are calcareous. In
fresh water they are represented by the mwi I ot lakes—

a

white, chalky de^josit consisting of the mouldering remains
of Mollusca, Entomostraca, and partly of fresh-water algai.

On the sea-bottom in shallow water they consist of beds of

shells, such as the oyster-banks of English seas. The fringing,,

barrier, and atoll coral-reefs of warm seas are conspicuous
examples of wide and thick masses of rock formed from the

accumulated growth of animal organisms. The great reef

of Australia, for example, is 1250 miles long, from 10 to 90-

miles broad, and more than 1800 feet thick. The coral,

rock, though formed by the continuous growth of the polyps,

gradually loses any distinct organic structure, and acquires

an internal crystalline character owing to the infiltration of

water through its mass, whereby carbonate of lime is carried

down and deposited in the pores and crevices as in a grow-
ing stalactite. G-reat quantities of calcareous mud are i^ro-

duced by the breakers which beat upon the outer edge of

the reefs. This mud is x)artly washed up upon the reefs

and aids in their consolidation, but in great measure it is

swept away by the ocean currents and distributed over many
thousands of square miles of the sea-fioor. In deep water
over the bed ot the Atlantic and other oceans a remarkable
calcareous ooze occurs which is formed of the remains of

Foraminifera, and chiefly of species of the genus Glohig&i'ina.

It is next in abundance to the red and grey clays of the

deep sea. It is a pale-grey marl, sometimes red from
peroxide of iron, or brown from peroxide of manganese

; and
it usually contains more or less clay, even with occasional

fragments of pumice. (2.) Siliceous deposits formed from
animal exuvise are illustrated by another of the deep-sea
formations brought to light by the ‘‘ Challenger” researches.

In certain regions of the western and middle Pacific Ocean,
the bottom was found to be covered with an ooze consisting

almost entirely of Padiolaria. These minute organisms
occur, indeed, more or less abundantly in almost all deep
oceanic deposits. From the deepest sounding yet taken
(4575 fathoms, or more than 5 miles) a radiolariaii ooze
was obtained. The spicules of sponges likewise furnish
materials towards these siliceous accumulations. (3.)

Phospliatic deposits, in the great majority of cases, betoken
some of the vertebrate animals, seeing that phosphate of

lime enters largely into the composition of their bones and
occurs in their excrement. The most tyjAcal modem accumu-
lations of this nature are the guano beds of rainless islands

off the western coasts of SouthAmerica and Southern Africa.

In these regions immense flocks of sea-fowl have in the-

course of centuries covered the ground with an accumulation
of their droppiugs to a depth of sometimes 30 to SO feet,

or even more. This deposit, consisting chiefly of organic*

matter and ammoniacal salts, with about 20 per cent, of

phosphate of lime, has acquired a high value as a manure,
and is being rapidly cleared off. It could only have been.
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preserved ia a rainless or almost rainless climate. On the

west of Europe isolated stacks and rocky islands in the sea

are often seen to be white from the droppings of clouds of

sea birds
j
but it is merely a thin crust, which is not allowed

to grow thicker in a climate where rains are frequent and
heavy.

lY. Man as a Geological Agent.—No survey of

the geological workings of plant and animal life upon
the surface of the globe can be com]3lete which does
not take account of the influence of man—an influence

of enormous and increasing consequence in physical geo-

graphy, for man has introduced, as it were, an element of

antagonism to nature. Not content with gathering the
fruits and capturing the animals which she has offered for

his sustenance, he has, with advancing civilization, engaged
in a contest to subdue the earth and possess it. His war-
fare indeed has often been a blind one, successful for the
moment, but leading to sure and sad disaster. He has, for

instance, stripped off the woodland from many a region of

hill and mountain, gaining his immediate object in the
possession of their stores of timber, but thereby laying bare
the slopes to parching droughts or fierce rains. Countries
once rich in beauty, and plenteous in all that was needful
for his support, are now burnt and barren, or washed bare
of their soil. It is only in comparatively recent years that

he has learnt the truth of the aj)horism

—

^^Homo Nattcrce

minister et interpres,^^

But now, when that truth is coming more and more to

be recognized and acted on, man’s influence is none the less

marked. His object still is to subdue the earth, and he
attains it, not by setting nature and her laws at defiance,

but by enlisting her in his service. Within the compass
of this article it is impossible to give more than merely a
reference to this vast subject. The action of man may be
witnessed on climate, on the flow of water, on the charac-

ter of the terrestrial surface, and on the distribution of
life.i

1. On CliTnate,—^Human interference affects meteoro-
logical conditions—(1) by removing forests and laying
bare to the sun and winds areas which were previously kept
cool and damp under trees, or which, lying on the lee side,

were protected from tempests
; as already stated, it is

supposed that the wholesale destruction of the woodlands
formerly existing in countries bordering the Mediterranean
has been in part the cause of the present desiccation of

these districts
; (2) by drainage, the effect of this opera-

tion being to remove rapidly the discharged rainfall, to

lessen the evaporation, and thereby to diminish the rainfall

and somewhat increase the general temperature of a country;

(3) by the other processes of agriculture, such as the
transformation of moor and bog into cultivated land, and
the clothing of bare hillsides with green crops or plantations
of coniferous and hardwood trees.

2. On the Flow of Water.—1. By increasing or diminish-
ing the rainfall man directly affects the course of the
waters over the land. 2. By his drainage operations he
makes the rain to run off more rapidly than before, and
thereby increases the floods in the rivers. 3. By wells,

bores, mines, or other subterranean works he interferes with
the underground waters and consequently with the dis
charge of springs. 4. By embanking rivers he confines
them to narrow channels, sometimes increasing their scour,
and enabling them to carry their sediment further seaward,
sometimes causing them to deposit it over the plains and
raise their level.

0^ the Surface of the Land.—Man’s operations alter

^ The reader •will find much, suggestive matter in Marsh's Man and
Mature^ a work which, as its title denotes, specially treats of this
subject. A new and enlarged edition of this volume was published
iu 1874 under the title of The JEa/rth as Mod/ified hy JEtumcun Actwn,
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the aspect of a country in many ways :— (1) by chang-

I

ing forest into bare mountain, or clothing bare mountains

I

with forest
; (2) by promoting the growth or causing the

removal of peat-mosses
; (3) by heedlessly uncovering sand-

dunes, and thereby setting in motion a process of destruc-
tion which may convert hundreds of acres of fertile land
intowaste sand, or by prudentlyplanting the dunes with sand-
loving vegetation or pines, and thus arresting their landw^ard
progress

; (4) by so guiding the course of rivers as to make
them aid him in reclaiming waste land, and bringing it

under cultivation; (5) by piers and bulwarks, whereby the
ravages of the sea are stayed, or by the thoughtless re-

moval from the beach of stones which the waves had
themselves thrown up, and which would have served for a
time to protect the land

; (6) by forming new deposits either
designedly or incidentally. The roads, bridges, canals,

railways, tunnels, villages, and towns with which man has
covered the surface of the land will in many cases form a
permanent record of his presence. Under his hand the
whole surface of civilized countries is very slowly covered
by a stratum, either formed w’-holly by him, or due in great

measure to his operations, and containing many relics of his

presence. The soil of old cities has been inci'eased to a
depth of many feet by the rubbish of his buildings

;
tbe

level of the streets of modern Borne stands high above that

of the pavements of the Caesars, and that again above the
roadways of the early republic. Over cultivated fields Ins

potsherds are turned up in abundance by the plough. The
loam has risen within the walls of his graveyards, as gene-
ration after generation has mouldered there into dust.

4. On the Distrih^ttion of Life .—^It is under this head,
perhaps, that the most subtle of human influences come.
Some of man’s doings in this domain are indeed plain

enough, such as the extirpation of wild animals, the
diminution or destruction of some forms of vegetation, the
introduction of plants and animals useful to himself, and
especially the enormous predominance given by him to the
cereals and to the spread of sheep and cattle. But no such
extensive disturbance of the normal conditions of the distri-

bution of life can take place without carrying with it many
secondary effects, and setting in motion a wide cycle of

changeand of reaction in the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
For example, the incessant warfare waged by man against

birds and beasts of prey in districts given up to the cha'&e

leads sometimes to unforseen results. The weak game is

allowed to live, •which would otherwise be killed off and
give more room for the healthy remainder. Other animals
which feed perhaps on the same materials as the game are

by the same cause permitted to live unchecked, and thereby
to act as a further hindrance to the spread of the protected

species. But the indirect results of man’s interference with
the regime of plants and animals still require much pro-

longed observation.

From this brief and imperfect outline the reader may
perceive that man takes an important place as a geological

agent, and that in future ages the traces of his interference

wiU introduce a new element of difficulty into the study of

geological phenomena.

PABT lY.—STBUCTURAL GEOLOGY,

OJa THE ARCHITECTUBE OF THE EARTH’s CRUST.

Having considered the nature of the materials constitut-

ing the crust of the earth, and the operation of the different

agencies by which these materials are produced, arranged,

and modified, we may now proceed to examine the structure

of the crust itself with the view of marking how its com-

ponent parts have been put together. Since by far the

largest portion of the crust consists of sedimentary or
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aqueous rocks, it will be of advantage to treat of them first, 1 has been exceedingly fine-grained. Where the materials
noting, in the first place, their original characters as result-

ing from the circumstances under which they were formed,

and afterwards, the modifications subsequently effected

upon them. Many of these superinduced structures, which
are not peculiar to sedimentary, but occur more or less

markedly in all rocks, may be conveniently described to-

gether. The distinctive characters of the igneous or

eruptive rocks, as portions of the architecture of the crust

will then be described; and lastly, those of the crystalline

schists and other associated rocks to which the name of

metamorphic is usually applied.

I. Stratification and its Accompaniments.

The term “ stratified,” so often applied as a general

designation to the aqueous or sedimentary rocks, expresses

their leading structural feature. They are arranged in

layers or strata, an arrangement characteristic of them alike

in hand-specimens and in the cliffs of mountains. Not that

every morsel of aqueous rock exhibits evidence of stratifica-

tion. But it is this characteristic which is least frequently

absent. The general aspects of stratification will be best

followed in an explanation of the terms by which they are

expressed.

LamincB are the thinnest paper-like layers of deposit in

a stratified rock. Such fine layers only occur where the
material is fine-grained, as in mud or shale, or where fine

scales of some mineral have been plentifully deposited, as

in micaceous sandstone. In some laminated rocks the
laminse cohere so firmly that they can hardly be split open,
and the rock will break more readily across them than in

their direction. More usually, however, the planes of

lamination serve as convenient divisional planes by means
of which the rock can be split open. The frequency with
which laminae can be separated from each other, indicating,

as it does, a failure of coherence betv/een the layers of

deposit, may probably be taken as a proof that these layers

were originally laid down at intervals of sufficient duration
to admit of a considerable amount of consolidation of one
layer before the deposition of the next. It is quite possible

that in many, if not in most cases, these intervals were of

longer duration than those required for the successive

deposit of the laminse. In estimating therefore the length
of time represented by say one foot of such finely lami-
nated rock, we might reasonably regard the actual time
occupied in deposition as only a small fraction of the whole
interval.

The existence of laminse points to tranquil conditions of

slow intermittent deposit. The sediment has been borne
at intervals and fallen over the same area of undisturbed
water. Eegularity of thickness and persistence of litho-

logical character among the laminse may be taken to indi-

cate periodic currents, of approximately equal force, from
the same quarter. In some cases successive tides in a
sheltered estuary may have been the agent of deposition.
In others the sediment was doubtless brought by recurring
river-fioods. A great thickness of laminated rock, like tlie

massive shales of Palseozoic formations, points to a prolonged
period of quiescence, and probably, in most cases, to slow,
tranquil subsidence of the sea-floor. On the other hand,
the alternation of thin bands of laminated rock with others
coarser in texture and non-laminated suggests consider-
able oscillation of currents from different quarters bearing
different qualities and amounts of sediment.

Strata or Beds are layers of rock varying from an inch or
less up to many feet in thickness. A stratum may be made
up of many laminse, if the nature of the sediment and mode
of deposit have favoured the production of this structure.
This has very commonly been the case where the sediment

are of coarser grain, the strata, as a rule, are not laminated,
but form the thinnest parallel divisions of the mass of rock.

Strata, like laminae, may either cohere firmly, or, as more
usually happens, be separable with more or less ease from
each other. In the former case we may suppose the upper
to have followed the lower bed without the lapse ot an
interval long enough to allow of the consolidation of the
latter. The common merging of a stratum into that which
overlies it must no doubt be regarded as evidence of more
or less gradual change in the conditions of deposit. Where
the overlying bed shows no cohesion with that below it, the
interval was probably of some duration. A stratum may
be one of a series of similar beds in the same mass of rock.

Thus a thick sandstone consists of many individual strata,

varying it may be very considerably in their respective

thicknesses- Or a stratum may be complete and distinct

in itself, as where one of limestone or ironstone runs
through the heart of a series of shales. As a general rule

we may conclude that wherever among sedimentary accu-

mulations stratification is exceedingly well-marked the

rocks were formed rather slowly, and that where it is weak
or absent the conditions of deposit were more rapid, with-

out the intervals and changes necessary for the production
of the distinctly stratified structure.

False-hedding^ Current-hedding.—Some strata, particu-

larly sandstones, are marked by an irregular lamination,

wherein the laminae, though for short distances parallel to

each other, are oblique to the general stratification of the

mass, at constantly varying angles and in different direc-

tions. The accompanying section (fig. 9) illustrates this

Fig- 9.—Section of false-bedded strata on the coast of Waterfoid.^

structure, which is known by the name of false-bedding or

current-bedding. The finer lines in this drawing represent

the laminae of deposit, the stronger lines mark successive

surfaces on which these laminae were laid down. Such a

structure points to frequent changes in the direction of the

currents by which the sediment was carried along and de-

posited. Sand pushed over the bottom of a sheet of water
by varying currents tends to accumulate irregularly iu

bands and ridges, which often advance with a steep slope

in front. The upper and lower surfaces of the bank or bed
of sand may remain parallel with each other as well as with
the underlying bottom, yet the successive laminse composing
it may lie at an angle of 30® or even more. We may illustrate

this structure by the familiar formation of a railway em-
bankment. The top of the embankment on which the

permanent way is to be laid is kept level, but the advancing
end of the earth-work shows a steep slope over which the

^ The woodcuts in this Part are (with the exception of Nos. 20 and
31) from the article Geology in the last edition of the jBwcy. Brit.,

written by the late J- B. Jukes, F.R.S.
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worknieu are constantlydischarging waggon-loads of rubbish.

Hence the embankment, if cut ojpen longitudinally, would
present a “ false-bedded ” structure, for it would be found
to consist of many irregular layers inclined at a high angle

in the direction in which the formation of the mound had
advanced. In the accompanying figure (fig. 10) the water

Fig. 10.

—

Section illustrating the production of false-hedding.

moving in the direction of the arrow may drop sand
at h, which will correspond in lamination with the general

stratification of the locality
;
but when the current reaches

the steep front of one of the advancing sand sheets it will

allow the sand to roll down the slope, and may continue to

bring fresh supplies of sediment until the slope is gradually

effaced. Now and then, however, instead of laying down
sediment, a current of greater strength than usual may
appear and sweep away portions of the sediment already

deposited.

Irregularities of Bedding due to Ineqpmlities of Deposition

or of Erosion,—A sharp ridge of sand or gravel may be laid

down under water by current-action of some strength.

Should the motion of the water diminish, finer sediment

may be brought to the place and be deposited around and
above the ridge. In such a case the stratification of the

later accumulation will end off abruptly against the flanks

of the older ridge, which will appear to rise up through

the overlying bed. In fig. 11, for example, the lower bed

Fig. 11.—Mound of clay with ironstone halls (a), covered by heds of coal (6h).

seems to have been locally heaped up into the shape of a
mound or ridge before the coal was accumulated over it.

Appearances of this kind are not uncommon in some coal-

fields, where they are known to the miners as rolls,”

'‘swells,” or ''horses* backs.” A structure exactly the
reverse of the preceding occurs where a stratum has been
scooped out before the deposition of the layers which cover
it. This has often been observed in mining for coaL
Channels have been cut out of a coal-seam, or rather out of
the bed of vegetation which ultimately became coal, and
these channels, ramifying and winding sometimes like those
of streamlets on flat ground, have been filled up with sandy

5

Fig. 12.—Section of New Red Sandstone, road-cuttmg near Wolverhampton.
1, Red and white clay or marl ; 2, Brown sandstone with irregular patches of
marl; 3, Red marl, partially eroded before the deposition of 4, Brown sand-
stone eroded before the formation of 5, Calcareous sandstone or cornstone.

s

or muddy sediment. In fig. 12 a section is given of a

remarkable series of such erosions, where beds of clay and
sandstone have been extensively denuded in the intervals

between the deposit of the successive beds. In these and
similar cases it is evident that the erosion took place con-

temporaneously with the accumulation of the deposits as a

whole. We cannot tell, of course, how long an interval

elapsed between the formation of a given stratum and that

of the next stratum which lies upon its eroded surface, nor
how much depth of rock may have been removed in the

erosion. When, however, as in the instances with which
we are dealing, the structure occurs among conformable
strata, evidently united as one lithologically continuous series

of deposits, we may reasonably infer that the missing por-

tions are of small moment and that the erosion was merely
due to the irregular and more violent action of the very
currents by which the sediment of the successive strata was
supplied.

The case is very different when the eroded strata are

inclined at a different angle to those above them, and are

strongly marked off by lithological distinctions. In some
of the coal-mines in central Scotland, for instance, deep

channels have been met with entirely filled with sand,

gravel, or clay belonging to the general superficial drift of

the country. These channels have evidently been water-

courses worn out of the coal-measure strata at a compara-

tively recent geological period, and subsequently buried

under the glacial accumulations. There is a complete dis-

cordance between them and the Palaeozoic strata below,

pointing to the existence of a vast interval of time.

Ripple-marh.—The surface of many beds of sandstone is

marked with lines of wavy ridge and hollow, such as may
be seen on any shore from which the tide has retired.

This kind of surface is known as " ripple-mark.” It may
be formed on dry blown sand by the action merely of the

j

wind, and it is of everyday occurrence under shallow water,

not merely on sea-shores, but on the floors of lakes and of

river-pools. The water, gently agitated by the wind m
a given direction, throws the surface of the underlying

sediment into ripples which tend to run at right angles to

the course of movement. But as the wind veers from point

to point, producing corresponding changes in the direction

of the water-currents, tbe ripples on the bottom are not

strictly parallel, but often coalesce, intersect, and undulate

in their course. Their general direction, however, suffices

to indicate the quarter whence the chief movement of the

water has come. No satisfactory inference can be drawn
from the existence of a rippled surface as to the depth of

water in which the sediment was accumulated. As a rule

it is iu water of only a few feet or yards in depth that

ripple-mark is formed. But it may be produced at any
depth to which the agitation caused by wind on the upper

waters may extend.

On an ordinary beach each tide usually effaces the ripple

-

marks made by its predecessor, and leaves a new series to be

obliterated by the next tide. But where the markings are

formed in water which is always receiving fresh accumula-

tions of sediment, a rippled surface may be gently over-

spread by the descent of a layer of sediment upon it and

may thus be preserved. Another series of ripples may then

be made in the overlying layers, which in turn may be buried

and preserved under a renewed deposit of sand. In this

way a considerable thickness of such ripple-marked strata

may be accumulated, as has frequently taken place among
geological formations of all ages.

An examination of any sandy beach from which the sea

has recently retired brings before us many modifications of

the perfect ripple-mark. The ridges may be seen to grow

more and more notched and irregular, until at last the beach

seems to be dotted over with little, flat, dome-shaped

mounds, or as if the ridges of the ripple-mark had been

furrowed across. These modifications are doubtless due to

the partial effacement of the ridges hy subsequent action
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of the water agitated by wind from a different quarter.

Such indications of shallow-water conditions may often

be observed among old arenaceous deposits, as in the

Cambrian and Silurian rocks. In like manner we may
frequently detect, among these ancient formations, small

isolated or connected linear ridges directed from some com-
mon quarter, like the current-marks frequently to be found
behind projecting fragments of shell, stones, or bits of

sea-weed on a beach from which the tide has just retired.

SuTirCvacJcSy Rain-pittingSy <kc,—Proofs may not infre-

quently be found that during deposition aqueous strata have
been laid bare to air and sun. The nature and validity of

this evidence will be best ascertained by observations made
at the margin of the sea, or of any inland sheet of water,

which from time to time leaves tracts of mud or fine sand
exposed to sun and rain. The way in which the muddy
bottom of a dried-up pool cracks into polygonal cakes when
exposed to the sun may be illustrated abundantly among
geological formations of aU ages. These desiccation-cracks,

or sun-cracks, could not have been produced so long as

the sediment lay under water. Their existence therefore

among any strata proves that the surface of rock on which
they lie was exposed to the air and dried before the next
layer of water-borne sediment was deposited upon it.

With these markings are not infrequently associated

prints of rain-drops. The familiar effects of a heavy shower
upon a surface of moist sand or mud may be witnessed
among rocks even as old as parts of the Cambrian system.

In some cases the rain-prints are found to be ridged up on
one and the same side in such a manner as to indicate that

the rain-drops as they fell were driven along in a slanting

direction. The prominent side of the markings therefore

indicates the side towards which the wind blew.

Numerous proofs of shallow shore-water, and likewise of

exposure to the air, are supplied by markings left by ani-

mals. Castings and trails of worms, tracks of mollusks and
crustaceans, fin-marks of fishes, footprints of birds, reptiles,

and mammals, may all be preserved and give their evidence
regarding the physical conditions under which sedimentary
formations were accumulated. It may frequently be noticed

that such impressions are associated with ripple-marks, rain-

prints, or sun-cracks : so that more than one kind of evi-

dence may be gleaned from a locality to show that it was
sometimes laid bare of water.

Gas-spwrts.—The surfaces of some strata, usually of a
dark colour and containing much organic matter, may be
observed to be raised into little heaps of various indefinite

shapes, not, like the heaps associated with worm burrows,
connected with pipes descending into the rock, nor composed
of different material from the surrounding sandstone or

shale. These may be conjectured to be due to the inter-

mittent escape of gas from the decomposing organic matter
in the original sand or mud, as we may sometimes witness
in operation among the mud flats of rivers and estuaries.

On a small scale these protrusions of the upper surface of a
deposit may be compared with the well-known mud-lumps
at the mouths of the Mississippi, where the muddy bottom
rises into mounds sometimes to a height of several yards
above the water, from the top of which great quantities of

carburetted hydrogen gas make their escape, together with
water and mud.

Concretions.—Many sedimentary rocks are marked by the

occurrence of concretions in them, either distinct in aspect

and composition from the general mass of the rock, or

forming really part of that mass, though separated from the
rest by their being agglutinated into concretionary forms.
Such concretions, where they differ in petrographical
characters from the surrounding matter, are almost invari-

ably of original or contemporaneous formation, that is, were
formed at the same time as the strata among which they

lie. Where, however, they appear to be merely com-
pacted portions of the stratum, they may be regarded as
generally due to some subsequent change effected upon the
rock.

Contemporaneous concretions most commonly consist of
carbonate of iron, carbonate of lime, or silica. Many clay-

ironstone beds assume a nodular form, and this mineral
occurs abundantly in the shape of separate nodules in shales
and clay-rocks. The nodules have frequently formed round
some organic body such as a fragment of plant, a shell,

bone, or coprolite. That the carbonate of iron was slowly
precipitated during the formation of the bed of shale in

which its nodules lie may often be satisfactorily proved by
the lines of deposit passing continuously through the
nodules. In many cases the internal first-formed parts of a
nodule have contracted more than the outerand more compact
crust

j
and have cracked into open polygonal spaces which

are commonly filled with calcite. Similar concretions o'-

carbonate of lime occur in some clays and in connexion with
limestones. Concretions of silica occur in limestone of

many geological ages (see anfe^ p. 239). The flints of the
English chalk are a familiar example, but similar siliceous

concretions occur even in Lower Silurian limestones. The

Fiq 13 —Sketch of limestone-bcds, with concietions of white cheit,

Middleton Mooi Derbysliiie

silica in these cases has not infrequently been deposited

round organic bodies such as sponges, sea-urchins, and
mollusca, which are completely enveloped in it and have
even themselves been silicified. Iron-bisulphide (pyrite or

marcasite) often assumes the form of concretions, more

Fig 14—Sketch of pait of a block of black cheit m the limestone neai Dublin.

particularly among clay-rocks, and these, though presenting

many eccentricities of shape, round like pistol-shot or

cannon-balls, kidney-shaped, botryoidal, <fec., agree in usu-

ally possessing an internal fibrous radiated structure.

Phosphate of lime is found as concretions in formations

where the coprolites and bones of reptiles and other animals

have been collected together.

Concretions produced subsequently to the formation of

the rock may be observed in some sandstones, which, when
exposed to the weather, decompose into large round balls.

Some shales exhibit this structure in a still more striking

manner, inasmuch as the concretions consist of the general

mass of the laminated shale, and the lines of stratification

pass through them and mark them out distinctly as super-

induced upon the rock. Some magnesian limestones are
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SO concretionary as to resemble masses of conglomerate; yet

the concretions, among all their fantastic shapes and with
their acquired crystalline texture, may often be found to

retain traces of the original stratification of the rock. Beds
of rock-salt may likewise be observed to be marked with
traces of a concretionary arrangement.

Order of Superposition—the Foundation of Geological

Chronology,—As sedimentary strata are laid down upon one
another in a more or less nearly horizontal position, the

underlying beds mu'^t be older than those which cover them.
This simple and obvious truth is termed the law of super-

position. It furnishes the means of determining the

chronology of rocks, and though other methods of as-

certaining this point are employed, they must all be based
originally upon the observed order of superposition. The
only case where the apparent superposition may be decep-
tive IS where the strata have been inverted. In the Alps,
for example, the rocks composing huge mountain masses
have been so completely overturned that the highest beds
appear as if regularly covered by others which ought pro-

perly to underlie them. But these are exceptional occur-

rences, where the true order can usually be made out from
other sources of evidence.

Alternatiom of Strata.—Though great variations occur
in the nature of the strata composing a mass of sediment-
ary rocks, it may often be observed that certain repe-

titions occur. Sandstones, for example, are found to be
interleaved with shale above, and then to pass into shale; the

latter may in turn become sandy at the top and be finally

covered by sandstone, or may assume a calcareous character

and pass up into limestone. Such alternations bring before

us the conditions under which the sedimentation took place.

A sandstone group indicates water of comparatively little

depth, moved by changing currents, bringing the sand now
from one side now from another. The passage of such a
group into one of shale points to a diminution in the motion
and transporting power of the water, perhaps to a sinking
of the tract, whereby only fine mud was then intermittently

brought into it. The advent of a limestone above the shale

serves to show that the water cleared, owing to a deflexion

of the sediment-carrying currents, or to continued and
pelhaps more rapid subsidence, and that Foraminifera^
corals, crinoids, Molluscay or other lime-secreting organisms,
established themselves upon the spot. Shale overlying the
limestone would tell of fresh inroads of mud, which
destroyed the animal life that had been flourishing on the
bottom

;
while a return of sandstone beds would mark how,

in the course of time, the original conditions of troubled
currents and shifting sandbanks returned. Such alterna-

ting groups of sandy, calcareous, and argillaceous strata are
well illustrated among the Jurassic formations of England.

Associations of Strata—Certain kinds of strata very com-
monly occur together, because the conditions under which
they were formed were apt to arise in succession. One of

the most familiar examples is the association of coal and
fire-clay. A seam of coal is almost invariably found to lie

on a bed of fiire-clay, or on some argillaceous stratum. The
reason of this union becomes at once apparent when we
learn that the fire-clay formed the soil on which the plants
grew that went to form the coal. Where the clay was
laid down under suitable circumstances vegetation sprang
up upon it. Again conglomerate and sandstone occur
together rather than conglomerate and shale, because the
agitation of the water which could form and deposit coarse
detritus, like that composing conglomerate, was too great
to admit of the accumulation of fine silt. For a similar
reason we may look for shale or clay rather than sandstone
as an accompaniment of limestone.

Relative Persistence of Strata.—Observation of what
takes place on any lake bottom, estuary, or sea-margin

teaches that some kinds of sediment are much more
widely spread than others, and prepares us to find that
the same has been the case in past time, and therefore
that some kinds of sedimentary rocks possess tar greater
persistence than others. As a general rule it may be
said that the coarser the grain the more local the extent
of a rock. Conglomerates are thus by much the most
variable and inconstant of all sedimentary formations.

They suddenly sink down from a thickness of several

hundred feet to a few yards, or die out altogether, to

reappear perhaps further on, in the same wedge-like or len-

ticular fashion. Sandstones are less liable to such extremes
of inconstancy, but they too are apt to thin away and to

swell out again. Shales are much more persistent, the
same zone being often traceable for many miles. Limestones
sometimes occur in thick local masses, as among the
Silurian formations of Wales and Scotland, but they often

also display remarkable continuity. Three thin limestone
bands, each of them only 2 or 3 feet in thickness, and
separated by a considerable thickness of intervening sand-

stones and shales, can be traced through the coal-fields of

central Scotland over an area of at least 1000 square miles.

Coal-seams also possess great persistence. The same seams,

varying slightly in thickness and quality, may often be
traced thoughout the whole of an extensive coal-field.

What IS thus true of individual strata may be afiarmed

also of groups of such strata. A thick mass of sandstone
will be found as a rule to be more continuous than one of con
glomerate, but less so than one of shale. A series of lime-

stone-beds will usuallybe found to stretch further than either

of them. But even to the most extensive stratum or group
of strata there must be a limit. It must end off and give place

to others, either suddenly, as a bank of shingle is succeeded
by the sheet of sand heaped against its base, or very gradu-

ally, by insensibly passing into other strata on all sides.

Great variations in the character of stratified rocks may
frequently be observed in passing from one part of a

country to another along the outcrop of the same rocks.

Thus at one end we may meet with a thick series of sand-

stones and shales which, traced in a certain direction, may
be found passing into limestones. A group of strata may
consist of massive conglomerates at one locality, and may
graduate into fine fissile flagstones in another. A thick

mass of clay maybe found to alternate more and more with
shelly sands as it is traced outward, until it loses its

argillaceous nature altogether. No difiS.culty need be felt

in admitting the strict contemporaneity of these diverse

layers of sediment. At the present time we see how coarse

shingle may be formed along the beach at the same time
that the finest mud is being laid down on the same sea-

bottom further from land. Could we raise up that bottom,
we should doubtless find as gradual a passage from ihe

littoral to the deeper water deposits as we do among the

geological formations of the earth’s crust. The existing

differences of character between the deposits of the shore

and of the opener sea would no doubt continue to be main-

tained, with slight geographical displacements, even if the

whole area were undergoing subsidence, giving rise to a thick

group of littoral beds in one tract and of deeper-water ac-

cumulations at another. In like manner among the forma-

tions of former geological periods the same conditions of de-

posit appear sometimes to have continued for a considerable

period. Hence the thick Mountain or Carboniferous Lin.e-

stone of Derbyshire is gradually replaced northwards by the

thicksandstoneshales, ironstones, and coal-seams of Scotland.

Overlap.—When strata have been laid down in a subsid-

ing region wherein the area of deposit gradually increased,

the sediment must have spread over a progressively augment-
ing surface. By this means the later portions of a sedi-

mentary series will extend beyond the limits of the older
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X^arts, and will repose directly upon tlie shelving bottom,
with none of those older strata underneath them. This
relation Ls called Overlap (see fig. 59). The higher or newer
members are said to overlap the older. This structure may
often be detected among formations of all geological ages.

It brings before us the shore line of ancient land-surfaces,

and shows how, as these sank under water, the gravels,

sands, and silts gradually advanced and covered them,
Itelative Lajyse of Time represented hy Strata and hy the

Intervals hetzveen them.—Of the absolute length of time
i-epresented by any strata or groups of strata we can
form no satisfactory estimates. Certain general conclu-

sions may indeed be drawn, and comparisons may be
iiiade between different series of rocks. Sandstones
f ill of false-bedding were probably accumulated more
rapidly than finely-laminated shales or clays. It is not
uncommon in certain Carboniferous formations to find huge
coniferous trunks imbedded in an inclined position in

sandstone. These trees seem to have been carried along

and to have sunk, their heavier or root-end touching the

bottom, and their upper end pointing upward in the direc-

tion of the current, exactly as in the case of the snags of

the Mississippi. The continuous deposit of sand at last

rose above the level of the trunks and buried them. It

is clear then that the rate of deposit must have been
sufficiently rapid to have allowed a mass of 20 or 30 feet

of sand to accumulate before the decay of the wood;
though modern instances are known where, under certain

circumstances, submerged trees may last for some centuries.

Continuous layers of the same kind of deposit suggest
a persistence of geological conditions; numerous alterna-

tions of different kinds of sedimentary matter point to
vicissitudes or alternations of conditions. As a rule, we
should infer that the time represented by a given thickness

of similar strata was less than that shown by the same
thickness of dissimilar strata, because the changes needed
to bring new varieties of sediment into the area of deposit
would usually require the lapse of some time for their

completion. But this conclusion might often be erroneous.

It would be best supported when, from the very nature of
the rocks, wide variations in the character of the water-
bottom could be established. Thus a group of shales
followed by a fossiliferous limestone would almost always
mark the lapse of a much longer period than an equal
depth of sandy strata. Limestones made up of organic
remains which lived and died upon the spot, and whose
remains are crowded together generation above generation,
must have demanded many years for their formation.

But in all speculations of this kind we must bear in mind
that the length of time represented by a given depth of
strata is not to be estimated merely from their thickness or
lithological characters. It has already been pointed out
that the interval between the deposit of two successive
laminae of shale may have been as long as, or even longer
than, that required for the formation of one of the laminae.
In like manner, the interval needed for the transition from
one stratum or kind of strata to another may often have
been more than equal to the time required for the formation
of the strata on either side. But the relative chronological
importance of the bars or lines in the geological record can
seldom be satisfactorily discussed merely on lithological
grounds. This must mainly be decided on the evidence
of organic remains, as will be shown in part v. By this
kind of evidence it can be made nearly certain that the
internals represented by strata were in many cases much
shorter than those not so represented,—in other words, that
the time during which no deposit of sediment went on was
longer than that wherein deposit did take place.

Groups of Strata,—^Passing from individual strata to
large masses of stratified rock, the geologist finds it needful

for convenience of reference to subdivide these into groups.

He avails himself of two bases of classification—(1) litho-

logical characters, and (2) organic remains.

1. The subdivision of stratified rocks into groups accord-

ing to their mineral aspect is an obvious and easily applied
classification. Moreover, it often ser%^es to connect together

rocks formed continuously in certain circumstances which
differed from those under which the strata above and below
were laid down,—so that it expresses natural and original

subdivisions of strata. In the middle of the English Car-
boniferous system of rocks, for example, a zone of sandy
and pebbly beds occurs, known as the Millstone Grit. No
abrupt and sharp line can be drawn between these strata

and those above and below them. They shade upward and
downward into tbe beds between which they lie. Yet they

form a conspicuous belt, traceable for many miles by the

scenery to which it gives rise. The red rocks of central

England, with their red sandstones, marls, rock-salt, and
gypsum, form likewise a well-marked group or rather series

of groups. It is obvious, however, that characters of this

kind, though sometimes wonderfully persistent over wide
tracts of country, must be at best but local. The physical

conditions of deposit must always have been limited in ex-

tent. A group of strata showing great thickness in one
region will be found to die away as it is traced into

another. Or its place is gradually taken by another group
which, even if geologically contemporaneous, possesses

totally different lithological characters. Just as at the

present time a group of sandy deposits gradually gives

place along the sea-fioor to others of mud, and these to

others of shells or of gravel, so in former geological periods

contemporaneous deposits were not always lithologically

similar. Hence mere resemblance in mineral aspect usually

cannot be regarded as satisfactory evidence of contem-
poraneity except within comparatively contracted areas.

The Carboniferous Limestone of Ireland is a thick cal-

careous group of rocks, full of corals, crinoids, and other

organisms, which bear witness to the formation of these

rocks in the open sea. But if these limestones, with their

characteristic marine fossils, are traced into the north of

England and Scotland, they are found to pass into sand-

stones and shales, with numerous coal-seams, and only a
few thin beds of limestone. The soft clay beneath the city

of London is represented in the Alps hy hard schists and
contorted limestones. We conclude therefore that litho-

logical agreement when pushed too far is ajjt to mislead us,

partly because contemporaneous strata often vary greatly

in their lithological character, and partly because the same
lithological characters may appear again and again in dif-

ferent ages. By trusting too implicitly to this kind of

evidence, we may be led to class together rocks belonging
to very different geological periods, and on the other hand
to separate groups which really, in spite of their seeming
distinction, were formed contemporaneously.

2. It is by the remains of plants and animals imbedded
among the stratified rocks that the most satisfactory sub-

divisions of the geological record can be made, as will be
more fully stated in parts v, and vi. A chronological suc-

cession of organic forms can be made out among the rocks of

the earth’s crust. A certain common facies or type of fossils

is found to characterize particular groujis of rock, and to

hold true even though the lithological constitution of the

strata should greatly vary. Moreover, though comparatively

few species are universally diffused, they possess remarkable
persistence over wide areas, and even when they are re-

placed by others, the same general facies of fossils remains.

Hence the stratified formations of two countries geographi-

cally distant, and having little or no lithological resemblance
to each other, may be compared and paralleled zone by zone,

simply by means of their enclosed organic remains.
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II. Joints.

All rocks are traversed more or less distinctly by vertical

or liighly inclined divisional planes termed Joints, Soft

rocks indeed, such, as loose sand and uncompacted clay, do
not show these lines

;
but wherever a mass of clay lias been

subjected to some pressure and consolidation, it will usually

be found to have acquired them. Ib is by means of the

intersection of joints that rocks can be removed in blocks

;

the art of quarrying consists in taking advantage of these

natural planes of division. Joints diiter in character accord-

ing to the nature of the material which they traverse

;

those in sedimentary rocks are usually distinct from those

in crystalline masses.

1. In Sedimentary RocJcs,—Joints vary in sharpness of

definition, in the regularity of their perpendicular and
boiizontal course, in their lateral persistence, in number, and
in the directions of intersection. As a rule, they are most
sharply defined in proportion bo the fineness of grain of

the rock. In limestones and close-grained shales, for

example, they often occur so clean-cut as to be invhibie
until revealed by fracture or by the slow disintegrating

effects of the weather. The rock splits xip along these con-

cealed lines of division whether the agent of demolition be
the hammer or frost. In coarse-textured rocks, on the other

hand, joints are apt to show themselves as iriegular rents

along which the rock has been shattered, so that they
present an uneven sinuous course, branching off in different

directions. In many rocks they descend vertically in

straight lines at not very unequal distances, so that the

spaces betv/eeu them are thus marked off into so many wall-

like masses. But this symmetry often gives place to a
more or less tortuous course with lateral joints in various
random directions, more especially where the different

strata vary considerably in lithological characters. A single

joint may be traced sometimes for many yards, or even tor

-several miles, more particularly when the rock is fine-

grained, as in limestone. Bub where the texcure is coarse

and unequal, the joints, though abundant, run into each
other in such a way that no one in particular can be identi-

fied for so great a distance. The number of joints in a
mass of stratified rock varies within wide limits. Among
strata which have undergone little disturbance the joints

may be separated from each other by intervals of several
yards. But in other cases where the terrestrial movement
appears to have been considerable, the rocks are so jointed
as to have acquired therefrom a fissile character that has
nearly or wholly obliterated their tendency to split along
the lines of bedding.
An important feature in the joints of stratified rocks is

the direction in which they intersect each other. As the
result of observation we learn that they possess two domi-
nant trends, one coincident in a general way with the
direction in which the strata are inclined to the horizon,
and the other running transversely at a right angle or
nearly so. The former set is known as dlj^-joints, because
they run with the di2^ or inclination of the rocks, the latter

is termed strihe-joints^ inasmuch as they conform to the
genex'al strilce or mean outcrop. It is owing to the existence
of this^double series of joints that ordinary quarrying opera-
tions can be carried on. Large quadrangular blocks can
be wedged off, which would be shattered if exposed to the
risk of blasting. A quarry is usually worked to the dip of
a rock, hence the strike-joints form clean-cut faces in front
of the workmen as they advance. These are known as
“backs,” and the dipjoints which traverse them as “cutters.”
The way in which this double set of joints occurs in a quarry
may be seen in fig, 15, where the parallel lines which
traverse the shaded and unshaded faces mark the successive
strata. The broad white spaces running along the length
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of the quarry behind the seated figure aie stiikejoints or
“'backs,” traversed by some highly inclined lines which
mark the position of dip-joints or “ cutters.” The shaded

Fig. 15.—Joints in Imiestone quniiy neai Mallow^, co Coik (G V Du Noycr )

ends looking towards the spectator are “ cutters ” from
which the rock has been quairied away on one side.

In some conglomerates the joints may be seen traversing

the enclosed pebbles as well as the surrounding matrix.

Large blocks of hard quartz are cut through by them as

sharply as if they had been sliced in a lapidary’s machine,

and the same joints can be traced continuously through
many yards of the rock. Such facts show that the agency
to vrhich the jointing of rocks was due must have operated

with considerable force. ^ Further indication of movement
is often supplied by the rubbed and striated surfaces of

joints. These surfaces, termed sLiclceusides, have evidently

been ground against each other. They are often coated

with haematite, calcite, chlorite, or other mineral, which has

taken a cast of the striae and then seems itself to be striated.

Joints form natural lines for the passage downward and
upward of subterranean water. They likewise furnish au
effective lodgment for surface water which, frozen by a

lowering of temperature, expands into ice, and wedges off

blocks of rock in the manner already described. As they
serve, in conjunction with bedding, to divide stratified rocks

into large quadrangular blocks, their effect on cliffs and other

exposed masses of rock is seen in the apparently splintered,

dislocated aspect so familiar in mountain scenery.

Occasionally a prismatic or columnar form of joints may
be observed among stratified rucks, 'When this occurs

among unaltered strata it is usually among those which
have been chemically formed, as in gyiisum, where, as

observed by Mr Jukes in the Paris Basin, some beds are

divided from top to bottom by vertical hexagonal prismb.

A columnar structure has often been superinduced upon
stratified rocks by contact with intrusive igneous masses.

Sandstones, shale, and coal may be observed in this condi-

tion. The columns diverge perpendicularly to the surface ofc

the injected and altering substance, so that when the later

is vertical the columns are horizontal, or when it undulates

the columns follow its curvatures. Beautiful examples of

this character occur among the coal-seams of Ayi shire.

2. In Crystalline (^Igneowi) Rocks,

—
"While in stratifit^d

rocks the divisional planes consist of lines of bedding and
of joint, cutting each other usually at a high if not a right

angle, in massive igneous rocks they include joints only ,

and as these do not as a rule present the same parallelisn*

as lines of bedding, unstratified rocks, even though as full

of joints, have not the same regularity of arrangement as in

the stratified formations. Granite, for example, is traversed

by two sets of chief or “ master-joints,” cutting each other

somewhat obliquely. Their effect is to divide the rock into

long quadrangular, rhomboidal, or even polygonal columns.

^ See an interesting series of experiments by M. Banbree {Covnx)tes

jRendus. Ixxxvi. , 1878) on the production of faults and joints.

X. — 38
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Blit a third set may usually be noticed cutting across the

columns, though less continuous and dominant than the

others. When these transverse joints are few in number or

occasionally absent, columns many feet in length can be

quarried out entire. Such monoliths have been from early

times employed m the construction of obelisks and pillars.

In rocks of finer grain than granite, such as many diorites

and dolerites, the numerous perpendicular joints give the

rock a prismatic character. The prisms however are

unequal in dimensions, as well as in the number and pro-

portions of their sides, a frequent diameter being 2 or 3

feet, though they may sometimes be observed three times

thicker, and extending up the face of a cliff for 300 or 400
feet. It is by means of joints that precipitous faces of

rock are produced and retained, for, as in the case
^

of

those in stratified masses, they seive as openings into which

Fig 16 —Joints in granite, ICillmey Hill, Duliliii. (G V. Dn Noyer)

frost drives every year its wedges of ice, whereby huge slices

are stripped off. They likewise give rise to the formation of
those fantastic pinnacles and fretted buttresses so generally
to be observed among igneous rocks in which they occur.

But undoubtedly the most striking seiies of joints to be
tound among igneous rocks is in the regularly columnar, or
.IS it is often called, basaltic structuie. This structure has
been already p. 249) described in connexion with
modern volcanic rocks. It may be met with in rocks of
ill ages. It is as well displayed among the felsites of the
Lower Old Bed Sandstone, and the basalts of the Carboni-
ferous Limestone in central Scotland, as among the Tertiary
davas of Auvergne or the Vivarais,

3. In Foliated Rocks,—The schists likewise possess their
joints, which approximate in character to those among the
massive igneous rocks, but they are on the whole less dis-
tinct and continuous, while their effect in dividing the rocks
into oblong masses is considerably modified by the trans-
verse lines of foliation. These lines play somewhat the
same part as those of stratification do among the stratified
rocks, though with less definiteness and precision.

III. Inclination op Rocks.

The most casual observation is sufiicient to satisfy us
that the rocks now visible at the earth’s surface are seldom
in their original position. We meet with sandstones and
conglomerates composed of water-worn particles, yet form-
ing the angular scarps of lofty mountains

\ shales and clays
full of the remains of fresh-water shells and land-plants, yet
covered by limestones made up of marine organisms, and
these Imestones rising into great ranges of hills, or undu-
lating into fertile valleys, and passing under the streets of
busy towns. Such facts, now familiar to every reader, and
even to many observers who know little or nothing of
systematic geology, point unmistakably to the conclusion
that the rocks have in many cases been formed under water,
sometimes in lakes, more frequently m the sea, and that
they have been elevated into land.

But farther examination discloses other and not less

convincing evidence of movement- Judging from what
takes place at the piesent time on the bottoms of lakes and
of the sea, we confidently infer that when the strata now
constituting so much of the solid franiewoik of the land
were foimed, they were laid down either horizontally or

at least at low angles. When, therefore, we find them in-

clined at all angles, and even standing on end, we conclude

that they have been disturbed. Over wide spaces they

have been upraised bodily with little alteration of their

original horizontality ; but in most places some departiue

from that original position has been effected.

The inclination thus given to rocks is termed their dip.

Its amount is expressed in degrees measured from the plane

of the horizon. Thus a set of rocks half-way between the

horizontal and vertical position would be said to dip at an
angle of 45°, while if vertical they would be marked with

the angle of 90°. The edges of strata, where they come up
to the surface, are termed their ovtcrop or basset. When
they crop ont^ that is, rise to the suiface, along a perfectly

level piece of ground, the outcrop runs at a light angle to

the dip. But any inequalities of the surface, such as

valleys, ravines, hills, and ridges will cause the outciop to

describe a circuitous course, even though the dip should

remain perfectly steady all the while. If a line of precipit-

ous gorge should run directly with the dip, the outcrop

will there be coincident with the dip. The occunence of a

Fig 17—^Veitiealstiata, oii^jinally deposited lioiizontallj oi at low angles

gently shelving valley in that position will cause the out-

crop to descend on one side and to mount in a correspond-

ing way on the other, so as to form a V-shaped indentation

in its course. A ridge, on the other hand, will produce a
deflexion in the opi)osite direction. Hence a series of

jiarailel ridges and valleys running in the same direction as

the dip of the strata underneath would cause the outcrop
to describe a widely serpentmous course. Again, should the
rocks be vertical, the outcrop will necessarilycorrespond witli

the dip, and continue to do so irrespective altogether of any
irregularities of the ground- The lower therefore the angle
of inclination the greater is the effect of surface inequalities

upon the line of outcrop
;
the higher the angle the less is

that influence, till when the beds stand on end it ceases.

A line drawn at a right angle to the dip is called the
strike of the rocks. From what has just been said this

line must coincide with outcrop when the surface of the
ground is quite level, and also when the beds are vertical.

At all other times they are not strictly coincident, but the

outcrop wanders to and fro across the strike according to

the changes in the angle of inclination and in the form of

the ground. The strike may be a straight line or may
curve rapidly in every direction, according to the behaviour
of the dip. If, for instance, a set of beds dips for half a
mile continuously to the north, the strike will run for that

distance as a straight east and west line. If the dip gradu-
ally changes to north-west and west, and then by south-
west to south, it is obvious that the strike must curve round
by north-east, north, and north-west till it once more
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becomes parallel with its former course. Both of the
parallel lines of strike run in an east-and-west direction,

but in the one the dip is to the south, and in the other to
the north.

The strike may be conceived as always a level line on the
plane of the horizon, so that no matter how much the
ground may undulate, or the outcrop may vary, or the dip
may change, the strike will remain level. Hence m
mining operations it is commonly spoken of as the level-
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course or level-hearing

»

A level or underground road-way,
driven through a coal-seam at right angles to the dip, will
undulate in its course if the dip changes in direction, but
it may be made perfectly level and kept so throughout a
whole coal-field so long as it is not interfered with by any
dislocations or other disturbances of the regularity of the
rocks.

The accompanying figures (figs. 18 and 19) will serve
to show some of these terms as expressed on maps and

GEOLOGY

Fig 18 —Geologicalmap of a portion of a rocky coast-linc, and tlie country inland (J B. Jukes

)

sections. Fig, 18 represents a geological map in which
a series of strata dips in a south-south-easterly direction (S.
28*" E.). The angle of inclination increases from 35® at the

northern to 50® at the southern end of the beach. On the
flat shore (AA) outcrop and strike coincide, but along
the inner margin, where the ground ascends in a line or

cliff (BB) to the inland country ^CC), the outcrop is seen
to be deflected a little so as to cross the plateau along a
slightly more northerly line than on the beach. A section
drawn at a right angle to the strike along the line DD
would show the structure represented in fig. 19. Such a
section, expressing graphically the result of careful measure-

riG 19 —Section along the line LI) on fig IS

ment in the field, would give not only the order of succes-

sion of beds at the surface, but their actual depth at any
point beneath it. Thus a bore or shaft sunk at the point

marked d on the map would have to pass through rather

more than 425 feet of rock before reaching the stratum 5.

The total thickness of rock measured at right angles to the
dip in fig. 19 is somewhat more than 850 feet. These
various strata, if restored to their original position, would
lie one over the other to that depth. If they were on end
they would occupy exactly that breadth of ground. But
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the inclined position of strata makes them cover more
horizontal space

;
in the present instance it increases that

space to 1200 feet.

A convenient rule was given many years ago by the late

Mr Charles Maclaren ot Edinburgh for estimating the

thickness of strata inclined at angles ot less than 45°. The
real thickness of a mass of inclined strata is ^jth of its ap-

parent thickness for every 5° of dip. Thus ‘it a set of beds

dip steadily in one duection at 5° for a horizontal space of
|

1200 feet measuied across the strike, their actual thickness

will be xijth or 100 feet. If the dip be 15° the true thick-

ness will be -j^ths or 400 feet, and so on.

IV. Curvatures oe Eocks.

A little reflexion will show that though, so far as regards

the trifling portions of the rocks visible at the surface, we
might regard the inclined surfaces of the strata as parts of

straight lines, they must nevertheless be parts of large

curves. Take, for example, the section given in fig. 19.

At the north end of that section we observe the beds to

plunge one after another into the earth at an angle of 35°.

By degrees the inclination increases until it icaches 50°.

As there is no dislocation or abrupt change of angle, but a

gradual transition, it is evident that the beds at the noith

end cannot proceed indefinitely downward at the same
mgle which they have at the surface, but must bend round
to accommodate themselves to the higher iiiclmation which
sets in southwards. By prolonging the lines of the beds
for some way beneath the sea-level, we can show graphically

the nature of the curve. In every instance therefore

where, in walking over the surface, we traverse a series of

strata which gradually, and without dislocations, increase

or diminish in inclination, we cross part of a great curva-

ture in the strata of the earth’s crust.

Such foldings, however, can often be distinctly seen,

either on some cliflT or coast-line, or in the traverse of a
piece of hilly or mountainous ground. The observer can-

not long continue his researches in the field without dis-

covering that the rocks of the earth’s crust have been almost

everywhere thrown into curves, usually so broad and gentle

as to escape observation except when specially looked for.

The outcrop of beds at the surface is commonly the trunca-

tion of these curves. The strata must once have risen above
the present surface, and in many cases may be found
descending to the surface again with a contrary dip, the

intervening portion of the undulation having been worn
away.

If then the inclination of rocks is so closely connected
with their curvature, a corresponding relation must hold

between their strike and curvature. In fact, the prevalent

strike of a region is determined by the direction of the axes
of the great folds into which the rocks have been thrown.
If the curves are gentle and inconstant there will he a cor-

responding variation in the strike. But should the rocks

be strongly plicated, there will necessarily be the most
thorough coincidence between the strike and the direction

of the plication.

The curvature occasionally shows itself among horizontal

or gently inclined strata in the form of an abrupt inclina-

tion, and then an immediate resumption of the previous
flat or sloping character. The strata are thus bent up and
continue on the other side of the tilt at a higher level

Such bends are called monochnes or monoclinal folds^

because they present only one fold, or one half of a fold,

instead of the two which we see in an arch or trough. The
most notable instance of this structure in Britain is that

of the Isle of Wight, of which a section is given in fig.

20. The Cretaceous rocks on the south side of the island

rapidly rise in inclination till they become nearly vertical.
|
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The Lower Tertiary strata follow with a similar steep dip,

but rapidly flatten down towards the north coast. Some

e d c a.

Tig 20—Section of the Isle of Uight—a monoclinal cuive a, Chalk, 6, Wool-
wich and Reading beds , c, Londtiii clay, d, Bagsliot senes, e, Ilcadon senes,

/, <7,
Osboine and Bcmbiiage senes

remarkable cases of the same structure have been brought
to light by Mr J. W. Powell in his survey ot the Colorado

I

region.

It much more frequently happens that the strata have
been bent into arches and troughs, so that they can be seen

dipping under the surface on one side of the axis of a fold,

and rising up again on the other side. VVheie they dip

a'vvay from the axis of movement the structure is termed an
aiitichne or anticlinal fold

;

where they dip towai ds the

Fig. 21.~Plan of anticlinal and S3’’nclmal folds

axis, it is a syncline or synclinal fold. The diagram in fig,

21 may be taken to represent a senes of strata (1--17)

thrown into an anticline (AA') and syncline (BB'). A sec-

tion drawn across these folds in the line CD would show

Fig, 22—Section of antcilmal and sjnclmal folds on the line CD (fig 21)

the stiucture given in fig. 22. Here we see that, at the

part of the anticlinal axis (A) where the section crosses, bed
No. 4 forms the crown of the arch, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 being
concealed beneath it. On the east side of the axis the

strata follow each other in regular succession as far as No.

13, which, instead of passing here under the next in order,

turns up with a contrary dip and forms the centre ot a
trough or syncline (B). From underneath No. 13 on the

east side, the same beds rise to the surface which passed
beneath it on the west side. The particular bed markedEF
has been entirely removed by denudation from the top ot

the anticline, and is buried deep beneath the centre of the

syncline.

Such foldings of strata must always die out unless they
are abruptly terminated by dislocations. In the cases given

in fig. 21, both the arch and trough are represented as

diminishing, the former towards the north, the latter

towards the south. The observer in passing northwards
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along tlie axis of that anticline finds himself getting into superior grandeur may be observed among the more precipit

progressively higher strata, as the fold sinks down. On the ous valleys of the Swiss Alps. No moie impressive testi-

other hand, in advancing southwards along the synclinal mony could be given to the potency of the force by which
axis, he loses stratum after stratum and gets into lower mountains were upheaved.
portions of the series. When a fold diminishes in this way
it IS said to “ nose out. ’ In fig. 21 there is obviously a
general inclination of the beds towards the north, besides

the outward dip from the anticline and the inward dip from
the syncline. Hence the anticline noses out to the north

and the syncline to the south.

It occasionally happens that the maximum movement
either of upheaval or subsidence has taken place not along
a line of axis but at some one point. Hence arise, on the

one hand, dome-shaped elevations of strata where the dip
13 outward from a centre (quaquaversal), round which the
beds are disposed in successive paiallel layers or rings, and,
on the other hand, circular basin-shaped depressions, towards
the centre of which there is a general inclination of the
rocks.

So great has been the compression to which rocks have
been subjected during the process of curvature that the

folds may often be found inverted. This has taken place

Fig 23—Section of inclinecL axes, showing oonsequenl inversion of strata

abundantly in regions of great plication. The Silurian up-
lands of the south of Scotland, for instance, have the arches

and troughs tilted in one direction for miles together, so that

in one halt of each of them the strata lie bottom upwards.
It is in large mountain-chains, however, that inversion can
be seen on the grandest scale. The Alps furnish numerous
striking illustrations. On the north side of that chain the

older Tertiary rocks have been so completely turned over
for m my miles that the lowest beds now form the tops of

the lulls, while the highest lie deep below them. Indivi-

dual mountains, such as the Glarnisch, piesent stupendous
examples of inversion, great groups of strata being folded

over and over above each other as we might fold carpets.

Fig. 24—Cuived and coiitoited rocks, neai Old Head of Kinsale (Du Noyer )

Where curvature has been carried so far, we may nearly
always discover localities at which it has been so intensified
that the strata have been corrugated and crumpled till it

becomes almost impossible to follow out any particular bed
through the disturbance. On a small scale instances of such
extreme contortion may now and then be found at landslips,

where fissile shales have been pressed forward by advancing
heavy masses of more solid rock. But it is of course among
the more plicated parts of mountain-chains that the struc-

ture receives it best illustrations. Few travellers who have
passed the upper end of the Lake of Lucerne can have failed

to notice the remarkable cliffs of contorted rocks near
Fluelen. But innumerable examples of equal or even

Y. Dislocations or Eocks.

The movements which the crust of the earth has under-

gone have not only folded and corrugated the rocks, but

have fractured them in all directions. These dislocations

may be either simple fissures^ that is, rents without any
vertical displacement of the mass on either side, or faults,

that is, rents where one side has been pushed up or ha*^

sunk down. It is not always possible in a shattered lock

to discriminate between joints and tine fissures The joints

indeed have sometimes served as lines along which fissuring

has taken place. It is common to meet with traces of fric-

tion along the walls of fissures even when no proof of actual

vertical displacement can be gleaned. The rock is mere or

less shattered on either side, and the contiguous faces present

numerous slickensided surfaces Mineral deposits may also

commonly be observed encrusting the cheeks of a fissure,

or filling up, together with broken fragments of rock, the

space between the two walls.

In a large proportion of cases, however, there has been

displacement as well as fracture, and the rents have become
faults as well as fissures. Faults on a small scale are

sometimes sharply-defined lines, as if the rocks had been

Fig 25—Section of clean cut fault,

sliced through and fitted together again after being shifted

(fig. 25). In such cases, however, the harder portions of

the dislocated rocks will usually be found slickensided

More frequently some disturbance has occurred on one or

both sides of the fault. Sometimes in a series of strata the

beds on the side which has been pushed up are bent down

Tig- 26—Section of strita, bent at a line of fault

against the fault, while those on the opposite side are bent

up (fig 26). Most commonly the rocks on both sides are

considerably broken, jumbled, and crumpled, so that the

line of fracture is marked by a belt or wall-like mass of

fragmentary rock. Where a dislocation has occurred

through materials of very unequal hardness, such as solid
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limestone bands and soft shales, or where its course has been
undulating, the relative shifting of the two sides has occa'

sionally brought opposite prominences together so as to

leave wider interspaces, as in fig. 27. The actual breadth

Fig 27.—Section of fault, showing the alteinate expansions and conti actions

due to the shifting ot one side of a sinuous hssuie

of a fault may vary from a mere chink into which the point

of a knife could hardly be inserted up to a band ot broken

rock many yards wide. But in these latter cases we may
usually suspect that so great a breadth of fractured materials

has been produced not by a single fault but by a series of

closely adjoining and parallel faults.

Faults are sometimes vertical, but are generally inclined.

Tlie largest faults, that is, those which have the greatest

vertical displacement, slope at high angles, while those of

only a few feet or yards may be inclined as low as 18° or
20°. The inclination of a fault from the vertical is called

its hade. In fig. 28, for example, the fault between A and
C being vertical has no hade, but that between C and B
hades at an angle of 70° from the vertical to the right

hand. The amount of displacement is represented as the
same in both instances, so that the level of the bed a is

raised between the two faults at C above the uniform
horizon which it retains beyond them.

That faults are vertical displacements of parts of the
earth’s crust is most clearly shown when they traverse

stratified rocks, for the regular lines of bedding and the
originally flat position of these rocks afford a measure of

the disturbance. Accordingly we may consider here the
effects of faults as they traverse (1) horizontal, (2) inclined,

or (3) undulating strata.

1, In the above section (fig. 28) two faults are supposed
to traverse a set of horizontal strata, and to displace them
in opposite directions. Hence the portion between them
appears as if it had been pushed up, or as if the part on
either side had slipped down. The amount of vertical dis-

placement is measured from the end of any given stratum,
say a, on one side of the fault, to its corresponding end on
the other side. Suppose, for example, that the black band
in fig. 29 represents a known stratum such as a seam of
coal, which, having been explored in underground operations,
is known to be cut by a fault at a depth of a hundred yards
below the surface at A, and to lie 200 yards deep on the
other side of fche fault below B. Theamount of displacement
is the vertical distance between the two severed ends a and K
This is termed the throw of a fault. From these two sections
(figs. 28 and 29) we see that the horizontal distance to which
the two ends of a faulted stratum may be separated does not

depend upon the amount of throw but upon the angle of

the hade. In the left-hand fault in fig. 28 there is no hade,

Fig. 29 —Mcasuiemeiit of the thiow of a tanlt.

for the fault is vertical
;
consequently there is no lateral

displacement. In fig. 29, however, where the fault hades
considerably, there is a lateral shift of the bed, the end a
being 150 yards to the left ot h. In this example the

lateral shift is half as much again as the vertical. It is

obvious that a fault of this kind must seriously affect the

value of a coal-field; for while the coal-seam might be
worked up to a on the one side and to b on the other, there

would be a space of 150 yards of barren ground between
these two points where the seam never could be found. The
lower the angle of hade the greater the breadth of such
barren ground. Hence the more nearly vertical the lines

of fault, the better for the coal-fields.

In the vast majority of cases faults hade in the direction

of downthrow, in other words, they slope away from the

side which has risen. Consequently the mere inspection

of a fault in any natural or artificial section sufiices in most
cases to show which side has been elevated. In mining
operations the knowledge of this rule is invaluable, for it

decides whether a coal seam, dislocated by a fault, is to be
sought for by going up or down. In fig. 29, for example,
a miner working from the right and meeting with the fault at

5, would know from its hading towards him that he must
ascend to find the coal. On the other hand were he to

work from the left and catch the fault at a, he would see

that it would be necessary to descend. According to this

rule a normal fault never brings one part ot a bed below
another part, so as to be capable of being pierced twice by
the same vertical shaft. Exceptional cases, however, wheie
the hade is reversed, do occasionally appear. In fig. 30 a
series of strata, 1 to 11, are represented as folded in an
inverted anticline, and broken through by a fault along the

axis, the portion on the right side having been pushed up.

Fig 30—Inveited anticline and leversed fault.

The effect of the movement has been to make the ends of

the beds on that side overlie higher beds on the other side.

A shaft would thus pierce the same stratum twice. In-

stances of reversed faults are chiefly met with in much dis-

turbed districts, such as mountain chains, where the rocks

have been affected by great undulations and corrugations.

But instances on a small scale, like that in fig. 31, may now
and then be encountered even in lowland districts, where
no great disturbance has taken place.

2. Faults traversing inclined strata usually group them-
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selves into two series, one running in the same general

direction as the dip of the strata, the other approximating

Fig. 31 —Reversed fault, Liddesdale.

to the trend of the strike. They are accordingly classified

as di2>faults and strike-faults. They are not always to be
sharply marked off from each other, for the dip-faults will

often be observed to deviate considerably from the normal
direction of dip, and the strike-faults from the prevalent
strike, so that in such cases they pass into each other.

A dip-fault produces at the surface the effect of a lateral

shift of the strata. This effect increases in proportion as

the angle of dip lessens. It ceases altogether when the beds
are vertical. Fig. 32 may be taken as a plan of a dip-fault

Fig. 32.—Plan of strata cut by a dip-fault.

traversing a series of strata which dip northwards at 25°,

The beds on the east side look as if they had been pushed
horizontally southwards. That this apparent horizontal

displacement is due really to a vertical movement, and to

the subsequent planing down of the surface by denuding
agents, will be clear if we consider what must be the effect

of the vertical ascent or descent of the inclined beds on one
side of a dislocation. Take the bed a in fig. 32, and
suppose it to be still unbroken by the fault. It will then
run in a straight east and west line. When the fault takes

place, the part on the west side is pushed up, or, what
comes to the same, that on the east side is let down. A
horizontal plane cutting the dislocated stratum will show
the portion on the west side lying to the north of that on
the east side of the fracture. The effect of denudation has
usually been practically to produce such a plane, and thus
to exhibit an apparently lateral shift. This surface displace-

ment has been termed the heave of a fault. Its dependence
upon the angle of dip of the strata may he seen by a com-
parison of figs. 33 and 34. In the former figure the
bed a, once prolonged above the present surface (marked
by the horizontal line), is represented as having dropped
from db to ec, the angle of inclination being 25°. The
heave amounts to the horizontal distance between h and e.

But if the angle should rise to 60°, as in fig. 34, though
the amount of throw or vertical displacement remains the
same, we see that the heave or horizontal shift diminishes
to about a quarter of what it Is in fig. 33. This diminu-

tion would continue with every increase of inclination in
the strata till among vertical beds there would be no heave
at all.

Fig. 33.—Section along the line of a fault in strata dipping at 25".

Strike-faults, where they exactly coincide with the strike,

may sometimes remove the outcrop of some strata by never

du \
‘ \ \

Fig. 34.—Section along the line of a lanlt in stiata dipping at 60".

allowing them to reach the surface. Tig. 35 shows a plan

of one of these faults (FF), having a downthrow to the

north. In crossing the ground from north to south we pass

successively over the edges of all the beds, except Nos. 3

North

Smith

Fig 35.—Plan of a strike-fault.

and 4, which are cut out by the fault as shown in fig.

36, which is a section drawn across the ground at a right

angle to the strike. It seldom happens, however, that such

strict coincidence between faults and strike continues for

Fig 36.—Section acrosts tlie plan, fig. 35.

more than a short distance* The dip is apt to vary a little

even among comparatively undisturbed strata, and every

such variation causes the strike to undulate and thus to be

cut more or less obliquely by the line of dislocation, which

may nevertheless run quite straight. Moreover, any in-

crease or diminution in the throw of a strike-fault will of
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course have the effect of bringing the dislocated ends of the

beds against the line of dislocation. In fig. 37, for in-

Fici 87.—Plan of strata tiaveised by a diminishing- sti ike-fault.

stance, which represents in plan another strike fault, w’e see

that the amount of throw is diminishing towards the left so

as to allow lower beds to successively appear, until, at the

extreme left side of the ground, the fault merely brings one
part of the same bed (No. 5) against another part.

3. Their effects become more complicated where faults

traverse undulating and contorted strata. Sometimes wecan
distinctly trace an undulation as the result of a fault. In
the flat limestone beds shown in fig. 38, for example,

Fig. 38.—Cuivmg of strata on one side of a fiiult.

there can be no doubt that the gentle depression from d to

c would not have taken place but for the existence of the
fault ah. But in all countries where the rocks have been
thrown into folds and corrugations these structures are tra-

versed by faults. It then often happens that: the same
fault appears to be alternately a downthrow on opposite
sides. Let us suppose a series of gently rolling strata to

be cut by a transverse fault as in the diagram in fig. 39.

Fig. 39.—Diagram of gently undulating strata cut by a fault, -with alternate
throw m opposite directions.

At each of the two ridges on the near side of the fault

the effect is an upthrow, while in the intervening valley it

is a downthrow. On the opposite side of the fault each of

these effects is reversed. It rarely happens, however, that
a fault makes any such visible crack at the surface. The
rocks have all been worn down so much that it is usually
only by careful examination of their dip that the existence

of faults can be determined.
The influence of faults upon curvatures may be illustrated

by a plan and sections of a dislocated anticline and syncline,
which will also show clearly how the apparently lateral dis-

placement of outcrop produced by dip-faults is due to
vertical movement. Fig. 40 represents a plan of strata
thrown into an anticlinal fold AA and a synclinal fold SS,
and traversed by a fault FF, which is an upthrow to the

, o G Y [iV. STKUCTURAL.

left hand. We have seen that a dip -fault always shifts the

outcrop to the dip on the upthrow side, and this will be

F

Fig. 40.—^An anticline (A) and synclinc (S), dislocated by a fault.

observed to be the case here. Beginning at the upper side

of the diagram, which may be called north, v/e notice that

the bed aa^ dipping towards the lower side or south at GO'*,

is truncated by the fault at and that the ]portion on the

upthrow side is shifted forwards or southward. Crossing

the syncline v/e meet witli the same bed, and as the upthrow
of the fault still continues on the same side we must go

some way southwards on the downthrow side before we
meet with its continuation. On the southern slope of the

anticline the same bed once more appears, and again is

Fig. 41.—Section along the upcast side of the fault in fig. 40.

shifted forwards as before. A section along the left or

upcast side {uu) of the fault would give the structure re-

presented in fig. 41 ;
while one along the dov/ncast side

Fig. 42.—Section along the downcast side of same fault.

{dd) would be as in fig. 42. These tv/o sections clearly

prove that the shifting of the outcrops at the surface can

Fig. 43.~Plan of single fault.

be simply explained by a mere vertical movement. They
also show that faults which cross anticlinal and synclinal
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folds narrow the anticlines but widen the synclines on the
downthrow side, while they widen the anticlines and
narrow the synclines on the upthrow side.

Dislocation maytake place either by a single fault or as the
combined effects of two or more. Where there is only one
fault, as in fig. 43, one of its sides maybe pushed up or let

down, or there may be a simultaneous opposite movement on
either side. In such cases, there must be a gradual dying
out of the dislocation towards either end; and there will usu-

allybe one or more points where the displacement has reached
a maximum. Sometimes, as shown in fig. 44, a fault with
\i considerable maximum throw (35 feet, yards, or fathoms,
in the drawing) splits into minor faults at the terminations.

Examples of this kind occur not infrequently in coal-work-

Fig 44.—Plan of a. fault splitting into minor faults.

ings. In other cases the offshoots take place along the
line of the main fissure (fig. 45). Exceedingly complicated

Fig. 45.—Plan of main fault, with ‘branches.

exo^mples occur in some coal-fields, where the connected
faults become so numerous that no on© of them deserves

to be called the main or leading dislocation.

The subsidence or elevation of a large mass or block of

rock has more usually taken place by a combination of

faults. If we suppose two fissures to meet at a point, as

at b in fig, 46, and to die out respectively at a and c, the

Fig. 46.—Plan of two fissures.

intervening triangular mass ed may be moved upwards or

downwards, or it may remain stationary while the surround-

ing ground is displaced. The maximum displacement in
such an instance would be sought for towards h

;
in the

direction e there would be no displacement at all.

It often happens that, by a succession of parallel and
adjoining faults, a series of strata is so dislocated that a
given stratum which may be near the surface on one side is

carried down by a series of steps to some distance below.
Excellent examples of these step-faidts (fig. 47) are to be

Fig. 47.—Section of sti.ita cut by step-faults.

seen in the coal-fields on both sides of the upper part of the
estuary of the Forth. Instead, however, of having the
same downthrow, parallel faults frequently show a move-
ment in opposite directions. If the mass of rock between
them has subsided relatively to the surrounding ground,
thej tro2c^/i-faults (hg. 48). They enclose wedge-shaped
masses, of which the apices, formed by the junction of two

faults, point downwards. In the accompanying section

(fig. 49) of a portion of the thick coal of South Stafford-

shire, drawn to scale by Mr Johnson of Dudley (JRecords

of GeoL S^crveyy vol. i. part 2, p. 313), the commencement
of a trough-fault is shown in the centre of the figure.

The late Mr Jukes carefully described this interesting section, and
showed that the coal must once have been more arched than now,
and that on the cessation of the elevatory process the fractured
pieces adjusted themselves to their new x^osition by means of disloca-

tions. The mass of higher beds (A) driven as a wedge into the coal,

has hindered the hed from regaining its liorizontality, and at the
same time has caused the adjacent yjarts of the coal (BB) to be so

crushed by the enormous pressure as to have been reduced to “a
paste of coal dust and very small coal ” {Memoir on South Staforch
shire Coal-field, 2d ed., p. 194).

It will be observed that the hade of the faults is towards

Fig. 40.—Section of a faulted part of tlic thick coal of South Staffordshire.

the downthrow side, and that the wedged-shaped masses
with broad bottoms have risen, while those with narrow
bottoms and broad tops have sunk.

It has been already (ante^ p. 261) pointed out that faults

are traceable to the effects of elevation. The general hade
or inclination of faults towards the side of downthrow was
satisfactorily explained by the late Mr Jukes in the last

edition of the x)resent work

“ Suppose,” lie says, that in diagram fig. 50 we have a portion

of the earth's crust^ of which AB is the S’urface, and CD a plane
acted on by some widespread force of expansion tending to bulge
upwards the part ABCD. If then a fi-acture takes jdace alon^ the

line EB, it is obvious that the expanding force will, on the side of

AC, have the widest base CF to act upon, while it udll have a pio-

portionately less mass to move in the part AECF, which grows
gradually smaller towards the surface, than on the other side of the
fault, where, with the smaller base FD, the mass FDBE continually

grows larger towards tlie surface. The mass G-will consequently be
X. — 39
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much more easily raised into the position AcC/, than the mass H
into the position the elevation of which could hardly tahe

c F -D

Fig 50.

place without leaving a great open gap along the line of fault
between EE and/V, and, moreover, without leaving the pi ejecting
piece e' overhanging without any support.

This is^ yet more clearly perceptible if we suppose two such
fissures, as in fig. 51, inclining towards each other, since, if we sup-

c F ir' D
Fig 51. I

pose the included piece I to be elevated into the jiosition indicated
by the dotted lines, it becomes utterly unsupported unless we sup-
pose huge dykes or ejections of igneous rock to issue out along each
fault. But this would lemove the case from the class of fractures
we are at present considering.

”

Trough-faults offer at first some difficulty. In fig. 48,
for example, it is evident that in both the wedge-shaped
masses (A. and B) there has been subsidence. The bed X
is cut by four faults. In the space B two of these faults

hade towards each other, and as they have the same amount
of throw the level of the bed remains unchanged on either

side. In the other trough, however, the fault a has a throw
twice as much as that of b which it completely cuts ofl".

The two faults d and /neutralize each other, and are con-

nected with a vertical fissure without any throw. The fault

a however descends with its persistent hade and dislocates

the bed Z and the other strata below. Mr Jukes proposed
the following satisfactory explanation of this kind of struc-

ture.

“ Suppose the heds AA, BB, &c., (fig. 52) to have been formerly
in a state of tension, arising from the bulging tendency of an

Fig. 52

internal force, and* one fissure, FE, to have been formed below,
which on its course to the surface splits into two, ED and EC.
If the elevatory force were then continued, the wedge-like piece
of rockW between these two fissures, being unsu|)ported, as the
rocks on each side separated, would settle down into the gap as
in fig. 53. If the elevatory action were greater near the fissure than
farther from it, the single fissure below would have a tendency to
gape upwards, and swallow down the wedge, so that eventually this
might settle down, and become fixed at a point much below its

previous relative position. Considerable friction and destruction
of the rocks, so as to cut off the corner g7i (fig. 63) on either side,

would probably take place along the sides of the fissures, and thus
widen the gap, and allow the wedge-shaped pieceW to settle down
still further.

“When the forces of elevation were withdrawn, the rocks would
doubtless have a tendency to settle down again, but these newly-

Fig 53.

included wedge-shaped, and other masses, would no longer fit into
the old spaces, so that great compression and gieat lateral pressure
might then take place.”

In fig. 49 an excellent illustration is afforded o£ ho'Vv an
arched mass of strata has been faulted, and how trough-faults

have been formed

VI.—Cleavage.

There is yet another system of divisional planes, termed
cleavage^ by which rocks are sometimes traversed. When
this structure is well developed it divides a rock into

parallel laminse, which run at a high angle quite independ-
ently of stratification or any other divisional planes. It is

most perfect in proportion to the fineness of grain of the

material in which It occurs. Hence fine argillaceous rocks

show it admirably. An ordinary roofing slate may be
taken as an illustration of a cleaved rock; its opposite

surfaces are cleavage-plcmes, while the opposite faces of a

slab of shale would be stratification-planes. Though most
perfectly exhibited by clay-slate, cleavage occurs in other

rocks, even in old lavas and tuffs, limestones, and sandstones

or greywackes
;
but as the texture increases in coarseness

the cleavage lines become more undecided and further apart,

The structure may be observed to vary in distinctness in

the same face of rock, being well-defined among bands of

slate, but becoming faint or even disappearing in intercalated

beds of sandstone or grit.

Fig. 54.—Sketch (by the late Sir Du Noyei ) of a block of variegated slate from
Devirs Glen, county Wicldow. The cimnpled handsmark the bedding, and the
fine pei'iiendicular striae in front are the cleavage planes ; the fine lines on the
darkened side merely represent shadow^ and must not be taken for planes of
division in the lock. It will be observed that the cleavage planes do not pass
through the white bands.

The direction of cleavage usually remains persistent over

considerable regions, and, as was shown by Sedgwick, corre-
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spoiids on the whole with the strike of the rocks. It Is,

however, independent of bedding. Among curved rocks the

cleavage planes may be seen traversing the contortions

without sensible deflexion from their normal direction,

parallelism, and high angle. Mr Jukes pointed out that

over the whole of the south of Ireland the trend of the

cleavage seldom departs 10“ from the normal direction

E. 25“ N., no matter what may be the differences in character

and age of the rocks which it crosses. Some of the more
obvious characters of cleavage are shown in fig. 54, which
represents a block of cleaved variegated slate about 18 inches

in height. The left side of the block which is in shadow is

formedbya smooth cleavage plane, and the whole block might
be split into laminae parallel to that plane as shown by the

cleavage lines in front. The lines of stratification are

marked by the white and dark contorted bands, the axes
of which evidently correspond nearly with the direction of

the cleavage. These bands are commonly marked in nature
by zones of different colour, and sometimes of texture. In
the present instance the white bands are more sandy than
the rest of the mass, and the cleavage-planes only partially

enter them. This specimen is further interesting as it

bears witness by its puckered bedding to the great lateral

pressure in virtue of which, as we have already seen {ante,

p. 261), the cleavage structure has been produced.

VII. Igneous Books as Paet op the Steuctuee
OP THE EaETH’S CeUST.

In this section we shall consider the part taken by igneous

rocks in the architecture of the earth’s crust. Their litho-

logical differences having already been described in part

ii., it is their larger features in the field that now require

attention,—features which in some cases can be well illus-

trated by reference to the action of modern volcanoes, and
in other cases bring before us parts of the economy of vol-

canoes which can never be reached in any recent cone. A
study of the igneous rocks of former ages thus serves to

augment our knowledge of volcanic action.

At the outset an obvious distinction must be drawn
between those igneous masses which reached the surface and
consolidated there, like modern lava streams or showers of

ashes, and those which we must believe never found their

way to the surface but consolidated at a greater or less

depth beneath it. There must be the same division to be
drawn in the case of every active volcano of the present day.

But we can examine only the materials which reach the sur-

face, and we can but speculate as to the nature and arrange-

ment of what still lies underneath. In the revolutions to

which the crust of the earth has been subjected, however,
the subterranean continuations of volcanic sheets have often

been laid bare, and not only so, but sections have been
opened into the very heart of masses which, though molten
and eruptive, seem never to have been directly connected
with actual volcanic outbursts. All those subterranean
intruded masses, which are now revealed at the surface only
after the removal of the depth of rock which once covered
them, may be grouped together into one division under the
names plutonic, intrusive, or suhseg^ient. On the other
hand, all those which came up to the surface as ordinary
volcanic rocks, whether molten or fragmental, and were
consequently contemporaneously interstratified with the
formations which happened to be in progress on the surface

at the time, may be classed iu a second group under the
names volcanic, interhedded, or contemporaneous.

It is obvious of course that these are only relative terms.

Every truly volcanic mass which, by being poured out as

a lava-stream at the surface, came to be regularly inter-

stratified with contemporaneous accumulations, must have
been directly connected below with molten matter which

did not reach the surface. One part of the total mass
therefore would he included in the second group, while
another portion, if ever exposed by geological revolutions,
would be classed with the first group. Seldom, however,
can the same masses which flowed out at the surface be
traced directly to their original underground prolonga-
tions. It is evident that an intrusive rock, though
necessarily subsequent in age to the rocks through which it

has been thrust, need not be long subsequent. Its relative

date can only be certainly affirmed with reference to the
rocks through which it has broken. It may be older than
other rocks through which it has not been intruded but
which lie almost immediately above it. The probable
geological date of its eruption must be decided by the evi-

dence to be obtained from the grouping of the rocks all

around. Its intrusive character can only certainly deter-

mine the limit of its antiquity. We know that it must be
younger than the rocks it has invaded ; how much younger
must be otherwise determined. On the other hand, an in-

terbedded or contemporaneous igneous rock has its date
precisely fixed by the geological horizon on which it lies.

A lava-bed or tuff intercalated among strata containing
Sphenopteris affinis, Lepidodendron veLtheimiammi, Leper-’

ditia, and other associated fossils, would unequivocally
prove the existence of volcanic action at the surface during
the Lower Carboniferous period, and at that particular part
of the period represented by the horizon occupied by the
volcanic bed. An interbeddedand an intrusive mass foundon
the same platform of strata would not necessarily be coeval.

On the contrary, the latter, if clearly intruded along the
horizon of the former, would necessarily be posterior in date
It will be understood then that the two groups have their

respective limits determined solely by their relations to tlip

rocks among which they may happen to lie.

The value of this classification for geological purposes is

great. It enables the geologist to place and consider by
themselves the granites, quartz-porphyries, and other crys-

talline masses which, though lying sometimes perhaps at

the roots of ancient volcanoes, and therefore intimately con-

nected with volcanic action, yet owe their special characters

to their having consolidated under pressure at some depth
within the earth’s crust

;
while he arranges iu another

series the lavas and tuffs which, thrown out to the surface,

bear the closest resemblance to the ejected materials froni

modern volcanoes. He is thus presented with the record

of hypogene igneous action in the one group, and with

those of superficial volcanic action in the other. He is

furnished with a method of chronologically arranging the

volcanic phenomena of past ages, and is thereby enabled to

collectmaterials for a history of volcanic action over the globe

In adopting this classification for unravelling the geologi

cal structure of a region where igneous rocks abound, the

geologist will encounter instances where it may be difl^cult

or impossible to decide in which group a particular mass of

rock must be placed. He will bear in mind, however, that

after all, such schemes of classification are proposed only

for convenience in systematic work, and that there are no
corresponding hard and fast lines in nature. He will recog

nize that all crystalline or glassy igneous rocks, whether the

portion visible be interbedded or intrusive, must be intru-

sive at a greater or less depth from the surface. Every
contemporaneous sheet has proceeded from some internal

pipe or mass, so that though interbedded and contemporane-

ous with the strata at the top, it is intrusive in relation to

the strata below. But we cannot always assert that an
intrusive mass must have been connected with an outflowing

interbedded sheet above.

Section I.—Plutonic, Intrusive, or Siibsequent Igneous Roclcs

Under this section we have to consider the part l)layed
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by igneous rocks wMcli, either possessing a crystalline

(sometimes glassy or felsitic) structure have been in-

jected in a fluid or at least viscous condition into other
rocks, or having been blown into fragments have consoli-

dated in volcanic pipes. After some practice in the field

the geologist learns to recognize these rocks, and to distin-

guish them from the similar masses which must be placed
in the contemporaneous series. As a rule their crystalline

texture is coarser than in that series; only in a few rare

cases does a cellular or amygdaloidal character appear, and
the fragmental accompaniments so characteristic of the con-

temporaneous sheet are only found in the actual vents of

eruption. Granite, syenite, felsite, diorite, basalt, and
agglomerate occur in this form.

The general law which has governed the intrusion of

igneous rock within the earth’s crust may be thus stated :

every fluid mass impelled upwards by pressure from below,
or by the expansion of its own imprisoned vapour, has
sought egress along the line of least resistance. What that
line was to be lias depended in each case upon the structure

of the terrestrial crust and the energy of eruption.

In many instances it has been determined by an already
existent dislocafcio]i ; in others by fche planes of stratification,

or by the surface of junction of two unconformable forma-
tions, or by irregular cracks and rents, or by other more
complex lines of weakness. Sometimes the intruded mass
has actually fused and obliterated some of the rock which
it has invaded, incorporating this portion into its own
substance. The shape of the channel of escape has neces-
sarily determined the form of the intrusive rock, as the
mould regulates the form assumed by a mass of cast-iron.

This offers a very convenient means of classifying the
intrusive rocks. According to the shape of the mould in

which they have solidified, they may be arranged as—(1)
amorphous masses, (2) sheets, (3) veins and dykes, and
(4) necks.

I. Amorphous Masses,—These consist chiefly of crys-

talline coarse-textured rocks. Granite and syenite are
the most conspicuous, but there are to be included also
various quartz-porphyries, felsites, diorites, &c. Where
rocks occur in this form which also are found in sheets
and dykes as well as contemporaneous beds, it is com-
monly observed that they are more coarsely crystalline

in the form of amorphous masses than in any other.

Doleritic rocks afford many examples of this characteristic.

Granitic Bosses.—It was once a firmly-held tenet that
granite is the oldest of rocks, the foundation on which all

other rocks have been laid down. This idea no doubt
originated in the fact that granite is found rising from
beneath gneiss, schist, and other crystalline masses which
in their turn underlie very old stratified formations. The
intrusive character of granite, shown by its numerous rami-
fying veins, proved it to be later than at least those rocks
which it had invaded. Nevertheless the composition and
structure of gneiss and mica-schist were believed to be best
explained by supposing these rocks to have been derived
from the waste of granite, and thus, though the existing
intrusive granite had to be recognized as posterior in date,
it was regarded as only a subsequent protrusion of the
vast underlying granitic crust. In this way the idea
of the primeval or fundamental nature of granite held its

ground.

From what has already p. 258) been said regard-
ing the fusion and consolidation of rocks, and the evidence
supplied on this subject by granite itself, it will readily be
understood that the first or original crust could hardly have
been one of granite. That rock, so far as can be made out
by careful microscopic examination, appears to have always
consolidated under considerable pressure, and in the pre-
sence of superheated water and even of liquid carbonic

acid—conditions which probably never obtained at the

earth’s immediate surface. The original crust may have
been of a glassy character like some of the vitreous lavas

;

but whatever it was, no trace of it has ever been or is ever

likely to be found.

The presence of granite at the existing surface must in all

cases be due to the removal by denudation of the masses
of rock under which it originally consolidated. The fact

that, wherever extensive denudation of an ancient series of

crystalline rocks has taken place, a subjacent granite nucleus

is apt to appear does not prove that rock to be of a prim-

eval origin. It shows, however, that the low^er portions of

crystalline rocks very generally assume a granitic type, and
it suggests that if at any part of the earth we could

bore deep enough into the crust vre should probably come
to a granitic layer. That this layer, even if general

round the globe, is not always of the highest geological

antiquity is abundantly clear from the fact that in many
cases it can be proved to be of later date than fossiliferous

formations the geological position of which is known
;

that

is, the granitic layer has invaded these formations, rising

up through them, and probably melting down portions of

tliem in its progress. This is true not only of ancient

Palaeozoic but of other stratified rocks of various much
more recent ages. So that we must conclude that granite

does not belong exclusivelyto the earliest nor to any one geo-

logical period, but rather that it has been formed at various

epochs, and may even be forming now, wherever the con-

ditions required for its production have existed. As a

matter of fact granite occurs much more frequently in

association with older and therefore lower than with new^er

and higher rocks. But a little reflexion shows us that this

must be the case. Granite having a dee]p-seated origin

must rise through the lower and more ancient masses before

it can reach the overlying more recent formations. But
many protrusions of granite would doubtless never ascend

beyond the lower rocks. Subsequent denudation would be

needed to reveal these protrusions, and this very process

would remove the later formations and at the same time

any portions of the granite which might have reached

them.
Granite frequently occurs in the central parts of moun-

tain chains ; sometimes it forms there a kind of core round
which the various gneisses, schists, and other crystalline

rocks are arranged with more or less irregularity. More
frequently it appears in large eruptive bosses which traverse

indifferently the rocks on the line of which they rise.

Sometimes it even overlies the schistose and other rocks,

as in the Piz de Graves in the upper Engadine, where a

wall-like mass of granite, with syenite, diorite, and altered

rocks, may be seen resting upon schists. In the Alps and
other mountain ranges it is found likewise in large bed-like

masses which run in the same general direction as the rocks

with which they are associated.

Many of the most characteristic features of granitic bosses

can be admirably studied where the rock has risen through

contorted sedimentary formations, which form undulating

or hilly ground rather than mountains. The granite of the

south-east and east of Ireland, the south of Scotland, and
the south-west of England may be taken as illustrative

examples.

In the south-east of Ireland a mass of granite 70 miles

in length and from 7 to 17 in width stretches from north-

east to south-west, nearly along the strike of the Lower
Silurian rocks. These strata, however, have not been

upraised by it in such a way as to expose their lowest beds

dipping away from the granite. On the contrary, they

seem to have been contorted prior to the appearance of that

rock
;
at least they often dip towards it, or lie horizontally

1

or undulate upon it, apparently without any reference to
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movements whicli it could have produced. As Mr Jukes
has shown, the Silurian strata are underlaid by a vast mass
of Cambrian rocks, all of which must have been invaded by
the granite before it could have reached its present horizon.

He infers that the granite must have slowly and irregularly

eaten its way upward through the Silurian rocks, absorbing
much of them into its own mass as it rose. For a mile or
more the stratified beds nest the granite have been altered

into mica-schist, and are pierced by numerous veins from
the invading rock. Within the margin of the granitic

mass belts or rounded irregular patches of schist are
enclosed; but in the central tracts where the granite is

widest, and where therefore we may suppose the deepest
parts of the mass have been laid bare, no such included
patches of altered rock occur. From the manner in which
the schistose belt is disposed round the granite, it is evident
that the upper surface of the latter rock where it extends
beneath the schists must be very uneven. Doubtless it

rises in some places much nearer to the present surface of

the ground than at others, and sends out veins and strings

which do not appear above ground. If, as Mr Jukes su]d-

poses, a thousand feet of the schists could be restored at

some pai’ts of the granite belt, no doubt the belt would
there be entirely buried

;
or if, on the other hand, the same

thickness of rock could be stripped off some parts of the
band of schist, the solid granite underneath would be laid

bare. The extent of granite surface exposed must thus be
largely determined by the amount of denudation, and by
the angle at which the upper surface of the granite is

inclined beneath the schists. Where the inclination is

high, prolonged denudation will evidently do comparatively
little m widening the belt. But where the slope is gentle,

and especially where the surface undulates, the removal for

some distance of a comparatively slight thickness of rock
may uncover a large breadth of underlying granite.^

Recent observations by Professor Hull and Mr Traill of

the Geological Survey have shown that in the Moume
Mountains a mass of granite has in some parts risen up
through highly inclined Silurian rocks, which consequently
seem to be standing almost upright upon an underlying
boss of granite. The strata are sharply truncated by the
crystalline mass, and are indurated but not otherwise
altered. The intrusive nature of the granite is well shown
by the way in wHich numerous dykes of dark melaphyre
are cut off when they reach that rock.^

In the Lower Silurian tract of the south of Scotland
several large intrusive bosses of granite occur. The strata

do not dip away from them on all sides, but with trifling

exceptions maintain their normal N.E. and S.W. strike up
to the granite on one side, and resume it again on the
other. The granite indeed occupies the place of so much
Silurian greywacke and shale. There is usually a metamor-
phosed belt of variable width in which, as they approach
the granite, the stratified rocks assume a schistose or
gneissoid character. Numerous small, dark, often angular
patches or‘fragments of mica-schist may be observed along
the marginal parts of the granite. Similar features are
presented by the granite bosses of Devon and Cornwall
which have risen through Devonian strata.

The manner in which, some bosses of granite penetrate
the rocks among which they occur strongly reminds one
of tbe structure of volcanic necks or pipes. The granite is

found as a circular or elliptical mass which seems to
descend vertically through the surrounding rocks without
seriously altering or disturbing them, as if a tube-shaped
opening had been blown out of the crust of the earth up
which the granite had risen. Several of the granite masses
of the south of Scotland exhibit this character very strik-

^ See Jukes’s Manual of Geology, 3d ed., p. 240.
^ Horizontal Section Ho. 22 Qeol Surv. Ireland,
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ingly. That granite and granitoid rocks have actually been
associated with volcanic action is shown by the vay in
which they occur in connexion with tbe Tertiary volcanic
rocks of Skye, Mull, and other islands in the Inner HebrLcles.

As Mr Jukes suggested many yeais ago, granite or granitoid

masses may lie at the roots of volcanoes, and may be the
source whence the more silicated lavas, such as trachyte and
liparite, proceed.^

That some granite, however, is of metamorphic origin,

that is to say, has been produced by the gradual softening
and recrystallization of other rocks at some depth within
the crust of the earth, seems to be now satisfactorily estab-

lished. Such granite may be looked upon as the extreme
of metamorphism, the various schists and gneisses being less

advanced stages of the process. Provided the chemical
composition of the altered rock be the same as that ot

granite, it is not necessary that the granite resulting from
its alteration should be su^Dposed to differ in any noteworthy
particular from ordinary intrusive or igneous granite. The
members of the Geological Survey of Ireland have indeed
distinguished two granites in Galv/ay, one of which they

regard as metamorphic, the other as igneous. The former
is characterized by the occurrence of two felspars (orthoelase

and oligoclase)
;

the latter contains only one (orthoelase).

More recently, however, in the east of the country they
have separated two groups of granites, of which the intru-

sive masses are composed of dark-coloured quartz, ortho-

clase, albite, and black mica (Mourne Mountains), while the

metamorphic variety is formed of grey felspar, quartz, and
black mica. The mineralogical composition of granite

formed by the metamorphism of other and specially sedi-

mentary rocks must necessarily vary with that of the masses
out of which it has arisen. In some cases there is a regular

gradation from true granite outward into the schistose and
gneissose masses. But this passage need not always occur,

for if the granite was subject to unequal pressure (which it

assuredly would in most cases be) it would in its soft, 23ast3'

condition undoubtedly be squeezed Into any rents made in

the surrounding rocks, and would thus imitate exactly a
truly igneous mass, which in actual fact it would then be.

When a mass of granite rises through unaltered or only

locally altered strata, it may fairly be assumed to be
igneous and intrusive. When, on the other hand, it

is intimately associated with extensive masses of schist

and gneiss, many of which can only be distinguished

from it by their foliated structure, its metamorphic origin

may at least be strongly susj)ected. Fundamentally, indeed,

igneous and metamorphic granite seem to be due only to

different modifications of the same subterranean processes.

A mass of originally sedimentary rocks may be depressed

to a dei^th of several thousand feet within the earth’s crust,

subjected there to vast pressure and considerable heat in

presence of interstitial water or steam, and may thus be
metamorjphosed into crystalline schists. A j)ortion of this

mass, undergoing extreme alteration, may so completely lose

all trace of its original fissile structure as to become
amorphous crystalline granite, some of which may even be

thrust as veins into the less highly changed parts above and
around. One stage further would bring before us a con-

nexion opened between the surface and such a deep-seated

granitic mass, and the consequent ascent and outburst of

acid lavas and their fragmental accompaniments.

A.7nori>lious I£asses of Diorite^ Sc.—On a smaller scale

usually than granite, other crystalline rocks assume the

condition of amorphous bosses. Sj^’enite, diorite, quartz-

porphyry, and members of the basalt family have often

been erupted in irregular masses, partly along fissures,

partly along the bedding, but often involving and appar-

3 Manual of Geology, 2d ed.
, p, 93 ;

Geikie, Trans. Gaol. Soc.

Bdin., ii. 301; Judd, Qimrt. Journ. Geol. Soc., xxs. 220.
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ently meltiag up portions of tlie rocks through which they
have made their way. Such bosses have frequently tortu-

ous boundary -lines, since they send out veins into or cut

capriciously across the surrounding rocks. In Wales, as

shown by the maps and sections of the Geological Survey,

the Lower Silurian formations are pierced by huge bosses

of different crystalline rocks, mostly included under the

old term “ greenstone,” which, after running for some way
with the strike of the strata, turn round and break across

it, or branch and traverse a considerble thickness of strati-

fied rock. In central Scotland numerous masses of dolerite

and quartaiferous diabase have been intruded among the

Lower Carboniferous formations. One horizon on which
they are particularly abundant lies about the base of the

Carboniferous Limestone series. Along that horizon they
rise to the surface for many miles, sometimes ascending or

descending in geological position, and breaking here and
there abruptly across the strata. There can be little doubt
that they have actually melted down some parts of the

stratified rocks, particularly the limestone. Considerable

petrographical differences occur among them which may
i:»erhaps be in some measure due to the incorporation of

.•>uch extraneous material into their mass. Gaps occur

where these intrusive rocks do not rise to the surface, but

as they resume their position again not far off, it may be
[)resumed that they are really connected under these blank
intervals.

The amount and nature of the alteration produced on
contiguous rocks by the invasion of an intrusive boss

vary necessarily with the character and bulk of the igneous

mass, as well as with the susceptibility of the surrounding
]

rock to metamorphism. Induration is generally traceable

;

shales are hardened into porcelain, jasper, Lydian-stone, or

some other flinty argillaceous rock. Sandstones are con-

verted into a kind of lustrous quartz-rock. Limestones are

made to assume a granular or crystalline texture, passing

into marble or sometimes into dolomite. Under favour-

able conditions crystals ot garnet, analcime, pyrite, and
other minerals are developed in the surrounding altered

rock.

There can be little doubt that, though the portions of

these rocks now visible consolidated under a greater or less

depth of overlying rock, they must in many cases have been
directly connected with superficial volcanic action. Some
of them may have been underground ramifications of the
ascending molten rock which poured forth at the surface in

streams of lava. Others may mark the position of intruded
masses which were arrested in their ascent in the unsuccess-

ful attempt to open a new volcanic vent.

II. Sheets.—These are masses of crystalline rock which
have been intruded as sheets between other rocks, and now
appear as more or less regularly defined beds. In almost all

cases it will be found that these intrusions have taken place
between the planes of stratification. The ascending mass of

molten matter, after breaking across the rocks, or rather

after ascending through fissures either previously formed
or opened at the time of the outburst, has at last found its

path of least resistance to lie along the bedding planes of

the strata. Accordingly it has thrust itself between the
beds, raising up the overlying mass and solidifying as a
[learly or exactly parallel cake or bed.

It is evident that one of these intercalated intrusive

sheets of igneous rock must present such points of resem-
blance to a truly contemporaneous bed of lava as to make it

occasionally a somewhat difficult matter to determine its

true character, more especially when, owing to extensive
denudation, only a small portion of the rock can now be
seen. The following characters mark intrusive sheets,

though they must not be supposed to be all present in every
case. (1.) They do not rigidly conform to the bedding, but

sometimes break across it and run along on another plat-

form. (2.) They catch up and involve portions of the sur-
rounding strata. (3.) They are commonly most close-grained
at their upper and under surfaces, and most coarsely crystal-

line in the central portions. (4.) They are very rarely
cellular or amygdaloidal. (5.) The rocks both above and
below them are usually hardened and otherwise more or
less altered.

Many of the older volcanic rocks occur in this form,
as felstone, quartz-porphyry, diorite, melaphyre, diabase,

dolerite, basalt, and others. The remarks above made
regarding the connexion of intrusive bosses with volcanic

action may be repeated with even greater definiteness here.

Intrusive sheets abound in old volcanic districts intimately

associated with dykes and surface outflows, and thus bring-

ing before our eyes traces of the underground mechanism
of the volcanoes.

The same kinds of alteration may be observed along the

line of junction of intrusive sheets with the adjacent rocks
as in the case of amorphous masses

;
but as the boundary

lines are often very sharply defined they present the process

of alteration in a more generally accessible and interesting

form. Sandstone, for example, besides being indurated
and acquiring the distinct lustre of quartzite, may occasion-

ally be seen to possess a distinctly prismatic structure—the
prisms or columns diverging at right angles to the line of

junction with the igneous rock. Even microscopic black
microlites, like those which occur in basalt-rocks, have been
detected in altered sandstone, in the minute fissures of which
they may be supposed to have been sublimed from the

molten injected mass. Argillaceous rocks are commonly
converted into hard flinty textures to which the names of

flinty-slate, Lydian-stone, jasper, and porcellanite have been
applied. Coal-seams when invaded by intruded sheets of

igneous matter assume different aspects according to the
thickness and nature of the invading sheet, the depth of

the coal-seam, and probably to other less easily recognizable

causes. In some cases the coal has been fused and has
acquired a blistered or vesicular texture, the gas cavities

being either empty or filled with mineral matter such as

calcite. In other cases it has nearly disappeared, the re-

maining portion being a black soot or ash. In others it

has become hard and brittle, and has been converted into a
kind of anthracite or blind-coal,” owing to the loss of its

more volatile portions. In the Ayrshire coal-fields the coal

seams have sometimes become beautifully columnar owing
to the intrusion of a sheet of basalt along them. The
hexagonal and pentagonal columns diverge like rows of

stout pencils from the surfaces of the basalt. In one coal-

field of that county a seam of coal has been converted into

graphite. The accompanying section (fig. 55) by the late

Fig 55.—Sheets and stungs of intiusive lock in the Ten-yaid Coal,
South Staftoidsliiie.

Mr Jukes represents one of the numerous sheets of “ white-

rock ” intruded into the South Staffordshire coal-field. The
horizontal distance shown in this section is more than 100
yards. The coal (d) resting on sandstone (c) is traversed
by irregular strings and sheets (a) of what the miners term
“ white-rock,” which proceed from the large basalt masses
of the district. The coal has there become dull and anthra-
citic, and is not worth being extracted.

\^en a coal-field is much invaded by igneous rocks the
seams of coal are usually found to have suffered more than
the other strata, not merely because they are specially liable

to alteration from the proximity of heated surfaces, but
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because they have piesented lines of more easy escape for

the igneous matter pressed from below. The molten rock
lias very generally insinuated itself along the coal-seams,

sometimes taking the lower, sometimes the upper surface,

and not infrequently forcing its way along the centre.

In the destruction or alteration of coal and bituminous
shales a process of subterranean distillation must often have
been set in progress. The gases evolved would find their

way to the surface through joints and pores of the overlying

rock. The liquid products, on the other hand, would be
apt to collect m fissures and cavities. In central Scotland,

where the coal-fields have been so abundantly pierced by
Igneous masses, petroleum and asphaltum are of frequent
occurrence in many districts, sometimes in chinks and veins

of sandstones and other sedimentary strata, sometimes in

the cavities of the igneous rocks themselves.

It is a remarkable fact that, striking as is the change
pioduced by the intrusion of basalt into coals and bitumin
ous shales, it is hardly more conspicuous than the alteration

effected on the invading masses themselves. A compact
crystalline black heavy basalt or dolerite, when it sends
sheets anJ' veins into a coal or highly carbonaceous shale,

becomes yellow or white, earthy, and friable, loses weight,

ceases to have any apparent crystalline texture, and in short

passes into what any observer would at first unhesitatingly

pronounce to be a mere clay. It is only when the distinctly

intrusive character of this substance is recognized in the

veins and fingers which it sends out, and in its own iiregu

lar course in the coal, that its true nature is made evident

(see fig. 55). Microscopical examination shows that this

“white-rock^' or “white-trap” is merely an altered form of

basilt, w'herein the felspar crystals, though much decayed,

can yet be traced, the augite, olivine, and magnetite being

more or less completely changed into a mere pulverulent

earthy substance. A specimen of this altered rock was
analysed by Mr Hemy with the following results :

—

Silica 38 830
Alimiiiia . 13-250
Lime 3 925
Magnesia 4 180
Soda. 0 971
Potash . 0 422
Protoxide of non 13 830
Peroxide of non 4 335
Carbonic acid 9 320
Watei . 11 010

100 073

It is evident that most of the alkalies and much of the

silica have been removed, and that most of the iron exists

as carbonate of the protoxide.

In connexion with the alteration produced by igneous

sheets upon their contiguous stratified rocks, leference may
here be made to the lithological differences traceable within

the igneous masses. The close grain already referred to

as characteristic of the upper and under portions of an
intrusive sheet evidently depends upon more rapid cooling

towards the surface of contact with the adjacent cold rocks.

When thin slices of these marginal parts are placed under
the microscope, they sometimes show abundant black

microlites which disappear as the rock is traced away from
the margin. They may be regarded as incipient stages in

tlie crystallization of the magnetite, arrested in their de-

velopment by the rapid consolidation of the outer parts

of the rock. In the central portions they have had an
opportunity of coalescing into octahedra or groups of

definite isometric crystals. A series of sections of a rock,

Irom the outer edge where the arrested crystallites occur

to the centre where definitely-built crystals appear, brings

in this way before us a history of the stages in the consoli-

dation of the mass.

But considerable differences in composition may also be

detected in difierent portions of the same intrusive sheet.
A rock which at one place gives undei the microscope a
coarsely crystalline texture with the petrographical elements
of dolente will at a short distance show abundant oithoclase
and tree quartz—minerals which do not belong to noimal
dolerite. These differences, like those above referred to as
noticeable among amorphous bosses, seem too local and
sporadic to be satisfactorily referred to original diffeiences
in the composition of various parts of the molten mass, or
to segregation by giavitation or otherv/ise. They suggest
rather that the great intrusive sheets, in their passage
through the rocks underneath, have here and thei e involved
and melted down portions of these rocks, and have thus
acquired locally an abnormal composition.

III. Veins and Dykes.—Veins of igneous rock may
occur indiffeiently in igneous, aqueous, or metamorphic
rocks. They may range in diameter from mere thread-like

filaments up to huge bands many feet or yards broad. In
regard to their origin they may be grouped into two series

— (1) veins of segregation, and (2) veins of intrusion.

Veins of Segregation .— These include most of what
were formerly and not very happily termed “ contempoi-
aneous veins.” They are peculiar to crystalline rocks

They abound in many granites, likewise in some gneisses

and schists. They may not infrequently be observed in

sheets of diorite, dolerite, and diabase. They run as

straight, curved, or branching ribands, seldom exceeding a

foot in thickness. Most frequently they are finer in textuie

than the rock which they traverse, though now and then
the reverse is the case, more especially in granite. Close

examination of them shows that they are not sharply defined

by a definite junction line with the enclosing rock, but that

on the contrary they are welded into that rock in such a

way that they cannot easily be broken along the ]plane of

union. This welding is found to be due to the mutual pro-

trusion of the component crystals of the vein and of the
surrounding rock—a structure sometimes admirably re-

vealed under the microscope. Veins of this kind are evi

dently to be referred to the earliest condition of the rocks

in which they occur. They point to some process, still un
explained, whereby into rents formed in the deeply buried,

and at least partially consolidated or possibly colloid, mass
there was a transfusion or exosmosis of some of the crystal

lizing minerals.

Veins of Intrusion .—These are portions of once-melted

or at least pasty matter which have been injected into

rents of previously solidified rocks. When traceable suffi

ciently far, they may be seen to swell out and merge into

their large parent mass, while in the opposite direction they

may become attenuated into mere threads. Sometimes they

run for many yards in tolerably straight lines, and when,

this takes place along the stratification they look like beds.

At these parts, they are of course really intrusive sheets.

But they may frequently be found to start suddenly upward
or downward, and to break across the bedding in a very

irregular manner In fig. 56 t represents an intrusive?
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igneous rock running tlirough. horizontal strata s. If we
saw merely tlie horizontal portion below or above, the really

igneous and intrusive nature of the rock t might escape us,

but the intermediate connecting vein makes its character at

once apparent.

hTo rock exhibits so admirably as granite the varieties

assumed by veins. In many cases the veins which traverse

the granite itself must be regarded as segregation or infiltra-

tion veins, as already described. But where they proceed
j

from the granite, and traverse surrounding rocks, they are

probably in most cases intrusive, though where granite and .

Lighly granitic gneiss are in contact we may conceive that
;

some of the veins traversing both rocks maybe segregation

veins. Most large masses of granite send veins into the

surrounding rocks. Frequently the veins so abound as to

form a complicated net-work. They vary in breadth from

several feet or even yards down to fine filaments at the ends

of the smaller branches. They frequently cross each other,

not only outside of the granite mass, bat even within it. They
vary much in texture and in composition. Sometimes they

are coarsely crystalline
;
but probably most of the veins of

this kind are due rather to segregation than intrusion

Most frequently granite veins traversing granite are finer-

grained than the main mass. Veins which are clearly in-

trusive are not only finer in grain than the parent granite,

but sometimes jireseiit considerable differences in minera-

logical composition. The mica, for example, may be

reduced to exceedingly miiiuce and not very abundant
hakes, and may almost disappear. The quartz also occa-

sionally assumes a subordinate xilace, and the rock of the

veins passes into eurite, elvanite, or one of the varieties of

porphyry.
The rocks surrounding a granite mass and traversed by

granite veins are almost always more or less metamorphosed
in a belt varying in breadth from a few yards up to a mile

or more. It is in this zone that the granite veins typically

occur. The altered rocks have assumed the characters of

gneiss, mica-schist, or other metamorphic x:>roduct, but re-

sume their usuil condition as we trace them away from the

granite. Curious angular portions of them may often be
j

observed within the granite veins and in the main granite
,

mass. In Cornwall the granite and surrounding slates are i

traversed by veins of quartz-porphyry termed elvans, which
j

are most numerous near the granite. They vary in width
from a few inches or feet to 50 fathoms, their central por-

tions being commonly more crystalline than the sides. In
the great granite region of Leicester Mr Jukes traced some
of the elvans for several miles running in x>arallei bands,

each only a few feet thick, with intervals of 200 or 300
yards between them. Many of the other intrusive rocks

j

likewise present the phenomena of veins ;
diorite, diabase,

melaphyre, and basalt furnish numerous illustrations.

Dyhes are wall-like masses of igneous rock, filling

vertical or highly-indined fissures. They differ therefore

from veins in the greater parallelism of their sides, their

verticality, and their greater regularity of breadth and
X)er.si3tence of direction. They present as great a variety

of thickness as that which is shown by veins. Some-
times they occur as mere plates of rock not more than
an inch or two in thickness

; at other times they attain a
breadth of ten or twelve fathoms. The smaller or thinner
dykes can seldom he traced more than a few yards

; but
the larger examples may be followed sometimes for miles.

Thus in the south of Scotland a remarkable series of basalt-

dykes can be traced across all the geological formations of
that region and even across powerful faults. They run
parallel to each other in a general north-west and south-east

direction for distances of 20 and 30 miles. A remarkable
dyke crosses the north of England from the coast of York-
shire for fully 60 miles inland.

The name dyke is applied to these masses of igneous rock
on account of their resemblance to walls (Scotice^ dykes).
Their sides are often as parallel and jDerpeiidicular as those
of a piece of masonry. Moreover, the resemblance to

human workmanship) is sometimes brought out still more by
the numerous joints which, intersecting each other along
the face of a dyke, remind us of well-fitted masonry.
Where the surrounding rock has decayed, the dykes may be
seen projecting above the ground exactly like walls

; indeed
in many parts of the west of Scotland they are made use of

for enclosures. The material of the dykes has in other
cases decayed, and deep) ditch-like hollows are left to mark
their sites. The coast-lines of many of the Inner Hebrides
and of the Clyde Islands furnisli numerous admirable
examples of both kinds ot scenery.

While veins have been injected into irregular branching
‘cracks, dykes have been formed by the welling up>wards of

liquid rock in vertical or steeply inclined fissures. Some-
times the line of escax:>e has been along a fault. In Scot-

land, however, which may be regarded as a typical region

for this kind of geological structure, the vast majority of

dykes rise along fissures which have no throw, and are

therefore not faults. On the contrary the dykes may
be traced across some of the largest faults in the midland
counties.

While the term dyke might be app)lied to some of the

wall-like intrusions of p>orp>hyry, elvanite, and even of

granite, it is more typiically illustrated among the augitic

igneous rocks, such as basalt, diabase, &c., though also

among dioribes, pDorp)hyries, pitchstones, <kc. The centnil

•parts of a dyke are usually most crystalline. Towards the

margin the grain becomes finer, and even sometimes passes

into a vitreous condition. Many of the basalt dykes in

different parts of Scotland are coated along the sides with
a film or crust of black vitreous tachylite. Lines of

amygdaloidal kernels may not infrequently be traced along

the centre of a dyke.

When the rock on one side is freshly strip)p)ed off, the

dyke is usually observed to present a system of polygonal
jointing. The joints start from each face or cheek, and
either go right across to the opposite side, or branch and
lose themselves about the centre. They thus divide the

dyke into irregular prisms which, when the dyke is vertical,

lie of course in a horizontal p)o&itiou, whence they depart m
p)rop3ortion as the dyke is inclined. Occasionally the p>rism.s

are as well-formed as in any columnar bed of basalt. A
less prominent set of joints runs parallel with the two
cheeks of a dyke.

There is usually some alteration of the stratified rocks in

contact with a dyke ; but the nature and amount of the

,

change vary within a wide range. The most sensitive

I material to this influence is undoubtedly coal. A seam ot

coal 6 or 8 feet in thickness may be observed to grow dull
' and brittle at a distance of 50 yards from a large dyke,

I

becoming what is termed "MDlind coal,” as it then burns

I

without flame. Still nearer to the intrusive mass the coal

,
passes into a kind of pyritous cinder scarcely half the

I

original thickness of the seam. At the actual contact with

j

the dyke it becomes by degrees a kind of caked soot not

j

more perhaps than a few inches thick. Sandstones are

hardened into a kind of lustrous quartzite, and sometimes
made columnar, shales into flinty slate or porcellanite :

limestones are occasionally rendered crystalline and even
dolomitic. Occasionally a segregation of new minerals
has taken place in the rocks adjoining a dyke. But cases

are by no means infrequent where dykes have produced
little or no appreciable change upon the contiguous rocks.

lY. Necks.—

U

nder this term are included the fllled-uj)

pipes or funnels of former volcanic vents. Every series ot

volcanic sheets X->oured out at the surface must have been
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connected with one or more orifices whicli, on the cessation

of the eruptions, would remain more or less completely filled

with lava or with fragmentary matter. But unless sub-

sequent denudation should remove the overlying cone and its

surrounding piles of lava and tuff, these vents must remain
buried under the materials which came out of them. So
extensive, however, has been the waste of the surface in

many old volcanic regions that the sites of the vents have
been laid bare. In the study of these we have before us
some of the more deep-seated phenomena of volcanic action

never to be seen in any modern volcano.

A neck is of a circular or elliptical, but occasionally of a
more irregular branching form. It varies in diameter
from a few yards up to a mile, or even more. It descends
into the earth perpendicularly to the stratification of the

formation to which it belongs. Thus, if a neck was formed
and filled up during the accumulation of a certain group of

strata, it would rise on the whole vertically through these

strata, and its ejected lava or tuff would spread out con-

formably among them. Should the rocks be subsequently

tilted the neck would of course be thrown out of the verti-

cal. As a rule, however, the vertical descent of the necks
into the earth’s crust has been comparatively little interfered

with.

The materials filling up ancient volcanic orifices are

sometimes crystalline, sometimes fragmental- The neck
may be occupied by some form of lava, as felstone, quartz-

porphyry, diabase, porphyrite, basalt ; or by the fragment-
ary materials which fell back into the throat of the volcano

and finally solidified there
;
or by both kinds of rock com-

bined. Among the Palaeozoic volcanic districts of Britain

the necks not infrequently are filled with some siliceous

crystalline rock, such as a quartz-porphyry or felstone, even
where the surrounding lavas are basic. Necks of agglomer-

ate and fine tuff abound among the Carboniferous and
Permian volcanic regions of Scotland.

- The fragmentary materials consist mainly of different

lava-form rocks imbedded in a gravelly pepermo-like matrix
of more finely comminuted debris of the same rocks; but
they also contain, sometimes in abundance, fragments of

the strata through which the necks have been drilled.

Pieces of fine stratified tuff not infrequently appear in the

agglomerates. This fact, coupled with the not uncommon
ocuirrence of a tumultuous fractured and highly-inclined

bedding of the materials in the necks appears to show
that the pipes were partly filled up by the subsidence of

the tuff consolidated in beds within the crater and at the
upper part of the funnel. Veins of basalt abound in many
of the necks of Carboniferous age in central Scotland.

The strata round a neck are usually somewhat hardened.
The sandstones have acquired sometimes a vitreous lustre

;

argillaceous beds have been indurated into porcellanite

;

coal-seams have been burnt and rendered unworkable.
These changes may be due partly to the heat of the ascend-
ing column of molten rock or ejected fragments, partly to
the ascent of heated vapours, even for a long time subse-
quently to the volcanic explosions. Proofs of a metamor-
phism probably due to the latter cause may sometimes be
seen within the area of a neck. It is where the altered

materials are of a fragmentary character that the nature
and amount of this change can be best estimated. What
was originally volcanic dust has been converted into a
crystalline and even porphyritic mass, through which,
however, the likewise intensely altered blocks interspersed
through the agglomerate are still recognizable. Such blocks
as, from the nature of their substance, must have offered

most resistance to change,—pieces of sandstone or quartz,

for example,—stand out prominently in the altered mass,
though even they have undergone more or less modification,

the sandstone being converted into vitreous quartz-rock^
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Section II.— Volcanic, Interhedded

,
or Cojitemporaneous

Igneous RocJcs.

The rocks comprised in this section have all been ejected
to the surface like the lava-streams and showers of ashes of
modern volcanoes. It is ev-ident that on the whole they
must agree in lithological ehai'acters with those rocks,
described in the previous section, which have been
extrava sated by volcanic efforts though not quite reaching

• the surface. Yet they have some well-marked general
characters, of which the most important may be thus
stated. (1.) They occur as beds or sheets which conform
to the bedding of the strata among which they are inter-

calated. (2.) They do not break into or involve portions
of the overlying beds. (3.) The upper and under por-
tions of the lava sheets present commonly a scoriaceous
or vesicular character, which may even be found extending
throughout the whole of a sheet. (4.) Beds of tuff are
frequently intersbratified with the crystalline sheets.

L Crystalline.—While the underground course of a
protruded mass of molten igneous rock has widely varied

according to the shape of the channel through which it pro-

ceeded, and ill which, as in a mould, it solidified, the
behaviour of the rock, once poured out at the surface, has
been much more uniform. As in modern lava, the erupted
rock has rolled along, varying in thickness and other minor
characters, but retaining the broad general aspect of a bed or
sheet. A comparison of such a bed with one of the intrusive

sheets already described shows that in several important
respects they differ from each other. An intrusive sheet is

closest in grain near its upper and under surfaces. A con-

temporaneous bed or true lava-fiow, on the contrary, is there

usually most open and scoriaceous. In the one case we
rarely see vesicles or amygdules, in the other they often

abound. However rough the upper surface of an inter-

bedded sheet may be, it never sends out veins into nor
encloses portions of the superincumbent rocks, which, how-
ever, sometimes contain portions of it, and wrap round its

hummocky irregularities, as shown in fig. 57. Occasion-

Fig 57.—Section of the upper sui*face of an interhedded sheet T, showinpf how
IIS une\ennesses aie wrapped round and covered hy the sedimentaiy rocks S.

ally it may be observed to be full of rents which have been
filled up with sandstone or other sedimentary material. In
these cases we see that the lava cracked in solidifying, and
that sand was washed into the fissures where it consolidated.
The amygdaloidal cavities throughout an interbedded sheet,

but more especially at the top, may often be noticed with
an elongated form, and even pulled out into tube-like

hollows in one general direction, which was obviously the
line of movement of the yet viscous mass.
Some kinds of rock when occurring in interbedded sheets

are apt to assume a system of columnar jointing. Basalt
in particular is distinguished by the frequency and perfec-

tion of its columns. The Giant’s Causeway and the cliffs of
Staffa, of Ardtun in Mull, and of Loch Staffin in Skye are
well-known examples. The columns are set perpendicularly
to the two cooling surfaces, that is, to the top and bottom
of the bed. Any inclination from the horizontal in the
disposition of the bed will cause a corresponding departure
from the vertical on the part of the columns. Sometimes
the columns are arched or curved, as in the Clam-shell Cave^
Staffa.

X. 40
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A single interbedded sheet o£ crystalline rock seldom

occurs by itself without any other volcanic accompaniment.
It is usually associated at least with bands of tuff showing
that the emission of lava was not unattended with frag-

mentary ejections. In the majority of cases it will be
found to form part of a series of interbedded sheets with

intercalated tu&. Vast piles of such consecutive flows,

reaching a total depth of several thousand feet, remain to

witness the energy of former volcanic vents.

11. Fragmental.—The rocks embraced under this term

include all the fragmentary volcanic ejections which enter

into the composition of the earth’s crust, from the coarsest

agglomerate to the finest tuff. They differ in lithological

character, according to the nature of the lavas with which
they are associated and from which they have been derived.

Thus in a region of trachyte-lavas, we have trachyte-tuffs,

trachyte-breccias; in one of basalts, we find basalt-breccias,

basalt-agglomerates, basalt-tuffs; in one of obsidians, we
meet with pumiceous tuffs and breccias. The fragmentary

matter has been ejected from volcanic vents, and has fallen

partly back into the funnels of discharge, partly over the

surrounding area. It is therefore apt to be more or less

mingled with ordinary sedimentary detritus. We find it

indeed passing insensibly into sandstone, shale, limestone,

and other strata.

Groat differences occiir in the texture of fragmental rocks

even in the same volcanic districts. They are often coarse

and tumultuous at or near the vents, and fine-grained at a
distance. Alternations of gravelly pe/jenwo-like tuff with

a very fine-grained “ ash ” may frequently be observed.

Large blocks of lava-form rock, as w^ell as of the strata

through which the volcanic explosions have taken place,

occur in the tuffs of most old volcanic districts.

It has been already pointed out that agglomerate and
tuff are not infrequently to be met with occupying the

sites of the vents of eruption. Their most common disposi-

tion, however, is in beds either alone or associated with
interbedded lavas. Masses of fine or gravelly tuff several

hundreds of feet in thickness, without the intervention of

any lava-bed, may be observed in the volcanic districts of

the Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous systems in

Scotland. On the other hand, in these same areas thin

seams of tuff may be seen interlaminated with ordinary

sandstone, shale, or limestone. In the one case we have
evidence of long-continued and powerful volcanic action,

during which fragmentary materials were showered out and
spread over the water-basins to the exclusion of ordinary
sediment. In the other we have proof of feeble intermittent
volcanic explosions, whereby light showers of dust were
discharged, which settled down quietly amidst the sand,
mud, or limestone accumulating around at the time. Under
these latter circumstances tuffs often became fossiliferous

;

they enclose the remains of such plants and animals as
might be lying on the lake-bottom or sea-floor over which
the showers of volcanic dust fell, and thus they form a con-
necting link between aqueous and igneous rocks.

YIII.

—

Metamorphic Rocks as Parts op the
Architecture op the Earth’s Crust.

In part ii. p. 235) some account has been given
of the composition of certain foliated rocks frequently met
with in the central portions of mountain chains and else-

where, lying beneath geological formations of high antiquity.

In part iii., in the discussion of the hypogene causes of
change within the earth’s crust, reference was again made
to these rocks, and they were alluded to as examples of
the effects of subterranean processes altering the original
character of large mineral masses {ante, p. 263). They
were there cited as metamorphic rocks, but their characters

[iv. structural.

as integral 2^arts of the earth’s crust were reserved for dis-

cussion in the present part of this article.

At the outset some caution must be employed as to the
exact meaning in which the terms metamoiphism” and
‘‘metamorphosed” are employed. In a ceitam sense it

may be said that all or nearly all rocks have been metamor-
phosed, since it is exceptional to find any, at least among
such as are not in a geological sense of modern date, which
do not show, when closely examined, proofs of having been
altered by the action of percolating water or other daily

acting metamorphic agent. Even a solid crystalline mass
which, when viewed on a fresh fracture with a good lens,

seems to consist of unchanged crystalline particles will

usually betray under the microscope unmistakable evidence

of alteration. And this alteration may go on until the

whole internal organization of the rock has been readjusted,

though the external form may still remain such as liardly

to indicate the change, or to suggest that any new name
should be given to the recomposed rock. Among many
igneous rocks, particularly the more basic kinds, as basalts,

diorites, oli vine rocks, <fec., metamorphism of this kind may
be studied in all its stages.

But it is not to alteration of this nature, effected at the

surface by meteoric water, that the term metamorphism is

propelly applied. That word is reserved for the process

of subterranean change above treated of {ante, p. 258),

whereby a more or less complete transformation has been
effected throughout vast mineral masses which, while under
going crystalline rearrangement, have usually suffered

simultaneously enormous compression. Gneiss, mica-schist,

and the other schistose or foliated rocks are typical ex-

amples of the results of this metamorphic process.

Three antagonistic opinions are at present entertained

regarding the origin of these rocks. Some geologists

regard the crystalline schists as iffutonic rocks representing

the early cooled crust of the earth, and suppose that a

similar schistose structure has occasionally been super-

induced by pliitonic action on later sedimentary formations.

Again, by some recent writers the Wernerian notion of

chemical precipitation has been revived, and the idea of

metamorphism has been discarded. These authors suppose
that the schistose rocks, in common with many pyroxenic
and hornblendic rocks (diabases, diorites, cfec.), as well as

masses in which serpentine, talc, chlorite, and epidote are

prevailing minerals, have been deposited “for the most part

as chemically-formed sediments or precipitates, and that the

subsequent changes have been simply molecular, or at most
confined in certain cases to reactions between the mingled
elements of the sediments, with the elimination of water and
carbonic acid.” To support this view, it is necessary to

suppose that the rocks in question were formed during a

period of the earth’s history when the ocean had a consider-

ably different relative proportion of mineral substances dis-

solved in its waters, and consequently that tliey must be
assigned to a very early geological period, anterior indeed
to what are usually termed the Palaeozoic ages. And it

becomes further needful to discredit the belief that any
gneiss or schist can by possibility belong to one of the later

stages of the geological record. The more thorough-going
advocates of the pristine or “ eozoic ” date and original

chemical deposition of the so-called “ metamorphic ” rocks

do not hesitate to take this step, and endeavour, by ingeni-

ous explanations, to show that the majority of geologists

have mistaken the geological structure of the districts where
these rocks have been supposed to be metamorphosed equi-

valents of what elsewhere are Palaeozoic, Secondary, or

Tertiary strata.^ Prevalent opinion supports the third or

metamorphic theory, according to which the schistose rocks

^ See Sterry Hunt’s Chemical Bssays, p, 283 sq^.
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are held to be crystalline transformations of ordinary sedi-

mentary strata. The problem whether or not certain masses
of gneiss or schist represent equivalent unaltered sediment-

ary rocks of other districts is mainly one of structural

geology. It must be decided by the geologist rather than
the chemist. It has been answered in the affirmative by
the great majority of stratigraphical geologists all over the

world. We may not be entitled to assert that every mass
i

of gneiss or schist is a metamorphosed sedimentary rock.

Possibly some foliated rocks of extreme antiquity may have
originated directly from chemical precipitation. But when
it can be shown that ordinary stratified rocks have been

|

converted into schist and gneiss, it seems permissible to

hold that all such rocks have had a similar origin, at i

least until good reasons can be adduced against that
j

view.
I

It is evident that if the so-called metamorphic rocks can
|

anywhere be seen to graduate into unaltered strata, it is
|

there that they ought to be specially studied, and that light
I

may be expected to be cast on fcheir origin and history. It

is customary to speak of metamorphism as being either

local or regional, that is, being confined to one limited
:

portion of a mass of rock, or as extending throughout the

whole of the rock and over wide districts. It is doubtless

from the first of these developments that we may hope to

learn most regarding metamorphic changes.

Local (Contact) Metamorphism.—The simplest and most
obviousexamples of thiskind of alteration occurwhere a mass
of igneous rock has invaded sedimentary strata, which have
in consequence been affected in lithological character along
the margin of contact with the intrusive rock. Allusion

has already been made to changes of this kind effected by
intrusive sheets and dykes, and likewise traceable round
the edges of ancient volcanic vents. Sandstones are con-

verted into a lustrous crystalline quartz-rock : shales and
argillaceous strata are indurated into porcellanite, jasper,

fiinty-slate, or some analogous product. Limestones are

made crystalline \ coals are charred, turned into anthracite,

and sometimes even into graphite. These metamorphisms
extend to very variable distances from the intrusive rock.

Sometimes they are scarcely perceptible at all, and disap-

pear within a space of a few inches. In other cases they
-extend for some feet, and in the case of some coal-seams
even to 50 yards or more.

It is around bosses of granite however that the most
marked examples of local metamorphism can be observed.

On a previous page some account has been given of the way
in which the Silurian rocks of Ireland and the south of

Scotland are pierced by large masses of granite, and how,
as they approach the granite even at a horizontal distance of

a mile or more, they begin to assume a micaceous foliated

texture which becomes more and more marked until, along
the margin of the granite, they pass into true mica-schist

and gneiss. The identity of origin between these schistose

masses and the greywackes and shales beyond the metamor-
phic zone does not admit of any question. The unaltered
rocks can be followed step by step into and through the
stages of alteration, until they are found to have acquired
the genuine gneissic or schistose structure. Moreover, it

may be observed that all the bauds of sedimentary rock do
not give rise to the same kinds of metamorphic products.
Some kinds of strata are more prone to alteration than
others, and give rise to more perfect schists. In the south
of Scotland, for example, certain greywackes and grits

formed of a granular mixture of quartz-sand, felspar, clay,

and various decomposition products have been metamor-
phosed iuto perfect mica-schist, while some bands of black
anthracitic and graptolitic shale have merely been intensely
indurated and shattered. Many districts in Scotland, in
Ireland, in the lake country of England, and in Wales might
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be cited as furnishing examples of this gradual conversion
of ordinary sedimentary rocks into true schists.

Regional Metamorphism.—If then it can be proved
that over limited areas thoroughly foliated rocks have been
produced by the transformation of ordinary sedimentary
strata, a presumption is established in favour of a similar
mode of origin for foliated rocks elsewhere and over wider
regions. There occur many vast spaces of the earth's

surface occupied by foliated rocks. lu Finland, Scandi-
navia, and the Scottish Highlands tracts many thousands
of square miles in extent consist of gneiss, mica-schist,

hornblende-rock, and other members of the same great
family of rocks. A large portion of British North Ameiica
lies upon similar mineral masses. Bocks of this type com-
monly rise also along the core of great mountain ranges,

as in the Alps and in the Rocky Mountains. If these rocks
which cover such vast areas were originally ordinary sedi-

mentary rocks, they must have been metamorphosed, not by
mere local protrusions of igneous matter, but by some
general process.

Gradations of Metamorphism.—We have seen above that

the nature and extent of the alteration experienced by rocks

have been regulated, not merely by the vigour of the meta-
morphic process, but by the composition and structure of

the rocks themselves. A siliceous sandstone, for instance,

containing little or no aiumiuous or other admixture, seems
to be capable of retaining much of its original character,

while surrounding or intercalated less purely quartzose

beds have been completely changed. It is converted into

quartz-rock, but still shows the rounded quartz grains of

the original sand. In proportion as the sand has been
mixed with clay it has produced a rock more susceptible ol

change. The argillaceous (or magnesian) cement has been
attacked, and in the process of change the quartz-sand has
been affected. Mica in one or other of its various forms,

aluminous or magnesian, has very generally appeared, and
in proportion to its development has the foliated structure

been made apparent. Hence we may obtain every grada-

tion from a quartz-rock or grit into a true mica-schist or

gneiss.

Rrodudion of Foliation.—The term “ foliation” means
the separation of a rock into approximately parallel or

lenticular crystalline layers or folia of different mineral
composition. It implies a segregation and crystallization

of mineral matter along distinct planes. Those who main-
tain the original chemical precipitation of the most ancient

gneisses and schists believe that the folia mark the strati-

fication of the successive layers of deposit. Those, on the

other hand, who hold that all the schistose rocks about the
origin of which any satisfactory conclusion can be reached
were originally mechanical sediments of ordinary kinds,

regard the folia as coincident generally with the stratifica-

tion of these sediments.

The folia of a gneiss or schist are crystalline aggregates

which along their planes of mutual contact are as it were
welded or felted into each other by the interlacing of their

several component crystals. They are destitute, as a rule,

of the parallelism, flatness, and persistence so characteristic

of stratification. On the contrary they are apt to swell

out into thick concretionary aggregations and to die out

rapidly; they exhibit a wavy, crumpled, or puckered
arrangement traceable in vast folds on the side of a moun-
tain, and yet descending even to such minute corrugation

as can only be detected by the microscope.

Foliation occurring in altered sedimentary rocks must he
due to a crystallization and rearrangement of the chemical

constituents of these rocks along certain lines. On a former
page {ante^ p. 263) it was pointed out that this kind
of metamorphism would as a rule proceed along the lines

of stratification. Doubtless in the vast majority of cases

a E o L o a Y
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the planes of foliation are coincident with the general

direction of this stratification. The metamorphic rocks of

the Scottish Highlands furnish admirable proofs of this

tact. Bands of quartz-rock and schist alternate with each

other and vdth zones of limestone, precisely as beds of

sandstone, shale, and limestone do in unaltered formations.

Thin seams of pebbly grit with well-rounded water-worn

pebbles may be observed running parallel with the folia

of a schist, as a seam of fine grit or conglomerate may be

seen to do in a series of shales. Nay, even the false-bedding

so characteristic of mechanical sediment may be observed

among these metamorphic rocks. The metamorphism is

not uniform in these regions. Here and there it becomes
intensified, and the rocks assume a thoroughly crystalline

and much disturbed aspect. But as they recede from
these areas they are found to lose much of their foliated

character, and indeed to present such slight traces of meta-

morphism that they can be at once recognized as grey-

wackes, grits, and shales. Moreover, they have been thrown
into anticlinal and synclinal folds, and in these and other

larger features of geological structure they differ in no essen-

tial respect from ordinary unaltered strata. Lastly, fossili-

ferous limestones containing Silurian shells have been found
at their base, so that they have all been formed long after

the seas over the area of Britain had been tenanted by
living organisms.

Professor Sedgwick and Mr Darwin xDointed out many
years ago that a crystalline rearrangement of mineral
matter has in some cases taken place along the planes

of cleavage. We have already observed that the water
which has been the great agent of metamorphism must
always have followed the dominant divisional planes of a
rock. If these planes were those of cleavage, the foliation

would doubtless be produced along them, irrespective of

the original laminoe of deposit. So long as the rock
remained tolerably homogeneous in chemical composibion,
there seems no reason why foliation along the cleavage
should differ in any material respect from that along strati-

fication. But it may he doubted whether a cleavage

foliation could run without seDsible and even very serious

interruptions over wide areas. Por, in the first place, in
most large masses of sedimentary matter we encounter
alternations of different kinds of sediment, which could
not but produce distinct kinds of rock under the in-

fluence of metamorphic change. In the second place,

cleavage depends for its perfection and continuity on the
fineness of grain of the rock through which it runs. While
exceedingly perfect in a mass of argillaceous strata, it

becomes feebler or even dies out in a coarse sandy or gritty

rock. Hence, where foliation coincides with cleavage over
large tracts, there will almost certainly be bands, more or
less distinct, coincident with the original stratification,

and running oblique to the general foliation, like bedding
and cleavage, save where these two kinds of structure may
happen to coalesce.

In a region of intense metamorphism the foliation of the
schists may be observed to become here and there some-
what indefinite, until it disappears altogether, and the rocks
assume a thoroughly granitic character. Between gneiss
and granite there is no difference in mineralogical composi-
tion • in the one rock the minerals are arranged in folia, in
the other they have no definite arrangement. Gneiss
might be called a foliated granite

;
granite might be termed

a non-foliated gneiss. The two rocks may be observed to
graduate into each other. In Aberdeenshire, for example,
the Common grey mica-schist and gneiss may be seen to
pass insensibly into the ordinary grey granite. In such
cases it has been naturally concluded that granite is the
ultimate stage of metamorphism. Judged merely from
their composition and microscopic structure, an intrusive

granite connected with igneous protrusions and a metamor-
phic granite representing the thorough transformation of

stratified rock cannot be distinguished from each other.

There is thus nothing improbable in the idea that the
same mineral particles may have gone through many suc-

cessive cycles of change. We may suppose them to have been
originally part of a granite mass, and to have been subse-
quently exposed at the surface iDy enormous denudation.
Worn away from their parent granite they would be washed
down with other particles, and spread out under water as

parts of sandy or muddy deposits. Buried under a gradual
accumulation of sedimentary material thousands of feet in

thickness they might be depressed deep beneath the surface,

and be thus brought within the influence of metamorphism.
Gradually recomposed, crystallized, and converted into

schistose rock, they might be eventually reduced to the
condition of granite, and protruded into some of the over-

lying less metamorphosed masses in the form of granite

veins. Or we may conceive, as already p, 309) sug-

gested, that a communication was opened between the

granite thus produced and the surface, and that the original

mineral particles, whose vicissitudes we have been tracing,

were erupted to the surface as part of a stream of lava.

Possible Metamorphism of Igneous Pocks.—In most large

tracts of foliated rocks there occur masses less distinctly

foliated or quite granitoid in texture, formed mainly of

hornblende or of that mineral in combination with others.

Zones or bosses of hornblende-rock and hornblende-schist

frequently appear among gneiss and mica-schist. Varieties

of quartz-porphyry occur in a similar way. Bands of fine

unctuous chloritic schists may also often be traced. It is

not easy to understand how such rocks, at least those con-

taining a large percentage of magnesia, could be produced
by the metamorphism of ordinary sediment. The difficulty

may perhaps be removed if we regard them as having
originally been igneous rocks, either erupted at the surface

or intrusively injected among the surrounding rocks previous
to metamorphism. Such mineral masses as varieties of

syenite and diorite, rich in hornblende or other magnesian
silicates, might have been the original condition of many of

the rocks here referred to. The fine magnesian schists

might be regarded as having been at first tuffs associated

with the lava-form masses.

Structure of Metamorphic Pocks in the Field.—^As the
series of metamorphic rocks ranges from scarcely altered

sedimentary strata on the one hand to crystalline amorphous
granitic masses on the other, they must obviously possess

a great range of structure as parts of the architecture of the
solid land. In particular they must under different circum-
stances present the features now of aqueous and now of

igneous rocks. The most typical form of metamorphism
being foliation, we may consider tbe structure of foliated

rocks as tbe most characteristic. From wbat has been said

above, it is evident that the planes of foliation give the
rocks a general resemblance to stratified sedimentary
masses. But these planes are seldom so definite and per-

sistent as those of stratification. They do not impart to

the rocks the same tendency to split up into well-marked
parallel beds. On the contrary they are often so felted or
welded together, especially in the coarse and most crystal-

line gneisses, that they hardly serve as divisional planes at

all, but leave tbe firm tough rock to split up along other
lines.

With care and patience lioes of anticlinal and synclinal

fold may often be traced among foliated as well as among
unaltered rocks. But tbe unravelling of these and other
features of structure is much more diflftcult than among
ordinary stratified formations. This arises partly from
the frequent absence of conspicuous and persistent bands
which could be used as horizons in working out geological
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structure, partly from the abundant crumpling which most
foliated rocks have undergone, whereby the continuity of the

individual bands is much disturbed or entirely destroyed.

The joints among foliated rocks to which the regular and
parallel folia impart a marked fissility resemMe those

among sedimentary strata. Where, however, the foliation

is of a more massive kind, as in the coarser varieties of

gneiss, the system of jointing approximates to that of

granite or one of the more crystalline igneous rocks.

IX. Mineral Veins.

The fissures which so abundantly traverse the crust of

the earth have in many instances served as places for the
deposit of mineral matter quite distinct from that of the

rocks through which they run. As metallic ores frequently

occur among the minerals so deposited, and have been ex-

tensively worked, a large amount of information has been
obtained by mining operations regarding these fissures,

or, as they are termed, mineral veins, A general though not
invariable relation exists between the nature of the minerals
in the fissures and that of the contiguous rocks. When the

latter are calcareous, calcite usually forms a conspicuous
feature in the veins; among siliceous rocks quarts is

abundant. These and the other minerals are for the most
part well crystallized or at least largely crystalline in the

veins, even when the adjoining rocks are granular or

amorphous. They are termed veinstones. Since the
joints, faults, and fissures which have been filled with new
mineral substances are commonly highly inclined or

vertical, mineral veins generally run as steep wall-like

bands across the rocks in which they occur. Their
minerals are arranged in strips, which on the whole run
parallel with the walls of the vein (fig. 58).

c

Fig. 58.—a, Coating of one mineral, say quaitz; 5, coating of a second mineial,
say fluor spar; c, coating of first minci al, or of a thud, say sulphate of baryta;
nb of 01 e, as copper or lead; «», walls of the lode.

Mineral veins become metalliferoics^ when among their

vein-stones there occur detached crystals or particles, or

branching strings and threads, or concretionary masses or

parallel bands of native metal, or of tbe sulphides, oxides, or

other ores of metals. The association of these various sub-

stances within the two walls or cheeks of a vein is often in

a double set of parallel bands, those in one-half of the vein
being repeated in the other. The middle of the vein, for

example, may consist of galena flanked and partially mixed
up with zinc-blende and pyrites. On either side of this

central rib there may be a layer of some veinstone, perhaps
fluor spar, then a duplicate baud of another veinstone, such
as barytes or quartz, and so on, to the outer edge of the

vein (%. 58). In other cases, as in auriferous veins of

quartz, the vein consists wholly or almost wholly of one
Vsin-stone through which the ore is disseminated in minute
grains and strings, so that the vein-stone must be extracted

and crushed to obtain the metal by washing.
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Mineral veins {lodes^ raTce-veini) vary in thickness from

only an inch or less up to many fathoms. Extraordinary
variations may be traced even in the course of the same
vein, a breadth of several feet or yards rapidly diminish-
ing until the two walls nearly or quite meet, to the exclu-
sion of the minerals of the vein. Similar diversities

may be observed in the horizontal extent of veins, some
being traceable for miles, others disappearing in a lew
yards.

They sometimes occupy fissures without any throw, but
most frequently seem to occur along lines of fault. In
some cases indeed it can be shown that dislocation has
taken place after some portion of the vein had been formed,
but before the completion of the process. They usually

send out branches, and in some mining districts do this to

such an extent that it becomes hardly possible to identify

the main vein among its numerous offshoots.

The direction of the veins varies in different districts.

Two series may often be traced,—a principal series running
in one general direction, and a minor set crossing the first

at right angles or obliquely. Great differences in the rich-

ness of a metallic lode may be observed as it is worked
vertically and horizontally, some of these depending in a

way not easily explained upon the nature of the surround-

ing rock. Among the Cornish lodes, for example, some
contain copper only where they traverse the Devonian slates,

and lose it where they enter the granite, where tin takes its

place. In the lead tracts of the north of England the

metal diminishes where the veins lie in shale, and augments
where they run through limestone.

In some rocks, more especially in limestones, large sub-

terranean cavities have been filled with vein-stones and ores.

The iron mines of the English lake district, for example,

lie in the Carboniferous Limestone, where tunnels and
caverns anciently dissolved out of the rock by per-

colating or running water have been subsequently filled

up with haematite. In the lead districts of the north of

England also, similar cavities have received a plentiful

deposit of vein-stones and galena with its accompanying
ores.

Various theories have been proposed to account for the

infilling of mineral veins. Of these the most noteworthy

are—(1) the theory of lateral segregation,—which teaches

that the substances in the veins have been derived from the

adjacent rocks by a process of solution and redeposit; and

(2) the theory of infilling from below,—according to which
the minerals and ores were introducedfrom below dissolved

in water or steam, or by sublimation, or by igneous fusion

and injection.

The fact that the nature and amount of the minerals, and
especially of the ores, in a vein vary with the nature of the

surrounding rocks seems to show that these rocks have had
a certain influence on the precipitation of mineral matter in

the fissures passing through them. But that this mineral

matter came chiefly from below appears almost certain. The
phenomena of the ascent of hot water in volcanic districts

afford a close analogy to what has occurred in mineral veins.

It is known that at the present time various minerals, in-

cluding silica, both crystaUine and calcedonic, and various

metallic sulpMd.es, are being deposited in fissures up which

hot water rises. At the same time it is conceivable that to

some extent there may be a decomposition of the rocks on

either side of a fissure, and that a portion of the mineral

matter abstracted may be laid down in another form along

the walls of the fissure, or, on the other hand, that the rocks

on either side of the fissure may be permeated for some
distance by the ascending waters, and that some ot the

mineral substances carried up in solution may be deposited

in the pores and cavities of these rocks as well as in the

fissure itself.

GEOLOGY
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X. Unconformability.

Where one series of rocks, whether of aqueous or igneous

origin, has been laid down continuously and without dis-

turbance u]Don another series, they are said to be Gonfo'i'in-

able. Thus in fig. 59 the sheets of rock numbered 1, 2, 3,

Fig. 59.—Oveilap of conformable stiata.

ana 4 have succeeded each other in regular order, and ex-

hibit a i)erfect conformability. They overlap each other,

however, No. 2 extending beyond the edge of No. 1, No.
3 beyond that of No. 2, and so on. As already exiilained

(p. 295), this structure points to a gradual subsidence and
enlargement of the area of deposit. But all these conform-

able beds repose against the older platform A, with which
they have no direct connexion. That platform may consist

of horizontal or inclined strata, or contorted schist, or

crystalline igneous rocks. In any case there is a complete

break between it and the overlying rocks, which rest

successively on different parts of the older mass. This
relation is termed an unconformability. The upper conform-
able beds in fig. 59 are said to lie unconformably upon A.

It is evident that this structure may occur in ordinary

stratified, or in igneous, or in nietamorphic rocks, or between
any two of these great series. It is most familiarly dis-

playea among stratified masses, and can there be most satis-

factorily studied. The lines of bedding furnish a ready
means of detecting differences of inclination and discordance

of superposition. But even among igneous protrusions and
in ancient metamorphic masses, distinct evidence of uncon-
formability is not always difficult to trace.

Though conformable rocks may usually be presumed to

have followed each other continuously without auy great

disturbance of geographical conditions, we cannot always be
safe in such an inference. But an unconformability leaves

no room to doubt that it marks a decided break in the con-

tinuity of deposit. Hence no kind of geological structure

is of higher importance in the interpretation of the historj'-

of the stratified formations of a country. In rare cases an
unconformability may occur between two horizontal groups
of strata. In fig. 60, for instance, a set of beds C is shown

d

Fig. 60.—•Unconformability among boiizontal beds.

to lie conformably for some distance upon an older series d.

Were nothing more to be seen than what appears towards
the right hand, we might justifiably conclude the whole of
the rocks to be conformable. B7 passing to the left, how-
ever, we should find evidence of the older group having been
upraised and unequally denuded before the deposition of the
newer. The denudation would show that the conformability
was accidental, that the older rocks had really been upraised
and worn down before the formation of the newer. In such
a case the upheaval must have been so equable as not to
disturb the horizontality of the lower rocks.
As a rule, however, it seldom happens that movements

oE this kind have taken place over an extensive area so
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equably as not to produce a want of conformability some^
where between the older and newer rocks. Most frequently
the older formations have been disturbed, tilted at various
angles, or even placed on end. They have likewise been
irregularly and enormously worn down. Hence, instead of

lying parallel, the younger beds run transgressively across

the upturned denuded ends of the older. The greater the

Fig, 61 —Section of unconfoimable rocks.

disturbance of the oldei- rocks the more marked is the un-

conformability. In fig. 61, for instance, the series of beds
A is uncomformably covered by the series C At both
sides of the arch the uncomformability is strongly marked,
but at the centre d the two series seem to be conformable.

An unconformability forms one of the great breaks in the

geological record. In the foregoing figure, by way of illus-

tration,we see at once that a notable hiatus in deposition, and
therefore in geological chronology, must exist between series

A and C. The older rocks had been deposited, folded, up-

heaved, and worn down before the accumulation of the

newer series upon their denuded edges. These changes
must have demanded a considerable lapse of time. Yet,

looking merely at the structure in itself, we have evidently

no means of fixing, even relatively, the length of interval

marked by an unconformability. The mere violence of con-

trast between a set of vertical beds below and a horizontal

group above it is no reliable criterion of the relative lapse

of time between their deposition, for an older iDortion of a

given formation might be tilted on end and be overlaid un-

conformably by a later part of the same formation. A set

of flat rocks of high geological antiquity might, on the other

hand, be covered by a formation of comparatively recent

date, yet in spite of the want of discordance between the

two, they might have been separated by a large portion of

the total sum of geological time. It is by the evidence of

organic remains that the relative importance of unconform-
abilities must be measured, as will be explained in part v.

Paramount though the effect of an unconformability may
be in the geological structure of a country, it must never-

theless be in almost all cases local. The disturbance by
which it was produced can have effected but a comparatively

circumscribed region, beyond the limits of which the con-

tinuity of sedimentation may have been undisturbed. We
may therefore always expect to be able to fill up the gaps

in one district from the more complete geological formations

of another. In fig. 61 we see that something is wanting
between A and C. But in the structure of another country
or a different part of the same country we might discover

Fig. 62—Section sliO'wring' the groups of fig. 61 in conformahle sequence, with the
inteivening "blank (B> supplied.

the complete succession, as in fig. 62, where the whole of the

rocks succeed each other conformably, and where the gap
between A and C marked by the unconformability in tig

61 is bridged over by the intermediate group of strata B.
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PART V.—PALEONTOLOGICAL GEOLOGY.

Palaeontology is the science which treats of the struc-

ture, affinities, classification, and distribution in time of the

forms of plant and animal life embedded in the rocks of the
earth’s crust. In one sense it may be regarded as a branch
of zoology and of botany, its claim in this view to rank as

a separate science resting almost solely on the fact that of

the forms with which it deals but a small proportion
belongs to the living world. In another aspect it may be
looked upon as a branch of geology, seeing that its assist-

ance is absolutely indispensable in many of the most fami-
liar and fundamental j)roblems of the latter science. It

is under this last aspect that we have to regard it here.

We shall consider merely those leading features of paldeon-

tological inquiry without some knowledge of which progress
in modern geology would be impossible.

Fossils,—Palaeontological geology, then, deals with the
fossils or organic remains x:)reserved in the rocks, and endea-
vours to gather from them information as to the history of

the globe and its inhabitants. The term “fossil,” mean-
ing literally anything “dug up,” was formerly api^lied in-

discriminately to any mineral substance taken out of the
earth’s crust, whether organized or not. Ordinary minerals
and rocks were thus included as fossils. For many years,

however, the meaning of the word has been restricted, so
as to include only the remains or traces of j)lants and
animals preserved in any natural formation whether hard
rock or superficial deposit. The idea of antiquity or relative

date is not necessarily involved in this conception of the
term. Thus the bones of a sheep buried under gravel and
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silt by a modern fiood, and the obscure crystalline traces of

a coral in ancient masses of limestone, are equally fossils.

Nor has the term fossil any limitation as to organic grade.

It includes not merely the remains of organisms, but also

whatever was directly connected with or produced by these
organisms. Thus the resin which was exuded from trees of

long-perished forests is as much a fossil as any portion of
the stem, leaves, flowers, or fruit, and in some respects is

even more valuable to the geologist than more determinable
remains of its parent trees, because it has often preserved
in admirable perfection the insects which flitted about in
the woodlands The burrows and trails of a worm preserved
in sandstone and shale claim recognition as fossils, and
indeed are commonly the only indications to be met with of
the existence of annelide life among old geological forma-
tions. The drop23ings of fishes and rejptiles, called coj^ro-

lites, are excellent fossils, and tell their tale as to the
presence of vertebrate life in ancient waters. The little

agglutinated cases of the caddis-worm remain as fossils

in formations from which perchance most other traces of
life may have passed away. Nay, the very handiwork of
man, when preserved in any natural manner, is entitled to
rank among fossils

i
as where his flint-implements have been

dropped into the prehistoric gravels of river-valleys, or where
his canoes have been buried in the silt of lake-bottoms.
The term fossil, moreover, suffers no restriction as to the

condition or state of x^reservation of any organism. In
some rare instances the very flesh, skin, and hair of a
mammal have been preserved for thousands of years, as in
the case of the mammoths entombed within the frozen mud
cliffs of Siberia. In most cases all or most of the original
animal matter has disappeared, and the organism has been
more or less completely mineralized or petrified, it often
happens that the whole organism has decayed, and a mere
cast in amorjffious mineral matter, as sand, clay, ironstone,
silica, or limestone remains

; yet all these variations must
be comprised in the comprehensive term fossil.

Conditions for the Preservation of Organic RemaiQis,—At
the outset the question naturally suggests itself how the
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remains of plants and animals come to have been x)reserved
in rocks at a]L If we observe what takes place at the
present da}^, and argue that it may fairly be taken as an
indication of what has been the ordinary condition of things
ill the geological ];)ast, we see that there must have been so
many chances against the conservation of either animal or
plant remains that their occurrence among stratified forma-
tions should be regarded as excex)tional, and as the result

of various fortunate accidents.

1.

Consider, in the first place, what chances exist for the
jpreservation of remains of the present fauna and flora of a
country. The surface of the land may be densely clothed
with forest, and abundantly jieopled with animal life. But
the trees die and moulder into soil. The animals, too, dis-

appear, generation after generation, and leave no percej)-

tible traces of their existence. If vre w'ere not aware from
authentic records that central and northern Eurox)e was
covered with vast forests at the beginning of our era, how'
could we know this fact ? “What has become of the
herds of wild oxen, the bears, wolves, and other denizens
of x^rimeval Europe? How could we prove from the ex-

amination of the surface soil of any country that those
creatures had once abounded there ? We might search in

vain for any such superficial traces, and would learn by so
doing that the law of nature is everywhere “dust to dust.’'

The conditions for the preservation of any relics of the
plant and animal life of a terrestrial surface must therefore
be always exceptional. They are supxfiied only where the
organic remains can be protected from the air and super-
ficial decay. Hence they may be observed in

1. Lakes,—Over the floor of a lake deposits of silt,

peat, marl, &c., are formed. Into these the stems, branches,
leaves, flowers, fruits, or seeds ot x)lants from the neigh-
bouring land may be carried, together wdth the bodies of

land animals, insects, and birds. An occasional storm may
blow the lighter debris of the woodlands into the water.
Such jDortions of the wreck as did not float, and were not
washed ashore again, might sink to the bottom. Of these
the larger part would in most cases probably rot away, so

that, in the end, only a very small fraction of the whole
vegetable matter cast over the lake by' the wind would be
.covered up and preserved at the bottom. In like manner
the animal remains swept by winds or by river floods into

the lake would run so many risks of dissolution that only
a proportion of them, and probably merely a small propor-
tion, would be preserved. When we consider these chances
against the conservation of the vegetable and animal life

I
of the land, we must admit that, at the best, lake-bottoms
can contain but a meagre and imperfect representation of

the abundant life of the adjacent hills and x)lains.

Butlakeshavea distinct flora and fauna of theirown. Their
aquatic x^lants may be entombed in the gathering deposits

of the bottom. Their mollusks, of characteristic types, some-
times form, by the accumulation of their remains, sheets of

soft calcareous marl, in which many of the undecayed shells

are preserved. Their fishes, likewise distinctly lacustrine,

no doubt must often be entombed in the silt or marl.

2. F€at~7nosses,—^Wild animals venturing on the more
treacherous watery parts of a peat-bog are sometimes
engulphed or “ laired.” The antiseptic qualities of the

peat preserve such remains from decay. Hence from
European peat-mosses numerous remains of deer and oxen
have been exhumed. Evidently the larger beasts of the
forest ought chiefly to be looked for in these localities.

3. Deltas at River Mouths,—From wffiat has been said

in previous pages (a^ite^ pj). 276—8) regarding the geological

operations of rivers, it is obvious that to some extent both
the flora and the fauna of the land may’- be buried among
the sand and silt of deltas. When we consider, however,
that though occasional or frequent river-floods sweep down
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trees, herbage, and the bodies of land animals, the remains
so transported ran every risk of decaying or being other-

wise destroyed while still afloat, and that even if they reach

the bottom they will tend to dissolation there unless

speedily eovered up and protected by fresh sediment, we
must perceive that delta formations can scarcely be ex-

pected to give us more than a meagre outline of the varied

terrestrial flora and fauna.

4c Caverns.—These are eminently adapted for the pre-

servation of the higher forms of terrestrial life. Most of

our knowledge of the prehistoric mammalian fauna of

Europe is derived from what has been disinterred from
hone-caves. As these recesses lie for the most part in lime-

stone or in calcareous rock, their floors are commonly coated

with stalagmite from the drip of the roof
;
and as this de-

posit is of great closeness and durability it has effectually

preserved whatever it has covered or enveloped. The
c.ives have in many instances served predatory beasts, like

the hyaena, cave-lion, and cave-bear, as dens in which they

slept, and into which some of them dragged their prey.

In other cases they have been merely holes into which
different animals crawled to die, or into which they fell or

were swept by inundations. Under whatever circum-

stances the animals left their remains in these subter-

ranean retreats, the result has been that the bones have
been covered up and preserved. Still, we must admit that

after all but a mere fraction even of the mammals of the

time would enter the caves, and therefore that the evi-

dence of the cavern-deposits, profoundly interesting and
valuable as it is, presents us with merely a glimpse of one
aspect of the life of the land.

II. In the next place, if we turn to the sea, we find cer-

tainly many more favourable conditions for the preservation

of organic forms, but also many circumstances which
operate against it. While the level of the land remains
stationary, there can be but little effective entombment of

marine organisms in littoral deposits ; for only a limited

accumulation of sediment will be formed until subsidence
of the sea-floor takes place. In the trifling beds of sand
or gravel thrown up on a stationary shore, only the harder

and more durable forms of life, such as gasteropods and
lamellibranchs, which can withstand the triturating effects

of the beach waves, are likely to remain uneffaced.

Below tide-marks, along the margin of the land where
sediment is gradually deposited, the conditions are favour-

able for the preservation of marine organisms. Sheets of

sand and mud are there laid down. In those sediments the
harder parts of many forms of life may be entombed and
protected from decay. But only a small proportion of the
total marine fauna may be expected to occur in such
deposits. At the best, merely littoral and shallow-water
forms will occur, and even under the most favourable con-
ditions they will represent but a fraction of the whole assem-
blage of life in these juxta -terrestrial parts of the ocean.

As we recede from the land the rate of deposition of sedi-

ment on the sea-floor must become feebler, until in the
remote central abysses it reaches a hardly appreciable mini-
mum. Except, therefore, where organic deposits, such as

ooze, are forming in these more pelagic regions, the condi-

tions must be on the whole unfavourable for the preserva-

tion of any adequate representation of the deep-sea fauna.

Hard enduring objects, such as teeth and bones, may slowly
accumulate and be protected by a coating of peroxide of

manganese, or of some of the silicates above (p. 288)
referred to as now forming here and there over the deep-
sea-bottom. But such a deposit, if raised into land, would
supply but a meagre picture of the life of the sea.

We must conclude therefore that of the whole sea-floor

the area best adapted for preserving a varied suite of

marine organic exuvise is that belt which, running along
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the margin of the land, is ever receiving fresh layers of

sediment transported by rivers and currents from the
adjacent shores. The most favourable conditions for the
accumulation of a thick mass of marine fossiliferous strata

will arise when the area of de^^osit is undergoing a gradual
subsidence. If the rate of depression and that of deposit
were equal, or nearly so, the movement might proceed for

a vast jjeriod without producing any great apparent change
in marine geography, and even without seriously affecting

the distribution of life over the sea-floor within the area
of subsidence. Hundreds or thousands of feet of sedi-

mentary strata might in this way be heaped up round the
continents, containing a fragmentary series of organic re-

mains belonging to those forms of shallow-water life

which had hard parts capable of preservation.

There can be little doubt that such has in fact been ths
history of the main mass of stratified formations in the

earth's crust. These piles cf marine strata have unques-
tionably been laid dovvn in comparatively shallow water
within the area of deposit of terrestrial sediment. Their
great depth seems only exj)licable by prolonged and repeatid
movements of subsidence, interrupted, however, as we know,
by other movements of a contrary kind. These geographical
changes affected at once the deposition of inorganic mate-
rials and the succession of organic forms. One series of

strata is sometimes abruptly succeeded by another of a very

different character, and we generally find a corresponding

contrast between their respective organic contents.

It follows from these conclusions that representatives of

the abyssal deposits of the central oceans are not likely to

be met with among the geological formations of past times.

Thanks to the great work done by the “ Challenger ” expe-

dition, we now know what are the leading characters of

these abyssal deposits of the present day. They have
absolutely no analogy among the formations of the earths

crust. They differ, indeed, so entirely from any formation

which geologists considered to be of deep-water origin as to

indicate that, from early geological times, the present great

areas of land and sea have remained on the whole where
they are, and that the land consists mainly of strata formed
at successive epochs of terrestrial debris laid down in the

surrounding shallow sea.

Relative Vahie of Organic Remains as Fossils.—As the

conditions for the preservation of organic remains exist

more favourably under the sea than on land, marine organ-

isms must be far more abundantly conserved than those

of the land. This is true to-day, and has been true in all

past geological time. Hence for the purposes of the geolo-

gist the fossil remains of marine forms of life far surpass

all others in value. Among them there will necessarily be

a gradation of importance regulated chiefly by their relative

abundance. Now, of all the marine tribes which live within

the juxta-terrestrial belt of sedimentation, unquestionably
the Mollusca stand in the place of pre-eminence as regards

their aptitude for becoming fossils. In the first place they

almost all possess a hard durable shell, capable of resisting

considerable abrasion, and readily passing into a mineralized
condition. In the next place they are extremely abundant
both as to individuals and genera. They occur on the

shore within tide mark, and range thence down into the

abysses. Moreover, they appear to have possessed those

qualifications from early geological times. In the marine
Mollusca^ therefore, we have a common ground of compari-
son between the stratified formations of different periods.

They have been styled the alphabet of paljeontological

inquiry. It will be seen, as we proceed, how much in the

interpretation of geological history depends upon the testi-

mony of sea-shells.

Looking at the organisms of the land, we perceive that,

as a rule, the abundant terrestrial flora has a comparatively
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small chance of being well represented in a fossil state, that
indeed, as a rule, only that portion of it of which the leaves,

twigs, flowers, and fruits are blown into lakes is likely to
be partially preserved. Terrestrial plants, therefore, occur
in comparative rarity among stratified rocks, and furnish in

consequence only limited means of comparison between the
formations of different ages and countries. Of land animals
the vast majority perish and leave no permanent trace of
their existence. Predatory and other forms whose remains
may be looked for in caverns or peat-mosses, must occur
more numerously in the fossil state than birds, and are
correspondingly more valuable to the geologist for the com-
parison of different strata.

Relative Age of Fossils.—Although absolute dates cannot
be fixed in geological chronology, it is not diflScult to deter-
mine the relative age of different strata, and consequently
of their enclosed organic remains. For this purpose the
fundamental law is based on what is termed the ‘‘order of
superposition.” This law may be thus defined :—in a series

of stratified formations the older must underlie the younger.
It is not needful that we should actually see the one lying
below the other. If a continuous conformable succession of
strata dips steadily in one direction we know that the beds
at the one end must underlie those at the other, because
we can trace the whole succession of beds between them.
Bare instances occur where strata have been so folded by
great terrestrial disturbance that the younger are made to
underlie the older. But this inversion can usually be made
quite clear from other evidence. The true order of super-
position is decisive of the relative ages of stratified rocks. I

If therefore formations lie regularly above each other,

B upon A, C upon B, D upon C, and so on, it is evident
that the organic remains found in A must have lived and
died before those in B were entombed; the latter must
have been covered up before those in C, and these again
before those in D. The chronological sequence of fossils

must be determined first of all by the order of superposition
of their enclosing strata. There is nothing in the fossils

themselves, apart from experience, to fix their date. Unless,
for example, we knew from observation or testimony that
Rhynckonella pleurodon is a shell of the Carboniferous Lime-
stone, and Rhynckonella tetrahedra is a shell of the Lias,

we could not, from mere inspection of the fossils themselves,
pronounce as to their real geological position. It is quite
true that by practice a palaeontologist has his eye so trained
that he can make shrewd approximations to the actual
horizon of fossils which he may never have seen before ; but
he can only do this by availing himself of a wide experience
based upon the ascertained order of appearance of fossils as
determined by the law of superposition. For geological

purposes therefore, and indeed for all purposes of compari-
son between tbe faunas and fioras of different periods, it is

absolutely essential first of all to have the order of super-
position of strata rigorously determined. Unless this is

done the most fatal mistakes may be made in palaeontolo-
gical chronology. But when it has once been done in one
typical district, the order thus established may be held as
proved for a wide region where, from paucity of sections,
or from geological disturbance, the true succession of forma-
tions cannot be satisfactorily determined.

Uses ofFossils in Geology.—There are two main purposes
to which fossils may be put in geological research :—(1) to
throw light upon former conditions of physical geography,
such as the presence of land, rivers, lakes, and seas, in
places where they do not now exist, changes of climate, and
the former distribution of plants and animals

;
and (2) to

furnish a guide in geological chronology whereby rocks may
be classified according to relative date, and the facts of geo-
logical history may be arranged and interpreted as a con-
nected record of the earth's progress.
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1. A few examples will suffice to show the manifold

assistance which fossils furnish to the geologist in the
elucidation of ancient geography.

(a.) Former land-surfaces are revealed by the presence of
tree-stumps in their positions of growth, with their roots
branching freely in the underlying stratum, which, represen t-

i ing the ancient soil, often contains leaves, fruits, and other
sylvan remains, together with traces of the bones of land ani-
mals, remains of insects, land-shells, &c. Ancient woodland
surfaces of this kind are found between tide-marks, and even
below low-water line, round different parts of the British
coast. They unequivocally prove a subsidence of the land.
Of more ancient date are the “dirt-beds” of Portland, which,
by their layers of soil and tree-stumps, show that woodlands
of cycads sprang up over an upraised sea-bottom and were
buried beneath the silt of a river or lake. Still further
back in geological history come the numerous coal-growths
of the Carboniferous period, pointing to wide jungles of ter-

restrial or aquatic plants, like the modern mangrove swamps,
which were submerged and covered with sand and silt.

(6.) The former existence of lakes can be satisfactorily

proved from beds of marl or lacustrine limestone full of
fresh-water shells, or from fine silt with leaves, fruits, and
insect remains. Such deposits are abundantly forming at
the present day, and they occur at various horizons among
the geological formations of past times. The well-known
nagelflue of Switzerland—a mass of conglomerate attaining
a thickness of fully 6000 feet—can be shown from its fossil

contents to be essentially a lacustrine formation.
(c.) Old sea-bottoms are vividly brought before us by

beds of marine shells and other organisms. Layers of water-
worn gravel and sand, with rolled shells of littoral and
infra-littoral species, unmistakably mark the position of a
former shore line. Deeper water is indicated by finer
muddy sedunent, with relics of the fauna which prevails
beneath the reach of waves and ground-swell. Limestones
fun of corals, or made up of crinoids, point to the slow con-
tinuous growth and decay of generation after generation of
organisms in clear sea-water.

(c?.) Variations in the nature of the water or of the sea-
bottom may sometimes be shown by changes in the size or
shape of the organic remains. If, for example, the fossils

in the central and lower parts of a limestone are large and
well-formed, but in the upper layers become dwarfed and
distorted, we may reasonably infer that the conditions for

their continued existence at that locality must have been
gradually impaired. The final complete cessation of these
favourable conditions is shown by the replacement of the
limestone by shale, indicative of the water having become
muddy, and by the disappearance of the fossils, which had
shown their sensitiveness to the change.

(€.) That the sea-fioor represented by a fossiliferous

stratum was not far from land is sufliciently proved by
mere lithological characters, as has been already explained

;

but the conclusion may be further strengthened by the
occurrence of leaves, stems, and other fragments of terres-

trial vegetation which, if found in some numbers among
marine organisms, would make it improbable that they had
been drifted far from land.

(/.) The existence of different conditions of climate in

former geological periods is satisfactorily demonstrated from
the testimony of fossils. Thus an assemblage of the remains
of palms, gourds, and melons, with bones of crocodiles,

turtles, and sea-snakes, proves a sub-tropical climate to have
prevailed over the south of England in the time of the older

Tertiary formations. On the other hand, the presence of

an intensely cold or arctic climate far south in Europe
during post-Tertiary time can be shown from different kinds
of evidence, such as the existence of the remains of arctic

animals even as far as the south of England and of France.
X. — 41
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This is a use of fossils, however, where great caution
must be used. We cannot afiB.rm that, because a certain

species of a genus lives now in a warm part of the globe,

every species of that genus must always have lived in similar

circumstances. The well-known example of the mammoth
and woolly rhinoceros having lived in the cold north, while
their modern representatives inhabit some of the warmest
regions of the globe, may be usefully remembered as a warn-
ing against any such conclusions. When, however, we find

that not one fossil merely, but the whole assemblage of

foibsils in a formation has its modern analogue in a certain

general condition of climate, we may at least tentatively

infer that the same kind of climate prevailed where that

assemblage of fossils lived. Such an inference would
become more and more unsafe in proportion to the antiquity
of the fossils and their divergence from existing forms.

2. When the order of superposition has been determined in

a great series of stratified formations, it is found that the

fossils at the bottom are not quite the same as those at the

top of the series. As we trace the beds upward we discover

that species after species of the lowest platforms disappears,

until perhaps not one of them is found. With the cessation

of these older species others make their entrance. These
in turn are found to die out and to be replaced by newer
forms. After patient examination of the rocks, it is as-

certained that every well-marked formation is characterized

by its own species or genera, or by a general assemblage or

facies of organic forms. This can only, of course, be deter-

mined by acbiial practical experience over an area of some
size. When the typical fossils of a formation are known,
they serve to identify that formation in its progress across

a country. Thus, as we trace the formation into tracts

where it would be impossible to determine the true order
of superposition, owing to the want of sections, or to the
disturbed condition of the rocks, we can employ the fossils

as a means of identification, and speak with confidence as
to the succession of the rocks. We may even demonstrate
that in some mountainous ground the beds have been turned
completely upside down, if we can show that the fossils in
what are now the uppermost strata ought properly to lie

underneath those in the beds below them.
Observations made over a large part of the surface of the

globe have enabled geologists to divide the stratified part
of the earth’s crust into systems, formations, and groups or
series. These subdivisions are frequently marked off from
each other by lithological characters. But mere lithological

differences would afford at the best but a limited and local
ground of separation. Two masses of sandstone, for ex-
ample, having exactly the same general external and internal
characters, might belong to very different geological periods.
On the other hand, a series of limestones in one locality
might be the exact chronological equivalent of a set of sand-
stones and conglomerates at another, and of a series of
shales and clays at a third.

It is by their characteristic fossils that the divisions of
the stratified rocks can be most satisfactorily made. Each
formation being distinguished by its own assemblage of
organic remains, it can be followed and recognized even
amid the crumplings and dislocations of a disturbed region.
The same general succession of organic types can be observed
over a large part of the world, though, of course, with im-
portant modifications in different countries. This similarity
of succession has been termed homotaxis—a term which ex-
presses the fact that the order in which the leading types of
organized existence have appeared upon the earth has been
similar even in widely separated regions.

It is evident that in this way a method of comparison is

furnished whereby the stratified formations of different parts
of the earth’s crust can be brought into relation with each
other. We find, for example, that a certain series of strata

is characterized in Britain by certain genera and species of
corals, brachiopods, lamellibranchs, gasteropods, and cepha-
lopods. A group of rocks in Bohemia, differing more or
less from these in lithological aspect, contains on the whole
the same genera, and many even of the same species. In
Scandinavia a set of beds may be seen unlike, perhaps, in

external characters to the British type, but yielding many
of the same fossils. In Canada and many parts of the
northern United States, other rocks enclose many of the
same, and of closely allied genera and species. All these

groups of strata are classed together as homotaxial^ that is,

as having been deposited during the same relative period
in the general progress of life in each region.

It was at one time believed, and the belief is still far from
extinct, that groups of strata characterized by this com-
munity or resemblance of organic remains were chronologi-

cally contemijoraneous. But such an inference rests upon
most insecure grounds. We may not be able to disprove

the assertion that the strata were strictly coeval, but we
have only to refiect on the present conditions of zoological

and botanical distribution, and of modern sedimentation,

to be assured that the assertion of contemporaneity is a

mere assumption. Consider for a moment what would
happen were the present surface of any portion of central

or southern Europe to be submerged beneath the sea,

covered by marine deposits, and then re-elevated into land.

The river-terraces and lacustrine marls formed before the

time of Julius Csesar could not be distinguished by any
fossil tests from those laid down in the days of Yictoria,

unless, indeed, traces of human implements were obtainable

whereby the progress of civilization during 2000 years

might be indicated. So far as regards the shells, bones,

and plants preserved in the various formations, it would be

absolutely impossible to discriminate their relative dates

;

they would be classed as ‘‘geologically contemporaneous,”
that is, as having been formed during the same period in the

history of life in the European area; yet there might be a

difference of 2000 years or more between many of them.

Strict contemporaneity cannot be asserted of any strata

merely on the ground of similarity or identity in fossils.

Bub the phrase “geologically contemporaneous” is too

vague to have any chronological value except in a relative

sense. To speak of two formations as in any sense contem-

poraneous which may have been separated by thousands

of years seems rather a misuse of language, though the

phraseology has now gained such a footing in geological

literature as probably to be inexpugnable. If we turn again

for suggestions to the existing distribution of life on the

earth we learn that similarity or identity of species and
genera holds good on the whole only for limited areas, and
consequently, if applied to wide geographical regions, ought

to be an argument for diversity rather than for similarity

of age. If we suppose the British seas to be raised into

dry land, so that the organic relics preserved in their sands

and silts could be exhumed and examined, a general com-
mon facies or type would be found, though some species

would be more abundant in or entirely confined to the north,

while others would show a greater development in the

opposite quarter. Still there would be such a similarity

throughout the whole that no naturalist would hesitate to

regard the organisms as those of one biological province,

and belonging to the same great geological period. The
region is so small, and its conditions of life so uniform and
uninterrupted, that no marked distinction is possible

between the forms of life in its different parts.

Widening the area of observation, we perceive that as we
recede from any given point the forms of life gradually

change. Vegetation alters its aspect from climate to climate,

and with it come corresponding transformations in the

character of insects, birds, and wild animals. A lake bottom
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would preserve one suite of organisms in England, but a

very different group at the foot of the Himalaya Mountains,

yet the deposits at the two places might be absolutely coeval,

even as to months and days. Hence it becomes apparent
that while strict contemporaneity cannot be predicated of

deposits containing the same organic remains, it may actu-

ally be true of deposits in which they are quite distinct.

If, then, at the present time, community of organic forms
obtains only in districts, regions, or provinces, it may have
been more or less limited also in past time. Similarity

or identity of fossils among formations geographically

far apart, instead of proving contemporaneity, ought rather

to be looked upon as indicative of great discrepancies in

the relative epochs of deposit. For in any theory of

the origin of spiecies, the spread of any one species, still

more of any group of species to a vast distance from the
original centre of dispersion, must in most cases have been
inconceivably slow. It must have occupied so prolonged
a time as to allow of almost indefinite changes in physical
geography. A species may have disappeared from its

primeval birthplace while it continued to flourish in one or
more directions in its outward circle of advance. The date
of the first appearance and final extinction of that species

would thus differ widely according to the locality at which
we might examine its remains.

The grand march of life, in its progress from lower to
higher forms, has unquestionably been broadly alike in all

quarters of the globe. But nothing seems more certain than
that its rate of advance has not everywhere been the same.
It has moved unequally over the same region. A certain

stage of progress may have been reached in one quarter
of the globe thousands of years before it was reached in

another
;
though the same general succession of organic

forms might be found in each region.

The geological formations form the records of these ages
of organic development. In every country where they are
fully displayed, and where they have been properly exa-
mined, they can be separated out from each other according
to their organic contents. Their relative age within a
limited geographical area can be demonstrated by the mere
law of superposition. When, however, the formations of
distant countries are compared, all that we can safely affirm

regarding them is that those containing the same or a repre-

sentative assemblage of organic remains belong to the same
epoch in the history of biological progress in each area.

They are homotaxial
; but we cannot assert that they are

contemporaneous, unless we are prepared to include within
that term a vague period of perhaps thousands of years.

Doctrine of Colonies.—M. Barrande, the distinguished
author of the Systeme SUurien de la Bohime, drew attention

more than a quarter of a century ago to certain remarkable
intercalations of fossils in the series of Silurian strata of
Bohemia. He showed that, while these strata presented a
normal succession of organic remains, there were neverthe-
less exceptional bands, which, containing the fossils of a
higher zone, were yet included on different horizons among
inferior portions of the series. He termed these precursory
bands “colonies," and defined the phenomena as consisting
in the partial co-existence of two general faunas, which, con-
sidered as a whole, were nevertheless successive. He sup-
posed that during the later stages of his second Silurian
fauna in Bohemia the first phases of the third fauna had
already appeared, and attained some degree of development
in some neighbouring but yet unknown region. At inter-

vals, corresponding doubtless to geographical changes, such
as movements of subsidence or elevation, volcanic eruptions,
&c., communication was opened between that outer region
and the basin of Bohemia. During these intervals a greater
or less number of immigrants succeeded in making their
way into the Bohemian area, but as the conditions for their

prolonged continuance there were not yet favourable, they
soon died out, and the normal fauna of the region resumed
its occupancy. The deposits formed during these partial
interruptions, notably graptolitic schists, accompanied by
igneous sheets, contain, besides the invading species, remains
of some of the indigenous forms. Eventually, however, on
the final extinction of the second fauna, and, we may sup-
pose, on the ultimate demolition of the physical barriers

hitherto only occasionally and temporarily broken, the third
fauna, which had already sent successive colonies into the
Bohemian area, now swarmed into it, and peopled it till

the close of the Silurian period.

This original and ingenious doctrine has met with much
opposition on the part of geologists and palssontologists.

Of the facts cited by M. Barrande there has been no ques-
tion, but other explanations have been suggested for them.
It has been said, for example, that the so-called colonies are

merely bands of the Upper Silurian rocks or third fauna,

which by great plications have been so folded with tlie

older rocks as to seem regularly interstratified with them.
But the author of the Systeme SUurien veryjustly contends
that of such foldings there is no evidence, but that, on the

contrary, the sequence of the strata appears normal and
undisturbed. Again it has been urged that the difference

of organic contents in these so-called colonies is due
merely to a difference in the conditions of water and sea-

bottom, particular species appearing with the conditions

favourable to their spread, and disappearing when these

ceased. But this contention is really included in M.
Barrande’s theory. The species which disappear and re-

appear in later stages must have existed in the meanwhile
outside of the area of deposit, which is precisely what he
has sought to establish. Much of the opposition which his

views have encountered has probably arisen from the feeling

that if they are admitted they must w^eaken the value of

palaeontological evidence in defining geological horizons. A
palaeontologist, who has been accustomed to deal with
certain fossils as unfailing indications of particular portions

of the geological series, is naturally unwilling to see his

generalizations upset by an attempt to show that the fossils

may occur on a far earlier horizon.

If, however, we view this question from the broad nat-

ural history platform from which it was regarded by !M.

Barrande, it is impossible not to admit that such phenomena
as he has sought to establish in Bohemia must have con-

stantly occurred in all geological periods and in all parts of

the world. No one now believes in the sudden extinction

and creation of entire fafinas. Every great fauna in the

earth’s history must have gradually grown out of some pre-

existing one, and must have insensibly graduated into that

which succeeded. The occurrence of two very distinct

faunas in two closely consecutive series of strata does not
prove that the one abruptly died out and the other suddenly
appeared in its place. It only shows, as Darwin has so well

enforced, the imperfection of the geological record- In the

interval between the formation of two such contrasted groups

of rocks the fauna of the lower strata must have continued

to exist elsewhere, and gradually to change into the newer
facies which appeared when sedimentation recommenced
with the upper strata. Distinct zoological provinces have
no doubt been separated by narrow barriers in former geo-

logical periods, as they still are to-day. There seems,

therefore, every probability that such migrations as M.
Barrande has supposed in the case of the Silurian fauna of

Bohemia have again and again taken place. Two notable

examples will be given in later pages, one in the Lower and
one in the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Scotland,

Gaps in the Geological Record.—The history of life has
been very imperfectly preserved in the stratified parts of the

earth’s crust. Apart from the fact that, even under the
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most favourable conditions, only a small proportion of the

total flora and fauna of any period could be preserved in the

fossil state, enormous gaps occur where no record has been
preserved at all. It is as if whole chapters and books were
missing from an historical work. Some of these lacunae are

sufficiently obvious. Thus, in some cases, powerful disloca-

tions have thrown considerable portions of the rocks out of

sight. Sometimes extensive metamorphism has so affected

them that their original characters, including their organic

contents, have been destroyed. Oftenest of all, denudation
has come into play, and vast masses of fossiliferous rock

have been entirely worn away. That this cause has operated

freQ[uentiy is shown by the abundant uiiconformabilities in

the structure of the earth’s crust.

While the mere fact that one series of rocks lies uncon-
formably on another proves the lapse of a considerable

interval between their respective dates, the relative length

of this interval may sometimes be demonstrated by means
of fossil evidence and by this alone. Let us suppose, for

example, that a certain group of formations has been dis-

turbed, upraised, denuded, and covered unconformably by
a second group. In lithological characters the two may
closely resemble each other, and there may be nothing to

show that the gap represented by their unconformability is

not of a trifling character. In many cases, indeed, it would
be quite impossible to pronounce any well-grounded judg-

ment as to the amount of interval, even measured by the

vague relative standards of geological chronology. But if

each group contains a well-preserved suite of organic re-

mains, it may not only be possible, but easy, to say exactly
,

how much of the geological record has been left out between
the two sets of formations. By comparing the fossils with
those obtained from regions where the geological record is

more complete, it may be ascertained perhaps that the

lower rocks belong to a certain platform or stage in geologi-

cal history which for our present purpose we may call I),

and that the upper rocks can in like manner be paralleled

with stage H. It would be then apparent that at this

locality the chronicles of three great geological periods E,
F, and G were wanting, which are elsewhere found to be
intercalated between D and H. Tlie lapse of time repre-

sented by this unconformability would thus be equivalent

to that required for the accumulation of the three missing
formations in those regions where sedimentation went on
undisturbed.

But fossil evidence may be made to prove the existence

of gaps which are not otherwise apparent. As has been
already remarked, changes in organic forms must, on the
whole, have been extremely slow in the geological past.

The whole species of a sea-floor could not pass entirely

away, and be replaced by other forms, without the lapse
oE long periods of time. If then among the conformable
stratified formations of former ages we encounter sudden
and abrupt changes in the facies of the fossils, we may
be certain that these must mark omissions in the record,
which we may hope to fill in from a more perfect series

elsewhere. The complete contrasts between unconformable
strata are sufficiently explicable. It is not so easy to give
a satisfactory account of those which occur where the beds
are strictly conformable, and where no evidence can be
observed of any considerable change of physical conditions
at the time of deposit. A group of strata having the same
general lithological characters throughout may be marked
by a great discrepance between the fossils above and below
a certain line. A few species may pass from the one into
the other, or perhaps every species may be different. In
cases of this kind, when proved to be not merely local but
persistent over wide areas, we must admit, notwithstanding
the apparently undisturbed and continuous character of the
original deposition of the strata, that the abrupt transition

from the one facies of fossils to the other must represent a
long interval of time which has not been recorded by the
deposit of strata. Professor Ramsay, who called attention

to these gaps, termed them “breaks in the succession of

organic remains.” He showed that they occur abundantly
among the Palceozoic and Secondary rocks of England. It

is obvious, of course, that these breaks, even though trace-

able over wide regions, were not general over the whole
globe. There have never been any universal interruptions

in the continuity of the chain of being, so far as geological

evidence can show. But the physical changes which caused
the breaks may have been general over a zoological district

or minor region. They no doubt often caused the com-
plete extinction of genera and species which had a small
geographical range.

From all these facts it is clear that the geological record,

as it now exists, is at the best but an imperfect chronicle of

geological history. In no country is it complete. The
lacuiise of one region must be supplied from another. Yet
in proportion to the geographical distance between the

localities where the gaps occur and those whence the mis-

sing intervals are supplied, the element of uncertainty in

our reading of the record is increased. The most desirable

method of research is to exhaust the evidence for each area

or province, and to compare the general order of its succes-

sion as a whole with that which can be established for other

provinces. It is, therefore, only after long and patient

observation and comparison that the geological history of

different quarters of the globe can be correlated.

Subdivisions ofthe Geolocjiccd Record by means ofFossils.

—

As fossil evidence furnishes a much more satisfactory and
widely applicable means of subdividing the stratified rocks

of the earth’s crust than mere lithological characters, it is

made the basis of the geological classification of these rocks.

Thus we may find a particular stratum niaiked by the

occurrence in it of various fossils, one or more of which
may be distinctive, either from occurring in no other bed
above and below, or from special abundance in that stratum.

These species might therefore be used as a guide to the oc-

currence of the bed in question, which might be called by the

name of the most abundant species. In this way a geological

horizon or zone would be marked off, and geologists would
thereafter recognize its exact position in the series of forma-

tions. But before such a generalization can be safely made,
we must be sure that the species in question really never

does appear on any other platform. This evidently demands
wide experience over an extended field of observation. The
assertion that a particular species occurs only on one horizon

manifestly rests on negative evidence as much as on positive.

The palseontologist who makes it cannot mean more than

that he knows the fossil to lie on that horizon, and that,

so far as his own experience and that of others goes, it has

never been met with anywhere else. But a single example
of the occurrence of the fossil on a different zone would
greatly damage the value of his generalization, and a few
such cases would demolish it altogether. Hence all such
statements ought at first to be made tentatively. To estab-

lish a geological horizon on limited fossil evidence, and then

to assume the identity of all strata containing the same
fossils, is to reason in a circle and to introduce utter con-

fusion into our interpretation of the geological record. The
first and fundamental point is to determine accurately the

order of superposition of the strata. Until this is done
detailed palseontological classification may prove to be worth-

less. But when once the succession of the rocks has been
fixed palaeontological evidence may become paramount.
From what has been above advanced it must be evident

that, even if the several groups in a formation or system of

rocks in any district or country have been minutely sub-

divided by means of their characteristic fossils, and if, after
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the lapse of many years, no discovery has occurred to alter

the established order of succession of these fossils, neverthe-

less the subdivisions can only be held good for the region

in which they have been made. They must not be supposed
to be strictly applicable everywhere. Advancing into

another district or country where the petrographical char-

acters of the same formation or system indicate that the

original conditions of deposit must have been very
different, we ought to be prepared to find a greater or

less departure from the first observed or what might
be regarded as the normal order of organic succession.

There can be no doubt that the appearance of new organic

forms in any locality has been in large measure connected
with such phjrsical changes as are indicated by diversities

of sedimentary materials and arrangement. The Upper
Silurian formations, for example, as studied by Murchison
ill Shropshire and the adjacent counties, present a clear

sequence of strata well defined by characteristic fossils. But
within a distance of 60 miles it becomes impossible to estab-

lish these subdivisions by fossil evidence. If we examine
corresponding strata in Scotland, we find that they con-

tain some fossils which never rise above the Lower Silurian

formations in Wales and the west of England. Again,
in Bohemia and in Russia we meet with still greater depart-

ures from the order of appearance in the original Silurian

area, some of the most characteristic Upper Silurian organ-

isms being there found far down beneath strata replete with
records of Lower Silurian life. Nevertheless the general
succession of life from Lower to Upper Silurian types re-

mains distinctly traceable. Such facts warn us against the

danger of being led astray by an artificial precision of

palaeontological detail. Even where the palaeontological

sequence is best established, it rests probably in most cases

not merely upon the actual chronological succession of

organic forms, but also, far more than is usually imagined,
upon original accidental dificerences of local physical condi-

tions. As these conditions have constantly varied from
region to region, it must hardly ever happen that the same
minute palaeontological subdivisions, so important and
instructive in themselves, can be identified and paralleled,

except over comparatively limited geographical areas.

It cannot be too frequently stated, nor too prominently
kept in view, that, although gaps occur in the succession of

organic remains as recorded in the rocks, there have been
no such blank intervals in the progress of plant and animal
life upon the globe. The march of life has been unbroken,
onward and upward. Geological history, therefore, if its

records in the stratified formations were perfect, ought to

show a blending and gradation of epoch with epoch, so that

no sharp divisions of its events could be made. But the

progress has been constantly interrupted
;
now by upheaval,

now by volcanic outbursts, now by depression. These
interruptions serve as natural divisions in the chron-
icle, and enable the geologist to arrange his history into

periods. As the order of succession among stratified rocks
was first made out in Europe, and as many of the gaps in
that succession were found to he widespread over the
European area, the divisions which experience established
for that portion of the globe came to be regarded as typical,

and the names adopted for them were applied to the rocks
of other and far distant regions. This apxolication has
brought out the fact that some of the most marked breaks
in the European series do not exist elsewhere, and, on the
other hand, that some portions of that series are much more
complete than in other regions. Hence, while the general
similarity of succession may remain, different subdivisions
and nomenclature are required as we pass from continent
to continent.

A bed, or limited number of beds, characterized by one
or more distinctive fossils, is termed a zone or horizon^ and.
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as already mentioned, is often known by the name of a
typical fossil, as the different zones in the Lias are by their
special sxDecies of ammonite. A series of such zones, united
by the occurrence among them of a number of the same
species or genera, is called a group, A series of grouxos
similarly related constitute a formation^ and a number of
formations may be united into a system. The terminology
employed in this classification will be discussed in the
following part,

PART YL—STRATIGRAPHICAL GEOLOGY.

This branch of the science arranges the rocks of the
earth’s crust in the order of their apx^earance, and interprets

the sequence of events of which they form the records. Its

province is to cull from all the other departments of geolog5^

the facts which may be needed to show what has been the
progress of our planet, and of each continent and country,
from the earliest times of which the rocks have x^reserved

any memorial. Thus from mineralogy and petrograx3hy it

obtains information regarding the origin and subsequent
mutations of minerals and rocks. From dynamical geology
it learns by what agencies the materials of the earth’s crust

have been formed, altered, broken, upheaved, and melted.
From structural geology it understands how these materials

were put together so as to build up the complicated crust of

the earth. From palaeontological geology it receives in well-

determined fossil remains a clue by which to discriminate
the different stratified formation^, and to trace the grand
onward march of organized existence upon this planet.

Stratigraphical geology thus gathers up the sum of all that
is made known by the other dex)artments of the science, and
makes it subservient to the interpretation of the geological

history of the earth.

The leading princix)les of stratigraphy may be summed
up as follows :

—

1. In every stratigraphical research the fundamental re-

quisite is to establish the order of superposition of the strata.

Until this is accomplished it is impossible to arrange the
dates and make out the sequence of geological history.

2. The stratified portion of the earth’s crust, or geological

record, as it has been termed, may be subdivided into nat-

ural groups or formations of strata, each marked throughout
by some common genera or species, or by a general resem-
blance in the type or character of its organic remains.

3. Many living species of plants and animals can be
traced downward through the more recent geological forma-
tions ; but they grow fewer in number as they are followed

into more ancient deposits. With their disappearance we
encounter other species and genera which are no longer

living. These in turn may be traced backward into earlier

formations, till they too cease, and their places are taken by
yet older forms. It is thus shown that the stratified rocks

contain the records of a gradual progression of organic forms.

A species which has once died out does not seem ever to

have reappeared. But as has been already pointed out

in reference to Barrande’s doctrine of colonies, a species

may within a limited area appear in a formation older

than that of which it is characteristic, having temporarily

migrated into the district from some neighbouring region

where it had already established itself,

4. When the order of succession of organic remains

among the stratified rocks has been determined, they become
an invaluable guide in the Investigation of the relative age

of rocks and the structure of the land. Each zone and
formation, being characterized by its own species or genera,

may be recog'nized by their means, and the true succession

of strata may thus be confidently established even in a

country which has been shattered by dislocation, or where
the rocks have been folded and inverted.

GEOLOGY
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5. The relative chronological value of the divisions of the needful is it to bear in mind that tbe cessation of one or

geological record is not to be measured by mere depth of more species at a certain line among the rocks of a particu-

strata. While it may be reasonably assumed that a great lai* district may mean nothing more than that, owing to some
thickness of stratified rock must mark the passage of a long change in the conditions of life or of deposition, these

period of time, it cannot safely be affirmed that a much less species were compelled to migrate or became locally ex-

thickness elsewhere represents a correspondingly diminished tinct at the time marked by that line. They may have con-

period. This may sometimes he made evident hyan uncon- tinned to flourish abundantly in neighbouring districts for

formability between two sets of rocks, as has already been a long period afterward. Many examples of this obvious

explained. The total depth of both groups together may truth might be cited. Thus in a great succession of

be, say 1000 feet. Elsewhere we may find a single un- mingled marine, brackish-water, and terrestrial strata, like

broken formation reaching a depth of 10,000 feet; but it that of the Carboniferous Limestone series of Scotland,

would be utterly erroneous to conclude that the latter rej)re- corals, crinoicls, and brachiopods abound in the limestones

seats ten times the length of time shown by tke two former, and accompanying shales, but disappear as the sandstones.

So far from this being the case, it might not be difficult to ironstones, clays, coals, and bituminous shales supervene,

show that the minor thickness of rock really denoted by far An observer meeting for the first time with an instance of

the longer geological interval. If, for instance, it could the disappearance, and remembering what he had read

be proved that the upper part of both the sections lay on about ‘‘breaks in succession,” might be tempted to specu-

oiie and the same geological platform, but that the lower late about the extinction of these organisms, and their re-

uiiconformable series in the one locality belonged to a far placement by other and later forms of life, such as the ferns,

lower and older system of rocks than the base of the thick lycopods, ganoid fishes, and other fossils so abundant in the

conformable series in the other, then it would be clear that overlying strata. Eut furth-er research would show him
the gap marked by the unconformability really indicated a that high above the plant-hearing sandstones and coals

longer period than the massive succession of deposits. other limestones and shales might be observed, once more
6. Fossil evidence furnishes the chief means of comparing charged with the same marine fossils as before, and still

the relative value of formations and groups of rock. A farther overlying groups of sandstones, coals, and carbona-

break in the succession of organic remains marks an inter- ceous beds followed by yet higher marine limestones. He
val of time often unrepresented by strata at the place where would thus learn that the same organisms, after being

the break is found. The relative importance of these breaks, locally exterminated, returned again and again to the same
and therefore, probably, the comparative intervals of time area. After such a lesson he would probably pause before

which they mark, may be estimated by the difference of the too confidently asserting that the highest bed in which we
facies of the fossils on each side. If, for example, in one can detect certain fossils marked really their final appearance
case we find every species to be dissimilar above and below in the history of life. A break in the succession may thus

a certain horizon, while in another locality only half of the be extremely local, one set of organisms having been driven

species on each side are peculiar, we naturally infer, if the to a different part of the same region, while another set

total number of species seems large enough to warrant the occupied their place until the first was enabled to return,

inference, that the interval marked by the former break was 7. The geological record is at the best but an imperfect
very much longer than that marked by the second. But chronicle of the geological history of the earth. It abounds
we may go further and compare by means of fossil evidence in gaps, some of which have been caused by the destruction

the relation between breaks in the succession of organic of strata owing to metamorphism, denudation, or otherwise,

remains and the depth of strata between them. some by original non-deposition, as above explained.

Three formations of fossiliferous strata, A, O, and H, may Nevertheless from this record alone can the progress of the
occur conformably above each other. By a comparison of earth be traced. It contains the registers of the births

the fossil contents of all parts of A, it may he ascertained and deaths of tribes of plants and animals w^hich have from
that, while some species are peculiar to its lower, others to time to time lived on the earth. But a small proportion
its higher portions, yet the majority extend throughout of the total number of species which have appeared in

the formation. If now it is found that of the total num- past time have been thus chronicled, jet by collecting the
her of species in the upper portion of A only one-third broken fragments of the record an outline at least of the
passes up into C, it may be inferred with some probability history of life upon the earth can be deciphered,
that the time represented by the break between A and C The nomenclature adopted for the subdivisions of the
was really longer than that required for the accumulation geological record bears witness to the rapid growth of geo-
of the whole of the formation A. It might even be pos- logy. It is a patch-work in which no system nor language
slble to discover elsewhere a thick intermediate formation has been adhered to, but where the influences by which
B filling up the gap between A and C. In like manner the progress of the science has been moulded may be
were it to be discovered that, while the whole of the forma- distinctly traced. Some of the earliest names are lithologi-
tion C is characterized by a common suite of fossils, not one cal, and remind us of the fact that mineralogy and petro-
of the species and only one half of the genera pass up into graphy preceded geology in the order of birth—Chalk,
H, the inference could hardly be resisted that the gap Oolite, Greensand, Millstone Grit. Others are topogra-
between the two formations marks the passage of a far phical, and often recall the labours of the early geologists
longer interval than was needed for the deposition of the of England—London Olay, Oxford Clay, Purbeck, Portland,
whole of C. And thus we reach the remarkable con- Kimeridge beds. Others are taken from local English
elusion that, thick though the stratified formations of a provincial names, and remind us of the debt we owe to
country may be, in some cases they may not represent so William Smith, by whom so many of them were first used
long a total period of time as do the gaps in their sue- —Lias, Gault, Crag, Cornbrash. Others of later date recog-
cession,—^in other words, that non-deposition was more nize an order of superposition as already established among
frequent and^ prolonged than deposition, or that the formations—Old Bed Sandstone, New Bed Sandstone,
intervals of time which have been recorded by strata have By common consent it is admitted that names taken from
not been so long as those which have not been so recorded, the region where a formation or group of rocks is tyj)ically

In all speculations of this nature, however, it is necessary developed, are best adapted for general use. Cambrian,
to reason from as wide a basis of observation as possible, Silurian, Devonian, Permian, Jurassic, are of this class,
seeing that so much of the evidence is negative. Especially and have been adopted all over the globe.
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But whatever be the name chosen to designate a particu-

lar group of strata, it soon comes to be used as a chronologi-

cal or homotasidl term, apart altogether from the strati-

grapliical character of the strata to which it is applied.

Thus we speak of the Chalk or Cretaceous system, and
embrace under that term formations which may contain no
chalk ;

and we may describe as Silurian a senes of strata

utterly unlike in lithological characters to the formations

in the typical Silurian country. In using these teims we
unconsciously allow the idea of relative date to arise

prominently before us. Hence such a word as chalk or

cretaceous does not suggest so much to us the group of

strata so called, as the interval of geological history which
these strata represent. We speak of the Cretaceous, Jurassic,

and Cambrian periods, and of the Cretaceous fauna, the

Jurassic flora, the Cambrian trilobites, as if these adjectives

denoted simply epochs of geological time.

The geological record is classified into five main divisions

:

—(1) the Archaean, Azoic (lifeless), or Eozoic (dawn of

life) Periods
; (2) the Primary or Palaeozoic (ancient life)

Periods
; (3) the Secondary or Mesozoic (middle life)

Periods
; (4) the Tertiary or Cainozoic (recent life) ;

and

(5) the Quaternary or Post-Tertiary Periods. These divi-

sions are further ranged into systems, each system into

formations, each formation into groups, and each group or

series into single zones or horizons. The subjoined gene-

ralized table exhibits the order in which the chief sub-

divisions appear.

Otd&'i of Succession of tM Stratified Formation of the Earth^s Crust.

1

Biitain Continental Eniope. North Ameiica,

§ § Recent—Alluv imn. Alluvium Recent oi TeiTace
5 :: peat, <toc

E-4 S3 Pleistocene—Ca ve Diluvium. Champlain.

!<§
g

d(^osits, Glacxal
drift Glacial

Pliocene— Ci ag de^- 1 Pliocene—TeoeU Bino- Sunitei
w po&it& ofNoifolk and i therium-JSand
oN SuJfdlJc
o Miocene—Ligmte of ’Miocene—^Leithakall, Toiktown.

o Bovey Tracey. Mull^ Upper Molasse

o Oligocene—Lowei Mo-
>»

1

lasse, Gies de Fontaine-
bleau, &c

Eocene

—

Teitiar%es of Eocene

—

Niimmulite- Alabama
H Hampshire Basin, limestone, Flysch Lignitic

and Isle of Wight

f^Uppei Senonian—Ci aie UancJie Fox-Hills gi oup
\

et tuffean. Uppei Qua- OQ O
dersandstein

Cietaceons. < TuiOman—Planerkalh Piene gioup
N Cenomanian—Gres vert Niobiaia gioup

U Gault Benton gioup
1^ l^Lovrer. Neocomian Dakotah gioup >

^ (
’ Upper. Uppei or White Juia

S \ Oolitic (Malm) iJuiassic locks ap-

s , Lower. Middle oi Brown Juia ( peai to bo but
ns 5 /

(Dogger)
[

pooil> developed

s ^ VLiassic Lowei or Black Juia
1

l in N, Ameiica.
(Lias) j

Tnassic.

" Upper. Rhajtic beds, Keuper.
Muschelkalk Tiia«sic

t Lowei Bimtei

Peimian. Dt as or iZech'^tein,

Permian ( Rothliegendes
Penman.

s , /^Coal-nicasuies. Terium houillei, Stein- Caibonifeious

o Z 2 •{ Millstone Giit.

kohlen
Flotzleeier Sandstem Sub-Cai bonifei ous

'5
j
Caiboniferous Calcaiie Caiboniffeie

P-i
V Limestone Kohlenkalk, Kulm

o Devonian and Old Red Devonian Devonian
>. Sandstone

1

Silniian Silurian (Tiansition or Silunan
s Giauwacke system)
£ Camlnian. PrimoidialSiluiian, oldei Piimordial Siluiian

gi auwacke and slate and Cambnan
Primitive schists Hmonian.

ii
Fundamental gneiss Ui-gneiss. Laui entian

I. AECnJSAN.

Underneath the oldest unaltered stratified and fossiliferous

formations in Europe there occur masses of gneiss and
other crystalline schistose rocks belonging perhaps to widely
different geological periods, but, from want of satisfactory

means of discrimination, necessarily united provisionally in

one common senes. That they are separated by a vast in-

terval of time from the rocks which lie upon them is shown
by the strong unconformability with which theyare related to

every formation of younger date than themselves. Every-
where thoroughly crystalline, they are disposed in rude,

crumpled, often vertical beds, out of the ruins of which
the overlying formations have been paxtly built.

Britain.—In no part of the European area are these

ancient rocks better seen than in the north-west of Scotland.

Their position there, previously indicated by MacCuUoch
and Hay Cunningham, was first definitely established by
Murchison, who showed that they possess a dominant strike

to N.N.W., and are unconformably overlaid by all the other

rocks of the Scottish Highlands. They consist of a tough
massive gneiss usually hornblendic, with bands of horn-

blende-rock, hornblende-schist, quartz-felsite, granite, and
other crystalline rocks. In two or three places they enclose

bands of limestone, but neither in these nor in any other

parts of their mass has the least trace of any organic struc-

ture been detected. It is impossible at present to offer any
conjecture as to their probable thickness. It must be many
thousand feet

;
but its approximate amount, if ever ascer

tainable, will only be made out after the region where they
occur has been mapped in detail. These gneisses and
schists possess a massiveness and rudeness of bedding which
strongly distinguishes them from all the other and younger
metamorphic rocks of Britain. They form nearly the

whole of the Outer Hebrides, and occupy a variable belt of

the western parts of the counties of Sutherland and Boss.

Murchison proposed to term them the Fundamental or

Lewisian Gneiss from the isle of liCwis—the chief of the

Hebrides. Afterwards he called them Laurentian, regard-

ing them as the equivalent of some part of the great

Laurentian system of Canada.
In recent years Mr Hicks and others have endeavoured

to show that in Wales there exist here and there protrusions

of an old crystalline group of rocks from beneath the Cam-
biian system, and they have described these “pre-Cambrian”
masses as overlaid unconformably by younger formations,

as in the north-west of Scotland. Professor Bamsay, how-
ever, who with his colleagues in the Geological Survey
mapped the Welsh areas in detail, contends that the sup-

posed older gneiss is merely a metamorphosed portion of

the Cambrian rocks.

Continental Europe.—On the continent of Europe
numerous areas of ancient gneiss rise from under the oldest

fossiliferous formations. In Scandinavia the structure of

part of the country resembles that of the north-west of

Scotland: the fundamental-gneiss {Urgneiss), covering a

large area, is overlaid unconformably by red sandstones

which underlie the most ancient strata containing organic

remains. The gneiss and its accompanying rocks range

through Finland into the north-west of Russia, reappearing

in the north-east of that vast empire in Petchora Land
down to the White Sea, and rising in the nucleus of the

chain of the Ural Mountains, and still further south m
Podolia. In Central Europe they appear as islands in the

midst of more recent formations. In the midst of the

Carpathian Mountains they protrude at a number of points,

but westwards in the Alpine chain they rise in a more con-

tinuous belt in the central portion of these crests, and show
numerous mineralogical varieties, including protogine,

mica-schist, and many other schists, as well as limestone
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and serpentine. But perhaps their most intelligible

sections are those which they present in Bavaria and
Bohemia between the valley of the Danube and the head-

waters of the Elbe. They are there divided into two
well-marked groups— (a) red gneiss, covered by (6) grey

gneiss. According to Gtimbel the former (called by him
the Bojan gneiss) may be traced as a distinct formation

associated with granite, but with very few other kinds

of crystalline or schistose rocks, while the latter (termed

the Hercynian gneiss) consists of gneiss with abundant
interstratification of many other schistose rocks, graphitic

limestone, and serpentine. The Hercynian gneiss is

overlaid by mica-schist, above which comes a vast mass
of argillaceous schists and shales. Gumbel some years ago

found in the marbles associated with the younger gneiss

what he considered to be an organism of the same genus as

the Eozoonh of Canada, to which reference will immediately

be made. He named it Eozoon Bavaricum. More recently

a similar substance was obtained in the Archaean series of

Bohemia, and named by Fritsch Eozoon Bohemiciim.

America.—In North America Archaean rocks cover a

large part of the continent from the Arctic Circle south-

wards to the great lakes. They appear likewise, as in

Europe, along the central parts of prominent mountain
chains, as in the Bocky Mountain range and that of the

Appalachians. They have been carefully studied in Canada,
where the late Sir W. E. Logan, Director of the Geological

Survey of the Dominion, estimated their depth at about

30,000 feet, but neither their top nor their base can there

be found. He named them the Laurentian system from
their abundant development along the shores of the St
Lawrence. They have been divided into two series—(1) !

a lower formation more than 20,000 feet thick, consisting

chiefly of granitic, orthoclase gneiss, with bands of quartz-

rock, schists, iron-ore, and limestone
;
and (2) an upper

formation fully 10,000 feet thick, composed also, for the

most part, of gneiss, but marked by the occurrence of

bands of Labrador felspar, as well as schist, iron-ore, and
limestone. The upper division has been stated to lie un-

conformably on the lower. Mr Selwyn, however, has
recently pointed out that this is almost certainly not the

case, but that the limestone-bearing series rests conformably
upon a massive granitoid gneiss, to which he would restrict

the term Laurentian, classing the limestones in the next or

Huronian system {Eat. Hist. Soc. Montreal^ Feb. 1879).
In one of the Laurentian limestones of Canada, speci-

mens have been found of a remarkable mixture of

calcite and serpentine. These minerals are arranged in
alternate layers, the calcite forming the main framework
of the substance with the serpentine (sometimes loganite,

pyroxene, <fec.) disposed in thin, wavy, inconstant layers, as
if filling up flattened cavities in the calcareous mass. So
different from any ordinary mineral segregation with which
he was acquainted did this arrangement appear to Logan,
that he was led to regard the substance as probably of
oi^anic origin. This opinion was adopted, and the structure
of the supposed fossil was worked out in elaborate detail by
Dr Dawson of Montreal, who pronounced the organism to
be the remains of a massive foraminifer which he called
Eozoon^ and which he believed must have grown in large
thick sheets over the sea-bottom. This opinion was con-
firmed by Dr W. B. Carpenter, who from a large suite of
additional and better preserved specimens, described a
system of internal canals having the characters of those in
true foraminiferal structures. (See FoRAMEsriEERA.) Other
observers, notably Profesors King and Eowney of Galway
and Mobius of Kiel, have opposed the organic nature of
Eozoon, and have endeavoured to show that the supposed
canals and passages are merely infiltration veinings of ser-
pentine in the calcite. In some cases, however, the canal-

system ” is not filled with serpentine but with dolomite,

which seems to show that the cavities must have existed

before either dolomite or serpentine were introduced into

the substance. Dr Carpenter contends that the disposition

of these passages in his decalcihed specimens is very regular,

and quite unlike any mineral infiltration with which he is

acquainted.

The opinion of the organic nature of Eozoon has been
supposed to receive support from the large quantity of

graphite found throughout the Archaean rocks of Canada
and the northern parts of the United States. This mineral
occurs partly in veins, but chiefly disseminated in scales

and laminae in the limestones and as independent layers.

Dr Dawson estimates the aggregate amount of it in

one band of limestone in the Ottawa district as not less

than from 20 to 30 feet, and he thinks it is hardly an
exaggeration to say that there is as much carbon in the

Laurentian as in equivalent areas of the Carboniferous

system. He compares some of the pure bands of graj^hite

to beds of coal, and maintains that no other source for their

origin can be imagined than the deoxidation of carbonic acid

by living plants. In the largest of three beds of graphite

at St John he has found what he considers may be fibrous

structure indicative of the existence of land-plants.

Still further evidence in favour of organized existence

during Archaean time in the North American area has been
adduced from the remarkably thick and abundant masses
of iron ore associated with the Laurentian rocks of Canada
and the United States. Dr Sterry Hunt has called atten-

I

tion to these ores as proving tlie precipitation of iron by
decomposing vegetation during the Laurentian period on a

more gigantic scale than at any subsequent geological epoch.

^

Some of the beds of magnetic iron ranged up to 200 feet

in thickness. Large masses also of hjsmatite and titanifer-

ous iron, as well as of iron sulphides, occur in the Canadian
Archaean series. These great bands of iron ore run
southward, and form an important feature in the economic
geology of the Northern States of the Union.
Above the Laurentian rocks in the region of Lake Huron

lies a vast mass of slates, conglomerates, limestones, and
quartz-rocks, attaining a depth of from 10,000 to 20,000
feet. They are termed Huronian, No fossils have yet

been found in them ; but they must be much younger than
the Laurentian rocks, on which they rest unconformably,
and from which they have been in part at least derived.

II. PAL.®OZOIC.

Under the general term of Primary or Palaeozoic are now
included all the older sedimentary formations containing

organic remains, up to the top of what is termed the

Permian system. These rocks consist mainly of sandy and
muddy sediment with occasional intercalated zones of lime-

stone. They everywhere bear witness to comparatively
shallow water and the proximity of land. Their frequent
alternations of sandstone, shale, conglomerate, and other

detrital materials, their abundant, rippled, and sun-cracked
surfaces marked often with burrows and trails of worms,
as well as the^ prevalent character of their organic remains,
show that they must have been deposited in areas of slow
subsidence, bordering continental or insular masses of land.

As regards the organisms of which they have preserved the

casts, the Palaeozoic rocks, as far as the present evidence
goes, may be grouped into two divisions—an older and a
newer :—the former distinguished more especially by the

abundance of its graptolitic, trilobitic, and brachiopodous
fauna, and by the absence of vertebrate remains ;

the latter

by the numberand variety of, its fishes and amphibians, the

^ Geology of Canada, 1863, p. 573.
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disappearance and extinction of graptolites and trilobites^

and the abundance of its cryptogamic terrestrial flora

CAMB^aA^

This name was applied by Sedgwick to the rocks of

North Wales (Cambria), where he first investigated them
Their base is there nowhere seen, so that, though they
attain a great depth, some part of their total mass must be
concealed from view. They pass up continuously into the

base of the Silurian system Considerable diversity of

opinion has existed, and still continues, as to the line w here

the upper limit of the Cambnan system should be dravn
Murchison contended that this line should be placed below
the strata where a trilobitic and brachiopodous fauna begins,

and that these strata cannot be separated from the overly-

ing Siluiian system He therefoi e included in the Cambrian
only the barren grits and slates of the Longmynd, Harlech,
and Llanberis Sedgwick, on the other hand, insisted on
cariying the line up to the base of the Upper Silurian rocks
He thus left these formations as alone constituting the
Siluiian system, and massed all the Lower Silurian m his

Cambrian system. Murchison worked out the stratigraphi

cal order of succession from above, and chiefly by help of

organic remains. He advanced from where the superposi-

tion of the rocks is clear and undoubted, and for the first

time in the history of geology ascertained that the transi-

tion locks ” of the older geologists could be arranged into

zones by means of characteristic fossils as satisfactorily as

the Secondary formations had been classified in a similar

manner by William Smith Yeai by year, as he found his

Siluiian types of life descend farther and farther into lower
deposits, he pushed backward the limits of his Silurian

system In this he was supported by the general consent
of geologists and palaeontologists aU over the world Sedg-
wick, on the other hand, attacked the problem rather from
the point of stratigraphy and geological structure Though
lie had collected fossils from many of the rocks of which he
had made out the true order of succession in North Wales,
lie allowed them to lie for years unexamined. Meanwhile
Muichison had studied the prolongations of some of the
same rocks into South Wales, and had obtained from them
the abundant suite of organic remains which characterized

hi3 Lower Silurian formations Similar fossils weie found
abundantly on the continent of Europe, and in America
Naturally the classification proposed by Murchison was
adopted aU over the world As he included in his Silurian

system the oldest rocks containing a distinctive fauna of

trilobites and brachiopods, the earliest fossiliferous rocks
were everywhere classed as Silurian, and the name Cambrian
w as discarded by geologists of other countries as indicative

of a more ancient series of deposits not characteiized by
pecuhar organic remains, and therefore not capable of being
elsewhere satisfactorily recognized. Barrande, investigat-

ing the most ancient fossiliferous rocks of Bohemia, distin-

guished by the name of the Primordial Zone a group of
strata underlying the Lower Silurian rocks, and containing a
peculiar and characteristic suite of trilobites He classed
lb, however, with the Silurian system, and Murchison
adopted the term, grouping under it the lowest dark slates

which m Wales and the border English counties contained
some of the same early forms of life

Investigations dnrmg the last twelve years, however,
chiefly by the late Mr Salter and Mr Hicks, have brought
to light a much more abundant fauna from the so-called
primordial rocks of Wales than they were supposed to
possess These fossils were found to be m large measure
distinct from those in the undoubted Lower Silurian rocks
Thus the question of the proper base of the Silurian system
was re-opened, and the claims of the Cambrian system to a
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great upwaid extension were more forcibly urged than ever
But these claims could now be urged on palaeontological
evidence such as had never before been produced Accord
ingly theie has arisen a general desire among the geologists
of Britain to revise the nomenclature of the oldei locks
Though as yet a common accoid of opinion has not been
reached, there seems a strong probability that ultimately the
boundary line between the Cambrian and Silurian systems
will be diawn above the primordial zone along the base
of the great Arenig group or Lo^^er Llandeilo rocks of

Murchison All his Silurian strata of older date than these
rocks v;ill be classed as Cambrian

According to this classification, the Cambrian system, as

developed in North Wales and the border English counties,

consists of purple, reddish-grey, and green slates, grits, sand
stones, and conglomerates Its true base is nowhere seen,

yet even the visible mass of strata has been estimated to

reach the enormous thickness of 25,000 feet. By far

the larger part of this vast depth of rock is unfossiliferous

Indeed it is only in some bands of the upper 6000 feet, or

thereabouts, that fossils occur plentifully. By fossil evi

deuce the Cambrian system may be divided into Lower and
Upper, and each of these sections may be further subdivided
mto two groups, as in the following table .

—

{ 4 Tremadoc slates
1^1^

{ 3 Lingula flags

T rvTPA-r i
^ Menevian gioup

(
1 Hailech and Longmynd group

1 Harlech and Longmynd Group —This includes purple, red,
and grey flags, sandstones, and slates, with, conglonieiates These
strata attain a gieat thickness, estimated at 4000 feetm South Wales,
hut moie than 8000 m Noitli Wales They were formerly supposed
to be neaily barren of oiganic remains

, hut m recent j eais, cliiefij

thiough the researches ol Mi Hieks at St Davids, they have yielded
a toleiably abundant fauna, consisting of 30 species Amongtliese
aie 16 species of tnlobite {Pai adoxides, Plutooiia, Microd%scuSi Falceo-
pyge, Agnostus^ Qorwcoryphe), foui annelides {Aiemcolites)^ a
sponge {P'i otospongza)f five hiachiopods {Ihs(nna, Lvngulella), two
pteiopods {Theca'), &c Many of the surfaces of the strata in some
parts of this group are marked with iipples, sun-ciacks, and lain-
pittings as well as with tiails of woims—vindicative of shallow-
water and shoie-conditions of deposit 14 of the 30 species, accord-
ing to Mr Lthendge, F R S

,
jiass u^i into the Menevian gioiij),

and 7 continue into the Lingula flags

2 Me7iev%an Group —^This subdivision has been proposed for a
senes of sandstones and shales, with dark-blue slates and flag's,

dark-grey flags and giey grits, which are seen near St DaMd’s
(Menevia), wheie they attain a depth of about 600 feet Tliej pass
down confoimably mto the Harlech group with which as just
stated, they aie connected by 14 species in common The Menevian
beds have yielded upwards of 50 species of fossils, of which 24
are confined to the Menevian, while 18 pass up into the low'er

Lingula flags Among these the trilobites are speeiallj piominent,
Some of them attained a gieat si-^e, Faradox^es Davidw being
neaily two feet long But with these were mingled others of

diminutive size It is noteworthy also as Mr Hicks has pointed out,

that while the trilobites had attained their maximum size at this

eaily period, they are repiesented among the older Cambrian lockb
by geneia indicative of almost e'very stage of development, ‘‘from
the little Agnostus with two rings in the thorax, and Mzcrodtscus
with four, to Erznnys with tweiit;y-foui,’ while blmd genera occur
together with those having the largest eyes ^ Upwaids of 30
species of trilobites have been obtained from the Menevian beds,

the geneia Agnostus (7 species), Conoco? yphe (7 species), andjPam
doxmes being specially characteristic Four species of sponges {Fro
tospoTigza) and some annelide tracks likewise occur The mollusca
aie repiesented by 6 species of biachiopoda of the geneia Bzsuina,

Lzngulella, and Oholella, 5 pteiopods (Theca) have been met vith
The earliest entomostraca (Entomis) and the fiist cystidean {F7oto

cyst%tes) yet discoveied occur in the Menevian fauna
3 Lzngula Flags—These strata, consisting of blmsh and black

slates and flags, with bands of grey flags ana sandstones, attain m
some parts of ‘W'ales a thiclmess of more than 5000 feet Thej^
received their name fiom the discovery by Mr E Davis (1846) of

vast numbeis of a Lzngzila {JAngulella Hamsvz) m some of then
layers They rest conformably upon, and pass down into, the

Menevian beds below them, and likewise giaduate mto the Trt
madoe gioup above They are distmguished by a characteristi

^ Hicks, Q^art Joum Geol Soc
,
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suite (78 species) of organic remains. The trilohites include the
Agnost'iis, A^iapolenus^ Conocoryphe^ Dikelocephalus, Minm/nySf

Olenus, and Paradoxides. The earliest phyllopods {Sy'ineTiocicris)

and heteropods {Bellerophon) occur in these beds. The brachiopods
include species of Lingidello {L. Da/oisii), DisciTia, Obolella^ and
Orthis. The pteropods are represented by three species of Thecco.

Several annelides {Cruziana) and polyzoa (Fenestella) likewise occur.

According to a careful census by Mr Etheridge, the Lingula
flags may be grouped into three zones, each characterized by a
peculiar assemblage of organic remains. The lower division

contains 37 species, of which 9 are peculiar to it. The middle zone
has yielded 5 species, 2 of which {^Conocoryphe lucephala and
Lingulclla, Da'oisii) pass down into the lower division, 1 {Kutorgicb

cingiolata) into the upper, and 2 {Lingula squamosa and Bellero-

phon Oambrensis) are peculiar. The upper zone has yielded 40
species. Of these 9 pass up into the Tremadoc beds, while 2
{Lingulella lepis and X, Bavisii) continue on into the Arenig group.

4. Tremadoe Slates,—This name was given by Sed^ick to a
group of dark grey slates, about 1000 feet thick, found near
Tremadoc in Carnarvonshire, and traceable thence to Dolgelly.

Their importance as a geological formation was not recognized

until the discovery of a remarkably abundant and varied fauna in

them. They contain the earliest crinoids, star-fishes, lamelli-

branchs, and cephalopods yet found. The trilohites embrace 14
genera, among which, besides some, as Agnostus, Conoeoryphe, and
Olenibs, found in the Lingula flags, we meet for the first time with
Angelina, Asaphus, Qheirtorus, Neseuretus, Niohe, Ogygia, Psilo-

cGphaliLS, &c. The same genera, and in some cases species, of

brachiopods appear which occur in the Lingula flags, Orthis

Carausii and Idngulella Davisii being common forms. Mr Hicks
has described 12 species of lamellibranchs from the Tremadoc beds
of Ramsay Island and St Davids, belonging to the genera Qteno-

donta, Palcearca, Qlyptarca, Damdia, and Modiolopsis. The cepha-
lopods are represented by Orthoeeras sericeum and Cyrtoceras

prcGcox

;

the pteropods by Theca Pavidii, T. operaalata, and Cornu-

laria Homfrayi

;

the echinoderms by a beautiful star-fish {Palcus-

terina ramsegensis) and by a crinoid (Pendrocrimis Ca/nfibrensis),^

Careful analysis of tke fossils yielded by the Tremadoc
beds suggests a division of this formation into two zones.

According to a census by Mr Etheridge, the Lower Tremadoc
rocks have yielded in all 56 ^ecies, of which 9 pass down
into the Lingula flags and 10 ascend into the Upper
Tremadoc zone, 31 being peculiar. The Upper Tremadoc
beds contain, as at present ascertained, 33 species, of which
9 are peculiar, and 13 or possibly 15 pass up into the

Arenig group. It is at the top of the Upper Tremadoc
strata that the line between the Cambrian and Silurian

systems is here drawn. According to Professor Hamsay,
there is evidence of a physical break at the top of the
Tremadoc beds of Wales, so that on a large scale the next
succeeding or Arenig strata repose unconformably upon
everything older than themselves. Mr Etheridge also shows
that the palaeontological break is nearly complete, only
about 7 per cent, of the fossils of the one series passing
over into the other. Out of 184 known Arenig species, not
more than 13 are common to the Tremadoc beds underneath.
Besides these important facts the character of the Arenig
fauna strongly distinguishes it from that of the formations
below, and further supports the line of division here
adopted between the Cambrian and Silurian systems.

In the north-west of Scotland a mass of reddish-brown
and chocolate-coloured sandstone and conglomerate (at least
8000 feet thick in the Loch Torridon district) lies uncon-
formably upon the fundamental gneiss in nearly horizontal
or gently inclined beds. It rises into picturesque groups
of mountains which stand out as striking monuments of
denudation, seeing that the truncated ends of their com-
ponent flat strata can be traced even from a distance forming
parallel bars along the slopes and precipices. The denuda-
tion must have been considerable even in early Silurian
times, for the sandstones are unconformably overlaid by
quartz-rocks and limestones containing Lower Silurian
fossils. Ho trace of organic remains of any kind has been
found in the red sandstones themselves. They were at one
time regarded as Old Bed Sandstone, though MaccuUoch,
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and afterwards Hay Cunningham, pointed out that they
underlie parts of the schistose rocks of the northern High-
lands. The discovery by Mr C. W. Peach of Lower Silurian

shells in the overlying limestones showed that the massive
red sandstones of western Boss and Sutherland could not

be paralleled with those of the eastern tracts of those

counties, but must be of older date than part of the Llan-

deilo rocks of the Lower Silurian period. Sir B. Murchison
classed them as Cambrian—an identification which has

much support in the lithological resemblance between these

rocks of the north-west Highlands and much of the Lower
Cambrian system of Wales.

In the south-east of Ireland masses of purplish, red, and
green shales, slates, grits, quartz-rocks, and schists occupy

a considerable area and attain a depth of 1 4,000 feet with-

out revealing their base, while their top is covered by un-

conformable formations (Lower Silurian and Lower Carboni-

ferous). They have yielded Oldhamia, described originally

as a sertularian zoophyte, but now regarded by many
palaeontologists as an alga

;
also numerous burrows and

trails of annelides {Ilistiod&t^ma Hihernicum^ Arenicolites

didymus^ A. sparsus, Haughtonia poecila). Ho Upper
Cambrian forms have been met with in these Irish rocks,

which are therefore placed with the Lower Cambrian, the

unconformability at their top being regarded as equivalent

to the interval required for the deposition of the intervening

formations up to the time of the Llandeilo rocks, as in the

north-west of Scotland. Some portions of the Irish Cam-
brian series have been intensely metamorphosed. Thus on

the Howth coast they appear as schists and quartz-rocks;

in Wexford they pass into gneiss and granite. In West
Galway Mr Kinahan has described a vast mass of schists,

quartz-rocks, and limestones (8000 feet and upwards) pass-

ing up into schistose, hornblendic, and unaltered rocks con-

taining Llandeilo fossils, and he agrees with Griffith and
King in regarding these as probably Cambrian. He suggests

that they are Upper Cambrian, which would imply that

Upper Cambrian rocks pass conformably into the Llandeilo

formation without the occurrence of the thick Arenig rocks

of Wales. In a difficult country, however, broken by faults

and greatly metamorphosed, an unconformability might
easily escape detection.

Continental Eubope.

—

According to the classification

adopted by M. Barrande, the older Palaeozoic rocks of

Europe suggest an early division of the area of this con-

tinent into two regions or provinces,—a northern province,

embracing the British Islands, and extending through North
Germany into Scandinavia, on the one hand, and into

Bussia on the other, and a central-European province,

including Bohemia, France, Spain, Portugal, and Sardinia.

Bohemia,—The classic researches of M. Barrande have
given to the oldest fossiliferous rocks of Bohemia an extra

ordinary interest. He has made known the existence there

of a remarkable suite of organic remains representative of

those which characterize the Cambrian rocks of Britain.

At the base of the geological formations of that region lie

the Archaean gneisses already described. These are over-

laid by vast masses of schists, conglomerates, quartzites,

slates, and igneous rocks, which have been more or

less metamorphosed, and are singularly barren of organic

remains, though some of them have yielded traces of anne-

lides. They pass up into certain grey and green fissile

shales, in which the earliest well-marked fossils occur. The
organic contents of this zone (fitage C) form what M.
Barrande terms his primordial fauna, which contains 40 or

more species, of which 27 are trilohites, belonging to the

characteristic Cambrian genera

—

Paradoxides (12), Agnos-
tus (5), ConocorypJie (4), Ellipsocephalus (2), Hydrocephalus

(2), Arionellus (1), Sao (1). Not a single species of any
one of these genera, save Agnostus (of which 4 species^ Hicks, Quart, Joum, Qeol, Soc,, xxix. 39,
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apjiear in the second fauna), has been found by M. Barrande

higher than his primordial zone. Among other organisms

in this primordial fauna, the brachiopods are represented

by 2 species {Orthis and Orhicula), the pteropods by 5

{Theca), and the echinoderms by 5 cystideans.

Sca^inama.—In liTorway the vast masses of Archaean

gneiss (Tellemark) are overlaid by schists, red sandstones,

and conglomerates. These are termed the Sparagmite
formation, and have hitherto proved barren of fossils.

They are covered, however, by beds containing Dictyonema
Xorvegicum, which may represent the primordial zone of

Barrande. In Sweden the sparagmite formation has been
more productive of organic remains. It is there represented

by a sandy zone not more than 50 or 60 feet thick—a poor
equivalent for the great mass of strata in the Cambrian
system of Wales. It was originally termed the Megio
Fucoidarum by Angelin, from the fucoids alone found in

it. In more recent years, however, its list of organic re-

mains has been considerably increased j
12 species of plants,

chiefly fucoids, but including some {Eophyton) of higher
grade, 9 species of annelides, 4 brachiopods, a pteropod, a
bryozoan, a coral, a crinoid, and a sponge have been
obtained. Above the strata containing these organisms
comes a zone which has yielded 77 species of primordial
trilobites, including the genera Agnostvs (19 species), Cono-
coryphe (13), Oleiius (21), Fara^xides (9).

Noeth America.—Bocks corresponding in position and
in the general character of their organic contents with the
Cambrian formations of Britain have been recognized in

different parts of the United States and Canada. They
appear in Newfoundland, whence, ranging by Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick, they enter Canada, the northern parts

of New York, Vermont, and eastern Massachusetts. They
rise again along the Appalachian ridge, in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, and Georgia. West-
wards from the great valley of the Mississippi, where they
have been found in many places, they reappear from under
the Secondary and younger Paleozoic rocks of the Rocky
Mountains. They have been divided by American geo-

logists into two formations—(1) Acadian, a mass (2000
feet) of grey and dark shales and some sandstones; and (2)
Potsdam (or Georgian), which attains in Newfoundland a
depth of 5600 feet, but thins away westward and southward
till in the valley of the St Lawrence, where it was studied
by Logan and his associates of the Geological Survey of

Canada, it is only from 300 to 600 feet thick.

Among the organic remains of the North American
Cambrian rocks fucoid casts appear in many of the sand-
stones, but no traces of higher vegetation. The Acadian
formation has yielded primordial trilobites of the genera
Paradoxides, Conocoryplie, Ag^tostus, and some others

;

brachiopods of the genera LinguleUa, Piscina, Oholella, and
Orthia^ and several kinds of annelide-tracks. The Potsdam
rocks contain a few sponges, the earliest forms of graptolite,

some brachiopods, including, besides the genera in the
Acadian beds, Oholns, Camarella, and Orthisina ; some
pteropods {Hyalites or Theca)

\
two species of Orthoceras ;

annelide tracks
; trilobites of the genera Conocoryphe,

Agnostus, Pthelocephalus, Olenellus, Ftychaspis, Charioce-
phalus, Aglaspis, and Illcenurua.

M. Barrande has called attention to the remarkable uni-
formity of character in the organic remains of his primordial
zone over the continents of Europe and America. He pub-
lished in 1871 the subjoined table, to show how close is the
parallelism between the proportions in which the different
classes of the animal kingdom are represented.^

^ Trilobites, Prague, 1871, p. 196. Since tlie puEication of this
table the progress of research has increased the number of species from
some localities

;
but the general facies of the primordial fauna has not

been materially affected thereby.
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1. Bohemia 27 5 2 1 5 40
2. Spain 9 i . 2 6 1 19
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| |

77 5 2 8 4 96

4. Eng- (
Meneviau )
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\
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33 1 4 4 7 6 1 2 58

5. Newfoundland 2 •)

6. New Brunswick 18 6 1 25
7- New York 5 . 5
8- Braintree (Massachusetts) 1 • • 1

172 1 10 4 14 2 28 5 8 2 = 246

Silurian.

The important system of rocks next to be described was
first investigated by the late Sir B. Murchison in Wales and
the bordering counties of England. He found it to be char-

acteristically developed over the tract once inhabited by the

Silures, an ancient British tribe, and he thence chose the
name of Silurian as a convenient designation. It there

passes down conformably into the Tremadoc slates at the
top of the Cambrian series, and is covered conformably by
the base of the Old Red Sandstone.

Great Britain.—In the typical area where Murchison’s
discoveries were first made he found the Silurian rocks
divisible into two great and well-marked series, which he
termed Lower andUpper. This classification has been found
to hold good over a large part of the world. The subjoined
table shows the present arrangement and nomenclature of

the various subdivisions of the Silurian system.
Feet.

B. Unper Silurian.

A. Lower Silurian.

( 7. Ludlow group

^
6. Wenlock group

( 5. Upper Llandovery group

!

4. Lower Llandovery group
3. Bala and Caradoc group
2. Llaudeilo group
1. Arenig or Stiper Stone group

1,960
1,600
1.500
1,000
6,000
2.500
4,000

Approximate average thickness= 18,550

A. Lower Silurian,

1. Arenig or Stiper Stone Group,—These rocks consist

of dark slates, shales, flags, and bands of sandstone.

They are abundantly developed in the Arenig mountain,

where, as originally described by Sedgwick, they contain

masses of associated porphyry. Throughout that district

they have been deposited at a time when streams of lava

and showers of volcanic ashes were thrown out in great

quantity from submarine vents. They contain an abund-
ant suite of organic remains (184 species), of which only

13 species are common to the Tremadoc beds below.

Trilobites occur of the genera ASglitia, Agnoatus, Ampyx,
Farrandea, Qalymene, Oheirurus, Ill<xnopsis, Illcfiiius,

Ogygia, Fhacops, and Trinudeus, Three species of ptero-

pods {Conularia, Theca), 18 species of brachiopods {Ling-

ula, Lingulella, Obolella, Piscina, Siphonotreta, Orthis), 8
lamellibranchs, 3 gasteropods, and 5 cephalopods have

been found; but the most abundant organisms are the

graptolites, of which the Arenig rocks of St David’s, in

Pembrokeshire, have yielded 48 species, which belong to

20 genera, including Pidymograptus, TetragrapUis, Diplo-

graptus, Bendrograptus, and Gallograptus,^ Altogether

2 Hicks, Quart, Journ, Geol, JSoc,, xxxi. 167 ; Hopkinson and Lap-

wortk, ibid., p. 635.
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78 species of hydrozoa have been obtained from the
British Areuig rocks, but none from any older strata.

This sudden and great development of these organisms
gives a distinctive aspect to the Arenig rocks. It con-

tinues in the overlying Llandeilo group, so that the

grax)tolites form in Britain a convenient character by
which to mark off the Cambrian from the Lower Silurian

fauna.

2.

Llandeilo Flag Group.—Dark argillaceous flagstones,

sandstoneb, and shales, some parts often calcareous. These
beds were first described by Murchison as occurring at

Llandeilo, in Carmarthenshire. They reappear on the

coast of Pembrokeshire, and at Builth, in Kadnorshire.

Up to the present time they have yielded 227 species of

fossils. Of these 13 are common to the Arenig below, 82
to the Caradoc or Bala above, while 145 are peculiar.

The hydrozoa are still the most abundant forms, 94
species being here met with, no fewer than 81 of these

being confined to Llandeilo rocks, and only 9 passing-

down into the Arenig group. Of Crustacea 44 species have
been obtained. These include the characteristic triiobites

—Ampyx nudus, Asaplius tyrannus, Barrandea Co7'da%

Calymene duplicata^ G. Gamhrensis^ Cheirurics Sedgwickii^

Ogygia JBucJii% Trinucleus concentricuSy T. Lloydii. The
brachiopods number 37 species, including the genera

Orthisy Leptosnay Strophomeriay lAngulay SipJionotreta.

The lamellibranchs are represented by 6 species, the
gasteropods by 10 {M^tr'chisonia, Gyclonemay Loxonema),
the heteropods by 7 {Bellerophon)^ the pteropods by 2
{Gonulariay Theca)^ the cephalopods by 8 {OrtkoceraSy

Gyrtoceras).

A remarkable feature in the history of the Llandeilo
rocks in Britain was the outbreak of volcanic action

abundantly in North Wales and in Cumberland. Vast
piles of lava and ashes were thrown out, which even to
this day remain in mass sufficient to form groups of

important hills, as Cader Idris, Aran Mowddwy, the
Arenigs, and the Moelwyns in Wales, and HelveUyn and
Scaw Fell in Westmoreland and Cumberland.

3.

Caradoc or Bala Group).—Under this name are
placed the thick yellowish and grey sandstones of Caer
Caradoc in Shropshire, and the grey and dark slates, grits,

and sandstones round Bala in Merionethshire. In the
Shropshire area some of the rocks are so shelly as to
become strongly calcareous. In the Bala district the
strata contain two limestones separated by a sandy and
slaty group of rocks 1400 feet thick. The lower or Bala
limestone (25 feet thick) has been traced as a variable
band over a large area in North Wales. It is usually
ideutified with the Coniston limestone of the Westmore-
land region. The upper or Hiruant limestone (10 feet) is

more local. Bands of volcanic tuff and large beds of
various felsitic lavas occur among the Bala beds, and
prove the contemporaneous ejection of volcanic products.
These attain a thickness of several thousand feet in the
Snowdon 3*egion.

A large suite of fossils has been obtained from this
formation :—^the sponges represented by jSphcerospoQigia
and other genera

;
the graptolites by Diplograptus pristis,

Graptolithus pyriodon, and G. SedgudcJciiy &c.
;
tbe corals

by species of JSelioliteSy Favosites, Moniiculiporay Maly-’
sites, Petraia

; the echiuoderms by encrinites of the genera
CyatJiocriiius and GlyptocrdmcSy by cystideans of the genera
FchiTdospJicBrites and SphoerouiieSy and by star-fishes of the
genera Palceaster and Btenaster) the annelides by SerpmUteSy
TentaculiteSy and numerous burrows and tracks

; the triio-

bites by many species of the genera Pliacops, CheiruruSy
Gybele, LichaSy Acidaspis, Calymeney RemopleurideSy Asa-
phusy lllcemcs, Ampyx, and Trinucleus

,

the polyzoa by
FmesteUa, Glauconome, and Piilodictya : the brachiopods

by AtrypUy Rhynchonella, Lepytceyia, Orthis (many speciea),

Btrophomenay JDisciuay and Lingula

,

the lamellibranchs
by Modiolopsisy Mytilus, Palcearca, Pterinea, Ortltonota,

and Ctenodonta
;
the gasteropods by Murchisonia, Pleuro-

tomaria, Raphistomay Gyclonemay Euomp>haluSy Alaclureay

Holopea ; the pteropods by Coiularia, Theca, and Fccidi-

ompJialuSy the heteropods by various species of Bellerophon\

and the cephalopods by many species of Orthocerasy with
forms of Cyj'toceras and Litidtes.

4.

Lovoer Llandovery Group.—In North Wales the Bala
beds about 5 miles S.E. of Bala Lake begin to be covered
with grey grits, which gradually expand southwards until

they attain a thickness of 1000 feet in South Wales. These
overlying rocks are well displayed near the town of Llan-

dovery, where they contain some conglomerate bands, and
where Mr Aveline detected an uncoiifonnability between
them and the Bala group below them, so that the subter-

ranean movements had already begun, which in Wales
marked the close of the Lower Silurian period. Else-

where they seem to graduate downwards conformably into

that grouj). They cover a considerable breadth of couiitiy

in Cardigan and Carmarthenshire, owing to the numerous
undulations into which they have been thrown. Their
chief interest lies in the transition which they present

between the fauna of the Lower and Upper Silurian for-

mations. They have yielded in all about 128 species of

fossils, whereof 11 are peculiar, 93 are common to the

Bala group below, and 83 pass up into Ui3per Llandovery
rocks above. Some of the peculiar fossils are Nidulites

fames, Meristella crassa, M. angustifro'ns, and Mxerchisonia

angidaia. Among the forms which come up from the

Bala group and disappear here are the corals Helioliies

vntei'stinciuSy Petraia sxibd^eplicata, and Favosites asp>era-y

the triiobites Lichas laxatus and IlLcibiius Boivmanni
\
the

brachiopods Orthis Actonice and 0. insulay'is ; the gastero-

pods Murchisonia gyrogonia and Cyclonema crehristria^

and the cephalopod Orthoceras tenuicinctuon. But many
of the Lower Silurian forms continue on into tbe Upper
Llandovery beds. From the abundance of the peculiar

brachiopods termed Pentamerus in the Lower, but still

moi*e in the Uj^i^er Llandovery rocks, these strata were
formerly grouped together under the name of “Pentamerus
beds.'' Though the same species are found in both divi-

sions, Pentamerus olAongus is chiefly characteristic of the

upper group and comi^aratively infrequent in the lower,

while Stricldandinia {Pentamerus) lens abounds in the

lower but appears more sparingly in the upper.
The Lower Silurian rocks, typically developed iu TYales, extend

over nearly the whole of Britain, though largely buried under nioie

recent formations. They rise into the hill}’' tracts of Westmoreland
and Cumberland, where they consist oi the following subdivisions
in descending order :

—

(Lower Llandovery not represented.

)

Coniston Limestone and Shale = Bala beds.

Volcanic series: tuffs and lavas
) (

Part of Bala, whole
without any intermixture of

( ^ ) of Llandeilo, and
ordinary sedimentary strata ex- ( 1 perhaps part of

cept at the base, 12,000 ft ) ( Arenig formation.

SMa.wS..t«, 10,000 o. 10,000ft
j
.

Apart from the massive intercalation of volcanic locks these

strata present considerable lithological and palseoutological differ-

ences from the typical subdivisions in Wales. The Skiddaw slates

are black or dark-grey argillaceous, and in some beds sandy rocks,

often much cleaved though seldom yielding workable slates, some-
times soft and black like Carboniferous shale. Asa rule they aie

singularly unfossiliferous, but in some of their less cleaved and
altered por'fcions they have yielded about 40 species of grai>tolites

(chiefly of the genera Didymograptus, Biplogi^apius, Dichograpius,
Tetragraptus, Bhyllograptus^ and Climacograptus) Lingula Jyt'cvis^

tiaces of annelides, a few triiobites {JEgliiia, Agmstus, Asaplius,

&e.), some phyUopods {Caryocaris), and remains of plants {Biitho-

irepliis, &c. ). In many places the slates have been metamorphosed,
passing into chiastolite-slate, niioa-scliLt, andalusite-sclnst, &C .9
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with x>roti‘usions of granite, s-yenite, and other crystalline rocks.

Towaids the close of the long period represented "by the Skiddaw
slates, volcanic action mamfested itself, first by intermittent

showers of ashes and streams of lava which were interstratified with
the ordinary marine sediment, and then by a more powerful and
continuous series of explosions, whereb}^ a huge volcanic mountain
or group of cones was piled ux") above the sea-lcvel. The length of

time occupied by this volcanic episode in Cumbrian geology may be
inferred from the fact that all the Llandeilo and nearly all the
Bala beds are absent here. The volcanic island slowly sank into a
sea where Bala organisms flourished. Among these we find such
familiar Bala sx^ecies as Favositcs fibrosa, Seliolites xnUrstinctiis,

Cybele verriicosa, Leptccna sei'icca, Orthis Actonico, 0. biforata, O.

caligramma, 0. elcgantula, O, porcata, and Strophomena rhom-
boidalis. These organisms and their associates gathered on the
submerged flanks of the sinking volcano into a bed of limestone

—

the Conistoii limestone—which can still be traced for many miles
through the Westmoreland hills, as the Bala limestone which it re-

pieseiits can be followed through the volcanic tracts of l^^’orth Wales.
The Coniston limestone is covered by certain flags and grits which
from their organic remains are referred to the Upper Silurian series.

In the South of Scotland, according to the detailed researches of

the Geological Survey, the Lower Silurian formations are represented
by the subjoined groups of strata in descending order :

—

Sandstones and conglomerates, Girvan
I

valley
\

Conglomerates, grits, shales, and len-'^

ticular bands of limestone, Peebles- [

shire, Dumfriesshire, S.W. Ayr-
j

shire, sometimes 2000 ft J

Carspliairn group, coarse pebbly grits

^

and greywacke, 1200 ft

Upper Black Shale, with graptolites,

550 ft

Lo^vther group, olive, grey, and blue
shales, and sandstones, 4000 ft. ...

Dalveeii group, greywacke and shale,

with band of fine conglomerate,
3500 ft

Queensbeny group, massive grey-
wackes and grits, with occasional
conglomerate bands and some
shales, 4500 ft

Lower or Moffat Black Shale group,
200-400 ft

Ardwell group, brown flags, grey-
wackes, and shales, sometimes pur-
plish and red

;
base not seen

= Llandovery.

= Caradoc or Bala.

= Llandeilo (14 000 ft.

)

As a whole these strata are singularly barren of organic remains.
Most of the fossils which the Llandeilo groups contain lie in the
bands of dark anthracitic shale which have been traced across
nearly the whole breadth of the country. These shales are crowded
with graptolites- of recognizable Llandeilo forms, Climacograptus
teretiusculus, Diplograptus pristis, and Graptohthus Sagittarius
being x^articularly abundant. Crustacea are exceedingly rare, bnt
two phyllopods, Disciniocarls Browniana and Peltocharis aptycJioides,

occur
; while from Dumfriesshire two obscure trilobites are referred

doubtfully to B7icri?iurus and Fhacops, The vast thickness of sandy,
gritty, and shaly unfossiliferons strata is the distinguishing feature
of the Lower Silurian series in the south of Scotland. The Caradoc
or Bala group lies unconformably upon the upper parts of the
Llandeilo rocks. It contains in the eastern districts some cal-

careous conglomerates which here and there swell out into local
masses of limestone. In the south-west of Ayrshire the limestones
attain considerable dimensions. In these calcareous bands numerous
Caradoc sxoecies have been found, among them CheirxiA'us gelasinosif^,

Emrinurios pmxctatus, with species of ILlosmcs and Asaphus, Oi'tTiis

calligramraa, O. corifinis, Leptc&na sericea, Maclurea, and such
corals as Seliolites, Favosites, Omphy^na, and StrepJiodes, In the
south-west of Ayrshire certain shales and sandstones fuH of Caradoc
fossils are overlaid with sandstones, shales, and conglomerates con-
taining

^
oblongiLS, Atryya liemispherica, Meristella

angustifrons, Lichas laxatus, Petraia elongata, Jsfididites farms,
and numerous other fossils which indicate the horizon of the
Llandovery rocks.
The Highlands of Scotland consist mainly of crystalline rocks

—

gneiss, mica-schist, chlorite-schist, clay-slate, qnartz-rock, schistose
flagstone, and many others, often.much invaded by granite and
other intrusive masses. It was at one time supposed that these
rocks all belonged to the so-called primary or primitive series, older
than any of the fossiliferous systems. But the discovery by Mr C.
W. Peach, already refeiyed to, that recognizable fossils occur in the
limestone of Durness in Sutherlandshire, led Murchison to infer
that the whole of the overlying gneissose and schistose masses are
really metamorphosed Lower Silurian rocks—a generalization which
has been completely confirmed by subsequent investigation. At

the base of this great series of rocks masses of white quartz-iock
are found lying with a marked unconfoimability upon the red
sandstones described in a previous page. These quartzose beds are
merely hardened and somewhat metamorphosed sandstones

; they
still show their original false-bedding, and the casts of sea-weeds
and worm-burrows. They contain a band of limestone which in
Assynt swells out to a thiclmess of 1000 feet or more, and can be
traced almost continuously from the Kyles of Skye to the north
coast of Sutherlandshire. Over these strata, in pertect conformable
sequence, and with a complete lithological gradation, come quartzose
flagstones dipping like the rocks below at gentle angles to the south-
east. They become more schistose and crumpled as they are traced
upwards, until, after a thickness of several thousand feet has been
XDassed over, they begin to undulate in steep folds and pass into the
ordinary schistose rocks which cover so much of the Highlands.
The gradation from the comx>aratively unaltered low er quartz-rocks
and limestones on the west to the intensely crumpled crystalline

upper schists and flagstones on the east can be followed step by
step in numerous fine natural sections from the north.of Sutherland
to the Kyles of Skye. The proof is thus comxflete that a vast mass
of schists and other crystalline rocks overlies fossiliferous limestones
in the Scottish Highlands. It therefore becomes of the utmost
importance to determine the geological hoiizoii of the fossils in the
limestones. This was done by the late Mr Salter, who declared his
conviction that they were unequivocally Lower Silurian, and boie
a most remarkable resemblance to a group of fossils fiom the Lower
Silurian rocks of !N‘orth America. Pive of the sx^ecies he regarded
as identical with known American forms (Orthocercts arcuoliratiim.
Hall

;
Orthis striatula, Emmons

;
Ophileta compaeta. Salt. ;

Mur-
chismiia gracilis. Hall ; M. hellicincta. Hall), 4 as representative, 3

doubtful, and 1 new genus, found also in Canada. That this

truly 2^'orth American assemblage,” he remarks, should be found
in the extreme north of Scotland on the same parallel as the
Canadian,—that species of Maclurea and BapTiistoiruL, resembling
those of the St Lawrence basin, and Orthoccrata, bearing large
sixfiinncles like those of North America, Scandinavia, and JRiissia,

should occur in Scotland and yet be scarcely known further south,
is at least suggestive of a geographical distribution—peihaps even
of climatal conditions—not very unlike that of more modern
times.” ^ From this palseontological decision it foEows that the
overlying schistose series of the Scottish Highlands is a mass of

metamorphosed Silurian strata. Examined in detail they show
very unequal and sporadic metamorphisin. Some portions are
scarcely more changed than the ordinary greywackes and shales of

unaltered districts. False- bedding, pebble-beds, and other common
features of sedimentation occur abundantly throughout the whole
vast series of schists. Here and there the metamorphism has be-

come extreme, the rocks passing into coarsely ciystalline schists

full of garnets, with bands of hornblende-rock, actinolite-schist,

and other metamorphic products, and passing even into granitic
gneiss and true granite. No more convincing proof could he ob-
tained that vast masses of schist do not necessarily belong to an
azoic period of the earth^s history, but may have been produced by
the alteration of previously existing sediments.

It is not necessary to believe that the sediments so altered weie
in all cases mere ordinary marine sand and mnd.

^
The white

quartz-rocks were no doubt at one time pure white siliceous sand,
the rounded grains of which can stiU be readily detected in them.
The quai'tzose flagstones were stratified sand with thin partings of

clay or mud. The clay slates were evidently thick accumulations
of mud. But the rocks containing a marked percentage of mag-

j

nesia, such as chlorite-slate, actinolite-schist, hornblende-rock, &c.,

may have resulted from the alteration of volcanic sediments an<l

submarine lavas. The evidence from Cumberland andWales proves
how voluminous and long continued were the volcanic eiuptions of

the Lower Silurian period in Biitain. The abundant ditfusion of

volcanic detritus over the present sea-hottom is now well known.
The “ Challenger” researches have also shown ns that, besides the

glauconite previously known to be deposited from sea-water in the

chambers of foraminifera and other dead organisms on the ocean-

bottom, true magnesian silicates are now in the process of elimina-

tion from sea-water in some of the abysses ot the ocean. It is

quite possible therefore that some of the rocks of the metamorphic
series rich in magnesian silicates may have arisen from the altera-

tion of volcanic tuffs or submarine lavas, and that others may owe
their distinctive composition to original chemical precipitation,

as ably contended by Steny Hunt, though their present crystalline

stiTicture must he regarded as a part of the general metamorphi&m
by which the whole of the Lower Silurian rocks of the Highlands
have been affected.

In the south-east of Ireland, grey, greenish, and purple grits,

and grey and dark shales, lie uncomformahly upon the Cambrian
rocks, and contain a few fossils of Llandeilo age. They present

interstratified beds of tuff and felsitic lavas indicating contem-
poraneous volcanic action. In the north-east of the island a broad

^ Quart. Jour. Geol. Soe., xx, 381.
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belt of Lower Silurian rocks runs from the coast of Down into the

heart of Roscommon and Longford. This belt is evidently a pro-

longation of that in the southern uplands of Scotland. It is

marked by the occurrence of similar dark anthracitic shales

crowded with graptolites. The richest fossiliferous localities among
the Irish Lower Silurian rocks are found at the Chair of Kildare,

Portrane near Dublin, Pomeroy in Tyrone, and Lisbellan in Fer-

managh, where small protrusions of the older roclcs rise as oases

among the surrounding later formations, Portlock brought the

northern and western localities to light, and Murchison pointed out

that, while a number of the trilobites ( TrinudevjS, FJiacojps, Oaly^

mene^ and lllcemts)^ as well as the simple plaited Orthidoi, Leptcence,

and Stro2>Jioi}ience, some spiral shells, and many OrtTiocerata, are

specifically identical with those from the typical Caradoc and Bala

beds of Shropshire and Wales, yet they are associated with peculiar

forms, first discovered in Ireland, and very rare elsewhere in the

British Islands. Among these distinctive fossils he cites the

trilobites, ItcTnopl&uridGs, Harpes, ^TnpJiion, and JBrontcus, withthe

smooth forms of Asaphus {Isotelus), which, though abundant in

Ireland and America, seldom occur in Wales or England, and
never on the Continent.^

In the north and west of Ireland a large area of surface is occu-

pied by crystalline rocks—^gneiss, schists, quartz-rocks, limestone,

S
anite, &c.—^which are manifestly a continuation of those of the

iglilands of Scotland. They run south-westward ;parallel with

the belt of unaltered Lower Silurian rocks from which, in some
places, as in county Tyrone, they arc only a few' miles distant.

The district of Pomeroy, so rich in Silurian fossils, promises to

afford the greatest light on the interesting but difficult problem of

the metamorphism of the Lower Silurian rocks of the Scottish

Highlands and the north-west of Ireland. It will be seen from the

evidence furnished by the sections in West Mayo (p. 337) that the

metamorphism must have taken place prior to the deposition of

the Upper Silurian formations of the west of Ireland.

B. Tipper Silurian,

The formations wh-icii in the British. Islands are classed

as Upper Silurian occur in two very distinct types. So
great indeed is the contrast between these types that it

is only by a comparison of organic remains that the whole
can be grouped together as the deposits of one great

geological period. In the original region described by
Murchison, and from which his type of the system was taken,

the strata are comparatively fiat, soft, unaltered, consisting

mainly of somewhat incoherent sandy mud with occasional

bands of limestone. But as these rocks are followed

into North Wales, they are found to swell out into a vast

series of grits and shales so like portions of the hard altered

Lower Silurian rocks that, save for the evidence of fossils,

they would naturally be grouped as j^art of that more
ancient series. In Westmoreland and Cumberland, and still

further north in the border counties of Scotland, also in the

south-west of Ireland, it is the North Welsh type which
prevails, so that in Britain the general lithological charac-

ters and minute palaeontological subdivisions ascertained

in the typical Silurian district are almost confined to that

limited region, while over the rest of the British area for

thousands of square miles the hard sandy and shaly type
of North Wales is prevalent.

Taking first the Silurian tract of thesouth-west of England,
and the east and south of Wales, we find a decided uncon-
formability separating the Lower from the Upper Silurian

formations. In some places the latter are found passing
across the edges of the former, group after group, till they
come to lie directly upon the Cambrian rocks. Indeed, in

one district between the Longmynd and Wenlock edge, the
base of the Upper Silurian rocks is found within a few
miles to pass from the Caradoc group across to the Lower
Cambrian rocks. It is evident, therefore, that in the Welsh
region very great disturbance and extensive denudation
preceded the commencement of the deposition of the Upper
Silurian rocks. As Professor Ramsay has pointed out, the
area of Wales, previously covered by a wide though shallow
sea, was ridged up into a series of islands, round the margin
of which the conglomerates at the base of the Upper

Silurian series began to be laid down. This took place

during a time of submergence, for these conglomeratic and
sandy strata are found creeping up the slopes and even

capping some of the heights, as at Bogmine, where they

reach a height of 1150 feet above the sea.^ The subsidence

probably continued during the whole of the interval occu-

pied by the deposition of the Upper Silurian strata, which
thus were piled to a depth of from 3000 to 5000 feet over

the disturbed and denuded platform of Lower Silurian rocks.

Arranged in tabular form, the subdivisions of the Upper
Silurian rocks of Wales and the adjoining counties of

England are in descending order as follows :

—

3. Ludlow group

2. Wenlock group

1. Uj)per Lland-
overy group...

Base of Old Red Sandstone.
Tilestones.

J Ui^per Ludlow Rock,

j

Aymcstiy Limestone.
L Lower Ludlow Rock,
r Wenlock or Dudley Lime-")

stone
{ Wenlock Slide

I

Woolhoi)e or Barr Lime-
L stone and Shale

^
Tarannoii Shale.

(
May Hill Saiidstoncjs.

Lower Llandovery Rocks.

I

Denbighshire
Grits of

IsTortli Wales.

1. Upper HLandovery Group),—(a,) May Hill Sandstones,

—The position of these rocks as the true base of the Upper
Silurian formations was first showm in 1853 by Sedgwick,

who named them the May Hill Sandstones from the locality

in Gloucestershire where they are so well displayed.

Appearing on the coast of Pembrokeshire at Marloes Bay,

they range across South Wales until they are overlapped

by the Old Red Sandstone. They emerge again in Carmar-

thenshire, and trend north-eastward as a narrow strip at the

base of the Upper Silurian series, from a few feet to 1000

feet or more in thickness, as far as the Longmynd, where

as a marked conglomerate wrapping round that ancient

Cambrian ridge they disappear. In the course of this

long tract they pass successively and unconformably over

Lower IJandovery, Caradoc, Llandeilo, and CambriaB

rocks. They consist of yellow and brown ferruginous saud-

stones, often full of shells, which are apt to weather out

and leave casts. Their lower parts are commonly con-

glomeratic, the pebbles being largely derived from older

parts of the Silurian formations. Here and there, where

the organic remains become extraordinarily abundant, the

strata pass into a kind of sandy limestone, known as the

Pentamerus limestone,” from the numbers of this

hrachiopod contained in it. The species of fossils found in

the May Hill Sandstones number about 230.

Among these are some traces of fucoids; sponges {Oliona^

IscTwdites) ; the widely diffused Graptolithus priodon ;
a number of

corals {Petraia, HelioUtes^ Favosites, Halysites, Syringopora, &c.); a

few crinoids ;
some annelides, particularly the TcntacuUtes anglieus,

which is abundant; a number of trilobites, of which Phacops
StoJeesii, P. WeamH, Fncrinurus pimctatus, and Calymene Plumen-
hachii are common

;
numerous braehiopods, as Atrypob hemispherical

A. reticularis, Pentamerus dblongus, Siricklandinia lirata {S\ lens

also occurs), Leptcena transrersalis, Orthis calligramma, 0. elegan-

tula, 0. reversa, ^trophomena compressa, S. pecten, and Lingula
parallela', lamellibranchs ofthe mytiloid genera Orthonota, Mytilus,

and Modiolopsis, with forms of Pt&ir'mea, Ctevodonta, and Lyro~

desma\ gasteropods, particularly the genera Murehisonia, Pleuro-

tomaria, Gyclonema, Holopella', and cephalopoda, chiefly Ortho-

cerata, with some forms of Actinoceras and Phragmoceras, and the

old species Lituites comu-arietis.

(6.) Tarannon Shale ,—Above the Upper Llandovery beds

comes a very persistent zone of fine, smooth, light grey or

blue slates, which has been traced down the whole length

of Wales from the mouth of the Conway into Carmarthen-

shire. These rocks, termed the paste-rock ” by Sedgwick,

have an extreme thickness of 1000 to 1500 feet. Barren

in organic remains, their chief interest lies in the fact that

^ Siluria, p. 174. ^ Physical Geology of BHtain, p. 91.
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the persistence of so thick a band of rock between what
were supposed to be continuous and conformable formations

should have been unrecognized until it was proved by the

detailed mapping of the Geological Survey.

2. Wenloch Group.—{a.) Woolhope Limestone.—^In the

original typical Upper Silurian tract of Shropshire and the

adjacent counties, the Upper Llandovery rocks aie overlaid

by a local group of grey shales containing nodular lime-

stone which here and there swells out into beds having an
aggregate thickness of 30 or 40 feet. These strata are well

displayed in the picturesque valley of Woolhope in Here-
fordshire, which lies upon a worn quaquaversal dome of

Upper Silurian strata rising in the midst of the surrounding
Old Ked Sandstone. They are seen likewise to the north-

west at Presteign, Nash Scar, and Old Badnor in Badnor-
shire, and to the east and south in the Malvern Hills (where
they include a great thickness of shale below the limestone),

and May Hill in Gloucestershire. These strata have yielded

many characteristically Upper Silurian fossils, among which
may be mentioned Bumastus Bamensis, Homalonotus del-

phinocephalicSy Fhacops caudatus, Atrypa reticularis^ Orthis

calhgramma, Btrophomena imbrex, Rhynchonella borealis,

R. Wilsoni, Buomphalus sculptus, Orthoceras anmdatum.
It is a characteristic of the older Pala30zoic limestones to

occur in a very lenticular form, swelling in some places

to a great thickness and rapidly dying out, to reappear
again peihaps some miles away with increased proportions.

This local character is well exhibited by the Woolhope
limestone. Where it dies out, the shales underneath and
intercalated with it join on continuously to the overlying

Wenlock shale, and no line for the Woolhope group can
then be satisfactorily drawn. The same discontinuity is

stiikingly traceable in the Wenlock limestone to be immedi-
ately referred to.

(6.) Wenloch Shale.—This is a group of grey and black fine

shales, traceable from the banks of the Severn near Coal-

brook Dale across Badnorshire to near Carmarthen—a dis-

tance of about 90 miles. The same strata reappear in the

protrusions of Upper Silurian rock which rise out of the
Old Bed Sandstone plains of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,

and Monmouthshire. In the Malvern Hills they were
estimated by Professor Phillips to reach a thickness of 640
feet, but towards the north they thicken out to 1000 or

even 1400 feet On the whole the fossils are identical

with those of the overlying limestone. The corals, however,
so abundant in that rock are here comparatively rare. The
biachiopods (of the genera Leptoena, Orthis, Strophomena,
Atrypa, and Rhynchonella) are generally of small size

—

Orthis biloha, O. hybi ida, and the large flat 0. rustica, being
characteristic. Of the higher mollusca thin-shelled forms
of Orthoceras are specially abundant. A.mong the trilobites,

Bncrimn us p>unctatus,B. variolaris, Calymene Blumenhachii,
0. tuberculosa, Fhacops caudatus, and F. longicaudatus are

common. The Graptolithus priodon, so frequent among
the Bala beds of the Lower Silurian series, also occurs

in the Wenlock shale. Graptolithus Flemingii is here a
characteristic species.

(c.) Wenloch Limestone is a thick-bedded, sometimes
flaggy, usually more or less concretionary limestone, grey
or pale pink, often highly crystalline, occurring in some
places as a single massive bed, in others as two or more
strata separated by grey shales, the whole forming a thick-

ness of rock ranging from 100 to 300 feet. As its name
denotes, this stratum is typically developed along Wenlock
Edge in Shropshire, where it runs as a prominent ridge for

fully 20 miles, also between Aymestry and Ludlow. It like-

wise appears at the detached areas of Upper Silurian strata

above referred to, being specially well seen near Dudley
(whence it is often spoken of as the Dudley limestone),
Woolhope, Malvern, May Hill, and Usk in Monmouthshire.

335
A distinguishing characteiistic of the Wenlock limestone

the abundance and variet}^ of its coials, of >^hich. 53 species
ha\e been described. The rock seems indeed to have been
foimed m part by massive sheets and bunches of coral Among
characteristic species are Halysites catenularia, HcVioVites
stiTictus, R tuhulatus. Alveolites LahecJiei, Favosites aspcra, F
fibrosa, F Gothla'tid'ita, Coemtes ^uniperinus, Syringopoo a fascicu-
laris, and Omphyrtia turbinatum. The crinoids are also siDeciallj
abundant, and aie often beantifully preserved Feiiecliominns
moniliformis is one of the most frequent species, otheis aie Orotalo-
cnrinus rugosus, Cyathocrinus goniodadylus, and Marsupiocrinus
eoelatus

,

with several cystideans, as Pseudocrimtes quadiifasciatus
The crustaceans include numerous tiilobites, among which we miss
some of the persistent Lowei Silurian genera, such as Asaphus,
Oqygia, and Trinucleus, none of which ascend into the Wen-
lock group. The most abundant trilohite is the long-lived Caly-
mene Blumenbachii, which langesfrom the Llandeilo flags up to near
the top of the Uppei Silurian foimations It occuis abundantly at
Dudley, where it received the name ofthe Dudley Locust ’ Othei
common forms are Encrinurus punctatus, E lariolaris, Fhacops
caudatus, F Dowmngice, F. SfoJcesii, Bumastus Baimensis, Homalo-
notus delphinoeephalus, and Oheirurus himucnonatus The biachio-
pods continue to be abundant, among typical species maj be
noted Atrypa reticularis, Meiistella tiimula, Spnmfei eJevatus, S.
phcatellus, Fliynchonella borealis (veiy common), F citneata, F.
Wilsoni, Orthis elegantula, O rustica, Strophomena ihoraboidalis,
and Pentamerus galcatus The lamellibianchs are not well lepie-
sented

, but several species of Fterinea are abundant, with Go am-
niysia aingulata, and some species of Modiolopsis and Oienodonta
The gasteiopods are most characteristically marked by 8 oi 9
species of Euomphalus, 3 or moie of Murchisoma, with species of
Flewt otoTnaria, Aaoculia, and Cyclo'nenia The cephalopods aie
confined to few genera, Lituites, Achnoceras, Cyrtoceras, Orthocei as,

and Phragmoceras
; of these the oithoceratites are by far the most

abundant both in species and individuals Orthoceras annulatum
IS the most common form. The pteropods appeal in the beautiful
and very abundant Conulama Sowei hyi, and the heteropods in the
common and characteristic Bellcrophon Wenlockensis.

3. Ludlow Gh'oup.—This series of strata consists essen-

tially of shales, with occasionally a calcareous band in

the middle It graduates downward into the Wenlock
group, so that when the Wenlock limestone disappears
the Wenlock and Ludlow shales form one continuous
argillaceous formation. It is in this united form that

the two groups stretch to the south-west through Brecon
and Carmarthen. The Ludlow rocks are typically seen

between Ludlow and Aymestry. They appear likewise at

the detached Silurian areas from Dudley to the mouth of

the Severn. They were grouped by Murchison into three

zones.

(a.) Lower Ludlow Rock.—This is a group of soft dark-

grey to pale greenish-brown or ob ve sandy shales, often with
calcareous concretions. Much of the rock, however, presents

so little fissile structure as to get the name of mudstone,
weathering out into concretions which fall to angular frag-

ments as the rock crumbles down. It becomes more sandy
and flaggy towards the top. From the softness of the shales

this zone of rock has been extensively denuded, and the

Wenlock limestone rises up boldly from under it.

An abundant suite of fossils has been yielded by these shales

No fewex than 18 species of star-fishes, belonging to 6 geiieia, have
been described {Frotaster, like the bnttle-stars of the British seas,

Falceocoma, Falasterina). A few graptolites occur, particularly

the peisistent Ohaptolithus priodon (common), G. colonus, and G
Flemingii. A few of the Wenlock corals survive in the Lower
Ludlow rock, but the conditions of deposit were evidently un-
favourable foi their growth The trilobites are less numerous than
in older beds ,

they include the venerable Galymene Blumenbachii,
Fhacops caudatus, and its still longer-tailed variety F longi-

caudatus , also Acidaspis Brightii, Homalonotus delphinocephalus,

and Cyphaspis megalops But other forms of crustacean life occui

in some number. As the tnlohites begin to wane numerous
phyllopods appear, the genus Ce^atiocaris being represented hy 10
or more species Large eurypteiids now make their entiance upon
geological history — Eui ypterus, Pterygotus, and Hemiaspis.

Though hrachiopods are not scarce, haidly any seem to he peculiar

to the Lowei Ludlow rock, the Lingula lata, which Muiehisoii

suggested might he peculiar, having been obtained from what is

supposed to be representative of this ^oup of strata in Westmoie-
land Rhynchonella Wilsoni, Spirifcr eaporrectus, Strophomena
euglypha. Atrypa reticularis, and Clwnetcs miimna are not infre-
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quent. Among tlie more frequently recurring species of lamelli-

branchs the following may be named—Qardiola interrupta,^ O.

striata, Orthomta rigida, 0. semisidcata, and a number of species of
Pterima. The orthoceratites are numerous, as Orthocerobs I/udense,

0. subundtilatum, also species of Phragmoceras and Liitiites. The
numbers of these straight and curved cephalopods form one of the
distinguishing features of the zone. At one locality, near Leint-
wardine in Shropshire, which has been prolific in Lower Ludlow
fossils, particularly in star-fishes and eurypterid crustaceans, a
fragment of the fish Pteraspis was discovered in 1859. This is the
earliest trace of vertebrate life yet detected. It is interesting to

note that the Pteraspis does not stand low in the scale of organiza-

tion, but has affinities with our modern sturgeon.

(&.) Aymestry Limestone is a dark grey somewhat earthy

concretionary limestone in beds from 1 to 5 feet thick.

Where at its thickest it forms a conspicuous feature, rising

above the soft and denuded Lower Ludlow shales and,

owing to the easily removable nature of some fuller’s earth

on which It lies, it has here and there been dislocated by
large landslips. It is still more inconstant than the Wen
lock limestone. Though well developed at Aymestry it soon
dies away into bands of calcareous nodules, which finally

disappear, and the lower and upper divisions of the Ludlow
group then come together. The most characteristic fossil

is the Pentamerus KnigMii\ other common forms are

Rliynchonella Wilsoni^ Lingula Lewisii, Strophomena
euglypha^ Belteroplian clilatatm^ Pterinea Sowerbyi, with
many of the same shells, corals, and trilobites found in the

Wenlock limestone. Indeed, as Murchison has pointed out,

except in the less number of species and the occurrence of

some of the shells more characteristic of the Upper Ludlow
zone, there is not much palaeontological distinction between
the two limestones.^

(c.) Upper Ludlow Roch—In the original Silurian district

described by Murchison, the Aymestry limestone is covered
by a calcareous shelly hand full of Rhynchonella navimla^
sometimes 30 or 40 feet thick. This layer is succeeded by
grey sandy shale or mudstone, often weathering into con-
cretions, as in the Lower Ludlow zone, and assuming ex-

ternally the same rusty-brown or greyish olive-green hue.
Its harder beds are quarried for building stone

; but the
general character of the deposit, like that of the argillaceous

portions of the Upper Silurian formations as a whole in the
typical district of Siluria, is soft, incoherent, and crumb-
ling, easily decomposing once more into the original mud,
and presenting in this respect a contrast to the hard fissile

and often slaty shales of the Lower Silurian series. Many
of the sandstone beds are crowded with ripple-marks, rill-

marks, and annelid-trails, indicative of the shallow littoral

waters in which they were deposited. One of the upper-
most sandstones is termed the “ Fucoid Bed,” from the
number of its cylindrical sea-weed-like stems. It like-

wise contains numerous inverted pyramidal bodies, which
are believed to be casts of the cavities made in the muddy
sand by the rotatory movement of crinoids rooted and half-
buried in the micaceous mud.^ At the top of the Upper
Ludlow rock near the town of Ludlow, a brown layer
occurs from a quarter of an inch to 3 or 4 inches in thick-
ness, full of fragments of fish, Pterygotus, and shells. This
layer, termed the Ludlow Bone-bed,” is the oldest from
which any considerable number of vertebrate remains has
been obtained. In spite of its insignificant thickness it has
been detected at numerous localities from Ludlow as far as
Pyrton passage, at the mouth of the Severn—a distance of
45 miles from north to south, and from Kington to Ledbury
and Malvern—a distance of nearly 30 miles from west to
east

;
so that it probably covers an area (now largely buried

under Old Bed Sandstone) not less than 1000 square miles
in extent, yet it appears never to exceed and usually to fall

short of a thickness of 1 foot. Fish remains, however, are
not confined to this horizon. They have been detected in

^ ^iktria, p. 130. ^ SiVuria, p. 133.

strata above the original bone-bed at Ludlow, together with
some minute globular bodies believed to be the sporangia of

a lycopod. These, with some other plant remains from the
same district, are the earliest traces of land vegetation yet
found. The higher parts of the Ludlow rock consist of

fine yellow sandstone and harder grits known as the
Downton sandstone. Originally the whole of these flaggy

upper parts of the Ludlow group were called “ Tilestones ”

by Murchison, and being often red in colour were included

by him as the base of the Old Bed Sandstone, into which
they gradually and conformably ascend. Undoubtedly
they show the gradual change of physical conditions which
took place at the close of the Silurian period in the west ot

England, and brought in the deposits of the Old Bed Sand-
stone. But as their organic contents are still unequivocally

those of the Ludlow group, they are now classed as the

uppermost zone of the Silurian system.
A considei'able suite of organic lemains has been obtained

from the Upper Ludlow rock, which on the whole aie the same
as those in the zones undeineath. Yegetablo remains, some of

which seem to be lucoids, but most of which are probably ter-

restiial and lycopodiaceous, abound in the Downton sand-

stone and passage-beds into the Old Bed Sandstone. Corals,

as might he supposed from the muddy character of the de-

posit, seldom occur, though Muichison mentions that the en-

crusting form Alveolites fibrosus may not infrequently he found
enveloping shells, Cyclo'ticma corallii and Murchisonia corallii

being, as their names imply, its favourite habitats. Some anne-
lides {Serpiblites longispinus, Cornulites scrpularvas, Teoiiaculitcs

t&ihids, and Trachyderina coriacea) are not uncommon. The Crus-

tacea are represented chiefly by small ostracods {BeyricJiia Kloeden t,

Leperditta marginata, Entomis tuberosa), and by species of Ceratio-

ca'ids, Dictyocaris, EurypteruSy HemiaspiSy PterygotuSy and Stylo^

nuTus'y the trilobites having still further waned, though Eoraa^
lonotus Knightiiy Encrinuribs punctatus, Pliacops Rowmngim, and
a few others still occur, and even the persistent Oalyuiene Blvmen^
bachii may occasionally be found. Of the hrachiopods the most
abundant forms are PJt/ynthcniella nucula, CJwnctcs striatclla, Discina
rugata, and lAngxda cornea. The most characteristic lamelli-
hranchs are Ortlionota amygdalinay Goniophora cymbmfm'miSy
Pterima limata, P. retrojiexa

;
some of the commonest gasteropods

are Murchisonia coiulhi, Plaiyschisma heUcites, and Holopclla
obsoleta. The orthoceratites are specifically identical with those of

the Lower Ludlow rock, and are sometimes of large size, Orihocercts

bullatuTYi being specially abundant. The fish remains consist of

hones, teeth, sha^een-like scales, plates, and fin-sijincs. They
include some plagiostomous (xdacoid) forms {Thelodus, shagreen-
scales, BphagoduSy skm, Onchus, spines) and some ostracosteans
{CephalaspiSy AvjChenaspiSy and Ptex'ospis),

lu the typical Silurian region of Shropshire and the

adjacent counties, nothing can be more decided than the

lithological evidence for the gradual disappearance of the

Silurian sea, with its crowds of graptolites, trilobites, and
hrachiopods, and for the gradual introduction of those

geographical conditions which brought about the deposit of

the Old Bed Sandstone. The fine grey and olive-coloured

muds, with their occasional zones of limestone, are suc-

ceeded by bright red clays, sandstones, cornstones, and con-

glomerates. The evidence from fossils is equally explicit.

Up to the top of the Ludlow rocks the abundant Silurian

fauna continues in hardly diminished numbers. But as

soon as the red strata begin the organic remains rapidly die

out, until at last only the fish and the large eurypterid crus-

taceans continue to occur.

Turning now from the interesting and extremely import-

ant though limited area in which the original type of the

Upper Silurian rocks is developed, we observe that whether
we pass northwards or south-westwards the soft mudstones
and thick limestones give way to hard slates, grits, and
flagstones, among which it is scarcely possible sometimes
even to discriminate what represents the Wenlock from
what may be the equivalent of the Ludlow group. It is

in Denbighshire and the adjacent counties that this change
becomes most marked. The Tarannon shale above de-

scribed passes into that region of NorthWales, where it forms
the base of the Upper Silurian formations. It is covered
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by a series of grits or sandstones which, in some places are

at least 3000 feet thick. These are covered by and pass

laterally into hard shales, which are believed to represent

parts of the true Wenlock group, perhaps even some por-

tion of the Ludlow rocks. It is evident, however, that in

spite of the wide extent over which these Silurian rocks of

Xorth Wales are spread, and the great thickness which
they attain, they do not present an adequate stratigraphical

equivalent for the complete succession in the original

Silurian district. Instead of passing up conformably into

the base of the Old Red Sandstone, as at Ludlow, they are

covered by that formation uiiconformably. In fact they

have been upturned, crumpled, faulted, and cleaved before

the deposition of those portions of the Old Red Sandstone
which lie upon them. These great physical changes took

place in Denbighshire when, so far as the evidence goes,

there was entire quiescence in the Shropshire district
;
yet

the distance between the two areas was not more than
about 60 miles. These subterranean movements were
doubtless the precursors of those more widely extended
upheavals which converted the floor of the Silurian sea into

a series of isolated basins, in which the Old Red Sandstone
was laid down.

In Westmoreland and Cumberland a vast mass of hard
slates, grits, and flags was identified by Sedgwick as of

Upper Silurian age. These form the varied ranges of hills

in the southern part of the lake district from near Shap to

Duddon mouth. The following are the local subdivisions

with the conjectural equivalents in Siluria.^

Hay Fell

r Flaggy beds, with lamelli-

and
[

branchs abundant

.

Kirkby Moor 4 Massive greenish and greysand-
TTIT I 1

I-
Flags

Bannisdale
Slates ...

Coniston G-rits

j

stones, with bands of fossils,

L HolopelUo abundant

f Calcareous beds, with Rhynclw-
|

nella navicula abundant
Sandstone and shale, with star-

j

fish

Dark blue flags and grits of i

great thickness
i

f Flags and greywacke {Ortlvo-^

cerccs subtoiidulatitm, 0. a7i-

gulatiLin, GraptolitMis Fle-
mingii^ &. colomis, Ceratio-

caris Micrcliisojii), upwards }- =

of 4000 feet

rDark grey coarse flags {Car-
Coniston Flags

-{
diola intcrrwpta, Ortliom'as

L subuiidulatum), lOQO ^

Coniston Limestone (Lower Silurian) >

(?)Tilestones.

j
Upper Lnd-

(
low.

I

Aymestry
Limestone.

,

Lower Lud-
low.

UpperWen-

;

LowerWen-
lock.

i

Caradoc or

[

Bala.

In the northern part of the Lake district a great anticlinal

fold takes place. The Skiddaw slates arch over and are

succeeded by the base of the volcanic series above described.

But before more than a small portion of that series has
appeared the whole Silurian area is overlapped unconform-
ably by the Carboniferous Limestone series. It is necessary
to cross the broad plains of Cumberland and the south of

Dumfriesshire before Silurian rocks are again met with. In
this intervening tract a synclinal fold must lie, for along the
soubhem base of the uplands of the south of Scotland a
belt of Upper Silurian rocks, dipping on the whole to the
south-east, can be traced from the heart of the Cheviot Hills

to the headlands of Wigtownshire. These rocks must reach
a thickness of several thousand feet, but their top is

nowhere seen. They repose on some of the older parts of
the Llandeilo series, with so close a coincidence of dip and
strike that no decided unconformability has yet been traced
between them. They consist essentially of shales, with a

^ The arrangement and thicknesses here given are those in the
Kendal district as mapped by Mr Aveline and Mr Hughes in the course
of J3he Geological Survey {Sheet 98, S.E., Mx^planation, pp. 6-13,

considerable proportion of greywacke bands towards the
base. At difierent horizons they contain lenticul ir bands
of a calcareous pebbly grit. But their most characteristic
feature, and one which at once distinguishes them locally

from the adjoining Lower Silurian rocks, is the occurrence
of a nearly black, highly fissile shale, composed of layers in

most cases as thin as ordinary writing paper and usually
crowded with graptolites. These peculiar bands occur
throughout the whole series of rocks from bottom to top.

They are sometimes so thin that 20 or 30 seams or ribs, each
finely fissile, may be seen intercalated within the space of

an inch of the ordinary shale or greywacke. Occasionally
they form zones 80 to 100 feet thick, consisting entirely of

finely leaved graptolitic shales. As a whole these Upper
Silurian strata resemble lithologically the correspond-
ing series in Westmoreland, though here and there they
assume the character of mudstones not unlike those of

Shropshire. The abundant fossils in them are simple
graptolites (Graptolithus SedgivicJcii^ 6r. Beck\ G. Flemingii^

G. colomis^ G. Griestonensisy Betiolites Gemitzianus^ &c.),

Orthoceratites come next in point of numbers (Orthoceras

annulatum^ 0. tenuicinctum^ &c.). In some of the shales

crustacean fragments are numerous. They include large

pieces of the carapace of D%ctyocaris^ with remains of

Pterygotiis and Ceratiocaris. The pebbly grits contain

Petraia and crinoid stems. In the south of Kirkcudbright
certain limestones and conglomerates intercalated among
these shales have yielded a more varied fauna, having on
the whole a decidedly Wenlock character. It includes

Pavosites, Cate7i{pora, Peyrichia tuberculata, PhacopB
cazidattis^ Meristella, Leptcena sericea^ Atrypa retictdar'is^

Strophomeiia imbrex^ Murchisonia, Ortlwcei'CLS temdchicium^
<fcc.

It is impossible in the south of Scotland to separate the

Upper Silurian rocks into Wenlock and Ludlow groups.

On the whole these rocks seem to be representative mainly
of the older half of the Upper Silurian formations. They
are covered unconformably by Lower Old Red Sandstone
and later formations. In the counties of Edinburgh and
Lanark, however, the base of the Lower Old Red Sandstone
is found to graduate downward into a thick series of brown,
olive, and grey shales, sandstones, and grits, containing

undoubted Ludlow fossils. It is deserving of remark also

that the peculiar lithological type so characteristic of the

strata in the original Silurian area reappears in the centre

of Scotland, many of the concretionary brown shales and
olive-coloured mudstones being undistinguishable from
those in the typical sections at Ludlow. Some of these

beds are crowded with fossils. Among the most character-

istic are Leptoeiia transversalis^ Oi'thonota amygdaliiia^

Platyschis7na lieliciteSf Beyidchia Kloede7ii^ Or'tJioceras

Maclareni^ with many crustaceans of the genera Ceratiocaris,

JEiirypterits, Ptei^ygotus, Slimonia, and Stylomorits. In the

Pentland Hills these strata are estimated to attain a thick-

ness of 3500 to 4000 feet, but their base is nowhere
reached

;
in Lanarkshire they are at least as thick. Their

lower portions may represent some of the higher parts of

the Wenlock group.

Ireland furnishes some interesting evidence regarding the

geographical changes in the west of Europe between the

close of the Lower Silurian and the beginning of the Upper
Silurian period. It has already been pointed out that the

metamorphosed Lower Silurian rocks of the Scottish High-

lands are prolonged into the north of Ireland, whence they

range south-westwards to Galway Bay. In the picturesque

tract between Loch Mask and the mouth of Killary harbour

these metamorphosed rocks are unconformably overlaid by
masses of sandstones, conglomerates, and shales more than

7000 feet thick, and containing Llandovery and Wenlock
fossils with a mixture of Caradoc forms. In the midst

X. — 43
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of the greatly metamorpliosed Lower Silurian platform, por-

tions are to be found still little altered and full of fossils.

The overlying Upper Silurian strata have not been meta-
morphosed, but contain pebbles of the altered rocks on the
ux^turned edges of which they lie. It is evident therefore,

as Mr Hull has remarked, that the metamorphism must
have occurred between the close of the Lower and the com-
mencement of the Ujpper Silurian period.^ In connexion
with this question it should be remarked that abundant
volcanic activity accompanied the deposit of these Upper
Silurian rocks in the west of Ireland, successive sheets of

lava (eurite) and beds of tuff forming conspicuous bands
among the stratified rocks, and reaching a collective thick- <

ness of 800 feet and upwards. Between Brandon Head
and Dingle Bay a thick mass of strata on the coast, must,
from the comparatively few fossils obtained from it, be
held to represent Upper Silurian formations.

Continental Europe.—The broad hollow which, run-
ning from the mouth of the English Channel across the

Xfiains of northern Germany into the heart of Russia,

divides the high grounds of the north and north-west of

Europe from those of the centre and south, separates the

European Silurian area into two distinct tracts. In the
nortbiern of these we find the Lower and Up^oer Silurian

formations attaining an enormous development in Britain,

but rapidly diminishing in thickness towards the north-east,

until in the south of Scandinavia and the Gulf of Finland
they reach only about -^th of that depth. In these tracts,

too, they have on the whole esca^Ded so well from the dis-

locations, crumplings, and metamorphisms so conspicuous
to the south-west, that to this day they remain over wide
areas nearly as horizontal and soft as at first. In the
southern tract Silurian rocks appear only here and there
from amidst later formations, and almost everywhere pre-

sent proofs of intense subterranean movement.
In the south of Scandinavia (Christiania, Mjosen See, Malmo,

Gothland) the Lower and Upper Silurian rocks attain a united
thickness of not more than about 1200 feet, yet are said to contain
representatives of all the leading subdivisions of the British series.

The following table exhibits the Silurian succession in the south of
Norway and Sweden, with the supposed English equivalents:

—

Sandy beds, with Ptervnea retroflexco,

clionella niicula, Orthoiiota retusa^ Bey- }- = Upper Ludlow.
richia tuberculata. S. Gothland J

Upper Malmd limestone
Upper Graptolite marls, with Gra2Jtolithus

2Jriodon {Ltcde7ise) abundant
Lower Malmo or upper Orthoceratite limestone,
with large Orthocerata having central
siphnncles

Encrinital schists with orthoceratites and Gom-^
;p%oceTas pyriforrm

L —w l ^
Coral limestone {Omphyma turhinatiim and f

~ ^
other Wenlock corals) j

Pentainerus limestone, Pentamerm dblongiis,\
P, galeatiis, StricJclmidinia lenSf Leptoena !

transversaliSi Bncrinurii^ punctatiis, &c
]

Lower argillaceous schists J
Calcareous sandstones (containing a mixture of'

Llandovery forms, as Mei'istella angmUfrons,
and many large smooth Pentameri)

Calcareous and argillaceous flagstones, Orthis
calligramma, 0. testvdinwria^ O. pecten, Lep-
tcena sericea, Conularia quadrisulcoM, Asa-
pJhus expansics, THnucleus concentrims, &c,

Orthoceratite limestone and lower Encrinital
schists

Upper Graptolite schists, with Diplograptxis
pristis, I),folium, D. Uretiusmlus, and forms
of Asaphtbs, Ogygia, Trinucleus, &c

Lower Orthoceratite limestone, with Orthoeeras
duplex, 0. arniulutum, Lituites cornu-arietis,
Orthis ealligramma, 0. elegantula, Bellero-
phon Mlohatus, &c

^ = Lower Ludlow.

= Llandovery.

=Caradoo.

=Llandeilo.

^ Physical Geology of Ireland, p. 22 ; Kinahan*s Geology ofIreland,
chap, iii.; Geological Survey of Ireland, Explanation of Sheets (7Q,
77, 83, and 84).

Lower Graptolite schists (with numerous grap- I
•

tolites) . . ..... 1
part.

Alum schists, 150 feet (
= Regiones A and B of^

Angelin), containing the iossils enumerated
|

, .

on p. 331 f

Quartzite (Eueoids) J

Though the general resemblance of the succession of

fossils in Scandinavia and in Britain is singularly close,

there are, as might have been anticipated, differences in the
range of species, some forms having appeared earlier or
having survived later in the one region than in the other.

Thus the Fentamerits ohlongus ascends in Scandinavia into

rocks full of Wenlock corals, but does not occur in the
Wenlock group of Britain. On the other hand, among
Scandinavian strata containing such characteristically Lower
Silurian genera of trilobites as Asaphm, Trinucleus, and
Ogygia^ there occur organisms which in Britain are typically

Upper Silurian, such as Orthoceras dimidiaium and O. dis-

tansj two fossils of the Ludlow rocks. This is a point of

considerable importance in its bearing upon the value of

palaeontological evidence in correlating the formations of

different countries. It shows that the order of succession
found to hold good in one region cannot be rigidly applied
to others, and that in such cases it is not from individual

species so much as from the general facies of the fossils that

we must draw geological parallels. The first apx>earance

and duration of a sx)ecies have doubtless greatly varied in

different regions.

In Russia Silurian rocks must occupy the whole vast breadth of

territory between the Baltic and the flanks of the Ural Mountains,
beyond which they spread eastwards into Asia. Throughout most
of this extensive area they lie in horizontal undisturbed beds,
covered over and concealed from view by later formations. Along
the flanks of the Urals they have been upheaved, and placed on
end or at a high angle against the central portions of that chain,
and have been partially metamorphosed into chlorite-schist, mica-
schist, quartz-rock, and other crystalline masses. But along the
southern margin of the Gulf of Finland they appear at the surface
as soft clays, sands, and unaltered strata, which, so far as their
lithological cliaraeters go, might be su].)2)Osed to be of late Tertiary
date, so little have they been changed during the enormous lapse
of ages since Lower Palaeozoic time. The great plains between the
Ural chain on the east and the rising grounds of Gennany on tlie

south-west have thus from a remote geological antiquity been
exempted from the terrestrial con’ugations which have affected so
much of the rest of Europe. They have been alternatelj’', but
gently, deyDressed as a sea-floor, and elevated into steppes or plains.

The following subdivisions have been established by F. Schmidt
among the Silurian rocks of north-w^est Russia :

—

I. Upper Silurian—
Sandy variable limestone, with marly layers'"

imssing into sandstone {Beyrichia tuber-
oulata, Grammysia cingulata, Chonetes j- =Tilestones.
striatella, and numerous fish remains,
Onchus, &c. )

Upper Oesel g^oup, yellow marly and some-^
times dolomitic strata {Bhynchonella WiU
soni, Chonetes striatella, Platyschisma heli- = Ludlow
cites, EurypUrus remipes, and fish re-

mains, &c.) ,

Lower Oesel group, dolomite, with marl and"]
limestone below {Propora tubulata, Haly-
sites distans, Beyrichia Klodeni, Encri-

[

moruspimctatus, Proetus concimius, Meris- }- =Wenlock.
Ulla tumida, Spirifcr crispus, Leptmna
transversalis, Euomphalus funoMbs, Ortho-
ceras annulatum, &c.)

II. Middle Silurian—
Pentamerus band, with P. ehsionus
longus). Alveolites LcdDechei, Belleroplion
dilatatus, Bronteus signatus {laticauda) ...

'

Compactlimestoneand dolomitewith siliceous
nodules {JSeliolitesinterstinctus,Ptilod%ctya

|

scalpellum, Strophomena pecten, Orthis hy-
j

brida, Pentamerus linguifer, Leperditia
marginatcC)

Pentamerus band, limestone, and dolomite,
with Pentamerus borealis, &c

^ TXntersuchungen uber die Silurische Formation von Estland, Nord*
lAvland, and Oesel, Doxpat, 1858.

= Llandovery.
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= Arenig.

Ill Lower SiUirian—
(c) Borkholm limestones and marls {Sa,lysites'\

lahyrintJnca, Heliolites megastoma, Synn^
gophyllmn onganum, Lxchas marganUfcr,
Fleurorhynch/iis diptci us, On thoo&i as cala-

m'dcum, &c )

(6) Lyckliolm, yellow or grey compact lime- ; =Caradoe.
stone and marls {Orth%s flabcllulu/ni, 0
Actomm, O vusxilar'hs^ &c )

{cl) Wesenberg limestone and marl {Ortlvis

testud%na'irLa, Encr%nurus muUisegmen
tatus. Lichees Eichwaldb, &c ) J

(c) Limestone usually somewhat bituminous,
witn partings of reddish yellow and brown
very bituminous marl {BeyricMa C07n-

plicata, Asaphus acumiQiatiis, Oi'this calli-

grarmrwL, Leptcena sei %cca, &c )

(6) Oithoceiatite limestone and marl bands,
15 to 40 feet thick {MonUcuUpoi a petro

s^Llandeilo
politana, Mchinosphcemtes aurantium,
Asa2)hics expansus, Orthis calligranvma,
OrthocGi CLS vagznatum, &c )

{cl) Limestone, full ot glauconite grains,

especially towards the bottom {Orthis
Galliqrmmiia, 0 extensa, abundant frag-

ments of Lllcenus and Asapli/iLs, &:e ) j

{d) Glauconite sand (6 feet), with numerous^
Foiaminifeia in the glauconite giains
{Fanderclla, Cymhulra, Tiedemanma, )

and the *
‘ Conodonts of Pander

(c) Alum slate (10 feet), highly caibonaceous,
with pyiite-nodules and abundant giapto
lites {Dictyonema Hisvugeri, Oholus, &c ) I _ a

(5) Gngulite sandstone (120 feet), yellow to
j

white, with (in the uppei part) abundant
shells of Oholus ApoThms Ungulites ’

of Pander)
{(£) Blue clay, withsandstone bands, sparingly

fossiliferous
,
boied at Revel to a depth of

800 feet without its bottom bemg reached J

In the centie and south of Europe by far the most important
Siluiian area is the basin of Bohemia, so admiiably woilced out by
M Barrande m his great work alieady cited (p 323), wherem the
formations are giouped as in the subjoined table —

^^tage H Shales with coaly layeis and beds of
q^uartzite {Phacops fecundus, Tentacic-
IlUs elegans), with species of Leptemat,
OrthocercLs, Litmtes, GomaMzs, &c 850 ft.

,, G Argillaceous limestones with chert,

shales, and calcareous nodules 1000 ,,

Numerous tnlo bites of the genera DaU
c ) mamtes, Bronteus, Fhacops, Froetus

•g ^ Harpes, and Qalyrmnc, Atiyparetici

^ g Imis, Peniamerus liTigutfer

CO ^ ^ 9 > I’ dark limestone with chert

^ ^ ITai'jyes, LicJias, Phacops, Atrypa retzeu-
CO laiis, Fentamerus galeatus, Favosites

J Grothlandica, F fibrosa, Tentaculites

,, E Shales with calcareous nodules, and
shales lesting on sheets of igneous rock
(300 ft ) 450-900 „
A very rich ITppei Siluiian fauna,
abundant cephalopods, trilobites, &c ,

HalysiUs catenularius, graptolites many
^ species

f o3 f »> Yellow, giey, and black shales, with
S g quartzite and conglomerate at base 3000 „

o § ] I

Abundant trilobites of genera Trznu^

^ cleiLS, Ogyqia, Asaphus, Illosnus,

L L BcmoplezL't ides, &c

fl f 3 9 0 Shales or schists,” sometimes with

g g poiphyiies and conglomeiates 900-1200 „
rg 1 i § “ Faradoxzdes, ElUpsocephalus, Agnostus,

g g and other genera of tnlobites refened
Lph 1. to above {ante, p 330)

§ r ,, B ) Schists wholly unfossiliferous resting

^ f ,, A 5 on bottom gneiss

The lower wo itages (A, B) correspond probably to some of the
older parts of the British Cainbnan senes, and peihaps m part to
still older rocks ilfitage C, or the Primordial Zone, is the equivalent
of the Upper Cambrian rocks of Wales, possibly also partly of the
Aienig senes ^Itage D, subdivided into five grouiis {d\, d2, dZ, d^,
and <^6), appears to be,, on the whole, representative of the Lower
Silurian foimations of the British area, though it is impossible to
make the minor subdivisions in the two countries agiee The

remaining four formations answer to the English and Welsh Upper
Siluiian senes,—^the highest zone of all (H) indicating by its
organic lemains the approach of the Devonian senes

Small though the area of the Siluiian basin of Bohemia is (foi
it measures only 100 miles in extreme length by 44 miles m its
greatest breadth), it has pioved extraordmanly rich in organic
remains Jll Barrande has named and described above 2000 species
ftom that basin alone, the greater numbei being peculiar to it
Some aspects of its organic facies are truly remaikable One of
these IS the extiaordinaiy vaiiety and abundance of its straight and
curved cephalopods M Baiiande has determined 18 geneia and
2 sub-genera, compiising in all no fever than 1127 distinct species
The genus Orthoceras alone contains 554 species, and Cyrtoceras has
330 ^ The trilobites likewise appeal in great numbers, the same
indefatigable exi)loiei having detected as many as 42 distin-et
genera, comprising 350 species Of these the most prolific genus
is Bronteus, which includes 46 species entiiely confined to the 3d
fauna or Upper Silurian

,
Acidaspis has 40 species, of 'which 6 occur

m the 2d and 34 in the 3d fauna P? oeif-iis also numbers 40 species,
which all belong to the 3d fauna, save 2 found in the 2d Other
less prolific but still abundant genera aie LalmamUs, Fhacops, and
llloenus The 2d fauna, or Lower Siluiian locks, contain in all 32
genera and 127 species of tnlobites, 'vhile the Sd fauna, oi Uppei
Silurian formations, contain 17 genera and 205 species, so that
generic types are moie abundant in the eailiei and specific varieties

m the latei locks ®

In Germany Silurian roclws ap^jear in a few detached aieas, but
present a gieat contrast to those of Bohemia in their comparatively
unfossiliferous character, and the absence of any one continuous
succession of the whole Siluri n system They occur in the
Thuringer Wald, where a series of fucoidal-sehists (perhaps Cam-
brian) passes up into slates, greyvackes, &c , 'with Lzngula,
Ihsczna, Calymeiie, numerous giaptolites, and other fossils These
strata (fiom 1600 to 2000 feet thick) may repiesent the Lower
Siluiian foimations They are coveied by some giaptolitio alum-
slates, shales, flinty slates, and limestones {Favosztes Gothlandzca,
&c ), which no donbt repiesent the Uppei Silurian, and paas into
the base of the Devonian foimations Among the Harz Mountains
certain greywackes and shales containing land-plants (Ij copods,
&c ), tnlobites {Dalmanzies, &c ), giaptolites, &c , aie legarded as
of intermediate age between tiue Upper Siluiian and Lower Devon-
ian rocks In the north west of Erance an impoverished series of

sandstones and slates repiesenis the succession of formations up to

the top of the Silurian oi ba^e of the Devonian system, and contains
a suite of tnlobites which indicate moie analogy with the Silunan
fauna of Bohemia and of Spain than 'w ith that of the Bntish Islands
In the western half of the Spanish peninsula Silurian rocks are
found flanking the older schists and ciystalline masses, and spread-
ing over a vast area of the tableland They appear to belong
chiefly if not wholly to the lower division of the system, and they
include representatives of Barrande’s primordial zone, containing
19 species of organisms, of which 9 are primordial tnlobites

North America.—In the United States and Canada
the Silurian formations spread continuously over a vast

territory, from the mouth of the St Lawrence south-

westwards into Alabama and westwards by the great

lakes They almost encircle and certainly underlie all

the later Palseozoic deposits of the great interior basin

The rocks are most typically developed in the state of

New York, where they have been arranged as in the sub-

joined table

B Uppei Bzlurzan

^^onnatmn^ \

sandstone {S2y^7 ifer arenosus)
'

'' (4) Upper Pentamerus limestone {Feiita-

znerus pseudogalecdus)
III Lower (3) Delthyi is limestone

Heidelberg -< (2) Lowei Pentameius limestone {Fenta

Formation mez us galecdus)

(1) Water-lime {TentcLCulztes, Emy
L pterus, and Fterygotus) .

II Salma \ Onendago salt group, nearly barren of

Foimation
j

fossils
^ (3) Niagara shale and hniestone {Faly

sites, Favosztes, Calymene Blmnen-
ba-chzz, Foznalonotus delphinoce-

1 Niagara phalus, Lepioena traiwersalzs &c )

Formation 1(2) Clinton group {Fentamerus oblongus,

Atrypa ireizczLlaz is, &c )

(1) Medina gioup with Oneida con-

^ glomerate {Modioloptsis orthoziota)

^ Syst Silwr
,
vol ii suppt

, p 266, 1S77
2 Barrande, Syst Silur

,
vol i suppt

,
‘ Tnlobites,” 1871

Ludlow.

Wenlock

Upper
>-Llan-

doveiy
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II. Trenton
Formation.

A. Loxocr Silurian,

(3) Oineinnati (Hudson River) group {Syringopora,

Salysites, Diplograptus pristis^ Pterinea

demissa, Leptcena sericea),

(2) Utica group—Utica sliale.

f
GraptolitTius aonplexi-

caidiSy Trinucleus
r Trenton

/IN rn ^ concentricus, Ortliis
(1) Trenton jBl^kRiver^ toiMceto'i M'wr-

group limestone.
ConulaHa.,

. LuSne.
,V,

^ ccras, &c.

f (3) Chazy group—Chazylimestone {Mcxlurea niagna,

M. Logan% Orthoccras^ Illxnus, Asaplviis).

(2) Quebec group (upwards of 100 species of trilo-

bites of genera Agnostus, Ampyx, AmpMony
ConocoryphCy Bihcloccphalus^ Illxnus^ Asa-
p%us^ &e., more than 50 species of graptolites).

(1) Calcifcrous group (graptolites, LinguUlla acu-^

minata^ Lcptxnch^ Conocardiicm, Opliileta com-
pactcty OrtJioceras primigcnium^ 14 species of

trilobites of the genera Aonphion, BcdliyuruSt

L Asaphus^ ConocorypTie).

Potsdam formation, representing Cambiian (see

ante^ p. 331).

The most recent researches of Mr Selwyn and his colleagues of

the Geological Survey of Canada have shown that in the so-called

Quebec group have been included a number of formations of very
different stratigraphical positions. He recognizes in it three distinct

gi'oups :—(1) at the base a group of crystalline schists ; (2) a group
of sandstones and slates with abundant volcanic rocks, probably
Cambrian

;
and (3) Lower Silurian slates, shales, limestones, quartz-

ites, sandstones, and conglomerates. He objects to the introduction
of new names to denote systems of rocks, and thinks that Laurentian,
Huronian, Cambrian, and Silurian meet all present requirements.

I. Canadian
Formation.

Devoniaist and Old Red Sandstone.

In Wales and the adjoining counties of England, whare
so full a development of the Silurian system was originally

discovered and worked out by Murchison, the abundant
marine fauna comes to an abrupt close when the red rocks

set in at the top of the Ludlow group. From that horizon

upwards in the geological series we have to pass through
some 10,000 feet or more of barren red sandstones and
marls, until we again encounter a copious marine fauna in

the Carboniferous Limestone. It is evident that between
the disappearance of the Silurian and the arrival of the

Carboniferous fauna very great geographical changes must
have occurred over the area of Wales and the west of

England. The sea musb have been excluded from the area,

or at least must have been rendered unfit for the existence

and development of marine life over the area in question.
From the striking contrast between the general facies of

life in the Silurian and that in the Carboniferous system
it is manifest that the interval between them must have
been of long duration.

The geological records of this vast interval are still only-

very partially unravelled and interpreted. At present the
general belief among geologists is that, while in the west
and north-west of Europe the Silurian sea-bed was upraised
into land in such a way as to enclose large inland basins,
in the centre and south-west the geographiical changes did
not suffice to exclude the sea, which continued to cover
more or less completely that region. In the isolated basins
of the north-west a peculiar type of deposits termed the
Old Red Sandstone is believed to have accumulated, while
in the shallow seas to the south and east a series of marine
sediments and limestones was formed to which the name
of Devonian has been given. It is thus supposed that the
Old Red Sandstone and the Devonian represent different

geographical areas, with different phases of sedimentation
and of life, during the long lapse of time between the
Silurian and Carboniferous periods.

That the Old Red Sandstone does really represent this
prolonged interval can be demonstrated by innumerable
sections in Britain, where its lowest strata are found gradu-

ating downward into the top of the Ludlow group and its

highest beds are seen to pass up into the base of the
Carboniferous system. But the evidence is not everywhere
so clear in regard to the true position of the Devonian
rocks. That these rocks lie between Silurian and Carboni-
ferous formations is indeed sufficiently clear. But it is a
curious fact that where the Lower Devonian beds are best

developed the Upper Silurian formations are scarcely to be
recognized, or if they occur, they can hardly be separated

from the so-called Devonian rocks. It is therefore quite

possible that the lower portions of what has been termed
the Devonian series may in certain regions to some extent

represent what are elsewhere recognized as undoubted Lud-
low or even perhaps Wenlock rocks. We cannot suppose
that the rich Silurian fauna died out abruptly at the close

of the Ludlow epoch. We should be prepared for the dis-

covery of younger Silurian rocks than the latest of those in

Britain, such as M. Barrande has shown to exist in his

iltage H. The rocks termed Lower Devonian may partly

represent some of these later phases of Silurian life, if they
do not also mark peculiar geographical conditions of a still

older period in Upper Silurian time. On the other hand,
the upper parts of the Devonian system might in several

respects be claimed as fairly belonging to the Carboniferous

system above.

The late Mr Jukes proposed a solution of the Devonian
problem, the effect of which would be to turn the whole of

the Devonian rocks into Lower Carboniferous, and to place

them above the Old Red Sandstone, which w^ould thus

become the sole representative in Europe of the interval

between Silurian and Carboniferous time.^ In the following

descriptions an account will first be given of the Devonian
type and then of the Old Red Sandstone.

A, Devonian,

This name was first applied by Sedgwick and Murchison
to the rocks of North and South Devon and Cornwall,

whence a suite of fossils was obtained which Lonsdale pro-

nounced to be intermediate in character between Silurian

and Carboniferous. The relations of these strata to Silurian

rocks cannot be determined from any section. They pass

upward into Carboniferous strata. They have been arranged

into three divisions, as in the subjoined table.

Upper,... -j

Middle

.

Lower.

.

fPilton and Pickwell-Down Group.—Grey slate with
courses of impure limestone (Pilton) x>a'Ssing down
into yellow, brown, and red sandstones (Baggy Point,

Marwood), and a series of hard grey and red sand-
stones and micaceous flagstones at the base (Pickwell-
Down, Dulverton, Moite Bay).

P
Ilfracombe Group. —Grey unfossiliferous slates (IMorte

Hoe, 'VVoolacombe, and Lee Bay) passing down into

calcareous fossiliferous slates and limestones (Ilfra-

combe, Combe Martin, Torquay, Plymouth) resting

on hard green, grey, and red grits, sandstones, and
conglomerates (Hangman Hill).

rLynton Group.—Soft slates with thin limestone and

I
sandstone bands (Lynton) resting on lowest schists

and red and grey micaceous sandstones (Lynton, Lyn-
mouth, Foreland, &c.).

I

I
The total fauna of the British Devonian rocks numbers

about 400 species. The middle group is the chief reposi-

tory of fossils.

Lower,—Among the lower gritty slates and limestone

bands of North Devon there are found, according to the

detailed census compiled by Mr Etheridge, 18 species of

fossils, comprising Favosites cervicornis^ Fenestella antiqua,

OrtJiis arenata^ Sjpirifer canalifertis^ S, Icevicostus^ &c. Cf
these organisms 7 species are also found among the Devonian
rocks of the Rhine, Belgium, or France, Mr Etheridge re-

^ See his papers in Jov/rn, Roy, Geol, Soc, Ireland (1865), i. pt. 1,

new ser., and Quart. Journ. Geol, Soc., xxii. (1866), and his pamphlet
on Additional Notes on Rocks of North Devon, &c. , 1867.
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marks that it is singular that the British Lower Devonian

rocks should only have yielded 1 gasteropod {Pleurotornaria

aspera), i lamellibranchs, 1 cephalopod (Ortlwcerc^ granle),

and 1 nucleobranch {Belleroplion Usulcatus). They have

furnished only 1 0 brachiopods. Traces of fish remains have

been obtained among them in the form of bones and copro-

litic debris. So far as observation has gone not a single

Silurian species has been certainly detected in the Devonian

rocks of Britain, with, according to Mr Etheridge, the sole

exception of the long-lived and universally diffused Atrypa

reticularis, which occurs in the Ilfracombe group. There

can be no doubt, however, from the meagre list of fossils

from the Lower Devonian rocks of Devon and Cornwall,

that either the conditions for the existence or those for the

fossilization of the early Devonian fauna must have been

singularly unfavourable in the south-west of Eng^nd. It

would be exceedingly rash to argue as to the extinction of

the Silurian fauna from the unsatisfactory evidence of these

fOcl^s*

Middle.—As above remarked, this is the great storehouse

of Devonian fossils in the south-west of England. In this

fauna, as tabulated by Mr Etheridge, there are S amorpho-

zoans, including 5 species of StTOfyicitopovd \ 23 genera

and 50 species of coelenterates, among which the corals

Acervidaria, Alveolites^ Cyathophyllum, Favosites, Fleuro^

dictyum, and Petraia are conspicuous; 4 genera and 8

species of crinoids (Mexacrinus^ Cyathocrinus^ 1

annelide {TeTitcLciLlites ciuiiulcitus") 5 genera and 13 species

of crustaceans, which are aU trilobites {Phacops grmiulatus,

P. latifrons^ P. punctatus, Pronteus jldbellifery Gheirurus

articulcctuSf Harpes TncLCJ^ocepIidluSi &c.); and 12 species of

polyzoans. The brachiopods are abundant; 68 species

have been yielded by the rocks of South Devon, including

Athyris concentrica^ A. lacliryma^ Atrypa reticularis^ A,

desguamata, Gamaroplioria rhowhoidea^
^

Cyrtina LeTuarlii^

Orthis striatulay Phyuclionella acuminatay P, pugnus^

Fentamerus hrevirostrisy Spirifer disjunctusy Stringocephalus

Burtiniy Uncites gryphiis, cfec. The lamellibranchs are

poorly represented, 11 genera only occurring, and many
of them represented by only 1 species. The gasteropoda

are likewise present in but small numbers and variety

;

12 genera and 36 species have been enumerated. Of these

species, 4 (^Acroculia vetustay Ficomphalus IcBviSy dMacro^-

cheilus imhricatusy and Murchisonia spinosa) survived into

the Carboniferous period. The cephalopods are repre-

sented by 5 genera, the most abundant specifically being

Gyrtoceras and Orthoceras- GoniatiteSy Glymmidy and

Fautilus also occur. Of the total list of fossils a large

proportion is found in the Middle Devonian rocks of the

continent of Europe. Very few species agree with those

of the Silurian or with those of the Carboniferous system.

Upper.—^From the calcareous portions of the Pether-

win and Pilton beds of Cornwall and Devon a considerable

number of fossils has been obtained. Among the more
characteristic of these we find 11 species of the coiled

cephalopod Glyinenia ((7. undulatay G. loevigaiay G. striata)

y

the trilobites Phacops granulatus and P. latifronSy the

small ostracod Oypridina serrato-striatay the brachiopods

Spirifer disjunctus or Ferneulliiy Strophomena rliOTTihoidalisy

Ghoiietes Fardrensisy Productus sfidoaculeatuSy and the

lamellLbranch Guculcea Fardingii. The Marwood and
Paggy Point beds have also yielded traces of land^ plants,

such as Fnorria dichotOTna and Adiantites Fihemiousy the

latter fern being common in some parts of the Dpper Old
Bed Sandstone of Ireland,

The higher red and yellow sandy portions of the Upper
Devonian rocks shade up insensibly at Barnstaple in North
Devon into strata which by their fossils are placed at the

base of the Carboniferous Limestone series. But in no other

series save the south-western district of Britain can such a
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svsten^
observed. In all other places the Carboniferous

the
''^“•ere its true base can be seen, passes down intoae red sandy and marly strata of the Upper Old BedUStone without marine fossils.

Europe.—Devonian rocks occupy a large
ea xn the centre of Europe, extending from the Ardennes
rough the south of Belgium across Bhenish Prussia to

known from the picturesque

b
have been cut through them by the Bhine

0 ow Bingen and by the Moselle below Treves. They have^en arranged into the following groups in the Eifel region,
fheir true geological position was first indicated by

Sedgwick and Murchison.

Upper JDevonia/ii—
(b\

shales (Oypridi?ia serrato-striataj.
' -'^oniatite shales {Croniatites rety'orsiis, G. primordiaMsy

(
^'^d)Jiexuosum, Cwi'diola retrostriata, &c.).W ^^odular crumbling limestone (Kranienzelkalk), dolomitic

and slialy limestone {Spirifer disjunctus or Verncuilliy
Atrypa, reticularis, Hhynchonella cuhoides, JPi'oductios sub-

FT
^ydeatn.tSy &c.).

Stringocephalus group, consisting of the great Eifel lime-
stone with underlying crinoidal beds {StringocephalxLs Bur-
tin% Spirifer u'ndatuSy Productus subaculecutus, Fentamerus
Qulecctus, Atrypa reticularis, Calceola scmdalina, and many

(
^^d ciinoids).

Calceola group,—marly limestones full of Calceola sandalina,
Spirifer concentricus, Gamaroplioria microrhyncha, &c.,
resting upon impure shaly ferruginous limebtoue and grey-
Waeke, marked by an abundance of Spirifen' aultrijugatus,
^hynchonella Orbignyana Atrypa reticularis, Phacops lati-
Irons, &c.

L^er Devonian—
w) Upper greywacke and shale (Yichter-Schichten), with a
,, .^xsture of Lower and Middle Devonian fossils.

4^^ group,—greywacke-shales -with Chonetes sarainulaia, C.
dilatata, Phynchonella Livonica, Spirifer paradoxus, S.
^eciosus, many species of Pterinea, Pleurotomaria, and
Murchisonia.
Coblentz group, greywacke and clay-slate ^Leptoeiia laticosta,

t^honctes sarcinulata, Phynchonella Livonica, Pleurodictyum
problematicum, &c.).

.threefold subdivision, wdth a central mass of calcareous
Tuma, is ti’aceable westwards through Belgium (where the Calcaire
ue uivet represents the Stringocephalus limestone of the Eifel) and
^^twards into the Harz. The locks reappear with local petro-
grapuieal modifications, but with a remarkable persistence of general
paiseontological characters, in Eastern Thuringia, Eranconia, Sax-

V 1
north of Moravia, and East Galicia. Devonian

ocics have been detected among the crumpled rocks of the Styrian^ps by means of the evidence of abundant corals, clynienias,
^asteropods, lamellibranchs, and other organic remains. Perhajis

.
other tracts of the Alps, as well as in the Caipathian range,

sunuar shales, limestones, and dolomites, though as yet unfossih-
^ut containing ores of silver, lead, mercury, zinc, cobalt,

ana other metals, may be referable to the Devonian system.
centre of Europe, therefore, the Devonian rocks consist of

a vast thickness of dark-grey sandy and shaly rocks, with occasional
seams of limestone, and in particular with one thick central cal-
careous zone. These rocks are characterized in the lower zones

^^^crous broad-winged spirifers and by peculiar trilobites

PComalonotus, &c.), which, though generically like those
ot the Silurian system, are specifically distinct. The central
calcareous zone abounds in corals and crinoids as well as in numer-

brachiopods. In the highest bands a profusion of coiled
^fP^^-Lpods {Qlymenia) occui*s in some of the limestones, while the
siiaies are crowded with a small but characteristic ostracod crusta-
cean (Oj/jTTwfma). Here and there traces of fishes have been
tound, more especially in the Eifel, but seldom in such a state of
P^®®®rvation as to warrant their being assigned to any definite place

^ the zoological scale. More recently, however, E. Beyrich has
^^cribed from Gerolstein in the Eifel an imdoubted species of
•^^’fichthys, which, as it cannot be certainly identified with any
^own form, he names P. Bhenanus. A Coceost&us has been
uescribed by E. A. Boemer from the Harz, and more recently one
has been cited from Bicken near Herborn by Y. Eoenen ; but, as

1
points out, there may be some doubt as to whether the

latter is not a PtericMhys.'^ A Gtenacanthus, seemingly undistin-
guishable from the G. Bohemieus of Barrande*s Etage G, has also
Pcen obtained from the Lower Devonian. ‘‘ Kereitensehichten” of

^ Zeitschrift der Deutsch. Geol. Gesell., xxix. 761.
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Thuringia. The characteristic Soloptychius nohilissimuLS has re-
cently been detected in the Psammite deCondroz, which in Belgium
forms a characteristic sandy portion of the Upper Devonian rocks.
These are interesting facts, as helping to link the Devonian and
Old Red Sandstone types together. But they are as yet too few !

and unsupported to warrant any large deduction as to the correla-
i

tions between these types.
i

It is in the north-east of Europe that the Devonian and Old Red
Sandstone appear to be united into one system, where the lime-
stones and marine organisms of the one are interstratified with the
fish-beariiig sandstones and shales of the other. In Russia, as was
shown in the great work Russia and the Ural Mourvbains by Mur-
chison, JDe Verneiiil, and Keyserling, rocks intermediate between
the Upper Silurian and Carboniferous Limestone formations cove'*

an extent of surface larger than the British Islands, This wide
development arises not from the thickness but from the undisturbed
horizontal character of the strata. Like the Silurian formations
above described, they remain to this day nearly as flat and un-
altered as they were originally laid down. Judged by mere vertical
depth, they present but a meagre representative of the massive
Devonian greywacke and limestone of Germany, or of the Old Red
Sandstone of Britain. Yet vast though the area is over which
they form the surface rock, it is probably only a small portion of
their total extent ; for they are found turned up from under the
newer tormations along the flank of the Ural chain. It would thus
seem that they spread continuously across the whole breadth of
Russia in Europe. Though almost everywhere undisturbed, they
afford evidence of some terrestrial oscillation between the time oftheir
formation and that of the Silurian rocks on which they rest, for they
are found gradually to overlap Upper and Lower Silurian formations.
The chief interest of the Russian rocks of this ago lies in the

fact, first signalized by Murchison and his associates, that they
unite within themselves the characters of the Devonian and the
Old Red Sandstone types. In some districts they consist largely
of limestones, in others of red sandstones and marls. In the
former they present mollusks and other marine organisms of known
Devonian species

; in the latter they afford remains of fishes, some
of which are specifically identical with those of the Old Red Sand-
stone of Scotland. The distribution of these two palaeontological
types in Rusbia is traced by Murchison to the lithological characters
of the rocks, and consequent original diversities of physical condi-
tions, rather than to differences of age. Indeed cases occur where
in the same band of rock Devonian shells and Old Red Sandstone
fishes lie commingled. In the belt of the formation which extends
southwards from Archangel and the White Sea, the strata consist
of sands and marls, and contain only fish remains. Traced through
the Baltic provinces, they are found to pass into red and green
marls, clays, thin limestones, and sandstones, with beds of gypsum*
In some of the calcareous bands such fossils occur as Orthis striatula^
Spiriferma prisca, Leptcena productoideSi Spirifer calcaratus, Spir-
orhis omphculoides, and Orthoccras subfusiforine. In the higher beds
Holoptychius and other well-known fishes of the Old Red Sandstone
occur. Followed still further to the south, as far as the watershed
between Orel and Woronesch, the Devonian rocks lose their red
colour and sandy character, and become thin-bedded yellow lime-
stones, and dolomites with soft green and blue marls. Traces of
salt deposits are indicated by occasional saline springs. It is

evident that the geographical conditions of the Russian area during
the Devonian period must have closely resembled those of the J^ine
basin and central England during the Triassic period.
The Russian Devonian rocks have been classified as follows ;

—

( Red and white sandstone and green marls,—^numerous
Upper,... < fish remains, particularly Soloptychius ndbiZissimus^

r G-lyptosieus famsuSi I)ZplopUTus rrwLcrocephal^^
I Limestones, clays, marls, dolomite, and gypsum,

—

Middle .. < numerous characteristic Devonian shells andcrinoids,
( also Soloptyohvus nohUissvm/us*
'In some districts red and green limestones with red

marls and Middle Devonian fossils; in others (North

Lower.. -
Livoma) sandstones and clays, with numerous fish
remains of the genera Osteolepis, JDipterus, Diplopter^is,
AsteroUpis,' ssnA others found also in the Caithness

^ flags of Scotland.

There is an unquestionable passage of the uppermost Devonian
rocks of Russia into the base of the Carboniferous system. The
Devonian rocks of North America are noticed at the end of the next
section.

B. Old Red Sandstone.

Under this name is comprised a vast and still imperfectly
described series of red sandstones, shales, and conglomerates,
intermediate in age between the Ludlow rocks of the Upper
Silurian formations and the base of the Carboniferous system

in Britain. These rocks were termed Old to distinguish
them from a somewhat similar series overlying the Coal-
measures, to which the name New Bed Sandstone was
applied. When the term Devonian was adopted, it speedily
supplanted that of Old Bed Sandstone, inasmuch as it was
founded on a type of marine strata of wide geographical
extent, whereas the latter term described what appeared to
be merely a British and local development. For the reasons
already given, however, it is desirable to retain the title Old
Bed Sandstone as descriptive of a remarkable suite of forma-
tions to which there is nothing analogous in typical Devonian
rocks. It is in Great Britain that the Old Red Sandstone
of Europe is almost entirely developed. This interesting
series of deposits must from the first have been deposited
in separate areas or basins, the sites of some of which
can still be traced. Their diversities of sediment and
discrepance of organic contents point to the want of any
direct communication between them. It was maintained
many years ago by Mr Godwin Austen, and has been more
recently enforced by Professor Bamsay, that these basins
were lakes or inland seas. The character of the strata, the
absence of unequivocally marine fossils, the presence of land-
plants and of numerous ganoid fishes which have their
modern representatives in rivers and lakes, suggest and
support this opinion, which has been generally adopted by
geologists. The red arenaceous and marly beds which, with
their fish remains and land-plants, occupy a depth of many
thousand feet between the top of the Upper Silurian and
the base of the Lower Carboniferous formations, are re-

garded as the deposits of a series of lakes or inland seas
formed by the uprise of portions of the Silurian sea-fioor.

The length of time during which these lacustrine basins
must have existed is shown, not only by the thickness of the
deposits formed in them, but by the complete change which
took place in the marine fauna between the close of the

Silurian and the commencqpaent of the Carboniferous period.

The prolific fauna of the Wenlock and Ludlow rocks was
ex±irpated over the British area by the physical changes
which produced the lake-basins of the Old Bed Sandstone.
When a marine population—crinoids, corals, and shells

—

once more overspreads the area it is found to be completely
different. So thorough a change must have demanded a
long interval of time.

Murchison, who strongly advocated the opinion that the
Old Bed Sandstone and Devonian rocks represented differ-

ent geographical conditions of the same period, and who had
with sa&faction seen the adoption of the Devonian classi-

fication by Continental geologists, endeavoured to trace in

the Old Red Sandstone of Britain a threefold division like

that which had been accepted for the Devonian system.
He accordingly arranged the formations as in the subjoined
table.

^ g r y ( Yellow and red sandstones and conglomerates (Pier-
ifdithys major

^ Holoptychius nobilissimus, he.')—
§^3 p ( Den beds.

^ 43 (
®'°-d blue calcareous and bitumenous flagstones,

^ ) limestones, and red sandstones, and conglomerates
02^ § I

{R^pt^rus^ Osteolepis, Asterolepis^ Acanthodes, Fter~

'S
,

V icldhysy &c. )
«= Caithness flags.

( I^®d and purple sandstones, grey flagstones, and coarse

^ i o i
conglomerates {Cep'halaspis, JPteraspiSj JPUrygotus)^

^13 ( Arbroath flags.

It is important to observe that in no district can these
three subdivisions be found together, and that the so-called

middle formation occurs only in one region—the north
of Scotland. The classification, therefore, does not rest upon
any actually ascertained stratigraphical sequence, but on an
inference from the organic remains. The value of this

inference will be estimated a little further on. All that can
be affirmed from stratigraphical evidence in any Old Bed
Sandstone district in Britain is that a great physical and* Op. cit, 423.
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palaeontological break can generally be traced in the Old
Eed Sandstone, dividing it into two completely distinct

series—a Lower, which graduates downward into the Upper
Silurian, and an Upper, which passes upward into the base
of the Carboniferous system.

As a whole, the Old Eed Sandstone, where its strata are
really red, is like other masses of red deposits, singularly
barren of organic remains. The physical conditions under
which the precipitation of iron oxide took place were evi-

dently unfavourable for the development of animal life in
the same waters. Professor Eamsay has connected the
occurrence of such red formations with the existence of salt

lakes, from the bitter waters of which not only iron-oxide
but often rock-salt, magnesian limestone, and gypsum were
thrown down. He points also to the presence of land-
plants, footprints of amphibia, and other indications of
terrestrial surfaces, while truly marine organisms are either
found in a stunted condition or are absent altogether.
Where the strata of the Old Eed Sandstone, losing their
red colour and ferruginous character, assume grey or yellow
tints and pass into a calcareous or argillaceous condition,
they not infrequently become fossiliferous. At the same
time it is not unworthy of remark that some of the red con-
glomerates, which might be supposed little likely to contain
organic remains, are occasionally found to be full of detached
scales, plates, and bones of fishes.

Along the border of the Silurian region from Shropshire
into South Wales the uppermost parts of the Silurian
system graduate into a mass of red strata not leas than
10,000 feet thick, which in turn pass up conformably into
the base of the Carboniferous system. This vast accu-
mulation of red rocks, termed the Old Eed Sandstone,
consists in its lower portions of red and green shales and
flagstones, with some white sandstones and thin cornstones;
in the central and chief division, of red and green spotted
sandy marls and clays, with red sandstones and cornstones

;

in the higher parts of grey, red, chocolate-coloured, and
yellow sandstones, with bands of conglomerate. No uncon-
formability has yet been detected in any part of this series

of rocks, though, from the observations of De la Beche, it

may be suspected that the higher strata which graduate
upward into the Carboniferous formations are separated
from the underlying portions of the Old Eed Sandstone by
a distinct discordance.

Although, as a whole, barren of organic remains, these
red rocks have here and there, more particularly in the
calcareous zones, yielded fragments of fishes and crus-

taceans. In their lower and central portions remains of
the ganoids Cephalaspis^ Didymaspis, Scaphaspis, Fteraspis,
and Gyathaspis have been found, together with crustaceans
of the genera Stylomcriis^ Fterygotus^ and Prearcturus^ and
obscure traces of plants. The upper yellow and red sand-
stones contain none of the cephalaspid fishes, which are
there replaced by Pterichthys and Holoptychins

^

associated
with distinct impressions of land-plants. In some of the
higher parts of the Old Eed Sandstone of South Wales and
Shropshire, Serpula and Conularia occur j but these are ex-
ceptional cases, and point to the advent of the Carboniferous
marine fauna, which doubtless existed outside the British
area before it spread over the Old Eed Sandstone basins.

It is in Scotland that the Old Eed Sandstone shows the
most complete and varied development, alike in physical
structure and in organic contents. Throughout that country
the system is found everywhere to present a division into
two well-marked groups of strata, separated from each other
by a strong unconformability and a complete break in the
succession of organic remains. It occurs in distinct areas
which appear to mark the site of separate basins of deposit.
One of these occupies the central valley between the base
of the Highland mountains and the uplands of the southern

343
counties. On the north-east it is cut off by the present
coast-line from Stonehaven to the mouth of the Tay. On
the south-west it ranges by the island of Arran across St
George^s Channel into Ireland, where it runs almost to the
western sea-board, flanked on the north, as in Scotland, by
hills of crystalline rocks and on the south chiefly by a
Lower Silurian belt. Another distinct and still larger basin
lies on the north side of the Highlands, but only a portion
of it comes within the present area of Scotland. It skirts
the slopes of the mountains along the Moray Eirth and the
east of Eoss and Sutherland, and stretches through Caith-
ness and the Orkney Islands as far as the south of the
Shetland group. It may possibly have been at one time
continued as far as the Sognefjord and Ualsfjord in Norway,
where red conglomerates like those ot the north of Scotland
occur. There is even reason to infer that it may have ranged
eastwards into Eussia, for some of its most characteristic
organisms are found also among the red sandstones of that
country. A third minor area of deposit lay on the south
side of the southern uplands over the east of Berwickshire
and the north of Northumberland, including the area of
the Cheviot Hills. A fourth occupied a basin on the flanks
of the south-west Highlands, which is now partly marked
by the terraced hills of Lome. There is sufficient diversity
of lithological and palaeontological characters to show that
these several areas were distinct basins, separated both
from each other and from the sea.

In the central basin of Scotland between the Highlands
and the southern uplands, the twofold division of the Old
Eed Sandstone is typically seen. The lower series of
deposits attains a maximum depth of upwards of 20,000
feet. In Lanarkshire it is found to pass down conformably
into the Upper Silurian rocks ; elsewhere its base is con-
cealed by later formations, or by the unconformability with
which different horizons rest upon the older rocks. It is

covered unconformably by every formation younger than
itself. It consists of reddish-brown or chocolate-coloured,
grey, and yellow sandstones, red shales, grey flagstones,

coarse conglomerates, and occasional bands of limestone
and cornstone. The grey flagstones and thin grey and
olive shales and calmstones ’’ are almost confined to For-
farshire, in the nortli-east part of the basin, and are known
as the Arbroath flags. One of the most marked lithologi-

cal features in this central Scottish basin is the prodigious
masses of interbedded volcanic rocks. These, consisting of

porphyrite-Iavas, felsites, and tuffs, attain a thickness of
more than 6000 feet, and form important chains of hills,

as in the Pentland, Ochil, and Sidlaw ranges. They lie

several thousand feet above the base of the system, and are
regularly interstratified here and there with bands of the
ordinary sedimentary strata. They point to the outburst
of numerous volcanic vents along the lake or inland sea in

which the Lower Old Eed Sandstone of central Scotland was
laid down ; and their disposition shows that these vents
ranged themselves in lines or linear groups parallel with the
general trend of the great central valley. The fact that the
igneous rocks are succeeded by thousands of feet of sand-
stones, shales, and conglomerates, without any intercalation
of lava or tuff, proves that the volcanic episode in the
history of the lake came to a close long before the lake
itself disappeared.

As a rule the deposits of this lake are singularly unfos-
siliferous, though some portions of them, particularly in

the Forfarshire flagstone group, have proved rich in fish

remains. In Lanarkshire about 5000 feet above the base
of the system a thin band of shale occurs, containing a
graptolite, Spirorbis Lewisii^ and Orthoceras dimidiatmn^

—

undoubtedly Upper Silurian forms. This interesting fact
serves to indicate that, though geographical changes had
elevated the Upper Silurian sea-floor partly into land and
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partly into isolated inland water-basins, the sea outside still

contained an Upper Silurian fauna, which was ready on any
favourable opportunity to re-enter the tracts from which it

had been excluded. The interval of its reappearance seems

to have been very brief, however, for the band of shale con-

taining these Upper Silurian marine organisms is only a

few inches thick, and the fossils have not been detected

on any other horizon. With these exceptions, the fauna

of the formation consists entirely of fishes and crustaceans.

Nine or more species of crustaceans have been obtained,

chiefly euryjDterids, but including one or two phyllopods.

The large pterygotus (P. Angliciis) is esjDecially charac-

teristic, and must have attained a great size, for some of

the individuals indicate a length of 6 feet with a breadth

of 1-^- feet There occur also a smaller species (P. minor),

two JEurypteri, three species of Stylonurus, and abundant

clusters of crustacean egg-packets termed Farida decijnens.

Seventeen species of fishes have been obtained, chiefly

from the Arbroath flags. They belong to the suborders

Acantliodidce and Ostracostei. One of the most abundant

forms is the little Acanihodes Alitcheliz. Another common
fish is Diplacanihus gracilis. There occur also Glimatius

scuUger, G. reticulatus, and G. uoicinatus, Fare,mis inciii vus,

Eutkacantlms (four species), GepJmlasins Lyellii, and Fter-

aspis Afitchelli. Some of the sandstones and shales are

crowded with indistinctly preserved vegetation, occasionally

in sufficient quantity to form thin laminae of coah In For-

farshire the surfaces of the shaly flagstones are now and
then covered with linear grass-hke plants like the sedgy

vegetation of a lake or marsh. In Perthshire certain layers

occur chiefly made up of compressed stems of Fsilophyton.

The adjoining land was doubtless clothed with a flora in

large measure lycopodiaceous.

The Old Eed Sandstone of the northern basin is typically

developed in Caithness, where it consists chiefly of the well-

known dark-grey bituminous and calcareous flagstones of

commerce. It restsunconformably upon the metamorphosed
Lower Silurian schists, and must have been deposited on
the very uneven bottom of a sinking basin, seeing that

occasionally even some of the higher platforms are found
resting against the schists and granites. The lower zones

consist of red sandstones and conglomerates which graduate

upward into the flagstones- Other red sandstones, however,
supervene in the higher parts of the system. The total

depth of the series in Caithness has been estimated at

upwards of 16,000 feet.

Murchison was the first to attempt the correlation of the
Caithness flagstones with the Old Red Sandstone of the rest

of Britain. Founding upon the absence from these northern
rocks of the characteristic cephalaspidean fishes of the ad-

mitted Lower Old Red Sandstone of the south of Scotland
and of Wales and Shropshire, upon the presence of numer-
ous genera of fishes not known to occur in the true Lower
Old Red Sandstone, and upon the discovery of a Ftery-
gotus in the basement red sandy group of strata, he con-
claded that the massive flagstone series of Caithness could
not be classed with the Lower Old Red Sandstone, but
must be of younger date. He supposed the red sand-
stones, conglomerates, and shales at the base, with their
FterygotuSy to represent the true Lower Old Red Sandstone,
while the great flagstone series with its distinctive fishes was
made into a middle division answering in some of its ich-
thyolitic contents to the Middle Devonian rocks of the
Continent. This view has been accepted everywhere by
geologists. Recenfv, however, it has been called in ques-
tion by Professor Creikie, who gives reasons for maintaining
the Caithness flagstones to be Lower Old Red Sandstone,
and for denying the existence of any middle division. He
shows that the discrepance in organic contents between the
Caithness and the Arbroath flags is by no means so strong
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as MurchLon supposed, but that several species are common
to both. In particular, he finds that the characteristically

Lower Old Red Sandstone and Upper Silurian crustacean
genus Fterygotus occurs, not merely in the basement zone
of the Caithness flags, but also high up in the series. The
genera Aranthodes and Biylacantlius are abundant both in
Caithness and in Forfar&hire. Farexus incurvus occurs in
the northern as well as the southern basin. It is contended
that the paheoiitological distinctions are not gi'eater than the
striking lithological differences betV'Cen the strata of the
two regions would account for, or than the contrast between
the ichthyic faunas of contiguous water-basins at the present
time.

Somewhere about 60 species of fishes have been obtained
from the Old Red Sandstone of the north of Scotland.

Among these the genera Acanihodes, Asterolei/ls, Ghelracaii-

thus, Glieirolepis, Goccosieus, FiplacantJms, Diplopjterus,

Diptemis, Glyptoleins, Osteolepis, and Fterichthys are spe-

cially characteristic. Some of the shales are crowded with
the little ostracod crustacean Estheria memhranacea. Land-
plants abound, especially in the higher groups of the flag-

stones, where forms of Fsilophyton, Lepidodendron, Stig-

maiia, Bigillaria, Catamite, and Gyclop>te) is, as well as

other genera, occur. In the Shetland Islands traces of

abundant contemporaneous volcanic rocks have been ob-

served, which, with the exception of two trifling example^i

in the region of the Moray Firth, are the only known
instances of volcanic action in the Lower Old Red Sandstone
of the north of Scotland. In the other tw'o Scottish basins,

those of the Cheviot Hills and of Lome, volcanic action

continued long vigorous, and produced thick piles of lava

like those of the central basin above referred to.

The Upper Old Red Sandstone consists in Scotland of red

sandstones, clays or marls, conglomerates, and breccias, the

sandstones sometimes becoming yellow or even white.

These strata, wherever their stratigraphical relations can be

distinctly traced, lie unconformably upon the lower division

of the system, and pass up conformably into the Carboni-

ferous rocks above. If they are studied from the side of

the underlying formation, they seem naturally to form p)art

of the Old Red Sandstone, since they agree with it in

general lithological character and also in containing some
distinctively Old Red Sandstone genera of fishes, such as

Fterichthys and IIolojAychkis. But, ap£)roached from the

upper or Carboniferous direction, they appear rather to form
the natural sandy base of that system into which they

insensibly graduate. On the whole, they are remarkably
barren of organic remains, though in one locality—Dura
Den in Fife—they have 3delded a number of genera and
species of fishes, crowded profusely through the pale sand-

stone as if the individuals had been suddenly killed and
rapidly covered over with sediment. Among the character-

istic organisms of the Scottish Upper Old Red Sandstone
are Fterichthys major, Holojytychius nohilissimiis, II.

Andersoni, Glyptopomus, Glyptolcemus,2Ji6.Fhanerople^i7'on.

An interesting fact deserves mention here as a corollary

to what has been stated above regarding the survival for

some time of an Upper Silurian fauna outside the area of

the British ^Old Red Sandstone lakes. In the Upper Old
Red Sandstone of the basin of the Firth of Clyde,

Fterichthys major and Holoptychius occur at the Heads of

Ayr, while a band of marine limestone lying in the heart

of the red sandstone series in Arran is crowded with
ordinary Carboniferous Limestone shells, such as Froductus
giganteus, F. semireticulai%is, F. punctatus, Chonetes Hard-
rensis, Spirifer lineatus, &c. None of these fossils has been
detected in the great series of red sandstones overlying the

limestone. They do not reappear till the limestones at

the base of the Carboniferous series; yet the organisms
must have been living during all that long interval outside
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of the CJpper Old Red Sandstone area. Not only so, but
they must have been in existence long before the formation

of the thick Arran limestone, though it was only during
the comparatively brief interval represented by that lime-

stone that geographical changes permitted them to enter

the Old Red Sandstone basin and settle for a while on its

floor. Thus we see that while, on the one hand, the older

parts of the Lower Old Red Sandstone were coeval with
an Upper Silurian fauna which, having disapjDeared from the

area of Britain, survived outside of that area, on the other

hand, the higher parts of the Upper Old Red Sandstone
were contemporaneous with a Carboniferous Limestone
fauna which, having appeared beyond the British area, was
ready to spread over it as soon as the conditions became
favourable for the invasion. It is, of course, obvious that

such an abundant and varied fauna as that of the Car-
boniferous Limestone cannot have come suddenlj^ into

existence at the period marked by the base of that forma-
tioiio It must have had a long previous existence outside

the present area of the deposits. But it is seldom that we
obtain such clear evidence of the fact as in these instances

from the Scottish Old Red Sandstone.
In the north of Scotland, on the lowlands bordering the

Moray Firth, and again in the island of Hoy, one of the
Orkney group, yellow and red sandstones, sometimes con-

taining characteristic Upper Old Red Sandstone fishes, are

found lying unconformably upon the Caithness flags. In
these northern tracts the same i elation is thus traceable as

in the central counties between the two divisions of the
system.

Turning southward across the border districts, we trace

the red sandstones and conglomerates of the Upper Old
Red Sandstone lying unconformably on Silurian rocks and
Lower Old Red Sandstone. Some of the brecciated con-

glomerates have much resemblance to glacial detritus, and
it has been suggested that they have been connected with
contemporaneous ice-action. Such are the breccias of the
Lammermuir Hills, and those which show themselves here
and there from under the overlying mass of Carboniferous
strata which flauks the Silurian hills of Cumberland
and Westmoreland, Red conglomerates and sandstones
appear interruptedly at the base of the Carboniferous rocks
even as far as Flintshire and Anglesea. They are com-
monly classed as Old Red Sandstone, but merely from their

position and lithological character. No organic remains
have been found in them. They may therefore, in part at

least, be taken as the basement beds of the Carboniferous
system.

In Devonshire, at Barnstaple, Pilton, Marwood, and
Baggy Point, certain sandstones, shales, and limestones
(already referred to in the account of the Devonian rocks)

graduate upward into the base of the Carboniferous system,
and appear to represent the Upper Old Red Sandstone of

the rest of Britain. They contain land plants and also

many marine fossils, some of which are common Carboni-
ferous forms. They thus indicate a transition into the
geographical conditions of the Carboniferous peiiod, as is

still more clearly illustrated by the corresponding strata in
Scotland.

Noilth America.—The Devonian system, as developed in the
northern States, and eastern Canada and Nova Scotia, presents
much geological interest in the union which it contains of the same
two distinct petiographical and biological types found in Europe.
If we trace the range of these rocks along the Alleghany chain
through Pennsylvania into New Yoik, we find them to contain a
charaeteiistic suite of maiine organisms comparable with those of
the Devonian system of Europe. But on the eastern side of the
great lange of Silurian hills in the north-eastein States, we en-
counter in New Biunswick and Nova Scotia a succession of red and
yellow sandstones, limestones, and shales nearly devoid of maime
organisms, yet full of land-plants, and with occasional tiaces of fish
remains.

The maiine or Devonian type has been grouped in the following
subdivisions by the geologists of New Yoik:

—

ITplier Devonian.

Lower Devonian.

^ Catskill Eed Sandstone,
Chemung gioup.
Poitage giouiD.

Genesee group.
Hamilton gioup.
^Maicellus group
( Coinifeious or Upper Helderberg gioup.
< Schohaiie Gut.

( Cauda-galli Gut.

In the Lower Devonian senes traces of teiiestnal iilants (Fsilo-
phytoTL, Cccicloj)tcrzSf &c ) have been detected even as iar w est as
Ohio Corals (cyathophylloid foims, with Favosztes, Syringopora^
&LC ) abound, especially in the Cornifcrous Limestone, which is per-
haps the most remaikable mass of coral-rock iii the Ameucaii
Palseozoie senes. Among the biachiopods aie species of Fenta-
merits, St/ tclclcciidima, Fhynchonella, and otheis, with the cliaiae-
tenstic Euiopean foim Spvrifer Lultrijugatus, and the w'oild-wude
Atrypa retiLidoA IS. The trilobites include the genem Dalmamtes,
Froetics, and Fliacops. The eailiest known tiaces of American fishes

occui in the Coinifeious gioup They consist of ichthyodoiuliteb,
and teeth of cestraciont and hybodont placoids, and plates, bones, and
teeth of some peeuliai ganoids {Macropetalzclithys, Onycliodus),

In the Hamilton formation (embiacmg the Marcellus shale, the
Hamilton beds, and the Genesee shale) remains of laud-plants
oceui, but much less abundantly than among the rocks of New
Brunswick. Biachiopods aie especially abundant among the sandy
beds m the centie of the formation. They compiise, as in Europe,
many hioad-winged spinfers {S mucronaiiis, &c ), with species of

F'iOdiictus, Chonetes, Athy7'%s, &c The eailiest American goniatites
have been noticed in these beds. Newberiy has desciibed a gigantic
fish {IhmcJithys) from the Black Shale of Ohio
The Poitage and Chemung gioups have yielded land-plants and

fueoids, also some cnnoids, numeious broad-wunged spinfeis, "with

Aviudce, and a few other lamellibianchs These stiata consist m
the New Yoik legion of shales and laminated sandstones, which
attain a maximum thickness there ot upwaids of 2000 feet, but die

out entiiely towaids the iiiteiioi They aie coveied by a mass oi

led sandstones and conglomerates—the Catskill groux>, which is

2000 01 3000 feet deep in the Catskill Mountains, and thickens
along the Axipalachian region to 6000 oi 6000 feet Those led
aieuaccoiis rocks beai a striking similarity in then lithological and
biological charaoteis to the Upper Old Eed Sandstone of Euro|)e.

As a whole they are unfossilifeious, but they have yielded some
ferns like those of the Upi^ei Old Eed Sandstone of Ii eland and
Scotland {Cyclopterzs), and some characteristic geneia of fish, as

Holoptychius and Botivt toUpis.

Turning now to the eastern side of the ancient Lauientian and
Siliiiian ridge, which, stietching southwards from Canada, sepa-

rated in later Palteozoic time the great intenoi basin fiom the
Atlantic slopes, we find the Devonian rocks of New Yoik, Penn-
sylvania, and the intenoi represented in New Brunswick andNo\a
Scotia by a totally diffeient senes of deposits The contiust
strikingly recalls that presented by the Old Eed Sandstone of the
north of Scotland and the Devonian rocks of North Geimany On
the south side of the St Lawrence the coast of Gaspe shows rocks
of the Quebec group unconformably overhaid by grey limestones
with green and led shales, attaining, according to Logan, a total

thickness of about 2000 feet,’^ and reidete in some bands ivith

Upper Silunan fossils. They are conformably followed by a vast

arenaceous senes of deposits teimed the Gaspe Sandstones, to

which the caieful measurements of Logan and his colleagues of the
Canadian Geological Survey assign a depth of 7036 feet. This
formation consists of giey and diab-colouied sandstones, with
occasional grey shales and bands of massive conglomerate. Similar

locks reappear along the southern coast of New Brunswick, where
they attain a depth of 9500 feet, and again on the opposite side of

the Bay of Eundy The researches chiefly of Dr J. W. Dawson
have shown that these strata contain an abundant teriestiial floia—^the oldest of w’hich any relics have yet been lecovered, for the few

Upper Silurian land-plants at present known haidly deserve to be

reckoned as a known flora. In. his recent census he enumerates no
fewer than 118 species of land-plants. They are almost all

aciogens, the lycopods and ferns being largely predominant.
Among the distinctive forms the following may be mentioned

—

PszlopJiyton, Arthrostigma, Lepiophleiim, and Frotota^ztes. Forty-

nine ferns are given, including the geneia Gyclopteris, Ncuiopteiis,

Sphenopterzs, and some treefems {Fsaronius, Cazdopteiis). Lej)!-

dodendroid and sigillaroid plants abound, as well as calamites.

Higher forms of vegetation aie represented by a few conifers

{JDadoxyloii, Ormoxyloiij Fi ototccxiteSp Szc.) From a locality on.

Lake Eiie, Dr Dawson describes a fragment of dicotyledonous
wood, not unlike that of some modem trees—the most ancient

^ Geology of Canada, p. 393.
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fragment of an angiospermoiis exogen yet discovered. So abundant
are these vegetable remains that in some layers they actually form
thin seams of coal.

The interest of these remains of the most venerable American
forests is heightened by the discovery of the fact that they were not
without the hum of insect life. The most ancient knowm relics of

insect forms have been recovered from the Devonian strata of lifew

Brunswick. They are all neuropterous wings, and have been
referred by Mr Scudder of Boston to fonr species combining a
remarkable union of characters now found in distinct orders of

insects. In one fragment he observed a structure which he could
only compare to the stridulating organ of some male Ort'ho'pUra.

Another wing indicates the existence of a gigantic Ejplicmera, with a
spread of wing extending to 5 inches. In the shallow pools of the
period some small crustaceans lived, the remains of 'which have
been partially preserved. Among these is a minute, shiimp-like
EurypteritSj and a more highly organized form named AmjpM;pcltis.

That the sea had at least occasional access to the inland basins
into which this abundant terrestrial vegetation was washed is proved
by the occurrence of marine organisms, such as a small annelid
{Spirorbis) adliering to the leaves of the plants, and (in G-aspe and
Nova Scotia) by the occasional appearance of brachiopods, especially

Lingula, SpiHfcr, and Clionetes^

Carboniferous,

This great

Coal-mea-
sures ..

system of rocks has received its name from
the seams of coal which form one of its distinguishing

features both in Europe and in North America. In Eurojie

it is most completely developed in the British Islands.

Elsewhere on that continent it occurs in patches, either

lying in hollows of older rocks, or exposed by the removal
of overlying formations.

Great Britain.—The area within which the Carboni-
ferous rocks of Britain occur is sufficiently extensive to

contain more than one type of the system, and thus to cast

much light on the varied geographical conditions under
which these rocks were accumulated. In prosecuting the
study of this part of British geology, it is soon discovered,

and it is essential to bear in mind, that, during the Carboni-
ferous period, the land whence the chief supplies of sedi-

ment were derived rose mainly to the north and north-west,

as it seems to have done from very early geological time.

While therefore the centre and south of England lay under
clear water of moderate depth, the north of the country and
the south of Scotland were covered by shallow water, which
was continually receiving sand and mud from the adjacent
northern laud. Hence vertical sections of the Carboniferous
formations of Britain differ greatly according to the districts

in which they are taken. The subjoined table may be
regarded as expressing the typical subdivisions which can
be recognized, with modifications, in all parts of the country.

fRed and grey sandstones, clays, and sometimes
breccias, with occasional seams and streaks of
coal and spirorhis limestone {jOythere infiata,
JSpirorbis carboiiaHus).

\

Middle or chief coal-heaiing series of yellow sand-
stones, clays, and shales, with mimerons work-
able coals {AnAhracosia, Anthracomya, Beyriehia,
Estheria, Spirorbis, &c.).

i Gannister beds, flagstones, scales, and thin coals,
with hard siliceous (gannister) pavements {Ortho-
oeroLS, GoniaMUs, Posidonia, A'oiculopecteoi, lAn^
gula, &c.).

Millstone Grit 5
Grits, flagstones, and shales, with thin seams of

(
coal.

fYoredale group of shales and grits passing dovm.
into dark shales and limestones {Goniatites, Avi-
cidopect&n, Posidommya, Lingula, Disdna, &c,).

Thick limestone in south and centre of England
and Ireland, passing northwards into sandstones,
shales, and coals (abundant corals, polyzoans,
brachiopods, lamellibranchs, &c.).

I

Lower Limestone Shale of south and centre of Eng-
land (marine fossils like those of overlying lime-
stone), passing northward into the Calciferous
Sandstone §roup of Scotland (marine, estuarine,
and terrestrial organisms).

^ Dawson’s Acadian Geology, chaps, xxi. and xxii.

Carhoniferous
Limestone
series

In the article Coal (vol. vi. p. 49) an account has been
given of the principal coal-fields of the world

; likewise

a diagram (p. 48) representing the chief subdivisions of the
Carboniferous system in Britain, as the rocks are traced

from north to south.

Base of the System .—In the south-west of England, and
in South Wales, the Carboniferous system passes down con-

formably into the Old Bed Sandstone. The passage beds
consist of yellow, green, and reddish sandstones, ot green,

grey, red, blue, and variegated marls and shales, sometimes
full of terrestrial plants. They are w^ell exposed on the Pem-
brokeshire coasts, marine fossils being there found even

among the argillaceous beds at the top of the Bed Sandstone
series. They occur with a thickness of about 500 feet in the

gorge of the Avon near Bristol, but show less than half that

depth about the Eorest of Dean. At their base there lies a

bone-bed containing abundant palatal teeth. Nob far above

this horizon plant-bearing strata are found. Hence these

rocks bring before us a mingling of terrestrial and marine con-

ditions. In Yorkshire, near Lowther Castle, Brough, and in

Bavenstonedale, alternations of red sandstones, shales, and
clays, containing Stigmaria and other plants, occur in the

lower part of the Carboniferous Limestone. Along the

eastern edge of the Silurian hills of the Lake district the

Old Bed Sandstone appears here and there, and passes up
through a succession of red and grey sandstones, and green

and red shales and marls, with plants, into the base of the

Carboniferous Limestone.
It is in Scotland, however, that this peculiar type of the

basement Carboniferous rocks is best seen. In that country

the lowest subdivision of the Carboniferous system, known
as the Calciferous Sandstones, consists of red, white, and
yellow sandstones, blue, grey, green, and red marls or

clays, blue and black shales, thin coals, seams of limestone

and cement-stone, and abundant volcanic rocks. The
red sandstones lie at the base, and pass down into the

Upper Old Bed Sandstone, in which, as has been already

pointed out {ante, p. 344), true Upper Old Bed Sandstone

fishes are found, while there occur also bands of limestone

full of true Carboniferous Limestone corals and brachiopods.

Hence it is evident that the Carboniferous Limestone fauna

had already appeared outside the British area before the

close of the Old Bed Sandstone period. It was when the

peculiar geographical conditions w-hich prevailed during

that period finally ceased, and the sea began to spread over

the ancient lakes and land of Britain, that the abundant
Carboniferous fauna invaded the area. The Calciferous

Sandstones of Scotland may therefore represent a portion

of the Carboniferous Limestone of England.
Over the greater part of the south and centre of Scotland

the lower red sandstones are surmounted by a series of con-

temporaneous volcanic rocks. Successive sheets of por-

phyrites and tuffs form long ranges of hills from Arrau and
Bute on the west to the mouth of the estuary of the Forth
on the east, and from the Campsie Fells on the north to

the heights of Liddesdale and the English border. These
volcanic sheets sometimes reach a thickness of 1500 feet.

That they belong to the Carboniferous system is shown by
the occurrence of shales and sandstones (with Carbonifei’ous
plants) at their base. They show that the early part of the

Carboniferous period in Scotland was marked by a prodi-

gious volcanic activity, which, on its cessation, was followed

by the prolonged subsidence required for the accumulation
of the Carboniferous system. The rocks succeeding the

volcanic zone are termed the cement-stone group. In
Berwickshire and the west of Scotland they consist of thin-

bedded white, yellow, and green sandstones, grey, green,

blue, and red clays and shales, with thin bands of a pale

argillaceous limestone or cement-stone. Seams of gypsum
occasionally appear. These strata are, on the whole.
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singularly barren of organic remains. They seem to

have been laid down with great slowness, and without
disturbance, in enclosed basins, which -were not well fitted

for the support of animal life, though fragmentary plants

serve to show that the adjoining slopes were covered with
vegetation.

In the basin of the Firth of Forth, however, the group presents
a different lithological aspect and is abundantly fossiliferous. It
there usually consists of yellow, grey, and white sandstones, with
1 lue and black shales, clay -ironstones, limestones, “ cement-stones,’*
and occasional seams of coal. The sandstones form excellent
building stones, the city of Edinburgh having been built of them.
Some of the shales are so bituminous as to yield, on distillation, from
30 to 40 gallons of crude petroleum to the ton of shale

;
they are

consequently largely worked for the manufacture of mineral oils.

The limestones are usually dull, yellow, and close grained, in seams
seldom more than a few inches thick, and graduate by addition of
carbonate of iron into cement-stone; but occasionally they s^vell

out into thick lenticular masses like the well-known limestone of
Burdie House, so long noted for its remarkable fossil fishes. This
limestone appears to be mainly made up of the crowded cases of a
small ostracod crustacean {Lepco'ditia Ohenvi^ var. Scoto-Burdigal-
erisis). Tlie coal-seams are few and commonly too thin to be
workable, though one of them, known as the Houston coal, has
been mined to some extent in Linlithgowshire. The fossils of the
cement-stone group indicate an alternation of fresh or bi*ackish-
water and marine conditions. They include numerous plants, of
which the most abumlant are Sphenopt&ris affim/is, Lepidodendron
(two or three species), Lepidostrobus xaricCbilis^ Araucarioxylon.
Some of the shales near Edinburgh have afforded a few specimens
o£ a true monocotyledon allied to the modern Pothos {Pothocites
Ch'antojii). Ostracod crustaceans, chiefly the Leperditia above men-
tioned, crowd many of the shales. With these are usually as-

sociated abundant traces of the presence of fish, either in the form
of coprolites or of scales, bones, plates, and teeth. The following
are characteristic species ; JSloniclithys striolatus, E. Pohisoni,
PhadiniclitJiys ornatissimus, Nematoptychius Grcenochii, Eurynot'iis
crenatus, Ehizodibs Hihb&rti^ Mcgalichthys sp., Gfyracanth/iis Uiber-

ciilatus, OtenoptyoMus pectinattis. At intervals throughout the
group marine horizons occur, usually as shale bands marked by the
Xiresence of such distinctively Carboniferous Limestone species as
Spiroi'his ccurbonarius^ Discina nitida^ Lingula sguamiformis,
BelUroplion dcciLssatus^ and 07'thoccras cylindraceum.

One of the most interesting features in the cement-stone
group of the basin of the Firth of Forth is the prodigious

number and variety of the associated volcanic masses, and
the proofs which they exhibit that, at the time when that

group of strata was accumulating, the region of shallow
lagoons, islets, and coal-growths was dotted over with in-

numerable active volcanic vents. The eruptions continued
into the time of the Carboniferous Limestone, but ceased
before the deposition of the Millstone Grit. The lavas are

chiefly varieties of basalt-rocks, sometimes coarsely crystal-

line and even granitoid in texture, and graduating through
intermediate stages to true close-grained compact basalts,

which neither externally nor in microscopic structure differ

from basalt of Tertiary date

The basement group of the Carboniferous system in

Ireland is evidently a prolongation of the Scottish cement-
stone group. In the south of this island, however, a very
distinct and peculiar development of the Lower Carboni-
ferous rocks is to be remarked. Between the top of the
Old Bed Sandstone and the base of the Carboniferous Lime-
stone there occurs in the county of Cork an enormous mass
(fully 5000 feet) of black and dark-grey shales, impure
limestones, and grey and green grits and true cleaved slates.

To these rocks the name of Carboniferous Slate was given
by Griffith. They contain numerous Carboniferous Lime-
stone species of brachiopods, echinoderms, &c., as well as

traces of land-^Dlants in the grit bands. Great though their

thickness is in Cork, they rapidly change their lithological

character, and diminish in mass as they are traced away
from that district. In the almost incredibly short space
of 15 miles, the whole of the 5000 feet of Carboniferous
Slate of Bantry Bay have disappeared, and at Kenmare
the Old Bed Sandstone is followed immediately and con-

formably by the Limestone with its underlying shale. Mr

347
Jukes held that the Carboniferous Slate is the equivalent
of part of the Devonian rocks of Devon and Cornwall.

Garhoiiiferous Limestone.—The Lower Limestone shale is

overlaid conformably by a thick mass of limestone, one of
the most distinctive members of the British Carboniferous
system. On referring to a geological map of England it

will be seen that from ISTorthumberland southwards to the
low plains in the centre of England there runs a ridge of
high ground, formed by a great anticline, along which the
Carboniferous Limestone appears at intervals from under-
neath higher members of the system. In this northern
Carboniferous area, of which the axis is known as the
Pennine Chain, the limestone attains its maximum develop-
ment. In one portion of the district it reaches a depth oi

4000 feet, and yet its actual base is nowhere seen. This
Pennine region appears to have been the area of maximum
depression during the early part of the Carboniferous period
in Britain. Traced towards the south-west, the limestone
diminishes to sometimes not more than 500 feet in South
Wales. Northwards, losing its character as a massive cal-

careous formation, it is split up by intercalations of sand-

stone, shale, coal, &c., until actual limestone becomes a very
subordinate member of the series in central Scotland.

In the Carboniferous areas of the south-west of England
and South Wales, the limits of the Carboniferous Limestone
are well defined by the Limestone Shale below, and by the

Farewell Bock or Millstone Grit above. In the Pennine
area, however, the massive limestone is succeeded by a series

of shales, limestones, and sandstones, known as the Yoredale
group. These cover a large area and attain a great thick-

ness. In North Staffordshire they are 2300 feet, which,
added to the 4000 feet of limestone below, gives a depth
of 6300 feet for the whole Carboniferous Limestone series

of that region. In Lancashire the Yoredale rocks attain

still more stupendous dimensions, Mr Hull having found
them to be no less than 4500 feet thick. Both the lower
or main (Scaur) limestone and the Yoredale group pass

northwards into sandstones and shales, with coal-seams, and
dimmish in thickness. It is not impossible, as already

suggested, that the cement-stone group of the Calciferous

Sandstones of Scotland may represent, not only the thin

Lower Limestone shale, but also some of the older parts of

the English Carboniferous Limestone.

Where typically developed, the Carboniferous Limestone
is a massive well-bedded limestone, chiefly light bluish-

grey in colour, varying from a compact homogeneous to a

distinctly crystalline texture, and rising into ranges of hills,

whence its original name “ Mountain Limestone.” It con-

tains occasional scattered irregular nodules and nodular beds
of dark chert. It is abundantly fossiliferous. The fossils

commonly stand out on weathered surfaces of the rock, but

microscopic investigation shows that even those portions of

the mass which appear most structureless consist of the

crowded remains of marine organisms. The limestone may
be regarded as derived entirely from the organic debris of a

sea-floor. Diversities of colour and lithological character

occur, whereby the bedding of tke thick calcareous mass can

be distinctly seen. Here and there a more marked crystal-

line structure has been superinduced j
but the most distinct

examples of metamorphic change are those where the rock

has been converted into what is termed dun-stone.^' This

alteration is frequent in the mining districts of Yorkshire

and the neighbouring counties. It consists in the dolomitiz-

ation of the rock along either the lines of bedding or the

joints. Thus changed, it becomes a yellowish or brown
crystalline dolomite, which runs vertically through the mass

of the limestone along some definite joint, in courses of 20

or 30 fathoms in width. Such a metamorphism. must have

been effected by water percolating along the line of the joint,

and affecting the rock for some distance on either side. In

GEOLOGY
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Derbyshire sheets of contemporaneous lava, locally termed
“toadstone,” are interpolated in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone.
The faima of the Carboniferotis Limestone of England is abund-

ant and chaiacteii&tic Numeious foiaminifers occur, Saccami'iia

CcLviGTh being often veiy chaiacteiistic. The corals are numerous,
emhiacing upwards of 30 genera and about 100 species. These
include both simple cup coials, as ^^aphrentts, Chsiophyllum, and
compound forms, like AlveoUtcs and Ph%lh2)sastrcGa Cnnoids
aie individually in enoimoiis nnmbeis, many heds of limestone
appearing to consist of little else than their fragmentary stems
and cups, Atiinoa %mLS

^
Platycrvivus, Poteriocr%nus, Cyat7wcr%mis,

aie common gencia Thiee species of sea-urcliins are known.
Of the tiilohites, so characteristic of the older Palteozoic locks,

the last lingeiing foims are heie found in three small genera—BrachymGtopxis, Phillipsia, and Griijitlvidgs Pclj’^zoa abound,
some portions of the limestone being almost entiiely composed
of them, the geneia Fenestella, Sxclccyi'etepo? V\nciiJa'i%a, Poly-

pox a, Diostopoxco, and Glaiiconome being fiequent The biacLio-

pods compiise IS geneia and 160 species, some of the most com-
mon foiius being PiodiLcUts, Bin'nfcx\ Ithynchondla, Atliyx'is,

ChoiietGS, OrtJviSy Lingula, and Disana But the higher niol-

lusks now begin to preponderate over the hiacliioj)ods The
lamellihiaiiclis immhei 49 geneia and 334 species, including
forms of Amculopcctcn, Lecla, NucibJa, Sangimiohtes, Leptoclotims,

Solb%zotlus, Edmomlub, Modwla, and Conotax'dium. The gasteiopods
amount to 206 species belonging to 29 genera, among which Euoxyl-

plublibs, Nciiica, Pleitx otoiimiia, 3Iac7'0chcLlus, and Lcnoacmcb are

frcrpieiit The ge.Jiis Bdleroplion is leiiroscnted by 23 &]iecics,

among whichB Uici andB decussatus ai e fi equent The ce][)halopods

number 148 species, belonging among other geneia to Oxthoeexas,

Naibtilu^, Dbscitcs, and Gomatitcs. About 100 geneia of fishes,

chiefly fiom teeth and spines, have been described, as Psamrnodibs,
Gochhodiis, Oladodus, Petalodics, Bliizodibs, Gtenoptycliixcs, &c.

Some of these weie no doubt placoids which lived solely in the sea,

but many, if not all of the ganoids, probably migrated between salt

and fresh water
,
at least their remains are found in Scotland in

strata full of land-plants, cyprids, and other indications of estuaiine

or fiuviatile conditions

The Carboniferous Limestone series of Scotland presents

a striking contrast to that of the typical formation in

England. It consists mainly of sandstones, shales, fire-clays,

and coal-seams, with a few comparatively thin seams of

encrinal limestone. Its lower portions include the chief

limestone bands. The thickest of these seams, known as
the Huiiet or main limestone, is usually about 6 feet in

thickness, but in the north of Ayrshire swells out to 100
feet, which is the most massive bed of limestone in any part

of the Scottish Carboniferous system. It lies upon a seam
of coal, and is in some places associated with pyritous shales,

which have been largely worked as a source of alum. This
superposition of a bed of marine limestone on a seam of

coal is of frequent occurrence in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone series of Scotland. Above the group of Lower Lime
stones comes a thick mass of strata containing many valu-
able coal-seams and ironstones. Some of these strata are full

of terrestrial plants {Lepidodendroxi^ Sigillaria, Stigmaria,
Splienop>teriSy Aletliopteris)

;
others, paiticularly the iron-

stones, contain marine shells, such as Lingula^ Discixia,

Leda^ Mycdina, Euomphalus. Numerous remains of fishes

have been obtained, more especially from some of the iron-

stones and coals {Gyracanthus formosus and other placoid
fin-spines, Megalichthys H%hhert% Rhizodus Hihhert% with
species of Elmichtliys, Acanthodes, CtenoptycMus^ &c.).

Remains of labyrinthodonts have also been found in this

group of strata, and have been detected even down in the
Burdie House limestone. The highest division of the
Carboniferous Limestone series consists of a group of

sandstones and shales, with a few coal-seams, and three,

sometimes more, bands of marine limestone. Although
these limestones are each seldom more than 3 or 4 feet

thick, they have a wonderful persistence throughout the
coal-fields of central Scotland. As already mentioned,
they can be traced over an area of at least 1000 square
miles, and they probably extended originally over a con-
siderably greater region. The Hurlet limestone with its

underlying coal can also be followed across a similar extent

of country. Hence it is evident that during certain epochs
of the Carboniferous period a singular uniformity of con-
ditions prevailed over a large region of deposit in the
centre of Scotland.

The difference between the lithological characters of the
Carboniferous Limestone senes, in its typical development,
as a great marine formation, and in its arenaceous and
argillaceous prolongation into the north of England and
Scotland, has long been a familiar example of the nature and
application of the evidence furnished by strata as to former
geographical conditions It shows that the deeper and
clearer water of the Carboniferous sea spiead over the site

of Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and Lancashire ; that the land lay

to the north; and that, while the whole area was under-
going subsidence, the maximum movement took place over

the area of deeper water. It was from the noitheiii land

that the sand and mud were derived, but the sediment
during the time of the Carboniferous Limestone seems to

have sunk to the bottom before it could reach the great

basin iu which foraminifers, coials, cnnoids, and mollusks
were building up the gieat calcaieous deposit Yet the

thin limestone bands, which lun so persistently among the

Lower Carbonifeious rocks in Scotland, prove that there

were occasional episodes during which the sediment ceased

to arrive, and when the same species of shells, corals, and
crinoids spread northwards towards the land, forming for a

time over the sea-bottom a continuous sheet of calcareous

ooze like that of the deeper water further south. These
intervals of limestone grow'th no doubt point to times of

more rapid submergence, perhaps also to other geographical

changes wdiereby the sediment was for a time prevented
from sjjreading so far.

Viewed as a whole, therefore, the Caiboniferous Lime-
stone series of Northumberland and Scotland contains the

records of a long-continued but intermittent process of

subsidence. The numerous coal-seams with their under-

clays were undoubtedly surfaces of vegetation that grew in

rank luxuriance on the wide marine mud-flats, and mark
pauses in the subsidence. Perhaps we may infer the relative

length of these pauses by tbe comparative thicknesses of the

coal-seams. The overlying and intervening sandstones and
shales indicate a renewal of the downward movement,
and the gradual infilling of the depressed area with sedi-

ment, until the water once more shoaled, and the vegetation

from adjacent swamps spread over the muddy flats as before.

The occasional limestones serve to indicate the epochs of

more prolonged or more rapid subsidence, when marine life

was enabled to flourish over the site of the submerged
forests. But that the sea, even though tenanted m these

northern parts by a limestone-making fauna, was not so

clear and well suited for the development of animal life

during some of these submergences as it was further south,

seems to be proved by the paucity and dwarfed forms of

the fossils in the thin limestones, as well as by the admix-
ture of clay in tbe stone.

In Ireland the Carboniferous Limestone swells out to a

vast thickness, and covers a large part of the island. It

attains a maximum in the west and south-west, where,

according to Kinahan,^ it consists in Limerick of the follow-

ing subdivisions :

—

Feet

Upper (Buiren)
J
Bedded hmestone

Limestone
(
Ckerty zone .

Upper (Calp) ( Limestones and shales .

.

Limestone.
(
Ohorty zone

( Fenestella limestone.
< Lower cheity zone .

( Lower shaly limestones .

Lower Limestone Shale ...

Lower
stone

Lime-

240
20

looa
40

1900
20
280
100

8600

^ Geology of h eland, p, 72.
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The chert bands which form such marked horizons

among these limestones are counterparts of others found
abundantly in the Carboniferous Limestone of England and
Scotland. They have been recently studied by Hull and
Hardman, who have found them full of siliceous replace-

ments of calcareous foraminifers, crinoids, (fee., and who
regard them as due to a chemical alteration on the floor of

the Carboniferous sea. Portions of the limestone have a
dolomitic character, and sometimes are oolitic. Great
sheets of melaphyre, felstone, and tuff, representing volcanic

eruptions of contemporaneous date, are interpolated in the
Carboniferous Limestone of Limerick and other parts of

Ireland. As the limestone is traced northwards it shows a
similar change to that which takes place in the north of

England, becoming more and more split up with sandstone,
shale, and coal-seams, until, at Ballycastle, it presents
exactly the characters of the coal-bearing part of the forma-
tion in Scotland.

Millstone Grit .—This name is given to a group of sand-
stones and grits, with shales and clays, which runs persist-

ently through the centre of the Carboniferous system from
South Wales into the middle of Scotland. In South Wales
it has a depth of 400 to 1000 feet

;
in the Bristol coal-

field, of about 1200 feet. Traced northwards it is found
to be intercalated with shales, fire-clays, and thin coals,

and, like the lower members of the Carboniferous system,
to swell out to enormous dimensions in the Pennine
region. In North Staffordshire, according to Mr Hull, it

attains a thickness of 4000 feet, which in Lancashire
increases to 5500 feet. These massive accumulations of

sediment were deposited on the north side of a barrier of

Silurian and Cambrian rocks, which, during all the earlier

part of the Carboniferous period, seems to have extended
across central England, and which was not submerged until

part of the Coal-measures had been laid down. North of

this great area of deposit the Millstone Grit thins away to
not more than 400 or 500 feet. It continues a compara-
tively insignificant formation in Scotland, attaining its

greatest thickness in Lanarkshire and Stirlingshire, where
it is known as the Moor Rock. In Ayrshire it does not
exist, unless its place be represented by a few beds of

sandstone at the base of the Coal-measures.
The Millstone Grit is generally barren of fossils. When

they occur they are either plants like those in the coal-

bearing strata above and below, or marine organisms of

Carboniferous Limestone species. In Northumberland,
indeed, it contains a band of limestone undistinguishable
from some of those in the Yoredale group and Scaur lime-

stone.

Coal-Measures.—This division of the Carboniferous sys-

tem consists of numerous alternations of grey, white, yellow,

sometimes reddish sandstone, dark-grey and black shales,

clay-ironstones, fire-clays, and coal-seams. In South Wales
it attains a maximum depth of about 12,000 feet; in the
Bristol coal-field it is 5090 feet. But in these districts,

as in the rest of the Carboniferous areas of Britain, we
cannot be sure that all the Coal-measures originally deposited
now remain, for they are always unconformably covered by
later formations. In some localities, indeed, the denudation
must have been very great, for the next overlying system
of deposits (Permian) is found resting even on the Carboni-
ferous Limestone. In North Staffordshire the depth of

the Coal-measures is about 5000 feet, which in South
Lancashire increases to 8000. These great masses of

strata diminish as we trace them eastwards and north-

wards. In Derbyshire they are about 2500 feet thick,

in Northumberland and Durham about 2000 feet, and
about the same thickness on the west side of the island in
the Whitehaven coal-field. In Scotland they attain a
maximum of about 2000 feet.

The Coal-measures are susceptible of local subdivisions
indicative of different and variable conditions of deposit.
The following tables show the more important of these

Upper series, more than
3400 feet

Pennant Grit, 3246
feet

Lower series, 450 to
850 feet

Glamouganshike.

I
Sandstones, shales, &c., with 26 coal-

I
seams.

\ Hard thick-bedded sandstones &:c., 15
} coal-seams.

I

Shales, ironstones, and 34 coal-seams.

Millstone Grit.

South Lancashuie.
Upper, 1680 to 2000

,

ieet

Middle, 3000 to 4000.. •

Lower or Gannister,
1400 to 2000 feet ... /

Shales, S;pirorbis limestone, ironstone,
sandstone, and thin coal-seams.

*

A great series of strata, with miiiierous
valuable coals.

Flags, shales, and three or four tliiii coals,
with floors of “ gannister.”

Millstone Grit.

Central Scotland.

150 feet and upwards.

.

Upwards of 2000 feet
in Lanarkshire

Bed sandstones and clays, with occasional
thill coals and S2nT07'bis limestone.

Sandstones, shales, and fire-clays, with
ironstones and coals.

Moor-rock or Millstone Grit.

The numerous beds of compressed vegetation form the
most remarkable feature of the Coal-measures. Each of
them is usually underlaid by a seam of fire-clay, represent-
ing the soil on which the plants grew. Hence they mark
successive terrestrial surfaces, which, after enduring for a
longer or shorter period, were carried down beneath the
water and covered over with sand and silt. There is no
modern formation that affords a close parallel to that of the
ancient coal-growths. The nearest analogy is furnished by
the mangrove swamps alluded to already on p. 290. These
masses of arborescent vegetation grow out into the sea as
a belt or fringe on low shores, and form a matted soil which
adds to the breadth of the land. Their roots spread in the
salt water where marine organisms are abundant The
coal-growths no doubt also flourished in salt or at least
brackish water ; for such shells as AvLculopectenyAnthracosia,
and Go7iiatites are found lying on the coal or in the shales
attached to it.

The vegetation of the Carboniferous period must have
been luxuriant and varied. Upwards of 500 species of
plants have been obtained from the Carboniferous rocks of
Britain, yet these must represent but a small portion of the
original flora.

The most abundant forms were ferns and lycopods. Numerous
reed-like plants likewise played a conspicuous part in the general
vegetation of the low grounds, while apparently on the drier and
more elevated tracts (for their remains are less frequently met with)
large coniferous trees flourished. The ferns stiikiiigly resemble
many modem forms. Among tlie more fj’equent genera were
SjiTienoptcris, Fecopteris, AlGthoptcris, Iseuroptcris, and Cydopteris.
The lycopodiaceous plants attained the size of forest trees. Among
the more typical forms were many species of Lep^idodendrmi, the
stems and seed-cones of which are scattered through the Carboni-
ferous strata. Some of the coal-seams aie largely composed of the
spores of these plants. Sigillaria, regarded by some as allied to

the cycads, by others as more akin to the lycopods, is represented

by numerous species. The roots known as Btigniao'ia abound in

most fire-clays, showing how largely the coal consists of trees

having roots of this kind. The Equisetaeece show themselves in

the form of numerous Calamites which,
^

though resembling in
general aspect our modern horse-tails, diflered in many points of

structure, and notably in their gigantic size. Coniferous trees occur

chiefly in the form of stems and branches. They include tlie genera
DadoTyylon, Araucarioxylon, and Pinites. Small nut-like fruits

{TrigonocarpuTTi) abound in some beds, and are now believed to be
the fruits of yew-like conifers. The presence of monocotyledonous
plants is proved by the Potliocites referred to above (p. 347).

The animal remains of the Coal-measures are compara-

tively few. In certain bands, particularly of ironstone,

numerous mollusca occur, and similar forms are to be occa-

sionally met with in the shales.
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Among tlie moxe fiec[nent species aie AntJiracomya onodiolaj is,

AiUJtracos'LCc ovahs, A iobusia,A acuta, Anthiacoptera
AviCLulojDeUen pajpyratC'iLs, and Gomahtes L%ster% But at the top

of the Middle Coal inc'isiires, ncai Manchestcij a band of true niaiiiie

shells oocuis, includiiig Ctcnodmita, BauUhcs Disutes, GomcUites,

and Oithoceras The little Spvtorhos carhonci/nus abounds m sonic

shales The ci ustaceans aie chiefly represented by Bcy'iiclua and
Estheiia, hut lirge eui^xitciid foims likewise occui Fishes occui

liequently lemains of the largei kinds usually appealing as scales,

teeth, fln spines, oi bones, while the smallei gmolds aie often

piescived entire Common species are Mcjalxchthys jET'ihhc'iti (^),

Rhuodiis cfranulodiis, Ccdacantlius lepturus, Palceojiiscus Ego tom.

Pleat acanthus gihhosus The Biitisli Caibonifcious locks hive
yielded 13 gencia of lab} rinthodonts {Anth'iacosamus, Lo^co'tivnia,

OphuU'r peton, Phol%de') xoctoii, Ptcioplax, ocoi dylus, &c ) These
were piobably fluviatile animals of piedaceous habits, living on fish

Crustacea, and othei oigauisms of the fresh oi salt waters ol the coil

lagoons The laigei forms aie believed to have nieasuied 7 oi S Icet

m length, some of the sniallei e'vamples, though adult and peitcct,

do not exceed as many inches ^ That the woods of the Caibonifcious

peiiod were not devoid of insect life is known fioni the discoveiy of

some beetles and neuropteia at Coalbiookdalc

CoNTiNE^TTAL Eue-ope —As in Biitain so on the Con
tment the Carboniterous system occupies many detached

areas or basins—the result partly of original deposition,

partly of denudation, and partly of the spread and overlap

of more recent foimations There can be no doubt that

the English Carboniferous Limestone once extended con

fcinuously eastward acioss the noith of Fiance, along the

base of the Ardennes, through Belgium, and across the

present valley of the Bhme into Westphalia From the

western headlands of Ireland this calcareous formation can

thus be traced eastward for a distance of 750 English miles

into the heart of Europe. It then begins to pass into a
series of shales and sandstones, which no doubt represent

the same proximity to shore as the similar strata m the

north of England and Scotland In Silesia, and still

much further eastwards m central and southern Russia,

repiesentatives of the Carboniferous Limestone appear, but
interstratified, as in Scotland, with coal bearing strata

Traces of the same blending of marine and teriestrial con
ditions are found also in the north of Spam But ovei

central France, and eastwards through Bohemia and Moravia
into the region of the Carpathians, the Coal measures rest

directly upon the older formations, most commonly upon
gneiss and other cryatalline rocks It would appear that

these tracts had remained above water during the time of

the Carboniferous Limestone, but were gradually depiessed
dunng that of the Coal measures

In the north of Fiance and Beiginm the Biitish type of the
Carboniferous system is well shown At the base lies a group of
gieen, grey, and reddish shales and yellow sandstones, precisely
similar in lithological character to parts of the Oalciferoiis Sand-
stones of Scotland They are well seen in some recent lailway
cuttings to the north of Boulogne, and also m the valley of the
Meuse above FTamui, lying upon the Psammites de Condroz oi
Uppei Devoman beds They are succeeded by the Carbonifeious
Limestone, winch is subdivided into eight toimations, having an
aggregate thickness of 800 metres, and each chaiacteiized by its

own assemblage of fossils The hoiizon of the Millstone Gut is

marked by the occnirence of certain alum schists The Coal
measures of this area have been leferred to in the article Coal ^

The Saarbruck coal field furnishes a good example ot that type
of the Carboniferous system wheie the lowei marine series is absent
It lies unconfoimably on Devonian rocks, and attains a thickness

^ Miall Brtt Rqp ,
18"3 p 246

3 [[nthe article Co^t, ^oI vi p 56 the coalhasinof Haid ngheims said to he of
Carboniferous Limestone age This yl ich appeal ed to be the most pi ohable view
of a veiy obscuie point h is been pioved to be am stake as the stiata aie actually
Coal measures inverted 1

1

position the same disturbance being chaiactei istic c fthe
south s de of the h ism of the Pas de Calais foi a consideiable distance This as
now so geneially recognized that boiings foi coal m that basin through the Tea
tiaiy and Cietaceous formations ait not necessarily stopped on reaching Deionian
stiaba as coal seams have been discoveied vertically below the oldei stiata
at consideiable depths eg at Auchy an Bois In another pit at Com ibies
the fact that the measnies on the uppei levels aie inveited in position has
been lecently pioved by the sinkings tiavei-sing the same seams m le e se
oidei %e in their normal pOrtition in the lower woi kings These facts have an
important beaimg on the question of the pi ohable extension of the Coal measuics
in tl e south east of England The discoieiy (in 1878) of Devonun stiata at the
model ate depth of 1400 feet in the centie of London t Messis Meux s bieweiy
IS anothei interesting fact that beais out the views pieviously put forwaid bv Mi
(jjodwin Austen (H bjj
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of more than 10,000 feet It is divided into the follo^\mg gioujs
of stiat i —

2 Upper seiics, consisting at the top of led sandstones, below
which conic shales sandstones, &;c , itL a few coal seam
Antlvt acosia, Lsthm la

1. Lowei seiics, consisting of an uppei group of icd congloiueiates
sandstones, clays, icstmg upon the great coal be iimgdi\ ision*
Abundant x>lT<nts, iMth labyiintliocloiits and insect icmaiiio

Geinitz, drawing attention to the distiibution of plants in the
Sixoii Coal nicasuies, icmuks that a ccitam Older can be obseived
in their appeaiance lie divides the stiata iccordiiigly into tliice

zones, each in iiked by a eliaiaetoiistic assemblage of jdaiits and he
believes that the elassifieatioii can be api)lied in othei eountiies

3 The rein Zone, marked by the profusion of its feiiis [Sphtnop
tci IS III/} lenophyllites hthizoptc') is, Odontoptcris, Heu'/ oplcus,
Cjclopte't 'LS, Alethoptci IS

,
CaiUoptc7ts) Tins is undeiliidby

2 The Sigillaiia Zone, cont lining many species oi ^icjillai la Uso
LcxJidodc7uh oil, CaUm afes, Astei iphyllUcs, and a few it ms

1 The Lyeo[>od Zone, abounding iii tsitgaut/t la VcUhcir uana,
Spltcnopid IS distans, CaUtmUcs ti a}is ittouts

The lowest of these zones (1) is con]])aied by Geinitz with the
Culm, tint IS, tlie sandy, slialy, and cod be mug ie])iesentitivc of

tlie Caibonif lous Liiuestone To the t ist oi the lJuiic valky, as

alieady mentioned, the tiue C iibonileious Limestone loses its

nonnal cliai ictei and issniiies tint of the Culm—a senes of sh ilcs,

sandstones, gie}wackes, and conglomerates, in which the abundant
fauna of the limestone is leduocd to a few mollusks {PioduUus
antiqiuis, P latissi'jnas P sc/nt/ctiouJatus, Postdouomya Lcthtti,

Goiuatttcs sphmt icus Oi thocn as stt latalwfu, Ac ) T he Pusidonomya
pai tieiilail} chaiactei izes eeitain daik shales known is Posidoma
schists About 50 species oi plants have been obtained fiom the
Culm, typical species being Calainitcs ti ansitioms Safjena}%a Vel

theim-iana, Stigmaria jicotdes, liphcnojjtLi is distaus Cyclopte is

tuiiufoLta This floia bens a stiong lescniblincc to that oi the
Calcdeious Sandstones of Scotland

I Nouth America—Rocks corresponding in geological

I

position and tlie general aspect of their organic contents

with the Caiboniferous system of Europe are said to cover

an area of more than 200,000 square miles in the United
States and Biitish North Ameiica The following table

shows the subdivisions which have been established among
them —

"Coal measures,—a senes of sandstones, shales, iionstones, coals,

&c ,
varying fiom 100 fett iii the inteiioi continental area to

4000 feet in Pennsylvania, and more than 8000 feet in

Nova Scotia The plant lemains include forms of Lepido
dendron, S%g%llai%a, Stiginaria, Calarmies, feins, and coni

ferous leaves and fiuits The animal foims embiace m the

marine bands species of Bpvrifei , Piodacti s, hellerophon,

^ Nautilus, &c Among the shales and caibonaeeous beds

g numerous tiaces of insect life have been obtained, com
53 piismg species i elated to the may fly and cockroach
*g -{ Spideis, scoipions, ceiitiiiedes, limuloid crabs, and land snails

^ like the modem Ptepa have also been met with The fish

S lemams comxnise teeth and ichtliyodonilites of placoid

^ geneia, and a numbei of ganoids (Ezci'ylepzs, Cadacanthus,
Megalwhthys, Lhizodus, Ac ) Seveial labyiiiithodonts

OCCUI, and true reptiles are repiesented by one sauiian genus
found in Nova Scotia, the Eosaurus

Millstone Grit,—a gioup of aicnaceous and sometimes con-

glomeratic stiata, with occasional coal seams, only 25 feet

thick in some paits of New York, but swelling out to 1500

L feet in Pennsylvania
Cliestei gioup —Limestones, shales, and sandstones, some-

times 600 feet

St Louis group —Limestones with shale, m places 250 feet

Keokuk gioup —Limestone with elicit layers and nodules
Burlington gioup —Limestone, in places with cliezt and horn

stone, 25 to 200 feet

^ Kmdeihook group —Sandstones, shales, and thin limestones,

P 100 to 200 feet, resting on the Devonian black shale
S The sub Caiboniferous groups are mainly marine limestones,

2 but contain here and there remains of the charactenstic Car-

^ -( boniferous land vegetation Cimolds of many forms abound
S in the limestones A remarkable polyzoon, ArcJizmedes, occurs
^ in some of the bands The biacliiopods are chiefly represented

by species of Bpvrzfer and Produtct'us

,

the lamelhbranchs by
^ MyaUna, ScTuizodus, Amculopecten, Nucula, Pznna, and otlieis,

the cephalopods by Orthoeeras, NauUlus, Gomatztes, Gyroceras,
Ac The European genus of trilobite, PJizlUpsia, occurs

Numeious teeth and fin spines of selachian fishes give a further

point of resemblance to the European Caibonifeious Limestone.

I
Some of the rippled lain pitted beds contain amphibian foot-

L]aiints—the earliest American forms yet known
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Permian.

Britain.—In England tlie Coal-measures are uncon-
formably overlaid by a series of red sandstones, conglo-

merates, breccias, and marls, which at one time were grouped
in one great formation as the New Red Sandstone, in contra-

distinction to the Old Red Sandstone lying below the Car-

boniferous system. They were likewise known as the
Poikilitic series, from their mottled or variegated colours.

They are now divided into two systems or groups of form-
ations, the lower half being included in the Palaeozoic series

under the name of Permian (after Perm, a Russian province
where they are well displayed), and the upper half being
relegated to the Secondary series, and termed Trias.

The Permian system in England consists of the following

subdivisions :

—

3. Upper...

2. Middle..

1. Lower...

Red sandstones, clays, and
gypsum

Magnesian limestone ,.

Marl slate

Red and variegated sand-^
stone

Reddish-brown and purple
sandstones and marIs,with
calcareous conglomerates
and breccias of volcanic
rocks

W. of England. E. of England.

600 ft. 50-100 ft.

10-30 „ 600 „

3000 „ 100-250 „

From the thicknesses here given, it is evident that the
Permian rocks have a very diiferent development on the
two sides of England. On the east side, from the coast of

Northumberland southwards to the plains of the Trent,

they consist chiefly of a great central mass of limestone.

But on the west side of the Pennine Chain, and extending
southwards into the central counties, the calcareous zone
disappears, and we have a great accumulation of red,

arenaceous, and gravelly rocks.

Lower,—This subdivision attains its greatest development
in the vale of the Eden, where it consists of brick-red sand-
stones, with some beds of calcareous conglomerate or breccia,

locally known as ‘'brockram,” derived from the waste of

the Carboniferous Limestone. These red rocks extend
across the Solway into the valleys of the Nith and Annan,
in the south of Scotland, where they lie unconformably on
the Lower Silurian rocks. Their breccias consist of frag-

ments of the adjacent Silurian greywackes and shales, but
near Dumfries some calcareous breccias or ‘-brockrams”
occur. These brecciated masses have evidently accumulated
in small lakes or narrow fjords. Much further south, in
Staffordshire, and in the districts of the Clent and Ahberley
Hills, the brecciated conglomerates in the Permian series

attain a thickness of 400 feet. They have been shown by
Ramsay to consist in large measure of volcanic rocks, grits,

slates, and limestones, which can be identified with rocks
on the borders of Wales. Some of the stones are 3 feet in
diameter and show distinct striation. The same writer has
pointed out that these Permian drift-beds cannot be dis-

tinguished by any essential character from modern glacial

drifts, and he has no doubt that they were ice-borne, and,
consequently, that there was a glacial period during the
accumulation of the Lower Permian deposits of the centre
of England.

Like red rocfe in general the Lower Permian beds are almost
barren of organic remains. Such as occur are indicative chiefly of
terrestrial surfaces. Plant remains occasionally appear, such as
Caulerpites (supposed to be of marine growth), Lepidodetidron
dilataiuTn,, Oalamites, Stemherg^a, and fragments of coniferous
wood. The cranium of a labyiinthodont (Dasyc^s) has been
obtained from the Lower Permian rocks at Kenilworth. Foot-
prints referred to members of the same extinct order have been
observed abundantly on the surfaces of the sandstones of Dumfries-
shire, and also in the vale of the Eden.

Middle,—This subdivision is the chief repository of
fossils in the Permian system. Its strata are not red,

but consist of a lower zone of hard brown shale with
occasional thin limestone bands (Marl Slate) and an
upper thick mass of dolomite (Magnesian Limestone).

The latter is the chief feature in the Permian develop-

ment of the east of England. It corresponds with the

Zechstein of Germany, as the Marl Slate does with the

Kupfer-schiefer. It is a very variable rock in its litho-

logical characters, being sometimes dull, earthy, fine-

grained, and fossiliferous, in other ^Dlaces quite crystal-

line, and composed of globular, reniform, botryoidal, or

other irregular concretions of crystalline and frequently

internally radiated dolomite. Though the Magnesian
Limestone runs as a thick persistent zone down the east

of England it is represented on the Lancashire and
Cheshire side by brighb red and variegated sandstone
covered by a thin group of red marls, with numerous thin

courses of limestone, containing Schizodna^ Bakevellia^ and
other characteristic fossils of the Magnesian Limestone.

The middle Permian division has yielded about 100 species

belonging to 46 genera of fossils—a singularly i)Oor fauna when
contiusted with that of the Carboniferous system below*. The
brachiopods (9 genera, 21 species) include Prod.uctiis Jyyi'ridMs,

Ccuinarqphoria multipUcata^ C. Scliloiheimii, StropJialosia Goldfussi,

Li7igii,la Crcdncri^ and TcrehratuZa elongata. The lamellibranchs
number 16 genera and 31 species, among \vhich ScJiizodus Sclilo-

tficimii, Bakevellia tumida^ JB. antigLca, B. ceratopJiaga, Mytilics

squaTnostiSf and Area striata are characteristic. The univalves are

represented by 11 genera and 26 species, including Pleu7'ot0'/naria

and Titrho as common genera. Fishes have been obtained chiefly

in the marl slate to the number of 21 species belonging to 8 genera,

of which Palceoniscus is the chief. These small ganoids are closely

related to some which haunted the lagoons of the Carboniferous
period.

Upper,—Murchison and Harkness have classed as Upper
Permian certain red sandstones with thin partings of red
shale, and an underlying band of red and green marls and
gypsmn. These rocks, seen at St Bees, near Whitehaven,
resting on a magnesian limestone, have not yet yielded any
fossils.

Continental Europe.—The two types of the Permian
system presented by the east and west sides of England
reappear in different areas on the mainland of Europe. The
eastern or Durham type is found in enormous masses of

strata flanking the Harz Mountains, also in Thuringia, in

SaxOny, and in Bohemia. The western or Salopian type
is found over many thousands of square miles in the north

and east of Russia.

The German geologists, recognizing the remarkable two-

fold character of its rocks, have called this system “ Dyas,'’'

and have proposed to retain the term Permian to express

the more simple type, such as is found in Russia and western

England. They group the members of their Dyas as

follows :

—

o

"Anhydrite, gypsum, rock-salt, marl, dolomite, fetid shale^

and limestone. The amorphous gypsum is the chief

member of this group ; the limestone is sometimes full of

bitumen.
Crystalline granular (^Pauchwaclce) and fine sandy {AscJie]

dolomite (6 to 65 feet).

Zechstein, an argillaceous thin-bedded compact limestone
15 to 30 (sometimes even 90) feet thick.

Knpfer-schiefei’—a black bituminous shale not more than
about 2 feet thick.

Zechstein, conglomerate, and calcareous sandstone.

Upper.—Conglomerates (quartz-porphyry conglomerate) and
sandstone, with associated melaphyres and tuffs.

Middle.—Red clays, shales, and fine shaly sandstones, with
bands of quartz-conglomerate and earthy limestone. ]Mela-

phyre and porphyrite masses interealated-

Lower.—Shaly sandstones, shales (with bituminous bands),

and conglomerates.

The name Rothliegende” or “ Rothtodtliegende"' (red-layer oi

red-dead-layer) was given by the miners because their ores^ dis^

appeared in the red rocks below the copper-bearing Knpfer-schiefer.

The coarse conglomerates have been referred by Ramsay to a glacial

origin, like those of the Ahberley Hills. One of the most interest-

ing features of the formation is the evidence of the contemporaneous

o



outpouring of great sheets of quartz-porphyry, granite-porphyry,
\)orphyrite, and mclaphyre, with abundant interstratificatioiis of

various tuffs, not infrequently enclosing organic remains. From
the very nature of its component inalerials, the liothliegende is

comparatively barren of fossils
,
a few ferns, calamites, and remains

of coniferous trees ai’e found in it, particularly towards the base,

where indeed they form, in the Mausfeld district, a coal-seam about
5 feet thick.

The all of terrestrial growth, on the whole resemble
generically the Carboniferous flora, but seem to be nearly all speci-

lically distinct. They include fonns of Calamites (O, giyas),Astero-

lyhyliites^ aud ferns of the genera S^plienoxyteris^ Aletho2)tcrL%

NeiLr(yptcris, OdoiUopteris, with well-preserved silicilied stems of

tree-ferns {Psaro7Ui.es, Tuhicaidis). The conifer Walclua {W.
Xiiiiiformis) is specially characteristic. Fish remains occur spaiingly

{A7Myx>te7''iis, Palceonisciis, AcaiitUodcs), and traces of labyrintho-

douts {Arehegosauribs Dcclicivi) have been met with.

The Zechstein group is characterized by a suite of fossils like

those of the Middle Permian of England. The Kupler-schiefer

contains numerous fish {Paloeoiiiscies Freisleheiii, Platijsomus gib-

hosiis, kc. )
and remains of plants (coniferous loaves and fruits and

sea-weeds). This deposit is believed to have been laid down in

some enclosed sea-basin, the waters of which, probably from the
rise of mineral springs connected with some of the volcanic foci of

the time, were so charged with metallic salts in solution as to

become unfit for the continued existence of animal life. The dead
fish, xfiauts, &c., by their decay, gave rise to reduction and pre-

cipitation of these salts as sulxfiiidos, which thereux^on enclosed and
replaced the organic forms, and x^<3rjneated the mud at the hottom.
This old sea-fioor is now the widely extended band of co})X)er-slato

wliich has so long and so extensively been worked along the flanks

of the Harz. After the formation of the Kupfer-schiefer the area

iiiList have been once more covered b}^ clearer water, for the Zeeh-
stein contains a number of organisms of which Prodiiotus Jimi'idies,

i^pinfei' undulatits, Ptroplialosia Goldfassi, Schi::odiis ohseunis, and
Fciiestella I'etifm'mis are common, feenewed unfavourable condi-
tions arc indicated by the dolomite, gypsum, and rock-salt which
succeed. Professor Kanisay, reasoning upon such plienomena as

develoiied in England, has connected them with the abundant
labyrinthodont footxnints and other evidences of shores and land,
as well as the small number and dwarfed forms of the shells in the
Magnesian Limestone, aud has speculated on the occun'enee of a long
continental period in Europe, duiing one epoch of which a nuinboi
of salt inland seas existed wherein the Pcimian rocks wore accumu-
lated. He compares these deposits to what may be supposed to be
forming now in parts of the Caspian Sea.

North America.—The Permian system is hardly repre-

sented at all in this part of the globe. In Kansas certain

red and green clays, sandstones, limestones, conglomerates,

and beds of gypsum lie conformably on the Carboniferous
system, aud contain a few genera and species of molluscs
{Bahevellia^ Myalina^ which occur in the European
Permian rocks.

HI. SECOKDAPY OR MESOZOIC.

Triassic.

It has been already mentioned that the great mass of red
rocks, which in England overlie the Carboniferous system,
were formerly classed together as New Hed Sandstone, but
are now ranged in two systems. We have considered the
lower of these under the name of Permian. The general
facies of organic remains in that division is still decidedly
Palseozoic. Its brachiopods and its plants connect it with
the Carboniferous rocks below. Hence it is placed at the
close of the long series of Palseozoic formations. When,
however, we enter the upper division of the red rocks,

though the general lithological characters remain very much
as in the lower group, the fossils bring before us the advent
of the great Mesozoic flora and fauna. This group there-
fore is put at the base of the Mesozoic or Secondary series.

It is called Trias, because in Germany it consists of three
well-marked subdivisions. But the old name, New Red
Sandstone, is familiarly retained for it by many geologists
in England. The term Trias, like Dyas, is unfortunately
chosen, for it elevates a mere local character into an import-
ance which it does not deserve. The threefold subdivision,
though so distinct in Germany, disappears elsewhere.
Great Britain.—

T

riassic rocks occupy a large area of

the low plains in the centre of England, ranging thence
northwards along the flanks of the Carboniferous tracts to
Lancaster Bay, and southwards by the head of the Bristol
Channel to the south-east coast of Devonshire. They have
been arranged in the following subdivisions :

—

Bliajtic
S wLo
( Kew Red Marl.—lied and grey shales and marls

with beds of rock-salt and gyx)smn {FstUeria aud
Foraminifci'o).

Ux^perTrias )
Lower Keux)er JSand&tone.—Thinlj^ laminated mica-

or Kcuper. ceous saiidstoiios and marls (waterstones) passing
downwards into white, brown, or reddish sand-
stones, with a base of calcareous conglomerate or

L breccia.

Middle Wanting in England (Miischelkalk of Germany).
i"Upx)cr ilottlcd Saiulstonc.— Soft bright-red and

variegated sandstones, without x)eb])les.

T r .rp.*.
.

Pebble bods.—Harder reddish-brown sandstones with
pebbles, x>i'‘'Ssing into conglomerate

; witho 13U
haso of calcareous breccia.

Lower jMottle<l Sandstone. — Soft bright-red and
^ variegated sandstone, without x^obbles.

Like the Permian red rocks below, the sandstones and
marls of the Triassic series are almost barren of organic re-

mains. Hence the subdivisions in the foregoing table are

based on mineral characters, and could not therefore be
relied on as a guide in districts outside of the English area.

Indeed, extraordinary difFerciices in the develox^inent of the

different members of the series occur, even within that area,

as may be seen from the subjoined table, which shows the

variations in thickness from north-west to south-east :

—

Lanciisliiie
and W.

Cliehliire.

Sfufford-
sUire.

Lcicestcr-
bline and
Warwiek-

bliiie

Keuper.

Bmitcr.

Red marl
Lower Kouxicr sandbtoiic

Rx^X^^^* mottled saiidbtonc
Pebble beds

' Lower mottled sandstone

Feet.

3000
450
500

500-750
200-500

Feet.

800
200

50-200
100-300

0-100

Feet

700
150

absent
0-100

absent

Hence we observe that, while toTvards the north-west the

Triassic rocks attain a maximum depth of 5200 feet, they

raxndly come down to a fifth or a sixth of that thickness as

they pass towards the south-east. Recent borings in the

south-eastern counties show that the Triassic rocks are there

absent .altogether. It is evident that the source of supply

of the sediment lay towards the north, This is further

borne out by the character of the pebble-beds. These are

coarsest towards the north, and, besides local materials, con-

tain abundant rolled pebbles of quartz w-hich have evidently

been derived from some previous conglomerate, probably

from some of the Old Red Sandstone masses now removed

or concealed. The Trias everywhere rests unconformably
on the rocks underneath it, so that, although the general

physical conditions as regards climate, geography, and sedi-

mentation, which prevailed in the Permian period still

continued, great terrestrial movements had, in the mean-

while, taken place, whereby the Permian sediments were

upraised and exposed to denudation. Hence the Trias rests

now on Permian, now on Carboniferous, and sometimes even

on Cambrian rocks. Moreover, the upper parts of the

Triassic series overlap the lower, so that the Keuper groups

come to rest directly on Permian or Carboniferous rocks.^

One of the most interesting features in the English Trias

is the occurrence of beds of rock-salt which have long been

profitably worked. The uppermost subdivision of the

Keuper, consisting of red marls, has a wide distribution,

for it can be traced from the coast of Lancashire to the

Bristol Channel, and covers a larger area of surface in the

central counties than the rest of the Trias and the whole of

the Permian sandstones combined. Even as far south as the
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coast of Devonshire, it contains cast's of the cubical spaces

once occupied by crystals of common salt But in Cheshire

the salt occurs in two oi more beds, of which the lower is

sometimes upwards of 100 feet thick It is a crystalline

substance, usually tinged yellow or red from intermixture

of clay and peroxide of non, but is toleiab^y pure m the
best part of the beds, wheie the iiioportion of chloride of

sodium IS as much as 98 pei cent Through the bright red
mails with which the salt is interstiatified theie run bands
of gypsum, somewhat irregular in their mode of occurrence,

sometimes reaching a thickness of 40 feet and upwaids
Tiiin seams of rock salt bkew ise occur among the led marls
These facts point to the concentration and evapoiation of

salt lakes or inland seas

The organic leinains of the Tiias are compaiitivel^ fe\\, as the
conditions foi at least animal life must have heen extremely
iinfavo 111able in the wateis of the ancient Dead Sea wherein these
led locks were accumulated The land possessed a vegetation
which, from the few fiagmentb jct known, seems to have consisted
in laige measure of c^piess hke comfeious trees ( VolU^a^ TFalchta),

i\ith calamitos on the loTvei more inaibhy grounds The red mail
giOLii) contains in some of its lajeis numeious valves of the little

c ustaceaii Lsthcrvx, om/mta, and a solitary species of lainellibianeh,

Piillab a cm&mcola A numbei of teeth spines, and sometimes
cutne skeletons of fish have been obtained {D'vptey oiiotus

PalccoiiisGUs su^arstes, Hyhodus Keupm Acroditsmini'inus^ SxJhe'timi

I has imnimus Loj/yhodiis ) The bones and still moie fie

quently the footpiiiits, of labyimthodont and even of samian
icptiles occur m the Keupei beds

—

Lahy't tniliodon (4 species)

Cladyodoii Lloydii, Hypc'i odayedon^ Palocosam iis^ Teratosam its,

Thecodontosaici iin. Pitya osa a us and footx^iints of CliG%rothe't %xcm i

The leniams of a small maisupial {Itlici olcstes) have likewise been
dibCO\ eied

llhoitic—At tbe top of tbe Bed Marl certain thin bedded
fetiata form a giadatiou upwards into the base of the
Jurassic system As their colours aie grey and blue, and
contrast with the red mails on vhich they repose conform
ably, they vere formeily classed without hesitation in the

Jurassic senes Egerton, however, showed that, from the
character of then included fish remains, they had more
palseoritological affinity with tbe Trias than with the Lias
hnbsequent research, paiticularly among the Bhsetic Alps
and elsewhere on the Continent, biought to light a great

senes of stiata of inteimediate characters between the Trias

and Lias These results led to renewed examination of the

so called beds of passage in England, which were found to

be truly representative of the massive formations of the
Tyrolese and Swiss Alps They are therefore now classed

as Rhsetic, and considered as the uppermost member of the

Trias, but ofiermg evidence of the gradual appioach of the

physical geography and chaiacteristic fauna and floia of the

Jurassic period

The Rlijctio beds extend as a continuous though veiy thin hand
at the toj) of the Tiias, fiom the coist of Yoikshire acioss England
to Lyme Regis on the Doisetshiie slioies They occui m scatteied

patches even U25 xs far as Carlisle and westwaids on both sides of

the Bristol Channel Their thickness on the aveiago, is piobably
not moie than 50 feet though it raiely increases to 150 feet They
consist of thin bedded grey and daik shales and clajs, with hanas
of light coloured limestone One of then most impoitant sub
divisions IS the so called Bone bed—a xij iitous micaceous, and
occasionally iippled sandstone sometimes in scveialb inds, abound
ing m fish bones, teeth, coiirolites and other oiganic remains The
giey inaily beds in the lowei poition of the series have yielded
remains of the Mic'^oUstes Phoeticus Among the leptxlian fossils

aie some piecuisors of the gieat foims which distinguished the
Juiassic period {Iclithyosaiu} us and Plesiosa'tto us) The fishes

include Aorodits wuimmus, Coratodics altus, PTyhod'ios mmor, JSeiia

canthus momh/er, &.c Some of the lainellibranchs are specially

chai leteiistic such aie Ca/ird%um Mluet%cu7n, Amcicla, coiiiotta

Pectcn Ycdomensis, and Pullastra, aremtola
Piofessor Ramsay has drawn attention to the probable geo

giaphical changes recorded by the Tnassic rocks of England Con
necting them wnth the eailier and similar Permian sandstones and
mails he points out that the great Continental peiiod which began
with the Old Red Sandstone closed with the New Red Mail and
was chaiacterized by the existence of gieat lakes, many of which
must have been salt, and by the abundance of labj iinthodont

1
Tnassic rocks were, doubtless laid down lu one of these

salt lakes round the maigins of which the laDjunthodonts lefttiieir
lootprints on the soft sand In the Rhaitic senes we see how^ these
inland basins weie gradually invaded bj the sea, which biought
into the legion of Britain the iieh fauna of tbe Jmassic peiiod

Continental Europe — The Trias is the most compactly
distributed of all the geological formation^ of Europe Its
mam area extends as a great ba&in from Basel down to the
plains of Hanover, travelsed along its centre by the couise
of the Rhine, and stretching from the flanks of the old high
grounds of Saxony and Bohemia on the east across the
Vosges mountains into France This must have been a
great inland sea. out of which the Harz mountains, and the
high grounds of the Eifel, Hundsruck, and Taunus piobablj
rose as islands It may have extended wp to tbe base of
the Alps, for enormous masses of Tnassic locks now form
part of these mountains. Traces of wliat were probably
other basins occur eastward in the Oaipathiau district, along
the southern fiont of the Alps, m the west and south of
Fiance, and ovei the eastern half of the Spanish jicninsula
But these areas have been considerably obscuied, sometimes
by dislocation and denudation, sometimes by the oveilap
of more lecent foimations

In the great German Tnassic basin the deposits are as
shown in the subjoined table

03
-l-S

a

"Upj>ei or Rhsetic —Giey sandy clays and fine ^lained sand
stones, eoiitsiiniB.gPq2ttsetum,As2:>lemies and cycads
Ptei opliyllum^^ sometimes foiming thin seams ot coal—Cai
d%um PlKBt'ic'icon, Avzcula contorta^ LstJiGi'ia, mionctcb, NotJio
sauruSf Tc'imatoscLurus^ Belodoii ^nd M%crolestcs ant%q\uus

Middle (Bunte Eenpermergel, Gjpskeuper) —Blight led and
mottled mails, with beds of gj^psuin andiock salt In some
places wheie sandstones appeal they contain nuiricious plants
\Equ%seium colimmxare laGn%oytcr%s Ptc'i o^yhylhim
&e ) and labMinthodoiit and fish leinaiiis 800 to 1000 leet

Lower (Letteiikohle, Ivolilenkenpei
) —Giey sandstones and

daik mails and clajs, with abundant jilants sometimes
forming thin seams of an eaitliv haidly woikable coal
(Lettenkohle) The plants include, besides those above
mentioned, the A7 ccxiccuroxylon Plvu/i ingxcmn^ Voltzia
7ieterop7iylla, &c Some of the shales aie crowded with
small ostracod ciustacea {BstTi&i'ia mvmctd) Remains of fish
{Coratodus) and of the Mastodcnisctuius Jcegct% ha\e been

^ obtained About 230 feet
'’Uppei Limestone iii thick beds with aigillaceoiis partings —It

abounds m organic lemains among which Ceratttes nodosus
Na,ut^lus hidorsatus, Ij%ma si'll %aiay MyopJwna mdgm is, 2*1
gonodus Sa^idhergeri, Terehvatulcb mClgo/iiis and Piuiius
IzUifoynvis are specially chaiacteristic It is a tLoioughU
maiine formation, sometimes almost wholly made up of
cimoid steins 200 to 400 feet

- Middle Limestone and Anhydiite consisting of dolomite®
with anhydiite gypsum, and lock salt Neaily do\oid of

organic remains, though hones and teeth ot saiiiiinsha^c
heen found 200 to 400 feet

Lowei Limestone consisting of limestones and dolomites Init

on the whole yioor m fossils save lu the limestone hands,
some of which aie full of Pc'* eb* atula vidgai is an I Ena i lus-

^ hhzformis 160 to 500 feet

'Upper (Roth) —Red and gieeii mails with gyxisum in tic
low’-er pait 250 to 300 teet

Middle —Goal se grimed sandstones, sometimes mcolieient,
with w a> boai ds of Esthe* icc sh ile

Lowei —Fine leldish aigillaceous sandstone often micaceous
and fissile, wntli occasional iiiteistiatifn^ations of dolomite

. and of the inaily oolitic limestone called ‘ Rogeiistem ”

The Bunter diMsion is usiialty biiien of oi^xmc remains
The 2)lants alieady known include FqioibGtuith ui cnaceum,
one 01 two feius, and a few coulters {Alleitia and Volizia)

The lainellibianeh IS founel in the up^iei

diMsion all ovei Germany Numeious foot^irints occur on
the sandstones and tbe bones ol lal vimthodonts as wlII as

^ of fish have been obtained

The Tiias attains an enoimoiis development in the eastern Aljis,

wheie it beais evidence of having been accumulated iindei veiv
different conditions from those ot the Tiias in Geimanj The
gieat thickness of its limestones, and then uiiequix ocally maiine-

organisms, show that it must hive accumnlated in oxenoi water,

which remained clear and comp iratu elj liee fiom iinouls of sanly
and muddy sediment It possesses, moieoxii a hij^h interest as

bemg a massive toimation of maiine oiimn foini d betw ecu Penman
\ — 45
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and Jurassic times, and coiitaining a remarkable blending of true

Palieozoic organisms with otliers as characteristically Mesozoic. It

is divided into two great series :—(1) Lower Trias, consisting of (a)

Werfen Shales and Gutteiistein Limestone, and (&) Yirgloria Lime-
stone or alpine Muschelkaik ; and (2) Upper Trias,—a varied series

of strata in three leading groups, having a united thickness some-
times of thousands of feet.

North Amerioa.—Rocks which are regarded as equi-

valent to the European Trias cover a large area in North
America. On the Atlantic coast they are found on Prince

Edward’s Island, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, in

Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina.

Spreading over an enormous extent of the western territories,

they cross the Bocky Mountains into California and British

Columbia. They consist mainly of red sandstones, passing

sometimes into conglomerates, and often including shales

and impure limestones. On the Pacific slope they contain,

distinctly marine orgauisms, which include a mingling of

such Palaeozoic genera as Spirifer^ Orihoceras^ diXi&Goiiiatites,

with the characteristically Secondary genus Ammonites. In
the centre and east of the continent they are marked by
the occurrence of terrestrial plants, and in Connecticut by
abundant footprints of land animals. The fossil plants

present a general facies like that of the European Triassie

flora, among them cycads, including some of the European
species of PterophyUiim. Ferns {Pecopteris^ Neiiropterisy

Clathropteris), calamites, and conifers are the X->redominant

forms. The fauna is remarkable chiefly for the number
and variety of its vertebrates. The labyrinthodonts are

represented by footprints, from which upwards of fifty

species have been described. Saurian footprints have like-

wise been recognized, but in a few cases their bones also

have been found. These saurians had some bird-like

characteristics, among others that of three-toed hind feet,

which produced impressions exactly like those of birds.

It is by no means certain, therefore, that what have been
described as ornithichnites were not really made by
dinosaurs. A small insectivorous marsupial {Dromatherium)^
fouud iu the Trias of North Carolina, is the oldest American
mammal yet known.

Jurassic.

The next great period of geological time is termed the
Jurassic, from the Jura Mountains, where the deposits of
that age are well developed. It was in England, however,
that they were first studied by William Smith, in whose
hands they were made to lay the foundations of strati-

graphieal geology. The names adopted by him for the
subdivisions he traced across the country have passed into
universal use, and though some of them are uncouth English
provincial names, they are as familiar to the geologists of
France, Switzerland, and Germany as to those of England.

The Jurassic formations stretch across England in a vary-
ing band from the mouth of the Tees to the coast of Dorset-
shire. They consist of harder sandstones and limestones
interstratified with softer clays and shales. Hence they
give rise to a characteristic type of scenery,—the more dur-
able beds standing out as long ridges, sometimes even with
low cliffs, while the clays underlie the level spaces between.
Arranged in descending order, the following subdivisions of
the English Jurassic system are recognized :

—

Maxim-um
thicknesses.

Upper fresh.-water beds... 1

Middle marine beds > 360
Lower fresh-water beds .. )

Portland Stone 70
Portland Sands 150
Kimeridge Clay goo

Coral Rag and Calcareous Grit 250

Oxford Clay and Kellaways Rock 600

^ ^ [

Purbeck.

Ml
Portland.

^ r Coralline
iS J Oolite.

1 Oxford
I elay.

Maximum
thicknesses.

Cornbrash, Bradford Clay 40
and Forest Marble (in Dorsetshire 450 ft.) 30
Great or Bath Oolite with Stouesfield

j

slate (part of Northampton Sand),... C

Fuller’s Earth group 150

Cheltenham beds 270
Midford Sands (and perhaps part of)
Northampton Sands), ‘'Dogger” of > 160

^ _ Yorkshire
)

I Upper Lias 400
Lias. < Marlstone 200

( Lower Lias .. . 900

Although these names appear in tabular order as expres-

sive of what is the predominant or normal succession of the

beds, considerable differences occur when the rocks are

traced across the country. Thus the Forest Marble attains

a thickness of 450 feet in Dorsetshire, but dwindles down
to only 15 feet at Blenheim Park. The Inferior Oolite con-

sists of marine limestones and shales iu Gloucestershire, but
chiefly of massive estuarine sandstones and shales in York-
shire. These differences help to bring before us some of the

geographical features of the British area during the Jurassic

period.

The Lias consists of three formations, well marked by
physical and palaeontological characters. In the lower

member numerous thin blue and brown limestones with

partings of dark shale are surmounted by similar shales with

occasional nodular limestone bands, the whole being divided

into seven zones, each characterized by the presence of one

or more distinctive species of ammonite. From this point

of the geological series up to the close of the Mesozoic

formations, the ammonites play a chief part among the

mollusks. The Middle Lias, consisting of argillaceous lime-

stones (marlstones) with micaceous sands and clays, is

divided into five ammonite zones. In its Yorkshire develop-

ment this subdivision is remarkable for containing a bed of

earthy carbonate of iron 15 to 20 feet thick, which has been

extensively worked in the Cleveland district. The upper

division is composed chiefly ol clays and shales with nodules

of limestones, among which three ammonite zones have been

noted in Yorkshire.

The organic remains of the Lias comprise leaves and other remains
of cycads {Falceozamia), conifers {Pinites, CtopressiiSj Pence), ferns
{Otqpteris, Alethqpteris, &c.), and reeds {Pquisetites). These fossils

serve to indicate the general character ofthe flora, which seems now to

have been mainly cycadaceous and coniferous, and to have presented
a great contrast to the lycopodiaeeous vegetation of Palaeozoic times.

The occurrence of land-plants dispersedly throughout the English
Lias shows also that the strata, though chiefly marine, were deposited
within such shoi-t distance from shore, as to receive from time to

time leaves, seeds, fruits, twigs, and stems from the land. Further
evidence in the same direction is supplied by the numerous insect

remains, which have heen obtained principally from the Lower Lias.

These were, no douht, blown off the land and fell into shallow water,

where they were preserved in the silt on the bottom. The Neiirop^
tera are numerous, and include several species of LihelUila. The
coleopterous forms comprise a number of beetles. There were like-

wise representatives of the orthopterous, hemix:)terous, and dipterous
orders. These relies of insect-life are so abundant in some of the
calcareous bands that the latter are known as insect-beds. With
them are associated remains of terrestrial plants, cyprids, and
mollusks, sometimes marine, sometimes apparently brackish-water.
The marine life of the period has been abundantly preserved, so far

at least as regards the comparatively shallow and juxta-littoral

waters in which the Liassic strata were accumulated. Corals, though
on the whole scarce, abound on some horizons {Jsobstrom, MontUvaltia,
Septastroea, &c.). The crinoids were represented by thick growths
of PJxtracrinus and Pentacrinus. There were several kinds of star-

fishes, and also of sea-urchins {Cidaris, Diadema^ Acrosalenia)

—

all generically distinct from those of the Palaeozoic periods. The
contrast between the Liassic Crustacea and those of the older

systems, as Phillips has pointed out, is very decided, the ancient
tnlobites having entirely disappeared, and having heen succeeded by
tribes of long-tailed ten-footed lobsters and prawns. There is a

similar striking difference between the mollusks of the Lias and those
of the Palaeozoic rocks, hearing "witness to the great biological

PQ
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changes which had taken place in the long intei val The hraehiopods

aie chiefly species of Ithynclioyiella and Tei ebt atiila—genera which,
though occuiiing in Palseozoic locks, play theie a compaiatively
-auboidinate pait They include the last Spi'tifcti and Lepiocnce

Of the lamellibianchs, a fow” of the most characteristic genera aie
G-iyphcea Lima, PeUcn Monotis^ Ca'idinia R%ppopodimn 2Iyacites,

and Pholadomya Gasteiopods, though usually lare in such muddy
stiata as the gieatei pait of the Lias occasionally occur, but most
freq^ueiitly in the cilcaieous zones Altogethei 89 species aie

at piesent kno^Mi, the chief gencia PleitrotoiiLa'i la Tuoho,
Emycliis Oc'i ithiam, 'm.Ci Chcmmt^ia The cephalopods however,
lie the most abundant and chiiacteiistic shells of the Lias , the
family of the ammonites numbeis in Yoikshire at least 113 species
lb already state 1 some species aie so distinctive of special hoiizons
that the whole of the Lias has been subdivided into zones, each
denoted by the name of its chaiacteristic ammonite In iscending
order, these zones aie named as follows —In the Lover Lias,—1st,

Ammomtes plcmorhis
,
2d A angulatus

,
3d, A BitcLlandi , 4th,

A tuhercidatiLS 5th, obtusics 6tl\,A ostyjioius 7th, A zmitos
tatiLS In the Middle Lias —1st, A Jai lesoin and aimatics 2d, A
capricoynms 'M A matgantatus 4th, -<4 spincUus 5th, 4 aiinu
latics 111 the Uppei Liis,—1st, serpentuiics 2l A com^iiunis ,

3d, A jioroiSLS I he genus NautiLics is aho piesent The di
branchiite cephalopods are lepiescnted by upw'^ids of 40 species of
the genus BcU mates lNrume"’o<us species of fishes ha\ e been obtained
from the Lias Some of these aie placoids know n only by then teeth
{Ac'-fodics Cc atodus), otheis only by their spines (aVc/iacu
and some by both teeth and spines {Hybodiis) The ganoids aie
ireqnently found entiie, the geneia Bajocdin^, PhoUdopJiorits,
^chmodiis, Lepidotus, Pachyco'i nius and LeptoJc} %s being among
the most freq^uent But undoubtedly the most impoitant xialoi

ontological feature of the Lias is the nurnbei and c's.ti iordinai\
inteiist of its leptilian lemains These include the extinct oidei of
ei alios nils oi sci lizaids, uniting chaiacters which aie not fonnd
togethei m inj Ining foims Among these aie the genus Ithtlnjo
sauriis a cieatuie with a fish like body two pans of stiong swim
mmg jiaddlcb and piobably a vertical tail fin The liead, joined to
the body witlnut any distinct neck was fmnished with two laige
<iyes, having iiiig of bony plates round the e^ eball and witli teeth
that had no distinct sockets borne of the skeletons of this cieature
-exceed 24 feet in length Contempoianeous with it was the
Plesiosaurus, distinguished by its long necl

,
the laigei size of its

paddles, the smalloi size of its head, and the nisei tion of its teeth
in special sockets, as in the higher sauiians These cieatmes seem
to ha\e haunted the shallow^- seas of the Liassic time Theie weie
also huge winged bat like leptiles {DimorpJiodo i) with laige heads,
having teeth in distinct sockets, e>es like the IcMhyosaim its,

and one lingoi of each foie foot piolonged to a gieat length foi the
puipose of suppoiting a niemhiane for flight The bones, like those
of birds, weie hollow and air filled Gigantic deinosaurs were like
wise among the inhabitants of Britain duiing Liassic time These
were tiue leptiles, yet with peculiarities of striictuie, particulaily
m the hinder pait of the skeleton, linking them with bnds like the
ostrich To this oidei belongs the Megalosmtrus from the Lias of
Lyme Regis Lastly, the tine crocodiles had representatives in the
Liassic waters and shores, in the genera Telcosaurus and Steneo
sawi us

The Lower or Bath Oolites lie conformably upon
the top of the Lias, with winch they are connected by a
general similarity of organic remains Out of the 31'^

known species in the Upper Lias, about 39 or 40 pass
into the overlying foimation The lov est of the thre»=^

subdivisions of the English Oolites consists m the south
west and centre of England of shelly marine limestoue'^^,

with clays and sandstones
, but, as these strata are traced

northwards into Northampton, Rutland, and Lincolnshire,
they pass into a series of strata indicative of deposit in
the estuary of some iiver descending trora the noith, for,

instead of the abundant cephalopods of the truly marine and
typical senes, we meet with fresh water genera such as
Cyrena and Umo, with marine forms such as Ostrea and
Modiola, thin seams of ligmte, and remains of terrestiial
plants These indications of the proximity of land become
still more marked in Yorkshire, where the strata (800 feet
thick) consist chiefly of sandstones, shales with seams of
ironstone and coal, and occasional horizons containing
marine shells It is deserving of notice that the Cornbrash,
which forms the top of the Lower Oolite in the typical
Gloucestershire district, occurs likewise in the same position
in Yorkshire Though raiely more than 8 feet thick, it

Tuns across the country from Devonshire to Yorkshire
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Thus a distinctly defined senes of beds of an estuarine
chaiacter, exactly lejpresentative of the marine formations
of the south west, shows us that at the close of the Lower
Oolitic period the estuary of the northern tract was sub
merged, and a continuous sea floor stretched across th
whole of the south east of England
Thanks to the deposits of the Yoil shiie e&tuarine senes om

knowledge of the Oolitic is much moie ample than of the Liassio
flora "^hth the exception of a few httoial fucoids all the plants
aie of teiresti-ial foims They compiise about 60 species of feins,
among which the genera Pecopte^w, Sphenoptcus, Phlebopte't 'is and
Toemopter'is aie characteiistie Next in abundance come tire

c^cads, of which more than 20 species aie known, belonging to the
genera Otozamites, Zaimtes, Ptc7 ophyllum, and Cyoadites Con
ifeious remains are not infrequent in the foim of stems or iiag
ments of w’ood, as well as in occasional twigs with attached
leaves g&nei% Arcmca't B'l acJujpliyllum, Tlvuytes, Pence
TZalcIiia, Cl yx^tmiiei ites, and Taxites have been lecognized The
Infeiior Oolite ji^eseiits a toleiably coxjious suite of mvcitebiatc
lemams which resemble generically those of the Liis Ihe
picdomiiiance of Rlhyiicho lelkc and Tc't chi atida over tlie rest of

the biachiopods becomes still moie maiked Giypliaa, Jbima
Pccten, Catd%imn, Myacitcs, Mytilus, Pholadomya, Tyzgoma aic
fiequent shells, while ammonites ind belemnites al^o occur, though
much moie spaiinglj th''^ the Liis bclcw, and m some of tl e

latei subdivisions ofthe Oolitic senes The Tullei s Earth, thous^h
well marked in the Bath distiict, wheie it is about 200 feet thick,
dies out in Oxfoidshne, and contains only i few distinctive fossiL,

most of its forms being also found in the lufeiioi Oolite

The Great or Bath Oolite consists, in Gloucestershire and
Oxfoidshire, of three groups of strata At the base comeS
a senes of thin bedded limestones with sinds, knovA u as the
Stonesfield Slate

,
in the centre lies a mass of shelly and

yellow or cream colouied often Oolitic limestones, with
partings of mail oi clay—the Gieat Oolite, while at the

top lies a set of claj s and shelly limestones, including the
Biadfoid Clay, Foiest Maible, and Cornbrash The fetone'-*

field Slate, the lowest of these three zones, is a local but ex
ccedingly important subdivision, which haa furnished i

1 irge number of leptilian and some mammalian remains It

must have been deposited lu shallow water close to thickly

wooded shores

About a dozen species of feins have been found in the Stonesfield
Slate, the genera Sphenopteris, and Toe'uzoptei zshi&m.g
the prevalent forms The cycads are chiefly species of Palceozamza,
the conifers of Tlvuytes "VYith these diilted fragments of a teiies

trial vegetation theie occur lemams of beetles, diagon flies, and
other insects which had been blown oi washed off the land The
wateis weie tenanted by a few biachiopods {Mliynclwnella and
Ti/iebiatula) by lamellibranchs {Geyvdha, Lima, Ostrea Pecten,

Astarte, Modiola, T? tgoQua, Ac ), by gasteiopods {Natzea Ncrita,
Paiclla T'/ochub, &c ), by a few ammoniteb and belemnites, and by
placoid lud ganoid fishes, of which about 50 species aie known
The leptiles compiise lepiesentatives of turtles, wuth peculiar sjiecies

of IcMhyosaui us Siixd Plosfhosau7%bs Ihe genus Teleosauius which
oecuis in the Yorkshire I las, la among the oiganisins of the Stones
field Slate It was a tiue cainivoious ciocodilc, measuring about
18 feet in length and is judged by Phillips to have been in the
habit of veiituimg moie freely to so i than the gavial of the Ganges
and the ciocodile of the Nile The huge c^einosiui Megalosavvus
freexuented the slioies of the Stonesfield lagoons, walking piobabh
on its massive hind legs, and feeding on the mollnsks, fishes and
peiliaps the small mammals of the district It is estimated to have

had a leiit^th of 25 feet and to have weighed 2 or 3 tons Thf

flying leptiles w eie likewise lepiesented by the Phamplioihynchus —
a haipy like creatuie which was able to fly, to shuffle on liiid, oi

peich on locks, peihaps even to dive in search of its prey But tl e

most important organic remains of the Stonesfield Slate aie uii

douhted^ly its mammalia, of which three geneia Antplvdlicrium,

Plucscolotherium, and StcreognatJius have been deteimined Onl\

portions of lower jawshaa e yet been found, pointing doubtless to the

fact that, as the animals were drifted from land, thelowei jaws, im
pioteeted by outei skin, were sepaiated in decomx>osition from the

rest of the body These interesting lelicswere the first tracer of

mammalian life found in sti ata of such high antiquity The’^ u e

legal ded as having belonged to small maisupial animals, to which
living analogues exist in Australia In the Gieat Oolite the le-

mains of a gigantic saurian Ceteosciurus ha\e been found Accuid

ing to Phillips it was piobably, when standing, not less than 10

feet in height and 50 feet m length, a maish loving oi river side

animal, living on the ferns c^cad'^, and conifers among which it

dw elt
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In the Middle or Oxford Oolites, the Oxford Clay, so

exiled from the name of the county thiough which it passes

111 its coarse from the coast of Doisetshiie to that Df York
shire, consists mainly of layeis of stiff blue andbiown clay

In its lower portion lies a maiked zone of calcareous abund

antly fossilifeious sindsfcone, known, fiotn a place iii Wilt

shire, as the Kelaways Rock, which, aftei dying out in the

midland counties, leappears on the Yoikshiie coast This

z)ne contains about 150 species of fossils, of which neaily

a halt are found in lower parts of the Jurassic series, and

about the same number pass upward into highei zones

Among it's ( liiuictaiLstic foims I's A) duo nit^s Calloviaisib Che

Ox;tor I (iliy from the natme of its mcitciial ‘md the conditions ot

its deposit IS defieient in some foims ot life wliicli weio no doubt
abundnnt in neighbouring aieas of cloaiei ivatei lluis tlicio mo
h ir lly any coials, few echino Icims, polvzoa, oi biachiopods Some
1 iinellibianchs aie abundant, paiticulaily GryphcbU, and Optica.

(both forming souietiines iiileojstei beds) Lima, Avicida, Peel n,

Adarte, liiqoma—the wliole having a gioat siinilaiity to the

assemblages in tl c Lowei Oolite foiiiiations Tin. ^isteiopols aic

not so iiumeiOLis as in the calcaicons beds below but belong mostly

to the same geiieix The ammonites iic numeious,—A Dim am
4 Jason, A Lamhc')t^, ‘in I A ocidcttas being cli iiaeteiistic Of

th belemnitcs, wliieli also aie hucpiont J3 lictslctuif^ is found ail the

^ ly fiom Dorsetshiie to Yoikshiie Spines and t eth of idacoil

ti^dicb and entile specimens oi Lepidotas iie oeeasionallj to be mot
AMtli The reptiles besides IcUthyosam us, Megalosaiuus, Plesio

siarit'i (4 species) S6o7iposam'ics and Pha^nplioiliyntluis eompiioe
Uso Pbcwsaitius—a niaiine sauiiin with laige head, shoit neck,
paddles sniiilai to those of Plesiosiui is, ai)x>x caching the typo of

the ichthyosauiians, hut even suipassing them in size

The Coralline Oolite can likewise be traced, with local

modifications and ]3a rtial iiiterrujptions, across England from
Yorkshire to Dorsetshiie It is named from its beds full of

masses of coral It consists of three zones,—a lower calcare

ous gilt, a central rnbbly limestone with coials (the true

coral rag ” of William Smith), and an upper calcareous

grit, which, though feebly represented fill ther south, attains

importance in Yorkshire It is frequently entiiely made
up of comminuted shells, urchins, coraL, and other marine
OI ganisms The corals include the genera Isasty cea, Tham
nftst7 cea, and Thecosmiha The urchins belong to C%da7 is,

lIe'rYi%c%dar%s^ P^qv/rus^ P%qmter^ and other geneia There
are likewise Ammomtes^ Belemmteii, and WmUh
The Upper or Portland Oolites bring before us the

closing epochs of the long Jurassic iieriod in England, with
the records of some of the physical i evolutions which led to

this change At their base lies the Kimeridge Clay, so named
from the locality on the coast of Dorsetshire where it is so
^ elL exhibited, and whence it is traceable continuously, save
where covered by the Oh ilk, into Yorkshire Like the
Oxford Clay below, it is distinguished by its thickness,
peisistence, and peculiar organic lemains.

Mollus a ax>pear in greatly liminished vaiiety
, Ch ypheea 'svrgula,

OstriBa dHtoi^a, Asta7te Baodwcllensis and Cardium str^at^lly/m, aie
cliaidcteiistic species The reptiles are the most impoitant of the
pal eoiitologioal contents of this zone They include lemains of
tmties 5 species of lehthyosam xes 5 of Plcxosaxixus, 8 of Plesio
<sturirs Qeteosaurus, Bfegalosawt los and the ciocodilians Steneo
sa i,n s Teleosaiu us, and Gomopdiolxs

The Portland beds are so named fiom the isle of Portland,
wheie they directly succeed the Kimeridge Clay A feeble
representative of them is belie\ed to overlie that clay on
the Yorkshire coast, but it is in the southern counties that
they attain their chief develoxDinent They consist, at Port
laud, of a lower sandy set of beds about 150 feet thick, and
of an upper calcareous zone (containing the well known lime
stone so laigely used for building purposes under the name
of Portland stone) about 70 feet thick

The fossils, which veiy commonly occui as lueie empty casts, in
elude as characteristic species Isastroea ohloxiga, Oardium disszmile
Trigoma gibhosa and Te^ehraPoHlaxidica There occm also remains
of some of the gieat Oolitic saunans

The Purbeck beds, so named from the Isle of Purbeck,
where they aie best developed, are usnally connected with

the foregoing formations as the highest zone of the Jurassic
senes of England But they aie ceitaiiily separated from
the lest of that series by many X)eculiaiities, which show
that they w'eie accumulated at a time when the physical
geography and the animal and vegetable life of the region
weie micler^oirig a lemarkable change

ihey have Lllii an ingcd lu tliitc gi The lowest consists of
fic&li wall 1 liiiicstoiK b and cl ly'-s, with Liy'-cis of ancient scil contain
111^ stunqs of the tieci> wdiich giew in them The middle caoiip
coiiqiises xbout 130 leet of sti tx wutli maniie fossils, while the
hi^licbt division shows i ictuiii of ficsli water conditions Ainoiio'
the indications ot tlie xueseiiee of the sens an oyster bed {Ostrea dis
i iia) 12 feet thick with Pcctcxi, Modiola, AvicuJa Thxacia, &c
The hesh w'atei bauds contain still living genera of lacustime and
liiiviatile shells

—

Ptiludiaa, Linmcta, Planoihis, Physa, Valiata
I ni) and CycJas Numeious fishes, both xd^xcoid and ganoid,
1 united tluse Pinbeck w iters Many'- insects blown off fiom the
adjacent land sank and wcie emtoinbed and xueserved in the cal
eaieousmul ilu.se inedu li cnkoxitcious oithox teioiis hemqtei
ous 11 inojhious and dix>tei ous foiins Pcinaiiis of sexeial lex^tiles

cln Uy eheloniLii but including th Tmassic cioeodile (7o uc;/ /loZ^s

hive also been diseoxeied but the most icmaikable oigamc ic
ill nils of the Puilieck beds aie those of 10 genci i and 26 sxecies
of musiixial luaniinals, fiom the si/e of a mole to tint of a xjole

cat T1k\ aie Ixdieved to h iv(. b( en mostly inseetivoions One
ot them {T/ iuo lodou xiiajor) is rG_,xidc I \ \ Owtai asc iiiiuoious and
])iobal 1> about the size ot th ( visting JDasyu? us maugoi of

Austi ilia These nmiimalian lein iins oc lu ilniost w holly as lowei

j iws in X stixtixm ibnut 5 inches thick lying iicai the base of the
Middle 1 luIk ek ^ioux>

Continental Europe—Jurassic rocks cover a vast area

111 central Eurox^e They rise fiom iindei the Cietaceous
formations m the north east of Fiance, whence they ringe

southwaids down the valleys of the Saone and Rhone to

tlie Mediterranean They apx^ear as a broken bolder round
the old ciystallme nucleus of Auvergne Eastwards they

range thiough the Jura Mountains up to the high grounds

ot Bohemia They apx:>ear m the outei chains of the Alps
on both sides, and on the south thev rise along the centre

of the Ax^ennines, and here and there over the Spanish

peninsula Covered by more recent formations they under
lie the great plain of northern Geimany, w-hence they iniige

eastwaids and occupy large tracts in central and eastern

Russia According to Neumayr, three distinct geographical

regions of deposit can be made out among the Juiassic rocks

of Europe (1 )
The Mediterranean province, embiacing

the Pyrenees, Alps, and Carpathians, with all the tiacts

lying to the south One of the biological characters of this

aiea was the great abundance of ammonites belonging to

the groups of Hete^ophylli (Phylloceras) and P'lmhjiaU

{Lytoceias) (2 ) The centralEuropean province, comprising
the tracts lying to the north of the Alpine udge, and maiked
by the comparative rarity of the ammonites yust mentioned,

which arerex^laced by otheis of the groups InJiaH {Aspido

ceras) and OppelUa, and by abundant reefs and masses of

coial (3 ) The boreal or Russian x^irovmce, comprising the

middle and noith of Russia, Spitzbergen, and Greenland

The life in this area was much less varied than in the others,

showing that in Jurassic times there was a peiceptible dim
inution of temperature towaids the north The ammonites
of tlie more southern tiacts here disax>pe‘^b togetliei with

the corals

In France the following aiiangement has been made of

the Jurassic rocks, tlie subdivisions nearly corresx^onding to

tliose first proposed in England —
(Purbeck beds not recognized )
Tenam Poitlandien (Calcaxre tachete de Boulogne)

Kimendgien (Argile de Honfleur)
Coi allien (Calcaire Corallien)
Oxfordien (Oohthe de Tiouville)
Calloaien (Argiles de Dives= Kelaways Rock)
Batlionien (Oohthe de Caen= Combrash, Tei re a foulon)

Bayocien ou Oohthe Inferieme (Oohthe de Bayeux)
Toarcien (Marnes Liasiques sui-)erieuie=TJppei Lias)

Liasien (Marnes et calcaires a Belemnites= Middle Lias)

Sinemuiieii (Calcaire a Giyphees— L-^wer Lias)
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In north, western Germany the subjoined classification

has been adopted

Pmbeck gioiip (Seipulit, Mnndei iMergel, and Eimheck-
hauser Plattenkalk)

Kimeridge gioup (CTppei, with Avimonites gigas and Exo-
gy'ict zi7gula, Lowei or l^enneen-Schicliten)

0\:foid gionp (Up^^ei, \Mth Qidmis fio'iigc'imna

^

Lowei,
"With Giyjohcea chlatata)

(
Cla>s with Am7yi07iites 07 7iatics

I
Shales with A77im nnacrocephalus
Coinhiash with Aqiwi postc7'us

1
Shales with Ost7 ea X7iorri, A77wi /er7 ugi7ieus

LZone of A77Z771 jPaiTcvhisozvb

Coronaten-Schichten, clays withu&eZc?/i?? 2^cs cj%qa7\-

tcics, A771771 Mu7nphresia7ius, Azmii B7a7Xen-
7'idgi

( Shales with l7iocera 77iXLS polyplocus^ A^iim Mur-
< chiso7ice

( Clays and limestones with A7ii7n opcdmus
f Grey marls with Afn7no7utes J7i7 exisis

j Bituminous shales (Posi^lonien-schiefer) writh

^'=1. to

Z

f ITppei

' :\riddiL

IjOw ei

pq 2

o ^

Upppi
C07}i7nums, A btfroxis.Amon lythensts, A

L Fosuloivia, Bi'onzii

C Clays with Anwn axixaltliccL

Middle-)
limestones Avith A771771 caprzcorxius

I

Dark clays and feiiuginous mails with A77i7n

L brevispma
Clays with A^tixn pla^iicosta

Blue grey clays with Aziun Bucklatidh (Aiieceii-
schichten)

Dark clays with Ainxn axigulatus
Daik clays and sandy layers w'lth A^nm platioi bis

{psilonotus)

L Lowei

Nobth America..—So far as yet known rocks of Jurassic
age play but a very subordinate part in North Amercian
geology. Perhaps some of the red strata of the Trias belong
to this division, for it is difficult, owing to paucity of fossil

evidence, to draw a satisfactory line between the two
systems Stiata containing fossils believed to represent
those of the European Jurassic series have been met with
in recent years during the explorations in the western
domains of the United States. They occur among some of

the eastern ranges of the Eocky Mountains, as well as on
the western side of the watershed. They have been recog-
nized also far to the north beyond the great region of Azoic
and Palaeozoic rocks in the arctic portion of the continent
They consist of limestones and marls, which appear seldom
to exceed a few hundred feet in thickness. The fossils

include species of Feiitacrviius^ Monotis^ Tr%go7i%ay Lima,
ATYimoniteSy and Belemmtes,

Cretaceous.

The next great series of geological formations is termed
the Cretaceous system, from the fact that in England and
western Europe one of its most important members is a
thick band of white chalk (creta),

Britain.—The Purbeck beds bring before us evidence
of a great change in the geography of England towards the
close of the Jurassic period. They show how the fioor of
the sea in which the thick and varied formations of that
period were deposited came to be gradually elevated, and
how into pools of fresh and brackish water the leaves,
insects, and small marsupials of the adjacent land were
washed down.

These evidences of terrestrial conditions aie followed in
the same region by a vast delta-formation, that of the Weald,
which accumulated over the south of England, while the
older parts of the Cretaceous system were being deposited
in the north. Hence there are two types of that system,
one where the strata are fluviatile or estuarine, termed the
Wealden type, the other where they are marine, known as
the Neocomian type Arranged in descending order the
following are the subdivisions of the English Cretaceous
rocks:

—

o

r I
IJppei Chalk \vith Hints

GkoiL 1
bovver Chalk without flints !

Chalk Mail (Giey Chalk)
;

L^Chloritic Marl J
Upper 1

Green- > Gieem&h-giey sandstones and sands
sand

)

^
Gault \ Stiff blue clay with calcareous and

} pyritous nodules

600 to 1200 ft

40 „ 150 „

100 „ 150 „
Flu%iatil& Type.

f

o

o

o

Weald Clay,1000
ft

Hastings beds
consisting of

—

TunbridgeWells

Sand(140-3S0
ft),

Wadhur&t Clay
(120-180 ft) ,

Ashdow 11 Sand
L (400 or 500 ft).

fi

11

11

Marine Type

f
Folkstoiie beds

. ^ ^ f 70 to 100
I
Sandgatebeds I § §*^3

j 75 ,, 100
Hytlie beds

(

o g SO ,, 300
Atherfield clay L20 ,, 60
Upper pait of Speeton Clav 150
Puiifield beds, Tealby beds,
and middle part of Speeton
Clay 150

ft

Low ei jjart of Speeton Clay 200

Jjowfir Cretaceous or Neocomzan—The fluviatile develop-
ment of this series in the south of England consists of a

great depth of sands and clays known generally as the
Wealden series, from the Weald of Sussex and Kent, where
they ate best displayed.
They precisely resemble the deiiosits of a delta, and this is borne

out by their oiganic remains, which consist partly of terrestrial

plants {Equisetuin, Sphexwptcris^ Alethopte7 7s, TMiytes, eycads, and
conifers), and fresh-w ater shells ( Uxuo, 10 species

,
Cyre7xa, 5 species

,

with C^jclas^ Faludiiictf Mela7xiay &c ), with a few estuaiine 01

marine fonns as Ostrea and Mytilus, and ganoid fishes {Lepidotus)
like the gai of Aineiiean rivers Among the spoils of the land
floated down by this iiver were the cai cases of huge deinosaurian
leptiles {Igua7iodo7iy Hylceosaurus, Mcgalosaui us), oi the long necked
plesiosaurs, and of winged pterodactyles The deltoid formation in
which these remains occur extends in an east and west direction for
at least 200 miles, and from north to south for at least 100 Hence
the delta must have been not less than 20,000 sc^uare miles in area
It has been compared with that of the Qiiona

,
in reality, however,

its extent must have been greatei than its present visible area, for it

has siiffeied fiom denudation, and is to a laige extent concealed under
more recent foimations The river probably descended from the
north-west, diaining a vast area, of which the existing mountain
groups of Britain aie peihaps merely fiagnients

The marine type of the Lower Cretaceous rocks is now
commonly termedNeocomian, from Neufchatel {Neoco^nztin)^

where it is well developed In tlie south of England only
the upper division appears, overlying conformably the
Wealden series, and showing the gradual depression of the
old delta and the advance of the sea. In Yorkshire, how-
ever, a thick deposit known as the Speeton C^ay has been
ascertained by Mr Judd to pass down into the Jurassic

system, and to contain a representation of the upper parts of

the Neocomian of the Continent.
The lower division of the Speeton Clay contains, among other

fossils, Amxnomtcs Koizcus The cential zone is maiked by Fecten
ci7ictu% Axicyloccrcfs Duzallxz, and Meyeria ornata The upper di-

vision IS cliaiacteiized by Fcrna Mxdlcti, Aononomtes Deshayes%z,

Fectenoz bicularzs It is the fossils of this uppei division which occui
111 the Lower Greensand of Kent. They amount to about 300 species,

of which only 18 01 20 per cent pass up into the Upper Cietaceous
This marked palaeontological break, taken in connexion with traces

of unconfoimability between the Lowei Greensand and the Gault,

shows that a definite geological boundary-line can bedrawm between
the lower and uppei parts of the Cietaceous system

Upper Cretaceous—At the base of this senes lies the

Gault—a dark blue stiff clay or marl, sometimes sandy and
calcareous. It overlaps the older parts of the Cretaceous

series, and in Wiltshire lies on Kimeridge Clay. Among
the characteristic fossils of this divi«iion are Cyclocyatlius

F^ttom, Caryophzlia BowerhanLzi, Niicula pectinatay Ino-

cerarmis sulcatuSy JSTatica Gaultina, Bostellaria cartnata.

Ammonites dentatus, OiXid. Famxte^ aitenuntus. In all, abc>ut

200 species of fossils occur, of which about 46 per cent,

pass into up into the Upper Greensand.
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The Gault is overlaid by a group of sands and sandstones

often of a greenish tint from the presence of glauconite

grains. Hence the name Upper Greensand -which is

applied to them. These strata can be traced westwards

into Devonshire, and eastwards to the headlands of Kent,

but they die out towards the north. Their mineralogical

characters and variable thickness seem to point to them as

deposits of the shore of the sea in which the chalk w'as

subseq[uently laid down upon them.

Among tlieir characteristic fossils are the sponges /S'zjjTtojwa

fovmis and S. codata ;
urchins of the genera Gidaris, Echinus and

Salcma\ numerous TerchratuJcc and Jihynchoncllce', many lamcl-

libranchs, particularly of the genera Ejcogyra, Ostrca^ Gryphcm^
Lima, Eecten, and Trigonia

;
and gabterojmds of the genera Katica,

Tumtella, and others. The cephalox)ods abound and coni];>nsc

many tonus of Ammonites (40 species), Hmnites, Sca2)hilcs,

Baculitcs, Nautilus, and Eelemnitcs.

Chalk.—This conspicuousmember of theCretaceous system

has at its base a white or pale yellow marl with green grains

of glauconite, phosphatic nodules, and iron pyrites (Cbloritic

Mirl), which is succeeded sometimes by a kind of argil-

laceous chalk (Chalk Marl) forming the base of the true

Chalk. It can be traced from Flamborougb Head in York-

shire across the south-eastern counties to the coast of Dorset.

Throughout this long course its western edge usually rises

somewhat abruptly from the plains as a long winding
escarpment, which from a distance often reminds one of an
old coast-line. The upper half of the Chalk is generally

distinguished by the presence of many nodular layers of

flint. With the exception of these enclosures, however, the

whole formation is a remarkably white pulverulent

dull limestone, meagre to the touch, and soiling the fingers.

It is composed mainly of crumbled foraininifera, with the

mingled debris of urchins, corals, and niollusks. It must
liave been accumulated in a sea of some depth and tolerably

free from sediment, like some of the foraminiferal ooze of

the existing sea-bed. There is, however, no evidence that

the depth of the water at all approached that of the abysses
in which the present Atlantic globigerina-ooze is being laid

down. Indeed, the chai’acter of the foraminifera, and the
variety and association of the other organic remains, are not
like those which have been found to obtain now^ on the
deep floor of the Atlantic.

Somewhere about 800 species of fossils are known from the Eng-
lish Chalk. Occasional rare fragments of tenestrial wood occur,
perforated by the teredo, and telling of a tran.sport of some dis-

tance from land. Sponges are numerous. They have usually
boeu silicified and in’€.served iu the flint nodules. Among
the more characteristic genera are Choanites, Cliona, VenVn-
cuLites, BracMoUtes. Spfongia, and Biphonia. Careful preparation
of a fragment of chalk usually brings to light remains, sometimes
well preserved, of foraminifera.(JKc>j5aZinas ornaia, Cristellaria rotidata^
Gldbigerina hulloides). Corals are represented by about 15 specie.s

{Parasmilia, Coelosmilia, Caryophyllia, &c.). The echini form one
oE the most conspicuous features among the Chalk fossils, from
their individual numbers and their variety of forms. Among the
more common genera the following may be named

—

Ananchytes,
Echinoconus (Qalentes), Cardiastcr, Mieraslcr, Oyphosoma, Oidaris,
Pseudodiade'ina, Discoidea, and Salcnia. Among other star-fishes
the genus Goniasier occurs in numerous species in the upper division
of the Chalk. The crinoids were represented in the sea of the period
by a Goniatida, one or two Pentacrinitcs, Marsupites, and Bourgiocti-
crinus. Polyzoa abound in the Upper Chalk {Rooncc^osolm, Pus-
iuZopora, Holostoma, The brachiopods appear in the form of
great numbers ofPhynchonella, Terebratxda, and Terebratulina, with
Crania, Thecidea, and Kingcna, Among the lamellibranchs the
genera Ostrea, Pecten, Inoccramus, and Lima are particularly fre-
quent. Gasteropods are eomaprativelj'- few, Pleuroiomaria perspec-
tvea being one of the few forms found both iu the lower and upper
division of the Chalk. Cephalopods. however, abound ; character-
istic species are Belminitellaplena, B. mucronata, Nautilus Deslong^
clwmpsianus. Ammonites nmiendaris, A. 'varians, A. Rothomagensis,
Turrilites costatus, Baculites laculoides. Sea2’)Mtes cequalis, and
JSamites armatiis. Upwards of 80 species of fish have been dis-
covered. These include chimseroids CSlda2ShodQn, Ischyodiis), sharks
{Hylodus, Ptychodus, Lamna, Otodvs), ganoids {Maa^opoma, Pyo-
vodus), and teleosteous or houy fishes {Beryx, EncTiodus, Sauroce-
pfudus). Kumerous reptilian remains have been found, more par-
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tieiilarlj' iu a bed about 1 foot thick lying at the base of tlie Clialk
of Cambridge, and largely worked for plio.sphato of lime derived
iroiii reptilian coprolite.s and bones. Among the known forms are
.several chelonians, the great deino.saiir AcantJiojiholis, several
species of Plesiosaurus, 5 or ^ oi IchUnjosaiirus, 10 species
of Pterodactyl Its from the .size of a X)igoon upwards, one of

Ibem having a .spri^ad of wing imiouutiiig perhaj).s to 25 feet, 3
species of Mosasaurus, a crocodilian (Polyptychodon), and some
others. At Cambridge also the bones of one or two species of birds
have been found, x)robably belonging to Kataiorcs allied to the living
gulls.

CoK-TiNKXTAL Eljrope.—The CretacoouR system in

many detached areas covers a large extent of the Continent.
From the south of England it spreads southward across the
north of France to the base of the ancient central plateau
of that country. Eastwards it ranges beneath tlie Tertiary

and x>ost-Tertiary dcx>osits of the great plain, appearing on
the north side at the southern end of Scandinavia and in

Denmark, on the south side in Belgium and Hanover, round
the flanks of the Harz, in Bohemia and Poland, eastwards
into Piussia, where it covers many thousand square
miles up to the southern end of the Ural chain. To the

south of the central axis in France, it underlies the great

basin of the Garonne, flanks the chain of the Pyrenees ou
both sides, s[)reads out largely over the eastern side of the

^Spanish table-laud, and reax>x)ear3 on the west side of the

crystalline axis of that region along the coast of Portugal.

It is seen at intervals ah^ng the north and south fronts of

the Alx>s, extending down the valley of the PJione to the

Mediterranean, ranging along the chain of the Apennines
into Sicily and the north of Africa, and widening out from
the eastern shores of the Adriatic through Greece, and along

the northern base of the Balkans to the Black Sea, round
the southern shores of which it ranges in its progress into

Asia, where it again covers an enormous area.

A scries of rocks covering so va^t an extent of surface must needs
present many difrereiiccs of type, alike in their litliological charac-

ters and in their organic contents. They bring before us the records

of a time when one coiitiiiuous sea stretched over all the centre

with most of the south of Euro])C, covered the north of Afiiea, and
swept eastwards to the far east of Asia. There were doubtless

many islands and rhlges in this wide expanse of water, whereby its

areas of dex>osit and biological piovimx's must have been more or

less sharply defined. Some of these barrieis can still be traced, as

will be immediately pointed out
The accom])anyiiig talde contains the subdivisions of the

Cretaceous system which have been adopted in a few of the more
important areas of Continental Europe.

It will be seen from this table that wdiile there is sufficient

palaeontological siinilarit}'- to allow a general paiallelism to be

drawn among the Cretaceous rocks of western Euio^ie, there aro

yet strongly marked diflerenees xioiuting to very distinct conditions

of life, and probably, iu many cases, to disconnected areas of

dei>osit. Nowhere can these contrasts be moie stiikingly seen

than in crossing from the Cretaceous basin of the Loire to that of

the Garonne. In the north of France the Upper Cietaceous beds
are i>recisely like those of England, the soft white Chalk forming
a conspicuous feature in both countries

;
but, on the south side of

the gi-eat axis of crystalline rocks, the soft clialk is reidaced by
hard limestones. There is a xu’evalence of calcareous matter, often

sparry, throughout the whole series of formations, with compara-
tively few sandy or clayey beds. This mass of limestone attains

its greatest development in the southern jiait: of the de]>arl ment of

the Dordogne, w^here it is said to be about 800 feet thick. But the

lithological differences ai'e not greater tlian those of the fossils. In

the north of France, Belgium, and England, the singular molluscan
family of the Sippu/riiidoe or Rudistes appears onh'' occasionally

and sporadically in the Cretaceous rocks, as if a stray individual

had from time to time found its -way into the region, but without

being able to establish a colony there. In the south of France,

however, the hippurites occur in prodigious quantity. They often

mainly compose the limestones, hence called hippmite limestones

(Rudisten-Kalke). They attained a great size, and seem to have

grown on immense banks like our modern oyster. They aiipear

in successive species on the different stages of the Cretaceous

system, and can be used for marking palaeontological horizons, as

the cephalopods are elsewhere. But while these lamellibranchs

played so important a part throughout the Cretaceous period in the

south of France, the numerous ammonites and hmemnites, so

characteristic of the Chalk in England, were absent from that

region. This very distinctive type of hipimrite limestone has so
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miicli wider an extension than the English type of the Cretaceons numeious conifers (some akin to Sequoia), and three or foiu kinds
sy&teiii that it should be regaidel as leally the noimal develop of sciew-pine {Pandcmus) This Hon. has a much more modern
meat It langes through the Alps into Dalmatia, and round the aspect than any othei yet found in Secondary formations But its

great Mediterranean basin fai into Asia Gumbel has proposed to most important featuie is the occurrence of numerous true exogenous
group the European Cretaceous rocks into thiec great regions — plants—the eailiest jet found in Euiope The prevalent foims aie

(1) the northern province, oi area oi white chalk with Belemmtella, Froteacece, many of them being leftiied to geneia still living in

-r

Australia oi at the Cape of Good Hope There occur also species-
Table showing the Siibclivisions of the Cretaceous System %n the of oak, bog-mjrtle, Lc, These interesting fragments serve to iiidi-W of Europe oate the modem chaiacter of the floia of Euiope toivards the close

of the Cretaceous peiiod, and to show that the climate, doubtless
greatly warmei than that which now x^revails, iiouii&hed a vegeta-
tion like that of some parts of Australia oi the Cape Further
information has been altoided regarding the extension of this floia

by the discoveiy in ISToith Greenland of a lemarkahle senes of fossil

plants From ceitain Lower Cietaceons beds of that Arctic region,
Heel has described 30 species of feins, 9 cycads, and 17 coiiiteis ,

while, from the Uppei Cietaceons rocks of FToursoak, he enumerates
species of poplar, tig, sassafias, eredneiia, and magnolia

N’orth America—The recent surveys ot the western
territories of the United States have gieatly increased oui
knowledge of the Cietaceons system on the American con-

tinent, where it is now known to cover a vast expan^^e ot

surface, and to reach a thickness of sometimes 10,000 feet

Sparingly developed in the eastern States, from New Jersey
into South Carolina, it spreads out ovei a wide area m the
south, stretching round the end of the long Palaeozoic ridge
from Georgia through Alabama and Tennessee to the Ohio,,

and reappearing from under the Tertiary formations on the
west side of the Mississippi ovei a large space in Texas and
the south west Its maximum development is reached in

the western States and Territories of the Rocky Mountain
region—Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado Cretaceous rocks
have likewise been detected in Arctic America neai the

mouth of the Mackenzie River
Much controversy has been carried on among American

geologists regarding the upper limit of the Cretaceous
system, some maintaining, from the character of the plants

occurrence of true Cretaceous shells m and above the

Ligmtic series, that it must belong to the Cretaceous sj stem
In the Upper Missouri region Hayden and Meek established

the following subdivisions —
5 Fox Hills group —Sandstones and sandy clajs {Belem-

nitella, Nautilus, Ammonites, Baciditcs^ Mosasaurus,
&c ) 500 ft

4 Fort Pieii e gi oup—Plastic clays {Ammonites, Staphries,
iTwceiamus, &c ) 700 ,

3 FTiobraia gioup —Calcareous mail {Ostrea congesta,

Inoceramus prohlematiciLS, fi'sh remains), 200 ,,

2 Foit Benton gionp —Clays and limestones {ScapMtes,
Ammointes, Plioladomya, &c ) 800 „

1 Dakotah group —Sandstones, clajs and seams of lig-

comprising England, noithern Fiance, Belgium, Denmark, West- mte, with vast nuraheis of dicotyledonous leaves , a

phalia
, (2) the Hercynian province, or area of Uxogyia coltmiha, maiine sheLs This is the great repository of

embracing Bohemia, Moravia, Saxony, Silesia, and cential Bavaiia
,

Cretaceous flora 400 „
and (3) the southern province, or area of hippuiites, including the Ameiican Cietaceons fossils include the eailiest dicotyledonous
regions south of the ciystallme axis of France, the Alps, and plants yet found on this continent, iip'waids of 100 species having
soiitheiii Euiope been found, of which one-half were allied to living American forms
The Wealdeii beds, with the Hastings Sands and Weald Claj, Among them are species of oak, willow, po^ilar, beech, maple,

are found in noith-west Geimanj They contain abundant remains hickory, fig, tulip-tiee, sassafras, sequoia, American palm (Sabal),
of terrestiial vegetation, which is sometimes aggregated into thin and cycads The moie characteristic mollusca are species of Tere-
-earns of black glancing coal, occasionally even as much as feet bratula, Ostrea, Grjpho&a, Inoceramus, Hipjmriics, Badiolites,
thick The maiiue oi typical Reocomian senes attains a great Ammonites, Scaphttes, Hamites, Bacuhies, Belemmtes, Ancyloceras
development among the eastern Alps, where it consists mainly of and Turmlites Of the fishes of the Cretaceous seas 97 species aie
massive white and grey limestones, divided into zones according to known, eompiising laige piedaeeous lepiesentatives of modem or
then characteristic fossils Some geologists place in it a part of osseous types like the salmon and saury, though cestracionts and
the massive Vienna sandstone (Wienei Sandstein) which enteis so ganoids still flouiished But the most remaikahle feature in the
laigely into the stiucture of the outer Alps The massive arena- American Cietaceons fauna, as at piesent known, is the gieat
ceous formation formeily massed togethei under the general name number, variety, and size of the reptiles Accoidmg to the enume-
of Quader sandstein, hut now found to be the equivalent of the ration of Cope, who includes, howevei, in his list the Lignitic group
calcareous bands of other legions, and capable of subdivision into here placed among the Tertiaiy formations, there are known at
the chief normal groups, forms a conspicuous feature in Saxony present 18 species of deinosaurs, 4 pteiosaurs, 14 crocodilians, 13
and Bohemia, as in the great goige of the Elbe and the picturesque samopterygians or sea saurians, 48 testudinates (tui’tles, Lc ), and
crags and pinnacles of Saxon Switzerland From the Upper Creta- 50 pythonomorphs or sea-serpents One of the most extraordinary
eeous beds, in the neighbourhood of Aix la Chapelle, consisting of of these reptilian forms was the ElasmosaiCTics—a huge snake-like
white sands and laminated clays 400 feet thick, a laige number of foim 40 feet long, with slim arrow-shaped head on a swan-like neck
terrestrial plants have been obtained The numbei of species is rising 20 feet out of the water This formidable sea-monster ‘‘pro-

estimated at moie than 400 Of these 70 or 80 are cryptogams, hably often swam many feet below the surface, raising the head to
chiefly feiiis {Gleichema, Lygodiurn, Aspleriium^ &c ) , there aie the distant air for a breath, then withdrawing it and explorin^i the

and of the shells, that the great plant-beaimg series teimed
the Ligmtic is of Tertiary age, others insisting, from the
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depths 40 feet "below wiLuout altering the position of its body. It

must have wandered far from land, and that many hinds of fishes

formed its food is shown by the teeth and scales found in the
position of its stomach” (Cope). But the real rulers of the
American Cretaceous waters were the pythonomorphic saurians or
sea-serpents. Some of them attained a length of 75 feet or more.
They possessed a remarkable elongation of form, particularly in the
tail ;

their heads were large, flat, and conic, with eyes directed
partly upwards. They swam by means of two pairs of paddles, like

the flippers of the whale, and the ecl-like strokes of their flattened

tail. Like snakes they had four rows of formidable teeth on the
roof of the mouth, which served as weapons for seizing their prey.

But the most remarkable feature in these creatures was the unique
arrangement for permitting them to swallow their prey entire, in the
manner of snakes. Each half of the lower jaw was articulated at a
point nearly midway between the ear and the chin, so as greatly to
Aviden the space between the jaws, and the throat must, conse-
quently, have been loose and baggy like a pelican’s. Nine species

of birds have been obtained from the American Cretaceous rocks.
Three of these belonged to the order of Natatores or swimmers,
which includes our modern gulls, ducks, and geese

;
four were Chalice

or waders
;
while two belonged to a long extinct order, and united

certain ichthyic and reptilian characters with those of birds. (Sec
Cope, Report of U.S. Geol. Sim. of Territories, vol. ii., 1875 ;

Marsh, American Journ. Science, Sdser., i. to iv.
;
Leidy, Smith-

sonian Gontributions, 1865, No. 192 ;
Lesqnereux, Oretaceons Flora,

Report of U.S. Geol. Surv. of Tei'ritoi'ies, vol. vi.

)

lY. TERTTAEY OR CAINOZOIC.

The close of the Secondary periods was marked in the west

f)f Europe by great geographical changes, during which the

floor of the Cretaceous sea was raised partly into land and
j^jartly into shallow marine and estuarine waters. These
events must have occupied a vast period of time, so that,when
'sedimentation once more began in the region, the organic

remains of the Secondary ages had (save in a few low forms
of life) entirely disappeared and given place to others of a

distinctly more modern type. In England, the interval

between the Cretaceous and the next geological period

represented there hj sedimentary formations is marked by
the abrupt line which separates the top of the Chalk from
all later accumulations, and by the evidence that the Chalk
seems to have been in some places extensively denuded
before even the oldest of what are called the Tertiary beds
were deposited upon its surface. There is evidently here
a considerable gap in the geological record. We have no
data for ascertaining what was the general march of events

iu the south of England between the eras chronicled respect-

ively by the Upper Chalk and the overlying Thanet beds.

Here and there on the Continent a few scraps of evidence
are obtainable which help to fill up this gap. Thus, on the
banks of the Meuse at Maestricht, a series of shelly and
polyzoan limestones with a conglomeratic base (Spsteme

I

Maestrichtien of Dumont, who places it above his Senonian
system in the Upper Cretaceous series) contains a mingling
of true Cretaceous organisms with others which are char-
acteristic of the older Tertiary formations. It contains, for
example, the characteristic Upper Chalk crinoid, Bourgeti-
crinus ellipticuSy in great numbers ; also Ostrea vesimlarisy
Baculites Faujasii, Belemnitella mucronata, and the great
reptile Mosasaurus

;
but with these occur such Tertiary

genera as Yoluta, Fasciolaria, and others. At Faxoe, on
the Danish island of Seeland, the uppermost member of the
Senonian series contains in like manner a blending of well-
known Upper Chalk organisms with the Tertiary genera
Cyprcea, Oliva, and Mitra. In the neighbourhood of Paris
also, and in scattered patches over the north of France, a
formation known as the pisolitic limestone occurs, which,
was formerly classed with the Tertiary formations, seeing
that its fossils had more affinities with later than with older
rocks. But the discovery in it of numerous distinctively
Upper Cretaceous forms has led to its being placed at the
top of the Senonian series, from which, however, it is

marked oflf by a decided unconformability, for it rests on a

denuded surface of the White Chalk. These fragmentary
formations are interesting, in so far as they help to show
that, though in western Europe there is a tolerably abrupt
separation between Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits, there

was nevertheless no real break between the two periods.

The one merged insensibly into the other; but the chroni-

cles of the intervening ages have been in great measure
destroyed.

In entering upon the Tertiary series of formations, we find

ourselves upon the threshold of the modern type of life.

The ages of lycopods, ferns, cycads, and yew-like conifers

have passed away, and that of the dicotyledonous angio-

sperms—the hard-wood trees and evergreens of to-day—now
succeeds them, but not by any sudden extinction and re-

creation, for, as we have seen (ante, p. 359), some of these

trees had already begun to make their appearance even in

Cretaceous times. The ammonites, baculites, and other

cephalopods, which had played so large a part in the mol-
luscan life of the Secondary periods, now cease. The great

reptiles, too, which in such wonderful variety of type were
the dominant animals of the eartli’s surface, alike on land

and sea, ever since the commencement of the Lias, now
wane before the increase of the mammalia, which advance
in ever-augmenting diversity of type until man appears at

their head.

The name Tertiary, given in the early days of geology

before much was known regarding fossils and their history,

has retained its hold on the literature of the science. It is

sometimes replaced by the term Cainozoic (recent life),

which expresses the great fact that it is in the series or

strata comprised under this designation that most recent

species and genera have their earliest representatives.

Taking as the basis of classification the percentage of living

species of mollusca found in the different groups of the

Tertiary series, Lyell i^roposed a scheme of arrangement
which has been generally adopted. The older Tertiary

formations, in which the number of still living species of

shells is very small, where, in fact, we seem to see as it

were the first beginnings of the modern life, he named
Eocene (daxmv of the recent), including under that title

those parts of the Tertiary series of the London and Paris

basins wherein the proportion of existing species of shells

was only per cent. The middle Tertiary beds in the

valleys of the Loire, Garonne, and Dordogne, containing 17

per cent, of living species, were termed Miocene (less recent).

The younger Tertiary formations of Italy were included

under the designation Pliocene (more recent), because they

contained a majority or from 35 to 95 per cent, of living

species. Thisnewest series, however, was further subdivided

into Older Pliocene (35 to 50 per cent, of living species)

and Newer Pliocene (90 to 95 per cent.). This classifica-

tion, with various modifications and amplifications, has been

adopted for the Tertiary group not of Europe only but of

the whole globe.

As the North American development of the Tertiary

series differs in so many respects from that of Europe, it

will he most conveniently considered by itself after the

European classification has been described.

Eocene.

GtREAT Britain.—^The Eocene rocks of Britain are en-

tirely confined to the south-east of the island, where they

occupy two great depressions of the chalk, known respect-

ively as the London and Hampshire basins. They have

been arranged into the groups shown in the subjoined table.

j'g'o® r Hempstead beds 170 ft.

! £ “^*1 <3 Bembridge ,, 115 „
sill ^Osborne “ 70 „

LllS iHeadon 200 „
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Middle -i

S 03

e S

''Upper Bagshot Sand 250 to 300 ft.

Middle Bagshot beds, includ-
ing Baiton Clay (300 feet)

and Bracklesham beds (100
feet).

Lower Bagshot beds 100 ,, 150 ,,

Lower

( LLondon Clay 50 ,, 500 ,,

J rOldhaven beds 20 ,, 30 ,,

j
sl-iwJi? i Woolw'ich and Beading beds 15 ,, 163 ,,

^ " 5 s S l^Thanet Sand 20 ,, 60 ,,

Grouped in relation to the physical changes which they
record, these strata naturally stand in three divisions. At
the base lies a series of beds laid down in fresh, estuarine,

and sea-water, on an upraised denuded surface of Chalk.
Then conies a central group bearing witness to the deepen-
ing of these shallow waters, and to the advance of the sea

far up the former estuary. The upper group brings before

us proof of the eventual retreat of the sea, and the conver-

sion of the area once more into fresh-water lakes and rivers.

This arrangement does not quite tally with that which is

based on a comparison of the fossils with existing forms, and
with those of other Tertiary districts, for it places the
London Clay in the middle series, though the fossil evidence
distinctly shows that formation to belong to the older

Eocene groups.

Loioer Eocene,—The Thanet Sand at the base of the
London Tertiary basin consists of pale yellow and greenish

sand, sometimes clayey, and containing at its bottom a layer

of green-coated flints resting directly on the Chalk. Accord-
ing to Mr Whitaker, it is doubtful if any proof of actual

erosion of the chalk can anywhere be seen under the Tertiary

deposits in England, and he states that the Thanet Sands
everywhere lie upon an even surface of chalk wdth no visible

uuconformability. Professor Philips, on the other hand,
describes the chalk at Reading as having been literally

ground down to a plain or undulated surface, as it is this

day on some parts of the Yorkshire coast,” and having like-

wise been abundantly bored by lithodomous shells. The
fossils of the Thanet Sand comprise about 70 known species

(all marine, except a few fragments of terrestrial vegetation).

Among them are several foraminifera, numerous lamelli-

branchs {Astarte tenera^ Cyprina Morrisii, Ostrea Bello-

vacina, &c.), a few species of gasteropods {Natica subde-

pressa, Aporrhau Soxverhii, &c. ), a nautilus, and the teeth

or palatal bones of fishes (Lamna^
The Woolwich and Reading beds, or Plastic Clay of the

older geologists, consist of lenticular sheets of plastic clay,

loam, sand, and pebble beds. The organic remains show
that the sea of the Thanet Sand era gradually shallowed
into an estuary. They amount to more than 100 species,

and include a few plants of terrestrial growth such as Ficus
Forhesi, Grevillea Heeriy and Laxirus Hoolceri. The lamelli-

branchs are partly estuarine or fresh-water {Gyclcts, Cyrenay
Dreissena, Unio), partly marine. Of the latter a character-

istic species is Ostrea Bellovacinay which forms a thick
oyster bed at the base of the series. Ostrea tenera is like-

wise abundant. The gasteropods include a similar mixture
ofmarine withfluviabilespecies {Cerithiumfunatumy Melania
ijiqidnata, Natica suhdepressay Fusus latuSy Faludina lentay

&c.) The fish are chiefly sharks {Lamna), Bones of
turtles and scutes of crocodiles have been found. The
highest organisms are bones of mammalia, one of which, the
Goryphodoiiy was allied to the modern tapir.

The Oldhaven beds forming the base of the London Clay,
though of trifling thickness, have yielded upwards of 150
species of fossils. Traces of FicuSy Ginnamomumy and
Goniferce have been obtained from them ;

but the organisms
are chiefly marine and partly estuarine shells, the gastero-

pods being particularly abundant. The London Clay, as
its name implies, is a mass of clay, stiff, brown, or bluish-

grey, with septarian nodules. It extends through both the

London and Hampshire basins, attaining a maximum thick-

ness in the south of Essex. It has yielded a long and
varied suite of organic remains, from which we can see that

it must have been laid dcwm in the sea beyond the mouth
of a large estuary, into which abundant relics of the vege-

tation, and even sometimes of the fauna of the adjacent land
were swept. Its fossils are mainly marine inolJusca, and,
taken in connexion with the flora, indicate that the climate
was somewhat tropical in character. The plants include
the fruits or other remains of palms (Nipadites)y custard-
apple, acacia, gourds, melons, Proteacecey and Goniferce.

Crustacea abound {Xanthopsisy Hop>lop)aria). Gasteropods
are the prevalent mollusks, the common genera being
Pleurotoma (45 species). Fusils (15 species), Gyprceay
MureXy Gassidaria, Pyruloy and Voluta. The cephalopods
are represented by 6 or more species of Mautihis, by Belo-
sepia sepioidea, and Beloptera Levesquei. Nearly 100
species of fishes occur in this formation, the rays (Mylio-
batesy 14 species) and sharks {Lamnay OtoduSy &c.) being
specially numerous. A sw^ord-fish {Tetrapterus priscus)y

and a saw-fish (Fristis hisulcatus) about 10 feet long, have
been described by Agassiz from theLondon Clay of Sheppey,
whence almost the -whole of the fish remains have been
obtained. The reptiles were numerous, but markedly
unlike, as a whole, to those of Secondary times. Among
them are numerous turtles and tortoises, two species of

crocodile, and a sea-snake {Palceophis)y estimated to have
been 13 feet long. Remains of birds have also been met
with; one ot these {Liihor'}iisvult'iirinus) 2bp^eiQX& tohavebeen
allied to the vulture, another {Halcyomis toliapicus) to our
modern king-fisher, besides waders and other types. The
mammals numbered among their species a hog {Hyra-
cotherium)y several ta]pirs (fJoryqyhodotiy <kc.), an opossum
(fDidelpliys)y and a bat. The carcases of these animals must
have been borne seawards by the great river which trans-

ported so much of the vegetation of the neighbouring land.

Middle.—The Bagshot group consists of sand and bands
of clay which, in the Hampshire basin, are tolerably fossili-

ferous. As developed in the Isle of Wight and at Bourne-
mouth, their lower members have yielded a large number
of terrestrial plants, among which the Proteacece are still

numerous, together with species of fig, cinnamon, fan-palm
{Sabal)y oak, yew, cypress, laurel, lime, senna, and many
more. Crocodilian forms still haunted the waters, and have
left their bones with those of sea-snakes and turtles and of

the tapirs and other denizens of the land, which still, as in

the time of the London Clay, continued to be washed out
to sea. Among these strata we now find one of the most
typical organisms of the Eocene rocks of the Mediterranean
basin, a foraminifer termed Nummidites {N. laevigata, N.
scahra, IV. variolaria). Characteristic fossils are Yohita

atkleta, V. luctatrix, Miirex asper, Ftcstts longcevzis, Gardita
plamcostUy and Chama squamosa.

Upper.—The strata of this division of the English Eocene
formations are entirely confined to Hampshire and the Isle

of Wight. They consist of sands, clays, marls, and lime-

stones, in thin-bedded alternations. These strata were

accumulated partly in the sea, partly in brackish, and partly

in fresh water. They were hence named by Edward Forbes

the fluvio-marine series. Among the marine fossils are

—

Fusus porrectiLSy Oliva Branderi, Natica labellatay Ostrea

callifera, and Nummulites laevigata. The genera Gerithium,
FotamomycCj Faludina, Planorbis, Limncea, and Gyclas are

abundant, showing the brackish and fresh-water conditions

in which many of the strata were deposited. Remains of

turtles, snakes, crocodiles, and alligators continue to occur

in these IJpper Eocene beds. With these are found the

bones of several very characteristic mammals also met vrith

in the Paris basin,—the three-toed Palceotlieriumy resem-

bling the living tapir : Anoplotheriurriy a more graceful
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animal witli long tail, and two toed feet, forming a kind of

intermediate type between a hog and a deer or antelope
,

Dichobune, allied to the labt named also Dzchodon^ Hyopo
tamzis, GhceropotamuSj Hymnodon^ <fec The top of the

Eocene series in the Isle of Wight has been removed by
denudation, so that w’-e have no evidence in Britain of what
took place after the close of the Eocene period

Contis

E

i^r^L Europe—Geologists on the continent of

Euiope, finding it impossible to cany out the principle of

percentage of recent species as ougmally formulated by
Lyell in his terminology of the Tertiary senes, ha^ e made
various modifications of this nomenclature By some the

three terms Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene are letained,

but, following Beyricb, they subdivide the Miocene into

two, keeping that term for the upper haT and calling the

lower Oligocene, which corresponds with Lyell’s Lower
Miocene Others would consider the whole Teitiary and
poot Tertiary senes as divisible into three gioups, the

Eocene or Older Tertiary, corresponding prett} closely to

the L>ellian use of the term, the Neogene or Younger
Tertiary, embracing both Miocene and Pliocene, and the

Diluvial and Alluvial

In tlie Pans basin the Eocene foimations assume a somewhat
difterent type from that which they piescut in Engl lud though
the occuirenee of a numbci of the same species of iossils in both
allows of then being paiilleled in a gencial w ly llic lowci

Locene consists there oi sand and cla^ insweung in lithological

chaiacter to the Thaiict Sand and Plastic Clay of the London basin

The common species in that basin {Ostica Bellovatina) occuis tlicie

in great numbers, while the brackish walci beds contain some of

the common species at Woolvsich, such as Lyicna cunezfo) ?}ils

and Mclwmcb nigvA/nctta Beds of lignite occui m this diiisiou,

likewise bones of Goryphodon JSoccunus, Viverm giga)itea, and
the biid Gastm ms The Middle Eocene is up of the chaiacter

istic Calcaire giossiu ’—a mass of limestone, sometimes tendei and
crumbling, in other places so compact as to be largely ctuaitied as a
building stone Some poi tions ai e entii ely composed of minute fora
minifeia (niiliolitic limestone) Among the chaiaeteiistic fossils of

this division aie Nummidites, CefiiilnvAn gigantmm, with bones of

Dichdbum, Lophiodon, Palo2dotJmium &c The Upper Eocene con
sists of sand (Sables moyens) o\eiLiid by the gieat gypsum and
gypseous marl group of Montmaitie This is the deposit fiomwhich
so many of the mammals of the Eocene pciiod have been recoveied
It IS divided into thiee zones, and among its fossils are upwaids of

50 species of qnadiupeds, including rnanj Paleotlietes, Aiioj>lo

theies, Paloplothei es, with Xiphodon, Dichobimc, Ada^ns, Ghmio
potamus^ Jfyoxus, Cams I^atzs^ensis, Vtve7fa Pa't iszens'is, Ve&pe?
tbho Didelphys Cuvieii, and about 17 species of buds
The Eocene foimations of the north west of Euioiie occupy but a

few detached basins and consist foi the most pait of soft clays,

sands, marls, and thin limestones Ihej weie laid down paitl^ in
estuaries, iiveis, or lakes, partly in shallow seas neai land ihey
contain abundantly the vegetation, with some remains of the
quadrupeds aud buds, of that land, and show that still moldei Tei
tiary times, as during the long Palaeozoic and Secondary ages, the
chief aiea of land lay to the noith west But when we tain to the
coiresponding formations in central and southern Europe, they pie
sent a totally different aspect In the fiist place, they at once im
piess us with the idea of their antiquity, foi they consist chiefly of
massive, haid, ciystallme, and sometimes even iriarble-like lime-
stones, which suggest some of the Paleeozoic locks rathei than those
of so modern a date as the London Clay and Calcaiie Giossiei
Again, instead of being confined to a few local basins, they cosei an
enoimous geogiaphical arei and play a notable pait in the structuie
of some of the gieat mountain chains of the globe Ciowded as they
are with nnmmulxtes, they must have been deposited not in estuaiies
and shallow bays but in a wide and clcai sea, whieb, tiaced by the
aiea of these limestones, must have langed across the whole of the
south of Euiope and noith of Afiica, thiongli Greece, Turkey Asia
Minor, and the heart of Asia, to the far shores of China and Jajian
Since the time when tins wide channel connected the Atlantic aud
the Pacific across the heart of the 01 i 'World, the great mountain
ranges of the Pyienees, Alps, Apennines, Carpathians and of Cen
tral Asia, have been upheaved to their piesent altitude Some of
the prominent peaks along their flanks consist of the haidened and
crumpled calcareous mud of the Eocene sea

In the northern and southern Alps the Eocene formations consist
of nummulitic limestone—a grey, yellow, sometimes reddish com
pact rock usually containing and often made up of nummulites

,

nummulite sandstone
, Vienna sandstone—an enoimous mass ot

arenaceous rock almost destitute of organic remains and leferred

I aitly to the Cietaceons and pxitly to the Eocene senes uul Ely sch— L massive development of daik shaks oi schists saiielstones,

and aigillaceoiis liinostoiie, sometimes cliaiged 'with the lemains of
fucoids and (at hlitt Glams) of fish ihe nuininnlitie senes of
soutlicin Euiope is divided into /ones eliaiacteiizcd by tossils and
biou

5
_,ht into a kind of bioad i)ai illelisni with the subdivisions of

the English and Ereiich Eocene basins In tbc castein \lps, ne ir

Vienna and elsew'iitae, some of the nniniuulitic sandstones contain
enoimous blocks ot gi iiiitt, gneiss, aud otlici ciystallme locks,
wliieli aie believed to have been ice boinc, ind tlieiefore to prove
the existence of Alpine glacieis even in Loeciie times Thcoe luoun
tains alieady existed, as it were iii embiy o, even 1 ii back in tlio

Secondary and Pal eozoic ages Dining tlie 1 itci jjait of tlie Eocene
peiiod they seem to have been ilotlit I witli in abundant flora

among w'hieh the f lii palm, Jjanhsxa^ l)t jand't la and otlua plants
leimnd one of the living vegetation of fit pic d Ainciiea, the Last
Indies, and Austialii Out of these plants the impoitant coal

seams of lining in lyiol weie foiined

MiOCLhE

According to the original nomenclature proposed by
Lyell, this subdivision ot the Teifciaiy series was meant to

include those strata in which 17 pei cent or thereabouts

of the shells belong to still living species As the system
of nomenclature was adopted at a time -when oui knowledge
both of living and fossil species was still veiy defective,

It could not but require modification with the progress

of science Some strata, classed at one time as Miocene
from then proportion of lecent foirns, might, on more ex

tended research, prove to contain a much larger percentage,

aud therefore to be referable to a latei pait of the Tertiary

series. The term, howevei, is used as a convenient and long

established designation foi a senes of strata younger than

the Eocene, which they seem to have succeeded, though in

some parts of the European area after enormous geographi-

cal changes
Great BRITAl^ —Miocene formations, in the oidinary

sense of the term, aie almost entiiely absent from the British

Islands. In Devonshire, at Bovey Tracey, a small but

interesting group of sand, clay, and lignite beds, from 200
to 300 feet thick, lies between the granite of Dartmoor and
the Greensand hills, in what was evidently the hollow of a

Miocene lake From these bed& Heer of Zurich, who has

thrown so much light on the Miocene ftoia of both the Old
Woild and the New, has described about 50 species of

plants, which, he says, place this Devoushiie group of strata

on the rame geological horizon with some part of the Lovter

Miocene formations of Switzerland Among the species

are a number of ferns (LaUt cea sii? zacci, Pecoptei is hgnitum,

&c ) ^ some conifers, particularly a Welhngtoma called the

SeguGza Coutturn

^

the debris of which forms one of the

lignite beds ,
a few grasses, watei lilies, and a palm Leaves

of oaks, figs, laurels, willows, and seeds of grapes hive also

been detected—the whole vegetation implying a subtropical

climate In the north of Ireland lies a gieat plateau ot

basalt, presenting along the coast of Antiim a magni
ficent range of mural escarpments The basalt beds mark
successive outpourings of lava, which took place on a

prodigious scale from the Antiim region northwards
through the Western Islands and the Faroe Islands into

Iceland, and even far up into Arctic Greenland In
Ireland the basalts attain a maximum thickness of

900 feet
,

in Mull about 3000 feet They are associated

with tuffs, pitchstones, trachytes, and gianitoid rocks,

which mark the position of the mam vents of eruption. It

is evident that long continued and vigorous volcanic action

took place in these north western regions The geological

date of this activity can be approximately fixed by the

fossil plants here and there to be found in leaf-beds between
the sheets of basalt They agree generally with species

found in the Older Miocene beds of Switzerland, and hence
the date of this marked volcanic era in the north-west of

Europe and in Greenland is placed m the older part of tlie
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IMiocene period With these exceptions there are no
Miocene locks m Britain

CoNiiJSENTAL Europe—The records of the Miocene
period in Europe bring before us a scene very different fiom
that which the region presented during the Eocene ages

The least amount of change took place in the north west and
north It consisted chiefly in the upraising of the floor of the

shallow sea which had stretched eastwards across the north
of Fiance, and the formation of numerous fresh water lakes,

lagoons, and morasses But over the Alpine region a vast

revolution took place The Eocene sea had its bed elevated,

and the Alps rose many thousand feet above their pievious
height, carrying up on their flanks the hardened, upturned,
crumpled and crystallized nummulite limestone These
vast coriugations of the earth’s ciust were general over the
whole globe about the same geological period Subter
ranean movemeuts appear to have continued during Miocene
times m the Alpine area

,
large lake basins were formed

over a great part of what is now Switzerland, and in these

the deposits of the period took place Hence the !Mioceiie

formations of Europe are in great measure of lacustrine and
terrestrial formation The sea, however, was allowed to

pass across the south of Fiance between the central axis and
the Pyrenees It likewise covered a wide area in eastern
Europe, sweeping far up into the Vienna basin and the foot

of the Austrian Alps Traces of the occasional presence of

the sea can likewise be followed across Belgium and North
Germany, and even on the south side of the Eifel and
Westphalian high grounds in the basin of Mainz

In I ranee on the noi th side of th« axis of old locks, the upper paits
of the Eocf^ne beiies aie covered by ceitain marls, eliys n.nd lime
scones, coutainiug Oi^tiea cyathida and passing up into the thick
saiidsione of Fontainebleau ivell known foi its pictuiesriue sceneiy
These are considered as the base of the Miocene (oi Oligocene)
senes They contain Fusus dongatics A'ponliaxs sx^eciosa, Fectun
oulus ohovatits Cyr ena scmist? lata^ Cey itim/m pheatum, Slg They
are succeeded by some fiesh watei limestones (Calcaiic de Beaiice)
full of Faludzna, Flanoyhis, Lininoba^ and Heli « These stiata show
veij instinctively the gradual shallowing of the sea in the noith of
Fiance, and its conversion into fiesh watei lakes and land
Fuithei to the south a subsequent depiession took place in which
the shelly sands and mails (faluns) of rouiaine were accumulated
These strita he in scatteied patches, and seldom exceed 50 feet in
thickness They contain chiefly marine shells {Cypi(JLa, Oliia,
Mitya Teiehya, Fasciolaria, Conus, &c ), also lemains of the
JDicliohunG and Chcai opotainus with some of the liuge early
uich^derms,

—

Mastodon, Bmotherium, rhinoceios, hippopotamus,
and species of dolp^hiii, moise, &c

In Koith Geiniaiiy the older Miocene rocks are maime wheie they
joass westwaids into the Belgian aiea, but as they are followed south-
waids they bear evidence of incieasing proximit}’^ to land, till at last
they contain abundant seams of lignite, and hence have been termed
the Brown coal series They appear to undeilie most of the gieat
iioith Gerniame plain, on the south side of which they use
up into the Rhine v^'lley, Thuiingia, Savony, and Silesia The
Brown coal series consists of sandstones, eonglomeiates, and clays,
with leaf beds and st ams of lignite The last, which have been
largely woiked as fuel aie mdimy composed of remains of coiiifeis,
{Taa^ites, Tacocylon, Gapyessinoxylon, Sequoia), but with them are
associated in the neighbouring strata, leaves and other fragments of
oak, beech, maple, fig, lam el, cinnamon um magnolia, sassafias,
palmacites, &c These stiata are overlaid by marine beds contain
mg Ostiea, Oardita, Fleurotoma Voluta, and numerous coials
The subterianean movements above referred to as having long
affected the Alpine region were felt likewise in North Germany,
for we find these marine beds succeeded by a second hgmtic forma
tion, seen at Grosser Hubenecken, on the eastern horn of the Gulf
of Dantzii But this could only have been a local uplift, for marine
•ssands and clays aie next found with a wide diffusion over the
plains of noithern Germany

Nowhere in Europe do the Miocene formations play so
important a part in the scenery of the land, or present on
the whole so interesting and full a picture of the state of
Europe when they were deposited, as in Switzerland
Slismg into massive mountains, as in the well known Bighi
and Eossberg, they attain a thickness of more than 6000
feet. While they include indications of the piesence of

the sea, they have preserved with marvellous perfection a

large numbei of the plants which clothed the Alps, and
of the insects which flitted through the woodlands They
are termed ‘^Molas^e” by the Swiss geologists, and have

been divided into the following groups —
Upper fiesh water Molasse and blown coal, consisting of sand

stones mails, and limestones, with a few lignite seams and
flesh watei shells, and including the lemaikable group of plant
and insect beaiing beds of Oeningen

Upper marine Molasse (Helvetian stage)—sandstones and calcarc

ous eonglomeiates, with 37 jer cent of shells, which are to be
found living paitly in the Mediteiranein, and paitlv in tro2 >i

cal seas

Lower fiesh water Molasse (Mainz stage)—sandstones with
abundant lemains of teirestiiil vegetation, and containing also

an inteicalated maiine band with Ceiithzum Veyius, &c
Lowci brown coal oi icd Molasse (Aquitani in stage)—the most

massive membei of the whole senes consisting of led sand
stones mails and congloinerites (Nagelfluh), lesting iijion

vaiiegated led mails It contains seams of lignite, and a vast
abundance of the lemains of teirestiial vegetation

Low*"!’ niaiinc Molasse (Tongiian stage)—sandstone containing
marine and biackish watei shells among which is the Ostica

cyathi let above mentioned as a eh ai acteristic shell at the bise
of the Miocene senes in the noith of Trance

By far the 1 iiger poition of these stiata is of lacustiine oiigin

They must have been formed in a laige lake, the aiei ot which jno
bahly underw ent gradual subsidence dunng the period of deposition,

so that the sea gamed occasional admission into it "We may foim
some idea of the im2)Oitance of the lakefiom the fact already stated,

that the deposits formed in its w aters ai e ujiwards of 6000 feet thick
Thanks to the untiling labouis of Piofes&or Heei, we know moie of

the vegetation of the mountains lound that lake than we do of th it

of any other ancient geological ^leiiod The woods weie marked I

y

the piedoniinaiice of an aiboiescent vegetation among which ever
jgicen forms weio conspicuous the whole having a decidedly Ameii
can aspect Among the plants weie ot Amencan type, the
Californian conifeious genus Sequoia, a gieat ^allety of maples
oaks, hornbeams, x>oplars, planes, willows lauiels, eveigieen oaks,
with vines < lematis, C'viiresscs, and man} moie In the Oeningen
beds, so gently have the leaves, floweis, andfiuits fillen and so well
have they been pieserved, that we may aetnall} ti ice the alternation
of the sea'jons by the succession of difierent conditions of the rdants
Selecting 482 of those }ilaiits which admit of compaiison, Heei le

marks that 131 might be leferred to a tempeiate, 266 to a sub troin
cal, and 85 to a tropical zone Ameiican typ)es are most frequent
among them

,
Euiopean types stand next in number, followed in

Older of abundance by Asiatic, Afiican, and Australian Great
numbers of insects (between 800 and 900 s^iecies) have been obtained
fioin Oeningen Judging from the proxiortions of species found thei e,

the total insect fauna may be jiresumed to have been then richer m
some lespeets than it now is in an} pait of Euioiie The wmod
beetles w’^ere specially numeious and lirge Nor did the laige
animals of the laud escape pieseivatiou in the silt of the lake We
know, fiom bones found in the Molasse that among the inhabitants
ot that land were siiecies of tapir, mastodon, ihinoceros, and deer
Tl e woods weie haunted b\ musk deei apes, opossums, three toed
hoises and some of the stiange long extinct iertiaiy iiiniinants,

akin to those o^ Eocene times Theie weie also fiogs, toads, lizards,

snakes squirrel's, liares, beavers, and a number of small carnivores
On the lake the huge Dinothei mm floated, mooring himself peiha^is
to its banks by the two strong tusks in Ins under jaws The wateis
were likewise tenanted by numerous fishes (of which 32 species have
been described, all save one leferable to existing genera), crocodiles,

and chelonians
Contemporaneously with the existence of the gieat Swiss Miocene

lake, one oi moie laige sheets of fresh water lay in the heart of

Trance In these basins a series of mails and limestones (1500 feet

thick) accumulited, fiom which have been obtained the lemains oi

nearly 100 species of mammals, including some paljeotheres, like

those of the Pans Eocene basin, a few genera found also in the
Lower Miocene beds of Mainz, crocodiles, snakes, and birds Ihis
water basin ajipears to have been destioyed by volcanic explosions,

which afterwards poured out the great sheets of lava, and foimed
the numerous cones and puys so conspicuous on the plateau of

Auveigne
The sea which dunng the later part of the Miocene period

stretched across the south of Trance lan also up the piesent valley
of the Danube to the foot of the Alps and the high grounds of

Bohemia and ]\Ioravia In this wide eastern bay or Vienna basin
a senes of deposits was laid down, which hai e been grouped in four
divisions,—^the two lower classed as Miocene and the two upper
Pliocene The lowest group (Mediterranean stage or Marine Tegel)
has yielded more than 1000 species of mollusca {Conus, Ancillaria,
Pyrulo, Murex^ Caydiuin, Lc )

with remains of Mastodon, Ihno^
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tlicriun^ and otliei mamTiials The second gioup (Siimati'in st-ij^e)

consists of hiackish beds showing the pntril iipiisc of the

bottom of the Vienna basin It contains Lt7 l^ol'iuUiia

lussoct. With bone& of dolphins sells, tintics iiid lish The two

iipX>f'i^ost divisions (Congeiia stigL aiidLcUedcrc stage) lefeiitd

to the Pliocene sciies, aie licsli watei foimations, showing the in il

fieslienmg and disappeaiaiicc of the Miocene sci in the south e ist

of Em ope
IiiStyiiaand Caiintlua the low'er Aq^iutaniaii oi Modit iiane-in

stage bcais witness iii its plants an I lignitLS to the inovimit^ of

land duiing its formation, while its shells aie of ficshand liachish

water geneia It has subsequently been uphe n td, and the latci

Miocene strata he unconfoiniably on its edges The subteii iiuan

inoiements eist of the Alps culininitcd in tlu outpoiiiing ot enoi

iiious sheets o( tiacliyte, andesite piopylitt, and bisilt in Hungiiy
and along the ilinlcs of the Caipathian chain into Tiansyhaini
InCioatiathe ollot Miocene mails, with thou ahimdaiit land jdants,

insects, &c
,
contain two beds of sulidiui (the uppei 4 to 16 inches

thiclv the under 10 to 15 inches), which ha^i Ixcn woihcd at

Kadohoj At Hiastieigg, Buchbetg and olsewheie codiswoiked
in the Aquitaman stage in a bed sometimes 65 lect thick In Tj in

sylvaiiia, and along the base of the Carpathian mountains evtensne

masses of lock salt and gypsum are inteistiatilicd in the Teitiaiy

foimations The laigcst ot these, thit ol Pnajd, his aniiximuiu
length of about 2500 yaids a hicadth of 1800 yauls and a depth

neailv 200 yards, and is estimated to contain 3500 millions ot cubic

feet of salt

GreenIjAND —One of the most remaikrible geological

discoveries of recent times has been that of Miocene plant

beds in North Greenland Heer has desciibed a hoia ex

tending at leist up to 70'" N lat
,
containing 137 specieb,

of which 46 aie found also in thceential Euiopean Miocene
basins Moie than half of the plants are trees, including

30 species of coiiifeis {Sequoi t, Thiijopsih^ Salishw ),

besides beeches, oaks, pliiies, poplais, maples, walnuts,

limes, magnolias, and many moie These plants grew
on the spot, for then fruits m vauous stages of giowthha\e
been obtained from the beds Prom Spitsbergen (7 8° 56 N
lat ) 136 species of fosssil plants have been named by Heer
But the latest English Arctic expedition biought to light a
bed of coil, black and lustioiis like one of the Palaeozoic

fuels, fiom 81° 45' N. lat It is fiom 25 to 30 feet thick, and
is covered by black shales and sandstones full of land-plants.

Heer notices 26 species, 18 of •which had already been
found in the Arctic Miocene zone As in Spitzbeigen, the
conifeis are most numerous (pines, fiis, spruces, and
cypresses), but there occur also the aictic poplar, two species

of birch, two of hazel, an elm, and a vibunium In addi
tion to these terrestiial trees and shrubs the stagnant waters
of the time bore water lilies, while then banks w ere clothed
with reeds and sedges When w^e remember that this

vegetation grew luxuriantly within S'’ 15 of the North Pole,
in a region which is now in darkness foi halt of the yeai,

and is almost continuously buried under snow and ice, we
can realize the difficulty of the problem in the distribution
of climate which these facts present to the geologist

Pliocene

Great Britain—The Miocene period seems to have
passed away without any notable portion of the British
Islands being depressed under the sea Save the great
outpouring of lava in ttie north west, and the rise of

hundreds of “ dykes ^ of basalt along cracks of the crust in
the noith of England and thioughout Scotland, the area of
Britain seems to have remained as a part of the mainland
of Europe, little affected by the subterranean movements
which, as we have seen, were so potent among the Alps and
m eastern Euiope At length the south-eastern counties
began to subside, and on their submerged surface some sand
banks and shelly deposits were laid down, very much as
similar accumulations now take place at the bottom of the
North Sea These formations are termed the Crag, and are
subdivided, according to their propoition of living specie*
of shells, into the following groups —

o G Y
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Tno White Crag consists of sin lly sands ind mails It

contams 310 s[>ecies of shells, of \\hi(]i 84 per cent aie

still In Among tliese ai e ? thi atala <}) amlis^ Lingula
DinaoitK'i i,P cfen oj ^ nl u i s, PluiUidomya lustuna, Pyriila

'ietuiilafd The name coialline \\as given to the foimation

fiom the luiinen'^u numbei of coiallikt pol\/oa winch it

contiins, no fewti than 130 siieeie* hiving been desciibed

The lied Ciagi* also a tluu lud lot il ioiniitiuu, consisting

of a daik led oi blown ft iiUj^iuoiis shelly sand Of its

mollusks, 92 pLi cent aie believed to be still living &2)ecies,

and, out of 2") pi tae* ot coials, 11 aie still lutives ot

British seas S aiie of the tv 2)ic il shells ot tins subdivision

aie T)ophoii anti jfnnn Unions < )}Lf'i ai iiis)^ Yoliita Lmuhtiii^

Puipuia icf}(Ufjnfi, Pt trn oj) t nlu 7 iSy iiuL ulus gly

cimo'i^, and ^ i/pi uhi i usti a Niimeioiis mimindiaii re

mains liav e been obtained 1 u)m tliest s uuls, including bones

of 21nst(>ilo7i Aik nan is anti I/" ti)>inihs^ JAiplias me
1 idion tliSj l\hi)H)((,i IS S IduPi inadic) i, Tai ii Uh pi is< us, '^iis

auitquifs, JJ /Hif'> ]>li( id( us, llippai l ni, Jfi/ uia aiitifina, Ptlis

q^udoulcs, and Coins anoui The Norwich or Eluvio

maiine or Maiuinahleious Ciag consists of a few feet of

shelly sand and giavel, eontaiiunj^, so far as known, 139

&2)ccic* of sliellss, ot winch 9 1 pet cent aie still living

About 20 ot the s^mcies aie land oi fiesh w'atei shells

The name of inanimalifeiuus was given from thelaige nuiii

ber of bones, chietiy of extu c't s^^ecies ot ele
2
)hiut, lecoveied

fiom tins dei^osit These fos*ils compiisc Ilastodon

JObgihas mo i lijutiUs, JJ anttqnus, a hqqiopo
tamus, horse, and deci, likewise the living species ot otter

and beaver One interesting featiue in this foanation is the

decided mixture in it ot no/i/utyi S
2
>ceie.s ot shells, such as

llliyndiondla psittaita, i Gnxid tndaa, and Astaite

hoieahs These may be legaided as the foieruiiners of the

gieat invasion of Aiotic jdants and amnials which, in the

beginning of the Quatsuiary ages, eime southward into

Euiope, together with the seveie climate of the noitli The
Chillesfoid beds occin likewise as i thin local de2)osit in

Suffolk and Norfolk Of the shells which they contain,

about two thuds still live in Aictie water > It is evident

that, in these fi iguieiitaiy’’ accumulations of tlio Ciag senes,

we have meieiy the lemnant* of some thin sheets of shelly

sands and gravels laid down in the shillow waters of the

North Sea, while that gieat lowering ot the Euioi^ean

climate was beginning which culminated lu the succeeding

or Glacial peiiod

CoNTmEMAL Euj OPE —Maiiue stiata, soiiietiines ot cousideiable

thickness, vveie laid down ovei dithieut 2)oitioiis of the Linoi)eau
area during the Plioci no i)eiiod The iuO'>t extensive of tliese occur

m Italy and Sicily
,
in the laltei idand they have since been vq)

heaved to a height of 3000 feet ibove the sci They have likewise

been laised into the chain of liiiglits flanking the Apeniiine Moun
tains, vvheie they aie know n as the Subapenniiie sciies In the shoie

waters and estuaries of that ancient Italy some of the same hugt
mammals lived a* were contcmpoianeoiiblv dcni7cns of England,

—

the Auvergne mastodon BJivuolqi os Etiuscus IlLepha^ mci icUonahs,

S%ppo2yotaemus major, with beans and hyaenas
Eastw’'aids» we obtain evidence of the giaduil exclusion of the sea

from the are is of the European continent which it had covered during
the Miocene peiiod The Congeiia stage (ibove lefeiicd to) of the

Vienna basin bungs before ns the ]nctuie of an isolated gulf gradii

ally freshening by’’ the inpouiing of riv ers like the modern Caspian,

but with bays neaily cut off fiom the mam body of watei, and uii

dergoing so copious an evaporation w ithont couiiterbal incing inflow

that their salt w as deposited over the bottom as in the Karaboghaz
of the Caspian {ante, p 279)

Tertiary Sfries of North America.

Tertiary formations of marine origin extend in a strip

of low land along the Atlantic border of the United States
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from the coast of New Jersey southward round the margin
of the Gulf of Mexico, whence they run up the valley of

the Mississippi to beyond the mouth of the Ohio. On
the western sea-board they also occur in the coast ranges
of California and Oregon, where they sometimes have a
thickness of 3000 or 4000 feet, and reach a height of 3000
feet above the sea. Over the Rocky Mountain region
Tertiary strata cover an extensive area, but are chiefly of

fresh-water origin, though containing marine interstratifi-

cations. The following are the subdivisicns into which
they have been grouped, together with their supposed
European equivalents :

—

4. Sumter series= Pliocene.
3. Yorktown,, —Miocene, with perhaps part of Pliocene.
2. Alabama ,, =]\Iul(lle and Upper Eocene.
1. Lignitic ,, = Lower Eocene.

1. Lignitic.—As already mentioned, it is still matter of dispute
whether this formation should not he included wholly or in large
measure in the Cretaceous system below. It consists mainly of
lacustrine strata, with occasional brackish water and marine bands.
Its name is derived from the beds of fossil fuel which it contains
The mollusca in some of the shell-bearing beds com]irise species of
InoccraniiLS, Anchura, Gyrodes, Gardinm, Gyrena, Melam'puSy Ostrea,
and Anomia. Other strata contain the modern lacustrine and fiuvi-

atile genera Pliysa, Valvalcij Cyrenct, Corhula, and Unio. An
abundant terrestrial flora has been disinterred from the Lignitic
strata. It resembles in many lespects the present flora of North
America, comprising as it does species of oak, pox)[ar, maple, elm,
dogwood, beech, hickory, ilex, plane, fig, cinnamon, laurel, magnolia,
smilax, thuja, secpioia, and several palms. A few of the species
are common to the Middle Tertiary flora of Europe, and a number
of them have been met with in the Tertiaiy beds of the Arctic
regions. Some of the seams of vegetable matter are true bituminous
coals and even anthracites.

It was stated in the account of the North American Cretaceous rocks
that considerable difference of opinion exists as to the line to be drawn
between these rocks and those of Tertiary age. According to Cope,
the Yertehrate remains of the Lignitic series bind it indissolubly
to the Mesozoic formations. Lesquereux, on the other hand, insists

that the vegetation is unecpiivocally Tertiary. The former writer,
admitting the force of the evidence furnished by the fossil plants,
concludes, that there is no alternative hut to accept the result that
a Tertiary flora was contemporaneous with a Cretaceous fauna, estab-
lishing an uninterrupted succession of life across wdiat is generally
regarded as one of the greatest breaks in geologic time. ’ The
Lignitic series was disturbed along the Itocky Mountain region
before the deposition of the succeeding Tertiary formations, for these
lie iincomformably upon it. So great have been the changes in
some regions that the strata have assumed the character of hard
slates like those of Palieozoic date, if indeed they have not become
in California thoroughly crystalline masses.

2. Alaha'iim Group .—The strata included in this group are
believed to represent the Middle and Upper Eocene of Europe. As
their name implies, they are well developed in the State of Alabama,
where they consist of two suh-groiips,— (1) the Clayhorne beds

—

clays, marls, limestones, lignite, and sands, and (2) the Yick.sbm’g
beds—^lignitic clays, limestones, and marls,—the whole attaining a
thickness of nearly 250 feet. But the strata tliicken into South
Carolina. Towards the west the marine fossils give place to leaf-beds
and lignites. In the Green River basin the strata attain a thickness
of more than 2000 feet, lying on the disturbed Lignitic group, and
containing beds of coal, with remains of fish and of tapiroid pachy-
derms. The fossils of the Alabama group in the eastern States
comprise numerous sharks, some of which are specifically, and more
are generically, the same as some of the English Eocene forms, such
as Lcmnna Glegans^ and Carclmrodon megedodon ; also bones of several
crocodiles and snakes. In the lacustrine and fiuviatile deposits of
the west there have been found also the remains of several
birds, and a large number of mammals, including marsupials,
7iunieroiis representatives of the tajpirs, with double paii*s of nasal
horns, an early form of horse {OroMppus) not larger than a fox, and
with four toes in the fore foot, rodents, insectivore's, hats, carnivores,
and a number offorms allied to the living lemurs and marmosets. The
richness of this fauna is remarkable, particularly in the mammals.

3. Yorhtovm Groxup.—Under this name are classed strata of sand
and clay, which extend over a large area in the seaward part of the
eastern States. Their organic remains (comprising mollusks, with
remains of sharks, seals, walruses, whales, &c.) show them to have
been chiefly laid down in a shallow sea in Miocene time. \Yestward,
in the Upper Missouri region, and across the Rocky Mountains into
California and Oregon, strata assigned to the same geological period
were laid down in great lakes, and attain thicknesses of 1000 to 4000
•or 5000 feet. The organic remains of these ancient lakes embrace
•examples of three-toed horses {AncJiitheriuiii)^ of horned tap^ir-like

animals {TitanotJicrixi^m), of forms related to the hog, rhinoceros,
camel, lama, deer, luubk-ox, hare, squirrel, beaver, hyaena, wolf,
panther, and tiger. The intermediate types indicated by Cuvier
among the Paris Tertiary beds have been greatly increased from the
American Tertiary groups by the researches of Marsh and Leidy.

4. Sumter Gx'oup or Pliocene.—In the Carolina States beds of

loam, clay, or sand, lying in hollows of the older Tertiary deposits,

and containing from 40 to 60 per cent, of living marine shells, are
referred to the Pliocene age. In the Upper Missouri region, the
Yorktown group is overlaid by other fresh-water beds, which are

believed to be Pliocene. These strata contain land and fresh-water
shells, probably of existing species. But their most remarkable
organic remains are the mammalia, which continue the wonderful
series in the strata underneath. Dana thus summarizes the facts :

—

‘‘Leidy has determined a large number of Pliocene mammals, all

now extinct. They include three sx^ecies of camel [Procunielits)
;
a

rhinoceros as large as the Indian species
;
a mastodon smaller than

M. Amex'iccmxis, L., of the Quaternary; an elex)hant {E. Americanus),
occurring also in tlie Quaternary

;
four or five sj>ecies of the horse

one of which was closely like the modern horse
; a species

of deer {Cewxis TF’ai'reni, L.)
;
others near the mubk-deer of Asia

sT)ecLes of Mcrcc/iyus, allied to Orcodon (a genius intermediate
between deer, camel, and hog) ;

a wolf larger than any living
.sj;>ecies

;
a small fox; a tiger {Felis aagustus^ L.) as large as the

Bengal tiger, besides other carnivores
;
a small beaver

;
ax-)orcupine.

The collection of animals has a strikingly Oriental character, except
in the preponderance of herbivores.

'*

V. POST-TERTIARY OR QUATERNARY.

Under this division are included the various superficial

deposits in which all the mollusca are of still living species.

It is usually subdivided into two series—(1) an older group
of deposits in which many of the mammals are of extinct

species, ^—to this group the names of Pleistocene, Post-

Pliocene, or Diluvial have been given
;
and (2) a later series,

wherein the mammals are all of still living species, to which
the name of Recent or Alluvial has been assigned. These
subdivisions, however, are confessedly very artificial, and it

is often exceedingly difficult to draw any line between them.
In Europe and North America a tolerably sharp demarca-

tion can usually be made between the Pliocene formations
and those now to be described. The Crag dejDOsits of the

south-east of England show traces of a gradual lowering of

the tem perature during later Pliocene times. This change o

f

climate continued to augment until at last thoroughly arctic

conditions prevailed, under which the oldest of the Post-

Tertiary or Pleistocene deposits were accumulated.

It is hardly possible to arrange these deposits in a strict

chronological order, because we have no means of deciding,

in many cases, their relative antiquity. The following table

is rather an enumeration of the more important of them
than an arrangement in their exact sequence :

—

Recent.

Pleistocene
or Glacial..

J
River alluvia, peat mosses, lake deposits, blown

i; sand, marine deposits, raibcd beaches.
^Brick-earth, valley-gravels, old marine terraces,

cavern-deposits.
Moraine-stuff, Kame or Esker sene.s, Clyde-beds,
Upper Boulder clays. Interglacial beds. Lower Till,

ice-worn rock-surfaces.
...Pre-glacial forests and land surface.

Pleistocene or Glacial.

Under the name of the Glacial Period or Ice Age, a re-

markable geological episode in the history of the northern

hemisphere is denoted. We have seen in the foregoing

section on the Crag deposits that there is evidence of a

gradual refrigeration of the climate at the close of the

Tertiary ages. This change of temperature affected the

higher latitudes alike of the Old and the New World. It

reached such a height that the whole of the north of Europe

was buried under snow and ice, extending southwards even

as far as Saxony. The Alps and Pyrenees were loaded with

vast snow-fields, from which enormous glaciers descended

into the plains, overriding ranges of minor hills on their way.

The greater portion of Britain was similarly ice-coverei
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The effect of the movement of the ice was necessarily to

lemove the soils and snpeificial deposits of the land surface

Hence m the aieas of country so aliected, the ground having

been sciaped and smoothed, the glacial accumulations laid

down upon it rest abiuptly, and without any connexion, on

whatever underlies them Consideiable local differences

may be observed lu the nature and succession ot the differ

ent deposits of the glacial peiiod, as they are tiaced from

district to distiict It is hardly possible to deteimine, in

some cases, whethei certain portions of the series are coeval

or belong to different epochs But the following are the

leading tacts which have been established foi the North
European area First, there was a giadual increase of the

cold, though with warm intervals, until the conditions of

modern North Greenland extended as far south as Middlesex,

Wales, the south west of Ii eland, and 50° N lat in central

Europe This was the culmination of the Glacial period

Then followed a considerable depression of the land and
the spread of cold arctic water o'ver the submeiged tracts,

with abundant floating ice ,
next came a re elevation,

with renewed augmentation of the snow fields and glacieis

Very gradually, and after intervals of iiiciease and diminu
tion, the ice retired towards the north, and with it the

arctic flora and fauna that had peopled the European jdains

The existing snow fields and glacieis of the Pyrenees,

Switzerland, and Norway aie lemnants of the great ice-

sheets of the glacial period, while the arctic plants of the

mountains ate lelics of the northeiii vegetation which was
universal from Norway to Spain

let worn lioc/cs—Beginning at the base of the deposits

from which this interesting history is compiled, we find the

solid rocks over the whole of northern Europe to present the
characteri:>tic smoothed flowing outlines which can be pio-

duced only by the grinding action of land ice (ante, p 282)
Where they have been long exposed, this peculiar suifaceis

apt to be efeced by the disintegiabing action of the w^eather,

though it retains its hold with extraordinary pertinacity.

Along the fjords of Norway and the sea lochs of the west of

Scotland, it may be seen slipping into the water, smooth,
bare, polished, and grooved as if tlie ice had only recently

retreated But where the protecting cover of clay or othei

superficial deposits has been newly removed, the peculiai ice-

worn surface is as fresh as that by the side of a modern
glacier Ooseivations of the directions of the striae have
shown that on the whole these markings diverge from the
main masses of high ground In Scandinavia they run w est-

wards and south westwards on the Norwegian coasts, and
eastwards or south eastwai ds across the lower grounds of

Sweden When the ice descended into the basin of the Baltic
and the plains of northern Germany, it moved southwards
and south westwards, but seems to have slightly changed its

direction in different areas and at different tunes Its move-
ments can be made out partly from the strijn on the solid
lock, but more generally from the glacial drift which it has
left behind Thus it can be shown to have moved down
the Baltic into the North Sea At Berlin its movement
must have been from east to west But at Leipsic, as
recently ascertained by Credner, it came from N.N.W to
S S E

,
being doubtless shed off in that direction by the

high grounds of the Harz mountains Its southern limit
can be traced with tolerable clearness from Jevennaar in
Eolland eastwards acioss the Blnne valley, along the base
of the Westphalian hills, round the projecting promontory
of the Haiz, and then southwards through Saxony to the
roots of the Erzgebirge Passing next south eastwards
along the flanks of the Biesen and Sudeten chain, it sweeps
across Poland into Bussia, circling round by Kieff, and
northwards by Nijni Novgorod towards the Urals

It has been estimated that, excluding Finland, Scandi
navia, and the British Isles, the ice must have covered not

, o a y [\ I STP vtighapiiical

lefe'> than 1,700,000 sqnaiG kilometics (ff the piesent low
lands of Europe It':, influence on the solid rocks over
which it passed has nut been eve^ywheie equal Ovei
much of the iioitli Geimau plain, indeed, the locks are con
cealed undei diitt But in the nioie undulating hilly ground,,

particularly^ in the north and north w est, the ice has eflected

the most extiaoidinaiy abi isioii It is Laidly possible,

indeed, to desciibe adeciuately ni woids these legions of

most intense glaciation The old gneiss of Noiway and
Sutheilandshiie, foi example, has been so eroded, smoothed,
and X)ohslied, that it stands iq) in endless louiided hum
mocks, many' of them still smooth and flowing like dol^diins’

backs, with little x>ooLs, tains, and laiger lakes ly mg between
them been fiorii a fleij-,ht the ound qq^eais like a billowy

sea of cold grey' stone The lakes, e\eiy one of them lying

in a hollow of eiosion, seem scatteied bioadcast over the

landscaxie So cnduiing is the loek, tint even after the

lapse ot so loiij^ an intei\ il, it retains its lee worn aspect

almost as uninq>aiied as if the weak ot the glaciei had been
done only a tew geneiations since

Some idea of the massneness of the ice sheet is obtain

able from a considciatioii ot the way in which the strim run
aciOoS inqjortant lull langes, and atliv ait what niiglit seem
to be then natuial diicction Whilst thtie was a geneial

soutluvaid mo%emciit from the gieat snow fields of bcandi
na\ia, the high gronnds of Biitriii weie imx>ortant enough
to have then owui independent lee, which, as the striae show,
radiated outward, some of it x)assing westwards into the

Atlantic and some of it eastward into the North Sea So
thick must It hive been as it moved oil the Scottish High
lands that it w^ent acioss the bioad j)l uiis of Peithshire,

filling them ux> to a deq^th ot at h ast 2000 tect, and x)assing

acioss the range of the Oclul ThlE, winch at a distance ot

12 miles runs x>arallel with the Ilighlnid mountains, and
reaches a height ot 2352 feet In such cases it has been
observed that the strue along the low er sloxres of the lull

bairier run either pat illel with the tieiid ot the ground or

slant uj) obliquely, while those on the summits may cross

the ridge at right angles to its couise This sliow s that there

must have been a diffeientiil movement in the great ice

sheet, the lover x)aits, as in a iivei, becoming embayed,
and being forced to move in a direction sometimes even at

a right angle to that of the gcncial advunce On the lower
giounds also, the stine, converging from diflereiit sides,

unite at last ni one geneial tieiid as the vaiious ice sheets

must have done, as they descended from the high grounds
on either side and coalesced into one common mass
This is well seen in the great ceiitial valley of Scotland
Still more marked is the deflexion of the stritU in Caith
ness and the Orkney and Shetland Islands In these

districts the general direction of the striation is from
S S E

,
wdiich, in Caithness, is nearly?' at right angles to

what might have been anticipated This deflexion has

been attributed to the coalescence of the ice from Norw'ay
and from the northern Highlands in the basin of the North
Sea, and its subsequent progress along the resultant line

into the Atlantic But it may have been due to tlie fan

shaped spreading out of the vast mass of ice descending
into the Moiay Firtli

,
for the striae on the south side of

that inlet lun E by S
,
and at last S E

,
on the noith east

of Aberdeenshire, showing that the ice, on the one hand,
turned southwards into the North Sea, until it met the

N E stream from Kincardineshire and the valleys of the Dee
and Don, while, on the other, it moved northward so as

no doubt to join the Scandinavian sheet, and march with
it into the Atlantic The basin of the North Sea must
have been choked up with ice in its northern parts, if not
entirely At that time England and the northwest of

France were united, so that any portion of the North Sea
basin not invaded by land ice must have formed a lake
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with its outlet by the hollow through which the Strait of pieces of the Highland rocks, which must have come from.

Dover has since been opened. It has been suggested that the high grounds at least 50 miles to the north-west. The
during such a condition of things the widespread fresh- evidence of dispersion revealed by the stones in the boulder-
water deposit termed Loess was formed, which covers so clay harmonizes with that of the striee on the rocks. Every
large a space in the lower plains of the Rhine and the main mass of elevated ground in Britain seems to have
north of Belgium, and appears in the valleys of the south- caused the ice to move outward from it for a certain dis-

east of England. tance, until the stream coalesced with that descending from
The ice is computed to have been at least between GOOO some other height. In Scotland the ice was massive enough

and 7000 feet thick in Norway, measured from the present
|

to move out into the basin of the North Sea (then doubtless
sea-level. From the height at which its transported debris ' in great part usurped by the glaciers) until it met that
has been observed on the Harz, it is believed to have been which was streaming down from Scandinav.ia. Hence no
at least 1470 feet thick there, and to have gradually risen Scandinavian blocks have ever been found in Scotland,
in elevation as one vast plateau, like that which at the But the Norwegian ice w^hich crept southwards across

present time covers the interior of Greenland. Among the Denmark, may once have extended across the North Sea to

Alps it attained almost incredible dimensions. The present the Yorkshire coast, if the Scandinavian stones of Holder-
snowfields and glaciers of these mountains, large though ness were not carried on floating ice.

they are, form no more than the mere shrunken remnants The stones in the boulder-clay have a characteristic form
of the great mantle of snow and ice which then over- and surface. They are usually oblong, have one or more flat

spread Switzerland. In the Bernese Oberland, for example, sides or “soles,” are smoothed or polished, and have their

the valleys were filled to the brim with ice, which, moving edges worn round. Where they consist of a fine-grained

northwards, crossed the great plain, and actually overrode enduring rock, they are almost invariably found to be
a part of the Jura mountains. Huge fragments of granite striated, the striae running with the long axis of the stone,

and other rocks from the central chain of the Alps are These markings are precisely similar to those on the solid

found high on the slopes of that range of heights, rocks underneath the boulder clay, and like them have
Boulder-clay or Till.—Under this name is included the manifestly been produced by the friction of stones and

debris which accumulated and was pushed onward under grains of sand as the whole mass of debris was being steadily

the ice-sheet, the “ grund-morane ” or “ moraine profonde ” pushed on in one given direction by the resistless advance
(ante^ p. 282). All over the low grounds of North Germany, of the ice {ante, p. 282),
Denmark, and Holland lies a stony or earthy clay passing Interglacial Beds.—^Tiae boulder-clay is not one uniform
into sand or gravel, in which, together with locally derived mass of material. In a limited section, indeed, it usually
debris, there is a greater or less proportion of fragments appears as an unstratified mass of stiff stony clay. But it

from the north. Some of the rocks of Scandinavia, Finland, is found on further examination to be split up with various
and the Upper Baltic are of so distinctive a kind that they inconstant and local interstratifications. Beds of sand,

can be recognized in small pieces in the boulder-clay. Thus gravel, fine clay, and peaty layers occur in this way in

the peculiar syenite of Laurwig in the south of Norway has different platforms in the boulder clay. In Scotland and
been recognized abundantly in the drift of Denmark

; it elsewhere these interpolated beds bear witness to inter-

occurs in that of Hamburg, and in the boulder-clay of the vals when the ice retired from the area, and the land, so far

Holderness cliff's in Yorkshire. The well-known Bhomben- as uncovered, was clothed with vegetation and traversed
porphyr of southern Norway has likewise been recognized by herds of the hairy mammoth, reindeer, and musk-
at Holderness. Fragments of the Silurian rocks from ox. Hence the long glacial period must have been inter-

Gothland, or from the Russian islands Dago or Oesel, have minted by episodes probably of considerable duration when
been met with as far as the north of Holland. These trans- a milder climate prevailed. Such an alternation of con-

ported fragments, so abundant within the line of demarca- ditions is explained on the hypothesis discussed in previous
tion just traced, are an impressive testimony to the move- pages {ante, pp. 218—220).
ments of the northern ice-sheet and floating ice. Evidences of Submergence.—^After the ice had attained its

The boulder-clay is not spread as a uniform sheet over greatest development, the land, which perhaps in north-

the ground, but varies greatly in thickness and in irregu- western Europe stood at a higher level above the sea than
larity of surface. Round the mountainous centres of dis- it has done since, began to subside. The ice-fields were
persLon it is apt to occur in long ridges or “drums” which carried down below the sea-level, where they broke up and
run in the general direction of the rock-striation. cumbered the sea with floating bergs. The heaps of loose

In those areas which served as independent centres of debris which had gathered under the ice, being now exposed
dispersion for the ice-sheet, the boulder-clay partakes largely to waves, ground-swell, and marine currents,' were thereby
of the local character of the rocks of each district where it more or less washed down and reassorted. Coast-ice, no
occurs. Thus in Scotland the clay varies in colour and doubt, still formed along the shores, and was broken up
composition as it is traced from district to district. Over into moving floes, as happens every year now in northern
the Carboniferous rocks it is dark, over the red sandstones Greenland. The proofs of this phase of the long glacial

it is red, over the Silurian rocks it is fawn-coloured. The period are contained in the sands, gravels, erratic blocks,

great majority of the stones also are of local origin, not and stratified clays which overlie the coarse older till. It

always from the immediately adjacent rocks, but from is difficult to determine the extent of the submergence, for

points within a distance of a few miles. Evidence of trans- when the land rose the more elevated portions continued to

port, however, can be gathered from the stones, for they be the seats of glaciers, which, moving over the surface,

are found in almost every case to include a proportion of destroyed the deposits which would otherwise have remained
fragments which have come from beyond the district. The as witnesses of the presence of the sea. The most satis-

direction indicated by the percentage of travelled stones is factory evidence is undoubtedly that supplied by beds of

always the same for each region. Thus, in the lower part marine shells. These have been observed on Moel Tryfan,
of the valley of the Firth of Forth, while most of the frag- in North Wales, at a height of no less than 1350 feet, but
ments are from the surrounding Carboniferous formations, as the same kind of deposits in which they occur extend to

from 5 to 20 per cent, is found to have come eastward a much greater height, the submergence probably consider-

from the Old Red Sandstone range of the Ochil Hills—a ably exceeded the limit at which the shells occur. In
distance of 25 or 30 miles, while 2 to 5 per cent, are Cheshire beds of shells have been met with at a height of
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1200 feet. In Scotland the highest level from which they

have yet been obtained is 524 feet; and in this instance

they lie in one of the interstratifications in the boulder-clay.

The coast of Scotland is fringed by a succession of raised

beaches which, up to that at 100 feet above the present

mean tide-level, are often remarkably fresh. The 100-feet

terrace forms a wide plateau in the estuary of the Forth,

and the 50-feet terrace is as conspicuous on the Clyde.

The elevation of the land has brought up within tide-marks

some of the clays deposited over the sea-floor during the

time of the submergence. In the Clyde basin and some
of the western fjords these clays (Clyde beds) are full of

shells. Comparing the species with those of the adjacent

seas, we find them to be more boreal in character
;
nearly

the whole of the species still live in Scottish seas, though
a few are extremely rare. Some of the more characteristic

northern shells in these deposits are Fecten Islanclicns,

Tellina calcarea^ Leda trmicata, L, lanceolata, Saxicava

rugosa, Fanopcea JSForvegica^ Trophon clathratumy and
Natica clausa.

That ice continued to float about in these waters is shown
by the striated stones contained in the fine clays, and by
the remarkably contorted structure which these clays occa-

sionally display- Sections may be seen where, upon per-

fectly undisturbed horizontal strata of clay and sand, other

similar strata have been violently crumpled, while horizontal

beds lie directly upon them. These contortions must have
been produced by the horizontal pressure of some heavy
body moving upon the originally flat beds. No doubt the
agent was ice in the form of large stranding masses which
were driven aground in the fjords or shallow waters where
the clays accumulated. Another indication of the presence
of floating ice is furnished by large boulders scattered over
the country, and lying sometimes on the stratified sands
and gravels, though no doubt many of the so-called erratics

belong to the time of the chief glaciation.

One of the most puzzling members of the Drift is the
series of sands and gravels which cover the low grounds in

many places, and rise up to heights of 1000 feet and more.
These deposits are sometimes spread out in undulating
sheets, which, in the lower districts, seem to merge insen-

sibly into the marine terraces and raised beaches. But they
are also very commonly disposed in remarkable mounds and
in ridges which run across valleys, along hill-sides, and even
over watersheds. These ridges are known in Scotland as
kames, in Ireland as eskers, and in Scandinavia as osar.

They consist sometimes of coarse gravel or earthy detritus,

but more usually of clean, well-stratified sand and gravel,
the stratification towards tlae surface corresponding with the
external slopes of the ground, in such a manner as to prove
that the ridges are original forms of deposit, and not the
result of the irregular erosion of a general bed of sand and
gravel. Some writers have compared these features to the
submarine banks formed in the pathway of tidal currents
near the shore. Others have supposed them rather to be of
terrestrial origin, due to the melting of the great snow-fields
and glaciers* and the consequent discharge of large quantities
of water over the country. But no very satisfactory explan-
ation has yet been given.

Fe-emerge7ice,—Later Glaciers.—^When the land began to
rise again, the temperature all over central and northern
Europe was still severe. Vast sheets of ice still held sway
over the mountains, and continued to descend into the lower
tracts and to go out to sea. To this period are ascribed
certain terraces or “parallel-roads’' which run along the sides
of vaheys in the Scottish Highlands. It is believed that
the mass of ice descending from some of the loftier snow-
fields of this time was so great as to accumulate in front of
lateral valleys, and to so choke them up as to cause the
water to accumulate in them and flow out in an opposite

direction by the col at the head. In these natural reservoirs

the level at which the water stood for a time was marked
by a horizontal ledge or platform due partly to erosion of

the hill-.side and partly to the arrest of the descending
debris when it entered the water.

Every group of mountains nouri•^hed its ovmi glaciers;

even small islands, such as Arran in Scotland, had their

siiowfields, whence glaciers crept down into the valleys

and shed their moraines. It would appear indeed that
some of the northern glaciers of Scotland continued to
reach the sea-level even -when the land had risen to

within 50 feet or less of its present elevation. On the east

side of Sntherlandshire the moraines descend to the 50-

feet raised beach
;
on the west side of the same county they

come down still lower. The higher mountains of Europe
still show the descendants of these later glaciers, but the
ice has retreated from the lower elevations. In the Yosges
the glaciers have long disappeared, but their moraines
remain still fresh. In Wales, Cumberland, and the
southern uplands and Highlands of Scotland, moraines,

perched blocks, and roclies moatoiu^ees attest the abund-
ance and persistence of the last glaciers. It is sometimes
possible to trace the stages in the gradual retreat of the

ice towards its jjarent snow-fields, for the crescent-shaped

moraine mounds lie one behind another until they finally

die out about the head of the valley, near what must have
been the edge of the snow-field.

We know as yet very little of the fauna and flora of the

land during the Glacial Period in Europe. The vegetation

was doubtless in great measure the same as that of arctic

Norway at the present day. The animals included the

musk-ox, lemming, rein-deer, and other still living arctic

forms, but included some which have become extinct, such

as the hairy mammoth and woolly rhinoceros. During the

milder inter-glacial x^eriods denizens of warmerregions found
their way northwards into Europe. Thus the hippopotamus
haunted the rivers of the south of England. By degrees,

as the climate ameliorated, the arctic vegetation was finally

extirpated from the lower grounds of central and western
Europe, and plants loving a milder temperature, which had
doubtless been natives of Eurox")© before the period of great

cold, were enabled to reoccupy the sites whence they had
been driven. On the higher mountains, where the climate

is still not wholly uncongenial for them, colonies of this

once general arctic flora still survive. The arctic animals
have also been driven away to their northern homes, or

have become wholly extinct. And thus, as imperceptibly

as it began, the long and varied Ice Age came to an end as

it merged into the next succeeding geological period.

Becent or Human Period.

That long succession of ages to which the name of the

Glacial Period has been given shaded without abruptchange
of any kind into what is termed the Pluman or Recent
Period. Indeed it may be said with truth that the Glacial

Period still exists in Europe. The snow-fields and glaciers

have disappeared from Britain, but they still linger among
the Pyrenees, remain in larger mass among the Alps, and
spread over wide areas in northern Scandinavia. This dove-

tailing or overlapping of geological periods has been the

rule from the beginning of time, the apparently abrupt

transitions in the geological record being due to imperfec-

tions in the chronicle.

The question has often been asked whether man was
coeval with the Ice Age. To give an answer, we must know
within what limits the term Ice Age is used, and to what

I

particular country or district the question refers. For it

is evident that even to-day man is contemporary with the

j

Ice Age in the Alpine valleys and in Finmark. There can
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be no doubt that be inhabited Europe after the greatest

extension of the ice, but while the rivers were still larger

than now from the melting snow, and flowed at higher levels.

The proofs of the existence of man in former geological

periods are not to be sought for in the occurrence of his own
bodily remains, as in the case of other animals. His bones
are indeed now and then to be found, but in the vast

majority of cases his former presence is revealed by the im-
plements he has left behind him, formed of stone, metal,

or bone. Alany years ago the archaeologists of Denmark,
adopting the subdivisions of the Latin poets, classified the
prehistoric traces of man in three great divisions—those of

(1) the Stone Age, (2) the Bronze Age, and (3) the Iron
Age. There can be no doubt that, on the whole, this has
been the general order of succession. Men used stone and
bone before they had discovered the use of metal. Never-
theless, the use of stone long survived the introduction of

bronze and iron. In fact, in many European countries

where metal has been known for many centuries, there are

districts where stone implements are still employed, or

where they were in use until quite recently. It is

obvious also that, as there are still barbarous tribes un-
acquainted with the fabrication of metal, tlie Stone Age is

not yet extinct in many parts of the world. In this in-

stance we again see how geological periods run into each
other. The nature or shape of the implement cannot there-

fore be always a very satisfactory proof of antiquity. We
must judge of it by the circumstances under which it was
found. From the fact that in north-western Europe the

ruder kind of stone weajjons occurs in what are certainly the

older deposits, while others of more highly finished work-
manship are found in later accumulations, the Stone Age
has been subdivided into an earl3^ or Palaeolithic and a

later or Neolithic epoch. There can be no doubt, however,

that the later was in great measure coeval with the age of

bronze, and even to some extent of iron.

The deposits which contain the history of the human
period are cavern-loam, river-alluvia, lake-bottoms, peat-

mosses, sand-dunes, and other superficial accumulations.

Most calcareous districts abound in underground tunnels

and caverns which have been dissolved by the passage of

water from the surface {ante, p. 271). In a large number
of cases these cavities have communicated with the outer

surface, so that terrestrial animals, including man himself,

have made use of them as places of retreat, or have fallen

or been washed into them. The floors of some of them are

covered with loam or cave- earth, resulting from the deposit

of the silt carried in the water which formerly flowed

through them. Very commonly also, a deposit of stalag-

mite has formed from the drip of the roof. Hence any
organic remains which may have found their way to these

floors have been sealed up and admirably preserved.

Above the present levels of the rivers there lie platforms
or terraces of alluvium, sometimes to a height of 80 or 100
feet. These deposits are fragments of the river gravels and
loams laid down when the streams flowed at that elevation,

and therefore before the valleys were widened and deepened
to their present form. Biver action is at the best but slow.

To erode the valleys to so great a depth beneath the level

of the upper alluvia, must have demanded a period of many
oenturies. There can therefore be no doubt of the high
antiquity of these deposits. They have yielded the remains
of many mammals, some of them extinct, together with the
:flint flakes made by man. From the nature and structure
of some of the high-lying gravels, there can he little doubt
that they were formed at a time when the rivers were larger
than now, and were liable to be frozen and to be obstructed
by large accumulations of ice. We are thus able to connect
the formations of the human period with some of the later

phases of the Ice Age in the west of Euroioe.

From the evidence of caverns and river-alluvia of Britain,

Germany, and France, Dawkins enumerates about fifty

mammals as among the chief inhabitants of Europe during
the early human period. They include many of the ani-

mals still found wild in Europe, Asia, or Africa, such as

the marmot, hare, beaver, lemming, leopard, lynx, wild cat,

otter, brown bear, wolf, fox, African elephant, musk sheep,

chamois, wild boar, horse, reindeer, and hipi3opotamus. It

will be observed what a remarkable mixture tliere is in this

list of forms now found in alpine or arctic regions, on the
one hand, with others only now to be seen in warm lati-

tudes. Probably there continued to be great alternations
of climate and changes in the distribution of food, so that
migrations successively from opposite quarters took place
into central and western Euro[>e. But among the denizens
of these regions were some that have been long extinct, such
as the mammoth, JBlephas antiquus, Machairodus Latidens,

the woolly rhinoceros, the Irish elk, and others. That
man was the contemporary of these extinct forms is shown
both by the association of Li's flint weapons wdth their

remains, and by the discoverj^^ of a tusk of the mammoth
wuth an admirable outline of the animal carved upon it.

Tliis valuable relic, witb bones of the reindeer and btag
admirably sculptured into likenesses of these animals, was
found in one of the caves of Perigord in central France.
From the beds of lakes, and from peat-mosses, evidences

of more advanced civilization have been obtained. In
Switzerland and elsewhere, remains of wooden pile-dw^ellings

have been observed during times when the water has been
low. Associated with these are weapons and imx>lements
of stone, in other cases of bronze and of iron, pottery, rude
kinds of cloth, seeds of different cereals, and bones of do-
mesticated animals. The dog, swine, goat, horned sheep, and
other familiar animals appear as the companions of man.
But there is evidence that some of the creatures which he
tamed to his use were not natives of Europe, but had their

original stocks in central Asia, and that some of his grains
must likewise have been introduced. Hence we have
glimpses into some of the early human migrations from that
eastern centre whence so many successive waves of popula-
tion have invaded Europe.
The later chronicles of the geologist merge insensibly

into those of the archaeologist. The latter claims as his

field whatever belongs to the history of man on the globe ;

the former includes the history of man in that larger history
of the earth of which a brief outline has been given in the
foregoing pages.

Post-Tertiary Series in North America.

The general succession of events in post-Tertiary

times appears to have been nearly the same over the
northern hemisphere both in the New and the Old World.
In North America we have the same sharply-defined line

between the older post-Tertiary deposits and previous forma-
tions, due to the glacial conditions which, overspreading
these regions, in great measure destroyed the superficial

accumulations of the immediately preceding eras. The
Quaternary or post-Tertiary formations are grouped by
American geologists in the following subdivisions :

—

3

Prehistoric
J

Terrace—
|

:

4. Eecent and
J
Peat, alluvium, blown sand, alkali ” deiDosits,

gey.ser deposits, cave deposits, artificial mounds.
River-terraces, . loess.

^
Raised beaches.

2. Champlain ...;S'a£czcam sand, Champlain clays, Lcda clay.

1. Glacial Boulder clays, nnstratified clays, sands, and gravels.

1. Glacial.—As in Europe, tbe glacial deposits increase in thick-

ness and variety from south to north. The southem limit of the
unstratified drift lies somewhere in the neighbourhood of the 39th
parallel of north latitude, and tiie deposit ranges from the Atlantic
westward to the meridian of 98^. It spreads, therefore, across

British North America, and is found over a considerable area of

the north-eastern States. It rises to a height of 5800 feet among
X. — A7
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the White Mountains. The absence of any true houldev-arift on

the llocky Mountain slopes, where it might have been looked for,

is Toiiiarkal>le.
.

Underneath the bonlder-clay the solid rocks, as m Europe, are

often well striated. The direction of the btriai is generally south-

ward, varying to south-east and south-west according to the form

of the o-round. In recent years extensive ice-worn rock-surhuics

have been observed among the liocky Mountains by Hayden, King,

and others, ]>roving that these elevations formerly possessed their

n-laciers, i£ they were not buried under tlic great ice-sheet.

° Tlie <iritt bears witness to a general southerly transport of material,

and, in conjunction with the striated rocks, shows that the great ice-

sheet moved from north to south at least as far as about the latitude

of Washington. Logan mentions that in some parts of Canada the

rrlacial drift and boiiUlers run in ridges north and south, thus corre-

si^oiiding with the general direction of transjiort, like the ‘‘drums

in Britain. As in Europe, the coarse houldor-clay at the base of

the Quaternary deposits is essentially iinfossLliferous.

2. Glutmiolc(,in.—Under this name American geologists class the

sands, gravels, and clays which overlie the lower boulder-drift.

These deposits include coarse iinstratified gravels, as well as fiimly-

stratilied clays. In eastern Canada they are well developed, and

show the following subdivisions :

—

[ St Maurice and Sorel sands; Saxicava sand of Montreal;

Upper. < npxjer sand and gravel of Beauport
;
upper Clianixdaiii

( clay and sand of Vermont.

j
Leda clay of the St Lawrence and Ottawa ;

lower shell-
Lower.

|
gaud of Beauport; lower Champlain clay of Vermont.

The lower subdivisions consist chiefly of clays, which rise to a

height of 600 feet above the sea. They have some iriterstrati fled

beds of siliceous sand, but few boulders. They contain marine

organisms, such as Leda triinccUa, Sctxicava ritr/osa, Tellma Gro&ii^

landicco, bones of seals, whales, kc. On the banks of the Ottawa,

ill Gloucester, the clays contain numerous nodules which have been

formed round organic bodies, particularly the fish Mallotm villofiiis

or cupeling of the Lower St Lawrence. Dawson also obtained

numerous remains of terrestrial marsh plants, grasses, cariees,

mosses, and algae. This writer states that about 100 species of

marine invertebrates have been obtained from the clays of the St

Lawrence valley. All except four or five species in the older part

of the deposits are shells of the boreal or Arctic regions of the

Atlantic ; and about half are found also in the glacial clays of

Britain. The great majority are now living in the Gulf of St
|

Lawrence and neighbouring coasts, especially off Labrador.^

3. Ter7 *c6ce,—^This division includes the terraced de^iosits
^

of

alluvial material so marked along the river valleys and lake margins
in the northern part of the United States and in Canada, and found
also ill some degree along the sea-coast These deposits occur in

successive platforms or terraces, marking the contraction in volume
of the lakes and livers, consequent, probably, ujion intermittent up-

heavals of the land. They are well developed round the great lakes.

Tims in the basin of Lake Huron depo.sits of fine sand and clay con-

taining fvesh-water shells rise to a height of 40 feet or more above

the present level of the water, and run back from the shore sometimes
for 20 miles. Regular terraces, corresponding to former water-

levels of the lake, run for miles along the shores at heights of 120,

150, and 200 feet. Shingle beaches and mounds or ridges, exactly

like those now in course of formation along the exposed shores of

Lake Huron, can be recognized at heights of 60, 70, and 100 feet.

Unfossiliferous terraces occur abundantly on the margin of Lake
Superior. At one point mentioned by Logan, no fewer than seven
of these ancient beaches occur at intervals up to a height of 331 feet

above the present level of the lake.^ Most of the rivers are bordered
with lines of terraces, as in the well-known example of the Con-
necticut valley described by Hitchcock. The rivers are believed to

have had their maximum volume at the beginning of the Terrace
epoch, swollen doubtless by the melting of the still existing ice-

sheets and snow-fields. Their work consisted partly in depositing
fine alluvium or loess over their flood-plains, partly in scouring their
channels out of the Champlain formations. Greater elevation
towards the interior, by augmenting their slope, increased their
excavating power.

Terraces of marine origin likewise occur both on the coast and
far inland. On the coast of Maine they occur at heights of 150
to 200 feet, round Lake Champlain at least as high as 300 feet, and
at Montreal nearly 500 feet above the present level of the sea. In
the absence of organic remains, however, it is not always possible
to distinguish between terraces of marine origin marking former sea-

margins, and those left by the retirement of rivers and lakes. In
the Bay of Bundy evidence has been cited by Dawson to prove sub-
sidence, for he has observed there a submerged forest of pine and
beech lying 25 feet below high-water mark.^

4. decent cmd FreMstoric,—^The deposits in this group are essen-

^ Acadidn Geology

^

p, 76. ^ Qeology of Canada, p. 910.
® Acadian Geology, p. 28.
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tially the saiiic with those in Europe
;
and, ,is in tliat continent so

111 Auierica, no defluito lines cau be drawn within which they should
bo (ionliiied. They cannot be sharply separated from the Terrace
series, on the one' hand, nor from nioderii accumulations, on tlie

other. Besides the marshes, peal-bogs, and other organic deposits

wliich belong to an early period in tlui hmniiii occupation of America,
I
some of the younger alluvia of the river-valleys anti lakes can no

j

doubt claim a liigdi anthtuity, though they’ have not supplied the
same eoxiious evidence of early man which gives so much intoA'cst to

the eoi responding European formations. Heaps of shells ot edible

sx>ecies occur on the tioasls of Nova Scotia, Maim*, &c. The large

mounds ofaitUieial origin in tin* Mississix>pi valley have excited

much attention.

PAHT VII.—-PHYSIOGRAPTIICAL GEOLOGY.
Ill the investigation of the geological history of any

country, two questions present theinsolvcs. We have first

to consider the nature and arrangement of the rocks which

underlie the surface, and to ascertain from them what has

been the march of events, what changes in geography have

successively taken x^ace, and w^hat races of plants and

animals have come and gone. The gradual geological

evolution of the earth has been sketched in the foregoing

X)arb of this article. But besides the history of the solid

rocks beneath the surface of the land, there is that of the

surface itself. Mountains and plains, valleys and ravines,

cliffs, peaks, passes, lakes, and the many other features of

a country demand attention. By what processes have these

varied outlines been impressed ux)on the surface of the

globe? Are they of different ages, and if so, how can tbeir

history he ascertained ?

The branch of geological inquiry which endeavours to

answer these questions has been termed Physiograxiby or

Physiograxyhical Geology. Its investigatioiks evidently de-

mand an acquaintance with Stratigraphical Geology. We
must be able to trace out the former geographical conditions

of the globe before we can adequately reason on the origin

of those now existing. Hence the consideration of this

branch of the subject has necessarily been reserved for this

concluding section.

The stratified formations, of which the succession and

history have been traced in the x^revious fyages, were chiefly

laid down on the sea-fioor in wide horizontal or gently

inclined sheets. They have since been uxjraised into land;

their horizontality has been in great x)art destroyed; and they

have been enormously wasted by denuding agents. In con-

sidering therefore how they have acquired their x^resent ex-

ternal forms, we have to deal with the effects of two kinds

of forces, one acting from below, the other on the surface.

These stratified rocks were, on the whole, dex>osifced in

shallow water, and have been repeatedly upraised and

denuded, so that the younger have been formed out of the

waste of the older. They have their modern counterx)arts,

not in the deposits of the great ocean-basins, but in those

of comparatively shallow seas. The inference to be drawn

from these facts is that the present continental regions,

through many local oscillations, have existed as terrestrial

ridges from a remote geological antiquity, and that the ocean

basins in like manner have, on the whole, retained their

identity. When the geologist asks himself how the present

distribution of sea and land is to he accounted for, he finds

that the answer to the question goes back to early Palfeozoic

times, whence he can in some cases trace the gradual

growth of a continent downward through the long cycles of

geological time. But there still remains the problem to

account for the original wrinkling of the surface of the globe,

whereby the present great ridges and hollows were produced-

It is now generally agreed that these inequalities have

been produced by unequal contraction of the earth's mass,

the interior contracting more than the outer crust, which

must therefore have accommodated itself to this diminution

of diameter by undergoing corrugation. But there seems
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to have been some original distribution of materials in the
globe that initiated the depressions on the areas which
they have retained. It has been already pointed out {ante^ p.

223) that the matter underlying the oceans is more dense
than that beneath the continentSy and that, partly at least,

to this cause must the present position of the oceans be
attributed. The early and persistent subsidence of these
areas, with the consequent increase of density, seems to have
determined the main contours of the earth’s surface.

From what has been stated in part iv., the reader
will understand that rocks which were originally horizontal,

or nearly so, have been crumpled over tracts thousands of

square miles in extent, so as to occupy now a superficial

area greatly less than that which they originally covered.

It is evident that they have been horizontally compressed,
and that this result can only have been achieved as a con-

sequence of the subsidence of such a curved surface as that

of our globe. The difficulty of explaining these corruga-
tions on the liypothesis of the contraction of a solid globe
is undoubtedly great. Mr O. Fisher, indeed, believes

that the present inequalities of contour on the earth’s sur-

face are from sixty-six to eleven and a half times as great
as they would have been had they resulted from the con-

traction of a solid globe; and he has suggested that the earth
need not have become solid throughout simultaneously, and
consequently may have been considerably larger than it is

now at the time when a solid crust was first formed.^
The geological phenomena long ago led to a belief in the

liquidity of the earth’s interior. Since this belief has been
so weightily opposed by the physical arguments already
adduced (ante^ p. 225), geologists have endeavoured to

modify it in such a way as, if possible, to satisfy the re-

quirements of physics, while at the same time providing
an adequate exi^lanation of the corrugation of the earth’s

crust. Mr Hopkins, Professor Dana, Professor Shaler, and
Mr Fisher have, on different grounds, advocated the ex-

istence of a fluid or viscous substratum beneath the crust,

the contraction and consolidation of which produce the
corrugations of the rocks and of the surface. ‘^The increase

of temperature,” says Mr Fisher, ‘‘though rapid near the
surface, becomes less and less as we descend, so that, if the
earth were once wholly melted, the temx^erature near the
centre is not very greatly above what it is at a depth which,
compared to the earth’s radius, is small. Consequently, if

it requires great pressure to solidify the materials at such
a temperature, it is probable that the melting temperature
may be reached before the pressure is sufficient to solidify.”

The crust, of course, must be able to sustain itself on the cor-

rugated surface of the supposed viscous layer without break-
ing ux> and sinking. The same writer has even suggested
that the observed amount of corrugation is more than can be
accounted for even on this hy];)othesis, and that the shrink-
age may have been due not merely to cooling, but to the
escape of water from the interior in the form of the super-
heated steam of volcanic vents. ^ More recently Herr
Siemeiis has been led, from observations made in May 1878
at Vesuvius, to conclude that vast quantities of hydrogen
gas, or combustible compounds of hydrogen, exist in the
earth’s interior, and that these, rising and exploding in the
funnels of volcanoes, give rise to the detonations and clouds
of steam.®

Leaving the vexed question of the condition of the earth’s
interior, the hypothesis of secular cooling and contraction
furnishes a natural explanation of the origin of the domin-
ant elevations and depressions of the surface, and of the
intense crumpling which the rocks in many regions have
undergone. Taking 0*09 as the coefficient of contraction

- Canibridge Phil. Trans., vol. xii. pt. ii., 1875.
^ Phil. Mag., October 1875.
® Monatsh&richt der K. preuss. Ahad. Wissenschaft, 1878. p. 558.

for a supposed stratum 500 miles thick, lying beneath 25
miles of crust, and passing from a fused into a solid state,

Mr Fisher found that every 100 miles measured along a

great circle on the surface would have been one mile larger

before the contraction, and that this might produce a trian-

gular elevation of “ 25 square miles on a base of 100 miles,

which would give a range of mountains half a mile high.

If only 50 miles out of the hundred were disturbed, the

rauge would be a mile high, and so on.”^

The effects of this lateral pressure may show themselves
either in broad dome-like elevations, or in narrovrer and
loftier ridges of mountain. The structure of the crust is so

complex, and the resistance offered by it to the x)ressure is

consequently so varied, that abundant cause is furnished for

almost any diversity in the forms and distribution of the

wrinkles into which it is thrown. It is evident, however,
that the folds have tended to follow a linear direction. In
ISTorth America, from early geological times, they have kex>t

on the whole on the lines of meridians. In the Old W’orld,

on the contrary, they have chosen diverse trends, but the

last great crumplings— those of the Alps, Caucasus, and
the great mountain ranges of central Asia—have risen along

X)arallels of latitude.

Mountain chains must therefore be regarded as evidence
of the shrinkage of the earth’s mass. They may be the

result of one movement, or of a long succession of such
movements. Formed on lines of weakness in the crust,,

they have again and again given relief from the strain of

compression by undergoing fresh crumpling and upheaval.
The successive stages of uplift are usually not difficult to

trace. The chief guide is supxfiied by unconformability, as

explained on p. 318. Let us suppose, for example, that

a mountain range consists of upraised Lower Silurian

rocks, upon the upturned and denuded edges of w’hich the
Carboniferous Limestone lies transgressively. The original

upheaval of that range must have taken place at the
period of geological time represented by the interval

between the Lower Silurian and the Carboniferous Lime-
stone formations. If, in following the range along its

course, we found at last the Carboniferous Limestone
also highly inclined and covered unconformably by the
Upper Coal-measures, we should know that a second uj^lift

of that portion of the ground had taken place between
the time of the Limestone and that of the Upper Coal-
measures. By this simple and obvious kind of evidence
the relative ages of different mountain chains may be com-
pared. In most great mountain-chains, however, the rocks
have been so intensely crumpled, and even inverted, that

much labour may be required before their true relations can
be determined.

The Alps offer an instructive example of a gi*eat mountain chain
formed by rei)eated movements during a long succession of geologi-

cal periods. As has been already stated, the'ceiitral portions of the
chain consist of gneiss, schists, granite, and other crystalline rocks,

partly referable to the Archcean series, but many of which ax)X)earto

be metamorphosed formations of Palaeozoic, Secondaiy, and even of
older Tertiary age.

It would appear therefore that the first outlines of the Aljis were
traced ont even in A^rchsean times, and that after submergence, and
the deposit of Palaeozoic formations along their flanks, if not over
most of their site, they were re-elevated into land. From the le-

lations of the Mesozoic rocks to each other, we may infer that
several renewed uplifts after successive denudations took place before

the beginning of the Tertiary formations. A large part of the range
was, as we have seen, submerged during the Eocene period under
the waters of that wide sea which spread across the centre of the

Old World, an d in which the Nummiilitic Limestone and Flysch were
dei)Osited. But about the close of that period the grand upheaval
took place to which the present magnitude of the mountains is

chiefly due. The older Tertiary rocks, previously horizontal under
the sea, were raised uj-) into land, crumpled, dislocated, inverted,

together with all the older formations of the chain. So intense was
the compression to which the Eocene clays and sands were subjected

^ Cambridge Phil. Trans., vol. xi. pt. hi.
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that they "weie converted into rocks as hard and ciystallme as inuiy '

of the Palteozoic masses It is strange to leliect that the euduiiiig

mateiials out of which so iuan\ ot the momitams, clitfs, and lan-

nacles of the Alps have been foiined aie ol no highei geological an-

tiquity than the London Clay and othci soft Eocene deposits of the

south of England Attci the paioxysni of elevation had ended, one

or more laige lakes vcie foiined along the noitliern base ot the

mountains In these ]lollo^vs the Suiss inolasse accumulated to a

depth of moi e than 6000 feet—a great inle ot slowly foimed giavels,

sands, and claj’-s That the sea gamed occasional access to the legion

IS shown by the iiiteipolation of bands containing maiine organisms,

as aheady stated {ante, x) 363) Not inixnobably a giadnal sub-

sidence of the legion was going on dining the foimation ot tlic

inolasse But towaids the close of the Miocene i)eiiod another gi eat

epoch of mountain-making was ushered in The lakes di^ax>peaieel,

and then thick sediments weie thrust U}! into large, bioken, moun-
tain masses The liigiii, Kossheig, and othei pi online nt heights

along the northeiii flank of the Alps aie toimed of thc'^c uptuinod
lacustime deposits Since that gieat movement no
seems to have aflected the Alxnne region Ceaseless changes,

indeed, have been m "piogiess, but tliey have been due not so much
to subteiianean causes as to those subaeiial toices which aie still so

active

The giadiial evolution of a continent during a long succession of

geological jjeiiods has been admnably woiked out ior Noith
America by Dana, King, Hci3"deii, Newbeiiy, Povcll, Dawson, and
others. The general charactoi of the stiuctuie is cvtieme sim-

plicity, as coinpaied with tl at of the Old Woild^ In the lioekjj-

Mountain legioii, for exaniple, while the Paltnozoie foimatioiiji lie

unconfoi inably upon the Aiclnean gneiss, tUeiois, accoidmgto King,
a icgulai conformable sequence horn the Lowei Silinim to the
Juiassic locks. Dining the eiioiinous interval of time lopicsented
by these massive foimation s wliat is now the avis of the continent
lemamed undistiuhed save by a gentle and xnoti acted subsidence
In the gieat depiession thus produced all the Palaeo'/oic and a gieat
ait of tlie Mesozoic locks were accumulated At the close ot the
uiassic period the fiist gieat ui'ihea'vals took place. Two lofty

ranges of mountains,—the Siena Nevada (now with summits moie
than 14,000 feet high) and the Wahsatch,—400 miles apait, weie
pushed up from the gieat subsiding area Tliese movements were
xollowed by a inolonged subsidence, duiiiig which Cietaceous sedi

meiits leeumulated over the Pocky Mountain logion to a depth of

9000 feet oi more. Then came anothei vast uplift, wheieby the
Cretaceous sediments weie elevated into the ciest of the mountains,
and a paiallel coast-iange was formed fionting the Pacific Intense
metamoiqiliism of the Cietaceous locks is stated to have taken
place Duimg the Teitiaiy ages the Pocky Mountains weie pcima-
nently raised above the sea, and gradually elevated to their piesent
height. Vast lakes existed among them, in ivhich, as in the
Miocene hasms of the Alps, enoimous masses of sediment accumu-
lated. The slopes of the land wcie clothed with an abundant vege-
tation, m which, as already stated {ante, p 365), "we may trace the
ancestois of many of the living trees of Noith Aineiica One of
the most stiiking features in the latei phases of this history wais the
outpoaimg of great floods of tiachyte and other lavas fiom many
points and fissuies over a vast space of the Pocky Mountains In
the Snake Piver region these lavas have a depth of 700 to 1000
feet, over an area 300 miles in breadth.

These examples show that the elevation of mountains
has been occasional and, so to speak, paroxysmal. Long
intervals elapsed when a slow subsidence took place, but at
last a point was reached when the descending crust, unable
any longer to withstand the accumulated lateral pressure,
was forced to find relief by rising into mountain ridges.
With this effort the elevatory movements ceased. They
were followed either by a stationary period, or more usually
by a renewal of the gradual depression, until eventually
relief was again obtained by upheaval, sometimes along new
lines, but often on those which had previously been used.
We see also how, by such enormous compression, the

rocks should have acquired a cleavage structure {ante.

p. 306). Soft clays have been squeezed and folded till

they have become hard fissile slates- So intense have been
the corrugation and compression that the strata have under-
gone a chemical rearrangement of their particles

; they
have been metamorphosed ” or changed into schists and
gneisses, if indeed some portions of them have not been
actually fused and intruded into the surrounding masses as
igneous rocks.

The consideration of these changes enables us to realize
why the strata of a great mountain chain should rise into
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steeper folds as they are traced aw ay fi oin the plains, until

they are found at last folded back upon themselves, and
the older are made to oveilie the young ei Instead of over-

lying the central and moie ancient nia&scs of the laiige, they

seem really to dip into and under them, so that a section

across the region might convey the impies'^ion of a great

syncline instead of a gieat and conq^licated .mticlino. This

faa-shaxied airangerncnt of the rocks may be observed even
in the single mountains of a great chain. Mount Blanc is

a familiar example.
Another piece of geological structui e i^ sometimes brought

vividly before us by the examination of the-^e legions ot

distuibance. Not only have the rocks been ciumxded and
inverted j

they have likewise been tiavcrscd by great dis-

locations. Those on one side of a fissure lia\ o been jiiished

bodily over those on the other side, oi they lia\ e experienced

a vertical disjAacement of hundicds oi even thousands of

feet. As a rule, liowcvei, dislocations arc moie eauly traced,

it they aie not also larger and moie uuineious, among the

low groiind:^ than among the mountains One of the most
remarkable and impoitant faults in Kuiox)e is that which
bounds the southern edge of the Belgian coal-field. It can

be traced across Belgiutn, has lecently been detected in the

Boulouuais {ante^ p. 350, note), and may not imx>robably run
beneath the Sccondaiy and Tertiary locks of the south ot

England. It is a lemarkable fact that faults which have a

vertical dis^dacement of many thousands of feet produce
little Ol no effect upon the surface. The great Belgian fault,

for examjale, is crossed by the valleys ot the blouse, and otlier

northerly-flowing streams. Yet so hidistincLly is itmaiked
in the Meuse valley that no one would suspect its existence

fiom any ]3eculiarity in the goneial foirn. ot the ground, and
even an experienced geologist, until ho had learned the

structure of the district, would scarcely detect any fault at

all.

With the fractures along mountain chains we may connect

the hot s^uings so frequently to be met with in these legions.

But the most important connexion with the heated iuteiior

is that established by volcanic vents. The tlieoiy of secular

contraction, while affoiding a lational ex^danaDon of the

oiigin of the great ten es trial ridges, serves at the same time

to show why volcanoes should so fiecpiently lisc along these

ridges {ante, p. 254). The elevation of the crust, by
diminishing the pressure on the parts beneath the upraised

tracts, permits tflem to assume a liquid condition, and to

rise within reach of the surface when, driven upw^ards by
the expansion of sux^erheated vapours, they aie ejected in

the form of lava or ashes.

It appears therefore that the x>iesent contouis of the

earth’s surface must be due in large measure to the effects

of the contraction of a cooling globe. The crust has been
repeatedly corrugated, sometimes suffering sudden and
paroxysmal shocks, at other times undergoing slow and long-

continued upheaval and depression.
But these subterranean movements form only one jihase

of the opeiations by which the outlines of the land have

been produced. They have ridged uxd the solid crust above
the sea-level, and have thus given rise to land, but the land

as we now see it has acquired its features from the prolonged
and varied action of the epigene agents upon rocks of very

varied heights and powers of resistance.

It is evident that, as a whole, the land suffers ceaseless

erosion from the time that it appears above water. It is

likewise clear, from the nature of the materials composing
most of the rocks of the land, that they have been derived

from old denudations of the same kind. And thus, side

by side with the various upheavals and subsidences, there

has been a continuous removal of materials from the land,

and an equally persistent deposit of these materials under
water, and consequent growth of new rocks.
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This degradation of the surface may be aptly compared
to a process of sculpturing, which begins as soon as the land
emerges from the sea, and never ceases so long as any por-

tion of the land remains above water. The implements
employed by nature in this great work are those epigene
forces whose operations have already been described. Each
of them, like a special kind of graving tool, produces its

own characteristic impress on the land. The work of rain,

of frost, of rivers, of glaciers, can be readily discriminated,

though they all couibjne harmoniously towards the achieve-

ment of their one common task. Hence the present con-

tours of the land must depend partly (1) on the vigour with
which the several epigene agents perform their work of

erosion, (2) on the original configuration of the ground,

and the influence it may have had in guiding the opera-

tions of these agents, and (3) on the varying structure and
powers of resistance possessed by the rocks.

1. Taking a broad view of denudation, we may conveni-

ently group together the action of air, frost, springs, rivers,

glaciers, and tjie other agents which wear down the surface

of the land, under the one common designation of subaerial,

and that of the sea as marine. The general results of sub-

aerial action are—to furrow and channel the land, to erode

valleys, to sharpen and splinter the ridges of mountains,
and thus, while roughening, to lower the general surface

and carry out the detritus to the sea. The action of the

sea, on the other hand, is to plane down the land to the

level at which the influence of breakers and ground-swell

ceases to have any erosive effect
;
the flat platform, so often

visible between tide-marks on a rocky exposed coast-line,

is an impressive illustration of the tendency of marine
denudation. The combined result of subaerial and marine
action, if unimpeded by any subterranean movement, would
evidently be to reduce the land to one general level under
the sea. For, except in that upper marginal zone w^here

the waves and tidal currents play, the waters of the ocean
protect the solid rocko which they cover. And the rocks

indeed can find no permanent protection anywhere else.

But to reduce a large area of land such as a continent to

the condition of a submarine plain, would require a longer

period of time than seems to have elapsed between two
epochs of upheaval. Traces of ancient plains of marine de-

nudation are to be met with in Scandinavia and in Scotland,

on but a comparatively small scale, as if there had been time

for only a narrow platform to be formed before the next

paroxysm of contraction and uplift completely renovated

the geography of the region.

Instead of trying to estimate how much work is done by
each of the subaeriai agents in eroding the land, we gain a

much more imx)ressive idea of the reality and magnitude
of their work as a whole by treating their operations as one

great process, the effects of which can be actually measured.

The true gauge of the present yearly waste of the surface

of the land is furnished by the amount of mineral matter
carried every year into the sea by rivers. This mineral

matter is partly in mechanical suspension, i^artly in chemical

solution, and is to no small extent pushed in the form of

shingle and sand along the bottoms of the streams. Some
data respecting its amount have been already given {ante^

pp. 274, 278). If we take the ratios furnished by the
Mississippi as a fair average, which, from the vast area and
varied climatal and geographical characters of the region

drained by that river, they probably are, then we learn that
•

fe
^ worn away from the general surface of

the land every year. At this rate, if the present erosion

could be sustained, the whole American continent, of which,
according to Humboldt, the mean height is 748 feet, would
be worn down to the sea-level in about 4i millions of years
—a comparatively short period in geological chronology.
It is obvious, however* that the denudation is not equally
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distributed over the whole surface of the land. If ^^^th
of a foot is the mean rate from the whole surface, then some
parts, including the more level grounds, must lose very
much less than that amount, while other parts, such as the
slopes and valleys, must lose very much more. The pro-
portions between these extremes must continually vary
throughout every country, according to angle of declivity,

nature of surtace, amount and distribution of rainfall, and
whether the rain is spread over the year or concentrated
into a short period.

The proportion between the area covered by the more
level ground of a country, where the rate of denudation is

least, and that of the declivities, valleys, and stream chan-
nels, where that rate is greatest, may be assumed as nine to

one. The extent of the annual waste may be further taken
to be nine times greater over the latter than over the former,
so that, while the more level parts of the surface have been
lowered 1 toot, the valleys have lost 9 feet. Taking the
mean rates of waste over the whole area to be
a foot per annum we find that on these data the annual loss

amounts to fths of a foot from the flatter grounds and 5

feet from the valleys in 6000 years. This is equal to a loss

of 1 foot from the former in 10,800 years and from the
later in 1200 years, or to from the one in

75 and from the other in 8^- years. At this rate ot erosion,

a valley 1000 feet deep may be excavated in 1,200,000
years. These estimates are only approximations to the
truth, but they are valuable in directing attention to the
real efficacy of the apparently insignificant subaerial denuda-
tion now in progress. Any other estimates of the relative

amount of material worn away from the different parts of

the surface may be taken, but the mean annual loss from
the whole area, as ascertained by the river discharge, re-

mains unaffected. If we represent too large an amount as

removed from the valleys we diminish the loss from the

open country, or if we make the contingent derived from
the latter too great we lessen that from the former.

2. From this reasoning it follows that, apart altogether

from irregularities of surface due to inequalities of upheaval,
every area of land exposed to ordinary subaerial action

must, in the end, be channeled into a system of valleys.

Even a smooth featureless tract elevated uniformly above
the sea would eventually be widely and deeply eroded.

Nor would this require a long geological period, ‘ for, at

the x^i'esent rate of waste in the Mississippi basin, valleys

800 feet might be carved out in a million years. Un-
doubtedly the original features superinduced by subter-

ranean action would guide and modify the operations of

running water, though their influence would certainly wane
as the features themselves slowly disappeared. In no case

probably would the aboriginal contour remain through a
succession of geological periods. Traces of it might still be
discernible, but they would be well-nigh effaced by the new
outlines produced by the superficial agents. In the vast

tablelands of Colorado and the other western regions of

the United States an impressive picture is visible of the

results of mere subaerial erosion on undisturbed and nearly

level strata. Systems of stream-courses and valleys, river

gorges unexampled elsewhere in the world for depth and
length, vast winding lines of escarpment, like ranges of sea-,

cliffs, terraced slopes rising from plateau to plateau, huge
buttresses and solitary stacks standing like islands out of

the plains, great mountain masses towering into picturesque

peaks and pinnacles cleft by innumerable gullies, yet every-

w^here marked by the parallel bars of the horizontal strata

out of which they have been carved—these are the orderly

symmetrical characteristics of a country where the scenery

is due entirely to the action of subaerial agents on the one
hand and the varying resistance of perfectly regular stratified

rocks on the other. The Alps, on the contrary, present an
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instractive example of the kind of scenery that arises where

.a mass of high ground has resulted from the intense cor

rugatioii and upheaval of a complicated series of stratified

and crystalline rocks, subsequently for a vast period carved

by rain, frost, springs, and glaciers. We see how, on the

•outer hanks of those mountains among the ridges of the

Jura, the strata begin to undulate in long wave-like ridges,

and how, as we enter the main chain, the undulations

assume a more gigantic tumultuous character, until, along

the central heights, the mountains lift themselves towards

the sky like the storm-swept crests of vast earth billows.

The whole aspect of the ground suggests intense commotion.
Where the strata appear along the cliffs or slopes they may
often be seen twdsted and crumpled on the most gigantic

scale. Out of this complicated mass of material the sub-

aerial forces have been ceaselessly at work since its first

elevation. They have cut out valleys, sometimes along the

original dej^ressions, sometimes down the slopes. They
have eroded lake-basins, dug out corries or cirques, notched
and furrowed the ridges, splintered the crests, and have left

no part of the original surface unmodified. But they have
not elfaced all traces of the convulsions by which the Alps
were upheaved.

3. The details of the sculpture of the land have mainly
depended on the nature of the materials on which nature s

erosive tools have been employed. The joints by which all

rocks are traversed have served as dominant lines along
which the rain has filtered, and the springs have risen, and
the frost w’edges have been driven. On the high bare
scarps of a high mountain the inner structure of the mass
is laid open, and there the system of joints is seen to have
determined the lines of crest, the vertical walls of cliff and
precipice, the forms of buttress and recess, the position of

oleft and chasm, the outline of spire and pinnacle. On the
lower slopes, even under the tapestry of verdure which
nature delights to hang where she can over her naked rocks,

we may detect the same pervading influence of the joints

upon the forms assumed by ravines and crags. Each kind
of rock, too, gives rise to its own characteristic form of

•scenery. The massive crystalline rocks, such as granite,

yield each in its own fashion to the resistless attacks of the
.denuding forces. They are broadly marked off* from the
stratified rocks in which the parallel bands of the bedding
-form a leading feature in every cliff and bare mountain slope.

Among the latter rocks also very distinctive types of surface
may be observed. A range of sandstone hills, for example,
presents a marked contrast to one of limestone.

In the physiography of any region, the mountains are
'the dominant features. A true mountain chain consists of
rocks which have been crumpled and pushed up in the
manner already described. But ranges of hills almost
mountainous in their bulk may be formed by the gradual
erosion of valleys out of a mass of original high ground.
In this way some ancient tablelands, those of Norway and
of the Highlands of Scotland, for example, have been so
channeled by deep fjords and glens that they now consist
of massive rugged hills, either isolated or connected along
the fianks. The forms of the valleys thus eroded have been
governed partly by the structure and composition of the
rocks, and partly by the relative potency of the different
denuding agents. Where the influence of rain and frost
has been slight, and the streams, supplied from distant
sources, have had suflfleient declivity, deep, narrow, precipi-
tous ravines or gorges have been excavated. The canons
of the Colorado are a magnificent example of this result.
Where, on the other hand, ordinary atmospheric action has
been more rapid, the sides of the river channels have been
attacked, and open sloping glens and valleys have been hol-
lowed out. A gorge or defile is usually due to the action of
.a waterfall, which, beginning with some abrupt declivity or

precipice in the course of the river when it first commcxiced
to flow, or caused by some hard rock crossing the channel,

has eaten its way backward, as already explained (p. 276).

Lakes may have been formed in several ways. 1. By
subterranean movements as, lor example, during those which
gave rise to mountain chains. But these hollows, unless

coiitiimally deepened by subsequent iiiovemeii Is of a similar

nature would be filled up by the sediment continually

washed into them from the adjoining slopes. The numer-
ous lakes ill such a mountain system as the Aljjs cannot be

due merely to this cause, uiile.ss we suppose the upheaval

of the mountains to have been geologically quite recent, or

that subsidence must take place continuously or periodically

below each independent basin. But there is evidence that

the upheaval of the lakes is not of recent date, while the

idea of per[)etuating lakes by continual subsidence would
demand, not in the Alps merely, but all over the northern

hemisphere where lakes are so abundant, an amount of sub-

terranean niovemeut of which, if it really existed, there

w’-oiild assuredly be plenty of other evidence. 2. By irregu-

larities ill the deposition of superficial accumulations prior

to the elevation of the land or during the disappearance of

the ice-sheet. The numerous tarns and lakes enclosed

wfithin mounds and ridges of drift-clay and gravel are ex-

amples. 3. By the acccuniulatioii of a barrier across the

channel of a stream and the conse(j[uent xioiidiiig back of the

water. This may be done, for instance, by a landslip, by
the advance of a glacier across a valley, or by the throwing
up of a bank by the sea across the mouth of a river. 4.

By erosion. The only agent capable of excavating hollows

out of the solid rock such as might form lake-basins is

glacier-ice (ante, p. 282). It is a remarkable fact, of which
the significance may now be seen, that the innumerable lake-

hasins of the northern hemisphere lie on surfaces of intensely

ice-worn rock. The striae can be seen on the smoother
rock-surfaces slipping into the water on all sides. These
striae were produced by ice moving over the rock. If the

ice could, as the striae prove, descend into the rock-basins

and mount up the farther side, smoothing and striating the

rock as it went, it could erode the basins. It is hardly
possible to convey in w’ords an adequate conception of the

enormous extent to which the north of Europe and North
America has had its surface ground down by ice. The
ordinary rough surfaces produced by atmospheric disintegra-

tion have been replaced by a peculiar flowing contour which
is traceable even to below the sea-level.

In the general subaerial denudation of a country, innu-
merable minor features are worked out as the structure of

the rocks controls the operations of the eroding agents.

Thus, among comparatively undisturbed strata, a hard bed
resting upon others of a softer kind is apt to form along its

outcrop a line of cliff or escarpment. Though a long range
of such cliffs resembles a coast that lias been worn by ttie

sea, it may be entirely due to mere atmospheric waste.

Again, the more resisting portions of a rock may be seen

projecting as crags or knolls. An igneous mass will stand
out as a bold hill from amidst the more decomposable strata

through which it has risen. These features, often so

marked on the lower grounds, attain their most conspicuous
development among the higher and barer parts of the

mountains, where subaerial disintegration is most rapid.

The torrents tear out deep gullies from the sides of the

declivities. Corries are scooped out on the one hand, and
naked precipices are left on the other. The harder bands
of rock project as massive ribs down the slopes, shoot up
into prominent aiguilles, or give to the summits the notched
sawdike outlines they so often present.

Tablelands may sometimes arise from the abrasion of hard
rocks and the production of a level plain by the action of

the sea, or rather of that action combined with the previous
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degradation of the land by subaerial waste. But most of

the great tablelands of the globe seem to be platfoiins of

little-disturbed strata which have been upraised bodily to a
considerable elevation. No sooner, however, are they placed

in that position than they are attacked by running water,

and begin to be hollowed out into systems ot valleys. As
the valleys sink, the platlorms between them grow into

narrower and more definite ridges, until eventually the

level tableland is converted into a complicated network of

lulls and valleys, wherein, nevertheless, the key to the whole
aiiangement is furnished by a knowledge of the disposition

and effects of the flow of water. The examples of this

process brought to light in Colorado, Wyoming, Nevada,
6nd the other western regions, by Newberry, Bang,
If ayden, Powell, and other explorers, are among the mo«?t

striking monuments of geological operations in the world.

The materials worn from the surface of the higher are

spread out over the lower grounds. We have already traced

how streams at once begin to drop their freight of sediment
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when, by the lessening of their declivity, their carrying
power is diminished (p. 276-7). The gieat plains ot the
earth’s surface are due to this deposit of gravel, sand, and
loam. They are thus monuments at once of the destructive
and rejproductive processes which have been in piogiess un-
ceasingly since the firsthand rose above the sea and the fii-^t

shower of rain fell. Every pebble and particle of their soil,

once part of the distant mountains, has travelled slowly and
fitfully downward. Again and again have these materials
been shifted, ever moving downward and sea-ward. For
centuries, perhaps, they have taken their share in the fer-

tility of the plains and have ministered to the necessities of
flower and tiee, of the bird of the air, the beast of the field,

and of man himself. But their destiny is still the great
ocean, [n that bourne alone can they find undisturbed
repose, and there, slowly accumulating in massive beds, they
will remain until, in the course of ages, renewed upheaval
shall raise them into future land, there once more to pass
through the same cycle of change. (a. ge.)
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GEOMETEY
PAET L—PUEE GEOMETEY.

GEOMETEY lias been divided since the time of Euclid

into an “ elementary ” and a ‘‘ higher ” part. The
contents and limits of the former have been fixed by
Euclid's Elements. The latter included at the time of

the Greel^: mathematicians principally the properties of the

conic sections and of a few other curves. The methods used

in both were essentially the same. These began to be re-

j)laced during the 17th century by more powerful methods,

invented by Eoberval, Pascal, Desargues, and others. But
the impetus which higher geometry received in their works

|

was soon arrested, in consequence of the discoveries of

Descartes,—the new calculus to which these gave rise

absorbing the attention of mathematicians almost ex-

clusively, until Monge, at the end of the ISth century,
j

re-established “pure” as distinguished from Descartes's
j

“coordinate” (or analytical) geometry. Since then the
;

purely geometrical methods have been continuously ex-

tended, especially by Poncelet, Steiner, Yon Staiidt, and
Cremona, and in England by Hirst and Henry Smith, to

mention only a few of the leading names.
Whilst higher geometry thus made most rapid progress,

the elementary part remained almost unaltered. It has
been taught up to the present day on the basis of Euclid’s

Elements^ the latter being either used directly as a text-

book (in England), or being replaced (in most parts of the

Continent) by text-books which are essentially Euclid's

Elements rewritten, with a few additions about the men-
suration of the circle, cone, cylinder, and sphere. Only
within a very recent period have attempts been made to

change the character of the elementary part by introducing
some of the modern methods.
We shall give in this article—first, a survey of elemen-

tary geometry as contained in Euclid’s Elements, and then,

in form of an independent treatise, an introduction to

higher geometry, based on modern methods. In the
former part we shall suppose that a copy of Euclid's

Elements is in the hands of the reader, so that we may
dispense, as a rule, with giving proofs or drawing figures.

We thus shall give only the contents of his propositions
grouped together in such a way as to show their connexion,
and often expressed in words which differ from the verbal
translation in order to make their meaning clear. It will

make little difference which of the many English editions
of Euclid's Elements the reader takes. Of these we may
mention Simson's, Potts's, and Todhunter's.

Section 1.—^Elementabt ob Euclidian Geometrt.

The Axioms.

§ 1. The object of geometry is to investigate the proper-
ties of space. The first step must consist in estabhshing
those fundamental properties from which all others follow
by processes of deductive reasoning. They are laid down
in the Axioms, and these ought to form such a system that
nothing need he added to them in order fully to charac-
terize space, and that nothing may he left out without mak-
ing the system incomplete. They must, in fact, completely
“ define space. Several such systems are conceivable.
Euclid has given one, others have been put forward in
recent times by Eiemann {Ahhandl. der kdnigl. Gesellsch.
zu Gottingen, voi. xiii.), by Helmholz {Gottinger Nach-
riehten, June 1868), and by Grassmann {AtLsdehnungslehre
von 1844). How many axioms the system ought to con-
taiui, and which system is the simplest, may be said to be

still an oi^en question. We shall consider only Euclid’s

system.

§ 2. The axioms are obtained from inspection of space

and of solids in space,—hence from experience. The same
source gives us the notions of the geometrical entities to

which the axioms relate, viz., solids, surfaces, lines or

curves, and points. A solid is directly given hy expe-

rience ;
we have only to abstract all material from it in

order to gain the notion of a geometrical S(jlid. This has
shape, size, j^ositioii, and may be moved. Its boundary or

boundaries are called surfaces. They separate one 2)art of

S2)acc from another, and are said to have no thickness.

Tijeir houiidaric^s arc curves or lines, and these have
length only. Their boundaries, again, arc points, wliich

have no magnitude hut only position. W(i thus come in
three steps from solids to points which have no magnitude;
ill each step we lose one extension. Hence we say a solid

has tln*ee dimensions, a surface two, a line one, andax^oint
none. Bjiace itself, of which a solid forms only a part, is

also said to he of three dimensions. The same thing is

intended to be exx)ressed by saying that a solid has length,

breadth, and thickness, a surface length and breadth, a line

length only, and a xioint no extension whatsoever.

Euclid gives the essence of these statements as defini-

tions :

—

Def. 1. A x7oint is that %ohich has no o?* xohich has 7io 7)iag~

nit tide.

Def. 2, I. A line is length without hrcAidth.

Def. 5, J. A siq/crjicics is that which has only length a>nd hreadth.

Def. 1, XI. A solid is that which has length, hreadth, a7id thick-

If we allow motion in geometry,—and it seems impos-
sible to avoid it,—we may generate these entities by
moving a point, a line, or a surface, thus :

—

The path of a moving point is a line.

The i)ath of a moving line is, in general, a surface.

The path of a moving .surface is, in general, a solid.

And we may then assume that the lines, surfaces, and
solids, as defined before, can all be generated in tliis man-
ner. Eroin this generation of the entities it follows again
that the boundaries—the first and last position of the mov-
ing element—of a line are points, and so on j and thus we-

come hack to the considerations with which we started.

Euclid points this out in his definitions,—Def. 3, I.„

Def. 6, L, and Def. 2, XL He does not, however, show
the connexion which these definitions have vdth those*

mentioned before. When points and lines have been
defined, a statement like Def. 3, I., “The extremities of a
line are points,” is a p)roposition which either has to be-

proved, and then it is a theorem, or which has to be taken

I

for granted, in which case it is an axiom. And so with
Def. 6, L, and Def. 2, XL

§ 3. Euclid's definitions mentioned above are attempts ta
describe, in a few words, notions which we have obtained
by inspection of and abstraction from solids. A few more
notions have to he added to these, principally those of the

simplest line—^the straight line, and of the simplest surface—^the flat surface or plane. These notions we possess, but
to define them accurately is difficult. Euclid's Definition

4, L, “A straight line is that which lies evenly between
its extreme points,” must be meaningless to any one who
has not the notion of straightness in his mind. Heither
does it state a property of the straight line which can be
used in any further investigation. Such a property is

given in Axiom 10, I. It is really this axiom, together
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With. Postulates 2 and 3, which characterizes the straight

|

line i

Whilst foi the straight line the veibal definition and
axiom aie kept apart, Euclid mixes them up in the case of

the plane Heie the Definition 7, I
,
includes an axiom

It defines a plane as a surface which has the property that

every straight line which joim any two points in it lies

altogether in the surface But if we take a straight line

and a point in such a suiface, and draw all straight lines

which join the latter to all points m the first line, the

suiface will he fully determined This construction is

therefore sufi&cient as a definition That every other

straight line which joins any two points in this surface

lies altogethei in it is a further property, and to assume it

gives aiiothei axiom
Thus a number of Euclid^s axioms are hidden among

his fiist definitions A still greater confusion exists in

the present editions of Euclid between the postulates and
axioms so called, but this is due to later editors and not
to Euclid himself The latter had the last three axioms
put together with the postulates (atrij/^ara), so that these

were meant to include all assumptions relating to space
The remaining assumptions which relate to magnitudes in

general, viz
,
the first eight axioms ” in modern editions,

weie called “common notions” (fcotvat "^voiai) Of the latter

a few may be said to be dehnitions Thus the eighth
might be taken as a definition of “ equal,” and the seventh
of halves If we wish to collect the axioms used in
Euclid's Elements^ we have therefore to take the three

postulates, the last three axioms as generally given, a few
axioms hidden in the definitions, and an axiom used by
Euclid m the proof of Piop 4 and on a few other occa-

sions, viz
,
that figures may be moved in space without

change of shape or size

We shall not enter into the investigation how far the
assumptions which would be included in such a list aie

suffiLcieiit, and how far they aie necessary. It may be
sufhcient here to state that from the beginning of a
geometrical science to the present century attempts without
end have been made to prove the last of Euclid's axioms,
that only at the beginning of the present century the
futility of this attempt was shown, and that only within the
last twenty years the tine nature of the connexion between
the axioms has become known through the researches of

Eiemann and Helmholz, although Grassmann had pub-
lished already, in 1844, his classical but long-neglected
A'ttsdelimmgsleh'} e

§ 4 The assumptions actually made by Euclid may be
stated as follows —

1 Straight lines exist which have the property that any one of
them may be produced both ways without limit, that through any
two points in space such a line may be drawn, and that any two of
them coincide throughout their indefinite extensions as soon as two
points in the one coincide with two points in the othei (This
gives the contents of Def 4, part of Def '35, the fiist two Postulates,
and Axiom 10 )

2 Plane surfaces or planes exist having the property laid down
in Def 7, that e'veiy straight line joining any two points m such a
surface lies altogether in it

3 Right angles, as defined in Def 10, are possible, and all nght
angles are equal , that is to say, wheiever in space we take a
plane, and wherever m that plane we construct a right angle, all
angles thus constructed will be equal, so that any one of them may
be made to coincide with any other (Axiom 11 )

4 The 12th Axiom of Euclid This we shall not state now, but
only introduce it when we cannot proceed any further without it

6 Figures may be freely moved in space without change of
shape or size This is assumed by Euclid, but not stated as an
axiom

6 In any plane a circle may be described having any point in
that plane as centre, and its distance from any other point in that
plane as radius (Postulate 3 )

The definitions which have not been mentioned are all
“ nominal definitions,” that is to say, they fix a name for a
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thing described Many of them overdeteiniine a figure
(Compare notes to definitions in Simson's or Todhuntei's
edition )

§ 5 Euclid's Elementb aie contained in thirteen bool s

Of these the first foiii and the sixth aie devoted to “plane
geometry,” as the investigation of figures in a plane is

generally called The 5th hook contains the theory of
proportion which is used in Book YI The 7th, 8th,
and 9Lh books are purely arithmetical, whilst the 10th
contains a most ingenious treatment of geometiical irrational

quantities These four books will be excluded from oui
survey The remaining three books relate to figures in
space, or, as it is generally called, to “ solid geometry ” The
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 13th, and part of the 11th and 12th
hooks are now generally omitted fiom the school editions
of the Elements In the fust four and in the btli hook
it IS to he undeistood that all figuies aie diawii in a
plane

Boox I OF EuolidS “ Plemexts

§ 6 According to the third postulate it is possible to draw in
any plane a circle which has its centre at any given point, and its

ladius equal to the distance of this point from any othei point
given m the plane This makes it possible (Prop 1) to construct
on a given line AB an equilateral tiiaugle, by diawing first i

Clide with A as centie and AB as radius, and then a circle with li

as centie and BA as ladius The point wheie these circles intei
sect—that they intersect Euclid quietly assumes—is the vertex ot

the required triangle Euclid does not supjio^^e, howevei, that a
circle may he drawn which has its radius equal to the distance be
tween any two points unless one of the points be the centie This
implies also that we are not supposed to he able to make any
straight line equal to any othei straight line, or to caiiy a distance
about in siiace Euclid therefore next sokes the problem It
is required along a given stiaight line fiom a point in it to set
off a distance equal to the length of another straight line given
anywhere in the plane This is done in two steps It is shewn m
Prop 2 how a straight line may be drawn from a grven point equal
m length to auothei gi\eii straight line not drawn from that point
And then the problem itself is solved m Prop 3, by drawing fiist

through the given point some straight line of the required length,
and then about the same point as centre a circle having this length
as ladius This circle will cut off from the given straight line a
length equal to the required one Now a days, instead of going
thiough this long process, we take a pair of compasses and set off

the given length by its aid This assumes that we may move a
length about without changing it But Euclid has not assumed it,

and this x^ioceeding would be fully justified by Ins desiie not to
take foi gianted more than was necessary, if he weie not obliged
at his ver^ next stei> actually to make this assumption, though
without stating it

§ 7 We now come (in Prop 4) to the first theoiem It is the
fundamental theoieni of Euclid s whole system, there being only a
very few propositions (like Props 13, 14, 15, 1 ), except those in the
5th book and the fiist half of the 11th, which do not depend upon
it It is stated veiy accuiately, though somewhat clumsily, as
follows —

If Vwo triangles hav^ tuuo sides of the one egual to two sides of the

othei , each to eacli^ and have also the angles contained hy those sides

equal to one another , they shall also hate their bases or third sides

equal , and the two triangles shall be equals and then other angles
shall be equals each to each, namely, those to which the equal sidles aie
ojpjposite

That is to say, the tiiangles aie "‘'identically * equal, and one
may be considered as a copj’- of the othei The proof is very simple
The fiist triangle is taken up and placed on the second, so that the

parts of the triangles w’'hich aie known to be equal fall upon each
other It IS then easily seen that also the lemaining parts of one

coincide with those of the othei, and that they are therefore equal

This process of applying one fi^re to another Euclid scarcely uses

again, though many proofs would be simplified by doing so The
process introduces motion into geometry, and includes, as already

stated, the axiom that figures may be moved without change of

shape or size

If the last proposition be applied to an isosceles triangle, which
hflg two sides equal, we obtain the theorem (Piop 5), if two sides

of a triangle are equal, then the angles ojp;posite these sides are

equal
Euclid’s proof is somewhat complicated, and a stumbling-block

to many schoolboys The proof becomes much simxfiei if we con-

sider the isosceles triangle ABC (AE= AC) twice over, once as a

triangle BAG, and once as a triangle CAB, and now remember that

X — 48
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AB AC 111 tlie fiist aie equal respectively to AC, AB m tlie second,

and the aiij^lcs included by the'ie sides ‘iie equal Hence the tii

angles aie equal, and the angles m the one aie equal to those in the

other, VIZ
,
those which are opposite equal sides, % e , angle ABC in

the fiist equals angle ACB in the second, as they aie opposite the

equal sides AC, and AB in the tvo tnangles
Ihere follows the conveise theoiem (Flop 6 ) If tiLO angles m

a triangle a? e equal then the sides 02^posite them ai e equals—z c , the

triangle is isosceles The pioof given consists m vhat is called a

reductio ad dbsu'idum, a kind of proof often used by Euclid,

and principally in pioving the converse of a pievious theoiem
It asbumes that the theorem to be jiioved is wrong, and then
shows that tins ass nnption leads to an absurdity, ^ c ,

to a con-

clasioii w Inch IS 111 contiadirtioii to a pioposition proved befoie

—

tliat tlieicfoie the assumption made cannot be true, and hence that

the theoiem is tiue It is often stated that Euclid in\ented this

mild of inoof, but the method is most likely much oldei

§8 It is next proved that two triangles njeh/ich ha'^c the thiee n les

of the one equal respecUvely to those of the othci a'lC %dGntically equal

,

hence that the angles of the one are equal respcct%vely to those of the

otliei, those being equal which arc opqwsite equal sides This is

Piop 8
,
Prop 7 containing only a fiist step towards its pioof

These theoiems allow now of the solution of a number of pro

blems, VIZ —
To bisect a given angle (Pi op 9)

To bisect a giv^n fimie straight line (Piop 10)
To draw a straight line peipendicularly to a given stiaight liic

through a gwen point in it (Piop 11), and also ih ough a given

point not in it (Pioi) 12
)

The solutions all depend upon propeitics of isosceles tiiaugles

g 9 The next thiee theoiems i elate to angles 011 I3 and might liavc

been pioved befoie Pi op 4, 01 even at the a ei y beginning The
fiist (Pioj) 13) says, The angles which one st infkt lino 'iialccs with
another straight line on one side of vt cithc't ai c two right angles 01

are together equal to two 'tight angles This theoiem v ould ha\c
been unnecessary if Euclid had admitted the notion of an angle
such that its two limits aie m the same stiaight line, and had
besides defined the sum of two angles

Its conveise (Piop 14) is of gieat use, inasmuch as it en iblcs us
lamany cases to piove that two stiaight lines clia\Mi fiomthe same
point are one the continuation of the other So also is

Prop 15 If two straight lines cut one anoihoi
, the vertical 01

opposite angles shall be equal

§ 10 Euclid leturns now to propeities of tiiangles Of gieat
importance for the next stejps (though afteiwaids supeisedod b^y a
inoic complete theorem) is

Piop 16 If one side of a ti langle he produced
i
the exterior angle

shall he greatei than either of the intei lor ojyposite angles
Plop 17, Any two angles of a triangle are together less than two

right angles, is an immediate consequence of it By the aid of
these two, the following fundamental piopeities of tiiangles aie
easily proved —
Prop 18 The qi eater side of evei'y triangle has the greater angle

opposite to it
,

Its converse. Prop 19 The greatci angle of cieiy triangle is

subtended by the greater side, or has the greater side opposite to it ,

Prop 20 Ainy two sides of a triangle a? e togethei greater than
the third side

,

And also Prop 21 Iffrom the ends of the side of a triangle there
he drawn two straight lines to a point within the t) vanglc, these shall
be less than the othei two sides of the tiiangle, but shall contain a
greater angle

§ 11 Having solved two problems (Props 22, 23), he retnms to two
triangles which have two sides of the one equal lespectively to two
sides of the other It is known (Piop 4) that if the included
angles aie equal then the thud sides aie equal, and conveisely
(Plop S), if the third sides aie equal, then the angles included by
the fiist sides are equal Prom this it follows that if the included
angles aie not equal, the thud sides are not equal, and conversely,
that if the third sides are not equal, the included angles are not
equal Euclid now completes this knowledge by proving, that *'?/
the included angles are not equal, then the third side in that triangle
IS the greater which coniains the greater angle, * and conveisely, that

the third sides are imequc^, that triangle contains the greater
angle which contains the greater side

*

These aie Prop 24 and
Prop 25

§ 12 The next theorem (Prop 26) says that if two triangles hme
one side and two angles of the one equal respectively to one side and
two angles of the othei

,
viz , in both trwL'ngles either the angles ad-

jacent to the equal mde^ or one angle adjacent and one angle opposite
it, then the tvjo triangles ai e 'identically equal

This theoiem belongs to a group with Piop 4 and Prop 8 Its
finst case might have been given immediately after Prop 4 , but the
second case requires Piop 16 for its proof

§ 13 We come now to the investigation of parallel straight lines,
1 e

, ol straight lines which lie in the same plane, and cannot be
made to meet howevei far they be produced either way The m
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vestigation, which starts fiom Piop 16 will become ch aiei if a few
names be cxxilaiucd which aic not ill used Lu hd If two
stiaight linos be cut bj a thud, the, littci is now geiieially cillcd 1
‘ tiansveisal of the figuie It toims at the two points wlieie ifc

cuts the given lines foul ingles w ith e l h J hose of the angles
which he between the given lines ire e ill d iiitei 101 angles, and of
these, a^iin iii} two winch he on opi)Ositc siel s of the ti iiisveisil

but one at each of the tw'o peunts aic ealle d alteunate angles ’

We ma} now state Piop 10 thus — Ij ti(o stiaight h'ues which
vied aic cut by a tiansveisal, ihu alfeinui angles aie unequal
1 01 the line, s w ill foi m i tii ingle ind one ol the alternate angles
will he in e‘vteiioi angle to the tii ingle, the othci iiiteiior and
ofiposite to it

Pioiu this follows at on 0 the tlieoum cont iiiici I in Piop 27
If tuo stiaight lines 'i hull aic cut lif a fi a.nsnns cl niahc alternate

aigJcs equal tin 1 ^e^ can n it meet litvciei fai (h ij he pi oduecd,
hence they aiejiaiall 1 ihis fiioves the o\ist< 1 ce of f nailel lines

Piop 2S stites the s line f ie,t 111 dillemit forms If a stiaight

line,filhiig on ti ) oth i stiai jl t Ivn s, inal cthe c tiiwi angle equal
to the Intel wi a id opposiL anjlc on the same sid of th line or
maJ c the, L itei toi angles on t7tr same s 1 t > fUJin equal ti two right

aigl s, the tuo st aijht U lcs shaft be j fiall I to one anothei
Hence we know tint, ‘ if two sti n^lit lines wliiedi are cut hv a

tiaus\eisal meet, then ilUin itc an^li s iie not e pnl’ and hence
tint, “if alteinite anglers iie e pial, them the hius aie

] aialle,!

T he epi( stioii now iiises, Aic tlic j iopositic.>iis conveise to these

tine 01 iif)t ^ Tint IS to si^, “11 iltein ite angle s ne unequal, do
the hues meet An 1 “it the hues ne jni illel, aie alternate

angles nee ess nil} (,(pi il

Iheanswei to cithei of these two questions implies th niswcr
to the otliei But it h is he 11 found impossible to ])io\« that the
negation 01 the aflnniaiioii ot e ithei is tine

The dilhculty wlneh thus aiises is o\eieome b} T uelil assuming
that the fust question his to he inswcieel m the afiiimitive lliis

gives Ins last axiom (12 ;,
wlneh we ([iioto in Ins own woids

Axiom 12 —If asfiaijhfltne acU tu u sfiULght lin s, so tiinali

the tuo interior angles 0 i the same sid < f %f taJ en tjgether I ss than
two right angles, the^e stiaight lui s I in j c> ifinunlly j'^’toduced,

shall at length meet on that sub on vhuJi aie the an fhs uhicli aie

less than tuo 1

1

j7tt a ? fl> s

Tlie answei to the second of tin ibo've questiom follows fioin tins,

and giies the tlnoiem Piop 2; If a stiaij7it line fall on two
qiarollel sti aig7it Imes, %t ma7i, s the alto naft angles equal to one

anothei, and the cxtei lo/ angle equal to th iiitenor and oqiposite

angle on i7ie same sale, and alsj t7 e tuo intf/ioi anghs on the same
side toijet7iei equal two i ijht a i f ^

g 14 With this a new fait of eleineiitaiy geonieti} begins
The eailiei inopositions ne iiidcpenlent of this axiom, nul would
be tiue e\eii if a wiong assumption had been made in it

They all 1 elate to figuies in a ffiine But a ilinc is only one
among an infinite numbei of conceivable suifices We may diawr

figuies on niy one of them and study then propeities We may,
for instance, take a sphere instead of the obtain

‘sphencal m the fdace of “xfisiic geometiy If on one of

these surf ices lines and figures could be tliawn, answei iiig to all

the definitions of our x^lan*^ figuies, and if the axioms with the ex

ception of the last all hold, then all x‘»ioi)ositions uj) to the 28tlL will

be tiue foi these figuies iliis is the case m sxdieiacal geometiy if

we substitute “ shoi test line’ 01 “gieit ciiele ’ foi “straight

line,’ “small circle” for “cixcle,’ and if, besides, we limit all

figines to a pait of the sx>here which is less than a hemisiiheie, so

that two x)oints on it cannot be opposite ends of a diameter, and
theiefore determine always one and only one gic it circle

Foi spheiical triangles, therefore, all the^ important piox^ositions

4 8
, 26 , 5 and 6

,
and 18, 19, and 20 will hold good

Thisiemaik will be sufficient to show the imx)Ossibihty of pro\ mg
Euclid s last axiom, which would mean x^roviiig that this axiom is

a consequence of the othei s, and hence that the theoiv of x^iaiallels

would hold on a spherical surface, where the othci axioms do hold,

whilst paiallels do not even exist
It follows that the axiom in question states an inheient diffeience

between the plane and other sui faces, and that the plane is onh
fully characterized when this axiom is added to the othei assuinp

tions

§ 15 The introduction of the neiv axiom and of x^arallel lines

leads to a new class of x^roxiositions

After proving (Prop SO) that ^^two lines which are each parallel

to a third arepaiallel to each othei we obtain the new pioperties

of triangles contained in Prox> 32 Of these the second part is the

most important, viz
,
the theorem. The three interior angles of

every triangle are together equal to two right angles
As easy deductions not given by Euclid but added by Simson

follow the pi opositions about the angles in polygons, they are

gi\ en in English editions as corollaries to Prop 32
These theorems do not hold for spherical figures The sum of the-

inteiior angles of a spherical triangle is always greatei than two
right angles, and increases with the area
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^ 16 The theory of jaiallels as surh may he said to be finished

with Pio^is 33 and 34 which state piopeities of the parallelogiam,
^ e

,
of 'i quadiilateialfoimed hj two pans of paiallels They are

—

Prop 33 The strmghi hues xoluiohjoin the extremities of two equal
and pet'll allel straight lines toioaids the same parts a'te themselves
equal and pai a llel

,
ind

Pi op 34 The opposite sales and angles of a pa'i allelogram are
equal to one anothei

,
and the diameter {diagonal) bisects the parallelo-

gi am that is, divides it into tivo equal parts

§ 17 The lest of the fiist book i elates to aicas of figiues

The tlieoiy is mxde to depend upon the theoiems

—

Piop 35 Parallelograms on the same base and between the same
parallels are equal to one another and

Piop 36 Parallelograms on equal bases, and between the same
pai allels at e equal to one another

As each pai allclogi am is bisected by a diagonal, the last theorems
hold also it the ^\old \ ai allelogram be replaced by ‘^triangle,' as is

done in Props 37 and 38
It is to be lemarked that Euclid pioves these piopositions only

111 the case when the parallelogiaiiis or tiiangles have then bases in
the same straight line

The theoiems converse to the last foim the contents of the next
tliice piopositions, viz —

TiinoiiEM (Props 40 and 41) —Equal to langles, on the same or on
equal bases in the same straight line and on the same side of itj are
betiuen the same pa^t allels

That the two cases lieie stated are gnen by Euclid in tvo sepa-
rite propositions jiioved separately is characteristic of his method

§ 18 To compare areas of other figures Euclid shows first, in
Pi op 42, how to dyaw a parallelogram which ls equal in atea to a
given tr langle, and has one of its angles equal to a given angle If

the given angle is right, then the pioblcm is solved to draw a ‘‘tect

angle equal in ay ea to a giieyi triangle

Next this paiallelogram is traiisfoimed into another paiallelo

giani uhich has oiie of its sides equal to a given straight line, whilst
itb angles remain unalteied This may he done by aid of the
theorem in
Prop 43 The compilements of the parallelogi ams which are about

the diameter of any parallelogiam are equal to oyie another
Thus tliepiohlem (Prop 44) is solved to coyisty uct aparallelogram

on a given line, which is equal iri ai’ca to a given ty layigle, and which
has one anglf> equal to a given ayigle (generally a light angle)
As eveiy polygon can be divided into a number of tiiangles,

we can now construct a parallelogiam having a given angle, say a

light angle, and being equal in aiea to a given polygon For each
of the triangles into which the polygon has been divided, a paiallelo
grain in ay be constructed, having one side equal to a given straight

hue an 1 one angle equal to a given angle If these paiallelogiams
he pi iced side by si le, they may be added together to form a singh
parallelogram, having still one side of the given length This is

done in Prop 45
Heievith a means is found to compare areas of different polygons

We need only construct two lectanglcs equal in area to the given
polygons and having each one side of given length By compaimg
the unequal sides we are enabled to judge whether the areas aie
equal or which is the greatei Euclid does not state this con-
sequence, but the pioblem is taken up again at the end of the
second book, wheie it is shown how’' to construct a square equal
in area to a given polygon

§ 19 The first book concludes with one of the most important
theorems in the whole of gcometiy, and one which has been cede

biated since the eailiest times It is stated, but on doubtful
authoiity, that Pythagoras discovered it, and it has been called by
his name If we call that side in a light angled triangle which is

opposite the right angle the hypotenuse, we may state it as
follows —
Theorem oe Pythagoras (Pi op 47) —Pn eveyy right angled tyi

angle the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of
the other sides
And conversely

—

Prop 48 If the square described on one of the sides of a triangle be

equal to the squares described on the other sides, then the angle contavned
by these two sides is a right angle
On this theorem (Proj) 47) almost all geometrical measurement

depends, which cannot be diiectly obtained

Book II

§ 20 The propositions in the second book are very different in
charactei from those in the first, they all relate to areas of
rectangles and squares Their true significance is best seen by
stating them in an algebraic form This is often done by expiessing
the lengths of lines by aid of numbeis, winch tell how many times
a chosen unit is contained m the lines If there is a unit to he
found w Inch is contained an exact iiumbei of times in each side of a
reetangle, it is easily seen and generally show n in the teaching of
aiithmetic, that the rectangle contains a number of unit squares
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equal to the product of the numbeis w'liich measure the sides x

unit squaie being the square on the unit line If, however, no
such unit can be found, this jiocess lequiies that connexion between
lines and numbeis w hich is oiil’^ established by aid of latios of lines
and which is theiefoie at this stage altogethei inadmissible But
theie exists anothei way of connecting these propositions with
algebra, based on modem notions winch seem destined gieatlj to
change and to simplify matheniaties We shall iiitioduee here as
much of it as is lequned foi oui present purpose
At the beginning of the second book w'e find a definition accoi d

mg to wdiieh a rectangle is said to be ‘ contained by the tw'o sides

which contain one of its light angles”
,
in the text this phrase

ology IS extended by sxicakiiig of rectangles contained by any two
straight lines, meaning the rectangle winch has two adjacent sides

equal to the two straight lines

We shall denote a finite straight line by a single small letter

a b, c, X and the area of the rectangle contained by two
Imes a and h by ah, and this we shall call the pioduct of the two
lines a and b It w ill be understood that this definition has nothing
to do with the definition of a pioduct of numbeis
We define as follows —
The sum of two straight lines a and b means a straight line c

which may be divided in two paits equal icspectively to a and b

This sum IS denoted hy a+ b

The difey eyice of two hues a and b (in S5 nibols, a — b) means a

line c winch when added to b gives a that is,

a— h— c if h +c=a

The product of two lines a and b (in sj^mbols, ab) means the area

of the lectangle contained by the lines a and b Foi aa, wdiiuh

means the square on the line a, we write a

§ 21 The first ten of the foiiitceii propositions of the second
hook may then be written in the toim of foimulse as follows —

Piop 1 a{b + c + d+ )=ab-\-ac + ad-^

,, 2 ab-^ac= a if & + c = a

, 3 «(« + &)= « •\-ab

,, 4 (a+ &)-=o^-2 + 2a&'f 5*"

,, 5 (c&+ Z?) (a- &) + =
,, 6 {a’^h) {a - b) + b —a’
„ 7 a^-^{a-bT^^a{a-h)^V
„ 8 4(a+ &)a+&‘'=(2a + &)'*

, 9 (a+ 6)2 + (a 2a +25"

,, 10 (a+ 6)2+ (a — 6) 2a" + 26

It will be seen that 6 and 6 and also 9 and 10, are identical

In Euclid s statement they do not look the same, the figuies being

arranged differently

If the letters a, b, c, denoted numbers it follows from
algebia that each of these formulae is true But this does not

prove them in our case, wdieie the letters denote lines, and then
products aieas without any reference to numbeis To piove them
we have to discover the laws wdiich rule the operations intioduced,

VIZ ,
addition and multiplication of segments This we shall do

now ,
and w'e shall find that these laws aie the same with tho&e

which hold in algebiaical addition and multiplication

§ 22 In a sum of numbeis w e maj change the order m which
the numbeis aie added, and we may also add the numbers together

in groups, and then add these gi'oups Put this also holds foi the

sum of segments and for the sum of rectangles, as a little considera-

tion shows That the sum of rectangles has alwa^ s a meaning
follow^s fiom the Props 43-45 in the fiist book These laws about

addition are reducible to the tw o

—

<x + 6= 6 + a (1),

® + (6 + c)= fls + 6 + c (2) 7

or when expressed for rectangles,

ab-^ed^ed+ ab (3),

ab-^{cd^-ef) = ab-Rcd-Vef (4)

The brackets mean that the teims in the bracket have been added

together before they aie added to another term The more general

cases for more terms may be deduced fiom the above

For the product of two numbers we have the law that it remains

unaltered if the factors be inteichanged This also holds for oiii

geometrical product For if cd) denotes the area of the rectangle

which has a as base and 6 as altitude, then ha will denote the area

of the rectangle which has 6 as base and a as altitude But m a

lectangle we may take either of the two lines which contain it as

base, and then the other will be the altitude This gives

db^^ba (5)

In order further to multiply a sum by a number, w^e have in algebra

the rule —Multiply each term of the sum, aud add the products

thus obtained That this holds for onr geometrical products is

shown by Euclid in his first proposition of the second book, where

he proves that the area of a rectangle whose base is the sum of a

number of segments is equal to the sum of rectangles which have
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these segments sepaiately as bases In symbols this gives, in the

simplest case,

a(Jb-\rc)^cib-\-ac )

and (&+ c)a=&a + ca
\

^ ''

To these laws which have been investigated by Sir William

Hamilton and by Beimann Giassmann, the foimei has given

special names He calls the laws expiessed in

(1) and (3) the commutative law for addition

(5) ,, ,, nmltiplication

(2) and (4) the associative laws for addition ,

(6) the distributive law

§ 23 Having proved that these six laws hold, we can at once

l^iove every one of the above propositions in then algebraical

foim
The hist IS proved geomctiically, it being one of the fundi

mental laws The next two piopositions are only speciil cases of

the fiist Of the others we shall pio\e one, viz
,
the fourth —

= (a+ 5) («+ &) = (r6+ &)a + («+ 6)& by (6)

But {a-^byi—aa-^-ba by (6),

by (5)

,

and {ct-\-b'Sb—ab-\-bb by (6)

Therefore [ci + &) = + {ah + bb') i

= a«4-(a&+ a6) + && >

= cta+ 2ab + bh J

by (4)

This gives the theoiem in question

In the same manner every one of the fiist ten piopositions is

pioved
It Will be seen that the opeiations peifoimed aie exactly th(

same as if the letters denoted numbeis
Props 5 and 6 may also be written thus

—

(a + b) {a-b)=a^-b^

Piop 7 which is an easy consequence of Prop 4, may be tians-

foi mod If we denote by c the line a + 5, so that
c=^a+b, a^c-b,

w e get
c^+(c-&)’= 2c(c-&)+ Zi‘’

= 2c “2&c+ 5‘’

Subtracting c” from both sides, and writing a foi c, we get

2ab + h^

In Euclid s Elniimts this foim of the theoieni does not appear,
all piopositions being so stated that the notion of subti action does
not entei into them

§ 24 The lemainmg two theorems (Piops 12 and 13) connect
the square on one side of a triangle with the sum of the sqiiaies on

|

the other sides in case that the angle between the lattei is acute oi

obtuse They aie important theoiems in tiigonometiy, where it is

possible to include them in a single theorem

§ 25 There are in the second book two pioblcms Piops 11
and 14

If written in the above symbolic language, the foimei lequircs to
find a line x such that a{a-x)=x‘* Prop 11 contains, theiefore, !

the solution of a quadi atic equation, which w e may wi ite

The solution is required later on in the constinotion of a regular
decagon
More impoitant is the problem in the last proposition (Prop 14)

It requires the construction of a squaie equal in aiea to a given
rectangle, hence a solution of the equation

x^’^-ab

In Book I
, 42-45, it has been shown how a rectangle may be

constructed equal in area to a given figure bounded by straight
lines By aid of the new proposition we may therefore now deter
mine a line such that the square on that line is equal in area to any
given rectilinear figure, or we can sqitare any such figure
As of two squaies that is the greater which has the greater side

it follows that now the comparison of two areas has been reduced
to the comparison of two lines

The pioblem of reducing other areas to squares is frequently met
with among Gieek mathematicians We need only mention the
problem of squaring the circle

In the present day the comparison of areas is perfoimed in a
simpler way by reducing all areas to rectangles having a common
base Their altitudes give then a measuie of their areas
The construction of a rectangle having the base u, and being

equal in area to a given rectangle, depends upon Prop 43, I
This therefore gives a solution of the equation

ab^ux,
where a? denotes the unknown altitude

Book III

§ 26 The third book of the Elemmts relates exclusively lO pro-
p^^rties of the circle A circle and its circumference have been
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defined m Book I ,
Def 15 We rostite it beru in slightly d IT

rent words —
Befimtzon —The circumference of a circle is a plane ciiive such

that all points in it have the same distance from a IKcd point in

the plane This point is called the ‘ ccntie ot the circle

Ot the new definitions, ol w’hu h clcv eii ii e gi\ en at the beginning
of the thud book, a lew only icipiiie siiecial mention The first,

which says that cncles with equal ladii aie equal is in part a

theoiem, but easily jiioved by ajixiUing the one ciicle to the othei

Oi it may be considcied pioved by aid ol Pioj) 24, equal cncles not
being used till aftei this theoiem

In the second detinition is e\])laiii( d what is meant Ij aline
which ' touch s a ciiclc feucli a line is now geneially called i

tangent to the ciicle The mti oduetioii ot this name allows us to

stite manj ot Liulid s xiropositioiis iii a much shortei foiiu

1 Foi the feline leason we shill c ill a fetiaiglit line joining two
I
points on the cncumfcrenre of a ciiclc i ‘ choid ’

Definitioiife 4 and 5 may be rcjilaced with a slight generalization

by the followung —
Definition —By the distance of a point fiom a line is meant the

length of the perpendicuhu di iwn fioin tin point to tlu line

^ 27 Fiom the delniitiou ol i (iicle it tollows tli it cv(iy cncle

has leentie iTop 1 icipiiies to lind it when the (iicle is given
^ c ,

when its ciicumference ife diawn
io solve thib I lobiem a cboid is chaw u (th tis n 3 two points m

the ciicuiiitei cnee lie joiiie 1), and tliioii^h the oint wdienc this is

bisected a \ crpendi ul ir to it is eucteil Liielid then proves, first,

that no j oint off this i>crpc iidicul 11 c in 1 ( il e ( i nti t
,
hence that the

centre must he in thife liiu
,

iiid, seeondly. Hi it of the points on th

peipeiidiculai one only an be the centic, viz, the one wliah
!
bisects the jiait of the exj endicul ir boumlcd hy the circle In

the feecoiid x^'iTt Euclid feilentlj assumes tli t the x e 1 j[ endieiilai there

used does cut tlie eircumteience in two ind only m tw'o points

Ihe x>‘J^oof therefoie is me oiiqileto Tlie x^oof pait,

however, is exact By diawing two non x>n ibcl choids, Liiel the

Xieipendiculars w’hich bisect them, the (entie will be found as the

XJOmt where these xJCixcndieiil us iiitcifaiet

§ 28 In Plop 2 it is xnoved that achoi i of Kiiilc lies nltogethei

within the eiicle

What we li i\ e called the fiist pait of Euclid’s solution of Prop 1

may be stated as i theoiem —
InroRUM —Exenij struKjht line 'ichich bisects a <liorcU ^

right angles to %t jpasses th'/oic fh the teiiVto (J the ciicle

Ihe coiiveise to tins gives Pioji 3, v\hieh iniybe stated thus —
If a strmgM line thiuagh the cenite

( f a ciicle bisect a choid then

%s jperj^fendiculai to th( choid, and ij d be % eixieiulicLdai to the

chord it bisects it

\n easy consequence of this is the following theoiem, whieli is

css ntially the s mu as Pio] 4 —
iiiEOirat (Pi 01 4) —hco choids of a circle, of vhich 'neither

glasses thiough the centie, cannot bvscct each othci

These last thiee theoiems aie fundamental for the theoiy of the

cncle It IS to be leniaiked that Luelid nevei q^oves that i

straight line cannot have moie than two x^oints in common with a

circunifcience

^ 29 Ihe next two piopositions (5 and 6) might be replaced b}
a single and a simplei theorem, vnz —
Theopem —lioo elides lehich hct'ce a coiii'nion centre, and whose

cii cumfCl cnees liaie one xjoLiit in common, coincide
Ol, more m agicement with Euclid & form —
Theoe-PM —Iwo different cnieles, 'whose circumferences luive a

point in common, cannot have the same centre
That Euclid tieats of two cases is characteiistic of Greek mathe-

matics
The rext two piopositions (7 and 8) again belong togetbei

They m xy be combined thus —
Theorem —If from a point in a plane of a circle lehich is not

the centre, sti aiglit lines be di awn to the different points of the cir

ciemferencc, then of all these lines one is Sie shoo test, and one the

longest, and these lie both in that straight Ivne 'which joins the given
point to the centi e Of all the remaining lines each 'is equal to one

and only one other, and these equal lines he on opposite sides of the

shortest or longest, and 'make equal angles 'with them
Euclid distinguishes the two cases where the given point lies

within or without the cncle, omitting the case wheie it lies in the

circumference
Erom the last proposition it follows that if from a point more

than two equal straight lines can be drawn to the circumference,
this point must he the centre This is Prop 9
As a consequence of this we get
Theorem —If the circumferences of the two circles have -three

povnts in common they coincide
For in this case the two cncles have a common centre, because

fiom the centre of the one three equal lines can be diawn to points
on the circumference of the other But two circles which have a
common centre, and whose circumferences have a point in common,
coincide (Compare above statement of Props 6 and 6 )
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This theoiem may also he stated thus —
Throujgh tJtree ;po%nts only one (jircumferenee may he drawn ^

or,

fhiCG yoints determzne a circle

Euclid does not give the theoiem m tins form He pioves, how
Gvci, tJiat tlie two circles cannot cut anotliu vn more than txoo po%nts

(Pioj) 10), and that two circles cannot touch one another %n more
yoints than one (Piop 13)

§ 30 Piopositioiis 11 and 12 asseit that if two circles toiaJi^ then

theyoint of contact lies on the line joining their centres This gives

two piopobitious, because the ciicles may touch either inteiiially

01 externally

§ 31 Piox)o&itious 14 and 15 relate to the length of choids The
hist says

,
that equal chords are equidistantfrom the cerdre^arid that

chords which are equidistantfrom the centre are equal ,

Whilst Proxi 15 comxmres unequal chords, viz
, Of all chords the

diameter is the gr eatest^ and of other chords that is the gr eater which
IS nearer to the erntre

,
and conveisely, the greater chord is nearer to

the centre

§ 32 In Plop 16 the tangent to a circle is for the fiist time in-

troduced The xii oxiosition is meant to show that the straight line

at the end x^omt of the dianietei, and at light angles to it is a tan-
gent The proxiosition itself does not state this It inns thus —

Piox> 16 The straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter

of a circle^ from the extremity of it, falls without the circle
,
and n)

Mraight line can he drawn from the extremity, between that straijht
line and the circmnfu ence, so as not to cut the circle

Gorollary —The straight line at light angles to a diametei di i n
thiough the end x^oint of it touches the circle

The statement ot the pioposition and its whole tieatment slio-w

the difiS-cnlties which the tangents ynesented to Euclid
Piop 17 sohes the problem through a given jpoint either vn the

Lirevmfer ence or without it, to draw a tangent to a given cnrcle

Closely connected with Piox) 16 are Piops 18 and 19, which
state (Pi OX) 18), that the linejoining the centre of a circle to the point
of contact of a tangent is to the tangent

,

and con
VLisely (Prox') 19), that the straight line through the point of contact

ot, and perpendicular to, a tangent to a circle passes through the centre

of the cir cle

§ 33 The lest of the book relates to angles connected vith a
ciicle, VIZ , angles which have the veitox eithei at the centie oi

on the cireumfeience, and which aie called resxioctively angles at
the centre and angles at the cireumfeience Between these two
kinds of angles exists the impoitant relation expiessed as
lollows- —
Prop 20 The angle at the centr c of a eir cle is double of the angle

at the circumfer ence on the same base, that is, on the same arc
This IS of great importance for its consequences, of which the

two following are the x^nncipal —
Piop 21 The angles in the same segment of a circle are equal to

one another

,

And Piox> 22 The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure
imcr ibed in a circle are together equal to two right angles

Fuithci consequences aie —
Prop 23 On the same straight line, and on the same side of it,

they e umriot be two similar segments of cir cles, not coinciding with
'^ne another

,

And Piop 24 Similar segments of circles on equal straight lines

a) e equal to one another
The problem Prop 26, A segment of a circle being given to

describe the circle of which it is a segment, may be solvedmuch moie
easily by aid of the constiuction described in relation to Prop 1,

III , in § 27

§ 34 There follow four theoiems connecting the angles at the
centre, the arcs into which they divide the circumference, and the
chords subtending these arcs They aie expressed foi angles, ares,

and chords in equal circles, but they hold also foi angles, arcs, and
chords in the same ciiele

The theorems aie —
Prop 26 In equal cir cles equal angles stand on equal ar cs, whether

they he at the centres or circmnferervces ,

Prop 27 (conveise to Pioj) 26) In equal circles the angles which
stand on equal arcs are equal to one another

,
whether they he at the

centres or the circumferences,
Piox> 28 In equal circles equal straight lines (equal choids) cut

off equal ares, the gi eater equal to the greater, and the less equal to

the less

,

Pi OX) 29 (converse to Prop 28) In equal circles equal ares are
subtended by equal straight lines

§ 35 Othei important consequences of Piox^s 20-22 are —
Prox) 31 In a circle the angle in a semicircle is a right angle

,

hut the angle in a segment greater than a semicircle is less than a
r ighb angle , and the angle in a segment less than a semicircle is
greater than a right angle

,

Plop 32 If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of
contact a sti aight line he drawn cutting the circle^ the angles which
this line rnahes with the line touching the circle shall he equal to the
angles which are in the alternate segments of the circle
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§ 36 Pioxiositions 30, 33, 34, contain problems \\ Inch aie solved

by aid of the x)ropositions piecedmg them —
Piox> 30 lo bisect a given arc, that is, to divide it into two equal

parts
,

Pi op 33 On a given straight line to describe a segment of a urde
containing an angle equal to a given r cctihneal angle

Pi OX) 34 From a given circle to cut off a segment containing cm
angle equal to a given rectilineal angle

§ 37 If we diaw choids thiough a point A within a ciicle tin.}

will each be divided by A into two segments Between these
segments the law holds that the lectaiigle contained by them has
the same aiea on whatever choid thiough A the segments aic
taken The value of this lectaiigle changes, of coiiise, with the
position ot A
A similai theoiem holds if the x'>oiiit A he taken without the

ciicle On every straight line through A, which cuts the ciicle

m two points B and C, we have two segments AB and AC
and the lectangles contained bj them are again eqnal to one
another, and equal to the squaie on a tangent diawni fioiii A to
the circle

The tiist of these theorems gives Prox) 35, and the second Prox>
36, with its coiollaiy, whilst Pioxi 37, the last of Book III

,
gi\cs

the conveise to Piox) 36 The hi st two theorems may be coiul)incHl

m one —
THEOik.iiM —Ifthrough a promt A in theplane ofa cn cle a sUaijld

line he drawn cutting the circle in h and G, then the /ectanyJc

AB AG has a constant value so long as the point A he fixed , and if
fromA a tangent AD can he drawn to the circlf^, touching at D, then
the above rectangle equals the square on AD

Pi OX) 37 may be stated thus —
Thforpm —Iffrom a point A without a circle a line he dr awn cut-

ting the circle in B and G, and another line to a jjoint D on the

circle, and if AB AC=^AD
,

then the line AD touches the circle

at D
It IS not difficult to piove also the conveise to the geneial x^i^

position as above stated It may be expressed as follow s —
Iffour points ABGD he taken on the circumference of a circle, and

if the lines AB, CD, produced if necessary, meet at E, then

EA EB = EC ED

,

and conversely, if this relation holds then the four yoints hr on a
cir-cle, that is, the circle dravjn through three of them prasses through
the fourth

That a Glide may always be diawii thiough three ijomts, X'lo

aided that they do not ho m a sti aight line, is x)io\ed onl} later

on in Book IV

Book IV

§38 The fourth book contains only pioblenis, all ielating to
the constiuction of tiiangles and polygons insciibed inand ciicum
scribed about cncles, and of cncles insciibed in oi ciicumsciibed
about tiiangles and polygons They aio neaily all given foi then
own sake, and not loi future use m the constiuction of hguies,
as aie most of those in the formei books In seven dohnitions
at the beginning of the book it is explained what is undei stood
hy figuies insciibed in or desciibed about other figures, with
special reference to the case wlieie one figuie is a circle Instead,
howevei, of sa;>ing that one figiiie is desciibed about anothei, it is

now generally said that the one figuie is ciicumsciibed about the
other We may then state the definitions 3 oi 4 thus —

Definition —A polygon is said to be inscribed in a ciicle, and the
circle IS said to be circumscribed about the polygon, if the \eitices

of the polygon lie in the ciicnmfeience of the ciicle

And definitions 5 and 6 thus —
Definition —A pel's goii is said to be circumscribed about a circle,

and a circle is said to be insciibed in a polygon, if the sides ot the
j)olygon are tangents to the ciicle

§ 39 The first x'roblem is meiely constructive It lequiies to
diaw m a given circle a chord equal to a given sti aight line, -v^hicli

is not greater than the diametei of the ciicle The X)ioblem is not
a determinate one, inasmuch as the choid may be diawn fiom an>

X^omt m the cncumfeience This may be said of almost all x>ic>

bitms in this book, especially of the next two They are —
Prop 2 In a given circle to iriscr ibe a triangle equiangular to a

given triangle
,

Prop 3 About a given circle to circumscribe a triangh equi-

angular to a given triangle

§ 40 Of somewhat greater interest aie the next problems, wlieie

the tiiangles are given and the circles to be found
Piop 4 To inscribe a circle in a given triangle

The result is that the problem has always a solution, viz
,
the

centie of the circle is the point 'wdiere the bisectors of two of the
nteiior angles of the tiwangle meet The solution shows, though
Euclid does not state this, that the x>iohlem has but one solu

tion , and also,

Theorem —The three bisector's ofthe inter lor angles ofcony tr langle
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meet t/i a pcyint, a7id this Hu centre of the circle I'fisc'iihed m tJu

t'} langle
The solutions of most of the other problems contain also theorems

Of these we shall state those which aie of special interest , Euclid

does not state any one of them
§41 Prop 5 To oil cmnsciibc a circle ctbout a given triangle

The one solution which always exists contains the following —
Theoiem —The tlw ee sti aight lines which bisect the sides of a

t'tiangle at light angles meet in a point, and this point is the cenire

of the cii ole cii ciimsci ihed about the ti langle

Euclid adds m a corollaiy the following property —
Ihe centre of the ciicle cncumscribed about a triangle lies

within, on a side of, or without the tiiaiigle, according as the

tiiangle is acute angled, light angled, oi obtuse angled

§ 42 Whilst it IS always possible to draw a circle which is

inscribed in or cireumsciibed about a given triangle, this is not the
case with i^uadrilateials or polygons oi more sides Of those for

which this IS possible the legulai x>ol;>gons aie the most interesting

In each of them a circle may be inscribed, and another may be
LiicLimscLibed about it

Euclid does not use the word regular, but he desciibes the

]>ol\goiis in q^iiestioii as equiangulai and cquilatoal We shall

use" the name legulai polygon The regular tiiangle is eqiii

lateral, the legular quadiilateral is the square
Euclid consideis tbe legiilai polygons of 4, 5, 6, and 15 sides

For each of the fiist thiee he solves the pioblems—I'l) to mstiibi

such a polygon in a given circle
, (2) to ciicuinsciibe it about i

given ciicle
, (3) to nisei ibe a ciicle in, and (4) to ciicumseribe

a ciielc about, such a ijolj gon
Foi the regulai tiiangle the pioblems are not rej)eated, because

iiioie geiieial pioblems li-ive been solved
Plops 6, 7, 8, and 9 solve these jjroblems for the square
The geiieial pioblein of insciibing m a given circle a regulai

polygon of n sides depends uiion the pioblem of dividing the cii

cumleieiice of a ciicle into n equal parts, oi what comes to the same
thing, of diawing from the centie of the ciicle n ladii such that the
angles between consecutive ladii are equal, that is, to divide the
space about the centie into n equal angles Thus, if it is reqmied
to inscribe a square m a ciicle, i\e have todiaw four lines fiom the
centie, making the foui angles equal This is done by diawing
two diaineteis at light angles to one anothei The ends of these
diameteis aio the veitices of the lequired sqiiaie If, on the othei
hand, tangents be diawii at these ends, we obtain a squaie circum-
seiibed about the ciicle

§ 43 To coiisti act duiegulwt pentagon, we find it convenient first

to constiuct a legidai decagon This requiies to divide the space
about the centie into ten equal angles Each will be r^Tjth of aright
angle, oi Jth of two light angles If we suppose the decagon con-
structed, and if w e j oiii the centre to the end of one side, we get an
isoceles tiiangle, wheie the angle at the centie equals ith of two
right angles

,
hence each of the angles at the base w ill be fths of

two right angles, as all thiee angles togethei equal two light angles
Thus we have to constiuct an isocele^ tiiangle, having the angle at
the veitex equal to half an angle at the base This is solved m
Prop 10, by aid ol the pioblem in Piop 11 of the second book If

we make the sides of this tiiangle ec[ual to the radius of the given
ciicle, then the base will be the side of the legulai decagon
inscribed m the circle This side being know n the decagon can be
constructed, and if the veitices aie joined alternately, leaving out
half then number, we obtain the legulai pentagon

Euclid does not proceed thus He wants the pentagon before
the decagon This, howevei, does not change the leal nature of
his solution, noi does his solution become simpler by not mention
mg the decagon

Once the regular pentagon is insciibed, it is easy to circumscribe
another by diawing tangents at the vertices of the insciibed pen
tagoii This IS shown in Prop 12

Prop 13 and 14 teach how a circle may be mscribed in or cir-
cuinsctibed about any given regular j)entagon

§ 44 The regular heaagon is more easily constructed, as shown
111 Plop 16 The lesiilt is that the side of the regular hexagon
insciibed in a cucle is equal to the ladius of the ciicle

Foi this polygon the other thiee problems mentioned are not
solved

§ 45 The book closes with Prop 16 To inscribe a regular
<Xumdecagon in a given circle That this may be done is easily
'seen If we inscribe a regular pentagon and a regulai hexagon lu
the circle, having one vertex in common, then the aic fioin the
common vertex to the next veitex of the pentagon is -Sth of the cir-
cumference, and to the next vertex of the hexagon is ^th of the
circumference The diffeience between these arcs is, therefoie,

of the circumfeienee The latter may, therefoie, be
divided into thirty, and hence also in fifteen equal paits, and the
legiilar quindecagon be described

§ 46 We conclude with a few theorems about regular polygons
which are not given by Euclid

Tjeleouem —The straight lines petpendicular to and bisecting the
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sides of any regular polygon meet in a point The sti aight lines

bisecting the angles in the legulat polygon meet in the same point
This pond IS ihe ccut'ie of tlu cm ties cit cumset ihed about and
inset ibed in the regulai polygon The pioof, -which is eisy, is left

to the leadei

We can bisect any given aic (Piop 30, III ) Hence we can
divide a ciieumierence into 2n equal paits as soon as it has been
divided into n equal paits, oi as soon as a legulai polygon of n
sides has been constiucted Hence

—

Theorem —If a regular polygon of ii sides has been constructed,

then a legulai polygon of 2n sides, of 4n, of 8ii sides, <Il
, may

also be const'/ ucUd Euclid shows how to constiuct regulai poly-

gons of 3, 4, 5, and 15 sides It follows that we can constiuct
icgulai jjol^gons of

3, 6, 12, 24 sides

4, 8, 16, 32 ,,

5, 10, 20, 40 „
15, 30, 60, 120

The construction of any new legiilai 2>olygonnot included in one
of these senes wull give use to a new senes Pill the beginning
of this centuiy nothing was added to the knowledge of regulai
polygons as given by Euclid Iheii Gauss, in Ins celebiated
Ai Uhmetic, iJioved that evciy regular polgon of 2’* +1 sides

lii ly be constiucted if this numbei 2« -1- 1 be 2>rime, and that no
o heis can be constiucted by elementaiy methods dins shows
tbit regular 2)olvgons of 7, 9, 13 sides cannot thus be constiucted,
but that a regulai x^olygoii of 17 sides is xiossible

,
for 17 — 2*^+1

The next 2>ol^ gon is one of 257 sides The constiuctioii becomes
alieady rather complicated foi 17 sides

Book V

§ 47 The fifth book of the Elements is not exclusively geome-
tncal It contains the theoiy of latios andjiiopoitioii of quiiitilus

ill general The tieatment, as heie given, is admiiable, and
ill eveiy res^iect suiieiioi to the algebiaical method by whi h
Euclid s theoiy is now geneially lexdaeed It has, how^evei, the
leputxtion of being too ditfieiilt foi schools, and is theietoie vtiy
seldom icad We sliall tijr to make the subject clear, and to show
v\hy the usual algchiaical tieatment of x>ioi)Oitioii is not lealh
sound We begin by quoting those definitions at the beginning ( i

BookV which aiL most imxjoitaut These definitions have givtii

use to much discussion
The only definitions which are essential foi the filth book are

Befs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 Of the lemaindei 3, 8, and 9 aie inoie

than useless, and j lobably not Euclid’s, but additions of latti

editois, of whom The on of Alexandiia was the most jiroininent
Befs 10 and 11 belong lathei to the sixth book, whilst all the
otheis aie meie]y nomnial Ihe leally imj)oitaut ones aie 4, 5,

6, and 7

§ 48 To define a magnitude is not attemi>ted hy Euclid The
first two definitions state what is meant by a “part,” that is, a
submultiple Ol rneasiiie, and b} a “multiple” of a given magni
tude The meaning of Bef 4 is that two given quantities can have
a lalio to one anotliti only in case tliat thej aie comjiaiable as to
their magnitude, that is, if they aie of the same kind

Bef 3, v\Lich is i»iobably due to Thi on, piofesses to define a
latio, but is as meaningless as it is uncalled foi, for all that is

wanted is gixen in BeJs 5 and 7
In Bef 5 it is explained what is meant by saying that two

magnitudes have the same ratio to one anothei as two othei
magnitudes, and in Bef 7 v\hat we have to understand by a greater
Ol a less latio The 6th definition is only nominal, ex^daining the
meaning of the vvoid

Euclid lepresents magnitudes by lines, and often denotes them
either by single letters oi, like lines, by two letters We shall use
only single letters for the purpose If a and b denote two niagni-
•tiides of the same kind, their ratio will be denoted by a & ,

if

c and aie two othei magnitudes of the same kind, but possibly
of a different kind fiom a and b, then if c and d have the same
latio to one another as a and b, this will be expressed by wiitmg

—

a b » , c . d.

Fill ther if m is a (whole) number, ina shall denote the multiple
of a which IS obtained by taking it m times

§ 49 The whole theory of latios is based on Bef 5
Bef 5 The first offour magnitudes is said to ham the same ratio

to the second that the thud has to thefouith when, any equimiiltiples

whatever of Hu fit St and the third being taken, and any equimul
tiplcs whatevci of the second and thefourth, if the multiple of the fit st

be less than that of the second, the multiple of the thud is also less

Hum that of Hu fouith, and if the multiple of the fiist is equal to

that of the second, the multiple of the thud is also equal to that of
\ Hufomth, and if the multiple of Hu fiist is gi cater than that of

Hu second, Hu multiple of Hu third is also greater than that of Hie

foui th
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It \m11 be •well to show at once in an e\iniple how tins dchmtion

can be used, by proving the hist pait of the hist proposition in the

sixth book T't langles of the same altitiulc are to one aiiiotJier as

tlm/i bases, or if a and 5 aie the bases, and a and 3 the aieas, of two
triangles which have the same altitude, then ah a ^

To piove this, we have, accoiding to Definition o, to show

—

if ma'^ih then
if ma— nh then ma— n^,
if then

That this is tine is in oui case easily seen We may suppose that
the tiiaiigles have a common veitex, and then bases m the same
line We set ofi the base a along the line contauiing the bases

m times, we then join the difleieiit ];>ait& of division to the veitex,

and getm tiiangles ill equal to a 1 he tiiangle on ma as base equals,

theiefoie, ma If we pioceed in the same mannei with the base b,

setting it off n times, we find that the area of the triangle on the
base 7Lb equals n^, the veitex of all tiiangles being the same But
if two tiiangles have the same altitude, then their aieas aie equal
if the bases an equal

,
hence ma=^ij8 if ma=nb, and if their bases

are unequal, then that has the ^i eater aiea which is on the greatci
base, in othei woids, wa is greiter than, equal to, or less than
/ti3, accoiding as met is gieatei than, equal to, oi less than oih, which
was to be pioved

§ 50 It wnll be seen that cien in this example it does not
become evident what a latio really is It is still an open question
whethei latios aie magnitudes which we can compare We do
not know whethei the latio of two lines is a magnitude of the
same kind as the latio of two areas 1 hough we might say
that Def 5 defines eqical latios, still we do not know whethei they
aie equal in the sense of the axiom that two things which aie

equal to a third aie equal to one anothei That this is the case
lequues a pioof and until this pioof is given we shall use the

instead of the sign =, winch, bowevei, we shall afteiw^^ards

intioduce
\s soon os it has been established tliat all ratios are like magm

tudes, It becomes easy to show th it in some cases at least, they
aie numbers This step was never made by Gieek mathematicians
iliey distinguished always most eaiefully between continuous
m ignitudes and the disci ete senes of numbeis In modem times
it lias become the custom to ignore this diffeienee

If, in deteimining the latio of two lines, a common measure can
he found, winch is coiitauiod m times in the first, and ?i.tmies in
the second, then the latio of the two lines equals the latio of the
two numbers m n This is shown by Euclid m Prop 6, X But the
latio of two numbeis is, as a lule, a fiaction, and the Greeks did
not, as we do, considei fiactions as numbeis Fai less had they
my notion of intioduciug iiiational numbers which aie neither
whole nor fi actional, as we aie obliged to do if we wish to say that
all latios die numbeis The mcommensuiable numbers which aie
thus intiodueed as latios of incommensmable quantities are now a-

days as f iiniliar to us as fractions
,
but a proof is geneially omitted

that we miy apply to them the rules which ha\e been established
foi rational numbers only Euclid s tieatment of ratios avoids this
difficulty His definitions hold for commensuiahle as well as for

incommensmable quantities Even the notion of incommensurable
quantities is avoided in Book V But he pio^es that the more
elcmentaiy lules of algebia hold for latios "We shall state all

Uis propositions m that algebiaical foim to which we are now
iccustomea This may, of couise, be done without changing the
^haractei of Euclid’s method

§ 51 Using the notation explainel above we express the first

piopositions as follows —
Piop 1 If a= ma', h^mb, e=me,

then + 5 + -J-& -^<3

)

Plop 2 Ir a^mb, and c =md,
e = nh, and f— nd,

then a+ e IS the same multiple of 5 as c+/ is of d, viz —
ci + e= (m 4- and c+/= {m+ n)d

Plop 3 If a^mh, e-=-md then is na the same multiple of &

that le IS of d, \iz
, na=mnh, nc—nmd

Flop 4 If abed
then ma nh me nd

Plop 5 If a=mb, and c=md
then « - c

=

m(b~d)
Plop 6 If a= mb c=^md,

then aie a-nb and c-nd either equal to, oi equimultiples of, b
and d, viz, a- ^i)6 and c- nd—{on— n)d, where m—n
may be unity

Ail these propositions relate to eqv/imnlt%ples How follow

1
ropositions about latios which aie compaied as to their magnitude

^ 5^^ Piop 7 'It a—h till n ft c b c and c a c b
The pi oof IS siinplv this As ft= J we know that '3'iia=^wd>^

tlieiefoie if ma^nc then mb‘^>nc^
if raa^^nc thenm&==?ic,
if maC^ic then mhc^fic,

theiefore the fiist proportion holds by Definition 5

Piop 8 If cC^h, then a c^h c,

‘ind 0 ac^c h
The proof depends on Definition 7

Pi op 9 (converse to Piop 7) If

a c be,
01 if c a G b, then a— b

Pi op 10 (conveise to Prop 8) If

ft c, thena>5
a-nd if 6 co<^G b, then aefb^

Pi op 11 If a b c d,
and ah & J,
then 0 d e f

In words, %f two ratios a7e equal to a tJwrd, they ft? <3 equal to oub
another After these propositions have been pioved, we have a
right to considei a i itio as a magmtttde, lor only now can we
considei a latio as something foi which the axiom about magm
tudes holds things winch aie equal to a third are equal to one
anothei
We shall indicate this by writing in future the sign = instead

of The lemaming proj ositions, which explam themselves, may
then be stated as follow s —
§53 Plop 12 If ft d—e f,

then a + c + e b + d-\-f-=a b
Prop 13 If a and 6 d^e f,

then ft hy>e f
Plop 14 If a b— c d and ci^c, then b'2>d
Pioj 15 Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another th it

then equimultiples li ive

—

ma mb= b

Prop 16 If a, h, c d are magnitudes of the same kind, and if

a 5 = c cl

then a c= b tl

Piop 17 It a + 5 c+ cZ d,
then a b^^G d

Piop 18 {conveise to 17) If

a & = c d
then a + b b==c-hd d

Prop 19 If fc, b c, doie quantities of the same kind, and if

ft &= c d,

then a—c h - d= a b

§ 54 Prop 20 If there be three ^nagmtudes, and other tlvjce,

whzch have the same ?atio, taken two aiid two, then zf the first bo

greater than the thzrd, the fozirth shall he greater than the sij.th

and if equal, equal , and 'if less, less

If we understand by
abode =a beds

that the latio of any tw’-o consecutive magnitudes on the first side
equals that of the coriespondmg magnitudes on the second side,
we may write this theoiem in symbols, thus —

It a, b c be (j^u intities of one, and d, e f magnitudes of the same
01 any other kind, such that

and if

a b c^d c j,
cC^c, then f.

but if ci= e, then d= /
and if ci<Cic, then d<C^f

Prop 21 If a h— e /"and b c— a e

01 if a i 1 i
and if

f e d^

ciI>G, then f.
but if a == c, then d= f.
and if a<^c, then d<^
By aid of these tw o propositions the following two are proved

§ 55 Plop 22 If theitc he aiy number of magnzt'odes, and as

many ot'hers whzch haze the same ratio, taken two and two zn oidcr

the first shall haze to the last of the first magnztudes the aurne 7 atio

which the first of the others has to the last

VVe may state it more generally, thus —
If abode b o' d' d ,

then not only have tivo consecutive, hut any tw o magnitudes on
the first side the same latio as the coriespondiiig magnitudes on
the other For instance

—

Flop

K

a e^a' c , b e=6 c', See

23 we state only in symbols, viz —
abode 1111abed 1

d
• • »
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then a c=c'
h e^e h,

and so on
Prop 24 comes to this If a h= c d and e h =f cZ, then

a -\-e h= c-rf d

Some of the pio])oitions 'v^hlch aie consideied in the above pio

})ositioiib have special names These we have omitted as being of

no use, since algebia has enabled ns to bung the different operations

eontamed in the pioposttioiis nndei a common point of vie'w

^66 Ihe last pioposition in the fifth book is of a diffeient

cli iractei

Prop 25 Iffom magmtibdes of the same Tcvwd he 2y> opott%oiial,

the greatest and least of them togetJteo shall he greatc'i than the otho

two together In symbols

—

\t a, h, c, d be magnitudes of the same kind, and if ex &=c d
an 1 if a is the greatest, hence d the least then a + -i- c

§ 57 We return once again to the q^uestion, What is a ratio 2

We have seen that we may treat latios as magnitudes, and thxt all

ratios aie magnitudes of the same kind, foi \\e may compare anj

two as to then magnitude It x\ill
}
leseiitly be shown that latios

of lines may be consideied as qaotionts of lines so that a ratio

appeals as answer to the question, How oitcii is one line contained

111 anothei^ But the answer to this question is given by i immbei,
at least in some cases and in all cases if we admit incommensuiable
numbeis Consideied fiom this point of view, we may saj the filth

book of the Elements shows that some of the simpler algebiaic il

operations hold for incomnieiisiuable numbeis In the oidinaiy

algebraical treatment of iinmbeis tins jnoof is altogethci omitted

oi eixcu by a piocess of limits which does no^ seem to be natuial

to the subject

Boon ^ 1

§ 58 The sixth book contains the theory of siinilai hguies
After a few definitions explaining teinis, the fiist i)iopo&ition gives
the first application of the theory of pioportioii

Prop 1 Triangles and jpa'i allelog'i ams of the same altitude aoe
to one another as theit hoses

Che pioof has already been considered in § 49
Piom this follows easily the important theoi(.m
Piop 2 If a straight line he duaion i^arallel to one of the sides

of a triangle^ %t shall cut the other sides, or those sidespr oduced, pro
foitionally , and if the sides o'l the sides produced he cut projio^tion

ally, the straight lioie which joins the points of section, shall he

parallel to the remaining suit of the triangle

^ 59 The next pioposition, together with one added by Simson
as Plop A, ma> be expressed inoie conveniently it we introduce a
iiiodeiii phraseology, viz

, if in a line AB we assume a point C
between A and B, we shall say that C divides AB internally iii the
latio AC CB but if C be taken in the line AB pi oduced. we
shall say that AB is divided externally in the latio AC CB
The two propositions then come to this
Thporem (Plop 3) —The bisector of an angle in a triangle

divides the opposite side internally in a ratio equal to the i atio of the
tioo sides including that angle j and conversely, if a line through the
ve'itex of a triangle divide the base internally in the latio of the two
other sides, then that line bisects the angle at the vertex
THEorEM (Simson s Prop A)

—

The line which bisects an
exterior angle of a triangle divides the opposite side externally in the
ratio of the othei sides, and conversely, if a line through the vertex

of a triangle divide the hose externally vn the ratio of the sides, then
it bisects an extei i07 angle at the vertex of the triangle

If w^e combine both we have

—

Theohem —The two lines which bisect the interior and exterior
angles at one voitcx of a tiianglc dvoide the opposite side internally
and externally in the same najtio, viz

,
in the ratio of the other two

sides

§ 60 The next foui iiopositions contain the theoiv of similar
tiiangles of which foui cases are considered They max be stated
togethei
Theoi ru —Two triangles are similar ,

—

1 (Prop 4) If the triangles aiG equiomgular
,

2 (Prop 5) If the sides of the one ar e pi ojiortional to those of
thf* other

,

3 (Plop 6) If two sides in one ar e proportional to two sides in
the other, and if the angles contained by these sides are equal

4 (Prop 7) If two sides in one are proportional to two sides in
the other, if the angles opposite homologous sides are equal, and if
the an flcs opposite the other homologous sndes are both acute, both right,
or both obtuse, homologous ndea being in each case those which are
opposite equal angles

All impoitant application of these theorems is at once made to
a light angled triangle, viz —

Piop 8 In a Tigkt-anqled triangle, if a perpendiaulnr be drawn
from the right angle to the base the triangles on each side of it are
Si nitai to the whole ti langle, and to one another^

To divide a sUaight line in a given laiio

To find a tlih d pi apoi tional to two given straight lines
To find a fourth pi opoviioiial to three given straight

Corollary —Eiom this it is manifest that the perpendiculai
drawn from the right angle of a right angled triangle to the base
IS a mean pioxiortional betw^een the segments of the base, and also

that each of the sides is a mean piopoitioiial betxvcen the base and
the segment of the base adjacent to that side

§61 Tlieie follow foui piopositions containing pioblems, mz
,

in language slightly difierent tiom Liiclid s —
Piop 9 lo divide a straight line into a given riurnhcr of equal

parts
Plop 10
Prop 11
Prop 12

lines

Piop 13 To find a mean qrr opor flonal between two giiLH stiaijht
lines

Ihe last till ee may be wnitLcii as equ itioiis with one unknown
quantity,—viz ,

if we call the given sti Ucht lines a b, c, and the
lequiied line x, we have to hiid i line x so that

Plop 11 a b = b X
,

Plop 12 a h — c X
,

Pi OX) 13 a % = a b

"We shall sec x>ieseiitl^ how llnsc inaj bi written xxithout the

signs ot ratios

^ 62 Euclid coixsideis next pi o^joitious connected with x)aiallelo-

giams and tii ingles which aie c xu il iii aica

Piox> 14 IZqual pill allclog arns uhich have one angle of the oie
equal to one angle of the othei h ne their sides about the equal angles

r ccipr oeally pi opor tional , and parallelograrns which haie one angle

of the one equal to one angle of the othci
,
a/id then sides about the

~ angles lecipiocall / inopo tional are equal to one anothei

Prox> 15 Equal triangles lohich hare one angle of the one equal
to one angle of the other, Iiaie their sides about the equal angles

r ecipr ocaVly pr opoi tional , and tiiarutles which have one angle of the

one equal to one angle of the other, and their sides about the eq\ nJ

angles r ecipr oeally pr opor tional ar e equal to one another

The lattei pioposition is really the ^ainc as the lormci, foi it as

111 the accompanying
diagram, in the liguie A P
1 eloiigmg to the foiinei

the two equal iiaiallelo

giams AB and BC le
bisected by the lines DF
and EG, and if EF be
draxvn, xve get the figure

belonging to the lattei

It is xxorth noticing
that the lines FE and
DG aie parallel We
may state therefore the theorem

—

Theoi*PM —If two triangles are equal in area, andhaie one angle

in the one vertically opposite to one angle in the oth&r ,
then the two

straight lines which join the remaining two vertices of the one to those

of the other triangle areprarallel

§ 63 A most imx')ortant theorem is

Pi0X3 16 If four straight lines be proportionals, the rectangle

contained by the extremes is equal to the rectangle contained by the

means , and if the rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to ihe

rectangle contained by the means, the four straight lines are propor-

tionals
In symbols, if a, b, c, d sue the four lines, and

a b= c d,
ad=^bc

,

ad=^bc,
a h~c d,

where ad and be denote (as in § 20), the areas of the rectangles

contained by a and d and by b and c respectively
This allows us to tiansfoim eveiy piopoition between four lines

into an equation betw^een two piodiicts
It shows further that the operation of foiming a product of txxo

lines, and the operation of forming then ratio aie each the iiixeise

of the other

If xve now define a quotient
^

of two lines as the number which

multiplied into b gives a, so that

5

we see that from the equality of two quotients

h d
follow s, if w e multiply both sides by bd,

d -%;d b,
Tj d

ad = c5

if

then
and conversely, if

then
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But from tins it follo^\s accoiding to the last theorem that

a h = c d

Hence we conclude that the q^uotient
^

and the ratio a h are

diffeient foims of the same magnitude, only with this important

difference that the quotient
^
would have a meaning only it and

& hive a common measuie, until ^\e introduce incommensurable
numbers, while the latio a & has always a meaning, and thus gives
iiae to the introduction of incommensurable numbers
Thus it IS leally the theoiy of ratios m the fifth book which

enables us to extend the geometrical calculus given before in con-
nexion with Book II It vill also he seen that if we write the
1 itios in Book Y as quotients, or rathei as fractions, then most of
the theorems state pioperties of quotients or of fractions

§ 64 Piop 17 contains only a special ease of 16 After the pio-
blem, Piop 18 On a qvien straight Ivne to desnthe a rectihneal

figiLi e similai and similarly situated to a gvoen rectilineal figure^
there follows another fundamental theorem

Piop 19 Similai iuanqles ane to one anothei vn the di^plicate

latio of then homologous sid^s In othc i -woids, the aieas of similar
tiianglea are to one anothei as the squares on homologous sides
This ii> generalized in
Piop 20 Samlai ^polygons may he divided into the same numher

of similai triangles^ having the sa7)ie ratio to one another that the
polygons have, and the polygons aie to one another in the duplicate
lotio of their homologous sides

§ 65 Piop 21 Hectilvncal figines which aie snailai to the same
letfilineal figuie aie also siimlai to ea*'h othet

,

is an immediate con-
seciuence of the definition of similar figuies As similar liguies
may be said to be equal lu “shape*' but not m “size,’ we may state
it also thus

‘ Figuies "which aie equal in shape to a thud aie equal in shape
to each othei

Prop 22 If four sftaiglit lines he pi oportionals^ the svmilai
rectilineal figures similarly dcsaihcd on them shall aho he pro
imrtionalSy and f the similar rectilineal figures similarly desernbed

on four straijht lin'*s he pr opor tionals, those straight lines shall he

propoi timals
This IS es5.entially the same as the following —

If a h = c cl,

thin a- o'* ^ c cV

§ 66 No-w follows a proposition which has been much discussed
with regaid to Euclid’s exact meaning lu saving that a ratio is com^
pounded of two othei latios, aiz

Prop 23 Par allelogtarns which are equiangular to one another^
have to one another the ratio which is cornqrounded of the ratios of their
sides

The proof of the jiropositioii makes its meaning clear lu s} nibols
the 1 itio a c is compounded of the two ratios a & and 6 c, and if

a h = a h
,

h c = h' c', then 6 is compounded of a V and
h c

If w e consider the ratios as numbers, w e ma^ say that the one
latio is the pioduct of those of which it is compounded, or in
symboU,

a ah ah' ^ a a' h

c 0 c o c b o c c

The theoiem 111 Piop 23 is the foundation of all mensiiiation of
aieas From it we see at once that two rectangles have the ratio
of then areas compounded of the ratios of their sides

If A IS the area of a rectangle contained by a and h, and B that
of a lectangle contained by c and d so that A = ah, B cd, then
A IB ~ ah cd, and this is, the theoiem says, compounded of the
latios a c and h d Itl foims of quotients

a b __ ah

c d cd

This shows how to multiply quotients mour geometneal calculus
Further, Two triangles have the ratios of ihear areas compounded

of the 7 atios of their bases and their altitude For a triangle is equal
m area to half a parallelogram which has the same base and the
same altitude
To bung these theoiems to the form m which they are usually

given, we assume a straight line u as oui unit of length (generalU
an inch, a foot, a mile, &c ), and determine the number a which
expresses how often u is contained in a line a, so that a denotes the

a u whether commensurible or not, and that a = am We
call this numbei a the numencal value ot a If in the same manner
be the numerical value of a line 6 we hnve

a & = a 3 ,

ill words The ratio of two lines {and of two like quantities %n
qener al) is equal to that of their numer ical values

This IS easily proved by observing that a = au, h ^ ^u, there-
fore a h ^ am 6u, and this may "iMthout difficulty be shown to
equal a /3
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If now a, b be base and altitude of one, a', h those of another

parallelogram, a, 3 and a, /8 theu numencal values lespectively,
and A, A then areas, then

A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
A a' h CL ^ a 0

In words The areas of two parallelograms are to each other as the
products of the numerical values of their bases and altitudes

If especially the second parallelogram is the unit square, i e
,
a

square on the unit of length, tnen a = 0' = 1, A' = and we
have

^ =aj8 01 A = a0

This gives the theoiem The number of unit squares contained in
a parallelogram equals the product of the numerical values of base
and altitude, and similarly the number of unit squares contained in
a tiiangle equals half the product of the numencal values of base
and altitude
This IS often stated by saying that the arex of a paiallelogiain it.

equal to the product of the base and the altitude, meaning by this
pioduct the product of the numencal values, and not the product is

defined above in § 20

§ 68 Piopositions 24 and 26 relate to parallelograms about
diagonals, such as are considered in Book I

,
43 They aie

—

Piop 24 Parallelograms about the diameter of any parallelo
gram are similar to the whole parallelogram and to otie anothei
and its converse (Piop 26), If two similar parallelograms have a
common angle, and be similarly situated, they are about the same
diamet^t
Between these is inserted a pioblem
Prop 25 To deser ibe a rectilineal figure which shall be similar to

one giien rectilinear figure, and, equal to another given rectilineal

figure

§ 69 Piop 27 contains a theoiem relating to the tlieory oi

maxima and minima We may state it thus
Prop 27 If a pai allclogram be divided into two by a straight line

cutting the base, and if on half the base another pai allelogiam bf

^.onstructed sirnilcu to one of those parts, then this third parallelo-
gram is greater than the other par t

Of fai greater interest than this geneial theoiem is a special case
of it, wheie the parillelogiains are changed in^o rectangles, and
wheie one of the paits into w’hich the parallelogram is di-vided is

made a squme
,
foi then the theorem changes into one "ivhieh is

easily lecogiiized to be identical with the following —
Thforem —Of all rectangles which have the same perirnctei the

squar e has the greatest area
This may also be stated thus —
Theorem —Of all rectangles which have the same area the square

has the least perimeter

§ 70 The next thiee piopositions contain piohlenis which may
he said to be solutions of quadratic equations The first two aie,

like the last, involved in. somewhat obscuie language We tran
sciibe them as follows —

Problem —To descube on a given base a parallelogiam, and to
divide it eithei internally (Piop 28) 01 externally (Prop 29) fiom
a point on the base into two paiallelograms, of which the one has
a given size (is equal in area to a given figure), whilst the othei
has i given shape (is similai to a given parallelogram)

If we express this again in symbols, calling the given base a, the
one pait sr, and the altitude y, we have to deteimine x and y in the
fiist case from the equations

y ?

k-^ being the given size of the fiist, and p and q the base and alti-

tude of the parallelogiam which determine the shape of the second,
of the requiied pai allelogiams

If we substitute the value ody, we get

(a -

or,

ax,-x^=^b^

,

where a and 5- are known quantities, taking ^
ihe second case (Prop 29) gives use, in the same manner, to

the quadratic

The next problem

—

Piop 30 To cut a given straight line in extreme and mean ratio,

leads to the equation
003+ 22® == a®.

This IS, therefore, only a special case of the last, and is, besides,

an old acquaintance, being essentially the same pioblem as that
proposed in II 11.

X. — 49
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Piop 30 may theiefore be solved in two ways, either by aid of

Piop 29 or by aid of II 11 Euclid gives both solutions

§ 71 Prop 31 (Theoiem) In any 7 ight angled tr%angle, any recU-

Uneal figure described on the nde subtending the right angle is equal

to the sionilar and similaidy described figures on the sides containing

the right angle^—is a pietty gencialization of the theorem of Pytha
goias (I 47)

Leaving out the next pioposition, which is of little inteiest, we
come to the last in this book

Prop 33 In equal circles a'ligles, whethe? at the ccnti'es 07 the cii -

cumfc'i enceSj have the same latio uhich the aics on which they stand

have to one another ^ so also have the sectoi s

Of this, the part relating to angles at the centre is of special

importance ,
it enables ns to measure angles by arcs

With this closes that xiart of the Llenients which is devoted to

the study of figures m a plane

Book XI

§ 72 In this book fisfuies are consideied winch aie not confined

to a plane, viz
,
fiist relations between lines lud planes m space,

and afterwards pro};)erties of solids

Of new definitions we mention those iihich i elate to the xieipeu

diculaiity and the inclination of lines and jdanes

Def 8 A stiaight line is perq^endiculat
y
07 at right angles^ to a

fila le when it 'makes light angles with every stiaight line meeting it

in that plane
The definition of jieipendiculai jilanes (Def 4) offers no dif

fieiiltj'- Euclid dehues the inclination of lines to jdaiies and of

])hnies to xdaiies (Defs 6 ind 6) b;y aid of xdane angles, included by
stiaighfc lines, i\ith which we have been made lamiliai in the fiist

books
The other impoitant definitions are those of paiallel planes,

which never meet (Def 8), and of solid angles formed by tliiee oi

more planes meeting in a point (Det 9)

To these we add the definition of a line parallel to a plane as a
hue which does not meet the iilane

§ 73 Before ^ve investigate the contents of Book XI
,
it will be

well to lecapitulate shortly what we kiio\s ot xdanes and lines from
the definitions and axioms of the fii&t book There a ^dane has
been defined as a surface which has the x)roY)eity that eveiy stiaight
line which joins two points in it lies altogether in it This is equi
valent to saying that a straight line which has tw o points in a plane
has all points in the xda,.ie Hence, a straight line which does not
lie in the plane cannot have more than one iioint in common with
th^ plane Tins is virtually the same as Euclid s Pi op 1, viz —

Pi op 1 Onepai tofa straight hue cannot be in aplane and another
yait without it

It also follows, as vas pointed out in § 3, in discussing the
definitions of Book I

,
that a i»lane is deteimined already by one

straight line and a xioint without it, v*z
,

if all lines be diawm
through the point, and cutting the line they will form a plane

This may he stated thus —
A plane is detei mined—
1st, By a stiaight line and a point whwh does not he on it,

2d, By thiee points which do not he in a stiaight line
, foi if two

of these x>oints be joined by a straight line we have case 1

,

3d, By two intei seeling straight lines, for the point of intersection
and two other points, one iii each hue, give case 2

,

4th, By two pai alUl lines (Def 35, I )

The third case of this theorem is Euclid’s
Pi OX) 2 Two stiraight lines which cut one anothei are %n one

plane, and thiee stiaight lines which meet one another aie in one
plane
And the foiiith is Euclid’s
Prop 7 If ivo stiaigM lines be parallel, the straight line diawn

fiom any point in one to any point in the other is in the same plane
with thepaiallels Prom the definition of a plane further follows

Proi) 3 If two planes cut one another, their common section is a
stiaight line

§ 74 Whilst these propositions are virtually contained in the
definition of a plane, the next gives us a new and fundamental pro-
perty of space, showing at the same time that it is possible to
have a straight line perpendicular to a plane, according to Def 3
It states

—

Theorem (Prop 4)

—

If a stiaight line is perpendicular to two
sti aight lines in a plane which it meets, then it is perpendicular to
all lines in the plane which it meets, and hence it 'is perpendicular
to the plane
Def 3 may be stated thus If a straight line is perpendicular

to a plane, then it is perpendicular to every line m the plane which
it meets The conveise to this would he
Theorem —All stiaight lines 'which meet a given sti aiqhtline in

flic same point, and aie pcrpendioulai to U, he in a pilane 'which is
peipendicular to that line

This Euclid states thus
Prop 5 If three sti aight lines //wet all at otic point, and a straight

line stands at light angles to each of them at that point, the thite

stiaight lines shall he m one and the same pia i

§ 75 Theie follow’ theorems i elating to the tlicoiy of x'>'iiallcl

lines ill sx>ace, viz —
Theorem (Pioxi 6) —Any two lines uhtth uk pcipcntheular to

the same plane aie paiallel to each othci
,
and eonveisel^

Theorem (Prox) 8) —If of two pai allcl stiaight lines one is ver
pendioular to a plane, the othei is so also

Puither, the important thcoiems
Pi OX) 9 Two stiaight lines uliich ate each (/ them iKnallet to the

same straight line, and not in the same plane u lOi it, aic qua allcl to

one another, wheie thewoids, ‘ and not m the sane xdane with
it, may be left out, foi they exclude the c isc of lliiee parallels

in a plane, wdiich has been piovcd be foie
,
and

Theorem (Piox) 10) —If two angles in dujaent planes Itaie the

two limits of the one paiallel to those of the othei , then the angles ate
egual That then x)laEt-£>aie x^aiallel is shown latti on in Piox> 15

This theorem is not neccssaiily tiue, foi the ingles iii fxuestion

maybe suxiidementaiy ,
but then the one angle will be ecxual to

that which is adjacent and siixiplemeiitiiv to the othci, and tins

lattei angle will also have its limits x)aiallel to those ot the lust

Eiom this tlieoiem it follows that it we tike any two stiaight

lines in sxiace which do not iiieet, and it wc diaw thiougli anj
point P in space two lines parallel to them, then the angle in

eluded by these linos will always be the same, whatovei the x>ositicu

of the XiOint P may be This angle ha'- in model ii times been
called the angle between tbe given hues —

Definiiiok —By the angles between two not inteisreting hues ue
undei stand the angles winch two into sectmg lines inclvdf that aie
paiallel i espectively to the two giini lines

§ 76 It IS now possible to solve the folk wing two piobleins —
Problem —To diaw a stiaight hncpei pcndieulat to a mienplane

from a given point which lies

1 Not in tliepdane (Piox) 11)
2 In the plane (Piox) 12)
The second case is easil} reduced to tlie hist—\iz , it bj aid of

tbe fiist we have diawn any tiom some
X>oint without it, we need only diaw tluough the given x^omt m the
plane a line parallel to it, iii oidei to hue the requiied x>®ipen-

diculai given The solution of the fiist xm t is of inteiest in itself

It dexiends upon a consti action which in t} be exiiiessed as i

theorem
Theoi EM —If fiom a point A loithout a plane a pieipctxdicular

AB be diawn to the plane, aiul if fiom the foot B of this peipen
dicular anothei pcipendiculai BC he diawn to any straight line in

the plane, then the stiaight line joining A fo the foot C of this second
perpendicular will also hepopendiculat to the line in the plane

The theoiy of x^eipeudiculais to a is concluded by llie

theoiem

—

Prox> 13 Till ough any point in space, 'whethci in oi without a
plane, only one stiaight line can he d/awn papenOicidai to the

plane

§ 77 The next four prox)OSitions treat of x^i^'iEcl planes It is

shown that planes which have a common peipendiculai are paiallel

(Prop 14), that tiuo planes aie paiallel if two intei sectiiig stiaight

lines in the one aie paiallel rcspeetiicly to two stiaight lines in the

othei plane CPiox> 15) ,
that paiallel planes aic cut by any jilane m

parallel straight lines (Prop 16) ,
and lastly, that any tioo stiaight

lines are cut pi opoitionally by a sei ic^ ofpai allxJl plane s (Piop 1 7)

This theoiy is made moie complete by adding the following
theorems, which aie easy deductions fiom the last —Tivo paiallel
planes have common peipendiculai

s

(converse to 14) ,
and Two

pla'/ies which ate paiallel to a thud plane aie patallel to each
other

It will be noted that Piox"^ 15 at once allows of the solution of

the pioblem “ Through a given point to draw a x^ane x^aiallel to
a given plane” And it is also easily picked that tins piohlem
allows always of one, and only of one, solution

§ 78 We come now to planes which are jierpendiculai to one
another. Two theorems i elate to them

Plop 18 If a straigM line be at light angles to a pla'ne, evay
plane which passes through it shall be at light angles to that 'plaiip

Prop 19 If two planes which cut one aiiothet be each of them
perpendicular to a third plane, their common section shall be pei -

pendicular to the same plane
§ 79 If three planes pass through a common X)Oint, and if they

bound each other, a solid angle of three faces, or a tiiliedial angle,
is formed, and similarly by more x'>lanes a solid angle of moie fa 's,

or 9, polyhedral angle These have many x^ropeities which aie quite
analogous to those of triangles and polj gons in a x^l^^^i® Euclid
states some, viz —

Prop. 20 If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any
two of them ai e together greater than the third
But the next

—

Prop 21 Every solid angle is contained by plane angles^ which
are togefhei less than four i ight angles—has no analogous theorem
in the plane
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We may mention, lio\\e\er, that the theoiemb about tii

angles contained in the piopositions of BooL 1 ,
which do not

depend upon the theoiy of paiallels (thxr is all up to Piop 27),
have their coiiesponding theoiems about tiihedial angles The
lattei aie foimed, it toi ‘‘side ef a tuangle ’ we wiite “plane
angle” or “face” of trihedial angle, and for “angle ot tiiangle

”

we substitute “angle between two faces’ wheie the planes con-
taining the solid angle aie called its faces We get, foi in
stance, from 1 4, the theoiem. If two t'iihedial angles have the

angles of two faces %n the one equal to the angles of two fates
%n the othc'i

^
and Imve Vikewzse the angles included hy these faces

^qv.al^ then the anqles in the 'lemaimng fates ate equals and the
angles between the other faces a't e equal each to each, viz , those which
are ojjposUc equal faces The solid angles themselves are not
necessaiily equal, foi they may be only symmetrical like tbe
light hand and the left

Ihe conne-s-ioii indicated between tiiangles and tiiliedral angles
will also be lecogmzed in

Pi 01 ) 22 If cveiy tiLO of tin ee angles be cpeatei than the
tint cl

, and if the stiaiqlif lines which contain them, be all equals a
it tangle nuiy be made of the straight lines that join the extiemities of
those equal stiaight lines

And Piop 23 solves the pioblem, To construct a trihedral angle
having the angles of its faces equal to three given plane angles^
any two of them being grecutcr than the thud It is, of couise,
aiiilogous to the pioblem of constructing atiiangle having its sides
of given length
Two othei theoieins of this hind are added by Simson in Ins

edition ot Euclid s Elements

§ SO These aie the piincipal piopeities of lines and jilanes in
space, but bcfoie we go on to then applications it will be well to
define the woid Oistoncc In geomctiy distance means always
“shoitest distance”

,
viz , the distance of a iioint fiom a stiaiglit

line, 01 fioni a plane, is the length of the peipendiculai fiom the
])oint to the line oi plane The distance between two non
intersecting lines is the length of then common peipendiculai,
theie being but one The distance between two iiaiallel lines oi

between two paiallel planes is the length of the common perpendi
ciilai betw ecu the lines oi the planes

g 81 PaialWcpiptds —The lest of the book is devoted to the
study of the paid Holepiped In Prop 24 the possibility of such
a solid IS pio\ ed, viz —

Plop If a solid be contained hy six planes two and two of
vhith cue pa'iallel, the opposite qilanes are similar and equal
paiollelogi ants

Euclid calls this solid hencefoith a paiallelepiped, though he
iievei defines the word Eithei face of it inaj be taken as base,

ana its distance from the opposite fice as altitude

Flop Tci If a solid parallelepiped be cut by a qrlanc parallel to

two of Its opposite planes, it dioides the whole into two solidb, the
base of one of lohich shall be to the base of the other as the one solid
IS to the other

Thib theoiem corresponds to the theoiem (VI 1 ) that parellelo
gianis between the same pai illels are to one anotlici as then bases
K similar analogy is to be observed among a numbei of the
leinainiug propositions

§ 82 Aftei solving a few pioblcnis we come to
Plop %% If a solid parallelepiped be cut by a plane passing

through the diagonals of two of the opposite planes, it shall be cut in
two equal parts

In the pi oof of this, as of seveial other propositions, Euclid
neglects the difference betw eeii solids which aie symmetrical like
the light hind and the left

Plop 31 Solid par alleltpipeds, which are upon equal bases, and
of the same altitude, cu e cqiutl to one another

Props 29 and 30 contain special cases of this theoiem leading up
to the pi oof of the general theoiem
As consequences of this fundamental theoiem we get
Plop 32 Solid par alleltpipcds, which have the same altitude, ar e

to one another as their bases , and Pi op 33, Similar solid prarallel-
epipcds ar e to one another intlie tr iplieateratwoftheir homologoussides

if we consider, as in § 67, the ratios of lines as numbers, we may
albo say

—

The ratio of the volumes of similar par allelepipyeds is equal to the
» atio of the third powers of homologous sides

Pai allelepipeds which are not similar but equal aie compared by
lid of the theorem
Plop 34 The bases and altitudes of equal solid parallelepipeds

are r ecipr ocally pr oportional j and if the bases and altitudes be r e~

cipr ocally pr opor tional, the solid parallelcpipech are equal

§ 83 Of the following propositions the 37th and 40th are of
special interest

Plop 37 If four straight lines be pr oportxonals^ the similar solid
parallelepipeds, similarly described from them, shall also be pro-
portionals , and if the similar parallelepiped's similarly described
from four straight lines be pr'opor tionaU, the straight lines shall be
pj opor tionals

111 symbols it says

—

If a b=^c d, then = d^

Prop 40 teaches how to compare the volumes of tiiaiigiilar
pnsms with those of iiaiallclepixDeds, by proving that a tr langulat
pnsm IS equal in lolume to a parallelepiped, uhich has its altitude
and its base equal to the altitude and the base of the tna iqular
pt isru

§ 84 Prom these propositions follow all lesults relating to the
mensuration of volumes We shall state these as we did in the case
of aieas The starting point is the “rectangular” paiallelepixied,
which has evei^ edge peipendiculai to the planes it meets, ami
which takes the place of the leetaiigle m the plane If this has all

its edges equal we obtain the “ cube ’

If vvetake i ceitain line u as unit length, then the squne on u is

the unit of area, and the cube on u the unit of volume, that is to
say, ifvvevvish to measure a volume v\e have to determine how
mauj unit cubes it contains
A rectangular paialleleiuped has, as a lulo, the thieo edges

unequal, which meet at a point Eveiy other edge is equal to one
of them If a, b, c be the three edges meeting at x point, then we
may take the leetangle contained by two of them, say bv b and c,

as base and the thud as altitude Let V be its volunie, Y' that of

another rectangulai parallelepiped which has the edgot. a', b, c

hence the same base as the hist It follows then easily, fioiii

Pi op 25 01 32, tha^ Y Y'= « a’

,

or in woids,
lieclangiilar parallelepipeds Oti equal bases are pt opor tional to

their altitudes
If we have two rectangular parallelepipeds, of wdiich the fiist has

tbe volume Y and the edges a, b, c, and the second, the volume ^
and the edges a, h', d, v\e may compaie them hy aid of two new
ones which have lespectively tht edges a', h, c, and a',b

, c and the
volumes Yi and Y We then have

Y Y^= a a' Y.^h h', Y^ Y'=c d.

Compounding these, we hue

01

V Y'= (a ci)[b b')(e d),

Y_=" t ^

ct b d'

Hence, as a special ease, making Y' equal to the unit cube U on u
we get

Y a h c r,

7^
= — — - = aj8 7,U u u u

vvheie a, 3, 7 aio the nmiiLUcal i allies of a, h, c
,
that is, Tlit

number of unit cubes in a rectangular parallelepiped is ec^ual to the
product of the nunieiical values of its three edges This is genei ill>

expressed by saying the volume of a lectangiilai parallelepiped is

measured by tbe pioduct of ita sides, 01 by the pioduot of its base
into its altitude, which 111 this case rs the same

Prop 31 allows us to extend this to aii;y parallelepipeds, and Props
28 01 40, to triaiigulcu piisms

TiiEOivCVi —Ihe volume of any parallelepiped, or of any tri-

angular prism, IS measured by the prod act of base and altitude

The coiisideiation that any polygonal piism may be divided into
a nunibei of triangular pi isms, vdiich have the same altitude and
the sum of then bases equal to the base of the T)olygonxl X)ii&m,

shows fuithei that the same holds foi anj piisni vvhatevei

Book XII

^ 85 In the last part of Book XI wo have learnt how to com-
pare the volumes of paiallelepi[)cds and ot piiisms In order to

determine the volunie of any solid bounded by plane f ices we must
deteimme the volume of qiyiamids, foi every such solid may be
decomposed into a mitnbei of iiyrainids

As every pyramid may again be decomposed into triangular

pyiamids, it becomes only necessary to determine their volume
This IS done by the

Theorem —Every triangular pyiamid is equal m volume to one
thud of a triangular prism having the same base and the same
altitude as the xyramid

This IS an immediate consequence of Euclid’s

Pioj) 7 Every prism having a triangular base may be dii idol

vtiio three pyramidjS that have triangular bases, and are equal to on

another
The proof of this theorem is difficult, because the three tiiangul r

pyramids into which the T»rism is divnded are by no means equal in

shape, and cannot be made to coincide It has fust to be pioved
that two triangular pyramids have equal volumes, it they have
equal bases and equal altitudes This Euclid does in the following

manner He fiist shows (Piop 3) that a triangular pyramid maj
he divided into foui parts, of which two are equal tnangular pyia-

mids similar to the whole pyramid, whilst the other two are equ<al

triangular pnsms, and further, that these tv^o pnsms together aie

gieatei than the two pyramids, hence more than half tlie given

pyiamid He next sliovvs (Piop 4'l that if two tiiangular p>ia
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inids aie given, having equal bases and equal altitudes, and if each

be divided as above, then the two triangular prisms in the one are

equal to those in the othei, and each of the lemaining pyramids in

the one has its base and altitude equal to the base and altitude of

the lemaining pj-ramids in the other Hence to these pyiaraids the

same xnocess is again applicable We are thus enabled to cut out

of the two given pyiamids equal paits, each gieater than half the

oiiginal pyiamid Of the lemaindei we can again cut out equal

paits gieater than half these remainders, and so on as fai as we like

This piocess may he continued till the last lemainder is smaller

than any assignable quantity
,
however small It follows, so vie

should conclude at present, that the two volumes must be equal, toi

the> cannot diiler by any assignable quantity
To Gieek mithematicians this conclusion offers far greater diffi.

Lulties Ihcy prove elaborately , by a reductlo ad ahsurdtivi that

the volumes cannot be unequal This proof must be read in tbe
Elements A further discussion of this method of exhaustion, as

it IS called, would belong to a treatise on the history of geometry
e lefei readers to Hankel, GescMchte den Matlvemat%k (p 115

We must, however, state that we have in the above not pio\ed
1

Luclid s Plop 5, but only a special case of it Euclid does not
sLixipose that the bases of the two jiyiamids to be compaied aie

cqu il, and hence he proves that the volumes are as the bases The
leasoumg of the becomes clearer in the special case, from
which the genei il one may be easily deduced

§ 86 Pioj) 6 extends the result to pyramids with polygonal
bases Piom these results follow again the lules at piesent given
foi the mensui ition of solids, viz

, a pyramid is the thud pait of a
tiiaugulai piism having the same base and the same altitude But
a tiiaiigulai prism is equal iii volume to a x^aiallel<^X)ip>ed which
has the same base and altitude Hence if B is the base and K the
altitude, we have

Volume of luism = B7i,

Volume of r)yiainid = B7i,

statements which have to he taken in the sense that B means the
luimbei of square umts in the base, h the numbei ot units of
length in the altitude, oi that B and li denote the numeiical values
of base and altitude

§ 87 A method similar to that used in pioving Prop 5 leads to
the following results relating to solids bounded by simple curved
SI rfaces —
Plop 10 Every cone vs tJic thvnd^ant of a cylinder which has the

base, and is of an egfioal altitude with it

Pi op. 11 Cones and cylinders of the same altitude ane to one an
othci as then bases

Prop 12 Similar co les and cylinders have to one another the
ti iplicate latio of that which the diameters of them bases have

Pi op 13 If a cylindei he cut by a plane parallel to its opposite
planes Oi bases

y
it divides the cxjlvnder into two cijlindens, one of which

IS to the other as the axis of the first to the axis of the other , which
miy also be stated thus —

Oylindei s on the same base are p'i opoi tional to their altitudes
Plop 14 Cones and cylinders upon equal bases are to one another

as then altitudes
Pioj) 15 The bases and altvtudes of equal cones and cylinders aie

9 eeip'i oeallyproportional
y
and if the bases and altitudes he lecnpiocally

pi oportional, the cones and cylindei s aie equal to one a/nother
These theorems again lead to formulae in mensuration, if we com-

])are a cylinder with a prism having its base and altitude equal to
the base and altitude of the cylinder This may be done by the
raetliod of exhaustion We get, then, the result that their bases axe
equal, and have, if B denotes the numeiical value of the base, and
b that of the altitude.

Volume of cylindei = B7i

Volume of cone = ~ Bh
3

§ 88 The remaining propositions relate to circles and spheres
Ot the sphere only one property is proved, viz —
Prop 18 Spheres have to one anothei the triplicate ratio of that

which their diameters have The mensuiation of the sphere, like
that of the ciicle, the cylinder and the cone, had not been settled
ill the time of Euclid It was done by Aichimedes

Book XTII

§ 89 The 13til and last book of Euclid^s Elements is devoted to
the regular solids it is shown that there are five of them, viz —

1 The regular tetiahedron, with 4 triangular faces and 4
vertices

,

2 The eabey with 8 vertices and 6 square faces ,

3 The octohedron, with 6 vertices and 8 triangular faces

,

4 The dodecahedron^ with 12 pentagonal faces, 3 at each of the
20 vertices

,

5 The wosahedrmxy with 20 triangular faces, 5 at each of the
J2 vertices

E T Y [pilOJECTI\ E

It IS shown how to insciibe these solids in a given si)here, and
how to determine the lengths of then edges
These results are—if ? denotes the ladius of the circumsciibed

sphere and a the side of the legulai solid

—

For tetialiedion Ob*— -9’
3

’

,, octahedron 2/2,

,
hexahedron oi cube a" =

, ,
icosahedron a* ~ 2(l -t)-

,, dodecahedion d* = 2(l
-f)'

§ 90 The 13th book, and theiefoie the Elements

y

conclude with
the scholium, “that no othei regular solid exists besides the fi\<

ones enumerated ’

The pioof IS veiy simple Each face is a regular polygon, hence
the angles of the faces at any xeitex must be angles ni equal legulai
polygons, must be togethci less than foui light angles (XI 21) ind
must be three oi more m nmnbei Each angle in aicgulai tiianglc
equals two thuds of one light angle Hence it is iiossible to fotin
a solid angle wuth three, loui, oi fi\e legulai tii ingles oi faces
These give the solid angles of the tetialicdion, the octohedron, aiiu
the icosahedron The angle in a square (tbe legulii qiiadul itei al;

equals one light angle Hence thice will foim a solid angle, that
oi the cube, and fom will not The angle in the legulai pentagon

equals ^ of a. light angle Hence tliiee of them equal ^ {i e
,

than 4) light angles, and foim the solid angle of the dodecahedion
Ihree regular x>olygons of six oi more sides cannot foim a solid
angle Therefore no othei legulai solids aie possible

SeOTIOK II PIlGHER OR PrOJECIIVE CjEOMETRI

It 3S difficult, at the outset, to cliaiactenze Projecti\e
Geometiy as compaied with Euclidian Hut a few examples
will at least indicate the difference between the two

In Euclid’s Elements almost all piopositions refei to
the magmbude of lines, angles, areas, oi volumes, and
therefoie to measuiement The statement that an angle
IS light, or that t\\o straight lines aie parallel, lefers to
measurement On the other hand, the fact that a stiaight
hne does oi does not cut a ciicle is independent of measure
ment, it being dependent only upon the mutual posi
tion” of the line and the circle This difference becomes
clearer if we project any figure from one plane to another
Hy this the length of lines, the magnitude of angles and
areas, is altered, so that the projection, oi shadow, of a
square on a plane will not be a square

,
it will, howevei,

be some quadidateial Again, the projection of a circle
will not be a circle, but some other curve more or
less resembling a circle But one piojoerty may be
stated at once,—no straight line can cut the projection
of a circle in more than two points, because no straight
line can cut a circle in more than two points There are,

then, some properties of figures vhich do not alter bj
projection, whilst others do To the lattei belong nearlj
all propel ties relating to measurement, at least in tbe form
in which they aie generally given The others aie said
to be projective properties, and their investigation foims
the subject of Projective Geometry

Eififerent as are the kinds of properties investigated
in the old and the new sciences, the methods followed
differ in a still greater degree In Euclid each pro
position stands by itself, its connexion with others is

I

never indicated
, the leadmg ideas contained in its proof

I
are not stated

,
genoial principles do not exist In the

modern methods, on the other hand, the greatest import-
ance IS attached to the leadmg thoughts which pervade
the whole, and general pimciples, which bring whole
groups of theorems under one aspect, are given rather
than separate propositions The whole tendency is towards
generalization A straight line is considered as given in
its entirety, extending both ways to infinity, while Euclid
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IS very careful never to admit anything bat finite quan
titles The treatment of the infinite is m fact another

fundamental difference between the two methods Euclid

avoids it In modern geometiy it is systematically mtio
duced, for only thus is generality obtained

Of the different modern methods of geometiy, we shall

treat principally of the methods of piejection and cone
spondence which have pioved to be the most powerful

These have become independent of Euclidian Geometry,
especially through the Geomet) le dei Lage of V. Staudt,

and the Au^dehniuigslehi

e

of Grassmann
Eoi the sal e of brevity we shall presuppose a know-

ledge of Euclid’s Elemenf^^ although we shall use only a

few of Ins propositions

§ 1 We consider spice ns tilled with points, lines, and planes
ind these we c-ill the ekiiients out of winch oiu figures are to be
foimed, calling any combination of these elements a ‘ figuie

’’

By a line we mexii a straight line in its entiiety extending both
ways to infinity and hy a plane, a plane surface, extending in all

J loctions to nihility We suppose
lint through any two i)omts in space one and only one line

may be di iwri (End I
,
Def 4, Ax 10, Post 2)

That thiough any thiee points which are not m a line, one and
only one ilane may be placed (compare p 386, § 73 above),

ihat the intei section of two planes is a line (End XT 13)

,

That a line which has two XDOints in common with a plane lies

ill the plane (End I , Def 7) hence that the intersection of a
line and i plane is a single point , and

That thiee planes which do not meet in a line have one single

point 111 common
These lesults may be stated differently in the following form —

I 1 plane is deteimined— A point is determined

—

1 By thiee points which do 1 By three planes which do
not he 111 a line, not pass through a line ,

2 By two inteisecting lines
, 2 By two inteisecting lines

,

3 By a line and a point which 3 By a line and a plane which
does not lie in it does not pass through it

II A line is detei mined

—

1 By two points
,

2 By two planes
The readei will obseive that not only aie idanes determined by

points, but also iioints by plane^
,
that theiefoie we have a right to

eonsidei the planes as elements, like points
,
and also that in any

one of the above statements we may interchange the woids point
and plane, and we obtain again a coriect statement, provided that
these statements themselves aie tiue As they stand, we ought,
HI seveial cases, to add “if they aie not paiallel,” or some such
woids, paiallel lines and planes being evidently left altogether out
of consideiation To coirect this we have to reconsider the theory
of paiallels

§ 2 Let ns take in a plane a line p (fig 1), a point S not
m this line and a line q diawn thiongh S Then this line q will

meet the line ^ in a point A If we turn the line q about S to
wauls q ,

its point of intei section with p will move along p towards
B, xiassing, on con
tinu d tinning, to a
qI eater and gieatei dis
taiice, until it is moved
out of oui reach If
we turn q still farther,
its contmiiatioii will
meet but now at the p
othei side of A Ihe'^
point of Intel section has
disappeaied to the light
and reappeaied to the
left Thei e is one inter
mediate position where
q is paiallel to^—that
IS wheie it does not cut

p In eveiy othei position it cuts p in some finite point If,

on the other hand, we move the point A to an infinite distance
III 2'>, then the line q which passes through A will be a line which
does not cut p at any finite point Thus we are led to say
E%my line through S which joins it to any point at an infinite
distance in p is parallel to p But by Euclid’s 12th axiom
theie IS but one line parallel to p through S The difficulty in
which we are thus involved is due to the fact that we try to reason
about infinity as if we, with oui finite capabilities, could compre-
hend the infinite To overcome this difficulty, we may say that
ill points at infinity in a line appea/r to us as one, and may be
lexiliced by a single ‘‘ideal point, just as all points m a fixed
star—which is not at an infinite, only at a great distance—can
not be distinguished by us and to beings on the earth count as

one We may theiefoie now gi^e the following delimtions and
axiom —

Definition —Lines which meet at infinity aie called xxarallel

Axiom —AIL points at an infinite distance in a line may be con
sidered as one single point

Definition—This ideal XDoiiit is called the point at infinity in the
line

The axiom is equivalent to Luclid s Axiom 12, for it follow
fiom either that thiough any point only one line may be draw
parallel to a given line

This point at infinity in a line is icached whether w l mo\e a
point m the one or in the op^iosite diieotion of a line to infinity

A line thus appeals closed by this point, and we speak as if wl
could move a point along the line from one xiosition A to anothei
B 111 two waj's, eithei through the X)oiiit at infinit} oi thiough
finite xioints only

It must nevei he foigotten that this x)omt at infinity is ideal
that the results based on this assumxition are tiiie foi that finite

region of space which is w ithiii our leach and that beyond this
legion they may or may not be tine, —we do not know
The advantage of this view of paiallels will become appaieiit at

every step as we go on

§ 3 Having thus arrived at the notion of replacing all points at

infinity in a line by one ideal point, theie is no difficulty m re

placing all points at infinify in a xffane by one ideal line

To make this clear, let ns siix)pose that a line^j, which cuts two
fixed lines a and & in the points A and B moves x^'iiallel to itselt

to a greater and greatei distance It will at last cut both a an 1

h at their points at infinity so that a line which joins the two
points at infinity in two intersecting lines lies altogether at

infinity Eveiy other line in the plane will meet it theiefoie at
infinity, and thus it contains all points at infinity in the plane

All points at infinity in a pla^ie he in a hne^ which is called the

line at infinity in the plane
It follows that xiaiallel planes must be consideied as planes

having a common line at infinit>, for any othei plane cuts them iii

paiallel lines (Eucl XI 16), which have a point at infinity in
common

If w e next take tw o intersecting planes, then the point at infinity
m their line of mlei section lies in both planes, so that then lines

at infinity meet Hence every line at infinity meets eveiy other
line at infinity, and they aie therefore all m one plane

All points at i ifinity in space may he considered cs lying in one
ideal plane, which is tailed the plane at infinity

§ 4 We have now the following definitions —
Parallel lines are lines which meet at infinity

,

Pai illel planes are planes which meet at infinity

,

A line IS parallel to a plane if it meets it at infinity

Theorems like this—^Lines (or planes) which are jiarallel to a
third are parallel to each othei—follow at once

This view of paiallels leads therefore to no contradiction of

Euclid s Elements
As immediate consequences we get the piox)ositions —
Every line meets a plane in one point, or it lies in it

Every plane meets eveiy other plane in a line
,

Any two lines m the same plane meet
§ 6 We have called points, lines, and planes the elements of

geometiical figures We also say tint an element of one kind
contains one of the other if it lies in it or jxasses through it

All the elements of one kind which are contained in one oi two
elements of a diffeient kind foim aggregates which ha\e to he
enumerated They are the followung —

I Of one dimension
1 The 7 ow, or lange, ofx^oints formed by all points in a line,

which IS called its base
2 The fiat pencil formed by all the lines through a point m

a plane Its base is the point m the plane
3 The cuxial pencil foimed by all planes through a line

which. IS called its base or axis

II Of two dimensions
1 The field of points and lines—that is, a plane with all its

points and all its lines

2 The pencil of lines and planes— that is, a point in space
with all lines and all planes through it

III Of three dimensions
The sx>ace of points—that is, all points in s^iace

The space of planes—that is, all planes in space.

IV Of four dimensions
The space of lines, or all lines in space

§ 6 The word dimension in the above needs ex]ilanation

If in a plane we take a rowj^ and a pencil with centie Q then
through every point \^p one line m the pencil will pass, and eveiy
ray in Q will cut p in one point, so that we are entitled to say a
row contains as many points as a flat pencil lines, and, we may add,

as an axial pencil planes, because an axial pencil is cut bj a plane
in a flat pencil
The number of elements m the row, in the fiat pencil, and in the
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iMcil pencil IS, of couise, infinite and indefinite too, "but the same in

ill Eor a moment we shall tieat it as being a definite minibcr whicli

w e denote by a Then a xilane contains points and as many
lines To see this, take a flat pencil in a plane It contains a

lines, and each line contains a points, whilst each point in the

plane lies on one of these lines Similarly, in a jiUne each line

cuts a fi^ed line in a point But this line is cut at each point by

a lines and contains a x>oints
,
hence there are a- lines in a plane

A pencil in sx>ace contains as many lines as a plane contains

points and many planes as a piano contains lines, for any plane

outs the pencil in a field of points and lines Hence a pencil con-

tiiiis a linos and a- planes The field and the pencil a'te of two

dimensions
To count the number of points in space we obser\ e that each

]joint lies on some line in a pencil But the pencil contains a®

lines, and each line a points, hence space contains a'^

La h xdaiie cuts any fixed xilane iii a line But a plane contains

a- lines, and through each pass a planes, therelbie space contains a*

planes
Hence space contains as many planes as points, but it contains

§ 10 Of the many foimulge which exist between x>oints iii i line

Me shall have to use only one raoie, which connects th segments
between any foui points A, B, C D in a line 'VVe have

—

BC =BD+DC,
CA= CD +DA,
AB=AD+DB,

01 mnltiiilying these by AD, BD, CD icsx^cctu th , we irtt

—

BC AD -= BD AD + DC '^D = BD AD — CD AD
CA BD = Cl) BD + DA BD = CD BD — AD BD
AB CD - AD CD + DB CD = AD CD - BD CD

It will be seen tint the sum of the light hand sides vanishes, hence
that

BC AD + CA BD + AB CD - 0 (3/

for an}r four points on a line

§ 11 If C IS any point in the line AB, then ve say that C
AC

divides the segment AB in the ratio —
CB

account being taken of

the sense of the two segments AC and CB If C lies between

ail infinite number of times moie lines than x^oints oi planes To Positive, as AC and CB have the siine ^nse

ount tlitni, notiee that cveiy line cuts a fixed plane in one point

But lines pass thi ough each point, and thei e are points in the

plane Hence theie aie a'^ lines in space The space of points and
planes is of thiee dime'nsio/iSj hut the space of lines is of foui dirnen-

>10718

A field of points oi lines contains an infinite number of lows and
flat x'>erieils, a x^eiicil contains an infinite niimbei of ilat pencils

nil of axial pencils spice contains a tuxile infinite number of

X»eiiLils and of fields, rows and axnl xjeucils, and a® flat xiencils

—

or, in othei woids, each point is a cciitic of a flat pencils

§ 7 The above enumeration allovs a classification of figures

Figures m a low consist of gioups of points onlj:, and figures in

the fiat 01 axial x>encil consist of groux)s of lines or planes In
the plane we maj diawjiolygons

,
and in the pencil or in the point,

solid angles, and so on
We may also distinguish the different measuiements We have

—

In the low, length of segment

,

In the flat pencil, angles ,

In the axial pencil, dihedral angles between two planes
,

III the x)lane, areas
,

111 the pencil, solid angles
,

In the space of points or planes, volumes

Segmen rs OF A Line

§ 8 Any tw o points A and B in space deteimine on the line through
them a finite x)ait, which may be coiisideied as being desciibed by
a point moving fiom A to B This we shall denote by AB, and
distinguish it from BA, which is supposed as being described by a
point moving from B to A, and hence in a direction oi in a sense
oxiposite to AB Such a finite line, which has a definite sense, we
bliall call a ‘‘ segment,” so that AB and BA denote diffeicnt seg-
ments, whiih aie said to be equal in length but of opposite sense
The one sense is often called positive and the other negatii e

In intioducing the woid “sense” for diiection in a line, we have
the word direction reserved for direction of the line itself, so that
different lines have different directions, unless they be parallel,
uhilst in each line we have a positive and negative sense
We may also say, with Professoi Cliffoid, that AB denotes the

“ step ’ of going from A to B
§ 9 If we now have thiee xjoints A, B, C in a line (fig 2), the

step AB will bung ns from A to B, and
the stexi BC fiom B to C Hence both A B C
steps are equivalent to the one step ' '

"

AC This IS exx)iessed by saying that
AC IS the “sum” of AB and BC, in
symbols— p A 3

AB + BC=AC, * --

wheie account is to be taken of the
sense A O B

This equation is tiue whatever be the
position of the thiee points on the line
As a special case we nave

AB4-BA=0 (1),

and similarly

AB + BC +GA«0 (2),

which again is tine for any three points m a line
We further wiite

AB=-BA,
wheie — denotes negitive sense
We can then, just as in algebia, change subtraction of segments

into addition by changing the sense, so that AB—CB is the same
IS ABh-(—CB) or AB +BC A figure will at once show the tiuth
of this The sense is, in fact, in every lespect equivalent to the
“ sign ” of a nuinbei iii algebi x

BP

Fig 2

But if C lies witho it the segment AB, ^ e
,
if C divide.', AB ex-

ternally, then the latio is negative To sec how the value of this ratio
changes with 0, ^ .

we will moac C S—^ E
along the whole „ ..

line (fig 3), whilst
^

A and B remain fixed If C lies at the point A, then AC = 0,

hence the latio AC CB vanishes As C nio\LS towards B, AG
increases and CB decreases, so that our latio mci cases At the
middle point M of AB it assumes the value + 1, and tnen inci eases

till it reaches an infinitely laige value, when C ai lives at B On
passing beyond B the latio becomes negative If C is at P we ha\ e

AC=AP=AB + BP, hence

AC
cb“

In the last expression the latio AB BP is x^ositive, has its gieatest

value oo when C coincides with B, and vanishes when BC becomes
infinite Hence, as C moves fiom B to tlie light to the xiomt at

infinity, the ratio AC CB ^arles fiom — co to —1
If on the othei hand C is to the left of A, say at Q, we have

AC=AQ=AB + BQ=AB-QB, hence
C b OD

Here AB <;QB, hence the ratio AB QB is positive and alwaj s

less than one, so that the whole is neg itive and <1 If 0 is at

the point at infinity it is —1, and then increases as C nio\ es to the
light, till for C at A we get the ratio =0 Hence

—

“ As C moves along the line from an infinite distance to the left to

an infinite distance at the light, the ratio always me eases
,
it starts

wiLti the value —1, reaches 0 at A, +1 at M, oo at B, changes now
sign to — CO

,
and increases till at an infinite distance it leaches

again the value — 1 P assumes therefore all possible values from
— oo to + CO

,
and each value oncy oncey so thav not oncy aoes evci y

posttion of C determine a definite value of the ratio AC CB, but also,

conversely, to evei y positive or negative value of this oatio belonqs one
single point in the line AB

ProjECTioN AND Cross Eatios

§ 12 If we join a iioint A to a point S, then the point where tlie

line SA cuts a fixed plane tt is called the pi ejection of A on the
plane tt from S as centre of projection If we have tw o planes tt

and ir' and a point S, we may project every point A in v to

the other plane If A is the projection of A, then A is also the
pi ejection of A, so that the relations are reciprocal To every
figure in it we get as its projection
a corresponding figuie in tt

It will be our business to find
such properties of figuies as remain
tiue for the projection, and which
are called piojective pioperties
For this purpose it will be sufficient
to consider at first only construc-
tions in one plane

Let us suppose w’e have given in
a plane two lines p and p and a
centre S (fig 4) , we may then pro
ject the points in p from S to p
Let A!, B' be the projections of
A, B , the point at infinity in

p which we shall denote by J will
be projected into a finite point
r in^

, VIZ
, into the point where

the parallel to p through S cuts
Similarly one point J in p will be projected into the point

I' at infinity in p* This point J is of course the point wheie
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the par'illd to p’ thiough S cuts p We thus see that every
point in_?? IS projected into a single x^oiiit

^ glance at fig 5 'jIiows that a segment AB will he projected

into a segment AB' which is not
ennal to it, at leist not as a rule

,

and also that the latio AC CB ib

not equal to the latio AC CB
formed by the piojections Thes(
ritios will become equal only if

2? and are \ arallcl, foi in this

case the tuangle SAB is similai

to the triangle SA B Between
thiee x>mnts in a line and their

X>iojections tlieie exists tlioiefore in

geiieial no lelation But betvee •>

lour points a leHtioii does exist

^ 13 Let A, B, C, 1) be foui

Xioints 111 2? A', B
,
C , I) their pio

jections in p ,
then the latio of the

tuo latios AC CB and AD Dl’
into which C and D divide the
segment AB is equal to the coi

le^xionding exx>iessioii between
A, Bj C D In symbols we
h u e

—

AC AP _
CB DB CB DB'

This IS easily jno'ved hy aid ot Fig 5.
similar tiiangles
Thiough the points A and B on p draw parallels to y, which cut

tlie piejecting rays 111 C , D , B_j and Ai, C^, Di, as indicated in
fig 6 The two triangles ACC;, and BCGi will be similar, as will
also be the tiiangles ADD and^BDDj

P*

Fig 6

M e have theiefoie

—

VC_AC, AD AD
CB ChB ’ DB “DiB’

w heic account is taken of the sense
Hence

—

CB DB CiB DiB AD3 DjB "

hut
AC2 AC' CiB CB'

so that the abote ox^iiession becomes

A'C' OJB
A'D' D B ^

A Qf A 'T>'
u Inch is equal to cas required

C B D B
This lesult IS of fundamental importance
The expression formed has been called by Chasles the anharmomc

ratio of the four points A, B, C, D Instead of this Professor Cliffoid
has proposed the shoiter and more expiessive name of “cross-
latio ' We shall adopt the lattei We nave then the

Fcntdatvifni AL Theorem —The c^^oss ratio of four points vn a
hue IS equal to the moss latio of their projections on any other line
xohich lies %ti the same plane with it

^ 14 Before we draw conclusions from this result, we must in-
vestigate the meaning of a cioss ratio somewhat more fullj^

If four points A, B, C, D aie given, and ve wish to form their
cross ratio, we have first to divide them into two gioups of two,
the points in each gioup being taken in a definite older Thus,
let A, B be the fiist, C, D the second pair, A and C being the first
points in each pan The cross-iatio is then the latio AC CB
divided by AD DB Tins will be denoted by (ABCD), so that

(ABCD)-^g DB

This is easily remembered In oidei to write it out, make
fiist the two lines foi the fractions, and put above and below these

A A
the letteis A and B in their places, thus,

, and then fill

up, crosswise, the first by C and the other by D
§ 15 If we take the points m a difleient oidei, the value of the

cioss-ratio will change. We can do this in twenty-foui difieient
ways hy forming all peimutations of the letters But of these
twenty four cross ratios gioujps of four are equal, so that there aie
really only six different ones
We have the following iiiles —
I If in a cross-ratio the two gioups be interchanged, its value

remains unaltered
(ABCD) = (CDAB)

II If in a ciosfi latio the two x^oints belonging to one of the two
gioups be interchanged, the cioss-iatio changes into its lecipiocal

(ABCD)-(^gj^C)

III If m a cross latio the two middle letters be mteichanged,
the cross-iatio k changes into its comxdement

(ABCD) = 1-(ACBD)
The fiist tw o are easily proved by writirig out then values Tht

third IS proved hy aid of the formula (3) § 10,

BC AD+CA BD+AB CD-0
If we divide this by CB AD we get

, CA BD
,

AB CD ^
“’^“‘‘CB. AD"*’CB AD“^’

CB DC
that IS,

(ABCD)-f(ACBD) = l,

which was to be ^iioved
I V' From II it follow s at once that if we interchange the elements

m each pair, the cioss-ratio lemains unalteied, and thus we see

that
(ABCD)- (CDAB) by I

-(BADC)-(DCBA) b:y II

§ 16 By aid of these rules we get the following lesults -

(ABCD)- (BADC) = (ODAB) - (DCBA) - k

(ABDC) = (BACD) -= (CDBA)=(DCAB)=

i

(ACBD)= (BDAC) = (CADB)= (DBCA)=1-k

(ACDB)= (BDCA)=(CABD)= (DBAC)

=

(ADBC)= (BCAD)-(CBDA)= (DACE)=^ ^

(ADCB) = (BODA)= (CBAD)- (DABC)-

In the theoiem that the cro&s-ratio of four points eciuals that ot

the projections, the points have, of course, to be taken in tlie same
oidei

§ 17 If one of the points of which a cross-iatio is formed is the
point at infinity in the line, the cross latio changes into a simple
ratio It IS convenient to let the point at infinity occux>y the last

place in the symbolic expiession foi the cioss-ratio Thus if I is a

point at infinity, w^e have
AC

(ABCl)--^,
because

AI IB--1
Every common ratio of three points in a line may thus oe ex-

pressed as a cross ratio, hy adding the point at infinity to the

group of points

§ 18 If the points ha-ve special positions, the cioss-ratios k may
have such a value that, of the six diffeiont ones, two and two

become equal If the first two shall be equal, we get /c— 01

3= 1, fC=±l
AC AD

the points C and D coincide, provided that A and B are different

This IS too special a case to he of much interest

If, however, we take /c—

—

1? so that (ABCD)=— 1, we have

^ Sence C and, D dimde AB internally and externally

in the same ratio

The four points aie in this case said to be harmonic points, and
G and D are said to he hai monic conjugates with regard to A
arid B
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But we have also (CDAB)= —1, so that A and B are harmonic
conjugates with regard to C and I)

The pimcipal property of harmonic points, upon which almost

all applications depend, is this, that their cross-ratio lemains un-

altered if we interchange the two points belonging to one pair,

vl-z

(ABCD)= (ABDC)- (BACD)
For foul haimonic jioints the six cross-iatios which are geneially

different become two and two equal

.
-I T <> - — .X

/c— — X, I K

1_ , i 1 = q
K ’ 1 — AC

“
’ K

Hence if we get four points whose cross-ratio is 2 oi then they

aie haimonic, but not arranged so that conjugates are xDaired If

this IS the ease the cross-ratio= —1
§ 19 If we equate any two of the above six values of the cioss-

latios, we get eithei «==!, 0, oo
,
oi /c= — 1, 2, oi else k becomes

a 1 001 of the equation /c^ - « + 1 = 0, that is, an imaginary cube root of

- 1- In this case the six values become three and three equal, so

that only two diffeieiit values remain This case, though important
in the theory of cubic curves, is foi our pmposes of no inteiest,

whilst haimonic points are all-impoitant

§ 20 From the definition of harmonic points, and bj’' aid of § 11,

the following propel ties aie easily deduced
If C and D aie harmonic conjugates with regaid to A and B,

then one of them lies in, the otliei without AB
,

it is impossible
to move fioni A to B without passing eithei thiough C oi through
D , the one blocks the finite way, the other the way through
infinity This is expiessed by saying A and B aie “separated” by
0 and D

Foi eveiy position of C there will be one and only one point
D which IS its haimonic conjugate with regaid to any point pan
A, B

It A and B aie different points, and if 0 coincides with A or B,
D does But if A and B coincide, one of the points C or D, lying
lietween them, coincides with them, and the othei maybe anywhere
in the line It follows that, of four hourmomc conjugates two
coincide^ then a third coincides with them, and thejowtli may he any
yoint in the line ’*

If 0 is the middle point betweenA and B, then D is the point at
infinity foi AC CB— +1, hence AD DB must be equal to -1
The harmonic conjugate of the point at infinity in a line with rega^ d
to tioo points A, B is the middle point of AB

This impoitant property gives a first example how metiic pro-
pel ties are eoimected with piojective ones
§21 Complete Quadrilateral —A figure foimed by four lines

in a plane is called a complete quadrilateral oi, shortei, a four-side
(fig 7 ) The figure
has SIX mrtiees, that
IS, points where the
sides meet, and tliiee

diagonals AB, EF, G-H,
which join opposite
vertices

Smiilaily a figure
foimed by four points
in a plane is called a
foul -point It has six
sides, which join the *

points, or vertices, and
three diagonal points, Fig 7
where the sides meet
The three diagonals of a four-side cut each other harmonically
If w^e project the points E, V, K, D from H to AB, we get

(EFKD) = (ABCD),
and if we project them from G, w^e get

(EFKD)-(BACD)
,

So that
(ABCD)= (BACD),

that is, the cross ratio (ABCD) is equal to its recipiocai, hence
= ”1, as the four points are all different This gives the im-
peltaut theorem —
Theorem —In every four^side any diagonal is cut harmonically

hy the other two
This allows the solution of the problem —
Problem —To construct the harmonic conjugate D a poird C

with regal d to two given poinis A and B
Soliition —Through A draw any two lines, and through C one

cutting the former two in G and H Join these points to B, cutting
the foimei two lines in E and F The point D where EF cuts
AB will he the liaxmome conjugate lequiied.

This remarkable constiuction requires nothing but the drawing
of lines, and is theiefoie independent of measurement It follows,
al 0, that uU four-sides which have two vertices at A and B, and

one diagonal passing thi ough C will each have the ihii d diagonal
passing through D

§ 22 The theoiy of cioss-ratios may be extended fioni points in

a row to lines in a fiat pencil, and to planes in an axial pencil W e

have seen (§ 13) that it tiie lines which join four points A, B, C, D
to any point S be cut by any othei line in A', B', C , D', then (ABCD)
==(A'BC'D') In other words, four lines in a flat pencil are cut by
eveiy other line 111 four points whose cioss ratio is constant

Definition —By the cioss ratio of four lajs in a flat pencil is

meant the cioss-iatio of the foui points in v\lnch the rays are cut
by any line 11 a, 5, 6, d be the lines, then this cioss-iatio is denoted
by {abed)

Definition —By the cioss-ratio of four planes in an axial pencil
IS understood the cross-iatio of the fom points 111 which any line

cuts the planes, 01
,
what is the same thing, the cioss ratio of the

four lays in ‘which any plane cuts the foui planes
In Older that this definition may have a meaning, it has to be

proved that all lines cut ti e pencil 111 points winch have the same
cioss-ratio This is seen at once for two inteisccting lines, as then
plane cuts the axial pencil m a flat pencil, which is itself cut by
the two lines The cioss-iatio ot the four points on one line is

theiefoie equal to that on the othei, iiid equal to that ot the foiii

rays in the llat pencil
If two non Intel secting lines and g cut the foui planes lu

A, B, C, D and A', B', O', D', ^law a line 1 to meet both and g,

and let this line cut the planes 111 A
,

,D" Then (ABCD) =
(A'B'C'D'), foi each is equal to (A'B C D )

§ 23 We may now’^ also extend the notion of haimonic elements,
viz —

Definition —Four rays in a flat pencil and foui planes in an
axial pencil aie said to be haimonic if their cioss ratio equals - 1,

that IS, if they aie cut by a line in foui haimonic points
Haimonic pencils aie constiiicted bj aid of the thcoieni in

j; 21,
which may now’’ be stated thus —
In afour-side tivo sides aie haimonic conjugates uithicgaid to

the diagonal till ough their iitei section and the line from this pot ^

to the point where the oihei diagonals meet Oi thus In a Joai
point the lines joining one diagonal j^omt to the othci two aie ha/
monic conjugates with regard to the sides passing tin ough the first

If we understand by a “median line of a triangle a line which
joins a vertex to the middle point of the oxqiosite side, and b} i

median line ” of a x^aiallelogiaiu a line joining middle points of

opposite sides, we get as special cases of the last theorem —
The diagonals and median lines of a parallelogram form ai

harmonic pe/icil
,
and

At a vertex of any triangle, the iuo sides, the median line, aiid the

line parallel to the baseform an Imnaonic pencil
Taking the paiallelogram a lectangle, 01 the tiiaiigle isoseek

we get —
TiiroREM—Amj two lines and the bisections of thci/ angles foi /

1

an harmonti. j Or :

—

In an harmonic pencil, if two conjugate rays are peipendicula /

,

then the other two are cgually inclined to them ,
and, converselv

, tf

one ray bisects the angle between conjugate rays, it is pcrpendicalai
to its conjugate.

This connects peipendiculaiity and bisection of angles with
projective properties

§ 24 We add a few theorems and problems which are easily

proved or solved by aid of liaimonies
An harmonic ijencil is cut by a line paiallel to one of its lajs in

three equidistant points
Thiough a given point to draw a line such that the segment

determined on it by a given angle is bisected at that point
Having given two parallel lines, to bisect on either anj givtn

segment without using a pair of compasses
Having given 111 a line a segment and its middle point, to draw-

through any given point in the plane a line paiallel to the given
line
To draw a line which joins a given poin^ to the intei section of

two given lines which meet off the diawing paper (bj aid of § 21)

Correspondence

§ 25 Two lows, p and p', which are one the projection of the

other (as in fig 5), stand in a definite relation to each othei,

characteiized by the following pioperties
1 To each point in either corresponds one point in the other ,

that
is, those points are said to conespond which aie projections of one
another

2 The cross-ratio of cmy four points in one eguals that of the

corresponding points in the other
3 The lines joining corresponding points all pass through the

same point
If we suppose corresponding points marked, and the row s brought

into any other position, then the lines joining corresponding points
will no longei meet in a common point, and hence the third of

, the above piopeities will not hold any longei , but we have s 1 a
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coire&pondence between the points in the two rows possessing the

fiist two propelties Such a coirespondence has been called a one wie

correspondence, whilst the two roi\s between which such correspond-

ence has been established are said to be piojecivoe oi homologous
Two rows which are each the piejection of the other are therefore

projectzve We shall presently see, also, that any two projective

rows may always be placed in such a position that one apjiears as

the projection of the other If they aie in such a position the rows
are said to be tcl persyeetzre position, oi simply to perspecLvoe

§ 26 The notion of a one-one coiiespondence between lows may
be extended to flat and axial pencils, viz

,
a flat pencil will be said

to be projective to a flat pencil if to each raj in the first corresponds
one ray in the second, and if the cross ratio of four rays in one
equals that of the corresponding rays in the second

Similarly an axial pencil may be projective to an axial pencil

But a flat pencil may also be piojective to an axial pencil, oi either

pencil may be projective to a row The definition is the same in each
case there is a one-one correspondence between the elements, and
four elements have the same cross ratio as the eoiiesponding ones

§ 27 Theie is also in each case a special iiosition which Is called
perspective, viz —

1 Two projective rows are perspective if they lie in the same
plane, and if the one row is a projection of the other

2 Two projective flat pencils are perspective— (a) if they he in
the same plane, and have a row as a common section , {$) if they
lie in the same pencil (m space), and aie both sections of the same
axial pencil

, (7) if they are in space and have a row as common
section, or are both sections of the same axial pencil, one of the
conditions involving the other

3 Two projective axial pencils, if their axes meet, and if they
have a flat pencil as a common section

4 A row and a projective flat pencil, if the row is a section of
the pencil, each point lying in its coriesponding line

5 A row and a piojective axial pencil, if the row is a section
o£ the pencil, each point lying in its corresponding line

6 A flat and a projective axial pencil, if the formei is a section
of the other, each ray lying in its coriesponding plane
That in each case the correspondence established by the position

indicated is such as has been called projective follows at once fiom
the definition It is not so evident that the perspective position may
always be obtained We shall show m § 30 this foi the fiist thiee
cases First, howevei, we shall give a few theorems which relate to
the geneial coiiespondence, not to the perspective position

§ 28 Theokem —Tzoo rows or pencils, flat or axial, which are
piojective to a third are projective to each other, as follows at once
from the definitions

§ 29 Fundamental Theorem —If two lows, or two pencils,
eithei flat or axial, or a row and a pencil, shall he projective, we
may assume to any three elements in the one the thi ee corresponding
elements in the other, and then the correspondence is uniquely
determined
Proof—If in two piojective rows we assume that the points

A, B, C in the first correspond to the given points A', B', C' in the
second, then to any fourth point D in the first will correspond a
point D' in the second, so that

(ABCD)= (A'B'C'D')
But there is only one point, T>

,

which makes the cross-ratio
(A'B'C'B') equal to the given nnmbei (ABCD)
The same reasoning holds in the other cases

§ 30 Theoiem —If two rows are perspective, then the lines
joining coriesponding points all meet in a point, the centre of
projection, and the point m which the two bases of the rows
intersect as a point in the first row coincides with its coiresponding
point in the second

This follows fiom the definition The converse also holds, viz —
Theorem — two projective rows have such a position that one

point in the one coincides with its corresponding point in the other,
then they are per spective, that is, the linesjoining coTnespondingpoints
all vass through a common point, andform aflat pencil
Proof—Let A, B, C, D be points in the one, and A', B', C

,

D' the coi responding points in the other row, and letA be made
to coincide with its corresponding point A' Let S be the point where
the lines BB' and CC meet, and let us join S to the point T> in
the fiist row This line will cut the second row in a point D so
that A,B,C,D are projected from S into the points A,B',C',D" The
cross ratio (ABCD) is therefore equal to (AB'C'D'), and by hypo-
thesis It is equal to (ABC'D') Hence (A B'C'D ') = (A'B G D'),
that is, D ' IS the same point as D'

§ 31 Theorem —If two projected flat pencils in the same plane
are peispective, then the intersections of corresponding lines form
a row, and the line joining the two centres as a line in the fiist
pencil corresponds to the same line as a line in the second And
conversely.
Theorem —If two projective pencils in the same plane, hut with

different centres, have OTie line in the one coincident with its corre-
sponding line in the other, then the two pencils are perspective, thai
u, the intersection of corresponding lines he in a Ivne

The pi oof lb the same as m § 30
§ 32 Theorem —If two piojective flat pencils m the same 1 oiut

(pencil in space), but not in the same plane, aie peispective, then
the planes joining corresponding rays all pass thiough a line (thev
form an axial pencil), and the hne common to the two pencils
(in which then* planes inteiseet) coiiesjjonds to itself And coii-
veisely,

Theorem —If two flat pencils which have a common centre, but
do not he in a common plane, are placed so that one ray in the one
coincides with its coriesponding lay in the other, then they^ aie
peispective, that is, the planes joining coiresponding lines all iiass
thiough a line

§ 33 Theorem —If two projective axial pencils aie perspective,
then the inteisection of coriesponding planes lie m a plane, and
the plane common to the two pencils (in which the two axes he

)

corresponds to itself And convexsely,
Theorem —If two piojective axial pencils are placed in such a

position that a plane in the one coincides with its coriesponding
plane, then the two pencils are perspective, that is, eoiiesponding
planes meet in lines which he in a plane
The pi oof again is the same as in § 30
§34 Ihese theoienis relating to perspective position become

illusory if the piojective rows of pencils have a common base "VV e
then have —

Theoiem —In two projective rows on the same line—and also in
two projective and concentric flat pencils in the same plane, 01 in two
projective axial pencils with a common axis—every element in the
one coincides with its corresponding element in the other as soon
as three elements in the one coincide with their coriesiiondmg
elements in the othei
Proof (in case of two rows) —Between four elements A, B, C, D

and their corresponding elements A', B', C', D exists the relation
(ABCD)= (A B C D') If now A', B , C' coincide respectively with
A, B, C, we get (ABCD) = (ABCD')

,
hence D and D' coincide.

The last theorem may also be stated thus —
Theorem —In two projective rows or pencils, which have a com

mon base but are not identical, not more than two elements in the
one can coincide with their corresponding elements in the other
Thus two projective rows on the same line cannot have moie

than tw^o pans of coincident points unless every point coincides
with its corresponding point

It IS easy to construct two projective rows on the same hne,
which have two pans of coiresponding points coincident Let the
points A, B, C as points belonging to the one row coiTespond
to A, B, and O' as
points in the second
Then A and B co-
incide with their cor-

iesponding points,
but C does not It
is, howevei, not
necessary that two
such lows have twice
a point coincident
with its correspond-
ing point , it IS pos-
sible that this nap
pens only once or
not at all Of this
we shall see plenty
of examples as we
go on
§35 Iftwopiojec

tive rows or pencils
are in perspective position, we know at once which element in one
conesponds to any given element in the other If p and q (fig 8)

are two projective lows,
so that K corresponds
to itself, and ifwe know
that to A and B in
correspond A! and B'
in q, then the point S,

where AA' meets BB',
IS the centre of projec-

tion, and hence, m
order to find the point
C' corresponding to O,
we have only to join
C to S, the point C',

where this line cuts q,

is the point lequired
If tw o flat pencils,

and S2, in a plane are
perspective (fig 9), we
need only to know two
pairs, a, d and h, V, of corresponding rays in order to find the axis

s of projection This being known, a ray d in corresponding

X — so

/* 1

\
cA W

V 1^
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to a given ray c m is found “by joming Sg to the point where c

cuts the axis 5

Abimilar construction holds in the other casesof perspectivefigures

On this depends the solution of the following general problem

§ 36 Problem —Three pairs of corresponding elements in two
projective rows or pencils being given, to determine for any element

in one the corresponding element in the other

We solve this in the two cases of two projective rows and of two
projective flat pencils in a plane

Problem II —^Let a & c be three
rays in a pencil S, C6 6 c the corre
spending rays in a projective pencil
S , both being in the same plane ,

it

IS reqnned to find for any ray drm S
the coriesponding ray d in S

Problem I —Let A B C he three
points in a row s A,B C the corre
spending points in a projective row
s , both being m a plane , it is re
quired to find for any point I) in s
the corresponding point D m s

The solution is made to depend on the constiuction of au auxih-

aiy low or pencil which is perspective to both the given, ones

This is found as follows —
Solvlion of Problem I —On the line joining two corresponding

points, say AA' (fig 10), take any two points, S and S', as centres

of auxihaiy pencils
Join the intersec-

tion Bi of SB and
S B' to the mtersec
tion Cl of SC and
S O' by the line s^.

Then a row on s-y

will be peispective
to swith S as centie
of projection, and to

s with S' as centie
To find now the
point D' on s' con e-

sponding to a point
D on s \\ e have only
to determine the
point T>y, where the
line SD cuts Sy, and
to draw S , the
point where this line

cuts s' will be the
requiied point D'

Proof—The rows
s and s' are both
perspective to the
rowsi, hence they are projective to one another To A, B, C, D on s

correspond A^, B^, C^, Dy on Sy, and to these correspond A', B', C', B'
on s , so that D and D are corresponding points as required

Solution of Problem II —Through the intersection A of two cor
responding rays a and o! (fig 11), take two lines, s and
bases of auxiliaiy rows Let
Si be the point where the
hne 5i, which joins B and B

,

cuts the line Cy, which joins
C and C' Then a pencil Si
will be perspective to S with
s as axis of pi ojection To find
the ray d' in S' corresponding
to a given lay cil m S, cut d by
sat I)

,
piojectthis point from

Si to D' on s' and join B' to S'
This will be the lequired ray

Proof—That the pencil Si
IS perspective to S and also to
S follows from construction
To the lines ciy, by, Cy, dy in Sj
correspond the lines a, b, c, d
in S and the lines a', c', d'
in S', so that d and d' are
corresponding rays
In the fiist solution the two

centres, S, S', are a?i2/twopoints
on a line joining any two corresponding points, so that the solution of
the problem allows of a great many different constructions PtU
whatever construction be used, the ^oznt J)', corres^ond^ng to D, must
be always the same, according to the theorem in § 29 This gives
rise to a number of theorems, into which, however, we shall not
enter The same remarks hold for the second problem

§ 37 As a fuither application of the theorems about perspective
rows and pencils we shall prove the following important theorem

Theorem —If ABCandA'B'C' (fig 12) be two triangles, such that
the lines AA', BB', CO' meet in a point S, then the intersections of
BO and B'C', of CA and O'A', and of AB and A'B' will he in a line
Pi oof—liet a, b, c denote the lines AA', BB', CC', which meet at

S Then these may be taken as bases of projective rows, so that
A, A', S on a correspond to B, B', S on b, and to C, C', S on c As
the point S is common to all, any two of these rows will be
perspective

If S] be the centre of projection of rows b and c,

Sg
, , , , , ,

e and a,

S3 ,, ,, ,, aand&,

and if the line S^Sg cuts a in A^, and b in B^, and c in C^, then
Aj, By \vill be corresponding points in a and b, both coiresponding
to Cl in c But a and b

aie perspective, theiefoie

the line AiBi, th it is

SiSg, joining correspond-
ing" points must pass
through the centre of pro-
jection S3 of a and h In
other woids, Sj, Sg, S3
lie in a line This is

Besargues's celebrated
theorem if we state it

thus —
Theorem of Besargues
—If each of two tiiangles

has one vertex on each
of three concurrent lines,

then the intersections of
corresponding sides he ma line, those sides being called coiiespond-

ing which are opposite to vertices on the same line

The converse theorem holds also, viz —
Theorem —If the sides of one triangle meet those of another m

three points which lie in a line, then the vertices lie on three hues
which meet in a point
The pioof is almost the same as before

§ 38 Metrical relations between projective rows —Every row
contains one point which is distinguished from all others, viz

,

the point at infinity In two projective rows, to the point I at

infinity in one coiresponds a point I' in the other, and to the point

J' at infinity in the second corresponds a point J in the first

The points I' and J are in general finite If nov A and B aie

any two points in the one, A', B' the coiresponding points m the

other row, then
(ABJI) = (A'B J'l')

but, by § 17

AJ
JB

AI
IB

A'J'

J'B

A'l'

I'B'

“ 1 ,

1
,

AI _ AT
IB - J'B'

’

therefore the last equation changes into

JB I'B'

or into
AJ A'l'^BJ B'l',

that IS to say

—

Theorem —The product of the distances of any two corresponding
points in two projective rows from the points which coirespond to

the points at infinity in the other is constant, viz , AJ . A I' = A;.

Steiner has called this number Tc the Power of the correspondence

§ 39 Similar Rows —If the points at infinity in two projective

rows correspond so that I' and J are at infinity, this result loses its

meaning But if A, B, 0 be any three points in one A', B', C' the
corresponding ones on the other row, we have

(ABOI) = (A'B C'l'),

which reduces to
AC A'C' AC BC
CB CB' A'C' B'C'

’

that is, corresponding segments are proportional Conversely, if

coiiesponding segments are proportional, then to the point at

infinity in one corresponds the point at infinity in the other If

we call such rows similar, we may state the result thus

—

Theorem—Two projective rows are similai if to the point at

infinity in one coriesponds the point at infinity in the other, and
conversely, if two rows are similar then they are piojective, and the
points at infinity are corresponding points
From this the well-known propositions follow —
Two hues are cut propoitionally (in similar rows) hy a series of

parallels The rows are perspective, with centre of projection at

infinity

If two similar rows are placed parallel, then the lines joining
homologous points pass through a common point

§ 40. Theorem —If two flat pencils he projective, then theie
exists in either one single pair of lines at right angles to one
another, such that the corresponding lines in me other pencil are

again at right angles
To prove this, we place the pencils in perspective position (fig 13)

hy making one ray coincident with its corresponding lay Cor-
responding rays meet then on a line p And now we draw the
circle which has its centre O on p, and which passes through the
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centres S and S' of tlie two pencils Tins circle cuts m two
points H and K The two pairs of rays, ^ and h\ A;', joining these
points to S and S will be pans of corresponding rays at right
angles The construction ^
gives in general but one
circle, but if the line p is

the perpendicular bisector

of SS
,

there exists an
infinite numbei, and to

every i igM cungle %n the

one pencil co'i respoTids a
'light angle in the other

Peii^giple of Duality

§ 41 It has been stated

in § 1 that not only points,

but also planes and lines,

aie taken as elements out
of which figures are built
up We shall now see

that the constiuction of
one figure which jjossesses certain properties gives rise in many
cases to the construction of anothei figure, by replacing, according
to definite lules, elements of one kind by those of another The
new figuie thus obtained will then possess properties which may be
stated as soon as those of the original figure are known
We obtain thus a principle, known as the principile of duality

01 of recipiocity, which enables us to construct to any figure not
containing any measurement m its constiuction a recipiroeal figure,

as it IS called, and to deduce from any theoieni o. i ecipi ocal theorem,
foi which no further proof is needed

It is convenient to punt lecixuocal propositions on opposite sides

of a page bi oken into tw o columns, and this iilan w ill occasionally
be adopted
We begin by repeating m this form a few of our former state

ments —

/ /\ V
1

h/

7\ /X / \
\

Fig 13

Two points deteimine a line
Thiee points which aie not in a

line deteimine a plane
A line and a point without it de

terimne a plane
Two lines in a plane determine a

point

Two planes determine a line
Three planes which do not pass

thiongh a line determine a point
A line and *i plane not thiongh it

deteimine a point
Two linos throngli a point deter

mine a plane

These propositions show that it will be possible, when any figuie
IS given, to constiuct a second figuie by taking planes instead of
points, and points instead of planes, but lines where we had lines

Foi instance, if in the fiist figuie we lake a plane and three
points m it, we have to take in the second figuie a point and tliiee

planes through it The three points in the first, together with the
three lines joining them two and two, form a triangle, the three
planes in me second and then thiee lines of inteisection form a
trihedral angle A triangle and a trihedral angle are therefore
recipiocal figures

Similarly, to any figure in a plane consisting of points and lines
will con espond a figure consisting of planes and lines passing through
a point S, and hence belonging to the pencil which has S as centre
The figure reciprocal to four points m space which do not lie

m a plane will consist of four planes which do not meet in a point
In this case each figure forms a tetrahedron

§ 42 As other examples we have the following —
To a row is reciprocal an axial pencil,

a flat pencil a flat pencil,
a field of points and luies , a pencil of planes and lines,

, the space of points
,

the space ot planes

For the row consists of a line and all the points m it, reciprocal to
it therefoi e will be a line with all planes through it, that is, an
axial pencil

, and so for the other cases
This coriespondence of reciprocity breaks down, however, if we

take figures which contain measurement in their construction For
instance, theie is no figure reciprocal to two planes at right angles,
because there is no segment in a row which has a magnitude as
definite as a right angle
AYe add a few examples of reciprocal propositions which are

easily proved
Theoiem —^If A B, C, Dareanyfour

points ill space, and if the hues AB
and CD meet then all four points lie
in a plane hence also AC and BD, as
well as AD and BC, meet

Theorem—If a, /3, y, d are four
planes in space, and if the lines a/3

and yd meet then all four planes
lie m a point (pencil), hence also a/3

and yd, as well as ad and ^y, meet

Theorem —If of any nwmber of lines every one meets every othei
,

whilst all do not
lie %n a point then all lie in a lie in a plane^ then all he in a

point (pencil)

§ 43 Beciprocal figures as explained lie both in space of three
dimensions If the one is confined to a plane (is formed of ele-
ments which lie in a plane), then the reciprocal figure is confined
to a pencil (is foimed of elements which pass through a point)

But there is also a moie special principle of duality, according to
which figures are reciprocal which lie both in a plane or both in a
pencil In the plane we take points and lines as lecipiocaL
elements, for they have this fundamental property in common, that
two elements of one kind determine one of the other In the
pencil, on the other hand, lines and planes have to be taken as

reciprocal, and here it holds again that two lines or planes deter-
mine one plane or line

Thus, to one plane figure we can construct one leciprocal figuie
in the plane, and to each one recipiocal figuie in a pencil We
mention a few of these At first w^e explain a few names —

A. figure consisting of n points in A fijaUre consisting of n lines m ^
a plane will be called an n point plane will be called an n side
A figure consisting of n planes m a A figure consisting of n lines in a

pencil will be called an n flat pencil will be called an n edge

It will he understood that an n side is different from a polygon
of n sides The latter has sides of finite length and n vertices, the
formei has sides all of infinite extension, and eveiy point where
two of the sides meet will be a veitex A similar diffeience exists
betw^een a solid angle and an ^i-edge or an n flat We notice pai
ticularly

—

A four point has six sides of which
two and two are opposite, and three
diagonal points, which areinteisec
tioiis of opposite sides
A foul flat has six edges of which

two and two are opposite, and three
diagonal planes, which pass thiough
opposite edges

A four side has six veitices ol
which two and two aie opposite,
and thiee diagonals which join
opposite vertices
A four edge has six faces, of which

two and two are opposite and thiee
diagonal edges, which aie intersec
tions of opposite faces

A four side is usually called a complete quadrilateral The
above notation, however, seems hettei adapted tor the statement of

reciprocal piupositions

§ 44
If a point moves in a plane it ae If a line moves m a plane it ^n

scribes a plane curve velopes a plane curve (fig 14)
If a plane moves in a pencil it en If a line moves in a pencil it de

velopes a cone scribes a cone

A cuive thus appears as generated either by points, and then we
call it a ‘‘locus,’ or by lines, and then we call it an “envelope ”

In the same manner a cone, which
means here a surface, appeals either
as the locus of lines passing thiough
a fixed point, the “vertex” of the
cone, or as the envelope of planes
passing through the same point
To a surface as locus of points cor-

responds, m the same manner, a sur-

face as envelope of planes , and to a
curve in space as locus of points cone
sponds a developable surface as enve-
lope of planes Of the latter we shall not say any moie at piesent

It will be seen from the above that we may, by aid of the prin-
ciple of duality, constiuct for every figure a lecipiocal figure,

and that to any property of the one a reciprocal property ot the
other will exist, as long as we consider only properties which
depend upon nothing but the positions and intersections of the
different elements and not upon measurement
For such propositions it will therefore be unnecessary to prove

more than one of two reciprocal theorems

Curves and Cones of Second Order or Second Class

§ 45 If we have two projective pencils m a plane, corresponding
rays will meet, and their point of intersection will constitute some
locus which we hare to investigate Recipiocally, if two pro-
jective lows in a plane aie given, then the lines which join corre-

sponding points wm envelope some curve We prove first —
Theoiem—If two piojective flat

pencils lie in a plane but aie neither
perspective nor concentric, then the
locus of intersections of correspond
ing rays is a curie of the second
order, that is, no line contains more
than two pomts of the locus

Proof— e draw any line * This
cuts each of the pencils in a row so
that we have on t two rows, and these
aie projective because the pencils
aie projective If coriespouding
rays of the two pencils meet on the
hue t their intersection will be a
point m the one row which coincides
with its corresponding point in the
other But two projective rows on
the same base cannot have more
than two points of one coincident
with their corresponding pomts in
the other (5 34)

Theorem—^If two projective lows
he in a plane but are neither per
spective nor on a common base, then
the envelope of lines joining cone
spending points is a curve of the
second class that is through no pomt
pass more than two of the enveloping
Imes
Proof—^We take any pomt T and

join it to all pomts in each row
This gives two concentric pencils
which are projective because the
rows are piojective If a line join
ing corresponding pomts in the two
rows passes thiough T it will be a
line m the one pencil which coincides
with its cori’eeipondmg line m the
other But two projective con
centric flat pencils m the same plane
cannot have more than two lines of

one coincident with their correspond
ing line m the other (§ 34)

It will be seen that the proofs aie reciprocal, so that the one may
he copied from the othei by simply interchanging the words point

and line, locus and envelope, low and pencil, and so on We shall

therefore in Jfiitnre prove saLdom more than one of two reciprocal
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theoremSj and otten state one tlieoiem only, the reader being le

commended to go thiougli the recipiocal proof by himself, and
to supply the recipiocal theorems when not given

§ 46 We state the theoiems in the pencil reciprocal to the last,

without pro'vmg them —
Theorem—^If two piojective flat

pencils ai e concenti ic but ai e neitliGi
pLispectivo noi co plaiioi, then the
envelope of the planes joining cor
responding lays 1& a cone ot the
second class tln,t is no line throUch
the common centie contains more
than two of the enveloping planes

Theorem —If two piojective axial
pencils lie m the same pencil (then
axes meet m a point) but aie neithei
perspective nox co axial then the
locus ot hues joining coiiespontling
planes is a cone of the second oidei

,

that IS, no plane in the pencil con
tains moie than two of these lines

§ 47 Of theoiems about cones of second oidei and cones of second
class we shall state only very few We point out, however, the
following connexion between the curves and cones under considera-

tion —
The lines vvliicli join any point in

space to the points on a curve of the
second older form, a cone of the
second order
The planes which join any point lu

space to the lines enveloping a cuive
of the second class envelope them
selves a cone of the second class

Every plane section of a cone of
the second oidci is a cuiie of the
second oidei

Every plane section of a cone of
the second class is a ciir\e of the
second class

By its aid, oi bj^ the x^iinciple of duality, it will be ea&y to ob-
tain theoiems about them from the theorems about the curves
We prove the fiist A cmve of the second order is geneiated by

two projective pencils Thcbe pencils, when joined to the point in

space, give use totwo piojective axial pencils, which generate the cone
m question as locus of the lines where conespondmg planes meet

§ 48

Theoi em — The cux ve of second
ordei which is generated by two pio
jective flat pencils passes thiough
the centres of the two pencils

Proof—^If S and S aie the two
pencils then to the ray SS or p in
the pencil S coiiesponds in the pen
cil S a lay p, which is diffeient from
p, for the pencils are not peispec
tive But p and p meet at S so that
S is a point on the curve, and simi
laily S

Theorem —The envelope of second
class which is generated hy two pio
jective rows contains the bases of
these rows as eiivelopmg lines or
tangents
Proof—If s and s are the two

rows, then to the point ss oi P as a
point m s corresponds in s a point
P, which is not coincident with P,
for the rows are not perspective But
P and P are joined hy s, so that 8 is

one of the enveloping lines, and
smidarly $

It follows that eveiy line in one of the two pencils cuts the cmve
in two points, viz

, once at the centre S of the pencil, and once
where it cuts its corresponding ray in the othei pencil These two
points, however, coincide, i£ the line is cut by its corresponding
line at S itself The line p in S, which coiresponds to the line

SS in S', IS therefore the only line through S v Inch hab but one
point in common with the cmve, or which cuts the curve in two
cozTbcnclent points Such a line is called a tangent to the curve,
touching the latter at the point S, which is called the point of
contact

In the same manner we get in the reciprocal investigation the
result that through every iioint in one of the rows, say m 5, two
tangents may be diawn to the cmve, the one being s, the other the
line joining the point to its coriesponding point in 5 There is,

however, one point P in s for which these two lines coincide
Such a point m one of the tangents is called the “point of contact'
of the tangent We thus get

—

Theorem —To the line joining the
centres of the projective pencils as a
line m one pencil coriesponds m the
other the tangent at its centre

Theoyem —To the point of inter
section of the bases of two projective
lows as a point in one row cone
spends in the other the point of co7i
tact of its base

stiuction m oidei to deduce fmthei piopeitics from it We also

solve the right-hand problem Heie we select two, viz
, of

the five given lines, Wi, a, h, c, as bases of two lows, and the
points Aj, Bi, Cj wheie a, h, c cut as corresponding to the points
^2» ^2 where a, h, c cut

Fig 15

We get then the following solutions of the two xnoblems —
Solution —Through the point A

draw any two lines and (fig 15)
the fii*st uy to cut the pencil Si in a
rowABiCi the othei Wo to cut the
pencil So m a 1 ow AB^C > These two
lows will be peispective as the point
A corresponds to itself and the centi e

of projection will be the point S
where the lines BjBo and CiC2 meet
To find now for any lay in Si its

coiresponding ray m b.j we detei
mine the point Bi wheie dy cuts Uy,
project this point from S to Bg on i

and join S.g to Bo Ihis will be the
required ray cuts dy at some
point B on the cui\c

Solution —In the line a take any
two points &i and So as centres of
pencils (fig 16), the fust S^ (AiBjCi)
to pioject the low Uy the other
S2 (AgB Cg) to project the row itg

These two pencils will be perspective
the line SiA^ being the same as the
con*espondmg line S2A2, and the axis
of projection will be the line « which
joins the intersection B of SjBi and
SgBg to the intersection C of SiCi and
S2C2 To find now for any point Bjm Uy the coriesponding point B2 m
Wg we draw SjBi and project the
point B where this line cuts u from Sg
touz This will give the lequiied
point Bg and the line d joining Bi
to Bg will be a new t indent to the
curve

§ 49 Two piojective pencils are determined if three jiaiis of cor-

responding lines are given Hence if Cy aie three lines in a
pencil S-i, and £152, ^2 ? ^2 coriesponding lines in a piojective pen-
cil S2, the correspondence and theiefore the curve of the second
order generated by the points of intersection of corresponding lays
is determined Of this curve we know the two centies and S2 ,

and the thiee points CyC , hence five points in all This
and the leeiprocal considerations enable us to solve the following
two piohlems —
Problem —^To construct a curve of Problem—^To construct a curve

the second order of which five of the second class, of whioh five
points Si Sg, A, B, C are given tangents Uy, Wg* 2», c aie given

In Older to solve the left hand problem, we take two of the given
points, say and S2 , as centres of pencils These we make pro-
jective by taking the rays ay, by, Cy, which join to A, B, C
respectively, as coriesponding to the rays a^, b^, C2, which join
Sj to A, B, C lespectively, so that three rays meet their c 01respond-
ing rays at the given points A, B, C This determines the
correspondence of the pencils which will generate a curve of the
second order passing through A, B, 0 and through the centres
and Sg, hence thiough the five given points To find more points
on the cmve we have to construct for any raj?’ in S] the correspond-
ing lay in This liis been done in § 36 But we repeat the con-

§50 These constructions prove, when rightly inteipi eted, \eiy
important properties of the curves in question

If in fig 16 we draw in the pencil Si the lay 7cy which passes

thiough the auxiliaiy centre S, it will be found that the coirespond
ing ray ^2 Cb.ts it on ^£2 Hence

—

Theorem —In the above construe Theorem —In the abo^ e constiuo
tion the bases of the auxiliary rows tioii (fig 16) the tangents to the cur\e
Uy and M2 cut the cuive where they from the centres of the auxiliary pen
cut the “rays S2S and SiS respec cils Si and aie the lines which pass
tively through u^u and UyU lespeotn ely

As A IS any given point on the curve, and Uy any line tlirough

it, we have solved the problems —
Problem —To find the second point Problem —To find the second tan

in which any line thiough a known gent which can he drawn fiom any
point on llie curve cuts the curve point in a given tangent to the cuive

If we determine in Sj (fig 16) the ray corresponding to the ray

SjSjL in Sj, we get the tangent at Sj Similarly we can determine

the point of contact of the tangents Uy or in fig 16

§ 51 If five points are given, of which not thiee are in a line,

then we can, as has just been shown, always draw a curve of the

second order thiough them, we select two of the points as centi es of

projective pencils, and then one such curve is deteimined It will

he piesentiy shown that we get always the same curve if two other

points are taken as centres of pencils, that therefore five points deter--
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mine one curve of the second order, and reciprocally, that five tan-

o-ents determine one curve of the second class. Six points taken at

random will therefore not lie on a curve of the second order. In
order that this may be the case a certain condition has to he satis-

fied, and this condition is easily obtained from the construction in

§ 49, fig. 15. If we consider

the conic determined by the

five points A, S^, Sg, K, L,

then the point D will be on
the curve if, and only if, the

points on Dj, S, be in a

line.

This may be stated differ-

ently if we take AKSjDSalj
(figs. 15 and 17) as a hexagon
inscribed in the conic, then
AK and DS.2

will be oi:)posite

sides, so will be KS^ and SgL,
as well as S^D and LA. The
first two meet in Dg, the others in S and respectively. We
may therefore state the required condition, together with the re-

ciprocal one, as follows :

—

Pascal's Theorem .—^If a hexagon Brianchon'sTheorem .—^Ifahexagon
be inscribed in a curve of the second, be circumscribed about a curve of
order, then tlie intersections of oppo- the second class, then the lines join-
site sides are three points in a line. iog opposite vertices are three lines

meeting in a point.

These celebrated theorems, which are known by the names of
their discoverers, are perhaps the most fruitful in the whole theoiy
of conics. Before we go over to their applications we have to show
that we obtain the same curve ifwe take, instead of S^, S^, any two
other points on the curve as centre's of projective pencils.

§ 52. We know that the curve depends only upon the corre-

spondence between the pencils and and not upon tbe special

construction used for finding new points on the curve. The pointA
(fig. 15 or fig. 17), through which the two auxiliary rows were
drawn, may therefore be changed to any other point on the curve.

Let us now suppose the curve drawn, and keep the points S^, Sg,

K, L, and D, and hence also the point S fixed, whilst we move A
along the curve. Then the line AL will describe a pencil about
L as centre, and the point D, a row on SiD perspective to the
l)encil L. At the same time A1^ describes a pencil about K and
a row perspective to it on S^D. But by PascaTs Theorem and
Dg will always lie in a line with S, so that the rows described by Di
and Dg are perspective. It follows that the pencils K and L will
themselves he projective, corresponding rays meeting on the cuiwe.
This proves that we get the same curve whatever pair of the five

given points we take as centres of projective pencils. Hence

—

Theorem.—Only one curve of the Theorem,—Only one curve of the
second order can be drawn which second class can be drawn which
passes through live given points. touches five given lines.

We have seen that if on a curve of the second order two points
coincide at A, the line joining them becomes the tangent at A.
If, therefore, a point on the curve and its tangent are given, this

will be equivalent to having given two points on the curve.
Similarly, if on the curve of second class a tangent and its point of
contact are given, this will he equivalent to two given tangents.
We may therefore extend the last theorem :

—

Theorem.—Only one curve of the Theorem.—Only one curve of the
second order can be drawn, of which second class can be drawn, of which
four points and the tangent at one four tangents and the point of con-
of them, or three points and the tact at one of them, or three tangents
tangents at two of them, are given. and the points of contact at two of

them, are given.

§ 53. At the same time it has been proved :

—

Theorem.— all points on a curve
of the second order be joined to
any two of them, then the two
pencils thus formed are projec-
tive, those rays being correspond-
ing which meet on the curve.
Hence

—

The cross-ratio of four rays joining
a point S on a curve of second
order to four fixed points A, B, C, D
in the curve is independent of the
position of S, and is called the cross-
ratio of the four points A, B, C, B.

If this cross-ratio is= - 1, the four
points are said to be four harmonic
points.

^y'e have seen that a curve
projective pencils, has at the a
and further, that any point on tl

.such pencil. Hence

—

Theorem.—^All tangents to a curve
of second class are cut by any two of
them in projective rows, those being
corresponding points which lie on
the same tangent. Hence

—

The cross-ratio of the four points
in which any tangent u is cut hy
four fixed tangents a, &, c, d is in-
dependent of the position of tt, and
is called the cross-ratio of the four
tangents a, &, c, d.

If this cross-ratio equals — 1, the
four tangents are said to be four
harmonic tangents.

f second order, as generated by
tre of each pencil one tangent

;

curve may be taken as centre of

Theorem.—A curve of second order Theorem.—A curve of second class
has at every point one tangent. has on every tangent a point of con-

tact.

§ 54. We return to Pascal’s and Brianchon’s theorems and their
applications, and shall, as before, state the results both for curves
of the second order and curves of the second class, but prove
them only for the former-

PascaVs theorem may be used when five points are given to find
more points on the curve, viz. , it enables us to find the point where
any line through one of the given -^joints cuts the cui’ve again. It
is convenient, in making use of Pascal’s theorem, to number the
points, to indicate the order in which they are to be taken in form-
ing a hexagon, which, hy the way, may he done in 60 different
ways. It will be seen that 1 2 and (leaving out 3) 4 5 are opposite
sides, so are 2 3 and (leaving out 4) 5 6, and also 3 4 and (leaving
out 5) 6 1.

^

^
If the points 1 2 3 4 6 are given, and we want a 6th point on a

line drawn through 1, we know all the sides of the hexagon with
the exception of 5 6, and this is found by Pascal’s theorem.

^
If this line should happen to pass through 1, then 6 and 1 coin-

cide, or the line 6 1 is the tangent at 1. And always if two con-
secutive vertices of the hexagon approach nearer and nearer, then
the side joining them will ultimately become a tangent.
We may therefore consider a pentagon inscribed in a curve of

second order and the tangent at one of its vertices as a hexagon,
and thus get the theorem :

—

Theorem.—'EtY&ry pentagon in- Theorem.—Every pentagon cir-
scribed in a curve of second order cumscribed about a curve of the
has the property that the intersec- second class has the property that
tioiis of two pairs of noii-consecutive the lines which join two pairs of
sides lie in a line with the point non-consecutive vertices meet on
where the fifth side cuts the tangent that line which joins the fifth
at the opposite vertex. vertex to the point of contact of the

opposite side.

This enables us also to solve the following problems.
Problem.—Given five points on a Problem .—Given five tangents to a

curve of second order to construct curve of second class to construct
the tangent at any one of them. the point of contact of any one of

them.

If twice two adjacent vertices coincide, the hexagon becomes a
quadrilateral, with tangents at two vertices. These we take to be
opposite, and get the following theorems :

—

Theorem.—If a quadrilateral be
inscribed in a curve of second order,
the intersections of opposite sides,
and also the intersections of the
tangents at opposite vertices, lie in
a line (fig. 18).

Theorem.—^If a quadrilateral be
circumscribed about a curve of
second class, the lines joining
opposite vertices, and also the lines
joining points of contact of opposite
sides, meet in a point

If we consider the hexagon made up of a triangle and the

tangents at its vertices, we get

—

Theorem.—If a triangle is inscribed Theor&m.—If a triangle be circum-
in a curve of second order, the points scribed about a curve of second das®,
in which the sides are cut by the the lines which join the vertices to

tangents at the opposite vertices the points of contact of the opposite
meet in a point. sides meet in a noint rfig. 19).
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§ 55. Of these theorems, those about the quadrilateral give rise to

a number of others. Four points A, B, C, 1) may in three different

ways be formed into a quadrilateral, for we may take them in

the order ABCD, or ACBD, or ACDB, so that either of the points

B, C, D may he taken as the vertex opposite to A. Accordinglywe
may apply the theorem in three different ways.

Let A, B, C, D be four points on a curve of second order (fig. 20),

and let ns take them as forming a quadrilateral by taking the

Fig. 20.

points in the order ABCD, so that A, C and also B, D are pairs

of opposite vertices. Then P, Q will he the points where opposite
sides meet, and E, F the intersections of tangents at opposite
vertices. The four points P, Q, E, F lie therefore in a line. The
quadrilateral ACBD gives us in the same way the four points

Q, E, G, H in a line, and the quadrilateral ABDC a line containing
the four points E, P, I, K. These three lines form a triangle PQR.
The relation between the points and lines in this figure may he

expressed more clearly if we consider ABCD as a four-point in-

scribed ill a conic, and the tangent at these points as a four^side
circumscribed about it,—viz., it will be seen that P, Q, E are the
diagonal points of the four-point ABCD, whilst the sides of the
triangle PQE are the diagonals of the circumscribing four-side.
Hence the theorem

—

Theorem.—Any foicr-point on a curve of the second order and the
four-sideformed hy the tangents at these points stand in this relation
that the diagonal points of the four-povnt lie in the diagonals of the
four-side. And conversely,

If afour-point and a circumscrihed four-side stand in the above
relation, then a curve of the second order may be described which
passes through the four points and touches there the four sides of
these figures.
That the last part of the theorem is true follows from the fact

that the four points A, B, C, D and the line a, as tangent at A, deter-
mine a curve of the second order, and the tangents to this curve at
the other points B, C, D are given by the construction which leads
to fig. 20.

The theorem reciprocal to the last is

—

Theorem.—Anyfour-side circumscribed about a cm^ve of second
class and the four-pointfoimed by the points of contact stand in this
relation that the diagonals of the four-side pass through the diagonal
points of the four-point. And conversely.
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If a four-side and an inscHbed four-point stand in the above

relation, then a curve of the second class may he described ivhich

touche the sides of thefour-side at the points of the four-points.

§ 66. The four-point and the four-side in the two reciprocal

theorems are alike. Hence if we have a four-point ABCD and
a four-side abed related in the manner described, then not only
may a curve of the second order be drawn, but also a curve of

the second class, which both touch the lines a, 6, c, d at the points
A, B, C, D.
The curve of second order is already moie than determined by the

points A, B, C and the tangents a, b, c at A, B, and C. The point D
may therefore be any point on this curve, and d any tangent to the
curve. On the other hand the curve of the second class is more
than determined by the three tangents a, b, c and their points of

contact A, B, C, so that d is any tangent to this curve. It follows
that every tangent to the curve of second order is a tangent of a
curve of the second class having the same point of contact. In
other words, the curve of second order is a curve of second class,

and vice versa. Hence the important theorems :

—

Theorem.

—

Eoery curve of second Theorem.

—

Every curve of second
order is a curve of second class. class is a curve of second order.

The curves of second order and of second class having thus been
proved to be identical shall henceforth be called by the common
name of Gonics.

For these curves hold, therefore, all properties which have been
proved for curves of second order or of second class. We may
therefore now state Pascal’s and Brianchon’s theorem thus

—

PascaVs Theorem.—If a hexagon be inscribed in a conic, then
the intersections of opposite side.s lie in a line.

Brianchon's Theorem.—If a hexagon be circumscribed about a
conic, then the diagonals forming opposite centres meet in a iioint.

§ 57. If we suppose in fig. 20 that the ]3oint D together with the
tangent d moves along the curve, whilst A, B, C and their tangents
a, b, c remain fixed, then the ray DA will describe a pencil about
A, the point Q a xu“ojective row on the fixed line BC, the point F
the row b, and the ray EF a pencil about E. But EF passes always
through Q* Hence the pencil described by AD is projective to the
pencil described hy EF, and therefore to the row described hy F on
b. At the same time the line BD describes a pencil about B ju’o-

jective to that described by AD (§ 63). Therefore the pencil BD
and the row F on & are projective. Hence

—

Theorem.— on a coyiic a point A be taken and the tangent a at

this point then the cross-ratio of the four rays which join A to any
four points on the curve is egual to the cross-ratio of the points in

which the tamgents at these points cut the tangent at A.
§ 68. There are theorems about cones of second order and second

class in a x^encil which are reciprocal to the above, according
to § 43. We mention only a few of the more important ones.

Theorem.—The locus of intersections of corresponding planes in

two projective axial pencils whose axes meet is a cone of the
second order.

Theorem,—The envelope of planes which join eorresiionding lines

in two projective fiat pencils, not in the same plane, is a cone of

the second class.

Theorem.—Cones of second order and cones of second class are

identical.

Theorem.—Every plane cuts a cone of the second order in a
conic.

Theorem.—A cone of second order is unigiiely determined by five

of its edges or by five of its tangent planes, or by four edges and the

tangentplane at one of them, <i'c. , d-c.

Theoren^n (Pascal’s).—If a solid angle of six faces he inscribed in
a cone of the second order, then the intersections of oiDposite faces

are three lines in a ]>lane.

Theorem (Brianclion’s).—If a solid angle of six edges he circum-
scribed about a cone of the second order, then the planes through
opposite edges meet in a line.

Each of the other theorems about conics may he stated for cones
of the second order.

§ 69. We have not yet considered the shape of the conics. We
know that any line in the plane of the conic, and hence that the line

at infinity, either has no point in common with the curve, or one
(counting for two coincident points), or two distinct points. If the

line at infinity has no point on the curve the latter is altogether
finite, and is called an Ellipse (fig. 20). If the line at infinity has
only one point in common with the conic, the latter extends to

infinity, and has the line at infinity a tangent. It is called a Para-
bola (fig. 21). If, lastly, the line at infinity cuts the curve in two
points, it consists of two separate parts which each extend inJt^vo

branches to the points at infinity where they meet. The curve is in

this case called an Hyperbola (see fig. 19, 24, or 25). The tangents
at the two points at infinity are finite because the line at infinity is

not a tangent. They are called Asymptotes. The branches of

the hyperbola approach these lines indefinitely as a point on
the curves moves to infinity.

§ 60. That the circle belongs to the curves of the second order is

seen at once if we state in a slightly different form the theorem
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that in a circle all angles at the circumference standing upon the
same arc are eq[ual. If two points Sg on a circle be joined
to any other two points A and B on the circle, then the angle
included by the rays S^A and S^B is eq^ual to that between the
rays SgA and SgB, so
that as A moves
along the circumfer-
ence the rays S^A
and SgA describe
ec[ual and theiefore
projective pencils.

The circle can thus
be generated by two
projective pencils,

and is a curve of the
second order.

If we join a point
in space to all points
on a circle, we get a P
(circular) cone of the
second order (§ 43).
Every plane section
of this cone is a
conic. This conic
will be an ellipse,

a parabola, or an
hyperbola, according as the line at infinity in the plane has no,
one, or two points in common with the conic in which the plane
at infinity cuts the cone. It follows that our curves of second
order may be obtained as sections of a circular cone, and that
they are identical with the Conic Sections” of the Greek mathe-
maticians.

§ 61. Any two tangents to a paiabola are cut by all others in
projective rows

;
but the line at infinity being one of the tangents,

the points at infinity on the rows are corresponding points, and
the rows therefore similar. Hence

—

Theorem.—The tangents to a parabola cut each other propor-
tionally.

Pole and Polar.

§ 62. We return once again to the remarkable figure (fig. 20)
which we obtained in § 55.

If a four-side be circumscribed about and a four-point inscribed
ill a conic, so that the vertices of the second are the points of con-
tact of the sides of the first, then the triangle formed by the dia-
gonals of the first is the same as that formed by the diagonal
points of the other.
Such a triangle will be called a polar tria'ngle of the conic, so

that PQR in fig. 20 is a polar triangle. It has the property that
on the side p opposite P meet the tangents at A and B, and also
those at C and D. From the harmonic properties of four-points
and four-sides it follows further that the points L, M, where it

cuts the lines AB and CD, are harmonic conjugates with regard to
AB and CD respectivel3^

If the point P is given, and we draw a line through it, cutting
the conic in A and B, then the point Q harmonic conjugate to P
with regard to AB, and the point H where the tangents at A and B
meet, are determined. But they lie both on p, and therefore this
line is determined. If we now draw a second line through P, cut-
ting the conic in C and D, then the point M harmonic conjugate
to P with regard to CD, and the point G where the tangents at C
and D meet, must also lie on p. As the first line through P already
determines p, the second may be any line through P. How eveiy
two lines through P determine a four-point ABCD on the conic,
and therefore a polar-triangle which has one vertex at P and its
opposite side at p. This result, together with its reciprocal, give
the theorem :

—

Theorem.—All polar-triangles which have one vertex in common
have also the opposite side in common.
All polar-triangles which have one side in commcm Jiave also the

opposite vertex in common.
§ 63. To any point P in the plane of but not on a conic cor-

responds thus one line p as the side opposite to P in all polar tri-
angles which have one vertex at P, and reciprocally to every line

p corresponds one point P as the vertex opposite to p in all triangles
which have p as one side.

We call the line p the polar of P, and the point P the pole of the
line p with regard to the conic.

If a point lies on the conic, we call the tangent at that point its
polar; and reciprocally we call the point of contact the pole of
tangent.

§ 64- From these definitions and former results follow

—

Theorem.—The polar of any point Theorem.—^The pole of any liuep
t conic is a line p, which not a tangent to the conic is a point
has the following properties :— P, which has the following pro-

perties :

—

1. On every line through P which
cuts the conic, it contains the har-
monic conjugate of P with regard to
those points on the conic.

2. If tangents can be drawn fiom
P, their points of contact lie on p.

3. Tangents drawn at the points
where any line through P cuts the
conic, meet on it ; and conversely,

4. If from any point on it tangents
be drawn, their points of contact
will lie in a line with P.

5- Any four-point on the conic
which lias one diagonal point at P
has the other two lying on p.

1. Of all lines through a point on
from which two tangents may be
awn to the conic, it contams the

line which is harmonic conjugate to

p, with regard to the two tangents
2. If p cuts the conic, the tangents

at the intersections meet at P.
3. The point of contact of tangents

drawn from any point on p to the
conic lie in a line with P

; and con-
versely,

4. Tangents drawn at points where
any line through P cuts the conic
meet onp.

5. Any four-side circumscribed
about a conic which has one diagonal
onp has the other two meeting at P

The trutb of 2 follows from 1. If T be a point where p cuts the
conic, then one of the points where PT cuts the conic, and which
are harmonic conjugates with regard to PT, coincides with T;
hence the other does—that is, PT touches the curve at T.

That 4 is true follows thus : If we draw from a point H on
the polar one tangent a to the conic, join its point of contact A to

the pole P, determine the second point of intersection B of this

line with the conic, and draw the tangent at B, it will pass through
H, and will therefore be the second, tangent which may- be drawn
from H to the curve.

§ 65. The second property of the polar or pole gives rise to the

theorem

—

Theorem.—^rom a point in the
plane of a conic, two, one, or no tan-
gents may be drawn to the conic,
according as its polar has two, one,
or no points in common with the
curve.

Theorem.—

K

line in the plane of a
conic has two, one, or no points in
common with the conic, according
as two, one, or no tangents can be
drawn from its pole to the conic.

Of any point in the plane of a conic we say that it was without,

on, or within the curve according as two, one, or no tangents to the

curve pass through it. The points on the conic separate those

within the conic from those without. That this is true for a circle

is known from elementary geometry. That it also holds for other

conics follows from the fact that every conic may be considered as

the projection of a circle, which will be x)ioved later on.

The fifth property of xmle and polar stated in § 64 shows how
to find the polar of any point and tlie pole of any line by aid of the

straight-edge only. Practically it is often convenient to draw
three secants through the pole, and to determine only one of the
diagonal points for two of the four-points formed by pairs of these

lines and the conic (fig. 21).

These constructions also solve the problem ;

—

Problem,—From a point without a conic, to draw the two tan-

gents to the conic by aid of the straight-edge only^.

For we need only draw the polar of the point in order to find the

points of contact.

§ 66. The property of a polar-triangle may now be stated thus

—

Theorem .—In a polar-triangle each side is the polar of the oppo-
site vertex, and each vertex is the pole of the opposite side.

If P is one vertex of a polar-triangle, then the other vertices, Q
and E, lie on the polar

p of P. One of these
vertices we may chose
arbitrarily. For if from
any point Q on the
polar a secant be drawn
cutting the conic in A
and D (fig. 22), and if

the lines joining these
points to P cut the
conic again at B and
C, then the line BG
'Will pass through Q.
Hence P and Q are two
of the vertices on the
polar-triangle which is

determined by the
four-point ABCD. The
third vertex R lies

also on the line p.
It follows, therefore, Fig. 22.
also

—

Theorem.—If Q is a point on the polar ofT, then P is a point on
the polar of Q ;

and reciprocally.

If q is a line through the pole of p, thxn p is a line through the

pole of
This is a very important theorem. It may also be stated thus-—

Theorem.—If a point moves along a liTie describing a q'oWj its

polar turns about the pole of the line describing a pencil.

This pencil is projective to the row, so that the cross-ratio of four
poles in a row equals the cross-ratio of its four polars, which pass

through the pole of the row.
To prove the last part, let ns suppose that P, A, and B in fig. 22

remain fixed, whilst Q moves along the polar p of P. This wiU
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mVi^e CD turn about P and inove R along whilst QD and ED
,

desciibe projective pencils about A and B Hence Q and R
desciibe projective rows, and hence PR, which is the polar of Q, i

desciibes a pencil projective to either
|

§ 67 Two points, of which one, and therefore each, lies on the '

polar of the other, are said to be conjugate wxtli 'regard to the

conic, and two lines, of which one, and theiefore each, passes

through the pole of the other, aie said to be conjugate with 'tegaid

to the conic Hence all points conjugate to a point P lie on
the polar of P ,

all lines conjugate to a line jp pass through the

pole of ji?

If the line joining two conjugate poles cuts the conic, then the

poles are harmonic conjugates with regard to the points of inter

section
,
hence one lies within the other without the conic, and all

points conjugate to a point within a conic he i\ithout it

Of a polar-triangle any two vertices are conjugate jjoles, any two
sides conjugate lines If, therefoie, one side cuts a conic, then
one of the two vertices which lie on this side is within and the othei

without the conic The vertex opposite this side lies also without,

foi it is the pole of a line which cuts the curve In this case

theiefoie one vertex lies within, the othei two without If, on the

othei hand, we begin with a side which does not cut the conic,

then its pole lies within and the othei vertices without Hence

—

Theo'rcni —Every polai triangle has one and only one vertex

within the conic
We add, without a pi oof, the theorem

—

Theorem—The four points in which a conic is cut by two conju-

gate polars are four harmonic points in the conic

§ 68 If two conics intersect in four x>oiiits (they cannot have
more points in common, § 52), there exists one and only one
four-point which is inseiibed in both, and theiefoie one polar tri-

angle common to both
Theoi eon —Two conics which inteisect in four points have always

one and only one common polai -triangle
,
and reciprocally,

T\\ o conics winch have toui common tangents have always one
and only one common polai-triangle

The proof that these polar triangles are identical in case of a
conic which have foiii points and also four tangents in common is

left to the reader

Diameters A:sri) Axes of Conics

§ 69 Diamders —The theorems about the harmonic proper-
ties of poles and polars contain, as special cases, a numbei of im-
portant metiical properties of conics These are obtained if either

the pole or the iDolar is moved to infinity,—it being remembered
that the harmonic conjugate to a point at infinity, with regard to

two points A, B, is the middle point of the segment AB The most
impoitant properties are stated in the following theorems —

The middle points of parallel chords of a come lie in a line—viz
,

on the pola'i to the point at infinity on the jpai allel chords
This line is called a diameter
The polai of every jioint at infinity is a diameter
The tf^ngnits at the end points of a diameter are parallel, and

at G pai allel to the chords tweeted hy the diameter
All diametcTo pass through a common point, the pole of the line at

infinity
All diameters of a parabola are parallel, the pole to the line at

infinity being the point where the cuive touches the line at in
fiiiity

111 case of the ellipse and hyperbola, the pole to the line at in-
finity is a finite point called the centie of the curve
A centie of a conic bisects eveiy chord through it

The ceiitie of an ellipse is within the cmve, for the line at infinity
does not cut the ellipse

The centre of an hyper bola is without the cur ve, because the line at
infinity cuts the curve Hence also
From the centre of an hyperbola two tangents can be drawn to the

curie which have their point of contact at infinity. These are called
Asymptotes (§ 59)

To construct a diameter of a conic, draw two parallel chords and
join their middle points

To find the centie of a conic, draw two diameters
, their intersec-

tion will be the centre
§70 Conjugate Diameters—^A polar-tiiangle with one vertex

at the centre will have the opposite side at infinity The othei
two sides pass through the centre, and aie called conjugate dia-
meters, each being the polar of the point at infinity on the other
Of two conjugate diameters each bisects the chords parallel to the

otlwr, and if one cuts tJw curve, the tangents at its ends ate paraMel
to the other diameter

Further

—

Every parallelogram inscribed in a conic has its sides parallel to
two conjugate diameters

, and
Every parallclogrcnn circumscribed about a conic has as diagoruds

two conjugate diameters
This will be seen by considering the parallelogram in the first

case as an inscribed four-point, in tlio othei as a ciicuniscnbed

four side, and deteimining m each case the coiiesponding polar-

tii ingle The first maj also be enunciated thus

—

The lines which join any point on an ellipse or an hyper bola to the

ends of a diameter are pat allel to two conjugate diameters

§ 71 The Circle —If every diameter is perpendvauXa/r to its con-

jugate the conic is a circle

For the line which joins the ends of a diameter to any point on
the curve include a light angle
A conic which has more than one pair of conjugate diameters at

right angles to each other is a circle

Let AA' and BB' (fig 23) be one pair of conjugate diameteis at

right angles to each other, CC' and
DD^ a second pair If w^e draw
through the end point A of one
diameter a chord AP parallel to

DD
,
and join P to A', then PA and

PA' are, according to § 70, parallel

to two coniugate diameters But
PA IS pai allel to DD', hence PA
IS pai allel to CC', and theiefore

PA and PA' aie peipendiciilar If

we fuithci diaw the tangents to the
conic at A and A', these will be
peipendiciilai to AA', they being
parallel to the conjugate diameter
BB' We know thus five points on
the conic, viz , the points A and A'
with then tangents, and the point P
be diawm having AA' as diametei

Fig 23

1^

Through these a ciicle may
and as through five points one

conic only can be draivn, this circle must coincide with the given

conic

§ 72 Axes—Conjugate diameters perpendiculai to each other

are called axes, and the points where they cut the cuive vertices

of the conic
In a circle every diameter is an axis, every point on it is a veitex,

and any two lines at right angles to each other may be taken as a

pair of axes of any cncle which has its centre at their inteisection

If w e describe on a diameterAB of an ellipse or hyperbola a circle

concentric to the conic, it will cut the latter in A and B (fig 24)

Each of the semiciielcs

in winch it is divided
by AB will bo paitly
within, partly without
the curve, and must
cut the lattci therefoie
again in a point The
eiicle and the conic
have thus four points
A, B, 0, D, and theie-
fore one polar-triangle,

in common (§ 68) Of
this the centre is one
vertex, for the line at
infinity is the polai to
this point, both with
legard to the circle and
the other conic The

-p, ^
other two sides are con- ig -

jugate diameters of both, hence perpendicular to each other This

gives

—

Theorem.—^An ellipse as well as an hyperbola has one pan of

axes
This reasoning shows at the same time how to construct the axis

of an ellipse or of an hyper bola
A parabola has one axis, if we define an axis as a diameter pei-

pendicular to the chords which it bisects It is easily constiucted

The line which bisects any tw^o parallel chords is a diariietei

Chords peipendiciilar to it will be bisected by a parallel diameter,

and this is the axis

§ 73 The first part of the right hand theorem in § 64 may be

stated thus any two conjugate hues through a point P without a

conic are harmonic conjugates with regard to the two tangents

that may be drawn from P to the conic
If we take instead of P the centre C of an hypeibola, then the

conjugate lines become conjugate diameters, and the tangents

asymptotes Hence

—

Theorem—^Any two conjugate diameteis of an hyperbola aie har-

monic conjugates with regaid to the asymptotes
As the axes are conjugate diameters at right angles to one an-

other, it follows (§ 23)

—

Theorem—The axes of an hyperbola bisect the angles between the

asjnnptotes
Let O be the centie of the hyperbola (fig 25), t any secant which

cuts the hypeibola in C,D and the asymptotes m E,F, then the

line OH which bisects the chord CD is a diameter conjugate to the

diameter OK which is parallel to the secant t, so that OK and OM
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“ire harmonic with regard to the asymptotes The point M there-
foie bisects EF But by construction M bisects CD It follows
that D3F =EC and ED= CE , or

Theorem —Or ct'tjy secant of an hypo hola the segymnts between the
curve and the asymptotes are equal

If the chord is changed into a tangent, this gives
The segment bettoeen the asymptotes on any tangent to an hyperbola

zs bisected by the point of contact
The first part allows a simple solution of the problem to find any

niiinbei of points on an hyperbola, of which the asymptotes and one
point are given This
is equivalent to three
^joints and the tan-
gents at two of them
This constiiiction re-

quires measurement
§ 74 For the para-

bola, too, follow some
metrical properties A
diameter PM (fig 26)
bisects ever^ chord con-
jugate to it, and the
pole P of such a chord
BC lies on the diameter
But a diameter cuts the
]iaTabola once at in-
finity Hence

—

Theozem —The seg-
ment PM which joins
the middle point M of
a chord of a parabola to
the pole P of the chord is bisected by the parabola at A

§ 75 Two asymptotes and any two tangents to an hyperbola
may be considered as a quadrilateral ciicumscribed about the
hyperbola But in such a quadrilateral the mtersections of the

diagonals and the points of contact of opposite sides he in a line
(§ 64) If therefore DEFG (fig 27) is such a quadrilateral, then the
diagonals DF and GE will meet on the Line which joins the points
of contact of the asymptotes, that is. on the line at infinily

,
hence

401
they are iiarallel rioin this the following theoiem is a simple
deduction —

Theorem —All tiiangles formed by a tangent and the asymptotes
of an hyperbola are equal in area

If we diaw at a point P (fig 27) on an hyperbola a tangent, the
part HK between the asjmptotes is bisected at P The paiallelo
gram PQOQ foimed by the asymptotes and lines paiallel to them
through P will be half the tiiangle OHK, and will theiefoie be
constant If we now take the asymptotes OX and OY as oblique
axes of coordinates, the lines OQ and QP will be the coordinates of
P, and will satisfy the equation const

Theorem —For the asymptotes as axes of coordinates the equa
tion of the hyperbola is

const

It is not difiicult to get the equations to the ellipse and hyperbola
refeired to their axes as axes ot coordinates AVe are satisfied to
have shown in one case that the curves of the second order as
generated by projective pencils are the same as those which are in
coordinate geometry defined by equations of the second degree

INVOLUTIOV

§ 76 If we have two piojective rows, ABC on u and A'B C' on
and place then bases on the same line, then each point in

this line counts twice, once as a point m the low u and once as a
point in the row In fig 28 we denote the points as points in
the one row by letters above the
hne A, B, 0 , and as points jA 3B

in the second row by A ,
B , C' ' 8, 8

' ' —
-f-
—

below the line Let now A ® A.
andB be the same point, then to Pig 28A will correspond a point A' in the
second, and to B a point B in the first row In general these
points A' and B will be different Itmaj, however, happen that
they coincide Then the conesxiondence is a peculiai one, as the
following theoiem shows —
Theorem —If tzoo projective zozos he o^i the same bascy and if

zt hajzpois that fo ozie point izh the base the saziie point correspmxdSy
tohetJin zee consider the point as belonging to the first oz to the
second TOiOy then the same will happen foz evezy point in the base—
that IS to say, to evezy poizxt in the line coz^responds the same point in
the fiz st as in the second row

Pioof In Older to determine the correspondence, we may assume
three pairs of con esponding points in two projective rows Let
then A', B, C', in fig 29, corie-

spond to A, B, C, so that A and B', A D B C
and also B and A

,
denote the —1 *— H

same point Let us fuithei de- B C AD
note the point C' when considered Fig 29
as a point in the fiist row by D ;

then it IS to be proved that the point D', which corresponds to D,
is the same point as C We know that the cross latio of fom
points is equal to that of the corresponding row Hence

(ABCD) = (ABCD)
but replacing the dashed letters by those undashed ones w^hich

denote the same points, the second cross ratio equals (BADD'),
which, according to § 15, iv ,

equals (ABD D)
,
so that the equation

becomes
(ABCD) = (ABD D)

This requires that C and D coincide.

§ 77 Two projective rows on the same base, which have the above
property, that to every pomt, whether it be considered as a pomt m
the one or in the other row^, conesponds the same point, are said

to be m izivolution, or to form an izivolution of points on the line

We mention, but without x'»i‘f>ving it, that any two projective

rows may he placed so as to foim an involution
An involution may be said to consist of a row of pairs of points,

to every point A coiresponding a pomt A', and to A again th
point A These points are said to be conjugate
From the definition, according to which an involution may be

considered as made up of two projective rows, follow at once the

following important properties —
(1 ) The cross-1 atio of four points equals that of the four con

jugate points

(2 ) If we call a point which coincides with its conjugate pomt a

focus” of the involution, we may say An mvolution has either

two foci, or one, or none, and is called respectively a hyperbolic,

parabolic, or elliptic involution (§ 34)

(3 ) In a hypeibolic involution any two conjugate points are har-

monic conjugates with regard to the two foci

For ifA, A'be two conjugate points, F^, Fg the two foci, then to the
pomtsFj, Fg, A, A in the one low correspond the points F^, Tg, A', A
m the other, each focus corresponding to itself Hence (FfT^AA.

)

=
(F^FgA'A)—that is, Tve may interchange the two points AA'' with-

out altering the value of the cross ratio, which is the charac-

teristic property of haimonic conjugates (^ 18)

GEOMETRY
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(4 ) The point conjugate to the point at infinity is called the
centre * ot the involution Eveiy involution has a centre, unless

the point at infinity be a focus, in which case we may say that
the centre is at infinity

In a hyperbolic involution the centic is the middle point between
the foci

(5 ) The product of the distances of two conjugate points A, A'
from the centre 0 is constant —

OA OA =c

Proof— Ijet A, A', and B, B be two pairs of conjugate points,

O the centre, I the point at infinity, then

(ABOI)= (ABTO),
or

OA OA=OB OB
In Older to determine the distances of the foci fiom the centre,

we write E for A and A' and get

0E*"= 6 ,

Hence if c is positive OF is leal, and has two values, equal and
opposite The involution is hypeibolic

If c=0, OF= 0, and the two loci both coincide with the centie

If c is negative, a/c heconies imaginary, and tlieie aie no foci

Hence we may write

—

In a hypeibolic involution, OA OA'=^*’,
In a paiabolie involution, OA OA =0,
In an elliptic involution, OA OA = — ^ .

From these expiessions it follows that conjugate points A, A' in a
hyperbolic involution lie on the same side ot the centre, and m an
elliptic involution on opposite sides of the centre, and that in a
parabohe involution one coincides with the ccntie
In the fiist case, for instance, OA OA is positive , hence OA

and OA' have the same sign
It also follows that two segments, AA' and BB , hetw^een pans of

conjugate points have the following positions — in a hyperbolic i

involution they lie either one altogether within or altogether with
out each othei

,
in a parabolic involution they have one point in

common, and in an elliptic involution they overlaj), each being
partly within and partly without the othei

Proof —We have OA OA'=»OB OB'^/c® in case of a hyperbolic
involution Let A and B be the points in each pan which are
nearer to the centre O If now A, A' and B, B he on the same side of

0, and if B is nearer to O than A, so that OB<;OA, then OB>OA
,

hence B' lies further away fiom O than A , or the segment AA' hes
within BB' And so on toi the other cases

(6 ) An involution is determined

—

(a) By two pans of conjugate points Hence also

(j8) By one pair of conjugate points and the centie

,

(y) By the two foci,

(5) By one focus and one pan of conjugate points,
(e) By one focus and the centre

(7 ) Tne condition that A, B, C and A', B', C' may foim an involu-
tion may be written m one of the forms

—

(ABCC') =(ABC'C),
or (ABCA')=(A'BCA),
or (ABC'A)= (A'BCA),

for each expresses that in the two piojective rows in which A, B, C
and A', B', 0' are conjugate points two conjugate elements may be
interchanged

(8 ) Any thiee pairs. A, A , B, B', C, O', of conjugate points are
connected by the relation

—

BA AC'_
AC B'A

Proof—We have hy (7) (ABC'A') - (A'B'CA), which, when worked
out, gives the above relation
The latter is easily remembered by aid of the following rule of

writing the first side. First write

^ A
C A

and then fill up the gaps m numerator and denominator by A' B' C'
respectively

' '

§ 78 Theorem —The sides of anyfour-point cure cut hy any Zinc
in sue points in invohUion^ opposite sides being cut in conjugate
points ^

Let A^Bj^C^Di (fig 30) be the foui point If its sides be cut by
in the points A, A', B, B', C, O', if ftuthei, CiDi outs the

toe AiBi m C^, and if we project the row AiBiC.G to p once from
Di and once from C^, we get

(A'B'C'C) = (BAC'C)
Xnterchangmg in the last cross-ratio the lettersm each pan we get

(A'B'C'C)= (ABOC')
Hence by § 77 (7) the points are in involution.

The theorem may also be stated thus —
Theorem —The three points in which any line cuts the sides of a

triangle and the projections, from any point m the plane, of the
vertices of the tiiangle on to the same line are six jioiiits in involu-
tion

Or again

—

The piojections from any point on to any line of the six vertices

p

of a four side aie six points in involution, the projections of oppo-
site vertices being conjugate points

This property gives a simple means to construct, by aid of the
straight edge only, in an involution ox which two 2)aiis of conjugate
points are given, to any })oint its conjugate

§ 79 The theoiy of involution may at once be extended fiom the
row to the flat and the axial pencil—viz , we say that there is an
involution in a flat or in in axial pencil if any line cuts the pencil
in an involution of points An involution in a pencil consists ot

pans of conjugate rays oi planes
, it has two, one, oi no focal oays

ov planes^ but nothing conesponding to a centre
An involution in a fiat pencil contains always one, and in gene-

ral only one, pair of conjugate lays which aie perx^cndiculai to one
another For in two projective flat pencils exist always two corre-
sponding light angles (§ 40)
Each involution in an axial pencil contains in the same manner

one x)air of conjugate x)lanes at iiglit angles to one another
As a rule, there exists hut one pan of conjugate lines or planes

at light angles to each other But it is possible that theie are
more, and then theie is an infinite nunihei ot such pans An in
volution in a flat pencil, m wdiicli eveiy ray is perpendiculai to its

conjugate ray, is said to be circular That such involution is

possible is easily seen thus —if in two concentric flat pencils
each ray on one is made to coi respond to that ray on the othei
which IS perpendiculai to it, then the two pencils aie piojective,
for if we turn the one pencil through a right angle each lay in one
coincides with its corresponding ray in the othei But these two
piojective pencils are in involution
A circular involutimi has no focal lays, because no ray in a

pencil coincides with the lay perpendicular to it

§80 Theorem —JEheiy elliptical involution in a tow may he

coThsidered as a section of a circular involution
Po oof—In an elliptical involution any o segments AA and

BB lie partly within partly without each other (fig 31) Hence
tw'o circles desciibed on 'A A
and BB' as diameters will
intersectm tv o points E and
E The line EE cuts the
base of the mvolution at a
point O, which, from a well
known proposition (Eucl
III 35), has the property
that OAOA'=OBOB', for
each is equal to OE OE'
The point O is theiefore the
centre of the involution If
we wish to construct to any
point C the conjugate point C', we may draw the circle through
GEE' This wiD. cut the base in the required point C' for OC OC'
=OA OA' But EC and EC' are at light angles Hence the
involution which is obtained by joining E or E to the points in
the given mvolution is circular This may also be expressed

Phery elliptical involution has the propeo'ty that there are two
definite points in the plane from which any two conjugate points are
^een under a right angle
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At the same time the following problem has been solved :

—

Problem.—To determine the centre and also the point correspond-

ing to any given point in an elliptical involution of which two
pairs of conjugate points are given.

§ 81. By the aid of § 53, the points on a conic may be made to

correspond to those on a line, so that the row of points on the conic

is projective to a row of points on a line. We may also have two
projective rows on the same conic, and these will be in involution

as soon as one point on the conic has the same point corresponding
to it all the same to whatever row it belongs. An involution of
points on a conic will have the property (as follows from its defini-

tion, and from § 53) that the lines which join conjugate points of
the involution to any point on the conic are conjugate lines of an
involution in a pencil, and that a fixed tangent is cut by the tangents
at conjugate points on the conic in points which are again conju-
gate points of an involution on the fixed tangent. Eor such invol-
ution on a conic the following theorem holds :

—

Theorem. — lines which join eori'esponding ^points in an in-

volution on a conic all pass through a fixed point \ and reciprocally,

the points of intersection of conjugate lines in an involution among
tangents to a conic lie on a line.

We prove the first part only. The involution is determined by
two pairs of conjugate points, say by A, A' and B, B' (fig. 32). Let AA'
and BB' meet in P. If we join the points in involution to any point
on the conic, and tlie conjugate points to another point on the conic.

we obtain two projective pencils. We take A and A' as centres of
these pencils, so that the pencils A(A'BB0 and A'(AB'B) are pro-
jective, and in perspective j)osition, because AA' corresponds to
A'A. Hence corresponding rays meet in a line, of which two
points are found by joining AB'to A'B and AB to A'B'. It follows
that the axis of perspective is the polar of the point P, where AA'
and BB' meet. If we now wish to construct to any other point C
on the conic the corresponding point O', we join C to A' and the
point where this line cuts p to A. The latter line cuts the conic
again in O'. But we know from the theory of pole and polar that
the line CO' passes through P.

Involution determined jby a Conic on a Line.

—

Poci.

§ 82. The polars, wdth regard to a conic, of points in a row p
form a pencil P projective to the row (§ 66). This pencil cuts the
base of the row p in a projective row.

If A is a point in the given row, A' the point where the polar of
A cuts then A and A' will be corresponding points. If we take
A' a point in the first row, then the polar of A' will pass through
A, so that A corresponds to A'—in other words, the rows are in in-
volution.^ The conjugate points in this involution are conjugate
points with regard to the conic. Conjugate points coincide only if

the polar of a point A passes through A—that is, if A lies on the
conic. Hence—

^

Theorem.—A conic determines on every line initsplane an involu-
tion, in vihich those points are conjugate which are also conjugate
with regard to the conic.

If the line cuts the conic the involution is hyperbolic, the poi/nts
of intersection being the foci.
If th^ line touches the conic the involution is parabolic, the two

fod coinciding at the point of contact.

If the line does not cut the conic the involution is elliptic, having no
foci.

If, on the other hand, we take a point P in the plain of a conic,
we get to each line a through P one conjugate line which joins P
tx) the pole of a. These pairs of conjugate lines through P form an
involution in the pencil at P. The focal rays of this involution
are the tangents drawn from P to the conic. This gives the theorem
reciprocal to the last, viz. :

—
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Theorem.—A conic determines in every pencil in its plane an

involution, corresponding lines being conjugate lines with regard to

the conic.

If the point is without the conic the involution is hyperbolic, the
tangentsfrom the points being the focal rays.
If the point lies on the come the involution is parabolic, the tangent

at the point countingfor coincident focal rays.

If the point is within the conic the involution is elliptic, having no
focal rays.

It will further be seen that the involution determined by a conic
on any line p> is a section of the involution, which is determined by
the conic at the pole P of p.

§ 83. Definition.—The centre of a pencil in which the conic deter-
mines a circular involution is called a focus” of the conic.
In other words

—

A focus is such a point that every line through it is perpendicular
to its conjugate line.

The polar to a focus is called a directrix of the conic.

From the definition it follows that :

—

Everyfocus lies on an axis, for the line joining a focus to the
centre of the conic is a diameter to which the conjugate lines are
perpendicular ; and

Every line joining twofoci is an axis, for the perpendiculars to

this line through the foci are conjugate to it. These conjugate
lines pass through the pole of the line, the pole lies therefore at in-

finity, and the line is a diameter, hence by the last property an
axis.

It follows that allfoci lie on one axis, for no line joining a point
in one axis to a point in the other can be an axis.

As the conic determines in the pencil which has its centre at a focus
a circular involution, no tangents can be drawn from the focus to
the conic. Hence each focus lies within a conic

\
and a dio'cetrix

does not cut the conic.

Further properties are found by the following considerations :

—

§ 84. Through a point P one line p can be drawn, which is with
regard to a given conic conjugate to a given line q, viz., that line
which joins the point P to the pole of the line q. If the line q is

made to describe a pencil about a point Q, then the line p will
describe a pencil about P. These two pencils will be projective, for

the line p passes through the pole of q, and whilst q describes the
pencil Q, its pole describes a projective row, and this row is perspec-
tive to the pencil P.

We now take the point P on an axis of the conic, draw any line

p through it, and from the pole of p draw a perpendicular q to

p. Let q cut the axis in Q. Then, in the pencils of conjugate
lines, which have their centres at P and Q, the lines p and q are
conjugate lines at right angles to one another. Besides, to the axis
as a ray in either pencil will correspond in the other the perpen-
dicular to the axis (§ 72). The conic generated by uie intersec-

tion of corresponding lines in the two pencils is therefore the circle

on PQ as diameter, so that every line in P is perpendicular to its

corresponding line in Q.
To every point P on an axis of a conic corresponds thus a point

Q, such that conjugate lines through P and Q are perpendicular.
We shall show that these point-pairs P, Q form an involution.

To do this let us move P along the axis, and with it the line p,
keeping the latter parallel to itself. Then P describes a row, p a
perspective pencil (of parallels), and the pole oip s. projective row.
At the same time the line q describes a pencil of parallels perpen-
dicular top, and perspective to tbe row formed by the pole of p.
The point Q, therefore, where q cuts the axis, describes a row pro-
jective to the row of points P. The two points P and Q describe
thus two projective rows on the axis

;
and not only does P as a point

in the first now correspond to Q, but also Q as a point in the first

corresponds to P. The two rows therefore form an involution.

The centre of this involution, it is easily seen, is the centre of the

conic.

A focus of this involution has the property that any two con-

jugate lines through it are perpendicular; hence, it 4s a focus to the

conic.

Such involution exists on each axis. But only one of these can
have foci, because all foci lie on the same axis. The involution on
one of the axes is elliptic, and appears (§ 80) therefore as the section

of two circular involutions in two pencils whose centres lie in the

other axis. These centres are foci, hence the one axis contains two
foci, the other axis none ; or every central conic has two foci which
lie on one ouxis equidistantfrom the centre.

The axis which contains the foci is called the principal axis
;
in

case of an hyperbola it is the axis which cuts the curve, because the

foci lie within the conic.

In case of the parabola there is but one axis. The involution on
this axis has its centre at infinity. One focus is therefore at infinity,

the one focus only is finite. A parabola has only one focus.

§ 85- If through any point P (fig. 33) on a conic the tangent
PT and the normal PN {i.e., the perpendicular to the tangent
through the point of contact) be drawn, these will be conjugate
lines with regard to the conic, and at right angles to each other.
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They will therefore cut the principal axis in two points, which are

conjugate in the involution considered in § 84; hence 'they are har-

monic conjugates with regard to the foci. If therefore the two

foci and be joined to P, these lines will be harmonic with

B

^ L \ Ja \ '

B'

Fig. 33.

regard to the tangent and normal. As the latter are perpendicular,

they will bisect the angles between the other pair. Hence

—

The line joining any point on a conic to the two foci are equally
inclined to the tangent and normal at that point.

In case of the parabola this becomes

—

The line joining any point cyn a parabola to the focus and the

diameter through tJie j^oint, a7'C equally inclined to the tangent and
normal at that point.

From the definition of a focus it follows that

—

The segment of a ta^igent between the directrix and the point of
contact is seen from the focus belonging to the directrix under aright
angle, because the lines joining the focus to the ends of this seg-

ment are conjugate with regard to the conic, and therefore perpen^
dicular.

"With equal ease the following theorem is proved :

—

The tioo lines which join the points of contact of two tangents each
to onefocus, hut not both to the same, are seenfrom the intersection of
the tangents under equal angles,

§.86. Other focal properties of a conic are obtained by the fol-

lowing considerations :

—

Let F (fig. 34) be a focus to a conic, / the corresponding directrix,

A and B the points of contact of two tangents meeting at T, and P
the point -where the line AB cuts the directrix. Then TF will be
the polar of P (because polars of F and T meet at P). Hence TP

Fig. 34.

and PF are conjugate lines through a focus, and therefore perpen-
dicular. They are further harmonic conjugates with regard to PA
and FB (§§ 64 and 13), so that they bisect the angles formed by
these lines. This by the way proves

—
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The segments between the point of intersection of two tangents to

a conic and their points of contact are seenfrom a focus under equal
angles.

If we next draw through A and B lines parallel to TF, then the
points Ai, B_l where these cut the directrix will be harmonic conju-
gates with regard to P and the j)oint where FT cuts the directrix.

The lines FT and FP bisect therefore also tlie angles between FA^
and FB^. From this it follows easily that the triangles FAAj and
FBBi are equiangular, and therefore similar, so that

FA : AAi=FB :

The triangles AA^Aq and BB^Bg formed by drawing peiq^en-
diculars from A and B to the directrix are also similar, so that
AAi:AA2= BBi :BB.,.

This, combined with the above i>ioportioii, gives

FA:AA.= FB: BB^.

Hence the theorem:

—

The ratio of the distances of any point on a conic from a focus
and the coi'responding directrix is constant.

To determine this I'atio we consider its value for a vertex on
the principal axis. In an ellipse the focus lies between the
two vertices on this axis, hence the focus is nearer to a vertex
than to the corresponding directrix. Similarly in an hyperbola a
vertex is nearer to the directrix than to the focus. In a parabola
the vertex lies halfway between directrix and locus.

It follows in an ellipse the ratio between the distance of a point
from the focus to that from the directrix is less than unity, in the
parabola it equals unity, and in the hyj)erbola it is greater than unity.

It is here the same which focus we take, because the two foci

lie symmetrical to the axis of the conic. If now P is any point on
the conic having the distances and r.^ from the foci and the
distances d-^ and from the corresponding directrices, then

rii dl

where c is constant. Hence also
dj^:±:d.j

In the ellipse, which lies between the directrices, constant,
therefore also + In the hyperbola on the other hand d{- is

constant, equal to the distance between the directrices, therefore

in this case r, — is constant.
If we call the distances of a point on a conic from the focus its

focal distances we have the theorem :

—

In an ellipse the sum of the focal distances is constant; and in an
hypei'hola the difference of the focal distances is constant.

This constant sum or difference equals in both cases the length of

the prinxipal axis.

Pencil of Conics.

§ 87. Through four points A, B, C, D in a plane, of -which no three
lie in aline, an infinite number of conics may be drawn, viz. ,

through
these four points and any fifth one single conic. This system of
conics is called a pencil of conics. Similarly all conics touching
four fixed lines form a system such that any fifth tangent deter-

mines one and only one conic. We have here the theorems :

—

Theorem .—The pairs of points in Theorem.—^The pairs of tangents
which any line is cut by a system of wliich can be drawn from a point to
conics through four fixed points are a system of conics touching four
in involution. fixed lines are in involution.

Fig. 35.

We prove the first theorem only. Let ABCD (fig. 35) be the
four-point, then any line t will cut -two opposite sides AC, BD
in the points E,E', the pair AD, BC in points F,F', and any conic

of the system in M,N, and we have

A(CDMN)«B(CDM1T).
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If we cut these pencils by t wc get

<ErMN) = (FEM]Sr)

or (EFM]S') = (EF'NM)
But this IS, accoidingto § 77 (7 ), the condition that M, N are coi-

lespondiiig points in tho involution deteinimed by the point pairs

E; E ,
F, S’ in which the line t cuts pans of o2i])o&ite sides ot the

four-point ABCD This involution is independent of the paiticulai

conic chosen

§ 88 Theie follow several iinpoitant consequences —
Theorem —Tlwouqli fom points two, one, or no come may be

diaivn which touch aoiy given line, according as the involution detei-

mined by the given four pond on the line has real, coincident, or
imaginary foci
Theorem —Two, one, or no conics may be drawn which touch

foul given lines and pass through a given point, according as the

involution determined by the given fov/i side at the point has real»

coincident, or imaginary focal rays
Foi the conic through foui j)oiiits which touches a given line has

its point of contact at a focus of the involution deteimined by the
foul point on the line

As a special case we get, by taking the line at infinitv —
Theorem — ‘Jhi ougJi foui points which none is at infinity either

two or no paiabolas may be drawn
The 2>ioblem of drawing a conic thiough four points and touch

ing a given line is solved by deteiminiug the points of contact on
the line, that is, by determining the foci of the involution in which
the line cuts the sides ot the four point The corresponding re-

mark holds for the pioblem of dia\ving the ^'onics which touch
four lines and pass thiough a given xioiiit

Kuled Quadric Supfaces

§ 89 Foiineily we have consideied projective rows which lie m
the same plane In that catsc, hues joining coiiesjionding points
envelope a, conic We shall now consider projective rows whose
bases do not meet In this case, coirespondmg i)oints will be joined
by lines which do not lie in a plane, but on some smface, which
like every surface generated by lines is called a ruled smface This
suiface clearly contains the bases of the two rows

If the points in eitliei row be joined to the base of the other,
ve obtain two axial pencils which are also projective, those jilanes

being coiiespondmg which pass through conesponding points in the
given lows If A,A' be two corresponding points, a, a the planes in
the axial pencils passing thiough them, then AA' will be the line
of intersection of the corresponding planes a, a', and also the line
joining corresponding points in the rows

If we cut the whole figure by a plane this w ill cut the axial
pencils in two piojective flat pencils, and the cuive of the second
ordei generated by these will be the cuive in which the plane cuts
the suiface Hence
Theorem —The locus of lines joining coi responding points in two

projective rows which do not lie in the same plane is a surface which
contains the bases of the i ows, and which can also be generated by the

lines of iiitei sfction of coi responding planes in tioo piojective axial
pencils This simface is cut by every plane in a curve of the second
01 del, hence either m a conic oi in a line pair No line which does
not he altogether on the suiface can have moie than two points in
common with the surface, which is therefoie said to be of the second
Older, or is called a ruled quadric surface
Th it no line which does not lie on the surface can cut the sur-

face m moie than two points is seen at once if a plane be diawii
through the line, for this will cut the suiface in a conic It follows
also that
A line which contains moie than two points of the suiface lies

altogether on the surface
§ 90 Through any point in space one line can always be diawn

cutting two given lines which do not themselves meet
If thezefore thiec lines in space be given of which no tw^o meet,

then through every point in either one line may he drawn cutting
tlie other two
Theoe.em —If a line moves so that it always cuts thiee given

lines of which no two meet, then it genei ates a ruled quadric suiface
Ti oof—Let a, b, c he the given lines, and^, q, i lines cutting

them in the points A, A', A'
,
B, B , B" , C, C', C" respectively

,

then the planes through a containing p, q, r, and the planes thiough
b containing the same lines, may he taken as conesponding planes
in two axial pencils which aie projective, because both pencils cut
the line c in the same row C, C', 0 '

, the surface can theiefore he
generated by projective axial pencils

Of the lines p, q, r no two can meet, for otherwise the lines
a, b, c which ent them would also he in their plane There is a
single infinite number of them, for one passes through each point of
a These lines are said to foim a set of lines on the surface

If now three of the lines p, q, r be taken, then every line d cutting
them will have thiee points in common with the surface, and
will theiefore lie altogether on it This gives use to a second set
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of lines on the surface From what lias been said the theoiem
follows —
Theoi EM —A ruled quadric surface contains two seti, of sti aight

lines JJiciy line of one set cuts eveiy I'lne of the othei
,
but no two

lirws of the s me set meet
Any two lines of the same set may be taLeii as bases of two pi'o~

jfctive lows, or of two projective pencils which genei ate the suiface.
They are cut by the lines of flue othei set vn iico projective rows
The plane at infinity like eveiy othei surface

either in a conic piopui oi iii a line pan* In the fiist case the
smface is called an Nypei boloid of one sheet, in the second an Hyper-
bolic Paraboloid

The lattei maybe genei ateel by aline cutting three lines of which
one lies at infinity, that is, cutting two lines and lemamiiig jiaiallel

to a given plane

Quadric Suppaces

§ 91 . The conics, the cones of the second order, and the luled
quadric surfaces complete tlie figures •winch can be geneiated by
projective rows or flat and axial pencils, that is, by those aggiegates
of elements winch aie of one diineii&ion (§§ 5 , 6) We shall now
considei the simplei figures which are geneiated by aggiegates of
two dimensions The space at our disposal will not, however, allow
us to do more than indicate a few of the results

§ 92 We establish a correspondence between the hues and pilanes

in pencils in space, or reciprocally between the points and lines lu
two oi more planes, hut consider principally pencils

In two pencils we may either make planes correspond to planes
and lines to lines, or else planes to lines and lines to planes If
hereby the condition be satisfied that to a flat, or axial, pencil
coiies^ionds iii the fiist case a piojective fiat, or axial, pencil, and m
the s( cond a projective axial, ox flat, pencil, the pencils are said
to be piojective in the first case and recijyrocal in the second

For instance, two pencils which join two points Si and Sg to the
different points and lines in a given plane ir aie projective (and iii

perspective position), if those lines and planes be taken as coi re-

sponding which meet the i^IancTr in the same point oi in the
same line In this case eveiy jplaiie through both centres Si and S
of the two pencils will coiiespond to itself If these pencils aie
biought into any othei position they will be projective (but not
piei spective)

The COI respondence between two projective pencils is uniquely
determvned, if tofour rays (or planes) the one the coi t esponding
'lays (or planes) in the other are giveyi, provided that no three lays of
either set he in a plane

Pi oof—Let a, b, c, d be four lays in the one, a\ h', d, d* the corie-

spoiiding rays in the othei pencil We shall show that we can find

foi every ray e in the fiist a single corresponding ray e in the
second To the axial pencil a (5, ) formed by the pi mes
which join aXQb,c,d ,

lespectiwely corresponds the axial pencil
a (b', C, ), and this coirespondence is deteimined Hence,
the plane ae which corresponds to the plane ae is aetermmed
Similaily the plane bd may be found and both togethei determine
the ray e

Similarly the correspondence between two reciprocal pencils is

deteimined if for four rays in the one the corresponding planes in
the other aie gi^ en

§ 93 We may now combine

—

1, Two lecijirocal pencils
Each ray cuts its corresponding plane m a point, the locus

of these points is a qnadric surface

2 Tw'-o projective pencils
Each plane cuts its corresponding plane in a line, but a

ray as a rule does not cut its corresponding ray The
locus of points where a ray cuts its corresponding lay is

a twisted cubic The luxes wheie a plane cuts its

coiiespondmg plane are secants

3 Three piojective pencils
The locus of intersection of coiiespondmg planes is a

cubic surface
Of these we consider only the first two cases

§ 94 If two pencils aie reciprocal, then to a plane in eithei

corresponds a line in the other, to a flat pencil an axial pencil, and
so on Eveiy line cuts its coirespondmg plane in a point If

Sj and 83 be the centres of the two pencils, and P be a point where
a line in the first cuts its corresponding plane cg, then the line b^

in the pencil S3 which passes thiough P will meet its coi 1 esponding

plane in P Foi b^ is a line in the plane The corresponding

plane /8i must therefoie pass through the line a^ hence through P,

The points in which the lines m cut the planes corresponding

to them in S3 are theiefore the same as the points in which the

hnes in Sg cut the planes corresponding to them m
The locus of these points is a surface which is cut by a plane in a

conic or in a line pair and by a line irt not moi e than two points

unless it lies altogether on the surface^ The surface ifself is there-

Joie called a guadiic surface, or a suiface of the second order.
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To prove this we consider any line p in space

The flat pencil m which lies m the plane diawn through p
and the corresponding axial pencil in Sg deteimine onp two pro-

3ective rows, and tliose points in these vliich coincide with their

corresponding points lie on the suiface But there exist only two,

or one, or no such points, unless every point coincides with its

corresponding point In the latter case the line lies altogether on
the surface

This pioves also that a plane cuts the surface in a curve of the

second order, as no line can have more than two points in common
with it To show that this is a cuive of the same kind as those

considered before, we have to show that it can be geneiated

by projective flat pencils We prove first that this is true for any
plane through the centre of one of the pencils, and afteiwaids that

evei> point on the suiface may be taken as the ceiitie of such pencil

Let then be a plane through To the flat pencil m which
it contains coiresponds in Sg a piojective axial pencil with axis

a2,
and this cuts in a second flat pencil. These two flat pencils

in aj are projective, and, in general, neither concentric nor per

spective They generate therefore a conic But if the line passes

through Si the pencils will have S as common centie, and may
therefoie have two, or one, or no lines united with their correspond

mg lines The section of the suiface by the plane will be

accordinglv a Ime-pair or a single line, oi else the plane will

have only the point Sj in common with the suiface

Every line thiough cuts the surface in two points, viz , first

m Si and then at the point wheie it cuts its coiiespondiiig plane

If now the corresponding plane pisses through Sj ,
as in the case

just consideied, then the two points -where 7j cuts the surface coin-

cide at Si, and the line is called a tangent to the suiface with
as poi it of contact Hence if li be a tangent, it lies in that plane
Tj which corresponds to the line S2S1 as a line in the pencil Sg

The section of this plane has just heen considered It follows

that—
All tangents to quadric surface oi the centre of one of the reciprocal

peiucils he in a plane which is tallied the tavgent plane to the surface
\

at that point as point of contact

To the line joining the centres of the two pencils as a line %n one
corresponds in the oUvr the tangent plane at its centre

The tangent plane to a quadric smfac^ either cuts the suiface in
two lives

j
or it has only a single line^ or else only a single point in

common loiih the surface
In the first case the point of contact is said to he hyperholic, in the

second parabolic^ in the tliii d elliptic

§ 95 It remains to be proved that eveiy point S on the surface
may be taken as centre oF one of the pencils which generate the
surface Let S be any point on the suiface geneiated by the
reciprocal pencils and We have to establish a reciprocal
coriespondence between the pencils S and Sj, so that the suiface
generated by them is identical -wnth To do this we draw two
planes and thiough Si, cutting the suiface m two conics
which we also denote by and /3i These conics meet at % and
at some other point T -wheie the line of intersection of and
cuts the suiface

In the pencil S we draw some plane cr which passes through T,
but not thiough or Sg It will cut tbe two comes first at T, and
theiefore each at some other point which we call A and B le-
spectively These we join to S by lines a and &, and now establish
the requiied correspondence between the pencils S^andS as follows—
To S^T shall correspond the plane <r, to the plane aj the line a, and
to

j8i the line 5, hence to the flat pencil in the axial pencil a
These pencils are made pro-jective hy aid of the conic in cj

In the same manner the fiat pencil in is made projective to the
axial pencil h by aid of the come in corresj>ondnig elements being
those which meet on the conic Tins dcteimineb the coirespondence,
for we kno-sv for more than foui rays in the corresponding planes
in S The two pencils S and Sj thus made reciprocal generate a
quadric surface , which passes through the point S and through
the two conics ai and iSj

The two surfaces 4> and have therefore the points S and Si and
the conics a, and in common To show that they are identical,
we draw a plane through S and 83, cutting each of the conics ciand
j8j

ill two points, which will always be possible This plane cuts
O and in two conics which have the point S and the points where
it cuts dti and jS, in coniuion, that is five points in all The conics
therefore coincide

This proves that aP those points V on <E>' lie on ^ which have
the property that the p>.ane SSgP cuts the conics aj, ^ in two
points each If the plane SSgP has not this property, then we
diaw a plane SS^P This cuts each surface in a conic, and these
conics have in common the points S, Sj, one point on each of the
conics

j
8i, and one point on one of the conics through S and 83

which he on both siii faces, hence five points They are theiefore
coincident, and our theorem is pioved

§ 96 The following propositions follow —
A quadric surface has at every point a tangentplane
Eiery plane section of a quadric surface is a conic or a line-pair.

Every line which has three points in common with a quadric
surface lies on the surface

Every conic which has five points in common with a quadric surface

lies on the surface
Through tioo conics which he in differentplanes, hut have twopoints

in common, and through one external point always one quadric surface

may he diawn
§ 97 Even y plana which cuts a quadric surface in a line pair is a.

tangent plane Foi cveiy line in tins plane through the ceiitie of

the line pan (the point of intci section of the two lines) cuts the
suiface lu two coincident xiomts and is therefore a tangent to the
surface, the centre of the line pair being the point of contact

If a quadric smjaee contains a line, then eveiy plane tin ough this

line cuts the surface in a line pair {or in two coincident lines) For
this plane cannot cut the suiface in a conic Hence

If a quathic surface contains one line p then it contains an
infinite number of lines, and through evciy point Q on the suiface,

one line q can he draan lohicli cuts p For the plane thiough the
point Q and the linep cuts the surface in a line-iiaii which must
pass thiough Q and ot which is one line

No two such lines q on the surface can meet For as hotli meet p
their plane would contain p and therefoie cut the suiface m a
triangle

Eveiy line which cuts three lines q will he on the surface, foi

it has thiee points 111 common with it

Hence the quadiic surfaces which contain lines aie the same as

the ruled quadric surfaces considered in §§ 89-93, but -with one im-
poitant exception In the last investigation we have left out of

consideration the possibility of a plane having only one line (two
coincident lines) in common with a quadric siiilaee

§ 98 To investigate this case wc suppose first that theie is one
point A on the suiface thiough ivhich two diflerent hues a, h can be
drawn, which he altogethei on the suiface

If P IS any other point on the suiface which lies neithei on a
nor 6, then the plane through P and a will cut the surface in a

second line a' which passes thiough P and winch cuts a Similarly
there is a line h' through P which cuts h These two lines a and h*

maij coincide, hut then they must coincide with PA
Ifthis happens for one point P, it happens for every other point Q

For if two different lines could be diawn thiough Q, then by the
same reasoning the line PQ would be altogether on the surface,

hence two lines would he drawn thiough P against the assumption
From this follows —
^ there is one point on a quadric surface through which one, hvt

only one line can he drawn on the surface, then thiough eveiy point
one line can he drawn, and all these lines meet in a point The
surface is a cone of the second order

If through one point on a quadric suiface, two, and only two, lines

can he dravyn on the surface, then through every point two lines may
he diawn, and the surface is a ruled quadric surface
If through one point on a quadric surface no line on the surface

can he drawn, then the surface contains no lines

Using the definitions at the end ot § 95, we may also say —
On a qvadi ic surface the points are all hypei holic, or all parabolic,

or all elliptic

As an example of a quadric surface with elliptical points, we
mention the sphere which may be generated hy two recipiocal
pencils, where to each line in one corresponds the plane per-
pendicular to it m the other

§ 99 Foies and Folar Planes —The theory of poles and polais
-with regard to a conic is easily extended to quadric smfaces

Let P be a point in space not on the surface, which we suppose
not to be a cone On every line through P which cuts the surface
in two points we determine the harmonic conjugate Q of P with
regard to the points of intersection Through one of these lines
we draw two planes a and 3 The locus of the points Q m a is a
line a, the polai of P with legaid to the conic m which a cuts
the surface Similarly the locus of points Q m jS is a line h

This cuts a, because the line of mteisection of a and /8 contains
hut one point Q The locus of all points Q therefore is a plane
This plane is called the polar plane of the point P, with regard to

the quadric surface If P lies on the suiface we take the tangent
plane of F as its polar

The following propositions hold —
1 Every poiTvt has a polar plane, which is constructed hy dial-

ing the polars of the point with regard to the conics m which tw o
planes through the point cut the surface.

2 If Q, IS apovnt in the polar of P, then P is apoint in the polar
of Q, because this is true with regard to the conic in which a plane
through PQ cuts the surface

3 Every piano is the polar plane of one point, which is called the

Pole of the plane
The pole to a plane is found hy constructing the polar planes ot

three points in the plane Their intersection will he the pole
4 The povrds in which the polar plane of P cuts the surface are

points of contact of tangents drawnfi om P to the surface, as is easily
seen Hence .

—
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5 The tangents draionfrom a point P to a quadric surface foim

a cone of the second ordei toi tht- polar plane ot P cuts it in a conic

6 If the pole describes a line a, its polar plane will turn about
another line a, as follows fioni 2 lliese lines a and a are said to

be conjugate with regard to the surface

§ 100 The pole of tlie line at infinity is called tlie centre of tlie

siuface If it lies at the infinity, the plane at infinity is a tangent
plane, and the surface is called a paraboloid

The polar pla le to any pioint at infinity passes through the cenbe,
and IS called a diametrical plane
A line ihiough the centre is called a diameter It is bisected at

the centre The line conjugate to it lies at infinity

If a point moves along a diameter its polar plame turns about the

conjugate line at infinity^ that is, it moies parallel to itself^ its centte

moving on the fbst line

The middle points of parallel choids he in a plane^ viz
,
m the

polai plane of the point at infinity through which the choids are

diawn
The centres ofparallel sections he in a diameter which is a line

conjugate to the line at infinity in which the planes meet

Twisted Cubics

§ 101 If two pencils with centies and 83 are made projective,

then to a ray m one coiiesponds a ray m the other, to a plane a
plane, to a fiat or axial pencil a piojective flat or axial pencil, and
so on

Theie lo a double infinite number of lines in a pencil We shall
see that a single infinite number of lines in one pencil meets its

CO[responding ray, and that the points of inteisection form a curve
in space
Of the double infinite number of planes in the pencils each will

meet its coiiesponding plane This gives a system of a double
infinite number of lines in space "We know (§ 5 ) tbat theie
is a quadiuplo infinite numbei of lines in space Tiom among
these we may select those which satisfy one or moie given con
ditions The systems of lines thus obtained was first systematic
cally investigated and classified by Pluckei, in his Geomcirie des
Eaumes He uses the following names —
A treble infinite numhei of lines, thxtis, all lines which satisfy

one condition, are said to form a complex of lines
^ eg, all lines

cutting a given line, or all lines touching a surface

A double infinite number of lines, tbat is, all hues which satisfy

two conditions, 01 which aie common to two complexes, are said to
form a congruence of lines , eg, all lines in a plane, or all lines

cutting two curves, 01 all lines cutting a given cuxve twice
A single infinite number of lines, that is, all lines which satisfy

three conditions, or which belong to three complexes, form a ruled
surface ,

e g ,
one set of lines on a luled quadiic surface, or develop-

able surfaces which are formed by the tangents to a curve
It follows that all lines in which conesponding planes in two

projective pencils meet form a congruence We shall see this con-
giuence consists of all lines which cut a twisted cubic twice, or of
all secants to a twisted cubic

§ 102 Let li be the line S^Sg as a line in the pencil To it

corresponds a line I2 m So At each of the centres two corresponding
lines meet The two axial pencils with 7-^ and l^ as axes aie pio-
jective, and, as their axes meet at Sg, the intersections of corre-

sponding planes form a cone of the second order (§ 58 ), with Sg as
centre If try andTTg be conesponding planes, then their inteisec-
tion will be a line jOg which passes thiough Sg Conesponding to
it in SjL will be a which lies in the plane and which
theiefore meets jjj, at some point P Conversely, if p^ be any line
111 Sg which meets its coriespoDdmglme_Pi at a point P, then to the
plane l^p will correspond the }ilane lyPy, that is, the plane S^SaP
These planes* intersect in j?,, so that is a line on the q[uadric cone
generated by the axial pencils l^ and Ij Hence —

All lines in one pencil which meet then corrtsponding lines in the
otherform a cone of the second O/ d^r which has it centre at the centre

of the first pencnl, and passes through the centre of the second.

From this follows that the points m which corresponding rays
meet he on two cones of the second older which have the ray
joining their centres in common, and form therefore, together with
the line S;iS, or ly, the mteisection of these cone« Any plane
cuts each of the cones m a conic These two cones have necessarily
that point in common in which it cuts the line ly, and theiefore
besides either one or three other points It follows that the curve
IS of the third order as a plane may cut it in three, but not in more
than three, points Hence —
The locus ofpoints in which corresponding lines on two projective

pencils meet is a curve of the thud order or a ^Hwisted cubic k,
which passes through the centres of the pencils, andv)hich appears as
the intersection of two cones of the second order, which have one line
in common
A line belonging to the congruence determined by the pencils is a

secant of the cubic , it has two, or one, or no points in common with
fhi^ cubic, and is called accordingly a secantproper,

a tangent or a
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secant impr opei of the cubic A secant improper may be considered
to use the language of cooidinate geometry, as a secant with
miaginaiy points of intersection

§ 103 It ay and a, be any two conesponding lines in the two
pencils, then conesponding planes in the axial pencils having
ay and as axes genei ito a luled quadiic siuface If P be any
]»oint on the cubic h, and if Py,p^ be the conesponding rays 111

Si and S which meet at P, then to the plane ayPy m Sj cone
spends a^ P2 id Sg These thercfoie meet m a line thiough P

Tins maj be stated thus —
Those secants of the cubic which cut a ray a^, draicn through the

centre of one pencil, form a r uled quadric surface which passes
through both centres, and which contains the twisted cubic k Of
such surfaces an infinite number exists Every ray through Sj or Sg
which IS not a secant determines one of them

If, however, the lays ay and are secants meeting at A, then
the ruled quadric suifaee becomes a cone ot the second older, having
A as centie Or all lines of the congruence which pjass through a
point on the twisted cubic \z. foTm a coie of the second order In
other voids, the piojeclion of a twisted cubic fiom any point m
the curve on to any plane is a conic

If ay IS not a secant, but made to pass thiough any point Q in
space, the inlcd quadiic siuface deteimined by ay will pass thiough
Q 2here will tlicrtfore be one line of the congruence passing
through Q, and only one Poi it tw o such lines pass through Q
then the lines SiQ and SgQ will be coiresponding lines

,
hence Q

will he a point on the cubic Jc, and an infinite number of secants
will pass thiough it Hence —

Through everrj point in sqrace not on the twisted cubic one and only
one secant to the cubic can be drawn

§ 104 The fact tint all the secants through a point on the cubic
form a quadiic cone shows that the centres of the projective j)encils
geneiating the cubic aie not distinguished from any other points on
the cubic If we take any two points S, S' on the cubic, and diaw
the secants through each of them, we obtain tw^o quadric cones,
which have the line SS' in common, and which intersect besides
along the cubic If we make these two pencils having S and S as
centres piojective by taking four lays on the one cone as cone
spending to the foui rays on the other which meet the fiist on the
cubic, the coirespondence is determined These two pencils will
geiieiate a cubic, and the two cones of secants having S and S as
centies will be identical with the above cones, for each has five
lays in common with one of the first, viz

,
the line SS and the foiii

lines determined for the coirespondence
, theiefore these two cones

intersect m the original cubic This gives the theorem —
On a twisted cubic any two points may be taken as centr es of pr o~

jectvbe pencils which generate the cubic, corresponding planes being
those which meet on the same secant
Of the two projective pencils at S and S' we may keep the fiist

fixed, and move the centre of the other along the cuive The
pencils will heieby lemam piojective, and a plane a m S will he
cut by Its coiresponding plane a always in the same secant a
Whilst S moves along the ciuve the plane a' will turn about a,
describing an axial pencil

In this article we have given a purely geometrical theoi'y of
conics, cones of the second order, quadiic surfaces Ac In doing
so we have followed to a gieat extent, Reye's Geometric der Lage,
and to this excellent work those readers aie referred who wish for a
more exhaustive treatment of the subject

It will have been observed that scarcely any use has been made
of algebra, and it would have been even possible to avoid this
little as IS done hy Reye There are, however, othei systems of
gpon etry which stait more or less from theorems known to the
Greeks, and using more or less algebra
We cannot do more belt* than enumeiate a few of the moie pro-

minent works on the subject, which, however, aie almost all Con-
tinental These aie the following —
Mop^e Geomeb le Desc) iptiie Cainot Geom^trte de Pontton (ISOB) contfim

ir*^r a tbeoiy t f tiansveisalb, Poncelets gieat woik Trade des Ptopnetes Pro
jeUives des Figures (1822) Mobins harycentri*c7ie? Calcut (1826) Steiner,

Abhangigkeit Geometi tscher GesfaUen (1832) containing the fust full discuss on
of the piojecti\e leJat ons between rows pencils Ac Von Staudt Geometrie
der Lage (1847) and Beiirage zur Geomeirte der Lage (1856 60) in which a system
of geometiy is built up fiom the beginning without any lefeience to nuinbei
so that ultimately a number itself gets a gcometiical definition and m which
nnaginaiy elements aie systematically intiodiieed into puie geometi y Ghasles,

Apergu Hxstoi %que in which the authoi gnesa biilliant account of the
piogiess of modem geometi ical methods pointing out the advantages of the

dififerent pmely geometi ical methods as compaied with the analytical ones hut
without taking as much account of the German as of the Fiench autliois Id

Papport sur les Progrks de la G^omitne (1870) a continuation of the Apergu

,

Id Trazte de Oeoinitiie Sup^rteure (1852) Cremona Jntj oduztone ad una
Teona Geometrica della Curve Piane (1862) and its continuation Prehminart dv

una Teona Geometrzea delta Superficie which at piesent aie most easily pi o-

cmable m then Geiman tian&lations by Ciiitze As moie elementary books we
mention Steinei Vorlesungen uber SyntheUsche Geometrie edited by Geisei and
Schroder (1867) Ciemona Elements de Geometrze Projective (1875) tianslated

from the Italian by Dewulf Townsend Modern Geometry of the Point Line and
Ciiele (1863) winch contains a vai lety of modem methods but unfoitunately,

is confined to circles, without entenng into conics A great many of the pro

positions are however, easily extended to conics (O H )
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PAET II.—ANALYTICAL GEOMETEY.

This will be here treated as a method. The science is

Geometry ;
and it -woiild be possible, analytically, or by the

method of coordinates, to develop the truths of geometry

in a systematic course. But it is proposed not in any way
to attempt this, but simply to explain the method, giving

such examples, interesting (it may be) in themselves, as

are suitable for showing how the method is employed in

the demonstration and solution of theorems or problems.

Geometry is one-, two-, or three-dimensional, or, what is

the same thing, it is lineal, plane, or solid, according as the

space dealt with is the line, the plane, or ordinary (three-

dimensional) space. No more general view of the subject

need here be taken :—^but in a certain sense one-dimensional

geometry does not exist, inasmuch as the geometrical con-

structions for points in a line can onlybe performed bytravel-

ling out of the line into other parts of a plane which contains

it, and conformablyto theusual practiceAnalytical Geometry
will be treated under the two divisions, Plane and Solid.

It is proposed to consider Cartesian coordinates almost

exclusively; for the proper development of the science

homogeneous coordinates (three and four in plane and
solid geometry respectively) are required

;
and it is more-

over necessary to have the correlative line- and plane-

coordinates ;
and in solid geometry to have the six

coordinates of the line. The most comprehensive English
works are those of Dr Salmon, The Ooiiics (5th edition,

1869), Higher Plane Curves (2d edition, 1873), and
Geometry of Three Dimensions (3d edition, 1 87 4) 5 we
have also on plane geometry Clehsoh’s Vorlesungen uber
Geometries posthumous, edited by Dr E. Lindemann,
Leipsic, 1875, not yet complete.

y

jsr p
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1. Plane Analytical Geometby (§§ 1-25).

1.

It is assumed that the points, lines, and figures con-

sidered exist in one and the same plane, which plane,

therefore, need not be in any way referred to. The position
of a point is determined by
means of its (Cartesian) co-

ordinates; 4. <5., as explained
under the article Curve,
we take the two lines x'Ox
and y’Oyy called the axes
of X and y respectively,

intersecting in a point O
called the origin, and de-

termine the position of any
other point P by means of
its coordinates = (or

NP), and y =MP (or ON).
The two axes are usually (as in fig. 1) at right angles
to each other, and the lines PM, PN are then at right
angles to the axes of x and y respectively. Assuming a
scale at pleasure, the coordinates x, y oi st. point have
numerical values.

It is necessary to attend to the signs : x has opposite
signs according as the pomt is on one side or the other of
the axis of and similarly y has opposite signs according
as the point is on the one side or the other of the avia of
X. Dsing the letters N, E, S, W as in a map, and con-
sidering the plane as divided into four quadrants by the
axes, the signs are usually taken to be

—

X y for quadt.
+ -f NE
+ - S E

+ N
8 W

A point is said to have the coordinates (a^ b), and is

referred to as the point (a, &), when its coordinates are
x = a, y = h

;

the coordinates a?, ?/ of a variable point, or
of a point which is for the time being regarded as variable,

are said to be current coordinates.

2. It is sometimes convenient to use oblique coordi-

nates ; the only difference is that the axes are not at right
angles to each other; the lines PM, PN are drawn parallel

to the axes of y and x respectively, and the figure OMPN
is thus a parallelogram. But in all that follows the
Cartesian coordinates are taken to be rectangular

;
polar

coordinates and other systems will be briefly referred to

in the sequel.

3. If the coordinates (x, y) of a point are not given,

but only a relation between them /(x^ = then we
have a curve. For, if we consider £c as a real quantity
varying continuously from —00 to + 00

,
then, for any given

value of Xj y has a value or values. If these are all

imaginary, there is not any real point; but if one or

more of them be real, we have a real point or points,

which (as the assumed value of x varies continuously)
varies or vary continuously therewith

;
and the locus of

all these real points is a curve. The equation completely
defines the curve

;
to trace the curve directly from the

equation, nothing else being known, we obtain as above a
series of points sufficiently near to each other, and draw
the curve through them. For instance, let this he done
in a simple case. Suppose 2/

= — 1 ; it is quite easy to

obtain and lay down a series of points as near to each
other as we please, and the application of a ruler would
show that these were in a line ; that the curve is a line

depends upon something more than the equation itself, viz.,

the theorem that every equation of the form y=^ax-^h
represents a line

;
supposing this known, it will be at once

understood how the process of tracing the curve may he
abbreviated

;
we have ic = 0

, y = - 1
,
and a? = z/ = 0 ;

the

curve is thus the line passing through these two points.

But in the foregoing example the notion of a line is taken
to be a known one, and such notion of a line does in fact

precede the consideration of any equation of a curve what-
ever, since the notion of the coordinates themselves rests

upon that of a line. In other cases it may very well he
that the equation is the definition of the curve ;

the points

laid down, although (as finite in number) they do not

actually determine the curve, determine it to any degree

of accuracy ; and the equation thus enables us to construct

the curve,

A curve may he determined in another way ; viz., the

coordinates x^ y may be given each of them as a function

of the same variable parameter 0 ;
a?, 2/ =/(^)>

spectively. Here, giving to 0 any number of values in

succession, these equations determine the values of x.

that is, the positions of a series of points on the curve.

The ordinary form y — <f>(x)s where y is given explicitly

as a function of is a particular case of each of the

other two forms: we have fix^ y), = y — = 0

;

and
x=0, y = <^(^).

4.

As remarked under Curve, it is a useful exer-

cise to trace a considerable number of curves, first

taking equations which are purely numerical, and then

equations which contain literal constants (representing

numbers)
; the equations most easily dealt with are

those wherein one coordinate is given as an explicit

function of the other, say 2/==<^(a)’) as above. A few

examples are here given, with such explanations as seem
proper.
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(1.) y= 2x-l, as before; it is at once seen that this is a line;

and taking it to be so, any two points, for instance, (0,-1) and
(i> 0), determine the line.

(2.) The equation shows that x may be positive or
negative, but that y is always positive, and has the same
values for equal positive and

^

negative values of x : the curve ^
\

passes through the origin, and
thiough the points (dbl, 1). It

is already known that the curve
lies wholly above the axis of x.

To find its form in the neigh-
bourhood of the origin, give x a
small value, x= ±0T or zbO‘01,
then y is very much smaller,
= 0*01 and 0*0001 in the two
cases respectively

;
this shows

that the curve touches the axis of x at the origin. Moreover, x
may be as large as we please, but when it is large, y is much larger ;

for instance, a*= 10, 2/
= 100. The curve is a parabola (fig- 2).

(3. ) y=x^. Here x being positive y is positive, but x being nega-
tive y is also negative : the
curve passes tlirough the origin,

and also through the points

(1, 1) and (
- 1, - 1). Moreover,

when X is small, = OT for

example, then not only is

?/, = 0*001, very much smaller
than X, but it is also very much
smaller than y was for the last-

mentioned curve y=x^, that is,

in the neighbourhood of the
oi’igin the present curve ap-
proaches more closely the axis of
X The axis of a; is a tangent at
the origin, but it is a tangent of
a peculiar kind (a stationary or
inflexional tangent), cutting the

O

curve 'at the origin, which is an inflexion,

bical 1

(4.)

Fig. 3.

The curve is the
cubical parabola (fig. 3).

^^-=‘X - 1.x — 3.x- 4. Here y‘=‘0 for x^l, ~3, =4. When-
evei X- 1.x- 8.x- 4 is positive, y has two equal and opposite

•values
;
but when x-l.x- 8.x- 4^ is negative, then y is imagm-

ary. In particular, for x less than 1, or between 3 and 4, y is imagin-
ary, but for X between 1 and 3, or greater than 4, y has two values.

It is clear that for x yi

somewhere between 1 and
3, y will attain a maxi-
mum, the values of x
and y may be found ap-
proximately by trifil.

The curve will consist of
an oval and infinite

branch, and it is easy to
see that, as shown in
fig. 4, the curve where it

cuts the axis of x cuts
It at right angles. It .

may be further remarked '

lliat, as X increases from 4, the value of y will increase more and
more raxndly ; for instance, x—b^ 2/®= 8, £c= 10, 2

/^= 378, &c., and
it IS easy to see that this im^ilies that the curve has on the infinite

branch two inflexions as shown.
(5.) y'^=x- c.x-h.x- a, where (that is, a nearer to

+ oo
, c to — oo ). The curve has the same general form as in the

last figure, the oval extending between the limits x=c, £c= &, the
infinite branch commencing at the point x==a.

(6.) y^— {x — cy{x-a). Suppose that in the last-mentioned
curve, y^=^x— c.x — b.x — a, b
gradually diminishes, and be- y\
comes ultimately = c. The in-
finite branch (see fig. 6) changes
its form, hut not in a very
marked manner, and it retains
the two inflexions. The oval
lies always between the values

^
I ^

a"=c, »=&, and therefore its
1ength continuallydiminishes

;

it is easy to see that its breadth
will also continually diminish

;

ultimately it shrinks up into
a mere point. The curve has
thus a conjugate or isolated
point, or acnode. For a direct
verification observe that x==c, y

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

(7- ) 2/^= (a; — c) (a; - ct)®. If in the same curve h gradually in-
creases and becomes ultimately —a, the oval and the infinite branch
change each of them its form, the oval extending always between
the values £c=c, a; = 6, and thus
continually approaching the in-
finite branch, which begins at
22= a. The consideration of a
few numerical examples, with
careful drawing^ would show
that the oval and the infinite
branch as they approach sharpen
out each towards the other
(the two inflexions on the in-

finite branch coming always
nearer to the point (a, 0) ),—so

that finally, when b becomes
= «, the curve lias the form
shown in fig. 6, there being now a double point or node (ci*unode)
at A, and the inflexions on the infinite branch having disappeared.

In the last four examples the curve is o]ie of the cubical curves
called the divergent parabolas : 4 is a mere numerical example
of 5, and 6, 7, 8 are in
Newton’s language the
parabola cxvtn ovali^

' ‘punctata

y

and nodata

I

respectively. When
I

c(y by c are all equal, or

j

the form is y^=^(x— c)^,

we have a cuspidal form,

1
Newton’s parabola cus-

' pidatay otherwise the
. semicubical parabola.

(8.) As an example of
a curve given by an im-
plicit equation, suppose
the equation is

-3£C2/=0
;

this is a nodal cubic
curve, the node at the
origin, and the axes

V

\ o -ic

1

'

^’ig' 7

_ — , y— 0, so that (c, 0) is a point of
the curve, but if x is either less than c, or between c and a, y^ is

negative, and y is imaginary.

touching the two branches respectively (fig. 7). An easy mode of
tracing it is to express y each of them in terms of a vaiiable 0,

30 30®

^ » y ^ ;
but it is instructive to trace the curve

directly from its equation.

5. It may be remarked that the p)iirely algebraical pro-

cess, which is in fact that employed in finding a differen-

tial coefficient ^ ,
if applied directly to the equation of

the curve, determines the point consecutive to any given
point of the curve, that is, the direction of the curve at

such given point, or, what is the same thing, the direction

of the tangent at that point. In fact, if a, /3 are the
coordinates of any point on a curve /(x, y) — 0y then
writing in the equation of the curve a; = a d- h, y = /3 + 7c,

and in the resulting equation /(a -\-7i, /3 -{- 7c) = 0 (de-

veloped in powers of 7i and 7c), omitting the term /(a, fB),

which vanishes, and the terms containing the second and
higher powers of 7i, 7c, we have a linear equation Ah 4- B7r = 0,

which determines the ratio of the increments A, 7c, Of
course, in the analytical development of the theory, we
translate this into the notation of the differential calculus

;

but the question presents itself, and is thus seen to be

solvable, as soon as it is attempted to trace a curve from its

equation.

Geometry is Descrvptive, or Metrical.

6. A geometrical proposition is either descrijotive or

metrical : in the former case it is altogether independent

of the idea of magnitude (length, inclination, &c. ) ;
in the

latter case it has reference to this idea. It is to be

noticed that, although the method of coordinates seems to

be by its inception essentially metrical, and we can

hardly, except by metrical considerations, connect an

equation with the curve which it represents (for in-

stance, even assuming it to be known that an equation

Aar+ B^/ 4- C = 0 represents a line, yet if it be asked what
. line, the only form of answer is, that it is the line cutting

X. — 52
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tlie axes at distances from the origin - C~A,
respectively), yet in dealing hy this method with descriptive

propositions, we are, in fact, eminently free from all

metrical considerations.

7 . It is worth while to illustrate this hy the instance of the

well-known theorem
of the radical centre

of three circles. The
theorem is that, given

any three circles A, B,

C (fig. 8), the common
chords aa,

, yy'

of the three pairs of

circles meet in a point.

The geometrical

proof is metrical

throughout :

—

Take O the point of

intersection of aa, j8j8',

and joining this with y,
suppose that 7'0 does not
pass through y, hut that it meets the circles A, B in two distinct

points 7o respectively. 'We have then the known metrical pro-

perty of intersecting chords of a circle
;

viz., in circle C where
aa, j8/8' are chords meeting at a point O,

0a.0a'= 0^.0;3',

Fig. 8.

where, as well as in w’hat immediate follows Oa, &c., denote, of

course, lengths or dista'/iccs.

Similarly in circle A,
0 OjS' =« O71 .07’

,

and ill circle B,
Oa. Oa'= O72 .07'.

Consequently O71 . O7', that is, 071= 073 , or the points

7i and 73 coincide ;
that is, they each coincide with 7.

We contrast this with the analytical method ;

—

Here it only requires to he known that an equation Aa; 4- B?/ H- C= 0
represents a line, and an equation -H 2/^ + Acc+By 4 0= 0 represents
a circle. A, B, O have, in the two cases respectively, metrical signi-

fications ; hut these we are not concerned with, tlsing S to denote
the function 4 4 Are4By 4 C, the equation of a circle is S= 0,

where S stands for its value
;
more briefly, we say the equation is

S, =£c^ 4 y®4 Aon4 By4 0, = 0. Iiet the equation of any other circle

be S"', =ii;®4y®4 A'£(3 4B'y 4C'= 0; the equation S-S'=0 is a
linear equation (S-S' is in fact= (A -A') a;4(B~B') y4C-C'),
and it thus represents a line

;
this equation is satisfied by the co-

ordinates of each of the points of intersection of the two circles

(for at each of these points S= 0 and S'=0, therefore also S -- S'=0);
hence the equation S - S'= 0 is that of the line joining the two
points of intersection of the two circles, or say it is the equation of
the common chord of the two circles. Considering then a third
circle S", =a:2 4y®4A"ciS4B"y4C"= 0, the equations of the com-
mon chords are S-S'=0, S-S"= 0, S'-S"= 0 (each of these a
linear equation)

;
at the intersection of the first and second of

these lines S= S' and S=S", therefore also S'= S", or the equation
of the third line is satisfied by the coordinates of the point in
question

;
that is, the three chords intersect in a point 0, the co-

ordinates of which are determined hy the equations S= S'= S".

It further appears that if the two circles S = 0, S = 0'

do not intersect in any real points, they must be regarded
as intersecting in two imaginary points, such that the line
joining them is the real line represented by the equation
S — S' = 0 j or that two circles, whether their intersections
be real or imaginary, have always a real common chord
(or radical axis), and that for any three circles the com-
mon chords intersect in a point (of course real) which is
the radical centre. And hy this very theorem, given two
circles with imaginary intersections, we can, hy drawing
circles which meet each of them in real points, construct
the radical axis of the first-mentioned two circles.

8. The principle employed in showing that the equation
of the common chord of two circles is S - S' = 0 is one of
very extensive application, and some more illustrations of
it may be given.

Suppose S= 0, S'=0 are lines (that is, let S, S' now denote
linear functions Aa;4By4C, A'a:4B'y4C'), then S-;fcS'=0 (k an
arbitrary constant) is the equation of any line passing through the
point of intersection of the two given lines. Such a line may be

made to pass through any given point, say the point {xq, y^) ;
i,e.

if So, S'o are what S, S' respectively become on writing for (a;, y) the
values (cgq, y^), then the value of k is ^= So-^S'o. The equation in
fact is SS'o - SqS'= 0 ;

and starting from this equation we at once
verify it a ^posteriori

;
the equation is a linear equation satisfied by

the values of (x, y) which make S = 0, S'= 0 ; and satisfied also hy
the values {xq, 2/0) 5

^Ae equation of the line in
question.

If, as before, S= 0, S'==0 represent circles, then (k being arbi-
trary) S-^ S'= 0 is the equation of any circle passing tlnougli the
two points of intersection of the t-wo circles

;
and to make this pass

through a given point {xq, y^) we have again ^==So-4S'o. In the
particular case 1, the circle becomes the coininon cliord (more
accurately, it becomes the common chord together with the line
infinity, but this is a question which is not here gone into).

If S denote the general quadric function,

S= + 2hxy 4 Z>2/® + %fy + ^Sf^' + c, /, g, 7i){x, y, 1)2,

then the equation S= 0 represents a conic
; assuming this, then, if

S'=0 represents another conic, the equation S - 7:’S' = 0 represents
any conic through the four points of intersection of the two conics.

Eeturning to the equation Aa;4 B?/4 C= 0 of a line, if this pass
through two given points 2/i)> ^2)9 ^hen w^e must have
Aaji4 B2/1 4 C= 0, Ax^ 4 Bt/.^ 4 C = 0, equations which determine the
ratios A ; B : 0, and it thus appears that the ecpiation of the hue
through the two given points is

- 2/2)
- + aJi2/2 - = 0 ;

or what is the same thing

—

•'>’9 2/9 1

‘^’1
9 2/1 9 I

•^'2 9 2/2 9
I

= 0
;

9. The object still being to illustrate the mode of

working with coordinates, we consider the theorem of

the polar of a point in regard to a circle. Given a circle and
a point O (fig. 9), we draw
through O any two lines

meeting the circle in the

points A, A' and B, B' re-

spectively, andthentaking q
Q as the intersection of

the lines AB' and A'B,
the theorem is that the
locus of the point Q is a

right line depending only
Fig. 9.

upon O and the circle, hut independent of the particular

lines OAA' and OBB'.
Taking 0 as the origin, and for the axes any two lines through 0

at right angles to each other, the equation of the circle will be

a;24 2/®4 2Aa34 2B2/4C= 0 ;

and if the equation of the line OAA' is taken to be y^mx, then

the points A, A' are found as the intersections of the straight line

with the circle
;
or to determine x we have

£c2(1 4m2
) 4 2a;(A4 Bm) 4 C= 0

.

If {x^, are the coordinates of A, and 2/2) of A', then the

roots of this equation are x^, x^, whence easily

1,1 o A4Bm
1 ^ --S*

X^ X2 vj

And similarly, if the equation of the line OBB' is taken to be

2/=m'£B, and the coordinates of B, B' to be (x^, 2/3) and (x^, 2/4)

respectively, then

A 2. = - 9 A +
£C4 O'

We nave then
i»(2/i - 2/4) - y(^ " «;4) + i»i2/4 - ^»42/i

= 0 ,

32(2/2 - 2/3)
-- y(^2

-
323 ) + 3332/3 - 0332/4= 0 ,

as the equations of the lines AB' and A'B respectively ; for the first

of these equations, being satisfied if we write therein (x^, 2/1 ) or

(3?4, ^4) for (x, y), is the equation of the line AB', and similarly the

second equation is that of the line A'B. Reducing by means of

the relations 2/1 - “Wiaq =*=0, y^~ = 0 , 2/3 ” = 0,

the two equations become

x{mx2_ “ m'ci34) - 2/(iKi - 4 {m! — on)xiX^= 0,

aj(m£i52 - m!x^ - ylx^ - x^ 4 (m' - m)x^^= C,

and if we divide the first of these equations hy and the second

by and then add, we obtain

or. what is the same thing,
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(
'

i',
"*0

)
^^ ~ “ (

'^3
* 44 )

- 2Ht- 0,

wliicli by what jirecedes is the equation of a line through the x^oint

Q. Substituting herein for -i + —, "t +~ their foregoing values,
Xi CC.2 SCs

the equation becomes
- (A-r B;yO(2/ - + (^+ - onx) 'iji/ — 771=^0

;

that is,

{m - on'){Ax 4- B^/ + C) = 0

;

or finally it is A ^ + By + 0 = 0, showing that the point Q lies in a
line the position of which is independent of the particular lines

OAA', OBB' used m the construction. It is proper to notice that
there is no correspondence to each other of the xioints A, A' and
B, B'; the giouping might as well have been A, A' and B',B ;

and
it thence ax>pears that the line A ^i + By + 0 = 0 just obtained is in
fcUit the line joining the x>oint Q with the point R which is the
intersection of AB and A'B'.

10. The equation A,x + B^ + C = 0of a line contains in

fiX^pearance 3, but really only 2 constants (for one of the
constants can be divided out), and a line depends accord-

ingly upon 2 parameters, or can be made to satisfy 2 condi-

tions. Similarly, the equation (a, h, y, 2/,
1)2 = 0

of a conic contains really 5 constants, and the equation

( ')(.?;, ?y, 1)^ = 0 of a cubic contains really 9 constants. It

thus apxiears that a cubic can be made to pass through 9
given x^oiuts, and that the cubic so passing through 9
given x^oiiits is completely determined. There is, how-
ever, a remarkable exception. Considering two given
cubic curves S = 0, S' = 0, these intersect in 9 points, and
through these 9 points we have the whole series of cubics

S - /nS' = 0, where h is an arbitrary constant : Ic may be
determined so that the cubic shall pass through a given
tenth point (A: = Sq + S'q, if the coordinates are (a?Q, 1/0)5

and S^, S'q denote the corresponding values of S, S').

The resulting curve SS'q-S'Sq — O may be regarded as

the cubic determined by the conditions of passing through
S of the 9 points and through the given point (Xq, t/q);

tuid from the equation it thence appears that the curve
passes through the remaining one of the 9 points. In
other words, we thus have the theorem, any cubic curve
which passes through 8 of the 9 intersections of two given
cubic curves x^asses through the 9th intersection.

The applications of this theorem are very numerous;
tor instance, we derive from it PascaBs theorem of the
inscribed hexagon. Consider a hexagon inscribed in a
conic. The three alternate sides constitute a cubic, and
the other three alternate sides another cubic. The cubics

intei’toect in 9 points, being the 6 vertices of the hexagon,
and the 3 Pascalian points, or intersections of the pairs of

opxDosite sides of the hexagon. Drawing a line through
two of the Pascalian points, the conic and this line con-

stitute a cubic x^J^ssing through 8 of the 9 points of inter-

section, and it therefore passes through the remaining
point of intersection—that is, the third Pascalian point

;

and since obviously this does not lie on the conic, it must
lie on the line—that is, we have the theorem that the
three Pascalian (or points of intersection of the
Xiairs of ox^i^osite sides) lie on a line.

Metrical Theory.

11. The foundation of the metrical theory consists in the
simple theorem that if a finite line PQ (fig. 10) be projected
upon anj’’ other line 00' by lines perxDendicular to 00',
then the length, of the projection P'Q' is equal to the
length of PQ into the cosine of its inclination to P'Q';
or, what is the same thing, that the perpendicular dis-

tance P'Q' of any two parallel lines is equal to the inclined
distance PQ into the cosine of the inclination. It at once
follows that the algebraical sum of the projections of the
sides of a closed polygon upon any line is =? 0 ;

or, re-

versing tlie signs of certain sides, and considering the

P^^lygon as consisting of two broken lines, each extend-
ing from the same initial to
the same terminal point, the
sum of the proj ections of
the lines of the first set upon
any line is equal to the sum
of the projections of the lines

of the second set. Observe
that if any line be perpen-
dicular to the line on which
the projection is made, then
its projection is — 0.

Thus, if we have a right,
angled triangle PQR (fig. 11), Fig. 10.

where QK, RP, QP are= |, tj, p respectively, and whereof the base-

angle is=o, then projecting siiecessivelj’' on the three sides, we
have

I= p cos di 7} = p sin ct, p= ^ cos a+ 77 sin a
;

and we thence obtain
p-= ^*-J + 7y

2
. cob’'^a+ silica= 1 .

And again, by projecting on a line Qcci ,
inclined at the angle a'

to QR, we have

p cos (a - a') = I cos a' + 77 sin a' ;

and by substituting for 77 their foregoing values,

cos (a“ a')= cos a COS a' + sin a sin a'.

It is to be remarked that, assuming only the theory of
similar triangles, we have herein a proof of Euclid, Book
I., Prop 47 ; in fact, the same as is given Book YL,
Prop. 31 ; and also a proof of the trigonometrical formula
for cos (a — a'). The formulse for cos(a -f a ) and sin (a dt a')

could be obtained in the same manner.

Draw FT at right angles to Qajj, and supx^ose QT, TP= |i, 77^ re-

spectively, so that w'e have now the quadrilateral QRPTQ, 01
,
what

is the same thing, the two broken lines QRP and QTP, each extend-
ing from Q to P. Projecting on the four sides successively, -we
have

$ = cos a' — 77i
sin a',

77 = sill a' + 77 i
cos a',

4i= I cos a' + 77 sin a',

77i= - I sin a' + 77 cos a',

where the third equation is that previously written

p cos (a - a')= ^ cos a+ 77 sill a.

Egiiations of Right Line and Circle.—Transformation

of Coordinates.

12.

The required formulae axe really contained in the

foregoing resrdts. Eor, in fig. 11, supposing that the

axis of X is parallel to QR, and taking a, h for the co-

ordinates of Q, and {x, y) for those of P, then we have

— y — h respectively ; and therefore

a?— fl&=p cosa, y-5=psina,
p2 = (a- - of+ (y - W*

"WTiting the first two of these in the form

X- V

cos a sin

we may regard Q as a fixed point, hut P as a xioint moving in the

direction Q to P, so that a remains constant, and then, omitting

the equation (==p), we have a relation between the coordinates

X, y of the point P thus moving in a light line,—that is, we have
the equation of the line through the given point (a, h) at a given
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inclination a to tlie axis of x. And, moreover, if, using this equa-

tion { = p), we write + p cos a, y= J)-\-p sin a, then we have

expressions for the coordinates a?, 2/ of a point of this line, in terms

of the variable parameter p.

Again, take the point T to be fixed, but consider the point P as

moving in the line TP at right angles to QT. If instead of we
take p for the distance QT, then the equation = ^ cosa^ + 7j sma'
will he

(x - Cl) cos a' -i- (2/
- &) sin a ;

that is, this will be the equation of a line such that its perpendi-

cular distance from the point (a, &) is=^, and that the inclination

of this distance to the axis of £e is = a

.

From either form it appears that the equation of a line

is, in fact, a linear equation of the form A.x + -f C = 0.

It is important to notice that, starting from this equation,

we can determine conversely the a but not the {a, h) of

the form of equation which contains these quantities;

and in like manner the a but not the (a, h) or p of the

other form of equation. The reason is obvious. In each

case (a, h) denote the coordinates of a point, fixed in-

deed, hut which is in the first form any point of the line,

and in the second form any point whatever. Thus, in the

second form the point from which the perpendicular is

let fall may he the origin. Here {a, h) = (0, 0), and the

equation is x cos a

+

2/ sina -jp = 0. Comparing this

with = we have the values of cos a',

sin a', and p,
13. The equation

p‘^ = {x-af + {y-hf
is an expression for the squared distance of the two points

(c6, h) and {Xy y). Taking as before the point Q, coordi-

nates (a, 5), as a fixed point, and writing c in the place of

p, the equation
{x — of + (2/

— ~
expresses that the point (as, y) is always at a given distance
c from the given point (a, h) ;

viz., this is the equation
of a circle, having (^, h) for the coordinates of its centre,

and c for its radius.

The equation is of the form

4- ^2 _i_ 2A£t; 4- 2By -f C = 0,

and here, the number of constants being the same, we
can identify the two equations

; we find a = — A, & = — B,
— A^ 4- B^ - C, or the last equation is that of a circle

having - A, — B for the coordinates of its centre, and
^/A*^ + B^ - C for its radius.

14. Drawing (fig. 11) (^ij^ at right angles at Qa?!
,
and

taking Qx^y as a new set of rectangular axes, if instead
of ^3^,

>
7 ^
we write we have y-^ as the new coordi-

nates of the point JP
; and writing also a in place of a' (a

now denoting the inclination of the axes and Oa?), we
have the formulae for transformation between two sets of
rectangular axes. These are

X - a = £»! cos a - 2/1 sin a

,

y-t == cci sin a+ 2/1 cos a

,

and
osi = (sc- a) cos a +(2^ — 5 ) sin a,

2/1
= - (sc - a) sin a+ {y-b) cos a

,

each set being obviously at once deducible from the other
one. In ^these formulae (a, h) are the £C2/-coordinates of
the new origin

(J;^, and a is the inclination of to Ox.
It is to be noticed that are so placed that, by
moving O to Q, and then turning the axes Ox-^y Oy^ round
Q (through an angle a measured in the sense Ox to Oy),
the original axes Ox, Oy will come to coincide with
Q^15 Qj/i respectively. This could not have been done if

had been drawn (at right angles always to in
the reverse direction, we should then have had in the
formidae —y^ instead of The new formulae which
would be thus obtained are of an essentially distinct
form : the analytical test is that in the formulae as written
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down we can, by giving to a a proper value (in fact

a = 0), make the (x-a) and {y-h) equal to x-^ and
respectively; in the other system we could only make
them equal to x^y - 2/1 ,

or - x^y y-^ respectively. But for

the very reason that the second system can he so easily

derived from the first, it is proper to attend exclusively to

the first system,—that is, always to take the new axes so

that the two sets admit of being brought into coincidence.

In the foregoing system of two pairs of equations, the

first pair give the original coordinates x, y in terms of the

new coordinates ;
the second pair the new co-

ordinates x^y 2/1 terms of the original coordinates .r, //.

The formulae involve («, 6), the original coordinates of

the new origin
;

it would be easy instead of these to intro-

duce (a^L, Z>
3_),

the new coordinates of the origin. Writing
IS) = (0, 0), we have, of course, the formulse for trans-

formation between two sets of rectangular axes having the

same orighiy and it is as well to write the formulae in this

more simple form; the subsequent transformation to a

new origin, but with axes parallel to the original axes, can

then be effected without any difficulty.

15.

All questions in regard to the line may be solved

by means of one or other of the foregoing forms

—

Ajj 4* 132^+ C= 0 ,

?/= Aai4-B

,

x — CL __ y — h

os a sill a
{x - a) cos a +{y- b) sin a' -x>= 0

;

or it may be by a comparison of these different forms

:

thus, using the first form, it has been already shown that

the equation of the line through two given points {x-^y z/j),

(ccg, 7/2) is

“(j/i - i/s) - 2/(«i
- ®a) + ®i2/2

- aia’/i= ,

or, as this may be written,

A particular case is the equation

representing the line through the points (a, 0) and (0, &), or,

what is the same thing, the line meeting the axes of x and y
at the distances from the origin a and h respectively. It

A
may be noticed that, in the form Ax -f B?/ 4- C = 0 , - ^
denotes the tangent of the inclination to the axis of x, or

we may say that B JA? -f B‘^ and — A — 4- 11- denote

respectively the cosine and the sine of the inclination to

the axis of x. A better form is this : A JA^ 4- B^ and

B -f- jJA? 4- B2 denote respectively the cosine and the sine

of inclination to the axis of x of the perpendicular upon
the line. So of course, in regard to the form y = Ax 4- B,

A is here the tangent of the inclination to the axis of x ;

1 JA? 4- 1 and A JA^ 4- 1 are the cosine and sine of

this inclination, &c. It thus appears that the condition

in order that the lines Ace 4- B?/ 4- C = 0 andAx 4- B'z/ — C' = 0

may meet at right angles is AA 4- BB' = 0 ;
so when the

equations are y= Ax-\-'By Ax+^\ the condition

AA 4-1—0, or say the value of A' is = — 1 -f* A.
The perpendic-ular distance of the point {a, V) from the

line Ax 4- B?/ 4-0 = 0 is {Aa + B?? 4-0)4- JA^ 4- B^. In ail

the formulae involving or AyA^4-l, the radical

should be written with the sign
,
which is essentially

indeterminate : the like indeterminateness of sign presents

itself in the expression for the distance of two points

p= =4= sj(x— aY -k (2/
— 7^)2

;
if, as before, the points are

Q, P, and the indefinite line through these is sj'QPz, then

it is the same thing whether we measure off from Q along

this line, considered as drawn from z towards Zy a positive
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distance Ic^ or along the line considered as drawn reversely

from z towards the equal negative distance - and th.e

expression for the distance p is thus properly of the form
± k. It is interesting to compare expressions which do
not involve a radical : thus, in seeking for the expression

for the perpendicular distance of the point (a, h) from a
given line, let the equation of the given line he taken
ill the form, x cos a + y sin a -jp = 0 (p being the perpen-
dicular distance from the origin, a its inclination to the
axis of x) : the equation of the line may also be written

(j: - a) cos a -f (y — 6) sin a—

—

0, and we have thence

P].^P~ oL—h sin a, the required expression for the
distance 2>i

‘ it is here assumed that is drawn from
h) in the same sense as ^3 is drawn from the origin,

and the indeterminateness of sign is thus removed.
16. As an instance of the mode of using the formulae,

take the problem of finding the locus of a point such that
its distance from a given point is in a given ratio to its

distance from a given line.

We take (a, h) as the coordinates of the given point,

and it is convenient to take {x^ y) as the coordinates of

the variable point, the locus of which is required : it thus
becomes necessary to use other letters, say (X, Y), for

current coordinates in the equation of the given line.

Riippose this is a lino such that its perpendicular distance

from the origin is and that the inclination ofp to the
axis of is = a

j
the equation is X cos a-f Y sin a — 2^

= 0.

In the result obtained in § 15, writing (a;, y) in place of
{if, h), it appears that the perpendicular distance of this

line from the point (x, y) is

==i3 - X cos a - y siu a
;

hence the equation of the locus is

V(cc - a)^ - 5)*^= (p - jv cos a - y sin a),

or say
(aj— a)'^ + (y - (x cos a + y sin a = 0,

an equation of the second order.

Tke Ooulcs {Parabola^ Ellipse, Hyperbola).

17. The conics or, as they were called, conic sections

were originally defined as the sections of a right circular

cone ; but Apollonius substituted a definition, which is in

fact that of the last example : the curve is the locus of a

point such that its distance from a given point (called the
focus) is in a given ratio

to its distance from a given ^
line (called the directrix)

;

taking the ratio as e : 1,

then e is called the eccen-

tricity.

Take FD for the perpendicular
from the focus F upon the di-
rectrix, and the given ratio being
that of g : 1 {e >, = or < 1,
but positive), and let tlie distance
FD be divided at O in the given
ratio, say we have OD=?/i,
OF= em, where m is positive

Fig. 12.

then the origin may be taken hit O, the axis Ox being in the direc-
tion OF (that is from O to F), and the axis Oy at right angles to it.

The distance of the point {x, y) from F is =\l{x-emy^-hy% its
distance fiom the directrix is =x+ 7n; the equation therefore is

(x- e7roy^ + yS gS ^^2 .

or, what is the same thing, it is

(1 - e^)oc^ - 2me (1 + e)x+ y^= 0.

If or, since e is taken to be positive, if e= l, this is

.
y2-4??ia;==0,

which IS the parabola.
If (S^^not = 1, then the equation may be written

a - 0^)1 a; - -«2£.Y+ 2/
2= ?2^£!(i±£) .

V 1 — eJ 1 — e

Supposing e positive and < 1, then, writing m= the

equation becomes

that is,

(1 - e^){x - a)2 +y2_a2(l -

(x - a)^ +
a\l - e2)

= 1
;

or, changing the origin and writing b^^a^{l - e^), this is

which is the ellipse.

And similarly if « be positive and > 1, then writingm == ^

e ^

the equation becomes
(1 - e^){x -f a)^ + y^= a^(l - e^),

that is.

(x+ a)-

or changing the origin and writing b^=^a^{e^ - 1), this is

which is the hyperbola.

1 8. The general equation ax^ -f 27ixi/ -tby^’h 2fi/ + 2gx+ e
—

0, or as it is written (a, h, c, /’ y, h){x, y, 1)2 = 0, may
be such that the quadric function breaks up into factors,

— (ax+ fBy 4- y){oLX + /?'y -h y)

;

and in this case the equation
represents a pair of lines, or (it may be) two coincident lines.

When it does not so break up, the function can be put
in the form X{ (x — a)^+ (y — b')^ - cosa -{- y siria —
or, equating the two expressions, there will be six equa-
tions for the determination of A, a', V, e, p, a

;

and by
what precedes, if a', b', a, p, a are real, the curve is either

a parabola, ellipse, or hyperbola. The original coefficients

(a, 5, c,/, y. It) may be such as not to give any system of

real values for a' b', e^p, a; but when this is so the equa-
tion (a, &, c, /, y, A)(£C, y, 1)2 = Q does not represent a real

curve^
;
the imaginary curve which it represents is, how-

ever, regarded as a conic. Disregarding the special cases

of the pair of lines and the twice repeated line, it thus
appears that the only real curves represented by the
general equation (a, h, c,f, y, h){x, y, 1)^ = 0 are the para-

bola, the ellipse, and the hyperbola. The circle is con-

sidered as a particular case of the ellipse.

The same result is obtained by transforming the equation
{a, b, c, fy y, lt)(xy y, 1)^ = 0 to new axes. If in the first ];>lace

the origin be unaltered, then the directions of the new- (rect-

angular) axes Oy^ can be found so that (the co-

efiicient of the term x^-^ shall be = 0 j when this is

done, then either one of the coefficients of is = 0,

and the curve is then a parabola, or neither of these
coefficients is = 0, and the curve is then an ellipse or

hyperbola, according as the two coefficients are of the
same sign or of opposite signs.

19t. The curves can be at once traced from their equa-

tions :

—

y^=^A:mXy for the parabola (fig. 13),

5^ +^ =1, for the ellipse (fig. 14),

^ —^ =1, for the hyperbola (fig. 15);

and it will be noticed how the form of the last equation

puts in evidence the two asymptotes -^ = of the

hyperbola. Deferred to the asymptotes (as a set of

^ It is proper to remark that, when (a, 5, c, f, g, h) (x, y, 1)^= 0
dots represent a real curve, there are in fact four systems of values of

Vy e, py a, two real, the other two imaginary ;
we have thus two

real equations and two imaginary equations, each of them of the form
(a:— (cos a -I-y cos iS-j??)’-*, representing each of them
one and the same real curve. This is consistent with the assertion

of the text that the real curve is in every case represented by a real

equation of this form.
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oblique axes) tbe equation of the hyperbola takes the

form ocy^c
I
and in particular, if in this equation the

axes are at right angles, then the equation represents

the rectangular hyperbola referred to its asymptotes as

axes.

Tangent^ Normal^ Circle and Radius of Curvature^

20. There is great convenience in using the language and
notation of the infinitesimal analysis; thus we consider

on a curve a point with coordinates (a?, y)^ and a consecu-

tive point the coordinates of which are {x-^dx^
or again a second consecutive point with coordinates

{x-Y dx-\- ^d'^x^ V-^dy+ \d^y), &;c.; and in the final results

the ratios of the infinitesimals must be replaced by differ-
j

ential coefficients in the proper manner ; thus, if x, y are
1

considered as given functions of a parameter then dx^ dy
dx du

have in fact tbe values
,
and (only the ratio

being really material) they may in the result he replaced

by ~ ^ . This includes the case where the equation

of the curve is given in the form y = cl>{x) ;
0 is here = a?,

and the increments dx, dy are in the result bo be replaced

by Ij ^ • So also with the infinitesimals of the higher

orders d^x, &e.
21 . The tangent at the point (x, y) is the line through

uhis point and the consecutive point {x ^dx^y-^ dy)

;

hence,
taking tj as current coordinates, the equation is

l-a? ^ vszJL
dx dy '

n equation wliich is satisfied on writing therein 77= (x, y)
or =(,y-f-c/.r, y-rdy). The equation may be written

^ being now tbe differential coefficient of 2/ in regard to

X
; and this form is applicable whether y is given directly

as a function of x, or in whatever way y is in effect given
as a function of a?: if as before x, y are given each of them as

a function of 0, then the value of ^ is =^ which
dx dB dB ’

is the result obtained from the original form on writing

therein ^ ^ , for dx^ dy respectively.

So again, when the curve is given by an equation ~
ij

between the coordinates (x, ?/), then is obtained from

the equation ^ ^ ^ ~ more elegant,

using the original form, to eliminate dx^ dy by the formula

^dx + ^ dy ; we thus obtain the equation of the tangent

in the form

For example, in the case of the ellip-e -t
- = 1

,
the

X u \

equation is + 5:r
~ ^ reducing by

means of the equation of the curve the equation of the

tangent is

The normal is a line through the point at right angles

to the tangent
;
the equation therefore is

(I— + (77
— t/)tly= 0

,

where dx^ dy are to be replaced by their proportional

values as before.

22. The circle of curvature is the circle thiough the

point and two consecutive points of the cuive. T<dviiig the

equation to he
(^-a)2 + (77

--

the values of a, fB are given by

dy{d,c-^ -Tdif)

dxd-y - ^ d7d^?j~ dijd^j ’

and w-o then have

7-, = (cc - a)‘- + (2/ - cV-'xy^

In the case where y is given directly as a function of jf,

dv (l^ii

then, writing for shortness 2^ — 9.^ ^

r =
(f ’

-9 ’

or, as the equation is usually written,

the radius of curvature, considered to be

positive or negative according as the curve is concave or

convex to the axis of x.

It may be added that the centre of curvature ir> the

intersection of the normal by the consecutive 1101 nial.

The locus of the centre of curvature is the evolute. If

from the expressions of a, jB regarded as functions of x we
eliminate x, we have thus an equation between (a, ^),

which is the equation of the evolute.

Polar Coordinates.

23. The position of a point may be deteimined by

means of its distance from a fixed point and the inclina-

tion of this distance to a fixed line through the fixed point.

Say we have r the distance from the origin, and 6 the

inclination of r to tbe axis ofx\ r and 6 are then the

polar coordinates of the point, r the radius vector, and 6

the inclination. These are immediately connected with

the Cartesian coordinates ar, y by the formulae x^r cos

y = r sin $ ;
and the transition from either set of coordi-

nates to the other can thus be made without difficulty.

But the use of polar coordinates is very convenient, as

well in reference to certain classes of questions relating

to curves of any kind—for instance, in the dynamics of

central forces—as in relation to curves having in regard

to the origin the symmetry of the regular polygon (turves

such as that represented hy the equation r=cos mO), and

also in regard to the class of curves called spirals, where
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the radius vector r is given as an algebraical or exponential

function of the inclination B.

Trilinear Coordinates,

24. Consider a fixed triangle ABC, and (regarding tlie

sides as indefinite lines) suppose for a moment that p, r
denote the distances of a point P from the sides BC, CA,
AB respectively,—these distances being measured either

perpendicularly to the several sides, or each of them in a
given direction. To fix the ideas each distance may be
considered as positive for a point inside the triangle,

and the sign is thus fixed for any point whatever. There
is then an identical relation between jp, g, r : if a, &, c are

the lengths of the sides, and the distances are measured
perpendicularly thereto, the relation is ap + + or = twice
the area of triangle. But taking z proportional to p, g,
or if we please proportional to given multiples of p, q, r,

then only the ratios of rc, ?/, ^ are determined ; their abso-
lute values remain arbitrary. But the ratios of p, q, r,

and consequently also the ratios of x, y, z determine, and
that uniquely, the point; and it being understood that
only the ratios are attended to, we say that y, z) are
the coordinates of the point. The equation of a line has
thus the form ax-\-'by cz=^ 0, and generally that of a curve
of the ^^th order is a homogeneous equation of this order
between the coordinates,

( y, zY= 0. The advantage
over Cartesian coordinates is in the greater symmetry of
the analytical forms, and in the more convenient treat-

ment of the line infinity and of points at infinity. The
method includes that of Cartesian coordinates, the homo-

geneous equation in x, y, z is in fact an equation ~
t

which two quantities be regarded as denoting Car-
tesian coordinates ; or, what is the same thing, we may in
the equation write ;s= 1. It may be added that if the tri-

linear coordinates (a?, y, z) are regarded as the Cartesian
coordinates of a point of space, then the equation is that
of a cone having the origin for its vertex ; and conversely
that such equation of a cone may be regarded as the
equation in trilinear coordinates of a plane curve.

General Po int-Goordinates,—lAne-Coordinates,

25. All the coordinates considered thus far are point-
coordinates. More generally, any two quantities (or the
ratios of three quantities) serving to determine the position
of a point in the ]plane may be regarded as the coordinates
of the point

;
or, if instead of a single point they determine

a system of two or more points, then as the coordinates of

the system of points. But, as noticed under Curve, there
are also line-coordinates serving to determine the position
of a line ; the ordinary case is when the line is determined
by means of the ratios of three quantities r), ^ (corre-

lative to the trilinear coordinates x, y, js). A linear equa-
tion af -h 2^77 -i-

=

0 represents then the system of lines

such that the coordinates of each of them satisfy this
relation, in fact, all the lines which pass through a given
point

; and it is thus regarded as the line-equation of this
point; and generally a homogeneous equation (

^ = 0
represents the curve which is the envelope of all the lines
the coordinates of which satisfy this equation, and it is

thus regarded as the line-equation of this curve.

II. Solid Analytical Geometry (§§26-40).

26. We are here concerned with points in space,—^the

position of a point being determined by its three coordi-
nates X, y^ z. We consider three coordinate planes, at
right angles to each other, dividing the whole of space
into eight portions called octants, the coordinates of a
point being the perpendicular distances of the point from

the three planes respectively, each distance being considered
as positive or negative according as it lies on the one
or the other side

of the plane. Thus
the coordinates in
the eight octants

have respectively

the signs

-h

H-

4-

+
Fig. 16.

The positive parts of the axes are usually drawn as in

fig. 16, wliich repi‘eseiits a point P, the cooidinates of

which have the positive values OM, MN, NP.

27.

It may be remarked, as regards the delineation of

such solid figures, that if we have in space three lines at

right angles to each other, say Oa, 06, Od*, of equal lengths,

then it is possible to project these by parallel lines upon
a plane in such wise that the projections Oa\ 06', Qc
shall he at given inclinations to each other, and that

these lengths shall be to each other in given ratios : in

particular the two lines Oa\ Od may be at right angles to

each other, and their lengths equal, the direction of 06',

and its j)roportion to the two equal lengths Oa\ Oc being
arbitrary. It thus appears that we may as in the figure

draw Oa;, Oz at right angles to each other, and Oy in an
arbitrary direction; and moreover represent the cooidi-

nates z on equal scales, and the remaining coordinate y
on an arbitrary scale (which may be that of the other two
coordinates but is in practice usually smaller). The
advantage, of course, is that a figure in one of the co-

ordinate planes xz is represented in its proper form with-
out distortion

;
but it may he in some cases preferable to

employ the isometrical projection, wherein the three axes are

represented by lines inclined ^
to each other at angles of

120% and the scales for the
coordinates are equal (^fig. 17).

Por thedelineation of a sur-

faceof atolerablysimpleform,
it is frequently sufficient to

dra'w (according to the fore-

going projection) the sections

by the coordinate planes
;
and

in particularwhen the surface

is symmetrical in regard to

the coordinate planes, it is

sufficient to drawthe quarter-

sections belonging to a single octant of the surface ; thus

fig. 18 is a convenient representation of an octant of

the wave surface. Or a surface may be delinetited by
means of a series of parallel sections, or (taking these to be

the sections by a series of horizontal planes) say by a

series of contour lines. Of course, other sections may
be drawn or indicated, if necessary. Por the delineation

of a curve, a convenient method is to represent, as above,

a series of the points P thereof, each point P being

accompanied by the ordinates PX, which serves to refer

the point to the plane of x/y ;
this is in effect a representa-

tion of each point P of the curve, by means of two points

P, N such that the line TN has a fixed direction. Both

as regards curves and surfaces, the employment of stereo-

graphic representations is very interesting.

Fig. 17.
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28 In plane geometry, reckoning the line as a curve

of the first ordei, we have only the point and the curve.

In solid geometry, reckonmg a line as a curve of the first

order, and the plane as a surface of the first order, we

2J

have the point, the cuive, and the suiface
, but the in-

crease of complexity is far gieatei that would hence at

first sight appear In plane geometry a curve is considered

in connexion with lines (its tangents)
, but in solid

geometry the curve is considered in connexion with lines

and planes (its tangents and osculating planes), and the

surface also in connexion with lines and planes (its tan-

gent lines and tangent planes) , there are surfaces arising

out of the line—cones, skew surfaces, developables, doubly
and tiiply infinite systems of lines, and whole classes of

theories which have nothing analogous to them in plane

geometry it is thus a very small part indeed of the sub-

ject which can be even referred to in the present article

In the case of a surface we have between the coordi-

nates (iJ?, 2?) a single, or say a onefold relation, which
can be represented by a single relation f(Xj y, z)—0 ,

or

we may consider the coordinates expressed each of them
as a given function of two vaiiable parameters^, g, the
form z y) is a particular case of each of these modes of

representation, in other words, we have in the first mode
f (x, z) = z-f{x, y)y and in the second mode
for the expression of two of the coordinates in terms of
the parameters

In the case of a curve we have between the coordinates
(x, y, z) a twofold relation two equations f{x, y, z) = 0,

y,z)^0 give such a relation, % e , the curve is here
considered as the mtersection of two surfaces (hut the
curve is not always the complete intersection of two sur-
faces, and there are hence difficulties)

,
or, again, the co-

ordinates may he given each of them as a function of a
single variable parameter The form y — z = ij/x, where
two of the eoordmates aie given m terms of the third, is

a particular case of each of these modes of representation
29. The remarks under plane geometry as to descriptive

and metrical piopositions, and as to the non-metrical char-
acter of the method of coordinates when used for the
proof of a descriptive proposition, apply also to sohd geo-
metry, and they might he illustratedm like manner by the
instance of the theorem of the radical centre of four
spheres The proof is obtained from the consideration that
S and S" hemg each of them a function of the form
x^-\-y^+z^+ ax + by + cz+dy the difieience S — S' is a
mere Imear function of the coordinates, and consequently
that S — S' = 0 IS the equation of the plane containing the
cucle of intersection of the two spheies S - 0 and S' = 0.

Metrical Theory

30 The foundation m solid geometiy of the metrical
theory is in fact the before-mentioned theorem that if a

finite right line PQ be piojected upon any otliei line GO
by hnes perpendicular to (30 ,

then the length of the pio
jection P'Q' is equal to the length of PQ into the cosine

of its mchnation to P'Q'—or (in the form in which it is

now convenient to state the theorem) the perpendicular

distance P Q' of two parallel planes is equal to the inclined

distance PQ into the cosine of the inclination Hence
also the algebraical sum of the projections of the sides of

a closed polygon upon any line is = 0, or, reveising the

signs of ceitain sides and considering the polygon as made
up of two broken lines each extending fiom the same
initial to the same teiminal point, the sum of the projec

tions of the one set of luies upon any hne is equal to the

sum of the projections of the other set of lines upon the

same hne When any of the lines are at right angles to

the given line (oi, what is the same thing, in a plane at

right angles to the given line) the piojectioiis of these

Imes severally vanish
31 Consider the skew quadiilateral QMNP, the sides

QM, MIST, KP being respectively parallel to the three lect-

angular axes Ox, Oy, Oz, let tne lengths of these sides be

7), 4 of the side QP bo = p, and let the cosines

of the inchnations (oi say the cosine iiiclmations) of p to

the three axes he a, /3, y, then projecting successively on
the tliree sides and on (^P we have

C= pA py,

and p = ai+ /Brj -1-
,

whence = ^2 ^ ^2 ^
2
^
which is the relation between a

distance p and its projections r), ^ upon three rect-

angular axes And from the same equations we obtain

-h == 1, which is a relation connecting the cosine

inchnations of a line to three rectangular axes

Suppose we have thiough. Q any other line QT, and let the

cosme inclinations of this to the axes be a, y', and 5 be its

cosine inclination to QP, also let p be the length ot the piojection

of QP upon QT, then projecting on QT we have

p -= + = p5

And m the last equation substituting for rj, C then values

pa, p/3, py we find
5 = aa + ^0 -hyy ,

which IS an expression for the mutual cosine inclination of o

Imes, the cosme-inclinations of which to the axes are a,
i
8 , 7 and

a', 0, y' respectively We have of couise a^ + 0^ + yr=‘l, and

a'^ -h ^ ^ + 7'^= 1
,
and hence also

1 — S“= “h + y^)icff^ -h 0^ + 7^") — (aa^ + j
8

j
8 ^ 4- 77'')*"

= - 37)“ + (y® - 7 - °^'0f i

so that the sine of the inclination can only be expressed as a squai e

root These formulse are the foundation of spherical trigonometrj

The Line, Plane, and Sjpheie

32 The foregoing formulae give at once the equations-

of these loci.

For fiist, taking Q to be a fixed point, coOi.dmates {a, &, c) and
the cosme-mchnations (a, 0 7) to be constant, then P will be a

point m the line through Q in the diiection thus deteimined, or

taking {x, y, z) for its coordinates, these will be the curient co-

ordinates of a point in the line The values of |, 77, C then are

x~a, y - - c, and we thus have

X- a y~b z-c. .

a )3 y ^ *

which (omitting the last equation, = p) are the equations of the line

through the point (a, h, c), the cosine-inclinations to the axes being

a, 0 7, and these quantities being connected by the relation

a® 4- is®+72=1 This equation may be omitted, and then a, 0 7»

mstead of being equal, will only be proportional to the cosme-

mchnations,
ITsmg the last equation, and writing

£C, y, z = a+ ap, h-\-fip, c+ yp,

these are expressions for the current coordinates in teims of a para-

meter p, which IS in fact the distance from the fixed point (a, h, c)

It IS easy to see that, if the coordinates {x, y, z) are connected by
any two Imeaj equations, these equations can always be brought
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into tlie foregoing form, and hence that the two linear equations
represent a line.

Secondly, taking for greater simplicity the point Q to be coin-
cident with the origin, and a', j3', y, i? to be constant, then 2?
is the perpendicular distance of a plane from the origin, and
a', /S', y are the cosine-inclinations of this distance to the axes
(a'^+

j

8''-^-t- 7'-= l). P is any point in this plane, and taking its co-
ordinates to be (sc, z) then (|, tj, C) are=(£c, z), and the fore-
going equationp= J^'t) -i-yC becomes

ax+ ^'y-\-yz=p

,

Suppose, for instance, that the equations of a line (depending on

the variable parameter a) are ^ f 1 ^ 1 _
^

then, eliminating $, we have ^2 ~^= 1 - f2 »
or "2+ ^^2 - ^= ^ >

the equation of a quadric surface, afterwards called the hyperboloid
of one sheet ; this surface is consequently a scroll. It is to be re-
marked that we have upon the surface a second singly infinite
series of lines

; the equations of a line of this second system (de-
pending on the variable parameter <p) axe

which is tho equation of the plane in question.
If, more generally, Q is not coincident with the origin, then,

taking its coordinates to be (a, b, c), and writing instead of p,
the equation is

a\x -a) + ^{y ~h) + y’{z - c) ;

and we thence have + &^' 4'C7'), which is an expression
for the perpendicular distance of the point (a, &, c) from the plane
in question.

It is obvious that any linear equation A£c-}-Bj^-}-C2;-pD= 0
between the coordinates can always be brought into the foregoing
form, and hence that such equation represents a plane.

Thirdly, supposing Q to be a fixed point, coordinates (a, h, c)

and the distance QP, to be constant, say this is==£2, then, as
before, the values of tj, fare x-a, y-b, z—c, and the equation

4-y + C^=p^ becomes
(x - a)^+ {y- bf+ {z- cf ==

which is the e<iuation of the sphere, coordinates ofthe centre= {a, b, <5)
and radius
A quadric equation wherein the terms of the second order are

x^ + 2/^4- viz.
,
an equation

4- 2/^ 4- 2:® 4- Acc 4- 4- Cs 4- 1) = 0,

can always, it is clear, be brought into the foregoing form
; and it

thus appears that this is the equation of a sphere, coordinates of
the centre - -JA, - 4 B, - -gC, and squared radius= i(A=* 4- B=^ 4- 0-) - D.

Cylinders^ Cones^ Ruled Surfaces.

33. A singly infinite system of lines or system of lines
depending upon one variable parameter forms a surface

;

and the equation of the surface is obtained by eliminating
the parameter between the two equations of the line.

If the lines all pass through a given point, then the
surface is a cone

; and, in particular, if the lines are all

parallel to a given line, then the surface is a cyhnder.

c {)’ a~
It is easily shown that any line of the one system intersects every
line of the other system.

Considering any curve (of double curvature) whatever, the tan-
gent lines of the cm*ve form a singly infinite system of lines, each
line intersecting the consecutive line of the system,—that is, they
form a developable, or torse

;
the curve and torse are thus in-

separably connected together, foiming a single geometrical figme.
A plane through three consecutive points of the curve (or oscu-
lating plane of the curve) contains two consecutive tangents, that
is, two consecutive lines of the torse, and is thus a tangent plane
of the torse along a generating line.

Transformation of Coordinates.

35. There is no difficulty in changing the origin, and it

is for brevity assumed that the origin remains uiialtered.

We have, then, two sets of rectangular axes, Ox, Oy, Oz,

and Oxj, Oy^, the mutual cosine-inclinations being
shown by the diagram

—

1

V

a y

i/1 CL 0
i

y'

\

0'
1

y"

that is, a, /?, y are the cosine-inclinations of Oa?! to Ox, Oy,
Oz j a, y those of Of/i, <S2rc.

And this diagram gives also the linear expressions of the

coordinates y-^, z^ or {x, y, z) of either set in terms
of those of the other set ; we thus have

Beginning with this last case, suppose the lines are parallel to
the line x=mz, y—nz, the equations of a line of the system are
x=mz^ra, y= nz^rb,—where a, b are supposed to he functions of
the variable parameter, or, what is the same thing, there is be-
tween them a relation f{cb, &)= 0 : we have a=x — mz, b^y— nz,
and the result of the elimination of the parameter therefore is
f{x-~onz, y-nz)= Q, which is thus the general equation of the
cylinder the generating lines whereof are parallel to the line
£C=mz, y=^7is. The equation of the section by the plane 2;=0 is

y) =* 0 , and conversely if the cylinder be determined by means
of its curve of intersection with the plane s=« 0, then, taking the
-equation of this curve to be f\x, 2/)== 0j the equation of the cylinder
is f{x - mz, y - Tbz)= 0 . Thus, if the curve of intersection be the
circle {x — a)^+ (y - $)^

=

7^, we have {x - mz - a)’^+ {y — nz— 0f «=y^
£is the equation of an oblique cylinder on this base, and thus also
{x- aY+ {y - /3)-= 7^ as the equation of the right cylinder.

If the lines all pass through a given point (a, 6
, c), then the

• equations of a line are x-co^ a(s — c), y — b^ ^{z - c), where a, 3 are
functions of the variable parameter, or, what is the same thing,
there exists between them an equation /(a,

/8) = 0 ; the elimination

of the parameter gives, therefore, f (^—

=

and this

-equation, or, what is the same thing, any homogeneous equation.
f{x—a, y-b, « — c)= 0

,
or, taking / to be a rational and integral

function of the order n, say {*){x — a,y — b, z — c)"'= 0, is the general
equation of thecone having the point {a, h, c) for its vertex. Taking
the vertex to be at the origin, the equation is (*)(aj, y, s)*— 0 ; and,
in particular, (*)(x, y, s)®=0 is the equation of a cone of tho second
order, or quadricone, having the origin for its vertex.

34. Ill the general case of a singly infinite system of
lines, the locus is a ruled surface (or regulvis). If the
system be such that a line does not intersect the consecu-
tive line, then the surface is a skew surface, or scroll

; hut
if it be such that each line intersects the consecutive line,
"then it is a developable, or torse.

.fi= a a'4-3 y+y z,
y^^aix-^0y + y'z.

4- /3"y 4- y"z ,

X^ajXy+ dy-^ 4- a"«i

,

z= yx-^ 4- 7V1 4- y"z^ ,

which are obtained by projection, as above explained.

Each of these equations is, in fact, nothing else than the
before-mentioned equation ^ = af-l-/S'77 4- adapted to

the problem in hand.
But we have to consider the relations between the nine

coefficients. By what precedes, or by the consideration

that we must have identically + ?/2 + ^2 ^ ^ 2/^2 ^^2^

it appears that these satisfy the relations

—

4- 0 + 7® = 1 . 4- a"- =1,
a'2 4-/8'2 +y“ “1

,

0i + 0'2 4-/8"^ =1
,

a"'^ 4-/8"2 +y'" =1
,

y2 4.
ya 4-7"^ =1,

aV'4-^'3'' +7V= b
, iS74-j8V+ /3V==0 .

cl'a 4- /8"j8 4- 7^7 — 0 ,
ya+y'a'

4- y'a" = 0 ,

aa' 4- /8/3^ 4- 77' = 0 ,
4- cl 4- a"0' ~ 0 ,

eitlier set of six equations beingimplied in the other set.

It follows that the square of the determinant

is=l ;
and hence that the determinant itself is =±1. The dis-

tinction of the two cases is an important one : if the determinant is

= 4-1, then the axes OaJi, Oy-^, are such that they can by a
rotation about O he brought to coincide wdtli Ox, Oy, Oz respect-

ively ;
if it is = - 1, then they cannot. But in the latter case, by

measuring ^ ^he opposite directions we change the signsof

all the coefficients and so make the determinant to be = 4- 1 ;
hence

this case need alone he considered, and it is accordingly assumed
that the determinant is =4-1.

^

This being so, it is found that wo
have a further set of nine equations, a=0y" — , &c. ;

that is, the

coefficients arranged as in the diagram have the values— S3
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1 y'a'* - y'a

iS 7 ' y a —ya! a"^ -aj8"

^y' -^y ya —y a ajS — ajS

36 It IS important to express the nine coefficients in

terms of three independent quantities A solution which,

although unsymmetrical, is very convenient in Astronomy

and Dynamics is to use for the purpose the three angles

T of fig 19 ,
say 6 = longitude of the node

^ ^ = m-

clmation • and r = longitude of x-^ from node

It IS at once seen that these aie distinct surfaces, and
the equations also show very leadily the general form and
mode of generation of the several surfaces

In the elliptic paiaholoid (fig

20), the sections b} the planes

of sx and zy aic the paiabolas

£C- 2/®

having the common axes Oz

,

and the section by any jilane

s=7 paiallel to that of xyis the

ellipse

^ 2a 2b’

so that the sniface is geneiated
Fig 20

Fig 19

The diagram of transfoimation then is

Vi

cos T COS 6 — SUIT sm 6 cos <p

- sin T cos 6 — cost sin 0 cos

sm B sm <l>

y

cos Tsin0 4- sm t cos 0 cos 01

- sin T sm0 +• cos t cos B cos 0

— cos 6 sin 0

sm T sm 0

cos t sm 0

cos 0

But i more elegant solution (due to Eodngues) is that contained in

the diagram

by a vaiiable clli])be nio\ iiig parallel to itself along the paiabolas as

dllectiices

In the h^iHubolic
paiaboloid (fig 21) the
sections bythe ^ lanes of

zx, zy arc the ])aiahola&

mg the opposite axes

Oz, Oz

,

and the section

hy a plane z= y paiallel

to that of xy is the

hypeAola y

whichhas its transverse

axis paiallel to Ox or

Oij according as y is

positive or negative
The surface is thus 21
generated hy a variable

hypeibola moving paiallel to itself along the piarabolas as direc-

y

X y z

a?! 2(Xijl - v) 2(i\ ^ T* / )

Vi 2{X/j.-irp) + -v' 2(au'-A)

^1 2{vX — fJi.) 2{fJLV^X)

The nine coefficients of transformation are the nine functions
of the diagram, each dividea hy 1 + + ^

the expiessions
contain as they should do the thiee aihitraiy quantities X, y., v ,

and the identity + + can be at once verified

It may be added that the transfoimation can be expiessed m the
quaternion form

+y = (1 + 2/ + (1 + A)—-
where A denotes the vectoi ^A.+yyu '\-kv

Quadric Surfaces {Pa't aholoidSy Elhjpsoid^ Hyjperholoids)

37 It appears by a discussion of the general equation
of the second order (a, . y, 2, l)^ = 0 that the proper
quadric surfaces^ represented by such an equation are the
following five surfaces (a and h positive)

1 ) ^ ^ -i-^ , elliptic paraboloid
2a 2o

(2 )
®

a-

2a 2h

(^)

,2 g2

C

,
hyperbolic paraboloid.

= 1, ellipsoid

= 1, hyperboloid of one sheet.

(5) ^4- = hypeiholoid of two sheets.

^ The improper quadric surfaces represented by the general equation
of the second order are (1) the pair of planes or plane-pair, includmg as
a special case the twice repeated plane, and (2) the cone, including as a
special cas»e the cylinder Theie is but one foim of cone

, but the
cyhnder may be parabolic, elhptic, or hyperbohe

Fig 22.

trices The form is best seen from fig 22, which represents

the sections hy planes parallel to the plane of xy, or say

the contoui hnes
,
the

continuous lines are

the sections above
the plane of xy, and
the dotted lines the
sections below this

plane The form is,

in fact, that of a
saddle

In the ellipsoid (fig

23) the sections by the
planes of zx, zy, and
xy aie each of them an
ellipse, and the section
hy any parallel plane
is also an ellipse The
surface may be con- „
sidered as geneiated
by an ellipse moving parallel to itself along two elhpses as

duectiices
In the hyperboloid of one sheet (fig 24), the sections by -the

planes of zx, zy are the hyperbolas

- y^ _
a ’ Zr

^

Jiavmg a common conjugate axis zO^

,

the section by the plane of*
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and that by any parallel plane, is an ellipse ; and the surface

may be considered as generated by a variable ellipse moving
parallel to itself along
the two hyperbolas as

directrices.

In the hyperboloid of

two sheets (fig, 25), the sec-

tions by the planes of zx
and sy are the hyperbolas

^ p' ’

having the common trans-

verse axissOs'; the section

by any plane = ± 7 par-
allel to that of an/, 7 being
in absolute magnitude c,

is the ellipse

I’ior, 24
and the surface, consisting ®

of two distinct portions or sheets, may be considered as generated
by a variable ellipse moving
parallel to itself along the
hyperbolas as directrices.

The hyperbolic paraboloid is

such (and it is easy from the
figure to understand how this
may be the case) that there
exist upon it two singly infinite
series of right lines. The same
is the case with the hyperboloid
of one sheet (ruled or skew
hyperboloid, as with reference
to this property it is termed).
If we imagine two equal and
parallel circular disks, their
points connected b^’- strings of
equal length, so that these are
the generating lines of a right
circular cylinder, then by turn-
ing one of the disks about its

centre through the same angle
in one or the other direction,
the strings will in each

-X

Fig. 25.

generate one and the same hyperboloid, and will in regard to it be the
two systems of lines on the surface, or say the two systems of generat-
ing lines

;
and the general configuration is the same when instead

of circles we have ellipses. It has been already shown analytically

that the equation -5^ 4- ^ =1 is satisfied by each of two pairs

of linear relations between the coordinates.

Curves ; Tamjent^ Osculating Plane, Curvature,

38 . It will be convenient to consider the coordinates
{x, y, z) of the point on the curve as given in terms of a
parameter 6

,
so that dx, dy, dz, d?x, &c,, will be propor-

tioixal to ^ j ^ only a part of the

analytical formulae will be given. 77, ^ are used as cur-
rent coordinates.

The tangent is the line through the point (aj, y, z) and
the consecutive point (x -i- dx, y + dy,z + dz)

; its eq[uations
therefore are

I— a; _ v-v C-g
^

dx dy dz

The osculating plane is the plane through the point
and two consecutive points, and contains therefore the
tangent

; its equation is

0f— a;, 77—2/,
dx

, dy , djZ

dH
or, what is the same thing,

{X—x){dyd^z~dzd^y) -f- {Tf-yYdzd^x-dxdH)+ (^--z){dx<Py—dyd^x)^0.

The normal plane is the plane through the point at
right angles to the tangent. It meets the osculating plane
in a line called the principal normal; and drawing through
the point a line at right angles to the osculating plane,
this is called the hinormal. We have thus at the point a

set of three rectangular axes—^the tangent, the prLncij)al

normal, and the hinormal.
We have through the point and three consecutive points

a sphere of spherical curvature,—the centre and radius
thereof being the centre, and radius, of spherical curvature.
The sphere is met hy the osculating plane in the circle of
absolute-curvature,—the centre and radius thereof being
the centre, and radius, of absolute curvature. The centre of
absolute curvature is also the intersection of the principal
normal by the normal plane at the consecutive point.

Surfaces ; Tangent Lines and Plane, Curvature,

39. It will be convenient to consider the surface as
given by an equation f{x, 2:) = 0 between the coordi-
nates ; taking (x, y, z) for the coordinates of a given point,
and {x + dx, y + dy, z-h dz) for those of a consecutive
point, the increments dx, dy, dz satisfy the condition

dx

but the ratio of two of the increments, suppose dx : dy,

may be regarded as arbitrary. Only a part of the analy-
tical formulae will be given, 77, ^ are used as current

coordinates.

We have through the point a singly infinite series of

right lines, each meeting the surface in a consecutive
point, or say having each of them two-point intersection

with the surface. These lines lie all of them in a plane
which is the tangent plane

; its equation is

as is at once verified by observing that this equation is

satisfied (irrespectively of the value of dx \ dy) on writing
therein rj, ^— x + dx , y + dy

,
z + dz.

The line through the point at right angles to the tan-

gent plane is called the normal
;

its equations are

^ ^ ^
’

dx dy dz

In the series of tangent lines there are in general two
(real or imaginary) lines, each of which meets the surface

in a second consecutive point, or say it has three-point

intersection with the surface
;

these are called the chief-

tangents (Haupt-tangenten). The tangent-plane cuts the
surface in a curve, having at the point of contact a node
(double point), the tangents to the two branches being the
chief-tangents.

In the case of a quadric surface the curve of intersec-

tion, qua curve of the second order, can only have a node-

by breaking up into a pair of lines ; that is, every tangent-
plane meets the surface in a pair of lines, or we have on
the surface two singly infinite systems of lines

;
these are

real for the hyperbolic paraboloid and the hyperboloid of

one sheet, imaginary in other cases.

At each point of a surface the chief-tangents determine
two directions

;
and passing along one of them to a con

secutive point, and thence (without abrupt change csi

direction) along the new chief-tangent to a consecutive

point, and so on, we have on the surface a chief-tangent

curve ; and there are, it is clear, two singly infinite series

of such curves. In the case of a quadric surface, the

curves are the right lines on the surface.

40. If at the point we draw in the tangent-plane two
lines bisecting the angles between the chief-tangents, these

lines (which are at right angles to each other) are called

I

the principal tangents.^ We have thus at each point of

The point on the surface may fie suefi. that tlie directions of the
principal tangents fiecome arbitrary ;

the point is then an umfiiliciis.

It is in the text assumed that the point on the surface is not an
umfilUcus.
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tlae surface a set of rectangular axes, the normal and the

two principal tangents.

Proceeding from the point along a principal tangent

to a consecutive point on the surface, and thence

(without abrupt change of direction) along the new
principal tangent to a consecutive point, and so on,

we have on the surface a curve of curvature ;
there are,

it IS clear, two singly infinite series of such curves,

cutting each other at right angles at each point of the

surface.

Passing from the given point in an arbitrary direction

to a consecutive point on the surface, the normal at the

given point is not intersected hy the normal at the con-

secutive point ; but passing to the consecutive point along

a curve of curvature (or, what is the same thing, along a

principal tangent) the normal at the given point is inter-

sected by the normal at the consecutive point j we have
thus on the noi'mal two centres of curvature, and the

distances of these from the point on the surface are the

two principal radii of curvature of the surface at that point;

these are also the radii of curvature of the sections of the

surface hy planes through the normal and the two prin-

cipal tangents respectively
;
or say they are the radii of

curvature of the normal sections through the two principal

tangents respectively. Take at the point the axis of s in

the direction of the normal, and those of x and y in the
directions of the principal tangents respectively, then, if

if the radii of curvature he a, h (the signs being such that
the coordinates of the two centres of curvature are

-GEO
z — a and respectively), the surface has in the neigh
bourhood of the point the form of the paraboloid

_

and the chief-tangents are determined hy the equation

0 = — + The two centres of curvature may he on
2a 2b

the same side of the point or on opposite sides
; in the

former case a and h have the same sign, the paraboloid is

elliptic, and the chief-tangents are imaginary ; in the latter

case a and h have opposite signs, the paraboloid is hyper-
bolic, and the chief-tangents are real.

The normal sections of the surface and the paraboloid

by the same plane have the same radius of curvature
; and

it thence readily follows that the radius of curvature of a

normal section of the surface by a plane inclined at an
angle 0 to tbat of zx is given by the equation

pa b

The section in question is that by a plane through the

normal and a line in the tangent plane inclined at an
angle 6 to the principal tangent along the axis of x.

To complete the theory, consider the section by a plane

having the same tiace upon the tangent plane, but

inclined to the normal at an angle
;
then it is shown

without difidcuity (Meunier^s theorem) that the radius

of curvature of this inclined section of the surface is =

p cos (a. ca.)

GEORG-E I., king of Great Britain and Ireland (George
Louis, 1660-1727), born in 1660, was heir through his

father Ernest Augustus to the hereditary lay bishopric of

Osnabriick, and to the duchy of Calenburg, which formed
one portion of the Hanoverian possessions of the house of

Brunswick, whilst he secured the reversion of the other
portion, the duchy of Celle or Zell, by his marriage (1682)
with the heiress, his cousin Sophia Dorothea. The marriage
was not a happy one. The morals of German courts in the
end of the 17th century took their tone from the splendid
profligacy of Versailles. It became the fashion for a prince
to amuse himself with a mistress or more frequently with
many mistresses simultaneously, and he was often content
that the mistresses whom he favoured should be neither
beautiful nor witty. George Louis followed the usual course.
Count Kdnigsmark—a handsome adventurer—seized the
opportunity of paying court to the deserted wife. Con-
jugal infidelity was held at Hanover to be a privilege of
the male sex. Count Kdnigsmark was assassinated. Sophia
Dorothea was divorced in 1694, and remained in seclu-
sion till her death in 1726. When her descendant in the
fourth generation attempted in England to call his wife
to account for sins of which he was himself notoriously
guilty, free-spoken public opinion reprobated the offence
in no measured terms. In the Germany of the 17th cen-
tury all free-spoken public opinion had been crushed out
by the misery of the Thirty Years^ War, and it was under-
stood that princes were to arrange their domestic life accord-
ing to their own pleasure.

The prince's father did much to raise the dignity of his
family. By sending help to the emperor when he was
struggling against the Erench and the Turks, he obtained
the grant of a ninth electorate in 1692. His marriage
with Sophia, the youngest daughter of Elizabeth the
daughter of James L of England, was not one which at first

seemed likely to confer any prospect of advancement to his
family. But though there were many persons whose birth
gave them better claims than she had to the English crown,

she found herself, upon the death of the duke of Gloucester,

the next Protestant heir after Anne. The Act of Settlement

in 1701 secured the inheritance to herself and her descend-

ants. Being old and unambitious she rather permitted

herself to be burthened with the honour than thrust her-

selt forward to meet it. Her son George took a deeper in-

terest in the matter. In his youth he had fought with deter-

mined courage in the wars of William III. Succeeding to

the electorate on his father's death in 1698, he had sent

a welcome reinforcement of Hanoverians to fight under

Marlborough at Blenheim. With prudent persistence he

attached himself closely to the Whigs and to Marlborough,
refusing Toxy offers of an independent command, and receiv-

ing in return for his fidelity a guarantee by the Dutch of his

succession to England in the Barrier treaty of 1709. In
1714 when Anne was growing old, and Bolingbroke and
the more reckless Tories were coquetting with the son of

James 11. ,
the Whigs invited George's eldest son, who was

duke of Cambridge, to visit England in order to be on the

spot in case of need. Neither the elector nor his mother
approved of a step which was likely to alienate the queen,

and which was specially distasteful to himself, as he was

on very bad terms with his son. Yet they did not set

themselves against the strong wish of the party to which

they looked for support, and it is possible that troubles

would have arisen from any attempt to carry out the

plan, if the deaths, first of the electress (May 28) and

then of the queen (August 1, 1714), had not laid open

George's way to the succession without further effort of his

own.
In some respects the position of the new king was not

unlike that of William III. a quarter of a century before

Both sovereigns were foreigners, with little knowledge of

English politics and little interest in English legislation.

Both sovereigns arrived at a time when party spirit had

been running high, and when the task before the ruler was

to still the waves of contention. In spite of the difference

between an intellectually great man and an intellectually
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small one, in spite too of the diiFerence between the king

who began by choosing his ministers from both parties,

and the king who persisted in choosing his ministers from
only one, the work of pacification was accomplished ®by

George even more thoroughly than by William.

George L was fortunate in arriving in England when a
great military struggle had come to an end. He had there-

fore no reason to call upon the nation to make great sacrifices.

All that he wanted was to secure for himself and his family

a high position which he hardly knew how to occupy, to fill

the pockets of his German attendants and his German mis-

tresses, to get away as often as possible from the uncongenial
islanders whose language he was unable to speak, and to

use the strength of England to obtain petty advantages for

his German principality. In order to do this he attached

himself entirely to the Whig party, though he refused to

place himself at the disposal of its leaders. He gave his

confidence, not to Somers and Wharton and Marlborough,
but to Stanhope and Townshend, the statesmen of the

second rank. At first he seemed to be playing a dangerous
game. The Tories, whom he rejected, were numerically
superior to their adversaries, and were strong in the support
of the country gentlemen and the country clergy. The
strength of the Whigs lay in the towns and in the higher
aristocracy. Below both parties lay the mass of the nation,

which cared nothing for politics except in special seasons of

excitement, and which asked only to be let alone. In 1715
a Jacobite insurrection in the north, supported by the

appearance of the Pretender, the son of James II., in

Scotland, was suppressed, and its suppression not only
gave to the Government a character of stability, but dis-

played its adversaries in an unfavourable light as the dis-

turbers of the peace.

Even this advantage, however, would have been thrown
away, if the Whigs in power had continued to be animated
by violent party spirit. What really happened was that

the Tory leaders were excluded from office, but that the
principles and prejudices of the Tories were admitted to

feheir full weight in the policy of the Government. The
natural result followed. The leaders to whom no regard
was paid continued in opposition. The rank and file who
would personally have gained nothing by a party victory

were conciliated into quiescence.

This mingling of two policies was conspicuous both in

the foreign and the domestic actions of the reign. In the
days of Queen Anne, the Whig party had advocated the
continuance of war with a view to the complete humiliation

of the king of France, whom they feared as the protector of

the Pretender, and in whose family connexion with the
king of Spain they saw a danger for England. The Tory
party on the other hand had been the authors ot the peace
of Utrecht, and held that France was sufficiently depressed.

A fortunate concurrence of circumstances enabled George’s
ministers, by an alliance with the regent of France, the
duke of Orleans, to pursue at the same time the Whig
policy of separating France from Spain and from the cause
of the Pretender, and the Tory policy of the maintenance
of a good understanding with their neighbour across the
Channel. The same eclecticism was discernible in the pro-

ceedings of the home Government. The Whigs were con-
ciliated by the repeal of the Schism Act and the Occasional
Conformity Act, whilst the Tories were conciliated by the
maintenance of the Test Act in all its vigour. The satis-

faction of the masses was increased by the general well-
being of the nation,

Very little of all that was thus accomplished was directly
owing to George L The policy of the reign is the policy
of his ministers. Stanhope and Townshend from 1714 to
1717 were mainly occupied with the defence of the Hano-
verian settlement. After the dismissal of the latter in 1717,

Stanhope in conjunction with Sunderland took up a more
decided Whig policy. The Occasional Conformity Act and
the Schism Act were repealed in 1719. But the wish of
the liberal Whigs to modify if not to repeal the Test Act
remained unsatisfied. In the following year the bursting
of the South Sea bubble, and the subsequent deaths of
Stanhope in 1721 and of Sunderland in 1722, cleared the
way for the accession to power of Sir Kobert Walpole, to
whom and not to the king was due the conciliatory policy
which quieted Tory opposition by abstaining from pushing
Whig principles to their legitimate consequences.

nevertheless something of the honour due to Walpole
must be reckoned to the king’s credit. It is evident that
at his accession his decisions were by no means unimport-
ant. The royal authority was still able within certain

limits to make its own terms. This support was so neces-

sary to the Whigs that they made no resistance when he
threw aside their leaders on his arrival in England. When
by his personal intervention he dismissed Townshend and
appointed Sunderland, he had no such social and parliament-

ary combination to fear as that which almost mastered his

great-grandson in his struggle for power. If such a com-
bination arose before the end of his reign it was owing
more to his omitting to fulfil the duties ot his station than
from the necessity of the case. As he could talk no
English, and his ministers could talk no German, he
absented himself from the meetings of the cabinet,

and his frequent absences from England* and his want of

interest in English politics strengthened the cabinet in its

tendency to assert an independent position. Walpole at

last by his skill in the management of parliament rose a&

a subject into the almost royal position denoted by the

name of prime minister. In connexion with Walpole the

force of wealth and station established the Whig aristocracy

in a point of vantage from which it was afterwards difficult

to dislodge them. Yet, though George had allowed the
power which had been exercised by William and Anne to

slip through his hands, it was understood to the last that

if he chose to exert himself he might cease to be a mere
cipher in the conduct of afiairs. As late as in 1727
Bolingbroke gained over one of the king’s mistresses, the

duchess of Kendal
;
and though her support of the fallen

Jacobite took no effect, Walpole was not without fear that

her reiterated entreaties would lead to his dismissal. The
king’s death in a carriage on his way to Hanover, in the

night between lOfch and 11th June in the same year, put
an end to these apprehensions.

His only children were his successor George II., and
Sophia Dorothea (1687-1757), who married in 1706 Fre-

derick William, crown prince (afterwards king) of Prussia.

She was the mother of Frederick the Great. (s. R. g.)

GEOE.GE IL {George Augusius^ 1683-1760), the only

son of George I., was born in 1683. In 1705 he
married Wilhelmina Caroline of Anspach. In 1706 he
was created earl of Cambridge. In 1708 he fought
bravely at Oudenarde. At his father’s accession to the

English throne he was thirty-one years of age. He was
already on bad terms with his father. The position of

an heir-apparent is in no case an easy one to fill with
dignity, and the ill treatment of the prince’s mother by his

father was not likely to strengthen in him a reverence for

paternal authority. It was most unwillingly that, on his

first journey to Hanover in 1716, George I. appointed the

prince of Wales guardian of the realm during his absence.

In 1717 the existing ill feeling ripened into an open breach.

At the baptism of one of his children, the prince selected

one godfather whilst the king persisted in selecting another.

The young man spoke angrily, was ordered into arrest,

and was subsequently commanded to leave St James’s, and
to be excluded from all court ceremonies. The prince took
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lap Ills residence at Leicester House, and did everything in

his power to support the opposition against his father's

ministers.

When therefore George I. died in 1727, it was generally

supposed that Walpole would be at once dismissed. The
first direction of the new king was that Sir Spencer

Oompton would draw up the speech in which he was to

announce to the Privy Council his accession. Oompton, not

knowing how to set about his task, applied to Walpole for

aid. The queen took advantage of this evidence of

incapacity, advocated Walpole's cause with her husband,

and procured his continuance in office. This curious scene

was indicative of the course likely to be taken by the new
sovereign. His own mind was incapable of rising above

the merest details of business. He made war in the spirit

of a drill-sergeant, and he economized his income with the

minute regularity of a clerk. A blunder of a master of the

ceremonies in marshalling the attendants on a levee put

him out of temper. He took the greatest pleasure in

counting his money piece by piece, and he never forgot a

date. He was above all things methodical and regular.

“ He seems,” said one who knew him well, “ to think his

having done a thing to-day an unanswerable reason for his

doing it to-morrow.”
Most men so utterly immersed in details would be very

impracticable to deal with. They would obstinately refuse

to listen to a v/isdom and prudence which meant nothing in

their ears, and which brought home to them a sense of their

own inferiority. It was the happy peculiarity of George LI.

that he was exempt from this failing. He seemed to have
an instinctive understanding that such and such persons
were either wiser or even stronger than himself, and when
he had once discovered that, he gave way with scarcely a
struggle. Thus it was that, though in his domestic relations

he was as loose a liver as his father had been, he allowed
himself to be guided by the wise but unobtrusive counsels

of his wife until her death in 1737, and that when once
he had recognized Walpole's superiority he allowed himself
to be guided by the political sagacity of the great minister.

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of such a temper
upon the development of the constitution. The apathy ot

the nation in all but the most exciting political questions,

fostered by the calculated conservatism of Walpole, had
thrown power into the hands of the great landowners.
They maintained their authority by supporting a minister
who was ready to make use of corruption, wherever corrup-
tion was likely to be useful, and who could veil over the
baseness of the means which he employed by his talents in
debate and in finance. To shake off a combination so strong
would not have been easy. George II. submitted to it with-
out a struggle.

So strong indeed had the Whig aristocracy grown that
it began to lose its cohesion. Walpole was determined to
monopolize power, and he dismissed from office all who ven-
tured to oppose him. An Opposition formidable in talents
was gradually formed. In its composite ranks were to be
found Tories and discontentedWhigs, discarded official hacks
who were, hungry for the emoluments of office, and youthful
purists who fancied that if Walpole were removed, bribes
and pensions would cease to be attractive to a corrupt
generation. Behind them was Bolingbroke, excluded from
parliament but suggesting every party move. In 1737 the
opposition acquired the support of Frederick prince of
Wales. The young man, weak and headstrong, rebelled
against the strict discipline exacted by his father. His
marriage in 1736 to Augusta of Saxony brought on an open
quarrel. In 1737 just as the princess of Wales was about
to give birth to her first child, she was hurried away by her
husband from Hampton Court to St James's Palace at the
imminent risk of ter life, simply in order that the prince

might show his spite to his father who had provided all

necessary attendance at the former place. George ordered
his son to quit St James's, and to absent himself from
court. Frederick in disgrace gave the support of his

name, and he had nothing else to give, to the Opposi-
tion. Later in the year 1737, on November 20, Queen
Caroline died. In 1742 Walpole, weighed down by the
unpopularity both of his reluctance to engage in a war
with Spain and of his supposed remissness in conducting

the operations of that war, was driven from office. His
successors formed a composite ministry in which Walpole's

old colleagues and Walpole's old opponents were alike to

be found.

The years which followed settled conclusively, at least

for this reign, the constitutional question of the power
of appointing ministers. The war between Spain and
England had broken out in 1739. In 1741 the death of

the emperor Charles YI. brought on the war of the

Austrian succession. The position of George II. as a

Hanoverian prince drew him to the side of Maria
Theresa through jealousy of the rising Prussian monarchy-
jealousy of Franco led England in the same direction, and
in 1741 a subsidy of .£300,000 was voted to Maria Theresa.

The king himself went to Germany and attempted to carry

on the war according to his own notions. Those notions

led him to regard the safety of Hanover as of far more
importance than the wishes of England. Finding chat a

French army was about to march upon his German states,

he concluded with France a treaty of neutrality for a yeai

without consulting a single English minister. In England
the news was received with feelings of disgust. The
expenditure of English money and troops was to be thrown
uselessly away as soon as it appeared that Hanover was in

the slightest danger. In 1742 Walpole was no longer in

office. Lord Wilmington, the nominal head of the ministry,

was a mere cipher. The ablest and most energetic of his

colleagues. Lord Carteret, attached himself specially to the

king, and sought to maintain himself in power by his

special favour and by brilliant achievements in diplomacy.

In part at least by Carteret's mediation the peace of

Breslau was signed, by which Maria Theresa ceded Silesia

to Frederick (July 28, 1742). Thus relieved on her

northern frontier, she struck out vigorously towards the

west. Bavaria was overrun by her troops. In the begin-

ning of 1743 one French army was driven across the

Bhine. On June 27th another French army was de-

feated by George II. in person at Dettmgen. Victory

brought elation to Maria Theresa. Her war of de-

fence was turned into a war of vengeance. Bavaria was

to be annexed. The French frontier was to be driven

back. George II. and Carteret after some hesitation placed

themselves on her side. Of the public opinion of the

political classes in England they took no thought. Hano-
verian troops were indeed to be employed in the war, but

they were to he taken into British pay. Collisions between

British and Hanoverian officers were frequent. A storm

arose against the preference shown to Hanoverian interests.

After a brief struggle Carteret, having become Lord

Granville by his mother’s death, was driven from office in

November 1744.
Henry Pelham, who had become prime minister in the

preceding year, thus saw himself established in power. By
the acceptance of this ministry, the king acknowledged that

the function of choosing a ministry and directing a policy

had passed from his hands. In 1745 indeed he recalled

Granville, but a few days were sufficient to convince him
of the futility of his attempt, and the effort to exclude Pitt

at a later time proved equally fruitless.

Important as were the events of the remainder of the

reign, therefore, they can hardly be grouped round the name
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of George II. The resistance to the invasion of the young
Pretender in 1745, the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, the

great war ministry of Pitt at the close of the reign, did not

receive their impulse from him. He had indeed done his

best to exclude Pitt from office. He disliked him on
account of his opposition in former years to the sacrifices

demanded by the Hanoverian connexion. When in 1756
Pitt became secretary of state in the Devonshire adminis-

tration, the King bore the yoke with difficulty. Early in

the next year he complained of Pitt’s long speeches as

being above his comprehension, and on April 5, 1757, he
dismissed him, only to take him back shortly after, when
Pitt, coalescing with Newcastle, became master of the

situation. Before Pitt’s dismissal George II. had for once
an opportunity of placing himself on the popular side,

though, as was the case of his grandson during the American
war, it was when the popular side happened to be in the

wrong. In the true spirit of a martinet, he wished to see

Admiral Byng executed. Pitt urged the wish of the

House of Commons to have him pardoned. Sir,” replied

the king, “ you have taught me to look for the sense of

my subjects in another place than in the House of Com-
mons.” When George 11. died in 1760, he left behind
him a settled understanding that the monarchy was one
of the least of the forces by which the policy of the country
was directed. To this end he had contributed much by
his disregard of English opinion in 1743 ;

but it may
fairly be added that, but for his readiness to give way to

irresistible adversaries, the struggle might have been far

more bitter and severe than it was.

Of the connexion between Hanover and England in this

reign two memorials remain more pleasant to contemplate
than the records of parliamentary and ministerial intrigues.

With the support of George IL, amidst the derision of the
English fashionable world, the HanoverianHandel produced
in England those masterpieces which have given delight

to millions, whilst the foundation of the university of

Gottingen by the same king opened a door through which
English political ideas afterwards penetrated into Germany,

George IL had three sons,—Frederick Louis (1707—
1751); George William (1717-1718); and William Augus-
tus, duke of Cumberland (1721-1765); and five daughters,
Anne (1709-1759), married to William, prince of Orange,
1734; Amelia Sophia Eleonora (1711-1786)

;
Elizabeth

Caroline (1713-1757); Mary (1723-1772), married to

Frederick, landgrave of Hesse Cassel, 1740 ; Louisa
(1724-1751), married to Frederick Y., king of Denmark,
1743. (s. R. G.)

GEORGE HI. {George William Frederick^ 1738—
1820), born 4th June 1738, was the son of Frederick
prince of Wales and the grandson of George IL, whom he
succeeded in 1 7 60. After his father’s death in 175 1 he had
been educated in seclusion from the fashionable world under
the care of his mother and of her favourite counsellor the
earl of Bute. He had been taught to revere the maxims
of Bolingbroke’s “ Patriot King,” and to believe that it was
his appointed task in life to break the power of the Whig
houses resting upon extensive property and the influence
of patronage and corruption.

That power had already been gravely shaken. The
Whigs fromtheir incompetency were obliged whenthe Seven
Years’ War broke out to leave its management in the hands
of William Pitt. The nation learned to applaud the great
war minister who succeeded where others had failed, and
whose immaculate purity put to shame the ruck of
batterers of votes for places and pensions. In some sort
the work of the new king was the continuation of the work
of Pitt. But his methods were very different. He did not
appeal to any widely spread feeling or prejudice ; nor did
he disdain the use of the arts which had maintained his
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opponents in power. The patronage of the crown was to
be really as well as nominally his own ; and he calculated,

not without reason, that men would feel more flattered in
accepting a place from a king than from a minister. The
new Toryism of which he was the founder was no recur-

rence to the Toryism of the days of Charles IT. or even of

Anne. The question of the amount of toleration to be
accorded to Dissenters had been entirely laid asleep. The
point at issue was whether the crown should be replaced in

the position winch George I. might have occupied at the
beginning of his reign, selecting the ministers and influenc-

ing the deliberations of the cabinet. For this struggle

George HI. possessed no inconsiderable advantages. With
an inflexible tenacity of purpose, he was always ready
to give way when resistance was really hopeless. As
the first English-born sovereign of his house, speaking
from his birth the language of his subjects, he found a way
to the hearts of many who never regarded his predecessors

as other than foreign intruders. The contrast, too, be-

tween the pure domestic life which he led with his wife

Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, whom he married in

1761, and the habits of three generations of his house, told

in his favour with the vast majority of his subjects. Even
his marriage had been a sacrifice to duty. Soon after his

accession he had fallen in love with Lady Sarah Lennox,
and had been observed to ride morning by morning along
the Kensington Road, from which the object of his affec-

tions was to be seen from the lawn of Holland House
making hay, or engaged in some other ostensible employ-
ment. Before the year was over Lady Sarah appeared as

one of the queen's bridesmaids, and she was herself married
to Sir Charles Bunbury in 1 7 62.

At first everything seemed easy to him. Pitt had come
to be regarded by his own colleagues as a minister who
would pursue war at any price, and in getting rid of Pitt in

1761 and in carrying on the negotiations which led to the

peace of Paris m 1762, the king was able to gather round
him many persons who would not be willing to acquiesce

in any permanent change in the system of government.
With the signature of the peace his real difficulties began.
The Whig houses, indeed, were divided amongst themselves
by personal rivalries. But they were none of them inclined

to let power and the advantages of power slip from their

hands without a struggle. For some years a contest of influ-

ence was carried on without dignity and without any
worthy aim. The king was not strong enough to impose
upon parliament a ministry of his own choice. But he
gathered round himself a body of dependants known as the

king’s friends, who were secure of his favour, and who voted
one way or the other according to his wishes. Under these

circumstances no ministry could possibly be stable
;
and yet

every ministry was strong enough to impose some con-

ditions on the king. Lord Bute, the king’s first choice,

resigned from a sense of his own incompetency in 1763.
George Grenville was in office till 1765; the marquis of

Rockingham till 1766 ; Pitt, becoming earl of Chatham, till

illness compelled him to retire from the conduct of affairs

in 1767, when he was succeeded by the duke of Grafton,

But a struggle of interests could gain no real strength for

any Government, and the only chance the king had of effect-

ing a permanent change in the balance of power Jay in the

possibility of his associating himself with some phase of

strong national feeling, as Pitt had associated himself with

the war feeling caused by the dissatisfaction spread by the

weakness and ineptitude of his predecessors.

Such a chance was offered by the question of the right

to tax America. The notion that England was justified in

throwing on America part of the expenses caused in the late

war was popular in the country, and no one adopted it

more pertinaciously than George III. At the bottom the
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position whicli lie assumed was as contrary to tlie principles

of parliamentary government as the encroachments of

Charles I. had been. But it was veiled in the eyes of

Englishmen by the prominence given to the power of the

British parliament rather than to the power of the British

king. In fact the theory of parliamentary government,

like most theories after their truth has long been univer-

sally acknowledged, had become a superstition. Parlia-

ments were held to be properly vested with authority,

not because they adequately represented the national will,

but simply because they were parliaments. There were

thousands of people in England to whom it never occurred

that there was any good reason why a British parliament

should be allowed to levy a duty on tea in the London
docks and sliould not be allowed to levy a duty on tea at the

wharves of Boston. Undoubtedly George III. derived great

strengthfrom his honest participation in this mistake. Con-
tending under parliamentary forms, he did not wound the

susceptibilities of members of parliament, and when at last

m 1770 he appointed Lord North—a minister of his own
selection—^prime minister, the object of his ambition was
achieved with the concurrence of a large body of politicians

who had nothing in common with the servile band of the

king’s friends.

As long as the struggle with America was carried on
‘vith any hope of success they gained that kind of support
which is always forthcoming to a Government which shares

in the errors and prejudices of its subjects. The expulsion

of Wilkes from the House of Commons in 1769, and the

refusal of the House to accept him as a member after his

re election, raised a grave constitutional question in which
the king was wholly in the wrong; and Wilkes was popular
in London and Middlesex. But his case roused no national

indignation, and when in 1774 those sharp measures were
taken with Boston which led to the commencement of the
American rebellion in 1775, the opposition to the course
taken by the king made little way either in parliament or
in the country. Burke might point out the folly and in-

expedience of the proceedings of theGovernment. Chatham
might point out that the true spirit of English govermnent
was to be representative, and that that spirit was being vio-

lated at home and abroad. George III., who thought that
the first duty of the Americans was to obey himself, had
on his side the mass of unreflecting Englishmen who
thought that the first duty of all colonists was to be useful
and submissive to the mother-country. The natural dis-

like of every country engaged in war to see itself defeated
was on his side, and when the news of Burgoyne’s surrender
at Saratoga arrived in 1777, subscriptions of money to raise
new regiments poured freely in.

In March 1778 the French ambassador in London
announced that a treaty of friendship and commerce had
been concluded between France and the new United States
of America. Lord North was anxious to resign power into
stronger hands, and begged the king to receive Chatham as
his prime minister. The king would not hear of it. He
would have nothing to say to that perfidious man ’’ unless
1 l8 would humble himself to enter the ministry as North’s
subordinate. Chatham naturally refused to do anything
of the kind, and his death in the course of the year relieved
the king of the danger of being again overruled by too
overbearing a minister. England was now at war with
France, and in 1779 she was also at war with Spain.

George HI, was still able to control the disposition of
office. He could not control the course of events. His
very ministers gave up the struggle as hopeless long before
he would acknowledge the true state of the case. Before
the end of 1779, two of the leading members of the cabinet,
Lords Gower and Weymouth, resigned rather than bear the
responsibility of so ruinous an enterprise as the attempt to

E III
overpower America and France together. Lord North
retained office, but he acknowledged to the king that his

own opinion was precisely the same as that of his late

colleagues.

The year 1780 saw an agitation rising in the country for

economical reform, an agitation very closely though in-

directly connected with the war policy of the king. The
public meetings held in the country on this subject have no
unimportant place in the development of the constitution.

Since the presentation of the Kentish Petition in the reign

of William III. there had been from time to time upheav-
ings of popular feeling against the doings of the legislature,

which kept up the tradition that parliament existed in

order to represent the nation. But these upheavings had
all been so associated with ignorance and violence as to

make it very difficult for men of sense to look with
displeasure upon the existing emancipation of the House
of Commons from popular control The Sacheverel riots,

the violent attacks upon the Excise Bill, the no less

violent advocacy of the Spanish war, the declamations

of the supporters of Wilkes at a more recent time, and
even in this very year the Gordon riots, were not likely

to make thoughtful men anxious to place real power
in the hands of the classes from whom such exhibi-

tions of folly proceeded. But the movement for econo-

mical reform was of a very different kind. It was carried

on soberly in manner, and with a definite practical object.

It asked for no more than the king ought to have been
willing to concede. It attacked useless exj^enditure upon
sinecures and unnecessary offices in the household, the only

use of which was to spread abroad corruption amongst the

upper classes. George III. could not bear to be interfered

with at all, or to surrender any element of power which
had served him in his long struggle with the Whigs. He
held out for more than another year. The news of the

cipitulation of York Town reached London on November
25, 1781. On March 20, 1782, Lord North resigned.

George III. accepted the consequences of defeat. He
called the marquis of Bockingham to office at the head of

a ministry composed of pure Whigs and of the disciples of

the late earl of Chatham, and he authorized the new
ministry to open negotiations for peace. Their hands were
greatly strengthened by Bodney’s victory over the French
fleet, and the failure of the combined French and Spanish
attack upon Gibraltar; and before the end of 1782 a pro-

visional treaty was signed with America, preliminaries of

peace with Franceand Spainbeing signed early in the follow-

ing year. On September 3,1783, the definitive treaties with

the three countries were simultaneously concluded. “ Sir,”

said the king to Mr Adams the first minister of the United
States of America accredited to him, I wish you to

believe, and that it may be understood in America, that I

have done nothing in the late contest but what I thought
myself indispensably bound to do by the duty which I owed
to my people. I will be very frank with you. I was the

last to consent to the separation
;
but the separation having

been made and having become inevitable, I have always

said, as I say now, that I would be the first to meet the

friendship of the United States as an independent power.”

Long before the signature of the treaties Bockingham
died (July 1, 1782). The king chose Lord Shelburne,

the head of the Chatham section of the Government, to

be prime minister. Fox and the followers of Bocking-

ham refused to serve except under the duke of Portland, a

minister of their own selection, and resigned office. The
old constitutional struggle of the reign was now to be

fought out once more. Fox, too weak to obtain a majority

alone, coalesced with Lord North, and defeated Shelburne

in the House of Commons on February 17, 1783. On
April 2 the coalition took office^ with Portland as nominal
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prime minister, and Fox and Nortli the secrebaiies of state

as its real heads.

This attempt to impose upon him a ministry which he
disliked made the king very angry. But the new cabinet

had a large majority in the House of Commons, and the

only chance of resisting it lay in an appeal to the country
against the House of Commons. Such an appeal was not

likely to be responded to unless the ministers discredited

themselves with the nation. George III. therefore waited
his time. Though a coalition between men bitterly opposed
to one another in all political principles and drawn together

by nothing but love of office was in itself discreditable, it

needed some more positive cause of dissatisfaction to arouse
the constituencies, which were by no means so ready to in-

terfere in political disputes at that time as they are now.
Such dissatisfaction was given by the India Bill, drawn, up
by Burke. As soon as it had passed through the Commons
the king hastened to procure its rejection in the House
of Lords by his personal intervention with the Peers. He
authorized Lord Temple to declare in his name that he
would count any peer who voted for the Bill as his enemy.
On December 17, 1783, the Bill was thrown out. The
next day ministers were dismissed. William Pitt became
prime minister. After some weeks' struggle with a con-
stantly decreasing majority iu the Commons, the king dis-

solved parliament on March 25, 1784. The country
rallied round the crown and the young minister, and Pitt

was firmly established in office.

Since the publication of a letter from Mr Orde in Lord
E Fitzmaurice’s Life of Shelburne (iii. 393) there can be
no reasonable doubt that Pitt not only took advantage of

the king’s intervention in the Lords, but was cognizant of

the intrigue before it was actually carried out. It was
upon him, too, that the weight of reconciling the country to

an administration formed under such circumstances lay.

How he acq.uitted himself under the task, what were his

great achievements, and what his still greater unaccom-
plished projects should be told in connexion with his name
rather than with that of the king. The general result, so
far as George III. was concerned, was that to all outward
appearance he had won the great battle of his life. It was
he who was to appoint the prime minister, not any clique

resting on a parliamentary support. But the circumstances
under which the victory was won were such as to place the
constitution in a position very diffierent from that in which
it would have been if the victory had been gained earlier

in the reign. Intrigue there was indeed in 1783 and 1784
as there had been twenty years before. Parliamentary sup-
port was conciliated by Pitt by the grant of royal favours
as it had been in the days of Bute. The actual blow was
struck by a most questionable message to individual peers.

But the main result of the whole political situation was that

George III. had gone a long way towards disentangling the
reality of parliamentary government from its accidents.

His ministry finally stood because it had appealed to the
coustituencies against their representatives. At the present
day it has properly become a constitutional axiom that no
such appeal should be made by the crown itself. But it

may reasonably be doubted whether any one but the king
was at that time capable of making the appeal. Lord Shel-
burne, the leader of the ministry expelled by the coalition,

was unpopular in the country, and the younger Pitt had
not had time to make his great abilities known beyond a
limited circle. The real question for the constitutional

historian to settle is not whether under ordinary circum-
stances a king is the proper person to place himself really

as well as nominally at the head of the government
;
but

whether under the special circumstances which existed in
1783 it was nob better that the king should call upon the
people to support him, than that government should be left
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ill the hands of men who rested their power on close
boroughs and the dispensation of patronage, without looking
beyond the walls of the House of Commons for suppoit.

Of the glories of Pitt's ministry this is not the place to
write. That the king gained credit by them far beyond
his own deserts is beyond a doubt. Hor can there be any
reasonable doubt that his own example of domestic
propriety did much to strengthen the position of his
minister. It is true that that life was unsufferably dull.

No gleams of literary or artistic taste lightened it up. The
dependants of the court became inured to dull routine un-
chequered by loving sympathy. The sons of the house-
hold were driven by the sheer weariness of such an
existence into the coarsest profiigacy. But all this was
not visible from a distance. The tide of moral and
religious improvement which had set in in England since
the days of Wesley brought popularity to a king who w^as

faithful to his wife, in the same way that the tide of manu-
facturing industry and scientific progress brought popu-
larity to the minister who in some measure translated into

practice the principles of the Wealth of Nations,
Nor were there wanting subjects of importance beyond

the circle of politics in which George III. showed a lively

interest. The voyages of discovery which made known so
large a part of the islands and coasts of the Pacific Ocean
received from him a warm support. In the early days of

the Boyal Academy, its finances were strengthened by
liberal grants from the privy purse. His favourite pur-
suit, however, was farming. When Arthur Young was
issuing his Annals of Agricidture, he was supplied with
information by the king, under the assumed name of Mr
Balph Hobinson, relating to a farm at Petersham.

The life of the king was suddenly clouded over. Early
in his reign, in 1765, he had been out of health, and it is

now known—what was studiously concealed at the time

—

that symptoms of mental aberration were even then to be
perceived. In October 1788 he was again out of health, and
in the beginning of the following month his insanity was
beyond a doubt. Whilst Pitt and Fox were contending in

the House of Commons over the terms on which the
regency should be committed to the prince of Wales, the
king was a helpless victim to the ignorance of physicians

and the brutalities of his servants. At last Dr Willis, who
had made himself a name by prescribing gentleness instead
of rigour in the treatment of the insane, was called in.

Under his more humane management the king rapidly re-

covered- Before the end of February 1789 he was able to

write to Pitt thanking him for his warm support of his

interests during his illness. On April 23 he went in

person to St Paul's to return thanks for his recovery.

The popular enthusiasm which burst forth around St
Paul's was but a foretaste of a popularity far more univer-

sal. The French Bevolution frightened the great Whig land-

owners till they made their peace with the king. Those who
thought that the true basis of government was aristocratical

were now of one mind with those who thought that the true

basis of government was monarchical; and these two classes

were j oined by a far larger multitude which had no political

ideas whatever, but which had a moral horror of the guillo-

tine. As Elizabeth had once been the symbol of resistance

to Spain, George was now the symbol of resistance

to France. He was not, however, more than the symbol.

He allowed Pitt to levy taxes and incur debt, to launch

armies to defeat, and to prosecute the English imitators of

French revolutionary courses. At last, however, after the-

Union. with Ireland was accomplished, he learned that

Pitt was planning a scheme to relieve the Catholics from

the disabilities under which they laboured. The plan was
revealed to him by the chancellor, Lord Loughborough, a

selfish and intriguing politician who had served ah parties

2^* — 54
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in turn, and •who sought to forward his own interests by

j

falling in with the king’s prejudices. George III. at once
j

took up the position from which he never swerved. He
declared that to grant concessions to the Catholics involved

a breach of his coronation oath.
^

All thinking men of a

later generation are of opinion that the objection was un-

tenable. But no one has ever doubted that the king was
absolutelyconvinced of the serious nature of the objection, or

that he believed the measure itself to be beyond measure in-

jurious to church and state. Nor can there be any doubt

that he had the English people behind him. Both in his

peace ministry and in his war ministry Pitt had taken his

stand on royal favour and on popular support. Both failed

him alike now, and he resigned ofdce at once. The shock

to the king’s mind was so great that it brought on a fresh

attack of insanity. This time, however, the recovery was
rapid. On March 14, 1801, Pitt’s resignation was formally

accepted, and the late speaker, Mr Addington, was installed

in o&ce as prime minister.

The king was well pleased with the change. He was
never capable of appreciating high merit in any one; and
he was unable to perceive that the question on which Pitt

had resigned was more than an improper question, with
which he ought never to have meddled. Tell him,” he
said, in directing his physician to inform Pitt of his restora-

tion to health, I am now quite well, quite recovered
from my illness; but what has he not to answer for, who
has been the cause of my ha'ving been ill at all*?”

Addington was a minister after his own mind. Thoroughly
honest and respectable, with about the same share of abili-

ties as was possessed by the king himself, he was certainly

not likely to startle the world by any bights of genius.
But for one circumstance Addington’s ministry would have
lasted long. So strong was the reaction against the Bevolu-
tion that the bulk of the nation was almost as suspicious of

genius as the king himself. Hot only was there no outcry
for legislative reforms, but the very idea of reform was un-
popular. The country gentlemen were predominant in
parliament, and the country gentlemen as a body looked
upon Addington with respect and affection. Such a minister
was therefore admirably suited to preside over affairs at
home in the existing state of opinion. But those who were
content with inaction at home would not be content with
inaction abroad. In time of peace Addington would have
been popular for a season. In time of war even his warmest
admirers could not say that he was the man to direct armies
in the most terrible struggle which had ever been conducted
by au English Government.

For the momsent this difficulty was not felt. On October
1, 1801, preliminaries of peace were signed between Eng-
land and France, to be converted into the definitive peace
of Amiens on March 27

, 1802. The ruler of France was
now Hapoleon Bonaparte, and few persons in England be-
lieved that he had any real purpose of bringing liis aggres-
sive violence to an end. “ Do you know what I call this
peace*?” said the king; “an experimental peace, for it is

nothing else. But it was unavoidable.”
The king was right. On May 18, 1803, the declaration

of war was laid before parliament. The war was accepted
by all classes as inevitable, and the French preparations for
an invasion of England roused the whole nation to a glow
of enthusiasm only equalled by that felt when the Armada
threatened our shores. On October 26 the king reviewed
the London volunteers in Hyde Park. He found himself
the centre of a great national movement with which he
heartily sympathized, and which heartily sympathized with
him.
On February 12, 1804, the king’s mind was again

affected. "When he recovered, he found himself in the
midst of a ministerial crisis. Public feeling allowed but

one opinion to prevail in the country,—that Pitt, not
Addington, v/as the proper man to conduct the administra-

tion in time of war. Pitt was anxious to form an admims-
tration on a broad basis, including Fox and all prominent
leaders of both parties. The king would not hear of the

admission of Fox. His dislike of him was personal as well

as political, as lie knew that Fox had Lad a great shaie in

drawing the prince of Wales into a life of profligacy. Pitt

acce]3ted the king’s terms, and formed an administration in

which he was the only man of real ability. Eminent men
such as Lord Grenville refused to join a miiiistiy from
which the king had excluded a great statesman on purely

X^ersonal grounds.
The whole question was reopened on Pitt’s death on Janu-

ary 23, 1806. This time the king gave way. The ministry

of All the Talents, as it was called, included Fox amongst
its members. At first the king was observed to a^ipear

depressed at the necessity of surrender. But Fox’s charm
of manner soon gained upon him. “ Mr Fox,” said the

king, “ I little thought that you and I should ever meet
again in this place ; but I have no desire to look back upon
old grievances, and you may rest assured I never shall re-

mind you of them.” On Scx>tember 13 Fox died, and it

was not long before the king and the ministry were openly
in collision. The ministry iDrox>osed a measure enabling

all subjects of the crown to serve in the army and navy
in spite of religious disqualifications. The king objected

even to so slight a modification of the laws against the

Catholics and Dissenters, and the ministers consented to

drop the bill. The king asked more than this. He
demanded a written and positive engagement that this

ministry would never, under any circumstances, propose to

him “ any measure of concession to the Catholics, or even

connected with the question.” The ministers very x:>ro]ierly

refused to bind themselves for the future. They were con-

sequently turned out of office, and a new ministry was
formed with the duke of Portland as first lord of the

treasury and Mr Perceval as its real leader. The spirit of

the new ministry ivas distinct hostility to the Catholic

claims. Cii April 27, 1807, a dissolution of parliament was
announced, and a majority in favour of the king’s ministry

was returned in the elections which speedily followed.

The elections of 1807, like the elections of 1784, gave
the king the mastery of the situation. In other respects

they were the counterpart of one another. In 1784 the

country declared, though perhaps without any clear con-

ception of what it was doing, for a wise and progressive

policy. In 1807 it declared for an unwise and retrogres-

sive policy, with a very clear understanding of what it

meant. It is in his reliance upon the prejudices and ignor-

ance of the country that the constitutional significance of

the reign of George III. appears. Every strong Govern-
ment derives its power from its representative character.

At a time when the House of Commons was less really

representative than at any other, a king was on the throne
who represented the country in its good and bad qualities

alike, in its hatred of revolutionary violence, its moral
sturdiness, its contempt of foreigners, and its defiance of

all ideas which were in any way strange. Therefore it was
that his success was not permanently injurious to the work-
ing of the constitution as the success of Charles I. would
have been. If he were followed by a king less English
than himself, ilie strength of representative power would
pass into other hands than those which held the sceptre.

The overthrow of the ministry of All the Talents was
the last political act of constitutional importance in which
George III. took part. The substitution of Perceval for

Portland as the nominal head of the ministry in 1809 was
not an event of any real significance, and in 1811 the reign

practically came to an end. The king’s reason finally broke
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down after the death of the Princess Amelia, his favourite

child. The remaining nine years of his life were passed in

insanity and blindness, and when he died on January 29,

1820, in his eighty-second year, no political results were

to be anticipated.

George III. had nine sons. After his successor came
Prederick, duke of York and Albany (1763-1827);
William Henry, duke of Clarence, afterwards King
William IV, (1765-1837); Edward Augustus, duke of

Kent (1767-1825), father of Queen Victoria; Ernest
Augustus, duke of Cumberland, afterwards king of

Hanover (1771-1851); Augustus Frederick, duke of

Sussex (1773-1843); Adolphus Frederick, duke of Cam-
bridge (1774-1850); Octavius (1779-1783); Alfred

(1780-1782). He had also six daughters—Charlotte

Augusta (1766-1816), married in 1797 to Frederick,

king of Wurtemherg; Augusta Sophia (1768—1840);
Elizabeth (1770-1840), married Frederick, landgrave of

Hesse-Homburg, 1818
;
Mary (1776-1857), married to

William Frederick, duke of Gloucester, 1816; Sophia
(1777-1848) ;

Amelia (1783-1810). (s. r. g.)

GEORGE IV. {Georye Augustus Frederick^ 1762—1830)
lived long enough to strip the crown of the leadership of
the nation which his father had vron for it. Born on
August 12, 1762, he was noted in the years of his early

manhood for good looks, for ease of carriage, and gracious-

ness of manner. He soon plunged into the whirl of

sensual excitement. His life was passed in the grossest

prodigacy. He was false as well as licentious His word
was never to be trusted. Not even an occasional gleam of

brightness lights up the dark picture of his career. If he
now and then flung to a dependant a kindjy word which
cost him nothing, no serious project of well-doing ever

occupied his thoughts. Politics had no attraction for him
except so far as changes of Government might minister to

his ease, or bring him money to be squandered in some
new scheme of folly.

Such a character was probably beyond the reach of any
education. But it is certain that the education which he re-

ceived in the strict and formal domestic circle of his parents

was only fitted to repel him from the path of virtue. His
father became to him the type of uninteresting formality.

He gladly sought the society of his father’s Whig oppo-
nents, and was initiated by Fox and Sheridan in the vices of

the fashionable world. In 1783 he naturally supported
the coalition ministry which his father detested, and the

coalition ministry in return proposed to raise his income
from .£50,000 to ^100,000. The king saved the ministry

from committing one more blunder in its career by refusing

to sanction the proposition. In 1786 the prince’s friends

urged Pitt to increase the allowance, but Pitt refused to do
anything of the kind. All the world knew that the money

< would he frittered away at the gambling table or in some
other equally disreputable way. Applying to the king and
getting a distinct refusal, the prince sold his horses and
carriages, shut up his house, and dismissed his servants.

As it was well known that these were not the expenses
which had brought him to distress, he was only laughed at

for his pains. A lower depth was soon reached. The
prince fell in love with Mrs Fitzherbert who had been
twice a widow at twenty-five. She was ready to marry him,
but she would yield to him on no other terms. She was a
Roman Catholic, and a marriage by the heir of the crown
with a Roman Catholic forfeited his succession by the Act
of Settlement. Hor, by the Royal Marriage Act, could he
legally contract marriage even with a Protestant without
his father’s consent, unless at the end of a year after formal
notice had been given, and then only if parliament had not
expressed its disapprobation. Believing truly that he could
contract no legal marriage with Mrs Fitzherbert, he was
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quite ready to go through the form of marriage. Mrs
Fitzherbert, holding that the performance of the ceremony
by a priest of her church was of sacramental efficacy,

was indifferent to the legality of the proceeding. The
marriage took place. jSTot long afterwards, in April 1787,
Alderman Kewenham moved in the House of Commons for

a grant in relief of the prince. In the course of debate
allusion was made to a marriage which might bring in

question the succession. Fox went to the prince, and was
assured by him that the marriage had never even formally
taken place. Fox, deceived by his apparent openness,
came down to the House and assured the Commons that

the whole story was a malicious falsehood. The next day
a friend of Fox’s opened his eyes to the trick which had
been played on him. ‘^I see by the papers, Mr Fox,” he
said, that you have denied the fact of the marriage of the
prince of Wales with Mrs Fitzherbert. You have been
misinformed. I was present at that marriage.” The
prince was not content with his original falsehood. He
threw out hints to his friends that Fox had exceeded his

instructions. He led Mrs Fitzherbert to believe that Foxliad
uttered the denial unsuggested. Only conceive, Maria, ”

he said to her, what Fox did yesterday. He went down
to the House and denied that you and I were man and
wifa” The denial however cleared away for the moment
one cause of the prince’s unpopularity. With the consent
of the Government he received an addition of .£10,000 to

hia income, £-161,000 to pay his debts, and £20,000 for

the rejiairs of Carlton House. The temporary insanity of

the king in 1788 again brought the name promi-

nently before the public. Fox maintained and Pitt denied
that the prince of Wales, as the heir-apparent, had a right

to assume the regency independently of any parliamentary
vote. Pitt, with the support of both Houses, proposed to

confer upon him the regency with certain restrictions. The
recovery of the king in February 1789 put an end to the

prince’s hopes. During the king’s illness he had been in

the habit of amusing his companions by mimicry of his

unfortunate father. The disgust caused by liis behaviour
had doubtless some part in the enthusiasm with which the

king was received when he went in state to St Paul’s to

return thanks for his recovery. In 1795 the prince married
Caroline of Brunswick, because his father would not pay
his debts on any other terms. Her behaviour was light

and flippant, and he was brutal and unloving. The ill-

assorted pair soon parted, and soon after the birth of their

only child, the Princess Charlotte, they were formally
separated. With great unwillingness the House of Com-
mons voted fresh sums of money to pay the prince’s debts.

In 1811 the prince at last became regent in consequence
of his father’s definite insanity. Ko one doubted at that

time that it was in his powder to change the ministry at his

pleasure. He had alw^ays lived in close connexion with the

Whig opxDositioii, and he now empowered Lord Grenville

to form a ministry. There soon arose djfferences of opinion

between them on the answer to be returned to the address of

the Houses, and the prince regent then informed the prime
minister, Mr Perceval, that he should continue the existing

ministry in ofiice. The ground alleged by him for this de-

sertion of his friends was the fear lest his father’s recovery

might be rendered impossible if he should come to hear of

the advent of the Opxiosition to power. Lord Wellesley’s

resignation in February 1812 made the reconstruction of

the ministry inevitable. As there was no longer any
hope of the king’s recovery, the former objection to a Whig
administrntion no longer existed. Instead of taking the

course of inviting the Whigs to take office, he asked them
to join the existing administration. The Whig leaders

however refused to join, on the ground that the question of

the Catholic disabilities was too important to be shelved.
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and tliat their difference of opinion with Mr Perceval was
too glaring to be ignored. The prince regent was exces-

sively angry, and continued Perceval in office till that

minister's assassination on May 11, when he was succeeded

by Lord Liverpool, after a negotiation in which the pro-

position of entering the cabinet was again made to the

Whigs and rejected by them. In the military glories of

the following years the prince regent had no share. When
the allied sovereigns visited England in 1814, he played

the part of host to perfection. So great was his unpopu-
larity at home that hisses were heard in the streets as he
accompanied his guests iuto the city. The disgust which
his profligate and luxurious life caused amongst a people

suffering from almost universal distress after the conclusion

of the war rapidly increased. In 1817 the windows of

the prince regent’s carriage were broken as he was on his

way to open parliament.

The death of George ITL on January 29, 1820, gave to

iiis sou the title of king without in any way altering the

position which he had now held for nine years. Indirectly,

however, this change brought out a manifestation of po^mlar

feeling such as his father had never been subjected to even
in the early days of his reign, when mobs were burning
jack-boots and petticoats. The relations between the new
king and his wife unavoidably became the subject of

public discussion. In 1806 a charge against the princess

of having given birth to an illegitimate child had been con-
clusively disproved, and the old king had consequently re

fused to withdraw her daughter, the Princess Charlotte, from
her custody. When in the regency the prince was able to
interfere, and prohibited his wife from seeing her daughter
more than once a fortnight. On this, in 1813, the princess
addressed to her husband a letter setting forth her com-
plaints, and receiving no answer published it in the
Morning Chronicle. The prince regent then referred the
letter, together with all papers relating to the inquiry of

1806, to a body of twenty-three privy councillors for an
opinion whether it was fit that the restrictions on the inter-

coursebetween the Princess Charlotte and her mothershould
continue in force. All except two answered as the regent
wished them to answer. But if the official leaning was
towards the husband, the leaniug of the general public was
towards the wife of a man whose own life had not been
such as to justify him in complaining of her whom he had
thrust from him without a charge of any kind. Addresses
of sympathy were sent up to the princess from the city of
London and other public bodies. The discord again broke
out in 1814 in consequence of the exclusion of the j)riiicess

from court during the visit of the allied sovereigns. In
August in that year she left England, and after a little time
took up her abode in Italy. The accession of George lY.
brought matters to a crisis. He ordered that no prayer
for his wife as queen should be admitted into the
Prayer Book. She at once challenged the accusation
which was implied in this omission by returning to Eng-
land. On June 7 she arrived in London. Before she left
the Continent she hadbeen informed that proceedings would
be taken against her for adultery if she landed in England.
Two years before, in 1818, commissioners had been sent to
Milan to investigate charges against her, and their report,
laid before the cabinet in 1819, was made the basis of the
prosecution. On the day on which she amved in London
a message was laid before both Houses recommending the
criminating evidence to parliament. A secret committee
in the House of Lords after considering this evidence
brought in a report on which the prime minister founded
a Bill of Pains and Penalties to divorce the queen and to
deprive her of her royal title. The Bill passed the three
readings with diminished majorities, and when on the third
reading it obtained only a majority of nine, it was aban-

doned by the Government. The king’s unpopularity, great

as it had been before, was now greater than ever. Public
opinion, without troubling itselt to ask whether the queen
was guilty or not, was roused to indignation by the spec-

tacle of such a charge being brought by a husband who had
thrust away his wife to light the battle of life alone, without
protection or support, and who, whilst surrounding her with
spies to detect, perhaps to invent, her acts of infidelity, was
himself living in notorious adultery. In the following year

(1821) she attempted to force her way into Westminster
Abbey to take her jilace at the coronation. On this occasion

the pcjiular support failed her ; and her death not long
afterwards relieved the king from further annoyance.

Immediately after the death of the queen, the king set

out for Ireland. He remained there but a short tune,

and his eflusive declaration that rank, station, honours,

were nothing compared with the exalted happiness of

living in the hearts of his Irish subjects gained him a
momentary popularity which was beyond his attainment

in a country where he was better known. His reception

in Dublin encouraged him to attempt a visit to Edinburgh
in the following year (August 1822). Since Charles 11. had
come to play the sorry part of a covenanting king in 1650'

no sovereign of the country had set foot on Scottish soil.

Sir Walter Scott took the leading iiart in organizing his

reception. The enthusiasm with which he was received

equalled, if it did not surpass, the enthusiasm with wffiich

he had been received in Dublin. But the qualities which
enabled him to fix the fleeting sympathies of the moment
weie not such as would enable him to exercise the influ-

ence in the government which had been indubitably

possessed by his father. He returned from Edinburgh to

face the question of the appointment of a secretary of state

which had been raised by the death of Lord Londonderry,
better known to the world by his earlier title of Castle-

reagb. It was upon the question of the appointment of

ministers that the battle between the Whigs and the king

had been fought in the reign of George III. George IV.

had neither the firmness nor the moral weight to hold the

reins which his father had grasped. He disliked Canning for

having taken his wife’s side very much as his father had dis-

likedFox for taking hisown. But Lord Liverpool insisted on

Canning’s admission to office, and theking gaveway. Tacitly

and without a struggle the constitutional victory of the last

reign was surrendered. But it was not surrendered to the

same foe as that from which it had been won. The coalition

ministry in 1784 rested on the great landowners and the

proprietors of rotten boroughs. Lord Liverpool’s ministry

had hitherto not been very enlightened, and it supported

itself to a great extent upon a narrow constituency, but
it did appeal to public opinion in a way that the coalition,

did not, and what it wanted itself in popular support would'

be supplied by its successors. What one king had gained

from a clique another gave up to the nation. Once more,

on Lord Liverpool’s death in 1827, the same question was

tried with the same result. The king not only disliked

Canning personally, but he was opposed to Canning’s policy.

Yet after some hesitation he accepted Canning as prime

minister ; and when, after Canning’s death and the short

ministry of Lord Goderich, the king in 1828 authorized the

duke of Wellington to form a ministry, he was content to

lay down the principle that the members of it were not

expected to be unanimous on the Catholic question. When
in 1829 the Wellington ministry unexpectedly proposed to

introduce a Bill to remove the disabilities of the Catholics,.

he feebly strove against the proposal and quickly withdrew

his opposition. The worn-out debauchee had neither the

merit of acquiescing in the change nor the courage to

resist it.

George IV. died on June 26, 1830. He had rendered to^
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the constitution of his country the service of tacitly aban-

doning a position which had been perhaps necessarily

achieved by his father, but which it was not desirable that

the sovereigns of England should permanently occupy.

His only child by his wife Queen Caroline was the

Princess Charlotte Augusta, married in 1816 to Leopold
of Saxe-Coburg, afterwards king of the Belgians. She
died in childbirth November 6, 1817. (s. r. g.)

GEORGE OF Cappadocia, who from 356 to 361 was
Arian archbishop of Alexandria, was born about the begin-

ning of the 4th century. According to Ammianus (xxii. 11),

he was a native of Epiphania, in Cilicia; but universal

tradition makes him a CaiDpadocian. Gregory Nazianzen
tells us that his father was a fuller, and that he himself soon
became notorious as a parasite of so mean a type that he
would “ sell himself for a cake.” By his powers of insinua-

tion he succeeded in obtaining a lucrative contract for sup-

plying bacon to the army, but fulfilled its terms so ill

that he was soon compelled to abscond after he had with
difficulty escaped death at the hands of the indignant
soldiers. After many wanderings, in the course of which
he seems to have lived for some time at Constantinople,

and to have amassed a considerable fortune as receiver

of taxes, he ultimately reached Alexandria. Tt is not
known how or when he obtained ecclesiastical orders ; but,

after Athanasius had been banished in 356, George was
promoted by the influence of the then prevalent Arian
faction to the vacant see. His persecutions and oppressions

of the orthodox ultimately raised a rebellion which com-
pelled him to flee for his life; but his authority was re-

stored, although with difficulty, by a military demonstration.

Untaught by experience he resumed his course of selfish

tyranny over Christians and heathen alike, and raised the

irritation of the populace to such a pitch that, within a few
days after the accession of Julian, they rose €7i masse^

dragged him out of prison, where he had been placed by the
magistrates for safety, paraded him with every indignity

through the streets on the back of a camel, burnt his dead
body, and cast the ashes into the sea (December 24, 361).
With much that was sordid and brutal in his character

George combined a highly cultivated literary taste, and in

the course of his chequered career he had found the means
of collecting a splendid library, •which Julian ordered to be
carefully preserved and conveyed to Antioch for his own
use. The original sources for the facts of the life of Qeoige
of Cappadocia are Ammianus, Gregory Nazianzen, Epipha-
nius, and Athanasius. In modern times his character has
been drawn with graphic fidelity by Gibbon in the 23d
chapter of the Decline and Fall,

GEORGE, Saint, according to Metaphiastes che Byzan-
tine hagiologist, whose narrative is substantially repeated in

the Roman Acta Sancioriim and in the Spanish breviary,

was born in Cappadocia of noble Christian parents, from
whom he received a careful religious training. Having
embraced the profession of a soldier, he rapidly rose under
Diocletian to high military rank. When that emperor had
begun to manifest a pronounced hostility towards Christi-

anity George sought a personal interview with him, in which
he made deliberate profession of his faith, and, earnestly
remonstrating against the persecution which had begun,
resigned his commission. He was immediately laid under
arrest, and after various tortures, finally put to death at
Nicomedia (or, according to other accounts, at Lydda) April
23, 303. His festival is observed on that anniversary by the
entire Roman Church as a semi-duplex, and by the Spanish
Catholics as a duplex of the first class with an octave. The
day is also celebrated as a principal feast in the Greek
Church, where the saint is distinguished by the titles

^eyaXofjLaprvp and Tpcy7raLo<f>6pos,

In the canon of Pope Gelasius (494) George is mentioned
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among the martyrs whom the Roman Church venerates, but
whose gesta it does not read.^ The language implies that
even at that date much had been written concerning him,
but little that the Catholic Church could accept as trust-

worthy. Numerous traits from the biography of the here-

tical archbishop had already crept, itwouldseem, into the acta
of the orthodox soldier : and it was feared that any vigorous
attempt to eliminate these would leave but a small residue

of fact. Modern investigation has proved that apprehension
to have been well-founded, for even on the Catholic side in

the controversy regarding the existence and character of St
George, the chief contention is simply the improbability
that within the space of 150 years a turbulent and un-
scrupulous Arian ecclesiastic should have come to be re-

puted a holy martyr for the Catholic faith. The caution
displayed with regard to St George in the 5th century was
not long preserved ; Gregory of Tours, for example, asserts

that his relics actually existed in the French village of Le
Maine, where many miracles were wrought by means of

them ;
and the Venerable Bede, while still explaining that

the gesta of St George are reckoned apocryphal, commits
himself to the statement that the martyr was beheaded
underDacian, king of Persia, whose wifeAlexandra, however,
adhered to the Catholic faith. The dragon was a still later

introduction into the legend, which, as given by Jacobus de
Voragine and later writers, ceases to represent the hero as

in any sense a sufferer. In its current popular form the
story of his successful conflict is probably a mere modifi-
cation of the old Aryan mythus, to which many inter-

preters are now disposed to attach a solar interpretation.

The popularity of the name of St Geoige in England
dates from the time of Richard Coeur de Lion, who, it was
said, had successfully invoked his aid during the first

crusade ; but it was not till the time of Edward III. that

he was made xjatron of the kingdom, although at the
council of Oxford in 1222 it had already been ordered that

his feast should be kept as a national festival. The republics

of Genoa and Venice were also under his protection ; and
his name is much revered in all the Oriental churches.

See Heylin, TJte History of that mostfamous Saynt and Souldier
of Christ Jesus^ JSt George of Cappadocia (1631) ;

and Milner,
Historical and Critical Inquiry into the Existence and Chwt otter of
St George^ Patron of EngLo/nd (1795). For some account of the
nunieioiis artistic lepresentations, -whetlier of his inartyi’dom oi of
his timinph, see Jamieson s Sacred and Lcgcndafy A.it^ vol. ii.

GEORGE, known as Pisides or Pisida, a Byzantine
writer of the 7th century, was, as his surname implies, a
native of Pisidia

;
but of his personal history nothing is

known except that he had been ordained a deacon, and that

he held either simultaneousiy or successively the offices ol

‘‘ Chartophylax,” Scenophylax,” and “Referendarius ” in
the “ Great Church ” (that of St Sophia) at Constantinople.

He is also believed to have accompanied the first expedition

(622) of the emperor Heraclius against the Persians ; at

all events his earliest -work, consisting of 1098 iambic

trimeter verses under the title “Eis riqv /cara Ueptreav iKo-rpa-

T€tW ^HpaKXetov Tov jSacrtkhOiS OKpodcreLs rpets, IS devoted

to such a description of that campaign as could hardly have
come from any other than an eye-witness. This composition

was followed by the ^AfBapiKd or HoAc/aos ^AJSapcKos in 541
verses, containing the details of a futile attack on Constan-

tinople made by the Avari in 626, while the emperor was
absent and the Persian army in occupation of Chalcedon

;

and by the 'Hpa/eXta?, a general survey of the exploits both

at home and abroad of Heraclius down to the final over-

throw of Chosroes in 627, which is believed to have been
written before the end of 628. In addition to these three

V70rks, which have been edited by Bekker in the Coipus
scHptorum htstoi'. ByzanU (1836;, we have from the pen of

^ The full text of this canon is given hy Heylm, p. ii. c. 9.
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George of Pisidia the 'E^a'>}/x€pov jjrot Koor^iovpyta, a poem
upon the creation of the world, containing in its iiresent

form 1910 trimeter iambic verses; a treatise on the vanity

of life, *Et9 Tov ijudraiov ^Cov, ill 202 verses
;
a controversial

composition against Severus of Antioch, Kara %^viqpov, in

731 verses; two short poems upon the resurrection of Christ

and upon the temple of the Virgin at Blacliernse respect

ively, and a prose encomium upon Anastasius the martyr,

(’Ey/ca>jtxtoT/ €t«? rov dycov AvacrrdcrLov fjidfyrvpa), George
of Pisidia is known to have written several other works,

which, however, are no longer extant ; and there is no siiffi

cient reason for assigning to him the compilation of the

Chrojiicon Paschale, or the astronomical poem entitled

JEirvpedoclis Sphcera. The Hexaemeron and Be Vanitate

VitcB were first printed along with a Latin version at Paris

in 1584 or 1585 by Federicus Morellus. They are also to

be found in the Max, Bibliotheca Vett. JPatrum, xii. p- 322

(1677); and in the 46th vol. of Migne’s Patrologia Grceca,

The only complete edition of all the extant works is that

of Quercns in Foggini’s Co7p. Hist Byzaiit Nova Ap-
pendix (Rome, 1777). Asa versifier George is correct and
even elegant

;
as a chronicler of contemporary events he

is exceedingly useful ; but the modern verdict on his

merits as a poet has not confirmed that of those later

Byzantine writers whose enthusiastic admiration led them
to compare him with and even prefer him to Euripides.

Recent criticism is unanimous in characterizing his com-
position as artificial and almost uniformly dull.

GEORGE OF Tbebizon-d (1396-1486), one of the dis-

tinguished writers in the great controversy between Aris-

totelianism and Platonism in the 15th century, was born at

Chandace in the island of Crete. He received his cognomen
apparently from the fact that his ancestors had come from
Trebizond. At what period he came to Italy is not abso-
lutely certain ; according to some accounts he arrived as

early as 1430, and settled as teacher of philosophy and
rhetoric at Venice

;
according to others he did not come over

to Italy tni the period of the council of Florence (1438-9).
His reputation as a teacher and as translator of Aristotle

was very great, and he was selected as secretary by Pope
Nicholas V., an ardent Aristotelian. The needless bitter-

ness of his attacks upon Plato (in the Comparatio AHstotelis
et Platonis), which drew forth a powerful response from
Bessabion (^ v.), and the manifestly hurried and inaccurate
character of his translations both of Plato and of Aristotle,

combined to ruin his fame as a scholar, and to endanger
his position as a teacher of philosophy. The indignation
against him on account of his first-named work was so great
that he would probably have been compelled to leave Italy,
had not Alphonso V. given him protection at the court of
Naples. He died at Rome in 1486. Many of his transla-
tions of Aristotelian treatises are to he found in the older
editions of Aristotle. A notice of his other writings is

given in Fabricius, Bibliotk, Grceca.

GEORGETOWN, the port of entry for the 'District of
Columbia in the United States of North America, is situated
on the left bank of the Potomac at the head of navigation,
about 2-^ miles W.N.W. of the capitol of Washington City,
with which it communicates by four iron bridges thrown
across Rock Creek. Founded by the colonial Government
of Maryland in 1751, Georgetown was a city with a distinct
administration from 1789 to 1871 ; but in the latter year
it was merged in the District of Columbia, and in 1878 it

was incorporated with the city of Washington, so that now
it has properly no distinct existence. It is beautifully
situated along a range of hills, whose loftier eminences,
locally called the Heights, afford delightful positions for
villas and country seats, with extensive prospects over the
river and Washington. The most noteworthy institution
is Georgetown College, the oldest Roman Catholic college

-GEO
in the United States, which occupies two handsome
brick buildings in the midst of extensive grounds at the

west end. It was founded as an academy in 1789, was
chartered as a college in 1799, and in 1615 received

the right of conferring degrees. Its medical de2iart-

ment, originated in 1851, and the legal department, dating

from 1870, are both in Washington. The university

has a library of u};)wards of 30,00(-> volumes, an extensive

apparatus for physical science, and a museum of natural

history, in 1B73 the teaching staff numbered 35. Among
the other institutions in the town may be mentioned the

Convent of the Visitation, with a female academy attached;

the Peabody library
;

the Linthicum institute (founded
m 1872 by a retired merchant, wdio left $50,000 for

the education of poor white boys) ;
the aged women’s

house, maintained by voluntary suTbscription
; and the

industrial home for juvenile vagrants. The aqueduct
which conveys a branch of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal

over the Potomac is 1 446 feet long, and its granite piers,

nine in number, rise 36 feet above the ordinary surface of

the water, and rest on the solid rock 17 feet below the

bottom of the river. A great decline has taken jilace in the

commercial activity of Georgetown. Its foreign trade is

very slight, being represented in the year ending June 30,

1878, by no more than 6113 dollars of imports and 10,056
dollars of exports

;
but its share in the coasting trade is still

considerable, 187 steamers and 45 sailing vessels, affording

a total tonnage of 96,339 tons, having entered in the year

already mentioned
;

its position at the terminus of the

Chesapeake and Ohio canal secures for it a fair share in the

shipping of the coal from the Alleghany fields : and its

fisheries render it a great market for shad and herrings.

Among the industrial establishments the first place is held

by the fiour-mills, six in number
;
but there are also corn-

mills, timberyards, tanneries, foundries, breweries, a paper-

mill, and a vinegar factory. The principal cemetery for

Washington occupies a beautiful situation on Georgetown
Heights. In 1830 the population of Georgetown was 8441

;

in 1840 it was only 7312 ;
by 1860 it had reached 8733

;

and in 1870 it was 11,384.
GEORGETOWN, known as Stabroek during the Dutch

period, now the capital of British Guiana, is situated in the

county of Demerara on the east bank of the Demerara river,

about a mile from its mouth, in 6° 49' 30" N. lat. and 58° 11'

30" W. long. It is one of the prettiest towns of that part

of the world, and presents an unusually attractive appear-

ance to the approaching voyager. The streets are wide and
straight, intersecting each other at right angles, and recall-

ing, by the canals that run along the centre, the memory of

the Dutch
;
and the houses are so richly embosomed by

cabbage-palms, cocoa-nut trees, and other trees and shrubs,

that they look rather like a collection of villas than a town.

The street along the river side, where the shops and stores

are mainly situated, forms, however, an exception ;
there

everything is plain, bare, and business-like. Private

dwelling-houses are usually built of wood and raised 3 or

4 feet above the soil on wooden piles or brick pillars ;
they

are painted in various simple colours, for the most part in

white
;

in front they have open verandahs. Among the

public edifices the first place is due to a building in the

centre of the town which was erected between 1829 and

1834 at a cost of .£60,000, to accommodate the legislative

council, the courts of justice, the custom house, the treasury,

and other administrative offices ; it is of considerable extent

and architectural beauty, with shady porticoes and marble-

paved galleries supported on cast-iron columns, Besides a

cathedral, which cost £15,000, there are churches belonging

to the Wesleyans, the Baptists, the London Missionary

Society, and other ecclesiastical organizations, several

liberally-maintained hospitals, an icehouse, and two market-
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places, of wHclithe one opened in 1844 cost .£11,400, and
the other opened in 1852 cost .£2450. The prison, a large

building, or rather collection of buildings, surrounded by
a strong wooden wall, can accommodate upwards of 200
prisoners. A. fort, the Frederick William, situated below
the town, only contains a small battery, but in the vicinity

there are extensive and well -organized barracks. One of the
principal disadvantages due to the position of Georgetown
is the lack of drinking water

;
but this is so far remedied

by the construction of both private and public tanks for the

storage of the rain, by the introduction of water from the

Lamaha creek, by a- canal, and further by the boring of

Artesian wells. The first attempts to apply the Artesian
principle was made in 1831 by Major Staple, and his

example has been widely imitated not only in the town itself

but also in the surrounding country. Though the water
thus obtained is strongly impregnated with iron, carbonic
acid gas, salt, and magnesia, it is readily drunk by horses

and cattle, and after it has been scummed and filtered it can
be used for cooking. As it rises to the surface the water
has a temperature of 84° Fahr., 5° higher than the water
in the river. Ice is almost a necessity of life in the town,
and it forms a regular import from Boston, along with fresh

meat and other northern produce. The population of

Georgetown in 1851 was 25,508 ;
in 1861 it was 29,174 ;

and by 1871 it had reached 36,582. (See Appiin, U?iter

de7i Tropen^ Jena, vol. ii).

GEORGIA, a kingdom in central Transcaucasia, re-

markable for the long list of its sovereigns, the monarchy
having extended over a period of upwards of 2000 years,

the kings reigning at times independently, or under the

rule of Persia, Turkey, or the Eastern empire. The earliest

name of the country was Karthli; the ancients knew it as

Iberia, bounded on the one side by Colchis and on the other

by Albania; and it has for centuries been called Georgia.
Georgia proper, which includes Karthli and Kakhetia, is

bounded on the N. by Ossety and Daghestan, on the E. by
Sliekynn, on the S. by Shamshadyl and the khanates of

Erivan and Kars, and on the W. by Gouria and Imeritia

;

but the kingdom at times included Gouria, Mingrelia,

Abkhasia, Imeritia, and Daghestan, and extended from the
great mountain range to the Araxes. It now forms the
government of Tiflis, divided into the districts of Doushett,
Telav, Sygnah, Gori, and Akhalzikh, having an area of

nearly 25,000 square miles, and in 1873 a population of

635,313, made up chiefly of Georgians and Armenians,

—

there being also Persians, Tatars, and a few Jews and
Europeans. The chief city is the ancient capital of Tiflis,

the seat of government, under a governor-general, for the
whole of Transcaucasia, and the principal centre of com-
merce. See Caucasus and Tiflis.

Vegetable Products .—^The valleys and declivities are
fertile, producing maize, millet, barley, oats, rice, beans,
lentils, and com (which is best in the plains near Gori), also

cotton, flax, and hemp, now exported exclusively to Russia,
The vineyards cover 75,400 acres, the average produce of

^ine beiug at the rate of 230 gallons per acre ; the valley
of the Alazan yields the best qualities. It is consumed
in the country and adjoining districts, the only wine ex-

ported being that produced from vine-canes brought from
the Crimea. Grapes are gathered in September, and the
wine is fit for use one month after it has been put into a
bourdyou\ “ skin,” or kvewy^ a huge earthen jar in which it

maybe preserved for years. Kew vines are planted every
six, eight, or ten years, according to the nature of the soil, and
are cut after the fruit is gathered, and again in March and
April when the soil is turned up. The Lecanium vitis and
Oidium have attacked the plants from time to time, though
not in severe form, but the Phylloxera vastatrix has been
hitherto quite unknown. In the vineyards are often seen

the apple, pear, and quince trees; other fruits include the
pomegranate, peach, apricot, plum, almond, mulberry,
pistacnio, fig, cherry, walnut, hazel-nut, medlar, melon and
water melon, raspberry, &c. In summer the banks of
streams are covered with beautiful wild flowers,—the prim-
rose in double form, the crocus of varied colours, and
snowdrops appearing early in March in the greatest pro-

fusion.

Animals.—The domestic animals are the camel, ox, mule,
ass, and buffalo as beasts of burden, with the goat, and an
immense number of pigs, pork being favourite food. The
horse—small, hardy, and enduring—is ridden more fre-

quently unshod, except in the hills
;
no pains are taken to

improve the breed. The wild animals of greatest import-
ance are the bear, ibex, wolf, hysena, fox, wild boar, wild
goat, and antelope; while the pheasant, woodcock, quail,

and “partridge of the Caucasus ” are the principal winged
game. The fish taken in the Kour and other rivers are

the sturgeon, silurus, carp, perch, trout, gudgeon, and a
fish resembling the salmon, called oragoula by the Georgians.

The great sturgeon, belonga or hansen, is taken at the
estuary of the Kour in the Caspian.

Commumcation.—A railroad connects Tiflis with Poti

on the Black Sea, the line over the Souram pass, 3037 feet

above the sea, being laid at gradients of 1 in 22, over a
distance of about 8 miles. Lines of rail are projected for

connecting Vladykavkaz in the north, and Djoulpha at the
Persian frontier, with the capital. Post-roads are excellent,

and saddle-horses and comfortable vehicles for post-horses

are to be obtained at the principal towns. Locomotion is

very inexpensive.

History.—The material at the disposal of the historian of Georgia
is scanty. An anonymous work of the 12th century gives the his-

toiy from the earliest times to the year 1124 ; another, also anony-
mous, is a continuation to the division of the kingdom in 1446

;

and a third is the compilation by the Czarevitch Wakhoucht, being
The complete annals riom the earliest times to the year 1745.
Tlieso, and a few pamphlets indifferently edited, if we except the
memoirs of his family by Stephen Orbeliani, archbishop of Sioimy
in the 13th century, comprise all that is left to us during an in-

terval of upwards of 2000 years.

The earliest Armenian chroniclers have included facts on Georgia,
which It is believed were founded on traditions they received from
the Georgians. According to these authorities, the Georgian,
Armenian, Kakhetian, Lesghian, Mingrelian, and other laces m
Transcaucasia are the descendants of Thargamos, who was the
great-giandson of Japhet, the son of Noah, though we read in Gen.
X. 3 that Togarmah was the son of Corner, who was the son of

Japhet. Those different populations were afterwards included under
the general name of Thargomosiany. The second son of Thar-
gamos, named Karthlos, having settled in that part where is now the
rivulet Karthli, became the patriarch and king of the people in the
land aiouna, called Karthli after himself. His son Mtzkhethos
founded the city of Mtzkhetha, which, became the capital ; and a son
ot Mtzkhethos, named Ouphlis. was the author of the rock-cut town
near Gori. At that period the title assumed by the ruler was
mnmcLsaklysy, “lord or head of the house,” the worship being
that of the sun, moon, and five planets. The first to revive the title

of king was Pharnawaz, 302-237 B.C., who rid the coimtry of the
tyrant Ason, a governor appointed by Alexander the Great. Phar-
nawaz oiiginated the orthography of the Georgian language, and is

said to have invented the military alphabet. In 140 b. c. Mirvan
became king. His son and successor was dethroned b5

’' his own
subjects, and the crown offered to Ardaces I., whose son, Arshag,
ascended the throne 71 B.C., the dynasty of Arsaces thus commenc-
ing Its rule. The deeds of Sulla, Lucullus, Pompey, and Mithra-
dates next serve to illustrate the courage and warlike qualities of

the people of Iberia. In 265 the Sassanian dynasty commenced in

the person of Miriam, son of Shapour I., who was married to a
daughter of the late king Asphagor, Miriam and all his subjects

were converted to Christianity by Nouna or Nina, a poor captive,

who had escaped the persecution of Tiridates, king of Armenia.
She prevailed upon the people of Karthli to desist from offering

human victims, and to overturn their pagan altars ; and the king
erected a sanctuary, which was afterwards replaced by a noble
edifice, 364-379, on the s^jot where now stands the cathedral at

M’zhett. Miriam applied to Constantine for priests to instruct his

people, and many were sent, among them being Eustace of Antioch.
In 469 King Yakhtang, surnamed Gourgasal, “ wolf-lion," founded
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a city wliicli lie called Tbylysys Kalaky, now Tifiis, on account of

tbe waim. springs theie Yakhtang established a patiiaichate at

Mtzkhetha, and constructed the fortiess of Souram lie conq^uered

Mingrelia, and biought the Ossets and Abkhasians undei sub]ec

tion He also took possession of a large pait of Aimenia, and hav-

ing foimedan alliance with Chosioes, king of Peisia even advanced

into India The seat of government was transferred from Mtzkhetha
to Tb} lysys Kalaky, when Datchy came to the throne in 499 At
this epoch the Georgian and Aimenian Churches had separated

,

and a century latei, the Georgian and Russian Churches united

On the death of Stephanos, who had ruled uiidei the piotection

of the Eastern empire, a Bagratide named Gouram was nomin itcd

couropolate by the empeior Soon after the appearance of Mahomet
in the 7th century, the Arabs, having conquered the Peisians, en-

tered Armenia and Georgia, and for neaily a century compelled all,

under pain of death, to embrace Mahometanism In 787 the

Sassanian dynasty came to an end Ashod I ,
Medz, the Great,

a Bagratide, succeeded, receiving from the caliph Haioun al has
chid the title of giand piince, and that of couropolate from the eni

peror
,
but it was not until about 841 that the sovereign (Bagiat

I ) was recognized hy the caliph as rulei, the country duiing the

interval having been continually ravaged by the Arabs Then
last expedition, in the reign of Bagrat I ,

included the occupation

of Tiflis The reign of Bagrat III marks an epoch, foi that

monarch, who was king of Abkhasia, succeeded to the crown of

Georgia by right of inheritance, his sovereignty extending fiom
the Black Sea to the Caspian He encouraged the arts and
sciences, and was the founder of the noble cathedial at Koutais, the

first bmldmg in the style of architecture thenceforth denominated
Georgian During the reign of Bagrat IV the Seljuks commenced
in 1048 a succession of invasions, until they were effectually lepulsed

by Lipant Orboulk at the head of a comparatively small force of

Georgians, Armenians, and Greeks Liparit himself vas taken
prisoner, and Bagiat earned off his wife in his absence , but regain

mg his hberty, Lipant took up arms against his soveieign, and
drove him out of his capital into Abkhasia Bagrat appealing to

the emperor, it was arranged that he should return to his kingdom
of Georgia and Abkhasia, Lipant being suffered, as his dutiful sub
ject, to retain the province of Meskhy

In 1064 the Sfijuks under Arp Aslan again overran Georgia,
destroying Tiflis and slaughtering the inhabitants In 1072
George II ascended the throne, and in his reign Tiflis was again
devastated b'v the Seljuks, the king himself being forced to fly With

his valiant son and successoi, David III
,
the fortunes of Geoigia

changed, for the enemy was driven out of the plains of Kakhetia,
and the land from Tiflis to Am was fieed of his piesence in 1123
by Ivan Orbeliam whose signal services weie rewarded by elevation

to the rank of constable The next monarchs weie Demetiius I

and David IV , the latter, at his death, entrusting his son Demna
or Demetrius to the guardianship of Ivan Orbeliam, and the le
gency to his biother George, who with the assistance of Ivan,
greatly extended the Georgian territory, rescuing fiom the
Seljuks a large poition of Armenia When in 1177 Demna
had attained his majoiity, the nobles desirous of suppoiting
the young prince’s claims called upon Ivan, whose popularity
had meanwhile been increasing, to place him on the throne
George fortified himself at Tiflis and awaited events

,
his lule, how -

ever, was too firmly established to he easily shaken, and, many
of Ivan s partisans espousing his cause, he at length set out to besiege
Lorhy, which Ivan and his charge had made their headquarters
Numerous desertions reduced the ranks of the besieged, until young
Demna fied at last to the encampment of his uncle, and entreated
him to spaie his life His player was granted, but he was depiived
of his eyes, and otherwise mutilated The pnnee having sui
renaered, Ivan declared his readiness to submit on condition that
he should be honouiably treated Geoige assented, showed his
prisoner all honour until he had got the whole of hxs relatives into
his power, when he oidered that all should he massacied, Ivan
himself being blinded and biutally treated Three only of his
kinsmen were saved—a brother named Lipant, and his two sons
who had gone to Peisia to solicit the aid of the atabek Ildegouz
From them are descended the Orbeliam of the present day At the
time of their extermination, the possessions of the Orboulk comprised
more than the half of Georgia It is related that the ancestors of
this powerful family, princes of the family of Djenkapour of the
royal race of Djenesdan, first came to Karthli from that part of
Asia which lies between Chma and the Ural

,
the fortress of Oipeth

was given to them for a lesidence In return for the friendly lecep-
tion accorded to them, they united with the Kaithlosidesm throwring
off the Peisian yoke, a service which obtained for the chief Orboulk
the rank of siasaZar or generalissimo During the reign of
Pharnawaz, the Orboulk took precedence next to the sovereign, and
matrimonial alliances weie formed with the royal house The first

of the family individualized in the annals was the warrior Lipant
(875 900) George III died in 1184, and was succeeded by his
only child Thamar, whose kingdom extended from the Caspian to
tne Black Sea, and fiom beyond the Caucasus to Armenia, for

Trehizond, Erzeioum, Tovm, Kars, and Ain fell to her arms Her
missiouaiies travelled fai and wide, and iiumcious chinches were
constructed, and thus it was that her many virtues and biilliant
lule seemed to her the title of Mephe, “king Tins gicat queen
was succeeded in 1212-13 by her son George IV , suinamed Lashci,
‘He who enlightens the woild, who, assisted by the powerful
noble, Ivan Mkhargrdzelidze, ot the family that had replaced the
Oibeliani in tlic io>al favom, vanquislicd the Pcisians in many
battles, conquering Gandji, and peimanently occupying Kais In
1220 and 1222 the Mongols again visited Geoigia The king lelt

an infant son who afterwards reigned as David IV
, but his own

sister, Roussoudan, seized the ciown in 1223, and passed a life not
fiec fiomiepioacli To revenge himself ui)0ii the queen who refused
his suit, Jalal uddm twice occupied licr capital, and her kingdom
was again oveiruii by the Mongols, who committed fc trial ravages
Next follow the exploits of Timui, who invaded Geoigia in 1386,
and, having seized upon the capital earned awiy the king, Bagrat
V ,

who feigned conversion to Islamism that he might gain the
confidence of the conqucioi By tins means he succeeded in ob
taming fioin Timur a force of 12,000 men, for the purpose of pie
ailing upon Ins peoiile to embrace Mahometanism Bagrat had

pieconcerted Ins jilans, and m due course every Tatar in Ins suite
was slaughtered by his owm waiiiois In an ungovernable passion
Timur le entered Geoigia (1393-94), and laid waste the ent le

countiy, levelling towns and villages, without sparing a single life

Satiated of bloodshed, he withdrew to the plains of Kaiabngh and
George VII , son and successoi to B igiat, letiiined upon the death
of his fathei (1401) fiom the mountains where he had lemained
concealed, and occupied the capital Timur made wai upon him
as well, compelling his submission, and in 1403 finally quitted the
country Geoige was succeeded by Constantine II ,

whose successor

,

Alexander I
,
son of George VII

,
restored the kingdom to prosper ity,

but towards the close of his days lie conceived the unhappy idea of

dividing his kingdom among his tin ee sons, an act that w’as follow ed
by internecine wars, rebellions, massacres, and foreign invasions
From about this period commence the relations of Russia with
Georgia and its neighbouring principalities, for m 1492, during the
war fomented between Turkey and Persia, Alexander, king of Kak
hetia, sought the piotection of the czar John III Again, in 1587,
Boris Godounoff was apiiealed to for succoui ,

and when, in 1618,
Shah Abbas invaded Geoigia, Teimouiaz 1 applied for assistance

to Michael Feodorovitch (the fiist of the Romanofis), as did also, in

1621, George III king of Imentia, and Mamia Gouriel the lulei of

Gouria In 1638 Levan, sovereign of Mingrelia, took the oath of

allegiance to Alexis Michaelovitch, and in 1650 Alexander of Imentia
acknowledged the sovereignty of Russia That eminie, however
could not render material assistance to those petty soveieigns in

distress, and little was done until fresh excesses committed by the
Tuiks and Persians affoided Peter the Gieat the excuse for sending
an expedition, in 1716, under Beke\utch a Ciicassian chieftain, to

survey the Caspian shoie and eiect defences Bekevitch ivas ovei-

poweied by the Tatars, and slaughtered with the whole of Ins foice

Peter then occupied the western shore of the Caspian, taking the

king of Georgia under his protection This w as akhtang VI ,

the authoi of a code that was in vogue until 1841, when Russian
laws w ere in gieat measure introduced But he w as unable to i esist

Nadii Shah, and abdicating in 1724, retired to Astrakhan, where
he died Peter being at peace with 1 urkey, and having concluded
the treaty of Nystadt with Sweden, left Moscow

,
May 24, 1722 and

embarked at Astiaklian with troops destined for Geoigia and the

Peisian provinces Deibent, Bakou, Ghjlan, and Mazanderan fell

into his power, and he constructed a fort on the rivci Soulak,
which he named St Cioix All these places were ceded by treaty,

in 1732, after Nadir Shah had delivered Kaithli and Kakhetia from
Turkish oppression A few yeais later, in 1735, Tuikey renounced
all claim to those countiies in favour of Peisia When war bioke
out with Tuikey m 1768, Geneial Todleben was sent to the assist

ance of Solomon I , king of Imentia, and the Tuiks weie expelled
that kingdom Then followed the treaty of Kainardschi in 1774,
by which Georgia, Imentia, and Mingrelia were placed under the

j>rotection of Russia In 1795 Aga Mahomet Shah laid Tiflis in

lums, a disaster that was succeeded hy dissensions m the royal

family
,
and Heiaclius II , who in 1783 had declared himself the

vassal of Russia, now appealed to that countiy for protection The
next sovereign, George XIII

, renewed this appeal, which would
have been granted but for the sudden death of the emperor Paul
Alexander I hesitated for a time, until George finally renounced his

Clown in 1799 in favour of Russia, diawmg down upon him the

hatred and curses of his countiy His younger brother, Alexander,
made an eflort to secure the crown, but the chiefs saw the hopeless

ness of attempting to throw off the Russian yoke, and, being but
poorly supported, the pnnee was beaten on the banks of the Loia
George died the following year, being the last of the Bagratides to

occupy the throne of Georgia, which his ancestors had held for the

space of 1029 years It may be stated that the Bagrations claim

descent from David, by his adulterous intercom se with the wife of

Uriah ^ Georgia was now virtually annexed to the empire, and on
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September 12, 1801, Alexander I issued a proclamation announc-
ing the fact to the peoj^le of that country In 1810 the piince of

Iineritia revolted against Russia ,
but this movement was quickly

suppressed, and the pimcipality annexed MamiaV
,
the luler of

Gouria, recognized the suzerainty of Russia in the same year, his
principality being eventually annexed in 1829

See Wakhoucht Histone de la Giorgie lians by Biosset and add tions o ^ols ,

3t Pateisbmff 1849 Vladikyii habesvednyk v pouieshestiyry pa Kaikazou
"Mosicow' 1874 Zeidlcitz Ouherk ^ipmdyelya Kaikaza liflis, lS7o Comm J
Buchan Pelfei R N , Hie C? tmea and I't anscaucasia 1877 (J B TE )

Ethnology —Of the thiee mam groups into which the Caucasian
laces are now usually divided, the Georgian is in every respect the
most important and interesting It has accordingly largely occu
j)ied the attention of Orientalists almost incessantly fiom the da^^s

of Klapioth to the present time Yet such are the difficulties con
nected with the origin and mutual relations of the Caucasian
peoples that its affinities aie still far fiom being clearly established
Anton Schiefner and P Y Uslai, However, who must be accepted
as undoubtedly the greatest authorities on the subject, have at

least arrived at some negative conclusions valuable as starting points
foi fuithei research In their valuable papers, published in the
McTTioirs of the St Peteisburg Imperial Academy of Sciences and
elsewhere, they have finally dis^^osed of the views of Bopp and
Biossct, who attempted on linguistic grounds to connect the
Georgians with the Aryan family They also cleaily show that
Max Miillei’s ** Turanian ” theoiy is untenable, and they go a long
way towards proving that the Geoigian, with all the other Cau-
casian languages except the Ossetian, forms a distinct linguistic

family absolutely independent of all otheis This had already been
suspected by Klapioth, and as the same conclusion has been arri-^ed

at by Fr Mullei and Zagarelh, it is not likely to be set aside by
furthei investigation

ITslai s ‘^Caucasian Family'” comprises the following three great
divisions —

1 AVestern Gioup Typical races Tcherkessians and Abkhasians
2 Eastern Gioup Typical laces Tchetchenzes and Lesghians
3 Southern Group Typical race Geoigians

Here the term “ family” must be taken in a far more elastic

sense than when applied, for instance, to the Aryan, Semitic, or
Eastern Polynesian divisions of mankind Indeed, Uslar would
perhaps be the first to admit that the fundamental unity of the
thiee grou^is has not yet been established, and that they present at
least as wide divergencies as aie found to exist between the Semitic
and Hamitio linguistic families, whose primitive relationship has
not yet been definitely determined Thus, while the Abkhasian of
group 1 IS still at the agglutmatmg, the Lesghian of group 2 has
fairly reached the inflectmg^state, and the Georgian seems still to
waver between the two In consequence of these different stages
of development, Uslar hesitates finally to fix the position of Geoigian
in the family, regarding it as possibly a connecting link between
groups 1 and 2, but possibly also radically distinct from both

Including all its numerous ramifications, the Georgian oi southern
group occupies the greater pait of Transcaucasia, reaching fiom
about the neighbourhood of Batoum on the Euxine eastwards to the
Caspian, and merging southwards with the Armenians of Aryan
stock It comprises altogethei nine subdivisions, as in the sub-
joined table —

1 The Georgians Proper who are the Iben.an^ of the ancients and the
Grusya of the Russians hut who cal themsehes Karihaltmans and \^ho in
medi-eval times weie masteis of the Rion and Uppei Kui as f u as its junction
with the Alazan

2 The Imeritians west of the Suram mountains ts far is iirei Tzchenis
TzchiU

3 The Gurians between the Rion and Lazistan
4 The Lazes of Lazistan on the EuMne
5 The SwANiTHiANS Sm Aisrs oi Swaniaiss on the Uppei Ingui and Tzclienis-

Tzchali ineis
6 Ihe Miisgrelia^s# between iiveis Tzchenis Izcliali, Rion, Ingm and the

Black Sea

8 ThI
9 TheKiiEvsuRS, )

Joia nveis

All these formed jointly the ancient kingdom of Iberia, whose
or “ king ” resided at Mtzkliet till 469 a n , when the seat

of government w as removed to the neighbouiing Tphhssi oi Tphilis-
kalaki, te, ‘‘warm town,” so called from its thermal springs
This place has ever since continued to be the capital of the king-
dom, and now bears the abbreviated name of Tiflis The repre-
sentative blanch of the race have always been the Kai thalinians, a
name which the native Christian chromcleis profess to trace back
to Khartlos, second son of Thargamos, son of Japhet, son of Hoah
Fiom Thargamos all their tribes are by their wi iters called, collect-
ively, Thaigamossiani, and from Khaitlos their country receives
the name of Karthveli or Karthli But no weight can be attached
to these genealogies and etymologies, which would doubtless never
have been heard of but for the national desire to connect the race
with the Mosaic account of the dispersion It is now pietty well
established that the Georgians are the descendants of the aborigines
of the Pambaki highlands, and that they found their way to their
present homes from the south-east some four or five thousand jears

ago, possiblj’- under pressure tiom the great waves of Aijan niigia-
tion fiowing from the Eiaman table land we&twaids to Asia IMinor
and Europe The teims Georgian and Grusya aie simplj coiiup-
tions of the Peisian Gu7j, as in Gmjistan=Gurjland==GeoigiL
The Georgians proper are limited on the east hy the Alazan, on the
north by the Caucasus, on the west by the Meskhian hills, sej)aia,tiiig

them from the Irneiitiaiis, and on the south by the Kur river and the
Kaiadagh and the Pambaki mountains Southwards, however, no
hard and fast ethnicdl line can be drawn, loi even immediately
south of Tifiis, Georgians, Armenians, and Tatars aie found intei-
mingied coiifusedljr together
The Geoigian lace, which represents ihe oldest elements of

civilization m the Caucasus, is distinguished by some excellent
mental qualities, and is especially noted loi personal courage and a
passionate love of music The people, hoivever, are desciibed as
fierce and cruel, and addicted to the vice of intempeiance, though
Yon Thieimann sjieaks of them as “ rather haid drmkeis than
drunkards ' Physically they are a fine athletic lace of X)uie Cau-
casian type ,

hence during the Moslem ascendency Georgia supplied,
next to Circassia, the largest number of female slaves foi the Tuikish
harems and of lecruits for the Osmanli aimies, moie especially foi

the select corps of the famous Mameluks
The social organization rested on a highly aristocratic basis, and

the low^est classes were separated by several grades of -vassalage from
the highest But since their incoipoiatioii w'lth the Russian eiu-

piie, these relations have become greatly modified, and a moie
sharply defined middle class of merchants, traders, and artisans has
been developed The power of life and death, formerly claimed and
freely exeicised by the nobles ovei their seifs, has also been expiessly
abolished. They are altogethei at present m a faiily well to-do con-
dition, and it cannot be denied that under the Russian administra-
tion they have become industrious, and have made considerable moial
and material progiess

Missionaiies sent by Constantine the Great introduced Christi-

anity about the beginning of the 4th century. Then efforts were
gieatiy aided by the exemplary lite ol a female slave named Nina,
who came into Georgia duiing the reign of King Miriam (265-318),
and who occupies a pieminent place in the ecclesiastical lecords of
the countiy Since that time the people have, under seveie pressure
fiomsuiiounding Mahometan communities, remained faithful to the
pimciples of Chii&tiamty, and aie still amongst the most devoted
adherents of the orthodox Greek Chuich Indeed it was their
attachment to the national religion that caused them to call in the
aid of the Christian Muscovites against the pioselytizing attempts
of the fehiite Peisians—a step which ultimately brought about their
political extinction
As already stated, the Karthli language is not only fundamentally

distinct fiom the Aryan linguistic family, but cannot be showm to
possess any clearly ascertained affinities with eithei of the two north-
ern Caucasian groups It resembles them chiefly in its phonetic
system, so that according to Rosen (SjpracJie der Eazen) all the lan-
guages ofcentral and western Caucasus might be adequately lendcied
by the Georgian alphabet Thoughcertainlynot so harsh as theAvar,
Serghian, and other Daghestan languages, it is very far from being
euphonious, and the frequent recurrence of such sounds as ts, ds, thz.

Jeh, Tchh gh (Arab ^), g (Arab
^jJ),

foi all of which there aie

distinct characteis, renders its articulation lathei more eneigetic and
rugged than isagieeable to ears accustomed to thesoftei tones of the
Irenian and western Ar> an tongues It presents great facilities for

composition, the laws of which are veiy regulai Its peculiar mor-
phology, standing midwmy between agglutination and true inflexion,

is well illustrated by its simple declension common to noun, adjec-

tive, and pronoun, and its moie intricate verbal conjugation, with
Its personal endings, se\ en tenses, and incorporation of pronomin il

subject and object, all showing decided progiess towards the inflect

ing structure of the Aryan and Semitic tongues
Georgian is written in a native alphabet obviously based on the

Armenian, and like it attributed to St Mesiopius (Mesrob), who
flourished in the 6th century Of this<ilpliabet there aie two ibims,

diffeiing so greatly in outline and e\en in the number of the letteis

that they might almost be regarded as two distinct alphabetic

systems. The first and oldest, used exclusively in the Bible and
liturgical w^orks, is the square or monumpntal KMitsuri, % e ,

“ sacei-

dotal,” consisting of 38 letters, approachingthe Armenianm appeal

ance The second is the Mkhedruh TcMh, e
,

soldier’s hand,”
used in ordinary writing, and consisting of 40 letteis, neatly shaped
and full of curves, hence at first sight not unlike the modern Bur-
mese form of the Pali

Of the Kaithli language there are several varieties ,
and, besides

those comprised in the above table, mention should be made of the

Kakhetian emrent m the histone province of Kakhetia A dis-

tinction IS sometimes drawn between the Karthalinians proper and
the Kakhetians, but it rests on a purely political basis, having origi-

nated with the partition in 1424 of the ancient Ibeiian estates

into the three new kingdoms of Karthalima, Kakhetia, and Imentia.
On the other hand, both the Laz of Lazistan and the Swanian pre-

X — 55
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sent STich. serious structural and verbal differences from the common

type that they seem to stand rather in the relation of sister tongues

thL of dialects to the Georgian proper All derive obviously from

a common source, but have been developed independently of each

other. The Tush or Mosok appears to be fundamentally a Ki'^tian

or Tchetchenz idiom affected by Georgian influences.
^

The Bible is said to have been translated into

is filled with pools and islands, and is the congenial home
of alligators, lizards, and other reptiles.

Rivers and Harbours.—There are many fine rivers in

Georgia. A north and south line passing through Macoi
would nearly divide the streams fiowirig into the Atlantic

from those discharging into the Gulf of Mexico. TheJ-Iie IS oaxu. j ^ q q v/.

the 5th century. The extant versioj^ however, dates only from th
| g^vannah, Ogeechee, Altamaha, Santilla, and St Mary’s

’Next fall into the Atlantic, and the Chattahoochee, Flint and

imuoTtanceis perhaps the curious poem entitled The Amours of
;

tributaries of the buwanee flow to the Gulf coast. The rivers
/-kVirtllwr « r\ T'H I'vl j-k Prtll.*!

Turiel and Resian Varejan^ or The man clothed in the 'panthers

skin, attributed to Eustevel, who lived during the prosperous rei^

of Queen Thamar (11th century). Prince Leonidze of Akhmeti in

Kakhetia showed Baron von Thielmann a rare^ and veiy old Mb. ot

this poem, written on fine hemp paper in exquisite Mkhednili cnar-

acters, and embeUished with arabesques and miniatures evidently

tlie work of an eminent artist. Other noteworthy compositions aie

the national epics of the Barmiiani and the liostoramm^ and the

prose romances of Visramiani andi Darejamanit the former by baig

of Thmogvi, the latter by Mosi of Khoni. Apart^ from these, the

great bulk of Georgian hterature consists of ecclesiastical writinj^s,

hymns sacred and profane, national codes, and chronicles.

^ Baron Max Journey

in A translated by Dr Chtiiles Hemeage, London 1875 ;
Fr. MuUer s

graphte and Re%se der Oestr. Fregatte iSdimte
ft-nd aeneial P. V Uslar, nnmeious papers m the Bulletins of the Ac^emie

Imp^nale des Sciences de Saint Petersboui g for 1859, <tea; M Zagarelhs
^

tie L Mterature relative a la grammaire Georgtenne, fat Petersbmg, Ibid, MichU
^

Smlmow’s paper In Revue Anthropologies April 16, 18 iS. i-a- ri. a..;
,

GEOEGIA*"
Its History, Condition, and Ebso urges. With Map.

Copyrights 1879, by Charles Scribner's Sons,

Plate HI. /n EOEGIA, one of the thirteen original States of the

American Union, has Tennessee and North Carolina

on the N,, South Carolina and the Atlantic Ocean on the

E., Florida S., and Alabama W. The Savannah river

separates the State on the E. from South Carolina
^
the

St Mary’s, on the S., divides it in part from Florida; the

Chattahoochee, on the W., flows between Georgia and Ala-

bama for nearly half its course. Georgia lies between 30

21' 39" and 35® N. lat., and between 81® and 85® 53' 38"

W. long. It is 320 miles long from N. to S., and 256

miles in its greatest breadth from E. to W., with an area
i

of 58,000 square miles.

Stirface,—Georgia has three distinctly marked zones,

varying in soil, climate, and productions. Her sea-coast

is similar to that of the Carolinas, being skirted by fertile

islands, separated from the mainland by narrow lagoons or

by sounds. This section is essentially tropical. Beginning

at the sea-coast, a gradually ascending sandy plain extends

northward and westward as far as the head of navigation

on the Savannah, Ogeechee, Oconee, and Ocmulgee rivers,

where it meets a Primary formation. Augusta, Milledge-

ville, and Macon indicate the northern limit of this tract.

Here begins the hilly and finally mountainous region, the

moat extensive, fertile, and salubrious of the State, A
second plateau, 60 or 70 miles broad, stretches above the

falls of the rivers until it meets the southernmost ranges of

the great Appalachian chain of mountains which traverses

Virginia, North Carolina, and northern Georgia under the

name of the Blue Ridge, and is finally lost in Alabama.

This picturesque district extends in Georgia from Rabun
county in the north-east corner of the State to Dade in the

extreme north-west, where the summit of Lookout Moun-
tain dominates the valley of the Tennessee. Here are the

sources of the two principal rivers of the State ;
here is the

gold-producing region ;
and here is also the theatre of some

of the most sanguinary battles of the civil war. The
elevations of the Blue Ridge vary from 1200 to 4000 feet.

In the south-east of the State is the extensive Okefinokee

swamp, which has an estimated circumference of 180 miles,

are generally navigable for steamboats to the falls which
occur on the great central plateau of the State—that is to

say, the Savannali to Augusta, the Oconee and Ocmuigee
(confluents of the Altamaha) to Milledgeville and Macon,
and the Chattahoochee to Columbus. Besides their ordi-

nary purposes as avenues of travel and commerce, her rivers

have given to Georgia the character of a manufacturing
State, and she is developing and increasing their abundant
water-powers with energy and success.

* This is reprinted here, mth the consent of Messrs Charles ScribneFii

Sons, of New York, from their work entitled Georgia: its History

^

Cmditions and FUsourceSs by Samuel A. Drake. With Map. New
York, 1879, Copyright, 1879, by Charles Scribner’s Sons.

The Savciiinah is formed of two small streams which rise near
tbe Noith Caiohna line, and unite on the boundary between S.

Carolina and Gcoigiam Hart county. Flowing thence in a nearly

S.S.E. direction for 450 miles, it enters the Atlantic neai 32° N, lat.

The Savannah is navigable trom November to June. Ships ascend

it 18 miles to the city of Savannah, steamboats to Augusta, 230
miles, and by means of a canal aiound the falls there, constructed in

1845, light diaught vessels navigate it 150 miles higher. This canal,

9 miles long, iurnishes the water-power of Augusta. The river is

here about 300 yards wide. From Augusta the traveller descends

the Savannah through the cotton-fields of the table-lands, and tbe

long leaches of semi-tropical vegetation dominated by groves of live

oak, to the lich rice plantations of the seaboard.

The Chattahoochee is one of the largest and most interesting

rivers of Georgia. It rises on the declivity of the Blue Eidge, in

Habersham county, in the N.E. of the State, pursues a devious

S.W. course thiough the gold region of upper Geoigia until it

reaches West Point, on the Alabama frontier. It then flows neaily

south to theFloiida State line, where it is joined by the Flint, when
the two streams flow on through Florida to the Gulf under the name
of the Appalacliicola. Large steamhoats ascend the Chattahoochee

in the season of navigation to Columbus, 850 miles from the Gulf.

The whole estimated length of the river is 550 miles. The falls at

Columbus create a valuable W'ater-pow’-er, constituting that city one

ofthe thiee important manufactnringcentres of the State. Just above

Columbus the Chattahoochee is broken in picturesque rajuds,^ over-

looked by a locky clifi called the “ Lover’s Leap,” which is the

subject of an interesting legend. Besides Columbus, the towns of

West Point and Fort Gaines are the most important on the

Chattahoochee in Georgia ;
Appalachicola at its embouchure on the

Gulf IS its shipping and distributing port, but is decreasing in im-

portance since the railway system of the State has assumed a large

share of the traffic once confined to the navigable streams.

The Oconee and Ocmulgee rise near each other, in the N. of the

State, flow through its centre to within 100 miles of the sea, when

their united streams pass on S.E. to the Atlantic under the name

of the Altamaha. Milledgeville, the former capital of Georgia, is

on the Oconee, and Macon on the Ocmulgee. Darien on the Alta-

maha is reached by vessels drawing 11 to 14 feet of water. The Og-

eechee, rising also in the north, is about 200 miles long._ It diains

the country between the Savannah and Altamaha, entering the At-

lantic a few miles south of the Savannah. The Ogeechee is na^n-

gahle for light vessels 30 or 40 miles, andforkeel-hoats to Louisville.

The Santilla and St Mary’s drain the south-eastern counties, and

are each navigable 30 or 40 miles for sloops. The Flint, Ockloconee,

and Suwanee drain, the south-western counties
;
the Flint is navi-

gable to Albany, 250 miles from the Gulf, for steamboats. Ine

TallapoosaandCoosa, head-waters ofthe Alabama, and theHiawassee,

one of the sources of the Tennessee, rise in the mountains of Georgia

—the last, however, finding its way to the Gulf of Mexico by the

Ohio and Mississippi valleys.

Georgia has about 128 miles of sea-coast,but has few good

harbours, except within the rivers emptying npon it.
^

St

Mary’s, Brunswick, Darien, and Savannah are the principal.

The chain of islands lying off the mainland produces the

celebrated Sea-island cotton, but owing to the changes

brought about by the secession war it is now little cultivated.

These islands are flat, and generally little elevated above

the sea. Cumberland island, one of the most attractive,

is nearly 30 miles long. It is covered with magnificent

forests of oak, and its shores are skirted with palms,
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palmettos, and tropical shrubbery. Other islands from S.

to N. are Jykill, St Simon’s, Sapello, St Catharine’s,

Ossabaw, and Cabbage. The Sea Islands, with the main
shore, constitute a coast of 480 miles. St Andrew’s, St
Simon’s, Altamaha, Doboy, Sapello, St Catharine’s, and
Ossabaw are the principal sounds.

Climate^ Soil, and Productions.—The central and
southern portions of Georgia, including the seaboard, are

subject to excessive heats in summer. At Savannah obser-

vations show the mean temperature for July to have some-
times reached 99° Fahr. In the northern district of the
State the same season is cooler and less enervating. Indeed,
the mountain region is becoming noted for its genial and
healthful climate, and is attracting invalids and pleasure
seekers from all parts of the Union. In the low marshy
lands lying contiguous to or upon the coast, malarious
fevers prevail in spring and summer. The belt of country
stretching from Augusta across the State to Columbus,
having a width of from 30 to 60 miles, is pronounced a
very healthy district. At Augusta the mean summer tem-
perature is about 79°, the winter 47°. At Atlanta careful

observations give the average of summer heat as 75°, and
winter 45°. Diseases of the respiratory organs are rare

among natives of northern and central Georgia. The
interior is comparatively free from the di'eaded epidemics
cholera and yellow fever, and Savannah and the coast are
rarely visited by them.

There is in Georgia as great diversity of soil as of climate.

Beginning with the Sea Islands, which are composed of a
sandy alluvium, intermixed with decomposed coral, we pass
from the rich alluvions near the coast, in which the great
rice plantations are, to the thinner soil of the Pine Belt,

sometimes inaptly denominated Pine Barrens. These are
at present valuable for their timber and naval stores, but
are susceptible of cultivation. The middle region consists

of a red loam, once productive, but from long cultivation im-
poverished. With the aid of fertilizers it produces cotton,

tobacco, and the cereals. We now reach the so-called

Cherokee country of the north, containing lands among the
most fertile in the State, lands which, notwithstanding their

tillage from an unknown period by the aboriginal inhabit-
ants, grow wheat, corn, Irish potatoes, pease, beans, <fec.,

abundantly. Cotton may also be successfully cultivated,

but with less advantage than in other districts of the State.

This fibre is chiefly produced along the fertile bottom-lands
or contiguous uplands of the rivers. The same lands yield
rice, Indian corn, and sugar. Middle and south-west
Georgia are the most productive cotton areas. In the south-
west the soil, though light and sandy, produces cotton. In
southern Georgia there are millions of acres of magnificent
yellow pine forests of great value for house or ship-building,
and in these forests turpentine plantations havebeen opened.
The live-oak, also valuable for ship-building purposes,
abounds in the south-east of the State, The swamps afford
cedar and cypress, the central region oak and hickory.
Walnut, chestnut, ash, gum, magnolia, poplar, sycamore,
beech, elm, maple, fir, and spruce trees are found in differ-

ent localities; but in the older settled districts the original
forests have disappeared.

It is frequently said that there is nothing grown in any
of the States except Florida that Georgia cannot profitably
produce. A few of the tropical fruits of Florida cannot be
raised in Georgia, hut all those of the temperate zone suc-
ceed well. Tobacco may he grown in any part of the State,
although it is not extensively cultivated for export. Cotton
is the great crop of Georgia. She ranks third among the
eight cotton States, having exported or consumed in her
own manufactures, for the year ending September 1878,
604,676 bales, worth at the point of export $30,000,000.
Of this crop 3608 bales is classed as Sea-island. Her
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crop for 1877 was 491,800 bales. The counties of Burke,
Dougherty, Lee, Monroe, Stewart, Sumter, and Washington
yield 25 per cent, of the whole product ot the State.

The emancipation of the slaves in the Soutliern >State& has
naturally produced great and important changes in the
labour system of that section. The planter must now pur-
chase the labour he formerly owned. The black is free to

dispose of his labour to the best advantage. The contracts

for labour are of three kinds,—for money wages by the
month or year, for a share of the crop, or for specific rent
in money or products. The first has been practised to a
limited extent by the best and most prosperous planters.

The share system has been the one generally adopted,
because the blacks greatly affected quasi-proi^rietorship ol

the soil, and because the owners were inexperienced in the
management of free labour, and not inclined to come
personally in contact with it. The share varies in different

localities, but usually one-third to half the crop goes to the

labourers, the landlords furnishing the necessary tools. The
readjustment of labour in the south is watched with the

keenest interest in other sections of the Union as one of the
difficult problems growing out of the suddenly changed
relation between white and black

;
and though some traces

of his original servitude remain a cause of irritation between
North and South, the agreement between the enfranchised
black and his late master is likely to be harmonious, where
each is so dependent on the other as is the case in the
cotton-growing States of the Union.

Statistics.—A carefully tabulated statement shows that, in addition
to her cotton crop, Georgia pioduced, in 1876, 23,629,000 bushels of
Indian coin, valued at ^14,172,000 ; 2,840,000 bushels of wheat,
worth .^3, 805,600 ; 5,700,000 bushels of oats, woith 8^*876,000 ;

and
23. 600 tons of hay, worth $347, 628. To these principal crops should
be added the timber and naval stores expoited fiom Atlantic out-
ports. -In January 1877 there were in Georgia 118,300 horses,

404,900 oxen and other cattle, 96,200 mules, 270,400 milch cows,
378.600 sheep, and 1,483,100 swine, having a total valuation of

‘$30,815,117. The State is admirably adapted for stock-raising, but,

as cotton cultuie offers the quickest returns, it has hitherto engrossed
the attention of planters and farmers. The grain and root crops are

largely cultivated for the support of the agricultural population.
The rice crop of Georgia in 1870 was 22,277,380 A; tobacco,

288,596 1b; molasses, 553,192 gals.; wine, 21,927 gals.; sugar,
644 hhds; sweet potatoes, 2,621,562 bush.; Irish potatoes, 197,101
bush.; butter, 4,499,572 3b; honey, 610,877 1b; wool, 846,947
lb, increased in 1878 to about 1,000,0001b. The latest official census
shows that 6,831,856 acres, valued at $94,559,468, are improved in

farms; value of farm implements and machinery, $4,614,701 ; esti-

mated value of all farm products, $80,390,228 ;
estimated value of

manufactured products, $31,196,115. The total valuation of the
State in 1870 was $268,169,207, against $645,895,237 in 1860.
The decrease is owing to the emancipation of the slaves

; but the
State is steadily gaining ground in increased acreage cultivated,

increased number and value of manufactories, and increased pro-
ductive capacity everywhere.
Mineral products.—Georgia w’as perhaps the El Dorado of which

the Spaniards -who invaded Florida Avere in search. Before the gold
discovery in California, the “ placers ” of northern Georgia were pro-

fitably worked for many years
;
but since 1852 their produce has

almost wholly ceased. The gold-bearing region is comprised in the

counties of Lumpkin, Haber^am, Forsyth, and HaU,—the precious

metal being found in the alluvial deposits of the streams, and also

intermixed with the quartz rock of the hills. A branch mint was
established by the Government at Dahlonega, the shire town of

Lumpkin county. In 1853 it coined gold bullion of neai’ly half a

million dollais* value
;
but, as in California, the placers, or suiface

deposits, have become exhausted. Besides this precious metal,

Georgia contains, mainly in N.E. or Cherokee Georgia, coal and
fossiliferous iron ore distributed along the ridges between the Ten-

nessee and Alabama border. The Cohutta mountains contain

copper, and also silver and lead ores. Iron ore, manganese, slate,

baryta, and brown haematite aie found on the western declivity of

this range. Between the Cohutta mountains and the Blue Bidge is

a vein of marble, and adjacent to it are the gold-bearing schists,

which reappear on the south side of the Blue Bidge- Other

minerals are granite, gypsum, limestone, sienite, marl, biirrstone,

soapstone, asbestos, shales, tripoli, fluor-spar, kaolin, x:)orcelain

clay, arragonite, tourmaline, emerald, carnelian, ruby, opal, calce-

dony, agate, amethyst, jasper, garnets, schorl, zircon, rose-quartz,

beryl, and even diamonds.
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Population —Tlie latest official census of Georgia (1870) gives n

population of 1,184,709 souls, 638 926 being white and 545,142, or

nearly one half, black This population is distiibuted among 136

counties, which include 8 cities and 134 incorpoiated tovns
Geoigia which ranks tenth in aiea, is the twelfth of the Union in

respect to population Though showing an increase of 127,423
persons in the previous decade, winch embraced the period of the

wn with the North, she has fallen behind one in liei lank, but

indications of prospeiity m her agricultural and manufacturing lu

teiebts warrant the belief that Geoigia will show a marked gam in

1880 A laigc pioportion of this anticipated increase may be confi

dently assigned to the northern section of the State, though the

middle section is at piesent most thickly settled

Counties —Theie aie 136 counties m the State, viz —Appling,

Baker Baldwin, Banks, BartoA\
,

Beirien, Bibb, Blooks, Bryan,

Bullock, Burke, Butts, Calhoun, Campbell, Camden Cairoll, Cass,

Catoosa, Charlton, Chatham, Chattahoochee, Chattooga, Clarke,

Cherokee, Clay, Clayton, Clinch, Cobb, Coffee, Colq^mtt, Columbia,
Cowetta, Ciawford, Dade, Dawson, Decatur, De Kalb, Dodge,
Dooly, Dougherty, Douglas, Early, JCchols, Effingham, Elbeit,

Emmanuel, Eannin, Fayette, Floyd, Fois^jth, Franklin, Fulton,

Gilmer, Glasscock, Glynn, Gordon, Greene, Gwinnett, Habersham
Hall, Hancock, Haralson, Harris, Halt, Heard, Heni>, Houston,
Irwin Jackson, Jaspei, Jefferson, Johnson, Jones, Laurens lee
Libelty, Lincoln, Lowndes, Lumpkin, Macon, Madison, Maiion,

M Duffie, M Intosh, Meriwether, Miller, hlilton, Mitchell, Monroe
Montgomeiy, Morgan, Murray, Muscogee, Newton, Oglethorpe,
Paulding Pickens, Pierce, Pike, Polk, Pulaski, Putnam, Quitman,
Ptabun, Randolph, Richmond, Rockdale, Schley, Scriven, Spalding,
Stervart, Sumter, Talbot, Tahafero, Tatnall Tayloi, Telfair,

Terrell, Thomas, Towns, Troup, Twiggs, Union, Upson, Walker,
Walton, Ware, Wairen, Washington, Wayne, Webster, White,
Whitfield, Wilcox, Wilkes, Wilkinson, andWoitli

Cities and Towns —Georgia has no large cities Savannah, the
chief sea port, has a population of about 30,000 ,

Atlanta, the
capital, 35,000

,
Augusta, 23 768 , Macon, 10,810 ,

Columbus,
7401, Athens, 4251, MiUedgeville, 2760, and Rome, 2748 The
important towns are Albany, Amencus, Bainbridge, Brunswick,
Cartersville, Covington, Gutlibeit, Dalton, Dawson, Eatonton, Fort
Valley, Griffin, La Grange, Marietta, Newnan, Thomasville, Val
dosta, Washington, andWest Point Columbus, Amencus, Atlanta
and Rome, as well as Savannah, are considerable shipping pomts,
for cotton , Athens is the seat of the university of Georgia
Augusta and Columbus are manufacturing centres

,
Macon has three

religious collegea
,
Darien, Brunswick, and St Maiy s manufacture

and expoit lumber Andersonville, in Sumter county, aequued
terrible celebrity durmg the civil war as the site of the chief mill
tary prison of the Southern Confederacy Atlanta is by far the best
example of rapid giowth the State affords From a poiiulation of
21,189 exhibited by the census of 1870 the city advanced to 35,000
in 1876 It is a railway and manufacturing centie In the vicinity
and for its possession were conducted some of the most important
military operations of the secession war

Manufactures —Georgia is the foremost southern State in her
railway and manufactuiing enteipiises Both have been chiefly
developed since the war, from which everything in the south of the
Union dates Her rivers and railways affoid abundant facilities
for the movement of meichandise as well as ciops Her streams
also provide excellent and imfailmg water power In the develop
ment of her industries a great future is predicted for Georgia In
deed some of the more sanguine claim that she is already becoming
a formidable rival of New England in the manufacture of cotton and
woollen fabrics

There are in the State 38 cotton factories, with 123,233 spindles
and 2125 looms There are 14 woollen factories, with 4200 spindles
and 135 looms Augusta and Columbus take the lead in the num
her and capacity of these woiks, for which ceitain important ad'van
tages aie claimed The i\ater power is so ample that the mills are
lun by it alone The stieams do not freeze in winter The cotton
and wool aie giown at the factory door, saving to the mill owner the
cost of tianspoiting his ravr material from a great distance Labour
IS cheaper Finally, the State m order to encourage the investment
of foreign capital in manufactures, has by law exempted such capital
fiom taxation for ten years The product of the Georgia mills finds
a ready market in the Southern and Western States It is asserted
on good authoiity that during the years 1875, 1 876, and 1877—-yeais
of unparalleled depression to the manufacturing interests of the
United States—the mills of Geoigia, especially those of Augustaand
Columbus, were never idle, and paid a handsome leturn on theirm
vested capital Besides the 52 factories vhich convert so Icirge a
share of hei raw product into cloths, there are 1375 grain mills,
having 1453 run of stones for corn and 556 foi wheat There are
734 sawmills, 77 waggon and carriage factories, 6 iron furnaces, 7
iron foiindiies, 11 limekilns, 4 potteries, 68 tanneries, 6 turpentine
distilleries, 2 i oiling mills, 5 paper mills, 12 furiiituie manufac
tones, 3 iice-mills, &e The manufaetuie of rope, bagging, twine,
tobacco, ice, sashes and blinds, agricultuial implements, boileisand

machinery, feitilizeis &c , is earned on more or less extensively
Besides Augusta and Columbus, the largest manutactuiing city ot
the State, theie aie cotton faetoiies at Athens, Macon, West Point
Decatur, and Atlanta The latter city also has large non woiks
Thomasville, Dalton, Albany, Marietta, and Rome are also manu
facturing points
Comma LC —Large vessels can enter onlj four liaibouis, viz.

Savannah Daiien, Biuiiswick, and St Maiy s The inlets or sounds
which diA ide the coast islands lioin each other or from the mainland
aie generally only navigable foi small ciaft At mean low tides the
bai of the Savannah (Tybee entiance) has 19 the Altamaha 14
that of St Simon s sound (entiance to Biunswick) 17, and that of

St Maiy s river 14 feet of watei Savannah, Biunswick and St
Maiy s are poits of eiitiy Cotton and lumber are the piincipal e\
poits Of the foiinei 610,419 bales of Upland, and 11,309 of Sea-
island wtie exported duiing the year ending September 2, 1878
The ship>ment of wool foi the same time was 988,389 Ib These
figuies should not be taken to lepiesciit the crop of the State TLe
ship timbei, boards, deals, clapboards, Ac

,
aie chiefly shipped fioni

lire other x^oits About 100 vessels, of 22,000 tons buidcn, aie
employed in the foreign and coastwise tiade Foi the year ending
December 31, 1878, the total tonnage of the iioitof Savannah was

—

entered, 280,995 tons foreign and 385,532 coastwise
, cleaied,

223 885 foreign and 418,958 coast\Mse
,
value of impoits $505 596,

and of exploits $24 014,535 In the distiict of Bumswick and
Darien the entiies were 124,711 and the cleaiances 32,579 tons,
value of exports $1,030,943 ilie St Marys entires weie 16,052
tons foreign and 20,065 coastwise , value of exports $120 186, and
of imports $1421
Railways—Atlanta, Columbus, Macon, Albany and Augusta aie

railway centres In 1860 theie were in Geoigia 1404 miles of com
pleted railw ay , in 1878 there aie 2340 miles The Atlantic and
Gulf Railway crosses the State from Savannah to Bambiidge, in

the extieine south west, on the Flint iivei It is 236 miles long,
passing through Blackshear, Valdosta, and Thomasville (fioin

wffiich theie is a branch line to Albany—58 miles—and Macon),
while from Dupont theie is a junction with the Florida lines

The Biunswick and Albany also extends fiom the coast nt

Brunswick to Albany, 172 miles, whence it is to be continued in

a westerly direction to the Chattahoochee, in Eaily county A
third line connects Biunswick with Macou (187 miles)

,
and an

other, the Central Georgia, unites Savannah with Macon and
Atlanta (294 miles) The Ceiitial Georgia woiks a branch line

from Millen to Augusta , the Milledgeville and Eateiiton fiom
Gordon to Eatonton (22 miles), the Sontli-Westein fiom Macon to

Enfaula, Ala (144 miles), wuth blanches from Fort Valley to Colnm
bus (72 miles). Smithville to Albany (23^ miles), Cuthbert to Foit

Gaines (20 miles), Foit Valley to Peiiyl^lS miles), and Albany to

Arlington (36 miles), the Macon and Western fiom Macon to

Atlanta, and the Upson County line fiom Bainesville to Thomastoii
(16 miles)

Atlanta is situated on the great non highways fiom Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia to Mobile and New Orleans, and from Chi
cago to Florida The Western and Atlantic connects Atlanta and
the Georgia system with the Tennessee lines at Chattanooga (138

miles) Several great battles were fought foi the possession of this

railway during the secession w ai The Atlanta and Chailotte Air
Line extends to Charlotte, N C (269 miles) The Georgia lailwaj-

connectb Atlanta with Augusta (l7l miles), with lateral lines fiom
Carnak to Warrenton (4 miles), Union Point to Athens (40 miles),

and Barnet to Washington (18 miles), it also works the Macon and
Augusta line from Cainak to Augusta (70 miles) The Atlanta and
West Point (80 miles) unites those places The Alabama and Chat
tanooga crosses the N W cornei of the State The Cheiokee extends
fiom Caxteisville on the Western and Atlantic to Rockmart (23

miles) The Columbus and Atlanta, projected between Columbus
and Rome, the Memphis branch (Rome to Decatui, Ala ) and
Savannah, Griffin, andN Alabama, from Giiffin to Newnan, to be ex-

tended to Gunteisville, Ala
,
arem progress The Georgia Southern

extends fiom Dalton to the Ala State line (portion of Selma, Itome
and Dalton road)

,
North Eastern fiom Athens to Lulah (39 miles)

,

Ocmulgee and Horse Creek (7 miles), Rome Railroad, Rome to

Kingston (20 miles)
Qova nrneirti —The executive pow ei is vested in a governor elected

for foui years by a majority of the people If thc”*^ is no election

by the people, the general assembly chooses one of the iwo receiving

the highest numbei of votes The legislative autnority is conferre I

upon a senate, members of which aie elected for foui years, aud a

house of representatives elected for two years The legislature

holds annual sessions, beginning on the second Wednesday of Janu
aiy The State judiciary consists of a supreme court of three judges,

who hold office foi twelve yeais, one letiring every fom j ears, and of

infeiior courts, presidedovei by nineteen judges, appointed bythe exe
cutive with the consent of the senate Except in piobate cases, these

courtshave original jurisdiction, civil and criminal, in law and equity

County courts are established in most of the counties There is an

oidmary for each county elected for four years, who holds a court ci
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ordinary and piobate The organic law of the State now foibids
slavery oi involimt'iiy seivitude except foi the punishment of crime
Impiisonment for debt, and legislation atlecting the free exercise of
tint person il liberty guaranteed to the citizen by the amendments
to the constitution of the United States, aie also piolubited All male
inUabitaiits between eighteen and toity live aie subject to niilitaiy

duty Theie is a homestead exemption of ^2000 on leal and ^1000
on peisonal x^iojierty, except for taxes, for money boiiowed or ex-

X^eiided on the homestead, oi foi labour oi materials used upon it

ihe propel ty held by a mariied woman at the time of marriage, or
subsequently inherited or acquiied by hei, is not liable foi the hus-
band s debts A niairied woman may also sue and be sued in matteis
peltaming to her sepaiate estate, and may cany on trade as if single
Georgia is entitled to seven representatives and two senators m
Congress
Educat%on —Previous to the war, there was no common school

system in Georgia Although a plan of public instruction w as oi

ganized at an earlier date, it was not given effect to until 1873 In
that year the schools were put in w^orking condition, and are now to
be found in eveiy county of tne State The attendance in 1876 was
—whites 121 418, coloured 57,987, showmg a small but steady
increase foi the three yeais the schools had been m opeiation It
IS computed hy the school commission at 200,000 for 1879
The highei branches of education aie well represented As early
so, 1801 steps for founding a university were taken at Athens
The first commencement took place in 1804 The college proper
(Piankhn College at Athens) annually admits free of chaige “fifty
meritoiious young men of limited means,’* and also such as may be
studying foi the mimstry who need aid There is also connected
with the university a medical college, located at Augusta, and
ail agiicultural college at Dahlonega, with nearly 250 students,
wliose tuition is free Tne State college of agriculture and
mechanic aits, also connected with the nniveisity has a speeirl
endowment deiived from the United States of $240,000 , the whole
endowment of the univeisity la $376,500 The univeisity, exclu
sive of Its establishments at Augusta and Dahlonega, has fi\ e de
jiartments, 13 professois, and 200 students, with a libraiy of 14,000
volumes, and two literary societies Besides the usual collegiate

couise, theie are a pieparatory school and a law school Meicer
College, at Macon, is a Baptist institution It was founded in 1838
and until 1870 it was located at Penfield, in Greene county It has
an endowment of $160,000, a library of 12,000 volumes, and about
135 students Besides the regular academic couise, tnere aie schools
of law and theology The high schools at Penfield and Dalton are
connected with this college. Emory College at Oxford, JS'ewton
county, was charteredm 1836 It is the property of the Georgi i and
ELorida conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Chuich (South) The
present number of students is 156 Emory has a valuable college
apparatus and a good woiking libraiy, but lacks an endowment
The Wesleyan Female College at Macon was one of the first female
colleges, it not the first, in the world, its chaiter having been
granted in 1836 It has 200 students, and is the prox)erty of the
Methodist denomination Since 1840 degiees have been confeired
upon 1080 giaduates The Southern Masonic Female College at
Covington belongs to the Grand Lodge of Georgia, and is designed to
educate female orphans of fieemasons Pio Nono College at Macon
IS a lecently established Catholic mstitution, chiefly founded by the
efifoits of the bishop of Savannah The Atlanta University for the
education of negroes was established by the now extinct Fieedmen’s
Bureau and various charitable societies of the Noithern States It
leeeives an annual appropiiation from the Georgia legislature of
$8000. It accommodates 240 pupils There are a number of insti-

tutions, in addition to those enumerated, that are entitled colleges,

but come more properly v ithm the designation of high schools
There are also institutions for the blind (at Macon), and for the
di,af and dumb (near Rome)

Objects of Interest—Perhaps the most beautiful scenery
in Georgia is to be found in the mountain region
traversed by the Air Line railway About 2^ miles
fiom the town of Toccoa the creek of that name falls

185 feet over a precipice Fifteen miles beyond Toccoa
are the cascades of Tallulah, where the river descends
successive terraces of broken locL between the walls
of a chasm 800 feet deep In this vicmity are the
charming valley of !N'acoochee and Mount Yonah, In
the extreme north-east is Kabun gap and the cascades of
Eastatoia Connected with this region, once the hunting-
grounds of the warlike Cherokees, are many Indian legends
The country between Atlanta and Chattanooga is deeply
Interesting from having been the battle ground of opposing
annies in the civil war Kenesaw mountain, itself the scene
of a bloody encounter, commands a view of tbe country
which for two months the Confederate commanders disputed

foot by foot Stone mountain, 9 miles from Decatur, is

much visited The Chattahoochee, m the neighbouihood
of Columbus, IS picturesque

,
and Savannah is one of the

most attractive and idiosyncratic cities of the Union
There are numeious mineial springs scattered over the State,

which are much resorted to by invalids

Ilzst07y—Before the arrival of Europeans the country
now embraced in Georgia was inhabited by the Cheiokee
and Creek Indians The Cherokees possessed the north, the
Creeks the south. Both were very powerful and warlike,
the Cherokees numbering 6000 warriors, and having 64
towns and villages To be more precise, the Cheiokee
country extended from the 34th parallel north to the
country of the Six Nations, and from the heads of the
rivers emptying upon the South Carolina coast westward
to the Mississippi. The whole course of the Tennessee
was within this magnificent domain, now mostly embraced
in the four States of Georgia, Alabama, Mississqipi, and
Tennessee In 1729 this extensive teiiitory was suiien

dered by treaty to the crown of Great Britain The
following year the Cherokees made formal submission to

Sir A Cuming, Bart
Georgia was the only one of the original thirteen colonies

that received any aid in its settlement from the Government
of England General Janies Oglethorpe conceived and
executed the plan of founding an English colony in that

portion of the Carolina proprietaries’ grant between the

Savannah and Altamaha His purpose was to create an
asylum in the New World where insolvent debtors, and
persons fleeing from religious persecution, might begin life

anew or enjoy religious freedom By royal letters patent
issued HI June 1732 the proposed colony was called Georgia
in honour of the reigning prince

,
and the House ot Com

mons granted ^10,000, which was soon increased b}

piivate subscription to ^36,000. Under the charter the

trustees had powers of legislation, but could receive no
reward for their services. Even grants of land to them
selves were forbidden
With 116 emigrants Oglethorpe sailed from England m

November 1732, arriving in the Savannah in February
He landed at the present site of Savannah, where he w^as

soon after hospitably received by delegates from the Low er

Creeks, who consented that the English might peaceably

inhabit among them The next year a small number of

Bavarians came over, and were settled in what is now
Effingham county Oglethorpe also established settlements

at Darien, ac Augusta, and on St Simon’s island. In 1736
the colony received considerable accessions of emigrants,

with whom came John and Charles Wesley, the founders of

Methodism In 1738 the Lev George Whitefield visited

Georgia, founding the orphan house at Bethseda, near

Savannah, from funds chieiiy collected on ms tour m the

northern colonies

Anticipating invasion by the Spaniards of Florida, who
claimed Georgia, Oglethorpe, on the renewal of war between
England and Spam, led an expedition to St Augustine,

Honda, which he besieged without success at the head of

2000 men The Spaniards retaliated by landing in 1742
a small force on St Simon’s island, from which they were

expelled by Oglethorpe They then abandoned further

attempts Slavery was introduced into Georgia about

1750 In 1752 the trustees surrendered their privileges

to the crown A royal governor and council were appointed

to administer, in conjunction with delegates of the people,

the government of the province During the French and

Indian w ars the remote settlements suffered somewhat from

incuisions of the Cherokees The treaties of 1763 with

France and Spain extended the boundaries of Georgia to

the Mississippi on the W ,
and to St Mary’s on the S

After this the colony flourished greatly until the breaking
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out of war with England^ at which time the colony was
estimated to have a poj)ulation of about 70,000 souls. In
1775 Sir James Wright, the crown governor, left the pro-

vince. Delegates were sent to represent Georgia in the con-

tinental congress who signed the Declaration of Inde}3end

ence. In 1778 a British land and naval force occupied

Savannali and Augusta, but were subsequently compelled

to abandon the latter place. In September of the same
year a combined American and French force, under Lincoln

and D’Estaing, unsuccessfully attempted the recovery of

Savannah, losing nearly 1000 men in an assault. Augusta
was reoccupLed by the conquerors. Charleston being sur-

rendered by General Lincoln in 1780, the patriots of South
Carolina and Georgia were only able to maintain a jiartisan

warfare, until the advance of General Greene from the north,

at the head of considerable forces, resulted in the expulsion

of the royal troops .from those provinces. Georgia at the

conclusion of peace ratified the several Acts constituting

her one of the United States of America. She framed her

first constitution in 1777, a second in 1789, and a third

(which has been several times amended) in 1798.
In 1803 Georgia ceded to the general government all her

territory west of the Chattahoochee, amounting to nearly

100,000 square miles, out of which the States of Alabama
and Mississippi were subsequently formed. The cession of

Louisiana to the United States was of great benefit to

Georgia in ending hostilities which the Spaniards weie con-

tinually inciting the Indians to commit upon the scattered

settlements. By a treaty with the Creeks, Georgia became
possessed of a large tract in the south-west of the State.

The second war with England (1812-15) involved Georgia
in hostilities with the Indians on her western border, who
were fi.aally subdued by General Andrew Jackson. In 1821
the cession of Florida to the U nited States relieved Georgia
from the long senes of Spanish aggressions beginning v;ith

her existence as a colony.

In 1825 a serious difficulty arose between the State and
national authorities in consequence of proceedings by the
Georgia executive to extinguish the title to lands in the
State held by the Creeks and Cherokees. The head chief

of the Creeks, MTntosh, was assassinated by his people for

signing away these lands to the whites. By an Act of

Congress passed in 1830, these Indians were subsequently
removed to the Indian territory west of the Mississippi.

Georgia formally seceded from the Union in January
1861. The Government forts and arsenals were seized.

The first military operations were on the coast. In April
1862 Fort Pulaski, one of the defences of Savannah, was
recaptured by the Federal forces under Com. Du Pont. St
Mary's, Brunswick, Darien, and St Simon's island were also
occupied.

Ill the beginning of 1863 the Federal forces were in
possession of middle and west Tennessee. In September
they occupied Chattanooga in strong force, the Confederates
falling back by the Western and Atlantic Railway to
Lafayette, Ga. A further advance by General Rosecrans,
the Federal commander, brought on the severely contested
battle of Chickaniauga, on the creek of that name (Sep-
tember 20). The Federals retreated to Chattanooga, which
was soon threatened by the Confederates under Bragg, In
IN'ovember the Union army under General Grant drove
Bragg from all Ms positions. In the spring of 1864 the
southern army was at Dalton, Ga., on the railway to Atlanta,
which it covered. In May General Sherman moved forward
against this force a numerous and well-appointed Union
army. Severe battles took place at Resaca, Kingston, and
Allatoona Pass. A series of strategical movements, signal-

ized by frequent bloody conflicts between the rival armies,
vesulted in the possession of Atlanta by the Union forces,

September 2. From this point Sherman began in N^v-
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ember his memorable march across Georgia to the sea.

On December 10th he arrived in the neighbourhood of

Savannah, captured Fort McAllister l^y assault, and occupied
the city on the 21st. A cavalry force under Gerieial

Wilson entered Georgia from Alabama in April 1865,
capturing Columbus, West Point, and Macon, and making
Davis, the Confederate States president, prisoner. In June
1865 a provisional governor was appointed for the State by
the president of the United States. A convention assem-
bled 111 October at Milledgeville, which repealed the ordin-

ance of secession, abolished slavery, and declaied the war
debt void. A new constitution was framed and ratified in

1868, and Rufus B. Bullock inaugurated as governor. The
restoration of civil government under the new forms was
not effected in Georgia without complications which retaided

Its re-establishment on a solid foundation, but the amend-
ments to the national constitution were at length adopted,

and her senators and representatives were admitted to seats

in Congress in December 1870. During the war Georgia
furnished about 80,000 soldiers for the Confederate armies.

She emerged from it with her industries piostrated, her

ti'easury empty, her social and political system revolution-

ized, her most flourishing cities in rums. Her gieat natural

resources are fast advancing her to a commanding position

among her sister States
;
and these resources are developing

in the hands of a free jjeoxole with greater rapidity and
advantage than v;hen half the x->opMation was enslaved.

Texas possibly excepted, no southern State has a greater

future than Georgia.

GEORGSWALDE, a town of Northern Bohemia, on the

borders of Saxony, in the circle of Leitmentz, about 35
miles E. ot Dresden, with a station on the North Bohemian
railway. Besides Old and New Georgsivalde, it comprises

Wiesenau and Philippsdorf, the latter a place which since

1868 has attained celebrity through the miracles attributed

to its image of the Virgin. Georgswaide was founded in

the beginning of the 17th century, and ranks as one of tne

oldest industrial centres of Bohemia, sharing with the neigli

bouring town of Rumburg a reputation for excellent linen.

The parish church is a fine building. In 1869 the total popu-

lation was 8220, of whom 5671 were in Old Georgswalde.

GERA, the chief town of the principality of Reuss-Schleiz,

stands in a valley on the banks of the White Elster, 35

miles S.S.W. of Leipsic. It has been all rebuilt since a

great fire in 1780, and the streets are in general wide and

straight, and contain many handsome houses. The principal

buildings are the churches of St Salvator’s and St Trinity,

the town-hall, the buildings of the imperial bank and of

the Gera bank, the music hall, and the central hall. Its

educational establishments include a gymnasitim, a general

town school (which contains a real school of the first order,

a higher female school, and three citizen schools), a com-

mercial school, a normal school, and a weaving school. The
castle of Osterstein, the residence of the prince of Reu&s,

dates from the 9th century, but has been nearly all rebuilt

within the last thirty years. Gera has long been noted fur

its industrial activity. Its manufactures comprise woollen,

cotton, and silk goods, tapestry, artificial flowers, oil-cloth,

leather, hats, tobacco, soap, beer, vinegar, chocolate, glue,

porcelain and otlier earthenware, bricks, musical instru-

ments, and carriages.

Gera was raised to the rank of a town in the 11th century, at

wMch time it belonged to the counts of Groitch. In the 12th

century it came into the possession of the lords of Eeuss- It was

stormed and sacked by the Bohemians in 1450, was two-thirds

burned down by the Swedes in 1639 during the Thirty Years' War,
and suffered afterwards from great conflagrations in 1686 and 1780,

bein^ in the latter year almost completely destroyed. The ^Dopula-

tion in 1875.was 20,810, nearly all of whom are Protestants.
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GERACE or Gieeaci, a town of Italy in the province of

Eeggio di Calabria, about 59 miles from Reggio on the

railway between that city and Monasterace, is situated on
a limestone hill not far from the coast, 30 miles N.E.E. of

Cape Spartivento, between the rivers Merico and ISTovito.

It is the seat of a bishop and of a subpiefect, and has a civil

and criminal court dependent on that of Catanzaro, The
citadel, formerly of great strength, was reduced to ruins by
the earthquake of 1793 ;

and the cathedral was at the same
time so severely injured that only a portion of the crypt

remained available for public worship. There is a good
trade in a white wine known as Vino Greco

;

silk is manu-
factured ;

and the warm sulphur springs of the neigbour-

hood attract patients to the town. About 5 miles off, at

Torre di Gerace, are the ruins of the Greek city of Locri
Epizephyrii, from which Gerace derived materials for its

buildings, and more especially fine marble columns for the

cathedral. The population in 1871 was 7257. This
Gerace is not to be confounded with Gerace Siculo, a town
of between 3000 and 4000 inhabitants, 4 miles from Cefalu,

which was the first place in Sicily erected into a marquisate.

GERANIUM is the name of a genus of polypetalous
exogenous plants, which is taken by botanists as the type
of the natural order GeraniacecB. The name, as a scientific

appellation, has a much more restricted application than
when taken in its popular sense. Formerly the genus i

Geranium was almost conterminous with the order Ger-
\

aniacecG, which latter had then a more limited meaning
than is given to it by those of our leading botanists of the
present day who include iu it the Tro2:)Obolacece^ the Oxali-

dacece, and the Balsaminaceoe. Then as now the geranium
was very popular as a garden plant, and.the species included
in the original genus became widely known under that

name, which has more or less clung to them ever since, in

spite of scientific changes which have removed the larger

number of them to the genus Pelargonium, This result has
been probably brought about in some degree by an error of

the nurserymen, who seem in many cases to have acted on
the conclusion that the group commonly known as Scarlet

Geraniums were really geraniums and not pelargoniums,
and have in consequence inserted them under the former
name in their trade catalogues. In fact it may be said that,

from a popular point of view, the pelargoniums of the
botanist are better known as geraniums than are the
geraniums themselves.

The species of Geranium bear the English name of

Cranesbill, and consist mostly of herbs, of annual or
perennial duration, dispersed throughout the temperate
regions of the world. They number nearly a hundred, and
bear a considerable family resemblance. The leaves are for

the most part palmately-lobed, and the fiowers are regular,

consisting of five sepals, five imbricating petals, alternating

with five glandules at their base, ten stamens, and a beaked
ovary. Some dozen or more species are natives of the
British Isles ; and many of those of exotic origin form hand-
some border plants in our gardens of hardy perennials.

Amongst these G, ihericumf G. plcLtypetalum, G, sanguineum,
G. Bachliousianum^ and the double-flowered varieties of G,
pratense are conspicuous. The genus is not without its

virtues, G. maculatum being the alum-root of North
America, used there as an astringent in diarrhoea, dysentery,
and such like complaints, while the native Herb Robert of
English hedgesides, G. Rohertianum^ which is both astringent
and aromatic, is used as a remedy in nephritic disorders.

From these regular-flowered herbs, with which they had
been mixed up by the earlier botanists, L’Heritier in 1787
separated those plants which have since borne the name of
Pelargonium, and which, though agreeing with them in
certain points of structure, differ in others which are ad-
mitted to be of generic value. One obvious distinction of
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Pelargonium is that the fiowers are irregular, the two petals
which stand uppermost being different—larger, smaller, or
differently marked—from the other three, which latter are
occasionally wanting. This difference of irregularity the
modern florist has done very much to annul, for the increased
size given to the flowers by high breeding has usually been
accompanied by the enlargement of the smaller petals, so
that a very near approach to regularity has been in some
cases attained. Another well-marked difference however
remains in Pelargoniu,m\ the back or dorsal sepal is fur-
nished with a hollow spur, which spur is aduate, z.e., joined
for its whole length with the flower-stalk

; while in
Geranium there is no spur. This peculiarity is best seen
by cutting clean through the flower-stalk just behind the
flow^er, when in Pelargonium there will be seen the hollow
tube of the spur, which in the case ot Gerani%im will

not be found as it does not exist, but the stalk will appear
as a solid mass. There are other chaiacters which support
those already pointed out, such as the absence ot the
glandules, and the declination of the stamens; but the
features already described offer the most ready and obvious
distinctions.

To recapitulate, the geraniums properly so-called are
regular flowered herbs with the flower stalks solid, while
many geraniums falsely so-called in popular language are
really pelargoniums, and may be distinguished by their

irregular fiowers and hollow flower stalks. In a great
majority of cases too, the pelargoniums so commonly met
with in greenhouses and summer parterres are of shrubby
or sub-shrubby habit.

GERARD OF Ceemona (1114-1187), the mediaeval
translator of Ptolemy and Avicenna, was born at Cremona,
Lombardy, in 1114. Dissatisfied with the meagre philo-

sophies of his Italian teachers, he went to Toledo to study
among the Moors, who were at that time the chief deposi-

taries and interpreters of the wisdom of the ancients ; and,
having thus acquired a knowledg^e of the Arabic language,
he ax3pears to have devoted the remainder of his life to the
business of making Latin translations from its literature.

The date of his return to his native town is uncertain, bun
he is known to have died there in 1187. His original

version of Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine was the basis ot

all the very numerous subsequent Latin editions of that

well-known work ; and the Latin translation by which
alone Ptolemy’s Almagest until the discovery of the
original peyaXy) erwrafts was known to Europ)e is also as-

cribed to him. In addition to these, he translated various

other treatises in medicine, mathematics, and astronomy, to

the number, it is said, of sixty-six ; but some of the works
with which he has beeu credited (including the translation

of the Almansorius of Er-Razi or Rhazes) are more pro-

bably due to a later Geraid also called Cremonensis,” but
more precisely “de Sabloneta.” See Boiicompagni, Delta
Vita e delle Opere di Gherardo Cremonense e d% Glia'ardo

da Sahbioretta,

GERARD, variously surnamed Tum:, Tunc, Tenque, or

Thom (c. 1040-1120), fouuder of the order of the knights

hospitallers of St John or of Malta, was born at Amalfi

about the year 1040. According to other accounts Marti-

gues in Provence was his birthplace, while one authority

even names the Chfiteau d’Avesnes in Hainault. Whether
as a soldier or a merchant, he in the course of the latter

part of the 11th century found his way to Jerusalem, where
a hospice had for some time existed for the convenience of

those who wished to visit the holy places. Of this institu-

tion Gerard became guardian, or provost at a date not later

than 1100 ; and here he organized that religious order of

St John which received papal recognition from Pascal II.

in 1113, by a bull which was renewed and confirmed by
Calixtus II. shortly before the death of Gerard in 1120.
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GERARD, Etienne Maueice, Count (1773-1852), a

distingaished French, general, was born at Damvilliers in

the department of Meuse, 4th April 1773. He joined the

second battalion of the Meuse in 1791, and served in the

campaigns of 1792-1793 under Generals Dumouriez and
Joiirdan. In 1798 he accompanied Bernadotte as aide-de-

camp ill his embassy to Vienna. In 1799 he was named
chief of a squadron, and in 1800 colonel. He distinguished

himself by a brilliant charge against the Russian imperial

guard at the battle of Austerlitz, and being raised to the

rank of general in JSTovember 1806, played a prominent

part in the battles of Halle, Jena, and Erfurt
;
and for his

conduct in the battle of Wagram, where he greatly con-

tributed to the victory, he was created a baron. In the

Spanish campaign of 1810 and 1811 he gained special dis-

tinction at the battle of Fuentes-de-Onoro ; and in the sub-

sequent expedition to Russia he was present at the capture

of Smolensk, had a principal share in the victory of

Walontina-Gora, displayed such bravery and ability in the

battle of the Moskova that he was made general of division,

and by his coolness and energy in the disastrous retreat

from Moscow saved the rearguard of the French army at

the passage of the Wilna. In the campaign of 1813, iii

command of a division under Macdonald, he took part in

the battles of Liitzen, Bautzen, Goldberg, and Leipsic,

where he was dangerously wounded. After the battle of

Bautzen he was created by Napoleon a count of the empire.

In the campaign of France of 1814, in command of the army
of reserves composed chiefly of recruits, he by his skilful

manoeuvres powerfully assisted in securing the victories of

Nogent, Nangis, and Montereau-sur-Yonne. After the first

restoration he was named by Louis XVIII. grand cross of

the legion of honour and chevalier of St Louis. On the
return of Napoleon from Elba he was entrusted with the
command of the army of the Moselle, and took part in the
battle of Ligny. On the morning of the battle of Waterloo,
being under the orders of Grouchy, who was marching
towards Wavre, he strongly urged him to proceed in the
direction whence they heard cannon firing, but his advice
was not followed. Gerard retired to Brussels after the fall

of Napoleon, and did not return to France till 1817. He
was chosen a member of the chamber of dejputies in 1822,
and was re-elected in 1823 and 1827, He took part in the
revolution of 1830, after which he was aj^pointed minister
of war and named a marshal of France. On account of his
health he resigned the office of war minister in the October
following, but in 1831 he took the command of the
northern army, and was successful in thirteen days in
driving the army of Holland out of Belgium. In 1832 he
compelled the surrender of Antwerp, and in the same year
he was raised to the peerage of France. He was again
chosen war minister in July 1834, and again resigned that
office in the October following. In 183^5 he was named
grand chancellor of the legion of honour, and in 1838
commander-general of the national guards of the Seine, an
office which he held till 1842, He became a senator under
the empire in 1852, and died in April of the same year,
GERARD, Feancois, Baeon (1770-1837), was born on

May 4, 1770, at Rome, where his father occupied a post in
the house of the French ambassador. At the age of twelve
Gerard left Rome with his family for Paris, and there
obtained admission into the Pension du Roi. From the
Pension he passed to the studio of Pajou (sculptor), which
he left at the end of tw’o years for that of the painter
Brenet, whom he quitted almost immediately to place him-
self under David. In 1789 G4rard competed for the Prix
de Rome, which was carried off by his comrade Girodet. In
the following year (1790) he again presented himself, but
the death of his father prevented the completion of his
work, and obliged him to accompany his mother to Rome,

A R D
In 1791 he returned to Paris j

but his poverty was so great

that he was forced to forego his studies in favour of employ-
ment which should bring in immediate profit. David at

once availed himself of his help, and one of that masters
most celebrated portraits—Le Pelletier de St Fargeau—is

due to the hand of “le petit Gerard.” This portrait was
executed early in 1793, the year in which Gerard, at the
request of David, was named a member of the revolutionary
tribunal, from the fatal decisions of wffiich he, however,
invariably absented himself. In 1794 he obtained the first

prize in a competition, the subject of which was “ The Tenth
of August,” and, further stimulated by the successes of his

rival and friend Girodet in the Salons of 1793 and 1794,
G6rard (nobly aided by Isabey the miniaturist) jDroduced

in 1795 his famous “B6lisaire/' In 1796 a portrait of Ms
generous friend (Louvre) obtained undisputed success, and
the money received from Isabey for these two works en-

abled Gerard to execute in 1797 his “Psyche et I’Amour.”
At last, in 1799, his portrait of Madame Bonaparte estab-

lished his position as one of the first portrait painters of

the day. In 1808 as many as eight, in 1810 no less than
fourteen portraits by him, were exhibited at the Salon, and
these figures afford only an indication of the enormous
numbers which he executed yearly; all the leading figures of

the empire and of the restoration, all the most celebrated

men and women of Europe, sat to G<^rard. This extraordi-

nary vogue was due partly to the charm of his manner and
conversation, for his salon was as much frequented as his

studio
;
Madame de Stael, Canning, Talleyrand, the duke

of Wellington, have all borne witness to the attraction of

his society. Rich and famous, G(§rard was stung by remorse
for earlier ambitions abandoned ;

at intervals he had indeed

I

striven to prove his strength with Girodet and other rivals,

and his “ Bataille d’Austerlitz” (1810) showed a breadth
of invention and style which are even more conspicuous in

“L'Entr4e d’Henri IV.” (Versailles),—the work with which
in 1817 he did homage to the Bourbons. After this date

Gerard declined, watching with impotent grief the progress

of the Romantic school. Loaded with honours—baron of

the empire, member of the Institute, officer of the legion of

honour, first painter to the king—he worked on sad and
discouraged

; the revolution of 1830 added to his disquiet;

and in 1837 on 11th January, after three days of fever, he

died. By his portraits Gerard is best remembered ;
the

colour of his paintings has suffered, but his drawings show
in uninjured delicacy the purity of his line ; and those of

women are specially remarkable for a virginal simplicity

and frankness of expression.

M. Ch. Lenormant published in 1846 Essai de Biogrwphic, et de

Critique sur Francois Gerard,, a second edition of wliich appeared

in 1847 ;
and M. Belecluze devoted several pages to the same subject

in his work Louis David,, son icole et son teinps.

GERARD, Jean Ignace Isidore (1803-1847), a French

caricaturist generally known by the pseudonym of Grand-

ville—the professional name of his grandparents, who were

actors—was born at Nancy, 13th September 1803 He
received his first instruction in drawing from his father, a

miniature painter, and at the age of twenty-one came to

Paris, where he soon afterwards published a collection of

lithographs entitled Les tribulations de la petite propriML

He followed this by Les jylaisirs de tout dge^ and La dhylle

des salons ; but the work which first established his fame

was Metamorphoses dujo'iir^ published in 1828, a series of

70 scenes in which individuals with the bodies of men and

faces of animals are made to play a human comedy.
^

These

drawings are remarkable for the extraordinary skill with

which human characteristics are represented in animal

features, but they are liable to the objection of attempting

to express by the pencil what can be properly done only by

the pen
;
while at the same time, in conquering difficulties
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incident to his purpose, much ingenuity and labour Las
been wasted which might have been employed otherwise
with better results. The success of this work led to his

being engaged as artistic contributor to various periodicals

such as La SilhoiLette,UArtiste, La Caricature, Le Charivari',

and his political caricatures, which were characterized by
marvellous fertility of satirical liumour, soon came to enjoy
a general popularity which never diminished. Besides sup-
plying illustrations for various standard works, such as the
songs of B6ranger, the fables of La Fontaine, Don Quixote,

Gulliver^s Travels, Robinson Crusoe, he also continued the

issue of various lithographic collections, among which may
be mentioned La vie privee et publique des animaitx, Les
cent proverhes, Dauire monde, and Les fieurs animees.

Though the designs of Gerard are occasionally unnatural
and absurd, they usually display keen analysis of character
and marvellous inventive ingenuity, and his humour is

always tempered and refined by delicacy of sentiment and
a vein of sober thoughtfulness. He died of mental disease

17th March 1847.
A short notice of Gerard, under the name of Grandville, is con-

tained in Theophile Gautier’s Portraits ContemporaAns See also
Charles Blanc, Grandmlle, Paris, 18.55.

GERABD, John (1545-1612), lierbalist and surgeon,
was born towards the end of 1545 at Nantwich in Cheshire.
He was educated at Wisterson, or Willaston, 2 miles from
Nantwich, and eventually, after spending some time in
travelling, took up his abode in London, where he exercised

his profession. For more than twenty years he also acted
as superintendent of the gardens of Lord Burghley, secre-

tary of state to Queen Elizabeth. In 1596 lie i^ublished a
catalogue of plants cultivated in his own garden, 1039 in

number, inclusive of varieties of the same species. Their
English as well as their Latin names are given in a revised

edition of the catalogue issued in 1599. In 1597 appeared
Gerardos well-known Herball, described by him in its x)re

face as the first fruits of these mine own labours,” but
more truly an adaptation of the Stirpmm historic pempiades
of Kembert Dodoens, published in 1583, or rather of a
translation of the whole or part of the same by Dr Priest,

with L'ObePs arrangement. Of the numerous illustrations

of the Herball sixteen appear to be original, the remainder
are mostly impressions from the wood blocks employed by
Jacob Theodorus(Tabern8emontanus) in his leones Stirinum,
published at Frankfort in 1590. A. second edition of the
Herball, with considerable improvements and additions, was
brought out by Thomas Johnson in 1633, and reprinted in

1636. Gerard was elected a member of the court of assist-

ants of the barber-surgeons in 1595, by which company
he was appointed an examiner in 1598, junior warden in

1 605, and master in 1608. He died in February 1612, and
was buried at St Andrews, Holborn.

See Johnson’s preface to his edition ot the Herhall
;
and A Cata-

logue of Plants cultivated in the Garden oj John Gerard in the
years 1596-1599, edited with JSTotes, References to Gerards Herball,
the Addition of modern Na,nnes, and a Life of the A uthor, hy Ben-
jamin Daydon Jackson, F.L.S., privately printed. Loud., 1876, 4to.

DE NERVAL ("ISOS-ISSS) is the adopted
name of Gerard Labrunie, a French litterateur, and that
by which he is generally known. The son of an officer in

the army, and born at Paris, May 21, 1808, he received
his early education chiefly from his father, who taught
him German, and he afterwards studied at the college

of Charlemagne. He made his literary debut by the
publication of a volume of political odes, and in 1828 he
published a translation of Goethe's Faust, of which Goethe
himself expressed high approval, and the choruses of which
were afterwards made use of by Berlioz for his legend-

symphony, The Damnation of Faust, Several other trans-

lations from the German, contributed chiefly to the Merc^ire
de France, a number of poetical pieces, and three comedies
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combined to acquire for him, at the age of twenty-one, a
considerable literary reputation, and led to his being associ-
ated with Theophile Gautier in the preparation of the
dvQ.m'oXiQ feuilleton for the Presse, On the death of Jennie
Colon, an actress with whom he had contracted a liaison,

he resigned his connexion with the Presse, and travelled in
various parts of Europe, leading a somewhat dissipated life.

He contributed an account of his travels to the Revue des
Deux Mondes and other periodicals. After his return to
Paris in 1844 lie resumed for a short time the feuilleion.
From 1841 lie was subject to periodical attacks of insanity,
and he committed suicide by hanging, 25th January 1855.
The literary’- style of Gerard is simple and unaSected, and
he has a peculiar faculty of giving to liis imaginative crea-

tions an air of naturalness and reality. In a series of
novelletes, afterwards published under the name of Les
Illumines ou les Precurseurs du Socialisme (1852), he gave
a sort of analysis of the feelings which followed his third
attack of insanity

;
and among his numerous other works

the principal are Elegies naiionales et Sath^es politiques, 1827;
Scenes de la Vie Orientale, 2 vols., 1848—1850

;
Contes et

Faceties, 1852; La Boheme galante, 1856; and HAlckimisie,
a drama in five acts, the joint composition of Gerard and
Alexander Dumas. His (Euvres completes were published
in 1868 in 5 volumes.
GERASA, the modern Gerash or Jerash, a city

of Palestine, in the Decapolis of Peraea, situated amid the
mountains of Gilead, about 1757 feet above the level of the
sea, at a distance of 20 miles from the Jordan and 21 miles
to tlie north of Philadelphia. Of its origin nothing is

known. Its name is never mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment, and ill the New Testament the only reference to its

existence is the alternative reading of Gerasenes for

Gadarenes in Matthew viii. 28. From Josex^hus we learn

that it was eax^tured by Alexander Jannseus, burned by the
Jews in revenge for the massacre at Caesarea, and again
plundered and depopulated by Annius the general of

Vespasian
;
but in spite of these disasters it was still in the

2d and 3d centuries of the Christian era one of tfie

wealthiest and most flourishing cities of Palestine. As late

as 1121 it gave employment to the soldiers of Baldwin II.,

who found it defended by a castle built by a king of

Damascus ; but at the beginning of the following century
the Arabian geographer Y akut speaks of it as deserted and
overthrown The ruins of Jerash, discovered by Seitzen

about 1806 and since then frequently visited and described,

still attest the splendour of the Roman city. They are

distributed along both banks of theKerwan, a brook which
flows south through the Wady-ed-D§r to join the Zerka or

Jabbok
;
but all the principal buildings are situated on the

level ground to the right of the stream. The town walls,

which can still be traced and indeed are partly standing,

had a circuit of not more than 2 miles, and the main street

was less than half a mile in length ; but remains of build-

ings skirt the road for fully a mile beyond the south gate,

and show that the town had far outgrown the limit of its

fortifications. The most striking feature of the ruins is

the profusion of columns, no fewer than 230 being even

now in position : the main street is a continuous colonnade,

a large part of which is still entire, and it terminates to the

south in a forum of similar formation. Among the public

buildings still recognizable are a theatre capable of accom-

modating 6000 spectators, a naumachia or circus for naval

combats, and several temples, of which the largest was

probably the grandest structure in the city, possessing

a portico of Corinthian pillars 38 feet high. The desola-

tion of the city is probably due to earthquake
;
and the

absence of Moslem erections or restorations would seem
to show that the disaster took place before the Mahometan
period.
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GERBA or Jerba, German Dscherha^ an island off the

African coast in the Gulf of Gabes, belonging to the regency
of Tunis. It is flat and well wooded with date palms, has

an area of 425 square miles, and contains a population of

30,000. Most of the inhabitants are of Berber origin,

though a certain proportion have adopted the Arabic
|

language. About 5000 Jews live apart in villages of their
'

own, and a number of European merchants are settled in

the chief town of Hauint-es-Suk for the purposes of trade.

The island has a considerable reputation for the manufac-
ture of the woollen tissues interwoven with silk which are

known as burnous stuffs
\
a market for the sale of sponges

from the neighbouring seas is held from November till

March
;
and a good trade is maintained in the export of

dates and other fruits. Gerba is the Lothophagitis or Lotus-

eaters' Island of the Greek and Roman geographers, and
it may also be identifiod with the Braciiion of Scylax. The
modern name aiopears as early as the 3d century in Aurelius

Victor, who, mentioning the births of the emperors Gallns

Trebonianus and Volnsianus his son, says—‘^Creati in

insula Meninge, quse nunc Girba dicitur,” Meriinge or

Meninx was the name of one of the two ancient towns
in the island, the other being Thoar. A castle erected by
the Spaniards in 1284 at Haumt-es-Suk still remains; but
the pyramid built of the skulls of the Spaniards under
Garcia, who perished in 1516, was removed in 1837.

See Barth, IVcmiderung&n diirch di& Kustenl. des Mitbelmeres
;

and jRaltzan, Reisa in Tunis und Tri^iolis, Leipsie, 1870.

GERBER, Ernst Ludwig- (1746-1819), author of the
well-known dictionary of musicians, was born at Souders-
hausen 29th September 1746. His father, Henry Nicolas
Gerber (1702-1775), a pupil of J. S. Bach, was an
organist and composer of some distinction, and under his

direction Ernst Ludwig at an early age had made great
progress in his musical studies. In 176 5 he went to Leipsic
with the view of studying law, but the claims of music,
which had gained additional strength from his acquaintance-
ship with J. A. Hiller, soon came to occupy almost his sole

attention. On his return to Sondershausen he was appointed
music teacher to the children of the prince, and in
1775 he succeeded liis father as court organist. Latterly
he devoted much of his time to the study of the literature

and history of music, and with this view he made himself
master of several of the modern languages. His Historisrh-
hiographisches LexiJeon der Tonhilnstler appeared in 1790
and 1792 in two volumes; and the first volume of what
was virtually an improved and corrected edition of this
work was published in 1810 under the title Neues historisch-

hiographisches Lexihon der Tonkunstler^ followed by other
three volumes in 1812, 1813, and 1814. Gerber also con-
tributed a number of papers to musical periodicals, and
published several minor musical compositions. He died at
Sondershausen 30th June 1819.
GERBERON, Gabriel (1628—1711), a Jansenist monk,

one of the most diligent students and prolific writers of his
century, was born August 12, 1628, at St Calais, in the
department of Sarthe. At the age of twenty he took the
vows of the Benedictine order at St Melaine, Rennes,
and after having taught rhetoric and philosophy in the
monasteries of Bourgueil (Touraine) and St Denis, he
became sub-prior at Oompiegne, whence he was afterwards
removed to St Germain-des-Pres. In the year 1669 he
fully and finally committed himself in the Jansenist con-
troversy by the publication of his first work, which was an
apology for the abb6 Rupert of Tuits. In 1672 he was
ordered to Argenteuil and in 1675 to Corbie

; but having
by this time aroused the most bitter hostility of the entire
Jesuit order, he found it necessary to save himself by flight
into the Low Countries, where he seems to have lived in
various towns during the next twenty-eight years, and where

G E K
he published a great number of works, including the Histoire

Generale dii Jansenisme (1700), by which he is now best

known. Arrested on the 30th of May 1703 at Brussels, at

the instance of the archbishop of Malines, he was sent into

France and condemned to imprisonment, from which he
was not released till 1710, and even then only after he
had consented to abjure the five Jansenist propositions.

The first use he made of his freedom was to write a work
(which, however, his friends prudently prevented him
from publishing) Le vaine triomphe des J'esuites, containing

a virtual withdrawal of the compulsory recantation. He
died at the abbey of St Denis on the 29th of March
1711. A full list of his works is given in the Biographie
Ghnerale.

GERBERT. See Silvester IL
GERBERT, Martin (1720-1793), a Catholic prelate

and writer on church music, was a descendant of the Ger-
berts of Hornau, and was born at Horb on the Neckar, Wur-
temberg, 12th August 1720. He received his education at

the Jewish school of Freiburg in the Breisgau, at Klingenau
ill Switzerland, and at the monastery of St Blaise in the

Black Forest. He joined the order of the Benedictines in

the monastery of St Blaise in 1736, became priest in 1741,
was soon thereafter appointed professor of theology, and was
chosen abbot in 1764. From 1759 to 1762 he travelled

in Germany, Italy, and France, chiefly with the view of

obtaining access to the old collections of musical literatuie

contained in the libraries of the monasteries. In 1774 he

published two volumes cantu et mtisica sacra
;

in 1777,
Momimenta veteris liturgice Alemanniccie\ and in 1784, in

three volumes, Scriptores ecciesiastici de musica sac7Xt, a

collection of the principal writers on church music from the

3d century till the invention of printing. Although this

work contains many textual errors, Its publication has never

theless been of very great importance for the history of

music, by preserving writings which otherwise might either

have perished or remained unknown. He is also the author

of Codex epistolaris Ribdolphi 1772, and Ilistoria Nigrm
Silvee, Cologne, 1783-1788. His interest in music led to

his acquaintance with tlie composer Gluck, who became his

intimate friend. He died 3d May 1793.
GERHARD, Friedrich Wilhelm Eduard (1795-

1867), a distinguished German archaeologist, vras horn at

Posen, 29th November 1795. After studying at Breslau

and Berlin, he in 1816 took up his residence at the former

town. The reputation he acquired by his Lectiones Apol-

loniance, published in the same year, led soon afterwards to

his being appointed professor at the gymnasium of Posen.

On resigning that office in 1819, on account of weakness in

the eyes, he travelled in Italy, and in 1822 he took up his

residence in Rome, where, with the view of prosecuting his

archseological studies, he remained for fifteen years. He
there contributed to Platner’s Beschreihung der Stadi Rorn,

then under the direction of Bunsen, and he was also one of

the principal originators of the Insfituto di corrispondenza

archeologica, founded at Rome in 1828, and during his stay

in Italy its director. After his return to Germany in 1837,

he was appointed archaeologist at the Royal Museum of

Berlin, and in 1844 he was chosen a member of the

Academy of Sciences, and a professor in the university.

He died at Berlin 12fch May 1867.
Besides a large number of archaeological papers in periodicals, in

the Annali of the Institute of Rome, and in the Transactions of the

Berlin Academy, and several illustrated catalogues of Greek, Roman,
and other antiquities in the Berlin, Raffles , and Yatican Museums,
Gerhard is the author of the following works :—Antike Bildwerke^

Stuttg., 1827-44 ;
Auserlesene griech. VasenMlder, 1839-58 ;

Btrus-

Tcische Spiegel, 1839-65
;
JBCyperhoreisch-rom, Studien, vol. i., 1833 ;

vol. ii., 1852 ; Prodromus mytholoq. Kumterklarung

,

Stuttgart and

Tubingen, 1828 ; and Ghriedi. Mytliologie, 1854-55. His Gesan^

melte akademische AlThcundlungen und kleiow Schriften Avere pub-

lished posthumously in 2 vols., Berlin, 1867.
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GERHARD, Johanit (1582-1637), one of the ablest

and most learned exponents of Lutheran orthodoxy, was
born of a good middle-class family in Quedlinburg, 17th
October 1582. In his fifteenth year, during a dangerous
illness, he came under the personal influence of Johann
Arndt, author of Das Wahre CJiristentlmm, and resolved to

study for the churcli. Soon after entering the university of

Wittenberg, however, in 1599, he began to waver in this

determination, and ultimately gave himself for two years

to the study of medicine, but in 1603 resumed liis theologi-

cal reading at Jena, and in the following year received a

new impulse from Winkelmann and Mentzer at Marburg.
Having graduated and begun to give lectures at Jena in

1605, he in 1606 received and accepted the duke of

Coburg’s invitation to the superintendency of Heldburg and
mastership of the gymnasium; soon afterwards he became
general superintendent of the duchy, in which capacity he
was much and usefully engaged in the practical work of

ecclesiastical organization until 1616, when he found a more
congenial sphere in the senior theological chair at Jena,

where the remainder of his life was spent. Though still

comparatively young, Gerhard had already come to be re-

garded as the greatest living theologian of Protestant

Germany
;
in the numerous “ disputations ’’ which charac-

terized that period he was always protagonist, while on all

public and domestic questions touching on religion or morals
his advice was eagerly sought on all hands and by every
class. It is recorded that during the course of his lifetime

he had received repeated calls to almost every university in

Germany, as well as to IJpsala in Sweden. He died on the

20th August 1637. Personally lie is said to have exhibited

a rare combination of all the best elements of the Christian

character; the only failing imputed to him by any one
decidedly leans to virtue’s side—au excessive love of peace.
His writings are very mimerous, alike in exegetieal, polemical,

dogmatic, and practical theology. To the first category belong
the QomvierbtOirius in harmoniam histoHoe evangelicce de passiova
Cliristi (1617), the Comment, sii/per lyHorem D. JPetri JEpistolam

(1641), and also his commentaries on Genesis (1637) and on
Deuteronomy (1658). Of a controversial character are the Con-
fessio Ocubholica (1634—68), an extensive work which seeks to prove
the evangelical and catholic character of the doctrine of the Augs-
burg Confession from the writings of approved Roman Catholic
autlioib ; and the Loci theologici (1629), his principal contribution
to science, in which Lutheranism is expounded “ nervose, solide,

et copiose,” in fact with a fulness of learning, a force of logic, and
a minuteness of detail that had never before been approached.
The Medntationes sacrce (1621), a work expressly devoted to the
uses of Christian edification, has been frequently reprinted in Latin
and has been translated into most of the European languages,
including Greek. The English translation by R. Winterton (1631)
has passed through at least nineteen editions. There is also an
edition by "W. Papillon in English blank verse (1801). A Vita
Joli. Gcrliardi was published by E. R. Eischer in 1723.

GERHARDT, Charles Predertc, was born at Stras-

bnrg, August 21, 1816, and died there August 19, 1856.
After his school years spent at borne and in Oarlsruhe,
where his taste for chemistry was awakened, he was sent
to Leipsic to learn business, but he attended Erdmann’s
lectures on chemistry as well Returning home he very
soon found that a commercial life was not to his taste,

so, after a sharp dispute with a disappointed father, he
enlisted in a cavalry regiment. In a few months a
military career also became intolerable, and, being bought
off by a friend, he went to Giessen to study under Liebig.

There he remained eighteen months, displaying such entire

devotion to chemistry that he found himself unable to

obtain the customary degree. He again thought of enter-

ing trade, but Liebig persuaded him to go to Paris, where
he arrived in 1838. His good appearance and address
recommended him to Dumas and other chemists, and in a
short time along with Cahours, who became his intimate
friend, he published an important memoir on essential oils,

distinguished especially by the new views it contained. He
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soon after left Paris and went to Montpellier, where he was
professor in the faculty of science till 1848. He then
returned to Paris and opened a school for chemistry, which,
however, was not commercially a success. Prom 1848 to
1855 he resided at Paris, and it was during this time that
he published the memoirs and carried on the controversies
which have been of such importance in the development
of scientific chemistry. In 1855 he was appointed pro-
fessor at Strasburg, his native place

;
but he had held the

office for but a short time when he died, after two days’
illness. Gerhardb’s contributions to chemistry are less

discoveries of new facts, than of new ideas which organ-
ized and vitalized an inert accumulation of facts. He
developed the notion of types of structure and reaction; he
discovered the order of organic compounds, which led him
to the doctrine of homologous and other series

; and on
theoretical grounds he remodelled the whole character of

the combining weights upon the two-volume molecular basis.

The bare statement, however, of his results gives no idea
of the lucidity, the wealth of thought, the grasp of the
entire subject which his memoirs and his longer works dis-

play. It was by his writings especially that Gerhardt’s
influence was felc. Although a thorough enthusiast in his

subject, clear in his exposition, earnest in his work, weighty
in his delivery, he seems to have wanted the qualities of

a successful teacher. JSFothing is heard of his lectures, or

of his influence as a professor,—such influence as drew
students round Liebig and other great masters. iN'oiie the
less, however, did he stir the thoughts of other chemists to

the very depths ;
and although the unitary system has had

its day, yet, in substance at least, if no longer in name,
chemistry is still Gerhardt’s, and it is not impossible that

chemists may return to some of his views which at present

are not acceptable.

GERHARDT, Paul (c. 1606-1676), the greatest hymn-
writer of Germany, if not indeed of Europe, was born of a
good middle-class family at Grafenhainichen, a small town
on the railway between Halle and Wittenberg, in 1606 or
1607,—some authorities, indeed, give the date March 12,

1607, but neither the year nor the day is accurately known.
His education appears to have been retarded by the troubles

of the period, the Thirty Years’ War having begun about the
time he reached his twelfth year. After completing his

studies for the church he is known to have lived for some
years at Berlin as tutor in the family of an advocate named
Berthold, whose daughter he subsequently married, on
receiving his first ecclesiastical appointment at Mittelwald
(a small town in the neighbourhood of Berlin) in 1651.
In 1657 he accepted an invitation as “ diaconns ” to the
Nicolaikirche of Berlin

; but, in consequence of his uncom-
promising Lutheranism in refusing to accept the elector

Frederick William’s syncretistic ” edict of 1664, he was
deprived in 1666. Though absolved from submission and
restored to office early in the following year, on the petition

of the citizens, his conscience did not allow him to retain a
post w’hich, as it appeared to him, could only be held on
condition of at least a tacit repudiation of the Formula
Concordim, and for upwards of a year he lived in Berlin

without fixed employment. In 1668 he was appointed

archdeacon of Lubben in the duchy of Saxe-Merseburg,

where, after a somewhat sombre ministry of eight years, he
died on the 7th of June 1676. Many of his best known,
hymns were originally published in various church hymn-
books, as for example in that for Brandenburg w’hich

appeared in 1658; others first saw the light in Johauu
Criiger’s Geistliche Kirchenmelodien (1649) and Praxis

Fietatis Melica (1656). The first complete set of them is

the Geistliche Andackten, published in 1666-67 by Ebeling,

music director in Berlin. No hymn by Gerhardt of a later

date than 1667 is known to exist.
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The life of Gerliardt has been written by Roth (1829), by Lang-

beeker (1841), by Schultz (1842), by 'Wildenlialin (1845), and by
Bachmann (1863); also by Kraft in Ersch ii. Gruber’s Allg, Encycl.

(1855). The best modern edition of the hymns, published by
Wackernagel in 1843, has often been reprinted. There is an Eng-
lish translation bj’’ Kelly {Paul Gcrlim'dVs Spiritucd Songs, 1867).

G^IRIGAULT, Jean Louis Andr^ Thieodore (1791-

1824), French painter, led the inevitable reaction which set

in under the empire against the fixed and strictly limited

aims of the school of David. He was born at Rouen in

1791. In 1808 he entered the studio of Charles Vernet,

from which, in 1810, he passed to that of Gudrin, whom he
drove to despair by his passion for Rubens, and by the

unorthodox manner in which he persisted in interpreting

nature. At the Salon of 1812 G4ricault attracted attention

by his ‘'OfRcier de Chasseurs a Cheval” (Louvre), a work
in which he personified the cavalry in its hour of triumph,

and turned to account the solid training received from

Gu6rm in rendering a picturesque point of view which was
in itself a protest against the cherished convictions of the

pseudo-classical school. Two years later (1814) he re-

exhibited this work accompanied with the reverse picture
'' Cuirassier hle&se ” (Louvre), and in both subjects called

attention to the interest of contemporary aspects of life,

treated neglected types of living form, and exhibited

that mastery of and delight in the horse which was
a feature of his character. Disconcerted by the tempest

of contradictory opinion which arose over these two pic-

tures, G^ricault gave way to his enthusiasm for horses

and soldiers, and enrolled himself in the mousquetaires.

Daring the Hundred Days he followed the king to

Bethune, but, on his regiment being disbanded, eagerly

returned to bis profession, left France for Italy in 1816,
and at Rome nobly ilLustrabed his favourite animal by
his great painting ‘^Course des Chevaux Libres.” Return
ing to Paris, G6ricault exhibited at the Salon of 1819 the

“Radeau de la M6duse” (Louvre), a subject which not
only enabled him to prove his zealous and scientific study
of the human form, but contained those elements of the

heroic and pathetic, as existing in situations of modern life,

to which he had appealed in his earliest productions. Easily

depressed or elated, G^ricault took to heart the hostility

which this work excited, and j)assed nearly two years in

London, where the Radeau ” was exhibited with success,

and where he executed many series of admirable lithographs
no-w rare. At the close of 182S he was again in Paris, and
produced a great quantity of projects for vast compositions,
models in wax, and a horse ecorclie, as preliminary to the
production of an equestrian statue. His health was
now completely undermined by various kinds of excess,

and on 26th January 1824 he died at the age of thirty-

three. That which he left us is effective only as a protest

;

his work, like his life, lacked the fixity of conscious purpose
necessary to the task of reconstruction. Had he steadied
himself and survived the abuse of his powers, he might
have played an important part in determining the course of

the modern school, for, though no colourist, he was in other
respects richly endowed, and was possessed by a rare energy
which redeemed even that tendency to undue emphasis
which gives a theatrical character to much of the best French
work. Gi^ricault’s biography, accompanied by a catalogue
raisonn% of his works, was published by M. C. Clement in
1868.
GERIZIM ‘^the desert hill,” or, according to

others, “the hill of the Gerizzites”^), the third highest
mountain of Samaria,^ is situated at the western extremity

^ See 1 Sam, xxvii. 8 (Keri.)
® Josephus {Ant, xi. 8, 2) calls it the highest, but his assertion

has been dispi'oved by recent accurate measurement. According to
Furrer, Tell ’Azur, Ebal, and Gerizini are 3566, 3375, and 3179
leot lespectively above the level of the Mediterranean.

of the fertile plain of Mochna, and with Mount Ebal, whicli

lies immediately to the north, forms a narrow valley in

which lies the ancient town of Sichem or Shechem. As seen

from this point Gerizim is distinguished from its tamer
neighbour by the boldness of its crags, the richness of its

verdure, and the number of its springs. Its southern slope

however is much gentler than its northern, and both are

almost bare of trees. On the summit stands at present a
small Mahometan chapel, and there are besides numerous
traces of a fortress and church ijossibly dating from the
time of Justinian. But the spot regarded by the Samaritans
as the holiest upon earth is a small level plateau situated

somewhat to the south of this. Here it is believed stood
the temp)le built by Manasseh, the son of the Jewish high
priest in the days of Nehemiah,*^ and destroyed by John
Hyreanus 300 years afterwards (Jos., Ant., xiii. 9. 1).

According to the Samaritans and some modern writers,

Gerizim was the scene of the incidents recorded in Genesis
xxii. 9-13. Probably as being the hill on the right hand of

the spectator who, standing in the valley of Shechem, looks
to the sun rising, it was also the hill on which, according to

Josh. viii. 33, 34 (comp Deut. xi. 29, 30, and xxvii. 12-26),
after the conquest of Ai, the tribes of Simeon, Levi, Judah,
Issachar, Joseph, and Benjamin stood to pronounce the
blessings connected with a faithful observance of the law,

while the remaining tribes from mount Ebal confirmed the

curses attached to specified violations of the divine com-
mands. According to Eusebius and Jerome indeed, the Ebal
and Gerizim described in Deut. xi. 30 were not the

mountains now known by that name, but two smaller hills

in the neighbourhood of Jericho. This view, however,
may now be regarded as universally abandoned (see Stanley,

Sinai and Palestine^ p. 236, note).

GERMAN CATHOLICS (Deutschkatholiken), the

name assumed in Germany towards the close of the year

1844 by certain dissentients from the church of Rome. The
most prominent leader of the German Catholic movement
was Johann Rouge, a Roman Catholic priest, who in Octo-

ber 1844 made a vigorous attack upon Arnoldi, bishop of

Treves, for having made a relic, which he alleged to be the

holy seamless coat of Christ, an object of pilgrimage and
adoration. On Ptonge’s excommunication on this account,

by the chapter of Breslau in December 1844, he received

a large amount of public sympathy, and a dissenting con-

gregation was almost immediately formed at Breslau with

a very simple creed, in which the chief articles were belief

in God the Father, creator and ruler of the universe
;
in

Jesus Christ the Saviour, who delivers from the bondage
of sin by his life, doctrine, and death

;
in the operation of

the Holy Ghost j in a holy, universal, Christian church

;

in forgiveness of sins and the life everlasting. Within a
very few weeks similar communities had been formed at

I

Lelpsic, Dresden, Berlin, Offenbach, Worms, Wiesbaden,
and elsewhere : and at a “ council ” convened at Leipsic in

March 1845, twenty-seven congregations were represented

by delegates, of whom however only two or at most
three were in clerical orders. Almost contemporaneously
with the commencement of the agitation led by Ronge,

another movement fundamentally distinct, though in some
respects similar, had been originated at Schneidemiihl,

Posen, under the guidance of Johann Czerski, also a priest,

who had come into collision with the church authorities on

the then much, discussed question of mixed marriages, and

also on that of the celibacy of the clergy. The result had

been his suspension from office in March 1844 j
his public

withdrawal, along with twenty-four adherents, from the

Roman communion in August
;
his excommunication im-

® In the days of Alexander the Great, according to Josephus {Ant,

xi. 8, 2); hut there are good reasons for believing this to he inexact.

See Neh. xiii. 28, and compare Berthean on the passage.
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mediately thereafter
;
and the formation, in October, of a

“ Catholic Apostolic Christian ” congregation which, while

rejecting various practices of the Roman Church, retained

the Nicene theology and the doctrine of the seven sacraments.

Czerski had been at some of the sittings of the “ German
Catholic” council of Leipsic; but when a formula somewhat
similar to that of Breslau had been adopted, he refused to

adhibit his signature because the divinity of Christ had been
ignored, and he and his congregation continued to retain by
preference the name of “ Catholic Apostolic Christians ”

which they had originally assumed. Of the German Catholic

congregations which had been represented at Leipsic some
manifested a preference for the fuller and more positive

creed of Schneiderniilil, but a great majority continued to

accept the comparatively negative theology of the Breslau

school. The number of these increased with considerable

rapidiby, until in June 1846 in Silesia alone the members of

theGerman Catholiccommunion werereckoned by thousands,

while the congregations scattered over Germany amounted
in all to 173. In Austria, however, and ultimately also in

Bavaria, the use of the name German Catholics was offici-

ally prohibited, that of “ Dissidents ” being substituted,

while in Prussia the adherents of the new creed were laid

under various disabilities
;
these and other circumstances,

among which the frequent occurrence of internal dissensions

was perhaps the gravest, conspired to check at an early stage

the prosperous career of a movement which in its begin
niiigs had been looked upon by many intelligent observers

with considerable hopefulness. In 1859 some of the

German Catholics entered into a union with the ‘‘Free

Congregations/’ when the united body took the title of “The
Religious Society of Free Congregations.” Before that time
many of the congregations which were formed in 1844 and
the years immediately following had been dissolved, includ

ing that of Schneidemlihl itself, which ceased to exist in

1857. No very recent statistics of a trustworthy kind as

to the numerical strength of the German Catholics are

accessible. Their total in Prussia was 6395 in 1861, and
10,920 in 1867, while in Saxony they numbered 1772 in

1849, and 3015 in 1871. At an early stage the movement
attracted the attention of Gervinus, the eminent historian

and critic, who in 1846 published a pamphlet entitled Die
MlaBion des DeutscJikatkolicismuSy to which, as well as to

Kampe's treatise Das Wesen des D^ctschkatholicismics,

reference may be made. See also the article by Schmid in
Herzog’s Realencyclopddie (1878).
GermANICUS, C^sar, a distinguished Roman general

and provincial governor in the reign of Tiberius, was born
15 B.C., and died 19 A.r>. His name Germanicus, the
only one by which he is known in history, he inherited
from his father Claudius Drusus Nero, the stepson of

Augustus, and the most famous of his generals His
mother was the younger Antonia, the daughter of Marcus
Antonius and niece of Augustus, and he married Agrip-
pina the grand-daughter of the same emperor. It wms
natural that a prince so intimately allied both by birth

and connexion with the reigning family should be regarded
as a candidate for the purple. Augustus, it would
seem, long hesitated whether he should name him as
his successor, and as a compromise required Tiberius to
adopt him, though Tiberius had a son of his own. When
his uncle succeeded to the throne, Germanicus was the
only rival that he feared

;
and the emperor’s jealousy and

suspicion of him not only cut short his career of conquest
but embittered the last years of his life, and precipitated,
if it did not indirectly cause, his unhappy and premature
end.

For the facts of Ids life our chief and, except a brief
notice in Suetonius, almost our sole authority is Tacitus,
Germanicus forms the central figure of the first two books

\
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of the Annals^ and in the minute and graphic record of his

campaigns, the unravelling of the court intrigues to w-hich

he was subject, and the pathetic description of his last

hours and of the outburst of grief and indignation which
followed the news of his death, the historian has put forth

all his powers. But a modern biographer, though compelled
to trust to Tacitus for his materials, may yet be allowed to

put upon them his own construction, to make allowance for

the glamour which surrounded an amiable and ill-starred

prince, and to discount the exaggerations of a master of

rhetoric who has set his favourite hero in a blaze of light

in order to deepen the shadows of his masterpiece Tiberius,

the darkest and saddest portrait in all history. The
following article will consist of a brief abstract of the life

as related by Tacitus, and an estimate of the character as

it presents itself to us in the foregoing records.

Of the early years and education of Germanicus little is

known. That he possessed considerable literary abilities,

and that these were carefully trained, we gather, not
only from the speeches which Tacitus puts into his

mouth, but from the rej;)utation he left as an orator,

as attested by Suetonius and Ovid, and from the frag-

ments of his works which have survived. At the age
of twenty he served his apprenticeship in the art of

war under his uncle Tiberius, and was rewarded with tlie

triumphal insignia for his services in crushing the revolt m
Dalmatia and Pannonia. In 12 a.d. he was made consul,

though he had neither attained the legal age nor passed
through the grades of prcetor and sedile. Soon afterwards he
was appointed by Augustus to the important command of

the eight legions on the Rhine. The news of the emperor’s
death found Germanicus at Lugdunum, where he was super-

intending the census of Gaul. Close upon this came the
report that a mutiny had broken out among his legions on
the lower Rhine. Germanicus hurried back to the camp,
which was now in open insurrection. The tumult was with
difficulty quelled, partly by well-timed concessions for which
the authority of the emperor was forged, but mostly by the
help of his personal popularity with the troops. Some of
the insurgents actually proposed that he should put himself

at their head and secure for himself the empire, but their ofi'er

was rejected with righteous horror. In order to-calm the
excitement and prevent further disaffection, Germanicus
determined at once on an active campaign. Crossing the
Rhine at the head of 12,000 legionaries and an equal
number of allied troops, he attacked and routed the Marsi,
and laid waste the valley of the Ems. In the following
year he marched against Arminius, the conqueror of Varus,
and reached the fatal battlefield in the Teutoburg Forest.

The boues of the Roman soldiers still lay bleaching on the
ground near the altars where their tribunes had been im-
molated, and the gibbets where the prisoners had been
hanged. Having performed the last rites and erected a
barrow to mark the spot, he led his army on, breathing
vengeance against the foe. Arminius, however, favoured

by the marshy ground, was able to hold his own, and it

required another campaign before he was finally defeated.

A masterl^’^ combined movement by land and water enabled

Germanicus to concentrate his forces against the main body
of the Germans encamped on the Weser, and to crush them
in two obstinately contested battles. A monument erected

on the field proclaimed that the army of Tiberius had con-

quered every tribe between the Rhine and the Elbe. Great

as the success of the Roman arms had been, it was not sucli

as to justify this boastful inscription. We read of renewed
attacks from the barbarians, and plans of a fourth campaign
for the next summer. '

But no more victories were in store for Germanicus. His
success had already stirred the jealousy and fears of Tiberius,

1
and he was reluctantly compelled to obey the imperial sum-
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mons and repair to Kome. The magnificence of a triumph
and the idle honours of a consulship had little attraction

for a general in mid-career of conquest, and a man of

singularly simple habits and no political ambition. The
enthusiasm with which he was welcomed, not only by the

populace, which went in crowds to meet him as far as the

twentieth milestone, but by the emperor’s own praetorians,

warned Tiberius that it might be equally dangerous to keep

so popular a favourite at Rome, and the earliest pretext was
seized to remove him from the capital. The recent death

of Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, and a disputed succession

in Parthia and Armenia, afforded a sufficient plea for

Roman interference ; and, a few months after his return,

Germanicus was despatched to the East with extraordinary

powers, and started on his mission without waiting to enter

on his consulship. At the same time Tiberius tookthefurther

precaution of superseding Silanus, a connexion of Germani-
cus, in the government of Syria, and appointing in his stead

one of the most violent and ambitious of the old nobility,

Cneius Calpurnius Piso, in order to watch his nephew’s
movements, and if necessary to check his ambition.

Germanicus proceeded by easy stages to his province, halt-

ing on bis way in Dalmatia, where he conferred with Drusns,

his brother by adoption, and visiting the battlefield of

Actium, Athens, Ilium, and other places of historic interest.

At Rhodes he met for the first time his coadjutor Piso, who
had followed in his wake, and was seeking everywhere to

thwart his policy and asperse his character. When at last '

he reached his destination, he found little difficulty in effect-

ing the settlement of the disturbed provinces, notwith-

standing the violent and persistent opposition of Piso. At
Artaxata Zeno, the popular candidate for the throne, was
crowned king of Armenia

;
to the provinces of Cappadocia

and Commagena Roman governors were assigned; and
Parthia was conciliated by the banishment of the dethroned
king Vonones. After wintering in Syria Germanicus
started uext year for a tour in Egypt. The chief motive for

his journey was love of travel and antiquarian study, and
it seems never to have occurred to him, till he was warned
by Tiberius, that he was thereby transgressing an unwritten
law of the empire forbidding any Roman of rank to set foot

in Egypt without express permission. On his return to

Syria he found that aU his arrangements had been upset by
Piso. Violent recriminations followed, the result of which,
it would seem, was a promise on the part of Piso to quit the
province. But at this juncture Germanicus feU ill. Piso
deferred his departure, and, when at length compelled to

start, lingered in the neighbourhood of Syria, receiving with
open exultation the bulletins which told of the prince’s

rapid decline. Germanicus on his side was fully convinced
that he had fallen a victim to the arts of his nnscrupnlous
enemy. He knew that he was dying, and believed that he
was dying of poison. Even his gentle nature was stung to
madness at the thought, and with his dying words he called

on his friends and family to denounce his murderer and
avenge his death. Whether these suspicions were true must
remain an open question, yet the arguments in favour of
a death from natural causes seem to preponderate. It is

true that Piso desired his death, and, from what we know
of their characters, neither he nor his wife Plancina were
likely to stick at any means for procuring it. But a
poisoner does not generally let his wishes be publicly
known, nor show his exultation when they are attained.

The evidence from the appearance of the corpse is still

more uncertain. Suetonius indeed avouches that there
were livid marks all over the body and foam at the
mouth

; but he adds as a further proof of poison that on the
funeral pyre the heart remained unconsumed, which clearly

shows that he was only retailing the vulgar gossip. Tacitus,
though inclined to believe the worst of Piso, allows that the

report of the symptoms varied with the prepossession of the
observers.

The sad tidings of his death cast a gloom over the whole
Roman empire. To the provincials he had endeared him-
self by his simple manners, his afiability, his generosity, liis

justice. The legions mourned their comrade who had
always stood their friend at need, their general who had
never known a defeat. At Rome there was a universal

outburst of sorrow and indignation. The natural grief at

the loss of a favourite prince was aggravated by the sus-

picion of foul play, and by hatred of the emperor who was at

least guilty of recldessly exposing him to clanger, and who
now sullenly refused to join the general mourning. Men
recalled the forboding words which had been wffiispered at

his departure, “ Whom the plebs love, die young.” Nor
was he unworthy of this passionate devotion. He had
wiped out a great national disgrace; he had quelled their

most formidable foe
;
he had pacified distant provinces; and

in his high estate he had so borne himself that all save one
man had loved and honoured him. His f)i’ivate life had
been stainless, and he possessed in a singular degree the

gift of personal attractiveness. And yet an impartial bio-

grapher must add that for his fair fame his death was
opportune. There were elements of weakness in his

character which his shortlife only half revealed : an almost

feminine impetuousness which made him twice threaten to

take his own life
;
a superstitious vein which impelled him

to consult oracles and shrink from bad omens
;
an amiable

dilettantism which led him to travel in Egypt while his

enemy was plotting his ruin; a want of nerve and resolution

which prevented him from coming to an open rupture with

Piso till it was too late. His very virtues, his elegant taste,

his chivalrous sense of honour, his unsuspecting openness

and candour, unfitted him for the stern times in which he

lived. He was as little fitted to play the part of Augustus
as that of Alexander, to whom Tacitus fondly compares him;

and had he lived to succeed to the purple the historian

might have been compelled to pronounce on him the epitaph

of Galba, that all would have thought him fit to reign if he

had not reigned. (f. s.)

GERMAN SILVER, or NiCKEL Silver, known also

imder the names of White Copper and Packfong, is an alloy

of copper, nickel, and zinc, prepared either by melting the

copper and nickel together in a crucible, and adding piece

by piece the previously heated zinc, or by heating the finely

divided metals under a layer of charcoal, by means of an

air furnace of strong draught, and promoting the thorough

solution of the nickel by stirring. To destroy its crystalline

structure, and so render it fiit for working, it is heated to

dull redness, and then allowed to cool. German silver is

harder than silver; it resembles that metal in colour, but is

of a greyer tinge. Exposed to the air it tarnishes slightly

yellow, and with vinegar affords a crust of verdigris. At

a bright red heat it melts, and with access of the atmo-

sphere loses its zinc by oxidation. At a heat above dull

redness it becomes exceedingly brittle. German silver is

much used in the arts. For the manufacture of imitation

silver for knives and forks its composition is—nickel and

zinc of each 2 parts, and copper 4 parts ; for handles of

spoons and forks the proportion of copper in this formula

is increased by 1. For rolling, the most suitable alloy is

copper 3 parts, zinc 1, nickel 1. Candlesticks, bells, spurs,

and other cast articles are made of a German silver contain-

ing 2 or 3 per cent, of lead. The addition of 2 to 2^ per

cent, of iron, which must first be melted with part of the

copper, makes an alloy which is whiter, but also more

brittle and harder than ordinary German silver.

See Copper, vol. vi. p. 351, and Watts, JXct. of Ghem- ii. P- 51.

On the electrical conductive capacity of German silver, see Elec-

tricity, vol. viu. p. 53.
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PART I.—GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS.

ERMANY occupies the greater portion of central

Europe, and has but few lines of natural boundary.
If by the designation Germany is meant the territory in-

habited by Germans, this is considerably larger than the
German empire constituted in 1871, the former having an
area of about 340,000, and the latter of 208,000 English
square miles. The present German empire extends from
47° 16' to 55° 53' N. lat., and from 5° 52' to 22° 52' E.
long. The eastern provinces project so far that the extent

of the German territory is much greater from S.W. to

N.E. than in any other direction. Tilsit is 815 miles from
!Metz, whereas Hadersleben, in Schleswig, is only 540 miles
from the Lake of Constance. The difference in time between
the eastern and western points is 1 hour and 8 minutes.
The empire is bounded on the S.E. and S. by Austria and
Switzerland (for 1170 miles), on the S.W. by France (275
miles), on the W. by Luxembourg, Belgium, and Holland
(together 512 miles). The length of German coast on the

North Sea or German Ocean is 300 miles, and on the Baltic

830 miles, the intervening land boundary on the north of

Schleswig being only 53 miles. The eastern boundary is

Russia (725 miles).

The total area of the empire, including rivers and lakes

but not the “haffs’' or lagoons on the Baltic, is 208,427
English square miles,^ which is about the 18th part of
Europe, the 250th part of the whole dry land, and the 853d
part of the whole surface of the globe*

Physical Features.

Coast and Islands ,—The length of the coast-line is

scarcely the third part of the whole frontier, so that the
Germans must be regarded as less a maritime than an in-

land people. Unlike the eastern states of Eurox^e, the
German empire has not only an inland sea-shore, but is

also in direct communication with the great oceans by
means of the North Sea, The coasts of Germany are
shallow, and deficient in natural ports, except on the east of

Schleswig-Holstein, wherewide bays encroach upon the land,

giving access to the largest vessels, so that a great harbour
for men-of-war has been constructed at Kiel. With the ex-

ception of those on the east coast of Schleswig-Holstein, all

the important trading ports of Germany are river ports, such
as Emden, Bremen, Hamburg, Liibeck, Stettin, Dantzic,
Kdnigsberg, Memel. A great difference, however, is to be re-

marked between the coasts of the North Sea and those of the
Baltic. On the former, where the sea has broken up the
ranges of dunes formed in bygone times, and divided them
into separate islands, the mainland has to be protected by
massive dikes, while the Frisian Islands are being gradu-
ally washed away by the waters. On the coast of East
Friesland there are now only seven of tliese islands, of
which Norderney, a bathing-place, is best known, while
of the North Frisian Islands, on the western coast of
Schleswig, Sylt is the most considerable. Besides the
ordinary waste of the shores, there have been extensive
inundations by the sea within the historic period, the gulf
of the Dollart having been so caused in the year 1276.
Sands surround the whole coast of the North Sea to such
an extent that the entrance to the ports is not practicable
without the aid of pilots. Heligoland, which has belonged
to England since 1814, is a rocky island, but it also has been

^ 1 English square mile= 2 '5898945 square kilometres, or 0 '0470362
German square mile

; 1 German square mile = 21 *26067 English
square miles

; 1 aq. kilometre = 0*3863161 English square mile.

considerably reduced by the sea. The tides rise to the height
of 12 or 13 feet in the Jahde Bay and at Bremerhafen, and
6 or 7 feet at Hamburg. The coast of the Baltic on
the other hand possesses lew islands, the chief being Alsen
and Eehmern off the coast of Schleswig-Holstein, and
Riigen off Pomerania. It has no extensive sands, though on
the whole very flat. The Baltic has no x)erce]Dtible tides

;

and a great part of its coast-line is in winter covered with
ice, which also so blocks up the haihours that navigation

is interrupted for several months every year. Its three

haffs fronting the mouths of the large rivers must be
regarded as lagoons or extensions of the river beds, not as

bays. The Oder Haff is separated from th.e sea by two
islands, so that the river flows out by three mouths, the

middle one (Swine) being the most considerable. The
Frische Haff is formed by the Nogat, a branch of the

Vistula, and by the Pregel, and communicates with the

sea by means of the Pillau Tief. The Kurische HaflC

receives the Memel, called Niemen in Russia, and has
its outlet in the extreme north at Memel. Long narrow
alluvial strips called Nelu'ungen^ lie between the last two
haffs and the Baltic. The Baltic coast is further marked
by large indentations, the Gulf of Liibeck, that of Pome-
rania, cast of Riigen, and the semicircular Bay of Dantzic

between the promontories of Rixhoft and Briisterort. The
German coasts are now well provided with lighthouses.

Surface and Geology.—^In respect of physical structure

Germany is divided into two entirely distinct portions,

which bear to one another a ratio of about 3 to 4. The
northern and larger part may be described as a uniform
plain, covered generally by very recent deposits, but with
small areas of Tertiary and Secondary formations pro-

truding here and there. South and Central Germany,
on the other hand, is very much diversified in scenery

and in geological structure. It possesses large plateaus,

such as that of Bavaria, which stretches away from the

foot of the Alps, fertile low plains like that intersected

by the Rhine, mountain chains, and isolated groups of

mountains, comparatively low in height, and so situated as

not seriously to interfere with communication either by
road or by railway. Its geological structure corresponds

to this diversity of surface. The most ancient rocks of

Germany are the gneisses, schists, and granites which
form the Bohemian and Bavarian plateau, and extend
into Saxony. Another isolated mass of similar rocks

rising into the heights of the Vosges and Black Forest
has been cut through by the valley of the Rhine. Silurian

rocks are but scantily developed in Germany. The

I

Devonian system, however, occupies an extensive area,

I

since it forms the high tableland of the Taunus, Hundsruck,
and Eifel, which ranges westward into Belgium. Carboni-

ferous rocks wdtb productive coal-fields cover isolated areas,

chiefly in north-western Germany, particularly in West-

phalia, at Saarbriick, in Saxony, and in Upper and Lower
Silesia (see Coal). Between the Devonian uplands of the

Taunus and the crystalline rocks of Bavaria a vast area of

western Germany is occupied by the Triassic system, which
ranges from Hanover to Basel and from near Metz to

Baireuth. The southern half of this vast Triassic basin is

bordered by a belt of overlying Jurassic rocks which

skirt the Danubian plain lu Wurtemburg and Bavaria.

Cretaceous rocks occur chiefly in north Germany in

scattered patches flanking older formations. They evi-

dently underlie the great plain, since they are found rising

up here and there to the surface between Westphalia and
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Denmark Oldei Tertiary formations are absent from
Geimany, save tlie portion of the Eocene Alps included

within the territory of Bavaria But Miocene deposits

extend into numeious detached basins, including those of

the Bhine below Bonn, and at Mainz, the country round
Magdeburg, and the plains of Bavaria These strata

contain valuable seams of lignite The vast plains of

northern Germany are covered with glacial diift, which
rises to heights of 1400 feet above the sea along the edges of

the flanking hills Igneous rocks of different ages have been
erupted in many districts, and further diversify the geology

The best known are the Tertiary and post Tertiary lavas

and cones of the Eifel and Siebengebirge, others of more
ancient date occur along the southern slopes of the Harz

MomUa%)iB and FLateaus—Bavaria is the only division

of the countiy that includes within it any^iart of the Alps,

the Austro Bavarian frontier running along the ridge of the

Noithern Tyrolese or Bavarian Alps. The loftiest peak of

this group, the Zugspitze (57 miles south of Munich), is

9702 feet in height, being the highest summit m the empiie

The Upper German plain sloping northwards from the

Bavarian Alps is wateied by the Lech, the Isar, and the

Inn, tributaries of the Danube, ail three using beyond the

limits of German territory This plain is separated on
the west fiom the Swiss plain by the Lake of Constance
(Bodensee, 1306 feet above sea level), and on the east

from the undulating grounds of Austria by the Inn The
average height of the plain may be estimated at about
1800 feet, the valley of the Danube on its north border
being from 1540 feet (at Ulm) to 920 feet (at Passau)
The plain is not very fertile. In the upper part of the
plain, towards the Alps, there are several lakes, the largest

being the Ammersee, the Wurmsee or Starnberg Lake, and
the Chiemsee Many portions of the plain are covered
by moors and swamps of large extent, there called Moose
The left or northern bank of the Danube, from Hegensburg
(Batisbon) downwards presents a series of granitic rocks
called the Bavarian Forest (Bayerischei Wald), which must
be regarded as a branch of the Bohemian Forest (Bohmi-
scher Wald) The latter is a range of wooded heights on
the frontier of Bavaiia and Bohemia, occupying the least

known and least frequented regions of Germany The
summits of the Bayenscher Wald rise to the height of about
4000 feet, and those of the Bohemian Forest to 4800 feet,

Hoher Arber, about 49° IST lat
, being 4842 feet The

valley of the Danube above Batisbon is hanked by Jurassic
plateaus sloping gently to the Danube, but precijiitous

towards the valley of the Neckar. The centre of this ele

vabed tract is the Rauhe Alp, so named on account of the
harshness of the climate The plateau continuing to the
north east and then to the north, under the name of the
Franconian Jura, is crossed by the valley of the winding
Alfcmuhl, and extends to the Mam To the west extensive
andulabiiig grounds low plateaus occupy the area between
the ]Main and the Neckar
The south western corner of the empire contains a

series ot better defined hill-ranges Beginning with the
Schwaizwald (Black Forest), we find its southern heights
decline to the valley of the Rhine, above Basel, and to
the Jura The summits are rounded and covered with
wood, the highest being the Feldberg (10 miles S E of
Freiburg, 4902 feet) Northwards the Black Forest
pas-^es into the plateau of the Neckarbergland (average
height, 1000 feet) The heights between the lower
Neckar and the Main foim the Odenwald (about 1700
feet), and the Spessart, which is watered by the Mam on
three sides, is nothing but a continuation of the Odenwald
West of this range of hills lies the valley of the upper
Rhine, extending about 180 miles from south to north,
and with a width of only 20 to 25 imleo In the upper

parts the Rhine is rapid, and theiefoie navigable with
difficulty, this explains why the towns there are not
along the banks of the river, bufc some 5 to 10 miles

off But from Speyer (Spires) town succeeds town as fai

down as Dusseldorf The western boundary of this valley

IS formed m the first instance by the 'Vosges, where granite

summits rise from under the surrounding red Triasbic

rocks (Sulzer Belchen, 4700 feet) To the south the

range is not continuous with the Swiss Jura, the valley of

the Rhine being connected here with the Rhone system
by low ground known as the Gate of Mulhausen The
crest of the Vosges is pretty high, and uiibioken, the hist con

venient pass being near Zabern, which has been taken ad
vantage of for the railway from Strasbuig to Pans On the

noithein side the Vosges aie connected with the Haardt
sandstone plateau (Kalmit, 2230 feet), which rises abruptly

from the plain of the Rhine The mountains south of

Mainz (Mayence), which are mostly coveied by Mneyauls,

are lowei, the Donnersberg, however, raising its head to

2262 feet These hills are bordeied on the west by the

high plain of Loriaine and the coal fields of SaarbrucRen, the

former being traversed by the iivcr Moselle The laiger

half of Loriame belongs to Fiance, but the Geimaii part

possesses great mineral wealth in its rich layers of ironstone

(siderite), and in the coal fields of the baar The Devonian
tract of the Hundsruck, Taunus, and Lifel is an extended

plateau, divided into separate sections by the river valleys

Among these the Rhine valley from Bingen to Bonn, and that

of the Moselle from Treves to Coblentz, aie winding goiges

excavated by the livers. The Eitel presents a sterile,

thinly peopled plateau, covered by extensive moors in

several places It passes westwards imperceptibly into the

Ardennes The hills on the right bank of the Rhine also

are in part of a like barren character, vathout wood,
the Westerwald (about 2000 feet), which separates the

valleys of the Sieg and Lahn, is particulaily so The
northern and southern limits of the Niedenheinisches

Gebnge present a striking contrast to the central region

In the south the declivities of the Taunus (2890 feet) aio

maiked by the occurrence of mmeial springs, as at Pms
on the Lahn, Nauheim, tiomburg, Soden, 'Wiesbaden, tfcc

,

and by the vineyaids which produce the best Rlinie

wines To the north of this Gebirge, on the other hand,

lies the great coal basin ot Westphalia (the largest m
Germany) In the south of the hilly duchy of Hesse use

the isolated mountain groups of the Vogelsberg (2530 feet)

and the Rhoii (3117 feet), sepaiated by the valley of the

Fulda, which uniting fuither north with the Werra forms

the Weser. To the east of Hesse lies Thuringia, a province

consisting of the far stretching wooded iidge of the

Thuringer Wald (with thiee peaks of upwaids ot 3000 feet

high), and an extensive elevated plain to the north its

rivers are the Saale and Unstrut, This j)lateau is bounded

on the north by the Harz, an isolated group ot mountains,

rich in minerals, with its highest elevation in the baie

summit of the Brocken (3743 feet) To the west of the

Harz a series of hilly tracts is comprised under the name of

the Weser Mountains, out of which above Minden the nvei

Weser bursts by the Poita Westphalica A narrow ridge, the

Teutoburger Wald (1300 feet), extends between the Weser

and the Ems as far as the neighbourhood of Osnabnick
To the east theThuringerWald is connected bythe plateau

of the Frankenwald with the Fichtelgebirge This group of

mountains, occupying what may be regarded as ethnologi

cally the centre of Germany, forms a hydrographical centie,

whence the Nab flows southward to the Danube, the Main

westward to the Rhine, the Eger eastward to the Elbe, and

the Saale northward, also into the Elbe In the north east

the Fichtelgebirge connects itself directly with the Erzge-

birge, which forms the northern boundary of Bohemia.
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The southern sides of this range are comparatively steep

;

on the north it slopes gently down to the plains of Leipsic,

but is intersected by the deep valleys of the Elster and
Mulde. Although by no means fertile, the Erzgebirge is

very thickly peopled, as various branches of industry have
taken root there in numerous small places. Around
Zwickau there is a productive coal-field, and mining for

metals is carried on near Ereiberg. In the east a table-

land of sandstone, called Saxon Switzerland, from the

picturesque outlines into which it has been eroded, adjoins

the Erzgebirge; one of its most notable features is the

deep ravine by which the Elbe escapes from it. Numerous
quarries, which supply the North German cities with stone

for buildings and monuments, have been opened along the

valley. The sandstone range of the Elbe unites in the east

with the low Lusatian group, along the east of which runs

the best road from northern Germany to Bohemia. Then
comes a range of lesser hills clustering together to form
the frontier between Silesia and Bohemia. The most
western group is the Isergebirge, and the next the Biesenge-
birge, a narrow ridge of about 20 miles’ length, with bare
summits. Excluding the Alps, the Schneeko]3pe (5266
feet) is the highest peak in Germany ; and the southern
declivities of this range contain the sources of the Elbe.

The hills north and north-east of it are termed the Silesian

Mountains. Here one of the minor coal-fields gives em-
ployment to a population grouped round a number of

comparatively small centres. One of tbe main roads into

Bohemia (the pass of Landshut) runs along the eastern

base of the Biesengebiige. Still farther to the east the
mountains are grouped around the hollow of Glafcz, whence
the Neisse forces its way towards the north. This hollow
its shut ill on the east by the Siidetic group, in which the
Altvater rises to almost 4900 feet. The eastern portion

of the group, called the Gesenke, slopes gently away to the
valley of the Oder, which affords an open route for the
international traffic, like that through the Miilhausen Gate
in Alsace. Geographers style this the Moravian Gate.
The North-German plain presents little variety, yet is

not absolutely uniform. A row of low hills runs generally

parallel to the mountain ranges already noticed, at a dis-

tance of 20 to 30 miles to the north. To these belongs the
Upper Silesian coal-basin, which occupies a considerable

area in south-eastern Silesia. North of the middle districts

of the Elbe country the heights are called the Elaming hills.

Westward lies as the last link of this series the Luneburger
Haide or Heath, betw’-een the Weser and Elbe, north of

Hanover. A second tract, of moderate elevation, sweeps
round the Baltic, without, however, approaching its shores.

This plateau contains a considerable number of lakes, and
is divided into three portions by the Vistula and the Oder.
The most eastward is the so-called Prussian Seenplatte.

Spirdingsee (430 feet above sea-level, and 46 square miles
in area) and Mauersee are the largest lakes; they are

situated iu the centre of the plateau, and give rise to the
Pregel. Some peaks near the Russian frontier attain to

1000 feet. The Pomeranian Seenplatte, between the
Vistula and the Oder, extends from S.W. to N.E., its

greatest elevation being in the neighbourhood of Dantzic
(Thurmberg, 1096 feet). The Seenplatte of Mecklenburg,
oa the other hand, stretches from S.E. to N.W., and most
of its lakes, of which the Muritzsee is the largest, send
their waters towards the Elbe. The finely wooded heights
which surround the bays of the east coast of Holstein and
Schleswig may be regarded as a continuation of these
Baltic elevations. The lowest parts, therefore, of the
North-German plain, excluding the sea-coasts, are the
central districts from about 52° to 53® N. lat., where the
Vistula, Netze, Warthe, Oder, Spree, and Havel form vast
swampy lowlands (in German called By^iiche), which, during

the last hundred years, have been considerably reduced by
the construction of canals and by cultivation,—improve-
ments due in large measure to Frederick the Great. The
Spreewald, to the S.E. of Berlin, is one of the most remark-
able districts of Germany. As the Spree divides itseli

there into innumerable branches, enclosing thickly wooded
islands, boats form the only means of communication
West of Berlin the Havel widens into what are called the
Havel lakes, to which the environs of Potsdam owe their
charms. In general the soil of the North-German plain
cannot be termed fertile, the cultivation nearly everywhere
requiring severe and constant labour. Long stretches
of ground are covered by moors, and there turf-cutting
forms the principal occupation of the inhabitants. The
greatest extent of moorland is found in the westernmost
parts of the plain, in Oldenburg and East Frisia. The
plain contains, however, a few districts of the utmost fer-

tility, particularly the tracts on the central Elbe, and the
marsh lands on the west coast of Holstein and the north
coast of Hanover, Oldenburg, and East Frisia, which,
within the last two centuries, the inhabitants have reclaimed
from the sea by means of immense dikes.

Rivers,—Nine independent river-systems may be distin-

guished : those of the Memel, Pregel, Vistula (Weichsel),
Oder, Elbe, Weser, Ems, Rhine, and Danube. Of these the
Pregel, Weser, and Ems belong entirely, and the Oder
mostly, to the German empire. The Danube has its sources
on German soil ; but only the fifth part of its course is

German. Its total length is 1730 miles, and the Bavarian
frontier at Passau, where the Inn joins it, is only 350 miles
distant from its sources. It is navigable as far as Ulni, 220
miles above Passau ; and its tributaries the Lech, Isar, Inn,
and Altmiihl are also navigable. The Rhine is the most
important river of Germany, although neither its sources
nor its mouths are within the limits of the empire. From
tbe Lake of Constance to Basel (122 miles) the Rhine forms
the boundary between the German empire and Switzerland;
the canton of Schaffhausen, however, is situated on the
northern bank of the river. From JBasel to below Em-
merich the Rhine belongs to the German empire—about
470 miles, or iour-sevenths of its whole course. It is

navigable all this distance, as are also the Neckar from
Esslingen, the Main from Bamberg, the Lahn, the Lippe,
the Ruhr, the Moselle from Metz, with its affluents the Saar
and Sauer. Vessels sail up the Ems as far as Papen-
burg, and river craft as far as Greven, and the river is con-

nected with a widely branching system of canals for turf-

boats. The Fulda, navigable for 63 miles, and the Werra
38 miles, above the point where they unite, form by their

junction the Weser, which has a coarse of 271 miles, and
receives as navigable tributaries the Aller, the Leine from
Hanover, and some smaller streams. Large steamers

cannot, however, get as far as Bremen, and that commercial
emporium has, in consequence, been obliged to form a sea-

port at Breinenhafen. The Elbe, after a course of 250
miles, enters German territory near Aussig, 482 miles from
its mouth. It is navigable above this point to its junction

wdth the Moldau. Hamburg may be reached by vessels of

10 to 1 1 feet draught. The navigable tributaries of the Elbe

are the Saale (below Naumburg), tbe Havel, Spree, Elde,

Sude, and some others. The Oder begins to be navigable

almost on the frontier at Ratibor, 480 miles from its mouth,

receiving as navigable tributaries the Glatz Neisse and

the Warthe. Only the lower course of the Vistula belongs

to the German empire, within which it is a broad, navigable

stream of considerable volume. On the Pregel ships of

2500 tons reach Konigsberg, and river barges reach

Insterburg ;
the Alle, its tributary, may also be navigated.

The Memel is navigable in its coarse of 113 miles

from the Russian frontier. Germany is thus a country
X. - 57
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abounding in natural waterways, the total length of them
being estimated at 7000 miles. But it is only the Rhine, in

its middle course, that has at all times sufficient volume of

water to meet the requirements of a good navigable river.

Lakes,—The regions which abound in lakes have already

been pointed out. The Bodensee or Lake of Constance

(186 square miles) is on the frontier of the empire,

—

portions of the northern banks belonging severally to

Bavaria, Wiirteniberg, and Baden. The largest lake en-

tirely on German territory is the Cbienisee (75 square

miles)
I
the Ainmersee and the "Wurmsee are, however, but

little less. A good many smaller lakes are to he found in

the Bavarian Alps. The North-German plain is dotted

with upwards of 500 lakes, covering an area of about 2500
square miles. The largest of these are the three Haffs,

—

the Oderhaff covering 370 square miles, the Frisclie Haff

332, and the Kurische HafT 626. The lakes in the

Prussian and Pomeranian provinces, in Mecklenburg, and
'll Holstein, and those of the Havel, have already been

mentioned. In the west the only lakes of importance are

the Steinhuder Meer, 14 miles north-west of Hanover, and
the Diimersee on the southern frontier of Oldenburg.

Climate.—The climate of Germany is to be regarded as

intermediate between the oceanic and continental climates

of western and eastern Europe respectively. It has nothing
in common with the Mediterranean climate of southern

Europe, Germany being separated from that region by the

lofty barrier of the Alps. Although there are very con-

siderable differences in the range of temiierature and the

amount of rainfall throughout Germany, these are not so

great as they would he were it not that the elevated

plateaus and mountain chains are m the south, while the

north is occupied by low-lying plains. In the west no
chain of hills intercepts the warmer and moister winds
which blow from the Atlantic, and these accordingly in-

fluence at times even the eastern regions of Germany, The
mean annual temperature of south-western Germany, or the
Rhine and Danube basins, has in recent years been about
52" to 54® that of central Germany 48® to 50®, and that

of the northern plain 46® to 48®. In Pomerania and West
Prussia it is only 44° to 45®, and in East Prussia 42® to 44®.

The warmest districts of the German empire are the northern
parts of the Rhine plain, from Carlsruhe downwards,
especially -the Rheinthal ; these are scarcely 300 feet above
the sea-level, and are protected by mountainous tracts of

land. The same holds true of the valleys of the Neckar,
Main, and Moselle. Hence the vine is everywhere cultivated
in these districts. The mean summer temperature there is

66® and upwards, while the average temperature of January
does not descend to the freezing point (32°). The climate
of north-western Germany (west of the Elbe) shows a pre-
dominating oceanic character, the summers not being too
hot (mean summer temperature 60® to 62°), and snow in
winter remaining but a short time on the ground. West
of the Weser the average temperature of January exceeds
32®

; to the east it sinks to 30®, and therefore the Elbe is

generally covered with ice for some months of the year, as
are also its tributaries. The further one proceeds to the
east the greater are the contrasts of summer and winter.
While the average summer warmth of Germany is 60® to
62°, the January temperature falls as low as 26° to 28® in
West Prussia, Posen, and Silesia, and 22° to 26° in East
Prussia and Upper Silesia. The navigation of the rivers is

regularly interrupted by frost. Similarly the upper basin
of the Danube, or the Bavarian plain, has a rather inclement
climate in winter, the average for January being 25® to 26®,

As regards rainfall, Germany belongs to those regions
where atmospheric precipitation takes place at all seasons,
but chiefly in the form of summer rains. In respect to
the quantity of rain the empire takes a middle position

[climate,

between the humidity of north-western Europe and the
aridity of the east. There are considerable differences

between particular places. The rainfall is greaterit in the
Bavarian table-land and the hilly regions of western
Germany. For the Eifel, Sauerlaiid, Harz, Thuringer
Wald, Rhon, Yogelsberg, Spessart, the Black Forest, the
Vosges, &:c., the annual average may be stated at 34 inches

or niOL-e, while in the lower terraces of south-westerr
Germany, as in the Erzgebirge and the Sudetic lauge, it k
estimated at 30 to 32 inches only. The .same average
obtains also on the humid north-west coast of Gerznany as

far as Bremen and Hamburg. In tlie remaining parts of

western Germany, on the shores of Further Pomerania, and
in East Prussia, it amounts to upwards of 24 inches. In
western Germany there is a district famous for the scarcity

of rain, and for producing the best kind of wine : in the

valley of the Rhine below- Strasburg, in the Palatinate, and
also in the valley of the Main, no more than from 16 to 20
inches fall. Mecklenburg, Brandenburg, and Lusatia,

Saxony and the plateau of Thuringia, West Prussia, Posen,

and Lower Silesia are also to be classed among the more
arid regions of Germany, the annual rainfall being IG to

20 inches.

VEaETATioN, Animals, and AaracuLTUiiE.

The flora of Germany comprises about 3000 species of

phanerogamic and about 4000 cryptogamic plants. The
country does not, however, form a single natural region,

and cannot be characterized distinctively by any of the

princii^al botanical types.

No uniform returns for the whole empire have been pub-
lished, furnishing details regarding the distribution of the

soil ill respect of its cultivation, and thus statistics can only

be collected from the offlcial returns and estimates or

valuations for separate districts. The following tabular

statements must therefore be regarded as only aj^proximately

accurate :

—

Cidtivahle and i neultlvable Area.

States or Groups,

Cultivable. Uiiculcivable.

Square
Miles.

Percent,
of Total.

Square
Miles.

Pei cent,

of Total.

Prussia, including the

)

minor states of North > 134,400 91-7 12,130 8-3

Germany
)

Thuringia 4,450
5,570

93-7 300 iS-B

Saxony 96-0 230 4*0

Bavaria 27,500 93*8 1,800 6*2

Wurtemherg 7,200 95-6
1

330 4 ‘4

Baden 5,200 89*4 620 10*6

Alsace-Lorraine 5,200 90-9 520 9T
Hesse 2,850 96*0 120 4*0

Total 192,370 92-3 16,050 1 77

Distribution of the Cultivable Area.

States.

Arable.
Meadows and

Pasture Grounds.
W^oodland.

Square
Miles.

Percent,
of Total.

Square
Miles.

Percent
of Total.

Square
Miles.

Pei cent,

of Total.

Prussia, &c
Thuringia

74,150
2,500
3.200

12,350
8,600
2.200
2,770
1,530

50*7
52-6

26,870
440

18-3
9-3

33,380
1,510

22-7
31-8

Saxony. 55-2 770 13-2 1,600
10,030

27*6

Bavaria. 42*1 5,120
1,300
1,030
660

17S 34-2

Wiirtemberg 47-8 17 3 2,300 30*5

Baden 37-9 17*7 1,970
1,770

33*8

Alsace-Loiraine 48-5 11-6
1

30‘8

Hesse 51-6 380 12*8 940
i

31-6

Total 102,300 49*0 36,570 17*6
1
53,500

j

25-7

From these tables it will be seen that the extent of un-

cultivable ground in Germany is inconsiderable ;
and that

the arable land, including garden ground and vineyards,

amounts to about one-half of the area.
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agriculture.]

Forests ,—The woodlands form about one-fourth of the

entire soil, the proportion of forest being far greater than

in any other state in the west or south of Europe ; the

percentage for France is but 17, for Italy 1*2, for Great

brifcain about 3. The state forests alone occupy 17,600
square miles

;
and the greatest attention is paid throngli-

OLit the empire to forest culture. Speaking generally,

northern is not nearly so well wooded as central and
southern Germany, where indeed most of the smaller

uioiin tains are covered with timber, as is indicated by the

frequent use of the termination affixed to the names
of the mountain ranges (as Schwarzwald, Thiiringer Wald,
tfcc.). The ^^Seenplatten” are less v/ooded than the hill

country, but the eastern portion of the northern lowlands
is well provided with timber. A narrow strip along the

chores of the Baltic is covered with oaks and beeches

;

further inland coniferous trees are the most prevalent, par-

ticularly the Scotch fir ; birches are also abundant. The
mountain forests consist chiefly of firs, pines, and larches,

but contain also silver firs, beeches, and oaks. Chestnuts
appear on the terraces of the Khiiie valley, and in Swabia
and Franconia. The whole north-west of Germany is

destitute of wood, but to compensate for this the people
have ample supplies of fuel in the extensive stretches of tui'f.

Agricidture,—The same kinds of cereal crops are culti-

vated ill all parts of the empire, but in the south and west
wheat is predominant, and iu the north and east rye, oats,

and barley. To these in some districts are added st)elt,

buckwheat, millet, rice-wheat {Trlticuni diQOccum)^ lesser
1

spelt {Triticum monococciLt)i), and maize. In general the soil

is remarkably well cultivated. The three years’ rotation

formerly in use, where autumn and spring-sowm grain and
fallow succeeded each other, has now been abandoned, ex
cept in some districts, where the system has been modified
and improved. In South Germany the so-called Frucht-
weclisel is practised, the fields being sown with grain crops
every second year, and with pease or beans, grasses, pota-

toes, turnips, tfec., in the intermediate years. In North
Germany the mixed Ko2opehoirt]ischaft is extending, by
which system, after several years of grain crops, the ground
is for two or three seasons in pasture. No general statistics

on the subject of crops have as yet been published, but,

according to private estimates, a fair average season will

yield 325 million quarters of rye,^ oats 300, wheat and spelt

170, barley 100. In good seasons the production has been
found sufiicient to meet the native demand. Formerly the

exports of the produce of the wheat and pulse crops exceeded
the imports, but the importation of cereals has now for a
number of years been constantly increasing. The potato is

largely cultivated, not merely for food, but for distillation

into spirits. This manufacture is prosecuted especially in
eastern Germany. The Prussian provinces east of the
Elbe, including Mecklenburg and Saxony, with a popula-
tion of about 19 millions, produced 72 million gallons^ of

spirits in 1876, while the rest of Germany (population 24
millions) produced only 25 million gallons. The common

Years. Muriu-
factories.

Beet-root con-
sumed. Sugar produced

Cwts. Cwts
1846-47 107 5,600,000 331,000
1856-57 233 27,500,000 1,800,000
1866-67 296 50,700,000 3,900,000
1874-75 333 55,100,000 5,100,000
1875-76 332 83,200,000 7,100,000
1876-77 328 71,000,000 5,800,000

beet {Beta mdgaris) is largely growm in some districts for
the production of sugar, which has greatly increased during

^ 1 quartern 2 *90781 hectolitres; 1 hectolitre= 0*34388 quaiter.
- 1 gallon= 0*22 litre.
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the last thirty years. There are two centres of the beet-

root sugar production : 231 factories, or more than two-

thirds of the whole, are in Prussian Saxony, Hanover,
Brunswick, Anhalt, and Thuringia, and there are 71
in Silesia, Brandenburg, and Pomerania, the principal

centre of the latter grouj) being Frankfort-oii-the-Oder.

Flax and hemp are cultivated, though not so much as

formerly, for manufacture into linen and canvas, and also

for the production of oil. The home supply no longer

suffices for the native demand. The cultivation of hops is

iu a very thriving condition in the southern states of

Germany. The soil occupied by hops was estimated in

1873 at 93,680 acres,^—a larger area than in any other

country of the globe (Great Britain having about 70,000
acres). The total production of hops is 477,000 cwts., and
of this 402,000 cwts. are grown in Bavaria, Wiirtemberg,

Baden, and Alsace-Lorraine. Plops thus form one of the

standard articles of exportation from Germany, as %veii as

beer. The following table shows the number of breweries

iu different parts of the country, and the amount of their

production :

—

States. Bioweiicb.
1

Total.
11

Pei Hciul.
1

Kortlieiii Germany 12,186
Gdllonss.

448,000,000
Gallons.

|

14
1

Bavaria, not including }

Palatinate
)

6,703 269,000,000 59 '

1

Palatinate (estimated)
|1

•
•

1

13,000,000 20
Wiirtemberg '

* 7,777 85,300,000 46
Baden (estimated) i,5uo 24,200,000

i

18
Alsace-Lorraine •241 17,600,000 ,

11

Total, about
1

28,500 1 857,100,000 20

Tobacco forms the most productive and most profitable

object of culture in many districts. The total extent

under this crop in 1876 was 53,720 acres, no less than 32
j)er cent, of this being in Baden, 22 in Bavaria, 16 in

Alsace-Lorraine, and only 30 per cent, in the rest of

Germany. In the north the plant is cultivated principally

in Pomerania, Brandenburg, and East and West Prussia.

Of late years the production has on the whole diminished,

the average amount having been 800,000 cwts. from 1872
to 1876.
The culture of the vine is almost confined to southern and

western Germany, and especially to the Bhine district. The
northern limits of its growth extend from Bonn in a north-

easterly direction through Cassel to the southern foot of the

Harz, crossing 52“ N. lat. on the Elbe, running then east

some miles to the north of that parallel, and finally turning

sharply towards the south-west on the Warthe. In the

valley of the Saale and Elbe (near Dresden), and in Lower
Silesia (between Guben and Griinberg), the number of vine-

yards is small, and the wines of inferior quality
j
but along

the Rhine from Basel to Coblentz,in Alsace, Baden, the Pala-

tinate, and Hesse, and above all in the ];)rovince of Nassau,

the lower slopes of the hills are literally covered with vines.

Here are produced the celebrated Riidesheimer, Hochheimer,

and Johannisberger. The vines of the lower Main, particu-

larly those of Wurzburg, are the best kinds ;
those of the

upper Main and the valley of the Neckar are rather inferior.

The Moselle wines are lighter and more acid than those

of the Rhine. The total amount produced in Germany is

estimated at 1000 million gallons,—Alsace-Lorraine turning

out 400 millions, Baden 175, Bavaria, Wtirtemherg, and

Hesse together 300, while the remainder,^ which though

small in quantity is in quality the best, is x>roduced by

Prussia.

Live Stock,—The cultivation of grazing lands iu Germany
has been greatly improved in recent times, and is in a

highly prosperous condition. The provinces of Pomerania

I

3 1 acre= 0*40467 hectare ; 1 hectare= 2 *471 1442 acrts.
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aad Hanover are particularly remarkable in this respect.

The best meadow lands of Bavaria are in the outer range

of the Alps, those of Saxony in the Erzgebirge. The follovr-

ing table shows the results of a live-stock census in 1873 :

—

Horses 3,352,231
Cattle 15,776,702
Sheep 24,999,406
Pigs 7,124,088
Goats 2,320,002

Total 53,572,429

The breeding of domestic animals is prosecuted most
extensively in Bavaria, and in the maritime provinces.

There we find 1000 to 1500 head of the larger kinds

(horses, cattle, sheep, goats, swine) for every 1000 inhabit-

ants ; in the rest of eastern Germany 600 to 800 : and in

central and southern Germany only 400 to 600. In the

number of horses Germany ranks with Great Britain (about

80 for every 1000 inhabitants) ; and, although the pro-

duction cannot satisfy the home demand, the imports being

nearly 30,000 in excess of the exports annually, the breed-

ing of horses has attained great perfection. The main
centre is in East and West Prussia, where there are more
than half a million of horses,—about 30 per English square

mile; then follow the marsh districts on the Elbe and
Y7eser, some parts of Westphalia, Saxony, and Upper
Silesia, Lower Bavaria, Lower Alsace, and Lorraine. Cattle

abound in most South-German states, especially Bavaria
and Wlirtemberg, where there are 180 to 200 head for

every square mile. In the northern and north-eastern dis-

tricts, on the other hand, the numbers are small (in some
districts only 30 to 50 head to the square mile), except
Schleswig-Holstein and the marsh lands along the shores

of the North Sea, whence there is a considerable exportation

to England. The aggregate number of sheep iii Germany
is only exceeded in Europe by that in Great Britain and
Ilussia. The principal sheep districts are Pomerania and
!Mecklenburg (300 per square mile). As a rule, sheep-
farming is resorted to where the soil is of inferior quality

and unsuitable for tillage and the breeding of cattle. Far
more attention is accordingly given to the rearing of sheep
in northern and north-eastern Germany than in Schleswig-
Holstein, East Frisia, Westphalia, Bbineland, and South
Germany. The exportation of sheep is considerable,

amounting in 1871 to 1,460,000 head; in 1875, however,
the number was only 1,000,000. At the same time the
native demand for wool is not covered by the home pro-
duction. The largest stock of swine is in central Germany
and Saxony, in Westphalia, on the lower Rhine, in
Lorraine, Hesse, &c. Central Germany (especially Gotha
and Brunswick) exports sausages and hams largely, as well
as Westphalia

;
but the excess o£ swine imported over the

exports for the whole of Germany ranges from 600,000 to
800,000 annually.

Agricultural Popidation.—In the census returns of 1871
the number of iDersons entered as agriculturists (including
persons engaged in rearing stock, in forestry, and the
fisheries) was about 12,210,000, comprising 1,844,202 pro-
prietors (1,690,931 males and 153,271 females), 2,101,005
agricultural labourers, &c., with 6,764,747 members of their
families (2,338,174 males and 4,426,573 females), and
about 1,500,000 (660,000 males and 840,000 females)
engaged in household duties. Agriculture thus supports
three-tenths of the population.

Wild A nmials,—The number of wild animals in Germany
is not very great. Foxes, martens, weasels, badgers, and
otters are to be found everywhere

; wolves are rare, but
they find their way sometimes from French territory to the
western provinces, or from Poland to Prussia and Posen.
Among the rodents the hamster and the field-mouse are a
scourge to agriculture. Of game there are the roe, stag,

[live-stock..

boar, and hare ; the fallow deer and the wild rabbit are
less common. The elk is to be found in the forests of East
Prussia. The feathered tribes are everywhere abundant in

the fields, woods, and marshes. Wild geese and ducks,
grouse, partridges, snipes, woodcocks, quails, widgeons, and
teal are plentiful all over the country. Geese and ducks
are found mostly in the fiat districts, where the great
abundance of standing water affords ample scope for their

increase. Tame geese are bred in large fiocks, particularly

in Pomerania. The length of time that birds of passage
remain in Germany differs considerably with the different

species. The stork is seen for about 170 days, the house-
swallo'w 160, the snow-goose 260, the snipe 220. In
northern Germany these birds arrive from twenty to thirty

days later than in the south.

The waters of Germany abound with fish ; but the genera
and species are few. Carp and salmon tribes are the most
abundant ; after them rank the pike, the eel, the shad, the
roach, the perch, and the lamprey. In addition to frogs,

Germany has few varieties of Amphibia. Of serpents there

are only two kinds, one of them being poisonous.

The rearing of bees is particularly attended to in the
heathy districts of Hanover. The number of bee-hives may
be estimated at 2 millions, and the produce of wax and
honey at 100,000 cwts. The cultivation of silk-worms has
been attempted, but has either entirely failed or had very in-

different success. In 1852-62 an attempt was made to

extend the cultivation of the mulberry in the province of

Brandenburg
; but disease among the silk-worms, which it

was found impossible to repress, rendered it unsuccessful.

Mines and Minerals.

Germany abounds in useful minerals, and in consequence
takes a high place among industrial states. The produc-
tion falls short, indeed, of that of England, but bears com-
parison with that of France and of the United States. The
last annual report of the imperial statistical office (for the

year 1876) classified the mineral produce of Germany under
the following heads :

—

Mimral Production in 1876.

Mineials.
j

Quantities. Value. Mmeis.

Meti ic Tons. • £
Coal, including lignite ... 49,588,050 15,131,000 208,429
Iron ore 3,515,020 1,047,850 24,373
Zinc ore 503,360 650,340 11,680
Lead ore 12,060 1,019,300 16,929
Copper ore 30,450 356,250 7,077
Silver and gold ore 2,311 219,150 7,475
Tin ore 185 6,380 306
Cobalt ore 313 10,000 ...

Nickel ore 1,222 5,780 100
Antimony ore 43 680 66
Arsenic ore 1,670 2,510 20
Manganese ore 11,661 28,240 79
Bismuth ore 28 13,650 824
Uranium ore 9 2,210
Tungsten ore 3 20
Iron pyrites 113,703 107,290
Alum ores 35,320 4,400

"^9
Salt 170,150 60.700 198
Potash, &e 680,900 234,500 2,063

Total, about 55,000,000 18,900,000 280,401

The general value of the production has increased con-

siderably during the ten years eiiuing 1876, as will be seen

by the following table :

—

^ 1 centner or 50 kilogrammes = 110*23 pounds = 0*9861 cwt.

In round numbers the centner is taken as equivalent to the cwt.,

and the metric ton to the English ton
;
the exact value of the latter,

however, is 19*702 cwts., or 0*9851 tons. £1 sterling = 20*4294

marks. In round numbers £1 is taken as 20 marks : the values

gireu are therefore too large by 2 *1 5 per cent.
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MINERALS-] G E E M A N Y
£ i £

ISe?'! SD • 10,7-20.700 1872 I 20,783,000
1868 ^.S 3 11,-24S;000 1873 -26,782,000

1869 1-^'Sg 12,021,000 1874 25,283.000
1870

I
3 12,412,000 1875 20.844,000

1871 J ---^ 15,708,000 1876 18,900,000

The metals extracted from ores in 1876 were thus classi-

fied

dieted Prodaction hi 1876

Quantities. Value

Iron ...
from home ores ...

Cwts.

•3u, 410.000
£

4,920,550

»

J

foreign ores 1,S84;000
], 582,300

1

306,890

Zinc • •

•

1

home ores .. 1,655,980

3 )
foreign ores 82.270 84,630

Lead ...
|

home ores . 1,372,800 1,417.070
foreign oies 139.100 14S;220

Copxier..
j

>3
iiome ores 165,100 ' 628,170
foreign oies 3,300 ! 13;520

Ounces.

Silver ,, home ores . 4.347 200 967,820

,, foreign ores 587,150 130,650

GoU
.

j

i ,, home ores .. 10.445
1

26,040

1 ,, foreign oies 3,-338 1 13,200

N-ii-k'pl i - •

-
(

foreign ores
4,050
3,380

57,730
79,030

Cobalt 7.150 58.400
Cadmium 36 i;450
Tin 3,671 9,540
Bismuth 4-30 12,520
Arsenic x^roducts 17,150 16,540
Snlxfiiiir 6.800 3,300
Oil of vitriol, &c 2,201,400 438,950

Total
1

Cwts. 37,882,000
Oz. 4,048,100 1

10,995,100

Coal,—Coal -mining appears to have been first practised

m the 14th century, at Zwickau (Saxony), and on the Ruhr.
The production, which certainly did not exceed 500,000 tons
in 1800, has vastly increased during the last thirty years,

as may be seen from the following table (which does not
include lignite) :

—

Coed Pfoduction, 1848-1877.

ISIS']

1853
I

Lorraine
1857 1 not
1862

I

included.
1867 J

Quantities.

Met! 1C Tons
4.381.000
8.329.000

11.279.000
15.576.000
23; 808, 000
29.398.000
33.306.000
36.392.000
35.919.000
37.436.000
38.454.000
37.576.000

£
1.284.000
2.566.000
4.137.000
4.155.000
6.371.000

10.917.000
14.833.000
20.183.000
19.359.000
14.874.000
13.184.000
10.854.000

There are six large coal-fields, occupying an area of about
3600 square miles, of which the most imijortant occupies
the basin of the Ruhr, its extent being estimated at 2800
square miles. Here there are more than 60 beds, of a total

thickness of 150 to 200 feet of coal; and the amount in

the pits has been estimated at 45,000 millions of tons, so
that the basin, at the present rate of 17,500,000 tons raised

per annum, would not be exhausted in 2000 years. .Smaller
fields are found near Osnabriick, Ibbenburen, and Minden,
and a larger one near Aix-la-Chapelle. The Saar coal-field,

within the area enclosed by the rivers Saar, Nahe, and Blies

(460 square miles), is one of great importance. The thick
ness of 80 beds amounts to 250 feet, and Von Dechen esti

mates the total mass of coal at 45,400 million tons. The
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greater part of the basin belongs to Prussia, the rest to

Lorraine. A still larger field exists in the Upper Silesian

basin, on the border-land between Austria and Poland, con-
taining about 50,000 million tons. Beuthen is the chief

centre. The Silesian coal-fields have a second centre iu

Waldenburg, east of the Eiesengebirge. The Saxon coal-

fields stretch eastwards for some miles from Zwickau.
Deposits of less consequence are found in Ux^per Bavaria,

Upx-)er Franconia, Baden, in the Harz, &c.

Xa.mber and Productio'a of Collieries in 1876.

Coal-FieJcls
(>irot including Lignite).

Number of
Colheiies

Coal pi odneed in
1876.

Ruhr (gov. districts, Arns- )

herg aud DLisseldorf) ...
)

207

Tons.

17,430,000

Upx^ei* Silesia 107 8,468,000
Saar 33 5,080,000
Zwickau 71 3,038,000
Lower Silesia 44 2,150,000
Ai.'j-Ja-Chapelle 17 994,000
OsQ.xbriick, Ibbenburen, &c. 22 822,000
Minor fields 47 472,000

Total
i

648
1

38,454,000

The above tables do not include lignite, of which
numerous beds are scattered over Germany. Extensive
strata follow the course of the Oder, and a second group is

spread over Lusatia, but the largest and most imx^ortant
' deposit is in the Saale districts from Altenburg to the

i

Harz. Smaller fields are situated round Gassel, northward

j

of Frankfort, near Cologne and Aix-la-Cliapelle, in the west
of Hanover, and in the Upper Palatinate. The total pro-

!

duction is stated in the official returns at 11,100,000 tons,

representing a value of i:l,922,000. Of this 8,780,000
tons are supplied by the fields in the Saale districts (pro-

vince of Saxony, Anhalt, Brunswick, Saxe-Altenburg, and
kingdom of Saxony), In North Germany turf also is of

imx3ortance as a fuel
;

the area of the turf moors in

Prussia is estimated at 8000 square miles, of which more
than 2000 are in the north of Hanover. The coal produced
supplies tlie home demand, although a considerable trade is

carried on across the frontier. Through the x^orts of the
North Sea and the Baltic more than 2 million tons of coals

are imported annually from England, and nearly 2i million
tons of lignite come from Bohemia, On the other hand, the
Ruhr and the Saar basins export nearly 3 million tons of

coal to the Netherlands, France, and Switzerland, and the

Ux^per Silesian basin 1| millions to Austria and Russia.
The following table gives a comparative view of the quan
tity supplied by the more important coal-i^roducing countries
in 1876

Tons. Tons.
Great Britain 135,612,000 Fiance 16,889,000
United States ..... 50,000,000 Belgium 14,329,000
Germany 48,296,000 Au&tria-Huugary .. 13,362,000

Graphite is xoi’oduced only in Lower Bavaria; the total

amount in 1876 was 20,104 cwts,, value £2090, Asphalt
occurs near Hanover, in Brunswick, and in Alsace ;

total

production in 1876, 720,000 cwts., value .£15,300.

Petroleicm is found in limited quantity near Liineburg, and
in Alsace.

7roJi Ore,—Germany abounds in iron ores, some of which
are of superior quality- The production increased rapidly

for a time, but in recent years there has been a very great

decline.

About 35 per cent, is brown iron ore, 25 per cent, sxiathic

iron, 18 per cent, black band, and 10 x^er cent, red iron

ore. The rest consists of clay-ironstone, bog-iron ore (in

the northern lowlands), and magnetic ores. Unfortunately
but few mines are found in x^rosiimity to coal-pits, and im-
portant ore-deposits of great extent are far from coal, as, for
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lastance, tlie iron districts of Nassau, of the Sieg valley, and

of Hesse, Thuiingia, Lorraine, Bavaria, and A^^irteniherg,

Iron Oie Production, 1848-1876

Quantities V ttlue

ISIS
)
Lou uiie

Tons
694 000

£
191,000

1S53 not 903,000 250 000
IS57 )

iiichided 1,962 000 583,000
1867 3 264 OUO 918,000
1872 6,896 000 2,118,000
1873 6 177,000

5 137,000
2 117,000

1874 1,430 000
1875 ^,730,000 1,3S7,00{>

187b 4,712,000 1,181,000

Ores fiee of phosphoius, suitable for the nianulactiiie of

Bes'^emer pig iron, are also very scaice.

The follov^mg table shows the number and piuduotion of

furnaces in blast m 1876 —

Go\einmcnt Distiicts
Flu naccs in

blast
Pig Iren ma ie

Ainsbeig 37
Tons
337 640

Dusseldoit 21 278 no
0]3peln 32 223 750
Coblent/S 27 212 470
Loiiaiiu 18 ]<^3,450 1

Tieves 10 103 080
HildesliLim 4 65,750
Osnabiuclv 4 45,200
Bppei Palatinate 10 31,060
Wiesbaden 14 26,550
Cologne 3 25,130
Hesse (grand-duchy) 5 18,150
Wurtembeig 5 10,810 i

Saxe-LIeiningen 1 13 840 1

Othei districts 04 09,690 1

Total 225 1,614 680

The iron manufacture has not been in a thriving concU
tion since 1873 ,

the total nuinbei of furnaces in Germany
in 1876 Tvas 435,—225 in blast as above, and 210 biowm
out The following table shows the progress of pig iron

production, including castings —
Quantities Value

1848
)

1862 y about
1867 )

1871
1873
1874
1875
1876

Tons
200,000
640.000
990.000

1.421.000
1,983 000
1.660.000
1.769.000
1.615.000

£
1,230 000
2 630,000
3.600.000
6.946.000
11,238,900
7.243.000
6,632,900
5,232,0i»0

t

Since the mcoiporation of Loiraine with the German
empire the pig iron pioduction of Germany exceeds that of

Franee The following table shows the comparative increase
in those countries, as well as in Great Britain and the United
States —

Quantities of Pi^ lion

Great Biitain
United States

Germany
France

Tons
1866 4,596,000

„ 1,225,000
1,000,000

i „ 1,260,000

Tons
1876 6,660 000
1877 2,351,000
1876 1,615 000
1877 1,453 000

I) on Iiithtstry—While the produce of pig iron lias thus
been advancing, similar progress appears in the iron in-

dustry, in some branches of which Germany has already
emancipated herself from dependence on England During
the last few years, it is true, this trade has suffered

severely from the overproduction ot 1872 and 1873, as

may be seen from the following table, showing the
quantities and values of worked pig-iron iii 1872 and
1876 —

Ai tides
1872 1876

Quantities
|

\ line Quantities
j

Value

1ought lion
1

trolled lion
)

lion ])late

lion wiie
Raw steel

Cast steel

Cwts

19 194 000

2.348.000
2.053.000
2.703.000
3.542.000

£
1

12,255,000

2,007,000
1.695.000
•2,333,000

2.840.000

Cwts

15,515,000

2.190.000
' 2,650,000
2,b80,000
4.877.000

'

^
i

5.013.000

1 095,000
, 1,392,000
1.104.000

i

1 2,488,000 1

The gieatest advance has been made in the pioduction of

steel III 1863 the quantity was only 1,400,000 cwls
, but

in 1872 it was about 6,500,000 The greatei pait of this is

pioduced at the celebiated works ot Kiupp iii Essen aiul

the cast-steel woiks in Boclium Many European states

have foi a considei ible time been supplied by Krupp witl

cast steel guns The production of lails not only covers the

home demand, but has allowed an annual exportation of

3,000,000 cwts since 1877 Haidwaie also, the pioduction

of which is centred lu feoluigen, Heilbionn, Esslingen, &c

,

IS largely expoited Germany stands second to Great

Britain m the manufacture of machines and engine^

There are in manj. laige cities of Noith Germany extensive

establishments for this puipose, but the industiy is not

limited to the large cities It must be admitted that

in agiicultuial machinery Germany cannot as yet coni

pete with England The locomotives and waggons foi

the Geiman railways, howevei, are almost exclusivel}

built in Germany, and Russia, as well as Austria, leceives

large supplies of lailvva} plant fiom German woiks In

shipbuilding likewise Geimany is becoming independent

of England ,
and docLyaids have been erected on the

coast foi the construction of large nonclads
Silver and Gold—Germany produces moie silver tha

any other Eiiiopean state, and the quantity is annually

increasing Silver and gold are extracted from the ores

in the mines of Freibeig (Saxony) and near the Harz, but

silver IS also refined from lead and coppei ores in Upper
Silesia, Merseburg, Aix la Cliapelle, W^iesbaden, and Arns-

berg The gold mining is of far less importance Tlie

value of silvei produced was, m 1867, *€791,370, 187o

€.1,539,590, 1876, £1,098,470 ,
and that of gold, 1867,

£11,750, 1876, £39,234
Lead—The quantity of the lead produced allows Gei

many to export from 300,000 to 400,000 cwts annually

Neaily halt the pioduce is obtained near Aix-la Cliapelle

(651,273 cwts. in 1876), next come Upper Silesia (265,000

cwts), Harz (176,550 cw^s ), Nassau (143,770 cwts),

Saxony, Arnsberg, 3rc The value in 1867 was onl)

£898,140 but in 1876, £1,565,280, the quantity was

987,090 cwts in 1867, and 1,512,000 c'wts m 1876
Copi^ei —Although Germany yields moie coppei than

any other European state, the native supply does not meet

the demand In recent years more than 200,000 cwts. have

been imported. The Haiz mountains and their enviioiis

(Mansfeld) alone pioduce five sixths of the wdiole amount,

which has been doubled during the ten years ending

1876 —1867, 77,440 cwts, value £312,750, 1876,

168,430 cwts, value £641,750.
Zinc —About 90 per cent of the zinc produced in Europe

is yielded by Belgium and Germany The exportation

from the latter amounts to more than half a million of cwts.

per annum The production doubled during the peiiod

from 1850 (620,000 cw’-ts ) to 1860, but has made only slow

progress since that time In 1867 it w^as only 1,277,000
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cwt&

,
value about ^600,000, m 1876, 1,664,500, value

^1,740,600 70 per cent is produced in Upper Silesia in

the neighbourhood of Beuthen, the rest m Westphalia and
the Rhineland

Salt—Geimany possesses abundant salt deposits The
actual production not only covers the home consumption,
but also allows a yearly increasing exportation, especially

to Russia, Austria, and Scandinavia In 1877-78 there

^\ere 77 salt works in operation, 8 ot which were mining
works foi rock salt The piovinces of Saxony and Han
over, -with Thuringia and Anhalt, have 28 works, and
produce half the whole amount A large work is found
at Strzalkowo (Posen), and smaller ones near Dortmund,
Lippsudt, and Mmdeii (Westphalia) In South Germany
salt abounds most m "Wurtemberg (Hall, Heilbronn,

Rottweil) ,
the principal Eavaiian works are at the foot

of the Alps near Freilassing and Ro&enhemi Hesse and
Baden have 6 salt woiks

,
Lorraine and the Upper

Palatinate, 6 The total yield now amounts to 8,318,000
cw^ts boiled salt, 3,221,000 cwts rock salt, and 25b 000
cwts of other kinds The production has made great

advance during the lasst thirty years, having m 1850
been only 5 million cwts

,
while in 1877 it was upwards

of<dl million cwts
Chloride of Potash —A considerable amount of this ^ub

stance is turned out by 15 works in Anhalt, wheie only
the potash ores me found The pioduction there in 1876
was 816,000 cwts

,
value about £250,000

Population

Till \eiy recent times no estimate of the population

of Germany was precise enough to be of any value At the
beginning of the present century the country was divided
into some hundred states, but there was no central agency
for instituting an exact census on a uniform plan Even
the formation of the German Confederation in 1815
effected but little change in this respect, and it vvas left

to the different states to arrange in what mannei the

census should be taken On the formation, howevei, of

the German Customs Union or Zollverein between ceitam
German states, the necessity foi accurate statistics became
apparent, since the amounts accruing from the common
import duties were to be distiibuted according to the number
of inhabitants in the several states The Zollverein had its

origin in a customs convention between Prussia and the

grand-dnchy of Hesse in 1828 ,
and other states, as they

gradually became convinced of the advantages affoided by a
general customs fiontier, joined it fiom time to time during
the succeeding forty years The following table shows the

progressive teriitorial limits of the Zollverein—which maybe
regarded as the precursor of the present German empire —

Fo^nrlation of the Zolhe cm

lens S ates enteimff dmmg the vanous
Peiiods

A.iea 1 PopuJatjon of the
Sq M les Union Status

1828
1831

1834
j

1844
1861

1868
1

1871

Piiissia, Hesse (giand dachj)
Hesse Cassel
Bavaiia, Wurtemberg, Sax )

ony, Thuringia, &c \

Brunswick, Luxembourg, &c
Hanover, Oldenbuig
Schleswig-Holstein, Lauen )

burg Mecklenburg
\ \

Alsace Lorraine

112 000
li5,300

163 900

171 900
191 800

205 500

209 281

13 295 254
15 090 075(34)

23 478 120

28 498,136(43)
32 559 05o( 52)

38,277,939 (’67)

40,677 950

The returns made at different times by the separate
states cannot be combined into an aggregate, showing pre
cisely the former population of Germany An enumera
tion was made every third j ear of the number of people
that could be held as belonging to the diffeient states

comprised m the Zollverein
,
and it was only from 1867

that the returns gave the actual resident population The
following table gives the area and population of the twenty
SIX states of Germany as returned at the two last censuses
(1871 and 1875) —

Population of the Ge'iman Emime^ 1S71 and 1876

Aiea Population 1

States of the Empiie English Sq
Miles Dec 3 18"1 Dec 1 l&"t>

Kingdoms
1 Piussia 134 178 24 691,433 25,742,404
2 Bavaiia 29 292 4,863,450 5 022,390
3 Saxony 6 789 2,556,244 2,760,586
4 Wuitemberg 7 531 1,818,539 1,881,505

Grand Duchies
5 Baden 6 824 1 461 562 1,507,179
6 Hesse 2 965 852 894 884,218
7 Mecklenbiug Scliweiin 5 137 557 897 553 78o
8 Sixe IVeimai 1,404 286 183 292,933
9 Mecklenburg Strelitz 1 131 9b 982 95 673

10 Oldenbuig 2 471 314 459 319 314
Duchies

11 Biimswick 1 425 311 764 327,493
12 Saxe TMciningen 953 187 957 194 494
13 Saxe Altenburg 510 142,122 145 844
14 Saxe Coburg Gotha 760 174,339 182 599
15 Anhalt 906 203,437 213, 5b5

Pinncipalities
16 Schwaizbmg Rudol

stadt 1

364 75,623 76,676

17 Sehwarzbuig Bonders
hausen 1

333 67,191 67,480

18 Waldeck 433 56,224 1
54 743

19 Reuss Gieiz 122 45,094 4b 985
20 Reuss Geia 320 89,032 92 375
21 Schiunibiug Lippe 171 32 059 33 133
22 Lippe

Fiee Towns
438 111,135 112,452

23 Lubeok 109 52,158 56,912
24 Bieineii 97 122 402 142 200
25 Hamburg

Imperial Temtoyy
26 Alsice Loiraine

158 338,974 888,618

5 60S 1,649 738 1 531 804

Total 208,426 41 058,792 42 727 360

The following table shows the rate of recent increase,

the population of Alsace Lorraine returned at the Eiench
census of 1^66 being included in the statement foi 1867 —

Veais Population
Total
mciease

Percentage
for thepeiiod

Percentage
per annum

Dec 6 1867
Dec 3 1871

40 108 029
41 058 792 9v>0 / 63 2 4 0 6

Deo 1 1876 42 727,360 1,688 568 4 1 1 0

Comparing the census returns of 1871 and 1875, it is

found that only Alsace Lorraine (17,934), the two Meek
lenburgs (together 5231), and Waldeck (1481) are decreas

mg
,

all othei states are increasing, though at very different

rates A comparison cannot heie be made, however, be

tween the smaller and the larger states Hambuig and Bre
men, for example, have considerably increased, but these

must be regarded as consisting of single large towns, and a

similar increase is found in all the great cities of Germany
In southern Germany (Alsace Lorraine not included), and
also in Hanover, the growth of population has been in

significant, whereas the populationm the eight old provinces

of Piussia and in Saxony shows a marked increase

It appears fiom the following table that the inhabitants

of Prussia and Saxony have increased 60 to 70 per cent

in 40 to 44 yeais, and those of the other states only 18 to

23 per cent And it is to he observed that this increase is

not confined to the industrial distiicts, but that those pro

Vinces also which hive few large cities and the population

of which live for the most part by agncultuie, such as
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Pomerania, Prussia, Posen, have increased by 50 to 60 per

cent. This is to be explained by the fact that there has
been a very extensive immigration into Prussia since

1815, whereas emigration has been mostly from South
Germany. But the surplus of births over deaths also has
at all times been greater in the North.

Increase of PopidcUion in States.

Provinces or States.

Population.
Total Increase

per cent.Census 1S31-34 Census 1875.

(’34) 1,596,000 2,760,000 73

(’31) 13,040,000 21,116,000 62

J J 1,612,000 3,126,000 84

2,250,000 3,804,000 70
910,000 1,46*2,000 63

2,015,000 3,199,000 59
2,460,900 3,844,000 56
1,270,000 1,905,000 52
1,450,000 2 169,000 50

53 1,070,000 1,606,000 50

(’34) 1,228,000 1,507,000 23
(’33) 1,663,000 2,017,000 21
(’34) 1,573,000 1,882,000 20

33 4,245,0U0 5,022,000
1

18

53 750,000 884,000 18

Saxony (kingdom)

The eight ancient )

Pms. provinces {

Brandenburg )

(inch Beilin)
)

Khiiielaud
Pomerania
Prussia
Silesia
Westphalia
Saxony
Posen

Baden
Hanover
Wurtemherg ...

Bavaria
Hesse

Vital Statistics.—It is very recently that general registers

of births, deaths, and marriages began to be kept for all the
German states, but these prove the increase of the excess
of births over deaths in recent years to have been consider-
able. The following table of returns for the whole of Ger-
many during the period 1872-76 brings out a natural addi-
tion by births of upwards of half a million yearly :

—

Marriages Birtlis (incl.

Still bom).
Deaths (mol.
Still born).

Still-

born.
Smplus of
Bhths,

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

Mean...

423,900
416,049
400,282
386,746
366,912

1,692,227
1,715,283
1,752,976
1,798,591
1,831,218

1,260,922
1.241,469
1.191,932
1,246,672
1,207,144

66,190
67,166
69,636
74,179
73,517

j

431,305
473,824
661,044
552,019
624,074

398,778 1,758,059 1 229,606 70,117 528,453

The numbers of births, deaths, and marriages for every
1000 of the population of Germany during the period
1872-5 were as follows :

—

To 1000 Pei sons living. To 1000 MaiTiage-
abie Pei sons.
Mariiages-Births Deaths Maviiages

1872 41-1 30 5 10 3 38*9
1873 41*3 29 '9 10-0 37 8
1874 41*8 28*4 9-5 36 0
1875 42*3 29*3 9-1 34*3

Mean 41-6 29-5
1

9-7 36 7

In comparing this with similar tables for England, a great
difference is obvious. While the average annual rate of
births (41-6) has been much higher than in England
(34*0) during recent years, the annual death-rate does not
compare favourably with that of England (22*3) or of other
states. Only Russia, Finland, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and
Servia exhibit greater higher rates.

S^exes .—The numbers of the different sexes in 1871 and
1875 were as follows :

—

Males. Females. Excess of
Females.

Females for
1000 Males

1871
1875

20,154,109
20,986,701

20,906,737
21,740,659

752,638
763,958

1037
1036

As in most European states, the surplus of females
arises from their lower death-rate, for in Germany as else-

where more boys are born than girls. The following table
shows the numbers of births, including still-born :

—

Boys. G-irls. Excess of Boj's Boys foi 1000 Gills.

1872 871,438 820,786 50, 652 1062
1873 883,017 832, *265 50,752 1061
1874 903,148 849,821 53,327 1063
1875 928,397 870,194 58,203 1067
1876 943,433 887.781 55,652 1063

Average 905,887 852,170
j

53,717 1063

Illegitimacy.—The number of illegitimate births is

greater than in any other European state, except Sweden,
Denmark, Austria, and Portugal. The rate of illegitimacy
is about 9 per cent, of the births, the annual average for
1872—75 being 8*86. In Rhineland the proportion was
2*8 per cent., North-Western Germany, Opxielii, and Posen
5 to 6, South-Western Germany 7 to 9, province of Saxony,
Brandenburg (exclusive of Berlin), Pomerania, Schleswig-
Holstein 9 to 10, Saxony, Thuringia, and Lower Silesia 12,
Berlin 13*5, and Bavaria 14‘6 per cent On the whole,
illegitimacy has decreased of late, particularly in Bavaria.

Emigration .—The increase of population would have
been still greater if emigration had not for years drained
the country of considerable numbers of its inhabitants. The
number of emigrants from Germany since 1820 may be
estimated at 3,500,000, but this includes many Austrians,
and it cannot be stated how many of the emigrants were
natives of the German empire, as no authentic statistics of
emigration were issued before 1873. The greater part of

the emigrants take their passage via Bremen and Hamburg.
The following statement, therefore, of the numbers o£
emigrants from these ports may afford a sufficient Indica-
tion of the total emigration:

—

Emigrants Einigiants.

Avei age
1836-44
1845-49
1850-54
1855-59
1860-64
1865-69
1870-74
1875-77

14,653
36,706
77,165
54,433
41,665

107,672
108,675
49,786

1

i 1870
' 1871

1872
1873

1

1874
i

1875
; 1876

1877

79,337
102,740
154,834
13*2,417

74,076
56,313
50,396
41,749

The following table, on the other hand, gives the number
of emigrants from the German empire according to the
official returns. The numbers are considerably lower than
those of the last table. It will be seen that emigration has
decreased greatly during recent years.

1873
1874.
1875
1876,
1877.

103.638 German Emigrants.
45.112
30,773
28,368
21,964

Total 229,855 ,,

The greater part of the recent emigration has been from
the maritime provinces, Out of 230,000 emigrants in the

years 1873—77, 132,350 were from Prussia, Pomerania,
Mecklenburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover, Oldenburg,
Bremen, and Hamburg. These states, with a total popula-
tion (1875) of 9,245,000, accordingly lost per cent., the

rest of the country (33,482,000 inhabitants) only 97,500,
or 0*3 per cent. It must be added, however, that the

emigration from South Germany was formerly much more
considerable. Alsace-Lorraine lost only 1193 inhabitants
in 1873—77 by emigration to America. The great mass of
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German emigrants go to the United States,—90 5 per cent

of the whole (207,974) having embarked for that country

m 1873-76 Accordmg to the official returns of the board
of statistics at Washington, more than 2,900,000 immi-
grants arrived from Germany at American ports during
1820-1877 The rest ot the emigrants find their way to

Australasia, Brazil, the Cape, &c
Imrmgrants and Foreigners—In comparison with the

emigrants, the number of immigrants is inconsiderable

The bulk come from Belgium, Holland, and Kussia The
following table shows the number of natives of the empire
who after being abroad have re established themselves at

home, and al'^^io the number of naturalized foreigners —
Re established Natur lized

1872 897 2296
1873 1284 2381
1874 1514 6532
1875 8735 9604
187d 2007 3643
1877 651 5810

Total 10 088 30 266

The number of foreign residents has considerably in-

creased during 1871—75 In 1871 there were in the empire
40,852,037 natives and 206,755 foreigners, in 1875,
42,436,561 natives and 290,799 foreigners The follow

mg table gives the native countries of the foreigners for

1871,—the latest date for which these statistics have been
published —
Austria Hungary 75,702
Switzerland 24,618
Hohand 22,042
Denmark 15,163
Russia 14,536
Sweden and l^orway 12,345
United States 10,698
Great Britain 10,104

Belgium 5,097
Luxembourg 4,828
France 4,671
Italy 4,019
Turkey 504
Spam 310
Greece 192
Other countries 2,026

Density of Population—The population is very unequally
distributed, and the differences are far greater now than
they were formerly The mean density of the population
had increased from about 120 inhabitants per square mile
in 1820 to 150 in 1840, and to 205 in 1875 We have
already pointed out the great increase of population during
the present century in many agricultural provinces of

Prussia In South Germany, however, the density of

population was considerable even at the beginning of the
century But Germany during this period has become an
important industrial state, and, as in England, distinct m
dustrial districts have been formed, where the inhabitants

cluster in populous centres Besides, the population of the
cities has gone on increasing at the expense of the agricul-

tural districts, so that the natural increase of the inhabitants

Classes of Towns Number
of Towns

Population Pei cent
of Total

Laige towns ofmore than 1871 8 1 968,537 4 8
100,000 inhabitants

i
1876 12 2,665,914 6 2

Middle sized towns, from ' 1871 76 3,147,272 7 7
20,000 to 100,000 1875 88 3,487,857 8 2

Small towns, from 5000 1871 529 4,688,364 11 1

to 20,000 1875 592 6,132,971 12 0

Rural towns, from 2000 1871 1716 5,086,625 12 4
to 5000 1875 1636 4,922,781 11 5

Town population
|

S 1871

I
1875

2328
2328

14,790,798
16,209,523

36 1

37 9

Rural population •S
1871

t 1875
26,219,352
25,517,837

63 9
62 1

in these districts by the surplus of births is neutralized
by the steady migration of the people into the cities In

the accompanying official statistics all the inhabitants of
communes with more than 2000 souls are designated ‘^town
population,'^ and the term “ rural population ’’ is applied
to those of the smaller places But it must be remarked
that in several provinces, such as Westphalia, Rhineland,
and Oldenburg, there are many communes consisting of
numerous small villages and hamlets which have not the
character of a town, and the inhabitants of which are
almost exclusively agriculturists These rank as town
population, which accordingly appears in the returns to be
a httle larger than it really is The figures exhibit the
extremely unequal increase of the different groups from
1871 to 1875

Increase per cent of Population, 1871-76
Large towns 14 83
Middle sized towns 12 41
Small towns 10 74
Rural towns 5 75

Town, population 9 59
Euial population 0 79

Total for the empire 4 19

The following is a list of the 35 towns which had
upwards of 50,000 inhabitants at the census of 1875
The first column exhibits the population within the bouii

daries of the municipal boroughs (Stadtgemeinde) The
numbers in the second are not official, but include all

suburbs of a really urban character The latter therefore
afford a better indication of the actual size of the several

towns

Population of the Principal Towns in 1875

Towns
Wibhm the
Municipal
Boundaiies

Within the
Topoifraph
Boundaiies

1 Berlin
2 Hamburg
3 Breslau (Silesia)

4 Munich (Bavana)
5 Dresden (Saxony)

e 11“*^
7 Leipsic (Saxony)
8 Colome (Rhine)
9 FrarSdort-on-Main (Hesse-Hassau)

10 Hanovex
11 Magdeburg (Saxony)
12 Konigsberg (East Prussia)
13 Bremen
14 Stuttgart (Wurtemberg)
15 Dantzio (West Prussia)
16 Nuremberg (Bavana)
17 Strasburg (Alsace)
18 Chemnitz (Saxony)
19 Altona (Holstein)
20 Stettin (Pomerania)
21 Dusseldorf (Rhine)
22 Aix-la Chapelle (Rhme)
23 Essen (Rhine)
24 Posen (Posen)
25 Brunswick
26 Mulhausen (Alsace)
27 Crefeld (Rhine)
28 Halle (Prov Saxony)
29 Dortmund (Westphalia)
30 Augsburg (Bavana)
31 Cassel (Hesse Nassau)
32 Mainz (Hesse)
33 Potsdam (Brandenburg)
34 Metz (Lorraine)
35 Erfurt (Prov Saxony)

Total

966,858
264,675
239,050
198,829
197,295

{ 80,589

(
86,502

127,387
135,371
103,136
106,677
87,925

122,636
102,532
107,273
97,931
91,108
94,30b
78,209
84,097
80,972
80,695
79,606
54,790
60,998
66,938
68,463
62,905
60,503
57,742
67 213
53,043
56 421
45,003
45,856
48,030

1,062,000
348,447
239,050
212,376
197,295

1
167,091

’ 160,686
154,664
134,776
127,576
122,789
122,636
111,039
105,062

ab 99,000
94,878
92,379
85,334
84,097
80,972
80,695
79,606
76,450
66,506
65,938
65,361
62,905
60 503
57,742
57,213
56,745
56,421
54,186
53,151
60,477

4,340,564 4,745 945

The inhabitants of these 35 towns amount to 10 1 or 11

per cent of the entire population of the empire, according

as we reckon by the municipal or the topographical boun-
daries A similar proportion appears m Erance and

X. — 58
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Belgium ;
but the towns of England and Wales of 50,000

inhabitants and upwards have nearly 9J million inhabitants,

or 44 per cent, of the whole population.

Density of Population.—The town population amounts
in some districts, such as Gumhinnen (East Prussia) and
Lower Bavaria, to only 11 to 12 per cent.; in others, as

Zwickau, Leipsic, Diisseldorf, it reaches 50 to 66 per cent.

Arranging Germany in 13 large divisions, we get the follow-

ing table, the divisions being named after their principal

provinces :

—

Divisions. Popula-
tion 1875.

Per
Sq.
Mile.

Proportion
per cent, of

Town
Popul.

Rural
Popul.

1. PiTissia (East and West) 3,199,171 132 23-8 76-2

2. Pomerania, ScMeswig-Holstein, Meek- )

lenbTU'g, &c i"

3,665,289 144 42-3 57 7

3. BrandenlDurg (not including Berlin) and )
3,765,637 142 30-0 70 0

4. Hanover, Munster, Oldenburg, &c 2,437,476 137 35 0 65-0

5. Bavaria (not including Palatinate) 4,381,136 163 25 0 750
6. Prov. of Saxony, Anhalt, Brunswick, &c. 3,123,643 228 40 8 59*2

7. Silesia 3,843,699 247 330 67 0
8. Hesse, Hesse-Nassau, Minden, Lippe .. .. 3,033,056 250 33 6 66*4

9. Wiirtemberg, Baden 3,455.150 250 33-9 66*1

10. Alsace-Lorraine, Palatinate 2,173.058 274 35 9 64*1

11. Rhineland, Amsberg 4,823,215 355 60*2 39-8

12. Saxony and Thuringia 3,859,972 365 46-9 53*1

13. Berlin 966,858 ... 100 ...

Total 42,727,360 205 39 61

The most thinly peopled territories are found, not as

might be expected in the mountain regions, but in some
parts of the plains. There are not more than 50 persons

to the square mile (about the same proportion as in the

Scotch Highlands) on the moors of the Isar north of

Munich, on the East-Frisian moors, and on the Ltineburg
Heath. There are 50 to 100 inhabitants to the square mile

on the Seenplatten of Pomerania and Mecklenburg, on the

middle ridges of Schleswig-Holstein, inthe northern districts

of Hanover, in the Spreewald, <fec. Leaving out of account
the small centres, Germany maybe roughly divided into

two thinly and two densely peopled parts. In the former
division has to be classed all the North German plain; there

it is only in the valleys of the larger navigable rivers,

and on the southern border of the plain, that the density

reaches 150 to 200 inhabitants per square mile. In some
places indeed it is far greater: at the mouths of the Elbe
and the Weser, in East Holstein, in the delta of the Memel,
250 to 300, and in the environs of Hamburg even 400, in-

habitants are found to the square mile. This region is

bordered on the south by a very densely inhabited district,

the northern boundary of which may be defined by a line

from Breslau to Hanover, and its southern by a line from
Coburg via Cassel to Munster. Here the density rises

from 150 to 570 per square mile, for in this part of

Germany there are not only very fertile districts, such
as the “Goldene Aue” in Thuringia, but also centres
of industry. The population is thickest in Upper Silesia

around Beuthen (coal-fields), round Batibor, Neisse, and
Waldenburg (coal-fields), round Zittau (Saxony), in the
Elbe valley around Dresden, in the districts of Zwickau
and Leipsic as far as the Saale, in the Goldene Aue, on
the northern slopes of the Hartz, and around Bielefeld
in Westphalia. In all these places the density is greater
than 350 inhabitants to the square mile, and in Saxony
it exceeds 500. The third division of Germany comprises
the basin of the Danube and Franconia (the Tipper Main
system), and sweeps to the north-west between the valleys
of the Werra and the tributaries of the Bhine as far as
Sauerland. The population of Franconia rises a little above
that of the rest of this region, the density in the valley of
the Begnitz between Nuremberg and Bamberg, and in the
Main valley round Wurzburg, reaching about 200 to 240
inhabitants per square mile. The fourth division embraces

[population.

the valleys of the Bhine and the Neckar. In the latter

and in the Upper Bhine plain agriculture has reached a
high degree of perfection, and the soil is so fertile as to
support a population of 400 per square mile. North of the
Niederrheinisches Schiefergebirge, again, are rich coal-fields,—making this the most important industrial district in
Germany. Here indeed, in the governmental district of

Diisseldorf, the population amounts to 700 per square mile,—^about the same proportion as in the West Biding of

Yorkshire; but no such density as exists in Lancashire
(1500 to the square mile) is found anywhere in Germany.
West of the Bhine a thickly peopled district is grouped
round the coal-field of the Saar basin, but there is only
a scattered population in the surrounding country. On
the Eifel there are scarcely 100 inhabitants to the square
mile.

Houses.—The number of houses was estimated in 1871
at 5,330,000, so that the average number of inhabitants per
house is from 7 to 8, In England and Wales it is only 5*3

(1871). The greatest proportion of dwelling-houses to the

population is in Alsace (5*1 persons to one house) and iu

Swabia (5*4). All the larger cities of Germany consist

largely of houses in which a number of families live

together. In Berlin the proportion per house is 57 persons,

while in London it is only 8. This marks one important
point of difference in the habits of the two countries.

Occupations.—The census of 1871 distinguishes 8 prin-

cipal classes of occupation, but does not subdivide these.

The ofiicial returns give for each class the number of per-

sons engaged in the several occupations comprised in that

class, with the number of attendants and other members of

I

the families of those so occupied. The following table pre-

I

sents an abstract of the returns. In the case of Alsace-

Lorraine the attendants are not given in the separate

classes, but are all returned under class D.

Occupations.
Engaged in
the several
occupations.

Attendants
and other
members of

families.

Total.

A. Agncnltnral class {^SSes'
B. Industrial class. feSes"
C. Commercial class {^Ses"
D Domestic class (and (males ...

general labourers) Ifemalos

E. Army and Xavy

Q Other ocenpattons
{?^mSes‘

H. Persons not returned (males ...

under any occupation (females

L Not stated (poor, &c.) ...

Total

2,96*8.738

976,669
4,498,739
1,086,071
1,023,260
201,641

1,777,118
936,901
430,800

606*734

98,974
414,284
620,881

2,986,556
5,247,344
2,462,937
5,360,046
322,249

1,709,455
2,344,235
4,511,404

20,654
56.959
318,238
828,030
255,322
694,685

12,179,307

1
13,407,793

j- 3,256,605

9,569,658

j- 508,413

1,751,976

J.
1,985,162

t 437,968

15,540,610 25,080,214 41,058,792

This table does not admit of comparison with the census

returns of England and Wales, the mode of classification

being different. It will be seen that more persons belong
to the industrial than to the agricultural class.

Industries-

Some account of different industries has already

been given in connexion with the productions of the

empire. The principal textile manufactures have still to

be noticed.

Cotton Manufacture.—Before 1871 the production of cot-

ton fabrics in France exceeded that in Germany ;
but as the

cotton manufacture is pursued largely in Alsace, more than

2 million spindles being employed there, the balance is now
against the former country. In 1873 there were about

5 miUioii spindles in Germany and 4,611,000 in France.

From the subjoined table of imports and exports (gross

GERMANY
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weight, the net weight being about 4 per cent, less) of the

raw material, it will be seen that this industry has not im-

proved since 1873 •

—

Total Imports of
Raw Cotton

Total Exports of
Raw Cotton.

...

Excess of Imposts

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Cwts
3.609.000
3.490.000
3.199.000
3.518.000
3.262.000
3.289.000

Cwts
1,153,000
848.000
819.000
705.000
831.000
973.000

Cwts
2.456.000
2.642.000
2.380.000
2.813.000
2.431.000
2.313.000

Cotton spinning and weaving are not confined to one
district, but are prosecuted in Upper Alsace (Miilhausen,

Gebweiler, Colmar), in Saxony (Zwickau, Chemnitz, Anna-
berg), in Silesia (Breslau, Liegnitz), in the Bhine province
(Diisseldorf, Munster, Cologne), in Erfurt and Hanover, in

Wurtemberg (Beutlingen, Cannstadt), in Baden, Bavaria
(Augsburg, Bamberg, Baireuth), and in the Palatinate.

The number of hands occupied in the mills in 1875 was
68,555 (34,385 males, 34,170 females) and m the weav-
ing establishments 186,496 (124,732 males and 61,764
females). Of these 98,188 were in Saxony. The produc-
tion of cotton yarn is not sufiSlcient for the home demand,
and for some years back the imports of the article have ex-

ceeded the exports by about 200,000 cwts
,
till 1878, when

the excess was only 117,000 cwts.

Woollen and Worsted.—In this class of manufactures
Germany is far behind France. First of all, the home pro-

duction of wool is not sufficient. In 1873-75 the imports
of wool exceeded the exports by 300,000 cwts. per annum,
and in 1876—78 the excess amounted to 800,000 cwts. In
1875 there were about 1,200,000 spindles for carded woollen
yarn,—about 700,000 of them in Prussia, and 320,000 in

Saxony. For worsted spinning there were 450,000
spindles,—Upper Alsace having 180,000, and Saxony
110.000 ;

nevertheless the production falls short of the de-

mand, and from 150,000 to 250,000 cwts. must be obtained
from foreign countries. The manufacture of woollen cloth

is well developed, and is prosecuted for exportation. The
cloth is valued as being well woven, durable, and cheap.

The centres of its manufacture are the Bhiue province,

Brandenburg, Lower Silesia, Magdeburg, Thuringia, Saxony,
Wurtemberg, and Alsace. In 1875 there were altogether

192,452 persons engaged in the woollen industry.

Linen, Hemp, and Jute.—Germany, although linen was
formerly one of her most important articles of manufacture,
is now left far behind in this industry, not only by Great
Britain and France, but also by Austria-Hungary. In 1874
there were 326,538 spindles at work in Germany for flax,

hemp, and jute spinning, while there were 415,000 in

Austria, 663,000 in France, and 1,670,000 in Great
Britain. About 300,000 cwts. of linen yarn are imported
into Germany annually, whereas Austria exports about
100.000 cwts. Hand-loom weaving is practised all over
Germany, but centres principally in Saxony, Silesia, and
Westphalia. In recent times also power-loom weaving has
been extending. In 1873 there were 68 establishments in

Germany, principally at Elberfeld and Barmen, with 3473
power-looms, including 7 factories, with 546 power-looms,
for jute. The linen industry employed 187,793 persons
in 1875. The demand for linen is nearly covered by the
home production.

Silh.—‘Baw silk can scarcely be ranked among the pro-
ducts of the empire, and the annual demand has thus to
be provided for by importation It amounts to about
50.000 cwts., there being some superior silk-weaving estab-

lishments. The main centre of the silk industry is Grefeld
and its neighbourhood

;
then come Elberfeld and Barmen,

Mx-la-Chapelle, as well as Berlin, Potsdam, Chemnitz and

Annaberg, Munich, Stuttgart, Saargemund, &;c. The ex-
ports of silk stuffs always exceed the imports.

General Cenms of Industries.—In 1875 a census of
industrial occupations was taken in Germany. The fol-

lowing table gives the numbers of the different establish-

ments and of the persons engaged in them :

—

Classes Estat)li&h-
ments

Pei sons
Engaged

1. Horticulturists
2. Fishermen
3. Miners
4 Workeis in stone, clay, glass
5. Woikers in metal
6 Workersmmachines, instiuments, &c
7 Chemical mdustry
8 Workers in lighting matei lals, soap,

)

resins, &c. 5

9 Textile industry .

.

10 Woikers in paper and leather
11 Workers in wood
12 Workers in food and drink . .

.

13. Woikers in dress and washing ,

14 Workeis in building
15 Polygraphic mdustry
16. Artistic industry..
17. Persons in meieantile business .

18. Persons engaged m conveyance

.

19. Lodging and boarding

Total

13,072
15,636
7,893

51,235
164,328
83,635
8,640

8,947

380,918
56,614

245,703
241,694
755,616
234,334

8,108
5,534

420,129
74,655

159,881

24,893
19,623

433,109
265,139
420,445
307,705
51,739

42,318

925,457
187,174
463,533
693,278

1,049,470
485,997
55,852
13,183

659,988
233,819
234,848

2,936,672 6,567,570

Boads, Bailways, and Canals.

Roads.—The construction of good highways has been well
attended to in Germany only since the Napoleonic wars.

The separation of the empire into small states was favour-
able to road-making, inasmuch as it was principally the
smaller Governments that expended large sums for their

network of roads. Thirty years ago the best roads were
found in Hanover and Thuringia : the Thiiringer Wald
has been almost transformed into a park by its splendid
roads. But some districts suffer even still from the want
of good highways. The introduction of railways for a time
diverted attention from road-making, but this neglect has
of late been to some extent remedied. In Prussia the
circles {Kreise) have now themselves undertaken the charge
of the construction of the roads

;
but they receive a subsidy

from the public funds of the several provinces. The total

length of the public roads is now estimated at 72,000 miles.

Railways.—The period of railway construction was in-

augurated in Germany by the opening of the line from
Nuremberg to Furth in 1835, but the development of the
system was slow The want of a central government
operated injuriously here, for it frequently happened that

intricate negotiations and solemn treaties between several

sovereign states were required before a line could be con-

structed; and moreover the course it was to take was often

determined less by the general exigencies of commerce tlian

by many trifling interests or desires of neighbouring states.

The state which was most self-seeking in its railway politics

was Hanover, which separated the eastern and western parts

of the kingdom of Prussia. The difficulties arising to

Prussia from this source were experienced in a still greater

degree by the seaports of Bremen and Hamburg. Until
1866 there was only one railway from Bremen into the in-

terior of Germany, while now there are four. Prior to 1865
the construction of railways advanced pretty uniformly, the

average construction during the years from 1840 to 1865
having been from 340 to 370 miles per annum. Germany
was at that time far outstripped in the extent of its railway

system by England, Belgium, and Switzerland, and even
by France. A new period of railway construction begins
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with the year 1866, and is closely connected with the eco-

nomical and political progress of Germany. Numerous
great undertakings were then set on foot, partly to remedy

the defects of the existing system. Everywhere it became

a primary object to establish the most direct lines of com-

munication between important places of indubtry and com-

merce. As a consequence the German railway system was

immensely enlarged, and from 1865-75 it has nearly been

doubled. In 1872, 2000 miles were opened, the average

from 1869 to 1877 being 1080 miles annually, so that Ger-

many now owns a greater length of railways than any other

state in Europe. On the 31st December 1877 Germany had
18,830 miles, Great Britain and Ireland 17,092, France

14,785. As regards proportion to the area and population,

however, Belgium, Great Britain, and Switzerland are still

in advance. In 1877 Belgium had 320 miles of railways

to every 1000 square miles, Great Britain 273, Switzerland

155, and Germany 147. The following table exhibits the

development oi the German railways, including those of

Alsace-Lorraine —
Years Length of Lines Of which Cost of

Dec 31 open for Traffic double Lines ConstLaction

Miles Miles

1840 304
1850 3,753
1860 7,195
1865 8,887
1870 11,457 3,699 207,608,000
1875 17,061 5,622 339,225,000
1876

i

18,080
18,830

6,735 373,558,000
1877

In recent years the multiplication of competing rail-

ways has greatly reduced the receipts of the older lines.

The total amount of capital sunk in railway construction is

estimated for the year 1876 at <£373,558,000, or just

about half the capital invested for the same purpose in

Great Britain (£741,800,000). From the subjoined table

it will be seen that the working expenses have considerably
advanced during late years, and dividends accordingly
have experienced a great decline. Eailways formerly pay-
ing 15 to 18 per cent, have gone down to 5 to 6 ; the
average dividend, which in 1870 was still 6 per cent., in

1876 had fallen to 4*4 per cent

Total
1

Total Woiking
Receipts 1 E\.pendituie

Net Receipts
Piopoition of
Es.pen.dituie to
total Receipts

1870
1875
1876

25.312.000
'

12,770,000
42.151.000

1
26,634,000

42.862.000 1 26,559,000

£
12.643.000
16.617.000
16.303.000

Per cent

50 5
63 0
62 0

The making of railways has from the outset been
regarded by some German states as exclusively a func-
tion of the Government. The South German states, for
example, possess only state railways. In Prussia numerous
companies have in the first instance constructed their
systems, and the state has contented itself for the most
part with laying lines in such districts only as were not
likely to attract private capital. Yet, in order to establish
a preponderating influence over the administration of all

German railways, the Government has for some time been
buying up private lines. Saxony not long ago pur-
chased ad the Saxon railways belonging to private com-
panies- The following table gives the proportion of state
and private railways at 31st December 1877, the minor
North German states being classed along with Prussia. Of
these Oldenburg alone possesses a greater length of rail-

ways belonging to the state than of those in the hands of
private companies. The railways of Alsace-Lorraine are the

property of the empire. The number of independent man-
agements in 1878 was 67.

States
State

Railways

Piivate
Railways
woikedby

State

Private
Railways Total

Prussia and minor Ger-
1

man States )

Bavaria . .

.

Saxony
Wuiteniherg
Baden .

Hesse .

Alsace-Lorraine

Miles

3,285

2,241
1,035
761
651
179
660

Miles.

2,060

169

!

23

77

Miles

6,857

371
170
10
4

270
7 -

Miles

12,202

2,781
1,228
771
732
449
667

Total 8,812 2,329 7,689 18,830

GaitaU .—Germany cannot be said to be rich in canals.

In South Germany the Ludwigs-canal was until the an-

nexation of Alsace-Lorraine the only one of importance.

It was constructed by King Ludwig of Bavaria in order to

unite the German Ocean and the Black Sea, and extends

from the Main at Bamberg to Kelheim on the Danube.
Alsace-Lorraine had canals for connecting the Rhine
with the Rhone and the Marne; the coals of the Saar

valley were conveyed by canals to Lorraine. The North
German plain has several canals, of which only the more
important need be named. In the east a canal by
which Russian grain is conveyed to Konigsberg joins the

Pregel to the Memel. The Netze canal unites the Vistula

and Oder. The Upper Silesian coal-field is in communi-
cation with the Oder by means of a canal. The greatest

number of canals is found around Berlin; they serve to

join the Spree to the Oder and Elbe- Smaller canals are

found also in the north-west. The Meuse and the Rhine

I

are also connected by a canal. The 70 canals in Germany

I

have a total length of only 1250 miles, a very small extent

when the other canal systems of western Europe are com-

pared with it.

Posts anb Telegraphs.

With the exception of Bavaria and Wurtemberg, which
have administrations of their own, all the German states

belong to the system of the reichspost. Since 1874 the postal

and telegraphic departments have been combined. Both
branches of administration have undergone a surprising

development during the last 10 years, especially since the

reduction of the postal rates. Germany, includmg Bavaria

and Wurtemberg, constitutes with Austria-Hungary a special

postal union (Deutsch-Oesterreichischer Postverbaud),

besides forming part of the international postal union

There are no statistics of postsand telegraphs before 1867,

for it was only when the North German union was formed

that the lesser states resigned their right of carrying mails

in favour of the central authority. Formerly the prince of

Thurn-and-Taxis was postmaster-general of Germany, but

only some of the central states belonged to his postal tern-

tory. The seat of management was Frankfort. Of late years

the number of post-offices has increased considerably, as

will be seen from the following figures, in which the statis

tics of the Bavarian and Wurtemberg post-offices are in-

cluded, as well as those of the reichspost. In 1872 there

were 7400 post-ofiices
;

in. 1877, 8600. In the latter year

therefore there was one post-office for every 23 square miles.

In 1877 there were 3194 imperial post-and-telegraph

offices, and 3746 imperial post-offices, while the Bavarian

post-offices numbered 1243, and those of Wurtemberg 499.

The following table shows the increase of letter circulation

from 1872 to 1877:—
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Letters
Impel lal Tost

Total in Geiman
Empiie

Avf'i'ige Numbci
to each Peison

Millions Millions

1872 352 0 407 8 10
1873 429 0 492 4 12
1874 456 6 521 9 13
1875 498 2 1 576 0 14
1876 516 4 596 3 14
1877 521 5 604 2 14

The average number of letters to each person is thus a
little greater in Germany than it is in Ireland, whereas it is

26 in Scotland and 35 m England. The number of post-

cards has increased from 26*5 millions in 1872 to 99*3

millions in 1877. The following table shows the general

postal circulation during the three years 1875-77 —
1875 1876 1877

Letters .

Post-cards
Pimted papers .

Newspapers
Samples
Money orders
Total amount of money 1

orders and remittances J

Parcels
1

Total weight of parcels
j

Millions

576 0

64 7
93 0

392 8
9 3

33 5

£840

78 4
Ib559

Millions

596 3
82 7

101 0
414 2

9 0
39 8

£793

80 3
ft 583

Millions

604 2
99 3

112 4
433 5

9 8

£784

82 3
ft 915

Telegraphs,—By combining the postal and telegraphic

departments Germany has been saved a large number of

officials
;
but great sums are still spent annually on the

extension of the telegraph system. Since 1876 important
localities have been brought into communication with Berlin

by subterranean wires. This plan is expensive, but under
it a considerable saving is anticipated in repairs. The
number of telegraph offices in 1877 was 7251, of which
about 4600 belonged to the state, and the rest to private

railways. The following table shows the progress of the
telegraphic system between 1872 and 1877, and the number
of messages in these two years —

Telegraph Sei*vice 1872 1877

Length of Ime
Length of wire
Number of offices

Number of messages

—

Home service
International (mclud. in transit)

Miles

23,350
77,870
4,038

8.478.000
4.945.000

Miles

33,660
121,810

7,251

8.994.000
5.203.000

The increase of messages is insignificant, a circumstance
which must be attributed to the recent dulness of trade.

On the whole the telegraph is not as yet used to a very
great extent m Germany. The number of messages for

eveiy 100 inhabitants in 1877 was 33, as compared with
47 m Norway, 49 in Denmark, 54 in Belgium, 58 in
the Netherlands, 64 m Great Britain, and 100 in Switzer-
land.

Shipping.

The German mercantile marine has always been distin-

guished by the excellence of its personnel. The seamen
of Frisia are acknowledged to be among the best in the
world, and the shipping of Bremen and Hamburg had won
an everywhere respected name long before a German
mercantile marine, properly so-called, was heard of. Many
Hamburg vessels sailed under charter of English and other
houses in foreign waters, especially in the Chinese. Since
1868 all German ships have carried a common flag—^black,

white, red—^but formerly Oldenburg, Hanover, Bremen,
Hamburg, Lubeck, Mecklenburg, and Prussia had each its

I

own flag, and Schleswig-Holstein vessels sailed under the
i Danish flag It is but lately that a uniform mode ot

measuring the hold tonnage of German ships has been in-

troduced, and accordingly it is only since 1871 that it has
been possible to give an exact statement of the position of

German shipping. The official I’eturus show that the

marine is on the increase. The following table gives its

position on the 1st of January in the years 1872—78.
The tonnage is reckoned according to the English register

ton.

Sailing Vessels SteameiB
j

Total
j

Nnmber Tons Number Tons Numbei Tons

1872 4,354 892,000 175 97,000 4,529 988,000
1873 4,311 869,000 216 130.000 4,527 999,000
1874 4.242 866,000 253 168,000 4,495 1,034,000
1875 4,303 878,000 299 190,000 4,602 1,068,000
1876 4,426 901,000 319 184,000 4,745 1,084,000
1877 4,491 i 923,000 318 181,000 4.809 1,104,000
1S7S 4,469 935,000 336 183,000 4,805 1,118,000

The lowest tonnage of vessels included in this return is

16 tons for sailing vessels and 11 tons for steamers. On
comparing the state of the German marine with that of

other countries we find that Germany ranks fourth in the

list of maritime nations. Great Britain and the United
States have considerably larger fleets. That of Norway
also was even in 1871 greater than that of Germany, and
it has increased much more rapidly than the other since

that time
;
but on the other hand the mercantile marines

of France and Italy, which in 1871 were larger than the

German
,
are both now less. The following table shows the

proportion of the mercantile shipping of Germany belong-

ing to each of the maritime states on the 1st of January
1878. It must be borne in mind that Bremen and Ham-
burg properly consist only of one port each, whereas
Prussia has hundreds of miles of coast-line both on the

North Sea and on the Baltic

States
Number
of Poits

Sailing
Vessels

feteameis Total.

Tons Tons Tons
Prussia 243 464,477 31,573 496,050
Hamburg 2 137,347 84,127 221,474
Bremen . 2 158,677 57,377 216,054
Mecklenburg 2 108,621 3,812 112,333
Oldenburg 21 61,774 27 61,801
Lubeck

.

1 3,760 6,463 10,223

Total 271 934,556 183,379 1,117,935

North Sea Ports
|

62 419 698 38,699 458,397
Baltic Ports 209 514,858 144,680 659,538

The number and the tonnage of steamers have, as in other

countries, increased greatly, while those of sailing vessels

have remained almost stationary. The aggregate horse*

power of the steamers in 1871 was 23,287 ; in 1877
it was 50,603. The number of seamen employed in

1878 was 40,832, and of those 8173 served on board

steamers.

In 1876 165 sailing vessels of 35,439 tons, and 14
steamers of 6200 tons, were built in Germany ;

and 8 sailing

vessels of 3862 tons, and 1 steamer of 1910 tons, were
built abroad. There were besides 50 ships with a total

tonnage of 21,755 which had been bought in America,

Holland, and Great Britain.

The shipping returns of German ports have lately fluctu

ated hut little. The total amount was 13,311,000 tons in

1876. A striking difference will be observed in the follow-

ing table in the returns between the numbers entering and
clearing in ballast —
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Total To liiage of Sln2ys, 1876

With Caigo In Ballast Isot foi liade Total

Entered
Clcciied

Tons
6 072 000
4,100,000

Tons
505 000

1

2,619,000

Tons
130,000
128,000

Tons
6.585.000
6.726.000

Only 44 per cent of the ships that trade with German
ports sail under the German hag British ships have a

very considerable trade in German ports They constitute

32 per cent of the total tonnage^ and as much as 47 per

cent of the tonnage of steam vessels. Denmark follows

next with 7 2 per cent
,
Sweden 4 8, Norway 4 6, Bussia

2 3, Holland 2 1, France 1 2, United States 1 2, Italy 0 5,

other countries 0 4 The number of voyages in all made
by German ships m 1876 was 45,492, of which 12,963

were made between German ports Much more consider-

able, however, is the trade of German ships between the

home ports and foreign countries, as the subjoined table will

show, while no fewer than 9777 voyages were made in 1876
by German vessels without calling at any home port —

Numhei
of Ships
wjth
Cargo

Tonnage
of Ships
with
Caigo

Nnmhei
of Ships

in
Ballast

Tonnage
of Ships
m Ballast

Home trade (aveiage of enteiedl
an 1 cleared ships) f

Foieign fentd mto German poits
tiade {cleaied fiom
Voyages or Geiman ships he I
tween foieigu ports >

Total

12 963

8 002
6 449

6 950

577 000

1 984 000
1 552 000

3 314 000

5 194

710
3 397

2 827

220 000

79 000
602 000

830 000

33 364 7 427,000 12128 1 782 000

There were 5544 voyages made between non-German
ports m Europe, the greater number being between one
English port and another Many German vessels also run
between the Baltic ports of Russia and Sweden From
European ports 993 vessels sailed for non European ports,

and 869 returned thence to Europe Here also the greater

number ran from Great Britain to the United States, the

West Indies, and South America 2371 ships made their

voyages without touching at European ports Most of these

were engaged in the coasting trade in the Chinese Seas,

on the South American coasts, and m the West Indies
As regaids the shipping of the most important German

ports, the following table will show the total tonnage of ships
entered and cleared in 1876 —

Ports Tonnage Poits Tonnage

Hamburg
Bremerhafen
Stettin
Neufalirwasser )

(Dantzm)
{

Lubeck

4.406.000
1.300.000
1.144.000

780.000

646.000

Kiel
Pillan

1 Konigsherg
Geestemunde
Memel

1

Swinemimde

608,000
440.000
418.000
378.000
352.000
332.000

Commerce

Statistics relating to the foreign trade of the empire are
necessarily confined to veiy recent times The quantities
of such imported articles as are liable to duty have indeed
been known for many years^ and some years ago an attempt
was also made to compile official tables showing the value
both of imports and of exports. But when the results of
these tables proved the importation to be very much greater
than the exportation, the conviction arose that the valuation
of the exports was erroneous, and below the reality There
IS no compulsory declaration of such goods, and conse-
quently the attempt to compute statistics of this nature has
been abandoned since 1875 It must at the outset be
observed that the customs frontier does not coincide with
the political frontier of Germany, for it does not take in the
free-port territories of Hamburg and Cuxhaven, Bremen,

Bremerhafen and Geesteniunde, &c (in all, 129 square
miles with 593,040 inhabitants, in 1875), besides some
communes in Baden adjoining the Lake of Constance (22
square miles, 5236 inhabitants) On the other hand the
grand duchy of Luxembourg (998 square miles, with
205,158 inhabitants in 1875) and the small Austrian com
mune of Jungholz 206 inhabitants), near Fussen, belong
to the German Zollverein The collection of duties is a
function of the empire The following table shows the re

suits of the official calculations of the imports into Germany
for 1872—76, and also the values of the exports, but in the
case of these it is only the figures for the years 1872-74
that aie official The numbers for 1875 and 1876 are

those published by Professor Laspeyres m the jSconormste

Fran^ais

Ttears Impoits Exports Tians t

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

Aveiage

£173,400,000
212,800 000
183.700.000
176 500,000
190.200.000

£12i 700,000
124.400.000
121.600.000

1

127,400,000
127,600,000

£54,700,000
61,700 000

187 100,000 ' 125,200,000
1

)

The extremely slight variation which this table shows in

the exports of the several years from 1872 to 1876 appears
so improbable that we can hardly venture to make it a basis

of calculation, or to draw a conclusion so unfavourable to the

trading balance of Germany as the figures would suggest
The proportion per head of population is, as regaids imports

and exports respectively, about ^4, 10s and ^3, whereas the

proportion in Great Britain in 1876 amounted in the one case

to ^11, 10s and in the other to £6, thus showing the

German trade to be less than half that of England The
statistical tables do not specify the several foreign markets
for imports and exports

,
they only give the value of imports

on the different frontiers

Piontieis

Total Value of Im^oits

1875 1876

North Sea line, including Biemen and )

Hamburg
)

Benmaik
Russia
Austria
Switzerland
France
Belgium
Holland
By post, or froutiei not stated

Millions

£56 6

1 0
19 0
32 2
8 0

11 3
16 3
27 1
5 0

Millions

£62 4

1 0
19 2
36 3

9 2
12 1

16 S

28 8

4 9

Total 176 5 190 2
1

According to the official trade returns of Great Britain,

France, and other countiies, the trade between Germany
and these countries is very considerable By the English

tables the importation from Germany to British ports was

in 1875-76 between ^21,000,000 and ^22,000,000, the

exportation to Germany in 1875 was <£23,300,000, and in

1876, ^20,100,000 The movement of trade is shown in

the following tables of the piincipal articles imported and

exported We begin with articles of consumption —

Articles

1872 1877
'

Expoits Imports Expoits

Animals except horses No 1 490 000 1 719 000 3 443 000 1 848 000
Giain and floui Gwts 28 800 000 21 860 000 79 070 000 39 600 000
Herrings Ban els 691 000 66^ 000
Coffee Cwts 1 8o5 000 1 916 000
Sugar 879 000 264 000 155 000 1 802 000
Wine 817 000 400 000 1 182 000 380 000 ]

Beer 100 000 590 000 ' 300 000 1 280 000
,

Hops 25 000 142 000 1 36 000
1

! 162 OOO 1

Tobacco 1 128 000 140 000 ' 1 043 000 11
120 OOO

1
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Tlie weights are stated in hundredweights (cwts.) net

throughout (see Statistical Abstract published by the Eng-
lish Board of Trade, No. Y., 1878). This table shows that

of late years Germany has had to order considerable quan-

tities of grain from abroad. The value of the importation,

estimated at £14,000,000 in 1872, was nearly £36,000,000
in 1877. Similarly the value of the imported animals

advanced from £4,400,000 in 1872 to £9,500,000 in

1877.

The following table gives the imports and exports of the

principal raw materials :

—

Ai tides
1872 1877

]

Impoits Expoits Impoits Expoits

Coal, hffiiite, <fcc Cwts
Oies V
IlOii, pig „
Lead, pig „
Cotton, la^^ „
Flax . ,

Hemp „
Wool, law „
Silk, law cocoons ... „
Hides „
Guano „
Linseed, &c „
Giease „
Peti oleum ,

'vooa .

71.600.000
8,200,000

12.395.000
163 000

2.830.000
786.000
500.000

1.070.000
61,300

1.181.000
1.400.000
1.110.000
578 000

3.320.000
;

49.400.000 1

5.600.000

76.395.000
5,300,000
3,616 000
433.000
614.000
667 000
248.000
357.000
16,000

290.000
190 000
670.000
40.000
907.000

30.200.000
79.000

95,000,000
6 855,000

10,536,000
60,000

3.130.000
1.380.000
930.000

1.370.000
63,000

857.000
2.440.000
1.116.000
725.000

6,810,000
36,800 000
3,800,000

100,184 000
16 140 000
9.119 000
649.000
798.000

1,010,000
460.000
445.000
20,000
295.000
127.000

1.354.000
75,000

1.810.000
21,400,000

With regard to the proper products of industry, the

exports, with few exceptions, such as yarn, exceed the im-
ports in every case, as is shown in the table below. The
total value of all fabrics imported is estimated at about
•£30,000,000, that of those exported at from £42,000,000
fco £45,000,000. But, even supposing the last figures to be
too low, the difference between the German and the British

trade is still very great, since the value of all the industrial

products exported by Great Britain may be stated at

£170,000,000 for the year 1875 (see Almanack de Gotka^
1877). The difference is greatest in the textile industries,—^the value of tissues exported from England in 1 875 being
estimated at £100,000,000, while that of Germany did
not rank higher than from £20,000,000 to £25,000,000.
Articles of hardware are showing a great decrease of imports
and a considerable increase of exports.

Industrzal Products— Imports and Exports

Articles
1872. 1877.

imports. Exports Impoits Exports

Maiivifactuies of cotton
*, silk

1 , ,, wool ..

Yarns .

Leatliei
Glass and glass wares
Metal viares
Machinery, exclus of boileis
Rails
Musical instruments

Cwts
48,000
?

163.000
1,088,000
130.000
250.000

2,633,000
563 000
234.000

8,000

C^^ts
166,000
31.000

285.000
243.000
158.000
627.000

1.330.000
696.000

1.414.000
53.000

Cwts
45 000
16,000

114.000
892.000
160.000
150,000

1,121,000
'29,000

1

j
1,521,000

1 10,000

Cwts
216.000
33,000
238.000
334.000
166.000
832.000

2.530.000
801.000

4.497.000
69,100

The principal ports of import and export are Ham-
burg and Bremen, and in these places the annual amount
of shipping business has advanced step by step with the
general development of German trade. As to the total
value of goods entering Hamburg we have accurate sta-

tistics for several decades.

Imports of Hamhivrg.

Total Imports,
exclud Bullion

Total Imports,
exclud. Bullion

( 1846-50
Average. •< 1861-60

( 1861-70
1871
1872

Millions
£20-5
33 5
49 S
77 3
86-6

1873
1874
1876
1876
1877

Millions.

£85 3
84 3

85 T
85-2

88 8

The stagnation in the development of trade during the
period 1871-77 is obvious; and with Bremen the case is

the same. The following table states the total imports of
Bremen by sea and from the interior. The importation from
Germany or the Zollverein territory represents about one-
third of the total amount. Bremen trades principally with
the United States ; Hamburg more with England, South
America, (fee.

Imports of Bremen

Total Impoits Total Impoits

(
1847-51

Average, i 1857-61

(
1867-71
1871
1872

Millions

£5 3
11 1

17 1
23 3 1

24 8

1873
1874
1876
1876
1877

Millions

£26 5

24 9

21 9
22 1

22 1

Government.

The German empire is a union of 25 sovereign states,—4 kingdoms, 6 grand-duchies, 5 duchies, 7 principalities,

3 free towns. Alsace-Lorraine, ceded by France at the

peace concluded 10th May 1871, forms a twenty-sixth
constituent of the confederation, but it is administered
by the central authority. The supreme direction of the
military and political affairs of the empire has, by the vote

of the reichstag or diet of the North German confederation,

been vested in the king of Prussia, who accordingly bears
the title of German Emperor (Deutscher Kaiser).

The imperial dignity is hereditary in the line of Hohen-
zoUern, and follows the law of primogeniture. The emperor
exercises the imperial power in the name of the confederated
states. In his office he is assisted by a federal council or

bundesrath, which represents the Governments of the indi-

vidual states of Germany. The members of this council,

59 in number, are appointed for each session by the Govern-
ments of the individual states. The legislative functions

of the empire are vested in the emperor, the bundesrath,
and the reichstag or diet. The members of the latter, 397
in number, are elected for a space of three years by universal

suffrage. Vote is by ballot, and one member is elected by
(approximately) every 100,000 inhabitants.

As regards its legislative functions, the empire has
supreme and independent control in matters relating to

military affairs and the navy, to the imperial finances, to

German commerce, to posts and telegraphs, and also to rail-

ways, in so far as these affect the common defence of the

country. Bavaria and Wurtemherg, however, have preserved

their own postal and telegraphic administration. The legisla-

tive power of the empire also takes precedence of that of the

separate states in the regulation of matters affecting freedom
of migration (Freizugigkeit), domicile, settlement, and the

rights of German subjects generally, as well as in all that

rdates to banking, patents, protection of intellectual pro-

perty, navigation of rivers and canals, civil and criminal

legislation, judicial procedure, sanitary police, and control

of the press and of associations.

The executive power is in the emperor’s hands. He
represents the empire internationally, and can declare war
if defensive, and make peace as well as enter into treaties

with other nations; he also appoints and receives ambassa-

dors. For declaring offensive war the consent of the federal

council must be obtained. The separate states have the

privilege of sending ambassadors to the other courts; but

all consuls abroad are officials of the empire, and are named
by the emperor.

Both the federal council and the reichstag meet in annual
sessions convoked by the emperor who has the right of

proroguing and dissolving the diet
;
but the prorogation
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must not exceed 60 days, and in case of dissolution new
elections must be ordered within 60 days, and the new
session opened within 90 days All laws for the regu
lation of the empire must, in order to pass, receive the
votes of an absolute majority of the federal council and
the reichstag The subjoined table gives the number of

votes which the separate states have in the federal council

Each state may appoint as many members to the federal

council as it has votes The table also gives the number
of the deputies in the reichstag The official order of pre-

cedence of the 26 states is given in a former table (see

p 455), here they are arranged in the order of the number
of their inhabitants.

esentat%<m zn Federal Coaned and Feichstag

States of the Empire in order
of their Population

Population
lS7o

Votes in the
Fedeial
Council

Deputies in
the Reichs

tag

1 J^^nissia 25,742,4:04 17 236
2 "Bavaria 5,022,390 6 48
3 Saxony 2,760,586 4 23
4 Wiirtemberg 1,881,605 4 17
5 Alsace Lorraine 1,531,804

1,507,179
0 15

6 Baden 3 14
7 Hesse 884 218 3 9
8 Hecldenbiirg Schwenn 553,785 2 6
9 Hamburg 388,618 1 3

10 Biunswiek 327,493 2 3
11 Oldenburg 319; 314 1 8
12 Saxe Weimar 292,933 1 3
13 Anhalt 213;665 1 2
14 Saxe Meinmgen 194,494 1 2
15 Saxe Coburg Gotha 182,599 1 2
16 Saxe-Altenburg 145,844 1 1
17 Bremen 142,200 ! 1 1
18 Lippe
19 MeckLenhurg Strelitz

112,452
95,673

1
1

1
1

20 Reuas-Gera 92,375 1 1
21 Schwarzburg Eudol-

stadt 1 76,676 1 1

22 Schwarzburg Sonders-
hausen 1

67,480 1 1

23 Lubeck 56,912 1 1
24 Waldeck 54,743 1 1
25 Reuss Greiz : 46,985 1 1
26 Schaumburg Lippe 33,133 1 1

Total 42,727,360 58 397

The federal council is presided over by the chancellor
of the empire (Reichskanzler). Imperial measures, after
passing the federal council and the reichstag, must obtain
the sanction of the emperor in order to become law,
and must be countersigned, when promulgated, by the
chancellor of the empire All members of the federal
council are entitled to be present at the deliberations of the
reichstag The federal council, acting under the direction
of the chancellor of the empire, is also a supreme adminis-
trative and consultative board, and as such it has nine
standmg committees, viz —for army and fortresses, for
naval purposes , for tariffs, excise, and taxes

, for trade and
commerce, for railways, posts, and telegraphs, for civil
and criminal law,- for financial accounts, for foreign affairs,
and for Alsace Lorraine. Each committee includes repre
sentatives of at least four states of the empire.

For the several branches of administration a considerable
number of imperial offices have been gradually created
All of them, however, either are under the immediate
authority of the chancellor of the empire, or are separately
managed under his responsibility The most important are
the chancery office, the foreign office, and the general post
and telegraph office But the heads of these do not form a
cabinet

By the electoral law of 31st May 1869 every German
of twenty-one years of age is entitled to be an elector,
and every one who has completed his twenty-fifth year.
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and has resided tor a year in one of the federal states
is eligible for election The deputies are unsalaried, but
during the session they have the right of travelling free
by rail The following table shows the political composi
tion of the reichstag after the four elections from 1871 to
1878 —

Paities 1871 1874 1877 1878
j

Conservatives 50 21 40 61
1

Deutsche Reichs paitei (Liberal )

Conservatives) {

38 31 38 51

national Liberals 116 150 126 111
Fortschntts partei (Progressists) 44 49 33 25
Social Democrats 2 9 12 9
Centrum (Clerical) 57 94 96 99
Poles 13 ^ 13 14 14
Othei parties 62 30 38 27

Total 382 397 397 397

All the German states are constitutional, except Alsace-
Lorraine and the two grand duchies of Mecklenburg The
six larger states have adopted the two chamber system, but
in the composition of the houses great differences are
found. The following table gives analyses of the member-
ship for the sessions of 1878 As regards the lower house,
60,000 inhabitants elect one deputy in Prussia, 33,000 in
Bavaria, 35,000 in Saxony, 20,000 in Wurtemberg, 24,000m Baden, 18,000 in Hesse
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Members of Upper Ho^^ses
Royal princes of age, heads of the ) 64 53 36 10 22mediatized princely houses, &c

)

Higher clergy, Catholic and Protestant
Delegates of the nobility and rich

j
landowers

\

7

4 4 3 2 2

100 22 8 2

Representatives of nmversity chapters 11 3 2 1
Burgomasters of large towns
Members nominated by the king )

or pnnee for life
J

38 8

85 15 5 9 7 11

Total for Tipper Houses 302 72 48 29
**38

Members of Lower Mouses
General representation
Delegates of nobility and landowners

434 156
13 6

Representatives of large towns 35 7 22 10
Representatives of rural distncts 45 63 41 34
Higher clergy 1

9
Universities 1

Total for Lower Houses 434 166
j

80 93 63 50

The lesser states also have chambers of representatives
numbering from 12 members (in Beuss) to 46 members (in

Brunswick), and m most states the different classes, as well
as the cities and the rural districts, are separately repre-
sented The free towns have legislative assemblies,
numbering from 120 to 200 members In the so called
landtagen (diets) of Mecklenburg, which have but few pnvi-
leges, 684 ntterguter (allodial estates) are represented and
only 40 towns.

Finance

The most important expenses which the budget ot the
German empire has annually to meet are those of the cen-
tral administration, the army and navy, posts and telegraphs,
the high court of justice, the foreign office, and some
smaller items. For defraying these, all customs receipts
and the net amount of certain excise duties are paid into

GERMANY
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the imperial treasury (reichskasse). Of the excise duties

those on beet-root sugar, salt, and tobacco are common to

all the states ; but the imperial malt tax is not imposed
in Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Baden, or Alsace-Lorraine. The
three first-named states are likewise exempt from the im-
perial excise on spirits. Additional receipts are derived
from the duty on bill stamps, from posts and telegraphs
(excluding Bavaria and Wiirtemberg), from the railways in

Alsace-Lorraine, &c. These receipts are, however, insuM-
cient to meet the expenses of the administration, and for

that reason the separate states have to make contributions

to the revenues of the empire, varying in proportion to

their population. Bavaria, Baden, Wiirtemberg, and
Alsace-Lorraine pay proportionally higher direct contri-

butions, because they impose taxes on their own account
on malt and spirits ; so also do Bremen and Hamburg,
because they are situated outside the customs territory.

For the last few years the average contributions have
ranged from <£3,000,000 to <£4,000.000, but they are
increasing with the diminution of the funds available
from the French war indemnity These contributions

press heavily upon the minor states.

The imperial budget is voted every year by the reichstag.

The ordinary and extraordinary expenses for the financial

year ending March 31, 1879, were distributed as follows :

—

Ex'pcml iiitrc, 1878-79

.

Ordinary. Extraordinary
Imperial chancery £226,799 £116,516
Reichstag 16.100 1,500
Foreign oifLce 305,233 26,350
Army 16,125,914 1,368,927
Navy 1,205,526 1,729,008
Invalid fund 1,602,658
Military pensions 829,072
Civil pensions 48,686
Imperial judicatnre 40, 309 1,750
Imperial court of railway affairs 13,637 505,117
Posts and telegi'aphs ... 664,967
Imperial audit 22,626 500
Interest of debt of the empire 339,075
Mintage of imperial coins ... 1,135,000
Expenditure in. remission of war-taxes . . . 499, 766

Total 20,775,438 6,049,402

1, Customs, net.
2. Excise, net ..

Bevemce, 1878-79.

j

Beet-root sugar

,

Common duties,
-j
Salt ...

( Tobacco

j
Spirits

(
M '

. £2,368,336
, 1,699,009

47,075
.. 2,040, 07C

797,278

.£5,327,624
6.951,768

Special duties.
^ Malt

3. Contributions by territories outside the Zollverein... 237,050
4 Stamps 332,655
5. Posts and telegraphs (gross revenue £6,443,000), net 764,420
6- Railways in Alsace-Lorraine (gross £1,908,600), net... 567,800
7. Imperial printing-office, net 8,716
8. Imperial bank (share of profits) 100,500
9. Various revenues 381,509

10. Invalid fund 1,602,658
11. Interest of imperial funds 366,210

Total direct revenue 16,640,810

Extraordinary supply (loans, various funds) 5,826 753
Contributions of states to revenue 4,357,276

Total revenue to cover expenditure... 26,824,840

The direct contributions of the principal states of the
empire to the revenue for 1878-79 were as follows :

—

Prussia £2,074,730
Bavaria '984,137
Wiirtemberg 340,330
Baden 241,828

Saxony £228,786
Alsace-Lorraine 103,020
Hesse 71,125

f Mecklenburg 40,602

Customs Revenue,—The revenue from the customs duties
has increased but little since 1872. In that year it was
£5,534,000, and in 1873, £0,131,000 ;

but in 1877-78 it

was only £5,768,000. No export duties have been raised
in Germany for many years. On the other hand, all

imported goods were taxed till 1865, with very few excep-
tions. Since then free trade has been more in favour, and
a considerable reduction has taken place in the number
of taxed articles. There are still, however, according to
the official lists, about 148 articles on which custom duties
are levied under 43 divisions. Haw materials are duty
free. Four-fifths of the receipts (£4,323,000) are derived
from articles of consumption, coffee being the principal
item, after which come tobacco, wine, spirits, &c. The sub-
joined table shows the customs receipts, in round numbers,
from the following items in 1878 ;

—

Coffee £1,838,000
Tobacco 821,000
Wine and spii'its 517,000
Salt 259,000
Fruit 258,000

Herrings £108,000
Pork 103,000
Sugar and molasses 101,000
Rice 83,000
Miscellaneous 235,000

The preceding table shows great differences when com-
pared with the corresponding list for Britain. The con-
sumption of coffee is considerably larger,—Germany having
imported 2,128,000 cwts. in 1876, Great Britain only
1,361,000. The duty is at the same time much higher
than in England, where the revenue from coffee was only
£200,000. On the other hand, tea yields only £36,000
duty in Germany, but in England £3,700,000; wine and
spirits in Germany £517,00^0, in England £7,500,000;
tobacco, in Germany £821,000, in England £7,800,000.

The German customs tariff serves as a protective du ty for

several industrial products, although in general a free-trade
policy has prevailed in Germany during the last ten years.

In 1873 the duties on iron were abolished; still its im-
portation, owing to the stagnation of trade, has not increased.

The following is a statement of the produce of the duties

on specific manufactured articles in 1878 :

—

Textile fabrics £604, 000
Glass and earthenwares 50,000
Oil 147,000
Leather and leather-vrares 62, 000

Furniture, &c £23,000
Copper-wares 16,000
Iron-wares 10,000
Paper 12,500

In 1879, however, Germany has suddenly returned to

an extreme protective system. The present import duties

are much increased, and duties are imposed on many
articles hitherto duty free. The Government hopes to

make a gross revenue of about £8,000,000 by the new
customs.

Excise.—The excise duties on articles ofconsumption have
for the most part been considerably increased since 1872,
especially the duty on sugar. The tax on tobacco is, how-
ever, still trifling (in 1877, £47,000). Bavaria, Wtirtem-
berg, and Baden are exempt from the duties both on spirits

and on malt, Alsace-Lorraine from that on spirits.

Itccevpts from. Excise Duties.

Beetroot
Sugar Spirits. Salt. Malt.

£ £ £ £
iS72 1,726.000 1,631.000 1,644.000 601.000

1874 2.578,000 1,902.000 1.704.000 766,000

1877-7S 3,274.000 2.632,000 1.786,000 922.000

Funds ofthe Ehnjnre.—The extraordinary funds, from which very-

large sums appear annually in the budget, were created after the
French war. Fart of the indemnity was invested for fixed purposes.

The largest of these investments served for paying the pensions of

the invalided, and amounted originally to £28,000,000. Every
year not only the interest, but also part of the capital of this fund
is expended in paying these pensions. Another fund, of about

£5,200,000, serves for the construction and armament of fortresses;

a third for building new houses of parliament ; a fourth for the con-

struction of railways in Alsace-Lorraine. Further, the empire has
put aside £6,000,000 as a Beichs-Kriegs-Schatz, or imperial war
reserve fund, which is not laid out at interest, but exists in coined
gold and bullion at Spandau. The railways in Alsace-Lorraine are

also the property of the empire,—France having paid an allowance— 59
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to the Eastern Railway Companj of £13,000,000 for the railways

hiouglit under the control of Germany The following table shows

the state of the imperial funds at 1st March 1878 —
Invalid fund £27,870,700

Fund for aimameut of fortresses 6,516,800

Wai leseive fund 6,000,000

Pailiament House building fund 1,455,400

ItTvperutl Debts—The loans contracted by the hTorth German
Confldeiation foi the war with France have long since been paid

off The extraordinary expenditure of the empire was for several

yeais paid out of the French indemnity, but that resource is now
exhausted Accordingly, for defiaying the expenses of the army and

na%'y, the extension of the subteiranean telegraphs, &c ,
two new

loans had to be raised in 1877 and 1878, amounting to £8,760,800

There exists, besides, an unfunded debt The law allows the

imperial chancellor to effect an issue of bills of exchequer for shoit

terms to the extent of £7,500,000, and these are destined partly foi

the expenses of administration, and paitiy for the completion of the

monetary reform Since 1874 also a debt Dealing no interest has been

created in imperial treasury bills Reicfiscassenscheine), which are

to be substituted foi the papei currency issued by the separate states

At that date only four states—Lippe, Lubeck, Hamburg, andBremen
—had no paper currency Prussia had m 1872 only £3,000,000 of

papei currency, or 2s 6d a head, but in the minor states the

jiropoition was higher,— caching in Saxe Cobuig Gotha 10 3s a

head, m Anhalt 14s , in Mecklenburg Strelitz 24 7s ,
and in Schaum

buig Lippe the very high figure of 34 8s This incon's enience was
remedied by an imperial law, ordering the states to call in their

papei cuirency, and replacing it by the issue of imperial treasury

bills, amounting to £6,000,000 For many of the smaller states

this sudden withdrawal of their papei currency was too severe an
oideal Accordingly, to these a further sum was advanced for a
term of years in treasury bills , £8,338,000 was thus in circulation

on the 30th Septembei 1878
Ref07m of the Currency —The German empire adopted a gold

cuiiency by the law of the 4th December 1871 Subsequently tbe
old local coinages {LandesTnunisen) began to be called in and replaced
by new gold and silver coins The old gold coins, amounting to

£4,650,000, had been called in as early as 1873 ,
and the old sdvei

coins have also been successively put out of circulation, so that none
actually now remain as legal tenders but the thaler (8s ) Silver
cuiiency to the amount of £52,000,000 had been withdrawn up to

i

the 30th September 1878, and copper corns to £157,600 To replace
these theie weie coined up till the 30th Septembei 1878—^gold pieces,

£81,900,000, silver corns, £21,380,000, nickel and copper,
£2,237,800 The currency reform was at first facilitated by the
French indemnity, a great part of which was paid in gold But
latei on that metal became scarcer

,
the London gold prices ran

highei and higher, while silver declined The average rate per
ounce of standard silver in 1866-70 was 60ad , in January 1876 only
57id ,

in Julj 1876 as low as 49d It rose m January 187^7 to 57id ,

but again declined, and in September 1878 it was 50|d While,
therefore, the proportion of hke weights of fine gold and fine silver
m 1866-70 averaged 1 to 15 55, it was 1 to 17 79m 1876, and 1 to
17 18 lu 1877, and the difference again increased in 1878

Raiiking —A new banking law was promulgated for the whole
empire on the 14th March 1875 Before that date there existed 32
banks with the privilege of issuing notes, and on the 31st December
1872 £67,100,000 m all was m circulation, £25,100,000 of that
sum being uncovered The hanking law was designed to reduce
this circulation of notes , £19,250,000 was fixed as an aggregate
maximum of uncovered notes of the banks The private banks were
at the same time obliged to erect branch offices in Berlin or Frankfort
for the payment of their notes In consequence of this regulation
13 banks resigned the piivilege of issuing notes, so that at piesent
there are in Geimany but 19 note issuing banks of which 5bmongto
South Germany (Fiankfort included) The Imperial Bank (Beichs
bank) ranks far above the others in importance It took the
place of the Prussian Bank in 1876 and is under the superintendence
and management of the empiie, which shares in the profits Its
head office is m Berlin, and it is entitled to erect branch offices m
any part of the empue It has a capital of £6,000,000 m shares of
£160 The following table exhibits the position of the German
Beichsbank as compared with the other 18 banka at the 30th Sep-
tember 1878 —

Banka Notes in
Circulation Bullion Excess of

Notes

Reichsbank
18 private banks

Total

£
33,551,350
9,395,850

£
23,452,150
6,809,450

£
10,099,200
2,586,400

42,947.200 30,261,600 12,685,600

Sub]omed is a companson with the great banks of England, France,
and Austria at the same date —

Bankb
Notes in

Cii dilation
Bullion Excess of

Notes

Bank of England
Bank of France
German Reichsbank
Austrian National Bank

£
26.692.000
91.250.000
33.551.000
29.698.000

£
23.846.000
86.114.000
23 452,000

1

13,836,000

£
2,742 000
5,126,000

10 0Q9,000
15,862,000

Fv7ia7ices of the separate States —The budgets of the ditfeient

German states are so variously arranged that it is difficult to gioup
them on umfoim principles We extiact the following paiticulars
from the scheme published by Prof H Wagner in the Almanack
de Gotha for 1874 The expenses and receipts of tbe empiie and
those of the separate states are in the two tables taken togethei
The fiist table contains the net expenses for 1872-73, the charges
of collection being deducted —

I^et Eoepend^twi e of German StcuteSf %nclud%nq the Empire
1 Civil list and annuities to tbe piincely families £1,750,000
2 Diets 112 500
3 Ci\il service 20,200,000
4 Interest and management of the public debts 9,000,000
5 Army and navy 17,360,000

Total 48,422,500Total 48,422,500

Professor Wagner’s second table gives the principal items of
revenue —

Revenue GrlOSS
Revenue

Net
Revenue

I Revenuefrom public pt operty and establish £ £
ments managed by state

1 Cio-vm land, and state foiests 5 300 000
2 Inteiest on consolidated funds pioflts of issue

<&;c }
3 075 000

3 State lotteiies 375 000
4 Pioduce of public mines and salt woiks 1 445 000
5 Various state establishments 363 000
6 Post office, telegraph sexvice state railways

canals }
6 285 000

IT Taxes
1 Direct taxes
2 Excise

—

11 175 000 10 680 000

Spiiits and malt 4 865 000
Beetioot sugar 2 170 000 I

Salt 1 665 000 >8 800 000
Tobacco 96 500

1
Other articles of consumption 1 100 000 ;

3 Customs 6 075 000 5 500 000
4 Stamps of all kinds and fees 5 700 000 6 385 000
5 Tolls, tonnages Ac 450 000

Total — 47 648 000

In the absence of trustworthy statistics the local taxes have not
been taken into consideration in the above table These, however,
are veiy considerable in many cities in Germany, m consequence
of recent expenditure on schoolhouses, sewage-works, &c
A companson of tbe foregoing tables with the corresponding sta-

tistics loi the United Kingdom (1874) gives the following lesult

The payments on account of the national debt in Gieat Bntain
formed 42 2 per cent of the total expenditure after deducting the
charges of collection

, m Germany only 18 14 per cent The aimj
and navy in England absorb 39 3 per cent of the expenditure (or

68 0 per cent after deducting the charges of debt), in German} 35 6

per cent (or 43 7) The expenses of the national debt in England
aie about 17s a head, in Germany about 5s The expenses of the

army and navy m England aie about 16s a head, m German} 9s

The public property xn domains and forests is greater in Germany
than in any other state of Europe, the area of the state forests being
no less than 17,600 square miles Many of the sraallei states defia}

more than one half of their expenditure by the revenue from domains
and forests From this source Germany is able to meet nearly one

fifth of her expendituie (17 3 per cent ), whereas m England only

0 6 per cent is thus obtained On the other hand, the expenses in-

curred by Germany for the civil lists and for annuitif^s to the princely

families are very considerable Germany pays 3 6 pei cent of the

national income to her princes. Great Bntain only 1 04 per cent

In the mmor states the pnneely households absorb 10 to 12 per cent

of the expenditure The proceeds of establishments managed
by the state cover 17 5 per cent of the whole expenditure m
Germany, but only 2 5 in England The proportion of direct

to indirect taxes is in England as 17 to 83, in Germany as 31 to

69 But on the whole the English are taxed twice as heavily as

the Germans The gross revenue m England was, in 1874, 42s a

head, m Germany 16 2s ,
of these sums 13 2s came, in England,

from customs duties, and 13 3s from excise on spirits and malt

(apart from the customs duties), while in Germany the correspondmg
figures were only 3s and 2 4s
A considerable part of the public debt of the separate states was
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laid off by tliem after the wai In 1873 the total amount of all

debts of the Geiman states was only about £171,000,000 In this

sum was included £9,500,000 of cunency The greater part of this
liability h is been incuired for pioductive purposes, particularly for
the constiuction of railways The railway debts (which are not
directly chaiged on the population) were in 1873 about £96,500,000
Since then some states have gone on reducing then debts still

further
,

Piussia, for example, has done so by more than
£11,000,000 Others again, such as Bavaiia, Saxony, Wuitemberg,
and Baden have contiacted new loans for constructing railways, or,

as Saxony, for purchasing them The entire debt of all the Ger-
man states, including the imperial debt, at 31st December 1877, may
be estimated at £220,000,000, of which sum, however, more than
£140,000,000 consists of railway debt The average sum per head
will accordingly be £5, wheieas in Gieat Britain it is £23 to £24
When the railway debts are deducted the piopoition is less than £2
a head m Germany

Aemy an’d Navy

By the constitution of 16th April 1871 every German
IS liable to service (wehrpflichtig), and no substitution is

allowed (ait 57) Every German capable of bearmg
arms (wehrfahig) has to serve in the standing army for

seven years—as a rule from the end of the twentieth till

the commencement of the twenty eighth year of his age
Three of these seven years he must spend in active service,

and the remainder in the reserve, after quitting the latter

lie forms part of the landwehr for five years more—the full

time of military service thus being twelve years The
strength of the army on a peace footing (fnedensfuss) was
fixed in the army bill of 1874: at 401,659 (or say 1 per
cent of the population at the census of 1871) for a term of

seven yeais ending the 31st December 1881 The number
of recruits levied annually is 145,000 men All young men
who reach a certain fixed standard of higher school training,

however, are obliged to serve only for one year m the active

army, and these are not included in the effective strength of

the army on a peace footing Collaterally with the army
there has existed since 1875 the landsturm, to which all men
liable to service and capable of bearing arms, between the
ages of seventeen and forty-two, belong, if they are neither
in the line, the reserve, the landwehr, nor the marine The
landsturm is only called to arms in the event of a hostile

invasion of the imperial territory being threatened or
effected

By the articles of the constitution the whole of the land
forces of the empire form a united army in war and peace
under the orders of the emperor The sovereigns of the
chief states are entitled to nominate the lowei grades of
officers, and the king of Bavaria has reserved to himself the
special privilege of superintending the general administration
of the two Bavarian corps d’arm6e

,
but all appointments are

made subject to the emperor’s approval The 64th article

of the constitution enacts that all German troops are bound
to obey unconditionally the orders of the emperor, and
to take the oath of allegiance accordingly The emperor
is empowered to erect fortresses in any part of the
empire.

Orgamzatzon of the, Army —The impenal army consists of 18
army corps, viz

,
the Prussian gaide du coips, 13 Prussian corps

(including the troops of the minor states in military convention with
Prussia—jSTos 1 to 11 being Prussian, while Nos 14 and 15 are
the Baden and Alsace Loriaine corps respectively), the Saxon corps
(No 12), the Wurtemberg corps (No 13), and the 2 Bavarian corps.
One army “inspection” compiises from 3 to 4 eoips Generally
1 ainiy corps consists of 2 divisions, each of which includes 1 horse
and 2 foot biigades As a rule the infautry brigade consists of 2
infantry regiments and 2 landwehr regiments, the cavalry brigade
of from 2 to 3 cavalry regiments An infantry regiment consists of
3 battalions of 4 companies each

,
a cavaliy regiment has 5 squad-

ions There aie many exceptions, however, to these rules, e g , the
garde du-corps and the Saxon corps d’armee consist each of 1
cavalry and 2 infantiy divisions, the 11th contains 3 divisions, &c
Some divisions also are stronger than others Altogether the Ger-
man army numbers 40 divisions, of which 6 are infantr;^ , 3 cavalry

and 31 both combined Theie aie m all 74 infantry and 38 caaaliv
brigades, and 148 inlantry and 93 cavalry regiments

Besides the troops above named, each army corjis geneially
includes (a) 1 jagei oi light battalion (the Bavaiian armj has ho\v-
ever, 10 of them), (&) 1 field artillery brigade, (c) 1 foot artillery
regiment

, (d) 1 engineer battalion
,

(c) 1 train battalion The garde-
du-corps has, in addition, two railway battalions, 1 instiuction in-
fantry battalion (Lehrbataillon) &c The several field artillei’j

biigades are not uniformly constituted, but ni 12 of the 18 aimy
corps the brigade consists of 2 aitilleij regiments One of these
with 8 batteries IS attached to the division, while the othei remains
under the orders of the corps commandei This latter consists of
2 sections (Ahtheilungen) of 3 batteries each, and a mounted division
of 3 hattenes Each battery has as a rule 4 guns A foot aitilleiy
regiment has 2 battalions of 4 companies each There are in all

36 field artilleiy regiments with 301 batteries and 1206 guns, and
13 foot aitillery regiments In war time several coips are combined
as “armies, the entiie military foiee consisting then of the field

or battle army, the reserve or supplementary troops (Ersatztiujipen),
and the garrisc n troops (Besatzungstruppen)
The following tables exhibit the stiength of the German armj on

a peace footing and on a wai footing respectively
Theie are other 25,975 men who aie not included m the latter

sum total but whose cost is defrayed by aimy giants They include
4653 ph}-sicians, 838 veterinary smgeons, 1600 paymasters, Ac Nor
does the table take account of the tioops of the field resell e and of
the landsturm, regarding the organization of whicli no details have
been published , the former, which is drawn from the landwehi, is

estimated at 250,000 men It is calculated that Germany maj put
in arms at any given time two millions and a half of aimed men
without having recouise to the last reserves The maximum strength
of the army in the war with Erancewas 1,350,787 men and 263,753
horses

St7 ength of the Imperial A? my

Peace Footing Officeis
Rank, and

File
Hoi ses

1 Staff 1 987 4
2 Infantiy 7CS battalions

—

Infantiy 148 legiments oi 444 battalions 8 740 25o 6"9
Jagei (light infantiy) 26 battalions 534 14 454
Depots of landwehi 293 battalions 348 4C33

8 Cavaliy 93 icgiments, 465 sqaadions 2 357 64 709 62 591
4 Artillery

—

Field aitilleij 301 battenes 1629 30 73o 14 845
Foit aitillery 29 battalions 683 15 16"

5 Engineers 20 battalions 394 10 324
6 Tiain, 18 battalions 200 4 998 2 45^
7 Specif troops 311 958

Total 17 183 401 659 79 893

"VI ai Footing OfiBceis
Rank and

File.
Hoi ses

a held Army
Staff.. 863 5 1"0 5 070
Infantry 443 battalions 10190 4o5 620 17 90S
Jagei 26 battalions 572 26 G76 1 046
Cavaliy 372 squadions 2144 59 814 65 60S
Aitilleiy 300 battenes 1800 guns 2 286 78 120

1 77 43‘>

Engineers 54 companies 655 20 917 ' 9 64"
Tiam 295 columns 484 38 451 46 017
Administration department 216 2 826

,

10,864

Total field aimy 17 310 687 594 1 233 ^92

5 Reseive
staff 375 1 836 322
Infantrj 148 battalions 2 812 179 524 1036
Jager 26 companies 104 8 008 26
Cavaliy 93 squadions 465 23 994 10 "16
Artilleiy 71 battenes 426 guns 340 13 261 5 50"
Engineeis 20 companies 90 4 950 20
Tiain, 37 companies 240 11 523 3 90=.

Total iesei\e 4 426 243 OJ oO 5S0

c Gar t zson Troops
Adimnisti ation 850 10 000 1 S50
Infantry 293 landwehr battalions 6,424 250 244

!!
2 044

Jagei 26 landwehi companies 104 6 500
:

26
Cavalry, 144 squadions 828 22 768 2d 380
Aitillery 64 battenes 324 gans 1 370 54 S52 8 114
Engineers 48 companies 531 8 538

Total gainson troops 10107 I
853 102 37 414

Grand total 31843
'

1 2S3 791 301 5d6

Fortresses—Since the Franco German war the foi tress

system has been entirely remodelled A number ot old and
useless fortresses have been dismantled , several new ones

have been erected along the sea coast, and most of those

flanking tne land fiontiers liave been enlarged The
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empire is divided into nine fortress districts, each includ- I

ing a certain number of fortified places. The Baltic coast >

fortresses are Mem el, Pillau, Dantzic (first-class fortress),

Colberg, Swinemilnde, Stralsund, Traverniinde, Kiel,

Friedrichsort, Sonderburg-Dlippel. On the North Sea

are Wilhelmshaven and the fortresses by which the mouths

of the Elbe, Weser, and Ems are guarded. The eastern

frontier is protected by the first-class fortresses of Konigs-

berg, Dantzic, Thorn, and Posen; and by the secondary

ones of Marienburg and Dirschau on the Vistula, and of

Glogau on the Oder, which are especially intended for the

protection of the railways. For the southern frontier there

exist only the fortresses of Neisse, Glatz, and Konigstein

on the Elbe. The old inland fortresses have been abol-

ished, except the first-class ones of Kiistrin, !Magdeburg,

Spandau, and {for railway protection) Torgau on the Elbe.

Ulm and Ingolstadt on the Danube, both first-class

fortresses, are also maintained. On the western frontier

Strasburg and Metz have been fortified by a wide range of

outer fortifications, and there is besides an outer line of

smaller fortified places, consisting of New Breisach, Bitsch,

Saarlouis, and Thionville. A second line runs along the

Rhine, where there are large fortresses serving as encamp-
ments at Rastadt, Mainz, Coblentz, and Cologne, and smaller

ones for the protection of the Rhine bridges at Germers-
heim, Ehrenbreifcstein opposite Coblentz, Dlisseldorf, and
Wesel. The empire thus possesses 16 fortified places of

the first class serving as camps, and 27 other fortresses.

2^avy.—The German navy is but of recent origin. In
1 84S the German people urged the construction of a fleet.

Money was collected, and a few men-of-war were fitted out

;

but these were subsequently sold, the German bundestag
(federal council) not being in sympathy with the aspirations
of the nation. Prussia, however, began laying the founda-
tions of a small navy. To meet the difficulty arising from
the want of good harbours in the Baltic, a small extent of
territory near Jahde Bay was bought from Oldenburg in

1854, for the purpose of establishing a war-port there* Its
construction is now practically completed, although at
enormous expense, and it was opened for ships by the em-
peror in June 1869 under the name of Wilhelmshaven.
In 1864 Prussia, by annexing Holstein, obtained possession
of the excellent port of Kiel, which has since been strongly
fortified. From the time of the formation of the North
German confederation the navy has belonged to the common
federal interest. Since 1st October 1867 all its ships have
carried the samefiag,—^black, white, red, with the Prussian
eagle and the iron cross.

From 1848 to 1868 the increase of the navy was slow.
In 1851 it consisted of 51 ships with 188 guns (among
which there were, however, 36 small gunboats of 2 guns
each), and with 1180 hands in all. In 1868 it consisted of
89 vessels of 563 guns, among which number there were
2 ironclads, and 43 other steamers. Since then a definite
plan for the development of the navy has been set on foot,
and great activity has been displayed in fitting out ships
and in augmenting the personnel.

The following table shows the increase that has occurred in the
navy budget since 1868:

—

Ordinary
II

Ex,tra-
ordinary. Oldinary. Extra-

ordinary

1868
1869
1870
1871

1

1872
1873

£
351.000
385.000

1

470,000
539.000
666 000

1 688,000

£
394.000
897.000 !

630.000
1

660.000 1

685.000
1

730.000

1874
1875
1876
1877
1S7S-79

1

£
692.000
902.000

1.053.000
1.083.000
1.205.000

£
1.976.000
454.000
2:58,000

1,428 000
1.729.000

® personnel of the navy consisted in 1878 of 965 otficers and
^ There are 2 sailors divisions (Matrosendivisionen) of

79 officers and 6029 seamen and boys, a ship-boys department

(Abtheilung) of 400 hands, 2 dockyard divisions (Werftdivisionen)

with 148 officers and 1718 men, and 1 battalion of marines with
1035 men. The sailors and marines are levied by conscription from
among the seafaring population, which is on this account exempt
from service in the army. The total sea-going population of Ger-
many is estimated at 80,000, 48,000 of whom serve in the mer-
chant marine at home, and about 6000 in foreign service. Great
inducements to enter the navy are held out to able seamen. The
following table gives the state of the navy in August 1878 :

—

Slaps Number. Guns. Tonnage Hov‘?c-Power

Armour-clad ships

—

3,400 to 5,900Frigates 7 85 3.500 to 8,000
Corvettes 3 20 2,400 to 5,000 3,000 to 5.600
Floating "batteries 7 12 780 to 1,200 700 to 1,200

NonL-annour-clacl ships

—

Floating hatteiy 1 23 3,300 3.000

Decked coi*vettes 11 166 1,700 to 2,800 1.500 to 4,800
Corvettes 7 62 1,000 to 1,600 800 to 2.400

Despatch vessels 5 e 330 to 1,500 350 to 3,000
Gunboats 12 30 600 to 1,200 600 to 1,100
Torpedo ships 11 ... 24 to 900 80 to 2,300

Transport steameis .... 2 ... 425 320
Sailing vessels 4 28 2,800

Total 70 432 91,500 110,000

Religion.

In the official census it has been usual to return the

religious creed of the inhabitants, though a few states, such

as Prussia and Hamburg, omitted this particular in 1875.

Official estimates indeed have been made of the religious

profession of the people in these states for 1875 also, but

only the census of 1867 and that of 1871 can be accurately

compared. The number of persons styling themselves of

IK) religion, or refusing to state their religion, is very small.

The following table gives the results of the three last enu-

merations :

—

Creeds.
1867

Census.
1871

Census.

1875.
Partly

estimated.

Protestants 24.921.000
14.564.000

11 r, 000
499.000

1

6,000

25,581,623
14.867,600

82,156
512,160

176
16,980

26,718,823
15,371,227

100,608
520,575

1

16,127

Roman Catholics . ...

Dissenters
Jews
Other creeds
Religion not stated..

Total 40.107,000 41,060,695 42,727,360

Almost two-thirds of the population belong to the Evan-

gelical Church, and rather more than a third to the Church
of Rome. The dissenters are very inferior in numbers,

amounting to only about 100,000 souls, but the Jewish ele-

ment, represented by half a million (IJ per cent.), is more
considerable than in any other state of West, North, or

South Europe. The following table gives the proportion

of Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in every 1000 inhabi-

tants :

—

Hate to 1000 Inhabitants

Protestants. Catholics. Jews.
"

1867 621 86S 12-4

1871 623 362 12'5

1875 626 360 12-2

The Protestants have increased in number by 0*4 per

cent, of the population since 1867* This increase, however,

must not be attributed to conversions, but rather to the

greater increase of population in the Protestant provinces of

Germany as compared with the Catholic ones ;
though at the

same time the official returns of Prussia prove that conver-

sion to the rival communion is much more frequent with

Catholics than with Protestants. Three states in Germany
have a decidedly predominant Catholic population, viZ"»
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Alsace-Lorraine, Bavaria, and Baden
;
and in four states the

Protestant element prevails, but with 23 to 33 per cent,

of Catholics, viz., Prussia, Wurtemberg, Hesse, and Olden-
burg. In Saxony and eighteen minor states the Catholics
number only from *1 to 3*3 cent, of the population.

The following table gives the respective numbers of Pro-
testants and Catholics according to the census of 1871 :

—

States. Piotestants
Roman

Catholics

Rate p
of Popi

Plot

ei 1000
xlation

Oath

Alsace-Loiidine
Bavaria

.

Baden
Prussia
Wuitemberg
Hebse
Oldenburg
Saxony and minoi states

Total .. . .

270,699
1,342,592
491,008

16,041,215
1,248,860
585,399
240,962

5,360,888

1,235,097
3,464,364
942,560

8,268,309
553,542
238,080
71,027
94,621

176
276
336
650
687
686
766
978

797
712
645
335
304
279
226
17

25,581,623 14,867,600 623
i

362

From the above figures little can be inferred as to the
geographical distribution of the two confessions. On this

point it must be borne in mind that the population of the
larger towns, on account of the greater mobility of the
population since the introduction of railways and the
abolition of restrictions upon free settlement, has become
more mixed,—Berlin, Leipsic, Hamburg, &c., showing pro-
portionally more Catholics, and Cologne, Frankfort, Munich,
&c., more Protestants than formerly. Otherwise the geo-
graphical limits of the confessions have been but little

altered since the Thirty Years’ War. In the mixed terri-

tories those places which formerly belonged to Catholic
princes are Catholic still, and mce mrsa. Hence a religious

map of South Germany looks like an historical map of
the 17th century. The number of localities where the
two confessions exist side by side is small. Generally
speaking. South Germany is predominantly Catholic. Some
districts along the Danube (province of Bavaria, Upper
Palatinate, Swabia), in southern Wurtemberg and Baden,
and in Alsace-Lorraine are entirely so. These territories

are bordered by a broad stretch of country on the north,
where Protestantism has maintained its hold since the time
of the Heformation, including Baireuth or eastern Upper
Franconia, Middle Franconia, the northern half of Wurtem-
ber^ and Baden, with Hesse and the Palatinate. Here the
average proportion of Protestants to Catholics is two to one.

The basin of the Main is again Catholic from Bamberg to

Aschaffenburg (western Upper Franconia and Lower
Franconia). In Prussia the western and south-eastern
provinces are mostly Catholic, especially the Bhiue pro-
vince, together with the government districts of Munster
and Arnsberg. The territoiies of the former principality
of Cleves and of the countship of Mark (comprising very
nearly the basin of the Ruhr), which went to Branden-
burg in 1609, must, however, be excepted. North of
Munster, Catholicism is still prevalent in the territory of
the former bishopric of Osnabruck. In the east. East
Prussia (Ermland excepted) is purely Protestant. Catholi-
cism was predominant a hundred years ago in all the frontier
provinces acquired by Prussia in the days of Frederick
the Great, but since then the German immigrants have
widely propagated the Protestant faith in these districts.

A prevailingly Catholic population is still found in the
district of Oppeln (89 per cent.) and the countship of
Glatz, in the province of Posen (64 per cent.), in the Polish-
speaking “ circles’^ of West Prussia, and in Ermland (East
Prussia). In all the remaining territory the Catholic creed
is professed only in the Eichsfeld on che southern border
of the province of Hanover, and around Hildesheim.

469
Fiotastant Church,—The adherents of Protestantism aie

divided by their confessions into Reformed and Lutheran.
To unite these the “ chuich union ” has been introduced
iu several Protestant states, as for example in Prussia and
Nassau in 1817, in the Palatinate in 1818, and in Baden m
1822. Since 1817 the distinction has accordingly been
ignored in Prussia, and Christians are there enumerated
only as Evangelical or Catholic. The union, however,
has not remained wholly unopposed,—a section of the more
rigid Lutherans who separated themselves from the state
church being now known as Old Lutherans. In 1866
Prussia annexed Hanover and Schleswig-Holstein, where
the Protestants were Lutherans, and Hesse, tv here the
Reformed Church had the preponderance. The inhabitants
of these countries opposed the introduction of the union,
but could not prevent their being subordinated to the
Prussian oberkirchenrath (high church-council), the supreme
court of the state church. Subsequently the oEficial returns
have been thus classified

1875

() Members of the Evangelical State Ghiiicli 16,636,990
United . . 13,266,620
Lutherans 2,906,250
Refoimed . 466,120

() Separatist Lutheians (Old L.) 40,630
(c) Separatist Reformed . 35,080

The separatists are thus not numbeied among dissenters
A synodal constitution for the Evangelical State Church
was introduced in Prussia in 1875. The oberkirchenrath
retains the right of supreme management. The ecclesistical

affairs of the separate provinces aie directed by consistorial

boards. The parishes (jpfarre%erC) are grouped into dioceses
(sprengel)^ presided over by superintendents, who are
subordinate to the superintendent-general of the province.
Prussia has sixteen snperintendents-general. The ecclesi-

astical administration is similarly regulated in the other
countries of the Protestant creed. Regarding the number
of churches and chapels Germany has no exact statistics,

but in 1867 it was estimated that there were 12,959
places of worship in Prussia.

Roman CathoUc Church,—There are six archbishoprics
within the German empire :—Breslau (where the archbishop
has the title of prince-bishop), Gnesen-Posen, Cologne, Frei-
burg (Baden), Munich-Freising, and Bamberg. The eighteen
bishoprics are—Ermland (see at Erauenburg, East Prussia),

Kulm (see at Pelplin, West Prussia), Fulda, Hildesheim,
Osnabruck, Paderborn, Munster, Limburg, Treves, Metz,
Strasburg, Spiies, Wurzbuig, Ratisbon, Passau, Eichstadt,
Augsburg, Rottenburg (Wurtemberg). An apostolic vicari-

ate exists in Dresden. In recent years numerous convents,
especially in Prussia, have been suppressed. The order of

the Jesuits is interdicted in Germany.
Old Catholzcs,—After the infallibility of the pope had

been proclaimed as a dogma by the Vatican council in 1871,
several communities as well as individuals declared their

secession from the Roman Church. They are called Old
Catholics, and they have selected a bishop who has been
acknowledged by most of the states. At the 1st of January
1877 the denomination had 121 congregations with 56
clergymen and 16,557 adult male adherents, so that we
may fairly estimate the total number of Old Catholics at a

little more than 50,000.
The number of Greek Catholics was 2660 in 1871.
Dissenters,—There is no uniformity in the state returns

of the several denominations, and detailed statements are

wanting for Wurtemberg, Alsace-Lorraine, and eight of the

lesser states. In the sixteen remaining states there were in

1875 21,000 Mennonites (particularly in East and West
Prussia and the Palatinate), 10,451 Baptists, 3000 Irving-

ites, 4000 Herrnhuter (Moravian brethren), and 1600
members of the Church of England. The Mennonites had

GERMANY
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increased from 14,000 in 1871. Besides tliese there were

about 6800 German Catholics, 3600 Freethinkers, and more
than twenty-five sects represented by from 100 to 500
members.

Jews.—It is in the towns that the Jewish element is

chiefly to be found. They belong principally to the mercan-

tile class, and are to a very large extent dealers in money.
Within the last thirty years their wealth has grown to an

extraordinary degree. They are increasingly numerous in

Hamburg, Berlin, Frankfort, Breslau, Konigsberg, and
Furth. Though still, in fact at least, if not also by law,

excluded from many public offices, especially from com-
mands in the army, they nevertheless are very powerful in

Germany, the press being for the most part in their hands.

Some towns of the Marienwerder and Posen districts con-

tain from 20 to 30 per cent, of Jews. By far the greater

number are found among the Slavs in the east ;
in the west

they appear chiefly in Hesse, Baden, and Alsace.

Languages.

The German-speaking nations in their various branches
and dialects are found to extend in a compact mass
along the shores of the Baltic and of the North Sea, from
Memel m the east to a point between Gravelmes and
Calais near the Straits of Dover. On this northern line

the Germans come in contact with the Danes who inhabit
the northern parts of Schleswig within the limits of the
German empire. A line from opposite Sonderburg in the
isle of Alsen to Tondern in the west will nearly form the
boundary between the two idioms. The German-French
frontier traverses Belgium from west to east, touching the
towns of St Omer, Courtrai, and Maastricht. NearEupen,
south of Aix-la-Chapelle, it turns southward, and near Arlon
south-east as far as the crest of the Yosges mountains, which
it follows up to Belfort, traversing there the watershed of

the Bhine and the Doubs. In the Swiss territory the
line of demarcation passes through Biel, Freiburg, Saanen,
Leuk, and Monte Rosa. In the south the Germans come
into contact with Rhaeto-Romans and Italians, the former
inhabiting the valley of the Yorder-Rhein and the Engadine,
while the latter have settled on the southern slopes of the
Alps, and are continually advancing up the valley of the
Adige. Carinthia and Styria are inhabited by German
people, except the valley of the Drave towards Klagenfurt.
Their eastern neighbours there are first the Magyars,then the
northern Slavs and the Poles. The whole eastern frontier
is very much broken, and cannot be described in a few
words. Besides detached German colonies in Hungary, the
western parts of that country are held by Germans. The
river March is the frontier north of the Danube from Pres-
burg as far as Brunn, to the north of which the German
regions begin near Olmutz,—^the interior of Bohemia and
Moravia being occupied by Czechs and Moravians. In
the Prussian provinces of Silesia and Posen the eastern
parts are mixed territories, the German language progress-
ing slowly among the Poles. In Bromberg and Thorn,
in the valley of the Yistula, German is prevalent. In
West Prussia some parts of the interior, and in East
Prussia a small region along the Russian frontier, are
occupied by Poles (Kassubians in West Prussia, Masurians
in East Prussia). The German tongue is also fast invad-
ing the Lithuanian territory, and in a short time no
people speaking that idiom will be found to the left of
the river MemeL The total number of German-speaking
people, within the boundaries wherein they constitute the
compact mass of the population, may be estimated, if the
Dutch and the Flemings be included, at 56 millions.

The geographical limits of the German language thus do
not quite coincide with the German frontiers. The empire

contains about 3J millions of persons who do not make
use of German in eveiyday life, not counting the 290 000
resident foreigners. The non-German languages have their
representatives only in Prussia, Saxony, and Alsace-Lorraine.
No census since 1861 has given the statistics of the dif-

ferent languages spoken in the first mentioned country, and
in regard to Alsace-Lorraine also, the figures are based upon
estimates only. The following table gives the results of
semi-official estimates for 1875 •

—

Languages Pei sons Pi oportion to 1000
Persons

German 39,100,000 921
Polish .

.

2,600,000
)

Wendic 140,000
^ 66

Czecb 50,000
Lithuanian . 150,000 4
Danish 150,000 4
French

.

250,000 6

Total—Natives 42,440,000
Foreigners 290,000

From this it will be obseived that the Poles form a considerable
part of the population,—about 60 ’1 percent, m the district of
Oppeln, 69 3 m Posen, 49 6 in Bromberg, 37-8 in Marienwerder,
27 3 m Dantzic, 21 9 m Gumbinnen, 17 1 in Konigsberg, and 4 3
in Breslau. The Wends, who inhabit Lusatia, are decreasing in
number,—m the Saxou district there were 52,097 in 1871, and
in 1875 only 50,737. The Lithuanians are likewise diminishing
on the eastern border of East Prussia. Czechs are found only in
Silesia on the confines oi Bohemia. The French axe lepresented
in Lorraine and Upper Alsace, and on the Belgian frontier.

Education.

In point of intellectual culture Germany ranks high.

Much is done by the Government for the promotion both
of primary and of secondary education ; there are no exact

statistics, however, of the educational establishments, or

of the expenditure incurred in connexion with them. In
regard to the latter the sums which figure in the Government
budgets are not the only contributions which must be con
sidered

;
for in most of the states the several local com

munities provide from their own resources for primary in-

struction and for many of the higher schools, while many
of the superior institutes have funds of their own not

included in the budget. School instruction is obligatoly
on the whole people, but in many districts there is still

a scarcity of teachers and some want of efficient control

The total number of primary schools is estimated at 60,000,
and that of pupils at 6,500,000, or 150 pupils to every

1000 inhabitants. Some provinces exhibit a larger pro-

portion
; in Saxony, Thuringia, Brunswick, Rhineland, and

Westphalia there are from 165 to 175 pupils to every 1000
inhabitants. In Bavaria, Posen, East and West Prussia,

Brandenburg, on the other hand, there are only from 120
to 130. A good criterion of the school ipstruction is to be

found in the statistics of the annual levies of recruits. The
following table shows the number of recruits during the

years 1876-78 who were unable to read and write :

—

NuTnl)er of levied Recruits
able to write and lead

Number of levied Recruits un-
able to wiite and lead

In German
Language.

In otliei Lan-
guages only Numbei. Rate to 10,000

Reel nits

1876-76

1876-

77

1877-

78

130,176
130,939
134,189

6,368
6,283
6,292

3,311
2,975
2,476

237
212
173

It will he seen from the above that the number of illiterate

recruits has considerably decreased during the last three

years. The figures given compare very favourably with

those of other European countries. In 1872 the number
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of illiterates was 4: *6 per cent, in the army, and 2-3 in the

navy, the corresponding numbers in Prance being 23 and

14 per cent. In England 23 per cent, of the marines

could neither read nor write in 1865, 4 percent, could only

read, and 37 per cent, could write but imperfectly. In
Austria only 28 per cent, of the recruits could write, and in

Russia scarcely 10 per cent, had any school education. But
the provinces of Germany differ much from one another in

this respect. Education is very inferior in the eastern Polish

districts. During the three years from 1875-78 in the

districts of Posen, Bromberg, and Oppeln there were in all

10*7, 9*24, 8*02 per cent, of illiterates among the recruits,

in the provinces of West and East Prussia 8*77, 8*66, 7*80.

After these the rate takes a long leap to 3*18, 3*17, 1 94
in Alsace-Lorraine and the Palatinate. In 1877—78 there

was no considerable district in Germany which sent so many
as 1 per cent, of illiterates. The most satisfactory state of

matters is to be found in Saxony, Thuringia, Baden, and
Wurtemberg, and especially in the last two. Wurtemberg
had only one recruit among 6000 that was unable to read.

The census in Prussia in 1871 proves primary school

instruction to be much better among the Protestants than
among the Catholics, as will be seen in the following

table :

—

Eliterates of 10 Tears
and under.

Males Females

Peicentage of coi respond-
ing Population

Males Fern Total

Protestants . 390,117 693,400 4 9 8 3 6 7
Catholics . 464,765 685,535 11 3 16 4 13 2
Jews . 7,976 15,648 4 9 9 4 7 2
Others . 996 1,851 37 61 5*2

j

Total
I

863,843 1,396,434 7*1 11*1 9 2

Unremitting attention is being paid to the improvement
of primary schools {volJcsscJiuleT^^ although many of the
eastern districts are still destitute of these in the rural

localities. Not long ago the position of teachers of primary
schools was very unsatisfactory

;
and the supply of masters

was unequal to the demand. In recent years much has been
done in all the states to effect a reform on thisstate of matters.
In 1875 there were 170 seminaries in Germany for the
training of schoolmasters. But this number is insufficient,

for it may be estimated that 5000 to 6000 new appointments
are required annually, if one master is not to have charge of

more than 60 children. Saxony has the greatest number
of institutions of this kind (15). Within the last few
years many municipalities have begun to found schools

of a somewhat higher rank for the lower classes of the
town population, called middle schools.

There are four different kinds of schools for the higher
branches of education. The gymnasia supply preparatory
training for the universities, the foremost place in the course
of instruction being assigned to the classical languages

;

but French, English, and mathematics are also taught,

and some attention is given to natural science, history, and
geography. Their constitution dates back to very remote
times, and but few and slight alterations have been made
in their schemes of study since the beginning of the present
century. Officials, judges, clergymen, teachers, and physi-
cians for the most part receive their early education at the
gymnasia. In 1878 there were 360 gymnasia in Germany,
or 1 for every 600 square miles and every 117,000 in
habitants. Central Germany has the largest proportion,
1 for every 75,000 inhabitants. To these must be added
the progymnasia, about 90 in number. The same studies
are prosecuted in these, but the highest classes of a gym-
nasium are wanting. Of more recent growth is the system
of reaZschulen^ where Latin is the only ancient language

taught, the other branches being modern languages, espe-
cially French and English, mathematics and natural philo-
sophy, geography, and modern history. These schools
have long enjoyed great popularity. They aie classified

as of the first and of the second order. In the former a
pupil remains generally for nine or ten years, as in the
gymnasia

;
and those who pass the highest examination are

allowed to enter the universities, but only to study the
modern languages, mathematics, and natural sciences. In
1878 there were 129 lealschulen of the first order, mainly
in Saxony, Rhineland, Berlin, and Hanover. The real-

schulen of the second order prepare pupils for those pro-
fessions which do not require a university course. On the
average a pupil leaves school in the seventeenth year of
his age. Besides these institutions, which are increasing
every year, there is a considerable number of technical

schools (gewerbeschulen). Their purpose is purely in-

dustrial; drawing, mechanics, mathematics, physics, and
chemistry are among the subjects of instruction, languages
being excluded. There are, moreover, schools of commerce,
navigation, and agriculture in different towns. The
military law relating to the one year's volunteers has had
an important influence on the a'^tendance at all these institu-

tions. In 1879 there were 878 schools with the privilege

of furnishing pass certificates to such volunteers; of these

360 were gymnasia, 129 were realschulen, and about 40
were private schools. Exact and uniform statistics of the
higher schools do not as yet exist. Many of the last-men
tioned institutions are maintained partly or entirely at the
expense of the municipalities, and by far the greater number
are denominational, Protestant ones prevailing. The follow-

ing table shows the number of Prussian schools in 1875
maintained severally by the Government, by the munici-
palities, and by other funds :

—

Denomination.

Numhei of Middle Schools m Prussia maintained by
j

Government Municipalities. Private Fimds.

Protestant

,

100 199 16
Mixed 18 38
Catholic 43 31 2
Jewish •• 2

Total . 161 268 20

Universities and Higher Techmcal Schools—Germany
owes its large number of universities, and its widely diffused
higher education to its former subdivision into many separ-

ate states. Only a few of the universities date their existence
from the present century

;
the majority of them are very

much older. Each of the larger provinces, except Posen,
has at least one university, the entire number at present
being 21. All have four faculties except Munster, which
has no faculties of law and medicine. As regards theo-

logy, Bonn, Breslau, and Tubingen have both a Protestant
and a Catholic faculty; Freiburg, Munich, Munster, and
Wurzburg are exclusively Catholic ; and all the rest are

Protestant. The following table gives the names of the 21
universities, the dates of their respective foundations, the
number ot their professors and other teachers, and of the

students attending their lectures during the summer session

1878, arranged according to the numbers in attendance ;
—

^

^ Th.e teaching staff was classilGled as follows ordinary professors

957, extraordinary professors 403, honorary professors 41, private
teachers (pnvat-docenten) 438, language and exercise masters 39 The
following table gives the number of the students m the diffeient

faculties for 1878 :

—

1 Students of Protestant theology . 1,738
3 ,, Boman Catholic theology . 689
3 „ law, politics, and forestry .. 5,156
4 „ medicine, surgery, and pharmacy ... 3,727
5 „ philosophy, philology, histoiy, geography, mathematics,

and natuial science .... . ...... . 7,237
6 TJnmatncuIated students (chiefly at Beilin} . . .... 2,2S5
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Universities.
Dates of
1 ounda-

tion

Number of
Professoi s

and Teachers.

Number of
Students.

1. Berlin, Prussia
j

1810 215 4,331

2. Leipsic, Saxony
I

1409 160 2,948

3. Munich, Bavaria
|

1826 136 1,396

4. Breslau, Prussia (170*2) 1 1811 106 1,250

5. Tubingen, Wurtemberg 1477 88 1,144

6. Bonn,"Prussia 1818 100 1,098

7. Gottingen, Prussia 1737 120 1,009

8. Wurzburg, Bavaria 1402 66 960

9. Halle, Prussia 1697 107 944

10. Heidelberg, Baden 1386 110 808

11. Strasburg, Alsace-Lorraine 1872 90 736

12. Konigsberg, Prussia
1

1544 89 671

13. Jena, Thuringian states 1558 78 570

14. Greifswald, Prussia 1456 61 534

15. Marburg, Prussia 1527 71 458

16. Freiburg, Badeu 1457 57 454

17. Erlangen, Bavaria 1743 64 415

18. Giessen, Hes&e 1607 55 347

19. Munster, Prussia 1780 30 332

20. Kiel, Prussia 1665 69 264
21. Rostock, Mecklenburg 1419 41 157

Total
1

1,913 20,826

A number of teclinical high schools rank along with the

universities ;
they all took their rise in the course of the

present century, and usually bear the name of Polytechni-

cum. To the number of these belong the academies of

industry (founded 1821) and of architecture (1798) in

Berlin, and the polytechnica at Hanover, Brunswick, Aix-

la-Ohapelle, Darmstadt, Carlsruhe, Stuttgart, Munich, and
Dresden.
Among the remaining higher technical schools may be

mentioned the mining academies of Freiberg in Saxony,

of Berlin, and of Clausthal in the Harz, and the academies

of forestry at Neustadt-Eberswalde, Miinden on the Weser,
Tharand near Dresden, and Hohenheim near Stuttgart, and
at Brunswick, Eisenach, Giessen, and Carlsruhe. Schools of

agriculture have also been attached to several universities,

the most important being at Berlin, Halle, Gottingen,

Konigsberg, Jena, Poppelsdorf near Bonn, Munich, and
Leipsic.

Libraries.—^Mental culture and a general diffusion of

knowledge are extensively promoted by means of numerous
public libraries established in the capitals, the university

towns, and other places. The most celebrated public

libraries are those of Berlin (800,000 volumes), Munich
(800,000 volumes and 22,000 manuscripts), Gottingen,

Dresden, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Strasburg, Frankfort-on-the-

Maiu, Breslau, Gotha, and Wolfenbiittel.

Societies.—^There are also numerous societies and unions,
some being of an exclusively scientific character, and others
being designed for the popular diffusion of useful knowledge.
The academies of science in Berlin, Munich, Gottingen, and
Leipsic are Government institutions. Ample provision is

made for scientific collections of all kinds in almost all

places of any importance, either at the public expense or
through private munificence.

Ohser^vatories.—These have in recent years been consider-
ably augmented. There are 22 observatories in the empire,
viz., at Altona, Berlin, Bonn, Bothkamp in Schleswig,
Breslau, Dantzic, DtLsseldorf, Gotha, Gbttiugen, Hamburg,
Kiel, Konigsberg, Leipsic, Llibeck, Mannheim, Marburg,
Munich, Potsdam, Schwerin, Spires, Strasburg, and Wil-
helmshavem
Booh Trade.—This branch of industry, from the important

position it has gradually acquired since the time of the
Reformation, is to be regarded as at once a cause and a
result of the mental culture of Germany. Leipsic is the
centre of the trade. The number of booksellers in Germany
was not less than 5196 in 1878, among whom were 1546

publishers. The following table will show the recent pro-
gress of German literary production, and its proportion to
that of other European states :

—

Numbei of Published Woiks.

Germany. France. Gt. Biitain. Italy

1868 10,563 11,267 4,439 4,084
1870 10,058 8,831 6,082 4,318
1872 11,127 10,659 4,812 6,429
1877 13,925
1878 13,912

Newspapers.—While in England a few important news*
papers have an immense circulation, the newspapers of

Germany are much more numerous, but individually com-
mand a far more limited sale. Leaving out of account
insignificant local papers, Germany in 1878 possessed 600
newspapers published daily, or two to three times a
week ;

of these only 90 were published in South Germany.
Berlin alone produces 44 newspapers. Most readers re-

ceive their newspapers through the post-office or at their

clubs, which may help to explain the smaller number of

copies sold. Only 50 of the 600 daily new^spapers print

more than 10,000 copies, and only 20 more than 20,000.
Fine Arts.—There are many academies which have for

their object the promotion of a taste for painting, sculpture,

architecture, and music, and the improvement of the tech-

nique of art. The largest academy is now that of Berlin.

The three schools of painting [malersclmden) are repre-

sented by the academies of Berlin, Munich, and Dusseldorf.

Other academies for painting are to be found in Dresden,
Carlsruhe, Weimar, and Konigsberg. The chief musical
academy is at Leipsic. Numerous museums of art and col-

lections of pictures exist in the country, but there is no
concentration of these as in London or Paris. Although
the collections in Berlin have of late years been considerably

enriched, they do not equal in their number of celebrated

originals the galleries of Dresden, Munich, and Cassel. An
archaeological institute is maintained bythe imperial Govern-
ment at Rome and at Athens, and recently Germany has

done much for the advancement of archaeology by the part

she has taken in the excavations at Olympia.

Bihliography.

Maps.—The topographical maps of Prussia and of some North
German states (scale 1:100,000) are not yet quite completed. The
South German states have for the greater part finished their topo-

graphical maps, scale 1:50,000. Other good special maps, though
not quite completed, are—the maps of Central Europe by Reymann
(1:200,000) and by Liebenow (1:300,000), and of Germany hy
Stieler (1:750,000) and by Ravenstein (1:800,000).

Physical Geography.—There is still wanting a sufficiently detailed

work on the physical geography of Germany as a whole, although
there are some excellent descriptions of the separate provinces.

For general information we may mention—Cotta, JDeutschlan(V

s

Boden, 2 vols., 1853; Daniel, Deutschland, 1878; Kutzen, D(^
deutsche Land ; Yon Klbden, Geographisches HaTiidbuch, voL li.,

1875; Neumann, Das deutsche Reich, 2 vols., 1874; Peschel and

Andree, Atlas der deutschen Reiches, 2 parts, 1876-78.
Statistics.—Since the year 1871 there has heen established in

Berlin an imperial office for statistics which does excellent work.

Most of the figures in the foregoing article have been derived from

these official returns. Prom 1871 to 1878 the same office has pub-

Imhed 30 volumes in 4to, under the title of Statistih des de'Lctschcn

Reiches und Monatshefte der StatistiJc des deutschen Reiches.^ But

the returns do not give statistics under all the heads in which the

separate states collect them. Much valuable geo^aphical, ^statis-

tical, and topographical information is given in Neumann’s Das
deutsche Reich. The most recent summaries are to be found year

by year in the AlTnanach de Gotha.
Topography.—Rudolph’s Vollstdndiges Ortslesdcon von Deutsch-

land, 2 vols. 1870, is exact and very ample. The separate states

have published lists of all places (towns, villages, hamlets, farms),

according to the census of 1871. Das Reichs-Postgebiet, issued by the
General Post-Office, 1878, containing about 7000 places, exclusive

of 'Wurtemberg and Bavaria, forms an excellent topographical

and statistical handbook. (H. WA.)
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\

The people whom we call -•the Germans,” and who '

call themselves “die Deutschen,” are a branch of the

Teutonic race, which, again, belongs to the great Aryan
family. At what time the Teutons broke away from their

Aryan kinsfolk we have no means of knowing. In the

Ith century B.C., when they are first mentioned, they

were settled along the shores of the Baltic Sea; but

long before that time the race must have scattered itself

far and wide over the countries now known as Scandinavia

and Germany, and the Scandinavians and the Germans
were gradually marked off from each other by important

differences in language, in customs, and in institutions.

At the time of Tacitus, whose Germania is our chief

authority as to the condition of ancient Germany, central

Europe was in the possession of a large number of German
tribes. These tribes did not call themselves by a common
name. The word “ German” is of Celtic origin, meaning, ac-

cording to some philologers, “ shouters,” according to others,

“ neighbours.” It seems to have been applied by the Gauls

in the first instance to a particular German tribe with which

they were in conflict, and afterwards to the whole people.

The word “ Deutsch ” (Goth., Thiuda, the people) does not

occur till the 9th century, and was not used in the sense

now given to it for some time later. Although without a

common name, the ancient Germans believed that they had
a common origin, all of them regarding as their forefather

Mannus, the &st man, the son of the god Tuisco. Mannus
was supposed to have had three sons, from whom had
sprung the IstsBvones, the lugsevones, and the Herminones.

These groups were without political significance, but they

seem to have marked real distinctions. The Istaevones

were the tribes with whom the Romans were brought most

into contact, occupying, as they did, both banks of the Rhine.

The lands held by those of them on the left bank were

divided by the Romans into “Germania Superior” and
“ Germania Inferior,” the chief tribe of the latter being the

Ubii, who had an important settlement on the site of what
is now Cologne. On the right bank, from the Lippe to the

Ruhr, were the Usipetes and Tencteri, and to the north of

them the Sicambri and the Bructeri
;
the land now called

Hesse appears to have been inhabited by the Chatti. On
the island formed by the Meuse and an arm of the Rhine
were the Batavi. The second great group, the Ingaevones,

among whom were the Frisii, the Chauci, and the Cherusci,

were settled along the shores of the North Sea, and inland

along the banks of the Weser and the Ems. The
Herminones were much more numerous than either of the

two other groups; they held the greater part of central and
eastern Germany, reaching as far as the Vistula and the

Carpathians. Most prominent among them were the Suevi,

a great confederation of tribes which included the Mar-
comanni, the dwellers in what is now Bohemia, and the

Semnones, who held what is now Lusatiaand Brandenburg.

Other Herminones were the Hermunduri, in and around the

Thuriugian forest
;
the Lombards, at the mouth of the Elbe

;

the Vandals, at the upper parts of the same river; the

Heruli, to the west of the Vistula ;
and the Quadi, in what

is now Moravia.

The ancient Germans were a tall and vigorous race, with
long fair hair and what Tacitus calls “ fiercely blue eyes.”

They wore mantles of fur or of coarse woollen stuff, thrown
over the shoulders and fastened by a thorn or a pin.

Their dwellings were wooden huts of slight construction,

the inner walls of which they roughly coloured, and in

which cattle were sometimes accommodated with the family.

War and the chase were the favourite occupations of the
men

;
and when engaged neither in fighting nor in hunting

they often lay idly by the hearth, leaving peaceful work to
women and to males incapable of bearing arms. They liked
social gatherings, but after a time conversation usually gave
place to drunkenness, quarrelling, or excessive gambling.
Although violent and cruel in moments of excitement, they
were rarely treacherous, and in the ordinary intercourse of
life they appear to have been kindly and considerate. They
cherished the memory of illustrious ancestors, and listened

often and with delight to songs celebrating their famous
deeds.

The bulk of the people were freemen, who alone exercised Social re*

political rights. They inherited their position, and the sign la-tious.

of their dignity was that they always carried arms. A
limited class of freemen were nobles, whose sole privilege

seems to have been that they v/ere more respected on account
of their birth than their neighbours, and more easily acquired

a leading place in public life. Each freeman had slaves, who
were chiefly prisoners of war and their offspring, and persons
condemned to slavery for crime. They had no legal rights

as against their owners, but in practice they were well
treated. The Liti, composed mostly of freedmen, stood
between freemen and slaves. A freeman necessarily either

possessed land or was a member of a family that did ; the
Liti could only hold land of a superior with whom they
shared the produce. If any one killed a noble, a free-

man, or one of the Liti, he had to pay to the relatives a
fine called afterwards the wergeld, and the amount was
determined by the class to which the murdered man be-

longed.

Great importance was attributed to family relations.

Instead of the bridegroom looking for a dowry, he was
expected to present his bride with a valuable gift which
should remain her property throughout life. The wife was
completely subject to her husband, and if she proved un-

faithful, custom allowed him to cut off her hair and to whip
her through the village in which she lived; but this punish-

ment had seldom to be inflicted, the German women being
famous for their chastity. They were treated as friends by
their husbands, who had a high respect for their judgment,
and whom they often accompanied in distant expeditions.

The children, over whom the fatherhadabsolute control, were
hardily trained, boys being early taught the use of weapons,
and girls devoting themselves to domestic duties. Relatives

were held in great esteem, and, when the head of a house-

hold died, it was considered their duty to guard the interests

of his family.

Many freemen lived apart from all others with their Political

families and dependants, but the majority were grouped oonsti-

in villages. The land around a village—its “mark”— ^i^tion.

originally belonged to the community, and was periodically

divided among the inhabitants. About the beginning of

the Christian era, however, the arable land was mostly in

the i)ossession of individual freemen, the forests and waste

places being almost the only common property. A number
of villages made a hundred, and the “ gau,” if the word
existed so early, may have been a higher division, although

it was more probably the name for the whole land of the

tribe. Each village had its chief, elected by the freemen,

but the important chiefs were the heads of the hundreds

and the head of the tribe, whom the freemen also appointed.

Some tribes had kings, but their power had no other source

than that of other chiefs, nor was it more extensive
;
their

only distinction was that they v?ere chosen from particular

noble families supposed to have sprung from the gods.

X. — 6o
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The chiefs of the hundreds and of the tribes had the

right of gathering around them bands of followers
;
and

they never failed to exercise it, vying with each other in

the number and quality of the young men whom they

attracted to their service. These young men were generally

eager for active duty, and if the tribe was at peace an

adventurous chief would often give them an opportunity of

distinguishing themselves by taking part in the wars of

other communities. They swore to be faithful to him, and

he in return supplied them with horses, with armour, and

with food. The authority of the chief was extremely

limited, the constitution of ancient German society being

essentially democratic. Every village, hundred, and tribe

had its periodical assembly, and these assemblies were

attended by all freemen, no one of whom had higher rights

than his fellows. Before the meeting of the assembly of

the tribe, the king or other supreme chief would consult

with the chiefs of the hundreds, who formed his council;

but the final decision rested with the freemen, whom they

could influence only by persuasion. At this assembly

the chiefs were elected
;
and in its presence freemen clad

their sons in the armour w^hich indicated that they had
attained the rights of citizenship. It declared war and
made peace, permitted the chiefs with their follow'ers to

undertake war-like expeditions, and settled all disputed

cases of justice.

Amy. The army was not a distinct institution
;

it was made up
of the whole body of freemen, all of whom were liable at

any moment to be called to service. Each had a long
shield and spear, the cavalry having no other armour. The
infantry were provided also with missile weapons, of which
they made dexterous use, and occasionally wielded clubs and
battle-axes. The men of each hundred kept together in

war, and were commanded by their chief, the supreme i

command being undertaken by the head of the tribe, or

entrusted to a herzog” appointed by the army. In the
event of several tribes uniting, a herzog was chosen by the
chiefs of the allied communities. The Germans rushed
upon their enemies with fury, shouting or chanting as they
did so, and adding to the noise by putting their shields to

their mouths. To throw away the shield in panic was
perhaps the worst crime of a German j and most persons
guilty of it committed suicide in an agony of remorse and
shame.

iteiigion. The religion of the ancient Germans w^as essentially the
same as that of their Scandinavian kinsmen, but our sources
of information respecting it are few and imperfect. The
highest place among the gods was held by Wuotan or
Wodan, the Scandinavian Odin. The Romans identified
him with ]Mercury, and the mediaeval German writers, in
referring to him, follow their example. He was the god
of the air and of the sky, and was looked upon as the giver
of the fruits of the earth. He delighted in battle and in
the chase, and was represented as an imposing figure in a
large white mantle, riding upon a white horse. Along with
him the Germans worshipped Donar, the Scandinavian
Thor, to whom Tacitus seems to refer in speaking of
Hercules as a German divinity. He was the god of
thunder and of the weather, and was armed with a hammer
or thunderbolt. In later times the Germans supposed him
to be Jupiter. He presided over marriage, and controlled
the operations of agriculture ; and to him were sacred the
oak and the mountain ash, the bear and the ram. Another
great divinity was Ziu or Tiu, the Scandinavian Tyr, the
god of war, whom Tacitus speaks of as Mars, and whose
symbol was the sword. Tacitus says that a powerful
goddess called Herthus was worshipped on the shores of the
Baltic

y
he also mentions Isis as a goddess of the Suevic

tribes Both names evidently refer to the same divinity.

On the coasts her symbol was a ship; inland, it was a

waggon ;
in some districts she was represented with the

plough. Like Donar, she presided over marriage
;
she also

watched over the house and the fields, was the giver and
protector of children, and ruled the world of the dead. At
a later time she was known to the Saxons as Eria or Erigg,

to the Franks as Holda, to the Bavarians as Perchta,—the

first name indicating her freedom of manner, the second her

kindness, the third her splendour. In the Scandinavian

mythology Frigg is the wife of Odin ;
and to this day, it

IS said, the peasants in certain parts of Low Germany
speak of Fru Fricke, the wife of the wild hunter Wod.
The mythology of the Germans, like that of the Scandi-

navians, included the three sisters of fate, two of whom
were fair and good, the third dark and evil. Beneath
the gods were giants, elves, and dwarfs. After death,

it was believed, good men were received into Wallialla :

and by good men were meant warriors wJio never shrank
in battle—above all, warriors who died fighting. The
Germans were profoundly influenced by their religious

faith, and both in daily life and on special occasions

attended scrupulously to the duties and precautions it was
supposed to involve. Each god and goddess had his and
her own festival, and their images were preserved in sacred

groves. Sacrifices were offered to them, and their will was
discovered by means of lots, the neighing of vdld horses,

and the flight of birds. Priests, without dominating the

whole of life, exercised considerable influence, especially

when the freemen met in public assembly, and when they

were advancing against an enemy.

Roman Period,

The Oimbri and the Teutones, who appear to ha\e
wandered from the northern coasts of Germany, w^ere the

first German tribes •with whom the Romans came into con-

tact. In rather less than half a century after their final

defeat by Marius, Ariovistus, a bold and powerful Suevic

chief, crossed into Gaul with his followers to aid I lie

Sequani against the ZEdui. The latter were defeated, ancl^

in reward for his services, he received from the Sequani a

third of their best lands. It soon became obvious that his

friendship w^as dangerous, and in 58 B.c. his terrified allies

appealed for aid to the new proconsul, Julius Csesar, w^ho

had just inflicted a crushing defeat on the Helvetii. When
Csesar sent to him proposing a personal interview, the bar-

barian haughtily answered that he himself had better come,

which Caesar quickly did. And the issue was that the army
of Ariovistus -v^^as utterly beaten, and that he escaped v;iLh

difficulty, severely wounded, across the Rhine, and soon

afterwards died. Caesar crossed the Rhine twice, but left

no permanent mark of his invasions. He thoroughly sub-

dued the Germans on the left bank, and from this time

the whole people began to be powerfully affected by their

mighty neighbours, many of them taking service in the

Roman army.
The first serious attempt to conquer Germany was made

by Augustus, who, after he rose to supreme power, wanted
occupation for his legions. He began by conquering

Rhaetia and Noricum, Celtic countries along the southern

borders of Germany, extending northwards through what
is now German Austria and Bavaria to the Danube.
Drusus, who, with Tiberius, executed this conquest in the

summer of 15 B.c., was then entrusted with the task of sub-

duing Germany. Deciding to reach the interior of the

country by means of the sea and the northern rivers, he
cut a canal between the Yssel and the Rhine

;
and for the

protection of Gaul he built no fewer than fifty forts along

the latter river. Many of the tribes were at enmity with

one another, and in his first expedition in 12 b.c. he was
able to form an alliance with the Frisii against the Chauci
and the BructerL In three different expeditions in the
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immediately following years he found other nath'e allies,

and with their help mastered so many positions that the

conquest of the whole country must have seemed quite

certain. After the death of Drusus in 9 b.c., Tiberius

conquered the Tencteri and Usipetes
;
and at a later time

he not only subdued the Sicambri, but settled 40,000 of

them at the mouth of the Rhine, where they lived under
Roman rule. A good many of the Istsevones were now
overcome, while others entered into a more or less com-
pulsory alliance with Rome

;
and it is probable that, if

great generals had represented the empire, Germany would
soon have shared the fate of Gaul. Quinctilius Varus,

who, in 6 a.d., was placed at the head of the Roman troops

in Germany, lost all the advantages gained hy his prede-

cessors. He had held office in Syria, where he had ruled

with great harshness
;
and fancying that he might act in

the same way towards the fierce tribes of the north, he
roused among them a hitter hatred of the Romans. They

Ar- found in Arminius, a son of the chief of the Cherusci,

minius. a leader of extraordinary bravery and resource. He had
been a Roman soldier, and had so distinguished himself

—

perhaps in wars against his countrymen— that he was made
a citizen and knight. He formed the design of freeing his

people, and soon came to a secret understanding with in-

fluential Cheruscan and other chiefs. In the year 9, in

the month of September, Varus, vrho had been told that a
northern tribe w^as in revolt, was led at the head of his

legions into the Teutoburg Forest. Here the Germans
were lying in wait for him

;
and everything was in their

favour, the narrow defiles having caused disorder among
the troops, and the ground having been made muddy by
heavy rains. The battle which ensued lasted three days,

during which the Romans were altogether destroyed, and
Varus, in despair, killed himself by falling upon his sword.

The despairing cry of Augustus— Varus, Varus, give

me back my legions !
’’—testifies to the consternation which

this defeat caused at Rome, where it was expected that

the barbarians would take a terrible revenge for the

wrongs they supposed themselves to have suffered. The
Germans, however, were too much occupied with internal

disputes to think of any enterprise beyond their own
country ’ and in the year 14, after Tiberius had become
emperor, Rome again assumed the offensive. Germanicus,

the son of Drusus, crossed the Rhine, and defeated the

MarsL He returned in the year 15, when he was joined

by the Chauci and other tribes, who fought for Mm as

zealously as his own soldiers. Thusuelda, the wife of

Arminius, fell into the hands of Germanicus, and was sent

as a prisoner to Rome. This intensified the hostility of

the young chief, who now exerted to the utmost his vast

influence to stir up against the invaders his tribe and its

allies. The Teutoburg Forest was again selected as the

scene of an attack ;
and although Arminius was not vic-

torious, he so far injured his enemy that Germanicus was

forced to retreat. The struggle was resumed in the year

16, when Germanicus gained two victories. He gained

them, however, at so great a cost that he and his army had
to take refuge in their ships, the greater number of which

were lost in a storm.

Ho sooner had the Romans been driven off than Arminius

had to protect his people against an internal danger.

Maro- Maroboduus, the chief of the Marcomanni, a man of great
bodutts. ambition, had by treachery or by open fighting made him-

self master of several neighbouring tribes. Arminius began

to fear his designs, and after the defeat of Varus warned

him of his peril by sending him the Roman general’s head.

When Germanicus finally left the country, Arminius de-

clared war against Maroboduus, broke up his kingdom, and

drove him from Germany. It is possible that Arminius

himself may afterwards have wished to found a great state.

I

At any rate, a number of chiefs combined against him, and
ill the year 21, at the age of thirty-seven, he was killed.

I
Although the Romans did not again attempt on a large

scale the conquest of German}^, they acquired great influ-

ence throughout the country, and they gradually obtained
considerable possessions to the east of the Rhine and to the
south of the Main. Among the tribes whom they forced
to become their allies were the Frisians and the Batavians
and in the year 69 a formidable conspiracy against them
was headed by a Batavian chief, Claudius Civilis, who, like Claudius
Arminius, had been a Roman soldier. Having been em- Civilis.

bittered by ill-usage from the emperor Hero, he stirred up
his countrymen, and he found a large number of allies on
both banks of the Rhine. He struggled valiantly for a
time, supported by the mysterious utterances of Velleda,
a prophetess w’-ho lived in a tower in the land of the
Brucfceri, and excited popular enthusiasm on behalf of the
enemy of Rome. At last he was overcome by the Roman
general Cerealis, and the Batavians were thenceforth com-
pelled to send recruits to the Roman army.

About a Imiidred years after this time the relations of the

Romans and the Germans began to be reversed, the latter

being the aggressors. In the Marcomannic war Marcus
Aurelius opposed for thirteen years a vast host of Germans
who sought to push southward into Roman territory. Mean-
while the Romans had profoundly influenced large parts

of the country. They built many fortresses along their

frontier, and some of these were connected by a great wall,

of which there are still remnants in southern Germany.
Around the fortresses grew up towms, which became the Roman
centres of civilization over pretty wide districts. In towns ic

RhEetia, which reached from the Lake of Constance along
^

the Danube as far as the Inn, there were important settle-

ments at Augsburg and Regensburg (Ratisbon); Horicum,

which stretched far to the east of Rh^etia, possessed,

among other towns, Vienna, Salzburg, and Weis. Germania

Superior and Germania Inferior, on the left bank of tlie

Rhine, included Strasburg, Mainz (Mayence), TTorms,

Cologne, and Bonn. In the province of Belgium, which

was at least partly German, was the great city of Treves,

one of the most splendid in the Roman empire, and often

the residence of the emperors.

Confederations of Tribes.

The experience of the Germans in contending with the

Romans taught them the necessity of some measure of

union
;
and from the third century we hear no longer of the

individual tribes which had before been famous, but of

groups or confederations, each forming, for purposes of

attack and defence, a single state. The Goths were one of

the most important of these groups. They included many
of the tribes in the eastern and north-eastern parts of

Germany, such as the Vandals, the Burgundians, and the

Heriili. Hext to them, in the order in which they api^ear

ill history, were the Alemaniii, a confederation made up of

several Suevic tribes. They held the Rhine country in the

neighbourhood of the Mi-in, and were continually pushing

southwards and eastwards in the hope of securing Roman

lands and towns. To the north of them, on both banks of

the Rhine as far as the sea, were the Franks ;
and to the

east of the Franks, the Frisians and Saxons. The Thur-

ingiaus, descendants of the Hermnaduri, inhabited the

Thuringian Forest and the surrounding country.

The Goths were the first of these confederations to found Migra-

a great kingdom ;
in the Ith century their lands stretched tions.

from the Baltic to the Black Sea. This vast state was

broken up by the Huns, who poured in immense hordes

from the Asiatic steppes into Europe. Urged forward by

so tremendous a force, the Burgundians, the Vandals, and

many of the Suevi wandered westwards early in the 5th
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century in searcTi of new homes ;
and the Burgundians soon

conquered from the Romans the whole of the valley of the

Rhone, in which they thenceforth settled. The Vandals

and the Suevi went on to Spain, the latter remaining there,

but the former crossing over to Africa, where they main-

tained an independent kingdom for upwards of a century.

Meanwhile, in a portion of Rhsetia a new confederation

had been forming itself, the Bavarians, who were probably

in part descendants of the Marcomanni and also included

some of the bands which had been driven v/estwards by the

Huns. When the latter had settled themselves in the

Gothic lands, the East Goths continued subject to them

:

but the West Goths crossed the Danube into Roman terri-

tory, and afterwards, under their bold chief Alaric, pene-

trated into Italy and seized Rome itself. In the 5th century

they conquered the southern part of Gaul, and nearly the

whole of Spain, shutting up the Suevi, who had preceded

them, in the small part of the peninsula which now forms

Portugal. In the great battle with Attila, in which the

destinies of civilization were decided, they fought by the

side of the Romans
;
and it was chiefly owing to their

valour that he was forced to retreat. After his fall and
the consequent disruption of his kingdom, Odoacer, the

chief of the Heruli, became lord of Italy, and his authority

was recognized beyond the Alps as far as Bavaria. Theo-
doric, the East Gocli, displaced him

;
and to Theodoric, too,

the Bavarians yielded some kind of submission. None of

the German kings who planted themselves on Roman soil

displayed higher statesmanship than tliis great sovereign

;

but his kingdom was built on too narrow foundations, and
after his death soon gave way. The Lombards, who suc-

ceeded the East Goths in Italy, were not so brilliantly

successful, but their power was more enduring.

Changes While these migrations were going on, great changes took
in Ger- place in the mother country. The Slavs, the last of the
many. Aryan family to enter Europe, and at that time a listless

and indolent race, having been stirred up by the terrific

onslaughts of the Huns, had followed the general impulse
towards the west. Finding many German lands vacant,
they took possession of them

;
and so numerous were their

incursions that in the 5th century the Elbe and the Saale
became the eastern boundaries of Germany, Within
Germany itself the confederations had greatly extended
their lands. The Alemanui held both banks of the Rhine
at the points where it is joined by the Moselle and the
Main, and reached far into what is now Switzerland. The
Thuringians had pushed down as far as the Danube, and
penetrated northwards and westwards along the Elbe and
towards the Weser. The basins of the Elbe and the Weser
were in the hands of the Saxons, and the Bavarians steadily
advanced in and around the valley of the Inn.

Pranks. More important than any of these groups were the
Franks, whose destiny it was to found the German and the
French kingdoms. They were remarkable for the compara-
tively friendly terms on which they lived with the Romans,
in whose armies many of them served, and by whose side
they fought the Alemanni, the West Goths, and the Bur-
gundians. This alliance did not, however, prevent them
from enriching themselves, whenever they had an oppor-
tunity, at the expense of the Romans, who were repeatedly
compelled to turn against them and drive them back. The
Franks who lived to the east and the west of the Rhine
were called Ripuarians

;
those at the mouth of the Rhine

and along the western shores of the North Sea were known
as Saliaus,-—^both of them names whose origin is still uncer-
tain. One consequence of the relation of the Franks to the
Romans was that the kingly authority soon became higher

Salic among them than among other Germans. The Salic code,
oode. which probably belongs to the middle of the 5th century,

shows us the kSalian king as in all respects the centre of

[history.

his state. He was not then elected, but inherited his rights

;

and the only nobility which existed was that belonging to

his oflScers and followers. The state was divided into

gaus,” presided over by grafs or counts, whose duty was to

administer the laws emanating from him, and to execute

the sentences of his tribunal. There were still, however,

popular assemblies, without whose sanction the king could

not undertake any national enterprise.

Early Mediaeval Period.

The first Salian king of whom we know anything is Early

Chlodio, who reigned about the middle of the 5th century, Frankish

and whose kingdom reached to the Somme. His successor,

Merwig, or Merovseus, who gave his name to the first great

Frankish dynasty, fought beside the Romans and the West
Goths against Attila. Childeric I., the son of Merovseus,

offended his people, and appears to have fled from them and
taken refuge for a time among the Thuringians. During
his absence the Salians placed themselves under the Roman
commander-in-chief, .^gidiiis, not as the representative of

Rome, but as a personal ruler in whom they had confidence.

His representative governed so badly that they were glad

to welcome Childeric back. In a great battle Childeric

overcame iEgidius, and made himself master of Cologne
and Treves

;
but afterwards he was reconciled to the

Romans, and before his death he ruled in their name
in Paris. When he died in 481, his son and successor,

Chlodwig (Clovis) was a boy of fifteen, but a boy of high chlod-

spirit, daring and aggressive. From him, in 486, came, in wig.

the battle of Soissons, the blow which made an end of

Roman rule in Gaul. In a few years he conquered the

greater part of the country, and many of his warriors

scattered themselves over it, seizing much of its most fruit-

ful land. He turned also against men of his own race.

The Alemanni having made war on the Ripuarian Franks,

the latter appealed for help to Chlodwig, who gladly re-

sponded to their summons, and defeated the invaders in the

battle of Ziilpich. It was in this battle that he vowed,

according to tradition, to become a member of the

Catholic Church if the God of the Christians gave him the

victory. Whether or not the tale be true, it is certain that

to his baptism he owed the greater part of his amazing
success; for the West Goths and the Burgundians were

Arians, and the Gallic clergy, who exercised unlimited

power over the popular mind, welcomed into their country

an orthodox believer. As for the Alemanni, he would have

annexed their whole territory, but Theodoric, the East Goth,

who was interested in them, and whom he did not dare

offend, warned him that he must not treat them with

undue severity. He must, however, have taken the part
.

of their territory in the neighbourhood of the Main and

the Neckar, for it was henceforth known as Franconia. At
a somewhat later date the whole of Alemannia was added
to his kingdom. Being as unscrupulous as he was ambi-

tious, he put to death all who had any claim to independent

authority among tlie Franks
;
so that he became their sole

king, and they quickly acquired the proud feeling of being

the centre of a vast and growing state.

Chlodwig died in Paris, his capital, in 511, leaving four Division

sons. They did not destroy the unity of the kingdom, of Frank

which in its relation to the outer world continued to be

regarded as a single power. But each, as a king of the

Franks, received a separate territory. The East or Rhenish

Franks, with the Alemanni subject to them, were placed

under Theodoric, the eldest. He was as valiant as his

father, and not less deceitful and cruel. The great

Thuringian kingdom was in his time ruled by three brothers,

Hermanfried, Berthar, and Baderich. The former of these

was married to a niece of Theodoric the East Goth, Amala-
berga, a kind of Thuringian Lady Macbeth. Consumed by
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a vehement ambition, she persuaded her husband to murder confederation was its own herzog or duke. These rulers
Berthar ;

and she would have caused the death of Baderich were at nrst appointed by the Frankish kinos or received
also, but that he knew her design and rose against the their sanction; but in course of time the*^ office became
guilty pair. Hermanfried sent to Theodoric, the East hereditary in particular families. This was the case, longer
Frankish king, and offered to reward him if he would form than anywhere else, in Bavaria, where the ancient A^ilolfino*

an alliance against Baderich. The offer was gladly accepted, family held the ducal dignity from the earliest days of
and in a battle which followed Baderich was slain. No Frankish authority down to the time of Charles the Great,
reward, however, was given, and Theodoric, indignant at The dukes were far from being absolute sovereio-iis, for in
being thus treated, vowed to be avenged. He allied him- Germany the freemen had retained many of their primeval
self with the northern neighbours of the Thuringians—the rights. The assemblies of the hundred and of the con-
Saxons ;

and with their united forces they completely sub- federation still exercised great authority. As amono* the
dued the country. Theodoric himself murdered Herman- Austrasian Franks, however, although in a less degree, the
fried by pushing him off the wall of Ziilpich, where they leading landowners constantly encroached upon the powers
were carrying on an apparently friendly conversation, the both of the poorer freemen and of the head of the state.

Thuringian king having received an assurance that he would In the time of the great dukes of the Franks, who arose Frankish

be treated with honour. Thereupon the murderer divided to infuse new life into the decaying monarchy, there was
between himself and the Saxons the territory of the another profound change in the position of the Germans.
Tliuringians, annexing the southern half to the Frankish After the battle of Testri, in 687, in which Pippin of

kingdom. His son, Theudebert, not only maintained this Heristal decided that the Frankish kingdom should not
conquest but added to it, after the downfall of the Gothic then fall to pieces, and that, in the reunited state, the Aus-
kingdom in Italy, that of Bavaria. The Alemanni were trasian Franks should have the supremacy, the German
also made altogether subject to his rule. Thus the Saxons dukes began to find that they were likely again to have a
and the Frisians alone retained their independence. master. He made war on them, and forced them to some

Mero- The rights of the Franks in Germany were at first vigor- extent to return to the allegiance which they had all but
vmgian ously asserted

;
but a change soon came. The Merovingian forgotten. His successor, Charles Martel, asserted his

kings carried on so many fierce wars with each other that rights with not less vigour, and added East Friesland for

they had little time to look after their subjects in the the first time to the monarchy. The high importance of

remote east
;
moreover, the rise of a great new aristocracy the efforts of these two illustrious rulers was seen in the

steadily undermined the royal power. This aristocracy struggle of Charles Martel with the Arabs. Had the

was made up of the class directly associated witli the king Frankish kingdom been dissolved, they would have had
by military or court duties. They were rewarded by im- little difficulty in overrunning Europe; bub having under

mense grants of land, which they held in the first instance him a state more or less organized, Charles was able to

subject to the condition of rendering faithful service, but rally around Mm powerful warriors from all the districts

the possession of which, in most cases, became in the end he governed, Germany among the rest. And so, at the

absolute and hereditary. Nowhere was the new aristocracy memorable battle of Poitiers, he saved Christendom. Other
so powerful as in Austrasia, the eastern division of the favourable results of the policy of Charles and his father

Frankish monarchy. In Neustria, the western division, were that new and vigorous life streamed towards the

where the sovereign had to deal for the most part with a Gallic part of the kingdom from Germany, while the

race which for five centuries had been accustomed to the Germans were brought into closer contact than before with

despotic government of Eome, he had little difficulty iu the higher and more refined civilization of the Gauls,

maintaining his supremacy; for the Franks settled in Pippin the Short, the first king of the Caroliugian line,

different districts could not but be more or less influenced although his chief fame was won in his wars with Aqui-

by the feeling of the native population. Besides, they tania and with Lombardy, did not neglect Germany, in

lived at great distances from one another, so that it was which he strove to assert an authority more thorough and
difficult to hold popular assemblies of any kind, and the extensive than had been exercised even by the early

powers which belonged to them were naturally transferred Merovingian sovereigns.

to the head of the state. Hence, even when the Mero- After all, however, even these powerful Frankish con-

vingian kings of Neustria were driven into the back- querors had but imperfect success in Germany. When they

ground, and the mayors of the palace governed, the were present with their formidable armies, they could coni-

latter had high authority, and exercised it, as a rule, in mand obedience ;
when engaged, as they often were, in

the interests of the crown. In Austrasia the conditions distant parts of the vast Frankish territory, they could not

were wholly different. There the Franks were the pre- trust to the fulfilment of the fair promises they had exacted,

dominant element
;
and the distances were not so great One of the chief causes of their ill-success was the continued

but that an assembly could be rapidly summoned on every independence of the Saxons. Ever since they had acquired Saxons,

occasion of real need. Thus the important landowners of the northern half of Thuringia, this warlike race had been

Austrasia were able to hold together, and to limit the extending its power, They were still heathens, and main-

powers of the sovereign on the one Land and of the ordinary tained all the old customs and institutions of primitive Ger-

freemen on the other. And the mayor of the palace, who many. As in ancient times, they appointed a herzog only

was their nominee, and could at any moment be dismissed when an officer of this class was needed, in time of war; at

if he displeased them, usually acted as their representative ordinarytimes the chiefs elected by the freemen ruled iu asso-

and leader. ciation with the popular assemblies. They cherished bitter

Kings under the authority of an aristocracy of this kind hatred towards the Franks, whom they justly regarded as

are not likely to be troublesome to unruly subjects
; the enemies both of their liberties and of their religion ; and

especially kings of such feeble personal character as those their hatred found expression, not only in expeditions into

who, from the first half of the 7th century, nominally Frankish territory, but in help willingly rendered to every

held the sceptre of the mighty Chlodwig. The German German confederation which wished to throw off the

confederations which he and his immediate descend- Frankish yoke. No rebellion against the dukes of the

ants had conquered soon became virtually free. They Franks, or agaiust King Pippin, took ifiace in Germaiiy

continued to acknowledge Frankish supremacy : but the without the Saxons coming forward to aid the rebels. This

acknowledgment was only formal. At the head of each was perfectly understood by the Frankish rulers, who tried
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717-772. agaia and again to put an end to the evil by subduing the

Saxons. They could not, however, attain their object. An
occasional victory was gained, and some border tribes were

from time to time compelled to pay tribute
;
but the mass

of the Saxons remained unconquered. This was partly due

to the fact that the Saxons had not, like the other German

confederations, a duke who, when beaten, could be held

responsible for the engagements forced upon him as the re-

presentative of his subjects. A Saxon chief who made

peace with the Franks could undertake nothing for the

whole people. As a conquering race, they were firmly

compact
;
conquered, they were in the hands of the victor

a rope of sand.

iiitroauc- Although, at the time of King Pippin’s death in 7G8, the

tion of Germans were still imperfectly subdued, they had received

the germs of new life
j

for, v/ith the exception of the
lamy.

nominally Christians. The first

missionaries to Germany were Irish monks. In the 7th

century a number of these laboured with considerable suc-

cess in different parts of the country, especially among the

Alemaniii and the Bavarians ;
and when the iuflnence of

the Franks became dominant, Frankish missionaries also

began to do for the church what the warriors did for the

state. The honour of converting Germany as a whole, how-

St 3om- ever, belongs mainly to St Boniface, an Englishman, who in

face. 717 began the task of his life as an assistant to another

English missionary, Willibrord, in Friesland. Soon after-

wards, during a visit to Rome, he received from Pope

Gregory II. a commission as apostle of the Germans, and

worked incessantly among the Thuringians and the Frisians.

He proved himself one of the most skilful of missionaries,

adapting the conceptions of Christianity to the ideas of those

whom he taught. The peculiar powers of Wodan, for

instance, were transferred to the archangel Michael, those

of Donar to St Peter; and the chief Christian festival,

Easter, received its name from the goddess Ostara. His
zeal and talent, although largely rewarded, effected less

than he had hoped, so that in 723 he went once more to

Rome to obtain, if possible, increased powers. Hitherto

the mission in Germany had possessed an essentially

independent character; Boniface now undertook to work
in all things under the direction and for the benefit of

the papacy. In return for this engagement he was not
only made bishop of all Germans who had been or should

be converted, but received from the pope a letter commend-
ing him to Charles, the mighty duke of the Franks. The
Frankish bishops, who had no wish to become subordinate

to the papacy, received Boniface coldly, and threw every
kind of obstacle in his way. Charles, however, believing

that the conversion of Germany would be the most effectual

means of establishing Frankish authority, took Boniface
under his protection, and sent him forth with orders that

he should be everywhere respected. Thus strengthened,
he entered upon a wholly new stage of his career. He was
looked upon as to some extent armed with the authority of

the great warrior and ruler, and he and his fellow-workers
rapidly brought vast districts within the pale of the church.
Possessing a high talent for organization, he would willingly

have established an orderly ecclesiastical system as he pro-

ceeded
; but the Alemanni and the Bavarians, among whom

Christianity had made some progress before his time, would
not allow him free scope for his activity

;
and Charles, who,

by resuming ” church lands and granting them to faithful

followers, had done much to weaken ecclesiastical authority
in Gaul, did not wish to see it assume threatening propor-
tions in Germany. In 738 Boniface again visited Rome,
from which he returned in the following year as papal legate
to the Frankish state. Armed with this new authority, he
was able to some extent to give effect to his ideas. The
duke of Bavaria permitted him to divide the whole of

[histoby.

Bavaria into the episcopal sees of Salzburg, Freisingen,

Ratisbon, and Passau, and to appoint the bishops; and

a little later, with the sanction of Charles, he formed also

the sees of Wiirzburg, Erfurt, Buraburg, and Eichstadt.

Before Pippin the Short was made king, he ruled for

some years in association with his brother Carlman, to

whom the eastern part of the kingdom was confided.

Carlman was a man of strongly religious temperament, and
warmly supported Boniface. He set up by his advice

bishoprics and monasteries, among the latter being the great

abbey of Fulda, which, throughout the ^Middle Ages, was

one of the chief centres of intellectual light in Germany.

In 742 was held the first German council, summoned by
Carlman, and presided over by Boniface. It did much for

the organization of the church, and was the beginning of an

important movement for the reform of ecclesiastical abuses

among the Franks. Boniface wished to become archbishop

of Cologne, that he might the more readily influence the

Frisians
;
but the suggestion met with opposition, and he

ultimately accepted the see of Mainz. As archbishop of

Mainz and primate of Germany, he was able to foster and
control the institutions he had established. The last years

of his life he spent in missionary labours among the

Frisians, and in 755 he died a martyr’s death. By that

time all German tribes, with the exception of the Saxons,

professed Christianity
;
and the church was not only highly

organized, but possessed great wealth. The old pagan faith

had struck its roots too deeply into the German nature to

be at once or soon completely destroyed. Traces of its

influence may even yet be detected in popular beliefs and
customs

;
and for many centuries some of its conceptions,

in altered forms, had hardly less vitality than those of the

Catholic creed. Christianity was, however, the dominant
power, and soon became a great civilizing agency. It w^as

a fact of high importance that its triumph was due mainly

to the influence of the papacy. The German Church thus

stood from the beginning in close relation to the pope,

—

a circumstance which added largely to his power, and which

wras followed by results of the utmost consequence in the

later history of the nation.

Under Charles the Great (Charlemagne) a momentous
era dawned in the history of the Germans. From the Charle-

outset of his reign he had vast plans, which, however, magne.

were not so great as those ultimately realized. He saw
at once that he could not hope to execute his schemes

if on the north-eastern boundary of his kingdom there

was a powerful and hostile people, ready at all times to

plot against him, and to take advantage of any misfortune

which might temporarily befall him. Accordingly, when
the death of his brother Carlman made him, in 771, sole

king, one of his first resolutions was to advance against

the Saxons, and thoroughly to subdue them. It is

not necessary to suppose that he went to war without an Conquesi-

adequate special reason
;

for, as the Frankish and the Saxon 9^

frontiers touched each other along the whole western and
southern boundary of Saxony, and as the Saxons were con-

tinually robbing their neighbours, pretexts for war were

always overabundant. In his first campaign in 772 he

overran the country, took the fortress of Eresburg, previ-

ously supposed to be impregnable, and cast down the

Irminsul, a mysterious column to which the Saxons

attached profound religious significance. Aw^ed by the

lordly bearing of the great Frank, by the numbers and dis-

cipline of his army, and by these proofs of his power, the

Saxons appeared to submit at once, and Charles was under

the impression that he had conquered them. Never was
there a more profound mistake

;
in reality, he was at the

beginning of a struggle which lasted upwards of thirty

years. Time after time, when apparently they were utterly

beaten, they rose against the invaders, and tried with des-
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perate energy to drive tliem from tlie country. The execu- lated to the performance of his supposed duty by the con- 800-817.
tion of 4500 prisoners by Charles—an act which even then viction that a strong spiritual power would be one of the
was looked upon as barbarous—only deepened their resolve soundest pillars of his secular authority. Hence he not
never to yield to his authority. At last, however, their only founded bishoprics and monasteries in Germany, and
strength was exhausted, and they had no alternative but enriched them with magnificent gifts of land, but invested
to submit. Charles introduced amoug them the political the prelates with some of the functions w’hich properly
institutions which were established throughout the kingdom; belonged to the counts. Criminal cases they did not yet.

and they were compelled to exchange their heathenism for decide; but they were allowed to settle all civil disputei

the Christian faith. Thus one of the greatest dangers between the inhabitants of their territories. This policy

which threatened the stability of the Frankish kingdom may have been beneficial at the time, but it caused much
was overcome, and all Germany was for the first time disaster to his German successors

;
for the church became

brought under a single ruler. one of the most vigorous and obstinate powers with which

Bavaria. The part of Germany which, next to Saxony, had retained they had to contend in maintaining their lawful functions,

most independence w^as Bavaria. Its duke, Thassilo, had Although in many respects one of the greatest of states-

beeu on ill terms with Pippin, and, had he allied himself men, Charles was of thoroughly despotic teuiper; more than
with the Saxons during their great conflict, he might have any previous Frankish king he S 5 t himself against popular
baffled even Charles. But he did not become troublesome liberties. Hitherto all Germans had had the right of at-

until they were too weak to be of service to him. Ptepeated tending national assemblies or diets
;
the common freemen

acts of treachery gave Charles a pretext for depriving him w-ere now excluded, and only the great nobles, spiritual and
of his oSice, and after him no duke was placed over the secular, were summoned. Even they had but slight influ-

couiitry. As the dukes of the Alemanni and the Thuringians ence. They had the right of advising, but Charles himself

had also been displaced, Germany became, more directly originated and decided; and he would not brook opposition,

than it had ever before been, subject to the Frankish sove- although, indeed, so commanding was his presence, and so

reign. JSTot content with completing the conquest of the high the moral authority conferred by his great deeds, very

German people, he made war on the tribes which harassed little opposition was ever offered. Popular assemblies

their eastern frontier. The Avars, who held the greater
|

of all kinds he discouraged, transferring their functions

part of what is now Hungary, were thoroughly beaten
;

to the counts. Not only were the rights of freemen

und the Slavs, including the Czechs of Bohemia and limited, but severe hardships w^ere imposed upon them by
Moravia, and the Slavonic tribes to the nortli of them, as : Charles’s incessant warlilce expeditions. At moment
far as the Baltic, were also more or less effectually forced they were liable to be dragged from their homes to some
into submission. distant corner of the empire

;
and while they were away,

The
^

The great step taken by Charles on Christmas Day 800, their fields lay neglected, and their families suffered grind-
imperial when at St Peter’s in Borne he was crowned Boman emperor, ing poverty. What made this evil most galling was the
title.

intensified the allegiance of his German as of his other fact that its pressure was very unequally felt. Well-off

subjects
;
but it could not produce so powerful an impres- freemen knew how to purchase exemption from the counts,

sion in Germany as in Gaul. Ultimately, however, it was in part of whose business was to see that the ranks of the

Germany that the significance of the step was fully revealed; army should be properly filled. It is true that Charles

for, in becoming emperor, Charles created so splendid a treated severely offences of this kind
;

but in such an

prize, that later German kings could not resist the tempta- empire as his, it was impossible even for his Missi Dominici

tion to grasp at it, and its possession proved their ruin. to find out every case of injustice. Thus the burden of his

All the advantages which attended the rule of Charles many wars fell to the largest extent on the poorer class of

throughout his vast empire were shared by the Germans, freemen, who had but a sorry recompense in the glory

The border countries he formed into ‘‘ marches,” over which their sacrifices reflected on their lord.

he appointed margraves, whose duty was to administer Hot content with the general allegiance due to him as Feudal-

justice in his name, to collect tribute, and to extend his king and emperor, Charles compelled many great land-

conquests. Germany itself was placed under counts, who owners to take the oath of vassals
;
he imposed a like con-

did not merely, like the counts of an earlier time, execute dition on his prelates and counts. A man might be his

the sentences of the royal tribunals, but themselves de- vassal without possessing land
;
but no land was granted

cided questions of justice in accordance with local laws and by Charles except to those who were wfflling to assume this

the capitularies of Charles. Four times a year the whole intimate personal relation. As his conquests put vast

country was visited by his Missi Dominici, who reported quantities of land at his disposal, especially in Saxony and

as to the state of their districts, investigated grievances, on the frontiers, many freemen gladly swore to be his “men”
and proclaimed the imperial decrees. Although he could in the hope that he would reward them for their services with

not write, Charles was a man of true culture, and en- extensive benefices. On the other hand, large numbers of

couraged education by causing schools to be established in poor freemen became the vassals of their stronger neigh-

connexion with cathedrals and monasteries. These schools hours, as there was a chance that the military demands

were modelled on the famous school of the palace over made upon them would thus be made rather less exorbitant,

which Alcuin presided, and in which the emperor himself By these changes, due either directly or indirectly to him,

passed some of his happiest hours. By his maguificent Charles helped to build up that system of feudal tenures,

basilica in Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), his favourite capital, the foundations of which had been laid by the first Mero-

and by the palaces he built there and in Ingelheim and vingian kings. As in giving great temporal power to the

Himeguen, he fostered a love of art among the more ad- church, so in establishing feudalism, he imagined that he

vanced of his German subjects. was providing for the monarchy a steady support
;
but in

The In Germany, as in Gaul, Charles treated the clergy in the the latter case, even more than in the former, he prepared
clergy, spirit in which he treated the papacy

;
he set up and put weakness and humiliation for those who came after him.

down archbishops, bishops, and abbots, as if he were the After the death of Charles Germany remained for some

supreme lord of the church,—which indeed, in theoiy as time, in common with the other countries which composed

well as in practice, he claimed to be. But the church never the Frankish empire, under the direct rule of his son, Louis

had a truer friend. As emperor, he believed that his chief (Hludwig or Ludwig) the Pious. On the division oi

duty was to protect and to encourage it, and he was stimu- the monarchy, effected by the emperor in 817, in order
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817-870. to secure the succession, Bavaria was given to liis second

Louis son Louis ; the other parts of Germany fell to his eldest

the son Lothair (Hlothar), who received also the rest of
Pious. empire, except Aquitania, which was the portion of

Pippin, the youngest. This arrangement lasted until

the emperor fell completely under the power of his

second wife, Judith, a Bavarian princess, who intrigued

incessantly to obtain for her son Charles—afterwards

Charles the Bald’’—a position similar to that of his

half brothers. The emperor at last, at the expense of

his son Lothair, marked off an important territory for this

inconvenient child. In the wars which followed, Louis the

Bavarian firmly maintained his rights
;
but he disapproved

the cruel harshness v/ith which his father was treated by
Lothair. In Germany the emperor was highly esteemed,

—

especially in Saxony, where he softened the rigorous system

introduced by Charles, by sanctioning as far as possible a

return to ancient popular institutions. The result was

that when he was virtually deposed by Lothair, and after-

wards not only deposed but humiliated almost beyond

endurance, the Germans warmly supported Louis the

Bavarian in insisting that the emperor should be restored to

imperial rights. Fur his services on these occasions Louis

received extensive additions of territory, and had he con-

tinued to be fairly treated, he would have been the most
effectual support of his father’s power. But the spirit of

the gentle-hearted emperor was broken by misfortune, and
when Pippin of Aquitania died, he was easily persuaded
by Judith, who had come to an understanding with Lothair,

to sanction a division of the empire by which his son in

Germany would have been confined strictly to his original

possession of Bavaria. Louis instantly revolted; and it

was in marching against him that the emperor fell sick

and died, in 840, on a small island on the Bhine opposite

Tngelheim. The last words of the dying sovereign were a

message of forgiveness to his rebellious son.

Lothair at once assumed the imperial dignity, and showed
that he intended to demand the complete submission of his

brothers, Louis and Charles. They combined against him,
and in the battle of Fontenay, in 841, after fearful slaughter,

defeated him. The armies of the allied brothers soon after-

wards met ill Strashurg, where they swore to be true to each
other, Louis taking the oath, so as to be understood by
the army of Charles, in a language in which we find the
beginnings of modern French, Charles in a German dialect.

Txeaty of In 843 the treaty of Yerdun was signed. By this treaty
Veidun. Lothair retained the title of emperor, and received, in addi-

tion to the Italian territory of the Franks, a long narrow
kingdom, stretching from the Mediterranean up through the
valleys of the Rhone and the Rhine to the North Sea. This
kingdom was called Lotharingia, a name afterwards confined
to the northern part of it along the left bank of the Rhine.
To the west of Lotharingia was the kingdom of Charles,
which included the greater part of what is now France.
Louis received most of the German lands to the east of

the Rhine, with the towns and sees of Mainz, Worms, and
Spires, on the western bank.

Begin- Nothing was further from the intention of the brothers
of than finally to break up the Frankish state by this division,

to-dom 5
®lation to the outer vrorld the empire was still considered

a single power, as the kingdom had been after the death of

Chlodwig, more than three centuries before. And, after a
time, it was for a brief period reunited under one head.
Still it is not an arbitrary impulse that has led historians

to fix upon 843 as the date of the real beginning of the
German as well as of the French kingdom. Although it

can hardly be said that a true national life had yet revealed
itself in Germany, at least the foundations of national life

had been laid. For the first time Germany was ruled by
a king who reigned nowhere else, and it could not but be

that the people should slowly acquire a sense of common
interests.

Middle Mediceml Period.

Keen animosity soon revealed itself between Louis and Louis

Charles the Bald, and on one occasion when the former, the

accepting the invitation of certain West-Frankish nobles,

rashly invaded his brother’s territory, he was made prisoner.

He escaped without dishonour only by the intercession of

Lothair II., the emperor Lothair’s second son, who, after his

father’s death, had received the greater part, and ultimately

the whole, of Lothair’s kingdom to the north of Italy. When
Lothair II. died in 869, Charles the Bald pounced upon his

territory
;
but Louis the German had naturally something

to say to this seizure of the whole prize, and in 870 the

rival brothers signed the treaty of Mersen, by which Louis

became possessed of most of Lotharingia or Lorraine.

Germany at this time assumed very nearly the proportions New
which it maintained during the Middle Ages. On the east bonuvl-

its boundaries were the Elbe and the Saale
;
to the west

it reached to and included the valleys of the Meuse and the

Moselle, taking in, among others, the important towns and
dioceses of Utrecht, Aix-la-Chapelle, Metz, Strasburg, and
Basel. Franconia, which reached eastward from the Rhine
through the valleys of the Neckar aud the Main to the

Saale, and extended also a little to the west of the Rhine,

occupied the central position, and, as the home of the

Franks, was the most important division of the kingdom.

To the north and north-east of it were Saxony and Thur-

ingia
;

to the south, Alemannia, or, as it now began to be

called, Swabia
;
and to the east of Swabia, in the valley

of the Inn, Bavaria. There were five archbishoprics, those

of Mainz, Treves, Cologne, Salzburg, and Bremen.

Louis, who was on the whole the worthiest of the

grandsons of Charles the Great, ruled his kingdom vigor-

ously and efficiently. During his reign the Frankish

empire was vexed throughout nearly its whole extent by
the Northmen, whom the fame of Charles the Great had
held in awe, but who now swept the coasts of northern,

southern, and western Europe with persistent fury. The
East-Frankish kingdom was, however, much less troubled

at this time than the kingdom of the West Franks

;

the main evil with which Louis had to contend was the

arrogance of his Slavonic neighbours. Exactly to the east Slavs,

of Franconia, from the Saale to the Oder, were the Sorabi,

and to the north of them, between the Elbe and the Oder,

the Wiltzi and Abotrites; while along the Baltic coast,

as far as the Vistula, in what is now Pomerania, were

the Wends. To the south of the Sorabi, behind the

Bohemian Forest, were the Czechs of Bohemia and

Moravia. All these Slavonic tribes Charles the Great had
either thoroughly subdued or made tributary

;
and of

course Louis the German claimed supremacy over them.

But it was hard to make his claims good. While he was

a very young ruler, a vigorous duke—Moimir—acquired a

position of great power among the Moravians. Soon after

the signing of the treaty of Verdun, Louis, becoming

alarmed at the growing influence of this chief, advanced

against him, and put in his place a chief named Rastislaiis,

on whose allegiance he thought he could rely. But on his

way back he was defeated by the Bohemians, who were

on good terms with the Moravians. From this time the

Moravians were a source of incessant anxiety to him.

Rastislaus extended his kingdom far to the east, and

formed alliances with the Bulgarians and even with the

Byzantine emperor
;

at the same time he stirred up
the Bohemians and the Sorabi against Louis, and built

,

strong fortresses on his western frontier. This gallant

j

chief, after much fighting, at last fell into the hands of his

enemies, who put out his eyes, and caused him to end his
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days in a monastery. But his successor, Suatopluk, was

not less energetic, and Louis was never able to overmaster

him.

The emperor Lothair’s successor in the empire was his

eldest son Louis 11., who receiveed as his kingdom the

Frankish possessions in Italy. After his death Charles the

Bald adroitly managed to secure the imperial crown. This

happened in 875, almost immediately before the death of

Louis the German. Having succeeded so easily in regard

to the supreme title, Charles fancied he might be able to

unite the whole empire under his rule. But Louis had
divided Germany between his three sons, Carlman, Louis,

and Charles; and the second of these met Charles the Bald on

the field of Andernach, and by a decided victory convinced

the West Franks that it was useless to hope for dominion

east of the Ehine. The same son of Louis the German
forced Charles the Bald to give up such portions of Lorraine

as had been ceded to him by the treaty of Mersen, so that

the right of possessing the whole of this important terri-

tory, which included the best part of what had been
Austrasia, was vindicated for the Germans. The two eldest

sons of Louis soon died, and the kingdom passed into the

hands of the youngest, Charles the Fat, a prince of indolent

habits and feeble mind. He crossed the Alps, however,

and was crowned emperor
;
and, as the Northmen were at

this time tormenting the West-Frankish kingdom, and no
descendant of Charles the Bald was fit to cope with them,

Charles the Fat was invited to become king of the West
Franks. He thus ruled, with the exception of Burgundy,
which at this time became an independent state, the whole
empire of Charles the Great

;
but the mighty fabric could

not exist without the genius which had built it up. In
Germany also the Northmen had made themselves more and
more troublesome. Time after time their skiffs had pene-

trated far up the Rhine
;

they had plundered Cologne and
Treves, and fed their horses over the grave of the great

Charles himself, in his own beautiful basilica. His degen-
erate great-grandson adopted the policy of buying them off,

and when he reached Paris, to the disgust of his subjects,

he pursued the same course. It happened that his brother

Carlman had lett an illegitimate son, Arnulf, whom he had
made ruler of Carinthia, a country lying to the east of

Bavaria. This young noble, who inherited the undaunted
spirit of his forefathers, was indignant at the cowardice of his

uncle
;
and when the latter, in 887, summoned an assembly

in Tribur, Arnulf, instead of obeying the summons, marched
at the head of a powerful army against the emperor.

Deserted even by his ministers, and unable to offer the

smallest resistance, Charles was dethroned, and in a week
or two afterwards died ; and Arnulf, notwithstanding his

illegitimacy, became king. For some time after this, Ger-

many was still called East Francia, and the western kingdom
West Francia, but they never again had a common ruler

;

they were now in all respects separate, independent states.

The empire of Charles the Great had fallen to pieces.

Arnulf, following the example of Charles the Fat, went
to Rome and was made emperor. He could exercise but
little authority in Italy, however, and soon returned. In
890 the Northmen desolated the valleys of the Meuse and
the Moselle, and Arnulf, instead of buying them off, sent

against them a powerful army. As it was defeated, he
himself took the command in the following year. The
Northmen occupied a strongly entrenched camp near

Louvain
;
and Arnulfs force, consisting mainly of cavalry,

seemed to be quite powerless. Leaping from his horse,

he induced his men to fight beside him on foot
;
and they

were so stimulated by his valour that for the first time the

dreaded enemy fied, leaving thousands of bodies on the

field. They never returned in such numbers as to be again

a national peril. The emperor had also to wage war with

the Moravians, but his efforts here were not crowned with

like success. By this time the fierce and warlike Magyars
had become a terror to eastern Europe, and it occurred to

Arnulf to ask for their alliance. They gladly assented
;
and

with their help he overcame one of the three reigning sons

of Suatopluk, and contrived to detach from Moravia the

Bohemians, the Sorabi, and other Slavs whom Suatopluk

had joined to his kingdom. But at the time of his death,

in 899, he had not succeeded in breaking up the state estah

lished by this powerful warrior and his predecessor.

During the nominal reign of Lotlis the Child—the last of Louis

theCarolingian dynasty inGermany (899-911)—the German the

people passed through one of the darkest periods of their

history ; for when the Magyars heard that Arnulf had Mag^'ars.

been succeeded by a child^ they swept into Germany in vast

numbers, and fearful was the havoc they caused in every

part of the kingdom. At such a time as this it happened

that there was no leader around whom the nation could

rally; it was virtually defenceless, and year after year

savage hordes returned, bearing away with them as much
plunder as they could carry, and driving before them as

many prisoners as they could control. Where the Noith-

men had whipped with cords, these barbarians lashed with

scorpions.

During the wars with the Magyars, the Northmen, and Gro\^tli

the Slavs, feudalism made rapid advances in Germany, otfeudal-

Even in the days of Louis the German and Arnulf it was

impossible for the sovereign to protect at all times every

part of the kingdom. The people themselves were obliged

to rise against their enemies, and, as in old times, they

appointed herzogs or dukes for special warlike expeditions.

These leaders, being chosen from the ancient ducal families,

naturally began to think of restoring the power of which

their fathers had been deprived
;
and, as there never was

more urgent need of strong local rulers, they found no great

difficulty in gratifying their ambition. The first reigning

duke of whom we hear is Otto of Saxony, a country

not only liable, like the rest of Germany, to the attacks

of the Magyars, but specially exjposed to the Scandinavian

sea-robbers and the northern Slavs. This duke ruled

over both Saxony and Thuringia. Soon after'wards we
hear also of dukes in Bavaria, in Swabia, in Lorraine, and

last of all, in Franconia. Having unusual opportunities

of acquiring new lands, the dukes increased their power by

granting them as fiefs to vassals on whom they could

depend
;
and many independent landowners were glad to

obtain their protection by offering them homage. Multi-

tudes of the humbler class of freemen either were forced

to change the tenure of their possessions into a feudal

tenure, or did so in order to escape from still greater evils.

Thus, when Louis the Child died, the feudal tenure of

land was the prevailing system in nearly all parts of the

country. Even those who held their offices and lands im-

mediately of the monarch, like the dukes themselves, might

stiU, in theory, be deprived of both
;
but in reality they

asserted almost complete independence, rendering only such

j

service to their lord as he could force from them, or as suited

their convenience. The royal authority, nominally great,

had become but a shadow of the authority exercised by the

early Carolingian kings.
. ,

Had Germany had no powerful external enemy, it is

probable that it would now have lost the slight measure of

' unity to whicli it had attained. While Louis lived, the dukes

were virtually kings in their duchies; and their natural tend-

ency would have been to make themselves absolute rulers.

But, threatened as they were by the Magyars, with the Slavs

and Northmen always ready to take ^vantage of their weak-

ness, they could not afford to do without a central govern-

ment. Accordingly the nobles assembled at Forchheim,

and by the advice of Otto, the aged duke of Saxony, Conrad

X. 6t
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911-936. of Franconia was raised to the throne (911-918). He had

Conrad !• some excellent qualities, and in quieter times would hpe
done good service to Germany

;
but he was rash and im-

pulsive, and far too ready to submit to priestly influence.

The dukes of Bavaria, Swabia, and Lorraine were not

present at his election; and the choice displeased them, pro-

bably because he was likely to prove considerably more

powerful than they wished. Rather than acknowledge him,

the duke of Lotharingia or Lorraine transferred his allegi-

ance to Charles the Simple of France
;
and it was in vain

that Conrad protested and despatched armies into Lorraine.

With the help of the French king the duke maintained his

ground, and, for the time, his country was lost to Germany.

Bavaria and Swabia yielded, but, mainly through the fault

of the king himself, their submission was of brief duration.

The rise of the dukes had been watched with extreme

jealousy by the leading prelates. They saw that the inde-

pendence they had hitherto enjoyed would be much more

imperilled by powerful local governors than by a sovereign

who necessarily regarded it as part of his duty to protect

the church. Hence they had done everything they could

to prevent the dukes from extending their authority, and
I

as the government was carried on during the reign of

Louis the Child mainly by Tiatto, archbishop of Mainz,

they had been able to throw considerable obstacles in the

way of their rivals. They now induced Conrad to force a

quarrel both upon Swabia and upon Bavaria, and the result

was a series of wars in which he had only partial success.

What was incomparably worse, his clerical advisers involved

him in a struggle with Henry, duke of Saxony, son of the

duke to whom he chiefly owed his crown. Henry was a

man of great personal charm, a just ruler, strong, and brave.

The Saxon people were devoted to him
;
and his influence

over them was intensifled by the virtues of his beautiful

wife, to whom he was known to be passionately attached.

Conrad committed a profound mistake in making an enemy
of a man like this

;
and he lived to repent his error. On his

death-bed he recommended the Franconian nobles to offer

the crown to Henry, whom, with fine generosity, he recog-

nized as the only man in the kingdom who could cope with
the anarchy by which he had himself been baffled.

Saxon The nobles of Franconia acted upon the advice of their
dynasty, chief and king, and the Saxons were very willing that the

duke they loved so well should rise to still higher honours.
Henry 1. Henry 1. (918-936) was one of the best kings Germany

ever had, a born statesman and warrior. His ambition was
of the noblest order, for he sank his personal interests in the

cause of his country
;
and he knew exactly when to attain

his objects by force, and when by calmness and moderation.
By wise concessions he almost immediately overcame the
opposition of the dukes of Swabia and Bavaria

; and some
time later, taking advantage of the troubled state of France,
he accepted the homage of the duke of Lorraine, which for
many centuries afterwards remained a part of the German
kingdom.

Having established internal order, Henry was able to
turn to matters of even more pressing moment. In the
very first year of his reign the terrible Magyars, who
had continued to scourge Germany during the reign of
Conrad, broke into Saxony and plundered the land almost
without hindrance. In 924 they returned, and this time,
by good fortune, one of their greatest princes fell into the
hands of the Germans. Henry restored him to his country-
men on condition that they should agree to a truce of
nine years

;
and he had the courage to undertake to pay,

during this period, yearly tribute. The heedless barbarians
accepted his terms, and faithfully kept their word in regard
to the immediate lands of Henry, although Bavaria, Swabia,
and Franconia they occasionally invaded as before. He
made admirable use of the opportunity he had secured,

[histouy.

confining his efforts to Saxony and Thuringia, the only parts

of Germany over which he had strong control. In the

southern and western German lands, towns and fortified Fortmca

places had long existed ;
but in the north, where Roman tiou oi

influence had but feebly extended, and where even the

Franks had not exercised much authority until the time ot

Charles the Great, the people still lived as in ancient times

either on solitary farms or iu exposed villages. Such
fortresses as Charles had built had been for the most part

destroyed in the wars after his time, and almost the only

attempts at fortification were to be found around the

towers or castles of the great nobles, and the dw^elliiigs ot

the leading churchmen. Henry saw that, while this state

of things lasted, the population could never be safe, and

began in earnest the construction of fortresses and walled

towns. Of every group of nine men one was compelled to

devote himself to this work, w^hile the remaining eight

cultivated his fields, and allowed a third of their produce to

be stored against times of trouble. The necessities of

military discipline were next attended to. Hitherto the

Germans had fought mainly on foot, and, as the Magyars
came on horseback, the nation was placed at an immense
disadvantage. A powerful force of cavalry was now raised,

while at the same time the infantry w^ero drilled in new and

more effective modes of fighting. Although these prepara-

tions were carried on directly under Henry’s supervision

only in Saxony and Thuringia, the neighbouring dukes

knew what he was doing, and were stimulated to follow his

example. When he concluded that he was almost ready,

he made use of his new troops, before turning them against

their chief enemy, the Magyars, to punish refractory

Slavonic tribes
;
and at this time he brought under tem-

porary subjection nearly all the Slavs between the Elbe and

the Oder. He proceeded also against the Bohemians, whoso
duke was compelled to do homage.

At the expiry of the truce the Magyar messengers came Defeat of

as usual for their tribute. They were sent away empty ^^agyars.

handed, whereupon a vast body of invaders crossed as in

former years the frontier of Thuringia. Henry prudently

waited until dearth of provisions forced the enemy to

divide into two bands. He then swept down upon the

weaker force, annihilated it, and rapidly advanced against

the remaining portion of the army. The second battle was

more severe than the first, but not less decisive. The
Magyars, unable to cope with a disciplined army, were cut

down in great numbers, and those who survived rode in

wild terror from the field. The exact scenes of these con-

flicts are not known, but few more important battles have

ever been fought. The power of the Magyars was not

indeed destroyed, but it was broken, and the way was
prepared for the eflfective liberation of Germany from an

intolerable plague. While the Magyars had been troubling

Germany on the east and south, the Panes had been irritat-

ing her on the north. Charles the Great had established a
march between the Eider and the Schlei

;
but in course ot

time the Danes had not only seized this territory, but had
driven the German population beyond the Elbe. The
Saxons had been slowly reconquering the lost ground, and

now Henry, advancing with his victorious army into Jutland,

forced Gorm, the Danish king, to become his vassal. The
German lands were given back, and it is probable that the

march of Schleswig was at this time instituted.

When this great king died, every land inhabited by a Import-

German population formed part of the kingdom, and none

of the duchies were at war either with him or among
themselves. Along the northern and eastern frontier were

tributary races, and the country was for the time rid of an

enemy which, for nearly a generation, had kept it in per-

petual fear. Vast as were these results, perhaps Henry did

even greater service in beginning the growth ®f townp

GERMANY
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tkrougliout nortb. Germany. He was not content with,

merely making them places of defence, he decreed that they
should be centres for the adminstration of justice, and that

in them should be held all public festivities and ceremonies

;

he also instituted town markets, and encouraged traders

to take advantage of the opportunities provided for them.

A strong check was thus imposed upon the tendency of

freemen to become the vassals of great lords. This move-
ment was made so powerful by the troubles of the epoch
that, had no other current of influence set in, the entire

class of freemen must soon have disappeared. As they

now knew that they could in the last resort find protection

without looking to a superior, they had less temptation to

give up their independence, and many of them settled

ill the towns, where they could be safe and free. Besides

maintaining a manly spirit in the population, the towns

rapidly added to their importance by the stimulus they

gave to all kinds of industry and trade.

Before his death. Henry obtained the promise of the

nobles at a national assembly or diet in Erfurt to recognize

Otto], his son Otto as his successor, and the promise was kept.

Otto I. (936-973) began his reign under the most favour-

.
able circumstances. He was twenty-four years of age, and
to so high a pitch of honour had Henry raised the crown
that, at the coronation festival, which was of unprecedented

splendour, the dukes performed for the first time the

nominally menial offices known as the arch offices of the

German kingdom. These peaceful relations soon came to

an end. It was Henry’s aim to establish the dukes in

their rights, maintaining the royal authority rather by moral

influence than by force. Otto, who was of haughty temper,

despotic, and ambitious, seems early to have resolved that

the dukes should act in the strictest sense as his vassals, or

lose their dignities. At the time of his coronation Germany
w’as virtually a federal state

;
he wished to transform ib into

a firm and compact monarchy. Tiiis policy speedily led to

a formidable rebellion, headed by Thankmar, the king’s

half’brother, a fierce warrior, who fancied that he had a

prior claim to the crown, and who had managed to secure

a number of follow^ers in Saxony. He was joined by the

dukes of Franconia and Bavaria
;
and it v/as only by the

aid of the duke of Swabia, whom the duke of Franconia

had offended, that the rising was put dowm. A second

rebellion, led by Otto’s brother Henry, was supported,

among other nobles, by the dukes of Franconia and
Lorraine. Otto again triumphed, and derived immense
advantages from his success. The duchy of Franconia he

kept in his own hands, and he granted Lorraine to Conrad,

an energetic and honourable count, whom he still farther

attached by promising him his daughter to wife. Bavaria,

on the death of its duke, was placed under Henry, who,

having been pardoned, had become a loyal subject and friend

of his brother. The duchy of Swabia was also brought

into Otto’s family by the marriage of his son Ludolf with

the duke’s daughter. By these means he made himself

master of the kingdom, as none of his immediate predeces-

sors had been. For the time, feudalism in truth meant that

lands and offices were held on condition of service
;
the king

was the genuine ruler, not only of freemen but of the

highest vassals in the nation.

Trouble In the midst of his troubles at home Otto had brought

fresh perplexities upon himself by intriguing in the West-
uuce.

kingdom against ‘'Louis d’Outremer.’' Louis

responded with unexpected vigour, giving the signal for the

second rising against Otto by invading Alsace. He also

asserted a claim to Lorraine. When peace had been restored

inGermany, Otto penetrated far into France, and received the

homage of “Hugh the Great,” his sonin-law; but he soon re-

turned, and afterwards used his great infiuence in favour of

Louis against his rebellious nobles. Much more important
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than Otto’s doings in France were his wars with his northern 936-952.
and eastern neighbours. The duke of Bohemia, after a long
struggle, was brought to submission. Among the Slavs Slavs
between the Elbe and the Oder the king was represented by
Margrave Gero, one of his most important vajssals, a warrior
well fitted for the rough work he had to do, loyal to his

sovereign, but capable of any treachery towards his enemies,
and sometimes guilty of outrageous harshness. This
remarkable man conquered most of the country north of

Bohemia between the Oder and the Upper and Middle Elbe.
Margrave Billung, who looked after the Abotrites at the
Lower Elbe, was less fortunate, mainly because of the
neighbourhood of the Danes, who, after the death of King Danes.
Henry, often attacked the hated Germans. At last they
made Billung prisoner, and Otto himself had to proceed
against them. Their king did him homage, and he re-

established the march of Schleswig, after which the mar-
grave made rapid way among the Abotrites and Wends.
Otto, having profound faith in the power of the church to

reconcile conquered peoples to his rule, provided for the

benefit of the Danes the bishoprics of Schleswig, Eipen, and
Aarhuus

; and among those which he established for the

Slavs was the important bishopric of Brandenburg. In liis

later years he set up the archbishopric of Magdeburg, which
took in the sees of Meissen, Zeitz, and Merseburg.

Having secured peace in Germany, and begun the real Expedi-

conquest of the border races, Otto was by far the greatest, I’ltcr

sovereign in Europe
;
and, had he and his successors refused

to go beyond the limits within which he had hitherto acted,

it Is almost certain they would have established a united

monarchy. But a decision to which Otto soon came
deprived posterity of the results which might have sprung

from the policy of his earlier years. About this time
Adelaide, the young and beautiful v/idow of Lotliair, son of

King Hugh of Provence, having refused to many the son

of Berengar, king of Lombardy, W’as cast into prison and
cruelly treated. She appealed to the mighty German
sovereign, and the appeal not only touched his sympathies,

but awoke an overmastering ambition, since the way was

thus opened for a partial restoration of the Carolingian em-

pire. At the head of a great force, accompanied by his son

Ludolf and many of his chief nobles, he crossed the x^lps in

951, and descended into Lombardy. He displaced Berengar,

and was so fascinated by Queen Adelaide that within a

few weeks he married her. Ludolf, who had received

a promise of the German crown, saw his rights threatened

by this marriage, and returned sullenly to Germany. He
went to an old enemy of his father, the archbishop

of Mainz, and the two plotted together against the king,

who, hearing of their proceedings, hastily departed, leaving

Duke Conrad of Lorraine to attend to Italy. Otto had

already taken the title of king of Italy, and Duke Henry,

who hoped to obtain a large addition to his duchy, joined

Queen Adelaide in urging him to assert the claims of the

old Frankish sovereigns. Conrad, however, soon appeared

with the intelligence that he had restored the Italian king-

dom to Berengar, although as a fief of the German crown.

This news being roughly received, Conrad took offence,

and entered into the conspiracy of Ludolf and the arch-

bishop. Otto, who did not suspect how deep were their

designs, paid a visit to Mainz, and there was compelled

to take certain solemn pledges which, after his escape, he

repudiated. War then broke out, and the struggle was the civil

most serious in which he had been engaged. In Lorraine, war.

of which Otto made his brother Bruno, archbishop of

Cologne, administrator, his cause was triumphant ; but

everywhere else dark clouds gathered over his head.

Henry of Bavaria was deserted by his vassals
j
in Swabia,

in Franconia, and even in Saxony, the native land of the

king, his own duchy, the majority sided with the rebels.
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955-973. It extremely remarkable that the movement acquired so

quickly this force and volume. The explanation, according

to some historians, is that the people looked forward

with alarm to the union of Germany with Italy and

the empire. There were still traditions of the hardships

indicted upon the common folk by the vast expeditions

of Charles the Great, and it is supposed that they anti-

cipated like evils in the event of his empire being once

more set up. Whether or not this be the true explanation,

the power of Otto was shaken to its foundations. At

last he was saved by the presence of an immense external

peril. The Magyars were as usual stimulated to action by

the disunion of their enemies; and Conrad and Ludojf

were guilty of the fatal crime and blunder of inviting their

co-operation. This baseness disgusted the Germans, many
of whom fell away from the enterprise, and rallied to the

head and protector of the nation. In a very short time

Conrad and the archbishop of Mainz submitted
;
and al-

though Ludolf held out a little longer, he too broke down
and entreated to be pardoned. The archbishop was ordered

to be closely confined in a monastery, and soon afterwards

died. Lorraine was given to Bruno
;
but Conrad, its former

duke, although thus punished, was not disgraced, for Otto

had urgent need of his services in the war with the Magyars.

Defeat of The great battle against them was fought in 955 at the

Magyars. Lechfeld, near Augsburg. They had never before appeared

in such numbers, and there was a strong feeling on both

sides that it was to be finally settled whether the work of

King Henry should be completed or wholly overthrown.

After a fierce and obstinate fight, in which Conrad with

many other nobles fell, the question was decided in favour

of Germany and of Europe
;
the Magyars were even more

thoroughly scourged than in the battles in which Otto^s

father had given them their first real check. The deliver-

ance of Germany was complete, and from this time, notwith-

standing certain wild raids towards the east, the Magyars
began to settle in the land they still occupy, and to adapt
themselves to the conditions of civilized life.

Otto Entreated by Pope John XIL, who needed a helper
crowned against King Bereugar, Otto went a second time to Italy, in
empeioi.

gg2 ;
and on this occasion he received from the pope the

imperial crown. He did not return to Germany for more
than two years; and in 966 he was again in Italy, where
he remained six years, exercising to the full his imperial

rights in regard to the papacy, but occupied mainly in an
attempt to make himself master of the southern as well as

of the northern half of the peninsula.

Conuex- By far the most important act of Otto's eventful life was
ion of iiis assumption of the Lombard and the imperial crowns.

^'itTthe
successors so steadily followed his example that the

emi^e. sovereign crowned at Aix-la-Ohapelle claimed as his right to

be afterwards crowned in Milan and in Rome, Thus grew
up the Holy Roman empire, that strange state which,
directly descending, through the empire of Charles the
Great, from the empire of the Caesars, contained so many
elements foreign to ancient life. We are here concerned
with it only in so far as it affected Germany, Germany
itself never until our own day became an empire. It

is true that at last the Holy Roman empire was as a
matter of fact confined to Germany

;
but iu theory it was

something quite different Like Prance, Germany was a
kingdom, but it differed from France in this, that its

king was also king in Italy and Roman emperor. As
the latter title made him nominally the secular lord of

the world, it might have been expected to excite the pride
of his German subjects

;
and doubtless, after a time, they

did learn to think highly of themselves as the imperial race.

But the evidence tends to show that at first they had no
wish for this honour, and would have much preferred had
their ruler limited himself strictly to his own people.

[history

There are signs that during Otto’s reign they began to have

a distinct consciousness of national life, their use of the

word “ deutsch ” to indicate the whole people being one of

these symptoms. Their common sufferings, struggles, and

triumphs, however, account far more readily for this feeling

than the supposition that they were elated by their king

undertaking obligations which took him for years together

from his native land. So solemn were the associations

with the imperial title that, after acquiring it, Otto pro-

bably looked for more intimate obedience from his subjects.

They were willing enough to admit its abstract claims
;
but

in the world of feudalism there was a multitude of estab-

lished customs and rights which rudely conflicted with them,

and in action, remote and abstract considerations gave way
before concrete and present realities. Instead of strengthen-

ing the allegiance of the Germans towards their sovereign,

the imperial title was the means of steadily undermining it.

To the connexion of their kingdom with the empire they

owe the fact that for centuries they were the most divided

of European nations, and that they have only now begun

to create a genuinely united state. France was made up
of a number of loosely connected lands, each with its own
lord, when Germany, under Otto, was to a large extent

moved by a single will, well organized, and strong. But
the attention of the French kings was concentrated on their

immediate interests, and in course of time they brought

their unruly vassals to order. The German kings, as

emperors, had duties which often took them away for long

periods from Germany. This alone would have shaken

their authority, for, during their absence, the great vassals

seized rights which it was afterwards dij05cult to recover.

Bub the emperors were not merely absent, they had to engage

in struggles in which they exhausted the energies necessar}

to enforce obedience at home
;
and, in order to obtain help,

they were sometimes glad to concede advantages to which,

under other conditions, they would have tenaciously clung.

Moreover, the greatest of all their struggles was with the

papacy
;
so that a power outside theirkingdom, but exercising

immense influence within it, was in the end always prepared

to weaken them by exciting dissension among their people.

Thus the imperial crown was the most fatal gift that could

have been offered to the German kings
;
apparently giving

them all things, it deprived them of nearly everything.

And in doing this, it inflicted on many generations incalcul-

able and needless suffering.

By the policy of his later years Otto did much to prepare Increase

the way for the process of disintegration which he rendered noble-i

inevitable by restoring the empire. With the kingdom
divided into five great duchies, the sovereign could always

have maintained at least so much unity as King Henry
secured

;
and, as the experience of Otto himself showed,

therewould have beenchances of much greater centralization.

Yet he threw away this advantage. Lorraine was divided

into two duchies, Upper Lorraine and Lower Lorraine. In

each duchy of the kingdom he appointed a palsgrave, whose
duty was to maintain royal rights; and after Margrave Gero
died, his territory was divided into several marches, and
placed under six margraves, each with the same powers as

Gero, and having extensive lands. Otto gave up the

practice of retaining the duchies either in his own hands or

in those of relatives. Even Saxony, his native duchy, and

the chief source of his strength, was given to Margrave

Billung, whose family long afterwards kept it. As a set-off The

to the power of the princes—for the reigning immediate
*

vassals of the crown ranked as princes—Otto, especially

after he became emperor and looked upon himself as the

protector of the church, immensely increased the importance

of the prelates. They received great gifts of land, were

endowed with jurisdiction in criminal as well as civil cases,

I

and obtained several other valuable sovereign rights. The
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emperor’s idea was that, as church lands and offices could

not be hereditary, their holders would necessarily favour

the crown. But he forgot that the church had a head
beyond Germany, and that the passion for the rights of an
order may be not less intense than that for the rights of a
family. While the empire was at peace with the popes,

the prelates did strongly uphold it, and their influence

was unquestionably, on the whole, higher than that of rude
secular nobles. But with the empire and the papacy in

conflict, they could not but abide, as a rule, by the autho-

rity which had the most sacred claims to their loyalty.

From all these circumstances it curiously happened that the

sovereign who did more than almost any other to raise the

royal power, was also the sovereign who, more than any other,

wrought its decay.

Otto 11. Otto II. (973-983) had been crowned king and co-

imperator in his father’s lifetime. His troubles began
within a year in Bavaria, which was now a very great

duchy, not only including the valley of the Inn, but
reaching up along the western frontier of Bohemia and the

eastern frontiers of Swabia and Franconia as far as the

Bohemian Forest. Henry, the brother of Otto I, had died

soon after the battle of the Lechfeld, and had been suc-

ceeded by a young son, who, as he grew up, showed himself

of so contentious a disposition that he was known as Henry
the Wrangler. This young duke’s sister had married the

aged duke of Swabia, over whom she had absolute control,

so that the younger branch of the house of Saxony had
acquired an importance which the emperor could not affect

Civil to ignore. Taking offence at some action of Otto’s, Henry
wars. the Wrangler conspired against him and rebelled. This

first rebellion was easily put down, but Henry soon escaped

from the imprisonment to which he was condemned, and
then Bavaria was the scene of a war which gave occasion

to great bloodshed. When at last Henry was overcome, his

duchy was taken from him and granted to one of the

emperor’s cousins, a son of Ludolf, who had caused so

much anxiety to Otto L As this prince had already

received Swabia, Otto was able, without seeming to be harsh,

to deprive Bavaria of some of its importance. The southern

part, Carinthia, which had hitherto been a march, was
separated from it and made a duchy; and the eastern

march, Austria, was also taken away, and formally made
over to Liutpold, of the Babenberg family, who had already

ruled it for some time, and had proved himseK a faithful

vassal. Another member of the same house was invested

with the Nordgau, a part of Bavaria to the north of the

Danube, which formed a sort of wedge between Bohemia on
the one hand and Franconia and Swabia on the other.

Having arrived at this settlement, Otto went to chastise the

unruly Bohemians
;
but while he was away war was begun

behind him by the new duke of Carinthia, who, forgetful

of the benefits he had just received, rose to avenge the

wrongs of his friend Duke Henry. The emperor hastily

concluded peace with Bohemia, the duke of which did him
homage

;
and the rising was quickly put down. Henry

was made over to the keeping of the bishop of Utrecht, and
Carinthia received another duke.

In his anxiety to obtain southern Italy, Otto I. had
secured, as wife for his successor, Theophano, daughter of

the Byzantine emperor, to whom southern Italy belonged.

Otto II, having all his father’s ambition with much of his

strength and haughtiness, and being in the full flush of

youth, longed to getaway from Germany and to claim these

remote possessions. But he was detained for some time
by a sudden and unscrupulous invasion of Lower Lorraine
in 978 by Lothair, king of France. So stealthily did the

invader advance that the emperor and empress, who hap-

pened at the time to be at Aix-la-Chapelle, had just time
to escape before the town was seized. As quickly as pos-

sible Otto placed himself at the head of a great army, and 973-83.

marched to Paris. The approach of winter compelled him invasion

to return without taking the city, w’hich was well fortified
,

«'>f

but soon afterwards Lothair gave up all claim to Lorraine,

and peace was restored. At this time Lower Lorraine, which
Otto I. had added to the crown lands, was held as a fief of

the German sovereign by King Lothair’s brother Charles,

the last of the Carolings, whose claims to the French throne
were afterwards put aside in favour of Hugh the Great.

At last Otto was able to fulfil the wdsh of his heart, and
he did not again see Germany. His claims to southern

Italy were vehemently opposed
;
and in 982 he suffered a

disastrous defeat at the hands of the Greek emperor’s sub- Defeat of

jects and their allies, the Saracens of Sicily,—saving his life <^tto in

by a romantic adventure. The tidings of this crushing blow
cast gloom over Germany, and in the north and east the

Danes and Slavs, as if the spell by which the first Otto had
held them was broken, attacked the Germans with an
audacity and a determination they had never before dis-

played. With the Danes the Saxons were able to cope;

but the Slavs, who vehemently detested the German yoke,

fought with such desperate courage that much of the work
effected by Margraves Billung and Gero was altogether

undone. They had seemed to be decisively conquered, but

two centuries passed before they were beaten back to the

position to which they had been reduced in the previous

reign. Such were the first fruits of the assumption of the

imperial title.

About a year before his sudden death in Eome, Otto held Otto III.

a diet in Yerona which was attended by the German princes.

They would not help him in his Italian enterprise, which
was extremely unpopular

;
but they consented to recognize

his infant son Otto as his successor. This child they took

back with them to Germany, and after the emperor’s death

he was crowned in Aix-la-Cliapelle. Henry the Wrangler, as

his near relative, was released from confinement and made his

guardian ; but as this restless prince soon showed an inclina-

tion to secure the crown for himself, the infant king was

taken from him and placed under the charge of his mother

Theophano. Afterwards, when she died, he lived with his

grandmother, the empress Adelaide. While these two

ladies acted, one after the other, as regent, the chief func-

tions of government were discharged by Willigis, archbishop

of Mainz, a vigorous prelate who had risen from a humble
rank to the highest position in the German Church. He
was aided by the princes of the state, each of whom claimed

to have a voice in the supreme administration. Under
these conditions vigorous rule was impossible; so that during

the minority of Otto the royal authority was greatly weak-

ened. In Bavaria, after the death of Henry the "Wrangler,

the higher vassals, without waiting for the appointment of

a duke, returned to the ancient German custom, and elected

Henry’s son. A similar election took place in Thuringia,

the head of which, although not a duke, ranked with the

chief aristocracy. And along the coasts of Friesland was

formed a virtually free state, which was at a later time the

scene of a long-continued contest between the Frieslanders

and the powerful counts of Holland. At the age of fifteen

Otto III. (983-1002) was declared to have reached his

majority. He had been so carefully trained in all the learn-

ing of the age that he was called the wonder of the world,”

and a certain fascination still attaches to his imaginative,

although somewhat fantastic, nature. His mother having

imbued him with the extravagant conceptions of the

Byzantine emperors, he introduced into his court an amount

of splendour and ceremonial that had hitherto been unknown

in western Europe. Most of his time he spent in Borne, Scheme

and here he cherished a vast scheme by which he was to do Otto

much more than recall the empire of Charles the Great in

its whole extent. As the heir of the Western emperors, and
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1000-24. the grandson of an Eastern emperor, he fancied that he

might unite the entire known world under his rule. Eome

was to be its centre, and Germany but a province. In this

vague design he w^as warmly encouraged by Gerbert, the

greatest scholar of the day, whom, as Silvester II., he raised

to the papal see. Silvester saw that in such an empire,

with such an emperor, it would not be di ffiicult for the

papacy to become the real source of influence. Meanwhile

Germany suflered severely from internal disorder and from

the inroads of her rude neighbours
j
and when, in the year

1000—a year which Otto, with many others, feared might

see the end of the world—he visited his northern kingdom,

there were eager hopes that lie would smite the national

enemies with something of the vigour of his predecessors.

But the imperial dreamer found it more interesting to go to

Aix-la-Chapelle, and to descend into the tomb of the mighty

Charles, beside whose gorgeously arrayed body, as it sat

on its marble throne, he gave free scope to his fancy,—ap-

parently under the strange impression that his was a spirit

akin to that of the worldly and resolute conqueror. One

The practical step he did take, but it was in a direction contrary

Poles, to that deisired by his subjects. The Poles, of whom we hear

first during the reign of Otto L, and who inhabited the

country immediately to the east of the Oder, had since his

time owed a vague allegiance to the Germans. They were

now' ruled by Boleslaus, a chief of an aggressive and deter-

mined spirit, who by ostentatious loyalty gained the good-

will of Otto III. The latter commissioned him to conquer

the Pomeranians, a duty which he gladly and effectually

discharged, adding to the Pomeranians the Prussians and

some of the Bohemians. The large state thus formed the

emperor made independent of Germany, probably in the

hope that it might form the centre for a province of his

future empire. Its Christian missions were severed from

the church of Germany and formed into a new Polish

church
;
and the emperor himself founded the head see at

Gnesen, where his friend Adalbert had met a martyr^s

death. This w’as done with the sanction of Pope Silvester,

who at the same time established an independent national

church in Hungary, and encouraged Stephen to become the

first Magyar king, by sending him from Borne a golden

crown.

Otto’s magnificent plans received a fatal shock from
the- insubordination of the Romans, for whose city he
designed so much honour. When he died, perhaps by
poison, there was no representative of the elder branch of

the Saxon family, and several candidates came forward for

Henry II, the throne. Henry II (1002-1024), son and successor of

Henry tlie Wrangler, and therefore the great-grandson of

King Henry I. by a younger line, managed to reach Aix-la-

Chapelle before his chief rival, the duke of Swabia, and was
there crowned. As he had not been elected, he was obliged

to humble himself by going about among the princes and
entreating their allegiance. His shattered health, querulous
temper, and abject submission to priestly influence unfitted

him for the great position to which he had raised himself,

and his reign was an unfortunate one for Germany. For
ten years civil war raged in Lorraine; in Saxony, too, torrents

of blood were shed in petty quarrels. Hitherto it had been
the right of the crow'u, when a duke or other prince died,

to appoint his successor; and obviously no royal right was
of greater importance. In Henry’s time the principle of

inheritance was virtually established in favour of the im-
mediate vassals of the sovereign. He the more willingly

made this concession because of his extravagant generosity
to the church, in which, like Otto I., he looked for his

main support. He had liis reward in the attachment of
the papacy, by which lie was ultimately canonized

;
but he

succeeded no better than his predecessors incounterbalancing
the secular by the spiritual princes. In his foreign wars he

[histouy,

was as little prosperous as in his government at home.

Boleslaus, who was now" a powerful sovereign, had con-

quered Bohemia and Lusatia
;
and so anxious was Henry

to win back these lands that, notwithstanding his Christian

zeal, he obtained the alliance of certain Slavonic tribes by
undertaking that their religion should not be interfered

with. Bohemia and Lusatia were for a time detached

from the Polish kingdom, but they were reconquered, and

after a war of fourteen years the Pole wms a greater ruler

than ever. Henry went three times to Italy, and was

crowned Lombard king and emperor. Before he became
emperor, in order to assert his right of sovereignty over

Borne, he called himself king of the Bomans
;
and this was

the designation borne by his successors until they received

the higher title from the pope. TJp to this time a sovereign

crowned in Aix-la-Chapelle was simply ‘‘ king of the East

Franks ” or “ king of the Franks and Saxons.”

The great nobles now met at Oppenheim, and elected to Fran-

the throne Conrad, a count of Franconia. The dukes of coman

Upper and Lower Lorraine, with a number of prelates, op-

posed this choice
;
but their objections w^ere overborne, and Conrad

Conrad IL (1024-39) seemed to have no reason to dread

internal enemies. Very soon, however, he had to battle

with a formidable conspiracy, and during nearly his whole

reign he was exposed to dangers of this kind; for he w"as a

masterful king, looked vyith extreme jealousy on the rights

the princes had acquired, and wished his crown to be the

symbol of a genuine central authority. He was remarkably

successful in contending w'ith rebellion; and the chief cause

of his success was that he allied himself with a powerful

force, the significance of which had not been detected by
previous sovereigns. Hitherto the vassals of great lords— Mediate

the mediate nobles—had been very much at the mercy of

their superiors. Conrad, seeing that he and they had
a common danger, made them more independent. It was
not until nearly the end of his reign that he issued his

famous edict in Italy, decreeing that no fief-holder should

be deprived of his fief without judgment of his peers
;
but

he carried out this policy from the beginning in Germany,
and even from the judgment of a fief-holder’s peers there

was a right of appeal to the royal tribunals. The result

of this policy was that the inferior fief-holders were unwill-

ing to follow their lords against the king. Thus wlien Duke
Ernest of Swabia, his stepson, rose against him,and appealed

to his men, as in old times, to make his cause their own,

they refused, urging that the sovereign was the supreme

protector of their liberties. Conrad soon revealed that

his object was the same as that which Otto I. long pur

sued,—not to do away with the duchies, but to get them,

if possible, under his immediate control. The principle

of inheritance he extended to the throne
;
and in his case

it was recognized, his son Henry being crowned as his

successor soon after he himself became king. To young
King Henry he granted Bavaria in fief, when the reign-

ing duke, by rising against him, forfeited his title
;
and

afterwards, despite the bitter opposition of the nobles,

he invested the same prince with Sw'ahia, the ducal family

of which died out. Carinthia, being vacant, was given to

Conrad’s nephew. As Franconia ever since the time of Otto

had remained in the hands of the sovereign, Saxony, Thur-

ingia, and the two Lorraines were the only duchies of which

Conrad was not more or less master.

When Conrad mounted the throne, the safety of Germany Neigh-

was endangered from three different points. On the north

Denmark was ruled by Canute, the great English sovereign
;

on the east was the wide Polish state, whose sovereign

Boleslaus crowned himself king, and still had possession of

Bohemia and Lusatia
;

to the south-east was Hungary,

which, under Stephen I., was rapidly becoming an organized

and formidable power. Conrad was prudent enough to ask
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111 marriage for liis son Henry Canute’s daughter ^
and in age The princes, convinced that his aim was to bring the 1024-5b

return he ceded to DenmaiL the march of Schleswig The duchies under his direct authority, and thus to create a
Danes thus became the friends of the Germans, and were monarchy which should have but one nead, sullenly

of service to them m keeping down the Wends With awaited their opportunity, and it came when, m 1052,
Hungary, Conrad waged war, but not successfully, for, after a ten months’ siege of Presburg, he was obliged to

although a statesman, he appeal & to have been no great retreat precipitately from Hungary The influence of his

general He was more foitunate in Poland, Boleslaus great fame was shaken, and from this time he had to

having died, the Poles plunged into a furious civil wai, conteud against v arlike nobles On ore occasion he found
and he v as able to turn their disunion to his own advan out, only through the death bed repentance of a rebel, that

tage Moieover, a youthful heio, Lreteslaus, an illegiti he was the object of a widespread conspiracy, which, had
mate son of the duke of Bohemia, having cairied awa}' he remained in ignorance, would inevitably have succeeded
from a convent a young German lady, a powerful noble’s Even the mediate nobles, who had stood loyally by Coniad,
daughter, w^hom he passionately loved, and who had un were not his friends

, for hio wars made seriouto demands
bounded infiaence ovei him, was induced to place his upon them, and his administration of justice w^as often

sword at the disposal of Conrad, and by a single raid he stiicter in regard to their class than they quite appro\ed
drove the Poles fiom Lusatia Lusatia and Bohemia were Although at the time of his death he was still one of the

thus restored to Geimany, and the Polish ruler, who now^ most powerful soveieigns who ever reigned m Geimany, he
claimed no higher title than duke, did homage to Conrad was obliged to adopt a conciliatory policy,—even Duke
foi his lauds Gottfried, aftei all his offences, being established in his

In Italy Coniad was illieceived, foi although as emperor duchy
aud Lombard king he was its lawful soveieign, the Geimans At the beginning of Henry’s reign the chuich all o>ci Tlie

w eie still looked upon as mtrudeis, and by force alone they Europe was in a deplorable condition Simony in its basest papacy

could maintain tlieir rights The event which at the time forms wasalmotit universally pi actised, and moiaiity amuna
threw most lustie on his reign was his acquisition of the the clergy was at its lowest ebb The papacy, too, had

Bui kingdom of Buigundy or Ailes It was bequeathed to him sunk into a degraded state, its authority being annihilated,
gimh

]3y Eudoh III
,
whose niece Gisela was Conrad’s wife In not only by the character of successive popes, but by the

1032 he w’as crowned, and was at once recognized by the fact that there were at the same time three claimants of

Geiman speaking population The others lesisted, but the Roman see These evils wrere regarded with sorrow
111 two yeais all opposition had been overcome, and he re by Henry, who was a man of sincere and iigorous piet^

ceived in Geneva the homage of the leading southern nobles Associating himself with the reforming movement which
This beautiful kingdom was full of piosperous cities, and proceeded from Cluny, he not only commanded and pleaded

its possession seemed to add incalculably to the powei of with his prelates to put an end to abuses, but lesolved to

the German kings
,
but m the end it proved an occasion of strike the evil at it^ root by stein exercise of bis impeiiil

humiliation rather than of strength rights. In 1046 he entered Rome at the head of an aim}
Hemj Henry III (1039-56), who had been crowned, while his wWh had secured for him in northern Italy such respect

father was alive, king of Burgundy as well as of Germany, as had been given to noGeiman ruler since Charles the Gieat,

had none of the ludeiiess and reckless impulsiveness which and summarily deposed the three popes whose contentions

maned Coniad’s great qualities, but he had the same hadcaused scandal thioughoutChristendom He then raised

decisive judgment, fai reaching ambition, and irresistible to the papal see the bishop of Bamberg as Clement II, who
will In the later years of Conrad, Bieteslaus, the young crowned him emperor, and after Clement, when death

Bohemian prince who had seived him so well in Lusatia, made fresh appointments necessary, three other German
haviug succeeded his father as duke of Bohemia, waged war popes, Damasus II

,
Leo IX

,
and Yictor II Under these

in his own interest against the disunited Poles, and easily j)opes a new era began for the chuich and for the papacy

bi ought their whole state into subjection As he showed Behind the two latter was the stern, unfalteimg, high

signs of wishing to become an independent sovereign, Henry minded Hildebrand, who, as their adviser, silently prepared

invaded his territory, and so completely overcame him that the way for his own memorable teim of rule In thus

he appeared before the king m Ratisbon, barefooted and reforming the papacy, Hemy III fulfilled what was regarded

111 a penitent’s garb Henry treated him generously, and as the noblest duty of hi& impel lal office
,
bub he also

was rewaided by leceiving to the end of his reign the ser sharpened a weapon whose keen edge was fiist tried against

vice of a loyal vassal
,
and the young king also gained the his son

goodwill of the Poles by placing over them their lawful The last years of Henry III form a turning pomt in

punce, Oasimir, who willingly did homage for his land Geiman history Great kings and emperors came aftei

The king of Denmark, too, acknowledged Henry as his him, but none of them possessed the direct, absolute

feudal lord Moreovei, by several campaigns m Hungary, authoiity which he freely wielded
,
even in the case of the

foiced upon him by the violence of its king, Samuel, son- strongest, the forms of feudalism more and more interposed

in law of Stephen I
,
Henry brought that country for the themselves between the monarch and the nation, and at

firbt time, but only temporarily, into the position of a fief last royal authority virtually altogether disappeared The

of the German crown In Germany itself he acquired, process was hastened by the unfortunate fact that Henry

durmg the first ten yeais of his reign, an authority which III was^succeeded by a child The infant king, Henry lY
had been unknown since the days of Otto I His bittei (1056—1106), was at first m charge of his mothei, the

enemy, Duke Gottfiied of Upper Lorraine, who conspiied empress Agnes, a lady of excellent qualities, but too gentle

against him time after time, and found powerful allies m for a position which demanded the exeicise of stem

certain Burgiindiaii nobles and in the counts of Flanders virtues Her lule was jealously watched by Anno, aich

and of Holland, was beaten down
,
and he was able to dis bishop of Cologne, a rigid churchman of imposing pei

pense against the most powerful princes the law^s of the sonality, cold to the ordinary interests of the world, but

kingdom, and to force them to maintain the public peace passionately devoted to his aider Discontented by the

Under this severe and beneficent rule Germany enjoyed a predominant influence of the bishop of Augsburg at court,

period of internal quiet such as she had probably never he managed, by a clever trick, to get possession of the

before experienced But even Hemy could uot permanently king and the insignia of loyalty Agnes, knowing his

divert from its course the central political tendency of the power, and deseited by liei fuendb, retired from the legency

,
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1056-77. and Anno began forthwitli fco rule the state. By and by

he was compelled by the diet to share his duties with

Adalbert, archbishop of Bremen, who was not less ambitious

than Anno, but was as gay, sociable, and worldly as his rival

was proud and morose. In the end Adalbert made himself

complete master of Henry, who thus grew up under the

most diverse influences. The young king was generous, and

endowed with considerable intellectual gifts
;

but, passing

as he did from the gloomy palace in Cologne, where he

lived a monk’s life under terrible censors, to the palace in

Bremen, where he was petted and flattered, he became

wayward and self-willed. He assumed the duties of govern-

ment at the age of fifteen, and soon made enemies of nearly

iSaxony. all the chief princes. In Saxony, where, like his father,

he held his court, he excited by a series of injudicious pro-

ceedings intense hostility. While the Ottos were in pur-

suit of the imperial phantom, a number of the crown lands

in this duchy had been seized by nobles whose descend-

ants now held them. Henry insisted on restoring these
j

and, as Henry I. had taken possession of the domains of

his Carolingian predecessors, so Henry IV. claimed the

domains of his Saxon predecessors. As if this were not

enough, he built a number of fortresses which the free

peasantry imagined were intended for prisons
;
he kept in

confinement the heir to the duchy, and he persistently

spoke of the Saxons in a tone of supreme contempt. All

classes were thus combined against him; and in 1073 the

universal discontent found expression in a vast popular

assembly, attended alike by freemen and by nobles, and in

which—such was the gratitude of the church for royal

favours—a leading place was taken by the archbishop of

Magdeburg aud by the bishop of Halbertstadt, the former

the brother, the latter the nephew, of Archbishop Anno.
Henry was surprised by a band of rebels in his fortress of

Harzburg, near Goslar. Attended by a few followers he
escaped, and appealed to the princes for support

;
bub he

could not compel their aid, and of free will they would
grant him nothing. After tedious and degrading negotia-

tions, in which he was accused of every kind of crime, he
was at last obliged to yield the demands of his enemies.

As these demands did not include the destruction of the

fortresses, the peasants, fancying they were betrayed, refused

to lay down their arms, and stormed through the duchy,
not only battering down the detested buildings, but even
destroying the chapel of the Harzburg fortress and com-
mitting acts of desecration with ruthless fury. This so

alarmed the princes, both spiritual and secular, that Henry
was able to advance with a large army into Saxony, where
in 1075 he gained a decisive victory, and re-established the

authority of the crown.

Gregory While Germany was in this confused state, Hildebrand
VII. had become pope, as Gregory VIL, and in 1075 he issued

his famous decree against the marriage of the clergy and
against their investiture by laymen,—^for boldness and
vastness the most magnificent policy ever devised, since,

had it been effected, the pope must have become the

secular as well as the spiritual lord of Christendom. So
quickly had the reforming zeal of Henry HI. made the
papacy a power which threatened to overshadow the

world. To the decree as to investiture it was impossible

for any sovereign to submit, and in Germany there were
stronger reasons than elsewhere for resistance. Half the
land of the country was held by the clergy, and most of it

had been granted to them because, in virtue of their feudal

relation to the sovereign, it was supposed that they would
be his most efficient helpers. Had the feudal tie been
broken, the crown would soon have vanished, and the con-

stitution of mediaeval society must have undergone a
radical change. Henry, who had hitherto treated the new
pope with excessive respect, and was believed at the Vatican

[history.

to have no strength of character, now announced his inten-

tion of going to Eome and assuming the imperial title.

The pope, to whom the Saxons had been encouraged to

make complaint, responded by sending back certain mes-

sengers of Henry’s, with the command that he should do

penance for the crimes of which his subjects accused him.

Enraged by this unlooked-for arrogance, Henry summoned
a synod of German bishops, who declared Hildebrand

deposed. The answer was a bull excommunicating the

German king, dethroning him, and liberating his subjects

from their oath of allegiance.

Hever had a pope ventured to take so bold a step. It Effect of

was within the memory of even young men that a German Henry’s

king had dismissed three popes, and raised, one after

another, four of his own prelates to the Roman see. And ^jon.

now a pope attempted to drag from his throne the successor

of this very sovereign. The effect of the bull was tremen-

dous; no other was ever followed by equally important

results. The princes had long been chafing under royal

power; they had shaken even so stem an autocrat as Henry
III., and the authority of Henry IV. was already visibly

lowered. At this important stage in their contest with the

crown a mighty ally suddenly offered himself, and, with

indecent eagerness, they hastened to associate themselves

with him. Their vassals and subjects, appalled by the

invisible powers wielded by the head of the church, sup-

ported them in their rebelliousness. Henry had looked for

no such result as this
;
he had not comprehended the influ-

ences which lay beneath the surface, and was horrified by

his unexpected isolation. At a diet in Oppenheim he in vain

humbled himself before the princes. They turned from him
coldly, and decided that the pope should be asked to come
to Germany to investigate, along with themselves, the accusa-

tions brought against him
;
that if, within a year, the sen-

tence of excommunication were not removed, the king should

lose his crown
;
and that in the meantime he should live in

retirement.

Now came the strange scene at Canossa which burned Scene at

itself into the memory of Europe. For three days, in the Canossa

depth of winter, the representative of the Csesars, clad in a

penitent’s shirt, shivered in the outer court of the Countess

Mathilda’s castle, entreating to be admitted into the pope’s

presence. No other mode of escape than complete subjec-

tion to Gregory had suggested itself, or was perhaps pos-

sible
; but it did not save him. Although the pope in a

manner forgave him, the German princes, being resolved

not to miss the chance which fortune had given them, met
in his absence and deposed him, electing Rudolf, duke of

Swabia, as his successor. But Henry’s bitter humiliations

transformed his character; they brought out all his latent

capacities of manliness. From being a wilful, thoughtless

lad, he became a resolute man, with many evil traces

indeed of his irregular training, but with a deep conscious-

ness of his rights, aud a fixed determination to maintain

them.

The war that followed—the war of investitures—was the War of

opening of that tremendous struggle between the empire

and the papacy, which is the central fact of mediaeval history,

and which, after two centuries of conflict, ended in the

exhaustion of both powers. Its details belong more to

the history of Italy than to that of Germany, but in

Germany its effects were most deeply felt. It was now
that the nation plucked the bitter fruits of the seed planted

by Otto I. in assuming the imperial crown, and both by
Otto and his predecessors and successors in lavishing

worldly power upon the church. In the ambition of the

spiritual and the secular princes the popes had an immense
engine of offence against the emperors

;
and they unscrup-

ulously turned it to the utmost advantage. The most loyal

friends of the emperors were the cities. They had been

GERMANY
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steadily growing up, especially in the Rhine country and in

southern Germany, and could not but see that they had far

more to fear from the princes than from the crown. Hence,
when Henry returned to Germany, Worms, Spires, and
many other towns opened their gates to him, and freely

contributed of their wealth
;
and towards his successors they

pursued a like policy.

After several indecisive battles the rival king, Rudolf, was,

in 1080, defeated and slain. Henry then carried the war
into Italy, where he was crowned emperor by his own anti-

pope, and in 1085 Hildebrand died an exile from Rome,
although with unbroken spirit. In Germany two other

rival kings were set up, Hermann, count of Luxembourg,
and Ekbert, margrave of Meissen; but they were only

partially successful, and after the death of the latter in 1089,
had Germany followed her own impulses, there would have
been peace. In the papacy, however, Henry had an impla-

cable foe ;
and again and again, when he seemed to be on

the point of complete triumph, it kindled anew the smould-
ering embers. His son Conrad was stirred up against him
in Italy

;
and in Germany, when he was near the end of

his days, his second son Henry was induced to head a
First dangerous rebellion. During his reign the first crusade
crusade, took place, and he suffered severely from the pious zeal

which it expressed and intensified. The movement was
not in the end favourable to papal supremacy, but the

early crusaders, and those who sympathized with them,
regarded the enemies of the pope as the enemies of re-

ligion.

HenryY. Dope Paschal II. did not doubt, after the death of

Henry IV., that he would immediately triumph, but he was
mistaken. Henry V. (1106-25), who had promised, with

unconscious irony, to treat him as a father, went on, like his

predecessors, investing prelates with ring and staff, and,

when expostulated with, replied that he could not be ex-

pected to give up a right which had belonged to all pre-

vious kings. War broke out anew, and, as in the time of

Henry IV., the pope found enthusiastic supporters among
the princes. One of the most ardent of these was Lothair,

whom Henry V. himself had made duke of Saxony, after the

extinction of the Billung line, by which for a century and a

half the duchy had been ruled. Henryks chief friends were
the two Hohenstaufen princes, Frederick and Conrad, to the

former of whom Henry IV. gave the duchy of Swabia when
Rudolf became his rival king, while the latter was created

by Henry V. duke of Franconia, a country which had been
attached to the crown lands since the time of Otto I.

These two brothers were enthusiastic imperialists, and up-

held with persistent courage the cause of their sovereign on
the repeated occasions on which he went to Italy to chastise

the pope. At last, in 1 122, peace was restored by the con-

Concor- cordat of Worms. By this compromise, which was forced
of exhaustion upon both parties, the right of electing the

worms,
prelates was granted to the clergy, and the emperor resigned

the right of investing them with ring and staff. On the

other hand, it was arranged that the elections should take

place in the presence either of the emperor or of his repre-

sentative, and that he should invest the prelates with the

sceptre. The papacy was thus very far from realizing the

great schemes of Hildebrand
;

still, even in regard to the

particular question in dispute, it gained solid advantages,

and its general authority was incomparably more important

than it had been half a century before. For it had waged
war on the emperor himself; instead of acknowledging
its inferiority as in old times, it had claimed to be the

highest power; it had even attempted to dispose of the im-

perial crown as if the empire were a fief which it granted

of its good will
;
and it had found out that it could at

any time hamper, perhaps paralyse, imperial authority, by
exciting strife in Germany.

The Franconian dynasty died out with Henry V., and 1080-
Lothair, duke of Saxony, was elected to succeed him. Lothair 1^52.

(1125—37) excited the enmity of the Hohenstaufen princes I^othair

by demanding that they should give up certain crown lands
which had been incorporated with their duchies. Unable
to defend himself against them without help, he secured a
powerful ally by granting his daughter in marriage to Henry Hemy
the Proud, grandson of W elf, a prince whom Henry IV. the

had made duke of Bavaria. As this vehement noble soon
succeeded to Bavaria, and was also invested with Saxony,
he became by far the greatest subject in Germany. I7ever-

theless, the duke of Franconia and the duke of Swabia
withstood him, and not until within three years of the
emperor’s death were they forced to crave for peace. A
considerable portion of LothaiFs reign was spent in Italy

;

and Innocent II. claimed that when he received the im-
perial crown he did so as a vassal of the pope.

Nothing could indicate more clearly than this fact Decay ot

how much of their old power the German kings had lost, royal

It was not past hope that even yet some of their former

splendour might be restored ;
and for a brief period mon-

archy did again stand high. Still, its foundations were

sapped. Incessant war, both at home and in Italy, had
deprived it of its force

;
it had lost moral influence by

humiliations of which the scene at Canossa was an extreme
type. Steadily, with unwearied energy, letting no oppor-

tunity escape, the princes had advanced towards independ-

ence, and they might well look forward to such a bearing

in regard to the kings as the kings had formerly adopted in

regard to them.

Later Mediceval Period,

Henry the Proud was confident that he would succeed Hoten-

Lothair; but, by a hasty and irregular election, Conrad, duke staufeu

of Franconia, was chosen king. Conrad III. (1137-52), an
impulsive and not very wise ruler, found himself at once in

serious perplexities. Henry the Proud, knowing that evil

was designed against him, rebelled, whereupon he was

declared to have forfeited his duchies
;
and Saxony was

granted to Albert the Bear, a strong and truly great Saxon
noble, while Bavaria fell to Leopold, margrave of Austria.

Thus again the country was ravaged by war, for Henry the

Proud, although he was unpopular in Bavaria—the duchy
he had inherited—was powerfully upheld in Saxony, which,

ever since Henry IV. had alienated it, had always been

ready to join in an attack on the monarchy. Henry
suddenly died, but the struggle was continued by his brother

Duke Welf ; and, but for the opportune death of some of

the chief combatants, among them Leopold of Bavaria, it

seemed probable that it would go hard with the king, Welf,

hoping to be made Leopold’s successor, agreed to a com-

promise, by which Saxony, with the assent of Albert the

Bear, was granted to Henry—^afterwards Henry the Lion

—

the young son of Henry the Proud. Bavaria, however, was

in the end given to Henry Jasomirgott (so called from his

habit of saying “Ja so mir Gott helfe!”), margrave of

Austria, a rough noble, who was afterwards found to have a

decidedly inconvenient temper. Welf again took to arms,

and for years contended with his rival. Notwithstanding

this and many other sources of confusion, Conrad was Second

persuaded by the passionate eloquence of St Bernard to crusade,

take part in the second crusade. He came back broken,

dispirited, and near his end, to find Henry the Lion at the

head of a great army, claimingBavaria in addition to Saxony,

—a claim which Conrad in vain attempted to dispute.

Germany now passed under one of the greatest of her Frederick

sovereigns, Frederick Barbarossa (1152-90), nephew

King Conrad, and son of the Frederick, duke of Swabia,

who had fought along with Conrad against Henry the Proud.

He was a man of large and noble nature, capable, indeed,
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Henry
the

Lion.

1152-90. if resisted, of great harsliness, but a passionate lover of

justice, with, far-reaching ideals, ready to battle with

gigantic difficulties, yet knowing how to recognize and

submit to the inevitable. Allied to the Welfs through

his mother, and having a personal regard for Henry the

Lion, he was anxious to bring to an end the strife of the

W'elfic and the Hohenstaufen families, and began his reign

by promising to secure for Henry the duchy of Bavaria.

For his adventurous and imaginative spirit the splendour

of the imperial name had an irresistible charm ;
and two

years after he ascended the throne, in 1154:, he went to

Eome to be crowned emperor. After this the best years

of his life were spent in Italy, where, in his obstinate

struggle with the Lombard cities and with Pope Alexander

III., he chiefly acquired his fame. Although it was con-

ducted on his side mainly with German troops, it properly

comes under Italian history, in which the record of his reign

forms a bloody page, while his name is associated with one

of the most peaceful and prosperous periods in the internal

history of Germany.
The promise that Bavaria should be granted to Henry the

Lion was not easily fulfilled, for Henry Jasomirgott doggedly

refused to give it up. At last, however, Frederick, after

his return from his first expedition to Italy, in 1156, recon-

ciled the surly prince by detaching Austria, his native

march, from Bavaria, and making it a duchy with certain

special privileges,—an important step in the process by
which Austria gradually became the centre of a powerful

state. Henry the Lion then became duke both of Bavaria

and of Saxony. This prince often gave offence by a
haughty and aggressive disposition, but few German dukes
won so true a title to the good-will of posterity. Since the

time of Otto II. and Otto HI. the Slavonic countries to the

east of Saxony had been very imperfectly held in subjection.

Henry devoted himself to the conquest of the territory

along the shores of the Baltic, and he succeeded as no one
before him had ever done. But he was not a mere con-

queror
;
he built towns and encouraged those which already

existed, founded bishoprics in the newly-won lands, and
planted in them bodies of industrious colonists. While he
was thus at work, a similar task was fulfilled a little to the
south of him by Albert the Bear, the first margrave of

Brandenburg, who, by just and energetic rule, worthily pre-

pared the land for its great, although far-off, destinies.

Early in his reign, by settling a dispute between two
brothers who claimed the crown of Denmark, Frederick

country once more into the

countries. Position of a vassal of Germany. He broke into Poland
also, and compelled its ruler to do homage, and, in return
for great services rendered in his Polish campaign, raised the
duke of Bohemia to royal rank,—a change which in no way
affected his duties to the German crown, but which gave
him a certain precedence over all other subject princes.
The king of Hungary, although no attempt was made to
subdue him, became a useful ally of Frederick. Thus the
ancient fame of Germany, which was lost during the con-
fusion that came after Henry III., was to a large extent
restored in the neighbouring countries. Frederick re-
asserted the royal authority in Burgundy, and added to
the kingdom, by right of marriage, Upper Burgundy, or, as

Internal it was afterwards called, Franche Cornt^. Internal quiet
pros- he established by strictly applying such laws as existed

against those who should break the peace
; and the robber

nobles never found a more implacable enemy. The
cities flourished during his reign, and he attached them to
hin^elf by granting to many of them the very liberties

which, by a too literal interpretation of his imperial rights,
he^ withheld from the cities of Lombardy. Yet, with all
this, the nobles appear to have been enthusiastically devoted
to him. They followed him time after time into Italy,

Frede-

rick’s

perity.

going through incredible sufferings that he might assert

claims which were of no advantage to them, and which had
been a curse to their nation. On one occasion, when a too

confident legate read before the diet a papal letter, which

seemed to imply that the empire w^as a fief of the papacy,

indignant murmurs broke from the assembly, and the life

of the offender was saved only by the intervention of

Frederick himself. The secret of this great popularity was
partly the national pride excited by his foreign achieve-

ments, partly the ascendency which his genius gave him
over other minds, partly the conviction that, while he would
abate nothing of his rights, he would ask no more than the

laws of the empire sanctioned.

In the later years of Frederick’s reign, Henry the Lion Fall of

had the misfortune to incur his deep displeasure. The Henry

duke, rendered arrogant by success, positively refused,

because his conditions were not admitted, to attend the

emperor in the Italian campaign which resulted in the fatal

battle of Legnano. Ascribing this defeat wholly to Henry,
Frederick returned to Germany resolved to work his ruin.

Summoned on three different occasions to attend the diet,

Henry held aloof
;
whereupon, by judgment of his peers,

he was condemned to the loss of both liicj duchies. After

some resistance he submitted
;
but the utmost favour he

could secure was permission to retain Brunswick and
Liineburg, while his term of banishment to England was
reduced from seven years to three. Bavaria was granted to

Otto of Wittelsbach, but it lost much of its importance, for,

among other changes, Styria was taken from it and made
a separate duchy. Saxony was finally broken up. The
duchy was confined to a comparatively small territory to the

east of Brunswick and Liineburg, and conferred upon Ber-

nard, son of Albert the Bear, while most of the western half

of the country was attached, as the duchy of Westphalia, to

the archbishopric of Cologne. The chief prelates of Saxony,
and many of the most important vassals of the duke, such
as the counts of Oldenburg, of Holstein, and of Schwerin,

were made virtually independent of all control save that of

the crown. Frederick’s object in thus disintegrating the

two greatest duchies in the kingdom was, by playing off

the nobles against each other, to secure imperial authority.

But, in reality, he made it doubly certain that the princes

would one day shake off imperial power altogether; for

it was incomparably more difficult for the sovereign to con-

tend with scores of petty nobles than with two or three

great lords.

Towards the close of Frederick’s career fortune appeared Last

to smile upon him. Germany was at peace
;
even in Italy,

since the force of events had persuaded him that the time
was past for too severe a straining of his lawful claims, he
had been well received by the cities which had wrought
him so much disaster

;
pope and emperor were temporarily

reconciled
; and, by the marriage of his son Henry with the

princess Constantia, he had reason to hope that the empire

would soon include Naples and Sicily. Resolving that the

sunset of his life should be even more splendid than its

dawn, he undertook the third crusade, and started with a

great army for the Holy Land. When the news reached

Germany that he had been drowned, men felt that evil days

must come, since the elements of strife could no longer be

controlled by his strong hand.

Evil days did not, however, come in the time of Henry jgenry

VI. (1190-97), who, although without his father’s greatness VT.

of soul, had his determination and energy. Partly by
means of the immense ransom obtained from his prisoner

Richard of England, he was able to beat down resist-

ance in the south Italian kingdom to which his marriage

entitled him : and the papacy was more completely subject

to him than it had ever been to Frederick. In Germany
he was so powerful that he not only secured the election of
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Ms infant son Frederick as king of the Romans (as a king '

elected during the lifetime of an emperor was now and
henceforth called), but he made proposals that the crown
should be declared hereditary. To secure this important

end, he offered so many conce&sions that, but for his sudden
death, it would probably have been achieved.

Great as was Henry’s authority, there had been a danger-

ous conspiracy against even him, and after his death the

princes who had taken part in it refused to recognize his

son. There was now a double election, those who were
Philip favourable to the Hohenstaufen dynasty choosing Philip,
and Otto Henry’s brother, their enemies appointing Otto, son of

Henry the Lion. Had Germany had no relation to tlie

papacy, or had the papacy continued as weak as in the days
of Henry VI., there could have been no doubt how the

strife would end. A large majority of the princes were on
Philip’s side, and his personal character commanded univer-

sal respect, while Otto was a man without principle, harsh

and violent. But, to Germany’s misfortune, the papal see

was at this time held by Innocent III., a pope in whom
were revived the ambition, statesmanship, and force of

Hildebrand. After a little delay he decided for Otto, and
thenceforward for some years the country was desolated by
civil war. Even with the help of the pope, Otto by and by
lost ground; and Philip, had he not been murdered, in 120S,

would soon have been universally acknowledged. After

his death, however, there was no longer any excuse for war,

and Otto IV. was crowned emperor. While his position

was undecided he remained a humble suppliant of the pope,

but after his coronation he cast aside his pledges, and began

to act as an independent sovereign. Up to this time

Frederick, the son of Henry VI., had lived in his southern

kingdom, nominally under the guardianship of Innocent,

but in reality left to be trained by the severe discipline of

practical life. Although the pope did not altogether like

him, he now resolved to punish Otto by bringing forward this

young prince as a candidate for the German throne. A party

among the princes was easily induced to elect him, and in

1214 he started, full of youthful hope, on his journey across

the Alps. In the period which followed, he displayed an un-

surpassed power of managing men
;
while Otto, thinking to

injure him by indirectly striking a heavy blow at his patron

the pope, was short-sighted enough to leave Germany and
to support John of England against the French king,

Philip Augustus. In the battle of Bouvines, memorable
alike in the history of England, France, and Germany, his

fate was sealed. After so crushing a defeat nothing

remained for him but to make way for his rival by with-

drawing from public life.

Frederick Frederick II. (1212-50), if not the strongest, was per-
il* sonally the most brilliant, of the German kings. With the

mediaeval passion for adventure he combined the intellectual

freedom and culture of a modern gentleman. A lover of

poetry, of science, and of art, he was also a great statesman

;

with a power of will which the most adverse circumstances

could not break, be knew how to adapt his policy to

changing circumstances, and how to move men by appealing

at one time to their selfishness and weakness, ab another to

the most ideal qualities of human nature. And for outward
splendour his position never was surpassed, since, when he
died, be possessed no fewer than six crowns,—^the imperial

crown, and the crowns of Germany, Burgundy, Lom-
bardy, Sicily, and Jerusalem. But Germany, his proper

kingdom, profited not at all by his magnificent gifts. In
1220 he left it for a space of 15 years, to accomplish his

famous crusade, to carry on his bitter contest with the

Lombard cities and Pope Gregory IX., and to rule Sicily,

with an insight into its needs that made it the most pros-

perous land in Christendom. In his absence he was repre-

sented in Germany by his young son Henry, who was
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crowned king of the Romans, and in whose name thelid©-
country was governed by two successive regents. Through- 1250

out the kingdom the princes did very much w’hat seemed
good in their own eyes

; ana in the north a confused warfare
was carried on between the Germans and the Danes. As
there was now no powerful Saxon duke to uphold the
northern interests of the kingdom, and as the central Govern-
ment did not choose, or was unable, to act with energy, the
Danes had decidedly the best of this struggle, and extended
their power along the Baltic coast. At the same time
Prussia was conquered for Christianity and for civilization Con-

by the knights of the Teutonic Order, who here slowly built q^est of

up the state which ultimately, in association with Branden-
burg, was to infiuence so profoundly the course of history.

Crusading knights from all lands came to their help against

the Prussian heathen, and their strength was permanently
increased by their union with the Knights of the Sword,
who, before their appearance in Prussia, had been subduing
Livonia and Courland. In all these countries Christian

institutions were introduced, and German settlers brought

with them the peaceful arts.

As youug King Henry grew up, he displayed none of the

good characteristics of his house, and in 1235 he openly

rebelled. So confident was Frederick of his owm position

that he entered Germany with only a few personal attend-

ants, and his presence had the effect he anticipated. At
Mainz, amid circumstances of unprecedented pomp, he

held a diet which was attended by nearly all the princes,

and Henry was solemnly deposed. Yet Frederick w^as in

reality watched with sullen suspicion. The princes did not

xnow what might be implied in his extraordinary display

of imperial power; they resented his evident dislike of

their country
;
as loyal sons of the church, they could not

but hold somewhat aloof from one v;-ho was believed to be

ab heart a Mahometan. It v/as significant of the limits of

his influence that, in declaring private war to be unlawful,

he had to except cases in which justice could not be ob-

tained
;
and that, although desirous of setting up courts of

justice which should make private war unnecessary, he

could only establish a tribunal from whose jurisdiction

^ princes of the empire were excluded.

Some years after this, the gulf between Frederick and The

the nation was further widened by his indifference to a

fearful danger by which Germany was threatened. Hordes

of Mongols appeared on the eastern frontiers, yet Frederick

had neither counsel nor help for his subjects ; the peril was

warded off independently of him by the brave margrave,

Henry of Liegnitz. At that time he was once more absorbed

by his Italian wars. In Innocent IV. he found an enemy

quite as persistent as Gregory IX. Innocent grasped at

the old and well-tried weapon, the ambition of the princes

;

and he succeeded so far as to induce a number of them,

mostly prelates, to accept his sentence of deposition, and to

appoint a rival king. The king of their choice was Henry Henry

Raspe, landgrave of Thuringia, a rude noble, who had ex- Kaspe

tended his territories at the expense of those of his dead

brother, husband of the famous St Elizabeth of Hungary.

Frederick’s younger son, Conrad, who had some time before

been elected king of the Romans, resisted the parsons’ king,

as Henry Raspe was popularly called
;
and the rebellion did

not at any time assume dangerous proportions. After

Henry Raspe’s death, the papal party elected William, count William

of Holland, a prince who had no quality to recommend him,

except that he was young and weak, and therefore likely to

be a willing tool in the hands of his friends. Had Frederick

chosen to leave the Lombard cities, he might still have found

sources of strength in Germany ;
but he preferred to remain

at what he considered the centre of his empire, and King

Conrad had not infiuence enough to restore harmony. At

the time of the emperor’s death, when he was almost ready
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1J60-64. to make a new spring at tis enemies, but when to the world
’

he seemed to have lost everything, the prospects of his sup-

Oonrad porters were dark indeed. They acknowledged Conrad IV.

IV. as their lawful sovereign, but he, too, fought in Italy rather

than at home, and the country continued till his death,

in 1254:, to be torn by the two contending factions.

With King Conrad IV. the Hohenstaufen line came to

an end in Germany, and William of Holland received a

nominal allegiance. In two years he followed his predeces-

sors, and then there was a double election, that of Alphonso,

king of Castile, and Kichard, earl of Cornwall, brother of

Henry III. of England. Eichard was crowned, but he

w^ent to Germany only three times, and the majority of his

subjects probably hardly knew his name. Alphonso never

even visited the country of which he also claimed to be the

sovereign.

Penodof The age of the Hohenstaufen emperors is, in many
Hohea- respects, the most interesting in the mediaeval history of
staufen Everywhere there were dramatic contrasts of
ynas j. innumerable struggles of the time we are

struck, now by heroic devotion, again by almost incredible

selfishness
;
a gay enjoyment of the world as it is existed

side by side with almost superhuman spirituality. Chivalry

was in full bloom, with much in its nature that was fan-

tastic and insincere, but keeping alive a beautiful ideal of

manliness, courtesy, and generosity. Women never held a

higher place, nor, on the whole, did they ever respond more

nobly to the honours freely lavished upon them. The
excitement of the crusades, contact with the life of Italy

]

(in that age presenting so many elements fitted to awaken
even dull minds), and study of the Provengal poets revealed

worlds that had been hitherto unknown ;
while the national

genius for the first time flowered in the romances and lyrics

of the Minnesanger. In the cities, magnificent churches in

the Gothic style gave expression to high aspiration, and
gratified a cultivated feeling for art. And the problems

of government were seen in new lights, partly from the

study of Eoman law which passed from Italy to Germany,
partly from the summaries of native custom in the “ Sach-

senspiegel” and ‘‘Schwabenspiegel.” Altogether, Germany
has seen no more fascinating epoch, none more full of life,

movement, and colour.

Political Yet it was in this age that the German nation utterly
character lost its political strength. Even after Lothair the Saxon,

Germany
^ sovereigns rigidly confining themselves to their

settled.
^ kingdom might have mastered the many influences

which were making for disunion. But the Hohen-
staufen family, like their Saxon and Franconian pre-

decessors, would be content with nothing short of world-
dominion

;
and thus the crown w^hich had once been signifi-

cant of power and splendour gradually sank into contempt.
Under the strong rule of Frederick Barbarossa and his son
the process was temporarily stopped, but only to advance
the more rapidly when they were gone. During the con-
fusion of the civil war carried on by Otto IV. and Philip,

the princes, being subject to hardly any check, seized crown
lands and crown rights

;
and the mischief was too extensive

to be undone by Frederick IL In 1220, in order to secure

the adhesion of the church to his son Henry, he formally

confirmed the spiritual princes in their usurpations, agreeing

not to introduce into their territories, without their consent,

new coinage, or customs, or tolls. Fifteen years later the

rebel king, Henry, was isolated by similar advantages being
granted to the secular princes. The two pragmatic sanc-

tions in which Frederick made these concessions formed
the lawful basis of the independence of the princely class.

Such authority as he reserved he could ill exercise from a
distant land in which his energies were otherwise occupied.

His immediate successors can hardly be said to have exer-

cised any authority whatever ; and they lost hold of the

border countries which had hitherto been dependent upon

or connected with Germany. Denmark and Poland

rendered no homage thenceforth to the German crown, and

Burgundy was gradually absorbed by France.

The country was not now divided into a few duchies Classes

which, with skilful management, might still on dijfficult of the

emergencies have been made to act together. The age of

the great duchies was past. As we have seen, Bavaria was

shorn of extensive lands, over which new dukes were placed,

and the duchy of Saxony was altogether broken up.

Swabia and Franconia also ceased to have dukes, and
Lorraine gave place to the duchy of Brabant and other small

immediate states. Thus there were prelates, dukes, pals-

graves, margraves, landgraves, counts—forming together

a large body—each of whom claimed to have no superior

save the emperor, whose authority they and their predeces-

sors had slowly destroyed. All immediate nobles were not

princes
;
but even petty knights or barons, who possessed

little more than the rude towers from which they descended

upon passing travellers, if their only lord was the emperor,

recognized no law save their own will. Another independ-

ent element of the state was composed of the imperial cities.

So long as the emperor really reigned, they enjoyed only

such liberties as they could wring from him, or as he volun-

tarily conferred. But when the sovereign’s power decayed,

the imperial cities were really free republics, governing

themselves according to their own ideas of law and justice.

Besides the imperial cities, and the princes and other im-

mediate nobles, there were the mediate nobles, the men who
held land in fief of the highest classes of the aristocracy, and
who, in virtue of this feudal relation, thought themselves

entitled to look down upon allodial proprietors or freemen,

and upon simple burghers. There were also mediate towns,

acknowledging the supremacy of some lord other than the

sovereign. Beneath all these, forming the mass of the

agricultural population, were the peasantry and the serfs,

the latter attached to the land, the former ground down by
heavy taxes.

The period which followed the death of Conrad IV., called Great

the Great Interregnum, was made good use of by the princes interreg-

for the extension of their territories and the confirmation

of their authority. On several occasions the crown had The

seemed to be on the verge of becoming hereditary
;
but the electors,

jealousy of the papacy, and the growing influence of the

aristocracy, had succeeded in keeping it elective. Although

each election needed the sanction of the whole class of

immediate nobles, the right of appointing the king had long

been virtually in the hands of the leading princes. During
the interregnum, mainly through the influence of Pope
Urban lY., it was definitely transferred to the archbishops

of Mainz, Cologne, and Treves, the houses of Wittelsbach

and Saxony, the margrave of Brandenburg, and the king of

Bohemia. After this the electors became a distinct element

in the state. Their importance consisted in this, that they

could maintain the existing disunion by imposing rigid con-

ditions on candidates for the crown, and by taking care that

it should be conferred on no prince likely to be dangerous

to the aristocracy.

Up to the time of the interregnum the territories of a Division

prince were never divided among his descendants, the reason ofprmci-

being that, although the private fiefs of the princes were P^-^ties.

hereditary, their offices as rulers were in theory at the dis-

posal of the crown. This principle was now set aside.

Otto, duke of Bavaria, of the house of Wittelsbach, had
become by marriage lord also of the Ehenish palatinate.

After his death these extensive lands were ruled in common
by his two sons

;
but a formal division soon took place,

by which the powerful family of Wittelsbach was separated

into two branches, the Palatine and the Bavarian. The
small duchy of Saxony was also divided into two duchies,
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that of Wittenberg and that of Lauenburg, the former to the policy pursued by the French kings, and it was pursued with 1254-

south, the latter to the north, of the great march of Brandeii- splendid effect. But Budolf invariably favoured the princes
burg. About the same time there were like divisions in rather than the cities. The latter had a peculiar class of
Nassau, Brunswick, Meissen, and Holstein. It vras thus citizens called “pfahlbiirger,” who dwelt in the open country
practicallysettled that the offices and territories, as well as the beyond the city palisades, and could claim the protection

private fiefs, of the princes were hereditary, to be disposed of the city authorities. As freemen were able, by becom-
of by them at their pleasure. This being thoroughly esta- ing pfahlbiirger, to escape from the tyranny of local

blished, it would have been hard, perhaps impossible, even despots, the princes vehemently opposed the right of the

for a sovereign of the highest genius, to reassert in anything towns to receive them, Budolf not only took the side

like its full extent the royal authority. The process of of despotism in this important struggle, but harassed
division and subdivision which steadily went on broke up and weakened the cities by subjecting them to severe

Germany into a bewildering multitude of principalities
;
but imposts. He had all the sympathies and prejudices of

as a rule the members of each princely house held together a noble ; and the supreme object of his life was not to

against common enemies. Ultimately they learned to ar- increase the authority of the state, but to add to the
range by private treaties that no territory should pass from greatness of his own family. In this he was brilliantly

the family while a single representative of it survived. successful. Some years after the fall of Ottocar he obtained
Import- This consolidation of the power of the princes was com the assent of the princes, notwithstanding their dislike of
ance of temporary with the rise of the cities into new importance, the scheme, to the granting of Austria, Styria, and Carniola
lie Cl les.

destruction of imperial authority compelled them to in fief to his son Albert. Carinthia was given to Mein-
organize their resources, so as to be at all times prepared hard, count of Tyrol, on condition that on the dying out of

against ambitious neighbours. They began to form leagues his male line it should fall to Budolfs descendants. Thus
which the greatest princes, and combinations of princes, Budolf made himself memorable as the founder of the house
could not afford to despise. Of these leagues the chief at of Hapsburg, which from his time formed one of the most
this time was the Ehenish Confederation, which was founded influential forces in the national life of Germany,
by Mainz and Worms, and which, within a year of its In vain Budolf sought to obtain the crowm for his son

;

formation—so pressing was the need of union—included the electors would not take a step that might endanger
about 70 cities,—among them Cologne, Strasburg, Basel, their special rights. Guided mainly by the archbishop of

and towns far to the east and north, such as Nuremberg, Cologne, they chose Adolf, count of Nassau (1291-98), a Adolf of

Erfurt, and Bremen. Great importance was also acquired noble of even less importance than Budolf had been. He I^assau.

by the Hanseatic League, which had originated some time had, however, a considerable reputation for valour and
before the interregnum in a treaty of alliance between ability. Edward I. of England persuaded him to form au
Liibeck and Hamburg. It ultimately included more than alliance against France. Instead of applying the large sum
80 cities, and became one of the greatest commercial powers sent from England to promote the objects of the alliance,

in Europe. Adolf was unprincipled enough to expend it in the purchase

A political system which allowed the princes to do as they of Thuringia from the worthless landgrave, Albert the

pleased was exactly to their liking
;
and had they been able Degenerate. As the transfer was resisted by Albert’s sons,

to follow their own impulses, it is improbable that they it led to a war in which Adolf was opposed by several

would have placed over the country even a nominal king, princes. In his general policy he was much more enlight-

But the papacy intervened. It found from its troubles at ened than in these wretched proceedings, for he detected

home and from its diminished northern revenues that it what had escaped his predecessor, the value of the cities as

would still be convenient to have in Germany a sovereign the true support of the monarchy. He relieved them of

who would, like his predecessors, be the protector of the some of their burdens, and upheld them in ths controversy

church. Pope Gregory X. therefore, after the death of respecting the pfahlbiirger. Taking alarm, the electors

Richard, let the electors know that if they did not choose met, and by an irregular vote proclaimed him dethroned,

a king he himself would appoint one. This threat was Adolf resisted, but lost his life in a battle near Worms,
effective. The electors met, and raised to the throne Now that there could be no pretext for asserting that the Alberti.

Rudolf I. Budolf, count of Hapsburg, a petty Swabian noble who was crown had been obtained by inheritance, Duke Albert of

supposed to be too unimportant to do much harm. Budolf Austria, Rudolf’s son, was chosen to be Adolf’s successor.

(1273-91), however, proved himself to have much more Albert I. (1298-1308), like his father, made it his principal

energy than the electors supposed. For a long time the object to extend the power of his house, and he came very

most powerful prince in Germany had been Ottocar, king near to securing Bohemia and Thuringia ;
but his schemes

of Bohemia. He had by marriage and conquest obtained were cut short by a violent death. Although a hard, stern

a great territory beyond his native state, including the man, he Had a keen sense of justice when his selfish interests

Austrian possessions of the house of Babenberg, of which were not involved, and few of the German kings possessed

the male line had died out. As he had himself expected so strongly practical an intelligence. He encouraged the

to receive the German crown, he refused to do homage to cities even more eflfectually than his predecessor, and was

the new sovereign, who could not for a time compel his nob content with issuing proclamations against private war,

allegiance. At last, in a great battle at the Marchfeld, but formed alliances with the princes in order to enforce his

Ottocar was defeated and slain. Rudolf has often been decrees. The serfs, whose wrongs seldom attracted notice

called the restorer of the German kingdom, but he has no iu an age indifferent to human dignity, found a friend in

real claim to this honourable title. In the later years of this severe monarch, and he protected even the despised and

his life he made some attempts to maintain the public peace, persecuted J ews.

and he distinguished himself by the vigour with which he Albert’s successor was Henry, count of Luxembourg. Henry

punished robber barons; he also won back some of the Henry VIL (1308-13) was fortunate enough to obtain for

crown lands and dues which had been stolen during the his son John the crown of Bohemia, but the aggrandisement

interregnum. But he made no essential change in the con- of his family was not the main object of this remarkable

dition of Germany, There was but one way in which a sovereign, the last of the German kings of the old, grandly

king could hope still to overcome the arrogance of the ambitious type. It was the memory of the empire which

princes, and that was to encourage the cities and to form stirred his blood ; and from the beginning of his reign he

with them a close and enduring alliance. This was the looked forward to the assumption of the Lombard and
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1308-47. imperial crowns. His purpose of crossing tlie Alps at the

head of a mighty force was hailed with delight in Italy by
the Ghibelliue faction, whose aspirations found noble utter-

ance in Dante’s prose
;

but the emperor lived too short a

time to fulfil the hopes of his friends. The effect of the

connexion of Gf-ermany with the empire was in his time, as

in former ages, altogether mischievous; for before starting

for Eome he tried to conciliate the princes by adding to

their already enormous privileges and by repressing the

energies of the cities.

Frederick The electors, with their usual dread of the crown becom-

S MV ^lereditary, would not appoint Henry’s son, John, the
* young king of Bohemia. But they were unable to agree
on any one else, and the result of their disputes was a
double election—one party choosing Frederick the Fair,

duke of Austria, son of Albert 1. ; another, Louis, duke of

Bivaria. War at once broke out and lasted for about nine
years. In 1322 the rival claims were set at rest by the
battle of Miihlberg, in which Frederick’s army was deci-

sively routed. Louis had no personal ill-will to his op-
ponent, who was the friend of his youth

;
and in 1325 he

agreed that they should rule in common. Frederick HI.,
however, being without strength of character, sank into
insignificance, and in 1330 he died.

The success of Louis lY. (1314-47) in the war with
Frederick was to a large extent due to the imperial cities,

which clung to him from the first. They not only willingly
paid high taxes, but made splendid voluntary contributions;
and they often stimulated anew the king of their choice,
when he himself would have preferred to give up a struggle
in which the sympathies of most of the princes and nobles
were with his enemy. He was even more indebted to
the memorable conflict between the house of Hapsburg

Swiss and the League composed of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden.
ague. The inhabitants of these districts claimed to have never owed

allegiance to any sovereign save the emperor. Although
tins claim had been confirmed by King Adolf and Henry
YII.

,
the dukes of Austria would not recognize it; and

when Frederick was chosen king by his party among the
electors, he sent bailiffs into the country to bring it under
tlm rule of his family. Probably the tyranny of these
officers, although it occurred at a later time than that to
which the Tell legend refers, afterwards gave rise to the
romantic tales which gathered around the name of the
mythical champion of Swiss independence. At any rate
It brought on a conflict between Austria and the confed-
erates, which strained the resources of Frederick at the very
time when he needed them in defence of his royal claims.
It was not only Louis who profited by this struggle, for

battle of Morgarten Pass laid the foundation
of Uie structure which we now see in free Switzerland.

^ .

Louis been a wise prince it would have been easy^ns^of for him to rise to a great position after the battle of Muhl-
to the J

but he was wayward, treacherous, and selfish. He
papacy, ^^o^^tally offended King John of Bohemia, who had been of

great service to him, but who now became his bitter and
unrelenting enemy. Pope John XXII., stirred up by
Charles I V. of France, who had some hope of obtainino- the
einpire for himself, took advantage of the strife of the two
princes, and arrogantly claimed that the German crown
could not be worn but with papal sanction. When Louis
gave the answer that was to be expected, the pope responded
j excommunicating him and by placing under the interdict

ali places by which Le should be supported. Thus it
seemed that th*e ancient struggle between the papacy and
the empire was to be revived

;
but the pope and his French

master had altogether misread the signs of the times. The
princes had no longer, as in former ages, reason to dread
an ambitious ruler; the kingdom was their own, and there-
fore they could not tolerate that its destinies should be

decided by a foreign power. Even the spiritual princes for

the most part took this view. The electors had of course

the strongest of all motives for resisting the papal claim,

since, had it been conceded, they would have been deprived

of their importance. As for the cities, they had stood

beside the empire in the most difficult crises of its contest

with Eome, and tliey were not likely to desert it now.
Encouraged, or rather driven forward, by the national

sentiment, Louis continued to maintain the independence

of his crown, and even made a descent upon Italy, wliere

he was crowned emperor by his own anti -pope. This
enterprise ended disastrously, but it made no difference in

the conditions of the controversy. Louis was personally

very much frightened by the possible consequences of ex-

communication, and intrigued incessantly with Pope John
and his successor Benedict XII. to be taken back into the

church. Ill order to win papal favour he basely betrayed

Edward HI. of England, with wdiom lie had formed an
alliance against the French king, Philip VI. The nation,

however, stood fast, and in 1338 the electors, with the
exception of King John of Bohemia, met at Eense, near
Coblentz, and formally declared tiiat the German king and
emperor, if appointed by a majority of the electors,

received his authority from God alone, and needed not
papal sanction in the exercise of his rights. This declara-

tion was accepted as the fundamental law of the empire
by a diet which Louis summoned in Frankfort, and which
was largely attended by princes, nobles, and citizens.

Louis did not maintain the popularity forced upon him Unpopu-
by this conflict. His greed of teriitory for his family made Parity of

him so unscrupulous, and excited so many jealousies, that

the Bohemian king succeeded in forming a party against

him
; and in 1346 a number of the electors voted his de-

position, and appointed in his place Charles, margrave of

Moravia, King John’s son. The cities persisted in their

loyalty, and few of the princes were willing to involve
themselves in another great war

;
so that for a time the

sentence of deposition had no effect. But after King John
had met his death, fighting heroically despite his blindness
as the French king’s ally, on the field of Cr^cy, Charles,

who succeeded him on the Bohemian throne, began to make
vigorous preparations

;
and probably the sudden death of

Louis prevented Germany from being once more rent by
civil strife.

Notwithstanding the defects of Louis’s personal character

his reign was one of the most important in German history.

The claim of the papacy to political supremacy received in

his time its deathblow, and the popes themselves sowed the

seeds of the spiritual alienation from Home which was
effected at the Eeformation. In regard to the public peace,

Louis persistently followed the lines laid down by Albert I.

He encouraged the princes to form alliances for its mainten-
ance, and at the time of his death such alliances existed in

all parts of the country. To the cities he usually showed Louis iV.

himself a faithful friend. In many of them there had been and the

for more than a century a struggle between the old patrician

families and the guilds composed of workmen and trades-

people. Louis could not always follow his own impulses
;

but whenever he could, he associated himself with the latter

party. Thus in his day the government of the imperial
cities became more democratic, and industry and trade

flourished as they had never before done. The steady dis-

like of the princes was the best proof of the importance of

the cities. They contained elements capable of enormous
development

;
and had a great king arisen he might even yet,

by their means, have secured for Germany a truly national
life.

The friends of Louis elected Gunther, count of Schwarz- Luxem-
burg, hut Charles lY. (1347-78), by a liberal use of bribes, ijourg

bought over his enemies
;
and Gunther himself resigned
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Charles tis claim, and soon afterwards died. Charles was an accom- on war with the Danish king and forced him to come to 1347-
IV plished diplomatist, of a keen and penetrating intellect, but terms, and its commerce was extended to nearly every part

capable of almost any trickery in order to gain his ends, of the known world. A powerful league was formed by
Apparently the most pliant of men, he had in reality great the Swabian towns, but it was defeated in the battle of

persistence of character, and if foiled in one set of plans Altheim by a confederation of princes who regarded its

readily turned round and reached his goal by a wholly dif- growth with fear and jealousy.

ferent path. The result of his endless intrigues was that, Wenceslaus (1378-1400), son of Charles lY., and also Wenceg-

when he died, he wore the crowns of Bohemia, of Germany, king of Bohemia, had some good natural qualities
; but

of Burgundy, of Lombardy, and of the empire
;
and he he had been badly trained, and when he became his own

succeeded in adding to his native kingdom Lusatia, Silesia, master was indolent and capricious. His bloodhounds
and Brandenburg. As a Bohemian king he ranked high had stronger attractions for him than the duties of govern-

among the rulers of his day. He so carefully organized the ment, and even more than his father he left Germany to

administration, and practised such strict economy in govern- look after itself. The tendency to association became the

ment, that no German country was so lightly taxed as deepest of the time
;

princes allied themselves against cities,

Bohemia
;
and it became, under his rule, a home of learning cities against princes, and nobles against both. Bor a brief ^

and of the arts. Towards Germany he was cynically indif- period the prospects of the cities seemed to be splendid,

ferent, caring for it only in so far as it could add to his for the Swabian League recovered from the effects of its

personal welfare. It never stood in more urgent need of a reverse, extended its relations far and wide, and formed an

strong and beneficent ruler than in the early years of his alliance with the Swiss confederates. The latter won the

reign, for the Black Death swept over the land, and the brilliant victories of Sempach and Nafels, and had the

half-mad population rose in fury against the Jews, who were Swabian League taken advantage of the opportunity, it

supposed to have in some way caused the evil. In dealing might have definitely gained predominance. But it gave

with this monstrous outburst of fanaticism, many of the the princes time to reorganize their scattered forces, and in

princes, both spiritual and secular, displayed vigour and 1388, in the battle of Ddffingen, it suffered complete defeat,

humanity; but Charles saw in the suffering of the down- So crushing was this blow that the Swabian cities were

trodden race, which was peculiarly under bis protection, never again so strong, and all over Germany it encouraged

only an excuse for robbing it of its wealth. the princes to fresh aggression.

Golden His most famous achievement is the Golden Bull. The confusion caused by the king’s neglect of his most
Bull. Although the principle of election to the crown had long elementary duties gave rise to a conspiracy against him, in

been settled, it was surrounded by many practical difificul- which Bupert, the elector of the palatinate, took a leading Rupert,

ties. It had never, for instance, been decided whether all part. Wenceslaus was deposed, and after much intrigue the

the princes of each electoral house were entitled to vote; crown was granted to Rupert (1400-10). He was an ex-

nor was it certain, when a choice was made among several cellent elector, and under favourable circumstances would

branches of a family, by what law the choice ought to he have been a good king
;
but such were the jealousies and

regulated. The Golden Bull, which was granted as the divisions of the state that he found no scope for his energy

result of many tedious negotiations in 1356, was primarily beyond his native dominions. He made an attempt to reach

intended to set at rest such doubts as these
;
but it did Rome, but the result covered him with ridicule. After his

very much more. It decided that the number of elec- death Jobst, margrave of Moravia, and Sigismund, king of

tors should be strictly limited to seven, that the spiritual Hungary, brother of Wenceslaus, were elected by opposing

electorates should belong as before to the archbishops of parties. Jobst soon died, and then Sigismund was generally

Mainz, of Cologne, and of Treves, and the secular elect- recognized. Sigismund (1410-37) was an intelligent and Sigis-

orates to the king of Bohemia, the Rhenish palsgrave, the cultivated prince, but vain, restless, and shifty. He could mund.

duke of Saxony (Sachsen-Wittenberg), and the margrave of form great plans, but had not determination to execute

Brandenburg, That there might be no possibility of dis- them, and was easily moved by flattering counsellors. The
pute between the princes of a single house, these countries commanding questions of his reign were ecclesiastical. It

were declared to be indivisible, and to be heritable only on was the age of the great schism, and through all ranks of

the principle of primogeniture. The electors were invested the church there was an urgent cry for thorough reform. Un-
with full sovereign rights within their territories, and their fortunately, the council of Constance, summoned mainly

subjects were allowed to appeal to the royal or imperial through the efforts of Sigismund, marred its labours by the

tribunals only if the administration of justice should be judicial murder of Huss and Jerome of Prague. This atro-

refused. The king of Bohemia received precedence among cious act, for which the king was to a large extent respon-

the secular electors, but it is difficult to believe that this sible, stirred vehement rage among the Bohemians ;
and

alone was his aim in making these vast concessions. What- when, after the death of Wenceslaus, Sigismund, as his heir,

ever may have been his motives, the effect of the Golden claimed the crown, they broke into revolt. Led for a time Hussite

Bull was to perpetuate the disunion of the state. With by the blind general Zisca, and afterwards by commanders

such powers the electors collectively were of more import- who, although his inferiors in genius, were of equally

ance than the sovereign
;
and their greatness stimulated resolute temper, they defeated army after army, and spread

the other princes to seize every chance of acquiring like havoc through the neighbouring German lands. So divided

privileges. was Germany, and so poor was Sigismund himself, that for

If we except the Golden Bull, the true interest of fifteen years he could not collect a force sufficient to put

Charles’s reign is not in his unimportant labours for down the rebellion ; and he at last succeeded only because

Germany, but in the movements beyond the range of his the Hussites gradually split into two factions, the Calix-

Fehm- influence. It is significant that at this time the Fehmge- tines and Taborites, and he was able to conciliate the less

gerichte. richte, for whose origin we must go back to the 12th century, extreme party.

vastly extended the sphere of their activity, and that in the Sigismund, who was of lavish habits, never had enough ^randen-

utter absence of central authority they were respected as money for his wants ;
sometimes he had even to force

a rough check upon the lawlessness even of high princes, himself upon princes and cities as an unwelcome guest,

Tlie The cities, notwithstanding every kind of discouragement, This undignified poverty had one good result. In return

cities formed new associations for mutual defence, or strengthened for 400,000 gulden he granted to his friend Frederick, count

those which already existed. The Hanseatic League carried of Hohenzollern, first as a pledge, afterwards as a permanent
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1438-93. fief, the march of Brandenburg. Thus Brandenburg passed

into the hands of the family under whom it was destined

to become the centre of a mighty kingdom.

Haps- Sigismund was succeeded by Albert, duke of Austria,

hiirg who, as his son-in-law, became king of Bohemia and
dynasty, Although the German crown remained elective,
Albertll.

lienceforth always conferred on a member of the

house of Hapsburg until the extinction of the male line

;

and the same family never willingly lost its grip of the two

countries which now fell to it, and of which it ultimately

gained complete possession. Albert 11. (1438-39) evidently

meant well by Germany; but his reign was too short

to enable him to do more than indicate his good in-

tentions. He was succeeded by Frederick, duke of Styria.

Frederick Frederick IV, (1440-93), unfortunately for his subjects,

IV. occupied the throne longer than any other sovereign. He
was a solemn trifler, obstinate without being firm, and
bent on promoting only the interests of his family. The
council of Basel having met after the council of Constance,

King Albert accepted its reforming decrees
;
and it appeared

probable that the abuses which scandalized Christendom

were about to be brought to an end. But Frederick, whose
dull mind did not see that in the changed circumstances of

the world the papacy could be strong only in proportion to

its purity, fancied that in its existing condition it might
be made a powerful ally of the empire. He accordingly

carried his submissiveness so far as to sign in 1448 the

concordat of AschafiTenburg, perpetuating the very evils

from which the church had aimed at delivering itself.

After his assent had been obtained it was comparatively

easy to overcome the scruples of the princes, so that the
chances of a voluntary reformation were lost

;
the upheaval

of the 16th century was rendered inevitable.

Frederick’s career is one of great importance in Austrian
history ; he was involved in wars with the Turks, with the !

Hungarians, with his brothers, ajid with his own subjects.

In 1452 he was crowned emperor, being the last wlio passed
through the ceremony in Eome. He had no influence in

Italy; and in Burgundy he could neither check the towering
ambition of Charles the Bold, nor after Charles’s death
prevent the seizure of the duchy of Burgundy by the French

Private king. In Germany he hardly made a pretence of exercising

supreme authority, and many private wars were waged,
especially between the cities and the princes. The most
famous of these was the margraves’ war, carried on by
Albert of Brandenburg with a number of princely allies

against Nuremberg, which had the support of the Swiss
League and upwards of 70 cities. The war was in every
respect a critical one. Had the cities gained they might
still have aimed at balancing the power of the princes

; but
owing partly to their imperfect union, partly to the necessity
of fighting with hired troops, they were not successful.
They won, indeed, great advantages in the course of the
war; but after the conclusion of peace it was felt that on
the whole they had decidedly lost ground. After this
struggle, which lasted seven years, there could be no doubt
as to the element in which the centre of gravity of the state
was to be found.

Local The princes, however, did not have everything their own
diets. way. About this time their power was seriously limited

by the formation of diets in nearly all the principalities.
These bodies were composed of the mediate prelates, the
mediate nobles, and representatives of the mediate cities.
They were not summoned because the princes wished their
aid, but because arms could be had only with the consent
of the nobles, and money only with that of the cities
and the clergy. When once formed, the local diets soon
extended their functions. They claimed the right of
sanctioning taxation; they had something to say as to
the expenditure of the public revenues

; they insisted on

[history.

justice being administered. Such institutions as these

were clearly of the highest importance, and for two cen-

turies they did much to make up for the lack of a genuine

monarchy.

During this reign the conditions of warfare began to be Agitation

radically changed. The discovery of gunpowder made small

bodies of men, properly armed, more than a match for great

forces equipped in the mediaeval style. Hence the custom

of hiring mercenary troops came into use
;
and a prince

could never feel sure, however numerous his vassals, that

the advantage would not rest with his opponent. This

fact, added to the influence of the local diets, made even

the princes sick of war
;
and everywhere a demand arose

for the reform of the national institutions. In 1488 a great

Swabian confederation, consisting of princes, nobles, and
towns, was created for the establishment of peace

;
and its

effects were excellent. But obviously no partial remedy of

this kind could suffice : it was essential that there should

be some central reform by which every part of the kingdom
could be effectually reached. Had the proposal been that

the imperial authority should be directly strengthened,

Frederick would not have objected
;
but the scheme repeat-

edly forced upon him was that he should in some form

delegate "to others the power which theoretically belonged

to him, so that it might really be put in force. The
emperor doggedly withheld his assent, and the nation im-

patiently waited in the hope that his successor would be

more pliant.

Maximilian I. (1493-1519) mounted the throne with Maximi-

unusual advantages. He was not only lord of the great Haii I*

Austrian lands, but, as husband of the princess Mary,

daughter of Charles the Bold, administered the Low
Countries and the free county of Burgundy. These terri-

tories he soon gave up to their lawful ruler, his son Philip

;

but the fact that they were in the possession of his family

added to his influence, which was still further increased

when Philip, by marrying the infanta Joanna, had the

prospect of becoming king of Spain. From this time the

empire exercised in the affairs of Europe an authority

which had not belonged to it for several centuries. The
reason was not that the empire itself was stronger, but

that the crown was held by princes who were in their own
right mighty sovereigns.

This emperor is often called the last of the knights, and
in some respects the name is strikingly appropriate. He had
not, indeed, sufficient dignity to rank among the greatest

representatives of chivalry. A knight who was also emperor

ought not, for instance, as Maximilian did at the siege of

Terouenne, to have served a foreign prince for pay. But
he possessed many of the more prominent qualities sug-

gested by the word chivalry
;
he was a man of fascinating

manner, a lover of poetry and art, and endowed with a bold

and adventurous spirit. Above all, he was a knight in his

political opinions, Maximilian never could learn that the

world had changed since the time of the Hohenstaufen

dynasty; that the old order of society was passing away,

and a new order arising, was altogether hidden from him.

An irresistible fascination attracted him to the glitter of the

mediaeval empire, and the best part of his life he spent in

vague schemes for its revival. The agitation for reform in

the direction indicated by the princes and the cities met his

unqualified disapproval. During the whole course of his

reign the diet, which was now composed of three colleges,

the electors, the princes, and representatives of the imperial

cities, urged him with even greater importunity than it had

displayed toward his father, to adapt himself to the circum-

stances of the time. The only occasions on which it could

bend him to its will were when he needed money for his

military enterprises; and by taking advantage of these

opportunities it obtained bis sanction to the division of the

GERMANY
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kingdom into ten circles, each with its own administrators,

appointed for the purpose of preventing private war. These

institutions were of genuine service, but no other real con-

cession could be wrung from Maximilian. In his first diet,

held at Worms in 1495, a permanent public peace was pro-

claimed, and he unwillingly consented to the formation of

an imperial chamber, consisting of a president and assessors,

the former to be appointed by the emperor, the latter by
the states. This chamber was to judge between princes of

the empire, and to act as a court of appeal for parties of

lower grade
;
and partly for the payment of its expenses a

tax called the common penny was granted. Maximilian,

who was always in straits for money, took much interest in

the common penny
;
but to the imperial chamber, which

limited the rights of the crown, he was so persistently

hostile that it did no good in his clay. An administrative

council to which, after his defeat by the Swiss League in

1499, he was forced to agree, also failed in consequence of

his opposition.

Foreign The famous invasion of Italy by Charles VIII. of Francein
wars. ]^494 brought Maximilian into the field, and ever afterwards

he mixed himself up in the confused struggles to the south

of the Alps, hoping to assert the ancient claims of the

German kings, at least in northern Italy. In 1508 he
joined the infamous League of Cambray against the Venetian

republic, and at a later time he took part in the conflict of

the Holy League against Louis XII. of France. He was
everywhere baffled, for his own territories, great as they

were, did not suffice for his vast undertakings, and Germany
refused to let herself be dragged into conflicts in which she

was Aot directly concerned.

Period of the Peformatioiu

Decay of The reign of Maximilian must be regarded as in many
feudal respects the end of the Middle Ages. The feudal relation

* between the king and the princes, and between the princes

and their vassals, had become purely nominal. No real

control was exerted by the crown over the heads of the

various states, and now that war was carried on mainly by
mercenary troops, the mediate nobles did not hold their

lands on condition of military service. The princes were
sovereigns, not merely feudal lords ; and by the institution

of local diets in their territories an approach was made to

modern conceptions of government. The age of war was far

indeed from being over, but men had at least begun to see

that unnecessary bloodshed is an evil, and that the true

outlet for the mass of human energies is not conflict but
peaceful industry. By the growth of the cities in social if

not in political importance the products of labour were
being mure and more widely diffused; and it was now
incomparably easier than at any previous time for the nation

to be moved by common ideas and impulses. The discovery

of the New World, the invention of printing, the revival of

learning, and many other causes had contributed to effect

a radical change in the point of view from which the world
was regarded

;
and the strongest of all mediseval relations,

that of the nation to tho church, was about to pass through
the fiery trial of the Reformation. This vast movement,
which began in the later years of Maximilian, definitely

severed the mediseval from the modern world.

The
^

The seeds of the Reformation were laid at so remote a
Morma- time as that of the conflict between the papacy aud the

empire. The arrogance and the ambition of the popes then
stamped upon the minds of the people an impression that

was never effaced. During the temporary struggle of Louis
IV. with the popes of his day the old feeling revived with
fresh intensity

; all classes, clerical as well as lay, looked
upon resistance to papal pretensions as a necessity imposed
by the national honour. At the same time the spiritual

teaching of the mystics awakened in many minds an

aspiration which the church, in its corrupt state, could 1495-
ill satisfy, and which was in any case unfavourable to 1521.

a merely external authority. The Hu&site movement,
shaking as it did many ancient beliefs and shattering

many ancient institutions, further weakened the spell of

the church. Still more powerful, because touching deeper
elements of human nature and affecting a more impoitant
class, was the influence of the Renaissance, which, towards
the end of the 15th century, passed from Italy to the uni-

versities of Germany. The meji of the new learning did
not sever themselves from Christianity, but they became
indifferent to it

;
its conceptions seemed to them rlim and

faded, while there was a constantly increasing charm in

literature, in philosophy, and in art. No kind of effort was
made by the church to prepare for the storm which might
have been foreseen. The spiritual princes, besides dis-

playing all the faults of the secular piinces, had special

defects of their own
; and as simony was universally prac-

tised, the lives of multitudes of the inferior clergy were
a public scandal, while their services were cold and unim-
pressive. The moral sense was outraged by such a pope

as Alexander VI.
;
and neither the military ambition of

Julius II. nor the refined paganism of Leo X. could tend

to revive the decaying faith in the spirituality of their

office. Pope Leo by his incessant demands for money,
and his unscrupulous methods of obtaining it, awakened
bitter hostility in every class of the community.

The popular feeling for the first time found expression Luthei;

when Luther, in 1517, nailed to a church door in Witten-

berg the theses in which he contested the doctrine at the

root of the detestable traffic carried on for the pope by
Tetzel and his accomplices. In appearance a slight circum-

stance, this was in reality an event of vast significance
;
for

it brought to the front, as the exponent of the national

sentiment, one of the mightiest spirits whom Germany has

produced,—a man who had certainly many faults, but who
amply made up for them by the force of his intellect, the

loftiness of his aims, and the rare combination of caution

and audacity with which he devoted himself to noble causes.

Under the influence of LutheFs great personality the most

active and progressive elements of the nation were soon in

more or less open antagonism to the papacy.

When Maximilian died, the throne was competed for by
his grandson Charles, by Henry VIII. of England, and by
Francis 1. of France. The first and the last were the only

real candidates, and ultimately Charles was chosen. By the Charles V,

time he reached Germany in 1521, Luther had passed

through his famous controversy with Eck; he had con-

fronted the papal legate, Cajetan; he had burned the

pope^s bull. After this, retreat was impossible; and his

innumerable adherents waited with keen excitement to see

on which side the new king would declare himself. Charles

V. (1520-55), although a boy in years, was not really

young. He soon made up his mind as to the general lines His

of his pob'cy, aud no one who knew his grave and obstinate policy

spirit supposed that any influence would cause him to

diverge from his path. He had no adequate conception of

the strength of the feeling which had been aroused. He
fancied, as had at first been imagined in Rome, that he had

to deal with a monkish quarrel
;

at one time he even sup-

posed that a little money would easily set the difficulty at

rest. Nor did he ever comprehend the real nature of the

questions which stirred the hearts of his subjects. For

Charles, although a diplomatist of astonishing skill, was a

man of cold and narrow nature ; it was incredible to him

that men should be genuinely moved by aspirations to

which he was himself a stranger. Even if his knowledge

had been far more exact, he would not have turned against

the church. Since the interregnum none of the emperors,

with the exception of Maximilian, had been powerful princes

X. — 63
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1521-32 . apart from, tlie empire, and some of them had been

wretchedly poor and insignificant. Maximilian himself

could not compete on equal terms with the leading European
monarchs. Charles, however, was by far the most import-

ant sovereign of his time. He was king of Spain and the

Two Sicilies, with the resources of the Hew World at his

command, lord of the Low Countries and of the county of

Burgundy, co-regent with his brother Ferdinand of the great

Austrian inheritance
;
and now he had been made king of

Germany with a right to the imperial crown. To such a

potentate it naturally seemed possible to restore the

splendour of Charles the Great, and he early set before

himself this ideal But the protection of the church had
always been looked upon as the chief function of the empire

;

he could not, therefore, desert it at the very time when it

seemed to be in need of his services. He reserved to him-
self the same right as his predecessors to resist it in the

realm of politics
; in the realm of faith he considered that

he owed it his entire allegiance. Moreover, he intended to

complete the task at which his grandfather had worked in

vain, the subjection of northern Italy
;
and in order to

realize this scheuie it was of high importance that he should

in no way needlessly offend the pope. Hence, in 1521, in

the diet of Worms, without really examining the positions of

Luther, Charles issued an edict denouncing him and his

followers, and placing him under the ban of the empire.
National Alarmed lest the emperor’s great power should be too
reform, freely applied in Germany, the electors had before his

appointment exacted a promise that he would respect

German liberties and institute the reforms which had been
vainly demanded of Maximilian. At the diet of Worms
steps were taken to give effect to these conditions. An
administrative council was nominated for the government
of Germany while Charles should be away

;
and the imperial

chamber was so effectually re-established that, with the
aulic council (which was at first subordinate to it, but
ultimately became independent), it lasted till the destruction
of the empire. A matricula was drawn up settling the
number of troops to be raised for common purposes by each
state

;
and this also was in force while the empire existed.

Having made these arrangements, Charles invested his
brother Ferdinand with the sole authority in the Austrian
territories, and then left Germany, to begin soon after his
long struggle with Francis L of France.

Nobles* While Charles was absent carrying on his wars with
Francis, great disturbances took place in Germany. One
of the most remarkable of Luther’s friends was Ulrich, von
Hutten, a young noble, who, although penetrated by the
enthusiasm of the Renaissance, was emphatically a man of
action. His class, the nobles, had ever chafed against the
supremacy of the princes

;
and it occurred to him that the

Reformation might be made the means of effecting a total
change in the constitution of the empire. As no general
reform either in church or state could be effected while the
nation was cut up into a large number of principalities, his
plan was to combine against the princes all who were dis-
contented with the existing order, and to place the emperor
at the head of a united country. Then the nobles would
obtain their due, peace would be secured throughout the
land, and papal authority might he easily put down. The
scheme was a great one, and Hutten inspired with his
enthusiasm Francis von Sickingen, an energetic and popular
Rhenish baron w’ho could at any time attract a large army
to his standard. A force of 12,000 men was soon collected,
and the enterprise was begun in 1522 by an attack on the
elector of Treves, who, being a spiritual prince, would not,
it was supposed, receive the symi^athy of the reforming
party. For a moment it seemed as if this dream of a new
empire might be realized

;
but it was too late to make so

vast a change. Several princes united, and in 1523

[history.

Sickingen was defeated and slain, while Hutten, who had
devoted pen and sword to his cause, died in loneliness and
misery on an island in the Lake of Zurich.

This war was followed by another of a still more serious Peasants*

nature. The peasantry of Germany had grievances com- war.

pared with which those of the nobles were imaginary, for

they were treated as if they had no right to expect any ray

of brightness in their dreary lot. Extravagant hopes were
kindled among them by the Reformation, and in a few
years, notwithstanding all Luther’s efforts to dissuade them,
widespread conspiracies were formed. In 1524 war broke
out in the greater part of southern and central Germany,
and the peasants, aided by a few valiant knights like Gbtz
von Berlichingen, v/ere at first triumphant. But they soon
became so violent that Luther himself urged they should be
sternly punished

;
and in 1525, after a vasb amount of con-

fusion and bloodshed, the rising was completely suppressed.

By these two wars the authority of the princes was made
greater than ever

;
the peasantry suffered if possible more

severe oppression, and many oven of the immediate nobles

were compelled to submit to a yoke which they detested.

notwithstanding the injurious impression caused by the Progiess.

struggles of the peasantry and of the barons, the Reforma- of tlie

tion made rapid progress, and those who remained loyal to

the church became so alarmed that at the diet of Spires in

1526 they clamoured for repressive measures. The adminis-
trative council at the head of Germany in Charles’s absence
was, however, not unfriendly to the Reformers, and the diet

ended by decreeing that, until the questions in dispute
should be authoritatively settled, each state should have
religious freedom. This proved to be a most important
edict. As yet no religious body had been organized to

compete with the Catholic Church
;
now the leading states

in which the ideas of the Reformation prevailed began,
under the guidance of Luther and Melanchthon, to carry
out measures which they had in vain hoped the church
itself, by means of a general council, would undertake.
The Catholics saw clearly the significance of what was
done; and at another diet held in Spires in 1529 they
obtained, in opposition to the previous edict, a new decree,

forbidding further changes in religion. The supporters of

Luther formally protested ; but the Catholics maintained
their ground. In the following year the emperor, who was
no longer an untried youth, but a sovereign famous for

skill in council and success in war, came to Germany
for the express purpose of making an end of heresy. At the
diet he held in Augsburg the Lutherans submitted a sum- Diet of

mary of their doctrines in the Augsburg Confession, which
had been drawn up, with the sanction of Luther,
Melanchthon, and which was afterwards regarded as their

chief standard of faith. Charles made no real effort to

comprehend the controversy
;
he was resolved, whether the

heretics had right on their side or not, that they should
submit, and he had at first no doubt that he would awe
them into submission by an unwonted display of power and
splendour. To his surprise the Lutheran princes, while
perfectly respectful, continued firm, and not only declined
to attend mass, but held Lutheran services in their own
quarters. Paying no attention to the edict of Spires of

1526, he renewed that which he had issued at Worms in

1521; and it seemed more than probable that if it were
not obeyed he would soon have recourse to arms.

But fresh difficulties with France, and a threatened
invasion of the Turks, who had besieged Vienna in 1529,
forced him to mask his designs. In 1532 he granted the
religious peace of Nuremberg, which conceded temporary
toleration to the adherents of the Augsburg Confession, and
this peace was repeatedly confirmed in the following years.

Meanwhile, the Lutherans, both princes and cities, had
increased their power by forming the League of Smalkald,
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and this confederation ultimately took in, besides many
cities of South Germany, most of the North-German cities

and principalities. The Keformation in Germany was above
all things a popular movement. It sprang directly from the

heart of the nation, and, the conditions favourable to it being

widely spread, it passed with extraordinary speed from one

part of the country to another. Thus many princes, who
would not of their own accord have deserted the church,

were compelled to do so from political motives. They had
been strong enough to undermine imperial authority; they

were not strong enough to resist the pressure of the majority

of their subjects.

War His hands being full elsewhere, Charles was obliged to
made on temporize during his second absence from Germany, and to

te\\^ts'
counsels of moderation to his brother Ferdinand, who

had been elected king of the Eomaus. He never, however,

gave up his original purpose His plan was, when he
. should have leisure to devote himself to the task, to secure

the meeting of a general council which should make all

necessary reforms, and to insist, at whatever cost, on the

Lutherans abiding by its decisions. Tl.e peace of Crespy,

signed in 15I4-, gave him free scope; and he began by
inducing Pope Paul III. to summon the council which ulti-

mately met at Trent. At the same time he made vigorous

preparations for war. He affected that he had no intention

of fighting for religious objects, but merely wished to

bring to subjection certain states which had set him at

defiance. By these means lie was able to detach from
tlie League of Smalkald the reforming states which were

without real enthusiasm, or which were too timid to enter

upon a great struggle. Those which took up arms were

so disunited that the troops sent to Charles from Italy

and the Low Countries had no difficulty in joining him;
and in 1546 he not only made himself master of the South-

German Lutheran cities, but in the battle of Miihlberg

completely routed the Saxons and took their elector, John
Frederick, prisoner. Shortly afterwards the landgrave

Philip of Hesse, who with the Saxon elector had been the

miin political support of Lutheranism, fell into his hands,

and both were treated with great harshness. Charles took

advantage of liis triumph to issue what was called the
“ Interim,” a confession which was to be obligatory on the

Lutheran states until the council then sitting should con-

clude its labours. It was everywhere resisted, but most of

the states had at least outwardly to submit. All Germany
thus seemed to be at the emperor^s feet. The Keformation

had enabled him to deal both with the princes and the

imperial cities as no sovereign had dealt with them for five

centuries.

Defeat of But his triumph was too great to be enduring. Tlie
Charles. Catholic princes themselves were alarmed at his predomi-

nance
;
King Ferdinand was alienated by his attempts to

secure the crown for his son Philip; and the Lutheran
princes chafed angrily under his severe rule. The general

discontent found a representative in Maurice, a subtle and
ambitious Saxon prince, who, caring little about doctrinal

disputes but a great deal about the increase of his own im-

portance, had sided with Charles against the Lutherans,

and had been rewarded by being made John Frederick's

successor. He now turned, under the influence of what
motives it is hard to determine, and plotted against the

emperor, forming an alliance with the chief Lutheran princes

ind with Henry II. of France, who eagerly caught the

opportunity to profit by the dissensions in the empire.

Charles heard vague rumours of wliab was going on
;
but

he had been thrown off his guard by the ease with which

he had hitherto attained his will, and carelessly trusted to

chance. Suddenly, in 1552, Henry IL invaded Germany
as protector of her liberties, and Charles learned that

Maurice was marching rapidly to Innsbruck with the inten-

tion of making him prisoner. He fled, and all the advan- 1532-
tages he had gained by the battle of Miihlberg were at once
lost. Within six months he had to sign the treaty of
Passau, agreeing that a diet should be summoned for the
purpose of arriving at a new settlement, and that in the
meantime Lutherans and Catholics should have like privi-

leges. In 1555 the religious peace of Augsburg was con-
cluded by the diet thus promised.

Henry IL had seized the bishoprics of Metz, Verdun, and
Toul; and Charles endeavoured at the earliest possible

opportunity to win them back. But his efforts failed
;
and

thus in his last years the power he fancied he had thoroughly
humbled began a series of depredations which were thence-
forth to be continued at frequent intervals. Disgusted with
his ill fortune, he handed over the government of Germany
to his brother Ferdinand in 1555, having in the previous

year entrusted Spain, the Two Sicilies, and the Low Coun-
tries to his son Philip.

The peace of Augsburg, instead of bringing tranquillity, Peace oi

was the cause of fresh discord. The toleration it conceded Augs-

did not include the Calvinist or Keformed faith
;
only the

Lutherans received liberty of worship. And even aLutheran
was not tolerated unless his prince chose to let him alone;

for each secular state had the right to eject from its territory

all who did not accept the doctrine it established. Thus
Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist were exposed to irritating

despotism
;
and each came to regard the other with hearty

detestation. Another source of trouble was a clause in the

treaty called the ecclesiastical reservation. It required that

if a spiritual prince accepted the Augsburg Confession he
should ‘forthwith resign his lauds. The Lutherans denied

the validity of this clause
;
and notwithstanding the protests

of the Catholics several prelates became Lutherans and kept

their territories as secular possessions.

Ferdinand 1. (1556-64), who, like all German sovereigns Ferdi-

after him, was recognized as emperor without being crowned L
by the pope, had at one time been distinguished for his zeal

for the church. But the experience of his brother had
taught him the necessity of prudence

;
and he was also kept

quiet by troubles in Bohemia and Hungary, both of which

countries he had acquired by marriage, and to both of which

the house of Hapshurg soon began to lay hereditary claim.

He tried to moderate the excesses of each party, and was

anxious that the council of Trent should follow a concili-

atory policy. Maximilian II. (1564-76), one of the most Maximi-

enlightened princes of his time, adopted the same line. He ban JL

would have had the state withdraw altogether from religious

disputes, and so sincerely did he carry out his principles

that, although he w^as himself a Catholic, Protestant

doctrines spread during his reign throughout the Austrian

hereditary lands, from which they had hitherto been ex-

cluded. Kudolf IL (1576-1612) reversed the policy of his Rudolf II,

immediate predecessors. The Jesuits, who had been hard

at work, although without much success, during his father’s

reign, gained complete ascendency over him ;
and acting on

their advice he continually warred against the Protestants.

But he was too weak to do much good to his friends or

injury to his enemies. Trained in the gloomy court of

Spain, he had come to be of a moody, variable temperament

;

and he was given to outbursts of violent passion, followed

by abject submission to his advisers. So much confusion

sprang from his incompetence that the archdukes of Austria,

with the sanction of the Spanish branch of the house of

Hapshurg, met in 1606, and placed the government of the

hereditary lands in the hands of his brother Matthias. He
took refuge among his Bohemian subjects, who, in 1609,

wrung from him a royal charter, granting religious freedom

to the nobles, knights, and cities, with the right to build

churches on their own and the royal lands. Matthias, who Matthias,

succeeded him as emperor (1612-19), was almost as unfit
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1612-32. for tlie duties he assumed. He put forth his whole ener^
against Protestantism; but he could not in the least dis-

courage it, and in his time it prevailed over by far the

larger part of the Austrian territory.

Catholic By this time, hovt^ever, there were signs of a great

reaction. Catliolic reaction which was to work fearful havoc in

Germany. It was due mainly to the persistent zeal of the

Jesuits. For a long time the Protestants absorbed the

intellectual strength of the country
;
but many able scholars

and divines among the Jesuits could hold their own with

their antagonists, who afforded them excellent vantage

ground by foolish and bitter controversies. These devoted

missionaries of the church gave their attention mainly to

the young
;
and during the reign of Eudolf they were

fortunate enough to make a profound impression upon two

princes, each of whom was destined to play a great part in

the events of the time. These princes were Maximilian,

duke of Bavaria, and Ferdinand, duke of Styria. The

former early showed the fruit of his training by executing,

in 1606, an unjust imperial mandate against the Protestant

city of Donauwdrth, and afterwards treating it as his own.

Protest- The Protestant princes, rendered suspicious by this arbitrary
ant Union act, formed in 1608 a confederation called the Union, which

Stliolic
years

;
and in response the Catholics,

League, under the guidance of Maximilian, to whom they gave the

command, united in a similar confederation called the

League. As the Union was headed by the elector palatine,

who was a Calvinist, many Lutherans, among them the

Saxon elector, regarded it coldly. It acquired, however,

immense importance by an alliance with Henry lY. of

France, who, like Henry 11. ,
wished to profit by German

quarrels. War was ou the poiut of breaking out between
the two confederations in regard to the Juliers-Cleves terri-

tory; but the Union did not venture to fight after the

sudden death of the French king.

Perdi- Ferdinand was even more vigorous than his friend in the
naudll. defence of his religion. His faith was that of a genuine

fanatic, narrow, intense, austere
;
and with the feelings of

a monk rather than of a secular ruler, he began at once, on
assuming the government of Styria, to extirpate Protestant-

ism. Individuals and families were driven without mercy
from their homes until at last a country which had been
mainly Protestant became in appearance altogether Catholic.

He was the heir of Matthias
;
and on coming to Vienna

after the death of that sovereign, he found himself in the
midst of what seemed hopeless confusion. The Bohemians,
embittered by the violation of the royal charter granted by
Rudolf, refused to acknowledge him as king, and elected
Frederick Y. of the palatinate, son-in-law of James 1. of
England

; and the people of Hungary and of the Austrian
lands, terrified by the prospect of astern rule In opposition
to their religious beliefs, were almost in open revolt. He
succeeded in obtaining the imperial crown

; and from that
time Ferdinand II. (1619-37) was dominated by a fixed
resolve to secure the triumph of his church throughout the
empire,—a resolve which cost Germany the Thirty Years'
War.

Thirty He began with Bohemia. Although supported by Spain,
Ye^s’ obtain from her sufficient troops for his

Bohemia. P^^TOse ;
and as he was for some time nearly powerless in

Vienna he was obliged to come to terms with Duke
Maximilian, who, after securing his own interests, put the
army of the League commanded by Tilly at his disposal.

The Union helped Frederick V.; but being a man of feeble
character he wasted precious months, needlessly irritated

his subjects, and vaguely hoped that his wife’s father would
see him out of his embarrassments. In 1620 his army was
utterly routed at the battle of Weissenburg

;
and he and

his family hadjust time to escape from the kingdom he had
rashly undertaken *o govern. Ferdinand drove to the

[history.

uttermost the advantages of his victory. The Union was

broken up ;
and Bohemia was placed under such a system

of government that in becoming Catholic it lost more than

two-thirds of its population, sank from high prosperity to a

state of indigence, and ceased to be a seat of art and learn-

ing. The Spanish troops and the army of the League next

invaded the palatinate, which after severe struggles, was Palati-

finally subdued
;
and there also the process of conversion nate.

was carried on with a thoroughness which ended in the

death or exile of multitudes of the inhabitants. Frederick

was banished from his inheritance
;
and the electorate he

was declared to have forfeited was conferred on Duke
Maximilian.

Thus ended the first stage of the Thirty Years’ War. The Danish

second began (1625) by the formation, after much fruitless war.

negotiation, of the Protestant League, which comprised Eng-

land, Holland, and Denmark. The burden of the struggle

fell on the last-named power, whose king, Christian IV., was
also duke of Holstein, and therefore a prince of the empire.

It was in the war with him that Europe first became familiar

with the great name of Wallenstein, a Bohemian noble who, AYallen-

by marriage and by loyal service to tbe emperor, had risen stein,

to immense wealth and power. Ferdinand became restive

at his dependence on the League, and gladly accepted

Wallenstein’s offer to raise an army over which it should

have no control. This scheming, mysterious general, co-

operating with Tilly and soon casting him into the shade,

chased Christian, after the battle of Lutter, into Denmark,
and overran Mecklenburg, of which he was created duke.

He apparently intended to make himself master of the

Hanse towns with the view of securing predominance at sea

as well as on land
;
but this purpose was thwarted by the

bravery of the city of Stralsund, which he in vain tried to

conquer. Denmark, however, was compelled to conclude

peace in 1629.

Intoxicated by success, Ferdinand now issued the edict Edict of

of restitution, demanding the restoration of all ecclesiastical

lands of which the Protestants had become possessed since

the treaty of Passau. As two archbishoprics and twelve

bishoprics had become Protestant, this was to strike a

tremendous blow at bis enemies
;
and it stirred among

them intense and universal opposition. At the same time,

yielding to Duke Maximilian and other members of the

League, he recalled Wallenstein, whose movements had

given rise to suspicion. A more inauspicious moment couhl

not have been chosen for these two important steps, for in

1630 Gustavus Adolphus left Sweden at the head of a well- GustaTvs

disciplined army for the purpose of raising up the Protestant Adolphus,

cause which had fallen so low. At first this great king was
received coldly, even by his co-religionists. They were

ignorant of his designs, and did not want a stranger to

profit by the internal disputes of their country. A mistake

at the outset would probably have proved fatal to him
;
but

he saw the dangers of his position, and moved so warily

that in less than a year he had obtained, partly by intimida-

tion, partly by argument, the alliance of the duke of

Pomerania and the elector of Saxcny. Tilly, at the

head of nearly the whole force of the League, met
him at Breitenfeld, and was completely defeated. This

victory put Germany at his feet
;
and had he realized

how utterly he had broken tbe imperial strength, he

might have advanced on Yienna itself. He preferred,

however, to make the country around and behind him
absolutely secure; and everywhere the cities opened their

gates to him as the deliverer of tbe Protestants. After

again defeating Tilly, who was wounded and died, he took

possession of the palace at Munich, while Duke Maximilian

fled. Whatever may have been the motives of Gustavus in

undertaking this memorable expedition,—and they were

probably not altogether unselfish,—he had the power of
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kindling confidence and enthusiasm among those who
depended upon him; and the result of his presence in

South Germany was that the faith of the Protestants in

their cause and in themselves revived, and that they no
longer doubted of ultimate victory. The emperor felt how
great had been his mistake in dismissing Wallenstein, and
after many fruitless entreaties, at last persuaded him to come
forth from his retirement and form a second army. He
did so on condition that he should have absolute command

;

and so urgent was the need of his services that Ferdinand
allowed him to make himself in this way a great and
dangerous power within the state. In 1632 he was defeated

at the battle of Liitzen
;
but the defeat was better than an

ordinary victory, for the Swedish hero was among the slain.

Wallenstein now aimed at becoming a great sovereign;

perhaps he even aspired to the imperial crown itself. In
any case his dilatory movements, his endless intrigues, and
his haughty tone caused such profound uneasiness at Vienna
that in 1634 he was got rid of by murder.

Richelieu. For fourteen years longer, although the original objects of

the war were almost forgotten, the tempest continued tosweep
over Germany. It received a fresh impetus from the inter-

vention of Cardinal Richelieu, who, although the enemy of

Protestants in France, thought fit to weaken Austria by
aiding them in Germany. While Gustavus Adolphus lived,

Richelieu was kept comparatively in the background
;

after

the king’s death he was one of the mainsprings of the war.

At last, in 1648, after five years of negotiation at Osnabriick

and Munster, the peace of WestphaUa was concluded.

Effects The Thirty Years’ War settled once for all the principle

of the that men should not be persecuted for their religious faith.

Yea^iV
peace of Westphalia formally recognized

only the three creeds, Catholicism, Lutheranism, and

Religious Calvinism, but so much suffering had been caused by the

ir^edom. interference of the state with individual conviction, that

toleration in the largest sense, so far as law was concerned,

was virtually conceded. This was the sole advantage gained

from the war by the Protestants. The Catholics ihsisted

at first on keeping all the ecclesiastical lands which had
been taken from them before the edict of restitution in 1630.

The Protestants responded by demanding that they should

lose nothing which they had held before 1618, when the

war began. A compromise was at last effected by both

parties agreeing to the date 1624,—an arrangement which
secured to the Catholics their immense gains in Bohemia
and the other territories of the house of Hapsburg. The
restoration of the elector palatine to part of his lands, and
his reinstatement in the electoral office, were important

concessions
;
but on the other hand, the duke of Bavaria

kept the Rhenish palatinate, and, as he remained an elector,

the votes of the Protestants in the electoral college were

fewer by one than they had been in 1618.

Loss of The country suffered enormous territorial losses by the
territory, 'vrar. Up to this time the possession of Metz, Toul, and

Verdun by France had never been officially recognized; now
these bishoprics were formally conceded to her. She also

received as much of Alsace as belonged to Austria, To the

Swedes were granted Western Pomerania, with Stettin, and
the oishoprics of Bremen and Verden. These acquisitions,

which surpassed the advantages Gustavus Adolphus had
hoped to win, gave Sweden the command both of the Baltic

and of the North Sea. In virtue of her German possessions

Sweden became a member of the empire; but France
obtained absolute control of her new territories. There
was a further diminution of Germany by the recognition of

the independence of Switzerland and the United Provinces.

Both had long been virtually free
;
they now for the first

time took the position of distinct nations.

In the political constitution of Germany the peace of

Westphalia did not so much make changes as sanction those
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already effected. The whole tendency of the Reformation 1 632-48,
had been to relax the bonds wffiich united the various Tiie Reior
elements of the state to each other and to their head. It mation

divided the nation into two bitterly hostile parties, and the
emperor vpas not able to assume towards them a perfectly

impartial position. His imperial crown imposed upon him tion.

the necessity of associating himself with the Catholics
;
so

that the Protestants had a new' and pow’^erful reason for

looking upon him with jealousy, and trying to diminish his

authority. The Catholics, while maintaining their religion,

were willing enough to co-operate wdth them for this object;
and Germany often saw the strange spectacle of princes
rallying round the emperor for the defence of the church,
and at the same time striking deadly blows at his political

influence. The diet was a scene of perpetual quarrelling

between the two factions, and their differences made it

impossible for the imperial chamber to move beyond the

region of official routine. Thus before the Thirty Years’

War the empire had virtually ceased to exist, Germany
having become a loose confederation of principalities and
free cities. For a moment the emperor Ferdinand appeared

to have touched the ideal of Charles V., in so far, at least,

as it related to Germany, but only for a moment. TLe
stars in their courses fought against him, and at the time
of his death he saw how^ far beyond his power were the

forces with which even Charles had been unable to contend.

The state of things which actually existed the peace of

Westphalia made legal. So nearly complete was the

independence of the states that each received the right to

form alliances with any of the others or with foreign powers,

nominally on condition that their alliances should not be

injurious to the emperor or to the empire. Any authority

which still lawfully belonged to the emperor was transferred

to the diet. It alone had now the power of making laws,

of concluding treaties in the name of Germany, and of

declaring war and re-establishing peace. No one, however,

expected that it would be of any real service. After 1654
it became a permament body, and was attended only by the

representatives of the princes and the cities
;
and from that

time it occupied itself mainly with trifles, leaving the affairs

of each state to be looked after by its own authorities, and

those of the country generally to such fortunes as chance

should determine.

It would not have been strange if so shadowy an empire Continu-

had been brought altogether to an end. Some slight bond ance of

of connexion was, however, necessary for defence against ^h®

common dangers
;
and the empire had existed so long, and

so many great associations were connected with it, that it

seemed to all parties preferable to any other form of union.

Moreover, Sweden, and other states which were now
members of the empire, warmly supported it

;
and the

house of Hapsburg, on which it reflected a certain splendour,

would not willingly have let it die. An Austrian ruler,

even when he spoke only in the name of Austria, derived

authority from the fact that as emperor he represented

many of the greatest memories of European history.

The effect of the Thirty Years’ War on the national life National

was disastrous. It had not been carried on by disciplined life,

armies, but by hordes of adventurers whose sole object w’'as

plunder. The cruelties they indicted on their victims are

almost beyond conception. Before the war the population

was about twenty millions ;
after it the number was pro-

bably five or seven millions, and cannot have been more

than ten. Whole towns and villages were laid in ashes,

and vast districts turned into deserts. Churches and schools

were closed by hundreds, and to such straits were the

people often reduced that cannibalism is said to have been

not uncommon. Industry and trade were so completely

paralysed that in 1635 the Hanseatic League was virtually

broken up, because the members, once so w^ealthy, could
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1648- not meet the expenditure it involved. The population was

1724. not only impoverished and reduced in numbers but broken

in spirit. It lost confidence in itself, and for a time efiected

in politics, literature, art, and science little that is worthy

of serious study.

Tuo The princes knew well how to profit by the national

princes, prostration. The local diets, which, as we have seen, formed

a real check on petty tyranny, and kept up an intimate

relation between the princes and their snbjects, were nearly

all destroyed. Those which remained were injurious rather

than beneficial, since they often gave an appearance of

lawfulness to the caprices of arbitrary sovereigns. After the

Thirty Years’ War it became fashionable for the heirs of

principalities to travel, and especially to spend some time

at the court of France. Here they readily imbibed the

ideas of Louis XtV., and in a short time every petty court

in Germany was a feeble imitation of Versailles. Before

the Eeformation, and even for some time after it, the princes

were thorough Germans in sympathies and habits; they

now began to be separated by a wide gulf from their people.

Instead of studying the general welfare, they cruelly wrung

from exhausted states the largest possible revenue to sup-

port a lavish and ridiculous expenditure. The pettiest

princeling had his army, his palaces, his multitudes of

household officers
;
and most of them pampered every vulgar

appetite without respect either to morality or decency.

Many nobles, whose lands had been wasted during the war,

flocked to the little capitals to make their way by con-

temptible court services. Beneath an outward gloss of re-

fineineat these nobles were, as a class, coarse and selfish,

and they made it their chief object to promote their own
interests by fostering absolutist tendencies. Among the

people there was no public opinion to discourage despotism;

the majority accepted their lot as inevitable, and tried rather

to reproduce than to restrain the vices of their rulers. Even
the churches offered little opposition to the excesses of

persons in authority, and in many instances the clergy, both

Protestant and Catholic, acquired an unenviable notoriety

for their readiness to overlook or condone actions which
outraged the higher sentiments of humanity. In the

The free imperial cities there was more manliness of tone than
cities, elsewhere, but there was little of the generous rivalry among

the different classes which had once raised them to a high

level of prosperity. Most of them resigned their liberties

into the hands of oligarchies, and others allowed themselves

to be annexed by ambitious princes.

Modmi Times.

Ferdi- Ferdinand III. (1637-57) succeeded to the throne when
Band III. the fortunes of his house were at a low ebb, and he con-

tinued the Thirty Years’ War, not in the hope of re-estab-

lishing the Catholic religion or of restoring the imperial

authority, but to undo as much as he could the havoc caused
by his father’s recklessness. After the conclusion of peace
nothing happened to make his reign memorable. His son,

Leopold I. Leopold 1. (1658-1705), was a man of narrow intellect and
feeble will

;
yet Germany seldom so keenly felt the need of

a strong emperor, for she had during two generations to
contend with a watchful and grasping rival. For more than
a century it had been the policy of France to strengthen
herself by fostering the internal dissensions of Germany.

Louis This was now easy, and Louis XIV, made unscrupulous use
XIV. of of the advantages his predecessors had helped to gain for
France, Germany as a whole could not for a long time be

induced to resist him. His schemes directly threatened

the independence of the princes
;

but they were too
indolent to unite against his ambition. They grudged
even the contributions necessary for the maintenance of

the frontiei' fortresses, and many of them stooped to

accept the bribes he offered them on condition that they

[histoky.

should remain quiet In his war with the United Pro-

vinces and Spain, begun in 1672, he was opposed by the

emperor as ruler of Austria, and by Frederick William,

the elector of Brandenburg; and in 1675 the latter gained

a splendid victory at Fehrbellin over his allies, the Swedes.

At the end of the war, in 1678, by the peace of Niinegueii,

Louis took care that Frederick William was deprived of the

fruits of his victory, and Austria had to resign Freiburg in

Breisgau to the Fi'ench. Under the pretence that when
France gained the Austrian lands in Alsace she also

acquired a right to all places that had ever been united to

them, Louis began a series of systematic robberies of Ger-

man towns and territories. “ Chambers of PLOunion ” w^ere

appointed to give an appearance of legality to these pro

ceedings, which cnlniinated, in 1681, in the seizure of

Strasburg. Germans of all states and ranks were indignant

at so gross a humiliation, but even the loss of Strasburg

did not sujfice to move the diet. The emperor hiinseif

might probably have interfered, but Louis had provided

him with ample employment by stirring up against him the

Hungarians and the Turks. So complete was his hold over

the majority of the princes that when the Turks, in 1683,

surrounded Vienna, and appeared not unlikely to advance

into the heart of Germany, they looked on indifferently, and
allowed the emperor to be saved by the promptitude and

courage of Sobieski, king of Poland. At last, when, in

1689, on the most frivolous pretext, Louis poured into

south Germany armies which were guilty of shameful

outrages, a number of princes came forward and aided the

emperor. This time France was sternly opposed by the

league of which William III. of England was the moving
spirit

;
and although at the end of the war he kept Stras-

burg, he had to give up Freiburg, Philipsburg, Breisach,

and the places he had seized because of their former con-

nexiou with Alsace. In the war of the Spanish succession War of

two powerful princes, the elector of Bavaria and the elector Spanife^h

of Cologne, joined Louis
;
but as the states of the empire

declared war against him in 1702, the other princes, more

'

or less loyally, supported the emperor and his allies.

Leopold died during the progress of this war, but it was

vigorously continued by his son Joseph 1. (1705-11).

Charles VI. (1711-40) also went on with it
;
and such w^ere Charles

the blows indicted on France by the victories of Blenheim, VI-

Bamillies, and Malplaquet that the war was generally

expected to end in her utter discomfiture. But the conclu-

sion of the treaty of Utrecht by England, in 1713, so

limited the military power of Charles VI. that lie was

obliged to resign the claims of Austria to the Spanish

throne, and to content himself with the Spanish Netherlands,

Milan, Naples, and Sardinia. He cared so little for

Germany, as distinguished from Austria, that he allowed

Louis to compel the diet to cede the imperial fortress of

Landau. At a later stage in his reign he was guilty of an

act of even grosser selfishness; for after the war of the

Polish succession, in which he supported the claims of

Augustus IIL, elector of Saxony, he yielded Lorraine to

Leszczynski, whose claims had been defended by France,

and through whom France ultimately secured this beautiful

German province. Having no son, Charles drew up in 1713
the pragmatic sanction, which ordained that, in the event of Pragmatic

an Austrian ruler being without male heirs, his hereditary sanction,

lands and titles should pass to his nearest female relative.

The aim of his whole policy was to secure for this mea-

sure, which was proclaimed as a fundamental law in 1724,

the approval of Europe
;
and by promises and threats he

did at last obtain the guarantee of the states of the empire

and the leading European powers.

Germany was now about to be aroused from the torpor

into which she had been cast by the Thirty Years’ War;
but her awakening was due, not to the action of the empire,

a E E M A N Y
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wkLch was more and more seen to be practically dead, but

to the rivalry of two great German states, Austria and
Growth of Prussia. The latter had long been laying the foundations
Prussia, of her power. Brandenburg, the centre of the Prussian

kingdom, was, as we have seen, granted in the 15th century

by the emperor Sigismund to Frederick, count of Hohen-
zollern. In his hands, and in those of his prudent succes-

sors, it became one of the most flourishing of the ISTorth-

German principalities. At the time of the Eeformation

Albert, a member of a subordinate branch of the house of

Hohenzollern, happened to be grand master of the Teutonic

Order. He became a Protestant, dissolved the order, and
received in fief of the king of Poland the duchy of Prussia.

In 1611 this duchy fell by inheritance to the elector of

Brandenburg, and by the treaty of Wehlau, in 1657, in the

time of FrederickWilliam, the Great Elector, it was declared

independent of Poland. By skill, foresight, and courage

Frederick William managed to add largely to his territories

;

and in an age of degenerate sovereigns he was looked upon
as an almost model ruler. His son, Frederick, aspired to

royal dignity, and in 1701, having obtained the emperor's

assent, was crowned king of Prussia. The extravagance of

Frederick drained the resources of his state, but this was
amply atoned for by the rigid economy of Frederick William

L, who not only paid off the debts accumulated by his

father, but amassed an enormous treasure. He so organized

all branches of the public service that they were brought to

a point of high efficiency, and his army was one of the

largest, best appointed, and best trained in Europe. He
died in 1740, and within six months, when Frederick IL

Maria was ou the Prussian throne, Maria Theresa claimed, in

Theresa, virtue of the pragmatic sanction, the lands and hereditary

titles of her father, Charles VI.

Frederick Frederick II.
,
a young, ambitious, and energetic sovereign,

longed not only to add to his dominions but to play a great
Great. European politics. His father had guaranteed the

pragmatic sanction, but as the conditions on which the

guarantee had been granted had not been fulfilled by
Charles VL, Frederick did not feel bound by it, and revived

First Sile- some old claims of his family on certain Silesian duchies,
siau war. Maria Theresa would not abate her rights, but before she

could assert them Frederick had entered Silesia and made
himself master of it. Meanwhile, the elector of Bavaria had
come forward and disputed Maria Theresa's right to the

succession, and the elector of Saxony had also put in a

claim to the Austrian lands. Taking advantage of these

disputes, France formed an alliance with the two electors

and with the king of Prussia against Austria
;
and in the

war which followed the allies were at first so successful

that the elector of Bavaria, through the influence of France,

Charles was crowmed emperor as Charles VII. (1742-45). Maria
Theresa, a lady of a noble and undaunted spirit, appealed,

with her infant son, afterwards Joseph II., in her arms, to

the Hungarian diet, and the enthusiastic Magyars responded

chivalrously to her call. To be more at freedom she

concluded peace with Frederick, and ceded Silesia to him,

although greatly against her will. Saxony also was pacified

and retired from *the struggle. After this Maria Theresa,

supported by England, made way so rapidly and so trium-

phantly that Frederick became alarmed for his new posses-

Second sion; and in 1742 he once more proclaimed war against her,
Silesian nominally in aid of the emperor, Charles VII. Ultimately,

in 1748, she was able to conclude an honourable peace at

Aix-la-Chapelle
;
but she had been forced, as before, to rid

herself of Frederick by confirming him in the sovereignty

of the territory he had seized.

After the death of Charles VII, Francis, grand duke of

Tuscany, Maria Theresa's husband, was elected emperor.

Francis T. Francis I. (1745-65), an amiable nonentity, with the

instincts of a shopkeeper, made no pretence of discharging

important imperial duties, and the task of ruling the here- 1740-72.
ditary possessions of the house of Hapsburg fell v holly to
the empress-queen. She executed it with discretion and
vigour, so that Austria in her hands was known to be one
of the most formidable pov/ers in the world. Her rival,

Frederick IL, was, if possible, still more active. The bitter

experiences of his youth, although they had soured his

temper, had not quenched the generous aspirations which
had been fed by study of the best writers of his time. It

did not occur to him, any more than to the other German
sovereigns of the 18th century, to associate his people with
him in the government of the country

;
he was in every

respect a thoroughly absolute sovereign. Even his rninister.s

performed but the duties of superior clerks. But he shared
the highest ideas of the age respecting the responsibilities

of a king, and throughout his long reign acted in the main
faithfully as “ the first servant of the state.” The army
he always kept in readiness for war; but lie also encouraged

peaceful arts, and diffused throughout his kingdom so much
of his own alert and aggressive spirit that the Prussians

became more intelligent and more wealthy than they

had ever before been. He excited the admiration of the

youth of Germany, and it was soon the fashion among the

petty princes to imitate his methods of government. As a

rule, they succeeded only in raising far larger armies than

the taxpayers could afford to maintain.

Maria Theresa never gave up the hope of winning back Prepara-

Silesia, and, in order to secure this object, she laid aside tions for

the jealousies of her house, and offered to conclude

alliance with France. Frederick had excited the envy of

surrounding sovereigns, and had embittered them against

him by stinging sarcasms. Not only France, therefore, bat

Bussia, Saxony, and ultimately Sweden, willingly came to

terms with Austria, and the aim of their union was nothing

shoi-t of the partition of Prussia. Frederick, gaining know-
ledge of tbe plot, turned to England, which had in the

previous war helped Austria, At the close of 1755 his

offer of an alliance was acceded to
;
and in the following

year, hoping by vigorously taking the initiative to prevent

his enemies from united action, he invaded Saxony, and
began the Seven Years’ War (1756-63).

The result of this war was to confirm Prussia for ever in Eesultsof

the possession of Silesia, but it was followed by still greater tke Seven

indirect consequences. Prussia now took rank as one of

the leading European powers, and by her rise a new ele-

ment was introduced into the political life of Germany.

Austria, although associated with the empire, could no
longer feel sure of her predominance, and it was inevitable

that the jealousies of the two states should lead to a final

conflict for supremacy. Even before the Seven Years' War
there were signs that the German people were tired of in-

cessant imitation of France, for in literature they welcomed

the early efforts of Klopstock, Wielaiid, and Lessing; but

the movement received a powerful impulse from the great

deeds of Frederick. The nation, as a whole, was proud of

his heroic courage, his splendid military qualities, and his

beneficent rule, and began, for the first time since the

Thirty Years' War, to feel that it might once more assume

a commanding place in the world. This stir of life ulti-

mately revealed itself in the outburst of philosophic and

literary activity represented by the names of Kant, Goethe,

and Schiller. By that time Germany had not only asserted

intellectual independence, but had become thoroughly tired

of the national disunion and of the petty despotisms it

imposed upon them.

In 1772 the necessities of Frederick’s position compelled Partition

him to join Bussia and Austria in the deplorable partitioii Poland

of Poland, whereby he gained West Prussia, exclusive of

Dantzic and Thorn, and Austria acquired West Silesia.

After this he had to watch closely the movements of the
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1777- emperor Joseph IT. (1765-90), who, although an ardent
1815. admirer of Frederick, was anxious to restore to Austria the

J osepb greatness she had partially lost. The younger branch of

the Wittelsbach line, which had hitherto possessed Bavaria,

having died out in 1777, Joseph asserted claims to part of

its territory. Frederick intervened, and although no battle

was fought in the nominal war which followed, the emperor

was obliged to content himself with a very unimportant

concession. He made a second attempt in 1785, but

Frederick again came forward. This time he formed a

league for the defence of the imperial constitution, and it

was joined by the majority of the small states. The

memory of this league was almost blotted out by the tre-

mendous events which soon absorbed the attention of

Germany and the world, but it truly indicated the direction

of the political forces which were then at work beneath the

surface, and which long afterwards triumphed. The forma-

tion of the league was a distinct attempt on the part of

Prussia to make herself the centre for the national aspira-

tions both of northern and of southern Germany,

french The French Bevolution was hailed by many of the best

T^volu- minds of Germany as the opening of a new era. Among
the princes it excited horror and alarm, and in 1792 the

emperor Leopold IL (1790-92), and Frederick William II.,

the unworthy successor of Frederick the Great, met at Pill-

nitz, and agreed to support by arms the cause of the French

king. A more important resolution was never taken. It

plunged Europe into a conflict which cost millions of lives,

and which overthrew the entire state system of the Con-

tinent. Germany herseK was the principal sufferer. The
structure which the princes had so laboriously built up
crumbled into ruins, and the mistakes of centuries were

expiated in an agony of disaster and humiliation.

The states of the empire joined Austria and Prussia, and,

had there been hearty co-operation between the allies, they

could scarcely have failed of success. While the war was
in progress, in 1793, Prussia joined Russia in the second

partition of Poland. Austria considered herself overreached,

and began negotiations with Russia for the third and final

partition, which was effected by the three powers in 1795.

Prussia, irritated by the proceedings of her rival, did as

little as possible in the war with France
;
and in 1795 she

retired from the struggle, ceding to France her possessions

on the left bank of the Rhine. The war was continued by
Austria, but her power was so effectually shattered by blow
after blow that in 1797 she was forced to conclude the

peace of Campo Formic. Napoleon Bonaparte, to whose
genius the triumph of France was mainly due, began
separate negotiations with the states of the empire at

Rastadt; but, before terms could be agreed upon, war again
began in 1799, Austria acting on this occasion as the ally

of England and Russia. She was beaten, and the peace of
Imndville added fresh humiliations to those imposed upon
her by the previous war. France now obtained the whole
of the left bank of the Rhine, the dispossessed princes being
compensated by grants of secularized church lands and of

mediatized imperial cities. The contempt of Napoleon for

the empire was illustrated by his occupation of Hanover in

1803, and by his seizure of the duke of Enghien on imperial
territory in 1804. In 1805 Austria once more appealed
to arms in association with her former allies, but in vain.

By the peace of Presburg she accepted more disastrous

terms than ever, and for the moment it seemed as if she
could not again hope to rise to her former splendour. In
this war she was opposed not only by France, but by
Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, and Baden, all of which were liberally

rewarded for their services, the rulers of the two former
countries being proclaimed kings. The degradation of

Germany was completed by the formation, in 1806, of the

Confederation of the Rhine, which was composed of the

chief central and southern states. The welfare of the Rhenish

empire was asserted to be its object, but a body of which confede-

Napoleon was the protector existed, of course, for

other purpose than to be a menace to Austria and Prussia.

Francis II.
,
who had succeeded Leopold IL in 1792, now

resigned the imperial crown, and thus the empire and the

German kingdom came to an end. The various states, which End of

had for centuries been virtually independent, were during

the next few years not connected even by a nominal bond.

Frederick William III. (1797-1840) of Prussia, the

successor of Frederick William II., had held selfishly

aloof from the struggle of Austria with France. Alarmed

by the Confederation of the Rhine, he suddenly resolved on

war. Napoleon gladly accepted the challenge, and Prussia

was so ill-prepared for the contest she had invited that the

first serious battle—the battle of Jena—prostrated her at his

feet. Aided by Russia, the king held out some time longer

;

but when, after the battle of Friedland, in 1807, the czar

was detached from the alliance, Frederick William had to

sign the treaty of Tilsit, by which he was deprived of the

best part of his kingdom and of more than half his subjects.

In 1809 Austria made one more attempt to retrieve her

fortunes, and at first not without success. After the battle

of Wagram, however, Napoleon dictated peace from Vienna.

Germany was now thoroughly in the grip of France, and Revival

the French emperor proved how absolute was his power by
Jif

annexing, in 1810, the whole northern coast as far as the^®™^“^’

Elbe. The completeness of the humiliation of Germany
was the means of her deliverance. She had been taught

self-respect by Frederick II., and by her great writers in

literature and philosophy; it was felt to be intolerable

that in politics she should do the bidding of a foreign

master. Among a large section of the community patriotism

became for the first time a consuming passion, and it was
stimulated by the counsels of several manly teachers, among
whom the first place belongs to Fichte. The Governments

responded prudently to the national movement. Even in

Austria timely concessions were made to her various popula-

tions. Prussia, under the guidance of her great minister

Stein, reorganized her entire administration. She abolished

serfdom, granted municipal rights to the cities, established

an admirable system of elementary and secondary education,

and invited all classes to compete for civil offices; and

ample means were provided for the approaching struggle by
drastic military reform. Napoleon had exacted an engage-

ment that the Prussian army should be limited to 42,000

men. This was fulfilled in the letter, but in spirit set aside,

for one body of men was trained after another until the

larger part of the male population were in a position, when
a fitting opportunity should occur, to take up arms for their

country.

The disastrous retreat of the French from Moscow in 1812 Deliver-

gave Germany the occasion she desired. In 1813 Prussia

formed an alliance with Russia, which was ultimately joined
®

by Austria, and in the great battle of Leipsic the issue

was virtually settled. The first peace of Paris was soon

followed by the escape of Napoleon from Elba
;
but in the

battle of Waterloo he was decisively overcome, and Europe

had no more to fear from his ambition. The Germans
believed that by the second peace of Paris they ought to

have received back all the lands which had ever been taken

from them by France, but they had to content themselves

with the recovery of their boundary as it had existed in

1792.

Between the conclusion of the first and the second peace Congress

of Paris the congress of Vienna had met and finished its of ’Vienna

labours. It was hard to reconcile the conflicting claims of

so many states, and no party was fully satisfied with the

conapromise arrived at. The kingdom of Westphalia, and
several other states set up by Napoleon, were brought to an
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end. Prussia was compensated for her losses by receiving

a part of Saxony, the Rhineland, and Swedish Pomerania

;

and to Austria were restored Salzburg, Vorarlberg, and
Tyrol. Most of the members of the Rhenish Confederation

were either left alone or deprived of small portions of ter-

ritory
3

Hanover was made a kingdom; Weimar, Meck-
lenburg, and Oldenburg became grand duchies; and
Liibeck, Bremen, Hamburg, and Frankfort were declared

free cities,

Geciuan In regard to the political constitution of Germany, the
coiifede- people were prepared for great and far-reaching changes,
ration, union had been impressed upon them by the

bitter experiences of nearly a generation, and they would
have welcomed the establishment of a vigorous empire.

But the jealousies of Austria and Prussia, and the hostility

of the petty princes, prevented the popular policy from
being adopted. Instead of an empire the congress formed
the German bund or confederation. It was composed of

39 states, each of which was to be independent in regard to

its internal affairs, the confederation taking cognizance only

of matters of common interest. A permanent diet, in which
each state should have its representative, was formed

;
it

was to sit in Frankfort, and to be presided over by the

Austrian plenipotentiary. This body was to settle all dis-

puted questions between the various states, each of which
engaged never to make war on any of the others, nor to

form alliances which should be injurious to a member of the

bund.
Popular The events which arose from the French Revolution had
desire awakened in the German mind not only a passionate desire

unity but an equally intense wish for freedom. Grow-
ing intelligence had revealed to the people that personal

rule is ill-adapted to the wants of a civilized community,
especially the personal rule of such men as the majority of

their princes, who clung obstinately to every kind of abuse,

and regarded their functions as a means rather of glorifying

themselves than of promoting the general welfare. Humi-
liating as had been their submission to France, it had done
something to deepen this conviction, for in the districts

ruled by French ofl&cials a higher idea of human rights was
introduced than had before prevailed, and what was great

and attractive in the principles of the Revolution stirred

general sympathy. So urgent were the demands for free

government that, while the struggle with Napoleon remained
undecided, the princes made lavish promises of concession

after peace should be restored. The act of confederation

contained a positive decree that in each state should be
established a constitutional system.

Disloy- The history of the next period is little more than a

Geniian
elaborate and pitiful devices by which the

ao7e- German sovereigns evaded their engagements. Within a
reigns, few years, indeed, the rulers of Nassau, Weimar, Bavaria,

Baden, and Wurtemberg granted constitutions, but even
in these countries absolutism was only in a slight degree
modified. In Austria, where Prince Metternich was the

controlling spirit, the most diverse nationalities were
governed as if they had been a single people, and the
methods of rule were as despotic and harsh as could be
tolerated in a modern community. Although Frederick
William HI. of Prussia could not act upon quite so anti-

quated a system as Francis I, he resisted popular aspira-

tions. The utmost concession he made was to appoint a
number of provincial diets, which tended rather to foster

than to allay the general discontent. Every opportunity
was seized by the various Governments to repress the free

movement of ideas. A number of students were guilty
of some follies at a festival in the Wartburg, and some time
afterwards a fanatical youth stabbed Kotzebue, the play-
wright, who had sided with the reactionary party. These
incidents were held to be symptoms of a grave peril; and

in 1819 a conference of ministers at Carlsbad issued lSl5-4t

what were called the Carlsbad decrees, placing the univer- Carl-^bud

sides under police supervision, reviving a rigid censorship,

and opposing the cession of state constitutions. A central

commission of inquiry was also appointed for the purpose
of hunting out secret societies, the very existence of which
was merely subject of conjecture. In the diet, whose
authority was slighted by these decrees, there w'ere seve-

ral members favourable to a conciliatory policy; and in

the small states liberal politicians coiitiiined to demand
parliamentary representation. The reactionists, however,
were united and determined, and succeeded in thwarting
political progress until 1830. Even iu that year the Hevoln-

Prussian and Austrian Governments v;ere able to hold on
in their old path, but the French Revolution caused so

^ ' *

loud an outcry in countries in which the police were less

powerful, that Hanover, Brunswick, Saxony, and Hesse-

Cassel received constitutions, and in the lands where parlia-

ments already existed the Governments granted freedom of

the press, and promised more liberal legislation for the

future. The two leading powers looked upon these changes

with extreme disapproval, and they soon made use of the

diet as a means of virtually annulling evsry measure that

conflicted with their own aims. When the diet w’as insti-

tuted, it had been hoped that it would ultimately lead to

closer national unity, and to the establishment of modern
political institutions. It was now seen to be a mere
instrument in the hands of the enemies both of unity and

of liberty. So soon did the princes pluck up courage that

in 1837 Ernest Augustus, who succeeded William IV. of

I

England as king of Hanover, abolished the constitution

which his predecessor had sanctioned, and set up another

of an earlier period and of a far less liberal character'.

This unlawful act met with resistance which had to be put

down by force. Au appeal on behalf of the constitution

was made to the diet, but with the result tliat was to be

expected from its previous action
;

it declined to consider

the question.

During this dismal period almost the sole political event Zoll-

on which Germans can look back with pleasure is the forma-

tion of the Zollverein or customs union. As in all other re-

spects, the bund had failed to realize the expectations it

had excited respecting the abolition of injurious restrictions

on commerce. Several attempts had been made by groups oi

states to regulate their customs, but none of them had

been attended with much success. At last Prussia arrived

at an understanding with Bavaria, Wurtemberg, and several

other states, and between 1833 and 1835 the union thus

formed was joined by all German countries with the excep-

tion of Austria. It happened that about this time railways

began to be introduced. The customs union enabled the

nation to derive from them the utmost possible benefit, so

that the prevalent political confusion did not hinder the

population from attaining to considerable material pms-

perity. The obvious advantages of commercial union

deepened the desire for unity in every great department of

the national life, and at the same time raised the position

of Prussia, which had been wise enough to associate itself

with a most important movement.

It was not only by its relation to the customs union that

Prussia attracted the attention and awakened the hopes of

German liberals. In 1840 Frederick William IV. (1840-61) Frederick

succeeded his father, and, as he was known to be a thoughtful

and cultivated prince, there was a general expectation t lat

he would abandon the arbitrary ideas of Frederick William

III. He begaa his reiga well. For some years the Govern-

meut had been in conflict with the Catholic Church ;
the

struggle was at once ended by graceful concessioiw. The

king pardoned political prisoners, restored to their offices

certain professors who had been degraded during the pre-

X. — 64
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vious reign for supposed revolutionary tendencies, and wel-

comed to the Berlin University the brothers Grimm, who,

with five other professors, had been driven from Gottingen

for protesting against the violence of Ernest Augustus.

But it soon became manifest that Frederick William's

favourite conception of “ the Christian state ” did not in-

clude any genuine exercise of political power by tbe nation
;

he wished to rule in a more enlightened spirit than his

father, but not less absolutely. It was arranged that the

provincial diets established by Frederick William III.

should meet peiiodically, but this was a poor substitute

for the great positive measures which had been anticipated.

And within a very few years '‘the Christian state ” was

found to be compatible with a strict censorship, wirh the

arbitrary punishment of schoolmasters, clergymen, and

judges who did not meet the approval of tbe Government,

and generally with incessant and irritating interference

with the private life of the individual. The king lost all

the popularity he had acquired in the early days of his reign

by vaguely eiitlmsiastic promises, and impartial observers

saw that he and his people must sooner or later enter upon

a serious struggle. A like state of things existed all over

Germany. The German, Hungarian, Slavonic, and Italian

subjects of the emperor Ferdinand (1835-48), who suc-

ceeded Francis I, were all agitating for reform; and in

Bavaria, Hesse-Cassel, and Baden reactionary ministers

were confronted by opponents who daily acquired increased

infiu nee among the masses of the population.

In so many threatening forms did the rising spirit of the

Prussian people reveal itself that in 1847 the king sum-
moned to Berlin a united diet composed of the representa-

tives of the provincial diets. This assembly truly expressed

the popular feeling, but with so much moderation, and
accompanying its demands by so many sincere assurances

of loyalty, that it could not alarm the most timid.

Frederick William, however, was offended by its tone, and
haughtily proclaimed that he would never abate the rights

which, as a lawfful prince, he held by a higher than human
authority.

Such was the condition of Germany at the breaking
out of the French revolution of 1848. Its effect upon the

public mind was immediate and profound. It had been
made clear that no dependence was to be placed upon the
engagements of the sovereigns, and that if anytiling was
to he done it must be done by the people themselves. At
a convention in Mannheim four demands were formulated

—

freedom of the press, trial by jury, national armies, and
national representation. These demands were universally

adopted as the liberal programme
;
and within a few days

there was a liberal ministry in every one of the small states.

In Bavaria, King Louis, whose well-meant efforts to make
Munich a centre of art had not induced the nation to forget
its political rights, resigned the crown to his son Maximilian.
The popular excitement in Austria became so intense that
Prince Metternich was dismissed, constitutional government
w’as promised, and the Hungarians received a new cabinet.

Still more vehement was the revolutionary movement in
Prussia. Scenes of great violence occurred in the streets

of Berlin, and on the 18th of March the king, who had
previously tried to allay the storm by announcing that the
united diet should meet periodically,—a concession he had
refused to make at the proper moment,—declared that the
national desire for a constitution should be satisfied. There
was, however, a general feeling of distrust, and a conflict,

which continued till the following morning, broke out
between the troops and the population. Frederick William,
who, although an ardent upholder of the divine right of

kings, was too kind-hearted a man and too timid to approve
of a struggle of this kind, laid aside his high pretensions,

changed his ministers, and asserted that he would place him-

self at the head of the national movement. By these means

a more pacific temper was restored, and, after the united diet

had passed an electoral law, the country was called upon to

choose a national assembly.

It was not only reform in the individual states that was National

demanded in 1848 ;
the majority of the people felt that the

time had come for sweeping away the effete bund which

had done service only to the enemies of freedom, and for

replacing it by a system of national representation which

should maintain the dignity of Germany abroad and foster

enlightened institutions at home. There was, indeed, a

general conviction that only by means of a great central

movement could the special agitations lead to enduring

results. A number of deputies, belonging to different legis-

lative assemblies, taking it upon themselves to give voice to

the national demands, met at Heidelberg, and a committee

appointed by them invited all Germans who then were, or

who liad formerly been, members of diets, as well as some
other public men, to meet at Frankfort for the purpose of

considering the question of national reform.

About 500 representatives accepted the invitation. They Prelmn-

constituted themselves a preliminary parliament, and atnaiypar-

once began to provide for the election of a national assembly,

It was decided that there should be a representative for

every group of 50,000 inhabitants, and that the election

should be by universal suffrage. A considerable party

wished that the preliminary parliament should continue to

act until the assembly should be formed, but this was

overruled, the majority contenting themselves with the

appointment of a committee of 50, whose duty it should be

in the interval to guard the national interests. Some of

those who were discontented with this decision retired from

the preliminary parliament, and a few of them, of repub-

lican sympathies, called the population of Upper Baden
to arms. The rising was put down by the troops of

Baden, but it did considerable injury by awakening the

fears of the more moderate portion of the community.

Great hindrances were put in the way of the elections,

but, as the Prussian and Austrian Governments were

too much occupied with their immediate difficulties to

resist to the uttermost, the assembly was at last chosen, and

met at Frankfort on the 18th May. The old diet broke up, Rrank-

and the national representatives had before them a clear fort as-

field. There is no reason to doubt that if they had acted

with promptitude and discretion they would have succeeded

in the task they had undertaken. Neither Austria nor

Prussia was for some time in a position to thwart them, and

the sovereigns of the smaller states were too much afraid of

the revolutionary elements manifested on all sides to give

way to reactionary impulses. But the Germans had had

no experience of free political life. Nearly every deputy

had his own theory of the course which ought to be pursued,

and felt sure that the country would go to ruin if it were

not adopted. Learned professors and talkative journalists

insisted on delivering interminable speeches, and on
examining in the light of ultimate philosophical principles

every proposal laid before the assembly. Thus precious

time was lost, violent antagonisms were called forth, the

patience of the nation was exhausted, and the reactionary

forces were able to gather strength for once more asserting

themselves. The very first important question brought out

the weaknesses of the deputies. This related to the nature

of the central provisional executive. A committee appointed

to discuss the matter suggested that there should be a

directory of three members, appointed by the German
Governments, subject to the approval of the assembly, and
ruling by means of ministers responsible to the latter body.

This elaborate scheme found favour with a large number of

members, but others insisted that there should be a presi-

dent or a central committee, appointed by the assembly,
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while another party pleaded that the assembly itself should
exercise executive as well as legislative functions. At last,

after a vast amount of tedious and useless discussion, it

was agreed tliat the assembly should appoint an imperial

vicar who should carry on the government by means of

a ministry selected by himself; and, by the decision

of a large majority, the archduke John of Austria

vras chosen for the office. With as little delay as

possible he formed an imperial cabinet, and there were
hopes that, as his appointment was generally approved both
by the sovereigns and the people, more rapid progress

would be made with the great and complicated work in

hand. Unfortunately, however, it was necessary to enter

upon the discussion of the fundamental laws, a subject

presenting many opportunities for the display of rhetoric and
intellectual subtlety. It was soon obvious that beneath
all varieties of individual opinion there were two bitterly

hostile tendencies—those of the republicans, and those of

the constitutionalists. These two parties attacked each

other with constantly growing animosity, and in a few
weeks sensible men outside the assembly gave up all hope
of their dealing satisfactorily with the problem they had
been appointed to solve.

Scblesb- In the midst of these disputes the attention of the nation
wig-Hol- ^as occupied by a question which had arisen before the
stem,

outbreak of the revolutionary movements,—the so-called

‘‘ Schleswig-Holstein question.’’ In 184G Christian YIII.

of Denmark had officially proclaimed that Schleswig and
the greater part of Holstein were indissolubly connected

with the Danish monarchy. This excited vehement opposi-

tion among the Germans, on the ground that Holstein,

although subject to the king of Denmark, was a member
of the German confederation, and that in virtue of ancient

treaties it could not be severed from Schleswig. In 1848
the German party in the duchies, headed by Prince

Frederick of Augustenburg, rose against the Danish
Government. Frederick VII., who had just succeeded

Christian VIIL, put down the rebellion, but Prussia, acting

in the name of the confederation, despatched an army
against the Danes, and drove them from Schleswig. The
Danes, who were supported by Russia, responded by
blockading the Baltic ports, which Germany, having no

navy, was unable effectually to defend. By the mediation

of England an armistice was concluded, and the Prussian

troops evacuated the northern districts of Schleswig. As
the Danes soon afterwards took possession of Schleswig

again, the Prussians once more drove them back, but on

the 26th of August an armistice of seven months was

agreed upon at Malmoe.

Disputes The new Frankfort Government disapproved the con-
ia the ditions of this armistice

;
but, as it had empowered Prussia

obliged to accept what had been done,

semhlv. majority of the assembly, furious at an arrangement

which was denounced as a national humiliation, decided

that the armistice should not be sanctioned. The ministry

resigned
;
but, a new combination being impossible, it was

replaced, and the assembly unwillingly agreed to accept

the armistice, on the understanding that the Government
should lose no time in negotiating for peace on fair terms.

A large minority, however, was intensely dissatisfied. It

was composed of the republicans and other radical sections

;

and when defeated, they appealed from the assembly to

the people. The Government kept its place, but was

unable to prevent a rising which led to the murder of two

unpopular representatives. There were also temporary

republican agitations in Baden and Wurtemberg.
Therevo- While these events were in progress, it seemed not im-
bxtion ill possible that the Austrian empire would fall to pieces.

Bohemia and the Italian states were in revolt, and the

Hungarians strove with passionate earnestness for independ-
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ence. Towards the end ot 1848 Vienna was completely in 1S45.

the hands of the revolutionary party, and it was retaken
only after desperate fighting. A reactionary minibtry,

headed by Prince Schwarzeuberg, was then raised to power,
and ill order that a strong policy might be the more
vigorously pushed forward, the emperor Ferdinand resigned,

and was succeeded by his nephew, Francis Josei)h.

The prospects of reform were not much more favourable Relormm
in Prussia. The assembly summoned amid the revolution- I’l'ussia.

ary excitement of March met on the 22d May. Demands
for a constitutional system were urged with great force, and
they would probably have been granted but for the opposi-

tion due to the violence of politicians out of doors. *The
aristocratic class saw ruin before it if the smallest conces-

sion were made to popular wishes, and it soon recovered

from the terror into which it had been plunged at the out-

break of the revolution. Extreme antagonism was excited

by such proposals as that the king should no longer be said

to wear his crown “by grace of God and the animosity

between the liberal and the conservative sections was
driven to the highest pitch when, in the midst of the

struggle between the populace and the Government in

Vienna, it was proposed that Prussia should support the

cause of freedom. The motion, although at first rejected,

was passed in a modified form. Before this, ministry after

ministry had been appointed, but none had been so decidedly

reactionary as to preclude the hope of a settlement ISTovv

the king resolved to break finally with the liberals, and,

notwithstanding a solemn warning addressed to him by a

deputation from the assembly, he called to office a cabinet

about whose intentions there could be no misunderstanding.

On the pretext that fair deliberation was impossible in the

capital, the assembly was ordered to meet in Brandenburg,

troops were concentrated near Berlin, and a state of siege

was proclaimed. In vain the assembly protested and con-

tinued its sittings, going even so far as to forbid the pay-

ment of taxes while it was subjected to illegal treatment.

It was forced in the end to submit, but the discussions in

Brandenburg were no more successful than those in Berlin.

At last, on the 5th December, the king dissolved the

assembly, granted a constitution about which it had not

been consulted, and gave orders for the election of a repre-

sentative chamber.

About the time that the Prussian parliament was thus Frank-

created, and that the emperor Eerdinand resigned, tlie^oi'tas-

Frankfort assembly succeeded in formulating the fuiida-

mental laws, which were duly proclaimed to be the funda- con-

mental laws of Germany as it was now to be constituted, stitution.

The principal clauses of the constitution then began to be

discussed. By far the most difficult question was the rela-

tion in which Austria should stand to the Germany of the

future. There was a universal wish that the Austrian Germany

Germans should be included in the German state
;
on the and

other hand, it was felt that if all the various nationalities of “A-ustria.

Austria formed a united monarchy, and if this monarchy as

a whole were included in the confederation, it would

necessarily overshadow Germany, and expose her to un-

necessary external dangers. It was therefore resolved that,

although a German country might be under the same ruler

as non-German lands, it could not be so joined to them as

to form with them a single nation. Had the assembly’

adopted this resolution at once, instead of exhausting itself

by pedantic disquisitions on the abstract principles of juris-

prudence, it might have hoped to triumph
;
but Austria

was not likely to submit bo so severe a blow at the very time

when she was strong enough to appoint a reactionary

Government, and had nearly re-established her authority, not

only in Vienna, but in Bohemia and in Italy. Prince

Schwarzenberg took the earliest opportunity to declare that

the empire could not assent to any weakening of its inflii-

G E E M A N Y
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1849-50. ence. Bitter strife now broke out in the assembly. Two

of tbe ministers resigned, and one of those who took their

place, Herr von Gagern, proposed that, since Austria was to

be a united state, she should not enter the confederation,

but that her relations to Germany should be regulated by a

special act of union. This of course meant that Prussia

should be at the head of Germany, and recommended itself

to the majority of the constitutional party. It was resisted

by the Austrian members, who were supported by the

iiltrainontanes and the democrats, both of whom disliked

Prussia, the former because of her Protestantism, the latter

because of her bureaucratic system. Herr von Gagern's

proposal was, however, adopted. Immediately afterwards

the question as to the character of the executive was raised.

Some voted that a directory of princes should be appointed,

others that there should be a president, eligible from the

whole German nation
;
but the final decision was that the

headship of the state should be offered by the assembly to

some particular German prince, and that he should bear the

title of emperor of the Germans.

Proposed The whole subject was as eagerly discussed throughout
empire, the country as in Frankfort. x4.ustria firmly opposed the

idea of a united German state, insisting that the Austrian

emperor could not consent to be subordinate to any other

prince. She was supported by Bavaria, but on the other

side were Prussia, Brunswick, Baden, Nassau, Mecklenberg,

and various other countries, besides the Hanseatic towns.

For some time Austria offered no counter scheme, but she
ultimately proposed that there should be a directory of seven

princes, the chief place being held alternately by a Prussian

and an Austrian imperial vicar. Nothing came of this

suggestion, and in due time the assembly proceeded to the

second reading of the constitution. It was revised in a
democratic sense, but the imperial title was maintained,
and a narrow majority decided that it should be hereditary.

Frederick William IV. of Prussia was then chosen emperor,
Frederick All Germany awaited with anxiety the reply of Frederick

It was thought not improbable that he would

dinesWie
honour ofiered him, for in the early part of his

imperial he had spoken of German unity as enthusiastically as

crown, of liberty, and, besides, the opportunity was surprisingly
favourable. The larger number of tbe North-German
states were at least not unwilling to submit to the arrange-
ment; and Austria, whose opposition inordinary circum-
stances would have been fatal, was paralysed by her struggle
with Hungary. Frederick William had not, however, the
courage of his opinions

; the deputation which waited upon
him was dismissed with the answer that he could not
assume the imperial title without the full sanction of the
princes and the free cities.

End of This answer was in reality a deathblow to the hopes of
Frank-^ German patriots, but the assembly affected to believe that

senildy.
cause was not yet lost, and appointed a committee to

see that the provisions of the constitution were carried out.
A vigorous agitation began in the country for the acceptance
of the constitution by the Governments. The king of
Wiirtemberg was forced to accede to it

;
and in Saxony,

Baden, and Ehenish Bavaria armed multitudes kept the
sovereigns in terror. Prussia, which, following the example
of Austria, had recalled her representatives from Frankfort,
sent her troops to put down these risings, and on the 21st
May 1849 the larger number of the deputies to the
assembly voluntarily resigned their seats. A few republican
members held on by it, and transferred the sittings to
Stuttgart. Here they even elected an imperial Government,
but they had no longer any real influence, and on the 18th
June they were forcibly dispersed by the Wiirtemberg
ministry.

Although Fredei'ick William had refused to become
moil, emperor, he was unwilling to miss altogether the opportunity

afforded by the difficulties of Austria. He invited the

states to send representatives to Berlin to discuss the con-

dition of Germany
;
and he concluded a treaty with the

kings of Saxony and Hanover. Two days afterwards the

three allies agreed upon a constitution which was in many
respects identical with that drawn up by tbe Frankfort

assembly. The functions of the executive were, however,

extended, the electoral law was made less democratic, and

it was decided that, instead of an emperor, there should be

merely a supreme chief aided by a college of princes. This

constitution was accepted by a number of states, which

assumed the name of the ‘‘ The Union, ’’ and on the 20th

March 1850 a parliament consisting of two houses met in

Erfurt. Both houses accepted the constitution; and, im-

mediately after they broke up, the members of the Union
assembled in Berlin, and a provisional college of princes

was elected. By that time, however, the whole situa-

tion of Germany had changed. In the autumn of 1849

Austria had succeeded, by the help of Russia, in quelling

the Hungarian insurrection, and she was then in no mood
to let herself be thrust aside by Prussia. Encouraged by
her, Hanover and Saxony had severed themselves from the

Union, and Saxony, Wiirtemberg, and Bavaria arrived at

an understanding as to a wholly new constitution. After-

wards all four states, with several others, accspted the in-

vitation of Austria to consider the propriety of re-establish-

ing the Confederation. The representatives of the states

favourable to this proposal came together in Frankfort on

the 4th September 1850, and acted as the restored diet.

Thus the issue to which the events of about a century had Austria

been pointing was apparently raised
;
Germany was divided ijjid

into two hostile parties, one set of states grouping them-

selves around Austria, another around Prussia. A difficulty Distuib-

which arose in ITesse-Cassel almost compelled the powers anceiu

to bring their differences to the test of war. In this small

state the liberal movement of 1848 had been followed by

reaction, and the elector ventured to replace Hassenpflug,

the unpopular minister who had been driven from power.

Hassenpflug, being detested by the chamber, dissolved it in

June 1850 ;
but the new one was not less hostile, and

refused to sanction the collection of the taxes until it had

considered the budget. For tliis offence it also was dis-

solved, and orders were issued for the raising of the taxes

without its consent. Many officials refused to obey
;
tbe

judges remained loyal to the constitution; and when
attempts were made to solve the difficulty by the army, the

officers instructed to act resigned in a body. Meanwhile,

Hassenpflug had appealed to the representatives in Frank-

fort who claimed to be the restored diet, and under the

influence of Austria they resolved to support him. Prussia,

on the other hand, announced its determination to carry out

the principles of the Union, and to maintain the Hessian

constitution. Austrian and Bavarian troops having entered

Hesse, a Prussian army immediately occupied Cassel, and

war appeared to be imminent. Prussia, however, shrank

from the conflict. Radowitz, the foreign minister, who had

so far pursued a vigorous policy, retired, and was replaced

by Manteuffcl, who, although the whole Prussian army was
mobilized, began by making concessions. The Union was

dissolved; and after Austria had despatched an ultimatum

formulating her demands, the new minister met Prince

Schwarzenberg at Olmiitz, and virtually yielded everything Confer-

he insisted upon. The difficulty iu Hesse was to be left to at

the decision of the German Governments
;
and as soon as

possible ministerial conferences were to be held in Dresden,

with a view to the settlement of the German constitution.

These conferences began in the last days of 1850. The Diet re-

Austrian Government strove to secure the appointment of ‘‘'tored.

a stronger executive than had hitherto existed ;
but its pro-

posals met with steady opposition from Prussia. Every
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Prussian sclienie was in like manner resisted by Austria.

Thus, from the sheer inability of the assembled ministers

to devise a plan on which all could agree, Prussia and the

states that had joined her in the Union were compelled to

recognize the Frankfort diet. From the 12th June 1851
its sittings went on as if nothing had occurred since it was
dispersed.

This wretched fiasco was hardly less satisfactory to

the majority of Germans than the manner in w^hich the
ScMes- national claims in Schleswig-Holstein weremaintained. The

armistice of Malmoe having expired in March 1849, the war
stem. Denmark was resumed. A considerable army was de-

spatched against the Danes by the Frankfort Government,
but on the lOfch July an armistice was signed at Berlin for

six months, and a year afterwards Prussia concluded peace.

The inhabitants of the duchies, however, continued the

war. During the interview at Olmiitz between Count
Manteuffel and Prince Schwarzenberg it was agreed that,

like the affairs of Hesse-Cassel, those of Schleswig-Holstein

should be submitted to the decision of all German states,

but that, in the meantime, Prussia and Austria should act

together. By the intervention of Austrian troops peace

was restored
;
and when, early in 1852, the Government of

Denmark, in providing a constitution for the whole
monarchy, promised to appoint separate ministers for

Schleswig and Holstein, and to do -equal justice to the

German and the Danish populations, the two powers declared

themselves satisfied, and the Austrian forces were with-

drawn. The diet also, after some delay, professed to be
content with this arrangement. While it was discussing

the subject, a conference of the European powers met in

London, and settled that Frederick VIJ. of Denmark
should be succeeded by Christian, duke of Gliicksburg, and
that the duchies should be indissolubly united to the Dan-
ish monarchy. Austria and Prussia accepted the protocol

setting forth these results, but it was not signed by the diet.

In all these later events the first place had been taken

Austria by Austria. The temporary dissolution of the customs
and the union in 1851 gave her an opportunity of trying to extend
^toms

influence; she demanded that a union should be
formed of which she should be the leading member. A
congress of all German states, with the exception of Prussia

and one or two states which sympathized with her, was
held in Vienna; and it was followed by several other

congresses favourable to Austrian pretensions. Prussia,

however, being here on strong ground, refused to give

way; and not only was the customs union restored in

accordance with her wishes, hut Austria concluded with
her in 1853 a treaty of commerce which embodied some
important concessions.

roliticcal Germany had now fairly entered a period which, although
reaction, it did not last very long, was, in some respects, as humiliat-

ing as any in her history. The popular movement, from
which great things had been hoped, had on some occasions

almost touched its goal
;
and, as might have been expected,

a reaction set in, which the princes knew how to turn to

the fullest advantage. The Austrian Government, after

the subjection of Hungary, withdrew every concession it

had made under pressure, and established a thorough des-

potism, trampling upon the rights of the individual nation-

alities, and forcing all its subjects into a common political

mould. In Prussia the parliament, summoned by the king
on the 5th December 1848, met early in the following

year. Although the democrats had declined to vote, it

was not conservative enough for the court, and not till the

31st January 1850 was an understanding arrived at

respecting the constitution. The system thus established

was repeatedly revised, and always with the same object

—

to reduce to a minimum the power of the national repre-

sentatives, and to exalt and extend that of the Government,

At the same time the ministiy perseeated the press, and 1849-5&
allowed hardly a whisper of discontent to pass unpunished.
The smaller states followed with alacrity in the steps of

the two leading powers. The liberal ministries of 1848
were dismissed, the constitutions were changed or abolished,

and new chambers were elected under a severely restricted

suffrage. Had the battle been fairly fought out between
the Governments and the*people, the latter would still have
triumphed ; but the former had now, in the Frankfort diet,

a mightier instrument than ever against freedom. What
it could do was seen too clearly from the case of Hesse-
Cassel. After the settlement of Olmiitz, federal troops

occupied that country, and federal execution was carried

out with shameful harshness. Martial law was everywhere

proclaimed; officers, and all classes of officials who had
incurred the displeasure of the Government, were subjected

to arbitrary penalties; and such was the misery of the

people that multitudes of them were compelled to emigrate.

The constitution having been destroyed by the bund, the

elector proclaimed one of his own making
;
but even the

chamber elected under the provisions of this despotic

scheme could not tolerate his hateful tyranny, and there

were incessant disputes between it and the Government.

The bund interfered in a like spirit in Hanover, although

with less disastrous results, after the accession of George

V. in 1851. For the whole of Germany this w-as emphati-

cally the period of petty despotism
;
and not only from

Hesse but from all parts of the country there was a vast

stream of emigration, mainly to the Hew World.

The outbreak of the Crimean war profoundly moved the Gnmeau:

German nation. The sympathies of Austria were necessarily

with the Western powers, and in Prussia the majority of

the people took the same side
;
but the Prussian Govern-

ment, which was at this time completely under the control

of Eussia, gave its moral support to the czar. It did,

indeed, assent to a treaty—afterwards signed on behalf of

the bund—by which Prussia and Austria guaranteed each

other, but it resolutely opposed the mobilization of the

confederate army. The Prussian people were keenly

irritated by the cordial relations between their court and

the most despotic power in Europe. They felt that they

were thus most unjustly separated from the main stream of

Western progress.

During the Crimean war the political reaction continued

with unabated force. In Prussia the Government appeared

resolved to make up for its temporary submission to the

popular will by the utmost violence on which it could ven-

ture. A general election took place in the autumn of 1855,

and so harshly was the expression of opinion restrained that

a chamber was returned with scarcely a single liberal ele-

ment of serious importance. The feudalists called for a

still further revision of the constitution, and urged that

even the reforms effected by Stein should be undone. In

Bavaria a chamber elected about the same time as that of

Prussia was rather less docile; but the Government shared

to the full the absolutist tendencies of the day, and ener-

getically combated the party which stood up for law and

the constitution. The Hanoverian government, hacked by

the Frankfort diet, was still more successful in its warfare

with the moderate reformers whom it was pleased to treat

as revolutionists
;
and in Austria the feudalists so com-

pletely gained the upper hand that on the 18th August

1855 the Government signed a concordat, by v/hich the

state virtually submitted itself to the control of the church.

The German people seemed to have lost both the power

and the will to assert their rights
;
but in reality they were

deeply dissatisfied. And it was clear to impartial observers-

that, in the event of any great strain upon the power of

the Governments, the absolutist system would break down.

The first symptom that the reaction had attained it&
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1866 63 utmost Jevelopmeut displayed itself in Prussia, uhose atteu

tion was for a time distracted from liome politics by a

Pmssia quarrel with Switzeiland The Swiss authorities bad im
t pusoned some foolish royalists of Keuch^tel, m which the

Sinuzer
J^Q^se Qf Hohenzoilerii had never lesigiied its rights War

was threatened by Prussia, but when the prisoners weie

set free, the two states entered upon negotiations, and in the

summei of 1S57 King Predeiick William withdrew all

claims to the principality Soon after this, the mental

condition of the king made it necessary that his duties

should be undertaken by a substitute, and his brother, the

Piince of Prussia, took his place for thiee months In

October 1858 the prince became regent, and as he was

unfavouiable to the policy which had hitherto been pursued,

fjitiei'i' he appointed a new miniotry of a moderately liberal char

ism m acter A general election was ordered, and, the free action
Prufasu

^ 1^ constituencies being in no way interfered with, they

returned a parliament in which the feudalists held the place

that had belonged to the liberals in the previous chamber

No more thoiough pi oof could have been given of the

liberal sentiments of the population, and th^» effect was

soon seen in the growing hopefulness of the liberal paity

in every German state

Franco The Italian war of 1859, in which Austria found herself

Austrian opposed by France and Saidiiiia, excited vehement interest
war in Germauj A section of the liberal party would have been
^ ^ pleased had Prussia taken the occasion to reconstitute the

confederation by excluding Austria
,
but Prussia was so far

from attempting this that she put herself in a state of

readiness foi war with France After the battle of Magenta
she mobilized pait of her army, and gave hei assent to the

placing of confederate troons on the upper Ehme These

measures induced the emperor Napoleon to conclude a

hast} peace
,
but Austrm was bitterly offended because she

had not received the open suppoit both of the bund and
of Piussia

The misfoi tunes of Austria in this wai biouglit to Lght
the instability of the absolutist system which had been

maintained since the cuishing of the revolution of 1848
The army had fought v/ithout enthusiasm, and after the

restoiation of peace voices w^ere everywhere laised for

retoim Petty concessions were at bist attempted, but
in December 1860 the emperor changed his ministers,

promising that the constitutions of the various provinces

should be revised, and that a Eeichsratli, with the right of

initiating legislation, should be fieely elected by the pro
vincial diets Although this anangement was far from
pacifying the populations, it was a great advance on any
previous proposal, and stirred the hope of still larger con-

cessions

Rev 7al Another result of the Italian, war, of far greater import-
of na- ance foi the general progress of Germany, was the revival
tional desire for national unity The Germans could

not persuade themselves that that which the Italians had
attained was unattainable by them

,
and they believed that,

if they acquired the same measuie of unity, there would
soon be an end of despotism After the war, a number of

leading politicians, having held repeated conferences,

founded what they called the National Union, an organi-

zation intended to promote the national cause, and it had
a profound effect in mamtammg and stimulating public
interest in its object The Governments, seeing the
strength of the movement, sought to give it a direction

suitable to their own interests Prussia and Austria entered
into negotiations, but failed to arrive at an understanding
The Saxon minister, Baron Beust, then came forward with
a proposal, whose aim was to play off the two great states

against one another, and to enable the smaller states to
hold the balance Austria was not unwilling to be
persuaded but Prussia would have nothing to say to a

scheme which would have effected a change without

improving hei position In 1863 the emperoi Francis

Joseph invited the Geiman princes to a congiess in Frank-

fort, for the purpose of settling the question A settlement

pioposed by him was unlikely to be acceptable to Piu^sia,

and she held aloof Wneii the Austrian enipeiorb plan

w^as unfolded, its aim, as every one expected, was seen to

be the confirming of his own authoiity It w as, theiefoie,

with equal decision, rejected by the Prussian Government
and by the German libeials

Meanwhile, changes had taken place in Pru&sia w Inch

weie destined to lead to a solution of the lung discussed

problem, as complete as it was unexpected On the death

of Fredeiick William IV on the 2d January 1861, the

prince legent as^junied the crown of Piussia ao William I William

Within ten years Germany was united, and this amiable T oi

king was proclaimed emperoi
^

This result was the issue of a vast senes of histoiical

causes
,
but it is indissolubly associated with the name of

King William’s great ministei, Bismaick, who was mad e Bi^m'iick.

Prussian premier m 1862 No moie lemarkable figuie

has arisen in the history of Germany Before he became
piime minister he had acted as Prussian plempotentniy at

the confederate diet, and as Piussian anibassadoi m Pans
and St Petersburg

, he w^as, therefore, familiar w ith the con-

fiicting political currents of the time When raised to the

highest post m the state under the crown, he soon formed

the fixed resolution of adding to the powei of Prnssu and
placing her at the head of united Germany Having
something of CromwelFs superstition as well as Ciomw ell’s

strength, he apparently regarded this as a sort of leligious

mission, and in many respects he could luidly ha\e been

better adapted to the ta^k A rough, despotic \ ehemeut
nature, he was undeterred by scruples which might haiass

ordinary statesmen
,
having set up a goal, he maiched to it

by the sbraightest path The solemn traditions of diplomacy,

to the astonishment of Europe, he laughed out of court.

He respected tieaties exactly m so far as they were capable

of being defended, and produced by boisterous frankness

the effects which other men achieve by mystery and
deceit With little faith in the action of nioial cauoes, he
took caie to have behind him those big battalions which
destiny is said unduly to favour Prussia at onre lecognized

that she had in him a statesman of commanding type,—

a

bold and resolute spirit, with narrow but intense vision,

and a will created to go crashing through difficulties, and
to fashion a world to its liking

When Bismarck was made premier the Government was

engaged in a hot dispute with the representative chambL-i

The lattei refused to sanction a great scheme of milit?ry

reform, and the ministry was compelled, in direct opposition

to the constitution, to tiust to the upper house foi supplies

Bismarck carried on the contest with cynical audacity
,
and

he was m no way shaken when the country, over and over

again, proved that its sympathies were with his opponents

The military reforms were executed, and the nation was
tolerably plainly told that its appioval was of secondaiy

importance

An opportunity for stirring up the chaotic elements from Schles-

which the Prussian premier proposed to evolve a cosmos of

his own was soon affbided by the revival of that most com
plicated of ‘‘questions,’ the question of Schleswig Holstein.

Ever since the settlement cf 1852 it had from time to time

engaged attention The tendency of Danish policy, accord-

ing to the Germans, was to subject Holstein and Schleswig

to wholly different treatment, and, m the application of the

general constitution of the kingdom, to pay insufficient re-

spect to the rights of Holstein ao a member of the German
confederation Soon after the duke of Glucksburg, in

accordance with the London protocol, mounted the DaaisjL
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throne (1863), federal tioops "were despatched to the

duchies, nominally to secure that the new king should
fulfil his predecessor’s engagements In realit}, however,
their presence gave rise to demonstrations among the Ger-

man population in favour of Prince Prederick of August-
enburg, who, although his father had renounced his lights,

claimed to be the true duke of Holstein Prussia and
Austria, having signed the London protocol, piofessed to

disaj^prove his juetensions, and towards the end of 1863
proposed in the diet that they should be empowered to

occupy Schleswig, so that justice might be done both to

the Danish king and to the duchies The proposal was
1 ejected, and had Austria been acting alone, there is no
reason to believe that she w’'ould have pushed her demands
farthei, if indeed she would ever have advanced so far

But Prussian policy was dete mined by a statesman who
had vast ulterior ends to serve, and by his influence

Austria was induced to join Prussia iii declaring that, since

the bund would not follow their counsel, they were forced

to act independently In the wai which followed the

Danes distinguished themselves by their courage and
military skill

,
but they could not veiy long contend single

handed with two such enemies, and on the 1st August
1864 a treaty was signed in Vienna, by which Denmark
ceded to the conquerors Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauenburg
All Europe disapproved these harsh conditions, but the

Prussian minister did not trouble himself about disapproval

which found utterance only in words
Before the outbreak of war, Prussia had been engagedm

a serious dispute with Austria In 1862, in the name of

the customs union, the former powei had concluded with

Prance a treaty of commerce, based mainly on the principles

of free trade Most of the small states, strongly objecting

to the treaty, refused to sign it , and they were supported

by Austria, which had never given up the hope of taking

precedence of Prussia m the commeicial as well as the

political relations of Germany She protested against the

treaty, and demanded admission into the customs union
Prussia maintained her original position, insisting that if the

tieaty with France were rejected she would regard the

union as no longei existing After the war Bismarck not

only succeeded in obtaining the signatuies of the small

states, but induced Austria to conclude a commercial

treaty, essentially the same as that of 1853 ,
and about

tne same time treaties were signed, owing to his exertions,

between the union and England and Belgium These

triumphs unmistakably indicated the rising influence of

Prussia

It was not long before grave difficulties sprang from the

results of the Schleswig-Holstein war Prussia was of

opinion tliat theie was no longer any need for the troops of

the bund in Holstein, and although this view was hotly

contested, the diet was compelled m the end to act upon
it Still more important was the question, what should

now be done with the duchies Austria favoured the

claims of the prince of Augustenburg, and the bund by a

small majority decided to request the two powers to invest

him with the sovereignty of Holstein Piussia protested

that the matter was beyond the competence of the diet

What she herself intended was plainly shown by the fact

that the Prussian war minister explained in the Prussian

parliament, in connexion with a special demand foi money,
that it was to be devoted to the election of a harbour at

Kiel Austria, which had the same light as Prussia to

Kiel, refused her assent to this proposal, and an inter

change of angry despatches took place, which made it highly

probable that the spoilers of Denmark would soon be at

each other’s throats War was for a time prevented by the

Gastein convention, by which Austria handed over

Lauenburg to Prussia, and it was agreed that the former

state should in the meantime admimstei HoLtein, the lattei 1S63-66
Schleswig

Count Bismarck did not intend that the Gastem com en-
tioii should seriously inteirupt the development of his policy
He had made up his mind to force a quauel on Austria,

and to settle once for all the question, fiibt raised by
PredeiLck the Great, whether she or Piussia should pievail

in Germany The opportunity was so favourable that the

like might never again oflei itself illtliough the Govern-
ment and the pailiament of Piussia veie still engaged in a
struggle which called forth much indignation on both sides,

the mass of the population was thoroughly loval, and, as
events pioved, the aimyhad been reoigaiuzed \\ith splendid
skill Never, perhaps, in the history of the w oild, u eie there

bettei fighteib than the Pinssian&oldieisof that daj
,
and they

weie led by officers full of patriotic ardour, with almost un
limited influence ovei then men, and tiained ni the best

schools of military science In the Austnan empii e, iiotw ith

standing the reforms recently instituted, discontent w as still

almost umveisal The Hungarians sullenly demanded
independence, and among the Slavonic populations there

were also dangeious agitations foi local self gov eiiiment

Although the aimy was composed of magnificent luafcenal,

it was far behind that of Prussia in the mode of its admiiiis

tiation, and grave doubts weie entertained whethei con

fideiice could be placed in its loyalt} In these circiim

stances, no one familiar with the facts could hesitate as to

the side on which victory would declaie itself in the event

of wai, and to Count Bismarck the facts were intimately

known With well considered boldness he ad\ aiiced lapidly

to his aim The Austrian governor of Holstein eucouiajjecl,

as he had a peifect right to do, the pietensious of the prince

of Augustenbuig In January 1866 Count Bismarck made
this the subject of a bitter despatch to the Vienna Govern
ment, and Count Mensdorf, the Austiian foreign mmistei,

replied in the same tone Both poweis now began to make
active preparations for the worst The majoiity of the

small states sided with Austria
,
but Prussia found means

of more than counterbalancing this advantage Now that

Italy was partially united, the Italians felt humiliated at Alliance

Venetia remaining in the hands of Austria Count Bismai ck ^

offered, if she 'w ould conclude an alliance with PrubSia
^

against their common enemy, to obtain foi hei this maguifi

cent piize The Italian Government saw that it could nevei

have a better chance, and signed thepioposed tieaty

The occasion for which Count Bismarck waited presented Seven

itself when the Austrian governoi of Holstein summoned
the assembly of the states Holstern was at once occupied

by Prussian troops, and those of Austria were diiven fiom

the duchy The Austrian Government indignantlyprotested

against this outrage, and on the 14th June 1866 its pro

posal that the forces of the bund should be mobilized

against Prussia was adopted by a majority ot the diet The

Prussian plenipotentiaiy withdrew after submitting a scheme

for the reconstitution of Germany, and the war immedi-

ately began Its events followed each other with startling

rapidity Within a fortnight Prussia had in her grasp

Hanover, Hesse Cassel, and Saxony, and on the 3d July

was fought the gieat battle of Koniggratz, which laid hei

chief enemy at her feet The power of Austria was

shattered by the swift and mighty blows directed agamst

It , and on the 26th July she was glad to accept the pre-

hminanes of Nicolsburg, which were soon afterwards

followed by the peace of Prague.

The result of this war was the final exclusion of Austiia Peice of

from Germany Prussia annexed Hanover, Hesse Cassel,

Nassau, Frankfort, and Schleswig Holstein By the fifth

clause of the treaty of Prague, indeed, the inhabitants of

the northern distncts of Schleswig wtie to be reunited to

Denmark, if, when fieely consulted, they expressed a wish
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1867-70. for tkis result
;
but the engagement, which was never

Northern seriously intended, was abrogated by secret treaty between

confedo- Austria aud Germany on the 11th. October 1878. All

states to the north of the Main, including the northern

half of Hesse-Darmstadt, were compelled to form a North-

German confederation under the leadership of Prussia. The

four South-German states, Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt, Wiir-

temberg, and Bavaria, were left independent, but with the

right, if they chose, to form a South-German confederation

and to unite with that of North Germany. By secret

treaties, as Count Bismarck announced at a critical moment

soon afterwards, they undertook to place their armies at

the disposal of Prussia in time of war.

King William, who had accompanied Lis troops, returned

in triumph to Berlin, and the nation was so elated by his

victories that the newly-elected house of representatives

willingly consented to forget past disputes. On the 24th

Confede- February 1867 the constituent diet of the confederation,

rate con- elected by universal suffrage and the ballot, met in Berlin,
sfeitiitiou. accepted in its essential features the constitution

submitted to it. It was arranged that the headship of the

confederation should be hereditary, that it should belong to

the king of Prussia, and that legislative functions should be

exercised by a federal council, representative of the various

Governments, and by a diet elected by the whole people.

The confederate parliament began at once the task of

consolidating the new institutions. In the sessions of

1869 and 1870 it established a supreme tribunal of com-

merce, sitting in Leipsic, and passed a new penal code.

Great as were these results, they did not satisfy the

aspirations of patriotic Germans, who, having so sud-

denly and so unexpectedly approached unity, longed

that the work should be completed. A party called the

National ‘‘national liberals” was formed, whose main object was to
liberals, secure the incorporation of south with north Germany, and

it at once entered into peculiar relations with the great

minister at the head of the country. The members of this

party, believing, as sincere liberals, that the German people

were ripe for free institutions, desired from the outset to

give larger power to the popular element of the constitution

both in Prussia and in Germany. With these ideas Prince

Bismarck had no sympathy . Throughout his career he
has consistently manifested contempt for parliamentary

forms of government. He cannot tolerate that a minister

should be thwarted or hindered by political critics, and
fancies that the community would be much better off if it

allowed itself to be directly governed by the statesmen who
are good enough to devote themselves to its service. But
his achievements in the cause of German unity have more
than counterbalanced, in the esteem of the liberals, bis

dislike of national freedom.

Castoms An important step towards complete unity was supposed
paiUa- to be taken in 1867, by the conclusion of a treaty with the

southern states, by which it was agreed that all questions
of customs should be decided by the federal council and the
federal diet, and that, for the consideration of such questions,

the southern states should send representatives to Berlin.

In reality, however, the customs parliament was of no
service beyond the strict limits of its special activity. The
mass of the South Germaus were bitterly opposed to the
idea of union with the north. The democrats detested

Prussia more than any other country, and looked upon
Count Bismarck as the incarnation of all that was most ob-

jectionable in its aristocratic and military system of govern-

ment. Among the ultramontanes there was a not less

vehement dislike of a nation which continually boasted that

SoiitlL- it was the headquarters of Protestantism and free thought.

Hence, in the election to the customs parliament in 1868,

touiiion
^^hrtemberg did not return a single deputy who was

‘ favourable to the national cause
;
in Bavaria the anti-

nationalists had a large majority
;
and even in Baden and

Hesse-Darmstadt, where the opposition to Prussia was less

severe, a powerful minority of the deputies had no liking

for the Prussian premier. Thus the customs parliament

was kept rigidly to the objects for which it was founded,

greatly to the disappointment of patriots who had not

doubted that it would become an effective instrument for

the attainment of far larger purposes. Even in regard to

the army, notwithstanding the secret treaties giving Prussia

the command of the southern forces in the event of war, a

spirit of bitter opposition to the northern confederation

was manifested. Baden and Hesse-Darmstadt reorganized

their armies in accordance with the Prussian system, but

Bavaria and Wiirtemberg were more obstinate, and in both

countries there was an agitation for militar}^ arrangements

by which the secret treaties should be virtually annulled.

Had the completion of unity depended wholly on internal Irritation

causes, it certainly would not have been soon achieved; but of Erance.

other forces, not altogether unexpectedly, came to Count

Bismarck^s aid. France had been irritated by the enormous

increase of Prussian power, and even before the treaty of

Prague was signed the emperor Napoleon III. indicated a

wish to be “ compensated” with the left bank of the Bhine.

Not being in a position to make war, he was compelled to

suppress this desire. Soon afterwards he proposed a secret

arrangement by which Belgium was to fall fco France,

while Prussia w’'as to have free scope elsewhere. Finding

that if not decisively rejected his plan was at least not

accepted, Napoleon next sought to restore the balance by

concluding a treaty with the king of Holland, in 1867,

for the purchase of Luxembourg. Prussia protested; and it

was on this occasion that Count Bismarck first made public

the secret treaties with the South-German states. War ap-

peared almost inevitable, hut the emperor, being still uncer-

tain as to the state of his forces, allowed the question to be

settled by a conference, which declaredLuxembourg a neutral

I
state, its neutrality being guaranteed by the great powers.

I

The idea of a war with Prussia was not given up by Franco-

Napoleon. Whether he felt the necessity of strength- Ctennan

ening the claims of his dynasty by military glory, or^^^^-

whether, as many Germans believe, he was urged forward

by a powerful ultramontane intrigue, he seems to have re-

solved in 1870 to undertake the long-delayed struggle.

A pretext was found in a proposal of the Spaniards to

raise to their throne Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern.

There is no evidence that the French people were in the

least disturbed by this scheme
;
certainly, if they had been

left to their own free judgment, they would never have

thought of going to war about it. But the imperial

ministry, managing to get up a little artificial excitement

among a noisy section of the Parisians, angrily protested

;

aud Prince Leopold announced that he would not accept the

Spanish crown. Stimulated by this diplomatic triumph, the

emperor next required that Prussia should give a general

engagement that no Hohenzollern prince should in future

become king of Spain. Prussia declined to humble herself

so far, whereupon, on the 19th July 1870, France declared

war against her. A telegram from Ems, falsely stating

that the French ambassador had been publicly insulted by
KingWilliam, caused considerable sensation in France; and
enemies of Bismarck often assert that he caused it to be

despatched for the purpose of making war unavoidable.

Although this is a mere assertion, he was not unwilling to

accept the challenge, coming as it did in a manner that

would have rendered any shrinking from it disgraceful.

He believed that, whatever policy she adopted, Prussia

would one day have to defend her conquests; and he could

not but foresee the enormous advantages which would spring

from a triumphant war with France.

Napoleon, as we now know, had reason to suppose that
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he might trust to the aid of Austria and Italy, and his

diplomatic agents in South Germany had left no doubt in his

mind that the South Germans would hail his approach as

that of a deliverer. He was cruelly undeceived. After his

first reverses, Italy and Austria resolved to hold aloof
; and

the South Germans did not for an instant hesitate ; they

loyally kept their engagements with Prussia. The French

emperor did not realize how bitter, in South as well as in

N'orth Germany, were the memories of the sufferings caused

by his uncle. However energetically the various states

might fight among themselves, in the presence of “the
hereditary enemy ” their disputes were forgotten

;
they re-

membered only their common origin and their common
speech. There is no parallel in German history to the en-

thusiasm called forth by the French declaration of war.

Its absolute universality was a new phenomenon, and its

intensity probably could not be surpassed.

The course of the war went far beyond the expectations

of the most sanguine patriots In battle after battle the

armies of France were smicten to the ground
;
her strong

places, one after another, delivered themselves to the

enemy; and her brave sons were sent by hundreds of

thousands as prisoners to Germany. At last, on the 1st

Sedan. September, after the disastrous battle of Sedan, the emperor

yielded his sword to the Prussian king.

It was the opinion of many impartial observers that the

war ought now to have stopped, and there were Germans
who had the courage to express this conviction. But the

nation as a whole wished to see France thoroughly

humbled, and applauded the advance on Paris. In vain

M. Gambetta sought to infuse into Ms countrymen his own
impulsive and vigorous spirit; they did what they could,

but the German armies were irresistible. On the 28th

January 1871 Paris surrendered, and on the 10th May
Peace of the peace of Frankfort was signed. By this treaty France
Frank- engaged to pay the enormous indemnity of five milliards of

francs, and to restore to Germany Alsace and the German
portion of Lorraine.

German Amid the glowing pride of the Germans in the un-
empire. surpassed achievements of their armies the difficulties

which had hitherto prevented complete unity seemed
altogether to vanish. In the autumn of 1870 negotiations

were opened between the southern Governments and the

northern confederation
;
and in the course of November

treaties were signed by which the North-German confeder-

ation became the German confederation. Bavaria insisted

upon some highly important reservations, such as the main-

tenance of her own diplomacy, of her postal, telegraph, and
railway systems, of her military administration, and of cer-

tain valuable taxes. Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt, and Wiirtem-

berg also maintained special rights. But all this was
thought of comparatively little moment ;

and the treaties

were readily sanctioned both by the confederate parliament

and by the southern parliaments. Thus Germany became
a united state. The king of Bavaria then proposed to the

other German sovereigns and to the free cities that the

head of the confederation should be declared emperor. The
suggestion was approved; and on the 18th January 1871,
in the Hall of Mirrors in the palace of Versailles, the king
of Prussia was proclaimed, in presence of a brilliant assem-
bly of German princes and officers, emperor in Germany,

laponal On the 21st of March 1871 the first diet of the empire

met in Berlin. The constitution of the northern confeder-

ation was extended so as to be applicable to the changed
circumstances of Germany, but no alteration was made in

its essential character.

Since the conclusion of the treaty of Frankfort Germany
has been at peace, but as slie believes that the French may
one day seek to regain their lost provinces and to avenge
their recent humiliations, she has maintained the vast
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military system to which her victories have been due. The 1870-78.
main object of Prince Bismarck's foreign policy appears Foreign
to have been to isolate France, While not unfriendly to policy.

England, he has assiduously cultivated the friendship of

Austria and of Kussia. In 1872 the czar and the
Austrian emperor visited Berlin, and during their stay the
three emperors concluded an alliance, the exact limits and
conditions of which are not known. Soon afterwards
Victor Emmanuel, the Italian king, also visited the German
capital, and the emperor William went for a short time to

Italy, where he was received with manifestations of hearty
friendship. It is understood that after the reopening of the
Eastern question in 1875 Prince Bismarck made repeated
attempts to enter into close relations with England

;
but in

his public acts, both before and after the signing of the

treaty of Berlin in 1878, he mainly supported Eussia.

He also encouraged Austria to extend her influence in the

east by occupying Bosnia.
In her home politics the attention of Germany was for Church

some years mainly occupied with a great struggle between and

the state and the church in Prussia. After the close of the

Franco-German war—^in the course of which the dogma of

papal infallibility was proclaimed—Prince Bismarck per-

suaded himself that the empire was imperilled by ultra-

montane intrigues ; and with his usual promptitude he took
vigorous precautions against his supposed enemies. He be-

gan in 1872 with the expulsion of the Jesuits. This was
followed in 1873 by tne famous May Laws, introduced by
Dr Falk, the energetic minister of publi c worship, By these

laws it was required tnat candidates for the clerical office

should undergo a certain amount of secular training at the

universities, and that every ecclesiastical appointment
should receive the sanction of the secular authorities. A
royal tribunal for ecclesiastical matters was also set up.

This legislation, which the pope denounced as invalid, was
disregarded by the Catholic bishops; and Prince Bismarck,
supported by Dr Falk, imposed penalty after penalty in

order to establish the supremacy of the state. Eefractory

bishops were imprisoned, deposed, and banished
; the con-

tributions of the Government were withdrawn from the

clergy who incurred its displeasure; religious orders were
dissolved; the administration of church property was taken

from the clergy and invested in bodies of laymen. It

may be that these stern measures were rendered necessary

by facts of which the world is insufficiently informed;
but they have alienated from Prince Bismarck, and from
the empire founded by him, the sympathies of the vast

majority of the German Catholics.

The period which has followed the war with France has Socialism,

been remarkable, not only for the ecclesiastical struggle in

Prussia, but for the rapid growth of socialism throughout

the empire. Socialism first became a power in Germany
through the labours of the ardent scholar and publicist,

Ferdinand Lassalle. He began his brief and noisy public

career by addressing large audiences of workmen in Berlin

and Leipsic in 1862, and in less than two years he had
formed a party wffiich regarded him with boundless

reverence and admiration. He himself was a man of for-

tune, with luxurious habits
;
but he had in an unusually

intense degree the desire, shared by all truly modem men,

for the elevation of the depressed and suffering masses.

The theory of which he had convinced himself was that,

with existing social relations, workmen as a class can never

improve their position
;
that their sole chance is to form

productive associations which shall enable them to secure

the whole benefit of their labour ;
and that it is the duty

of the state to provide such associations with capital, to see

that justice is done to their members, and to regulate the

markets of the world. After the death of Lassalle, this

theory became a sort of evangel among his followers
; but

X. - 65
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1870-78. many of them stated it in violent terms, and openly aimed

at the equal division of property, if possible by peaceful

agitation, if necessary by revolution. At the time of the

formation of the party Herr von Bismarck was engaged in

his struggle with the liberals in the Prussian parliament,

and he did not scruple to damage his opponents by encour-

aging Lassalle, who detested them more vehemently than

did the premier himself. Soon after the war with France

the condition of the country was in the highest degree

favourable to the progress of the movement. Intoxicated by

the national triumphs, and having a vague impression that

the French indemnity must be an inexhaustible source of

wealth, many of the German middle class indulged in wild

speculation, and contracted habits of reckless expenditure.

At the same time the resources of the nation were drained

by the most costly military system the world has ever seen.

The inevitable result was that in a short time trade was

depressed beyond all recent experience; wages fell, and

large numbers of workmen were deprived of employment.

Socialism found its opportunity
;
multitudes of the sufferers

eagerly listened to instructors who depicted for them a bril-

liant future that might be easily attained. In England no

considerable body of men has ever been deeply impressed

by socialist schemes; but in Germany the conditions of

political life are altogether different. There the Govern-

ment is the greatest of all powers. At every stage of a

man’s life it makes itself felt
;

it creates around the com-

munity a sort of political atmosphere from which there is

no escape, in which every one moves and breathes. Thus
to an uninstructed German there seems to be hardly any
limit to the feats of which the state is capable. It pro-

fesses to be so nearly omnipotent that he appears to himself

to be within his right in asking it to make all poor men
suddenly rich.

At each successive general election the numbers of

socialist deputies to the imperial parliament increased ; and
in 1877 it was calculated that, although only twelve mem-
bers of the party were returned, about a tenth of the entire

body of voters were socialists. Some alarm was excited by
these facts, but no one thought of putting down the move-

Attempts ment by force until one day in May 1878 a shot was fired
on the

^
at tiie aged emperor in Berlin, as he drove along the Unter

^perors^gj^
Linden with his daughter, the grand-duchess of

Baden, by his side. The criminal, a youth named Hodel,
boasted of his socialist opinions and aims. A wave of

anger swept over the nation
;
and the reactionary party,

fancying it had an opportunity of laying a rough hand on
far more than socialism, succeeded in inducing the imperial
Government to draw up without delay a severe measure,
directed nominally against the socialists, but in reality

against all politicians obnoxious to the conservatives. The
bill was hurried through the federal council and submitted
to the diet. By that time the majority of the liberals had
recovered their self-control; and with the aid of the centre
party they threw out the proposed scheme by an immense
majority. Parliament was prorogued, and it was uncertain
whether there would be any further attempt at repression.

Suddenly the announcement came that the emperor had

again been shot at, and that this time he had been
wounded. For some days Germany was convulsed with

rage and horror, and on all sides the cry w'as raised that

now at last socialism must be sternly dealt with. Taking

courage, the Government dissolved parliament, and pressure

of every kind was put upon the electors to secure a

thoroughly reactionary diet. The country, however, re-

flected that, although it was necessary to protect society,

it might not be necessary to sacrifice the liberties which it

had with so much difficulty conquered. Accordingly, when
the new parliament assembled in August 1878, it was found

that the liberals had not sustained very serious losses. The Repres-

progressists bitterly opposed the measure introduced bysivelegis-

the Government
;
but by some means Prince Bismarck

managed, as he had often done before, to overcome the

objections of the national liberals. By their support a law

was passed which gave the police of the empire, for two

years and a half, enormous special powers. These powers

were at once rigidly enforced
;
and socialism appeared to

vanish from the land. Whether, however, it may not

spring up in some great national crisis, all the stronger for

the sufferings of its adherents, is a point that can be deter-

mined only when some great national crisis occurs.

The socialists and the ultramontanes, without having National

anything else in common, have joined in opposition toimity,

measures for promoting the national unity. They have been
aided by the Polish deputies, by the members for Alsace

and Lorraine, and by the so-called particularists, conserva-

tive politicians ardently attached to the ancient customs

and rights of the individual states. Notwithstanding this

formidable band of allies, considerable progress has been

made in the task of transforming a loose confederation

of countries into a true nation. Between 1872 and
1875 utter anarchy in important departments of life was
brought to an end by laws relating to imperial coinage,

imperial paper money, and the system of banking, And in

1877 thorough investigation resulted in the appointment

of a supreme imperial tribunal (Reichsgericht). It was pro-

posed that this tribunal should sit in Berlin
;
but many

liberals having no desire that that city should assume in

Germany the place which belongs in France to Paris, a large

majority decided for Leipsic. This was taken as a hint

that, while Germany wishes to be united, she will not vol-

untarily see herself transformed into a magnified Prussia.

In spite of their military strength, their victories, and
the establishment of their empire, the Germans are not,

politically, a contented people
;
and the reason is that they

have outgrown their institutions. While a statesman of

extraordinary genius and authority stands in the way, a

progressive system maybe impossible; but the more in-

telligent classes have never lost the desire to add to the

harffiy-earned national unity the crowning triumph of un-

fettered representative government.
I BibliograpTiy.—^Luden, I)ie GeschicMe des deutschen Volks

;
Leo,

Vorlcsungm iihsr die GcscMchts des deutschen Volks und Beichs,

Giesehrecht, GescMchte der deutschen Kanscrzeit; Waitz, Deutsche

VeTfassungsgeschichte\ Mayer, Deutsche GescJmhte; Souchay, Ges-

chichte der deutschen Monarchic Sngenheim, Geschichte des deutschen

Volks und seiner Cultur, (J. SI.

)

PART IIL—LANGUAGE.

In its ordinary sense the name German Language or the Danish population of nortnern Schleswig. Flemish and
Deutsche Sprache is now generally used to denote, in all Dutch, although very closely connected with German, are

their stages from the earliest time to the present day, the likewise excluded. But the word Deutsch has also been,

different languages and dialects of Teutonic origin spoken and still continues to be, used in a wider sense. Jacob
in the German and Austrian empires and in Switzerland, Grimm introduced it, in his famous Deutsche G^armiatik^
not including, however, the Frisian language, which once as a comprehensive name for that family of the so-called

was spoken, and still in a few remnants survives, on the Indo-European or Aryan languages, for which English
shores and islands of the German Ocean, nor the dialects of \ writers generally use the name of “ Teutonic,” and of which
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the principal branches are represented by Gothic, the
Scandinavian languages, English, Erisian, and German. In
this Grimm has had many followers, but scarcely anywhere
out of Germany ; and even there the fact that the name, in
this application, besides being incorrect from an historical

point of view (as the word has never been used thus by any
one of the people to whom it has been applied by Grimm),
is also liable to be misunderstood, has caused a growing
tendency towards confining it again to its original meaning
described above, and using Germanischy or Germanicy in the

collective sense of the English Teutonic. ” But even in

the stricter sense the designation Deutsch is not of very long
standing, nor has the word always been a real proper namefor

a distinct people or tribe. In Bishop Ulfilas’s Gothic version

of the Bible we find the adverb tliiudisho (l^vtKcos), Gal. ii. 1 4,

which is clearly a derivative from thiuda {Wvo^)y meaning
primarily after the manner of the people.” German writers

of the earlier centuries vrere therefore as fully justified in
calling their own language diutisCy or, in a Latinized form,
theicdiscuSy tJieotiscuSy that is, their popular or vernacular
language, as were those mediaeval Latin writers.of all nations
who distinguished their national languages by the name of

lingita vulgaris from Latin, the only literary language fully

acknowledged in their time. It was not until the 10th
century that another Latinized form frequently used in

later times, viz., teutonicusy began to be used instead of the
older theotiscusy of which the only rivals in former times
had been such local names QuQfranciscus (frenHsc) or saxoni-

cusy which were no doubt derived from the names of single

tribes, but were often also used in the same comprehensive
sense as theotiscusy without necessarily implying any allusion

to dialectal differences between the languages of the tribes

they properly belonged to. The last name we have to

mention here is the Latin GermanuSy with its different

derivatives in the modern languages, including the English
form German, Many attempts have been made to elucidate

the origin of this word, but as yet nothing can be taken for

certain beyond the fact that it is neither of Latin nor of

German origin. Most probably it was a Celtic word, and,
according to what Tacitus says in his Germania (ch. ii.),

it was originally the name of a Celtic tribe, from which, by
some strange error of the Roman and Greek historians, it

has been transferred to the non-Celtic inhabitants of

Germany. Accordingly the name has never been used by
the Germans themselves except in imitation of its use in

the works of Latin writers.

As to its geographical extension the German language has
undergone very great changes in the course of the last two
thousand years. At the dawn of history no Germans were
to be found to the left of the Rhine, and even to the right

of it Celtic tribes occur in the earliest times. There were
Celts also in the south of the present Germany as far north
at least as the Danube and the Main; Bohemia, too, derives

its name from an early Celtic population, the Boii. Only
the midland and north were inhabited by Germanic
nations or tribes, stretching as far east as Poland, and
perhaps covering even parts of the adjoining territories of

Russia, where Slavonic and Finnish tribes were their

neighbours. But of these Germanic tribes and their

languages some have left no equivalents in our modern
German tribes and dialects. We have mentioned the
Frisian language as not belonging to German in its proper
sense, although the Frisians have kept their original

residence up to the present day, and have always been in

constant connexion and frequent intercourse with their

'‘‘German” neighbours. Many other tribes have wandered
from their seats and colonized other countries. It was
as late as the middle of the 5th century that the Jutes,

Angles, and Saxons began their voyages of conquest to

England, where they founded a new people and a new

language,^ leaving their native soil open to Danish invasions.
Much earlier the midland tribes had alreadybeen slowlypush-
ing on to the west and south, and expelling or subduing
and assimilating the Celtic owners of the territories they
invaded. But what was gained in these parts was counter-
balanced by great losses in the north and east. The terri-

tories about the lower and middle Elbe, Oder, and Vistula,
abandoned by the Lombards, the Burgundians, the Goths,
and some other Germanic tribes, as well as Bohemia, which
for some short time had been in the possession of the
German Marcomans, were soon filled up by the immigration
of numerous tribes of the great Slavonic family. Without
going into details of the facts which are well known to the
student of hisfcory,^ we may simply state that, since about
500 A.D., when the great migration of the nations had come
to an end so far as Germany was concerned, no further
change of any great importance has taken place in the
western and southern parts. In the east the German xDopu-

lation at this time did not go beyond a line that may be
drawn from about Iviel to the Bohmerwald, passing near
Hamburg, Magdeburg, Naumburg, Coburg, and Baireutb.

As is well known, it is in later centuries that almost all

the eastern districts have been recovered for the German
language.®

In the 6th century the remains of the numerous smaller

Germanic tribes, mentioned before and during the migration
of the nations, had consolidated into seven larger bodies
or aggregations of tribes. The Frisians still held the
extreme north of Holland and Germany. Their midland
and eastern neighbours were then called by the new name
of Saxons, borrowed from the Saxons who had left the
Continent for England. In the main parts of the Nether-
lands and Belgium, along both sides of the Rhine, and
across Germany to the Thuringian and Bohemian Forests,

the powerful Frankish confederation had established itself,

and it soon incorporated the smaller and less vigorous

tribes of the Hessians and Thuringians, which were sur-

rounded by the midland or eastern Franks, the Saxons, and
the Slavs. Alsatia, Switzerland, and South Germany east-

ward to the river Lech were occupied by the Aiemannians,
while the inhabitants of the remaining districts of the

present Bavaria and Austria bore the collective name of

Bavarians.

The history of the German language cannot be severed

from the history of these tribes, for Frisian, Saxon,
Frankish (Hessian, Thuringian), Alemannian, and Bavarian
are the leading dialects of the Continental branch of the

Teutonic family. What Dr J. A H. Murray has pointed

out about the origin of the principal English dialects^

may equally well be said of these Continental idioms.

Having no specimens of the languages of the Continental

tribes for nearly three centuries after their final settle-

ment, we cannot tell to what extent they originally agreed

with or differed from each other, although there must
have been some dialectal differences to begin with, which

were afterwards increased and multiplied, partly by phonetic

changes (most probably resulting from scarcely discern-

ible phonetic peculiarities, which, even in the earliest times,

must have prevailed in those idioms), and partly by such

alterations of the inflexional systems as are known to occur

frequently in all languages whose character is not merely

literary. But, however scanty our means of illustrating the

earliest history of these idioms may be, there is no doubt that

they were not all of them related to each other in the same

1 See the article English Language, vol. viii. p. 890 sqq,

2 For jhiller particulars see C. Zeuss, Die Deutschm mid die Xach-

'barstamme, Munich, 1837-
3 See G. Wendt, Die Natioimlifat der BevbUcerwig der Deitischen

Osimwrkm vor dem Beginne der Qei'mmiii,ierung, Gottingen, 1878.

4 See English Language, as above, p. 391.
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degree. Three main groups are easily distinguishable :

—

(1) Frisian and Saxon, whose nearest relation is English;

(2) Frankish, Hessian, and Thnringian; and (3) Alemannian
and Bavarian. Frisian is generally considered as a separate

language. From Saxon the later Low German dialects

{Niedercleutsche Mundarten) have sprung. The members
of the third group (generally designated as OherdeutscJi, or

Upper German), combined with-Mitteldeutsch^ or the midland
dialects, viz., Thnringian, Hessian, and part of the Frankish
dialects, are the sources of the later Hochdeutscli or High
German. The greatest difference prevails between the first

and third groups
;
the second may be characterized as con-

taining various transition dialects. The southern Frankish
dialects are very closely akin to the adjacent Upper German
idioms, while Dutch, the utmost offshoot of the Frankish
language to the north, does not very materially differ from
Saxon or Frisian in the earliest period. The most striking

phonetic feature of the languages of the first group is their

regular dropping of the nasal sounds before the spirants

tJi, Sy accompanied by subsequent lengthening of the pre-

ceding vowels. Thus we have in Anglo-Saxon or Old

'

English f%fy aCi% gt>s (Mod. English fivey othery (-zwi-)

coiithy goose)

y

in Old Frisian fify dthary cfdthy gt>Sy in Old
Saxon/I/', dthaVy cfithygosy corresponding to suchGothic forms
as ^/i»ify anthavy hicnths, or the ordinary High German fiinfy

andei'y kundy gems. Since, however, Dutch partakes of this

peculiarity to some extent, we cannot easily form a
decisive opinion as to the value of this fact as a distinctive

mark
;
but more stress may be laid on a very remarkable

difference in the inflexional system of the verb. Here the
languages of the first group have melted together the forms
of the three persons of the xfinral number, thus w%y gt, hie

findedSy or fundoiiy we, you, they find, or found, in Old Eng-
lish

j hiafinda%y ox fundon in Old Frisian; w% g% sia

finda^y or fimdon in Old Saxon. The corresponding Old
High German forms are ^oir flndamy ir Jtndaty sie findant
for the present, wir fiintmny ir fimtut, sie fzmttm for the
perfect tense. Old Dutch joins, in this case, the German
branch ; from iverthariy to become, for instance, are derived
loi luerthuTiy gi wertlii^y siec zoertk'imty Ssc. The declension of
the substantives shows another remarkable difference. While
the languages of the first group have retained the original
s in the nominative plural of such words as Old English
dagasy days, Old Saxon dagoSy or changed it to r, as Old
Frisian dagary Dutch aud German have dropped it

altogether, the corresponding forms being daga and taga.
These facts must be taken for decisive, as it seems to be
certain that they existed before any distinction of Low and
High German in their modern sense (a distinction chiefly
dependent on subsequent changes in their mute system)
could be thought of. From a purely grammatical point of
view, Dutch, although generally considered a separate lan-
guage (which no doubt it is, with regard to its literary and
political position), is entitled to claim a closer relation
to High German than even Low German, whose non-
literary character, taken along with the political union of
northern and southern Germany, has led to the current
opinion that it is only a dialect of “German" in its
narrower sense. We do not mean to deny that there is, at
present, a more conspicuous conformity between Dutch and
Low German than between Low German and High Ger-
man ; but this is only due to the fact that High German,
after the final settlement of the German tribes, has deviated
much more from its original features than either Dutch or
Low German. The most striking peculiarities of High
German, as opposed to all other Teutonic idioms, have
mainly been caused by the second or High German
“ Lautverschiebuug," or change of mute consonants, which
forms part of a long series of sound-changes generallycompre-
hended under the name of Germanische Lautverschiebung

or Grimm’s Law. This Lautverschiebung began, perhaps as

early as the 7th century, in the south, and thence slowly
spread northward, but with decreasing vigour and con-

sistency, Dutch and Low German not being touched at all.

It was only thus that the idiom of the Netherlands
Franks of the later centuries was separated from the dialects

of their “German" relations. Before, however, the first

literary documents are met with, this separation is com-
plete; and we may therefore restrict ourselves here to a
short history of High and Low German alone.

The German language presents, as do most of the cognate
tongues, three main stages of development,—Old, Middle,
and Modern,—distinguished by their inflexional and lite-

rary character. In accordance with Mr Henry Sweet’s
description of the stages of the English language,^ Old
German may be defined as the period of full inflec-

tions (Old Low German, dagesy dagCy dagu
; dagtSy dago,

dagmi ; Old High German, tages, tage, tag'll
;
tagdy tago,

tagzi7n)y while the Middle period is that of levelled inflections

(Middle Low German, dageSy dage^ dago'll •y Middle High
German, tages, tags, tagen)\ but it is chiefly the literary

character that distinguishes Modern High German from
Low German and its own earlier stages. A sx)ecial form
of High German is established in this period for all

literary purposes, supplanting the dialects both of Low and
of High German that formerly were freely used in literary

intercourse. Assuming two periods of transition besides,

we have the following divisions, with the approximate
dates :

Old High German to 1050
Early Middle High German 1050 to 1150
Middle High German 1150 to 1350
Laie Middle High German 1350 to 1500
Modern High German 1500 onward.

The same divisions have to be made for Low German,
but the scheme cannot be so fully carried through, as the

time between 1000 and 1200 is almost destitute of literary

monuments.
Old German,—^The inflexional characteristics of Old

German are almost identical with those of Old English.

Nouns had the same five cases,—nominative, accusative

(only in a few instances kept distinct), genitive, dative,

and instrumental. Strong and weak declensions of nouns
and their subdivisions are likewise the same. The dual

of the first and second personal pronouns is almost ex-

tinct in Old High German, but is quite common in Low
German. In the verb we find the same distinction of the

subjunctive from the indicative mood, and the same two
inflected tenses, present and past,—the former also used for

the future, the latter for all shades of past time. The order

of the sentence corresponds generally to the modern use,

but is not kept so strictly as now, especially in the oldest

prose texts, which are often materially influenced by the

Latin sources from which they have been derived or trans-

lated.

The earliest extant specimen of Low German belongs to

the beginning of the 9th century. It is a short formula

of renunciation of the devil to be used before the ceremony
of baptism.^ It begins thus:—“Forsachistu diobole? et

respondeat : ec forsacho diabole. End allum diobolgelde ?

respondeat : end ec forsacho allum diobolgelde. End allum

dioboles uuercum *? respondeat : endec forsacho allum dio-

boles uuercum and uiiordum, Thuner ende Uuoden ende

Saxnote ende allum them unholdum the hira genotas sint.”

“ Forsakest thou (the) devil % I forsake (the) devil. And
all devil-sacrifice ? And I forsake all devil-sacrifice. And

^ See article English Language, vol. viii. p. 391.
® It has "been published, along with all the minor pieces of Old Saxon

still extant, by M. Heyne, Klein&re altnied&rdeutsche De'iikmdler, 2d

edit., Paderbom, 1877- See also Mullenhoff and W. Scherer,.

DenkmdZer deutseker Poesie und Prosa, 2d edit., Berlin, 1873.
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all (the) deviPs works 1 And I forsake all the deviPs works
and words, Thuner and Woden and Saxnot and all the un-

couth (beings) that their companions are.”

We cannot, unfortunately, tell what special dialect of

Low German this piece belonged to, nor even whether it

was originally written in German, as several forms occur-

ring in it have rather an Old English look. No more cer-

tain are the place of origin and the dialect of the most
important relic of the Old Saxon language, the great poem
of the HUiand, or the History of our Saviour, composed in

the old alliterative verse by a Saxon cleric or monk, about
the year 830. We quote as a specimen the following lines

from the Munich MS.^ :

—

Quamun inanaga
lucleon an thene gastseli

;
uuard im tliar gladmod hugi,

blidi an iro breostuu
:
gisahun iro baggebon

uneseii an niinneon. Drog man nuin an fiet

skiri mid scalnn, sceiikeoii huurbun,
gengun mid goldfatnn

;
gaman mias tliar inne,

hind an tliero liallu, lielidos dmnknn.”
*' (There) came many Jews to the guest-hall; became to them

there glad (their) mind, blithe in their breasts : (they) saw their
ring-giver be in joy. Wine was borne into (the) hall blight in
cux>s ;

enp-bearers walked about, went with golden vessels, joy was
therein loud in the hall, the knights drank.”

Much more numerous and various in age and dialect are
the documents of Old High German, some of which date as
far back as the 8th century. Welcome as they may be
to the student of grammar, not much can be said for

their intrinsic value. Almost all the prose iDieces are mere
translations (many of them could not he worse) from the
Latin

;
and even such poetical works as Otfrid’s Life of

Ohrisf^ are no more than prose thoughts forced into bad
verse. Only a very few relics of true poetry have reached
us, among which the Hildehrandslied (in a mixed dialect),

the fragments of the Milspilli (a poem about the Last
Judgment, in the Bavarian dialect, belonging, like the
Jlildehrandslied, to the beginning of the 9th century, and
also written in alliterative verse), and the Ludwigslied (881
or 882, in one of the Frankish dialects) may be mentioned
here.®

High German, as already hinted, is chiefly distinguished
from the other Teutonic languages by a certain transfor-

mation of its mute system. The ordinary changes,—that
is to say, those received in the modern High German
literary language,—are the following :—d is changed to jf in
all positions

; to s (either pronounced ts or ss); p to

or/ according to its position in the word
; h initial and

following a consonant is kept, but after a vowel ^passes into
ch (pronounced as Scotch or Modern German ch). Thus
we get the following comparisons :

—

Old Old Old High Modem High Modern
English. Saxon. German. GeiTnan. English.

don don tuon thun do
to t6 zuo zu to
sealt salt salz salz salt
settan settian sezzen setzen set
etan etan ezzan essen eat
pund pund pfunt pfuud pound
hearp harpa harpfa, harfa harfe harp
sls&pan siapan slanan schlafen sleep
cyning kuning kuning kdnig king
theneau thenkian thenken deiiken think
macian makon machon machen make

^ This MS. gives the poem in a pure Saxon dialect, while the dialect
of the Cotton MS. in some respects resembles the Frankish idiom.
Both texts are printed in the latest edition by E. Sievers, Halle, 1878.

® Otfrid, a monk of Weissenburg, in Alsace, formerly a pupil of
Hrabanus Maurus, at Fulda, wi’ote Siis work (in the South-Frankish
dialect) in 867 or 868. It is for the most part due to him that the
rhymed stanza (imitated from that of the Latin Church hymns) was
introduced into German poetry, instead of the earlier alliterative metre.
The latest editions are b5’^ J. Kelle, Ratisbon, 1856, 1869, and by
P. Piper, Paderbom, 18*^8.

^ The minor pieces oi Old High GeiToan, both verse and prose, are
collected in Miillenhoif and Scherer’s Denbindler^ 1873.

This is the state of things in the High Frankish or
Eastern Frankish dialect, spoken in the south-east of the
Frankish territory. In the earliest period, as may be seen
from the above list, it still preserved the t7i sound in many
cases

;
in the later stages cZ is found to have been substituted,

as in Modern High German. The Upper German dialects
show the same change at a much earlier time, and, in
addition to this, they have also changed h initial and
following a consonant into c7i, and h and g initial into p and
k (representing most likely voiceless soft stops, as still pro-
nounced in South Germany and Switzerland); Bavarian
admits p for h even in the middle of words. Thus we have,
for instance, denchenior Frankish tlienlcen^ to think;
for Frankish bitten, to bid; hehan, or Bavarian Icepan^ for
Frankish gehan^ to give. In illustration of these distinctions
and some other variations of spelling we may quote three
contemporaneous versions of the Lord’s Prayer which have
fortunately been preserved^ :

—

FranLish Version. AlemannianVersion. Bavarian Version,
Eater unser thu in Eater unsar thu pist Eater miser, du pist
himilombist,giuuihit in himile, uuihi na- in himilum. Ka-
si name thin. Queme miin dinan. Qhueme uuihit si name din.
richithin. Uuerdhe rihhi din. Uuerde Piqlmeme rihlii dm.
imilleo thin samaso nuillo diin samaso in Unesa din uuillo
in himile endi in himile sosa in erdu. samaso in himile est,

erthii._ Brootunseraz Prooth unsar emezicli samainerdu. Pilipi
emezzigaz gib iins kip uns hiutu. Oblaz unsraz emizzigaz kip
hiutu. Endi farlaz uns sciildi unsaro so uiis eogauiiaiiiia.

uns sculdlii unsero uuir oblazem uns Enti flaz uns unsro
samaso uuir farlaz- sculdikem. Enti ni sculdi samaso iiair

zem scoloin unserem. unsih. firleiti in kho- liazzames unsrem
Indi ni gileiti unsih runka, uzzer losi scolom. Enti ni
in costunga, aiih unsih fona uhile. princ unsih in cho-
arlosi unsih fona runka, uzzan kaneri
ubile. unsih fona allem

sunton.

It is impossible to give here a sufficient idea of the varia-

bility of Old High German, as, indeed, out of several

hundred pieces that have come to our knowledge, there are
not two representing exactly the same dialect to all its

shades or at least in exactly the same spelling. We shall

therefore restrict ourselves to a short notice of the more
important documents. South-western Frankish is best re-

presented by a very old translation of a treatise by Isidorus

Hispalensis, De Fide Gatholica,^ and Otfrid’s Life of Christy

mentioned above. The chief source of Eastern Frankish is

a translation of the Harmony of the Go^Dtls erroneously
ascribed to the Syrian father Tatianus.^ For Bavarian
we may quote some old glossaries,*^ for Alemannian the
interlineary versions of the Benedictine Buie® and some
Latin church hymns,^ besides several glossaries. For
later Old High German, the works of Notker Laheo, or
Teutonicus, a monk of St Gall who died in 1022, are

the fundamental sources.^® What Ormin did for English
phonetics, Notker may be said to have done, even more
completely, for those of Germany. He not only care-

fully marks the quantities of vowels, but also points

out the phonetic difference between such diphthongs as

e% ou, in, and ze, no by his wa3^ of accentuating them
(^i, iu, and iZo) ;

even such phonetic minutiiB as

the change of initial voiced stop consonants into voice-

less stops after a pause or a voiceless consonant are duly
registered, as may be seen from the following specimen.

Ten different versions of the Lord’s Prayer (down to the 14th
century) are given, in a synoptical order, by Massmann, Die deutschen

Abschworicngs-, Beicht-, und Bet/ormein, Quedlinburg and Leipsic,

1839, p. 158 sq.

® H. Weinhold, JDie altdeutschen Briichstiicke des BiscUof Isidovus

von Sevilla de fide Catholicci, Paderbom, 1874.
® Latest edition by E. Sievers, Paderbom, 1872.
^ B. Steinmeyer und E. Sievers, Altkochdeutsche Qlossen, i., Berlin,

1879,
® H. Plattenier, Benlcmahle des Mittelalters, i., St Gall, 1844.
® E. Sievers, Die J^Iiirhachcr Jlyimien, Halle, 1874,

Hattemer, op. cit., vols. ii., iii.
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Sanctus paulus keluez tteii die in stn^n ziten uuiLndon des

suonetagen, taz er necMme gr romanum imperium
zegienge linde antichristus rich.es6n begdndi. Uu^r
zuiuel6t romanos iu uu^sen dllero rtcho b-irren linde iro

geuu;llt k£in ze ende dero unerfte '2” “ St Paul assured those

who in his time expected the day of judgment that it

would not come before the Eoman Empire was dissolved,

and Antichrist began to reign. Who doubts that the

Eomans are the masters of all kingdoms, and that their

power reaches to the end of the world
It will be clear from what has been said above that

the main feature of the Old High German period is the

total absence of a common literary language. Ho voluntary

modifications of the form of speech are to be found, but

such as are naturally involved in any attempt to adapt

a spoken idiom to literary use. nevertheless it has been
suggested by K. Miillenhoff^ and others that idioms of a

more refined character than the ordinary popular dialects

were spoken at the principal courts of the empire, and
especially at the imperial court itself, and that the autho-

rity of these Hofspraclien was great enough to exer-

cise a modifying influence on the literary productions

throughout the empire, or in those parts at least where
High German was the vernacular speech. But how these

suppositions can be proved does not appear, or how they
can be reconciled with the fact that all literary documents
of the period are dialectal.

Middle German.—The transition to Middle High and
Low German is conspicuously marked by a decided im-
provement in the poetic faculties of the nation.^ While the
10th century has left only a very few specimens of poetry,

and these of poor quality, the number of poems (mainly of

a theological bearing) dating from the 11th century is not
inconsiderable, and the 12th century shows a rapidity of

literary development almost unparalleled. At first indeed
religious and legendary poetry is still prevalent, but soon
literature begins to take a ipore historical or epic turn.

This tendency is clearly visible in the Kaiserchronilc^ or
Emperor’s Chronicle, in which the first attempt is made to

give a survey of universal and German history in a poetical

form. The romantic tales of Alexander the Great and of

the battle of Boncesvalles weretranslated from the French,

—

the Alexanderlied by the Pfaffe Lamprecht, the Ilolandslied
by the Pfaffe Konrad ; while old national traditions contri-

buted fitting subjects for such epic poems as that concern-
ing the adventures of the Lombard King Bother, Lyric
poetry, hitherto altogether neglected, sprang suddenly into
vigour in the remote east of Austria about the middle of
the century, and soon found its way to other countries.

But the most decided advance was not made till about 1180,
when the new forms of social life that had crept in among
the more cultivated classes, in imitation of the laws and
customs of French chivalry, began to exercise a powerful
reforming influence on all branches of poetry. The example
set by the Netherlands poet, Heinrich von Veldeke (who
for some time lived, and partly wrote, in Germany), in his
Enei% or jEneid^ was soon followed by the three great epic
masters of the period, Hartmann von Aue, Gottfried von
Strasburg, and Wolfram von Eschenbach. About the same
time the Nihelungenlied and other compositions of a more
national character were composed, while lyric poetry was
raised to a height of excellence never attained at any other
period of the Middle Ages, and best represented in the songs
of Walther von der Yogelweide. It is true enough that
this new chivalrous poetry was not always very original in
thought

; indeed, most epic poems of this class, and many
lyric stanzas, have been directly copied from French models

;

^ See his DenTemiUer, Introduction.
® See W. Scherer, Gesohichte der deutschen Literatur im, XI. und

XII. JahrlvtxmjderU Strashurg, 1875.

but its influence on the culture of the language was
immense. It was then for the first time that Germany
possessed a real literary language, undoubtedlyhomogeneous
as far as style and metre are concerned. Whether a similar

unity of the outer form of speech had already been reached
at that period is a point very diflS^cult to decide. The
question was raised for the first time as early as 1820, by
Karl Lachmann, in his Auswahl aics den Jiochdeiitschen

Eichtern des EliI. Jalirli. Lachinann’s opinion was that

the poets of the 13th century spoke a definite, unchange-
able sort of High German, a few minor dialectal peculiari-

ties being excepted, and that uneducated scribes had been
guilty of introducing older or corrupt forms of the common
speech into our manuscripts. These views were at the
time unanimously accepted, and are still held (though in a
somewhat modified form, admitting two literary idioms,

one in the south, the other in the midland) by a majority
of the German philologists of the present day. As a

consequence of this, most of the “critical’’ editions of

Middle High German poetry that have appeared since

Lachmann’s time do not reproduce the original readings of

the manuscripts, but give the texts in a “ corrected” form,

commonly called “ correct Middle High German,” which is

assumed to appear in its purest form in the works of

Hartmann von Aue. It is chiefly Alemannian, or Swabian,
with some Frankish peculiarities of spelling in the use of

the consonants, in order to produce a greater resemblance
to ordinary Modern High German orthography. No manu-
script, however, is known to be written in exactly the same
language or orthography ; nor are there any poets, except

those of Swabia, who do not clearly show by their rhymes
the existence of dialectal forms in their speech. All incon-

gruities in the rhymes disappear when they are transferred

to the forms peculiar to the local dialects of their authors.®

It was therefore but natural that a reaction against

Lachmann’s views should ultimately have set in;^ and
this reaction appears to have been right in denying that

dialectal forms were purposely and studiously avoided,

even by the classic authors of the period, with a view to

the approximation of their language to a certain universal

idiom never existing anywhere but in the fancy of certain

modern writers. How injurious to the study of Middle
High German dialects the views of Lachmann, had they
prevailed, must have been, it is easy to see ; but on the

other hand it must not be forgotten that the only method
of investigating the dialects of the single authors was that

followed by Lachmann, viz., to reconstruct them by a care-

ful study of the rhymes, for the dialects of the manuscripts

are often, nay in most cases, clearly different from those of

the writers themselves, as shown by the rhymes. It is

therefore not so much the principle of reconstruction that

has been resisted by Lachmann’s opponents as the way
in which this reconstruction has been practically carried out.

For prose writings of course no such reconstruction is pos-

sible; still, prose documents, especially such as were destined

for local use only (charters, &c.), and therefore less liable to

adulterations of the original, are often the main sources for

German dialectology.

The prominent feature of German (Low German in-

cluded) in this period is the levelling of the unaccented
vowels of the inflexional and some of the derivative syl-

® This has been exemplified in a most masterly manner by W.
Braune, in his Untersuchv/ngen vher Heinrich von Veldeke

;

see ^eit-

schrift fur deutsche Philologie^ iv. p. 279 sgg. Branne has conclu-

sively shown that Heinrich von Veldeke never tried to write German
(although he wrote for German readers), as had generally been sup-

posed before, but simply wrote in his familiar Netherlands dialect.
^

^ See especially H. Paul, Gah es eine mittelhochdeutsche Soh/rift”

sprache ? Halle, 1873. Paul seems, however, to go too far in denying
the existence of some peculiarities of style pointed out by Lachmann
and his followers.
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lables already mentioned. As to the former there is

only one exception, viz., the retaining of the termina-

tion m (pronounced as Modern German u or French
long for the nom. sing. fern, and the nom. and acc.

piuf. neutr. of the adjectives while all other

cases have the levelled e)
;
and even this seems to be a

speciality of Upper German, the corresponding Midland
form being hlinde as in Modern German, The unaccented
e is frequently dropped in all dialects, especially in the
south, where the dropping is almost regular after an r or Z

closing a short syllable, as in 5er?^, steln^ for heren^ stelen, to

bear, to steal
;
Old High German, herein^ stelan. In the

Midland dialects ^ is often written for this thus herin,

stelin. The accented vowels of the root syllables are greatly

changed in this period by the Umlaut,^’ or mutation of

sounds, being an assimilation of these vowels to an i or y
originally following. Thus a, d, o, o, w, Uy uo are changed
to e, ce, il or o, ce, u, in (long u)y ile, as may be seen in the
following instances :

—hant^ hand, pi. hende; rdty council,

pi. rccte I
golty gold, guldtuy golden, or molite, I might, subj.

moJite j groz^ great, groezey size
;
huBy a kiss, hiisseUy to kiss

;

mils, mouse, j)!. miuse\ guot^ good, gilete, goodness. The
Umlaut, however, is not always expressed in the spelling of

the manuscripts, though it must have existed in the living

language. Of the diphthongs, iic has been changed into

long il, but the old spelling is often retained in the MSS.
(JLiute, modern Leute, Old High German Imiti, people). As
to the consonants, the th sound had nearly disappeared at

the beginning of the period, and was lost entirely in its

course
;
sk has passed into the s/i sound, written sc/i as in

Modern German, Spelling in general is simpler, and in

some points more rigidly phonetic than in Old German.
Final voiced consonants, as 6, d, g, are generally changed
into the corresponding voiceless sounds, as p, t, c (in High
German grave, gen^grabes, pfat, path, gen,pfades, tac,

day, gen. dages ; in Low German graf graves, pat pades,

dacJi dages). Double consonants are simplified in the same
position, as in Old German i^al, ball, gen. balles). The use

of the letter v has greatly increased ; in High German it

means simply /, and is therefore quite superfluous
;
in Low

German its pronunciation is / at the beginning of words,
while in the middle of words it has the same sound as

English V.

The leading dialects of the period are those of Old Ger-
man, the most noteworthy difference being the accession of

the dialects of the kingdom of Saxony (OhersdcJisisch, or

Upper Saxon) and Silesia to the midland dialects, and those

of some eastern provinces of Prussia {Niedersdclisisch, or

Low Saxon) to Low German, in consequence of the Ger-
man colonization of these countries. Low German, to

begin with, has retained the phonetic structure of its con-

sonantal system unaltered, except by the loss of the tk sound.
The spelling of the vowel system is very imperfect.

Umlaut is not expressed in the older manuscripts, except
in the case of a and e. A long e corresponds to both High
German ei and ie, a long o to High German ou, on, and no,

He, the only diphthong generally admitted being o%i. before a
w, as in honiveoi, to hew. The pronunciation of e and d must,
however, in these cases have been different according to their

etymological values, for all the High German sounds men-
tioned above are distinctly kept asunder in the modern Low
German dialects, and ei and or n are often written for e

and o where they stand for High German ei and no or He, but
never otherwise. It is most likely, judging from the present
state of things, that open e, o were the equivalents for High
German ei, on, on, while close e, o corresponded to High
German ie, no, He. The prefix is dropped, as in English
and in the Scandinavian languages (thus hort, birth. High
German gehurt). But the most remarkable fact in the his-

tory of Low German sounds is the restoration of nd or nn

for ih after a dropped nasal sound (see above, p. 516), as in
ander or anner, other, for Old Saxon Uhar, or in munt,
mouth, for Old Saxon mHth. This transition cannot be
explained by any phonetic laws, but must necessarily be
ascribed to High German influence. As to the inflexional
system, a similar influence seems to have introduced the
High German terminations of the plural of verbs {wi geven,
gi gevet, se geven we, you, they give). The Old Saxon
-5 in the nominative plural has been dropped, as in High
German. The following lines quoted from the municipal
laws of the town of Hamburg (written 1270) maybe taken
as a fair specimen of 13th-century Low German :

—“Dat
nement syn erue verkopen schal, he ne bede id erst synen
negesten. So we syn erue vorkopen wil, dat bynnen
desser stad vnde bynnen dessem wicbelde belegen is, de
schal id beden twen synen negesten vrunden, dar syn erue
vp vallen mach, vnde wil it erer nen kopen, so mot he syn
erue wol vorkopen deme de erne dar vmme allermest geueii
wil.” That nobody shall sell his inheritance, unless he
offer it first to his nearest (relations). Whosoever is willing
to sell his inheritance, that is situated within this town and
within these precincts, shall offer it to two his nearest
friends (relations), to whom his inheritance may fall, and
if neither of them is willing to buy it, he must (may) well
sell his inheritance to him who is willing to give him most
for it.”

The differences of the main dialects of High German are
not very striking during the first stage of this period.

Aleniannian is best characterized by its rigidly keeping its

original vowel qualities, some of the modern Swiss dialects

showing exactly the same system as about 1200. Swabian
is easily discovered by its frequent use of an for d, as in

gauTi, to go, for gdn. A very important change of vowel
qualities is found to have taken place, at a very early time,
in the Bavarian dialect. While ie, no, He were preserved as

in Alemannian, ei, ou, me were changed into cei (or ai), a\t, eu
(or an), and three new diphthongs, ei, on, eu, sprang up
from the long vowels % u, in (w). In the Midland dialects

again, ei, ou, and i, u, u were kept, as in Alemannian
(although ii is generally not distinguished from u in writing,

as in most Midland manuscripts no special signs for the
Umlaut vowels are used,_except e), but ie, no. He were
contracted* to simple % H {il), differing from the old %, u, in

only in their open quality. The system of these changes
may be illustrated by the following list :

—

Alemann. diep guot siieze nxin hiis miuse stein bonm froude
Bavarian diep guot siieze mein hous mense stain pauin frende
Midland dip gut suze min hus muse stein bourn frende
Low Ger. def god sote mm hus muse sten bom froude
English thief good sweet mine housemice stone beam (joy)

As to the consonants, Alemannian and Bavarian still clung

to the use of ch or kch for ordinary h, as chomen, for komen, to

come. P initial for b is especially Bavarian, and was rather

more frequent in the 14th and 15th centuries than before
;

^0 initial is often expressed by h in Bavarian manuscripts since

the 13th century ; thus we ^ndpaiden, both, for beidiu or

peidln in Alemannian, or heide in the Midland dialects,

and heip, wife, or even zbai, two, for ordinary wip, zwei ; k
initial for ordinary g went altogether out of use. In
Midland orthography the two sounds of Old High German
z, viz. ts and ss, were expressed by cz or zc, and z or zz re-

spectively. The following specimens of the language of

this period are taken from the Schwahenspiegel, or Swabian
Law, for Alemannian (13th century); the Spiegel deutscher

Leute, or Mirror of German People, for Bavarian (14th

century)
;
and a Midland version of the Sachsenspiegel, or

Saxon Law ^ :

—

^ The editions whence the extracts are taken are—for the Schivaben-

spiegel, that of Lassberg, Tubingen, 1840, p. 5 ; for the Spiegel

d&uAscheT Leute, that of J. Eicker, Innsbruck, 1869, p. 35 ;
and for

the Sachsenspiegelt that of Hildebrand, Leipsic, 1870, p. 3,
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ScJhWCbbe'iispiegel Sp deutsche't Leute Sac7isensp%egel

Dem pabest ist ge- Dembabstistgesetzet Deme babste ist oticli

setzet m bescbeiden- ze nchten ze beschai- gesaczt zu ritene zn
licber zit ze ribteu. dener zeit auf emen bescheidener zcit nf
vf einem blanchen blancbem rosse, vnd eime blanken pferde,

pherde vud der der chaiser sol im den nnd der keiser sal im
eheisersoldempabest stegraif baben durcb den stegereif balden,

den stegreif baben, daz sicb der satel icbt durcb daz der satel

daz sicb der satel nit entwende Ditz ist nicbt enwinde Daz
entwinde Daz be dev bescbaidenunge istdiebezeecbeminge
zeicbent daz, swaz swaz dem babest swaz deme babste

deni pabest widerste widerste, daz er mit widerste, des ber
desermitgeistlicbem geistleicbem gericbte nicbt nut geistlicbem

gerihte nibt bet-win- nicbt be-twingen gericbte getwingen
gen mac, daz sol der m-uge, daz sol der mag, daz ez der keiser
cheiser vnd ander cbaiser vnd ander mit weiitbebem ge
weltlicbe ribter be- wertleicb nchter mit ricbte tv nige deme
twingen mit der der secbte betwingen babste gehorsam zu
ebte vnd das geistleicb sol wesene

twingen mit dem
panne

To the pope it is set (ordained) that he shall judge at

a certain time, (sitting) on a white horse, and the emperor
shall hold the stirrup to the pope, that the saddle may not

slide off This means that whatsoever resists the pope, so

that he cannot overcome it with spiiitual censure, the em
peror and other secular judges shall overcome with the pro

scription, (and the spiritual [court] shall exercise discipline

with the ban) ”

In the 14th and 15th centuries the development of the

dialects rapidly advanced The greatest changes were those

occurring in the vowel system The new diphthongs
oii, ew, for older z, w, zm, which had originated in the south-

eastern parts of the Bavarian district gradually spread to

the north and west; even some of the South Midland
dialects, as Bohemian and Silesian, began to partake of this

change, while the north Midland dialects and Alemanniati
remained unaltered Short root syllables ending m a single

consonant began to be lengthened in almost all dialects,

as geben^ nemen, for geben^ nemen^ to give, to take Unac
cented e was dropped in the southern dialects, especiallym
Bavarian, to the utmost extent possible. Such forms as

pschceck, gt07 sty hcert, for heschcehey happened (subj ), getorstey

I durst, gehcerety heard (part ), began to be q[uite familiar
Even before a final I or nasal sound e was now and then
dropped m Bavarian, as in gehm for geheuy to give,^e^7i^ for
gege^e country, which are exactly the forms still used in
our time Midland and Low German dialects continued
to be much more conservativem all these respects In the
consonantal system we have to mention the loss of the z
sound in all dialects, where it was a simple spirant (not ts)y

although the letter z was still often preserved in spelling,

it was frequently confounded with s m the rhymes, a thing
which never occurred in the earlier centuries. Alemannian
is chiefiy distmgnished by its constant change of sm, sn, si,

siv, spy st into sch/niy schriy schZy schwy schpy schty as in schm/ity

smith, schnsy snow, scJdaheny to slay, schwtmmen, to swim,
geschprocrheTiy spoken, geischthchy ghostly,” spiritual Late
Bavarian favours such spelhngs as chranJcchy pelch, for
hanky hecle Spellmg m general was much neglected,
although it was not quite so bad as often in the 1 6th cen-
tury, when there was a strong tendency towards crowding
as many letters into a word as possible

IrYhile the 15th century was thus marked by great diver-
gencies of the spoken dialects, important steps towards
gaming a greater uniformity of literary speech were made
in the same period by the invention of the art of printing,
and by the development of certain KaiizleispracheUy or hte
rary idioms of the imperial and other chanceries There is

no need to explain how the habit of reading books printed
in dialects not familiar to the reader must have obhged the
learned public of the time to acquire a certain amount of
knowledge of dialects in general, and must have made them
better aware of the pecuharities of their own idioms than

was either necessary or possible at the time when manu-
scripts written expressly in the local dialects of the readers

were the only means of conveying literary information

Besides, writers as well as printers must soon have found
lb profitable to publish their works in a language readily

understood by readers in all parts of the country. The
principal work, howevei, was none in Germany by the

chanceries Among these the imperial chancery naturally

held the most prominent position, and, inasmuch as its

public acts were addressed to readers of all dialects exist-

ing throughout the empire, it obviously had also the greatest

interest in calling into existence a general idiom In the

14th century no difference between the language of the

imperial chancery and the local idioms of the particular

emperors was yet visible ^ The public Acts of Louis ot

Bavaria (1314-1347) weie written in the Bavarian dialect

The succession of Charles IV (1347-1378) was accompanied
by the introduction of the Bohemian dialect into the

imperial charters This dialect, as was natural from its

local position, was neither purely Southern nor purely

Midland Ez, oiby eu for I, u, were frequently adopted
from the Southern dialects, but ch for k and p for h were
generally rejected, unaccented vowels weie preserved to

about the same extent as m Midland German In the reign

of Wenceslaus of Bohemia (1378—1400) the same state of

things was maintained, but in the charters of Bupert, the

elector palatine (1400—1410), we find the Midland dialect

of the Palatinate Sigismund (1410-1437) reintroduced the

Bohemian dialect, which by this time had, with the excep

tion of a very short period, prevailed for nearly a hundred
years in the imperial chancery It was therefore but nat-

ural that Duke Frederick of Austria should exchange the

Austrian dialect of his ducal chancery (which abounded with

kcky hhy kg for hy and p for h) for the Bohemian chancery
dialect of his piedecessors, when he succeeded to the

imperial throne (1470-1493) His example was followed

by Maximilian (1493-1519), but only so far as public

Acts were concerned. In charters destined for local Austrian

use as well as in his private correspondence he always
kept his vernacular Austrian dialect, showing thus that no
change of the spoken idioms had been caused as yet by the

introduction of the new artificial language In the same
manner and at the same time the Midland dialect of the

electoral chancery of Saxony came to be better adapted for

general use by the adoption of the Southern eVy ou, eu for

z, Uy %Uy and the abolition of several prominent Midland
peculiarities

Modern II%gh German—^In the preceding paragraph we
have tried to give a short sketch of the origin of literary

Modern High German , and it is this very idiom of the

imperial and Saxon chanceries that Luther made afterwards

popular by his translation of the Bible and his numerous
other writings We may quote his own words in confir

mation —
Ich habe keine gewisse, sonderliche, eigne spiaclie im dentschen,

sondem branche der gememen dentschen spiache, das micli beide

Ober nnd Hiederlander verstehen mogen Ich rede nach der sech
sisehen cantzlei, welcher nachfolgen alle fnrsten vnd konige in

Dentschland, Alle reichsstedte, furstenhofe schieiben nach der

sechsischen -vnd vnsers fnisten cantzeley Darnmh ists anch die

gemeinste deiitsche sprache Kaiser Maximilian vnd chnrfurst

Friderieh, hertzog von Sachsen, haben im romischen reiche die

dentschen sprachen also in evne gewisse sprach znsammengezogen ^

Luther’s language, again, was soon acknowledged by Ger
man grammarians, as Sebastian Franck (1531) and
Johannes Clajus (1578), and was accordingly imitated, as the

^ The paiticnlars which follow are chiefly taken fiom an able sketch

by Dr E Wnlckei
,

JEntstehung der JaiirsachsiscJien Kanzle'i^p'i ache

Z&btschnft des Vereins fur thurvngische GeschtcMeyix p 349
- Ttschreden, ch 69 Dr Wnlcker assigns these words to the year

i 1545.
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best pattern of High. German. It is true that in the 16th
century many writers, especially in Switzerland and Lower
Germany, still clung with great pertinacity to their native

dialects. But about 1600 Luther’s language was fully

established as the only idiom of literary intercourse through-
out Germany.^ The changes the language has undergone
since Luther’s time mostly concern the inflexional system.
In the strong verbs the differences between the singular and
plural and the indicative and subjunctive of the past have
been levelled in the course of time: thus, ichfand^ vjirfan-
den, I, we found, subj. ich fdnde, or ich schnitt, wir
schnitten, I, we cut, for ich fand, wir funden, ichfiinde, or

ich schneit, wir schnitten. At present the verb werden, to
become, is the only specimen left of the old regular inflex-

ion :—ich ward, wir wurden, ich loibrde', but even here a
new irregular form, ich wurde, has come into use and almost
superseded the more archaic ich v)ard, which is now chiefl.y

confined to poetry. Many other vowel changes have taken
place besides, as in webe, woh, geicoben^ weave, wove,
w^oven, for Middle High German wihe, wap, geioehen, so
that the old system of “ Ablaut,” or vowel change in the root
syllables of the strong verbs has often become quite indis-

tinct. A great number of verbs have passed from the strong
inflexion to the weak, and vice versa. The declension of

substantives has also been greatly altered. Umlaut is now
regularly used as a plural sign with most monosyllabic and
many dissyllabic masculine words, as in baum, hdicine, or
nagel, ndgel, for Middle High German houm, bourne, and
nagel, nagele; originally it was confined to a much smaller
number of words ('i-stems, as gast, gdste. Middle High Ger-
man gast, geste). Other masculine words have adopted the
plural -er, together with Umlaut of the root syllables, from
the neuter declension, as mann, manner, geist, geister, besides
frequent exchanges between the strong and weak declen-
sions, which cannot be specified here. The strong and the
weak declension of femmine words originally ending in e

have been melted together, one form (ending in e or a
consonant) being used for all singular, and one (ending in
en or n after a consonant) for all plural cases, as gahe,
gaben, zahl, zahlen, zunge, zungen, for Middle High German
gdbe, gdbe, gen. and dat. gaben-, zal, zal, gen. and dat. zcdn-,

zunge, gen, dat. and acc. zungen, pi. zungen through-
out. As to phonology, no change of vowel quality is

noticeable in literary German. Modern High German
still has the Midland sounds % (often spelt ie), u, d, for

Southern ie, uo, ue, as well as the Bavarian diphthongs ei,

au, eu (dll), for the older sounds I, U, iu, the latter not
being distinguished either in spelling or in educated pro-
nunciation from the older diphthongs ei, on, ’6u, We have
thus zwei, drei, bauon, haus,freude, hduser, leute for Middle
High German zwei, dr%, bouon, lius, vroude, hiuser, liute.

Change of vowel quantity is the most prominent phonetic
feature of Modern High German when compared with the
earlier stages of the language. All root-syllables ending
formerly in a short vowel followed by a simple consonant
have now become long, either by lengthening the vowel or
by doubling the consonant, thus tag, tdge, sal, bote, or gott,

gottes, blatt, blatter, for Middle High German tdg (or tdc),

tdge, sal, bote, got, gotes, bldt, hleter. The rules for dropping
unaccented vowels have often been changed accordingly.
It must not be forgotten, however, that all these rules are
only applicable to the literary idiom

;
the dialects, and even

those of the educated people, often differ very materially
from the rules laid down above. There is, indeed, no such
thing as a generally recognized standard pronunciation of
German, except perhaps on the stage, which no doubt has
exercised and still exercises a certain influence on the cur-

^ For fuller particulars readers are referred to H. Eiickert, GescMchte
der neuhosihdevisch&n SchriftspraeJie, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1875.

rent opinions as to how one ought to pronounce, but has
not been powerful enough to abolish all dialectal peculi-
arities in the case of even the highest classes. Only a very
few general rules can be given. Englishmen will do well
to pronounce the vowels as in Italian : il and b are rounded
or labialized i and e sounds, formed by pouting the lips

while trying to pronounce i or e. Long vowels are always
pronounced simple, never as diphthongs (which is fre-

quently the case in English, especially with« and o). Un-
accented e is invariably dropped in the terminations el,

en, the real pronunciation of such words as liandel, bitten,

lippen, haben, nehmen being handl, bittn, lippn or lippm,
hdbn or hdbm, ne^n (with a lengthened m).^ Among the
peculiarities of the consonantal system we may mention the
sound of ch (in two distinct varieties as in ach and icli), the
z, which is a combination of t and s, and the r, which ought
to be trilled with the tip of the tongue, but is often

pronounced as a uvular or guttural sound. S initial is

generally sounded like the English 2
,
in stage pronunciation,

but not usually elsewhere ; st and sp initial are never pro-

nounced on the stage like English st or sp, but are always
sht, shpy as in stein, spiel, pronounced (to use English
spelling) as shtine, slq^eel. The English %o ought to be
avoided. The German to sound is more like English v,

but somewhat softer; in Midland pronunciation a sound
intermediate between English w and v takes its place.

German v is simplyff
The varieties of the German dialects of the present are

too numerous to be described here. It may suffice to state

that the old divisions of Low German, Midland, and Upper
German dialects are still applicable. Among the first, the
Western or Westphalian dialects are distinctly marked by
the pronunciation of ^ initial as or voiced ch (sometimes
even voiceless), and the use of numerous diphthongs, both
long and short, instead of simple vowels. The principal sub-

divisions of Midland German are the Lower Ehenish or

Middle Frankish dialect (including the German dialects of

Transylvania), South-Western and EasternorHighFrankish,
Hessian, Thuringian, Saxon, and Silesian. Aleraannian is

divided into the three maingroupsof Swabian, Alsatian, and
Swiss, while Bavarian is constituted by several subdialects

spoken in Bavaria and Austria. The study of these dia-

lects has been carried on in Germany for a considerable

time,^ but not always very successfully, especially so far as

phonology is concerned
; for many observers, while well-

trained in all the disciplines of the older school of philology,

have been totally ignorant of the simplest laws of phonetics.

It is only within the last few years that the value of phonetic

studies (although they began in German researches) has
been duly recognized in the country of their origin, and
dialectology has not hitherto gained much by the more
theoretical study of general phonetics. Some excellent

beginnings indeed have been made, among which Dr Wiii-

teler’s book on his native Swiss dialect holds by far the

foremost rank;® but it is probable that a long time must yet

elapse before Germany can possess so well trained and inde-

pendent a school of pbonetists as that which already exists

in England beaded by Mr A. Melville Bell and Mr Alex-

ander J. Ellis. Not till then, however, can a real history

of the German language be written. (e. si.)

® Foreigners are easily detected by their generally inserting a real

vowel-sound before the I, n.
® For more accurate descidptions of the Gernaan sounds see E.

Sievers, Grvun^zage der Lautphysiologie, Leipsic, 1876.
^ A very full list of books referring to German dialectology has

been given by C. H. Herrmann, Jiihliotheect Gennomieci, Halle, 1878,

p. 67 sqq.
5 J. Winteler, Die Kerenzer Mundart des Kantmis Glarus, Leipsic,

1876. This is indeed the only work that can be justly compared with

Dr J. A. H. Mun-ay’s Dialect of the Smjdliem Counties of Scotland,

published in 1873.
X. 66
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PAET IV.—LITEEATURE.

There is a deep vein of poetry in the Teutonic nature,

and it appears to have revealed itself in the earliest

ages. According to Tacitus, the Germans of his time had
ancient songs relating to the god Tuisco, his son Mannns,
and the three forefathers of the Teutonic race. They had
also poems in honour of Arminius, the original subject of

which was probably the god Irmin, whose pillar Charles the

Great overthrew long afterwards in his first campaign
against the Saxons. A song called “ barditus/" celebrating

the greatness of the war-god whom Tacitus calls Hercules,

was sung or chanted by the freemen as they advanced to

battle. The name “ barditus led some ingenious writers

of the 18th century to speculate respecting an order of

bards among the ancient Germans
;
but there is no evidence

that any such order existed. Barditus ” meant in the first

instance a shield, and w’as transferred to the song because,

while the singing went on, the shield was held to the month
to make the sound more terrible. It is the opinion of many
critics that the stories of “Eeynard the Fox’’ and ‘Hsengrim
the Wolf” may be traced back to these remote times. If so,

the probability is that they were brought by the Teutons
from Asia, and were originally common to the Aryan family.

There is every reason to believe that some elements of the
KibeUmgenlied belong to the prehistoric age. The legend
of Siegfried has all the marks of extreme antiquity, audit
seems to have had at first a purely mythological character.

Of the rhythm in which these primitive conceptions were
embodied we have no certain knowledge

;
but a.s the most

ancient poems which have been preserved are in alliterative

verse, it is reasonable to assume that this had grown up long
before writing cams into use.

1. The Early Middle Age,—^When the German tribes be-
gan to accept Christianitythe clergy everywhere opposed the
native poetry, and strove to replace its rude conceptions by
the milder images of the gospel. Among the Goths of the
4tli century Bishop Ulfilas took the most effectual means
of achieving his purpose by preparing a clear, faithful, and
simple rendering of the Scriptures,—a translation which has
been of inestimable value in the scientific study of the
Teutonic languages. Ho clergyman of like genius arose in
Germany itself

j but there, too, pagan compositions were
steadily discouraged. Charles the Great was the first to
check this hostile movement. He showed his love of his
native speech, not only by beginning to put together a
German grammar, but by issuing orders for a collection
of old German poetry. Louis the Pious had little sym-
pathy with the taste of his father, but he could not
efface the impression produced by the great emperor. Many
of the clergy ceased to dislike that which so mighty a friend
of the church had approved, aud in some monasteries there
were ardent collectors of ancient epic fragments and ballads.
These treasures of Old High and Low German literature

are nearly all lost, but from the small portions which have
come down to us, and from hints in Latin chronicles, we can
at least make out the themes with which many of them dealt.
Emianrick, or Ermanaricus, the famous Gothic king of the
Ith century, was the subject of a large number of poetical
legends. Siegfried continued to be a great epic hero, and
from about the 7th century he appears to have beeu no
longer treated as superhuman. The legend of the over-
throw of the Burgundian king, Gundicarius or Giinther, by
Attila assumed many forms, and was at a later time
connected with the story of Siegfried. Around the
name of Tlieodoric the East Goth, as Dieterich, several
legends soon grouped themselves

; and from about the
9th century he was associated with Attila, with whom

in history he had nothing to do. Unfortunate]}', the frag-

ments which have been preserved—all of which are

alliterative—do not treat of these supreme heroes
;
their

subjects are of subordinate importance and interest. The
Hildeh'andslied, which was written from traditional nar-

ratives early in the 9th century, and is in a mixed dialect,

introduces us to a follower of Dieterich. Hildebrand, re-

turning from the wars carried on by his lord, is compelled to

fight his own son
]
but we are left in uncertainty whether

father or son is conq^ueror. The Ludxmgslied is a ballad of

the latter part of the 9th century, written in honour of a
victory gained over the Horthmeu by Louis III., the West-
Frankish king. The author was probably a monk who had
been a favourite at the court of Charles the Bald. There is

also an Old High German ballad celebrating the reconcilia-

tion of OfctoL with his brotherHenry
;
and similar ballads are

known to have kept up the fame of Duke Ernest of Swabia,
who rebelled against Conrad II., and of many other popular
heroes. Walter of Aquitania, who flies with his bride from
the court of Attila, and at Worms fights King Gunther and
his warriors, is tlie hero of a Latin poem of the 10th cen-

tury, written by a monk of St Gall, whose materials were
evidently taken from a more vigorous German original.

The Mersehurger Gedichte^ two songs of enchantment,
were written in the 10th century, bub must have come
down from a much more remote period. They are chiefly

interesting for the light they throw upon the religious

beliefs and customs of ancient Germany.
The old ballads, which were intended to be sung as well Min-

as recited, were handed down from generation to generation,

and necessarily underwent many changes. They were pre-

served from an early period in the memory of the people
by professional minstrels, who were held in considerable
honour in the time of Charles the Great, but were after-

wards rather tolerated than encouraged by tlie higher
classes. Many of them were blind men, and in their soli-

tary wanderings the ancient stories must often have assumed
in their minds new shapes. They usually accompanied
their singing with the zither or the harp.

Of the works with which the church sought to counter- Religious

act pagan influences very few remain. The most import-
ant is Heliand, a Low German poem in alliterative verse

said to have been written by a Saxon at the request of

Louis the Pious. It is a narrative of the life of Christ,

and follows closely the Four Gospels, whose separate
accounts it attempts to harmonize. The author has con-

siderable force and freedom of expression, and seems to

have been so absorbed in the grandeur of his theme as

to have deliberately rejected rhetorical ornament. The
so-called Erisi of Otfrid, a High German poet, who
dedicated his work to Louis the German, has the same
subject, but is not nearly so effective. It is the first

rhymed German poem, and the necessities of rhyme often

compel Otfrid to fill out his line with words and phrases
which obscure his meaning. His lyrical passages are too

di^ctic to rank as genuine poetry. The fragment of

Muspilli, a Bavarian poem of the 9th century on the Last
Judgment, indicates power of a much higher order. Its

form is alliterative; and reminiscences of paganism are

strangely mingled with its Christian ideas.

Duriug the reigns of Charles the Great and Louis the Slonabtui

Pious secular learning was zealously cultivated in the

monasteries of Germany as well as in those of other por-

tions of the Frankish empire. The school established by
Hrabanus Maurus in the famous abbey of Fulda vied

with that of Tours, where Hrabanus had been a pupil
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of Alcuin, in the excellence of its teaching. In the

wars with the Northmen, with the Magyars, and with the

Slavs under the later Carolingian kings, many of the

ecclesiastical institutions were destroyed
;
but they sprang

up again under the protection of Henry I. From the time

of his son Otto I. the Germaus stood In direct relation with

Italy
;
the marriage of Otto II. with the princess Theo-

phano brought them into connexion with the learning and
refinement of the Byzantine court

]
and Gerbert, the friend

of Otto III., afterwards Pope Silvester II., introduced them
to some of the achievements of Arabian science. These
influences quickened the energies of enlightened church-

men, and originated an intellectual movement which to

some extent continued during the vigorous reigns of the

first two Franconian sovereigns, Conrad II. and Henry III.

The chief subject of study was the scholastic philosophy,

to which, hovrever, in its earlier stages, Germany made no
supremely important contribution. The Neo-Platonic ten-

dencies of Scotus Erigena were opposed by Hrabanus
Maurus, who remained loyal to Aristotle and Boetius

;

and his example was generally followed, not only by his

successors in Fulda, but by the members of all other German
schools. The school of St Gall was exceptionally active,

and one of the monks, Notker Labeo, who died in 1022,

wrote some original philosophical books, and translated

into German the JDe Gonsolatione of Boetius and two of

Aristotle’s works. In pure literature very little v/as done

;

but there are several well-written Latin histories belonging

to the 11th century. The best thought of the age was
manifested in its Eomanesque architecture, and in the then

subordinate arts of painting, sculpture, and music.

II. The Age of Chivalry,—The reign of Henry lY., dur-

ing which the struggle between the empire and the papacy

began, had a disastrous effect on the national culture; and
the evil was not remedied under the disturbed rule of his

two immediate successors. But under the Hohenstaufen

dynasty, during the period of Middle High German, the

country passed through one of the greatest epochs of its

literature. The more learned of the clergy interested them-

selves deeply in the development of scholasticism through

the nominalists and the realists
;
and in the 1 3th century

Albertus Magnus, a native of Swabia, produced the first

systematic exposition of Aristotle, in the full light of

Arabian research. It was, however, in poetry that Ger-

many achieved the highest distinction ; and her most

important poets were members of the knightly class, which

at this time rose to its utmost power and fame. There
j

were many reasons why the members of this class became
sensitive to the higher influences of the imagination. In

the first place, they had the elevating consciousness of a

life shared with a vast community which set before itself

the loftiest aims. Historians sometimes take a malicious

pleasure in contrasting the mean performance of many
knights with their high vows

;
but these vows at any rate

introduced into the life of rough nobles an ideal element,

and inclined them to take interest in the gentler and nobler

aspects of existence. In the Italian wars of Frederick Bar-

barossa the German knights saw more than they had ever

before done of Southern civilization, and their minds were

continually stimulated by the varying fortunes of their

adventurous emperor. Of still greater importance was the

influence of the crusades, in which the Germans first took

an active part under Frederick’s predecessor, Conrad III.

The crusaders had a remote and unselfish aim, connected

with all that was most sacred and most tender in their

religious ideas
;
and this alone would have created a senti-

ment favourable to poetic aspiration. But, besides this,

the far-off Eastern lands, with their strange peoples and

mystical associations, awoke dreams which could not have

other than harmonious utterance, and on the return of the

warriors they stirred the fancy of their friends with reports
of a new and greater world. While the crusades lasted,the
knights were forced into intimate acquaintance with the
clergy, whose refined culture inevitably to some extent
softened their rudeness; they also formed friendships
with representatives of French chivalry. In France the
works of the troubadours and the trouveres formed one of
the most prominent elements of the national life, and the
French nobles did not forget in Palestine the songs and
romances of their home. The better minds in the German
armies caught the inspiration, and longed to distinguish
themselves by like achievements. And their desire was
deepened when, by the acquisition of the Free County of
Burgundy, Frederick Barbarossa opened a new pathway by
which intellectual influences might pass from the western
to the eastern bank of the Bhine.

The poetic impulse which thus entered Germany affected
a wide circle

;
the highest princes as well as the humblest

knights felt its power. Even the emperor Henry YI, him-
self is said to have been moved by the prevailing feeling,

and to have composed verses. At the imperial and princely
courts poets were encouraged to give expression to their

genius ; and the ladies whose beauty and virtues they de-
lighted to praise stimulated their endeavours by marked
appreciation. Thus the national imagination found in the
whole temper of the age an atmosphere well adapted to

the blooming of its first spring-time.

The most characteristic outcome of this active era is the Poetical

series of poetical romances produced in the 12th and 13th romances,

centuries. The German poets might have found magni-
ficent material in their old, native legends; but for the
most part they preferred subjects which had already been
artistically wrought by the trouveres, whose methods
and style they also closely imitated. Among the themes
they selected may be mentioned the legends of Alexander
the Great, of Charles the Great and his paladins, of

Arthur and the knights of the Bound Table, with the
allied legend of the Holy Grail, The fortunes of Tris-

tram and Iseult also exercised a powerful charm over

many minds. These and, all other chosen subjects were
treated wholly in the spirit of chivalry. The poets of the

Middle Age had no idea of being true to the characteristics

of a particular epoch
;
their own time was the only one they

attempted to understand. Ancient heroes became in their

hands mediaeval knights
;
men who had died long before

the rise of Christianity were transformed into devoted ser-

vants of the Church. And in every romance the supreme
aim was to present an idealized picture of the virtues of

knighthood.

One of those who prepared the way for the chief romance- Eomance
writers was Conrad, a priest in the service of Henry the writers.

Proud, who, before 1139, composed the Rolandslied^ setting

forth, in imitation of the French Chanson de Roland^ the

overthrow of Boland, the favourite paladin of Charles the

Great, in the pass of Boncesvalles. He was followed by
another priest, Lamprecht, who, also working upon a

French original, relates in iAsAAlexanderlied the deeds of the

Macedonian hero. Greater than either of these was Heinrich

von Yeldeke, the first of the poets who may claim to rank as

German trouveres. His great work was the written

beween 1175 and 1190. It is not only in armour and in

dress that Yirgil’s characters are here changed ; in thought

and feeling they are recreated. The language of the poem
is so carefully chosen, and the incidents are narrated with

so much spirit, that it is still possible to understand

the immense popularity it once enjoyed. Hartmann von Hart-

Aue, in Lev Arme Heinrich and other poems, selected

themes that are extremely repulsive to modern feeling; but

he was endowed with genuinely plastic force, and interests

us by touching certain mystical aspects of mediaeval senti-
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merit. The master in whom these aspects were most fully

Wolfram represented was Wolfram von Eschenbach, a member of a
voii noble family of Franconia, who was born during the reign

of Frederick Barbarossa and died during that of his grand-

son, Frederick IL He was one of a group of poets who
established themselves at the Wartburg, the court of the

brilliant landgrave Hermann of Thuringia
;
and his chief

poem, Farziml^ was composed there towards the end of the

12th century. Germany did not produce during the

Middle Ages a more truly poetic mind, and it is curious to

observe how exactly he anticipated some of the qualities for

which she long afterwards became famous. He has all the

dreaminess, the sentiment, the passion for the ideal, which

are, or rather at one time were, her most attractive charac-

teristics. The hero, trained by his mother amid circum-

stances of idyllic simplicity, suddenly passes into a world I

of movement and adventure, and he is brought by accident I

to the gorgeous palace of the HolyGrail, of whose kingdom
he ultimately becomes lord. The object of the poem is

evidently to depict the strivings of a restless but noble

spirit, dissatisfied with passing pleasure, having always be-

fore it a high and spotless aim. It is difficult for modern
readers to detect the spiritual significance of many of the

scenes; the poet seems to escape from us into a far-off

region, whence his words reach us rather as dim echoes than

as clear, ringing sounds. And some of the descriptions are

in themselves tedious and superfluous, while advance from
one stage of the tale to another apparently proceeds accord-

ing to the arbitrary whim of the moment. Nevertheless,

the character of Parzival is a true conception of genius, and
enables us to understand, better than any other imaginative

creation of mediaeval Germany, that discontent with life

as it is, that sense of being haunted by visions of

spiritual loveliness, which, throughout the Middle Ages,

existed side by side with unrestrained delight in the out-

ward world.

Gottfried A complete, almost a dramatic, contrast to Wolfram von
of Stras- Eschenbach is found in Gottfried of Strasburg, the greatest

of his literary contemporaries. These two men are repre-

sentatives of a distinction -which incessantly recurs,—that

between the poet who fashions spirits of a finer mould than
those we actually know, and the poet who contents himself

with penetrating into the innermost recesses of existing

character. Gottfried’s theme is Tristram and Iseult ; and
the charming tale, which unfortunately he did not live to

carry to the end, was perhaps never more beautifully told.

There are no mystic longings in the men and women he
presents to us : they love the earth and the sky, with their

gorgeous colours, graceful forms, and hapipy sounds
;
they

care not to inquire what may lie behind these, or whether
in the scheme of things there is a place for moral law.
Few poets have set forth so powerfully the fascination of
youthful passion. In his glo-wing pictures we find no
shadowy figures like those of Wolfram, with step so light
that they appear to be the figures of a dream; his images
are clear, sharply cut, like those of the world from which
they are taken. And although psychological analysis was
unknown to him, the actions of his characters display keen
insight into the secrets of human hearts when entangled in
the most confused meshes.

Mediaeval romance bore its richest fruit in the works of
these two great poets

;
and most of their successors imitated

one or other of them. Those who followed in Gottfried’s
steps came nearest to a happy result, for Wolfram was one
of those lonely and daring spirits in whose remote path it is

given to few to tread without stumbling. The best known
of Gottfried’s imitators was Conrad von Wurzburg, who
wrote on the Trojan war and many other subjects, and is

considered one of the most artistic of mediaeval writers.

Towards the end of the 13th century the movement showed

signs of exhaustion, and romances began to make way for

rough popular tales and rhymed chronicles.

Fortunately the poets of the age of chivalry did not all

occupy themselves with the subjects of French romances,

A few, whose names we do not know, turned towards the

rich material in the metrical legends of their native land.

Of these poets the most impoitant was he who collected

and put into shape the ancient ballads which make up the

Fihelungenlied. How far he modified them we cannot Nibelun;;

tell. In the form in which we possess them, they probably enlied.
’

owe something of their force to his genius
;
but he needed

rather to arrange and to curtail than to invent, and, although

a genuine poet, he was not at all times competent for his

task. The work includes the legends of Siegfried, of

Gundicarius, or Gunther, king of Burgundy, of Dieterich,

and of Attila
;
and the motives which hind them into a

whole are the love and revenge of Kriemhild, the sister

of Giinther and Siegfried’s wife. She excites the en-sry

of Brunhild, the Burgundian queen, whose friend, Hagen,

one of Giintber’s followers, discovers the vulnerable point in

Siegfried’s enchanted body, treacherously slays him, and

buries in the Bhine the treasure he has long before con-

quered from the race of the Nibelungen. There is then a

pause of thirteen years, after which Kriemhild, the better

to effect her fatal purpose, marries Attila, king of the Huns.

Thirteen years having again passed, her thirst for vengeance

is satiated by the slaying of the whole Burgundian court.

The Germans justly regard this great epic as one of the

most precious gems of their literature. It has little of the

grace of courtly poetry; its characters are without subtlety

or refinement
;
we are throughout in the presence of vast

elemental forces. But these forces are rendered with extra-

ordinary vividness of imagination, and with a profound

feeling for what is sublime and awful in human destiny.

The narrative begins with epic calmness, but swells into a

torrent, and dashes vehemently forward, when the injured

queen makes a fearful return for her wrongs, and is herself

swept away by the tragic powers she has called to her

service. In the management of the story there are occa-

sional traces of mediaevalism ; but its spirit is that of a more
primitive time, when the German tribes were breaking into

the Roman empire, when passions were untamed by
Christian influence, and when the necessities of a wandei-

ing and aggressive life knit closely the bonds that united

the chief to his followers. Deliberate villany hardly ap-

pears in the poem
;
the most savage actions spring either

from the unrestricted play of natural feeling, or from un-

questioning fidelity to an acknowledged superior. Here
and there we come upon touches which indicate that the

poet who preserved the ancient legends was not incapable

of appreciating finer effects than those at which he gene-

rally aims. The sketch of the hospitable and chivalrous

Rudiger, who receives the Burgundiaus on their way to

the court of Attila, and afterwards dies while un-willingly

fighting them in obedience to his queen’s command, is not

surpassed in the most artistic of the mediaeval romances.

Gudrun is another epic in which a poet of this period GudnuL

gave form to several old legends. They had for centuries

been current along the coasts of Friesland and Scandinavia,

and the society they represent is essentially the same as

that of the Nihdungmlied^—a society in which the men
are rude, vrarlike, and loyal, the women independent and

faithful. Although full of serious episodes, Gudrun is as

happy in its ending as the greater poem is tragic; and
we feel throughout that the beautiful Princess Gudrun
of Seeland, whom the Northmen have carried from

her home, and on whom the cruel Queen Gerlind heaps

indignities, will at last be restored to King Herwig, her

brave and passionate lover. The characters stand out

clearly in their rough vigour; and several happy strokes
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call up a vision of the bleak coasts and changeful northern

sea which are the scenes of their adventures.

In the 15th century a German writer brought together

Helden- in a single volume which he called the Heldeiibiich—the
bucb. ‘‘Book of Heroes”—a number of old legendary tales that

must have been frequently on the lips of the people and of

the wandering minstrels, while the knightly poets were

singing of Tristram or of Arthur. This work, which was
partly written by Kaspar von der Rhon, will not compare

in imaginative force with its more famous rivals. The
most powerful of the stories is probably the “Grosser

Rosengarten,” in which a monk, Ilsan, displays a very

unclerical, but truly Teutonic, passion for war.

.\iinne- The age of chivalry was remarkable not only for its

sanger. romances and epics but for its lyrics. All the leading

w’riters of the time exercised themselves in lyrical poetry,

and it was laboriously cultivated by multitudes who did

not feel equal to the task of a prolonged effort. Among
those who gained more or less distinction may be named
Heinrich von Morungen, Reinmar der Alte, and Gottfried

von Neifeii. The poets of this class W'ere known as

Minnesanger, because their favourite theme was jMiime or

love. They began by imitating the troubadours, whose
metres they often reproduced when not penetrated by
the emotion which originally found in these forms a
genuine expression. At a later stage it was considered a

point of honour for each poet to invent a stanza of his

own, whether or not those already existing were appro-

priate to his feeling. Thus many of the minne songs pro-

duce an impression of unreality and coldness, seeming at

best to be but clever pieces of handiwork. But when the

utmost deduction has been made, it is surprising how much
of what was achieved by these ardent writers still appeals

to us. The best among them strike notes which respond

in every age to a master’s touch
;
and they do it with a

fine sense of beauty, a trained instinct for the appropriate-

ness of words, and an evident delight both in simple and in

subtle melody.

Perhaps no group of writers has ever had a deeper under-

tone of sadness than is to be detected in the greatest of

the ininnesanger. They had a vivid consciousness of the

evanescence of human pleasure, an abiding feeling that cor-

ruption lurks behind the gayest forms and brightest colours.

But they caught with proportional eagerness the passing rap-

ture, letting no drop escape from the cup that would soon fall

from their grasp. This intensity of feeling is reproduced

in their lays, yet it was purified and generalized as it

passed from the fleeting reality to the permanent realm of

art. Their treatment of love, although sometimes, accord-

ing to modern ideas, extravagant and fantastic, often dis-

plays genuine elevation of sentiment. They sing also in

impassioned strains the loyalty of the vassal to his lord,

the devotion of the Christian to his church. If they do
not exhibit the soaring spiritual ambition of Wolfram’s

Pardval^ they have a kind of pathetic memory of a lost

paradise, a vague longing, by some distant difficult service,

in battle with the infidel, to attain to a world in which the

discords of the present life may be forgotten or harmonized.

And behind all their images is the background of nature,

whose loveliness they do not the less appreciate because

they refrain from elaborately describing it. To the

dwellers in dreary towers winter had often a cheerless and
melancholy aspect

;
but this made all the more enchanting

the new life of spring. It is in bailing the returning warmth
and colour of the young season that the minnesanger attain

their happiest triumphs.
Walther Of all the minnesanger the first place belongs without

y
° question to Walther von der Vogelweide, probably of Tyrol,

wefde! Gottfried of Strasburg praises as heartily as he slyly

depreciates Wolfram von Eschenbach. Walther lived some

time at the Wartburg, and was the friend of King Philip
and Frederick II; he died on a little estate which the
latter gave him in fief. Other Minnesanger lavished praise
on generous princes

;
Walther was of a more manly charac-

ter, and seems always to have maintained an independent
bearing. Besides the usual themes of the lyrical poetry of

his time, he wrote with enthusiasm of his native land
;
he

also frequently alludes to the strife between the spiritual

and secular powers, and sternly rebukes the ambition of

the papacy. Beyond all his rivals he gives us the impres-
sion of writing vuth ease and delight. The structure of
his stanzas does not hamper the movement of his feeling

;

it appears to provide the conditions of perfect freedom.
Such a lyric as his Unter der Linden an der Eeide,
with its musical refrain Tandaradei^ although a master-

piece of art, is exquisite in its childlike simplicity
;

it has
the unaffected grace of a flower, the spontaneity of a bird’s

song.

As the expression of all that was fantastic and ridiculous Ulrich

in the age of chivalry, must be mentioned the Frauendienst von

of Ulrich von Lichtenstein, a work which was written about
the middle of the 13th century, and had a certain popu-
larity in its time. It is an autobiography, with a number
of lyrics interwoven to give variety and animation to the

narrative. The solemn gravity with which the author

relates the amazing tasks imposed upon him by his mistress

shows how easily the worship of womauhood degenerated
into almost incredible childishness. Ulrich is sometimes
compared to Don Quixote, bub this is to do extreme in-

justice to Cervantes’s hero. Amid all his illusions the

fictitious knight maintains a certain pathetic dignity
;
the

knight of reality passes from absurdity to absurdity with-

out a touch of idealism to redeem his folly. And his lyrics

are the tasteless manufacture of a thoroughly prosaic spirit.

Several of the minnesanger, Walther von der Vogelweide Didactic

especially, display at times a strongly didactic tendency, po&ts.

From the beginning of the period this tendency was
developed by writers who took little interest in poetry for

its own sake, and it became more and more prominent as

the purely lyrical impulse passed away. The didactic poet,

however significant his labours may be to his contempor-

aries, has necessarily the stamp of commonplace for

posterity; and the gnomic writers of the 13th century

form no exception to this rule. But several of them have

at least the interest that attaches to sincerity and earnest-

ness. There is genuine enthusiasm for pure morality in

the Welsclie Gast of Thomasin Zerklar; and the Bescheiden-

lieit of Freidank expresses so high a conception of duty,

and expresses it so well, that the work was ascribed to

Walther himself. Reinmar von Zweter and Heinrich

Frauenlob came a little later, and they were followed

by Hugo von Trimberg, whose Renner sets forth un-

impeachable lessons in homely and satirical verses. A
higher tone is perceptible in Ler Winsbecke^ a collection

of sayings in which we find an echo of the reverence for

noble women that marked the epoch at its dawn. Among
didactic writings must be classed the well known Der

Krieg auf der Wartburg (“ The Contest at the Wartburg”).

It includes the verses supposed to have been sung at a

tournament of poets attended by Heinrich von Ofterdingen,

Walther von der Vogelweide, and Wolfram vou Eschenbach.

As Latin continued to be the speech of scholars, and the B.-ginniugs

passion for metrical expression pervaded the higher classes, ot prose,

there was not much scope for the growth of prose. Never-

theless, it is in this age that we find the first serious

attempts to secure for German prose a place in the national

literature. The Sachsenspiegel and the Bchwabenspiegel,

two great collections of local laws, although of a scientific

character, and mainly interesting because of their social

importance, had considerable influence in encouraging the
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respect of the Germans for tlieir own language. The

preachers, however, were the principal founders of prose

style. Preaching became about the middle of the 13th

century an agency of great power in the life of Germany.

A number of the clergy, dissatisfied with the technicalities

of scholasticism, and with the mere forms under which

spiritual aspiration was often crushed, strove to attain to

a fresh vision of religious truth, and to kindle their own

enthusiasm in the minds of others. Of this generous band

the most popular was Brother Berthold, a Franciscan monk,

a man of a noble and commanding temper, and an orator

of the highest rank. Love for the poor was his dominant

motive, and he sometimes expressed it in language a

modern socialist might envy. Having something of the

imaginative glow of the minnesanger, he gave such colour

to his abstract teaching as made it at once intelligible

and attractive. Of a less poetical nature than Berthold,

M!aster Eckhart, the next early master of religious prose,

was more deeply philosophical. Although familiar with

the scholastic systems, he broke away from their method,

and became the founder of the mystical school which

was one of the most potent factors in preparing the way
for the Reformation. Eckhart’s reasonings are sometimes

hard to follow, but he is not a confused thinker; his

obscurity arises rather from the nature of his themes

than from his mode of handling them. He occasionally

touches profound depths in the spiritual nature of man,

and it is refreshing to pass from the formal hairsplitting

of the scholastic philosophers to the large conceptions

of a mind which obeys its own laws and is evidently in

direct contact with the problems it seeks to solve.

Decline HI. The Later Middle Age.—After the fall of the
of Hohenstaufen dynasty the age of chivalry in Germany
clnvalry.

yi^tually came to an end. The breaking up of the old

duchies set free a large number of petty nobles from their

allegiance to mediate lords
;
and as there was no longer a

strong central authority, either to hold them in check or to

provide them with such outlets for their energy as they had
found in the crusades and in the imperial expeditions into

Italy, nearly the whole class sank from the high level to

which it had temporarily risen. Many knights became
mere robbers, and thought themselves honourably employed
in taking part in the innumerable little wars which
shattered the prosperity of the nation. Men of this kind
were not very likely to inherit the free and poetic spirit

of Walther von der Vogelweide. In the course of the

14th and 15th centuries attempts were still made by
Wolkenstein, Muskatbliit, and other writers to imitate his

style; but in their hands the lyre of the minnesanger gave
forth only feeble or discordant notes. For a long time
the princes were no more inclined to literature than
the nobles; they were too much occupied with mutual
jealousies, and with incessant attempts to shake themselves
free of the crown, to give heed to anything so removed
from practical interests as poetry.

Litera- It SO happened that during this period the cities rose to
tiire in a position of higher importance than they had ever before
the cities,

occupied. There was a while when it even seemed possible
that by their leagues, and by alliance with those emperors
who had insight enough to recognize their strength, they
might become the preponderating element in the state.

Driven from the casfcles of the princes and the towers of the
nobles, literature took refuge in these young and growing
centres of a vigorous life. Not one or two here and there,but
multitudes of honest citizens, became possessed by the desire
to distinguish themselves in the arts in which they had been
so much surpassed by the nobles of a previous generation.

Unfortunately, they had no literary training; they were not
familiar with any great models; few of them had leisure

for the cultivation of style; and the character of their

[literatuee.

daily employments was not such as to kindle thoughts Meister

that demand poetic utterance. At that time every trade sanger.

had its guild
;
and they now formed guilds of poetry, the

task of whose members was in intervals of leisure to pro-

duce songs according to a body of strict rules, as in

hours of business they produced shoes or loaves. The
rules were called the “ Tabulatur,’’ and the rank of each

member was determined by his skill in applying them.

The lowest stage was that of a man who had simply been

received into the guild
;
the highest, that of a master, who

had invented a new melody. Between these were the

scholar, the friend of the school, the singer, and the poet.

Literature produced under such conditions could not

have much vitality. It amused the versifiers, and de-

veloped a certain keenness in the detection of outward

faults; but the spirit of poetry was wanting, and there

is hardly a “ meistersanger’’ whose name is worthy of being

remembered.

Much more important than these tedious manufactureis Begiimiugs

of verse were the unknown authors of the earliest attempts of the

at dramatic composition. In the 10th century Hroswitha,

the abbess of Gandersheim, wrote Latin imitations of

Terence
;
but they were without influence on the progress

of culture. The real beginnings of the modern drama were

the crude representations of scriptural subjects with which

the clergy strove to replace certain pagan festivals. These

representations gradually passed into the “Mysteries*^ or

“ Miracle Plays,” in which there was a rough endeavour to Miracle

dramatize the events celebrated at Easter and other sacred plays,

seasons. They were acted at first in churches, but after-

wards in open courts and market places
;
and for many

hours, sometimes day after day, they were listened to by
enormous audiences. The fragment of a Swiss “ Mystery”
of the 13th century has survived

;
but the earliest that has

come down to us in a complete form is a play of the first

half of the 14th century, treating of the parable of the ten

virgins. Like those of France and England, these medi-

aeval German dramas display little imagination
;
and they

are often astonishingly grotesque in their handling of the

most awful themes. Along with them grew up wliat were

known as Shrove Tuesday Plays, dialogues setting forth

some scene of noisy fun, such as a quarrel between a

husband and wife, with a few wise saws interspersed.

They were declaimed without much ceremony in the public

room of an inn, or before the door of a prominent citizen,

and gave ample occasion for impromptu wit. Nuremberg
seems to have been particularly fond of “ Shrove Tuesday
Plays,” for one of its poets, Hans Eosenbliit, who flourished

about the middle of the 15th century, was the most prolific

author of them. A little later he was extensively imitated

by Hans Folz, a Nuremberg barber and meistersanger.

By far the most interesting writers of the 14th century Mystics,

were the mystics, who continued the movement started by
Eckhart. Johannes Tauler of Strasburg (1 300-6 1 )

had not

the originality and force of his predecessor, but the ultimate

mysteries of the world had an intense fascination for him,

and his tender and sensitive spirit opened itself to lights

which find no way of entrance into more robust and logical

intellects. He did not in the main pass beyond the specu-

lations of Eckhart, but he added grace and finish to their

expression, and made them a greater popular power than

they could have become through the master's writings.

Heinrich Suso, of Constance (1300-65), who has been

called “ the minnesanger of the love of God,” made the doc-

trines of Eckhart an occasion for the outpourings of a full

and sometimes extravagant fancy. EckharPs teaching was

also put into shape by an unknown author, whose work was
afterwards published by Luther under the title Eyn deutsch

Theologia. To all these writers the phenomenal world is

in its nature evil, but it is also unreal ; the only reality

GERMANY
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they recognize is a world outside the limits of space and
time, in union with which man rises to his true life. They
are chiefly of importance in the history of speculative

thought, but even from the point of view of literature

they were of high service in the development of a rich and
vigorous prose.

Prose A plain narrative prose style was cultivated in the
chro- chronicles v;hich began at this time to be written in
nicies, different parts of Germany, The Limburg Chronicle

written between 1336 and 1398, the Alsace Chronicle

about 1386, and the Thuringian Chronicle, by Eothe, a
monk of Eisenach, about 1430, have all considerable his-

torical value
;
and the fact that they are in German, not

like previous chronicles in Latin, proves the rising respect

among the people for their native speech.

The During the latter part of the 15 th century there was in
Renais- Germany, as in the other leading European nations, a great
sauce

revival of intellectual life. And it was due to the same
causes as prevailed elsewhere,—especially the rediscovery

of Greek literature and the invention of printing. The
movement was naturally most powerfully felt in the uni-

versities. The first of these institutions had been founded
early in the 14th century by Charles IV. in Prague. Soon
afterwards others were established in Vienna, Heidelberg,

Cologne, and Erfurt; and in the 15th century universities

were set up also in Eostock, Greifswald, Tubingen, Leipsic,

and elsewhere. For a long time law and divinity were
almost the only subjects studied

;
but when the Eenaissance

passed from Italy into Germany, university teaching be-

came the instrument of a freer and larger culture. Scho-
lastic philosophy fell into disrepute

;
the most active minds

occupied themselves only with the intellectual treasures

of the ancient w^orld. The men devoted to the new
studies were called Humanists/’ and they carried on
continual warfare with the more ignorant and intolerant

of the clerg^^ Unfortunately they knew nothing of the
value of their own language

;
they wrote, as the scholastic

philosophers had done, solely in Latin, and they gave but
slight and contemptuous attention to the movements of

popular literature.

Popular Yet the popular literature of their time was quite worthy
of study, for the stir of new life had affected not only

century.
classes of society, citizens and even peasants

included. It is surprising how many books found their

way to the public between 1450 and the outbreak of the
Eefonnation

;
every one seemed anxious that the newly

discovered process by which writers could appeal to so wide
an audience should be turned to the utmost possible advan-
tage. Of this great mass of literature a comparatively

small proportion was created in obedience to the free im-
pulses of the intellect. The problems of the time were
mainly social aud practical

;
men were less moved by ideal

interests than by questions as to the tyranny of the princes,

the greed and sensuality of the clergy, the worldliness of

the papacy, the powerlessness of the crown to enforce peace
and order. Multitudes of little tales in prose and verse

appeared, in which the princes, the nobles, the clergy, and
sometimes rich citizens, were held up to ridicule. The
‘^Shrove Tuesday Plays,” which now became extremely
popular, also expressed the general discontent

; and there
were even “Miracle Plays” whose object was to reveal the
wrongs of the people. In one of them, the leading char-

acter of which was Joanna, the mythical female pope, a
clerical author did not hesitate to pour contempt on the

Eoman see itself.

fiemejce By far the greatest of these satirical writings was the
epic narrative, Ednehe Vos. It has been already stated
that the stories of “Eeynard the Fox” and “Isengrim the
Wolf” probably belong to prehistoric ages. They became
current, through the Franks, in Lorraine and France;

and from the 11th to the 15fch century they formed the
subject of many works in Latin, French, and German
The epic to which allusion is now made appeared in 1498,
and was probably by Hermann Barkhusen, a printer of

Eostock. It is in Low German, and its materials were
obtained from a prose version of the tale which had
appeared some years before in Holland, and of which
Caxton printed an English translation. Originally, the
story had no satirical significance; it was a simple ex-

pression of interest in what maybe called the social life of

wild animals. In the hands of the author of this Low Ger-
man poem it becomes an instrument of satire on some endur-
ing tendencies of human nature. He does not lash himself
into fury at the vices he chastises

;
he laughs at while he

exposes them. His humour is broad aud frank, and he
did more than any one else to make Eeynard the type of

the resource and cunning which overmaster nob only brute

force but even truth and justice. There are several

renderings of the poem into High German, the most im-

portant being the well-known work of Goethe in hexameters.

Another popular satirical work v>^as the jLYayre7isc/uJ/ Bvandt

(“Ship of Fools”) of Sebastian Brandt, published in Basel

in 1494. It is an allegorical poem of more than a hundred
sections, in which the vices are satirized as fools. This

work passed through many editions, and was rendered into

more than one Low German dialect, and into Latin, French,

and English
;

it was even made the subject of a series of

sermons by Geiler, of Kaisersberg, a well-known preacher

of the day, who had himself some satirical talent. Brandt
was personally of a mild aud unassuming character, and the

fact that he became a satirist in spite of himself is a strik-

ing proof of the confusion which had fallen upon both

church and state. How that the occasion of his book has

passed away, it is difficult to realize that it ouce enjoyed

almost unprecedented popularity. We cannot but feel that

the writer was an honest man
;
but his allegories are with-

out force or charm, and his moral lessons have been the

commonplaces of every civilized society. A satirist of a

bolder type was Thomas Murner, who, although he Mui*ner,

lived far into the age of the Eeformation, belongs in spirit

altogether to the preceding period. He was a preacher,

and both in sermons and in secular writings attacked

without mercy the classes who were the butts of his

fellow-satirists. After the beginning of the Eeformation he

iucluded Luther among the objects of his comprehensive

dislikes. His laughter was loud and harsh, and can hardly

have been favourable to any small buddings of charity that

may have revealed themselves among the antagonisms of

his generation.

One of the favourite books of this time was Ti/l/Tyli

Eulemjpiegel. It was published in 1519, and the author

(probably Murner) seems to have included in it many
anecdotes already well known. According to the preface,

Tyll was a Brunswick peasant of the 14th century, who
went about the country perpetrating practical jokes. The

force of his humour mainly consists in taking every word

addressed to him in its most literal sense, and in giving it

applications altogether different from those intended by

the speaker. There are readers wffio still find amusement

in his rough pleasantries.

During the better part of this stirring period Maximilian Maxi

I. was emperor, and he interested himself a good deal in niilian x

the current literature. As in politics, however, so in

poetry, his sympathies were altogether with an earlier age;

and he attempted to revive the taste for mediseval romance.

From a sketch said to have been prepared by him,

Melchior Pfinzig celebrated in TTieuerdanh the emperor’s

marriage with Princess Mary of Burgundy. The work

was splendidly printed, and attracted much notice ; but

romantic poetry, once so fascinating, produces in its pages
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the effect of an elderly coquette who, refusing to believe in

the ravages of years, tricks herself out m the gay adorn-

ments of youth. An earlier book, the Weiss Kunig^ an

autobiography of Maximilian, written by his direction in

prose by his secretary Treizsauerwein, has the excellence

neither of a chronicle nor of a romance
;

it is for the most

part the fantastic work of a mind which misunderstood its

epoch and its own powers.

Popular Behind the strife and noise of contending sections there

poetry, was slowly growing up an admirable intellectual product

of Germany,—its popular poetry. One of the earliest

writers who struck the note of the popular poets was Yeit

Weber, a Swiss who fought with his countrymen against

Charles the Bold, and who celebrated in vigorous verses

the battles of Granson, Murten, and Nancy. From this

time the German people had always a living poetry of then-

own, created by unknown authors, but caught up by the

masses, passed on from village to village till it was every-

where known, and handed down by each generation to its

successors. Tliis popular poetry ultimately reflected every

aspect of daily life among the humbler classes
j
each section

among them had its appropriate lyrics, and there were

songs of youth, of age, and of middle life. There is no

elaboration in these offshoots of the popular fancy, but

many of them have an artless beauty which touches the

fountains of smiles and tears, and which had an irresistible

fascination for the poets of the greatest period of German
literature.

I

Refer- IV. The Genfitry of the Reformation.—It is possible
laation tiiat if there had been no Eeformation the Eenalssaiice

would have revealed itself in Germany in a great literary

movement, as in France and England, or in a great artistic

movement, as in Italy. The conditions of both movements
were present in the labours of the humanists on the one
hand, and of the Holbeins, Albert Diirer, and Lucas
Cranach on the other. But the questions of the Eefor-

mation w^ere too profound and agitating for the mind of

the nation to turn seriously to any task save that

which they imposed. Thus it happened that the young
shoots of the Eenaissance withered almost before they
were in leaf. It was settled that Germany must wait
until a much later time for the full exercise of her highest

energies.

Luther. In literature not less than in religion Luther (1483-1546)
was the commanding spirit of the age; but he was so rather

by accident than by choice. For form for its own sake
he cared little

;
he studied it solely that he might the better

produce the moral effect at which he aimed. It is hardly
possible for any one to sympathize now with the violence
and the dogmatism of his tracts, addresses, and sermons

;

but they had the high merit of addressing the nation in a
language it could understand. They are always clear,

siinple, warm with the glow of a passionate nature
; and

amid their noise and fury an attentive ear will sometimes
catch the still small voice of a spirit touched to finer issues
than mere party warfare. “ My husk may be hard,” he
himself said, ‘‘ but the kernel is soft and sweet.” We do
extreme injustice to Luther if we do not recognize in him a
strongly poetic element,—an element which had free play
only in the best of his private letters, and in his still popu-
lar hymns.

^

By the highest of his literary achievements,
his translation of the Bible, he made a truly splendid con-
tribution to the spiritual life of his people. No body of
literature has been so fortunate in its translators as the
Scriptures; and LutheFs rendering ranks with the best.

Its absolute simplicity brings it to the level of a child’s
understanding

;
its strength and grace give it an enduring

place as a work of art. Germany instantly felt its charm
;

and for three centuries it has been to innumerable millions
tliesupreme consoler and sanctifier, the power associatedwith

their tenderest, most pathetic memories, the one link which

has connected sordid lives with noble and sublime ideas.

And for the first time it gave the nation a literary language.

Up to this stage every author had written in the dialect

with which he was himself familiar
;
henceforth for the

men of Swabia, of Bavaria, of Saxony, and of all other dis-

tricts there was a common speech, which the writers of each

state could use without any sense of inferiority to those of

another. It is thus to Luther that the Germans owe the

most essential of all the conditions of a truly national life

and literature.

The wricer who deserves to stand next to Lutlier is Ulrich

Ulrich von Hutten (1488-1523). An accomplished von

humanist, he effectivelyattacked the enemies of the new cul-

ture in the Epistolae Obscuroriirti Virorum, of which he was

one of the chief writers. This was before the special work
of Luther began; and at a still earlier period he had

assailed in a series of fine Latin orations the tyranny of

Duke Ulrich of Wiirtemberg, who was accused of murder-

ing a member of Hutteu’s family. He liad little real sym-

pathy with Luther’s religious aims
;
but he threw himself

heartily into a movement by which it seemed possible to

purge the state of the spiritual and secular ills which

were in deadly antagonism to the progressive energy

of humanism. His German writings are inaiuly short

satirical poemb and prose dialogues and addresses. Their

style is direct, bold, and trenchant
;
but they are now in

teresting mainly because of the spirit of freedom v/hich

breathes through them, the lofty political ideals of the

writer, and his generous ardour for the po[)ular welfare.

A far more voluminous author than Hutten or Luther Hans

was Hans Sachs, meistersanger of Nuremberg (1494-

1576). He was, indeed, one of the most prolific of Ger-

man writers, having composed, according to his own cal-

culation, more than 6000 poems. Although extremely

popular in his own time, Sachs was almost forgotten after

his death. His memory was revived by Wieland and

Goethe, and he is now universally admitted to have been

the chief German poet of the 16th century. Every species

of verse then known he freely cultivated, and there is no

important element of his age which is not touched in one

or other of his works. He had little of the culture of the

schools, and many of his verses are excessively rude. But

Hans had considerable force of imagination, sly humour,

and, in his happiest moments, a true feeling for melody.

His best works are his “Shrove Tuesday Plays.” It is true

he makes hardly more attempt than Rosenbliit to develop

a dramatic action, but his characters have life, and

in many individual scenes are artistically grouped. His

didactic dialogues and satirical tales present a remarkably

vivid picture of the ideas, controversies, and moral senti-

ments of his generation ; and some of his lyrics still live in

the memory of the nation. The song in which he hailed

the “Wittenberg Nightingale ” gave fine utterance to the

reverence of the Lutherans for their chief, and in his hymn,

Waritm hetrubst du dich^ mein Herz ? he so happily met
the spiritual need of the day that it was soon translated

into eight languages, including English, French, and

Greek.

If Hans Sachs was the most industrious poet of the

century, Johann Fischart was beyond all comparison its Fischart.

greatest satirist. There was a distinctly Eabelaisian touch

in this restless, bizarre, and effusive spirit,—a man of up-

right and manly character, keenly alive to the evils of his

time, and continually opening fire at new points on his

enemies. He was an enthusiast for the Eeformation, and

did it more lasting service among the middle class than half

the theologians. His chief work was an adaptation of

I

Eabelais’s Gargantua, which he rendered with an insight

1 into its purpose, and a fulness of sympathy with its
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metliods, unsurpassed even by Urquliart. In the poem,

Das Gluchliaft Sch'iif, he gives evidence of a faculty for

stirring narrative verse, but his prose is richer, fuller,

and more free. Considering how imperfectly prose style

was then developed, he had an astonishing command over

the resources of the language. He delighted in new and
complicated word-formations, and by means of them often

succeeded, while dealing with his main theme, in casting

side lights on its subordinate branches. Even he, pene-

trating and enlightened as he was, could not rise so far

above his age as to condemn the burning of witches j but

hardly another popular folly escaped his glance. From
the evil practices of hypocritical priests to the impudence
of astrologers and weather prophets every abuse found
in him a watchful critic

;
and nothing of the kind could

be more admirable than the skill with which he excites

contempt while professing to write in a spirit of respect

and credulity. The secret of his power lay also partly in

his profound humanity, for this scathing satirist was at

heart thoroughly genial
;
his mockery had its root in an

abiding faith in justice.

Several other cultivators of prose style deserve mention.

Albert Dlirer, whose paintings, drawings, and engravings

gave to the age of transition between mediaevalism and the

modern world its most perfect artistic expression, wrote
several scientific treatises, one of which, on the proportions

of the human body, is a masterpiece of calm, clear, and
systematic exposition. Johann Thurnmeier, called Aven-
tinus (14G6-1534), Sebastian Franck (1500-45), and
JEgidius Tschudi, of Glarus (1505-72), wrote histories

which, as ordered narratives, rank considerably above mere
chronicles. The autobiography of Gotz von Beiiichingen,

if its style is without merit, has an enduring interest as a
sketch of the rude lives of the petty nobles at the time when
the old social order was breaking up under the influence of

new ideas. Huldrich Zwingli, the Swiss Eeformer (1484-

1531), could state an argument with logical precision, but

his style is thin and weak in comparison with the nervous

force of Luther. Johann Agricola (1492-1566) wrote some
theological works on the Catholic side; he is chiefly im-

portant, however, for a collection of German proverbs, which
afford important evidence as to the currents of popular

thought. Of a far higher class as a religious writer was
Johann Arndt (1555-1621), who wrote the most widely

read work of the 16 th century, Vie?' Bucher vom Wahren
Christentlmm (*' Four Books on True Christianity ’’). Soon
after Luther’s death the doctrines of the Reformation lost

nearly all vitality; becoming the subjects of vehement con-

troversy among contending theologians, they ceased to in-

terest the masses, who turned to simpler and more congenial

themes. Arndt, like Eckhart, Tauler, and Luther himself,

being a man of religious genius, saw the futility of these

noisy disputes, and brushing them aside went to the heart

of Christianity as a power fitted to nourish spiritual feeling

and to govern conduct. Hh work appeared in Magdeburg
in 1610, passed through edition after edition, and was
translated into eleven languages. It still has a place of

its own, for beneath the forms of a past age there burns the

fire of a true enthusiasm. Sebastian Franck, already men-
tioned as a historian, wrote some religious works in a spirit

akin to that of Arndt
;
but he lacked the intensity, the

power of touching the popular mind, which was possessed by
the later writer. Less practical in tendency, but incompar-
ably deeper in philosophic thought, were the writings of the

Gorlitz theosophist, Jacob Boehme (1575-1624). Boehme
ia^ in many respects one of the most striking figures in the

history of German speculation. A man of mild and humble
temper, working in patient obscurity as ashoemaker,hespent
his life in grappling with the vastest problems which perplex

humanity. Starting from the dogmas of Christianity,

he sought to ground them in the deepest reason; and
although he often appears to darken counsel by words,
yet his vrritings contain many bold suggestions, which
have profoundly influenced later philosophical systems.
There are times when one feels that his struggling thought
is imperfectly uttered only because it is not expressed in
poetic forms. For Boehme was one of those thinkers
who occupy the borderland between philosophy and poetry,

a fact often perceptible in the concrete shape which the
most abstract ideas assume in his hands. There is a touch
of poetry in the very title of his first and best knowm,
although not perhaps his best, book, Aurora.

The secular poetry of this period, if we except the works
of Hans Sachs and Fischart, is without value, kxi
ambitious didactic poem by Bollenhagen, Der Frosrh-

mausler^ gained a certain reputation
;

but it stands far

beneath Beinehe Vos, of which it is partly an imitation.

The religious lyrics of the age are, however, of high Religious

excellence
;
they, indeed, are the sole works in w’hich a lyiics.

perfect marriage was effected between idea and form in

the epoch of the Reformation. In his grand battle-hymn
Dm feste Burg ist miser Gott, in his pathetic verses

Ails tiefer Not scJirey ick zu dir, and in other lyrics,

Luther led the way ; and he was, as we have seen, follo'wecl

by Hans Sachs. Nicolaus Herrmann in his Brschieneii ist

der herrlich Tag, Paul Eber in his Wemi tvir iu lioclisteih

Notlieii sein, Philip Nicolai in his Wie schbn leuclit uns
der Morgenstern, and several other writers not less distin-

guished, created, in moments of genuine inspiration, lyrics

which must move men while religious instincts survive.

The adherents of the Reformation everywhere opened their

hearts to these beautiful poems, for in them alone, not in

creeds or sermons or controversial treatises, were the deep-

est emotions of the time freely poured forth. Next to the

translation of the Bible, nothing did so much as the popular

hymns to unite the Protestants, to stimulate their faith, and
to intensify their courage.

During this century the drama made considerable pro- Growth

gress. Besides the Mysteries ” and Shrove Tuesday
Plays,” “ School Comedies,” in imitation of Terence and

Plautus, were written and acted in the universities and
public schools. Luther, with the large humanity character-

istic of him when dogmatic disputes were not in question,

encouraged these comedies, and was, indeed, friendly to

dramatic effort of all kinds. To persons who complained that

modesty was often offended by the actors he replied that

if they carried out their principle they would have to refrain

from reading the Bible. When the J esiiits began to agitate

in opposition to Protestantism they detected at once, with

their usual tact, the importance of this element in popular

life
;
and through their influence more attention was paid

not only to the plays but to the manner in which they were

represented. Towards the end of the 1 6th century Germany
was visited by a band of English comedians, who went

about acting in their own language. They appear to have

produced a deep impression
;
and at least one of their im-

portations, the clown, the “ Pickelhfiring ” of the Dutch,

survived in Hanswurst or Jack Pudding, who was for more

than a century an indispensable character in every play de-

signed to gratify the prevailing taste. In imitation of the

English comedians, wandering companies, consisting largely

of idle students, now began to be formed, and thrilled both

rustic and city audiences with blood-and-thunder tragedies,

and with comedies too coarse to deserve even the name of

farces. About the middle of the century a theatre was built

in Nuremberg, and Augsburg and other cities soon followed

the example. Duke Julius of Brunswick (1564—1613) not

only built a theatre in his capital but maintained a perma-

nent company
;
and he amused himself by writing for it

comedies and tragedies in the approved style of the day
X — 67
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Ii; is significant of the stage of literary culture reached by
Germany tliat she enjoyed the barbarous productions of this

scribbling prince while English audiences were appreciating

“Hamlet” and “ Othello.”

Thii-ty y. The Period of Decay.—The period at which we have
Years’ ^ow arrived is in many respects the most dismal in German
War.

liistory. From 1618 to 1648 the country was desolated by
the Thirty Years,’ War, a struggle which—as Gustavus

Adolphus, its greatest hero, declared—absorbed into itself

all the other wars of Europe. It completed the dis-

integration of Germany, blurred every great national

memory, fastened upon the people hundreds of petty

despotisms, reduced the population by more than half,

caused a whole generation to grow up in ignorance, accus-

tomed all classes to an almost incredible brutality of

manners, and put au end to the material prosperity which
had been steadily growing during the 16th century. It is

not surprising that pure literature drooped and nearly

died out during the time which followed this tremendous
war, for the conditions of pure literature were almost

wholly wanting. Had a man of high genius arisen,

the buds of his fancy must have faded for lack of light

and air.

Keligious The only species of literature for which the conditions
lyrics, ^ere favourable was the religious lyric. Under the

pressure of grinding care, with no hope that a better day
would dawn for them in this world, meditative and gentle

spirits devoted their thoughts to another life
;
and many

of them linked themselves to the truest poets of the pre-

vious century by giving musical voice to their spiritual fears

and joys. Their prevailing tone in regard to “ things seen”
is one of profound melancholy

;
but all the brighter are

the strange lights from the invisible which break through
the gloom. The greatest of these writers is Paul Gerhardt
(1606-75), many of whose hymns—such as 0 Haupt
voU Bhit %)id Wiinden, 0 Welt sieh hier dein Lebeoi—
penetrate to the essence of Christianity as the religion
of humility, of sacrifice, and of sorrow. He had worthy
associates among the Protestants in Johann Rist (1607-67),
Joachim Neander (1610-88), and Louise Henriette of
Brandenburg, wife of the Great Elector (1627-67). Some
of the wiser Jesuits also attempted the lyrical expression
of religious^feeling; and one of them, Friedrich von Spee
(1592-1635), fell little short of the best among his Lutheran
riTals. Spee was a man of admirable moral as well as
literary qualities. Asked by the elector of Mainz how

(

it happened that at the age of forty his hair was white, he
answered, “ It is because I have accompanied to the stake
so many women accused of witchcraft, not one of whom
was guilty.”

Literary The standard of pure speech set up by Luther in his
societies, translation of the Bible had not been maintained by later

writers.^ The innumerable dialects of Germany are an
almost inexhaustible fountain for the renewal of the youth
of her literary language; but when the literary language
was less fixed than it is now, they were also a temptation
to barbarism. In addition to the evils of excessive provin-
ciality, the written speech had suffered from a too generous
importation of Latin, Spanish, and French words. In the
early years of the 1 Tth century the prevailing laxitysuggested
to an enlightened prince, Louis of Anhalt-Kothen, that it
would be desirable to introduce into Germany institutions
resembling the Italian academies. Accordingly, in 1617,
the “Fruchtbringeiide Gesellschaft” (“The Fruit-bearing
Society”) was established,—a union which took the form <5
an order, with a palm tree for its emblem, and the words
“Alles zu Kutzeu” (“ Everything for use”) for its motto.
It immediately became fashionable for members of the
highest classes of central Germany to belong to this
society; and at a somewhat later time other societies were

started in imitation of it. Of these the most famous was
the “Order of the Pegnitzschafer” (“ Shepherds of the River
Pegnitz”) in ISTuremberg, which to some extent took the

place of the school of meistersanger on which honour had
been reflected by Hans Sachs.

These societies were associated with much pedantic folly,

and from none of them proceeded any great work of genius

;

but they did good service by at least protesting against un-
lawful forms of speech. One of the earliest writers who
worked in their spirit was Weckherlin (1584-1651), who, Wvsok-

beiug associated with the German embassy in London, l^erlin.

became intimately acquainted with some of the many
forms in which the Eiiglisii genius then revealed itself.

He wrote a number of odes, idylls, and sonnets, with an
evident desire to give them a careful artistic finish. To First

him belongs the doubtful honour of having introduced
alexandrines into German poetry,—a measure totally un-
suited to the national spirit, but; which for more than a
century was in general use. The fame of Weckherlin was
soon overshadowed by that of Martin Opitz (1597-1639). Opitz.

The beginnings of modern German poetry are often dated

from the publication of his critical book, Die deutsclie

Poeterei^ which appeared in 1624, and enjoyed an astonish-

ing popularity. It became a sort of secular Bible to the
“ Fruit-bearing Society,” of which Opitz was a member, and
was regarded by several generations of verse-makers as an
almost infallible guide. In regard to merely outward
forms, it deserved its reputation, for Opitz was the first

German writer who attempted sharply to distinguish the

different species of poetry, to bring together some of the

external laws which govern them, and to insist witli

emphasis that purity of style is essential to high literary

effect. He altogether missed the fact, however, that

poetry must be the expression of an emotional life; it

became in Ms exposition a mere handicraft, for excellence

in which industry and familiarity with good models are

alone necessary. The result is seen in his own lyrical and
didactic poems, which are laudably correct in language and
ill metre, but are hardly once lighted up by the fire of in-

tense feeling.

Opitz was born in Silesia
;
and from this circumstance

the writers who shared his tendency or came under his

influence are known as the first Silesian school. By far

the most distinguished member of this so-called school was
Paul Fleming (1609-40), the only secular German poet of Paul

uhe 17th century of whom it can be confidently said

that he was endowed with true genius. He did not live

long enough to reveal his full capacity ; he confined him-

self to short rapid flights, and all his lyrics are contained

in a moderately sized volume, Geistliche und Weltliche

Poemata. This single volume, however, comprises enough
to secure for him an enduring place in literature. He
moves freely over the whole range of lyrical poetry, but his

charm is at once strongest and most delicate in his love

verses, which sometimes recall the gaiety of 'Herrick,

although a touch of sentimentalism distinguishes the Ger-

man writer from the more worldly Englishman. A fine

spirit of manliness is the note of Fleming’s sonnets ;
and

in several hymns he almost equals the religious depth of

Gerhardt. Even in its artistic qualities Ms best work is

higher than anything achieved by Opitz; in its power of

awakening permanent human sympathies it stands alone in

its era.

Another writer of the first Silesian school was Andreas G^rypliiiis

Gryphius (1616-64), who sought to create a drama in

accordance with the laws laid down by Opitz. He was the

first German dramatist who divided his tragedies—of which
he wrote five—^into five acts

;
but his characters are roughly

conceived, and he produces Ms effects rather by violence and

bombast than by the gradual evolution of a definite plan
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His comedies, although.- also rude, have more life than his

tragedies. In one of them, Feter Bquenz^ there are traces

of Shakespeare’s Midsummer NigMs Dream, of which
Grryphius appears to have had some knowledge through a

Logd-ii. third writer. Friedrich von Logau (1604-55) applied the

principles of Opitz in epigram. He had a decided talent

for terse, emphatic expression, and a considerable number
of the vast collection of his epigrams have a keenness of

edge which must have made him a dreaded enemy. His
prevailing tone is satirical, and the chief object of his satire

is the moral corruption of his time. Joachim Hachel

(1618-69) was another satirist who strove by means of

polished verses to castigate popular vices
j
but he lacked

force and invention. There was much more vigour in the

Scherzgedichte of Hans Wilmsen Lauremberg (1591—1659),
who wrote in Platt Deutsch

]
he, however, can hardly be

claimed as a member of the first Silesian school. Philip

von Zesen (1619-89), a writer of some versatility, wrought
in the spirit of Opitz by warring against foreign words which
had intruded into German,—a warfare in which his zeal

was not always as wise as it was patriotic. He founded
in Hamburg, in imitation of the “Fruit-bearing Society,”

an association (the “ Deutschgesinnte Gesellschaft ’') in-

spired by his enthusiasm for Teutonic purity of speech.

While the admirers of Opitz were striving, with the best

intentions, to introduce a correct poetic style, a movement of

Pegnitz- a very different kind originated among the “Pegnitzschafer”
schafer. Nuremberg. The members of this society, conscious of

the bcLrrenness of existing poetry, and not feeling in them-

selves the sources of a higher activity, turned for help to

Italian literature. Instead of studying the great Italian

poets they attached themselves to Marino and his extrava-

gant school
;
and the chief result was a number of fantastic

pastorals, the writers of which seemed to have no other

aim than to show how much silly affectation the German
language may be made to express. Their tendency was

Second carried to its utmost development by the second Silesian
Silesian school, whose leading representatives wereHoffmannsv/aldau
school

^1618-79) aud Lohenstein (1636-83). Hofflaannswaldau

wrote odes, pastorals, and heroic epistles, which are marked
by a childish foppery of manner, and whose tone affords

startling evidence of the moral laxity of the society to which
they were addressed. Lohenstein chiefiy cultivated the

drama, and he has the distinction of having written perhaps

the worst plays ever accepted as literature by a modern
community. They are so wild and bombastic that, even if

presented as burlesques, they would now be condemned as

ridiculously extravagant. The lyrics of this pretentious

writer are not less crude and unnatural than his plays.

Court As the century advanced, the German courts passed more
poets, and more under the infiuence of France. Pocket editions

of Louis XIY. were to be found in all the little capitals,

courtiers talked more French than German, and it was
unfashionable not to know, or not to affect to know, con-

temporary French literature. It was, therefore, inevitable

that some writers should turn away from the path of the

second Silesian school, and compete for court favour by
imitating the French style. This was done by Canitz

(1654-99), Besser (1654-1729), Konig (1688-1744), and
many other authors of the same class. These “ court poets”

took Boileau for their guide, and had, therefore, the nega-

tive merit of avoiding the absurdities of Lohenstein and
Hoffmannswaldau. But they were, as a rule, tame, cold,

and dull. In Canitz alone, who was a Prussian statesman

and wrote for his pleasure, is there any evidence of original

energy; the others were professional versifiers who pro-

duced appropriate odes and sonnets at the bidding of their

employers.

During the greater part of the 1 7th century Germany pro-

duced few prose works that can now be tolerated. Hotwith-

standing the efforts of the purists, the language became piuse
more and more corrupt, and most writers vrere either arti- VTiteis

ficial, or pedantic, or coarse. One of the small number
whose power we can still feel was Grimmelshausen, whose
Simplicissimiis (1659) has qualities bordering upon genius.
The hero is a peasant’s son, who tells his own tale. Torn hausen,
from his parents during the Thirty Years’ War, he is

'

brought up by a hermit
; afterwards in the service of a

commandant, he makes himself notorious for tricks like

those of Tyll Eulenspiegel
;
he then becomes a soldier,

rises to wealth and rank, but ultimately loses both, passes
through many wild adventures, and retires from the world
to a desert island, in which he devotes himself to religion.

The value of the book consists in its graphic pictures of the

horrors of the Thirty Years’ War,-— pictures relieved by
touches of rough, sometimes of the coarsest, humour.
Another writer of great but insufficiently cultivated talent

was Moscherosch, author of Gesiclite Fhilanders voii :Mosclie-

Sittewalt which is partly an imitation of the Sueiios ^oscli.

of Quevedo. It is made up of a number of visions or

dreams, some of which, like passages of SiiiijMcisdmics,

convey a vivid idea of the sufferings of Germany during her
great struggle

;
in others the writer strikes with effect at

popular follies, including the extravagances of the second
Silesian school. Sigmund von Birken wrote a history of

the house of Austria, which, although one-sided, is not

without merit as a plain narrative
;
and an ecclesiastical

history by Gottfried Arndt has some interest as an
attempt to do justice to heretics condemned by the church.

A very good book of travels v/as written by Adam Olearius,

describing the adventures of a mission to Persia, of which
the author and Paul Fleming were subordinate officials. A
Protestant pastor, Balthasar Schupp (1610-61), was the Schupp.

author of several didactic prose works, which, although

rough in form, display native wit, and pour wholesome
ridicule on the follies and barbarisms of contemporary

writers. Against these more or less valuable prose writings

we must set piles of enormous romances in the style of Eo-

D’Urf6 and Mademoiselle Scud^ry. The favourite authors mances.

of these astonishing productions were Buchholtz, who wrote

Het'cules tend Valisca, and Uerculiscus ^md Herculadisla
;

Anton Ulrich, duke of Brunswick, whose Octavia was

loudly applauded by aristocratic readers; and Von Ziegler,

the writer of The Asiatic Banise, an incredibly foolish

book which, published in 1688, took Germany by storm,

and maintained its popularity for more than a generation.

Lohenstein was also the author of a romance, dealing with

the fortunes of Arminius and Thusnelda. It is hard to

understand the interest which w’orks of this class once

excited
;
they are barren of every imaginative quality, with

no kind of relation to life, and grotesque in style. They
were ultimately driven from the field by imitations of

Robinson Crusoe, which, notwithstanding the charm of

their model, display no more talent than the romances.

Various writers imitated Sim2}licissimus, but they succeeded

only in reproducing in an exaggerated form its occasional

brutalities. Abraham a Sancta Clara (1642-1709), a Abialiaiu

Vienna priest, whose real name was Megerlin, revealed con- Sancta

siderahle power of satire in his Judas der JErzschelm (“Judas ^

the Arch-Eogue”), and in pamphlets and sermons
;
but his

naturally rich fancy was wholly uncontrolled, and his

humorous passages are marred by a far larger number in

which he is pedantic or vulgar.

No progress w'as made during the 17th century towards State of

the formation of a national drama. At the courts the

Italian opera was the favourite entertainment, and the

wandering companies of actors represented for the most

part barbarous plays of their own devising, in which

Hanswurst was generally the popular character. Occasion-

ally a man of some talent found his way into these com-
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panies
;
and one such actor, Velthen, showed so much acquainted with Shakespeare, he directed his countrymen

insight as to include m his repertory some of the works of to Milton, Young, and Pope
;
and he appended to his chief

Moliere. But the general tendency of what passed for the work, Irdisclies Yercjnucjen in Gott, a fair translation of

drama was from bad to worse, and the usual character of the Thomson’s Seasons.

plays to a considerable extent justified the hatred with VI. The Period of Revival.—For five centuries there had

which they were denounced by the clergy. been no great literary period in Germany which deserves to

For a time it almost seemed as if Germany could never be named with the famous periods in the history of Eng-

hope to emerge from the intellectual degradation into which land, France, Italy, and Spain. The Reformation was a

she had sunk
;
but in reality the higher forces of the nation spiritual achievement of splendid originality, but in litera-

were rallying in preparation for a new era. One of the ture Germany had for the most part followed timidly in

first symptoms of revival was presented by the remarkable the footsteps of her neighbours. She was soon to make up

Pietism, pietistic movement, which, although it ultimately led to the amply for this tardy progress; and we have now reached

formation of the pettiest of petty sects, was in its origin the age in which she fairly awoke to a consciousness of her

noble both in aim and in method. Its originators were strength,—an age mainly of preparation, but one which has

the ardent, generous, and eloquent Jacob Spener (1633- also an independent interest, since it includes names that

1705), and August Hermann Francke (1663-1727). The rank high in the history of European as well as of German

labours of these writers and preachers, who had close affinity culture. We have seen that in the midst of the period of

to the mystics, not only gave more sincerity to religious decay there were already symptoms of revival. These be-

formsjbut did service to literature by quickening thepopu- came more and more numerous, and while they increased,

lar intellect, and awakening emotions which could find no Germany was suddenly startled by the appearance in her

satisfaction in the tedious writings of the day. Of still midst of a great warrior and statesman. It is impossible

greater importance were the beginnings of modern German to estimate with any approach to exactness the impres-

Philoso- philosophy. It was in this dreary period that Germany sion produced by Frederick II.; but it is beyond doubt Frederick

phy. gave birth to one of the most brilliant of her thinkers, that he profoundly affected the intellectual life not only of tlie

Leibnitz. Leibnitz (1646-1716). The prevailing style of the day— Prussia but of Geimany. After the Thirty Years’ War the

“ Llischmasch,” he called it—seems to have disgusted him people had lost confidence in themselves. They forgot that

with his own language, for nearly all his writings are in they had a magnificent history
;
they only saw that the

French or Latin. Nevertheless, he exercised a profound structure of society had been rudely battered, and that

influence on the best minds of his generation. His monad- nearly every enterprise of the nation as a whole ended in

ology, his doctrine of the pre-established harmony, his failure. Frederick the Great restored to them faith in

theory of the best ot possible worlds, while carrying on the their own vigour; he convinced them that it depended

central current of European thought, offered Germany new on themselves whether or not they should rise to their

problems for solution, and helped to replace a rigid ortho- ancient place in Europe
;
and by the prompt, faithful, and

doxy by a spirit of disinterested curiosity.^ The task of energetic discharge of his personal duties he set before them
Woiff. giving shape to his ideas was undertaken by Wolff (1679- an example which was widely felt. Literature shared the

1754), who had none of Leibnitz’s genius, and often crushed impulse which penetrated the national life. It became
his fruitful suggestions under a burden of logical proofs, stronger, more independent, and moved forward with the

The disciple, however, so far taught in his master’s spirit assured step of a power conscious of high destinies,

as to exalt the claims of reason over mere authority
;
he Several causes of a purely literary character contributed Classical

also encouraged habits of systematic thinking, and proved to promote this advance. One of these was the revival of study,

by his practice that serious writers had no excuse for classical study in the best sense. Classical study had been
clothing their doctrines in any other language than their pursued with ardour by the humanists

;
but after them it

own. Less philosophical than Leibnitz, and even than became dry, pedantic, and tedious, and was subordinated
T^oma- Wolff, Christian Thomasius (1655-1728) was an impressive to theological controversy. In the 18th century a number
si«s* popular thinker. He edited the first German periodical, of scholars arose, who, ceasing to interest themselves in

a sort of monthly magazine, in which he vigorously attacked merely verbal criticism, sought to pierce to the meaning
pedants and bigots. His style, although not pure or grace- of classical writers, to understand and enjoy their imagi
ful, received glow and warmth from his moral earnestness, native effects, their ideas, and their style. They also strove

Through him literature became a great practical power, for to construct what the Germans call “ Alterfchumswissen-
it was mainly he who put an end to the burning of witches schaft,” the science of antiquity—that is, to comprehend
and to punishment by torture. rhe life of the Greeks and Homans, their religion, art, and
Even in poetry, before the close of this period, there were philosophy, and to interpret their literature in the light of

Wer- a few glimmerings of dawn. Wernicke, a man of cultivated this knowledge. The movement passed from one univer-
nicke. and severe taste, published a volume of epigrams (1 697) in sity to another and soon made itself felt in the public

which he thrust home at the follies of Lohenstein and his schools. Thus the* best class of minds were familiarized
followers

; and that his mockery had effect was plain from with higher ideals than they had yet known, and received,
the outcry of two noisy members of the school, Postel and almost without being aware of it, the germs of new activity.

Gunther. Hunold.. Gunther (1695-1723), who died too soon for Another cause, which co-operated with the more intelligent
his genius, wTote lyrics in which the voice of nature war study of the classics, was acquaintance with English litera-

once more heard. A poet in the full sense of the word,'’ ture. Hitherto the foreign influences which had affected influence

Goethe calls him
;
and no one can realize how great was the Germans had come from Italy, Spain, and, above of

.

his achievement without making some acquaintance with all, France
;
but now they began to know something of

Brockes. his truly dismal predecessors. Brockes (1680—1747) had contemporary English writers, and gradually worked their
not Gunther’s fine spontaneity, but he had the merit of way back to Shakespeare. The English genius was
giving simple expression to unaffected pleasures,—a virtue instinctively recognized as more in harmony with that of
for which historians of literature, remembering the formality Germany than any other, and its products stimulated the
of the court poets and the insincere posturing of the second free exercise of the imagination and the reason, while the
Silesian school, readily forgive his occasional flatness and ancient classics led to the perception of the greatest laws of
garrulity. He was the first German poet who displayed form.
some knowledge of English literature. Although un- Among the poets who helped to effect the revival of ^
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truly national literature a place of honour belongs to Haller

(1708-77), who, although chiefly famous as a man of

science, revealed imagination and poetic sympathies in his

descriptive and didactic poem Die Al2:>en (“The Alps”).

Hagedorn (1708-54) was for a time the most popular poet

of his day in virtue of his songs, odes, fables, and narra-

tives in verse. He was of a genial and happy temper;
and no author who preceded him was master of so clear,

bright, and animated a style. One of the chief character-

istics of the time was the tendency of writers to group them-
selves in schools. If two or three writers who lived in the

same place happened to become friends, they forthwith

called themselves a school
;
and the result was that they

usually developed some marked common characteristics.

These coteries inevitably became more or less narrow and
exclusive

;
but they also stimulated each other to fresh effort,

and the clash of their ideals sometimes helped the outside

world to new points of view. The Saxon school, whose
headquarters were in Leipsic, was for some years more
prominent than any of its rivals. It was founded by
Gottsched (1700-66), who, although he made himself

ridiculous by pedantry and vanity, became the ruling liter-

ary man of Germany He was appointed a professor in

Leipsic in 1724, and founded there “The German Society,”

which soon became the centre of a number of similar

bodies for the cultivation of literature. Gottsched aimed at

nothing short of the complete reformation of German poetry.

He had the sense to see that if he wished to reach the

people he must begin with the drama, and he was fortunate

enough to find in Frau Heuber, who had formed a company
in Leipsic, an intelligent actress capable of giving effect to

his ideas. With her help he banished Hanswurst from the

stage
;
and she was forthwith supplied with plays by him-

self, by his clever wife Louisa Victoria, and by several dis-

ciples. He gave his attention chiefly to tragedy, and un-

fortunately he had but one idea in regard to it—that it

had reached the utmost possible excellence in the classic

drama of France. The English drama, he admitted, had
some merit, but only in so far as it had modelled itself on

the work of Corneille and Eacine. Hence, in his chief

tragedy Der Sterhende Cato (“The Dying Cato”) he

availed himself freely of Addison's Cato
;
the Elizabethan

dramatists, of whom his direct knowledge was slight, he

believed to be mere barbarians. His taste gave the law in

nearly every theatre in which German plays were acted

;

and it was certainly a good consequence that Lohenstein

fell into permanent disrepute, while even the groundlings

began to feel that the uncouth works which actors them-

selves had hitherto produced were, to say the least, far from

perfection. On the other hand, the German genius was
forced to submit to arbitrary laws antagonistic to its true

nature
;
and so long as its submission lasted, a genuinely

native drama was impossible. It was not only in regard to

drama that Gottsched insisted on absolute subservience to

France. In regard to all species of verse his sympathies

were with the court poets, and both by example and by
critical precept he insisted that in poetry as in everything

else the understanding must be supreme, and that clearness

of statement, correctness in the management of figures, and
logical arrangement are the highest hterary virtues. Re-
garding the function of imagination and feeling in poetry

he had no suggestion to offer.

There were writers who instinctively felt that this

could not be a complete theory; and of these the chief

were Bodmer and Breitinger, the leaders of the Swiss

school, which was formed in Zurich. These writers,

although destitute of creative genius, had nourished their

imagination on English poetry, especially on Paradise
Dost, and it was incredible to them that a critical doc-

trine could be correct which left out of account or con-

demned their favourite %vriters. At first they were on
friendly terms with Gottsched, but when the latter harshly
criticized a translation of Milton's epic issued by Bodmer,
his Swiss rivals prepared to defend themselves

;
and thus

broke out a literary controversy which made much noise
at the time, and in which the angry critics, to the edifi-

cation of onlookers, pelted each other unmercifully w ith

abusive epithets. hTeither party was fully conscious of

the significance of its attack, and sometimes the warriors
seemed almost to change sides. But the general tendency
of the dispute was that the Swiss school, amid much
exaggeration, defended the claims of free poetic impulse,
while the Saxon school, in a narrow^ and pedantic spirit,

maintained those of conscious art. It is hard work now to

follow their arguments, but at the time they interested

a considerable public in literature, and opened fresh lines

of investigation. One of the results was that Baumgarten,
a disciple of Wolf, published a book which Germans regard
as the beginning of modern aesthetics,—a branch of mental
science to which their philosophers have ever since devoted
thought and labour.

While this warfare of critics was going on, there were
in Leipsic a number of young writers who more or less

attached themselves to Gottsched, but w^ho gradually

shook off his authority. They founded a periodical, the

Bremer Beiirdge (the “ Bremen Contributions ”), which Bremer

had considerable infiuence in forming their own style, Beitrage.

and in keeping alive the popular interest excited by
the central controversy. After a while many of them
were scattered over different parts of Germany, but they

retained their original impulse, and continued to be
known as members of the Saxon school. Gellert (1715-

69) was by far the most famous of the ciicle. It is im-

possible to mention without respect this amiable writer.

His plays are unimportant, but his fables and tales I'eveal so

gentle and pure a spirit that we cannot wonder at his great

popularity. He was a favourite among all classes, even

Frederick the Great himself, who rarely condescended to

notice a German author, declaring after a long interview

that he was “ the most reasonable of German scholars.”

His supreme defect was a tendency to weak sentimental-

ism and pious commonplace. Rabener (171 4-7 1 )
acquired

fame as a good-humoured satirist. His prose is fresh and
clear, but he has not sufficient grasp of any important

principle to entitle him to very high rank among moralists.

Christian Felix Welsse (1726-1804), the friend of Lessing's

youth, failed as a writer of tragedy, but was a favourite

author of comic operettas. He was also the first successful

German writer for children, and edited for many years a

periodical (the Bihliotheh dei' schonen Wissenscliafteu)

which had a favourable influence on popular culture.

Johann Elias Schlegel (1718-49), uncle of the two

Schlegels who became long afterwards leaders of the

Romantic school, gave evidence of high dramatic talent,

but died when he was beginning to be conscious of his

power. Arnold Ebert distinguished himself by good

translations from English
;
and Zacharia wrote with some

success mock heroics in the style of The Rai^e of the

Loch Kastner, whose disputations at the Leipsic univer-

sity were diligently attended by young Lessing, made him-

self feared as a biting epigrammatist. Cramer became one

of the most eloquent preachers of the day, wrote popular

religious odes, aud edited The No7'thern Guardian, a well-

meaning but rather commonplace imitation of the Guardian

of Steele. These writers, who from being Gottsched's

friends all became more or less hostile to him, have a clear-

ness and grace of style which were unknown in the previous

century. Another author who was from the beginning

Gottsched's enemy, but who had no relation with this par-

ticular school, may be here mentioned,—Liscow (1701-60),
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His prose has nerve and anima'.ion, and few satirists have sects in Germany, delighted in hymns ;
and many of thosb

dealt severer blows at literary pretence. they produced are remarkable for the sensuous, sometimes

[iaile T>he Halle school of poets was in some respects different almost sensual, forms in which their emotions are

School both from the Saxon and the Swiss schools. Its original expressed.

members were Gleim (1719-1803), Uz (1720-96), and Fables were at this time an extremely popular class of Pabu-

Gotz (1721-81). These three writers formed a friendship writings, and nearly every imaginative writer sought to dis- li&ts.

in their student days at Halle, where they came under the tinguish himself as a fabulist. The Swiss school, indeed,

influence of the poets, Pastor Lange, and the tutor of his in their zeal for a combination of the wonderful and the

children, Immanuel Pyra, ardent disciples of Bodmer and useful in literature, maintained that the fable was the

Breitinger. The young students, while feeling sincere re- highest type of literature. As a rule, Lafontaine was

spect for the Swiss critics, did not attempt any very serious taken as the model in works of this kind, but we look

flight
;
they preferred to amuse themselves with lively little in vain among his German imitators for his exquisite grace

anacreontic verses, which they soon brought into high and naivete Gellert stands at the head of the more

Jleini repute. Afterwards Gleim settled in Halberstadt, where sentimental fabulists
;

after him may be named Willanow

he lived to an extreme age. His didactic poem Halladat^ and Lichtwer. The latter (1719-83) has humour as well

which he wrote, he himself modestly explained, in order to as sentiment, and some of his fables have an artistic

gratify a wish of his youth to produce a book like the finish that indicates a faculty by which he might have won

Bible, has no vitalitj^
;
but during the Seven Years’ War distinction in more important labours.

he composed War Songs of a Grenadier, which were From about the middle of the 18th century onwards apopmai

everywhere read, and have not yet lost their popularity, number of prose writers, who may be classed together as philoso-

They were edited by Gleim's friend Lessing, who, however, popular philosophers, worked effectively for the enlighten-

protested against their patriotic vehemence. Gleim was ment of ordinary readers. They attached themselves to

one of the most kindly of men, and became the patron of some extent to Wolf
;
they also came under the influence,

young poets, several of whom he always had in his pleasant although not in any great degree, of the French En cyclo-

bachelor’s home. He also kept up an extensive corre- pedists
;
and they were admiring students of the English

spondence with other writers, which is now an important deists, and of Locke, Shaftesbury, and Flutcheson. They
source of information respecting the movements of contem- are often condemned for the shallowness of their thought

;

porary literature. One of his most intimate friends, who and if we compare them with the great thinkers who
resembled him only in geniality of disposition, was the followed them, the condemnation is just. They did not

noble-hearted Ewald Christian von Kleist (1715-59), who grasp the significance of the problems which had been

was fatally wounded on the battle-field of Kunersdorf. handed down by Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibnitz, with

He would still deserve to be remembered as the man whom, which Hume was now grappling, and which were soon to

of all others, the equally noble Lessing most loved. Hi» enter upon a new phase in the critical philosophy of Kant,

descriptive poem FrUhling Spring ”) is partly an imi- In regard to religion they had a very imperfect appreciation

tation of Thomson
;
but it is also the work of an inde- of every element that could not be expressed in clear logi>

pendent lover of nature, who knew how to give beautiful cal statements
;
feeling and imagination were rigidly subor-

utterance to true and simple feeling. Eamler (1725-98), dinated to the understanding. And they had not even a
another friend of Gleim, and the friend, too, of Kleist and remote suspicion of what is now familiar as the historical

Lessing, wrote spirited odes in Horatian metres, which, spirit, so that they displayed amazing narrowness of

like the War Songs of a Grenadier, gave pleasure vision in their treatment of past spiritual developments, and
because of their strongly patriotic tone,—the direct result of contemporary creeds wn*th which they did not happen
in both cases of Frederick’s influence. Anna Louisa to agree. But if we are to do justice to these popular

Karsch (1722-91), a poetess who owed much to Gleim’s philosophers, they must be compared rather with their pre-

goodness, was a favourite among the literary men of the decessors than with their successors. An important place

day, but her verses are ruder than they ought to have belongs to them in the movement by which vital human
been at so late a date. Idyllic poetry, which Kleist and interests have been raised above theological disputes, by
Gotz to some extent cultivated, was taken up in ear- which morality has received a basis independent of dog-

nest by Solomon Gessner (1730-87), whose prose idylls, matic religion, and by which toleration has been secured

The Death of Abel, The First Sailor, and others, were trans- for men of every faith. They were penetrated by a truly

lated into French and English, and were better received in humane sentiment
;
and it must be counted a high merit

their foreign dress than in their original form. They are that in a country which had been more or less dominated
written in an easy style, and express much harmless by pedants, and whose great writers of a later age have not
although somewhat tedious sentiment. He was imitated always attempted to be both profound and clear, they sought
by Xaver Bronner, a Catholic priest, whose Idylls have to express themselves in unpretending and straightforward
not half the merit of his autobiography, which affords German. The chief of the popular philosophers was
remarkable insight into the religious life of Catholic Ger- Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86), not a deep or massive Moses

many about the middle of the 18th century. thinker, but a man of fine moral sympathies, an enthusiast Mendels-

ReligLoiH The religious lyric, which had shared the general decay for freedom—from the lack of which he himself, as a Jew,
lyiics. during the latter half of the 37th century, displayed more keenly suffered—and an incisive psychological analyst. His

vitality during part of this period. It owed its fresh life friend, Frederick Mcolai (1733-1811), the Berlin book- NicolaL

mainly to the pietists, who reopened fountains of spiritual seller, had the misfortune to outlive his epoch. He had
feeling that had been apparently dried up by theologians, only words of contempt for Goethe and Schiller ;

and
Among the best of this younger generation of hymn Kant, whom he did not profess to understand, seemed to

writers were Freylinghausen, Heumeister, and Tersteegen. him a sort of cross between a bungler and an impostor.

Their fame was, however, less extensive than that of Count These terrible mistakes have made poor Nicolai, notwith-
von Zinzendorf (1700-60), the founder of the sect of standing his lifelong warfare against bigotry, the type of a
Herrnhiiter or Moravian IBrethren. Besides hymns he narrow-minded bigot. Yet in his earlier days he was re-

wrote religious works in prose, and made himself one cognized by such a judge as Lessing, with whose friendship

of the most prominent figures of his time by ardent he was honoured, as a writer of talent. And his Bibliotheh

missionary zeal. His followers, like all deeply religious (‘‘ Library ”), the most important literary periodical of his-
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day, did excellent service by providing the popular philo-

sophers with a medium for the expression of their opinions

on all the great questions which then agitated Germany.
Other popular philosophers were George Sulzer (1720-79),

who devoted himself to aesthetics in the spirit of the Swiss

school, but with the advantage of later lights; Thomas
Abbt (1738-66), whose style was one of uncommon
vigour

;
Christian Garve (1742-98), who did not attempt

any great original work, but in letters and articles

examined many individual philosophic questions from new
points of view; and Johann Jacob Engel (1741-1802),
whose Philosophfur die Welt (“ Philosopher for the WorkP^)
interested a class of readers who would have been unable

to follow a more adventurous guide. Zimmermann (1728-

95) hardly deserves to be mentioned in such good company

;

but his Betrachtungen ilber die Einsamheit (“ Observations

on Solitude ”) by its sentimentalism and rhetoric carried

Liberal his name far beyond the bounds of Germany. Some theo-
theolo- logians, without exactly sharing the beliefs of the popular
sians.

philosophers, were profoundly affected by them. Among
these were Mosheim, the ecclesiastical historian; Spalding,

the translator of Shaftesbury
;
and Jerusalem, the father of

the young writer whose suicide suggested some elements

in Goethe’s Werther. These liberal theologians did not

hold a very intelligible logical position, but they were of

some importance by their attempts to introduce a freer and
more polished style of eloquence than had hitherto marked
the German pulpit. In regard to the permanent movements
of thought, their influence was greatly inferior to that of

Michaelis and Semler, whose labours heralded the approach

of modern Biblical criticism.

His- In history Germany produced at this time at least one
torians. writer of high eminence, Justus Moser (1720-94), author

of the OsnahruchiscJie Gescliichte (‘‘ History of Osnabriick ”)

iVIoser. and PatriotiscJie Phantasien Patriotic Fancies ”). Moser
was the first German historian who wrote a good style

and attempted to penetrate to the meaning of events

and to present them in the light of great principles.

He also produced a strong impression by his enlightened

patriotism and by his burning scorn of wrong. Schrock

and Schlozer were prominent historians, and the latter

made himself known as a clear writer on contemporary

politics, Karl von Moser, of Stuttgart, applied to political

subjects a faculty for wit and satire that was estimated

highly in his o^vn day.

It has been already stated that the revival of classical

study was one of the chief causes by which the mind of

Germany was awakened to new effort. Professors Christ

and Ernesti, of Leipsic, who were the favourite teachers of

many young students, including Lessing, were two of the

cliief writers to whom this revival was due. Incomparably

Wiiickel- greater than either, however, was Johann Joachim Winckel-
mauu. mann (1717-68), whose History of Ancient Art (1764)

opened a new era in the appreciation of ancient life.

Later investigation has corrected Winckelmann on many
points, but no critic has displayed a keener feeling for the

beauty and the significance of such works as came within

his knowledge, or a truer imagination in bridging over the

gulfs at which direct knowledge failed him. And his

style, warm with the glow of sustained enthusiasm, yet

calm, dignified, and harmonious, was worthy of his splendid

theme. What he did for ancient art was to some extent

done for ancient literature by tlie untiring editorial labours

of Christian Gottlob Heyne (1729-1812),

National Important as were many of these writers, Winckelmann
iitera- above all, they exercised slight influence on the national
ture. mind compared with the three men whom the Germans

justly regard as the founders of their classical literature

—

Klopstock (1724-1803), Wieland (1733-1813), and Less-

ing (1729-1781).

Klopstock stood in direct relation to the Swiss writers. Klop
When a pupil at Schulpforta, one of the great Saxon schools stock,

which sent^ forth many of the best authors of the day, he
was a diligent student of Bodmer, by whose critical

principles he guided himself in reading Homer, Virgil, and
Milton. The Alessiah^ on which his lame mainly rests, is

now little read, and it is impossible even to glance through
it without

^

becoming conscious of glaring faults. Klop-
stock’s genius was essentially Ij-rical

;
he lacked the plastic

force of imagination necessary for a great epic. His cen-

tral figure is nowhere presented in clear sharp outlines
;

it wavers between two distinct conceptions, that of a divine

and that of a human character. And the facts to which
he turns our gaze in the crisis of his narrative are not such
as kindle the deepest sympathies

;
he exhausts the pow’ers

of language to convey an impression of the Messiah’s suffer-

ings, but we hear nothing of the qualities of soul which
these sufferings rouse into action, The subordinate

characters are innumerable, and except Abaddona, a

repentant fallen angel, betw^een whose character and w^hose

fate there is an effective contrast, none of them can be
said to live

;
they exist only as an excuse for the utter-

ance of Klopstock’s feelings. They talk incessantly, weep,

embrace, and kiss, but they never do anything that exhibits

more than a vast quantity of obtrusive sentiment. Not-
withstanding its obvious defects, however, the Messiah
has qualities which must still command admiration; ic

reveals a nature full of lofty aspiration and deep humanity,
and it contains individual images of striking force and
beauty.

It wmuld be difficult to imagine anything more dreary

than Klopstuck’s plays, the subject of three of which is

Arminius, while the others deal with scriptural themes.

He knew enough neither of life nor of the stage to be a
true dramatist; his characters are mere names, and the in-

cidents are grouped according to no principle of art. His
odes, which he continued to write from the beginning to the

end of his long career, are of far higher excellence. Those
which derive their inspiration from Northern mythology are

too remote from general symi)athy and too obscure in con-

struction to awaken interest
;
but the stamp of genius is

upon several of the lyrics in which he expresses his passion-

ate feeling for the grander phenomena of nature, his ardent

patriotism, his enthusiasm for freedom, and his elevated

sense of human worth and destiny. Both as an epic poet

and as a writer of odes he had many imitators, who, like

most others of their class, exaggerated the defects of their

model and left his virtues alone. His influence upon the

intellectual life of Germany was deep, and, on the whole,

beneficent. He encouraged the self-respect of his country-

men, intensified their desire for an independent literature,

and by handling high themes, sometimes powerfully, always

seriously, suggested that the national imagination would

reveal its full capacity only by undertaking greater enter-

prises than any it had yet attempted.

Although Klopstock was one of the central literary fig- Wieland

ures during two generations, he was not a prolific writer

;

Wieland, on the other hand, was one of the most prolific

of German authors. He was continually at his desk, and

in the course of his career produced a considerable library.

Of his many works the romantic poem Oheron is by far

the most famous, and the only one that really pleases

modern readers. Agathon is perhaps the best of the prose

romances in which he endeavoured to depict ancient

Greek life. He was not endowed with great vividness

of imagination, and his prevailing tendency is to extreme

diffuseness; but some of his descriptive passages, espe

cially those in Oheron^ have a touch of ideal grace which

enables us to return to them with fresh relish. He had

a fine appreciation of style, and by the study of Greek
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and Ereiicli masterpieces persistently strove to acquire

lightness, clearness, and ease. Even yet few German

writers will compare with him in these qualities. In

all his works he had a strongly didactic tendency, but

his teaching was the opposite of that inculcated by most

modern writers w^ho deliberately aim at ethical effect.

Above all, he differed from his great contemporary, Klop-

stock. Writing at first as a strict pietist, he ultimately

became a pronounced Eificurean in the popular sense, and

made it his object to proclaim an Epicurean theory of life,

discouraging enthusiasm, laughing at such aspirations as

those of his own youth, exalting the claims of the senses,

and placing the highest virtue in kindliness and good

humour. This tendency often conducts him to more

slippery ground than any on which a German writer of his

standing would now venture ;
but it also gives him

innumerable occasions for the play of a gentle and refined

irony.

Whatever may be the excellences of Wieland and

Klopstock, both are essentially writers of the past. This

Lessing, cannot be said of Lessing, the third great German of this

period j he is still a living infiuence. He is, indeed, tne

only writer before Goethe whom Germans can now read

without feeling themselves in a world foreign to their

sympathies. Throughout his career he strove to renew

and fructify the intellectual life of his nation, and he

achieved his aim by important creative activity, and by
the clearest, freest, and most drastic criticism of the 18th

century.

As an imaginative writer he was chiefiy distinguished in

the drama, and his most important dramatic work is Minna
von Barnhelm. If it cannot be said that this is, in the

highest sense, a comedy of genius, it is at any rate a

comedy which contains elements of permanent interest.

The characters are vividly presented
;
the plot is systemati-

cally, yet naturally, unfolded
;
the dialogue is clear, fresh,

and animated. And the work has the high merit of

giving artistic shape to elements taken by the dramatist

from the living world around him. Emilia Galotti is

marred by a deep flaw in the conception of the central

figure
j
but every other character in the tragedy is conceived

with bold imaginative force, and it is possible for a compe-
tent actress to sotten, if not to harmonize, even the clashing

elements in Emilia herself. No drama making even a dis-

tant approach to the excellence of these two plays had
been produced in Germany

\
they thus gave literature in

its highest department a fresh start.

But valuable as were Lessing’s imaginative creations,

they were inferior to his labours as a thinker. Here he
was absolutely supreme among his contemporaries

; and in
some respects he has not since been surpassed. His
method is invariably critical, but he aims at rising to the
highest, most universal aspects of every subject with which
he deals. As a master of style he ranks with the greatest
European writers. The structure of his sentences is

clear, precise, and compact; and he keeps the mind
awake by vivid images drawn from nature and from
human life, by interesting, sometimes remote, allusions, by
rapid strokes of wit, and by unexpected turns of thought,
as if he were abandoning his main theme, while he is in
reality indirectly advancing it. He has often been called
the most critical of poets

,
it would be equally just to call

him the most j)oetical of critics.

The greatest of Lessing’s purely critical writings is

Laocoon^ a fragment, but a fragment containing the germs
of much of the best thought of his own and the immedi-
ately succeeding generations. It has an enduring value
as the first serious and great attempt to distinguish
sharply the realms of art and poetry, and to foster both by
subjecting each to its own laws. Next in importance

[ANY [litesattjee,

stands his Hamhiorgisclie Dramaturgve, a series of criti-

cisms on plays represented at the Hamburg National

Theatre. By these splendid criticisms, which are based

in the main on Aristotle’s Poetics^ with many side-references

to Diderot’s theories, he put an end to the abject sub-

mission of dramatic writers to French traditions. In his

later years he issued the Wolfenbiltiel Fragments^ por-

tions of a theological work by Reimarus, a deistical writer

of admirable force and clearness. He thus became involved

in a hot controversy with indignant professors and pastors,

the noisiest of whom was Pastor Goeze of Hamburg. The
tracts issued by Lessing in the course of this controversy

are in form among the most perfect of his writings
;
they

are at once learned, keen, and witty. And in the history

of Western thought they are of deep significance. His

immediate object was to secure for criticism absolute freedom

of movement
;
but he did very much more. He fore-

shadowed, as a vital element of the coining time, inquiry

as to the origin and growth of the Scriptures, the rise of

Christianity, and the fundamental character of religion.

And he indicated a far higher standpoint than that of the

popular philosoj)hers by vindicating the claims of feeling in

spiritual life as opposed to those of the bare understanding.

In his Education of the Human Race he gave systematic

shape to the fruitful principle that a religion which is not

true absolutely or for all time may be of vast importance by

meeting the needs of a portion of the race in special epochs,

and that there is in history, notwithstanding apparent reac-

tions, a progressive movement towards higher intellectual

and moral ideals. The suggestions thrown out in contro-

versy he developed artistically in one of the greatest of his

writings, the fine dramatic poem, Nathan the Wise, a work
which enshrines all that was noblest in the struggles and
the aspirations of his age, and connects the thought of the

18th with that of the 19th century. As a drama, it has

serious faults: but it powerfully effects its purpose by
revealing, in the enlightened Jew, its hero, the grandeur of

a nature which, instead of binding itself in dogmatic fetters,

cultivates a spirit of free and disinterested humanity.

Thus in all directions this great writer laboured for the

intellectual regeneration of his people. If Goethe, Schiller,

and Kant found a nation prepared to receive their work,

they owed the fact to many causes
;
but among these the

chief were the political activity of Frederick II. and the

literary activity of Lessing.

YII. The Classical Period,—^At the close of the Seven After tte

Years’ War the conditions of public life were very unfavour-

able to literature. The country was impoverished, and

Frederick the Great and Maria Theresa were almost the

only sovereigns who showed the least regard for the wel-

fare of their subjects. But the mind of the nation had been

thoroughly aroused from its long slumber. It had been

startled into patriotism by Frederick’s unsurpassed energy,

while the labours of the chief writers had imbued the better

part of the middle class with a desire for a more varied and
interesting life. As political freedom was still a dream of

the future, they turned more and more to books for refresh-

ment and stimulus. Multitudes of young men who in

other circumstances would have occupied themselves solely

with practical duty became authors, and they urged each

other to an activity without parallel in any previous period.

Most of these young writers were deeply influenced by
the men of the older generation—Lessing, Wieland, and

Klopstock. They were also ardent students of Shakespeare,

Ossian, and Dr Young, poets who were oddly supposed, to

be on the same level and to share the same tendencies.

Rousseau excited almost as much enthusiasm in German^
as in France, and the criticism of Diderot found many
warm admirers. Under these diverse influences a curious

movement began which is known as that of “ Sturm und
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Sturm Drang” Storm and Pressure”). It lasted, from about
und 1770, for ten or twelve years, and included nearly all the
Drang writers who still had fame to win. Their most prominent

menl' tliiality was discontent with the existing world. They
detested not only tyranny and superstition but everything
which prevented, or seemed to prevent, the free exercise of

any powerful impulse. To break down conventionalities

appeared to the ‘‘ Sturm und Drang” poets their true

function
;
but even this did not satisfy them. They longed

for some knowledge deeper and more intimate than that

attained by science, philosophy, or history, for some emotion
intenser than can arise from any known human relation.

All these conflicting feelings they expressed in their writings.

From slavish submission to French critical laws they were
of course completely emancipated. Most of them despised
laws of every kind in literature as well as in life, and con-

tinually proclaimed that the duty of a man of genius was
to write precisely as nature dictated. By “genius” they
meant vehement sensations, by “ nature ” a free use of

vigorous epithets.

The writer who formed the connecting link between
Lessing on the one hand and Goethe and Schiller on the
other, and whom the best writers of the “ Sturm und Drang”
movement regarded as their critical guide, was Johann

Herder. Gottfried Herder (174:4-1803). Herder is sometimes com-
pared with Lessing, but while Lessing has a cosmopolitan
touch which makes him intelligible and attractive to all the

world, Herder is in the strictest sense a German, and is

only slightly studied beyond his own nation. He was less

boldly original than his older contemporary, and never
attained the clearness, force, and classic beauty of Lessing’s

style. Nevertheless he is justly ranked among the most
distinguished spirits Germany has produced. His mind
was receptive in many different directions, and what he
absorbed he made his own by independent thought, giving

it out in new and suggestive forms. As an original poet,

Herder does not rank high
;
yet genuine poetic impulses

are visible in the poem in which he gave shape to the

Spanish legends of the Cid. The literature in which he
looked for the highest manifestation of thought and feeling

was that which appeals to popular sentiment and has its root

in popular life. Lessing had already called attention to the

songs and ballads of the people
; but Herder was the first

German who decisively followed the impulse which led in

England to the publication of Percy’s Eeliqites. In his

Stimmen der Yolker (“Yoices of the Peoples”) he brought
together an admirable collection of the lyrical utterances of

many races
;
and it would be diflScult to overrate the ser-

vice he thus rendered, for he conducted his countrymen to

a source of imaginative pleasure and revival in which their

literature is exceptionally rich. By far his most important
prose work was his Ideen zur PhUosophie der Ge&chichte der

Menschheit (“Ideas towards the Philosophy of the History
of Humanity”), in which, working to some extent on the

lines laid down in the brief paragraphs of Lessing’s Ed^iea-

tion of the Human Race, he develops the conception of pro-

gress, and indicates that we can fully understand any single

element of history only by seeing it in the light of human
evolution as a whole. This excellent book elevated the

aims and enlarged the scope of historic inquiry in Germany

;

and it still produces a powerful moral effect by its noble

spirit of humanity. To the end of his days Herder was
animated by a fine enthusiasm for human happiness, and
it lights up his pages even when his subject does not lead

to its direct expression.

To Herder belonged the high honour of stimulating and
directing, at a critical stage, the young genius of Johann

Goethe. Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832). In naming Goethe we
mention the writer who holds in German literature the

place held by Shakespeare in the literature of England,

and by Dante in that of Italy. He towers high above
even the greatest of his contemporaries, predecessors, and
successors,—Schiller himself, who is most worthily asso-
ciated with him, being far inferior in breadth of sympathy
and splendour of creative impulse. Goethe, indeed, is one
of the few writers who, while marked by strongly national
characteristics, belong to the world rather than to a particu-

lar country. The special phases of his age have begun to
pass away, but his best work has lost none of its freshness :

it cannot become old, since it is rooted in elements of human
life that eternally endure.

All things co-operated to render worthy of his destiny
this favoured child of fortune. During his long life he
enjoyed almost uninterrupted physical vigour

;
he w^as born

into a family of prosperous circumstances, although not so

highly placed as to satisfy his ambition
;
he received the

best intellectual training his epoch could afford
;
in Weimar

he was free to adapt the plan of his life to his inclinations
;

and he appeared at the very time when, by an era of sincere

poetic endeavour and unparalleled critical labour, the mind
of the nation had been prepared for the boldest efforts of

genius. Nature has seldom lavished so many advantages
on the greatest of her great men.

The quality In Goethe which immediately arrests atten-

tion is the extraordinary range of his activity. Hardly
any aspect of human existence was strange to him. He
possessed in an unsurpassed degree the faculty of dramati-

cally thinking himself into phases of life to which his per-

sonal impulses would nob have led him; and he deliberately

enlarged his experience by exercising this power at ever}''

stage of his career. It was his prevailing conviction that

all ideals which fascinate or have fascinated humanity
must have a touch of virality

;
and none was so remote

from him but he sought to penetrate to its meaning. He
could be just to Hellenic culture without doing wrong to

mediaevalism
;
he appreciated the spirit of Christianity

without being indifferent to the faith of the Parsees or

the Buddhists ; he presented the ascetic aspirations of a
“ beautiful soul,” while setting forth the gaiety of the

brightest and most careless tempers
;
he felt the charm of

art at the same time that he carried on profound researches

in science ; he loved his country, and yet, even when it was
overrun by Napoleon’s troops, he would not join the patriots

in saying a harsh word of France. This absolute univer-

sality destroyed enthusiasm for special practical move-
ments; but it gave astonishing variety to his literary

achievements. Goethe’s was in every respect a thoroughly

poetic nature. He could not pass through a profound

experience, an image of beauty could not cross his vision,

without an accompanying impulse to find for his emotion

an adequate sensuous representation. So vast a body of

writings as his inevitably includes much that is tedious,

but in his happiest moments his genius moved with the

ease, the certainty, the calmness of the great forces of

nature ; he could be as perfect in the lightest stroke of

delicate feeling as in the grandest flight of soaring imagina-

tion. The world he reflects is the world we actually know ;

but he is not, therefore, in any narrow sense, a realist. The

facts he images are shaped and coloured by his thought and

feeling; he breathes into them a life by which they are

made of universal significance. This combination of

realism and idealism is one of the chief secrets of his

power. His art aims at producing the most general effects,

yet it is kept fresh, vivid, and true by incessant contact

with the concrete life of men.

Heine relates that he felt inclined to address Goethe in

Greek, so like was the calm dignified old man to an earthly

Zeus ;
and this is probably the image suggested to most

minds by his name. But in youth he was full of eager

life, restless, and passionate, and his early works bear the

X, — 68
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impress of tarbulent feeling. Of these the first published

was Gotz von Berlicliingen, which instantly established his

fame as one of the chief writers of the Sturm und Drang”
school. It is almost as formless as their inartistic writings.

The language is sometimes excessively rude, and there is

no attempt to combine the different scenes into an harmoni-

ous picture. Yet it is sharply separated off from the taste-

less plays with which it was compared, for everywhere we
find traces of immature power. The characters are alive j

they act and react upon each other as we should expect men
and women to do in a stormy and troubled epoch j

and by
a few touches of apparently unconscious art we are made
to realize the vital change through which the society of the

age of the Reformation was passing. Die Leiden des jnngen

Werthev& The Sufferings of Young Werther”) gave Goethe

a European reputation. Much of its sentimentalism now
excites smiles instead of tears

\
bi;it with all its faults it

has an enduring fascination. It breathes a warm love of

nature, of which it presents vivid pictures j it conveys a

powerful impression of the mingled force, sweetness, and
unreasonableness of early passion

;
and it expresses with

deep pathos that weariness of life which forms one of the

moods of poetic youth, and the manifestation of which was
a favourite pastime of the less sincere “ Sturm und Drang”
versifiers. The promise of Gotz and Werther was not

sustained by all the works produced in the first part of his

career. Clavigo is only a fairly good acting play
\
and Stella

has even more than the extravagant sentimentalism of

Werther^ with only an occasional touch of its poetry. On
the other hand, it was now that Goethe began Faic&t

]
and

|

the fragment, Prometheus^ expresses a grand defiance

that is the more impressive because of the deep philo-

sophic thought which may be traced in the background.
It was, however, in his lyrics that the richly varied life of

Goethe’s youth most perfectly revealed itself. There are

no German lyrics, if we except Heine’s, which deserve to

be compared with Goethe’s
;
perhaps none in any literature

have a more subtle charm. Profiting by the teaching of

Herder, he studied the artless beauty of the best songs of

the people, to some of which he gave new form, while re-

taining their primitive simplicity. His own lyrics are at

once popular and artistic; he takes as his themes the joys,

the longings, the regrets which all men understand, and
weds them to melodies of delightful ease and grace.

Almost every poem was suggested by some passing emotion
of his own

;
yet his feeling is so purified that his words be-

come the voice rather of humanity than of an individual
man. His ballads are not, as a rule, so powerful as his
songs, but both have one quality in common—without
elaborate descriptions they continually call up by an
apparently accidental word or phrase a clear vision of some
natural object or scene. He is equally master of himself
in rendering nature as a mirror in which we see the reflec-

tion of our own experience, or as a power moving on in
calm indifference to our hopes and fears.

In 1775 Goefche settled in Weimar, where Wieland
already was, and whither he was ultimately followed by
Herder and Schiller, so that the little town became the
centre of the intellectual life of Germany. After an inter-

val of ten years, during which he published nothing, he
paid his famous visit to Italy. Here his genius was kindled
anew, and a close study of sculpture and painting suggested
to him the necessity of submitting more fully than he had
yet done to the permanent laws of art. The fruits of this

experience were Iphigenia^ Tasso, and PJgmont, all of which
he took with him to Italy in an unfinished form. The
first two of these dramas were accepted as imitations of the
antique; but they are so only in the sense that in each the
parts are rigidly subordinated to the intention of the whole,
that there is an orderly sequence in the development of the

action, and that they are marked by elevation and simpli-

city of style. While incomparably more finished as works
of art than any of the greater works he had before produced,

they indicated no falling off in energy of imagination.

Iphigenia, although its subject is Greek, is in tone and
motive altogether Christian

;
and it would be difficult to

name a more attractive picture of a modern lady than the

pure and high-minded heroine. In Tasso Goethe draws in

strong and sure outlines the sorrows of a poetic nature which
will not sharply discriminate the real from its own ideal

world. This dramatic poem is hardly more remarkable for

the truth and vividness of its conceptions than for the

charm of its versification and the wealth and beauty of its

language. Bgmont, however, has more movement, and
touches human experience at deeper points. Most readers

agree with Schiller’s criticism, that there is too much melo-

drama in the closing scene, in which Clarchen appears to the

hero as the spirit of freedom, and that, notwithstanding the

liberties taken with history, Goethe has hardly succeeded

in making Egmont the type of an enemy of despotism.

But Clarchen is a beautiful study of a mind stirred by love

to great resolves
;
and there is splendid portraiture in the

characters of Alva, William of Orange, and the Princess

of Parma.
Meanwhile, a new literary force had revealed itself in Schiller,

the life of Germany : Schiller (1759-1805), Goethe’s great

rival, had begun to divide with him the public attention

and interest. The names of these two x>oets, in virtue of

whose labours their period deserves to be called classical,

are indissolubly connected, yet they were marked off from
each other by profound distinctions. Goethe is often called

the poet of culture, and it is true that he never ceased to

subject his powers to systematic discipline. He was also

one of the keenest critics of modern times. But the charm
of his best writings is not dependent on criticism or cul-

ture ; it springs from the spontaneous movement of a great

imaginative faculty, Schiller, on the other hand, while

also endowed with imagination, possessed it in a much less

degree. His poetry w*ould probably have lived even if he

had not had the advantage of a thorough grasp of aesthetic

laws ; but it would certainly have had no claim to the dis-

tinguished place it now holds in European literature. He
did not attempt so wide a range as Goethe, and within his

scope he was not, like Goethe, a disinterested observer ; he
flung himself into the midst of the struggles of his time,

and fought valiantly as the champion of a side. Eortunately

for Germany, his side was always that of a truly chivalrous

mind
; for Schiller was one of the most unselfish of men,

with lofty aspirations for the race, and a generous confidence

in its essential goodness. These qualities determined the

character of his conceptions. Goethe presents us with

idealized pictures of the world
;

Schiller’s creations are not

so much pictures of the world as the figures of a realm

distinct from actual life. His supreme aim was to express

great sentiments and ideas, and as the medium for their

utterance he conceived characters which are to be found

only in a poet’s dreams.
Schiller began his literary career as a youth of two-and-

twenty, inspired by revolutionary ardour, detesting every

conventionality of society, dreaming of a world in which
will and passion should have absolute licence. He relieved

himself of his vehement emotions in his first three plays,

Die Bduber (“The Robbers”), Fiesco, and Cabate und
L%ebe (“Intrigue and Love”). Genius never beat with

more Titanic energy against an unsympathetic world than

in these dramas
;
the impulse of the “ Sturm und Drang’'

period, as it was about to die away, spoke in them its

wildest, most passionate word. Don Carlos, his next

drama, still manifested inability to form an organic whole

;

it contains scenes which have no bearing on the central
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action, and there is hardly an attempt to explain deeds by
natural and intelligible motives. But we are no longer in

the presence of one who merely raises an outcry against the
existing world

;
furious resistance to despotism has become

enlightened enthusiasm for freedom, humanity, and pro-

gress. Although the part ot Marquis Posa is imperfectly
worked into the scheme of the play, he is a nobly ideal

creation
;
through him Schiller pours forth his own aspira-

tions for the welfare of mankind There is admirable art

in the momentary elevation caused by his greatness of soul

even in the dark and selfish Philip and the restless and
wayward Don Carlos.

After he settled in Jena in 1789 as professor of history,

Schiller was often in Weimar; but for a time he and Goethe
held apart. By and by they began to approach each other,

and from about 1794 their acquaintance ripened into fast

friendship. The friendship of Goethe and Schiller is one of

the most beautiful in the history of literature. It made no
essential change in Goethe’s modes of thought or expression,

but it spurred him to the highest activity of which his genius
was capable. His friend, he himself declared. “ created for

him a second youth, and again made him a poet, which he
had almost ceased to be.” On the other hand, in contact

with Goethe’s larger intellectual life, Schiller was raised to

new points of view, and he acquired for the first time that

masteryof artistic methods which secured for him his highest

triumphs. He now became as remarkable for the perfection

of his form as for the depth and warmth of his feeling.

The two friends worked harmoniously in connexion with
Schiller’s journal Die Horen^ and wrote in common the

Xenien^ a number of epigrammatic verses meant to wound
their literary enemies. On the whole, it is surprising that

comparatively so few of the arrows in this rather large

quiver are delicately pointed and feathered. A very differ-

ent stage of excellence is reached by Schiller’s well-known
ballads, which were written during the period of his intimacy

with Goethe. Nearly all of them are marked by force of

conception and by purity and dignity of style. In lyrical

poetry he had acquired some distinction before he knew
Goethe, but it was in competition with his friend that he
achieved his masterpiece, Bcxb Lied von der Gloche (“ The
Song of the Bell”), in which within a small compass he
presents an impressive picture of the course of human life,

varying his melody with subtle art to suit the changing

aspects of his theme. Less artistically perfect than the

Gloche^ other lyrics, such as Der Genius^ Die Ideate, Der
Spaziergang, have the power which belongs to deeper per-

sonal emotion. In ease and spontaneity none of Schiller’s

lyrics equal Goethe’s, in which, as Heine says, the word
embraces you while the thought kisses you.” But they

express in clear and noble language some of the highest

feelings excited in a poetic mind by contemplation of human
life and destiny.

In his dramatic writings Schiller was influenced by
Goethe even more than in his lyrics and ballads. The
whole series of tragedies which he now wrote have historic

or legendary themes, and he displays remarkable skill in

unfolding through the past his greatest ideas respecting the

future. At the same time he evokes from it a company of

finely ideal figures, whose qualities are revealed by the

systematic development of large and carefully conceived

schemes. Wallenstein, the earliest of the series, consists of

two plays, The Piccolomini and Wallenstein^s Death, the

former of which is preceded by a number of scenes present-

ing a vivid picture of Wallenstein’s camp. The tragic

motive of this great work is somewhat obscure. We are

made conscious by many artful touches of the ultimate

issue; but Schiller does not render fully intelligible the

play of the influences which result in disaster. There is,

however, high imaginative faculty in his conception of

Wallenstein’s powerful, dark, and wavering character
; and

every reader feels the charm of the love passages between
Max Piccolomini and Thekla. In Mai'ia Stuart Schiller
triumphs over au obvious difficulty by admitting the
heroine’s guilt, while he stirs oiir pity for her sufferings and
our admiration for the spirit of endurance with which they
are met. In Jungfrau von Orleans, “ The Alaid ” would
have given purer pleasure if she had not been represented as
loving one of the English commanders; but this only slightly

mars the splendid picture of her patriotic devotion. As a

work of art, the Braut von Messina is the least successful
of the later dramas, for it attempts to combine romantic
and classic elements which are irreconcilable

;
it contains,

however, some of the most brilliantly rhetorical passages in

the German language. The last of his completed works,
and in some respects the best, was Wilhelm Tell. Here his

love of freedom shaped for itself forms of immortal beant5\

At a time when the Erench emperor threatened the inde-

pendence of all Europe, men felt the power of the play

more keenly than can be done in a calmer period
;
but it

has permanently enriched the life of humanity by its con-

ception of a character dominated by high, ideal passions.

Schiller never saw Switzerland, yet in this powerful drama
he renders with astonishing vividness the grander effects of

Alpine scenery.

During his friendship with Schiller Goethe wrote in com- Goethe’s

petition with him many lyrics and ballads. In works of the baUads.

latter class, as Goethe himself thought, he was surpassed by
his friend. He is incomparably more subtle and suggestive

than Schiller; but for this very leason he is less effective.

A ballad does not deserve its name if it is not popular; and
we hear the voice of the people themselves in Schiller’s free,

bold, and simply harmonious verses. One of the longer

works published by Goethe during this period was Hermann Hei-

und Dorothea. His delicately chosen language and digni- niann

fled hexameters are not always in keeping with the some-
what prosaic life they are here used to portray; but the^i^g^'

poem is the nearest approach that has been made to the

successful epic treatment of an ordinary theme. And it

rises to a high level of imaginative power in the contrast it

suggests between the still Hfe of the humble village, with

its little idyll of satisfied love, and the far-off desolation of

the revolutionary wars, of which we are reminded by the

band of emigrants. The genius of Goethe moves more
freely in Wilhelm Meister, of which the first part was now Wilhelm

published. This work has perhaps given rise to more con- Meister.

tradictory criticism than any other book in modern literature.

We may safely disregard the opinion of those who find in

it all the excellences that can be combined in a prose

romance, for it is without plan, and its style is singularly

unequal. When Goethe himself admitted that he did not

possess the key to its full significance, his warmest admirers

may allow that perhaps there is no key to possess. Yet

few of his writings present more striking evidence of

the fertility of his power. He interests us equally

—

to recall only a few of the characters—in the gay and

worldly Phillina, in the romantic Mariana, and in that most

mysterious, lovely, and fascinating of creations, Mignon,

whose Kennst du das Land is perhaps the noblest of those

pathetic poems in which a soul in an uncongenial world

I

calls up a momentary vision of its true home. It is not

only in its dramatic conceptions that Wilhelm Meister is

great
;
it contains some of Goethe’s deepest thoughts ou life

and literature.

After the death of Schiller Goethe turned his attention

more and more to science, his achievements iu which have

been fully appreciated only since the growth of the doctrine

of evolution. Still, it was in his latest period that he com- Faust

I pleted the most famous and the greatest o£^ his woite,

I Faust, a poem which he began in youth and did not finish
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until nearly his last birthday. The Faust of legend was a

vulgar magician
3
Goethe so conceives the character that it

indicates the deepest mysteries of human existence. The

second part, in which the problem of the poem is solved,

can hardly be regarded as a work of art 3
it is, or seems

to be, confused and dark. And the individual elements

of the first part are not completely welded 3
they form

rather a series of poems than a single creation. In these

individual elements, however, we find the grandest sweep

of imaginative thought yet achieved by the German genius.

The episode of Gretchen reflects with perfect art the most

alluring and the most sorrowful facts of life
3
and philoso-

phy and religion in their highest aspects meet in Fausts

aspirations and struggles.

Goethe's It might have been supposed that at the age of seventy

latest Goethe had no new imaginative worlds to conquer
3
yet he

then published his Westostliclier Divan, representing, with
j

dramatic sympathy and lyric force almost unabated, the

combined mysticism and sensuousness of Oriental life. Ten

years before, he had issued Walilverwandtscliaften (“ Elective

Afiinities”), a powerful picture of impulses which law cannot

control, and in which are concealed the germs of tragic

issues. It has, however, less charm than another prose

work, Diclitung und Wahrlieit (“ Poetry and Truth ”), in

which he draws a slightly idealized sketch of his early life.

This fascinating book has made the figure of young Goethe

as familiar as his chief dramatic characters; and no

creations of the fancy are better known than the Frederikas

and the Lilis, who had long before occasioned his sweetest

lyrics, and the memory of whom in old age gave delicacy

and music to his style.

While Goethe and Schiller were in the midst of their

French career, Europe was startled by the French Eevolution. At
Revolu- first it stirred as much interest in Germany as in England,
tion. fpjjQ Klopstock greeted it with odes full of the fiery

energy of youth, and for a time Schiller almost fancied

that his loftiest hopes were about to be realized. Sympathy,

however, was transformed into bitter opposition by the

Keign of Terror; and when Germany was trodden under

foot by Napoleon, she turned more and more from every

kind of French influence. Thus it happened that, although

the ideas of the Revolution have indirectly affected the

literature of Germany as deeply as that of the rest of

Europe, their immediate effect was slight and transitory.

An event of the highest importance in the intellectual

Kant, growth of Germany was the publication, in 1781, of Kant’s

Kritih der Reinen Yernunft, It is hard for men of a later

time, accustomed to metaphysical speculation, to realize tlie

impression produced by this great book. Its effect in

philosophy was not unlike that caused in our own day in

science by Mr Darwin’s Origin of Species, Everywhere
among thoughtful men, at the universities especially,

philosophy became the absorbing subject of study
3 and it

was taken up at a point from which its whole past develop-

ment was for the first time intelligible. Goethe, without
neglecting the movement, was perhaps less stirred by it than
any other prominent writer

3
Schiller became one of Kant’s

most enthusiastic students, and traces of the new system
are to be found in many of his later lyrics and dramas. He
also applied its principles to aesthetics in several admirable
critical writings. By and by, dissatisfied with the gulf left

by Kant between mind and matter as “ things in them-
selves,” philosophers started in search of some principle

which should harmonize all the elements of existence
3 and

thus grew up, one after the other, the systems of Fichte,

Schelling, and HegeL For more than a generation these

thinkers excited deeper interest than imaginative writers
3

the most serious minds were fascinated by speculations

which placed in new lights all the greatest questions

relating to human thought and action.
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Of the poets or versifiers who began their career with Sturm

Goethe, the one who for some time attracted most notice mid

was Klinger (1753-1831), whose play, Stiirm und Drang,

is at least memorable through its title. Other plays of his

were Conradind^udi Medea, and he also wrote romances, of

which the best known were Faiisfs Lehen, Tliaten, und
Hdllenfahrt and Der Weltmann und der Dichter, His

writings are violent and noisy, without a touch of true art
3

what he mistook for imagination was a power of crude and

unmeasured declamation. His later works express the

bitterness of a deeply disappointed man. Lenz (1750-92),

whose name is usually connected with that of Klinger, did

not make even so distant an approach to imagination as his

rival
3
his plays are the wild outgrowths of a mind which

has made no sincere observation of life, and has submitted

neither to intellectual nor to moral discipline. A man of

much greater talent than either was Daniel Schubart

(1739-91), the restless, licentious, and unfortunate poet

who, for publishing a piece of false news, was confined for

ten years in a fortress, where he suffered incredible hard-

ships. In his attempts to portray the horrible he is some-

times extremely grotesque, but his best verses have both

music and pathos, and they had the good fortune to exercise

some influence on Schiller. He was one of the earliest

publicists of Germany, and his hatred of despotism was

the real cause of the infamous act which deprived him of

freedom. Writers who shared the spirit of Sturm und
Drang,” and applied it in new directions, were Lavater and

Basedow. Lavater enjoyed the friendship of nearly every

distinguished man of his day, yet he was vain and

fanatical. His Fhysiognomisclie Fragments (“Fragments

on Physiognomy”) were supposed by thousands of readers

to find in the relations of mind and body the materials of

a new and mysterious science
3
but the pretended science

was in reality a mixture of commonplace and extravagance.

Basedow, although with too passionate a faith in the power

of education to effect an immediate transformation of the

race, did excellent service by advocating, after Rousseau, a

more humane and natural system of mental training than

had before prevailed. The same cause was more temper-

ately promoted by Campe, who wrote some admirable books

for the young
3
and the Swiss educational reformer, Pes-

talozzi, set forth methods of instruction in earnest didactic

works which had some effect in nearly every country in

Europe.

The excitement of the “ Sturm und Drang ” writers was Hiun-

shaied by a band of young poets who in other respects dis-

played a wholly different temper. Most of them werCg^^

students at Gottingen, where they gathered round Boie, gciiool.

editor of the Musenalmanach, a journal he had started in

imitation of Le Mercure de France, and to which Goethe and

many of the best of the younger men of the day contributed.

They called themselves the “Hainbund” (“Grove Confede-

ration ”), because of their dancing one night by moonlight

round an oak tree, swearing eternal friendship, and vowing

to devote themselves to their native land. The god of

their idolatry was Klopstock, whose somewhat fantastic

enthusiasm for primitive Germany they fully shared, and

whose labours on behalf of virtue they never ceased to

celebrate, while they loathed and despised Wieland.

Several members of the “ Hainbund ” afterwards acquired

distinction, and all of them were more or less remarkable

for the genuinely popular tone of their writings. By far

the greatest of them was Burger (1748-94), who, although Burger,

he never did full justice to himself, gave evidence of an

original and adventurous genius. Hie Lenore, a translation

of which was Scott’s first published work, is full of weird

power, and his sonnets are among the most perfect in Ger-

man literature. His faculty of meeting the popular taste

was possessed by Holty (1748-76), who, however, delighted
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in mild and calm expression, while the best of Burger’s
poems are full of stir and action. Johann Martin Miller

(1750-1814) became known chiefly as the author of the

romance Siegiuart^ a rather weak imitation of Werth&r,

Some irreverent spirits ventured to laugh at its tedious

pathos, but it was welcomed by the majority of the middle
class, who took especial delight in the songs it includes.

Christian, Count Stolberg, and his brother, Frederick Leo-
pold, were also members of the Gottingen school. Besides

imitations of Greek plays, they issued odes, ballads, and
songs. Of the two the most powerful was Frederick Leo-

pold (1750-1819), in some of whose briefer pieces there is

true feeling for nature. He continually verges, however,
on extravagance, and often takes the fatal step from the

Voss. sublime. A stronger writer was Johann Heinrich Yoss
(1751-1826), author of a famous idyll, Louise, which was
received by Schiller as a poem of first-rate importance, and
suggested to Goethe the idea of his Hermann iind Dorothea,

Its homeliness of style is perhaps more in keeping with its

simple and commonplace theme than the classic grace of

Goethe’s verses. Yoss acquired a better title to fame by
an admirable translation of Homer, which did for the

Iliad in Germany what Pope’s translation did in England.
Yoss’s rendering is less polished than Pope’s, but incom-

caaudiu&. parably more faithful. Matthias Claudius (1740-1815),
although not a member of the “ Hainbund,” is usually

associated with it because of his general sympathy with its

tone. The Wandshecker Bote (“ Wandsbeck Messenger ”),

in which he brought together all his writings, contains

much simple poetic feeling, and some of his songs are still

popular favourites.

Imitat- While these writers attached themselves to Klopstock,
ors of others showed traces of Wieland’s influence. The most
Wielaud.

icQpQrtant of this class was Wilhelm Heinse (1749-1803),
whose chief work was Ardinghello, a prose romance. He
shares Wieland’s general theory of life, but, instead of ex-

pressing it in the calm, ironical style of his master, he is

vehement, tumultuous, and enthusiastic. Amid his wild

exaggerations he sometimes displays a remarkable power
of describing physical beauty. He was an ardent student

of art, and was the first German writer who succeeded in

reproducing in glowing language the impression produced
upon him by pictures and music. Other imitators of Wie-
land were Aloys Blumauer, who mistook vulgar burlesque

for satire
;

Alxinger, whose Doolin von Mainz may be
taken to represent a large class of tiresome poems of

chivalry
;
and Yon Thiimmel, who, with considerably more

ability than these writers, spoiled his good qualities by
Imiiat- cynical grossness. An indefinite number of mediaeval
ors of plays were written in imitation of Goethe’s Qotz, and

roi^ber romances in imitation of Schiller’s Eduher. Of

Schiller.
latter the earliest and most famous was the Rinaldo

Einaldini of Yulpius. Jung Stilling (1740-1817) con-

tinued the sentimental tone of Werther in a number of

curious autobiographic tales, which acquired extraordinary

popularity, and threw much light on the inner tendencies

of the later pietists. Among imitators of Schiller’s lyrical

poetry the best were Matthison and Salis-Seewis ; but
they were more successful in reproducing his moral feeling

than in rivalling his high art. Eor many years the stage

was in the possession of Iffland (1759-1814) and Kotzebue

(1761-1819). The former, who was a distinguished actor,

wrote dramas chiefly of domestic interest. They are

without genius, but had the merit of almost displacing the

foolish mediaeval plays of Goethe’s imitators. Kotzebue
was a most prolific writer; and although he had no
imagination, and wrote merely to catch the applause of the

moment, his comedies still deserve to be named among
the few works of this class which have hitherto been pro-

duced in Germany.
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A writer who exercised some influence over the youth Jacobi,

of Goethe was Frederick Jacobi (1743-1819). He was
the author of two romances, Ahoill and Woldemar, in
both of which there is a little of Werther’s senti-

mentalism, although their main puri^ose is didactic. He
also wrote a number of philosophical works. His main
principle is that the sources of religion and morality
are to be found in intuition

j and by a constant re-

iteration of this doctrine he worked in opposition to

Spinoza, to Kant, and to Schelling. There are occasional
gleams of philosophical genius in Jacobi, and he is of some
interest to English readers because of the attention Sir
William Hamilton appears to have devoted to his writings.

An author of a very different type, and of far greater

eminence, was Jean Paul Richter, usually called Jean Paul Kichtei

(1763—1825). It is difficult to do justice to Jean
Paul, for he commits almost every fault of which a writer

of romance can be guilty; he is at different times

pedantic, extravagant, sentimental, and tedious. He pre-

scribed for himself no limits ; everything that occurred

to him at the moment of his writing went down exactly as

it suggested itself. Yet it is impossible even to look into

any of his innumerable books without recognizing his

genius. The work which has maintained the strongest

hold over the nation is perhaps his charming prose idyll,

Die Flegeljahre (‘‘The Years of Wild Oats”); but his

great romance. Titan, and the less ambitious Siehenhds,

or “ Flower, Fruit, and Thorn Pieces,” have also kept their

place as works of permanent excellence. The most admir-
able quality of Richter is his humour. No German writer

plays with his subject more delightfully, and he produces

his most striking effects in dealing with the simplest, most
unpretending relations of life. He is usually very near the

sources of pathos when he smiles, and Jean Paul’s pathos,

at its best, is full of power, awakening the deepest feeling

by its obvious sincerity. Sometimes it is associated with

lofty imagination, as in the famous dream in which he de-

scribes a universe without religion. His feeling for the

periodic changes of season in nature is that of a poet in the

highest sense, his descriptions of spring being perhaps un-

surpassed for their glowing yet tender beauty. To his other

excellences we must add the manly spirit which led him
to scoff, occasionally without due measure, at every kind

of vulgarity and pretence, and at the same time pre-

served in its original freshness his sympathy with his

fellow-men and his passion for their enlightenment and
progress.

The most important literary movement which originated Roman-

duringthe lifetime of Goethewas that of the Romantic school,

whose leading members at first attached themselves to him,

but gradually diverged more and more from his spirit. The
rise of the school was in some measure due to the philo-

sophy of Fichte, whose theory of the ego as the principle

which freely creates its own world gave new importance to

the individual as opposed bo law and convention. Schelling

still more effectually prepared the way for the Romanticists

by his poetic treatment of the relations between the

mind and nature ; and several of his disciples,
^

especially

Steffens, worked in the same direction by dwelling on the

possibilities of mystery in human life and in the external

world. The aim of the Romantic school was to assert for

modern feeling the right of a freer, more varied utterance

than can be provided for it by the forms of classic litera-

ture. They were not in sympathy with their own time

;

they found it tame, prosaic, colourless; and to enrich

it with new elements they went back to medisevalism,

in which, as they conceived it, daily life had not been

divorced from poetry. They drew enthusiastic pictures of

the Middle Ages, of the charms of chivalry, of the loyalty of

each class to the class above it and to society as a whole,

GERMANY
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of the devout piety wliicb. was supposed to regulate the

conduct of prince and peasant alike, and which revealed

itself in splendid architecture and a gorgeous ritual.
^

With

a like purpose the Eonianticists pointed to Oriental life, and

began the serious study of Sanskrit and Persian poetry.

The chief writers whom they opposed to the classical poets I

both of antiquity and of modern times were Shakespeare '

and Calderon
;
but they also brought to light many medi-

reval authors who had previously been neglected, and stimu-

lated the Germans to a systematic study of the whole of

their past literature.

The Eomanticists did not strike out a wholly original

path, for there were in the writings of Lessing, Goethe, and
Schiller—especially of Goethe—elements in full harmony
with all that was best in the new tendency. They were

guilty of grotesque exaggeration in their descriptions of the

superior happiness of mediaeval nations and Oriental peoples,

and they did much harm by checking the rising appreci-

ation of measure aud order in literary form which had been

encouraged by the great classical waiters. In practical life,

too, their labours led to results opposed to the progressive

tendencies of the age
;

for in the case of many adherents

of the Bomantic school, enthusiasm for the Middle Ages

soon ceased to be a mere literary fancy,—they strove to re-

produce obsolete mediaeval ideas. Large numbers of them
joined the Catholic Church, and became the most vehement

opponents of spiritual and political freedom. Still the

Bomanticists gave prominence to certain vital principles.

That we now feel the charm of what was great and beauti-

ful in the Middle Ages, is in part the result of their teach-

ing
;
and to some extent we owe to them the recognition of

deeper elements in the world than reason can formulate, and
the conviction that the thought of each age must create for

itself a medium of expression adapted to its special nature.

The writer known as the prophet of the Bomantic school

Novalis. was Frederick von Hardenberg, generally called ISTovalis

(1772-1801). In his unfinished romance, Eemrick von
Ofterdingen^ he revealed a mystical and sensitive spirit,

penetrated by religious aspiration, and feeling itself ill at

ease in the hard rough world. These qualities are still

more pathetically expressed in his poems, the best perhaps
being those in which he directly utters spiritual emotions.

The The critical leaders of the school were the brothers August
brothers "VYiiiielm von Schlegel (1767-1845) aud Friedrich vou
^

Schlegel (1772-1829). It is to be feared that many
English readers have derived their impression of the former
mainly from Heine^s malicious caricature. In reality,

although destitute of creative power, he was a man of great
intellectual distinction. His translations from Shakespeare
are masterly, and his rendering of Calderon has also genuine
merit

^

He did much to promote the scientific study of
Sanskrit, and his lectures on dramatic art and literature, and
on the theory and history of plastic art, contain many fruit-

ful suggestions. Friedrich von Schlegel, who was a writer
of greater depth and versatility than his brother, caused
much scandal by his romance, Zuciiide, in which the school
appeared for the moment as a powerfully dissolving force
in regard to the most sacred of human relations. His most
important work, however, is his History of Ancient and
Modern Literature, Throughout his exposition he is a
propagandist of his special ideas; but the book is of
lasting importance as the earliest attempt to present a
systematic view of literary development as a whole. The
period in which the brothers worked most effectually for
their school was between 1796 and 1800, when they lived
in Jena, aud formed the centre of a brilliant circle which
included Fichte, Schelling, Tieck, and Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt. Here they edited the Atheiiceum, in which they
chastised feeble and pretentious writers, and awoke
general interest in mediaeval art and literature, and in the

systems of philosophy that harmonized with their special

tendency.

The most productive, and for a time the most famous,

writer of the Romantic school vras Ludwig Tieck (1773- TiecL

1853). Many of the smaller tales in his Phantasus have
not yet lost their interest. They are, indeed, as far as pos-

sible from representing the real life of mediaevalism, but

they have a mystic and fairy-like charm which is not the

less powerful because it is purely imaginative. In his later

novels he took his themes from modern life, and they dis-

play a remarkable talent for keen and searching satire.

Most of them, however, are already practically forgotten,

for Tieck was unable to give form to his ideas, and
his imagination was wayward and eccentric. In his

lyrical poetry he seldom touches a true note, and his

dramas have no high qualities to make up for their utter

and deliberate lack of plan. Yet his dramatic criticism,

of which he wrote a great deal in Dresden,—where he lived

for many years, the centre of an adoring body of disciples,

—

is often happy and suggestive
;
and his completion of

Schlegels translation of Shakespeare is poetic in feeling, and
indicates a rare mastery of language and versification. A
writer of less importance, but who exercised considerable

influence over Tieck at an early period of his career, was
W. H. Wackenroder (1772-98), whose Phantasien Wacken-

die Kunst (“ Fancies concerning Art ”) was published by
Tieck after the writer’s early death. Both in this book and
in his Overfloioingsfrom the Heart ofan Art-loving Friar he
expresses a deep feeling for Christian, especially allegoric,

art. He was here in full sympathy with the whole
Romantic school, which derived intense delight from the

spiritual art of the early mediseval painters, but cared

little for the noble beauty of Greek art or of tlie art of the

Renaissance.

Among the authors who wrote in the spirit of the

Romantic school, and who were fur a long time extremely
popular, one of the chief was E. T. A. Hoffmann (1776-
1822). His treatment of ghostly and horrible themes is

often very grotesque
; but he has flashes of vivid narra-

tive which indicate a deep appreciation of some of

the more mysterious aspects of human nature. Clemens
Brentano (1777-1842) was one of the most ambitious of

the Romanticists, and he had originality both of thought
and fancy ; but he was too confused, too indifferent to

form, to produce more than a passing impression. Of far

more enduring excellence than anything he himself wrote
was Des Knahen Wunderhorriy a book of popular lyrics

which he collected with his brother-in-law, Achim von
Arnim. Arnim (1781-1831) revealed imagination and
feeling in his Kronmwdckter (‘‘ Guardians of the Crown ”)

;

and his Countess Dolores gives evidence of great natural

power. His works, however, suffer the penalty which
attaches to the total neglect of art. De La Motte
Fouqu6 (1777-1843) does not, in the majority of his Fouque.

writings, rise above the level of his fellows ;
like them,

he usually lacks clearness, precision, and genuinely human
interest. But in one little hook, Undine, he achieved a

masterpiece. This charming tale, with its sweetness,

pathos, and dream-like beauty, is now above criticism ;
it

has taken its place as one of the select class of creations

which appeal to all the world, and do not depend for their

popularity on the tendencies of a particular time. Joseph
von Eichendorff (1788-1857) is an adherent of the .

Romantic school only in some of his tales
;
his lyrics com-

bine its depth of emotion with clear and musical expression,

and his best stories are written in a frank and attractive

style. Adalbert von Chamisso (1781-1838), although

usually classed as to some extent a Romanticist, has none

I

of the dreaminess and mysticism of the school. He
became a German both in thought and feeling; but his
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ordered and vigorous style presents many traces of his

French origin. He is now chiefly remembered by Peter

Schlemihl^ a tale of quaint and suggestive humour. The
most distinguished dramatist of the Homaiitic school

was Heinrich von Kleist (1776-1811), whose dramas were

not represented till after his death, but have since then

attracted much attention. Some of his characters are con-

ceived with great vigour, but in his tragic motives he lacks

invention, and all his works are more or less marred by
Fate- morbid sentimentalism. Allied to the Eomantic school,
tragedy, although not directly connected with it, were the writers

of the so-called fate-tragedies. The originator of this

curious class of works was Werner (1768-1823). It would
be difficult to imagine a more trivial conception of fate than

that which he develops in his Twenty-Fourth of February^

which represents a series of disasters as occurring at inter-

vals on a particular day in consequence of a father's curse.

The notion, however, struck the popular fancy, and for ten

years even Kotzebue could not contest the supremacy of

the fate-tragedians. The chief followers of Werner were
Mullner and Houwald. Franz Grillparzer (1791-1872)
began his career with a play—Lie Ahnfrau (“The Ances-

tress ")—in the style of these popular writers, but in his

later tragedies he strove to attain classic force and dignity;

and by at least one play, Sappho^ he achieved a place among
the most distinguished German dramatists.

Influence The whole life of Germany was to some extent influenced

of Puo- by the Eomantic school. In politics it was represented,
mantle among others, by Joseph Gorres, who agitated with con-

°°
stantly growing enthusiasm for the revival of mediaevalism

both in church and state. In philosophy Franz Xaver von
Baader followed a like tendency by entering deeply into

the spirit of Jacob Boehme’s mystical philosophy, and
interpreting its principles in accordance with Catholic

Schleier- doctrine. Frederick Schleiermacher (1768-1834) was a
macher. thorough Protestant, and his services to serious literature

were incomparably higher than those of Baader. He was an
admirable dialectician, and did more than any other writer

to promote in Germany a sympathetic study of Plato. Yet
there is a touch of Eomanticism in the vague, shadowy, and
mystic language in which he presents the elements of

Philolo- Christian thought and life. The love of the Eomantic
gical writers for previous epochs of German history and litera-
%vriters.

jed to the great researches of the brothers Grimm, who
founded the scientific study of the German language and
of German antiquities. They were followed by many de-

voted scholars, among whom may be named Beneke, Lach-

mann, Moritz Haupt, and Franz Pfeiffer. The Oriental

studies of the Eomanticists also promoted comparative

philology, which acquired something of the character it now
bears through the labours of tho illustrious scholars, Wil-

helm von Humboldt and Franz Bopp.
Patriotic During the calamitous period when Germany was
writings, beaten and humbled by Hapoleon the Eomantic school, by

continually recalling the past glories of the nation, con-

tributed largely to the revival of patriotic feeling. A like

result was achieved by Fichte, whose addresses to the Ger-

man people, delivered in Berlin while it was occupied by
French soldiers, are models of fervid yet thoughtful and
dignified eloquence. In the war of liberation the popular

excitement was expressed with great spirit by Theodor
Korner (1791-1813) and Ernst Moritz Arndt (1769-1860).
Of these two writers Arndt is the most poetic, but few
even of his lyrics have much literary value. Tojudge them
fairly we must think ourselves back into the epoch in which
the nation spontaneously arose to avenge its wrongs and
assert its independence. It was as a writer of patriotic

Euckert war-songs that Frederick Eiickert (1789-1866) opened his

career. Afterwards he moved over a wide range, dis-

tinguishing himself especially as a translator of Oriental

poetry.
^

He was master of almost every form of lyrical
expression, and had hardly less facility in narrative and
didactic verse. As regards the substance of his poetry, he
is perhaps chiefly remarkable for the tone of calm resig-

nation which he learned from his Eastern masters. In his
preference for Oriental modes of thought he has been
followed in recent times by Daumer, Bodenstedt, and other
poets, who, however, chiefly aim at contrasting the ascetic

ideals of Christianity with a gayer, brighter scheme of life.

The whole movement had its origin, and was virtually

exhausted, in Goethe’s Westostlicher Limn.
Had the hopes of German patriots been realized after War of

the war of liberation, literature might have profited by the libera-

growth of an intelligent national spirit. But the reward
of the German people for their immense sacrifices was bitter

opposition on the part of their Governments to every aspir-

ation for freedom and unity. Arndt himself, who had
done so much to kindle patriotic ardour, was dismissed

in disgrace from his professorship at Bonn, which he
did not regain till 1840, when Frederick William IV.

mounted the Prussian throne. And the brothers Grimm
with other scholars were ignominiously turned out of

Gottingen. The mass of the people lost interest in

high thought and endeavour, and nourished itself on
weak poetry like the Urania of Tiedge, and detestable

novels like those of Clauren. Yet even in poetry the period uhland.
was not destitute of important names. Ludwig Uhland
(1787-1862), whose first volume of poems appeared in

1815, ranks with the greatest of modern lyrical writers.

He is truly popular and patriotic in tone, yet his songs and
ballads have an ease and grace of style which raise him
far above any of the Eomantic school. Uhland was the

founder of the so-called Swabian school of poets, of whom Swabian
the most cultivated was Gustav Schwab. Other Swabian school,

poets were Justinus Kerner, who attempted, not unsuccess-

fully, to combine pathos and humour, and Eduard Morike,

whose poetry is generally of a melancholy tone, relieved,

however, by touches which indicate a fine sympathy with

nature. The theatre was dominated by Eaupach (1784-

1852) and Freiherr von Auffenberg (1798-1857), the

former reigning in Berlin, the latter in Carlsruhe. Both
had talent and knowledge of the stage, bub there is neither

genius nor art in their plays. Immermann (1796-1840),

although not without poetic power, lacked the faculty

of controlling his dramatic conceptions. He was more
successful in romance—^his Epigonen^ and still more his

Munchhausen, displaying vivid fancy and a quaintly original

humour. Sir Walter Scott, who was deeply iufluenced by
German literature, repaid his obligations by influencing it

in turn. One of the best of his imitators was Wilhelm

Hauff (1802-1827), who had the merit of nearly putting

an end to Clauren’s popularity by satirizing his style.

HauflPs chief work was Lichtenstein, which excited hopes

that were too soon extinguished by death. Wilhelm

Haring, known as Wilibald Alexis (1798-1876), also began

as an imitator of Scott, but he afterwards wrote more

original historical romances, the scenes of which he laid

in Brandenburg. Johanna Schopenhauer, mother of the

philosopher, was considered in her day an attractive writer

of romance, but she is now remembered only for the sake

of her son. She was surpassed in vigour of thought and

style by Caroline Pichler (1769—1843), who wrote several

well-known historical novels.

Throughout the whole of this period Germany maintained

her eminence in classical study, contributions of the highest

importance to the knowledge of ancient life being made by

Wolf, Hermann, Boeckh, and Otfried Muller. In history History,

she produced several writers of distinction. Spittler (1752-

1810) was a worthy successor of Justus Moser in the free

and artistic treatment of historical subjects; in youth he
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was kindly treated by Lessing, whose clear style be appears I misery of human life. History seemed to him but a
to have taken as bis model. Johannes von Muller

(1752-1809), the historian of Switzerland, used to be con-

sidered by the Germans an eloquent writer, almost a prose

poet, but he is now generally regarded as an affected

rhetorician, ilaumer, in his chief work, History of the

Hohensiaufen, gave forth the results of deep research in an

animated and vigorous narrative. Schlosser, author of a

History of the Eighteenth Century^ was also an historian who
combined purity and strength of style with learning.

Niebuhr, in his Roman History, pushed his scepticism too

far, but he profoundly modified opinion in regard to the

tests of historic credibility.

VIII. The Latest Period.—With the death of Goethe in

1832 began a new era in German literature, an era not

yet closed. The period has been one of intense political

excitement. In 1848 the national aspiration for freedom
and unity found decisive expression in action

;
since that

time Germany has achieved unity by the sword, while she

still slowly feels her way towards freedom. It was inevit-

able that in such an epoch much of the best energy of the

nation should be devoted to politics, but there has also

been great literary activity—activity deeply influenced by
the practical struggles, hopes, and tears of the time.

Pliilo- Philosophical speculation has been continued without
&ophy, interruption, and in many respects it has been, and still

is, the deepest current in the intellectual life of Germany.
From 1818 till his death in 1831, when he was a professor

School of in Berlin, Hegel dominated the highest thought. His vast
Hegel, system, in which he attempted to explain the ultimate facts

of the world and to bind by a chain of deductive reasoning

the elements of all knowledge, found enthusiastic adherents
among the more ambitious of the younger literary men,
and for many years after his death it determined the

character of their work. Gradually, however, the school

broke up into three distinct divisions, the right, the centre,

and the left. Of these the most active were the members
of the latter i^arty, who interpreted Hegel’s doctrine in a
revolutionary sense. Arnold Euge, one of the most bril-

liant writers of the school, applied Hegelianism to politics,

in which he associated himself with the extreme radicals.

David Friedrich Strauss, who also started as a follower of
Hegel, in his memorable Xe6e2i Jesii resolved the narratives
of the Gospels into a series of myths, and found the vital

element of Christianity in its spiritual teaching. Feuer-
bach, going still further, warred against all religion, urging
that it should be replaced by a sentiment of humanity.
While the different sections of Hegelians opposed each
other, Schelling developed the later phases of his- system

;

and thought was turned into a new channel by Herbart,
whose psychological work has been carried on at a later
time by Lotze. Krause also attracted attention by philo-
sophical ideas through which he aimed at solving the
practical difficulties of modern life. Llrici and the younger
Fichte have exercised considerable influence as the
advocates of a pantheistic doctrine by which they endeavour
to reconcile religion and science. None of these names,
however, have the importance which attaches to that of

Schopen- Arthur Schopenhauer, who, although his chief hook was
hauer. written in the lifetime of Goethe, did not secure a hearing

until long afterwards. At the present time he stirs deeper
interest than any other thinker. German philosophers
have, as a rule, been utterly indifferent to style, but Schopen-
hauer’s prose is clear, firm, and graceful, and to this fact
he owes much of his popularity. He expressed bitter con-
tempt for his philosophical contemporaries, and, going back
to Kant, claimed to have corrected and completed his
system. His main doctrine is that will is the fundamental
principle of existence

;
hut his importance arises less from

his abstract teaching than from his descriptions of the

record of turmoil and wretchedness
; and there is higli

literary genius as well as moral earnestness in his graphic
and scornful pictures of the darker aspects of the world.

Eduard von Hartmann, the latest original philosopher of

Germany, works on essentially the same lines, hut seeks to

reconcile Schopenhauer not only with Hegel and Schelling

but with Leibnitz.

The growth of science has been one of the most powerful Science,

factors in the recent intellectual development of Germany,
and some of the best books of the period have been works
presenting in a popular form the results of scientific labour.

Among these the first place still belongs to the Cosmos
of Alexander von Humboldt. Its fundamental conceptions Hum-
are no longer in full accordance with the best thought

3
l^oldt.

but it is made enduringly impressive by the writer’s power
of handling vast masses of facts, by his poetic feeling for

the beauty and the order of nature, and by the purity and
nobility of his style. Some of the greatest men of science,

such as Liebig, Virchow, and Helmholtz, have also made
admirable attempts to render their subjects intelligible and
interesting to ordinary readers. Biichner and Vogt have
considerable merit as popular scientific authors, hut their

writings are marred by a polemical tendency, which
induces them to dogmatize on metaphysical questions be-

yond their proper range.

In historical literature Germany has recently produced His-

many eminent writers. The historian who enjoys the Dorians,

widest popularity is Leopold Eanke, who has instructed two
generations by communicating in an agreeable style the

results of extensive research in many different fields of in-

quiry, Gervinus acquired a permanent place as an historian

by his excellent History of the Nineteenth Century, Works
of high value have also proceeded from Giesebrecht, who has
written on the Holy Eoman Empire with enthusiastic

appreciation of the great emperors; from Droysen, the

diligent historian of Prussia
; from Dahlmann, whose

labours included German, English, French, and Danish
history

; from Hausser, whose masterpiece is an elaborate

history of Germany since the death of Frederick the Great

;

from Waitz, the chief authority on the growth of the Ger-
man constitution ; from Sybel, by whose researches much
new light has been thrown on the French Eevolution

;
from

Mommsen, the vigorous historian of ancient Rome; and
from Curtius, whose history of Greece is not more remark-
aole for its learning than for the clear and attractive

arrangement of its materials. Of late years much attention

has been devoted to Culturgeschichte,” which describes the

life of a people in all its phases, either through the whole
past or during a particular epoch. A favourable example
of works of this class is Karl Biedermann’s Germany in the

Eighteenth Century.

Eecent German literature is extraordinarily rich in his-

tories of the individual elements of intellectual development.
In its histories of philosophy it is absolutely supreme. Hegel
still ranks as one of the greatest historians of philosophy,

although the value of his expositions is lowered by a

tendency to find his own doctrine in preceding thinkers.

Erdmann, Schwegler, and Ueberweg were among the most
important workers in the same department

;
and with them

may be named Kuno Fischer, who writes the history of

philosophy with a striking power of sympathetic appreci-

ation and in a fascinating literary style. Less attractive

in manner than Fischer, Lange, in History ofMateriah
im,, did full justice for the first time to the different

phases of materialistic philosophy, and is especially happy
in the skill with which he traces the growth of a recog-

nition of law in the phenomena of nature. Since Lessing,

£esthetics ha've always formed a prominent branch of

philosophy among the Germans ; and they have hardly
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been less successful as historians of art than as historians

of metaphysics. High distinction has been achieved, among
other art historians, by Kugler, Vischer, Carriere, and
Lubke. Of historians of literature, especially German
literature, there is almost a small army. One of the

earliest of these vras Gervinus, who, although his critical

canons are not now in favour, had an unusual faculty for

grouping his materials and sharply defining what seemed
to him the essential qualities of particular writers and
movements. The history of German literature by Vilmar,

although written in an eloquent style, is too partial in its

judgments to have permanent value. Koberstein is

remarkable rather for industry than for insight
;
but the

literary histories of Julian Schmidt and Gottschall are both
marked by decisive, often penetrating, critical judgment.
One of the best works of this kind for style, thought, and
research is Hettneris elaborate History of Literature in the

Eighteenth Century,

Bio- The Germans possess a vast mass of biographical litera-

graphers. ture, a large proportion of which is rendered almost Tvorth-

less by inartistic treatment. Luther alone forms the sub-

ject of more than one hundred and fifty biographies
;
yet a

satisfactory study of the Keforraer has still to be written. In
recent times, however, there hasbeen amarked improvement,
several biographers having conscientiously striven not only

to be thorough in research but to write simply, clearly, and
vividly. The first to set a good example was Yarnhageii

von Ense, whose numerous biographies are masterpieces of

well ordered and dignified prose. Germany owes an ad-

mirable biography of Ulrich von Hutten to Strauss, who
also wrote interesting sketches of several prominent modern
authors. Other biographies which deserve mention are

Karl Griin’s philosophical study of Feuerbach, Kosenkranz’s

scholar-like life of Diderot, and Justi’s life of Winckelmann.
The popularity of Mr Lewes’s life of Goethe for a long time

deterred German writers from touching a subject he had
handled with so much talent

;
but of late there has been a

remarkable revival of interest in Goetbe, and Hermann
Grimm has ventured to present a fresh study of his intel-

lectual and moral character.

Heinricli In imaginative literature the greatest writer of the latest
Heine, period is Heinrich Heine, No German writer since Goethe

and Schiller has excited so much interest throughout

Europe, and among the Germans themselves his fame is

steadily rising. He professed to care little for what men
said of his poetry, yet it is mainly as a lyrical poet that his

name lives. His Buck der Lieder is one of the most
fascinating collections of lyrics in European literature.

Although a deadly enemy of the Romantic school, he had
moods, especially in youth, in which he shared its dreami-

ness and mysticism
;
and these qualities he expressed in

some of his best songs, but with perfect grace of style

and melody. He struck with equally finished art chords

of passion and aspiration beyond the range of even the chief

Romanticists, for Heine was in every respect a modern man,
penetrated by a love of freedom, and by a high enthusiasm

for beauty. Except Goethe, no other German poet achieves

his effects by such simple means; with the language of

a village maiden he gives shape to feelings and ideas of

exquisite refinement and subtlety. His satirical poems
are sometimes gross and cynical; but none of them are

without touches of humour. In his prose, which deals

with a wide range of subjects, he is rather French

than German in his love of sparkling epigram and

biting wit. Almost every theme, however sacred, gives

Heine occasion for mockery, but in the midst of cruel

laughter he is often restrained by a pathetic memory, which

he expresses with unsurpassed delicacy. This combination

of pathos, wit, and humour gives him a unique place in tlie

literature of his country.
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Platen, who belongs rather to the previous period, was PUten.
one of the many writers whom Heine bitterly attacked, but
he was a poet of considerable power. Like Heine himself,
he failed in the drama

; and even in his successful writings
he is not remarkable for wealth of thought or depth of

feeling. His odes and sonnets, however, are in language
and metre so artistically finished as to rank among the best
classical poems of modern times. Borne was another writer
whose fame, although the two men were at one time warm
friends, suffered from Heine’s satire. He was a manly
literary critic, and as a political writer dealt at the despotic
Governments of Germany blows which they keenly felt.

A school of writers known as Young Germany was deeply Young
influenced by Heine, and had the good fortune to be Ger-

singled out for persecution by the confederate diet. Their
object was to effect a complete revolution in the political

and social institutions of Germany, and at the same time
they became the propagandists of ideas intended to under-

mine the church. The most important member of the

school was Karl Gutzkow, who wrote a number of dramas
which maintain their hold of the btage. He w’as also the
author of many romances, of which the chief were Die
Ritter vom Geiste (“The Knights of the Mind”) and Der
Zanherer von Rom (“ The Magician of Rome”), These
works are of enormous length, and their polemical tendency
has already begun to weaken their interest. But the lead-

ing characters are genuine creations, and the incidents are

interwoven with great artistic skill Heinrich Laube,
another member of the group, is the author of an historical

romance, The Gerinan War, which represents, in a clear,

fresh, and vivid style, the condition of Germany during
the Thirty Years’ War. He has also enriched the stage

with several excellent plays. Less important authors asso-

ciated with these writers were Gustav Kiihne, Theodor
Mundt, and LudolE Wienbarg—the latter universally re-

cognized as a keen and vigorous critic.

The novel has acquired the same important place in

Germany as in France and England, and it need scarcely

be said that the vast majority of works of this class are

forgotten almost as soon as they are issued. One of the

most distinguished of recent novelists is Gustav Freytag,

whose chief work, Boll und Hahen (“Debit and Credit”),

is a study of commercial life intensely realistic in tendency

Lately he has undertaken a series of romances, Die Ahnen
(“The Forefathers”), intended to represent in a highly

poetic form the different epochs of German history. Im-

portant historical romances have been written by Levin

Schlicking, who is remarkable for his power of vividly con-

ceiving character. The Countess Ida Hahn-Hahn is the

writer of a number of novels in an artificial style, affect-

ing to represent good society. Her manner has been

cleverly satirized by Fanny Lewald, who is one of the best

German novelists, keen and true in observation of life, and

artistic in method. Paul Heyse’s short tales have firmness

of outline, and are at the same time full of delicate grace

;

as a writer of elaborate romance, he has also achieved suc-

cess. The humour of Hacklander is generally considered

to surpass that of any other recent writer; and among the

novelists of simple village life Auerbach easily takes the

first place. Frederick Spielhagen has penetrated deejAy

into the spirit of the age, and in Rroblemaiische Naiuren

(“Problematic Natures”) and other works reveals iU

tendencies with cultivated imaginative force. The novels

of Fritz Reuter, although written in Platt Deutsch, take

high rank; they are fresh in style, and combine keen

observation of life with a fine appreciation of comic effect.

Contemporary literature has not, as in England, been Drama-

divorced from the stage
;
the best imaginative writers find

scope for their energies in work for the theatre. Besides

Gutzkow and Laube, Gottschall has been a fertile writer
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both, of tragedy and comedy; Freytag also, and Prntz,

are original dramatic authois. The dramas of Christian

Grabbe, full of eccentricity, but with a certain wild power,

originated a movement resembling to some extent that

of the Sturm und Drang’’ poets. Its chief representative

was Hebbel, a writer endowed with imaginative gifts, but

who marred every play by affectation and extravagance.

Fieilierr von Mdiich-Belliiighausen, known as Friedrich

Hulm, author of Der Fechtev von Ravenna (“The Gladi-

ator of Ravenna”), and Mosenthal, author of DehoraK
achieved distinction by aiming at something higher than

mere stage effect. Paul Lindau is the author of some

refined comedies, and Adolf Wilbrandt has written both

comedies and tragedies which meet the taste of Vienna.

Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer and Roderich Benedix were prolific

writers of plays wjth the sort of merit that belongs to an

intimate knowledge of the technical necessities of the stage.

Many recent writers have attempted lyi ical and narrative

poetry, some of them with sufficient power to maintain

worthJy the traditions of German literature. From about

1830 onwards, a group of Austrian poets, more or less

political in tendency, commanded the respect of all

Germans. The chief was Count von Auersperg, who
assumed the name of Anastasias Grun. His first important

work was Walks of a Vienna Foet^ published in 1831, but

his fame rests chiefiy on two volumes of lyrics issued some
years later. He liad enthusiastic faith in the future, and
e'cpresses his hopes in verses full of colour, sometimes
brilliant and effective. Another Austrian writer, Nicholas

Strehlenau, generally called Lenau, gives powerful utterance

ill several poems to the sorrows of a deeply melancholy
nature. Meissner and Hartmann, Bohemian poets, have a
considerable reputation, the latter as a writer of great

artistic merit, the former as a poet of vivid imagination and
free sympathies. Leopold Schefer was for a long time a
popular poet, and the genial optimism of his chief book,

the Laienhrevier^ is interesting because of the contrast

it presents to the pessimist tone of more recent

writers. Before the revolutionary movements of 1848 a
number of writers attempted to force poetry into the ser-

vice of freedom. Of these one of the best known is

Hervvegh. He advocated liberty with a vehemence that

won for him immense popularity, but the interest of his

writings is rather historical than literary. Ferdinand
Freihgratli was of a more truly poetic temperament. His
poems, although without delicacy, have graphic force, aud
in his earlier writings he displayed a remarkable talent for

reproducing the gorgeous colours of tropical landscape.

Other poets who have made verse a means of awakening
in the popular mind a passion for political justice are

Hoffmann von Fallersleben, who has a considerable com-
mand of musical expression, and Franz Dingelstedt, a ver-

satile writer who has done good work as a novelist and
dramatist. Gottschall, already named as a dramatist and an
liiotorian of literature, began as a political poet, but after-

wards gave evidence of disinterested imagination in two
narrative poems, Gottin and Zeno. The lyrics of Emmanuel
Geibel, some of which are also political, with a conservative

tendency, have found favour with nearly all classes
; they

reveal a gentle and refined spirit, and are written with

something of XJhland’s grace. Among the most distim

guished contemporary writers is Robert Hamerling, whose
poetry is remarkable for the boldness of its conceptions

and its almost vehement passion.

Since the middle of the 18th century Germany has never ¥oim m
been without writers of deep thought and vast research

;

num

and in her" supreme writers— in Lessing, Goethe,
Schiller, and Heine—these qualities have been
ciated with a feeling for artistic finish 'which has not

been surpassed in England or even in France. But the

tendency of German authors beneath the highest rank ha&

been to neglect the laws of expression. Thus there is in

Germany an extraordinary quantity of literature which,

although the result of great labour, and full of ideas, makes
intolerable demands on the patience of readers. The lack

of measure and precision has in many cases deprived of

nearly all value powers of imagination, reason, and indus-

try, which would have made the literary fortune of a

Frenchman. This deficiency of style is in some degree

explained by the fact that an undue proportion of German
literature has hitherto been addressed, not to the public,

but to specialists, who naturally concern themselves more
with substance than with form. During the present

generation there have been symptoms of a remarkable

change. Ever since the Germans began to feel that they

are one people, and to strive after political unity, an in-

creasing number of scholars and thinkers have displayed an
ambition to extend their influence, while several imagina-

tive writers have consciously appealed to the nation as a

whole. The inevitable result has been that they have aimed
at more methodical arrangement than their predecessors,

and have cultivated greater force, simplicity, and directness

of speech. Nothing has fostered this wholesome tendency

so much as the growing respect of the nation for the great

masters of its language, a respect indicated by the new edi-

tions of their writings which appear year after year. The
higher class of poets, dramatists, and novelists have also

profited by the deepening conviction that tlie function ot

art is not to battle with practical evils, but to create a

world of ideal beauty in which the mind may find refuge

from the perplexities of real life.
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GERMEPvSHEIM, a fortified town in Ehemsh Bavaria,

j

the chief town of a circle, is situated at tbe confiueiice

of the Queich and tbe Rhine, 8 miles S.W. of Spires, It
|

possesses a Catholic and a Protestant church, a Latin school.
,

and a hospital. The industries include fishing, shipbuild- I

ing, brewing, the manufacture of cigars, and the cultivation
j

of vegetables, fruit, fiax, and hemp. The number of the '

garrison in the town is usually about 2500.
|

Germcrsheim existed as a Roman stronghold under the name of >

Yicus Julius. The citadel was rebuilt by the emperor Conrad II.,
j

but the town itself was founded in 1276 by the emperor Rudolph .

I.j who granted it the rights of a free imperial city. He died here
|

in 1291. From 1330 to 1622, when it was conquered bj’- Austria,
|

the town formed part of the Palatinate of the Rhine. From 1644
j

to 1650 it was in the possession of France
;
but on the conclusion

j

of the peace of Westphalia it was again joined to the Palatinate-

In 3674 it was captured and devastated by the French under
Turenne, and after the death of the elector Charles in 1685, it was
claimed by the French as a dependency of Alsace, on which account
followed the Gerinersheim succession war, whicli lasted till the

peace of Ryswick in 1697. Through the intervention of the pope
in 1702, the French, on payment of a large sum, agreed to vacate

the town, and in 1715 its fortifications were rebuilt. On the 3d
July 1744 the French were defeated there by the imperial troops,

and on the 19th and 22d July 1793 by the Austrians. In 1835
the beautiful new town was built, and the present extensive fortifi-

cations commenced. Population in 1875, including the garrison,

6456.

GEROKA, a city of Spain, the chief town of the pro-

vince of Gerona (one of the four into which Catalonia was
divided), is situated about 54 miles N.E. of Barcelona on
the railway to Perpignan in France, near the junction of the

Ter and the Oiia. The older part of tbe town occupies the

steep slope of the hill of the Capuchins, and with its old-

fashioned buildings presents a picturesque appearance
against a background of loftier heights; while the newer
portion stretches down into the plain and beyond the river,

which adds to the effect of the scene by a bridge of three

arches. The old city walls with their bastions still remain,
though in a dilapidated state

;
and the hill is crowned by

wliat were at one time very strong fortifications. At present
Gerona is a comparatively insignificant place, although it is

the seat of a bishop, has four parish churches, an insiiivto,

a seminary, a public library, and a theatre, numbers about
15,000 inhabitants, and carries qn the manufacture of

paper and cotton and woollen goods. To the ecclesiologist,

however, it offers unusual attractions. The cathedral is one
of the grandest specimens of Gothic architecture in Spain,
the nave being the widest pointed vault in Christendom,
as it measures no less than 73 feet from side to side, while
Albi, the next in size, is only 58 feet, and Westminster
Abbey is only 38. The old cathedral on the same site was
used as a mosque by the Moors, and on their expulsion in
1015 it appears to have been very greatly modified, if not
entirely rebuilt. During the 14thL century new works were
again carried out on an extensive scale; but it was not till

the beginning of the 15th that tbe proposal to erect the
present magnificent nave was originated by the master of
the works, Gullielmo Bofifiy. The keystone of the last

division of the vault,” says Mr Street, seems to have been
placed in the time of Bishop Benito, so late as circa 1559,”
and in 1581 the same bishop laid the first stone of the beU
tower. At the east end of the nave three arches open into
the choir and its aisle<=!, which with their many subdivisions
give an extraordinary impression of size to the vast vault of
the nave, and make it look larger than it really is.” The
general appearance of the exterior is rather ungainly, but
there is a fine approach by a flight of 86 steps to the fagade,
which rises in tiers and terminates in an oval rose-window.
Among the interior decorations the most remarkable is the
retablo and baldachin of the 1 4th century ; and among the
tombs may he mentioned those of Bishop Berenger (o&.

1408), Ramon Berenger (Cap de Estopa), and the Countess

Ermesinda {oh, 1057). The collegiate church of San Feliu
(St Felix) is mainly of the 14th century, but it was con-

siderably modified in the 16th, and its fagade dates from
the 18th. It is one of the few Spanish churches that can
boast of a genuine spire, and it thus forms a striking feature

in the general view of the town. Besides the tomb of

Alvarez and the sepulchre of the patron saint, it contains

an image of St Narciso, which, according to the local super-

stition, had the power of producing swarms of poisonous
flies, as was sufficiently proved by the destruction of the

French investing the city in 1285 and again in 1684. The
Benedictine church of San Pedro de los Gallos is an
interesting Romanesque building of early date

; and in the

same vicinity is a small church worthy of notice as a rare

Spanish example of a transverse triapsal plan.

Gerona is the ancient Gerunda, a city of tbe Ausetani. It boasts
that it is the place in which St Paul and St James first rested when
they came to Spain ; and it became the see of a bishop about 247.
For a considerable period it was in the hands of the Moors, and
their emir, Soleiman, was in alliance with Pepin about 759. It

was taken by Charlemagne in 785 ;
but the Moors regained and

sacked it in 795, and it was not till 1015 that they were finally

expelled- At a later date it gave the title of count to the king of
Aragon^s eldest son. Into the details of its later vicissitudes it is

needless to enter ; bnt its historians tell how it has been besieged
no fewer than twenty-five times in all, and that only four of the
sieges have resulted in its capture. The investment by the French
under Marshal Hocquisicourt in 1653, that of 1684 by the French
under Marshal Belfond, and the successful enterprise of Marshal
Noailles in 1694, are the three great events of the 17tli century.
Surrendered by the French at the peace of Ryswick, it was again
captured by Marshal ISToailles in 1706, after a brilliant defence

;

and in 1717 it held out against the Austrians, But its noblest
resistance was yet to be made. In May 1809 it was besieged by
the French, with 35,000 troops, under Yerdier, Augereau, and St
Cyr ; forty batteries were erected against it, and a heavy bombard-
ment inaiirtained

; but under the leadership of Mariano Alvarez
it held out till famine and fever compelled a capitulation on 12th
December. The French, it is said, had spent 20,000 bombs and
60,000 cannon balls, and their loss was estimated at 15,000 men.

See Juan Gaspar Roigy Jalpi, Resumen de las Grandezas, &c.,

Barcelona, 1678 ; J. A. Nieto y Samaniego, Memorias, Tarragona,
1810; Street, Gothic Architecture in Spain.

GERRHA, an ancient city of Arabia Felix, on tbe west
side of what is now the Persian Gulf, described by Strabo

as inhabited by Chaldasan exiles from Babylon, who built

their houses of salt and repaired them by the application

of salt water. Three identifications of the site have been
attempted, D^Anville choosing El Katig, Niebuhr prefer-

ring Koneit, and Forster suggesting the ruins at the head
of the bay behind the islands of Bahrein.
GERS, a department of France, composed of the

whole or parts of the five old districts of Gascony, ^iz.,

Armagnac, Astarac, Lomagne, Comminges, and Condomois.
It is bounded N. by the department of Lot-et-Garonne, E.

by Tarn-et-Garonne and Haute-Garonne, S. by Hautes-

Pyr6n6es and Basses-Pyren^es, and W. by Landes. It lies

between 43*^ 17' and 44° 5' N. lat., and between 1° 10' E.,

and 0*^ 18' W. long., being about 72 miles in length from E.

to W., and 53 in breadth from N. to S. This department is

hilly, particularly in the south, where it is mostly covered

with ramifications of the Pyrenees. Some of these in the

south rise nearly 1200 feet above the level of the sea,

but they rapidly decrease in height towards the north.

The principal of them run from N.E., N.j and N.W.,
and are separated by longitudinal valleys of great beauty
and fertility, narrow in the south, but opening in the north

to a width of 3 or 4 miles. The greater part of the depart-

ment belongs to the basin of the Garonne, while a small

portion in the west is drained by the Adour. The chief

affluents of the former are the Save, Gimone, Arratz, Gers, and

Baise : and those of the latter, the Arros, Midou, and Douse,

the last two uniting and taking the name of Midouse, before

joining the Adour. The climate is temperate and salubrious,

but very changeable. There is seldom any snow, and there
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is scarcely any frost. Mure than half of the department is

arable ;
about one-soventh is occupied by vines, and the

rest is meadows, wood, or heath. The sjil is not of great

fertility, but is tolerably well cultivated, and the grain pro-

duced is more than sufficient for home consumption. Wheat,
maize, oats, and rye are the principal grain crops. About
one-third of the wine produced is used for home consump-
tion, and the remainder is cliiehy manufactured into brandy,

known by the name of Armagnac. The amount of brandy
distilled in the department annually is about 22 million

gallons. Horned cattle, sheep, mules, swine, game, and
poulcry, particularly ducks and geese, are abundant. The
minerals and manufactures are unimportant. There are

quarries of red and green marble
;
and gypsum, marl, white

clay, and sand for the mauufacture of glass are obtained.

Gers is divided into the arrondissenients of Auch, Lectoure,

Mirande, Condom, and Lombez, with 29 cantons and 4C7
communes. The chief town is Auch. Tlie total area is

2425 square miles, and the population in 1866 was 295,692,
and 283,546 in 1876.

GERSON, John (1363-1 429), otherwise John Charlierof
Gerson, Johannes Gersonus, Jolmde Gersone, J. Jarson, De
Jarsone, or Gersen, the famous chancellor of the university

of Paris, and the ruling spirit in the oecumenical councils of

Pjsa and Constance, was born at the village of Gerson, in

tlie bishopric of Rheims and department of Ardennes, on
December 14, 1363. We learn a good many details about
liis family and early upbringing from allusions in some of

]iis devotional tracts. His parents, Arnulph Charlier and
Elizabeth de la Chardeniere, ‘‘a second Monica,” belonged
to the peasant class, were of eminent piety, and rejoiced

to see seven of their twelve children, four daughters and
three sons, devoting themselves to a religious life. Young
Gerson was sent to Paris to the famous college of Navarre
when fourteen years of age. After a five years’ course

he obtained the degree of licentiate of arts, and then
began his theological studies under two very celebrated

teachers, Giles Des Champs (^gidius Campensis) and Peter
D’Ailly (Petrus de Alliaco), rector of the college of Navarre,
chancellor of the university, and afterwards bishop of Puy,
archbishop of Canibray, and cardinal. D’Ailly remained his

life-long friend, and in later life the pupil seems to have
become the teacher (see pref. to Liber de Aoiimce),

Gerson very soon attracted the notice of the university.

He was elected procurator for the French nation in 1383,
when barely twenty years of age, and re-elected the year
afterwards. In 1384 he took the degree of bachelor of

theology. Three years later a still higher honour vras

bestowed upon him
;
he was sent along with the chancellor

and others to represent the university in a case of appeal
taken to the pope. Dr John Montson had been condemned
by the faculty of theology because he had taught that the

Virgin Mary, like other ordinary descendants of Adam, was
born in original sin; and the Dominicans, who were fierce

opponents of the doctrine of the immaculate conception,

were expelled the university. Montson appealed t j Pope
Clement VII. at Avignon, and D’Ailly, Gerson, and the
other university delegates, while they personally supported
the doctrine of the immaculate conception, were content to

rest their case upon the legal rights of the university to test

in its own way its theological teachers. Gerson’s bio-

graphers have compared his journey to Avignon with
Luther’s visit to Rome. It is certain that from this time
onwards he was zealous in his endeavours to spiritualize the
universities, to reform the morals of the clergy, and to put
an end to the schism which then divided the church. In
1392 Gerson became doctor of theology, and in 1395, when
D’Ailly was made bishop of Puy, he was, at the early age
of thirty-two, elected chancellor of the university of Paris,

and made a canon of Notre Dame. This great university
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was then at the height of its fame, and its chancellor was
necessarily a man prominent nut onlj’’ in France but in
Europe, sworn to maintain the rights of liis university
against both king and pope, and entrusted with the conduct
and studies of a vast crowd of students attracted from
almost every countrj’’ in Europe. Gerson’s writings bear
witness to his deep sense of the responsibilities, anxieties,
and troubles of his position. He was all his days a man of
letters, and an analysis of his writings is his best biography.
His work has three periods, in which he was eng'aged in re-

forming the university studies, maturing plansforovercoming
theschism(a taskwhich afterl404 absorbed all his energies),
and in the evening of his life writing books of devotion.

Gerson wished to banish scholastic subtleties from the
studies of the university, and at the same time to x^ut
some evangelical warmth into them. He was called at

this period of his life Doctor Christianissimus
;

later liis

devotional works brought him the title Doctor Consola-
torius. Hls plan was to make theology plain and simple
by founding it on the philosophical principles of nominal-
ism. His method was a clear exposition of the principles

of theology where clearness was j^ossible, with a due re-

cognition of the place of mystery in the Cliristian system
of doctrine. Like the great nominalist William of Occam,
he saved himself from rationalism by laying hold on
mysticism—the Christian mysticism of the school of St
Victor. He thought that in this way he would equally
guard against the folly of the old scholastic and the
seductions of such Averroistic i)aiitheism as was preached
by heretics like Amalric of Beiia. His plans for the
reformation of university studies may be learned from
his Tract* de Examinatione Doctrhiarum {Opi')* i. 7),

Einstolce de reform. Theol. (i. 121), Epistolce ad Stiidentes

Collegii Navarree^ quid et qicaliter stiidere dfheat noviis theo-

logice auditor^ et contra ciiriositcitem siudentiimi (i. 106), and
Leciiones duoe contra vanam ctiriodtaiein in negotio fidei

(i. 86). The study of the Bible and of the fathers was to

supersede the idle questions of the schools, and in his Tract,

contra romantiam de rasa (iii. 297) he w^arns young men
against the evil consequences of mediaeval romance-reading.

He was oftentimes weary of the chancellorship,—it involved

him in strife, and in money difficulties \ he grew' tired of

public life, and longed for learned leisure. To obtain it

he accepted the deanery of Bruges from the duke of

Burgundy, but after a short sojourn he returned to Paris

and to the chancellorship.

Gerson’s chief woik w'as w'hat he did to destroy the great schism.

Gregory XI. had died in 1378, one year after Gerson \vent to the

college of Navarre, and since his death the church had had two
popes. To the mediseval mind, imaginatively ax>preliending great

thoughts in picture-representations, two pox'ies meant two churches

and a divided Christ. The spiritual unity of the church, which is

founded on the spiritual union of all believers to Christ, was un in-

telligible to it. Gerson and liis couteiiiporaries could not disen-

tangle the invisible from the visible, and if daring spirits like

WickHfte and Huss declared that the elect were the true church,

the practical consequences wdiich they drew from this showed that

they also were unable to escape from the confusion. The schism

had practically been brought about by France. The x>opes had

been under French influence so long that it appeared to France a

political necessity to have her own pope, and xnous Frenchmen felt

themselves somewhat re&x'Jonsible for the sins and scandals of the

schism. Hence the melancholy piety of Gerson, D’Ailly, and

their companions, and the energy with which they strove to bi'ing

the schism to an end. During the lifetime of Clement the univer-

sity of Paris, led by D’Ailly, Gerson, and Nicholas Clamenges, met

in deliberation about the state of Christendom, and resolved that

the schism could be ended in three ways,—^by cession, if both

nopes renounced the tiara unconditionally, by arbitration, or by a

general council. Clement died. The king of Fmnce, urged by the

university, sent orders that no new pope should be elected. I he

cardinals first elected, and then opened the letter. In the new

elections, however, both at Kome and Avignon, the influence of

Paris was so much felt that each of the new popes swore to “ cede

if his lival would do so also.
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Meanwhile in 1396 the national assembly of France and the

Flench clergy adopted the programme of the university—cession

or a general council The movement gathered strength In 1398

most of the cardinal and most of the crowned heads in Europe

had given their adhesion to the plan Dui*ing this peiiod Gerson s

literaiy activity was untiling, and the throb of public expectancy,

of nope and feai, is levealed in his multitude of pamijluets At
hist there weie hopes of a settlement by way of cession These

come out m l^rotest super statwin ecdes^ce (ii 1), TraA± de modo
hdbendx se teinpcn'e schisinatw^ De Schismate, &c But soon the

conduct of the popes made Europe impatient, and the desiie for a

geiieial council grew stiong—see De Go7iciho gene7'ah umus obedi

c it loe (11 24) The council was resolved upon It was to meet at

Pi-sd, and Gerson pouietl forth tract alter tract for its guidance The
most iiiipottant aie

—

Ti'ilogus ^n matei'ia Schismcdis (ii 83), and
De unitate Bcclesioe (ii 113), in which, following D’Ailly (see

i&chackeit’s Peter v Azlh, p 153), Geisoii demonstrates that the

ideal unity of the church, based upon Christ, destroyed by the

pope*?, can only he lestored by a geneial council, supreme and legiti

mate, though uiisummoncd by a pope The council met, deposed
both anti popes, and elected Alexandei V Geison -was chosen to

uldiess the new pope oii the duties of his otfi.ee He did so in his

J^ermo coiam Alexaiid'io Papa %n die ascc7isi07i%s %n co7%ciho Pisano
(ii 131) A.11 hopes of lefoimation, however, weie quenched by the

conduct of the new pope He had been a Franciscan, and loved

his Older above measure He issued a bull which laid the ].aiisli

cleigy and the universities at the mercy of the mendicants The
great university of Pans rose m levolt, headed by her chancellor,

^\ho -wrote a herce pamphlet

—

Censma profcssoiv/in in thcologia

area hullam Alexaiidri V (ii 442) The pope died soon aftei,

Hiid one of the most profligate men ol that time. Pope John
AXIII (Balthasai Cosaa) was elected his succcssoi The council
of Pisa had not brought peace, it hid only added a third po^e
D Ailly despaiicd of general councils (see his De dijjficultate refonna
tionis in concilio univci sali)^ but Geison stiuggled on Another
matter too had i cased him The feuds between the houses ot

Orleans and Buigundy had long distracted Fiance The duke of
Orleans had been foully and tieacheionsly niurdeied by the
iollowei'> of the duke ot Buigundy, and a theologian, John Petit,

had publicly and unambiguously justified the inurdei His eight
\erities, as he called them—^his apologies for the murdei—^had

been, mainly through the infl.uence of Gerson, condemned hy the
university of Pans, and by the aichbishop and grand inquisitor,

iiid his book had been publicly burned befoie the cathedral of
Notre Dame Gerson wished a council to confiim this sentence
His liteiaiy labours were as untiring as ever He maintained m a
senes of tiacts that a geneial council could depose a J)ope , he drew
up indictments against the reigning pontiffs, reiterated the charges
against John Petit, and exposed the sin of schism—in shoit, he
did all he could to direct the public mind towards the evils in the
chuich and the way to heal them His eflfoits weie powerfully
seconded by the emperor Sigismund, and the result was the council
of Constance This council, unlike its predecessor at Pisa, was
summoned by a pope—Pope John XXIII Sigismund was present
lesolutely determined to unite and reform the church, and guided
by Caidinals DAilly and Zarabella, and above all by (icison
Geison indeed practically ruled the council up to the election of a
ne-w pope It was he that dictated the form of submission and
(.ession made bv John XXIII

,
and directed the process against

Huss Many of Geison a biographers have found it difficult to
leconcile his proceedings against IIuss with his own opinions upon
the supremacy of the pope

,
but the difficulty has aiisen partly

from misunderstaudmg Gerson & position, partly from supposing
lum to be the author of a famous tract

—

De modis wiiendt ac refor-
uiandi ecclesiam m co/iciho univcrsali All Geison’s high mound-
ing phrases about the supremacy of a council were meant to apply
to some time of emeigcncy He was essentially a trimmer, and can
seal eely be called a i eformei He i e\ ei w i ote the hold tiact ofAbbot
Andiew of Kaiidolf (cf Schwabe, JoJia7mes Gerson, p 483-491), and
he hated Huss with all the hatred the tiimmei has of the refoimei
The council of Constance, which leieiled the eminence of Geison,
became in the end the cause of his downfall He was the pio-
secutoi lu the case of John Petit, and the council, overawred bv the
duke of Burgundy, would not affirm the censuie of the university
and archbishop of Pai is Petit’s j uslification of murdei w as declaimed
to be onlya moral and philosophical opinion, notof faith Theutmost
length the council w ould go w’as to condemn one proposition, and even
this censuie waa auuullcd hy the new pope, Martin "V

,
on a formal

pietext Geison dared not return to Fiance, where, in the disturbed
state of the kingdom, the duke of Bui gundy was in powei He
lay hid for a time in Germany, and then returned to Fiance, to
Lyons, where iiim hiothei was prior of the Celestmes It is said
that he taught a school of bovs and girls in Lyons, and that the
only fee he ixacted w \s to make the children ^iromise to lepeit tl e
prayei, “ Loi 1, have mercy on thy pool servant Gerson ’ His later
years weie spent m writing hooks of mystical devotion and hymns
Jie die 1 at I >oiis on J il} 2 2 1429 J i iditzon dei lares that diiiing

his sojourn there he translated or adapted fiom the Latin a work
upon eternal consolation, which afteiw’ards became very famous
undei the title of T7ie Imitation of Christ, and was attributed to
Thomas a Kempis Recent researches, however, have proved
beyond a doubt that the famous Imitatio Chmsti was really wiitten
by Thomas, and not by John Geison or the Abbot Gersen
The literature on Gerson is very abundant See Dupin, Geisoni

ana, including Vita Gersoni, piefixed to the edition of Geison s

works in 5 vols fol , from which quotations have here been made
Charles Schmidt, Mssai sur Jean Gersooi, Chancelier de I Unimrsite
de Pans, Strasburg, 1839 ,

Schwabe, Johanna Gerson, Wurzburg
1859 On the relations between Gerson and BAilly, see Paul
Tschackert, Peter von Ailli, Gotha, 1877 On the authorship ot

the Imitatio Christi, see the editions of Dibden, Gense, and Kettle
well On Gerson s public life, see also histones of the councils
of Pisa and Constance, especially Herm v der Haidt, Con Co7i

stanticnsis lihn IV

,

1695-9 (T M L )

GERSONIDES, or Ben GerisON, Levi, a distingaisLed

Jewish, philosopher and commentator, was born at Bagnolo
in Languedoc, towards the close of the 12th century, pro

bably in 12S8 As in the case of the other Jewish writers

on philosophy during the Middle Ages, extremely little is

known of his life His family had been distinguished for

piety and exegetical skill, but though he was known in the

Jewish community by commentaries on certain books of the
Bible, he never seems to have accepted any Babbinical post

Poijsibly the freedom of his opinions, which drew on him
the suspicion of infidelity, may have put obstacles in the

way of hia preferment He is known to have been at
Avignon and Orange during his life, and is believed to have
died at Perpignan in 1370 Part of his writings consist ol

comuientaiies on the poitions of Aristotle then known, oi

rathei of commentaries on the commentaries of Averroes
Some of these are printed in the early Latin editions ot

Aristotle^s works His most important treatise, that by
which he has a place m the history of philosophy, is entitled

Milhamoth Adonai (The Wars of God), and is said to ha\e
occupied twelve years in composition A portion of it, con
taming an elaborate survey of astronomy as known to the

Arabo, was translated into Latin in 1342 at the request ot

Clement VL The Milhamoth is throughout modelled aftei

the plan of the great woik of Jewish philosophy, the Afo^e

JSTehuchim of Moses Maimonides, and may be regarded as

an elaborate criticism from the more philosophical point ot

view (mainly Averroistic) of orthodoxy as presented in that

work The six books pass m review (1) the doctrine ot

the soul, m which Gersonides defends the theory of imper
sonal reason as mediating between God and man, and ex
plains the formation ot the higher reason (or acquired

intellect, as it was called) in humanity,—his view being
thoioughly realist and lesembling that of Ibn Gebirol (see

Aviceeron), (2) prophecy, (3) and (4) God’s knowledge
of tacts and providence, in which is advanced the cuiious

theory that (5od does not know individual facts, and that,

while there is general providence for all, special providence
only extends to those whose reason has been enlightened

,

(5) celestial substances, treating of the strange spiiitual

hierarchy which the Jewish philosophers of the Middle Ages
accepted from the Heo Platonists and the Pseudo Dionysius,
and also giving, along with astronomical details, much of

astrological theory, (C) creation and miracles, in respect to

which Gerson deviates widely from the orthodox position

of Maimonides
A careful analysis of the Milhamoth is given in Rabbi Isidore

Weil s Philosophie jpeliqieuse de Levi JBen-Gerson, Pans, 1868 Ste
also Munk, Melanges de Phil Juive et Arahe

,
and Joel, Religions

philosophie d L Ben Gerson, 1862. The Milhamioth was pub
lished in 1560 at Riva di Trento, and has been republished at

Leipsic, 1866

GERSTACKEE, Friedrich (1816-1872), who enjoyed

a most extensive popularity a^ a novelist and a writer of

travels both at home and abroad, was born at Hamburg on

10th May 1816 Having lost liis father at the age of nine,

lie wis placed under the guardianship of an uncle at
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Brunswick, who sent him to a house of business at Cassel

as clerk. He soon got tired, hov/ever, of the mono-
tonous commercial routine, and selected the more active life

of a farmer, in which capacity he spent the years from
1835 to 1837 in Saxony. But the uneventful agricultural

life was unable to repress in him the innate roving instinct

which, according to his own statement, had received a strong
impulse in his eighth year by the perusal of Itobviiso)b

Orusoe, The word ‘‘ America ” had from that time exercised

on him an irresistible charm, and so he went in 1837 from
Bremen to New York. He travelled on foot over all parts

of the United States, working as he went for liis bare sub-

sistence, and then settled for some time in Arkansas, where
he led the life of a roving sportsman. Only now and then
he visited inhabited places to see civilized society, and to

earn some means by whatever work he could obtain.

Thus he went in 184:2 to Point Coupee in Louisiana, where
he undertook the management of a hotel. This time,
however, he did not return with the acquired means to the
backwoods, but repaired to his German home to see his

mother and other relatives, after having led an adventurous
life for six years and a half. On his return to Germany he
found himself, to his great surprise, known as an author,
on a limited scale at least. His mother had shown his diary,

which he regularly seat home, and which contained descrip-

tions of his adventures in the New World, to the editor of

the -Rosen, who readily published them in his periodical.

The travelling sketches having found great favour with the
German public, Gerstacker issued them, in 1844, in a
collected form, under the title of Streif- Jagdzuge diircli

die Yereinigten Staaten lYordamerikas, His next literary

labours consisted of translations from the English, during
the performance of which it occurred to him that he
might himself become an original author, since he was
able to delineate original characters, to relate remarkable
occurrences, and to describe romantic scenery from his own
experience, whilst others were obliged to draw upon their

imagination only in producing works of fiction. Accord-
ingly Gerstacker issued, in 1845, his first novel, Die
Regidatoren in ArJcansas, and henceforth the stream of his

productiveness flowed on uninterruptedly. In 1849 he
again repaired to America, being this time provided with a
gi’ant from the then German Government,” and acting at

the same time as correspondent to the Aiigshiirger Allgem.
Zeitung. After having made very extensive travels both in

America, Polynesia, and Australia, he returned in 1852 to

Leipsic. In 1860 his innate restlessness drove him to

South America, chiefly with a view of inspecting the Ger-
man colonies there. After having traversed nearly all the

principal South American countries he returned to Germany,
but for a short time only, for in 1862 he accompanied the
Duke Ernest of Coburg-Gotha to Egypt and Abyssinia.
This was his last great journey, after the return from w^hich

he lived first near Gotha and then at Brunswick, where he
died on May 31, 1872.

Gerstacker was greatly esteemed and liked as a man, on
account of his genial temper and straightforward character,

and as an author lie enjoyed an almost unprecedented
popularity at home and was very favourably knowu abroad.
The charm of his productions consists in the natural fresh-

ness of his descriptions, nearly all of which have an exotic

background, and in the originality of his characters, the
most prominent of which are drawn from real life. He
did not possess any high literary power, and probably never
tt)uched up what he had once written

;
his waitings lack

therefore on the whole that artistic finish which forms one
of the principal elements of a good writer. This defect,

however, impresses even on his works of fiction the stamp
of probability, nay of truthfulness. His writings nowhere
betray that intention of producing an effect which so often
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destroys the illusion of the reader in elaborately w’^orked
out productions. He generally writes in a homely, ungar-
nished manner, just as a traveller would relate his adven-
tures amidst a circle of friends. His waitings, therefore,
nearly always rivet the attention of the reader from begin-
ning to end. The works of Gerstacker have, besides, the
merit that they formed a wholesome counterpoise against
the too idealistic tendency of the literature of Germany,
against the lax and realistic scliool of France, and against
the morbid sensationalism which prevailed in England.
A number of his works have been translated into several
modern languages, but mostly into English; their descrip-
tions of exciting adventures on laud and sea affording, with
their sturdy humour, congenial reading to the English-
speaking community in the Old and New World. His bevSt

works, from a literary point of view, are, besides the above-
mentioned Regxdatoren, his Fimi2yiraU]i dts Missibn'ppi, his

South Sea novel Tahiti, his Australian romance Die beiden

Strdflinge^ his Matrosenlehen and Blau irasse?*. His
collected works have been issued in a cheap and handy
edition published at Jena.

GEKVAIS, Paul (1816-1879), an eminent paheontO’
logist, was born September 26, 1816, at Paris, where he
obtained the diplomas of doctor of science and of medicine,
and in 1835, as assistant to De Blainville in the laboratory
of comparative anatomy at the Museum of Natural Histor}’^,

commenced palseontological research. In 1841 he obtained
the chair of zoology and comparative anatomy at the Faculty
of Sciences in Montpellier, of w^hicli he was in 1856
appointed dean. In 1848-52 appeared his important work
Zoologie et Faleontologie F^xm^aises, supplementary to the

palaeontological publications of G. Cuvier and De Blainville

;

of this a second and greatly improved edition was issued

in 1859^ In 1865 he accepted the professorship of zoology

at the Sorbonne, vacant through the death of Gratiolet;

this post he left in 1868 for the chair of comparative

anatomy at the Paris Museum of Natural History, the

anatomical collections of which he greatly enriched by his

exertions. He was elected a member of the Academy of

Sciences at Paris, in the place of Coste, January 26, 1874.

Gervais was remarkable for the disinterestedness with

which he devoted himself to the cause of science. He
died February 10, 1879, in the sixty-third year of his age.

Besides his Zoologie ct FcClecnitologie Fran<^aiscs, Gervais wrote:

—

The “Zoologie” for Laplace’s Voyage autour du Monde, 1833, &c.

(with F. Eydoiixb Mist, 'naturellc dcs inscctcs a2)Ures, 1837,
(with Walkenaer); Le jardvn dcs pJantes, 1842, &c. (with P. Ber-

nard); Atlas de Zoologie, 3 844; Zoologie de la France, 1847 (witli

Aicard and others); Hist, naturellc dcs mammiferes, 1853, &o.
;

part of Thiolliere’s Fescriptioih des poissons fossiles, 1854, &o.

;

ThecrHe du, sguclette Jmmain, 1856 ;
Zoologie medicaU, 1859 (with

Van Beneden) ;
De la mUctmorpliose des organics et dcs geniratiohs

alterna'ides, 1860 ;
Tin million de fails, 1861 (with Aicard, Dos-

portes, and others); De Vanciennete de Vhmnmc, 1865 ; Zoologie,

1866, in the series Kliments dcs sciences naturellcs ; liechcrc/ics stn

Vanciennete de Vhomme et la piHode qiiaternaire, 19 pL, 1867 ;

Zool. et paleontologie gineralcs, 1867 ;
Ajlements do zoologie, 1866

and 1869; Osteograpliie dcs Citaces, 1869, &c. (with Van J3enedeij);

Notions ilemcntaires dVlhistoire naturellc, 1869 and 1872 (with Mar-

cliand and Baulin). His scientific papers are exceedingly innnerous.

See E. Blanchard, “ Necrologie,” Ilcmie Sdentifique, Feb. 15, 1879,

p, 783 ; S. Meunier, La, Nature, March 15, 1879, p. 225.

GEBYAISE OF Canterbury, born about 1150, was one

of the monks of the priory of Clirist Church, Canterbury,

and witnessed the burning of the cathedral in 11/4. His

earliest known literary effort was a TrcLctatus de Comhus-

tione et Reparations Dorobo'niensis Fcclesics, being an account

of that conflagration and of the subsequent process of re-

building, written probably about 1184. This was followed

about 1194 by Imaginationes de dis€07xliis inter inonachos

Ganiiiarienses et Archiepiscoptim Baldetdnum, a detailed

relation of clerical disputes which had occurred during the

episcopate of Baldwin from 1185 to 1100. Gervaise's
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Chronica de tem2yoTe regum Anglia^j Idtephani^ Henrici //.,

et Ricardi I., brings tlie history down to the death of the

list named (1199); but his Vitce Dorohornensium Archi-

episcoporicm closes with that of Reginald Fitz-Jocelme(1191).

These works, which are all of them characterized by labori-

uusness and trustworthiness, are reprinted in Twysden’s

Historice Anglicance Scriptores (vol. x.). In the library of

Corpus Christ! College, Cambridge, there is an unpublished

MS., also by Gervaise, containing a work entitled Mappa
and also an English chronicle from the fabulous

ages to, the death of Richard. The year of the death of

Gervaise is not recorded, but the fact that he does not

appear to have accomplished any part of his promised

chronicle of the reign of John may fairly be taken to imply

that he did not live long after 1200. See Wright, Bio-

graphia Britannica (1S4G).

GERVASE, or Gervaise, of H'Ahxrcy {Ge7'vaskts Tllhiiri-

etisis)^ an English Latin writer of the 13th century, was

probably born at Tilbury in Essex. He is frequently said

to have been a nephew of Henry II. of England
;
but if

this was the case, it is strange that in speaking of Henry to

Otto IV. he makes no allusion to this relationship, but

simply calls him my master the illustrious king of the

English, Henry II., your uncle vest^'i The truth

probably is that the statement owes its origin to some care-

less copyist or reader either taking uestri for nostri in this

passage, or, as M. Petit Radel suggests, the contraction

vri for meL Gervase was present at the peace of Venice in

1177, was professor of canon law some years later at

Bologna, and afterwards entered the service of William II.

of Sicily. Having obtained the favour of Otto IV., who
had close Intercourse with England, he was by him appointed

\bout 1200 chancellor and marshal of the kingdom of

Arles. He subsequently received the provostship of the

nunnery at Ebsdorf, and died about 1235. His best

known, if not his only important work, is the Otia Im-
which he composed about 1212 for the entertain-

ment of his imperial patron. The first two books are a
sort of geographical and historical compendium, and tbe
third is devoted to all kinds of curious facts and beliefs.

The history begins at the beginning with the creation of the

world, bat it only comes down to the author’s own days,

as he confesses he had not the gift of prophecy. It is a
fairly learned but on the whole very dry digest of the

ordinary narratives handed on from chronicler to chronicler,

relieved at times with curious disquisitions, or passages
from the writer’s own experience. It is mainly the third
book which justifies Mr Wright’s assertion that Gervase
was “ one of the most amusing writers of the period,” for

in it he collects a great many popular myths and legends
about such matters as the magnet, asbestos, the sirens of

the British sea, the veronica, the horn of St Simon, and
so on.

The Otia was printed by Leibnitz in vol. i. of Scriptores rericon
BrimsviceiisiiLm, and corrections from MSS. appeared in vol. li.

A portion of the second book had already been printed by J. J.
Maderus as Oc7'vasii Tilh. delwperio JRomanoi'uin, Helmstadt, 1673;
and Liebrecht has since made selections from tbe non-historical
portions, Hanover, 1856. The Dialogiis de Scaccario, now recog-
nized as the work of Z^Tigel bishop of Ely, was long attributed to
Gervase ;

and he had consequently the credit also of the THcolum-
7UCS (now lost) claimed by the author of the dialogue. It is need-
less to mention the works assigned to him h}’’ Bale

; but we have
his own authority for the statement that he wrote a Idher Bacctia-
ram, or book of anecdotes, for Henry II. See Petit Radel in Mist,
Litt. de la FraThce^ vol. xvii.

GERVIHUS, Geoeg Gottpeied, (1805-1871), one of
the most eminent literary and political historians of
Germany, was born on May 20. 1805, at Darmstadt. His
well-to-do parents, belonging to the middle classes, had bim
educated at the gymnasium of the town, where he studied
with great success. At the age of fourteen they chose

for him a commercial career, hut Gervinus continued his

classical studies privately, and made himself fullyacquainted
with the polite literature of Germany and other countries.

He also cultivated his literary and musical taste by frequent-

ing the theatre of the Hessian capital, which was then in

an excellent condition. In 1825 he relinquished the uncon-
genial commercial life, and repaired, after a brief prepara-

tion, to the university of Giessen to study philology. The
short interruption in his school education helped to de-

velop in him, in an eminent degree, his social qualities,

and taught him to employ methodically and usefully

every hour of his life. In 1826 he went to Heidelberg,

where he attended the lectures of the great historian

Schlosser, who became henceforth his guide and his model.
From 1828 to 1830 he held a mastership in a private insti-

tution at Fraukfort-on-fche-Main, issuing at the same time,

in conjunction with Morstadt and Hertlein, a comprehensive
edition of Thucydides, and writing an essay on Bloomfield’s

English translation of the Greek historian. In 1830 he
returned to Heidelberg, and wrote among other essays

one on Probert’s Ancient Laios of Carribria, The year
1832 he spent in Italy as travelling tutor to a young
Englishman, and on his return to Heidelberg he wrote
several historical treatises, which he issued in 1833, in

a collected form, as the first volume of his Hisiorische

Scliriften, This publication procured him the appoint-

ment of professor extraordinarius j and the first volume
of his Gescliichte dev poetischen JSfationalliteraUir der JDeut-

schen brought him, through the special recommendation
of the historian Dahlmann, the appointment to a regular

professorship of history and literature at Gottingen. He
settled there at Easter 1836, and married a wealthy young
lady, who proved a true ‘^companion to his intellect.” In
the following year he wrote his Griindzilge der Histo^nh,

which is perhaps the most thoughtful of his philosophico-

historical productions. The same year brought his ex-

pulsion from Gottingen in consequence of his manly protest,

in conjunction with six of his colleagues, against the un-

scrupulous violation of the constitution by Ernest Augustus,
king of Hanover and duke of Cumberland. After applying
himself to his literary and artistic studies at Heidelberg,

Darmstadt, and Rome, he returned once more to Heidel-

berg, where he continued, among other works, his history

of German literature, and was appointed in 1844 honorary
professor. He zealously took up in the following year the

cause of the German Catholics, hoping it would lead to a
union of all the Christian confessions, and to the establish-

ment of a national church. He also came forward in 1846
as a patriotic champion of the Schleswig-Holsteiners, and
when, in 1847, King Frederick WiUiam IV. promulgated
the royal decree for summoning the so-called United
Diet” (Vereinigte Landtag), Gervinus hoped that this event

would form the basis of the constitutional development of

the largest German state
;
and, thinking that the hour of

publicistic activity had arrived, he founded, in common with
some other patriotic scholars, the Deutsche Zeitung, which
certainly was one of the best-written political journals ever

published in Germany. His appearance in the political

arena secured his election, as deputy for the Prussian province

of Saxony to the National Assemblysitting in 1848 at Frank-
fort. The weight of his name and his journalistic activity

were of considerable advantage to the liberals in that short-

lived parliament
; but when he saw that all their endeavours

were frustrated by the indecision of tlie king of Prussia, who
declined accepting the imperial crown of Germany, he re-

tired in gloomy disappointment from all active political life.

So embittered was he against the royal house of Hohenzol-
leru that neither the formation of the North German Con-
federation in 1866, which in former years he would have
hailed with the greatest satisfaction, nor the glorious estab-
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liaboient in 1870 of an united German empire, could re-

concile him to a dynasty one sickly scion of wliich had foiled

the national aspirations of Germany. Gervinus now took
refuge among his literary and historical studies, more
especially devoting himself to the study of Shakespeare, the
result of which was his great work Sliahespeare (1849,
1850), in four volumes. He also revised his magnum
opus, the JSlstory of German Literatiire, for a fourth
edition (1S53), and began at the same time to plan his

History of the 19jfA Centii/ry, which was to be a continuation
of the History of the \ ^th Century by his guide and teacher,

Schlosser. He heralded that voluminous work by a pro-
gramme or manifesto entitled Einleitung in die Geschirkte

des neunzehnteii JahrJmyiderts, which was issued in 1853,
and made a great stir in the literary and j)olitical vrorld,

chiefly owing to the circumstance that the Government of
Bxden imprudently instituted a prosecution against the
author for high treason. Gervinus had i^rophesied in his
famous pamphlet the final victory of democracy, and based
his prediction on the theory that all the great revolutionary
outbreaks follow each other in a kind of geometrical pro-
gression,— to wit, 1820, 1830, and 1848. Hence he con-
cluded that the next great revolutionary shock would take
jdace about 1888-1890, and that it would insure the final

victory to democracy, just as the same decade brought in
former centuries freedom and independence to the Ameri-
cans, the French, the English, and the inhabitants of the
Netherlands. Arraigned before a tribunal, he defended
himself with a great display of ability and manly courage,
but was nevertheless condemned to an imprisonment of two
months, and all the copies of the seditious publication ”

were to be destroyed. Fortunately for Germany, this dis-

grace was spared her, the verdict having been rescinded by
a higher tribunal. This occurrence, which would have
aroused a more elastic temper to greater political activity,

had the contrary effect upon the sensitive mind of Gervinus.
He buried himself still more among his books, and even
forebore to deliver lectures. With unwearied energy he
now devoted himself to liis above-mentioned great his-

torical work, Geschichte des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts
seit den Wiener Vertrdgen, which he issued in eight
volumes, the first in 1855 and the last in 1866. In
the midst of his historical studies he found relief in his
devotion to the works of his favourite musician Handel.
He founded, and liberally supported, the Handel Society
in Germany, whose object it was to restore the com-
positions of the great master in an authentic form, and
to issue German versions of the texts suitable to the com-
positions. The result of his Handel studies was his critical

and pesthetical Handel und Shakespeare, zur JSstheiiJc

der Tonhnnst (1868), in which he drew an ingenious parallel

between his favourite poet and Ids favourite composer,
showing that their intellectual affinity was based on the
Teutonic origin common to both, on the same healthiness
of their mental capacities, on their analogous intellectual

development, and even on a similarity of their inclinations
and fates. This philosophical treatise fell flat on the
German public, who could not forgive the author for having
extolled Handel above the great national masters, Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. The ill-success of that publica-
tion, and the indifference with which the latter volumes
of his Histo?y of the l^th Century were received by his
countrymen, together with the feeling of disappointment
that the unity of Germany had been brought about in

another fashion and by other means than he wished to see
employed, combined to embitter in the highest degree the
writer and the politician, but it could not sour in him his
kindly and humane disposition, nor did it in the least affect

his sociable temper, and he cultivated refined society to the
last. He died rather suddenly, on the 18th of March 1871.
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Tlie works wliich will, above all others, insure to Gervimis a

lasting fame, are his Geschichte drr Devtschen Dichtimg, and Ids
work on Shakesjpeare. Tlie lormer, a fifth edition of winch was
edited (1871-74) by the eminent literary’’ historian and philologist,
Professor Karl Bartseli of Heidelberg, was the first comprehensive
history of German poetry in a connected fomi, and was executed with
a literary skill, a profound erudition, and a lofty enthusiasm for
the subject, which imprinted upon it the stamp of a national work
of permanent value. The author represented the literary activity
of Germany in its successive stages as it grew out of her political
life, thus making political history the foil and basis of literary
history. His judgment was sincere and independent, and although
Ills criticism olten assumed a censorious and pedantic tone against
the most prominent poets of Germany, the German people, without
allowing themselves to be misguided in their judgment regarding
the merits of Goethe, Schiller, Jean Paul, &c., gratefully accejited
his work as a national homage to that subject of which they have
most reason to be proud. The object of Gervinus in writing his
literary history was, besides, a patriotic one. He endeavoured to
show that Germany, liaving already attained great eminence in
literature, should henceforth exclusively devote herself to political

activity, and siiipass other nations also in this respect. He had
a no less patriotic object in view in writing his commentary on
Shakespeare, wliich lias been made popular in England by an
excellent translation. This -work is not so much a philological
or sesthetieal commentary as a treatise pointing out the ethical or
moral precepts wliich may be detinced from his productions, and
this circumstance makes it of considerable value and interest also
to English readers. Gervinus, who considered Shakespeare the
intellectual projicrty of Germany, in tlie same way as he considered
Handel the artistic property of England, wished above all to in-
culcate on his countrymen the teachings of healthy practical activity
to be found in the works of the English dramatist. The object for
which he wrote, viz.

,
the moral improvement of his readers from a

practical point of view, seemed to him the easier to be accomplished
through the productions of Shakespeare, because the poet was
descended from a kindred race, and the fructifying seeds of his
thoughts and sentiments, falling upon a congenial soil, w’onld bo
sure to take root there kindly. As a political historian, Gervinus
was the antipode of Eanke. Following the principles of F. C.
Schlosser, he slighted all documentary history. He had such a
deep distrust of ail state papers and diplomatic documents that
he considered them as most untrustworthy sources for any his-

torical rccoid. He confined himself, therefore, chiefly to taking
into account the political events and their results just as they
lay on the surface; and, not consulting the state archives for

the secret spiings which set them in motion, he based his his-

torical narratives almost entirely on liis subjective judgment.
Many brilliant passages will be found in Ms general History of the

l^th Cent'iL'i'y, such as the accounts of the South American and Greek
revolutions, and of the July revolution in 1830 ;

and his Historische

Schriften also contain a number of valuable treatises and essays,

which may be said to have jmvod the way to a new era in tlie art of
writing history. Gervinus entertained a kindly feeling towards
England, which he called the land of political mastery ; and though
he was, what is both the bane and the glory of so many Germans,
rather a cosmopolitan, he nevertheless remained a German patriot

to the core. He was, besides, distinguished by a rare nobleness and
manliness of chaiacter, and considering that he was a powerful
factor in the literary and political progress of modem times, we
may fully agree with Bankers opinion “that he will never be for-

gotten. (C. A. B.)

GESENIIJS, Friedbich Heinrich Wilhebm (1786-

1842), Orientalist and biblical critic, was born at Nord-
haasen, Hanover, on the 3d of February 1786, From the

gymnasium of liis native town he passed in 1803 as a student

of philosophy and theology to the university of Helmstadt,

where Henke was his most influential teacher; but the

latter part of his undergraduate course was taken at

Gottingen, where Eichhorn and T. C. Tychsen were then at

the height of their popularity. In 1806, shortly afte

graduation, he became ^'repetent^’ and privat-docent ir

that university ;
and, as he was fond of afterwards relating,

had Meander for his first pupil in Hebrew, In 1809, on

the recommendation of Johann von Miiller, lie was appointed

to a mastership in the gymnasium of Heiligenstadt, est-

phalia, whence, in the following year, he was transferred to

the university of Halle, where, from being professor extra-

ordinarius in theology, he was in a very short time promoted

to an ordinary chair (1811). Many offers were subsequently

made to him of high preferment elsewhere, but he clung to

Halle for the remainder of his life, and taught with great

X. — 70
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regularity for upwards of thirty years, the only interruptions

indeed being that of 1813-14, occasioned by the war of

liberation, during which the university was closed, and

those occasioned by two prolonged literary tours, first in

1820 to France and England in the society of his col-

league Thilo for the examination of rare Oriental manu-

scripts, and afterwards in 1835 to England and Holland in

connexion with his Phoenician studies. At a very early

period he became the most popular teacher of Hebrew and

of Old Testament introduction and exegesis in Germany;
and during his later years the annual number of students

attending his lectures on these and kindred subjects, such

as church history and Biblical archaeology^ amounted
to nearly 500. Of his pupils many have risen to great

eminence in the departments he specially cultivated, among
these the names of Von Bolilen, Hoffmann, Hupfeld,

Bodiger, Tuch, Yatke, and Benfey may be mentioned. In

1827 Gesenlus was made a consistorialrath ;
but, unless

account be taken of the violent attacks to which he, along

with his friend and colleague Wegscheider, was in 1830
subjected by Hengstenberg and his party in the EvangeUsche
Kirclienzeitung^ there aie tew noteworthy occurrences to be

recorded in his biography His death took place at Halle,

October 23, 1842. It would be difficult to overestimate

the services rendered by Gesenius to Semitic philology.

To him belongs in a luge measure the credit of having
freed it from the trammels of theological and religious pre-

possession by which it had previously been hampered, and
of inaugurating the strictly scientific method which has
since been so fruitful in valuable results. Kor can it be
•doubted that as an exegete he has exercised a powerful,
and on the whole a beneficial, influence on the tendencies
of modern theological investigation

Of his very numeious woiks the earliest, published in 1810,
entitled F'ersuch uhn die Maltesische Siriache^ was a successful re-

futation of the widely cmrent opinion that the modern Maltese
was of Punic oiigiii In the same yeai appeared the first volume
of the Hchrmsches u CJmldaiscJies Handworteibwclx, completed in
1312 (8th ed , 1878 , English translation by Tiegelles, 1846-52)
The Heht aisohe Granimatik, published in 1818 (22d ed , by
Kaiitzscli, 1878), vas followed in 1815 by the Gcschtchte cler

Hehiaischen Sjnciche (now veiy raie), and in 1817 by the Aus~
ftdirliclics Lelii gehaude der Heh't atschen Sprachc The first volume
of his well-known conimentaiy on Isaiah {Dm P'iopliet Jesaja)^
with a tianslation, apjieared in 1821 ,

but the woik was not com-
pleted until 182<^ The Thesaurus philologico-c') Uicus Linguce
Hehraiece et Chaldaicce F. iT

,
b gun in 1829, he did not live to

complete
,
the latter part of Ihe thud volume is edited by Rodigei

(1858) The other works of Gesenius aie De Pentate^whv Samati-
tam Ongine, Imlole, et Aiictoritate (1815), supplemented in 1822
and 1824 by the tieatise De Sarnaritano'f icon thcologift, and by an
edition of Cainmna Samanta7ia

, PalaograpMsclie Studten uhm
Phonrjiscl^e u Pmnschc Schrift (1835), a pioneering woik which
he followed up in 1837 by liis collection of Phoenician monuments
{ScTiptiii cc liTbquceguG Phcemcice onoyiuonenta guotguot supcrsunf

)

,

an Aianiaic lexicon (1834-39), and a tieatise on the Himyantic
language written in conjunction 'with Eodiger in 1841 Gesenius
also coiitiibuted extensively to Ersch and Giuber’s Enmyclopadze,
and enriched th^ German tianslation of Biirckhaidt’&:Z’'mtJeZ5 vfi
Syria a)id the Holy Zand, with valuable geographical notes. For
many yeais he also edited the AllgemeiTie Z'Lte7'atuTze%tu7MA well executed sketch of his life was published in 1843 {Gesenms
c%iie El iiuierungJio seine Eicundc)

GESNER, JoK^NN Matthias (1691-1761), a distin-
guished German classical scholar, was born at Roth near
Ansbach, 9fcli April 1691. He studied at the university of
Jena, and in 1714 published a work on the Philopcdru
ascribed to Lucian. In 1715 he became librarian and
conrector at Weimar, in 1729 rector of the gymnasium at
Ansbach, and in 1730 rector of the Thomas school at
Leipsic, where he had for colleagues Joh A. Ernesti and
Joh, Sebastian Bach. On the foundation of tlie university
of Gottingen he became professor of rhetoric and subse-
quently librarian^ also. He died at Gottingen 3d August
1761. His special merit as a classicist is tlie attention he
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devoted to the explanation and illustration of the subject

matter of the classical authors.

His piincipal woiks aie editions of the Scriptoies de 7 6 rust%cay

of Quintilian, Claudian, Pliny the Younger, Hoiace, and the
Orphic poems

;
PirimoG Imeoc isagoges %n erudit%oiiLm umrersa^n

; an
edition of Fabei’s Thesaurus e7ud%t%oms scholast%cce, afterwards
contirmed under the title Novas Vingum et erudrtioms Pomanop
thesau't us ; Opuscula vam argurnienti

;

and Thesaurus epistolarmn
Gesne7 % See Emesti, Opuscula oratoria, 1762 , and Gottmger
P7 ofci.soireu^ (^otha, 1872

GESNER, or Gessnee, Konrad (1516-1565), a very
famous naturalist and author, surnamed the German Pliny

and literarum miraculum on account of Ins vast erudition,

was born of poor parents at Zurich, 26th March 1516. He
received the first elements of education from Chaplain
Frick, his maternal uncle

,
and it was while gathering

plants in his relative’s garden that he became imbued with

that enthusiastic love of science which remained with him
through life. In 1531 he went to Strasburg, then to

Bonrges, and in 1534 to Paris, studying at all those places

with characteristic passionate zeal. In 1535 we find him
again in Zurich, where he married somewhat imprudently,
for he was very poor, and had no immediate prospect of

bettering his condition. His whole day was occupied in

teaching, but at least the night was his own, and too great

a portion of the time that others give to rest was occupied
by Gesner in adding to his already great stock of erudi-

tion. In 1537 he was appointed professor of Greek at

Lausanne, and in 1541 professor of physics and natural

history at Zurich. But in neither of these offices was lie

well paid, and during those years he wrote a large number
of books, partly to support himself, partly from the interest

he felt in their subjects. He wuote seveial works on
ancient medicine and on botany, and a treatise on milk
(in which he described the rural economy of Switzerland),

translated into Latin a Greek logical manual and some
works on the moral interpretation of Homer, carefully

edited a new edition of Johannis Stoheei Sententias (Zurich,

1543) and an expurgated edition of Martial (1544), pre-

pared a new edition of the Latin dictionary of Ambrosius
Calepinus (Basel, 1544), and wrote besides some lesser dis

sertations and translations. All this, however, was only

mere side w^ork, for in 1545 lie issued at Zurich the first

part of his justly renowned Bibliotheca Univei salts, a cata

logue of all the w'orks in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, extant

and not extant, published or as yet unpublished. Under
each important name there was given a vast mass of biblio-

graphical information and criticism, original and selected.

Three years later the second part of this stupendous work
appeared, likewise at Zurich, under the title of Fandeciarum
sive partitionum universalium Conradi Gesneri Tigwtim
Lxhii XXI. Only nineteen of these books then appeared,

the twenty-first, which was a theological encyclopaedia, was
published in 1549, but the twentieth, which was to contain

the medical writings, and which he intended should repre-

sent the quintessence of the labours of a lifetime, was never

finished and never published.
The next few years were spent in writing small trea-

tises, and in the preparation of another magnum opus, a

zoological work entitled Historia Animalium, whicli w^as

published in six books (the last of these unfinished) at

Zurich between 1551 and 1587. To prepare himself for the

worthy execution of this undertaking he read 250 authors,

travelled over nearly all Europe, received hints from hosts

of learned friends, and did not disdain the information

which he obtained from hunters and shepherds. He also

made himself a proficient artist, in order that he might by

drawings assist his labours. This work contained the names
of all known animals in the ancient and modern languages,

a description of each as to every important particular, and

a mass of interesting literary information, embracing facts
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and legends regarding them After this he again occupied
himself with lesser writings for some years He devoted
some attention to philology, aided in the preparation of a
German Latin dictionary, and pointed out the force and
undreamt of beauty that lay in that then vulgar and half-

developed tongue But again these and other publications

were only secondary labours, for he had a third great work
in preparation He had for some time given great atten-

tion to botany, and he now proposed to publish a work on
that science corresponding to his great work on zoology
He had made a large collection of materials towards this

when his health, never very good^ completely gave way. A
few hours before his death he desired to be carried into hi3

museum, and there he si3ent the last moments of life He
died 13th December 1565, not having completed his fiftieth

year

Gesner’s intense devotion to science, and his almost in-

credible powers of acquisition, are seen from the recital of

the facts of his biography, and from a mere catalogue of

his labours It deserves to be added that his life was sin

gularly pure and blameless, that his love of knowledge was
as disinterested as it was engrossing, that he was always
ready and glad to acknowledge any help he received

When obliged to engage in controversy, he did so in a
dignified and courteous manner His medical writings

show him to have been far above the silly prejudices of his

day A cheerful and amiable piety was a prominent
feature in his character—a character chastened, not soured,

by the trials of a hard lifetime.

After Gesner’s death his unpublished writings went through a
caieer of vicissitudes not unlike that of their authoi A jiait of
them, edited by Professor Schmiedel, was published at hTuiembeig
in 1753 Other paits followed, hut the woik vas never comj>leted
Lives of Gesner have been written by J Simniler (Zuiicb, 1666)
and J Hanhart (Winteithm, 1824) See also Lebeits Gesn&i als

Arzt (Zurich, 1864), and Gesner’s autobiography in liis BihUothcca
U'mve7sal'i6 (1st ed

, p 180)

GESSNER, Salomo'N' (1730-1788), Swiss painter and
poet, and once a verj^ favourite and widely read author, was
born at Zurich 1st April 1730 With the exception of some
time spent m Berlin, and a visit to Hamburg undertaken
in order to see Hagedorn, he passed the whole of his life in

his native town, where he carried on the business of a book-
seller He died 2d March 1788 The first of his writings

that attracted attention was his Lted €%nes Schzoeizers an
sezn hewafnetes Madchen (1751) Then followed Daphtizs

(1754), Tdyllen (1756), Inkeland Ya^iho (1756), a version

of a story already worked out by Gellert and Bodmer, and
Der Tod Abels (1758), sort of idyllic prose pastoral”

It is somewhat difficult for us now to understand the reason

of Gessner’s universal popularity, unless it was the taste of

the period for the conventional pastoral His writings are

marked, it is true, by sweetness and melody, but the sweet
ness soon becomes insipidity, and the melody monotony
He represents in most of his works the existence of

shepherds in a golden or rather tinsel age, and nothing
more unreal could possibly he imagined His men and
women are inane and lifeless representations They are all

alike, and aU equally uninteresting. They never give utter-

ance to any powerful, genuine, human sentiments Their
talk IS but meanmgless platitude As a painter Qessner
represented still countiy scenes, rocks, springs, and water-

falls, shepherds and shepherdesses ”—in short, the conven-
tional classical landscape His son, Konrad Gessn er (1764-
1826), was also a painter of some reputation.

Collected editions of Gessner’s works were repeatedly pnbliahed
(2 vols 1777-78, finally 2 wols 1841, both at Zurich) They were
translated into French (3 vols

,
Pans, 1786-93), and versions of

the Idyll&n appeared in English, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish,
Swedish, and Bohemian Gessner s life was written by Hottinger
(Zunch, 1796) , see also his Bnefioechsel mit seiiicm SoUn (Bern
and Zurich, 1801)
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GE&TA ROMANORUM, a Latin collection of anecdoteb

and tales, probably compiled about the end of the 13th
century or the beginning of the 1 4th, which still possesses
a twofold literary interest, first as one of the most populai
hooks of its time, and secondly as the source, directly
indirectly, of much which has since become current undei
the stamp of genius Of its authorship nothing certain
known, and there is little but gratuitous conjecture to
associate it either with the name of Helinandus or with
that of Petius Berchorius (Pierie Bercheure) It is e\eii

a matter of debate whether it took its rise in England,
Germany, or Piance

, while Mr Douce w-as disposed to gi\e
the Cl edit of it to the Germans, Herr GEsterley is inclined
to recognize the piiority of the English The work at lea^t

was evidently intended as a manual for preachers, and was
probably written by one who himself belonged to the
clerical profession The name. Deeds of the Romans^ is

only partially appropriate to the collection in its present
form, since, besides the titles from Greek and Latin histoiy
and legend, it comprises fragments of very various origin.

Oriental and European The unifying element of the
book IS its moral purpose everything is made service

able for leproof and doctrine, the powerful chemistry of

the allegorical method extracting the sunshine of Christian
truth from the cucumbers of the most worldly and wicked
circumstance The style is barbarous, and the narrative
ability of the compiler seems to vary with his source, but
he has managed to bring together a considerable variety of
excellent material He gives us, for example, the germ of
the romance of “ Guy of Warwick,” the story of “ Darius
and his Three Sons,” versified by Occleve, pait of Chaucei’s
“ Man of Lawes^ Tale,” a tale of the emperor Theodosius,
the same in its mam features as that of Beat

,
the storj of

the Three Black Crows,’ the “Hernait and the Angel,’

so well known from Parnell’s version, and a story identical

with the F7 idolm of Schiller Owing to the loose structure

of the book, it was easy for a transcriber to insert any ad
ditional story into his own copy, and consequently the
MSS of the Gesta Romanorum exhibit considerable variety

GEsterley, who has bestowed the fullest investigation on

I

the subject, recognizes an English group of MSS (written
alwaysm Latin), a German group (sometimes in Latin and
sometimes in Geiman), and a group wEich is represented

by the vulgate or common printed text The earliest

editions are supposed to he those of Ketelaer and De
Lecompt at Utrecht, of Arnold Ter Hoenen at Cologne,
and of Ulrich Zell at Cologne , but the exact date is in all

three cases uncertain
An English translation, piobably kased duectly on the MS

Harl 5369, was published h^ Wynkyn deWorde about 1610-1515,
the only copy of which now knovn to exist is piescrved in the
hbraiy of St John s CoEege Cambiidge In 1577 Richard Eobin
son published a revised edition of Wynkyn de Woide, and the book
proved highly popular B«t^^een 1648 and 1703 at least eight
impressions weie issued In 1703 appealed the first vol of a trail'*

lation by B P ,
probably Baitholomew Piatt, ** fiom the Latiu

editioii of 1514 ’ A tianslation by the Rev C Swan, fiist pub
h&hed in 2 vols in 1824 forms part of Bohn s Antiquaiian Libran
and was re edited by Wynnard Hooper m 1877 The Gevmm
translation was first printed at Augsburg, 1489 A French veisioii

under the title of Ze VioUer des liistovies lonmtTies mo7 alibi''

appeared in the eaily part of the 16th centuiy, and went through
a number of editions

,
it has been reprinted by G Brunet (Pan-*

1858) Critical editions of the Latin text have been produced I j

A Keller (Stuttgait, 1842), and Glsterley (Berlin, 1872) See also

Warton, “ On the Gesta Romanorum, * dissertation m ,
prefixed to

the H%st<yiy of BtigZtsh Poetry ,
Douce, Ilhcstratimis of Shahe^ipcatr^

vol 11 , Fredeiiek Madden, Intioduction to the Roxburghe Club
edition of TTie Old Biighsh P&isions of the Gesta Bomanor^mif 1838

GETA, Publius Septimus Antoninus (189-212),

younger son of the Roman emperor Severus, w as born at

Milan, 189 AD Between him and his brother Caracalla

there existed from their early years a keen rivalry and

antipathy. On the death of their father in 211 they were.
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in accordance with his instructions, proclaimed joint em-

perors
;
and after the failure of a proposed treaty by which

Caracalla was to retain Europe and western Africa, and

Geta Asia and Egypt, Caracalla, on the pretence of a desire

for reconciliation, arranged a meeting with his brother in

his mother’s apartments, and by means of assassins mur-

dered him in her presence (212). His name was obliter-

ated from all public inscriptions
j
all coins bearing li is effigy

were to be destroyed ;
and the use of his name, either in con-

versation or in writing, was forbidden under pain of death.

GETHSEMAN’E. See Jerusalem.
GEULINCK, Arnold (1625-1669), one of the most

distinguished of the earlier Cartesians, was horn at Antwerp
in 1625. Few details are known with regard to his life,

and his more important works are exti'emely rare. He
,
studied philosophy and medicine at the university of

‘ Louvain, and took there the degree of doctor. For twelve

years he continued at the same university as lecturer, and
was noted as one of the most successful teachers. For what
reason he left is quite uncertain, but he seems to have been
obliged to fly from Louvain and to take refuge in Leyden,
where he appears to have been in the utmost distress. Only
the generous assistance of a friend, by name Heidanus, x)re-

vented Ms death from absolute want of means. At Leyden
he entered the Protestant Church, having been previously a
Catholic, and it has been supposed that his flight from Lou-
vain was due to doubts excited there as to his orthodoxy.

This, however, is merely conjecture. In 1663, through
his friend Heidanus, he obtained leave to lecture at Leyden,
and devoted himself with the utmost zeal to his new duties.

He died in 1669. His most important works were pub-
lished posthumously. During his lifetime there seem to !

have been made public only the theses which he defended
on graduating at Louvain {Saturnalia^ sen qncesttones quod-
Ubeticoein xitramque 'partem disputatce, 2d ed. 1665). The
MetapKysica vera, 1691, and the Pvai^t o-ea-uroi/, sive Etliica^

post tristia auctovis fata, 1696 (first part, 1665), are the
works by which he is known in the history of philosophy.
In addition to these were published Physica Vera, Logica
restituta, and A nnotata in Principia Philosophlce P. Cartesii.

Geulincx takes up principally the doctrine, left in an
obscure and unsatisfactory state by Descartes, of the relation

between soul and body. Extension and thought, the
essences of spiritual and corporeal natures, are absolutely
distinct, and cannot act upon one another. External facts
are not the causes of mental states, nor are mental states the
causes of physical facts. So far as the physical universe is

concerned, we are merely spectators. The influence we
seem by will to exercise over bodies is only apparent

;
voli-

tion and action only accompany one another. I cannot be
the author of any state of which I am unconscious, for my
very nature is consciousness

;
but I am not conscious of the

mechanism by which bodily motion is produced, hence I am
not the author of bodily motion. Body and mind are like
two clocks which act together, because at each instant they
are adjusted by God. A physical occurrence is but the
occasion on which God excites in me a corresponding mental
state. Geulincx is thus definitely the originator of the
theory called Occasionalism. Bub the principles ou which
that theory was founded compelled a further advance. God,
who is the cause of the concomitance of bodily and mental
facts, is in truth the sole cause in tlie universe. Ho fact
contains in itself the ground of any other

; the existence
of the facts is due to God, their sequence and co-existence
are also due to him. He is the ground of all that is. My
desires or volitions and my thoughts are thus the desires,
volitions, or thoughts of God. Apart from God, the finite
being has no reality. Geulincx is thus the precursor of
Spinoza, and, like Spinoza, he gave out his final results
under the title of Ethics. Descartes had left untouched,

or nearly so, the difficult problem of the relation between
the universal element or thought and the particular desires

or inclinations. All these are regarded by Geulincx as
modes of tlie divine thought and action, and accordingly

the end of human endeavour is the end of divine will, or

tlie realization of reason. The love of right reason is the
supreme virtue, whence flow the cardinal virtues, diligence,

obedience, justice, and humility. Liberty is obedience to

reason ; 'nemo servit qiii rationi semyit,

Geulincx has not directly touched the problem which
evidently must have caused the greatest difficulty to the
Cartesians,—how we perceive extended reality,—though
he plainly indicates the opinion that we do not perceive it,

but have the idea of it from God. He thus carried out to

their extreme consequences the irreconcilable elements in

the Cartesian metaphysics, and his works have the peculiar

value attaching to the vigorous development of a one-sided

principle. The abrupt contradictions to which such develop-

ment leads of necessity compels revision of the principle

itself.

See Damiron, Phil, cn France au Vl'm.e siecle, 1846 ;
Bouillier,

JSis de la Phil. Cartesie'iiX'iie, i. ch. 14 ;
Erdmann, Versfuch einer

Gcsch. d. neu. Phil., i., b., sec. 2 ;
Fitter, Gesch. d. Phil., xi. pp.

97-169 (Ritter’s account of Geulincx is the fullest in any history of

philosophy); K. Eisclier, Gesch. d. neu. Phil., i. 2, 11-27.

GEX, a town of France, the chief town of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Ain, is beautifully situated, 2000
feet above sea-level, at the base of the Jura chain on the

Journant, 3 milei from the Swdss frontier, and 10 miles

N.W. of Geneva. It has tanneries, saw-mills, and corn-mills,

and a considerable trade in cheese and wine. The town
gives its name to the old Pays de Gex, situated between the

Alps and the Jura, which was successively under the protect

tion of the Swiss, the Genevese, and the counts of Savoy,

until in 1602 it came into the possession of France, retaim

ing, however, until the Revolution its old independent juris-

diction, with Gex as its chief town. The population of the

town in 1876 was 1469.
GEYSERS, Geisers, or Geisirs, are fountains of a peculiar

construction, in virtue of which they shoot up into the air,

at more or less regular intervals of time, a column of heated

water and steam or of mud. Those of Iceland have

been known at least from the time of Saxo Grammaticus,
who briefly mentions them in his Danoriim regum historic

;

but no satisfactory explanation of the phenomena was
advanced till near the middle of the present century, when
Bunsen brought his scientific knowledge and power of

investigation to bear on the subject. Sir George Mackenzie,

in Ms Travels in Iceland,

1811, had written as fol-

lows :
—“ Let us suppose a

cavityC (fig. 1 ), communicat-
ing with the pipe PQ, filled

with boiling water to the
height AB, and that the
steam above this line is con-

fined so that it sustains the
water to the height P. If we
suppose a sudden addition
of heat to be applied under the cavity C, a quantity of

steam will be produced which, owing to the great pres-

sure, will be evolved in starts causing the noises like

discharges of artillery, and the shaking of the ground-”

He admitted that even to Ms own mind this could be only

a partial explanation of the facts of the case, and that

he was unable to account for the frequent and periodical

production of the necessary heat
;
but he has the credit

of hitting on what is certainly the proximate cause—the

sudden evolution of steam. By Bunsen’s theory the whole

difficulty is solved, as is beautifully demonstrated by

the artificial geyser designed by Professor J. H. J. Miiller of

GL

Fig. 1.
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Freiburg (fig, 2). If the tube ah be filled with water and
heated at two points, first at a and then at 6, the follow-

ing succession of changes is produced. The water at a
beginning to boil, the superincumbent column is conse-

quently raised, and the stratum of

water which was on the point of

boiling at h being raised to d is

there subjected to a diminished
pressure

;
a sudden evolution of

steam accordingly takes place at d,

and the su]3erincumbent water is

violently ejected, deceived in the

basin c, the air-cooled water sinks

back into the tube, and the tem-
perature of the whole column is

consequentlylowered; but the under
strata of water are naturally those

which are least affected by the
cooling process ; the boiling begins
again at A, and the same succes-

sion of events is the result (see

R. Bunsen, “Physikalische Beo-
bachtungen liber die hauptsach-
lichsten Gisire Islands,” in Poggen-
dorff^s Annaleii der Physih and
Chemie^ vol. IxxiL, 1847

;
and J.

!M filler, “ Ueber Bunsen’s Geyser-
theorie,” ibid.y vol. Ixxix., 1850).
The principal difference between
the artificial and the natural geyser-

tube is that in the latter the effect

is not necessarily produced by two 2.

distinct sources of heat like the two fires of the experi-

mental apparatus, but by the continual influx of heat
from the bottom of the shaft and the differences between
the boiling points of the different parts of the column
owing to the different pressures of the superincumbent
mass. This may be thus illustrated :—AB is the column
of water; on the right side the figures represent ap-
proximately the boiling points (Fahr.) calculated accord-
ing to the ordinary laws, and the figures on the left the
actual temperature of the same places. Both gradually
increase as we descend, but the relation

between the two is very different at

different heights. At the top the water
is still 39° from its boiling point, and
even at the bottom it is 19°

;
but at D

the deficiency is only 4°. If, then, the
stratum at D be suddenly lifted as high
as C,it will be 2°above the boiling point
there, and will consequently expend
those 2° in the formation of steam.
Any hot spring capable of depositing

siliceous material by the evaporation
of its water may in course of time transform itself into a
geyser, a tube being gradually built up as the level of the
basin is raised. And every geyser continuing to deposit
siliceous material is preparing irs own destruction ; for as

soon as the tube becomes deep enough to contain a column
of water sufficiently heavy to prevent the lower strata

attaining their boiling points, the whole mechanism is

deranged. In geyser districts it is easy to find thermal
springs busy with the construction of the tube ; w^arm
pools, or lavgs, as the Icelanders call them, on the top of

siliceous mounds, with the mouth of the shaft still open
in the middle

; and dry basins from which the water has
receded with their shafts now choked with rubbish.

Geysers exist at the present time in many volcanic
regions, as in the Eastern Archipelago, Japan, and South
America; but the three localities where they attain their

Obseryed. A OalculatecL

186“ 225“

230“ 241“

C 249“

251“
B

255“

255“ 266“

259“ 278“

B

highest development are Iceland, New Zealand, and
Wyoming in the United States. The very name by which
we call them indicates the historical priority of the Iceland
group. It is an old Icelandic word

—

geys%)\ equivalent to
gusher or rager—from the verb gey^a^ itself a derivative of
gjosa^ to gush. In native usage it is the proper name of
the Great Geyser, and not an appellative—the general term
JiveVy a hot sx^ring, making the nearest approach to the
Eurojjean sense of the word (see Cleasby and Vigfusson,
Icelandic English Dictionary, s.v.).

The Iceland geysers are situated about 50 miles N.W.
of Hecla, in a broad valley of alluvial formation, at the
foot of a range of hills from 300 to 400 feet in height.
Within a circuit of about two miles, ui^wards of one hundred
hot springs may be counted, varying greatly both in char-
acter and dimensions. The Great Geyser in its calm
periods appears as a circular pool 72 feet in diameter and
4 feet in depth, occupying a basin on the summit of a
mound of siliceous concretion; and in the centre of the
basin is a shaft, about 9 feet in diameter and 70 feet

in depth, lined with the same siliceous material. The
clear sea-green water flows over the eastern rim of the
basin in little runnels. On the. surface it has a tem-
perature of from 76° to 89° Cent., or from 168° to 188°
Fahr. Within the shaft there is of course a continual shift-

ing both of the average temperatui'e of the column and of

the relative temperatui‘es of the several strata. The results

of the observations of Bunsen and Descloizeaux in 1874
were as follows (cf, Poggendorf'^s Annalen, loc. cit., and
ComiitesRend'as,No\, xxiii.) :—About three hours aftera great
eruption on July 6th, the temperature 6 metres from the
bottom of the shaft was 121*6° C.; at 9*50 metres, 121*1°; at
16*30 metres, 109° (?) ;

and at 19*70 metres, 95°
C?). About

nine hours after a great eruption on July 6th, at about 0*3

metres from the bottom, it was 123°
;
at 4 8 meties it was

122*7°; at 9*6metres, 113°; at 14*4 metres, 85*8°
; at 19*2

metres, 82*6°. On the 7th, there having been no eruption
since the previous forenoon, the temperature at the bottom
was 127*5°; at 5 metres from the bottom, 123°; at 9
metres, 120*4°; at 14 *75 metres,106 *4°; and at 19 metres, 55°.

About three hours after a small eruption, v hich took place at

fortyminutes past threeo’clock in the afternoon of the 7 th, the
temperature at the bottom was 126*5°

; at 6*85 metres up
itwas 121*8°; at 14*75 metres, 110°; and at 19 metres, 55°.

Thus, continues Bunsen, it is evident that the temperature
of the column diminishes from the bottom upwards ; that,

leaving out of view small irregularities, the temperature in

all parts of the column is found to be steadily on the in-

crease in proportion to the time that has elapsed since the

previous eruption
;
that even a few minutes before the

great eruption the temperature at no point of the water

column reached the boiling point corresponding to the

atmospheric pressure at that part; and finally, that the

temperature about half-way up the shaft made the nearest

approach to the appropriate boiling point, and that this

approach was closer in proportion as an eruption was

at hand. Observations made by Mr Robert Walker
ill August 1874 remarkably confirm those of Professor

Bunsen (see Proceedings of Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh^ vol.

viii. p. 514). The Great Geyser has varied very much in

the nature and frequency of its eruptions since it began to

be observed. In 1809 and 1810, e.g,, according, to Hooker
and Mackenzie, its columns w’ere 100 or 90 feet high, and

rose at intervals of 30 hours, while, according to Hender-

son, in 1815 the intervals were of 6 hours, and the altitude

from 80 to 150 feet.

About 100 paces from the Great Geyser is the EtroldcT

or churn, which was first described by Stanlay in 1789.

The shaft in this case is about 44 feet deep, and, instead

of being cylindrical, is funnel-shaiied, having a width of
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about 8 feet at the mouth, but contracting to about 10
inches near the centre. By casting stones or turf into the

shaft so as to stopper the narrow neck, eruptions can be

accelerated, and they often exceed in magnitude those of the

Great Geyser itself.^ During quiescence the column of water

fills only the lower part of the shaft, its surface usually lying

from. 9 to 12 feet below the level of the soil. Unlike that

of the Great Geyser, it is always in ebullition, and its tem-

perature is subject to comparatively slight differences. On
the 8fch of July 1847 Bunsen found the temperature at the

bottom 1 12 9® C.
;
at 3 metres from the bottom, 1 1 1 *4°

;
and

at 6 metres, 1 08"
;
the whole depth of water was on that

occasion 10*15 metres. On the 6th, at 2*90 metres from
the bottom, it was 114 2'",* and at 6'20 metres, 109*3°. On
the 10th, at 0*35 metres from the bottom, the reading gave
113*9°

;
at 4*65 meties, 113*7°

; and at 8*85 metres, 99*9°.

The great geyser-district of New Zealand is situated in

the south of the province of Auckland in or near the upper
basin of the Wailmto river to the N.E. of Lake Taupo. Tn

many respects the scene presented in various parts of the

disti’icts is far more striking and beautiful than anything
of the same kind to be found in Iceland, but this is due
not so much to the grandeur of the geysers proper as to the

bewildering profusion of boiling springs, steam-jets, and
mud-volcanoes, and to the fantastic effects produced on the

rocks by the siliceous deposits and by the action of the boil-

ing water. At Whakarewarewa,iiear Lake Loto Bua, there is

a group of eight geysers, one of which, the Waikate, throws
the column to a height of 30 or 35 feet (see Hochstetter,

Zeala7idj 1867), But it is in the Yellowstone Park, in the

north-west corner of Wyoming, that the various phenomena
of the geysers can be observed on the most portentous scale

The geysers themselves are to be counted by hundreds, and
|

the dimensions and activity of several of them render those

of Iceland and New Zealand almost insignificant in com-
parison. The principal groups are situated along the course
of that tributary of the Upper Madison which bears the
name of Fire Hole River. Many of the individual geysers
have very distinctive characteristics in the form and colour
of the mound, in the style of the eruption, and in the shape
of the column. The ‘‘ Giantess/^ as observed by Langford
(1870) and Dunraven (1874), lifts the main column to a
height of only 50 or 60 feet, but shoots a thin spire to no
less than 250 feet. The Castle ” varies in height from
10 or 15 to 250 feet

;
and on the occasions ot greatest

effort the noise is appalling, and shakes the ground like an
earthquake. Strong distinct pulsations, says Lord Dun-
raven, occurred at a maximum rate of seventy per minute,
having a general tendency to increase gradually in vigour
and rapidity until the greatest development of strength was
attained, and then sinking again by degrees. The jets
grew stronger and stronger at every pulsation for ten or
twelve strokes, until the effort would culminate in three
impulses of unusual power. The total display lasted about
an hour. “ Old Faithful ” owes its name to the regularity
of its action. Its eruptions, which raise the water to a
height of 100 or 150 feet, last for about five minutes, and
recur every three-quarters of an hour. The Beehive
sometimes attains a height of 219 feet

; and the water,
instead of falling back into the basin, is dissipated in spray
and vapour. Very various accounts are given of the
Giant.” Hayden saw it playing for an hour and twenty

minutes, and reaching a height of 140 feet, and Lieutenant
Doane says it continued in action for three hours and a
half, and had a maximum of 200 feet; but at the earl of

^ According to Professor Tyndall (see Royal Institution Notices,
1853, and Heat as a Mode of Motiun^ 1863), this effect of the stopper
18 simply due to the fact that it is an impediment to the normally
gratlual ascent of the heated aqueous strata, and that it ?n impedi-
ment which at last is suddenly removed.

-G F R
Dunraven’s visit the eruption lasted only a few minutes.

For further details see Dunraven’s Great Divide (1874), and
the Eepons of Professor Hayden.
GEZER a royal Canaanite city on the boundary

of Ephraim in the maritime plain (Josh. xvi. 3-10).

It was allotted to the Levites, but its original inhabitants

were not driven out until the time of Solomon, when the
Egyptians took the city, which was given to Solomon’s wife

(1 Kings ix. 16). Under the form Gazera it is mentioned
as being in the neighbourhood of Emmaus-Nicopolis
(’Amw^s) and Jamnia (Yebnah) (1 Macc. iv. 15).

Throughout the history of the Maccabean wars Gazera plays

the part of an important frontier post. It was first taken
from the Greeks by Simon the Asmonean (1 Macc. xiv. 7).

Josephus also mentions that the city was “naturally

strong ” (Antiq.y viii. 6, 1). The position of Gezer is defined

by Jerome {Onomasticoiiy s.v.) as 4 Roman miles noith

(contra septentrionem) of NicopolLs (’Amw^s). This points

to the ruined site called 2'elL Jezer^ near the village of Abu
Shfisheb, about 4 miles north-west of ’Amwffs. The site is

naturally very strong, the town standing on an isolated hill,

commanding the western road to Jerusalem just where it

begins to enter the mountains of Judah. The name Gezer
(from a root signifying “insulated”) was no doubt derived

from the position of the place. The ruins include rock-cut

tombs, wine-presses, caves, and quarries, with foundations

of a citadel on the hill top. A very fine spring (’Ain

Yerdeh) exists on the east, and in 1874 a curious discovery

was made on the hill side near the spring. The words
Tahurn Gezer, “boundary of Gezer,” were found cut in

Hebrew letters on the live rock in two places, and in each

case the Greek name Alkios occurred with them. The
genuineness of this curious inscription has not been disputed.

6FRORER, August Friedrich (1803-1861), historian,

was born at Calw, Wiirtemberg, on the 5th of March 1803,

and at the close of his preliminary studies at the seminary
of Blaubeuren, entered the university of Tubingen in 1821
as a student of evangelical theology. After passing hib

final examinations in 1825, he spent a year in Switzerland,

during part of which time he acted as companion and secre

tary to Bonstetten
;

the year 1827 was spent chiefly in

Rome. Returning to Wiirtemberg in 1828, he first undei
took the duties of repetent or theological tutor in Tubingen
and afterwards accepted a curacy in Stuttgart

;
but having

in 1830 received an appointment in the royal public library

at Stuttgart, he thenceforth gave himself exclusively to

literature and historical science. Hi^ first work on Philo

(Philo u, die judisch-alexandrinische Theosophie, 1831) was
mpidly followed by an elaborate biography, in two volumes,

of Gustavus Adolphus (Gustav Adolfo Konig von Schweden,

1835-37), and by a critical history of primitive Christianity

(Kritische Geschichte des Urchristeiithicms^ 1838), in three

volumes, consisting of three parts, entitled respectively
“ The Century of Salvation ” (Jahrhundert des lleils)y

“ Sacred Legend ” (Die heilige Sage\ and “ Truth ” (Die

Wahrheit). In both of the last-named works, Gfrbrer had

manifested opinions unfavourable to Protestantism, which,

however, were not openly avowed until fully developed in

his church history (Allgemeine Kirchengeschichie his Beginn
des \ Aten JoJirhunderts, 1841—46). In the autumn of 1846
he was appointed to the chair of history in the university

of Freiburg, where he continued to teach until his death,

which took place at Carlsbad on the 10th of July 1861. In

1848 he sat as a representative in the Frankfort parlia-

ment, where he supported the “ High German ” party, and

in 1853 he publicly went over to the Church of Rome,
influenced, however, in this, it Is said, more by regard for

what he conceived to be its political value, than by any

purely religious consideration.. Among his later works the

most important is the Geschichte dei osi- u, westfranhischen
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Karohngei (1858), but those on the pseudo Isidoiian

Decretals
( Untersuchung uher Alte ) ,

Ursprung, tc JFe? th dev
Decretateih des falscken Isidoius, 1848), on the primitive
history of mankind {UrgescJvichie des menscMichen GeschlecJitSy

1855), on Hildebrand {Papst Gregor VII u sein Zeitaltei

^

1859-61), on the history of the 18th century {Geschichte

des Ibteii Jahrhundei ts, 1862-73), on German popular
rights {Zur Geschtchte dexitschei Voltsi echte^ 1866), and on
Byzantine history {ByzanUnische Geschzchte^ 1872-74;, are
also works of real value The fruit of much original re
seaich, they convey a great quantity of fresh information,

and are unusually rich in suggestion
,

their chief fault

may be said to lie in an excess of ingenuit^^, which leads

their authoi to imagine combinations which never existed,

and to invent the most recondite causes for historical occui

rences, the explanation of which is rather to be sought in

the region oi; the obvious
GH 4TS, or Ghauts (literally the Landing Stairs” from

the sea, or ‘‘Passes”), two ranges of mountains extending
along the eastern and western shores of the Indian peniu
sula The Eastern Ghats run m fragmentary spurs and
ranges down the Madras coast They commence in the
Orissa district of Balasor, pass southwards through Cuttack
and Pun, enter the Madras presidency in GanjAm, and
sweep southwards through the districts of Yizagapatim,
GodAvari, Nellore, Chengalpat, South Areot, Tricliinopoli,

and Tinnevelly They run at a distance of from 50 to

150 miles from the coaat, except in GanjAm and Vizaga
patam, where m places they almost abut on the Bay of

Bengal Their geological foimation is granite, with gneiss

and mica slate, with clay slate, hornblende, and piimitive

limestone ovei lying The average elevation is about 1500
feet, but sever il hills m GanjAm are between 4000 and
5000 feet The Western Ghats start from the north of

the TApti valley, and run south through Khandesh, NAsik,
Tanna, Satara, Rdtnagiii, Kanara, and Malabar, and the

states of Cochin and Travancore, meeting the Eastern Ghats
at an angle near Cape Comorin The range of tlie

Western GhAts extends uninterruptedly, with the excep
tion of a gap or valley 20 miles across known as the
Palghat gap The length of the range is 800 miles from
the TApti to the Palghat gap, and south of this about 200
miles to the extreme south of the peninsula In many
parts theie is only a narrow low strip of coast between
the hills and the shore

,
at one point they rise in magnih

cent piecipices and headlands out of the ocean The
average elevation is 3000 feet, precipitous on the western
side facing the sea, but with a more gradual slope on the

east to the plains below The highest peaks in the northern
‘section are MahAbaleswar, where is the summer capital of

the Government of Bombay, 4700 feet, Purandhar, 4472 ,

and Sitihgarh, 4162 feet South of MahAbaleswar the

elevation dimiuishe:> to about 1000 feet above sea level

Further south the elevation again increases, and attains its

miximum towards Coorg, where the highest peaks vary
from 5500 to 7000 feet, and where the mam range joins

the intori >r Nilgiri hills South of the PalghAt gap, the

peaks ot tlie Western GhAts rise as high as'^000 feet The
geological formation is tiap m the northern and laterite in

southern section.

GHAZIABAD, a town in Meerut district. North Western
Province^ of India, distant 12 miles from Dell i and 28 miles

from Meerut, lu 28° 39 55 N lat
,
77° 26' 10" E long

The town was founded in 1740 by GhAzi ud dm, brother
of NawAb Salabat Jang, ruler of the Deccan, and takes

its name from its founder It has considerably risen m
importance of late years, from having been selected as

the point of junction of the East Indian, and the Sind,

Punj lb, and Delhi railways A branch into Delhi city

diverges from GliAziAbAd Population (1872) 7365
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GH \ZIPUR, a district of British India, m the lieutenant

governorship ot theNoith Western Provinces, and included
in the Benares division It is bounded on the N bj-

Azimgarh and Saran, E by Saran, S by ShAhAbAd, andW by Benaies and Jaunpur Ghazipur forms part of the
great alluvial plain of the Gauges, which divides it into twu
unequal portions The uortliern subdivision lies between
the Gumti and the Gogra, whose conhueiices wnth the mam
stream mark its eastern and western limits respectively
The southern tract is a much smaller strip of country, en
closed between the KaramnAsa and the great river itself

No hill or natural eminence is to be found in the district
A few lakes aie scattered here and there, formed where the
rivers have deserted their ancient channels The largest
IS that of SnrAha, once a northern bend of the Ganges, but
now an almo;5t isolated sheet of water, 5 miles long by about
4 broad

Gha-iipui IS a closelj/ cultivated di&tiict, and out of a total aiea of
2168 squaie miles 1546 aie actually under cultivation The
harvests aie the same as those common to the whole of the plain
distiicts of the Noitli-Weatern Pi evinces The census of 1872
returned a total population in Ghozipm district of 1,345,570 souls
(males 696,572, females 648,829), dwelling in 3725 villages or
townships, and inhabiting 285,007 houses The Hindus numbcied
1 221,810, 01 90 7 pel cent , and Mahometans, 123,455 Of the
three higliei Hindu castes theie weie— Brahmans, 123,012,
Rijputs, 295,355, and Baniyas, 49,538 Ihe lower castes aie

repiesented by the Ahii*s, 171,216, Cliamais, 122 075 , Kajastl s

22,480 , and Euimis, 18,136 Amongst the Mussulmans, tlic

Shaikhs numbered 26,940, Sayyids 4525, Miighal% 570, and
Pathans, 18 452 The district is iich, and in the eastern paits
the soil IS extrcmel} fertile, so that the cultivatois aie on tin

whole m easy ciicumstances Sixteen towns contain a popu] i

tion exceeding 5000, mz , Ghazipui, 38 853, Mahatwai Kb as

8975 Shiupiii Dm, 9279 , Galimar 9050 ,
Sheipur, 7968

Eiotipm 9323 Baia, 5424 Glut, 5821
,
Haihi 5527 ,

Bansdil
7319, Kioti, 7700, Maniai 5285, Ballia, 8521 ,

Baiiia, 55S9
Sonbaisa, 7162, and Easia, 7261 The cliief imioits into the
distiict aie Englisli piece goods and thiead, cotton, salt, spices

and giaiu the pnncqal expoits, countiy cloth, sugar, lullei s

eaith, oilseeds, and hides The headquarters of the Goveinniei t

opium manufacture is at Ghazipur town Carbonate of soda is

manufactuied fiomtue leli or saline cffloiescence of the barien'^'Z/^a/

plains, and laigely expoited Saltpetie is also largely piepued
fiom the same source The gieat trade loute is the Ganges but
good roads connect all the pimcipal centres wuth each othei

Ihe East Indian Railway luns for 24 miles thiough the distiict

with stations at Zaniamah, Dildainagai, and Gilniai The tot il

amount of impeiial, local, and niuniciiLal leienue of the di'^tiict in

1876 was £200,000 Ghazipur is said to he one of the hottest and
dampest distiicts in the Noith-'Westein Piovmces In 1869 tlie

annual mean tempeiatuie was 80° Fihi , the lowest monthly mean
being 61° Fahi in Januaij

,
and the highest 98°, in Maj The aver

age total lainf ill foi 11 jeais fiom 1860 to 1871 wa& 40 1 inches
the maximum being 50 5 inches, in 1861, and the minimum 21 5

inches, in 1868

Ghazipur Town, the capital of the district, stands on the

low alluvial northern bank of the Ganges, in 35° 23' 36

'

N lat and 83° 35 13 E long, coiering an area of 416
acres, and with a population in 1872 of 3S,S5J There

IS considerable trade in sugar, tobacco, long cloth, and rose

water It is the headquarters of the Government opium

deiiartmeiit, where all the opium from the North Western

Provinces is collected and manufactured undei a moiiopol;v

A metalled road luiis from GhAzipur to ZamAniah station

on the East Indian Railway, 13} miles Lord Cornwallis,

the go\eiiior general of India, died at Ghazipur m ISOo,

and a monument and marble statue areerected ovei his grave

GHzkZNI (called in European books often Ghaznah,

Gazna, Ghizm, or Ghuznee, in the Oriental histones more

generillv Ghazmn), a famous city in Afghanistan, the scat

ot an extensne empire under two different media-\ li

dynasties, and again of proniineiit interest in the modern

history of British India Ghazni stands on the high table

land of central Afghanistan, in 68° 20 E. long
,
33° 34 3S

lat, at a height ot 7726 feet abo\e the sea, and on the

direct road between Kandahar and Cabul, 233 miles
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road N.E. from the first, and 85 miles S.W. from the second.

It also stands at the head of the Gomal route from the

Indus, one much followed by trade.

Ghazni, as it now exists, is a place in decay, and probably

does not contain more than 4000 inhabitants. It stands

at the base of the terminal spur of a ridge of hills, an off-

shoot from the Gul-Koh, which forms the watershed between

the Arghand^b and Tarnak rivers (see Afghanistan). The

castle stands at the northern angle of the town next the

Sketch of Ghazni and its Environs.

hills, and is about 150 feet above the plain. The town
walls stand on an elevation, partly artificial, and form an
irregular square, close on a mile in circuit (including the
castle), the walls being partly of stone or brick laid in mud,
and partly of clay built in courses. They are flanked by
numerous towers. There is also a loopholed fausse-braye
wall, and a ditch which can be filled (partially at least)
from the Ghazni river, which flows close to the west of the

town. There are three gates. The town consists of dirty and
very irregular streets of houses several stories high, but with
two straighter streets of more pretension, crossing near the

middle of the town. New fortifications had been erected

previous to 1857, but their present state is not knowm.
In 1839 they were of no real power to resist artillery of

moderate calibre, though imposing in aspect and highly

picturesque, judging from the views given by Sir Keith
Jackson and others. Of the strategical importance of

Ghazni there can hardly be a question. The view to the

south is extensive, and the plain in the direction of Kanda-
har stretches to the horizon. It is bare except in the

vicinity of the river, where villages and gardens aie

tolerably numerous. Abundant crops of wheat and barley

are grown, as well as of madder, besides minor products.

The climate is notoriously cold,—snow lying two or three

feet deep for about three months, and tradition speaks of the

city as having been more than once overwhelmed by snow-
drift. Fuel IS scarce, consisting chiefly of prickly shrubs.

In summer the heat is not like that of Kandahar or Cabul,

but the radiation from the bare heights renders the nights

oppressive, and constant dust-storms occur. It is evident

that the present restricted walls cannot have contained the

vaunted city of Mahmild. Probably the existing site formed
the citadel only of his city. The remarks of Ibn Batuta
(c. 1332) already suggest the present state of things, viz., a

small town occupied, a large space of ruin
;
for a considerable

area to the N.E. is covered with ruins, or rather with a vast

extent of shapeless mounds, which are pointed out as Old
Ghazni. The only remains retaining architectural character

are two remarkable towers, rising to the height of about 140
feet, and some 400 yards apart from each other. They are

similar, but whether identical, in design, is not clearly

recorded. They belong, on a smaller and far less elaborate

scale, to the same class as the Kutb Minar at Delhi, Views
of one of the minarets will be found in Fergusson’s Indian
Architecture^ in Vigne’s Visit to Ghazni, Cabul, dec,, in

Atkinson’s Sketches in Afghanistan, and other works.

Arabic inscriptions in Cufic characters show the most
northerly to have been the work of Mahmild himself, the

other that of his son Masa'ild. On the Cabul road, a
mile beyond the Minaret of Mahmild, is a village called

Eauzah (‘‘ the Garden,” a term often applied to garden-

mausoleums), Here, in a poor garden, stands the tomb
of the famous conqueror himself. It is a prism of white

marble standing on a plinth of the same, and bearing a
Cufic inscription praying the mercy of God on the most
noble Amir, the great king, the Lord of church and state,

Abul Kdsim Mahmild, son of Sabuktigln. The tomb
stands in a rude chamber, covered with a dome of clay,

and hung with old shawls, ostrich eggs, tiger-skins, and
so forth. The village stands among luxuriant gardens and
orchards, watered by a copious aqueduct. Sultan Baber
celebrates the excellence of the grapes of Rauzah.

The famous Gates of Somnath ” (so-styled) were at-

tached to the building covering Mahmild^s tomb until

their removal to India, under Lord Ellenborough’s orders,

on the evacuation of the country in 1842. The gover-

nor-generars intention, as announced in a famous prose

pjean addressed to the Hindu princes, was to have
carried them solemnly through Upper and Central India to

Guzerat, and there to have restored them to the (long-

desecrated) temple. Calmer reflexion prevailed, and the

gates were consigned to the arsenal at Agra, where they
now remain. These gates (11 feet in height, in width)

are ascertained to be of Himalayan cedar (deodar), and are

richly carved in geometric Saracenic patterns, so that

there is no likelihood of any real connexion with Somnath.
But tradition did ascribe to them such a connexion. And
when Shdh Shfija in 1831 treated wnth Mah^rdja Ranjit
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Singb. for aid to recover the throne of Cabul, one of Ranjit’s

stipulations was the restoration of the gates to Somnatli,

a circumstanre which probably suggested the notion to the
eccentric governoi general A still more remarkable fact

(stated in a report by Capt Claude Wade, dated 21st Kov
1831) IS that the shdh reminded the mahdrdja of a prophecy
that foreboded the downfall of the Sikh dominion on the

lenioval of the Ghami gates The gates were removed to

India in the end of 1842 , and the Sikh kingdom practically

collapsed with the death of Sher Singh in September 1843
Another relic of Sultan Mahmud is the Band ^ Sultan, a
great dam on the Ghazni iiver, some 12 miles above the

city Baber describes it as 80 or 100 feet in height, pro-

bably along the slope, and about 600 feet long It had
lam ruined in his time since its destruction by Alduddin
Jahdnsoz, but Baber sent money to restore it Vigne calls

it only 25 feet m height He found it much out of repair

It supplies irrigation to the plain west of Ghazni
There are many holy shrmos about Ghazni surrounded

by orchards and \ineyaids Baber speaks of them, and tells

how he detected and put a stop to the imposture of a pre-

tended miiacle at one of them These sanctuaries make
Ghazni a place of Moslem pilgrimage, and it is said that at

Constantinople much lespect is paid to those who have
worshipped at the tomb of the great Ghdzi To test the
genumeneos of the boast, professed pilgrims are called on to

describe the chief notdbiha of the place, and are expected
to name all those detailed in certain current Persia i verses
The city is not mentioned hy any nairator of Alexander’s exjiedi

tion, noi by any ancient author so as to admit of positive recogni
tion But it IS very possibly the Gazaca which Ptolemy places
among the Paropam%sadoe and this may not be inconsistent with
Sir H Pawlinson s identification of it with Gazos, an Indian city
spoken of by two obscure Greek poets as an impregnable place of
war The name is probably connected with the Peisian and Sans
krit gan;) and ganja, a tieasiuy (whence the Gr^ek and Latin
Gaza) We seem to have positive evidence of the existence of the
city before the Mahometan times (644) in the tiavels of the Chinese
pilgnm, Hwen Tlisang, who speaks of Ho s% na {i e ,

piobibly
Ghazna) as one of the capitals of Tsaiikuta oi Arachosia, a place
ot gieat stiength In eaily Mahometan times the country adioin
ing Ghazni was called ZahxCl When the Mahometans fiist invaded
that legion Ghazni was a wealthy entrepfit of the Ind an trade
Of the extent of this trade some idea is given by Ibn Haukal, who
states that at Cabul, then a mart of the same tiade, there was sold
yeaily indigo to the value of two million diiiais (^£1, 000, 000)
The enteipiise of Islam underwent seveial ebbs and flows ovei this
legion The pio'viuces on the Helmand and about Ghazui weie
invaded as eaily as the caliphate of Moawia (662-680) The arms
of Yakub Leis swept over Cabul and Aiachosia (A1 Rukhaj) about
871, and the people of the latter country weie forcibly coiiverted
1 hough the Hindu d} na&ty c f Cabul held a part ot the valley of
C ibul river till the time of Mahmud, it is probably to the peiiod
just mentioned that we must lefer the peimaueiit Mahometan occu
patioii of Ghazni Indeed, the building of the fort and city is

ascribed by a Mahometan histoiian to ’Amiu Leis, the brother and
successor of Ya kub (d 901), though the facts ahea ly stated di&
Cledit this In the latter pait of the 9th century the family of
the Samani, spiungfrom Samaikand, reigned in splendour at Boh
hara Alptigin, originally a Tuikisli si ive, and high in the service
of the dynasty, about the middle of the 10th centuiy, losing the
favoui of the court, wrested Ghazni from its chief (who is styled
Abu Balu: Lav\ik, wah of Ghazm), and established himself theic
His government was recognized fioni Bokhaia, and held till his
death In 977 another Turk slave, Sabuktigin, who had married
the daughter of his mastei Alptigin, obtained rule in Ghazni He
made himself loid of nearly all the piesent teriitory of Afghanistan
and ol the Punjab In 997 Mahmud, son ot Sabiiktigin, succeeded
to the government, and with his name Ghaziii and the Gliazneiid
dynasty have become perpetually associated Issuing forth year
after year from that capital, Mahmud earned fully seventeen expe
ditions of devastation through noithern India and Guzirat as well
as otheis to the noith and west Piom the bordeis of Kuidistan
to Samaikand, from the Caspian to the Ganges, his authority
was acknowledged The wealth brought back to Ghazni was
enormous, and contemporary historians give glowing descnptions
of the magnificence of the capital, as well as of the conqueiors
munificent support of literatuie Mahmud died in 1030, and
some touiteen kings of his house came iftei Iiim

,
but though

tlicre was some revival of importance under Ihiahim (1059-1099),
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the einpiie never readied anything like the same splendour and
powei It was overohadowed by the Seljuks of Pcisia, and by
the rising iivaliy of Ghui {g v ), the hostility of which it had
lepeatedly piovoked Baluani Shah (1118-1152) put to death Kut-
buddiii, one of the piiiiccs of Ghui, called king ot the Jibal oi Hill
countiy, who had withdiawn to Ghazni This prince’s brother,
Saifuddm Sun, came to take \ engeance, and diove out Bahiani But
the latter lecaptuiing the place (1149) paiaded Saifuddm and his
viziei ignominiously about the city, and then hanged them on the
bridge Ala uddin of Ghur, younger brother of the two slam
pimces, then gatheied a gieat host, and came against Bahram, who
met him on the Helmand The Ghuri prince, after repeated \ ic-
toiies, stormed Ghazni, and gave it over to file and swoid The dead
kings of the house ot Mahmud, except tlie conqueror himself and
two others, were toin fioin then graves and huimt, whilst the bodies
of the princes of Ghur were solemnly disinterred and earned to the
distant tombs of their ancestois It seems certain that Ghazni nev ei

lecoveied the splendour that peiished then (1152) Ala uddin,
who fiom this deed became known m history as JaTian-soz {Bx'ulc
inoxide), retmned to Ghur, and Bainam leoccupied Ghazni , he died
m 1157 In the time of his son Kliusru Shah, Ghazni w’as taken by
the Tuikish tubes called Ghuzz (genei illy believed to have been
wLat aie now called luikomans) The king fled to Lahore and the
dynasty ended with his sou In 1173 the Ghuzz were expelled by
Ghiyassuddm Sultan of Ghur (nephew ol Ala uddin Jahansoz), who
made Ghazni over to his bi other Muizuadin This famous piince
whom, the later histoiians call, it is not clear why, Shahdb uddin
Ghuii, shoitly atteiwaids (1174-5) invaded India, taking Multan
and Uchh I his was the fii st of many successive inroads on western
and noithern India, m one of which Lahoie was w'lested from
Khu^iu Malik, the last of Mahmud’s house, who died a captive m
the hills ot Ghur In 1192 Piithvi Eai or Pithoia (as the Moslem
wiiteis call him) the Chohan kmg of Ajmii, being defeated and
slim near Thanesar, the whole countiy fiom the Himalaya to
Ajinir became subject to the Ghuii king of Ghazm On the death
of his brother Ghiyassuddm, with whose powei he had been con-
stantly associated, and of whose conquests he had been the chief
instillment, Muizuddin became sole soveieign o^ ei Ghur and
Ghazni, and the littei place was then again foi a brief peiiod the
scat of an empiie neaily as extensive as that of Mahmud the sou
of Sibuktigin MuizuOdin ciossed the Indus once more to put dow u
a lebelhon of the Khokais m the Punjab, and on his w’ay back
was irmrdeied by a band of them, or, as some say, hy one of the
Mitlahidah or Assassins The slave lieutenants of Muizuddin
earned on the conquest of India, and as the lapidly succeeding
events bioke then dependence on any master, they established at

Dellu that monaichy of which, alter it had endured thiou^h many
dynasties, and had culminated with the hlogliul house of Babei,
the shadow peiished m 1857 The death of Muizuddin was lol

lowed by stiuggle and auaichy, ending for a timem the annexation
of Ghazni to the empiic of Kliwaiazm by Mahommed Shah, who
confeiied it on his famous son, Jalaluddin, and Ghazni became the
headquai teis of the latter Alter Jenghiz Khan liad extinguished
the powei of his family in Tmkestan, Jalaluddin defeated the
army sent against him by the Mongol at Paiwan, noith of Cabul
Jenghiz then advanced and drove Jalaluddin acioss the Indus, aftei

which he sent Okkodai his son to besiege Ghazm Heneefoiwaid
Ghazni is much less pieminent in Asiatic histoiy It continued
subject to the Mongols, sometimes to the house of Hulakum Persia,

and sometimes to that of Chaghatai in Turkestan In 1326, alter a
battle betw’een Amii Husain, the viceioy of the formei house in
Khoiasan, and Tannashiim, the reigning khan of Chnghatai the
foimer entered Ghazni and once moie subjected it to devastation,
and this time the tomb of Mahmud to deseciation The statement
m a recent book on Afghanistan, that a new Ghoii dynasty leigned at
Ghazm fiom 1336 to 1383, i& eiroiicous

Ibn Batuta (c 1332) says the greater pat of the city was in luins,

and only a small part continued to be a town Timur seems nevei to

have visited Ghazni, but w^e find him lu 1401 hestowang the govern-
ment of Cabul, Kandafiar, and Ghazm on Pir Mahommed, the son of

his son Jaliaiigir. In the end of the centuiy it was still in the Lands
of a descendant of Timur, Ulugh Beg Mirza, who was king of Cabul
and Ghazm The illustiioiis nephew of this pmice, Babei, got

peaceful possession of both cities in 1504, and has left notes on both
lu his own inimitable Memoirs Hi5 account ofGhazm indicates how
far it had now fallen “It is,” he says, “hut a pool mean place,

and I have alw ays w^ondered how its princes, wdio pos'^f^ssed also

Hindustan and Khorasan could liave chosen such a wietchcd country

foi the seat of their government, in pieference to Khoiasan ” He
I

commends the fruit of its gardens, which still contiibute laigely to

j

the maikets of Cabul Ghazni remained in the baud'* ot Baber’s

I

descendants, reigning at Delhi and Agia, till the iiiyiis''oii of Kadir
Shah (1738), and became aftei Hadii s death a part of the new king

dom of the Afghans underAhmed Shah Dunam We know of but tw o

modem travellers who have recoidcd visits to the place prrvmus to

the war of 1839 George Forster passed as a disguised tiai elKi w ilh

a in 1783. “Its slendci existence,” he says, “is now n am-
X - 71
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tained by some Hindu families, wlio support a small traffic, and
supply the wants of the few Mahometan residents.” Mr Vigne
visited it in 1836, having reached it frojn Multan with a caravan of

Lohani merchants, travelling by the Gomal pass. The historical

name of Ghazni was brought back from the dead, as it were, by the

news of its capture by the British army under Sir John Keane, 23d

July 1839, The siege artillery had been left behind at Kandahar ;

escalade was judged impracticable
;
but the project of the command-

ing engineer, Captain George Thomson, for blowing in the Cabul

gate with powder in bags, was adopted, and carried out success-

fully, at the cost of 182 killed and wounded. Two years and

a iialf later, the Afghan outbreak against tlie British occupa-

tion found Ghazni garrisoned by a Bengal regiment of sepoys, but

neither repaired nor provisioned. They held out under great hard-

ships from 16th December 1841 to 6th March 1842, ^when they sur-

rendered. In the aiituniii of the same year Geneial Kott, advancing

from Kandahar upon Cabul, reoccupied Ghazni, destroyed the de-

fences of the castle and part of the town, and cariied away the

famous gates. Since then Ghazni has not been entered by any
l^inglishinan ;

for when Colonel Lumsden’s mission passed this way
in 1857 they were not allowed to approach the place.

See Elliot, Hist, of India^ ed. Ly Do'w&on ;
Tahakdt%-i-Ndszri, tianslated by

Major Uaverty in tlio Jiibliotheta Indica \
E. Tlioinas. in J. R. As. Soc., vols. ix.

andxvii. ; Foister'a ;
V^i^ne's Yisit to Ghuziii, <tec. ;

Masson’s 2'ruvels\

Eeports of Liiinsclcn’s Mission in 1857; Journal of the .-Is. Soc. of Bengal, vol. xii.;

Autobiography of Buber, by Leyden and Eiskine; Cunningham’s Hist, of the

tSikhs, Ac (H. Y.)

GHEE (Sanskrit, Ghrita\ a kind of clarified butter made
ill the East. The best is prepared from butter of the milk

of cows, the less esteemed from that of buffaloes. The
butter is melted over a slow fire, and set aside to cool; the

thick, opaque, whitish, and more fluid portion, or ghee, re-

presenting the greater bulk of the butter, is then removed.

The less liquid residue, mixed with groundnut oil, is sold

as an inferior kind of ghee. It may be obtained also,

according to the Indian Domestic Economy aizd Meceipt

Booh, p. 16, 6th ed., 1865, by boiling butter over a clear fire,

skimming it the while, and, when all the water has evapo-

rated, straining it through a cloth. Ghee which is rancid
j

or tainted, as is often that of the Indian bazaars, is said to

be rendered sweet by boiling with leaves of the Moringa
pterygosperma or horse-radish tree. In India ghee is

one of the commonest articles of diet, and indeed enters

into the composition of everything eaten by the Brahmans.
It is also extensively used in Indian religious ceremonies,

being offered as a sacrifice to idols, which are at times
bathed in it. Sanskrit treatises on therapeutics describe

ghee as cooling, emollient, and stomachic, as capable of

increasing the mental powers, and of improving the voice

and personal appearance, and as useful in eye'diseases,

tympanitis, painful dyspepsia, wounds, ulcers, and other
affections. Old ghee is in special repute among the Hindus
as a medicinal agent, and its efficacy as an external applica-

tion is believed by them to increase with its age. Ghee more
than 10 years old, the piirdna ghrita of Sanskrit materia
niedicas, has a strong odour, and the colour of lac. Some
specimens which have been much longer preserved—and

clarified butter a hundred years old is often heard of "

—

have an earthy look, and are quite dry and hard, and nearly
inodorous. Medicated ghee (Sanskrit, ghrita pdka) is made
by warming ordinary ghee to remove contained water, melt-
ing, after the addition of a little turmeric juice, in a metal
pan at a gentle heat, and then boiling with the prepared drugs
till all moisture is expelled, and straining through a cloth.

See TJdoy Chand But, The Materia Mcdica of the Bindns, emiv-
piledfrom Saizskodt Medical Worhs, Calcutta, 1877, and, on the uses
of ghee in. culinary operations, the above quoted Receipt Booh, and
The hiMan Cookery Book, Calcutta (1869 ?).

GHEEL, or Geel, a town of Belgium, in the province of
Antwerp, about 25 miles E. of Antwerp, on the railway
between Kerenthals and Moll, with a population, according
to the census of 1876, of 10,265. Situated in the midst of
that half barren stretch of moorland which is known as
the Gampine or Kampenlaiid, it would have been of little

importance, in spite of its manufactures of cloth, leather,

wooden shoes, and wax- lights, had it not for long centuries
been the seat of a unique method of dealing with the insane.

-G H E
A local legend, tracing the origin of the town back to a

chapel of St Martin erected in the 7th century, goes on to

tell how an Irish princess, fearing the fate that long after-

wards befel Beatrice Cenci, sought refuge in this remote
asylum, but was pursued by her relentless father and pub
to death, along with a priest Gerrebert, the companion of

her flight. The tomb of the victims was soon discoveied

to have a healing virtue for minds diseased : the sainted

Dymphna became the patroness of the insane
; and a large

and beautiful church in her honour was erected on the site

of St Martin’s chapel. Commenced in the 12th century,

it was finished in 1340, and consecrated by the bishop
of Cambray

;
and the pilgrijuages to the tomb were

sanctioned by a brief of Eugenius lY. In 1538 Jean de
M6rode, within whose domains the church was situated,

instituted a vicariate of nine priests and a director, and in

1562 Henri de Merode transformed the vicariate into a

regular chapter of nine canons and a dean. The church
still remains to bear witness to the importance formerly
attached to the shrine

;
and though the tomb of St

Dymphna has long been a cenotaph, a few stray enthusiasts

still pass beneath it in hopeful imitation of the thousands
in byegone years, whose knees have worn deep furrows in

the pavement as they made their ninefold transits on nine
successive days. As food and lodging had to be provided
for the patients who were brought to the saint, the inhabit-

ants of Gheel grew accustomed to the treatment of the
various kinds of mental alienation, and gradually discovered

that forcible measures were much less frequently necessary,

and danger less likely to result from free intercourse witli

the insane, than was generally believed throughout Europe.
When i\I. Pontecoulaub was appointetL by Napoleon prefect

of the Revolution department of the Dyle, his attention

was called to the success of the domestic regime in force at

Gheel, in contrast to the sad condition of affairs in the asylum
at Brussels, and he caused the patients to be removed from
the capital to the little country town. His example was
freely followed by the authorities of different districts, and
Gheel received full ofiicial recognition. Investigations

undertaken about 1850 by M. Duepdtiaux, inspector-general

of benevolent establishments in Belgium, resulted in the

reform of such abuses as had crept into the system
;
and

the relations of the patient and his protectors were placed

on a strict legal footing by the law of 1st May 1851.

Further ameliorations have been introduced in 1852, 1857,

1858, &c. The whole management of tlie system is under
the supervision of officially appointed physicians, and the

advantages of a regular establishment are thus combined
with those of domestic comfort, social freedom, and activity.

Permission to receive patients is granted not only to the

town residents, but also to tlxe villagers of the vicinity.
Among the nninerous works and papers descriptive of Gheel

and its regime, tlie following may he mentioned:—Gazot, Hist
ecclesiastique des Fays Bas, 1614 ;

Biffi, ‘'Memorie origin ali/' in

Gazetta medica Italiana, 2d Oct. 1854 ;
Brown, inJlsyUim Journal,

1858; Biicknill, Ibid., 1858, 1859
;
Balckeiis, Rapport, See., Brussels,

1857 ; papers by Auguste Droste, in Ally. Zcitbch. fur Psycluaine,
1853, Corr. Blatter der Deutsthen Ges. fur Psychiatric, Bygca,
1857, B.nA DcutS'he KlLnik, 1858 ; Esquirol, Mai. mentales, vol. ii.;

-Jules Duval, Gheel, oic Dne colonie d'alienes, Paris, 1860 ;
Euedy,

Gheel, Beitrag zur Gesch. der prakt. Psychiatric, Berlin, 1875.

GHENT, in Low Latin Ganda or Gandavum, in French
Qand, in Flemish Gend, in German Gent, a city of Belgium,

at the head of the province of East Flanders, is situated

about 30 miles to the west of Antwerp on the Scheldt P’ld

the Lys. The two streams branch out to such an exteut

as to partition the town into 26 islands, which are connected

by about 270 bridges, 42 being of stone, and 28 of the

others being wooden structures of considerable size. In

general Ghent is well built, and, though the older portion

has narrow and gloomy lanes, it occupies as a whole a large r

area than most European towns in proportion to the popu-
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lation and the number of houses. A striking and pleasing

feature is the number of promenades, the most noteworthy
being the Coupure or “ Cutting,” so called from the branch
of the Bruges canal constructed in 1758. Gardens, orchards,

and corn-fields are enclosed within the ancient boundaries
of the walls, which extended nearly 8 miles in circumfer-

ence. An excellent view of the city and its environs is

obtained from the belfry of the grand old watch-tower

erected by the men of Ghent between 1183 and 1339,
fiom whose summit the voice of the famous bell Boland
called the burghers together for fire or fray. The present
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spire of cast iron dates from 1854, but it is still surmounted
by the golden dragon brought to Ghent from the church of
St Sophia in Constantinople, not long after the conquest of
that city by the crusaders. Roland was removed by Charles
y., and its place is now supplied by a chime of 44 bells.

Almost all the houses of the wealthier classes of Ghent
are constructed after the Italian fashion, with wide portes-
cocheres, spacious courtyards, and lofty staircases

;
but along

the quays and iii the older streets there are still numerous
specimens of the quainter and grander architecture of the
16th and 17th centuries. The industrial classes live for
the most part in long monotonous rows of poor-looking
houses. Among the public squares the most noteworthy
are the Friday Market (MarcM du Vendiedi), where in
former days the counts of Flanders were inaugurated and
the trades unions used to assemble

\
the Kauter (the word

in Flemish means field), which became the Place d’Armes
in 1812, and is the favourite rendezvous of the fashionable
world

,
the Flame de St Pierre, especially used for military

reviews
, the Corn Market, \^lnch is one of the busiest spots

in the town
, and the Place Sainte Pharailde, which contains

the fagade of the fi5,h-market and the gate of the Counts’
Castle, and is annually the scene of the so-called Fair of the
Little Presents {Pre^enfjesma') kt). The Plaiiie des Recollets,
which takes its name from the convent of the Reformed
Franciscans (1225-1796), was in 1836 chosen as the site
of the new court-house. Near the Friday Market is an
enormous cannon, 18 feet long, 10 feet m girth, and nearly
3 feet wide at the mouth, formed in the same fashion as
“ Mons Meg ” in Edinburgh Castle, and surnamed Dulle
Griete^ or “ Mad Meg or ^Margaret ”

The cathedral of St Bavon (Flem. Baeji) ranks as one
of the most splendid of the churches of Belgium. Though
the original foundation dates from the 9th or 10th century
the crypt and choir of the actual edifice have no highel
antiquity than the 13th century, and the other parts were
not completed till the 16th. The roof of the nave has been
erected since the destructive fire of 1822, Originally
dedicated to St John, the church received its present name
only in 1540, when Charles V, made it the seat of the
collegiate chapter of the abbey of St Bavon

,
and it was

not till 3559 that it was constituted a cathedral at the
request of Philip IL of Spam. In its exteiior St Bavon’s
is rather heavy in style, but it is surmounted by a fine

octagonal tower, which, before the destruction of the spire

by lightning iu 1603, had a height of 360 feet, and still

reaches 270 feet. The interior is remarkable for the iich-

ness and variety of its decorations. The choir and transepts

are lined with black marble, and the balustrades are of

white or variegated marble. A statue of St Bavon in his

ducal robes adorns the high altar, and in front are four tall

copper candlesticks which belonged to Charles I., and bear
the royal arms of England. Beneath the windows of the
choir aie affixed the arms of the knights of the golden fleece,

whose last chapter was held by Philip IT. in St Bavon’s in

1559. The chapels are twenty-four in number
;
their gates

are of brass, and almost every available spot has its paint-

ing or statue. The eleventh is known as the Chapel of the
Lamb, as it contains the central and principal x)ortion of

the famous Adoration of the Lamb painted by John Van
Eyck in 1432. Hubei t Van Eyck, his brother and compeer,
and Margaret, his sister, lie buried in the crypt The
church of St Nicholas—an early Gothic structure, with a

great tower of the 15th century and a modern portico—^lias

the credit of being the oldest in the town
;
and St Michael’s,

dating from about 1450, but frequently restored, is memor-
able as the scene of the woiship of reason duzing the French
Revolution, Previous to the Revolution there existed iu

Ghent a large number of convents and monasteries (thirty-

seven establishments of this class, with 1122 inmates, are

recorded in 1781); and one of its most famous institutions

at the present day is the B^guinage of St Elizabeth, a com-
munity of about 600 or 700 nuns, who inhabit a separate

quarter of the town, consisting of little brick-built cottages

arranged in streets and squares within a common wall.

Among the secular buildings of Ghent one of the finest

is the Hotel de Ville, its northern facade being an excejv

tionally rich example of flamboyant Gothic ol the IStli

century, and its eastern fagade presenting a curious contrast,

with its rows of Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian columns after

the style of the Italian Renaissance. The court-house or

palais de justice is a heavy but imposing structure in the

Romanesque manner, erected between 1835 and 1843 by
the architect Roelandt at the common expense of the state,

the province, and the town. The minor apartments of the

lower floor have been all more or less sacrificed to the great

Hall of the Lost Footsteps, which is 240 feet long and 70

feet wide. About the same time the same architect was

entrusted with the designs for the casino, a building adapted
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for the flower-shows of the Botanical Society and the

concerts of the choral union of St Cecilia. The so-called

Government house, which is partly occupied bythe provincial

administration and partly by the governor as his residence,

was assigned by Charles V. to the provost of St Bavon,
became in 1581 the property of William of Orange (the

Silent), at a later date served as episcopal palace, and in the
time of Napoleon was the prefecture. The present episcopal

palace was built in 1845 as an appendage to the cathedral.

With benevolent institutions of various kinds Ghent is

abundantly supplied. A lunatic asylum, the Hospital of

the Byloque, founded as early as 1225, a maternity hos-

pital dating from 1827, a blind asylum (1854) due to the
beneflcent bequests of L, Yan Caneghem, a deaf and dumb
institution (1822), and an atelier de chariie^ or establish-

ment for giving work to the unemployed, which has been
in operation since 1817, are v^orthy of special mention.
It would be less of a paradox than might be supposed if

the great penitentiary (Rasphuis, or Liaison de Force) had
been included in the list

j
for it is remarkable, not only

for the sumptuous style of its buildings, but for the phil-

anthropic character of its administration. It was erected
between 1772 and 1825 at a cost of 2,150,000 francs, and
can accommodate 2600 prisoners.

The spacious university buildings were erected between
1819 and 1826, at the expense of the city, under the
auspices of William L, king of Holland. They were
designed by Boelandt in the Greek style, and one of the
principal features is a portico after the model of the Pan-
theon at Rome. The university library, containing upwards
of 100,000 volumes, and reckoned one of the most valuable
in Belgium, was formerly the property of the town. Along
with the royal athenseuin or high school, it occupies the old
abbey of Baudeloo, founded by Baldwin of Constantinople
in 1199. Tho abbey gardens were transformed in 1797
into a botanical garden, which now ranks as one of the
finest in Europe. A royal academy for the encouragement
of art, founded in 1751 by Charles Marissal, and a musical
conservatory originated by the communal council in 1835
are both flourishing institutions

; and the technical school
with about 800 pupils is one of the very best in Belgium.
The Natural History Society, dating from 1851, has estab-
lished a zoological garden.
Though Ghent has no longer the industrial pre-eminence

that it enjoyed in the 14th and 15th centuries, it is still

the principal seat of tho cotton and leather manufactures
of Belgium, Flax-spinning, calico-printing, and sugar-
refining are also extensively carried on, and there are
engineering works, chemical works, iron-foundries, soap-
works, paper-mills, and breweries. No fewer than sixty
considerable firms, trading with Germany, France, Italy,
and Russia, are engaged in commercial floriculture ; and,
as a consequence, the flower-shows of Ghent, as they were
perhaps the earliest, are still among the finest exhibitions
of the kind in Europe. The trade of the town, which deals
mainly with the products and raw materials of the indus-
tries, is fostered, by a good railway system and numerous
canals. There is direct communication with the sea by a
grand canal, which, however, unfortunately for the Belgians,
enters the sea at Terneuse in Dutch territory. The hart)our|
completed in 1828, is capable of accommodating 400
vessels, and vessels drawing 17 feet of water can unload
under the walls of the town. At Sas van Gend, 15 miles
north of the city, on the frontier of Holland, there are
sluices by which the district can be laid under water.

In 1812 Ghent had no more than 55,161 inhabitants;
by 1856 they had increased to 109,668, and by 1869 to
121,469. The census of 1876 gave 127,653. Among the
celebrities born in the city are Henry Goethals, distinct-
ively Henry of Ghent, a famous theologian and member of

the Sorbonne (d. 1295); Philippe Mouskes, the chronicler;
P. Vanderberghe or Montanus, the geographer; Daniel
Heinsius

;
Jacques van Zevecote, one of the principal Flemish

poets ; Lauren Delvaux, a sculptor
; C. L. Diericx, the

local historian
; and J. Guislaiii, the lunacy physician.

The investigations of local aiiti(xiiai ies leave it still doubtful
whether Ghent had a Roman origin, as Petiareh supposed {Gandavuon
Cwbare cmiditore &uperh%L'}n). That theie was a military fortiess
on the sijot in the 7th centuiy, is proved by Baudemoiit’s life of
St Aiuaud, the iiist missionary of Chiistianity in the distiict
(^Acta Sanctorum vol. i.). Of the two monasteries founded by the
saint in honour of St Peter, the one near the Antwerp gate was
liclily endowed by St Bavon, and his name became attached, not
only to the building, but to the part of the city. About the’ year
1000 Baldwin Irouarni, hist count of Flaiicleis, took possession of
Ghent, and a few years after he elected the Gravensteen or Counts'
Castle. Trade and inaiiufactuies, especially of linen and woollen,
were encouraged by Baldwin and his successors, and by the close of
the 12th century the men of Ghent were able to puichase commer-
cial and political privileges, and to establish a form of municipal
government. They established a couit of justice, elected sherilfs,
joined the association of the Hanse Towns, and obtained the fiee
navigation of the Rhine lioni the emperor Prederick I. By the
charter of 1192 they obtained the right of fortilying their city, and
the first circumvallatioii carried out between that date and 1214 had
a development of 6560 feet. By the end of the 13th century Ghent
was a greater city than Paris. In the 14th, under the leadership of
the famous Jacob van Artevelde and his son Philip (1332-1382),
it raised frequent insuriections against the counts of Flanders, and
took a prominent pait in the political movements of the Low Coun.
tiies. In 1385 it was obliged to submit to the duke of Burgundy,
but its rights and i>rivileges w eie left uiiinjuied. At the comnience-
meiit of the 15th century it had up^vards of 40,000 men em])loyed
in the woollen manufactures alone, and w’as able to place in the
field fiom 18,000 to 20,000 men-of-aims. When in 1452 the duke
of Buigundy, Philip the Good, imposed a tax on salt and giain, it

roseiniebellion, but alter a few yeais' conflict the defeat at Gaveun
left it at the duke’s mercy. The independence of the burghers was tar
from being crushed. They showed themselve.s as turbulent as ever
under Mary of Burgundy, who made the city her principal residence

;

and when she made certain unpoi>ular concessions to Louis XI., they
took the Jaw into their hands, and on Apiil 3, 1477, put to death in
her presence the two councillors Hugonet and Himber-Couit, whom
she had intrusted with the mission. After her maniage at Ghent
(August 17) with Maximilian of Austria, matters were more peaceful.
On Mary’s death in 1482 the discontent of the peojile again bioke
out. Ill 1488 they lestored their ancient form of government,
and held out against the emperor Fredeiick, who led an aimy
against them in peison, hut at length in 1492 they came to teims.
In 1500 Charles V. w^as born in the palace at Ghent, the site of

which is now occupied by the street called the Cour des Princes.
His reign was a critical one for the citj^ for though it had a popula-
tion of 175,000, it was but a drop in the bucket ofhis vast dominions,
and he treated it with but little consideration. When in 1636 his
sister Maria, at that tipoiein command of the Netherlands, demanded
the extraordinary subsidy of 1,200,000 gold floiins fiom Flanders, the
citizens refused to contribute, and in 1539 they took arms in self

defence. Charles himself appeared on the scene in 1640, foiced
them to submission, deprived them of tlieir privileges, executed 26
of the principal leaders of the revolt, confiscated the public build-
ings, and erected a citadel at a total expense of 411,334 livres, the
gi'eater part of which had to be defrayed by Ghent itself. Even this
did not crush the spirit of the city. It \vas by the pacification of
Ghent, signed in the town-hall Nov. 8, 1678, that Holland and
Zeeland, and the southern states of the Netherlands, formed aii

alliance against the Spanish supremacy, and three days after the
Spanish garrison capitulated to the citizens. In 1584, however, the
duke of Parma captured the town for PhHip, and the citadel, which
had been almost completely demolished, was restored. The
attemjits of the French in 1641 and 1642 to get possession of Ghent
were frustrated by laying the country under water ; hut in 1678,
though in the meanwhile the foitifications had been considerably
extended, the feeble garrison under Don Francisco de Pardo was
unable to defend the place against Marshals Humieres, Luxem-
bourg, Schomberg, and Yauban. Ghent continued in French
hands till the peace of Nimwegen. It played an important part
in the 'war of the Spanish succession, being captured in 1706 by Marl-
borough, recovered in 1708 by the French Maiquis de Grimaldi, and
again captured by Marlborough in 1709. In the war of the
Austrian succession, Louis XV. made his entry into the city on 25th
July 1745, and remained in possession till the treaty of Aix-
la-Chapelle in 1748. By order of Joseph II. in 1781, the citadel
and fortifications were dismantled, and the grounds on which they
were built were sold. Under the regime of the French Revolution
the city was made the chief town of the department of the Scheldt.
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By the peace of Paris (1814) it passed ^-itli Belgium to Holland;
hut it took an active part in the movement for the separation of
the two kingdoms, and after the separation was aecompli^died (1830)
continued to he the headquarters of the agitation of the Orange
party. On the recominenciation of the duke of Wellington, who
visited the town in 1821 to give his opinion on the plans, a new
citadel was erected according to the designs of M. Ge\^ van Pittius
(1822-1830).

See Jean deThielrocle, Chromqne de St Bavon; Sanderu'?, Terhecrhjlt Vtaenderen\
De Jonghe, Gendtbche Gei>ihiedi^mi>ke7i, 17 tG, Dieiicx, I'opographie de Canci nne
ville de 6f(a5>2c? (Ghent-, ISOS), Memo\t %ur la ville de (Ghent, 1SL4-1-J, 5
vols), Meta, i^ur les lots dr

,
des Gantois (Ghent. Metn sur le Droit

public de la ville de Gand (Ghent-, 1819), and Itet Gent<tch Chat tei boeckje (Ghent,
1826); Gachaid, Relations des troubles de Gand so?/s Charles Quint (15insscls,
18 14-5, 3 -vols) ) ; P. G. Van dei Meei&cli. Menioi leiiboek der Slad (Ghent,
1S5j); and “Mcmoiie sni la Mile do Gind consicleiee coinine place de gueiie,”
\\\ Metnoires Couronnet de I'acad rov'i'e de Beh/ique.tom x\v

, ISll-a.l Biussels,
1S54) ; C L Gysel^nck, Guide de la ville de Gand pi ecede <1 U7ie notiLC historique^
(Ghent, n. d )

GHENT, JoDOCUS, or Justus, op (1465-75). The public
records of the city of Ghent have been diligently searched,
but in vain, for a clue to tlie history of Justus or Jodocus,
whom Vasari and Guicciardini called Giusto da Guanto.
Flemish annalists of the 16th century liave enlarged upon
the scanty statements of Vasari, and described Jodocus as

a pupil of Hubert Van Eyck. But there is no source to

which this fable can be traced. The registers of St Luke’s
guild at Ghent comprise six masters of the name of Joos
or Jodocus who practised at Ghent in the 15tli century.

But none of the works of these masters have been preserved,

and it is impossible to compare their style with that of

Giusto. It was between 1465 and 1474 that this artist

executed the Communion of the Apostles which Vasari has
described, and modern critics now see to the best advantage
in the museum of Urbino. It was painted for the brother-

hood of Corpus Cliristi at the bidding of Frederick of

Montefeltro, who was introduced into the picture as the com-
panion of Cateidno Zeno, a Persian envoy at that time on a
mission to the court of Urbino. From this curious produc-
tion it may be seen that Giusto, far from being a pupil of

Hubert Van Eyck, was merely a disciple of a later and less

gifted master, who took to Italy some of the peculiarities

of his nati7e schools, and forthwith commingled them with
those of his adopted country. As a composer and draughts-
man Giusto compares unfavourably with the better known
painters of Flanders

;
though his portraits are good, his

ideal figures are not remarkable for elevation of type or for

subtlety of character and expression. His work is techni-

cally on a level with that of Gerard of St John, whose
pictures are preserved in the Belvedere at Vienna.
Vespasian, a Florentine bookseller who contributed much
to form the antiquarian taste of Frederick of Montefeltro,

states that this duke sent to the Netherlands for a capable
artist to paint a series of “ ancient worthies ” for a library

recently erected in the palace of Urbino. It has been con-

jectured that the author of these worthies,” which are

still in existence at the Louvre and in the Barberini palace
at Rome, was Giusto. Yet there are notable divergences
between these pictures and the Communion of the Apostles.

Still, it is not beyond the range of probability that Giusto
should have been able, after a certain time, to temper his

Flemish style by studying the masterpieces of Santl and
^lelozzo, and so to acquire the mixed manner of the
Flemings and Italians which these portraits of worthies
display. Such an assimilation, if it really took place, might
justify the Flemings in the indulgence of a certain pride,

considering that Raphael not only admired these worthies,

but copied them in the sketch book which is now the orna-
ment of the Venetian Academy. There is no ground for

presuming that Giusto da Guanto is identical with Justus
d’Allamagna who painted the Annunication (1451) in the
cloisters of Santa Maria di Gastello at Genoa. The draw-
ing and colouring of this wall painting shows that Justus
d’Allamagna was as surely a native of South Germany
as his homonym at Urbino was a born Netherlander.
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GHERARDESCA, Ugolino Delta {c. 1220-1289),

count of Donoratico and head of the Gherardesclu, one of
the leading Ghibelline houses of Pisa, began to takp part in

public affairs about the time when the dissensions whieli
had arisen about the partition of Sardinia had resnlted m
sending over the entire clan of the Pisan Visconti to the
Guelphs. For having given his sister in marriage to one
of these—Giovanni ^^isconti of Gallura—he was banished
from Pisa by his own party, wdio seem to have had good
reason otherwise for suspecting his loyalty

; but he was
permitted to return in terms of the peace of 1267. Not-
withstanding the ambiguous character of liis politics, he
soon succeeded in gaining a high place in the public service
of his native city ; and in the battle of Meloria (6tli August
1284), whicli terminated the long war with Genoa, he was
one of the three Pisan admirals. It w^as by his cowardly
or traitorous flight at a critical moment, it is said, that the
contest was decided in favour of the Genoese

;
but, be tbis

as it may, v/bether by means of his treachery, or in spite of

it, lie almost immediately afterwards (October 1284) was
nominated by the citizens who remained to the twofold
office of capitano and podestd. for one year

; and some
months afterwards (February 1285)tliis term was extended
to ten years. In tins capacity of virtual dictator he, by
the banishment of ten leading Ghibelline citizens of Pisa,

secured peace with the Florentines
;
he also endeavoured to

propitiate the Genoese by the offer cf Castro in Sardinia,

and the Lucchese by the actual surrender of Ripafratta

and Viarreggio, but unsuccessfully. Meanwhile, though
tlioroughly alienated from the Ghibellines, he had not suc-

ceeded in gaining the confidence of the Guelphs
;
and in

1287 he was by them compelled to associate with himself in

the government Nino Visconti, a nephew^ by the marriage
already referred to, who had now reached manhood. But
this arrangement was rendered nugatory by the disagree-

ments of the two colleagues, and Ugolino found it necessary

I

to resign his office in December of the Sranie yean In his

I

unscrupulous ambition after personal ascendency lie now

I

turned for support to the party he had so long deserted,

and entered into an alliance with the Gualandi, Sismondi,
Lanfranch

i,
and other uncompromising Ghibelliues, who

looked upon the archbishop Ruggiero degli Ubaldini as

their head. Bub this unnatural combination soon terminated

in an open rupture, the immediate occasion of whicli was
the violence of Ugolino, who, on some sudden provocation,

had killed a nephew of the archbishop. In August 1288
he was beset in the Palazzo del Popolo by the Ghibelliues,

and, after fire had been set to the building, taken prisoner,

along with his sons Gaddo and Ugoccione, and his grand-

sons Nino (surnamed Brigatto) and Anselmuccio. (Some
accounts mention a third grandson, named Henry.) After

having been confined for tTventy days in the Palazzo del

Comune, they were removed to_tlie Gualandi’s Tower, Alle

Sette Vie, afterwards called the Torre della Fame Here
they were kept till March 1289, when, by order of the

archbishop, the door was locked and the keys thrown into

the Arno. Nine days afterwards the tower was re-entered

and the bodies removed to the church of San Francisco.

The story of Ugolino, though it is to be met with in other con-

temporary writers (see Villani, vii. cc. 120, 127), owes all its fame
to Dante, w’ho has placed him above Ruggiero on the inner margin

of the second division (Antenora) of the ninth and lowest circle of

liis Inferno. Dante’s powerful narrative, which includes “ thirty

lines unequalled by any other thirty in the whole dominions of

poetry” (Land or), has been paraphrased, or rather almost trans-

lated, by Chaucer, in the Monies Tale, and has also been reprodneed

in modem times by Shelley. It ought to be observed, however,

with reference to Ugolino’s alleged treachery, that the baser ex-

planation of his conduct at Meloria is not to be met with in any

document earlier than the 16tli century ;
while with regard to the

accusation of having sold the foi-tresscs of Pisa to the Ijucehcse and

Florentines, Dante, though evidently himself believing it, does not

say more than that he was alleged ” (aveva voce) to have done so.
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Ruggiero’s sliare in the murder of Gherardesca has sometimes been

•doubted, but on very inadequate grounds. Only in one respect can

the poet be fairly accused of having absolutely departed from strict

bistorical accuracy, namely, with legard to the age of the sons and
'orandsons, who, though represented by him as children, appear to

Save been all of them grown up. The nairative of Yillani has

already been referred to
;
references to other sources may be found

in Sisinondi and in the annotated editions of Dante, particularly in

that of Philalethes ” (the late king of Saxony).

GHERTAH, a town and fortress of British India, in the

presidency of Bombay, about 170 miles south of Bombay,
otherwise called Viziadrug. See Viziadrxjg.

GHIBELLINES. See Guelphs.
GHIBERTI, Lorenzo (1378-1455), whose name alone

is worthy to rank with that of Donatello amongst the grand

Italian sculptors of the Renaissance, was born at Florence

in tlie year 1378. He learned the trade of a goldsmith

under his father XJgoccione, commonly called Clone, and his

stepfather Bartoluccio ; but the goldsmith’s art at that time

included aU varieties of plastic arts, and required from

those who devoted themselves to its higher branches a

general and profound knowledge of design and colouring.

In the early stage of his artistic career Ghiberti was best

known as a painter in fresco, and when his native city

Florence was visited by the plague he repaired to Rimini,

where he executed a highly prized fresco in the palace of

the sovereign Pandolfo Malatesta. He was recalled from
Rimini to his native city by the urgent entreaties of his

stepfather Bartoluccio, who informed him that a competition

was to be opened for designs of a second bronze gate in

the baptistry, and that he would do wisely to return to

Florence and take part in this great artistic contest. The
subject for the artists was prescribed,—the sacrifice of

Isaac
;
and the competitors were required to observe in their

work a certain conformity to the first bronze gate of the

baptistery, executed by Andrea Pisano about 100 years

previously. Of the six designs presented by different Italian

artists, those of Donatello, Brunelleschi, and Ghiberti were
pronounced the best, and of the three Brunelleschi’s and
Ghiberti’s superior to the third, and of such equal merit that

the thirty-four judges with whom the decision was left

entrusted the execution of the work to the joint labour of

the two friends. Brunelleschi, however, withdrew entirely

from the contest,—according to one account, from his cordial

admiration of Ghiberti’s genius, according to another, from
his unwillingness to share so great an undertaking with any
fellow-labourer. The first of his two bronze gates for the
iaptistry occupied Ghiberti twenty years, and when com-
pleted was justly regarded as the greatest work of its kind
since the most glorious days of Grecian art. Ghiberti
brought to his task a deep religious feeling and the striving
after a high poetical ideal which are not to be found in the
works of Donatello, though in power of characterization the
second sculptor often stands above the first. Like Dona-
tello, he seized every opportunity of studying the remains of
ancient ar b

;
but he sought and found purer models for imita-

tion than Donatello, through his excavations and studies in
Rome, had been able to secure. The council of Florence,
which met during the most active period of Ghiberti’s
artistic career, not only secured him the patronage of
the pontiff, who took part in the council, but enabled
him, through the important connexions which he then
formed with the Greek prelates and magnates assembled
in Florence, to obtain from many quarters of the Byzan-
tine empire the precious memorials of old Greek art,

which he studied with untiring zeal. The unbounded
admiration called forth by Ghiberti’s first bronze gate
led to his receiving from the chiefs of the Florentine
guilds the order for the second, of which the subjects
were likewise taken from the Old Testament, The Floren-
tines gazed with especial pride on these magnificent crea-

tions, which must still liave shone with all the bright-

ness of their original gilding when, a century later, Michel-
angelo pronounced them worthy to be the gates of paradise.^

Next to the gates of the baptistry Ghiberti’s chief works
still in existence are his three statues of St John the
Baptist, St Matthew, and St Stephen, executed for the
church of San Michele, among which three works, from the

ideal character of the entire figure and the peculiar felicity

of expression, the palm is generally awarded to the St
Stephen. In the bas-relief of the coffin of St Zenobio, in

the Florence cathedral, Ghiberti put forth much of his

peculiar talent, and though he did not, as is commonly
stated, execute entirely the painted glass windows in

that edifice, he furnished several of the designs, and did
the same service for a painted glass window in the church
of San Michele. He died at the age of 77.

We are better acquainted with Ghiberti’s theories of art

than with those of most of his contemporaries, for he left

behind him a commentary, in which, besides his notices of

art, he gives much insight into his own personal character

and views Every page attests the religious spirit in which
he lived and worked. Not only does he aim at faithfully

reflecting in his creations Christian truths
; he regards

the old Greek statues with a kindred feeling, as setting

forth the highest intellectual and moral attributes of human
nature. He appears to have cared as little for money as

Donatello, and expressly thanks heaven that he had not

been cursed with a sordid and mercenary spirit, but had
ever loved and laboured at art for art’s own sake.

Benvenuto Cellini’s criticism on Ghiberti that in his crea-

tions of plastic art he was more successful in small than in

large figures, and that he always exhibited in his works the

peculiar excellences of the goldsmith’s quite as much as those

of the sculptor s art, is after all no valid censure, for it merely
affirms that Ghiberti faithfully complied with the peculiar

conditions of the task imposed upon him. More frequent

have been the discussions of late years as to the part played

by perspective in his representations of natural scenery.

These have acquired a fresh importance since the discovery

of the data, from which it now appears that Fabio Uccelli,

commonly regarded as the first great master of perspective,

worked for several years in the studio or workshop of

Ghiberti, and it becomes difficult to determine to what
extent Uccelli’s successful innovations in perspective were
due to Ghiberti’s teaching.

Cicognaro’s criticism on Ghiberti, in 'his Sistoi'y of Sculpture

^

has
supplied the chief materials for the illustrative text of Lasinio’s

series of engravings of the three bronze gates of the baptistry.

They consist of 42 plates in folio, and were published at Florence
by Bardi in 1821. Still more vivid representations are the repro-

ductions on a very large scale by the photogiaphic establishment of

Alinari. In the Florence edition of Vasarrs Lives there is given at

full length Ghiberti’s commentary on art. Both Mr Perkins, in

his History of Tuscan and Mr Bio, in his Art ChrStien,

have treated Ghiberti’s works with much fulness, and in a spirit of

sound appreciation. But the most recent contributions to what
may be termed the Ghiberti literature are the chapter expressly

devoted to the history of the competition for the baptistry gates in

Semple’s Donatello (Vienna, 1875), and the articles by Adolt
Rosemherg in Dohme’s Kunst und Kiinstler des Mittelalters (Leipsic,

1877).

GHILAN, or Gilan, a province of Persia, lying along

the S.W. shore of the Caspian, separated from the Russian

district of Talish by the Astara, and bounded W. by
Azerbijan, S. by Irak Adjemi, and S.E. by Mazanderan. It

is about 150 miles in length, with a breadth varying from
15 to 50 miles

; and its area is estimated at from 4500 to

5000 square miles. The greater portion of the province is

^ Through long exposure to the dusty atmosphere of the town they

have of late years begun to lose considerably in. delicacy of outline

;

and it is much to be feared that, unless measures are speedily taken for

their preservation, they will at no distant period suffer a still more
marked deterioration
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a lowland region shut in by the mountains of the Elburz
range ;

and though the Kyzyl Usen, which has its sources
in the mountains of Kurdistan, is the only river of any size,

the country is abundantly watered, and vast stretches of

swamp are found in various directions. This is mainly
due to the character of the climate, which is distinguished

by a very heavy precipitation both in winter and summer.
Vegetation is almost tropically luxuriant, and the forests !

are as dense as an Indian jungle. Oaks, maples, ash treess,
|

planeras, lime trees, and pai'rottias, are among the prevail- !

ing types. The chestnut-leaved oak attains colossal propor-
tions, and a height at times of 130 or 140 feet

;
and the

,

box tree comes to rare perfection, and forms an important i

source of wealth. Vines and pomegranates, walnuts, '

plums, pears, and apples grow wild
;
and oranges, lemons,

|

peaches, and other frnits are easily cultivated, though some-
|

times a severe winter proves fatal to the trees. The olive
j

succeeds well in the valley of the Sefudrood, but the oil is
,

extracted in a very primitive manner. Eice is largely cul- I

tivated, and forms the principal food of the inhabitants, '

except in the west, where its place is partially taken by
!

wheat, a cereal indeed to which the Gliilanese farmer is I

more and more directing his attention. Cotton and sugar
'

are both grown in small quantities, and the character of the
|

climate gives reason to hope that tea plantations may be
|

rendered profitable in some districts. Hitherto the most
successful occupation has been silk-growing

;
but frequent

'

failures in the crop have disheartened, if they have not
ruined, many of the silk-masters. The quantity produced
in 1866 was valued at .£743,300, while the average
between 1870 and 1875 was only about £270,000. In
quality the silk does not rank very high, the greater portion
being the produce of Japanese seed. Animal life is nearly
as well represented in Ghilan as vegetable life. Tigers,

wild boars, deer, and a considerable variety of snakes are

found in the jungles
;
pheasants are a common form of

game ; aquatic birds of various kinds—pelicans, storks, heron,

gulls, ducks, &c., swarm along the coast; and the fisheries

in the Caspirxn are highly productive. The ordinary cattle,

a small humped species like that of India, form an article i

of export
;
sheep and goats are not so plentiful, but they

furnish very fine wool
;
and the horses are a hardy race,

greatly prized in other parts of Persia, and especially in the

capital Wild horses are to be met with in the forests,
j

Trade and commerce are in a very undeveloped state,—and
!

no wonder when, with one trifling exception, there is no
carriageable road in the province, and merchandise has to

be transported on the backs of horses, mules, or camels.

A striking instance of the primitive state of matters is fur-

nished by Mr Mounsey, who tells how the machinery
ordered by the Shah from Europe for his new mint was
allowed to go to ruin in the sand at Enzelli, because it was
found impossible to provide for its conveyance. The port of

Enzelli, though it boasts of a lighthouse and three small
forts, is little more than a natural harbour, and in rough
weather it is not accessible to the mail steamers, which in

the ordinary course call once a week.
The administration of the province is nearly as primitive

as its system of roads, and consists of nothing but
machinery for the collection of the taxes, which yield about
£63,000 to the royal revenue. The capital is Eeslit, and
the administrative districts are Eeslit, Lahijan, Fomen,
Gesku, Talishan, Sheft, Eustemabad, Eiidbar, Menjech,
Leagerood, Siah Kuh, and Dilman. Every able-bodied
man is enrolled in a sort of frontier guard in the district of

Talishan, but no regular police is maintained throughout
the province. The population is of very various composi-
tion

;
but the main stock, including the Tats and the Gileki,

is of Iranian origin. The Gilek is strongly built, but lank,
and his complexion is a sort of olive or copper colour ; the

Tat, on the other h md, has a tendency to corpulence, and
his complexion is swarthy. According to difierent estimates,
the inhabitants of the province number 150,000, 200,000,
or 275,000 ; but it is more than usually difficult to ascer-
tain the truth of the case, as they are for tlie most part
scattered through the country in small hamlets. Ghilan is

part of the ancient difetrict of Hyrcania. The name is

usually explained as equivalent to Mud-land
;
but Spiegel

objects to this derivation, and says the true form of the
word is Gelaii, which has received no interpretation. There
is nothing very distinctive about the history of the province

;

but its position, its climate, and its soil should secure it

a flourishing future were its political condition improved.
See Melfniiiofi*, The Southern Shore of the Cas/Jicm (in RussifiiO;

Mounsey, Journey ihroagh the Caiccasus, &c., 1872 ;
TieUe, 2eti-

schriftcler Ges. furJh'dktmdCj Vienna, 1875 ; and Consular Repoits.

GHIELANDAJO, Domenico del (1449-1494), an
illustrious Florentine painter. His full name is given as

Domenico di Tommaso Curradidi DoffoBigordi; it appears
therefore that his father's surname was Oiirradi, and liis

grandfather’s Bigordi. The painter is generally termed
Domenico Bigordi, but some authors give him, and
apparently with reason, the j)aternal surname Curradi.
Gliirlandtijo (garland-maker) was only a nickname, coming
to Domenico from the emjfioymcnt of liis father (or else of

liis eailiest instructor), who was renowned for fashioning

the metallic garlands worn by Florentine damsels ; he was
not, however, as some have said, the inventor of them.
Tommaso was by vocation a jeweller on the Ponte Veccliio,

or perhaps a broker. Domenico, the eldest of eight chil

drew, was at first apprenticed to a jeweller or goldsmith,

probably enough liis own father
;
in his shop he was continu-

ally making portraits of the passers-by, and it was thought
expedient to xfiace him with Alessio Baldovinetti to stud}"

painting and mosaic. His youthful years were, however,
entirely undistinguished, and at the age of thirty-one he

!
had not a fixed abode of his own. This is remarkable, as

immediately afterwards, from 1480 onwards to his death at

a comparatively early age in 1494, he became tlie most
proficient painter of his time, incessantly employed, and
condensing into that brief ^leriod of fourteen years fully as

large an amount of excellent work as any other artist that

could be named; indeed, we sliould properly say eleven years,

for nothing of his is known ot a later date than 1491.

In 1480 Ghirlandajo painted a St Jerome and other

frescos in the church of Ognissanti, Florence, and a life-

sized Last Supper in its refectory, noticeable for individual

action and expression. From 1481-1485 he w-as emploj-ed

upon frescos in the Sala delP Orologio in the Palazzo

Vecchio; he painted the apotheosis of St Zenobius, a work
beyond the size of life, witli much architectural framework,

figures of Eomaa heroes, and other detail, striking in per-

spective and structural propriety. While still occupied

here, he was summoned to Rome by Pope Sixtus IV. to

paint in the Sixtine Chapel ; he went thither not earlier

than 1482. In the Sixtine he executed, probably" before

1484, a fresco wliich has few ri\als in that series, Christ

calling Peter and Andrew to their Apostleship,—a work
which, though somewhat deficient in colour, has greatness

of method and much excellence of finish. The landscape

background, in especial, Ls very superior to anything to be

found in the w^orks, which had no doubt been zealously"

studied by Ghirlandajo, of Masaccio and IMasolino in the

Brancacci Chapel. He also did some otlier works in Rome,

now perished. Before 1485 he had likewise produced his

frescos in the chapel of S. Fina, in the Tuscan town of S,

Gemignano, remarkable for grandeur and grace,—two

pictures of Fina, dyfing and dead, with some accessory work.

Sebastian Mainardi assisted him in these productions in

Rome and in S. Gemignano ; and Ghirlandajo was so well
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pleased with, his co-operation that he gave him his sister in

marriage.

He now returned to ^Florence, and undertook in the

church of the Trinita, and afterwards in S. Maria Novella,

the works which have set the seal on his celebrity. The

frescos in the Sassetti Chapel of S. Trinita are six subjects

from the life of St Francis, along with some classical acces-

sories, dated 14S5. Three of the principal incidents are

St Francis obtaining from Pope Honorius the approval of

the Rules of his Order
;
his Death and Obsequies ;

and the

Resuscitation, by the interposition of the beatified saint, of

a child of the Spini family, who had been killed by falling

out of a window. In the first work is a portrait of Lorenzo

de’ Medici ; and in the third the painter’s own likeness,

which he introdaced also into one of the pictures in S.

Maria Novella, and in the Adoration of the Magi in the

hospital of the Innocenti. The altar-piece of the Sassetti

Chapel, the Adoration of the Shepherds, is now in the

Florentine Academy. Immediately after disposing of this

commission, Ghirlandajo was asked to renew the frescos

in the choir of S. Maria Novella. This choir formed the

chapel of the Ricci family, but the Tornabuoni and Torna-

quinci families, then much more opulent than the Ricci,

undertook the cost of the restoration, under conditions, as

to preserving the arms of the Ricci, which gave rise in the

end to some amusing incidents of litigation. The frescos,

in the execution of whicli Domenico had many assistants,

are in four courses along the three walls,—the leading sub-

jects being the Lives of the Madonna and of the Baptist.

Besides their general richness and dignity of art, these

works are particularly interesting as containing many his-

torical portraits—a method of treatment iri which Ghir-

landajo was pre-eminently skilled. There are no less than

twenty-one portraits of the Tornabuoni and Tornaquinci

families
;
in the subject of the Angel appearing to Zacharias,

those of Poliziano, Marsilio Ficino, and others: in the

Salutation of Anna and Elizabeth, the beautiful Ginevra de’

Beuci ;
in the Expulsion of Joachim from the Temple,

Mainardi and Baldovinetti (or the latter figure may X-)erhaps

be Ghirlandajo’s father). The Ricci chapel was re-opened

and completed in 1490; the altar-piece, now removed from
the chapel, was probably executed with the assistance of

Domenico’s brothers, David and Benedetto, painters of ordi-

nary calibre
;
the painted window was from Domenico’s own

design. Otlier distinguished works from his hand are an
altar-piece in tempera of the Virgin adored by Sts Zenobius,
Justus, and others, painted for the church of St Justus, but
now in the U ffizi gallery, a remarkable masterpiece

;
Christ

in glory with Romuald and other Saints, in the Badia of
Volterra

;
the Adoration of the Magi, in the church of the

Innocenti (already mentioned), perhaps his finest panel-

picture, 1488; and the Visitation, in the Louvre, bearing
the latest ascertained date, 1491, of all his works. Ghir-
laudajo did not often attempt the nude

; one of his pictures
of this character, Vulcan and his Assistants forging
Thunderbolts, was painted for Lo Spedaletto, but (like

several others specified by Vasari) it exists no longer. The
picture attributed to him in the London National Gallery is

dubious
;

it may perhaps have come from the atelier of
Verrocchio. The mosaics which he produced date before
1491 ; one, of especial celebrity, is the Annunciation, on a
portal of the cathedral of Florence.

In general artistic attainment Ghirlandajo may fairly be
regarded as exceeding all his precursors or competitors;
though the names of a few, particularly Giotto, Masaccio,
Lippo Lippi, and Botticelli, stand higher for originating
power. His scheme of composition is grand and decorous

;

his chiproscuro excellent, and especially his perspectives,
which he would design on a very elaborate scale by the eye
alone ; his colour is more open to criticism, but this remark

applies much less to the frescos than the tempera-pictures,
which are sometimes too broadly and crudely bright. He
worked in these two methods alone—never in oils

; and his
frescos are what the Italians term “ buon fresco,” without
any finishing in tempera. A certain hardness of outline,

not unlike the character of bronze sculpture, may attest his

early training in metal work. He first introduced into
Florentine art that mixture of the sacred and the profane
which had already been practised in Siena. His types in

figures of Christ, the Virgin, and angels are not of the

highest order
;
and a defect of drawing, wdiich has been

often pointed out, is the meagreness of his hands and feet.

It was one of his maxims that ‘^painting is designing.”

Ghirlandajo was an insatiate worker, and expressed a wish
that he had the entire circuit of the walls of Florence to

paint upon. He told his shop-assistants not to refuse any
commission that might offer, were it even for a lady’s

petticoat-panniers : if they would not execute such work,
he would. Not that he was in any way grasping or sordid

in money-matters, as is proved by the anecdote of the readi-

ness with which lie gave up a bonus upon the stipulated

price of the Ricci chapel frescos, ofiTered by the wealthy
Tornabuoni in the first instance, but afterwards begrudged.
Vasari says that Ghirlandajo w’as the first to abandon in

great part the use of gilding in his pictures, representing by
genuine painting any objects supposed to be gilded

;
yet this

does not hold good without some considerable exceptions

—

the high lights of the landscape, for instance, in the Adora-
tion of the Shepherds, now in the Florence Academy, being

put in in gold. Many drav/ings and sketches by this painter

are in the Uffizi Gallery, remarkable for vigour of outline.

One of the great glories of Ghirlandajo is that he gave
some early art-education to Michelangelo, who cannot, how-
ever, have remained with him long. Granacci was another

of his pupils.

This renowned artist died of pestilential fever on lltli

January 1494, and was buried in S. Maria Novella. He
had been twice married, and left six children, three of them
being sons. He had a long and honourable line of descend-

ants, which came to a close in the 17th century, when the

last members of the race entered monasteries. It is pro-

bable that Domenico died poor
;
he appears to have been

gentle, honourable, and conscientious, as well as energeti-

cally diligent. (w. M. B.)

GHIRLANDAJO, Ridolfo (1483-1560), sou of Dome-
nico, was also a painter of considerable celebrity. Born on
14tli February 1483, and being thus less than eleven years

old when his father died, he was brought up by his uncle

David, To this second-rate artist he owed less in the way
of professional training than to Granacci, Piero di Cosimo,
and perhaps Cosimo Rosselli. It has been said that Ridolfo

studied also under Fra Bartolommeo, but this is not clearly

ascertained. He was certainly one of the earliest students

of the famous cartoons of Leonardo da Vinci and Michel-

angelo. His works between the dates 1504 and 1508 show
a marked inffuence from Fra Bartolommeo and Raphael,

with the latter of whom he was on terms of familiar friend-

ship
;
hence he progressed in selection of form and in the

modelling and relief of his figures. Raphael, on reaching

Rome in 1508, wished Ridolfo to join him; but the

Florentine painter was of a particularly home-keeping
humour, and he neglected the opportunity. He soon rose

to the head of the Florentine oil-painters of his time
;
and,

like his father, accepted all sorts of commissions, of what-

ever kind. He was prominent in the execution of vast

scenic canvases for various public occasions, such as the

Wedding of Giuliano de’ Medici, and the Entry of Leo. X.
into Florence in 1515. In his prime he was honest and
conscientious as an artist; but from about 1527 he declined,

having already accumulated a handsome property, more
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than sufficient for maintaining in affluence his large famil}^

j

of fifteen children, and his works became comparatively
mannered and self-repeating. His sons traded in Eraiice
and t Ferrara

3
he himself took a part in commercial affairs,

and began iDaying some attention to mosaic work, but it

seems that, after completing one mosaic, the Annunciation
over the door of the hTunziata, patience failed him for con-
tinuing such minute labours. In his old age Eidolfo was
greatly disabled by gout. He appears to have been of a
kindly, easy-going cliaracter, much regarded by his friends

and patrons.

The following are some of his leading M^orks, the great
majority of them being oil-pictures :

—

Christ and the Maries on the road to Calvary, now in the Palazzo
Antinori, Florence, an early example, with figures of half life-size.

All Annunciation in the Abbey of Moiitoliveto near Florence,
Leonardesciue in style. In 1504, the Coronation of the Yirgiu,
now in the Louvre. A Nativity, veiy carefully executed, now in
the Hermitage, St Petersburg, and ascribed in the catalogue to
Graiiacci. A Predella, in the oratory of the Bigallo, Florence, five

panels, representing the Nativity and other subjects, charmingly
finished. In 1514. on the ceiling of the chapel of St Bernard in the
Palazzo Pubblico, Florence, a fresco of the Trinity, with heads of
the twelve apostles and other accessories, and the Amiunciatioii ;

also the Assumption of the Virgin, who bestows her girdle on St
Thomas, in the choir loft of Prato cathedral. Towards the same
date, a ]picttire showing lii.s highest skill, replete with expression,
vigorous life, and fi.rin accomplished pictorial method, now in the
gallery of the Uffizi, St Zenobius resuscitating a child; also the
Translation of the remains of the same Saint. The Virgin and
various saints, at S. Pier Maggiore, Pistoja. In 1521, the Picta,
at S. Agostino, Colle di Valdelsa, life-sized. Towards 1526, the
Assumption, now in the Berlin ^luseiim, containing the i)ainter’s

o\vii portrait. An excellent portrait of Cosmo de’ Medici (the
Great) in youth. In 1543, a series of frescos in the monastery of
the Angeli. A great niuiibcr of altar-pieces were executed by
Ghirlandajo, with the assistance of his favourite pupil, currently
named Michele di Eidolfo. Another of his pupils was Mariano da
Pescia. (W. 11. K.)
GHIZNI. See Ghazni.
GHOOEKAS. See Nepal.
GHUE {G-hor^ Ghoor, Goiu\ <kc.) w the name of a terri-

tory in Asia, and Ghitbi {GJiori^ Ghoory^ i&c.) that of a
dynasty deriving its origin from that territory.

The name of Ghilr was, in the Middle Ages, and, indeed,
locally still is, applied to the highlands east of Herat, and
extending eastward to the upper Helmand vaUey, or nearly
so. There is hardly any region of Asia regarding which we
continue to be more in the dark than about this. Ghdr is

the southern portion of that great peninsula of strong
mountain country which forms the western part of modern
Afghanistan, and which may be taken in a general way to
represent the Paropamisus of the ancients. The northern
portion of the said peninsula was in the Middle Ages com-
prehended under the names of Gharjistdn (on the west),

and JiLzjdnd (on the east), whilst the basin of the Herat
river, and all south of it, constituted Ghdr, The name
as now used does not perhaps include the valley of the
Herat river; on the south the limit seems to be the
declivity of the higher mountains (about 32® 45' N. lat.)

dominating the descent to the lower Helmand, and the
road from Farrah to Kandahar. It is in Ghdr that rise

aU those affluents of the closed basin of Seistdn, the Hardt,
the Farrali-rdd, the Khasli-riid (see Afghanistan), besides
other considerable streams joining the Helmand above
Girishk.

Ghilr i^ mentioned in the Shahnamah of Firdousi (1010
A.D.), and in the Arab geographers of that time, though these
latter fail in details almost as much as we moderns, thus
indicating how little accessible the country has been through
all ages. Ibn HaukaPs map of Khorasan (c. 976) shows
Jihdl al-Ghdr^ the hill-country of Ghilr,” as a circle ring-

fenced with mountains. His brief description speaks of

it as a land fruitful in crops, cattle, and flocks, inhabited by
infidels, except a few who passed for Mahometans, and
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indicates that, like' other pagan countries suiT'ounded by
Moslem populations, it was regarded as a store of slaves for
the faithful. The boundary of Ghilr in ascending the
valley of the Plaii-rild was six and a half easy marches from
Herat, at Chist, two marches above Obah (both of which
are still in our maps).
The chief part of the present population of Ghilr are

TaimUnis belonging to the class of nomad or semi-nomad
clans called BlmdJcs (see Afghanistan, vol. i. p. 235).
There are also, according to Fender, ^uris^ who w'ere formerly
the main part of the population, apparently the same as
the Zoorees of Elphinstone {Ccmhitl, ii. 204), another of the
Eimak clans

; and in the north of Ghilr Ferrier mentions
Mongols. Camels are kept in great numbers by the Eimaks,
chiefly for their wool. Though the country is very nioun-
tainou.s, there are fruitful valleys of considerable wddth.
But our knowledge is too slight for us to say more.

The people and princes of Ghiir first become known to us in con-
nexion with the Ghaziievid dynasty, and the early mediaeval
histories of Ghiir and Ghazni are so intertwined that little need he
added on that subject to what will be found under Ghazni {q.v.).

What we read of Ghiir shows it as a country of lofty mountains and
fruitful valleys, and of numerous strongholds held by a variety of
hill-chieftains ruling 'warlike clans whose habits were rife with feuds
and turbulence,—indeed, in character strongly resembling the tribes
of modern Afghanistan, though there seems no good reason to

believe that they were of Afghan race. It is probable that they
were of old Persian blood, like the older of those tribes which still

occupy the country. It is possibly a corroboration of this that, in
the 14th century, when one of the Ghuri kings, of the Hurt dynasty
reigning in Herat, had taken to him'belf some of the insignia of in-
dependent sovereignty, an incensed ^Mongol prince is said to have
reviled him as ‘*an insolent Tajilc*^ {Journal Asiat., ser. v. tom.
xvii. p. 509). Sabuktigm of Ghazni, and his famous son Mahnnid,
repeatedly invaded the mountain country 'which so nearly adjoined
their capital, subduing its chiefs for the moment, and exacting
tribute

;
but when the immediate pressure was withdrawn, the

yoke was thro-wm off, and the tribute -withheld. In 1020 Masa’ud,
the son of Mahiinid, being then governor of Khorasan, made a
systematic invasion of Ghiir from the side of Herat, laying siege to
its strongholds one after the other, and subduing the coiintiy more
eflcctually than ever before. About a century later one of the
piincely families of Ghiir, deriving the appellation of Shansabi, or
Sliansabaniah, from a certain ancestor Shansab, of local fame, and
of alleged descent from Zohak, acquired predominance in all the
country, and at the time mentioned Malik Tzzuddin al Husain of
this family came to be recognized as lord of Gliiii*. He was known
afteiwards as ‘Hhe Father of Kings,” from the further honour to
which several of his seven sons rose. Three of these (see Ghazni)
were—(1) Amir Kutbiiddin Maliommed, called the lord of the Jibal

or mountains
; (2) Sultan Saifuddin Siiri, for a brief period master

of Ghazni,—both of whom were put to death by Bahram the
Ghaznevid

;
and (3) Sultan Alauddin Jahansoz, who -wreaked such

terrible vengeance upon Ghazni. Alauddin began the conquests
wliich were afterwards immensely extended both in India and in
the west by his nephews Ghiyassuddin Mahommed ibn Sam and
Muizuddin Mahommed Sam (the Shahabuddiii Ghiiri of the histo-

rians), and for a brief ;t>eriod during thei^ule it was boasted, with no
great exaggeration, that the public prayer was read in the name of

the Ghuri from the extremity of India to the borders of Babylonia,
and from the Oxus to the Straits of Ormus. After the death of

Muizuddin {alias Shahabnddin), Mahmud the son of Ghiyassuddin
was proclaimed sovereign (1206) throughout the teri-itories of Ghilr,

Ghazni, and Hindustan. But the Indian dominion, from his

uncle’s death, became entirely independent, and his actual authority

was confined to Ghiir, Seistan, and Herat. The whole kingdom
fell to pieces before the power of Mahommed Shah of Khwarazm
and his son Jalaluddin {c. 1214r-1215), a power in its turn to be

speedily shattered by the Mongol fiood (see Ghazni).
Besides the thrones of Ghiir and Ghazni, the Shansabaniah family,

in the person of Fakhruddin, the eldest of the seven sons of Malek
’Tzzuddin, founded a kingdom in the Oxus basin, having its seat at

I

Bamian (q.v,), which endured for two or three generations, till ex-

I

tinguished by the po'wer of Khwarazm (1214). And the great
' Mussulman empire of Delhi was based on^ the conquests of

Muizuddin the Ghurian, carried out and consolidated hy his Turki

freedmen, Kutbuddin Aibak and his successors. The princes of

Ghiir experienced, about the middle of the 13th century, a revival

of power, which eudm-ed for 140 years. This later dynasty boro

the name of Kurt or Kart. The first of historical prominence

was Malik Shamsuddin Kurt, descended by his mother from the

gi*eat king Gbiyassuddin Ghiiri, -ft’hilbt his other grandfather was
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that prince’s favourite minister. lu 12i5 Sliam&uddhi held the

lordship of Ghrir in some kind of alliance with, or subordination to,

the Mongols, who had Jiot yet definitively established themselves in

Persia, and in 1248 ho received from the Great Khan Mangu an in-

vestiture of all the provinces from Merv to the Indus, including by

aaine Sijistan (or Seistan), Cabul, Tirah (adjoining^ the Khaibar

pass), and Afghanistan (a very early occurrence of this name),

which he ruled iroin Herat. He stood well with Hulaku, and for

a long time with his son Abaka, but at last incurred the latter’s

jealousy, and was poisoned when on a visit to the court at Tabriz
I

\l276). His sou Rukiiuddin Kurt was, however, invested with the
|

government of Khorasaii (1278), but after some ^-ears, mistrusting

his Tartar suzerains, he withdrew into Ghur, and abode in his strong i

iortvess ot Kaissar till his death there in 1805. 'pie family held i

on through a succession of eight kiii^s in all, sometimes submissive
!

to the Mongol, sometimes aiming at independence, sometimes for a !

senes of prosperous years adding to the strength and splendour of

Herat, ana sometimes sorely buffeted by the hosts of masterless

Tartar brigands that tore Khorasan and Persia in the decline of the '

dynasties of Hulaku and Chagatai. Tt is ].>os&ible that the Kurts i

might have established a lasting Tajik kingdom at Herat, but in
,

the time of the last of the dynasty, Gliiyassuddiii Pir-’Ali, Tartar-

tlum, reorganized and re-embodied in the person of Timur, came '

against Herat, and carried away the king and the treasures of his
|

dynasty (1380). A revolt and massacre of his garrison provoked i

Timur’s vengeance ;
lie put the captive king to death, came against 1

the city a second time, and showed it no mercy (1383). Gliur has
since been as obscure in history as it is in its toj^iography.

I

The proiier capital of the kingdom of Ghur Avhen its princes

were rising to dominion in the 12th century was Firiiz-Koli, where
a city and fortress were founded by Saifuddin Siiri. The true
position of Firuz-Kok does not seem to have been determined,
out it w'as probably on or near the upper \vaters of the Hari-iiid or
river of Herat ; and it is possible that it may be represented by
Siiahrak, a place in that valley (about 66“ 30' E. long.), once a
populous and flouri.shing town, which was described to Perrier,
who passed not far from it, as having been anciently the ca^jital of
Ghur. TJie name of FiriXz-KoMs has been appropriated to one of
tlie most numerous of the nomad tribes occupying the upper part of
ilie Hari-rud and part of the Murghab, but it is doubtful if this
has to do with the Ghur capital, as the name is otherwise explained.
Other places claim to have been the old capital. Thus Karrukli, a
place visited by Khaiiikoif in 1858, in a rapid excursion from Herat,
and lying ou the north side of the valley, is one. But this seems
too near Herat (only 30 miles distant). Penler, again, describes
.i9 the ancient capital a place, which he reached in his journey,
called Zurjii, about 150 miles by road from Herat towards the S.E.
The jDOpulatioii did not exceed 1200, belonging to the Siiri and
Taimuiii tribes. The peak of Chalai^ Dalan, “one of the highest
in the world,” rose before Zarni in imposing majesty. The
mountain, at Ixalf its height, has a compass of some 40 miles

; the
sides are covered wdtli forests and pastures, villages and tents, and
also exhibit naturally impregnable positions where successive chiefs
have built strongholds. Ferrier, in accompanying the Afghan
governor, who lived at Zarni, saw three ancient towns on the skirts
oc this mountain, all large and fortified, viz., Kala’ Kaissar, Kala’
Sangi, and Fakhrabad. These are described as only a iewfarsakTis^
oi hours’ march, north-east of Teivereh, which last is in some of
our maps. Doubts have indeed been cast on the authenticity of
this part of Ferrier s book, chiefly on account of the extreme
brevity of the time which he allows. But the professed journal
was probably, under the circumstances, only an expansion from
memory of the merest jottings

; and several things are in favour of
authenticity. His notices of the country, slight as they are, corre-
spond notably in the impression conveyed with those of the
Tabakdti-i-‘F'dmri(see below ). Kmssa7’y which he mentions, is a place
that has already been referred to as the stronghold of Ruknuddm
Kurt. Zarni, as roughly located by him, cori'espoiids fairly with
\vhat was told Conolly on his journey between Herat and Kandahar
of the position and character of “ the old city of Ghore . now
a ruinous, ill-inhabited town, the capital of a petty province
governed by one of Shah Kamran’s sons, who has his residence
there {Joarney, vol. ii. p. 61). Zarni is mentioned by Maior
Leech in connexion with Taiwara (Teivereh of Ferrier) and other
places in the south of the Ghiir country, but not so as to determine
its p<^ition. In some other points, moreover, as to names of chiefs
&Q., Femeris statements agree with Leech’s.

'

See the “ Tabatit-i-NiCsirL” in the Indica^ traasl. by Raveity; Journal
ser. v.. tom. xvii. ; “Ibn Haulcal,” in J. As. Soc. Beng^iol. xxii •

terrier s Caravan Joumieysx Hammer's Jlkhans, &c.
^

(H. Y.)

GIA.MBELLI, or Gianibblli, Fedeeigo, a military
eagineer, was born at Mantua about the middle of the 16th
century. Having had. some experience as a military engi-
neer in Italy, he went to Spain to offer his services to Philip

proposals wore^ however, somewhat lukewarmly

received, and as he could obtain from the king no immedi-
ate employment, he took up his residence at Antwerp, where
he soon gained considerable reputation for liis knowledge in

various departments of science. He is said to have vowed
to be revenged for his rebutf at the Spanish court

; and
when Antwerp was besieged by the duke of Parma in 1584,
he put himself in communication with Queen Elizabeth,

who having satisfied herself of liis abilities, engaged him to

aid by his counsels in its defence. His plans fur provision-

ing the town were rejected by the senate, but they agreed
to a modification of Ms scheme for destroying the famous
bridge which closed the entrance to the town from the side

of the sea, by the conversion of two ships of 60 and 70
tons into infernal machines. One of these exploded, and,

besides destroying more tlian 1000 soldiers, effected a
breach in the structure of more than 200 feet in width, by
which, but for the hesitation of Admiral Jacobzoon, the

town might at once have been relieved. After the sur-

render of Antwerp Giambelli went to England, where he
was engaged fur some time in fortifying the river Thames,-

and when the Spanish Armada was attacked by fire-ships

ill the Calais roads, the panic which ensued was due to the

conviction among the Spaniards that the fire-ships were
infernal machines constructed by Giambelli. He is said to

have died in London, but the year of his death is unknown.
See Motley’s History of the United ]Setherlands^ vols, i,

and ii., and the authorities therein referred to.

GIANNONE, PiETHo (1676-1748), the most distin-

guished historian of whom Naples can boast, and amongst
all Italian historians second alone to Era Paulo SarpL for

the strong and clear light thrown in his works on the growth
of the papal power, was born at Ischitella, in the province

of Capitanata, on the 7th of May 167 C. Arriving in Naples

at the age of eighteen, he devoted himself to the study of

law, but his legal pursuits were niucli surpassed in import-

ance by his literary labours. He devoted twenty years to

the composition of his great work. The Civil History of

JSFaples, which was ultimately published in 1723. Here, in

his account of the rise and progress of the Neapolitan laws

and government, he warmly espoused the side of the civil

power in its conflicts with the Pomish hierarchy. The
position thus taken up by him, and the manner in which
that position was assumed, gave rise to a life-long conflict

between Giannone and the church
;
and we must know

much more accurately than we at present do all the facts

concerning his alleged retractation in prison at Turin, before

we can withhold from liim the palm—as he certainly

endured the sufferings—of a confessor and martyr in the

cause of what he deemed historical truth. Hooted by the

mob of Naples, and exconimunicated by the archbishop’s

court, he was forced to leave Naples and repair to Vienna.

Meanwhile the Inquisition had attested after its own fashion

the value of his history by putting it on the Index. At
Vienna the favour of the emperor Charles VI. and of many
leading personages at the Austrian court obtained for him
a pension and other facilities for the prosecution of liis

historical studies. Of these the most important result was

II Triregno^ ossia del regno del cielo, della terra,, e del papa.

On the transfer of the Neapolitan crown to Charles of

Bourbon, Giannone lost his Austrian pension, and was com-

pelled to remove to Venice. There he was at first most

favourably received. The post of consulting lawyer to the

republic, in which he might have continued the special work
of Fra Paulo Sarpi, was offered to him, as well as that of

professor of public law in Padua ;
but he declined both

offers. Unhappily there arose a suspicion that his views

on maritime law were not favourable to the pretensions of

Venice, and, notwithstanding alibis efforts to dissipate that

suspicion, it was resolved to expel him from the state. On
the 23d of September 1735 he was seized and conveyed to
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Ferrara. After wandering, under the assumed name of

Antonio Rinaldo, for three months through Modena, Milan,
and Turin, he at last reached Gene\a, wheie he enjoyed
the friendship of the most distinguished citizens, and was
on excellent terms with the great publishing firms But
in an evil hour he was induced to visit a Catholic village

within the Sardinian teriitory, wheie he was kidnapped by
the agents of the Sardinian Government, conveyed to the

castle of Miolan, and thence successively transfer! ed to

Ceva and Turin In the fortress of Tuna he remained im
mared duiiiig the last twelve years of his life, though part

of his time was spent in composing a defence of the

baiduiian interests as opposed to those of the papal court,

and though he was led to sign a letiactation of the state

meats iii his history most obnoxious to the "Vatican He
died Mirch 7, 1748, in his seventy second year

Giaiinoiie’s style as an Italian wiitei has been pronounced to be
below a seveie classical model But his veij ease and fieedoni, if

not cl issical, lia\e helped to make his volumes moic popular than
ininy woiks of gieatci classical renown In England the just
appreciation of his labouis by Gibbon and the ample use made of
them. Ill the later volumes of The, Decl%m and Fall, early seemed
Ills iighttul place for him in the estimation of Liiglisli scholais

4 good and complete edition of Giannone s woiks is still a
desideia^-nm The moie impoilant facts of liis life have been
lecoidcd by the Abbe Fernando Paiizmi in Italian, and in Latin
by Fabioiii, whilst a more complete estimate of his literaly and
political iinpoitance may be foimed by the peiusal of the collected
t dition of the woiks wiitten by him in his Tuiin piison, pnbhshed
in Tuiiii m 1859—uudci the caie of the distinguished statesman
Pasquale Stanislao Mancini, late minister of grace and lustice,

iiuiveisally lecognizcd as one of the hrst authoiities in Italy on
questions relxtiiig to the liistoij of his native Naples and especially

to the conflicts between the civil iiownn and the chmch

GIANT IS the Old English ejeant^ derived through French
and Latin fiom Greek g^gas (gigant) The idea conveyed
by the woid in classic mythology is that of beings more or

leaa manlike, but monstrous m size and strength Figures
like the Pitaus and the Giants whose birth fiom Heaven
and Earth is sung hy Hesiod in the Theogony, such as can
help up rnou itains to scale the sky, and war beside or against

the gods, must be treated, wuth other like monstrous figures

of tlie wonder talea of the world, as belonging altogether to

the realms of mythology Biio there also appear m the
legends of giants some with historic significance The
ancient and commonly repeated explanation of the Greek
word ytyas, as connecte I with or derived from yyjycvrj^, or
‘‘ earth bom,” seems by no means sound as a matter of

etymology, but it any rate the idei conveyed by it was
familiar to the ancient Greeks, that the giants weie earth
born or indigenous races (see Welcker, Goiter

lehre, vol i p 7b7) Tiie Bible (the English reader must
be cautioned that the word giant has been there used am
bigaously, from the Septuagme downwards) touches the
present matter iii so far as it lecords the traditions of the
Israelites of fighting in Palestine with tall races of the land
such as the Anakim (Numb xiii 33, Deut ii 10, iii 11,
I Sam xvii 4) When reading in Homer of “ the Cyclopes
and the wild tribes of the Giants,” or of the adventures of

Odysseus in the cave of Polyphemus (Homer, Odyss , vu
206 , IX ), we seem to come into view of dim traditions,

exaggerated thiough the m'st of ages, of pre-Hellenic bar
barians, godless, cannibal, skin clothed, hurling huge stones
lu their rude waifare Giant legends of this class are

common in Euiope and Asia, where the big and stupid
giants have often every token of uncouth native barbarians,

exaggeiated into monsteis in the legends of the later tribes

wlio dispossessed and slew them
Besides the conception of giants as special races distinct

from mankind, it was a common opinion of the ancients
that the human race had itself degenerated, the men of

primeval ages having been of so far greater stature and
strength as to be in fact gigantic This, for example, is
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received by Pliny [Htst Xat

,
vii c 16), and it becomes

a common doctrine of theologians such as Augustine {De
Cwitate Dei, xv 9), libting on into times so modern that
It may be found lu Crudeii’s Concordance Yet so far as
can be judged from actual remains, it does not appear that
giants, in the sense of tribes of altogether supeihuman
stature, ever existed, or that the men of ancient time were
on the whole taller than those now living It is now usual
to apply the word giant to beings not superhuman in their
height, but merely the tallest men and women of our
nations In every race of mankind the great mass of in-
dividuals do not depart far from a certain mean oi aveiage
height, while the very tall or very short men become less
and less numeions as they depart fiom the mean standard,
till the utmost divergence is leached in a very few giants
on the one hand, and a veiy few dwaifs on the other At
both ends of the scale, the body is markedly out of the
ordinary proportions

,
thus a giant’s head is smaller and a

dwaif’s headlaiger than it w’^ould be if an average man had
been magnified oi diminished The principle of the distri

bution of individuals of different sizes in a lace or nation
has been ably set forth by Quetelet {Fhynque Sociale, vol.

11
,
Antlvi opometrie, books iii and iv ) Had this pimciple

been understood formerly, we might have been spared the
]3ams of ciiticizing assertions as to giants 20 feet high, or
even more, appearing among mankind The appearance of
an individual man 20 feet higli involves the existence of the
race he is an extreme member of, whose mean stature would
be at least 12 to 14 feet, which is a height no human being
has been proved on sufficient evidence to ha\e appioached
{Anthropom

, p 302) In fact, Quetelet considers the tallest

man whose stature has been authentically recorded to have
been Frederick the Great s Scottish giant, v;ho was not quite
S feet 3 niches Modern statisticians, though admitting
that this may not be the extreme limit of human stature,

cannot accept the loose conclusion in Buffon {H%st JS^at ,

ed Sonnini, vol iv p 134), that there is no doubt of
giants having been 10, 12, and perhaps 15 feet high
Confidence is not even to be placed in ancient asserted
measurements, as wlieie Pliny gives to one Gabbaras, an
Arabian, the stature of 9 feet 9 inches (about 9 feet in

English), capping this with the mention of Posio and Sec
undilla, who were half a foot highei That two persons
should be described as both having this same extraordinary
measure suggests to the modern critic the notion of a note
jotted down on the philosopher s tablets, and never tested

afterwards

Under these circumst inces, it is worth while to ask how
it is that legend and hi&toiy so abound in mentions of giants

outside all probable dimensions of the human frame Oi e

cause IS that, when the story-teller is asked the a/'tual

stature of the huge men who figure in his tales, he is not

sparing of his inches and feet What exaggeration can do
in this way may be judged from the fact that the Pata-

gonians, whose average height (5 teet 11 inches) is really

about that of the Chirnside men in Berwickshire, are

described in Pigafetta’s Voyage round the World as so

monstrous that the Spaniards’ heads hardly reached then

waists It IS reasonable to suppose, with Profesbor

Nilsson {JPr%rmHve Inhabitants of Scandinavia, chap vi ),

that in the traditions of early Europe tribes of savages may
have thus, if really tall, expanded into giants, or, if short,

dwindled into dwarfs Another cause which is clearly

proved to have given rise to giant-myths of yet more mon
strous type, has been the discovery of great fossil bones, as

of mammoth or mastodon, which have from eaily ages been

supposed to be bones of giants, and have given rise to a

whole class of giant-myths (see Tylor, Early History of

Mankind, chap xi
,
Primitive Culture, chap x

)
Such

jinatomical inferences from the leg bone oi tooth of some
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huge extinct animal are rather creditable to the ingenuity

of natives of America, or of barbarians of the Old World;
but their late continuance in the midst of European culture

shows how recently the principles of comparative anatomy

obtained their present hold on the public mind. A tooth

weighing -if Ib, and a thigh-bone 17 feet long, having been

found in New England in 1712 (they were probably

mastodon). Dr Increase Mather thereupon communicated to

the Eoyal Society of London his confirmation from them of

the existence of men of prodigious stature in the ante-

diluvian world (see the Fliilosoiyhiccd TranmctionB^ vol. xxiv.

p. 85 ;
D. Wilson, Prehistoric Man^ vol. i. p. 54). The

giants in the streets of Basel and supporting the arms of

Lucerne appear to have originated from certain fossil bones

found in 1577, examined by the physician Felix Plater, and
pronounced to have belonged to a giant some 16 or 19 feet

high. These bones have since been referred to a very

different geological genus, but within the present century

Plater’s giant skeleton w’as accepted as a genuine relic of

the giants who once inhabited the earth. See the disserta-

tion of Le Cat, cited in the 5bh edition of the Eoicyclopcedia

Britannica (1817). (e. jb. t.)

GIAIsTT’S Cx^XJSEWAY, a promontory of columnar
basalt, situated on the coast of Antrim in the north of

Ireland. It is divided by whin-dykes into the Little

Causeway, the Middle Causeway or Honeycomb,” as it is

locally termed, and the Larger or Grand Causeway. The
pillars composing it are close-fitting and for the most part

somewhat irregiSar hexagons, made up of articulated x^or-

tions varying from a few inches to some feet in depth, and
concave or convex at the upper and lower surfaces. In
diameter the pillars vary from 15 to 20 inches, and in

height some are as much as 20 feet. The Great Causeway
is chiefly from 20 to 30, and for a few yards in some places

nearly 40 feet in breadth, exclusive of outlying broken
pieces of rock. It is highest at its narrowest part. At
about half a dozen yards from the cliff, widening and be-

coming lower, it extends outwards into a parade or plat-

form, which has a slight seaward inclination, but is easily

walked on, and for nearly 100 yards is always above water.
At the distance of about 150 yards from the cliff it turns
a little to the eastward for 20 or 30 yards, and then sinks
into the sea. The neighbouring cliffs exhibit in many places
columns similar to those of the Giant’s Causeway, a con-
siderable exposure of them being visible at a distance of
about 100 roods in the bay to the eastward. A group of
these columns, from their arrangement, have been fancifully
named the ‘‘ Giant’s Organ.” The most remarkable of the
cliffs is the Pleaskin, the upper pillars of which have the
appearance of a colonnade, and are 60 feet in height;
beneath these is a mass of coarse black amygdaloid, of the
same thickness, underlain by a second range of basaltic
pillars, from 40 to 50 feet in height. Hear the Giant’s
Causeway are the ruins of the castles of Dunseverick and
Dunluce, situated high above the sea on insulated crags, and
the swinging bridge of Carrick-a-Eede, spanning a chasm of
80 feet deep, and connecting a rock, which is used as a
salmon-fishing station, with the mainland. Fairhead, a pro
montory composed of columnar greenstone, the highest point
on the coast, has an altitude of 550 feet.

S©© Eamilton, Letters frotth the Cocust of Ji.7it7'vfri\ Bubourdiew.
BtatisticcU Survey of Antrim', and articles Antrim and G-eologt.

"

GIAEEE, a town of Sicily, in the province of Catania,
between Etna and the sea, with a station on the railway
from Messina to Catania, distant from the former 40 miles,
and from the latter nearly 19. It is a flourishing place of
6956 inhabitants, according to the census of 1871, or of
9990 if the suburbs of Macchia, St Giovanni, and St Alfio
are included; but it has little to show except a handsome
modern church, and is mainly of interest as the point from

GIB
which tourists start to visit the remains of the gigantic
chestnut tree of the hundred horses {di cento cavalli),

GIAYENO, a market-town of Italy, in the province of
Turin, and circondario of Susa, about 16 miles W. of Turin
at the foot of the Cottian Alps, and on the left bank of the
Saiigoiie, a head water of the Po. It x^osscsses a fine old
castle, an almshouse, a gymnasium, a children’s asylum,
several well-built churches, and an ancient abbatial resi-

dence ;
and its inhabitants manufacture x>apcr and silk, and

maintain a trade in wine and timber. Pox^ulation of the
town in 1871 5722, and of the commune 9638.

GIB, Adam (1714-17SS), the leader of the Antiburgher
section of the Scottish Secession Church, was born April

14, 1714, in the parish of Muckhart, Perthshire, and, on
the completion of his literary and theological studies at

Edinburgh and Perth, was licensed as a preacher in 1740.
In the following year he was ordained minister of the large

Secession congregation of Bristo, Edinburgh, being the

first in the city inducted into such a charge; and there

his powerful intellect and his intensity of character soon
secured for him a x^osition of considerable prominence.
In 1742 he caused some stir by the x^'-'^blication of an in-

vective entitled A ivimiiny against countenancing the

ministrations of Mr George Whitejield
;
and in 1745 he w'aa

almost the only minister of Edinburgh who continued to

preach, and to x>reach against rebolliun, while the troops of

Charles Edward were in occupation of the town. When in

1747 “ the Associate Synod,” by a narrow majority, decided

nob to give full immediate effect to a judgment wLich had
been X->assed in the x^i'evious year against the lawfulness of

the ‘‘ Burgess Oath,”^ Gib led the protesting minority, who
forthwith separated from their brethren and formed the

Antiburgher Synod. It was chiefly under his influence

that it was agreed by this ecclesiastical body at subsequent

meetings to summon to the bar their “Burgher” brethren,

and finally to depose and excommunicate them for contu-

macy. In 1765 he made a vigorous and able reply to the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, W’hich had
stigmatized the Secession as “ threatening the peace of the

country
;
” and this apology was further developed in his

Display of the Secession Testimony^ published in 1774.

From 1753 (when after xu'otracted litigation he was com-

pelled to leave the Bristo church) till within a short period

of his death, which took place June 18, 1788, he preached

regularly in Nicolson Street church, which is said to have

been filled every Sunday with an audience of 2000 persons.

Besides other x>ublicabions, he wrote a volume of Sacred

Contemplations (1786), to which w^as appended an “Essay
on Liberty and Hecessity” in reply to Lord Karnes.

GIBBOH. See Ape, vol. ii.
i>.
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GIBBON, Edward (1737-1794), one of the most cei»e-

brated historians of any age or country, was also his own
historian. He has left us one of the most piquant auto-

biographies ever written. In the following sketch the chief

incidents of his life will be condensed from that authentic

source. For more than facts, even for the setting of these,

it is needless to say that it would be unwise to trust to any

man’s autobiography—though Gibbon’s is as frank as most.

There are points on which vanity will say too much, and

perhaps others on which modesty will say too little.

Gibbon was descended, he tells us, from a Kentish family

of considerable antiquity
; among his remoter ancestors he

reckons the Lord High Treasurer Fiennes, Lord Say and

Sele, whom Shakespeare has immortalized in his Henry VL

^ This was an oath imposed upon all Burgesses of EdinBui’gB, Glas-

gow, Perth, and some other towns, by which they “professed and

allowed the true religion presently professed within this realm, and

authorized By the laws thereof.” The question was whether these

words implied an approbation of the Established Church, with all its

“corruptions.”
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His grandfather was a man of ability, an enterprising
merchant of London, one of the commissioners of customs
under the Tory ministry during the last four years of

Queen Anne, and, in the judgment of Lord Bolingbroke,

as deeply versed in the “ commerce and finances of Eng-
land’’ as any man of his time. He was not always wise,

however, either for himself or his country
;
for he became

deeply involved in the South Sea Scheme, in the disastrous

collapse of which (1720) he lost the ample wealth he
had amassed. As a director of the company, moreover,
lie was suspected of fraudulent complicity, taken into

custody, and heavily fined
;

but .£10,000 was allowed
him out of the v/reck of his estate, and with this his skill

and enterprise soon constructed a second fortune. He died

at Putney in 1736, leaving the bulk of his property to his

two daughters—nearly disinheriting his only son, the father

of the historian, for having married against his wishes.

This son (by name Edward) vras educated at Westminster^
and Cambridge, but never took a degree, travelled, be-

came member of Parliament, first for Petersfield (1734),
then for Southampton (1741), joined the party against Sir

Bobert Walpole, and (as his son confesses, not much to his

father’s honour) was animated in so doing by ^"private

revenge ” against the supposed “ oppressor ” of his family
in the South Sea affair. If so, revenge, as usual, was
blind

;
for Walpole had sought rather to moderate than

to inflame x^B-blic feeling against the x)rojectors.

The historian was born at Putney, Surrey, April 27 (Old
Style), 1737. His mother, Judith Porten, was the daughter
of a London merchant. He was the eldest of a family of

six sons and a daughter, and the only one who survived
childhood ;

his own life in youth hung by so mere a thread
as to be again and again despaired of. His mother, be-

tween domestic cares and constani; infirmities (which, how-
ever, did not prevent an occasional plunge into fashionable
dissipation in compliance with her husband’s wishes), did
but little for him. The true mother of his mind as well
as of his health ” was a maiden aunt—Catherine Porten
by name—with respect to whom he expresses himself in

language of the most grateful remembrance. ‘‘Many
anxious and solitary days,” says Gibbon, “ did she consume
with patient trial of every mode of relief and amusement.
Many wakeful nights did she sit by my bedside in tremb-
ling expectation that each hour would be my last.” As cir-

cumstances allowed, she appears to have taught him read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic—acquisitionsmade with solittle

of remembered pain that “ were not the error corrected by
analogy,” he says, “ I should be tempted to conceive them
as innate.” At seven he was committed for eighteen months
to the care of~a private tutor, John Kirkby by name, and
the author, among other things, of a “philosophical fiction,”

entitled the Life of Automaihes. Of Kirkby, from whom
he learned the rudiments of English and Latin grammar,
he speaks gratefully, and doubtless truly, so far as he
could trust the impressions of childhood. With reference to
Automathes he is much more reserved in his praise, deny-
ing alike its originality, its depth, and its elegance

;
but,

he adds, “ the hook is not devoid of entertainment or in-

struction.”

In his ninth year (1746), during a “lucid interval of
comparative health,” he was sent to a school at Kingston-
upon-Thaines

; hut his former infirmities soon returned, and
his progress, by his own confession, was slow and unsatisfac-
tory. My timid reserve was astonished by the crowd and
tumult of the school

;
the want of stren^h and activity

disqualified mo for the sports of the play-field
By the common methods of discipline, at the exiiense

^ The celebrated William Law bad been for some time the private
tutor of this Edward Gibbon, who is supposed to have been the original
of the rather clever sketch of “ Flatus ” in the Serims Call,
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of many tears and some blood, I purchased the knowledge
of the Latin syntax,” but manifestly, in his own ox)inion,
the Arabian Nights^ Pox)e’s Horner^ and Dryden*s Virgil^
eagerly read, had at this xDeriod exercised a much more
powerful influence on his intellectual development than Phse-
drus and Cornelius Nepos, “ painfully construed and darkly
understood.”

In December 1747 his mother died, and he was taken
home. After a short time his father removed to the
“ rustic solitude ” of Buritou (Hants), but young Gibbon
lived chiefly at the house of his maternal grandfather,
at Putney, where, under the care of his devoted aunt, he
developed, he tells us, that ip^-ssionate love of reading
“ which he would not exchange for all the treasures of

India,” and where his mind received its most decided
stimulus. Of 1748 he says, “This year, the twelfth
of my age, I shall note as the most propitious to the
growth of my intellectual stature.” After detailing the
circumstances which unlocked for him the door of his

grandfather’s “tolerable library/’ he says, “I turned over
many English xiages of x^oetry and romance, of history and
travels. Where a title attracted my eye, without fear or

awe I snatched the volume from the shelf.” In 1749,
in his twelfth year, he was sent to Westminster, still resid-

ing, however, with his aunt, who, rendered destitute by her
father’s bankruptcy, but unwilling to live a life of depend-
ence, had opened a boarding-house for Westminster school.

Here in the course of two years (1749-50), interruxated by
danger and debility, he “ painfully climbed into the third

form
;
” but it was left to his riper age to “ acquire the

beauties of the Latin and the rudiments of the Greek
tongue.” The continual attacks of sickness which had re-

tarded his progress induced his aunt, by medical advice, to

take him to Bath
;
but the mineral waters had no effect.

He then resided for a time in the house of a physician at

Winchester; the physician did as little as the mineral

waters ; and, after a further trial of Bath, he once more
returned to Putney, and made a last futile attempt to study
at Westminster. Finally, it was concluded that he would
never be able to encounter the discq^line of a school

;
and

casual instructors, at various times and places, were pro-

vided for him. Meanwhile his indiscriminate ax^petite for

reading had begun to fix itself more and more decidedly upon
history

;
and the list of historical works devoured by him

during this period of chronic ill-health is simx^ly astonishing.

It included, besides Hearne’s Luctor Histo7'icics and the

successive volumes of the Universal History^ which was
then in course of publication, Littlebury’s Herodotus,

Spelman’s Xenophon, Gordon’s Tacitus, an anonymous
translation of ProcoiDius

;
“ many crude lumps of Speed,

Rapin, Mezeray, Davila, Machiavel, Father Paul, Bower,
4zg., were hastily gulped. I devoured them like so many
novels ;

and I swallowed with the same voracious appetite

the descriptions of India and China, of Mexico and
Peru.” His first introduction to the historic scenes

the study of which afterwards formed the passion of

his life took place in 1751, when, while along with his

father visiting a friend in Wiltshire, he discovered in the

library “ a common book, the continuation of Echard’s

Roman History,^'' “ To me the reigns of the successors of

Constantine were absolutely new ;
and I was immersed in

the passage of the Goths over the Danube, when the sum-

mons of the dinner bell reluctantly dragged me from my
intellectual feast.” Soon afterwards his fancy kindled with

the first glimpses into Oriental history, the wild “ barbaric”

charm of which he never ceased to feel. Ockley’s book on

the Saracens “first opened his eyes” to the striking career

of Mahomet and his hordes; and with his characteristic

ardour of literary research, after exhausting all that could

be learned in English of the Arabs and Persians, the
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Tartars and Turks, lie forthwith plunged into the French

of D’Herbelot, and the Latin of Pocock’s version of

Abulfaragius, sometimes understanding them, but oftener

only guessing their meaning. He soon learned to call

to his aid the subsidiary sciences of geography and

chronology, and before he was quite capable of reading

them had already attempted to weigh in his childish

balance the competing systems of Scaliger and Petavius,

of Marsham and Newton. At this early period he seems

already to have adopted in some degree the plan of study

he followed in after life, and recommended in his Essai sur

VEtude—^that is, of letting his subject rather than his author

determine his course, of suspending the perusal of a book

to reflect, and to compare the statements with those of other

authors,—so that he often read portions of many volumes

while mastering one.

Towards his sixteenth year he tells us nature dis-

played in his favour her mysterious energies,” and all

his infirmities suddenly vanished. Thenceforward, while

never possessing or abusing the insolence of health, he

could say “ few persons have been more exempt from real

or imaginary ills.” His unexpected recovery revived his

father’s hopes for his education, hitherto so much neglected

if judged by ordinary standards ;
and accordingly in Janu-

ary 1752 he was placed at Esher, Surrey, under the care of

Dr Francis, the well known translator of Horace. But
Gribbon’s friends in a few weeks discovered that the new
tutor preferred the pleasures of London to the instruction

of his pupils, and in this perplexity decided to send him
prematurely to Oxford, where he was matriculated as a
gentleman commoner of Magdalen College, 3d April, 17 52.
According to his own testimony, he arrived at the university
" with a stock of information which might have puzzled a

doctor, aud a degree of ignorance of which a school-boy

might be ashamed.” And indeed his huge wallet of scraps

stood him in little stead at the trim banquets to which he
was invited at Oxford, while the wandering habits by

|

which he had filled it absolutely unfitted him to be a guest.
|

He was not well grounded in any of the elementary branches,
which are essential to university studies, and to all success

in their prosecution. It was natural therefore that he
should dislike the university, and as natural that the uni-
versity should dislike him. Many of his complaints of the
system were certainly just

;
but it may be doubted whether

any university system would have been profitable to liim,

considering his antecedents. He complains especially of his

tutors, and in one case with abundant reason : but, by his
own confession, they might have recriminated with justice,

for he indulged in gay society, and kept late hours. His
observations, however, on the defects of the English univer-
sity system, some of which have only very recently been
removed, are acute and well worth pondering, however little

relevant to his own case. He remained at Magdalen about
fourteen months. “ To the university of Oxford,” he says,
“ I acknowledge no obligation

;
and she will as cheerfully

renounce me for a son as I am willing to disclaim her for
a mother. I spent fourteen months at Magdalen College

;

they proved the fourteen months the most idle and unpro-
fitable of my whole life.”

But thus “ idle ” though he may have been as a “ stu-
dent,” he already meditated authorship. In the first long
vacation—during which he, doubtless with some sarcasm,
says that “ his taste for books began to revive ”—he con-
templated a treatise on the age of Sesostris, in which
(and it was characteristic) his chief object was to investi-
gate not so much the events as the probable epoch of the
reign of that semi-mythical monarch, whom he was inclined
to regard as having been contemporary with Solomon.
‘‘ Unprovided with original learning, unformed in the
habits of thinking, unskilled in the arts of composition, I

BON
resolved to write a book

;
” but the discovery of his own

weakness, he adds, was the first symptom of taste. On his

first return to Oxford the work was “ wdsely relinquished,”

and never afterwards resumed. The most memorable inci-

dent, however, in Gibbon’s stay at Oxford was his tem-
porary conversion to the doctrines of the church of Borne.
The bold criticism of Middleton’s recently (1749) published
Free Enqxiiry into the Miracidous Powers which are su'pjyosed

to have subsisted iri the Christian Church, apX3ears to have
given the first shock to his Protestantism, not indeed by
destroying his previous belief that the gift of miraculous
powers had continued to subsist in the church during the
first four or five centuries of Christianity, but by con-

vincing him that within the same period most of the

leading doctrines of popery had been already introduced
both in theory and in practice. At this stage he was
introduced by a friend (Mr Molesworth) to Bossuet’s

Variations of Protestantism, and Exposition of Catholic

Doctrine (see Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. xv., note 79).

These works,” says he, “achieved my conversion, and I

surely fell by a noble hand.” In bringing about this “ fall,”

however, Paxsons the Jesuit appears to have had a con-

siderable share ; at least Lord Sheffield has recorded that

on the only occasion on which Gibbon talked with him on
the subject he imputed the change in his religious views

principally to that vigorous writer, who, in his opinion, had
urged all the best arguments in favour of Puoman Catholi-

cism. But be this as it may, he had no sooner adopted his

new creed than he resolved to profess it ; “a momentary
glow of enthusiasm” had raised him above all temporal con-

siderations, and accordingly, on June 8, 1753, he records

that having “ privately abjured the heresies ” of his child-

hood before a Catholic priest of the name of Baker, a

Jesuit, in London, he announced the same to his father in

an elaborate controversial epistle which his spiritual adviser

much approved, and which he himself afterwards described

to Lord Sheffield as having been “ written with all the

pomp, the dignity, and self-satisfaction of a martyr.”

The elder Gibbon heard with indignant surprise of this

act of juvenile apostasy, and, indiscreetly giving vent to

his wrath, precipitated the expulsion of his son from
Oxford, a punishment which the culprit, in after years at

least, found no cause to deplore. In his Memoirs he speaks

of the results of his “ childish revolt against the religion of

his country ” with undisguised self-gratulation. It had de-

livered him for ever from the “ port and prejudice ” of the

university, and led him into the bright paths of philosophic

freedom. That his conversion was sincere at the time,

that it marked a real if but a transitory phase of genuine

religious conviction, we have no reason to doubt, notwith-

standing the scepticism he has himself expressed. “To
my present feelings it seems incredible that I should ever

believe that! believed in transubstantiation,” he indeed de-

clares
j but his incredulous astonishment is not unmixed

with undoubting pride. “ I could not blush that my tender

mind was entangled in the sophistry which had reduced the

acute and manly understandings of a Chillingworth or a

Bayle.” Nor is the sincerity of the Catholicism he professed

in these boyish days in any way discredited by the fact of

his subsequent lack of religion. Indeed, as one of the

acutest and most sympathetic of his critics has remarked,

the deep and settled grudge he has betrayed towards every

form of Christian belief, in all the writings of his maturity,

may be taken as evidence that he had at one time experi-

enced in his own person at least some of the painful

workings of a positive faith.

But little time was lost by the elder Gibbon in the forma-

tion of a new plan of education for his son, and in devising

some method which if possible might effect the cure of his

“spiritual malady.” The result of deliberation, aided by the
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advice and experience of Lord Eliot, was that it was almost

immediately decided to fix Gibbon for some years abroad

under the roof of M. Pavilliard, a Calvinist minister at

Lausanne. In as far as regards the instructor and guide

thus selected, a more fortunate choice could scarcely have

been made. From the testimony of his pupil, and the still

more conclusive evidence of his own correspondence with

the father, Pavilliard seems to have been a man of singular

good sense, temper, and tact. At the outset, indeed, there was

one considerable obstacle to the free intercourse of tutor and
pupil : M. Pavilliard appears to have known little of Eng-
lish, and young Gibbon knew practically nothing of French.

P»iit this difficulty was soon removed by the pupil’s dili-

gence
;
the very exigencies of his situation were of service

to him in calling forth all his powers, and he studied the

language with such success that at the close of his five

years’ exile he declares that he “spontaneously thought” in

French rather than in English, and that it had become more
familiar to “ ear, tongue, and pen.” It is well known that

in after years he had doubts whether he should not compose
Ills great work in French; and it is certain that his

familiarity with that language, in spite of considerable

efforts to counteract its effects, tinged his style to the last.

Under the judicious regulations of his new^ tutor a

methodical course of reading was marked out, and most
ardently prosecuted

;
the pupil’s progress was proportion-

ably rapid. With the systematic study of the Latin,

and to a slight extent also of the Greek classics, he con-

joined that of logic in the prolix system of Crousaz
;
and

he further invigorated his reasoning powers, as well as

enlarged his knowledge of metaphysics and jurisprudence,

by the perusal of Locke, Grotius, and Montesquieu. He
also read largely, though somewhat indiscriminately, in

French literature, and appears to have been particularly

struck with Pascal’s Ptovincial Letters, which he tells xis he
reperused almost every year of his subsequent life with new
pleasure, and which he particularly mentions as having been,

along with Bleterie’s Life of Julian and Giannone’s History

of Naples, a book which probably contributed in a special

sense to form the historian of the Roman empire. The
comprehensive scheme of study included mathematics also,

ill which he advanced as far as the conic sections in the

treatise of L’Hopital. He assures us that his tutor did not

complain of any inaptitude on the pupil’s part, and that

the pupil was as happily unconscious of any on liis own

;

but here he broke off. He adds, what is not quite clear

from one who so frankly acknowdedges his limited acquaint-

ance with the science, that he had reason to congratulate

liimself that he knew no more. “ As soon,” he says^ “ as

I understood the principles, I relinquished for ever the

])ursaib of the mathematics; nor can I lament that I
desisted before my mind was hardened by the habit of rigid

demonstration, so destructive of the finer feelings of moral
evidence, which must, however, determine the actions and
opinions of our lives.”

Under the new influences which were brought to bear on
him, he in less than two years resumed his Protestantism.

“He is willing,” he says, to allow M. Pavilliard a “hand-
some share in his reconversion,” though he maintains, and
no doubt rightly, that it was principally due “to his own
solitary reflections.” He particularly congratulated himself
on having discovered the “philosophical argument” against

transubstantiation, “that the text of Scripture which seems
to inculcate the real presence is attested only by a single

sense—our sight, while the real presence itself is disproved
by three of our senses—the sight, the touch, and the taste.”

Before a similar mode of reasoning, all the other distinctive

articles of the Romish creed “ disappeared like a dream ”

;

and “after a full conviction,” on Christmas day, 1754, he
received the sacrament in the church of Lausanne,

A-lthough, however, he adds that at this point lie suspended
his religious inquiries, “ acquiescing with implicit belief ni
the tenets and mysteries •which are adopted b}- the general
consent of Catholics and Protestants,” his readers wull pro-
bably do him no great injustice if they assume that even
then it was rather to the negations than to the affirmations
of Protestantism that he most heartily assented.
With all his devotion to study at Lausanne^ (he read ten or

twelve hours a day), he still found some time for the acqui-
sition of some of the lighter accomplishments, such as riding,
dancing, drawing, and also for mingling in such society as
the place had to offer. In September 1755 he whites to
his aunt, “ I find a great many agreeable people here, see
them sometimes, and can say upon the whole, without
vanity, that, though I am the Englishman here who spends
the least money, I am he who is most generally liked.”

Thus his “ studious and sedentary life ” passed pleasantly
enough, interrupted only at rare intervals by boyish ex-

cursions of a day or a week in the neighbou3*hoocl, and
by at least one memorable tour of Switzerland, by liasel,

Zurich, Lucerne, and Bern, made along wutli Pavilliard

in the autumn of 1755. The last eighteen mouths of

this residence abroad saw the infusion of two nesv

elements—one of them at least of considerable import-

ance—into his life.^. In 1757 Voltaire came to reside

at Lausanne; and although he took but little notice of

the young Englishman of twenty, who eagerly sought
and easily obtained an introduction, the establishment

of the theatre at Monrepos, wdiere the brilliant versifier

himself declaimed before select audiences his own pro-

ductions on the stage, bad no small influence in forti-

fying Gibbon’s taste for the French theatre, and in at

the same time abating that “ idolatry for the gigantic

genius of Shakespeare which is inculcated from our in-

fancy as the first duty of an Englishman.” In the same
year—apparently about June—he saw for the first time,

and forthwith loved, the beautiful, intelligent, and accom-

plished Mademoiselle Susan Curchod, daughter of the

pasteur of Grassier. That the passion which she inspired in

him was tender, pure, and fitted to raise to a higher level

a nature which in some respects was much in need of such

elevation will be doubted by none but the hopelessly

cynical
;
and probably there are few readers who can peruse

the paragraph in which Gibbon “ approaches the delicate

subject of his early love” without discerning in it a patlios

much deeper than that of wliich the wiiter wras himself

aware. During the remainder of his residence at Lausanne
he had good reason to “ indulge his dream of felicity ”

;

but on his return to England, “ I soon discovered that my
father would not hear of this strange alliance, and that

without his consent I was myself destitute and helpless.

^ The Journal for 1756 records that during that year, besides

writing and translating a gi'eat deal in Latin and Prencli, he had
read, amongst other works, Cicero’s JEp'ibtolm ad Famiharcs, his

Briihcs, all his Orations, his dialogues Lg Amicitia and Be Seivcctute,

Terence (twice), and Pliny’s EpistUs. In January 1756 he says :

—

“ I determined to read over the Latin authors in order, and read tin's

year Virgil, Sallust, Livy, Velleius Pacerculus, Valerius Maximus,

Tacitus, Suetonius, Quintus Curtins, Justin, Flonis, Plautus, Terence,

and Lucretius. I also read and meditated Locke V^^on the Understand-

ingJ"* Again in January 1757 he -writes:
—“I began to study algebra

under M. de Traytorrens, -went through the elements of algebra and

geometry, and the three first books of the Marquis de rHopital’s Conic

Sections. I also read Tibullus, Catullus, Propertius, Horace (with

Dacier’s and Torrentius’s notes), Virgil, Ovid’s Epistles, with blezi-

riac’s commentary, the Ars Amaoidi, and the Elegies', likewise the

Augustus and Tiberius of Suetonius, and a Latin translation of Dion

Cassius from the death of Julius Cse&ar to the death of Augustus. I

also continued my correspondence, begun last year, with M. Allamand

of Bex, and the Professor Breitiiiger of Zurich, and opened a new one

with the Professor Gesner of Gottingen. N.B.—Last year and thi-^ T

read St John’s Gospel, with part of Xenophon’s Cyropcedia, the Iliad.

and Herodotus; but, upon the whole, I rather neglected my Greek.”
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After a painful struggle I yielded to my fate ; I siglied as

a lover, I obeyed as a son
;
my wound was insensibly healed

by time, absence, and the habits of a new life/' ^

In 1758 he returned with mingled joy and regret to Eng-

land, and was kindly received at home. Eut he found a

stepmother there
;
and this apparition on his father’s hearth

at first rather appalled him. The cordial and^ gentle

manners of Mrs Gibbon, however, and her unremitting care

for his happiness, won him from his first prejudices, and

gave her a permanent place in his esteem and affection.

He seems to have been much indulged, and to have led a

very pleasant life of it ;
he pleased himself in moderate

excursions, frequented the theatre, mingled, though not

very often, in society
;
was sometimes a little extravagant,

and sometimes a little dissipated, but never loat the benefits

of his Lausanne exile: and easily settled into a sober, dis-

creet, calculating Epicurean philosopher, who sought the

mmmicm bomiTn of man in temperate, regulated, and elevated

pleasure. The first two years after his return to England
he spent principally at his father’s country seat at Buriton,

in Hampshire, only nine months being given to the metro-

polis. He has left an amusing account of his employments
in the country, where his love of study was at once inflamed

by a large and unwonted command of books and checked

by the necessary interruptions of his otherwise happy
domestic life. After breakfast ^‘he was expected,” he

says, to spend an hour with Mrs Gibbon
;

after tea his

father claimed his conversation ; in the midst of an in-

teresting work he was often called down to entertain idle

visitors
;
and, worst of all, he was periodically compelled

to return the well-meant compliments. He mentions that

he dreaded the ‘‘ recurrence of the full moon,” which was
the period generally selected for the more convenient
accomplishment of such formidable excursions.

His father’s library, though large in comparison with that

he commanded at Lausanne, contained, he says, ‘‘much
trash

I
” but a gradual process of reconstruction transformed

it at length into that “ numerous and select” library which
was “ the foundation of his works, and the best comfort of

his life both at home and abroad.” Ho sooner had he re-

turned home than he began the work of accumulation, and
records that, on the receipt of his first quarter’s allowance,

a large share was appropriated to his literary wants, “ He
could never forget,” he declares, “ the joy with which he
exchanged a bank note of twenty pounds for the twenty
volumes of the Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions,”

an Academy which has been well characterized (by Sainte-
Beuve) as Gibbon’s intellectual fatherland. It may not be
uninteresting here to note the principles which guided bim
both now and afterwards in his literary purchases. “ I am
not conscious,” says he, “of having ever bought a book
from a motive of ostentation- every volume, before it was
deposited on the shelf, was either read or suflaciently ex-
amined”; he also mentions that he soon adopted the
tolerating maxim of the elder Pliny, that no book is ever so
bad as to be absolutely good for nothing.

In London he seems to have seen but little select society,—^partlyfrom his father’s taste, “which had always preferred
the highest and the lowest company,” and partly from his
own reserve and timidity, increased by his foreign educa-
tion, which had made English habits unfamiliar, and the
very language in some degree strange. And thus he was
led to draw that interesting picture of the literary recluse
among the crowds of London : “ TV"hile coaches were
rattling through Bond Street, I have passed many a solitary
evening in my lodging with my books. My studies were

^ The affair, however, was not finally broken off till 1763. Mdlle.
Curchod soon afterwards became the wife of Necker, the famous finan-
cier i and Gibbon and the Neckers frequently afterwards met on terms
of mutual friendship and esteem.

sometimes interrupted with a sign, wdiich I breathed
towards Lausanne ;

and on the approach of spring I with-

drew without reluctance from the noisy and extensive scene
of crowds without company, and dissipation without plea-

sure.” He renowned former acquaintance, however, with
the “poet” Mallet, and through him gained access to

Lady Hervey’s circle, where a congenial admiration, not to

say affectation, of French manners and literature made him
a welcome guest. It ought to be added that in each of the
tw’enty-five years of his subsequent acquaintance with
London “the prospect gradually brightened,” and his social

as well as his intellectual qualities secured him a wide circle

of friends. In one respect Mallet gave him good counsel

in those early days. Ho advised liiiii to addict himself to

an assiduous study of the more idiomatic English writers,

such as Swift and Addison,—with a view to unlearn his

foreign idiom, and recover his half-forgotten vernacular,

—

a task, however, which he never perfectly accomplished.

Much as he admired these w^riters, Hume and Robertson
were still greater favourites, as w’ell from their subject as

for their style. Of his admiration of Hume’s style, of its

nameless grace of simple elegance, he has left us a strong

exj^ression, when he tells us that it often compelled him to

close the historian’s volumes with a mixed sensation of

delight and despair.

In 1761 Gibbon, at the age of twenty-four, after many
delays, and with many fluttcrings of hope and fear, gave
to the world, in French, his maiden publication, an
BUT VEtude de la Lltieratm'e, w^hich he had composed two
years before. It was published partly in compliance wdth

his father’s wishes, W'ho thought that the proof of some
literary talent might introduce him favourably to public

notice, and secure the recommendation of his friends for

some apxDointment in connexion with the mission of the

English x^lenipolentiaries to the congress at Augsburg which
was at that time in contemplation. But in yielding to

paternal authority, Gibbon frankly owns that he “com-
plied, like a pious son, with the wish of his owm heart.”

Tte subject of this youthful effort was suggested, its

author says, by a refinement of vanity—“the desire of

justifying and praising the object of a favourite pursuit,”

namely, the study of ancient literature. Partly owing to

its being written in French, partly to its character, the

Essai excited more attention abroad than at home. Gibbon
has criticized it with the utmost frankness, not to say

severity
;

but, after every abatement, it is unquestionably

a surprising effort for a mind so young, and contains many
thoughts which would not have disgraced a thinker or a

scholar of much maturer age. His account of its first re-

ception and subsequent fortunes in England deserves to be

cited as a curious piece of literary history. “ In England,”

he says, “ it was received with cold indifference, little read,

and speedily forgotten. A small impression was slowly dis-

persed
;
the bookseller murmured, and the author (had his

feelings been more exquisite) might have wept over the

blunders and baldness of the English translation. The
publication of my history fifteen years afterwards revived the

memory of my first performance, and the essay was eagerly

sought in the shops. But I refused the permission v/hlch

Becket solicited of - reprinting it
;
the public curiosity was

imperfectly satisfied by a pirated copy of the booksellers of

Dublin
;
and when a copy of the original edition has been

discovered in a sale, the primitive value of half-a-crown has

risen to the fanciful price of a guinea or thirty shillings.

Sometime before the publication of the essay, Gibbon

^ The Essai, in a good English translation, now appears in the

Miscellaneous Works. Villeinaiii finds in it “ peu de viies, nnlle

originalite sartont, mais une grande passion litteraire, I’anioiy des

recherches savantes et dn hean langage.” Sainte-Beuve’s cnticism is

almost identical with Gibhon’s own ; hut tho\xgli he finds that ‘ * h**-
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had entered a new and, one might suppose, a very uncon-

genial scene of life. In an hour of patriotic ardour he
became (June 12, 1759) a captain in the Hampshire
militia, and for more than two years (May 10, 1760, to

December 23, 1762) led a wandering life of ‘^military ser-

vitude.” Hampshire, Kent, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire

formed the successive theatres of what he calls his blood-

less and inglorious campaigns.” He complains of the

busy idleness in which his time was spent; but, con-

sidering the circumstances, so adverse to study, one is

rather surprised that the military student should have
done so much, than that he did so little

;
and never pro-

bably before were so many hours of literary study spent in

a tent. In estimating the comparative advantages and dis-

advantages of this wearisome period of his life, he has
summed u^i with the impartiality of a philosopher and
the sagacity of a man of the world. Irksome as were his

employments, grievous as was the waste of time, uncongenial
as were his companions, solid benefits were to be set ojBf

against these things : his health became robust, his know-
ledge of the world was enlarged, he wore off some of his

foreign idiom, got rid of much of his reserve
;
he adds

—

and perhaps in his estimate it was the benefit to be most
prized of all— the discipline and evolutions of a modern
battalion gave me a clearer notion of the phalanx and the
legion, and the captain of the Hampshire grenadiers (the

reader may smile) has not been useless to the historian of

the Roman empire.”

It was during this period that he read Homer and Lon-
ginus, having for the first time acquired some real mastery
of Greek

;
and after the publication of the JEJssai, his mind

was full of projects for a new literary effort. The Italian

expedition of Charles VIII. of France, the crusade of

Richard I
,
the wars of the barons, the lives and com-

parisons of Henry V. and the emperor Titus, the history

of the Black Prince, the life of Sir Philip Sydney, that of

Montrose, and finally that of Sir W. Raleigh, were all

of them seriously contemplated and successively rejected.

By their number they show how strong was the impulse to

literature, and by their character, how determined the bent
of his mind in the direction of history

;
while their variety

makes it manifest also that he had then at least no special

purpose to serve, no preconceived theory to support, no
particular prejudice or belief to overthrow.

The militia was disbanded in 1762, and Gibbon joyfully

shook off his bonds
;
but his literary projects were still to

be postponed. Following his own wishes, though with his

father’s consent, he had early in 1760 projected a Conti-
nental tour as the completion of an English gentleman’s
education.” This had been interrupted by the episode of

the militia
;
now, however, he resumed his purpose, and left

England in January 1763. Two years were “loosely de-

fined as the term of his absence,” which he exceeded by
half a year—returning June 1765 He first visited Paris,

where he saw a good deal of D’Alembert, Diderot, Bar-
th^lemy, Raynal, Helv^tius, Baron d’Holbach, and others
of that circle, and was often a welcome guest in the
saloons of Madame Geoffrin and Madame du Deffand.^
Voltaire was at Geneva, Rousseau at Montmorency, and
Buffon he neglected to visit; but so congenial did he find

the society for which his education had so well prepared
him, and into which some literary reputation had already
preceded him, that he declared, “ Had I been rich and inde-

lecture en est assez difficile et parfois obscure, la liaison des ideas
echappe souvent par trop de concision et par le desir qu’a en le jeune
auteur d*y faire entrer, d’y condenser la plupart de ses notes,’* he
adds, “ II y a, chemin faisant, des vues neuves et qui sentent I’his-
torien.”

^ Her letters to Walpole about Gibbon contain some interesting
remarks by this “ aveugle clairvoyante,” as Voltaire calls her ; but
they belong to a later period (1777).
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pendent, I should have prolonged and perhaps have fixed
my residence at Paris.”

From France he proceeded to Switzerland, and spent
nearly a year at Lausanne, where many old friendships and
studies were resumed, and new ones begun. His reading
was largely designed to enable him fully to profit by the long
contemxilated Italian tour which began in April 1764, and
lasted somewhat more than a year. He has recorded one
or two interesting notes on Turin, Genoa, Florence, and other
towns at which halt was made on his route

;
but Rome was

the great object of his pilgrimage, and the words in which
he has alluded to the feelings with which he approached it

are such as cannot be omitted from any sketch of Gibbon,
however brief. “ My temper is not very susceptible of

enthusiasm, and the enthusiasm which I do not feel I have
ever scorned to affect. But at the distance of twenty-five

years I can neither forget nor express the strong emotions
whicli agitated my mind as I first approached and entered

the Eternal City. After a sleepless night, I trod with a

lofty step the ruins of the forum ; each memorable spot,

where Romulus stood, or Tully spoke, or Caesar fell, was at

once present to my eye
;
and several days of intoxication

were lost or enjoyed before I could descend to a cool and
minute investigation.” Here at last his long yearning for

some great theme worthy of his historic genius was gratified.

The first conception of the Decline and Fall arose as he

lingered one evening amidst the vestiges of ancient glory.

“It was at Rome, on the 15th of October 1764, as I sat

musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol, while the barefooted

friars were singing vespers in the temple of Jupiter, that the

idea of writing the decline and fall of the city first started

to my mind.”
The five years and a half which intervened between his

return from this tour, in June 1765, and the death of his

father, in November 1770, seem to have formed the por-

tion of his life which “ he passed with the least enjoyment,

and remembered with the least satisfaction.” He attended

every spring the meetings of the militia at Southampton,
and rose successively to the rank of major and lieutenant-

colonel commandant; but was each year “more disgusted

with the inn, the wine, the company, and the tiresome re

petition of annual attendance and daily exercise.” From
his own account, however, it appears that other and deeper

causes produced this discontent. Sincerely attached to his

home, he yet felt the anomaly of his position. At thirty,

still a dependant, without a settled occupation, without a

definite social status, he often regretted that he had not
“ embraced the lucrative pursuits of the law or of trade,

the chances of civil office or India adventure, or even the

fat slumbers of the church.” From the emoluments of a

profession he “ might have derived an ample fortune, or a

competent income, instead of being stinted to the same
narrow allowance, to be increased only by an event

which he sincerely deprecated.” Doubtless the secret

fire of a consuming, but as yet ungratified, literary ambi-

tion also troubled his repose. He was still contemplat-

ing “ at an awful distance” The Decline and Fall^ and

meantime revolved some other subjects, that seemed

more immediately practicable. Hesitating for some time

between the revolutions of Florence and those of Switzer-

land, he consulted M. Deyverdun, a young Swiss with

whom he had formed a close and intimate friendship

during his first residence at Lausanne, and finally decided

in favour of the land which was his “ friend’s by birth” and

“ his own by adoption. ” He executed the first book in

French; it w^as read (in 1767), as an anonymous produc-

tion, before a literary society of foreigners in London, and

condemned. Gibbon sat and listened unobserved to their

strictures. It never got beyond that rehearsal; Hume,
indeed, approved of the performance, only deprecating as

X. — 73
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unwise the autlior’s preference for French; but Gibbon

sided with the majority.

In 1767 also he joined with M. Deyverdun in starting

a literary journal under the title of Memoires Litteraires de

la Grande Bretagne. But its circulation w^as limited, and

only the second volume had appeared (1768) when Dey-

verduii went abroad. The materials already collected for a

third volume were suppressed. It is interesting, however,

to know that in the first volume is a review- by Gibbon

of Lord Lyttelton’s lIii>tory of Henry //., and that the

second volume contains a contribution by Hume on

Walpole’s Historic Doubts.

The next appearance of the historian made a deeper im-

orossion. It was the first distinct print of the lion’s foot.

Ex ungue leonem” might have been justly said, for ho

attacked, and attacked successfully, the redoubtable War-
burton. Of the many paradoxes in the Divine Legation^

few are more extravagant than the theory that Yirgil, in the

sixth book of his ^iieid, intended to allegorize, in the visit

of his hero and the Sibyl to the shades, the initiation of

.^neas, as a lawgiver, into the Eleusinian mysteries. This

theory Gibbon completely exploded in his Critical Observa-

tions (1770),—no very difficult task, indeed, but achieved

in a style, and with a profusion of learning, which called

forth the warmest commendations both at home and abroad.

Warbiirton never replied; and few will believe that he
would not, if he had not thought silence more discreet.

Gibbon, however, regrets that the style of his pamphlet was
too acrimonious; and this regret, considering his antago-

nist’s slight claims to forbearance, is creditable to him.

cannot forgive myself the contemptuous treatment of a

man who, with all his faults, was entitled to my esteem

;

and I can less forgive, in a personal attack, the cowardly
concealment of my name and character.”

Soon after his ‘‘release from the fruitless task of the
Swiss revolution” in 1768, he had gradually advanced from
the wish to the hope, from the hope to the design, from the

design to the execution of his great historical work. His
preparations were indeed vast. The classics, “as low as

Tacitus, Pliny the Younger, and Juvenal,” had been long
familiar. He now “ plunged into the ocean of the Augustan
history,” and “with pen almost always in hand,” pored over
all the original records, Greek and Latin, between Trajan and
the last of the Western Csesars. “ The subsidiary rays of

medals and inscriptions, of geography and chronology, were
thrown on their proper objects

;
and I applied the col-

lections of Tillemont, whose inimitable accuracy almost
assumes the character of genius, to fix and arrange within
my reach the loose and scattered atoms of historical informa-
tion.” The Christian apologists and their pagan assailants;

the Theodosian Code, with Godefroy’s commentary; the
Annals and Antiquities of Muratori, collated with “the
parallel or transverse lines” of Sigonius and Maffei, Pagi
and Baronins, were all critically studied. Still following
the wise maxim which he had adopted as a student, “ multum
legere potius quam multa,” he reviewed again and again the
immortal works of the French and English, the Latin and
Italian classics. He deepened and extended his acquaint-
ance with Greek, particularly with his favourite authors
Homer and Xenophon; and, to crown all, he succeeded in
achieving the third perusal of Blackstone’s Commentaries.

The course of his study was for some time seriously inter-

rupted by his father’s illness and death in 1770, and by the
many distractions connected with the transference of his
residence from Buriton to London, It was not, indeed,
until October 1772 that he found himself at last independ-
ent, and fairly settled in his house and library, with full

leisure and opportunity to set about the composition of the
first volume of his history. Even then it appears from his
own confession that he long brooded over the chaos of

material lie had amassed before light dawned upon it.

the commencement, he says, “ all was dark and doubtful ”•

the limits, divisions, even the title of his work were unde-
termined ; the first chapter was composed three times, ard
the second and third, twice, before he was satisfied wfith his
eiforts. This prolonged meditation on his design and its

execution was ultimately well repaid by the result : so
methodical did his ideas become, and so readily did his
materials shape tliernselves, that, with the above excep-
tions, the original ]\fS. of the entire six quartos was sent
uncopied to the printers. He also says that not a sheet
had been seen by any other eyes than those of author and
printer, a statement indeed which must be taken with a
small deduction; or rather wo must suppose that a few
chapters had been submitted, if not to the “ eyes,” to the
“ ears ” of others

;
for lie elsewhere bells us that he was

“ soon disgusted with the modest practice of reading the

manuscript to his friends.” Such, however, were his pre-

liminary difficulties that he confesses he was often

“tempted to cast away the labour of seven years”; and it

w'as not until February 1776 that the first volume was
published. The success was instant, and, for a quarto, pro-

bably unprecedented. The entire impression w-as exhausted
in a few days

;
a second and a third edition were scarcely

adequate to the demand. The author might almost have
said, as Lord Byron after the publication of Clillde Harold^
that “ he awoke one morning and found himself famous.”

In addition to public applause, he was gratified by the more
select praises of the highest living authorities in that branch
of literature :

“ the candour of Dr Robertson embraced his

disciple;” Hume’s letter of congratulation “overpaid the

labour of ten years.” The latter, how-ever, with his usual

sagacity, anticipated the objections which he saw could be
urged against the famous fifteenth and sixteenth chapters.

“I think you have observed a very prudent temperament;
but it was impossible to treat the subject so as not to

give grounds of suspicion against you, and yon may expect

that a clamour will arise.”

The “clamour” thus predicted was not slow to make itself

heard. Within two years the famous chapters had elicited

v-ffiat might almost be called a library of controversy. The
only attack, however, to wffiich Gibbon deigned to make
any reply was that of Davies, who had impugned his accuracy

or good faith. His Vindication appeared in February,

1779; and, as Milman remarks, “this single discharge

from the ponderous artillery of learning and sarcasm laid

prostrate the whole disorderly squadron ” of his rash and

feeble assailants.^

^ For a very full list of publications in answer to Gibbon's attack on

Christianity reference may be made to the Bzhliograjpher s Manual^

pp. 885-6 (1858). Of these the earliest were Watson’s Apology

(1776), Salisbury’s Strictures (1776), and Chelsum’s (anonymous)

Remarks (1776). In 1778 the Few Remarks by a Gentleman (Francis

Eyre), the Reply of Loftus, the Letters of Apthorpe, and the Examinoy-

tion of Davies appeared. Gibbon’s Vindication (1779) called forth a

Reply by Davies (1779), and A Short Appeal to the Public by Fr^cis

Eyre (1779). Laughton’s polemical treatise was published in 1780,

and those of Milner and Taylor in 1781. Chelsum returned to the

attack in 1785 (A Reply to Mr Gibbon's Vindication)

^

and Sir David

Dalrymple {An Inquiry into the Secondary Causes^ &c.) made his

first appearance in the controversy in 1786. Travis’s Letters on

1 John V. 7 are dated 1784; and Spedalieri’s Confutaziohic delV

Esame del Cristianismo fatto da Gibbon was published at Rome
(2 vols. 4to) in the same year. It is impossible not to concur in almost

every point with Gibbon’s own estimate of his numerous assailants.

Their crude productions, for the most part, were conspicuous rather for

insolence and abusiveness than for logic or learning. Those of Bishop

Watson and Lord ilailes were the best, hut simply because they con-

tented themselves with a dispassionate exposition of the general argu-

ment in favour of Christianity. The most foolish and discreditable

was certainly that of Davies
;
his unworthy attempt to depreciate the

great historian’s learning, and his captious, cavilling, acrimonious

charges of petty inaccuracies and discreditable falsification gave the

object of his attack an easy triumph.
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Two years before the publication of this first volume

Gibbon was elected member of parliament for Liskeard

(177 4). His political duties did not suspend his prosecution

of his history, except on one occasion, and for a little while,

in 1779, when he undertook, on behalf of the ministry, a
task which, if well performed, was also, it must be added,
well rewarded. The French Government had hsued a mani-
festo preparatory to a declaration of war, and Gibbon was
solicited by Chancellor Thurlow and Lord Weymouth,
secretary of state, to answer it. In compliance with this

request he produced the able Memoire com-
posed in French, and delivered to the courts of Europe

;
and

shoi'tly afterwards he received a seat at the Board of Trade
and Plantations,—little more than a sinecure in itself, but
with a very substantial salary of nearly £800 per annum.
His acceptance displeased some of his former political associ-

ates, and he was accused of ‘‘ deserting his party.’’ In his

Memoir, indeed, Gibbon denies thathehad ever enlisted with
the Whigs. A note of Fox, however, on the margin of a copy
of The Decline andFall records a very distinctremembrance
of the historian’s previous vituperation of the ministry;
within a fortnight of the date of his acceptance of office, he
is there alleged to have said that “there was no salvation for

thifc country until six heads of the principal persons in ad-

ministration were laid upon the table.” Lord Sheffield

merely replies, somewhat weakly it must be said, that

his friend never intended the words to be taken literally.

More to the point is the often-quoted passage from Gibbon’s
letter to Deyverdun, where the frank revelation is made :

“You have not forgotten that I went into parliament with-

out patriotism and without ambition, and that all my views
tended to the convenient and respectable j)lace of a lord

of trade.”

In April 1781 the second and third quartos of his

History were published. They excited no controversy, and
were comparatively little talked about—so little, indeed,

as to have extorted from him a half murmur about “ cold-

ness and prejudice.” The volumes, however, were bought
and read with silent avidity. Meanwhile public events

were developing in a manner that had a considerable influ-

ence upon the manner in which the remaining years of

the historian’s life were spent. At the general election in

1780 he had lost his seat for Liskeard, but had subse-

quently been elected for Lymington. The ministry of Lord
North, however, was tottering, and soon after fell; the
Board of Trade was abolished by the passing of Burke’s bill

in 1782, and Gibbon’s salary vanished with it,—no trifle,

for his expenditure had been for three years on a scale

somewhat disproportionate to his private fortune. He did
not like to depend on statesmen’s promises, which are pro-

verbially uncertain of fulfilment
;

he as little liked to

retrench
; and he w’as wearied of parliament, where he had

never given any but silent votes. Urged by such consider-

ations, he once more turned his eyes to the scene ot his
early exile, where he might live on his decent patrimony
in a style which was impossible in England, and pursue
unembarrassed his literary studies. He therefore resolved
to fix himself at Lausanne.
A word only is necessary on his parliamentary career.

Neither nature nor acquired habits qualified him to be
an orator

; his late entrance on public life, his natural
timidity, his feeble voice, his limited command of idiomatic
English, and even, as he candidly confesses, his literary
fame, were all obstacles to success. “After a fleeting,

illusive hope, prudence condemned me to acquiesce in the
humble station of a mute^. ... I was not armed by
nature and education with the intrepid energy of mind and

^ In 1775 lie writes to Holroyd, “I am still a mute ; it is more
tremendoiis than I imagined; the great speakers fill me with despair;
the bad ones Avith terror.

”

voice—‘ Vincentem strepitus et natum rebus agendis.’
Timidity was fortified by pride, and even the success of my
pen discouraged the trial of my voice.” His repugnance
to public life had been strongly expressed to hisfather in
a letter of a very early date, in whicli he begged xhat the
money which a seat in the House of Commons would cost
might be expended in a mode more agreeable to him.
Gibbon was eight-and-thirty vhen he entered parliament;
and the obstacles which even at an earlier period he had not
had courage to encounter were hardly likely to be vanquished
then. Nor had he much political sagacity. He was better
skilled in investigating the past than in divining the future.

While Burke and Fox and so many great statesmen i^ro-

claimed the consequences of the collision with America,
Gibbon saw nothing but colonies in rebellion, and a pater-

nal Government justly incensed. His silent votes were all

given on that hypothesis. In a similar manner, while he
abhorred the French Revolution when it came, he seems to

have had no apprehension, like Chesterfield, Burke, or even
Horace Walpole, of its approach; nor dues he appear to have
at all susx^ected that it had had anything to do with the

speculations of the philosophic coteries in which he had
taken such delight. But while it may be doubted whether
his presence in Parliament was of any direct utility to the

legislative business of the country, there can be no question
of the i^resent advantage which he derived from it in the
prosecution of the great work of his life,—an advantage of

which he was fully conscious when he wrote :
“ The eight

sessions that I sat in were a school of civil

prudence, the first and most essential virtue of an historian.”

Having sold all his property except his library—to him
equally a necessary aud a luxury—Gibbon repaired to

Lausanne in Sex3tember 1783, and took up his abode with
his early friend Deyverdun, now a resident there. Per-

fectly free from every engagement hat those which his own
tastes imposed, easy in his circumstances, commanding just

as much society, and that as select, as he pleased, writh

the noblest scenery spread out at his feet, no situation can
be imagined more favourable for the prosecution of his lit-

erary enterprise ; a hermit in his study as long as he chose,

he found the most delightful recreation always ready for

him at the threshold. “ In London,” says he, “ I was lost

in the crowd ; I ranked with the first families in Lausanne,
and my style of prudent expense enabled me to maintain a

fair balance of reciprocal civilities. . . . Instead of a small

house between a street and a stable-yard, I began to occupy
a spacious aud convenient mansion, connected on the

north side with the city, and open on the south to a beau-

tiful and boundless horizon. A garden of four acres had
been laid out by the taste of M. Deyverdun ; from the

garden a rich scenery cf meadows and vineyards descends

to the Leman Lake, and the prosj^ect far beyond the lake

is crowned by the stupendous mountains of Savoy.” In
this enviable retreat, it is no wonder that a year should

have been suffered to roll round before he vigorously re-

sumed his great work,—and with many men it would never

have been resumed in such a paradise. We may remark
in passing that the retreat was often enlivened, or in-

vaded, by friendly tourists from England, whose “ frequent

incursions ” into Switzerland our recluse seems half to

lament as an evil. Among his more valued visitors were

M. and Mme. Neoker
;
Mr Fox also gave him two welcome

“days of free and private society” in 1788. Differing as

they did in politics. Gibbon’s testimony to the genius and

character of the great statesman is highly honourable to

both :
“ Perhaps no human being,” he says, “ was ever

more perfectly exempt from the taint of malevolence,

vanity, or falsehood.”

When once fairly reseated at his task, he proceeded in

this delightful retreat leisurely, yet rapidly, to its comple-
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fcioB. The fourth, volumej partly written in 1782, was

coinpletel in June 1784; the preparation of the fifth

voluono occupied less than two years ;
while the sixth and

last, begun 18th May, 1786, was finished in thirteen months.

The feelings with which ho brought his labours to a close

must be described in his own inimitable words ;
“ It was

on the day, or rather night, of the 27th of June 1787,

between the hours of eleven and twelve, that I wrote the

last lines of the last page in a summer house in my garden.

After laying down my pen, I took several turns in a herceau

or covered walk of acacias, which commands a prospect of

the country, the lake, and the mountains. The air w^as

temperate, the sky was serene, the silver orb of the moon
was reflected from the waters, and all nature was sQent,

I will not dissemble the first emotions of joy on the re-

covery of my freedom, and, perhaps, the establishment of

my fame. But my pride was soon humbled, and a sober

melancholy was spread over my mind by the idea that I had
taken an everlasting leave of an old and agreeable com-
panion, and that whatsoever might be the future date of

my History

j

the life of the historian must be short and pre-

carious.”

Taking the manuscript with him, Gibbon, after an
absence of four years, once more visited London in 1787 ;

and the 5l3t anniversary of the author’s birthday (27th
April 1738) witnessed the publication of the last three vol-

umes of The Declim awl Fall, They met with a quick and
easy sale, were very extensively read, and very liberally and
deservelly praised for the unflagging industry and vigour
they displayed, though just exception, if only on the score '

of good taste, was taken to the scoffing tone he continued
to maintain in all passages where the Christian religion vras

specially concerned, and much fault was found with the
indecency of some of his notes.

^

He returned to Switzerland in July 1788, cherishing
vague schemes of fresh literary activity

; but genuine sor-

row caused by the death of his friend Deyverdun interfered
with steady work, nor was it easy for him to fl.x on a new
subject which should be at once congenial and proportioned
to his powers

; while the premonitory mutterings of the
great thunderstorm of the French Revolution, which rever-
berated in hollow echoes even through the quiet valleys of
Switzerland, further troubled his repose. For some months
he found amusement in the preparation of the delightful
Memoirs (1789) from which most of our knowledge of his
personal history is derived

;
but his letters to friends in

Eiiglani, written between 1788 and 1793 occasionally betray
a slight but unmistakable tone of ennui. In April 1793 lie

unexpectedly received tidings of the death of Lady Shef-
fi.eld

; and the motive of friendship thus supplied combined
with the pressure of public events tK> urge him homewards.
He arrived in England on the following June, and spent the
summer at Sheffield Place, where his presence was even more
highly prized than it had ever before been. Returning to
London early in jCSTovember, he found it necessary to consult
his physicians for a symptom which, neglected since 1761,
had gradually become complicated with hydrocele, and was
now imperatively demanding surgical aid

; but the painful
operations which had to be performed did not interfere
with his customary cheerfulness, nor did they prevent him
from paying a Christmas visit to- Sheffield Place. Here,
however, fever made its appearance

; and a removal to Lon-
don (January 6, 1794) was considered imperative. Another
operation brought him some relief

; but a relapse occurred

^
Au anoxiynious pamphlet, entitled Observations on the three lost

volumes of the Roman Sistory, appeared in 1788
; Disney’s &ermon

%oith Strictures^ in 1790 ; and Whitaker’s Review^ in. 1791. With
regard to the second of the above complaints, surprise will probably
be felt that it was not extended to portions of the text as well as to
the notes.

during the night of the 15tli, and on the following day lie

peacefully breathed his last. His remains were laid in tlie
burial place of the Sheffield family, Fietching, Sussex, where
an epitaph by Dr Parr describes his character and work in
the language at once of elegance, of moderation, and of truth.

The personal appearance of Gibbon as a lad of sixteen is
liroiiglit before us somewhat dimly in hi. Paviiliard’s de-
scription of the ''thin little figure, with a large head, dis-
puting and arguing, with the greatebt ability, all the’ best
arguments that had ever been used in favour of popery.”
What he afterwards became has been made more vividly
familiar by the clever silhouette prefixed to the Miscel-
laneous Works (Gibbon himself, at least, we know, did not
regard it as a caricature), and by Sir Joshua Reynolds’s
portrait so often engraved. It is hardly fair perhaps to add
a reference to Suard’s highly-colouied description of the
short Sileiius-like figure, not more than 56 inches in hei<'dit,

the slim legs, the large turued-iii feet, the shrill pierSng
voice ; but almost every one vvill remember, from Croker’s
Bosioell^ Colman’s account of the great historian tapping
his snuff-box, smirkingand smiling, androunding liisperiods”

from that nielliffuous mouth. It has already been seen that
Gibbon’s early ailments all left him on the appi ach of

manhood; thenceforward, "till admonished by the gout,”
he could truly boast of an immunity well-nigh perfect from
every bodily complaint

;
an exceptionally vigorous brain,

and a stomach “ almost too good,” united to bestow upon
him a vast capacity alike for work and for enjoyment.
This capacity he never abused so as to burden his conscience
or depress his spirits. " The madness of superfluous health
I have never known.” To illustrate the intensity of the

pleasure he found alike in the solitude of his study and in

the relaxations of genial social intercourse, almost any page
taken at random, either from the Life or from the Letters^

would suffice
;
and many incidental touches show that he

was not a stranger to the delights of quiet contemplation
of the beauties and grandeurs of nature. His manners, if

formal, were refined
;
his conversation, when he felt himself

at home, interesting and unaffected ; and that he was
cap)able alike of feeling and inspiring a very constant

friendship there are many witnesses to show. That his

temperament at the same time was frigid and comparatively
passionless cannot be denied

;
but neither ought this to be

imputed to him as a fault
;
hostile criticisms upon the grief

for a father’s death, that "was soothed by the conscious

satisfaction that I had discharged all the duties of filial

piety,” seem somewhat out of place. His most ardent

admirers, however, are constrained to admit that he was de-

ficient in large-hearted benevolence ; that he was destitute

of any " enthusiasm of humanity”; and that so far as every

sort of religious yearning or asiDiration is concerned, his

poverty was almost unique. Gibbon was such a man as

Horace might have been, had the Roman Epicurean been

fonder of hard intellectual work, and less prone than be was

to the indulgence of emotion.
Of Gibbon’s mental qualities it is Interesting to read the

estimate formed and recorded by himself on his twenty-

sixth birthday [May 8th, N.S., 1762] : "Wit I have none.

My imagination is rather strong than pleasing. My memory
both capacious and retentive. The shining qualities of my
understanding are extensiveness and penetration; but I

want both quickness and exactness.” Twenty-six years

afterwards, he wrote on the same subject in his JfeTW-oirs:

" The original soil has been highly improved by cultivation

;

but it may be questioned whether some flowers of
^

fancy,

some grateful errors, have not been eradicated with the

weeds of prejudice.” No student of The Decline and Fall

will accuse its author of immodesty or vanity in those self-

appreciations, but will rather be surprised that he should

have so considerably underestimated both his endowments
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fa,nd his acquirements. Of the kind and amount of varied

ability displayed in that truly immortal work it would be
almost impossible to speak iu language of exaggerated

praise,— the grandeur and vastness of conception, the artis-

tic grouping, the masterly fulnebS and accuracy of detail,

the richness and vividness of description, the coruscating

liveliness, the polished sarcasm, the pungent wit The
history of Rome is, for the many centuries which Gibbon
treats, the history of the world

;
and it is nothing less than

astonishing that he should have been able to work with so

much ease the vast and incongruous materials into such a

unity of design. It is the amplest historic canvas ever

spread, the largest historic painting ever executed by a

single iiand; and only a comprehensive and orderly intellect

of the highest rank could have grappled as Gibbon has done
with the ta&k of blending that vast array of nations, in all

their varieties of costume, habit, language, and religion, into

one picturesque and harmonious whole. If Gibbon had ever

been conscious of any inexactitude in his mental habit, it

wis a defect which he very early and very successfully

remedied. ISTo man could declare more honestly than he
that curiosity as well as duty had led him carefully to

examine all the original documents that could illustrate the

subject which he had undertaken to treat ” With incredible

labour he was able to bring at last to his great life-work a
mind capable equally of ascending to the most comprehen- i

sive, and of descending to the most minute surveys ;
of

appreciating the beautiful and sublime in classic literature,

and yet of delighting in the verbal criticism, the tedious

collation, and dry antiquarian research by which the text

IS established or illustrated
;

of celebrating the. more im-

posing events of history with congenial pomp of description,

and of investigating with the dullest plodder’s patience and
perseverance the origin of nations, the emigrations of

obscure tribes, and the unpromising yet instructive pro-

blems which ethnology presents. In his pages the widest
deductions of historic philosophy alternate with attempts
to fix the true reading of an obscure passage or a minute
point of chronology or geography. It may even be said

that ill these last investigations he took almost as much
delight as in depicting the grander scenes of history, and
surrendered himself as absolutely for the time to the early

migrations of the Goths and Scythians as to the campaigns
of Belisarius or the conquests of the Saracens. Never has
historian evinced greater logical sagacity in making com-
paratively obscure details yield important inferences, or held
V ith firmer hand the balance in the case of conflicting pro-

babilities
;
by no one has sounder judgment or greater self-

control been, on the whole, more uniformly exhibited in cases

where it is so easy for learned enthusiasm to run into

fanciful hypotheses.
While thus entitled to great ancC manifold praise, T/ie

Decline and Fall has not been, and can never be, exempt
from a certain measure of just censure. Even when the
occasional Gallicisms and grammatical absurdities pointed
out by tlie industry of critics have been willingly over-

looked, there yet remains something to be said on the
defects of its style. Precise, energetic, massive it is

;

splendid, when the pictorial demands of the narrative re-

quire it, as that of Livy
;
and sometimes, where profound

reflections are to be concisely expressed, as sententious and
graphic as that of Tacitus. But with all its great merits
it is too often formal and inflexible, and is apt to pall
on the ear by the too frequent recurrence of the same
cadence at equal intervals, and the too unsparing use of

antithesis. It is not veined marble, but an exquisite tesse-

lation; not the fluent naturally-winding stream, but a
stately aqueduct, faced with stone, adorned with wooded
embankments, or flowing over noble arches, but an aque-
duct still. It is a just criticism of Sir James Mackintosh
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that probably no great writer ever derived less benefit liom
his professed models. Pascal, \'oltaire, Hume, vere his
delight

;
and he acknowledge'., as so unsuccessful a pupil

well might, that he often closed the pages of the last with
a feeling of despair. Addison and Swift lie read for the
very purpose of improving his acquaintance with idiomatic
English, yet, as the abo\e ciitic remarks, ‘‘with .so little

success, that in the very acc of characterizing these writers,
he has deviated not a little fioni that beautiful sinqdicity
which is their peculiar distinction.”

Ill a work of such extent it is a venial fault that the
workmanship should not iu all parts be equally perfect ,*

“ abquando bonus doimitat/'’ That Gibbon has sometimes
failed in that lucidity of staceinent winch is one of his very
strongest characteristics lias often been successfully pointed
out

;
and special reference may be made to the 59tli

chapter, wdiere he treats of the crusades. In this instance b;;

“a brief parallel” he has sought to save him&elt “the re-

petition of a tedious narrative,” but has only succeeded in

presenting a superficial sketch that cannot be otherwise

characterized than as confused and badly written. Nor
has his penetration enabled him in all cases to reach the

true significance of some of the grander facts wldch, in

order to the adequate discliarge of his task, it was of the

highest importance that ho Kshoiild have rightly understood.
Here it is not necessary to etdduce any minor instances,

when it can be shown that he is out of harmony with the
truth, or at least with the truth as appreliended by the 19th
century, in a matter so fiuidrimenfal as his conception of that
empire which declined and fell, and of that Christianity
which, as he rightly supt>oses, contributed to its overthrow.

In Mirabeau’s correspondence there occurs a letter to

Sir Samuel Komilly containing the following criticism :

—

“I have never been able to read the %vork of M. Gibbon
without being astounded that it should ever have been
written in English

;
or without being tempted to turn to

the author and say, ‘You an Englishman'? No, indeed!
That admiration for an empire of more than two hundred
millions of men, where not one had the right to call

himself free
;
that effeminate philosophy w hich has more

praise for luxury and pleasures than for all the virtues
;

that style always elegant and never energetic, reveal at

the most the elector of Hanover’s slave.’ Here Mirabeau
speaks in his own language v/hat every one who in the least

values the characteristic features of modern political life

must, how’ever inarticulately, liave often felt. Gibbon’s
enthusiasm for the empire of Trajan and the Antonines

—

that “solid fabric of human greatness”—is undisguised and
perfectly sincere; to his thinking, if the earth ever enjoyed

a golden age, it was then. The world w^as happ3
^ because

it was under a government which it could never think

of questioning or resisting,—happy because for once it had
got rid of all unavailing enthusiasms, w'hether ]pol]tical or

religious. Whether it was happy, aud whether any hap-

piness it really possessed was not rather in spite of than

because of the prevalent political and religious indifference,

are questions which not many historians will care to answ^er

as Gibbon did. It is manifest, however, that to him,

thinking of the Roman empire as he did, it w^as well nigh

impossible to be just to Christianity. He could never for-

give a religion which, in his opinion, had overthrown “ the

solid fabric of human greatness,” and given to the world

the sorry sight of bare-footed friars chanting psalms on. the

spot where once had been the august worshix^ in which

everybody took part and positively no one believed- This

explains why one who can treat each and all of the ethnic

religions with the cold imi)artiality of a Chinese literatus^

^ See Sainte-Beuve, Causeries, iiiii 460.

II a dll lettre chinois dans sa nianiere d’apprecier les religions.”

—Sainte-Beuve.
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is unable when Christianity comes to be discussed to con-

ceal his heartfelt dislike. Comparing superstition ” with
“ superstition,” virtue with virtue, vice with vice, Gibbon
had formed a deliberate preference for the religion and
ethics of ancient Home. Philosophical students of history,

even though they may feel themselves unable to subscribe

the Athanasiau creed, may now be said to be almost unani-

mous, however, in finding that the phenomenon called

Christianity did mean for mankind a higher conception of

truth and a nobler conception of duty. ^
Upon the famous fifteenth and sixteenth chapters it is not

necessary to dwell, because at this time of day no Christian

apologist dreams of denying the substantial trutli of any of

the more important allegations of Gibbon. Christians

may complain of the suppression of some circumstances

which might influence the general result
;
and they must

remonstrate against the unfair construction of their case.

But they no longer refuse to hear any reasonable evidence

tending to show that persecution was less severe than had
once been believed; and they have slowly learned that they

can afford to concede the validity of all the secondary causes

assigned by Gibbon, and even of others still more dis-

creditable. The fact is, as the historian himself has again

and again admitted, that his account of the secondary

causes which contributed to the progress and establishment

of Christianity leaves the question as to the natural or

supernatural origin of Christianity practically untouched
;

that question still continues to be agitated, but the battle
|

is fought on a new field and with other vreanoiis than those

selected by Gibbon.
Of the 01 igiiial quarto edition of The Declhie and Fall, vol. i.

appeared, as has already been stated, in 1776, vols. ii. and in. in

1781, and vols. iv -vi. (inscribed to Lord 17oith) in 1788. In
later editions vol. i. was considerably altered by the authoi ; the
others hardly at all. The number of modern rei:)Tints has been
very consideiable

;
but the most important and valuable English

edition is that of Milman (1839 and 1846), still more recently
enriched under the editorship of Dr AV, Smith (8 vols. 8vo, 1864

* and 1872). As a curiosity of litcratine Bowdler’s edition, adapted
to the use of families and young persons” by the expuigation of

the indecent expiessioiis and all allusions of an impioper tend-
ency ” (5 vols. 8vo, 1825), may be specially noticed. The French
translation of Le Clerc de Septclieiies, continued by Demeiinier,
Boulard, and Cantwell (1788-1795), has been frequently repiinted
in France. It seems to be certain that the poition usually attri-

buted to SeptcliSnes was, in pait at least, the work of his distin-
guished pupil, Louis XVI. A new edition of the complete trans-
lation, piefaced by a letter on Gibbon’s life and character, from the
pen of Suard, and annotated by Guizot, appeared in 1812 (and again
in 1828). There aie at least two Geiinaii translations of The
Decline and Fall, one by 'VVenck, Scliieiter, and Beck (1805-1807),
and a second by Sporschil (1862). The Italian translation (alluded
to by Gibbon himself) was, along with Spedalieri’s Qonfutamo'n^,
reprinted at Milan in 1823. Gibbon’s Miscellaneous WorJes, with
Menwirs of his Life ay\A Writings, conv^osed hy himself; illustrated
from his letters, with occasional Notes and Narrative, published by
Lord Sheffield in two volumes in 1796, has been often reprinted.
The new edition in five volumes (1814) contained some previously
unpublished^ matter, and in particular the fragment on the revolu-
tions of Switzerland. A French translation of the Miscellaneous
Works by Maiigne appeared at Palis in 1798. There is also a
Geiman translation (Leipsic, 1801). It may be added that a
special tianslation of the chapter on Eoinaii Law {Gibbon's hwtorische
Uehersicht des Jlomischoi Bechts) was published by Hugo at Got-
tingen ill 1839, and has frequently been used as a text-book in
Geimail universities. (H xio J. s BL )

GIBBONS, Gkhsling (1648-1721), a celebrated English
wood-carver, was born in 1648, according to some authorities
of Dutch parents at Eotterdam, and according to others of
English parents at London. By the former lie is said to
have come to London after the great fire in 1666. He early
displayed great cleverness and ingenuity in his art, on the
strength of which he was recommended by Evelyn to
Charles IL, who employed him in the execution both of
statuary and of ornamental carving in wood. In statuary
one of his principal works is a life-size bronze statue in the
court of Whitehall, representing James II. in the dress
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of a Koinan emperor, and he also designed tne base ot the
statue of Charles I. at Charing Cross. It is, however, chiefly

as an engraver in wood that he has acquired a reputation.

He was employed to execute the ornamental carving for the
chapel at Windsor, the foliage and festoons in the choir of

St Pauls, the baptismal fonts in St James's, and an
immense quantity of ornamental woik at Burleigh, Chats-
worth, and other aristocratic mansions. The finest of all

his productions in this style is believed to bo the ceiling

which he devised for a room at Petworth. His subjects aie

chiefly birds, flowers, foliage, fruit, and lace, and many of

his works, for delicacy and elaboration of details, and truth-

fulness of imitation, have never been surpassed. He, how-
ever, sometimes wasted his ingenuity on trifling subjects :

many of Iris flowers used to move on their stems like tbeir

natural prototypes when shaken by a breeze. In 1714
Gibbons was appointed master carver in w^ood to George 1.

He died at London August 3, 1721.

GIBBONS, Orlando (1583-1625), like Johann
Sebastian Bach, was the most illustrious of a family of

musicians all more or less able. We know of at least

three generations of musical Gibbons, for Orlando's father,

William Gibbons, having been one of the waits of Cam-
bridge, may be assumed to have acquired some proficiency

in the ait. His three sons and at least one of his grandsons
inherited and further developed his talent. The eldest,

Edward, was made bachelor of music at Cambridge, and
successively held important musical axipoiutments at the

cathedrals of Bristol and Exeter; Ellis, the second son,

was organist of Salisbury Cathedral, and is the composer
of two madrigals in the collection known as the

Triumf>hs of Oriemeu Orlando Gibbons, the youngest
and by far the most celebrated of the brothers, was born

at Cambridge in 1583. Where and under whom he studied

is not known, but in his twenty-first year he was sufficiently

advanced and celebrated to receive the imi)ortaiit post of

organist of the Chapel Royal. His first published com-
position Fantasies in three parts, composed for viols,”

appeared in 1610. It seems to have been the first piece of

music printed in England from engraved plates, or cut

in copper, the like not heretofore extant,” In 1622 he v as

created doctor of music by the university of Oxford. For
this occasion he composed an anthem for eight x>arts, O clap

your Hands, still extant. In the following year he became
organist of Westminster Abbey. Orlando Gibbons died

before the beginning of the civil war, or it may be supposed

that, like his eldest brother, he w^ould have been a staunch

royalist. In a different sense, however, he died in the cause

of his master; for having been summoned to Canterbury to

produce a composition written in celebration of Charles's

marriage, he there fell a victim to small-j^ox on June 5,

1625. Of his life very little is known, but that little is

well summed up in the article contributed by Mr W. H.
Husk to Dr Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians,

where a complete list of his compositions is also given. His

portrait may be found in Hawkins's w'ell-known History,

The works of Gibbons may be divided into secular and

sacred compositions, the latter being by far the most im-

portant portion. His vocal pieces, madrigals, motets,

canons, songs, &c., are admirable specimens of jiait-writing,

and prove him to have been a perfect master of polypbonous
treatment. Many of them are for five voices, a very com-

mon number in those days
;
but pieces for four and for six

voices also are by no means rare. To the first-named class

belong a Tc Deum in D minor, two sets of Freces and other

compositions for church service, also most of the madrigals.

We have also some specimens of his instrumental music,

such as the six pieces for the virginals published in

Farilienia, a collection of instrumental music produced by

,

Gibbons in conjunction with Dr Bull and Byrd.
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GIBEON", a town fainouy in Old Testamenthistory,known

under the name of El Jib, situated 5 miles north-west of

Jerusalem. It is now a small village standing on an isolated

hill above a hat corn valley. The famous spring (2 Sam.

ii. 13) comes out from under a cliff on the south-east side

of the hill, and the water runs to a reservoir lower down.
The sides of the hill are rocky, and remarkable for the regular

stratification of the lime^jtone, which gives the hill at a

distance the appearance of being ste]3ped. Scattered olive

groves surround the place. The name is deiived from the

Hebrew root gabah, signifying “ prominence,’’ and there are

throughout Palestine many ancient sites situate on rocky

knolls which receive names {e.g.^ Gibeah, Geba, Gabe,
Gaba—nearly all represented by the present Jeba) derived

from this same root.

GIBUALTAcl, a British fortress and town in the south

of Spain, occupying a grand peninsular headland, which
stretches almost due south in a line with the eastern coast

of the province of Andalusia, separating the Bay of Algeci-

ras from the open sea of the Mediterranean, and command-
ing the strait by which the Mediterranean communicates

;

with the Atlantic. Its latitude is 36° 6^ 23" N. and its

longitude 5° 20’ 55" W. The rock,” as the promontory is

familiarly called, is about 2-| miles in length, with a varying

breadth of from 2 to 6 furlongs. Eising abruptly from the
j

low sandy isthmus which connects it with the mainland to
|

a height of 1200 feet, the main ridge continues south for
;

about 1^ miles, being separated by two transverse depres-

sions, known respectively as the Northern and Southern
Quebrada, into three pretty distinct summits—the Wolfs
Crag or ISTorth Front, the Middle Hill or Signal Station

(1255 feet high.), and the Pan de Azucar or Sugar Loaf Hill,

dominated by O’Hara’s tower (14.08 feet). This last sum
mit descends somewhat abruptly on the south to the Wind-
mill Plateau, an almost level area about half a mile in

length by a quarter in breadth, which, from a height of

400 feet above the sea, slopes south till it is only 300 feet

above the sea, and then in its turn sinks abruptly for about

200 feet to the Europa Plateau, which, also sloping seaward,

terminates in a cliff about 50 feet high. Towards the east

or Mediterranean side the promontory presents as precipi-

tous and inaccessible a front as towards the north, but
towards the west the ascent is comparatively gradual though
interrupted by longitudinal cliffs and ravines, and a con-

siderable space of fairly level ground at the foot affords a
site for the town.

Tlie base neiit rock of Gibraltar is for the most part a

greyish white or pale grey limestone, of compact and some-

times crystalline texture, arranged in beds, but in some
places apparently amorphous. Above the limestone is a

series of dark greyish blue shales with intercalated beds and
bauds of grit, sandstone, and limestone

;
and distributed

here and there about the promontory are various limestone

breccias, bone-breccias, and calcareous sandstones, as well

as loose sand and debris. It is evident that the whole
promontory has had an eventful geological history in com-
paratively recent periods. The limestone and the shales

are both of Lower Jurassic age, but the rest of the forma-
tions are of much more ancient date. According to the
researches of Professors Eamsay and Geikie (“ Geology
of Gibraltar,” in the Quarterly Journal of tJie Geological

Society, Londm, 1878),the oldest superficial accumulation is

the unfossiliferous limestone breccia of Buena Vista, which
must have been formed under somewhat severer climatic

conditions than the present, and when the rock had a wider
area of low ground at its base This period was probably
followed by one with a genial climate, during which the

promontory, if indeed it was not rather an isthmus between
Europe and Africa, was clothed with vegetation and
inhabited by a rich mammalian fauna, whose remains are
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stiU found in the Genista caves. Next there came a
subsidence of a large propoition of the rock to the extent
of 700 feet below the present level, the consequent eiosion
of ledges and platforms, and the formation of the calcareous
sandstones which have incorporated shells of recent Mediter-
ranean species. The process of depression was apparently
interrupted by pauses. On its re-elevation, the land was
again of greater extent than now

;
Africa and Europe were

perhaps reunited, and the climate was probably genial. By
a new depression the rock was brought into its present geo-
graphical relations.

Like most masses of limestone formation, the promontory
of Gibraltar is honeycombed with caverns and subterrane-
ous passages, and the Genista cave, already incidentally
mentioned, is only one of the many to which it owes the
title of the Hill of Caves. A special interest attaches to

is the most frequently visited by strangers, has its entrance

about 1100 feet above the sea on the western face of the

rock in the line of the Southern Quebrada. A rapid slope

of earth gives admission to a hall 200 feet long by 70

feet high, the roof of which appears as if it were supported

by massive stalactite pillars \
and from this hall access

is obtained to a series of four similar caves connected

with each other by tortuous passages, the last cave being

situated about 300 feet below tbe surface, and about 400

feet of travelling distance south by west from the entrance.

The first of the four was called Victoria cave by its dis-

coverer Captain Brome, and the three others, being more

closely associated, received the common name of Leonora’s
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caves. ‘‘ Nothing,” says Captain Brome, “ can exceed the seems to suffer. Heavy dews and thick fogs occur in

beauty of the stalactites
;
they form clusters of every im- autumn, and are as disagreeable as they are unhealthy. In

aginable shape—statuettes, pillars, foliages, figures. Even the early part of the i^resent century Gibraltar was notori^

the American visitors have been compelled to acknowledge ously filthy and ill-drained, and epidemic diseases committed

that, as regards beauty and picturesqueness, even the great ravages from time to time
; but great improvements

Mammoth Cave would not come near them.” The mam- have been effected, especially through the sanitary com.

malian remains of the Genista cave have been investigated mission instituted in 1865. The inhabitants were formerly

by Mr Busk Quaternary Fauna of Gibraltar,” in Trans, dependent on the rainfall for most of their water supply,

of Zool, Soc., vol. X. p, 2, 1877), and found to comprise the springs in the rock being both scanty and brackish
; but

specimens of a bear, probably Ursus fossilis of Goldfuss; in 1869 an abundant source of fairly good water was found

a hycena. probably IS. crocuta or s2Delcea\ various species to exist under the sands of the North Front, and pumps
of cats, from the size of a leopard to that of a wild cat

;
a and conduits have been constructed for its distribution,

rhinoceros similar to the species found in the valley of the In 1876 the c^^uality of the water w’^as reported to be de-

Thaines
;
two forms of ibex

;
and the hare and the rabbit, teriorating. Besides the private tanks, still numerous

No trace has been discovered of Rhinoceros tichorimis, of throughout the town, there are eight bomb-proof cisterns

Ursus spelceus, or of the reindeer, and the only relic of the for rain-water, of a total capacity of 40,000 tons. The
elephant as yet registered within the peninsula is a per- navy tank, for the supply of ships, holds from 9000 to

feet specimen of the penultimate upper molar tooth of 11,000 tons.

Elephas antiquus. For further details see James Smith of Gibraltar is emphatically a fortress, and in some respects

Jordanhill “ On the geology of Gibraltar,” in Quart. Journ. its fortifications are unique. On the eastern side the rock

of GeoL Soc.^ vol. ii., and G. Busk and Hugh Falconer needs no defence beyond its own precipitous cliffs, and in

On the Fossil Contents of the Genista Cave,” in Quart, ail other directions it has been rendered practically impreg-

Joiirii. of Geol. Eoc., vol. xxL, reprinted in Falconer’s nable. Besides a sea-wall extending at intervals round the

Fcdceoiitologhcal 2Iemoirs, London, 1868. western base of the rock, and strengthened by curtains and
To the voyager entering the straits the rock presents a bastions and three formidable forts, there are batteries in

bare and almost barren aspect, especially when the summer all available positions from the sea-wall up to the summit
s ins have dried up the verdure j but as he approaches he 1350 feet above the sea; and a remarkable series of galleries

discovers a considerable clothing of vegetation, and closer has been hewn out of the solid face of the rock towards the

acquaintance reveals the existence of an extensive flora, north and north-west. These galleries have an aggregate

Here and there a grassy glen gives shelter to a group length of between 2 and 3 miles, and their breadth is

of trees, and the villas of the English residents are sur- sufficient to let a carriage pass. Port-holes are cut at

rounded with luxuriant gardens and copses. Dr E. F. intervals of 12 yards, so contrived that the gunners are safe

Kelaarb in his Flora Calpeiisis (London, 1846) enumerates from the shot of any possible assailants. At the end of one
upwards of 400 flowering plants and ferns as indigenous to of the galleries hollowed out in a prominent part of the

Gibraltar, and about fifty as introduced. Of the former a cliff is St George’s Hall, 50 feet long by 35 feet wide, in

few appear to be species peculiar to the rock. White which the governor was accustomed to give f^tes. Alter-

poplars, the cotton-tree, the pepper-tree or pimenta, the ilex, ations, extensions, and improvements are continually taking

and the pine are the most noticeable of the larger trees
;

place in the defensive system, and new guns of the most
the bella-sombra {Phytolacca dioica\ introduced by General formidable sort are gradually displacing or su^Dplemeiiting

Don, the aloe, and the prickly pear are common ; and the old-fashioned ordnance. The whole population of

on the eastern side of the rock the dwarf palm {Chamcerop>s Gibraltar, whether civil or military, is subjected to certain

hiuYiilis) covers large areas. Among the fruit trees, which, stringent rules. For even a day’s sojourn the alien must
however, are cultivated rather for ornament than for j)rofit, obtain a pass from the town-major, and if he wish to remain
may be mentioned the almond, the olive, the orange, the longer a consul or householder must become security for his

lemon, the pomegranate, the fig, and the loquat. In January good behaviour. Licences of residence are granted only for

and February many portions of the rock present a charming short periods—ten, fifteen, or twenty days—but they can be
sight from the profusion and beauty of the wild flowers, renewed if occasion require. Military officers may introduce
The fauna of Gibraltar is naturally poor,—rabbits, foxes, a stranger for thirty days. A special permit is necessary
partridges, pigeons, and woodcocks being the principal if the visitor wishes to sketch.
species. The little Barbary apes, of which every schoolboy Though the town of Gibraltar may be said to date from
has heard, but which not every resident in Gibraltar the 14th century, it has preserved very little arclntectural
has seen, are few in number, not more than twenty per- evidence of its antiquity. Bebuilt on an enlarged and im-
haps, and they usually inhabit the higher and eastern proved plan after its almost complete destruction during
parts of the rock, except when they are driven towards the the great siege, it is still on the whole a mean-looking town,
lower grounds by the cold winds from the north-east. They with narrow streets and lanes and an incongruous mixture
then do a little damage to the fruit trees

;
but they enjoy of houses after the English and the Spanish types. As a

impunity as perfect as that of the storks in Holland or proprietor may at any moment be called upon to give up his

the ibis in Egypt. As to its climate Gibraltar belongs to house and ground at the demand of the military authorities,
the subtropical zone, with a dry summer and a rainy season he is naturally deterred from spending his money on sub-
in winter. More than half the rainfall of the year, which stantial or sumptuous erections. The area of the town is

only amounts to about 28 or 30 inches, occurs in November, about 100 acres. The public buildings comprise the
December, and January; and the three months of June, cathedral of the Holy Trinity, a poor imitation of Moorish
J tilyj and August are hardly refreshed by a shower. The architecture

; the governor’s house, formerly a Franciscan
temperature is subject to frequent disturbances : from 93° monastery and still familiarly known as ‘‘ The Convent
to 87° is the highest reached (July), and 43° the lowest the exchange; the court-house; the civil hospital; tlie

(February), and the mean for the summer months is from revenue offices ; and the garrison library, planned by Colonel
74° to 79°. In summer the heat is tempered by a sea-breeze Drinkwater in 1793. The library has excellent reading-
wliicn blows from about 10 a.m. till shortly before sunset, rooms, and contains from 40,000 to 45,000 volumes. At
Easterly winds or levanters are common from July to the north-east corner of the town stand the remains of the
November, and during their prevalence every living creature Moorish castle. Towards the south the lower grounds are
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occupied by tbe Grand Parade and the Alameda Gardens,

laid out by General Don in 1814; and beyond these are

the old convict establishment, the dockyard, and the new-
mole parade. Further south, at Ptosia, is the naval hospital,

erected in 1771
Gibraltar has been a free port since the year 1705,—

a

distinction which it owes in part to the refusal of the

emperor of Morocco to allow the export of materials for the

fortifications uiile&s his subjects obtained full liberty of trade.

In the early part of the present century the commercial
activity of the little colony was remarkably great. While
the average value per annum of British manufactures ex-

ported to the rest of Spain during the ten years from 1831
to 1840 was less than <£385,000, the corresponding average
for Gibraltar was more than ,£480,000 ;

and in the year
1810 the ratio of Spain and Gibraltar was £:404,252 to

,£1,111,176. Since that date there has been comparatively
little advance,—the average annual value of all the British

and colonial produce and manufactures for the ten years

from 1863 to 1877 being ,£1,074,785. Besides the legiti-

mate trade fostered by the demands of the garrison and the
neighbouring cities of Spain, Gibraltar has long had a large

contraband traffic especially in tobacco and Manchester
goods. Mainly carried on by Spaniards, it continued to

thrive in spite of the exertions of the Spanish authorities,

and is now kept down mainly by the action of British

officials. About 1200 tons of tobacco are sold annually in

the Jews’ Market
;
no fewer than eleven houses import

upwards of 1000 tons annually; and its manufacture and
manipulation give employment, it is said, to about 1550
persons. Fully two-thirds of the tobacco comes from
Calcutta and other Indian ports, “Wool, grain, and
wax from Morocco, fruit, wine, oil, and other produce from
Spain, are sent to Gibraltar for transhipment to England,
France, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Portugal, America,
ports in the Mediterranean, India, and China.” As a port

of call, the Bay of Gibraltar has recentl^^ increased in im-
portance. Upwards of 5000 vessels enter the port an-

nually, and of these more than half are propelled by steam.
The average annual tonnage of the ships that entered
between 1871 and 1875 was 2,069,508; and of this no
less than 1,594,174 was British. Quarantine was estab-

lished in 1830. By the shipping act of 1868 the governor
was empowered to remove from the register any vessel

guilty of a violation of the Spanish revenue laws discreditable

to the British flag. In 1865 a duty was imposed on wines
and spirits. Great commotion was caused among the mer-
cantile population of Gibraltar in 1871 by a proposed
customs ordinance, framed for the suppression of the smug-
gling. One of its chief provisions was that no tobacco
should be exported or imported in vessels of less than 100
tons burden or in packets of less than 80 lb.

Tlie population of Gibraltar in 1840 was 15,554, of

whom 11,313 were British subjects and 4241 aliens; and
by 1850 it had increased to 15,823, with 3641 aliens. In
1860 the civil population, including foreigners visiting

the garrison, amounted to 17,647 ;
but the number of

resident inhabitants was only 15,467. According to returns
for 1872 the total population was 18,695 (8969 males and
9726 females), the aliens numbering 2241 and the military

6521. The death-rate of the civil population varies from
25 to 31 per thousand, but it is almost always exceeded by
the birth-rate. During the five years 1871-1875 the average
number of births per annum was 592*4, and of deaths
538*2. Besides the natives, who themselves are of various
origin, there are always in the town considerable number
of Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians, as well as stray re-

presentatives of almost every nationalityengaged in the trade
of the Mediterranean. Though by the treaty of Utrecht
it was specially bargained by Spain that “ no leave shall be
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given under any pretence whatever either to Jews or Moors
to reside or have their dwelling in the town ot Gibraltar,”
the native Jews by 3 844 numbered no fewer than 1385.

The greater part of the population is Homan Catholic,
but full religious liberty is of course enjoyed. The church
of the Holy Trinity was constituted to be a cathedral and
bishop’s see of the Church of England in 1843. The
Wesleyans and the Presb^^terians have places of worship.
St Andrew’s, the new Presbyterian church, was built by
the Free Church of Scotland in 1854. A proposal for

concomitant endowment of “ church bodies for the Anglican
and Homan Catholic communities ” wdth the annual sum
of .£500 was made by the governor in 1876, but it was
not sanctioned by parliament. An annual grant to this

amount is made to both bodies, but the Government no
longer keeps the cathedral in repair. The Homan Catholic
bishop of Antinoe is vicar apostolic of Gibraltar.

Gibraltar was long an ill-managed and expensive colony
;

but its expenditure is now sometimes even less than its

revenue During the five years from 1871 to 1875 the

average expenditure, increased by several unusual items,

was £43,988 ;
and the average income w^as £42,464. For

1877 the expenditure was .£41,585, or .£1739 more than
the income. The chief sources of the revenue are the port

and quarantine dues, the excise on the consumption of

wines and spirits, and the ground and house rents,—the
three departments yielding respectively on the average
from 1871 to 1875 £1 1,011, £11,512, and £6,206. It is

wmrthy of note that the ground and house rentals have in-

creased from £5629 in 1871 to £7078 in 1875. Among
the heavier items of outlay are the governor’s salary, which
amounts to £5000 per annum, and the judicial and ecclesi-

astical expenses, which were, on an average from 1871 to

1875, respectively £3909 and £1061. The total cost of

the military establishment was, on the average of four years

from 1869 to 1873, £315,454,—of which £250,340 was the

average cost of the regular troops, £1610 for the jails, and
£19,293 for the barracks. The convict establishment
was abolished in 1875. At that date it contained 238
prisoners, wffio were managed on the associated system ;

and giievous complaints were made of the difficulty of

maintaining satisfactory discipline.

History.—Gibi altar was known to the Greek and Homan geo-
graphei.s as Calpe oi Alybe, the two names being probably corruptions
of the same local (x>erhaps Phoenician) word. The eminence on the
African coast neai' Ceuta which bears the modern English name ol

Apes’ Hill was then designated Abyla ; and Calpe and Ab^la, at

least according to an ancient and widely current interpretation,
foimed the lenowiied Pillars of Heicules (Herculis columnee,

(TT^Xai) which for centuries were the limits of enterprise
to the seafaring peoples of the Llcditerranean world. The strategic

importance of the rock ax>peai*s to have been first discovered by the
Moors, who, wlien they ciossedovei from Africa in the 8th century,
selected it as the site ot a forti ess. From their leader Tarik ibn Zeyad
it was called Gebel Tarik or Taiik s Hill; and, though the name had a

competitor in Gebel at Futah or Hill of the Entrance, it gradually
gained acceptance, andstilli emains sufficientlyrecognizableinthe cor-

rupted form of the preseuit day. The first siege of the rock -was in 1 309,^

w’hen it was taken by Alonzo Perez de Guzman for Ferdinand lY. of

Spain, wdio, in older to attract inhabitants to the spot, ofieied an
asylum to .swindlers, thieves, and murdeiers, and promised to levy no
taxes on the impoit or export of goods. The attack of Ismail ben
Fere? in 1315 (*2d siege) was frustrated ; but in 1333 Yasco Paez de
Meira, having allowed the fortifications and garrison to decay, was
obliged to capitulate to Mahomet IV. (3d siege). Alphonso’s attempts

to recover possession (4tli siege) were futile, though pertinacious and
heroic, and he was obliged to content himself with a tribute for the

rock from Abdul Melek ol Granada
;
but after his successful attack

on Algeciras in 1344 he was encouraged to try his fortune again at

Gibraltar. In 1349 he invested the rock, but the siege (5th siege) was
brought to an untimely close by his death from the plague in February
1350. The next or 6th siege resulted simply in the transference of

the coveted position fioni the hands of the king of Morocco to those of

Yu.ssef III. of Granada; and the 7th, undertaken by the Spanish
count of FTiehla, Enrico de Guzman, proved fatal to the besieger and
his forces. In 1462, how’ever, success attended the efforts of Alonzc

X. - 74
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de Arcos (8tli siege), and in August the rock passed once more under
Christian sway. The duke of Medina Sidouia, a powerful grandee

who had assisted in its capture, was anxious to get possession of the

fortress, and though Henry IV. at first managed to maintain the

claims of the crown, the duke ultimately made good his ambition

by force of arms (9th siege), and in 1469 the king was constrained

to declare his son and his heirs perpetual governors of Gibraltar.

In 1479 Ferdinand and Isabella made the second duke marfiuisof Gib-

raltar, and in 1492 the third duke Don Juan was reluctantly allowed

to retain the fortress. At length in 1501 Garcilaso de la Vega was
ordered to take possession of the place in the king’s name and it was

formally incorporated with the domains of the crown. After Ferdi-

nand and Isabella were both dead the duke Don Juan tried m 1506

to recover possession, and added a 10th to the list of sieges. Thirty-

four years afterwards the garrison had to defend itself against a much
more formidable attack (11th siege)—the i)irates of Algiers having
determined to recover the rock foi Mahomet and themselves.^ The
conflict was severe, but resulted in the repulse of the besiegers.

After this the Spaniards made great efforts to strengthen the place,

and they succeeded so well that throughout Europe Gibraltar was
regarded as impregnable.

In the course of the War of the Spanish Succession, however, it

was taken by a combined English and Dutch fleet under Sir George
Rooke, assisted by a body of troops under Prince George of Hesse-

Darinstadt. The" captors had ostensibly fought in the interests of

Charles archduke of Austria (afterwards Charles III.), but, J;hough
his sovereignty over the rock was proclaime*! on July 24, 1704, Sir

George Rookc on his own responsibility caused the English flag to

be hoisted, and took possession in name of Queen Anne. It is

hardly to the honour of England that it W’’as both unprincipled

enough to sanction and ratify the occupation, and ungrateful

enough to leave unrewarded the general to whose unscrupulous
patriotism the accpiisition was due. The Siianiards keenly felt the
injustice done to them, and the inhabitants of the town of Gibraltar

in great numbers abandoned their homes rather than recognize the
authority of the invaders. In October 1704 the rock was invested
by sea and land ;

bat the Spanish ships were dispersed by Sir I

Joliu Leake, and the marquis of Villadarias fared so ill with his

forces that he was replaced by Marshal Tesse, who was at length
compelled to raise the siege in April 1705. During the next twenty
years there were endless negotiations for the peaceful surrender of

the fortress, and in 1726 the Siianiards again appealed to arms.
But the Conde de la Tones, who had the chief command, succeeded
no better thau his predecessors, and the defence of the garrison
under General Clayton and the earl of Portmore was so effective that
the armistice of June 23d practically put a close to the siege, though
two years elapsed before the general pacification ensued. The nio.st

.memorable siege of Gibraltar, indeed one of the most memorable of
all sieges, was that which it sustained from the combined land and
sea forces of France and Spain during the years 1779-1783. The
grand attack on the place was made on the 13th September 1782,
and all the resources of power and science were exhausted by the
assailants in the fruitless attempt. On the side of the sea they
brought to bear against the fortress forty-six sail of the line, and a
countless fleet of gun and moi-tar boats. But their chief hope lay
in the floating batteries planned by D’Argon, an eminent French
engineer, and built at the cost of half a million sterling. They
were so constructed as to be impenetrable by the red-hot shot which
it was foreseen the garrison would employ

; and such hopes were
entertained of their efficiency that they were styled invincible.
The Count d’Artois (afterwards Charles X.) hastened from Paris to
witness the capture of the. place. He arrived in time to see the total
destruction of the floating batteries, and a considerable portion of
the combined fleet, by the English fire. Despite this disaster, how-
ever, the siege continued till brought to a close by the general
paciftcation, February 2d, 1783. The history of the four eventful
years’ siege is fully detailed in the work of Drinkwater, who
himself took part in the defence, and also in the Memoir, attached
to Green’s Sitg^ of Gihraltar, 1784, of its gallant defender Sir
Geoj-ge Augustus Elliot, afterwards Lord Heathfiidd, whose mili-

tary skill and moral courage place him among the best soldiers
and noblest men of his time.

Since 1783 the history of Gibraltar has been comparatively
un^^ventful. In the beginning of 1801 there were rumours of a
Spanish and French attack, but the Spanish .ships -were defeated off
Algeciras in June by Admiral Saiimarez. Improvements in the
fortifications, maintenance of military discipline, and legislation in
regard to trade and smuggling are the princqial matters of recent
interest.

See Col. Thomas James, Ui&iory of the Herculean Ghaitz^ Loud.. 1777; Ayala,
Historia de Gibraltar^ Madrid, 1782, English translation hy Bell, Lond., 184©

,

Ancell, A OircumstanttalJournal ofthe Blockadeand Siege ofGibraltar^ 1779-178-3,
Liverpool, 1784; Chevalier d’Ar^on, Me'moires pour servir a Vhi&toire du siege de
Gibraltar^ Paris, 1783 ; Hennen, Sketches of the Medical Topography of the Medi-
terranean, Lond., 1830; Boissier, Voyage botanique dans la Midi de fEspagne,
Palis, 1839; Major Descriptions and Legends of Gibraltar, Lond.. 1839; J.
M. Carter, Select Views in Gibraltar, Lond., 1846 ; Sa5’’eT*, The History of Gibraltar,
Lond.. 1862; A History of Gibraltar; tenth Photographic Illustrations by J. H.
Mann, Lond., 1870; Fenton, Sortiesfrom Gibraltar, 1872.

GIBSON, Edmuxd (1669-1748), bi&’hop of London, the
learned compiler of the Codex Jurl8 EccLesiastici Anglicani^
was born at Bampton in Westmoreland in 1669. After a
promising career at one of the local schools, he was in 1686
entered a scholar at Queen’s College, Oxford, where, at the
early age of twenty-two (1692), lie distinguished himself by
the ]>u]jlication of a valuable edition of the Saxon Chronicle^

with a Latin translation, indices, and notes. This was fol-

lowed in 1693 by an annotated edition of the De Institutione

Oraioria of Quintilian, and in 1G94 by a translation in two
volumes folio of Caimlen’s Britannia^ “ with additions and
improvements,” in the preparation of which he had been
largely ass'sted by the volunteered aid of various English
antiquaries. Shortly after Tenison’s elevation to the see of

Canterbury in 1694 Gibson was ap^iointed cliaplain and,
librarian to the archbishop, and at a somewhat later pei iod

he became rector of Lambeth and archdeacon of Surrey. In
the discussions which arose during the reigns of William
and Anne relative ti^ the rights and j)riviloges of the Con-
vocation, Gibson took a very active part, and in a series of

pamphlets warmly argued for the right of the archbishop

to continue or prorogue that assembly. The controversy

suggested to him the idea of those researches w'hich resulted

in t\iQ> Codex Juris Erclesidstici Anglicani^ published in two
vols folio in 1713,—a work which discusses more learnedly

and comprehensively than any other the legal rights and
duties of the English clergy, and the constitution, canons,

and articles of the English Church. In 1715 Gibson was
presented to the see of Lincoln, whence he was in 1723
translated to that of London, where for twenty-five years he
exercised an immense influence, being the authority chiefly

consulted by the court on all ecclesiastical affairs. While
a conservative in church politics, he yet respected the vari-

ous forms of dissent, and discouraged all attempts to prevent

dissenters from worshipping in the manner and according to

the principles which they preferred. He exercised a vigilant

oversight over the morals of all ranks and classes of the

community committed to his charge
;
and his fearless

denunciation of the licentious masquerades which had
become highly popular at court finally lost him the royal

favour. Among the literary efforts of his later years the

principal were a series of Fasiored Letters in defence of the
‘‘ gospel revelation,” against lukewarmness” and “ en-

thusiasm,” and on various topics of the day; also the

Preservative against Pojoerg, in 3 vols. folio (1738), a

compilation of numerous controversial writings of eminent

Church of England divines, dating chiefly from the period

of James II. Gib.son died on the 6th September 1748.

A second edition of the Codex Juris, “revised and improved, with
large additions by the author,” was published at Oxford m 1761.

Besides the works already mentioned, Gibson published a number
of Sermons, and other works of a religious and devotional kind.

The Vita Thomae Bodleii with the Historia Bibliofhecce Bodleiance
in the Catalogi librorum manuscri2>torum (Oxford, 1697), and the

RcUquice Spehnannianoo (Oxford, 1698), are also fiom his pen.

GIBSON, John (1790-1866), sculptor, was born near

Conway, in 1790, in very humble circumstances, his father

being a market gardener. He is a notable example of one

who, with no so-called start in life, carved his way to dis-

tinction by the force of a steady purpose and strong will.

To his mother, whom he described as ruling his father and
all the family, he owed, like many other great men, the

energy and determination which carried him over every

obstacle. He narrowly escaped emigration to America, the

first step towards which took the family to Liverpool,

where his mother’s will interposed to keep them. He
was then nine years of age, and was sent to school. The
windows of the print shops of Liverpool riveted his atten-

tion
; and, having no means to purchase the commonest

print, he acquired the habit of committing to ocular memory
the outline of one figure after another, drawing it on his
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return home. Thus early did he form the system of ohserv-

]

ing, remembering, and noting, sometimes even a month
|

later, scenes and momentary actions from nature—a habit
peculiar in that degree to himself, but of the utmost im-
portance to all artists to practice. In this way he, by
degrees, transferred from the shop window to his paper at

home the chief figures from David’s picture of Napoleon
crossing the Alps, which, by particular request, he copied
in bright colours as a frontispiece to a little schoolfellow’s

new prayer-book, for sixpence. At fourteen years of age
Gibson was apprenticed to a firm of cabinetmakers,—por-

trait and miniature piinters in Liverpool requiring a
premium which his father could not give. This employ-
ment so disgusted him that after a year (being interesting

and engaging then apparently as in after life) he per-

suaded his masters to change his indentures, and bind
him to the wood-carving with which their furniture was
ornamented. This satisfied him for another year, when
an introduction to the foreman of some marble works, and
the sight of a small head of Bacchus, unsettled him again.

He had here caught a glimpse of his true vocation, and
in his leisure hours began to model with such success

that his efforts found their way to the notice of j\Ir

Francis, the proprietor of the marble works. The wood-
carving now, in turn, became his aversion

;
and having

ill vain entreated his masters to set him free, he insti-

tuted a strike. He was every day duly at his post, but did
no work. Threats, and even a blov

,
moved him not. At

length the offer of ^70 from Francis for the rebellious

apprentice was accepted, and Gibson found himself at

last bound to a master for the art of sculpture. Francis
paid the lad 6s. a week, and received good prices for his

works,—sundry early works by the youthful sculptor, which
exist in Liverpool and the neighbourhood, going by the
name of Francis to this day. It was while thus apprenticed
that Gibson attracted the notice of Mr Roscoe, whose taste

in Greek art seems to have been superior to his judgment in

Italian history. For him Gibson executed a basso rilievo in

terra cotta, now in the Liverpool Museum, Roscoe opened
to the sculptor the treasures of his library at Allerton, by
which he became acquainted with the designs of the great

Italian masters. A cartoon of the Fall of the Angels
marked this period,—now also in the Liverpool Museum.
We must iiass over his studies in anatomy, pursued gratu-

itously by the kindness of a medical man, and his introduc-

tions to families of refinement and culture in Liverpool.

Roscoe was an excellent guide to the young aspirant, point-

ing to the Greeks as the only examples for a sculptor. Gib-
son here found his true vocation. A basso rilievo of Psyche
carried by the Zephyrs was the result. He sent it to the

Royal Academy, where Flaxman, recognizing its merits, gave
it an excellent place. Again he became unsettled. The
ardent young breast panted for the great university of

Art ”—Rome
;
and the first step to the desired goal was to

London. Here he stood between the opposite advice and
influence of Flaxman and Chantrey—the one urging Mra to

Rome as the highest school of sculpture in the world, the
|

other maintaining that London could do as much for him.
It is not difficult to guess which was Gibson’s choice. He
arrived in Rome in October 1817, at a comparatively late

age for a first visit, There he immediately experienced the

charm and goodness of the true Italian character in the
person of Canova, to whom he had introductions,—the Vene-
tian putting not only his experience in art but his purse
at the English student’s service. Up to this time, though
Ills designs show a fire and power of imagination in which no
teaching is missed, Gibson had had no instruction, and had
Stadied atnoAcademy. In Rome he first became acquainted
with rules and technicalities, in which the merest tyro was
before him. Canova introduced him into the Academy
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supporter by Austria, and, as is natural with a mind like
Gibson’s, the first sense of his deficiencies in common
matters of practice was depressing to him. He saw Italian
youths already excelling, as they all do, in the drawing of

the figure. But the tables were soon turned. His first

work ill marble—a Sleeping Shepherd modelled from a
beautiful Italian boy—has qualities of the highest order.

Gibson was soon launched, and distinguished patrons, first

sent by Canova, made their way to his studio in the Via
Fontanella. His aim, from the first day that he felt

the power of the antique, was purity of character and
beauty of form. He very seldom declined into the pretti-

ness of Canova, and if he did not often approach the
masculine strength which redeems the faults of Thorwaldsen,
he more than once surpassed him even in that quality. W e

allude specially to his Hunter and Dog, and to the grand
promise of his Theseus and Robber, which take rank as the
highest productions of modern sculpture. He was essen-

tially classic in feeling and aim, but here the habit of

observation we have mentioned enabled him to snatch a
grace beyond the reach of a mere imitator. His subjects

were gleaned from the free actions of the splendid Italian

people noticed in liis walks, and afterwards baptized with
such mythological names as best fitted them. Thus a giil

kissing a child, with a sudden wring of the figure, over her
shoulder, became a Nymph and Cupid

;
a woman helping

her child with his foot on her hand on to her lap, a Bac-
chante and Faun

;
his Amazon thrown from her Horse, one

of his most original productions, was taken from an accident

he witnessed to a female rider in a circus
;
and the Hunter

holding in Ms Dog was also the result of a street scene.

The prominence he gave among his favourite subjects to the

little god of soft tribulations ” was no l<^ss owing to his

facilities for observing the all but naked Italian children, in

the hot summers he spent in Rome.
In monumental and portrait statues for public places,

necessarily represented in postures of dignity and repose,

Gibson was very happy. His largest effort of this class—the

group of Queen Victoria supported by Justice and Clemency,
in the palace of Westminster—we agree with himself in

pronouncing his finest work in the round. Of noble
character also in execution and expression of thought is the
statue of Mr Huskisson with the bared arm

;
and no ler-s,

in effect of aristocratic ease and refinement, the seated figure

of Dudley North. He lays down the axiom in his journal

that the Greeks represented “men thinking, and women
tranquil,” and to the departure from this rule we attribute

the unattractive colossal statue of Sir Robert Peel in West-
minster Abbey. The very animation he has given to the
head is too individual to harmonize with the classic drapery,

or with the real character of the man. The great states-

man is here colloquial rather than eloquent in expression,

while the position of the right foot suggests the idea of a
Avalking figure. Great as he was in the round, Gibson’s

chief excellence lay in basso rilievo, and in this less disputed

sphere he obtained his greatest triumphs. His thorough
knowledge of the horse, and his constant study of the Elgin

marbles—casts of which are in Rome—resulted in the two
matchless bassi rilievi, the size of life, which belong to the

earl of Fitzwilliam—the Hours leading the Horses of the

Sun, and Phaethon driving the Chariot of the Sun. IVlost

of his monumental works are also in basso rilievo. Some
of these are of a truly refined and pathetic chariicter, such

as the monument to the countess of Leicester, that to his

friend Mrs Huskisson in Chichester Cathedral, and that of

the Bonomi children. In reviewing the qualities most
characteristic of this great artist, that of passionate expres-

sion may be said to stand foremost. Passion, either

indulged or repressed, was the natural impulse of his art :

—

repressed as in the Hours leading the Horses of the Sum
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ind as in the Hunter and Dog ,

mduloied, as &caicd> before

seen in the same intensity in the whole range ui teculpture,

as in the meeting of Hero and Leander, a drawiiig executed

befoie he left England Gibbon’s power of dra'wiug may
be pronounced to have been unsurpassed by any modem
He had an iron hand, and used the X->en in raxiid action with

as much certainty as if it had been the graver Nowhere
lb tlie fire of his genius so unmistakably seen as in these

hi bt hand productions Nor can 'we vender that luaible,

liove\er highly wrought, could never entirely coinpemate

loi ^\hat was necessarily lo t in the translation Gibson

VIS the firbt to introduce colour on his statues.,— first, as

a mere bordci to the drapery of a portrait statue of the

Queen, and by degrees extended to the entire flesh, as m his

Y L nus, and in the Cupid toimentmg the Soul, belonging to

IMi Holford. Ill both of tliehe it amounts to no more than

the slightest tint Gibson’s individuality vas too stionglj

muLked to be affected by any outwaid circumstances In

all worldly affairs and business of daily life he was simple

and guilele&s m the exi-ieme
,
but he was lesoiute in

matteis of x^n^iciple, deteiiniiied to valk straight at mj
cost of x^eisonal advantage Unlike most artists, he vas
iieithei iiervuiis noi irritable in temperament It vas b-ud

of him that he made the heathen mythology his leligion
,

and indeed in seienity ot natuie, feeling foi the beautiful,

and a certain philosophy of mind, he may be accexited as

a tj pe of wnat a pure minded Greek pagan, in the zenith

of Greek art, may have been Gibson was elected R A in

1S36, and bequeathed all his property and the contents of

hi-S studio to the Royal Academy, where his marbles and
castb aie open to the public He died at Rome in January
1866
The leiteis beiween Gihson and Mzs Heniy Sandbach giand

daughtei of Mi Roscoe, and a sketch of his life that lady induced
him to write, furnish the chief mateiials for his hiogn.x>hy A
volume ot eiigiavings fiom his finished works renders them 'len
mdilfeient jubtice A volume of facsimiles from his drawings is

more w oi thy of him (EE)
GICHTEL, JoHAxx Georg (1G3S~1710), fouiidei of

the mystic sect of Gichtehaiis or Angelic Brethren, vas born
at Ratisbon, where his fathei vas a member of senate, on
the 1 Uh of March 1 63& Having acquired at school, besides
an ordinary elementary education, a considerable acquaint
ance vith Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, and even Aiabic, he
proceeded to Strasburg to study divinity

, but finding that
the theological prelections of Schmidt and Spener there were
not conducive to the giowth of his piety, he removed to

Scares, where he entered the faculty of law In 16GI he
was admitted an advocate at Ratisbon

,
but having become

acquainted with the Baron von Weltz, an Hungaiiaa noble
man who cherished enthusiastic if not extravagant schemes
foi the reunion of Christendom and the conversion of the
world, he abandoned all interest m bis profession, and
became an energetic promoter of the “ Christerbauliche
Jesusgesellschaft,” or Christian Edification Society of Jesus,
111 the intereists of which he visited many parts of Germany
and Holland The movement in its beginnings provoked
at least no active hostilitj^ but when Gichtel began to
attack the teaching of the Luttieian clergy and church,
especially upon the fundamental doctrine of justification
by faith, he exposed himsolf to a prosecution vhich ulti-

mately lesulted in sentence of banishment and confi'.cation

(1665) After many months of wandering and occasionally
omantic adventure, he in January 1667 reached Holland,
and settled at Zwoll, where he co operated with Breckliiig,
a man who shaied his vievs and aspirations Having
become involved in the troubles of this friend, Gichtel, after
a period of impiisonment, was banished for a term of years
from Zwoll, but finally in 1668 found a home in Amster
dam, where in a state of poverty (which, howevei, never
became destitution), he lived out his strange life of visions
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and day dreams, of proxihecy and piayer He became
ardent student and disciple of Jacob Boehme, whose vuiks
he published in 1682 (Amsterdam, 2 vols

) , but before tire

time of his death, which occuired January 21, 1710 he had
attracted to himself a small band of follov^ers knovn as
Giclitelians or Angelic Brethren, who propagated certain

views at which he had arrived indeiienaently ot Boehme
Seeking ever to hear the authoiitative voice of God vithin
them, and endeavourmg to attain to a life altogether free

fioni carnal desireo, like that of “ the angels in heaven, who
neither mairy nor aie given in marriage,’ they claimed to

exercise a x)iiesthood “ aftei the order of Melchizedek,”
a^jpeasing the vrath of God, and ransoming the souls of the
lost by suffeiings onduiecl vicariously after the examjAe of

Christ The sect, never a numerous one, is said still to

subsist m some districts of Holland and North Geimany
Gichtel’s correspondence was published without his know
ledge by Gottfried Arnold, a discixfle in 1701 (2 vols ), and
again in 1708 (3 vols

)
It has been frequently repiinted

under the title Theoso2>hza PiacHca The seventh volume
of the Beilin edition (1768) contains a notice of Gichtel s

life

GIDEON, libeiator, lefoimer, and “judge” of Tsiael,

vas the youngest son ot Joasli, ot tlie “ house ” of Abiezer,

and tribe of Manasseh, and had lus home at Ophrah, the

site of which is probably to be sought westward of Jerdan,
somewhat to the south of the x>lain of Jezreel Gideon li\ ed
at a time when Israel, grown idolatrous, had been brought
very low by peiiodic incursions of the “ Midianites ” and
“ Amalekites,” nomad tribes from the east of Jordan, who
in great numbers weie wont to overrun the country

, deslio)

ing all that they could not carry awaj- In the begmnm^
of the narrative of his public life he is reinesented as an
unambitious man, quietly engaged in agricultural puisuits,

who yet had already distinguislied himself as a “mighty
man of valour,” probably in gueiilla waifare against the

common foe According to that narrative, his fii-at exx’oit

worthy of special commemoration was the destiuction, by
d.vine command, of the altar of Baal belonging to his fathei,

and of the Asliera beside it, and the substitution of an
altai to Jehovah But immediately before this lie had also

been summoned by “the angel of the Loid” to unaertake,
111 dependence on supernatural direction and help, the voik
of liberating lus country from its long oppression, and, in

token that he ac*- exited the mission, had alread} erected in

Oiahrah an altar which he called “ Jahveh Shalom ” (Jehovah
is x^i’ospeiity) The gieat gathering of the Midianites and
their allies on the north side of the x^lain of Jezreel “stretch

mg from the bill of Moreh”, the geneial muster first of

Abiezei, then of all Manasseh, and lastly of the neighbour
mg tubes of Asher, Zebulun, and Naphtah , the signs by
which the wavering faith of Gideon vas steadied, the

methods by which an unwieldy mob v as reduced to a small

but trusty band of energetic and determined men ,
and the

stratagem by which the vast army of Midian was suipiised

and routed by the handful of Israelites descending from

“above Eiidor,” are indicated with sufficient clear nesb lu

the Scripture narrative, and need not be detailed minutely
lieie There is some difficulty in following the account of

the subsequent flight of the Midianites, which seems to ha\e
taken lalace in two diiections,—Oreb and Zeeb making foi

the lower fords of Jordan towards the south-east, v^hile

Zebah and Zalmunna took the upper passage, a little below

the place where the river flows out of the Sea of Galilee

Leaving the Ephraimites (who had now risen in force) to deal

with the former, Gideon with his 300 appears to have kept

up the pursuit of the latter to Nobah and Jogbehah, points

beyond Succoth and Penuel, where a bloody contest resulted

in the destruction of that portion of the Midiamte army,

and in the ultimate capture and execution of Zebah and
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Zalmuixu.!. Almost simultaneously with these occurrences

eastward of Jordan, messengers from Ephraim bearing the

heads of Oreb (“raven”) and Zeeb (“wolf”), who with
their followers had been crushed at “the raven’s rock” and
“ the wolf’s den ” ’’espectively, announced the completeness
of Israel’s victory. Having taken unrelenting vengeance
on the men of Penuel and Succoth, who had shown a timid
neutrality when the patriotic struggle was at its crisis,

Gideon returned to his native Ophrah, where he further

distinguished himself by his pious magnanimity in refusing

the kingship which had been put within his reach—on act

of self-denial, however, which, according to the sacred his-

torian, was somewhat neutralized by his subsequent folly in

establishing a shrine which proved a snare to all Israel, not
exicluding his family or even himself. For forty years after

the great victory he lived at his own house in Ophrali in

considerable wealth and magnificence, yet always in a
private station—there being no direct scriptural evidence at

least that his judgeship lasted during all that period, or

that it ever gave him any position of legally recognized

authority. Tlie name of Gideon occurs in Heb. xL 32, in

the list there given of those who became heroes by faith

;

but, except in Judges vi.-viiL, it is not to be met with any-
where in the Old Testament. In 1 Sam. xii. 11 and 2

Sam. xi. 21 (LXX.) he is called Jerubbaal (the reading
Jerubbesheth having been introduced into the latter passage
in accordance with the usage explained in the article Baal).
The fact that in Judges ix., which appears to be the oldest

•part of the narrative, he is invariably called Jerubbaal, has
suggested to Kuenen and others that this ought to be re-

garded as his original and proper name, that of Gideon
Le. “hewer” or “ warrior,” c/. Isa. x. 33) having

been a later designation. In confirmation of this it is

pointed out that the derivation of as equivalent

to IS (“ Let Baal contend against him,” v. 32, or
“ Let Baal contend for himself,” v. 31) is much less probable

than that which interprets it as precisely analogous with such
names as Merib-baal, Jehoiarib or Joarib, Seraiah, Israel,

and perhaps also Josadec, all meaning “God fights” or “con-
teiids.’^ The nature of the grounds on which it is conjectured

that Gideon’s conquest of the Midianites was somewhat
slower than the narrative on a first reading would lead one
to suppose, and that his religious reforms, far from being
confined to a solitary act of his early manhood, were rather

the principal employment of his later life, is indicated in

the histories of Israel by Ewald, Hitzig, and Kuenen. See
.also especially Wellhausen, Geschichte, i. 252 sq,

GIEN, a town of France, at the head of an arrondissement

in the department of Loiret, is situated on the right bank of

the Loire, 39 miles E.S.E. of Orleans. The Loire is crossed

at Gien by a stone bridge of twelve arches, built about the

end of the 15th century. The town is the seat of a tribunal

of the first instance and of a justice of peace court. The
principal buildings are the prison, the hospital, the old

castle, originally built by Charlemagne, and reconstructed

ill 1491 by Anne de Beaujeu, daughter of Louis XL, and
the church of Saint Pierre, a modern structure of no parti-

cular merit, but possessing an old square tower dating from
the end of the 15th century. There are manufactures of

serge, leather, and earthenware, aud some trade in corn

and wine. The population iu 1876 was 6493.

GTESELER, Johann Karl Ludwig (1792-1854), one
-of the most distinguished of the modern school of scientific

writers on church history, was born at Petershagen, near
Minden, where his father, a man of considerable vigour and
independence of character, was minister, on the 3d of March
1792. In his tenth year he entered the orphanage at Halle,

wlieiice he duly passed to the university, his studies being
interrupted, however, from October 1813 till the peace of

.1815 by a period of military service, during which he was
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enrolled as a volunteer in a regiment of chasseurs. Having
ill 181 7 taken his degree in philosophy, he in the same year
became assistant head master in the Minden g^^mnasium.
and in 1818 was appointed coiirector of the g3’ninasium at
Cleves. Here he published his earliest work {HUtorUch-
Tcritisther Vermeil ither die Entatelmng u. die friihesten
SchieJesale der scltrifilichen Evangelien)^ a treatise which
has had considerable intiuence on all subsequent investiga-
tions and discussions of the quefelion as to the origin of the
gospels, in so far as it may be considered to have finally

disposed of that theory of a “ primitive ” written go&pel to
which most critics in the earlier part of the century had
inclined. In 1819 Gieseler was appointed a professor
ordinarius in theology in the iiewly-founded university of
Bonn, where, besides lecturing on church history, he made
important contributions to the literature of that subject in
Itosenmuller’s Repertoriiim^ Staudlin u. Tschirner's Arcliiv^

and in various university “programs.” The first i)art

of the first volume of liis well-known Church HUtory
apiieared in 1824. In 1833 he accepted a call to Gottingen,
where the remainder of his life was spent, marked by tew
notewortliy events beyond the stead}' publication of volume
after volume of his contributions to historical science. In
1837 he was appointed a consistorialrath, and shortly atter-

wards w'as created a knight of the Guelphic order. In the
winter of 1853—4 symptoms of failing health began to

appear, and towards tlie end of the sessipn he was able to

lecture only occasionally. His death occurred on the 8th
of July 1854. The fourth and fifth volumes of the Kirchen-
ge&chickte, embracing the period subsequent to 1814, w^ere

Xmblished posthumously by lledepenning (1855) ; and they
were followed in 1856 by a DoginengescMchte^ w^hich is some-
times reckoned as the sixth volume of the Church History.
Among church historians Gieseler continues to hold a very
high place. Less vivid and picturesque in style than Hase,
conspicuously deficient in Neander’s deep and sympathetic
insight into the more spiritual forces by wdiicli church life is

always more or less pervaded, he excels these and all other
contemporaries in the fulness and accuracy of his informa-
tion. His Lehrhtich der Kirchengeschiclde^ in which indeed
the text as compared witli the notes often occupies a very
subordinate place, is invaluable to the student wdio washes
at each step to be brought into direct contact w’ith all the
original sources of information whitli it is of importance
that he should know. The work, which has passed through
several editions in Germany, has partially appeared also iu
two English translations. That published in New Yoi'k
(Tejct Book of Ecclesiastical History, 4 vols. ), brings the
work down to the peace of Westphalia, while that published
in “Clark’s Theological Library” [Com'pendium of Ecclesi-

astical History, Edin., 5 vols.) closes with tlie beginning of

the Ileformation. For the lite of Gieseler reference mg^y
be made to Redepenning’s biographical sketch in the fifth

volume of the Kircheugeschichte, and to Herzog’s article in

the Beal-Encyclopcidie (of which great work, it may be
mentioned, Gieseler w^as an energetic promoter). Both
biographers testify that with the habits of a devoted student
he combined those of an energetic man of business. He
frequently held the office of pro-rector of the university, and
did much useful work as a member of several of its com-
mittees. He took a warm interest also in the Gottingen
orphanage, where he was a daily visitor, knew all the
children personally, and taught them to regard him as a
counsellor and friend.

GIESSEN, a town of Germany, capital of the province
of Upper Hesse, in the grand-duchy of Hesse-Darmstadt,
is situated in a beautiful and fruitful valley at the conflu-

ence of the Wleseck with the Lahn, 33 miles N.N.W. of

Frankfort. It is the seat of a bailiwick, a high court,

and a district penal court. The old streets are narrow and
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irregular, but in tlie suburbs outside the old walls there

are many elegant houses. Besides the university, the

principal buildings are the provincial Government ofiices,

comprising a portion of the old castle dating from the 12tli

century, the arsenal, the town-hall, the new gymnasium, and

the town cliurcli. The university, founded in 1607 by the

landgrave Louis V., has a large and valuable library, a

botanic garden, an observatory, an anatomical theatre,

an infirmary, a maternity hospital, a museum of natural

liistory, and a chemical laboratory which was directed by

Professor Liebig. The number of professors and teachers

of the university in 187 5 was 52, and of students 340.

There is also a gymnasium and a real school. The in-

dustries include the manufacture of woollen and cotton

cloth of various kinds, leather, candles, tobacco, and beer.

Giessen was formed in the 12tli century out of the villages Selters,

Aster, and Kroppach, for whose protection Count William of

Gleiberg built the castle of Giessen. Through inarriage the town
came into the possession of the palgrave of Tubingen, who sold it

iu 1265 to the landgiave Henry of Hesse. It was surrounded with

fortifications in 1530, which were demolished in 1547 by the

ernpeior Charles V., but rebuilt in 1560. Prom 1807 they were

graduallj'^ pulled down, and their site converted into promenades.

The population of Giessen in 1875 was 13,980.

GIFPORD, William (1757-1826), publicist and man
of letters, was born at Ashburton, Devon, in April 1757.

Having as a shoemaker’s apprentice manifested a remark-

able aptitude for intellectual pursuits, he was by the charity

of friends enabled to complete a previously imperfect school

education, and ultimately to proceed in his twenty-third

year to Oxford, where he was appointed a Bible clerk in

Exeter College. Leaving the university shortly after

graduation in 1782, he for some years acted as tutor to

Lord Belgrave, whom he accompanied on two prolonged

Continental tours. After having settled in London, he in

1794 published his first work, a satirical piece, after Persius,

entitled the Baviad^ successfully aimed at a numerous school

of secoud-rate writers then popularly known as the Della

Oruscans. A second satire of a similar description, the

j\I(m}iad, directed against the corruptions of the drama,

appeared in 1795. About this time Gifford became
acquainted with Canniug, with whose help he in August
1797 originated a weekly newspaper of Conservative politics

entitled the Anti-Jacobin, which, however, in the following

year ceased to be published. An English version of

J uveual, on which he had been tor many years engaged,

appeared in 1802
;
to this an autobiographical notice of the

translator was prefixed. Two years afterwards Gifford pub-
lished an annotated edition of the plays of Massinger

;
and

in 1809, when the Quarterly Review was projected, he was
entrusted with the management of that publication. It is

on all hands conceded that the success which attended the
Quarterly from the outset was due in no small degree to the
ability and tact with which Gifford discharged his editorial

duties. His connexion with the Review continued until

within about two years of his death, which took place in

London on the 31st of December 1826. Besides numerous
contributions to the Quarterly during the last fifteen years
of his life, he wrote a metrical translation of Persius, w^hich

appeared in 1821. Gifford also edited the poems of Ben
Jonson, Ford, and Shirley. His edition of the first of these
appeared in 1816, those of the other two, posthumously,
in 1827 and 1833. The Autobiography was republished in

1827.

GIFT generally means an alienation of property other-
wise than for a consideration, although in law it is often
used to signify alienation with or without consideration.
The effect of a gratuitous gift only need be considered here.
Formerly in English law property in land could be conveyed
by one person to another by a verbal gift of the estate
accompanied by delivery of possession. The Statute of

Frauds required all such conveyances to be in writing, and
a later statute (8 and 9 Viet. c. 106) requires them to be

deed. Personal property may be effectually transferred

from one j)erson to another by a simple verbal gift accom-
X3anied by delivery. If A delivers a chattel to B, saying or

signifying that he does so by way of gift, the property
j)asses, and the chattel belongs to B. But unless the actual
tiling is bodily handed o^^er to the donee, the mere verbal
expression of the donor’s desire or intention has no legal

effect whatever. The persons are in the position of parties

to an agreement which is void, as being without considera-

tion. When the nature of the thing is such that it cannot
be bodily handed over, it will be sufficient to put the donee
ill such a position as to enable him to deal with it as the
owner. For example, when goods are in a warehouse, the
delivery of the key will make a verbal gift of them effectual

\

but it seems that part delivery of goods which are capable
of actual delivery will not validate a verbal gift of the part

undelivered. So when goods are in the possession of a
warehouseman, the handing over of a delivery order might,
by special custom (but not otherwise it appears), he sufficient

to pass the property in the goods, although delivery of a
hill of lading for goods at sea is equivalent to an actual

delivery of the goods themselves. A donatio mortis causa

is a gift made by a person in contemplation of death, to

take effect only in the event of ]iis death. It is revocable

so long as he lives. There must be actual or constructive

delivery of the thing itself, and therefore it has been said

that only chattels can be the proper subject of a donatio

mortis causa^ although policies of insurance, hills, notes, &c.,

have been allowed to pass by mere delivery as death-bed
gifts. A donatio mortis causa is not an out-and-out gilt,

but is conditional on death.

GIJON, a town and sea[)ort of Spain, in the province of

Oviedo or Asturias, on the coast of the Caiitabriau Sea,

about 13 miles E. of the Cabo de Penas and 2 miles E. of

the Hio Abono. The older part of the town, partly sur-

rounded by its walls, occupies the uxqjer slope of a penin-

sular headland, while the more modern x^ortion extends to

the beach. On the whole, it is a clean and ftourishiiig place,

with wide streets and good houses
;
but there are few build-

ings of individual note excei^t the church of San Pedro of

the 15th century, the town house, the mansion of the

Marquis Hevilla-Gigedo, and the Asturian Institute. The
last, which was founded in 1797 by Jovellanos, has a fine

library, and comprises classes for navigation, mathematics,
Latin, French, and English. Besides the works in connexion
with the railways which run inland from Gijon to Mieres
del Camino and Sama on the Nalon, there is a large glass

work, an iron foundry, and a tobacco factory which alone

gives employment to ux>wards of 1400 females. An exten-

sive trade is carried on in the exx^ort of coal, iron, jet, and
hazel-nuts, and in the import of fish and colonial XJi’odace.

The nuts amount to upwards of 1600 tons per annum, and
a large x^roportion finds its way to the English market.

Though the harbour is a mere roadstead between the small

promontories of San Lorenzo and Torres, it is of consider-

able value on such a coast as that of Asturias, especially as

it has a good bottom. A quay was constructed by means
of a grant from Charles Y. in 1552-4, and a new one by
Pedro Menendez in 1766-8, and an extension was effected

in 1859 at a cost of .£65,000. The population of Gijon

in 1860 was 24,802, During the summer there is a con-

siderable influx of strangers,

Gijon is usually identified with the Gigia of the Romans, which,
however, occupied the site not of the present town but of the ad-

joining suburb of Cima da Villa. Captured and strengthened by
the Moors, who used the stones of the Roman city for their forti-

fications, it remained in their hands till after the battle of Caiiioas,

when its governor Muiiuza sun*endered to Pelayo. In 844 it held
out against an attack by the Hermans, and in the following cen-
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tunus it gradually rose into importance. In the time of Philip II.

it possessed good arsenals, and was able to undertake the repaii-s of*

the Invincible Armada. JoveUanos, the statesman and poet, and
Ceaii Bermudez, a winder on ait, weie both natives of Gijon, and
the former is buried in the church of San Andrea.

GILBART, John William (ITQd-lSGS'), the author of

a number of works on banking, w^as descended from a
Cornish family, and was horn in London, March 21,

1791. From 1813 to 1825 he was clerk in a London
bank, after whicli he went to Birmiugliam. Shortly after

his return to London in 1627 he was appointed manager
of the Kilkenny branch of the Provincial Bank of Ireland,

and in 1829 he was promoted to the Waterford branch. In
1831 he became manager of the London and Westminster
Bank

;
and to his sldll in developing the system of joint-

stock banking it owed much of its success. On more than
one occasion he rendered valuable services to the joint-stock

banks by his evidence before committees of the House of

Commons ;
and, on the renewal of the bank charter in 1844,

lie procured the insertion of a clause granting to joint-stock

banks the power of suing by their public officer, and also

the right of accepting bills at less than six mouths’ date.

In testimony of their obligations to him, the directors and
shareholders of joint-stock banks presented him in 1846
with a handsome service of plate. In the same year he was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He retired on a
pension from the management of the London and West-
minster Bank, 1st January 1860, and died in London
August 8, 1863. From an early ])eriod Gilbart took an
active part in the Athenian Debating Society of London,
and he was also connected with the Union Society, which
nuinbored among its other eminent members J. S. Mill and
Lord Macaulay. He also devoted much of his attention to

the promotion of literary and scientific institutions among
the middle and working classes.

The following are his principal -svorks on banking, most of which
have passed through more than one edition.

—

Fruotical Treatise on
B inking, 1827; The History and FTinciples of Banking, 1834 ;

The History of Bconking %n America, 1837 ;
Lectures on the History

and Principles of Ancient Commerce, 1847 ; Logic for the MiUi07i,
1851 ;

and Logic of Banking, 1857.

GILBERT, Sir Humphrey (1539-1583), a celebrated
English navigator, was born in 1539 in the county of

Devon, second of the three sons of Otho Gilbert of

Greenway. By his mother’s side he was half-brother to

Sir Walter Raleigh, who resembled him in many points of

character, and whose early life was largely influenced and
guided by his example. Educated first at Eton and then
at Oxford, he was destined by his father for the law

;
but

being introduced at court by Raleigh’s aunt, Catherine
Ashley, he obtained the special favour of the queen, and
was thus enabled to follow his natural inclination for active

enterprise. Recommended by royal letter to Sir Philip

Sidney, he received from him an appointment in the army
in Ireland

;
and his services contributed so powerfully to

put down the rebellion raging there that in 1570 he was
made a knight and rewarded with the government of

Munster. He next served for about five years in the
ISTetherland.s, being the first English colonel entrusted
with command of English forces in that country. On his

return to his native land he wrote a remarkable treatise on
a subject at that time before the minds of men, the possi-

bility of a north-west passage to India : and in 1 576 it was
published without his knowledge by George Gascoigne as
Discourse of a Discomrie for a New Passage to Cataia
(London, Henry Middleton for Richarde Ihones). The
theory in question was supported with no small force of
argument^ and the discourse was probably not without its

influence in leading Frobisher to set out on his first voyage
to the frozen north. In June 1578 Gilbert received letters

patent authorizing himself, his heirs and assigns, to discover,
occupy, and possess such remote heathen lands not actu-
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ally possessed of any Christian prince or people, as should
seem good to him or them.” Deposing not only of hib patri-

mony but also of the estates in Kent which he had through
his wife, daughter of John Aucher of Ollerden, he strenu-
ously prepared to put his pennissioii to use, and his brother
Raleigh joined him in the enterprise. By the end of the
summer of 1578 a fleet of 11 sail, with 400 mariners and
men-at-anns, was collected oft’ the coast of Devon ; but the
gallant projectors were singularly unfortunate in the char-

acter of some of their associates. Dissensions broke out
among the captains and disorder among the crews. Knollys,
for example, boasted that, as kinsman to royalty, he was of

more value than twenty knights, and insolently rejected
Gilbert’s invitation to dinner

;
and bis men, encouraged by

their captain’s conduct, filled the town of Plymouth with
uproar and riot, which finallj^ culminated in murder. It

was not till the 19th of November that Gilbert set sail, with
his forces reduced to 7 ships and 150 men. The history of

the voyage is involved in obscurity ; but about the begin-

ning of summer or a little earlier in 1579, the fleet returned
to England, with little, it would appear, to report except that

it had lost one of its chief ships and one of its bravest

captains. Miles Morgan, in an encounter with the Spaniards.

Gilbert lent his three ships to the Government for service

against the Spaniards on the Irish coast
;
but in July 11,

1582, w’e still find him complaining to WeJsingham that he
had not received the moneys that were due to him, and that

thus he “was prevented from doing more for his queen and
country. He was already^ planning a new expedition ;

and
at length in 1583 his fieet was got together. The queen,
though she had at first dissuaded Gilbert from his purpose,
and would not permit Raleigh to acconq any him, wrote to

him by his brother’s hand that she wished him as great

good hap and safety to his ship as if herself were there in

person,” and sent him as a token a golden figure of an anchor
guarded by a lady. On 11th of June he dei^arted from
Plymouth wdtli 5 sail

; but on the 13th the Ark Raleigh,”
wffiich had been built and manned at his brother’s expense,

ran from him in fair and clear weather having a large

wind.” This desertion w^as a cause of no small displeasure

to the admiral, and he wrote to Sir George Peckham to

solicit his brother to make the crew an example to all

knaves; but it appears not improbable (according to Hayes
in Hakluyt’s collection) that the reason of their conduct w^as

the breaking out of a contagious sickness in the ship. On
the 5th of August Gilbert landed in Newfoundland, and took
formal possession of it in the queen’s name

; but proceeding
southw^ards with three vessels, he lost the largest near Cape
Breton, and was at last constrained to return homew’ards
with the “ Golden Hind ” and the “ Squirrel ” as the only
remnant of his fleet. “ On Monday the 9th September,”
reports Hayes, the captain of the “Hind,” “ the frigate was
near cast away, yet at that time recovered

;
and giving forth

signs of joy, the general, sitting abaft with a book in Ms hand,
cried out unto us in the ‘ Hind,’ ' \Ye are as near to heaven
by sea as by land.’ The same Monday night the frigate’s

lights were suddenly out, and it was devoured and swallow'ed
up by the sea.” So perished Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

See Hakluyt’s Collection, vol. hi.
;
Hooker’s Supplement to Hollin-

shed’s h'ish Chronicle ; Roger Williams, The Actions of the Low
CoutUrics, 1618; Bliss’s edition of Wood’s Aidicncc Oxcmienscs, voL
i. p. 493 ; North British Eeview, No. 45 ;

and the Lives of Sir W.
Raleigh by Tytler, James Augustus St John, and Edward Edw’ards.

GILBERT, Nicolas Joseph Laurent (1751-1780), a

French poet, was born at Fontenay-Ie-Chateau in Lorraine,

in 1751. Having completed his education at the college of

D61e, he devoted himself for a time to a half scholastic half

literary life at Nancy, but at length in 1774 he found his

way to the capital. As he had already assumed a hostile

and satirical position towards the Encyclopedists, he natur

ally received a w^armer welcome from the conservative party

;
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and as lie did not disdain to ^Drostitute hib muse to tlie

celebration of the heroic and royal virtues of the despicable

Louis XT., he was rewarded with pensions to a considerable

amount, tie died in October 1780 from the results of a fall

from iiib horse. The satiric force of one or two of his pieces,

as Mon apologt& (1778), and Le dix-lmitieme siecle (1775),

would alone be sufficient to preserve his reputation, and it

has been further increased by the eulogies of those model n

writers who, like Alfred de Vigny, consider him a victim to

the spite of his philosophic opponents.

Among Ills other 'woiks may be meixtiontd Zts Families de Dao lus

et cVlt^idcLme, Ivisioire (1770), Le Caj naval des AiUcu'iS

(1773), Odes nouveUes et imtyiotiquis (1775). Gilbeit's CEiivrcs

completes hxiit piiblislied m 1778, and they have since been

edited by Mastiella (Pans, 1823) and by Chailes Xodier (1840,

1859, &c )

GILBELIT, or Gilberd, William (c*. 1540-1603), was
the most distinguished man of science in England during

the reign of Queen Elizabeth. He was boin at Colchester,

where his father was recorder, bat was a descendant of an
ancient Suffolk family, long resident at Clare. Of his early

years no account is left. He entered St John’s College,

Cambridge, in 1558, when eighteen years of age, and in due
course took the degrees ot B.A., M.A., and M.D. ; he also

became Symsoii fellow, and in 1569 was elected a senior

fellow of his college. After leaving the uuiveisity he
went to the Continent, and, on his return in 1573, settled

ill London, where for thirty years,—that is, till his death,

—he practised as a physician with “ great success and ap-

plause.” He was admitted to the College of Physicians,

and filled various ofidees in it He began in 1581 as censor,

which duty he discharged for several years
^
then he became

treasurer, consiliarius elect, and, at last, president in 1600.
His professional skill and general ability drew the attention

of Queen Elizabeth to him, and she appointed him royal

physician. She also settled a pension on him to enable him
to prosecute the scientific inquiries to which he was devoted.

After this Gilbert seems to have removed to the court,

and to have vacated his house, which was ‘^on St Petei’s

Hill, between Upper Thames Street and Little Knight-
Rider Street.” At this house ho seems to have had a society

or college, which was broken up and the members dispersed
by his promotion. In the year 1600 he published his work
on the magnet. In 1603 the queen died, but Gilbert was
reappointed by her successor. He did not long enjoy the
honour, however, for he died November 30, 1603, some
say at Colchester, others at London. He was buried at

Colchester, in the chancel of the church of the Holy Trinity,
where a monument was erected to him. To the College of
Physicians he bequeathed his books, instruments, and
minerals, but he gave his portrait to the School Gallery at
Oxford. In it he is represented as tall of stature and of
cheerful countenance, “ holding in his hand a globe inscribed
‘Terslla’; over his head is the inscription ‘1591, setatis

48/ aud a little below his left shoulder, ^ Magneticarum
virtutum primus indagator Gilbertus.’ ” The date thus
given does not tally with the conclusion of the inscription
on his tombstone :

“ Obiit anno Redemptionis Humanse
160*3, Novembiis ultimo, ^tatis suse 63.” If the latter be
correct, he was born in 1540

,
if the former, in 1543.

Gilbert’s piincipal kvoik is lut> tieatise on magnetism, entitled
De Magnctc, MagneUcnsqiie Ooyporibus, et de Magno Maqnetc Tel-
liiic, London, 1600 (Idtei editions— Stettin, 1628, 1633; Frankfoit,
lo29, 1638) The merit of this work consi-sts in its oiiginality,
containing, as it does, an account of the author’s experiments on
magnets and magnetical bodies, and also the great discovery that
the whole eaith is nothing but a large magnet, and that it is this
which explains, not only the direction of the magnetic needle north
and south, but also the variation and dipping or inclination of the
needle. Gilbert’s is theiefore, not meiely the fiist, but the most
important systematic contribution to the science of magnetism, aud
its merits were freely acknovvledgeii by his contempoiaries. A
posthumous work of Gilbeit’^ was edited" by his brotnei, also called

William, fioni twm MSS. in the ])OSsession of Sii William Boswell
;

its title is De Mimdo Nostto Stihluna'i i FUilosoplna Nova (Am-
faltidain, 1651). He is the leputed iiiveiitoi besides of two instiu-
nieiits to eiuible sailois “to liiid out tlie latitude without seeing of

sun, moon, oi stais. ” An aecomit of these iiistiuiiicnts is given in
Thomas Blondevillc’s Them iq^ics of the Planets (London, 1602)
The only writing of Gilbert in English is a shoit epistle addressed
to William Bailowe, limited at the end ot Ins little woik entitled
Mugncticall Adv( rtisemenis (London, IGlb),—a Ictlei winch has
hithei to escaped the notice ot all the wiitcis about Gilbeit. It is

ot interest both because it show's that he earned on a scientific coi-
lespoiideiice with the Continent, and that Ins book had been veiy
well loceived, and because he says that he was mtending to add six

01 eight sheets to the book,—an intention, liow'evei, wdiich was
never earned into effect. The letter is dated 14th Febmaiy, iin-

foitiiiiately without tlie yeai, but it must have been wiittcn be-

tween 1600 and 1603. In his preface Bailov\e sajs that he had
numeious letters fioni Gilbert, but these have long since disap-
peared It IS a mattei ot gieat legret foi the histoiiaii of chcmistiy
that Gilbert left nothing on that l)iaiich of science, to which he was
deeply devoted, “ attaining to gicat exactness theieiii.” ISo at least

says Eullei ,
w ho, in Ins Wot thus of England (among w horn lie in-

cludes Gil belt), i)iophesied tiiily how he would be alterwaids
known ‘‘ Mahomet’s tomb at Mocha,” he says, “is said strangely
to hang np, attracted by some invisible loadstone

,
but the nienioiy

of tins doctoi will nevei fall to the giomid, which his iiicompaiable
book De Magnate will supxioit to clcinity.”

GILBERT DE LA POllREE {Gllhertns Poi i etamis or

Ptctaviensis), an eminent bckolabtic logician and theologian

of the 12tb century, was born at Poitieis Pie was educated
under Bernard de Chartres and Anselm of Laon, and after

completing his studies lemained attached as teacher to the

church at Chartres. In 1135 he is iccoided as discharging

these functions, but he seems soon after to have repaired to

Paris and opened public courses on dialectics and theology.

His fame caused him to be called to his native town, where
in 1141 he was elected bishop. The heterodox opinions

he was led to express regarding the doctiiiic of the Trinity

drew upon his works the condemnation of the chuich. The
synod of Rheims in 1148 procured papal sanction for four

Ijroposition* opxDosed to certain tenets oi Gilbert’s, and the

works of the latter w ere condemned until they should be
corrected in accoid.mce with the xalncijjles of the church
Gilbert seems to have submitted quietly to this judgment

j

he yielded assent to the four propositions, and lemained on

friendly terms with his antagonists till his death in 1154.

Gilbert is almost the solitary logician ot the 12th century
who IS quoted by the greater scholastics of the succeeding
age. His chief logical work, the treatise De Sex Di inajms.
was regarded with a reverence almost equal to that given

to Aristotle, and furnished matter for numerous commen-
taries. Albertus Magnus did not disdain to comment upon
this work of an earlier logician. The treatise itself is an
elaboiate discussion of the Aristotelian categories, specially

of the six subordinate modes. Gilbert distinguishes in the

ten categories two classes, one essential, the other derivative.

Essential or inhering {formce inhetreutes) in the objects

themselves are only substance, quantity, quahty, and relation

in the stricter sense of that term. The lemaining six, when,

where, action, passion, position, and liahit, are relative and
subordinate (forvice assisteniei). This suggestion has seme
interest, but it cannot be said to have great value, either in

logic or in the theory of knowledge. More important in the

history of scholasticism are the theological consequences to

which Gilbert’s realism led him. In the commentary on
the treatise De Tiinitate, erroneously supposed to be by
Boetius, he proceeds from the metaphysical notion that

pure or abstract being is prior in nature to that which is.

This pure being is God, and must be distinguished fiom
the triune God as known to us. God is incomprehensible,
and the categories cannot be applied to determine his exist-

ence. In God there is no distinction or difference, w hereas

in all substances or things there is duality, arising from the

element of matter. Between pure being and substances
stand the ideas or forms, which subsist though they are not
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siibstdi^ceto These foims, ^\hen materialized, aie called

formce sabstanttalcs oi jotina nativct
,
they aie the essences

of things, and iii themselves have no i elation to the acci

dents ot things Thin^^s aie tcm^ oial, the ideas ].erpetual,

God eternal The i me torm ot existence, that by which
God is God, mast be distinguibhe I fiom the thiee persons

who are God by paiticipation in thi& foiin ihe foim or

essence is one, the peisons oi substances thiee It w’asthis

distinction between Deltas or Divinitas and Deus that led

to the con lemnation of Gilbeit s doctiine

S c RiUli Gcsch cl Phil \ii 437 74 Haureau, Phil JSco

ucot q te 2 led i 447-78 ,
Stoukl Phd cl Vdtclaltas i 27Z S8

GILBERT or Sempkingei ui, Si 1083-1189), founder
'

of the order of GiLbertmes (Ordo Gilbeitiiioium Canoru
coium Oiuo Sempungensis), was born about the yeai 1083
at Sempiingham, Lincolnshire, wheiehis fathei, Jocelyn de
Sempiingliani, a Noiman noble who had taken part in the

Conq lest, had settled On the completion of a libeial

education, received paitly jn England and partly in Fiance, '

Gilbeit was ordained a piiest in 1123, having been piesentel
j

by his father to the united livings of Sempiingham and
Tiiington A.bout 1135 he established in the immediate
vicinity of his parish church a religious house lor the recep
tion of some destitute girh, the rule he prescribed was sub
stantially that of St Benedict, but the restiictioas laid upon
the coinmunicitioa of the inmates with the outer world were

i

unusually severe Subsequently the iaboui tsrs w ho tilled the

lands with which this establishment had been endowed were
also formed into a religious community, under a rule lesem
bling that of the Austin Friars, their hoube being placed

cloae beside that of the nuns Sirnilai institutions else

where weie encoiraged by various English propiietois, and
placed under the superintendence of Gilbert who at last

made application to Pope Eugenius III to have them all

merged in the Cistercian order (1118) ThxS lequest, how
ever, was refused, and Gilbert continued to act as superior

of the monasteries he had founded for many years ,
although

at the time of his death, on the 3d of February 1189, that

dignity was held by Roger, one of his disciples In 1189
the Gilbertmes are said to have possessed thnteen monas
teries, with almshouses, hospitals, and oiphaiiages attached

,

and the community numbered in all upwards of 700 male
anl 1100 female membeia At the time of their suppies

Sion the total number of Gilbertine houses in England and
Wales had increased to about tw enty five Gilbeit, who had

^

sided and suffered with the church in the quarrels betw'een
j

Hemy II and Thomas a Becket, vs as canonized by Innocent
III in 1202, and his name is commemorated in the mar
tyrologies on the 4th of February The Gilbei Hnoruin
Statuta and a senes of JExlioi taUones ad Fratres are attri

buteJ to him (see the Bollandist Acta Sanctotiun, Feb 4)

GILBERT ISLANDS See Polynesia
GILD 4.S, or Gildus {c 516-570;, the earliest of British

historians, surnamed by some Sapiens, and by others

Badonicus, seems to have been born in the year 516
Regal ding him little certain is known, beyond some isolated

p irticulars that may be gathered from hints droppe 1 in the

coarse of his work Two short treati&es exist, purpoiting
to be lives of Giklas, and ascribed re&pectively to the 11th
a id 12th centuries

,
but the writers of both are believed to

have confounded two, if not moie, persons that had borne
the name It is from an incidental remark of his own,
namely, that the year of the siege of Mount Badon— one of

the battles fought between the Saxons and the Britons

—

was also the year of his own nativity, that the date of his

birth has been deiived
,
the place, however, is not mentioned

Hls assertion that he was moved to undeitake his task

mainly by zeal for God’s house and for His holy law,’’ and
the very tree use he has made of quotations from the Bible,

leave scarcely a doubt that he was an ecclesiastic of some

ordei or other In addition, we learn that he went abroad,
piob ably to Prance, in his thirty fouith year, wheie, after

10 yeais of hesitation and preparation, he composed,
about 560, the work beaiing his name His niateiials, he
tells us, were collected from foieign rathei than native
sources, the lattei of which had been put beyond his reach
by circumstances The Camhtian Annals give 570 as the
yeai of his death

The writings of Gild is have come down to us under the
title of Gzldoe Sa2y^ent^s de ExcidioBi %tanmce Lthe'i Que) ulus
Though at fiist written consecutively, the woik is now
nsu illy divided into three ]iortions,—a piefice, the histuiy
pioper, and an epistle,—the 1 ist, which is luj^ely made up
ot passages and texts of Sciipture brought together for the
purpose ot condemning the vices of Ins couiitiyiiien and then
ruleis, being the least impoitant, though by fir the longest
of the three In the second he passes in biief review the
histoiy of Biitain tiom its invasion by the Romans till Ins

own times Amon^ othei matters refeience is made to the

introduction of Christianity in the reigii of iibenus, the

peisecution under Diocletian , the spread of the Aiian
heresy

,
the election of Maximus as empeioi by the legions

m Britain, and Ins subsequent death at Aquileia, the inclu-

sions of the Piets and Scots into the southern part of the

island, the temporaly assistance rendered to the haiassed
Biitons by the Romans

,
the final abandonment of the island

.
by the lattei

,
the coming of the Sixons and their lecep

I

tion by Guortigerii (Voitigern)
,
and, finally, the conflicts

betwreen the Biitons, led by a noble Roman, Ambrosius
Aurelianus, and the new invaders Unfoitunately, on
almost every point on which he touches, the statements of

Gildas are vague and obscuie With one exception already
alluded to, no dates aie given, and events are not always
taken up in the older ot then occurrence These faults are

of less importance during the period when Gieek and Roman
writers notice the aftairs of Britain

,
but they become moie

seiious when, as is the case from neaily the beginning of

the 5th century to the date of his death, Gildas’s brief

narrative is oui only authority for most of what passes

current as the history of oar island during those years

Thus it IS on his sole, thoughm this instance perhaps trust

worthy, testimony that the famous letter rests, said to have
been sent to Rome in 446 by the despairing Briton^,

commencing —“ To Agitius ( Aetins), consul for the third

time, the groans of the Britons ”

Gildas s treatise was first puLliblitd m 1525 by Polydoie Yeigil,

but with many avowed alteiations and omissions Foity thiee
ye us later Josseliue secietaiy to Aichbishop Paikei, issued a new
edition of it more in coiiformitj with manusciipt autlioiity and in
1691 a still moie cirefully revised edition ap{€aicd at 0\ford by
Thomas Gale It was fiequently repiinttd on tlie C< ntment duiing
the 16th century, and once oi twice since The next English edition

was that published by the English Histoiical bociety m 1838, and
edi ed by the Rev J Stevenson Lastly, the text of Gildas, with
elaborate intioductions and the vaiious leadings of existing manu-
sciipts, is included in the Monumenta Histcmcct Britanmca^ edited

by Petrie and Sharpe, London, 1848

GILDING, the art of spieadiag or covering gold, either

by mechanical or by chemical means, over the suiface of a

body for the purpose of ornament. The art of gilding was
not unknown among the ancients According to Herodotus,

the Egyptians w ere accustomed to gild wood and metals ,

and gilding by means of gold plates is frequently mentioned
in the books of the Old Testament, Pliny informs us that

the first gilding seen at Rome was after the destruction of

Carthage, under the censorship of Lucius Mummius, when
the Romans began to gild the ceilings of their temples and

I

palaces, the Capitol being the first place on which this

enrichment was bestowed But he adds that luxury ad

vanced on them so rapidly that in a little time you might

see all, even private and poor persons, gild the walls, vaults^

and other parts of their dwellings Owing to the compaia
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tive thickness of the gold leaf used m ancient gilding, the

ti ices of it which yet remain ai e remarkably brilliant and
solid Gilding has in all times occupied an important place

in the ornamental arts of Oriental countries, and the native

processes pursued in India at the pi©sent day may be taken

as typical of the art as piactised from the earliest peiiods

For the gilding of copper, employed in the decoration of
|

temple domes and other laige -Rorks, the following is an
j

outline of the processes employed The metal surface is

thoroughly scraped, cleaned, and polished, and next heated

iti a file sufficiently to remove any traces of grease or othei

imp 111 it}.' which may remain from the operation of polisliing

It IS tbeii dij)ped in an acid solution prepaied from diied un
ripe apricots, an d rubbed with pumice or brick powder ISText,

the surface is rubbed ovei with mercury which foims a super

ficial amalgam with the copper, after which it is left some
houis in clean water, again washed with the acid solution,

and dried. It is now ready for receiving the gold, which is
[

laid on in leaf, and, on adheiiiig, assumes a giey appeir !

ance from combining with themeicury, but on the applica-
1

tion of he xt the latter metal volatilizes, leaving the gold a

dull greyish hue The colour is brought up by means of

lubbiag with agate buiuishers The weight of mercury
used 111 this piocess is double that of the gold laid on, and
the thickness of the gilding is legulated by the ciicumstances

01 necessities of the case Foi the gilding of iron oi steel,

the suifice is first sciatched over with chequeied lines, then
washed in a hot solution of green apricots, dried, and heated

3ast short of red heat The gold leaf is then laid on, and
1 ubbeJ Hi with ag xte burnisheis, when it adheres by catching

into the piopired scratched surface

^Modern gilding is <xpplied to numerous and diverse sur

faces and bv vuious distinct processes, so that the art is

pioaecuted in mxuy wi>s, and is part of widely different

oiiiainentil axil useful aids It forms an important and
esseiitiil p'lit of frame malung (see Caumng and Gilding^

,

it IS Ixigely eaiplo}ed in connexion with cabinetwork,
decorxtive puiting, lud house ornamentation, and it also

bulks largely in bookbinding and oiiiameiital leather work
Fuitliei, gilding Is much employed fox coating baser metals,

as 111 button inxking, in the gilt toy trxde, in electio gilt re-

productiono, and in electro pi itiug
,
and it is also a charac

teristic fextuie in the decoration of jpottery, porcelain, and
gla^s As details of the piucesses employed in connexion
with tlie^e vuious substance^ will be found in the parts of

this work where the technical processes to which they are
related aie described, it is only necessary heie to indicate

how the processes of gilding differ from each other
The vaiioub processes fall under one oi other of tw^

heads—^mechanical gliding and gilding by chemical agency
Mech XMOAL GiLDiisc embraces all the opeiations by which

gold leaf xs prejiaied (see Gold Bi a ^l^G) and the several piocesses
by ’whah it is mechanically attached to the siiifaces it is intendea
to cov'd It thus embiaccs the buinish oi watci gilding and the
oil gilding of the caivei and gildei, and the gilding opeiations of

]

the hoii&e decoiator, tlie sign paintei, the bookbmdei, the pajer
stainei and several otheis Polished non, steel, and other metals
aie g It mechanically by ajiplyiug gold leaf to the metallu surface
at a teinpeiatuie just under red heat, pressing the leaf on with a
burnisher, and reheating, when additional leaf may be laid on
The process is completed by cold buinishing

CHEMiCAii Gilding embi aces those processes in which the gold
used IS at some stage in a state of chemical combination Of these
the following are the principal —

Cold Gilding —In this process the gol 1 is obtained in a state of
extremely fine division from a chemical compound, and applied by
mechanical means Cold gilding on silver is perfoimed by a solution
of gold m aqua regia, applied by dipping a linen rag into the sol
ution, burning it, and rubbing the black and heavy ashes on the
silver With the finger or a piece of leather or cork Wot ghldvng is

effected by means of a solution of gold in ether, obtained by treating
a dilute solution of chloride of gold with twice its quantity of ether
The liquids aie agitated and allowed to rest, when the ether sepa-
lates and floats on the surface of the acid The whole mixtuie is
then poured into a funnel with a small aperture, and allowed to

-GIL
it&t foi some tim^, when the acid is iiin off ami the ethci separated
I In cthci will be found to liav^c taken up all the gold tioin the icid,

and may be used foi gilding non oi &t( cl foi which pui^ose the
metal IS polished with the hiic&t c.nui} and spiiifcs of wine Ihc
etliei Is then npplud with a sm ill biiisli, an 1 as it cv ipoiatcs it de
jositb the gold, w'liicli can now be he itcd in I polished Toi small
dclicitc liguic.^ a pen oi a line binsli may be used ioi liymg on the
ctlici solution Flic giJdi i f oi // ash gilthiig is a pioccss uy •winch
an inialgiin of gold is applied to iiictaliic sui f ices the nieicuiy
IciiigSLibsccpuiitiv volitili/cd, leaving ihlin of gold oi accoiduigto
Stiuve, an unilj^ain containing (loni 13 to 16 pti cent of mcieui}
In the piep u itioii of the iin il^^ iiii the g >ld must fust be icdueed to

thin pi itcs oi j^i nns, which aie boated led liot, and llnowii intonicr-
cuiy picviously heated, till it begins to smoke. Ui on stiuing the
mcicuiy with an non lod, tl e gold tot illy dis ippe ns The |iopoi
tiori of meieiiiv to j^old is gc uci dly is siv oi ci^litto one AVhen the
amalgam is cold it is sepiec/ed thioUj^h ehaniois Ic itliei foi the ]: m
pose of sepal atm^g the supeilluoiis moieui>

,
the gold, with about

twice its weight ot mci ui}, loinams behind, foi uiing a yellowish
silvGiy mass of the consistenee ot buttei \\ lien the met il to be gilt

IS wioiiglit or chased, it ought to be coveied with exuieksilvc i befoie

the amilgiiii is applied, th it this iniy be more easily spieal
,
but

yvhen tlie siiifaee of tlie metal is plain, the un ilg<ini may be applied
to It diiect \\ hen no suelijnepai itioii is applied, the smlaec to be
gilcietl ie> simply bitten ind cleincd with intiic acid A deposit of

ineiemy is obt lined on a met illic suil lee l»v means of “ cpiieksilvei

watei, a solution of nitiate of meieuiy,—the mine aeiel attickmg
the met il to w Inch it is ii)plied, and thus Iciviii^ a iilin of fice

metallic meieuiv The am dgmi being cepially spit id o\ci the pre-

paied suil ice of the metal, the ineieiny is then sublimed by a heat
just sullieient lor th it puipose

,
foi, il it is toe gieiL, p iit ot the goltl

may be diiveii oil oi it may luii togetlici and leave some of the sur
lace of tlie met il b lie ^Vhenth ineieiiiy has evapoiated which is

known by the suif u e having entiicly become ot a dull yellow colour,

the met il mubt iiiideigo othei operitioiis, by which the fine gold
colour IS given to it First, the gilded smlaec is rubbed with a
scratch biush ot bi iss wiie, until its siufaee be smooth

,
then it is

covered ovei w ith a composition called “ gilding w ax, and ag un
posed to the file until the wax is bmnt off Ihis w ix is composed
of beeswax mixed vMth some of the following substances, vi/

,
red

ochie, vcidigiis, copx)ci sc lies, alum, v ill lol, borix
,
but accoidiiig

to Dr Lewis, the saline substances alone aie sufficient, without any
yvax By this 03 eiation the eoloui ofthe gilding is heightened , and
the effect seems to bo piodi ced by a pel feet dissipation of some mer
cuiy remamiiig aftea the foiinei opeiation Ihe dissipition is well
effected by this eipi ible application of heat The gilt suiface is then
covered over with a saline composition, consisting of nitie, alum 01

othei vitiiolic salts, giound togothei, and niiAcd up into a paste with
water or w^eak ainmoiiia The piece of metal thus coveied is exposeil

to a ceitain degiee of heat, and then quenched m watei By tins

method its colour is fuither impioved and biought neaier to th it of
gold, piobably by lemovnig any pai tides of copi>ei that may ha\e
been on the gilt suiface ibis piocess, when skiltully earned out
produces gilding of gnat solidity^ and beauty

,
but owing to the ex

posure of the workmen to meicurial fumes, it is veiy unhealthy ,
and

furthei theie is much loss of mexcuiy IS unieious eontiivanees have
been intioduced to obviate these seiious evils , and the gilding fiii

nace invented by M D’Aieet is so an ingcd that the whole of the
mcrcuiial fumes aie caught and lecondensed foi fuithei use Gilt

brass buttons used foi unifoiins aie gilt by this piocess, and there is

an Act of Parliament yet uiirex>ealed which pieseiibes 5 giaiiis of

gold as the smallest quantity that may be used foi the gilding of 12
dozen of buttons 1 inch in diametei

Electro q tiding, which lias iiumeious ind important applications,
IS desciibed under Llfctko MLJALLurax

G%ldviig ofPottery and Poicelatn — The qu intity of gold consumed
for these liiirposcs is very laige The gold used is dissolv ed in aqua
regia, and the acid is diiven oft by lieat, or the gold may’’ be ]_i<3ci

pitatedby means of sulphate of non In this i)ulveiuleiit state the
gold IS mixed w ith i^tri of its w eight of oxide of bismuth, togethei
with a small quantity of borax and gum water The mixture is

applied to the aitides with a camel s hair pencil, and aftei passing
through the fire the gold is of a dingy colom, but the lustie is

brought out by burnishing wnth agate and bloodstone, and after-

wards cleaning with vinegai or white lead

GILEAD ^ hard ” or “rugged’’} is sometimes
used, both in earlier and in later writers, to denote the whole
of the territory occupied by the Israelites eastward ot Jordan,
extending from the Arnon to the southern base of Hermon
(Deut xxxiv Judg xx. 1, Jos, Ant xii 8. 3, 4)

More precisely, however, it was the usual name of that

mountainous district which is bounded on tbe N by the

Hieromax (Yarmuk), on the E by the Jordan, on the S by
the Ainon, and on the W. by a line which may be said to-
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follow the meridian of Amman (Philadelphia or Ilabbath

Amnion) It thus lay wholly within 31® 25 and 32® 42
N lat

,
and 35° 34 and 3G° E long Excluding the narrow

stiip of low lying plain along the Jordan, it has an aveiage

elevation of 2500 feet above the Mediterranean
,

but, as

seen fiom the west, the lelative height is very much m
creased by the depress ion of the Jordan vallej The range
from tlie same point of view presents a singularly uniform
outline, having the appearance of an unbroken wall

,
in

reality, howe^ ei, it is traversed by a number of deep ravines

(wadys), ol which the most important aie the Yabis, the

Ajlhn, the Eajib, the Zerka (Jabbok), the Hesban, and the

Zeika Main The gieat nictSa of the Gilead range is formed
of Juia limestone but theie are also occasional veins of

sandstone The eastern slopes are comparatively bare of

tiees
,
but the western are well supplied with oak, teiebinth,

and pine The pastures are everywheie luxuriant, and the
vrooded heights and winding glens, in which the tangled
shi libber^ ib heie and theie biokeii up by open glades and
flat meadows of green turf, exhibit a beauty of vegetation
such as is hardly to be seen in any other district of

Palestine

The fiist mention of “ Mount Gilead” in Sc iptuie occuis
in Gen xxxi

,
where it is said that the place where Jacob’s

covenant w ith his father m law was ratified was thencefor-
ward called ‘^the hill of witness” The locality con-
templated by the sacred winter was doubtless somewheie on
the iidge of wiiat is now known as Jebel Ajlun, and piobably
not far fiom ]Mahneh (Mahanaiin), near the head of the
wady Y^bis ^ Gilead next comes under notice in connexion

'

with the partition of the promised land among the twelve
tiibea of Isiael At the period of the conquest the portion
of Gilead noithwaid of the Jabbok (Zerka) belonged to the
dominions of Og, king of Bashan, while the southern half

was 1 tiled by Sihon, king of the Amorites, having been at an
earliei date wiested from Moab (Numb xxi 24, Deut iii

12-16) The^>e two sections were allotted respectively to

Manasseh and to Reuben and Gad, both districts being
peculiarly suited to the pastoral and nomadic chaiacter of

these tribes A somewhat wuld Bedouin disposition, fosteied

by then suiroundings, was retained by the Israelite inhabit

ants of Gilead to a late period of their history, and seems
to be to some extent discernible in what we lead alike of

Jephthah, of Davids Gadites, and of the prophet Elijah

Aftei the close of the Old Testament history the woid
Gilead seldom occurs It seems to have soon passed out of

use as a precise geographical designation
,

for though
occasionally mentioned by Apocryphal winters, by Josephus,
and by Eusebius, the allusions are all vague and show that

those who made them had no definite knowledge of Gilead
proper In Josephus and the New Testament the name
Per<3ea or rr^pav rov ’TopSavov is most frequently used

, and
the country is sometimes spoken of by Josephus as divided
into small provinces called after the capitals in which Gieek
colonists had established themselves during the reign of the
Seleucidae At present Gilead south of the Jabbok alone
13 known by the name of Jebel Jilad (Mount Gilead), the
northern portion between the Jabbok and the Yarmuk being
called Jebel Ajlun Jebel Jilad includes Jebel Osha, and
has for its capital the town of Es Salt The cities of Gilead
expressly mentioned in Scripture are Eamoth, Jabesh, and
Jazer The first of these has been satisfactorily identified

with Es Salt, and apparently ought not to be regarded
as distinct from Mizpeh (Judg xi 11, 34), called also

Mizpeh Gilead (Judg xi 29), or llamoth Mizpeh (Josh
xni 26)

^ See Beke, Notes on an Excursion to Harran,” &c
,
lu vol xxxii

of the Journal of the Royal Geogi aphical Society (1862) “ It was not
the river Joidan, hut the ndge of Mount Gilead, which formed the
natiual boundary of the possessions of the childien of Israel
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GILES, St (/Egidius, Egidio, Gil, oi Gilles), accoid
to eviavLum JRomanuii (1st Septeiubei) was an

Athenian of royal descent, and fiom his eailicst jeaits dis

tinguished foi piety and chanty On the death of hiss

paients he, while still young, distiibuted amongst the j^oui

his entiie patrimony, including his very tunic, which
ment effected a miraculous cuie upon the poor sick man to

whom it had been given SLiiinking fiom the publicity

involved m this and many other (appaieiitly involuntaiy)
miracles, he betook himself to Piovence, wheie, aftei a lesi-

dence of two yeais with St Caesaiius at Arles, he withdiew^
into the solitude of the neighbouiiug de-^eit, living upon
herbs and the milk of a hind which came to his cell at

stated hours He^'e he was discoveied aftei some time by
the king of France, w ho on a hunting expedition had tracked
the hind to the hermit’s cave With the reluctant coi sent

of ZEgidius, a monastery was now built on the spot, he being
appointed its first abbot The functions of this oftice he
dischaiged with prudence and piety until his deatli, which
occurred some years afterwards
Some uncertainty attaches to the date, as w ell as to &e\eial

other circumstances stated m this iiairative It is known
that a certain ZEgidius, w^hose name at least (’A^ytStos, fiom

or atyts) is suggestive ot a Greek oiigiu, held an abbacy
in Provence m the 6th century, and, at the instance of

Bishop CsesaiLus, undertook, in 514, a mission to Pope
Symmachus on a question relating to ceitaiii rivalries

between the sees ot Arles and Vienne (Labbe, Cone
,

\

439-40, ed 1728), but the modern hagiologists, following
the eailiest Acta^ whirh assign the legend to the peiiod ct

a Catholic Visigothic Ling “Fla\ius” (Wanibaoi Eim^jIus),

incline to distinguish the saint from the eailiei abbot of the
same name, and to fix the date of the forniei about the end
of the 7th century Ot the existence of an abbey' undei
the advocacy of St Giles towards the end of the 9th ceu
tury theie can be no cjuestion (Menard, Hist de
w-hile Benjamin of Tudela makes special mention of the
crowds ot foieigiieis from all countiies who in his tune

(1160) fiequeiited that shrme, which is situated on the
Petit Rhone, about 12 miles westward of Ailes In the
11th and following centuries the cultus of the saint, who
came to be regarded as the special jjatron of lepeis, beggais,

and cripples, spread very exteusi\ely o\er Europe, especially

in England, Scotland, France, Germany, and Poland The
cliuick of St Giles, Ciipplegate, London, was built about
109U, wdiile the hospital tor lepers at St Giles-iii the Fields

wa^ founded by Queen Matilda in 1117 In England alone

there are 146 churches dedicated to this saint
,
and they

occur in every county except in those of Westmoreland ana
Cuinbeiland (Parker Calendar of the Anghcan CUukJi)
In Edinburgh the church of St Giles (c 1359) could boast

the possession of an arm bone of its patron Eepresenta
tions of St Giles are very frequently met wuth in early’-

Fiench and German art, but are much less common in Italy

and Spam (Jameson, Sacred and Legendaiy Aity jip

768-770)
GILFILLAN, George (1813-1878), a clergyman of the

United Presbyterian Church of Scotland, and a well-known
popular wiiter, was bom 30th January 1813 at Comrie,

Perthshire, where his father, the Rev Samuel Gilfillan, also a
man of some literaly activity, was foi many years minister of

a Secession congregation At Glasgow University and the

theological hall, as at Comrie school, he took small help fiom
formal lessons, and cared Little for a high place in liis classes

or for proficiency in his prescribed studies, but applied him
self to English literature, with a passion for reading, and a

memory which held fast and arranged the contents of all the

congenial books he met with In March 1836 he was
ordained pastor of a Secession congregation in Dundee His

first effort beyond the jpulpit was in 1839, when he ib-ued
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Five Discourses, wliich, though neglected by the reading

public, had many high merits, and gave the promise of more

and of higher. Some time afterwards he rather umdvisedly

published a sermon on ‘‘ Hades,’ which, distinguished by
j

bold but ill-sustained speculation, and by brilliant but
|

irregular imagination, brought him under the scrutiny of hia

co-presbyters, and was ultimately withdrawn from circula-

tion. Gilllllan next contributed a series of sketches of

celebrated literary men to the Dumfi ies 11ei aid, then

edited by Thomas Aird; and these, along with several new
ones formed his first Gallery of Literary Portraits, a volume

which appeared in 1846, and had a wide circulation. It

was quickly followed by a S^ecoud and a Third Gallery,

until almost all our great men v^ere delineated. In 1851

the Bards of the Bible appeared
\
and thi.^ has been his

most successful work. His aim was that it should be a

poem on the Bible”; and it was far more rhapsodical than

critical. Still the little criticibm that was scattered through-

out it was more than enough to keep it from soaring into

poetry ;
and the poetry, when pure, was so fragmentary,

that instead of making one poem, it consisted of many small

pieces, though in the^e there were grand strokes and ex-

quisite touches of description. His sketching powers w^eie

next exercised upon the “Scottish Covenanters,” and some
|

of the heroes andepisodec of the struggle received a glowing

commemoration. At a later date he published similar re-

presentations of English Puritans and of Scotch Seceder^,

as champions of the rights of conscience. The most exten-

sive publication with which Gilfillaii was connected was
NichoPs edition of the British Poets

;
and his office was

not only to secure the utmost accuracy in the text of each

poet’s works, but also to furnish both a biography and a

critical estimate. This engagement, taking him again and
leisurely through the studies in which he had most delighted,

and with which he had been most conversant, stimulated

him to finish the work on which he had resolved in youth,

and to which lie had long given the brightest moods of his

most genial hours. Night, a Poem, came out in 1867, when
he was fifty-four years of age ; but the work which had re-

j

ceived his labour and his polishing during his best thirty

years was far less successful than his most ephemeral produc-

tions. It was, indeed, an absolute failure. The theme was
vast, vague, and unmanageable, even though the poem had
extended to ninety, instead of nine books. Then, though his

nature was largely and essentially poetic, Gilfillan had never
given himself a training or even any practice in verse.

Besides he had already, in his many prose volumes, made
use of all his poetic ideas and illustrations. There was not

a line in Night that had not often sounded forth in his

essays with stronger and finer melody. It was hut a faint

echo, and it had no music. His History of a Man, partly
autobiographic and Lirgely fabulous, was not written with
his usual candour and geniality. Not less abundant and
striking than his literature was his oratory ; and wherever
he appeared as a preacher, or as a lecturer on some literary

or secular theme, he drew large crowds that were invariably

thrilled by his eloquence. There was no token either of

physical or of mental exhaustion when he died suddenly of

heart dia>eafc.e, in the summer of 1878. Hehad just finished

a new life of Burns designed to accompany a new edition

of the works of that poet.

GTLGAL. Three towns of this name are mentioned in
the Bible. (1.) The first and most important was situated “in
the east border of Jericho” (Joshua iv. 19), on the border
between Judah and Benjamin (Joshua xv. 7). Josephus
places it 50 stadia from Jordan and 10 from Jericho {Antiq.,
V. 1, 4), but these measurements do not agree with the posi-

tion of Jericho with respect to Jordan. Jerome {Onomas-
ticon, s.v Galgal) places Gilgal 5 Roman miles from Jericho,
and speakb >f it as a deberted place held in wonderful venera-

tion (“ miro cultu ”) by the natives. This site, which in the
Middle Ages appears to have been lobt,—Gilgal being showm
further north,— has lately been recovered by a German
traveller (Schokke), and fixed by the English survey
part}^ It is about 2 miles east of the site of Byzantine
Jericho, and 1 mile from the modern Erilia. A fine tamarisk,

traces of a church (which is mentioned in the 8th century),

and a large reservoir, now^ filled up with mud, remain. The
place is called Jiljiilieh, and its position north of the vallej"

of Achor (Wady Kelt) and east of Jericho agrees well wdth
the Biblical indications above mentioned. A tradition con-

nected with the fall of Jericho is attached to the site (see

Tent Work in Palestine, vol. ii. }> 7). (2.) The second
Gilgal, mentioned in Joshua xii. 23 in connexion with Dor,
appear^ to have been situated in the maritime xjlain. Jeionie
(Onoynastiron, s.v. Gelgel) speaks of a town of the name 6
Roman miles north of Antipatiis (Ras el ’Ain). Thib is

apparently the modem Kalkilia (vulgarly Galgilia), but
about 3 miles north of Antipatiis is a large village called

Jiljulieh, which is more probably the Biblical town. (3.) The
third Gilgal (2 Kings iv. 38) was in the mountains (compare
2 Kings ii. 1-3) near Bethel, Jerome mentions this place
also {Onoinasiicon, s.v. Galgala). It ap)pears to be the
present village of Jiljilia, about 7 English miles noith of

Beitin (Bethel).

GILGIT {Ghilghit, cSrc.), properly a secluded valley-

state on a tributary of the Upper Indus, but also applied
to the tributary river and the whole of its basin, which is

one of great interest in many respects, though as yet but
imperfectly known. Captain J. Biddulph has for some time
past been employed in Gilgit on the part of the Government
of India, but no part of the information communicated by
him has yet been made available. We shall describe the
whole basin so far as materials allow.

About 10 miles below the elbow formed by the Indus
(74® 42' long., 35° 50' lat.) in suddenly changing its course
from a general direction north-west to a general direction

south-west, in the vicinity of some of the highest mountains
and vastest glaciers in the world, the Gilgit river enters it

on the right bank, and with a general direction from the
north-west. Thus the axis of the Gilgit valley is in fact a
prolongation of tliat of the Indus valley in the direction

maintained by the latter for some 300 miles above the elbow
just mentioned. The length of the basin, so far as we know,
on a line nearly west to east, is 120 miles; and its

greatest width from north to south is about 75. The south
limit of the basin is formed by the lofty watershed wdiich

divides the west-to-east Gilgit basin from the meridional
basins of the (Lower) Indus, the Swat, and the Panjkora.
At its intersection with the Indus-Swat watershed this limit

rises to a peak of 19,400 feet, and at its intersection wdth
the Panjkora-Chitral watershed to peaks of 18,490 and
19,440 feet. The western limit of the basin is the lotty

watershed dividing it from the Mastiij valley on the upper
waters of the Chitral river. This limit runs from the inter

section last mentioned north-north-east and then north-east,

till it joins the great mountain node in wliich the ranges

of Hindu-Kush and the Muztagh (or Karakoram), accord-

ing to our usual nomenclature, coalesce on the margin of

the Pamir plateau. The northern limit of the basin is

formed by the Muztagh itself, wdth peaks of 23,330 feet,

22,7 to feet, 22,590 feet, 25,370 feet, 25,050 feet, and the

basin is closed on the east by an offshoot of the Muztagh
which, over the Indus elbow, forms that other great congeries

of peaks and glaciers, of which the culminating point (RAki-

piishi) rises to 25,550 feet, w’hilst seven others exceed 19,000
feet. South of the gorge through which the Gilgit waters

force their way to the Indus this eastern barrier continues

with summits rising to 14,000 and 15,0o0 feet, and joins

the southern limit already described. This last-mentioned
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part of the barrier is known as the Niludar Hills, and has

to bo passed by the traveller who enters Gilgit from
Kashmir, i.e., from India. The remotest source of the Gilgit

waters is in a lake called Shundar, close above Mastiij, and
hy which one of the chief passes leads from Gilgit and
Yassin to Mastiij and Chitral. The Ghizar river runs out of

this, and, after a course of 60 miles, is joined by the river of

Yassin, coming from the north. These twomay be considered
to form the Gilgit river. The Yassin river itself is formed by
two streams joining 6 or 8 miles above the village of Yassin,

by each of which leads a j^ass. From the north-west comes
the Tui or Moshabbar stream, by which lies the Moshabbar
pass, probably at least 16,000 feet in height, and traversing

a deep crevassed glacier for S miles. From where the road
reaches the upper stream of Mastuj one path leads down the

latter to Mastuj, and another up-stream, crossing by the

Eiroghil pass (12,000 feet), over the prolongation of

Hindu-Kush watershed, into Wakhdn and the basin of

the Upper Oxus. By the other stream, called the War-
chagam river, coming from the north, a path leads
over the Darkot pass to the very source of the Mastiij

river, and so also to the Baroghil pass. Another im-
portant stream, the Karanibar, joins the Gilgit river from
the north, about 21 miles below the confluence of the Ghizar

and Yassin river. This flows through the Ishkaman valley,

rising in a lake called the Karambar Sar, said to have been
formed in recent years by glaciers damraiug up the stream,
and. by tliis runs the most easterly pass of those that lead
from the Gilgit basin direct to Wakhdn. It is believed to

be very lofty and difficult, but it has not been explored.
About 36 miles below the Ghizar-Yassin confluence, and 25
miles above the confluence with the Indus, on the right bank,
stand the fort and village of Gilgit. Five miles below this

the river is joined by the last important confluent, called the
Nagar river. Becent information suggests that this stream
has a very lengthened course, flowing, in fact, from the
northern side of the Muztagh in the vicinity of the Karam-
bar lake

;
and, if this be so, a large addition must be made to

the Gilgit basin as a whole. But of this we have no
defined knowledge.

The states occupying the basin of Gilgit are, or till lately

were, the following ;

—

1. Yassin .—This eiiibraces all the upper or western part of the
basin, including the Ishkaman valley. For some generations, at
least, the relations of this state with Gilgit were hostile, whilst it

was in intimate or dependent connexion with the kings of Chitral,
and held by a member of the same family. Indeed it was regarded
and named as a subdivision of Upper Chitral. We have no present
information as to the pojmlation or even the number of villages in
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tills lofty district

;
but the route surveys show about thirty. The

height of thc_ chief place, Yassin, is 7770 feet. The country was
visited twice in 1870 by a very gallant but not prudent traveller,
Mr George Hayward, and on the second visit in July of that jear
he was murdered by the agents of the chief Mir Wall, wdiilst on
his way to the Daikot p.iss, in hope of ]‘enetrating to Waklian and
the exploration of Pamir. It is believed that Yassin has recently
been annexed by the troops of Kashmir.

2. Kext below Yassin is the small state of Timidl ovPunyd, loitg
held by separate rajas, and held by tlieiii now in dependence on
Kashmir. It occupies the nairow valley of the river for a length
of 25 miles, and contains nine villages, varying in height fiom
7000 feet doivn to 5500 feet. The villages are all within little

forts, so that (as in Kliorasan, and in Marco Polo’s narmtiv**)
villages and forts are synonymous. At evening, the people who
have been occupied in their fields come vitliiii the wall, and the
gates are closed. Sentries guard the towers all night, and at dawn
an armed patrol goes forth and makes the round of all places that
might harbour an enemy, before the people issue to their avoca-
tions. In this part of tiie valley there are frequent ?n ait

on the road, where passage is difficult, and where a few men might
stop a host. These are called by tbe old Persian name of darhancl
(porta clausa), like the famous Iron Gate on the Caspian. The
upper village of Punial, called Gakuj, was till iccently the furthest
point to which the power of Kashmir, and therefore the influence
of the British Government, extended. It stands 6940 feet above
the sea. Between Gakiij and Yassin the road passes through a
natural gate of rock. The ruler of Punial i.s, or was in 1873, liaja

Tsa Bagdur, an old man who, in his little kingdom of nine
villages, displayed some of the best characteristics of a king,

—

feared by his enemies, liked and implicitly obeyed by his people.
On meeting him tli^^y go up and kiss liis hand.

Gilgit occupies the remainder of the main valley down to the
Indus, but we shall first speak ui Huiiza and Kagar, lying in the
eastmost part of the basin, on the Kagar river.

3 and 4. Kagar lies on the left bank of the river, H^inza
opposite, and the two cap)itals,'’ so to call them, lie just over
against one another. They are distinct states under distinct

princes, and their people of distinct !Mussulman sects. "WTiilst

Nagar sends a small complimentary tribute to the maharaja of

Kashmir, Hunza (also called Kanjiid), a more warlike country, has
often been at active enmity with him, coming down upon his
villages in Gilgit, sweeiiing ofl* the inhabitants, and selling them into
slavery. Though the people of both states seem to speak the same
language, Dr Leitner says the Nagar people are shorter, stouter,

and fairer than the Hunza folk, whom he calls “tall skeletons"
and desiderate robbers. He says he met a man of Nagar whose
yellow moustache and general appearance made him believe almost
that he had seen a Russian. The Kanjiidis are the terror of the
Kirghiz on the upper waters of the Yarkand, and of the traders

from Ladak to that territory.

5. Gilgit occupies all the lower part of the main valley to the
Indus. If we take the whole length of the river, from the source
in the Shundar lake to the Indus, at 135 miles (which, like the
other distances here, is taken with a 5-niile opening of the com-
pass, omitting minor windings), Yassin will occupy 75 miles of this,

Punial 25, and Gilgit 35. The lower pait of Gilgit is a valley

from 1 to 3 miles wide, bounded on each side by steep rocky
mountains. The valh'v contains stony alluvial plateaus ot various
forms and at various levels above the river, which flows between
cliffs worn in these. The greater part of this space is barren, but
as usual in those high regions there is in front of each lateral

ravine a cultivated space watered by the tributary stream, and on
that a collection of houses. The village of Gilgit is 4800 leet above
the sea, and stands on a flat plain of the liver alluvium, forming a
terrace 30 or 40 feet above the water. The cultivation here coveis

a square mile or thereabouts, irrigated from the nearest lateial

stream. The houses are flat-roofed, scattered over the plain in

twos and threes, among grou])s of fruit-trees. The destruction was
great in the wars to which Gilgit has been subject in the last half-

century, and it vill take long before the village recovers tlje

former abundance of fruit-trees. The fort of Gilgit is the chief

stronghold of the maliartija of Kashmir in Dardi.stan.

There is very little snow-fall at Gilgit. The vegetable

products are wheat, barley, naked barley, rice (at Gilgit

village only), maize, millet, buckwheat, various pulses, rape,

and cotton
;
and of fruits, mulberries, peaches, apricots,

grapes, apples, quinces, pears, greengages, figs (poor), wal-

nuts, pomegranates, and elceagnus, besides musk and water-

melons. Silk is grown in very small quantity. There are

three fabrics from it,—one half-wool, much worn by those

above the common peasant, one half-cotton, and the third all

silk, strong though loosely woven, and prized for girdles.

Gold is washed from the river-gravels as in many other
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parts of the Indus hasm The vine is much cultivated m
some parts ot the valley In runill it is giown in small

vineyards, the vines being often old trees
,
the whole vine

yard is covered "uith a horizontil framev^ork of sticks, 2 to

4 feet above the ground, and o\ er this the vines are trained

The people of the basin aie all reckoned to be Dards,

though there is this perplexing fact, that (setting aside

dialects) two languages are spoken among them, which are

entirely and ladically different,—the Khajima language,

v Inch IS spoken in Hunza, Nagar, and Yas'^in being one

of which no relation has yet been traced to any other tongue,

vhilst the spoken in the rest of the basin, is clearly

Aryan, and kindred to the Sinskiitic languages of India

Now there seems to be no doubt entertained that the

Yassin people at least have all the characters of undisputed

Dards It is worth while to exhibit the numerals from

these two languages

SI ina Kh ijiina SI ina Ivh'ijin a

One eyk h trn en sath tato

Two do alt ft::i 1 ight atsa altamhiL

Ihiec he uslco
!

Nine nan %mtshJb

Pom tshar itrtUd icii day to'i OHIO

Five 2 0 i ishitdd Llei 11 ahay twtvm hann
Six v/i l mibhui 16 T w elve hay iuvma altatz

The Dards not only occupy the Gilgit basin, but also

extend down the Indus basin, in which they fotm a

number of small lepublican communities (whilst the states

of the Gilgit basin are all, so to speak, monarchical), re ich

ing to Batera, where the Pushto speaking tribes who are of

Afghan blood, or at least Afghanized, commence The
Dards aie desciibed as decidedly Aryan m features, broad
shouldered, well proportioned, active, and enduring The
hair IS usuaUy black but sometimes brown, the eyes brown
or hazel, the skm sometimes fair enough to show a ruddy
complexion the voice and manner of speech are haish In
beaimg they are cheeiful, bold, and independent, not dis

obliging when rightly handled, and as a race decidedly

clever They do not care much for human life, but still

are not blood thirsty They are, sajs Mr Diew, “ a people

who will meet one on even terms, without sycophancy or

fear, and without impertinent self asseition ” The women
are not pretty in Gilgib, but those of Yassin have a better

repute, and indeed Hayward says “The women have a
more English cast of countenance than any I have yet seen
in Asia, light brown locks prevailing ” The dress is entiiely

woollen, tiousers, choga (long robe like a dressing gown),
and girdle The cap is most characteristic

,
it is a long

woollen bag rolled up at the edge till it fits close to the
head The feet are wrapt in scraps ot leather, with a long
strip as a bindei There is a distinct separation into castes,

of which Drew counts five, others only four The lowest
caste IS Dum, the name of a low caste found all over India to
the extreme Deccan,— a notable circumstance The middle
castes, Shin and Yaslikun form the body of the Dard people
The pure Sinn looks more like a European than any high
caste Brahman of India A Shin man may marry a Yashkun
woman, hut a Yashkun man may not marry a Shin woman
The Yashkims predominate in Gilgit basin

,
the Shins in

Haramosh (up the Indus valley) and Astor(east of Gilgit),

and m the states of the Indus basin below Gilgit It is a
notable circumstance that the Daids abhor the cow, much
as the jMussiilmans abhoi swane They will not dunk cow’s
milk, nor make oi eat butter In this last point the Indo
Chinese nations generally and the Chinese resemble them,
but not in the dislike to the animal The Dards will not
burn cow dung nor touch the cow if they can help it

All the Dards of the Gilgit basin are Mahometans,
an I of three different sects, Sunnis, Shiahs, and Molais
(‘Mallahis'?), the last being a Shiah offshoot and modifi-
cation The last two drink wine, the Sunnis do not
Gilgit proper is half Sunni, half Sh-'ah PaniM, Moldi,

GIT
Hunza, M dai—these are great wine drinkers Nigir,
Shiah, Ishkaman, Moldi

,
Yassin Mokii and Sunni, with

out any Shiahs Till lately they were very loose Maliome
tans Some ot the Moslem officcis^m the Sikh and Dogra
garrisons have spiead greater iij^iclity The wine is put in

large earthenware jars, which are then bmied for a time
The people do not understand claiifjing the wine Dr
Leitner tasted some which w as very palatable, but looked
moie like mutton broth than wine A kind of beer is also

made Polo is i favourite game throughout Dardistdn, as

in Balti, which is its home, oi one of its homes, and it ex-

tends to the Cliitial country Wheiever Balti s or Dards
live, the polo gioiind may be looked foi Target archerj.

with firearms is also a favomite amusement they use stones

for ballets, with a thin coating of lead They are excellent

shots The Jew’s harp is played, and the invention is

ascribed to King DaMd
H'tsfo'iy —The Daidb aie locited by Ptolemy with surprising

acciii icy on the west of the Ux)i(r Indus bev ond the
head-watcib of the Swat iivci (Soastus) and noilh of the GandarcB,
% e the Gimlharas who oceuxued Peshawai ‘ind the countiy noith
of it The Det'idas and Chinas also ax»]>cai in many of the old
Pauianic lists of i>eoples the lattci xnobal Ij irpicscnting tlie SUxn
blanch of tiie Duds This ic^ioii w is ti iveised by two of the
Chinese pilglims of the caily contiii les of oiu caa who have left

lecoids of then jouimys viz PahiaTi coming fiom the noith,
c 400, and Hw en thsaiig a&c*euding fiom Swat c 631 1 he latter

says ‘ Perilous weic tlie loads and daik the goiges Sometimes
the i)ilgrini had to \ass h} loose cords sometimcb by light stictched
non chaiiib Here theie w^tie led^^es hanging in mnl an there

flying bridges across abysses elsewheic jaths cut with the chistl,

oi footings to climb bj Yet even in these iiiaceebsiblc regions

weie found great convents, and iniiaciilous miigcs of Liidlha
How old the name of Gilgit is we do not know but it occurs in the
waitings of the gi eat Mahometan savant A1 Bii uni in his notices
of Indian geognxhj Speaking of Kashnni he says When
thou hast passed the dchlc which foims the cntianco and hast
penetiated into the plain thou hast to tlij left the mountains of

Balam and Sliiuiilin Two days jouincy distant aic the luiks

I

called Bhatawartem whose king takes the iv\mc ot Lhcdshah Ihc
' countiy which these Tmks occupy is calk 1 KiU it (oi Gilgit) Asoi a
and Shaltas Their tongue is Tin k the y eo}de of Kabhiini ha\ e tc

siiffei much from then laids —(lleinaud lii\traits, in Jornnal
Asiat%que ser iv tom iv ) There aio dilhcultmattusfoi discnssion

here It is impossible to say what giound the w liter had for calling

the people Tuihs But it ib cuiious that the Sim s say they aie all

of the same race as the Moghuls cf India, wh itevci they may mean
by that Gilgit as tai bai k as ti aditioii goes was ruled b^ lajas

of a family called Tiakane When this family became extinct the
valley was desolated by successive invasions of neighbouiing lajas

an I in the 20 oi 30 ^ears ending with 1842 theie had been five

d;y nastic revoh tic ns The most iironiincnt chaiacter in the history
was a certain Gam Rahman oi Gauhai Aman, chief of Yassin, a cruel

savage and man sellei of w horn many evil deeds are told Being
remonstrated with for selling a mullah, he said, ‘ Why not? the
Koian, the word of God, is sold why not sell the expounder
thereof? Tlie Sikhs entered Gilgit about 1842, and kept a garri'^on

theie When Kashmii was made ovei to Mahiiaja Gul ib feingh of

Janm iii 1846, by Loid Haichngo, the Gilgit claims weie tiansferred

with it And when a commission was sent to lay down boimdaiies
of the tracts made over, Mr Vans Agnew (afteiwaid^ muideied at

Multan) and Lieut Ralph Young of the Engmeeis visited Gilgit,

the first Englishmen who did so The Dogias (Giilab Singhs
lace) had much ado to hold their ground and in 1852 a catastrophe
occurred, yiaiallel on a smaller scale to that of the English ti oops
at Cabul Nearly 2000 men of theirs were exteiminated by Gam
Rahman and a e ombination of the Daids only one person, a soldier s

wife escaped, and the Dogras w^ere driven away foi eight years

Gulab Smgh would not again cioss the Indus, but after his death
(m 1857) the present Maharaja Eanbir Smgh longed to recover lost

prestige In 1860 he sent a foice into Gilgit Gaur Rahman just

then died, and there was little resistance The Dogias have twice

since then taken Yassin, but did not hold it Now, recently it is

beheved, they have not only occupied Yassin, but have invaded
Chitral also They also, m 1866, invaded Darel one of the most
secluded Dard states, to the south of the Gilgit basin, but with
diew again
The chief soiiice of the infoimation in t] is article is an excellent ^ oil hj "Mr

Fiedcuck Dic\r -who w s long m the en plo'^mentof the mahT-iaia The 'f oo

and Kathmtr Ter>tto7ie<i a Geographical Account IST’S I se has also been
made of Di Li-itne s uncompleted woik Results of Tow in Daidi^fnn Vc
of Ml Hay aids Icttcis {Pi oc Roy Oeog Soc vol xv and Joum Roi Ge q
Soc \o] xli ; and of C 1 Walkei s Report on the ^uiiev Depf f >i IS77- 8

The of the m llah who peifoimed th'^ ren aikable j ninej s noticed
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tji'ieflj m Itiat xep it has been toi the present %\ithheld from publication by the
fmlitin Ooveinment, but the m ip conccted by his suivejs is of extieme mreieht
anti \ line Uj and by -we him hope loi the pubheatum of Captain liiddulph’s
'•bseiVcitions, ^v Inch will doubiksb thiow much new h^ht on this scicltided and
_*^£.iesting reirion (II. Y.)

GILL, JoHy (1697-1771), a Baptist minister and learned

H ibbmical scholar, was born at Kettering, Northampton-
shire, in 1697 On account of the limited means of his

parents, he ov/ed his education chiefly to his own persever-

ance. After receiving baptism in November 1716, he
began to preach, and officiated at Higham Ferreis, as well

as occasionally at his native place, until the beginning of

1719, when he became pastor of the Baptist congregation

at Horsleydovrn, in Southwark, wffiere ho continued fifty-

one years. In 1748 he received the degree of D.D. from
the university of Aberdeen. He died at Camberwell,
October 14, 1771.

His principal ^\o^ks are Exposition of the Song of Solomon, 1728 ;

The Propilutdcs of the Old Testament lespceting the Messiah con-

stdcird, 1728, T eatise on the Docti me of the Tninty, 1731, Cause
of God and Tt uth, m 4 vols

, 1731
,
Exposition of the Bible, in 10

vols
,

111 prepaiing Minch he foimccl a large collection of Hehiew
and Rabbinical books and MSS

,
Eissatabion on the Antiquitij of

the Ilehicw Language—Letters, Vowel Points, and Accents, 1767;
A Body of Doctrinal Dirinity, 1767, A Body of P/ act i cal Divinity,
1770, and Sermons and Tiacts, Avith a meitioii of liis life, 1773.
All edition of Ins Exposition of the Bible appealed in 3 816 with a
memoii by Di Ripon, which has also appealed sepaiately. Yaiious
editions ot sevetal ot Ins other works have also appealed

GILLESPIE, George (1613-1646), a prominent member
of the presbyterian party in the W estminster Assembly, was
born at Kirkcaldy, where his father w^as parish minister, on
the 21st of January 1613, and entered the university of St
Andrew's as a “ presbytery bursar” in 1629. On the com-
pletion of a brilliant student career, he became domestic
chaplain to Lord Kenmure, and afterwards to the earl of

Cassilis, his conscience not permitting him to accept the

episcopal ordination wffiich was at that time in Scotland an
indispensable condition of induction to a parish. While
with the earl of Cassilis he wrote his first work, A Dispute
against the English Popish Ceremonies obtruded upon the

Church of Scotland, which, opportunely published (but

without the author's name) in the summer of 1637, attracted

considerable attention, and within a few months bad been
found by the pi ivy council to be so damaging that by their

orders all available copies were called in and burnt. In
April 1 638, soon after the authority of the bishops had been
set aside by the nation, Gillespie was ordained minister of

Wemyss (Fife) by the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, and in the

same year was a member of the famous Glasgow Assembly,
before which he preached a sermon so pronounced against

royal interference in matters ecclesiastical as to call for

some remonstrance on the part of Argyll, the Lord High
Commissioner. In 1642 Gillespie was translated to Edin-
burgh

;
but the brief remainder of his life was chiefly spent

in the conduct of public business in London. Already, in

1640, he had accompanied the commissioners of the peace
to England as one of their chaplains

;
and in 1643 he was

appointed by the Scottish church one of the four commis-
sioners to the Westminster Assembly. Here he took a
prominent part in almost all the protracted discussions on
church government, discipline, and worship, supporting
Presbyterianism by numerous controversial writings, as well
as by an unusual fluency and readiness in debate. On the
Erastian question, in particular, besides a series of vigorous
pamphlets against Coleman (A Brotherly Examination of
some Passages in Mr Coleman!s late printed Sermon, &c.

;

Nihil Respondes\ Male Aicdis), he published in 1646 a
large work entitled Aaron^s Rod Blossoming, or the Divine
Ordinance of Church-government vindicated, which is

deservedly regarded as a really able statement of the case
for an exclusive spiritual jurisdiction of the Church.
Shortly after his return to Scotland, Gillespie was elected
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moderator of the Assembly (lG4b^

^
tut the laborious

duties of that office (the court continued to sit from 12th
July to the 1 2tli of August) told fatally on a constitution
wdiich, at no time very vigoious, had of late years been
much overtaxed

, and, after many weeks of gi*eat w eaktles'^,

he died at Kirkcaldy on the 17th ot December 1648 In
acknowledgment of his great public sei vices, a sum of ^£1000
Scots w^as voted, though destined never to be paid, to liis

widow and children by the committee of estates. A sim])le

tombstone, which had been erected to his memory in Kiik-
caldy parish church, was in 1661 publicly broken at the
cross by the hand of the common hangman, but was restored
in 1746. Among the other works of Gillespie may be
mentioned the Treatise of Miscellany Questions, v herein

many useful Questions and cases of Conscience a7e discussed

and resolved, published posthumously (1649) ,
and The AiL

of the Testament opened, being a treatise on the covenant
of grace, also posthumous (2 vols, 1661-1677)
GILLESPIE, Thomas (1708-1774), one of the founders

of the Scottish “Presbytery of Pi,elief,” w’as born in the

paii-sh of Duddingston, Midlothian, in 1708. On the coni^

Xiletion of his literary course at the university of Edinburgh,
he for a shoit time attended a small theological seminary at

Perth, and afterwards studied divinity under Dr DodJiidge
at Northampton, where he received ordination iii January
1741. In August of the same year he was admitted
minister of the parish of Carnock, Fife, the presbytery of

Duufeimline agreeing, not only to sustain as valid the oidina-

tion he had received in England, but also to allow a qualifi-

cation of his subscription to the church’s doctiinal symbol,
so far as it had reference to the sphere of the civil magistrate
in matters of religion. Having on conscientious giounds
persistently absented himself from the meetings of piesby-

tery held for the purpose of ordaining an unacceptable
presentee as minister of Inverkeithing, he wa*--, after an un-

obtrusive but useful ministry of tenyeais depof-cd for con-

tumacy by the Assembly of 1752 ;
he continued, Low ever, to

preach, flist at Carnock, and afterwaids in Dunfermline,
where a large congregation gathered round him

;
but it

was not until 1761, and after repeated eriorts to obtain

readmission to the church, that, in conjunction with
Boston of Jedburgh and Collier of Cobnsburgh, he
formed a distinct communion under the name of The
Presbytery of Relief,—relief, that is to say, “ from the yoke
of patronage and the tyranny of the church courts ” He
died on the 19th January 1774. His only literary effoits

were an Essay 07i the Co7it%nvaiion of Immediate Revela-

tions in the Church, and a Treatise on Temptation, charac-

terized by considerable laboriousness and some ability.

Both works appeared posthumously (1774). See Lives

of Fatheirs of the U^vUed Pieshyterian Church (Edm.
1849).
GILLIES, John (1747- 183b), the historian of ancient

Greece, w^as born in 1747 at Brechin, in Forfarshire. He
was educated at the university of Glasgow, wdiere he greatly

distinguished himself, and where, at the age of twenty, he
officiated for a short time as substitute for the professor of

Greek. Subsequently he received an engagement as tutor

in the family ot Lord Hopetoun, who afterwards conferred

on him a pension for life. In 1784 he completed his piim

cipal woik, the History of Ancient Greece, its Colonies and
Conq%iPsts, which he published two years later in 2 vols. 4to

This work gives a clear and generally accurate account of the

various states of Greece, and the progress of each in litera-

ture and the arts. The learning it displays is considerable,

but its reflexions are generally somewhat trite, and the style

is abrupt and frequently diffuse. It enjoyed, however, for

some time a great popularity, and was tianslated into

French and German. It was long a favourite text-book for

schools, but is now completely superseded. On the death
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of Eobertsoiij Gillies was appointed historiographer-royal of

Scotland. In his old age he retired to Clapliam, where he
died 15th February 1836, in the 90th year of his age.

Of his other works, none of which are nmcli read, the piincipal

are— Vieio of the Reign of Fredo'itk IL of Prussin, with a Parallel

hetioeen that Prince and Philip IP of Maccdon; 1789 ;
Tranilaiionof

Aristotle’s Rhetoric, and of his Ethics and Politics', and Ilisto'i'y of
the TEorld from. Alexander to Augustus, in 2 vols.

,
1807.

GILLEAY, Jaimes (1757-1815), one of the most eminent

of caricaturists, was born at Chelsea in 1757 His father,

a native of Lanark, had served as a soldier, losing an arm
at Fontenoy, and was admitted first as an inmate, and
afterwards as an out-door pensioner, at Chelsea Hospital.

Gillray commenced life by learning letter-engraving, in

which he soon became an adept. This emj^loymeDfc, how-
ever, proving irksome, he wandered about for a time with

a company of strolling players. After a very checkered

experience he returned to ‘London, and was admitted a

student in the Eoyal Academy, supporting himself by en-

graving, and probably issuing a considerable number of

caricatures under fictitious names. Hogarth’s works were
the deli gilt and study of his early years. Paddy on Horse-

back, which appeared in 1779, is the first caricature

which is certainly his. Two caricatures on Hodney’s naval

victory, issued in 1782, were among the first of the

memorable series of his political sketches. The name of

Gillray’s publisher and printseller, Miss Humphrey

—

whose shop was first at 227 Strand, then in New Bond
Street, then in Old Bond Street, and finally in St James’s
Street—is inextricably associated with that of the cari-

caturist. Gillray lived with Miss (often called Mrs) Hum-
phrey during all the period of his fame. It is believed

that he several times thought of marrying her, and that

on one occasion the pair were on their way to the church,
I

when Gillray said :
—“ This is a foolish affair, methinks,

Miss Humphrey. We live very comfortably together;

we had better let well alone.” There is no evidence,

however, to support the stories which scandalmongers
have invented about their relations. Gillray’s plates

were exposed in Humphrey’s shop window, where eager

crowds examined them. A number of his most tren-

chant .satires are directed against George ILL, who, after

examining some of Gillray’s sketches, said, with char-

acteristic ignorance and blindness to merit, “ I don’t under-

stand these caricatures.” Gillray revenged himself for this

utterance by his splendid caricature entitled A Connoisseur
Examining a Cooper, which he is doing by means of a
candle on a ‘‘save-all”; so that the sketch satirizes at once
the king’s pretensions to knowledge of art and his miserly
habits.

The excesses of the French Kevolution made Gillray con-
servative

;
and he issued caricature after caricature ridicul-

ing the French and Napoleon, and glorifying John Bull.

He is not, however, to be thought of as a keen political

adherent of either the Whig or the Tory party; he dealt
his blows pretty freely all round. His last work, from a
design by Banbury, is entitled Interior of a Barber’s Shop
in Asaize Time, and is dated 1811. While he was engaged
on it, he became mad, although he had occasional intervals

of sanity, which he employed on his last work. The ap-
proach of madness must have been hastened by his intem-
perate habits Gillray died on the 1st of June 1815, and
was buried in St James’s churchyard, Piccadilly.

The times in which Gillray lived were peculiarly favour-
able to the growth of a great school of caricature. Party
warfare was carried on with great vigour and not a little

bitterness
;

and personalities were freely indulged in on
both sides. Gillray’s incomparable wit and humour, know-
ledge of life, fertility of resource, keen sense of the ludi-

crous, and beauty of execution, at once gave him the first

place among caricaturists. He is honourably distinguished

in the history of caricature by the fact that his sketches are

real works of art. The ideas embodied in some of them are

sublime and poeticiilly magnificent in their intensity of

meaning ; while the coarseness by which others are dis-

figured is to be explained by the general freedom of treat-

ment common in all intellectual departments in the
eighteenth century. The historical value of Gillray’s work
has been recognized by accurate students of history. As
has been well remarked: “Lord Stank ope has turned
Gillray to account as a veracious reporter of speeches, as

V7ell as a suggestive illustrator of events.'’ His contem-
porary political influence is borne witness to in a letter

from Lord Bateman, dated November 3, 1798. “The
Oxoposition,” he writes to Gillray, “ are as low as we can
wish them. You have been of infinite service in lowering
them, and making them ridiculous.” Gillray’s extraordinary

industry may be inferred from the fact that nearly 1000
caricatures have been attributed to him ; while some con-

sider him the author of 1600 or 1700. He is invaluable

to the student of English manners as well as to the political

student. He attacks the social follies of the time with
scathing satire

;
and nothing escapes his notice, not even

a trifling change of fashion in dress. The great tact

Gillray displays in hitting on the ludicrous side of any
subject is only equalled by the exquisite finish of hL
sketches—tlie finest of which reach an ex)ic grandeur and
Miltonic sublimity of conception.

Gillray"s caricatures aie divided into two clashes, the political

seiies and the social. The political caricatui'cs lorin leally the Lest

history extant of the latter part of the leign of George 111. Tliey

were circulated not only over Britain but thioughout Europe,
and exerted a powerful influence. In this seiies, George III

,

the Queen, the Piince of Wales, Fox, Pitt, Buike, and N’ai)oleon

are the most prominent figures. Jii 1788 appeared two line carica-

tures hy Gillray. Blood on Thunder fording tiie Bed Sea icpre&ents

Lord Thurlow carrying Warren Hastings through a sea of gore *

Hastings looks very comfortable, and is carrying two large bags of

money. Market-Day xfletures the ministerialists of the time as

horned cattle for sale. Among Gillraj^’s best satiies on the king
are—Faimer George and his Wife, two companion plates, in one of

which the king is toasting mufiins for breakfast, and in the other

the queen is frying sprats
;
The Anti-Saceharites, where the royal

pair propose to dispense with sugar, to the great horror of the
family : A Connoisseur Examining a Cooper ; Temperance enjoying
a Frugal Meal

;
Royal Affability

; A Lesson in Apple Dumplings
;

and The Pigs Possessed. Among his other political caricatuies

may be mentioned—Britannia between Scylla and Charyhdis, a

picture in which Pitt, so often Gillray’s butt, figures in a favour-

able light
;
The Bridal Night

;
The Apotheosis of Hoche, which

concentrates the excesses of the French Revolution in one view;
The Nursery with Britannia reposing in Peace

;
The First Kiss

these Ten Years (1803), another satire on the peace, \vhich is said

to have greatly amused Napoleon
;
The flandwriting upon the

Wall
;
The Confederated Coalition, a fling at the coalition which

superseded the Addington Ministry
;
Uncorking Old Sherry

;
The

Plum-Pudding in Danger; Making Decent, i.e., Broad-hottomites
getting into the Grand Costume ; Comforts of a Bed of Roses

;

View of the Hustings in Covent Garden
;
Phaethon Alarmed

;
and

Pandora opening her Box. The miscellaneous series of caiicatures,

although they have scarcely the historical importance of the

political series, are more readily intelligible, and are even more
amusing. Among the finest are—Shakespeare Sacrificed ;

Flemish
Characters (two plates)

;
Twopenny Whist ; Oh ! that this too solid

flesh would melt
;
Sandwich Carrots

;
The Gout

;
Comfort to the

Corns ; Begone Dull Care
;
The Cow-Pock, which gives humorous

expression to the popular dread of vaccination ;
Dilletanti Theatii-

cals ; and Harmony before Matrimony and Matrimonial Harmonic s

—two exceedingly good sketches in violent contrast to each other.

A selection of Gillray’s works appeared in parts in 1818 ;
but

the first good edition was Thomas McLean’s, which was published
with a key, in 1830. A somewhat bitter attack, not only on

Gillray’s character, but even on his genius, appeared in the

Athenceum for October 1, 1831, which was successfully refuted by
J. Landseer in the Atkenceum a fortnight later. In 1851 Henry
G. Bohn put out an edition, from the original plates, in a hand-

some folio, the coarser sketches being published in a separate

volume. For this edition Thomas Wright and R. H. Evans wrote

a valuable commentarj’', which is a good history of the times embraced
by the caricatures. The next edition, entitled The Works of Jamr'*

Gillray, the Caricaturist: with the Story of hi^ Life and
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(Chatto and Windus, 1874), was tlic; wort of Thomas Wright, and,
by its popular exposition and narrative, introduced Gillray to a
very Urge circle forrneily ignorant of him. This edition, which
is complete in one volume, contains two poitraits of Gillray, and
upwards of 400 illustrations. Mr J. J. Cartwright, in a letter to

the Academy (Feb. 28, 1874), drew attention to the existence of a
volume, in the British Museum, containing letters to and from

Gillray, and other illustrative documents. The extracts he gave
\\eie used in a valuable article in the Quarterly Iteview for Apiil
j874. See also the Academy for Feb. 21 and May 16, 1874.
For a contemporaiy life of Gilliay, see Gcoige Stanley's notice in his edition

of Bi yan's BiUionary of Painters. There is a good account of him in Wiight s

JL story of Caricature and Grotesque %n Literature and Art

^

1S65. See also the
aiiicle Cauicatube.

GILLYFLOWER, a popular name applied to various
flowers, but principally to the clove, Dianihus Cao'yophyllus,

of which the carnation is a cultivated variety, and to the
stock, Matthiola ittcana, a well-known garden favourite.

The word is sometimes written gilliflower or gilloflower, and
is reputedly a corruption of July-flower, called from
the mouth they blow in.” Phillips, in his Flora Historical

remarks that Turner (1568) “calls it gelouer, to which
he adds the word stock, as we would say gelouers that grow
on a stem or stock, to distinguish them from the clove-

gelouers and the wall-gelouers. Gerard, who succeeded
Turner, and after him Parkinson, calls it gilloflower, and
thus it travelled from its original orthography until it was
called July-flower by those who knew not whence it was
derived.'’ Dr Prior, iu his useful volume on the Popular
Fames of British Plants, very distinctly shows the origin

of the name. He remarks that it was “formerly spelt

gyllofer and gilofre with the o long, from the French
giroJiee,ltdlmn garofalo (]M. Lat. gariojilaw) corrupted from
the Latin Caryopkyllum, and referring to the spicy odour
of the flower, which seems to have been used in flavouring

wine and other liquors to replace the more costly clove of

India. The name was originally given in Italy to plants
of the pink tribe, especially the carnation, but has in

England been transferred of late years to several cruciferous

plants.” The gillyflower of Chaucer and Spenser and
Shakespeare was, as in Italy, Dianthus CaryopJiyllus

;
that

of later writers and of gardeners Mathiola. Much of the con-

fusion in the names of plants has doubtless arisen from the
vague use of the French terms girofiee, oeillet, and violette,

which were aU applied to flowers of the pink tribe, but in

England were subsequently extended and finally restricted

to very different plants. The use made of the flowers to

impart a spicy flavour to ale and wine is alluded to by
Chaucer who writes

—

“ And many a clove gilofre

To put in ale ”
;

also by Spenser, who refers to them by the name of sops
in wine, which was applied in consequence of their being
steeped in the liquor. In both these cases, however, it is the
clove-gillyflower which is intended, as it is also in the pass-

age from Gerard, in which he states that the conserve made
of the flowers with sugar “ is exceeding cordiall, and wmiider-
fully above measure doth comfort the heart, being eaten
now and then.” The principal other plants which bear the
nime are the wallflower, CheirantMts Ckeiri^ called wall-

gillyflower in old books
;
the dame's violet, Hesperis mat-

ronalis, called variously the queen's, the rogue’s, and the
winter gillyflower; the ragged robin, Lychnis flos citcidi,

called marsh-gillyflower
;
the water-violet, Hottonia pahcs-

iris, called water-gillyflower; and the thrift, Armei'ia
vulgaris, called sea-gillyflower. As a separate designation
it Ivds in modern times been chiefly applied to ^eMathiola
or stock, but it is now very little used.

GILPHI, Bernard (1517-1583), rector of Houghton-
le-Spring, distinguished by the unusual way in which he
carried out his conception of the duties of a Christian pastor,
was descended from a Westmoreland family, and was born
at Eentmere in 1517 At Oxford he first adhered to the

conservative side, and defended the doctrines of the church
against Hooper

; but his confidence was somewhat shaken
by another public disputation which he had with Peter
Martyr. In 1552 he preached before King Edward VI. a
sermon on sacrilege, which w^as duly published, and displays
the high ideal which even then he had formed of the cleiical

oflice
;
and about the same time he was presented to the

vicarage of Norton, in tlie diocese of Durham, and obtained
a licence, through Wflliam Cecil, as a general preacher
throughout the kingdom as long as the king lived. Instead
of settling down in England, however, he resigned his
vicarage, and went abroad to pursue his theological investi-

gations, and if possible satisfy his mind on some disputed
matters. He carried out this intention at Louvain, Antwerp,
and Paris ; and from a letter of his own, dated Louvain,
1554, we get a glimpse of the quiet student rejoicing in an
“excellent library belonging to a monastery of Minorites.”
Returning to England towards the close of Queen Mary’s
reign, he w’^as invested by bis uncle, Dr Tonstall, bishop of

Durham, w'ith the archdeaconry of Durham, to which the
rectory of Efliiigton was annexed. 1116 freedom of his

attacks on the vices, and especially the clerical vices, of his

times excited hostility against him, and he w'as formally

brought before the bishop on a charge consisting of thir-

teen articles. Tonstall, however, not only dismissed the

case, but presented the offender with the rich living of

Houghtoii-le-Spring
;
and when the accusation was again

brought forward, he again protected him. Enraged at this

defeat, Gilpin’s enemies laid their complaint before Dr
Bonner, bishop of London, and he immediately gave orders

for his apprehension. Upon this Gilx>in x^repaicd for mar-

tyrdom
;
and, having ordeied his house-steward to x^rovide

him with a long garment, that he iniglib “goe the moie
comely to the stake,” he set out for London. Providentially,

however, he broke his leg on the journey, and his arrival

was thus delayed till the news of Queen Mary's death freed

him from further danger. He at once returned to Houghton,
and there he continued to labour til] his death in 1583.

When the Roman Catholic bishops were deprived, he was
offered the see of Carlisle

;
but he declined the honour. At

Houghton his course of life was a ceaseless round of bene-

volent activity. His hospitable manner of living was the

admiration of all. In his household, he spent “ every fort-

night 40 bushels of corn, 20 bushels of malt, and an ox,

beAdes a proportional quantity of other kinds of provisions.”

Strangers and travellers found a ready reception
;
and even

their horses were treated with so much care that it was
humorously said that, if one were turned loose in any part

of the countiy, it w^ould immediately make its way to the

rector of Houghton. Every Sunday from Michaelmas till

Easter w^as a public day with Gilpin, For the reception of

his parishioners he had three tables well covered,—one for

gentlemen, the second for husbandmen, the third for day-

labourers ;
and this piece of hosx^itality he never omitted,

even when losses or scarcity made its continuance difficult.

He built and endowed a grammar-school at a cost of ujj

wards of <£500, educated and maintained a large number
of poor children at his owm charge, and provided the more
promising puxflls with means of studying at the universities.

So many young people, indeed, flocked to his school that

there was not accommodation for them in Houghton, and

he had to fit up part of his house as a boarding establish-

ment. Grieved at the ignorance and superstition which

the remissness of the clergy permitted to flourish in the

neighbouring parishes, he used every year to visit the most

neglected parts of Northumberland, Yorkshire, Cheshire,

Westmoreland, and Cumberland ;
and that his own flock

might not suffer, he w’^as at the expense of a constant

assistant. Among his parishioners he was looked up to

as a judge, and did great service in preventing law-suits
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amongst them If an industrious man suffered a loss, he

delighted to make it good ;
if the harvest was bad, he was

liberal in the remission of tithes And all this he was

enabled to do because his fiugality was as gieat as his

generosity, for his rectoiy v^as woith no moie than £400
a yeai The boldness winch he could display at need is

VvqW illustiated by his action in regard to duelling Find

mg one day a challenge glove stuck up on the door of a

church where he wa^ to preach, he took it down with Ins

ovvn hand, and pioceeded to the pulpit to inveigh against

the unchristian custom
A life of Bernard Gilpin, written by Geoige Carleton, bishop of

Chichester who had been a ipiijil of Gilpm s at Houghton, will be

found m Bates’s F'ltce JSelecto? urn alxqiiot Vz7'07um, &c
,
London,

1681 A tianslation of this sketch bj William Fieake, minister

was published at London, 1629, and in 1852 it was lepimted in

Glasgow, with an mtioductory essaj. by Bdward Irving It forms

one ofc the li\ es in Chiisitopher Woidsworth s Ecclesiastical Biogntjiliy

(\ol ill
,
4th edit ), having heen compaied with Cailcton s Latin

te^t Anothei biogiaphy of Gil^in, which, howe\ei, adds little to

Bishop Carleton s, was written by William Gilpin, M A, pre-

bciidai;^ of -Vilsbuiy London, 1753 and 1854

GILPIN, William (1724-1804), author of several

works on the sceneiy of Great Britain, was born at Carlisle

in 1724 He was educated at Oxford university, and,

after holding foi some time a small curacy in the north

of England, establi'^hed a school for sons of gentlemen at

Cheam m Surrey Among his pupils were Vi&count
Sidmouth, Lord Bexley, and !Mitfoid, the author of the

History of Gi eece^ the last of whom presented him, when
he had resolved to retire from teaching, with the living of

Boldre, near the New Foiest, Hampshire Gilpin died there,

April 5, 1804 He is author of a L%fe oj- Benumd Gil^pin,

several miscellaneous religious publications, and lives of a

number of the Heformeis, but is chiefly known for his works
on the scenery of various parts of England and Scotland,

illustrated by tasteful engravings in aquatint executed by
himself

The piincipal of these works are

—

The River Wye and Southern
Dish lets of WaUs^ 1782, The Lake Counhy, 1789 , Ohservatioiis on
Fictm esgite Beauty made in the yean 1776 in several paits of Gieot
Bntain, paiticula'ily the Highlands of Scotlandj 1778 two corre

spondmg volumes on tbe Lakes of Cuvibeyland and Westmoreland

,

Forest Scencmj^ 1791 ,
Three Essays on Fictui esque Beauty, with a

Poem on Landscape Pointing, 1782 Essays on Ftints and Early
Engiaiings Western Parts of England and Isle of Wight, 1798,
and The Coasts of Hampslme, Sussex, and Kent, imblislied post
huinonsl>

GIL VICENTE See Vicente, Gil
GIN, the name commonly given to an aromatized spirit

for drinking, varieties of which are also known as Geneva,
Hollands, and Schiedam Gin is an abbreviation of Geneva,
both being primarily derived from the French gertnevie

(juniper), from the fact that the characteristic flavouring

mgiedient of the spirit is jumper berries Gin was origin

ally and is still largely a Hutch compounded liquor, but it

has long been a favourite stimulant beverage with the lowei

ordeis in London and other large English towns , and it is

manufactured on a gieat scale by English lectifieis As
each separate distiller vanes to some extent the materials

and proportions of ingredients used m the preparation of

gin, tlie varieties of the beverage are numerous
,
but gene

rally a clear distinction exists between Hollands or Dutch
gin and English gin In the manufacture of Hollands a
mash is prepared consisting of say 112 lb of malted here
or bigg and 228 Jh of lye meal, with 460 gallons of water,

at 162° Fahr After infusion a pioportioii of cold water is

added , and when the heat is reduced to about 80°, tJie

whole, about 500 gallons, is run into the fermenting vat, to

which about half a gallon of yeast is added Fermentation
speedily ensues, and in about two days the attenuation is

complete, although at this stage nearly one-third of the
saccharine matter m the liquor is undecomposed The

special featuies of the fermentation are the small pioportion
of yea&t employed and the imperfect attenuation of the
worts The wash so obtained is distilled, and the lesulting
low wme IS ledistilled, with the addition of junipei beriies

and a little salt, sonieLimes with the addition ot hops
Dutch gms vary much one fiom anothei, but generally they
aie much purer and mellower liquors than the more highly
flavoured and fiequently adulterated Biitish gins Good
qualities of the lattei have as their basis plain giain spiiit

from the ordinaly whisky distilleries, the following being
an example of a mixture tor distill rtion —
300 gallons of low wines 47 it) ciuslied almond cake
650 ,, lectified spiiit 2 ,, angelica root
95 lb jumper berries 6 ,, powdeied liquoiice

95 ,, coiiandeis

There is, however, much variation in the ingredients
emploj ed, and seveial other flavouring substances—notably
cardamoms and cassia or cinnamon— are freely employed
A kind of gm is also prepared by mixing proportions of

e.ssential oils by agitation with plain sj'iuits without any
ledistillation, and much inferior liquor is said to be made
with oil of turpentine and aromatic substances without the
use of juniper beriies at all To prevent the cloudiness or
turbidity that would aiise in these inferior beveiages when
mixed wuth water, they aie fined with alum, potassium car

bonate, acetate of lead, oi sulphate of zinc To give facti

tious pungency and mellowness to such diinks, grains of

paradise and Cayenne pepper are freely used, and the
absence of spirit is also covered by the use of sugar What
is known as cordial gm is usually more highly aromatized
than the other varieties, and sweetened so that it really

ought to be classed as a coarse liqueur In thirty eight

specimens of gin examined by Dr Hassall, the alcoholic

strength of which ranged from 22 35 to 48 80 degiees, and
the sugar present varied between 2 43 and D 38 per cent

,

seven w^'ere found to contain Cajerme pepper, two had
cinnamon or cassia oil, and nearly all contained sulphates
From the fact that the essential oil of juniper is the most
powerful of all diuietics, gm is frequently piescnbed in

diseases of the urinary organs Its beneficial effects in such
cases is most marked

, but, on the other hand, the grossly

sophisticated liquors wdnch are laigely consumed under the
name of gin are most detrimental in their effects In the
early pait of the ISth centuiy gin shops multiplied with
great raindity m London, and tlie use of the beverage
increased to an extent so demoralizing that letaileis actually

exhibited placards in their w'lndowb intimating that tlieie

people might get drunk foi Id
,
and that clean straw in

comfortable cellars would be provided for customers The
legislature was obliged to interfere in order to try to curb
the tide of debauchery, and what is known as the Gin Act
was passed in 1736, under the piovisions of w^hich, dealers

were prohibited from selling gin and other spniits in qiianti

ties less than 2 gallons without a licence of £50, and an
excise duty of 20s was chaigedon each gallon The opiera

tion of the Act, however, gave rise to much confusion, to

illicit tiade, and to gm riots, and after a lapise of se\-en

years the statute w’-as repealed

GINCKELL, Godaut van (1640-1703), fiist earl of

Athlone, geiieial, wab bom in Guelderland about 1630 or

1640 He W’-as the head of an ancient and noble family,

and bore the title of Baron van Beede In his youth he
entered the Dutch army, and in 1688 he followed William
prince of Orange in his expedition to England In the

following year he distinguished himself by a memorable
exploit—the pursuit, defeat, and capture of the Scottish

regiment which had mutinied at Ipswich, and was marching
across the fens to their native land It was the alarm ex-

cited by this mutiny that facilitated the passing of the fii st

Mutiny Act. In 1690 Gmckell accompanied William IIL
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to Iieland, and commanded a body of Diitcli ca\alry at the

battle of the Bo}ne On the kings letuni to England
Geieial Gmckell was entiusted with the conduct ol the
war lie took the held in the spiing of 1091, and estxb

libhed luto hea Iquarteis at Mulhngai i^mong those who
held a co imidiid under him wis the marquis of liuvigny,

the i.eoognized chief of the Huguenot lefugees Early in

June Gmckell to )k the foi tress of Ballymoie, captuiiug the
whole garrison of 1000 men The English lost only 8 men
After reconstructing the fortifications of Ballymoie, the
army marched to Athlone, then one of the most impoitant
of the toitified towns of Ireland The Irish delenders of

the place weie commanded by a distinguished Fiench
geneial, Saint Buth Tlie filing began on June 19th, and
on the 30th the town was stormed, the lush army retreat

iiig towards Galway, and taking up then position at Aghrim
Having stieogthened the fortifications of Athlone and left

a garrison there, Gmckell led the English, on July 12ch,
to Aghrim An immediate attack was resohed on, and,
after a severe and at one time doubtful contest, the ciisis

was precq^itated by the fall of Saint Buth, and the dis

organized Iiish were defeated and fled A horrible
slaughtei of the Irish followed the stiuggle, and 4000
corpse* were left unburied on the fi.eld, besides a multitude
of otheis that lay along the line of the retreat Galway
next capitulated, its garrison being permitted to retire to

Limerick There the viceroy, Tyrconnel, was m command
of a laige force, but his sudden death early in August left

the command m the hands of Geneial Saisfield and the
Fienchinaii D Usson The English army came m sight of

the town on the day of Tyrconnel s death, and the bombard
ment was immediately begun Gmckell, by a bold device,

crossed the Shannon and captured the camp of the Irish

cavalry A few daj slater he stormed the foit onThomond
Bridge, and after difficult negotiations a capitulation was
signed, the terms of which were divided into a civil and a
military treaty Thus was completed the conquest or

pacification of Ireland, and the services of the Dutch
general were amply recognized and iawarded He received
thp formal thanks of the House of Commons, and was
cieated by the king first earl of Athlone and baron of

Aghrim The immense forfeited estates of the eail of

Limerick weie given to him, but the grant was a few years
later revoked by the English parliament The earl con
tinned to serve m the English army, and accompanied the

king to the Continent in 1693 He fought at Landen, and
assisted in destroying the Fiench magazine at Givet In
1702 he took command of the Dutch seizing under the
duke of Marlborough He died at Utiecht, February 10,

1703 On the death of the ninth earl without issue in 1 844,
the title became extinct

GINGER (French, G%ngewhre

,

German, Ingiaer), the
rhizome or undergiound stem of Z^ng^her oficinale^ Boscoe,

a perennial reed like plant growing from 3 to 4 feet high
The flowers and leaves are borne on separate stems, those

of the former being shorter than those of the latter, and
averaging from 6 to 12 inches The flow’-ers themselves are

borne at the apex of the stems in dense ovate oblong cone
like spikes from 2 to 3 inches long, composed of obtuse
strongly imbiicated bracts with membranous maigins, each
bract enclosing a single small sessile flower The leaves are

alternate, biight green, smooth, tapering at both ends, with
very short petioles The plant, though unknown m a wild
state, is considered with very good reason, to be a native

of the warmer parts of Asix, over which it has been culti

vated from an early period, and the rhizome imported into

England From Asia tbe plant has spread into the West
Indies, South America, western tropical Africa, and
Austialia

The use of gingei as a spice has been known from very
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earl} times

,
it was supposed by the Gieeks and Romans to

be a product ot southern Arabia, and was leceived by them
by w ay of the Bed Sea

,
in India it has aho been know n

from a very remote peiiod, the Gieek and Latin names
being derived from ttie Sanskrit Fluckigei andHaiibui},
in their Fluii macograph%a^ give the following notes on the
history of ginger On the authority of \Gncent^& Commeice
aiid Namgaiion oj the Ancients^ it i* stated that in the li*t

of imports fioni the Red Sea into Alexandiia, winch m the
second century of our era were there liable to the Roman
liscal duty, gingei occurs among other Indian spices So
frequent is the mention of ginger m similar lists during the
Middle Ages, that it evidently coufetituted an impoitant
item in the commerce between Europe and the East It
thus appears in the tariff of duties levied at Acre in Pale*
tine about 1173, mthat of Barcelona m 1221, Marseilles m
1228, and Pans m 1296 Gmgei seems to ha\e been w^ell

known in England even before the Noiman Conquest, being
often referred to in the Anglo Saxon leech books of the
11th century It was very common in the 13th and 14th
centuries, lanking next in value to pepper, which was then
the commonest of all spices, and costing on an average
about Is 7d per Ib Three kinds of ginger wmre knowm
among the mei chants of Italy about the middle of the 14th
century —(1) Belled% or Balach, an Arabic name, w’’hich,

as applied to ginger, would signify country oi w ild, and
denote* common ginger, (2) Colombi7io, which refers to
Columbum, Kolam, or Quilon, a port in Traaaiicoie, fre

quently mentioned in the Middle Ages
,
and (3) Micchino,

a name which denoted that the spice had been biought from
or by way of Mecca Marco Polo seems to have seen the
ginger plant both in India and China between 1280 and
1290 John of Montecoivmo, a missionary friar who
visifced India about 1292, give* a description of the p>lant,

and refers to the fact of the root being dug up and trans

poited Nicolo di Conto, a Venetian merchant in the eaily

part of the 15th century, also desciibes the plant and the
collection of the root, as seen by him m India Though the
Venetians received ginger by way of Egypt, some of the

superior kinds were taken from India oveiland by the Black
Sea The spice is said to have been introduced into

America by Francisco de Mendoga, who took it from the
East Indies to New Spam It seems to ha\ e been shipped
foi commercial purposes from San Domingo as early as 1585,
and from Barbados m 1654

,
so eaily as 1547 considerable

quantities were sent from the West Indies to Spain
Ginger is known in commerce in two distinct fornix,

termed respectively coated and uncoated ginger, as having
or wanting the epidermis For the first, the pieces, which
are called races” or “hands, ^ fiom their irregular

palmate form, are washed and simply diied in the sun In
this form ginger piesents a browm, more or less irregularly

wrinkled or striated surface, and when broken shows a daik
brownish fractuie, hard, and sometimes horny and resinous

To produce uncoated ginger the rhizomes are washed,

scraped, and sun dried, and are often subjected to a system

of bleaching, either from the fumes of burning *ulx)hur or

by immersion for a short time in a solution of chloimated
lime The whitewashed appearance thatmuch of the ginger

has, as seen in the shops, is due to the fact ot its being

washed in whiting and water, or even coated with sulphate

of lime This artificial coating is supposed by some to give

the ginger a better appearance
,

it often, however, covers

an interior quality, and can readily be detected by the ease

with which it rubs off, or by its leaving a w^hite powder}

substance at the bottom of the jar m which it is contained

Uncoated ginger, as seen in trade, varies from single joints

an inch or less in length to flabtish irregularly blanched

pieces of several joints, the “ races ” or “ hands,” and from

3 to 4 inches long
,
each branch has a depression at its
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sammit showing the former attachment of a leafy stem.

The colour, when not whitewashed, is a pale huff
;

it is

somewhat rough or fibrous, breaking with a short mealy
fracture, and presenting on the surfaces of the broken parts

numerous short bristly fibres.

The British market derives its supply of ginger from
various parts of the world. The ^Drincipal sorts, however,

|

or those most commonly found in commerce, are Jamaica, i

Cochin, Bengal, and African, though each of these in its

turn has its several varieties and qualities. The best or

most valued kind of all is the Jamaica, and nest to it the

Cochin. Bor ordinary purposes uncoated ginger is con-

sidered the best
;
the largest and finest pieces, of a pale buff

colour both outside and inside, and cutting softly and evenly,

are considered the most valuable. The chief sources of

supply are the East and West Indies, Sierra Leone, and
Egypt.

The principal constituents of ginger are starch, volatile oil (to

wLicli the characteiLtic odour of the spice is due), and resin (to

which is attributed its pungency). Its chief use is as a condiment
or spice, but as an aromatic and stomachic medicine it is also used
internally. *^The stimulant, aromatic, and carminative properties

render it of much value in atonic dyspepsia, es2)ecially if accom-
panied with much flatulence, and as an adjunct to purgative medi-
cines to correct griping.” Externallj’- applied as a rubefacient, it

has been found to relieve headache and toothache. The rhizomes,
collected in a young green state, washed, scraped, and xueservedin
syrup, form a delicious xireserve, -which is largely exported both
from the AVesfc Indies and from China. Cut ux) into pieces like

lozenges, and xu’eserved in sugar, ginger also forms a very agreeable
sweetmeat. (J. B. J.)

QINGTTAjSt is a woven cotton fabric, of a close stoutish

texture, the distinguishing characteristics of which are that

it is a plain {ue., untwiUed) cloth, woven into yarn-dyed
stripes or checks of two or more colours. In some cases as

many as seven or eight colours are introduced in the warp
and weft of a gingham

;
but no patterns are made that

cannot be woven in a common plain loom. Gingham w^as

originally an Indian x^roduct, but its manufacture was early

introduced into the Lancashire and Glasgow districts
;
and

during the first half of the present century the trade formed
an iinx^ortant feature in the textile industries of the latter

locality—the demand for the fabric coming chiefly from the
United States and the West Indies. The trade distinction

of gingham is now to a large extent sux:)erseded by other
terxns

GINQUENfi, Pierre Louis (1748-1815), tlie author
of the Histoire litteraive cVltalie^ was born on 25th Ax3ril
1748 at Enemies in Brittany. He was educated at a Jesuit
college in his native town, but he owed most of his literary

tastes and accomplishments to his father, who early imbued
him with a love of music and the languages of England and
Italy. His first literary effort, a poetical piece entitled
Confession de Z-ulme, brought him into notice among the
literary coteries of Paris, from the circumstance that, when
published at first anonymously, it was claimed by six or seven
different authors. Though the value of the piece is not
ver}’' great, it is Giiiguene’s poetical chef d^ceuvre. The part
he took as a defender of Piccini against the partisans of
Gluck made him still more widely known

;
and the reputa-

tion he acquired as a promising political writer secured em-
ployment for him in the public service in 1780. He hailed,
however, the first symx3toms of theRevolution,joined Rabaut,
St Etienne, and Cerutti in l:)roducil]gthei?Vz^^7Z<5 Yillageoise^

and celebrated in an indifferent ode the opening of the
states-gensral. A more creditable effort was his Lettres stir

les Confessions de J, J, Rousseau^ 1791, in which he
defended to the uttermost the life and principles of Ms
author. Refusing to countenance the excesses of the
Revolution, he was thrown into prison, whence he only
escaped with life by the downfall of Robespierre. Some
time after Ms liberation he assisted, as director-general of

the “ commission executive de ^instruction x^ublique,” in

reorganizing the system of x^MdUc instruction. When the

Institute was established in 1796, he was elected a member
of the division called the academy of moral and political

sciences. In 1798 the directory apxoointcd him minister

plenipotentiary to the king of Sardinia, whose ruin, begun
by force of arms, they had determined to comxficte by
treachery. A less X-)romising tool could not have been

found for carrying out their design. After fulfiiiing his

duties for seven months, very little to the satisfaction of

his employers, Ginguen^ retired to his country house of

St Prix, in the valley of Montmorency, and there he xu'ose-

cuted Ms literary labours till the Revolution of the 18th
Brumaire called Mm once more before tl e world. He was
appointed a member of the tribunate, whicli made a show
of maintaining democratic opposition to the first consul

;

but Napoleon, finding that he was not sufficiently tract-

able, had him expelled at the first “ purge,’’ and Ginguen6
once more joyfully returned to Ids favourite x^ursuits.

These were now more than ever a necessity of life to him,

as his only other sourfje of income was the small endow-
ment attached to his seat in the Institute. Fortunately

lie w^as nominated one of the commission charged to con-

tinue the literary history of France, which had been brought
down by the Benedictines to about the close of tlie 12th
century

;
and the three volumes of this series vrhich axD-

X^e'ared in 1814, 1817, and 1820 are for the most x^J^rt the

result of Ms labours. But the work by which Ginguend
v^LU he longest remembered is Ms TIistoire litteraire dTltalie

(9 vols. 8vo, 1811-1819), to wddeh he was putting the

finishing touches when he was cut off by a painful

disease, November 16, 1815. The first six volumes ap-

peared before their author’s death
;
the seventh is entirely

his except a few pages
;
and of the eighth and ninth he

wrote about a half, the other half being comx3osed by Salfi,

and revised by Daiinou. The success of the histoiy in

Italy was astonishing : editions were i^ublished in various

parts of the x^eninsula, with notes and comments by the

best scholars, and three translations appeared respectively

at Milan, Naples, and Venice.

Ginguen^ was originally led to maJfce Italian literatuie

Ms special study by finding how ill that subject was under-
stood, and how little it was appreciated, by his countrymen.
In the composition of his history he was guided for the most
part by the great work of the Jesuit TiraboscM, but he
avoids the prejudices and party views of his model. His
own style, though occasionally forcible and eloquent, is not

unfrequently too tame for the subject, and he often tres-

X3asses on his reader’s xoatience by over-minuteness of detail
\

hut these faults are more than atoned for by fine critical

discernment, impartiality, and freedom.
.
On the score of

accuracy, indeed, Ginguend sometimes offends, but seldom
in matters of great moment

;
and his slips are such as are

almost inevitable to a foreigner, who could hardly be said

to have even seen the country whose literary history he
relates. The Italians felt grateful to him for having placed

their literature in its j^roper light, and readily forgave the

excessive eulogies which he passed on many of their writers,

whose very names had been forgotten in their own country.

During the latter years of his life Ginguene wrote extensively for

the press, and he edited the DeatcU 'philosofhiqtie, 'politique^ et Ut-

terairc, till it was sux>pressed by Nax^oleon in 1807. He contributed
largely to the Biograqiliic ttnivcrselle, the Morcure de France, and
the Encyclopedie niethodique

;
and he edited the works of Chamfort

and of Lebrun. Among his minor productions are an opera, Pern-
poninoible Tuteiir mystifie, 1777; La Satire des Satires, 1778; D&
Vautorite dc Pahelais dans La revolution prisente, 1791; De M.
Neckar, 1795; Fables in6dites, 1814. See ‘‘J^loge de Ginguen^”
by Dacier, in the Memoires dc VInstitut, tom. vii.

;

‘‘ Discours” by
M. Dannon, prefixed to the 2d edit, of the Hist. litt. d^Italic \

D. J. Garat, Notice sur la vie ci les ouvrages de P. L. G'liingeiie,

Paris, 1817
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GINSEiSTG, the root of a species of Fanax (P. Ginseng^

Meyer), belonging to the natural order Araliacece^ is a very
celebrated Chinese medicine. The demand is so great

that many other roots are substituted for it, notably
that of Fanax quimiuefolium, Linn., distinguished as

American ginseng, and imported from the United States.

At one time the ginseng obtained from JManchuria was
considered to be the finest quality, and in consequence
became so scarce that an imperial edict was issued prohibit-

ing its collection. Tliat prepared in Corea is now the most
esteemed variety. The root of the wild plant is preferred

to that of cultivated ginseng, and the older the plant the

better is the quality of the root considered to be. Lockhart
states that all the ginseng collected in the Chinese empire
is imperial property, and is sold to those who have the
privilege of dealing in it at its weight in gold. Great care

is taken in the preparation of the drug. The account given
by Koempfer of the preparation of nindsin, the root of Shim
Qiiiisi, Thunb., in the Corea, will give a good idea of the
preparation of ginseng, ninsi being a similar drug of sup-

posed weaker virtue, obtained from a different plant, and
often confounded with ginseng. “In the beginning of

winter nearly all the population of Sjansai turn out to

collect the root, and make preparations for sleeping in the

fields. The root, when collected, is macerated for three

days in fresh water, or water in which rice has been boiled

twice ; it is then suspended in a closed vessel over the fire,

and afterwards dried, until from the base to the middle it

assumes a hard, resinous, and translucent appearance, which
is considered a proof of its good quality.”

Ginseng of good quality generally occurs in hard, rather

brittle, translucent pieces, about the size of the little finger,

and varying in length from 2 to 4 inches. The taste is

mucilaginous, sweetish, and slightly bitter and aromatic.

The root is frequently forked, and it is probably owing to

this circumstance that medicinal properties were in the first

place attributed to it, its resemblance to the body of a
man being supposed to indicate that it could restore virile

power to the aged and impotent. In price it varies from
6 or 12 dollars to the enormous sum of 300 or 400 dollars

an ounce. Root of this quality can of course only be pur-
chased by the most wealthy, and the greatest care is taken
of such pieces by the vendors.

Lockhart gives a graphic description of a visit to a ginseng mer-
chant. Opening the outer box, the merchant removed several paper
parcels which appeared to fill the box, but under them was a second
box, or perhaps two small boxes, which, when taken out, showed
the bottom of the large box and all the intervening space filled with
more paper parcels. These parcels, he said,

‘
‘ contained quicklime,

for the purpose of absorbing any moisture and keeping the boxes
quite dry, the lime being packed in paper for the sake of cleanli-

ness. The smaller box, which held the ginseng, was lined with
sheet-lead

;
the ginseng further enclosed in silk wrappers was kept

in. little silken-covered boxes. Taking uj) a piece, he would request
his visitor not to breathe upon it, nor handle it

;
he would dilate

upon the many merits of the drug and the cures it had effected.

The cover of the root, according to its quality, was silk, either
embroidered or plain, cotton cloth, or paper.” In China the gin-
seng is often sent to friends as a valuable present

;
in such cases,

“accompanying the medicine is usually given a small, beautifully-
finished double kettle, in which the ginseng is prepared as follows.
The inner kettle is made of silver, and between this and the outside
vessel, which is a copper jacket, is a small space for holding water.
The silver kettle, which fits on a ring near the top of the outer
covering, has a cup-like cover in which rice is placed with a little

water
; the ginseng is put in the inner vessel with water, a cover is

placed over the whole, and the apparatus is put on the fire. When
the rice in the cover is sufficiently cooked, the medicine is ready,
and is then eaten by the x>atient, who drinks the ginseng tea at the
same time.” The dose of the root is from 60 to 90 grains. During
the use of the drug tea-drinking is forbidden for at least a month,
but no other change is made in the diet. It is taken in the morning
before breakfast, from three to eight days together, and sometimes
it is taken in the evening before going to bed.
At one time it was proposed by some Russians to establish gin-

seng xda-utations, with the view of growing the root as an important
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article of trade with China. Ginseng is also cultivated in Ja] an,
having been introduced from Corea

;
but, although it glows more

luxuriantly there than in its native country, the loot is coiisideied to
be much less active. This may be due to the fact that, while in the
mountains of Corea the root is perennial, in Japan the luus
to seed the iirst year, and becomes annual. Europeans have hitherto
failed to discover any remarkable properties in the drug. Dr Porter
Smith, however, mentions having seen some cases in which life

apx>eared to be xu*olonged tbi a time by its use ; and M. Maack states
that one of the Cossacks of his x^^i^“t^y5 having chox’)ped off* a finger
accidentally with an axe, applied ohitincnt made from ginseng, and
the wound healed rapidly. Its propeities, which may be likened to
those of the mandrake of Scripture, are x»erhax>s dex)endeiit in great
measure upon the faith of the patient.

See Porter Smith, Chinese, MateHa Medica, p. 103 ;
licjwHs on

Trade at the Treaty Torts of China, 1868, x>- 63; Lockhart, Med,
Missionary in China, 2d ed.

, x>- 107; Bnll, dc la Bocide hiyperiale
de Kat, de Moscow, 1865, Ho. 1, xq^- 70-76; Pharmaceutical Jour-
nal, (2), vol. iii. pj). 197, 333, (2), vol. ix. p. 77 ;

Lewis, Materia
Meclica,

X3. 324; Jouv'nal of Botany, 1864, x>- 320; GoolFroy, Tract,
de Matcrie Mcdicalc, t. ii. p. 112 ;

Loureiro, Flora Cochinchinensis,

p. 656; Koempfer, Jlmcenitates Exoticce,
x:>.

824.

GIOBERTI, Vincenzo (lSOl-1852) the ablest x=>hilo-

soj^hical writer of modern Italy, and one of the most inte-

resting actors in the recent history of the country, was
born in Turin on the 5th Ax^ril 1801, the only child of

X^arents in moderate circumstances there, and was educated
by the fathers of the Oratory with a view to the

hood, to which he was ordained in 1825. His study of the

ancient x^hilosophers, and the fathers and doctors of the

church, occux)iedhim for years, during which he led a very

retired life
;
gradually, however, he took more and more

interest in the affairs of his country, as well as in the litera-

ture of the day, entering warmly into the new ideas then
beginning to be discussed in connexion with x^olitics. The
freedom of Italy from foreign masters became his ruling

motive in life, and this freedom in his conception of it was
an emancipation, not only from armed masters, but from
modes of thought alien to its genius, and detrimental to its

Eui’opean authority. This authority was in his mind con-

nected with papal supremacy, though in a way quite novel

—

intellectual rather than political. One must remember this

in considering nearly all his writings, and also in estimating

his position, both in relation to the ruling clerical party

—

the Jesuits—and also in relation to the politics of the

court of Piedmont after the accession of Charles Albert in

1831. He was now noticed by the king and made one
of his chaplains. His pox:)ularity and private influence,

however, were reasons enough for the court party to mark
him for exile ; he was not one of them, and could not be
depended on. Knowing this, he in 1833 asked permission

to resign his chaplaincy, but was suddenly arrested while
walking with a friend in the x^ublic gardens, and, after an
imprisonment of four months, sent out of the country in

the escort of a carabineer, under decree of banishment.
This was done without trial or process—simx^ly, it would
appear, by private influence of the clerical party, his name
being at the same time struck off the list of theological

doctors of the college of Turin. With broken fortunes and
ruined plans Gioberti arrived in Paris in the beginning of

October 1833. A year later he went to Brussels, where he
spent the best period of his hfe from that time to 1845,

teaching philosoxihy, and assisting in the work of a college

superintended by his friend Gaggia, yet finding time, by
rising early and sitting late, to write many works of great

importance in philosophical inquiry, but bearing a special

relation to his country and its position. His spirits never

returned to him, however, as his whole being was bound
up with the welfare of his native coimtry. An amnesty
having been passed by Charles Albert in 1846, Gioberti

had liberty to return to Italy, just as Pius IX. in the

beginning of his pontificate manifested strongly liberal

sympathies. Gioberti took no step, however, till the end
of 1847, and did not return to his native land thl after
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certain negotiations, and the public expression of popular

enthusiasm in his favour. On his entrance into Turin, 29th

April 1848, there was a general ouburst of this enthusiasm,

mainly caused, it appears, by his unjust banishment and
by the large circulation of his boohs, especially the

Gesuita Moderno, The city was illuminated
;

deputa-

tions waited upon him
;
the king made him senator, but,

having been returned both by Turin and by Genoa as

deputy to the assembly of representatives, now first meeting

under the new constitution, he elected to sit in the lower

chamber, for his native town. Previous to the opening he
made a tour in various provinces, beginning at Milan and
including Rome, where he had three interviews with the

liberal pope, who at that moment seemed to be the repre-

sentative of his ideal imagined in the work Del Frimato
morale e civile, which Pius had read and admired.

^

While
he was engaged in this tour, constantly addressing the

people publicly, the chamber met and elected him president.

In the same parliament sat Azeglio, Cavour, and other

liberals, and Balbo was prime minister. At the close of the

same eventful year, a new ministry was formed, headed by
Gioberti ;

but with the accession of Victor Emmanuel in

March 1849 his active life came to an end. For a short

time indeed he held a seat in the cabinet, though without

a portfolio; but an irreconcilable disagreement soon fol-

lowed, and his removal from Turin was accomplished by
his appointment on a mission to Paris, whence he never

returned. There, refusing the pension which had been
offered him and all ecclesiastical preferment, he lived

frugally, and spent his days and nights as at Brussels in

literary labour. Many other exiles gathered about him,
and the Marquis Pallavicino became his bosom friend. He
died suddenly, of apoplexy, on the 26th October 1852.

Gioherti’s writings are more important than Ms political career.

In the general history of European philosophy they stand ai^art. As
the speculations of Rosniini, against which he wrote, have been called

the last link added to mediaeval thought, so the system of Gioberti,

more especially in his greater aud earlier works, is unrelated to other
modern schools of thought. It shows a harmony with the Roman
Catholic faith which caused Cousin to make the superficial criticism

that ‘^Italian philosophy was still in the bonds of theology.”
Method is with him a synthetic, subjective, and psyehologiealinstru-
ment. He reconstructs, as he declares, ontology, and begins with
the '' ideal formula,” “ the Ens creates ex nihilo the existent.” He
is in some respects a Platoniut, and ti*ansplants certain dogmata
from the ancient idealist. He identifies religion with civilization,

and arrives in his treatise Del Fri?riato mo7'ale e civile degli Italiani
at the conclusion that the church is the axis on which the well-
being of human life revolves. His later works, the Rioinovamcnto
and the Frotologico, are sometimes thought to be less affirmative in
this matter, and there is a division in opinion among his critics

how far he shifted his ground under the infiuoiice of events before
he died. His first work, written when he was thirty-seven, had a
personal reason for its existence. A young fellow-exile and friend,
Paolo Pallia, having many doubts and misgivings as to the reality
of revelation aud a future life, Gioberti at once set to work with La
Teorica del Sovraniiaturale, which was his first publication (2 vols.,
1838). After this the enormous labours of his pen made up for the
lateness of his comineucement as an author. Philosophical treatises
in two or three volumes, which would occupy, generally speaking,
half a lifetime, followed in rapid succession, each one being a corol-
lary to the last. The Teorica was followed by Introduzione alio
Studio della Filosofia in three volumes, passing through the press
in 1839-40. In this work he states his reasons for requiring a new
method^ and new terminology. Here he brings out the doctrine
that religion is the^ direct expression of the idea in this life, and is
one with true civilization in history. Civilization is a conditioned
mediate^ tendency to perfection, to which religion is the final com-
pletion if carried out \ it is the end of the second cycle expressed by
the second formula, the Ens redeems existences. Essays on the
lighter and more popular subjects, Del Bello and Del Buo'm,
followed the IntroduUion, but were not published as a volume till

1846, having first appeared in connexion with the writings of other
authors. Del Frimato morale e civile degli Italiaui and the Fro-
legomeni to the same, and soon afterwards his triumphant exposure
of the Jesuits, II Gesuita Moderno, in five successive volumes (eight
volumes altogether), began to be issued in 1843, and no doubt
hastened the transfer of rule from clerical to civil hands. It
was, as has been seen, the popularity of these semi-political works,
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heightened by other occasional political articles w'hich fill two
volumes, and by his Rinnovamento cvmde dHalia, that caused
Gioberti to be welcomed with such enthusiasm on Ins leturn to

his native country. All these works Avere perfectly orthodox, and
aided in drawing the liberal clergy into the movement wdiich has
resulted since his time in the unification of Italy.

^

The Jesuits, hoAv-

evei*, closed round the pope more firmly after his return to Rome,
and in the end Gioberti’s writings vere placed on the Index,
although with no unfavourable result as far as their influence is

concerned. The remainder of his works need not be particularized,

although they give his mature views on many points, especially

La Filosofia della Rivelazione and the Protologia, The entire

writings of Gioberti, including those left in inanuscrii>t, have been
carefully edited by Giuseppe Massari in thirty-six A^olumes.

See Massari, Ricordi Biografici e Carteggio (ll^aples, 1863);
Lettere di Vincenzo Giolerti e Giorgio Pallavicino (Milan, 1875);
Rev. C. B. Smyth, Christian Metafihysies (London, 1851).

GIOJA, Melchior (1767-1828), a distinguished Italian

writer on philosophy and political economy, was born at

Piacenza in 1767. He was educated at the celebrated

college of St Lazare in his native town, and showed special

fondness for the philosophical sciences. Apparently he
had been destined for the church, but he seems to have
given up at au early period the study of theology, and after

completing his course at the college spent some years in

retirement. His first work was the philosophical treatise

11 nuovo Galatea (1802), which was followed by the Logica
Sfatistica, The arrival of ISTapoleon in Italy drew Gioja

into public life. He advocated warmly the establishment

of a republican government, and under the Cisalpine

Republic he was named historiographer and director of

statistics. After the fall of Napoleon he retired into private

life, and does not appear again to have held office. He
died in 1828. Gioja’s fundamental idea is the value of

statistics or the collection of facts. Philosophy itself is with
him classification and consideration of ideas. Logic he re-

garded as a practical art, and his Dsercizioni Logici has the
further title, Art of deriving benefitfrom ill-constructed, boohs.

In ethics Gioja follows Bentham, and his large treatise Del
Merito e delle Recompense, 1818, is a clear and systematic
view of social ethics from the utilitarian principle. In poli-

tical economy this avidity for facts ]3roduced better fruits.

The Nuovo Frospetto delle Sdenze Economiclie, 6 vols.,

1815-17, although long to excess, and overburdened with
classifications and tables, contains much valuable material.

In particular, Gioja must be credited with the finest and
most original treatment of division of labour since the
Wealth of Nations. Much of what Babbage taught later

on the subject of combined work is anticipated by Gioja.

His theory of production is also deserving of attention from
the fact that it takes into account and gives due prominence
to immaterial goods. Throughout the work there is con-
tinuous opposition to Smith. Gioja’s latest work Filosofia
della Statistica, 1828, contains in brief compass the essence
of his ideas on human life, and affords the clearest insight

into his aim and method in philosophy both theoretical

and practical

A notice of Gioja' s life is given in the 2d edition of the Filosofia
della Statistica, 1829. See Fern, Essai sur Vhistoire de la FkiL en
Itodie au 19^« Sihcle, 1869.

GIORDANO, Luca (1632-1705), a painter of great
immediate celebrity, was bom in Naples, son of a very
indifferent painter, Antonio, who imparted to him the first

rudiments of drawing. Nature predestined him for the art,

and at the age of eight he painted a cherub into one of his

father’s pictures, a feat which was at once noised abroad,
and which induced the viceroy of Naples to recommend the
child to Spagnoletto. His father afterwards took him to

Rome, to study under Pietro da Cortona. He acquired the
nickname of Luca Fa-presto (Luke Work-fast). One might
suppose this nickname to be derived merely from the almost
miraculous celerity with which from an early age and
throughout his life he handled the brush

;
but it is said to
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have had a more express origin. The father, we are told,

poverty-stricken and greedy of gain, was perpetually urging

his boy to exertion with the phrase, “ Luca, fk presto.”

The youth obeyed his parent to the letter, and would actu-

ally not so much as pause to snatch a hasty meal, but
received into his mouth, while he still worked on, the food
which his father's hand supplied. He copied nearly twenty
times the Battle of Constantine by Julio Homano, and with
proportionate frequency several of the great works of

Raphael and Michelangelo. His rapidity, which belonged
as much to invention as to mere handiwork, and his versa-

tility, which enabled him to imitate other painters decep-
tively, earned for him two other epithets, “The Thunderbolt”
(Fulmine), and “The Proteus,” of Painting. He shortly

visited all the main seats of the Italian school of art, and
formed for himself a style combining in a certain measure
the ornamental pomp of Paul Veronese and the contrasting

compositions and large schemes of chiaroscuro of Pietro da
Cortona. He was noted also for lively and showy colour.

Returning to Naples, and accepting every sort of commis-
sion by which money was to be made, he practised his art

with so much applause that Charles II. of Spain towards
1687 invited him over to Madrid, where he remained
thirteen years. Giordano was very popular at the Spanish
court, being a sprightly talker along with his other marvel-
lously facile gifts, and the king created him a cavaliere.

One anecdote of his rapidity of work is that the queen of

Spain having one day made some inquiry about his wife,

he at once showed Her Majesty what the lady was like by
painting her portrait into the picture on which he was en-

gaged. After the death of Charles in 1700 Giordano,
gorged with wealth, returned to Naples. He spent large

sums in acts of munificence, and was particularly liberal to

his poorer brethren of the art. He again visited various

parts of Italy, and died in Naples on 12th January 1705,
his last words being “ O Napoli, sospiro mio ” (O Naples,
my heart's love 1). One of his maxims was that the good
painter is the one whom the public like, and that the public

are attracted more by colour than by design.

At the present day, when the question is not how quickly
Giordano could do his work, but what the work itself

amounts to, his reputation has rim down like the drops of

heavy rain off a window, or like one of the figures in his

own paintings, in which he was wont to use an excessive

quantity of oil. His astonishing readiness and facility

must, however, be recognized, spite of the general common-
ness and superficiality of his performances. He left many
works in Rome, and far more in Naples. Of the latter one
of the most renowned is Christ expelling the Traders from
the Temple, in the church of the Padri Girolamini, a colossal

work, full of expressive lazzaroni
;
also the frescos of S.

Martino, and those in the Tesoro della Certosa, including
the subject of Moses and the Brazen Serpent

;
and the

cupola-paintings in the Church of S. Brigida, which con-

tains the artist's own tomb. In Spain he executed a sur-

prising number of works,—continuing in the Escorial the
series commenced by Cambiasi, and painting frescos of the
Triumphs of the Church, the Genealogy and Life of the
Madonna, the stories of Moses, Gideon, David, and Solomon,
and the Celebrated Women of Scripture, all works of large

dimensions. His pupils, Aniello Rossi and Matteo Pacelli,

assisted him in Spain. In Madrid he worked more in oil-

colour, a Nativity there being one of his best productions.
Another superior example is the Judgment of Paris in the
Berlin Museum. In Florence, in his closing days, he
painted the Cappella Corsini, the Galleria Riccardi, and
other works. In youth he etched with considerable skill

some of his own paintings, such as the Slaughter of the
Priests of Baal. He also painted much on the crystal

borderings of looking-glasses, cabinets, &c., seen in many
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Italian palaces, and was, in this form of art, the master of
Pietro Garofolo. His best pupil, in painting of the ordinary
kind, was Paolo de Matteis.
GIORGIONE (1477-1511), the name adopted both by

his contemporaries and by posterity for one of the most
renowned of Italian painters, signifies George the Big, or
Great, and was given him, according to Vasari, “ because
of the gifts of his person and the greatness of his mind.”
Like Lionardo da Vinci, Giorgione appears to have been of
illegitimate birth. His father belonged certainly to the
gentle family of the Barbarella, of CasteKranco in the
Trevisan

;
his mother, it seems probable, was a peasant girl

of the neighbouring village of Vedelago
; and he was born

in or shortly before the year 1477. In histories and cata-

logues he is now commonly styled Giorgio Barbarella of
Castelfranco

;
but it seems clear that he was humbly reared,

and only acknowledged by his father's family when his
genius had made him famous. Twenty-seven years after

his death, the brothers Matteo and Ercole Barbarella were
glad to inscribe the name of Giorgione among the members
of their family in whose honour they huilt and dedicated a
monument in the church of San Liberale in their native
town. Presently this church was demolished and replaced
by a new one. In the course of this operation the inscrip-

tion in question perished. Not so a more important
memorial of Giorgione's greatness, in the shape of an altar-

piece which he painted for the same church on the commis-
sion of Tuzio Costanzo. Tuzio Costanzo was a famous
captain of free lances, who had followed his mistress, the
Queen Cornaro, from Cyprus to her retirement in the
Trevisan, and at the beginning of the 16th century was
settled at Castelfranco. The altar-piece with which
Giorgione adorned the chapel of this patron in the old
church of San Liberale, was afterwards transferred to the
new church, where it remains to this day, so that there is

something more than the mere memory of the great painter
to attract the lover of art on a pilgrimage to his native
town. Castelfranco is a hill fort standing in the midst of

a rich and broken plain at some distance from the last

slopes of the Venetian Alps. Giorgione's ideal of luxu-
riant pastoral scenery, the country of pleasant copses,

glades, and brooks, amid which his personages love to

wander or recline with lute and pipe, was derived, no doubt,
from these natural surroundings of his childhood. We can-
not tell how long he remained in their midst, nor what were
the circumstances which led him, while still, it seems, a boy,

to Venice. Once there, we do not hear of him until his

genius is, so to speak, full-fledged. He appears all at once
as a splendid presence, the observed of all observers

;
an

impassioned musician, singer, lover; and, above all, as a
painter winning new conquests for his art. His progress
from obscurity to fame, probably under the teaching of

Giovanni Bellini, must have been extraordinarily rapid, as

he was still veryyoung when he was employed to paint the

portraits of two successive doges, and of great captains and
princesses such as Gonzalvo of Cordova and Catharina
Cornaro. Giorgione effected, in the Venetian school, a
change analogous to that effected by Lionardo in the school

of Florence,—a change, that is, which was less a revolution

than a crowning of the edifice. He added the last accom-
plishments of freedom and science to an art that at his

advent only just fell short of both. Venetian painting

towards 1495 had reached the height of religious dignity in.

the great altar-pieces of Bellini, the height of romantic

sentiment and picturesque animation in Carpaccio's series

from the legend of St Ursula, The efforts of the school for

nearly half a century had been concentrated on the develop-

ment, with the help of the new medium of oil, of colour

as the great element of emotional expression in painting.

Giorgione came to enrich the art with a more faultless
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design
;
with a system of colour yet more ardent, melting,

and harmonious
;
with a stronger sense of hfe and of the

glory of the real world as distinguished from the solemn

dreamland of the religious imagination. He had a power
hitherto unknown of interpreting both the charm of merely

huniau grace and distinction, and the natural joy of life in

the golden sunlight among woods and meadows. His active

career cannot have extended over more than fifteen years,

since we know that he died in 1511,—according to one

account, of a contagious disorder : according to another,

of grief at discovering that his mistress had played

false with a pupil. But in that brief career he had both
deeply modified the older manner of the Venetian school,

as represented even by a master so great and so austere as

John Bellini, and had prepared the way for its final

manner, as represented by the most complete master of all,

Titian. Bellini, who outlived Giorgione, had not been

ashamed to learn something from the practice of a teacher

fully forty years younger than himself, who was probably in

the first instance his own pupil. Titian, only ten years

younger than Giorgione, succeeded to his conquests, and
enjoyed the length of days which was denied him.

A. consecutive biography of Giorgione it is impossible

to construct, either from literary records or from extant

works. The literary records only furnish us with a few
general chaiacteristics, and with the mention of a few of his

productions, especially the frescos with which he adorned
the front of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi or hall of the German
traders at Venice, after its destruction by fire in 1504 ;

and the frescos and altar-piece, sometimes attributed to the

same year, which he executed for Tuzio Costanzo in his

native town. The decorations of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi,

which Vasari praises for their design and glowing colour,

but blames for their too fantastic and enigmatical invention,

have unhappily been utterly destroyed by the combined
operation of weather and of reckless architectural changes
in the building. The frescos of the chapel of Castelfranco
were also sacrificed, while the altar-piece was preserved
in the manner we have related. A fragment of a love-

madrigal, which was once to be read on the back of this

panel, addressed apparently by the painter to his model, is

quoted as iu character with our traditions of the man. The
picture itself represents the Virgin and Child enthroned, with
a group of saints, and prominent among them the warrior-

saint Liberate, the patron of the church. A small and highly
finished study in armour for this figure is now one of the
treasures of the National Gallery in London, to which it was
bequeathed by Mr Rogers. To Giorgione are also attributed
pictures in almost all the public and private galleries of

Europe, to a number ten times greater than could possibly
be consistent with the short duration of his career, and with
the fact that no inconsiderable portion of that career must
have been occupied with the production of the perished
frescos. These so-called Giorgiones of the galleries may to
some extent be recognized and classified as the work of one
or another of several groups of painters whose manner was
more or less akin to, or influenced by., that of Venice in
Giorgione^s days. One such group belongs to Bergamo;
another to Brescia; another is in alliance with Palma;
another with Titian

;
another, again, consists of the later

and looser imitators of the master himself, as Andrea and
Schiavone, Pietro della Vecchia and Rocco Marcone. It is

probable, indeed, that those distinguished authorities, Messrs
Orowe and Cavalcaselle, have gone too far in excluding from
the genuine work of Giorgione several of the most famous
pictures which have hithei-to passed as standards whereby
to judge his manner, as, for instance, the Entombment of

Christ at Treviso, and particularly the beautiful Concert of

the Louvre. Without, however, entering upon disputed
ground, there remains a reasonable number of undoubted
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pictures of the master, and these, while they possess in
common the qualities of feeling and invention which we
have above defined, in technical style vary from a
minute and painstaking precibion, almost like that of

Antonello da Messina, or ot Bellini in his earlier manner, to

a degree of breadth, glow, and softness, which are the
qualities more popularly associated with the name of

Giorgione, and more commonly attempted by his imitators.
We conclude with a mention of a fewot the principal undisputed

examples of Gioi'gioiie’s hnndiwork, following a chronological older,

which, however, it should be undei stood, is necessarily but approxi-
mate and conjectux'al- Florence, UfiSzi ; an Ordeal ot Moses, and a
Judgment of Solomon,—small pictures with rich landscape acces-

sories, and figures of extraordinary grace and delicacy, painted
apparently in imitation or in rivalry of the New Testament
allegory by Bellini, in the same manner, which is

in the same gallery; all three were originally in the summer
residence of the Medici at Poggio Im^ieriale. Loudon, collection of

Mr Wentworth Beaumont : Holy Family, w’ith the angel appealing
to the shejjherds in the background,—again a small pictuie, very
delicately finished

;
formerly iu the possession of Caidinal Feseh.

London, National Gallery: the Study for San Liberale above men-
tioned. Castelfranco, Church of San Liberale : the altar-piece,

—

figures life size, exhibiting much of the manner of Bellini in his

altar-pieces. A^ienna, Belvedere Gallery : a Groii};> of Astronomers
in a Glade, known as the Chaldeans,—rich sunset landscai)e, with
villages in the distance and trees in the foreground

; beside the

trees on the left, three figures in Oriental costumes, one-thirU of life

size; formerly in the Taddeo Contarini gallery. Venice, Man fi ini

palace : man, woman, and child, known as the Family of Gioigione,
in a landscax^e recalling the neighbourhood of Castelfranco,—one of

the most beautiful works of the master, formerly in the house of

Gabriel Vendrainiii at Santa Fosca. England, Kingston Lacy, col-

lection of Mr Bankes: Judgment of Solomon,—a large unfinished

picture of great beauty, of (dealer tones and broader treatment than
the foregoing, bought, at the suggestion of Loid Byron, from the
Marescalchi gallery. Florence, Pitti : Concert,—a monk of the
Au^ustinians, seated at the harpsichord

;
behind him, a clerk with

a viol
; on the left a young man with plumed hat and long hair.

This is the most perfect of all the works which are assumed to

belong to the later time of the master.
See Vasari, Vite de^ piii eccellcnti pitto7‘iy &c., vol. vii. p. 80, ed.

Lemoniiier
;

JRidolfi, Maraviglie dclV Aric, vol. i. p. 121 ; Crowe
and Cavalcaselle, History of Fainting "n- North Italy

y

vol. ii

p. 119. (S. C.)

GIOTTIINO (1324-1357), an eaily Florentine painter.

Vasari is the principal authority in regard to this artist

;

but it is not by any means easy to bring the details of his

narrative into harmony with such facts as can be verified at

the present day. It would appear that there was a paintei

of the name of Tommaso (or Maso) di Stefano, termed
Giottino

;
and the Giottino of Vasari is said to have been

boi*n in 1324, and to have died early, of consumption, in

1357,—dateswhich must be regarded as open to considerable

doubt. Stefano, the father of Tommaso, was himself a

celebrated painter in the early revival of art
;
his naturalism

was indeed so highly appreciated by contemporaries as to

earn him the appellation of “ Scimia della Natura (ape of

nature). He, it seems, instructed his son, who, however,

app]ie<i himself with greater predilection to studying the

works of the great Giotto, formed his style on these, and
hence was called Giottino. It is even said that Giottino

was really the son (others say the great-grandson) of Giotto.

To this statement little or no importance can be attached.

To Maso di Stefano, or Giottino, Vasari and Ghiberti attri-

bute the frescos in the chapel of S. Silvestro (or of the

Bardi family) in the Florentine church of S. Croce ;
these

represent the miracles of Pope St Sylvester, as narrated in

the Gnlden Legend, one cons^jicuons subject being the seal-

ing of the lips of a malignant dragon. These works are

animated and firm in drawing, with naturalism carried

further than by Giotto. From the evidence of style, some

modem connoisseurs assign to the same hand the paintings

in the funeral vault of the Strozzi family, below the Cappella

degli Spagnuoli in the church of S. Maria Novella, represent-

ing the crucifixion and other subjects. Vasari ascribes also

to his Giottino the frescos of the life of St Nicholas in the
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lower clmrcli of Assisi. This series, however, is not really

in that part of the church which Yasari designates, but is

in the Chapel of the Sacrament
;
and the works in that

chapel are understood to be by Giotto di Stefano, who
worked in the second half of the 14th century—very excel-

lent productions of their period. It might hence be inferred

that two different men produced the works which are

unitedly fathered upon the half-legendary “ Giottino,” the
consumptive youth, solitary and melancholic, but passion-

ately devoted to his art. A large number of other works
have been attributed to the same hand

;
we need only men-

tion an Apparition of the Virgin to St Bernard, in the
Florentine Academy

;
a lost painting, very popular in its

day, commemorating the expulsion, which took place in

1343, of the duke of Athens from Florence
;
and a marble

statue erected on the Florentine campanile. Yasari parti-

cularly praises Giottino for well-blended chiaroscuro. He
left behind him various scholars in the art.

GIOTTO (1276—1336), relatively to his age one of the
greatest and most complete of artists, fills in the history of

Italian painting a place analogous to that which seems to

have been filled in the history of Greek painting by
Polygnotus. That is to say, he lived at a time when the
resources of his art were still in their infancy, but consider-

ing the limits of those resources, his achievements were
the highest possible. At the close of the hliddle Age, he
laid the foundations upon which all the progress of the
Renaissance was afterwards securely based. In the days
of Giotto, the knowledge possessed by painters of the
human frame and its structure rested only upon general
observation, and not upon any minute, prolonged, or scien-

tific study ; while to facts other than those of humanity
their observation had never been closely directed. Of
linear perspective they possessed few ideas, and those

elementary and empirical, and scarcely any ideas at all of

aerial perspective or the conduct of light and shade. As
far as painting could ever be carried under these conditions,

so far it was carried by Giotto. In its choice of sub-
jects, his art is entirely subservient to the religious spirit

of his age. Even in its mode of conceiving and arranging
those subjects, it is in part still trammelled by the rules

and consecrated traditions of the past. Thus it is as far

*from being a perfectly free as from being a perfectly accom-
plished form of art. Many of those truths of nature to

which the painters of succeeding generations learnt to give

accurate and complete expression, Giotto was only able to

exi^ress by way of imperfect symbol and suggestion. But
in spite of these limitations and shortcomings, and although
he has often to be content with expressing truths of space
and form conventionally or inadequately, and truths of

structure and action approximately, and truths of light and
shadow not at all, yet among the elements over which he
has control he maintains so just a balance that his work
produces in the spectator less sense of imperfection than
that of many later and more accomplished masters. He is

one of the least one-sided of artists, and his art, it has been
justly said, resumes and concentrates all the attainments of

his time not less truly than all the attainments of the
crowning age of Italian art are resumed and concentrated
in Raphael. In some particulars the painting of Giotto
was never surpassed,—in the judicious division of the
field and massing and scattering of groups,—in the union
of dignity In the types with appropriateness in the occupa-
tions of the personages,—in strength and directness of

intellectual grasp and dramatic motive,—in the combination
of perfect gravity with perfect frankness in conception, and
of a noble severity in design with a great charm of harmony
and purity in colour. The earlier Byzantine and Roman
workers in mosaic had bequeathed to him the high abstract
qualities of their practice, their balance, their impressive-
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ness, their grand instinct of decoration j but while they had
compassed these qualities at an entire sacrifice of life and
animation, it is the glory of Giotto to have been the first

among his countrymen to breathe life into art, and to have
quickened its stately rigidity with the fire of natural
incident and emotion. It was this conquest, this touch of
the magician, this striking of the sympathetic notes of life

and reality, that chiefly gave Giotto his immense reputation
among his contemporaries, and made him the fit exponent of

the vivid, penetrating, and practical genius of emancipated
Florence. His is one of the few names in history which,
having become great while its bearer lived, has sustained
no loss of greatness through subsequent generations.

No two men were evermore unlike than the rustic Giotto
and the patrician Dante ; but among the high places of his-

tory, their figures stand side by side on a common eminence.
They were contemporaries, Dante being the elder of the two
by eleven years, and friends, or, at the least, acquaintances.
The poetry of Dante, reporting concerning things unseen
with a definiteness not less than that of actual vision, served
in many ways, until the days of Michelangelo, not only as

an inspiration but as a law to the religious art of Italy,

This inspiring and legislating authority of the sacred poet
was exercised first of all upon Giotto,—partly, it appears,

by means of personal intercourse between the two men.
On the other hand, Giotto is celebrated in Dante’s verse as
the foremost painter of the new age. Nor is this the only
tribute to his pre-eminence which we find in contemporary,
or almost contemporary, literature. He is from the first

a kind of popular hero. He is celebrated by the poet
Petrarch and by the historian Yillani. He is made the
subject of tales and anecdotes by Boccaccio and by Franco
Sacchetti. From these notices, as well as from Yasari, we
gain a distinct picture of the man, as one whose iiature was
in keeping with his peasant origin

;
whose sturdy frame

and plain features corresponded to a character rather dis-

tinguished for shrewd and genial strength than for sublinier

or more ascetic qualities; a master craftsman, to whose
strong combining and inventing powers nothing came
amiss; conscious of his own deserts, never at a loss either

in the things of his art or in the things of life, and equally
ready and efficient whether he has to design the scheme of

some great spiritual allegory in colour or imperishable
monument in stone, or whether he has to show his wit in

the encounter of practical jest and repartee. From his own
hand we have a contribution to literature which helps to

substantiate this conception of his character. A large part

of Giotto’s fame as a painter was won in the service of the

Franciscans, and in the pictorial celebration of the life and
ordinances of their founder. As is well known, it was a
part of the ordinances of Francis that his disciples should
follow his own example in w orshipping and being wedded
to poverty,—poverty idealized and personified as a spiritual

bride and mistress. Giotto, having on the commission of

the order given the noblest pictorial embodiment to this

and ocher aspects of the Franciscan doctrine, presently

wrote an ode in which his own views on poverty are

expressed; and in this he shows that, if on the one hand
his genius was at the service of the ideals of his time, and
his imagination open to their significance, on the other

hand his judgment was very shrewdly aware of their practi-

cal dangers and exaggerations.

Giotto di Bondone (a name, as it happens, also borne

in the same generation by a distinguished citizen of

Siena) was the son of a poor peasant of Yespignano. He
was born in 1276, and drew, we are told, by natural

instinct with whatever materials he could lay his hands on.

He was ten years old when Cimabue, as the story goes,

found by the wayside, drawing a sheep with a piece

of charcoal upon a stone or tile. The master, then at the
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height of his fame, took the peasant boy, with the glad

consent of his father, to Florence to be his pupil. Of his

early career after this we know no more until we find him
at work as the foremost among many scholars employed

under Cimabue at the interior decorations of the great

memorial church of St Francis at Assisi. This church con-

sists of two structures, one superimposed on the other; it

is of the upper and not of the lower church that wo speak

at present. On the walls of this, a great series of frescos,

now more than half obliterated, was painted by the primi-

tive masters of the Tuscan school, including some of older

and some of younger standing than Cimabue. The series

is in three tiers, the uppermost tier containing scenes from

the Old Testament ;
the next, scenes from the New ; the

lowest, scenes from the life of St Francis. It is in this

last tier than we can discern with certainty the hand of the

youthful Giotto. The extent of his participation has been

much debated. According to the more probable opinion, it

can be traced even in the earlier scenes of the history
;
but

it is in the later scenes only that the hand and promise of

the master, the presence of a new and vital spirit, reveal

themselves with fulness. Some interval (hut the chronology

of Giotto’s career is at all points obscure) would seem to

have elapsed between the execution of these frescos and of

others, better known than these, which adorn the lower

story of the same structure. In four lunette-shaped

spaces in the vaulting of this lower church, Giotto has

painted four vast compositions, of which the scheme was
dictated to him, no doubt, by some pious and learned mouth-
piece of the wishes of the order. One of these exhibits

the mystical wedding of Francis with Poverty; a second Is

an allegory of Chastity
; a third of Obedience

;
a fourth

shows the saint glorified in heaven among the angels. To
describe and explain these famous compositions would be
beyond our scope. The ideas they embody cannot but
seem strained and cold when we express them in modem
language. Strained and cold, indeed, the ideas would have
been in any other age of the world

;
but we must remember

that the religioas temperament of that age in Italy gave
even to pedantry the colours of passion, and an ardent and
solemn reality to the most far-drawn fantasies of devotion.

And however cool the priv-ate judgment of Giotto in such
matters may have been, it is not his private judgment
which speaks to us from the painted allegories of Assisi

;

it is the sincere imagination of the men among whom he
lived; it is the ardour and solemnity of the devotional spirit

of his race. In one of the transepts of the same lower
church there are frescos of the Passion of Christ, and
others of the life of St Francis, which modern authorities

hold against ancient, most likely with justice, to be also

from the hand of Giotto.

Assuming that the later work of the master at Assisi
belongs to the year 1296 or thereabouts, we have good
evidence that two years afterwards he was working at
Rome for the Cardinal Stefaneschi, nephew of Pope
Boniface VII 1. The remains of his industry in this employ-
ment may be seen in a mosaic of the Navicella, or Christ
saving St Peter from the waves, now preserved in the
portico of St Peter’s at Rome, and in three panels, kept in
the sacristy of the canons of the same church, which
originally formed part of a ciborium. It is also recorded
that Giotto adorned certain MSS. with miniatures for this
patron

;
and in truth there exists in public libraries a very

rare class of MSS., in which the miniatures bear the marks,
if scarcely of the hand, at any rate of the immediate influ-

ence of Giotto. Lastly, a discoloured fragment of a fresco
of the church of St John Lateran shows the figure of Pope
Boniface VIII. announcing from a balcony the opening of
the famous Jubilee of the year 1300. Soon after this,

Giotto was once more in his native city. Recent research

has again thrown in doubt the relative shares of the mastei
and of his pupils in the decorations of the chapel, called by
Ghiberti the chapel of the Magdalene, in the Bargello or

palace of the Podesta at Florence. These were painted to

celebrate the pacification between the Black and White
parties in the state, effected by the Cardinal d’Acquasparta
as delegate of the Pope in 1302, and consisted of a series

of Scripture scenes, besides great compositions of Hell and
Paradise. It is in the Paradise that the painter has intro-

duced those groups, typical of pacified Florence, in which
occur the portraits of Dante, Brunetto Latini, and Gorso
Donato, and which, amid the emotion of all who care for

art or history, were recovered in 1841 from the Vi^hite-

wash that had overlain them.
The whole central period of Giotto’s life, from about 1305

to about 1334, is divided between periods of residence at

Florence and expeditions, of which we can in very rare

instances trace the date or sequence, undertaken in conse-

quence of commissions received from other cities of the

peninsula. He was as much or more of a traveller as was
Van Eyck a century later; and his travels exercised as

much or more of the same fertilizing and stimulating

influence on art in Italy as did those of the great Fleming
in the north-west of Europe. The familiar story of the O
belongs to a journey to France, which was projected by
Giotto but never undertaken. Pope Benedict XL, the

successor of Boniface VIII., sent a messenger to bring him
proofs of the painter’s powers. Giotto would give the mes-

senger no other sample of his talent than an O drawn with

a free sweep of the brush from the elbow
;
but tbe pope

was satisfied, and engaged Giotto at a great salary to go

and adorn with frescos the papal residence at Avignon.
Benedict, however, dying at tliis time (1305), nothing came
of this commission

;
and the Italian 14th century frescos,

of which remains are still to be seen at Avignon, have been
proved to be the work, not, as was long supposed, of

Giotto, but of the Sienese master Simone Martini, called

Simone Memmi. Another certain date in Giotto’s career

belongs to tlie close of the period we have defined. In
1328 he liad painted in the palace of the Signoria at

Florence a portrait (now lost) of Charles of Calabria kneel-

ing before the Virgin. Two years later he was invited by
the father of this prince, King Robert of Naples, to come
and work for him in that city. Some frescos in the

chapel of the Incoronata had been long erroneously supposed,

on the authority of Petrarch, to represent a part at any rate

of the industry of Giotto during the three years which he
spent at Naples. It is the merit of Messrs Crowe and
Cavalcaselle, while conclusively setting aside this tradition,

to have called attention to a real and very noble work of

the master existing in a hall which formerly belonged to

the convent of Sta. Chiara in that city. This is a fresco

celebrating tbe charity of the Franciscan order under the

figure of the miracle of the loaves and fishes, with the

personages of St Francis and St Clare kneeling on either

hand.
Between these two dates (1305 and 1330), Giotto is said

to have resided and left great works at Padua, Ferrara,

Urbino, Ravenna, Rimini, Faenza, Lucca, and other cities

;

and in several of these paintings are still shown which bear

his name with more or less of plausibility. But among
them it is at Padua only that his authentic and mature
powers can really be studied, and that in perhaps the

greatest and most complete series of creations of all that

he has left. These are the frescos with which he decorated

the chapel built in honour of the Virgin of the Annuncia-
tion by a rich citizen of the town, Enrico Scrovegni, and

called sometimes the chapel of the Arena, because it is on the

site of an ancient amphitheatre. Since it is recorded that

Dante was Giotto’s guest at Padua, and since we know
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that it was in 1306 that he came from Bologna to that

city, we may conclude that to the same year, 1306, belongs

the beginning of Giotto’s great undertaking in the Arena
chapel. The scheme includes a Saviour in Glory over the

altar, a Last Judgment over the entrance door, and on either

side a series of subjects from the Old and New Testaments
and the apocryphal Life of Christ, painted in three tiers,

and lowest of all, a fourch tier with emblematic Virtues and
Vices in monochrome, the Virtues being on the side of the

chapel which is next the incidents of redemption in the

entrance fresco of the Last Judgment, the Vices on that side

which is next the incidents of perdition There is no other

single building, or single series of representations, in which
the highest powers of the Italian mind and hand at the

beginning of the 14th century may be so well studied as

here. lu the same city, the great Franciscan church of St
Antonio contains also the remains of works by the master.

And it was still for the same order, in their renowned
church of Santa Croce, that Giotto executed most of the

paintings which mark the periods of his residence in

Florence. Besides a vast altar-piece or panel for the
Baroncelii chapel, he decorated with frescos the walls of

a number of private chapels in this church. The Baroncelii

altar-piece still exists
;
the ouly chapels of which the

frescos have been uncovered are those of the Bardi
and Peruzzi. Nor are these the ouly walls in Florence
which to this day bear record of the jjowers of Giotto

—

without taking into account many that are attributed to

him, but are really by the hand of pupils like Taddeo
Gaddi or Puccio Capaniia, or of weaker followers like

Giottino, Giovanni da Milano, or Agnolo Gaddi.
Meantime, Giotto had been advancing, not only in fame,

but in years and in prosperity. He was married young,
and had, so far as is recorded, three sons, Francesco,

Niccola, and Donato, and three daughters, Bice, Caterina,

and Lucia, He had added by successive purchases to the

plot of land inherited from his father at Vespignano. His
fellow -citizens of all occupations and degrees delighted to

honour him. And now, in his fifty-eighth year, on his

return from Naples by way of Gaeta, he received the final

and official testimony to the esteem in which he was held
at Florence. By a solemn decree of the Priori (A.pril 12,

1334), he was appointed master of the works of the cathe-

dral of Sta. Beparata (subsequently and better known as

Sta. Maria del Fiore), and architect of the city walls and of

tlie towns within her territory. Dying in 1336, he only

enjoyed these dignities for two years. But in the course of

these two years he had found time not only to make an
excursion to Milan, on the invitation of Azzo Visconti and
with the sanction of his own Government, but to plan and
in part to superintend the execution of two monuments of

architecture, of which the one remaining is among the most
exquisite iu design and richest in decoration that were ever
conceived by man. These were, the west front of the
cathedral, and its detached campanile or hell tower. The
cathedral front was barbarously stripped of its enrichments
in a later age, and stood naked until the other day, when
the city of Florence undertook to restore it in a modern
imitatiou. The campanile remains, except for inconsider-

able repairs, as it was left by the pupils of Giotto after

their master’s death; and in the consummate dignity as
well as consummate delicacy of its design, in its fair pro-
portions and in the opulent but lucid invention and appor-
tionment of its detjils, in the thoughtfulness and pregnant
simplicity of its sculptured histories, it is the most fitting

crown and monument of a strong and memorable career.

A complete bibliography of the earlier as well as the more recent
authorities on Giotto would here be out of place. The main mate-
rials and references will be found in the following :—^Vasari, ed.
Lemonnier, vol. i. pp. 309 sqq . ; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, JSist of

Painting in Italy

^

vol. i. chaps. 8 to 11; Ernst Forster, GeschicMe
der ltalienischeyi Kunst^ voL ii. pp. 211 scj^q.^ and E. Dobbert iu
article “Giotto iu Dolune’s Kicnst und Kunstler, vol. hi. (S. C.)

GIOVINAZZO, a town of Italy, in the province of Bari,
about 1 1 miles from Bari, on the railway from Otranto to

Bologna. Situated on the coast, it has a small harbour, and
carries on an export trade in the olives, almonds, and carobs
produced in the vicinity. It is also the seat of a bishop,
and possesses a cathedral, a castle, and a famous os])izio or

poorhouse, which was founded by Ferdinand I. of Naples,
and is now used partly for the education of foundlings and
orphans, and partly for the reformatory treatment of juvenile
criminals. Cloth, carpets, thread, and shoes are among the

manufactures of the place, and the children of the ospizio

are largely trained in such industries. Whether the identi-

fication with the ancient town called Netium or Natiolum
be well founded or not, it is certain that Qiovinazzo was in

existence at a very early date, and some portions of its sea-

wall are supposed to belong to the iater Roman period.

The population of the town in 1875 was 8902, and of the

commune 9108.

GIOVIO, Paul. See Jovius.
GIPSIES, a wandering folk scattered through every

European land, over the greater part of Asia and North
America, and along the northern coast of Africa. Bell of

Antermony speaks in Ms IVavels (1763) of meeting at

Tobolsk a band of sixty Tziggany on their way to China

;

Koster describes the Brazilian Ciganos {Travels in Brazil^

1816), and at the present day cases of Gipsy emigration

to Australia are not unknown. No general estimate

can be formed of their numbers outside Europe, but
travellers agree that they are very numerous in Persia

(3000 families in 1856), Armenia, Asiatic Turkey (67,000
in 1877), and Egypt (one alone of the three chief tribes,

the Ghagars, being reckoned at 16,000); whilst in America,
besides a multitude of British Gipsies, Gipsies from Spain,

France, Germany, and Hungary are not unfrequent. The
total, 700,000, at which Miklosich placed (1878) the

European Gipsies, fairly agrees with the following frag^

mentary statistics. Turkey, before its late dismemberment,
contained 104,750 (9537 in Bosnia and the Herzegovina
in 1874) ;

Servia had 24,691 in 1874, Montenegro 500 in

1873; and in Pi,oumania there are from 200,000 to 300,000,
according to the varying estimates of Cretzulesco (1876)
and the Annuaire general qfficiel de Ronmanie (1874).
In 1876 Austria counted about 1000 (13,500 in Bohemia
in 1846?), and Hungary 159,000 (78,923 in Transylvania

in 1850, and 36,842 in Hungary proper in 1864); while

Spain is credited with 40,000, France with from 2000 to

6000 (700 in the Basque country), Germany and Italy

together with 34,000 (?), and Scandinavia with 1500. In
Russia their number in 1834 was stated at 48,247, ex-

clusive of Polish Gipsies, in 1844 at 1,427,539, and in

1877 at 11,654.1

Names.—Just as in every European land the Gipsy calls

Gentiles ” {i.e.^ non-Gipsies) gaje^ he calls Mmself Rom^
“a man or husband.” This word Rom^ connected by
Paspati with the name of the Indian god Rama, is by
Miklosich identified with the Sanskrit doma or domha,

“a low-caste musician.”^ Of names conferred by “Gen-

1 In England the census of 1871 gives the number of “ vagrants and
Gipsies” as 2280, in Scotland of “vagrants” as 1793. These figures,

however, while they include a good many non-Gipsy tramps and show-

people, exclude all house-dwelling Gipsies, besides the Gipsy horse-

dealers, basket-makers, hawkers, and tinkers, entered under theii* several

headings, and are therefore u\.terly valueless.

^ Sinte, another appellation current among the Gipsies of Germany,
Poland, and Scandinavia, and possibly connected with the Zincalo of

the Gitanos, has been likewise variously derived from the Sanskrit

Sindhn (Indus), and from, the Eomani suiyPi^ “famous,” whilst Batail-

lard identifies it with the or Siv't iol &vdp€s of Homer, Strabo,

&c. (cf. Pott, i. 32-35).
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tiles,” some point to the fancied cradle of the Gipsy race.
’

Thus Gipsy or Gypsy itself {Egyptian in the 16th century),

the Spanish Gitano^ Mbanian Jevk^ modern Greek Vvipro^y

Magyar Pharao nepek (“ Pharaoh's people ”), and Turkish

Fctrawniy preserve the belief in its Egyptian origin, a

belief which finds no confirmation except in the casual

resemblance between Rom and the Egyptian rdme^ man ”

(cf. Eawlinson’s Herodotus^ vol. ii. p. 225), and which was
possibly due to the Gipsies' skill in serpent-charming. The
Scandinavian and Low-German Tatare identifies Gipsies

with the Mongolian hordes, the terror of Europe in the 13th

century; and their French name Bohhniens was probably

due either to a confusion of some such form as Secani with

Czech or to the belief that Gipsies originated in Bohemia.

To the same class belong Walachia Cilices, TJxii, Sarace^ii.

Agareni, N'uhiani, &c., cited by Fritschius (1660). Other

names again denote the character, hue, or callings of the

race, as Arabic Hardrm, “ villain ;
” Dutch Heydens,

‘‘heathens,” Persian Karachi, “swarthy;” and modern Greek
Kar^ySeXos, by Somavera derived from the Latin captivus,

by Bataillard connected with /SiXos, a dart,” and so with

the Gipsies' name in Cyprus, Kilindjirides, from the Turkish

gylidj, “a sword,” Their Scotch name Tinkler, which
occurs in a charter of William the Lion (1165-1214), is

commonly held to be a mere variant of tinker
;
but if its

initial t correspond to z {cf. English ten, German zehn), it

comes very near the Italian Zingaro or Zingano, which, like

the German Zigeuner, Czech Cingdn or Cigdn, and Magyar
Gigdny, is a form of the most widespread of all the Gipsies'

appellations—Bulgarian Atzigan, modern Greek 'Arcrty-

Kttvo? or ^kBiyyavo^. The last was also the title of a
separatist sect in Asia Minor, so called, it is supposed,

because its members kept themselves from contact with un-
believers (a privative, and ^tyyavcj, “to touch”). Miklosich,

finding in it the source of all the preceding forms, believes

it to have been transferred by the Greeks to Gipsies, either

because the latter entered the western parts of the Byzantine
empire from Phrygii and Lycaonia, or because they were
suspected of being adherents of the sect or simply as a
nickname (Mild., vi. pp. 57-66). Bataillard, on the other

hand, identifying the heretic ^AOlyyavot with Gipsy
Arcrty/cavot, and these with the '%Cyvwai of Herodotus
(v. 9), derives the name from a-tyvvrj, “ a javelin while
others among the countless etymologies proposed are Goeje’s

from Persian chang, “a kind of harp or cither;” Burton's
from Persian zang, “Ethiopia;” and Hewbold's from Persian
^n, “ a saddle.”

First Appearance in European History.—From whatever
cause, it is certain that a confusion did exist between the
*Ar<rLyKCLvoL and ^AOCyyavoi, which renders it extremely
difficult to determine whether the Byzantine historians are
speaking of Gipsies or heretics in seven passages collected by
Miklosich. It appears from these that ^AOlyyai/ot, described
as magicians, soothsayers, and serpent-charmers, first emerge
in Byzantine history under Hicephorus L (802-11), were
banished by Michael I. (811-13), and were restored to
favour by Michael II. (820-29); but Miklosich’s reasons
for absolutely identifying them with Gipsies, and positively
asserting the latter to have appeared at Byzantium in 810
under Nicephorus, are hard to recognize. Less dubious seems
an extract from the Georgian Life of Giorgi Miliarsmindel
(11th century), which describes how at Constantinople cer-
tain descendants of the race of Simon Magus, Atsinkan
by name, sorcerers and famous rogues, slew wild beasts by
their magic arts in the presence of Bagrat IV. Such
passages are open to some doubt

; hardly so the following
from the Itinerarium Symonis Simeonis (ed. by J. jN^asmith,
Camb. 1778), where Fitz Simeon, a Franciscan friar of
Dublin, describing his stay in Crete in 1322, says :

—“We
there saw a people living outside the city (of Candia), who

I I E S

wol'ship accoiding to the Greek lite, and declare themselves
of the race of Plain. They rarely or never stop in one
place more than thirty days, ])ut, as though accursed of

heaven, wander from field to field with little, oblong, black,

low tents, like those of the Arabs, or from cave to cave."

The empress Catherine de Valois, again, who died in

1346, granted to the suzerains of Corfu authority to

reduce to vassalage certain homines vageuiti coming from
bhe mainland, who under the Venetians formed in 1386
the nucleus of a feudum Acinganorum that lasted down to

the present century. About 1378 the Venetian governor
of Nauplion confirmed the Acingani of that Greek colony

in privileges granted by his predecessors; and in 1387
Mircea I., waiwode of Wallachia, renewed a grant made by
his uncle Ladislaus to the monastery of St Anthony at

Voditza of forty salaschi (tents) of Acigani. Other docu-

ments might be cited, but these are enough to show that

in the 1 4th century Gipsies existed in the Balkan peninsula

and islands of the Levant
;
that in Wallachia they were re-

duced to a state of bondage (from which they were only

freed in 1856) ;
and that nowhere were they regarded as

new-comers, so that by these documents it is impossible

to fix the date of the first Gipsy immigration. More than

this, a metrical German paraphrase of Genesis, made by an

Austrian monk about 1122, preserved at Vienna, and
edited by Hoffmann in his Fundgruhen fur Geschichte

deutscher Sprache (Breslau, 1837), goes far to prove that

Gipsies were known in Austria three centuries before the

commonly-accepted date of their appearance in that country.

A passage relating to Hagar's descendants (Gen. xvi. 15)

runs :
—“ So she (Hagar) had this son

;
they named him

Ishmael. It is from him the Ishmaelites descend. They
journey far through the world

;
we call them chaltsmide

(lit. cold-smiths). . . . They have no house nor country :

everywhere they are found alike; they wander over the

country, abusing people by their knaveries. Thus they

deceive men,—robbing no one openly.” That here by
chaltsmide, Ishmaelites, and descendants of Hagar Gipsies

are meant, scarcely admits of doubt, seeing that the smith's

is still the Gipsies' leading handicraft ; that Lusignan in

1573 speaks of the Gipsies of Cyprus as “Cinquanes,
otherwise called Agariensf and that in German and Danish
Rotivalsck or thieves' slang Geschmeilim and Smaelem (i.e.,

Ishmaelites) signify “Gipsies.” The Ko^jjioSpofjiOL also of

Byzantine writers were possibly Gipsies, being defined by
Ducange as “ circulatores atque adeo Fabri cerarii qui

per pages cursitanfc : ut hodie passim apud uos, quos
Chaudronniers dicimus.” Theophanes (758-818) speaks

under the date 544 of a KOifLoSpo/xos from Italy.

Later Movements.—Late in 1417 there came to Liine-

burg a band of 300 wanderers, “ black as Tartars and
calling themselves Seca7iV^ At their head rode a “duke'"
and “ count,” splendidly dressed, and leading like nobles

dogs of chase ; next came a motley crew afoot
;
and women

and children brought up the rear in waggons. They bore

among other letters of safe-conduct one granted by the

emperor Sigismund, and professed themselves engaged on

a seven years’ pilgrimage, imposed by their bishojos iu

expiation of apostacy from the Christian faith. From
Luneburg they passed to Hamburg, Liibeck, Wismar,
Rostock, Stralsund, and Greifswald, camping by night

outside the walls, thieving by day, “ wherefore several

were taken and slain” {cf. the contemporary annals ot

Korner and Rufus, and Krantz's Saxonia, 1520). In

1418 they journeyed southwards through Meissen, Leipsic,

and Hesse, and, entering Switzerland, arrived at Zurich on

August 31st, visiting also Basel, Bern, and Solothurn,

according to Conrad Justinger (died 1426), who speaks

of them as “ more than 200 baptized heathens from

Egypt.” They now sjfiit up into two bands, the first ot
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which appeared before Augsburg (November 1, 1418),

the second before Sisteron in Provence (October 1, 1419),

where the terrified citizens bestowed on the “ Saracens

a hundred loaves. Next comes a long notice of a troop

of fully 100 lean, black, hideous Egyptians in the Chronica

di Bologna (July 18, 1422), which tells how the sorceress,

“Duke” Andrew’s wife, could read the past and future of

men’s lives ;
but Bologna in fifteen days became too hot

tor them, so by way of Forli—where “ certain said they
were from India ”—the pilgrims travelled on to Borne.

Their object was to procure fresh letters from the pope

;

and such they afterwards produced, though of their sojourn

in the imperial city no record has yet been published. To
the burghers of Batisbon Gipsies presented themselves in

1424; they pitched their tents again before its walls in

1426; and at Paris in 1427 the fair of Landit was attended
by a duke, a count, and ten other mounted pilgrims, late

renegades of “Lower Egypt,” whose women practised

palmisti'y and cleared everybody’s pockets. Later we
hear of Gipsies at Arnheim (1429), at Metz (1430),
at Erfurt (1432), and in Bavaria (1433),—these and all

notices of the seventeen years preceding referring probably
to the movements of a single ubiquitous band, sent forward
to spy out the lands of promise, and composed of from 600
to 1400 persons. For not until 1438 did the great tide of

westward immigration begin to flow; then, not in hundreds
but thousands, headed no longer by paltry “ dukes ” and
“ counts,” but l)y a “ king,” King Zindl,^ the Gipsies poured
over Germany, Italy, and France, reaching Poland by 1501,
Sweden by 1512, and having already appeared in Spain
in 1447. We find them in England in 1514 (A Dyaloge of I

Syr Thomas More, 1529), but nothing is known of the date of

their landing
;
and in Scotland the earliest certain record

of their presence is an entry in the books of the Lord High
Treasurer :

“ Apr. 22, 1505. Item, to the Egyptianis, be
the kingis command, vij lib.” (Pitcairn’s Criminal Trials^

Edin. 1833, voL iii. p. 592). In a “King of Bowmais”
( ? R6mas, Gipsies), twice mentioned in entries of July 1492,
as also in the “Erie of Grece” (1502), “King Cristall”

(1530), and the “ King of Cipre” (1532), one dimly recog-

nizes four Gipsy chiefs ; and with Gipsies perhaps the Sara-

cens may be identified, whom a tradition represents as mak-
ing depredations in Scotland prior to 1460 (Simson, p. 98).

In no other country were Gipsies better received than in
this, where they “ dansit before the king in Halyrudhous ”

(1530); where James IV". gave (July 5, 1505) Anthonius
Gagino, count of Little Egypt, a letter of commendation to

the king of Denmark
;
and where James Y. subscribed a

writ (February 15, 1540) in favour of “oure louit Johnne
Faw, lord and erle of Litill Egipt,”^ to whose son and suc-

cessor he granted authority to hang and punish all “ Egyp-
tians” within the realm (May 26, 1540). But in 1541
an Act was passed, commanding the “Egyptians to pass forth
of the realm ” under pain of death, and similar edicts were
issued before and afterwards in most of the European states

—Germany (1497), Spain (1499), France (1504), England
(1531), Denmark (1536), Moravia (1538), Poland (1557),

^ The titles of king, dake, eail, count, and (in south-eastern Europe)
waiwode were and are borne by the chiefs of greater or smaller bands,
more to impress the vulgar than as denoting real authority. With
British Gipsies one is bewildered by the host of soi-disa/nA kings and
queens, from King John Buclle, laid side by side with Athelstan in
Malmesbury Abbey in 1 657, down to the Gip'iy queen of the United
States, Matilda Stanley, royally buried at Dayton, Ohio, in 1878.

® This letter has an especial interest, since it presents the earliest
specimens of the Gipsy tongue, in the names of three of the Gipsies
mentioned m it: Grasta {grast^ “ahorse”), TowlaBailyow {tMo ha'fUo,

“fat pig”), and Matskalla (tmatcJiha^ “cat”). Paspati gives as
female Turkish Gipsy names TcMricli, “bird,” and Sappni, “viper;”
but probably the above were merely assumed by way of a jest, like
Come, (Hoyland, p. 165) and Gallim&asch (Pott, i. 52). See, on Gipsy
names, Mr Crofton in Notes and Queries (oth ser., voL ii. p. 349).
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&c. Convejdng across the seas was among the milder
measures adopted; it is, however, noteworthy as one of
the causes of the dispersion of the tribes. Under Henry
YIII. Gipsies were shipped from England to Noiway
(Wright’s History of Ludlow^ pp. 389-92) or France,
whilst by the latter power, so lately as 1802, the bands
infesting Bayonne and Mauldon were caught by night
as in a net, huddled on shipboard, and landed on the
coast of Africa (Michel, Fays Basque, p. 137). In Scot-
land four Faas were hanged at Edinburgh in 1611 “for
abyding within the kingdome, they being Egiptianis;”
and in 1636 doom was pronounced on other “Egyptians”
at Haddington, the “ men to be hangit, and the weomen to
be drowned ; and suche of the weomen as hes children to
be scourgit throw the burgh and brunt in the cheeke.”
Under the English statute of 1562 (repealed 1783) making
it felony without benefit of clergy to be merely seen for a
month in the fellowship of Gipsies, five men were hanged
at Durham “for being Egyptians,” 8th August 1592.
Still greater were the cruelties and injustice suffered by
Gipsies on the Continent, since there, to the charge of kid-
napping, were added the weightier imputations of being
cannibals and emissaries of the Turk. Quinones recounts
how in 1629 four Estremaduran Gitanos owned under
torture to having eaten a friar, a pilgrim, and a woman oi

their tribe
;
and in 1782 forty-five Hungarian Gipsies were

beheaded, quartered, or hanged on a like monstrous charge.
First racked till they confessed the crime of murder, they
were brought to the spot where their victims were said
to be buried, and when no bodies appeared they were
racked again, “We ate them” was their despairing cry;
and forthwith the journals teemed with accounts ot
“ eighty-five persons roasted by Gipsy cannibals”; straight-
way the “ cannibals ” were hurried to the scaffold. Then
Joseph II. sent a commission down, whose inquiries
showed that no one had been murdered—except the victims
of the false accusation. The full, impartial annals of the
race have still to be compiled, from edicts and law-books,
from local histories and a few monographs like Dirk’s
Geschiedkundige onderzoeJcmgen aangaande ket verhlijf der
Heidens of Egypti'ers in de JSfoordelifke Nederlanden
(Utrecht, 1850), or Weber’s Zigeuner in Sachsen, 1488-
1792, in vol. ii Ausvier Jahrhunderten (Leip. 1861).
Language,—Until lately the information about the

Gipsy language to be gathered from books was meagre in

the extreme. The thirteen works published prior to 1840
which furnish specimens of the Anglo-Bomani dialect

—

Boorde (1547), Bryant (1785), Bright (1818), Copsey
(1818), Harriot (1830), Boberts (1836), &c.—together
contain but 396 genuine stems, besides 69 doubtful words,
and furnish scarcely any examples of the grammar. Nor
are the Continental works cited by Pott, from Vulcanius

(1589) downwards, much more copious. Even to-day
there are still great gaps in our knowledge, especially of

the dialects outside of Europe; but enough has been
done to show that from the Nile to the Arctic Ocean,
from the Euphrates to the Atlantic, the Gipsies speak,

with dialectal variations, one and the selfsame speech.

The Bomani names for “water,” “fire,” “hair,” and “eye,”
are in Persia pdni, aik, hdl, and ahi

;
in Egypt pdni, dg,

hal, and ankhi', in Norway pani, jag, hal, and jak
;
in

England pd^ii, yog, hal, and yok. And these four instances,

which might be multiplied indefinitely, serve further to

show, by their resemblance to the Hindi pdn%, dg, hdl, and
dnkh, that in Bomani ws have an Indian tongue. Biidiger

first compared Bomani, so long regarded as a thieves’ jargon,

with one of the New Indian dialects, and in 1782 published
the result of the comparison in his Heuester Zuwachs der
Sprachkande, In 1783 Grellmann’s Historischer Versuch
reaped all the fruits of Biidiger’s research ; and in the same
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year Marsden was iridependeritly led to a like discovery

Tke conclusion that the Gipsies wandered forth from

India is now almost universally accepted, but when,

or from what part of India, are questions on which few

have done more than idly speculate. Whether Romani
is derived from Hindi, Marathi, (See., can only be deter-

mined by minute investigations, which, long neglected, are

now being carried on by various Orientalists. They

have at least established that Romani stands in the relation

of a sister, not a daughter, to the seven principal Hew
Indian dialects. Its forms are often more primitive than

theirs, sometimes than those of Pali or the Prakrits, e.g.^

vastj
“ hand ” (Sanskrit hasfa^ Pali hattha)^ Jeasht^ wood ”

(Sanskrit hashtJut, Pali Jcattha),v2tshU “ lip” (Sanskrit oshtha,

Pali oftha), trash, “fear” (Sanskrit trasa, Pali tas), irin,

“three” (Sanskrit Pali ti, tini), and^:)7‘aZ, “brother”

(Sanskrit hhrata, Pali hhata). And while the archaisms

of Rotiiani forbid us to derive it from Hindi or Marathi,

some of its seemingly modern forms are the result of

independent development. On the other hand, our know-
ledge of Romani itself, and of the multitudinous spoken

dialects of India, is not at present sufficient to warrant our

pronouncing the former more primitive than any of them

;

and as a fact many of its archaisms may be paralleled in

the languages of Dardistan and Kadristan {cf. Miklosich,

Beitrdge, iv. 45-54). Thus there are difficulties on both
sides in the way of adjudicating between the opinions of

Ascoli and Miklosich. The former maintains {Saggi

Indiani, vol. ii., 1875) that Romani, preserving certain

consonantal nexus which had almost entirely disappeared

at the epoch of the most ancient Prakrit texts, approaches
Sanskrit more nearly even than Pali—conclusions, he
observes, that harmonize well vrith Bataillard’s xjre-historic

theory. Miklosich, on the other hand, opposes that theory

in Meyer’s Konversations-Lexihon (3d ed. 1878), where he
infers from the agreement of Romani in its phonetic laws and
system of ca^e-endings with the modern Aryan languages
of India that the emigration cannot have taken place till

these were formed, i.e., until after the Prakrit period.

In Europe Miklosich distinguishes thirteen Romani dia-

lects—the Greek or Turkish, Roumanian, Hungarian,
Moravo-Bohemian, German, Polo-Lithuanian, Russian,
Finnish, Scandinavian, Anglo-Scottish, Italian, Basque, and
Spanish. To these should be added the Welsh, whicli,

generally unintelligible to the English Gipsy, is one of the
most perfect, as it has also been the least studied, of all the
dialects. As a general rule, the further these dialects remove
from Turkey, the more corrupt have they become, so that
the Gipsies of Spain, of Scandinavia, and in great measure
of England, know no case or verb endings other than those
of the lands of their adoption. From Turkish Romani,
therefore, and Welsh the following examples will be drawn.
Tlie Turkish (marked T.) are taken from Paspati; the
Welsh (W.) are derived from letters and stories written
by John Roberts, the oldest living harper, whose thorough
knowledge of his language is probably unique.

The definite article, wanting in Asia, is supplied in every
European dialect by the Greek 6 and ^— 6 for the masculine, for
the feminine and the oblique cases, e.g,, W. Potchdasow hearengaro
& vaver to'ing&Tigey, ‘‘ the sailor asked the other three,’* B colley
ymdas, “ the Gipsy woman said.” The indefinite article, in some
dialects supplied by yeJc, “ one,” is still omitted by the Welsh and
the “deeper” English Gipsies, e.g., YeJeer porro gougao ta porrey
gougtiy jiveties undra 'borrow vesliestay, “ once (an) old man and (an)
old woman were living in (a) great wood. ** Eomani has no trace
of -either a dual number or a neuter gender. Excepting mono-
syllables, most of its nouns terminate in ~o (masc.) and A (fern.),
as raklo, “ lad,” rakli, “girl.” MasculiiJe nouns ending in a con-
sonant form their feminines in ~ni, as ro^n, “husband,” romni,
“wife.*’ Inanimate objects are indifferently masculine or feminine:
to the former belonging ga'o, “town/’ and “shirt;” to the
latter ^0^, “nose,” and bok, “hunger.” Rom, “a husband,” and
rpMi, “ a girl,” are thus declined in Turkish Eomani

SiKGt. Pluh. SiiTC. Pltjr
Horn. Eoin Eom-a Horn. Eakli

^
Eakli-a

Acc. Eom-es Eom-en Acc. Eakli-a Eakli-eii

Gen. Eom-eskoro Ivom-engoro Gen. Eakli-dkoro Eakli-engoro
Dafc. i. Eom-(i&te Eom-(5nde Dat. i. Eakli-ate Eakli-ende
l)at. ii. Eoin-eskc Eoin-enghe Dat. ii. Eakli-ake EcLkli-enghe
In-str. E.om-esa Eom-endja liistr. Eakli-dsa Eakli-endja
Abl. Eom-estar Eom-endar Abl. Eakli-atar Eakli-endar
Yoc. E6m-a Eom-ale 7oe, Eakli-e Eakl-ale

Here the so-called genitive is in reality an adjective. It precedes
and agrees in gender with its noun, e.g,, T. e dervisesJcGri raJcli,

“the dervish’s daughter;” "W. sonekaiesJeo mocJito, “ a golden box,”
and dakey pen, “ mother’s sister.” Welsh Gipsies often tise the
dative where we should look for the genitive, as in To pogerel yeck e

kerrenday ow vodrestay, “to break one of the legs of the bed.”
Datives and instrumentals are formed by suffixing to accu«^atives

the separable post-i)ositions tc ov ke, “to,” and “with;” and
the -tar of the ablative (also occuiring in kd-tar, “whence,” lit.

“ where from ”) Pott (i. 188) compares with the Pali adverbial
ending -j{o=San&k. ^rts = Ijat. m (cclitus. In most European
Eomani dialects considerable confusion has arisen in the use of

the oblique cases, hut Welsh Gii')sics employ the following lightly

enough: Sing. acc. te dickel ow Icrcdlises, “to see the king;”
dat. masc. tc dickcl pesko jivamasJeay, “to look for his living;”
dat. fern, pendas e gougcachey, “she said to the woman;” inst.

rolkerdas ow krallisesa, “he sx)oke with the king;” voc. Ria,
“Sir!”—PInr. acc. tc patsell e callcn, “to believe the Gqisies

;

”

dat. tc herra'o Ics undra chichaw grengey, “ to make it into shoes for

horses voc. Qhoiolfay, “mates !” Nouns ending in -o form their

plural in Y^el&h,as in Turkish Eomani, in accented -(?, e.g,, chctvay,

“children” (sing. cJidvo), oxiiJi chiriklay, “birds” (sing. cJiiriklo);

other nouns form it in -a or -la, as chaia, “girls” (sing, cliai),

tema, “lands” (sing, tem), penya, “sisters” (sing, pen),^ &c. Of
adjectives it need only be remarked that, with rare exceptions, they
end in -t? (masc.) and -i (fern.), and form the plural in -6, e.g., W.
Java tc herra esa tc rigeren tomen tatay, “ I go to make clothes to

keep you (plur.) warm.” The termination of the com])arative is

-dcr, e,g., "W. porro, “old,” poradare, “older;” and tbe want of

a true superlative is frequently supplied, as in French, by prefixing
the definite article to the comparative, e,g., W. con see ow poradare,
“who is the eldest.” Eomani ];>ronouns present an interesting

study, since everywhere they have been better preserved than any
other parts of speech. Turkish Eomani gives me, “I,” man,
“me,” amin, “we,” &c., and tu, “thou,’’ tut, “thee,” tumin,
“ye” (lit. thou- we), &c., all of winch foims are employed by
English and Welsh Gipsies. How strikingly indeed the Turkish
and Welsh dialects agree may be seen from the instances following
these paradigms, taken from Paspati, of ov, “ he,” di, “ she,” andc?
(Bohemian Romani, yo7i) “they”:

—

Nom. ov 6i ol Dat. ii. leske lake lenghe
Acc. les la len Instr. l<2sa Idsa lendja
Gen. leskoro lakoro lengoro Abl. lestar latar lendar
Dat. i. leste late lende

Now in Y^elsh Romani we find. Ting. Masc. nom. Rendas yov,

“said he;” gen. Icsko pickoo, “his shoulder;” acc. cordas les

polcy, “ he called him back dat. i. deyas lestay, “he gave him
dat. ii. cJiotchy ow Rye IcsJcay, “quoth the gentleman to him;”
inst. hitcherdas vaver yeck lessa, “he sent another one with him:”
Sing. Fbm. nom. yoi comdas les, “ she loved him gen. tenrea

lacko nogo drmn, “in her owm way;” acc. yov comdas la, “he
loved her ;” dat. i. aney joneles yov chomaney trostcl latay, “whether
he knew something about her;” dat. ii. jalla te dickcl lakey, “ he
goes to look for her;” inst. commesa to tejas lasa, “wilt thou go
with her Plur. nom, yooi jivenes, “ they were living;” gen. sawe
chava bitcherana lengo camyhen, “ all the children send their love

;

”

acc. commos tolcey te hichaves len, “ I should like you to send them
dat. i. troscl Icnday, “about them;” dat. ii. potclidas lengey, “he
asked them ;” instr. potchday leskey so loantines lensa, “ they asked
him what he wanted with them abl. ie tardel lovofrom lerida, “to
extract money Irom them,” where the English “ from ” is redundant
That nineteen out of the twenty-one forms of the Turkish dialect

should be preserved in the Welsh after a separation of four centuries,

Eomani, moreover, being an unwritten language, is singular; hardly
less striking is the similarity in the use of the reflexive pronoun
pes, “himself” or “herself,” e.g., W. dickcl pesko drom glan
pestay, “ he sees his way before him ;” ow Jack rivdas pes, “ Jack
dressed himself;” te den pengo lovo, “ to give their money ;” e trin

morsh gillay pengay, “ the three men went away ” (lit. “ went to

themselves,” a curious use). The third pronoun, lo, “he,” li,

“she,” and U, “ they,” commonly only used after the auxiliary

verb “ to be,” is also notew’^orthy, as playing an important pai*t in

the fornaation of the verb. Instances of its use are—W. postey seslo

kinno, till he was tired vasavee chibalengerey $es le, “ she was
a foul-tongued woman

;
” trashaday seslay, “ they were frightened

”

The auxiliary verb runs in Turkish Eomani : Pres. sing, isdm,

wdn, isi igSiti in Asiatic EO; plur. isdm, isdn, isi: Impebf.
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sing, isdmas, isdnas, isds; plur. isdmas, isdncts^ isds. And in
Welsh Romani occur the forms, shorn, “I am;” shan, “thou
art;” se, “ he is ” or “they are;” sham, “we are” sham
hetcherda te las a kai filashin, “we are sent to get this man-
sion’^)

;
shell, “ ye are shomas, “ I was

;

’ slicmies, “ thou wert ”

or “ye were;” scs, “he was” or “they were.” The terminations
of the px'esent indicative in Turkish Romani are : Sikg. -m, -sa,

~la; Plur. -sa, -'iia, -na, which are joined immediately to the
verbal stem (identical with the imjxerative) if it is monosyllabic
and ends in a vowel, but otherwise are connected with it by a
vowel. For example, Zd-m, “I take;” Ict-sa [lisa), Id-la {Ula),

Id-sa, U-na, U-iia', and ker-d-va, “ I make;” kcr-i-sa, &c, Welsh
Romani retains all these forms, e.g,, Mtcherava, “I send;” shonesa,
“thou hearest;” venela, “he says;” bitcherasa, “we send;” vena,
“ye come Mtchei'ena, “they send.” In -m {-mi in Asiatic R.),
-sa, and -la {cf. lo above) may be recognized the first, second, and
third personal pronouns

;
the n of the second and third persons

plural may be compared with the n in romen, “ husbands.” The
imperfect is formed from the present by the suffix of -s, or, in the
Hungarian dialect, -hi, e.g., T. kerdva-s, “ I was making;” Hung.
kaniesa-hi, “ thou wast loving;” W. salles, “ he was laughing,”
jivencs, “they were living.” This -s or -hi is the third person
singular of the auxiliary verb, isi, “ it is,” so that liteially kcrdvas
means “1 make H- it is” (^some time ago). Perfects are com-
pounded of participles—ending in -do (rarely -to), -lo, and -no—
and the auxiliary verb. Thus from T. pirdva, “I walk,” part.
pirdd, ctoTciQ^ pird-6m, “I walked,” “thou walkedst,”
pird-ds, “ he walked, ” &c. ; and from cZdm, “I give,’* part. din6,
dindm, “ I gave.’’ Here too the Welsh agrees generally with the
Turkish dialect, e.g., kerdom, “ I made,” keddan, “thou madest,”
kerdas, “he made;” but kedan, “ we made,” should properly be
kerddm\ and for the third person plural Welsh R., like the German
and other dialects, simply emxdoys the plural participle, as diektia,
“ they saw.” In Continental dialects a xduperfeet is formed from
the x)erfect by adding to it -a-s or -a-hi, just as the imjperfect from
the present

;
and for a future kama- {kamava, “ I love, wish, or

will”) is prefixed to the present, e.g., kama-kcrdva, “ I will do,”
kama-keresa, “thou wilt do,” &c. The sign of the subjunctive,
which supplies the place of an infinitive, is the conjunction U,
“that,” prefixed to the indicative, which usually drops its vowel-
ending, e.g , T. terila ddi lav tc pincl t'&ke, “ he has two words
to tell (lit. that he tells) you;” W. trasJiaday seslay te dicken
man, “they were flightened to see (lit. that they see) me.”
Enough has been said to show that Romani is not so utterly
“ degraded in its grammar ” as Max Muller has declared it to be

;

and the following short Welsh Gipsy story (xirinted literatim from
Roberts) will illustrate some of the foregoing remarks :

—

Yeker a doi ses bearengaro ta vaver store morsh; yek ses
Once there were (a) sailor and other four men

;
one v as

peltanengero, ta ow vaver ses koramaiigaro, ta sivamangaro,
(a) blacksmith, and the other was (a) soldier, and (a) tailor,

to pallano ses kirehimackaro. Ow bearengaro potchedas e
and the last was (an) innkeeper. The sailor asked the

peltanengaro te vel ax)ra ow doreav. Ow peltanengaro
blacksmith to come on the sea. The blacksmith said,

“ Nail, shorn te ja te ken-a boottee.” “ So se tero bootee?” “ Te
“No, (I) am to go to do work.” “What is thy work?” “To

tasarra sastarn,” chotchy ow pelttenengaro, “ ta te kerravles undra
heat ir'>n,” quoth the blacksmith, “and to make it into

chichaw grengey.” Potchdas ow bearengaro e vaver trinengey te
shoes for horses." Asked the sailor the other three to

ven adra ow bearo. Ow koramangaro pendas ta jalla te kel
come in the ship. The soldier said that he goes to make
moyaben ta javaben; to sivamangaro pendas, “Shorn te ja te
facings and marching; and the tailor said, “(I)am to go to

kerra esa te rigeren tomen tatay. ” A ow kirehimackaro pendas,
make clothes to keep yon warm.” And the innkeeper said,

“Java ma te kerra lovina te kel tomen matay, te jan saw
“ Go I to make beer to make you drunk, that may go all

to menday kai ow Beng. ” Okke saw dolestay.
you to the Devil " Here (is) all to that (i.e., of that).

The Homani vocabulary reveals positively and negatively
the route by which the Gipsies must have entered Europe,
and the various ways by which they have since dispersed to

their present quarters. The absence, for instance, of Arabic
elements from every European dialect disproves a common
belief that the earliest immigrants may have landed in the
Balkan peninsula from Egypt. On the other hand, the
X>resence of Persian and Armenian words shows that they
must have traversed and halted in the lands where those
languages are spoken. Among the Persian are devrudly
“ sea,” poshbrn^ “ wool,” vesh, “ forest,” amfibrtl, “ pear,”
and avgin, “honey;” whilst the Armenian words number
twenty-six, according to Miklosich—grasti “horse,” chat'.
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“ deep,” “ a piece,” morti, “skin,” Again, every
dialect presents a large number of Greek words, testify-

ing to the long residence of the Gipsies in a Greek-
speaking land. In the German Romani dialect Miklosich
reckons forty-two, besides the article, in the English
thirty, which latter number might be certainly aug-
mented. Alike in Russia and Spain, England and
Hungary, Gipsies call a road drom (Spo//os), time chairos
(/catpos), a horseshoe (TriraXov), a hat stadi (o-KidBi),

&c. j
in every land of Europe l^ra, “ seven,” oxrco, “ eight,”

and €W€a, “nine,” have superseded the haut, asch, ana
nau of Asiatic Gipsies. This identity of their borrowed
words disproves the view that the Gipsies of different

European countries are the result of successive imn igra-

tions. Next to the Greek, and almost more numerous
than they, come the Slavonic elements. ^Miklosich cites

70 from the German dialect, 30 from the English, and
from the Spanish 46, among them being kralis, “king,”
kitcMma, “inn,” mdtclika, “cat,” lovina, “ale,”

“cloak.” Similarly English Romani contains Wallacbian,
Magyar, German, and French words, showing that the

Gipsies reached England after wandering among Greeks,,

Slavs, Magyars, Germans, and French. It must not, how-
ever, be inferred from tlie foregoing that Romani is

essentially other than an Indian speech. The Gipsies®

linguistic pilferings form but a small percentage in the
2332 articles gathered together by Pott. And though some
of these articles, founded on error, must be struck out,

tlieir place might be more than filled up by omissions

;

and the sum total is largely multiplied when one considers
how many derivatives are grouped under a single head.
Altogether, the entire stock of Romani words probably
exceeds 5000, though the number known to any individual
Gipsy is often small.

Elements of Literature.—The Gipsies have no literature

worthy of the name—nothing but some rude ballads,

some love and dance songs, and a considerable mass of

folk-tales. Valuable from a linguistic point of view, the

songs have little merit of their own, and seem to be mainly
echoes of Gentile strains. The folk-tales, however, would
possibly repay a keener investigation than they have yet
received. Alike in Wales and Turkey they may be identi-

fied with those of other Aryan races
;

scarce one has yet
been published but its counterpart maybe found in Grimm’s,
Ralston’s, or other collections of European folk-lore. For
instance Paspati’s third story, taken down at Constanti-
nople from a Gipsy professional raconteur, is unquestion-
ably the same as Grimm’s Treuer Johannes. Similarly
in the Bukowina we meet with Romani versions of

Das tapfere Schneiderlein, Die zwei Bruder, &c., whilst

Nazdrivdnu may be matched from Ralston’s Russian Folk-
tales, p. 73, and frequent mention is made of the waters
of life and death, of hills that butt together like rams
{cf Ralston, p, 236), and of other features common in

Slavonic folk-lore. This resemblance of Romani to Gen-
tile stories may be explained (1) by the common origin

of the Aryan races, (2) by the Gipsies having borrowed from
the nations among whom they wander, or (3) by these

nations having received their stories from the Gipsies.

Probably all three explanations are true by turns, but the

first is sometimes excluded by an identity of details too

close to have been preserved through untold ages, and as to

the second it is hard to see how a story current at Pader-

born should have travelled eastward to Constantinople,

especially as Paspati’s tales, enshrining words and phrases

otherwise obsolete, are plainly of some antiquity. Accord-

ingly the third explanation, that the Gipsies may have
carried Treuer Johannes and other stories westward with

them, deserves consideration. Some of the Gaelic stories

collected by Campbell were, it should be remarked, taken
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down EromTiaklers
;
and trom a London Gipsy he obtained

a version of The Master Thief^
which is current also among

Roumanian Gipsies. At present our intormation is far

too scanty to warrant a definite conclusion
;
but could

it once be shown that the Asiatic possess the same stories

as the European Gipsies, it might be necessarj’’ to admit
that Europe owes a portion of its folk-lore to the Gipsies.^

Religious Beliefs and Observances,—‘‘ The Gipsies,” says

Grellmann, “ brought no particular religion with them, but
regulate themselves in religious matters according to the

country where they live, . . . wherefore most writers place

them below the heathens.” This author notwithstanding,
the Gipsies mix with their beginnings of Christianity or

Mahometanism the relics of an older faith. Bevel, their

name for God or sky, is akin to the Sanskrit “ God ” {cf

dyaiis, sky ”), and the German Romani Miro bare devel

dela berschindo, my great God gives rain,” Le., “it rains,”

preserves the original signification. Gurihen, “thunder”
(lit. “ bellowing of cattle ”), is another reminiscence of

nature worship ; and trushul, “ cross ” (Sanskrit trisula,
“ the trident of Siva ”), presents a curious instance of the
transference of religious ideas- Beng, “devil,” compared
by Miklosich with the Sanskrit hlielca, “ frog,” is possibly

a survival of serpent-worship, traces of which may be also

found in various phrases, stories, emblems, and customs.
Survivals also of phallic worship may probably be seen in
the honour paid by the three great German Gipsy clans to
the fir-tree, the birch, and the hawthorn (Liebich, p. 38)

;

and in the veneration in which Welsh Gipsies hold the
fasciated vegetable growth knowm as the broado Tcoro,

Tliere are besides a number of other Gipsy superstitions
interesting enough in themselves, but which lose their full

significance by being at present isolated or insuflELciently

authenticated, such as, for instance, the alleged devotion
of Norwegian Gipsies to a moon-god, Alako (Sundt,
105—10). In the People of Turkey (1878) the Tchinghian^s
are said to keep a fire continually burning in their camp;
on the first of May to go all in a body to the sea-coast or
banks of a river, where they thrice throw water on their
temples, invoking the invisible genii loci to grant their
special wishes

; and annually to drink some potion, prepared
in a way known only to the oldest and wisest of the tribe.

Modes of Life.—In Turkey, according to Paspati, the
nomad Tchmghian4s far outnumber the sedentary; but
how far the same statement is true of Gipsies of other lands
is hard to determine. Certain at least it is that in England
few house-dwelling Gipsies are to be met with who do not
remember that their forefathers followed a wandering life, or
who <lo not themselves go temporarily under canvas as hop-
picking or the great race-meetings come round. But though
for centuries the tent has been the Gipsy’s normal habitation,
it would not seem to have been so always, if we look to the
evidence of the Gipsy tongue. For had it been, assuredly
the Romani name for “tent” would be everywhere the
same, whereas the Persian Gipsy calls it guri, the nomad
Tchinghian4 Tcatuna (modern Greek Karovva), the sedentary
tcherga (Turkish cherJeeh), the Polish Gipsy czater, the Ger-
man tattin (from tatto, “hot”), the English ta7i, &c. On
the other hand, Jeer, “a house,” occurs in every dialect.
From the time, however, of Fitz-Simeon onwards Gipsies
have everywhere been found dwelling in tents, and his
description of these tents as “ like those of the Arabs, low,
black, and oblong,” tallies with Mr Boswell’s:

—

“ The tents are made of rougli blankets. They are nearly always
brown ones, because the white blankets are not so good for the rain.
Eirst of all they measure the ground vdth a ridge-pole, then they

594-629), Miklosich (part iv.), Professor
Imediich Mhller s B^rdge zur J^enntmss der Itom-SpracKe (2 parts,
Vienna, 1869--72), and Dr Barbu Constantinescu’s Probe de I/mJba si
lAteratura, Tiga/nilor din Itcym^/nia (Bucharest, 1878).

tcike the kettle-prop and make the holes exactly opposite each other.
Then they take up the lidge-pole and stick all the rods into it.

Then there is a blanket that goes behind, and is pinned on with
pin-thorns

;
next to that come the large ones over the top of all,

also pinned with the same pins.’’
’

In the matter of dress, Mr Crofton, in Papers of ike
Manchester Literary Chib (1876), infers that “Gipsies
formerly had a distinctive costume, consisting of a tui'ban-
like headdress of many colours, together with a large
cloak, worn after the fashion of a toga, over a long loose
under-skirt.” The Gipsies, however, of to-day can hardly
he said to have a distinctive garb, though certain minutice
ot dress still render them easily recognizable. In Tran-
sylvania, for instance, their women’s ear-rings differ in
pattern from those of the natives ; the Hungarian Gipsy
chief wears silver buttons, bearing a serpent crest ; and his
old-fashioned English brother decks his Newmaiket coat
with spade-guineas or crown-pieces. The English Gipsy
woman may be known by her bright silk handkerchief,
her curiously-plaited hair, her massy rings, her coral or

bead necklace, and by the monging-guno, a tablecloth
arranged bagvise over her back. In August 1878 Queen
Victoria was welcomed to Dunbar by a Gipsy queen,”
one of the Reynolds family, vho was “ dressed in a black
robe with white silk trimmings, and over her shoulders
wore a yellow handkerchief. Behind her stood two other
women, on^ of them noticeable from her rich gown of purple
velvet, and two stalwart men, conspicuous by their scarlet

coats.” On the other hand, the dress of the children
upon the Continent is simple, not to say scanty.

Everywhere Gipsies ply an endless variety of trades. In
Egypt they monopolize the art of serpent-charming; in
Fiance and Spain they sit as professional models; in
England we meet Gipsy Methodist preachers, actors, quack
doctors, chimney-sweeps, carpenters, factory hands, <fec.

But everywhere the men have three principal callings

—

workers in metals, musicians, and horse-dealers
;
everywhere

the women are “pleasaunt dauncers” as in the days of
Andrew Boorde, and by peddling and fortune-telling con-

I tribute their share—often more than their share—to the

I

family purse. Gipsies have long been famous as copper

I

and iron smiths in south-eastern Europe, where their

I

horseshoes are reckoned unrivalled. The calderari (copper-
smiths) of Hungary and Transylvania, at certain intervals
make trading tours to Germany, France, England, Norway,
and even Spain and Algeria. The workers in iron, on
the other hand, seldom or never quit the land of their
adoption, as neither naturally do the few remaining aurari,
or Gipsy gold-washers of Transylvania. Simson describes
a primitive Tinkler method of smelting iron, and the caves
of Granada still echo to the clink of Gipsy anvils

; but
in England the surname Petulengro, “ smith ” (from petul,
“horseshoe”), alone recalls the days when Gipsies sur-

passed the Gentile in the farrier’s craft. Liszt, in his
work Des Bohemiens et de leur Musique en Hongrie (Paris,

1859), ascribes to the Gipsies the creation of Hungary’s
national music. Bartalus (1868) contests the theory, but
few would hesitate to admit its plausibility who at the
Paris Exhibition (1878) or elsewhere have listened to the
Gipsies’ thrilling performance of a ctardas, or are familiar

with the undoubted compositions of Bihary, Csermak, and
other Gipsy maestri. The Gipsy’s favourite instrument is

the violin, but few are the instruments he has not success-

fully essayed. The Eisteddfods of Wales have witnessed
the triumphs of Gipsy harpists

; and hundreds have been
charmed by the concerts of the Roberts family, not know-
ing they were hearing a Gipsy band. “ The Egyptians,”
as Krantzius drily remarked in 1520, “ frequently change
their horses

;
” horse-dealing and horse-stealing are too

often synonymous terms with them. Fortune-telling is on
the wane with Gentiles’ waning belief in the fortune-
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teller’s powers. The Gipsy crone can no longer persuade

the yeoman’s wife to bury her treasure in the earth, and
return in a fortnight’s time to find it—gone. Those halcyon
days of madnzin are passed by ;

the servants’ hall is now
the only El Dorado left. Enclosure Acts have struck a
deadly blow at English Gipsydom, driving the wanderers
from breezy common and turf-edged lane to the smoky
suburbs of great towns, or at best the outskirts of some
watering place. Here, surrounded by Gentiles, the
younger generation forget the wisdom of the Egyptians,
relinquish time-honoured custt)ms, and, wedding with the
sons and daughters of the land, widen the stream of

Romani blood, and so diminish its “depth.” Several
accounts have been furnished of Romani marriages, but
they rarely tally, and some (Bright’s, Borrow’s, and
Simsm’s) do not bear quotation. On the Continent one
common feature is the breaking by the chief of a flower-

crowned pitcher, from whose fragments, as they are many or

few, he argues the fortunes of the bridal pair. There are
many curious Gipsy practices relating to death and burial,

such as waking the corpse, burning the deceased’s effects, the
fasting of his kinsfolk, and a species of tabu. The earliest

record of Gipsies burning the property of their dead occurs
in the Annual Register for 1773, p. 142 : “The clothes of

the late Diana Boswell, queen of the Gipsies, value <£50,

were burnt in the Mint, Southwark, by her principal

courtiers, according to ancient cnstom” {cf. Liebich, p. 55).

Abstention from flesh or some other delicacy is not
always a sign of mourning for the dead (c/. Crofton in
Papers of the Man. Lit. Club, 1877) ;

but its most interest-

ing form is where a Gipsy wife or child for ever renounces
the favourite delicacy of the dead husband or parent. Like
motives prompt the dropping of the dead Gipsy’s name
entirely out of use, any survivors who happen to bear the

same changing it to another. Much might be written of

a kind of ceremonial purity prescribed by Gipsy law, and
indicated in the language by the distinction between chiJclo^

“ dirty,” and mohado^ “ unclean.” To wash a tablecloth

with clothes is moJcado^ since it is connected with food

;

and a German Gipsy woman may not cook for four months
after childbirth, while a vessel touched by the skirt of a
woman’s dress is held to bs defiled. But with one other
widespread practice we must take our leave of GqDsy cus-

toms, that, namely, of leaving at a cross-road a handful of

grass or leaves, a heap of stones, a stick or some such mark
{patrin, “ leaf ”) to guide the stragglers of the band. See
Liebich, p. 96, and Smart and Crofton, p. 199; and com-
pare “ Pola,” in Sleeman’s Ramaseeana^ or a Vocabulary
of the Thugs (Calcutta, 1S36).

Qhararter.—The Gipsy character, strange medley of

evil and of good, presents itself as black and hateful to
the out&ide world, whilst to the Romani race it is all that
is fair and lovable. “ There ’s nothing worse than mumply
Gmtiles ” is a saying often in Gipsy mouths, which affords

a clue to much that is puzzling in the Gipsy’s nature. He
is at war with mankind, for centuries his oppressors, and,
all being fair in war, may plunder and beguile at will, so
tliab he be not caught. Gipsies’ light-heartedness and
courtesy are patent to all men

;
but only to true or adopted

members of the tribe are their inmost hearts revealed.
Their principil faults are childish vanity, professional cun-
ning, indolence (caused by the absence of ambition), and
a hot passionate temper. But they are as ready to forgive
as they are quick to resent a wrong ; and before implicit
confidence their cunning gives place to inviolate honour,
a fact borne strongly out by an incident in the Life of the
actor Charles Mayne Young (p. 186, ed. 1871). Their family
affection is intensely strong, prompting a parent never to
chastise a younger child, a grown-up son meekly to take a
thrashing from his father

;
and they are lavishly generous
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to such as are poorer than themselves, even though Gentiles.
Their love of nature reveals itself in a hundred quaint, poetic
phrases, in a familiarity with beasts and herbs

; their love
of dumb creatures in the number of their pets. Quick and
versatile, all Gipsies readily adapt themselves to any state

of life ; they have so wonderful a gift of tongues that
formerly it was reckoned against them for a proof of

sorcery. That hitherto the race has produced, outside the
realm of music, none but mute geniuses, is rather due to

lack of education than of ability
;
but “ Zingaro ” seems to

have only been a nickname of the Quentin Matsys of the
South, Antonio Solario(1382-1455), and John Bunyan from
parish registers does not appear to have had one drop of

Gipsy blood (cf. JVotes and Queries, 5th ser. vol. ii.).

Physique.—Outwardly as within Gipsies present strong
contrasts, some being strangely hideous, others very beau-
tiful, though not with a regular, conventional beauty.
Finely proportioned, they are as a race of middle stature,

but lithe and sinewy, insensible to cold or wet, capable of

supporting great fatigue. They pride themselves on their

small hands and feet
;
corpulence rarely occurs, and only

with the older women. The hair, black or dark brown,
inclines to coarseness, is often frizzled, and does not soon
turn grey; the complexion, a tawny olive, was compared
by the Plymouth Pilgrims (1622) to that of the Indians of

North America. The teeth are of dazzling whiteness and
perfect regularity, the cheekbones high

;
and the aquiline

nose is overhung by a strongly-marked brow, knit often in

deep lines of thought. But the most striking feature is the
full, dark eye, now lustreless, then changing to an expres-

sion of mysterious, childlike sorrow, presently blazing forth

with sudden passion. As is the case in other Oriental

races, the Gipsies early develop and early fade. See, in

the Arc/izv/ttr Anthropologic (1872), M. Isidor Kopernicki’s
learned and exhaustive treatise on Gipsy cianiology.

Theories as to Origin.—Several attempts have been made to

identify Gipsies with nomad Indian tiibes* Grellmann, for example,
discovers them in the Shdras, Richardson in the 1^‘ats {Asiatic

BesearcTies, vol. vii. 1784), Leland in the Dorns, and B. R. Mitra
in the Bediyas {Memoirs of London Anthrop. Soc., vol. iii., 1870).
These theories, however, need not detain ns long; they rest merely
on analogies, real or imagined, between the manners of Gipsies and
such Indian vagrants, and not on the evidence of language. Nor,
were it even shown that any or all of these pariahs speak Romani
among themselves, 'would such a discovery throw' of necessity much
light on the origin of our European Gipsies ;

it might simply prove
that India has its Gipsy tiibes. It is otherwise with the identificst

tion of Gipsies with the Jats, who in the Punjab alone numbered
(1871) 1,309,399,—a theory started by Pott, elaborated by Batail-

lard, and supported by Newbold, Sir H. Rawlinson {Pi'ocecdings of
the Geogr. Soc., vol. i., 1857), Professor de Goeje {B'ljdrage tot de

Gcschiedenis der Zigeuners^ Amst,
, 1875), Captain Burton {Academy,

March 27, 1875), and a winter in the Ed%nhu,rgh Jievieio {3u].y 1878).

About 420 A, D., says Firdausi {circa 1000), the Persian monai'ch
Behiam Giir impoitetl 10,000 minstrels from India, assigning them
lands and cattle. But they, wasting their substance, angered the

king, 'W'lio bade them take their instruments, and roaming through
the"land procure by their songs a livelihood, “ wherefore the LH'n
now w'andor about the world.*’ Hamza, the Arab historian of

Ispahan (c. 940), had already told how Behram dispersed through
the cities of his lealm 12,000 Indian musicians, ‘'whose de-

scendants are know'n as Zuth and of three 'writers who repeat

the tale Mirhhond (loth century) calls the musicians Ljatt.

Thus LUiri (mod. Pers. “Gipsy”) appears to be synonymous with

Zicth or Jai, the name on the one hand of Damascus (gipsies (?),

on the other of an agricultural and cattle-breeding race inhabiting

the valley of the Indus. Neither are records lacking of west-

ward migrations of Jats from the Indus, as in 714 to Mopsuestia

and Antioch, while in 810 we hear of them in the Tigris valley,

in 834 in the marshes of Khnzistan, in 855 in the territory of the

Byzantine empire (Goeje). Jat theorists differ as to the date of the

great migration that gave Europe its Gipsies, the Edviiburgh Beriew

'writer placing it at 1026, while Sir Henry Rawlinson regards our

Gipsies as lineal descendants of Firdonsi’s Luri. These writers, how-

ever, all agree in making the Gipsies Jats j
but none have essayed the

necessary comparison of Romani and Jatahi (the idiom of the

living Indian Jats), though Captain Burton himself has published a

grammar of the latter in the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society

X. — 7^
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(Bombay, 1849), We bave seen that tbe dialect of tlie Turkish

Gipsies has remained unchanged for near five centuries, and the

Jdts are said to “ preserve their vernaciiLir tongue wherever they

0*0.’’ tSupposing Gipsies then to have broken otf from th' mam
Jat stem so late as the eleventh, or even as early as the iifth cen-

tury A.D., we should look for a striking resemblance between Jataki

and Romani. Compare, however, with the foregoing paradigms

the following from Burton’s grammar:

—

Sing. nom. gJiord, “a
horse;” gen. ghore-dd-, dat. gliorc-ivdyb^ acc. ghord\ abl. ghore-U or

'‘from a horse;” Pluk. nom. gliOTt\ gen. glioridii or ghoren-

dd\ dat. ghoridn &c. The Jataki third personal xironoun,

again, runs:

—

Sing. nom. uha^ “he;” gen. iisadd\ dat and a^c.

usii-AiV’, abl. uste\ Pltjr. nom. uhc\ gen. iihindd, &;c. : its verbal

formation is almost equally unlike the Romani. In the face of the

gi*eat unlikeness of Romani and Jataki one may well concur lyith

Bataillaul in the rejection of this theory, and proceed to consider

the later views of that writer as advanced^in Les Origines des

Tsigcmes (Par
, 1875), Les Tsigcones dc VAge du Bronze (Par.,

1876), and J^tat de la question de Vanciennete des Tsiganes en

Europe (Par., 1877). He now believes the Gipsies to have existed

in Europe from immemorial times,—a conclusion to wdiieh he is

led by the absence of any record of their passage across the Bos-

phorus, by their enslaved condition in "Wallachia in the 34th

century, by the casual notices cited above of their prcBence at a

still earlier date, and by their present monopoly of metallurgical

arts in South-Eastern Europe. These mainly negative proofs lose

some of their force when we remark that neither is any record

known to exist of the passage of Gipsies to England, Scotland,

or America; and that at Corfu in 1346 {i.e., in historic times) we
read of Gipsies being reduced to vassalage. Assuredly it is a mighty

leap from the Athingani of the 9th century A.D. to the Sigynnai of

Herodotus (v. 9), whom Bataillard claims for the ancestors of the

Gipsy race. The strength, however, of the theory lies less in

attempted identifications than in its explanation of the unsolved

problem, What was the race that carried bronze to Northern and
Western Europe ? Referring for a general survey of the question to

the article AROiiiEOLOGY, to E. Chantre’s Age de Bronze (4 vols,,

Paris, 1877), and to Lubbock’s Prehistoric Times (2d ed., London,

1869), we extract from the last-named work the following pas-

sages:—“The absence of implements made either of copper or tin

seems to indicate that the art of making bronze was iiitrodiieed into

Europe, [a view confirmed by the fact that] wherever we find

the bronze swords or celts they are the same, not similar in char-

acter, but identical. . , . The discovery of moulds proves that the

art of casting in bronze was known and practised in many countries.

Hence it appears most probable that the knowledge of metal is one
of those great discoveries which Europe owes to the East. . , .

The implements of bronze appear to have belonged to a race with
smaller hands than those of the present European nation. . . . As
regards the smallness of the hands, we must remember tbat Hindus
share this peculiarity with Egyptiaiis. . . . The Phoenicians were
well acquainted with the use of iron. ... We have still very
much to learn in regard to the race by whom the knowledge of

metal was introduced into our continent.” Each passage suggests

or is explained by the supposition that this was no other than the

small-handed and eastern Gipsy race. The Calderari work exclu-

sively in copper, never in iron; no Gipsy bronze-smith would have
spoilt his trade by introducing iron. Traces might perhaps yet

be found in Norway of the workings of a band of Calderari, who
visited that country in 1874; and certainly the utensils they wrought
in France were exactly similar to those that they wrought in Norway.
Bataillard’ s theory is strengthened by the fact that so high an
authority as M. de Mortillet—who is followed by Chantre and Bur-
nouf—had been independently led to a like conclusion in 1874. Its

stTong*^st confirmation, however, is the important discovery of Dr
Koperuicki that in Eastern Galicia there survive to the present
day certain Elotars (Ruth. '

‘ goldsmiths”), Gi^isy workers in bronze,
whose processes Bataillard minutely describes in Les Zlotars (Paris,

1878). Difficulties there are in accepting the theory:—the unsettled
question of the antiquity of the Romani tongue

;
the yawning chasm

of a thousand years; above all, the unnoticed fact that nearly all the
metallurgical terms of Romani seem to be borrowed from Greek

—

Icaldi, “tin” (KaKaloy); hhdrkortwb^ “copx>eT” (x<£A/c«/xa) ; moliv,
“lead” (jxo\6^Lotf); kaJcJcavi, “kettle” {KaKKoi^rj); amuni^ “anvil”
{dfjiopi) riTij “file”

;
sivrtj “hammer” {cr^vpi)

;
Tcsildm,

“pincers” {^vKd^iov)
; Tcarfin, “nail” {Kapcpl)

;
Jclidt, “key”

gampdna^ “bell” (va/jivdya) ;
and petalOj “horseshoe”

(TreraXov). This looks like an insuperable objection, since certainly
no Calderari of to-day would borrow from French or German the
names for these the mo;.t familiar objects of his long-practised
calling; and unless Bataillard be prepared to maintain that Greek
took tlie terms from Romani, not vice ve^^sa, his theory falls.

Bibliography.

—
^The literature on the Gipsies is richer in appear-

ance thanin reality. Mildosich (i, 54-59) and Bataillard {Les demi&i'S
Travaux^ relatifs avae Bohemiens, Paris, 3872) give the titles of 118
works, a number which might be largely increased. But many of
these “works” are articles hidden away in periodicals, as “The

English Gipsies,” by the Rev. S. James, in The Church of Eng^
lank Magazine, 1875 ;

many are mere rechauffes of earlier publi-

cations. Imperfect though it be, Grellmann’s Versuch

iiber die Zigeuner {17 2d and enlarged ed., Gott., 1787; Eng.

translation by M. Paper, 1787) remains the only attempt at a full

history of the Gipsy lace; its grave deficiencii’s are best supplied

by Sprengler’s Dlsscrtatio historiccc-juridicade Cinganis sive Zigeunis

Leyden- 1839), by Hopf s Einwanderung dcr Zigeuner in Europa
(Gotha, 1870), by the historical portions ot Mikloaieh’s work, and
above all by Bataillard’s De VApparition ct de la Dispersion des

Boh&miens en Europe ( Paris, 1844), (Paris, 1849),

and ^^tatde la Question, &c. (Paris, 1877). On the language vievred

as a whole the chief authorities are—Die Zigeuner in Exiropa und
Asien {2 yo\&., Halle, 1844-45), by A. F, Vo\X] ZigeunerLsches{lial\^,

1866), by G. H. Ascoli ;
and llcher die Mundarten itnd die JFander-

tingen der Zigeuner EuropoCs (8 parts, Vienna, 1872-78), and
Beitrage znr Kenntniss der Zigeunermundarten (4 parts, Vienna,

1874-78), by F. von Miklosich. From works on the Gipsies of diffe-

rent Euro2^ean lands the following may be given as a selection (the

more imx>oitaiit being marked with an asterisk) :—for Turkey,

^Jfltiulcs sur les Tchinghiants (Comstan., 1870), by A. G. i’aspati;

for Roumania, the unsatisfactory Grammaire, Dialogues, et Vocabu-

Zaire de la Langue des Cigains (Paris, 1868), by J. A. Vaillant; for

Hungary, A’ czigdny nyelv elemei (Pesth, 1853), by J. Bornemisza

;

for Bohemia, *lionidni Czib (Prague, 1821), by A. J. Piichmayer;

for Germany, *Die Zigeuner in ihrem Wesen und Hirer Hpraelie

(Leipsic, 1863), by R. Liebich; for Poland, Rys historiezny hidic

cygdnskiego (Wilna, 1800), by T. Narhutt; for Russia, Dcber d.e

Sprache der Zigeuner in Russland (St Pet. 1853), by O. Bohtlingk;

for Norway, Beretning am Fante- eller Landstrygerfolket i Koi ge,

(5 parts, Christian., 1850-65), by E. Suiidt; for Denmark, Tateie

og Matmandsfolk i Danmark (C'openh., 1872), by F. Dyrlund; for

England, ^The English G^ps'ies and their Laoiguage (London, 1873),

by C. G. Leland, Romano Lavo-Lil : Word-book of the English

Gipsy Language (1874), by G. Borrow, and *The Dialect of the

English Gipsies (1875), by B. Smart and H. T. Crofton
;
for Scot-

land, A Mistory of the Gipsies (London, 1865), by W. Simson
;
for

Italy, Zigeunerisches (Halle, 1B65), by Ascoli
;

for the Basque

Country, Vocdbulaire de la Langue des Bolu miens habitant la

Pays Basques Frani^ais (Bord. 1862); for Spain, The Zincali (2

vols., Lond., 1841; now ed. 1873), by Borrow. From works on

non-European Gip,sies selection is unnecessary, since their sum total

is as follows:—“ Ueber die Sprache der Zigeuner in Syrien,” by
Pott, in Zeitschrift fiir die Wissenschaft der Sprache (Berlin,

3846); Reisen dureh Syrien, Palastina, &c. (Berlin, 1854), by U.

J. Seetzen, containing a Syro-Romani vocabulary
;

“ The Gi
2
>sics

of Egypt,” in the Journ. of the Roy. Asiatic Soc. (Lond., 1856),

by Captain Newbold, comprehending vocabularies from Eg^’pt,

Syxia, and Persia
;

“ Die Zigeuner in .dEgypten,” in Petermann's

MiUheilu7igen {Gotha, 1862), by A. von Kremer ; Notes et Questions

sur les Bohemic'ns en Algerie 1874), by P. Bataillard; and
Travels in the East (Lond., 1823), by Sir W. Ouseley, vol. in. oi

which gives a Karachi vocabulary. To these may be added the

specimens of the Gipsy dialects of Asia Minor, furnished by Paspati,

and vocabularies from Armenia and Siberia in Miklosich’s Beitrage

(iv. pp. 38-41). (F. H. G. )

GIRAFFE {Camelopardalis giraffa), a mammal belonging

to the ruminant group of the Artiodactyle Ungulates, and

the single living representative of the family Gamelojoarda-

lidce. Intermediate between the members of the deer and

ox families, the giraffe differs from both in having neither

true horns nor antlers. It possesses however two solid,

bony, and persistent appendages, attached partly to the

frontal and partly to the parietal bones
j
and not to the

former only as in the true horned ruminants, and these, un-

like the 2)rocesses of the latter, are distinct bones, separable,

at least in the young animal, from those of the forehead.

These horn-like peduncles are completely covered over by
the skin of the forehead, and are terminated by a tuft of

bristles, while in front of them there is a protuberance

caused by a thickening of the bone, suflficieiitly prominent

in the male to have been frequently described as a third

horn. The giraffe is the tallest of existing animals, mea-

suring usually from 15 to 16 feet high—the females being

somewhat less—but attaining in the largest examples a

height of 18 feet. This exceptional elevation is chiefly due

to its great length of neck and limb, the cervical vertebrae,

although only seven in number as in other mammals, being

in this case exceedingly long. Its body is proportionately

short, measuring only 7 feet between the breast and rump,

and slants rapidly towards the tail—a peculiarity which has
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given rise to the erroneous impression that the fore legs of

the giraffe are longer than the pair behind. Its feet ter-

minate in a divided hoof, which, -says Sir Samuel Butler,

is as beautifully x>roportioned as that of the smallest

gazelle”; and the accessory hoofs found in most ruminants
are entirely awanting. Its head is small, its eyes large and
lustrous; and these, which give to the giraffe its peculiarly

gentle appearance, are capable of a certain degree of lateral

projection, which enable the creature without turning its

head to see around and to a certain extent behind it. The
elevated eyes of the giraffe thus enjoy a wider range of
vision than those of any other quadruped. Its nostrils are
[uovided with a peculiai mechanism of sphincter muscles,
by which they can be opened or closed at will, and the
animal is thus enabled to avoid the injurious effects of the
saud storms which occasionally pass over its native haunts.

Giraffe.

its tongue is remarkable for its great length, measuring
about 17 inches in the dead animal, and for its great elas-

ticity and power of muscular contraction while living. It
is covered with numerous large pajnllce, and forms, like the
trunk of the elephant, an admirable organ for the examina-
tion and prehension of its food. The graceful appearance
presented by the giraffe, to which it owes its name through
the Arabian Xirapha^ is greatly heightened by the orange-
red colour of its hide, mottled as it is all over with darker
spots

; while in its long tail, ending in a luxurious tuft of
dark-coloured hair, it possesses an admirable fly-vrhipper,
without which it would probably be impossible for the
giraffe to maintain its ground against the seroot fly and
other stinging insects of central Africa. It lives on open
plains in the neighbourhood of low woods, high forest
being scrupulously avoided, as depriving it of the exten-

G19
sive prospect which forms its chief defence against the
attacks of its two great enemies—the lion and man. It
feeds almost exclusively on the foliage of trees, showing a
preference for certain varieties of mimosa, and for the young
shoots of the prickly acacia, for browsing on which the pre-
hensile tongue and large free lips of the giraffe are specially
adapted. It is gregarious in its habits, living in small herds
rarely of more than twenty individuals, although Sir S.

Baker, who hunted it in Abyssinia, states that he has seen
as many as a hundred thus herding together.

There is probably no animal more difficult of approach
than the giraffe, owing to that exceeding wariness which
prompts it to place sentinels to give the herd timely warning
of approaching danger, as well as to its ability, from the
elevated position of its eyes, and the openness of the ground
it frequents, bo see danger, and from its keenness of scent
to smell it from afar. It is a fleet though by no means
graceful runner, its awkward, shambling gait being due to

its moving the fore and hind legs of the same side simultane-
ously. In hunting it on horseback the rule to be observed,

according to the traveller already mentioned, is to press the
giraffe the instant he starts; “ it is the speed that tells upon
him, and the spurs must be at work at the very commence-
ment of the hunt, and the horse pressed along at his best

pace
;

it must be a race at top speed from the very start,

but should the giraffe be allowed the slightest advantage for

the first five minutes the race will be against the horse,”

In pursuing it thus on horseback the experienced hunter
avoids too close an approach to the creature’s heels, a blow
from which he has probably learnt to regard, with Dr
Livingstone, as leaving little to choose between it and “ a

clap from the arm of a windmill.” Although trusting for

safety to flight, it will, when brought to bay, even turn upon
the lion

;
and not seldom does it defend itself successfully

against his attacks by the vigorous blows of its powerful
limbs. It is, however, powerlessagainst the “king of beasts”
when taken unawares, and with this object the latter lies in

wait by the banks of streams, and springs upon the giraffe

as it seeks to quench its thirst. In captivity it is said to

make use of its skin-covered horns as weapons of defence,

giving impetus to the blow, not by depressing and then ele-

vating the head, as in the butting of an ox or sheep, but by
a sidelong swing of its muscular neck. The skin of the
giraffe is in many parts so thick that the bullet of tlie

hunter often fails to pierce ifc, the surest method of hunting
it being that pursued by the Hamran Arabs of Abyssinia,
who run it down, and when galloping at full speed cut the
tendons of its legs, or “ hamstring” it, as this operation

is called, with their broadswords, and thus completely
disable it.

The giraffe is only found wild in Africa, where it ranges
throughout the open country of Ethiopia as far south as the

confines of Cape Colony. Until about fifty years ago it was
almost totally unknown in Europe

;
it is now, however, to

be found in most of the European zoological gardens, where
it appears to thrive as well on corn and hay as on the

mimosas of its native haunts. It also breeds freely in con-

finement, so that it may now be regarded as acclimatized in

Europe. The giraffe family was more largely represented

and enjoyed a wider distribution during the Miocene period,

fossil remains of extinct species having been found in

Greece and tbe Siwalik Hills; while an allied genus,

Helladotkerium^ with less neck and more body than the ex-

isting giraffe, extended during the same period from the

south of France to north-west India.

The skin of the giraffe forms a valuable leather material,

that made from the thicker parts being in special request

for sandals ; iti flesh, according to Sir S. Baker, was, when
roasted, the best he had ever tasted ; the tendons of its

long legs are valued by the Arabs as thread for sewing
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leatlier, and as strings for tlieir musical Instruments

;
while

its leg bones, which differ from those of other ruminants in

being solid, are largely used in England in the manufac-

ture of buttons and other articles of bone.

GIRALDI, Giglio Gregorio (1479-1552), or Lilius

Gregorius Gyraldus, one of the scholars and -poets of the

golden age of Italian literature, was born June 14, 1479,

at Ferrara, where he early distinguished himself by his

talents and acquirements. On the completion of his literary

course he removed to Naples, where he lived on familiar

terms with Pontano and Sannazaro
;
and subsequently to

Lombardy, where he enjoyed the favour of the Mirandola

family. At Milan in 1507 he studied Greek under Chal-

condylas
;
and shortly afterwards, at Modena, he became

tutor to Ercole (afterwards Cardinal) Rangone. About the

year 1514 he removed to Rome, where, under Clement VIL,
he held the office of apostolic ])rotonotary ;

but having in

the sack of that city (1527), which almost coincided with

the death of Cardinal Rangone his most powerful patron,

lost all his property, he returned in poverty once more to

Mirandola, whence again he was driven by the troubles

c msequent on the assassination of the reigning prince in

1533. The rest of his life was one long struggle with ill

health, poverty, and neglect j
and he is alluded to with

sorrowful regret by Montaigne in one of his Essais (i. 34),

as having, like Sebastian Castalio, ended his days in utter

destitution. He died at Ferrara in February 1552 ; and
his epitaph makes touching and graceful allusion to the

sidness of his end. Giraldi was a man of very extensive

erudition
;
and numerous testimonies to his profundity and

accuracy have been given both by contemporary and by
Ixter scholars. His Historia de JDiis Gentium marked a
distinctly forward step in the systematic study of classical

mythology
\
and by his treatises De Annis et Mensihus^ and

on the Galendariicm Romanum et Grcecum^ he contributed
to bring about the reform of the calendar, which was ulti-

mately effected by Pope Gregory XIIL His Progymnasma
adversus Literas et Literatos deserves mention at least

among the curiosities of literature
;
and among his other

works to which reference is still occasionally made are His-
torice Poetarum Ghrcecorum ac Laiinoruni] De Poetis suorum
temporum \ and De Sepultura ac vario sepeliendi ritu,

Giraldi was also an elegant Latin poet. His Opera Omnia
were published at Leyden in 1696.
GIRALDI, Giovats-ni Battista (1504-1573), surnamed

Gyistthius, Cinthio, or Cintio, Italian novelist and poet,

born at Ferrara in November 1504, was educated at the
university of his native town, where in 1525 he became pro-
fessor of natural philosophy, and where, twelve years after-

wards, he succeeded Celio Calcagnini in the chair of belles-

lettres. Between 1542 and 1560 he acted as private
secretary, first to Ercole II. and afterwards to Alphonso II.

of Este ; but having, in connexion with a literary quarrel
in which he had got involved, lost the favour of his patron
in the latter year, he removed to Mondovi, where he
remained as a teacher of literature tih 1568. Subsequently,
on the invitation of the senate of Milan, he occupied the
chair of rhetoric at Pavia tiH 157r3, when, in search of
health, he returned to his native town, where on the
30th of December he died. Besides an epic entitled Ercole
(1557), in twenty-six cantos, Giraldi wrote nine tragedies,
the best known of which, Orhecche, was produced in 1541.
The sanguinary and disgusting character of the plot of
this play, and the general poverty of its style, are, in the
opinion of many of its critics, almost fully redeemed by
occasional bursts of genuine and impassioned poetry

; of one
scene in the third act in particular it has even been
affirmed that, if it alone were sufficient to decide the ques-
tion, the Orhecche would he the finest play in the world.
Of the prose works of Giraldi the Tnost important is the

Hecatommitlii or Ecaiomiti, a collection of tales told some>
what after the manner of Boccaccio, but stiH more closely re-

sembling the novels of Giraldi’s contemporary Bandello, only

much inferior in workmanship to the productions of either

author in vigour, liveliness, and local colour. Something,

but not much, however, may be said in favour of their pro-

fessed claim to represent a higher standard of morality.

Originally published at Monteregale, Sicily, in 1565, they

were frequently reprinted in Italy, while a French transla-

tion by Chappuys ax3peared in 1583, and one in Spanish in

1590. They have a x)eculiar interest to students of English

literature, as having furnished, whether directly or indi-

rectly, the plots of MeasuT'e for Measure and Othello, That
of the latter, which is to be found in the Ilecatommithi

(iii. 7), is conjectured to have reached Shakespeare through

the French translation ;
while that of the former {Hecat.^

viii. 5) is probably to be traced to Wheatstone’s Promos and
Cassandra (1578), an adaptathm of Cinthio's story, and to

his Ileptamevone (1582), which contains a direct English

translation. To Giraldi also must be attributed the plot of

Beaumont and Fletcher’s Custom of the Country,

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS. ‘ See Barri.
GIRARD, Philippe Henri be (1775-1 845), a celebrated

French mechanician, was born at Lourniarin, in the depart-

ment of Vaucluse, 1st February 1775. In his early life he
manifested a strong aptitude for mechanical invention, and
he also at that time devoted his attention to botany, paint-

ing, and literature. When at the Revolution his family

took refuge in Italy he supported himself there for some
time by painting, but afterwards, at the age of eighteen, he

established a soap manufactory at Leghorn. Returning to

France after the fall of Robespierre, he began to conduct a

chemical work at Marseilles, but soon afterwards judged it

prudent to go to Nice, where he obtained the professorship

of chemistry and of natural history. Returning to Mar-

seilles about 1800, he afterwards went to Paris, where, in

company with his brother Frederick, he established a soap

manufactory. In 1804 he and his brother took out a

patent for what is known as the fountain lamp ;
and

at the ‘‘Exposition” of 1806 he was awarded a gold medal
for his one-cylindered direct acting steam engine. Napoleon
having in 1810 decreed a reward of one million francs to

whoever should invent a machine for the spinning of flax

equally successful with those in use for the spinning of

hemp, Girard, after a course of experiments, invented and
patented a flax-sj)inning machine. In 1813 he established

a flax mill at Paris and another at Charonne, in both of

which he made use of his machine ;
but although he was

declared to have earned the reward offered for the invention

the fall of Napoleon in 1815 left the decree unfulfilled.

Girard, who expected that the expenses connected with his

experiments would be met by the promised premium, now
got into serious money difficulties, and had to leave

France for Austria, where, besides establishing a flax mill

at Hirtenberg, he built the first line of steam ships on

the Danube. In 1825, at the invitation of the emperor

Alexander I. of Russia, he went to Poland, where he erected

a flax manufactory, round which grew up a village which

received the name of Girardow. He was also aiDpointed

chief engineer of the mines of Poland. In 1844 he re-

turned to Paris, and exhibited at the Exposition a large

number of inventions, including a machine for combing flax,

a machine for making gunlocks, several new improvements
in guns, a piano of double octaves, and a new instrument

called the Tremolophone, For his inventions connected

with the manufacture of flax a gold medal was decreed

to him by the jury; and in 1845 the Society of In-

ventions awarded him a sum which raised the pension he

received from the Russian Government to 6000 francs.

Besides the inventions already mentioned, Girard was the
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author of a large number of others, many of them of con-

siderable importance in connexion with various departments
of industrial machinery. He died at Paris August 26,

1845. A pension of 6000 francs was bestowed in 1857
on his only surviving brother, and another on his niece,

GIRilRD, Stephen (1750-1831), American philan-

throinst, v;as born at Bordeaux on 21st May 1750. At
the age of thirteen he commenced life as a sailor, and
followed his avocation with such assiduity that he was
enabled, before the French requisitions of age and service

allowed, to become master and captain, in October 1773.
His first mercantile venture was to St Domingo in February
1774, wdience he proceeded in July to the then colony of

New York. After trading for three years between New
York, New Orleans, and Port au Prince, he went to Phila-

delphia in May 1777, and gave up the sea for a mercantile
career. While he was engaged most successfully in the
prosecution of an extensive trade, the yellow fever in its

most malignant type broke out in Philadelphia, sweeping
away one-sixth of its population. When, during its height,

a hospital was established, for which it seemed almost im-
possible to secure competent management, Girard devoted
himself personally, fearless of all risks, to the care of the
sick and the burial of the dead, not only in the hospital, of

which he became manager, but throughout the city, sup-

plying the poorer sufferers with money and provisions.

Two hundred children, made orphans by the ravages of the
fever, were in a great measure thrown upon his care. From
this period his success commercially and financially was
unexampled. He gave a portion of his time to the manage-
ment of municipal affairs for several years, and rendered
efficient service as warden of the port and as director of

many public institutions. On the dissolution of the Bank
of the United States, he instituted what is known now as

the Girard Bank. During the war of 1812 ‘‘he rendered
valuable services to the Government by placing at its

disposal the resources of his bank at a time of difiSculty

and embarrassment, subscribing to a large loan which the

Government had vainly sought to obtain.” Girard added
to his other avocations that of a practical agriculturist. He
died December 26, 1831.

Girard College was founded hy him for the education

and support of the poor white orphans of his adopted city.

His fortune amounted to about seven and a half millions

of dollars. After specific legacies of two millions for the

erection and endowment of the college, $140,000 to his

relatives, $300,000 to the State for internal improvements,

$500,000 to the city of Philadelphia to improve its eastern

front, $116,000 to j)u.blic charities, and various annuities

and legacies, he bequeathed the residue of his estate to the

city of Philadelphia, mainly for the improvement and main-
tenance of the college. The most minute directions were
given by Girard in regard to the buildings to be erected,

and the admission and management of the inmates. He
specifically requires that the orphans be instructed in the
purest principles of morality, so that on their entrance into

active life they may evince benevolence towards their fellow

creatures, and a love for truth, sobriety, and industry.

As for religious belief they are left to adopt such tenets

as their matured reason may lead them to prefer
; and to

secure this he interdicts the employment, and even the
admission into the grounds, of any ecclesiastic whatever.

GIRARDIN, Madame Emile de, a French authoress,

was born at Aix-la-Chapelle, January 26, 1804, and died
at Paris June 29, 1855. Her maiden name was Delphine
Gay, and her mother, the well-known Madame Sophie Gay,
brought her up in the midst of that brilliant literary

society of which she was afterwards a conspicuous ornament.
In 1822 she obtained peculiarly honourable mention from
the Academy for a poem on the Devotion of the Sisters of

Sainte Camille at the Siege of Barcelona ;
and not long after

she published two volumes uf miscellaneous pieces, Essais

2^oetiqiies (1824) and Nonvecnix essais poUiques (1825). A
visit to Italy in 1827, during which she was enthusiastically

welcomed by the literati of Rome and even crowned in the
caxfitol, was productive of various poems, of which the most
ambitious was Nayoline (1833). Her marriage in 1831 to

M. Simile Girardin opened up a new literary career. The
contemporary sketches which she contributed from 1836 to

1839 to the feuilleton of La Presse, under the^om deplume
of Charles Delaunay, were collected under the title of

Lettres Parisiennes (1843), and obtained a success "which
has proved as permanent as it was brilliant. But ifc was to

more elaborate efforts that the authoress would have pre-

ferred to entrust her reputation, and she indeed confesses,

in a half serious half mocking mood, that it was almost
a disappointment to find herself famous for so slight a
thing. To the close of her life she continued to appear
both as a novelist and as a writer for the stage, and in both
departments she reaped a wide popularity through the wit

and emotional force of her productions. Contes d\ine

vieille fille a ses neveux (1832), La canne de Monsieur de

Balzac (1836), and II ne faui pas joicer avec la douleur

(1853) are among the best known of her romances
;
and

her dramatic pieces include VEcole des jo^irnalistes (1840),
Judith (1843), CUopatre (1847), G^est la faute du muri
(1851), Lady Tartufe (1853), La joie fait peur (1854), Le
chapea'Li Jun horloger (1854), and IJne femme qui detest

e

son maiii which did not appear till after the author’s

death. In the literary society of her time Madan^e
Girardin exercised no small personal influence, and among
the frequenters of her drawing-room were Gautier and
Balzac, Alfred de Musset and Victor Hugo. During the

latter years of her life a pensive melancholy gathered round
her: for long years she had prayed the prayer of Hannah,
and her woman’s heart had not been comforted. Her col-

lected works were published in six volumes, 1860-1861.

See Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du lundi, t. iii.
;
G. de MoRnes.

“ Les femmes poetes,^* in Revue des Detox Mondes, July 1842 ;
Taxile

Delord, Les Matitiics litUraireSy 1860 ; Eesprit de Madame Girar-
din, avec unept’Sface par 3f. Lamartine, 1862 ; Gr. d’Heilly, 3Iadamc
de Girardin, sa vie et ses ceuvres, 1868.

GIRARDIN, Saint-Marc (1801-1873), a politician and
man of letters whose real name was Marc Girardin simply,

was born at Paris in 1801, and died at Morsang-sur-Seine
on the 11th of April 1873. His school career at the Lyc<5e

Henri lY. was a distinguished one, and he afterwards took

university honours both in literature and law, but he never

practised at the bar. During the reign of Charles X. he
obtained several Academy prizes, and a mastership at the

Lyc6e Louis le Grand, though his liberal principles stood a

little in his way. In 1828 he began to contribute to the

Journal des Dehats, on the staff of which he remained for

nearly half a century. At the accession of Louis Philippe

he was appointed professor of history at the Sorbonne and
master of requests. Soon afterwards he exchanged his

chair of history for one of literature, continuing to contri-

bute political articles to the Dehats, and sitting as deputy in

the chamber from 1 835 to 18 48. As a professor he directed

his efforts chiefly against the clerical reaction. In 1 844 he
was elected a member of the Academy. During the revo-

lution of February 1848 Girardin was for a moment a

minister, but after the establishment of the republic he was
not re-elected deputy, nor did he take any prominent part

in politics during the second empire save with his j)en. In
the capacity of journalist he continued to be active, and
interested himself not merely in moderate opposition to the

Government at home but also in foreign politics, especially

in the affairs of Syria, Greece, and Turkey. After the war
of 1870 he was returned to the Bordeaux assembly by his old
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departmeat—tlie Haute Vienne. His Orleaiiist tendencies

and his objections to the republic were strong, and tliough

lie at first supported Thiers, he afterwards became a leader

of the opx^osition to the president. He died, how^ever, before

Thiers was actually driven from power. Samt-Marc
Girardin was one of the most distinguished of the many
writers whose political and literary activities combined have

raised them to distinction in France during this century,

but to whom there cannot be assigned the highest rank

either as politicians or as litterateurs. His political claims

were not above those of a vigorous and intelligent journalist.

His professorial lectures were p)opular and well attended

;

his literary knowledge was wide, and included German and
Italian

;
his criticisms, on which his claims as a man of letters

rest, were acute and well expressed, but not remarkable for

great subtlety or novelty of thought or style.

His chief work is his Qours 6L& litt^rature dramatique (1843-

1863), a series of lectures the delivery and iDublication of which
lasted for over twenty years. This work has for second title De
VUsobga des Passions dans Ic Dianio^ which describes it more
accurately. The author goes through the list of the various x)as-

sions, and of the chief situations which call them out, discussing at

the same time the mode in which they are treated in the most cele-

brated dramas ofancient and modern times. The source o fthese illus-

trations is not indeed limited to drama, and the lecturer takes a wide
range over the fields of poetry and romance. The lesult was doubt-
less as a course of lectures iiiterostiiig and stimulating

;
Ub a book

it is somewhat desultoiy. Among liis other woiks may be noticed

Sssais d& LitUrab'wre (1844, 2 vols.), made up chiefly of contributions

to the BihatSj his Notices sar VAllemag'iie (1834), and many volumes
of collected SouvenCrSy Reflexions, &c., on foreign countih'S and
Ijassing events. His latest works of literary importance were La
Fontaim et les Fahulistes (1867) and an J&tuda sar J. J. Rousseau
(1870) which had ai>peared in the Revue des Deux Mondes,

QIEARDON, FuANgois (1628-1715), a sculptor whose
works are typically characteristic of the epoch of Louis XIV.,
was born at Troyes in 1628, and died in the Louvre in 1715.

As a boy he had for master a joiner and wood-carver of his

native town, Baudesson by name {Arch, de VArt Fran^ais,
V. i), under whom he is said to have worked at the chateau
of Liebault, where he attracted the notice of Ohancellor
Sdguier. By the chancellor’s influence Girardon was first

removed to Paris and placed in the studio of Frangois
Anguier, and afterwards sent to Home. In 1650 he re-

turned to France, and seems at once to have addressed him-
self with something like ignoble s ibserviency to the task of

conciliating Le Brun, who owed his start in life to the same
patron. Girardon is reported to have declared himself
incapable of composing a group, whether with truth or from
motives of policy it is impossible to say. This much is

certain, that a very large proportion of his work was carried

i)Ub from designs by Le Brun, and shows the merits and
defects of Le Brun’s manner—a great command of cere-

monial pomp in presenting his subject, coupled with a large
treatment of forms which if it were more expressive might
be imposing. The courtwhich Girardon paid to the premier
peintre du roi ” was rewarded. An immense quantity of

work at Versailles was entrusted to him, and in recognition
of the successful execution of four figures for the Bains
d’Apollon, Le Brun induced the king to present his protege
personally with a purse of 300 louis, as a distinguishing
mark of royal favour. In 1650 Girardon was made mem-
ber of the Academy, in 1659 professor, in 1674 “adjoint
au recteur,” and finally in 1695 chancellor. Five years
before (1690), on the death of Le Brun, he had also been
appointed “inspecteur g^n^ral des ouvrages de sculpture”

—

a place of power and profit. In 1699 he completed the
bronze equestrian statue of Louis XIV., erected by the town
of Paris on the Place Louis le Grand. This statue was
melted down during the Revolution, and is known to us
only by a small bronze model (Louvre) finished by Girardon
himself. His Tomb of Richelieu (church of the Sorbonne)
was saved from destruction by M. Alexandre Lenoir, who

received a bayonet thrust in p)rotecbiiig the head of the

cardinal from mutilation. It is a cax)ital example of

Girardon’s work
;
but amongst other important specimens

yet remaining may also be cited the Tomb of Louvois (Si

Eustaclio), that of Biguou(St Nicolas du Chardouneret), and
decorative sculx)tures in the Galeiie d’Apollen and Ohambre
du roi, in the Louvre. Although chiefly occupied at Paris,

Girardon never forgot his native Troyes. In the Hotel de
Ville is still shown a medallion of Louis XIV., and in the

church of So R^my a bronze crucifix of some importance,

—

both works by his hand. In 1850 M. Corrard de Breban,
who has given much time to researches concerning artists

native to the town of Troyes, published a Notice sar la vie

et les oeuvi'es de Girardon.

GIRDLE, a band of leather or other material worn
round the waist, either to confine the loose and flowing outer

robes so as to allow freedom of movement, or to fasten and
supx)ort the garments of the wearer. In southern Europe
and in all Eastern countries the girdle was and still is an
imx>oi*tant article of dress. Among the Romans it was used
to confine the tunica ; and so general was the custom that

the want of a girdle was regarded as strongly i)resumptive

of idle and dissolute x)rox)eiisities. It also formed a jjart of

the dress of the Greek and Homan soldier
]
the phrase cin-

gulum deponere, to lay aside the girdle, was as equivalent to

quitting the service. It was used as now in the East to

carry money in * hence zonam perdeve, to lose one’s x>urse.

Girdles and girdle-buckles are not found in early Celtic

interments, nor are they frequent in Gallo-Roman graves.

But in Frankish and Burgundian graves they are almost

constantly x)resent, often ornamented with x)laqiies of bronze

or silver, and the clasps and mountings chased or inlaid

with various ornamental designs, occasionally including

figures of the cross, and rude rox)reseiitations of Scripture

subjects. In later times girdles are frequently represented

on brasses and monumental effigies from the 12th to the

16th century. Tliey were either of leather or of woven
materials, often of silk and adorned with gold and gems.

The mode in which they were worn is shown on the effigies;

usually fastened by a buckle in front, the long free end of

the girdle was j^assed up underneath and then down over

the cincture, and through the loo^) thus formed the orna-

mented end hung down in front. Among the sumptuary
regulations of Edward III. there were x:)rohibitions against

wearing girdles of gold and silver unless the wearer were of

knightly rank or worth ^200 a year. Similar regulations

against extravagance in girdles are occasionally found to the

16th century. The brasses of the 15th century present

many beautiful exam^fles of ladies’ girdles, which were often

worn like that of the knight with the ornamental end hang-

ing down in front, sometimes with both ends depending

from a large clasp or ornamental fastening in the centre.

Allusions to the girdle are common in the poetry of the

16th and 17th centuries. The purse, the dagger, the rosary,

the pen and inkborn and the bunch of keys were carried

suspended from it, and hence it was an ancient custom for

bankrupts or insolvent persons to put off and surrender

I their girdles in open court. It is recorded that the widow

of Philip I., duke of Burgundy, renounced her right of suc-

cession by x)utting off her girdle upon the duke’s tomb.

The girdle, which was a very important element in the dress

of the Levitical priesthood, does not appear as an ecclesias-

tical vestment in the Christian Church until the 8th century.

Germanus, who died in 740, mentions the girdle worn by

deacons ; and Hrabanus Maurus in the succeeding century

speaks of the girdle as one of the regular vestments, and

refers to its symbolism. Some centuries later the church

had to discountenance extravagance in this ai*ticle of attire,

and splendour in the decoration of girdles was denounced

as secular and unbefitting the ecclesiastical character.
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GIRGEH, Girga, or Jirjeh, a town of Upper Egypt,

situated on the left bank of the Nile, about 9 miles north-

west of the ancient city of Abydus. It owes its name to

the Coptic monastery of St George or Girgis, and is the

seat of a Coptic bishop, possesses eight mosques and a '

Roman Catholic monastery which ranks as the oldest in
j

Egypt, and numbers from 8000 to 10,000 inhabitants, of
|

whom about 500 are Christians. For a long time it was
j

the capital of the Sa’id, but this rank is now held by Soohag.
|

The worst enemy of Girgeh is the river, which was a quarter
of a mile to the east at the time of JPococke’s visit about
1740, but has gradually crept nearer, and is now slowly
undermining the very site of the town.

GIRGENTI, a city in the south of Sicily, at the head of

a province of its own name, occupies a fine position about
3 miles from the coast on a platform of Mount Camicus,
more than 1100 feet above the level of the sea. It lies

about 60 miles S.S.E. of Palermo, with which it is connected
,

by a railway 90 miles long. As seen from the lower ground
i

Girgenti presents a grandiose but sombre appearance, with
j

its buildings rising in close array from ancient substructions :

and the steep rocks of the mountain • but wdthin it is for .

the most part mean, monotonous, and melancholy, the
j

streets with few exceptions being confined, irregular, steep,
|

and ill-paved, and the houses all preseiiting the same grey-
,

brown walls, the same reddish roofs, and the same narrow
j

doors and narrow windows. The cathedral, begun in the ,

14fch century, has still an impressive effect, in spite of the

incongruous mixture of styles
;
but the interior is a typical

specimen of modern rococo. The acoustic conditions

are sufficiently peculiar : a word spoken in the softest

whisper at the entrance can be distinctly heard behind the

choir, 100 paces off. One of the chapels contains the shrine

and bears the name of St Gerlando, the first bishop of

Girgenti
;
the altar-piece is a Virgin and Child by Guido

Reni
;
and in the north aisle there stands a marble sarco-

;

phagus now used as a font, with fine rilievos, probably of

Roman workmanship after a Greek original, representing

the story of Hippolytus and Phsedra. Not only are the

archives of the cathedral rich in historic documents of the

Norman period, but they profess to contain an autograph
letter of the devil himself. Among the other churches,

upwards of forty in number, S. Maria dei Greci is worthy
of note as preserving two Doric pillars which had belonged
to the temple of Zeus Pollens, founded in 570 b.c. by
Phalaris, and are thus the oldest architectural remains in

Girgenti. As the chief town of a province, Girgenti is the

residence of a prefect and the military headquarters of the
^

district. It is also the seat of the wealthiest bishopric

in Sicily, dating from the pontificate of Urban IF.
;
and

i

it possesses a chamber of commerce and art, an indu^tr’rl
,

institute, a lyceum, a gymnasium, a technical school, and
an episcopal seminary. Its principal library. Bibliotheca

Lucchesiana, was presented to the town by Don Andrea
Lucchese of the family of Campo Franco

3
the Casino

Empedocleo, with well-appointed library and reading-

rooms, was founded by a number of the wealthier citizens.

In the early part of the century Girgenti was a poverty-

stricken town, but it has attained a considerable degree of

j'>rosperity since 1850. It lies in the centre of the sulphur
district of Sicily, and its port, formerly 3iIolo di Girgenti,

now Porto Empedocle, is the principal place of shipment.
The harbour has been largely improved since 1870: the

l)ier, originally constructed in the 17th century, in part at

least from the ruins of the temple of the Olympian Jupiter,

has been extended to a length of 4800 feet, so as to include
an area of 330,000 square yards, and the depth, which was
only 10 feet on the bar and 16 within, has been greatly

increased by dredging. Around the port, which is 3 miles
from the city proper, has gathered a cluster of houses and

stores, and the spot is defended by a small fort. Almonds
and grain are the only important articles of export besides
sulphur

;
but, though the grain-pits hewn out of the rock are

of large extent, the actual shipments of grain are not very
great. The average value of the annual export of sulphur
amounted, between 1868 and 1870, to i:41 1,700, while that
of the other articles w’as less than £16 , 000 each. The popu-
lation of Girgenti vras 18,802 in 1871, and that of Porto
Empedocle 6691. In the history of Girgenti there is little

of note
;
the historical interest of the district gathers round

the splendid ruins of the older Agrigentum, wffiich lie

between Girgenti and the sea.

See Piecone, Mamorie stortclie Agricjentine
;
De la Salle’s Voyage

pittoresqice en Sidle Hackel’s ^
^ Reisebldzzen aus Sicilieu,’’ in

Zeitschriftfur JSrclk. zu Berlin^ 1860 ;
Renan, “ Yoyageen Sicilc,*'

iviEevue des Deux Mondes, Nov. 1875.

GIRODET DE ROUSSY, Anne Louis (1767-1824),
better known as Girodet-Trioson, was born at Montargis,
January 5, 1767. He lost his parents in early youth, and
the care of his fortune and education fell to the lot of his

guardian, M. Trioson, “m^decin de mesdames,” by whom
he was in later life adopted. After some preliminary
studies under a painter named Luquin, Girodet entered the

school of David, and at the age of twenty-two he successfully

comxieted for the Prix de Rome. At Rome he executed
his Hippocrate refusant les presents d’Artaxerxes, and
Endymion dormant (Louvre), a work which was hailed with
acclamation at the Salon of 1792. The pecuharities vdiich

mark Girodet’s position as the herald of the romantic move-
I ment are already evident in his Endymion. The firm-set

1 forms, the grey cold colour, the hardness of the execution,

]

are i)roper to one trained in the school of David, but these

j

characteristics harmonize ill with the literary, sentimental,

I

and picturesque suggestions which the painter has sought
to render. The same incongruity marks Girodet's Danae,
and his Quatre Saisons, executed for the king of Spain,

(repeated for Compi^gne), and show^s itself to a ludicrous ex-

tent in his Fingal (St Petersburg, Leuchtenberg collection),

executed for Napoleon I. in 1802. This work unites the

defects of the classic and romantic schools, for Girodet*s

imagination ardently and exclusively pursued the ideas

excited b}^ varied reading both of classic and modern litera-

ture, and the impressions which he received from the exter-

nal world afforded him little stimulus or check
3
he conse-

quently retained the mannerisms of his master’s practice

whilst rejecting all resttaint on choice of subject. The
credit lost by Fingal Girodet regained in 1806, when he
exhibited Scene de Deluge (Louvre), to which (in comp^eti-

tion with the Sabines of David) w^as awarded the decennial

prize. This success was followed up in 1808 by the pro-

duction of the Reddition de Vienne, and Atala au Tombeau
—a work which went far to deserve its immense popularity,

by a happy choice of subject, and remarkable freedom from

the theatricality of Girodet’s usual manner, which, however,

soon came to the front again in his Revolts de Caire (1810).

His powers now began to fail, and his habit of work-

ing at night and other excesses told upon liis constitution;

in the Salon of 1812 he exhibited only a Tete de Vierge; in

1819 Pygmalion et Galat^e showed a still further decline

of strength
;
and in 1824—^the year in wffiich he produced

his portraits of Cathelineau an4 Bonchamps—Girodet died

on 9th December, aged fifty-eight.

The number of bis paintings is inconsiderable ;
but he executed

a vast quantity of illustrations, anioagst which may be cited those-

to the Didot Virgil (1798) and to the Louvre Racine (1801-1805).

Fifty-four of his designs for Anacreon were engraved by M.
Chatillon. Girodet wasted much time on literary composition,

his poem Le Peintre (a string of commonplaces), together with
poor imitations of classical poets, and essays on Le G-inie and Za
Grace, were published after his death (1829), with a biographical

notice by his friend M. Conpin de la Couperie
;
and M, Delecluze,

in his Louis David ct son terrvps, has also a brief life of Gii'odet.
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GIRONDE, a maritime department in the S.W. of

Prance, formed from four divisions of the old province of

Guyenne, viz., Bordelais, Bazadais, and parts of P^rigord

and Ag^nois. It is bounded on the N. by the department

of Charente-Inf^rieure, E. by those of Dordogne and Lot-et-

Garonne, S. by that of Landes, and W. by the Bay of

Biscay. It lies between 44° 12' and 45° 35' N. lat. and

between 0° 18' E. and 1° 16' W. long., being 106 miles in

length from N.W. to S.E., and 80 in breadth from N.E. to

S.W. It takes its name from the river or estuary of the

Gironde formed by the union of the Garonne and Dordogne.

The department divides itself naturally into a western

and an eastern portion. The former, which is termed Les

Landes, occupies more than a third of the department, and

consists chiefly of morasses, or of sandy and unfruitful

downs. The downs stretching along the sea-coast have,

however, been now planted with pines, which, binding

the sand together by xneans of their roots, afford an effica-

cious protection against the encroachments of the sea. Near
the coast aie two extensive lakes, Caicans and Lacanau,

communicating with each other, and with the bay of

Arcachon, near the southern extremity of the department.

The Bay of Arcachon contains numerous islands, and on the

land side forms a vast shallow lagoon, a considerable

portion of which, however, has been drained and converted

into arable land. The eastern portion of the department
consists chieflyof a succession of hill and dale, and, especially

in the valley of the Gironde, is very fertile. The estuary

of the Gironde is about 45 miles in length, and varies in

breadth from 2 to 6 miles. The principal affluent of the
Dordogne in this department is the Isle. The feeders of

the Garonne are, with the exception of the Dropt, all small.

West of the Garonne the only river of importance is the
Leyre, which flows into the bay of Arcachon. The climate

is humid and temperate. Wheat, rye, maize, miUet, and
hemp are grown to a considerable extent. The corn pro-

duced, however, does not more than half meet the wants of

the inhabitants. The culture of the vine is by far the most
imiDoitant branch of industry carried on, the vineyards

to 300. Of late years the herring-fishing has been greatly
developed; in the spring of 1879 304 boats were engaged
in it, the take ” exceeding 20,000 crans. The harbour
is a tidal one, with a depth at high water of only 9 feet.

The public buildings are very superior
; and of late many

handsome villas have been erected. The situation of the
town is one of the finest in the west of Scotland, and the
shore affords excellent facilities for sea-bathing. The
population, which was 7319 in 1851, had fallen to 4776
in 1871, but it is now increasing.

GISORS, a town of France, department of Eure, is

situated in a pleasant valley on the Epte, 45 miles E.N.E.
of Paris. Of its ancient castle, which dates from the 12th
century, and was at one time one of the principal strong-

holds in the kingdom, the octagonal keep, built by Henry
II. of England, remains entire, and the rest of the ruins

still present an imposing apiDoarance. Its ancient ramparts
have been converted into x^ronienades. There is a fine old

church, the choir of which was built in 1240, and contains

windows with portraits of Blanche of Castile and Louis
VIII. The north portal is a good specimen of the florid

style of the Renaissance. The church contains some fine

sculjptures and paintings. The i^rincipal other buildings

are the communal college, the convent, and the hosx)ital.

The industries include tanning, brewing, cotton-spinning,

and bleaching. The poxmlation in 1876 was 3590.
GITSCHIN, the chief towm of a circle in Bohemia, is

situated on the Cydlina and on the North-West Austiiau
railway, 50 miles N.E. of Prague. The x)rincix>al buildings

are the parish church, erected after the model of the pilgrim’s

church of Santiago de Comx>o&tella in Spain
;

the prison,

formerly a Jesuit college; the castle, built by Wallenstein

in 1630; the gymnasium, the normal school, and tlie real

school. There is a considerable trade in corn. Gitscliin

was made the cax)ital of the duchy of Friedland by Wallen-
stein in 1627, at which time it contained only 200 houses.

I

Wallenstein was interred at the neighbouring Carthusian

I

monastery, but in 1639 the head and right hand were taken

I

hy General Ban4r to Sweden, and in 1702 the other remains
occupying about one-seventh of the surface of the depart-

j

ment. The wine-growing districts are the M6doc, Graves,
|

C5tes, Palus, and Entre-deux-Mers. The M6doc country
grows the three grands crus. The Graves country forms a
zone 30 miles in extent, and is situated in the vicinity of
the Garonne and Dordogne, extending from Ch^illon-sur-
Gironde to Langon. This is the Sauterne country. The
wines of the C6tes district are St fimilion, Pommerol, St
Laurent, St Hippolyte, St Christophe, and St George.
The Palus and Entre-deux-Mers produce is inferior. Fruits
and vegetables are increasingly cultivated, strawberries,
cherries, apricots, prunes, artichokes, and peas being largely
exported. Tobacco is also cultivated to a considerable ex-
tent.^ Large snpxDlies of resin, pitch, and turpentine are
obtained from the pine wood. There are stone quarries and
smelting works, but few mines. The manufactures are
various, and, with the general trade, are chiefly carried on
at Bordeaux Gironde is divided into the arrondissements
of Bordeaux, Blaye, Lesparre, Libourne, Bazas, and La
R^ole, with 48 cantons, and 547 communes. The chief
town is Bordeaux. Tbe total area is 3761 square miles; and
the population in 1866 was 701,855, and in 1876 735,242.
For a graphic description of the scenery of Les Landes in
Gironde see the novel ILattre Pierre of Edmund About.
GIRONDISTS. See France.
GIRVAN, a burgh of barony and market-town, in the

county of Ayr, Scotland, is situated at the mouth of the
river Girvan, 21 miles S.W. of Ayr, and nearly opposite
Alisa Craig, a rocky island 10 miles distant. The prin-
cipal industry was formerly hand-loom weaving, but the

jnumber of persons so employed has decreased from 3000

were removed by Count Yiucent of Waldstein to his lieredi-

tary burying ground at Milncheugratz. At Gitscliin the

Prussians gained a great victory over the Austrians, June
29, 1866. The population in 1869 was 6750.
GIULIO ROMANO. See Pippi.

GIUNTA PISANO, the earliest Italian painter whose
name is found inscubed on an extant work, exercised his

art from 1202 to 1236 ;
he may perhaps have been born

towards 1180 in Pisa, and died in or soon after 1236.

There is some ground for thinking that his family-name was
Capiteno. In recent times some efforts have been made to

uphold his deservings as an artist, thereby detracting so far

from the credit due to the initiative of Cimabue
;
but

it cannot be said that these efforts rest on a very solid basis.

To most eyes tbe performances of Giunta merely represent

a continuing stage of the long period of x>ictorial inaptitude.

The inscribed work above referred to, one of his earliest,

is a Crucifix now or lately in the kitchen of the con-

vent of St Anne in Pisa. Other Pisan works of like

date are very barbarous, and some of them may be also

from the hand of Giunta. It is said that he ]painted

in the upper church of Assisi,—in especial a Cruci-

fixion dated 1236, with a figure of Father Elias, tl e

general of the Franciscans, embracing the foot of the cross.

In the sacristy is a portrait of Sb Francis, also ascribed to

Giunta; but it more probably belongs to the close of the

13th century. This artist was in the practice of painting

upon cloth stretched on wood, and prepared with plaster,

GIURGEVO, in Roumanian Giurgiu or Shursha, a town
of Roumania (formerly of Lower Wallachia), at the head of

the district of Vlashka, lies on the left or northern bank of
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the Danube, over against Rustchuk in Bulgaria, and is

distant about 40 miles from Bucharest, with which it has
been connected by railway since lo69. It presents on the

whole rather a mean appearance, rising out of the mud
embankments of the river, but its population is increasing,

its commerical advantages as the port of Bucharest are

becoming more generally recognized, and improvements are

consequently 1 eing effected in the town itself. It is the

seat of a court of primary instance, and has a normal school

and a gymnasium. The fortifications to which it was
formerly indebted for no small part of its importance were
destroyed in 1829, and its only defence is a castle on the

island of Slobosia, with which it communicates by a bridge.

Giurgevo, or, as it was called by its founders, San Zorzo,

that is, San Giorgio, or St George’s, owes its origin to the

Genoese of the 14th century. It lias frequently figured in

the wars whereby the lov/er Danube has so often been laid

waste. The population in 1875 was about 15,000.
GIUSTI, Giuseppe (1809-1850), Tuscan satirical poet,

was born at Monsummano, a small village of the Valdinie-

vole, on May 12, 1809. His father, a cultivated and rich

man, accustomed his son from childhood to study, and
himself taught him, among other subjects, the first

rudiments of music. Afterwards, in order to curb his

too vivacious disposition, he placed the boy under the
charge of a priest near the village, whose severity did

perhaps more evil than good. At twelve Giusti was sent

to school at Florence, and afterwards to Pistoia and to

Lucca; and during those years he wrote his first verses.

In 1826 he went to study law at Pisa: but, disliking tbe
study, he spent eight years in the coarse, instead of the

|

customary four. He lived gaily, however, though his father

kept him short of money, and learned to know the world,

seeing the vices of society, and the folly of certain laws
and customs from which his country was suffering. The
experience thus gained he turned to good account in the
use he made of it in liL satire.

His father had in the meantime changed his place of

abode to Pescia
; but Giuseppe did worse there, and in

November 1832, his father having paid his debts, he re-

turned to study at Pisa, seriously enamoured of a woman
whom he could not marry, but now commencing to write

in real earnest in behalf of his country. With the poem
called La Ghigliottina (the guillotine), Giusti began to

strike out a path for himself, and thus revealed his great

genius. From this time he showed himself the Italian

Beranger, and even surpassed the Frenchman in richness of

language, refinement of humour, and depth of satirical

conception. In Bdranger there is more feeling for what is

needed for popular poetry. His poetry is less studied, its

vivacity perhaps more boisterous, more spontaneous ; but
Giusti, in both manner and conception, is perhaps more
elegant, more refined, more penetrating. In 1834 Giusti,

having at last entered the legal profession, left Pisa to go
to Florence, nominally to practice with the advocate Capo-
quadri, but- really to enjoy life in the capital of Tuscany.
He fell seriously in love a second time, and as before was
abandoned by his love. It was then he wrote his finest

verses, by means of which, although his poetry was not
yet collected in a volume, but for some years passed
from liand to hand, his name gradually became famous.
The greater part of his poems were published clandes-
tinely at Lugano, at no little risk, as the work was destined
to undermine the Austrian rule in Italy. After the publi-
cation of a volume of verses at Bastia, Giusti thoroughly
established his fame by his GingUlino, the best in moral
tone as well as the most vigorous and effective of his
poems. The poet sets himself to represent the vileness
of the treasury officials, and the base means they used to
conceal the necessities of the state. The GingUlino has
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all the character of a classic satire. When first issued
in Tuscany, it struck all as too impassioned and per-
sonal. Giusti entered heart and soul into the political

movements of 1847 and 1848, served in the national
guard, sat in the parliament for Tuscany

;
but finding tbat

there was more talk than action, that to the tyranny of
princes had succeeded the t5"ranny of demagogues, he
began to fear, and to express the fear, that for Italy evil

rather than good had resulted. He fell, in consequence,
from the high position he had held in public estimation,
and in 1848 was regarded as a reactionary. His friend-
ship for the marquis Gino Capponi, who had taken him
into his house during the last years of his life, and who
published after Grusti’s death a volume of illustrated pro-
verbs, was enough to compromise him in the eyes of such
men as Guerrazzi, Montanelli, and Niccolini. On May 31,
1850, he died at Florence in the palace of his friend.

The poetry of Giusti, under a light trivial aspect, has a
lofty civilizing significance. The type of his satire is

entirely original, and it had also the great merit of appear-
ing at the light moment, of wounding judiciously, of

sustaining the part of the comedy that ‘^castigat ridendo
mores.” Hence his verse, apparently jovial, was received
by the scholars and politicians of Italy in all seriousness.

Alexander Manzoni in some of his letters showed a hearty
admiration of the genius of Giusti; and the weak Austrian
and Bourbon Governments regarded them as of the gravest

importance.

His xDoems have been often repiiiiteii, the best editions being
those of Le Monnier of Florence, and also that published in Yerona,
with valuable annotations, by Professor Giovanni Fioretti in 1876.
Besides the poems, and the proverbs already mentioned, we have a
volume of select letters, full of vigour and written in the best
Tuscan language, and a fine critical discourse on Giuseppe Parini,
the satirical poet of the last century, whose poetical works aie
published in a volume by Le Monnier. In some of his composi-
tions the elegiac rather than the satirical poet is seen. Many of

his verses have been excellently translated into German by Paul
Heyse. Good English translations were published in the A tliencBum
by the late Mrs T. A. Trollope.

GIUSTINIANI, the name of a prominent Italian family

which originally belonged to Venice, but established itself

subsequently in Genoa also, and at various times had repre-

sentatives in Naples, Corsica, and several of the islands of

the Archipelago.

In the Venetian line the following are most worthy
of mention. 1. Lohenzo (1380—1465), the Laurentius
Justinianus of the Roman calendar, at an early age
entered the congregation of the canons of Saint George
in Alga, and in 1433 became general of that order. About
the same time he was made by Eugenius IV. bishop of

Venice; and his episcopate was marked by considerable

activity in church extension and reform. On the removal
of the patriarchate from Grado to Venice by Nicholas V. in

1451, Giubtiniani was promoted to that dignity, which he
held for fourteen years. He died on January 8, 1465, was
canonized byPope AlexanderVIII., his festival (semi-duplex)

being fixed by Innocent XII. for September 5th, the anni-

versary of his elevation to the bishopric. His works, con-

sisting of sermons, letters, and ascetic treatises, have been
frequently reprinted,—the best edition being that of the

Benedictine P. N. A. Giustiniani, published at Venice in

2 vols. folio, 1751. They are wholly devoid of literary

merit. His life has been written by Bernard Giustiniani,

by Maffei, and also by the Bollandists. (2.) Leonardo
(1388—1446), brother of the preceding, was for some years

a senator of Venice, and in 1443 was chosen procurator of

St Mark. He translated into Italian Plutarch’s Lives of

Ciivmi and Lucullus, and was the author of some poetical

pieces, amatory and religious, as well as of rhetorical prose

compositions. (3.) Bernardo ('1408-1489), son of Leonardo,

was a pupil of Guariuo and of George of Trebizond, and
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entered the Venetian senate at an early age. He served on

several important diplomatic missions both to ITrance and

Home, and about 1185 became one of the council of ten.

His orations and letters were published in 1492 ;
but his

title to any measure of fame he possesses rests upon his

history of Venice, De Orlr/ine TJrhis Yenetlarum rehusque

ah ipsa gestis historia (1492), which was translated into

Italian by Donieiiichi in 1545, and which at the time of its

appearance was undoubtedly the best work upon the subject

of which it treated. It is to be found in vol. i. of the

Thesaurus of Grsevius. (4.) Pietro, also a senator, lived

in the 16th century, and wrote an Historia rerum Yenetai um
in continuation of that of Bernardo. He was also the

author of chronicles De Gestis Petri Mocenigi and Be Bello

Veuetoriim cum Carolo YIII. The latter has been re-

printed in the Soipt, Per, Ital.^ vol. xxi.

Of the Genoese branch of the family the most prominent
members were the following. (1.) Paolo, ni Moniglia
(1444-1502), a member of the order of Dominicans, was,

from a comparatively early age, prior of their convent at

Genoa. As a preacher he was very successful, and his talents

were fully recognized by successive popes, by whom he was
made master of the sacred palace, inquii>itor-general for all

the Genoese dominions, and ultimately bishop of Scio and
Hungarian legate. He was the author of a number of

Biblical commentaries (no longer extant), w^hich are said to

have been characterized by great erudition. (2.) Agostino
(1470-1536), was born at Genoa, and spent some wild
years in Valencia, Spain. Having in 1487 joined the
Dominican order, he gave himself with gieat energy to the
study of Greek, Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic, and in 1514
commenced the preparation of a polyglot edition of the
Bible. As bishop of JS'ebbio in Corsica, he took part in
some of the earlier sittings of the Latei’an council (1516-
17), but, in consequence of party comxdications, withdrew to

his diocese, and ultimately to France, where he became a
pensioner of Francis I., and was the first to occu^Dy a chair
of Hebrew and Arabic in the university of Paris. After an
absence from Corsica for a period of five years, during which
he visited England and the Low Countries, and became
acquainted with Erasmus and More, he returned to Nebbio
about 1622, and there remained, with comparatively little

intermission, till in 1536, when, while returning from a visit

to Genoa, he perished in a storm at sea. He was the possessor
of a very fine library, which he bequeathed to the rejpublic
of Genoa. Of his projected polyglot only the Psalter was
published {Psalterium Hehroeum^ Grcecum, Arahicum, et

Ghaldaicum, Genoa, 1616). Besides the Hebrew text, the
LXX. translation, the Chaldee paraphrase, and an Arabic
version,^ it contains the Vulgate translation, a new Latin
launslation by the editor, a Latin translation of the Chaldee,
and a collection of scholia. Giustiniani printed 2000 copies
at his own expense, including fifty in vehum for presentation
to the sovereigns of Europe and Asia ; but the sale of the
work did not encourage him to proceed with the New Testa-
ment, which he had also prepared for the press. Besides
an edition of the book of Job, containing the original text,
the Vulgate, and a new translation, he published a Latin
version of the Moreh N&vochim of Maimonides {Director
Biibitantium aut Perplexorum, 1520), and also edited in
Latin the Aiireus Libellus of ^Eneas Platonicus, and the
Timasus of Chalcidius. His annals of Genoa {Gastigatissimi
annali di Genova) were published posthumously in 1537.

The name Giustiniani has also been borne by the follow-
(^0 PoMPEio (1569—1616), a native of Corsica, who

served under Alessandro Farnese and the marquis of Spinola
in the^ Low Countries, where he lost an arm, and, from the
artificial substitute which he wore, came to be known by the
soubriquet Bras de Fer, He also defended Crete against
the Turks ; and subsequently was killed in a reconnaissance

L A
at Friuli. Ho left in Italian a jjersonal narrative of the war
in Flanders, which has been rei)eatedly X)ublibhed in a Latin
translation {Be!turn Belglcnvi^ Aiitweip, 1609). (2.) Giov-
anni (1513-1556), born in Candia, tianslator of Terence’s

Andrla and HicnudiLts, of Ciceio’s In Verrem, and of

Virgil’s HaJneid, L viii. (3.) Orsatto (1538-1603), Vene-
tian senator, traiiblator of the G^Jdijms Tyranmis of Sopho-
cles, and author of a collection of Pime, in imitation of

Petrarch. He is regarded as one of the latest representa-

tives of the classic Italian school. (4.) Geronimo, a
Genoese, flourished during the latter half of the 16th cen-

tury. He translated the Alcestis of Euiq)ides and three of

the x)lays of So^dioeles ; and wrote two original tragedies,

JejMe and OhriUo in Passioyie. (5.) Vincenzo, who in the

beginning of the 17th century built the Homan j^alace and
made the art-colloction vliich are still associated xvith his

name (see Galleria Giustiniaufi^ Home, 1631). The collec-

tion wa.s removed in 1807 to Paris, wkere it was to some ex-

tent broken iq). In 1S15 all that remained of it, about 170
jnetures, was x>urchased by the king of Prussia and removed
to Berlin, wliere it forms a j^ortion of the royal museum.

GIVET, one of the strongest fortified towns of France,

oil the Belgian frontier, situated in the de]partment

of Ardennes, on the river Meuse, 40 miles N.N.E. of

Mezicies. The Eastern French railway connects it with
Hheims, and the Belgian railways connect it with Namur
and Charleroi. It is divided into three portions—the

citadel called Charlemont, and Grand Givet on the left

bank of the river, and on the ox:)posite bank Petit Givet,

connected with Grand Givet by a stone bridge of five

arches. The citadel of Charlemont, built by the emperor
Charles V. in 1555, is situated at the top of a precipitous

rock 705 feec high, and on the east side, by which alone it

is accessible, is fortified by six bastions and several other

works. Grand Givet has four bastionsand three ravelins, and
Petit Givet 3 bastions. The fortress has accommodation lor

25,000 men, but can be held by 3000 or 4000. The tovn
is famed for its clay tobacco-pix>es. There are also manu-
factures of nails, lead x^encils, sealing wax, white lead, glue,

earthenware, and leather, and the town h^'s some trade.

The pox)ulation in 1876 was 5275.
GIVORS, a town of Franco, department of Hh6ne, is

situated on the Hlione and tlie canal of Hive-dc-Gier, near

the railway between Lyons and St Stienne, 14 miles south

of Lyons. It has glass and tile works, potteries, tanneiies,

foundries, silk factories, and dyeworks, and is the prin-

cipal entrepot for the coal and coke of the Gier valley.

Near it are the ruins of the chateau of St Gerald and of the

convent of St Ferr^ol. Population (1876), 10,856.

GLACIEPi,^ a name given to a mass of ice, having its

origin in the hollows of mountains where x>erpetual snow
accumulates, but which makes its way down towards the

lower valleys, where it gradually melts, until it terminates

exactly where the melting, due to the contact of the warmer
air, earth, and rain of the valley, compensates for the

bodily descent of the ice from the snow reservoirs of the

higher mountains.
The diminution of temperature as we ascend the slopes

of mountains, is indicated by successive zones of vegetation,

and finally by the occurrence of perpetual snow (see

Geology, p. 280). It was first shown by Baron Humboldt,

and Von Buch that the limit of perpetual snow depends

principally on the temperature of the summer, and not

upon that of the whole year.

^ The following are synonyms in different languages and dialects

:

French, gla&ier ; German, gletscher ; Italian, ghiaccia^a ;
Tyrolese,

f&m\ in Carinthia, ka^s\ in the Valais, biegno ; in part of Italy,

vedretto ; in Piedmont, ruize ; in the Pyrenees, semeille ;
in Norway,

iishras or ii^ede*, in Lapland, geikna oxjegna ; in Iceland, jbknm or

faZlrjokuU,
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A glacier usually protrudes into a valley far below the

limit of perpetual snow, and terminates amidst a wilderness

of stones borne down upon its surface and deposited by its

Tusioii. This earthy and rocky rubbish is termed moraine

matter, and has already been described (Geology, p.

281). Lying in front of the lower end of a glacier, it

marks in a characteristic and certain manner the greatest

limit of extension which the glacier has at any one time

.ittaiued. Sometimes a glacier is seen to have withdrawn
very far within its old limits, leaving a prodigious barren

waste of stones in advance of it, which, being devoid of

soil, nourishes not one blade of grass. At other times the

glacier pushes forward its margin beyond the limit which
It has ever reached (at least within the memory of man),
tears up the ground with its icy ploughshare, and shoves for-

ward the yielding turf in wrinkled folds, uprooting trees,

moving vast rocks, and scattering the walls of dwelling-

houses in fragments before its irresistible onward march.^
The lower end of a glacier is usually steep,—sometimes

with a dome-shaped unbroken outline, more frequently

broken up by intersecting cracks into prismatic masses
which the continued action of the sun and rain sharpen into

pyramids, often assuming (as in the glacier of Bossons at

(Jhamouni) grotesque or beautiful forms. From a vault in

the green-blue ice, more or less perfectly formed each sum-
mer, the torrent issues which represents the natural drain-

age of the valley, derived partly from land springs, partly

from the fusion of the ice. The united or crevassed condi-

tion of the glacier generally depends almost entirely on the
slope of its bed. If it incline rapidly, numerous transverse

tissures are formed from the imperfect yielding of the ice

during its forced descent along its uneven channel. These
cracks often extend for hundreds of yards, and may be
hundreds of feet in depth

;
but their greatest depth is not

accurately known, since they are rarely quite vertical. In
many cases, hov^ever, the crevasses are ccjmparatively few
la number, and the glacier may be readily traversed in all

directions. This is especially the case if a glacier of con-

siderable dimensions meets with any contraction in its

course. The ice is embayed and compressed, and its slope

lessens, just as in the case of a river when it nears a similar

contraction preceding a fall. Such level and generally

traversable spaces may be found about the middle regions

of the Mer de Glace, the lower glacier of Grin delwaid, the

lower glacier of the Aar, and in many other cases. The
last-named glacier is perhaps the most remarkably even and
accessible of any in Switzerland. The slope of its surface

is in many places only 3°. The Pasterzen glacier in

Carinthia is even less inclined. It is in such portions of a
glacier that we commonly find internal cascades, or

moulins.” These arise from the surface water being
collected into a considerable mass by a long course over its

unbroken surface, and then precipitated with violence into

the first fissure it meets with. The descending cascade keeps
open its channel, which finally loses the form of a fissure,

presenting that of an open shaft, often of immense depth.

ISTearly connected in their origin with the internal cas-

cades are the “ gravel cones/’ occasionally seen on the sur-

face of glaciers, which appear to be formed in this way.
A considerable amount of earthy matter derived by the
superficial water-runs from the moraine accumulates in

heaps in the inequalities of the ice, or at the bottom of the
“ moulins.” As the glacier surface wastes by the action of

the suu and rain, these heaps are brought to the surface, or

^ Such a sudden and disastrous increase took place in many of the
glaciers of Switzerland and Savoy in 1818 (occasioning the catastrophe
of the Val de Bagnes), and in those of the Bergenstift in Norway
about 1740. The retreat of a glacier far within its old moraines is

well exemplified in most of the glaciers of the latter country, and
especially in that of Nygaard.
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rather the general surface is depressed to their level. If
the earthy mass be considerable, the ice beneath is protected
from the radiation of the sun and from the violent washing
of the rain

;
it at length protrudes above the general level

of the glacier, and finally forms a cone which appears to be
entirely composed of gravel, but is in fact ice at the heart,
with merely a protecting cover of earthy matter. These
singular cones are very well seen on the glacier of the Aar,
but on most others they are comparatively rare. The
similar protective action of large stones detached from the
moraines and lying on the surface of the ice often ptoduces
the striking phenomenon of “glacier tables.” Stones of

any considerable size almost invariably stand upon a slightly

elevated pillar of ice
;
but when they are broad and flat

they occasionally attain a height of 6 and even of 12 feet

above the general level.

The superficial waste of a glacier is thus a very important
phenomenon. Owing to it the body of the ice has its

vertical thickness rapidly diminished during the heats of

summer, and, as w^e have already intimated, the lower end
of a glacier has its position determined by the amount of

this waste. Suppose a glacier to move along its bed at the
rate of 300 feet per annum, and imagine (merely for the
sake of illustration) its yearly superficial waste to be 20
feet

;
then the thickness of the glacier will diminish by 20

feet for every 300 feet of its length, or at the rate of 360
feet per mile, so that the longitudinal section of a glacier

has the form of a wedge
;
and however enormous its original

thickness, after a certain course we must at length come to

the thin end of the wedge, and that the more rapidly as the

causes of melting increase towards the lower extremity.

These causes are indeed so various that it is difficult to

estimate them with accuracy. We have (1) the direct

solar heat, (2) the contact of warm, air, and (3) the
washing of rain. All these causes act on the surface and
produce the “ ablation” of the surface. Besides these, the
ice of the glacier wastes somewhat beneath by the contact
of the soil and the washing of the inferior streams. This
may be called its “ subsidence.” Further, the natural

slope of the rocky bed of the glacier causes any point of

the surface to stand absolutely lower each day in con-

sequence of the progressive motion. These three causes

united produce the “ geometrical depression ” of the sur-

face. Principal J. D. Forbes showed how the several

effects may usually be distinguished by observation.

During the height of summer, near the Montanvert, he
found the daily average ablation to be 3*62 inches, the daily

subsidence to be 1*63 inches. Seven-tenths of the geo-

metrical depression are due therefore to the former cause,

and three-tenths to the latter. This is a very large amount,
and it is certain that during the colder period of the year,

and whilst the glacier is covered with snow, the subsidence

is nob only suspended, but the glacier recruits in thickness

a portion of its waste during the seasons of summer and
autumn. To this subject we shall again return.

The middle region of the great glaciers of the Alps extends

from the level of about 6000 to 8000 feet above ihe sea.

The inclination is usually there most moderate—say from
to Bub this is not invariably the case. Beyond

8000 feet we reach the snow-line. The snow-line is a fact

as definite on the surface of a glacier as on that of a moun-
tain, only in the former case it occurs at a somewhat lower

level. It cannot be too distinctly understood that the

fresh snow annually disappears from the glacier proper.

WTiere it ceases entirely to melt, it of course becomes in-

corporated with the glacier. We have therefore arrived at

the region where the glacierforms^ everywhere below it only

wcLstes, This snowy region of the glacier is called in French

neve, in German firn. As we ascend the glacier it passes

gradually from the state of ice to the state of snow. The
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superficial layers are more snowy and white, in fact nearly
pure snow ; the deeper ones have more colour and consist-

ence, and break on the large scale into vast fragments,
which at Chamouni are called seracs. The neve moves, as

the glacier proper does, and it is fissured by the inequalities

of the ground over which it passes. These fissures are less

regular than those of the lower glacier. They are often

much wider, in fact of stupendous dimensions, and, being
often covered with treacherous snowy roofs, constitute one
of the chief dangers of glacier travelling. The constitution

of the neve may be well studied on the Glacier du G6ant,
a tributary of the Mer de Glace. The mountain-clefts in

which large glaciers lie usually expand in their higher
portions (in conformity with the ordinary structure ot

valleys) into extensive basins in which snow is perpetual,

and which therefore contain the neve, the true origin and
material of the glacier, which is literally the overflow of these

snowy reservoirs. The amount of overflow, or the dis-

charge of the glacier—upon which depends the extent of its

prolongation into the lower valleys—depends in its turn on
the extent of the neve or collecting reservoir. Glaciers with
small reservoirs of necessity perish soon. Their thickness
being small, the wedge of the glacier soon thins out. They
are common in confined cirques of the higher mountains.
Such are the glaciers of the second order described by De
Saussure. Their slope is often very great—from 20° to 40°.

The ice of the glacier proper has a very peculiar struc-
ture, quite distinct from the stratification of the snow on the
neve (the relics of its mode of deposit), and one which requires
special notice. When we examine the appearance of the ice
in the wall of an ordinary crevasse (especially if itbe tolerably
near the side of the glacier) we are struck with the beautiful
vertically laminated structure (first observed by Principal
Forbes) which it commonly presents, resembling delicately
veined marble (especially the variety called in Italy
in shades varying from bluish-green, through green, to white.
When we trace the direction of the planes constituting the
laminated structure, by observing them on the surface of the
glacier (where they are usually well seen after rain, or in
the channels of superficial water-runs), we find that where
best developed (or not very far from the sides of the glacier)
these laminje are nearly parallel to the sides, but rather
incline from the shore to the centre of the ice stream as we
follow the declivity of the glacier.

Forbes found that certain superficial discolorations in the
form of excessively elongated hyperbolas are due to the
recurrence (at intervals of some hundred feet along the
course of the glacier) of portions of ice in which the veined
structure is more energetically developed than elsewhere, and
where, by the decomposition of the softer laminae, portions
of sand and dirt become entangled in the superficial ice, and
give rise to the phenomena of dirt bands,” which thus
at a distance display (though in a manner requiring some
attention to discover) the exact course of this singular
structure on the surface of the glacier. Fig. 1 displays

fig. 4. The structure of the compound glacier, originally
double, becomes gradually single

; and the “ frontal
dip” of the laminae at the loop of the horizontal curves
which in the upper region is nearly vertical, gradually

. ... ,

Kg. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3

the superficial form of the dirt hands, and the course of
the structural laminae projected horizontally. Fig, 2 shows
an ideal transverse section of the glacier, and fig. 3 another
vertical section parallel to its length. These three sections
in rectangular planes "will serve to give a correct idea of
the course of this remarkable structure within the ice,
but a more popular conception will be formed of it from
the imaginary sections of a canal - shaped glacier in

Fig. 4.

slopes forwards until at the lower termination it has a very
slight dip inwards, or indeed may be reversed and fallout-
wards and forwards. The general form of a structural
lamina of a glacier rudely resembles that of a spoon.

This structure and the accompanying dirt bands have
been recognized by different observers in almost all glaciers,

including those of Norway and of India. The interval
between the dirt bands has been shown in the case of the
Mer de Glace (and therefore probably in other cases) to

coincide with annual rate of progression, and in the higher
parts of the glacier (towards the neve) to be acce mpanied
by wrinkles or inequalities of the surface which are well
marked by the snow lying in them during the period of its

partial disappearance.

The Wotion of Glaciers and its Causes.—There is some-
thing about a glacier which almost inevitably conveys to

the mind the idea of a stream. This may be traced in

the descriptions of unscientific tourists, of poets, and of

some of those who have addressed themselves more seriously
to the question of the real nature of these bodies. To the
latter class of observers belong Captain Basil Hall and
Monseigneur Rendu, bishop of Annecy, who had much
more than hinted at the possibility of a true mechanical
connexion between the descent of a glacier and that of a
mountain torrent, or of a stream of lava. But until the
actual conditions of motion were reduced to rule, it was
impossible to know how far the analogy was real.

^

The most characteristic and remarkable feature of gla-

ciers is their motion downwards from the neve towards the

lower valley. The explanation of it is by far

the most important application of mechanical% % W - physics connected with the subject. The prin-

cipal theories to account for the progressive
motion of glaciers which were prevalent pre-

vious to 1842 may be briefly characterized
as De Saussure’s and De Charpentier’s, though

each had been maintained long before by the earlier Swiss
writers. The first may be called the gravitation theory,
the latter the dilatation theory. Both suppose that the
motion of the ice takes place by its sliding bodily over its

rocky bed, but they differ as to the force which urges it

over the obstacles opposed by friction and the irregularities
of the surface on which it moves.
The following quotation from De Saussure explains his
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views with his usual precision :

—“ These frozen masses,

carried along by the slope of the bed on which they rest,

disengaged by the water (arising from their fusion owing
to the natural heat of the earth) from the adhesion which
they might otherwise contract to the bottom—sometimes
even elevated by the water—must gradually slide and
descend along the declivity of the valleys or mountain slopes

{croupes) which they cover. It is this slow but continual

sliding of the icy masses {des glacet) on their inclined bases
which carries them down into the lower valleys, and which
replenishes continually the stock of ice in valleys warm
enough to produce large trees and rich harvests.” Very
sufficient objections have been urged against this theory.

It is evident that De Saussure considered a glacier as an
accumulation of icy fragments, instead of a great and con-

tinuous mass, throughout which the fissures and “crevasses”
bear a small proportion to the solid portion

;
and that he has

attributed to the subglacial water a kind and amount of

action for which there exists no sufficient or even probable
evidence. The main objection, however, is this, that a
sliding motion of the kind supposed, if it commence, must
be accelerated by gravity, and the glacier must slide from
its bed in an avalanche. The small slope of most glacier-

valleys, and the extreme irregularity of their bounding walls,

are also great objections to this hypothesis.

The dilatation theory Ingeniously meets the difficulty of

the want of a sufficient moving power to drag or shove a
glacier over its bed, by calling in the well-known force with
which water expands on its conversion into ice. The glacier

being traversed by innumerable capillary fissures, and being
in summer saturated with water in all its parts, it was
natural to invoke the freezing action of the night to convert
this water into ice, and by the amount of its expansion to

urge the glacier onwards in the direction of its greatest

slope. In answer to this, it is sufficient to observe, in the
Hrst place, that during the height of summer the portions

of those glaciers which move fastest are never reduced below’-

the freezing point, and that, even in the most favourable
cases of nocturnal radiation producing congelation at the
surface, it cannot (by well-known laws of conduction) pene-
trate above a few inches into the interior of the glacier.

Again, the ascertained laws of glacier-motion are (as will

be immediately seen) entirely adverse to this theory, as it

is always accelerated by liot weather and retarded by cold,

yet does not cease even in the depths of winter.

It is singular how slow observers were to perceive the
importance to the solution of the problem of glacier-

motion of ascertaining with geometrical precision the
amount of motion of the ice, not only from year to year,

but from day to daj^ in summer and winter, whether
constant or variable at the same point, whether continuous
or by starts; if variable, on what circumstances it depended,
and in what manner it was affected at different points of

the length and breadth of a glacier.

This method of studying the question was taken up by
Forbes. His observations were commenced on the Mer de
Glace of Chamouni, in June 1842. Between the 26th and
27th of that month the motion of the ice opposite a point
called the “ Angle ” was found, by means of a theodolite, to
be 16*5 inches in 26 hours

;
between the 27th and 28th,

17*4 inches in 25|- hours
;
and from about 6 a.m. to 6 p.m,

on the 28th the motion was 9 5 inches, or 17*5 inches in
24 hours

j whilst the proportional motion during even an
hour and a half was observed. No doubt could therefore
remain that the motion of the ice is continuous and toler-

ably uniform—in short, that it does not move by jerks. He
also ascertained about the same time that the motion of the
ice is greatest towards the centre of a glacier and slower at
the sides, contrary to an opinion then maintained on high
authority. He next found that the rate of motion varied
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at different points of the length of the same glacier, being
on the whole greatest where the inclination of its surface is

greatest.^ As the season advanced, he observed notable
changes in the rate of motion of the same part of the ice,

and connected it by a very striking direct relation with the
temperature of the air. These facts were established during
the summer of 1842, and promptly published- By means
of occasional observations during the following winter and
spring by his guide, Auguste Balmat of Chamouni, and by
a more full comparison of the entire motion of a glacier for

twelve months with its motion during the hot season of the

year, another generally received error was rectified : the
motion of the glacier continues even in winter, and it has a
very perceptible ratio to the summer motion. Last of all,

it was found that the surface of a glacier moves faster than
the ice nearer the bottom or bed.

These and some minor laws of motion, being undoubted
expressions of the way in which glaciers move, were formu-
lated by Forbes in an approximate theory :

“ A glacier is

an imperfect fluid or a viscous body, which is urged down
slopes of a certain inclination by the mutual pressure of its

parts.” The analogy subsisting between the motion of a

glacier and that of a river (which is a viscous fluid,—were
it not so, its motion would be widely different) will be best

perceived by stating more precisely its laws of motion.

1. Each portion of a glacier moves, not indeed with a constant
velocity, but in a contimions manner, and not by sudden sub-

sidences with intervals of repose. This, of course, is cliaractenstic
also of a river.

2. The ice in the middle part of the glacier moves much Eister

than that near the sides or banks
;
also the suiface moves faster

than the bottom. Both these facts obtain in the moticm of a liver

in consequence of the fiiction of the fluid on its banks, and in con-
sequence also of that internal friction of the fluid \^hicli constitutes

its viscosity.

Thus, at four stations of the Mer de Glace, distant respectively

from the west shore of the glacier .... 100 230 405 865 yds.,

the relative velocities were 1*000 1*3C2 1*356 1*367.

3. The variation of velocity (as in a river) is most rapid near the
sides, whilst the middle parts move nearly uniformly. This and
the preceding laws are also fully brought out by the subsequent
experiments of M. Agassiz on the glacier of the Aar, and of MJM.
Schlagintweit on the Pasterzen glacier.

4. The variation of velocity of a glacier from the sides to the
middle is nearly in proportion to the absolute velocity of the
glacier,—^whether that absolute velocity change in the same place

in consequence of change of season, or between one point and
another of the length of the same glacier, depending on its

declivity. See (5) and (6) below.
5. The glacier, like a stream, has its pools and its raxnds.

Where it is embayed by rocks it accumulates, its declivity in-

creases, and its velocity at the same time. When it passes down
a steep, issuing by a narrow outlet, its velocity increases. Thus
the approximate declivities of the inferior, middle, and superior

regions of the Her de Glace (taken in the direction of its length)
are 15° 44° 8°

and the relative velocities are as the nnftibers .. 1*398 *574 *925.

6. A fact not less important than any of the ];>receding is that

increased temperature of the air favours the motion of the ice, and
generally whatever tends to inciease the proportion of the watery
to the solid constituents of a glacier, as mild rains, and especially

the thawing of the superficial snow in spring. The velocity does

not, however, descend to zero even in the depth of winter. Indeed,

in the lower and most accessible portions of the Mer de Glace (or

Glacier des Bois) and the Glacier des Bossons, the ratio of the

winter to the summer motion is almost exactly 1 : 2. On en-

deavouring to establish a relation between the velocity of the

lacier and the temperature of the ambient air, we find that these

iminish together almost regularly down to the freezing-point,

below which the velocity seems to remain constant.

Any mechauical theory of glaciers must be more or less

imperfect which does not explain the remarkable veined

or ribboned structure of the ice, with its peculiar course

through the interior of the glacier, as above described.

According to Forbes the fundamental idea is tbat the

veined or ribboned structure of the ice is the result of

internal forces, by which one portion of ice is dragged

past another in a manner so gradual as not necessarily to
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produce large fissures in tlie ice, and the consequent sliding

of one detached part over another, but rather the effect of

a general bruise over a considerable space of the yielding

body. According to this view, the delicate veins seen in

the glacier, often less than a quarter o£ an inch wide, have

their course parallel to the direction of the sliding effort of

one portion of the ice over another. Among&t other proofs

of this fundamental conception that the veined structure is

the external symbol of this forced internal motion of a body
compar itively solid, Forbes cited a striking instance from

the glacier of La Brenva,, on the south side of Mount Blanc.

In this case the ice of the glacier, forcibly pressed against

the naked rocky face of an opposing hill is turned into a

new direction ; and in thus shoving and squeezing past a

prominence of rock, he observed developed in the ice a

‘'veined structure” so beautiful that '* it was impossible to

resist the wish to carry off slabs, and to perpetuate it by
hand specimens.” This perfectly developed structure was
visible opposite the promontory which held the glacier in

check, and past which it struggled, leaving a portion of its

ice completely embayed in a recess of the shore behind it.

Starting from this point as an origin, the veined laminae

extended backwards and upwards into the glacier, but did

not spread laterally into the embayed ice. They could,

however, be traced from the shore to some distance from
the promontory into the icy mass. The direction of lamin-

ation exactly coincided with that in which the ice must
have moved if it was shoved past the promontory at all.

That it did so move was made the subject of direct proof,

by fixing two marks on the ice opposite the promontory,
one on the nearer, the other on the farther side of the belt

of ice which had the lamination best developed. The first

mark was 50 feet from the shore, and moved at the rate of

4’9 inches daily
3
the other mark was 170 feet further off,

and moved almost three times faster, or 14*2 inches daily.
;

Throughout this breadth of 170 feet there was not a single

longitudinal crevasse which might have facilitated the dif-

ferential motion. A parallelogram of compact ice, only 170
feet wide, was therefore moving in such a manner that,

whilst one of its sides advanced only a foot, the other

advanced a yard. IsTo solid body, at least no rigid solid

body, can advance in such a manner
;
Forbes therefore

concluded that glacier-ice is plastic, that the veined structure
is unquestionably the result of the struggle between the
rigidity of the ice and the quasi-fluid character of the
motion impressed upon it, and that this follows, not only
from the direction of the laminae, but from their becoming
distinct exactly in proportion to their nearness to the point
where the bruise is necessarily strongest. The subsequent
experiments of Sorby on the cleavage structure of rocks
proved that it has arisen as the result of intense lateral

compression, and could be imitated in many artificial sub-
stances. Tyndall obtained it even in beeswax, the analogy
between which and the veined structure of ice is very close.

Though Forbes termed his expression of the laws of glacier

motion the “viscous” or “plastic theory,”it was rather a state-

ment of fact than an explanation of the physical processes
concerned in the descent of glaciers. Against his views it was
of course objected that ice is by its nature a brittle solid, and
not sensibly possessed of any viscous or plastic quality. But
he cogently replied that the qualities of solid bodies of vast
size, and acted on by stupendous and long-continued forces,
cannot be estimated from experiments on a small scale,

especially if short and violent
; that sealing-wax, pitch, and

otlier similar bodies mould themselves, with time, to the
surfaces on which they lie, even at atmospheric temperatures,
and whilst they maintain, at the same time, the quality of
excessive brittleness under a blow or a rapid change of form

;

that even ice does not pass at once, and per saltum, from, the
solid to the liquid state, but absorbs its latent heat through-

out a certain small range of temperature (between 28® *4 and
32° of Fahrenheit), which is precisely that to wdiich the ice

of glaciers is actually exposed
;
that, after all, a glacier i',

not a crystalline solid, like ice, tranquilly frozen in a mould,
but possesses a peculiar fissured and laminated structure,

througli which water enters (at least for a great part of the

year) into its intrinsic composition. He insisted that the

quasi-fluid or viscous motion of the ice of glaciers is not a
theory but a fact. A substance which is seen to pour
itself out of a large basin through a narrow outlet without
losing its continuity

;
the diflerent parts of which, from top

to bottom, and from side to centre, possess distinct thougli

related velocities
;
which moves over slopes inconsistent

w^itli the friction between its surface and the ground on
wdiich it rests

;
which surmounts obstacles, and even if

cleft into two streams by a projecting rock, instead of being
thereby ancliored as a solid would necessarily be, reunites

its streams below, and retains no trace of the fissure, leaving

the rock an islet in the icy flood,—a substance which moves
in such a fashion cannot, Forbes maintained, in any true

sense of the word, be termed a rigid solid, but must be
granted to be ductile, viscous, plastic, or semifluid, or to

possess qualities represented by any of these terms which
we may choose to adopt as least shocking to our ordinary

conception of the brittleness of ice.

The problem of the cause of glacier-motion cannot yet he

considered to be satisfactorily solved. One of the most im-

portant contributions to the solution of this question was
made by Professor James Thomson when he predicted that

the freezing point of ice must be lowered by pressure, and
when he sought by means of this property to explain the

plastic or viscous behaviour of glaciers contended for by
Forbes. This prediction was experimentally verified by
his brother. Sir W. Thomson. Tyndall subsequently to

Forbes’s work brought forward an explanation termed the

“ pressure or fracture and regelation theory.” Some experi-

ments of Faraday in 1 850 had shown that two pieces of ico

with moistened surfaces would if in contact adhere, owing to

the freezing of the thin film of water between them, while

at a lower temperature than 32°, and with consequently

dry surfaces, no adhesion took place. The freezing was
obtained even under warm water. Starting from those

observations Tyndall was led to make experiments on the

effects of compression upon ice, and found that a quantity

of pounded ice could be moulded into a compact homo-
geneous mass. This property possessed by ice of reuniting

by pressure after fracture was termed regelation, and was

applied by Tyndall in explanation of the motion of glaciers.

He maintained that the ice of a glacier is a solid brittle

substance, and that its descent down a valley is due to

constant rupture produced by the effects of gravitation and
to the consequent sliding forward of the mass in which the

surfaces of fracture speedily reunite. He pointed more
particularly to the ice-falls of glaciers where the ice in pass-

ing over a steep descent and undergoing great tension does

not yield as a viscous body, but is fractured as a solid.

More recently Canon Mostly investigated the physics of

glaciers, especially by determining the shearing force of the

ine. He found that in a glacier of such a uniform section

and slope, moving at such a uniform rate, as the Meu de

Glace at Les Fonts, the aggregate resistance offered by the

ice to its descent is about 3i times greater than the force

of gravitation. He therefore concluded it to be physically

impossible that a glaciercould slide down its valley by its own
weight, and consequently that the gravitation or fracture

and regelation theory could not be maintained. The slow

descent of sheet lead on a roof of moderate inclination, and
its abilityaeven to draw out from the rafters the nails with

which it had been fastened, led him to propound another

theory of glacier-motion, viz., that it is due to expansion
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and contraction caused by changes of solar heat. He con-

tended that the ice, like the lead, is expanded by heat, and
that, as it cannot on expansion move up the valley without
overcoming the resistance of gravitation as well as of friction,

it necessarily moves chiefly downward, in which direction

gravitation co-operates. Contraction on the other hand must
also tend to send the ice downward, for a larger part will

move with the force of gravitation than against it. l)r Croll,

objecting to Canon Mosely’s views that no observed alterna-

tions of glacier temperature warrant the conclusion that the

ice can be impelled downward by that cause, has proposed
yet another explanation. He regards the motion of the ice

of a glacier as molecular, resulting from the very conduc-
tion of heat through the mass of the glacier. He contends
that from the thermal conditions of glacier-ice its molecules
will melt before their temperature can be raised. kxiy

given molecule on melting will transmit its extra heat or

part of it to the next molecule, which in turn may melt,

and thus a wave of thaw will travel through the ice. But
as each molecule loses its heat again it freezes, and in the
act of solidification exerts an enormous pressure on the
walls of che interstice into which while fluid it entered.

Hence in proportion to the amount of heat received by it

the ice is subjected to great molecular pressure. As the
glacier cannot expand laterally on account of the walls of

its channel, and as gravitation opposes its expansion ui3

the valley, it necessarily finds relief by a downward move-
nent—the direction in which gravitation co-operates.

See De Saussure’s Voyages dan^ 7es Aljpcs, § 535; De Cliarpentier,
Essai SU7' Us Glaciers, 1841; Agassiz, ^tittles sxir Vs Glac'iers, 1840,
SysUme Glojciaire, 1847 ;

L’AbDe Rendu, “ Theorie des Glaciers de
la Savoie,” in Mem. Acad. Savoie, x., 1841, translated by G.
Forbes and published 1875 ;

J. T>. Forbes, 2'ravels in the Alps,
1843, Norway and i's Glaciers, 1853, and Occasional Papers on
Glaciers, 1859 ; Tyndall’s Glaciers of the Alps, 1857; Mou&son’s
Gletscher der Jetztzeit, 1854 ;

Moscdy, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1869 ; Croll,

CUmoute and Time, 1875 ;
J. Thomson, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1856-7.

QLADBACH, usually called Bergisch-Gladbach, a
town of Prussia, circle of Mlilheiiii, government district of

Oologne, is situated 8 miles I^.E. of the latter town. It

oossesses an iron foundry, and manufactories of paper,

pasteboard, powder, percussion caps, nets, and machinery.
Ironstone, peat, and lime are found in the vicinity. The
population in 1875 was 7030.
GLADBACH, or Monchen-Glabbach, a flourishing and

rapidly increasing manufacturing town of Rhenish Prussia,

capital of a circle in the government district of Diisseldorf,

is situated 16 miles W.S.W. of the town of that name. It

is one of the chief manufacturing seats of Rhenish Prussia,

its principal industries being the spinning and weaving of

cotton, the manufacture of silks, velvet, ribbons, and
damasks, and dyeing and bleaching. There are also

tanneries, tobacco manufactories, machine works, and
foundries. The town possesses a chamber of commerce, a
gymnasium, and a female school of the higher grade. There
are an Evangelical and three Catholic churches, one of

which possesses a choir of 1250, a nave dating from the
beginning of the 12th century, and a crypt of the 8th
century. Gladbach existed before the time of Charlemagne,
and a Benedictine monastery was founded near it in 972
by Archbishop Gero of Cologne. The population in 1855
was only 4398 ; but it had increased in 1858 to 13,965, in

1861 to 17,074, in 1871 to 26,354, and in 1875 to 31,962.
GLADIATORS, professional combatants with men or

beasts in the Roman arena. That this form of spectacle,

which, is almost peculiar to Rome and the Roman provinces,
was originally borrowed from Etruria is shown by various
indications. On an Etruscan tomb discovered at Tarquinii
there is a representation of gladiatorial games ;

the slaves

employed to carry off the dead bodies from the arena wore
masks representing the Etruscan Charon; and we learn
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from Isidore of Seville that the name for a trainer of
gladiators, lanista, is an Etruscan word meaning butcher
or executiouer. Tliese games are evidently a survival of
the practice of immolating slaves and prisoners on the tomb
of illustrious chieftains, a practice recoidecl in Greek,
Roman, aud Scandinavian legends, and traceable even as
late as this century in the Indian suttee. Even at Puoiiie

tliey were for a long time confined to funerals, and hence
the oiler name for gladiators was hustuarii

^
but in the

later days of the republic their original significance was
forgotten, and they formed as indispensable a part of the
public amusements as the theatre or the circus.

The first gladiators are said, on the authority of Valerius
Maximus, to have been exhibited at Rome in the Forum
Boarium 264 B.c., by Marcus and Decimus Brutus at the
funeral of their father. On this occasion only three
pairs fought, but the taste for these games spread rapidly,

and the number of combatants grew apace. In 174
B.c. Titus Flamininus celebrated his father’s obsequies

by a three days^ fight, in which 74 gladiators took part.

Julius Caesar engaged such extravagant numbers for his

sedileship, that his political opponents took fright, and
carried a decree of the senate imposing a certain limit of

numbers
;
but notwithstanding this restriction he was able

to exhibit no less than 300 couples. During the later days
of the republic the gladiators were a constant element of

danger to the public peace. The more turbulent spirit?*

among the nobility had each his band of gladiators to acc

as a body guard, and the armed troops of Clodius, Milo, ami
Catiline played the same part in Roman history as the

armed retainers of the feudal barons or the condottieri oi

the Italian republics.

Under the empire, notwithstandingsumptuary enactments,
the passion for the arena steadily increased. Augustus,
indeed, limited the shows to two a year, and forbade a

praetor to exhibit more than 120 gladiators, yet allusions in

Horace and Persius show that 100 pairs was the fashionable

number for private entertainments; and in the Marmor
Ancyranum the emperor states tliat more than 10,000 men
had fought during his reign. The imbecile Claudius was
devoted to this pastime, and would sit from morning till

night in his chair of state, descending now and then to

the arena to coax or force the reluctant gladiators to resume
their bloody work. Under Nero senators and even well-

bornwomen appeared as combatants; and Juvenal hashanded
down to eternal infamy the descendant of the Gracchi that

appeared without disguise as a retiarius, and begged his life

from the secutor, who blushed to conquer one so noble and
so vile. Titus, whom his countrymen surnamed tlie

Clement, ordered a show which lasted 100 days; and Trajan,

in celebration of his triumph over Decebalus, exhibited

5000 pairs of gladiators. Domitian instituted venationes by
torchlight, and at the Saturnalia of 90 a.d. arranged a battle

between dwarfs and women. Even as late as 200 A.i). an

edict was passed forbidding women to fight. How widely

the taste for these sanguinary spectacles extended through-

out the Roman provinces is attested by monuments, inscrip-

tions, and the remains of vast amphitheatres. From Britain

to Syria there was not a town of any size that could not

boast its arena and annual games. The following inscrip-

tion copied from the pedestal of a statue shows the important

part they played in provincial life ;
—“ In four days, at !Min-

turnte, he showed eleven pairs of gladiators, who did not

cease fighting till one half, all the most valiant men in Cam-
pania, had fallen. You remember it well, noble fellow

citizens.” After Italy, Gaul, North Africa, and Spain were

most famous for their amphitheatres; and Greece was the

only Roman province where the institution never took root.

Gladiators were commonly drawn either from prisoners

of war, or slaves, or criminals condemned to death. Thus
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ill tlia first class we read of tatooed Britons in their war
chariots, Thracians with their peculiar bucklers and scimi-

tars, Moors from the villages round Atlas, and negroes from

central Africa, exhibited in the Colosseum. Down to the

time of the empire only greater malefactors, such as

brigands and incendiaries, were condemned to the arena

;

but by Caligula, Claudius, and Nero this x^unishment w^as

extended to minor offences, such as fraud and x>eculation,

in order to supjply the growing demand for victims. For
the first century of the empire it was lawful for masters to

sell their slaves as gladiators, but this was forbidden by
Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius. Besides these three regular

classes, the ranks were recruited by a considerable number
of freedmen and Boixian citizens who had squandered their

estates, and voluntarily took the auctoramentii^ii gladia-

toriiim, by which for a stated time they bound themselves

to the lanista. Even men of birth and fortune not seldom

entered the lists, either for the pure love of fighting, or to

gratifythe whim of some dissolute emperor; and one emperor,

Commodus, actually apx)eared in person in the arena.

Gladiators were trained in schools (liidi) owned either by
the state or by private citizens

;
and though the trade of a

I

lanista was considered disgraceful, to own gladiators and
let them out for hire was reckoned a legitimate branch of

commerce. Thus Cicero, in his letters to Atticus, congratu-

lates his friend on the good bargain he had made in pur
chasing a band, and urges that he might easily recoup him-
self by consenting to let them out twice. Men recruited

mainly from slaves and criminals, whose lives hung on
a thread, must have been more dangerous characters than
modem galley slaves or convicts; and, though highly fed and
carefully tended, they were of necessity subject to an iron

discipline. In the school of gladiators discovered at

Pomi^eii, of the sixty-three skeletons buried in the cells

many were in irons. But hard as was the gladiator’s lot,

—so hard that special precautions had to be taken to prevent
suicide,—^it had its consolations. A successful gladiator en-

joyed far greater fame than any modern prize-fighter or

athlete. He was presented with broad pieces, chains, and
jewelled helmets, such as may be seen in the museum at

Naples
;
poets like Martial sang his prowess

;
his portrait

was multiplied on vases, lamps, and gems
;
and high-bom

ladies contended for his favours. Mixed, too, with the lowest
dregs of the city, there must have been many noble bar-
barians condemned to the vile trade by the hard fate of war.
There are few finer characters in Boman history than the
Thracian Spartacus, who, escaping with seventy of his com-
rades from the school of Lentulus at Capua, for three years
defied the legions of Borne

; and after Antony’s defeat at
Actium, the only part of his army that remained faithful to
his cause were the gladiators whom he had enrolled at
Cyzicus to grace his anticipated victory.

There were various classes of gladiators, distinguished by
their arms or modes of fighting. The Samnites fought
with the national weapons—a large oblong shield, a vizard,
a plumed helmet, and a short sword. The Thraces had a
small round buclsiler and a dagger curved like a scythe ;

they were generally pitted against the Mirmillones, so
called from the fish {jjLopfxvXo^ which served as the crest
of their helmet. In like manner the Betiarius was matched
with the Secutor : the former had nothing on but a short
tunic or apron, and sought to entangle his pursuer, who
was fully armed, with the cast-net (jaculum) that he carried
in his right hand ; and if successful, he despatched him with
the trident {tridens, fuscina) that he carried in his left.

We may also mention the Andabatse, who wore helmets
with closed vizors

;
tlie Dimachseri of the later empire; the

Essedarii, who fought from chariots like the ancient Britons;
the Hoplomachi, armed like a Greek hoplite; and the
Laqueatores, who tried to lasso their antagonists.
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The estimation in which gladiatorial games were held by Boman

moralists deserves notice, and the mfluence that they exercised upon
the morals and genius of the nation. The Boman was essentially
cruel, not so much from s^jite or vindictiveness, as from callous^
ness and defective sympathies. This element of inhumanity and
brutality must have been deeiffy ingrained in the national char-
acter to have allowed the games to become j)oj)ular, but there can
be no doubt tliat it was fed and fostered by the savage form which
their amusements took. That the sight of bloodshed jn’ovokes a
love of bloodshed and cruelty is a commonxilacie of morals. To
the horrors of the arena we may attribute in j^art, not only the
hmtal treatment of their slaves and xirisoners, hut the fretxueucy
of suicide among the Komans. On the other hand, we should be
careful not to exaggerate the effects or draw too &wcex)ing iider-
enees from the x>revaleiice of this degrading ainuhcment. Human
nature is haxquly illogical

;
and we know that many of the

Boman statesmen who gave these games, and tlieinselvcs enjoyed
these sights of blood, were in every other department of life irre-

X^roachable,—indulgent fathers, humane generals, au<l mild lulers
of provinces. In the present state of society it is difficult to con-
ceive how a man of taste can have endured to gaze upon a scene of
human butchery. Yet we should remember that it is less than
half a century since bear-baiting was x>rohibited in England, and
we are only now attaining that stage of morality in respect of
cruelty to animals that was reached in the 5th century, by the hel])

of Christianity, in respect of cimelty to men. We shall not then
bo greatly surx)rised if hardly one of the Boman moralists is found
to raise his voice against this amusement, exeex^t on the score of
extravagance. Cicero, in a "svell-known x>a'&sage commends the
gladiatorial games as the best discix>line against the feai of death
and suffering that can be presented to the eye. Tlie younger
Pliny, who perhax'is of all Eonians approaches nearest to oui ideal
of a cultured gentleman, speaks ax^provingly of them. Alarcus
Aurelius, though he did much to mitigate their honors, yet in his

wiitings condemns the monotony rather than the cruelty. Seneca
is indeed a sxdendid exeex^tion, and his letter to Lentulus is aa
eloquent protest against this inhuman sport. But it is without
a x^arallel till we come to the writings of the Christian fathers,
Tertullian, Lactantius, Cyx)rian, and xVugustino. In the Cooifes-

sio'fis of tlie last there occurs a narrative which is worth quoting
as a proof of the strange fascination which the games exercised even
on a religious man and a Christian. He tells us how his friend
Alipius was di-agged against his will to the amphitheatre, how he
strove to quiet his conscience by closing his eyes, how at some
exciting crisis the shouts of the ivliole assembly aroused liis

curiosity, how he looked and was lost, grew drunk with the sight
of blood, and returned again and again, knowing his guilt yet
unable to abstain. The first Christian emperor was x'^ersuaded to

issue an edict abolishing gladiatorial games (325), yet in 404 we
road of an exhibition of gladiators to celebrate the triumph of

Honorius over the Goths, and it is said that they were not totally
extinct in the West till the time of Theodoric (see Games).

Gladiators formed admirable models for the sculptor. One of

the fine.st pieces of ancient sculpture that has come down to us is

the Wounded Gladiator of the National Museum at Naxdes. The
so-called Fighting Gladiator of the Borghese collection, now in the
Museum of the Louvre, and the Dying Gladiator of the Capitoliue
Museum, which inspired the famous stanza of Childe Harold, have
been pronounced by modern antiquaries to represent, not gladi-

ators, but warriors. In this connexion we may mention the
admirable picture of Gerome which bears the title, Ave, Cffisar,

morituri te salutant.
The attention of archteologists has been recently directed to the

lesserc& of gladiators. These tesserae, of which about sixty exist in

various museums, are small oblong tablets of ivory or bone, with
an inscription on each of the four sides. The first line contains
a name in the nominative case, XJ^^sumably that of the gladiator

;

the second line a name in the genitive, that of the patromts or

dominus’f the third line begins with the letters SP, for S2^ectatus

or approved, which shows that the gladiator had })assed his juv-

liminary trials
; this is followed by a day of a Boman month ;

and in

the fourth line are the names of the consuls of a particular year.

lapsius, SatuimaJicu, Wesel, 1675 ; FriedlSiidev, JDarstcUungen aus der SiUen-
gescJndite Roms^ Leipsic, 1869; H. Goell, Kulturbilder aus Hellas nnd Rom,
I^ipsic, 1863; Chailes Magnin, Les Originss du theatre moderne. Pans, 1838 ;

H.
Wallon, JSistoire de Vesclavage, Paiis, 1847; Giihl and Koner, The Life of the

Gredcs and Romans; Lecky, History of European Moi als^ (P* S.)

GLADIOLUS, a genus of monocotyledonous or endogen-
ous plants, belonging to the natural order Iridacece, and

representative of the tribe Gladioleoe, a group of bulbous
plants in which the perianth is irregular, and the stamens
unilateral and arched, with the filaments free. It belongs

to a subdivision of the Gladiolece, in which the segments of

the limb of the perianth are very unequal, and is specially

distinguished by having the perianth tube curved, funnel-
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shaped, and widening upwards, and by the segments
equalling or exceeding the tube in length. About ninety

species are described, of which number upwards of fifty are

from the Cape, and the rest from tropical Africa, the central

and southern regions of Europe, Persia, the Caucasus, and
the Levant. One species, (r. iJlyrictis, is found apparently
wild in England, in the New Forest, Hampshire. Some of

the species have been cultivated for a long period in our
flower-gardens, where both the introduced species and the
modern varieties bred from them are very ornamental and
popular. G. segetum has been cultivated since 1596, and
G, hyzantiiiii-'i since 1629, while many additional species

were introduced during the latter half of the 18th century.

One of the earlier of the hybrids originated in gardens was
the beautiful G, Colvlllii^ raised in the nursery of Mr
Colvill of Chelsea in 1823 from G. concolor fertilized by G,
cardifialis. In the first decade of the century, however, the
Hon, and Hev. W. Herbert had successfully crossed the

|

showy G. cardinalis with the smaller but more free-flowering I

G, tlandusy and the result was the production of a race of

great beauty and fertility. Other crosses were made with
G, tristls, G, oppositifloi'us, G, hirsni'iis, G, alatus, and G.
natalensis

;
but it was not till after the production of G.

gandavensis about 1843, by the crossing of G. natalensis

with G, op-positifloriLS (sometimes erroneously attributed to

natalensis and cardinalis). that the gladiolus may be said

to have become a general favourite in gardens. Since that
time the varieties have been greatly multiplied in number,
and improved in size and quality, as well as marvellously
varied in colour and marking, so that they have now become
exceedingly popular. A few years since large numbers of

novel varieties were annually introduced by the French
florists, but the English-raised varieties are now in great
measure superseding them. One cultivator, Mr Kelwayof
Langport, devotes a space of not less than 8 acres to gladioli,

and cultivates annually from 10,000 to 60,000 each of some
of the more popular kinds, while seedlings are raised to the
extent of haft a million a year. The seeds are sown in the
open ground about April, glass culture with so large a num-
ber being out of the question j and in the first season the
young plants make bulbs averaging the size of peas. The
time occupied from the sowing of the seed until the plant
attains its full strength is from three to four years. The
approved sorts, which are identified by name, are multiplied
by means of bulblets or offsets which form around the
principal bulb or corm

;
but in this they vary greatly, some

kinds furnishing abundant increase and soon becoming
plentiful, w^hile others persistently refuse to yield offs'ets.

The stately habit and rich glovang colours of the modern
gladioli render them exceedingly valuable as decorative
plants during the late summer mouths. They are, moreover,
very desirable and useful flowers for cutting for the purpose
of room decoration, for while the blossoms themselves last

fresh for some days, the undeveloped buds open in succes-

sion, if the stalks are kept in water, so that a cut spike
will go on blooming for a considerable period.

G-LAMORGAN (Welsh, G%olad Morgan),^ a maritime
county of South Wales, bounded on the N. by Breck-
nock and Carmarthen, on the W. by Carmarthen and its

bay, on the S. by the Bristol Channel, and on the E. by
Monmouth, the boundary line of which is the Rhymney.
Its greatest length from E. to W. is about 53 miles, its

greatest breadth from N. to S. about 29 ;
its coast-line

is about 60 miles, and its area 547,070 acres.

Glamorgan, with the exception of some flat tracts on the
borders of the Bristol Channel, consists of a succession of
hills and valleys, the country inland growing more and
more mountainous, after a broad tract of plain on the south
coast, until on the borders of Brecknock its surface is a sea
of hills. None of the mountains rise to a great height.

the most lofty, Mynydd Llangeinor, being but 1859 feet,
and the escarpment of Craig y Llyn about the same height
or a little higher. Yet their bold forms add grandeur to the
scenery of the county, and their lower slopes are clothed
with picturesque though not large timber.

The valleys of Glamorgan have been long famous for
great beauty of scenery. The vale of Glamorgan, some 8
miles in breadth, has been truly called the “ Garden of
Wales,” and its climate is so mild that myrtles and other
tender plants flourish in the open air. The vale of Neath
is known to tourists as the waterfall district of South
Wales, the finest falls being betwixt Hirwain and Neath,
near the Vale of Neath Railway, viz. Cilhepst^ fall, the
three Clwngwyns, the falls of the Pyrddin, Scwd-Einon
Gam, Scwd-Gladys, and Scwd Hen Rhydd on the Llech,
with Melincourt and Abergarwedd still nearer Neath. The
highest of these falls are above 80 feet. Swansea valley
has also fine scenery. Other valleys are those of the
Rhymney, the Taff, the Rhondda, and the Llwchwr, the
first two giving their names to important railways.

The rivers of Glamorgan are not large. The chief are the

Rhymney, forming the county’s eastern boundary ; the Ogwr
or Ogmore, wliich flows into the Bristol Channel near
Porth-Cawl harbour; the Taff, which rises in the Brecon
Beacon, flows southward through the county, and forms the
important harbour of Cardifl' ;

the Neath and Tawe, flowing
south into Swansea Bay

;
and the Llwchwr, which is the

boundary of the county on the west, and, falling into Car
marthen Bay, forms the estuary of the Burry river.

The chief geological feature of Glamorgan is the Coal-
measures, which are of the greatest thickness near Neath,
but extend nearly over the whole county, and are bounded
by a narrow band of Millstone Grit and Mountain Lime-
stone, nearly coincident with the county boundary on the
north. In the extreme south and south-west the Devonian,
Magnesian Limestone, and the Lias show themselves.

The climate is mild, and the plains on the coast as well

as inland are very fertile. The soil is a deep rich loam,
improved by lime. Agriculture is as yet not so forward as

it might be with such a soil and climate; but tbe farms are

seldom large, and the buildings are not suited to high farm-

I

ing. The crops chiefly raised are wheat, beans, pease oats,

I

barley, vetches, turnips, and potatoes. The cattle are of

good useful breeds
;
and good sheep and ponies are reared

in the hill-country. According to the agricultural statistics
' for 1878, the extent under the different crops (the total

area being 547,070 acres), and the numbers of live-stock,

were as follows :

—

Corn crops (two-thirds wheat and oats, and nearly

;
on e-thiid barley) 37,139 acres

! Green crops (two-thirds turnix)s and swedes) 15,054 „
' Grass under rotation 26,468 ,,

Peiinancnt pasture 186, 697 ,,

Bare, fallow, and uticrojiped arable laud, 33,369 ,,

Total under crops, bare fallow, and grass 268,707 ,,

Live Stock :—Horses, including ponies 13,727
Cattle 46,545
Sheer) 283,389
Pigs. 15,572

According to the Owners and Heritages Return 1872—

73, the county was divided among 8426 proprietors,

holding 428,386 acres, with a gross estimated annual

rental of <£1,609,379. The estimated amount of commons

j

and waste lands was 47,018 acres. Of the owners, 78*8

per cent, possessed less than one acre, and the average

j

value per acre was <£3, Is. There were 16 proprie-

tors owning 5000 acres and upwards, viz., C. R. M.
Talbot 33,920; Earl of Dunraven, 23,706; Marquis of

Bute, 21,402; Lord Windsor, 12,016; Earl of Jersey,

7110; Edward Rees Wingfield, 6463; Lord Tredegar,
X. — 8o
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6157; Major Vauglian Lee, 6128: Mrs Blandy Jenkins,

6082 ;
Col. K. Tynte, 5933 ;

Sir Ivor B. Guest, 5640

;

T. Petirice, 5411 ;
Mrs Cketwode, 5399 ;

R. F. L. Jeniier,

5381 ;
C. Bailey, 5343; Jokn D. Llewellyn, 5000.^

Tlie industry of Glamorgan is ckiedy applied to its coal

and iron mines, which practically underlie the whole super-

ficies of the county, and give it its pre-eminence among

Welsh counties. In 1872 there were no less than 420 coal-

pits in Monmouthshire and South Wales, and the yield^ of

some 15 million tons a year came in very large proportion

from the Glamorganshire vales of Neath, Taff, Rhondda,

Ely, &c. Within the last twenty years the iron works

were carried on at an enormous scale of labour and enterprise,

there being near Merthyr-Tydvil alone upwards of 60 blast

furnaces ; but in 1873 it appeared that of 57 furnaces in

Glamorganshire 27 were out of blast, and at present (1879)

the industry is, from various causes, in a backward

state. Excellent means of export for coal and iron are

afforded by the unrivalled docks at Cardiff, the enterprise

of the late and present marquis of Bute, and by those also at

Penarth at the mouth of the Ely. These have within con-

siderably less than a century transformed an insignificant

Welsh town into a leading port and emporium with a first

rite harbour and anchorage
;
whilst another dock at Swan-

sea serves a like purpose for the export of the copper ore

smelted at Swansea, Neath, Aberavon, and Treforest, and

chiefly sold at public ticketings in the first-named town.

Cardiff and Swansea, especially the latter, also have a very

large export trade in patent compressed fuel prepared from

culm and tar.

Glamorgan can boast historic ruins, such as Caerphilly,

and Castle Coch near Llandaff, the former a Norman for-

tress held for Edward XL by the younger De Spencer, the

latter an early English fortress on an escarpment of moun-
tain limestone. Other ruined castles are Oystermouth and
Pennard in Gower, and Coity near Bridgend; while as

restored castles, resided in by their present owners, are

Cardiff, the residence of the marquis of Bute, St Fagan's,

near Ely station, and St Donat's andDunraven, both on the

verge of the Bristol Channel. The county has some fine

cromlechs at St Nicholas and St Lythan's on the Dyffrin

estate, at Ootterell near Peterston, and at Arthur's Stone in

Gower. The Sam Helen, an ancient road, traverses the

county. At Llantwit Major, near Cowbridge, was the once

famous divinity school founded by St Germanus, and pre-

sided over for an incredible term of years by St Iltyd.

Every stone in this old-world town is “ of old memorial.”
Coity, Coychurch, and Ewenny, near Bridgend, present a fine

trio of cross churches, with fortified or embattled towers,

characteristic of the county.

South of Swansea lies the promontory of Gower, famed
for the beauty of its coast scenery, its people of Flemish
descent, planted here by Henry L, and its bone-caves.

The last, in the limestone cliffs, accessible only at low water,

are at Bacon Hole, Paviland, and Rhosilly Bay.
Besides its ports, Glamorgan has abundant means of

transit in four railways and a canal, beside numerous tram-
ways. It contains 128 parishes and 10 hundreds, and is

in the dioceses of Llandaff and St David's. Llandaff
cifchedral, 2 miles from the county town of Cardiff, having
fallen into decay through the neglect of ages previous to

1844, owed its restoration to a beauty befitting the prestige
of the earliest Christian see to the energetic endeavours
of Dean Thomas Williams. It was completed in 1869.
The great changes of recent years in elementary education

have curiously affected the statistics of schools in Glamorgan.
Whereas in 1847 there were 327 day schools in all, with
15,674 scholars, in 1877 the parliamentary return shows
a great reduction in the number of schools, though these

have probably a much larger aggregate of scholars. This

return exhibits 226 public elementary schools in Glamor-

gan, of which 56 were board-schools, 30 British and
foreign, 12 Roman Catholic, 1 Wesleyan, and the remainder

national, parochial, and Church of England schools. Of
these schools, 41 had each in average attendance upwards

of 300 scholars, and 2 had upwards of 1000. Fourteen

only had night schools in operation. As in other south-

west counties, the Welsh language is losing ground, except

in remote agricultural districts.

In 1851 the population of the county was 231,849,

120,748 males and 111,101 females; and in 1871 it was

397,859, 205,660 males and 192,199 females. The popu-

lation has increased since the first census in 1801 by

326,980 persons, or 451 per cent. The county returns

two members to j)arliament, the borough of Merthyr two,

and the Cardiff and Swansea districts of boroughs one

each, a total of xis in all. In the year ending April 1871

the amount of real property assessed to income and pro-

perty tax was j£l,219,922. The principal towns with

the populations in 1871 were

—

Llantrisaiiit 2,039
Llonglior^ 1,220
Merthyr Tydvil 51,949
Neath^ 9,319
Swansea^ 51,702

Abeiavon^ 3,574
Aberclare 36,112
Bridgend 3,539
Cardiff^ 39,536
Cowbridge*^ 1,134
Kenfig’- 591

The bibliograj^liy of the county is stronger in such old clironicles

as the B'nit y Tyioysogion than in modem researches. Among its

important contributions to tbe ArchccoJogia Camlrcnsis may be

mentioned the Rev. H. H. Knight’s Account of Newton Noitage in

1853 ; and Br Thomas Nicholas’s History of the Annals and Anti-

quities of Glcnnorganshire is the foundation of his Counties and

County Families of Wales. (J . BA.

)

GLANDERS, orEQUiNiA, a specific infectious disease to

which certain animals, chiefiy those possessing an undivided

hoof, are liable, and which is communicable from them tu

man. The term farcy is also employed to designate a

variety of this affection, but there is no pathological distinc-

tion between the two. The disease as it affects animals

belongs to the subject of Veterinary Medicine.

Glanders is happily a rare form of disease in man, there

being evidently less affinity for its development in the

human subject than in the equine species. It occurs

chiefiy among those who from their occupation are fre-

quently in contact with horses, such as grooms, coachmen,

cavalry soldiers, veterinary surgeons, &c., and seems always

produced either by direct inoculation of the virus from a

diseased animal into the broken skin, or by the respiration

of air containing the poison. It is said to have occasionally

been transmitted from man to man, but such an occurrence

is extremely rare.

A period of incubation, lasting from three to five days,

generally follows the introduction of the virus into the

system. This period, however, appears sometimes to be of

much longer duration, especially where there has been no

direct inoculation of the poison. The first symptoms are a

general feeling of illness, accompanied with pains in the

limbs and joints resembling those of acute rheumatism. If

the disease has been introduced by means of an abraded

surface, pain is felt at that point, and inflammatory swelling

takes place there, and extends along the neighbouring

lymphatics. An ulcer is formed at the point of inoculation

which discharges an offensive ichor, and blebs appear in the

inflamed skin, along with diffuse abscesses, as in phlegmonous

erysipelas. Sometimes the disease stops short with these

local manifestations, but more commonly goes on rapidly

accompanied with symptoms of grave constitutional disturb-

ance. Over the whole surface of the body there appear

-

numerous red spots or pustules, which break and discharge

^ Contributory to Swansea parliamentary district of boroughs.

2 Contributory to Cardiff parliamentary district of boroughs.
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a thick mucous or sanguineous fluid. Besides these there

are larger swellings lying deeper in the subcutaneous tissue,

which at firat are extremely hard and painful, and to which
the term farcy buds ” or “buttons” is applied. These
ultimately open and become extensive sloughing ulcers.

The mucous membranes participate in the same lesions

as are present in the skin, and this is particularly the
case with the interior of the nose, where indeed, in many
instances, the disease first of all shows itself. This organ
becomes greatly swollen and inflamed, while from one or
both nostrils there exudes a copious discharge of highly
offensive purulent or sanguineous matter. The lining mem-
brane of the nostrils is covered with papules similar in

character to those on the skin, which form ulcers, and may
lead to the destruction of the cartilaginous and bony
textures of the nose. The diseased action extends into the
throat, mouth, and eyes, while the whole face becomes
swollen and erysipelatous, and the lymphatic glands under
the jaws inflame and suppurate. Mot unfrequently the
bronchial tubes become affected, and cough attended with
expectoration of matter similar to that discharged from
the nose is the consequence. The general constitutional
symptoms are exceedingly severe, and advance with great
rapidity, the patient passing into a state of extreme pros-

tration. In the acute form of the disease recovery rarely
if ever occurs, and the case generally terminates fatally in a
period varying from two or three days to as many weeks.
A chronic form of glanders and farcy is occasionally met

with, in which the symptoms, although essentially the same
as those above described, advance much more slowly, and
are attended with relatively less urgent constitutional dis-

turbance. Cases of recovery from this form are on record

;

but in general the disease ultimately proves fatal by exhaus-
tion of the patient, or by a sudden supervention, which is

apt to occur, of the acute form. On the other hand, acute
glanders is never observed to become chronic.

In the treatment of this malady the main reliance is to
be placed on the maintenance of the patient’s strength by
strong nourishment and tonic remedies. If the point of
inoculation of the virus can be early made out, its active
cauterization, as in the case of any poisoned wound, should
be resorted to. The opening of abscesses antiseptically, as
well as the use of antiseptic lotions for the affected mucous
membranes, is recommended. In all cases of the outbreak
of glanders it is of the utmost consequence to prevent the
spread of the disease by the destruction of affected animals,
and the cleansing and disinfection of infected localities.^

GL ANVIL, Glanvill, or Glanville, Ranulph 'de
(died 1190), the oldest writer on English jurisprudence and
chief justiciary of England in the reign of Henry II., was
born at Stratford in Suffolk, but in what year is unknown.
Ttiere is also almost no information regarding his early life.

Butterley Abbey was founded by him in 1171 In 1174,
along with other barons of Yorkshire, he raised a body of
knights to oppose William the Lion, king of Scotland, who
had invaded the north of England, and it was he who took
the king prisoner at Alnwick. In 1175 he was axDpointed
sheriff of Yorkshire, in 1176 justice of the king’s court and
a justice itinerant in the northern circuit, and in 1180
chief justiciary of all England. It was under his direction
that Henry 11. completed his judicial reforms, but the
principal of them had been carried out before he came into
oflS.ce. After the death of Henry in 1189 Glanvil was
removed from his office by Richard I., and imprisoned till

he had paid a ransom, according to one authority, of
^15,000. Shortly after obtaining his freedom he joined
the order of the cross, and he died at the siege of Acre
in 1190. At the instance, it is supposed, of Henry II.,

Glanvil wrote or superintended the writing of the Tractatus
e Jegihus et consuetudinibus regni Anglice^ which is divided
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into 14 hooks, and is chiefly a practical treatise on the
forms of procedure in the ciiria regis or king’s court, the
principles of law involved in these forms being only incident-
ally referred to. As the source of our knowledge regard-
ing the earliest form of the cima regis, and for the informa-
tion it affords regarding ancient customs and laws, it is of

great value to the student of English history. It is now
generally agreed that the work ot Glanvil is of earlier date
than the liegiam Majestatem^ a work whicli bears a close
resemblance to his. To him is also ascribed the recension
of English laws made in the reign of Henry II.

The treatise of Glanvil was fi.rst printed in 1564. An English
translation, with notes and introduction "by John Beames, was pub-
lished at London in 1812. A MS. copy of a Noiman-Erench trctiisla-

tion, made apparently in the reign ot King John, is contained in the
library of the duke of Nortbumberlaii'l at Alnwick Castle.

GLANVILL, or Glanvil, Joseph (1636-1680), was born
at Plymouth in 1636, and was educated at Oxford uni-
versity, where he graduated as M.A. in 1658. In 1666 he
obtained the cure of Abbey Church at Bath

j
in 1678 he

became prebendary of the church of Worcester, and acted as

chap)lain in ordinary to Charles II. He died at Bath,
November 16, 1680, in the forty-fourth year of his age.

Glanvill’s first work, llie Vanity of Dogmatizing, or Con-
fidence in Opinions, onanifested in a Discourse of the short-

ness and uncertainty of our Knowledge, and its Causes, with

Reflexions on Reri2'>ateticism, and an Apologyfor Dhilosopihy,

1661, is interesting as showing one special direction in

which the new method of the Cartesian philosophy might
be develo]3ed. Pascal had already shown how philosophical
scepticism might be employed as a bulwark for faith, and
Glanvill follows in tbe same track. The philosophic
endeavour to cognize the whole system of things by refer-

ring all events to their causes appears to him to be from the

outset doomed to failure. For if we inquire into this causal
relation we find that though we know isolated facts, we can-

not perceive any such connexion between them as that the
one should give rise to the other. In the words of Hume,
“they seem conjoined hut never connected.” All causes

then are but secondary, are merely the occasions on which
the one first cause operates. It is singular enough that
Glanvill who had not only shown, but even exaggerated,
the infirmity of human reason, himself paid a strange
tribute to its weakness j for, after having combated scien-

tific dogmatism, he not only yielded to vulgar super-
stitions, but actually endeavoured to accredit them both
in his Scepsis Scientlfica, 1665, and in his Philosophical
Considerations concerning the existence of Sorcerers and
Sorcery, published in 1666, in 4to. The story of the
pretended drum, which was said to have been heard
every night in the house of an inhabitant of Wiltshire
(Mr Mompesson), a story which made much noise in tbe

year 1663, and which is supposed to have furnished
Addison with the idea of his comedy of the Drummer,
appears to have given occasion to the latter work. At his

death Glanvill left a piece entitled Sadducismus Trium-
phatiis, which was printed in 1681, reprinted with some
additions in 1682, and translated into German in 1701.
He had there collected twenty-six relations or stories of tbe

same description as that of the drum, in order to establish,

by a series of facts, tbe opinion which be bad expressed in

his Philosophical Cooisideratio^is. Glanvill supported a
much more honourable cause when he undertook the

defence of the Royal Society of London, under the title of

Phis Ultra, or the Progress and Advancement of Science

since the time of Aristotle, 1658, a work which shows how

j

thoroughly he was imbued with the ideas of the empirical
I method as in Bacon. Tbe style of Glanvill is clear, easy,

I
and animated ;

and to the student of philosophy his woiks

I

are of considerable interest.
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Besides the works already noticed, Glanvill wrote

—

Lttx OHentalis,

1662 ;
Fhilosoyhia Pia, or Discourse on the Peligious Character, a'iid

the Tendency of Ex;perimental Philosophy ; Essays on Several Im-
portant Subjects in Philosophy and Religion, 1676 ;

An Essay

Concerning Preaching , and Sermons. After kis death, in 1681,

there were published other sermons, &c.
,
in one volume 4to. See

Reinusat, Hist, de la Phil, en Angleterre, bk. iii. ch. xi.

GLAHUS, or Gla.ris, a canton of Switzerland, is bounded
on the N. and N.E. by St Gall, on the E. and S. by the

Grisons, and on the W. by Uri and Schwyz. Its area is

266 or 267 square miles, its greatest length about 33 miles,

and its greatest breadth about 16. A thoroughly Alpine

district, sloping northwards from the lofty range which
comprises the Todi (11,887 feet), the Biferten Stock

(11,237), and the Scheibe (9587), and including within its

limits the Glarnisch (9584) and the Miirtschen Stock(8012),

Glarus is almost completely cut off from the neighbouring

cantons, except towards the south. Of the three passes, the

Segues, the Kisten, and the Panix, which communicate with

the Grisons, the first and second are over the snow, and the

third has only a bridle path
;
and the Klausen pass and the

Pragel pass, which conduct respectively to Schwyz and Uri,

have also mere bridle paths. As far as it is a habitable

country it may be said to consist of the valley of the Linth,

which extends from the Todi southward to the Wallenstadt
|

Lake along with the lesser valleys of the Sernf (or Sernft)

and the Klon, which branch off to the east and the west.

The climate, it need hardly be said, is a severe one, the snow
generally remaining, even in the lowlands, till near the
beginning of May. The fohn at times blows with
terrific violence

;
and, by a law enforced in the town of

Glarus, every fire in the place must be extinguished as

soon as it sets in. The chief sources of wealth in the

canton are the pastures and the manufacturing indus-
tries. Though copper, silver, and iron mines were formerly
wrought, the only mineral production now of commercial
importance is slate, which is extensively quarried in the
Plattenberg. Not more than a fifth of the soil is capable
of cultivation by the plough, and the agricultural produce
has consequently to be supplemented by foreign supplies.

About 9000 or 10,000 head of cattle are pastured in the
canton, and according to the census of 1876 there are 2000
sheep, 6900 goats, and 3000 swine. Neither butter nor
ordinary cheese is made in sufiicient quantities for the
local consumption, but the Schahzeig&r, Schotter Kdse,
KrdiUerMse, or ‘‘ green cheese,” made of skim milk, whether
of goats or cows, mixed with butter-milk and coloured with
powdered steiiiklee (^Melilotus cceralea), is still largely manu-
factured. The curd is brought down from the mountain
chalets in sacks, which contain about 200 lb each. After
being ground for about 2J hours in a mill along with the
hlee powder, which is added in the proportion of 3 5) to the
100, the curd is put into shapes, and pressed in the usual
way. It grow's ripe in about a year and keeps a long time.
Large quantities are exported to America. The cotton
manufacture is the staple of the canton, and gives support
to about a fourth of the population. Formerly distributed
through the country as a domestic industry, it is now con-
centrated in a few factory towns and villages, which in the
aggregate keep about 250,000 spindles going. The cotton
goods are sent to the East, America, and Africa. It is not
only in their own little country that the people of Glarus
find a field for their energies

; they have contributed to the
industries of many parts of Europe, and their poorer emi-
grants have founded three flourishing settlements in Wis-
consin—^New Glarus, Vilten, and New Elm. The popula-
tion, which in 1851 was 30,213, had increased by 1870 to
35,150, and was estimated in 1876 at 36,179. The vast
majority are Protestants, only 6,888 being Catholics accord-
ing to the census of 1870. The constitution of Glarus is

of the simplest kind, and extremely democratic. According

to the law of 1842, revised and sanctioned by the federal

council in 1851, the government rests in the hands of a
Landesgemeinde or assembly of the whole male population
above the age of eighteen, which usually meets on the first

Sunday in May, and elects the cantonal officials, votes the

income and poll-taxes, and passes or rejects any laws that

may be presented by the cantonal council or Landesrath,

The cantonal council consists of 117 members. A council

of 45 members, and a committee of 9 members have control

of the executive. The landamman is president of the com-
mittee, the executive council, the cantonal council, and the

assembly. Justice is administered by five courts completely
independent of the Government. Freedom of the press,

freedom of religious worship, and freedom of trade and
industry are all guaranteed. Aliens are readily naturalized

and admitted to the rights of citizens. The canton is

divided into 25 communes, only one of which, that of

Glarus, has more than 5000 inhabitants, while 16 have less

than 1000, and the smallest has only 231.

Glarus, the capital of the canton, is a flourishing little

town on the left bank of the Linth, about 1495 feet above
the sea-level. Its environment is a remarkable one : to

the S. the Glarnisch rises 6153 feet; to the N.W. the

Wiggis, 6033 ,
and to the E. the Schild, 6010. The fire of

1861 devastated the greater part of the town, destroying

its Gothic church of the 10th century, the casino, the Govern-
ment houses, and all its principal buildings

;
2000 of the

inhabitants were rendered houseless, and property to the

value of 8,000,000 francs was destroyed. Contributions

however were sent in from far and near to the amount of

2,754,606 francs, the federal authorities of Switzerland

voted a loan of 1,000,000 at two per cent., and the canton

furnished a subsidy at 3 per cent.; tbe town was rapidly

rebuilt in a substantial and regular style, and the public

edifices restored. The church is used in common by the

Protestants and the Koman Catholics. The high school

accommodates 700 pupils. Most of the population, which
in 1870 numbered 5516, are supported by the cotton manu-
facture carried on in the town and the vicinity. A certaiii

trace of rustic life is still maintained, as the operatives have
each a bit of ground ill the “almend,” On the opposite

side of the river lies the industrial village of Enneda.

In the end of the 6th century an Irisn monk, Fi*idolin, the
founder of the convent of Seckingen on the Rhine, built a church
on the site of the present town, and the name of St Hilarius, which
he gave it in honour of his patron the bishop of I’oitiers, in course

of time became corrupted to Glarus or Claris. The whole valley
wa^ reckoned to the estates of the abbey of Seckingen, and it was
governed by a mayor or bailiff whose nomination 'was vested
ultimately in the Hapsburg family. The tyranny of these officers

constrained the people of Glarus to join the Helvetic confederation
in 1362, and in 1388 they secured their independence by a victory

over the Austrians at Nafels, the anniversary of which is still cele-

brated on the second Thursday of A];)ril. Zwingli the Reformer was
curate of Glarus from 1606 to 1516, and l)y 1630 the new doctrines

had been accepted by five-sixths of the x>oj)ulation of the canton. The
two religious parties, though they were hap^uly prevented from
appealing to arms, continued long in a state of mutual alienation
and suspicion

; the Protestants, for example, would have nothing
to do with the Gregorian calendar because it was introduced by the
papal party. At length a settlement of a peculiar kind was effected

in 1683. Each confession was allowed to have a cantonal assembly,
a cantonal council, and officials of its own

;
while for all matters in.

which both parties were interested there was a cantonal assembly
and a cantonal council for discussion and administration in common.
It was in the beginning of the 18th century that the present
prosperity of the canton received its original impulse. Cotton-
spinning was introduced in 1712 by Heidegger of Zurich, and
weaving and calico-printing followed before 1760. The popula-
tion of the canton increased from 15,000 to 20,000 during the
century. The effects of the great Revolution were beneficially

experienced, and the early part of the 19th century was marked by
numerous improvements, political and social. Till 1811 the lower
course of the Linth was extremely irregular, and its inundations
had gradually turned a large stretch of country into a swamp ;

but,

under the patronage and direction mainly of Escher (von der Linth.
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as he came after^v ards to be called'i, there was constructed a magni
ficent system of canals which completely remedied the evils, and the
desolate region soon became one of the finest parts of the canton The
whole cost of the works up till 1823 was 974 553 frrncs When the
new constitution of 1836 was introduced, the Eoman Catholic min
ority, whose influence it greatly diminished were urged on by Bossi,

the bishop of Chur (Coire), to break otFfrom then Protestant country
nion ,

but the Government expelled the few priests who refused to

take the oath and separated the canton fr om its connexion with
the diocese of Chur After Bossi s death the decree of sepaiation

was revoked In the Sondcibiind wn of 1847 Glams was true to

the fedeiation ,
and the same sinirt was shown m the voting about

the constitution in 1872 75
See Valentin Tsclmdi Kurze 7iistorii,che BescJreib oder Erzelhmg det tn Kttegs

wid Ft idens^etten verlojffenen SacJien und llandlen au Gla a 16th ccntuiy
'‘lioncle pixntedhyJ J Bin i ei in ArUnv fut Sc) u:eizerii,U e Gef>el ithte Zuiich
vol IX 18»)3 Johann Hen iich rschndi Besth eibang de% Lobl Ortl s ut d Lands
Olaius 7uuch 1714 Chii&toph liunpi N&ue e Glanie Ch onik Winthe thur
1774 J M Schuler Die Lint) thaler Zurich 1814 ResuUat no a! du de seche des
marais deJa Li?ith Ge e\a 1825 Melchioi Scliulei Gesc^ c) te des Landes G/ar us
Ziiiich 1834 J J Bahlei Gesthieliie u Inhalt der alt n Ve trage zwisehen den
Refo niirienu Katholiken im Kanlon Glaras Glams 1836 J J Blumei Das.
Tlial Glai s unter Seckin^,en and Oesteiieich und sc neBefiemng m A Unvjur
Schijoeizerische Geschichte Bd in Zuiich 1844 Di O&wald Heei ana J J Blumen.
Heel Der Kan ton Glarus historisch geograpJiisth statist isU gesUnldert St Gall
1846 ioimvag'gdiXtoi Gemaldedei Schweiz Oswald Hecr von der Lint) Em
Leben^bild 7m\Qh 1873 Lgli fascTienbuch ScJiwei^er Geograph le Zuiich 1875

GLAS, John (1695-1773), the founder of the sect gene
rally known as Glas&ites or Sandemanians, was born at

Auchtermnehty, Fife, where his father was parish minister,

on the 5tli of October 1695 On completion of his educa
tion for the ministry at the universities of St Andrews and
Edinburgh, he was licensed as a preacher by the piesbytery
of Perth, and soon afterwards ordained by that of Eundee
as minister of the parish of Tealing (1719) Daring his

ministry there he gradually formed peculiar opinions, which
as early as 1725 found expression in the formation of a
society separate from the multitude,” numbering nearly
a hundred, and drawn from his own and neighbouring
parishes The members of this ecclesiola in ecdesia pledged
themselves ‘‘to join together in the Chiistiau profession,

to follow Chiist the Lord as the righteousness of His
people, to walk together in brotherly love and in the duties

of it in subjection to Mr Glas as their overseei in the
Lord, to observe the ordmance of the Lord’s Supper once
eveiy month, to submit themselves to the Lords law for

removing offences” (Matth xviii ), and so on From the
scriptural doctrine of the essentially spiritual and heavenly
nature of the kingdom of Christ, Glas in his public teaching
dre\\ the conclusions, not only that the church, as being
identical with that kingioiii, ought to consist of none
but truly spiritual Christian men, but also that the civil

establishment of the church was unlawful and utterly incon
SIStent with the spirit of Christianity ^ For the promulga
tiori of these views, which were confessedly at variance with
the doctiines of the standards of the national Church of

Scotland, he was summoned (1726) before his presbytery,

where, in the course of the investigations which followed, he
affirmed with still more explicitness than formerly his belief

that “ every national church established by the laws of

earthly kingdoms is antichristian in its constitution and
persecuting in its spirit,” and further declared opinions upon
the subject of church government which amounted to an
entire repudiation of Piesbytenanism and an acceptance of

Independency For these opinions he was in 1728 sus
pended from the discharge of ministerial functions, and
finally in 1730 deposed

,
the members of the society already

referred to, however, for the most part continued to adhere
to him, thus constituting the first “ Glassite” or ‘ Glasite”
church The seat of this congreg ition was shortly afterwards
transferred to Dundee, whence Glas subsequently removed
to Edinburgh, where he officiated for some time as an “elder ”

He next laboured in Perth for a few years, but ultimately
returned to Dundee, where the remainder of his life

^ His argament is most fully exhibited in a treatise entitled The
Testimony of the Kvng of Martyis concerning Sis Kingdom (John
xvm 36, 371 Eayolaxned and Illustrated (1729).
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was spent In 1739 the General Assembly, without any
application either from him or from his friends, removed the
sentence of deposition which had been passed against him,
and restored him to the character and exercise of a minister
of the gospel of Christ, though declaring that he was not
to be esteemed a minister ot the Established Church of
Scotland, or eligible for a charge, until he should have re
nounced the piinciples embraced and avowed by him that
vere inconsistent with the constitution of the churck
Besides the Testimony Glas w^rote a number of papers, ex
pository, polemical, or practical, which were published in a
collected edition at Edinburgh m 1761 (4 vols 8vo), and
again at Perth in 1782 (5 vols 8vo) He died in 1773
The Glassite denomination, winch h\s ne\er been a numerous

one IS di«tin^i&hed by a number of peciiliaiities alike in doctiine,
diacixfime, and worship, some of which have alieid> been indicah d
One ol the most characteristic of its tenets is that which owes its

elaboration to Roheit Sandeman (1718 1771X the son in law of
Glas, fiom whom is derived the name of Sandemuiians, by which
the sect is x rmcixmlly known in England and Ameiica In a
senes of letteis (1757) to Hervey, the author ol Theron and As^asiOj
he mainraiiied that justifying faith is a simple assent to the divine
testimony concerning Jesus Cliiist diffeiiiig in no way in its

charactci from belief m any oidinaiy human testimony l:To dis

tinotive theological system, howevei, has as yet been elaborated
fiom tins point of view In their piactice the Glassite chinches
aim at a stnet conformity w-ith the piimitive type of Chnstiinity
as that IS undei stood by them Each congiegition has a plurality
of elders, pastois, or lishops, who are chosen according to what oi-e

believed to be the instiiictions of Paul, without regard to previous
education or piesent occupation, and who enjoy a peifect equality
in office do have been maiiied a seconl time disqualifies foi

oidmation or foi continued tenure of the office of bishop In all

the action of the cliiiich nnanimity is consideied to be necessary,
and if any inembei diffei in opinion from the rest, he must either
surrender his judgment to that of the church oi be shut out from
its communion To join ''n piayer wnth any one who is not a
member of the denomination is legaided as unlawful, and even to

eat or drink with one who has been excommunicated is held to

be a heinous sm The Loid’s biqiper is observed weekly
,
and

between foienoon and afternoon seivice every Sunday a love feast,

at which It IS incumbent on eveiy member to be present, is held
after the mannei of the primitive Chiistians Mutual exlioifation
IS x)ractised at all the meetings foi divine service, it being law ful

for any member ho
x)
0ssesses the gift to speak The piactice of

washing one another s feet w’'as at onetime observed, and it is still

customary for each biother and sister to receive new members, on
admission with a holy kiss “Things strangled” and “blood
aie rigorously abstained from, the lot is regarded as sacred, the
accumulation ot wealth is regarded as nnsciix>tuial and impioxiei,
and each member consideis his property as liable to be called tor

at any time to meet the wants of the jjooi and the necessities of
the church The number of adheients at present belonging to the
denomination is probably a little under 2000

GLASER, CeRrsTOPHER, one of the minor chemists of

the 17th century, concerning the details of whose life veiy
little IS known He was a native ot Basel, came to Pans,
succeeded Lefobvre as demonstrator on cliemibtiy in the
Jardin du Roi, and was appointed apothecary to I ouis XIV
and to the duke of Orleans He is best known to us by
his Tyaite de la Chymie (Pans, 1663), winch gives a very

favour ible idea of the chemical science of his time The
little work went through some ten editions in about five

and twenty years, and was translated into both German
and English Dumas and other writers indeed have spoken
very disparagingly both of the T'l aite and of the author’s

merits and character, but this adverse judgment apjiears

to rest on altogether insufficient grounds One thing very

much against Glaser is his alleged connexion with the

marchioness de Brinvilliers It does not appear, howevei,

that he had any share in the notorious poisonings beyond
making the deadly substances which the marchioness and
others employed in secret He appears to have died some
years before 1676 A salt (the normal sulphate of potas

Slum) which he showed how to prepare, and the medicinal

properties of which he pointed out, was named Glaseri sal

polychrestumy or salt of many uses. The native sulphate

IS still known as glasente
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GLASGOW, th.e most populous city m Great Britain added to the population of the city

,
this indeed is the

next to London and Liverpool, stands on tlie river estimate given in official registration returns, which set down
Clyde, in the Scottish county of Lanarkshire, about 20 the population estimated to the middle of 1879 as 578,156.

miles above Greenock, where the river spreads out into a The smaller burghs which have sprung up round Glasgow

uoble estuary, with branching lochs running deep into the within the last twenty or thirty years have kept pace with

heart of the Western Highlands. It is within ten hours* the mother burgh in development, and now contain a

railway run (405^ miles) of the metropolis, and an hour population amongst them of about 170,000. As these

and a quarter (45 miles) of Edinburgh, the latitude being burghs are essentially parts of Glasgow, having been formed

55° 51' 32" N., and the longitude 4° 17' 54" W. The by the overflow of its population, they ought to be added to

extreme breadth of the city is about 3J miles from north the city in any estimate of its size and importance. The

to south, and the extreme length 5 miles from east to west, population of Glasgow, taking this basis, is therefore close

The circumference is about 10 miles
;
and the area em- upon three quarters of a million (750,000). The increase

braced within the municipal boundaries is now (1879) ot the population during the present century has been

6111J acres. The population when the last census was greater perhaps thau that of any other city or town of

taken in 1871 vras 477,732, but during the eight years the Old World.^ In 1801 it was only 77,385; in 1821 it

that have elapsed, the increase of inhabitants both in the was 147,043 ;
in 1841, 255,650 ;

in 1861, 395,503 ; and

city proper and in its suburbs has been very great. It is in 1871, 477,732. In 1877 the dvrelling-houses numbered
within the mark to say that above 100,000 have been 105,062, and the rental exceeded £3,250,000.

Plan of Glasgow (^central poruion)

Unlike the ‘‘ grey metropolis of the north,” Glasgow church of St Mungo, and that as the site was pleasant, and
shows rather poorly in the history of Scotland. Its own real the Molendinar and the Clyde supplied ample store of trout
history—the history of its commerce and industries—can and salmon, the village under the fostering care of the
hardly be dated farther back than the beginning of the last monks grew slowly till it became a place of importance,
century, when the union of England and Scotland roused Of that growth, however, nothing is really known till we
into extraordinary activity the trading spirit of its inhabit- reach the 12th century. In the year 1115 an investigation
ants. And yet Glasgow is an old city. Its foundations was ordered by David, then prince of Cumbria, of the
were laid when the half-mythical Kentigeru sab down by lands and churches belonging to the bishopric of Glasgow,
the banks of the Molendinar, to teach the rough Celts of and from the deed which still exists it is evident that at that
Strathclyde the truths of Christianity. It was about the time a cathedral had been endowed. A few years later David
middle of the 6th century that this apostle of truth made succeeded to the Scottish throne on the death of his brother
his appearance in the west of Scotland, and built his little Alexander I., and among the many endowments he made
wooden church on the spot upon which some centuries later for religious purposes, we find that he gave to the see of
his successors reared the noble cathedral which still stands Glasgow the lands of Partick, besides restoring many
in perfect beauty. One can only guess that the inhabitants possessions of which it had been despoiled. Jocelyn was
of this portion of Strathclyde gathered round the abode and bishop of Glasgow for a long period, and is memorable for
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tlie efforts he made to rebuild the cathedral which had been
destroyed by fire. He collected funds with so much
success that in 1197 the new structure was sufficiently

advanced to be dedicated. The next bishops of note were
Bodington and Wisheart. The former carried on the build-

ing work of Jocelyn
;
the latter was a patriotic Scot who

resisted the conquering army of Edward I., and was among
the first to join in the revolt of Wallace, and to receive

Robert Bruce when he was proscribed by Edward and lay
under the ban of the church for the murder of the Red
Comyn. Wisheart was a prisoner from the year 1306 to the
battle of Bannockburn, and he lived to see Bruce firmly

established upon the Scottish throne. Bishop Rae deserves
mention for having built a stone bridge over the Clyde
(1345). Bishop Turnbull was the greatest benefactor the
city had till then found

;
for he was the founder ot Glasgow

university (1450). He also received a charter from James
11. in 1420, erecting the town and the lands of the bishops
into a regality. In 1491 the see was made metropolitan
through the infiuence of James lY., who had been a canon of

the cathedral in early life. The list Roman Catholic arch-

bishop of Glasgow was James Bethune, consecrated in 1552.
At the Reformation in 1560 the archbishop fled to Erance,
carrying with him all the relics, documents, and valuables
belonging to the see. The cathedral, upon which so much
care had been bestowed by the successors of Bishop Jocelyn,
very nearly suffered the devastation which was inflicted

upon so many abbeys and churches by the more bigoted of

the Reformers. It was saved by the craftsmen of Glasgow
turning out in their strength and chasing away the
destroyers of the “ rookeries, who had already begun to lay
sacrilegious hands upon the venerable building. After the
Reformation, and till the Revolution of 1688, which re-estab-

lished Presbyterianism as the religious form of worship in

Scotland, the see of Glasgow was occupied by a number of

archbishops, the tenure of whose office in many cases was
precarious. The most notable fact after the Reformation in

the history of the Glasgow Church was the Assembly of 1638
which was held in the city, when Episcopacy was energeti-

cally abjured, the Solemn League and Covenant accepted,

and itbsignature made binding upon all who claimed the ordi-

nances ot the Presbyterian Church. The fact that the
craftsmen were zealous for the preservation of their fine old
cathedral indicates probably that the Reformation doctrines

were not received so enthusiastically in Glasgow as in many
other places in Scotland

;
but they took deep root latterly,

and in the struggles for religious and civil liberty in the

17th century the inhabitants were among the foremost to

assist and endure in the good cause.

Glasgow owed its erection into a burgh to its ecclesiastic

lords. One of these obtained a royal charter from William
the Lion in the last quarter of the 12th century (between
the years 1175 and 1178), which made the town a burgh,
and gave it a market with freedom and customs. Another
charter, it is supposed, was granted in 1190, and according
to a deed dated 1268 the town was governed by a provost

and bailies, and had courts of justice for settling disputes

among the inhabitants. There are no records, however,
till almost quite recent times. A few incidents of national

history with which Glasgow was connected may be noted,

to fill up the blank from the period when it was an ecclesi-

astical town to the date at which it started its great career

as the capital of Scottish industry and commerce. Wallace
fought one of his successful battles for Scottish liberty in
the High Street of Glasgow in the year 1300. In 1350
the plague raged in the city, and returned thirty years after-

wards, though not in so severe a form About 1542 the
bishop’s castle, which was garrisoned by the earl of Lennox,
was besieged by the earl of Angus, then regent, and after

its surrender on terms which were dishonoured, a skirmish
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took place between the parties at the Butts to the east of
the

^

town.
^

The regent’s troops were successful, and to
punish the inhabitants for their devotion to the Lennox
family the town was pillaged. The unfortunate Queen
Mary visited her husband Darnley when he lay ill at his
father’s house Limmerfield, near Glasgow—a visit which
afterwards was made of fatal significance to her when her
case was heard before Queen Elizabeth in council. The
inhabitants of Glasgow had no liking for the fair queen,
for many of them fought against her at the battle of Lang-
side, where she lost her crown and kingdom. Glasgow
seems to have been fairly prosperous after the accession of
James VI. and the union of the crowms of England and
Scotland. It was recovering from the loss which it sus-
tained by the Reformation through the dispersion of the
wealth of its ecclesiastical lords. A little trade was spring-
ing up with foreign parts, chiefly with the Low Countries.
But the city suffered somewhat severely in the reign of

Charles I. Its inhabitants had become fiercely anti-pie-

latical, and were obnoxious to the ruling powers. When
Montrose in his victorious course marched into the city

after the battle of Kilsyth he levied a heavy contiibution,

although the city was suffering at the time from one of the
periodical visits of the plague. In 1648 the provost and
his bailies were deposed for contumacy to Charles I

,
and

were imprisoned for a few days, while four regiments of

foot and horse were quartered on the magistrates, council,

and session. Plague and famine prevailed during the
following year; in 1652 there was a great fire 'which

destroyed about a third of the town and £100,000
worth of property. After the restoration of Charles
II., and during the persecutions of his and his brothei’s
reign, Glasgow suffered severely. It was a centre of dis-

affection against the Government, the headquarters
of the Whigs of the west of Scotland. Glasgow prison

was filled to overflowing with the rebels, as they were
called, and it is a proof of the sympathy with which they
were regarded by the citizens that on the occasion of

another great fire in 1678 the doors of the prison were
thrown open, and the prisoners set at liberty. The Govern-
ment retaliated by sending an army of wild Highlanders to

the city, who savagely oppressed the inhabitants and
roused up the spirit of resistance which vented itself at

Loudon &11 and Bothwell Bridge. With the Revolution
peace and prosperity came to Glasgow, only to be partially

interrupted by the risings in 1715 and 1745. A regiment
of 500 men was raised in Glasgow to support William and
Mary and Presbyterian rights and privileges; and in return

the city was declared free by a cliarter, the citizens having
the right of electing their own municipal rulers.

Glasgow was not aware of the vast benefits that were
conferred upon her by the union of England and Scotland

in 1707. The measure was stoutly resisted by the inhabi-

tants, and its proclamation nearly led to a riot
;
but che

merchants very soon saw that by the water highway which
flowed through the town they could have access to the pro-

fitable trade that had been opened up in North America.

Glasgow’s situation for the western foreign traffic was the

best in Scotland, and inferior to none of the great towns ot

England. The Treaty of Union put every Scottish port, so

far as trade was concerned, on an equal footing with th3

English ports
;
and there was no reason why Glasgow should

not share in the wealth which in ever-increasing amount was
yearly coming across the Atlantic. As has been already

stated, after the troublous times of the Reformation the

trade prosperity of Glasgow was considerable. In the

middle of the 16th century there w^ere ten towns in Scot-

land above it in population and importance, but by the close

of the 17th century it had risen to the second rank,

with a population of about 10,000 or 11,000. This
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increase is to be ascribed to the monopoly which the in-

habitants had secured in the middle of the 17th century

of the sale of raw and refined sugars for the most of Scot-

land. Besides this they had the right of distilling spirits

from molasses free of duty; they conducted a consider-

able trade in cured herrings and salmon, were manufacturers

of soap, and sent to the English ports hides and linen,

bringing back in exchange tobacco and manufactured goods,

which they distributed north of the Tweed. Bristol was

then the great emporium of tobacco, and Glasgow’s com-

mercial connexions with it naturally turned the attention

of its traders to that lucrative branch of commerce. When
it became possible for Glasgow merchants to enter into

competition with the merchants of Bristol, companies were

formed to carry on the trade with the North American

colonies, and a large trade was soon established. Ships were

chartered, and as wealth poured in were built, and sailed

regularly for Virginia, Maryland, and Carolina, taking out

goods ill barter for cargoes of tobacco. In 1760 Glasgow
had completely rivalled Bristol in the tobacco trade, and in

1772 its importations were more than half of the entire

quantity brought into the United Kingdom. The Virginian

trade being exceedingly lucrative, Glasgow dourished under

it. Thetown rapidly extended westward, handsome mansion-

houses for the “tobacco lords” were erected, and the

austerity of manners which had come down from the

covenanting days was somewhat relaxed. The money made
by tobacco found its way into other branches of commerce
and stimulated new industries. The tobacco trade however
received a crushing blow at the outbreak of the American
War,—a blow from which it never wholly recovered, for

after the war was over, and the thirteen colonies had become
the United States of North America, Glasgow was engaged in

other commercial enterprises. The distress in the city was
keen during the first years of the war, and Glasgow capital-

ists turned their attention to the West Indies and the culti-

vation of the sugar cane. The manufacture of cotton goods
was introduced also about this time, and proved a new
source of wealth and prosperity. Calico printing, which
was soon to develop into a great industry employing
thousands of persons, was started at Pollokshaws in 1742 ;

the inkle loom was set up in 1732
;
glass-making was

established in a feeble way in 1730; and the brewing of

beer and ale on a large scale was attempted with success.

In 1764 James Watt perfected his first model of a steam
engine in a small workshop, which had been granted to him
by the senatus of the university, within the college walls.

From the Treaty of Union down to the end of the 18th cen-

tury, the progress of the city had been remarkable. In 1708
the population was estimated to be upwards of 12,000

;

at the end of the century it was close upon 80,000.

T7b& Harbour,—^The enermes of the traders of Glasgow were
naturally somewhat confined by having a port so far away as Port-
Glasgow, and there is little wonder that, when their commerce
began to extend, they should have cast about for plans to deepen
the water-way and enable them to bring their merchandise to their
own warehouses in the city. The task which lay before them was
one involving numerous difficulties. ** A hundred years ago, ” says
Mr Deas, the engineer of the Clyde trust, in his interesting sketch
of T7ie Rise mid Progress of the Harbour of Glasgow, “ the river was
almost in a state of nature, and was fordable on foot at Dumbuck
Ford, more than 12 miles below Glasgow.” As early as 1566 the
authorities of the towns of Glasgow, I^enf^ew, and Dumbarton
endeavoured to remove a sandbank, a little above the latter town,
and though operations were intermittingly carried on for some years,
they do not appear to have been very successful. Prior to 1658 the
shipping port of Glasgow was Irvine in Ayrshire, hut the passage of
lighters from that place was tedious and the land carriage expensive.
It was determined in 1658 by the magistrates of Glasgow to purchase

S
ound at Dumbarton, and construct a spacious harbour there.
le magistrates of that royal burgh, however, objected, on the plea

that the great influx of mariners and others would raise the price
of provisions to inhabitants.” The Glasgow authorities, how-
ever, were determined to have a harbour nearer than Irvine, and in

1662 they purchased 13 acres of ground on the south side of the river
(now Port-Glasgow), where they built harbours and constructed the
first graving dock in Scotland. In 1688 a quay was built at the
Broomielaw, although nothing had yet been done for the deepening
of the river. It was only after the city had experienced the vast
importance of foreign traffic that the magistrates, most of whom
were ‘‘ tobacco loids,” seriously turned their attention to the ques-
tion. In 1740 the town council authorized the expenditure of £100
in making a deepening experiment below the Broomielaw quay, and
fifteen years later they employed Smeaton the well-known ehgineer
to report on the subject. He found the two shallowest places at
the Pointliouse Ford, now the western boundary of the hai hour, and
at Hirst, now within the harbour. The depth at low water at the
former was 15 inches and at the latter 18 inches, while at high
water it was 3 feet 3 inches and 3 feet 8 inches respectively.
Smeaton proposed a lock and dam, four miles below Glasgow Bridge,
so as to secure 4 feet 6 inches of water at the Broomielaw quay.
Fortunately his report was not adopted. In 1768 the first begin-
nings were made on the report of Mr John Golborne, who suggested
the contraction of the river by the construction of rubble jetties and
the removal of the shoals by dredging. James Watt reported in
1769 to the magistrates on the declivity of the bed of the Clyde
from Broomielaw quay to that obdurate obstacle Dumbuck Ford.
In 1773 Mr Golbome contracted with the town ^^uncil to make this

ford 6 feet deep at low water and 300 feet wide, and carried out his
contract successfully in 1775. Rennie reported on the river in 1799,
and lecommended ‘‘ the shortening of some of the jetties, the con-
struction of new ones, and the building of low rubble walls from
point to point of the jetties so as to render the channel uniform,
and prevent the accumulation of shoals.” His suggestions were
carried out, and upwards of 200 jetties were constructed between
Glasgow and Bowling, the result being a considerable improvement
in the navigation, and reclamation of land to the proprietors on
both hanks from the alveus of the river, the greater poition of which
has since had to he purchased at high prices for other improvements.
Telford reported in 1806, and Rennie again in 1807, and the
deepening process went on without pause. In 1836 the engineei

of the Clyde Trust reported to the trustees that there was then from
7 to 8 feet of water at the Broomielaw quay at low water, that the
lift of a nea]> tide, which was only sensible in 1755, was 4 feet, ai d
of a spring tide 7 or 8 feet, making a depth of 12 feet at high water
of a neap and of 16 feet of a spring tide. The river had become
capable of taking craft of 400 tons to Glasgow. In 1840 parliament
sanctioned an Act for carrying out plans for the fuither improve-
ment of the navigation of the entire river under the jurisdiction of

the trustees. Upon the lines then laid down the improvements
have ever since proceeded, with only very slight modifications, but
the result may probably be best expressed in the following figures.

In 1839 vessels of 17 feet draught of water were safely navigated to

and from the harbour, in 1854 of 19 feet draught, in 1861 of 20

feet draught, in 1862 of 21 feet draught, and in 1870 of 22 feet

draught. Only a few years ago vessels of 15 feet draught were two
and often three tides in the river in their passage up and down, but
now vessels of 22 feet draught leaving Glasgow two or three hours
before high water get to sea in one tide. The rapidity of the

deepening process has been due almost entirely to the powerful
steam dredgers employed by the trustees, to the use of the diving

bell for blasting purposes, and latteily to the introduction of steam
drilling and dynamite. The quantity of dredged matter taken
from the river every year is somewhere about a million and a

quarter of tons, which is carried off by barges and deposited in Loch
Long, an arm of the Firth running up into the Western Highlands.
During the last thirty-one years upwards of 20 million tons have
been dredged from the river, and since the year 1770 the cost for

dredging and depositing alone has been between £600,000 and
£600,000. The total expenditure upon the river since the year

above named has been upwards of seven millions sterling ;
and the

revenue, which a hundred years ago was £1733, is now about

£210,000. The first dock constructed at the Glasgow haibour was
opened so late as 1867. Though Acts of Parliament had been
obtained more than twenty years before, the sides of the river were

utilized for quayage extension ; hut within the last ten oi twelve years

the pressure for space became very great, and the new dock, which is

tidal, and covers SJ acres of water space, was found to be quite inade-

quate. A new Act was obtained in 1870 to construct docks at Stob-

cross, and these, which are now nearing completion, will have an area

of 30 acres, and will accommodate one million tons of shipping. The
estimated cost, including the purchase of land, is £1,163,000.

The traffic on tke Clyde received an extraordinary im-

petus by the application of steam to navigation, and from
the date of the “ Comet,” which was built on the Clyde in

1811-12 for Mr Henry Bell, Glasgow has been the true

home of steam navigation. The steam shipbuilding trade

has become one of the largest industries of the city, and
with its growth the commerce of Glasgow has kept pace.
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The river has been the fruitful source of the city’s greatness.

As the accessibility of the water-way became greater year

by year, so the commerce and the industries of the city

developed, and the material wealth increased. Glasgow,
too, is fortunate in being the centre of an enormous coal

and iron field, in the working of which she has greatly

benefited. Her industries, now very numerous, are re-

ferred to in detail below. They embrace almost every
species of manufacture to be found in Great Britain; and this

variety is probably the reason for the all but uninterrupted
prosperity of the city, for it is rare that every department
of manufacture and commerce is dull at the same time.

Her resources are so numerous that she is not much
affected by stagnation in one or two branches. But
Glasgow has undoubtedly come through one or two
crises of a serious character in the course of her industrial

career. In 1857 the failure of the Western Bank struck

a hard blow at her trade and commerce, though it was
wonderful how soon she recovered from the heavy loss and
the derangement of commercial affairs which were caused
by the failure. The American Civil War paralysed the
cotton manufactures of Glasgow, as it did those of Lanca-
shire; but otherwise it did little harm, and the stimulus
that was given to shipbuilding by the carrying trade of

the world practically falling into British hands more than
compensated for other losses. The close of the American
War was followed by a period of commercial and industrial

activity in the city, which, however, sustained a severe check
within the last two years, during which time trade has been
languishing everywhere. While enterprising citizens were
looking forward with some slight hope for signs of a revival,

the collapse of the City of Glasgow Bank on the 2d October
1878 fell upon them like a thunderbolt. In a few days
after the stoppage it was known that matters were far

worse than the most sinister prophet of evil could have
imagined, much less foretold. The whole of the capital

and reserve of the bank, amounting to close upon a million

and a half sterling, was squandered, and nearly five and a
quarter millions besides. The total loss cannot be set

down at much less than eight millions sterling, and the

most of this enormous sum had gone to support great

Indian and colonial firms, which had been hopelessly

bankrupt for years. The inquiry into the affairs of the

bank revealed such recklessness and misconduct on the

part of some of those who were responsible for its manage-
ment that the manager and the directors were tried on a
charge of fabricating and uttering false balance sheets.

They were all convicted, and sentenced to varied terms of

imprisonment. Since this gigantic failure Glasgow has
been passing through the greatest crisis of its existence.

Admi/rhistration.—The affairs of Glasgow are managed
by a corporation consisting of 48 representatives of the 16
wards into which the city is municipally divided, and by
one representative from the Trades’ and one from the
Merchants’ House. The lord provost is the head of the
corporation, and is assisted in his executive functions by
10 bailies. The bailies hear and decide cases in the
police courts, aided by assessors, who are local legal prac-

titioners of good standing. There is also a stipendiary

magistrate who sits every day in the central police court,

and undertakes the heavier portion of the cases. The dean
of guild court has a certain jurisdiction over the construc-
tion of new and the alteration of old buildings. The
corporation of Glasgow, since it became popularly elected,

has shown great and enlightened interest in the welfare of

the city. It has during the last quarter of a century
acquired three public parks for the recreation of the
citizens, and laid them out in an ornamental manner.
Within the same period, too, it has undertaken and carried
out immense works for a supplv of water unequalled in

the kingdom, has bought up the old gas-works and supplies
artificial light withiu and beyond the municipal boundaries,
and is at present engaged in bringing to a successful close
a series of city improvements on a very large scale.

Gity^ Improvements,—As the last-mentioned work is the
most important upon which the corporation has been
engaged since the introduction of Loch Katrine water, and
formed the model upon which Mr Cross, the home secre-
tary, framed his Artisans Dwellings Act, a slight sketch
of the plan upon which it was founded may be given heie.
The city had grown so fast in population during the present cen-

tury that it had become greatly overcrowded, especially in the
central portions. From the leading thoiouglifares of High Street,
Saltmarket, Trongate, Gallowgate, and Argyll Street long naiTow
closes and wynds penetrated into the densely-built spaces behind.
The population in these regions varied from 400 to 1000 per acie,
and the dirt, darkness, and foul air in which the poor creatures
lived, made their homes breeding-places of fevers and disease of
every kind. In some of the worst spots the death-rate was 70 iDer

1000 per annum. The closes and wynds, besides being dens of
disease, were the haunts of the criminal class of the population,
who were able to dispose of their plunder and escape the police with
comparative ease in these deep alleys, many of them connected with
each other by ways only known to the experienced criminal. Some
benevolent citizens made a small effort at improvement about twenty
years ago, by buying up one of the most notorious of these closes

;

hut it was not till the City Union Railway was projected that the
attention of the municipality was fairly called to the question, or
that any step was taken by it. The Union Railway passed through
some portions of the old town which were densely overcrowded, and
it was suggested by the late Mr Blackie, who was then chief-magis-
trate, that the corporation might work in harmony with the railway
company, and clear out old and densely-crowded properties, which
the railway only touched at certain spots. Mr Garrick, the city
architect, drew out improvement plans, and in 1866 an Act was
passed by pailiamont enabling the corporation to acquire old over-
ciowded localities, to borrow money, and to levy rates. The
improvements contemplated involved the destruction of 10,000
houses, all of them really unfit for habitation, but which were filled

by upwards of 50,000 souls. The corporation was bound by the
Act to find accommodation for the dispossessed when the numbers
exceeded 500. In point of fact, the corporation never required to
build houses, as private enterprise more than kept pace with the
operations of the improvement scheme. By the Act the corporation
was empowered to borrow £61,250,000, and to levy a rate of 6d. per
pound on the rental for five years, and 3d. per pound for ten yeais,
by which time it was calculated the whole work would be completed.
No sooner was the Act passed than the trustees—all of them mem-
bers of the town council—proceeded to purchase the properties
scheduled, a delicate and dimcult task, which, however, was most
economically carried out, first by Sir James Watson, and afterwards
by Mr James Morrison, the conveners. The work of demolition
also went on; the densely-built districts were cleared out, open
spaces and squares secured, streets driven through huge blocks of
building, others widened, till now there is hardly a remnant left of
the old notorious abodes of fever and crime. There is still a good
deal to do, and it may be necessary to get an extension of the time
fixed in the Act, as it expires in 1881 ; but up to the present time
upwards of 30, OOO people have been turned out of their unhealthy
homes, and have been provided with better ones elsewhere. So far the
improvements have been very cheaply executed. The great amount
of demolition effected by the trustees and the railway companies
greatly raised the value of building ground in the central portions
of the town; and the corporation has been able to sell the properties

which it had acquired at considerable profit, after utilizing large
portions of them for streets and open spaces. The cost to the
citizens will be the rates which have been and are to be levied ; but
perhaps to this should be added an uncertain amount represented

by the rise of house rents. Up to May 1878 the sum raised by
rates was £6305,867; and, adding to that other three years* rates, the
total amount which the improvements will cost will be about
£375,000, £40,000 of which was spent in buying a park for the use
of the people in the north-eastern district of the city.

Public Health.—The result of these improvements has

been a marked decrease in the mortality. In 1866 Glasgow
was one of the least healthy towns in Great Britain

;
in

1877 it was nearly as healthy as London. In 1866 the

annual death rate was 29*6 per thousand, and continued

slightly rising or falling bill 1875, when there was a

fall to 28*7. This was the year in which the work of the

improvement trustees began to tell. In 1876 the death

rate was 25*2 per thousand, in 1877 it was 24*9, and in
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1878 it was 25*0. Tlie improvement scheme has done
good otherwise in directing attention to sanitary questions

of all kinds. There is now in Glasgow a public department

of health, at the head of which there is a most efiBLcient

medical officer, and provision has been made for the

isolation of contagious diseases immediately on their break-

ing out. Great attention is paid to cleansing the city, and

fever epidemics, which not long ago were seldom absent,

are now very rare, and hardly ever assume large propor-

tions. Crime has also diminished as one of the results of

the city improvements, and its detection is much surer.

There can be no doubt that the demolition of so large a

number of small dwelling-houses in such a short period was

no small grievance to those who inhabited them ;
not that

there ever was any lack of accommodation, but because

families had in many cases to remove to places at incon-

venient distances from their work, and into houses which,

though much better in a sanitary sense, were somewhat
dearer. The distance difficulty, however, was greatly

mitigated by the construction of tramways throughout the

town, and by the authorities providing for the running of

morning and evening workmen’s cars at exceedingly low
tares; and it is scarcely doubtful that the change from
unhealthy and overcrowded houses into others roomier and
built with some regard to sanitary principles has been a

blessing to the lower class of the population. When the

works are completed, Glasgow in its older regions will be
a city transformed.

Water Supply,—Previous to 1859 Glasgow was supplied i

by water from the river Clyde and from ponds erected some
miles south of the city, to which the water was conveyed
by gravitatioEL The supply was insufficient, and the Clyde
water bad. In 1848 the idea of bringing water from Loch
Katrine was first spoken of. The citizens at that time
began to see that something far more extensive than had
ever been attempted was required to supply the rapidly
growing wants of the city. Between 1848 and 1855 many
schemes were proposed by the water companies and by
private individuals, none of which came to anything. In
1852 the corporation took the matter up, and, after a long
and arduous struggle, the Act for tapping Loch Katrine was
carried in 1855. The corporation it is believed would have
been defeated again but for the attention which Lord
Palmerston paid to a subject in which Glasgow was so
deeply interested, and for the influence which he brought
to bear in favour of the works. The engineer selected to
bring the water from a distance of 34 miles was Mr J. F,
Bateman, and four years after the passing of the Act the
waters of the Highland loch, at the touch of Her Majesty the
Queen, flowed into the city,

Tbe sources of the supply are Loch Katrine with a surface of
3000 acres, Loch Yennacher with an area of 900 acres, Loch
Brun^e 160 acres,—altogether about 4000 acres of water surface,^nd
containing within the limits to which they may he raised or
lowered about 1,600,000,000 cubic feet of water. The drainage
area is 45,800 acres, and the rainfall is from 80 to 90 inches per
annum. The source is ample for the supply of a population
double that which is at present supplied, hut the works are not more
than sufficient to provide 50,000,000 of gallons of water per day,
and it will be necessary before many years are past to construct
other works, probably to double that quantity. Loch Katrine is 360
feet above the tide at Glasgow, which, allowing for the loss of fall,
secures a pressure of 70 or 80 feet above the highest summit in
the city. The water is conveyed by mined tunnels, built tunnels,

Xeducts, andiron pipes. There are altogether 70 tunnels, one of
oh is 2650 yards and another 2325 yards in length, and 8 feet

in diameter. One of these works is 600 feet below the surface.
The aqueducts over rivers and ravines of an important character
are 27 in number

;
some of these are of iron and some of masonry.

Twenty-six miles from Loch Katrine and 7 or 8 from Glasgow a large
reservoir was constructed, 70 acres in extent and capable of holding
600,000,000 gallons of water

; and from this reservoir the water,
having undergone a filtering process, is conveyed in pipes to Glasgow.
The engineering cost of the works was je700,000, or ten per cent.

above the estimate, but as the contract was only for 20,000,000
gallons per day, and the actual product was 30,000,000 gallons, the
cost cannot be" said to have been excessive. There have been great
additions made to the works since they were opened in 1859, the
total capital expenditure at the end of 1877 being a little over
£2,000,000. The quantity of water brought into the city from
Loch Katrine is now 30,000,000 gallons per day, but the area of
distribution is much larger than Glasgow. In a very short time the
corporation will be able to bring in 50,000,000 gallons a day, which
is the limit of the capacity of theii* present works. The cost of the
water to the inhabitants is 8d. per pound on the rental, and Id.
per pound is charged for public purposes. The quality of the water
is excellent, and there can be no doubt that it has been an active
agent in improving the health of the city. Besides the Loch
Katrine works there is a supply of water from the Goibals gravi-
tation works amounting to rather more.than four millions of gallons
per day. The consumption of water over the area of distribution
IS thus 34,000,000 gallons in the 24 hours, or 45 gallons for eveiy
man, woman, and child,—a very large supply even when deduction
is made for the water used in large public works, and for purposes
other than domestic.

Lighting,—In the parliamentary session of 1868-9 the

corporation applied for and obtained powers to purchase the

works of the two gas-light companies which had until that

period supplied Glasgow and its suburbs with gas. The
capital of these companies consisted of .£415,000, on
£300^000 of which the shareholders were entitled to profits

not exceeding 10 per cent, per annum, the remaining

£115,000 paying dividends at the rate of 7^ per cent, per

annum. The corporation agreed to give for the works to

the shareholders annuities of 9 per cent, on the stock which
paid 10 per cent., and of 6f per cent, on the stock which
paid *l\ per cent. These annuities were guaranteed by a six-

penny rate upon the whole rental within the municipality.

Besides these rates the corporation took over mortgages
amounting to £119,265. It is needless to state that, no rate

I

has ever been levied upon rental for the maintenance of the

I

gas-works, the manufacture having proved remunerative at

a moderate charge per thousand cubic feet. The gas-works,

as taken over by the corporation, were capable of producing

6,500,000 cubic feet; but since then they have been
greatly extended at a cost of half a million sterling, and are

now capable of making 12 million cubic feet of gas. The
consumption varies between 2 million cubic feet in twenty-

four hours in summer and 11 million cubic feet during

the same time in winter. The area of supply includes

nearly all the surrounding suburbs, in addition to the city.

The cost of gas to the consumer is 4s. per thousand cubic

feet, and no rent is charged for the use of meters.

Tramways,—The next project with which the corporation

has had to do in recent years has been laying down lines of

tramways alongthe principal throughfares of the city. This

work was undertaken for the purpose of preventing the

control of the streets and the street traffic from passing out

of the hands of the corporation
;

the cost was about

£200,000 for 13J miles of tramway
;
but this sum, with

interest at 4J per cent, per annum, is to be repaid in the

course of twenty-three years by the lessees, who also keep
up the roadway between the tramway lines, and pay a rent

of £150 per mile per annum. The fares are one penny
per mile, and the number of passengers carried is very great.

Pecuniarily the tramways have been successful.

Income and Expenditure,—The income and expenditure

of Glasgow are larger than those of many a flourishing

state. The trusts, which till quite recently were semi-

independent, but are now simply committees of the town
council, are the police board, the water commissioners, the

gas commissioners, the city improvement trustees, parks

and galleries trust, meirket trust, &c. The revenues which
they collect and distribute amount altogether to close upon
one million sterling per annum. The common good of the

city, that is to say, property belonging to the corporation,

is estimated as being worth about £300,000, the interest

1

of w’hich is expended in maintaining what are called the
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city cliurclies, and generally on municipal purposes for

whicli the citizens are not taxed. The number of parlia-

mentary voters in 1877-8 was 60,582, and the list of
|

school-board electors, which includes all ratepayers, when
the roll was last made up, numbered 112,897. Glas-

gow returns three representatives to the House of Com-
mons since 1868, each elector having, however, only two
votes. Previous to this, and from the passing of the
great reform measure of 1832, the city had only two
representatives. Glasgow has a police force of about 1000
men, which is maintained at an expense of ^78,000 per
annum, half of which is paid by the Government. The
sheriff-depute of Lanarkshire holds his court in Glasgow,
and is assisted by five sherifis-substitutes resident in the
city. The amount of legal work which is gone through in
the disposal of civil and criminal cases is very great, being
equal to about one-third of the whole disposed of in Scot-
land, including the supreme courts in Edinburgh.

Bridges and Bailway Stations.—There are three fine

bridges over the river within the municipal boundaries, and
two iron suspension bridges. One railway bridge was
erected a few years ago by the City Union Railway
Company, and another by the Caledonian Railway Company
is now nearly completed. All the bridges are free.

Glasgow is the centre of a vast railway system, the Cale-
donian and Glasgow & South-Western Railways having
their termini in the city; these work with the great English
lines, the Midland and the London North-Western Com-
panies. The St Enoch^s Square station, which provides for

the traffic over the Glasgow & South-Western, City Union,
and Midland Companies, is one of the most spacious in the
United Kingdom. The same companies are erecting an
equally commodious goods station in High Street; the
Caledonian Company, finding themselves greatly hampered
for room at the old terminus in Buchanan Street, are
building a colossal structure in Gordon Street; and the
North British Company, which have their headquarters in
Edinburgh, are greatly extending their present limited

accommodation in Dundas Street.

Public Buildings.—There are not many of these of im-
portance in Glasgow. The one which naturally attracts

the greatest attention of strangers is the cathedral, which
is now in a complete state of repair, and a few years ago,

through the munificence of Glasgow citizens and of noble-

men and gentlemen of the vicinity, its windows were filled

with richly stained glass from one of the great stained glass

establishments of Munich. The cathedral is acknowledged
to be a fine specimen of Early English Gothic. It is

situated in a good position in the north-east quarter of

the city, and is about 104 feet above the Clyde level. Its

form is that of a Latin cross with short transepts. The
length from east to west is 319 feet, its breadth 63 feet,

the height of the choir 93 feet, and of the nave 85 feet.

At the intersection it has a tapering octagonal spire, the
height of which is 225 feet. It contains 147 pillars and
159 windows. The crypt under the choir is exceedingly
fine and complete. The Royal Exchange in the centre of

the city contains a newsroom 122 feet in length by 60 feet

broad. Its portico is formed of 12 fluted Corinthian
columns, supporting a rich frieze and pediment ; the north
and south sides of the building are ornamented by a
colonnade of Corinthian pillars. The Royal Infirmary is in
the Roman style of architecture from a design by Adams.
It has been greatly extended since its erection in 1792.
The City Hall is a plain building capable of holding up-
wards of 3000 people. The new Public Halls, opened in

1877, are the most recent addition to the architecture of
the city. The building cost upwards of ^80,000, and
since its opening has been mainly used for musical enter-

tainments, music being one of the arts which has been
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cultivated with the greatest success in Glasgow of late years.
The principal hall in this fine building, which is of the
classic style of architecture, is capable of holding between
4000 and 5000 persons. By far the grandest building in
Glasgow, however, is the new university structure on
Gilmorehill, which is described below. During the last

thirty years a vast improvement has been made in Glasgow
in church architecture. Dissenters who were satisfied in the
earlier part of the century with plain meeting-houses now
vie with each other, and with the Church of Scotland, in
the elegance and adornment of their places of worship.
There is probably no town in the United Kingdom which
has spent more upon ecclesiastical buildings in recent
times than Glasgow, or which in this respect has made
greater improvements in taste. The Roman Catholics
and Episcopalians, nearly one-fourth of the population of

the city, have also erected some very fine ecclesiastical

edifices. The street architecture of Glasgow has greatly

improved, many of the large business firms having rebuilt

their warehouses upon a splendid scale. The new post-

office buildings in George Square also deserve mention.
The work of the post-office of Glasgow has increased with

the increase of the city, and is now practically larger than
that of any other town save London. It was found
necessary a few years ago to extend the accommodation, and
now the greater part of one side of George Square is

devoted to postal and telegraph purposes. The new
buildings are plain but massive, and seem to have been
planned on the principle of the least ornament with the
most room. The corporation have obtained an Act for the
erection of municipal buildings on the east side of George
Square. Not without reason has Glasgow been called one of

the best built cities of the empire, its substantial masonry
owing much to the excellent quality of the material, a
sandstone quarried in abundance all round the city.

Statues.—The public statues in Glasgow are not numer-
ous, though several of them are very fine. Most of them
are in George Square. The equestrian statue of the great

duke of Wellington stands opposite the main entrance to

the royal exchange, and that of William HI. is close to the
junction of Trongate with the Saltmarket, High Street,

and Gallowgate, the ancient cross of the city. In George
Square there are equestrian statues of the Queen and
the late Prince Consort, a seated figure of James Watt,
statues of Sir John Moore, Lord Clyde, Sir Robert Peel, Sir

Walter Scott, James Oswald of Auchmcruive, Thomas
Graham the celebrated chemist, Robert Burns, Thomas
Campbell, and David Livingstone. The statue of Burns,
executed by Mr George E. Ewing, a Glasgow sculptor, was
subscribed for in shillings by the working classes of

Scotland.

University and Schools.—Of the educational institutions

of Glasgow precedence must be given to the university. As
already stated this great seminary of learning was founded
by Bishop Turnbull, who obtained a papal bull for the

purpose, dated 7th January 1450. By this bull a corporate

body was formed, consisting of a chancellor, rector, and

I

dean, with doctors, masters, regents, and students, in the

several faculties into which it was divided. One of these

was known as the pedagogium, or college of arts. This

school of learning was first situated in Rottenrow (1459).

James, Lord Hamilton, bequeathed to the principal regent

of that college some buildings and several acres of lEind, on
part of which in the High Street the college was afterwards

erected. The college of arts was restored and endowed by
James VI. During the period which intervened between
1577 and 1688 the university underwent many changes',

but in the year 1693, each of the Scottish colleges having

received a grant of .£300 per annum out of the bishops'

rents, the Glasgow institution again revived
;
and having
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received otiier public and private gifts, its progress has

been since uninterrupted. The academic body of the uni-

versity consists of the chancellor, the lord rector, the dean
o£ faculty, the principal and vice-chancellor, and the pro-

fessors. The whole business of the university is transacted

in three distinct courts, viz., the senatus, the faculty, and
the comitia. There are many bursaries connected with

the college, the most important being those bequeathed

by Mr Snell, by Mrs Black, the widow of a late minister

of the Barony church, and by Mr Orr-Ewing, M.P. for

Dumbartonshire. The college buildings in High Street

were principally erected in 1593 and 1658. The spire,

which was 153 feet in height, possessed a lightning con-

ductor which was reared under the auspices of Franklin in

1772.
The present university buildings at Gilmorehill occupy a

magnificent site above the Kelvin, overlooking the Kelvin-

grove Park, and commanding a splendid view of the valley

of the Clyde. In 1860 the commissioners under the “Uni-
versities Scotland Act” reported that in the interests of the

university it was necessary that the college should be re-

built, and that the site which it occupied in High Street

was most ineligible for the purpose of the university. In
1863 the promoters of the City of Glasgow Union Railway
Company offered to purchase the college grounds for the
sum of <£100,000, which was ultimately accepted; and dur-

ing the negotiations Government offered to give ^21,400,
on condition that £24,000 for the erection of an hospital

was raised by private subscription. On the 29th July
1864 the lands of Gilmorehill, consisting of 43 acres, were
purchased by the senate for £65,000 ; about six months
later the adjacent lands of Donaldshill were secured for

£16,000, and the property of Clayslaps, containing 5 or 6
acres, was bought for a hospital site for the sum of £17,400.
Part of the lands of Gilmorehill not required for the
university were advantageously sold to the corporation of

Glasgow. Sir Gilbert Scott was appointed architect of the
new buildings at the end of September 1864, and the plans
were completed and approved of in the beginning of 1866.
The estimated cost of the building, including hospital, was
£266,000,—a sum far beyond the means of the university
authorities. The citizens of Glasgow, however, came heartily
to their help, and subscribed liberally to the building fund.
In January 1868 Government agreed to give £120,000, on
condition that the same amount was raised by private sub-
scriptions. The work at once progressed under these assur-
ances of support, and on the 8th October 1868 the founda-
tion stone of the new buildings was laid by the Prince of
Wales. In 1870 the buildings were so far completed that
the removal from High Street took place, the last meeting
of the senatus in the old college buildings having been
held on 28th July of that year. The financial difficulty,
however, proved a very serious one. The cost of the build-
ings greatly exceeded the estimate, and went far beyond
the funds placed at the disposal of the senatus, although
the public subscriptions amounted to nearly £160,000.
The fine building is therefore up to the present time
incomplete. The tower had to be stopped when less than
half-way up, and the grand hall, designs of which were
prepared by Sir Gilbert Scott, is still untouched. The
senatus,

^

however, has now been practically relieved of its
difficulties by the splendid contributions of the marquis of
Bute aud of Mr Charles Randolph, one of the pioneers of
steam shipbuilding on the Clyde. The marquis bas given
£40,000 for the erection of the common hall, and Mr
Randolph bequeathed £60,000 for the completion of the
buildings. With these sums at its disposal the senatus
will no doubt in a few years finish this noble structure,
and it will then be unequalled, so far as the building is
concerned, as an educational institution.

G O W
The following notes, descriptive of the new buildingSj,

are from the pen of the architect :

—

The aichitectiual style of the building is. founded on that of
woiks of the 14tli century, subject to soine modifications introduced
with a view to giving tlie building a chaiacter allied to that of the
old Scottish buildings. It is probable, however, that during the
14th centiiiy this specific character may not have prevailed in Scot*
land. It seems, in fact, to have been intioduced fiom Fiance at a
later peiiod, and worked up with so much oiiguiality into buildings
in Scotland as to have become quite received as the style of the
countiy. In Fiance it had existed at least fiorn the 13th centuiy,
so that wdiat has been done in the design of the college is to iratis-

late bade the characteristics in question, and to unite them with the
general style of the architecture of the 14th century, though m
Scotland they may not piobably have actually existed till a latei

date. As the building stands on the ci own of a hill, whose principal
and rapid slope is toward tlie south, it has been made to occupy,
as far as may be, the whole of the iidge facing in that direction by
a long and continuous fiont of about 540 feet in length. In advance
of this lengthened fa9ade is a system,of tenaces, biinging the gioiind
down by gradual steps towards the Kelvin, which Sows through a

deep ravine along its base. The southem fa9ade comprises thiee
more lofty portions, a central block and two corner towers, between
which are two ranges of buildings of smaller elevation. The centie
of the line of building facing the south is occupied by a lofty tower,
through which, on the ground floor, is the principal entrance to the
building. There is also a gateway tinough the centre of each of the
lower ranges of building, arched and groined, leading into the east

and west quadrangles. Another main entiance is provided in the
central block of the northern range of building. This entrance
consists of a double gateway, the x^assages from which turn round
to meet one another in the basement within the building. Much
in the same manner, the north side of the building is divided into

five parts, the angle blocks forming toweis, similar to those in front

;

hut facing each quadrangle there is a building of gieat dimensions,
one of \niich is devoted to the museum and the other to the
library. Between these is a central block, in this case of less ele-

vation than the main side portions, containing the students’ read-

in^ioom below and the hall of the Hunterian museum above.
The whole rectangular range of buildings, thus briefly described,

is about 540 feet in length by 300 feet in bieadth, occupying the
greater part of the crown of the hill. From it to the west extend
the different ranges of the principal’s and professors’ houses, while
towards the south-east the outline is prolonged and diversified by the
chemical laboratory, a xiartially detached building of octagonal form,

and, at the noith-east, by the anatomical rooms. The library and
museum are alike in design. Theie are two great halls in each, oc-

cupying respectively the ground and first floois, these being 129 feet

long by 60 feet wide.

Anderson’s College, formerly called Anderson’s (or the

Andersonian) University, was founded by John Anderson,

professor of natural nhilosophy in the university of Glasgow
in 1795, and endov^d by him with valuable philosophical

apparatus, a museum, and a library. It is governed by 81

trustees, and its object is to bring literary and scientific

education within the reach of the mass of the community.
Every branch of study taught iu Glasgow university is

provided for, with the exception of divinity. Drs Garnett

and Birkbeck were the original professors of natural philo-

sophy and chemistry
;
Dr Ure and Thomas Graham also

occupied chairs in this college ; and it was there that the

first mechanics’ class was established in Great Britain.

The trustees contemplate the removal of the institution to-

the west end of the city, where it is believed it will greatly

extend its sphere of usefulness. The number of students

in 1878 was 986 ; and those attending popular evening

classes, at which lectures are delivered in various branches

of science, numbered 992.
The High School or Grammar School, formerly in John

Street and under the charge of the corporation, is the

oldest educational institution in the city. It appears that

a grammar school existed in Glasgow early in the 14th

century, being then dependent on the cathedral church.

Up to 1834 its masters taught only Latin and Greek, but

at that period the school underwent a complete alteration.

Two of the classical masterships were suppressed, and in

lieu of these teachers of English grammar, foreign

languages, writing, arithmetic, geography, mathematic^
and drawing were introduced. The name was also changed
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from the grammar school to the high school. The school
was up to 1873 under the control of the corporation, but
it was in that year placed under the jurisdiction of the
school board of the city. In 1878 the school was removed
to Elmbank Street, to the premises occupied by the Glasgow
academy—a commodious building. The high school has
been greatly improved by the school board, and is now
one of the best secondary educational establishments in
Scotland. It has upwards of 500 pupils. There are other
secondary schools in Glasgow that are doing good educa-
tional work. Among these may be mentioned the Glasgow
academy, the Kirklee academy, and the schools belonging
to Hutcheson’s hospital. There is also a Government school
of design well attended, a technical school recently insti-

tuted, the mechanics’ institution, founded in 1832, for the
purpose of diffusing a knowledge of science among the
working classes, the athenaeum, which draws its students
principally from the lower middle class, and the normal
schools belonging to the Church of Scotland and the Free
Church, for the training of teachers.

The passing of the Education (Scotland) Act in 1872
gave Glasgow an opportunity of dealing practically with the
dense ignorance that prevailed within her boundaries.
Before the Act passed it was believed that at least 20,000
(possibly far more) children in the city received no educa-
tion whatever. The school board has persistently dealt with
these uneducated waifs, and the most of this large ignorant
mass have been reached. There are now not more than

|

3000 children of school age who are not receiving some
education in the board and other schools. The school

board rate in the city is 4d. per pound on the rental.

The amount raised per annum is about ^30,000.
Libraries^ Museums, &c.—The libraries open to the public

are Stirling’s public lil3rary, a large collection of literature,

and famous for its tracts of the 16th and 17th centuries,

and the Mitchell public library, established a few years ago
by the munificence of a citizen of Glasgow, who left about
^80,000 for the purpose. This library is under the manage-
ment of the town council, and during the short period of its

existence has collected a large number of valuable books.

It is meant to be a consulting library. The college library

is very extensive, but can only be used by alumni of the
university. An industrial museum was instituted some
years ago in the old residential building of the West End
Park. An addition was made to it about three years since,

and the collection is now very considerable. It is supported
under the Parks and Galleries Act, as are also the corpora-

tion galleries of art, a collection of pictures and statuary,

acquired partly by purchase but more largely by donation
and bequest. The galleries contain a very valuable series

of old Dutch masters, and there is a noble statue of Pitt

by Flaxman. The Hunterian and Andersonian museums
are accessible to the public. The Hunterian contains a
noble collection of anatomical subjects, and a most valuable
assortment of coins. There is a botanical garden in Glas-

gow, but this has never been worthy of the city.

Theatres ,—The drama has always been tolerably well

patronized in Glasgow, which now contains some half dozen
theatres.

Commercial Institutions,—The Chamber of Commerce
was instituted in 1783, for the purpose of encouraging and
protecting trade, and keeping a watchful eye on whatever
might be supposed to affect the commercial interests of

Glasgow and its neighbourhood. There are eight banks
and branch banks in the city, two of them being properly

Glasgow instituticms ; they are all joint-stock companies.
In 1815 the first attempt was made in Glasgow to estab-

lish an institution for the accumulation of the savings of

the community, the Provident Bank. This and some others

of a like kind in 1836 were all merged in the National
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Savings Bank, which has had a most successful career. The
deposits now amount to about ,£2,771,066, and the de-
positors are 104,329 m number.

FarJcs,—The city is specially well provided with public
parks, although not more than a quarter of a century has
elapsed since it possessed only one— Glasgow Green—

a

noble expanse along the north bank of the river, which
was long neglected and uncared for. Since that time
Kelvingrove Park, in the Kelvin valley at the west end of
the city, was acquired, and laid out under the direction of
Sir Joseph Paxton, and it has been frequently added to.

At a later date the Queen’s Park, on the southern out-
skirts, was formed; and subsequently th^ city improve-
ment trust expended £40,000 on the purchase and
laying-out of the Alexandra Park on the north east side of

the city. These parks are all liberally maintained by the
parks and galleries trust of the town council.

Glasgow has been almost exclusively a commercial city

within the last half century. As wealth increased culture

also increased, though more slowly. The university has
always been the centre of intelligence in the city, and many
of its professors have been conspicuous for their devotion to

the applications of pure science to the development of the
arts and manufactures. Of the great names connected
with this institution it may suffice to mention Baillie,

whose letters on the troubles of the 17th century, recovered
by the late Dr Laing of Edinburgh, added considerably to

our knowledge of that period, and Professors Adam Smith
and Thomas Beid. James Watt, though not a member of

the university, was generously protected by it when the
burgesses of Glasgow refused to allow him to open shop
within the jurisdiction of the trades house and magistrates
of the city. There are many literary men, and poets of the
minor class, who claim Glasgow as their birthplace, but
none of them reached sufficient eminence to claim particular

notice. Of the practical workers who by their mechanical
aptitude, amounting in many cases to genius, have pushed
on the industries of the city, it is impossible here to give

even meagre biographical details. The commercial capital

of Scotland has prospered more by the general energy
and indomitable perseverance of its inhabitants than by
the special genius of individuals.

Industkies.—Tke most outstanding feature in the industrial
position of Glasgow is the great variety and wide range of its

manufacturing and trading activity. “While no one of the great
industries occupies a position of predominant impoitance so

as to stamp itself as the peculiar characteristic of the town,
there are numerous leading departments of industry which have
“been long established and are prosecuted on a gieat scale, while a
variety of special manufactures have found their principal centre

in Glasgow and the Clyde valley. When to this fact is added the
consideration that Glasgow is one of the three principal seaports of

the United Kingdom, it will at once be obvious that the we^th and
prosperity of the city are contributed to by many separate and im-
poitant streams. The circumstances and conditions which have
lavoured the establishment of the leading industiies in Glasgow are

quite as varied as are the industries themselves. The abundance of

pure water in the hill streams around the city led at an early date
to the introduction of bleaching, calico-printing, and allied pursuits

;

and these, in their turn, reacted favourably on hand-loom weaving
and other textile manufactures. In a similar way the first begin-

nings of the now great chemical industries are clearly related to the

early stages of the bleaching and printing trades. The fact, how-
ever, that the town is actually built within the richest coal and
ironstone field in Scotland has had, of all causes, the most import-
ant influence in determining the current and prosperity of local

industries. Further, the river Clyde, rendered navigable for vessels

of the largest tonnage, flowing through the centre of that great coal

and iron region, presents incomparable facilities for the prosecution

of shipbuilding and marine engineering. But beyond the advantages
of natural position and mineral wealth it is right to sajr that

Glasgow owes much of her industrial prestige to a long line of

highly-gifted, ingenious, sagacious, and energetic citizens, whose
iaSuence has not only been stamped on local industries, but bas
been felt and acknowledged throughout the entire world.

The principal industries of Glasgow range themselves under the
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heads separately noted "below. With respect to many of them it

is a matter of regret that no trustworthy source of specific informa-
tion exists ; and thus the origin, yicissitndes, and progress of really

important trades can only be recorded in vague and general terms.
Textile manufactures.—The industries embraced under this

head were the first which gave Glasgow a place among the great
manufacturing communities ;

but though through many changes
and fluctuations, they continue to yield extensive employment, they
now occupy a comparatively secondary position. In the cotton trade,

which originated about 1780, Glasgow possesses several factories

which are reckoned among the largest in the trade ; the industry
has, however, for a number of years been in a stationary if not
declining condition. The manufacture of light textures has always
been the leading feature of the Glasgow trade,—^plain, striped, and
figured muslins, ginghams, and fancy fabrics forming the staple.

Thread manufacture, although specially a Paisley industry, is also

extensively prosecuted in Glasgow. According to a return obtained
in 1875 the whole cotton industry of Scotland afforded employment
to 33,276 individuals, and excepting about 10 per cent, it was
entirely centred in Glasgow and the surrounding district. Jute and
silk are staples worked only to an inconsiderable extent in Glasgow,
though about a century ago the manufacture of silk gauze flourished

extensively, and has left traces of its former importance to the
present day. The most characteristic of woollen and worsted manu-
factures is carpet weaving, all the leading kinds of carpets being ex-

tensively made, and the “ tapestry curtains and portieres made by
several firms are examples of highly artistic woollen fabrics.

Bleachingy Printing, and Dyeing.—These allied industries took
root in the Glasgow district at an earlier period than that of their
introduction into the rival regions of Lancashire, calico-printing
having been begun near Glasgow in 1738. The use of chlorine in
bleaching was first introduced in Great Britain at Glasgow in 1787,
on the suggestion of the illustrious James Watt, by his father-in-

law, a local bleacher
;
and it was a Glasgow bleacher—Charles

Tennant—^who first made and introduced bleaching powder
(chloride of lime). The dyeing of Turkey red was begun as a
British industry at Glasgow by two eminent citizens—David Dale
and George M‘Intosh—and that uneq[ualled colour was long locally^

known as Dale’s red. All these industries continue to hold a fore-

most place in Glasgow, a large amount of grey cloth being sent from
the Lancashire looms to be bleached and printed in the Scotch
works. In particular Turkey red dyeing and printing have developed
to an extent unequalled in any other manufacturing centre.

Chemical Manufactures.—The operations of bleaching and calico-
printing in the early part of last century gave rise to such chemical
manufactures—the preparation of dye liquors, &c.—as these in-
dustries demand. The discovery of bleaming powder by Charles
Tennant in 1799 led directly to the development of the great chemi-
cal works of C. Tennant & Co. at St Rollox and its various
branches, and gave the first great impetus to chemical manufactures
in Glasgow- Among the prominent chemical industries are to be
reckoned the alkali trades—including soda, bleaching powder, and
soap-making—the preparation of alum and prussiates of potash,
bichromate of potash manufacture (an industry peculiarly identified
with Glasgow), the extraction of iodine and other products from
sea-weeds, dynamite and gun-powder manufacture, the -mfllri-ng of
flint glass, bottle glass, paper, white-lead and other pigments, and
brewing and the distillation of spirits. The numerous chemical
preparations used in the bleaching and calico-printing trades are also
among the local manufactures, as well as the preparation of starch,
British gum, and dextrine, and the manufacture of lucifer matches.
Iron Manufacture and other Metallu/rgical Industries.—^Although

the blast furnaces of Scotland are distributed over several of the
midland counties, the great proportion of them are in Lanark-
shire and Ayrshire, and the trade is entirely controlled and practi-
cally monopolized in Glasgow. The discovery of the value of
blackband ironstone by Mushet and the invention of the hot-hlast
by li^eilson were two events which exercised a wonderful influence
on the development of iron smelting in Scotland. So rapid was
the expansion of the industry during the earlier half of this century
that in 1859 one-third of the whole iron produced in the United
Kingdom was Scotch. For 20 years past the trade has shown
little elasticity, the annual production averaging about a million
of tons of pig iron,—the maximum output having been reached in
1870, when 1,206,000 tons were smelted. In 1877 of a total of
152 furnaces existing there were 109 in blast, and of the whole

.
131 were situated in Lanarkshire and Ayrshire, 102 of these being
in operation. The entire output of pig iron in that year was
982,000 tons, while in 1878 from 90 furnaces in blast the production
is estimated at 902,000 tons. The number of malleable iron works
in Glasgow and its neighbourhood is 22, having had during 1877
345 puddling furnaces and 53 rolling mills in operation. Mud steel
is manufactured on an extensive scale by the Siemens-Martin pro-
cess, and a small amount of crucible cast steel is also made. Other
metallurgical industries include the extraction of copper by
Henderson’s wet process, and a limited amount of zinc smelting.

With abundance of iron and coal, and great
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facilities of both land and water carriage, it is only to he expected
thiit mechanical engineering should he carried on in Glasgow with
peculiar energy and success. Almost all departments of engineering
work are well represented in the district

;
and among the special

features of the industries may be enumerated the great water and
gas pipe casting establishments, sanitary and general iron-founding,
malleable iron tube making, locomotive engine building, the manu-
facture of sugar machinery and of sewing machines,—two great
establishments on the model of American factories for the latter

trade being conducted by the Singer and the Howe Machine Com-
panies respectively. The marine engineering works of the Clyde—
which in many instances are worked in direct connexion with
shipbuilding yards—are equipped ou a scale worthy of the great
industry of which they form an important part

; and few establish-

ments exist in any other quarter cai)ahle of producing the enormous
forgings for propeller shafts, &c.

,
of ocean steamei's, which form a

regular item in the undertakings of Glasgow engineering firms.

Shiplmilding is the greatest of all the modern industries of Glas-
gow, and the position attained by the shipbuilders of the Clyde is

a matter of imperial consequence and national pride. The ship-
building yards of the Clyde extend from Rutherglen above Glasgow
to Greenock,—Dumbarton, Port Glasgow, and Greenock having
an important stake in the industry. In some years about half the
total tonnage built in the United Kingdom has been launched from
the Clyde yards, as is shown by the following statement :

—

1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 18^7.,

Tonnage launched, I
Clyde ]

Tonnage launched, \
United Kingdom j*

196,229

j391,058

230,347

474,718

232,926

463,543

262,430

603,867

211,482

472,058

174,824

378,020

169,383

450,963

During the year 1878 the tonnage launched on the Clyde from the
yards of 35 different firms amounted to 222,353 tons, one vessel, the
“Gallia,” built for the Cunard Company, being of 5200 tons
burthen,—a tonnage, however, which has been exceeded by the
Guion steamer “Arizona” (5500 tons), launched in 1879. The
work turned out is very diversified, but as a rule of the highest
class, and includes armour-plated and other vessels for the Eoyal
!^avy, mail and passenger ocean steamers for the great Transatlantic
and other lines, river steamboats famous throughout the world
for swiftness and elegance of appointments, merchant sailing vessels,

dredging plant, and hopper barges. "With the exception of a very
insignificant proportion of wooden vessels, the whole of the shipping
built on the Clyde is of iron and steel, the latter having recently
been introduced with great success. The shipbuilding trade in

Glasgow indeed owes its extraordinary expansion almost entirely

to the rapid supplanting of wood by iron as a building material.

Twenty years ago, in 1859, the tonnage launched measured only
35,709 tons, from which amount, hy rapid strides, it reached in 1863
a total of 123,262 tons, and in 1874 the maximum amount of

262,430 tons was floated off.

Commerce.—^For a century past the records of the Clyde Navi-
gation Trust indicate that the trade of Glasgow, so far as regards
shipping, hasprogressed, withfew andunimportant fluctuations, with
steady rapidity. In 1778 the annual revenue of the Clyde Trust was
£1733; in 1828 it amounted to £17,669, a tenfold increase in 60
years; and in 1878 the total amounted to £217,100. Of course
these figures do not necessarily indicate a corresponding expansion
of shipping trade, though they probably bear a close relation to the
comparative value of cargoes carried. In the year 1828 the tonnage
of vessels of all kinds which arrived in the harbour of Glasgow was
696,261, the sailing vessels having numbered 4406 of 214,315 tons,

and the steamers 7100 of 481,946 tons. For the year ending 30th
June 1878 the arrivals of sailing ships numbered 2727, with
467,290 tons capacity, andof steamers there were 13,210, the tonnage
of which amounted 2,154,733 tons,—in all 15,937 arrivals with a
gross tonnage of2,612,023 tons, being the greatest amount on record.

In that year the weight of goods imported from abroad was 658,319
tons ; and coastwise 586,576 tons were landed at Glasgow, making
in all 1,244,895 tons. The foreign imports consisted in largest

measure of Indian com, wheat, flour, and other food substances, with
timber, pyrites, iron ore, and sulphur, the coasting arrivals contain-
ing principally limestone, iron, cement, potter’s clay, salt, timber,
and food stuffs. The goods shipped to foreign ports amounted to

712,249 tons, and coastwise 603,374 tons left Glasgow, making in all

1,315,623 tons. The principal exports were coal, iron, cast pipes,

chairs and other railway iron, chemical manufactures, and general

machinery, with malt liquors and spirits ; and in the coasting trade

the leading articles were of a similar general description. The great

hulk of the foreign trade is with New York and Canadian ports,

India, France, Spain, and Belgium ; and coasting trafiflc beyond the

Clyde estuary is directed principally to Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin,
Londonderry, Waterford, Bristol, and London ; but there are few
commercial ports throughout the world which have not more or less

direct trading communication with the port and harbour of

Glasgow. (J. H. S.—J. PA.)
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The art of glass-making, unlike that of pottery, would
appear not to have &en discovered and practised by

different nations independently, but to have gradually

spread from a single centre. No trace of it was observed

among the inhabitants of America at the time when that

continent was discovered, although considerable progress

in the arts had been made by some among them,

the Mexicans and Peruvians
;
but the steps by which it

reached China may be indicated with much probability.

The credit of the invention was given by the ancients to

the Phoenicians, as is shown by the well-known story of its

fortuitous discovery by Phoenician merchants, who rested

their cooking pots on blocks of natron (sub-carbonate of

soda), and found glass produced by the union under heat of

the alkali and the sand of the shore (Pliny, J^at.

xxxvi. 26, 65). A glassy mass may, however, be produced
in the smelting of many metallic ores, silica being present,

while the fuel supplies the alkali
;
or by the combustion of

great masses of reeds or straw, in which the elements of

glass are present,—Slumps of coarse imperfect glass being
often found on the spot where a stack of wheat has been
burned. Now the Egyptians practised metallurgic opera-

tions from a very early period, and vast heaps of straw are,

and no doubt have been from the earliest times, accumu-
lated in that country, and probably not unfrequently set on
fire. The adoption of glass as a substance capable of being

made subservient to the use of mankind may therefore be
due to the intelligence of some one who noticed its fortui-

tous production there. Be this as it may, by far the earliest

examples of glass existing of which the dates are attested

Egyptian by inscriptions are of Egyptian origin. The earliest of
glass. these, a small lion's head of opaque blue glass of very fine

colour, but changed externally to an olive green, was found
at Thebes by Signor Drovetti, and is now in the British

Museum ;
^ on the underside are hieroglyphics containing

the name of Nuantef IV., whose date according to Lepsius’s

chronology was 2423-2380 B.a A bead of dusky green

glass bears the praenomen of Hatasu, a queen who is con-

jectured to have lived about 1450 b,c. (Wilkinson, Manners
and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians^ vol. iii. p. 88).

That such may be the real dates of these objects is con-

firmed by the fact that glass bottles containing red wine
are represented on monuments of the fourth dynasty,

more than 4000 years old; and in the tombs at Beni
Hasan, dating from the reign of Usurtesen I,, at least

2000 years B.C., the process of glass-blowing is represented

in an unmistakable manner (Wilkinson, vol. iiL p. 89).

Very many examples of glass found in Egypt may be seen
in museums, but, as they rarely bear inscriptions, it would
be difficult to trace the progress of the art through them

;

no competent person has hitherto undertaken the task. The
manufacture probably continued to flourish as well during
the period of the native monarchy as in that of the Greek
dynasty

; and its importance after the subjugation of the
country to Borne was probably even increased by the
new market then opened to its products. Martial {Ep,y

xxi. 74) alludes to the importation of Egyptian glass into

Rome ; and it is mentioned in an ordinance of Aurelian.

Hadrian in a letter addressed to the consul Servianus men-
tions glass-blowing as one of the chief industrial occupations

of the inhabitants of Alexandria. The manufacture was
not confined to that city, but was also carried on in the

lower Diospolis on Lake Mensaleh, as appears by a passage
in the Periplus Maris Erythrcei (c. 6).

Much of the Egyptian glass was uncoloured and of a
somewhat dusky hue; of the coloured and ornamental
varieties perhaps the most characteristic examples are the

small vases usually in the form of either alabastra or am-
phorae, but occasionally in that of an Egyptian column. In
these the prevailing colour is a deep transparent blue ; but
not unfrequently the colour of the body of the vase is Bome
shade of pale buff, fawn, or white (an imitation probably

»

of arragonite, Egyptian alabaster), sometimes deep green,

and in rare cases red. In almost every example the surface

is ornamented by bands of colour, white, yellow, or tor-

quoise blue, forming zigzag lines
;
in some examples there

are only two or three such lines, in others the whole surface

is covered by them. These lines are incorporated with the

surface of the vessel, but do not penetrate through its entire

thickness. By the Greeks and Etruscans such vessels were
evidently much valued ; the amphorse have been occasion-

ally found in tombs, furnished with a stand of gold. In
Rhodes and elsewhere they have been found associated with

objects which probably do not date from an earlier period

than the 3d or 4th century before Christ, and it does not

appear that they are met with in tombs later than the

Christian era
;
when coloured or ornamental glass vessels

are discovered in these last, they are of a different character.

Another species of glass manufacture in which the
Egyptians would appear to have been peculiarly skilled is

the so-called mosaic glass, formed by the union of rods of

various colours in such a manner as to form a pattern ; the

rod so formed was then reheated and drawn out until

reduced to a very small size, a square inch or less, and

I

divided into tablets by being cut transversely, each of these

tablets presenting the pattern traversing its substance and
visible on each face* This process was no doubt first prac-

tised in Egypt, and is never seen in such perfection as in

objects of a decidedly Egyptian character in design or in

colour. Very beautiful pieces of ornament of an architec-

tural character are met with, which probably once served

as decorations of caskets or other small pieces of furniture^

or of trinkets ; also tragic masks, human faces, and birds.

Some of the last-named are represented with such truth of

colouring and delicacy of detail that even the separate

feathers of the wings and tail are well distinguished,

although, as in an example in the British Museum, a human-
headed hawk, the piece which contains the figure may not
exceed three-fourths of an inch in its largest dimension*

Works of this description probably belong to the period

when Egypt passed under Roman domination, as similar

objects, though of inferior delicacy, appear to have been
made in Rome.

The Phoenicians probably derived their knowledge of the

art from Egypt ; whether this be so or not, they undoubt-
edly practised it from a very early period and to a very

large extent. Probably much the same processes were em-
ployed in Phoenicia and Egypt during some centuries before

the Christian era, as they certainly were in Phoenicia,

Egypt, and Rome for some centuries after. It seems pro-

bable that the earliest products of the industry of Phoenicia

in the art of glass-making are the coloured heads which have
been found in almost all parts of Europe, in India and
other parts of Asia, and in Africa. The ‘‘aggry” beads, so

much valued by the Ashantees and other natives of that

part of Africa which lies near the Gold Coast, have pro-

bably the same origin. These coloured beads are usually of

opaque glass; they exhibit gre'at variety of colour and
^ See introduction to Catalogue of Glass Vessels in the South Ken^

smgtm Museum, where an engraving of it is given.
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pattern, and very different degrees of skill in manipulation.

Tkeir wide dispersion may be referred with muck proba-

bility to tkeir kaving been objects of barter between tke

Phoenician merchants and tke barbarous inhabitants of tke

various countries with which they traded. It is probable,

however, that many of the specimens which exist in our

museums date from times several centuries later than those

in which Tyre and Sidon ffourished
;

for, as we may learn

from the Peri'plus and Strabo, glass in various forms was

an article imported in the 1st and 2d centuries, as well

into the emporia of the Red Sea as into the ports of Rritain.

Even at the present day beads are very extensively made

at Venice for export to Africa, which bear a resemblance,

doubtless not accidental, to those which we have reason to

believe to be of very early date.

Assynan. Next in date to the earlier Egyptian examples mentioned

above would appear to be the vase of transparent greenish

glass found in the north-west palace of Nineveh, and now
in the British Museum. On one side of this a lion is en-

graved, and also a line of cuneiform characters, in which

is the name of Sargon, king of Assyria, 722 b.c. Frag-

ments of coloured glasses were also found there, but our

materials are too scanty to enable us to form any decided

opinion as to the degree of perfection to which the art was

carried in Assyria. Many of the specimens discovered by
Layard at Nineveh have all the appearance of being Roman,
and were no doubt derived from the Roman colony, Niniva

Claudiopolis, which occupied the same site.

Greek. The Greeks, excellent in the ceramic art, do not appear

to have cultivated the art of glass-making at a very early

period
j
but it was probably made in many places on the

shores of the Mediterranean for some centuries before the

Christian era. At Mycenae many disks of opaque vitreous
|

pastes were found by Schliemann, and very similar objects

at lalyssus in Rhodes
;
but it is not certain that these may

not have been brought from Egypt, where very similar

objects have been found, or whether they ought not to be
attributed to Greek or to Phoenician artisans. At Camirus
in Rhodes, however, many vessels of glass of very elegant

forms have been discovered, which were probably made in

the island.

In Etruscan tombs in Italy are also found glass vessels

of peculiar character; these are small bowls resembling
in form the half of an egg; they are usually of the variety

of glass which is mentioned further on as “madrepore,” the
ground green and transparent, the stars yellow, while patches
of colour of gold and of filigree glass are sometimes inter-

spersed. They differ from and appear to be earlier than
the madrepore glass, fragments of which are so often found
in Rome. They are also said to be found in Magna Grsecia.

Another variety found in tombs in the same district is of

blue and opaque glass, with much gold in leaf, all twisted
together ; the most frequent form in which this kind of
glass has been found is that of a bottle several inches long
and about one inch in diameter, without a neck, having
probably had a mounting of gold. It remains to be deter-

mined whether these should be attributed to a Greek or
to a Phoenician origin. Glass, however, was occasionally
used for purposes of architectural decoration during the
best period of Grecian art, for Stuart and Revett, when
describing the temple of Minerva Polias at Athens, give
the following note :—“A remarkable singularity observed
in the capitals of this portico is in the plaited torus be-
tween the volutes having been inlaid at the interstices with
coloured stones or glass.” Mr H. March Phillips states

that he well remembers having remarked these decora-
tions, and that he believes them to be of blue glass. ^

^ An example of tke employment of glass in a like manner is

indicated by the odd story which Pliny tells {Nat ffist,, zxxvii. 5,

17) that on the tomb of Hermias, a prmce of the island of Cyprus,

In the first centuries of our era the art of glass-making Roman,

was developed at Rome and other cities under Roman rule

in a most remarkable manner, and it reached a point of

excellence which in some respects has never been excelled

or even perhaps equalled. It may appear a somewhat ex-

aggerated assertion that glass was used for more purposes,

and in one sense more extensively, by the Romans of the

imperial period than by ourselves in the present day
; but

it is one which can be borne out by evidence. It is true

that the use of glass for windows was only gradually ex-

tending itself at the time when Roman civilization sank

under the torrent of German and Hunnish barbarism, and
that its employment for optical instruments was only known
in a rudimentary stage

;
but for domestic purposes, for

architecturaldecoration,and for personal ornaments glass was
unquestionably much more used than at the present day.

It must be remembered that the Romans possessed no fine

porcelain decorated with lively colours and a beautiful glaze;

Samian ware was the most decorative kind of pottery which
was then made. Coloured and ornamental glass held among
them much the same place for table services, vessels for

toilet use, and the like, as that held among us by porcelain.

Pliny Hist^ xxxvi. 26, 67) tells us that for drinking

vessels it was even preferred to gold and silver. Trebellius

PoUio, however, relates of the emperor Gallienus that he
drank from golden cups, despising glass, than which, he said,

notlung was more vulgar. Glass was largely used in pave-

ments, and in thin plates as a coating for walls. It was

used in windov^s, though by no means exclusively, mica,

alabaster, and shells having been also employed. Glass,

in flat pieces, such as might be employed for windows,

has been found in the ruins of Roman houses, both in

England and in Italy, and in the house of the faun at

Pompeii a small pane in a bronze frame remains. Glass

of this description seems to have been cast on a stone,

and is usually very uneven and full of defects
;
although

capable of transmitting light, it must have given at best

an indifferent view of external objects. When the window
openings were large, as was the case in basilicas and other

public buildings and even in houses, the pieces of glass

were, doubtless, fixed in pierced slabs of marble or in

frames of wood or bronze.

The invention and ingenuity employed by the Roman
artisans in producing variety in glass vessels are most re-

markable
;
almost every means of decoration appears to Lave

been tried, and many methods of manipulating glass, which

have been considered inventions, have in reality been

anticipated by the glass-workers of the period under con-

sideration. The fertility of invention which devised so

many modes of ornamentation and so many shades of colour,

and the skill with which the manual execution is carried

out, alike deserve great admiration- This prodigious

variety seems to show that glass-making was at that time

carried on, not as now in large establishments, which pro-

duce great quantities of articles identical in form and

pattern, but by many artificers, each working on a small

scale. This circumstance enables us to understand why
very pure and crystalline glass was, as Pliny tells us, more

valued than any other kind. To produce glass very pure

aud free from striae and bubbles, long-continued fusion is

required ; this the system of working of the ancients did

not allow, and their glass is in consequence remarkable

for the great abundance of bubbles and defects which ]t

contains.

was a marhle figure of a lion with eyes of emerald which shone so

hnghtly into the sea that they frightened away the tunnies from the

adjacent fisheries, so that it became necessary to change the eyes. In

the great marble lion discovered by Mr Newton near Cnidus, and now
in the British Museum, in the place of the eyes are deep sockets which

probably, like those of the Cypriote lion, were filled with coloured

glass.
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The Romans had at their command, of transparent

colours, blue, green, purple or amethystine, amber, brown,
and rose ; of opaque colours, white, black, red, blue,

yellow, green, and orange. There are many shades of the

former as well as of the latter, particularly of transparent

blue, and of opaque blue, yellow, and green. Of opaque
colours many varieties appear to be due to the mixture of

one colour with another. In any large collection of frag-

ments it would be easy to find eight or ten varieties of

opaque blue, ranging from lapis lazuli to turquoise or to

lavender, and six or seven of opaque green. Of red the

varieties are fewer; the finest is a crimson red of very
beautiful tint, and there are various gradations from this to

a dull brick red. One variety forms the ground of a very
good imitation of porphyry; and there is a dull semi-

transparent red which, when light is passed through it,

appears to be of a dull green hue. With these colours

the Roman vitrarnts worked, either using them singly or

blending them in almost every conceivable combination,
sometimes, it must be owned, with a rather gaudy and
inharmonious effect.

These combinations of colour were effected in two ways

:

—^first, by glasses of two or more colours being combined
so as to traverse the entire substance of the object ; and,

secondly, by the superposition of the one colour on the
other.

To the former class belong all those termed mosaic and
mille fiori, where the process of manufacture was the pre-

liminary union, by heat, of threads of glass into a rod,

which when cut transversely exhibited the same pattern in

every section. Such rods were placed together side by
side, and united by heat into a mass which was then
formed into cups or other vessels. A vast quantity of

small cups and pateras were made by this means in

patterns which bear considerable resemblance to the sur-

faces of madrepores, and are of the same kind as those

which by the Venetians are termed “mille fiori.” In
these every colour and every shade of colour seem to have
been tried in great variety of combination with effects more
or less pleasing, but transparent violet or purple appears to

have been the most common ground colour. Although
most of the vessels of this mille fiori glass were small, some
were made of large size ; a fragment in the possession of

the present writer must have formed part of a dish not

less than 20 inches in diameter. Another variety of glass,

evidently much used, is that in which transparent brown
glass is so mixed with opaque white and blue as to re-

semble onyx. This was sometimes done with great success,

and very perfect imitations of the natural stone were pro-

duced. Sometimes purple glass is used in place of brown,
probably with the design of imitating the precious mur-
rhine. Imitations of porphyry, of serpentine, and of

granite are also met with, but these were used chiefly in

pavements, and for the decoration of walls, for which
purposes the onyx-glass was likewise employed. Under
this head must also be included the interlacing of bands
and threads both of white and of coloured glass. Vessels

are found composed of bands either so placed in sections

as to present a plaited pattern, or simply arranged side

by side; others, again, resemble the Venetian vitro di

trina, threads of opaque white or yellow glass being twisted
with clear transparent glass, and the vessel then formed by
the welding together of the rods so made. Blue threads

are occasionally intermixed, and several varieties of pattern
may be found ; hut this branch of the art does not appear
to have been carried by the Romans to anything like the
perfection to which it was afterwards brought by the

Venetians.

So few examples of glass vessels of this period which
have been painted in enamel have come down to us that

it has been questioned whether that art was then practised
;

but several specimens have been recently described which
can leave no doubt on the point; decisive examples are
afforded by two cups found at Vaspelev, in Denmark,
engravings of which are published in the Annaler for
JSFordisJc Oldhyndeghed for 1861, p. 305. These are small
cups, 3 inches and 2^ inches high, 3| inches and 3 inches
wide, with feet and straight sides

;
on the larger are a lion

and a bull, on the lesser two birds with grapes, and on each
some smaller ornaments. On the latter are the letters
DVB . R. The colours are vitrified and slightly in relief

;

green, blue, and brown may be distinguished. They were
found with Roman bronze vessels and other articles.

Vessels also are not uncommon on the surface of which
enamel colours appear in the form of spots

;
it is probable

that these were applied in the form of melted glass, not, as
in true enamel painting, in that of a finely divided powder
tempered with an essential oil and applied cold.

The first place among those processes in which one colour
was superimposed on another may be given to that by
which the cameo glass was produced. In this a bubble of

opaque white glass was formed at the end of the tube used
by the glass-blower; this was coated with transparent blue,

and that again with opaque white, and the vessel required
was formed from this threefold globe. The outer coat was
then removed from that portion which was to constitute

the ground, leaving the white for the figures, foliage, or

other ornamentation ; these were then sculptured by means
of the gem-engraver’s tools. Pliny no doubt means to

refer to this when he says {ITat. xxxvL 26, 66),
“aliud argenti modo cselatur,” contrasting it with the
process of cutting glass by the help of a wheel, to which
he refers in the words immediately preceding, “ aliud torno
teritur.”

The famous Portland or Barberini vase is the finest ex-

ample of this kind of work which has come down to us,

and was entire until it was broken into some hundred
pieces by a drunken medical student some years ago. The
pieces, however, were joined together by Mr Doubleday
with extraordinary skill, and the beauty of design and
execution may still be appreciated almost as well as when
it was intact. A letter written by Wedgwood in 1786 to

Sir William Hamilton has been published in the life of the

former by Miss Meteyard (vol. ii. p. 577), which contains

some interesting remarks upon this beautiful work of art.

He concludes with the assertion, “I do not think .£5000
for the execution of such a vase, supposing our best artists

capable of such a work, would be at all equal to their gains

from the works they are now employed in.” It is true that

the gem-engravers of that day received very high pay for

their work.
The two other most remarkable examples of this cameo

glass are an amphora at Naples and the Auldjo vase.

The amphora measures 1 foot -| inch in height, 1 foot

7J inches in circumference; it is shaped like the earthen

amphoras with a foot far too small to support it, and must
no doubt have had a stand, probably of gold

;
the greater

part is covered with a most exquisite design of garlands and
vines, and two groups of boys gathering and treading grapes

and playing on various instruments of music ; below these

is a line of sheep and goats in varied attitudes. The ground

is blue and the figures white. It was found in a house in

the Street of Tombs at Pompeii in the year 1839, and is

now in the Royal Museum at Naples. It is well engraved

in Richardson’s Studies ofOrnamental Design, The Auldjo

vase, a part of which is or was in possession of Mr Auldjo,

and another in the British Museum, is an oenochoe about 9

inches high; the ornament consists mainly of a most
beautiful band of foliage, chiefly of the vine, with bunches

of grapes ; the ground is blue and the ornaments white ;
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it was found at Pompeii in tlie house of the fauu. It also

has been engraved by Richardson.

Costly as these beautiful objects must have been, a very

great number of them existed, for even now fragments of

ten to fifteen may probably be met with in the hands of the

curiosity dealers in Rome in the course of three or four

months. The same process was used in producing large

tablets, employed, no doubt, for various decorative purposes.

In the South Kensington Museum collection is a fragment

of such a tablet or slab ; the figure, a portion of which

remains, could not have been less than about 14 inches high.

The ground of these cameo glasses is most commonly
transparent blue (often lined with opaque white to throw

up the colour), but sometimes opaque blue, purple, or dark

brown. The superimposed layer, which is sculptured, is

generally opaque white. A very few specimens have been

met with in which several colours are employed.

At a long interval after these beautiful objects come those

vessels which were ornamented either by means of coarse

threads trailed over their surfaces and forming rude patterns,

or by coloured enamels merely placed on them in lumps;

and these, doubtless, were cheap and common wares. But
a modification of the first-named process was in use in the

4th and succeeding centuries, showing great ingenuity and
manual dexterity,—that, namely, in which the added por-

tions of glass are united to the body of the cup, not through-

out, but only at points, and then shaped either by the wheel

or by the hand. The attached portions form in some
instances inscriptions, as on a cup found at Strasburg,

which bears the name of the emperor Maximian (286-
310 A.D.), on another in the Vereinigte Sammlungen at

Munich, and on a third in the Tdvulzi collection at Milan,

where the cup is white, the inscription green, and the net-

work blue. Probably, however, the finest example is a

situla, 10^ inches high by 8 inches wide at the top and 4
inches at the bottom, preserved in the treasury of St Mark
at Venice. This is of glass of a greenish hue; on the upper
part is represented, in relief, the chase of a lion by two men
on horseback accompanied by dogs

;
the costume appears to

be Byzantine rather than Roman, and the style is very bad.

The figures are very much undercut. The lower part has
four rows of circles united to the vessel at those points alone

where the circles touch each other. All the other examples
have the lower portion covered in like manner by a network
of circles standing nearly a quarter of an inch from the
body of the cup.^

The art of glass-making no doubt, like all other art,

deteriorated during the decline of the Roman empire, but
it is probable that it continued to be practised, though with
constantly decreasing skill, not only in Rome but in the
provinces. Some few existing vessels, as two chalices of

ooarse blue glass in the British Museum, may perhaps be
referred to this period, but the most remarkable production
was mosaic for the decoration of churches. Examples of

such decorations may be still seen in Rome dating from
every century through the dark ages; and, though glass for
mosaic was certainly made at Constantinople, and perhaps
also at Ravenna, it is probable that it was also made in
Rome. Glass was largely used in the immense windows
of the churches built between the 3d and the 10th centuries.

The first mention of coloured glass in a church window
occurs in the time of Pope Leo III. (795-816); but pro-
bably it was used at a much earlier period.

^ An example connected with the specimens just described is the
•cup belonging to Baron Lionel de Rothschild ; though externally of an
«paque greenish colour, it is by transmitted light of a deep red. On
the outside, in very high relief, are figures of Bacchus with vines and
panthers, some portions being hollow from within, others fixed on the
exterior. The changeability of colour may remind us of the “ calices

versicolores ” which Hadrian sent to Servianus.

Some of the Roman artificers in glass no doubt emigrated Byzan-

to Constantinople, and it is certain that the art was prac-

tised there to a very great extent during the Middle
Ages. One of the gates near the port took its name
from the adjacent glass-houses. St Sophia when erected

by JustLnian had vaults covered with mosaics and immense
windows filled with plates of glass fitted into pierced marble
frames ;

some of the plates, 7 to 8 inches wide and 9 to 10
high, not blown but cast, which are in the windows,
may possibly date from the building of the church.

Glass for mosaics was also largely made and exported.

In the 8th century when peace was made between the

caliph Walid and the emperor Justinian II., the former
stipulated for a quantity of mosaic for the decoration of the

new mosque at Damascus, and in the 10th century the

materials for the decoration of the niche of the kibla at

Cordova were furnished by Romanus 11. In the 11th
century Desiderius, abbot of Monte Casino, sent to Con-
stantinople for workers in mosaic. The grounds of the

Byzantine mosaics were usually either of gold or silver, a
thin leaf of the metal having been enclosed between two
layers of glass.

We have in the work of the monk Theophilus, Diversaruin

Artium, ScJiedula^ and in the probably earlier work of

Eraclius, about the 11th century, instructions as to the

art of glass-making in general, and then as to that of

producing coloured, gilt, and enamelled vessels, which
these writers speak of as being practised by the Greeks.

But we look almost in vain for existing specimens of

such works. Perhaps the only entire enamelled vessel

which we can confidently attribute to Byzantine art is

a small vase preserved in the treasury of St Mark at

Venice, a very clever reproduction of which was exhibited

by the Murano Glass Company at the Paris exhibition of

1878. This is decorated with circles of rosettes of blue,

green, and red enamel, each surrounded by lines of gold

;

within the circles are little figures evidently suggested by
antique originals, and precisely like similar figures found
on carved ivory boxes of Byzantine origin dating from

the 11th or 12th centuries. Two inscriptions in Cufic

cliaracters surround the vase, but they, it would seem, are

merely ornamental and destitute of meaning. The presence

of these inscriptions may perhaps lead to the inference that

the vase was made in Sicily, but by Byzantine workmen. ^

Of uncoloured glass brought from Constantinople several

examples exist in the treasury of St Mark at Venice, part

of the plunder of the imperial city when taken by the

crusaders in 1204. The glass in all is greenish, very thick,

with many bubbles, and has been cut with the wheel; in

some instances circles and cones, and in one the outlines of

the figure of a leopard have been left standing up, the rest

of the surface having been laboriously cut away. The in-

tention would seem to have been to imitate vessels of rock

crystal

Probably at Alexandria, one of the great seats of glass- Alex-

making, the art survived the conquest of Egypt by the^“"®"

Saracens, for a glass disk serving as a weight has been met
with in Egypt bearing the date 96 of the Hegira, corre-

sponding with 715 A.D. (see memoir by Mr E. T. Rogers,

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, voL x. pt. 1). Numer-
ous later examples leave no doubt that the manufacture of

glass continued to exist in Egypt, though perhaps in a

^ Tlie Sauo Catino at Genoa, supposed tlirongliout the Middle Ages

to have been an emerald hut really composed of green glass, is a shallow

hexagonal dish rather clumsily formed and finished hy cutting. It was

perhaps originally a paten, and was taken at the capture of Csesarea in

1101, At Eteichenauon the Lake of Constance, is (or was) preserved a

slab of transparent green glass 2 feet wide hy 1 3 inches high and 3 inches

thick, which was also supposed to he an emerald. According to tradi-

tion it was sent to Charles the Great hy the empress Irene.
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languishing condition. In the 11th century, however, we
find in the life of St Odilo, abbot of Fulda {oh. 1049), men-
tion of a “vaspretiosissimum vitreum Alexandrini generis,^’

and in the same century Nasir Ibn Khusru {Bafarnamak^
published by Eoyal Asiatic Society), who visited Jerusalem

in 1060, says that pictures of our Lord and others in one of

the churches of that city were covered with plates of glass.

No examples of ornamental vessels dating from this period

have, however, come down to us. But we have many very

remarkable examples of the skill of Egyptian and Syrian

glass-workers in the 1 3th and 14th centuries,—large bottles,

basins, and lamps, very striking objects from the free use

lof enamel and gilding in their decoration. This is, as in

most objects of Eastern art, chiefly composed of inscriptions

written in large characters ornamentally treated; but
figures of birds, lions, sphinxes, (fee., may be found, especially

on vessels made in Egypt. Although there may have been
some indigenous practice of the art of glass-making in the

East,—^for in the cup of Chosroes 1. of Persia (531-579)
preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris are

medallions of coloured and moulded glass,—^the arts of

gilding and enamelling, as we see them exhibited in the

Syria. Syrian and Egyptian works of the 13th and 14th centuries,

were probably derived from the Byzantines. Damascus
was also the seat of a like manufacture. In inventories of

the 14th century, both in England and in France, mention
may frequently be found of glass vessels described as of the

manufacture of Damascus. That city was taken by Timur
in 1402, and we are told by Clavijo, who visited his court

in 1403-1406, that he carried off to Samarcand ‘‘men
who made bows, glass, and earthenware, so that of these

articles Samarcand produces the best in the world.”

Glass no doubt continued to be made, as it still is, in

Syria and Persia, but no very remarkable products of the

manufacture are known in Europe, with the exception of

Persia, some vessels brought from Persia, blue richly decorated

with gold. These probably date from the 17th century,

for Chardin tells us that the windows of the tomb of Shah
Abbas II. {oh. 1666) at Kom, were “de cristal peint d’or

et d’azur.” At the present day bottles and drinking vessels

are made in Persia which in texture and quality differ little

from ordinary Venetian glass of the 16th or 17th centuries,

while in form they exactly resemble those which may be
seen in the engravings in Chardin’s Travels.

India. Pliny states {N'at. Hist^ xxxvL 26, 66) that no glass

was to be compared to the Indian, and gives as a reason

that it was made from broken crystal; and in another

passage (xii. 19, 42) he says that the Troglodytes brought to

Ocelis (Ghella near Bab-el-Mandeb) objects of glass. We
have, however, very little knowledge of Indian glass of any
considerable antiquity. A few small vessels have been
found in the “topes,” as in that at Manikyala in the
Punjab, which probably dates from about the Cliristian era;

but they exhibit no remarkable character, and fragments
found at Brahminabad are hardly distinguishable from
Eoman glass of the imperial period. The chronicle of the

Singhalese kings, the Mahawanso, however, asserts that

mirrors of glittering glass were carried in procession in 306
B.C., and beads like gems, and windows with ornaments like

jewels, are also mentioned at about the same date. If there

really was an important manufacture of glass in Ceylon at

this early time, that island perhaps furnished the Indian
glass of Pliny

;
or it is possible that it really came from

China. Glass is made in several parts of India—as Behar
and Mysore—^by very simple and primitive methods, and
the results are correspondingly defective. Black, green,

red, blue, and yellow glass is made. The greater part is

worked into bangles, but some small bottles are blown
•(Buchanan, Journey through Mysore^ voL i. p. 147 ; voL iii,

p. 369).

The history of the manufacture of glass in China is China,
obscure, but the common opinion that it was learnt from
the Europeans in the 17th century seems to be erroneous.
A writer in the Memoires concernant les Chinois (vol.

ii. p. 46) states on the authority of the annals of the
Han dynasty that the emperor Ou-ti (140 no.) had a
manufactory of the kind of glass called “lieou-li,” that
in the beginning of the 3d century of our era the emperor
Tai-tsou received from the West a considerable present of
glasses of all colours, and that soon after a glass-maker came
into the country who taught the art to the natives.

The Wei dynasty, to which Tai-tsou belonged, reigned in
northern China, and at this day a considerable manufacture
of glass is carried on at Po-shan-hien in Shantung, which it

would seem has existed for a long period. The Eev. A
WilJiamson {Journeys in Worth China, i. 131) says that
the glass is extremely pure, and is made from the rocks
in the neighbourhood. The rocks are probably of quartz,

i.e., rock crystal, a correspondence with Pliny’s statement
respecting Indian glass which seems deserving of attention.

Whether the making of glass in China was an original dis-

covery of that ingenious people, or was derived via Ceylon
from Egypt, cannot perhaps be now ascertained; the manu-
facture has, however, never greatly extended itself in China.

The case has been the converse of that of the Eomans
;
the

latter had no fine pottery,and therefore employed glass as the

material for vessels of an ornamental kind, for table services

and the like. The Chinese, on the contrary, having from
an early period had excellent porcelain, have been careless

about the manufacture of glass. A Chinese writer, however,

mentions the manufacture of a huge vase in 627 A.D.,

and in 1154 Edrisi (first climate, tenth section) mentions
Chinese glass. A glass vase about a foot high is preserved

at Nara in Japan, and is alleged to have been placed there

in the 8th century. It seems probable that this is of

Chinese manufacture. A writer in the Memoires concernant

les Chinois (vol. ii pp. 463 and 477), writing about 1770,

says that there was then a glass-house at Peking, where every

year a good number of vases were made, some requiring

great labour because nothing was blown (rien n’est soufiBle),

meaning no doubt that the ornamentation was produced not

by blowing and moulding, but by cutting. This factory

was, however, merely an appendage to the imperial mag-
nificence. The earliest articles of Chinese glass the date of

which has been ascertained, which have been noticed, are

some bearing the name of the emperor Kienlung (1736-

1796), one of which is in the South Kensington Museum.
In the manufacture of ornamental glass the leading idea

in China seems to be the imitation of natural stones. The
coloured glass is usually not of one bright colour through-

out, but semi-transparent and marbled; the colours in many
instances are singularly fine and harmonious. As in 1770,

cutting is the chief method by which ornament is produced,

the vessels being blown very solid.

The chief source from whence a knowledge of the art of Diffusion

glass-making spread through Europe was probably Eome

;

in the Eoman imperial period glass was undoubtedly made,
Europe,

not only in Italy, but also in France, in Spain, and in all

probability at or near Cologne, and perhaps in other places

near the Ehine. Whether refugees from Padua, Aquileia,

or other Italian cities carried the art to the lagoons of

Venice in the 5th century, or whether it was learnt from

the Greeks of Constantinople at a much later date, has been

a disputed question. It would appear not improbable that

the former was the case, for it must be remembered that

articles formed of glass were in the later days of Eoman
civilization in constant daily use, and that the making of

glass was carried on, not as now in large establishments, but

by artisans working on a small scale. It seems certain that

some knowledge of the art was preserved in France and in
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Spain, possibly even in England, and it seems improbable

that it should have been lost in that archipelago, where the

traditions of ancient civilization must have been better

preserved than in almost any other place. In 523

Cassiodorus writes of the “ innumerosa navigia ’’ belonging

to Venice, and where trade is active there is always a pro-

bability that manufactures will flourish. However this may
be, the earliest positive evidence of the existence at Venice

of a worker in glass would seem to be the mention of Petrus

Elavianus, phiolarius, in the ducale of Vitale Palier in the

year 1090. In 1224 twenty-nine persons are mentioned as

friolari (^.e., phiolari), and in the same century ‘^mariegole
”

or codes of trade regulations were drawn up {Monografia

della Yetraria Yeneziana e Mumnese, p. 219). The manu-

facture had then no doubt attained considerable proportions

;

in 1268 the glass-workers exhibited decanters, scent-bottles,

and the like; in 1279 they made,among other things, weights

and measures. In the latter part of this century the glass-

houses were almost entirely transferred to Murano. From
thenceforward the manufacture continued to grow in im-

portance; glass vessels were made in large quantities, as well

as glass for windows. The earliest example which has as yet

been desciibed—a cup of blue glass, enamelled and gilt—^is,

however, not earlier than about 1440. A good many other

examples have been preserved which may be assigned to

the same century : the earlier of these bear a resemblance

in form to the vessels of silver made in the west of Europe;

in the later an imitation of classical forms becomes apparent.

Enamel and gilding were freely used, in imitation no doubt

of the much admired vessels brought from Damascus or

Egypt. Many of the ornamental processes which we admire

in Venetian glass were already in use or were invented in

this century, as that of mille fiori, in which rods of various

colours are joined by heat and so arranged as when cut

transversely to form patterns resembling flowers or coral-

lines. Such sections were then placed side by side and
united by a lining of heated glass applied to them

;
the

joint mass was then reheated and worked into the desired

form. The beautiful kind of glass known as vitro di trina

or lace glass, was made by a variation of the same process

;

the rods or canes, being composed of opaque white threads

surrounded by transparent glass, were placed side by side

in a mould, and a bubble of glass blown into the midst so

as to adhere to the canes
;
the whole was then reheated and

fashioned in the same manner as any ordinary glass. Some-
times two canes or cylinders were used, the lines of which
ran in opposite directions, and a reticulated pattern was
thus produced. An elaborate account of the process is given
by M. Labarte {Histoire des Arts Industriels, iv. 575 sg.).

Many of the examples of this process exhibit surprising

skill and taste, and are among the most beautiful objects

produced at the Venetian furnaces. Glass was made by
the Romans in like manner, but no ancient example which
has come down to us equals in correct execution some of
those made at Venice. That peculiar kind of glass usually
called schmelz, an imperfect imitation of calcedony, was
also made at Venice in the 15th century. Avanturine
glass, that in which numerous small particles of oxide of
copper are diffused through a transparent yellowish or
brownish mass, was not invented until about 1600.

The peculiar merits of the Venetian manufacture are the
elegance of form and the surprising lightness and thinness
of the substance of the vessels produced. The glass on the
other hand wants brilliancy, and is often tinged with yellow,
or if, as is not uncommon, too much manganese (which
neutralizes the yellow tinge imparted by the presence of
iron) has been used, a faint purple. This slight coloration
may not, however, appear a defect to eyes fatigued
by the brilliancy of modern flint glass. The Venetian
workmen perhaps somewhat abused their skill by giving

extravagant forms to vessels, making drinking glasses in the
forms of ships, lions, birds, whales, and the like.

Besides the making of vessels of all kinds the factories of
Murano had for a long period almost an entire monopoly of

two other branches of the art,—the making of mirrors and
of beads. Attempts to make mirrors of glass were made
as early as 1317 a.i>., but even in the 16th century mirrors

of steel were still in use. To make a really good mirror of

glass two things are required,—a plate free from bubbles
and striae, and a method of applying a film of metal with a
uniform bright surface free from defects. The principle of

applying metallic films to glass seems to have been known
to the Romans and even to the Egyptians, and is mentioned
by Alexander Neckam in the 12th century, but it would
appear that it was not until the 16th century that the pro-

cess of “ silvering ” mirrors by the use of an amalgam of tin

and mercury had been perfected. During the 16th and
17th centuries Venice exported a prodigious quantity of

mirrors, but France and England gradually acquired know-
ledge and skill in the art, and in 1772 only one glass-house

at Murano continued to make mirrors.

The making of beads was probably practised at Venice

from a very early period, but the earliest documentary evi-

dence bearing on the subject does not appear to be of earlier

date than the 14th century, when prohibitions were directed

against those who made of glass such objects as were usually

made of crystal or other hard stones. In the 16th century

it had become a trade of great importance, and about 1764
twenty-two furnaces were employed in the production of

beads. Towards the end of the same century from 600 to

1000 workmen were, it is stated, employed on one branch

of the art, that of ornamenting beads by the help of the

blow-pipe. A very great variety of patterns was produced;

a tariff of the year 1800 contains an enumeration of 562

species and a vast number of sub-species. Beads to the

value of <£200,000 are still annually made in Venice

{Monografia della Yetraria Yeneziana e Afnranese).

The efforts made in France, Germany, and England, in

the 17th and 18th centuries, to improve the manufacture

of glass in those countries had a very injurious effect on

the industry of Murano. The invention of flint glass in

England (about 16201) brought in its train the practice of

cutting glass, a method of ornamentation for which "Venetian

glass from its thinness was ill-adapted. One remarkable

man, Giuseppe Briati, exerted himself, with much success,

both in working in the old Venetian method and also in

imitating the new fashions invented in Bohemia. He was

especially successful in making vases and circular dishes of

vitro di trina,” one of the latter In the Correr collection

at Venice, believed to have been made in his glass-house,

measures 55 centimetres (nearly 23 inches) in diameter.

The vases made by him are as elegant in form as the best

of the Cinquecento period, but may perhaps be distin-

guished by the superior purity and brilliancy of the glass.

He also made with great taste and skill large lustres and

mirrors with frames of glass ornamented either in intaglio

or with foliage of various colours. He obtained a know-

ledge of the methods of working practised in Bohemia by

disguising himself as a porter, and thus worked for three

years in a Bohemian glass-house. In 1736 he obtained a

patent at Venice to manufacture glass in the Bohemian

manner. He died in 1772.

The fall of the republic was accompanied by interruption

of trade and decay of manufacture, and in the last years of

the 18th and beginning of the 1 9th century the glass-making

of Murano was at a very low ebb. In the year 1838

Signor Bussolin revived several of the ancient processes of

glass-working, and this revival was carried on by C. Pietro

Biguglia in 1845, and by others, and later by Salviati, to

whose successful efforts-the modem renaissance of the glories-
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of Venetian art glass is principally due. Salviati revived the

former processes and practised them, not in mere slavish

imitation, but with freedom, invention, and fine artistic

instinct. Every general industrial exhibition has con-

tained brilliant examples of the products of the Venice

and Murano Glass Company, composed chiefly of English

capitalists, and formerly managed by Salviati,

The fame of Venice in glass-making so completely

eclipsed that of Italian cities that it is difficult to learn

much respecting their progress in the art. It appears,

however, that as early as 1295 furnaces had been established

at Treviso, Vicenza, Padua, Mantua, Ferrara, Eavenna, and
Bologna. In 1634 there were in Eome two and in Florence

one glass-house ;
but whether any of these produced orna-

mental vessels, or only articles of common use and window
glass, would not appear to have as yet been ascertained.

The history of glass-making in France, Spain, Germany,
and England offers many points of resemblance. In the

first three, and probably in England also, glass was made at

the period of the Eoman empire
;
in France about Lyons,

as is shown by a monument m the Mus^e Lapidaire to one

Julius Alexander, described as an “opifex artis vitriae,” in

Normandy and Poitou, and probably in many other parts.

In Spain glass, according to Pliny, was manufactured (Nat
Hist^ xxxvi. 26, 66) in many parts of the country, ‘^per

Hispanias,” but the remains of Eoman glass-making have

been chiefly found in the valleys which run down to the

coast of Catalonia, but also near the mouth of the Ebro, in

Valencia and in Murcia (Senor Eico y Sinobus, Del Yidrio,

p. 11).

Glass-making in Germany during the Eoman period

would seem to have been carried on extensively at Cologne,

near which city many remarkable glass vessels of peculiar

character have been discovered. The art was probably not

lost during the period which followed the downfall of the

Eoman power. In the year 758 Cuthbert, abbot of Jarrow,

wrote to Lullo, bishop of Mainz, to request him to send him
a maker of glass vessels. It is scarcely probable that the

art had been forgotten and revived between the 5th and the

8th centuries.

It is not equally clear that glass was made in England,

though it is probable that this was the case. Both vessels

and window glass have been found in almost all parts of the

country, and at Buckholt, near the Eoman road from
Winchester to Salisbury, the remains of a glass furnace,

among which were numerous fragments of glass which may
possibly have been of Eoman origin, and a fragment of un-

doubtedly Eoman pottery. But associated with these were
fragments of glass of the 14th and later dates, and of

pottery of the 16th century.

Very little has been ascertained as to the practice of the

art in either of the four countries during the dark ages,

but it would seem to have been preserved in France and
Germany, and perhaps also in England and Spain. The
fact narrated by Bede, in his history of the abbots of

Wearmouth, that Benedict Biscop about 675 procured

workmen from France to make glass for his monastery,

shows at once that it was preserved in France and lost or

nearly so in England. But a great quantity of drinking

vessels are found in the tombs of the Anglo-Saxons while

still pagan
;
and although the like are found both in France

and in Germany, it is said that a greater number and more
varieties occur in England, and it has thence been inferred

that they were probably made in the country. Welsh
poets of the 6th century (?), Aneurin and Llywarch Hen,
both mention glass vessels by a name, “ wydr,” evidently

derived from vitrum, and it is possible that the Welsh
retained a knowledge of its manufacture. Some know-
ledge of the art of manipulating glass existed in Ireland
in and before the 12th century, as is shown by cameo

heads and small pieces of mosaic glass of quite peculiar
patterns which occur on objects of Irish workmanship
(Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy^ vol. xxiv.,
Antiq., part iv.).

In France ‘‘ vitrarii ” are mentioned in several centuries
from the 6th to the 11th

; in Germany, as has been shown
above, there is ground for believing that the art was prac-
tised in the 8th century

; and in the 12th artisans are found
at Cologne with the designation “ ustor ” attached to their
names, which Merlo (Ru?ist und Kumtler in Koln, p. 563)
suggests may probably mean maker of glass. Nothing
seems to have been ascertained about the existence of the
art in Spain between the Gothic conquest and the 13th
century, when it was practised at Almeria by the Moors.

During the mediaeval period France produced large Medieval
quantities of glass, as weU in the form of vessels as in that penod.

of window glass. The first were made on a large scale in

Dauphine in the 14th century. In 1338 Humbert the
dauphin granted a part of the forest of Chamborant to a
glass-maker on condition that he should furnish him with
more than 3000 vessels of glass annually (Eist Dalph.^
ii. 363). In 1302 window glass was made at Bezu le

Foret, in the department of the Eure, for the king of

France
; a fragment of a roll of accounts for that year is

preserved in the Bibliothfeque Nationale. Glass was also

made in Poitou, and a drageoir with the arms of Charles

VIII. of France (1470-1498) has been engraved by M.
Fillon (Dari de Terre^ <kc.) which is believed to have
been made in that province.

Much glass was no doubt made for windows both in

Germany and the Low Countries, during the Middle Ages,

and in 1453 mention occurs of a fountain and four plateaux

made for Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, by a glass-

maker of Lille; but if artistic objects were made, hardly any
examples have been preserved. Glass-makers existed at

Vienna in 1221 (Peligot, Le Yerre^ p. 342). In 1428 a

Muranese artificer set up a furnace in the same city, and
another was established by another Italian in 1486, which

it is said was still at work in 1563. How far these efforts

to rival the manufactures of Murano may have succeeded we
have no information, but contemporaneously the native

artificers continued to produce articles for common use, as

we may see by the woodcut in the edition of George

Agricola De Re Metallica, published at Basel in 1561, re-

presenting the interior of a glass-house. In this the tall

cylindrical drinking-glasses known as wiederkoms, bottles

with big bellies and slender necks, and retorts may be seen.

A glass-house was founded at Daubitz in Bohemia in 1442,

others in 1504 (Peligot, Le Yerre^ p. 343).

In England vessels of glass seem to have been but little

used during the Middle Ages
;
they occur very rarely in

inventories, and when they do, as in the Calendars of the

Treasury of the Exchequer, they are usually described as

mounted in gold or silver, or as painted, being probably

enamelled glass vessels from Constantinople, Damascus, or

Yenice, objects rather of virtu than of daily use. It has

even beed asserted that there is no evidence that any

description of glass was made in England before the

15th century, but in the roll of the taxation made at

Colchester in 1295 three of the principal inhabitants are

designated “verrer”; and it would seem hardly probable

that so many in such a town were glaziers only and not

glassmakers. In the 14th century Andrew le glasswright

is mentioned in the records of Great Yarmouth. In 1439

(or 1447) English glass is mentioned in the contract for the

windows of the Beauchamp chapel at Warwick, but dis-

paragingly, as the contractor binds himself not to use it.

In 1485, however, it is mentioned in such a manner as to

lead to the conclusion that it was dearer and presumably

better than either ‘'Dutch, Venice, or Normandy glass''
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{Domestic Architecture of the Middle Ages^ by Hudson
Turner, p. 78).

In Spain glass was made at Barcelona in considerable

quantities in 1324; and Almeria, according to an Arab
autbor of tbe 13th century, was famous for its manufacture

of glass. In the 15th century the export of glass from

Barcelona was considerable; Jeronimo Paulo in 1491 says

that glass vessels of various sorts were sent thence to many
places and even to Rome.

In the 16th century the fashion of using glass vessels

of ornamental character spread from -Italy into France,

England, and the Low Countries. Henry VIIL had a

large quantity, chiefly or wholly, it would seem, of Yenetian

manufacture (see inventory in 1542, Archceological Journal^

vol. xviiL). This increasing use of glass led to the reflexion

that large sums of money went annually to Venice for such

wares, and to the question whether the manufacture might

not be carried on at home. We therefore find that about

the middle of this century attempts were made to introduce

the Venetian methods of manufacture into the several

countries
;
Henry 11. of France established an Italian named

Mutio at St Germain-en-Laye, and Henry IV. in 1598 per-

mitted two “gentilshommes verriers ” from Mantua to settle

themselves at Rouen in order to make verres de cristal et

autres ouvrages qui sc? font ^ Venise. ” A like attempt was
made in England about 1550, for in that year eight glass-

makers from Muramo addressed from London a petition to

the Council of Ten at Venice praying to be excused from
the penalties df creed by that body in 1549 against Venetian
subjects who taught the art to foreigners ((Jah Stode

Papers, Venetian, No. 648). The council allowed the eight

workmen to remain until the end of the term for which they
had Engaged themselves. Other attempts followed : Stow
says {Ohron,, p. 1040) that Venice glasses were first made
in London by one Jacob Vessaline about the beginning of

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and in 1565 one Cornelius
de Lannoy (or Launoy) was working in the pay of the
Grovernmeirft (Cal State Papers, Dom.). Others, as

Carre or /Quarre, and Becku alias Dolin, from the Low
Countr^j were engaged in similar undertakings during the
l^tter/]^rt of this century, but it does not seem that any
.-^reat success was attained, as the importation of glass from
Venice continued until long after.

These attempts to rival Murano seem to have been most
successful in the Low Countries and in Spain. Ambrozio
de Mongarda had a privilege in the former country to

make “ voirres de cristal k la faschon de Venise,” which in

1599 was continued to Philippe de Gridolphi
;
his glass-

house was at Antwerp, Glass-works also existed at Liege.

Much glass in the 16th century was sent from Antwerp to

England (Houdoy, Zes Verreries d la fagon de Venise).

This manufacture went on during the following century,
and many examples remain, more or less resembling the
products of Murano.

In Germany Ferdinand I. established a glass-house at

Weidlingen near Vienna, which was to work in the Italian

manner ; but no great success it would seem attended these
efforts, partly no doubt because about the same time the
native glass-makers struck out a new and original style of

ornamentation for the great cylindrical beakers, sometimes
20 inches in height, usually called wiederkom (come again),

but which M. Peligot says ought to be called willkomm
(welcome). This was a somewhat coarse but very effective

system of painting in enamel such subjects as the emperor
and electors of Germany, or the imperial eagle bearing on
its wings the arms of the states which composed the empire,
ifec. The earliest example which has been met with bears

the date 1553, but the system had great vogue, and con-

tinued in use until about 1725.

Spanish writers have not as yet acquainted us with the

precise means by which the Venetian methods of working

were brought to their country
;
but Gaspar Baneiros in his

Chronographia, published in 1562, says that the glass made
at Barcelona was almost equal to that of Venice, and during

this and the next century large quantities were exported.

Venetian glass was imitated in several other places in Spain,

and with considerable success, as several examples in the

South Kensington Museum testify. The native forms and
methods of working, however, went on contemporaneously

and it would appear do so down to the present day.

The branch of glass-making in which the greatest results 17tli

were obtained in France during the 17th century was that of centuiy.

the manufacture of mirrors. In 1665 the services of eighteen

Venetians were obtained, and a factory established in the

Faubourg St Antoine at Paris, and another factory was
founded at Tour-la-Ville near Cherbourg. These were

united and worked with great success
;
the plates which

ornament the “Galerle des Glaces” at Versailles were

made at Tour-la-Ville. In 1688 the process of casting plates

of glass was first adopted in modern times (for the window
glass of Roman times was cast) ;

and thus it became pos-

sible to make mirrors of dimensions which could not be

attained as long as the plates were produced by blowing.

The manufacture was carried on at St Gobain, still the seat

of an immense production of glass.

English glass-making of the 17th century is distinguished

by one of the most important innovations in the practice of

the art which has at any time been introduced, that of using

a large proportion of oxide of lead in combination with

potash. Glass so made is more brilliant than other kinds,

and is known in England as “ flint glass,” in France as

“ cristal.” The employment of lead as one of the ingredi-

ents of glass was not a discovery, for it had been practised

to a small extent and for certain purposes, as in the imi-

tation of gems by the Romans, and through the Middle

Ages. Neither the date when flint glass was first made nor

the inventor of the process is known.

Sir William Slingsby before 1611 (Gal State Papers,

Horn.) had obtained a patent for making glass with sea coal

;

and in 1615 the use of wood for that purpose was forbidden

by royal proclamation. How far this proclamation may
have been obeyed does not appear, but Sir R. Mansel, who
held a patent of monopoly for glass-making from 1616 until

about 1634 (and perhaps even later), states in 1623 that

furnaces erected in London, the isle of Purbeck, Milford

Haven, and on the Trent, had all failed, but that he had

established them successfully at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Pro-

bably coal was used at this last place, and it seems not

unlikely that flint glass may have been first made there.

Merret, however, writing about 1665 (in his edition of the

Ars Vitraria of Neri), says that glass made with lead was

not in use in the English glass-houses on account of its too

great fragility; but in 1673 Evelyn notes in his diary a visit

to the Italian glass-houses at Greenwich “ where glass was

blown of finer metal than that of Murano,” and in 1677 a

visit to the duke of Buckingham's glass-works (at Lambeth),

‘Vhere they made huge vases of metal as clear, ponderous,

and thick as crystal, also looking-glasses far larger and

better than any that come from Venice.” From this

time much glass was made in England, and Br Pococke,

who travelled in Germany in 1736, gives the preference in

point of quality to English glass over Bohemian.

During this century much art and labour were employed

in Germany in the ornamentation of vessels for drinking,

such as goblets and wiederkoms. Sometimes they were

painted in grisaille, the subjects being battles, processions,

and the like, sometimes engraved or etched
;
common sub-

jects are escutcheons with arms, views of cities, ciphers, &c.

Many excellent artists worked in these various styles

(Beckmann, Hist, of Inventions, iii. 209 ;
Doppelmayr,
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Nurnhergische Kunstler^ p. 231, 233, &c.), and their works
brought high prices. Dr Pococke mentions seeing some
at Rispen, to which the glass-works formerly carried on at

Potsdam had been removed, which cost from £100 to £150.
Excellent material for these artistic efforts was furnished

by the Bohemian furnaces; the art was patronized by
several German princes ;

the celebrated Kunkel was in

1679 director of the glass-houses at Potsdam, which were
carried on at the cost of the elector, and where the beautiful

ruby glass was produced. Etching and engraving on glass

was also much practised in Holland.

In Spain glass was made in 1680, at San Martin de
Valdeiglesias, in imitation of Venetian

;
and Barcelona,

Yaldemaquada, and Villafranca are named in a royal

schedule of the same date, fixing the prices at which glass

was to be sold in Madrid, as places where wares imitative

of Venetian were made. There was also an important
manufactory at La Granja (see Introduction to Cat. of
Spanish Glass in South Kensington Museum^ by Senor
Eiano). Some of the products of the Spanish furnaces

closely resemble those of Murano, but rarely exhibit much
beauty or much originality. Others again, attributed to

the factory of San Ildefonso and to the 18th century, bear

a very close resemblance to some of the Dutch glass of that

period.

18th and Although during the 18th and earlier part of the 19th cen-
19tli cen- progress was made both in the purity and in the beauty
tunes.

material (especially in the case of glass for optical pur-

poses), and in the organization and working of factories, it

was a period marked in no country by much of novelty or

of artistic effort in the manufacture of glass. M. Labarte

even goes so far as to say (Hist, des Arts hidustriels, iv.

597) that in France in 1759 the fabrication of ^Wases de

verre ” had so completely fallen into decadence that the

Academy of Sciences offered a prize for an essay on the

means by which the industry coula be revived. In the

beginning of the present century cut glass was much in

vogue, and was produced in England of great brilliancy,

though the forms of the objcts often left much to be

desired in point of elegance.

The manufacture of coloured glass for windows was a

consequence of the revival of Pointed architecture, and
England, France, Belgium, and Germany have in this

century rivalled each other in its production.

The Exhibition of 1851 did not perhaps produce a more

marked effect on any of the industrial arts than on that

of glass. The progress made since that date in the

fabrication of artistic glass wares (the verrerie de luxe of

the French) has been surprising, and at the present moment
enlightened and enterprising manufacturers of glass are in

every country studying the products of the furnaces of all

times and all countries, as their predecessors at Murano in

that great period of the art—that of the Renaissance—did

the relics of Roman glass-working (Biringuccio, Pirotechnia^

lib. ii.) in order to glean from them lessons and suggestions

of further advance in their art (a. ne.)

The Manitfactijee op Glass.

Glass, in its ordinary signification, is a brittle, transparent

compound produced by the fusion, at a very high tempera-

ture, of silica (silicic acid) with one or more basic substances,

one of which, in all cases, must be an alkaline metal. But
the silicates of sodium and potassium, whether separate or

combined, being soluble in water, and also readily acted on

by other agents, are not in themselves suitable for most of

the purposes to which glass is ordinarily appHed. When,
however, to these silicates, or to either of them, a silicate

of an alkaline earth is added, the resulting body is not

sensibly affected by water or ordinary solvents ;
and it is the

fused amorphous mass thereby obtained that alone is glass
in the restricted technical sense. Thus the definition given
by Dumas that glass is a silicate of at least two metals
belonging to different groups, one of which must be an
alkaline metal, strictly embraces and limits all varieties of
ordinary glass. Boracic acid, a substance closely allied in
chemical properties to silica, has a similar influence on the
alkalies and alkaline earths, producing by their mutual
fusion a transparent amorphous compound

;
and indeed, for

certain special purposes, a glass in which borates to a certain

extent supplant silicates is used for optical purposes. The
substances, however, which form the essential basis of all

varieties of common glass are (1) silica as the acid element

;

(2) soda or potash as the alkaline base
; and (3) lime and

oxide of lead as the alkaline earths. To the alkaline earths

commercially employed there ought also to be added baryta
and alumina, the former being used in the place of lead,

a'nd the latter being a common ingredient in certain kinds
of glass.

The following tabular statement shows the bodies capable

of yielding transparent glass :

—

A.cid Alkaline.
Earthy-

Colouiless. Coloured.

Silica.

Boracic acid.

Oxides of
Potassium.
Sodium.

1

Oxides of
Calcium.
Lead.
Barium.
Strontium.
Magnesium.
Aluminium.
Zinc.

Thallium.

Oxides of

Iron.

Manganese.
Copper.
Chromium.
Uranium
Cobalt.

Cold.

Various authorities who have investigated the constitution

of glass have endeavoured to establish a chemical formula

for what they term normal glass. The results arrived at,

however, by different investigators disagree among them-

selves ; and the balance of opinion is in favour of the view

that no such substance as normal glass exists, and that

glass does not result from any definite chemical compounds,
but is simply a mixture of silicates, with usually an excess

of uncombined silica. The proportions in which the

ingredients of glass are present, however, have not only a

very great influence on the fusibility of the mass
;
but these

conditions also very materially affect the qualities of the

substance. In general the more nearly the proportion of

silica approaches the amount necessary to form definite

compounds with the basic ingredients, the better and the

more stable is the quality of the glass. The conclusion of

Otto Schott in his investigation of the constitution of glass,

that the simplest formula for glass is represented by

^Ca^ l^fSiOo, may be accepted as a safe statement.

The phenomenon of devitrification, which is exhibited

most readily by glass of inferior quality, has important

bearings on the chemical constitution of glass, as well as

on the working of the material. Devitrification is a change

which may be induced in all varieties, but only with diflS-

culty in the finer kinds of potash glass—either by slowly

cooling the glass from the state of fusion, or by heating it

in a mixture of sand and plaster of Paris till it softens,

and then allowing it to cool by very slow degrees. Thereby

it partly or entirely loses its transparent amorphous form,

and by the formation of innumerable minute crystals it

becomes opaque. When such a change penetrates the

entire mass it assumes a milky and porcelain-like appear-

ance, whence it is in this condition known as Reaumur’s

porcelain—the phenomenon having been first investigated

by that observer. Devitrification renders the material much
harder and less fusible than the same glass in a transparent
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condition ;
and it is less subject to fracture on the applica-

tion of heat. According to Pelouze, Splittgerber, and
others, devitrification results simply from a rearrangement
of the molecules into the crystalline form while the mass is

soft, no alteration in the proportions of the constituents

taking place concurrently; but Dumas and his followers

maintain, on the contrary, that in undergoing the change
the glass loses part of its alkali, and that crystallization

takes place through the formation of compounds infusible

at the temperature existing at the moment of crystallization.

These compounds may result either from the dissipation of

alkaline matter or from the separation of the mass into two
strata,—that most highly alkaline retaining its amorphous
condition more persistently than the other more siliceous

portion.

The physical properties upon which the great value and
utility of glass principally depend are (1) its well-known
prevailing transparency combined with a brilliant lustre and
great hardness; (2) its fusibility at a high temperature;
and (3) its softness and viscosity at a red heat, whereby it

can be moulded and otherwise worked with facility into

any shape desired. Of great value also is its resistance to

the influence of common solvents. Properly-made glass is

not sensibly acted on by any of the acids except hydro-
fluoric acid, which attacks it jpowerfully, combining with
and removing its silica. Water affects glass so feebly that

It is difficult to give a consistent and systematic view of

I the manufacture of glass, because not only chemical con-

stitution, but the mechanical operations by which glass is

:

prepared, and the purposes to which the material is ap-
' plied, have also to be taken into consideration. A good
classification, from a chemical point of view, is that given
by Stein (in Bolley’s Technologie), who distinguishes three

classes :

—

(1.) Glass containing one or two bases belonging to the

same group. This class embraces only the soluble silicates

which do not fulfil the ordinary functions of glass.

(2.) Glass with several bases which belong to different

groups, comprehending two classes :—(1) calcium glass,

under which come sodium-calcium glass and potassium-

calcium glass
;
and (2) lead glass, which constitutes ordinary

flint glass or crystal and strass.

(3.) Coloured and opaque glass, of which there are also

two classes,—the first embracing the varieties of transparent

coloured glass which may belong to any of the above classes,

with the addition of colouring oxides, and the second being
devoted to the various kinds of opaque glass.

The raw materials of the glass manufacture embrace the

following principal ingredients. (1.) Silica is used in the

,
forms of pure quartz (for very fine qualities of glass), crushed

j

sandstone, pulverized flints, and especially sand of degrees

i

of purity varying in proportion to the quality of the glass

for practical purposes its action may be disregarded ;
but

when it is submitted for a prolonged period to water at a
high temperature, it is slowly dissolved. Even prolonged
exposure to moist air so acts on glass, particularly on highly
alkaline varieties, that the surface becomes clouded and
obscure, and the beautiful iridescent scaling off observable in
ancient glass is due to the exposure of the substance for
long ages to the influence of moist air or damp earth.

Glass is an extremely bad conductor of heat, and from
that property ^springs, in great measure, its brittleness.

Owing to this imperfect conductivity it necessarily results
that a mass of glass, or a glass object cooling from a state
of fusion, becomes cooled and set or solidified on its outer
surface before the internal molecules have parted with their
heat, contracted, and established themselves in a stable re- ,

lation to each other. The solidification of the superficial I

stratum thus necessarily hinders the contraction of the
|

internal portion of the mass, and as the internal molecules
j

cool down a state of tension is created, the central portion
|

tending to draw the surface stratum inwards with a force '

held in check by the strain in the contrary direction of the
j

outer range of molecules. In this condition a very moderate
impact is sufficient to determine the fracture of the glass.
The high degree of brittleness which results from unequal
cooling is exhibited in a very marked manner by the philo-
sophical toy known as “ Rupert's drops.” Such pear-shaped
masses of glass are prepared by allowing molten glass to
fall, drop by drop, into cold water, when the drops assume
a more or less spheroidal form, with a finely tapering point.
Of course a very sudden and rapid cooling of the surface
takes place, while the interior is still at a high temperature,
and correspondingly much dilated, the consequence of which
is that a state of great tension is established between
surface and centre. The breaking off of a small portion of
the tail is sufficient to destroy the equilibrium established
between the hard superficial and the dilate internal
molecules

; and immediately the whole mass is shattered
to dust with explosive violence. Excessive brittleness is

overcome by the operation of annealing to which glass is
submitted,—a process which has been explained under
^KEALiNG, and which will be further referred to in deal-
ing with a method of tempering or hardening glass which
has been introduced by M. de la Bastie within the last few
years.

to be made. The finest iron-free sand in the United King-
dom is obtained from Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight, from
Lynn, Norfolk, and from Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire;
but much pure sand is imported into the United Kingdom
from Eontainebleau in Erance, from Belgium, and other

localities. (2.) Lime is employed in the form of chalk or

marble, either burned or unslaked, and it also must for

colourless glass be free from iron impurities. Of (3.) potash
and (4.) soda any of the ordinary salts except chlorides,

but especially the sulphates and carbonates, are indifferently

utilized, the point of real importance being here also the free-

dom of the compound from contamination when fine glass is

j

being made. At no very remote date kelp was the princq^al

source of soda alkali iu glass, hut this is now entirely dis-

used, and the principal source of potash is the salt mines
of Stassfurt and Leopoldshall in Prussia, and at Kalusz in

Galicia. Both potash and soda are frequently constituents

of the same glass ; but glass made from potash is free from
the decided sea-green tinge which invariably is seen in soda
glass, although the latter is the more brilliant in lustre,

(5.) Lead is the characteristic ingredient of a distinct class

of glass of which ordinary flint glass is the type. It is

usually employed in the form of minium or red lead

(2Pb0,Pb02), account of its fine state of division

and partly because by giving off oxygen it helps to purify

the metal. (6.) Baryta and witherite or baric carbonate
have been introduced with much success as a partial sub-

stitute for alkali in soda or potash glass, and for a part

of the lead in ordinary flint glass, and in all probability

barium compounds are destined to occupy a much more
important place in glass manufactures than hitherto they
have done. (7.) Gullet or waste and broken fragments of

the special kinds of glass to be made is an important and
essential ingredient, being added to the extent of about one-

third of the whole charge in the melting and preparation of

glass. These materials constitute the essential ingredients

which go to the formation of glass. In coarse varieties,

such as bottle glass, alumina and iron are present,

but their presence simply results from the inferior and
impure nature of the raw materials employed, and are

neither essential nor desirable. Some portion of alumina
too is taken up from the pots in which the materials

are melted. Bleaching or oxidizing agents are also

employed to produce a high degree of colourlessness in
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<;lear glass, and for tMs purpose peroxide of manganese,
arsenious acid, and nitrate of potask are the materials gene-
rally used. These bodies oxidize carbon compounds which
may be present, and neutralize to a large extent the colour
yielded by iron by converting its protoxide into peroxide.
Too much manganese, however, gives the glass a reddish
tinge, and excess of arsenic produces a milky cloudiness.
The various substances employed to produce coloured and
opaque varieties of glass will be enumerated when these
special kinds are described. The requisite proportions of
the raw materials ground and prepared are intimately mixed
with the aid of a mixing apparatus, and in this form con-
stitute the batch.” Formerly it was the habit to frit or
partially decompose and fuse the ingredients in a form of
reverberatory furnace called a calcar arch, but since the
use of kelp was abandoned that operation is no longer
-essential, and generally the well-mixed batch is placed at
•once in the melting pots, or the tank in the case of tank
furnaces.

Melting Pots,—These pots or crucibles are made of the
finest fire-clay, that from Stourbridge in Worcestershire
being exclusively used for glass pots in Great Britain.
Great care is requisite in the selection, and in cleansing the
clay from extraneous particles, the presence of which, even
in the smallest degree, will injure the pot. A fine powder
procured by grinding old crucibles is generally mixed, in a
proportion seldom larger than a fourth, with what is termed
the virgin clay. This mixture dries more rapidly, contracts
less while drying, and presents a firmer resistance to the
action of the fire and alkali used in the composition of glass
than the simple unmixed clay. These ingredients, having
been mixed, are wrought into a paste in a large trough,
and carried to the pot loft, covered in such a way as to ex-

•clude dust and other minute particles. Here a workman
kneads the paste by trampling it with his naked feet,

turning it from time to time until it becomes as tough as
putty. It is then made into rolls, and wrought, layer upon
layer, into a solid and compact body, every care being taken
"to keep it free of air cavities, which would, by their

expansion in the furnace, cause an immediate rupture of

‘the pots. After pots are made, very great care is necessary
•to bring them to the proper state of dryness before taking
them to the annealing or pot arch. In drying they com-
monly shrink about 2 inches in the circumference. When
pots are made during summer, the natural temperature is

sufiB-cient for drying them
;
but in winter they are kept in

a temperature of from 60® to 70® Fahr, They remain in

the room where they are made for a period varying from
nine to twelve months. Being afterwards removed to

another apartment, where the heat is from 80® to 90® Fahr.,

<they are kept there for about four weeks. They are then
iremoved for four or five dnys, more or less, according to

their previous state of dryness, to the annealing arch, which
is gradually and cautiously heated up till it reaches the
temperature of the working furnace, whither, after being
sufficiently annealed, they are carried as quickly as possible.

Pots last upon an average from eight to ten weeks, and
they form a costly item in the manufacturing operations,

as each pot is worth on an average about .£10 ;
and many

of them, notwithstanding all care, crack and give way as

soon as they are placed in the melting furnace. For all

varieties of glass, excepting lead glass, open pots in the
form of a truncated cone, as represented in fig. 1, are em-
iployed

;
but for fiint glass a covered pot with an opening

at the side, as shown in fig. 2, is essential. Dr Siemens
^proposed a form of melting pot divided into three compart-
ments, the materials being melted in the first, and passing

into the second by an opening at the lower part of the

partition, where the metal was to be fined and freed from
included air-bubbles, and afterwards to pass by a like

opening to the third compartment, whence it was to be
drawn for working. The specific gravity of the charge in
the first compartment would rise in proportion as the
materials melted and became homogeneous in structure.
Therefore the metal would sink in proportion as it melted

;

Fia. 1.—Ciown-Glass Pot. Fig. 2.—Flint-Glass Pot.

and the best melted portions pass into the second com-
partment, in which, under the influence of the direct fur-

nace heat, it would be cleared. There, similarly, the per-

fectly fined glass falling to the bottom would pass into the
cooler working compartment, which is protected by a cover-

ing cap. Dr Siemens’s idea has been practically developed
in his continuous tank referred to below,

Furnaces .—A glass-melting furnace or oven is a modified
form of reverberatory furnace, which assumes many different

shapes and arrangements according to the kind of glass to

the manufacture of which it is devoted, and the nature
of the fuel used. As regards the latter cause of difference

it may be noted that, while coal is the principal fuel em-
ployed in Great Britain, dried wood and peat are extensively
consumed in Germany, and in modern times gas furnaces
on the Siemens and other principles are being freely intro-

duced. In the construction of a furnace the principal

objects to be kept in view are not only the production and
maintenance of an intense heat, but its uniform distribution

throughout the furnace, and the bringing of the charges of

glass materials directly under its fusing influence. The
form assumed by melting furnaces is, in general, square or

oblong for sheet and plate-glass making, and circular in

English flint-glass making. The fire-space or grate occupies
the centre of the furnace, and the fire, when fuel is used for

direct heating, is either fed or stoked from both ends, or raised

from under the bars by a patented method. The fire-grate

is usually on a level with the floor of the house in which it

is erected, but under it is an arched subterranean passage
forming the cave ” or ash-pit, both ends of which extend
to the open air outside the glass-house. The fire-grate bars

are placed in the top of this arched passage, which thus
serves as a canal for the atmospheric air required to main-

tain combustion within the furnace ; and for regulating the

admission of air, and so controlling the heat, there are doors

at both ends of the archway. In some cases two such
arched passages at right angles to each other, and intersect-

ing at the fire-bars, are constructed, so that either can be

used according to the prevailing direction of the wind, &c.

In general no flue or chimney is directly connected with

the furnace, the only exit for the products of combustion

being 4;he working holes, and thus the heat is directed

around and over each pot placed opposite a working hole

in the furnace. Within the furnace, around the grate space

in the case of circular furnaces, or on both sides of it in

quadrangular furnaces, is a raised bank or narrow platform

termed the “ siege,” on which the melting pots are placed.

The number of pots arranged in a furnace vary from four

to ten, and each is reached, either for chargingor for work-

ing off the prepared metal, by means of working holes ”

in the side of the furnace situated directly over the pots.

The general form and construction of a six-pot crown-glass

furnace, which also may be taken as the type of sheet and
X — 83
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Plate V plate-glass furnaces, is shown in Plate V., where fig. 3 is a

ground plan at the level of the siege of a common form of

furnace, while m fig 1 is seen a front elevation of the same
furnace, 1, 2, and 3 being the working holes, 4, 5, 6, and

7 pipe-holes for heating the blowing pipes, and 8, 9, and
10 foot-holes for mending the pots and sieges. The furnace

Big. 3—Section of Blmt-Glass Bumace

is covered with a low-roofed crown or dome, and the whole
structure is bound together with a system of iron bars The
materials used m the construction and lining of all furnaces
must be selected with the utmost care, and built with
special regard to the enormous temperature to which they
are subjected. Pormerly a fine-grained purely siliceous

sandstone was much used, but now the principal materials

are large moulded bricks or blocks of fire-clay of the most
infusible and refractory description. Por the crown of the
furnaces used m plate-glass melting Dinas silica blocks are

employed. In laying the blocks and throwing the aiches

no mixture containing lime can be used, but only fire clay

or Dinas sand, m as small quantity as possible Should
any of the materials of the crown of the furnace gradually

fuse under the influence of the heat, the dropping of the

molten matter into the glass-pots is the cause of most
serious annoyance and loss to the manufacturer

An English flint-glass furnace furnishes the type of cir-

cular furnaces Usually a large number of pots, sometimes
ten, are provided for in such a furnace, because, the objects

made m flint glass being in general of small size, the metal

is worked off only slowly, and a large number of glass-

blowers can be accommodated at the separate work holes.

The arrangements of the cave and fire-grate are the same
as m the case of square or oblong furnaces, but flint glass

furnaces differ from the prevailing rule in others by being

provided with a system of flues and chimneys, one flue being

placed between each pair of pots The general appearance

presented within a flint-glass house is illustrated in Plate Plat&

VI fig. 1; and the accompanying woodcut (fig. 3) is a sec-

tional iUustration showing the construction and internal

appearance of a seven-pot furnace The furnace is com-
posed of a double arch or vault springing from strong

pillars or abutments The space c, between the outer

arch and the vault proper of the furnace c?, is a common
receptacle for the flues ff led from within the furnace, and
the products of combustion escape by the chimney
The work-holes are at h, and at that place the furnace wall

is taken down when a pot requires to be removed and
renewed. The ‘‘cave” or air canal is seen at h, n is the

fire-grate, stoked in this case from one side only
;

I shows
openings at which the blowing tubes are heated

,
m

is an opening for cleaning the flues; and a is the bank
or siege with the position of the pots indicated. Fre-

quently instead of being arched the outer portion of the

furnace is carried up in the form of a wide truncated cone

or open chimney stalk, and in other cases short separate

chimney stalks are built for each flue terminating within

the glass-house, which itself forms such an open-topped

Bigs 4 and 6 —Siemens’s Continuous Tank Bnmace

cone or chimney. Of course in cases where such separate
small chimneys are provided no second or outer vault is

required.

In the year 1861 Dr 0 W. Siemens introduced a form
of furnace in which the nse of melting pots was altogether
abandoned, and the batch was introduced mto, melted in,

and worked from a tank which occupied the whole bed of
the furnace. This furnace he heated from the sides by

means of his well-known regenerative gas system described

under Fuenace and Iron. In 1872 he effected a further

development of the tank furnace by dividing the tank,

on the principle of his melting pot, by means of two
floating bridges or partitions into three compartments, and
thus he elaborated what is termed Siemenses patent con-

tinuous melting furnace. Of this improved furnace fig 4
shows a longitudinal section, and fig 5 is a transverse
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section. A is the melting compartment, B the refining
compartment, and C the working-out compartment. The
compartment A is fed with raw material (or batch) through
the door D at the back end of the furnace

;
it is separated

from the compartment B by the floating bridge E, under
which the partially melted glass passes to reach the latter.

In the compartment B the metal, by the influence of
the higher temperature maintained on its surface, is com-
pletely purified, and sinks to flow under the bridge F in a
complete workable condition. Suitable provision is made,
by means of air-passages, to keep the sides of the tank of
the requisite temperature to prevent any egress of glass

through them, and the floating bridges E and F are renewed
as often as necessary. The regenerative gas furnace is em-
ployed, and the gas and air ports H H', leading from the
regenerators I I' respectively, are arranged along each side

of the tank, so as to cause the flames to play across the
furnace. The temperature of the different parts is regulated
according to the various stages of preparation of the glass

in the sev-eral compartments, this regulation being effected

by constructing the gas and air ports of larger dimensions,
or increasing their number, where the greatest heat is re-

quired
;

it is also facilitated by means of division walls (not
shown in the figures) which may be built over the floating

bridges to separate the compartments. The temperature
of the working-out compartment C is controlled by regulat-

ing the draught of the furnace chimney, by diminishing
which more or less flame must necessarily pass from B
over the floating bridge F into C, and through the working
holes M. The principal advantages resulting from the use

of the continuous melting furnace are the following ;

—

1. An increased power of production, as the full melting heat
may be employed without interruption, whilst with the old method
of melting nearly half time is lost by cooling and settling the metal,
the working it out, and the re-heating of the furnace.

2. An economy in working, as only half the number of men are

required for the melting operations.

3. A greater durability of the tank and furnace, owing to the
uniform temperature to which they are subjected.

4. A much greater regularity of working, and more uniform
quality of the product than in other furnaces-

5. For the manufacture of window glass, the compartment C may
be so arranged that the blowers can work without interfering with
the gatherers

;
this would do away with the separate blowing fur-

nace now in use.

Although the Siemens regenerative gas firing is generally

used with tank furnaces, that system is not essential to the

successful working of tanks. Mr Archibald Stevenson of

Glasgow has patented a tank furnace fired by common coal

from one end, with working holes on the other three sides,

and furnaces on this principle are worked in a perfectly

satisfactory manner with much economy of coal and working
room. Tank furnaces are used principally in bottle works
and in the manufacture of rolled plate. The following

statement shows the extent to which Siemens furnaces and
tanks have been introduced by manufacturers.

Furnaces using Pots.

Plate Glass. Ke
Great Britain 5 5 2

France 7 4 11
Belgium 4 1 1
Other countries 6 10 15

Furnaces with Tanks.
Great Bidtain 6

Furnaces with Continuous Tanks.
Great Britain 4
France 10
Belgium 1

Other countries 3

Formerly it was the habit that to the sides or wings of the

main melting furnace there were attached calcar or fritting

arches, annealing ovens, pot-firing arches, and other sub-

sidiary furnaces required in certain stages of glass manu-

facture. These were heated by flues leading from the fire-
space of the principal furnace; but such a practice is
now generally abandoned, and ^stinct furnaces or ovens,
arranged and fired according to the necessities of the case,
are provided instead. In the manufacture of common
bottle glass, however, for which highly impure materials
are used, it is still the practice to prepare a frit in a side
arch occasionally attached to the melting furnace.
The whole of tbe pots in a common furnace are

charged or filled with the prepared “batch'' at the same
time. Immediately the heat is forced, and the stoking
must thereafter be carefully regulated to maintain the
high temperature. As the mass begins to fuse it settles

down and occupies considerably less space in the pot, to
which thereon a second quantity of material is added, and
generally a third portion is subsequently filled in so as to
have at the close of the melting process as large a quantity
of metal as possible. When the fusion is complete a scum
composed of uncombined salts, and known as glass gall or
sandiver, rises and collects on the surface. It consists

almost entirely of sulphate of soda, with sulphate of

lime, and a small percentage of chloride of sodium. This
scum of glass-gall is carefully removed with a perforated

scoop, and the heat of the furnace is then forced to the
most intense degree with the view of rendering the metal
as fluid and limpid as possible, so as to free it from all

included gaseous bubbles which it still contains. This
process of “fining," “refining," or hot-stoking, as it is

indifferently termed, involves a temperature which is esti-

mated in certain cases to reach from 10,000° to 12,000°
Fahr. ; and the operation is sometimes assisted by stirring

the molten mass with a pole of wood, in a manner analogous
to the poling of copper in the refining of that metal.

Throughout the operation of melting, test pieces are periodi-

cally withdrawn from the pots for the purpose of observing

the progress and condition of the glass. When it is found
that the vitrification is complete and the object of refining

fully accomplished, the heat of tbe furnace is considerably

reduced, so that the glass may be brought into that condition

of viscosity in which it is capable of being worked. In
contradistinction to tjie refining or hot-stoking period, this

is known as cold-stoking.

Glass Working.—The means by which melted glass is

caused to assume its varied forms for use are (1) by blow-

ing
; (2) by casting ; and (3) by pressing in moulds—an

operation in which the other two processes may be partly

combined. Minor manipulative processes which do not fall

under any of these beads are called into action ;
but these

are for the most part merely subsidiary to the others, which

really comprehend all the lines along which the formation

of glass proceeds.

Having regard principally to the forms into which glass

is worked and the uses to which it may be applied, the

following classification embraces the principal departments

of the glass-making industry,

1. Flat glass.

Crown glass.

Sheet glass.

Plate glass.

II . Hollow glass.

Flint glass, blown.
Bohemian glass.

Venetian glass.

Bottle glass.

Slagglass (Britten's).

Tube and gauge glass.

III. Pressed and massive glass.

Flint glass-

Optical glass.

Strass.

Bod glass, marbles, and beads.

ly Coloured, opaque, and enamel glass, including glass

mosaics and not cast porcelain, &c.
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So far as they involve distinct manufacturing processes,
|

these varieties of glass will be here noticed in the above

order. Such of the divisions as result from the application

of special methods of ornamentation, and as come under the

head of art glass, do not fall within the scope of this article.

Crown Glass.—This, with sheet or cylinder glass, forms all

ordinary blown window glass. Both varieties axe precisely the

same in composition, being a mixture of sodic and calcic silicates,

and differ only in the manner in which the sheets of finished

glass aie produced. The raw materials employed for this and all

other kinds of glass vaiy within rather wide limits, and, as already

explained, the form in which the sodic and calcic compounds are used
may also be varied. The following composition of batch for window
glass must therefore be regarded as only one out of very many
mixtures in use :

—

Sand, pnri-fied 100 parts.
Chalk, or limestone 35 to 40 ,,

Sulphate of soda 40 to 45 ,,

Cullet 50 to 150

To these materials a minute proportion of white arsenic and peroxide
of manganese, as bleaching agents, may also be added.
Crown glass was, in the early part of the present century, the only

form of window glass made in Great Biitain, and consequently it w’-as

generally recognized as English window glass, having been manu-
factured only on a very limited scale in any other country. Since
the introduction of sheet-glass making, the crown-glass industry has
steadily declined, and now its manufacture may be regarded as

practically a thing of the past, not more than one or two crown fur-

naces being in operation. Seeing that it possesses little more than an
historical interest, it is now unnecessary to enter into much detail

as to the processes employed in the manufacture of crown glass.

The metal being brought to a proper condition for working, the
‘‘gatherer” dips into the pot of metal an iron pipe or tube, 6 or 7

feet in length, of the shape shown in fig. 6, heated at that end which
takes up the glass, and,byturning it gently round, gathers about l^lb

\mmmimfm

Eio. 6.—^Blowing Tube.

ofliquid glass on the end of it. Having allowed this to cool for a little,

he again dips the rod into the pot, and gathers an additional quantity
of from 2J to 3 lb. This is also permitted to cool as before, \men the
operation of dipping is again repeated, and a sufficient quantity of
metal, from 9 to 10 Ib weight, is “gathered,” to form what is techni-
cally called a table or sheet of glass. The rod, thus loaded, is held for
a few seconds in a perpendicular position, that the metal may distri-

bute itself equally on all sides, and that it may, by its own weight, be
lengthened out beyond the rod. The operator then moulds the metal
into a regular/orm, by rolling it on a smooth iron plate, called the
“ marver,” a term corrupted from the French word marhre. He then
blows strongly through the tube, and thus causes the red-hot mass of
glass to swell out into a hollow pear-shaped vessel. The tube with
the elongated sphere of glass at the end of it is then handed to the
“blower,” who heats it a second and third time at the furnace, press-
ing the end, between each blowing, against the bullion bar, so called
from the part thus pressed forming the centre of the sheet or “ bulTs
eye,” and by the dexterous management of this operation, the glass
is brought into a somewhat spherical form. The blower now heats a
third time at the “bottoming hole,” and blows the metal into a full-
sized flattened spheroid. wlien this part of the process has been
completed, and the glass has been allowed to cool a little, it is rested
on the “ casher box,^’ and an iron rod, called a “ pontil ” or punty
rod, on which a little hot metal has been previously gathered, is
applied to the flattened side, exactly opposite the tube, which is de-
tached by touching it with a piece of iron, dipped beforehand in cold
water, leaving a circular hole in the glass of about 2 inches diameter.
Taking hold of the punty rod, the workman presents the glass to
another part of the furnace called the “nose hole,” where the aper-
ture made by its separation from the tube is now presented and kept
until it has become sufficiently ductile to fit it for the operation of
the flashing furnace. Whilst here, it is turned dexterously round,
slowly at first, and afterwards with increasing rapidity; and the glass
yielding to the centrifugal force, the aperture just mentioned becomes
enlarged. The workman, taking great care to preserve, by a regu-
lar motion, the circular figure of the glass, proceeds to whirl it round
with increasing velocity, until the aperture suddenly flies open with
a loud ruffling noise, which has been aptly compared to the unfurl-
ing of a flag in a sizong breeze ; and the glass becomes a circular
plane or sheet, of feet diameter, of equal thickness through-
out, except at the point called the bullion or bull’s eye, where
it is attached to the iron rod. The sheet of glass, now fully ex-
panded, is moved round with a moderate velocity unli it is
sufficiently cool to retain its form. It is carried to the mouth of the
kiln or annealing arch, where it is rested on a bed of sand and de-

tached from the punty rod by a shears. The sheet or table is then
lifted on a wide pronged fork, called a faucet, and put into the arch
to he tempered, where it is ranged with many otliois set up edge-
wise, and supported by iron frames to prevent their bending. Fiom
400 to 600 tables are placed in one kiln. A sketch of the iuteiior
of a Clown-glass house, during the progress of these operations, has
been given in Plate YI., lig 2. The khn having been clayed up,
the fire is permitted to die out, and the heat diminibhed as giadually
as possible. When the glass is properly annealed, and sufficiently
cold to admit of its being handled, it is withdrawn from the oven
after the removal of the wall built into the front of the aich, and is

then quite ready for use. The largest sized tables of crown glass
made will cut into slabs 30 inches across, fiom which squared pieces
measuiing 38 by 24 or 35 by 25 inches may be obtained.
Sheet Glass, as already mentioned, is the same in composition

as crown glass, which it has now entirely supplanted. The success
of sheet glass is due principally to the fact that it can be piodnced
in sheets of much greater dimensions than is possible in the case of

crown glass ; it is free from the sharp distorting striae and waves
common in crown class

; there is no loss of glass as there is with the
bull’s eye of crown ; and modern improvements eflected in the manu-
facturing process leave little distinction in brilliancy of surface be-
tween the two qualities. Sheet glass is made on the greatest scale in
Austria, Germany, and Belgium, and it was long distinguished in
the|British market as German sheet glass. In 1832 Chance of Bir-

mingham and subsequently Hartley& Co. of Sunderland introduced
the manufacture into England, and in the hands of these finns, as

well as of others who followed in their footsteps, the industry
prospered and developed, till it has now attained dimensions equal
to those it has reached in most of the Continental nations, where the
art was long established before it came into use in England.

Sheet-glass making involves two principal operations,—(1) the
blowing of the cylinder, and (2) the opening, flattening, or spread-
ing of the glass.

^
The structure and internal arrangements of the

melting furnace is practically the same as in the case of crown glass.

The ordinary type of oblong furnace usually contains 10 pots—5 in
each side of the fire-grate—each pot being of a capacity of about 1

ton or 22 cwt. of metal. Radiating from the work-holes, and raised
about 7 feet above the floot level, or a correspondingly deep sunk i)it,

are ten long stages with an open space between each sufficient to
allow the workman to swing about his long tube freely in forming
the elongated cylinder of glass. Fig. 7 is a ground plan of a
common sheet-glass furnace
and staging of planks c, at

the extiemities d of which are
placed a tub of water and a
wooden moulding-block. In-
stead, however, of having
these stages erected in front
of the melting furnace, it is

now a common practice to

gather and block the glass at

the melting furnace, and to
blow it in hont of a separate
oblong reheating or blowing
furnace, from each opening
of which the wooden stage
runs out over a pit excavated
to the depth of 7 feet or
thereby. Common bricks may
be used for the construction
of this reheating furnace, as

the heat required in it is by
no means intense.
Blowing,—^The charge or

batch requires about 16 hours
to melt, and other 8 hours are
consumed in cooling it to Sheet-Glass Furnace,
the working consistency.
When the metal is ready for working, the workmen take their

stations, each having his own pot and stage and also an assist-

ant, and commence making the cylinders. After gathering the

quantity of metal re(juired (which on an average amounts to 20 Tb),

me workman places it in a horizontal position in the large hollow of

a wooden block (fig. 8), which has been hollowed so that, when
the workman turns the metal, it shall form it into a solid cylindrical

mass. In the meantime, the assistant, with a sponge in his hand,
and a bucket of water by his side, lets a fine stream of water run into

the block, which keeps the wood from burning, and also gives a

brilliancy to the surface of the glass. The water, the moment it

comes in contact with the glass, is raised to the boiling point, and
in that state does no injury to the metal ; but it is only when the

metal is at a high temperature that such is the case; for, whenever
the glass is cooled to a certain degree, it immediately cracks upon
commg in contact with water. 'X’^en the workman perceives mat
the mass of metal is sufficiently formed and cooled (fig. 9), he
raises the pipe to his mouth at an angle of about 76 degrees, and
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cominences blowing it, at tbe same time continuing to tui’n it in tbe
wood block, till lie perceives tlie diameter to be of the requisite dimen-
sions (fig. 10), which are usually from 11 to 16 inches. The workman
then reheats this cylindrical mass, and, when it is suflS-ciently softened,
commences swinging it over his head, continuing to reheat and swing
till he has made it the desired length, which is commonly about 45

Fig. 5. Fig. 9 Fig. 10.

inches. It is now a cylinder of say 45 inches long by 12 inches in
diameter, one end being closed, and the other having the pipe
attached to it. The workman begins to open the end which is closed,
for which purpose he encloses the air in the cylinder, by stopping the
aperture of tho pipe with his finger ; and then placing the close end
of the cylinder towards the fire, it becomes softened, while at the
same time the air within is expanding, and, in about thirty seconds,
the softened glass at the extremity of the cylinder gives way, forming
an aperture as in fig. 12. The workman then turns the cylinder round
very quickly, and, by keeping the opened extremity warm at the same
time flashes it out perfectly straight as at

,
fig. 1 3. Ifthe burst edges

are ragged in appearance they are trimmed by cutting with a pair of
scissors before finally expanding. The bmstiiig of the end of a thick
heavy cylinder has to be determined by allowing a glowing drop of
glass to fall on the spot to be burst before presenting it to the file.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

The other end, which is attached to the pipe, has now to be cut off,

and is done in the foliowing manner. The workman, having gathered
a small quantity of metal on the pontil, draws it out into a thread
of about oue-eighth of an inch in diameter, laps it round the pipe end
of the cylinder, and, after letting it remain there for about five

seconds, withdraws it suddenly, and immediately applies a cold iron
to the heated part, which occasions such a sudden contraction, that
it cracks off where the hot string of glass has been placed round it.

Another method is to draw a semi-cylindrical rod of iron e (fig. 13)
heated to redness around the line d of desired fracture, and a drop
of water then allowed to fall on the line so drawn determines its

fracture. The stages in the development of a cylinder to its full

length are illustrated in figs. 9 to 13.

Flattening.—The cylinder so blown and detached is now allowed
to cool ;

and, previous to its flattening, the burst extremity being
thinner than the remainder, and slightly contracted at its edge, has
to be removed to the depth of about 2 inches. For this purpose
the cylinder is placed vertically in the jaws of a cutting instrument,
having a diamond cutter, pressing by a spring, inside the glass (fig.

14)

. The cutter moves by small wheels on the table on which
it is placed, and being pushed around the cylinder it makes an
accurate cut of uniform height. The cylinder has then to be split

longitudinally to allow it to be opened out to a flat sheet. To ac-

complish this the practice was formerly to lay the cylinder horizon-
tally on a bench, and draw a red-hot iron two or three times along
the inner surface at the line of desired fracture. IS^ow the splitting

is done with a diamond cutter fixed in the cleft of a stick and (fig.

15) guided from end to end of the cylinder hy a straight-edge K
laid within it. The cylinder is now ready to be taken to the flat-

tening kiln, which consists of two chambers built together, the one
for flattening the cylindeis, the other for annealing the sheets, the
foimer being kept at a much higher temperature than the latter.

Fig 14.

The cylinder, after being gradually reheated, is placed in the centre
of the flattening oven, upon a smooth stone, with the split side
upwards. In a shoit time it becomes softened vith the heat, and

Fig. 16.

hy its own weight falls out into a fiat square sheet of 46 inches by
36. The flattener, with a piece of charred wood, lubs it quite
smooth, and then places it on edge in the annealing arch, where it

remains about three days to be annealed.
In the arrangement of the flattening and annealing ovens numer-

ous improvements have been effected, which have resulted in

greatly increased smoothness and uniformity of the glass, and in
considerable economy of time and labour in the operations. Fig. 16*

shows a section of a flattening (L) and annealing kiln (M) in common'

use. The split cylinder O is introduced and gradually pushed for-

ward so as to beuniformly heated till it reaches P, the flatteningstone

or table, mounted on a movable waggon N. On this waggon after it

has been flattened it is carried into the annealing arch M,^ shown

by the dotted outline. Here in a less heat it gradually stiffens, till

it is ready to he moved by a forked tool to a horizontal position on

the bed of the annealing oven. The waggon then goes back to the

flattening arch, and when it is reintroduced with another sheet, that

previously flattened is ready to he piled up on edge at R, smd thus

,

the work proceeds till the annealing oven is filled, when it m closed

! up and allowed to cool down by slow degrees. Chance Brothers

& Co. of Birmingham are the introducers of a system of cqntmu-

ous flattening and annealing furnaces. This they accomplish by

means of two contiguous circular kilns having revolving soles, ther
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fires being arranged and the inside partitioned so that the split

'

cylinder gradually approaches the greatest heat, where the flattening
;

takes place, and then passes round in a decreasing temperature tiU

at the opening into the annealing arch it has attained sufficient

consistency to be moved into the yet cooler annealing arch, round
which the sheet is slowly carried till it arrives fully annealed at the

point where it is withdrawn.
Although the average size of finished sheet glass as now made is

i

about 60 inches by 36 inches, very much larger sizes may be and
occasionally are produced, the extreme trade limit being 85

inches long by 49 bi oad
;
but both these extremes cannot be

obtained in the same sheet, and few workmen attain the dexterity

necessary for properly manipulating the larger sizes. In Belgium
sheets from blown cylinders measuring 10 feet hy 4 feet have been
made. The thickness of finished sheet glass is estimated by the

amount it weighs per square foot, and the commercial range of

weight is from 15 oz. to 42 oz. per foot, the thicker and heavier

kinds, of course, selling at the highest price.

Polishing of Sheet G-loiSS,—Polished sheet glass is known in com-
merce as patent plate glass, to distinguish it from ordinary polished
oast-plate. The practice of polishing sheet glass was first intro-

duced and patented by Chance of Birmingham, and polished sheet

is now in considerable demand for photographic purposes, for fram-
ing engravings, and generally where a fine true surface combined
with lightness or thinness is requisite. The polishing process in-

volves two operations—smoothing and finishing or polishing. The
smoothing is done on a thick slab of slate, which must possess a
surface as smooth and level as possible. This is covered with a
iece of wet cotton cloth, and, the sheet of glass to be smoothed
eing laid thereon, by gentle pressure all air is expelled from between

the surfaces, and the atmospheric pressure then keeps the glass

firmly in position. The process of smoothing and the subsequent
finishing are from this point the same as in the case of ordinary
plate glass, under which head these operations will be detailed. It

is only selected plates of fine clear metal that are used for polishing.
Plate Glass is manufactured by a process entirely different from

any of those yet described, consisting as it does of glass cast and
spread in sheets. As plate glass is invariably thicker than blown
sheet, it is of the utmost consequence that the metal” should
be prepared from the purest possible materials, and that the found-
ing or melting should be done with great care to ensure the expul-
sion of air bubbles. It is only thus that the fine clear homogeneous
and flawless plates aimed at in the manufacture can be produced.
Formerly the French excelled aE other nations in the manufacture
of plate glass, and the manufactures of the great St Gobain Com-
pany yet command the highest prices in the market; but the
increased care which has now for about a quarter of a century been
given in England to the purity of materials, and the ingenious
machinery which has been devised for polishing plate in England,
have resiEted in placing British-made plate glass on a level with
the best productions of France.
The following is given as an example of the materials employed

for the preparation of fine French plate :

—

White quarfczose sand 100*0 parts.
Sodic carbonate 33*3 „
lime (slaked) 14-3 „
Manganese peroxide 0-15 „
CuUet 100*0 „

The materials are melted in furnaces and pots of the ordinary
-construction, but in some cases the melting pots are of greater
capacity, and contain charges of from 2 to 2i tons. In French
establishments, and in many others, two forms of pot are placed
within the furnace—(1) the ordinary melting pot, and (2) a
pouring pot or cwoettCy quadrangular in form, made of the same
material as the melting pot, and capable of holding sufficient metal
for casting a single sheet of the superficial extent and thickness
desired. Melting pots and cuvettes are placed side by side in the
furnace, and the molten mixture is ladled with copper or maEeable
iron ladles from the pot into the cuvette, in which it is aEowed to
clear before casting. In some works, however, the molten glass is
poured direct from the melting pots, and in other cases it is ladled
to the casting table from the huge melting pots with large malle-
able iron ladles.

The casting table is a heavy thick flat table of cast-iron, of a
length and breadth exceeding the size of the largest plate of glass
which may be cast on it. At one end is placed a heavy cast-iron
roller, the fuE breadth of the table, and fitted to roll the whole
length of the table by means of spm* wheels working into gearing
4ong its sides. The cast-iron roller determines the thickness of the
glass by the height at which it is caused to roll above the table,
and that height is regulated by placing narrow strips or ribs of
metal of the required thickness of the glass along the edges of
the table on which the two extremities of the roller bear as it
revolves. The breadth of the plate again is determined within the
limits of the table by the two sides of the ‘

'
gun, ” an apparatus

plates of cast-metal, placed in front of the roEer,
and bolted together by cross bars at a distance apart which can be

[manufacture.

easily altered and adjusted according to the breadth of plate the
apparatus is intended to control. The edge of the plates abutting
against the roller are accurately fitted to the roller curvature, and
thus they and the roller form three enclosing sides for the molten
mass poured on the table, and as they travel forward they carry in
front of them aE the semi-fluid mass except the uniform layer
which represents the distance between the moving surface of the
roUer and the surface of the casting table on which the glass is

spread. As the glass does not instantly solidify tlio moment the
roEer has past over and spread it into a sheet, the edges generally
assume a rounded and somewhat wavy cast-Eke appearance.
Immediately the plate has sufficiently solidified to hear moving, it

is taken to the annealing furnace, the heat of which has been care-

fuUy raised to the proper pitch. The sole of the annealing oven on
which the plate is to rest (for with large plates any piling on edge
is impracticable) must be as smooth and level as possible, since the
still semi-plastic mass moulds itself to the surface on which it is laid.

As the oven only accommodates a single plate of the largest dimen-
sions, and since the annealing process occupies several days, a large
number of ovens, occupying a great space and involving the expen-
diture of much labour and fuel, are needed in works where many
plates are cast. In dealing with plates of small size they may he laid

horizontally on the furnace bed for a little till they come to the fur-

nace temperature, after which they are piled up on edge in twenties
or thirties, leaning against a range of iron bars lunning across the
furnace. When the plates have been deposited in the annealing
oven, the openings are aE carefully stopped up, and the fm*nace
with its contents is cooled by slow degrees down to a temperatuie
at which the glass may safely be withdrawn and exposed to ordi-
nary atmospheric influences. The cooling of such furnaces is now
hastened as far as the safety of the plates and the completion of

the annealing wiE permit by aEowing cold currents of air to pass
under their sole.

The plates, as withdrawn from the annealing oven, have a very
irregular, rough, undulating surface, and although the glass is per-
fectly pure, they have, owing to their uneven surface, no trans-
parency. In this condition they constitute the ‘‘ common rough
plate ” of commerce, and as such they are extensively used for the
glazing of roofs, for floor and cellar lights, and generally in positions
where light without transparency is requisite.

Polishing,—When the annealed plates are withdrawn from the
oven they are carefully examined for any defects, such as spots,
air-beEs, &c. ,

which they frequently exhibit. If serious defects are
found, the plates are

cut into the largest

pieces o'hich can be
obtained free from
flaws, and the select-

ed pieces are then
submitted to the
operations of polish-
ing, consisting of

—

(1) grinding, (2)

smoothing, and (3)
poEsMng. Various
forms of machine
have been devised
and introduced for

effecting these opera-
tions. The grind-
ing and smoothing
table inventedhyMr
DagEsh of Raven-
head worts consists Fiq. 17.—Plate-Glass Grinding Table,
of a great revolving
flat table A (fig. 17), with a strong fixed bar CE, stretched
across it about 10 inches above its surface, to which two runner-
frames B, B, shod with iron, are pivoted at Q. The glass to
be ground is cemented with plaster of Paris on the surface of

the table, and the runner-frames rest on that surface. When
the table A is set in motion, each oblong runner-frame B has
communicated to it a revolving motion also, owing to the excess
of friction brought into action by the more rapid revolution of the
outer edges of the revolving table. The effect of these com-
pound revolutions is that every point of the surface of the glass is

equally and uniformly abraded, when the apparatus in revolution is

fed with sharp sand and water. When a level surface is thus pre-

pared, the smoothing process is next begun on the same table, the
only difference being that emery powder of increasing degrees of

fineness is substituted for the sand, and as the operation approaches
completion the utmost care must be exercised as to the purity and
uniformity of the emery, seeing a single particle of grit would effeo

tually destroy the smoothness of a whole plate. The quality of the
emery is thus of essential consequence, and an ingenious apparatus
is brought into use for arranging the sizes by means of a current of
water of diminishing velocity, obtained by passing a uniform stream
with agitation successively through cylinders or troughs ofincreasing

GLASS
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size. Ip. these troughs the emery powder is deposited in increasingly
fine division, according to the growing capacity of the trough and
the consequent slow replacement of its contents. The last touches
of the smoothing process can only he given by the hand, which at
once^ detects any appearance of grittiness. Both sides of the glass
are in succession submitted to these operations, after which it is
again bedded in plaster and fixed on the polishing table. The
polishing is done with reciprocating rubbers, covered with fine
felt, and supplied with rouge (peroxide of iron) in a liquid state.
While a reciprocating motion is communicated to the rubbers, the
table itself moves backward and forward in a transverse direction,
so that all parts of the plate are equally brought under the polishing
influence of the rubbers. About 40 per cent, of the weight of the
rough plate is removed in the three polishing operations.

Ordinary finished plates vary in thickness from about Jth to fth
inch, and the largest sizes measure about 17 feet by 9 feet 6 inches.
The great St Gobain Company of Trance quotes regular prices up
to 324c. (10 feet 8 inches) by 204c. (6 feet 8 inches), beyond which
size the price becomes special. In the Paris Exhibition of 1878
that company showed a silvered plate 24 feet by 14 feet, the largest
piece of plate glass which has hitherto been polished.

Rolled Plate.—A form in which unpolished plate glass is exten-
sively employed is the patent rolled plate, originally made by Hartley
& Co. of Sunderland. The surface of the casting table on which
the rolled plate is spread, instead of being smooth and plain,
is engraved or otherwise indented with fine lines, grooves, or flutes,

or it may be with small squares, lozenges, or even ornamental
patterns, and the glass, of course, takes on its lower surface an
accurate impression of any such pattern. Rolled plate is now very
largely used for partitions, and in places where obscure lights are
required. Such plates are always cast comparatively thin, and of
moderate size, so that a large number may be piled in the annealing
oven. They, as well as certain qualities of coloured glass, are cast
by ladling the molten metal from huge pots which may contain
about tons of material. By this ladling numerous ** air bells

*’

are enclosed in the glass, but the circumstance does not affect the
durability and usefulness of the glass.

Flint Glass ob Cbystal,—The name flint glass originated in the
circumstance that at first the silica used in the manufacture of this
variety of glass was in the form of ground flints- The industry
belongs characteristically to the United Kingdom, where it was
first established on a large scale, and to the present day flint glass

is much more extensively manufactured in England than in any
other country.

Flint glass is a compound entirely different from those above
described, consisting as it does of a silicate of potassium and lead.

As is the case with all kinds of glass, its composition and the pro-
portion of ingredients used in its preparation vary widely. The
average composition of a batch has been stated thus :

—

Fine white sand 100 parts.
Minium (red lead) 66 ,,

Refined potash 33 ,,

Nitre 10 „
Gullet 60 to 100 „

Small portions of bleaching ingredients, as white arsenic or man-
ganese, are also sometimes added. Purity of materials is of the
utmost consequence in the manufacture of flint glass, which is

prized in proportion to the transparency, uniformity, sparkle, and
freedom from colour of the metal

;
and, as finished objects are in

many cases massive, defects of colour are very obvious. Flint glass

is much more fusible than the kinds destitute of lead
;
it possesses

great brilliancy, owing to its high refractive and dispersive power, hut
being comparatively soft its surface is easily scratched and dulled.

It is also slowly corroded by alkalies, and contact with solutions of

sulphides blacken it. Its specific ^avity varies according to the
proportion of lead it contains ;

and, as the silicate of lead tends to

sink when the glass is in the molten state, Faraday found glass from
one melting to vary from 3*28 to 3 ’86, and in another instance from
3*81 to 4*76. The higher the specific gravity of the glass the

greater is its refractive power and consequent brilliancy.

Flint glass is in no case used for architectural or structural pur-

poses, but its purity and lustre peculiarly fit it for table glass,

ornamental objects, glass globes and lustres, and for imitations of

gems and precious stones. For the latter purpose a^ dense glass

called strass, appropriately coloured when necessary, is employed,
and a glass of still greater density and refractive power is used for

optical puposes. The softness of flint glass adapts it for en^aving,
cutting, and polishing; and these methods of ornamenting the
finished glass are very much employed.
The special covered form of pot (fig. 2, supra) and the arrange-

ment of the furnace have already been alluded to. Plate YI., fig. 1,

represents the various arrangements, tools, and processes connected
with a flint-glass house, the building in the centre being the large

cone or chimney built over the furnace, which is seen through the
arches a. At 5 and 6 men are seen at the working holes with-
drawing metal from the pots on their long iron tubes ; 7 is the
marver on which the gathering is rolled till it acquires a circular

shaxie ; at 8 a blower is seen in process of expanding a gathering 1

blowing
;
and at 9 a servitor or second man is

attacJnng a post or lump of metal he has gathered on a pontil orpunty to the end of a blown globe of glass. The two masses of
gtos are thus united together, and that attached to the hollow
tube IS separated by touching it, near to where the tulse enters
the globe, with a small piece of iron wetted with water. By
this means the glass cracks, and a smart blow on the iron tube
completes the disunion. The workman now takes the punty from
ms assistant, and laying it on his chair arm, rolls it backward and
forward^ with his left arm, while with his right he moulds it into
the various shapes required, by means of a very few simple instru-
ments. By one of these, called a pucellas, the blades of which are
attached by an elastic bow like a pair of sugar-tongs, the dimen-
sions of the vessel can be enlarged or contracted at pleasui*e. Any
superfluous matter is cut away by a pair of scissors. For smoothing
and equalizing the sides of the vessel a piece of wood is used.
After the article is finished it is detached from the punty and
carried on a pronged stick to the annealing oven.
The annealing oven or leer for flint glass is a low arched furnace,

generally of considerable length, with several openings at each end
between which narrow lines of rails run. On these rails, small
waggons, or trays mounted on four wheels, are placed,and the articles
to be annealed are filled into such waggons. They are slowly pushed
to the hottest part of the chamber, and passing that point they very
gradually apx)roach the cold end of the oven, from which they are
withdrawn fully annealed. As each waggon is withdrawn at one
end, another is entered at the other so that the line from end to end
is kept constantly full. The ordinary method of gradually decreas-
ing the temperature around the articles stationary in the leer is also
practised.

Flint-Glass C'lutting^ JEngraving^ and JEtching.—The sparkle and
brilliancy of flint glass is developed by the process of grinding and
polishing technically called glass-cutting. In fig. 18 is seen a
representation of a glass-cutter’s mill, a being the pulley and band
communicating motion to the mill 5, which is made of wrought

Fig. 18.—Glass-Cutter’s Mill.

or cast iron. Over it is suspended a wooden trough or cistern c,

containing a mixture of sand and water, which is fed onthe wheel as
required for the operation ofgrinding. Smoothing is done on a wheel
of fine sandstone to which water alone is applied, and for polishing,

a wooden wheel supplied with emery, and finally with putty powder
(oxide of tin), is employed. The trough d under the wheel receives

the detritus of the grinding and other operations. The articles are

held in the hand, and applied to the mill while rotating. The
punty marks are ground off tumblers, wine-glasses, and the like, by
boys holding them on small stone mills. Ground or obscured

glass is made by rubbing the surface with sand and water. Iron

tools fixed on a lathe and moistened with sand and water are used

to rough out the stoppers and necks of bottles, which are completed
by hand with emery and water. Engraving is the production^ of

ornamental surfaces by a fine kind of grinding mostly done with
copper discs revolving in a lathe. Etching is variously done by
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submitting tlie portions to be etcbed or bitten to tbe influence of

liydrofluofic acid, tlie remainder of the glass being stopped off or pro-

tected by a coating of wax or some pitchy compound.^
Pressed Glass.—^The most brilliant effect is produced by

cutting, but moulding or pressing is much cheaper, and this

branch of the art has now reached a high state of excellence.

Glass formed by pressing in moulds, known distinctively as pressed

glass, is peculiarly an English industry, principally because it is only

flint glass, or glass possessed of similar properties, that can with
advantage be formed in that way. Although moulded glass has ex-

isted from early Koman times, it is only within the present century

that the modern industry has been developed, and of late years the

trade has assumed important dimensions. A metal that melts at a

comparatively moderate heat, and does not quickly pap from the

plastic state, is essential for success in pressed glass making, because

it has not only accurately to fill all the intricacies of the mould,
but it must also be susceptible of fire-polishing. This operation

consists of a reheating sufficient to melt a thin superficial stratum

ofthe glass, whereby the roughness and obscuiity of surface incidental

to moulding is removed, and a smooth brilliant effect brought
out, inferior only to the sparkling appearance produced by cutting.

The moulds for pressed glass are made of iron or bronze ^ with great

accuracy of surface
;
and they are, in use, kept a little under a red

heat. The various segments of the mould are so hinged or connected

as to close and leave internally a space representing the form and
size of the article to be made, the internal hollow not being pro-

duced by blowing but by the plunger of the press under which the

mould is placed. The required quantity of metal being dropped into

the mould, the plunger descends and forces it into all parts of the

cavity, comiileting immediately the formation of the article, which
is then fire-polished by reheating, and afterwards annealed. In this

way glass with elaborate facets, bosses, flutings, or other bold orna-

ments can be produced with rapidity and ease ,* and the only bar to

great cheapness is the heavy cost of the lead and potash in flint

glass. Several manufacturers both in England and on the Con-
tinent, where the pressed glass industry is extending, now partially

supply the place of these costly materials by lime and baryta ; and
indeed En^ish pressed' glass of excellent quality is now in the
market containing neither lead nor potash to any appreciable
extent.

Baryta Glass.—^Tbe high price of red lead, and various disad-

vantages connected with its use, have given rise to many efforts to

find an efficient substitute for it in the manufacture of table and
ornamental glass. Barium compounds, principally the native sul-

phate (common baryta or heavy spar) and the artificially prepared
carbonate, have been more or less experimentally tiled ever since

1830 ; but of late years the use of baryta has attracted much atten-

tion, and in several French and Belgian glass-works it is under-
stood to have taken its place as a raw material, without, however,
much being publicly said regarding the subject. H. E. Benrath,
the scientific director of the Lisette glass-works near Dorpat has in-

vestigated the application of baryta in glass-making with great ful-

ness. Baryta, it appears, can be used as a partial substitute for the
alkalies in glass-making

;
and indeed it was affirmed by Peligot

that carbonate of baryta could altogether supplant either potash or
soda, and yield a glass perfectly free of alkali. Such a glass is, how-
ever, shown by Benrath to be without practical value

;
but he has

demonstrated that baryta may be used in the place of either lead
or lime, to produce an easily fused dense glass much more brilliant

than common glass, and in appearance and properties intermediate
between that and flint glass. The qualities of the glass and its

usefulness for various purposes can be modified byusing both baryta
and lime in varying proportions. There seems little doubt that
baryta will occupy an important place in the future of the glass
industry.
Bottle Glass.—^This department of glass manufacture is of im-

portance on account of its enormous extent ; and although the raw
materials employed in the trade are coarse and impure, and though
the finished product has little appearance of excellence, the quality
of the glass is in the highest degree important. Glass bottles, for
example, are used for storing and preserving all manner of liquid
substances for food, some of which undergo active chemical change,
throughout a period of many years. In such a case it is of the
highest consequence that the glass should be capable of resisting
the solvent and corrosive action of acids and other substances which
may be imprisoned or generated within the bottle, and such an ob-
ject is attained by the high proportion of alumina which is found in
bottle glass. Bottle glass varies in tint from the dark-green, almost
black, semi-transparent claret bottles to clear and transparent
qualities such as are employed for bottling aerated waters. The
difference in colour is partially due to the varying purity of the
materials used, and partly to the action of bleaching or oxidizing
agents. The materials ordinarily employed are common sand, gas-
lime, brick-clay, common salt, and soap-boilers* waste ; but local

1 A large proportion of tlie obscuring of the commotier rarieties of glass and
of the obscured oraamentation on plate and sheet as well as on flmt glass is now
produced by meaua of Tdghnian's sand Mast described below.

circumstances have much influence in determining the class of

materials used. In Continental bottle works lava, basalt, and simi-

lar rocks of volcanic origin were formerly employed
;
and in Den-

mark and Sweden fluoride of calcium, left as a waste product of the
manufacture of soda from cryolite, is used with marked advantage.

For bottle-making the tank furnace with or without compart-

ments as already described is much used ; but pot furnaces also

continue in use. The an*angenients of a common bottle house are

seen in fig. 19, which is a ground-plan indicating a bilateral

Fig. 19.—Plan of Buttle House.

arrangement of a double bottle house, with the complete plan of a
four-pot furnace and ash arches. The furnace is oblong, similar to
the crown furnace, but arched over in a barrel sha^De. It is erected
in the centre of the brick cone, above a cave, which admits the
atmosphere to ^the grating. The working holes of this furnace,
opposite each pot, for putting in the materials and taking out the
liquid glass, are each about 1 foot in diameter. At each angle of
the furnace there is also a hole about the same size communicating
with the calcining arch, and admitting the flame from the main
furnace, which reverberates on and calcines the materials in the
arch. In the figure, 1 shows the main furnace ; 2, 3, 4, 5, the ash
arches for calcining the materials

; 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, annealing
arches ; 12, two-pot arches

; 14, clay-house for picking, grinding,
sifting, and afterwards working the clay into paste for the pur-
pose of manufactuiing pots

; 15, mill house for grinding clay
; 16,

a building containing a calcar furnace for experiments, or for pre-
paring the materials, when the ash arch attached to the main fur-
nace is under repair, including 1, a sand crib, and 2, an ash crib
for sifting and mixing the materials, sufficient for two houses.
The following is an outline of the process of making a common

bottle. After the metal has been skimmed, the person who begins
the work is the gatherer, who, heating the pipe, gathers on it a
small quantity of metal. After allowing this to cool a little, he
again gathers such a quantity as he conceives to be sufficient to
make a bottle. This is then handed to the blower, who, while
blowing through the tube, rolls the metal upon a stone, at the same
time forming the neck of the bottle. He then puts the metal into
a brass or cast-iron mould of the shape of the bottle wanted, and,
continuing to blow through the tube, orings it to the desired form.
The patent mould now in use is made of brass, the inside finely
polished, divided into two pieces, which the workman, by pressing
a spring with his foot, opens and shuts at pleasure. The blower
then hands it to the finisher, who touches the neck of the bottle
with a small piece of iron dipt in water, which cuts it completely
off from the pipe. He next attaches the punty, on which is a little

metal gathered from the pot, to the bottom of the bottle, and
thereby gives it the shape which it usually presents. This punty
may he used for from 18 to 24 dozen of bottles. It is occasionally
dipped into sand to prevent its adhering to the bottle. The finisher
then warms the bottle at the furnace, and taking out a small
quantity of metal on what is termed a ring iron, he turns it once
round the mouth, forming the ring seen at the mouth of bottles.

He then employs the shears to give shape to the neck. One of the

I

blades of the shears has a piece of brass in the centre, tapered like
a common cork, which forms the inside mouth

; to the other blade

I

is attached a piece of brass, used to form the ring. The bottle is

i
then lifted by the neck on a fork by a boy, and can*ied to tho
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annealing arch, where the bottles are placed in bins above one
another. This arch is kept a little below melting heat, till the
whole (]^nantity, which amounts to 10 or 12 gross in each arch, is
deposited, when the fire is allowed to die out.
Slag Glass.—Under a patent obtained by Mr Bashley Britten, a

manufacture of bottles lias recently been established with every
prospect of success, the leading peculiarity of the process being the
use of blast-furnace slag, molten as it issues from the furnace, as a
principal ingredient. The use of slag in bottle-making is by no
means new, but the catching of the intensely hot liquid mass and
its immediate use for glass-making had not before been attempted ;

and therein results the great saving in fuel and consequent economy
of the manufacture. A company formed to work the process has
erected glass-works in Korthamptonshire in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of a set of blast furnaces, and these works are now in con-
stant and successful operation. A regenerative gas furnace applied
to a glass tank working on Dr Siemen^s continuous principle is used,
and in it the ingredients of the glass are fed at one end of the tank,
where they are fused and fined, and the fused “ metal ’’ flows through
a bridge to the other end of the tank, whence it is worked out, blown
into bottles, and annealed in the usual way. The tank is from time
to time fed with fused slag taken as it flows from the blast furnaces,
and with it is introduced the required proportion of the other in-
gredients. The slag furnishes more than half the total material
of the glass, and, as it is already melted, its use effects a saving of
about half the heat or fuel and also half of the time necessary for
the pmduction of the “metal.” Thus the prime cost of the glass
as it is worked out is considerably less than that of glass made in
the ordinary way. The natural tint of the glass thus produced is
^‘eenish, but it can be coloured to any required tint, and by careful
fining and bleaching it can be produced almost as colourless as com-
mon window glass . The working qualities of the glass are excellent

;

it comes^ from the furnace in that beautifully plastic condition which
renders it capable of being blown, cast, pressed, or otherwise moulded
into any desired form, and the company expects to manufacture
other articles besides bottles from a material so cheaply produced.
Optical Glass is of two principal kinds—fiint and crown—the

coiiihination of these two,with their different reiractive powers, being
necessary to produce perfect achromatism in the lenses of telescopes.
For astronomical telescopes, formicroscopes, and for all delicate scien-
tific instruments in which optical glass occupies a place, glass of the
utmost purity, transparency, freedom from colour, streaks, and striae

is of the highest imi)ortance ; and to secure these qualities to the
fullest extent much care, trouble, and expense are requisite. The
first really successful maker of optical flint glass was M. Guinand of
Solothurn in Switzerland who succeeded in making discs 9 inches in
diameter free from strise. Guinand died in 1828, and fromhis son, M.
George Bontemps learned his secret, and at Choisy-le-Roi, near Paris,
further improved the manufacture. In 1848** M. Bontemps was
induced by Messrs Chance of Birmingham to establish the art in their
great works. In the hands of that eminent firm the preparation of
optical glass has attained a perfection not approached by any other
glass workers, and the d'muvre of optical glass hitherto made
consists of a pair of flint and crown glass discs, 29 inches in diameter,
exhibited by Chance Brothers at Paris in 1855. Kegarding these
Sir David Brewster said, “I have entertained the hope that the
English Government would purchase these discs and construct with
them the grandest achromatic telescope that ever was contemplated
by the most sanguine astronomer.” They were, however, purchased
by the French Government in 1867'.

Optical flint glass contains more lead, and is consequently heavier
and more refractive, than the quality used for common purp^oses. It

is made in a furnace having a single covered pot, and^ Guinand's
secret consisted in constantly stirring the mass while it is in a mol-
ten condition so as to keep the heavier lead silicate from falling to
the bottom. For the very highest qualities of optical glass, the
contents of the pot are most scrupulously cleared, and the stirring is

continued after the heat is lowered till the contents are cooled down
to little more than a red heat. The furnace is then closed and the
metal is allowed to cool and anneal gradually in the pot within the
furnace. When withdrawn the pot is broken, and the mass of glass
is polished on two opposite sides so that any imperfections may be
detected by examination. From the mass, cut horizontally, perfect
discs of such size as can be formed are then obtained. Opticm glass
is also blown into thick cylinders, and cast in slabs from i inch to 1
inch in thickness.
Chance Brothers make six kinds of optical glass, of which the

average densities and refractive indices for the three hydrogen lines
and for the sodium line are given in the following table :

—

Density. C. D. F. G.

Hard crown 2-485

2-

55
3*21
3*66

3-

85

4-

45

1-5146
1-5119
1-5700
1-6175
1-6450
1-7036

1-5172
1-5146
1-5740
1-6224
1*6504
1-7103

1-5232
1*6210
1-5839
1-6348
1-6643
1-7273

1-5280
1-5263
1-5922
1*6453
1*6716

Soft crown
Light flint

Dense fiint

Extra dense flint

Double extra dense flint
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In 1830 Faradayproposed the use of a compound silicate and borate

of lead glass, with a density of 5*44, for optical use ; and Maez and
Cleinandot have successfully introduced a boro-silicate of zinc. An
optical glass of higher refractive and dispersive x^ower than any
previously known has been made by Lamy from a mixture of silica,
red lead, and carbonate of thallium. The glass is x^erfectly homo-

f
enous, but of a yellow tint—an evil, however, said to be avoidable

y the use of the sulphate instead of the carbonate of thallium. The
extraordinary refractive power of the glass renders it peculiarly
adapted for the fabrication of imitation precious stones.

Strass.—Bemarkably faithful imitations of every kind of
precious stone can be made from suitably and, when
necessary, coloured glass. The transparent basis from which arti-
ficial precious stones is prepared is called strass or a material
which must of necessity be the purest, most transparent, and most
highly refractive glass that can be prepared. These qualities are
combined in the highest degree in a flint glass of niinsual density
fi’oin the very large percentage of lead it contains. Among various
mixtures given by Donault-Wieland as suitable for strass the
following is an example:—powdered quartz 300 parts, red lead
470, potash (purified by alcohol) 163, borax 22, and white arsenic

1 part by weight. Special precautions are adopted in the melting
ofthe materials, and the finished colourless glass is used for imitating
diamonds. When employed to imitate coloured X)recious stones
the strass is melted up with various metallic oxides, to which refer-

ence will be made under coloured glass. Artificial i)recious stones
aj-e, of course, easily distinguished from real stones by their inferior

hardness, and by chemical tests. They may also be generally
detected by a comparatively soft warm sensation they communi-
cate when aj.q)lied to the tongue.
Glass Tubes, used for gauge glass for steam boilers and for

many other purposes, are made by a very simple process
;
but as

the manufacture is a separate dexDartment of industry it demands
some notice. A gathering of glass is made on a blow-pix^e, which is

marvered, and slightly blown, so as to form a thick-walled elongated
globe. To the end of this globe opx')osite the blowing pipe a pontil-

rod is attached by an assistant, and tbe two workmen move back-
wards the one from the other, drawing out the tube as they recede.
One or two boys watch the x>i'Ocess of elongation, and when the
tube reaches the desired gauge they fan its surface so as to “ set”
the glass, and thus X)rBvent further attenuation at that particular
oint. The relation of the mass of metal to the original cavity
etermines the comparative stoutness and bore or internal diameter

of the tube, and it requires much dexterity to make a tube at once
straight and of uniform gauge and diameter. In drawing out
tubes of large ^auge the operatives recede from each other at a
slow rate

;
and in proportion as the size* of tube decreases the late

of drawing out increases. In the Tenetian factories, where small
tubes for beads are made, the workmen move at a smart walking
pace.
Massive Glass.—^Under this term may be conveniently noticed

the manufacture of various familiar solid glass objects which do not
acquire their form either by blowing or pressing in the ordinary
sense. Glass Hods form, the basis of many of these objects

;
and the

formation of a plain rod of glass is accomplished by a manipulation
in all respects similar to that described under the head of glass

tubes, the only difference being that the rod is drawn from a solid

instead of from a hollow or blown gathering as in the case with tube
drawing. Fiom solid rod glass, glass buttons of various forms are

“pinched” by heating the rod till it softens, and immediately
pinching it in heated moulds made and worked like ordinary

pincers, but having moulds of suitable form in place of the

grix^ping surface of the pincers. The small facets of glass lustres

and girandoles and glass marbles, are made by an analogous
process.
Spun Glass.—Certain qualities of glass in the plastic condition

are capable of being drawn out to threads of great tenuity, which,
while possessing much brilliancy and beauty of colour, are i>erfectly

flexible and elastic, and feel to the touch soft and smooth like fine

wool. A good deal of attention has been given to glass sx^inning

in Yienna and in the Bohemian glass-works, the thread produced
being woven intomany textiles for upholstery and wearingpurposes.

The material is speciallyuseful in millinery ornaments owing to the

fine colours in which it may be produced, and to the fact that it is

unalterable in and unaffected by all lands of weather.

A remarkable and novel application of glass was x>^itented in

1878 by Mr J. B. Hannay. It consists in making glass a cementing

or binding substance in the manufacture of emery wheels, now so

much used instead of files. For preparing the wheels any broken

fragments of glass are utilized. These are reduced to powder, mixed
with proportions of powdered flints and emery, and in the form of

a cake introduced on a layer of paper into a furiiace where the

material is submitted to a heat sufficient to fuse it into a comx'>act

ringing mass. The resulting cake is of intense hardness and dura-

bility, and cuts through ordinary emery wheels with ease. As the

glassy emery wheels can be made very mucb cheaper than those at

Xiresent in use, there is little doubt that this material will come into

GLASS
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extensive use, in the rapidly increasing applications of emery to and Clemandot ,
and under a patent obtained by the latter gentle-

gnnding, smoothing, and cutting man, one method, commonly practised, has been made public It

Coloured Class —^"V^en to the ordinary materials in the consists m submitting the object to be iridized to the influence of a
melting pot small quantities of various metallic oxides and other weak acid solution—such as water with 15 per cent of hydrochloiic
mineral substances are added, coloured but still transparent glass acid—^under the combined influence of heat and pi essure The
IS produced The colouis yielded vary in intensity according to effect certainly falls immensely short of the iridescence of ancient
the proportion of oxides used and the temperature at which the glass, but the glass assumes peimanently a peaily iiidescence, and,
fusion is eflfected, the length of time the molten glass remains in though the effect is tiresome, the process will doubtless continue to

the melting iiot, not only modify, but actually change altogethei, occupy a place among the methods of ornamenting table glass, &.c

the resulting eoloui Indeed, it has been asserted byM Bontemps Opaque Glass —Absence of transparency in glass may be due
that all the colours of the spectrum may be obtained by the use of to any of thiee causes—(1) to the grinding, or roughening by
one oxide alone, if employed in varying proportions and at different other means, of the surface ot ordinary clear glass

, (2) to devitnflca-

temperatures The materials, temperatures, and other conditions tion or crystallization of the substance
,
and (3) to the mechanicil

employed by manufacturers for producing ceitam of their colour intermixtuie of an opaque substance in the glassy mass Obscuicd
effects in glass are kept as trade secrets , although, in a general way, gl iss w as formexly principally prepaied by a process of grinding the
the substances which pioduce particular colouis are perfectly well surface,—the means employed in the case of sheet and plate glass

known Blue is obtained by the use of cobalt,—the ordinary blue being simply the smoothing process, which forms an inteimediate
pigment smalt being a x')owdeTed cobalt glass Yellow glass can be stage in the operation of polishing plate glass ITow the greater

prepaied from several sources uranium yields a beautiful opalescent part of ordinary obscured glass is prepared by the agency of

yellow
,
salts of silver are the source of fine shades of yellow , a Tilghman s sand blast, an apparatus by which a fi.ne stream of

different tone of the same colour may also be obtained from oxide sand is blown with great violence against the glassy surface 1 he
of antimony

,
and a dull yellow IS produced from powdered charcoal impinging grains of sand abrade the surface with extraordinaiy

Green was at one time prepared chiefly by the use of cupnc oxide rapidity, and by protecting certain poitions with suitable stencils,

and of ferrous oxide
,
now oxide of chromium—^which produces a elaborate patterns in clear glass are produced in a very simple

beautiful emerald green—^is much employed, that substance being manner Alabaster glass, so called on account of its resemblance
mixed with other oxides when modified colours are desired Bor to that substance, is an opaque variety of glass which has been long
red glass, cuprous oxide is employed to produce an intense ruby known and used Its opacity is due to a process of devitrification it

tint
,
and the purple of Cassius—a compound of gold with tin oxide readily undergoes, favoured by the excess of uncombined silica used

—yields magnificent shades of ruby, carmine, andpink, while oxide in its preparation The material is prejjared from a combination such
of iron also is the source of a brownish red coloui For the produc- as 100 parts of sand, 40 of potash, 5 of borax, and 5 of tale (silicate

tion of violet tints the black oxide of manganese is depended on, and of magnesia) Into the comj>osition of this glass it will be observed
a mixture of the oxides of manganese and cobalt is employed for no lime enters, although sometimes bone earth is added to the
black The deep black glass prepared at Venice for making glass materials For enamel glass a mixtme of varying piopoitions oflead
beads contains a large percentage—about 1140—of manganese and tin oxides is piepared by calcining the two metals together, and
Avanturme an imitation in glass of the mineral bearing that name, using the compound in the preparation of a mixture for fusing, of
IS a warm, blown, opaque glassy body, studded with innumerable wliimi the following is an example —sand 100 parts, pure potash 80,
minute spangles havmg a metallic lustre It was ongmally made and mixed oxides 200 parts The proportion of tm varies within
in the Venetian glass houses, but can now be manufactured gene- wide limits, and oxide of antimony may be substituted for the tin
rally throughout the Continent According to Von Pettenkofer, Bone glass, milk glass, and opal glass, differmg in degree of

the metallic spangles consist of cuprous oxide, and one means of opacity, are made by adding to the materials of clear glass large
preparmg the glass consists of melting ecmal parts of cuprous oxide proportions of bone-ash, or of oxide of tm, or both togethei and
and ferrous oxide with the glassy mass The other opaque varieties with these substances white arsenic may also be combined The
of coloured glass are obtained by using the various metallic oxides following is an example of a batch foi opal flmt glass —sand
with the compounds that produce milky or white glass 100 parts, bone ash 30, potash 30, boiax 6, and red lead 5 parts
The uses of coloured ^ass are various, the most obvious and Such a glass was formerly m extensive use for the opal shades of

usual being for ornamental windows, for signal lights, for imitation gas lights and moderator lamps, &c , but the ruddy glow possessed
precious stones and ornamental table glass, &c For the imitation by the lays passing thiough the imperfectly opaque glass was an
of precious stones the strass already alluded to forms the basis, objectionable feature lu the resulting material Dmmg recent >eais
and both flmt glass and Bohemian (potash) glass are much used foi an opal or milk glass free fiom such a defect has been introduced,
coloured domestic glass Window and signal coloured glass are and it is now in extensive use for globes This preparation, which
made both as rough plate and as sheet glass In the case of plate diffuses light from its surface m a clear pure white glow, owes its

glass the metal is, of course, uniformly coloured throughout, but milky opacity to the use of cryolite—a mineral substance consisting
coloured sheet glass may either be composed of ‘‘ pot metal ’ or it of a double fluonde of aluminium and sodium (Al2rg, elN’aF)
maybe flashed colours ” Pot metal consists of glass uniformly obtained fiom Greenland The cryolite glass was fii&t brought
coloured throughout , but m flashed colours the body of the glass prominently into public notice by the Hot Cast Porcelain Company
is transparent sheet metal covered on one surface only with, coloured of Philadelphia, by whom it was made on a large scale, although
glass It IS very simply made the workman, taking up on the the material had been in use in Bohemian and Silesian glass woiks
end of his hlowmg tube a gathering of clear metal from one for some years previous to the commencement of the manufactuie
pot, dips this into a pot of coloured metal, thus gathering over in Ameiica For milk white glass the materials used are—sand
the transparent mass a uniform stratum of coloured glass The 100 parts, cryolite 40, and zinc oxide 10 parts The finished
whole IS then blown m the ordinary manner, and according to the glass, which is remarkably strong, hard, and indifferent to acids
onginal relative proportions of clear and coloured metal will he contains about 16 per cent of undecomposed cryolite, to which its
the thickness of each in the finished sheet It is obvious that this opacity is due The copious evolution of fumes of hydrofluoric
process admits of many variations, such as gathering the coloured acid dming the melting, which continues even in the working,
metal first, or making alternate gatherings of coloured and clear is the source of serious difficulty in the manufacture of cryolite
metal so as to have clear within coloured, coloured witbin clear, glass
and so on Toughened or Hardened Glass —^In the year 1875 the

IridesoeisT Glass —Ancient glass, which has for ages been sub- announcement that a French gentleman, M de la Bastie, had dis-
mitted to the slow disintegrating influence of the damp of the covered a means of rendering ^ass practically unbreakable attracted
earth and other gently <meratiug agencies, in many instances dis- a great amount of attention , and his statements were immediately
plays an iridescent play of colours of a most magnificent description made the subject of practical investigation throughout the glass-
The iridescence thus shown, it has been long known, is due to a pro- making community AH the experiments made in connexion with
cess of decomposition resulting in the formation of excessively thin M de la Bastie’s process tended to confirm his claim to have dis-
scales of glass Numerous attempts have been made to imitate by covered a method of rendering glass capable of bearing a shock or
artificial means the gorgeous display of colours thus produced by strain variously estimated at from 30 to 100 times greater than the
the slowly acting influences of many centuries, and a certain same material annealed in the common way De la Bastie was led
amount of success has attended some of these efforts The Venetian to undertake the prolonged series of experiments, which ultimately
glass workers possess the means of giving the surface of their glass lesulted in his discovery, by the consideration that the brittleness
a kmd of metallic iridescence, and in ceitam Hungarian glass of glass arises from weak cohesion of its molecules , and his efforts
houses iridescent glass has been made for at least about 20 years were first directed to improving its molecular arrangement, by sub
But in 1873, at the Vienna Exhibition, iridescent glass formed a mitting glass, in a molten, state, to forcible compiession This
prominent feature, and since that time it has become very common senes of experiments led to no practical result , and the hue of
The iridescent glass now generally seen is a plain flint glass having investigation he ultimately pursued, as well as the merits and
a slightly metaihe tmge and a play of colours hke a soap bubble defects ofhis process, are thus succinctly stated byMrH J Powell of
It IS probable that several methods of producing iridescence m 'Whitefnars Glass Works, with whom M de la Bastie earned out
glass are practised, as the nacreous lustre in different examples his first practical experiments with hollow glass Mr PoweU>
vanes considerably The subject was investigated by MM Fremy wnting in August 1876, says of the process —
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“ That It consists in plunging glass heated to the melting point into a hath
containing an oleaginous mixtuie, at a high tempeiatuie, hut considerahly cooler
than the glass itself, and that this, accoidingto the specification of the patentee,
is effected by re-heating alieady manufactured and annealed glass in a kiln, and
passing it thence into the hath After a rough tnal of this piocess, which cer-

tainly answeis well foi flat oi solid glass, ^e decided that it is defective, for
hollow flint glass, as hollow vessels, left to themselves in a kiln, are almost
cei tain to collapse on reaching the lequired heat To avoid this difficulty, and
knowing that a vessel in course of manufactuie, howevei hot, is always under
contiul whilst it lemains on the woikman’s rod, we placed a bath as near the
mouth of the working-pot as possible, and diiected the woikman, instead of
sending the finished vessel to the annealing oven, to diop it into the bath The
vessel IS caught in a wire net, and is leady foi lemoval as soon as it has acquired
the temperature of the bath For all vessels made in one piece, e g ,

tumhleis,
fingei basins, cfcc this process answers u ell , and it is obvious that if it pi oves to be
the best way of ti eating hollow flint glass, the use, foi tins descnption of glass, of
the complicated machinery desciibed inM de la Bastie’s specification will he done
away with, and the glass will be tempeied m the couise of raaunfactuie, instead
of being re-heated and tempeied aftei it has been already manufactuied and
annealed We ascei tamed, with M de la Bastie’s aid, the light constituents
and light tempeiatuie of a bath foi flint glass; for although the conditions
foi sheet, plate, and flint glass aie nearly the same, theie is a diffetence,

and it seems piobable that eveiy chemically different glass, and even eveiy
diffeient thickness of glass, may requiie certain variations. In om expeiiments
as to the haidness of the glass, we found that it could be maiked, but not cut,

with the diamond, and, although it could be smoothed, and engraved in the oidi-*

nary way, that the distuibance caused by the wheel, when penetrating to any
appieciable depth, tended to weaken, oi even to cause the desti action of the
entiie mass The value of the invention, as far as it concerns flint glass, is at
present somewhat modified by difidculties in manipulation. 1 It seems to beim-
pos.bible to heat a vessel made up of diffeient pieces and of vaiious thicknesses to
an absolutely equal tempeiatuie throughout, so that the whole may be equally
tempeied. 2. It seems also impossible to displace the airfiom anaiiow-mouthed
vessel quick enough foi the inside and outside to be tempei ed simultaneously.
Howevei, setting a&ide these difficulties, we come to a point which applies
equally to all sorts of haidened glass Hardened glass is not ' unbieakable*

;

It IS only haidei than oidinaiy glass, and though it undoubtedly stands lough
usage bettei, it has the disadvantage of being utfceily disintegiated as soon as it

receives the shghtest fiactuie, and up to the present, until broken, of being
undistmguishable fiom oidmary glass This glass ib known as ‘toughened’
glass, and we have seen the teims ‘ malleable ’ and ‘ annealed ’ applied to it

j

Nothing can be moie misleading than these unfortunate epithets. The glass is

haid, and not tough or malleable, and is the very opposite lo annealed glass.

Annealed glass is that the molecules of which have been allowed to settle them-
selves, the molecules of haidened glass have been toitmed into their position,

and until the glass is bioken are subject to an extiemc tension It is the
sudden change of temperatuie that ‘hai dens’; glass heated up together with
the oil may be annealed, but decidedly is not hardened A piece of haidened
glass is only a modified Kupeit’s drop, ^ s ,

it is case-haidened, the fiacture of

both IS identical, both resist the diamond, and both can be annealed. Moreovei,
in the middle of imperfectly hardened glass a line is plainly visible, which seems
to mark the extent of the case-haidening This line resolves itself undei the
micioscope into a mass of bubbles and striae; it seems to be the nucleus of

hieakage, and consequently as soon as the cutting wheel appi caches it, uttei

destruction ensue*!.”

The ^eat anticipations which at first were formed as to the
extended use of hardened glass have not been realized. M. de la

Bastie has improved seversil of his processes, but the demand for

his productions, at no time great, is understood to decrease rather

than to increase. For a short time the process was worked by both
Messrs Powell and Messrs Pellatt in London, hut both these
eminent firms have given it entirely up. Sheet glass hardened by
the process does not appear ever to have come generally into the
market, the most serious obstacle to its introduction being the im-
ossibility of cutting it with the diamond, after which the utter

estruction resulting from fracture is a serious defect. For laboratory
purposes—as fiasks and beakers, &c.—^it has been suggested that the

glass has great advantages,but experiments have proved that its great

resistance is not absolutely reliable, and that hardened vessels sub-
mitted to a high heat lose their distinguishing peculiarities and
become as common glass. Thus a glass, partially filled with water
and heated considerably above the boiling point at the parts un-
covered with water, broke, the bottom of the glass showing the
fracture peculiar to hardened glass, while the upper uncovered part
was bioken into large sharp-edged fragments Uke common glass.

A modified process of hardening, patented by Herr F. Siemens,
consists m pressing and suddenly cooling the glass in moulds
specially constructed to conduct away the heat with the various
de^ees of rapidity found to produce the best results.

Statistics of the Glass Teade —^According to a factory report
of 1871, there were in that year 240 glass-works in the United
Kingdom, employing, in addition to steam-power, 21,434 operatives,

of vmom 2116 were females. Of these works 213 were in England,
19 in Scotland, and 8 in Ireland. Further, there were at the same
date 37 glass-cutting factories, employing 500 people, principally
situated in the county of Warwick. The quantities and value of
glass manufactures exported were as under in the year 1878 :

—

Plate glass ... 1,156,435 sq. ft. £106,906
Flint glass 93,112 cwts 239,966
Common bottles ... 575,160 „ 308,481
Other glass manufactuies 72,209 „ 99,170

£754,523

In 1878 the imports of manufactured glass were thus given;

—

Window glass 652,325 cwts £452,202
FUnt glass 143,665 „ 489,618
Plate glass 91,198 „ 233,602
Qlass manufactures 335,751 „ 879,733
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The following table shows the comparative imports and exports

of glass in the ten years ended 1877 —

Imports, Foieign

Exports of Biitisli Glass
j

Plate Glass Othei Kinds

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

Cwts
609,806
601,070
602,376
629,472
688,166
807,410
946,903
983,677

1,060 361
1,140,694

Squaie Feet.
911,330

1 076,130
l,357,50o
1,643,575
2,131,924
2,183,106
1,411,268
1,609,180
1,779,628
1,157,063

Cwts.
868,950
933.475
799,252
847,988

1,002,498
1,148,640
1,114,253
880,983
743,495
792,424

In the Bullet%Ki de la Societe WEneourage'fnent 'pour Vzndustrie

nationaU for 1877 there is an elaborate statistical computation of

the extent and value of the glass manufacture throughout the
world, based chiefly on returns applicable to 1874 The writei,

M. Henry de Fontaine, arrives at the conclusion that the annual
production of glass has almost doubled m the past twenty years,

and estimates the total yearly production thronghout the w orld at

a value of six hundred millions of francs.

Bibliography .—The literature of glass-making of English origin

is scanty and imperfect. In France and Germany the subject has

received much fuller attention. The following list embraces the

principal "works:—Antonio Heri, Ars Vitraria, cum Memtti
cbservatiombuSf Amst , 1668 (Heri’s work was translated into Eng-
lish by C. Menitt in 1662, and the translation, The Art of making
Glctss, was privately repiinted by Sir T. Phillipps, Bart

,
in 1826)];

Johann Kunkel, Vollstandige Glasmacher-Kunst^ Nuremberg, 1785 ;

Apsley Pellatt, Curiosities of Glass-maMng, London, 1849 ; A.

Sauzay, Marvels of Glass-making (from the French), London, 1869 ;

G. Bontemps, Guide du Ferrier, Paris, 1868; E. Peligot, Be Veire^

son histoire, sa fabrication^ Paris, 1878 ;
W. Stein, Die Glas-fabri-

kation (in Bolley’s TecTmologie^ vol. iii.), Brunswick, 1862; H. E.

Benrath, Die Glasfabnkation, Brunswick, 1875 ; J. Falck and L.

Lobmeyr, Die Glasindustrie, "Vienna, 1875. (J. PA.)

Glass Painting.

The manufacture of coloured glass, which is the basis of

the beautiful and interesting art of glass painting, originated

at a period of remote antiquity, and the use of enamels, to

vary or ornament its surface, was known to the ancient

Egyptians ;
but the formation of windows of mosaics of

coloured glass upon which the shapes of figures and orna-

ments are painted with an enamel fixed by fire is mediseval,

and emphatically a Christian art. In all probability it was

suggested by the mosaic pictures with which churches were

adorned from an early period for the instruction of the

illiterate, as was shown by the inscription which they bore,

^^sanctse plebi Dei.” The step from mosaic pictures to

glass mosaic windows was merely a question of time ;
it is

not known when the step was taken, but coloured windows

existed in St Sophia at Constantinople in the 6th century,

whilst the basilicas of St John Lateran and of St Peter

at Home were adorned about the same time in the same

manner. In the year 709 Wilfrid, bishop of York, invited

workers in glass from France (“ artifices lapidearum et

vitrearum fenestrarum primus in Angliam ascivit ”). The

French claim the honour of having invented the process of

painting upon the mosaic windows of coloured glass, and

of thus transforming them into works of art, and also of

teaching this to the English, who in their turn instructed

the Germans ;
but Muratori, in the second volume of his

Anticldtdt ItalicJie of the Middle Ages, printed a treatise on

mosaic and painted glass written by an anonymous Italian

in the 8th century, and probably not later than the 11th

was written the interesting essay Diversarum Artium

Schedula TkeopMLi Freshyteri et Monachi, which details

with minute accuracy the process of painted glass^ as it has

been practised with some additions and modifications,

throughout the best periods of the art
;

it may reasonably

be assumed that Theophilus describes methods invented

before his time. Probably the oldest specimen of glass
1,222,939 £2,055,055
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paiating now existing is a window of the lltb. century in these schools still exist, and the names of a numerous array

a church at Neuwilier, in Alsace, representing St Timothy, of glass-painters of these provinces are preserved. The best

The figure is rudely designed, but, with the rich border of examples extant of this art in Italy of the first half of the

ornament, shows that the executant knew his art, which 13th century are two couplets in the apse of the famous

in the following century is further illustrated by windows basilica of St Francis at Assisi. In general arrangement

in St Denis, near Paris, erected by the abbot Suger, and design they resemble windows of the same age in other

which are still preserved. It was however in the 13th parts of Europe classed by Mr Winston under the general

century, that great age of the revival of art, that glass head of Early English, being divided into panels of varied

painting attained its first great development, and notwith- and admirably designed geometrical forms surrounded

standing the claims advanced by France, it is most probable by diapers and borders of rich fancy and glowing colour,

that as all art radiated from Italy as a general centre of which, however, are rather more confused than similar

invention and progress, as well as of faith and dogma, so details in contemporary glass elsewhere. The panels are

glass paiating partook of the general impulse. It has filled with scripture subjects, and Italian skill and refine-

indeed been asserted that glass manufactured in the north ment are obvious in the design of the figures
; this

was superior to that produced in Italy, and this is admitted may be readily understood when it is considered that

by Yasari, but an examination of old Italian windows Italian artists of this time rendered the Greek art, uni-

throws doubt upon this statement, for the Italian glass will versally followed, with more sentiment and power than

be found to be more even in texture, more diaphanous, and any other people. The ornament shows the influence of

certainly not inferior in colour, whilst the beautiful, pearly, Byzantine conventions, but the ornamentists imitated

white glass of the earliest date in Italy is superior to the natural forms of foliage sooner than northern artists. A
pale green representing white in northern glass, and

|

remarkable peculiarity of the early painted windows at

assorts much more harmoniously with the glowing coloured
j

Assisi, which are here taken as the best and almost the only

glass with which it is associated. Considered as a branch
|

specimens of 13th-century glass left in Italy, is that

of fine art, Italian painted glass occupied a very high posi-
,

throughout the couplets the backgrounds in each light

tion at all periods of its history, for the designs were fre-
j

differ in colour. The subjects for instance in the right light

quently made by some of the most famous of that long roll
|

are on a blue ground, on the left on a red ground, in other

of immortal artisrs who have had so few equals elsewhere,
j

examples the grounds are alternately blue and green. It

In Germany the family of Hirschvogel of Nuremberg and ' might be supposed that all unity of effect must have been

other eminent artists, including, it is popularly believed,
\

destroyed in this way
j
but such is the skill with which the

Albert Diirer, and in France Jean Cousin, Bernard Palissy, general harmony of colour is arranged, that the counter-

Louis Fadconnier, and others, equalled the Italian glass-
j

changes are less objectionable than might appear possible,

painters, whilst both German and French artists excelled Early Italian glass painting, like that of other parts of

them in technical processes. ' Europe, is characterized by an obvious ignorance of perspec-

The late Mr Charles Winston, author of An Inquiry ^ tive on the part of the designers, but there are manifest

into the difference of style observable in Ancient GlassPainting

,

indications of attempts to represent retreating surfaces and

especially in England, with his usual accuracy and profound lines ;
that these have not the effect intended^ was not due,

knowledge of his subject, thus classifies the consecutive as some suppose, to the maintenance of a principle appro-

styles :—^the Early English, from the date of the earliest priate to glass painting, but simply to a want of knowledge

specimens extend to the year 1280 ;
the Decorated, which of perspective laws common to all, even the greatest artists

prevailed from 1280 to 1380; the Perpendicular from 1380 of the time.

to 1530 ;
and the Cinquecento from 1500 to 1550. The Besides executing panel windows with small figures, the

styles successively prevalent in Italy, although they have artists of the 13th century painted figures of comparatively

an affinity with those following each other in northern large proportions under canopies of simple and primitive

countries, cannot be accurately designated by the titles forms. These figure windows were placed in positions at a

selected in England, the last excepted. Like other branches distance from the eye, as above in the clerestory, or at the

of painting they are most readily divided and understood ends of aisles. At Assisi such figures are painted at the

by centuries; as the 13th century, a style principally in- bases of some of the windows irrespective of the idea of

fl.uencedby Giunta Pisano and Cimabue; the 14th century, distance, the upper portions being ffiled with panels and
in which the spirit of Giotto and Orcagna and their small figures. This irrational system gave way to the entire

followers prevailed; the 15th century, the first period of window being filled with large figures placed over each other

which was transitional, and the second early revival, as within canopies or geometric borders, a method of design

illustrated by the designs for windows of Lorenzo Ghiberti, which survived in Italy to the close of the 15th century.

Donatello, Paolo Ucello, Pietro Perugino, Andrea della The coloured windows of the upper and of the lower

Kobbia, and other great artists of the time. The last age, church are associated with mural paintings which cover

called by Mr Winston the Cinquecento, lasted in Italy every available space on the walls and vaults. It might be
beyond the period assigned by Mm for its termination, supposed that the refulgent painted glass would either

and was characterized by florid magnificence of design and obscure the frescos or diminish their effect by contrast
;
but

splendour of colour, imitative of the pictorial art of that age, in the first place the glass is not so thick as that of northern

and the ornament resembled that prevalent amongst the manufacture, nor is it made opaque by the effect of climate,

ornamentists of the schools of Eaphael and Michelangelo. whilst, as already noticed, the wMte glass is purer, and the

In this brief analysis of the history and practice of glass brilliant sun of a southern climate illumines the frescos

painting, the Italian examples of the art are selected for sufficiently, notwithstanding the coloured medium through
description as being less known than those existing in other wMch the rays are transmitted. Such is the case at Assisi

;

parts of Eu^rope, which have been minutely and alfiy iBus- but at Florence the coloured glass in the cathedral darkens
trated. Besides being classified by centuries, Italian glass the church too much, from causes which will be explained
painting may be appropriately arranged under the following afterwards. The true method of combining coloured glass

heads of schools :—the Pisan, Florentine, Sienese, Umbrian, in a building with the presence of pictures and sculpture

Lucchese, Bolognese, Lombard, and Venetian ; for notwith- in a less sunny climate will be illustrated in describing

standingthelamentabledestructionof painted glass in Italy glass painting' of the 16th century, the subject being it»-

even now in progress, specimens by artists belonging to portant at the present time.
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In the next great age of art, that which commences with
the triumphs of the genius of Giotto, glass painting evi-

dently shared in the general progress. No windows remain
which are associated with his name as designer, but in Santa
Croce at Florence, by the will of Count Alberto di Lapo,
dated the 9th of July 1348, money was provided for adorn-

|

ing the apse of the church with frescos and painted
|

windows to be completed in three years. The frescos were
painted by Angelo di Taddeo Gaddi, and it seems reason-
able to suppose that he designed two of the three windows,

—

that in the centre being of later date. The following extract
from the archives of the cathedral of Florence shows that
Angelo Gaddi designed for glass-painters: “A window in
Santa Reparata”—the ancient name of the cathedral

—

over the door towards the street of the Cassettai is com-
missioned of Antonio of Pisa, master glass-painter, and the
design is by Angelo Gaddi.” The windows illustrate the
system of ranging single figures under canopies over each
other. The colouring is harsh

;
there is too great a preval-

ence of dark green ; and the general design of ornament is

meagre and confused. This is increased by the capricious

changes of the colours of the canopies, which are not white,
these being rare in Italian glass painting. Thus in one of

the windows the first two canopies are respectively red and
green, which colours are counterchanged in those immedi-
ately over ; the next two in ascent are green and yellow, the
next pair brown and yellow, the fifth order shows both
yellow. Thus that variety of colour prevalent in the back-
grounds of Italian 13th century work is found in the
canopies of windows of the next century, a custom limited

to glass painting, and not found as a rule either in mural
or other pictures. There are in Santa Croce several win-
dows of the 14th century, but they are generally inferior to

those of the same period extant in St Francis of Assisi,

where there are important examples of rare beauty of

design and workmanship, more harmoniously coloured than
those at Florence, and suggesting that the Umbrian excels

the Florentine school of glass painting.

Throughout the whole of the painted windows existing in

Florence, of the fully developed style of the 14th century,

and for a considerable portion of the 15th, the influence of

the architectural design of Giotto and Orcagna is very per-

ceptible. The graceful twisted shafts common to the works
of both architects, the richly adorned niches and gablets, the

dome-like covering of the famous baldacchino in the church
of Or San Michele, the work of Orcagna, are features which
are imitated in various ways by Italian glass-painters. The
colour is especiallynoteworthy ; the canopy, somewhat squat

in form, is adorned in every part with rich and diversified

colours evidently imitative of the varied marbles and the

infinity of marble inlay and mosaics, characteristic of so

much of the mediaeval architecture of Italy; whilst in

northern countries the canopies in windows, with their

beautiful details of form showing such rich fancy and such
graceful lines, are chiefly white, not that they are altogether

colourless, for it is of the perfection of mediaeval architec-

ture to associate colour with' form. That which in Italy

was done by the help of rich stores of marbles of many
hues, was effected in the north, where these were not avail-

able, by means of polychromatic painting, which was imi-

tated in window design hy the glass-painters. Thus the

canopies in Italian windows differ as much from those pre-

valent at the same period in the rest of Europe as the

campanile of Giotto differs from the spires raised by the

genius of northern architecture.

In the history of painted glass in Italy during the 15th

century, the windows of the cathedral of Florence, dating

from 1390 to 1503, occupy au important position, not only

by reason of their interest as connected with that cele-

brated church, but also because they were designed and
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executed by artists of the highest reputation. The cathe-
dral was founded on the 8th of September 1298, the
architect being ArnoKo di Cambio di Colle di Valdelsa.
In 1334 Maestro Giotto was architect, and commenced the
famous belfry. In 1364 the church was vaulted over at
its eastern end, and in 1420 Filippo Brunelleschi and
Lorenzo Ghiberti, who built the clerestory of the nave with
its round windows and Renaissance cornice, were appointed
joint architects.

^

Painted glass was introduced into the
windows thirty-six years before the completion of the
cupola, and thirty before that of the clerestory. These
dates are an interesting testimony to the importance
attached at the time to painted windows as portions of the
design of so great a church. They were erected in the
aisles, before the nave was finished, by Don Lionardo di
Simone, monk of Vallombrosa, and Niccolo di Pietro della
Magna, so early as 1390, and when the nave was roofed
over by its architects. Fra Bernardino di Stefano executed
the two first windows of the clerestory from designs by
Lorenzo Ghiberti.^ Ghiberti is also alleged to have de-
signed many of the painted windows at the east end
of the church

;
but those now existing, judging by the

design and colour, as well as by the technical execution,

cannot be his, for they are manifestly of earlier date,

whilst the authorship of some of them is recorded in the
archives without reference to Ghiberti. One only, on the
north side of the apse and in the lower row", suggests the
design of this great artist, the suggestion being strengthened
by the fact that the diapered ornament on the ruby dress
of the figure is made by the wheel, which brings this

window within the 15th century, whilst the diapers in the
other figures of the same series are executed in an older
style. It has been stated that Ghiberti advised the muni-
cipality of Florence to invite a celebrated glass-painter of

Lubeck, Francesco di Domenico Lievi da Gambassi, by
letters, the second being dated October 15, 1436, to
settle in Florence with special privileges

;
he came, and

it is assumed that he painted Ghiberti’s designs for glass,

but of this there seems to be no satisfactory evidence. We
find that in 1434, before his arrival, Maestro Domenico di
Pisa painted the east vrindow of the drum, representing
the coronation of the Virgin, which was designed by
Donatello in competition with Ghiberti, and preferred. As
it was on the 12th of January 1434 that Brunelleschi

completed the dome, evidently no time was lost in com-
mencing the painted windows. Bernardo di Francesco del

Boni is recorded in the archives as having executed in

1442 the following windows in the drum, called in Italian

^ This circumstance has led to the erroneous statement, repeated to the
present time in every guide-book and by every writer on the cathedral,

and to the still prevalent belief, that the three windows in the fagade

of the church were designed by Ghiberti, who has himself recorded :

—

“ I designed for the front of Santa Maria del Fiore, for the central

round window of the fagade, the Assumption of our Lady, and I

designed those on each side.*" The windows which Ghibeiti really

designed were the great circle of the fagade, a noble work still m its

place, and the two of the clerestory on each side of it, long since removed
and lost. That they weie painted by Fra Bernardino di Stefano in 1423
is thus shown in the archives of the cathedral—*‘Fra Bernardino di

Stefano, of the order of the Preachers of Santa Maria Novella, is to

execute two round windows in the nave of Sa Mana del Fiore, one to

the right and the other to the left,—that to the right representing

Joachim driven from the Temple, that to the left the Death of the

Virgin Mary, and the designs aie by Lorenzo di Bartolnccio (Ghi-

berti).” It is thus evident that the windows of the clerestory ot the

nave were to be painted with the life of the Virgin Mary, of which

these two were the first and last of the series, whilst the Assumption

of the Virgin appropriately occupied the centre. Those in the clere-

story having disappeai-ed, it has invariably been supposed that the

two remaining at the ends of the aisles are those described by Ghiberti,

although they differ in subject and entirely in style from his work.

They are in fact thus mentioned in the archives :— In 1414 Nicolo

di Pietro della Magna painted the two windows on each side of the

front of the cathedral,” which record settles the question.
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tlie tribune :—the Resurrection, designed by Paolo Uccello,

and the Ascension and the Prayer in the Garden, by
Lorenzo Ghiberti, although by this time Francesco di

Lievi da Gambassi had been some time in Florence.

Bernardo del Boni is also recorded to have painted the

Annunciation designed by Uccello, removed some years

ago, and the Ascension described as being either by Ghi-

berti or Uccello ; the uncertainty is curious. In 1448
the same artist painted the Presentation in the Temple,
which was designed by Ghiberti. What windows then did

the artist from Liibeck really execute ? Born an Italian,

he was instructed from his youth in Germany, and it is

reasonable to suppose that his style would be German.
Now several of the upper windows of the transepts contain

figures which have a decided affinity with German ideas,

and it is not unreasonable to suppose that these were by
the new comer. He established furnaces by special permis-

sion, and it has therefore been hastily assumed that he
manufactured coloured glass

;
but these no doubt were to

burn his painted glass. The letter inviting “ Francescho
Dominici Livi de Ghambasso comitatus Flor., magistro in

omni et quocunque genere vitreorum de musayco et de
quodam alio colore vitreorum,” dated 15th October 1436,
was preceded by another written on the 26th August 1434,
which is thus recorded :

—“ Letter written to the master
glass-painter Gamhassi, then in Scotland, and who made
works in glass of various kinds, and was held to be the I

best glass-painter in the world.” It is now vain to express
the feeling with which Scotch people must regret the de-

struction of the works of this excellent artist in Holyrood
Chapel

;
the blow then inflicted upon ecclesiastical art

never has been remedied.
Many other glass-painters executed windows in the

cathedral, the last of whom, Sandro di Giovanni Agolanti,
in 1486 glazed the windows of the lantern, showing that it

was finished, and in 1503 inserted glass ^‘in an aperture
for the astrologers to see the sun through.” The windows
of the cathedral of Florence are of rich deep colours, but
unfortunately they are incrusted with dirt inside and out-

side, Many of them which have been broken have been
wretchedly repaired, and the modern glass is toned with
glazings of oil paint. They darken the church to such an
extent that works of art within it are seen to disadvan-
tage. Michelangelo^s group of the Pieta is merely a dark
mass, and it may be mentioned that his statue of Christ in
.Santa Maria sopra Minerva is similarly sacrificed to the
painted glass lately introduced.

The history of glass painting is illustrated by windows
in other churches in Florence

;
those in Santa Croce have

been alluded to, with the exception of the magnificent
•circular window of the fagade designed by GhibertL It is

of special interest, as showing this great sculptor’s ideas of
colour as well as of form. The subject is the Descent from
the Cross, and the colour strongly recalls the bright clear
system of Fra Beato Angelico. In Santa Maria Novella
there Ls another very fine circular window of the 14th cen-
tury, the history of which seems to be forgotten ; but in
design it recalls the style of Andrea Orcagna, to whom also
may be attributed the fragments of a window in the Strozzi
chapel, which he partly painted in fresco, and for which he
also provided the admirable altarpiece. In another Strozzi
chapel in the same church, painted by Filippino Lippi in
fresco, there is a very rich window which is obviously also
of his design, but so completely has all critical knowledge
of glass painting disappeared in Florence, that this and
other noble works excite no attention and no remark, and
are in danger either from removal or from the clumsiest
renovation. The great ^window of the chancel, a large
triplet, is so excellent that it places Sandro di Giovanni
Agolanti in the foremost rank as a designer and glass-

painter of the 15th century. He was born in 1446, and
of his numerous works this superb triplet, which was
erected in 1491-2, is the only example now remaining,

whilst there are twenty-one records of his productions,

evidently a small portion of them ; the last describes him
as decrepit in 1515, and mentions that Niccolo di Giovanni
di Paolo, master glass-painter, took his place.

A window in St Francis at Assisi by the Umbrian
Angioletto da Gubbio, an artist of the early part of the

15bh century, deserves special notice in connexion with
the admirable works of this great age of the art. It was
erected about a century after the death of Cardinal Gentili

(who built the chapel) by his heirs. The window is so

full of light, so delicate in its arrangement of colour, and
so tenderly and skilfully painted, whilst the prevalent

white ornament is so brilliant, that it is perha^DS the most
perfect type in existence of a painted window suitable for

a building containing works of art, or where the climate is

unfavourable and consequently the light imperfect. The
close of the 15th century was in important respects tlie

greatest epoch of painted glass in Italy : the general style

of design of the great quattrocentista masters, their monu-
mental and decorative methods of composition, simplicity

of attitude and form, and rich unbroken colour, were emi-

nently adapted for reproduction in glass painting, whilst

the prevalent style of ornament was singularly graceful and
pleasing. The influence of the Italian style was felt in

France, Germany, and the Low Countries, in which very
noble works of glass painting rivalling the Italian were pro-

duced by eminent artists, examples of whose works may be
seen at Bourges and Rouen, at Antwerp and Brussels, and
in various cities in Germany, although singularly enough
one of the finest typical examples of this great epoch of

German glass painting exists at Assisi,—the glazing panels

of which the noble window has been composed being dis-

persed through two or three windows of the upper and
lower church. The technical execution of the windows of

this period in all these countries was superb, showing how
thoroughly the artists were trained in every process of their

art. In England the feeble Perpendicular style was con-

temporaneous, entirely devoid of good drawing, pallid in

colour and weak in execution, a singular contrast in every
respect to the state of the art on the Continent.

Amongst the most active and able glass-painters of the
prolific 15th century in Italy the Gesuati monks, whose
convent was close to Florence and was razed to the ground
during the siege when Michelangelo aided in the defence
of the city, were celebrated. They prepared colours for

artists, supplying Michelangelo when he painted the Last
Judgment, and they executed numerous windows of which
there are records from 1467 to 1562. As glass-painters

they painted the designs intrusted to them with forcible

execution, but their drawing was less happy and their

ornamentation heavy. There are several windows by these

Brethren in Florence : in Santo Spirito the great circle

of the fagade shows every indication of having been de-

signed by Pietro Perugino
;

in San Salvatore, near San
Miniato, the east window, evidently by a Gesuato, has very
probably been designed by Andrea della Robbia. In
another window in the same church a figure of St John is

a very fine specimen of their art. Several windows filled

with small round panes of white glass, with richly coloured
borders and sacred monograms or heraldry in the centre,

are especially noteworthy as admirable types for domestic
architecture. There are also works of the same character as

the above in the church of Santa Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi.

A glass-painter was now to make his appearance in Italy

who was destined, although a foreigner, to eclipse in the
opinion of the Italians all previous masters of the art ; this

was Fra GugUelmo di Marsillat, born in the diocese of
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Verdun in 1475. It is not known under whom he studied
glass painting, but for protection from the consequences
of some escapade he entered the Dominican order.

Claude, an eminent French glass-painter, being sum-
moned to Home by Julius IL to decorate the Vatican
with painted windows, induced Marsillat to accompany
him. Of the numerous windows which they must have
painted only two remain in the church of Santa Maria
del Popolo, so complete has been the destruction of painted
windows in the Eternal City. Marsillat executed a
number of magnificent windows in his manner for the
cathedral of Arezzo, The following is a form of contract
made with him ;— The board of works of the cathedral
have commissioned three windows of painted glass for the
cathedral from Master William, son of Peter, Frenchman,
that is, one window above the chapel of St Francis, one
window above the chapel of Matthew, one window above
the chapel of St Nicholas, for the price of fifteen livres the
square braccio,”—nearly 2 square feet,

—“ to be burnt
in the fire and not painted in oil, and they are to be
finished by the end of June 1520.” Marsillat, who
painted well in oil and fresco, was the designer of his
own windows. He was so impressed by the works of

Michelangelo that he imitated his manner, and one of his

windows at Arezzo, representing the Baising of Lazarus,
is almost a transcript of the picture of the same subject
designed by Michelangelo, and painted by Sebastian del
Piombo, which is now in the National Gallery, London.
The design of the Frenchman is rather more crowded, but
is characterized by more life and action. He introduced
into glass painting the magnificent architectural back-
grounds, with figures on balconies and terraces, made
familiar by the works of Paul Veronese

j
he drew the human

figure admirably, and was very successful in the repre-

sentation of motion, and his arrangement of colour was
perfect in harmony. It is not to be wondered at that his

works produced so great an effect upon the minds of his

contemporaries- They also show upon his part a consum-
mate knowledge of technical conditions, and his windows
are so perfectly executed that except where injured by vio-

lence or carelessness they are in admirable condition at the
present time. Marsillat also executed some fine glass

paintings at Cortona, which have been removed and are

now in Florence.

Without entering upon the description of a consider-

able number of interesting works of glass painting in

various parts of Italy, and of detailed notices of the artists,

enough has been done to illustrate the history and pro-

gress of the art from the 13th century to nearly the
first half of the 16 th. Later much less coloured glass

came to be used, and a considerable change in taste took
place in this art as in architecture ; it is shadowed forth

even as early as 1501 in the following record:—“Quod in

dicto loco semper et pro omnia tempore in dicto loco et

ecclesia sunt media die tenebre et ut vulgo dicitur buio et

habeto colloquio cum consolibus Sancter Johannes de vietro

faciat sumptibus opere unam finestram ex vitri cum ochi

biacchi fregio d’allato et cum arme popolL” The desire for

windows admitting more light led to the invention and
adoption of a beautiful variety containing much white glass

varied with yellow stain, and the introduction of a small
quantity of coloured glass. These windows were painted
with graceful arabesques executed in enamels and burnt in,

and they never have been surpassed at any time for excel

lence of drawing and skill of execution. Such are the

windows in the Laurentian library at Florence, attributed

to Giovanni da Udine, but erected after his death. Other
examples might be referred to, and they are now of great

value as showing the best description of ornamental window
suitable for buildings of the developed Renaissance style.
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adorned with works of painting and sculpture. They have
enough of colour to harmonize them with painted decora-
tions, and enough of white glass not to destroy the chiaro-
scuro of sculpture. It should be remembered that the 13th
century produced beautiful windows possessing similar
advantageous qualities suitable for mediaeval buildings con-
taining modern sculpture, such as the famous five sisters

of York cathedral, or the white windows of the same
period at Chartres.

The technical execution of the glass paintings still exist-

ing in Italy resembles that prevalent elsewhere, and the
method of the old masters is clearly described by Theo-
philus. The glass used was either pot metal or coated; that
is, the colour either pervades the whole body of the metal
or is applied as a film over white glass, invariably the case
with ruby, which would seem black but for this contrivance.
The artist employed to design a window prepared a full size

working drawing, which, according to Theophilus, was exe-
cuted on a whitewashed board in his time

;
but later these

were made on paper, as is proved by the following contract

from the archives of the cathedral of Florence (1437):—“To
Lorenzo di Bartoluccio (Ghiberti), sculptor, seven fiorins,

being the half of the price of his skill and labour for draw-
ing four figures on paper of hombagia (coarse cotton) for a
window to be executed by Bernardo di Francesco, glass-

painter, at three livres per figure.” Guided by the firmly

marked outlines, the glazier cut his mosaic of glass of the

requisite colours by the aid of a hot iron, the diamond
not being used for this purpose till the l7th century.

The pieces of glass were futher reduced to the shapes and
sizes needed by the aid of the grosing iron, still a familiar

i

instrument ; thus prepared they were ready for the painter,

1 and at the present time are attached to a transparent easel

formed of a large sheet of glass. Theophilus thus describes

the enamel colour prepared for painting with:—“Take
copper beaten small, burn it in a little pipkin until it is

entirely pulverized, then take pieces of green glass and
sapphire ” (a blue paste used in mosaic work), and pound
them separately between two porphyry stones ; mix these

ingredients together in the proportions of one-third powder,
one-third green glass, and one-third sapphire. Grind them
on the same stone with wine or urine, put them into an iron

or leaden vessel, and paint the glass with the utmost care.

For with the three colours ” (that is, shades of one colour),
“ if you are diligent in the work, you can make the lights and
shadows of the draperies in the same manner as in coloured
painting. When you have laid on the first touches in the
drapery with the aforesaid colour, spread it in such a
manner that the glass may be pure ” (that is, untouched)
“ in that part which you are accustomed to make light in a
picture, and let the touches be dark in one place and light

in another ” (that is, graduated), “ and again yet lighter and
distinguished with much care, that it may appear as if

three shades of colour had been applied. This order you
should observe below the eyebrows, and round the eyes,

and nostrils, and chin, round the naked feet and hands, and
other portions of the naked body ; and thus let the glass

painting have the appearance of a painting composed of

many colours.” It must he obvious from this description

of the most ancient method of glass painting, in important

respects the same as that still followed, that the art is re-

gulated by certain necessary conventions distinguishing it

from painting upon opaque surfaces. The features and
accessories are drawn with sharp black lines making them
out clearly to be seen at a distance, and in a very different

v/ayfrom the representation ofsuch details in apicture. The
highest lights are the local colour, that is, the pure colour

of the glass
;
the deepest shadows are solid black produced

by laying on the enamel thickly
;

all this is precisely the

reverse of the system pursued at the same early period in
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painting pictures in wliicli the shadows were the local colour

and the lights white. As painting advanced it gradually

approached more nearly to the scale of colour of the glass-

painter, the lights instead of being white were painted of

appropriate shades of the local colour, and the shadows were

graduated into black in their deepest parts. It may have

been that glass painting suggested this important change in

ideas of colour and chiaroscuro. The glass being painted

as described must be burnt to fix the enamel thereon with

its flux. Th.e separate pieces with the painted side upwards
are placed upon the shelves of a kiln or iron box, covered

with whiting ; the kiln is placed in a brick oven, and a fire

kindled which surrounds it with flames. Much experience

is needed to determine when the glass is sufficiently burnt

to fix the enamel. When this has been done the fire is

withdrawn, the oven is hermetically sealed, and the glass is

left to cool gradually, so as to be annealed. From the

appearance of many Italian windows as compared with
those executed elsewhere, it is reasonable to infer that the

Italians were less skilful than their northern contemporaries

in firing their glass. The next process is to unite the

numerous pieces of mosaic, thus painted and burnt, into
j

panels of a given size, which is done by means of ribbons

of lead grooved on both sides, the ribbons being soldered i

at all their angles, thus firmly tying the mosaic together.

When the painted window is erected, the leads are seen
j

internally in contrast with the transparent glass as intensely

black lines, but externally, where they catch the light, as

meandering lines of metal dividing the surface. Mistaken
attempts have repeatedly been made to get rid of these lines,

but they are constituent parts of the art, can only be got
rid of by changing its true character, and are only disfigur-

ing when injudiciously introduced, as for instance in some
14th-century glass in Santa Croce, in which the white of

the eyes are fixed with leads of the form of spectacles, so

that all the saintly persons represented appear, ridiculously

enough, to wear these aids to defective vision. The panels,

which are technically called glazing panels, are inserted in

their places in the windows by means of grooves prepared
in the stone work, into which they are secured with
cement and strengthened at intervals with cross bars of iron

called saddle bars, to which the glass is made fast by ties

of copper wire. Thus fixed, experience has shown that

painted windows if duly cared for will last for many cen-

turies. Regarded in their connexion with past history, no
monuments of art surpass painted windows in interest

; they
are only equalled by the paintings still extant in the tombs
of the Egyptians as illustrations of faith, history, and
customs. It was almost the universal usage that persons
of every rank and position, as well as corporate bodies and

^

guilds, made offerings of painted windows to churches.
Whilst they give the most vivid ideas of ancient taste and
methods of decoration, the religious opinions of successive
ages are interpreted by the manner in which sacred subjects
are selected or represented; the actual state of art at
different times, from its rudest forms to the most perfect, is

admirably exemplified; and, as it was customary to introduce
the donors in appropriate parts of their gifts, the prince or
noble in knightly panoply, with his armorials, is seen
kneeling, sometimes accompanied by his spouse. In like
devout attitude the ecclesiastic appears in the robes and
with the insignia of his office, or the wealthy merchant and
his wife in appropriate cosMume. In other examples trades-

men, surrounded with the objects and materials of their

commerce, seE to their customers articles of clothing or
of food. Every occupation is illustrated in these ancient
pictures in glass. How great then has been the loss to art

and history caused by the reckless demolition of painted
glass which has taken place in all parts of Europe, but
especially in Italy, where the clergy have been the chief

[glass paintino.

offenders ! The Italians have not been impelled to this

lamentable destruction of these precious records and beauti-

ful creations by any of the convictions, changes of faith,

or fanaticism, fatal to so many works of art in other coun-
tries, but by unreasoning transformations of taste, by ignor-

ance, or by the paltry desire of gain. In northern climates

ancient glass is found to have been affected by the action of

the weather, its outside surface is roughened and pierced to

a small depth by little pits, or is so altered as to resemble
sheets of zinc ; it is also covered with dirt, especially inter-

nally, the enamel rougher than the surface of the glass

favouring this incrustation. These injuries and accumula-
tions veil the glass paintings, and produce a mysterious

confusion of form and colour, admired by many, who to

obtain in modern work such effects of age, and to conceal

the inharmonious crudity of colour, soil it artificially with

varnish, paint, or enamel applied externally, or with dirt

applied of set purpose, showing thereby their ignorance of

art and their bad taste, by having recourse to processes

which are outside the domain of art, tor perfect harmony of

colour and effect of chiaroscuro ought to be the results of

the artist’s cultivated knowledge and skill, and nothing

should be done to hasten the obscuration of the windows
or to anticipate the effects of time. Important improve-

ments have been made in the art of glass painting, as well

as in the manufacture of glass, since Theo^jhilus wrote his

treatise, but some of these have not been favourable to the

art
;
for instance, old glass is much quieter in colour than

modern, and as it was less diaphanous, and less smooth
in texture, it was better adapted to the operations of

the glass-painter. This being observed, eminent manufac-

turers of coloured glass in England and on tbe Conti-

nent have prepared imitations of the soft, pleasing hues

of old glass, and of its varied texture, with considerable

success. The addition of an enamel brown from iron,

and much warmer in tone than that made from copper,

has been an important aid to glass painting, whilst

about the middle of the 16th century numerous coloured

enamels were invented, which, however ingenious and
beautiful, subsequently modified the art unfavourably

Vehicles composed of spirits of turpentine, fat turpentine,

or gum Senegal have advantageously replaced the primitive

distempers already alluded to. An important addition was
the discovery of the yellow stain, made from silver, the only

purely transparent colour applicable to the surface of glass.

It has been described as the invention of the Beato Giacomo*

of Ulm, who practised glass painting at Bologna, and died

in the odour of sanctity in 1491 ;
but the yellow stain was

characteristic of glass paintings for more than a century

before his time. The introduction of the system of coating

white with coloured glass in the same way as it had been

coated with ruby glass, and tbe invention in the 15th cen-

tury of removing portions of the coloured glass by abrasion

or with the wheel so as to lay the white bare in conformity

with special designs, together with the practice of staining

such white portions yellow, led to important modifications

in the art. Embroideries on coloured garments and other

ornaments were thus easily represented, and the system is

very useful in painting heraldry. Instead of the wheel
fluoric acid is now chiefly used to remove the film of

coloured glass from its white backing. The leads with

which the mosaic of glass is brought together in glazing

panels have undergone various changes. Early lead-work

is massive; but at the beginning of the 15th century it

becomes lighter in appearance but without loss of strength,

I for although the grooves were made shallower, the lead was

j

increased in thickness and was rounded on the outer sur-

I

faces. Alterations also were made in the method of fixing

1
painted windows ; the saddle bars, according to climate,

I were made more or less robust
;
and, instead of crossing the

GLASS
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windows in straight horizontal lines, they were frequently
bent to suit the design. Generally speaking, horizontal bars
are not objectionable unless they cross faces, or hands and
feet,—an arrangement w’-hich ought carefully to be avoided.
Mosaic windows should be made waterproof, and the saddle
bars should be i>ainted at intervals of time, as otherwise
the rust injures the glass.

Enamelled glass, that is to say, white glass enamelled
with colours, finally took the place of mosaic glass. In
England in the last century glass-painters of merit who
practised enamel painting have left considerable works,
amongst whom Francis Eginton, Forrest, Henry Giles,

E-obert S. Godfrey, Jarves, and especially Jervais, who in
1717 executed from designs by Sir Joshua Reynolds the
great west window of New’- College, Oxford. Whatever may
be thought of their method, these glass-painters were meri-
torious artists. Reference has been made to some of the
works of the admirable glass-painters of other countries
besides Italy, but the object of the present paper has been
to illustrate the history and practice of the art by Italian

specimens hitherto little observed, and very inadequately
and generally inaccurately described.

At the present time the art of glass painting is f)ractised

in diflTerent countries with very divergent views of its

character and limits. Some think that the more nearly it

can be assimilated to pictures in oil or fresco the better,

whilst others maintain that all such resemblance is beyond
its distinctive conditions as a branch of decorative art. It

is a common but erroneous belief that the art of glass

painting was lost, and that it has been revived in the pre-

sent century. It survived in its latest form of the enamel
method, classed by Mr Winston'^as the intermediate style,

which is still carried out with unsurpassed skill in Germany.
Undoubtedly the mosaic system had disappeared, and it has
been judiciously and ably I'estored wherever glass painting
is now common, although with different modifications and
ideas of its nature. In England glass-painters possessed
of much technical skill and cultivated knowledge of old

forms of the arfc, have produced meritorious works within
the limits of almost servile imitation, insisted upon by pre-

valent but mistaken sentiment ; and in too many instances

this imitation has reduced the art to the state of mere trade,

so that at no period of its history have worse specimens
been executed, too often found in the windows of the

grandest monuments of mediaeval architecture, which
ought to have been preserved from such profanation. Of
the great value and interest of early painted windows, as

well as of those of more matured art, every one who studies

them with intelligence must be sensible; and this value

and interest are increased by the fact that they illustrate,

with perfect truth, the tastes andideas, the faith and customs,

of the periods during which, they were created, bub modern
counterfeits do nothing of the kind, and can convey no such
impressions to future times. It is only by the restoration

of the old union which existed between the great artist and
the glass-painter, dwelt upon in these columns, that the

beautiful art of glass painting can be really restored, nor are

we without a completely successful instance of the happy
results of this union. A window in the parish church at

Alnwick, designed by the late William Dyce, R.A., and
painted on glass at Munich, is a magnificent specimen of

the art, equal in design and execution to the works of its

golden age.

In Germany the arts ornamental still floarish. as branches

of fine art. There, as generally throughout the Continent,

the acquirement of a knowledge of ornament forms part of

the curriculum of study of most artists ; to the entire

neglect of this in England, in academies of fine ait, may be
attributed the low estate into which these branches have
fallen. The most eminent German artists of the present

century have made designs for painted windows, which have
been executed by highly-trained glass-painters, with, that
care which is so characteristic a national attribute. Such
being the case, it remains a source of wonder that artists

surrounded by precious remains of ancient genius remark-
able for exquisite colour should notwithstanding show so

little ability as colourists. They assimilate the coloured
glasses of the best qualities, with every attention to the laws
of harmony, but they do not bring them into union as the
old masters did by forcible painting of the shadows and
half tints. The shadows generally are too transparent,
and the general effect is weak. The finest work of the
Munich school of glass painting, and one of the best
windows produced in the present century, is in the
Parliament House Edinburgh. It is richer in colour

than is usual; and, having been designed by the illus-

trious Wilhelm von Kaulbach, the general composition is

of a noble character.

In France an imitative school, resembling that which has
been dominant in England, has executed skilful mimicries

of ancient glass painting, and has restored successfully

ancient windows broken or otherwise inj*ured in revolution-

ary times or by neglect. Glass-painters of this class may
be found in France, who dispute the supremacy in bad art

of their island rivals. In efforts to escape from this abject

imitation, trained artists have produced original works of

considerable power of form and colour, but too many aim
at a picturesque eccentricity, and an affected design, incon-

sistent with the grave beauty of the art
;
and Jean Cousin

and other great masters of the grand period of French glass

painting have no successful followers, nor has any painted
window been produced in France in the present century
which equals that by the Scottish artist, William Dyce, or

that by the German, Von Kaulbach.
In Italy there are glass-painters whose merits as draughts-

men, designers, and executants place them in the first rank,

but their windows are almost invariably laborious imitations

of pictures in oil; they have undoubtedly lost the methods
as wen as the ideas and style of their great predecessors,

whose windows they not unfrequently injure deplorably by“

their restorations. It is to be regretted that artists so ad-

mirably trained in many respects should so little compre-
hend the magnificent works of former times which would
be their best models, and which they have skill enough to

rival but for their vicious method of execution.

In Belgium the art is practised with considerable skill,

and works of merit have been executed, but here, as else-

where, the modern glass-painter is inferior to his prede-

cessors, although he is surrounded by so many admirable

specimens of ancient art.

The following works on glass painting may be advantageously
studied :—Ferdinand de Lasteyrie, S/istovt'e de la peinture su?' 'cerre

d^a’pres ses incMUTnents en France^ Paris, 2 vols. folio, IS52 ; Id.
^

Quelgues mots sur la Theorie de la peinture sur verre, Paris, 12mo,

1853 ; Id., Notice si&r les vitraux de Vahhaye de RcutJihausen, canton

de Lui^rne, Paris, 1856 ; A. Lenoir, S/istoiTe de la peinture sun

verre ct description des vztraux andennes et 'modemes, &c., Paris,

1803 ;
Id., Notice historique sur Uancienne peinture sur verrSf sji/r

les moyeovs pratiques dans cet art depuis Vepoque de son invention

Jusqu’a nos joursy
et par suite sur Jean Cousin

^
qui a erxeXt^ dan^ Ze

mime art, Paris ; E. H. Langlois, Mssai histomque et descriptif sirr

la peinture sur verre micienne et Qnod&me, Rouen, 1832; Pieire le

Vieil, Nart de la peinture sur v&rre et de la vitrerie, Paris, 1774 ;

Glass : the manner howe to ann&ile or paint in glass : the true reccptes

of the callors, 1616 ; Gessert, Rudimentary Treatise on Facing on

Glass, London, 1851; Mrs Merrifield, Ancient Practice of F^Hng
in Oil, Minicuture, Mosaic, a/nd on Glass, &o., London, 1849 ;

Charles

Winston, An Inquiry into the difference of style ohservahU in cmeie^

Glass Paimting, specially i/n JBngland, Oxford, 1847 ;
Padre L. N.

Marchese, Memorie dei piu imigni Pittori, ^cultori, e Architem

Pomenicani, Florence, 1846; G. Gaye, Carteggio inedito dartisti

dei secoZixiv., xv., xvi-, 3 vols., Florence, 1839 ; Gaetano Milanesi,

Ze Opere di Georgio Vasari con nuove annotazioni e cormnente, Flor-

ence, 1879.
K. — 85
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GLASSTUS, Solomon (1593-1656), theologian and

Biblical critic, was born at Soadershausen, in the principality

of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, in 1593, received his school-

education at the gymnasium of Gotha, and in 1612

entered the university of Jena, where, with the exception

of some months spent at Wittenberg in 1615, he passed the

following nine years of his life. As a student of theology

under John Gerhard he directed his attention especially to

Hebrew and the cognate dialects
3
in 1619 he was made an

'*adjunctus” of the philosophical faculty, and some time

afterwards he received an appointment to the chair of

Oriental languages. From 1625 to 1638 he discharged the

duties of superintendent in Sondershausen ;
but in the latter

year, shortly after the death of Gerhard (1637), he was, in

accordance with the last wish of that great man, appointed

to succeed him in the chair of theology at Jena. He did

not, however, continue long at that university; for in 1640,

at the earnest invitation of Duke Ernest the Pious, he re-

moved to Gotha, there to act as general superintendent in

the execution of important reforms which had been initiated

both in the ecclesiastical and in the educational establish-

ments of the duchy. The delicate duties attached to this
j

office he discharged with singular tact and energy; and
when called upon to take part In what is known as the

syncretistic ” controversy, by which Protestant Germany
was so long vexed, he manifested a combination of firmness

with liberality, of loyalty to the past with a just regard to

the demands of the present and the future, which unhappily

liave only too seldom been equalled in theological disputes.

His principal work, the well known PTiilologia Sacra, pub-

lished originally in 1625, was and still is regarded as a work
of great value in biblical hermeneutic; and it has an his-

torical importance as marking the transition from the earlier

views on questions of biblical criticism to those of the school

of Spener. It was more than once reprinted during the

author’s lifetime, and appeared in a new and revised

form, edited by Dathe and Bauer at Leipsic, towards the

close of the century (1776-1797). Glassius succeeded

Gerhard also in the editorship of the Weimar Bihelwerh,

and he wrote the commentary on the poetical books of the

Old Testament for that publication. A volume of his

Opuscula was printed at Leyden in 1700. He died in

1656.
GLASTONBURY, a market town and municipal

borough of England, is situated near the middle of Somer-
setshire, about 22 miles S.W. of Bath, on the great western

road from London to Exeter. The spot occupied by the

town is a sort of peninsula formed by the windings of the

river 'Brue, which flows west through the valley between
the Poldew and the Mendip Hills

; and in earlier times it
|

was to all intents an island, as the countiy round was an
|

extensive marsh, broken, however, by the Tor of St
Michael to the N.E. of the town. Of the public buildings

the most important, besides the ruins of the great abbey,
are the church of St John the Baptist, in the Perpendicular
style, with a tower of fine proportions; the church of St
Benedict, dating from between 1493 and 1524; the hospital

of St John, founded in 1246 ; and the George Inn, erected

about the time of Henry VII. or Henry VIII. There was
formerly in the town a remarkable cross, which is figured

in Warner’s Glastonhury ; but it fell into decay, and was
replaced by the present insignificant monument in 1846.
Though Glastonbury has a station on the Somerset and
Dorset Railway, and communicates with the estuary of the
Severn by means of a canal for vessels of 70 or 100 tons

burden, it has comparatively little trade. The woollen
manufacture was introduced by the duke of Somerset in

the first half of the 16th century, as may be seen at length

in Strypa’s Life of Cranmer ; but neither that nor the manu-
iacture of silk, which was also carried on to some extent
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during the 18th century, is now of any importance. There
are tanneries, however, and tile-works. The population of

the town in 1861 was 3496, and in 1871 it was 3670.

The abbey of Glastonbury is without doubt one of the very
earliest ecclesiastical foundations in Eugland. In the words of Mr
Freeman C^^King Ine/* Proc, ofSomersetshire Arch. Soc., 1874), “it

is on any showing a tie between the Briton and the Englishman,
between the older Christianity of our island and the newer, the
one church of the first rank which lived through the storm of Eng-
lish conquest, which passed into the hands of our victorious fathers

as a tro^y of victory undestroyed and unplundered.” But unfor-
tunately everything relating to its early history is so enveloped
in legend that one has to tread one’s way with the greatest caution
at every step. ” As Canon Stubbs remarks, ^ the extravagant claims of

^e monks in regard to the antiquity and celebrity ot their church
‘‘ doubtless provoked criticism, and criticism forced on them the
need of a forged history to assert, and of forged monuments to suj)-

port these pretensions. The fabrication of such evidence must have
gone on at Glastonbury on a scale jDi'oportioned to the claims

; and
William of Malmesbury, it would almost seem, undertook to erect

the story out ofmaterials which he distrusted. This did not content

his employers, and they interpolated his work to a degree which
makes it impossible to rely with confidence on any ]part of it.”

I

Though. Glastonbury is not mentioned either by Bede or by the
authors of the Saxon Chronicle as one of the early foundations, its

existence (continues Prof. Stubbs) is proved by the inconti overtible

authority of the letters of St Boniface and the life of the same by
S. Willibald. The name of Glastonbury however is of compara-
tively modern origin, being a corruption of the Saxon Gloestingaburh

or town of the Glaestings. By the Britons the spot seems to have
been called Ynys yr Avalloii (Latinized as Avallonia), the Island

of Apples, or Ynyswitrin, the Glassy Island ;
and it became the

local habitation of various fragments of Celtic romance.
According to the legends which grew up under the care of the

monks, the first church of Glastonbury was a little wattled building

erected by Joseph of Arimathea as the leader of the twelve apostles

sent over to Britain from Gaul by St Philip. About a hundred
years later, according to the same authorities, the two missionaries

Phaganus and Deruvianus wto came to kin^ Lucius from Pope
Eleutherius established a fraternity of anchorites on the spot, and
after three hundred years more St Patrick introduced amongst them
a regular monastic life. About 546 David of Menevia is said to have
built a new church near the old one, and in the 7th centui'y the

old one was encased with boards and covered with lead by the care

of Paulinus of York. In the early part of the 8th centu^ the great

West Saxon king Ine (cf, charter in Kemble, Codex dipl0772cdicus

cem Saxonid, vol. i. No. Ixxi.) built and endowed a monasteiy at

Glastonhurj’', which, in spite of the preceding establishments, may
almost be considered as a new foundation. From the decadent state

into which, like other monasteries, Glastonbury was brought by the
Danish invasions, it was brilliantly recovered hy^ the powerful hand
of Dnnstan who had been educated within its walls and was
appointed its abbot about 946. The church and other buildings of

his erection remained till the installation, in 1082, of the first Nor-
man abbot, who inaugurated the new epoch by commencing a new
church. His successor Herlewin (1101-1120), however, dissatisfied

with the meanness of the edifice, pulled it down to make way for a

finer structure. Henry of Blois (1126-1172) added greatly to the
extent of the monastery, building a bell tower, a chapter-house, a

cloister, a dormitory, a refectory, a palace, a hrew-house, &c. In
1184 (on 25th May) the whole of the buildings were laid in ruins

by fire ; but Henry II. of England, in whose hands the monastery
then was, entrusted his chamberlain Budolphus with the work of re-

storation, and caused it to be carried out with much magnificence.

The great church of which the mins still remain was then erected.

In the end of the 12th century, and on into the following, Glaston-

bury was distracted by a strange dispute, caused by the attempt of

Savario the ambitious bishop of Bath to make himself master of the

abbey. The conflict, carried on alternately by blows and bribes,

was brought to a close by the decision of Innocent III. ,
that the

abbacy should be merged in the new see of Bath and Glastonbu^,
and that Savaric should have a fourth of the property. On Savaric’s

death his successor gave up the joint bishopric and allowed the

monks to elect their own abbot. From this date to the Beforma-
tion the monastery continued to flourish, the chief events in its

history being connected with the maintenance of its claims to the

possession of the bodies or tombs of King Arthur and St Dunstan,
As early at least as the beginning of the 11th century the tradi-

tion that Arthur was buried at Glastonbury appears to have taken
shape; and in the reign of Henry II., according to Giraldus

Cambrensis and others, the abbot Henry de Blois, causing search to

be made, discovered at the depth of 16 feet a massive oak trunkwith
an inscription *‘Hic jacet sepultus inclitus rex Arthurus in insula

Avalonia.'^’ After the fire of 1184 the monks asserted that they were

^ IfiiirodMction to Mern/ynals of St Ihmstan, Rolls Seri^, 1874.
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an possession of tlie remains ofSt Dmistan, whicli had been abstracted
from Canterbury after the Danisli sack of 1011 and kept in conceal-
ment ever since. The Canterbury monks naturally denied the asser-
tion, and the contest continued for centuries. In 1508 Warham and
Goldston having examined the Canterbury shrine reported that it

contained all the principal bones of the saint, but the abbot of
Glastonbury in reply as stoutly maintained that this was impossible.
The day of such disputes was, however, drawing to a close. On
1539 the last and 60th abbot of Glastonbury, Robert Whyting, was,
in the words of a contemporary letter (MS. Cotton, Cleop. E., iv.

fol. 996), arraigned, and next day put to execution for robbing of
Glastonbury church.” His body was quartered, and his head fixed
on the abbey gate. A darker passage does not occur in the annals
of our English Reformation than this murder of an able and high-
spirited man, whose worst offence was that he defended as best he
could from the hand of the spoiler the property of his charge.^
The ruins of the abbey are now comparatively few, and as the work

of destruction has in many places descended to the very foundations
it is impossible to make out the details of the plan. Of the vast
range of buildings for the accommodation of the monks almost
nothing remains except the abbot’s kitchen, noteworthy for its

octagonal interior, the porter’s lodge, and the abbey barn. Consider-
able portions are still standing of the so-called chapel of St Joseph at
the west end, which Mr Willis has identified with the lady chapel,
occupying the site of the old wicker church. This chapel, which
is the finest part of the ruins, is transition work of the 12th century.
It measures about 66 feet from east to west and about 36 from north
to south. Below the chapel is a crypt which Professor Willis shows
to be a construction of the 15th century inserted in a building which
had no previous crypt. Between the chapel and the great ehm*eh is

an Early English building which appears to have served as a Galilee
porch. The great church itself was a cruciform structure with a
choir, a nave, and transepts, and a tower surmounting the centre of

intersection. From east to west the length was 410 feet, and the
breadth of the nave was about 80 feet. The nave had ten severies,

and the choir six. Of the nave three bays of the south side are still

standing, and the windows have pointed arches externally and semi-
circular arches internally. Two of the tower piers and a part of one
arch give some indication of the grandeur of the building. The old
clock, presented to the abbey by Adam de Godbury (1322-1336), and
noteworthy as the first recorded example of a clock striking the
hours automatically with a count-wheel, is still preserved, although
not in its entirety, in the cathedral at Wells.
The Glastonbury thorn, planted, according to the legend, by

Joseph of Arimathea, has been the object of considerable comment.
According to Loudon {Arboretum et Frtiticetum) it was probably
Crataegus prcecox, and he reports that he received from Glastonbury
in December 1833 a thorn branch in full blossom, having also on it

ripe fruit. The actual thorn visited by the pilgrims was destroyed
about the Reformation time, but specimens of the same variety are

still extant in various part.s of the country.

See William of Malmesljury, “ De Antiq. Glastoniensis Ecclesise,” in Ret'um
Anglicai-um Script. Vet^ tom. L, 1684 (also printed by Hearne and Migne); John
of Glastonbury, Chronica sice de Hist, de Rebus Glast.^ ed. by Hearne, Oxford,
1726, 2 vols ;

Adam of Domeiliara, Be Rebus Gestis Clasts, ed. by Hearne, Oxford,
1727, 2 vols ; Htst. and Antiq. of Glast., London, 1807 ; Avaloman Guide to the
Town of Glastonbury^ 1839, 8th ed. ; Warner, H%st. of the Abbey and T'own, Bath,
1826; Rev. F. Warre, “ Glastonbury Abbey,” in. Proc. of Somersetshire Archoeol.

and Nat. Hist. Soc., 1849; Rev. F. Warre, “ Notice of Ruins of Glastonbury
Abbey” ibid., 1859; Rev. W. A Jones, “On the Reputed Discovery of King
Arthur’s Remains at Glastonbury,” ibid., 1859; Rev. J. R. Gieen, “Dunstan at

'GlastonbuiTi” “ Giso and Savaric,” ibid., 1863 ; Rev. Canon Jackson, “ Savaric,

Bishop of Bath and Glastonbury,” ibid., 1862, 1863; E. A. Fieeman, “King Ine,”
ibid, 1872 and 1874; Dr W. Beattie, in Joum. of Brit. Archceol. Ass., vol.xii.,

1856 ;
Rev. R Willis, Architectural History of Glastonbury Abbey, 1866. Views

and plans of the abbey building will be found, says Mr Willis, m Dugdale’s
Monasticon, 1C55; Stevens’s Monasticon, 1720; Stukeley, Itinerarium Curiosum,
1724; Giose, Antiquities, 1754; Cai-ter, Ancient Architecture, 1800; Storer,
Antiq and Topogr. Cabinet, vols. ii., iv., v., 1807, &c. ; Britton’s Architectural
Antiquities, yol iv., 1813; Yetmta Monumenta, yo\. iv., 1815; and iVew Monas-
ticon, voL i., 1817.

GLATZ (Slav. Kladsko), a fortified town of Prussian

Silesia, chief town of a couutship in the government dis-

trict of Breslau, is situated 50 miles S.S.W. of the town of

that name. It stands in a narrow valley on the left bank
of the Neisse, not far from the Austrian frontier. It is

strongly walled, and is further defended by an old castle

built on a high hill on one side of the town, and by a regular

modern fortress erected on a hill on the opposite side.

Before the town on both banks of the river there is also a

strongly fortified camp, by which its bombardment from the

neighbouring heights may be hindered, and which affords

accommodation for as many as 10,000 men. The town is

the seat of a circle court and of an agricultural union, and

^ A curious relic of Abbot Whyting, bis watch, was purchased in

1837 at the sale of T. Bowen’s effects, .and presented by O- K. Tynte
to the duke of Sussex.
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possesses one Lutheran and three Catholic churches, one of
which is very old and contains several monuments of
Silesian dukes. Among the other buildings the principal
are the nunnery, the royal Catholic gymnasium, the asylum
for destitute children, and the military hospital The in-

dustries include the manufacture of spirits, linen, damask,
broad cloth, hosiery, beads, and leather. Glatz existed as
early as the 11th century. In the Thirty Years’ War it

was several times besieged and taken. It surrendered to
Frederick the Great in 1742, was retaken by the Austrians
in 1760, and was restored to Prussia at the peace of 1763.
The population in 1875 was 12,553.
GLAUBER, Johann Rudolph (1603-1668), alchemist

and medicinal chemist, was born at Carlstadt in 1603, and
died at Amsterdam in 1668. There is no authentic record
of details concerning his life

;
his name has been somewhat

marred by tradition, but it is not unreasonable to suppose
that this originated with persons who did not heed the
warniag given by the chemist himself, in one of his more
important memoirs, let no one rashly judge of this work,
until he be thoroughly informed concerning the same. ’

Commencing his career as a chemist at the time he did, it

was not unnatural that he imbibed the notion, prevalent

among his contemporaries, of the existence of “ alkaheat,” a
liquid which was to be universal in its uses as a solvent and
a medicine, and of the philosopher’s stone.” But whatever
the motive which induced him to toil in his laboratory, it

is certain that he, by ascertaining the preparation of many
valuable medicines, contributed largely to pharmacy. He
undoubtedly was the first, in 1648, to procure hydrochloric
acid by the action of oil of vitriol on common salt, and also

in all probability to obtain nitric acid by means of oil of

vitriol and nitre. Sodium sulphate, discovered by him,
and commonly therefore termed Glauber’s salt (see below),

he obtained by the action of oil of vitriol on salt.

His treatises, about thirty in number, were published at Frankfort
in 2 vols. 4to, in 1658-1659 ;

at Amsterdam, in 1661, in 7 vols. 8vo ;

and at London, translated into English by Parke, in 1689, 1 vol. folio.

GLAU.BER’S SALT the popular term for neutral sul-

phate of sodium (]Sra2S04), discovered by the chemist whose
name it bears, and formerly known as ‘‘sal mirabile
Glauberi,” It occurs in nature in combination with calcium
sulphate as the mineral glauberite, and uncombined in right

rhombic prisms, as thenardite, being found in this form in

Bolivia and Peru, and near Madrid; or in monoclinic
prisms, with ten molecules of water as glauberite or ordinary
Glauber’s salt, in Austria, Hungary, Italy, and in great

quantity as a deposit from the hot springs of Carlsbad. It

is also a constituent of sea-water, and the chief active prin-

ciple of medicinal waters, and occurs in minute traces in the
blood. It has a bitter but not acrid taste. It is somewhat
anomalous in its solubility, the maximum occurring at about
34° C. According to Ldwel, it exists in aqueous solution

at temperatures as high as 34® C. as a decahydrate, but
above that temperature as an anhydride, the solubility ol

the former increasing, and of the latter decreasing, with

a rise of temperature (see Chemistry, voL v. p. 505).

Under ordinary circumstances it crystallizes from solution

in large colourless prisms ; these, when exposed to the air

or heated, effloresce, giving a white powder, which melts at

a strong red heat, and on cooling forms a transparent mass.

The salt has also been the subject of some interesting ex-

periments made by Guthrie, who at— 7°
C. procured it

in combination with 166 molecules of water. From his

investigation of this and other substances, he concluded

that the solution of a solid body consists in the formation

of a liquid hydrate which ultimately diffuses into the rest

of the solvent. In the manufacture of sodium carbonate

from salt and sulphuric acid, this sulphate is prepared in

large quantities. In medicine it is employed as a purgative.
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GLACrCHAXJ, one of tlie most important manufacturing

towns o£ Saxony, circle of Zwickau, is situated on the right

bank of the Mulde, 7 miles north of Zwickau and 17 west

of Chemnitz, It is the seat of a royal administrative com-

mission, of a district court, and of the ecclesiastical and

secular courts of the countship of Schbnburg, Its principal

manufactures are woollen and half-woollen goods, in regard

to which it occupies the first position in Germany. Besides

3000 hand-looms and 1000 power-looms in the town, the

trade gives employment to many others in the neighbouring

districts. There are also dyeworks, print works, and manu-
factories of paper, linen, thread, and machinery. Glauchau
possesses a real school, an elementary school, a weaving

school of the higher grade, an orphanage, and an infirmary.

Some portions of the extensive old castle date from the

1 2th century, and the Gottesacker church contains interest-

ing anti€
3
[uarian relics. Glauchau was founded by a colony

of Sorbs and Wends, and belonged to the lords of Schbn-

burg as early as the 12th century. The mineralogist

Agricola was born at Glauchau in 1494. While the popu-

lation in 1834 was only 6292, it was 14,357 in 1858 and

21,743 in 1875.
GLAXJCUS (rXavKos, yAav/co?, silvery ” or

“sheeny”), in Greek mythology, the name of several fig-

ures, the most important of which are the four described

below :—

-

(1.) Gla^ucus, surnamed Pontius (6 ttoi/tios, equivalent zo

6 ffaXoLo-criog), according to the common legend had originally

been an expertfisherman and diver atAnthedon (BcEOtia),;but,

having eaten of the magical herb sown by Cronos, had leapt

into the sea, where ultimately he was changed into a god, and
endowed with the gift of unerring prophecy. A principal

seat of his cultus was Anthedon, where the inhabitants

claimed to be descended from him ;
but he was also wor-

.shipped extensively, not only on the coasts of Greece, but
also on those of Sicily and Spain, it being customary for

fishermen and sailors at certain seasons to watch during the

night for the moment when he should come on his periodi-

cal rounds accompanied by his train, in order that they
might consult him as an oracle. He is generally represented

as endowed with most of the attributes of Nereus, but
occasionally he is identified with Melicertes. He is some-
times said to have instructed Apollo in prophecy. In art

he is depicted as a vigorous old man with long hair and
beard, his body terminating in a scaly tail. The
nauiica represent Glaucus as having been builder and steers-

man of the “ Argo,” as having alone remained unhurt in

the fight of Jason with the Tyrrhenians, and as having after-

wards become a sea god, in which capacity he was able in

various ways to assist the expedition. A poetical account
of his metamorphosis is given by Ovid xiii. 906), and
liis story has been also treated by Pindar and by .^schylus,
the latter of whom is known to have made Glaucus Pontius
the subject of one of his satyr-dramas (see Pausanias, ix.

22, 6 ;
and compare Hermann, De ^schyli Glatids).

Allusions to the loves of Glaucus with Ariadne, Scylla, the
Hereids, and Melicertes are frequently to be met with in

ancient literature
;
and a considerable quantity of folklore

concerning him will be found in the scholiast on Plato’s

Republic^ p. 536, and also in Athenaeus, Deipnosoph. vii.

47, 48. See also Gadechen’s monograph {Glauios der
Meergott^ 1860).

(2.) Glaucus, usually surnamed Potnieus (6 Trorvtevs),

from Potnise near Thebes, a deity worshipped chiefly in

Corinth, is to be carefully distinguished from Glaucus
Pontius. He was the son of Sisyphus by Merope, and the
father of Bellerophon. According to the legend he was
destroyed by his own mares,—the most common form of the
story being that he was torn to pieces by them. Accounts
differ as to the place of his violent death, and also as to the
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immediate occasion of it. Sometimes it is represented as
having happened at lolcus, at the funeral games of Pelias,

but usually the scene is laid at Potnia^. He is most fre-

quently represented as having offended Aphrodite by having
kept his mares from breeding

;
but other versions of the

myth are that he had fed them on human flesh to make
them more spirited, or that they had been suffered to drink
at a sacred well at Boeotia, or that they had eaten the herb
hippomanes. On the isthmus of Corinth, and also at

Olympia and Nemea, he was worshipped as rapd^Linrog; and
he was the subject of a lost tragedy of iEschylus. His
affinities with Poseidon Hippius are obvious j and it may
be taken for granted that the frantic horses of Glaucus
Potnieus represent the stormy waves of the sea, just as
Glaucus Pontius is himself a personification of the ocean in

its friendlier and calmer moods.

(3.) Glaucus, the son of Minos by Pasiphae, when
a child, playing at ball or pursuing a mouse, fell into

a honey pot and was smothered. His father, after a
vain search for him, consulted the oracle, and w’-as referred

for an ansvrer to the person who should suggest the aptest

comparison for one of the cows of Minos which had the

power of assuming three different colours. Polyidus
(IloXmSo^) of Argos, who had likened it to a mulberry
(or bramble), which changes from white to red and then
to black, soon afterwards discovered the child. Minos
then desired him to restore young Glaucus to life

;
and on

his failure in this, he was sentenced to be entombed alive

along with the corpse. Having in the sepulchre killed a
serpent by which he had been attacked, he saw its com-
panion revivify it by laying upon it a few leaves of a certain

herb. The same herb he successfully applied to Glaucus.
This curious myth is now very generally admitted to be of

a solar character ; but interpreters are far from unanimous
as to the significance of the various details. The story,

which is related by Apollodorus (iii. 3, 1), and also by
^lian, was a favourite subject with poets and artists.

iEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides are each of them said

to have treated it dramatically
;
and, according to Lucian,

it was often represented in mimic dances (Lucian, De Salta-

tions, 49 ; Welcker, Die Griech. Tragoedie). In some of

its features at least the mythus is found to be very widely
diffused. See Cox, Aryan Mythology, i. 161; Baring-
Gould, Myths of the Middle Ages, ii. 145.

(4.) Glaucus, son of Hippolochus, and grandson of

Bellerophon, mythical progenitor of the kings of Ionia,

was a Lycian prince who, along with his brother Sar-

pedon, assisted Priam in the Trojan war. The incident

between Glaucus and Diomede, as related in the Iliad,.

is well known. He was afterwards slain by Ajax; but
his body was carried back to Lycia, as that of his brother
had been. It seems probable that these two sons of

the Lycian land—the land of light—who leave it in

youth, but are carried thither again (by Hypnos and
Thanatos) when their course is done, originally were meant
to represent respectively the creeping light of the early dawn
(Sarpedon) and the brightness of the open day (Glaukos).

GLEBE, in ecclesiastical law, is the laud devoted to the
maintenance of the incumbent of a church. Burn {Ecclesi-

astical Law, s.v. “ Glebe Lands ”) says :
—“ Every church

of common right is entitled to house and glebe, and the
assigning of them at the first was of such absolute necessity

that without them no church could be regularly consecrated.

The house and glebe are both comprehended under the
word manse, of which the rule of the canon law is, sancitum
est ut unieuique ecclesice mius ma'tisus integer absque alio

servitio tHhuaturJ^ In the technical language of English
law the fee-simple of the glebe is said to be in abeyance,

that is, it exists “ only in the remembrance, expectation, and
intendment of the law.” But the freehold is in the parson,.
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although at common law he could alienate the same only
with proper consent,—that is, in his case, with the consent
of the bishop. The disabling statutes of Elizabeth (1 Eliz.
c. 19, and 13 Eliz. c. 10) made void all alienations by eccle-
siastical persons, except leases for the term of twenty-one
years or three lives. As to exchange of glebe lands, see 5
and 6 Viet. c. 54, and 17 and 18 Viet. c. 84. In Scotch
ecclesiastical law, the manse now signifies the minister’s
dwelling-house, the glebe being the land to which he is

entitled in addition to his stipend. All parish ministers
appear to be entitled to a glebe, except the ministers in
royal burghs proper, who cannot claim a glebe unless there
be a landowner’s district annexed

; and even in that case,
when there are two ministers, it is only the first who has
a claim. See Bell’s Dictionary and Digest.

GLEE is a musical term for a part song of a par-
ticular kind. The v/ord, as well as the thing, is essen-
tially confined to England. The technical meaning has
been explained in different ways ; but there is little doubt
of its derivation from the Anglo-Saxon “gleov, gleo,”
gaudium, delectamentum^ and hence Indus musicus. Glee-
man, Anglo-Saxon “gleo-man,” is translated simply as
“ musicus ” or cantor,” to which the less distinguished
titles of ^‘mimus, jocista, scurra,” are frequently added in
old dictionaries. The accomplishments and social position
of the gleeman seem to have been as varied as those of
the Provengal ‘^joglar.” To return to the word glee,”
there are early examples of its being used as synonymous
with harmony or concerted music. The former explana-
tion, for instance, is given in the Prom'ptorium Far-
vulorum, a work of the 15th century. Glee in its

present meaning signifies, broadly speaking, a piece of

concerted vocal music, generally unaccompanied, and
for male voices, though exceptions are found to the last

two restrictions. The number of voices ought not to
be less than three. As regards musical form, the glee
is little distinguished from the catch,—the two terms
being often used indiscriminately for the same song

;
but

there is a distinct difference between it and the madrigal

—

one of the earliest forms of concerted music known in

England. While the madrigal does not show a distinction

of contrasted movements, this feature is absolutely necessary
in the glee. In the madrigal the movement of the voices

is strictly contrapuntal, while the more modern form allows

of freer treatment and more compact harmonies. Differences

of tonality are fully explained by the development of the
art, for while the madrigal reached its acme in Queen
Elizabeth’s time, the glee proper was little known before

the Commonwealth ; and its most famous representatives

belong to the last century and the first quarter of the pre-

sent. Among the numerous collections of the innumer-
able pieces of this kind, only one of the earliest and most
famous may be mentioned, Catch that Catch can^ a Choice
Collection of Catches^ Rounds, and Canons^ for three and
four voices, published by John Hilton in 1652. The name
^‘glee,” however, appears for the first time in John
Playford’s Musical Companion, published twenty-one years
afterwards, and reprinted again and again, with additions

by later composers—Henry Purcell, William Croft, and
John Blow among the number. The father of the glee

in its modern form is Dr Arne, bom in 1710 Among
more recent English musicians famous for their glees,

catches, and part-songs, the following may be mentioned :—^Attwood, Boyce, Bishop, Crotch, CaUcott, Shield, Stevens,

Horsley, Webb, and Knyvett. The convivial character of

the glee led, in the last century, to the formation of various

societies, which offered prizes and medals for the best com-
positions of the kind, and assembled for social and artistic

purposes. The most famous amongst these—The Glee
Club—was founded in 1783, and at first used to meet at

the house of Mr R. Smith, in St Paul’s Churchyard. This
club was dissolved in 1857. A similar society—The Catch
Club—was formed in 1761, and is still in existence. A
short historic survey of the subject is contained in Mr W.
A. Barrett’s The English Glee and MadHgal Writers.

GLEIG, George (1753—1839), bishop of Brechin, Scot-
land, was the son of a farmer, and was born at Boghall,
Kincardineshire, May 12, 1753. He received his early
education at the school of Arbutbnott, and at the age of
thirteen entered King’s College, Aberdeen, where he
especially distinguished himself in mathematics and the
moral and physical sciences. In his twenty first year he
took orders in the Scottish Episcopal Church, and was
ordained to the pastoral charge of a congregation at Pitten-

weem, Fife, whence he removed in 1790 to Stirling.

His pastoral duties allowing him considerable leisure for

literary pursuits, he became a frequent contributor to the
Monthly Review, the Gentleman^s Magazine, the Anti-Jacohin

Review, and the British Critic. He also wrote several

articles for the third edition of the Encyclopcedia BHtannica,
and on the death of the editor, Colin Maefarquhar, in 1793,
was engaged to edit the remaining volumes. One of

his principal contributions to this work was the article

Metaphysics. He was twice chosen bishop of Dunkeld, but
the opposition of the primus rendered the election on both
occasions ineffectual. In 1808 he was consecrated assistant

and successor to the bishop of Brechin, in 1810 was pre-

ferred to the sole charge, and in 1816 was elected primus
of the Episcopal Church of Scotland, in which capacity he
greatly aided in the introduction of many useful reforms, in

fostering a more catholic and tolerant spirit, and in cement-
ing a firm alliance with the sister church of England. He
died at Stirling in February 1839.

Besides various sermons, Gleig was the author of Directionsfor
the Study of Theology, 1827 ; an edition of Stackhouse's History of
the Bible, 1817 j

and a life of Robertson the historian, prefixed to

an edition of his works. See Life of Bishop Gleig by the Rev. ‘VV.

Walker, 1879.

GLEIM, JoHAN]sr Wilhelm Ludwig (1719-1803), a

minor German poet, was born April 2, 1719, near Halber-

stadt, and died there February 18, 1803, after having
occupied, during half a century, the situation of secretary

to the chapter of Halberstadt. Father Gleim ” was the

title accorded to him throughout all literary Germany on

account of his kind-hearted though inconsiderate and un-

discriminating patronage alike of the poets and poetasters

of the period. He wrote a large number of feeble imita-

tions of Anacreon, Horace, and the minnesingers, a dull

didactic poem entitled Halladat oder das rothe Buck (Hal-

berstadt, 1774, 4th ed. 1812), and collections of fables and
romances {Faheln, Berlin, 1756-57

;
Romanzen, Berlin and

Leipsic, 1756; Lieder, Faheln, und Romanzen, Berlin^

1758). Of higher merit are his Preussische Kriegs-

lieder eines Grenadiers (Berlin, 1758). These, which wez’e

inspired by the campaigns of Friederick IL, is often dis-

tinguished by genuine feeling and vigorous force of expres-

sion. They are also noteworthy as being the first of that

long series of noble political songs in which later German
literaturefis so rich. With this exception, Gleim’s writings

are for the most part tamely commonplace in thought and
expression. His very best odes have only a certain feeble

prettiness to recommend them. A few, as Das Hilttclien

and A7i LeuTcon, have still some popularity, and appear

in most collections of German poetry.

See SdmmtlicTie Werhe (7 vofe., Halberstadt, 1811-1813),

and Kbrte’s GleirrCs Leben aus seinen Briefen und Schr'ften (Hal-

berstadt, 1811). ^

GLEIWITZ, a town in the Prussian province of Silesia,

chief town of the circle of Tost-Gleiwitz, government dis-

trict of Oppeln, is situated on the Klodnitz, and on the

railway between Oppeln and Cracow, 40 miles S.E. of the
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former town. It is tlie seat of a royal mining board, a pro-
vincial court of justice, and a tax office. It possesses one
Protestant and two Catholic churches, a synagogue, a
gymnasium, a school of industry, two female schools of a
higher grade, a convent, a hospital, an infirmary, two
orphanages, and a barracks. Gleiwitz is the centre of the
iron industry of Upper Silesia. Besides the royal foundry,
with which are connected machine manufactories and boiler-

works, there are other two foundries, meal mills, and manu-
factories of wire, gaspipes, cement, and paper. The popu-
lation in 1875 was 14,156.
GLENDOWEK, or Glyndwb, Owen, the last native

who assumed the title of Prince of Wales, and the leader

of the only formidable attempt made by the Welsh to re-

gain their freedom, after they had been subjugated by
Edward I., was born most probably at Glyndwrdy in Mont-
gomeryshire, whence his name, about the year 1354. He
was the son of Gruffydd Vychan, sprung from the lords of

Bromfield, and through his mother he claimed descent from
a daughter of Llywelyn, the last crowned prince of Wales.
He was entered a member of one of the inns of court, and
brought up to the profession of the law, but he does not
seem to have practised. In 1385, in the great dispute
between the Grosvenors and the Scropes as to their right

to bear a certain coat of arms, he was a witness for

Grosvenor—one of the witnesses for Scrope being the
poet Chaucer. He found his way to court, where he
became a favourite with King Bichard, and was made
an esquire of his body. When Bichard went to Ireland
Owen accompanied him, as he did also on his return
to Wales. He was present when Bichard placed himself
in the hands of the treacherous Northumberland, and
at Plint, where his deposition was decided upon. Owen
thereupon retired into private life. He had the mis-
fortune to have for a neighbour Beginald de Grey, earl of
Buthin ; and between him and De Grey a feud existed,

occasioned by a dispute about a piece of waste land. In
the time of Bichard, Owen was successful in a lawsuit;
but no sooner was the king deposed than De Grey took
forcible possession of the land. Owen in vain appealed to
parliament, although the bishop of St Asaph entreated them
to grant his request, and warned them that if they did not,

Wales would rise in rebellion; and a little later Henry IV.,
on the ground that Owen, as a crown tenant, had neglected
to join an expedition to Scotland (while the fact was that
the summons, which had been entrusted to De Grey to give
to Owen, was not delivered until it was too late), declared
a forfeiture of his land held of the crown, and granted some
of it to De Grey, With armed retainers De Grey took
possession

;
but Owen mustered his followers, and after

regaining his own, devastated the lands of De Grey,
Henry took De Grey’s part, and Owen set both at defiance.
On the 20th September 1400 Owen struck the first blow
for the freedom of his country at Buthin, where a fair was
being held. The town was burnt down. During that and
the following year Owen steadily added to his strength, and
the king, although he thrice invaded Wales at the head of
a large army, failed to get at the enemy, who retired to the
mountain fastnesses. This, and the stormy weather which
the Enghsh seem to have invariably experienced, so awed
them that they thought the Welsh chieftain was allied with
the powers of darkness. Harsh laws were enacted against
the Welsh, who thereby were only the more goaded to re-
bellion. The lord-marchers sided with the king, and Sir
Edward Mortimer, uncle of the earl of March, gave Owen
battle at Brynglas in Radnorshire, on June 22, 1402. 1100
Herefordshire men were left dead on the field, and Morti-
mer himself was made prisoner. It was at this battle that'
the Welsh women were guilty, as Shakespeare says, of in-
human' conduct to the dead. This so alarmed the king that
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he invaded Wales in the autumn with three armies, but
nothing came of it. At a parliament held at Machynlleth,
at the close of this year (1402), Owen was formally pro-
claimed Prince of Wales. About this time it was that the
first steps were taken which secured the league between
Owen, Mortimer, and Percy. Early in 1403 Prince Henry

—

Falstaffis Hal—was appointed lieutenant of the king in
Wales. He led an army into North Wales and destroyed
Owen’s residences, and laid waste a fine and populous
country.” The next great event was the battle of Shrews-
bury, at which Percy was defeated. Glendower has been
accused of having neglected aid to his ally at this battle,

but letters recently discovered exonerate him from blame
in this respect, as he was elsewhere at the time. Mean-
while Owen was committing terrible ravages in the districts

under the sway of the marchers, or where Norman castles

overawed the natives
;
and in 1404 he sent ambassadors

—

his chancellor Griffith Young, and his brother-in-law John
Hanmer—to Charles of France, who entered into treaty to-

aid Owen. In pursuance of this treaty a large force, under
the command of Hugueville, landed at Milford Haven at the
end of July 1405. But meanwhile Owen had sustained two
crushing defeats from the army under Prince Henry, the
first at Grosmont in Monmouthshire on the 1 Itli March,
and the second at Mynyddpwllmelin in Brecknockshire four
days later. Still he was able to muster a force to join the
French contingent, and with them he pushed on to the
neighbourhood of Worcester, where the king met them but
did nob fight, and the French returned home. Owen’s
power appears to have suffered irrevocably at the defeats

of the spring. For years afterwards he carried on a desul-

tory warfare, but defections from his ranks so weakened his

power that he was no longer the dangerous enemy he had
been. But he never submitted. In July 1415—fifteen

years after the first outbreak—the king, now Henry V.,

authorizes Sir Gilbert Talbot to treat with Ovren, and to

offer him and his followers free pardon, “in case they
should desire it.’^ A similar offer was made in February
1416. His death is believed to have taken place at the
house of one of his daughters in Monmouthshire, but
there is no certainty as to either the date or the place of
hia death.

GLEYBE, Mabc Chables Gabbiel (1806-1874), a
celebrated French painter, was of Swiss origin, having been,

born at Chevilly in the canton of Vaud, May 2, 1806. His
father died, and then his mother, while he was yet a boy
of some eight or nine years of age ; and he was brought
up by an uncle at Lyons, who sent him to the industrial
school of that city. Going up to Paris a lad of seventeen
or nineteen, he spent four years in close artistic study

—

in Hersent’s studio, in Suisse’s academy, in the galleries of
the Louvre, To this period of laborious application suc-
ceeded four years of meditative inactivity in Italy, 'where
he became acquainted with Horace Vernet and Leopold
Robert

; and six years more were consumed in adventurous
wanderings in Greece, Egypt, Nubia, and Syria. At Cairo
he was attacked with ophthalmia, and in the Lebanon he
was struck down by fever ; and he returned to Lyons in
shattered health. On his recovery he proceeded to Paris,,

and, fixing his modest studio in the Bue de University began
carefully to work out the conceptions which had been slowly
shapii^g themselves in his mind. Mention is made of twa
decorative panels—^Diana leaving the Bath, and a Young
Nubian—as almost the first fruits of his genius ; but these
did not attract public attention till long after, and the paint-
ing by which he practically opened his artistic career was
the Apocalyptic Vision of St John, sent to the Salon of
1840. This was followed in 1843 by Evening, which at
the time received a medal of the second class, and after-
wards became widely popular under the title of the Lost
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rilasions. It represents a poet seated on tlie bank of a
river, with, drooping head and wearied frame, letting his
lyre slip from a careless hand, and gazing sadly at a bright
company of maidens whose song is slowly dying from his ear
as their boat is borne slowly from his sight. In spite of the
flOiccess which attended these first ventures, Gleyre retired
from public competition, and spent the rest of his life in

quiet devotion to his own artistic ideals, neither seeking the
easy applause of the crowd, nor turning his art into a means
of aggrandizement and wealth. After 1845, when he exhib-
ited the Separation of the Apostles, he contributed nothing
',0 the Salon except the Danse of the Bacchantes in 1849.
And yet belaboured steadily and was abundantly productive.
He had an infinite capacity of taking pains,” and when
asked by what method he attained to such marvellous per-
fection o£ workmanship, he would reply, ‘‘ En y pensant
toujours.” A long series of years often intervened between
the first conception of a piece and its embodiment, and
years not unfrequently between the first and the final stage
of the embodiment itself. A landscape was apparently
finished

;
even his fellow artists would consider it done

;

Gleyre alone was conscious that he had not ‘‘found his
sky.” Happily for French art this high-toned laboriousness
became influential on a large number of Gleyre’s younger
contemporaries

; for when Delaroche gave up his studio of
instruction he recommended his pupils to apply to Gleyre,
who at once agreed to give them lessons twice a week, and
characteristically refused to take any fee or reward. By
instinct and principle he was a confirmed celibate :

“ For-
tune, talent, health,—^he had everything; but he was
married,” was his lamentation over a friend. Though he
lived in almost complete retirement from public life, he
took a keen interest in politics, and was a voracious reader
of political journals. For a time, indeed, under Louis
Philippe, his studio had been the rendezvous of a sort of

liberal club. To the last—amid all the disasters that befell

his country—he was hopeful of the future, “ la raison finira

bien par avoir raison,” It was while on a visit to the
Retrospective Exhibition, opened on behalf of the exiles

from Alsace and Lorraine, that he suddenly dropped down
and expired May 5, 1874, He left unfinished the Earthly
Paradise, a noble picture, which Taine has described as
“ a dream of innocence, of happiness, and of beauty—Adam
and Eve standing in the sublime and joyous landscape of

a paradise enclosed in mountains,”—a worthy counterpart
to the Evening. Among the other productions of his

genius are the Deluge, which represents two angels speeding
above the desolate earth, from which the destroying waters
have just begun to retire, leaving visible behind them the
ruin they have wrought

;
the Battle of the Lemanus, a

piece of elaborate design, crowded but not cumbered with
figures, and giving fine expression to the movements of the
various bands of combatants and fugitives; the Prodigal
Son, in which the artist has ventured to add to the parable
the new element of mother’s love, greeting the repentant
youth with a welcome that shows that the mother’s heart

thinks less of the repentance than of the return
;
Ruth and

Boaz; Ulysses and Nausicaa; Hercules at the feet of

Omphale ; the Young Athenian, or, as it is popularly called,

Sappho; Minerva and the Nymphs; Yenus
Daphnis and Chloe; and Love and the Parcse. Nor
must it be omitted that he left a considerable number of

drawings and water-colours, and that we are indebted to

him for a number of portraits, among which is the sad
face of Heine, engraved in the Revue des Deux Mondes for

April 1852. In Clement’s catalogue of his works there
are 683 entries, including sketches and studies. Gleyre
is in great favour in Switzerland

;
and a special exhibition

of his works was held at Lausanne in the Arland Museum,
August and September 1874.
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See Tritz Berthoud in BihliotMque ZhviversclZe de, Genlve^ 1874 ;

Albert de Montet, IKct. B%ographigue des Genevois et des Vdvdois,
1877 ; and Vie de Charles Gleyre^ 1877, written by Ms friend,
Charles Clement, and illustrated by 30 plates from his works.

GLINKA, Fedor Nikolaevich (1788-1849), a Russian
poet and author, was born at Smolensk in 1788, and was
specially educated for the army. In 1803 he obtained a
commission as an officer, and two years later took part in
the Austrian campaign. His tastes for literary pursuits,,

however, soon induced him to leave the service, whereupon
he withdrew to his estates in the government of Smolensk,
and subsequently devoted most of his time to study
or travelling about Russia. Upon the invasion of the
French in 1812, he re-entered the Russian army, and
remained in active service until the end of the campaign in

1814. Upon the elevation of Count Milarodovich to the
military governorship of St Petersburg, Glinka was
appointed colonel under his command. On account of his

suspected revolutionary tendencies he was, in 1826,
banished to Petrozavodsk, but he nevertheless retained his

honorary post of president of the Society of the Friends of

Russian Literature, and was after a time allowed to return

to St Petersburg. Soon afterwards he retired completely

from public life, and died on his estates in 1849.

Glinka’s martial songs have special reference to the Russian
military campaigns of bis time. He is known also as tbe author of

the descriptive poem Kareliya, &c. {Carelia, or the CaptwUy of

Martha Joanovna), 1830, and of a metrical paraphrase of the book
of Job. His fame as a military author is chiefly due to his Bisma
BussTcago Ofitsera (^Letters of a B/iissiaTi Officer), 8 vols.

,
1816-16.

GLINKA, Michael Ivakovich (1804-1857), a cele-

brated Russian composer, was born at Novospassky, a
village in the Smolensk government, in 1804, and not, as

stated generally in the dictionaries, in 1803. His early life

he spent at home, but at the age of thirteen we find him at

the Blagorodrey Pension, St Petersburg, where he studied

music under Carl Maier and John Field, the celebrated Irish

composer and pianist, settled in Russia. We are told that

in his seventeenth year he had already begun to compose
romances and otheivjninor vocal pieces ;

but of these no-

thingnow is known. His thorough musical training did not

begin till the year 1830, when he went abroad and stayed

for three years in Italy, to study the works of old anc*

modern Italian masters. His thorough knowledge of the

requirements of the voice may be connected with this course

of study. His training as a composer was finished under

Dehn, the celebrated contrapuntist, with whom Glinka

stayed for several months at Berlin. In 1833 he returned

to Russia, and devoted himself to operatic composition. On
November 27, 1836, took place the first representation of

his Lifefor the Czar, This was the turning point in Glinka’s

life,—^for the work was not only a great success, but in a

manner became the origin and basis of a Russian school of

national music. Subject and music combined to bring about

this issue. The story is taken from the invasion of Russia

by the Poles early in the 17th century, and the hero is a

peasant who sacrifices his life for the czar. Glinka has

wedded this patriotic theme to inspiring and in some places

admirable music. His melodies, moreover, show distinct

affinity to the popular songs of the Russians, and for t^t
reason the term “national” maybe justly applied to them.

His appointment as imperial chapel-master and conductor of

the opera of St Petersburg was the just reward of his dram-

atic successes. His second opera, Riisslan and Lyudmila^

founded on Poushkin’s poem, did not appear till 1842; but

in the meantime he wrote an overture and four entre-actea

to Kukolnik’s drama Frince Kholmsky. In 1844 he went

abroad for a second time, and lived chiefly in Paris and

Spain. On his return to St Petersburg he wrote and

arranged several pieces for the orchestra, amongst which the

so-called Kamarinskaya has achieved popularity beyond the
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limits of Kussia. He also composed numerous songs and
romances. In 1857 lie went abroad for the third time, and
died suddenly at Berlin, on February 14th of that year.

GLINKA, Sergy Nieiolaevich (1774-1847), Kussian

author, the elder brother of Fedor N. Glinka (noticed

above), was born at Smolensk in 1774. In 1796 he entered

the Kussian army, but after three years’ service retired with

the rank of major. He afterwards employed himself in the

education of youth and in literary pursuits, first in the

Ukraine, and subsequently at Moscow, where he died in

1847. His poems are spirited and patriotic ;
he wrote also

several dramatic pieces, and translated Young’s ITight

Thoughts.
Among his numerous prose works the most important from an

historical point of view are

—

RussJcoe Ohtenie {Russian Reading:
Historical Memorials of Russia vn the 18^^ and \^th Centuries)^ 2
vols., 1845 ;

Istoriya Rossii, &c. {History of Russia for the use of
Youth), 10 vols., 1817-19 (2cl ed. 1822; 3d ed. 1824); Istoriya

Armyan, &c. {History of the Migration of the Armeniems of
Azerbijanfrom TwrTcey to Russia), 1831 ;

and his contributions to

the RussJey Vyestnik {Riissiom Messenger), a monthly periodical,

edited by him from 1808 to 1820.

GLOBE. With the exception of illuminated portolani,

the most interesting monuments of geography are globes.

Celestial globes are much more ancient than terrestrial ones.

The earliest of these with which we are acquainted is one
made of copper engraved in the Arab-Cufic character of the
11th century. It is preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale
de Paris, Sect. Gdog., No. 396 (see fig. 1). In Italy the

Eia. 1.—Globe in Biblioth^ue Nationale, Paris.

emperor Frederick IL (1197-1250) possessed a celestial

globe of gold, probably also of Arab manufacture, on which
the stars were indicated by pearls ; from the scanty infor-
mation that has come down to us respecting it we should
imagine that it partook somewhat of the nature of an
armillary sphere, as representations of the planets were to
be seen in the interior of it. To these succeed a series of
globes ranging from the 15th to the 17th century.
One might suppose that many specimens of these globes

would exist in public libraries, but diligent research has
shown that the majority of those not made of metal are
more perishable than maps, and much more so than books.

The earliest terrestrial globe of any importance known to

geographers is the well known one of Martin Behaim of

Nuremberg, bearing the date of 1492. It is about 21
inches in diameter, and is made of pasteboard covered
with parchment, on which are designed historical pictures

with their legends written in Old German in various

colours. The first meridian passes through Madeira, and
the only other lines on it are those of the equator, the
two tropics, and the polar circles. It has also a meridian
of iron and an horizon of brass, but these were not added
until 1500, which date they bear. As a monument of

geography it is of the highest importance, being the only
original document that has come down to us in this form
embodying the geographical views of its author with those

of his gifted contemporaries, Toscanelli, Columbus, <kc.

This globe represents with some slight modifications most
of the disproportions of the Ptolemaic geography, into

which is incorporated information evidently derived from
the travels of Marco Polo and Sir J. Maundeville. It was
executed by Behaim, assisted by Holtzschuer, while on a
visit to his native city (1491-3), after a sojourn of five

years at the Azores. It is still preserved in the house of

his ancestors at Nuremberg, An exact and authenticated

facsimile of it, mounted on a stand, is preserved in the

Bib. Nat. de Paris, Section Geographique, No. 393.^

The Laon globe of 1493, in the possession of M.
Leonce Leroux of the Administration Centrale de la

Marine k Paris, is made of red copper engraved, about the

size of a 36-pounder cannon ball, and pierced by a socket

which at a former period held an axis. It has all the

appearance of having formed part of the apparatus of an
astronomical clock. On the globe are engraved many cir-

cles. The first meridian, as in the globe of Behaim, passes

through Madeira. In the northern hemisphere meridian
lines are drawn at every 15th degree; these meridians are

again crossed by certain parallels of latitude corresponding
somewhat to the seven climates usually found on maps
of the period. Neither meridians nor parallels are to be
traced on the southern hemisphere. Although this globe
bears a legend upon it dated 1493, it is evident that the
general geographical information recorded upon it is earlier

than that on Behaim’s globe by five or six years. In all

probability it was that current in Lisbon between the
voyage of Diego Cam to the Zaire or Congo river, 1 484—5,
and that of Bartholomeu Diaz to the Cape of Good Hope
in 1487. The author is unknown. A heart-shaped projec-

tion of this globe was published in the Bulletin de la Soc.

de Geog. de Faris, 4me s6rie, tom. 20te, 1860.
In all probability the earliest post-Columbian globe ex-

tant is the one now preserved in the Lenox Library, New
York. It was found in Paris some twenty-five years ago by
Mr Kichard M. Hunt, who, upon learning its value, presented
it to the Lenox Library, of which he is the architect. This
globe is of copper, about 4J inches in diameter and engraved.
It is pierced for an axis, and probably, like the Laon sphere,

formed the principal feature of an astronomical clock or

armillary sphere. The date assigned to the Lenox globe by
Mr Henry Stevens, who first recognized its importance, and
had an accurately drawn projection made of it in the Coast
Survey Bureau at Washington in 1869, is about 1506—7.
A comparison of that projection, now published in reduced
facsimile for the first time (see fig. 2), with several con-

temporary maps and globes, serves to show the accuracy
of the date assigned to it, as also to sugge^ its French
origin. The author is unknown.

^For other reproductions of it see J. C. Doppelmayr, Historische
Hachricht von den Nurnbergischen Mathematicis und Kunstlem,
Nnremherg, 1730 ;

Dr F. W. Ghillany, Qeschichte des Seefahrers Ritter
Martin Behaim, Nuremherg, 1853 ; and Jomard, Monuments de la

Giograjehie, Paris, 1854. *
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The next globe that demands attention is the famous northwards to Virginia and New England. Between these

one made at Bamberg in 1520 by Johann Schoner, at two points there remained a region more or less known
the cost and charges of his friend Johann Sayler. It was which on this globe is indicated by open water. In
afterwards taken to Nuremberg by Schoner, where it is still depicting the east coast of Asia and the many islands
preserved in the town library. The importance attached to there, including Japan and Java-major, the author follows
this globe is that hitherto it has always been regarded as the globe of Behaim. By some it has been regarded as a
the first of its kind to portray the discoveries in the New new edition of Behaim. There are in Germany several
World, in combination with the notions that had previously globes which depict the world nearly in the same manner
prevailed of the space intervening between Europe and as Schoner^s. One, preserved in the city of Frankfort,
Africa on one side, and the eastern ends of Asia on the bearing the same date (1520), is about 10-^- inches in
other. Schoner in this globe breaks up America into as diameter, and has been reproduced by M. Jomard in his
many islands as possible. Thus North America is shown Monuments de la Geographies pi. 15 and 16. There is also
as one large island. He also represents South America as another in the library of the grand-duke of Weimar. As
a large island, to which he applies several names, among all these globes give to North and South America the con-
which we observe, for the first time on a globe, the name figuration they have in Schoner, Humboldt was of opinion
America.” North America was not comprised under the that they all are, with respect to America, copies of an older

name until a later date. Schoner’s globe indicates two chart ‘^hidden perhaps in the archives of Italy or Spain.”
great series of North American discoveries, of which one, There is at Nancy a terrestrial globe which is also

commencing with the Cabots in 1497, extended by degrees a geographical curiosity. It is of chased silver gilt, about
to Canada and Nova Scotia, while the other, commencing 6 inches in diameter

;
the land portions are represented in

with Columbus in 1492, advanced from the Bahamas slowly fine gilding, the water by azure blue enamel. One of the

hemispheres opens outwards horizontally, the interior being origin. We have on this globe the first indications of

also gilt. It formerly served the purpose of a pyx on the a separation between East Asia and North America. The
altar of the church of Notre-Dame-de Sion, to which church date appears to be about 1540.

it was offered by Charles IV,, duke of Lorraine, on his re- In 1541 the illustrious Gerard Mercator constructed and
turn in 1663. It is now preserved in the town library, published at Louvain a terrestrial globe, and in 1551 a

It has all the appearance of having been made at a period companion celestial globe.^ These are without doubt the

immediately following the execution of the curious heart- most important monuments of the kind of the 16th century,

shaped map by Oronce Fin6 of 1531, found in the Paris They were to be found in nearly all the universities and

edition of Grynseus, 1532. In this map and the globe at libraries of Europe, in the private libraries of the rich, and

Nancy we find the New World stUl regarded as an exten- the class-room of the teacher of navigation. We also know
sion of eastern Asia or the Indies, the geography of Marco from BlundevilLe’s Exercises that up to the date of 1592

Polo being apparently mixed up with that of Cortez in they were in common use in England. Six pairs at least

Mexico. A stereographic projection of this globe was pub- of these globes were sold for Mercator by Camerarius of

lished in Mem, de la Soc. Boy, de Eancy^ voL viii., 1836. Nuremberg
;
others we know were sold at the book-fairs of

There is another globe somewhat larger than the preced- Frankfort-on-the-Main ;
and Mercator himself presented

ing, made of copper engraved, known as the De Bure one pair to the university of Louvain, of which he was

globe. It has no date, but its geographical features in the a student and a master of arts. Yet only two sets of the

main bear a close resemblance to the globe at Nancy. It original globes are known now to^ exist in Europe one

is supposed to be of Spanish origin. It is preserved in in the royal library at Brussels, discovered in 1868, the

the Bib. Nat. de Paris, Section Geographique, No. 427. — —

~

In the same section. No. 394, is preserved the Ecuy a later period Mercator also made for Charles V. a pair of gloBes,

globe, made of brass. The word ‘^Rhotomagi ” (Rouen) the terrestrial one of vrood, the celestial one of glass; these were

is appended to the title, whence it seems to be of French destroyed in the subsequent troubles in the Low ^untries.
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other in the imperial court library at Vienna, discovered

in 1875. These globes are about 2 feet high, and when
first mounted on stands with all their accessories of meri-

dians, horizons, &c., must have presented a noble appear-

ance, They are only known to us by facsimiles of gores

reproduced from the originals in their natural size, pub-

lished at Brussels in 1875, with an introduction to their

history by Dr J. Van Raemdonck. A comparison of the

terrestrial globe with all those that preceded it shows it to

be a monument at once of learning and of science, worthy of

the greatest scientific geographer of his age.^ The authors

used by Mercator in his configurations of the continents

of the Old World were chiefly Ptolemy and Marco Polo.

Por representing the New World he evidently acquainted

himself with the narratives of all the most recent voyages,

maps, and charts that were to be had in his time. These

were used with the greatest possible skill and discrimination;

and in consequence we have the best delineation of the

world on a globe that it was possible to produce at the

period. In MercatoPs time the imperfect knowledge of

pilots in general, and the defects of their charts in piano,

made terrestrial globes much more useful to navigators than

we can well realize to-day. Convinced of their importance

Mercator neglected nothing in order to adapt them to the

use of seamen; he therefore added to his globes the

rhumbs hitherto found only on plain charts. He added yet

another improvement, delineating about thirty leading stars

of the principal constellations according to their magnitudes
and their positions in the heavens. Theseimportant improve-

ments appear to be quite peculiar to the globes of Mercator, i

An examination of the celestial globe of 1551 also reveals

many improvements introduced by Mercator in his deline-

ation of the heavens. Without counting a great number
of stars as yet unresolved into symbolical groups, Mercator
gives us 934 fixed stars, distributed in 51 constellations.

Two of the latter are entirely new, and are not met with
on later celestial globes. These are Antinous, formed of

six stars on the equator below the Eagle, and Cincinnus, or

the Lock of Hair, formed of one star and two nebulae in the

north hemisphere, under the tail of the Great Bear.^

The Globe of JSiiphrosynus Ulpius of 1542.—This globe,

apparently made in Rome, is now preserved in the museum
of the New York Hist, Soc. It is 15J inches in diameter,

made of copper, and is divided into two hemispheres on
the line of the equator, and fastened together with iron

pins. The normal position of the globe in its stand being
vertical, the north pole with its hour-circle is surmounted
by an iron cross. It is encompassed by a horizon, upon
which are engraved the signs of the zodiac. The height of

the whole apparatus, with its stand of oak, is 3 feet 8
inches. It was executed by Euphrosynus Ulpius, a name
•unknown to geographers, and is dedicated to Cardinal
Marcellus Oervinus, D.D., vrho, thirteen years later, was
elevated to the Roman see, under the title of Marcellus
II., and survived his election only twenty-two days. The
first meridian line passes through the Canaries; the re-

maining ones are repeated at intervals of 30 degrees.

•Great prominence is given to the line of demarcation
between Spain and Portugal in the New World, laid down
by Pope Alexander VI. The geographical features peculiar
to this globe are two, evidently copied from the Yerra-
zano map of 1529,—the legend found upon it recording the
voyage made by Yerrazano on behalf of Francis I. in 1524,
-and the rude line drawn south-east from about 57° to 36°

N. lab. The latter, common to both map and globe, gave

^ According to Dr F. Wieser, a third example of it is preserved at
Weimar.

® A pair of Mercator’s globes reproduced in facsimile, natural size,

were conspicuous features in the Belgian section of the exhibition con-
nected with the geographical congress held in Paris in 1875.

rise to the curious conception of the “Mare Yerrazano,”

the origin of which has exercised the minds of geographers

from Hakluyt down bo our day.®

In the South Kensington Museum is a celestial globe

inches in diameter, made of gilt metal (it is supposed

for Rudolph. II.), by G. Roll and J. Reinhold at Augsburg,

dated 1584.
Mollineuoo Globes o/1592.—The true successorof Mercator

in the art of globe-making was neither J. F. Yan Langren,

Jodocus Hondius, nor W. J. Blaeu, as has been supposed,

but an Englishman named Emerie Mollineux, the friend of

Hakluyt, and of John Davis of Arctic fame. The earliest

notice we have of the terrestrial globe made by him is the

prospective one of its intended publication, to be found at

the end of the preface to the 1st edition of Hakluyt’s

Voyages of 1589. The comming out of the very large and
most exact terrestriall globe ” of Mollineux there referred to,

with its companion celestial one, was accomplished in 1592,

At the same time appeared a manual in English for their

use, by Thomas Hood of Trinity College, Cambridge
;
and

in 1594 appeared another manual, written expressly for

them in Latin by Robert Hues, entitled TractaUis de Glohis

ei eorum nsu. Two years afterwards this latter was trans-

lated by J. Hondius, and published in Amsterdam, giving

rise to the notion, apparently still prevalent in Holland, that

Hues wrote this book expressly for Hondius,—a biblio-

graphical blunder involving injustice to the memory of

Mollineux. The only examples of these once famous globes

known to exist are now preserved in the library of the

Middle Temple, London. They are both 2 feet in diameter,

mounted on stands, with the usual accessories of horizon,

meridian, &c. The celestial globe still bears the date of

1592, but the terrestrial appears to have received additions,

and the date has been altered by the pen to 1603. The
best description of these two globes is a contemporary one
to be found in Blundeville’s Exercises^ London, 1594,
which enables us to realize the difference between these

globes and Mercator’s :

—

‘‘The mappewhich covereth Mr Molineux his terrestriall globe dif-

feretb. greatly from Mercator his terrestriall globe, by reason that
there are found out divers new places, as well towards the North
Pole as in the East and West Indies, which were unknowns to Mer-
cator. They differ also greatly in names, longitudes, latitudes, and
distances of such places set down not only in Mercator’s globe but
also in divers maps more lately made. As touching the map of the
stars which covereth the celestiall globe of Mr Molineux, I do not
find it greatly to differ from that of Mercator, saving that Mr
Molineux hath added to his celestiall globe certain southern images,
as the Crosse, &c. In the great terrestriall glohe the voyage, as well
of Sir F. Drake as of Mr Th. Candish, is set down and shewed by
help of two lines, the one red, and the other blew, whereof the red
line doth show what course Sir Francis observed in all his voyage,
as well outward as homeward

; and the blew line showeth in like
manner the voyage of Master Candish, and in that globe is also set

down how fane Sir Martin Furhisher discovered towards the north
parts. Nothing is set down in this glohe but onlythe outermost end
of his voyage, named Forhisher’s Straights, having in N. lat. about
63 degrees. ”4

From a later inscription on the terrestrial globe we learn
that it was still further repaired in 1818 by Messrs J. & W.
Newton, globe makers, of Chancery Lane. These globes
are of special interest as the first of the kind made in
England and by an Englishman.

In the same year J. Yan Langren, and Jodocus Hondius
five years later (1597), put upon record their intention
of bringing out pairs of globes

;
but no globes of their

® The history of this curious geographical puzzle will shortly be dealt
with hy Mr Henry Stevens, to whom we are indebted for much infor-

mation respecting this glohe. A projection of a portion of it is to he
seen in the McLg. of Americom History, yoY, iii. p. 17, Jan. 1879.

^ This last remark does not appear to he quite accurate, as John
Davis says:—“ How far I proceeded doth appear upon the globe
made by Master Emery Mullineux ” (HydrographicaZ HescriptioTi,
London* 1596^.
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manufacture are known to exist of a date anterior to the
17th century. To Mollineux succeeds William Jansson
Blaeu (1571-1638), a celebrated mathematician, map-
drawer, and publisher of Amsterdam, who secured a con-
siderable reputation by publishing terrestrial and celestial

globes, which excelled in beauty and accuracy everything
that had preceded them. He was succeeded by his son
John, editor of the well-known Atlas Major in 11 vols. folio.

The elder Blaeu constructed globes in three sizes, the
largest measuring 27 inches, the next about 14J- inches,
the smallest about 7\ inches in diameter. The bodies of the
globes were usually made of wood, covered with plastic

composition upon which the maps were pasted in gores,

thus admitting of corrections being made from time to time.

In consequence of this no examples of his globes are known
to exist without additions of the 17th century. Mr P. J.

K. Baudet, who wrote the Life and Worlcs of W. J. Blaeii^

Utrecht, 1871, notwithstandinghis utmost exertions, could
find in Holland only two pairs, one in the astronomical
observatory at Leyden, the other in the physical museum at

Amsterdam, the latter being of the smallest size. Another
pair, however, of the smallest size, dated 1603, are in the
possession of Mr Henry Stevens; and a pair of the medium
size, belonging to Mr Fred. Muller of Amsterdam, were ex-
hibited at the geographical congress held in Paris in 1875.
Of the last pair, the celestial globe bears the date of 1603. i

The terrestrial globe, though still bearing the date of the
first edition of 1599, has received corrections of a much
later date, embodying the geographical results of the first

Dutch expedition to the East Indies under Houtman in

1598, and those of Oliver Van Noort in the same year, and
of Le Maire in 1616. From a report presented to theFrench
minister of public instruction by M. E. Cortambert in 1855
we learn that a pair of fine globes by Blaeu is preserved
in the Biblioth^que de Bourges. Two pairs of the 27-inch

globes of Blaeu’s heirs have recently been found, the first

in the library of Trinity House, Tower Hill, the second in

the British Museum, of date about 1645. In their main
features the globes of Blaeu coincide more or less with
several well-known maps published at this period, and with
others to be found in the atlases of Mercator and Hondius.

The only remaining globes of the 16th century known
to us are two pairs by A. F. Van Langren

;
the first, pre-

served in the Bib. Hat. de Paris, Sect. G4og., Ho. 405;
the second in the Bibliotheque de Grenoble, found
by M. E. Cortambert in 1855. In the latter library is also

to be seen a curious terrestrial globe in MS., made by some
monks of the Grande Chartreuse

;
it is undated, but is sup-

posed to be of the 17th century.

It remains to notice briefly the few globes of a later

period that are remarkable either for their historical

interest, peculiar form, or great size. In the Academy of

Sciences at St Petersburg there are or were four that call

for notice. The first is a terrestrial one, 3 feet in diameter,

made at Pleskow by a deacon named Karpow Maximow.
It is supposed to have been the first made in Bussia. This
is accompanied by a planetary 2|- feet in diameter, presented

to Peter the Great by the company of English merchants
established in Russia. Here is also preserved a large, ter-

restrial .globe of copper, made in 1664 by the heirs of W. J.

Blaeu; it is 7 feet in diameter, and was brought from
Moscow about 1747. In the same academy is preserved

the famous Gottorp globe ;
it is a hollow sphere 1 1 feet in

diameter, containing a table and seats for twelve persons.

It was made by A. Bush in 1654, under the direction of

Olearius, from designs found among the papers of Tycho
Brahe, and was not finished until 1664. The outside re-

presents the terrestrial globe, the interior showing the

heavens ;
the stars are distinguished according to their re-

spective magnitudes by gilt nails of various sizes. It was
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presented to Peter the Great by Frederick IV. of Denmark
in 1713. The Czar was so pleased with his acquisition
that he had it transported by water to Revel, and thence
on rollers and sledges to his new capital. Being partly
burnt in 1747, it was repaired again 1751, and adjusted to
the horizon of St Petersburg, the meridian and horizon
being made by an English mechanic named Scott.

The two largest complete globes existing are those pre-
served in the “ Salle des Globes” in the BibliothequeNationale
of Paris. They are each 12 feet in diameter, and were
made under the direction of the famous Italian geographer
Coronelli in 1683, by order of Cardinal d'Estrees, the
Spanish ambassador, and presented by him to Louis XIV.
They are made of wood, very solid, and are covered with
cloth or canvas on which the configurations have been drawn
by an able artist, particularly those on the celestial globe.
The meridians and horizons are of bronze, the latter are
sustained by eight columns of the same material, and the
former by two bronze feet highly ornamented. Between
the brackets that form the feet of the meridians is ^jlaced,

under each globe, a compass in marble and bronze
;
the

ascent to these is by five steps which encircle each globe.

On the celestial globe painted blue are marked all the fixed

stars, and their constellations with the paths of the comets,
also the places of all the planets at the moment of the
birth of Louis XIV. This last event is alluded to also in

a hyperbolical inscription to be seen on a copper plate to

be found on it. The geography of the terrestrial globe is

based upon that of Sanson ; the sea being painted in deep
blue, and the land portions being white, the inscriptions

upon it are very legible. There is also to be seen on it a

bust of the king placed above a dedication somewhat like

that on the celestial globe. Although these globes are

without any great scientific value, they serve to indicate the

astronomical and geographical knowledge prevalent in

France at the end of the 17th century. A good illustration

of these globes, accompanied by a detailed account of their

history, by M. C. Letort of the Bibliotheque Hationale,

will be found in La Nature^ Ho. 116, August 21, 1875.
In the Bib. Mazarine is preserved a terrestrial globe 8

feet in diameter, known as the Louis X7L globe. It is

made of copper engraved, the names of places being inlaid

with black, and is mounted on a temporary wooden struc-

ture, the beautiful accessories of bronze cast for it never
having been finished or utilized ; they are, however, to be
seen in another part of the library. We learn from a MS,
description of this globe, also preserved here, that it was
made for Louis XVL, himself no mean geographer, by
the direction of Vergennes in 1784. The geography of

it is based upon that of D’Anville, corrected by Robert
de Vaugondy and Le Clerc; it also indicates the net results

of all the voyages round the world made up to this period.

About 1764 Dr Roger Long of Cambridge, professor of

astronomy and master of Pembroke, erected in an outbuild-

ing of his hall a sphere 18 feet in diameter. The concave

interior was lined with tin, upon which was depicted all the

stars and constellations visible in England on the horizon

of Cambridge. The lower part of the sphere was cut off at

the diameter of 13 feet, and the truncated meridians were
screwed down on to a circle which ran on rollers of lignum
vitse, the whole being movable by simple machinery pro-

vided for the purpose. It was capable of holding thirty

persons, and had an entrance by six steps placed over the

South Pole. In the centre was placed a planetarium.

Although it is said funds were left for its preservation,

it appears to have fallen into neglect and decay.

To these succeed in order of size the globes known as

“ Georamas.” One exhibited in Paris in 1844 was 30 feet

in diameter ;
another by Delanhard erected in 1823 was 40

feet in diameter; of the last the proprietor published a
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description. Then folio\\3 Wyldb well known "" gieat

globe,” erected in Leicestei Square, London, 60 feet in

diameter. The largest aiipeais to have been the one

erected by Colonel Langlois m Pans in 1825, on the

Champs Elys^es. This was 120 feet m diameter. As has

been truly said, these structures served more to satisfy

curiosity than to impart scientific instruction (a H. c )

Manufacture —The mauufcictiire of artificial globes has changed
but little 111 cliaiacter dmiiig the last hundred yeais Such im-
piovements as have been introduced have refeieiice eithei to the

quality of the maps or to the mode of mounting the globes The
numbei of sizes manufactuied has also been inci eased The
diametei has always been used to indicate the size of the globe*?,

and those now produced by the various makers vaiy from 1 to 36
inches
The piocess of manufactuie differs little if at all in the sizes of

globes ranging between 3 and 25 inches Thus supposing, foi ex-

ample, a 12 inch globe (the ordinaly school globe) is requned to be
made, a spheiical mould measuring some quaitei of an lucli less in

diameter is piepared on which to loiin hemisiilieiical ca,ps that aie

to constitute a hollow foundation for the globe This mould, made
preferably hollow for lightness, and having a ccnlial axle teiminat
ing in poles, is well gieased on the suifacc to enable it to resist

damp To form the caxis, strips of white paper, damped in vatei,

aie fiist applied to the mould to form a coating thereon Upon this

coating IS applied bio'vsa paper saturated with x^aste, and alternate

layeis of white and hiown X)ai)er aie added, until the requned
thickness of paper, say an inch, is obtained The change of

colour 13 adojited simply as a guide to the workman, that he may
know when he has completed a coating of papei The mould thus
covered is put aside to dry, and aftei two or three dajs the pax'>ei

coveiing IS seveied into two hemispheiical caps, which aie then
diawn off fiom the mould
A wooden axle fuimshed with x>ole& (which will eventually foim

the north and south x^olcs of the globe) is pioaided, of such a length
as will enable the caps, when fitted ovei the poles, to meet at then
severed edges By means of glue these edges arc joined up, audthe
caps are firmly attached to the ends of the axle Thus a hollow-
sphere of rude outline is formed, measuring somewhat less than 12
inches in diameter The next opeiation is to bring this sphere to
the required diameter for the globe, and to make it perfectly tiue
Tor this purpose the ball is coated w itli a plastic comxiosition of
whiting, boiled oil, and glue, and passed under the action of a steed

semicucle fitted with bearings foi receiving the i>oles of the ball, and
retainmg the same in place while the ball is being slowdy rotated
By applying to the ball repeated coatings of this conixiosition, and
removing all superfluities by means of the gauging edge of this
steel semicircle, a smooth sxiheiical suiface is eventually obtained
When the ball is finished and hard, it is tested in loose beaiings to
see whether it will remain quiescent in all positions If it shoivs a
tendency to lun lound, the ball is balanced by the introduction of
a counteiweight at the highest part of its peiiphery When the
hall IS balanced, and the hole made good by which the counterweight
was introduced, the suiface is polished, after which it is ready to re-
ceive the map For 12 inch globes the maps of the earth and of the
heavens are engiaved on steel or cox'>per plates m 12 gores, measui-
ing each 30 degrees in width, and extending fiom pole to pole, or
more usually to the 70th degree of latitude, the lemaining portion
of the maps being made uqi by north and south pole plates This
arrangement is somewhat modified for laiger globes Thus, for
globes above 15 inches in diameter, the gores are divided in. the
Ime of the equator, and they are also divided longitudinally for say
one-fourth of then length at the 15th degiee, in order to facilitate the
laying down of the maps evenlyupon the spherical surface Prepara
toiy to covering the spheie with the map, it is marked with lines
corresponding to the equator, parallels of latitude, and lines of lon-
gitude on the map, such lines serving as a guide for the workman
The gores of the map having been carefully cut out, they are
damped and laid down in proper older in a pile upon a pasting
hoard The workman then covers his polished ball, for the length
and breadth of a goie, with paste, or, more propeily, a prepaiation
of starch, and having coated with starch the uppermost gore of the
pile, he with au ivoiy knife lifts that goie, and lays it upon the
pasted portion of the ball, fitting it to the lines marked thereon, and
smoothing down creases, at the same time taking care that the lati-
tude and longitude lines of the goie correspond exactly with the
lines on the hall Having laid down this gore in place, he next
applies a second goie in like manner, taking caie that the two gores
shall join each other, and not expose any portion of the underlying
surface In this way the workman proceeds until all the gores are
in place, and he finishes the pasting of the ball by applying the pole
papers which fit respectively on to the opposite ends of the gores. The
map has next to be sized, pieparatory to its being coloured, in older
to form a resist to the varmsh which is subsequently to be applied
to the globe. The map is tinted and outlined with w ater colours.

and a coat of %ainisli is tlicii applied When this is dry the
globe IS icad> foi mounting

,
attei wdiich the vaiiiishiiig opera-

tion IS comideted by the axiplication in a heated room ol sevei li

coats of s]>iiit \aiiiish following quickly the one on the othei

Some skill i« i equisite in laying on the vaini&h, so as to obtain a

surface as cleai and smooth as glass This result is uiiloi tuiiately

evanescent, as the best \ainishis liable to discoloui and to ciack,

and theieby obscure to some extent the legibility ol tlie undci-
lying map Aflei vainishiug the globe will be lit to handle lu

fioin foui to six days Foi the i)iiipose of mounting the globe a
flat ling, teimed the biazen mcridi ui, is x^i’ovidcd, and. bcuingb
aie formed tlicioon to icceive the poles of the globe This iing

IS dnided on its lace into 360 dtgiees, the numbcniig ot these

degiec'* being tioni 0 (which coiicsponds with the cquatoi) to 90
at the x>oks on one half ol the iing, and on the olliei half the
nunibeimg staits fiom the xioles it 0, lunning uxi to 90, which
coiicsponds with the equatoi Fitted to the x^oies, and capiblc
of turning theieon, are houi clicks, which undeihe the brazen
meiidian, and aie divided and nuiiibeicd to coiiespond with the
24 liouis ol the d-jy and night The frame for the reception of

the globe and ring is foiined with a wooden hoiizon, which consti-

tutes an imaginary line dividing the globe into tivo equal parts, the

oition above the horizon being the visible half, and that below the
oiizon the invisible half of the sphere This horizon is coveied,

like the globe, with pax>ei& which are varnished to x:)iotect them fiom
injuiy The horizon papeis near then innei edge are divided into

360 degrees, by which aie leckoned the azimuth and the amplitude

,

they also indicate the points of the compass iii the s^iacc called the
ciicle of the winds The hoiizoii of the fiame is notched to receive

the biass meridian, which rests in a stex>-beaiing fitted to the ceiitial

pillai or block of the fiame, and is held theiein by a sciew stop,

which, entciing an annular groove in the hack of the meridian,

i3a\es the iing free to tuin round in the frame, for the purpose of
rectifyingthe globe, or bringing its axis to any desiied angle with the
hoiizon The fitting of the globe is completed hy the qnadiant of

altitude, consisting of a thin flexible slip of biass, jointed to a clami>-

ing nut, which is intended to embrace the biass meridian, and may
be adjusted thereon a tightening screw. This flexible strip or

blade is divided off into 90 degrees, coriesponding to those on the
equator, and is intended to measure distances betw een any two
places upon the cuived surface of the earth, oi the altitude of the
sun, a stai, or any planetary body in the heavens, and foi this pin
pose its graduations are numbeied fiom 0 to 90 A useful appendage
to the globe fiame is a maiinei s compass, which facilitates the
adiustment of the globes to their true polar position
The value of a globe, whether teirestnal or celestial, d^eiids

mainly on the quality of the map with which it is coveied Befoie
the present century, English globes were not only pool specimens
of the engravei s ait, but they showed little attention to accuiac}
of detail Now, however, the\ rank in quality wuth, if they do not
surpass, the best toreigii maps" notwithstanding that little encoui
agement is given to then manufacture Specimens of globe plates

published at the latter end of the l7th century in Italy are yet to

be seen, which aie a marvel of the cosmographeFs ait Under the
pationage of the Venetian republic, P Coioiielli, cosmographer to
the republic, published a terrestrial and celestial globe of the un-
precedented size of 4 feet m diametei, which embodied the utmost
scientific knowledge of the time, and in the constellations of the
celestial globe showed the finest quality of line engiavingat its best
period. The composition of these figures served as a basis tor

the remodelling of the constellations on English globes some 40
ears since, at which time the drawing of the figures was not meiely
arbarous, but absurd Whether these fine globes weie evei niaiiu-

factuied it is now difficult to ascertain, hut none aie known to
exist except a celestial globe pioduced by the late Mr William
Newton, to whom the globe manufacture is indebted for such im-
provements as have been mtioduced during the present century,
and another which is pieseived in the Bibliotheque Nationale of
Pans, healing the name of Deuvez as the maker
An amusing illustration of the difficulties -which attend the de

ImeatoT of globe jAates is to be found in the preface of a book
published in 1 686, for its author, Mr J Moxon, entitled A Tutm'-

to Autonomy and Geogiaphy Moxon appears to have been a
globe-maker, and in expatiating on the impiovements to he found
m Ills new teriestnal gloije, he sa;^s—“ California is found to be
an island, though formerly supposed to be part of the mam continent,
whose north-west shore was imagined to thiust itself forth close to-

the coasts of Cathaio, and so make the supposed straits of Anian ”

On his globe, therefore, the peninsula was conveited into an island.
Precisely the same difficulties aie now experienced by globe-makers,
and those who have watched, for example, the varied forms which
the lakes in Central Africa have taken during the last 25 yeais will

understand at what risk the globe-maker coriects his costly plates,

to bring them up to the current geogiaxihical knowledge
The ineonvemenee attendant on the transport of large globes,

manufactured as above explained, not to speak of tbeir excessive
cost, led to the introduction of flexible or compressible globes, both
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on the Continent and in the United States. It does not appear that
they have been extensively manufactured, for at the best they were
but toys, but they certainly displayed great ingenuity in their con-
struction, A French manufacturer used a spherical bladder as abase
for his globe, affixing to it rigid poles, and covering it with a map
printed on soft white leather, which map was applied in the same way
as the maps on the ordinary globe. inflating the bladder through
a mouth-piece which was fitted with a stop-cock and constituted also

one of the j)oles, the spherical form of the globe was obtained; and
by discharging the air, the globe could be compressed into a small
space. A frame composed of detached pieces was also provided for
this globe, to permit of its being used for working problems thereon.
AVhen not required for use, the globe and its fittings could be packed
into a very small compass. The best globes of this class were to be
seen in the American department of the 1851 Exhibition. These
measured 24 inches in diameter, and weie manufactured by the late

Mr Goodyear, of india-rubber fame; but they never obtained a
market in England, and were evidently intended for reference globes
only.

Some 50 years ago, the late Mr 'William ITewton designed a pocket
globe of some merit It was mounted in a spherical case, which,
opening at a centre line, disclosed the globe mounted in a brass ring
and within a fixed horizon. Upon this globe, measuring 3 inches
in diameter, numerous problems could be worked with tolerable
accuracy. His last and best improvement was what he termed the
“ Newtonian Globe. It was designed chiefly for common schools,
and was set upon an iron pillar, which avoided the cost of a wooden
frame. The principal object, however, of the author was to convey
to children, in the most simple manner, an elementary acquaintance
with the construction and movements of the heavenly bodies. The
author’s design may be thus briefly exifiained. The Newtonian
globes are hung in stationary rings or meridians, and are capable
of turning upon their axes or poles for the puipose of showing the
real diurnal motion of the earth and the apparent diurnal motion
of the heavens, according to the Newtonian system or real structure
of the universe. In place of a wooden horizon, a sliding annular
plate is substituted. On the terrestrial globe this plate acts as a
terminator to indicate the line of demarcation between day and
night. The globe is so mounted upon its xjedestal that tlio axis

always lies in its true inclined position, and points to the north polar
star in the heavens. A small brass ball representing the sun is

made to slide upon the meridian, and it is carried by an arched arm,
which connects it with the annular terminator. This ball is adjust-

able to correspond to the declination or perpendicular position of the
sun north or south of the equator, accoidingas the sun’s declination

varies from day to day throughout the year
;
and the terminator

follows the motions of the sun. Upon the celestial globe a similar

sliding annular plate marks the visible horizon of any place on the
earth’s surface, and shows what part of the heavens would be there

seen at a given time ;
it also assists in illustrating the rising and

setting of the sun and moon at different seasons and periods of the
year, and the apparent diurnal rotation of the iilanets and fixed stars.

These globes have been well appreciated in the north of Europe,
but as they are not in conformity with English school books, they
have had little success in the United Kingdom. (A. V. N.

)

GLOBE-FISH or Sea-Hedgehog, By these names
some sea-fishes are known, which have the remarkable

faculty of inflating their stomachs with air. They belong to

the genera Diodon and Tetrodon, Their jaws resemble the

sharp beak of a parrot, the bones and teeth being coalesced

into one mass with a sharp edge. In the Diodonts there is

no mesial division of the jaws, whilst in the Tetrodonts such

a division exists, so that they appear to have two teeth above

and two below. By means of these jaws they are able to

break off branches of corals, and to masticate other hard

substances on which they feed. Usually they are of a

short, thick, cyclindrical shape, with powerful fins (fig. 1)

Fig. 1 .—Diodon maxulatus.

Their body is covered with thick skin, without scales, but
provided with variously formed spines, the size and extent

of which vary in the different species. When they inflate

their capacious stomachs with air, they assume a globular
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form, and the spines protrude, forming a more or less for-

midable defensive armour (fig. 2). A fish thus blown out
turns over and floats belly upwards, driving before the wind
and waves. Many of these fishes are highly poisonous when
eaten, and fatal accidents have occurred from this cause.

It appears that they acquire poisonous qualities from their

food, which frequently consists of decomposing or poison-

Fig. 2 .—Diodon viacitlatv& (inflated).

ous animal matter, such as would impart, and often does
impart, similar deleterious qualities to other fish. They are
most numerous between the tropics and in the seas con-
tiguous to them, but a few species live in large rivers, as,

for instance, the Tetrodon fahaha^ a fish well known to all

travellers on the Nile. Nearly 100 different species are

known.
GLOBIGERINA. See Foraminifera.
GLOGAU (sometimes called Gross or Great Glogau, to

distinguish it from Klein or Little Glogau, in the govern-
ment of Oppeln), is a fortified town of Prussia at the head
of a circle in the Lower Silesian government of Liegnitz,

situated partly on an island and partly on the left bank of

the Oder, about 80 miles S.E. of Frankfort. Among its

more important buildings are the cathedral, in the Gothic
style, and a castle in tlie Renaissance style, now used as a
courthouse

;
and it also possesses a new town-house, a

synagogue, a poorhouse, an orphanage, a military hospital,

two gymnasia, and several libraries. Situated as it is on a
navigable river and at a junction of two or three railway
lines, Glogau carries on an extensive trade, which is fostered

by a variety of local industries, dealing with tobacco, beer,

oil, sugar, vinegar, bone-meal, earthenware, &c. One of its

publishing firms—that of Flemming & Company—has at-

tained a wide reputation for maps. In 1871 the poprilation

of Glogau, inclusive of the garrison, amounted to 18,266,

—

of whom 6039 were Roman Catholics and 947 Jews
; and

in 1875 it was stated at 18,062.
In the beginning of the lltli century Glogau, even then a poj)ii-

lous and fortified town, was able to withstand a regular siege by
the emperor Henry V.; but in 1157 the duke of Silesia, finding he
could not hold ont against Frederick Barbarossa, set the jilace on
fire. In 1252 the town, which had been raised from its ashes by
Henry the Bearded, became the capital of a principality of Glogau,
which continued till 1506, when town and district were united to
the Bohemian crown. In the course of the Thirty Years’ War
Glogau sufiered gieatly. The inhabitants, who had become Pio-
testants soon after the Reformation, were dragooned into conformity
by 'Wallenstein’s soldiery ;

and the Jesuits received permission to
build themselves a church and a college. Captured by the Pro-
testant allies in 1632, and recovered by the Imperialists in 1633,
the town was again captured by the Swedish general Torstenson in

1642, and continued in Protestant hands till the peace of 'West-

phalia in 1648. In 1741 the Prussians took the place by storm,
and during the Seven Years’ War it formed an important centre of

operations for the Prussian forces. After the battle of Jena it fell

into the hands of the French ; and they have reason to be proud
the gallant defence made by Laplane, who held out against the
Russian and Prussian besiegers, after the battle of Katzbach.
(August 26, 1813), till the 17th of the following April.
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GLOSS, GLOSSOGBAPHER, GLOSSARY, GLOSS-
ATOH. The Greek word yAcja-o-a, meaning originally a

tongue, hence a language or dialect, gradually came to denote

especially any obsolete, foreign, provincial, technical, or other-

wise peculiar word or use of a word (see A.rist., Eket. iii

3, 2) ; and the making of collections and explanations of such
yXQxra-ai was at a comparatively early date a well-recognized

form of literary activity. Even in the 5th century, among
the many writings of Democritus of Abdera was included a

treatise entitled Hcpl ‘OfLijpQv ^ opOoeTr^trjq koI yA<ua‘or€<uv.

It was not, however, until the Alexandrian period that the

yXwa-croypdfjiOL became very numerous. Of many of these it

is probable that even the names have perished ;
but in the

writings of Athenseus alone (c. 250 a.I).) allusions are to be
found to no fewer than thirty-five. Among the earliest may
be mentioned Philetas of Cos (d. c. 290 B.c.),the elegiac poet,

to whom Aristarchus dedicated the treatise TTpos^cXy^Toiv;

he was the compiler of a lexicographical work, arranged

probably according to subjects, and entitled "'Ara/cra or

rAcoo-crai. (sometimes draKToi yAojcrcrat). Next came his dis-

ciple Zenodotus of Ephesus (c. 280 b.c.), one of the earliest of

the Homeric critics and the compiler of TXwa-craL ""OpLrjpiKat;

Zenodotus in turn was succeeded by his greater pupil Aristo-

phanes of Byzantium (c. 200 b.c.), whose great compilation

TTcpl XiietDv (still partially preserved in that of Pollux), is

known to have included ^AmKal AaK^viKol yAooo-o-at,

and the like. Eroin the school of Aristophanes issued more
than one glossographer of name,—Diodorus, Artemidorus
(yAcjcr<rat, and a collection of Ae^cis oxf/aprvTLKaC)^ Nicander of

Colophon (yAcScrorat, of which some twenty-six fragments still

survive), and Aristarchus, the famous critic, whose numerous
labours included an arrangment of the Homeric vocabulary
(Ae|^€ts) in the order of the books. Contemporary with the
last named was Crates of Mallos, who, besides making some
new contributions to Greek lexicograi^hy and dialectology,

was the first to create at Borne a taste for similar investi-

gations in connexion with the Latin idioms. From his

school proceeded Zenodotus of Mallos, the compiler of

"EOvtKal X^ieis or yAwo-crat, a work said to have been designed
chiefly to support the views of the school of Pergamus as to

the allegorical interpretation of Horner.^ Of later date were
Didymus (Chalkenteros, c. 50 b.c.), who made collections

of Acfets rpaycoSovjtAcmt, KoypLKat, <Sz;c.,’ Apollonius Sophista
(c. 20 B.O.), whose Homeric Lexicon has come down to
modern times

;
and Neoptolemus, known distinctively as

o yA(oo-(roypd<jE>os. Coming down to the beginning of the
first century of the Christiau era we find Apion, a gram-
marian and rhetorician at Borne during the reigns of
Tiberius and Claudius, following up the labours of Aristar-
chus and other predecessors with yAwo-crat 'Op-TyptKat, and
a treatise ircpl tiJs ‘PoipdCKrjg SioXcktov • Heliodorus or
Herodorus was another almost contemporary glossographer

;

Erotian also, during the reign of Nero, prepared a special
glossary for the writings of Hippocrates, still preserved.
To this period also Paniphilus, the author of the A€tp,cov,

from which Diogenian and Julius Vestinus afterwards drew
so largely, most probably belonged. In the following
eentury one of the most prominent workers in this depart-
ment of literature was Jsiius Herodianus, whose treatise
trepl p,oj/7jpov9 Xe^ecDs has been edited in modern times, and
whose hrLixepLcrpoL we still possess in an abridgment

;
other

names are those of Pollux, of Diogenian (Ac^is TravroSaTr^),
of Julius Vestinus {hnrofx^ run/ UafitpiXov yAcucrcro)!/), and
especially that of Phrynichus, who flourished towards the
close of the 2d century. His JSclogce nominwm et verhorum
Atticorum has frequently been edited. To the 4th century
telongs Ammonius of Alexandria {c, 389), who wrote Trcpi

op,otcuv /cat SLa<f}dpo>v Xe^etov, a dictionary of words used in

See Mattheei, Olossaria groeca, Moscow, 1774-5.

senses different from those in which they had been employed
by older and approved writers. Of somewhat later date is

the well-known Hesychius, whose often-edifced Ac^lkov
rightly superseded all previous works of the kind

; Cyril,

the celebrated patriarch of Alexandria, also contributed

somewhat to the advancement of glossography by his

arvvoLywyrj riov Trpb^ Sta<3bopoi/ crqpacrCav Sta^dpco? rovovpivu^v

X€j^€<nv

;

the names of Orus and Orion, of Philoxenus, and
of the two Philemons also belong to this period. The works
of Photius, Suidas, and Zonaras, as also the Etymologiciim
Magnum^ to which might be added the Lexica Sanger-
mansia and the Lexica Segueriana^ have already been
referred to (Dictionary, vol. vii. p. 183). In Latin lexi-

cology the most prominent name is that of Festus, whose
only extant work, however, is but an epitome of the treatise

of Verrius Flaccus De Verhorum Significatu, This last-

named author had himself been preceded by Varro {Be
Lingua Latinci)^ who in turn makes allusion to several before

him qui glossas scripserunt.” The introduction of gram-
matical and linguistic studies into Borne is usually attributed
to Crates of Mallos (c. 267 B.c.) mentioned above.

To a special category of technical glossaries belongs a
large and important class of works relating to the law-
compilations of Justinian. Although the emperor forbade
under severe penalties all commentaries {vTropvrjpaTa) on
his legislation (Co7ist. Deo Auctore, sec. 12 ; Const, Tanta^
sec. 21), yet indices ("'IvSt/ces) and references {TrapdrtrXa),

as well as translations {ippurji/eCaL Kara TrdSa) and para-
phrases {ippuTjveLai els ttAcitos), were expressly permitted,
and lavishly produced. Among the numerous compilers of

alphabetically arranged Ae^cts 'Pa>)u.at/cat or Aarctvt/cat, and
yAcoorcrat vopiKoJC (Glossae nomicse), Cyril and Philoxenus
are particularly noted; but the authors of Trapaypa^aC, oi

<n7/Jt€ta)(rc6?, whether or &ra)0€v /cef/xci/at, are too
numerous to mention. A collection of these r-apaypatpal

run/ TraXatcbv, combined with yeac Trapaypa<paL on the revised
code called ra ySacriAt/ca, was made about the middle of the
12th century by a disciple of Michael Hagiotheodorita.
This work is known as the Glossa Ordinaria tu)v pacriXiKUiv,^

In Italy also, during the period of the Byzantine ascend-
ency, various glossas (glosae) and scholia on the Justinian code
were produced particularly the Turin gloss (reprinted by
Savigny), to which, apart from later additions, a date prior
to 1000 is usually assigned. After the total extinction
of the Byzantine authority in the West the study of law
became one of the free arts, and numerous schools for its

cultivation were instituted. Among the earliest of these
was that of Bologna, where Pepo (1075) and Irnerius

(1100-1118) began to give their expositions. They had a
numerous following, who, besides delivering exegetical
lectures (“ ordinariae ” on the Digest and Godey extraordi-
narise” on the rest of the Corpus Juris Civilis)^ also wrote
Glossae, first interlinear, afterwards marginal.'^ The series

of these glossators was closed by Accursius (see Accorso)
with the compilation known as the Glossa ordinaria or magis-
tralis, the authority of which soon became very great, so
that ultimately it came to be a recognized maxim, Quod
non agnoscit glossa, non agnoscit curia.” ^ For some

^SeeLabbe, Veteres glossce verhorum juris guce passim in Basilicis
rep&riuritur (1606) ; Otto, Thesaurus juris Romani, vol. iik (1697)

;

Stephens, Thesaurus linguae Groscoe, vol. viii. (1825).
^ See Biener, Geschichte der Novellen, p. 229 sqq.
* Irnerius himself is with some probability believed to have been the

author of the Brachvlogus (g.v,).

®Thus Viliam {De origins cveitatis Florentmce) says of the Glosses
that “ tantge auctoritatis gratiseque fuere, ut consensu omnium publice
approbarenturetspretisabolitisquepenitus aliis solasjuxtnstextns legum
oppositae sunt et ubique terrarum sine controversia pro legibus obser-
vantur, ita ut propemodum nefas sit, non secus quam textui, Glossis
Accursii contraire, sicut antiqua fama referente comperi.” For similar
testimonies see 'Bs.yXds Dictionnaire, s,v. Accursius” and Rudorff,

RechtsgescMchte, i. p. 338 (1857).
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account of the glossators on the canon law, see vol. v.

p. 20 (Canon Law).
Bible Glosses.—^With the decay of learning and originality

during the dark ages grew the necessity for making and
the custom of transcribing on manuscript copies of the
Vulgate various notes, explanatory or otherwise, of the text.

Ultimately collections of these glosses or sets of glosses

came to be made. They are distinguished as either
marginal or interlinear. The most famous collection of
GIosscb marginales was that made by Walafridus Strabus
in the 9th century

;
it consists of notes grammatical, his-

torical, and theological, culled from the writings of Augus-
tine, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregory, Isidore, Bede, Alcuin, and
Hrabanus Maurus, with additions by himself. The inter-

linear glosses (which as a rule were not so full as the
marginal) vrere sometimes theological but more generally

purely philological. A somewhat important collection of
interlineal glosses belonging to the former class was made
by Anselm of Laon (c. 1100). The philological glosses

have considerable value to the linguistic student, especially

those which originated in Germany during the Carolingian
period. The MS. vocabularies in the libraries of St Gall,

Munich, Vienna, <fcc., have been frequently examined of

late years with results which have been fully indicated by
Eaumer in his treatise on the influence of Christianity upon
Old High German i^Einwirhiing des Ghristenthums auf die

althocJideutsche Sprache).^ Some interlinear vernacular
translations of portions of the Bible into the Anglo-Saxon,
of the 9th and following centuries, have also been recently

reprinted (see English Bible).

GLOSSOP, a municipal borough of Derbyshire, is situ-

ated on the extreme northern border of the county, 14 miles

E.S.E. of Manchester. It is the chief seat of the cotton
manufacture in Derbyshire, and it has also woollen and
paper mills, dye and print works, and bleaching greens.

The town has for several years been rapidly increasing in

size, and now consists of three main divisions, viz., the Old
Town (or Glossop proper), Howard Town (or Glossop Dale),

and Mill Town. The principal buildings are the town hall

and market-house, the temperance hall, the grammar school,

and the mechanics’ institution. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood is Glossop Hall, the seat of Baron Howard, lord

of the manor, a picturesque old building with extensive

terraced gardens. On a hill near the town is Milandra
Castle, the site of a Eomaii station.

Grlossop was granted by Henry I. to William Peverel, on the
attainder of whose son it reverted to the crown. ^ In 1157 it was

f
itted by Henry II. to the abbey of Basingwerk. Henry YIII.
estowed it on the earl of Shrewsbury, and it now belongs to the

Howards. It was made a municipal borough, in 1866. The popu-
lation in 1871 was 17,046.

Plate VII. GLOUCESTER, a county in the west midland district

of England, bounded on theK by Worcester and Warwick,
on the S. by Somerset, on the E. by Oxford and Wilts, and
on the W. by Hereford and Monmouth. The river Wye
forms the western boundary line, the Stratford Avon part

of the northern, the Bristol Avon the south-western, and
the Thames for some miles the south-eastern. The shape

of the county is irregularly elliptical, its greatest length in

direct line from Bristol to Clifford Chambers (N.E.) being

54 miles, its greatest width from Down Ampney to Pres-

ton, near Ledbury, at right angles, 33 miles. The area,

according to the tithe surveys—deducting 3000 acres

of detached land incorporated by an Act of 1844 with

the counties of Worcester, Warwick, and Wilts, by which

they were surrounded, and 17,688 acres of water—amounts

^ Considerable interest of a similar kind attacbes to the so-called

Glossce malbergiccexi'pon. tke Latin text of the Salic law. It was at one

time beldthat in these glosses we have some relics of the ancient Celtic

tongue ; but their truly Germanic character was afterwards conclusively

established by Jacob Grimm.

to 805,102 acres, mostly cultivable. The county contains
29 hundreds, among which are grouped 351 parishes,

227 tithings, liberties, and hamlets; and the parishes are
arranged in 17 poor law unions for the relief of the poor,
and 21 petty sessional divisions for the administration of
justice and sanitary purposes. Electorally Gloucestershire
is divided into the two divisions of East and West Glouces-
tershire, each returning two members. The latter com-
prises Dean Forest to the Severn bank (the “ Eye between
Severn and Wye " of the local proverb), and the country
S. of the former river to S.E, and N.E. of Dursley, the
chief polling place of the division. East Gloucestershire,

comprehending the rest of the county, has its chief polling

places at Gloucester and Cheltenham, and besides these
boroughs, the former of which returns two members
and the latter one, has within its limits the boroughs of

Stroud with two members, and Tewkesbury and Cirencester
with one each. West Gloucestershire, sharing with North
Somerset the city of Bristol, sends two more members to
parliament, so that the total representation of the county
is 13 members. Gloucestershire contains 28 market-towns
and 2 cities.

The population of the county in 1851 was 458,805
(218,187 males and 240,618 females); in 1861 it was
485,770 (229,009 males and 256,761 females); and in

1871 it had increased to 534,320 (251,943 males and
282,377 females). Since the first census in 1801 the

population has increased by 283,917 persons, or 113 per
cent.

The population of the principal towns at the census of

1871 was as follows

Bristol city ..182,552 i Tetbury .... 3,349
Cheltenham . 41,923 Newent .. 3,168
Gloucester. .. 18,341

I

Dursley .. 2,617
Stroud ... 7,082 :

Wotton-under-Edge . . .

.

.... 2,314
Cirencester . 6,096 Newnham ... 1,483
Tewkesbury .... 5,409

1

The county has three natural divisions, the hill, the

vale, and the forest, parallel to each other north and south.

(1.) The hill country, which, except the high ground of the

Forest of Dean, consists wholly of the Coteswolds, a range

extending from Broadway near Chipping-Campden on the

north to Bath on the south, and from Birdlip hills on the

west to Burford on the east, and traversing the eastern side

of the county at an average elevation of 700 feet, though in

parts, as at Oleeve Hill near Prestbury, it is 1134 feet

above the level of the sea. It covers nearly 300,000
acres of undulating table-land, Locally subdivided into the

Southwolds betwixt Bath and Badminton, the Stroudwater

hills betwixt Tetbury and Woodchester, and the Coteswolds

proper, or the rest of the hill country northward. (2.) The
Vale, or that level tract extending from the base of the

Coteswolds to the east bank of the Severn, the upper or nor-

thern part of which expanse is known as the vale of Glou-

cester, and embraces Gloucester, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury,

and some 50,000 acres
;

whilst the lower is the vale of

Ber]ieley,’^a tract of similar area reaching from Aust Cliff

on the Severn opposite the mouth of the Wye to Robin’s

Wood hill, two miles south-east of Gloucester. The vale

of Gloucester is a continuation of the vale of Evesham.

(3.) The Forest division is the peninsula lying between the

Wye and the Severn, in modem times limited to the Forest

of Dean, but anciently occupying all Gloucestershire west

of Severn, and covering some 43,000 acres. The area of

the present forest is 23,015 acres, 11,000 of which are en-

closed. Its length from north to south is 20 miles, its

breadth (east to west) 10 miles.

Geology.—^Though the igneous rocks are little de-

veloped, the great variety of sedimentary deposits makes

Gloucestershire a rich field for the geologist. At
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Damory, Charfield, and Woodford is a patch, of green-

stone, the cause of the upheaval of the Upper Silurian

basin of Tortworth, in which are the oldest stratified

rocks of the county. Of these the Upper Llandovery

is the dominant stratum, exposed near Damory mill,

Micklewood chase, and Purton passage, wrapping round

the base of May and Huntley hills, and reappearing in the

vale of Woolhope. The Wenlock limestone is exposed at

Falfield mill and Whitfield, and quarried for burning at

May hill. The Lower Ludlow shales or mudstones are seen

at Berkeley and Purton, where the upper part is probably

Aymestry limestone. The series of sandy shales and sand-

stones which, as Downton sandstones and Ledbury shales,

form a transition to the Old Bed Sandstone, are quarried at

Dymock. The “ Old Bed ” itself occurs at Berkeley, Tort-

worth Green, Thornbury, and several places in the Bristol

coal-field, in anticlinal folds forming hills. It forms also

the great basin extending from Boss to Monmouth and from

Dymock to Mitcheldean, Abenhall, Blakeney, <fec., within

which is the Carboniferous basin of the Forest. It is cut

through by the Wye from Monmouth to Woolaston. This

formation is over 8000 feet thick in the Forest of Dean.

The Bristol and Forest Carboniferous basins lie within the

synclinal folds of the Old Bed Sandstone; and though the

seams of coal have not yet been correlated, they must have
been once continuous, as further appears from the existence

of an intermediate basin, recently pierced, under the

Severn. The lower limestone shales are 500 feet thick

in the Bristol area, and only 165 in the Forest, richly

fossiliferous, and famous for their bone bed. The great

marine senes known as the Mountain Limestone, forming

the walls of the grand gorges of the Wye and Avon, are

over 2000 feet thick in the latter district, only 480 in the

former, where it yields the brown hematite so largely

worked for iron even from Boman times. It is much used

too for lime and road metal. Above this comes the Mill-

stone Grit, well seen at Brandon hill, where it is 1000 feet

in thickness, though but 455 in the forest. On this rest

the Coal-measures, consisting in the Bristol field of two great

series, the lower 2000 feet thick with 36 seams, the

upper 3000 feet with 22 seams, 9 of which reach 2 feet in

thickness. These two series are divided by over 1700 feet

of hard sandstone (Pennant Grit), containing only 5 coal-

seams. In the Forest coal-field the whole series is not 3000
feet thick, with but 15 seams. At Durdham Down a
Dolomitic conglomerate, of the age known as Beuper or

Upper Trias, rests unconformably on the edges of the

Palaeozoic rocks, and is evidently a shore deposit, yielding

dinosaurian remains. Above the Keuper clays come the
Penarth beds, of which classical sections occur at West-
bury, Aust, &;c. The series consists of grey marls, black
paper shales containing much pyrites and a celebrated bone
bed, the Gotham landscape marble, and the white Lias
limestone, yielding Osirea Liassica and Cardium Rhoeti-

cum. The district of Over Severn is mainly of Keuper
marls. The whole Vale of Gloucester is occupied by the
next formation, the Lias, a warm sea deposit of clays and
clayey limestones, characterized by ammonites, belemnites,

and gigantic saurians. At its base is the insect limestone
bed. The pastures producing Gloucester cheese are on the
clays of the Lower Lias. The more calcareous Middle Lias
or marlstone forms hillocks flanking the Oolite escarpment
of the Coteswolds, as at Wotton-under-Edge, and Church-
down. The Coteswolds consist of the great limestone
series of the Lower Oolite. At the base is a transition

series of sands, 30 to 40 feet thick, well developed at Nails-
worth and Frocester. Leckhampton hill is a typical section
of the Lower Oolite, where the sands are capped by 40 feet

of a remarkable pea grit. Above this are 147 feet of free-

stone, 7 feet of oolite marl, 34 feet of upper freestone.
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and 38 feet of ragstone. The Painswick stone belongs

to lower freestone. Besting on the Inferior Oolite, and
dipping with it to S.E., is the fuller’s earth,” a rubbly

limestone about 100 feet thick, throwing out many of the

springs which form the head waters of the Thames. Next
comes the Great or Bath Oolite, at the base of which are the

Stonesfield slate” beds, quarried for roofing, paling, <fec.,

at Sevenhampton and elsewhere. From the Great Oolite

Minchinhampton stone is obtained, and at its top is about

40 feet of flaggy Oolite with bands of clay known as the

Forest Marble. Bipple marks are abundant on the flags

;

in fact all the Oolites seem to have been near shore or in

shallow water, much of the limestone being merely com-

minuted coral. The highest bed of the Lower Oolite is the

Cornbrash, about 40 feet of rubble, productive in corn, form-

ing a narrow belt from Siddington to Fairford. Near the

latter town and Lechlade is a small tract of blue Oxford
Clay of the Middle Oolite. The county has no higher

Secondary or Tertiary rocks ; but the Quaternary series is

represented by much northern drift gravel in the Vale and
Over Severn, by accumulations of Oolitic detritus, including

post-Glacial extinct mammalian remains on the flanks of

the Coteswolds, and by submerged forests extending from

Sharpness to Gloucester.^

Agriculture .—In the soil of the hill country is so much
lime that a liberal supply of manure is required. This is

provided by folding sheep, and by paring and burning the

turf and strewing the ashes on the surface. Good crops of

barley and oats are thus obtained, and even of wheat, it the

soil is mixed with clay. But the poorest land of the hill

country affords excellent pasturage for sheep, the staple

commodity of the district; and the sainfoin, which grows

wild, yields abundantly under cultivation. The Coteswolds

have been famous for the breed of sheep named from them
since the early part of the 15th century,—a breed hardy
and prolific, with lambs that quickly put on fleece, and
become attempered to the bracing cold of the hills, where
vegetation is a month later than in the vale. Improved
of late years by judicious crossing with the Leicester

sheep, the modern Coteswold has attained high perfection

of weight, shape, fleece, and quality. The ewes are good
mothers; the wool produce, of which the staple is long and
mellow to the hand though rather coarse in quality, is an
important item, averaging from 7 to 8 lb a head in a

Coteswold flock. An impulse has been given to Coteswold
farming since the chartering in 1845 of the Boyal Agri-

cultural College at Cirencester, to instruct young men in

farming and the kindred sciences. The pupils engage in

the cultivation of a farm of 700 acres attached to the col-

lege, a Gothic structure near Cirencester, which has hitherto

accommodated on an average 100 inmates. Yet, despite

the march of improvement, the aspect of the district is

somewhat barren, owing to the absence of trees and hedge-

rows in the so-called “stone wall” country, and to the

I

size of the farms, sometimes exceeding 1000 acres. Cattle

are kept for home needs and to improve the soil. Oats
and barley are the chief grain crops. In the Vale the deep
rich black and red loamy soil is well adapted for Cattle,

and a moist mild climate favours the growth of grasses

and root crops. A great proportion of the Vale is in per-

manent pasture, and its farmers look largely to hay
as the winter food of their stock. The cattle, save on the

frontier of Herefordshire, are mostly shorthorns, of which

^ Authonties.—Geology ofRost Somerset and Gloucester Coai'dieldSi

H, B. Woodward, F.G.S ; Memoirs of Geol, Survey^ London, 1876 ;

“Geology of Country round Cheltenham, E. Hull, A.B ,
F.G.S.,

in Memoirs of Geol. Survey

^

1857 ;
“ Geology of Parts of Wilts and

Gloucester, iJ., 1862; The Coteswold Hills, John Lycett, London,
1857; papers by Mr Lycett in Quart. Joum. of Geol. Soc.y vol. iv.,

and by Dr Wright in vols. xii. and xvi.
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many aie fed for distant markets, many reared and kept
for dairy purposes The rich grazing tract of the Yale of
Berkeley is said to produce annually 1200 tons of the
famous double Gloucester cheeses, and the Yale in general
has long been celebrated for its cheese and butter The
Yale of Gloucester is the chief corn district. Its aspect is

generally pastoral, characterized by grass lands hemmed in
with hedgerows and hedgerow timber, and dotted with
apples, pears, and orchard fruit as if to compensate for the
comparative barrenness of the Coteswolds The Yale, from
its position and climate, is subject to violent storms of wind
and ram

Statistics of Agriculture for Gloucesterslm e as returned on
4dh of June 1878

Total area 804,977 acies
Total acieage under crops, bare fallow, and grass 648,795 ,,

Com Clops (nearly one-half wheat and one-fourth
barley) 172,515 ,

Gieen crops (about two thirds turnips and swedes) 62,679
Grasses undei rotation 94,279 ,

Permanent pasturage 307,026
Bare and fallow 12,263
Plax and hops 33

Horses
Cattle
Sheep
Pigs

Zive Stoclr

25,725
107,236
416,853
69,331

According to the Owners and Heritages Return 1872—73,
the county was divided among 37,705 proprietois, holding
land whose acreage was 733,640, and whose gross esfci

mated rental was ^2,556,543 The estimated extent of

commons and waste lands was 7429 acres Of the owners
76 per cent possessed less than one acre, and the average
value aU over was <£3, 8s llfd There were 10 proprie

tors who possessed upwaids of 5000 acres, viz —Loid
Fitzhardinge, 18,264, Duke of Beaufort, 16,610, Lord
Sherborne, 15,773, Earl Bathurst, 9967, Crown Pro
perty, 9575, R S Holford (Weston Birt), 9332, Thomas
W C Master (Cirencester), 7226 ,

Earl Eldon (Encomb),
6664 , Lord Sudeley (Winchcomb), 6620 , Earl Ducie,
5193

Forest District—The surface of this district is agree
ably undulating to the height of from 120 to 1000 feet, and
Its sandy peat soil renders it most suitable for the giowth of

timber, which is the cause of its having been a royal forest

from time immemorial John Evelyn records that the com
manders of the Armada had orders not to leave in it a tree

standing In the reign of Charles L the Forest contained

105,537 trees, and, straitened for money, he granted it to

Sir John Wyntour for ^10,000, and a fee faim rent of

£2000 The grant was cancelled by Cromwell, but at the
Restoration only 30,000 were left, and Wyntour, having got

anothei grant, destroyed all but 200 trees fit for navy
timber In 1680 an Act was passed to enclose 11,000
acres and plant with oak and beech for supply of the

dockyards , and the present foiest, though not containing
very many gigantic oaks, has six “ walks covered with
timber m various stages of growth The two finest oaks
of thp Forest are a headless giant 45 feet m girth just out
side the village of Newland, to the left of the road from
Coleford to Monmouth, and “Jack ot the Yat,” with 19 feet

of girth, on the right of the roadside from Coleford to

Mitcheldean ^

^ The Forest is locally governed by two ciown appointed deputy
gavellers to siipeiintend the woods and mines, and foiii verdereis

elected by the freeholders, whose office, since the extermination of the

deer in 1850, is almost purely honorary From time immemoiial all

persons born in the hundred of St Bnavel s, who have worhed a year

and a day in a coal mine, become ** free mineis, ’ and may work coal

in any part of the Forest not previously occupied At the present

time the Forest laws are 'idministered at the Speech House by the

queen’s officeis and the free

Botany—The fiora of the county, repiesenting that of
the two main hydrographical areas of the kingdom and of
various geological formations, is extremely rich Its dis-
tinct forms of phanerogams number more than half the
British fiora But there is little bog land in the county,
and no true sea coast Hence certain gaps m the list of
indigenous plants There aie only some 25 species of
ferns

,
but the rare flowers mentioned below are worthy

of note as indigenous 2 The quantity of mistletoe on the
numerous apple trees in the cider orchards of the Yale is

another botanical feature of the county, a parasite occurring
on other trees also, notably on the Badham Couit oak,
Sedbury Park, Chepstow, and on the Frampton on Severn
oak. The elm, used at Bristol for shipbuilding, the
willow, and the maple form the chief hedge timber of the
Yale, while in the Forest some fine hollies, 6 feet round, are
found amongst the oaks The Spanish chestnut at Tort
woith, Piff’s elm, Boddmgton, near Cheltenham, and the
Lassington oak aie the most notable trees of the county
Mustard was once much cultivated in the Yale, “ few houses
being without a cannon ball and bowl m which the seeds
were bruised” (see Budgets General Views of Agrncxdtnr e of
Gloucester, London, 1807) ^

Communication and Tt adc —Gloucestershire is, in virtue of its
two city poits, Biistol and Gloucester, a maritime county The
approach to the first is by the Somerset Avon, to the second
the Severn, or, more stiictly, by the Gloucester and Berkeley
canal, for which, owing to the dangerous navigation of the Severn,
an Act was obtained in 1793, though the woiks weie not com-
pleted and opened for traffic till 1827 They consisted of a small
tidal basin and lock at Sharpness Point, on the Severn, neai
Berkeley, connecting the estuary of the river by a ship canal 16
miles long with the city of Gloucester, where there was a suitable
discharging dock, and where the canal was again connected with
the liver Severn by a lock The giadual extension of the trade
necessitated a corresponding extension of the works, and in 1869 a
new and enlarged entiance, half a mile further down the liver, was
projected, with suitable dischaiging and repairing docks, which
last form one large sheet of water on the same level as the old
canal connecting them also with Gloucester These were com-
pleted and opened in 1874 Through the nver Severn from Glou-
cester to Worcester and Stourport the port is brought into direct
communication with the great s^’^stem of internal canals throughout
the kingdom, and both at Shaipness docks and Gloucester is in
direct communication with the Midland and Great Western lail

way systems The following are the trade statistics of the vear
ending Septembei 25 1878

Tons Tons
Foreign imports 428,532
Coasting 105,224

533,756
Foieign expoits 51,047
Coasting 112,176

163 223

Total traffic 696,979

Of the foreign imports 253,643 tons, amounting to about
1.200.000 quarters, were grain and seed The poit is well situated
for a corn port, its com warehouses at Sharpness accommodating
100.000 quaiters, and those at Gloucester about 130,000 quarters
The new works at Shaipness will accommodate vessels up to
2500 tons bmden
The Severn Budge railway—5 miles in length—commences at

Lyduey by a junction with the Great Western Eailway and the
Severn and Wye i ailway, crosses the Severn at Puiton Passage,

and teiminates at the Berkeley new docks by a junction, with the
Midland, thus forming a long needed connexion between the two
sides of the nver, and shortening the distances from South Wales
to London by 14 miles, and from South Wales to Bristol by 20

^ Anemone Pulsatilla , Ardbis siricia ,
Thlasjn jperfohatum , HuU

chinsia yetroea ,
PoZygala oxyptera^ndcalcarea, Cerastiumpiimilum$

Lotus angustissimus
,
Pyrus pinnatifida ,

Myddbium lanceoUdum ,

Sedum rupestre , Tr inia mdgans ,
Limnanthemvm nymphasmdes ,

Veronica hyhrida ,
Ordbanche Hederoe ,

Cynoglossum montanum ^

UiricuZaria neglecta
,
Daphne Mezereum

,
Buxus sempermrens ,

Ce

phalantkera rvbrat^, Oalantlius nivalis
^

^ Authorities —Sw-ete’s Flora Bnstolimsis, 1854, Buckman’s

Botany of Chelt&nham, 1844 ,
Maishall’s Rural Economy of Glou/:es

tershire, 1789 H G Nicliolls Tor est of Dean^ 1858, and MS Floras

C.1 Gloucestershire, by Messrs Harker anti Boulgei
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Its great local importance consists in providing a communication
from South Wales and Dean Forest and their coal-fields to the

Berkeley new docks and the south of England, and is evidenced by
the various competing schemes introduced in the same session of

1872 for bridges having the same object. The great iron bridge

itself consists of girders constructed on a modification of the bow-
string principle, and rests on piers composed of cast iron cylinders

sunk down in the rock and filled with concrete. Commencing with
the Lydney shore, the spans are as follows :— one of 134 feet, two of

327, ave of 171 feet, thirteen of 134, and one of 196 feet (inclusive

of swing bridge over canal), making in all 22. The width of the

river is 1186 yards, and the total length of the bridge, including

the masonry viaduct and swing span, 1387 yards. While the main
object of this stupendous undertaking is the transit of coal, arrange-

ments are also contemplated for passenger trafiie across the river.

Another canal, once of great importance to the commerce of

Gloucestershire, is the Thames and Severn canal, connecting the
navigation of these two great rivers, the first of which rises at the

back of Leckhampton Hill, at Seven Springs. The Thames and
Severn canal begins at Lechlade on the former river, and joining

the Stroudwater canal, which crosses the Gloucester and Berkeley,

enters the Severn at Framilode. But this canal, though of con-

siderable engineering skill, is now but little used, tbe Gmat
Western railway having almost entirely superseded it

;
and it is

the same with another canal running from the Severn at Gloucester

to ITewent and Ledbury.
Manufactures.—Gloucestershire is also an important manufac-

turing county. In the time of Edward III. the manufacture of

woollen cloth was introduced into its hill country bj’' the Flemings,
attracted probably by the facilities offered for felting by tlie

numerous streams of water flowing from the Ooteswolds. The
manufacture gradually increased in spite of vexatious legislation,

enacted with the view of encouraging native industry, but really

tending to hamper the trade. Cirencester is mentioned as

its seat in Henry lY.’s reign, and Stroud in 1553. The
raw material for the manufacture was long obtained from the
produce of English flocks, but afterwards a better description of

wool was imported from Spain, and towards the close of the last

century a still finer quality was got from Germany. The main
supply is now obtained from the British colonies in the southern
hemisphere. The description of cloth for which Gloucestershire
and the west of England have been and stiU are most famous is

broad-cloth, dressed with teazles to produce a short close nap on the
face, and made of all shades of colour, but chiefly black, blue, and
scarlet. The most prosperous time of the Gloucestershire woollen
trade was from 1800 to 1820, during which period the water-power
of the various streams was keenly utilized, and a very large pro-
portion of the population was engaged early and late on the several
processes, either in their cottages or at the mills. The commercial

j

crisis of 1825 very seriously crippled the trade; and though it

afterwards recovered, it is probable that fewer persons have since
been employed in it. The further introduction of machinery,
enabling manufacturers to dispense with much manual labour, the
passing of the factory laws, and the increased facilities of obtaining
education, have gi*eatly improved the social habits of the manu-
facturing population.

History .—Gloucestershire has not been unnoted in the annals of
England. At Gloucester Henry III. was crowned ; at Berkeley
Castle Edward II. was murdered ; the Wars of the Roses were
ended at the battle of Tewkesbury, where in May 1471 Queen
Margaret and Prince Edward were taken prisoners

; the repulse
which Charles I. sustained at Gloucester, when the earl of Essex
compelled him to raise the siege, was the climax of his fortunes.
The connty is strewn with relics of antiquity. Four Roman roads
intersect it

; Roman pavements and vestiges are found at Ciren-
cester, Gloucester, Woodchester, and Lydney, and camps—British,
Saxon, Danish, and Roman—^in numerous places, with many
interesting relics of the Middle Ages. Among these are the restored
castle of Sudeley, near "Winchcombe, a manor house before the
Conquest, a baronial castle in tbe days of Stephen, and the home
in succession of the Botelers, Seymours, Queen Katherine Parr, and
the Chandos family

;
Thornbury Castle, an interesting ruin instead

of a castellated palace, as it would have been had not its pretensions
provoked the jealousy of Wolsey against its builder, Edward
Stafford, duke of Buckingham, who was beheaded in 1521 ; St
Briavel’s Castle, to the south of the Forest of Dean, an ancient seat
of the 17orman kings, if not the Saxon, which became the residence
of the chief officer of the Forest, and retains in its ruined state a
decorated chimney shaft surmounted by a horn, the warder’s badge.
Berkeley Castle, built prior to Henry II., is an almost unique speci-
men of a feudal residence in the actual occupation of a descendant of
its founder, Baron Fitzharding. Edward II. was murdered in a
detached upper chamber of the square tower. The chief mansions
of the county are Badminton House (Duke of Beaufort) ; Oakley
Park, Stroud (Earl Bathurst) ; Tortworth Park, with a chestnut
measuring 52 feet, a boundary tree in King Stephen’s reign (Earl
Ducie)

; Sherborne Park, Northleach (Lord Sherborne) ; Clearwell
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Court, Coleford (Earl of Dunraven) ;

Highnam Court (T. Gambier
Parry) ;

Sudeley Castle (J. Coucher Dent)
;
Southam House, the

oldest residential house in the county, built in the time of Henry
VII., a timber and stone mansion of two stories (Earl of Ellen-

borough) ;
and Prinknash Park, a 15th century residence of the

abbots of Gloucester (B. St John Ackers). Besides these tlicro are

vaiious other seats of somewhat lesser size. Among the eniiiieiit

persons born in the county are the clnonicler Robert of Gloucester,

Sebastian Cabot, Wilham Cartwright the poet, Thomas Chatterton,
Robert Southey, the Rev. John Eagles, and George Whitfield.

EAiLcation.—According to the parliamentary returns of j)ublic

elementary schools for the year ending Slst August 1876, there
were in Gloucestershire 408 day schools, 34 of which were also

used as night schools. Of these schools 314 were in connexion
with the Church of England, or the National Society or parochial

;

15 were board schools, 9 Itoman Catholic, 36 British and Foi'eign,

and 13 Wesleyan Methodist Conference schools.

See Atkyns’s Gloucestershire, 1769; Rudder’s Gloucestershire, a
republication of Atkyns, with additions, 1779 ; Fosbrooke’s Abstract

of Records and Manuscripts respecting the Go^inty of Gloucester,

1807, 2 yols. 41o ;
The Forest of Dean, an IlistoriccU and Descriptive

Account, by H. G. Nicholls, JVI.A., 1858.

Gloucester, the capital city of the above county, and a

county of itself, 114 miles from London by railway, derives

its name from the British Caer-Gloui, near which at Kings-

holm the Romans formed their camj) of Glevum, vestiges of

which remain in four principal streets running N., S., E.,

and W., and crossing at the centre, as well as in Roman pave-

ments, altars, coins, and pottery. A Roman station under
Aulus Plautius, it became a city of Mercia, by name
Gleauanceastre, under the Saxons, and is named by Bede
as one of the noblest cities in the land. A monastery was
founded here in 679, in which in 1022 Bishop Wulstan of

Worcester established the Benedictine rule. In the 8th
century the city was repeatedly ravaged and burnt by the

Danish invaders, and endured ruinous conflicts up to the

time of the settlement between Canute and Edmund Iron-

side. The abbey throve from the time of Canute, the

foundations of the present church having been laid by

Gloucester Cathedral.

A.bbot Serlo (1072-1104), and Walter Frocester, its his-

torian, becoming its first mitred abbot in 1381. Edward
the Confessor often resided at Gloucester, and it was a

favourite resort of the Norman kings, of whom Henry I. met
with his death from a surfeit of lampreys, for which he ac-

quired a taste there. Henry II. held a great council there

(1175), and Henry III. was crowned in the abbey, and
“loved Gloucester better than London.” The “statute of

Gloucester” was passed (1278) in one of several parliaments
held there

; but the tide of royal favour experienced an ebb
when Charles 1. subjected the city, garrisoned by the Par-

liamentarians, to a critical siege, which was eventually

raised in September 1643 by the earl of Essex. Until 1541
the whole of Gloucestershire lay in Worcester diocese, but
in that year it was constituted the see of Gloucester, with

the abbey church for its cathedral, and John Wakeman,
last abbot of Tewkesbury, for its first bishop. The cathe-
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dral may be succinctly described as a Norman carcase,”
altered by additions in every style of Gothic architecture.
It is 420 feet long, and 144 broad, with a beautiful central
tower rising to the height of 225 feet, and topped by four
graceful pinnacles. The nave is massive Norman with
Early English roof

;
the crypt also, under the choir, aisles,

and chapels, is Norman, as is also the chapter house. The
south porch is Perpendicular, with fan-tracery roof, as also
is the north transept, the south being transitional Decorated.
The choir has Perpendicular tracery and an apsidal chapel
on each side, and the triforium carried under the east win-
dow in a curve, so as to form a whispering gallery, is very
noteworthy. Between the apsidal chapels is a cross lady-
chapel, and north of the nave are the cloisters with very early
example of fan-tracery, the carols or stalls for the monks’
study and writing lying to the south. The beautiful tower
is 15th century work. For several years an extensive
IDrocess of restoration has been in progress. The finest

monument is the canopied shrine of Edward II., who was
brought hither from Berkeley. By the visits of pilgrims
to this the building and sanctuary were enriched. In a
bide-chapel, too, is a monument in coloured bog oak of

Robert Gurthose, a great benefactor to the abbey, the
eldest son of the Conqueror, who was interred there; and
those of Bishop Warburton and Dr Edward Jenner are also

worthy of special mention. One of the oldest houses in
the city is the ‘^New Inn in the Northgate Street,” a strong
and massive timbered house with external galleries and
court yards, built in 1450 for the pilgrims to Edward II. ’s

shrine, by Abbot Sebroke, a traditional subterranean
passage leading thence to the cathedral. The timber is

principally chestnut.

Plan of Gloucester.

1. St Maj'k’s Church. 6. St Nicholas Church- 14. St Michael’s Church.
2. Ruins of St Oswald’s 7. Franciscan Monastery 15. Post-Office.

Priory. (ruins). 16. Com Exchange,
3. St Bartholomew Hos- 8. County Hall. 17. Meat and Vegetable

pital, 9. Theatre. Market.
4. St Mary de Lode and 10. St John’s Church. 18. St Mary de Crypt.

Hoopex’’sMonument. 11. Wesleyan Chapel. 19. County Gaol.

6. Dominican Monastery 12. United Hospitals 20. Custom House,
(ruins). 13. Blue Coat School. 21. St Luke’s Church,

Gloucester is situated on a gentle eminence overlooking

the Severn, and sheltered by the Coteswolds on the east,

while the Malverns rise prominently to the west. The Tolsey

or town-hall stands at the cross, the point of intersection of

the four principal streets, in each of which are various

quaintly gabled and timbered houses, helping to preserve the

ancient aspect of the city. The most modern quarter of it

is in and south of the region of the spa, where a chalybeate

spring was discovered in 1814. The principal public

buildings are the shire hall, the town hall or Tolsey (occupy-
ing the site of the ancient Roman capitol), the county gaol
and penitientiary, the East-gate market, the corn market,
the infirmary, the lunatic asylum, and the hospital erected
in 1861 in place of the four old almshouses. There are 14
churches and several dissenting chapels, and it may have
been the olden proverb, as sure as God’s in Gloucester,”
which provoked Oliver Cromwell to declare that the city
had ‘^more churches than godliness.” Of the churches four
are of special interest : St Mary de Lode, with a very old
chancel, and a monument of Bishop Hooper

;
St Mary de

Orypt, a cruciform structure of the 12th century, with a
beautiful and lofty tower

; the church of St Michael, said
to have been connected with the ancient abbey of St Peter,
and from whose tower the curfew bell is still rung every
evening; and St Nicholas church, originally of Norman
erection, and possessing a tower and other portions of
later date. A new episcopal palace was erected in 1862,
There are three endoweci schools : the Gollege school,
re-founded by Henry YIII., as part of the cathedral estab-

lishment ; the Crypt school, founded by Dame Joan Cooke
in the same reign

; and Sir Thomas Rich’s Blue Coat
Hospital for 34 boys (1666). The first Sunday school was
held in Gloucester, being originated by Robert Raikes.
Gloucester has returned two members to parliament since

the 23d year of Edward I. The city was chartered by
Richard III., and is now governed by a mayor, nine aider-

men, and twenty-seven burgesses. Its ancient industries

were iron-founding, cloth-making, pin-making, and bell-

founding, but the last two have been for some time discon-
tinued. It now possesses match works, foundries, marble
and slate works, saw-mills, chemical works, rope works, flour-

mills, manufactories of railway waggons, engines, and agri-

cultural implements, and boat and ship-building yards.

In 1877 the number of British ships that entered the port
was 3762, with a tonnage of 272,391, and of foreign ships

549, with a tonnage of 167,200; the number of British

ships that cleared was 3992, with a tonnage of 278,773,

i

and of foreign ships 488, with a tonnage of 144,581. The
principal imports are timber, corn, wine, and spirits, and
the principal exports iron, coals, malt, salt, bricks, and
pottery. The town is celebrated for its Severn salmon
and lampreys. Near the canals and docks are the remains
(a gateway and some walls) of Llanthony Priory, a cell of the

mother abbey in the vale of Ewyas, Monmouthshire, which
-in the reign of Edward IV. had become the secondary
establishment. The famous bore of the Severn attains

its great height just below Gloucester. The area of

the municipal borough is 415 acres, and of the parlia-

mentary borough 1606 acres. The population of the

municipal and parliamentary borough in 1861 was 16,512 ;

that of the municipal borough in 1871 was 18,330, and of

the parliamentary borough (extended since 1861) 31,804.

The municipal and parliamentary boroughs now coincide.

See Handbook to tJiQ Cathedrals of England^ Western Division,

1864; General Architectural Descrijytion of the Cathedral Church
ait Gloucester, with Plans and Sketches, by Frederick S. Waller,

F.II.LB.A., 1856. (J. I>A.)

GLOUCESTER, a city and port of entry of Essex

county, Massachusetts, United States, is beautifully situated

1 near the southern extremity of the peninsula of Cape Ann,

30 miles N.N.E. of Boston by rail. It includes six vil-

lages—Gloucester village, East Gloucester, West Gloucester,

Annisquam, Bay View, and Lanesville. The harbour, open-

ing out into Massachusetts bay, is one of the best on the

coast, and is defended by a fort. The prosperity of

Gloucester depends mainly on its cod and mackerel fisheries,

which employ nearly 400 vessels, with upwards of 3500
men, and have an annual value of about 4,000,000 dollars.

For the year ending June 30, 1878, the total value of im-
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ports was 81,450 dollars, of domestic exports 36,172 dollars,

and of foreign exports 384 dollars. Steamers ply daily

between tbe city and Boston. There are a number of manu-
factories connected chiefly with the fisheries, and in the

neighbourhood there are extensive granite quarries. Glou-

cester possesses a fine city hall, a high school, seven gram-

mar schools, and a free library. On account of its attrac-

tive situation, and the fine scenery of the neighbourhood,
j

it is a favourite summer residence. About 2 miles from
it is Norman’s Woe, the scene of the wreck of the “ Hes-

perus,” celebrated in Longfellow’s poem.
Gloucester received its name from the fact that many of its early

settlers came from the county of Gloucester in England. It was
occupied as a fishing station in 1624, was incorporated as a town in

1642, and was made a city in 1874. It was attacked by the

English in 1775 and in 1814, in both cases unsuccessfully. The
population in 1800 was 5313 ;

in 1850, 7786 ; in 1860, 10,904 ;
and

in 1870, 15,389, of whom 4007 were foreigners

GLOUCESTER, Robert of. See Robert of Glou-
j

CESTER.
I

GLOVE (Saxon glof)^ a covering for the hand, with a
j

separate sheath for each finger. Among our ancestors, to i

throw down the glove or gauntlet was equivalent to a ’

challenge to single combat, and the person thus defied

signified his acceptance of the challenge by taking up the

glove, and casting down his own,—which ceremony was re-
'

garded as a mutual compact to meet at the time and place

specified. This custom, according to Favyn {Theatre '

^Honneur et de Ghevalerie), was derived from the Oriental

mode of contracting sales of land and the like by giving the
purchaser a glove, by way of delivery or investiture

;
and

to this effect he quotes Ruth iv. 7 and Psa. cviii. 9,

passages where the word commonly translated “ shoe ” is by
some rendered glove.” Du Cange quotes from a charter of

the 13th century an instance of re-investiture or restitution

symbolized by the person depositing his glove on the earth.

The use of gloves is of high antiquity. There is reason to

believe the ancient Persians wore them, since it is mentioned
in the Cyropcedia of Xenophon that on one occasion Cyrus
went without his gloves ; and we know that some kind of

protecting coverings for the hands were used by the Greeks
and Romans in certain kinds of manual labour, although
their precise form is unknown.

The word gantus, used for a glove in mediaeval Latin, is

obviously of Teutonic derivation. In the life of St Colum-
banns, written by Jonas, abbot of Bobbio, in the 7th cen-

gloves for protecting the hands in manual labour are
spoken of as “ tegumenta'manuum quse Galli wantos vocant.”
A pair of gloves are mentioned in the will of Bishop Ricul-
fus, who died 915 a.d. Gloves did not become articles of
ecclesiastical vestment till the 12th century. They do not
appear in the Bayeux tapestry, and they did not come into
general use in England till the 13th century. Matthew
Paris, noticing the burial of Henry II. (1189), mentions that
he was buried in his coronation robes, with a golden crown
on his head and gloves on his hands. Gloves were also
found on the hands of King John when his tomb was opened
in 1797, and on the hands of Edward I. when his tomb was
opened in 1 774. In the 1 4th century they were in common
use among the better classes. In the 16th century they
were frequently embroidered with great elaboration, and in
the reign of Charles II. the short sleeves of the ladies’
dresses brought in long gloves reaching almost to the elbow.
It is an old custom in England that a pair of gloves are
given by the sheriff to the judge who presides at a maiden
assize ; and in Scotland white gloves are given to the judges
cm a maiden circuit,—^that is, when there are no cases for
trial.

The manufacture of gloves was early introduced into the
British Islands, and such was the dignity of the craft that,
as early as the reign of King Robert III., the incorporation

G L O
of glovers of Perth was chartered—a wealthy guild still

existing, although the calling has long ceased to characterize

that town. The glovers’ company of London received its

armorial bearings as early as 1464, but the body was not

chartered till 1638 ; and in Worcester, which has long been

the principal British centre of the trade, a company was
incorporated in 1661.

The glove industry of the j^resent day is both extensive

and diversified, seeing that gloves are now almost univer-

sally worn, and made of various classes of material and in

several different ways. Of yarn, thread, silk, and cloth

gloves it is unnecessary to speak, as these varieties are, in

comparison with leather gloves, of comparatively little im-

portance. The leather emifioyed by glovers is prepared

from the skins of deer, sheei:) and lambs, goats and kids

—

the last being by far the most important. The skins are

prepared either by the ordinary processes of shamoying for

wash-leather and doe or buck leather gloves, or by a special

method of tawdng in the case of ordinary dress gloves. The
kid-skins are principally collected by hawkers in the South
European countries, and sold in the Leipsic and Naples
fairs. The tawing industry is conducted on a great scale

at Annonay, Paris, and Milhau in France. The tawing
process differs from ordinary tanning in the greater care

and cleanliness of all the operations, in the submission

of the dressed skins to a brief fermentation by piling

them under the influence of heat, which increases the soft-

ness and flexibility of the leather, and in tawing with a

mixture of flour, the yellow of eggs, and alum. On the

completion of this operation, they are stretched by hand and
dried as rapidly as possible. Thereafter they are damped,
placed in dozens between linen cloths, and worked about to

render them soft and x^kable, after which they are planed

on the flesh side, dried, and again planed. They are then

polished by rubbing with a heavy glass disc or other smooth
substance, and dyed by brushing liquid dyes over one side.

Finally they are stretched on a marble table, and smoothed
with a blunt knife. From a kid skin so j^repared the

materials of three gloves are obtained. The skins are

moistened and stretched, and the various parts ate cut out

by a machine having steel punches the shape and size

desired. The thumb i^iece, the quirks and the fourchettes

inserted between the fingers, and the wrist welt—the latter

frequently white—are cut out separately. Machine sewing,

in which a kind of button stitch is made, is to a small ex-

tent utilized in the manufacture of gloves ; but the greater

part of the sewing is done by hand. The pieces to be sewn
together are placed in a machine between a pair of jaws,

the holding edge of which is composed of fine saw teeth,

between each of which the sewer passes back and forward
her needle, and in this way a neat uniform stitch is secured.

There are three kinds of hand-sewing in the glove trade

—

round sewing or ordinary glove stitch, piqu^ stitch, and
I prick seam. After sewing, the backs are stitched or tam-
I boured, the button-hole is formed, the wrist attached, and
the button sewed on, thus finishing the glove. A.fter damp-
ing and stretching to its utmost length, the glove is ready

I to be stamped and put up for use.
I Paris is, beyond question, the most important centre of

’ glove-making, and for delicacy of material and beauty of

;

workmanship the productions of some Parisian manufac-
turers are without any rivals

;
but it is at Grenoble that

French gloves are most extensively manufactured. English
gloves, of unfailing excellence of material and workmanship,
are principally made at Worcester

;
and in one specialty

—

dogskin ” gloves made from Cape sheep-skin, having a
warm tan colour—English makers have no competitors. A
very large quantity of cheap but useful gloves are made at

Brussels and Copenhagen. During the year 1876,1,084,400
dozen pairs, of a value of <£1,3801,884, were imported into
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tlie United Kingdom from France; from Belgium there
were SOljSOS dozen pairs, valued at ^345,174; and the
tot^l imports from all quarters amounted to 1,497,437 dozen
pairs, of a value of ^1,840,956. In 1878 the total imports
were 1,060,040 dozen pairs, valued at £1,302,060.

Buckskin gloves are largely made in the United States,
and that branch, together with a limited production of kid
and other gloves, is chiefly centred in the village of
Gloversville, Fulton co., N.Y, It is estimated that from
about 140 separate glove factories in that village not less

than two-thirds of the gloves made in the United States
are sent out. Kid gloves are made some extent in New
York city.

GLOVER, Richard (1712-1785), an English poet,
was born in 1712. He was the son of a London mer-
chant, and received his education at Cheam in Surrey.
While there he wrote in his sixteenth year a poem to the
memory of Sir Isaac Newton, which was appended by Dr
Pemberton to his View of j^ewton^s Philosophy^ published in
1728. Though Glover followed the business of his father,

he devoted much of his attention to literary pursuits, and
he acquired the reputation of being one of the best Greek
scholars and most famous poets o± his day. In 1737 he
published an epic poem, Leonidas^ written in celebration
of the defence of Thermopylae. As the praise of liberty
formed the subject matter of the poem, it was thought to
have a special reference to the politics of the time ; and
being warmly commended by the regent and his court, by
Lord Lyttelton, and the novelist Fielding, it soon passed
through several editions. Though exhibiting a well-culti-

vated taste and some skill in versification, it possesses, how-
ever, little poetical merit, and is totally wanting in the
higher qualities of epic poetry. A continuation of the
Leonidas^ entitled Atheniad^ subsequently appeared, but
had little or no popularity. In 1739 Glover published a
poem entitled London^ or the Progress of Gommeroe ; and in

the same year, with a view to excite the nation against the
Spaniards, he wrote a ballad, Hosier^s Ghost^ which is

spirited and effective, and was one of the most popular of

its day. He was also the author of two tragedies, Boadicea
(1753)and Medea (1761), which, however, on account of their

close imitation of Greek models, are unsuited for the modem
stage. The success of Glover’s Leonidas led him to take
considerable interest in politics, and in 1760 he entered
parliament as member for Weymouth, in which capacity his

abilities as a speaker, and his knowledge of commercial
questions, acquired for him considerable influence. He died
in November 1785. His diary, entitled Memoirs of a dis-

tinguished literary and political Character from 1742 to

1757, was published in 1813. Glover is one of the reputed
authors of Junius

;
but his claims—^which were advocated

in an Inquiry concerning the author of the Letters of Junius^

with reference to the Memoirs^ &c.^ published in 1815—rest

on very slight grounds.

GLOWWORM. See Ooleoptera, vol. vi. p. 132.

GLUOINUM, or Beryllium (Greek yXvKv^, sweet, from
the taste of its salts), is a metal related most nearly in its

physical properties to zinc and mercury, symbol G, atomic
weight 9 *3. It occurs in the beryl and emerald, GgAlgSi^Ojg,

or SGOjAlgOgjBSiOg (see vol, iiL p. 613, and vol. viii. p.

1 70), from which its oxide was earliest obtained byYauquelin
in 1798; also in the minerals euclase (HgGgAlgSigOio?
H20,2G0,Al203,2Si02), phenacite (GgSiO^), chrysoberyl

(GO,AlgOg), gadolinite" leucophanite, and helvite. Glucinum
was first obtained by Wohler and Bussy in 1828, in an im-

pure pulverulent form, by the fusion of its chloride with
potassium; and by Debray in 1854, in the compact state,

by the decomposition in an atmosphere of hydrogen of the

vapour of the chloride by that of sodium (Ann. Ohim. Phys.^

ser. iii. vol. xliv. 5). Heated in air the metal oxidizes
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superficially, or, if in a state of fine division, burns with
brilliancy. The spark-spectrum of glucinum presents two
brilliant blue lines. Glucinum may be estimated in mine-
rals, after removal of their silica, in the insoluble form or
as fiuoride, by the separation of aluminium mostly as alum,
what remains being then thrown down, with iron, by means
of warm solution of ammonium carbonate

; to the filtrate

excess of hydrochloric acid is added ; and finally the
glucinum is precipitated as hydrate, Gr(OH)2, which is

washed, dried, and ignited. An alloy of glucinum with iron
has been obtained by Davy and by Stromeyer.

On the chemistry of glucinum see further vol. v. pi). 526-8 and
543; also Watts, Diet, of Chemistry, ii.

; W. Crookes, Select Methods
in Chemical Analysis, pp. 45, 46, 66 ;

and Eoseoe and Sclioilemmer,
Treatise on Chemistry, ii. pt. 1, pp. 231-6.

GLUCK (not, as frequently spelt, Gluck), Christopher
Willibald (1714-1787), a celebrated operatic composer,
was born at Heidenwang, near Neumarkt, in the Upper
Palatinate, on July 2, 1714, Pie belonged to the lower
middle class, his father being gamekeeper to Prince Lob-
kowitz ; but the boy’s education was not neglected on that

account. From his twelfth to his eighteenth year he fre-

quented the Jesuit school of Kommotow in the neighbour-
hood of Prince Lobkowitz’s estate in Bohemia, where he
not only received a good general education, but also had
lessons in music. At the age of eighteen Gluck went to

Prague, where he continued his musical studies under
Czernhorsky, and maintained himself by the exercise of his

art, sometimes in the very humble capacity of fiddler afc

village fairs and dances. Through the introduction of

Prince Lobkowitz, however, he soon gained access to the best

families of the Austrian nobility, and when in 1736 he
proceeded to Vienna, he was hospitably received at his pro-

tector’s palace. Here he met Prince Melzi, an ardent lover

of music, who invited Gluck to accompany him to Milan,

where the young musician continued his education under
Giovanni Battista San Martini, an interesting composer
who, although self-taught, was one of the most accomplished
musicians of the 18th century, and has been called the

model of Haydn. His ^vorks belong chiefly to the class

of chamber music. In this respect, however, the master’s

example was not followed by the pupil Gluck’s dramatic

instinct was irrepressible, and soon we find him producing
operas at the rapid rate necessitated by the omnivorous
taste of the Italian public in those days. Eight of these

works were produced at various Italian theatres between
1741 and 1745. Although favourably received, they were
not much above the ordinary operatic level of the day, and
it would he needless even to give their names. Only the

first may be mentioned here, Artaserse^ libretto by Metas-

tasio, first performed at Milan in 1741. To the repu-

tation thus acquired Gluck owed an invitation to London,
where in 1745 he became composer for the opera house in

the Haymarket. The first opera produced there was called

La CadiLta dei Giganti (17 46, words by Metastasio), followed

by one of his earlier operas, re-written for the purpose. It

is stated that he also appeared as a performer on the musi-

cal glasses. The success of the two operas, as well as that

of a so-called pasticcio^ or dramatic medley entitled Piramo
e Tisbe, was anything but brilliant, and Gluck accordingly

left London. But his stay in England, although not

accompanied by immediate success, was not without

important consequences for his subsequent career. Gluck

at this time was neither more nor less than an ordinary

producer of Italian opera. Handel’s well-known saying

that Gluck knew no more counterpoint than his (Han-

del’s) cook, whether true or not, was unfair, for the

reason that, if Gluck had known as much counterpoint

as the author of Israel in Egypt himself, it would have

been difficult to make use of it in the style of music
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then exclusively cultivated by him. Had the young com-

poser been successful in the ordinary opera seria^ there is

every reason to fear that the great dramatic reform, initiated

by him, would never have taken place. The critical temper

of the London public fortunately averted this calamity. It

may also be assumed that the musical atmosphere of the

English capital, and especially the great works of Handel,

were not without beneficial influence upon the young com-

poser. But of still greater importance in this respect was

a short trip to Paris, where Gluck became for the first time

acquainted with the classic traditions and the declamatory

style of the Erench opera—the future scene of his own
triumphs. Of these great issues little trace, however, is to

be found in the works produced by Gluck during the

fifteen years after his return from England. His first opera

written for Vienna, called Ija Semiramide recono&cinta

(1748), is again an opera seria of the ordinary kind, and
little more can be said of Telemacco (Home, 1749), La
Glemenm di Tito (Naples, 1751), and numerous occasional

pieces of a more or less serious kind written for the court

at Vienna, where Gluck settled permanently in 1756, having

two years previously been appointed court chapel-master,

with a salary of 2000 fiorins, by the empress Maria Theresa.

On a previous occasion he had received the order of knight-

hood from the pope, consequent upon the successful produc-

tion of two of his works in Rome. During the long inter-

val from 1756 (the date of his opera 11 Pastore) to 1762,

Gluck seems to have matured his plans for the reform of the

opera; and, barring a ballet named, like Mozart’s opera,

Don Giovanni, and some airs nouveaux to French words
with pianoforte accompaniment, no compositions of any im-

portance have to be recorded. His pi^ce T occasion, II

Trionfo di Glelia, produced at Bologna in 1762, is still
!

written in the old manner. But his Orfeo ed Euridice,

played in October of the same year at Vienna, shows that

the composer had entered upon a new career. It is

significant that in the original score the work is de-

scribed as a ^^dramma per musica” or music-drama, the

title opera seria being avoided. Gluck also for the first

time had deserted Metastasio, and Ranlero Calzabigi fur-

nished the highly dramatic book of Orpheus, Quite apart

from its significance in the history of dramatic music,

Orpheus is a work which, by its intrinsic beauty, commands
the highest admiration, and does not fail to impress an
audience, even now, wherever an adequate representative of

the title-part can he found. Orpheus’s air, “ Che faro/’ is

known to everyone; hut finer even is the great scena in which
the poet’s song softens even the omhre sdegnose of Tartarus.

The ascending passion of the entries of the solo (Deh I

placatevi
;
Mille pene ; Men tiranne), interrupted by the

harsh but gradually-softening exclamations of the Furies, is

of the highest dramatic effect. These melodies, moreover,
as well as every declamatory passage assigned to Orpheus,
are made subservient to the purposes of dramatic characteri-

zation ; that is, they could not possibly be assigned to any
other person in the drama, any more than Hamlet’s mono-
logue could be spoken by Polonius. It is in this power of
musically realizing a character—a power all but unknown
in the opera of his day—that Gluck’s genius as a dramatic
composer is chiefiy shown. After a short relapse into his
earlier manner, Gluck followed up his Orpheus by a second
classical music-drama named Alceste, and first produced in
December 1767 at Vienna. In his dedication of the score
to the grand-duke of Tuscany, Gluck has fully expressed
his aims, as well as the reasons for his total breach with the
old traditions. I shall try,” he writes, “ to reduce music
to its real function, that of seconding poetry by intensifying
the expression of sentiments and the interest of situations

without interrupting the action by needless ornament. I
have accordingly taken care not to interrupt the singer in

the heat of the dialogue, to wait for a tedious ritornel, nor

do I allow him to stop on a sonorous vowel, in the middle of a

phrase, in order to show the nimbleness of a beautiful voice

in a long cadenza.''" Such theories, and the stern consist-

ency with which they were carried out, were little to the

taste of the pleasure-loving Viennese
;
and the success of

Alceste, as well as that of Paris and Helena, which followed

two years later, was not such as Gluck had desired and ex-

pected. He therefore eagerly accepted the chance of find-

ing a home for his art in the centre of intellectual and
more especially dramatic life, Paris. Such a chance was
opened to him through M. Bailli da Rollet, attache of the

French embassy at Vienna, and a musical amateur who
entered into Gluck’s ideas with enthusiasm. A classic

opera for the Paris stage was accordingly projected, and the

friends fixed upon Racine’s Iphighiie eii Aidide, After

some difficulties, overcome chiefiy by the intervention of

Gluck’s former pupil the dauphin ess Marie Antoinette, the

opera was at last accepted and performed at the Acad^mie
de Musique, on April 19, 1774. The great importance of

the new work was at once perceived by the musical ama-
teurs of the French capital, and a hot controversy on the

merits of Iphighiie ensued, in which some of the leading

literary men of France took part. Amongst Gluck’s

opponents were not only the admirers of Italian vocalization

and sweetness, but also the adherents of the earlier French
school, who refused to see iu Gluck the legitimate suc-

cessor of Lulli and Rameau. Marmontel, Laharpe, and
D’Alembert were opponents, the Abb6 Arnaud and others

the enthusiastic friends of the German master. Rousseau
took a peculiar position in the struggle. Iii his early

writings he is a violent partisan of Italian music, but when
Gluck himself appeared as the French champion, he will-

ingly acknowledged the great composer’s genius. In a letter

to Dr Burney, written shortly before his death, Rousseau
gives a close and appreciative analysis of the Alceste, the

first Italian version of which Gluck had submitted to him
for suggestions

;
and when, on the first performance of the

piece not being received favourably by the Parisian audi-

ence, the composer exclaimed, Alceste est tombde,” Rous-
seau is said to have comforted him with the flattering hon-

mot, “Oul, mais elle est tomb^e du ciel.” The contest

received a still more personal character when Piccini, a
celebrated and by no means incapable composer, came to

Paris as the champion of the Italian party. Into the details

of the historic battle between Gluckists and Piccinists this

is not the place to enter. Volumes have been written on
the subject, and the whole affair has been denounced as a
sign of the frivolity of the eighteenth century. But to

those interested in music and in the drama, the question
whether the vocal virtuoso or the true dramatic artist should
reign on the lyrical stage is by no means without import-
ance; although, perhaps, the gentlemen of the queen’s court,

and their friends who applauded her countryman and pro-

tege Gluck from ''le coin de la reine,” hardly looked upon
the matter in so serious a light. The victory at last re-

mained, by common consent (including, it is said, Piccini’s

own), with Gluck. The succession of the operas written for

Paris is the following :— Orphee et Eurydice (the Orfeo re-

written), 1774; Alceste (also an adaptation of the earlier

work, 1776); Armide,^ 1777; lyhigenie en Tauride, 1779.
Some minor compositions, written partly by desire of the
queen for the court festivals, it would be needless to men-
tion, Gluck was engaged upon an opera Les Danaides
when an attack of apoplexy compelled him to relinquish all

thoughts of work. He left Paris for Vienna, where he lived
for several years in dignified leisure, disturbed only by his

declining health. He died on November 18, 1787.
To the general character of Gluck’s music some allusion

j. has already been made. He was essentially a dramatic
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composer, and no notice need be taken of the few works
belonging to a different sphere. In connexion with its

dramatic purpose his music ought always to be judged.
He never was a great contrapuntist in the sense that
Bach and Handel were. But neither was there much
room for polyphonous display in the music-drama as he
understood it. The chorus of Scythians in the second
Iphigenia II nous falloit du sang ”) would not gain in

effect if it contained an elaborate fugue. This and other
choruses in the same great work at the same time illustrate

Gluck’s power of rendering musically national as well as

individual characteristics. As a masterly trait of psycho-
logical characterization may further be cited the accompani-
ment to Orestes’s air, also in Iphigenie en Tauride (“ Le
calme rentre dans mon coeur ”), where the unfortunate man
in vain tries to find relief from the pangs of conscience,

distinctly heard in the unceasing semiquavers of tLe
orchestral accompaniment. The severe censure passed on
Gluck for drowning the voices by the instruments posterity

has converted into one of the composer’s highest claims to

fame. Not only has Gluck developed the orchestra as re-

gards mere beauty and volume of sound, but he also has
made it an important factor in the dramatic organism.
Instances from the second Iphighiie alone might again be
multiplied. The savage Scythians, for instance, are charac-

terized by the noise of brass and percussion
;
while Iphi-

g^nie’s simple prayer is accompanied by the strings and two
oboes. The care bestowed by Gluck upon a correct and
emphatic declamation of the words is another important
point in his dramatic reform. Readers interested in the
matter will have noticed the striking parallelism between I

the views and aims advocated by Gluck in the 1 8th century
and by Wagner in the 19th century—a parallelism which
may be extended to the bitter animadversions evoked by
these theories amongst contemporary critics. The means,
however, by which the theories were to be realized are

very different in the two cases. Gluck’s reform is essen-

tially directed against the encroachments of the singer;

Wagner’s against those of the composer as an independent
artist. Gluck, it is true, felt the necessity of a perfect

unity between music and poetry, but he never intended to

bring about this desirable effect by surrendering any of the

strict forms of his own art. The consequence was that the

poet was more than ever bound to adapt his work to the

deuiands of the composer, and that the latter remained
practically the omnipotent ruler on the operatic stage,

Wagner at last has made dramatic purpose the supreme
consideration to which the forms of music, as a separate

art, have to submit.
An altogether satisfactory hiograihy of Gluck remains still to he

written. With regard to the life, Anton Schmid’s Clvr. W, MUter
mn Qluck may be consulted. HeiT Marx, in his Gluck uud die

Opera, has attempted to define the composer’s position in the
history of dramatic music. M. Desnoiresterres^s Gluck et Piccini

refers to the most important portion of the composer’s career. For
it must always be remembered that Gluck, although a German hy
birth, belongs as an artist to France rather than to his native
country. His works form as it were the musical complement to

the tragedy of Corneille and Racine. In France he was first appre-

ciated, and in France also his traditions were continued by a school

of highly gifted composers. (F. H.)

GLUCKSTADT, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Schleswig-Holstein, is situated on the right bank of the

Elbe, where it receives the small river Rhin, and on the

railway from Itzehoe to Elmshorn, 28 miles N.W. of Altona.

It has a Protestant and a Catholic church, a synagogue, a
gymnasium, a provincial prison, and a provincial penitenti-

ary. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in commerce and
fishing

;
but the frequent losses from inundations have

greatly retarded the prosperity of the town. It suffers at

the same time from a very deficient water supply for

culinary purposes.
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Gliickstadt was founded by Christian lY. of Denmark in 1616,

and fortified in 1620. It was formerly the seat of the royal dukes
of Schleswig-Holstein, who assumed from it the name of Holstein-
Gluckstadt. In 1627-8 it was besieged for fifteen weeks by Tilly,
without success. In 1814 it was blockaded by the allies and capitu-
lated, whereupon its fortifications were demolished. In 1830 it was
made a free port. It came into the possession of Prussia along with
the rest of Schleswig-Holstein in 1866. The population in 1875 was
5031.

GLUCOSE, a species of sugar, on the chemical and
other properties and the occurrence and manufacture of
which see articles Chemistry, voL v. pp. 564, 572;
Dextrin and Diabetes, vol. vii. pp. 146, 147 ;

Fermenta-
tion, vol. ix. pp. 93, 94, 96, 97 ; Gallic Acid, vol. x. p.

41 ;
and Sugar.

GLUE. See Gelatin.
GLUKHOFF, or Gluchow, as the name is transliterated

in German, a town of Russia, at the head of a district in the
government of Tchernigoff, 132 miles E. of Tchernigoff in
51° 54' N. lat. and 33° 35' E. long., on the highway between
Moscow and Kieff. It is situated on the sloping banks
of the Yasmin, a subtributary of the Desna, which in its turn
unites with the Dnieper. Among its buildings are eleven
churches and two Jewish meeting-houses, a district school,

an almshouse, and a hospital. In 1860 its population,

mainly engaged in agricultural pursuits and petty commerce,
amounted to 10,008, of whom 4998 were males; in 1873
it was 10,747 ;

and according to the JPetershurg Calendar
for 1878, it has increased to 13,398. The Jews in 1860
numbered 2517. About 4 miles from the town, near the
village of Polosheb, there exists an extensive deposit of

white clay, which supplies nearly all the porcelain factories

in Russia. Glukhoff is mentioned in the Laurentian
Chronicle as early as 1152. For some time it was in the
hands of a branch of the ducal family of Tchernigoff, which
retired before the encroachments of the Tartars in the
middle of the 13th century. Before its final incorporation

with Russia, it passed under the sway first of the Lithuanians
and then of the Poles. On the destruction of Baturin by
Peter 1. in 1708, it was made the residence of the hetmans.
GLUTEN, a tough, tenacious, ductile, somewhat elastic,

nearly tasteless, and greyish-yellow albuminous substance,

obtained from the flour of wheat by washing in water, in

which it is insoluble. In Martin’s apparatus for the pre-

paration of gluten on the large scale, balls of dough are
worked backwards and forwards in troughs by means of

cylinders, whilst water plays upon them in fine jets delivered

by copper pipes, A sack of flour may be thus made to

yield about 110 Tb of moist gluten, and twice that quantity
of dry starch. Good samples of white English wheat con-

tain some 10 or 11 per cent, of gluten; from hard
Venezuela wheat as much as 22*75 per cent, has been pro-

cured. The outer and inner coats of wheat, separated from
it as bran, contain respectively 4 or 5 and 1 4 to 20 per cent, of

gluten. Gluten, when dried, loses about two-thirds of its

weight, becomingbrittleand semi-transparent ; when strongly

heated it crackles and swells, and burns like feather or horn.

It is soluble in strong acetic acid, and in caustic alkalies,

which latter may be used for the purification of starch in

which it is present. When treated with *1 to *2 per cent,

solution of hydrochloric acid it swells up, and at length

forms a liquid resembling a solution of albumin, and
Isevorotatory as regards polarized light. Moistened with

water and exposed to the air gluten putrefies, and evolves

carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and sulphuretted hydrogen, and
in the end is almost entirely resolved into a liquid, which
contains leucin and ammonium phosphate and acetate. On
analysis gluten shows a composition of about 53 per cent,

of carbon, 7 per cent, of hydrogen, and nitrogen 15 to 18
per cent., besides oxygen, and about 1 per cent, of sulphur,

and a small quantity of inorganic matter. It is not a

G L U
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simple substance, and according to Kittbausen consists of

glutenccLBein (Liebig's vegetable fibrin), ghitenjihi^n^ gliadin

(Pflanzenleim), ghuin or vegetable gelatin, and mucedin^

which, are all closely allied to one another in chemical com-

position. It is the gliadin which confers upon gluten its

capacity of cohering to form elastic masses, and of separat-

ing readily from associated starch. In the so-called gluten

of the flour of barley, rye, and maize, this body is absent

(Kreusler and Ritthausen). The gluten yielded by wheat
which has undergone fermentation or has begun to sprout

is devoid of toughness and elasticity. These qualities can

be restored to it by kneading with salt, lime-water, or alum.

Koopmans found that a larger amount of raw gluten was
digested in a relatively dilute than in a strong artificial

gastric juice, the reverse holding good of albumin. From
experiments on six pigs and three dogs, he came to the con-

clusion that the digestive fluid in the stomachs of living

animals, even of the same species, dissolves unlike quantities

of albumin and gluten, so tliat if much albumin be digested

the loss of weight of gluten present with it is but small, and
vice 'versa (see Brit, and For, Med,-Ghir, Bev.^ 1857, ii. pp.

318—25). Gluten is employed in the manufacture of gluten

bread and biscuits for the diabetic (see Diabetes, vol. vii.

p. 14S), and of chocolate, and also in the adulteration of tea

and coffee. For making bread it must be used fresh, as

otherwise it decomposes, and does not knead well. Granu-
lated gluten is a kind of vermicelli, made in some starch

manufactories by mixing fresh gluten with twice its weight
of flour, and granulating by means of a cylinder and con-

tained stirrer, each armed with spikes, and revolving in

opposite directions. The process is completed by the drying
and sifting of the granules.

SeoH. Eitthausen, “Ueber die Bestandtheile desWeizenklehers,”
Brd7)iann’s Journ. f, praJctische Ch&me, Ixxxv., 1862, p^). 19S-229 ;

also ib,, Ixxxvi., 1862, pp. 257-265; and Ixxxviii., 1863, pp. 141-
147 ; T, Langer, ZeTirhuch der Chemie, pp. 361-373 ,

Leipsic, 1878

;

and Payen, Bidustrial Chemistry^ ed. B. H. Paul, 1878,

GLUTTON, or Wolverene {Gulo luscus), a carnivor-

ous mammal, belonging to the Mustelidoe orweasel family,

but differing from the typical forms of the genus Mustela
in the greater heaviness and clumsiness of its body, present-

ing in this respect a striking resemblance to the hear. Its

legs are short and stout, with large feet, the toes of which
terminate in strong, sharp claws, considerably curved. Its

mode of progression is semi-plantigrade. In size and form
it is not unlike the European badger, measuring from 2 to
3 feet in length, exclusive of the thick bushy tail, which is

about 8 iuches long. Its head is broad, its eyes small, with
defective vision, and its back arched. Its fur consists of an
undergrowth of short woolly hair, mixed with long straight
hairs, to the abundance and length of which on the sides
and tail the creature owes its shaggy appearance. The
colour of its fur is blackish-brown, with a broad band of
chestnut colour stretching from the shoulders along each
side of the body, the two meeting near the root of the tail

;

while, unlike the majority of arctic animals, the fur of the
glutton in winter-time grows darker in colour. Like other
weasels it is provided with anal glands, which secrete a
yellowish fluid possessing a highly foetid odour. The
glutton is a boreal animal, inhabiting the northern regions
of both hemispheres, but most abundant in the circumpolar
area of the New World, where it occurs throughout the
British provinces and Alaska, being specially numerous in
the neighbourhood of the Mackenzie River, and extending
southwards as far as New York and the Rocky Mountains.
Many erroneous statements have been made regarding the
glutton by early writers on natural history, from Olaus
Magnus to Buffon, one of which has perpetuated itself in
the animaVs common name,—^the fact being that the
wolverene is not more gluttonous than are the majority of
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carnivorous animals. It feeds on grouse and the smaller

rodents, and on foxes, which it digs from their burrows
during the breeding season. Its want of activity, however,
renders it dependent for most of its food on the dead car-

cases of animals. These it frequently obtains by methods
which have made it i^eculiarly obnoxious to the hunter and
trapper. Should the hunter, after succeeding in killing his

game, leave the carcase insufficiently protected for more
than a single night, the glutton, whose fear of snares is

suflicient to prevent him from touching it during the first

night, will, if possible, get at and devour what he can of it

on the second, hiding the remainder beneath the snow. He
annoys the trapper by following up his lines of marten traps,

which often extend to a length of 40 or 50 miles, each of

which he enters from beliind, extracting the bait, pulling

up the traps, and devouring or concealing the entrapped
martens. So persistent is the glutton in this practice, wdieu
once it discovers a line of traps, that its extermination along
the trapper's route is a necessary preliminary to the success-

ful prosecution of his business. This is, however, no easy
task, as the glutton is too cunning to be caught by the
methods successfully em^doyed on the other members of the
weasel family. The traj) generally used for this purpose ity

one made to resemble a cache, or hidden store of food, such

Glutton, or Wolverene.

as the Indians and hunters are in the habit of forming, the

discovery and rifling of which is one of the glutton's most
congeni^ occupations,—the bait, instead of being paraded
as in most traps, being in this case carefully concealed, to

lull the knowing beast's suspicions. One of the most pro-

minent characteristics of the wolverene is its propensity, akin
to that of certain members of the crow family, to steal and
hide things, not merely food which it might afterwards need,

or traps which it regards as personal enemies, but articles

which cannot possibly have any interest for it except that

of curiosity. An amusing instance of this is quoted by
Cowes in his valuable work, recently published, on the
Fur-hearing Animals of North America^ in which he says

—

A hunter and his family, having left their lodge un-
guarded during their absence, on their return found it

completely gutted—the walls were there, but nothing else.

Blankets, guns, kettles, axes, cans, knives, and aU the

other paraphernalia of a trapper's tent had vanished,
and the tracks left by the beast showed who had been the

thief. The family set to work, and, by carefully following

up aU his paths, recovered, with some trifling exceptions,

the whole of the lost property." The cunning it displays

in unravelling the oftentimes complicated snares set for it

forms at once the admiration and the despair of every
trapper, while its great strength and ferocity render it a
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.dangerous antagonist to animals mucli larger than itself, and
•occasionally even to man. The rutting season occurs in
March, and the female, secure in her burrow, produces her
young—^four or five at a birth—^in June or July. In de-
fence of these she is exceedingly bold, and the Indians,
according to Cowes, “have been heard to say that they
would sooner encounter a she-bear with her cubs than a
carcajou (the Indian name of the glutton) under the same
circumstances.’^ The wolverene has a curious habit which
has not hitherto been observed in any other of the lower
animals. On catching sight of its relentless human enemy, it

may be observed, before finally determining on flight, sitting
on its haunches, and, in order to get a clearer view of the
danger, shading its eyes with one of its forepaws. When
pressed for food it becomes fearless, and has then been
known to come on board an ice-bound vessel, and in pre-
sence of the crew to seize on a canister of meat. The flesh

of the glutton is uneatable
;

it is therefore only valuable
for its fur, which, when several skins are sewn together,
forms elegant hearth and carriage rugs.

GLYCAS, Michael, a Byzantine historian, often called
Siculus. The time when he flourished is very uncertain.
He is justly reckoned among the better Byzantine historians
on account of the terseness and perspicuity of his style. His
MS. letters still extant are addressed to the last Constan-
tine; their authenticity, however, has been questioned.
His chief work is Bt/3Xos divided into four parts,

treating of history from the creation of the world to the
death of Alexis I. Comnenus (1118). The best edition is

that by J. Bekker, in the Bonn collection of the Byzantines
(1836).
GLYCERIlSr, Glycerine, or Glycerol (in pharmacy

Glycerinttm), a sugar-like substance obtainable from
most natural fatty bodies by the action of alkalies and
similar reagents, whereby the fats are decomposed, water
being taken up, and glycerin being formed together with
the alkaline salt of some particular acid (varying with the
nature of the fat). Owing to their possession of this common
property, these natural fatty bodies and various artificial

derivatives of glycerin, which behave in the same way
when treated with alkalies, are known as glycerides. This
decomposition into an organic acid and a substance of more
or less neutral character is a typical kind of reaction with
numerous classes of organic bodies, and is termed saponi-

jficafioji, from the circumstance that the ordinary process of

soap-making consists simply in the formation from natural

fatty bodies and alkalies of the alkaline salts of the fatty

acids thence derivable, soap being a mixture of these alkaline

salts in various proportions, according to the particular pur-

poses for which it is required, and its price. In the ordinary

process of soap-makingthe complementary product, glycerin,

remains dissolved in the aqueous liquors from which the

soap is separated, and is usually thrown away; in many
other instances, however, in which a substance capable of

undergoing a reaction of saponification is thus treated, the

product complementary to the alkaline salt is the more im-
portant of the two.

The fact that soap is obtainable by boiling together oily

or fatty substances and alkalies (such as potashes and natron

or mineral alkali) was known at an early period of history,

being mentioned by Pliny, Galen, Aetius, and Paulus
jS^gineta. On the other hand, substances referred to in the

Old Testament and translated “soap ” (e.y., Jeremiah iL 22,
“ For though thou wash thee with nitre [properly, natron],

and take thee much soap ;” Malachi iii. 2, “ For he is like

a refiner’s fire, and like fuller’s soap ”) refer to the alkali

itself (viz., = vegetable alkali, potash; or neter=
mineral alkali, soda), and not to the substances prepared

from oily bodies and these alkaline matters. Similarly

Homer makes no mention of soap whilst describing the
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laundry operations of Hausicaa. The discovery of glycerin,
however, is of modern origin, the body having been* first
described in 1783 by Scheele under the name of oelsiiss
(principe doux des huiles—sweet principle of oils), and
more fully investigated subsequently by Chevreul, Berthelot,
and many other chemists, from whose researches it results
that glycerin is a trihydric alcohol indicated by the formula

natural fats and oils, and the glycerides
generally, being substances of the nature of compound
ethers formed from glycerin by the replacement of the
hydrogen of the OH groups by the radicals of certain acids,
called for that reason “ fatty acids.” i The relationship of
these glycerides to glycerin will be more conveniently
shown by an example, such as the series of bodies formed
from glycerin by replacement of hydrogen by “ stearyl

”

(CjgH^O), the radical of stearic acid (GjgHggO.OH);

—

Glycerin. Monostearin. Disteann. Tusteann.
CHj . Oa CHa . OCCigHasO) CHg . OCCigHssO) CHa . OCCiaHgsO)

CH .OH CH . OH CH . OCCigHasO) CH . 0(Ci8H350\

CHa . OH CHa . OH clsa . OH CH3 . OCCigHasO)

These four substances evidently form a progressive series,

each number of which differs from the preceding one in the
same way, viz., that one more stearyl group replaces
hydrogen in the original OH groups.
The process of saponification may be viewed as the gradual

progressive transformation of tristearin, or some analogously
constituted substance,* into distearin, monostearin, and
glycerin, or as the similar transformation of a substance
analogous to distearin or to monostearin into glycerin.

If the reaction is brought about in presence of an alkali,

the acid set free becomes transformed into the corresponding
alkaline salt

;
but if the decomposition is effected without

the presence of aa alkali (i.e., by means of water alone, or

by an acid fluid), the acid set free and the glycerin are ob-

tained together in a form which usually admits of their

ready separation. It is noticeable that with few exceptions

the fatty and oily matters occurring in nature are sub-

stances analogous to tristearin, i,e., they are trebly replaced

glycerins. Amongst these glycerides may be mentioned
the following :

—

Tristearin—C3H5(0.Ci8H350)3. The chief constituent of hard
animal fats, such as beef and mutton tallow, &c. ; also con-
tained in many vegetable fats in smaller quantity.

Triolein—C3H5(0.Ci8H330)3. Largely present in olive oil and
other saponifiable vegetable oils and soft fats ; also present
in animal fats, especially hog’s lard.

TripaZmitm—C3H5(0. 013113x0)3. The chief constituent of pahn
oil

;
also contained in greater or less quantities in human

fat, olive oil, and other animal and vegetable fats.
^

THrieinolein—033^5(0.0x8113302)3. The main constituent of

castor oil.

Other analogous glycerides are apparently contained in

greater or smaller quantity in certain other oils. Thus
in cows’ butter, tributyrin^ C3H5(O.C4H^O)3, and the

analogous glycerides of other readily volatile acids closely

resembling butyric acid, are present in small quantity ; the

production of these acids on saponification and distillation

with dilute sulphuric acid is utilized as a test of a purity

of butter as sold. Triacetin, C3H5(0.C2
H30)3,

is appar-

ently contained in cod-liver oil. Some other glycerides

isolated from natural sources are analogous in composi-

tion to tristearin, but with this difference, that the three

radicals which replace hydrogen in glycerin are not all

identical ; thus kephalin, myelin, and lecithin are glycerides

in which two hydrogens are replaced by fatty acid radicals,

and the third by a complex phosphoric acid derivative. In

no case, however, is the existence of a natural glyceride

^ The name is often further extended so as to embrace other acids,

analogous to the true acids of fats and oils in composition, properties,

and chemical characters, but not yet found to exist in natural oils and
fats.
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analogous to distearin or monostearin substantiated witb

certainty, bodies of these classes being either formed syn-

thetically by reversing the reactions of saponification, or

being produced by the partial saponification of substances

analogous to tristearin.

Glycerin is also a product of certain kinds of fermentation,

especially of the alcoholic fermentation of sugar ; thus it

is a constituent of many wines and other fermented liquors,

being formed together with small quantities of various other

substances by reactions subsidiary only to the main change

taking place, and hence varying in their nature and extent

with circumstances. According to Pasteur, about -^V^h of

the sugar transformed under ordinary conditions in the

fermentation of grape juice and similar saccharine liquids

into alcohol and other products becomes converted into

glycerin. In certain natural fatty substances, palm
oil, it exists in the free state, so that it can be separated by
washing with boiling water, which dissolves the glycerin

but not the fatty glycerides ; but how far its occurrence

in this form is due to the breaking up of the glyceride

by a spontaneous saponification is open to some question.

Properties .—^In a state of purity glycerin is a viscid,

colourless liquid of sp, gr. 1*264, possessing a somewhat
mawkish sweet taste ;

when exposed to a high degree of

cold for a long time it sometimes solidifies to a crystalline

mass, which then melts at about 7° C. The crystals when
once melted often do not resolidify again readily, even when
in contact with the solid substance, although sometimes
contact with a crystal of the solid at a temperature of about
0® suflSLces to produce solidification of the whole. This
BoUdification of glycerin is, however, a very exceptional

phenomenon, only occurring with extremely pure sub-

stance under certain conditions not thoroughly under-

stood, and then only after long continued exposure to a
low temperature, as during a cold winter. When con-

taining a minute quantity of water glycerin never solidi-

fies, and to this circumstance several of its useful applica-

tions are due. A weak aqueous solution, when chilled

suffiLciently, allows crystals of ice to form,* the glycerin

accumulating in the unfrozen portion as alcohol does when
a mixture of spirit and water is partially frozen. When
heated alone it partially volatilizes, but the greater part
decomposes

;
by reducing the pressure to about ^^th of an

atmosphere, it can, however, be readily distilled unchanged,
boiling under a pressure of 60 millimetres of mercury at
about 20® C. In an atmosphere of steam, also, it distils

without decomposition under ordinary barometric pressure.

In water and alcohol it dissolves readily in all proportions:
in ether it is insoluble. Under certain conditions, such as
prolonged contact with poor cheese and chalk at alDout 35°

to 40° C., it can be made to ferment partially, becoming
changed into alcohol

j but under any circumstances, only a
small fraction, at most a tenth, becomes thus transformed,
the rest remaining unaltered. It possesses remarkable
solvent powers on many substances, whence it is employed
for numerous purposes in pharmacy and the arts. Its
viscid character, and its non-liability to dry and harden
by exposure to air, also fit it for various other uses,

such as lubrication, &:c., whilst its peculiar physical charac-
ters, enabling it to blend with either aqueous or oily matters
under certain circumstances, render it a useful ingredient in
a large number of products of varied kinds. Applied to
the living skin (and similarly to untanned leather) it pro-
duces a remarkable softening efifect, whence it is largely
employed as a cosmetic, either by itself or in admixture
with other substances. Taken internally it is alleged to be
valuable as a substitute for cod-liver oil for phthisical
patients, not possessing the disagreeable fishy flavour of
that valuable food, and having a fattening tendency.
When it is given in moderately small repeated doses to the
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lower animals, it does not appear to possess any marked
injurious action peculiar to itself

;
when, however, large

doses of glycerin are subcutaneously injected into dogs,

amounting to from 8 to 10 grammes per kilogramme of

animal operated on (0*8 to 1*0 per cent, of the weight of

the dog, corresponding to from 1 lb to 1 S) of glycerin for

the weight of an average man), death ensues within twenty-

four hours, accompanied by symptoms analogous to those

of acute alcoholism (Dujardin, Beaumetz, and Audig6),

Like sugar it possesses antiseptic qualities, so that meat,

albumin, ifec., immersed in it do not for long periods of time
undergo putrefactive changes.

Manufacture.—Tlie simplest modes of prepating glycerin in a

state of purity are based on the saponification ot fats, either hy
alkalies or analogous basic substances, or by superheated steam,
and on the circumstance that, although glycerin cannot be distilled

hy itself under the oidinaiy picssuic without decomx)osition, it can
1

be readily volatilized in a cunent of supeiheated steam ; in this

way the glycerin formed is separated fiom the non-volatile sub-
stances present. It was by means of sa])onifieation of olive oil or lard

with litharge (lead oxide), wheicby a lead soap insoluble in water,

or nearly so, is foimed, together with glycerin, that the existence

of glycerin was first demonstiated by 8cbcele, who obtained it as a
bye-product in the formation of the lead-plaster’' of ijhaimacy
made from lard and lead oxide. For a long time this was the only
known method of pieparing glycerin, the aqueous solution obtained
being treated wdth suliihuiettedhydiogeii to leniove any soluble lead
compounds, filtered, and evaxioiated until almost all the water was
driven off, leaving the glyceiin behind as a syiiq^y fluid. By
evaporating down the spent leys of the soapmaker (after the soap
is separated therefrom by ‘‘salting out,” and any excess of alkali

neutialized with sulphuric acid), and treating the residue with
alcohol, glycerin can also be obtained, the alcoholic solution of it

thus formed being simply evaporated to drive oft’ the alcohol

;

hut this process is far too costly for ordinary purposes. An im-
provement on this method was patented in 1868 by H. Beynolds,
the concentrated leys being passed into a vessel where they are met
by a stream of superheated steam at about 200** C ; the glycerin
then passes over with the aqueous vai>our, whilst the inorganic salts

present are left behind. In the manufacture of steal io acid for

candle-making (see Candle) one of the older processes was the
saponification of tallow with lime, forming an insoluble lime soap
and an aqueous solution of impure glycerin, fioni which the

g
ure substance can be readily obtained by distillation with super-

eated steam. Less pure products were formerly obtained hy
treating the crude solution with sulx)huric acid to separate lime,
boiling to remove small quantities of volatile acids, evaporation,
and filtration through animal charcoal to decolorize ; or by evai)orat-

ing, dissolving out by alcohol, and purifying by treating with lead
oxide, filtering to separate an insoluble lead compound formed,
removing lead from this filtrate by sulphuretted hydrogen, filtering

again, and evaporating to a syrup. In practice all these older
methods have, however, been superseded by the process patented
in 1854 by Wilson & Payne. This consists in heating the fatty
matter to he saponified in an appropriate still to a temperature of
290® to 316® C. (560® to 600® Fahr.), and passing in heated steam in
such a way that it rises up through the fatty matter in numerous
streains ; saponification is thus rapidly effected, and the liberated
glycerin and fatty acids are volatilized and carried along with the
steam to the condensing arrangement- If the temperature do not
exceed 310® C. there is no fear of the glycerin being decomposed,
whilst under suitable conditions even higher temperatures than
this can be employed without causing its decomposition ; but there
is always a great liability to destruction of glycerin when the tem-
perature of 810® is exceeded. This arises from the tendency of the
glycerin to char on heating, and to split up into water and acrolein
(isicrylic aldehyde), thus :

—

CsHgOa- 2H2O+CaH^O
"When a series of chambers is used as the refrigerator, the com-

partmeuts nearest the still axe found to condense little but fatty
acids, the water and glycerin chiefly accumulating in the more dis-
tant chambers, the last of which is usually open to the air at the
end ; so that there is no excess of pressure in the still and con-
densers ; the fatty acids readily separate from the aqueous solutions
of glycerin, which only requires concentration by evaporation to be
fit for the market. Since the date of "Wilson’s patent various,
special forms of apparatus for effecting the^ transformation have
been patented by Wright & Fouche, Gilbee, and others.

This method of saponification is, strictly, only an improvement
on'former processes invented for the purpose of decomposing the
p^ycerides and obtaining the fatty acids without the use of alkalies,
Hme, &c. ; inthese older methods theextraction ofglycerin wasnot an
important feature, and they were frequently worked in such a wajr as
to decompose thewhole or greater part of the ^yoeioxiparipccssu with
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its liberation. Thus, as far back as 18*25, Cbevreul and Gay-Lussac
sketched ont the idea of the piocess of saponification by superheated
steam, and the method was actually carried out with certain modi-
fications by various chemists and manufactuiers For example, in
1842, E. Price & Co. patented, in the name of Jones & Wilson, a
process of the kind, winch was iaigely worked for some years

;
in

this, the fatty matter freed fioin extraneous impurities is mixed
with 6 to 8 per cent, oi: stiong sulphuric acid, and then heated in
copper boilers to about 180'" C , by sux>erheated steam blown
thiongh the mass for about two hours

;
after which hotter steam at

about 300'^ to 350"^ is blown through, when fatty acids distil, but
little or no glycerin pabses over nnalteied, almost the whole
being charied or decomposed, forming aci olein, &c. Here the
saponification and destruction of glycerin are largely efifeeted

by the sulphuric acid, as well as by the steam itself. Price’s
pioeess was suggested to the inveutors by Tilghman’s method,
brought out early in 1854, which consisted in making an emulsion
of melted fatty matter and water (or solution of alkali) by agita-
tion, and then pumping it through a long coil of iron tubing kept
at a tenipeiature near that of melted lead under a pressure of about
2000 tt) to the square inch. In thib wMy complete saponification is

effected, fatty acids and an aqueous solution of glycerin being
obtained when water is used, and soap with more or less water and
glycerin when alkaline liquor is employed. It is noticeable that in
this process it is not necessary that the alkali should be caustic, as
it must be for the oidinary process of soap-boiling

;
sodium and

potassium carbonates answer just as well as their lespective hydrates
(caustic soda, caustic xiotash).

Derivatives,—Among the numerous derivatives obtainable from
glycerin by appropriate chemical reaction^, may be more particu-
larly mentioned mtro-glycerin, which is, strictly speaking, im-
properly named, inasmuch as it does not belong to the class of true
nitio-substitution derivatives, but is simply constituted like tri-

steariu, the radical of nitric acid displacing the hydrogen of the
OH groups. By treating glyceiin with nitric acid (preferably by
diopping puie glycerin into a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids)

the following leaction ensues, the glycerin becoming what would
be systematically termed trinitnn or glycerotr%nitri% :

—

CH2 OH (CHaONO^
CH .01-1 4- SNOaOH = SH^O -f 4CHONO,
CII2. on CCtfj0.1J02

By treating the resulting nitro-glyceim ’ with caustic potash,

saponification ensues, potassium nitiate being foimed and glycerin

reproduced precisely as when tristearin is similarly saponified.

Two other important products obtainable from glyceiin isopropyl

iodide and allyl iodide,, each of which serves as the starting-point

ot a large series of chemical products, many of them of utility in

the arts. These substances aie manufactured by heating glycerin

with hydriodic acid, and are formed in virtue of the reactions :

—

Glycerin Isopropyl iodide.
C3H4(0H)3 -t 5HI ^ 21^ 4- 3H2O 4- C3H7I

Allyl iodide.

Catls^OHla + SHI =* + 3H2O 4- CsHjI

Again, glycerin is employed in the manufactuie of formic add,
which is prepared most conveniently by heating together glycerin

and oxalic acid. The splitting up of oxalic acid into caibon dioxide

and formic acid, which takes place only to a minute extent when
oxalic acid is heated alone (owing to the further decomposition of

the formic acid), then ensues with but little formation of bye-
products, and especially with but little loss of formic acid through
further decomposition. This arises from the occurrence of a cycle

of changes highly interesting fiom a chemical point of view, and
consisting essentially in the continual formation of a body analo-

gous to monosteariii, and its continual breaking \x\} into formic

acid, which distils over, and glycerin, which acts over again on a

fresh portion of oxalic acid.

Technical Uses.—Besides its use as a starting-point in the pro-

duction of “nitro-glyceiin” and other chemical products, glycerin

is largely employed for a number of purposes in the arts, its appli-

cation thereto being due to its peculiar physical properties. Thus
its non-liability to freeze (when not absolutely anhydrous, which
it practically never is when freely exposed to the air) and its non
volatility at ordinary tempeiatures, combined with its power of

always keeping fluid and not drying up and hardening, render it

valuable as a Tabricatiiig agent for clockwork, watches, &e,, as a
substitute for water in wet gas-meters, and as an ingredient in

cataplasms, plasters, modelling clay, pasty colouring matters, dye-

ing materials, moist colouis for artists, and numerous other analo-

gous substances which are required to be kept in a permanently
soft condition. From its softening pioperty when applied to the

skin, it constitutes a chief ingredient in many toilet preparations,

Cl earns, and the like. Many of these indeed, sold under fancy
names, are nothing but glycerin diluted with water or weak
alcohol, or mixed with some oleaginous emulsion or paste, and
variously scented. Its solvent power for numerous substances

renders it valuable in pharmacy as an ingredient in numerous

preparations. In some of these the glycerin acts not merely
as a solvent but also as a preservative against decomposition,
owing to its antiseptic qualities, which also led to its being em-
ployed to preserve untanned leather (especially duiiiig transit when
exported, the hides being, moreover, kept soft and supple)

;
to make

solutions of gelatin, albumen, gum, paste, cements, &c., which wiii
keep without decomposition

; to preserve meat and other edibles
;

to mount anatomical preparations
;
to preserve vaccine lymph un-

changed ; and for many similar purposes. Its solvent x>ower is also
utilized in the production of various colouring fluids, where the
colouring matter would not dissolve in water alone

;
thus aniline

violet, the tinctorial constituents of madder, and various allied
colouring matters dissolve 111 glycerin, foiming liquids which lemain
coloured even when diluted with water, the colouring matters being
either retained in suspension or dissolved by the glycerin present
in the diluted fluid. It has been proposed to u^e glycerin as a
medium for the extraction of the odorifeious principle ot flowers,
&c., and as a substitute for sugar in the manufactuie of some sorts
of tobacco, the aroma of which is liable to be deteiiorated should
fermentation of the saccharine matter set in. Certain kinds of
copying inks are greatly improved by the substitution ot glycerin,m part or entiiely, for the sugar or honey usually added- In fine,

the number of useful adaptations of glyceiin as an ingredient in
Older to confer certain special properties is almost unlimited, and its

use in these directions is increasing yeaily.
Impurities,—For some of these purposes it is essential that the

glycerin should be of considerable purity. The chief impurities
liable to he present vary with the mode of piepaiation. Substances
made by saponification of oils, &e., with oxide of lead or lime, are
apt to retain more or less of the metallic compounds, whilst glycerin
extracted from soap-leys may also contain mineial matters. Such
impure substances are readily purified by distillation with steam or
under greatly diminished piessure. Glycerin prepared by saponi-
fying clarified tallow, &c., by superheated steam^ rarely contains
fatty acids ; if not deprived of piaetically all the water with which
it is mixed iu the distillate first obtained, it is less viscid and has a
lower density, so that the specific gravity forms a good test as to
whether it contains much water or not. Occasionally glycerin is

met with intentionally adulteiated with sugai-syrup, gum, mineral
matters, &c., but such falsifications are comparatively laie. They
may be detected by tbe substance being not wholly soluble in
alcohol, by its leaving a residue on ignition in aii, by its piecipi-
tating a solution of basic lead acetate (alter being dissolved in water),
or by other special tests, according to the nature of the impurity
sought for. Thus, whilst pure glycerin does not reduce alkaline
copper solutions so as to precipitate cuprous oxide when boiled
therewith, the precipitation is readily produced by certain kinds of

sugar, either without any previous treatment (e.g,, glucose), or after

boiling for a short time with water acidulated with a mineral
acid such as sulphuric acid (e,g,, cane sugar). (C. K. A. W.)

GMELIlSr, JoBANK Georg (1709-1755), a distinguished

naturalist, son of the chemist of the same name, was born
at Tubingen, June 12, 1709. Having taken his degree in

medicine, he in 1727 repaired to St Petersburg, where in

1731 he was appointed professor of chemistry and natural

history. In 1733, by order of the empress Anna, lie joined

Deslisle, G. F, Muller, and Behring in an expedition for

the exploration of Siberia, which was penetrated as far as

the Lena. He returned to St Petersburg in 1743. In
1749 he was chosen professor of botany and chemistry at

Tubingen, where he died, May 20, 1755. Linnaeus named
a genus of plants GmeLina in his honour.

His chief works are Flora SiMrica (4 vols., St Petersburg, 1749—

50), and Itetsen Durch Sihirien (4 vols., St Petersburg, 1752).

GMELIN, Leopold (1788—1853), a celebrated chemist,

was born August 2, 1788, at Gottingen, in the university

of which city his father, Johann Friedrich Gmelin, was
professor of medicine. He studied medicine and chem-

istry at Gottingen, Tubingen, and Vienna, and in 1813
commenced lecturing on chemistry at Heidelberg, where

in 1814 he was appointed extraordinary and in 1817 ordi-

nary professor of medicine and chemistry ; the latter

office he held till 1850. He died at Heidelberg, April 13,

1853.

Gmelin’s fame rests chiefly on his chemical dictionary, the Hand-
huchder Chemie, the first edition of which, in 2 vols., was pub-
lished at Frankfort in 1817-19. The fourth edition (Heidelberg,

1843, &c.) was written by Gmelin himself as far as the end of vol.

v.j was continned by Drs List and Kraut and others, and completed

by an eighth volume on physiological chemistry, the work or Pro-
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fessors Lelimama. and Rochleder. A revision of the Hanclhuch by
Kraut, in. two parts, has since appeared. Of the fourth edition an
English translation hy H. Watts was published by the Cavendish

Society in 1848-59. Gmelin was the author also of Vcrsuch eines

neuen chem. Mincralsystams {Heidelberg, 1825), and of numerous
scientific papers. With Tiedemann he wrote Versuche iCber die

Wege auf welcJiem Suhstamen aus dem Magen u%d JDarmTcaimlc in

das Blut gelangen (Pleidelberg, 1820), and Die Verdauxvng (2 vols.,

Heidelberg, 1826-27).

GMELIN", Samuel Gottlieb (1743-1774), an eminent

naturalist, nephew of J. G. Gmelin (see above), was bom
at Tubingen, June 23, 1743. He graduated there as M.D.

,

in 1763, went to St Petersburg in 1767, and in 1768, with
|

Pallas, Giildenstadt, and Lapuchin, commenced a journey
j

for the scientific exploration of the south-east possessions of

Hiissia. Having visited in succession the western districts

of the Don, the Persian provinces to the south and south-

west of the Caspian Sea, the regions of the Volga, and the

eastern borders of the Caspian, he in 1774 was on his w^ay

back to St Petersburg when he was seized as a hostage by
Usmey Khan, of the Kaitak tribe, through whose ill-

treatment he died on July 27th of the same year.

His principal works are Historia Fucoriim iconihus illvsirata

(St Petersburg, 1768), and Voyages dans differentes parties dcs

I Empire de Bussie (4 vols. 4to, St Petersburg, 1770-84).

GMtJ'N'D, a town of Wiirtemberg, circle of Jaxt, for-

merly a free imperial town, is situated in a charming and
fruitful valley on the Rems, here spanned by a beautiful

bridge, 31 miles E.N.E. of Stuttgart. It is surrounded by
old walls, hanked with towers, and has a considerable num-
ber of ancient buildings, among which are the church of the

Holy Cross
;
St John’s church, which dates from the time

of the Hohenstaufens
;
St Leonard’s church, situated on a

height near the town, partly hewn out of the rock and
much frequented by pilgrims ; the chapels of St Joseph and
God’s Rest

;
and the Dominican convent, founded in 1204,

now a house of correction. Among the modern buildings

are the gymnasium, the drawing and trade schools, theRoman
Catholic seminary, the town hall, the royal deaf-mute and
blind institute, the blind asylum, the lunatic asylum, and
two hospitals. The industries include the manufacture of

gold, silver, copper, bronze, and brass wares, silk and part-

silk cloths, tobacco, wax, glue, leather, furniture, bone-dust,
and lucifer matches. There is also considerable trade in

corn, hops, and fruit. Population in 1875, 12,838.
Gtriiind was surrounded by walls in tbe beginning of the 12th

century by Duke Erederick the elder of Swabia. It received town
rights from Frederick Barbarossa, and after the dying out of the
Hohenstaufens became a free imperial town. In 1546 it was
besieged and taken by the Protestants, and in 1793 it was burned
by the Swedes. It retained its independence till 1803, when it

came into the possession of 'Wurtemberg. Gmiind is the birth-
place of the painter Hans Baldung and of the architect Heinrich
Arler. In the Middle Ages the population was about 10,000.

QNTAT, a name (Anglo-Saxon, gncet) properly applied to
the members of the Culicidce (a family of the insect order
Diptera, division OrthorrhapJia^ subdivision Kemaiocera,
section Encephala)^ but sometimes also used for the Ohiro-
nomidce. The Culicidce consist of about 150 known species,
of the genera Culex^ Anopheles^ Aedes, Psorophora, CoretTira,
&c.; they are distributed over the chief divisions of the
world, and, in spite of their very feeble build, reach as far
north as man has penetrated (having been found during
Nares’s recent Arctic expedition). As regards time, ex-
amples of a Oulex and a Corethra have been discovered in
the Tertiary beds of the Lower White River, Colorado.
The Culicidce are distinguished from their immediate allies,

amongst other characters, by having the parts of the mouth
produced into a slender porrected rostrum, nearly half the
length of the insect, and composed of many distinct pieces
(seven, according to Westwood, who remarks that the
mouth in these delicate creatures is formed of the same
number of pieces, and on the same plan, as that of the
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robust Tabani), and many-jointed palpi, very long and pilose

in the male, in which sex the antennje are plumose and 14-

jointed. The fibrils of the antennae are considered by
Mayer as auditory organs. The usual special representative

of the family is Oulex pipiens^ the common gnat, whose
blood-sucking propensities have rendered it too well known.
It pierces the skin with the needle-like lancets of its rostrum,

which are barbed at the tips, and gradually inserts the

whole of those organs, at the same time liquefying the blood
by some fluid secretion, which apparently adds to the sub-

sequent irritation. The female, recognizable by her more
simple antennse and palpi, alone attacks man, and, in

default of her favourite food, will feed on the honey of

flowers. This blood-sucking taste is shared by the allied

Simuliidce, The dreaded mosquito is nothing but a species

of CuleXj so closely allied to C, piplens that it is difficult to

say where gnat ” ends and “ mosquito ” begins, though the

original mosquito is a native of Cuba The curious hum-
ming noise (from wliich the name pipiens is fancifully

derived) accompanying the flight of the gnat is caused by
the extremely rajpid motion of its wings, which have been
calculated to vibrate 3000 times in a minute,—the great

relative bulk of tbe thoracic muscles accounting materially

for this. In connexion with the gnat’s wing it may be
observed that, though apparently clear, “ battledore scales

”

have been discovered upon it by microscopists. The habit

of gnats to associate in clouds has been frequently noticed,

from the poet Spenser downwards
;
and instances are even

on record of their gatherings round church-spires having
caused alarms of fire, from being mistaken for smoke. This
apparently arises from the extreme spontaneity and ease of

the individuals in their evolutions, which are so rapidly con-

ducted as to enable them to fly unwet in a shower of rain.

It has been observed that many of these large gatherings

are exclusively composed of females. The transformations
of the gnat have often been chronicled, and by none in a

more interesting way than Reaumur, The female deposits

her eggs in a little raft or boat-like mass, upon the surface

of water, using her hind-legs while packing them together

;

tbe larvse hatched from them are very active, diving in a
jerky manner quickly, and often coming to the surface

to breathe, suspending themselves head downwards, and
taking in atmospheric air through a spiracle in one of the
large tubes into which the end of the body subdivides. The
pupae are also capable of active motion by means of paddles
at the tail, and also suspend themselves under the surface

for respiratory purposes, though not breathing as in the
larva, but through two little tubes on the back of the
thorax. When the perfect insect makes its appearance, the
pupa-skin is used by it as a floating foothold until it is

ready to take to flight. So short a time is occupied by the
entire series of metamorphosis that many generations are

perfected in one summer.
GNESEN (Polish, Guiezno), the chief town of a circle in

the Prussian province of Posen, government of Bromberg, is

situatedon the Wrzesnia, 30 miles E.N.E. of Posen. Besides
the cathedral, which contains the remains of St Adalbert,
there are nine Roman Catholic churches, and there is also

a Protestant church, a synagogue, a clerical seminary, and
a convent of the Franciscan nuns. The industries are

cloth and linen weaving and brandy making. A great
horse and cattle market is held annually. The popula-
tion in 1875 was 11,203, of whom about half are Poles,

Gnesen is said to he the oldest town in Poland, and was the
capital of the kingdom till 1320. It was made the seat of an arch-
bishop early in the 11th century. It is still the seat of the cathe-
dral chapter, hut the archbishop now resides at Posen.

GNOSTICISM, a general name applied to various forms
of speculation in the early history of the church. The term

7VOJO-6S is found in the Septuagint translation of the Old
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Testament, and in the Apocryphal Book of Wisdom, denot-
ing the knowledge of the true God, or knowledge communi-
cated by Him. In the JSTew Testament the word is fre-

quently used by St Paul (1 Cor, i. 5, xii. 8; 2 Cor. iv. 6,

X. 5), and in the second epistle of St Peter (i. 5, 6 ; iii. 18),
to express the saving knowledge of God in Christ

;
and in

the first epistle to Timothy occurs the significant phrase,
“ Oppositions of Science (yvwcrecog) falsely so called.” It

may be inferred, therefore, that the use of the simple term,
in a bad as well as a good sense, was not unknown to the
apostolic age, although the expression yvcuo-TCKos (Gnostic)
is said not to be found till the beginning of the 2d century,
when it was first employed by the sect of the Ophites, or,

according to some, by Carpocrates. Both expressions were
used by the early Christian fathers with the double meaning
already indicated. Clement of Alexandria, in his Stro-
mata or Miscellanies^ entitles the enlightened or perfect
Christian a Gnostic (Strom. i. 20, ii. 6). He points out at
length the distinction between the true Gnostic and the
disciples of false systems who laid claim to the name of
Gnostics. It is only to systems of the latter kind that the

[

name of Gnosticism is now applied.

The sources of Gnosticism are to be found in diverse
forms of religious and speculative culture antecedent to

Christianity, especially in the theology of the Alexandrian
Jews, as represented in the writings of Philo, and again
in the influences flowing from the old Persian or Zara-

thustrian religion and the Buddhistic faiths of the East.
To the theosophic system of Philo, with its mixture of

Platonic and Old Testament ideas, some of the most
characteristic conceptions of Gnosticism are certainly to be
traced, such as the infinite separation between God and
the world, and the necessity of a mediating power or

powers in the creation of the world. This class of ideas

prevailed largely at the time of the introduction of

Christianity, especially in Alexandria, which was the
great meeting-point of Jewish and Hellenic culture. The
more the state of the pre-Christian Jewish mind and
Jewish literature is investigated, the more do we recognize

everywhere a strange commingling of old with new thoughts,

of tradition with philosophy, of religion with speculation.

The age was in all its aspects eclectic, and the Jewish no
less than the Gentile schools of the time were centres for

the fusion of old streams of culture from many quarters,

and the rise of broader intellectual tendencies. Ever since

the captivity, Judaism had home more or less the impress

of the old state religion which it encountered in its exile.

How far post-Exilian Judaism was moulded by Zarathus-

trian conceptions is a very difficult question j but no his-

torical student can doubt that its cosmogony, its angelology,

and even its anthropology, were largely modified by contact

with Persia. But not only was Zarathustrianism active in

and through Judaism. In itself, it spread westward, and
became directly and indirectly both a precursor and a

parent of Gnostic speculation. Certain forms of Gnos-

ticism seem little else than adaptations of the Persian

dualism to the solution of the great problem of good
and evil. In other forms of it, again, the Pantheism of

India seems to have been a pervading influence. This,

too, has its representative in the Jewish schools of the

time, in the secret doctrines of the Kabbala, which many
carry considerably beyond the time of Christ, although the

two books through which we alone know these doctrines

—

the Booh of Greation and the book called Zohar or Light

—are plainly of much later production. These doctrines

sprang up in Palestine, and not among the Hellenistic

Jews. The philosophy on which they rest is plainly pan-

theistic. Whereas the principle lying at the foundation of

the theosophy of Philo makes almost an absolute distinction

between the Supreme indefinable Source of all things and
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the world, the philosophic postulate of the Kabbala is the
identity of God and the world—the one being the Eternal
Substance of which the other is the manifestation and form.
“ In place of the personal God, distinct from the world,
acknowledged in the Old Testament, the Kabbala substi-
tutes the idea of an universal and infinite substance,
always active, always thinking, and in the process of
thought, developing the universe. In the place of a material
world distinct from God and created from nothing, the
Kabbalist substitutes the idea of two worlds—the one intel-

ligible, the other sensible,—both being, not substances dis-

tinct from God, but forms under which the Divine Sub-
stance manifests itself ” (MansePs Gnostic Heresies, p. 35).

Gnosticism is found reproducing one and all of these con-
ceptions, with the additional idea of redemption directly
borrowed from Christianity. In all its forms, it may be
said to represent the efforts made by the speculative spirit

of the time to appropriate Christianity, and to make use
of some of its most fertile principles for the solution of the
mysteries lying at the root of human speculation. The
more advanced writers of the present day refuse to recog-
nize Gnosticism as a heresy, or to speak of the Gnostics as
deserters from the Christian Church. And they are right

so far. The Gnostic schools were always so far outside the
church. They were not heretical^ therefore, in the ordinary
sense. But it is no less true that Gnosticism, in all its

developments, is only intelligible in connexion with Chris-

tianity. It was the impulse of Christian ideas which alone
originated it, which constituted the vital force of thought
that made it one of the most significant phenomena of early

Christian history
;
and it is only its connexion with Chris-

tianity which can be said to make it any longer interesting.

The question as to the date of its origin has been much
investigated of late by such writers as the late Dean Mansel
among ourselves, and Lipsius, Harnack, and Hilgenfeld in

Germany. Do we find traces of it in the New Testament
writings 1 or are the supposed allusions to it there to be
otherwise explained 1 It is well known that this question
has an important bearing upon other questions as to the
origin of some of the New Testament writings, and the
special object for which these writings were composed.
Without entering into details, or attempting to examine the
several passages which may be supposed to contain allusions

to Gnosticism in the New Testament, it may be said that

such allusions, more or less definite, seem to occiu in the later

epistles of St Paul, especially the epistles to the Ephesians
and Colossians, and in the Pastoral epistles. A supposed
allusion has also been traced in the first epistle to the Corin-

thians, where the word yi/aicrts, for the first time in the New
Testament writings, is found in a depreciatory sense, in the

phrase 17 yvGxrt^ <f>vo’LOL, ^ 8c aydirq olKoSojULCL (1 Cor. viii. 1).

In so very general a use of the expression, however, even in

its connexion with the question of eating meats wliich had
been offered to idols, it must be held very doubtful whether
anything more than a general meaning is intended. And
the same remark applies to many even of the more defined

modes of expression, such as Pleroma and JEon, which
occur in the later epistles. The true explanation of all

these phrases, as well as much else in St PauTs writings,

is probably the fact that the spirit of Gnosticism, and the

language which it afterwards developed and applied, were
“ in the air ” of the apostolic age. Its modes of thought,

as already seen, were prevalent in Philo and in other

quarters, and the tendencies which were afterwards worked
up into systems were no doubt in existence in the time of

St Paul, and still more in the later apostolic time. It seems
plainly against such tendencies, rather than against any
special sects or schools, that the cautions of St Paul are

directed. In the Apocalypse, and in the epistles and
gospel attributed to St John, these tendencies are seen iu a
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more developed althougli hardly in a more distinct state.

The second chapter (vv. 6-15) of the Apocalypse has been
held to mention a sect of the Gnostics by name—the

Nicolaitans—a sect supposed to derive its name from
Nicolas, one of the seven deacons, who had departed from
the faith and fallen into licentious doctrines and practices.

Even in such a sect as this, however, we recognize rather

the expression of those lax and restless tendencies which
sought everywhere to corrupt the doctrines of the gospel,

than any clear philosophical bias. Upon the whole, it

may be concluded that what we see in the writings of the

New Testament is exactly what we might expect. The
Gaostical spirit is present, but Gnosticism is as yet unde-

veloped. The apostolic age is an age of transition, in which
the specnlative and ethical spirit of the time is everywhere

seen encountering the new life of Christianity, and new
seeds of creative thought are everywhere springing from
the encounter. There are teachers of all kinds, especially

Jewish teachers, busy throughout the Roman world. But
Gnosticism properly so-called, as a series of speculative

systems, is not yet born. Its approach is heralded by many
tendencies forecasting it

;
but it is only in the Syrian and

Alexandrian schools of the beginning of the 2d century
that we see it coming forth into distinct shape. Men like

Simon Magus and his pupil Menander, the former the
opponent of St Peter, and again men like Cerinthus, the

opponent of St John, may be called Gnostics. In such
traditions of their teaching as survive, we see the workings
of the Gnostical spirit—the spirit which sought to trans-

mute the facts of Christianity into some ideological theory.

But none of these leaders elaborated systems, or at least we
are no longer able to trace with precision of outline the
doctrines which they taught. Properly speaking, therefore,

they are the precursors of Gnosticism, rather than the
founders of Gnostic schools. It is implied by Irenseus (i.

25) that the followers of Carpocrates first called themselves
'Gnostics ; and again by Hippolytus that this designation
was first assumed by the Ophites (1. v.). Bat little can
be gathered from writers like Irenaeus, or even Hippolytus,
.as to the true order of development of the Gnostic systems.

With the former, for example, Saturninus and Basilides

stand not only before Carpocrates, but before Cerinthus,
the Ebionites, and the Nicolaitans (L 24, 26). The last

thing to seek in the early fathers is either accuracy of

chrpnology, or a clear sequence of thought. They handle
’topics, for the most part, quite irrespective of either; and
the student is forced back mainly, if not exclusively, on
internal evidence as his only trustworthy guide in analysing
and classifying the systems of thought which prevailed in
the first two centuries.

According to such evidence, and the bias of individual
writers, the^ Gnostic systems have been very differently
classified. Mosheim has divided them with reference to
their greater or less recognition of the Dualiatic principle

;

Neander with reference to their relation to Judaism
; E.

Baur with reference to their relation both to Judaism and
]ieathenism. Lipsius, one of the most recent and careful
writers on the subject, arranges the Gnostical systems in a
threefold order—1st, in so far as they arise within the
Jewish schools, and aim to distinguish between Christianity
and Judaism; 2d, in so far as they appear within the
broader sphere of Hellenism

; and Sd, m ^o far as they
approach the circle of Christian faith, and become more
or less united with the doctrines of the church.
The most intelligible principle of classification seems to be

*that already indicated, which recognizes first an inchoate
period corresponding to the New Testament age, andrepre-
•sented hy many diverse teachers, chiefly of Jewish origin,

-and then fixes attention upon the great schools of Syria and
of Egypt, with the addition of that of Asia Minor, repre-
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sented by Marcion. These schools are distinguished by
their internal features, and their respective relations to

Judaism on the one hand and dualism on the other
; but

they stand out more clearly from their geographical centres,

perhaps, than from any other distinguishing features.

I. The inchoate phase of Gnosticism is represented by
men like Simon and Cerinthus, both prominently associated

with appstles and sects, such as the Ophites or Naasseni

(from serpent), the Peratse or Peratics,the Sethiani,and

the followers of one Justinus, author of a book called the

^ook of Baruch^ which was written probably not earlier

than the beginning of the 2d century. All these sects are

elaborately described by Hippolytus in the fifth book of his

Refvtation of Heresies, Simon Magus follows them iu his

order ot treatment (1. v.). There can be little doubt, however,

that Simon must be placed in the very front of the history

of Gnosticism, in so far as he belongs to this history at all.

This is the position that he occupies in the treatise of

Irenseus {Adv. JFIcereses, 1. i. c. 23) ;
and his association with

St Peter, as well as the account of him in the apostolic

I

liistory in which he appears (Acts viii. 5, 9, 10) within

seven years of the ascension of our Lord, plainly indicates

that this is his true position. The character of his

teaching, moreover, points to the same conclusion. It

is a form of anti-Christianism, rather than any mere
depravation of the Christian system. It is true that lie

is represented in the passage of the Acts of the Apostles

already referred to (viii. 13) as having professed himself a

believer, and having been baptized
;
but his whole career

afterwards, and the doctrines attributed to him, prove that,

whatever may have been his feelings for the moment, he
neither understood Christianity, nor came under its practi-

cal influence in any degree. Probably he regarded the

apostles as only magicians of remarkable skill, and enrolled

himself for a time in their company in order that he
might learn their secrets and be able to exercise their

powers. He was plainly an impostor ot the first magnitude,
who must be credited with a marvellous and unblushing
audacity rather than with any clear philosophic or spiritual

aims. He gave himself out as “ the great power of God ”

(Acts viii. 10). “Ego sum sermo Dei,” he said of himself,

according to St Jerome (on Matt. xxiv. 5), with much
blasphemous nonsense besides. He carried about with
him a “ certain woman named Helena,” a ];>rostitute whom
he had purchased in the city of Tyre, and who he said
“ was the first conception (’'Ewota) of his mind, the mother
of all things, by whom in the beginning he conceived the

thought of making the angels and archangels” (Iren., Adv,
i. 23). He recognized Christ as Redeemer, but only

as occupying an inferior position to himself. He was the

true Logos or Power of God, which had previously in an
imperfect degree appeared in Jesus. He himself is “the
God who is over all things, and the world was made by his

angels ” (Ihid,^ i. 23). It is clear that a teacher of this

kind had little relation to Christianity, except in so far as

it came across his own designing and ambitious path. He
had knowledge and intellectual address to avail himself of

the prevailing conceptions of the Alexandrian philosophy,
so as to impart some coherency to his own insane dreams

;

but he was characteristically a magician (as his character
has survived in history) rather than a philosopher or
spiritual thinker. He claims the position assigned to him in

the history of Gnosticism mainly in virtue of his pupil and
successor Menander who laid the foundation at Antioch of

the Syrian Gnostic school more conspicuously represented
hy Saturninus and others.

For an account of Cerinthus and his system we refer our
readers to the article Cebinthus, The account of his

relations with St John, as given by later Christian tradi-

tion, may he a mythical expression of the popular Christian
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feeling about an obnoxious teacber rather than a state-

ment ot actual facts
; but there seems no doubt that

Cerinthus represented, in the close of the 1st century,
a type of doctrine especially opposed to that of the
fourth gospel. He is supposed to have been of Jewish
descent, to have been educated in Alexandria, and to have
diffused his doctrine in Asia Minor. Opposed as he was to
the Christianity of the church in attributing the creation
of the world, not to the Supreme God, but to “ a power
separate and distinct from ” Him, and in conceiving Jesus
as a mere man to whom the Christ was united at baptism,
and from whom the Christ departed before His death (Iren.,

i. 2 ; Hippolytus, vii. 33), he was yet far from being the
mere anti-Christian impostor that Simon was. He makes
no claim to miraculous or divine powers in himself, but
holds a distinct, however erroneous, Christology. The idea
of redemption is not only recognized by him, but recognized
as verified in Christ and in Him alone. His chief concep-
tion of the Creator of the world being other than the
Supreme God was probably borrowed by him from the

schools iu which he seems to have taught.
The sects of the Kaasseni, the Peratae, the Sethiani, and

the followers of Justin, placed, as we have said, by Hippoly-
tus before Simon, may probably all be ranked along with
him and Cerinthus in the early and still undeveloped stage
of Gnosticism. It is very difficult to attain to any certainty
as to their chronological position. Bunsen traces the
origin of the Ophites as far back as the Pauline age ; but
on very definite grounds it may be concluded tbat the sect,

if existent then, could hardly have acquired any prominence
or intellectual interest,—not even in the time of St John :

and certain details of their teaching cannot well be earlier

than the beginning of the 2d century. Hippolytus gives a
distinct and lengthened account of these several sects. The
i^'aasseni, he says, borrowed their opinions from the Greek
philosophers and the teachers of the mysteries j the Peratae
took them not from the Scriptures, but from the Astro-

logers;” the Sethiani ‘‘patched up their system out of shreds
of opinion taken from Musaeus, and Linus, and Orpheus
and Justin was indebted for his to the “ marvels of Hero-
dotus 1

” He says, moreover, of the Naasseni that they
“ call themselves Gnostics.” We must leave here, as else-

where, the more particular description of these sects to

special articles. All of them, however, may, with Mansel
(Gnostic Heresies^ p. 96), be regarded as branches of

a common sect to which the title of Ophites particularly

answers. The serpent was more or less a common
symbol with them all ; and the idea of the serpent as in

some manner a redeeming power for mankind—“ a symbol
of intellect by whose means our first parents were raised

to the knowledge of the existence of higher beings than
their creator ”—seems to have run through them all. The
serpent no doubt tempted man, but he fell from allegiance

to the Demiurge, or Creator of the present world, only

to rise to the knowledge of a higher world. Thus to iden-

tify the serpent with the Eedeeming Word or Divine Son
came very near to converting the power of Evil into the

ideal of Good. This was the logical conclusion which pro-

bably lay more or less in all their systems ;
but it only

showed itself fully in a cognate sect called the Cainites, the

description of which follows that of the Ophites and the

Sethians in the first book of the treatise of Irenseus (c.

xxxi.). This sect carried to its extreme form the inver-

sion of Biblical story, and raised the serpent into a

creative and redeeming power. All the evil characters

i n the Old Testament, with Gain at their head, are set -forth

as the true spiritual heroes ;
and, in consistency with the

same view, Judas Iscariot, in the New Testament, is repre-

sented as alone “ knowing the truth,” and so accomplishing

the betrayal of the Saviour, as some later ' theorists have
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also supposed, in order that His good work might be com-
pleted. They had a gospel of &eir own in the interest
of such views, which they styled “ the gospel of Judas.”

Another name in the history of Gnosticism, that of
Carpocrates, may be classed in this earlier period, although
he is said to have been still active as a teacher in the time
of Hadrian (117—138). The followers of Carpocrates, as
already mentioned, are represented by Irenseus (i. 25) as
first styling themselves Gnostics. His opinions had a certain
afidnity both with those of Cerinthus and the Ophites.
They are described at length by Irenaeus (i. 26) and Hippo-
iytus^ (vii. 20). Both writers also ascribe to this teacher and
his disciples a great devotion to magical arts, and accuse them
of voluptuousness and even licentiousness of life. They seem
to have cherished an esoteric doctrine which inculcated the
indifference of all actions, and that nothing was really evil

by nature. Some of the teachers of the sect marked their
pupils by branding them on the inside of the lobe of the
right ear. Epiphanes, a son of Carpocrates, is associated
with his father in the reign of Hadrian as actively promot-
ing the spread of their heresy, and, dying young, he is said
to have been worshipped as a god by the inhabitants of a
town in Cephalonia, of which his mother was a native.

He must have been a remarkable youth, credited as he is

with a work on Jnsticcy fragments of which have been pre-

served by Clement of Alexandria, advocating a very out-

rageous form of communism. Women of note allied them-
selves to this free confederacy, one of whom, Marcellina,
came to Rome in the time of Anicetus (d. 168), and “ led
multitudes astray ” (Iren. i. 25 ;

see also Carpocrates).
11. But, as already indicated, It is not till the first

quarter of the 2d century that we see Gnosticism in full

and systematic development ; and then it ranges from two
main centres—^Antioch in Syria, and Alexandria.

(1.) Menander, the pupil of Simon, settled at Antioch,
and there laid the foundation of the Syrian Gnostic school,

whose chief representatives in the 2d century are Saturninus,
Tatian, and Bardesanes, the last two of whom were more
or less connected with the church—Tatian, as a pupil of
Justin Martyr, and the writer of a harmony of the four
gospels under the name of Diatessaron^ and Bardesanes as
one of the first of the interesting series of hymn-writers for

which we are indebted to the Syrian church. The Syrian
Gnosis is distinguished by its admixture of Zarathustrian
elements, and the consequent sharpness and precision with
which it seizes the idea of conflict between the powers ot

Good and Evil—the Supreme God, on the one hand, and
the Demiurge and his angels or aeons, on the other hand.
Eor a more particular account of the characteristics of the
system, see articles on the names above mentioned.

(2.) Along with the Syrian school, and occupying a more
prominent place in the development of the religious thought
of the 2d century, stands the great school of Alexandrian
Gnosticism, represented especially by Basilides and Valen-
tinus and their followers. Basilides appears to have been
a native of Syria, and to have taught in Alexandria about
the year 125. “ He is the first Gnostic teacher,” says Bunsen
(E.i'p'polytus and his Age^ p. 107), “who has left an indi-

vidual personal stamp upon liis age. . . . His erudition is

unquestionable. He had studied Plato deeply. . . . All that

was great in the Basilidean system was the originality of

thought and moral earnestness of its founder.” Bunsen
also maintains that “ Basilides was a pious Christian, and
worshipped with his congregation,” while admitting that

his sect fell away from the church and from Christianity by
refusing to recognize the authority of Scripture and the

necessity of practical Christian communion.
Valentinus was probably educated in the school of Alex-

andrian Gnosticism, as he developed Gnostic ideas in their

connexion with Hellenic, rather than Persian, modes of
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tliouglit into tke moat elaborate and carefully reasoned

system wbich. they readied. He came to Home about tbe

year 140, and there formed a sect which, exercised con-

siderable influence over the commingling speculations of

the time which met in that great centre. Bunsen vindi-

cates his Christian character, and says that St Jerome
speaks of him with great respect. If at any time he really

belonged to the church, it seems to be admitted (Epiph.,

Host,, xxxi. 7) that in Cyprus, whither he returned and
where he died, he ultimately proclaimed himself outside its

pale. The most illustrious disciples of the Valentinian

Gnosticism, which -prevailed on till the 6th century, were

Ptolemseus, Heracleon, and Marcus. It is the tenets of

these teachers, especially of the first, that are chiefly dis-

cussed in the opening chapter of the well-known treatise of

Irenseus.

(3.) In addition to these two great schools of Gnosticism

there is still a third, especially represented by the famous

Marcion of Pontus, whose centre may be regarded as Asia

Minor. Marcion was the son of a Christian bishop, by
whom he is said to have been excommunicated* Following

one Cerdon, a Gnostic of Antioch, Marcion distinguished

himself by his extreme opposition to Judaism, and generally

by a Gnostic attitude at variance with the Old Testament,

the God of which is to him the Demiurge in conflict with

the Supreme Being and the Christ whom He sent to redeem
the world from the power of this Demiurge, His Christ-

ology was of course docetic,—the divine power being only

united to the man Jesus for a time. He accepted only ten

of St PauPs epistles, and a mutilated copy of the gospel of

St Luke. The teaching of the Clementine fictions and a
Jewish sect known by the name of Elkesaites, whose tenets

seem to have resembled this teaching, is considered by
Mansel and others to constitute a Judaizing reaction from
the Pauline Gnosticism of Marcion.

Our readers are referred to special articles for a detailed

exposition of these several Gnostic systems. It remains
for us here to give a general sketch of the questions which
Gnosticism discussed, and the broader features which char-

acterized its main developments.

IIL The fundamental questions with which Gnosticism
concerned its|plf are the same which in all ages have agitated

inquiry and baffled speculation, viz., the origin of life and
the origin of evil,—^how life sprung from the Infinite

Source,—^how a world so imperfect as this could proceed
from a supremely perfect God. The Oriental notion of

matter as utterly corrupt is found to pervade all Gnostical
systems, and to give so far a common character to their

speculations. It may be said to be the ground-principle
of Gnosticism.

Setting out from this principle, all the Gnostics agree
in regarding this world as not proceeding immediately from
the Supreme Being. A vast gulf, on the contrary, is sup-
posed to separate them. In the general mode in which
they conceive this gulf to be occupied they also agree,
although with considerable varieties of detail.

The Supreme Being is regarded as wholly inconceivable
aud indescribable—as the unfathomable Abyss (Valentinus)
—the Unnameable (Basilides). From this transcendent
source existence springs by emanation in a series of spiritual

powers (8vm/x€ts). It is only through these several powers
or energies that the infinite passes into life and activity, and
becomes capable of representation. To this higher spiritual

world is given the name of rrX-qpcafjia, and the divine powers
composing it, in their ever-expanding procession from the
Highest, are called jEons.

So far a common mode of representation characterizes all

the Gnostical systems. All unite in this doctrine of a
higher emanation-world. It is in the passage from this
higher spiritual world to the lower material one that a

speculative distinction of an important character begins tO’

characterize them. On the one hand, this passage is appre-

hended as a mere continued degeneracy from the Source of

Life, at length terminating in the kingdom of darkness and
death—the bordering chaos surrounding the kingdom of

light. On the other hand, this passage is apprehended in a

more precisely dualistic form, as a positive invasion of the

kingdom of light by a self-existent kingdom of darkness.

According as Gnosticism adopted one or other of these

modes of explaining the existence of the present world, it fell

into the two great divisions which, from their places of origin,

have received the respective names of the Alexandrian and
Syrian Gnosis. The one, as we have seen, presents more
a Western, the other more an Eastern type of speculation.

The dualistic element in the one case scarcely appears

beneath the Pantheistic, and bears resemblance to the

Platonic notion of the v\yj—a mere blank necessity, a limit-

ing void. In the other case, the dualistic element is clear

and prominent, corresponding to the Zarathustrian doctrine

of an active principle of evil as well as of good—of a king-

dom of Ahriman (Auro-Mainyus) as well as a kingdom of

Ormuzd (Ahura-Mazd^o).

In the Alexandrian Gnosis a link of subordination is

preserved between the two kingdoms, separated as they are.

For the vXtj only becomes a living and active power of evil

through the quickening impartation of some element from
the higher kingdom in its progressive descent from tb.e

Supreme Source. The stream of being in its ever-outward

flow at length comes in contact with dead matter, which

thus receives animation, and becomes a living source of evil.

Its life and power, however, are withal only derived from
the higher kingdom. But in the Syrian Gnosis the kingdom
of darkness has no such dependence upon the kingdom of

light. There appears from the first a hostile principle of

evil in collision with the good.

Out of this main distinction other more special distinc-

tions arise, still more clearly defining the one form of yvoioris

from the other. According as the two kingdoms are recog-

nized as subordinate the one to the other, or as opposed to

each other, it is obvious that different views will prevail as

to the character of the ArjfjLiovpyos, or maker of this world,

whose name and functions are so prominent in all systems

of Gnosticism. In the one case, his relation to the Supreme
Source of life will be apprehended as more dependent—in

the other, as more hostile. In the former view, the yvwcnst

while rising in its pride of speculation far above all mere
earthly relations and historical religions, could yet find in

these a point of contact, whereby the higher spiritual truth,

penetrating this lower world, would gradually raise it to its

own elevation. In the latter, no such point of contact is

left between nature, or history, and the yvwo-ts. Accord-

ingly, while the Alexandrian form of Gnosticism was found

to embrace Judaism, as a divine institution, although very

inferior and defective in its manifestation of the Divine

character, the Syrian rejected it as being wholly the work
of the spirit of the lower world—the ArjpLtovpyo^ warring

with the supreme God. This anti-Judaical spirit is found
developed to its extreme in Marcion.

The Gnostic conception of Christ, in so far uniform, is

also of course greatly modified by the different relations

which the systems thus bore to Judaism. In all he is re-

cognized as a higher jEon, proceeding from the kingdom of

light for the redemption of this lower kingdom of darkness.

But, in the one case, however superior, he is yet allied to

the lower angels and the ArjpLLovpyo^, governing this lower

world. His appearance, accordingly, admits of being his-

torically connected with the previous manifestations of the

Divine presence upon earth. But, in the other case, he is

apprehended as a being wholly distinct from the AyjjjLLovpyost

and his appearance takes place in this lower world without
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any previous preparation, in order that he may draw to
hiinseif all kindred spiritual natures held in bondage by the
power of this lower world. If any point of connexion is

admitted in this latter case betwixt Christianity and the
lower world, it is certainly not found in Judaism or any
historical religion, but in the theosophic schools, where an
esoteric knowledge of the Supreme was cultivated.

lY. Yague, confused, and irrational as Gnosticism in most
of its systems is, its influence upon the development of

Christian thought was by no means detrimental. It com-
pelled Christian teachers to face the great problems of
which it attempted the solution in so many fantastic forms.
It expanded the horizon of controversy within as without
the church, and made men like Irenseus, and Clement, and
Origen, and even Tertullian, feel that it was by the weapons
of reason and not of authority that they must win the
triumph of Catholic Christianity. Gnosticism, therefore,

may be said to have laid the foundation of Christian science,

and it is certainly interesting and deserving of notice that
it is in the two great cities of Antioch and Alexandria,—where Gnosticism had chiefly planted itself,—that
we see the rise of the first two schools of Christian
thought. These centres of half-Pagan and half-Christian

speculation became the first centres of rational Christian
theology.

The several schools of Gnosticism seem to have gradually
lost importance after the middle of the 3d century, although
some of them continued to linger till the 6th century.

MaCnichaeism was little else than a revival of it in the Syrian
form, and this system in the 4th and 5th centuries became
so powerful as almost to be a rival to Christianity. The
great Christian father St Augustine, as is well known, was
long fascinated by its influence. Again, strangely, in the
12 th century the same spirit burst forth afresh, and in

special connexion with the name of the great apostle of the
Gentiles, The sect of Paulioians, originating in the old

Syrian haunt of heresy, Samosata, spread through Asia
Minor, and then through Bulgaria and the borders of the

Greek empire into Italy, Germany, and France. Gibbon,
in the 54th chapter of his famous Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire, has given a vivid and powerful description

of the fortunes and persecutions of the sect, and the readi-

ness with which its doctrines seized upon whole populations.

In southern France especially it spread like wildfire, and
for a time almost entirely displaced Catholic Christianity.

This Western development of the old Oriental dualism was
characterized by many of the features of the earlier Gnos-
ticism, such as the doctrine of the radical evil of matter,

aversion to the Old Testament as the work of an evil

Demiurge, and a docetic Christology. Extinguished in the

horrors of the Albigensian war, it can hardly be said to

have reappeared in the history of Christendom.

Literature.—Only one original Gnostic work has survived to
modern times, the iria-ns <ro<pia of Valentinus (edited by Petermann,
Berlin, 1851) ;

for all further knowledge of the system we are en-

tirely dependent on the treatises of its avowed opponents,—especially

on that of Irenaeus (eXeyxos rrjs yvc&frews) and on that
of Hippolytus (^\€yxos /card, vao'cov aipetr^av), although reference

may also he made to passages bearing on the subject in the writings
of Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, Euse-
bius, Philastrius, Epiphanius, Theodoret, Augustine, and Plotinus.

The subject is taken up with more or less fulness in all the church
histories, and histories of philosophy. Among the more important
recent works bearing upon the elucidation of Gnosticism may be
mentioned those of'^eanA^T{Genetisc7LeEntwicJcelung der vornehmsten
GnostiscTien Systeme, 1818), Matter {Histoire criUque du Chiosticisme^

1828, 2d ed. 1843), Baur {De Gnosticorum Christianismo Idealij

1827 ;
Die Christliche Gnosis, 1835 ; Die drci erst&n JahrhunderU,

8d ed., 1863), Bunsen {SippolyttLs u. seine Zeit, 1852-63), Lipsius
(art. “ Gnosticismns in Ersch and Gruber’s Encyclopadie, repub-
lished in a revised form with the title Der Gnostidsmus j sein

JVesen, Ursprung, und Entwickelung, 1860), Harnack {Zur Quel-
lenkritik der Geschichte des Ghiostidsmus, 1873), Mansel {Gnostic

Serenes, 1875), and Lipsius {Die Quellen der altesten Ketzergeschiehte
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neu untersucht, 1875). References to the monographs by Rit&chl,
Yolkmar, Heinrici, Hilgenfeld, and others on special branches of
the subject will be found under the several headings Bardesanes,
Basilides, Marcion, Valentinus, &c. (J-T.)

GlSrXJ (Catohlepas), a genus of ruminant mammals con-
stituting the equine group of the antelope family, and con-
taining two species—the gnu or kokoon {Gatohlepas gnu)
and the brindled gnu (Gatohlepas gorgon). Owing to their
singular appearance, which has been aptly compared to that
of a creature compounded of a bison’s head, a horse’s body,
and an antelope’s legs, their proper zoological position has
been a matter of dispute—some placing them among the
oxen, while others regard them as a connecting link between
bovine animals and the true antelopes. The gnu measures
about 4|- feet in height at the shoulders, and 9 feet in ex-

treme length. Its nose is broad and flattened, and bears on
its upper surface a crest of reversed hair, while there is an
abundant growth of bushy black hair beneath the chin and
between the forelegs. The horns, which are present in both
sexes, are very broad at their base, forming a solid helmet
on the forehead, from which they bend downwards and out-

wards, thereafter curving rapidly upwards to the tip. A
mane of light-coloured hair, tipped with brown, and present-

ing a neatly clipped appearance, extends along the neck.

Gnu.

while the horse-like tail, which is more or less of a creamy
colour, reaches to the ground. The nostrils are large, and
are furnished with a muscular valve by which they can be
closed. The gnu is a native of the arid plains of South
Africa, where it congregates in considerable herds, its rest-

lessness of disposition leading it to migrate frequently from
place to place. The fantastic appearance of these creatures

is fully equalled by the grotesqueness of their actions. Ad-
vancing, as they generally do, in single file, they may be
seen wheeling and prancing in all directions, tossing their

heads, switching their long tails, and then starting oft\

especially if alarmed by the appearance of a lion, at tremen-
dous speed, raising columns of dust along their track, and
leaving their pursuers hopelessly in the rear. Should they
be surprised in their gambols by the sight of a caravan,

their exceeding inquisitiveness impels them to approach the
intruding object, which they do in a compact square, looking
all the while the very picture of defiance. “ During bright
moonlight,” says Captain Harris, “curiosity often prompted
a clump of gnus to approach within a few yards of our
bivouac, where they would stand for hours in the same
position, staring wildly, lashing their dark flanks, and utter-
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ing a subdued note resembling the harsh croaking of a frog.”

The noise made by the old bulls, as they roam singly during
the rutting season, is much more formidable, being usually

compared to the roar of the lion ; and many sportsmen who
have hunted the gnu bear testimony to the remarkable like-

ness between the solitary males with their long manes, when
seen at a considerable distance, and the king of beasts.”

They are by no means the formidable creatures their fero-

cious aspect might lead one to suppose. However defiant

the herd appears as it approaches a caravan, the report of

a gun puts the whole troop of gnus to flight, and they are

never known to attack man unless driven thereto in self-

defence. The female has seldom more than a single young
one at a birth, the calf at first being of a whitish colour.

When captured young, the gnu may, according to Captain
Harris, be reared by the hand on cows’ milk

;
and although

of uncertain temper, it can be got to herd with the cattle

on the farm. The flesh of the calf is considered a delicacy,

but that of the adult is insipid, being almost destitute of

fat. Its long silky tail is in great request for chowries, and
its hide is cut into strips and used for ropes and twine.

The brindled gnu is a more northerly form, never being
found south of the Orange river. It is readily distin-

guished from the other species by the black colour of its tail

and mane, the obscure vertical streaks on its body, its more
elevated withers, and its extremely long aquiline nose.

While equally grotesque in appearance and manner, it is

much less spirited and active than the gnu. Its flesh is

highly prized by the natives, who also convert its hide into

mantles, rendered attractive to South-African taste by
being dressed without removing the long hair of the mane
and beard.

GOA, a Portuguese settlement on the Malabar or western
coast of India, lying between 15® 44' 30” and 14® 53' 30”

N. lat, and between 73® 45' and 74® 26' E. long. It is

bounded on the IvT. by the river Tirakul or Auraundem,
separating it from Sdwant W4ri State, on the E, by the
Western Gh^ts, on the S. by Kanara district, and on the
W. by the Arabian Sea. Total area, 1062 square miles;
population, 392,234.

This settlement forms a patch of foreign territory on the
cast of the Bombay coast, and is surrounded on all sides,

except to the seaward, by British districts. Goa is a hilly

country, especially the recently acquired portion known as
the Novas Conquistas. Its distinguishing feature is the
Sahyadri Mountains, which after skirting a considerable
portion of the north-eastern and south-eastern boundary,
branch off westwards across the territory with numerous
spurs and ridges. The plains are well watered by large
navigable rivers* The most important is the Mandavi river,
on whose banks both the ancient and modern cities of Goa
stand, with a fine harbour formed by the promontories of
Bardez and Salsette. The port of New Goa or Panjim is
divided into two anchorages by the projection of the caho
{cape) from the island of Goa, both capable of safely accom-
modating the largest shipping.

Goa ranks high as regards its early importance among
the cities of western India. It emerges very distinctly in
the 14th century, and was visited by the famous traveller
Ibn Batuta. In the 15th century it formed the chief em-
porium of trade on the western side of India. Caravans of
merchants brought down its products to the coast, and it

was the only city in western India which enjoyed at this
period a revenue of .£10,000. Its wealth and advantageous
situation attracted the Mahometan princes of the Deccan,
and in 1469 it was taken by the B^hmani king. A fleet

of 120 ships operated from the sea ; the Bdhmani troops
forced their way down the passes of the Gh4ts ; and Goa
capitulated. It next passed under the Bijdpur dynasty,
and on the arrival of Albuquerque, at the beginning of the

16th century, its military and commercial capabilities at
once struck his mind. In 1510 the fleet of Albuquerque,
consisting of 20 sail of the line, with a few small vessels

and 1200 fighting men, hove in sight off the harbour. A
holy mendicant or jogi had lately foretold its conquest by
a foreign people from a distant land, and the disheartened
citizens rendered up the town to the strangers. Eight
leading men presented the keys of the gates to Albuquercxue
on their knees, together wnth a large banner which was
usually unfurled on state occasions. Mounted on a richly

caparisoned steed, Albuquerque entered the city in a
triumphal procession, with the Portuguese banners carried

by the flower of the Lisbon nobility and clergy amidst tlie

acclamations of an immense multitude, who showered upon
the conqueror filigree flowers of silver and gold. Albu-
querque behaved well to the inhabitants, but was shortly
afterwards expelled by the Bijdpur king. However, he re-

turned a few months later with a fleet of 28 ships carrying
1700 men, and after a bloody attack, in which 2000
Mussulmans fell, forced his way into the town. For three
days the miserable citizens were subjected to every atrocity.

The fifth part of the plunder, reserved for the Portuguese
crown, amounted to £^20,000.

The conquest of Goa illustrates the e&seutially military basis on
which the Portuguese power in India rested. The subsequent
history of the town has been one of luxury, ostentation, and decay.
After bearing a siege by the king of Bijilpur, and sullering from a
terrible epidemic, Goa reached the summit of its prosperity at the
end of the 16th century, during the very ytiavs when the Bnglisli
Company was struggling into existence under Elizabeth. “ Goa
Dourada/* or Golden Goa, seemed a place of fabulous wealth to the
plain merchants who were destined to be the founders of British
India. “Whoever has seen Goa need not see Li.sbon,’' said a
proverb of that day. Indeed, if the accounts of travellers are to be
trusted, Goa presented a scene of military, ecclesiastical, and com-
mercial magnificence, such as has had no parallel in the European
capitals of India. The brilliant pomp and pictures(pie display of
Goa were due to the fact that it was not only a flourishing harbour,
but the centre of a great military and ecclesiastical power. The
Portuguese based tlieir dominion in India on conquest by the sword.
They laboured to consolidate it by a proselytizing organization which
throws all other missionary efforts in India into the shade.
Goa reached its climax of pomp and power about the year 1600.

Immediately afterwards coinmeuced the long struggle ' with the
Dutch, which before the end of the century had stripped Portugal
of its fairest possessions in the East. In 1603 the Dutch blockaded
Goa, but had to raise the siege. In 1635 the old epidemic fever
w'hich had afflicted Goa in the pmeeding century again broke out,
and raged for five 3jears. In 1639 the Dutch once more blockaded
Goa, but found their meagre force of twelve ships insufficient for its

capture. In 1666 luxury and the plague and the Dutch privateers
had effectually cripx>led the commerce of Goa. Theveiiot in that
year drew a powerful picture of the decayed city. In 1675 Dr John
p]^er described the city as in a ruinous state, whilst the inhabitants
still made pitiful attempts at display in spite of their increasing
misery. In 1683 Goa narrowly escaped falling into the haiids of
the Marhatta hordes under Sambaji. Before 1687 the abandonment
of Old Goa had taken place. “ Many streets,” says an official docu-
ment of that year, “have now become lonely and uninhabited.”
The river had silted opposite its ^uay^'s, ships could no longer ap-

nLch the city, the fever had again broken out, and the population
moved out to suburbs nearer the mouth of the river. In 1695

only 20,000 inhabitants remained. In 1739 the whole territory was
attacked by the Marhattas, and only saved by the unexpected ap-
pearance of anew viceroy with a fleet. Yaidous attempts were made
in vain to rebuild Old Goa, and by the middle of the 18th centmy
** this fairest but poorest settlement had become a burden to the
Bortiiguese Home Government, costing no less than 300,000 piastres
a year.”
In 1759 further attempts to rebuild Old Goa were given up, and

the governor changed his residence to Panjim or New Goa, the
present city, at the mouth of the river. In 1775 the population
was reduced to about 1600 souls, of whom 1198 were Christians,
almost entirely half-castes and native converts. In 1759 also the
Jesuits were expelled. They had got into their hands what little

commerce remained, and the last touch was put to the ruin of Old
Goa.

^

“ The river washes the remains of a great city,—an arsenal
in ruins, palaces in ruins, quay walls in ruins, churches in ruins,

—

all in ruins. We looked and saw the site of the Inquisition, the
bishop’s prison, a grand cathedral, great churches, chapels,' con-
vents, religious houses, on knolls surrounded by jungle and trees
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scattered all ovei the country We saw the crumbling masonry
'whieb once maikcd the lines of stieetb and enclosmes of palaces,
dockyaids fillel iMth weeds and obsolete cranes

’

Paiijim 01 New Goa bes in lat 15° 30 N
,
long 75® 63 E , at

the mouth of the rivei Mandavi, and is a modem town with few
pretensions to architectural beautj Ships of the laigest tonnage
can lie out in the harboui, but only vessels of moderate size can be
bi ought alongside of the city Ihe population is estimated at
15,000 Paiijini was the residence of the vieeioy Irom 1759, and
an 1843 w?s ranked the capital of the Portuguese possessions in
India

The tenitoiy of Goa, including the two cities of Old Goa and
Pan]im with the adjoining couiitiy under Portuguese rule, amounts,
IS already stated, to 1062 scpuaie miles Of the total population,
namely 392,234, nearly two thirds oi 232,089 aie Eomaii Catholics,
128,824 aie Hindus, and 2775 Mahometans The Eoinan Catholics
me subject in spiritual matters to an aichbishop, who has the title

of pinnate of the East The Hindus and Mahometans enjoj per
feet libeity in their religious attaiis and have then own places of
woiship Agiiculture forms the chief industiy ol the country
The total area under cultivation is 234 754 acres Eice is the
staple produce, next is the cocoa nut wdiich is deemed impiortant
from the variety of uses to which the products aie ajpplied The
chief exports are cocoa nuts betel nuts, mangoes, water melons,
cLiiiiamon, x)eppei, salt fish, gum fiiewood, and salt, and the
chief inipoits iice, cloth sugar, wines, tobacco, glassware, and
liaidwaie The district seldom sufteis fioin gieat floods Some
paits are subjected to inundations duimg heavy rains, but little

damage its done to the crops The high Ij mg town of Panjim takes
its name from the native woid meaning ‘‘ arable land that
cannot be inundated The total re\ enue in 1873-74 w as £108,148,
the expenditure, £107,145 The police foice numbers 919 men
In 1869 70 there were 137 lower school and 25 higher schools,

including a National Ljeeum with 2433 pupils There are also

medical and chemistry schools, and since 1870 a college for the
studj of practical sciences has been established The prc\ ailing

endemic diseases are intermittent and remittent fevers diarrhoea,

and dysenteiy The average annual rainfall for the tliiee years
ending 1875 was 100 22 inches

See Livio clos puMlegios da Cidada de Goa in Ardmio Portuquez Oriental
1857 iichivo da Rdagas de Ooa contendo la los do utie fos dos &ecti?os 17 18,
el9 by J I de Avianches Gucia IS 2 <Si;c Feicoes n ete otogica& de Goa 1867
Boletxtide Goieino do^ JEsiados da India Goa and Kew Goi 1838 70 <fcc 0
Gabineie litte ario das F ntamhas, (monthly 1816 «Lc ) Tolboit The Autho
iititsfoi the Histoij of the Poitui?uese in India m Joutn of Asiatic Sot of
Bmaal 18"3 R F Bui ton Goa and the Blue Mountains VA5i\. Mis Buiton A -B /
Arabia Egypt India 1872

GOA POWDEH, a drag occurring m the form of a
yellowish brown powder, varying considerably in tint, which
has recently been brought into notice by Dr Eayrer of

Oalcutta as a remedy for nngwoim It derives its

name from the Portuguese colony of Goa, where it

appeals to have been introduced about the year 1852 In
1875 it was shown by Dr Lima that the substance had
been exported from Bahia to Portugal, whence it found
ats way to the Poituguese colonies in Africa and Asia

The tree which yields it belongs to the genus Andira
of the natural order Legttnvinosoe, and has been named A,

Aiai oba It is met with in great abundance in certain for

ests in the province of Bahia, preferring as a rule low and
humid spots The tree is from 80 to 100 feet high, and
IS furnished with imparipinnate leaves, the leaflets of which
aie oblong, about 1J inch long and ^ inch broad, and some-

what truncate at the apex The flowers are papilion-

aceous, of a purple colour, and arranged in panicles The
fGoa powder oi araroba is contained in the trunk, filling

crevices in the heartwood To obtain it, the oldest trees

are selected as containing a larger quantity, and after being

cut down are sawn transversely into logs, which are then

split longitudinally, and the aiaroba chipped or scraped off

with the axe During this process the workmen feel a

bitter taste in the mouth
,
and great care has to be taken

to prevent injury from the irritating action of the powder
on the eyes In this state, ^ e

,
mixed with fragments of

wood, the Goa powder is exported in casks

In India Goa powder has been used in the form of a paste, made
by miT^nig the powder with vinegar or lime juice, as a local appli-

cation Tor the pure of Indian ringworm It appears to be one of the

best remedies for that obstinate disease , and so highly is it valued

that its price in Bombay averages £3, 12s per Ib Its use m chlo-

asma, intertrigo, and psoi lasis, asw ell as in various other skin diseases,

has sdso been attended with considerable success The only disad.
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vantages attending its use are—that it leaves a stain which is diffi
cult to remove, and that the po'wdei apt to set up severe nutation
of the ejes if it come in contact with the conjunctiva On this ac
count Ml Balmanno Squiie prefers to use it in the foini of oint
ment When given iiiteinalh it has been found to act as an emetic
and purgative In England it is now legaided as one of the most
efficacious remedies in intiaetible casc«i ot iingworni

GOAlpAba, the most westerly district of Assam, be
tween 25° 21 and 26° 54 N lat and between 89° 44 and
91°0 E long

,
bounded on theN by Bhutan, E byKd,mrup,

S by the Garo Hills, and W by Kuch Behai and Bangpui
The district is situated on the Brahmaputra, at the
corner where the liver takes its southerly course into
Bengal The scenery is striking Along the banks of the
river grow clumps of cane and reed, faither back stretch
fields of lice cultivation, broken only by the fruit trees
surrounding the villages, and in the background rise the
forest clad hills overtopped by the white peaks of the
Himalayas The soil ot the hills is of a led ochreous earth,

with blocks of granite and sandstone interspersed
,
that ot

the plains is of alluvial formation. Earthquakes are

common and occasionally severe shocks have been experi-

enced The Brahmaputra annually inundates ^ast tracts

of country Numerous extensive tore&t& yield \aluable
timber Wild animals of all Linds are found

Goalpaia has alwajs formed the frontiei between Bengal and
Assam, origmally rt must have conbtituti.d part of the legendary
Hindu kingdom of Kamiup fiom that it must have fallen into the
hands of the eaily lajas of Kuch Behar, who however, wcie unable
long to letam then kingdom Erom the e st the wild Ahams c inie
down the valley of the Bialimaputia while iiom the w<st the
Mughuls extended the limits of the Delhi eiripie In 1603 the
Mughuls came into collision with the Ahims, but were foiced to
retreat with a decisive defeat The distiict came into Biitish io*n

session with the rest of Bengal in 1765 It h is undergone &e\ li il

changes in admmistiation, and in 1872, when Assam was eonsti
tuted a separate administration Goalj ua was mdndcd within it

In 1872 the population was 407,714 —311 419 being Hindus
and 89,916 Mahometans Goal|^ ua town, with between 3000 and
4000 inhabitants, is the most pujuilous place, as well a<5 tlie chief

centre of trade Dhubn is the x>oiiit where the tiaffic of northern
Bengal is shipped on boaid the Assam steameis Giuiipur and
Lakhshmipur cairy on a thriving tiade in timber

Erice foims the staple crop of the distiict Mustaid and jute are
also laigely giown The area under ^nitivation is estimated at
600 000 acres, or about one thud of the total aiea The district is

not liable to anj form of natural calaniit>
,
occasionally blights

have been caused by worms and insects, but the haive&ts have
never been affected The manufactuies consist of the making of

biass and non utensils and of gold and silver ornaments, weaving
of silk cloth, basket work, and potteiy The cultivation of tea has
recently been mtioduced, and is advancing coiiaiderablj The chief

centres of tiaffic are Goalpara town, Blinbii, Jogi^opha, Bijm,
Gauiipui, and Singiwaii Local trade is in the hands of Marwari
meichants, and is earned on at the bazars, weekly hats oi markets,
and peiiodical fairs The chief exports are mustard seed, jute,

cotton, timbei, lac, silk cloth india i libber, and tea , the imports,
Bengal iice, Duiopean piece goods, salt, haidwaie, oil, and tobacco
The Biahinaputia and its tiibntanes aie the chief means of com
munication, and aie navigated by iiver steamers and the largest

native bo its Goalpara is considered an unhealthy distnct both
foi Europeans and foi natives The principal diseases aie intermit
tent and remittent feveis, diarrhoea, dysentery, rheumatism, and
chest complaints Cholera fiequently occurs in an epidemic foim,
and small pox is more or less prevalent every jear The mean
annual temperature is 75° Tahr

, and the average annual rainfall is

98 75 inches

Goalp^ea, the chief town of above district, situated on
the left bank of the Brahmaputia, in 26° 11 O'N lat,

90° 41' 0
' E. long It was the frontier outpost of the

Mahometan power in the direction of Assam, and Las long

been a flourishing seat of river trade The civil btation is

built on the summit of a small hill commanding a magnifi

cent view of the valley of the Brahmaputra, bounded on the

north by the snowy ranges of the Himalayas and on the

south by the GAro hills The native town is built on the

western slope of the hill, and the lower portion is subj ect

to inundation from the marshy land which extends in every

direction Population CI872) 4678.
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GOAT. All the species of the genus Capra may be

divided into two classes, the one being represented by the

ibex (see Ibex) and the other the goat. The latter class is

subdivided into the segagrus or wild goat {Capra cegagrus)

and the domestic goat {Capra hircu&)y of which there are

many varieties.

The Wild Goat, or Paseng of the Persians {Capra osgagrm^

Pall.), is ail inhabitant of the mountainous regions of Cen-

tral Asia from the Caucasus to the Himalayas, and is

occasionally met with in troops at great elevations. It

stands somewhat higher than any of the domesticated

varieties of the goat, from which it further differs in its

stouter limbs and more slender body. Its neck is short,

and is thus fitted to bear the enormous horns, which in the

male are larger proportionally than in any other ruminant

animal. These measure nearly three feet in length, are

obscurely triangular in form, transversely ridged, and are

bent backward as in the domestic varieties. The wild

goat of the Himalayas, according to Darwin, when it

happens to fall accidentally from a height, makes use of its

massive horns by bending forward its head and alighting

on them, thus breaking the shock. In the female the

horns are exceedingly diminutive, or are altogether awant-

ing. The fur, which over the greater part of the body is

short, is of a greyish-brown colour, with a black line

running along the entire length of the back \
the short tail

and the muzzle are also black, while the under surface of

the neck, and the beard, which is present in both sexes, are

of a brown colour. The paseng is exceedingly wary of the

approach of man, and as its agility is no less remarkable
there has been little opportunity of studying it closely.

The concretions known as hezoar-stones^ which were for-

merly much used in medicine and as antidotes of poison,

are believed to have been originally obtained from the

intestines of this species.

Considerable diversity of opinion has been expressed by
naturalists as to the original stock of the domestic goat,

which is met with in nearly every quarter of the globe,

—

the now prevalent and the most probable opinion being
that the various domestic breeds are severally descended
from wild stock now extinct. Both the ibex and the
aegagrus interbreed freely with the common goat, though
the produce is not always fertile. Instances of this are
not unusual in the Alps and Pyrenees, where goats
abound in a semi-domesticated state. Hybrids between
the goat and the sheep are also known to have occurred,
but are rare.

The following are the chief domestic breeds, possessing
distinct characteristics :—the Common Goat, the Maltese,
the Syrian, the Angora, the Cashmere, the Nubian or
Egyptian, and the Dwarf Goat of Guinea.

The Common Goat,—This has many varieties which differ

from each other in length of hair, in colour, and slightly in
the configuration of the horns. The ears are more or less
upright, sometimes horizontal, but never actually pendent,
as in some Asiatic breeds. The horns are rather fiat at the
base and not unfrequently corrugated; they rise vertically
from the head, curving to the rear, and are more or less
laterally inclined. The colour varies from a dirty white to
a dark-brown, but never black, which indicates Eastern
blood. Most of the European countries possess more than
one description of the common goat. In the British Isles
there are two distinct types, one short and the other long
haired. In the former case the hair is thick and close, with
frequently an undercoat resembling wool. The horns are
large in the male, and of moderate size in the female, flat at
the base and inclining outwards. The head is short and
tapering, the forehead flat and wide, and the nose small

;

the legs strong, thick, and well covered with hair. The
colour varies from white or grey to black, but is frequently

fawn, with a dark line down the spine and across the

shoulders. The other variety owns a shaggy coat, gene-

rally of a reddish-black hue, though sometimes grey or jned

and occasionally white. The head is long, heavy, and ugly,

the nose coarse and prominent, the horns are situated close

together, and often continue parallel almost to the extremi-

ties, being also large, corrugated, and pointed. The legs are

long, and the sides flat, the animal itself being generally

gaunt and thin. This breed is peculiar to Ireland, the

Welsh being of a similar description, but more often white.

The short-haired goat is the English goat proper. From
the constant crossing however that takes place between
these native breeds and imported foreign specimens, one

meets in England with animals possessing very great diver-

sity of form. Both the British breeds and those from abroad
are frequently ornamented with two peculiar tassel-like

appendages, which hang near together under the throat. It

is supposed by many that these ornaments are traceable to

some foreign origin ; but although there are foreign breeds

that possess them, they appear to pertain quite as much tc^

the English native breeds as to those of distant countries,

and indeed the peculiarity referred to is mentioned in

very old works that describe the goats of the British

Islands. The milk produce in the common goat as well as

other kinds varies very greatly with individuals. Irish goats

often yield a quantity of milk, but the quality is compara-
tively poor. The goats of France are very similar to those

of Britain, varying in length of hair, colour, and character

of horns. A French writer describes them as possessing “ a

I

particularly neat and compact head, small mouth, horns cor-

rugated, and inclining upwards and outwards, a thin neck,

narrow chest, and long body, long but muscular legs, and in

colour white, black, fawn, or pied.” The Norway breed is

frequently pure white with long hair ;
it is rather small in

size, with small bones, a short rounded body, head small
with a prominent forehead, and short, straight, corrugated

horns. The facial line is concave. The horns of the male
are very large, and curl round after the manner of the wild
goat, with a tuft of hair between and in front.

The Maltese Goat has its ears long and wide and i)er-

fectly pendulous, hanging down below the jaw. The hair

is long and cream-coloured. SiDecimeiis of this kind are

usually hornless, which is perhaps the cause of it having
been called the Hornless Variety.” It would appear,,

however, that the absence of these appendages is simply
a freak of nature, and not the peculiar characteristic of a
particular species.

The Syrian Goat,—This breed is met with in various
parts of the East, in Lower Egypt, on the shores of the
Indian Ocean, and in the island of Madagascar. Both its

hair and ears are excessively long, the latter so niuch so

that they are sometimes dipt to prevent their being torn
by stones or thorny shrubs. Its horns are somewhat erect

and spiral, with an outward bend.
The Angora Goat is often confounded with the Cashmere,

but is in reality quite distinct from it. Tiie principal

feature of this breed, of which there are two or three
varieties, is the length and quantity of its hair, which has
a particularly soft and silky texture, covering the whole
body and a great part of the legs with close matted ringlets.

The horns of the male differ from those of the female, being
directed vertically and in shape spiral, whilst in the female
they have a horizontal tendency, somewhat like those of a
ram. The face lias a sheepish expression. The coat is com-
posed of two kinds of hair, the one short and coarse and of the
character of hair, which lies close to the skin, the other long
and curly and of the nature of wool, forming the outer
covering. Both are used by the manufacturer, but the ex-
terior portion, which makes up by far the greater bulk, is

much the more valuable. The process of shearing takes-
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place in early spring, and is conducted with the utmost
care

; the average amount of wool yielded by each animal
is about 2-^ Ib. The best quality comes from castrated
males, the females producing the next best. The annual ex-
port of wool from Angora is estimated at about 2,000,000 lb,

and its value at .£200,000. Large herds are shipped at
Constantinople and sent to Cape Colony, where this breed
thrives well and is largely propagated, the climate being
specially suitable to the perfect development of the wool.
A very valuable consignment of these animals arrived in
London in May 1879 for transshipment to the Gape, having
been procured from different parts of Asia Minor, by means
of great personal exertion, by Mr J. B. Evans, a South-
African goat farmer. The wool, or mohair, as it is techni-
cally termed, of these goats was remarkably long, fine,

and heavy, the average weight of the produce of the herd
being reckoned at 6 Ib per head. So highly is this breed

Fig. 1. —Angora Male Goat.

esteemed by the Turkish farmers that it was with the
greatest reluctance they were induced to sell them, and
then only at exorbitant prices, some of the males costing
.£250 and females ^150. .£50 and .£60 are common
prices for these goats at Angora. Fig. 1 is from a photo-
graph of the finest male of the flock, the fleece of which
was estimated to weigh when shorn full 15 Ib, The breed
was introduced at the Cape about 1864. In 1878,
according to the customs returns, 1,300,585 Ib weight of
mohair was exported, of the value of .£105,313. The
Angora is a bad milker and an indifferent mother, but its

flesh is better eating than that of any other breed, and in
its native country is preferred to mutton. The kids are

born very small, but grow fast, and arrive early at maturity.
Tliis variety of the goat approaches nearest in its nature,

form, and habits to the sheep, even the voice having a
strong resemblance.

TAe Cashmere Goat.—This animal has a delicate head,
with semi-pendulous ears, which are both long and wide.

The hair varies in length, and is coarse and of different

colours according to the individual. The horns are very
erect, and sometimes slightly spiral, inclining inwards and
to such an extent in some cases as to cross. The coat is

composed, as in the Angora, of two materials; but in this

breed it is the under coat that partakes of the nature of
wool and is valued as an article of commerce. This under-
growth, which is of a uniform greyish-white tint, whatever
the colour of the hair may be, is beautifully soft and silky,

and of a fluffy description resembling down. It makes its

appearance in the autumn, and continues to grow until the
following spring, when if not removed, it falls off naturally;

its collection then commences, occupying from eight to
ten days. The animal undergoes during that time a
process of combing by which all the wool and a portion of

the hair, which of necessity comes with it, is removed. The
latter is afterwards carefully separated, when the fleece in

a good specimen weighs about half a pound, being worth
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between half to three quarters of a rupee. It is sold by
the “turruk” of 12 Ib. This is the material of which the
far-famed and costly shawls are made, which at one time
had such a demand that, it is stated, 16,000 looms were
kept in constant work at Cashmere in their manufacture.”
Those goats having a short, neat head, very long, thin ears,

a delicate skin, small bones, and a long heavy coat, are
for this purpose deemed the best. There are several
varieties possessing this valuable quality, but those of
Cashmere, Thibet, and Mongolia are tlie most esteemed.
About the year 1816 a small herd of Cashmeres was intro-
duced into France with a view to acclimatize and breed
them for the sake of their wool, but the enterprise failed.

A few were purchased and brought over to England by
Mr C. T. Tower, who, by careful treatment, so far succeeded
with tliem that, in course of time, he had a shawl made
from their fleece, which turned out to be of good quality.
At the death of the owner some years later, the herd, which
had then deteriorated through in-breeding, was presented
to the Queen and placed in Windsor Park.

The N'u'bian Goat, which is met with in Nubia, Upper
Egypt, and Abyssinia, differs greatly in appearance from
all those previously described. The coat is in the female
extremely short, almost like that of a race-horse, and the
legs are very long. Tins breed therefore stands considerably
higher than the common goat. One of its peculiarities is

the strongly convex shape of the face, the forehead being
very prominent and the nostrils sunk in, the nose itself ex-
tremely small, and the lower li];) projecting from the upper.
The ears are long, broad, and thin, and hang down by the
side of the head like a double lop ” rabbit. The horns
are quite black, slightly twisted, and very short, flat at the
base, pointed at the tips, and recumbent on the head. But

Fig. 2 —Nubian Goat.

little was known of this breed in Europe—in tlie West at

least—until some ten or twelve years ago, when some were
imported into France by the Soci4t4 d’Acclimatation of

Paris, who found its milking qualities to surpass those of

all other breeds. Among the goats that are met with in

England a good many show unmistakable signs of a more
or less remote cross with this breed, derived probably from
specimens brought from the East on board ships for supply-
ing milk during the voyage. It is no doubt on this account
that they often ^ by the name of “ Indian ” goats.

The Ne'paid Ghat appears to be a variety of the last breed,
it having the same arched facial line, pendulous ears, and
long legs. The horns, however, are more spiral. Tlie colour
of the hair, which is longer than in the Nubian, is black,
grey, or white, with black blotches.
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The Guinea Goat is a dwarf species originally from the

coast whence its name is derived. There are three varieties.

Besides the commonest {Gapra recurva^ Linn.), there is

a rarer breed {Capra depressa, Linn.), inhabiting the

Mauritius and the islands of Bourbon and Madagascar.

The other variety is met with along the White Nile, in

Lower Egypt, and at various points on the African coast

of the Mediterranean. Some of these dwarf goats may be

seen at the Jardin d’Acclimatation in Paris.

Hah Its and Management,—The milch goat has been aptly

described as the “ poor man’s cow ”—a designation it well

merits, for with a couple of these animals the cottager may
at an almost nominal expense enjoy the same advantages in

a domestic point of view as the rich man with his

Alderney.” Comparatively few are kept in England,

because the advantages of goat-keeping are but very im-

perfectly known, and also on account of the large propor-

tion of land under cultivation. The goat in a state of

nature frequents hills and mountainous places, and in a

domesticated condition it generally gives preference to

elevated situations ;
but it is a mistake to suppose that it

will not thrive on low ground. Being naturally adapted

to rocks and dry soils, however, it should not be exposed
in marshy places, as this brings on disease of the feet and
general ill health

\
otherwise there is no animal more uni-

formly hardy. The common varieties will stand heat and
cold equally well, hut have a decided objection to storms

of wind and rain
;
when they are left to roam loose,

therefore, a rough shed should be erected to shelter them
from the weather. Under this arrangement a goat may
be left out day and night the whole year round ; but, if

it is kept for the sake of its milk, the yield is greater and
it thrives better if housed during winter. Owing to the
troublesome propensity of these animals to bark trees and
destroy shrubs by nipping off all young and tender shoots,

they should not be allowed to roam loose—except on a
common—unless proper protection is afforded by wire

netting or some such arrangement.
The goat breeds, generally speaking, but once a year. If

well housed and under liberal treatment, it will bring forth

young twice in twelve months; but this is not advisable.

As a rule, at the first birth one kid only is produced, but
afterwards two and sometimes three. One has been known
for three consecutive years to drop four at a birth ; but
this is rare and by no means desirable, as the progeny are

sure to be small and thrive badly,—the dam in most cases

having insufficient milk for so large a family.

The goat propagates at a very early period of its life.

The male is generally capable of engendering at seven
months

;
and, in the case just referred to of four at a birth,

the father on one occasion was barely six months old.

One is sufficient for a hundred females. The latter bring
forth at twelve months, and sometimes earlier. For the
sake of the future growth and productiveness of the animal,
however, it is unwise to permit intercourse between the
sexes earlier than at eighteen or at least sixteen months.
It is owing to the baneful practice of letting them breed
as soon as they will, under the mistaken idea that a more
rapid return is obtained, that so many diminutive specimens
are met with, both dam and progeny being spoiled in

consequence.

The best kind for milch purposes are those with long
and deep bodies, not necessarily so broad at the chest as

about the haunches, the belly ample, and the legs tolerably
short ; head fine and tapering, with prominent eyes, ears

long, thin, wide, and inclining horizontally, horns short and
not corrugated, neck thick, and coat close and short. The
udder above all must be not only large but soft and elastic,

with nice pointed teats. Hornless specimens are often the
best milkers.

A T
The goat has 32 teeth, and by these the age up to five

years may be pretty accurately ascertained. The lower
jaw possesses 12 molars and 8 incisors, and the upper 12
molars alone. The kid at its birth has 6 molars but no
incisors ;

the latter, however, are generally all cut in about
three weeks, the first cut molar being visible at three

months. At a year or fifteen months old the two front
‘‘ milk teeth,” as the first set of incisors are called, fall,

and are replaced by permanent ones ;
the next two at from

two years to thirty months, the third pair from two and a

half to three and a half years, and the fourth and last at

from three and a half to four and a half years. When all

are changed the month is said to be “ full.”

Between two and five years old the slie-goat gives the

best return in milk, continuing productive often fot eight

or nine years
;

its length of life is on an average from ten

to fifteen. These animals vary very greatly in the quan-
tity of milk they yield. An ordinary specimen gives from
2 to 3 pints, a superior one 2 quarts, and occasionally

first-rate individuals are found supplying 3 quarts a day.

The Nubian breed surpasses the common goat in this

respect, as the following table from the French work of

M. du Plessis will show, in which the yield of a Nubian
is compared with that of a half-bred, itself a superior

milker.

HaU-hred Nubian and Natiie Pure Nubian Breed,
Milk Cream, Milk Cl earn

1st day 3 f>7 litres. •22 litres. l^t day 4 39 hties. 3800 htics
2d 3 42 „ •21 t, 2(1 „ 4 41 „ 3S4S „
3d „ 3 35 ,, •20 3cl „ 4-53 •3850 „
4th „ 3 62 •23 „ 4th ,, 4 07 „ 3909 „
5th „ 3*69 „ *24 „ 6lh „ 4 94 •4030 „

17*65 „ 110 „ 22-94 „ 1 9497 „

The litre being as near as possible If return

in English measure is accordingly—from the half-bred

31 pints, or an average per day of 3 quarts, and from the

pure Nubian 40 pints, or nearly 4 quarts daily, the rich-

ness of the quality being proportionately greater.

Milking should be performed at regular hours, morning
and night; but with heavy milkers three times daily is

better for the first two or three months, as the oftener the

udder is emptied when once full the quicker it is replen-

ished, a sufficient supply of food being of course provided.

It is a good plan to accustom the animal to jump on a plat-

form whilst being milked
;
the teats are thus more easily

manipulated, and more command is obtained over the goat

and the pail. Feeding and milking should always be
carried on at the same time.

Many persons are under the wrong impression that the
milk of the she-goat,—which by the way has no strong
kircine scent attaching to her like the male, another
common error,—possesses a flavour peculiar to itself

;

but this is quite a mistake. Out of dozens kept by the
present writer, only one has been found to yield milk
differing from that of the cow in taste. The peculiarity in

this case seemed natural to the animal, and the milk was
decidedly unpalatable.

The flesh of the common goat, although quite eatable, is

not to be recommended in comparison with mutton, being
rather hard and indigestible. Kid, however, is a great

delicacy, and tastes like lamb or veal, according to the
manner of dressing. It is preferable cooked like veal,

I

with layers of bacon tied round and stuffed, for with the
exception of the suet there is very little fat. A good rich

gravy should accompany the joint when served, and there

should be no lack of cooking. Hot or cold it is then equally
acceptable. Suckling kids are the best eating, as they
have then their milk flesh, and are nice and plump. The
skins dressed and sewed together make handsome rugs.

For food and other remarks on goat-keeping see Agrictjlt
TTJRE, vol. i. p. 399. (s. H. P.)
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GOATSUCKER, a bird from very ancient times absurdly

believed to have the habit implied by the common name
it bears in many European tongues besides our own

—

as testified by the Greek AlyoOrjXas, the Latin Capri-
mulgios^ Italian Bucciacapre^ Spanish Chotacabras^ Erench
Teliechlvre^ and German ZiegenmelJcer, The common
Goatsucker (Gaprimulgvs em'opceus^ Linn.), is admittedly
the type of a very peculiar and distinct Family Caprimul-
f/idrc, a group remarkable for the fiat bead, enormously
wide mouth, large eyes, and soft, pencilled plumage of its

members, which vary in size from a Lark to a Crow. Its
position has been variously assigned by systematists.
Though of late years judiciously removed from the Passeres,
in which LinuEeus placed all the species known to him,
Professor Huxley considers it to form, with two other
Families—the Swifts (Cgpselidce) and Humming-birds
( Trochilidce), the division Cy2:>selomor2:>lice of his larger group
^ErjithogrtathcB, which is equivalent in the main to the
Linnseau Passeres There are two ways of regarding the
Gaprimidgidce—one including the genus Podargus and its

allies, the other recognizing them as a distinct Family,
Podargidce, As a matter of convenience we shall here
comprehend these last in the Caprimulgidoe^ which will

then contain two subfamilies, GajDrirmdgince and Podar-
qince

\
for what, according to older authors, constitutes a

third, though represerxted only by Steatornis^ the singular

Common Goatsucker.

Oil-bird, or Guacharo, certainly seems to require separation
as an independent Family (see Guacharo).
Some of the differences between the Gaprimulginae and

Podarginae have been pointed out byMr Sclater {Proc, ZooL
Boc., 1866, p. 123), and are very obvious. In the former,
the outer toes have foicr phalanges only, thus presenting a
very nncommon character among birds, and the middle
claws are pectinated; while in the latter the normal number
of five phalanges is found, and the claws are smooth, and
other distinctions more recondite have also been indicated
by him {tom, cit,^ p. 582). The Gaprimulginoe may be
further divided into those having the gape thickly beset by
strong bristles, and those in which there are few such
bristles or none—the former containing the genera Capri
mulgits^ Antrostomits, Nyctidromus^ and others, and the
latter Podager^ Chordiles, Lyncornis, and a few more.
The common Goatsucker of Europe {C europceus) arrives

late in spring from its winter retreat in Africa, and its pre-

sence is soon made known to us by its habit of chasing its

prey, consisting chiefly of moths and cockchafers, in the even-
ing-twilight. As the season advances the song of the cock,
from its singularity, attracts attention amid all rural sounds.
"This song seems to be always uttered when the bird is at

rest, though the contrary has been asserted, and is the con-
tinuous repetition of a single burring note, as of a thin lath

fixed at one end and in a state of vibration at the other,
and loud enough to reach in still weather a distance of half-
a-mile or more. On the wing, while toying with its mate,
or performing its rapid evolutions round the trees where it

finds its food, it has the habit of occasionally producing
another and equally extraordinary sound, sudden and short,
but somewhat resembling that made by swinging a thong
in the air, though whether this noise proceeds from its

mouth is not ascertained. In general its flight is silent, but
at times when disturbed from its repose, its wings may be
heard to smite together. The Goatsucker, or, to use per-

haps its commoner English name, Kightjar,^ passes the da>
in slumber, crouching on the ground or perching on a tree—in the latter case sitting not across the branch but length-
ways, with its head lower than its body. In hot weather,
however, its song may sometimes be heard by day and even
at noontide, but it is then uttered, as it were, drowsily, and
without the vigour that characterizes its crepuscular or
nocturnal performance. Towards evening the bird becomes
active, and it seems to pursue its prey throughout the
night uninterruptedly, or only occasionally pausing for a
few seconds to alight on a bare spot—a pathway or road

—

and then resuming its career. It is one of the few birds
that absolutely make no nest, but lays its pair of beautifully-
marbled eggs on the ground, generally where the herbage

I

is short, and often actually on the soil. So light is it that
' the act of brooding, even where there is some vegetable

I

growth, produces no visible depression of the grass, moss,
or lichens on which the eggs rest, and the finest sand
equally fails to exhibit a trace of the parental act. Yet
scarcely any bird shows greater local attachment, and the
precise site chosen one year is almost certain to be occupied
the next. The young, covered when hatched with dark-
spotted down, are not easily found, nor are they more easily

discovered on becoming fledged, for their plumage almost
entirely resembles that of the adults, being a mixture of

reddish-brown, grey, and black, blended and mottled in a
manner that passes description. They soon attain their full

size and power of flight, and then take to the same manner
of life as their parents. In autumn all leave their sum-
mer haunts for the south, but the exact time of their

departure has hardly been ascertained. The habits of the
ITightjar, as thus described, seem to be more or less essen-

tially those of the whole Subfamily—the differences obser-

vable being apparently less than are found in other groups
of birds of similar extent.

A second species of Goatsucker (C. r^tJicollis\ which is

somewhat larger, and has the neck distinctly marked with
rufous, is a summer visitant to the south-western parts of

Europe, and especially to Spain and Portugal. The occur,

rence of a single example of this bird at Killiiigworth,

near ISfewcastle-on-Tyne, in October 1856, has been re-

corded by Mr Hancock (Ihis^ 1862, p. 39) ;
but the season

of its appearance argues the probability of its being but a
casual straggler from its proper home. Many other species

of Gaprimnlgzis inhabit Africa, Asia, and their islands,

while one (O', macriirus) is found in Australia. Very
nearly allied to this genus is Antrostonus^ an American
group containing many species, of which the Chuck-wiirs-

widow {A, carolinensis) and the Whip-poor-will (A, voci~

ferus) of the eastern United States (the latter also reaching

Canada) are familiar examples. Both these birds take

their common name from the cry they utter, and their

habits seem to be almost identical with those of the Old-

World Goatsuckers. Passing over some other forms which
need not here be mentioned, the genus JSTyctidromus^

though consisting of only one species {E, albicollis) which

^ Other English names of the bud are Evejar, Fern-Owl, Churn-Owl,
and Wheel-bird—the last from the bird’s song resembling the noise
made by a spinning-wheel in motion.
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inhabits Central and part of South America, requires re-

mark, since it has tarsi of sufficient length to enable it

to run swiftly on the ground, while the legs of most birds

of the Tamily are so short that they can make but a

shuffi-ing progress. HehothrepUs^ with the unique form of

wing possessed by the male, needs mention. Notice must
also be taken of two African species, referred by some
ornithologists to as many genera {Macrodvpteryx and Coh

metornis\ though probably one genus would suffice for

both. The males of each of them are characterized by the

wonderful development of the ninth primary in either

wing, which reaches in fully adult specimens the extra-

ordinary length of 17 inches or more. The former of

these birds, the (7. macrodipteyms of Afzelius, is considered

to belong to the west coast of Africa, and the shaft of the

elongated remiges is bare for the greater part of its length,

retaining the web, in a spatulate form, only near the tip.

The latter, to which the specific name of vexillarius was
given by Mr Gould, has been found on the east coast

of that continent, and is reported to have occurred in

Madagascar and Socotra. In this the remigial streamers

do not lose their barbs, and as a few of the next quills are

also to some extent elongated, the bird, when dying, is

said to look as though it had four wings. Specimens of

both are rare in collections, and no traveller seems to have
had the opportunity of studying the habits of either so as

to suggest a reason for this marvellous sexual development.
The second group of Caprimidghice, those which are but

poorly or not at all furnished with rictal bristles, contains
about five genera, of which there is here only room to par-

ticularize Lyncornis of the Old World and Ghordiles of the
New. The species of the former are remarkable for the
tuft of feathers which springs from each side of the head,
above and behind the ears, so as to give the bird an appear-
ance like some of the “ Horned Owls—those of the genus
Scops, for example

; and remarkable as it is to find certain

forms of two families, so distinct as are the Strigidoe and
the OaprimulgidcB, resembling each other in this singular
external feature, it is yet more remarkable to note that in

some groups of the latter, as in some of the former, a very
curious kind of dimorphism takes place. In either case this

has been frequently asserted to be sexual, but on that point
doubt may fairly be entertained. Certain it is that in some
groups of Goatsuckers, as in some groups of Owls, indivi-

duals of the same species are found in plumage of two
entirely different hues—rufous and grey. The only ex-
planation as yet offered of this fact is that the difference is

sexual, but, as just hinted, evidence to that effect is con-
ffictiug. It must not, how-ever, be supposed that this com-
mon feature, any more than that of the existence of tufted
forms in each group, indicates any close relationship
between them. The resemblances may be due to the same
causes, concerning which future observers may possibly
enlighten us, but at present we must regard them as analo-
gies not homologies The species of Lyncornis inhabit the
Malay Archipelago, one, however, occurring also in China,
Of Ghordiles the best known species is the Night-hawk of
North America ((7. virginianus or G, popetue), which has
a wide range from Canada to Brazil. Others are found in
the Antilles and in South America. The general habits of
aU these birds agree with those of the typical Goatsuckers.
We have next to consider the birds forming the genqs

Podargus and those allied to it, whether they be regarded
as a distinct Family, or as a Subfamily of Gaprimulgidce,
As above stated, they have feet constructed as those of birds
normally are, and their sternum seems to present the con-
stant though comparatively trivial difference of having its
posterior margin elongated into two pairs of processes, while
only one pair is found in the true Goatsuckers. Podargus
includes the bird (P. cuvieH) known from its cry as Morepork

to Tasmanian colonists,^ and several other species, the num-
ber of which is doubtful, from Australia and New Guinea.

They have comparatively powerful bills, and it would seem
feed to some extent ou fruits and berries, though they

mainly subsist on insects, chiefly Gicadce and Phasmidce,

They also differ from the true Goatsuckers in having the

outer toes partially reversible, and they are said to build a

fiat nest on the horizontal branch of a tree for the reception

of their eggs, which are of a spotless white. Apparently

allied to Podargus, but differing among other respects in

its mode of nidification, is JEgotheles^ which belongs also to

the Australian Subregion ; and further to the northward,

extending throughout the MalayArchipelago and into India,

comes Bairacltosiomus, wherein w^e again meet with species

having aural tufts somewhat like Lyncomis. The Podar-

ginoe are thought by some to be represented in the New
World by the genus Nyctibiiis, of which several species occur

from the Antilles and Central America to Brazil. Finally,

it maybe stated that none of the Capr%midgidoi seem to occur

in Polynesia or in New Zealand, though there is scarcely

any other part of the world suited to their habits in which
members of the Family are not found, (a, 2<r,)

GOBELIN, the name of a family of d^^ers, who in all

probability came originally from Rheims, and who in the

15th century established themselves in the Faubourg Paint

Marcel, Pans, on the banks of the Bievre, The first iiead

of the firm was named Jehan, and died in 147G. Pie dis-

covered a peculiar kind of scarlet dye, and he expended so

much money on his establishment that it was named by the

common x>eople lafohe Gohelh^ To the dye works theie

was added in the ICth century a manufactory of tapestry.

So rapidly did the wealth of the family increase, that in

the third or fourth generation some of them forsook their

trade and purchased titles of nobility. More than one of

their number held offices of state, among others Balthasar,

who became successively treasurer general of artillery,

treasurer extraordinary of war, councillor secretary of the

king, chancellor of the exchequer, councillor of state, and
president of the chamber of accounts, and who in IGOl
received from Henry IT. the lands and lordship of Brio-

comte-Robert. He died in 1603. The name of the

Gobelins as dyers cannot be found later than the end of

the 17th century- In 1662 the works in the Faubourg
Saint Marcel, with the adjoining grounds, were purchased
by Colbert on behalf of Louis XIV

,
and transformed into

a general upholstery manufactory, in which designs both
in tapestry and in all kinds of furniture were executed
under the superintendence of the royal painter Lebrun.
On account of the pecuniary embarrassments of Louis XIV.,
the establishment was closed in 1694, but it was reopened
in 1697 for the manufacture of tapestry, chiefly for royal

use and for presentation. During the Revolution and the
reign of Napoleon the manufacture was suspended, but it

was revived by the Bourbons, and in 1826 the manufacture
of carpets was added to that of tapestry. In 1871 the
building was partly burned by the Communists.

See Lacordaire, Notice Mstorique sur Ics mamtfacUires imperialcs
de tapisscrie Gohelvn et de tapis de la Savomierie, 'preceded dio

catalogue des tapisseries qui 'y sont exposees, Paris, 1853 ;
and also

the article Tapjestry.

GOBI is the name usually applied by European geo-

graphers to a vast stretch of desert in Central Asia, which
has its western limits in the neighbourhood of 75® E. long.,

and its eastern somewhere between 114° and 115°. Like
many other geographical designations, the word is not only
of doubtful origin, but in conventional usage has modified
its meaning. According to Sir T. Douglas Forsyth, it is

originally the Turki for “ great ”
;
and Richthofen informs

^ In New Zealand, however, this name is given to an Owl {JSceZo-

glauz novoe-zelandice).
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US that by the Chinese it is employed^ not as a proper name,
but, like Shanio, as a general term for any sandy and desert

piece of country. This being the case, the great German
geographer proposes to displace the word Gobi in European
usage by the Chinese Han-hai or Dry Sea, suggestive as he
says not only of the present appearance but also of the
former history of the region

; but it is to be feared that
the older designation has become too familiar, and the dis-

advantages arising from its use are of too recondite a char-

acter, to render it likely that his proposal will be generally
accepted.

As a sea the Gobi or Han-hai must have been comparable
in extent to the Mediterranean, and the ancient coast-line

can be pretty clearly recognized. In its present state it

may be divided into two distinct basins, the western taking
its name from the river Tarim or Tarym, and the eastern
from the Chinese Shamo or “ Sand Desert.” The Dzun-
garian valley stretches westwards like a gulf. The Tarim
basin is bounded on the S. by the range of mountains which,
under various names applicable to different portions, such
as the Kwen-lun and the Altyntag, forms the northward rim
of the great plateau of Thibet ; ou the west it comes up to

the spurs of the Pamir plateau, and on the north it lies

along the foot of the Thian Shan. If we measure from the

source of any of its principal tributaries, the Tarim must
have a course of more than 1000 miles. The head-waters
rise in the mountains just named, and the more important of

them in the south and west. The Kbotan river and its

confluent the Kara-Kash both descend from the Karakorum
mountains, and flow in a generally northward direction;

the Zarafshan or Yarkand River, rising in the same range,

winds about in the first part of its course so as to enter the

Gobi almost from the west ; and the Kizil Su or Kashgar
River has its numerous head streams in the Kizil Yart
mountains belonging to the Pamir plateau. The Aksai
River and the ShahYar are the most important contributions

from the Thian Shan. The course of all of these rivers

after they enter the Gobi is largely matter of conjecture,

and all that can be asserted with confidence is that they

unite to form the Tarim, and find their final goal in an
inland lake. They have probably all reached a common
channel about 82® E. long,

;
but as the stream presses east-

ward it again breaks up into numerous branches, the

arrangement of which, except along the route followed by
Przhevalski, is still unknown. As it passes east the stream

gradually loses in volume by absorption, evaporation, and
the demands of riparian populations. In the neighbourhood

of the XJgendarya, the breadth is about 300 or 360 feet,

and the depth about 20. The course of the Tarim lies

much nearer the northern side of the Gobi than the southern,

but it gradually ^trends south east, and at length passing

through Lake Karaburan, loses itself in Lake Chon-Kul
great lake) or Kara-Kurchin. This last lake is identi-

fied with the famous Lob-nor, the position of which has

been one of the outstanding problems of comparative geo-

graphy. Against the identification a number of objections

have been urged by Richthofen (cf, “ Bemerkungen zu den
Ergebnissen von Ober-lieut. Prejewalski’s Reise” in

Oes.fiir Erdk,^ Berlin, 1878), the most important of whicb
are the prevailing tradition that the Lob-nor was a salt

lake while the Chon-Kul is fresh, and the fact that the

Chinese maps place the Lob-nor to the north, of the position

assigned to the Chon Kul, which according to Przhevalski

lies about 39® 30' lat., immediately to the N. of the

Altyntag range (13,000 to 1^,000 feet high). The
country through which the Lower Tarim flows is dreary

and monotonous. In general,” reports the traveller, the

Lob-nor desert is the wildest and most unfertile of all that

I have yet seen in Asia ;
it is sadder than the desert of

Ala-Shan.” A meagre vegetation of tamarisks and reeds
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lines the course of the river. Away towards the south-
west there stretch, if we may trust to native reports, those
vast fields of drifting and treacherous sands which have
given so much of its terror to the legendary account of the
desert of Gobi. That the reports are in the main true, and
that the legends are founded on fact, appears to be rendered
probable by the statements of Sir T, Douglas Porsyth, who
has contributed an interesting paper on the subject to the
Proceedings ofthe Royal Geographical Society (1876). The
population of the Tarim basin is scanty and poverty-stricken.

On the Lower Tarim there are nine villages with a total of

1200 souls. Cattle-rearing is more general than agriculture,

which indeed is of the most recent introduction, and con-
fines itself to barley and wheat. Mahometanism is the uni-
versal religion, and the language appears to be identical

with the Taranchi and the Sart.

The Shamo or eastern basin is quite different in its char-

acter. Here we have no large river like the Tarim, and,
instead of its boundaries being marked by lofty ranges of

mountains from 13,000 to 20,000 feet high, the ground
gradually rises in a series of scarcely marked terraces. The
central point, at Ozon Khoshu, is the lowest discovered in

Central Asia, being only 607 metres (1948 feet) above the

level of the sea. “ The aspect of the country,” says Ney
Elias, ‘^who crossed in a north-westerly direction from
China, is that of low hills or downs, with valleys and plains

intervening, the whole of a rocky or stony nature rather

than sandy, though patches of sand do occur every here and
there. What little vegetation exists is chiefly composed of

weeds, ‘ scrub,’ and heath, there being scarcely any grass,

and only a dwarfed and stunted tree here and there, in the
gorges or passes of those low rocky ranges that at uncertain
intervals cross the desert in almost parallel lines from east

to west.” Of the western portion of the basin we have no
modern account.

Marco Polo was the first European who gave a distinct description
of the desert of Gobi. He tells us how on quitting Charchan (the

modern Chachan, according to Yule) “you ride some five days
through the sands finding none but had and bitter water ; and then
you come to a city called Lop at the edge of the desert .... The
length of the deseit is so great that it would take a year and more
to ride from one end of it to the other. It is all composed of hills

and valleys of sand.** And then he goes on to speak of spirits that
haunt the waste, and syllable men’s names, and of strange noises like

the tramp and hum of a great cavalcade, of the sound of drums,
and a variety of musical instruments. Polo appears to have pro-
ceeded east from Khotan to Lob, and then further east to Etslna
on the southern edge of the desert, and afterwards to have spent
forty days in crossing the desert northwards to Karakorum.^

Later notices of the Gobi, especially of its eastern portions, are

given by Gerbillon, 1688-98 (in Duhalde*s appendix), by the Dutch-
man Evert Ysbrand Ides (1692-94), and by Lorenz Lange, who was
sent in 1727-28 and in 1736 by Peter the Great to Peking- ^ But it

' was not till the present century that accurate infoi mation began to
accumulate about the eastern portions, and the traveller who has
lifted the veil from the western portions is still engaged in his ex-

plorations. In 1880-31 Fuss and Bunge crossed the eastern Gobi
from Urga to Kalgan ;

and Dr Fritsche executed a series of journeys

in the same district between 1869 and 1873.» The missions of the

Russian officials Andre Gustavitch Prinz (1863) and Shishmaroff

(1868) added little to the knowledge of the re^on; but in 1870

Pavlinoff, consul at Chuguchak, being accompanied by a Government
I topographer Matusovski, made valuable observations on the route

from Suok to Kobdo, and from Eobdo to XJliassutai.* Of still

greater moment were the travels of Elias in 1872-78, and of

Przhevalski between 1870 andl877.^ Inhis earlier journey (1870-72)

Przhevalski travelled across the Gobi in a line almost due south, from

CTrga, and in 1877 he struck south-east from the Yulduz range, one

of the outrunners of the Thian Shan.
t>. i. »

Besides the works referred to in the text see especially Richthofen s

I See Yule’s Marco Polo, vol. i. p. 178-200.

® Lange’s narrative' has often been printed. See especially Tag^
buck ZwoefT IteiseTV von R Lange: ays vm,gedruckten QtieUen miU
geiheUt vom Perm Prof, Pallas, Leipsio, 1781.

^ See V^handlAingen der Geaellschaft fur Erdhwnde, 1874, and for

map Zeiisch. der Ges. fur Brdk., Berlin, 1874,
* See results of journey in Petennann’s Mittheil.^ Jan. 1878.

X. — go
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masterly account of tlie Gobi in his China, vol i., Berlin, 1877, anti

Pr(»jevaisky, Mo'iigoluv, ihs TangutCoivntry, &c., London, 1876, and

From Kulja across the Tian-Shan to Lob Nor, London, 1879. An
account of Elias'sjourney will be found in Journal of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, 1873, and in Guido Cora’s Cosmos 1874.

GOBY. The Gobies (Gobius) are small fishes readily re-

cognized by their ventrals (the fins on the lower surface of

Fig. 1.—Gobius lentiginosiis,

the chest) being united into one fin, forming a suctorial

disk, by which these fishes are enabled to

attach themselves in every possible posi-

tion to a rock or other firm substances.

They are essentially coast-fishes, inhabi-

ting nearly all seas, but disappearing to-

wards the Arctic and Antarctic Oceans.

Many enter, or Jive exclusively in, such

fresh waters as are at no great dis-

tance from the sea. Between 200 and 2 —United veu-

300 different kinds are known. Goby.

GOD. See Theism:.

GODALMING, a municipal borough and market-town
of England, county of Surrey, is situated 32 miles S.W. of

London, in a valley on the right bank of the Wey, which is

navigable thence to the Thames. It consists principally of

one street nearly a mile in length, on the high road between
London and Portsmouth, The chief public buildings are

the town-hall and market-house, Wyat’s almshouses for poor
men, the public hall, and the parish church, an old cruci-

form building, of mixed architecture, but principally Early
English and Perpendicular. The church was repaired in

1840, and also in 1867. It contains a large number of old

memorials. Godaiming has manufactures of paper, leather,

parchment, and hosiery, and some trade in corn, malt, bark,

hoops, and timber. The town obtained a market from
Edward 1. in 1300, and was incorporated in 1575. The
population in 1871 was 2444.

GODAVARI, a river of Central India, which flows across

the Deccan from the western to the Eastern Ghdts, for

sanctity, picturesque scenery, and utility surpassed only by
the Ganges and the Indus. The total length is 898 miles

;

the estimated area of drainage basin, 112,200 square miles.

Its traditional source is on the side of a hill behind the
village of Trimbak in Nasik district, Bombay, but according
to popular legend it proceeds from the same ultimate source
as the Ganges, though underground. Its course is generally
south-easterly. After passing through Nasik district, it

crosses into the dominions of the niz4m of Hyderabad.
When it again strikes British territory it is joined by the
Pranhita, with its tributaries the Waraha, the Penganga,
and Wainganga. For some distance it flows between the
Nizam’s dominions and the upper Godavari district, and
receives the Indravati, the Sal, and the Sabdri. The stream
IS now very imposing, with a channel varying from 1 to 2
miles in breadth, occasionally broken by alluvial islands.
Parallel to the river stretch long ranges of hills

; on the
opposite side the country is more open and cultivated.
Below the junction of the Sabdri the scenery is such that
the Goddvari has got the name of the Indian Rhine. The
channel here begins to contract. The flanking hills gradu-
ally close in on both sides, and the result is a magnificent
gorge only 200 yards wide through which the water flows
into the plain of the delta, about 60 miles from the sea.

The head of the delta is at the village of Dhaulaishvaram,

where the main stream is crossed by the irrigation anicut.

The river has seven mouths, the largest being the Gautami
Goddvari. The Goddvari is regarded as peculiarly sacred,

and once every twelve years the great bathing festival

called Fioslikaram is held on its banks.

The upper waters of the Goddvari are scarcely utilized

for irrigation, but the entire delta has been turned into a

garden of perennial crops by means of the anicut at Dhau-
laishvaram, from which three main canals are drawn off.

The river channel here is 3^ miles wide. The anicut is a

substantial mass of stone, bedded in lime cement, about 2^
miles long, 130 feet broad at the base, and 12 feet high.

The stream is thus pent back so as to supply a volume of

3000 cubic leet of water per second during its low season,

and 12,000 cubic feet at time of flood. The canals have

a total length of 528 miles, capable of irrigating 780,000
acres, while 463 miles are also used for navigation. In

1864 water-communication was opened between the river-

systems of the Goddvari and Kistna. Rocky barriers and
rapids obstruct navigation in the upper portion of the

Goddvari. Attempts have been made to construct canals

round these barriers but with little success, and lately the

undertaking has been entirely abandoned.
GODAVARI, a district of Madras presidency, British

India, lying between 16“ 15' and 17“' 35' N. lat, and
between 80“ 55' and 82“ 38' E. long.; and bounded N. by
the Central Provinces and Vizagapatam district, E. by

Vizagapatam and the Bay of Bengal, S. by the Bay of

Bengal and Kistna district, and W. by the Nizdm's
dominions. The district is divided by the Goddvari river

into two nearly equal parts. The scenery along the course

of the river is varied and striking. The only lake of

importance is the Koleru, which is studded with islands

and fishing villages. Building stone and limestone are

abundant in the uplands. Iron is also found. The jungle

products are myrobalans, soap-nuts, tamarinds, bamboo-
rice, honey, and beeswax. Wild animals and game birds

are numerous.
The x^opulatioa in 1871 numbered 1 592,939 (803,603 males,

789,336 females), showing a consjdeiable increase on loinier years.

The Hindus numbered 1,555.981, the Mahometans 35,173, the
Christians 1483 (Protestants and Roman Catholics in neaily equal
numbers); 39 were Buddhists, and 263 not sepaiately classified.

Nineteen towns each contain upwaids of 5000 inhabitants,—the
aggregate population of the three chief towns, Ellor, Hajalimaudri,
and Cocanada, being 63,064.
The total area of the district is 7345 square miles, of which 2713

square miles belong to Government. Of Government land, 386,400
acres are under cultivation; the rest either belongs to the zavii/iddrl

estates, or is waste and uncultivable. The chiefproducts are rice, gram,
jute, hemp, gingelly, tobacco^ sugar-cane, and indigo ;

lice and food
grains have improved in quality owing to the extension of irrigation

by canals. Government tenants have permanent right of occupancy
so long as they pay the Government demand, while on the zami'tvdd'ti

estates cultivators are merely yearly tenants. The district is well
.supplied with means of communication by 491 miles of good road
and 431 miles of canals The principal manufactures are cotton,

and woollen carpets, sheep wool blankets, uppada cloths, sugar, and
indigo. The chief articles of trade are grain, cotton, jaggery,
turmeric, cocoa-nut, flax-cloth, onions, garlic, lace cloths, tobacco,
gingelly seed, lamp-oil, salt, tamarinds, cattle, teakwood, skins,

opium, and indigo. Cocanada, Ellor, Rajahmandri, Mandapetta,
Jaggampetta, Husanbada, Nasapur, Palakollu, Dowlaishvaram,
Ambajipetta, and Jagannathpur are the most important seats of

commerce. The estimated value of imports in 1874-75 was
£204,238, and of exports, £903,253. The total revenue in 1876-76
was £55ff812 ;

the expenditure, £28,604 ; the total municipal
income, £5152. There are 28 magisterial and 15 revenue and civil

courts. There are 387 schools, attended by 7759 pupils. The
administrative headquarteis is at Cocanada. The prevailing
epidemic diseases are beri-heri and fevers

; cholera and small-pox
occur during the hot season, but only the poorer classes
attacked. Cattle diseases also prevail. The average annual rain-

fall from 1871 to 1875 was 43*35 inches ; the average mean
temperature at Rajahmandri in 1876 was 82*7° Fahr. Two severe
storms, which caused great destruction to property, occurred m
1832 and 1839.
The Godavari district formed part of the Andhia division oi
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Dravida, the norlli-west portion being subject to the Oiissa kings,
and the south-western belonging to the Yengi kingdom. Por cen-
turies it was the battleheld on which vaiious chiefs fought for
independence with varying success till the beginning of the 16th
century, when the whole country may be said to have passed under
Mahometan power. At the conclusion of the struggle with the
Fiench in the Carnatic, Godavari with the Circars was ceded to the
English by the nawab, and finally confirmed by the imperial saiiad
in 1765. The present distiict was constituted in 1869, by the
redistribution of the teiritory comprising the former districts of
Guntoor, Rajahinaudri, and Masulipatam, into what are now the
Kistna and Godavari distiicts.

GODEFROL See Gothofred,
GODFREY OF Bouillon", See Bouillon.
GODOLPHIN, Sidney Godolphin, Earl of (c. 1635-

1712), was a cadet of an ancient family of Cornwall, and
was born most probably in 1635. At the Restoration he
was introduced into the royal household by Charles IE, with
whom he had previously become a favourite, and he also
at the same period entered the House of Commons as mem-
ber for Helstone. Although he very seldom addressed the
House, and, when he did so, only in the briefest manner,
he gradually acquired a reputation as its chief if not its

only financial authority. In March 1679 he was appointed
a member of the privy council, and In the September follow-

ing he was promoted, along with Viscount Hyde (afterwards
earl of Rochester) and the earl of Sunderland, to the chief

management of affairs. Though he voted for the Exclusion
Bill in 1680, he was continued in office after the dismissal
of Sunderland, and in September 1684: he was created
Baron Godolphin of Rialton, and succeeded Rochester as
first lord of the treasury. After the accession of James II.

he was made chamberlain to the queen, and, along with
Rochester and Sunderland, enjoyed the king’s special con-
fidence. In 1687 he was named commissioner of the
treasury. He was one of the council of five appointed by
King James to represent him in London, when he went to

join the army after the landing of William prince of Orange
in England, and, along with Halifax and Nottingham, he
was afterwards appointed a commissioner to treat with the
prince. On the accession of William, though he only
obtained the third seat at the treasury board, he had
virtually the chief control of affairs. He retired in March
1690, but was recalled on the November following, and
appointed first lord. While holding this office he for several

years continued, in conjunction with Marlborough, a
treacherous intercourse with James II., and is said even to

have anticipated Marlborough in disclosing to James in-

telligence regarding the intended expedition against Brest.

After Fenwick’s confession in 1696 regarding the Assassina-

tion Plot, Godolphin. who was compromised, was induced
to tender his resignation

;
but when the Tories came into

power in 1700, he was again appointed lord treasurer, and
retained ofi'ce for about a year. Though not a favourite

with Queen Anne, he was, after her accession, appointed to

his old office, on the strong recommendation of Marlborough.
He also in. 1704 received the honour of knighthood, and in

December 1706 he was created Viscount Pdalton and Earl

of Godolphin. The influence of the Marlboroughs with the

queen was, however, gradually supplanted by that of Mrs
Masham and Harley earl of Oxford, and with the fortunes

of the Marlboroughs those of Godolphin were indissolubly

united. The services of both were so appreciated by the

nation that they were able for a time to regard the loss of

the queen’s favour with indifference, and even in 1708 to

procure the expulsion of Harley from office ; but after the

Tory reaction which followed the impeachment of Dr
Sacheverel, the queen made use of the opportunity to take

the initiatory step towards delivering herself from the irk-

some thraldom of Marlborough by abruptly dismissing

Godolphin from office, 7th August 1710. He died 15th
September 1712.
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Godolphin owed his rise to power and his continuance

in it under four sovereigns chiefly to his exceptional mastery
of financial matters ; for if latterly he was in some degree
indebted for his promotion to the support of Marlborough,
he received that support mainly because Marlborough recog-
nized that for the prosecution of England’s foreign wars
his financial abilities were an indispensable necessity. He
was cool, reserved, and cautious, but his prudence was less

associated with high sagacity than traceable to the weak-
ness of his personal antipathies and prejudices, and his
freedom from political predilections. Perhaps it was his

unlikeness to Marlborough in that moral characteristic

which so tainted Marlborough’s greatness that rendered
possible between them a friendship so intimate and undis-
turbed : he was, it would appear, exceptionally devoid
of the passion of avarice

; and so little advantage did he
take of his opportunities of aggrandizement that, though
his style of living was unostentatious,—and in connexion
with his favourite pastimes of horse-racing, card-playing, and
cockfighting he gained perhaps more than he lost,—all

that he left behind him did not, according to the duchess
of Marlborough, amount to more than 2,000. His
treacherous intercourse with James II. was doubtless
largely due to the spell of Marlborough’s influence

;
but in

any case it indicates that, if m other respects his political

conduct was upright and trustworthy, this is to be accounted
for by his prudence and certain other mental peculiarities,

rather than by the strength of Ms moral principle or his

keen sense of honour. His son and successor Francis, wffio

had married Henrietta, eldest daughter of the duke of Marl-
borough, in 1698, died in 1766, leaving no male issue.

GODOY. See Alcudia.
GODWIN, Francis (1561-1633), son of Dr Godwin,

bishop of Bath and Wells, was born at Havmgton in North
amptonshire in 1561. He was elected student ot Christ

Church, Oxford, in 1578, took his bachelor’s degree in 1580,
and that of master in 1583. Entering holy orders, he
became successively rector of Sampford-Orcais iu Somerset-
shire, and vicar of Weston-in-Zoyland in the same county.

In 1587 be was appointed subdean of Exeter. Having
turned his attention to the subject of British antiquities, he
became acquainted with Camden, whom in 1590 he accom-
panied in a journey through Wales. He was created bachelor
of divinity in 1593, and doctor in 1595. In 1601 he pub-
lished his Catalogue of the Bishops of England since the first

planting of the Cfuistian Religion in this Island^ a work
which procured him in the same year the bishopric of

Llandaff from Elizabeth. A second edition appeared in

1615, and in 1616he published an edition in Latin with a

dedication to King James, who in the following year con-

ferred upon him the bishopric of Hereford. The work was
republished, with a continuation by Dr Richardson, in 1743.

In 1616 Godwin published Rerum Anglicarum^ Henrico
Vlll.y Edwardo F/., et Maria regnantihus^ Annales^ which
was afterwards translated and published byhis son under the

title Annales of England^ 1630. The last of his works pub-
lished before bis death, which took place in 1633, was Com-
putation of the value of the Roman Sesterce and Attic Talent^

which appeared in 1630. He is also the author of a some-

what remarkable story, published posthumously in 1638,

and entitled The Man in the Moon^ or a Discourse of a
Voyage thither^ hy Domingo Gonsales, written apparently

sometime between the years 1699 and 1603. In this pro-

duction Godwin not only declares himself a believer in the

Copernicari system, but adopts so far the principles of the

law of gravitation by supposing that the earth’s attraction

diminishes with the distance. The work, which disx^lays

considerable fancy and wit, was translated into French, and

was imitated in several important particulars by Cyrano de

Bergerac, from whom Swift obtained valuable hints in
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writing his voyage to Laputa. Another work of Godwin’s,
Nuncius Inanimatus in ZZiiojJza, originally published in. 1629,
but subsequently suppressed, seems to have been the proto-

type of Wilkins’s Mercury^ or Sea^et and Swift Messenger^

which appeared in 1641. Godwin’s pamphlet was again

published in 1657.
GODWIN, Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), an

English authoress of the last century, was born at Hoxton,
on April 27, 1759. Her family was of Irish extraction,

and Mary’s grandfather, who was a respectable manufac-
turer in Spitaifields, realized the jiroperty which his son
squandered. Her mother, whose maiden name was Dixon,
was Irish, and of good family. Mr Wollstonecraft, after

dissipating the greater part of his patrimony, tried to earn

a living by farming, wbicb only plunged him into deeper
difficulties, and be led a wandering, shifty life. The
family roamed from Hoxton to Edmonton, to Essex, to

Beverley in Yorkshire, to Laugharne, Pembrokeshire, and
back to London again.

After Mrs Wollstonecraft’s death in 1780, soon followed
by her husband’s second marriage, the three daughters,

Mary, Everina, and Eliza, sought to earn their own liveli-

hood. The sisters were all clever women,—Mary and Eliza

far above the average,—but their opportunities of culture

had been few. They turned their thoughts towards the

profession of teaching, and Mary, the eldest, was to make
the first venture. She went in the first instance to live

with her friend Fanny Blood, a girl of her own age, whose
father, like Wollstonecraft, was addicted to drink and
dissipation. As long as she lived with the Bloods, Mary
helped Mrs Blood to earn money by taking in needle-work,
while Fanny painted in water-colours. Everina went to

live with her brother Edward, and Eliza made a hasty and,
as it proved, unhappy marriage with a Mr Bishop. All the
Wollstonecraft sisters were enthusiastic, excitable, apt to
exaggerate trifles, and to magnify inattentions into slights;

and Eliza had the family temperament in excess. Bishop
was a man of violent temper, and when his wife’s reason
had almost given way under the miseries of her married
life, Mary resolved to And some means of supporting her,

and arranged her secret and sudden flight. A legal separa-
tion was afterwards obtained, and the sisters, together with
Fanny Blood, took a house, first at Islington, afterwards
at Newington Green, and opened a school, which was
carried on with indifferent success for nearly two years.
Daring their residence at Newington Green, Mary was in-

troduced to Dr Johnson, who, as Godwin tells us, ‘‘treated
her with particular kindness and attention.’'

In 1785 Fanny Blood married Hugh Skeys, a merchant,
and went with him to Lisbon, where she died in child-
bed after sending for Mary to nurse her. “ The loss of
Fanny,” as she said in a letter to Mrs Skeys’s brother,
George Blood, “ was sufficient of itself to have cast a cloud
over my brightest days. ... I have lost all relish for
pleasure, and life seems a burden almost too heavy to be
endured.” Her first novel, Mary^ a Fiction^ written in

1787, was intended to commemorate her friendship with
Fanny. After closing the school at Newington Green, Mary
obtained a situation as governess in the family of Lord
Kingsborough, in Ireland, which she held for nearly a year.
Her pupils were much attached to her, especially Margaret
King, afterwards Lady Mountcashel

; and indeed Lady
Kingsborough gave the reason for dismissing her that the
children loved their governess better than their mother.
Mary now resolved to devote herself to literary work,
and she was encouraged in this purpose by Johnson, the
publisher in St Paul’s Churchyard, in whose house she
resided for a few weeks, before she obtained lodgings in
George Street, Blackfriars. She acted as Johnson’s
literary adviser, and undertook translations, chiefly from

WIN
the French. Mary^ a Fiction^ the story already mentioned,
was not published till 1796. The FLements of Morality^

an old fashioned book for children, and Lavater’s Physiog-
nomyy were among her translations. Her Original St07*ies

from Real Life were published, with illustrations by
Blake, and in 1792 appeared A Vindication of the Fights

of WomaUj the work with which her name is always
associated.

It is not among the least oddities of this book that it is

dedicated to M. Talleyrand P6rigord, late bishop of Autun,
Mary Wollstonecraft still believed him to be sincere, and
working in the same direction as herself. In the de-

dication she states the “main argument” of the work,
“built on this sinqjle principle that, if woman be not pre-

pared by education to become the companion of man, she
will stop the j)rogress of knowledge, for truth must be
common to all, or it will be inefficacious with respect to its in-

fluence or general practice,” 111 carrying out this argument
she used extraordinary plainness of speech, and it was this

that caused all, or nearly ail, the outcry. For she did not
attack the institution of marriage, nor assail orthodox
religion ;

her book was really a plea for equality of edu-
cation, passing into one for state education and for the
joint education of the sexes. It was a protest against the
assumption that woman was only the plaything of man,
and she asserted that intellectual companionship was the
chief, as it is the lasting, happiness of marriage. It may,
however, be admitted that she discussed some subjects, not
usually mentioned in print, with a certain want of reticence
and delicacy. She dealt directly with dangerous and ex-

plosive questions, incidentally upheld greater freedom of

divorce, and denied the eternity of the torments of hell.

Mrs Wollstonecraft, as she now styled herself, desired to
watch the progress of the Revolution in France, and went
to Paris in 1792. Godwin, in his memoir of his wife, con-
siders that the change of residence may have been prompted
by the discovery that she was becoming attached to Fuseli,
but there is nothing to confirm this surmise; indeed, it

was first proposed that she should go to Paris in company
with him and his wife, nor was there any subsequent
breach in their friendship. She remained in Paris during
the Reign of Terror, when communication with England
was difficult or almost impossible. Some time in the
spring or summer of 1793 Captain Gilbert Inilay, an
American, became acquainted with Mary—an acquaintance
which ended in a more intimate connexion. There was no
legal ceremony of marriage, and it is doubtful whether such
a marriage would have been valid at tbe time ; but she
I>assed as Imlay’s wife, and her brother, Charles Wollstone-
craft, wrote from Philadelphia that he had seen a gentleman
who informed him “that Mary was married to Captain
Imlay of this country.” Imlay himself terms her in a
legal document, “ Mary Imlay, my best friend and wife,”
and she believed that his love, which was to her sacred,
would endure. In August 1793 Imlay was called to Havre
on business, and was absent for some months, during
which time most of the letters published after her death by
Godwin w^ere written. Towards the end of the year she
joined Imlay at Havre, and there in the spring of 1794
she gave birth to a girl, who received the name of Fanny,
in memory of the dear friend of her youth. Imlay became
involved in a multitude of speculations, which rendered him
restless and dissatisfied, and his affection for Mary and
their child was already waning. He left her for some
months at Havre, and when he allowed her to join him in
England, it appears from her letters that she went with a
heavy heart and forebodings of sorrow. In June 1795, in
less than two months after their reunion, Mary again left

England for Norway, empowered by the document in which
Imlay calls her his wife, to act for him in his busing
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relations with Norwegian timber merchants. Her Letters

from Norway^ divested of all personal details, were after-

wards published. She returned to England late in 1795,
and found letters awaiting her from Imlay, intimating his
intention to separate from her, and offering to settle an
annuity on her and her child. For herself she rejected this

offer with scorn : From you,” she wrote, ‘‘ 1 will not
receive anything more. I am not sufficiently humbled to
depend on your beneficence.” They met again, and for a
short time lived together, until the discovery that he was
carrying on an intrigue under her own roof drove her to
despair, and she attempted to drown herself by leaping
from Putney bridge, but she was rescued by watermen.
Imlay now completely deserted her, although she continued
to bear his name.

In 1796, when Mary Wollstonecraft v/as living in
Loudon, supporting herself and her child by working, as
before, for Mr Johnson, she met William Godwin. A
friendship sprang up between them,—a friendship, as he
himself says, which “melted into love.” Godwin states

that “ ideas which he is now willing to denominate prejudices
made him by no means willing to conform to the ceremony
of marriage but these prejudices were overcome, and
they were married at St Pancras Church on March 29,
1797. And now Mary had a season of real calm in her
stormy existence. Godwin, for once only in his life,

was stirred by passion, and his admiration for his wife
equalled his affection. But their happiness was of short

duration. A daughter, Mary, afterwards the wife of Percy
Bysshe Shelley, was born August 30, 1797. At first all

seemed to go well, but unfavourable symptoms set in, and on
September 10th, the mother, after enduring all her sufferings

with unvarying gentleness and sweetness of temper, passed
away. She was buried in the churchyard of Old St Pancras,

but her remains were afterwards removed by Sir Percy
Shelley to the churchyard of St Peter’s, Bournemouth,
Her principal published works are as i-—Thoughts on the

Education of DaicgJiters, 1787 ;
The Fenmle Feader (selections),

1789; Original Stories from Real Life^ 1791; An Hi^tomcal and
Moral View of the Origin mid Rrogrcss of the French Revolution,
and the Ffects it has produced %n Evroi^e, vol. i. (no more pub-
lished), 1790 ; Vindication of the Rights of JVomaii, 1792 ; Vindi-
cation of the Rights of Man, 1793 ;

Mary, a Fiction, 1796; Letters

written during a Short Residence m Sweden, Norivay, aTid Den-
mark, 1796 ;

Posthumous Works, 4 vols., 1798. It is impossible to
trace the many articles contributed by her to periodical literature,

or to identify the translations executed for Mr Johnson. A memoir
of her life was published by Godwin soon after her decease. A large
portion of the work, William Godwin, his Friends and Oontenypo-

raries, was devoted to her, and a new edition of the Letters to Imlay,
London, 1879, of which the first edition was published by Godwin,
is prefaced by a somewhat fuller memoir, (C. K. P.)

GODWIN, William (1756-1836), an English political

writer, historian, novelist, and dramatist, was born March
3, 1756, at Wisbeach in Cambridgeshire, at which place his

father was a Nonconformist minister. His family came on
both sides of worthy middle-class people, able to trace their

descent in the same level of society for about 150 years;

and it was probably only as a joke that Godwin, a stern

political reformer and philosophical radical, attempted to

trace his pedigree to a time before the Norman conquest
and the great Earl Qodwine. His father was a cold and
dull man, his mother uneducated, but clever, shrewd, and
full of sound common sense. Both parents were Calvinists :

the father strict in observances beyond what was even then
ordinary; the mother regretting in Godwin’s maturer years,

and when some of her sons had turned out ill, that she had
given birth to so many children, who, as she thought, were
heirs of damnation. Mr Godwin, senior, died young, and
never inspired love or much regret in his son ; but in spite

of wide differences of opinion, the most tender affection

always subsisted between William Godwin and his- mother,
antil her death at an advanced age.
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William Godwin was educated for his father’s profession,

and was at first more Calvinistic than his teachers, becom-
ing a Saiidemanian, of which sect he says, that they were
the followers of “ a celebrated north-country apostle [Glas],

who after Calvin had damned ninety-nine in a hundred of
mankind, has contrived a scheme for damning ninety-nine
in a hundred of the followers of Calvin.”

fie officiated as a minister at Ware, Stowmarket, and
Beaconsfield. At the second of these places the teachings
of French Reformers were brought before him by a friend,

and these, while they intensified his political, undermined
his religious opinions. He came to London, still nominally
a clergyman, to set about the work of the regeneration of
society with his pen—a real enthusiast, who, theoretically,

shrank from no conclusions from the premises which he
laid down. These were the principles of the Encyclopedists,
and his own aim was the complete overthrow of all existing

institutions, political, social, and religious. He believed,

however, that calm discussion was the only thing needful
to carry every change, and from the beginning to the end
of his career he deprecated every approach to violence. He
was, like Bentham—whom, however, he does not seem to

have infiueneed or been influenced by—a philosophic radi-

cal in the strictest sense of the term.
His first published work was an anonymous Life of Lord

Chatham ; the first to which he gave his name was still

nominally clerical. Under the inappropriate title Sketches

of History^ he published six sermons on the characters of

Aaron, Hazael, and Jesus, in which, though writing in the
character of an orthodox Calvinist, he enunciates the preg-

nant proposition, “ God himself has no right to be a tyrant.”

This was published in 1782, and for the next nine years he
wrote largely in the Anmial Register and other periodicals,

producing also three novels, which have more completely

I

vanished from the world than even the contributions to

i

reviews. They were probably not worth preserving, but
the “ Sketches of English History ” written for the Anmial
Register from 1785 onward stiU deserve study. He
joined a club called the Revolutionists, and associated

much with Lord Stanhope, Horne Tooke, Holcroft, and
others, who, from their political principles and activity,

were obnoxious to men in power. It is perhaps needless

to say that the title of “ reverend” droi^ped off from him
without difficulty, and with no sense of discordance be-

tween the old and the new. Doubt and change never
seem to have brought with them any keen sense of pain
or outrooting. The equable calm of a cold temperament
preserved him from much which affects warmer natures

;

but he also knew that he was at all times seeking after

truth, and striving for what seemed right
;
and while such

an one can scarcely be called modest, he is preserved for

many qualms which affect more nervous and more self-

distrustful persons.

In 1793 Godwin published his great work on political

science. The Inquiry concerning Political Justice^ and its

Influence on General Virtue and Happiness. Although
this work is little known and less read now, it was one of

the epoch-making books of English thought, Godwin,

could never have been himself a worker on the active stage

of life. But he was none the less a power behind the

workers, and Political Justice takes its place with Milton’s

Speech for Unlicensed Printing, with Locke’s Essay on
Education, with Rousseau’s JSmile, among the unseen levers

which have moved the changes of the times. It is there-

fore necessary to speak of this book more particularly.

By the words “ political justice ” the author meant the

adoption of any principle of morality and truth into the

practice of a community,” and the work was therefore an

inquiry into the principles of society, of government, and
of morala For many years Godwin had been satisfied
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that monarchy was a species of government unavoidably
corrux)t,” and from desiring a government of the simplest con-

struction, he gradually came to consider that “government
by its very nature counteracts the improvement of original

mind.” Believing in the perfectibility of the race, that

there are no innate principles, and therefore no original

propensity to evil, he considered that “ our virtues and our

vices may be traced to the incidents which make the history

of our lives, and if these incidents could be divested of

every improper tendency, vice would be extirpated from the

world.” All control of man by man was more or less in-

tolerable, and the day would come when each man, doing
what seems right in his own eyes, would also be doing

what is in fact best for the community, because all will be

guided by principles of pure reason. But all was to be
done by discussion, and matured change resulting from dis-

cussion. Hence, while Godwin thoroughly approved of the

philosophic schemes of the precursors of the Revolution, he
was as far removed as Burke himself from agreeing with

the way in which they were carried out. So logical and
uncompromising a thinker as Godwin could not go far in

the discussion of abstract questions without exciting the

most lively opposition in matters of detailed opinion An
affectionate son, and ever ready to give of his hard-earned
income to more than one ne’er-do-well brother, he main-
tained that natural relationship had no claim on man, nor
was gratitude to parents or benefactors any part of justice

or virtue. In a day when the penal code was still

extremely severe, he argued gravely against all punishments,
not only that of death. Property was to belong to him
who most wants it

j
accumulated property was a monstrous

'

injustice. Hence marriage, which is law, is the worst of all

laws, and property the worst of all properties. A man so

passionless as Godwin could venture thus to argue without
suspicion that he did so only to gratify his wayward desires.

Portions of this treatise, and only portions, found ready
acceptance in those minds which were prepared to receive

them. Perhaps no one received the whole teaching of the

book. But it gave cohesion and voice to philosophic radi-

calism
]

it was the manifesto of a school without which the
milder and more creedless liberalism of the present day had
not been. Godwin himself in after days modified his com-
manistic views, but his strong feeling for individualism, his

hate of all restrictions on liberty, his trust in man, his faith

in the power of reason remained
; it was a manifesto which

enunciated principles modifying action, even when not
wholly ruling it.

In May 1794 Godwin published the novel of Caleb
Williams^ or Things as they are^ a book of which the politi-

cal object is overlooked by many readers in the strong
interest of the story. It is one of the few novels of that
tim^ which may be said still to live. A theorist who
lived mainly in his study, Godwin yet came forward boldly
to stand by prisoners arraigned of high treason in that
same year—1794. The danger to persons so charged was
then great, and he deliberately put himself into this same
danger for his friends. But when his own trial was dis-

cussed in the Privy Council, Pitt sensibly held that
Political Justice, the work on which the charge could
best have been founded, was priced at three guineas, and
could never do much harm among those who had not three
shillings to spare.

From this time Godwin became a notable figure in London
society, and there was scarcely an important person in poli-

tics, on the liberal side, in literature, art, or science, who
does not appear familiarly in the pages of Godwin's singular
diary. For forty-eight years, beginning in 1788, and con-
tinuing to the very end of his life, Godwin kept a record of
every day, of the work he did, the books he read, the friends
he saw. Condensed in the highest degree, the diary is yet

easy to read when the style is once mastered, and it is a great

help to the understanding of his cold, methodical, unimpas-
sioiied characters. He carried his method into every detail

of life, and lived on his earnings with extreme frugality.

Until he made a large sum by the publication of Political

Justice, he lived on an average of c-£120 a year. In 1797,
the intervening years having been spent in strenuous

literary labour, Godwin married Mary Wollstonecraft (see

last article). Since both hold the same views regard-

ing the slavery of marriage, and since they only married at

all for the sake of possible offspring, the marriage was con-

cealed for some time, and the liappiness of the avowed
married life was very brief. 'Mrs Godwin died in giving

birth to a daughter, afterwards the second wife of Percy
Bysshe Slielley, on September 10, 1797, leaving Godwin,
prostrated by affliction, and with a charge for which he was
wholly unfit—^liis own little daughter Mary, and her step-

sister, Fanny Imlay, who ever afterwards bore the name of

Godwin. His unfitness for the cares of a family, far more
than love, led him to contract a second marriage with Mrs
Clairmont, in 1800. She was a widow with two children,

energetic and painstaking, but a harsh stepmother; and it

may be doubted whether the children were not worse off

under her care than they would have been under Godwin’s
neglect. The second fiction which proceeded from Godwin’s
pen was called iit Leon, and published in 1799. It is

chiefly remarkable for the beautiful portrait of Marguerite,

the heroine, which was drawn from the character of his

: own wife.

The events of Godwin’s life were few. Under the advice

of the second Mrs Godwin, and with her active co-operation,

he carried on business as a bookseller under the pseudonym
of Edward Baldwin, under which name he published seve-

ral useful school-books and books for children, some by
Charles and Mary Lamb. But the speculation was unsuc-

cessful, and for many years Godwin struggled with constant

pecuniary difficulties, for which more than one subscription

was raised by the leaders of the Liberal party, and by
literary men. In his later years the Government of Earl

Grey conferred upon him the office known as “Yeoman
Usher of the Exchequer, ” to which were attached apart

ments in Palace Yard, where he died in the full posses7

sion of his faculties, April 7, 1836, having completed his

eightieth year.

In his own time, by his writings and by his conversation,

Godwin had a great power of influencing men, and especially

young men. Though his character would seem, from much
which is found in his writings, and from anecdotes told by
those who still remember him, to have been unsympathetic,
it was not so understood by enthusiastic young people, who
hung on his words as those of a prophet. The most remark-
able of these was Percy Bysshe Shelley, who in the glowing
dawn of his genius turned to Godwin as his teacher and
guide. The last of the long series of young men who sat

at Godwin’s feet was Edward Lytton Bulwer, afterwards

Lord Lytton, whose early romances were formed after tliose

of Godwin, and who, in Eugene Aram, succeeded to the

story as arranged, and the plan to a considerable extent

sketched out, by Godwin, whose age and failing health

prevented him from completing it.

Godwin’s more important works are— The higuiry concerning
PoliiicaZ Justice, and its Influence on General Virtue and Pappiness,
1793; Things as they are, or the Adventures of Caleb WUliams,
1794 ; The Inquirer, a series ofEssays, 1796 ; Memoirs of the Author
of the EighU of JFanian, 1798 ; St Leon, a Talc ofthe Sixteenth Cen-
tury, 1799; Antonio, a Tragedy, 1801; The Life of Chaucer, 1803;
Eleetwood,a ]Jcmel,\^t)^', Faulkner, a Tragedy

\

Essay on SepuL
chres, 1809 ; T/wes of Edioard and, John Philips, the Nephews of
Milton, 1815; Mandeville, a Tale of the Times of Cromwell, 1817;
History of the Commonwealth, 1824-1828; Cloudesley, a Novel, 1830;
Thoughts on Man, a series of Essays, 1831 ;

Lives of the Necrmnan-
cars, 1834. A volume of essays was also collected from his papers
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and published in 1873, as left for publication by his daughter Mrs
Shelley. Many other short and anonymous works proceeded from
his ever busy pen, but many are irrecoverable, and all are forgotten.
Godwin’s place in literature is permanent, in that he produced one
work which proved effective in changing the course of thought in
its time, but not permanent in the sense that his writings will
continue to be widely read. His life was published in 1876 in two
volumes, under the title W'illiam Godwiiij his Friends and Con-
temporaries, by C. Kegan Paul. The best estimate of his literary
position is that given by Mr Leslie Stephen in his Fhiglish TkoiigM
in the l^th Century. (0. K. P.)
GODWINE, son of Wulfiioth, earl of the West-Saxons, is

the leading Englishman in the first half of the 11th century,
and he holds a special place in Engli-sh history generally.
He is the first Englishman who plays the part of a minister
and parliamentary leader, of one high in office under the
crown who at the same time sways the assemblies of the
nation by his power of speech. Such a position was per-
fectly possible before the Norman Conquest; it did not
again become possible for some ages. Godwine appears as
the chief champion of England against Norman influence,

and as the father of the last English king of the native
stock. In these two characters he drew on himself the
fullest bitterness of Norman hatred

; and to this hatred is

doubtless largely, though not wholly, owing the extraor-
dinary contradiction with which the chief events of his life

are told, and the amazing slanders which have been heaped
upon his memory.

His birth and origin are utterly uncertain. The highest
authorities, the contemporary English Chronicles, are silent.

There are two alternative statements, which are seemingly
quite irreconcilable, but either of which alone would have
much to be said for it. By putting together certain

passages in the English Cbronicles, in Domesday, and in the
will of the iEtheling .^thelstan, son of King ^Ethelred, a
strong presumption is raised that Godwine was the son
of Wulfnoth the South-Saxon who was outlawed in 1009,
and that his services in the war against Cnut were deemed
to entitle him to a restitution of his father’s forfeited lands.

There is no direct statement to this effect, but a number of

undesigned coincidences point towards such a belief. On
the other hand, there is a story which appears in various
quarters, and which seems to come from more than one in-

dependent source, which makes Godwine’s father Wulfnoth
a churl somewhere on the borders of Gloucestershire and
Wiltshire, and which makes Godwine win the favour of the
Danish earl Ulf by showing him his way after the battle

of Slierstone in 1016. A third account connects Godwine
with the family of Eadric the traitor of jEthelred’s day;
but this version seems at once to be impossible to reconcile

with either of the other two stories, and to rest on less

authority than either.

But, whatever was GodwLne’s origin, there is no doubt
that, according to Cnut’s rule of preferring Englishmen to

higb office, he rose to power very early in that king’s reign.

He was an earl in 1018. The next year he distinguished

himself at the head of the English troops in Cnut’s Northern
wars, and received in marriage Gytha, the sister of the

king’s brother-in-law Earl Ulf. In 1020 he became earl

of the West-Saxons, that is, of all England south of the

Thames, a new office, doubtless connected with Cnut’s fre-

quent absences from England. All this again is not in

the Chronicles, though particular points are incidentally

confirmed by them. Still this stage of his history seems to

be fairly made out from other sources.

From Cnut’s death in 1035 the events of Godwine’s life

are recorded in the Chronicles, often with great minuteness.

Much is also learned from the contemporary biographer of

Eadward. He asserted the claims of Harthacnut, the son of

Cnut and Emma, to the crown of his father; hut he had to

consent to a division of the kingdom, and could only secure

Wessex for Harthacnut, while Harold reigned inNorthum-
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berland and Mercia. He then acted as the chief minister of
Emma, while she was regent on behalf of Harthacnut during
his first reign. During this time the jEtheling .^Elfred, son of
JEthelred and Emma, landed in England in the hope of
winning back his father’s crown; but coming into the
power of Harold, he was blinded by his order, and died of
his wounds. Godwine was said to have betrayed .^Elfred

to Harold, and the charge was eagerly seized upon by the
Norman writers. But it was not invented by them. At
the beginning of Harthacnut’s second reign in 1040,
Godwine was formally accused of the death of Alfred, and
was regularly tried and acquitted. His guilt is asserted in a
poem inserted in one of the Chronicles, but the words which
tell against him are carefully altered in another version.

The story is told with great confusion and contradiction,
and the version unfavourable to Godwine seems to be incon-
sistent with his position at the time as minister, not of
Harold, to whom he is said to have betrayed Alfred, but
of Harthacnut, whose kingship seems to be forgotten in the
story. Godwine remained in power during the reigns of
Harold and Harthacnut, and on the death of the last-named
king in 1042, he was foremost in promoting the election of

Eadward, the son of ^thelred and Emma, to the vacant
throne. As earl of the West-Saxons he was the first man
in the kingdom, but his power was still balanced by that

of the other great earls, Leofric in Mercia and Siward in
Northumberland. His sons Swegen and Harold, together

with Beorn, the nephew of his wife Gytha, were
'
i^romoted

to earldoms (1043-1045), and his daughter Eadgyth was
married to the king (1045). We hear much of his good
and strict government of his earldom, and of his influence

with the king and with the whole nation. He was not,

however, all-powerful
;
in one very remarkable case, which

is most instructive as a piece of constitutional history, he
was out-voted in the witenagem6t on a question of foreign

policy. In 1047, when his wife’s nephew Swegen Estrith-

son, now king of the Danes, was at war with Magnus of

Norway, Godwine proposed to help Swegen with fifty ships

;

but the notion was opposed by Leofric, and all folk ” ac-

cepted the amendment of the Mercian earl Godwine had
also to strive against the king’s fondness for Normans and
other strangers, above all in the disposal of ecclesiastical

offices, Godwine’s policy, in this and in other matters, was
opposed to all French connexions of every kind. Next to

Englishmen he favoured natives of the kindred Continental
lands, and he supported a policy of alliance with the empire
and its princes. In all this, at home and abroad, he had
specially to withstand the influence of the king’s Norman
favourite Robert of Jumi^ges, appointed bishop of London
in 1044 and archbishop of Canterbury in 1051. Godwine
was supported by the English bishops Stigand of Winches-
ter and Lyfing of Worcester. The appointment of Robert
to the archbishopric marks the decline of Qodwine’s power

;

the foreign influence was now at its height, and the English

earl was to feel the strength of it.

In the course of 1051 a series of outrages committed by
the king’s foreign favourites led to a breach between the

king and the earl. The king’s brother-in-law, Eustace

count of Boulogne, returning with his followers from a visit

to the king, tried to obtain quarters by force in the houses

of the burgesses of Dover. An Englishman who withstood

them was killed ; a fight followed, in which the count and
his company were driven out of the town. The king, hear-

ing the tale from Eustace, bade Godwine inflict military

chastisement on the townsmen ;
the earl refused, and de-

manded a fair trial of the charge before the witan. About
the same time men’s minds were stirred by the outrages of

several Normans who had received estates in Herefordshire.

The influence of the archbishop was used against Godwine,

and he was summoned to appear before the witan at
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Gloucester as a erimlnal. He and his sons now gathered

the whole force of their earldoms, and marched towards

Gloucester in arms. They demanded the surrender of Count

Eustace and of the other strangers who had done outrages,

whether at Dover or in Herefordshire. The king called the

other earls to his help
;
war was hindered by the mediation

of Leofric, and matters were adjourned to another meeting

in London. There the king appeared with an army;

Godwine and his sons V7ere arraigned as criminals, and, on

refusing to appear without a safe-conduct, were outlawed.

Godwine and his whole family now left the kingdom, except

his daughter, the Lady Eadgyth, who was banished from

court to the monastery of Wherwell. The foreign favour-

ites of the king were now supreme.

The next year the tide turned ;
the feeling of the nation

showed itself in favour of Godwine. When his petition for

a removal of his outlawry was refused, he came back from

his shelter in Inlanders at the head of a fleet. In most

parts of England he was welcomed; he sailed up the

Thames fco London ;
the army gathered by the king refused

to fight against him; and, in a great meeting outside the

walls of London, he and his family were restored to

all their offices and possessions, and the archbishop and

many other Normans were banished. Godwine’s friend

Stigand succeeded to the archbishopric. The next year

Godwine was smitten with a fit at the king’s table, and died

three days later, April 15, 1052. His death was worked up
into a fabulous tale by his Norman enemies.

The patriotism and good government of Godwine are un-

doubted
;
but it is plain that he accumulated vast wealth

for himself. Sometimes, it was said, he showed little regard

to the rights of the church ;
but in the only case where

;

we hear both sides, that of some lands in Kent disputed

between him and the Norman archbishop, it appears that

he had a legal claim. It is much more certain that he was
unduly bent on the promotion of his own family. His
eldest son Swegen gave great and deserved offence by the

seduction of Eadgifu, abbess of Leominster, and still more
by the treacherous murder of his cousin Beorn. He was out-

lawed, butwas afterwards restored to his earldom. He accom-
panied his father to Elanders, but did not come back, having
gone on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, on his return from which
he died. Of his other sons, the second, Harold, succeeded
Godwine in his earldom and Eadward in his kingdom;
Tostig, Gyrth, and Leofric, all earls, play a part in the later

history; Wnlfnoth, the youngest, was a captive of William.

Of his daughters the Lady Eadgyth survived her father,

husband, and brother, and lived in great honour under the

Conqueror. The others were Gunhild and ^Ifgifu, the latter

of whom appears in the story of Harold’s oath to William,
See the English Chronicles and Elorence of Worcester, 1035-62 ;

the Life of Eadward, published in the Chronicles and Memorials

;

the Enjcomium Emmce or Gesta C/iutoms, published by Pertz, and
elsewhere ; various notices in Domesday, and in the writers of the
time generally. All the passages, historical and legendary, beaiing
on Godwine’s life, are collected and examined in the appendices to
Freeman’s History of the Norman Conq%uLst, vols. i. ii. (E. A. F.)

GODWIT, a word of unknown origin, the name com-
monly applied to a marsh-bird in great repute, when
fattened, for the table, and formerly abundant in the fens
of Norfolk, the Isle of Ely, and Lincolnshire. In Turner’s
days (154i) it was worth three times as much as a Snipe,
and at the same period Belon said of it—‘‘ C’est vn Oyseau
es delices des rran9oys.” Casaubon, who Latinized its name

iTigremicm;” {Ephemerides^ 1 9th September 1611), was
told by the “ ornithotrophceus ” he visited at Wisbech that
in London it fetched twenty pence. Its fame as a delicacy

is perpetuated by many later writers, Ben Jonson among
them, and Pennant says that in his time (1766) it sold for

half-a-crown or five shillings. Under the name Godwit two
perfectly distinct species of British birds were included,
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but that which seems to havo been especially prized is

known to modern ornithologists as the Black-tailed Godwit^

Limosa cegocephala, formeriy called, from its loud cry, a
Yarwhelp,’- Shrieker, or Barker, in the districts it

inhabited. The practice of netting this bird in large num-
bers during the spring and summer, coupled with the

gradual reclamation of the fens, to which it resorted, has

now rendered it but a visitor
;
and it probably ceased from

breeding regularly in England in 1824 or thereabouts,

though under favourable conditions it may have occasionally

laid its eggs for some thirty years later or more (Stevenson,

Birds of E^orfclk, ii. p. 250). This Godwit is a species of

wide range, reaching Iceland, where it is called Jardroeka

(
== earth-raker), in summer, and occurring numerously, it is

said, in India in winter. Its chief breeding-quarters seem
to extend from Holland eastwards to the south of Bussia.

The second British species is that which is known as the

Bar-tailed Godwit, Z. lapponica^ and this seems to have

never been more than a bird of double passage in the

United Kingdom, arriving in large flocks on the south coast

about the 12th of May, and, after staying a few days, pro-

ceeding to the north-eastward. It is known to breed in

Lapland, but its eggs are of great rarity. Towaids autumn
the young visit our coasts, and a few of them remain,

together with some of the other species, in favourable situa-

tions throughout the virinter. One of the local names by

which the Bar-tailed Godwit is known to the Norfolk

gunners is Scamell, a word which, in the mouth of Caliban

{Tempest

y

act ii. scene 2), has been the cause of much per-

plexity to Shakespearian critics.

The Godwits belong to the group Limicolcey and are about

as big as a tame Pigeon, but possess long legs, and a long bill

with a slight upward turn. It is believed that in the genus

Limosa the female is larger than the male. While the winter

plumage is of a sober greyish-brown, the breeding-dress is

marked by a predominance of bright bay or chestnut,

rendering the wearer a very beautiful object. The Black-

tailed Godwit, though varying a good deal in size, is con-

stantly larger than the Bar-tailed, and especially longer in

the legs. The species may be further distinguished by the

former having the proximal third of the tail-quills pure
white, and the distal two-thirds black, with a narrow white

margin, while the latter has the same feathers barred with

black and white alternately for nearly their whole length.

America possesses two species of the genus, the very large

Marbled Godwit or Marlin, Z. fedoa, easily recognized by
its size and the buff colour of its axillaries, and the smaller

Hudsonian Godwit, Z. hudsonica^ which has its axillaries

of a deep black. This last, though less numerous than its

congener, seems to range over the whole of the continent,

breeding in the extreme north, while it has been obtained

also in the Strait of Magellan and the Falkland Islands.

The first seems not to go further southward than the

Antilles and the Isthmus of Panama.
From Asia, or at least its eastern part, two species have

been described. One of them, Z. melamtroides, differs only

from Z. cegocephala in its smaller size, and is believed to

breed in Amur!and, wintering in the islands of the Pacific,

New Zealand, and Australia. The other, Z. uropygiaZis, is

closely allied to and often mistaken for Z. lapponica^ from
which it chiefly differs by having the rump barred like the

tail. This was found breeding in ^e extreme north of Siberia

by Dr von MiddendorfiF, and ranges to Australia, whence it

was, like the last, first described by Mr Gould. (a. n.)

GOES, or Ter Goes, a town of the Netherlands in the
province of Zealand, on the island of South Beveland, with
railway communication since 1868 with Bergen-op-Zoom,
and since 1872 with Middelburg, its distances from these

^ This name seems to have survived in Whelp Moor, near Brandon^
in Suffolk.
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places being respectively 12 and 15 miles. The Reformed
church, called in the olden times St Mary Magdalen’s, is

considered the finest ecclesiastical building of Zealand, and
dates from 14:23, In the one half, known as the Preekkerk
or preaching church, there is a splendid organ, and in the
other half, known as the Wandelkerk or walking church,
stands the tomb of Frans Naerebout the philanthropist.

Goes further boasts of a fine old town-house, a high school,

and the remains of the old castle of Ostende, which was
the nucleus round which It began to form itself in the 14th
century. The industries of the town are varied but not
extensive, dealing with linen, dyes, chocolate, oil, fiour,

straw hats, wood, and cigars. Shipbuilding is also carried

on, as well as a trade in wood and coals. The harbour,
which is defended by a fort, is formed by a short canal
communicating with the eastern Scheldt, extended and im-
proved in 1818—19, The population of the town, which
received its municipal rights in 1406, and was surrounded
with a wall about 1420, numbered 4916 in 1860, 5205 in

1870, and 6063 in 1876.

GOES, Hugo van dee
( ? -1482), a painter of con-

siderable celebrity at Ghent, was known to Vasari, as he is

known to us, by a single picture in a Florentine monastery.
At a period when the family of the Medici had not yet risen

from the rank of a great mercantile firm to that of a reign-

ing dynasty, it employed as an agent at the port of Bruges
Tommaso Portinari, a lineal descendant, it was said, of

Folco, the father of Dante’s Beatrix. Tommaso, at that
time patron of a chapel in the hospital of Santa Maria
Nuova at Florence, ordered an altar-piece of Hugo van der
Goes, and commanded him to illustrate the sacred theme of
** Qtcem genuit adoravit^^ In the centre of a vast triptych,

comprising numerous figures of life size, Hugo represented

the Virgin kneeling in adoration before the new-born Christ

attended by Shepherds and Angels. On the wings he por-

trayed Tommaso and his two sons in prayer under the pro-

tection of Saint Anthony and St Matthew, and Tommaso’s
wife and two daughters supported by St Margaret and St
Mary Magdalen. The triptych was sent to Florence, and
placed on the altar upon which it stiU remains. Van der
Goes, like Hubert Van Eyck and Jodocus of Ghent, has
bequeathed but this one picture to posterity ; but it is a
picture which shows that he was an artist of whom Ghent
might be proud, as Bruges was proud of John Van Eyck
and Brussels of Roger van der Weyden. Unhappily the

triptych of Santa Maria Nuova suffered so much from decay
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and restoring that the defects peculiar to the Flemings
became unduly prominent as time and neglect effaced the
brilliancy and harmony of the principal colours. We can
only discern at the present day that the art of Van der
Goes is a variety of that which characterizes Van Eyck and
Van der Weyden, Less finished and less coloured than the
work of the first, it is less subtle and expressive than that
of the second. It lacks depth of religious feeling, and
hardly rises above the common level of the school in respect
of feeling or execution. It is a cold and stiff art, marked
by hardness of surface, dryness of contour, angularity of

drapery, overladen ornament, and ill-balanced light and
shade. Imposing because composed of figures of unusual
size, the altar-piece is more remarkable for portrait character

than for charms of ideal beauty. There are small pieces in

public galleries which claim to have been executed by Van
der Goes, but none that are certified as the work of his

hands, One of these pictures in the National Gallery in

London is more nearly allied to the school of Memling than
the triptych of Santa Maria Nuova

;
another, a small and

very beautiful John the Baptist, at the Pinakothek of

Munich, is really by Memling ;
whilst numerous fragments

of an altar-piece in the Belvedere at Vienna, though assigned

to Hugo, are by his more gifted countryman of Bruges.

Any one who visits Continental collections will see that the

name of Van der Goes was given to pictures of which he
could not have been the author. None of the compositions

mentioned by historians have survived except the altar-piece

of Florence. But Van der Goes was not habitually a
painter of easel pieces. He made his reputation at Bruges
by producing coloured hangings in distemper. After he
settled at Ghent, and became a master of his guild in

1465, he designed cartoons for glass windows. He also

made decorations for the wedding of Charles the Bold and
Margaret of York in 1468, for the festivals of the Rhetori-

cians and papaljubilees on repeated occasions, for the solemn

entry of Charles the Bold into Ghent in 1470-1, and for the

funeral of Philip the Good in 1474. The labour which he
expended on these occasions might well add to his fame
without being the less ephemeral. About the year 1475 he
retired to the monastery of Rouge Cloitre near Ghent,

where he took the cowl. There, though he still clung to

his profession, he seems to have taken to drinking, and at

one time to have shown decided symptoms of insanity. But
his superiors gradually cured him of his intemperance, and
he died in the odour of sanctity in 1482.

GOETHE
Birth JOHANIT WOLFGANG YON GOETHE (1749-1832)
and edu- J ^as born in Frankfort on August 28, 1749. His parents
cation,

citizens of that imperial town, and Wolfgang was their

only son and their eldest child. His father was born on
July 31, 1710, and in 1742 received the title of imperial

councillor. He married on August 20, 1748, at the age of

thirty-eight, Catherine Elizabeth Textor, a girl of seventeen.

Her family was better than his own, and held a higher posi-

tion in the town. Her father was imperial councillor, and
had been schultheiss or chief magistrate. In December
1750 was born a daughter, Cornelia, who remained until her

death, at the age of twenty-seven, her brother’s most inti-

mate friend. She was married in 1773 to John George
Schlosser. The house in which Goethe was born is still to

be seen in the Hirschgraben. Goethe has described to ns

how it was rebuilt, and it has since been much altered.

His education was irregular ; he went to no school, and his

father rather stimulated than instructed him. But the at-

mosphere by which he was surrounded gave him, perhaps,

the best education he could have received. Frankfort, a

free town of the empire, still preserved the appearance of

the Middle Ages. It had lost the reality of power, but

its citizens naturally grew up with a strong sense of

independence, and a power of realizing the unity of

Germany which was wanting in a small state. The boy
from his earliest youth was accustomed to the companion-

ship of his elders. His father was strict and formal, his

mother quick and lively, inspired with no small share of the

genius of her son, Goethe lived in the freest intercourse

with every kind of society in the towQ, in which he might

expect some day to be an important personage. There

was no capital like London or Paris to call him away

;

Berliu was poor and distant, Vienna half Italian and half

Spanish. Goethe must have been brought up with the

ambition to take his degree at the university as doctor,

to return home and become an advocate, to make a

rich marriage, to go through the regular course of civil

offices, to inherit his father’s house, and perhaps one

day to be burgomaster. His home was a cultivated one.

The father was fond of art and of the German poetry

X — 91
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tlien iu fa&Mon. The influence of Lessing had scarcely

made itself felt
;
Herder was only flve years older than

Goethe himself. Gellert and Gottsched were the two
oracles of poetry,—Gottsched a pedantic product of the

earlier French culture, Gellert old and immovable, and

unable to comprehend the new spirit. The chief debt that

Goethe owed to him was the improvement in his hand-

writing, on which Gellert laid great stress, and which he

coupled with moral excellence. Goethe*s father had a

great respect for these rhyming poets, and he so strongly

objected to the new German hexameters that Wolfgang

could only read Klopstock’s Messiah with his sister in the

greatest secrecy and in terror of discovery. He did, how- .

ever, read it, and learned much of it by heart. French cul-

ture gave at this time the prevailing tone to Europe.

Goethe could not have escaped its influence, and he was

destined to fall under it in a special manner. In the

Seven Years^ War, which was now raging, France took

the side of the empire against Frederick the Great.

Frankfort was fuU of French soldiers, and a certain Comte
Thorane, who was quartered in Goethe^s house, had an im-

j)ortant influence on the boy. Still more strongly was
he affected by the French company of actors, whom he

came to know both on and off the stage. He learned to

declaim in this manner passages of Racine without under-

standing a word of them. At a later period he knew
French thoroughly well, and composed both prose and
poetry in that language. His first writings were imitations

of the French manner
;
his earliest play was the imitation

of a French after-piece. We can understand how these

different forces were to work upon his future life. From
his father lie derived the steadfastness of character which
enabled Mm to pursue an independent career of self-culture

and devotion to art in the midst of every kind of distract*

ing influence
;
from his mother he inherited the joyous

nature and lively sj’-mpathy, the flow of language and love

of narration, without which he could not have been a poet.

Before the age of sixteen he had seen every kind of life in a
city particularly favourable to a richness of individual char-

acter
;
he was entirely free from the prejudices of a small

state
;
and as far as he cared for Germany he cared for it as a

whole. He was tinged at an early age with the influence of

the clearest and most finished language in Europe, and this

influence, uniting with the natural clearness of Goethe's

mind, made his prose a new phenomenon in the literature

of his country, unlike anything which had been seen before.

Lastly, with the most passionate aspirations for freedom and
independence of life, he was born into the slavery of a
mechanical career of prosaic prosperity, the pressure of

which was not strong enough to confine him, but was strong
enough to stimulate all his efforts to break the bonds.

First Goethe, if we may believe his autobiography, experienced
love. Ills first love about the age of fifteen in the person of

Gretchen, whom some have supposed to be the daughter of

an innkeeper at Offenbach. He worshipped her as Dante
worshipped Beatrice. She treated him as a child, much as

Miss Chaworth treated Byron. But there is no other evi-

dence of this first lo7e, and it would be quite in accordance
with Goethe’s manner to enlarge on a very small founda-
tion, or to concentrate on one person the feelings which
were devoted to several individuals. His letters speak of a
boyish love for one Chari tas Meixner, a friend of his sister,

two years younger than himself, the daughter of a rich mer-
chant at Worms. He expresses his affection for her with aU
the fervour of French phraseology, and the passion did not
leave him when he had removed to Leipsic. But Charitas
was able to console herself with another engagement.
She married in February 1773 a merchant of her native
town, and died at the- end of the following year,

belpslo. In the autumn of 1765 Goethe, who had just completed

his sixteenth year, travelled to Leipsic in the company of

a bookseller, Fleischer, and his wife, who were on their way
to attend the fair. On the 19th of October he was^

admitted as a student of the Bavarian nation, one of the

four into which the university was divided. For his

lodging he had two neat little rooms in the Feuerkugel,

the Fire Ball, looking into the long court-yard which leads

from the old market to the new. When we remember
that his three years at Leipsic, about which so much
has been written, correspond with the last three years*

of an English boy at a public school, we can form some
idea of the singular individuality of his character and
the maturity and ripeness of his genius. He was sent

to Leipsic to study law, in order that he might return

to Frankfort fitted for the regular course of municipal dis-

tinction. For this purpose he carried with him a letter to

Professor Bohme, who taught history and imperial law in

the university, but had no other distinction to recommend
him. He told Professor Bohme that he intended to devote

himself not to law but to belles lettres, or, to use the

word which F. A. Wolf had invented, philology. Bohme
did his best to dissuade him, and in this was assisted by
his wife. The effect of their advice was rather to disgust

Goethe with modern German literature, to make him despise

what he had already written, and to drive him into the

distractions of society, which wasted both his time and
his money. He did, however, attend some lectures. He
heard Ernesti on Cicero’s Orator

^

but he dealt rather with

questions of grammar than of taste. He attended Gellert’s

lectures on literature, and even joined his private class.

Gellert held a high position among German men of letters^

which was due quite as much to his character as to his

genius. He advised Goethe to desert poetry for prose, and
to take to authorship only as an employment subordinate

to the serious occupations of his life. Goethe tells us that

in his lectures upon taste he never heard Gellert mention

the names of Klopstock, Kleist, Wieland, Gessner, Qleim,

or Lessing. He also attended the lectures of another

literary professor, Clodius, a young man about ten years

older than himself. Clodius corrected Goethe’s writings

with red ink, and pointed out the faults without showing
the way to mend them, Goethe had written a poem
of congratulation for the marriage of his uncle Textor

(February 17, 1766), which, according to the fashion of
the time, was full of gods and goddesses and other mytho-
logical apparatus.’ Clodius was unsparingly hard upon
this production, and Goethe then perceived that his critic

was just as faulty as himself in the use of abstractions and
strange outlandish words to give weight and authority to

his verse. He satirized Clodius in a poem in praise of the

cakes of the confectioner Handel, and by a parody of his

drama Medon, His position towards the professors of his

university was not an enviable one. His real university

education was derived from intercourse with his friends.

First among these was J. G. Schlosser, who afterwards

married his sister. Goethe used to dine with him at a

table d’h6te kept by a wine-dealer, Schonkopf, in the

Bruhl (No. 79), in a house which still exists. Schlosser,

who was at this time private secretary to the duke of

Wiirtemberg and tutor to his children, was ten years older

than Goethe. He had a great influence upon him, chiefly

in introducing him to a wider circle of German, French,

English, and Italian poetry. At the table of Professor

Ludwig, where Goethe had previously dined, the conversa-

tion had generally turned on medical and scientific sub-

jects. Another friend of Goethe’s was Behrisch, tutor to*

the young Count Lindenau. He was a man in middle life,

and he combined originality of character and clearness of

literary judgment with a dry and caustic wit, and an ever-

abiding sense of humour, much in the same proportions asf
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were found in Merck, who exercised at a later period an
ijQportaut influence over Goethe’s career. His friendship

with Goethe was not at first of advantage to him. He was
deprived of his tutorship from a suspicion that he did not
always keep the most select society, and his successor was for-

bidden to allow his charge to associate with the young poet.

This is supposed to have been caused by Goethe’s disrespect-

ful behaviour to Professor Clodius. Gellert obtained for

Behrisch an educational post at the court of Dessau, and
Goethe kept up a constant correspondence with him till

his death in 1809. Behrisch would not allow Goethe to

print his poems, but copied them out instead in a beautiful

hand. He probably had a considerable effect in producing
the simplicity and naturalness of Goethe’s early style.

Oeser. But the person who had the strongest effect on Goethe’s

mental development was Adam Frederick Oeser, at this time

director of the academy of arts in Leipsic. Goethe took
lessons from him in drawing, and, not content with this, tried

his hand at etching. A little device of his for a book-plate

or a bill-head is extant, in which a slab with the name C. G.

Schonkopf is represented with three bottles above and a
wreath of flowers below. Oeser had been afriend of Winckel-

mann’s, and exercised great influence over his views of art.

This was a source of considerable reputation to him, and
Winckelmann’s tragic death, the news of which reached

Leipsic whilst Goethe was there, must have brought the

relation between them into stronger relief. Goethe always

spoke of Oeser’s influence with the greatest affection and
lespect. He writes—‘‘ Oeser’s discoveries have given me a

fresh opportunity of blessing myself that I had him for my
instructor. He entered into our very souls, and we must
indeed have been without souls not to have derived benefit

from him. His lessons will produce their effects through

all the rest of my existence. He taught me that the ideal

of beauty is simplicity and repose.” We find Goethe at

Weimar continually consulting Oeser for designs for furni-

ture and for theatrical entertainments,

Kathchen Goethe from his earliest years was never without a passion,
Sclioii- and at Leipsic his passion was Kitty Schonkopf, the Aennchen
kopf.

autobiography, the daughter of the host at whose

house he dined. She often teased him with her inconstant

ways, and to this experience is due his first drama Die Dauve
des Verliebten, “ Lovers’ Quarrels,” as it may be styled. It is

a mere trifle, a pastoral in one act, written in alexandrines in

the French style. Two happy and two unhappy lovers are

contrasted. The only interest of the piece is that it is a

fragment from Goethe’s own life. A deeper chord is struck in

Die Mitscliuldigen (The Fellow Sinners), which forms a dis-

mal and forbidding picture both of the time and of the ex-

periences of the youth who wrote it. The daughter of an

innkeeper has made an unhappy marriage, and is visited by

a former lover who is in good circumstances. An assignation

is arranged, and the interview is witnessed by the husband,

who has come to steal the stranger’s purse. The father

comes in to read one of the stranger’s letters! He is sur-

prised, and is with his daughter suspected of the theft.

The real culprit is discovered, but defends himself by accus-

ing the stranger of his conduct to his wife. So they are

all guilty. This play was first written in one act. It was

afterwards enlarged to three acts, and published in 1787.

The manuscript, which still exists, was given to Frederike

Brion of Sesenheim. Besides these plays Goethe wrote at

Leipsic twenty little songs of an erotic chararacter, which

were set to music by his young friend Breitkopf. He de-

scribes them as moral-sensuous, but they are more sensuous

than moral. They have the merit of a musical easy flow

of expression, various moods of passion, with a happy readi-

ness and elegance. Only a few of them were included

in Ills collected works, and those very much altered.

They show the influence of Wieland, but by one side of

Wieland Goethe was never affected. He was never led to
mingle classical ideas and emblems with the unrestrained
and sensual frivolity which was disseminated from France.
He never imitated Agathon or Musarion. Whatever may
have been the bitterness of his experience of life, or the
waywardness of his excited fancy, he conceived a true
idea of the real nature of classical art. In this Winck-
elmann and Lessing were his teachers, and he was never
untrue to the lessons which they inculcated. This was the
most valuable possession he brought back from Leipsic.
He had an opportunity of establishing his principles of taste
during a short visit to Dresden, in which he devoted him-
self to the pictures and the antiques. The end of Goethe’s
stay at Leipsic was saddened by illness. One morning at
the beginning of the summer he was awakened by a violent
hemorrhage. For several days he hung between life and
death, and after that his recovery was slow, although he
was tended with the greatest anxiety by his friends. He
finally left Leipsic far from well on August 28, 1768, his
nineteenth birthday.

Goethe made an enforced stay of a year and a Frank-

half in his native town. It was perhaps the least happy fort

part of his life. He was in bad health. His cure pro-

ceeded slowly, and he had several relapses, and the weak-
ness of the lungs, which was his first complaint, was suc-

ceeded by a weakness of the digestion, which was yet more
troublesome and painful. The society of Frankfort seemed
to him far less agreeable than that of Leipsic

; he con-
trasted the cold, stiff, formal, old-fashioned life of the
impel ial city with the freshness, geniality, and intellectual

activity of the Saxon university. His family relations were
not pleasant. His grandfather Textor was struck with
paralysis

;
his father showed but little sympathy with his

aspirations for universal culture, and could imagine no
career for him but that of a successful jurist. His sister

had grown somewhat harsh and cold during his absence,

and was possessed by a morbid self-consciousness, which she
committed to the confidential pages of a secret diary. The
tone of this diary, partly the result of family temperament,
partly of the character of the age, throws an interesting

light on the despair of Werther. Goethe’s mother was
always the same to him, a bright, genial, sympathetic
friend. But her love could not ward off the pressure of

circumstances, or supply a substitute for a wider and more
unfettered life. Goethe, during his illness, received great

attention from Fraulein von Klettenberg, a friend of his

mother s, a pietist of the Moravian school. She initiated

him into the mystical writings of those abstracted saints,

and she engaged him in the study of alchemy, which
served at once to prepare him for the conception of Faust
and for the scientific researches of his later days. During
his stay at Frankfort he wrote very little. It may be that

the two Leipsic dramas received here their completed form.

A farce in memory of his Leipsic life, a poetical letter to

Frederike Oeser, the daughter of his teacher, a few songs,

some of them religious, make up the tale of his produc-

tions, as far as we know them.

He arrived at Strasburg April 2, 1770. It was intended Stras-

that after a sojourn in the university of that place he sliould

visit Paris, the centre of refinement. Goethe stayed in Stras-

burg till August 28, 1771, Ms twenty-second birthday, and
these sixteen months are perhaps the most important of his

life. During them he came into active contact with most of

those impulses of which his afterlife was a development. If

we would understand his mental growth, we must ask who
were his friends. He took his meals at the house of the

Fraulein Lauth in the Kramergasse. The table was mainly

filled with medical students. At the head of it sat Salz-

mann, a grave man of fifty years of age. His experience

and his refined taste were very attractive to Goethe, who
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made him his intimate friend. Goethe was soon drawn by

the studies of his companions to desert his own. A. note-

book of this date is preserved, which gives us a full account

of his studies and employments. He attended lectures on

anatomy, on midwifery, and on chemistry. His own studies

were chiefly devoted to the last science
;
and he did not

forget his favourite alchemy. He bad brought with him to

Strasburg introductions to pietistic circles, and this made
him at first somewhat staid and retired in his pleasures, and

disinclined for general society. This soon wore off, and the

natural cheerfulness of his genial nature returned to him.

Two songs, Blinde Kuh and Stirht der Fuchs so gilt der Balg^

refer to the social life of this period. He went on picnics,

he wrote French poetry, he took dancing lessons, he learnt

the violoncello. The table of the Fraulein Lauth received

some new guests. Among these was Jung-Stilling, the self-

educated charcoal-burner, who in his memoir has left a

graphic account of Goethe’s striking appearance, his broad

brow, his flashing eye, his mastery of the company, and his

generosity of character. Another was Lerse, a frank open

character who became Goethe’s favourite, and whose name
is immortalized in Gotz von Berlickingen, Goethe did

not desert his studies in art. He learnt from the constant

study of the cathedral of Strasburg the effect of Gothic

architecture, and he shuddered when he saw the reception-

rooms of the youthful Marie Antoinette hung with tapestries

which represented the marriage of Jason and Medea, and

seemed to forebode the coming doom. His diary als6 shows

that he spent much time in philosophical speculation. But
the most important event of his Strasburg sojourn was his

acquaintance with Herder. He was five years older than

Goethe. Herder was then travelling as tutor to the young
prince of Holstein-Eutin, but was obliged to spend the

whole winter of 1770-71 in Strasburg on account of an

affection of his eyes. Goethe was with him every day,

often all day. Herder, who was a pupil of a more origiual

genius, Hamann, taught him the true value of nature in art,

and the principles of what we should now call the romantic

school. He made Ossian known to him, and the wealth of

popular poetry in all nations which the publication of Ossian

revealed
;
he enchanted him with the idyllic simplicity of

the Vicar of Wakefield ;
but, above all, be shook his sensi-

bility to the roots by revealing to him the power of the

mighty Shakespeare. He now saw how far superior Homer
was to his Latin imitators, and how false were the canons
of French art. Goethe’s spirit was liberated from its

trammels, and Gotz and Faust and Wilhelm Meister became
possible to his mind. At a later period he forged for him-
self fetters of a different kind.

Goethe’s stay at Strasburg is generally connected still

more closely with another circumstance,—his passion for

Sesen- Frederike Brion of Sesenheim, The village lies about
helm, twenty miles from Strasburg, and her father was pastor

there. Goethe was introduced by his friend Weyland, an
Alsatian, as a poor theological student. Fresh from his study
of Goldsmith, he found the Vicar of Wakefield realized.

The father was a simple worthy man, the eldest of the
three daughters was married, the two younger remained,

—

Maria Salome, whom Goethe calls Olivia, and Frederike,
to whom the poet principally devoted himself. She was
tall and slight, with fair hair and blue eyes, and just sixteen
years of age. Goethe gave himself up to the passion of the
moment

;
what he felt and suffered is known to us by his

songs. At least ten songs are addressed to her, and several
others were written for her. During the winter of 1770,
in the intervals of his conversations with Herder, Goethe
often rode over to Sesenheim. Neither storm, nor cold, nor
darkness kept him back. He should have been busy with
his dissertation for the degree of doctor. The subject he bad
chosen was the duty of providing an established church.

But the attractions of Frederike were a great interruption

to his labours. In the spring Herder went away. The
fine weather drew him still more strongly to Sesenheim.

Picnics, water parties, games, dances, illuminated by en-

thusiasm for literature, filled up the weeks. As his time

for leaving Strasburg came nearer, he felt that this love was
merely a dream, and could have no serious termination.

Frederike felt the same on her side. A visit of the mother
and daughters to Strasburg in July made this appear more
clearly. On August 6 Goethe took his degree as doctor of

law. Shortly afterwards he bade adieu to Sesenheim, and
the tears stood in Frederike’s eyes as he reached out his

hand from horseback. From Frankfort he WTOte his final

farewell, and it was then, as he tells us, that he found from
her answer for the first time how deeply she had loved him.

The account of this love episode in the autobiography does

Goethe injustice. There is nothing in the letters or the

poems of the time to show that he had wantonly trifled

with her affections. Eight years afterwards, on his v/ay to

Switzerland, he spent a night with the Brions at Sesenheim,

and was received with the utmost kindness. He was
shown the arbour where he had sat, the songs he had
written, the carriage he had painted. He left them in the

morning with content. Frederike lived till 1813, well

known for her works of charity. She never married
;

the'

heart that Goethe had loved, she said, should never love

another.

Goethe’s return to Frankfort is marked by a number of Betum

songs, of which the “Wanderer’s Sturmlied” is the most to Frank

remarkable. He found his Frankfort existence more intoler-

able than before. He bad outgrown many of the friends

of his youth. Those with whom he felt most sympathy
were the two Schlossers and bis sister Cornelia. He found

in her one who sympathized with all bis aspirations. He
cared nothing for his profession; he was more determined

than ever to devote himself to letters, and not to law. He
found in the neighbouring town of Darmstadt a literary

circle which Frankfort did not supply. The landgravine

Caroline set a good example, and had collected round her

a number of kindred spirits, men and women. Among
them were Wenck, and Petersen, and Caroline Flachsland,

who was afterwards to marry Herder. But the soul of the

literary circle was Merck, now thirty years of age, attached to

the war office. Goethe has represented him in the autobio-

graphy as a cold and unfeeling cynic, a spirit who always

said no, a prototype of Mephistopheles. History represents

him otherwise as a man of cultivated and chastened judg-

ment, a represser of enthusiasm, a respecter of the rules of

art, anxious to hold the balance between the old school and
the new. Goethe had dominated over all his other friends

j

Merck dominated over him. He has left but little of his

own writings. He was one of those who inspire genius in

others, and whose truest picture lives in the recollections of

their friends. These months were full of literary activity.

To them belong an oration on Shakespeare, delivered at

Frankfort, an essay on Erwin von Steinbach, the builder

of the Strasburg cathedral, two theological treatises of a

neologistic character on the commandments of Moses and
the miraculous tongues of Pentecost, and a number of

reviews written for the Frankfurter Gelehrte Anzeiger^

which had been founded by Merck. But the work into

which he threw all his genius was the dramatization of

the history of the imperial knight of the Middle Ages,

Gottfried or Gotz von Berlichingen. The immediate Gbtit,yofUi

cause of this enterprise was his enthusiasm for Shakespeare.

After reading him he felt, he said, like a blind man who
suddenly receives his sight. The unities of time and place

vanished into nothing. The true form of art was seen to

be that which holds the wayward impulses together by an
invisible bond, just as in the life of man necessity is wedded
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to free will. The study of a dry and dull biography of Gotz,
published in 1731, supplied the subject for his awakened
powers. From this miserable sketch he conceived within
his mind a complete picture of Germany in the 16th century.
The chief characters of his play are creatures of his imagina-
tion representing the principal types which made up the his-

tory of the time. Every personage is made to live
;
they

speak in short sharp sentences like the powerful lines of a
great master's drawing. The first sketch of Gotz was finished
in six weeks, in the autumn of 1771. Cornelia was con-
sulted at every stage in the work. Herder saw it, and gave
his approval On his return from Wetzlar in 1773 Goethe
wrote the piece over again, and published it, with the help
of Merck, in the form in which we now possess it. It ran
like wild-fire through the whole of Germany. It was the
progenitor, not only of the Sturm und Drang ” period to

which it gave the tone, but of the romantic knightly
literature which teemed from the German press. At a
later period, in 1804, Goethe prepared another edition for

the stage, which took five hours in acting. It has never
been represented since.

With the manuscript of Gotz in his pocket, Goethe left

Wetzlar. Frankfort in the spring of 1772 for Wetzlar, a quiet country
town on the Lahn, one of the seats of government of the
Holy Homan Empire. The emperors lived at Vienna

;
they

were crowned at Frankfort
;
they held their parliaments at

Hatisbon, and at Wetzlar their courts of justice. It

was the custom for young lawyers to attend the sittings

of these courts for a certain time before they could
be admitted to practise on their own account. The com-
pany of these students, of the embassies from the com-
ponent parts of the empire, and of various imperial officials,

made the society a pleasant and lively one. Goethe soon
found friends. The secretary of the Brunswick legation,

Gou4, formed a round table of knights,—a Hitter-tafel. The
members adopted names from the age of chivalry, and ap-

portioned among themselves the neighbouring villages as

commander!es and fiefs. Goethe took the name of Gotz.

Deeds of prowess were performed in friendly rivalry, chiefly

of eating and drinking. This masquerade at least served

to keep the idea of Gotz constantly before his mind. But
the place has sadder associations. It is impossible to dis-

sociate the name of Wetzlar from that of Werther. The
Deutsches Haus, then the property of the knights of the Teu-

tonic order, exists still in the main street of Wetzlar. It was
occupied by one of the officials of the order, by name Bufi*,

an honest man with a large famfiy of children. The second

liotte daughter, Lotte, blue-eyed, fair, and just twenty years of age,
Buff, £rgt met by Goethe shortly after his arrival at a ball at

Wolpertshausen. She strongly attracted him
;
he became a

constant visitor at the house. He found that Lotte was a

second mother to her brothers and sisters, and he delighted

to play games with them and tell them stories. Lotte was
really though not formally engaged to Kestrier, a man of

two-and-thirty, secretary to the Hanoverian legation.

The discovery of this relation made no difference to Goethe

;

he remained the devoted friend to both. He visited Lotte

and her children ; he walked with Kestner about the streets

till midnight ;
they kept their common birthday together in

the German house on the 28th of August
;
Kestner felt no

jealousy; Goethe was content with Lotte's friendship;

her heart was large enough for both. But the position

was too critical to last On September 10 they met in the

German house for the last time. Lotte spoke of the other

world, and of the possibility of returning from it. It was

arranged between them that whoever died first should

appear to the others. This conversation confirmed Goethe's

purpose
;
he determined to go away. He made no adieu, but

wrote a line to Kestner to say that he could not have borne

to stay a moment longer. Merck had probably persuaded
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hira to this step. To divert his mind he took him to Ehren-
breitstein and introduced him to Sophie la Hoche, the friend
of Wieland’s youth, and to her daughter Maximiliane,
with w’hom Goethe was charmed. The places in the neigh-
bourhood of Coblentz were visited. Goethe returned to
Frankfort by the river in a yacht. Here he was possessed
with the memory of Lotte. He fastened her silhouette
over his bed. Kestner came to Frankfort in September ;
Goethe and Schlosser went together to Wetzlar in I^ovem-
ber. Here he heard of the death of Jerusalem, a young-
man attached to the Brunswick legation. He had been
with Goethe at the university of Leipsic, but he had seen
little of him at Wetzlar. Of a moody temperament, dis-

heartened by failure in his profession, and soured by a
hopeless passion for the wife of another, he had borrowed
a pair of pistols from Kestner under pretence of a journey,
and had shot himself on the night of October 29.

Goethe obtained a full narrative of the circumstances
from Kestner, and immediately afterwards began his

Werther, in which the circumstances above related are all Werther.

interwoven. Goethe tells us that it was written in four
weeks, but this can hardly have been the case. We have
notices of its slow progress during the whole of the summer
of 1773. In 1774 it is far advanced enough to be shown to

some intimate friends. It is not till the middle of Septem-
ber 1774 that two copies of the book are sent in the

greatest secrecy to Sophie la Roche and Lotte Buff. In
October it spread over the T^hole of Germany. It was
enthusiastically beloved or sternly condemned. It was
printed, imitated, translated into every language of Europe,
criticized in every periodical, with the fullest meed of praise

or scorn. It made the round of the world, and penetrated

even to China. The Werther fever wrung the hearts of

men and women with imaginary sorrows; floods of tears

were shed
;
young men dressed in blue coats and yellow

breeches shot themselves with Werther in their hands. It

opened the floodgates of pent-up sentimentalism which had
been stirred by the philosophy of the time, and which tho
calamities of the next generation were sternly to suppress.

It may be imagined that Kestner and Lotte were not well

satisfied with the liberty which Goethe had taken with
them. They were married on April 4, 1773, and Goethe
provided the wedding ring, Notwithstanding the coolness

which the publication of Werther produced between them,

the correspondence between Goethe and Kestner continued
to the end of the century. Lotte saw Goethe in Weimar in

1816, when she was 63 years old; she was still beautiful, but
her head shook with palsy. She died in 182 8. The second
part of Werther represents the agony of a jealous husband.

This was inspired by Brentano, an Italian merchant resident

in Leipsic, a widower with five children, who had married

Maximiliane, the daughter of Sophie la Hoche. Goethe loved

her as an elder brother, but her husband scarcely approved of

the intimacy. Merck tells us that his ideas went very little

beyond his business, and that it was dispiriting to have to

look for his young girl friend among barrels of herrings and
piles of cheeses. “Goethe,” he says, '‘much consoles her for

the smell of oil and cheese, and for her husband’s manners.”

Gotz and Werther formed the solid foundation of Goethe's

fame. They were read from one end of Germany to the

other. It is difficult to imagine that the same man can

have produced both works, so different are they in matter

and in style. Werther represents th e languid sentimentalism,

the passionate despair, which possessed an age vexed by
evils which nothing but the knife could cure, and tortured

by the presence of a high ideal which revealed to it at once

the depth of its misery and the hopelessness of a better lot.

GbU was the first manly appeal to the chivalry of German
spirit, which, caught up by other voices, sounded through-

out the fatherland like the call of a warder's trumi>et,^till
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it produced a national courage founded on the recollection

of an illustrious past, which overthrew the might of the con-

queror at the moment when he seemed about to dominate the

world. - Wertker is the echo of Rousseau, the lamentation

of a suffering w’orld ;
Gotz is the prototype of Stein, the

corner stone of a renovated empire. Gotz^ in its short, sharp

dialogue, recalls the pregnant terseness of mediaeval German
before it was spoilt by the imitators of Ciceronian Latinity.

Werther, as soft and melodious as Plato, was the first revela-

tion to the world of that marvellous style which, in the

hands of a master, compels a language which is as rich as

Greek to be also as musical.

Satires. Tliese two great works were not the only occupations of

Goethe at this time. In Wetzlar he had translated Gold-

smith's Deserted Village^ and had written a number of small

poems addressed to Lotte. The spring of 1773, which wit-

nessed the publication of Gotz^ savir him actively employed as

an advocate. Hisrelations with his fatherbecame easier. His

literary successbrought him a number of friends,—the young

Counts Stolberg, andVonSchdnborn,afriendof Klopstock’s.

He also began to correspond with Lavater the physiognomist

and with Klopstock himself. To the latter half of this year

are to be referred a number of satirical poems, aimed at

prevailing follies of the time, clever and amusing, but of little

permanent value. In Peter Brey he satirized the meddler

Leuchsenring, who, with soft tread and lamblike manners,

interfered with the family relations of Herder. Satyros is

directed against the prophets of the school of nature, who bid

us return to nature without remembering how coarse and
repellent some aspects of nature are. Bahrdt had trans-

lated the Bible into modern cultivated German
]
Goethe

wrote a prologue to this newest of divine revelations, in

which the four evangelists appear each with his attendant

animal. Of yet another kind is the Fair of PlundersweUern^

in which the hucksters and booth-keepers represent the

motley variety of human life and the characteristics of

modern litterateurs. It is a foretaste of the second

part of FausL Harleguin^s Marriage is only preserved

in fragments
\

it was perhaps too coarse and personal to

be published. The most important of these writings is

Go^, Heroes, and Wieland, a dialogue in the style of Lucian
written at a sitting over a bottle of Burgundy, in which
Alcestis, Mercury, Hercules, Euripides, and other ancient

worthies appear to Wieland in all their original greatness,

and upbraid him with the mean and paltry representation

of them which he had given to the world. Wieland was
the apostle of an emasculated antiquity. Goethe would
make the gods speak in their own large utterance if they
spoke at all. Wieland revenged himself by recommending
the satire in Ids paper, the Deutsche Merhur, as a delicate

piece of persiflage worthy of the study of his readers. In
November Goethe's sister Cornelia was married to Schlosser
and left Strasburg. Goethe felt the loss deeply. She
lived but a short time. Her married life was tortured with
perpetual suffering, and she died in 1777.

The beginning of 1774 is marked by a new passion and
a new work. Crespel had invented a plan for enlivening
their social meetings

;
each man was to draw lots for a

partner, and for the time to consider her as his wife.

Three times Goethe drew the name of Anna Sibylla Munch,
a pleasant girl of sixteen, daughter of a merchant. One of
the favourite topics of the day waa the trial of Beaumar-
chais, which ended on February 16, 1774. Immediately
afterwards his Memoires or pleadings were published, and

tVlamgo, from the fourth of tliese the play of Glavigo was arranged.
It represents a young writer of ambition deserting the
woman to whom he is engaged and breaking her heart.

The fifth act, in which Clavigo kills himself, is Goethe's
own. The real Clavigo died, a distinguished man of letters,

in 1806, The piece was written in eight days, and published
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on June 1. It had a great success, and still keeps the stage.

But Goethe's best friends were disappointed with it Merck
told him not to write such trash, as others could do that as

well. In reality there is no period of Goethe’s life in which
his literary activity was so prodigious, or when he was more
fully occupied with literary plans which had reference to the

deepest problems of human nature. To this time belong

the conceptions of Ocesar, Faust, Mahomet, the Wandering
Jew, and Prometheus. The first was soon given up

; of the

second the first monologue, the dialogue between Faust and
Mephistopheles, and part of the scenes with Gretchen, were
now written. He has told us in his Autohiograpliy what
he intended to make of Mahomet, Eii five acts he was to

show us how the purity of prophetic zeal is recognized by
love, rejected by envy, sullied by human weakness, spiritu-

alized by death. To write this drama he had studied the

Koran through and through; only a few fragments were

completed. Of the Wandering Jew very little remains to

us. The design, conceived in Italy, of making a great work
ou the subject was never carried out. The Prometheiis was
completed in two acts. The monologue of Prometheus

included in the Lyrical Poems, was written at the same time;

but it is doubtful whether it was intended to form part of

the drama. These works are to be referred to the study

of the ethics of Spinoza, for whom he now began to feel a

deep reverence, which continued throughout his life. The
calm repose of Spinoza's mind spread over his own like a

breath of peace
;

his systematic and well-ordered reasoning

was the best antidote to Goethe's passionate waywardness.

Goethe now acquired a wider view of all the relations of the

moral and natural world; he felt that he had never seen the

world so clearly. His time at Frankfort was also largely

occupied with art. His room was covered with the works
of his pencil, and a number of poems on the subject of the

artist's life arose from the same influence.

The summer of 1774 was spent in ajourney to the Rhine. Ehine

On July 12 Basedow, the educational reformer, came to journey.

Frankfort; three days afterwards Goethe went with him to

Ems, where he found Lavater, who had been with him in the

previous month. The three went down the Lahn together,

and reached Cohlentz on July 18. Here the famous dinner

took place at which Lavater explained the secrets of the Apo-
calypse to a clergyman, Basedow demonstrated the useless-

ness of baptism to a dancing master, while Goethe, the

worldling between the two prophets, made the best of his

time with the fish and the chicken. They then went down
the Rhine to Elberfeld, where Goethe found his old Stras-

burg friend Jung-Stilling, and back to Pempelfort, near

Diisseldorf, the house of Fritz Jacobi, where Goethe also

met Jacobi'swife Betty, his sisterCharlotte, his aunt Johanna
Fahlmer, and his friend W. Heinse. Their letters are full

of the effect which he produced upon them. Heinse says

—

“ I know of no man in the whole history of learning who,
at such an age, was so completely full of original genius."

Jacobi writes—“Goethe is the man whom my heart re-

quired
; my character will now gain its proper stability

;

the man is complete from head to foot." Again he says that

you could not be an hour with him, without seeing that it

would be ridiculous to suppose that he could think or act

otherwise than he really thinks and acts. No change could

make him fairer or better
;

Ids nature has followed its own
development, as the growth of a seed, or of a flower on a tree.

Nor were these impressions evanescent. Forty years after-

wards he. writes of these times—“ What hours ! what days

!

I seemed to have a new soul. From that moment forth I

would never leave you."

Goethe returned to Frankfort at the beginning ofi^raiik

August. The autumn brought new friends, drawn to fort,

him by the fame of the newly published Werther, Among
these was Klopstock, twenty-five years older than Goethe,
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Aad author of the Mesdahj the acknowledged head of

'German poets. On December 11 Goethe was surprised

by the visit of a stranger, whom he at first took for Fr.

Jacobi. It was Karl Ludwig von Knebel, who was travel-

ling with the two young princes of Saxe-Weimar, the reign-

ing duke Karl August, then just seventeen, and his younger
brother Constantine. They were on their way to France
with their tutor. Count Gorz, and they could not pass

through Frankfort without making the acquaintance of the

new genius who had risen upon their country. Goethe
went to see them, was warmly received, and talked with
them about the condition and prospects of Germany. This
meeting decided the future course of Goethe’s life. Knebel
thought Goethe “the best of men, the most lovable of man-
kind.” The princes invited him to visit them at Mainz,
where they would sbay longer than at Frankfort. The
visit lasted from December 13 to 15, when they went on to

Carlsruhe, where the duke was to meet his intended bride,

Goethe took the opportunity of reconciling himself with

Wieland, who lived in Weimar. On his return he found
Fraulein von Klettenberg dead. “My Klettenberg is dead,”

he writes, “before I had an idea that she was dangerously
ill. Dead and buried in my absence ! She who was so

dear, so much to me.” Frederike was lost to him,

Charlotte, Maximiliane, and his sister married. Some
attachment was a necessity of his nature. He now came

Lili. under the infiuence of Lili Schonemann, the daughter of a

rich banker, whose father was dead, but whose mother con-

ducted the business, and held one of the most brilliant

salons in Frankfort. This passion seemed to be of a more
lasting nature than the others. Goethe was drawn into

the whirl of society. He is described as moving in

brilliantly-lighted rooms, in a gold-laced coat, passing from
j

party to concert, from concert to ball, held captive by a fair-

haired girl with a pair of bright eyes. Such was Goethe in

the carnival time. To Lili’s influence we owe several of

his smaller poems, Neiie Liebe neim Lelen, Herz mein Herz
was soil das gehen, Heidenrbslein^ and two little vaudevilles,

Erwin und Elmire and Olandine von Villa Bella, The
first contains some pretty songs, notably Das Yeilclmn^^

set to music by Mozart. It is founded on the ballad of

“Edwin and Angelina” in the Vicar of Wakefield, The
latter half belongs to an earlier period, and i§ complete in

itself. Claudine von Villa Bella has one good character,

the prodigal son Crugantino
j
and the ballad which is sung

at the crisis of the plot was written during the Ehine

Stella, journey with Jacobi. To this period also belongs Stella, a

comedy for lovers, a strange, wild play, full of extravagant

passion. The weak-minded hero Fernando marries two

wives one after the other. They meet together in an inn,

and he is reduced to extremity of misery. He loves them
both, and they both love him. Finally, the first wife Stella

surrenders her rights, and they agree all to live together. The
play in this form suggested to Canning the parody of the

Rovers, or the Double Arrangement. In 1 806 Goethe altered

the close by making Fernando shoot himself and Stella

take poison. It Is seldom performed, but Stella is a fine

character for a great actress. It is said to be founded on

an occurrence in the Jacobi family.

Swiss Neither family approved of the engagement between
journey, the youthful couple. Goethe’s parents thought Lili too

much of a fine lady; they had a suspicion, which was

well founded, that her wealth had no very sure founda-

tion. Frau Schonemann did not think that Goethe, with

all his genius, would make a good husband for her

child. Cornelia Schlosser was strongly opposed to the

match. Goethe tore himself away, and went for a tour in

Switzerland. His companions were the brothers Stolberg,

noisy, wild young noblemen, who in May had stayed at

Goethe’s house. They gave Goethe’s mother the name of

Frau Aya, which she ever i ,
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Louise, the youngest of eight children, seemed to have

inherited something of her mother's qualities, veiled by a

serious and retiring temper. She married on October 3,

1775, the young duke of Weimar, who was just of age.

She reignedover that illustrious court respected-and admired,

but repelled rather than attracted by its brilliancy and

eccentricity. The place which she would naturally have

occupied was taken by the duchess Amalia, mother of the

grand-duke. She was of the house of Brunswick, and after

two years of marriage had been left a widow at nineteen

with two sons. She committed their education to Count

Gorz, a prominent character in the history of the time. She

afterwards summoned Wieland to instruct the elder, and

Knebel to instruct the younger. The Deutsche Merhir^

founded in 1773 to diminish the influence of the school of

Klopstock, gave Weimar importance in the literary world.

The duchess was a great lover of the stage, and the best

play writers of Germany worked for Weimar. The palace

and the theatre were burnt down in 1774, and the duchess

had to content herself with amateurs. After her son’s

marriage she lived in the simple country houses which

surround the capital, the lofty Ettersburg, the low-lying

Tiefurt, the far-seeing height of Belvedere. Each of these

was awakened to new life by the genius of Goethe. The
duke, eighteen years of age, was simple in his tastes, a hater

of etiquette and constraint, true, honest, and steadfast, fond

of novelty and excitement, of great courage and activity

;

his impulses, rarely checked, led him rather to chivalrous

enterprise than to undesirable excess. His brother. Prince

Constantine, had perhaps more talent but less character than

the grand-duke. He took but little part in the Weimar
life, and died in 1793.

acetlie in Upon this society Goethe, in the strength and beauty
!Veimar, youth, rose like a star. From the moment of his

arrival he became the inseparable and indispensable com-
panion of the grand-duke. He subdued the affections of

|

all he met with. Wieland said that his soul was as full

of him as a dewdrop of the morning sun. He was, take

him all in all, the greatest, best, most noble human being i

that God had ever created. The first months at Weimar
|

were spent in a wild round of pleasure. Goethe was treated

as a guest. In the autumn, journeys, rides, shooting parties,

in the winter, balls, masquerades, skating parties by torch-

light, dancing at peasants’ feasts, filled up their time. Evil
reports flew about Germany

; the court of Weimar had a
bad name

; Klopstock wrote letters of solemn advice, and
forbade his young friend Stolberg to accept an appointment
which the duke had offered to him. We do not know, and
we need not examine, how much of these reports was true.

Goethe wrote to Klopstock that if Stolberg came he would
find them no worse, and perhaps even better, than he had
known them before. We may believe that no decencies
were disregarded except the artificial restrictions of courtly
etiquette. Goethe and the duke dined together and bathed
together; the duke addressed his friend by the familiar ikon,

Goethe slept in his chamber, and tended biTn when he was
ill. In the spring he had to decide whether he would go
or stay. In April the duke gave him the little garden by the
side of the Ilm, with its lofty roof, in which he lived for the
next eight years. In June he invested him with the title, so
important to Germans, of geheim-legationsrath, with a seat
and voice in the privy council, and an income of £180 a
year. By accepting this he was hound to Weimar for ever.

We may here mention the different grades of service through
which Goethe passed. In January 1779 he undertook the
commission of war; on September 5, 1779, he became
geheim-rath; in September 1781 he received an addition
to his salary of £30. This was afterwards raised by £60
more, and in 1816 he received £450, with an additional
allowance for the expense of a carriage. In April 1782 he

was ennobled by the emperor, and took for his arms a silver

star in an azure field
;
in June of the same year he became

president of the chamber ad interim. We know that

Goethe devoted himself with industry and enthusiasm to the

public business ;
he made himself acquainted with every

part of his master’s territory ;
he did his best^to develop its

resources
;
he opened mines and disseminated education

;

he threw himself with vigour into the reconstruction of the

tiny army. A complete account of his labours in this field

cannot be known until the secrets of the Goethe house

at Weimar, now hermetically closed, are opened to the

curious. We shall then probably find that Goethe cannot

be fairly charged with want of patriotism, or coldness to the

national interest, and that his apparent indifference to the

rising of 1813 must be considered in connexion with his

resistance to the encroachments of Austria at an earlier

time.

Goethe’s life was at no time complete without the Frau von

influence of a noble-hearted woman. This he found in Stein.

Charlotte von Stein, a lady of the court, wife of the master

of the horse. She was thirty-three years of age, mother of

seven children. His letters to her extend over a period

of fifty years. Until his journey to Italy he made her

acquainted with every action, every thought of his mind,

all the working of his brain. He calls her by every endear-

ing epithet—the sweet entertainment of his inmost heart,

the dear unconquerable source of his happiness, the sweet

dream of his life, the anodyne of his sorrows, his happiness,

his gold, his magnet, whom he loves in presence and absence,

sleeping and waking, from whom he can never bear to be

parted. Many of Goethe’s writings were from this time

inspired by the necessities of the court. One group of

them is formed by the succession of masks or ballets which

were performed to celebrate the birthday of the grand-

duchess Louise. The Fmr Seasons, The Procession of
Laplanders, the Nine Female Virtues, The Dance of the

Planets, are sufiiciently explained by their names. Others

were called for by the amateur theatre, which now was forced

to supply the place of the regular drama. The stage was
often set in the open air, the seats cut out of turf; the side

scenes, of trimmed box, still exist at Belvedere and Etters-

burg. The actors were the duchess-mother and her sous,

the civil servants and the officers, the ladies in waiting and
the pages. Goethe was very good in comic parts

;
in solemn

tragedy, as in his own Orestes, he could best interpret the

dignity of the ancient stage. Musseus, head-master of the

public school, was set to play low comedy
;
Knebel repre-

sented the dignified hero. The chief professional support

of the stage was Corona Scbroter, whom the duke and
Goethe personally carried off from Leipsic. On this

visit he saw, after a long absence, Catherine Schonkopf,

Oeser, and other friends of his youth. Goethe represented

most of his earlier pieces on the Weimar stage. He
wrote nothing of great importance for it till the first

sketch of his IphigeTue. But several smaller pieces

owe their origin to this cause. Proserpina and Die
Geschvmter are melodramas; Jery und Bdtely and Die

Fischerin are little operas composed to suit the Weimar
taste. Scherz, List, und Badhe is an imitation of the

Italian style.

Besides numerous visits to the court of the Thuringian JoimieySi

princes, sojoumings at Dornberg and at Ilmenau,that retired

nook of the Weimar fatherland which still attracts many a
pilgrim lover of Goethe, the first ten years at Weimar were
interrupted by longer journeys. One of these was the
winter Harzjourneyin December 1777, undertaken suddenly
to make the acquaintance of Plessing, a self-torturing hypo-
chondriac, who had written to the poet for advice. With
Goethe’s help Plessing recovered from his melancholy,
visited him at Weimar, and entertained him as professor at
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Duisburg on his return from the campaign in France. A
visit to Dessau inspired the improvements of the park
and grounds at Weimar, which now make it so attractive.

The close of 1779 was occupied by a winter journey to

Switzerland, undertaken with the duke and a small retinue.

Two days were spent at Frankfort with Goethe’s parents.

Sesenheim was visited, and left with satisfaction and con-
tentment. At Strasburg they found Dili happily married,
with a new-born child. At Emmendingen Goethe stood by
his sister’s grave, and saw her successor Johanna Fahlmer,
Jacobi’s aunt. The Swiss journey began at Basel. The
chief object of it was to forward the health and education
of the young duke. It "was a bold plan to execute in
October and November. From Bern they made the tour
of the Bernese Oberland. From Geneva, by the advice of

De Saussure, they visited Mont Blanc and the valley of

Chamouni
;
they crossed the Furka, not without danger, in

the middle of November, descended the St Gotthard to

Lucerne, and visited Lavater at Zurich, the seal and sum-
mit of their tour. From this time Lavater lost his influ-

ence over Goethe, and in 1786 he would gladly have run
away from Weimar to avoid him. In December they went
by the Lake of Constance and the falls of the Rhine to

Stuttgart, where, on December 1 4, Goethe saw Schiller for

the first time. He was a student at the Academy, and in

Goethe’s presence received the prize.

The return to Weimar, on January 13, was the beginning
of a new era. The period of genius and eccentricity was at

an end; that of order and regularity succeeded. As an out-

ward sign of the change, the duke cut off his pigtail, an
example which was long without imitators. Wieland said

that the Swiss winter journey was the greatest of Goethe’s
dramas. In the same serious mood Goethe began to write

history. He chose for his subject Duke Bernhard of Saxe-
Weimar, the knight-errant of the Reformation. He spent

much time and trouble in collecting materials, but at length

reasonably concluded that his strength lay elsewhere. At
this time also he began to write Tasso, and adapted the Birds
of Aristophanes to modern circumstances. His deeper
thoughts were concentrated in Wilhelm Meister, Countess

Werther, the sister of the great minister Baron von Stein,

whom he visited at Neunheiligen, was transferred in living

portraiture to its pages. His efforts for the development of

the duke’s dominion naturallyled him to the study of science.

The opening and direction of mines induced him to study
geology

;
the classification of ancient forms of life led him

to osteology and anatomy. Goethe was always fond of

children. The young Herders and Wielands spent much
time in his garden, sometimes digging for Easter eggs which
had been carefully concealed. In the spring of 1783 Fritz,

the son of Charlotte von Stein, then ten years old, came to

live with him in his garden house. In the autumn they
took a journey together in the Harz. At Ilmenau was
written the touching poem of that name on the duke’s birth-

day. Goethe reviews in it their common friendship and
activity as far as it has yet gone, and a few days afterwards,

as he slept in the hut on the Gickelhahn, he wrote in pencil

the worliknown lines in which he anticipates for himself

that rest and silence which then held enchained the summits
of the hills and the birds of the wood. In the following

year another journey was undertaken in the Harz for the

study of mineralogy. But this was only a relaxation from
more serious affairs. In 1785 the Fiirstenbund or league

of prinoes was formed, under the supremacy of Frederick

the Great, to resist the ambition of Austria under Joseph
IL The duke of Saxe-Weimar took an important part in

forming this league, and in the negotiations which preceded

it. Goethe was his indispensable adviser, and must on this

occasion, if not on others, have taken a keen interest in

politics and in the independence of Germany.

The year 1786 marks an epoch in Goethe’s life. He had Ler^ ts

now been ten years in Weimar, and he must have felt that his ^Vein:ar.

own inward development, and the work which he was most
fitted to do in the world, were not advancing as favourably
as they should. He had written little of first-rate import-
ance. His Lyrics were of intense beauty and of deep
meaning, but they were short and fugitive. He had
brought with him from Frankfort the sketches of Faiist and
Egmont, but little had been done to them since. His occa-
sional writings for the amateur theatre, or for court festivi-

ties, were not such as to add to his solid reputation in
Germany. IphigeQiie was the one great work of poetry
which belongs entirely to this period, but that had not re-

ceived its final form. Tasso was conceived, but only two
acts were written, and these in prose. Wilhelm Meisier is

the most exact expression of this portion of Goethe’s life;

but loftily as it now towers above the level of his dramas,
it did not than satisfy the author, nor was it in a state to

be published. For the completion of these works Goethe
req^uired leisure and repose, impossible to obtain in the dis-

traction and pleasures of the court. This became more
apparent to him as he set himself to collect his scattered

writings. Four volumes were soon completed, but the pre-
'

paration of the other four convinced him how much labom
many of his poems still required for perfection. Another
cause of discontent was his relation to Frau von Stein. It

could not have been more intimate. She was all to Goethe
and more than Gretchen, Frederike, Dili, or his sister

Cornelia had been. He communicated to her every thought
and every action of his life. The relation was blameless,

to a character like Goethe’s it was natural
;
but it became

every year more difficult and more full of danger. The
ardent devotion which sat well on the impetuosity of youth
was less becoming and less possible to the man of middle
age. Yet the tie could not be severed without a struggle,

and the wrench could not be effected without an enforced

absence. To these necessities, the need of quiet for compo-
sition, and for deliberately rearranging the circumstances

of his life, was added the stress of other impulses. Goethe
had all his life been fascinated by the practice of art. In-

deed it was not until he had discovered at Rome the

limitation of his powers that he definitely renounced the

hope of becoming an artist. He tried almost every branch
in turn. He drew in pencil and in sepia, sketched, painted

in oil, engraved on copper and wood, and etched. For
these occupations he had but little leisure

;
at this time he

attributed his slow improvement rather to want of labour

than to want of power. He saw infinite possibilities ot

advance in a life of freedom spent under the inspira-

tion of sunny skies, and amidst the environment of the

highest art.

Of still deeper interest and importance were his scientific Science,

researches. In these he aspired to detect the secrets of

nature
;
he succeeded in seeing, as in a vision, the great

scheme of evolution applied to all phenomena of the natural

and mored world, which the labours of many workers have

revealed to us in our own day. He longed for time and
leisure to perfect these ideas, to base them on solid fact.

Goethe has not added much of positive value to the treasury

of scientific truth, but he deserves the credit of having dis-

cerned the right method of inquiry when it was obscure to

many, and of having thrown that glow of imagination over

dry and technical inquiry, without which no great discoveries

can be made. His inquiries into the nature of light belong

to a later time. He began with physiognomy under the

auspices of Lavater. From this he was led to the study of

anatomy, and especially to the comparison of the skeletons

of men and animals. In this department he made a real

discovery, that the intermaxillary bone which exists in the

lower animals is found in the human subject in a rudimen-
X. — 92
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tary state,—that it is seen distinctly in youth, but as years

advance is united with the body of the skull. The dis-

covery that the skull itself is only a development of the

vertebra3 of the spine was made a little later. He was led

to this further step by picking up the head of a sheep on the

shore of the Lido at Venice. The care of his garden cottage

naturally led him to the study of plants. He soon found

liimself attracted to wide and comprehensive generalizations,

'fhe Metamorphoses of Flanis was not published till 1790,

but the idea which had possession of his mind was a solid

contribution to the science of botany. Goethe sought to dis-

cover an original or standard flower, from which, as from a

Platonic ideal type, all existing flowers were deflexions and

aberrations. In this he followed an unscientific method,

but he clearly saw that all the different parts of the plant,

except the stem and the root, might be regarded as modifi-

cations of the leaf
;
that leaf, calyx, corolla, bud, pistil, and

stamen were all referable to the same type
;

and that

whether a plant produced leaves, or flowers, or fruit,

depended on the differentiation of the nutrition which it

received. Less fortunate were his speculations in geology,

to which he devoted a very large portion of his time and
thoughts. It is something that he recognized the importance

and reality of that science, then in its infancy, which
has had to undergo more than its due share of obloquy and
distrust. But he was of necessity a follower of Werner,

who based his classification of rocks rather on the minerals

which they contained than upon an examination of the

fossil remains of organic life. All these causes contributed

together to one end. His desire to complete the great

poetical works which he had begun, to disentangle Ms life

from the complexities which had entwined themselves round
'

it, to give a fair trial to his impulses towards art, to afford

opportunity for the careful and systematic interrogation of

nature, and, above all, a longing to possess his soul in peace,

and solemnly to probe in silence the depths of his own
being, conspired together to drive him from Weimar to the

land which he had yearned after from boyhood. The resolu-

tion, slowly formed, was boldly executed. In the summer
of 1785 he had visited Carlsbad for the first time, passed a

pleasant month in the company of the duchess Louise,

Herder, and Frau von Stein. In July 1786 he paid it a

second visit. After five weeks of brilliant society, very
favourable to his health, spent in revising his works for the
press, he stole secretly away. The duke alone knew that

he designed an absence of some duration. In the strictest

incognito, in the guise of a German merchant, he drove
alone to the land of the citron and the orange.

Italy. Goethe’s Italian journey, the most momentous epoch in

the development of his intellectual life, lasted from Septem-
ber 3, 1786, to June 18, 1788. Assuming the common
German name of Muller, in the strictest incognito he
journeyed by way of Munich, where he studied the picture

gallery and the collection of antiquities
; by the Lake of

Garda, where he began his metrical version of the Iphigenie^
by Verona, where he saw the first specimen of Boman build-

ing in Italy in the stupendous amphitheatre
; by Vicenza,

where he was attracted by the grace and harmony of the
classical Palladio

;
by Padua, where he neglected the frescos

of Giotto, but rose to a clear conception of the form of the
original plant by the marks on the leaves of a palm in the
botanical garden; to Venice, where for the first time he was
able to taste the charm and richness of southern life. As
he proceeded farther, Ferrara spoke to him of Tasso;
Bologna showed him the great masters of the academic
school who have now grown pale and dim before the prede-

cessors of Baphael
;
Florence interested him a little

; Assisi

drew his attention, not to the triple church of Saint Francis,

the unrivalled museum of religious art, hut to the little ruined
temple which no modern traveller would notice but for the

name of Goethe ;
Spoleto again delighted him with the re

mains of ancient architecture. He reached Rome on Octo- Kome
her 28. His first stay was till February. The constant

companion of his studies was the painter Tischbein, who
helped him to disentangle the many difficulties of the old

Borne and the new. He lived chiefly among the German
artists and men of letters who frequented the Caffe Greco.

Among these were Angelica Kaufmanii and Moritz, who
deepened his knowledge of German versification, and pre-

pared him for the composition of Iphigenia, Although
Goethe occupied himself chiefly with drawing, he was able

to announce on June 6 that this work was finished. The
second Iphigenie, written in verse, was the first important

fruit of the Italian journey. It is in very strong contrast

with Gotz von Berlicliingen. It is written in the strictest

classical form. Although based on the Iphigenia in Tauris
of Euripides, it has little in common with it. In Euripides

Thoas is represented as a cruel barbarian, against whom it is

justifiable to employ every artifice of fraud or violence. In

Goethe the characters are ennobled by a higher principle,

and the struggle between truth and falsehood is made a pro*

minent motive of the piece. When Thoas discovers that,

according to the oracle of Apollo, the return of Orestes’s

sister to Greece will satisfy the auger of the gods, he gives

his consent, and his last words are a friendly farewell.

Towards the end of February Goethe left Borne for ]?7aples.

Here he was attracted less by the remains of antiquity, even

the new revelations of Herculaneum and Pompeii, than by
the prospects of nature, the bay, the islands, the volcano,

the thousand beauties which make the gulf unrivalled in the

world, and by the multitudinous and teeming life which
throngs the endless quays that line the shore. Sorrento

stimulated him to the revisal of Tor(i%iato Tasso, but he Tassa

did not complete the drama till his return from Italy. It

did not appear in print till the spring of 1790. The play

had a special fascination for him as a picture of his own
distracted life. He could depict with feeling the struggle

between the actual and the ideal, the ill-assortment of a

passionate poet with the jealous and artificial environment
of a court. At the end of March Goethe sailed to Sicily

;
Sicily,

rolled up in his cloak he meditated the composition of his

Tasso, Sicily struck him, as it must strike all travellers who
have studied the ancient world, as a revelation of Greece.

It is, if one may say so, more Greek than Greece itself. Its

mountains, streams, trees, flowers, the form of its boats and
pottery, the habits of tho people, the quivering smile of

the bright blue sea fringed with golden sand, represent

completely the Greece of the Odyssey and of the choruses

of Euripides. Goethe was overmastered by this powerful

influence. He sketched and began Nausicaa, the story of the

in dramaticform, which always remained afragment.
He returned to Borne in June. The rest of the year was
spent in the city and its neighbourhood, in the serious study
of drawing, for which unfortunately he had but little talent,

and in the composition of Egmont, a work begun with the Egwmt.

approval of his- father in the early Frankfort days. It was
finished in September 1787, and appeared in the Easter of

the following year. Although Egmont stQl keeps the stage,

it has very grave faults. It is an unfortunate mixture of the

natural and ideal treatment. The licence with which the

scenes are transposed in modern performance shows how
much the work lacks symmetry and cohesion. Schiller

criticized it severely as being untrue to history. He de-

scribed the close, where all difficulties are solved by the

appearance of Crarchen,as ^deus ex machina or s^salto mortale

into the world of opera. The music of Beethoven has contri-

buted to it a charm of artwhich was necessaryto its complete-

ness. Besides this, Goethe rewrote for publication his early

vaudevilles of Encin und Elmire and Glaudine von Villa

Bella, The carnival of 1788 was of importance to his
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experience. He wrote some scenes ot Faust: especially the

scene in the witches’ kitchen was composed in the Borghese
gardens. At the end of April he took a sad farewell of

Italy, and arrived at Weimar in the middle of June.
Return to From this time his life takes a new colour. He had
Weimar, learned in Italy not only new principles of art,—not

only that a work of art, whatever of Gothic ornament it

may possess, must be solid, firm, and simple in its con-

struction as a Grecian temple,—but he had also learned
that life itself should be a work of art. He was deter-

mined henceforth to be himself, to break the bonds
which had confined him and the distractions which
iiad confused him, to possess his soul sacred and inviol-

able for the purposes of his life. He was relieved of the

presidency of the chamber and of the war commission,
but in a manner which did him the greatest honour. His
relations with Frau von Stein, which had been one reason
C)f his leaving Weimar, began to cool. One of their last

friendly meetings was in a journey to Eudolstadt, where
Goethe met Schiller. Neither knew the influence which
the other would have upon his life. Their relations were
those of shyness, and partly even of dislike. Goethe’s

friendship with Frau von Stein was to receive a final blow.

In the autumn of 1788, walking aimlessly through the

park, he met Christiane Yulpius, a young girl who presented

him with a petition in favour of her brother. She had
Chris- golden curling locks, round cheeks, laughing eyes, a neatly
riaiie^

^
rounded figure

;
she looked, as has been said, like a young

u^pius.
Dionysus.” Goethe took her into his house, and she

became his wife in conscience, and the mother of his children.

He did not marry her till 1806, when the terrors of the

French occupation made him anxious for the position of his

eldest son. She had but little education, and he could not

take her into society; but she made him a good and loving

wife, and her quick mother-wit made her available as an

intellectual companion. To these days of early married

life belong the Roman elegies, which, although Italian and
pagan in form, in colour, and in sensuality, were written

in Germany from home experiences.

Cam- We must pass rapidly over the next six years, until
paigns. Goethe’s genius received a new impulse and direction by

his friendship with Schiller. In the spring of 1790 he

travelled to Venice to meet the duchess Amalia. The
Venetian epigrams, still more outspoken in sensuality

than the Roman, were the fruit of this journey. In the

autumn of the same year he accompanied the duke to

Silesia, the first of those military journeys which strike

so discordant a note in the harmonious tenor of his

existence. The year 1791 offered a quiet contrast to the

movement of the year before. He began to take a more
special interest in the university at Jena, in which his

young friend Fritz von Stein had now entered as a student,

and his time was more and more occupied with the study

of colours, the least happy and successful of his scientific

labours. In the autumn of 1791 Goethe was able to devote

himself regularly to a task which had informally occupied

his first years in Weimar. The new theatre was completed,

and Goethe was made director of it. It was in this capacity

that he was best known to the citizens of Weimar. He
had the final decision on every detail of piece, scenery, and

acting
;
in later years his seat was in a large arm-chair in

the middle of the pit, and applause was scarcely permitted

until he gave the signal for it. The German stage owes

perhaps as muqh to Goethe as to Lessing. The repertoire

of the Weimar theatre was stocked with pieces of solid merit

which long held their place. Shakespeare was seriously

performed, and the actors were instructed in the delivery

of blank verse. Stress was laid on the excellence of the

ensemhle as against the predominance of particular stars.

The theatre was considered as a school not only of elevating
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amusement but of national culture. Goethe wrote the
Gross Cophta for the Weimar stage, a piece founded on the
history of Cagliostro and the diamond necklace. He "was

fascinated by the story as a foreboding of the coming
horrors of the Revolution. In these events he was destined

to take a more active part than he expected. In August
1792 he accompanied the duke to the campaign in the

Ardennes. Passing by Frankfort, where he visited his

mother, he joined the allied armies at Loiigwy. He
beguiled the tedious siege of Verdun by writing an account
of his theory of colours in a leaky tent

j
and on the disas-

trous day of Valmy, which he recognized as the birth of a

new era, he sought the thickest of the fight that he might
experience the dangerous rapture of the cannon-fever

He retreated with the Prussian army, spent five w^eeks

with his friend Jacobi at Pempelfort, and on his return

to W'eimar at the end of the year found that the duke
had built him a spacious house in the square where the

joint statues of Goethe and Schiller now stand, in eternal

memory of their friendship. In 1793 he went with his

master to the siege of Mainz. He continued his optical

studies during the bombardment, witnessed the marching

out of the garrison, and was one of the first to enter the

conquered town. He received leave to withdraw, and went
to his mother at Frankfort, and persuaded her to sell the old

house and its contents, and to provide a more convenient

home for her old age. There was some talk of her coming
to Weimar. In the autumn of this year the duke left

the Prussian service, and Goethe could look forward to

a period of peace. He was chiefly occupied with the

management of the theatre, and for this he wrote two pieces,

both of which had reference to the politics of the time. The
Bilrgergeneral is a satire on the Revolution, and was long

a stone of offence to Goethe’s friends, who thought that he

should have hailed with delight the birth of a new era.

The Aufgeregten^ left unfinished, sketched the outbreak of

the Revolution in a country town, and would have declared

the author’s views with greater distinctness. But the feel-

ings of scorn and contempt which he felt for the cowardice,

cunning, and perfidy of mankind were expressed in a work
of greater magnitude. He had good reason to deplore the

misery of the time. His mother’s home in Frankfort was
broken up ; Schlosser, his brother-in-law, had retired to

Auerbach; Jacobi was flying to Holstein. Goethe took the

old German epic of Reynard the Fox, with which he had
long been familiar, and which, under the guise of animals,

represents the conflicting passions of men, and rewrote it in

flowing German hexameters.

Thus far he had produced but little since his return Friend-

from Italy. He was now to undergo the most powerful ship with

influence which had as yet affected his life. His friendship

with Schiller was now to begin, an alliance which, in the

closeness of its intimacy and its deep effect on the character

of both friends, has scarcely a parallel in literary history.

If Schiller was not at this time at the height of his

reputation, he had written many of the works which have

made his name famous. He was ten years younger than

Goethe. The Rduber plays the same part in his literary

history as Gotz plays in that of Goethe. This had been

followed by Fiesco and Kahale und Liele, The second

period of Schiller’s life had begun with his friendship with

Kbrner, and his residence in Saxony. Here he wrote tht

Hymn ofJoy, and completed Don Carlos, In 1 787 he settled

at Weimar. He found the place deserted, the duke in the

Prussian camp, Goethe in Italy. He applied himself to

history, wrote the Revolt of the Netherlands, and studied the

literature and art of Greece. In 1 789, mainly upon Goethe’s

recommendation, he was made professor of history at the

university of Jena, although he was afraid lest the scholai^

should discover that they knew more historythan the teacher.
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He made a successful marriage, and worked seriously at his

History of the Thirty Years^ War, In 1794 Schiller had
arranged with the publisher, Cotta of Augsburg, whose name
is from this time indissolubly connected with the history of

German literature, for the production of a new literary

iournal. It was to be called the Eo^-en^ and the most dis-

tinguished German writers were to contribute to it. Goethe

accepted the invitation willingly. The work was designed

to mark an epoch in German taste, and it did so. It soon

had two thousand subscribers. Among those who promised

bo contribute were not only Matthisson, Herder, Knebel,

Fritz Jacobi, and Gleim, but the brothers Humboldt, the

veteran Kant, the youthful Fichte, who had just begun to

lecture in Jena, and, at a later period, the brothers Scblegel.

Schiller opened the first number of the journal with his

letters on the “ .dilsthetic Education of the Human Eace.”

Goethe contributed the “Unterhaltungen deutscher Ausge-

wanderten,” a series of stories told by a number of German
emigrants who had been driven to cross the Ehine by the

invasion of the French. The most remarkable of these

stories is the “Marchen,” a wild and mystic tale, which has

been the subject of as much controversy and of as many
interpretations as the second part of Faust, Goethe also

published in the the “Komische Elegien,” the flavour

of which even Karl August found a little too strong. The
first effect of Schiller’s influence on Goethe was the com-

Wilhdin pletion of Wilhelm Meisiers Lelrjahre. He had conceived
Meister. the plan of the work twenty years before, and the first six

books had been written before the Italian journey. It was

now finished by the addition of two more books. It stands

in the first rank of Goethe’s writings. He has aimed in it

to attain to perfect objectivity of tone, to represent men as

they are, and to pass no judgment upon them. The hero

passes with weak irresolution through a number of ordinary

circumstances, apparently the sport of fortune and the play-

thing of chance, yet all these experiences have their definite

result in the training of his character. Like the son of

Kish, he goes forth to seek his father’s asses and finds a king-

dom. The unearthly charm of the child Mignon, the dark

fate which shrouds the aged harper like the doom of CEdipus,

the uncertain yearning after a happier home in brighter

climes, give a deeper undertone to the prevailing lightness

of the story. The style is exquisitely soft and flowing. It

has the sweetness and simplicity of Werther, but is more
mellow and more mature. The sixth book is occupied with
the Behentnis&e einer schonen Seeh, a piece of the auto-

biography of Goethe’s early friend Fraulein von Kletten-

berg, altered to suit its new surroundings. The Musen
Almanach for 1796, edited by Schiller, was enriched by
some of Goethe’s most exquisite poems

—

Die Hake des

Geliehten^ Meeres Stille, and Gluchliche Fahrt. The storm
of criticism which was aroused by the Horen, and the

little success which, after the first numbers, it met with
from the public, determined the two friends to retaliate upon
their aggressors. The poems of Martial contain a number
of epigrams written in two lines, describing the numberless
little presents or xenia, which it was customary for friends

to exchange at Home during the time of the Saturnalia.

Xenien* The name was borrowed by the two poets, and the Xeni&n
was a convenient vehicle for the expression of their opinion

on every subject. The newspapers of the day were the first

object of attack, but they soon went farther afield. The
epigrams were written in Schiller’s rooms at Jena. It is

impossible to fix the authorship of the Xenien

;

one con-

ceived the idea, the other wrote the lines
;
one wrote the

hexameter, the other the pentameter; they intended the

authorship as well as the ownership of the copyright to be
one and indivisible. N'otwithstanding this, the collection

has been broken up. There is no guarantee that the epigrams
which appear in the separate works of either poet were really

THE
written by the authors to whom they are ascribed

;
some are

reprinted in the works of both
;
some have remained un-

printed altogether. They appeared in the Musen Almanach
for 1797, together with the Venetian elegies mentioned

above. It is needless to say that they roused the writers

whom they attacked to unspeakable fury, and were the

occasion of a copious literature. A more solid result of the

friendship between the poets was the production of Hermann Hertmnn

und Dorothea, It is a German idyll
;
the story is taken

from the sufferings of Lutherans driven out in the early

part of the 18th century from the province of Salzburg, but

Goethe has given it the character of his own time. He had
seen much of the suffering produced by the French Eevolu-

tion, and he wished this poem to be a reflexion in a tiny

mirror of the storms and convulsions of the great world.

In its literary form it is a descendant of Voss’s Luise. It

was conceived at Ilmenau in August 1796, and finished in

the following spring. Schiller tells us how it was composed
with extraordinary ease and rapidity. During nine days

Goethe produced 150 lines a day. You have only to shake

the tree, as Schiller said, and ripe apples will tumble down
about you. The lines thus hastily written underwent a

careful revision. Contemporaneous with Hermann mid
Dorothea is the production of WallensteinsLager by Schiller,

which was written with the advice and assistance of his

brother poet. The completion of this cycle of plays falls

two years later.

The year 1797 is the year of ballads. In his garden Ballads,

house at Jena Schiller worked diligently at this vein, that

perhaps for which he was best suited, and in which he
most nearly rivals Goethe. Goethe wrote Die Braut von

Korinth, Gott und die Bayadere, and Der Zaiiherlehrling
\

and the whole collection was published in the M%isen

Almanach for 1798. The latter half of this year was
occupied with a tour in Switzerland. Before its com-
mencement he visited his mother at Frankfort for the

last time, and presented to her his wife and his son.

It was a year of extraordinary activity. Besides the

ballads and his researches in the morphology of plants and
insects, he translated a great part of the autobiography of

Benvenuto Cellini, wrote a number of essays on the question

of aesthetics, and worked at his long neglected Faust, Of
this he wrote the dedication, the “ Prologue in Heaven,” and
the “ Golden Marriage of Oberon and Titania”—so povrer-

ful was the effect of intellectual sympathy and stimulus.

The six years which succeeded Goethe’s return from his

third Swiss tour, although they embrace the period in which
he and Schiller were in daily co-operation, have left us
little of permanent wortji*from the older poet. On the

other hand, they are the years of Schiller’s greatest activity.

The great trilogy of Wallenstein, perhaps the highest point

of Schiller’s genius, was followed by Maria Stuart, the

Jungfrau von Orleans, the Braut von Messina, and Wilhelm
Tell, From the end of 1799 Schiller was permanently
settled in Weimar; a dramatic school was founded, and the

representation of these classical dramas was the glory of

the Weimar stage. During these years Goethe was occupied

with#aw5f, with his researches into the theory of colours and
of biological development, with the conduct of the theatre

and the practical encouragement of art. In 1798 the

Horen died a natural death, and was succeeded by the

Pvopylden, a journal of literature and criticism, which,

although it contained many essays by Goethe, never ex-

ceeded a circulation of 300. In the spring of 1799 the study
of Homer incited Goethe to sketch a long epic poem on

the subject of Achilles. SchiUer did his best to encou
rage the work. The first canto was rapidly completed, but
it had no successor. Goethe contented himself with trans-

lating the works of others, and prepared the Mahomet and
Tancred of Voltaire for the Leipsic stage. In the first
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dayjS ot tlie new century he suffered a dangerous attack of

scarlatina. His friends feared for his life. Frau von Stein

recalled her forgotten friendship, and showed kindness to

his son. After his recovery he sketched out what was the
most important work ot these years, a trilogy on the subject

of the French Revolution
; ot this only the first part, the

Katurliche Tochter, was completed. The story was a true

one of a princess of the French house of Conti. The
play is written with the full beauty of Goethe’s style, and
some passages and effects are worthy of his highest genius.

But as a whole it fails. It has the quality, which in a
drama must be a fault, so characteristic of Goethe’s later

writing, of too great universality of treatment. The char-

acters are not living beings but abstractions, and the
language is vague and general rather than clear and defined.

The play was performed at Weimar on April 2, 1803.
Two masterpieces of Schiller—the Braut von Messina and
the Jungfrau von Orleans—preceded and followed it by a

Madame lew weeks. At the end of this year Madame de Stael
de SLiei. arrived in Weimar accompanied by Benjamin Constant.

She had heard of the fame of this new Parnassus, and she
was bent on proclaiming the intellectual superiority of

Germany to the world. Goethe at first fled from her, as

Byron did at a later period. He hid himself in Jena, but
was recalled by order of the duke. The result of the con-

versations in the salons of Weimar is contained in her book
De VAllemagne, In March she was suddenly recalled by
the death of her father, the minister Necker. Goethe was
at this time the centre to which the most distinguished men
of all kinds in Germany naturally turned. He was most
intimate with Zelter the musician, with whom he main-

tained a full correspondence
;
with Wilhelm von Humboldt,

the statesman-scholar
j
with F. A. Wolf, the founder of the

science of philology; with Gottfried Hermann, the best

Schiller’s authority on Greek metres. But the friendship which was
death, worth all these was soon to be severed. In the beginning

of 1805 Goethe was convinced that either he or Schiller

w'ould die in that year. In January they were both seized

with illness ;
Schiller had finished his Fhadra and begun

to work at his Demetrius, Goethe was translating the Neoeu
de Rameau of Diderot. Schiller was the first to recover,

and visiting Goethe in his sick room, fell on his neck and

kissed him with intense emotion. On April 29 they saw

each other for the last time. Schiller was on his way to the

theatre whither Goethe was too ill to accompany him. They
parted at the door of Schiller’s house, Schiller died on the

evening of the 9th of May. No one dared to tell Goethe the

sad news, but he saw in the faces of those who surrounded

him thatSchiller mustbevery ill. Onthe morrow of Schiller’s

death, when his wife entered his room, he said, “ Is it not

true that Schiller was very ill yesterday She began to

sob. He then cried, “ He is dead 1” “ Thou hast spoken

it thyself,” she answered. Once more he cried, “He is

dead!” and turning aside covered his weeping eyes with his

hands. He at first intended to have completed Demetrius

as a memorial of his friend, but a happier inspiration was

to arrange a performance of Schiller’s great poem of The

Bell, and to crown it by an epilogue. Since that time

Schiller and Goethe have been inseparable in the minds of

their countrymen, and have reigned as twin stars in the

literary firmament. If Schiller does not hold the first

place, it is at least true that he is more beloved, although

Goethe may be more admired. It would be invidious to

separate them. But it is evident that the best fruits of

Schiller’s muse were produced when he was most closely

under Goethe’s influence, and the foreign student of German
culture has ground for believing that at some future time

the glory of the lesser luminary will be absorbed in that of

the greater, and the name of Goethe will represent alone

and unrivalled the literature of his age and country.

Schiller was happy in the occasion of his death. He did Napoleon
not see the troubles which immediately afterwards burst
upon Thuringia. On October 14, 1806, the battle of Jena
was fought. The court had fled from Weimar

;
only the

duchess Louise remained. In the evening of the deteat
Weimar was plundered by the conquering troops. Many
of Goethe’s friends lost everything they possessed. His
property and perhaps his life was saved by the firmness

of Christiane, and afterwards by the billeting of Marshal
Augereau in his house. On the 15th Napoleon entered the
town, but Goethe did not go to see him. The duchess
obtained her husband’s pardon by her entreaties. It was
not till the autumn of 1808 that Napoleon and Goethe,
perhaps the two greatest men then living in Europe, met
and conversed. It was at the congress of Erfurt, where
the sovereigns and princes of Europe were assembled
Goethe’s presence was commanded by the duke. He was
attracted at least as much by the prospect of seeing Talma
as of meeting Napoleon. He was invited to an audience on
October 2 ;

Talleyrand, Berthier, and Savary were present

The emperor sat at a large round table eating his breakfast.

He beckoned Goethe to approach him, and said to him,
“ Vous ^tes un homme 1

” He asked how old he was, ex-

pressed his wonder at the freshness of his appearance, said

that he had read Werther through seven times, and made
some acute remarks on the management of the plot. Then,

after an interruption, he said that tragedy ought to be the

school of kings and peoples
;
that there was no subject

worthier of treatment than the death of Ceesar, which
Voltaire had treated insufficiently. A great poet would have
given prominence to Caesar’s plans for the regeneration of

the world, and shown what a loss mankind had suffered by
his murder. He invited Goethe to Paris

;
that was the

centre of great movements
;
there he would find subjects

worthy of his skill. They parted with mutual admiration.

The bust of Napoleon was a prominent ornament in Goethe’s

study.

In the same year, 1808, an edition of Goethe’s works Fmst
in thirteen volumes was published by Cotta at Tubingen.

It is remarkable as containing the first part of Fa\tst in

its complete form. The principal portions of the drama
had already been published as a fragment in 1790. It

had then attracted but little attention. Heyne wrote of

it
—“ There are fine passages in it, but with them there are

such things as only he could give to the world who takes

other men to be blockheads.” Wieland and Schiller were

apparently dissatisfied with it. It had perhaps the appear-

ance of patchwork, as it was made up of fragments which

had been written at very different periods of his life. The
idea of writing Faust seems to have come to Goethe in his

earliest manhood. He was brooding over it at the same

time with Gotz von Berlichingen, but at Strasburg he spoke

to Herder of neither. He apparently began to write it down
at the same time as Werther in 1774, and we find mention

of its progress in the two following years ; indeed, all the

important parts of the fragment which appeared in 1790
were known to Jacobi before 1776. He took the work

with him to Italy, where he added little to it except the

scene in the witches’ kitchen. The dedication, the “ Prologue

in Heaven,” which presents to the reader the idea of the

whole work, the prelude on the stage copied from the Indian

drama, the lyrical intermezzo, the scene with Wagner before

the city gate, and the scene with Mephistopheles in the

study were written before 1800. In that year he was

busy with Helena for the second part, and he added nothing

afterwards to the first except the “ Walpurgis Night ” and

the scene of Valentine’s death. Faust justly stands at the

head of all Goethe’s works, and it deserves a very high

place among the best works of every age. Founded on

a well-known popular tale, indebted for its interest and
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pathos to incidents of universal experience, it deals with

the deepest problems which can engage the mind of man.

In this combination of qualities it is perhaps superior to

any one of Shakespeare’s plays. The plot is as simple

and as well known to the audience as the plot of a Greek

tragedy. The innocence and the fall of Gretchen appeal

to every heart
;
the inward struggles of Faust, like those

of Hamlet, and the antagonism of the sensual and moral

principles, interest the reader just in proportion as his own
mind and nature have been similarly stirred. Each line is

made to stand for eternity
;
not a word is thrown away

;

the poem has entered as a whole into the mind and thought

of modern Germany
3
nearly every expression has become

a household word. Characters are sketched in a single

scene
;
Valentine lives for us as clearly as Faust himself

Deeper meanings are opened up at every reading, and the

next age will discover much in it which is concealed from

this. Goethe, writing of Faust in his eightieth year, says

with truth, ‘‘ The commendation which the poem has re-

ceived far and near may be perhaps owing to this quality,

that it permanently preserves the period of development of

a human soul which is tormented by all that afflicts man-

kind, shaken also by all that disturbs it, repelled by all that

it finds repellent, and made happy by all that it desires.

The author is at present far removed from such conditions

;

the world likewise has to some extent other struggles to

undergo
3
nevertheless the state of man, in joy and sorrow,

remains very much the same, and the latest born will still

find cause to acquaint himself with what has been enjoyed

and suffered before him in order to adapt himself to that

which awaits him.”

WaUver- In 1809 he finished Die WaJilverwandtschaften (The Elec-
'

wcmdt- tive Aifinibies), a story which is always cited to prove the
^chaften. inunoral tendency of his works. A married couple, Edward

and Charlotte, are thrown into constant companionship

with two unmarried persons, the Captain and Ottiiie. A
cross attraction takes place similar to that which is often

seen in chemical experiments. Edward unites himself with

Ottiiie, Charlotte with the Captain. The psychological

changes by which this result is produced are portrayed with

a masterly hand. The moral may be held by some to exalt

the preponderance of fatality in human affairs, and the use-

lessness of contending against irresistible circumstances.

Others may believe that the story is intended to show the

disastrous calamities which may be wrought by a weak
aud self-indulgent will. Ottiiie, though she cannot resist

her passion, has strength enough to starve herself to death
3

Edward is the prototype of Arthur Donnithorne and Tito

Melema. The work is replete with earnest purpose and
terrible warning.

FcM'benr In 1810 Goethe finished the printing of his Farbenlehre
leh/re, (Theory of Colours), a work which had occupied his

mind ever since his journey to Italy. His theories

were rejected and disregarded by his contemporaries,
but he left them with confidence to the judgment of

posterity. Goethe’s labours in this domain fall into two
natural divisions—one in which he tries to prove that the
hypotheses of ifewton are unsatisfactory, and another in

which he promulgates a theory of his own. In his first

work, published in 1791 and 1792, he describes with great

accuracy and liveliness the experiments which he has made.
They consist chiefly of the appearances presented by white
discs on a black ground, black discs on a white ground,
and coloured discs on a black or white ground when seen
through a prism. There are two points which he considers

fatal to Hewton’s theory,—that the centre of a broad white
surface remains white when seen through a prism, and that

even a black streak on a white ground can be entirely de-

composed into colours. The scientific friends to whom he
communicated these observations assured him that there was

nothing inthem opposed toNewton’s theory,—that they were
even confirmations of it. He would not be convinced, and
took no pains to acquire that exact knowledge of mathe-
matics and geometrical reasoning vrithont which the nioie

abstruse problems of physical optics could not be in-

telligible. He went on further to formulate a theory of his

own. His views on the subject are contained in their

shortest form in a letter addressed to Jacobi from the camp
at Marienburg in July 1793. They are divided into six

heads, of which the following is an abstract. (1.) Light is

the simplest matter we have knowledge of, the least ca[)able

of analysis, the most homogeneous. It is not a compound
body. (2.) Least of all is it compounded of coloured lights.

Every coloured light is darker than colourless light.

Brightness cannot be compounded of darkness. (3.) Inflex-

ion, refraction, reflexion, are three conditions under winch
we often observe apparent colours, but they are rather

occasions for their appearance than the cause of it. (4.)

There are only two pure colours, blue and yellow^3 red may
be regarded as a property of both of them. There are two
mixed colours, green and purple

3
the restare gradations of

these colours, aud are not pure. (5.) Colourless light cannot

be produced out of coloured lights, nor white from coloured

pigments.
(
6.) The colours which appear to us arise solely

out of a modification of the light. The colours are excited

in the light, not developed out of the light. These views

he afterwards extended and explained, but very slightly

modified. In Goethe’s opinion, yellow was light seen

through a thickened medium
3

blue was darkness seen

through an illuminated medium
3

all other colours were de-

rived from those two. The theory of the Farbenlehre has

not yet received the recognition which Goethe anticipated

tor it. In his own day he had some adherents,—the most
distinguished perhaps was the philosopher Hegel, whose
views, however, of natural philosophy have caused many
inquirers to recoil from his theory of metaphysics. Goethe
complained that no physicist believed in him, and as that is

still true in an age which has been devoted mote than any
other to physical inquiries, we may conclude that the prin-

ciple upon which his theories are based is radically wrong.

The year 1809, in which Die Waklverioandtschaften was
written, was for Goethe the beginning of a new era. He
was then fresher and brighter than he had been for ten years

before. He had lived through a troubled period of oppressive

sorrow. The death of Schiller, the violation of his beloved

Weimar, the deaths of the duchess Amalia and of his mother,

his own bodily and mental sufferings, had given a tone of

sadness to his poetry. As if to put the finishing stroke to

the efforts of his life, he married the mother of his children,

arranged and published his collected w’orks, and completed
his theory of colours. The unfinished drama of Pandora is

a symbol of this time. The part which is completed refers

only to past experiences of sadness
3 the continuation was

to have lifted the curtain of future hope.
It was natural at the beginning of a new course of life that

Goethe should write an account of his past existence. The
study of his collected poems made it apparent to him how
necessary it was to furnish a key by which they might be
understood. These various causes led to the composition of AuiMo-
Dicktung v/nd Wahrheit (Poetry and Truth), an autobiogra-
phical history of the poet’s life from his birth till his settle-

ment at Weimar. This work is the cause of much embarrass-
ment to the poet’s biographers. Where it ought to be the

most trustworthy source of information, it is most mislead-
ing. It is probable that Goethe intended it to be an accurate
and circumstantial account of his life. But the inner life of

an individual is more clear to him than the outer. The
stages of our self-development are better remembered than
the exact circumstances which produced them, still less than
the order of time in which they followed each other. Goethe
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took pains to ascertain facts which he had forgotten. But
he was so conscious that imagination would play a large

part in the composition that in the title he gave poetry the

precedence before truth. The indefatigable industry of

German investigation has laid open before us every detail

of the poet’s life and every phase of his feeling. Lichtung
und Wahrheit^ if it has lost its rank as a history, still keeps
its place as a classic. The simple loving delineation of the

childhood of genius is as fresh as ever, and is of more uni-

versal interest from being less particular. The first five

books of this autobiography appeared in 1811, the next
five in 1812, the third instalment at Easter 1814, and the

conclusion after Goethe’s death. The period during which
this was his principal work witnessed the greatest political

event of the first half of our century, the rising of the Ger-

man people against the power of Napoleon. In this Goethe
took no share, and with it he apparently felt little

sympathy. He made no impassioned orations to his

countrymen like Fichte
;
he wrote no inspiring lays like

Korner. The ballads which he composed in 1813 are

harmless enough,

—

Der wandelnde GLoclce^ Dev getreue Ech-

hart, Ber Todtentanz, He saw Stein and Arndt at Dres-

den in 1813, but disappointed them by his impassive

manner. He said to Korner’s father at the same time,

•'Yes, shake your chains ! The man is too great for you.

You will not break them, but only drive them deeper into

your flesh.” The reasons for this apparent coldness are

perhaps more simple than they appear at first sight.

Goethe was a man of thought rather than of action. Al-

though a fair portion of his long life was given to the

practical business of his adopted country, his heart was
always in speculation or artistic production. While in-

specting mines he was spinning theories of geological for- I

mation
;
while working for the war commission he gladly

ran away to the castle of Dornburg to bury himself amongst

his deserted papers. The pressure of court business at

Weimar drove him to the solitude of Italy. In the defiles

of the Argonne, and in the trenches before Mainz, he was

scheming and arranging his theory of colours. A bombard-

ment was valued by him less as an attack upon the enemy
than as a series of interesting experiments in optics

Added to this natural indifference to the details of human
affairs was his belief in the predominance of force, and in

the necessary evolution of the history of the world. Na-

poleon was to him the greatest living depository of power.

Nations, whether conquered or victorious, separated or

united, obeyed a common law against which individual will

strove in vain. Goethe was thus incapacitated for politics,

both by his qualities and his defects. This habit of abstract

contemplation grew upon him in later life. Those who
condemn him on this ground should remember that he

hailed in no grudging spirit the formation of a united Ger-

many, and that his works have been the most potent

agency in making all Germans feel that they are one. Few
would wish to exchange the self-conflict of Faust, or even

the wayward wanderings of Meister, for the hectic extrava-

gance of Korner or the unsubstantial rhetoric of Posa.

It was hardly to be expected that at the age of sixty-five

Goethe should strike out new lines of poetical activity.

However, in the West-osiliche Bivan, he made the first

attempt to transplant Eastern poetry to a German soil, and

set an example which has been followed by Heine and Mirza

Schaffy. In 1811 he first became acquainted with the

works of Hafiz in Hammer’s translation. At a time when
North and South and West were splitting in sunder, when
thrones were breaking up and empires trembling, he sought

a willing refuge in the restoring fountain of the Eastern poet.

The book Timur has an obvious reference to the expedition

of Napoleon in Eussia, but the large majority of the poems

are amatory, and are addressed to an imaginary Suleika,

whose name is given to one of the books. Once more in his
old age Goethe came under the sovereignty of a woman.
She was Marianne von Willemer, the newly married wife
of a Frankfort banker, Jacob von Willemer, who was an old
friend of Goethe’s and of his brother-in-law Schlosser.

Goethe made her acquaintance in a journey which he took
in the Ehine country with Sulpiz Boiseree, who had suc-

ceeded in interesting Goethe in early German art, a sub-
ject to which he was himself devoted. The correspondence
between Goethe and Marianne was published in 1877. It

extends almost to the day of his death, and includes letters

from Eckermann giving an account of his last moments.
Not only were most of the Bivan poems addressed to

Suleika, but several of those included in the collection are

by Marianne herself, and will bear comparison with those of

Goethe. In these poems the Oriental form is not very
strictly observed. The fondness of the Orientals for the re-

petition of single rhymes is not attended to, and if some-
times remembered is soon forgotten. Their Eastern colour

depends rather on the suggestion of Eastern scenery and the

iurroduction of Eastern names. This, however, gives thii

poet a greater licence to levity, to fatalism, and to passion

than would have been possible in poems of a pureh^ German
character.

The last twelve years of Goethe’s life, when he had The clos-

passed his seventieth birthday, were occupied by his criti-i^^S>®aiii.

cisms on the literature of foreign countries, by the Wander-
jahre, and the second part of Faust He was the literary

dictator of Germany and of Europe. He took but little

interest in the direction in which the younger German
school was moving, and was driven to turn his eyes abroad.

He conceived an intense admiration for Byron, which was
increased by his early death. Byron appears as Euphorion
in the second part of Faust, He also recognized the great-

ness of Scott, and was one of the first to send a greeting to

the Italian Mazzini. He conceived the idea of a world-

literature transcending the narrow limits of race and country,

which should unite all nations in harmony of feeling and
aspiration. German writers claim that his design has been

realized, and the literature of every age and country can be

studied in a tongue which Goethe had made rich, flexible,

and serviceable for the purpose. The Wanderjahre, dXrMelstcTs

though it contains some of Goethe’s most beautiful concep- Jfounder-

tions. The Flight into Egypt, The Description of the Peda-*^''^^''’®'

gogic Province, The Parable of the Three Eeverences, is

yet an ill-assorted collection of all kinds of writings, old and
new. Its author never succeeded in giving it form or

coherency, and his later style, beautiful as it is, becomes

in these years vague and abstract. Still without this work
we should not be acquainted with the full richness and
power of his mind.

The second part of Faust has been a battlefield of Sticona

controversy since its publication, and demands fuller pai't of

attention. Its fate may be compared with that of the

latest works of Beethoven . For a long time it was regarded

as impossible to understand, and as not worth understanding,

the production of a great artist whose faculties had been

impaired by age. By degrees it has, by careful labour, be-

come intelligible to us, and the conviction is growing that

it is the deepest and most important work of the author’s

life. Its composition cannot be called an after-thought.

There is no doubt that the poet finished at the age of

eighty the plan which he had conceived sixty years before.

The work in its entirety may be described as the first part

of Faust " writ large.” This is a picture of the macrocosm

of society as that was of the microcosm of the individual.

The parallelism between the two dramas is not perfect, but

it reveals itself more and more clearly to a patient study.

Some points of this similarity have been well expressed by

Eosenkranz (quoted by Bayard Taylor) :
—" Both parts ar<?
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symmetrical in their structure. The first moves with de-

liberate swiftness from heaven through the world to hell;

the second returns therefrom through the world to heaven.

Between the two lies the emancipation of Faust from the

torment oC his conscious guilt, lies his Lethe, his assimi-

lation of the past. In regard to substance, the first part

begins religiously, becomes metaphysical, and terminates

ethically; the secondpart begins ethically, becomes sesthetic,

and terminates religiously. In one, love and knowledge are

confronted with each other
;
in the other, practical activity

and art, the ideal of the beautiful. In regard to form, the

first part advances from the hymnal shout to monologue
and dialogue ;

the second part from monologue and dialogue

to the dithyrambic, closing with the hymn, which here

glorifies not alone the Lord and His uncomprehended lofty

w’-orks, but the human in the process of its union with the

divine, through redemption and atonement.” The first act,

with its varied scenes of country, castle, garden, galleries,

and halls, answers to the two prologues of the first part; the

second act introduces us again to Faust^s study and his

familiar Wagner. The classical Walpurgis IsTight has its

prototype in the first part. The third act is devoted to

Helena, \rho is the heroine of the second part as Gretchen is

of the first. The marriage of Faust and Helena typifies

the union of the classical and romantic schools, and their

child is Euphorion, who is symbolical of Byron. In the

fourth act Faust is raised instead of being degraded by his

union with Helena. He wishes for a sphere of beneficent

activity, and obtains it by war. The fifth act is devoted to

the complete regeneration of the soul of Faust, Even the

sight of all that he has accomplished does not satisfy him.

It is not until he is blind to outward objects that one
moment of divine rapture reveals to him the continuance

of his work in coming generations, and convinces him that

he has not lived in vain. In this one moment of supreme
happiness he dies. The struggle for the possession of

Faust’s soul, indicated in the first part, is fully elaborated

in the second. Mephistopheles is shown to have worked
out the good in spite of himself, and Margaret appears

transfigured as the revelation to man of the divine love.

With the completion of Faust, Goethe felt that thework of

his life was accomplished. He still continued to work with
regularity. He ordered and arranged his writings, he
laboured at his Tages- und Jahresheften, an autobiographical

journal of his life. He bated not one jot of heart or hope,
and took the liveliest interest in every movement of litera-

ture and science. When the news of the July Revolution
of 1830 reached Weimar, Goethe was excited beyond his

wont, not on account of the triumph of liberal principles,

but because the controversy between Ouvler and Geoffrey St
Hilaire had been decided in favour of the latter. Still he
had much to darken his latter days. His old friends were
falling fast around him. His wife had died in 1816, after

a union of thirty years. He felt her loss bitterly. The
duchess Amalia had died eight years before, not long after

the death of his own mother. He now had to undergo
bitterer experiences when he was less able to bear them.
Frau von Stein, with whom he had renewed his friendship
if not his love, died in January 1827

;
and in June 1828

he lost the companion of his youth, the grand-duke Karl
August, who died suddenly, awayfromWeimar, on his return
from a journey. Goethe received the news with outward
calmness, but said forebodingly, ^‘Now it is all over,” and
went to mourn and labour at the castle of Dornburg, where
everything reminded him of the days of their early friend-

ship. The duchess Louisesurvived her husband till February
1830. When Goethe died in 1832 none of the old Weimar
set were left except Knebel, who lived two years longer.

A greater blow than these was the death of his only son,
whom, in spite of his moral weakness, his father deeply loved.

He died at Rome in October 1830, and is buried close by
the pyramid of Caius Cestius, where Goethe himself once
desired to be laid. We have a full account of the last nine
years of Goethe’s life from the writings of Eckermann, who
became his secretary in 1823, lived with him till his death,

and has noted down his conversations and his habits with
the minuteness and fidelity of a Boswell.

We must pass on to the closing scene. On Thursday, His
March 15, 1832, he spent his last cheerful and happy day. Jeato*

He was visited by the grand-duchess and other friends.

He awoke the next morning with a chill. From this he
gradually recovered, and on Monday was so much better

that he designed to begin his regular work on the next day.

But in the middle of the night he woke up with a deathly
coldness, which extended from his hands over his body, and
which it took many hours to subdue. It then appeared that

the lungs were attacked, and that there was no hope of his

recovery. Goethe did not anticipate death. He sat fully

clothed in his arm-chair, made attempts to reach his study,

spoke confidently of his recovery, and of the walks he would
take in the fine April days. His daughter-in-law Ottilie

tended him faithfully. On the morning of the 22d his

strength gradually left him. He sat slumbering in his arm-
chair holding Ottilie’s hand. Her name was constantly on
his lips. His mind occasionally wandered, at one time to

his beloved Schiller, at another to a fair female head with
black curls, some passion of his youth. His last words were
an order to his servant to open the second shutter to let in

more light. After this he traced with his forefinger letters in

the air. At half-past eleven in the day he drew himself, with-

out any sign of pain, into the left corner of his arm-chair, and
went so peacefullyto sleepthat itwaslong beforethe watchers
knew that his spirit was really gone. He is buried in the

grand-ducal vault, where the bones of Schiller are also laid.

Goethe differs from all other great writers, except per-

haps Milton, in this respect, that his works cannot be under-

stood without a knowledge of his life, and that his life is

in itself a work of art, greater than any work which it

created. This renders a long and circumstantial biography
a necessity to all who would study the poet seriously. At
the same time he is so great that we are even now scarcely

sufficiently removed from him to be able to form a correct

judgment of his place in literary history. He is not only
the greatest poet of Germany ; he is one of the greatest

poets of all ages. Posterity must decide his exact preced-

ence in that small and chosen company which contains the

names of Homer, Dante, and Shakespeare. He was the

apostle of self-culture. Always striving after objective

truth, and sometimes attaining to it, he exhibited to the

world every phase of his plastic mind in turn, and taught
both by precept and example the husbandry of the soul.

The charge of selfishness so often brought against him
cannot be maintained. His nature responded to every
influence of passing emotion. Like a delicate harp, it was
silent if not touched, and yet gave its music to every woo-
ing of the wilful wind. The charge of unsympathetic
coldness roused the deep indignation of those who knew
him best He learned by sad experience that the lesson

of life is to renounce. Rather than cavil at his statuesque

repose, we should learn to admire the self-conflict and self-

command which moulded the exuberance of his impulsive
nature into monumental symmetry and proportion. His
autobiography has done him wrong. It is the story not of

Ms life, but of his recollections. He needs no defence,

nothing but sympathetic study. As Homer concentrated
in himself the spirit of antiquity, Dante of the Middle
Ages, and Shakespeare of the Renaissance, so Goethe is the
representative of the modern spirit, the prophet of man-
kind under new circumstances and new conditions, the
appointed teacher of ages yet unborn.
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BihhograpJiy,—A complete bibliography of Goethe

literature would fill a very large space. We must con-
tent ourselves with an indication of the principal sources
from which a knowledge of his life may be derived. The
most important source of all is his own works. The Dicht-
ung und Wahrheity the ItalieniscJie Reise^ the Gampagne
aTYi Rhein^ and the Tages- und Jaliresheften have an
especial autobiographical value. ISText to these come the
poems, and lastly the letters. Many of these are lost for
ever, many remain unpublished. For the first period of
his life Der Jimge Goethe^ in three volumes, published by
Hirzel, with an introduction by Michael Bernays, is indis-
pensable. It contains his letters and poems in chrono-
logical order. A commentary on this work by Wilhelm
Scherer, entitled Aub Goethes Fruhzeit was published in
1879. Otto Jahn published Goethes BHefe an semer Leijy-

ziger Freimde, Scholl and A. Hober have collected the
letters of the Strasburg period. Goethe’s correspondence
with Schiller and with Zelter was published during his life-

time. Besides these we have his letters to Herder, Merck,
Kestner and Lotte, Lavater, Knebel, Countess Stolberg,
Jacobi, Karl August, and Frau von Stein. Lately have
appeared his letters to Marianne von Willemer, and some
of those addressed to J. G. Schlosser. We are without
his letters to Behrisch, Lerse, and Zimmermann ; and we
have only a few of those addressed to Horn and Sophie La
Hoche. Goethe’s real letters to Bettina von Arnim are in
the main unpublished

; those which bear the name have
been largely falsified, but have a substratum of truth. We
have also a few volumes of Goethe’s scientific correspond-
ence, published by his descendants. Help to the understand-
ing of his poetry is given by the letters of Wieland, Caroline
Flachsland, and his Weimar friends. The letters addressed
to him by Frau von Stein exist, but have not been made
public. The first life of Goethe was published by Doring
in 1828, of which a second enlarged edition appeared after

the poet’s death in 1833. Then followed Viehoff in 4
volumes, 1847—1853. The best life of Goethe is that of

Schafer, which appeared first in 1851, and the third edition

of which dates from 1877. It is contained in two volumes
of moderate size, and is written with scarcely a superfluous
word. The account of Goethe and Schiller by Karl
Goedeke in his Grundriss der Beutschen Bichtimg is admir-
able, and so is the little book Goethes Lehen und Schriften^
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published by him in 1874. The life of Goethe has been
popularized in England by G. H. Lewes, in a work which
is as much read in German as in English. A complete
biography of Goethe cannot be written until the archives
of the Goethe Haus at Weimar are thrown open for con-
sultation. The knowledge of Goethe’s works in England
is due as much as anything else to the writings of Thomas
Carlyle. The commentaries on Goethe’s works are end-
less in number. The most active labourer in this field has
been H. Diintze, who has left no side of Goethe’s activity
and no period of his life unexplored. We must also men-
tion the brilliant lectures on Goethe by Hermann Grimm
(Berlin, 1877), and the excellent sketch of his life and
works published by A, Hayward in 1878. The following
works deserve particular mention :

—

Aus Goethes Knabenzeit 1757-59, Mittheiliingcn mis cinenh
OriginalmanxLSCS'ipt der Frankfiirier Stadtbihliotliek^ erlautert und
herausgegehen von Dr H. Weismann, Frankfurt, 1846 ; Briefe an
J, JS. Merck non Goethe^ Herder^ Wieland, und andern hedeutendeii
Zeitgenossen,l[ij:hg, voiiK. Wagner, Dannstadt, 1835 ; Briefe ausdem
Freundcskreise vo7i Goethe, Herder, Hdjpfner, mid Merck, hr&g. von
Dr K. Wagner, Leipsic, 1847 ; Briefe Goethes an Frau ron Stein
aus den Jahren 1776-1826, hrsg. diirch A. Scholl, 3 vols., Weimar,
1848-1851

;
Briefe Goethes an die Grafin Auguste zu Stolberg,

Leipsic, 1839 ; B^'iefe Goethes an Laratcr, aus den Jahren 1774-83,
hrsg. von Heinr. Herzel, Leipsic, 1833 ; Briefe Goethes an Leipziger
Freunde, hrsg. von O. Jahn, Leipsic, 1849; Briefe Goethes in den
Jahiren 1768-1832, hrsg. von H. Doring, Leipsic, 1836 ; Brief-
wechsel d. Groszherzogs Karl August t). Sachsen- Weimar-Eisenach
mit Goethe in den Jahren 'coizVt’l^ bis 1828, 2 vols., Weimar and
Leipsic, 1863 ;

Briefujechsel zwischen Goethe u. F, H. Jacobi, hrsg.
V. lilax Jacobi, Leipsic, 1847; Binefweclisel zwischen Goethe und
Zelter in den Jahren 1796-1832, hisg. vonFr. W. Eiemer, 8 parts,

Berlin, 1833-34-36
;
B^'iefwechsel zwischen Goethe u, Marianne von

Willeoncr {Suleika), hrsg- mit Lehensnachrichten, &c., von Th.
Creizenach, Stuttgart, 1877 ; H. Doling, Goethes Leben, Weimar,
1828, 2ded., Jena, 1833; and Goedeke, Goethes Leben u. Schriften,
Stuttgart, 1874, Goethes Sammlungen, 3 parts, Jena, Leipsic, 1848,
1849 ; Dr Karl Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Goethe u. Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy, Leipsic, 1871 ;

Neue Mittheilungen aus Johann Wolf-
gang V071 Goethes handschriftlichem Nachlasse, 8 parts, Leipsic,

1874-76; Dr J. W. Schafer, Goethes Leben, 2 vols., 8th ed.,

Leipsic, 1877 ; H. Yiehoff, Goethes Leben, 3 parts, Stuttgart, 1847-
49; Franz Wegele, Goethe als Historilcer, 1876 ;

Zellenck, Die
Beziehungen Gothes zu Spinoza, 1878 ;

Edmund Hoefer, Goethe
und Charlotte von Stein, Stuttgardt, 1878 ; Briefe Goethes an
Sophie la Roche wnd Bettina Brentano, hrsg. von C. Loeper,
Berlin, 1879 (a most valuable little hook); Graf Ferdinand von
Durkheim, lAlis Bild geschicMlich entworfen, 1879; C. A. H.
Burkhardt, Goethe %ind der Componist Bh. Chr. Kayser, Leipsic,

1879; Yinc. Prokl, Goethe in Eger, Yienna, 1879. (O. B.)

GOETZ, Hermann (1840-1876), a musical composer,
presents one of those instances, too frequent in the his-

tory of art, of success long sought for, and cut short by
death when achieved at last. He was born at Konigs-
burg in Prussia in 1840, and began his regular musical

studies at the comparatively advanced age of seventeen.

Pie entered the music-school of Professor Stern at Berlin,

and studied composition chiefly under Ulrich and Hans von
Biilow. In 1863 he was appointed organist at Winterthur
in Switzerland, where he lived in obscurity for a number
of years, occupying himself with composition during his

leisure hours. One of his works was an opera, The
Taming of the Shrew, the libretto skilfully adapted from
Shakespeare’s play. After much delay it was produced
at Mannheim (October 1874), and its success was as instan-

taneous as it has up to the present proved lasting. It

rapidly made the round of the great German theatres, and
spread its composer’s fame over all the land. But Goetz
did not live to enjoy this happy result for long. In Decem-
ber 1876 he died at Zurich from overwork. A second

opera, Francesca da Rimini, on which he was engaged at

the time of his death, remained a fragment ;
but it has

since been finished according to his directions by a friend,

and was performed for the first time at Mannheim a few
months after the composer’s death. Besides his dramatic

work, Goetz also wrote various compositions for chamber-

music, of which a trio (Op. 1) and a quintet (Op. 16) have
been given with great success at the London Monday
Popular Concerts. Still more important is the Symphony
in F, on which the composer’s great reputation in England
is mainly founded. As a composer of comic opera Goetz

lacks the sprightliness and artistic savoirfaire so rarelyfound

amongst Germanic nations. His was essentially a serious

nature, and passion and pathos were to him more congenial

than humour. The more serious sides of the subject are

therefore insisted upon more successfully than Katherine’s

ravings and Petruchio’s eccentricities, c There are, however,

very graceful passages, €,g,, the singing lesson Bianca re-

ceives from her disguised lover. Goetz’s style, although

influenced by Wagner and other masters, shows signs of a

distinct individuality. The design of his music is essenti-

ally of a polyphonous character, and the working out and

interweaving of his themes betray the musician of high

scholarship. But breadth and beautiful flow of melody

also were his, as is seen in the symphony, and perhaps

still more in the quintet for pianoforte and strings above
X. — 93
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referred to. The most important of Goetz’s posthumous
works are a setting of the 137th Psalm for soprano solo,

chorus, and orchestra, a “Spring” overture (Op. 15), and
a pianoforte sonata for four hands (Op. 17).

GOG occuis in two ]3a.ssages of Scripture (Ezek.

xxxviiL-xxxix., and Pev. xx.) as the name of a great anti-

theocratic power destined to manifest itself in the world
immediately before the final dispensation is ushered in. In

the later passage, Gog and Magog are s^Doken of as co-

ordinate
j
in the earlier, Gog is given as the name of the

person or people, and Magog as that of the land of its

origin. Notwithstanding this discrepancy, it is obvious

that the p)Jissages are intimately related, and that both
depend upon Gen. x. 2, where, however, Magog alone is

mentioned. Here he is the second son of Japhet, and, on
the assumption that a geographical order underlies these

ethnographical tables, his locality is to be sought between
Gomer and Madai or Media. According to Josephus, wdio

is followed by Jerome, the Scythians were primarily intended

by this designation
;
and this opinion has been almost

universally accepted in modern times. The name ^KvOai,

it is to be observed, however, is often but a vague word for

any or all of the numerous aod but partially known tribes

of the north ; and any attempt to assign a more definite

locality to Magog cau only be very hesitatingly made.
According to some, the Maiotes about the Palus Mseotis are

meant
;
according to others, the Massagetae

;
according to

Eiepert, the inhabitants of the northern and eastern parts

of Armenia. In Ezekiel, Gog is regarded as a terrible ruler

in the extreme north, being prince of Posh, Mesech, and
Tubal, as well as governor in the land of Magog, and having
the support of Persia, Ethiopia, and Phut, as well as ot

Gomer and the house of Togarmah. It may be considered
as certain that the imagery employed in this prophetic
description was suggested by the Scythian invasion which
about the time of Josiah had devastated Asia (Herod. L
103 ff.). As might have been expected from the prominence
given to that description in the Old Testament, Gog figures

largely in Jewish and Mahometan as well as Christian
eschatology. In the district of Astrakhan a legend is still

to be met with, to the effect that Gog and Magog were two
great races, which Alexander the Great subdued and
banished to the inmost recesses of the Caucasus, where they
are meanwhile kept in by the terror of twelve trumpets
blown by the winds, but whence they are destined ulti-

mately to make their escape and destroy the world. The
legends that attach themselves to the effigies of Gog and
Magog which are at present to be seen in Guild Hall,
London, are only remotely connected, if at all, with the
statements of Scripture. According to the Recuyell des
Histoires de Troye^ Gog and Magog were the survivors of
a race of giants descended from the thirty-three wicked
daughters of Diocletian; after their brethren had been
slain by Brute and his companions, Gog and Magog were
brought to London (Troy-novant), and compelled to officiate

as poi'ters at the gate of the royal palace. It is known that
effigies similar to the present existed in London as early
as the time of Henry V. ;

but it is uncertain at what date
this legend first began to attach to them. According to
Geoffrey of Monmouth {Chronicles^ i. 16), Goemot or
Goemagot (either corrupted from or corrupted into “ Gog
and Magog ”) was a giant who, along with his brother
Corineus, tyrannized in the western horn of England until
slain by foreign invaders.

GOGO, or GhoghA, a town in Ahmaddbdd district,

Bombay, 193 miles north-west of Bombay. About three-
quarters of a mile east of the town is an excellent
anchorage, in some measure sheltered by the island of
Perim, which lies still further east. The natives of this
are reckoned the best sailors in India ; and ships touching

-GOG
here may procure water and supplies, or repair damages.
It is a safe refuge during the south-west monsoon, or

for vessels that have parted from their anchors in

the Surat roads, the bottom being an entire bed of mud,
three-quarters of a mile from the shore, and the v^atei-

always smooth. Gogo has of late years lost its commercial
importance. Its rival, Bhaunagar, is 8 miles nearer to the
cotton districts. North of the town is a black salt marsh,
extending to the Bhaunagar creek. On the other sides

is undulating cultivated land, sloping to the range of hills

12 miles off. South of the town there is another salt

marsh. The land in the neighbourhood is inundated at

high spring tides, which renders it necessary to bring
fresh water from a distance of 4 or 5 miles. The average
annual value of the exports for five years ending 1871-72
was j£56,227 and of the imports j£l 03,083. Population

(1872), 9571.
GOGOL, Nikolai Vasilievicu (1809-1852), was born

in the province of Poltava, in South Bussia, March 31,
1809. Educated at the Niejin gymnasium, he there started

a manuscriiit ]ieriodical, “ The Star,” and wrote several

X)ieces including a tragedy, The Brigands. Having com-
pleted his course at Niejin, he went in 1829 to St I’eters-

burg, where he tried the stage but failed. Next year he
obtained a clerkship in the department of appanages, but
he soon gave it up. Tn literature, however, he found his

true vocation. In 1829 he published anonymously a poem
called Italy, and, under the pseudonym of V. Alof, an idyll,

Hans Kuchel Garten, which he had written while still at

Niejin. The idyll w'as so ridiculed by a reviewer that its

author bought up all the copies he could secure, and burnt
them in a room which he hired for the purpose at an itiii,

Gogol then fell back upon South Bussian iDopular literature,

and especially the tales of Cossackdom on which his boyish
fancy had been nursed, his father having occupied the post
of “ regimental secretary,” one of the honorary officials in

the Zaporogian Cossack forces. In 1830 he published in

a periodical the first of the stories which aiq>eared next
year under the title of Evenbtgs in a Farm near DiJeanka:
hy Rudy Fanho. This work, containing a series of attrac-

tive pictures of that Little-Bussian life which lends itself to

romance more readily than does the monotony of “Great-
Bussian ” existence, immediately obtained a great success,

—

its light and colour, its freshness and originality, being
hailed with enthusiasm by the principal writers of the day
in Bnssia. Whereupon Gogol planned, not only a history
of Little-Bussia, but also one of the Middle Ages, to be
completed in eight or nine volumes. This j^lan he did not
carry out, though it led to his being apxiointed to a profes-

sorship in the university of St Petersburg, a ^Dost in which
he met with small success, and which he resigned in 1835.
Meanwhile he had published his Arabesques, a collection of

essays and stories
;

his Taras Bulba, the chief of the
Cossack Tales translated into English by George Tolstoy

;

and a number of novelettes, which mark his transition from
the romantic to the realistic school of fiction, such as the
admirable sketch of the tranquil life led in a quiet country
house by two kindly specimens of Old-ivorld Gentlefolks, or

the description of the petty miseries endured by an ill-paid

clerk in a Government office, the great object of whose life

is to secure the “ cloak” from which his story takes its name.
To the same period belongs his celebrated comedy, the
Revizor, or Government Inspector. His aim in writing it

was to drag into light “all that was bad in Russia,” and to

hold it up to contempt. And he succeeded in rendering
contemptible and ludicrous the official life of Russia, the
corruiition universally prevailing throughout the civil service,

the alternate arrogance and servility of men in office. The
plot of the comedy is very simpl e. A traveller who arrives

with an empty purse at a provincial town is taken for au
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inspector whose arrival is awaited with fear, and he receives
all the attentions and bribes v/hich are meant to propitiate
the dreaded investigator of abuses. The play appeared on
the stage in the spring of 1836, and achieved a full success,
in spite of the opposition attempted by the oJhcial classes

whose malpractices it exposed. The aim which Gogol had
in view when writing the Revlzoi' he afterwards fully
attained in his great novel, Meriviiiya Bushi, or Dead
Souls, the first part of which appeared in 1842. The hero
of the story is an adventurer who goes about Ilussia making
fictitious purchases of “ dead souls,” ^.e., of serfs who have
died since the last census, with the view of pledging his
imaginary property to Government. But his adventures are
merely an excuse for drawing a series of pictures, of an un-
favourable kind, of Russian provincial life, and of introduc-
ing on the scene a number of types of Russian society. Of
the force and truth with which these delineations are exe-
cuted the universal consent of Russian critics in their
favour may be taken as a measure. From the French
version of the story a general idea of its merits may be
formed, and some knowledge of its plot and its principal
characters may be gathered from the English adaptation
published in 1854, as an original work, under the title of
Home Life in Russia, But no one seems to be able fully
to appreciate Gogol's merits as a humorist, who is not
intimate with the language in which he wrote as well as
with the society which he depicted. In 1836 Gogol for the
first time went abroad. Subsequently he spent a consider-

able amount of time out of Russia, chiefly in Italy, where
much of his Dead Souls was written. His residence there,

especially at Rome, made a deep impression on his mind,
which, during his later years, turned towards mysticism.
The last works which he published, his Confession and
Correspondence, with Friends, offer a painful contrast to

the light, bright, vigorous, realistic, humorous writings

which had gained and have retained for him his im-
mense popularity in his native land. Asceticism and
mystical exaltation had told upon his nervous system,

and its feeble condition showed itself in his literary com-
positions. In 1848 he made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem,
and on his return settled down at Moscow, where he died,

March 3, 1852, not having quite completed his forty-third

year.

GOITO, a large village of Italy, in the province of

Mantua and district of Volta, situated on the right bank of

the Mincio, about 14 miles from Castiglione, on the high-

way between Brescia and Mantua. Its position has made
it figure from time to time in the records of Italian warfare.

In 1701 it was taken by the allies, in 1706 by the prince

of Hesse, and in 1796 by the French. It was the scene of

a severe conflict between the French and the Austrians in

1814; and in 1848 it saw the defeat of the Austrians by
the Piedmontese. The population of the commune in 1871
was 5274.
GOITRE (from guttiir, the throat; synonyms, Bron-

chocele, Derbyshire Neck), a term in medicine applied to a
swelling in the front of the neck caused by an enlargement
of the thyroid gland. This structure, which lies between
the skin and anterior surface of the windpipe, and in health

is not large enough to give rise to any external prominence,
is liable to occasional variations in size, more especially in

females, a temporary enlargement of the gland being not

uncommon at the catamenial periods, as well as during
pregnancy. In the disease now under consideration, how-
ever, the swelling is well marked, and is not only unsightly,

but may by its growth occasion much discomfort, and even
give rise to serious symptoms from its encroachment on the

windpipe and other important parts in the neck. The size

to which goitrous growths may attain is extraordinary,

Alibert recording cases of goitre where the tumour not only
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enormously enlarged the neck but hung down over the
breast, or even reached as low as the middle of the thigh.

In districts where the disease prevails the goitre usually
appears in early life, often from the eighth to the twelfth
year. Its growth is at first slow, but after several years
of comparative quiescence a somewhat sudden increase is

a not unfreqiient occurrence. In the earlier stages of tlie

disease the condition of the gland is simply an enlargement
of its constituent parts, which retain their normal soft

consistence ; but in the course of time other changes super-
vene, and it may become the seat of cystic formations, or
acquire hardness from increase of connective tissue or cal-

careous deposits. Occasionally the enlargement of the
gland is uniform, but more commonly one of the lobes,

generally the right, is the larger. In some rare instances
the disease has been noticed to be limited almost entirely

to the isthmus which connects the two lobes of the gland.
The growth is unattended with pain, and is not inconsistent

with a fair measure of health.

Goitre is a marked example of an endemic diseaae.

There are few parts of the vrorld where it is not found pre-

vailing in certain localities, these being for the most i^art

valleys and elevated plains in mountainous districts. The
wide distribution of this disease has naturally led to exten-

sive inquiry and to abundant speculation as tc its origin.

It is unnecessary to mention the numerous theories which
have been advanced on the subject. Many of these have
already been referred to under Cretinism The most
generally accepted view among physicians is that which
ascribes the malady to the use of drinking water impreg-
nated with the salts of lime and magnesia, in which
ingiedients the water of goitrous districts would appear
always to abound. This theory alone, however, is inade-

quate, as is evident from the often-observed fact that in

localities not far removed from those in which goitre pre-

vails, and where the water is of the same chemical composi-
tion, the disease may be entirely unknown. Hence among
the best authorities the tendency now is to regard goitre as

the result of a combination of causes, among which local

telluric or malarial influences concur in an imi^ortant

manner with those of the drinking water in developing the

disease. It is noteworthy that goitre can often be cujred

by removal from the district where it prevails, as also that

it is apt to be acquired by previously healthy persons who
settle in goitrous localities ; and it is only in such places

that the disease exhibits any hereditary tendencies.

In the treatment of goitre the first step is the removal,

if possible, of the patient from the affected locality, and
attention to general hygienic rules. The employment of

burnt sponge as a cure for goitre was in general use until

Dr Coindet of Geneva showed that its acknowledged virtues

were in all probability due to the iodine which it contained,

and proposed as a substitute this latter agent in a pure

state. Dr Coindet's views were amply borne out, and
iodine and its preparations have been universally adopted

as the most potent remedy in this disease, and have super-

seded all other medicines. Small and gradually increased

doses of the drug, either in the form of iodide of potassium

or what is known as LugoTs solution appear to be the

best methods of administration. The external appli-

cation of iodine to the goitre, in the form of liniment

or ointment, is of scarcely less value than its internal

employment, and would seem to be sometimes capable of

effecting a cure alone, as is evident from the method of

treatment adopted with singular success in India and

originally proposed by the late Major Holmes. This con-

sists in applying to the goitre, by means of a spatula, an
ointment of biniodide of mercury for about ten minutes

soon after sunrise, and placing the patient with his goitre

exposed to rays of the sun for six or seven hours. Blister*^
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iug of tlie surface generally follows, a second application of

the ointment is made, and the patient sent home. This is

often found sufficient to effect the cure, but the treatment

can, if necessary, be repeated.

The name ‘‘ Exophthalmic Goitre ” is applied to another

form of enlargement of the thyroid gland, differing entirely

in its pathological connexions from that above described.

In this affection the bronchocele is but one of three pheno-

mena, which together constitute the typical characteristics

of the disease, viz., palpitation of the heart and great

vessels, enlargement of the thyroid gland, and protrusion

of the eyeballs. This group of symptoms is generally

known by the names of Graves’s disease or Von Basedow’s

disease, in reference to the physicians by whom the malady

was originally recognized and described. Although occa-

sionally observed in men, this affection occurs much more

commonly in females and in comparatively early life. It

is generally preceded by ill health in some form, more par-

ticularly impoverishment of blood, and nervous or hysterical

disorders, and is occasionally seen in cases of organic heart-

disease. It has sometimes been suddenly developed as the

effect of fright or violent mental emotion. The first of the

symptoms to appear is usually the palpitation of the heart,

which is aggravated by the slightest exertion, and may be

so severe as not only to shake the whole frame but even to

be audible at some distance from the piitient. An uncom-
fortable sensation of throbbing is felt throughout the body,

and many of the larger blood-vessels are seen to pulsate

strongly like the heart. The enlargement of the thyroid

gland generally comes on gradually, and rarefy increases to

any great size, thus differing from true goitre, as originally

noticed by Dr Graves. The enlarged gland is of soft con-

sistence, and communicates a thrill to touch from its dilated

and pulsating blood-vessels.

Accompanying the goitre a remarkable change is observed

in the appearance of the eyes, which attact attention by
their prominence and the startled expression thus given to

the countenance. In extreme cases the eyes protrude from
their sockets to such a degree that the eyelids cannot be
closed, and injury may thus arise to the constantly exposed
eyeballs. Apart from such risk, however, the vision is

rarely affected in this disease. Much difference of opinion
l)revails as to the immediate cause of the protrusion of the
eyes, hut it is generally ascribed to the increase of the fatty

tissue and distension of the blood-vessels of the orbits. It

occasionally happens that in undoubted cases of the disease

one or other of the three above-named phenomena is absent,

generally either the goitre or the exophthalmos. The
palpitation of the heart is the most constant symptom,
Sleeplessness, irritability, disorders of digestion, diarrhoea,

and uterine derangements are common accompaniments.
The pathology of exophthalmic goitre is still somewhat

uncertain, but there are strong reasons to believe that it is

G 0

The colour, lustre, and power of resisting oxidation,

which this metal possesses, have caused it to be
valued from the earliest ages. Allusions to gold are fre-

quent in the Old Testament, and the refining of the pre-

cious metals by cupellation seems to have been a favourite
illustration with the Jewish poets. ^ Jewellery and vessels

found in Egyptian tombs afford evidence of the perfec-

tion attained in working gold at a period earlier than the
government of Joseph,^ and drawings on tombs of about
this epoch clearly indicate the method of conducting the
operations of washing, fusing, and weighing the metaL

^ Percy’s Metallurgy of Lead, p. 177.
• Jacquemait, History of Furniture, translation, p. 331.
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essentially a nervou':) ailment, and that the symptoms
depend on a morbid state of the sympathetic nerve in the
neck, which is well known to play an important }>arb in the
vaso-motor functions—that is, in controlling the action of

the heart and regulating the calibre of the blood-vessels.

In numerous instances of exophthalmic goitre a diseased
state of this nerve has been found pout mortem, although, it

must be admitted that in some cases no morbid change
could be detected. The experiments of Bernard, Brown-
Sequard, Schilf, and others upt)n the functions of the sym-
pathetic nerve lend strong support to this view of the
pathology of tlie disease. Exophthalmic goitre is not
directly a fatal malady, but, on the other hand, complete
recovery is a less frequent result than x>artial inqDrovcment,

the patient continuing to suffer from chronic ill-health,

The disturbed condition of the heart’s action leads in some
instances to permanent disease of that organ in tlie form of

dilatation of its cavities. In the treatment of exophthalmic
goitre the most successful results have been attained by
the use of digitalis, which has the effect of giving tone to

the heart and contracting the dilated blood-vessels. The
tincture of digitalis, in doses of 5 to 10 drops twice or

thrice daily, is pcrliaps the best form of administration.

Where ausemia is present iron is indicated, and may be
combined with the digitalis, although in some cases it is

found to be unsuitable. In allaying the palpitation benefit

is said to have frequently followed the application of ice to

the cardiac region as well as to the thyroid gland. Iodine,

which is so valuable in cases of true goitre, is generally

admitted to be of no service in this disease, and is rather

held to be injurious. (j. o. a.)

GOLCOISTDA, a fortress and ruined city, situated in the

Nizdm’s Dominions, 7 miles west of Hyderabad city. In
former times Golconda was a large and powerful kingdom of

the Deccan, which arose on the downfall of the B^ihmani
dynasty, but was subdued by Aurungzebe in 1G87, and
annexed to the dominions of the Delhi em])ire. The fortress

of Golconda, situated on a rocky ridge of granite, is extensive,

and contains many enclosures. It is strong and in good
repair, but is commanded by the summits of the enormous
and massive mausolea of the ancient kings about 600 yards

distant. These buildings, which are now tlie chief character-

istics of the place, from a vast group, situated, in an arid,

rocky desert. They have suffered considerably from the

ravages of time, but more from the hand of man, and nothing
but the great solidity of their walls has preserved them from
utter ruin. These tombs were erected at a great expense,

some of them being said to have cost as much as .£150,000.

Golconda fort is now used as the niz^m’s treasury, and also

as the state prison. The diamonds of Golconda have obtained
great celebrity throughout the world; but they were merely
cut and polished here, being generally found at Partial, near
the south-eastern frontier of the nizdm’s territory.

L D
Excavations in Etruria have brought to light beautiful

ornaments of gold, enriched with minute grains of the

metal, the workmanship of which was unrivalled until

Castellani studied and revived the methods employed by
Etruscan artists.^ The Greeks were familiar with natural

alloys of silver and gold named electrum, rough nuggets

of which were frequently stamped, and formed the

earliest coins in Lydia.** The colour of this electrum is

pale yellow to yellowish white, and it contains from 20 to*

40 per cent, of silver.

® Archasological Journal, 1861, p. 365.
* “ Notes on the Ancient Electrum Coins,” “by Barclay V. Head,^

Hurmsmatic Chronicle, part iv., 1875, p. 245.
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With, regard to the history of the metallurgy of gold, it

may be mentioned tliat, according to Pliny, mercury was
employed in his time both as a means of separating the
precious metals and for the purposes of gilding. Vitruvius
also gives a detailed account of the means of recovering gold,

by amalgamation, from cloth into which it had been woven.
Properties,—Gold is the only metal of a yellow colotir^

which is, however, notably affected by small quantities of

other metals
;
thus the tint is sensibly lowered by small

quantities of silver, and heightened by copper. The surface
colour of particles of gold is often apparently reddened by
translucent films of brown iron ore. Ic is nearly as soft

as lead. The hardness varies, however, with the composi-
tion. Crystallised specimens from Oregon and Fraser
Biver, containing respectively b35 and 910 parts of gold
in 1000, are slightly harder than calc spar but sensibly
softer than fluor spar, or much harder than the pure
metal. When pure, gold is the most malleable of all

metals. One grain may be beaten into leaves which cover
a surface of 56 square inches, and are only
of an inch thick. Faraday has shown that the thickness
of gold leaves may be still further reduced by ffoating
them on a dilute solution of cyanide of potassium. When
very thin, leaf gold appears yellow by reflected and green
by transmitted light. If, however, certain gold films are
heated, the light transmitted is ruby red

;
the pressure of a

hard substance on the film so changes its state of aggrega-
tion that green light is again transmitted.^ The metal is

extremely ductile
]
a single grain may be drawn into a

wire 500 feet in length, and an ounce of gold covering a
silver wire is capable of being extended more than 1300
miles. Gold can readily be welded cold, and thus the
finely divided metal, in the state in which it is precipitated

from solution, may be compressed between dies into discs

or medals. According to G. Rose,^ the specific gravity of
'

gold in the finely divided state in which it is j)recipitated

from solution by oxalic acid is 19*49. The specific gravity

of cast gold varies from 18*29 to 19*37, and by compression*^

between dies the specific gravity may be raised from 19*37

to 19 *41,* by annealing, however, the previous density is

to some extent recovered, as it then is found to be 19*40.

Its atomic weight is variously given as follows :—196*67
(Berzelius), 196*3 (Levol), 196*5 (Wurtz), 196*0 (Watts).

The number adopted in this work (Chemistry, vol. v. p. >

528) is 196*2. Different observers have given the following

temperatures as its melting point :—1425** C. (Daniell),
1200'" O. (Pouillet), 1380° C. (Guyton de Morveau). Riems-
dijk,^ after comparing the several results, concludes that

it may be considered to be 1240° C. The electric con-

ductivity given by Matthiessen as 73*99 at 15T° C., pure
silver being 100 ;

this depends greatly on its degree of

purity,—the presence of a few thousandths of silver

lowering its conductivity by 10 per cent. The specific

resistance of the metal in electromagnetic measure, accord-

ing to the centimetre-gramme-second system of units, is

2154. Its conductivity for heat is 53*2 (Wiedemann and
Franz), pure silver being 100. Its specific heat is 0*324

(Regnault). Its coefficient of expansion for each degree be-

tween 0° and 100° C. is 0*000014661, or for gold which has
been annealed 0*000015136 (Laplace and Lavoisier). The
specific magnetism of the metal is 3*47 (Becquerel). De-
tails as to its tenacity and rigidity are given in the article

Elasticity. With regard to its volatility^ Gasto Claveus®
states that he placed an ounce of pure gold in an earthen

^ PMl. Trmis,, 1867, p. 145.
2 Pogcf. Ann., vol, Ixxiii. p. 1, and Ixxv. p. 408.
® Eighth Ann. Report of Deputy Master of the Mint, 1877, p. 41.
* Archives Nierlandaises, t. iii., 1868.
® Quoted by Dv T. Thomson, System of Chemistry, 5tli edition, 1817,

vol. i. p. 484.

vessel in that part of a glass-house where the glass is kept
constantly melted, and retained it in a state of fusion for
two months without the loss of the smallest portion of its

weight. Kunkel describes a similar expeiimeut, which was
attended with the same result. Homberg,® however, ob-
served that when a small portion of gold is kept at a
violent heat, part of it is volatilized. Both Macquer and
Lavoisier showed that when gold is strongly heated, fumes
arise which gild a piece of silver held in them. Its

volatility has also been studied by Elsher, and, in the
presence of other metals by Napier.'^ Hellot affirms that
when an alloy of 7 parts of zinc and 1 part of gold is

heated in air, the whole of the gold rises in the fumes of

oxide of zinc which are produced. Gold is dissipated
by sending a powerful charge of electricity through it when
in the form of leaf or thin wire. In the gold spectrinn

Huggins has observed twenty-three lines, and the wave
lengths of the three most important of these are 5231, 5835,
and 6276 respectively. Suine preliminary observations on
the spectrum of the vapour at the temperature of the 0x3--

hydrogen flame, made by Lockyer and Roberts,^ showed
that there was a distinct absorption both at the blue and
at the red end.

The solvents for gold are given in the article Chemistry,
vol. V. p. 529. It may be added that finely-divided gold
dissolves when heated with strong sulphuric acid and a

little nitric acid. Dilution with water, however, pre-

cipitates the metal as a violet or brown po'wder from the

solution so obtained. Gold is also attacked when strong

sulphuric acid is submitted to electrolysis with a gold
positive pole.® W. Skey has shown that in substances
which contain small quantities of gold, the precious metal
may be removed by the solvent action of a tincture i>i

iodine or bromine in water. Filter paper soaked with
the clear solution is burnt, and the presence of gold is

indicated by the colour of the ash.

Occlusion of Gas by Gold ,—Graham has shown that

gold is capable of occluding 0*48 of its volume of hydrogen,
and 0*20 of its volume of nitrogen. Varrentrapp has also

pointed out that “ cornets ” from the assay of gold may
retain gas if they are not strongly heated. Artificial

cry.stals of gold may be formed when the molten metal is

slowly cooled.

Occurrence and Distribution,—Gold is found in nature

chiefly in the metallic state, or as native gold, and less

frequently in combination with tellurium, lead, and
silver, forming a peculiar group of minerals confined

to a few localities in Europe and America. These are

the only certain examples of natural combinations of

the metal,—the minute although economically valuable

quantity often found in pj^rites and other sulphides being

probably only present in mechanical suspension, although

for practical purposes it may be spoken of as combinetl.

The native metal occurs tolerably frequently in cr^rsfcals

belonging to the cubic system, the octahedron being the

commonest form, but other and complex combinations have

been observed. Owing to the softness of the metal, large

crystals are rarely well defined, the points being commonly
rounded. In the irregular crystalline aggregates branching

and moss-like forms are most common, and in Trausj’lvania

thin plates or sheets with diagonal structures are character-

istic. These have recently been shown by Vom Rath to be

repeated combinations of distorted tetrahexahedra. During

the preparation of a mass of pure gold in the Mint at

London^ some fine crystals which appear to be aggregations

of octahedra were obtained ; and dendritic crystals of gold,

^ Mem. Paris Academy, 1702, p. 147.

7 Chem. Soc. Journ., vol. x. p. 229, vol. xi. p. 168.

8 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1875, p. 344. “ Spiller, Chem. Nev's, x. 173.

Ihid., xxii. 245. Phil, Trans., 1866, 433.
,
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prepared artidcially, Lave been described by Cliester. It

is possible also to obtuiii gold in crystals by heating its

amalgam ;
according to KiiafH, an amalgam of 1 part of

gold with 20 parts of mercury is maintained at a tempera-

ture of 80*" C for eight days. It is then heated to 80° C.

with nitric acid of specific gravity 1*35, when dull crj’^stals

wdll be left, which become brilliant when more strongly

heated. More characteristic, however, than the crystallized

are the irregular forms, which, vrheii large, are known as
‘‘ nuggets ” or pepites,’^ and when in j^ieces below | to

-i ounce weight as gold dust, the larger sizes being dis-

tinguished as coarse or nuggety gold, and the smaller as

gold dust proper. Except the larger nuggets, which may
be more or less angular, or at times even masses of crystals,

with or without associated quartz or other rock, gold is

generally found bean-shaped or in some other flattened form,

the smallest particles being scales of scarcely appreciable

thickness, which, from their small bulk as compared with

their surface, subside very slowly wdien suspended in water,

and are therefore readily carried away by a rapid current.

Tiiese form the float gold of the miner. The physical

properties of native gold are generally similar to that of the

melted metal and its alloys as described above. The com-
position varies considerably in different localities, as shown
in the following table :

—

Analyses of Native Ooldfrom various localities.

Locality Gold. Silver Iron ! Coppoi. AnUioiity.

Euuope.
British Isles—

Vigra & Clogau... 90-16 9-26 trace trace Fori les.

AV’icklow(river^ . .

.

Transylvania
92-32
60-49

C-17
38-74

•78

6-77
Mallet.
G. Rose.

Asia.
Rus.sian Empire

—

Brezovsk 91-88 8-03 trace •09 Gr. Rose.
Ekaterinburg 98-96 0-16 •05 •35

Africa.
Asliantee 90 05 9-94

America,
Brazil 94-0

j

5-85 1 D’Arcct,

Central America ... 88 05 11-96 ... J
Fieiuy and

j
Pelouze.

Titiribi 76-41 23-12 0-87 Rose.
California 90 12 9-01

Mariposa 81-00 18-70
14*90

F. Claudet.
Claudet.Cariboo .. 84-26 '•03

Attstralta.
South Australia . .

.

87-78 6-07 615 • . « A. S. Thomas.
Ballarat 99-25 0-65

1

”• Claudet.

Of the minerals containing gold the most important are
sylvanite or graphic tellurium, of composition (AgAu) Te.2,

with 24 to 26 per cent.; calaverite, AuTcg, with 42 per
cent.; and nagyagite or foliate tellurium, "of a complex
and rather indefinite composition, with 5 to 9 per cent, of
gold. These are confined to a few localities, the oldest
and best known being those of Nagyag and Ofenbanya in
Transylvania

;
but latterly they have been found in some

quantity at Red Cloud, Colorado, and in Calaveras county,
California—the nearly pure telluride of gold, calaverite,

being confined to these places.

The minerals of the second class, usually spoken of as
auriferous, or containing gold in sensible quantity, though
not to a sufficient amount to form an essential in the
chemical formulae, or even in many instances to be found
in the quantifies ordinarily operated upon in analyses, are
comparatively numerous, including many of the metallic
sulphides. Prominent among these are galena and iron
pyrites,—the former, according to the observations of Percy
and Smith, being almost invariably gold-bearing to an extent
that can be recognized in operating upon a pound weight

L D
of the lead .-Amcltcd from it, the proportion increasing to

some extent with the amount of silver.^ The second is of
greater practical inqjortance, being in some districts exceed-
ingly rich, and, next to the native metal, is the most prolific

source of gold. ^Magnetic pyrites, copper pyrites, zinc

blende, and arsenical pyrites are other and less important
examples,—the last cumstituting the gold ore formerly
worked in Silc.sia. A native gt»ld ainalgiiin is found as a
rarity in California, and bismuth from h^outh America is

sometimes rich in gold. Native arsenic and antimony
are also very frocpiently found to contain gold and silver.

The association ami distribution of gold may be con-

sidered under two different heads, namely, as it occurs in

mineral veins, and in alluvial or other sui)oriicial deposits

which arc derived from the w.aste of the former. As
regards the first, it is chiefly^ found in quartz veins or reefs

traversing slaty^ or cry.stalline rocks, usually talcose or

chloritic schists, cither alone, or in association with iron,

copper, magnetic and arsenical pyrites, galena, specular

iron ore, and silver ores, and more rarely with sulphide

of molybdenum, tungstate uf calcium, bismuth, and tel-

lurium minerals. Aiuither more exceptional association,

that with bismuth in calcitc from Qiiconslancl, was described

by the late ]Mr Dahitroo. In lluiigaiy, the I'rals, and
northern Peru, silicates and carbon. ito.s of mangaueso are

not uncommonly found in tlie gold and silver ])eariiig veins.

In the second or alluvial clas^ of deposits the associated

minerals are chiefly those of great density and hardness, such

as platinum, osmiridum, and other metals of the platinum

group, tinstone, chromic, magnetic, and brown iron ores,

diamond, ruby, and sapphire, zircon, topaz, garnet, <fec,,

which represent the more durable original constituents of

the rocks whose disintegration has furnished the detritus?.

Native lead and zinc have also been reported atnong such
minerals, but their authenticity is somewhat doubtful.

The distribution of gold-bearing deposits is world-wide;

although the relative importance of dhferent localities is

very different, their geological range is also very extensive.

In Europe the princii)al groujjs of veins are in slaty or

crystalline schists, whose age, when it can be determined,

is usually Paheozoic, Silurian, Devonian, or Carboniferous,

and less commonly in volcanic formations of Tertiary age.

The alluvial deposits, being more extensive, are less inti-

mately connected with any particular series of rocks. Few
of either are, ho%vever,of much im])ortance as compared with

the more productive deposits of America and Australia.

In the United Kingdom gold-bearing quartz veins were

worked during the Ptomaii occupation at Ogofau, near

Llanpumpsaiit, in Carmarthenshire
;
and in the year 1863

as much as 5300 oz. was produced from similar veins in

Lower Silurian slates at Yigra and Clogau mines, near

Dolgelly. In 1875 the mine was reoi)eiied, and in 1878
it produced 720 oz. Tetradymite, native bismuth, and
several other characteristic associates of gold were also

found in small quantity. In Cornwall small pieces of

native gold have at intervals been found in alluvial or

stream tin works
; and similar but more important finds

have been made in the granite district of Wicklow, and
more recently at Helmsdale, in Sutherlandshire. The
largest nugget of British origin weighs under 3 oz.

On the continent of Europe the great rivers originating

in the crystalline rocks of the Alpine region, such as the

Rhine and Danube, are slightly auriferous in their alluvial

deposits in several places ; but the proportion of gold, is

extraordinarily minute, so that the working is only carried

on by gipsies, or by the local peasantry at irregular inter-

vals, the return for the labour expended being very

small. The same remark applies to the Rhone and its

’ Phil. Mag , vii., 1854, p. 126.
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afHuenfcs, and the rivers of the central granitic mass of
France. In the Austrian Alps the gold quartz mines at
the Rathausberg, near Gastein, at a heiglit of about 9000
feet above the sea-level, and at Zell, in Tyrol, are of
interest historically as having developed the system of
amalgamation in mills, although they are economically of
small imimrtance at present. On the Italian side, in the
Valanzasca and Val Toppa above Lago Maggioro, a group
known as the Pestarena mines have yielded from 2000 to
3000 ounces annually for several years past

; and more
recently a discovery of great interest of a highly auriferous
copper ore has been made at Ollomont in the Yal d’Aosta.
In Hungary the gold-bearing veins of Schemnitz occur in
greenstones and trachytes of Tertiary age, the most power-
ful example, the Splialer-gan^^ being filled with a mixture
of quartz and brown iron ore known as zinnopal, and contain-
ing gold associated with silver ores, galena, and pyrites. In
Transylvania, at Nagyag, the gold-bearing tellurium mine-
rals previously noticed are found in small veins traversing
greenstone trachyte. These are often very thin, as low as
-l-th to yV^h of an inch, but each is carefully traced out, the
rock being impregnated with gold and silver to .a certain

depth on each side. At Vorospatak, another Transylvanian
locality, gold with a very large proportion of silver and
associated with gypsum is worked in veins traversing a
Tertiary sandstone, being almost the only known instance
of such a mode of occurrence.

The Russian empire has the largest gold production
among the countries of the Old World, most of the produce,
however, being derived from its Asiatic territories. The
more important localities are situated on the eastern slope

of the Ural chain, extending in a nearly north and south line

for more than GOO miles from 51° to GO'’ N. lat. The chief

centres are Miask (55“ N,), Kaniensk (5G° 30' H.),

Berezovsk (57° N.), Nijne Tagilsk (58° N.), and Bogoslowsk
(60° JN".), the known deposits, which include both veins

and alluvial mines, extending for about one degree farther

north. The geological age of the Ural veins is not very
well defined—strata of the Silurian, Devonian, and Car-
boniferous periods, which form regular parallel alternations

on the European slope, being present on the Asiatic side,

but in much disturbed and contorted positions, in associa-

tion with plutonic rocks, diorite, diabase, and granite, with
which the gold veins are intimately connected. The latter

are therefore of post-Carboniferous and probably of Permian
date. At Berezovsk the mines cover an area of about 25
square miles, mainly composed of talcose, chloritic, and
clay slates, vertical or sloping at high angles, and pene-

trated by dykes of beresLte, a fine grained rock made up
of quartz and white mica with some felspar and pyrites,

the latter usually transformed into brown iron ore.

These dykes, which have a general north-and-soutli direc-

tion are vertical, and are from 20 to 70 feet and upwards
in thickness, are traversed perpendicularly to their direction

by veins of quartz from the thinnest string to a maximum
of 3^ or 4 feet thick, in which gold is associated with
brown iron ore or ochres, resulting from the decomposition
of pyrites. The workings being essentially shallow, none of

the associated sulphides, galena, disulphide of copper, ckc.,

have as yet been found, as a rule, to be gold-bearing. The
valuable parts of the veins are almost entirely restricted to

the heresite dykes. The richest of the Ural mines are

those of Smolensk, near Miask, and Ouspensk, near the
village of Katchkar, in 52° N. The alluvial deposits which,

though called sands, are but very slightly sandy clays, ex-

tend to the north beyond the inhabited regions, and to the

south into the Cossack and Bashkir countries. The most
valuable diggings are in the district of Miask, where the

largest nuggets have been found, and in the Katchkar, which
are remarkable for the great number of gems, pink topazes,
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emeralds, <Ssc., found in connexion with the gold. Mag-
netite, quartz, and platinum are very common in all

the Ural gold sands
;

less common are hematite, titani-
feroiis and chromic iron, pyrites, garnet, and, least of all,

zircon, kyanite, and diamond. These alluvial deposits are of
later Tertiary age, some of them containing traces of pre-
historic human work; others are post-Pliocene, with the
remains of the mammoth, tichorrhine, rhinoceros, and other
mammalian fossils. Somewhat similar conditions prevail
in the alluvial gold region of the Altai. Besides the veins
and alluvial deposits, the Ural rocks, such as serpentine,
diorite, beresite, agrairite, &c., are at times auriferous.
The gold deposits of the Caucasus, though immortalized

in the tradition of Jason and the Argonauts, are now
entirely abandoned, the last attempt at working them
having been suspended in 1875,

In India gold is obtained in small quantities by native
gold washers in various parts of the highlands of south eni
Bengal, and more recently quartz veins and alluvial deposits
of considerable promise have been discovered in the district

of Wynaad, in the southern part of the Madras presidency.
On the Atlantic slopes of North America the chief gold-

hearing localities are on the Chaiidiere river, near Quebec,
and in Nova Scotia. In both instances the quartz veins
worked are contained in slates belonging to the Quebec
group of the Lower Silurian period, those of the latter

province being specially remarkable for their quasi-stratified

character, as they penetrate the slates at a very low
angle of inclination, and have been folded and corrugated
together with the containing rocks by subsequent disturb-

ances, Other deposits of old geological i^eriods are found
in Tennessee and North Carolina.

On the Pacific side of America gold is found under very
ditfeient conditions, and on a much larger scale than on
the Atlantic side. The whole distance from Mexico to

Alaska may be said to be more or less auriferous, the most
extensive deposits being in the great north-and-south valley

of the Sacramento, which runs parallel to the coast, between
the so-called Coast Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, the

latter being distinguished further to the north in the
Cascade range. Others of less extent are known in the
Klamath, Columbia, and Fraser river basins; they extend in

the last two far back into the interior, to the region between
the Cascade range and the Rocky Mountains. In many
of these valleys alluvial deposits are developed to an extent
unparalleled elsewhere, the river channels being bordered
by banks or benches of gravel and sand, rising in terraces

to considerable heights on the flanks of the hills. For
example, at the Methow a tributary of the Columbia,
there are sixteen lines of such terraces, the highest about
1200 feet above the river; and at Colville, on the Columbia,
traces of old terraces, much degraded by frost and rain,

are seen at 1500 feet above the river. These gravels,

which are of Pliocene and more recent origin, are in

many places, though very unequally, auriferous, the richest

points being found in the bars or shingle banks of the

river after the summer floods, and in the channels of the

smaller tributary streams, where the poorer material has

been partially enriched by a process of natural washing.

The most extensive, or rather the best known because

most completely explored, deposits of this class are tbose

of the Upper Sacramento valley, in California (see vol. iv.

p. 701).^ Others of considerable importance are worked
in the Cariboo district on the Upper Fraser river, yielding

very coarse gold. Another discovery of a singular character,

the produce being a regular gold gravel, was made some
years back at Salmon river in Oregon, hut the deposit,

though exceedingly rich, was soon exhausted. Gold-

^ See also Whitney, On the Auriferous Ora'ods ofthe Sierra Nevada^
Cambiidge, U.S., 1879.
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bearing quartz veins are also common over a large part

of California, notably in Grass Valley (vol. iv. p. 702\ in

strata that are supposed to be of Triassic age, the associated

minerals being iron and arsenical pyrites, galena, ifcc.

In Calaveras county, tellurium ores like that of Tran-

sylvania are characteristic of the gold veins. In the

adjacent States of Nevada and Colorado, gold is so

intimately associated with silver ores that it is for the

most part only obtained from the ultimate process of

refining the reduced silver. The same remark applies to

the most of the mines of ^Mexico, and on the south-west

coast of America, in Peru, Bolivia, and Chili. See Silveh.

Very rich gold quartz has been brought from Carabaya

on Lake Titicaca
;
and recently considerable deposits both

alluvial and in veins have been opened at G-aratal in Vene-

zuela and at St Elie in French Guiana, which are interesting

as proving the actual existence of Raleigh’s Eldorado.

In Brazil the principal gold mines are upon veins in clay

slate, and a peculiar class of rocks known as Jacotinga

or Itabirite, and which are mixtures of (piartz, chlorite, and
i

specular iron ore, the latter often occurring in largo mirror-

like crystals several inches across. The gold occurs almost
j

entirely in pyritic minerals, being most abundant in ordinary

iron pyrites, and less so in magnetic and arsenical pyrites,

free gold being rarely seen. fSec Brazil, vol. iv, j». 224.

In Africa the chief gold-bearing localities arc on the west

coast—gold dust derived from alluvial washings forming

an article of export from many of the trading stations ak)ng

the Guinea coast Latterly, alluvial deposits have been

worked in the mountains of Transvaal, in the Lcydenburg
district (25'" S. lat., ST E. long.), producing coarse uuggetty

gold In masses up to 11 Bi weight, and in a few cases gold-

bearing quartz lias been found in veins in talcoso schist

and quartzite, closely associated with eruptive masses of

diorlte. The age of these rocks is considered by Dunii ^ to

be Silurian or Devonian, and the observed phenomena to

be similar to those generally observed in Australia. The
upper valley of the Nile produces a little gold in Abyssinia

and Nubia, the latter being the land of gold of the old

Egyptians. Very extensive ancient mines have been de-

scribed by Linaut Bey in the district known as Attaki or

Allaki on the Red Sea, situated about 120 miles back from
Ras Elba, the headland midway betw^een Berenice and
Sauwakin. These are probably tlie same mines that were
described by Diodorus Siculus, and one of the oldest

topographical documents known, a map or itinerary of the

route to them from the Nile, is preserved at Turin. In the

reign of Setee I., of the 19th dynasty, wells were opened
along this route, in order that the mines, that were then of

very great antiquity, might be reopened.^ Similar ancient

gold mines have recently been discovered by Burton in the

land of Midian, on the east coast of the Gulf of Akaba.
The gold districts of Australia cover a very considerable

area, extending from the east side of the continent for

about 20“ of latitude (18° to SS"* S.), the more important
deposits being those of Victoria in the south. The
principal districts are in Victoria,—Ballarat, Castlemaine,
and Sandhurst, lying west and north from Melbourne, and
Beechworth near the Murray river to the north-east In
New South Wales the gold fields are scattered over the
entire length of the colony from north to south, the more
important districts lying between the 32d and 36th parallels

of S. lat on the western side of the Australian cordillera,

on the upper tributaries of the Macquarie and Lachlan
rivers, the centre being about the town of Bathurst. This
is known as the western district Another group, known as

^ QmrteTly Journal of the Geological Society, xxxiii. p. 882.
® Mariette Bey, Ilistoire Ancienne dHEgypt ^867, p. 96. The oldest

notice of the mines goes back to the 12th dynasty.

the uurthern district, is on the eastern side of the mountains
near the Queensland bounthuy, in 29 ’

8., Rocky River being
the principal locality

;
wliilc the southern district includes

Braulwood, A delaide, Tiiiubariiiuba, and other localities near
the Murray idver. In CJiiceiisland the chief lt)calitics are,

commencing on the south, Gyrapie and Kilkevau iiearMary-

horoiigli, 2G" S. lat; a group extending about HO miles north
and south of Rockhampton, in 2r 30' lat,, all near the

coast; Eastern River, llurley, and R(‘ak Downs, about 300
miles inland on the 23d parallel

;
a?id Clomenny and Gilbert

on a .stream nimiing iiiti> the Gulf of Cur[»entaria, lK‘HidGs

iiurncrou.s others. In all t]Lt)he localities two princi[)al kinds
of diqmsits are observed, namely, aurifertuiw quartz veins

traversing .slate.s of iSilurian and 'Devonian age, which are

in intimate relation w'ith niast-es of diorite and other

eruptive rocks
;
and gold-bearing drifts of Miocene or even

newer Tertiary date, derived frtmi the degnulatioii of the

older strat*a. According J)aintrec,*' no auriferous vein of

any kind has been found in any Secondary or Tertiary

strata, or in llie igneous roch.s erupted tlirtuigli any such

I

newer formations; and as a result of las experimicc the same
ob.-^erver gives the following as the iiuales of occurrence of

gold in Australia :— (1) Tn pyritic. dioritus and felstonos in

Queensland, and their alluvial drifts
; (2} in pyiitie granites

in New South Wales
; (.3) in drifts from auriferous serpen-

tine in Qiioenslaiul, also in the tw'o iiorLhern colonies; (4)

in more or less regular vein.s w itli (piartz and ealespar in

the preceding rocks
;
(o) in qiiarlz and other veins in

Devonian and Upper Silurian strata in pn^xiniity to similar

igneous rocks, which is the general character of the

Victoria quartz vein.s
;
(G) in veins of metainorphic rocks

of unknown age in Queeusiund
;
and (7) in quartz veins

in Lower Silurian strata, without any a[»t>arent connexion

with igneous masses. The latter occur only ui Victoria, and
are of comparatively minor importance. In the northern

territory of South Au.stralia, alluvial gold mining has re-

cently been developed to a considerable extent in the neigh-

bourh(»(»d of Port Darwin in the Gulf of Caiq entaria, the

expoi't being from 2000 to 3000 oz. monthly.

Staiisfics.—Tlu*re are no means of Htiiling <*Xiu:Uy the total gold

prodiu’o of the worUl for any partir\dar year, us in muny of the laiger

luodueing ctmntrieb no syst'^iimtie retuni.s aie obtained, and in otliers

wheie such returns are f‘olle(‘t<‘tl tludr ]»ublic'ati<>ii is often delayed for

a considerable time. The following iigure.s, mo.^^tly <Ierived from a

recent statistical work, A. SoetlxaT, EdclnLcUt'lUVroOu'ktion, 1879,

with some additions from ]at(3 oificial .sourc(*s, will givT some idea of

the relative importaneo of the. dilFerfnt eouiitiies. rr(‘viousto 1837
the first place was heldby Rns.sia, and the estimated avuTage annual

yield from all sources wa.s, in the decounial period 1841-50,

1,760,500 ounces.
The contributions of the different countries are as follows :

—

oz. oz. oz.

United States ..... 1876, 2,050, uOO^

Biissia. 1S76, 1,072,920 1877,1,281,260
New South Wales.. 1876, 126,789 1877, 97,582
Victoria 1876, 963,760 1877, 809,653 1878, 758,039
Qiieendand 1876, 410,330 1877, 468,418
New Zealand 1876, 322,016 1877, 371,685 1878, 311,438
Venezuela 1878, 150,000

New Granada . ...1876, 112,500
Africa 1875, IK), 100
Mexico 1875, 65,950
Bolivia 1875, 64,300
Austria-Hungary... 1876, 61,214
Brazil 1875, 55,300
Japan 1876, 21,660
Chili 1876, 12,860
Nova Scotia 1876, 12,039
Peru 1876, 11,570

® Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xxxiv. p. 435.
^ The two principal mines, on the Comstock lode, the Consolidated

Virginia and California, produced, apart from silver, gold of the value

in United States currency as follows; —
1876 1877. 1878.

Consolidated Virginia.. S7,378,145 $6,270,000 $3,770,000
California 6 648,641 9,386,745 5,553,400
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Since 1851 the yield has been very largely increased by the

discovery of the Australian and Californian sources, the annual
averages being

—

In 1851-1855 6 350,180 ounces
,, 1856-1860 6,624,850 „
„ 1861-1866 5,951,770 „
„ 1866-1870 6,169,660 „
„ 1871-1875 5,487,400 „

Proportion of Gold in D€2:)osits.—A rich gold-bearing
deposit is quantitatively very different from one to which
the same term is applied when containing ores of otlier

metals. In the latter the useful material must as a rule
form a considerable proportion—one or more parts in a
hundred—of the mass; while in the former, owing to the
superior value of the product, it rarely attains as much as

1 per cent., and is generally very much less, the amount of

gold contained in easily worked alluvial deposits being often
extremely small. For example, the yield of the Siberian
gold washings ranges from 12 grains to 1 dwt. 12 grains
per ton while in the lodes, which are more difficult and
expensive to work, the proportion is about 8 dwts. per ton.

In the alluvial washings of California it is estimated at

about two shillings worth, equal to about of an ounce,
per ton of gravel. In Australia the alluvial ground worked
in the colony of Victoria in 1878 is returned as averaging
25 grains (1 dwt. 1 gr.) per tou, or about double the
above quantity.

In vein mining, which is more difficult and costly, a
larger yield is necessary, but probably 5 dwts., or about
.£1 in value per ton, will in most places represent paying
quantities from quartz containing free gold, i.e.^ not asso-

ciated with pyrites. The proportional yield and quantities

of the different kinds of auriferous materials treated in the
colony of Victoria during the last three months of 1878
were—

Pyrites and blanketin" (ore

lected on blanket tables)
col-

Tons.
Yield per ton.
oz. dwt gr.

. 173-379 1 1 59*6
5871 • • • 4 21*4
222 775 « • • 9 21
11-139 1 18

1*599 2 6 13-7

In the less tractable minerals, such as arsenical pyrites

occurring in the lower portions of the veins, as much
as 1^ to 3 oz. may be required for profitable working.
When associated with the ores of other metals, such as

silver, lead, and copper, the extraction of the gold is in

most cases an incidental and final operation in their metal-

lurgical treatment, and may therefore be best considered in

the articles on these metals.

Minings*—The various deposits of gold may be divided
into two classes—“ veins ” and '' placers.” The vein min-
ing of gold does not greatly differ from that of similar

deposits of metals. It will only be necessary to refer here

to certain details of the extraction of gold in such cases. In
the placer or alluvial deposits, the precious metal is found
usually in a water-worn condition imbedded in earthy

matter, and the method of working all such deposits is

based on the disintegration of the earthy matter by the

action of a stream of water, which washes away the lighter

portions and leaves the denser gold. In alluvial deposits

the richest ground is usually found in contact with the
“ bed rock”; and, when the overlyingcover of gravel is very
thick, or, as sometimes happens, when the older gravel Is

covered with a flow of basalt, regular mining by shafts and
levels, as in what are known as tunnel-claims, may be
required to reach the auriferous ground. In the early days
of gold washing in California and Australia, when rich

^ 1 dwt per ton corresponds to 1 part in 653,333 by weight, and
about 1 in 5 or 6 millions by volume.

alluvial deposits were common at the surface, the most
simple appliances sufficed

; the most characteristic being
the “ pan,” a circular dish of sheet-iron with sloping sides
about 13 or 14 inches in diameter. The pan, about two-
thirds filled with the “ pay dirt ” to be washed, is held in
the stream or in a hole filled with water. The miner,
after separating the larger stones by hand, imparts a
gyratory motion to the pan by a combination of shaking
and twisting movements which it is impossible to describe
exactly, so as to keep its contents suspended in the stream
of water, which carries away the bulk of the lighter
material, leaving a black residue consisting of magnetic
iron ore and other heavy minerals, together with any
gold which may originally have been present in the mass.
The washing is repeated until enough of the enriched
sand is collected, when the gold is finally recovered by
careful washing or “panning out” in a smaller pan. In
Mexico and South America, instead of the pan, a wooden
dish or trough, variously shaped in different districts, and
known as “batea,” is used.

The “ cradle,” a simple appliance for treating somewhat
larger quantities, varies in length from 3 feet 6 inches to 7
feet, but the shorter length is that usually adopted.
Its nature will be evident from fig. 1, in which a is a

movable hopper with
a perforated bottom of

sheet-iron in which the
“ pay dirt” is placed.

Water is poured on the
dirt, and the rocking
motion imparted to

the cradle causes the
finer particles to pass
through the holes in

the hopper on to the screen h, which is of canvas, and
thence to the base of the cradle, where the auriferous par-

ticles accumulate on the transverse bars of wood c, called

“riffles.” Washing by the cradle, which is now but little used
except in preliminary workings, is tedious and expensive.

The tom ” is a sort of cradle with an extended sluice

placed on an incline of about 1 foot in 12. The upper end
contains a perforated riddle plate which is placed directly

over the riffle box, and under certain circumstances mercury
may be placed behind the riffles. Copper plates amal-
gamated with mercury are also used when the gold is very
fine, and even in some instances amalgamated silver coins

have been used for the same purpose. Sometimes the stuff

is disintegrated with water in a “puddling machine,” which
is used, especially in Australia, when the earthy matters

are tenacious and water scarce. The machine frequently

resembles a brickmaker’s wash-mill, and is worked by horse

or steam power.
In workings on a larger scale, where the supply of water

is abundant, as in California, sluices are generally employed.

They are shallow troughs about 12 feet long, about 16 to

20 inches wide, and 1 foot in depth. The troughs taper

Fig. 2.—Sluice.

slightly so that they can be joined in series, the total length

often reaching several hundred feet. The incline of the

sluice varies with the conformation of the ground and the

tenacity of the stuff to be washed, from 1 in 1 6 to 1 in 8.

Fig. 2 represents one of the simplest forms of sluice as

X. — 94
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used in river diggings in the north-west of America. A
rectangular trough of boards, whose dimensions depend
chiefly on the size of the planks available, is set up on the

higher part of the ground at one side of the claim to be
worked, upon trestles or piers of rough stone-work, at such
an inclination that the stream may carry off all but the

largest stones, which are kept back by a grating of boards

about 2 inches apart at a. The gravel, which in this par-

ticular instance is from 12 to 16 feet thick, and with an
average breadth to the river of 25 to 30 feet, is dug by hand
and thrown in at the upper end, the stones kept back being
removed at intervals by two men with four pronged steel

forks. The floor of the sluice is laid with riflles made of strips

of wood 2 inches square laid parallel to the direction of the

current (as at and in cross section at c), and at other

points d with boards having transverse notches filled with
mercury. These were known originally as Hungarian riffles.

The bottom of the working, which is below the drainage
level of the valley, is kept dry by a Chinese bucket pump
attached to a rough undershot wheel driven by the current

in the sluice. The sluice boxes are made in lengths, and
united together spigot and faucet fashion, so that they
may easily be removed and re-erected as the dififerent parts

of the claim are progressively exhausted.

In the larger and more permanent erections used in

hydraulic mining, the upper ends of the sluices are often

cut in rock or lined with stone blocks, the grating stopping
the larger stones being known as a ‘^grizzly.’’ In order to

save very fine and especially rusty particles of gold, so-called
‘‘ under-current sluices are used; these are shallow wooden
tanks, 50 square yards and upwards m area, which are
placed somewhat below the main sluice, and communicate
with it above and below, the entry being protected by a
grating so that only the finer material is admitted. These
are paved with stone blocks or lined with mercury riffles,

so that from the greatly reduced velocity of flow, due to
the sudden increase of surface, the finer particles of gold
may collect. In order bo save finely-divided gold, amalga-
mated copper plates are sometimes placed in a nearly level

position, at a considerable distance from the head of the
?luice, the gold which is retained in it being removed from
time to time. Sluices are often made double, and they are
usually cleaned up,—that is, the deposit rich in gold is

removed from them,—once a week. The gold is then re-
covered by panning
The application of a jet of water to the removal of

auriferous gravels by the so-called hydraulic system of
mining has already been noticed at vol, iv. p 701. ^ This
method has for the most part been confined to the country
of its invention, California, and the western territories of
America, where the conditions favourable for its use are
more fully developed than elsewhere,—notably the presence
of thick banks of gravel that cannot be utilized by other
methods, and abundance of water, even though considerable
work may be required at times to make it available. The
general conditions to be observed in such workings may be
briefly stated as follows :—(1) The whole of the auriferous
gravel, down to the '‘bed rock,^" must be removed,—that
is, no selection of rich or poor parts is possible

, (2) this
must be accomplished by the aid of water alone, or at
times by water supplemented by gunpowder; (3) the con-
glomerate must be mechanically disintegrated without
interrupting the whole system

; (4) the gold must be
saved without interrupting the continuous flow of water;
and (5) arrangements must be made for disposing of the
vast masses of impoverished gravel.

^ Much valuable information on this subject will also be found in the
J^hfth Anmtctil ItepoTt ojf the Uieiited DtHitea CoTrw/ission&rs Minvuig
Statistic$^ Washington, 1873, p. 390,
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The general appearance of an hydraulic gold working is

seen in fig. 3, the water being brought from a ditch on
the high ground, and through a line of pipes to the dis-
tributing box, whence the branch pipes supplying the

Fig. o — llyilraulic flold Wcnlcnifr.

three jets diverge. The stream issues through a nozzle
resembling that of a fire engine (fig. 4), which is movable
in a horizontal plane around the vertical axis a, and in a
vertical plane on the spherical joint and centre 5, so that
the direction of the
jet may be varied
through considerable
angles by simx)ly mov-
ing a handle. The
material of the bank,
being loosened by
blasting and the cut-

ting action of the water, crumbles into holes, and the super-
incumbent mass, often with large trees and stones, falls into
the lower ground. The stream, laden with stones and gravel,

passes into the sluices, wliere the gold is recovered in the
manner already described. Under the most advantageous
conditions the loss of gold may be estimated at 15 or 20
per cent., the amount recovered representing a value of about
two shillings per ton of gravel treated. The loss of mercury
IS about the same, from 5 to 6 cwt. being in constant use
per mile of sluice. About 1 cwt. is added daily in at least

two charges. The average half-yearly consumption is

estimated at about one hundred flasks of 74 5) each, after
allowing for the amount recovered in clearing up and dis-

tillation of the amalgam. The latter operation is performed
at intervals of seven or fourteen days in the upper lengths
of the sluice, and half-yearly in the lower parts.

The dressing or mechanical preparation of vein stuff con-
taining gold is generally similar to that of other ores,

except that the precious metal should be removed from the
waste substances as quickly as possible, even although other
minerals of value that are subsequently recovered may be
present. This is nsually done by amalgamation with
mercury. In all cases the quartz or other vein stuff must
be reduced to^ a very fine powder as a preliminary to
further operations. This may be done in several ways,
e.^., either (1) by the Mexican crusher or arrastra, in
which the grinding is effected upon a bed of stone, over
which heavy blocks of stone attached to cross arms are
dragged by the rotation of the arms about a central spindle,
motion being furnished by mules or other power, or (2^
by the Chilian mill or trapiche, also known as the edge-
runner, where the grinding stones roll upon the floor, at
the same time turning about a central upright,—con-
trivances which are mainly used for the preparation of
silver ores ; but by far the largest proportion of the gold
quartz of California and Australia is reduced by (3) the
stamp mill, which, is similar in principle to that used in
Europe for the preparation of tin and other ores, but has
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received special modification in many details Fig. 5
represents the ordinary Californian pattern of a stamp mill
The stamp is a cylindrical iron pestle faced with a chilled
cast-iron shoe, removable so that it can be renewed when
necessary, attached to a round iron rod or lifter, the whoJe
weighing from 600 to 800 Ib. The lift is effected by cams
acting on the under surface of tappets a, and formed by
cylindrical boxes keyed on to the stems of the lifter about
one-fourfch of their length from the top. As, however, the
cams, unlike those of European stamp mills, are placed to
one side of the stamp, the latter is not only lifted but turned
partly round on its own axis, whereby the shoes are worn
down uniformly. The bed or mortar A is of cast-iron The
height of lift may be between 8 and 10 inches, and the
number of blows from 30 to 90 per minute. The stuff,

previously broken to about 2 inch lumps in a Blake’s rock
breaker, is fed in through the aperture n at the back of the

battery box, ^ a constant supply of water being given
from the channel Z:, and mercury m a finely divided state
is added at frequent intervals. The discharge of the com-
minuted material takes place through the aperture d, which
is covered by a thin steel plate perforated with numerous

certain volume being discharged at every blow and carried
forward by the flushing water over the apron or table in
front, w, covered by copper plates filled with mercury
Similar plates are often used to catch any particles of gold
that may be thrown back, while the main operation is so
conducted that the bulk of the gold may be reduced to the
state of amalgam by bringing the two metals into intimate
contact under the stamp head, and remain in the battery.
The tables in front are laid at an incline of about 8 degrees,
and are about 13 feet long

; they collect from 10 to 15 per
cent, of the whole gold

;
a further quantity is recovered

by leading the sands through a gutter about 16 inches
broad and 120 feet long, also lined with amalgamated
copper plates, after the pyritic and other heavy minerals
have been separated by depositing in catch pits and other
similar contrivances.

When the ore does not contain any considerable amount
of free gold, mercury is not, as a rule, used in the battery.
The pulverized stuff is received upon blanket tables or
sluices. These are inclined boards covered with coarse
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woollen cloth or sacking. The heavier particles become
entangled in the fibres of the cloth, while the lighter
deposits are carried forward by the current. At intervals
of a quarter to half an hour the surface of the blanket
is completely covered, when it is removed, and its con-
tents are washed off in a tub of water and reserved for
further treatment. This consists of amalgamation, in a
contrivance analogous to the Hungarian mill subsequently
described, and subsequent treatment in pan amalgamators^
somev/hat similar to the orrcisti'cL in character, but with
grinding surfaces of iron instead of stone.

At Scheinnitz, in Hungary, quartz vein stuff containing
a little gold, partly free and partly associated with pyrites
and galena, is, after stamping in mills similar to those
described above, but without rotating stamps, passed

Fig. 6.— Hungaiian Mill.

through the so-called Hungarian gold mill, fig. 6. This
consists of a cast-iron pan a, having a shallow cylindrical
bottom h, holding 50 ft) of mercury, in which a wooden
runner c, nearly of the same shape as the inside of the pan,
and armed below with several projecting blades, is made
to revolve by gearing wlieels placed either above, or, as in
the figure, below. The connexion of the runner with the
driving shaft is effected by the three-armed crutch shown
in plan at <?, which sits on the square pait of the shaft.

By means of set screws analogous to those of a flour mill,

the runner is adjusted at such a height that the knives
just clear the surface of the mercury. The stuff from the
stamps arrives by the gutter /, and, falling through the hole
in the middle of the runner, is distributed over the
mercury, when the gold subsides in virtue of its superior
density, while the quartz and lighter materials are guided
by the blades to the circumference and are discharged at

usually into a second similar inLll, and sometimes to a third,

placed at lower levels, and subsequently pass over blanket
tables. The most advantageous speed is from 12 to 14
revolutions per minute. The action of this so-called mill is

really more nearly analogous to that of a centrifugal pump,
as no grinding action takes place in it. The amalgam is

cleaned out about once a month. The average amount of

gold collected from 50 tons of stuff stamped, is about 6 oz.

in the mills, and in the subsequent dressing processes 1 Bb of

auriferous silver and 10 cwt. of lead. According to

Kittinger, mercury that has been purified by distillation

acts much more rapidly upon gold than such as has been
saturated with the metal without losing its fluidity, although

the amount that can be so dissolved is very small.

There are various forms of pan amalgamators of which,

space will not permit a description to be given. It may
be stated, however, that experience of the great variety of

pans that have from time to time been devised has led to
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the adoption of the more simple forms, In which the grind-
ing is effected between horizontal flat surfaces instead of
curved or conical bottoms, and in the pans now usually
employed these fiat grinding surfaces form an annular
floor round a central cone through which a vertical shaft
passes. The Knox pan, fig. 7, may be considered to bo
fairly typical. It is of cast-iron, 4. feet in diameter and 14
inches deep. It has a
false bottom to form a
hollow annular sp^ace

through which steam
can be introduced. The
centre of the yohe d
attached to the muller

is keyed to a vertical

wrought-iron shaft S,

2 inches in diameter,
which can be brought
in connexion with the
driving gear Gr. The
blocks r, r are of wood.
In working the pan 100
S) of skimmings are introduced, and water added until the
pulp will just adhere to a stick. After three hours grinding
the pulp is heated with steam. About 5 lb of mercury are
added for every charge, together with a cuxjful of equal
parts of saltpetre and sal ammoniac. After three hours
further working, water with a little caustic lime is added,
and the pulp is discharged first through an upper and then
through a lower hole.

One of the greatest difficulties in the treatment of gold
by amalgamation, and more particularly in the treatment
of pyrites, arises from the so-called sickening or flouring of
the mercury

;
that is, the particles, losing their bright

metallic surfaces, are no longer capable of coalescing with
or taking up other metals, c Of the numerous remedies pro-
posed the most efficacious is perhaps sodium amalgam.
It appears that amalgamation is often impeded by the
tarnish found on the surface of the gold when it is

associated with sulphur, arsenic, bismuth, antimony, or
tellurium Wurtz^ in America (1864) and Crookes in
England (1865) made independently the discovery that,
by the addition of a small quantity of sodium to the
mercury, the operation is much facilitated. It is also
stated that sodium prevents both the “ sickening ” and the
flouring ” of the mercury which is pioduced by certain

associated minerals. Cosmo Newberry has investigated with
much care the action of certain metals in impeding amalgam-
ation.2 Wurtz recommends two amalgams, one containing 2
and the other 4 per cent, of sodium,and in practice 1 per cent,
or less of these is added to the mercury in the amalgamator.
Crookes employs three kinds, which he calls A, B, and C
amalgams

;
each contains 3 per cent, of mercury, but the

B variety has, in addition to the sodium, 20 per cent, of
zinc, and 0 is mixed with 10 per cent, of zinc and 10 per
cent, of tin. The addition of cyanide of potassium has
been suggested to assist the amalgamation and to prevent
“ flouring,” but Skey^ has shown that its use is attended
with loss of gold.

Sepoiratioit of Goldfrom the Amalgam ,—The amalgam is
first pressed in wetted canvas or buckskin in order to re-
move excess of mercury. According to Rittinger, mercury
will dissolve from 0*05 to 0*08 per cent, of native gold of
standard C50 to 850 without loss of fluidity, the solubility
of the gold increasing with its fineness; and until the point
of saturation is reached, no separation of solid amalgam is
possible. Lumps of the solid amalgam, about 2 inches in

^
Amefncan Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xlL, March 1866

2 lire’s Dictiona/ry of Arts, supplement to 7th ed., p. 412
Transactions of the JSTeio Zealand Institute, 1876.

JFig. 7.— l\uox Pan.

diameter, are introduced into an iron vessel lined with a
paste of fire-clay and wood ashes, and x>rovided with an
iron tube that dips below the surface of water. The dis-
tillation is thou eltected by heating, care being taken that
the retort does not become visibly red in daylight. The
amalgam yields about 30 to 40 x)er cent. <jf gold. In
California the amalgam is retorted in cast-iron ]mns i)laced
in cast-ijon cylinders 11 inches in diameter, 4 feet G inches
long, supx)ortcd on brick work. The bullion left in the
retorts is then melted in black-lead crucibles, with the
addition of small quantities of suitable fluxes.

The extraction of gold from auriferous minerals by fusion,
except as an incident in their treatment for other metals,
is very rarely practised. It wus at one time i)rox)osed to
treat the concentrated black iron obtained in the Cral gold
washings, which cemsists chiefly of magnetite, as an iron
ore, by smelting it with charcoal for auriferous irig-iron, the
latter metal i)o.ssessing the x)roperfcy of dissolving gold in
considerable (quantity. By sub.sequent treatment with
sulx>huric acid the gold could be i*ecovered. Exxierimeuts
on this jjoint were made by Anossow in 1835, but they
have never been followed in x>ractice.

Gold in galena or other lead ores is invariably recovered
in the refining or treatment of the lead and silver obtained.
Pyritic ores containing copper are treated by methods
analogous to those of the copx>er sinolter. This is exten-
sively done. In Colorado the j^yritic ores containing gold
and silver in association with coj^per are smelted in le-

verberatory furnaces for regulus, which, when desilverized
by Ziervogebs method, leaves a residue containing 20 or
30 ounces of gold i)er ton. This is smelted with rich gold
ores, notably those containing tellurium for wdrite metal
or regulus; and by a following x>rocess of partial reduction
analogous to that of selecting in cojiper smelting, “ bottoms ”

of impure copper are obtained in which practically all the
gold is concentrated. By continuing the treatment of
these in the ordinary way of refining, poling, and granulat-
ing, all the foreign matters other than g(>l(I, coi>per, and
silver are removed, and, by exi)osing the granulated metal
to a high oxidizing heat for a considerable time, the coiiper
may be completely oxidized while the preciou.s metals are
unaltered. Subsequent treatment with sulx>huric acid
renders the copper soluble in water as sulphate, and the
final residue contains only gold and silver, which is parted
or refined in the ordinary way. This method of separating
gold from copper, by converting the latter into oxide and
sulphate, is also used at Oker in the Harz.

Chlorination Process,.—Plattner suggested that the resi-

dues from certain mines at Reichenstein, in Silesia, should
be treated with chlorine after the arsenical products had
been extracted by roasting. The process, which depends
upon the fact that chlorine acts rapidly upon gold, but
does not attack ferric oxide, is

now adopted in Grass Valley,
California, where the waste mine-
rals, principally pyrites from tail-

ings, have been worked for a
considerable time by amalgama-
tion. The roasting is conducted
at a low temperature in some
form of reverberatory furnace.
Salt is added in the roasting to

convert all the metals present,
except iron, into chlorides. The
auric chloride is,how'ever, decom-
posed at the elevated temperature into finely-divided
metallic gold, which is then readily attacked by the chlo-
rine gas. The roasted mineral, slightly moistened, is next
introduced into a wooden vat, pitched inside, and furnished
with a double bottom, as is shown in fig. 8. Chlorine
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is led from a suitable generator beneath the false bottom,
and rises through the moistened ore, resting on a bed
of broken quartz below the false bottom, converting
the gold into a soluble chloride, which is afterwards
removed by washing with water. The precious metal
is then precipitated as metallic gold by sulphate of iron.
The process has been greatly improved in America by
Kiistel, Deetken, and Hoffmann

;
with proper care it is

a very perfect one, and yields 97 per cent, of the gold
originally present^ in the ore. It is stated not to cost
more in California than 50s. a ton. Any silver origin-
ally present in the ore is of course converted into chloride
of silver and remains with the residue, from which it may
be extracted by the solvent action of brine or by amalga-
mation.

Refining or Farting Gold from other Metals,—Strabo
states^ that in his time a process was employed for refining
and purifying gold in large quantities by cementing or
burning it with an aluminous earth, whicli, by destroying
the silver, left the gold in a state of pudty. Pliny shows
that for this purpose the gold was placed on the fire in an
earthen vessel with treble its weight of salt, and that it was
afterwards again exposed to the fire with two parts of salt

and one of argillaceous rock, which, in the ]Dresence of
moisture, effected the decomposition of the salt

; by this

means the silver became converted into chloride. In a
similar process still practised in New Granada the granulated
argentiferous gold is mixed with one part of common salt

and two parts of brick dust. In the presence of moisture,
effected by the passage of aqueous vapour through the
porous pots in which the mixture is heated, the salt acts on
the brick dust, producing silicate of soda, and the evolution
of hydrochloric acid affords a source of chlorine for the silver.

The chloride of silver formed fuses readily and drops off,

exposing a fresh surface of the alloy to the action of the gas.

Various methods for separating gold from silver or other

alloys appear to have been in use from ancient times.

Among these may be mentioned prolonged oxidation by
exposure to air, and treatment with sulphur, sulphide of

antimony, and corrosive sublimate. In the Harz, 2 ounces
of the granulated alloy of gold and silver were mixed and
heated with 1 ounce of sulphur, litharge being added to

separate the gold remaining in the sulphide of silver.

Farting by Nitric Acid, the old process of refining,

is now practised in England by only one firm, although

in some refineries both the nitric acid and the sulphuric

acid processes are combined, the alloy being first treated

with nitric acid. It used to be called “ quartation,^’ from
the fact that 4 parts of the alloy best suited for the opera-

tion of refining contain 3 parts of silver and 1 of gold.

The operation may be conducted in vessels of glass or

I>latinum, and each pound of granulated metal is treated

with a pound and a quarter of nitric acid of specific gravity

1'32. It is the method employed in the assay of gold

(see Assaying).
Refining by Sulphuric Acid is the process usually adopted

for separating gold from silver on the large scale. It

appears to have been proposed in France by Diz6 at the

beginning of the present century. It was actually in use

in France in 1820, and was introduced into the Mint
refinery, London, by Mr Mathison in 1829.^ It is based

upon the facts that concentrated hot sulphuric acid con-

verts silver and copper into soluble sulphates without

attacking the gold, the sulphate of silver being subsequently

reduced to the metallic state by copper plates with the

/formation of sulphate of copper.

About 80 Ih of the granulated alloy are boiled for three

Fabbroni, Ann. Chim., t, Ixxii. p. 26.

2 Report on the Royal M%nt, 1837, Appendix, p. 59.
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or four hours in a platinum vessel (fig. 9) with 2*5 times
its weight of sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1*84. The
sulphurous acids which arise are partially condensed before
being allowed to pass into the air. When the acid has

ceased to act on the metal, a small quantity of sulphuric
acid of specific gravity 1-53 is added, and, after a second
boiling, the contents of the vessel are allowed to settle.

The supernatant liquid is then withdrawn from the gold,

which falls to the bottom of the vessel, and is diluted
until its density is 1*21 or 1*26. The silver is usually
precipitated from solution by copper plates, but sometimes
iron is used, and the silver is roughly dried and compressed
by an hydraulic press before it is melted into ingots. The
gold, which is often again treated with sulphuric acid, is

then washed and melted into ingots that contain from 997
to 998 parts of gold in 1000. The operation of parting
may be conducted in iron or platinum vessels

;
the use of

the former was advocated by M, Tocchi, and they are still

extensively employed. Magnificent vessels ot platinum
have, however, been made in England by Messrs John-
son, Matthey, & Co. The alloys best suited for the
operation contain from 800 to 950 of silver and 50 to 200
of copper and gold, but the proportion of gold must not ex-

ceed 200 parts in 1000. Ilefi.ners obtain alloys in suitable

proportions by mixing together auriferous silver and argenti-

ferous gold, the proportions of the respective metals having
been previously indicated by assay. By such an arrange-

ment, silver which contains but the 0*0004 part of gold, or

2*25 grains in the troy pound, may be profitably tieated.

Cost of Refining,—The charge to the public for refining

depends in a great measure on the amount of metal to be
operated upon and its richness. In England, however, it

may be considered to be about Id. per ounce for the silver

and 4d. per ounce for gold. In France the charge is

about 90 cents to 1 franc 25 cents for a kilogramme of silver.

The Lower Harz smelting works produce annually from

50 to 55 cwts. of test silver of an average fineness of 950
silver and 50 gold per 1000; the proportion of the latter

metal is, however, variable, being lowest (3 per 1000) in

the silver obtained from clean lead ores, and highest

(10 per 1000) in that separated from argentiferous copper

ores,—that from the mixed co^jper and lead ores being

of intermediate richness. The silver, in quantities of 25

kilogrammes, is refined upon small tests in a muffle, and

when sufficiently purified is granulated by ladling it into

water, whereby thin fl.attened granules suitable for dissolv-

ing are obtained.

The parting vessels (fig. 10) are of porcelain which, to

protect them against fracture by irregular heating, are

covered with wire netting and plastered over with a

mixture of clay and smithy scales. They are mounted

in a frame and set loose in an iron pot with a hemi-

spherical bottom, which is heated by a fire from below

;

the pot also serves to catch the contents of the porcelain

vessel if the latter should be accidentally broken. The

cover is perforated by a hole in the centre for the passage

of a lead pipe to carry off the sulphurous acid fumes,
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one at one side tlirough wliich acid mayand a smaller

be introduced. These, as well as other connexions on the

pipes carrying off the vapours, are secured by w^ater-joints.

The charge of about

granulated silver is

treated with twice its

weight of sulphuric

acid marking 66^

Bauind, and, by care-

ful firing, is dissolved

iu six hours. The
proper management
of the heat is of im-

portance, as neglect

in the condnct of the

operation may easily

lead to a breakage of

the pot. When the

charge is completely

dissolved the liquid

is allowed to settle

for some time, and
is then poured off

into a lead pan, where
the silver sulphate

solidifies. This, when
redissolved by an ad-

dition of water and
careful warming, is

treated with strips of

copper, the separation

of the silver being
facilitated by agitat-

ing the liquid. When
the

“

ounces kilogrammes)

Fig. 10.

latter is found to be completely free from silver the

heating Is stopped, and the contents of the pan are allowed

to settle for eighteen hours, when the copper solution is

drawn off by a siphon and sent to the vitriol crystallizers.

Ill the precipitation of 100 kilogrammes of silver about

30 kilogrammes of sheet-copper are expended.

The precipitated silver is washed with water in a copper

vessel upon a linen filter until the reaction of copper in the

washings ceases, and then moulded in cylindrical blocks by
screw pressure, to express the residual water. These when
fire-dried J^re melted in black-lead pots, holding 75 B), with
the addition of a little soda nitre.

The parted gold remaining in the porcelain pot, though
already sensibly finer than is usual when iron parting
vessels are used, still contains silver, and is therefore boiled

once more with sulphuric acid of 66° Baum6. Afterwards
it is washed with water until silver can be no longer -

detected in the washings, when it is transferred to a
porcelain dish and dried. When a quantity of about 10 lb

of gold has been accumulated, it is mixed with a little

borax glass, melted iu a black-lead pot, and cast. The
resulting bars average fine.

Refining hy Chlorine Gas.—F. Bowyer Miller^ devised
in 1867 the following method for separating silver from
gold. The process, which is the one now adopted in the
Australian mints,^ consists in converting the silver into

chloride by the passage of a stream of chlorine gas through
the molten alloy. Clay crucibles are employed after hav
ing been saturated with a strong solution of borax and
allowed to dry. The chlorine is introduced through the
gold by a clay pipe passing to the bottom of the crucible,

and connected with the chlorine generator in which the

necessary pressure is obtained by a pressure tube 8 feet

high. The chloride of silver is easily i^oured off from the

surface of the molten metal, and by carefully fubiiig with

a little carbonate of soda, the small amount of gold it

retains is separated and falls to the bottom of the crucible.

The gold operated upon contains from 3 to iiJ per cent,

of silver, and the average fineness of the refined gold is

994. The operation is now conducted on a con&ideiable

scale in Australia, and in the years 1871 and 1873 no less

than 1,100,000 ounces of gold were refined by its aid in

Sydney alone. The absolute loss of gold does not exceed

14 parts in 100,000.
Toughrinimj Brittle Gold.—It will be seen from p. 751

that minute traces of certain metals, which do not exceed

the yTjVxjth part of the mass, render gold brittle and
unfit for coinage. Miller showed that the removal of the

deleterious metals might be effected by converting them
into volatile chlorides by a stream of chlorine gas. The
process was introduced into the English mint by lloberts,^

who successfully treated over 40,000 ounces of brittle gold

with but trifling loss of precious metal. Wagner has

suggested ^ that bromine may replace chlorine in Miller’s

process. Brittle gold may also be toughened by throwing

a small quantity of corrosive sublimate on to the surface

of the molten metal, but this method is wasteful, and the

fumes evolved are deleterious. The late Mr Wurington®
proposed to toughen brittle gold by the addition of about

10 i>er cent, of black oxide of copper. The prf)cess is

efficacious, but the crucibles become much corroded and
even perforated ; the standard fiuene.ss of the gold is, more-

over, lowered by such copper as is reduced to the metallic

state. If gold is but slightly brittle, it may be toughened

by pouring it in a thin stream through atmospheric air into

crucible lined with borax, or by the addition of a sinuU

quantity of chloride of copper.

Freimraiion of Fure Gold.—Chemically pure gold may
be prepared by several methods. The metal, either in the

form of powder or “cornets’^ from the purest gold that can

be obtained, is dissolved in nitro-hydrochloric acid. The
excess of acid is driven off, alcohol and chloride of i)otas-

sium added to precipitate platinum, and the chloride of

gold is then dissolved in pure distilled water, the soluLion-

^ Chem. SoG Jov-rn.^ v. xxi.. 1868, p, 606.
^ Fourth Annual Report of Dejputy-Master ofMmi^ 1873, p. 62.

being diluted until each gallon does not contain more than,

half an ounce of the precious metal. The solution is allowed

to stand for several weeks, and the supernatant liquid is

carefully removed by a sipbon from any chloride of silver

that may have fallen to the bottom of the vessel. The
gold may then be precipitated by a stream of carefully

washed sulphurous anhydride, or by the addition of oxalic

acid, formic acid, or ferrous sulphate. The spongy gold

is washed with dilute hydrochloric acid, distilled water,

ammonia water, and again with distilled water, after which
it is melted in a clay crucible with a little bisulphate of

X:)otash and borax, and poured into a stone mould. Eoberts®
prepared by this method 70 ounces of gold of which the

average purity was 999'96, the i^recipitaut being oxalic

acid. Gold precipitated by oxalic acid from an acid solu-

tion containing coj)per is always contaminated with cupric

oxalate. E. Pargotti"^ has, however, shown that by heating
the solution with the addition of potash, a soluble double
oxalate of copper and potash is formed, and the gold is left

in the pure state.

Alloys of Gold.—The most important alloys are those with silver

and copper. Those used for coinage at the present day contain from
800 parts of gold in 1000, the standard of the Norwegian 2-kroner

® First and Second Annual Reports of Deputy -Master of Mint,

p 1870-2, p. 93 and 34 respectively.
^ BvU. Chem. Soc. Faris, t. xxv., 1876, p. 138.
® Chein. Soc. Journ

,
xiii. 1860, p.31.

^ Fourth Annual Report of Royal Mint^ 1874, p. 46; Committee
of British Association Report^ 1873, p. 219,

^ ZeiUdvr. AnaZ. Chem., ix. 127.
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piece, to^ 986*6, that of the Austrian reichsducateu, the allo^’ing
metal being mainly copper. In England, when gold coins were
first introduced by Henry III., in 12c7, they were of pure gold.
Edward III., in 1345, was the first to use a standard 994*8, and in
1626 Henry VIII. issued crowns of the double rose of the standard
916*6 for concurrent issue with sovereigns, and other coins of the
original standard 994*8. In 1544 the staiidaid for all gold coins

was reduced to 916*6, and again in 1546 to 833*4, the lowest point
^er reached, ill England. Mary lestoied the old staiidaid 994*8.
Elizabeth directed that coins of both standards, 916*6 and 994*8,
should he issued, and the latter was employed at intervals until
1640. Since then the lower standard, 916*6, has been solely used,
and, as is shown by the following extract from the Coinage Act of
18/0, 33 Vic. c. 10, is the one now in use :

—

Denomination of
Coin.

Standard Weight, Least Curient Weight*

Standard Fineness.

hemedy Allowance.

Imperial
Weight.

Grains

Meti ic

Weight.

Grams.

Impel lal

Weight

Giains

Mctiic
Weight.

Grams.

Weight r

Impel ial

Grams.

er pieLe

Metric
Giams.

Millesimal
Fineness.

Gold

—

Eive-Pound
Two-Pound
Sovereign
Half-Sovereign

616*37239
246*54895
123*27447
61*63723

39-94028
15-97611
7-98805
3-99402

612*50000
245*00000
122*50000
61*12500

39*68935 (

15*87574 )
7*93787

]

3*96083 (

Eleven-twelfths fine

gold, one twelfth alloy

;

or millesimal fineness
916*66.

\ 1*00000

( 0 40000
( 0--20000

) 0 10000

0*06479
0 •0*2592

0*01296
0*00648

)
V 0-002

In America and in those countries which have formed the “ Latin
Convention,” the standard of gold coin is 900, with a “remedy’*
of M. Peligot suggested^ that by employing a tiiple
alloy containing 58*1 per cent, of gold, 36*1 of copper, and 5*8 of
zinc, a coin might be x>roduced which, while being of the value of
25 francs, would have the decimal weight of 10 grammes. The
alloy is perfectly malleable and of good colour. In England the
following standards are used for plate and jewellery, 375, 500, 625,
7j0, and 916*6, the alloying metal being silver and copper in vary-
ing proportions. In France three alloys of the follovdng standards
are used for jewellery, 920, 840, and 750. A greenish alloy used
by goldsmiths contains 70 per cent, of silver and 30 per cent, of
gold. “ Blue gold” is stated to contain 75 per cent, of gold and
25 per cent, of iron. The Japanese use for ornament an alloy of
gold and silver, the standard of which varies from 350 to 500, the
colour of the precious metal being developed by “pickling” in a
mixture of plum-juice, vinegar, and sulphate of copper- They may
be said to possess a series of bronzes, in which gold and silver
replace tin and zinc, all these alloys being characterized by patina
having a wonderful range of tint. The common alloy, Shi-ya-ku-
1)0, contains 70 per cent, of copper and 30 per cent, of gold ; w^hen
exposed to air it becomes coated with a fine black patina, and is

much used in Japan for sword ornaments. Gold wire may be drawn
of any quality, but it is usual to add 5 to 9 dwts. of copper to the
pound. ^

The “ solders ’* used for red gold contain 1 part of copper and 5
of gold

;
for light gold, 1 part of copper, 1 of silver, and 4 of gold.

Alloys of Gold cotid Silver,—Electrum, the natural alloy of gold
and silver, has already been described, p. 740. Matthiessen ob-
served that the density of those alloys, the composition of which
varies from AuAgg to AugAg, is greater than that calculated from
the lieusities of the constituent metals. These alloys are harder,

more fusible, and more sonorous than pure gold. The alloys of the
formulas AuAg, AuAg.^, AuAg^, and AuAggo are perfectly homo-
geneous, and have been studied by Level.® Hatchett has shown,**

by a series of careful experiments, that certain metals, even when
present in such small quantities as the part of the mass,
reiider standard gold brittle and unfit for rolling. These metals axe

bismuth, lead, antimony, arsenic, and zinc.

Gold and Zinc.—With regard to the latter metal, it may be
remarked that, although its presence in small quantities renders

gold brittle, it may be added to gold in larger quantities without
destroying the ductility of the precious metal, for, as has been
already stated, Peligot proved that a triple alloy of gold, copper,

and zinc, which contains 5* 8 per cent, of the last-named,^ is perfectly

ductile. The alloy of 11 parts gold and 1 part of zinc is, however,
stated to be brittle.

Gold and Tin.—Alchorne® showed that gold alloyed with -^yth

part of tin is sufficiently ductile to be rolled and stamped into coin,

provided the metal is not annealed at a high temperature. The
alloys of tin and gold are hard and brittle, and the combination of

the metals is attended with contraction ;
thus the alloy SnAu

has a density 14*243, instead of 14*828 indicated by calculation.

Matthiessen and Bose® obtained large crystals of the alloy AugSng,
having the colour of tin, which changed to a bronze tint by oxidation.

Gold and Iron.—Hatchett found that the alloy of 11 parts gold

and 1 part of iron is easily rolled without annealing. In these

proportions the density of the alloy is less than the mean of its

constituent metals.

1 Comptes Rmdus^ t. Ixxvi. p 1441.
* lire’s Dictionary of Arts. 7th edition, 1875. vol. i p 96.

3 Ann de Chtm. et de Phys (8), t xxxvi. p. 183, and t. xxxix. p. 163.

4 Phil Trans., 1803. part 1, pp 43-194.
« Phil. Trans., 1784.
® jPtoc. Roy. Soc.^ vol. xi. 1860-2, p. 433

Gold and Palladium.—These metals are stated to alloy in all
proportions. According to Cheiievix,” the alloy composed of equal
parts of the two metals is grey, is less ductile than its constituent
metals, and has the specific gravity 11 *08. The alloy of 4 parts
of gold and 1 part of palladium is white, hard, and ductile. Graham
has shown® that a wii’e of palladium alloyed with from 24 to 25
parts of gold does not exhibit the remarkable retraction which, in
pure palladium, attends its loss of occluded hydrogen.

Gold and Platinum.—Clarke states that the alloy of equal parts
of the two metals is ductile, and has almost the colour of gold.

Gold and Rhodium.—Gold alloyed with ^th or ^th of rhodium is,

according to Wollaston, very ductile, infusible, and of the colour
of gold.

Gold a'nd Iridium.—Small quantities of iridium do not destroy
the ductility ot gold, but this is probably because the metal is

only disseminated through the mass, and not alloyed, as it falls to
the bottom.of the crucible in which the gold is fused.

Gold and Nickel.—Eleven parts of gold and 1 of nickel yield an
alloy resembling brass.

Gold and Cobalt.—Eleven parts of gold and 1 of cobalt form a
brittle alloy of a dull yellow colour.

Assay of Gold.—It may be well to supplement the information
given in the article Assaying with some additional details as to

the assay of gold bullion, as practised in the Royal Mint, and of

gold ores. The assay of bullion consists of six operations:

—

(1.) The sample of metal taken for assay is flattened, and an
assistant adjusts a portion of it to an exact weight by cutting or
filing. This weight varies with different operators from 6 to 16 grains.

The assayer then completes the adjustment on a more sensitive

balance. The prepared assay piece is wrapped in lead foil, together
with a certain amount of pure silver, which is generally equal to 2^
times the amount of gold assumed to be present. In the case of
standard gold, the weight of lead employed is to the weight of the
alloy taken for assay as 8 to 1, and the ratio of the weight of lead to

the weight of copper present is 100:1. Much diversity of opinion
exists as to the amount of lead that should be employed. The pro-
portions recommended by D*Arcet® are considerably less than those
advocated by Kandelhardt

;
and it may be stated, with regard to

tlie silver, that the last mentioned authority and Chaudet recommend
the proportion of 1 of gold to 2^ of silver, but Pettenkoter states

that the proportion need not exceed 1 to IJ, provided that the
subsequent boiling in nitric acid is sufficiently prolonged. The
amount of gold lost in cupellation has been shown by Rossler to
increase with the amount of lead used, and to decrease as the
amount of silver is increased.

(2. ) The necessary number of cupels are arranged on the bottom
of the muffle (fig. 2, Assaying), and the packets containing

the silver and gold are transferred from a numbered wooden lange

to corresponding cupels. The furnace operations are then performed

as is described in Assaying (p. 727), and the result is that each

cupel contains a button of silver and gold.

(3.) The button a (fig. 11) is flattened by striking it with a

hammer on a polished anvil, first in the centre, and then on the

edge, a third blow being given on the opposite edge which elongates

the metal. After annealing in an iron tray, the flattened buttons

6 are reduced by laminating rolls to the thickness of a visiting

card c. They are again annealed and rolled into a spiral or cornet d.

(4.) These cornets are then treated with nitric acid of specific

gravity 1 *2, either separately in parting flasks, or together in cups

y Wurtz, Dictionnavre de Chiime^ t. ii. p. 630.

» Proc. Roy. Soc., xvii. p. 503.
_ „ . ^ ^

9 Bodemann’s AnleituTW zur Berg- und Huitenmanmschen ProbUrkamt, 2a ed

1856, p 360
GcJd-Probirverfahren, p. 3

JDingl. Polytech. Journ.^ 206, p. 185.
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of platinum, wlncliaie introduced into a suitable vessel of platinum,

an auaii^emcnt by wliicli it will be c\ ident mucli time may be saved

The boiling is then continued foi fifteen oi twenty minutes, when
the cornets are washed with distilled water, and treated with nitiic

acid of specific gravity 1 3, and m this the comets icmani for

about the same peiiod, after which they are again washed iii distilled

water and diied

Fig 11

(5 ) The cornets are annealed, separately, in little clay crucibles

or in the platinum cups m which they have been boiled, by heating
them to blight redness They then dimmish consideiably in bulk
as e (fig 11), and are of a pure yellow coloui

(6 )
The comets are then weighed in compaiison with “ check

assays ’ made on pure gold These cheeks” aie necessaiy, as the
accuracy of the result of an assay is liable to be afiected either by
retention of silver or copper, or by loss of gold by volatilization in
the muffle, solution in the acid, or letention in the cupel The
weight of gold, therefore, indicated hy the balance, may be eithei

less or greater than the amount onginallj presentm the alloy The
correction to he applied to a gold assay will be evident from the
following formula ^

—

Let 1000 be the weight of alloy originally taken ,

p the weight of the piece of gold finally obtained ,

X the actual amount of gold m the alloy expiessed in
thousandths

,

a the weight of gold (supposed to he absolutely pure) taken
as a check, which approximately eq^uals x

,

b the loss or gam m weight experienced by a duiing the
process of assay, expiessed in thousandths ,

k the variation of ‘‘check gold' from absolute purity, ex
pressed in thousandths ,

then the actual amount of fine gold in the check-piece

=«» a ^1 - and X the corrected weight of the assay will

^ p -
=1= 5 , & being added or subtracted according as it is a

1 +

loss or gam
If a be assumed to be eaual to x this equation becomes

k
1000

Example —Letp = 901 1 thousandths
a = 920 0 ,,

& == 0 3 ,, gam in weight
01 „

Then by the first formula

—

901 1 - 920 -P 0 1 -0 3;
1000

Tor, as 6 is a gain m weight, it must be deducted, hence
a; - 901 1 - 0 092 - 0 3
= 900 708

And by the second formula

—

^ _ 901 1 - 0 3
“

1 +
1000

900 708
Assay of Gold Ores—500 grains of the finely powdered sample,

which must be taken with the greatest care and accuracy, is passed
through a sieve of fine wire gauze with at least 80 meshes to the
linear inch Any residue there may he of flattened particles of

gold IS set aside for subsequent treatment, usually by direct cupel
lation Assay of the ore by fusion with litharge is best suited to
ores which do not contain much iron pyrites For auriferous quartz

SOOgrimb of tin oic uc fuM 1 with '"OO mis f k d I ad, 300

giaius of solu. c iibon lU,, -^0 mis of
]
ow h il 1 ( li ii ( il m I 250

gi iiiib of l)ora\ The mi\luu is intiohutd into i 1 mu ilk,

which it should h ilf fill, and is fust d ui ui iii tuinut llu 1 iitton

of icducod k il m ly he iciuoied titlui hy pouiiiir< Ih < t uL nts of

the ciuablo into i mould, ui hj hu iking tlu <iu il It wluiittld

if the oic contains imicli non p^iiUs, oi is of tlu ii ituie of

“sweep the mine givt n to t iibonutous Ksxdms whi h utuimi
late in mints uid goldsmiths shops it will lu ni(Assu\ t>ioistit

in a shallow fiie tl ly dish pi ue I in i mufllt In tlu ( ist >1 j \utes

cont lining about 7 Iwts to thi ton, tlu o^ ci ilion wt ul I 1 1 t m
(luite I on ibout 1000 gi iins ITu loisted ou is tlu n tiistd with
about the suut inivtiue of fluMS is his btin gm n toi (jii iit/

Assaiy by Sco) ifitation —beoiilie itioii lesi nil k s ( U} < 11 itu n, hut

the oxide of li id piodueed in tlu opei itioii, iiisb il of sinkin^^ into

i poious cup, IS held in a Hit siiuei of lii( tl ly, iiul tlissoLves tlu

eaithy constituents of theou, having tlu nu t il to ])iss

into anothei poition of leadwliuh n mains m the metdlit stitc

About 200 glims of the loasted oie aie placed in tlu sconlei,

mtimatelj niixetlwith 500 grams of giaiiulated an 1 50 gi ims oi

boi IX k id ,
500 gr ims of le ul an then distiibutid c)\< i the suif ice

of the mixtuK
,
the eonteiits of the seoiifu r iie m i niuflk*

,

ail IS idmitted to oxuh/e tlu gieitei ])oition of tlu h ul
, and, at

the eonelusioii of the optiitioii, the lithiigc should bi peiftetly

fluid iiid cover the molten h id Tlu si ig m 13 be fiicd fioiu i)ai

tieles ot pietious inetil b^ the uklitioii at the lOiulusion of the

opeiation of a smill quintitj of powdend intlinuiti whuh k-
duces a xioition of the lith 11^,1 to nulallie gloluks, whuh fall

through the si ig and unite with the 1< tid button Tlu gold is tluu

sei>aiated hy cupel lation, and the sihei with whuh it is lu uly
always associ ited is icinoved ]mtiiig m nitiie at id

Assay by mnaiis of the Spt h oscapv — I o k>n ind J'olx its - st itc,

as the lesult of a caieful speetiosi opu investig ition ol tlie 1II03S of

gold and cop^iei, that it is possible to distinguish betwiin allots of

these metals which only dilhr in xuopoition b> ,^0 fth jut
Thtir cxpeiimeiits haic been lepcited 111 \m<.iu i by A L
Outeihiidge ® (\V C U —Il J3 )

It will be convenient to give here, m coime\ion with

the article Gold, rather than m then xnoxiei alphabetical

place, the articles Goldbeating and Goii) La(,l

GOLDBEATING The art of goldbcatmg is of gieat

antiquity^, being referred to by Homer, and I’^hny states

that one ounce of gold \Jvas extended to 750 leaves, each

leaf being four fingers square, \\h.ich. is tliiee times the

thickne&b of the ordinaiy leaf gold of the x>ieseiit tune In

all probability the art originated among Oriental communi-
ties, where the working of gold and the use of gold orna-

ments have been distinguishing characteristics from the

most remote periods, and in India goldbeating is still

carried on as a craft involving many mysteries and great

difficulties On the coffins of the Theban mummies speci-

mens of original leaf gilding are met with, where the gold

is ill so thin a state that it resembles modern gilding The
Incas of Peru do not appear to have been able to reduce

gold further than to plates which could be nailed for orna-

mentation on the walls of then tem^iles In England
goldbeating was confined to London until within the piresent

century. It was introduced into Scotland and the United
States within that period, and it is now practised 111 most
towns of any considerable size

,
but so far as concerns

Great Britain it is principally centred in London One
grain of gold has been beaten out to the extent of 75 square

inches, and the same weight of silver to 98 square inches

Taking a cubic inch of gold at 4900 grains, this gold leaf

IS the 367,650th part of an inch in thickness, or about
1200 times thinner than ordinary printing paper The
silver, though spread over a larger surface, was thicker,

owing to the difference in its specific gravity, but, calcu-

lated by weight, silver is the most malleable metal with
which we are acquainted, in that respect considerably
exceeding gold This experiment does not, however,

, determine the extent of the malleability of either metal,

as the means employed to test it were found to fail before

there was any appearance of the malleability of the metals

-L Fov/rth AnnvAl E^ort ofthe Deputy Master of the MinU 1873, p 42
^ Phil Trans y 187i, vol clxiv p 495
® Jomnal of the Franklin Institute, 1874
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being exhausted. In practice the average degree of tenuity
to which the gold is reduced is not nearly so great as the
example above quoted. A. book of gold ” containing 25
leaves measuring each inches, equal to an area of 264
square inches, generally weighs from 4 bo 5 grains.

The gold used by the goldbeater is variously alloyed,
according to the variety of colour required. JFine gold is

commonly supposed to be incapable of being reduced to
thin leaves. This, however, is not the case, although its

use for ordinary purposes is undesirable on account of its

greater cost. It also adheres on one part of a leaf touching
another, thus causing a waste of labour by the leaves being
spoiled

;
but for work exposed to the weather it is much

preferable, as it is more durable, and does not tarnish or
change colour. The external gilding on many public build-
ings, such, as the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park,
London, is done with pure gold. The following is a list

of the principal classes of leaf recognized and ordinarily
prepared by British beaters, with the proportions of alloy
per ounce they contain.

Name of Leaf Piopoi-tion
of Gold

Pi opoition
of Silver

Pi opoition
of Copper.

Ked
Grains.

456-460
Giains Giains

20-24
Palo red 464

...

16
Extra deep 456 12 12
Deep 444 24 12
Citron 440 30 10
Yellow 408 72
Pale yellow 384 96
Loinoii 300 120
Green or pale 312 108
White 240 240

The process of goldbeating is thus conducted. The gold, having
been alloyed according to the colour desired, is melted in a cru-
cible, at a higher temperature than is simply necessary to fuse it, as

its malleability is improved by exposure to a greatei heat
;
sudden

cooling docs not interfere with its malleable properties, gold differing

in this respect from some other metals. It is then cast into an ingot,

and flattened, by rolling between a pair of powerful smooth steel

rollers, into a ribbon of IJ inch wide and 10 feet in length to the
ounce. After being flattened it is annealed and cut into pieces of
about grs. each, or about 75 per ounce, and placed between the
leaves of a “ cutcli, ” which is about half an inch thick and inches
sc^uare, containing about 180 leaves of a tough paper manufactured
ill France. Formerly fine vellum was used for this purpose, and
generally still it is interleaved in the proportion of about one of

vellum to six of paper. The cutch is beaten on for about 20 minutes
with a 17-i)ound hammer, which reboumls by the elasticity of the
skin, and saves the labour of lifting, by which the gold is spread to

the size of the cutch
;
each leaf is then taken out, and cut into four

pieces, and put between the skins of a ‘‘shoder,” 4J inches square

and |tlis of an inch thick, containing about 720 skins, which have
been worn out in the finishing or “mould” process. The shoder

requires about two hours' beating upon with a 9-pound hammer.
As the gold will spread unequally, the shoder is beaten upon after

the larger leaves have reached the edges. The effect of this is that

the margins of larger leaves come out of the edges in a state of dust.

This allows time for the smaller leaves to reach the full size of the

shoder, thus producing a general evenness of size in the leaves. Each
leaf is again cut into four pieces, and placed between the leaves of a
“ mould,” composed of about 950 of the finest gold-beaters’ .skins,

five inches square and three-quarters of an inch thick, the contents

of one shoder filling three moulds. The material has now reached

the last and most difficult stage of the process; and on the fineness

of the skin and judgment of the workman the perfection and thin-

ness of the leaf of gold depend. During the first hour the hammer
is allowed to fall princi))ally upon the centre of the mould This
causes gaping cracks upon the edges of the leaves, the sides of which
readily coalesce and unite without leaving any trace of the union
after being beaton upon. At the second hour, when the gold is about

the 150,000th part of an inch in thickness, it for the first time per-

mits the transmission of the rays of light. In pure gold, or gold

but slightly alloyed, the green ray.s are transmitted ;
and in gold

highly alloyed with, silver, the pale violet rays pass. The mould
requires in all about four hours’ beating with a 7-pound harnmer,

when the ordinary thinness for the gold leaf of commerce will be

reached. A single ounce of gold will at this stage be extended to

75x4 X 4 = 1200 leaves, which will trim to squares of about 3i
inches each. The finished leaf is then taken out of the mould.
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and the rough edges are trimmed off by slips of the ratan fixed in
23a,rallel grooves of an instrument called a waggon, the leaf being
laid u])on a leathern cushion for that purpose. The sizes to which
British leaf is cut are 3, 3^, 34, 3|, and 3^ inches. The leaves
thus prepared are placed into “books” capable of holding 25
leaves each, which have been rubbed over with led ochre to prevent
the gold clinging to the paper. The leaf is used for gilding
picture -frames, and for other ornamental purposes. See Gilding.

The fine membrane called goldbeaters’ skin, used for
making up the shoder and mould, is the outer coat of the
caecum or blind gut of the ox. It is stripped off in lengths
about 25 or 30 inches, and freed from fat by dipping in a
potask solution and scraping with a blunt knife. It is

afterwards stretched on a frame
;
two membranes are glued

together, treated with a solution of aromatic substances or
camphor in isinglass, and subsequently coated with white
of egg. Finally they are cut into squares of 5 or 5 inches

;

and to make up a mould of 950 pieces the gut of about 380
oxen is required, about 2-| skins being got from each animal.
A skin will endure about 200 beatings in the mould, after

which it is fit for use in the shoder alone.

The dryness of the cutch, shoder, and mould is a matter
of extreme delicacy. They require to be hot-pressed every
time they are used, although they may be used daily,

to remove the moisture which they acquire from the atmo-
sphere, except in extremely frosty weather, when they
acquire so little moisture that then a difficulty arises from
their over-dryness, whereby the brilliancy of the gold is

diminished, and it spreads very slowly under the hammer.
On the contrary, if the cutch or shoder be damp, the gold
will become that which is technically termed hollow or
sieve-like

; that is, it is pierced with innumerable micro-
scopical holes

; and in the moulds in its more attenuated
state it will become reduced to a pulverulent state. This
condition is more readily produced in alloyed golds than in

fine gold. It is necessary that each skin of the mould
should be rubbed over with calcined gypsum (the fibrinated

variety) each time the mould may be used, in order to pre-

vent the adhesion of the gold to the surface of the skin in

beating. Dentist gold is gold leaf carried no further than
the cutch stage, and should be perfectly pure gold.

By the above process also silver is beaten, but not so

thin, the inferior value of the metal not rendering it com-
mercially desirable to bestow so much labour upon it.

Copper, tin, zinc, palladium, lead, cadmium, platinum, and
aluminium can be beaten into thin leaves, but not to the

same extent as gold or silver.

GOLD AND SILVER LACE, Under this heading a
general account may be given of the use of the precious

metals in textiles of all descriptions into which they enter.

That these metals were used largely in the sumptuous
textiles of the earliest periods of civilization there is abund-

ant testimony; and to this day, in the Oriental centres

whence a knowledge and the use of fabrics inwoven, orna-

mented, and embroidered with gold and silver first spread,

the passion for such brilliant and costly textiles is still most
strongly and generally prevalent. The earliest mention of

the use of gold in a woven fabric occurs in the description

of the ephod made for Aaron (Exod. xxxix. 2, 3)— And
he made the ephod of gold, blue, and purple, and scarlet,

and fine twined linen. And they did beat the gold into

thin plates, and cut it into wires (strips), to work it in the

blue, and in the purple, and in the scarlet, and in the fine

linen, with cunning work.” In both the Ilicid and the

Odyssey distinct allusion is frequently made to inwoven and

embroidered golden textiles. Many circumstances point to

the conclusion that the art of weaving and embroidering

with gold and silver originated in India, where it is still

principally prosecuted, and that from, one great city to

another the practice travelled westward,—Babylon, Tarsus,

Baghdad, Damascus, the islands of Cyprus and Sicily, Con-
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staiitiuople and Venice, all in the jiroce^.s of time becoin- out till they prj.sent a waved apjtetirance, and in that state

iug famous ceiiti*e& of these much prized manufactures, liattened, are much u>»ed tVu- rich heavy eiubiX)ideries termed

Alexander the Great found Indian kings and jiriiices karchobn. Spangles lor embroideries, Ac., are made from

arrayed in robes of gold and purple; and the Persian spirals of coniiiaratively stout wire, by cutting them down
monarch Darius, we arc told, wore a war mantle of cloth

j

ring by ring, laying each Q-like ring on an anvil, and by a
of gold, on which were figured two golden hawks as if

j

smart blow with a hammer flattening it <)Ut into a thin

pecking at each other. There is reason, according to
j

round disk with a slit extending from the centre to one

Josephus, to believe that the royal apparel” worn by
,

edge. Fine spirals are also used for general embroidery

Herod on the day of his death (Acts xii. 21) was a tissue
,

purposes. The demand for various kinds oi loom-woven

of silver. Agrippina, the wife of the emperor Claudius, and embroidered gold and silver work in India is immense

;

had a robe woven entirely of gold, and from that period and the variety of textiles so ormimeuted i^ aFo very great,

downwards royal personages and high ecclesiastical digni-
,

Gold and silver,” says Dr Birdwood in his llundlHjok to

taries used cloth and tissues of gold and silver for their
i
tfie British-hidtan Srriiotiy Paris ExhUtition^ 1S78, “are

state and ceremonial robes, as well as for costly liangings
j

worked into the decoration of all the more costly looin-

aiid decorations. In England, at different periods, various ! made garments and Indian piece goods, either on the

names were applied to cloths of gold, as ciclatouu, tar- ! borders only, or in strii>es throughout, or in diapered figures,

tarium, uaques or nac, baudekin or baldachin, Cyprus
j

The gold-bordered loom embroideries are made chielly at

damask, and twssewys or tissue. The thin flimsy paper Sattura, and the gold or silver striped at Tanjore
; tlie gold

known as tissue paper, is so called because it originally 'was . figured at Tanj<n*e, Tritiiiuopoly, and Hyderabad
placed between the folds of gold “ tissue ” to prevent the in the Deccan; and the highly ornamented gold-figurud

contiguous surfaces from fraying each other. At what time silks and gold and silver tis-^ues priuci[)ally at Ahmcdabad,
the drawing of gold wire for the preparation of these tex- Benares, Murshedabad, and Trichiimpoly.”

tiles was first practised is not accurately known. The art Among the WesLern communities the demand for gold

was probably introduced and applied in different localities
j

and silver lace and embroiderie.s ari.ses chielly in connexion
at widely different dates, but down till medueval times the

,

with naval and military uniforms, court et>st\ime.s, public

method graphically described in the rentatcuch continued
.
and private liveries, eccle^^ia^^Lieal rcJ)es and draperies,

to be practised with both gold and silver,
|

theatrical dresses, and the badges and insignia of various

Fabrics woven with gold and silver continue to bo used orders. To a limited extent there is a tratle in gold wire
on the largest scale to this day in India

;
and there the and lace to India and Cliina. The metallic basis of the

preparation of the varieties of wire, and the working of the
|

various fabrics is wire round and flattened, the wire being
various forms of lace, brocade, and embroidery, is at once i of three kinds— 1st, gold wire, which is invariably silver

an important and peculiar art. The basis of all modern
j

gilt wire
; 2d, copper gilt wire, used for cenumou liveries

fabrics of this kind is wire, the “ gold wire ” of the manufac- and theatrical purposes
;
and 3d, .silver wire. These wires

turer being in all cases silver gilt wire, and silver wire are drawn by the ordinary processes, and the flattening,

being, of course, composed of pure silver. In India the when done, is accomplished by i)assing tlie wire between
wire is drawn by means of simple draw-plates, with rude a pair of revolving rollers of fine X)olished steel. The vari-

and simple appliances, from rounded bai's of silver, or gold- ous qualities of wire are prepared and used in precisely the
plated silver, as the case may be. The wire is flattened same way as in India,—round wire, flat wire, thread made
into tbe strip or ribbon-like form it generally assumes by of flat gold wire twisted round orange-coloured silk or
passing it, fourteen or fifteen strands simultaneously, over cotton, known in the trade as “ orris,” fine spirals and
a fine, smooth, round-topped anvil, and beating it as it spangles, all being in use in the West as in the East. The
passes with a heavy hammer having a slightly convex lace is woven in the same manner as ribbons, and there are
surface. From wire so flattened there is made in India very numerous varieties in richness, pattern, and quality.
%Qniri^ a tissue or cloth of gold, the web or warp being Cloth of gold, and brocades rich in gold and silver, are
composed entirely of golden strips, and rivyeri^ a similar woven for ecclesiastical vestments and draperies,
tissue of silver. Gold lace is also made on a warp of thick The proportions of gold and silver in the gold thread for
yellow silk with a weft of fiat wire, and in the case of the lace trade vaiies, but in all cases the proportion of gold
ribbons the warp or web is composed of the metal. The is exceedingly small. An ordinai'y gold lace wire is drawn
flattened wires are twisted around orange (in the case of from a bar containing 90 parts of silver and 7 of copi)er,
silver, white) coloured silk thread, so as completely to cover coated with 3 parts of gold. On an average each ounce
the thread and present the appearance of a continuous wire; troy of a bar so plated is draw'ii into 1500 yards of wire

;

and in this form it is chiefly employed for weaving into and therefore about 16 grains of gold cover a mile of wire.
Che rich brocades known as kincobs or kinkh^bs. Wires It is estimated that about 250,000 ounces of gold wire are
flattened, or partially flattened, are also twisted into exceed- made annually in Great Britain, of which about 20 per cent.

fi’^® spirals, and in this form they are the basis of is used for the headings of calico, muslin, tfec., and the re-
numerous ornamental applications. Such spirals drawn mainder is worked up in the gold lace trade.

GOLDAST, Melchior Haiminsfeld (1576—1635), an though able and laborious, had fallen into an unsettled
historical writer and collector whose works did great service way of life, and in 1604: we find him in the service of
to the study of the older documents of Germany, was bom, the Baron Hohensax—then the possessor of that unique
January 6, 1576 (or 1578), of poor Protestant parents, near manuscript of old German poems which now forms one of
Bischofzeil in Thurgau. His university career at Ingoldstadt the treasures of the National Library at Paris, and which

poverty; but at length, in Goldast was the first to make partially accessible by the
1603, after he had spent some time at St Gall and Geneva, press. Before long he was back in Switzerland, and by
partly supported by the learned and benevolent jurist 1606 he was again in Frankfort living by his pen, and
Bartholomeus Schobmger, he obtained the post of secre- finding his efforts to obtain a regular post frustrated by

auke o.. Bouillon, and with him he went Lipsius and Scioppius, whom he had offended by his out-
to Heidelberg and Frankfort-on-the-Main. But Goldast, spokenness. In 1611 he was appointed councillor at the
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court of Saxe Weimar , in 1615 he entered the service of the
count of Schaumburg at Buckeburg, and in 1625 returned
to Fiankfoit As the transport ot his books from Bucke
burg to Frankfort was attended with danger, owing to the

j

warlike operation^ then on foot, he entrusted them to the
j

town of Bremen, and they now form part of the municipal
libraiy Appointed in 1627 couucilloi to the emperor and
bo the elector of Treves, Goldast soon after passed into
the service of the landgrave of Hesse Darmstadt, who raised
him to be chancellor ot the universit} of Giessen He died
at Giessen in the beginning of 1635 Nothing perhaps
pro\ es the value of Goldast’s labours better than the fact
that, in consideration of the seivice he has rendered, the
modem historical and philological investigator is willing to
condone the almost unpaidonable sin of diiect literary

forgery of which he has been accused and convicted
Among Ins inoie impoi tant works aie his Paimieficorum veferuvz

(Lillo 1604) winch contained the Rumq Tyro 'i07t ScJiotfland^
the Winshakon and the Hern, i Afamanucaruvi
Sc7iptores Iiankf 1606 3 vols new ed by Senckenheig ibid 1730
Myiai cilia ^ Komani Lotiperii, 1621 Cow nieniai ii de regno
B)linmcL, Hanovei 1627, new ed by H Schmink Frank! 1710
He edited the woiks of Pukheimei and De Thou and a volume
of eoiiespondence, T^i'toi'um Oil ad GoldasU n episfolor was
published in 1688 See Senckenhergs Goldasfz Meviooia, j}veB.xed
to Rev Alammin Sc7tj) , 1730 Bayles Dictionay

y

^
and Von

Kiiimei, Geschichie dc'i gemanscliLn Philoloqit, Munieh, 1870

GOLDBERG, a town in the Prussian province of Sdesia,
capital of a circle in the government aistrict ot Liegnitz, is

situated 14 miles S W of that town, on the Katzbach, an
affluent of the Oder The piincipal buildings are an old
church dating from the beginning of the 13th century, the
Schwabe Pileseinuth institution, completed in 1876, for the
board and education of orphans, and the gymnasium, which
in the 17th century enjoyed great prosperity, and numbered
Wallenstein among its pupils The chief manufactures are

woollen cloth, flannel, gloves, stockings, leather, and beer,

and th'^re is a considerable trade m corn and fruit Gold
berg owes its origin and name to a gold mine in the neigh
bouihood, which, however, has been wholly abandoned since

the Lime of the Ilussite wars Population (1875), 6492
The town sulFeied hea-vily from the Tartars in 1241, from the

plague m 1334, from the Hussites in 1428, and from the Saxon,
impel lal, and Swedish forces diiimg the Thirty Years War On
27th Maj 1813 a battle took place near it between the French under
Maedonald and the rear giiird of the Russians under Wittgenstein,

and on the 23d August ot the same year a skii mish in whieli Mac-
donald butieied defeat from the Piussians under Blucher

GOLD COAST, a British colony in Western Africa recon

stitutud on the 24th of July 1876 by a royal charter which

defines it as consisting of two settlements—(1) the Gold
Coast proper, comprising ‘^all places, settlements, and tern

tones which may at any time belong to us m Western
Africa, between the fifth degree of west longitude and the

second degree of east longitude ,
and (2) the ‘settlement of

LagOb, similarly comprising all possessions between the

second and fifth degrees of east longitude ’ The charter

appoints a governor, establishes a legislative andan executive

council, and authorizes the appointment ofjudges and other

legal officeis, &c Beth the Gold Coast colony and Lagos

had previously been administered by lieutenant governors

dependent on the governor of Sierra Leone
,
and the two

divisions are still sufficiently distinct to require separate

treatment
By Bosman, the Dutch factor at Elmina in the begin

ning of the ISth century, the Gold Coast is said to extend
“ about 60 miles, beginning with the Gold River, 3 miles

west of Assim, or 12 miles above Axim, and ending I

with the village Ponni ^ or 8 miles east of Acra”^

In modern times, Cape Apollonia (T 35 W- long ) being

1 See NamJokeur%ge Beschryving van de Gvinese Goud Tand~en

Slave Kust, Anibterdam, 1709 (fieqaeutly toaublated)
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accepted as the western boundary, and the mouth of the
Volta river (O'* 41 2 E long

) as the eastern, the hole coast
measures about 225 miles, and this is divided into tvo
sections, the windvard or western and the leaward or
eastern, lie boundary between the two being the Secoom
river (O'* 3 2 W long) Beginning at the west, the first

places on the coast that deseive tu be mentioned aie Grand
Bassam and Assmi, both French settlements up to 1870
The mouth of the river Assiiu forms the outlet of a series of
lagoons, the eastmost of wffiich is fed by a con&iderable river—the Tanno or Tando About 55 miles eastward from this
point are the Four Hills or Hummocks of Apollonia, where
the English formeily had a fort

,
and about 20 miles from

Apollonia is the mouth of the Ankobne Three miles
further and we come to Axiin, the site of an old Dutch fort

built near the mouth of the Axim nvei and other 20
miles and we reach Great Friedrichshurg, founded by the
Brandenburg Company Rounding Cape Three Points
(2° 7 W long ), whose vicinity is marked by a line of
breakers nearly 2^ miles long, the fiist place of importance
that we find is Akodah or Aquidah, and 10 miles beyond
Akodah lies the better known Dixcove or Dick’s Cove
Fiom Dixco\e Pompendi is distant 10 miles, and other 12
or 1 3 miles brings us to Secondee, which is only 8 or 9
miles from the mouth of the Busum (or Sacred) Prah
With the exception of the Volta this is the largest river of
the Gold Coast

,
it is on one of its sub tributaries that

Coomassee is situated At the mouth of the Beyah, 19 or 20
miles eastwaid, stands Elmina, or in the native language
Edena, one of the most important posts of European
settlement, with a native population of some 10,000 (see

Elmina.) Eight miles east of Elmina is Cape Coast
Castle, which was the capital of the British territory

until 1876 Anamaboe, 10 miles distant, is a town of

some 4000 or 5000 inhabitants, with a free port and a
good landing place ^ and about 38 miles further on we come
to Winnebah, which up till 1812 was the seat of an
English forfc. About 11 miles eastwaid there is another
abandoned fort at Barrocoe

,
and at Barrocoe we are only

23 miles from Acra or Accra (m Tshi Nkran), the piesent

capital of the Gold Coast colony It was selected instead of

Cape Coast Castle on account of its compaiatively healthy

position In the words of Dr A F Elliot, it is the healthiest

station on the west coast of Africa, being suirounded for

miles by fresh undulating ground, and backed at the distance

of a day’s journey, or about 30 mile-s, by a range of hills

where Europeans can recruit A sanitary station has been

fixed at Akropong, 1800 feet above the sea level, where
the Basel missionaries have their headquarters About 2

miles east of Acra is the old Danish fort of Clirrstiansborg

There is no station of much impoi tance except Tassi, Ponce,

and Great Ningo or Ningua, in the 60 miles between Acra
and the Volta The Volta, otherwibe known as the Firaw,

the Shilao, or the Amu, is a large river, the course of which
has been only partially explored, but which may be ex

pteted to furnish a means of opening up the interior In
December 1875, M M J Bonnat, journejmg partly by
water and partly by land, proceeded as fai as Salaha oi

Par aha, a commercial town of some 18,000 inhabitants

He reports that the Labelle rapids, though 25 feet high, can

be ascended by steamers during the rains in September and

Octobei, because at that season the river rises 50 feet The
lowei part of the course is of difficult navigation in the dry

season owing to the shallows Addah, on the right bank

of the river near its mouth , Quittah, the seat of a British

fort, and Jellah Coffi, a trading port, are the principal

places on the coast between the Volta and Flouhow, w^hich

lies at the eastmost extremity of the Volta lagoon Accord

ing to the ordinary divisions we enter the Slave Coast

when we proceed east of the Volta
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Such are the chief points of interest along the Gold Coast, luit

|

there is a considerable range of territory extending from 20 to 60
|

miles inland, which hedongs to the colonial protectorate
;
and about

this a few words are iiecesbary. The western portion of the pro-

tectorate is occupied by the woody hill country of Fauti, which
stretches northwards towards Ashaiitoe. From the mouth of the

Secoom a line range varying in height from 1200 to 1500 or 1600

feet stretches N.N.E., and' divides the eastern portion into two
halves. Between the mountains and the sea there are large stretches

of prairie laud, in which the grass grows to a height of 10 or 12 feet.

The inhabitants of the Gold Coast may be divided into two gi*eat

classes—the Tshi or Chcc, a black type, and the Acra, a rod ty}>e.

The Fantis and Ashantis, both belonging to the former class,

have already been described in Asiiantke. The Akems live in a

thick forest region, and maintain existence by hunting, gold-digging,

and the gathering of wood snails. The capital of tlieir country as

KyebiA The Aquapeins are extensively engaged in agriculture and
ill trade, both with the other tribes and with Europeans.

^
The Ga

or Acra, a clever race, greatly modified by contact with European
culture, are to be found in all the towns of the West African coast

as artisans and sailors. They are emplo3^ed by the interior tribes

as middle men and interpreters. On the right hank of the Volta

are the Adangme- or Adainpe, distinguished by strength and rude-

ness. The Crobos live in little villages in the midst of the palm
tree woods which grow round about the Croboborg, an eminence about
1000 feet high.
The Tshi or Chee language ^ belongs to the great prefix-x>i'ono-

minal group. Jt comprises raany^ dialects, which may, however,

be reduced to two classes or tyxies.^ Akan dialects are .s}>okeii in

Assirii, Amanaliia (Aiiollonia), Awini, Abanta, Wasaw, Tsliuforo

(Julfer or Tufel), and Deukyera in the west, and in Asen, Akem,
and Af|iiai)ern in the east, as well as in the difierent i>arts of
Ashantee. Faiite dialects are spoken, not only in Fanti x>roper, but
in Afiitu or the country round Cape Coast, in Abora, Agyinako,
Akomfi, Gomoa, and Agona. The diffevence between the two types
is not very great

;
a Fanti, for example, can converse without niuiih

difficulty with a native of A(iuapem or Ashantee, his language being
in fact a deteriorated form of the same original. Akem is considered
the finest and purest of all the Akan dialects. The Aquapetn,
which is based on the Akem but has imbibed Fanti influences, has
been made the book-language by the Basel missionaries. About
a million people in all, it is estimated, speak dialects of the Tshi.
The south-eastern corner of the Gold Coast is occupied by another
language known as the Ga or Acra, which com^ndses the Ga proper
and the Adangme and Crobo dialects. Ga proper is spoken by about
40,000 people, including the inhabitants of Ga and Kinka (i.c.,

Dutch and British Acra, in Tshi, Nkran, and Kankan), Osu
Christiansborg), La, Tessi, Ningiia, and numerous inland villages.

It has been reduced to writing by tlie missionaries. The Adangme
and Crobo dialtjcts are spoken by about 80, 000 people. They difler

ver\' considerably from Ga proper, but books printed in Ga can be
used by both the Crobo and Adangme natives. Another language
known as Go »n is used in parts of Aq^uapem and in Anum beyond
the Volta

;
but not much is known either about it or the Obutu

tongue spoken in a few towns in Agona, Gomoa, and Akomfi. The
dialects of the Ahanta country have still to be investigated.®
Mahometanism and Christianity are both making themselves felt

tc some extent among the natives of the Gold Coast. A Danish
mission was started at Christiausborg about 1736 by Protten and
Huckoff, th?* Moravian brethren. In 1835 the Wesleyan mission
began its F .‘Ours among the Fanti. The Basel missionaries had
made a start in 1828, but it was not till 1835 that they were fairly
settled at Akropong, the capital of Aquapein. They now have
stations also at Kyebi, at Kukurantimy, at Abune, at Abokoli, at
Addah, and at Acra, and the leaders of the English exx^edition
against the Ashantees speak very highly of their laboui's.

The climate of the Gold Coast is notoriously unhealthy.
At Cape Coast Castle the thermometer ranges from 72® to
85° or 90®, and the amount of moisture in the atmosphere is

very great. Not only are the coasts in many places lined
with swamps and lagoons, but, according to Dr Gordon, the

^ See an interesting paper by Captain Hay, '‘On the District of
Akem in West Africa, in Journ. Roy. Geogr. Soc., London, 1876.

® Adangme= Adan-gbe, i.e., Adah language, so called from the town
of Ada or Addah on the Volta.

^ This name appears in a great variety of fonns—Kwi, Ekwi, Ok%vi,
Oji, Odschi, Otsui, Tyi, Twi. Tshi, Tschi, Chwee, or Chee.

^ See Rev. J. G. Christaller,^ Grammar of the Ashante and Fante
Language called Tshi., Basel, 1875.

® See D. L. Carr and F. P. Brown, Mfantsi {i.e., Fanti) Gramma/r.
Cape Coast, 1868 ; Zimmermann, Grammatical Sketch and Vocabulary
of the AJera or Ga language, Stuttgart, 1858 ; and A Dictionary,
English, Tshi, .dfcm, by Christaller, Locher, and Zimmermann, Basel,

COAST
very basis rock of the country—a granite in which iron ore

and horribleudc arc x»rcseiit— gives otl* uiuler the influence of

the air and the rain large (xuaiitities of sulx)liurotted hydrogen

gas. The native towns are x>o[mlous and dirty, and to add
to the evil it was, until the x>rohibition oftlie llritish autho-

rities (at Ehniiia by Colonel Fesling, and at Cax^c Coast

by Governor 8tralian), the custom to bury the dead in the

floors of the houses. rnteruiitteiit fevers, reiuitteiit fevers

(the so-called coast fever is of this class), and dysentery are

the diseases most to be dreaded by the Eurox)ean. ‘‘The

native inhabitants,” says Marcus Allen, “ axjpear to enjoy

tolerable health and to live to an average age
;
but in the

rainy season it is not uncuininoii to find lliein suflering

from x>leuritis and pneumonia, rheumatic attacks, bronchitis,

and catarrh.”

Though the [u’ceious dust to which the Gold Coast owes
its name is no longer obtained in any considerable cxuaii-

tities by the rude methods of collection einx>loyed by the

natives, there is abundant x>roof that the wliole region is

more or less auriferous, and it is x^^^^J^ible that Eurox^ean

energy and skill might make it again a real gold coast.

In some x>arts of the country—in the neighbourhood of the

Volta, for examxde—the surface of the ground is broken by
innumerable small x>jts dug b}^ the native miners.*^ At
X)resent the value of the territory is mainly due to the pro-

fusion of vegetable x>n>diiets sux^plied by the rich alluvial

soil. Of the timber trees whicli abound in the vast

stretches of forest, the best knowai are several sx)ecies of

the genus hombax (silk cottuti tree, t.K:c.), from which canoes

and wooden wares are manufactured, and the udooin used
for building and cabinet-w^ork. The cocoa-nut and the

palm oil are common along the coast, and the bread-fruit

tree has been introduced with success at Nax>oleon. Indian
corn, yams, cassava, sweet x>otatoes, tiger-xmts, ground-nuts
{Arachlshyporjosa), Guinea corn {Sorghum vid(jarr\ Guinea
grains {Amomvm (/rana-iHimdui), tlie egg-x>lant (Solannm
(xviyenim), hennie seed, orange.s, limes, shaddocks, xjine

apples, ginger, and indigo are some of the many objects of

cultivation. Nor must the kola nut be forgotten (St radla
acuminata), variously styled colat, khola, and in older

writers gura or gouroo
;
for it is the favourite substitute

in Western Africa for the betel nut, and forms an important
article of export. Both tobacco and cotton are indigenous,

but neither is cultivated by the natives. Coffee and
tobacco are grown by the missionaries at Akropong.

The exports are mainly gold dust, palm oil, and x^alrn

kernels; and the imx^orts, in exchange, dry goods from the
United Kingdom, and tobacco and spirits from America.
In 1875 and 1876 the exports were resx^ectively of the
value of <£327,012 and <£465,268, and the corresx>onding
imports amounted to <£364,672 and .£446,088. The
revenue of the Gold Coast, mainly derived from customs
duties, was £67,368 in 1875, and £64,788 in 1876; the
corresponding expenditures were £67,368 for 1875, and
£93,944 for 1876. There is no public debt.

The jurisdiction of En^rland on the Gold Coast was defined by
the bond of the 6th of March 1844, an agreement with the native
chiefs by which Her Majesty receives the right of trying criminals
and repressing human sacrifices, pann^’^aring, &c. The limits of the
protectorate inland were not very rigidly defined. The i)urchase
of the Danish forts in 1851, and of the Dutch forts and territory in
1871, led to the consolidation of the British |>ower along the coast

;

and the Ashantee war of 1873-74 resulted in the extension of the area
of British influence towards the interior. By the royal ordinances of
December 1874 the selling, buying, or dealing in slaves was declared
unlawful, and no person can any longer be put in pawn for debt

;

but those who were actually slaves at that date are left in the same
state, except where cmelty can be proved against the masters.

See The Golden Coast or a Description of Guinney, together u)ith a

® For many interesting details on the gold of the Gold Coast, see
the chapter specially devoted to the subject in Burton’s Wanderings
in West Africa,
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relcd%07i of such perso^is as got wonderful estates by thevr h ode thither^
London, 1665 James Horton, Medical Topography of the West
Coast of Africa^ London, 1859, Phy‘iical and Medical Qlvmate^
London, 1867, and Letters on the Political Condition of the Gold
Coast, London, 1870, Otto Fiiiscli, “Die Goldkuste mid ihre
Bewolmei in iliiem lientigem Zustande, ’ in Zeitsch. fur allg,
E) dkunde, Beilin, 1864 , TVandei mgs in West Africa by a FP G S.
(i e

, Caxitaiu Bmton), I.ondon, 1863, Marcus Allen, The Gold Coasts
London, 1874 , Charles A Goidon, Life on the Gold Coast, London,
1874, Caj)tain Croft, “ Lxploiation of the Biver Yolta,*’ in Proc^
Roy Geog Soc

, Loud, 1874, P Wmin, “Anfange der Basler
Mission auf ilei Goldkuste,” in Fvangelisches 3fiSbi07is-Afaga:s.in,

1874, E Buhl, “Die Basler Mission auf der Goldkuste,'' Ibid ,

1877 The following maps aie of service —J Wyld, Map of
British Possessions on the Gold Coast, London, 1873 ,

Die Goldkuste
nach den A^ beiten der Missionare A Riis, &c

, Basel and Stuttgart,
1873 ,

and E Stanford, Map of the Gold Coast, &c., 1873

GOLDElSr BULL (Latin, Bulla Aurea) is, in general,
xhe designation of any chatter decorated with a golden seal

or bulla, either from tlie intrinsic importance of its contents,
or from the rank and dignity of tlie bestower or the recipi-

ent. The custom of thus giving distinction to certain docu-
ments is said to be of Byzantine origin, though if this be
the case it is somewhat strange that the word employed as

an equivalent for golden bull in Byzantine Greek should be
the hybrid -xpva-olBovXkov {cf. Codinus Ouropalates, 6 /jiiyag

XoyoOirrfg StararTet ra Trapa rov /BacriXioig aTrocrreXXo/aeva

TTpocrraypiaTa /cat ^va6/3ovXXa n-pog t€ ^Pigyag, SouXravas, /cat

T07rdp)(ovg
y

and Anna Comnena, Aleociad, lib. iiL, 8ta

XPvo‘o0ovXCov Xoyov ; lib. viii
,

;5^i?crc5)8ouAov Xdyov). In
Germany a Golden Bull is mentioned under the reign of

Henry I. in Chronica Cassin, ii. 31, and the oldest

German example, if it be genuine, dates from 983. At
first the golden seal was formed after the type of a solid

com, but at a later date, while the golden surface presented
to the eye was greatly increased, the seal was really com-
posed of two thin metal plates filled in with wax. The
number of goldeu bulls issued by the imperial chancery
must have been very large; the town of Frankfort, for

example, still preserves no fewer than eight. But the name
has become practically restricted to a few documents of un-

usual political importance, the golden bull o“f the Empire,
the golden bull of Brabant, the golden bull of Hungary,
and the golden bull of Milan—and of these the first is un-
doubtedly thfi golden bull par excellence.

It was drawn up under the direction of the emperor
Charles IV., and it was fo] mally ratified in 1356,—the fiist

twenty-three chapters by the diet of Nuremberg (10th

January), and the remaining seven by the diet of Metz (25th

December). The actual redaction has been assigned to

Bartolus de Saxoferrato, to Budolf of Friedberg the im-

perial secretary, and even to the emperor himself ; but
there is no distinct authority for any of the three hypo-
theses as opposed to the others. A brief statement of the

general purpose of its enactments has already been given

at page 495 of the present volume. The exordium is

a strangely rhetorical lamentation over the miseries of

division, and more especially of a kingdom divided against

itself
,
and the body of the document gives a survey of the

duties, privileges, and relations of the various dignitaries of

the empire, the emperor, the electors ecclesiastical and secu-

lar, the electoral plenipotentiaries, and the officers of the

court. As might almost be expected, a large place is given

to rules of ceremony and etiquette. At first the document
was known simply as the Lex Carolina ; but by and by the

name of the Book with the Golden Bull came into use, and
the present elliptical title was sufficiently established by
1417 to be officially employed in a charter by King Sigis-

mund. The original autograph was committed to the care

of the electoral prince of Mainz, as chancellor-in-chief of the

empire, and it was preserved in the imperial archives at

Mainz till 1789. Official transcripts were probably fur-

nished to each of the seven electors at the time of the pro-
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mulgation, and before long many of the other members of
the empire secured copies for themselves. The transcript
which belonged to the elector of Treves is preserved in the
state archives at Stuttgart, that of the elector of Cologne in
the court library at Daimstadt, and that of the electoi of
Bohemia in the Imperial archives at Vienna Berlin,
Munich, and Dresden also boast the possession of an
electoral transcript

, and the town of Kitzingen has a con-
temporary copy in its municipal archives. There appears,
however, to be good reason to doubt the genuineness of
most of these so-called original transcripts. But perhaps
the best known example is that of Frankfort on-the-Main,
which was procured from the imperial chancery in 1366,
and is adorned with a golden seal like the original Not
only was it regularly quoted as the indubitable authoiity
in regard to the election of the emperors in Fiankfort itself,

but It was from time to time officially consulted by mem-
bers of the empire.
The manuscript consists of 43 leaves of paichment of medium

quality, each measming about 10J inches in height by 7J in breadth
The seal is of the plate and wax type On the obverse ax)pears a
figure of the emperor seated on his throne, with the sceptre in his
right hand and the globe in his left

, a shield, with the crowned
impel lal eagle, occupies the space on the one side of the throne, and
a conesponding shield, with the ciowned Bohemian hon with tvo
tails, occupies the space on the other side , and round the inaigm
runs the legend, Karolus quartus dviina faiente dementia, Roman-
o'ium vmperator sempei Augustus et Boemice lex On the reverse is

a eastle, with the w ords Aurea Roma on the gate, and the circiim-
sciiption reads, Roma caput Mundi Regit orbisfrena lotundi The
original Latin text of the hull was printed at Nuremberg by
Creussner m 1474, and a second edition by Kobeigen appeared at
the same place in 1477. Since that time it has been frequently
reprinted from various manusciipts and collections Goldastris
gave the Palatine text, compared with those of Bohemia and Frank-
foit. in his Collectio Constitutionum Imperialium, tom i Another
IS to be found in Onuphiius Panvinius, De Coniitiis lonperii, and
as an appendix to Cu3acius, De feudxs

,
and a third, of unknown

history, is prefixed to the Codex Rccessuum Impel ii, printed at

Mainz in 1699, and again m 1615 The Frankfort text appeared
in 1742

—

Aurea Bulla secundum exemplar originale Fiankfurtense—^fiom the pen of Wolfgang Ch Multz. German translations,

none of which, however, had any official anthonty, were published
at Nuremberg, 1474(?), at Venice, Johannus Jenson, 1476; and at

Strasburg, Joh Preussen, 1485 Among the earlier commentators
of the document aie Buxtoif, Dommicus Arumaeus, Martmus
Rumelius, H Caninius, G T Dietrich, Ostermann, Speidelius,
and Limnseus {In Auream bullam, Strasbuig, 1662) The student
will find a good account of the older literature of the subject
in Biener, Oonurmntarii de engine et piogressu legum Germani-
carum, 1787 (vol ii ), and, besides the important work of Ohlen-
sehlager, JSFeue Eilauterungcn der Guldener Bulla, Frankfort and
Leipsic, 1766, he may consult H. G Thulemanus, De bulla aurea
argentea, &c, Heidelberg, 1682 ^which gives the Frankfort text of

the bull of Charles lY., a golden bull of Andiomens of Constanti-
nople, the Bulla Brabantina, and the capitulation of Maximilian
II ); Putters, Staatsverfassung des deutschen Reichs, Gottingen,

1788, Pfister, Geschichte der Deutschen, Hamburg, 1831 (vol. iii ),

and Stobbe, Gesch. der Deutschen RecMsquellen, Brunswick, 1860
A learned article on “ Goldene Bulle,” by H. Brandes, will be found
in Ersch and Giuber s Fncyclopadie, 1861

GOLDEN-EYE, a name indiscriminately given in many
parts of Britain to two very distinct species of Ducks, from

the rich yellow colour of their irides. The commonest of

them—the Anasfuhgula of Linnaeus and Fuligula cristata

of most modern ornithologists—is, however, usually called

by English writers the Tufted Duck, while “ Golden eye ”

is reserved in books for the A. clangula and A. glaucion of

Linnaeus, who did not know that the birds he so named
were but examples of the same species, differing only

^

in

age or sex ;
and to this day many fowlers perpetuate a like

mistake, deeming the Morillou,” which is the female or

young male, distinct from the “ Golden eye ” or “Battle-

wings ” (as from its noisy flight they oftener call it), which

is the adult male. This species belongs to the group known

as Diving Ducks, and is the type of the very well-marked

genus Clangula of later systematists, which, among other

differences, has the posterior end of the sternum prolonged
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SO as to extend considerably over, and, we may not un-

reasonably suppose, protect the belly—a character j)osse£>bed

in a still greater degree by the iMergansers (JjTet r/ince), while

the males albO exhibit in the extraordinarily develDi)ed

bony labyrinth of their trachea and its midway enlargement

another resemblance to the members of the same yubfaiiiily.

The Golden-eye, C. (jlaiiaon of modern writers, has its

home in the northern parts of both hemispheres, whence

in winter it migrates southward
;
but as it is one of tbe

Ducks that constantly resorts to hollow trees for the purpose

of breeding it hardly transcends the limit of the xlrctic

forests on either continent. So well known is this habit

to the people of the northern districts of Scandinavia, that

they very commonly devise artificial nest-boxes for its accom-

modation and their own profit. Hollow logs of wood are

prepared, the top and bottom closed, and a hole cut in the

side. These are affixed to the trunks of living trees in

suitable places, at a convenient distance from the ground,

and, being readily occupied by the birds in the breeding-

season, are regularly robbed, first of the numerous eggs,

and finally of the down they contain, by those who have

set them up.

The adult male Goldeu-eye is a very beautiful bird,

mostly black above, but with the liead, which is slightly

crested, reflecting rich green lights, a large oval white patch

under each eye, and elongated white scapulars
;
the lower

parts are wholly white and the feet bright orange, except

the webs, which are dusky. In the female and young male,

dark brown replaces the black, the cheek-spots are indis-

tinct, and the elongated white scapulars wanting. The
Golden-eye of North America has been by some authors

deemed to differ, and has been named C7. amerieana, but
apparently on insufficient grounds. That country, however,
has, in common with Iceland, a very distinct species, G,

islandica, often called Barrow’s Duck, which is but a rare

straggler to the continent of Europe, and never, so far as

known, to Britain. In Iceland and Greenland it is the only
habitual representative of the genus, and it occurs from
thence to the Bocky Mountains. In breeding-habits it

differs from the commoner species, not placing its eggs in

tree-holes ;
but how far this difference Is voluntary may be

doubted, for in the countries it frequents trees are wanting.
It is a larger and stouter bird, and in the male the white
cheek-patches take a more crescentic form, while the head
is glossed with purple rather than green, and the white
scapulars are not elongated. The New World also possesses

a third and still more beautiful species of the genus in G,
alheota, known in books as the Buffel-headed Duck, and to
American fowlers as the “Spirit-Duck” and “Butter-ball”—the former name being applied from its rapidity in diving,
and the latter from its exceeding fatness in autumn. This
is of small size, but the lustre of the feathers in the male
is most brilliant, exhibiting a deep plum-coloured gloss on
the head. It breeds in trees, and is supposed to have
occurred more than once in Britain. (a. n.)
GOLDEN FLEECE. See Argonauts.
GOLDEN LEGEND. See Voragine, Jacobus de.
GOLDEN BOSE (rosa aurea), an ornament, made of

wrought gold and set with gems, which is blessed by the
pope on the fourth (Laetare) Sunday of Lent, and usually
afterwards sent as a mark of special favour to some distin-

guished individual, church, or civil community. The cere-
monies which at present accompany the consecration of a
golden rose are of a somewhat elaborate character, and are
explained by liturgists as designed to make it specially
emblematic of Christ and of the Christian graces. Some
difficulty is experienced in tracing them to their ultimate
origin^ but the custom of blessing and sending some symbol
of the kind seems to be as old at least as the time of
Gregory the Great, with whom it was a frequent practice to

* send Iversons whom he wished to flatter a few particles
I filed from “Petei’s ebaiufe,” and set iu keys or crosses of

gold (Greg., OjK li. C48, 711, TOG, 1031, ed. 1705). This
practice continued to be observed for several centuries : thus
we fl^nd Gregory VII., in 1079, writing to Alphonso of

Castile, “'Ex more saiieturiiin luibiiuus vobis claviculani

aureaniiu qua de catoiiis bcati Petri bonedictio conliiittur”

(Maiioi, Co/u\ Gew.y xii. -IGO). The first mention ot* the

“ golden rose,” as such, is said to occur in the lllh century;

and an allusion to it is certainly made in tbe Chronicle of

William of Newburgh (1197). Pope Urban Y., who sent a
golden rose to Joanna of Ncii)lcs iu IGGO, is alleged to Lave
been the fir^t to determine that the coii.secratioii should be
annually observed. Among the very numerous recipients

of this honour have been Henry VllL. of England, the

famous Gonsalvo de Cordova, and, iu more recent times,

Naixdeon III. of France and Isabella IL of Spain. The gift

of the golden rose u^ed almost invariably to accompany the
coronation of the king of the Homans. If in any particu-

lar year no one is considered worthy of the rose, it is laid

up m the Vatican.

GOLDFINCH (German the Friugilhi atrJu-

ells of Liunaius and the Cay'diudia degann of later authtu's,

an extremely well-known bird found over the greater parts

of Europe and North Africa, and eastwards to Persia and
Turkestan. Its gay plumage is matched by its .sprightly

nature; and together they make it one of the most favourite

cage-birds among all classes. As a songster it is indeed sur-

passedbymany other species, but its docilityand readyattach-
ment to its master or mistress make up for any defect in its

vocal powers. In some x^arts of England the trade in Gold-
finches is very considerable. In 1860 Mr Hussey reported
{ZooL^ p. 7144) the average annual captures near Worthing
to exceed 11,000 dozens—nearly all being cock-birds

;
and

a witness before a Committee of the House of Commons
in 1873 stated that, when a boy, he could take forty dozens
in a morning near Brighton. In these districts and others
the number has of late years become much reduced, owfing
doubtless in part to the fatal j^ractice of catching the birds
just before or during the breeding-season ; but perhaps the
strongest cause of their growing scarcity throughout the
kingdom is the constant breaking-up of w^aste lands, and the
extirpation of weeds (particularly of the Order Compositca)
essential to the improved system of agriculture

; for in many
parts of Scotland, East Lothian for instance, where Gold-
finches v/ere once as plentiful as Sparrows, they are now
only rare stragglers, and yet there they have not been thin-
ned by netting. Though Goldfinches may occasionally be
observed in the coldest weather, incomparably the largest
number leave Britain in autumn, returning in spring, and
resorting to our gardens and orchards to breed, when the
lively song of the cock, and the bright yellow wings of beth
sexes, quickly attract the notice of even the unobservant.
The nest is a beautifully neat structure, often placed at no
great height from the ground, but generally so well hidden
by the leafy bough on which it is built as not to be easily
found, until, the young being hatched, the constant visits
of the parents reveal its site. When the broods leave the
nest they move into the more open country, and frequent-
ing pastures, commons, heaths, and downs, assemble in
large fiocks towards the end of summer. Eastward of the
range of the present species its place is taken by its con^
gener G. caniceps, which is easily recognized by wanting
the black hood and white ear-coverts of our own bird. Its
home seems to be in Central Asia, but it moves southward
m winter, being common at that season in Cashmere, and
is not unfrequently brought for sale to Calcutta. The
position of the genus Oarduelis in the family Fringillidce

^ The more common German name, howeverg I}^stelfink (Thistle-
Finch) or Stieglitz^
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is not very clear. Structurally it would seem to have some
relation to the Siskins {ChrysoTnitris), though the members
of the two groups have very different habits, and perhaps its

nearest kinship lies with the Hawfinches {Ooccothra%tstes).
See Finch, vol. ix. p. 191. (a. n.)
GOLDFISH (Carassitis auratus). In China and the

warmer parts Japan a fish extremely similar to the
Crucian carp of Europe is of very common occurrence in
ponds and other still waters. In the wild state its colours
do not differ from those of a Crucian carp, and like that
fish it is tenacious of life and easily domesticated. Albinos
seem to be rather common *, and as in other fishes (for
instance, the tench, carp, eel, flounder), the colour of most
of these albinos is a bright orange or golden yellow

;
occa-

sionally even this shade of colour is lost, the fish being
more or less pure white or silvery. The Chinese have
domesticated these albinos for a long time, and by careful
selection have succeeded in propagating all those strange
varieties, and even monstrosities, which appear in every
domestic animal. In some individuals the dorsal fin is only
half its normal length, in others entirely absent ; in others
the anal fin has a double spine

; in others all the fins are of
nearly double the usual length. The snout is frequently

Goldfish {Oarassius ai/ratus).

malformed, giving the head of the fish an appearance
similar to that of a bull-dog. The variety most highly
prized at present has an extremely short snout, eyes which
almost wholly project beyond the orbit, no dorsal fin, and
a very long three- or four-lobed caudal fin (Telescope-fish).

The gold-fish is now distributed over nearly all the civilized

parts of the world. It was first brought to England in the
year 1691, but was very scarce till 1728, when it was
imported in great numbers from Holland, where the fish

had already become domesticated. It will not thrive in
rivers

;
in large ponds it readily reverts to the coloration

of the original wild stock. It flourishes best in small
tanks and ponds, in which the water is constantly changing
and does not freeze

;
in such localities, and with a full

supply of food, which consists of crumbs of bread, bran,
worms, small crustaceans, and insects, it attains to a length
of from 6 to 12 inches, breeding readily, sometimes at

different times of the same year.

GOLD HILL, a town of Storey county, Kevada, United
States, is situated at the head of a precipitous ravine of the
Nevada mountains, 1 mile S. of Virginia city, and 328 E.
from Sau Francisco by rail. The name was derived from
a small hill connected with the famous Comstock lode, and
containing rich golden ore. Some of the most valuable

mines of this lode are within the limits of the town, the
average yield being about two million dollars monthly in

gold and silver. Though there are some quartz mills within
the town, the greater part of the ore is conveyed to the

mills on Carson river. There is a fine hall in connexion
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with the miners^ union, and another has been erected ]')y

the Oddfellows and Freemasons. The Methodists, Epis-
copalians, and Eoman Catholics are the principal denomina-
tions of the town. Gold Hill obtains its water supply in
conjunction with Virginia from the summit of the Sierra
Nevada, 25 miles distant. The population in 1860 was
638, and in 1870 4-311, Since then it has been rapidly
increasing, and must have more than trebled its numbers.
GOLDINGEN, in Lettish Kuldiga, a district town of

the Russian province of Courland, in 50° 58' N. lat. and
11° 58' E. long., 85 miles W.N.W. of Mifctan, on the left

bank of the Windau, which forms a beautiful waterfall

—

the Rummel—in the neighbourhood. On the Schlos&herg
or Castleliill are a few remains of the foundations of what
in the end of the 18th century was the most magnificent
ruin in Courland, and in the 17th century had been the
palatial residence of the dukes. The town is beautifully
built; and it possesses a Lutheran church dating from 1606,
and a Catholic church five years older, a hospital and two
almshouses, two benevolent societies, founded respectively
in 1836 and 1839, and a society of rural economy. Brush-
making is the only local industry of much importance. In
1861 the population was 5475 (2764 males), of whom the
greater proportion were Lutherans, 1551 being Jews, 360
Roman Catholics, and 290 members of the Greek Church ;

but according to the St Petersburg Calendar for 1878 it has
diminished to 4758. The castle of Goldingen was founded
ill 1249 by Dietrich of Groningen, and in 1347 the town re

ceived its first charter of privileges from Goswin von Gerike,

master of the Teutonic order. It has been a district town
since 1795.
GOLD LACE. See under Gold, p. 753.

GOLDONI, Carlo (1707-1793), the most illustrious

I

of the Italian comedy-writers, and the real founder of

modern Italian comedy. His life is known to us from
his Memoires, which, though they do not reveal a great

thinker, are of great value as faithfully representing the
Italian society, especially the Venetian society of the 18th
century. Goldoni was born at Venice in 1707, in a fine

house near St Thomas’s church. His father Giulio was a
native of Modena. The first playthings of the future

writer were puppets which he made dance ;
the first books

he read were plays,—among others, the comedies of the

Florentine Cicognini. Later he received a still stronger

impression from the Mandragora of Macchiavelli. At
eight years old he had tried to sketch a play. His father,

meanwhile, had taken his degree in medicine at Rome and
fixed himself at Perugia, where he made his son join him

;

but, having soon quarrelled with his colleagues in medicine,

he departed for Chioggia, leaving his son to the care of

a philosopher, Professor Caldini of Rimini. The young
Goldoni soon grew tired of his life at Rimini, and ran away
with a Venetian company of players. He began to study

law at Venice, then went to continue the same pursuit at

Pavia, but at that time he was studying the Greek and

Latin comic poets much more and much better than boolp

about law. “ I have read over again,” he writes in his

MemoireSy the Greek and Latin poets, and I have told to

myself that I should like to imitate them in their style, their

plots, their precision
;
but I would not he satisfied unless I

succeeded in giving more interest to my works, happier

issues to my plots, better drawn characters, and more

genuine comedy.’’ For a satire entitled II Colosso, which

attacked the honour of several families of Pavia, he was

driven from that town, and went first to study with the juris-

consult Morelli at Udine, then to take his degree in law at

Modena. After having worked some time as clerk in the

chanceries of Chioggia and Feltre, his father being dead, he

went to Venice, to exercise there his profession as a lawyer.

But the wish to write for the stage was always strong in
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him, and lie tried to do so ;

lie made, however, a mistake in

his choice, and began with a tragedy, Amcdasunia, which
was represented at Milan and proved a failure. In 1734
he wrote another tragedy, Belimrio, which though not

much better, chanced nevertheless to please the public.

This first success encouraged him to vrrite other tragedies,

some of which were well received
;
but the author himself

saw clearly that he had not yet found his proper sphere,

and that a radical dramatic reform was absolutely neces-

sary for the stage. He wished to create a characteristic

comedy in Italy, to follow the example of Moliere, and
to delineate the realities of social life in as natural a manner
as possible- His first essay of this kind was Momolo CoT'

tesan (Momolo the Courtier), written in the Venetian dialect,

and based on his own experience. Other plays followed

—

some interesting from their subject, others from the char-

acters
;
the best of that period are

—

Le trentadue Dis-
grazie Arlecchino, La Notte critica, La Bancarotta, La
Donna di Garbo. Having, while consul of Genoa at Venice,

been cheated by a captain of Eagusa, lie founded on this

his play LLmpostore. At Leghorn he made the acquaint-

ance of the comedian Medebac, and followed him to

Venice, with his company, for which lie began to write his

best plays. Once he promised to vrrite sixteen comedies
in a year, and kept his word

;
among the sixteen arc some

of his very best, such as II Gaffe, II Bugiardo, La Pamela.
When he left the company of Medebac, he passed over to

that maintained by the patrician Veudramin, continuing
to write with the greatest facility. In 17G1 he was called

to Paris, and before leaving Venice he wrote Una delle

ultime Sere di Carnevale (One of the Last Nights of Car-
nival), an allegorical comedy in which he said good-bye to
his country. At the end of the representation of this l>lay,

the theatre resounded with applause, and with shouts
expressive of good wishes. Goldoni, at this proof of public

{

sympathy, wept as a child. At Paris, during two years, he
wrote comedies for the Italian actors; then he taught
Italian to the royal princesses

;
and for the wedding of

Louis XVI. and of Marie Antoinette he wrote in French
one of his best comedies, Le Boiirru Bienfaisant, which was
a great success. When he retired from Paris to Versailles,

i

the king made him a gift of 6000 francs, and fixed on
him an annual pension of 1200 francs. It was at Ver-
sailles he wrote his Memoirs^ which occupied him till he
reached his eightieth year. The Eevolution deprived him
all at once of his modest pension, and reduced him to
extreme misery

; he dragged on his unfortunate existence
till 1793, and died on the 6th of February. The day
after, on the proposal of Andr6 Chenier, the Convention
agreed to give the pension back to the poet ; and as he
had already died, a reduced allowance was granted to his
widow.
The "best comedies of Goldoni are

—

La Donna di Garho, La Bot-
tega di Gaffit, Fa^tnela nubile, Le Baruffe MozzoUe, I Busteghi,
Todero Brontolon, Gli Innamorati, II Yentaglio, It Bugiardo, La
Casa Nova, II Bicrhero benefico, La Locandiera, See P. G. Mol-
menti, Carlo Goldoni, Venice, 1875.
GOLDSCHMIDT, Hermann (1802-1866), a German

painter and astronomer, was the son of a Jewish merchant,
and was born at Frankfort on the 17th June 1802. He for
ten years assisted his father in his business; but, his love of
art having been awakened while journeying in Holland, he
in 1832 began the study of painting at Munich under
Cornelius and Schnorr, and in 1836 established himself at
Paris, where he painted a number of pictures of more than
average merit, among which may be mentioned the Cumsean
Sibyl, 1844 ;

an Offering to Venus, 1845 ; a View of Rome,
1849 ;

the Death of Romeo and Jnliet, 1857 ; and several
Alpine landscapes. In 1847 he began to devote his atten-
tion to astronomy

;
and from 1852 to 1861 he discovered

fourteen asteroids between Mars and Jupiter, on which
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account he received the grand astronomical prize from the

Academy of Sciences, llis observations of the proluberauees

on the sun, made during the total ei‘lii)se on the lOLh July
ISGO, are included in the work of ^Miidler on the eclipse,

published in IBGl. Goldschmidt died at Foiitairieblean,

26th August 18GG.

GOLDSMITH, Oliver (1728-1774), one of the most
pleasing English writers of the 18th century. Ho was of

a Protestant and Saxon family which had been lung settled

in Ireland, and which had, like mt>st other Protestant and
Saxon families, been, in troubled times, harassed aud put
in fear by the native population. IHs father, Charles
Goldsmith, studied in the reign of Queen Anne at the

dloce.san school of Elphin, became attached to the daughter
of the schoolmaster, married her, took orders, and settled

at a place called Pallas, in the county of Longford.
There he with difiiculty su[»ported hi.s wife and children

on what he could earn, partly as a curate and partly as a
farmer.

At Pallas Oliver Goldsmith was born in November 1728.
That spot was then, for all practical 2)uri>oscs, almost as

remote from the busy and S2)lcndid caj^ital in which his

later years wore ^lasscd as any clearing in Fpper Canada
or any sheep walk in Australasia now is. Even at this

day those enthusiasts who venture to make a 2>ilgnmage
to the birtlqilace of the 2)f)et are forced to 2>crform the
latter x^art of their journey on fot)t. The lianilot lies far

from any high road, on a dreary xdain which, in wet
weather, is often a lake. The lanes \vould break any
jaunting car to i>ieccs ;

and there are ruts and sloughs
through which the most strongly built wheels cannot be
dragged.

While Oliver was still a child his father was 2)rescntecl to

a living worth about .£200 a year, in the county of West
Meath. The family accordingly q^^itted their cottage in the
wilderness for a s2)aeious house on a frequented road, near
the village of Lissoy. Here the boy was taught his letters

by a maid-servant, and was sent in his seventh year to a
village school kejjt by an old quartermaster on lialfqiay,

who professed to teach nothing but reading, *writing, and
arithmetic, but who had an inexhaustible fund of stories

about ghosts, banshees, and fairies, about the great Haxy-
paree chiefs, Baldearg O^Donnell and galloping Hogan, and
about the exi)loits of Peterborough and Stanhope, the sur-

prise of Monjuich, and the glorious disaster of Brlhuega.
This man must have been of the Protestant religion ;

but
he was of the aboriginal race, and not only spoke the Irish

language, but could pour forth un^Dremeditated Irish verses.

Oliver early became, and through life continued to be, a
passionate admirer of the Irish music, and especially of the
compositions of Carolan, some of the last notes of whose
harp he heard. It ought to be added that Oliver, though
by birth one of the Englishry, and though connected by
numerous ties with the Established Church, never showed
the least sign of that contemptuous antipathy with which,
in his days, the ruling minority in Ireland too generally-

regarded the subject majority. So far indeed was he from
sharing in the opinions and feelings of the caste to which
he belonged that he conceived an aversion to the Glorious
and Immortal Memory, and, even when George III. was
on the throne, maintained that nothing but the restoration
of the banished dynasty could save the country.
From the humble academy kept by the old soldier Gold-

smith was removed in his ninth year. He went to several
grammar-schools, and acquired some knowledge of the
ancient languages. His life at this time seems to have been
far from happy. He had, as appears from the admirable
portrait of him at Knowle, features harsh even to ugliness.
The small-pox had set its mark on him with more than
usual severity. His stature was small, and his limbs ill
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pub togetlier. Among boys little tenderness is shown to
personal defects

; and the ridicule excited by poor Oliver’s
appearance was heightened by a peculiar simplicity and a
disposition to blunder which he retained to the last. He
became the common butt of boys and masters^ was pointed
at as a fright in the play-ground, and flogged as a dunce in
the school-room. When he had risen to eminence, those
who had once derided him ransacked their memory for the
events of his early years, and recited repartees and couplets
which had dropped from him, and which, though little

noticed at the time, were supposed, a quarter of a century
later, to indicate the powers which produced the Vicar of
WaJcefield and the Deserted Village.

In his seventeenth year Oliver went up to Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, as a sizar. The sizars paid nothing for food
and tuition, and very little for lodging

;
but they had to

perform some menial services from which they have long
been relieved. They swept the court, they carried up the
dinner to the fellows’ table, and changed the plates and
poured out the ale of tlie rulers of the society. Goldsmith
was quart cro'-l, not alone, in a garret, on the window of
which his name, scrawled by himself, is still road with
interest. From such garrets many men of less parts than
his have made their way to the woolsack or to the episcopal
bench. Bub Goldsmith, while he suffered all the humili-
ations, threw away all the advantages of his situation. Ho
neglected the s'udies of the place, stood low at the examin-
ations, was turned down to the bottom of his class for

playing the buffoon in the lecture-room, was severely repri-

manded for pumping on a constable, and was caned by a
brutal tutor fur giving a ball in the attic story of the
college to some gay youths and damsels from the city.

While Oliver was leading at Dublin a life divided
between squalid distress and squalid dissipation, his father

died, leaving a mere pittance. The youth obtained his

bachelor’s degree, and left the university. During some
time the humble dwelling to which his widowed mother had
retired was his home. He was now in his twenty-first

year; it was necessary that he should do something; and
Ills education seemed to have fitted him to do nothing but
to dress himself in gaudy colours, of which he was as fond
as a magpie, to take a hand at cards, to sing Irish airs, to

play the flute, to angle in summer, and to tell ghost stories

by the fire in winter. Ho tried five or six professions in

turn without success. He applied for ordination ; but, as

he applied in scarlet clothes, he was speedily turned out of

the episcopal palace. He then became tutor in an opulent

family, but soon quitted his situation in consequence of a

dispute about play. Then he determined to emigrate to
I

America. His relations, with much satisfaction, saw him
set out for Cork on a good horse, with .£30 in his pocket.

But in six weeks he came back on a miserable hack, with-

out a penny, and informed his mother that the ship in which
he had taken his passage, having got a fair wind while he
was at a party of pleasure, had sailed without him. Then
he resolved to study the law. A generous kinsman
advanced .£50. With this sum Goldsmith went to Dublin,

was enticed into a gaming house, and lost every shilling.

He then thought of medicine. A small purse was made
up

;
and in his twenty-fourth year he was sent to Edin-

burgh. At Edinburgh he passed eighteen months in

nominal attendance on lectures, and picked up some super-

ficial information about chemistry and natural histoiy.

Thence he went to Leyden, still pretending to study physic.

He left that celebrated university, the third university at

which he had resided, in his twenty-seventh year, without

a degree, with the merest smattering of medical knowledge,

and with no property but his clothes and his flute. His
flute, however, proved a useful friend. He rambled on foot

through Flanders, France, and Switzerland, playing tunes
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which everywhere set the peasantry dancing, and which
often procured for him a supper and a bed. He w'andered
as far as Italy, His musical x^©^’Io>^niances, indeed, were
not to the taste of the Italians

;
but he contrived to live on

the alms which he obtained at the gates of convents. It

should, however, be observed that the stories w^hich he
told about this part of his life ought to be received with
great caution

;
for strict veracity was never one of his

virtues ; and a man who is ordinaiily inaccurate in nar-
ration is likely to bo more than ordinarily inaccurate when
he talks about his own travels. Goldsmith indeed was so
regardless of truth as to assert in print that he was present
at a most interesting conversation betw’eeu Voltaire and
Fontenelle, and that this conversation took place at Paris.

How it is certain that Voltaire never was within a hundred
leagues of Paris during the whole time which Goldsmith
passed on the Continent.

In 1756 the wanderer landed at Dover, without a shilling,

without a friend, and without a calling. He had indeed,

if his own unsupported evidence may be trusted, obtained
from the university of Padua a doctor’s degree

]
but this

dignity proved utterly useless to him. In England his

flute was not in request ; there were no convents
;
and he

was forced to have recourse to a series of desperate expedi-

ents. He turned strolling player
;
but his face and figure

were ill suited to the boards even of the humblest theatre.

He pounded drugs and ran about London with phials for

charitable chemists. He joined a swarm of beggars, which
made its nest in Axe Yard. He was for a time usher of a

school, and felt the miseries and humiliations of this situ-

ation so keenly that he thought it a promotion to be
permitted to earn his bread as a bookseller’s hack

;
but he

soon found the new yoke more galling than the old one,

and w’as glad to become an usher again. He obtained a

medical appointment in the service of the East India Com-
pany; but the appointment was speedily revoked. Why it

was revoked we are not told. The subject was one on
which he never liked to talk. It is probable that he w’as

incompetent to perform the duties of the place. Then he
presented himself at Surgeon’s Hall for examination, as

mate to a naval hospital. Even to so humble a post he
was found unequal. By this time the schoolmaster whom
he had served for a morsel of food and the third part of a

bed was no more. Nothing remained but to return to the

lowest drudgery of literature. Goldsmith took a garret in

a miserable court, to which he had to climb from the

brink of Fleet Ditch by a dizzy ladder of flagstones called

Breakneck Steps. The court and the ascent have long dis-

appeared, but old Londoners well remember both. Here,

at thirty, the unlucky adventurer sat down to toil like a

galley slave.

In the succeeding six years he sent to the press some

things which have survived, and many which have

perished. He produced articles for reviews, magazines,

and newspapers ;
children’s books, which, bound in gilt

paper and adorned with hideous woodcuts, appeared in the

window of the once far-famed shop at the corner of Saint

Paul’s Churchyard ;
Aji Diquiry into the State of Polite

Learning in Europe^ which, though of little or no value, is

still reprinted among his works
;

a Life of Beau Nash,

which is nob reprinted, though it well deserves to be so ; a

superficial and incorrect, but very readable, Hihtory of

England, in a series of letters purporting to be addressed

by a nobleman to his son
;
and some very lively and amus-

ing of London Society, in a series of letters purport-

ing to be addressed by a Chinese traveller to his friends.

All these works were anonymous ;
but some of them were

well known to be Goldsmith’s ; and he gradually rose in

the estimation of the booksellers for whom he^ drudged.

He was, indeed, emphatically a popular writer. For
X. 96
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acciirito lose lick or gia\o disquiMtiou lie not well

quiLified by nituie oi b} cJuuiciou He know uotlang

accuiitdyj lu^ leadmg liid b^LU desuUoi}
,
uol lidd lie

mcdiL lied deeply ou v\ hib he h id lead lie had seen muck
of tkc world

,
but he had noticed and letaiiied little moie

of what lie had seen thin some grocosquo incident and

chuactcis winch had liappenel to stiike liis iancy But,

though lus mind wi':, voiy seintily stored with materi ik, he

used what mateivils he had in sack a way as to pioduce a

wonderful effect Thoie have been many greatei waters,

but pci haps no wutci was 0 7cr more unifoimly agieeable

Ills style wa^ al\vxyt> pine and easy, and, on proper ocua

sions, pointed and eneigetic His nariatives w^cio always

amusing, his eleven pi ions always pictuiesque, hio huuioui

rich and jojoiis, yet not without an occasional tinge of

amiable sadness About eveiything that he wiotc, serious

or sportive, there was a ceitaiii natural giace and dccoiuui,

liaidly to be expected from a man a gicat pait of whose
life had been jiassed among thievea and be^^^Ub, strLCt

walkeis and meriyaudrows, in those squalid dens which iie

the reproach of great capitals

As his name giadiially became known, the cnclc of his

acquaintance widened He was introduced to T{)hns(>n,

who was then considered as tlic fir^t of living Ihiglish

waters
,
to Reynolds, the iir&t of English paiutci*s

,
and to

Buike, who had not yet entered parliiinent, but hxd dis

tinginshed himself gieatly b} Ins writings and by the

eloquence of his con^eisation With these eminent men
Goldsmitli became ultimate In 17C3 he was one of the

nine original members of that celebrated frateiinty which
has sometimes been called the Literary Club, but which
hxs always disclaimed that epithet, ard still glories in the

simple name of the Club
By this time Goldsmith had quitted his miserable dwell

ing at the top of Breakneck Steps, and had taken chambers
m the more civilized region of the Inns of Court But he
was still often reduced bo pitiable shifts Towards the close

of 1764 his rent was so long m arrear that Ins landlady one
morning called m the help of a sheiiffs officer The
debtor, m great peiplexity, despatched a messengei to

Johnson, and Johnson, always friendly, though often
surly sent back the messenger with a guinea, and promised
to follow speedily He came, and found that Goldsmith
had changed the guinea, and wxs railing at the landlady
over a bottle of Madeira Johnson put the cork into the
bottle, and entreated his friend to consider calmly how
money was to be procured Goldsmith said that he had a
novel ready for the press Johnson glanced at the inanu
script, saw that there were good tnings in it, took it to a
bookseller, sold it for <£60, and soon returned with the
money. The rent was paid and the sheriff’s officer with
diew According to one story, Goldsmith gave his land
lady a sharp reprimand for her treatment of him accord
ing to another, he insisted on her joining him in a bowl of
punch Both stories are probably true The novel which
was thus ushered into the world was the Ftcar af Wake
field

But before the Yitar of Wakefield appeared in print,
came the great crisis of Goldsmiths literary life In
Christmas week 1764 he published a poem, entitled the
Traveller It was the first work to which he had put his
name, and it at once raised him to the rank of a legiti

mate English classic The opinion of the most skilful
critics was that nothing finer had appeared la verse since
the fourth book ot the Dunciad In one respect the
Traveller differs from all Goldsmith’s other writings In
general his designs were bad, and his execution good In
the Traveller, the execution, though deseivmg of much
praise, is far inferior to the design No philosophical poem,
ancient or modern, has a plan so noble, and at the same

i M I T H
time bu biinplc An ru^]i-.h mdu-iLi, staUd ou i ci ig

anioii^ the Up-^, neai the point wli^ie thiee gieit (imutues
meet, lookb doiMi on tile boinidle'^s piospetl, lus

IoUq pilgiiina^e, iceilK the \ uictics ol seeiai\,uf (Jiiihite,

ot guveuiment, of leligiou, of u ituui d eh li letei, wliieh he
has obsei^ed, ind comes to the u neliisi n, pist u nujiist,

til tt oui happiness depends little on politic d in tilutioiis,

and much ou the teinpei and legiilition ot oui ui\u iniiuls

'While the fuuith edition of the TulhIIh was on the

coLinteis of tlie bookselleis, the Vn f) o/ TJ nhuild ij)pt ued,

and 1 ipidl> obtained a wliieli li i-^ 1 d down to

onr owui tune and wLidi is likd} to last as long is oui

1 iiij^uage Ilie fable is ludeed one ot the wiist that ever

was cuiistiuctcd It wants, not nieiiK th it piohdnlity

which oiijjlit to be hmiid lu a tile ol couiunm l^iij^lishhfe

but that consibteiKj v\hich on^ht L ) i)e found c\ u m the

wildest fiction ibout witiiics, int
,
and tuiu^ l>ut the

eailiei ch i[»teis h e all the swet Iness ot pisltnd poeti>,

togethei with all the Mvaeitj oi luniedj Mosc uiid lus

spectacles, the\icu and liis inono_ aii\ , tin sliiiixi and
Ills cobinogon> the sqime pio\in,^ fiom \ii t( tie tint ula
tnes are lelated, OliMa pe[aaii^ lieisc.lt foi the aiduous
task conveiting i i ikish lo\ei h> studying the eontio

\cisy between Icobiiisuii Ciustie tnd 1 ud i\, tin, ^le it 1 idles

with then bcandil about '’ituiikyns anumi'i ami Ui
Buidocks veisLs, and ^Ii Burehcll with his “ I iulgi,”ha\c

caused as much liaanle^s luiilh as li is e\ci been i uised by
matter packed into so sni ill a iiuinbei of

]
ages I he lattci

part of the talc is unworthy of the beginning As we ap
pioicb the catxstrophe, the absiudiLies he thickei and
thicker, and the gleams ot pleasantly beioine larer and
raier

The success wdiieli had attended (hddsmith as a no\elist

emboldened him to tiy his loituiie as a di luiati t lie

wiote the Goodnaiund jSIau, i piece winch had a wuise
fate than it deserved Giiuck lefused to produce it at

Diiuy Lane It was acted at Covent Oaidcn in 170b, but
was coldly received I he authoi, however, cleued by his

benefit nights, and by the sale of the copy nglit, nolcss th.iii

<£500, five times as much as he had made by the TtattlUr
and the Vicar of Walrjldd together The plot of the

Goodnaiared Man is, like almost all Goldsmiths plots,

very ill constructed But some passages are ex(iui&itely

ludicrous,—much moie ludicrous indeed than suited the

taste of the town at that time A canting, mawkish play,

entitled Fahe Delicacy, had just had an immense iiin

Sentimentality was all the mode During some yeais, more
tears were shed at comedies than at tragedies ,

and a

pleasantry which moved the audience to anything more than
a grave smile was reprobated as low It is not stiange,

therefore, that the very best scene in tbo Goodnatuyed
Man, that in which Miss Richland finds her lover attended
by the bailiff and the bailiff’s followei in full court dresses,

should have been raeicilessly hissed, and should have been
omitted after the first night.

In 1770 appeared the D^^serted Village In mere die

tion and versification this celebrated poem is fully equal,

perhaps superior, to the Tyaveiler, and it is generally pre-

ferred to the Traidhr by that large class of readers who
think, with Bayes in the Reheaysal, that the only use of a
plan is to bring m fine things More diacerning judges,
however, while they admire the beauty of the details, are
shocked by one unpardonable fault which pervades the
whole The fault which we mean is not that theoiy about
wealth and luxury which has so often been censured by
political economists The theory is indeed false ,

but the
poem, considered merely as a poem, is not necessarily the
worse on that account The finest poem in the Latin lan-

guage,—indeed, the finest didactic poem in any language,

—

was written in. defence of the silliest and meanest of all
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systems of natural and moral j^liilosophy. A poet may
easily be pardoned for reasoning ill

;
but he cannot be par-

doned for describing ill, for observing the world in which
he lives so carelessly that his portraits bear no resemblance
to the originals, for exhibiting as copies from real life mon-
strous combinations of things which never were and never
could be found together. What would be thought of a

painter who should mix August and January in one land-

scape, who should introduce a frozen river into a harvest

scene % Would it bo a sufficient defence of such a picture

to say that every part was exquisitely coloured, that the

green hedges, the apple-trees loaded with fruit, the wag-
gons reeling under the yellow sheaves, and the sun-burned

reapers wiping their foreheads were very fine, and that the

ice and the boys sliding were also very fine 1 To such a

picture the Deserted Village bears a great resemblance. It

is made up of incongruous parts. The village in its happy
days is a true English village. The village in its decay is

an Irish village. The felicity and the misery which Gold-

smith has brought close together belong to two different

countries, and to two different stages in the progress of

society. He liad assuredly never seen in his native island

such a rural paradise, such a seat of plenty, content, and
tranquillity, as his Auburn. He had assuredly never seen

in England all the inhabitants of such a paradise turned

out of their homes in one day, and forced to emigrate in a

body to America. The hamlet he had probably seen in

Kent; the ejectment ho had probably seen in Munster;

but by joining the two, he has produced something which

never was and never will be seen in any part of the world

III 1773 Goldsmith tried his chance at Coveiit Garden

with a second play, She Stoops to Conquer. The manager

was, not without great difficulty, induced to bring this piece

out. The sentimental comedy still reigned, and Gold-

smith’s comedies were not sentimental. The Goochiatured

Man had been too funny to succeed; yet the mirth of the

Goochiatured Man was sober when compared with the rich

drollery of She Stoops to CoHquer, which is, in truth, an in-

comparable farce in five acts. On this occasion, however,

genius triumphed. Pit, boxes, and galleries were -in a

constant roar of laughter. If any bigoted admirer of Kelly

and Cumberland ventured to hiss or groan, he was speedily

silenced by a general cry of turn him out,” or throw

him over.” Two generations have since confirmed the ver-

dict which was pronounced on that night.

While Goldsmith was writing the Deserted Village and

She Stoops to Conquer, he was employed on works of a very

different kind,—works from which he derived little reputa-

tion but much profit. He compiled for the use of schools

a History of Rome, by which he made £300 ;
a History of

Dngland, by which he made £600
;
a History of Greece, for

which he received £250; a Natural History, ior which the

booksellers covenanted to pay him 800 guineas. These

works he produced without any elaborate research, by

merely selecting, abridging, and translating into his own

clear, pure, and flowing language, what lie found in books

well known to the world, but too bulky or too dry for boys

and girls. He committed some strange blunders, for he

knew nothing with accuracy. Thus, in his History of Eng-

laml, he tells us that Naseby is in Yorkshire ;
nor did he

correct this mistake when the book was reprinted. He w’as

very nearly hoaxed into putting into the History of Greece

an account of a battle between Alexander the Great and

Montezuma. In his Animated Nature he relates, with

faith and with perfect gravity, all the most absurd lies

which he could find in books of travels about gigantic

Patagonians, monkeys that preach serm.ons, nightingales

that repeat long conversations. “ If he can tell a horse

from a cow,” said Johnson, “ that is the extent of his know-

ledoe of zoology.” How little Goldsmith was qualified to
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write about the physical sciences is sufficiently proved by
two anecdotes. He on one occasion denied tliat the sun
is longer in the northern than in tlie southern signs. It
was vain to cite the authority of Maupertuis. Mauper-
tuis I” he cried, I understand those matters better than
Maupertuis.” On another occasion he, in defiance of the
evidence of his own senses, maintained obstinately, and
even angrily, that he chewed his dinner by moving his

upiDer jaw.

Yet, ignorant as Goldsmith was, few writers have done
more to make the first steps in the laborious road to know-
ledge easy and pleasant. His compilations arc widely dis-

tinguished from the compilations of ordinary bookmakers.
He was a great, perhaps an unequalled, master of the arts

of selection and condensation. In these respects his his-

tories of Rome and of England, and still more his own
abridgments of these histories, well deserved to be studied.

Id general nothing is less attractive than an epitome
;
but

the epitomes of Goldsmith, even when most concise, are

always amusing; and to read them is considered by intelli-

gent children not as a task but as a pleasure.

Goldsmith might now be considered as a prosperous man.

He had the means of living in comfort, and even in what
to one who had so often slept in barns and on bulks must
have been luxury. His fame was great and was constantly

rising. He lived in what was intellectually far the best

society of the kingdom, in a society in which no talent or

accomx^lishment was wanting, and in which the art of con-

versation was cultivated with splendid success. There pro-

bably were never four talkers more admirable in four dif-

ferent ways than Johnson, Burke, Beauclerk, and Garrick;

and Goldsmith was on terms of intimacy with all the four.

He aspired to share in their colloquial renown, but never

was ambition more unfortunate. It may seem strange that

a man who wrote with so much perspicuity, vivacity, and

grace should have been, whenever he took a part in con-

versation, an empty, noisy, blundering rattle. But on this

point the evidence is overwhelming. So extraordinary was

the contrast between Goldsmith’s published works and the

silly things which he said, that Horace Walpole described

him as an inspired idiot. ‘'Noll,” said Garrick, “wrote

like an angel, and talked like poor Poll.” Chamier declared

that it was a hard exercise of faith to believe that so foolish

a chatterer could have really written the Traveller. Even
Boswell could say, with contemptuous compassion, that he

liked very well to hear honest Goldsmith run on. “ Y"es,

sir,” said Johnson, “but he should not like to hear him-

self.” Minds differ as rivers differ. There are transparent

and sparkling rivers from which it is delightful to drink as

they flow; to such rivers the minds of such men as Burke

and Johnson may be compared. But there are rivers of

which the water when first drawn is turbid and noisome,

but becomes pellucid as crystal and delicious to the taste,

if it be suffered to stand till it has deposited a sediment ;

and such a river is a type of the mind of Goldsmith. His

first thoughts on every subject were confused even to ab-

surdity, but they required only a little time to work them-

selves clear. When he wrote they had that time, and

therefore his readers pronounced him a man of genius ;
but

when he talked he talked nonsense, and made himself the

laughing-stock of his hearers. He was painfully sensible

of his inferiority in conversation ;
he felt every failure

keenly; yet he had not sufficient judgment and self-com-

mand to hold his tongue. His animal spirits and vanity

were always impelling him to try to do the one thing which

he could not do. After every attempt he felt that he had

exposed himself, and writhed with shame and vexation;

yet the next moment he began again.
^ t j

His associates seem to have regarded him with kindness,

which in spite of their admiration of his writings, was not
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unmixed witk contempt. In truth, there was in his char-

acter much to love, but very little to respect. His heart

was soft even to weakness : he was so generous that he

quite forgot to be just
;
he forgave injuries so readily that

he might be said to invite tlu*m, and was so liberal to

beggars that he had nothing left for his tailor and his

butcher. He was vain, sensual, frivolous, profuse, impro-

vident. One vice of a darker shade was imputed to him,

envy. But there is not the least reason to believe that this

bad passion, though it sometimes made him wince and utter

fretful exclamations, ever impelled him to injure by wicked

arts the reputation of any of his rivals. Tlie truth pro-

bably is that he was not more envious, but merely less

prudent, than his neighbours. His heart was on his lips.

All those small jealousies, which are but too common
among men of letters, but which a man of letters wdio is

also a man of the world does his best to conceal, Goldsmith
avowed with the simplicity of a child. When he was
envious, instead of affecting indifference, instead of damn-
ing with faint x^raise, instead of doing injuries slily and
in the dark, he told everybody that he was envious. Do
not, pray, do not, talk of Johnson in such terms,'’ he said

to Boswell; “you harrow up my very soul.” George
Steevens and Cumberland were men far too cunning to say

such a thing. They would have echoed the praises of the

man whom they envied, and then have sent to the news-
papers anonymous libels upon him. Both what was good
and what was bad in Goldsmith’s character was to his

associates a perfect security that he would never commit
such villainy. He was neither ill-natured OTiough, nor long-

headed enough, to be guilty of any malicious act which re-

quired contrivance and disguise.

Goldsmith has sometimes been represented as a man of

genius, cruelly treated by the world, and doomed to struggle

with difidculties, which at last broke his heart. But no
rejpresentation can be more remote from the truth. He
did, indeed, go through much sharp misery before he had
done anything considerable in literature. But after his

name had appeared on the title-page of the Traveller^ he
had none but himself to blame for his distresses. His
average income, during the last seven years of his life, cer-

tainly exceeded £400 a year, and £400 a year ranked,
among the incomes of that day, at least as high as £800 a
year would rank at present. A single man living in the
Temple, .with £400 a year, might then be called opulent.
Nob one in ten of the young gentlemen of good families who
were studying the law there had so much. Bub all the
wealth which Lord Clive had brought from Bengal, and Sir
Lawrence Dundas from Germany, joined together, would
not have sufficed for Goldsmith. He spent twice as much
as he had. He wore fine clothes, gave dinners of several
courses, paid court to venal beauties. He had also, it

should be remembered, to the honour of his heart, though
not of liis head, a guinea, or five, or ten, according to the
state of his purse, ready for any tale of distress, true or
false. But it was not in dress or feasting, in promiscuous
amours or promiscuous charities, that his chief expense lay.

He had been from boyhood a gambler, and at once the most
sanguine and the most unskilful of gamblers. For a time
he put off the day of inevitable ruin by temporary expe-
dients. He obtained advances from booksellers, by pro-
mising to execute works which he never began. But at
length this source of supply failed. He owed more than
£2000 ;

and he saw no hope of extrication from his em-
barrassments. His spirits and health gave way. He was
attacked by a nervous fever, which he thought himself com-
petent to treat. It would have been happy for him if his
medical skill had been appreciated as justly by himself as
by others. Nothwithstanding the degree which he pre-
tended to have received at Padua, he could procure no

X)aticnts. “ I do not practise,” ho onco said
;
“ I make it

a rule to prescribe only for my friends.” “ Pray, dear
Doctor,” said Beauclerk, “ alter your rule

;
and prescribo

only for your enemies.” Goldsmith now, in sx:)ite of this

excellent advice, x^rescribed for hiiiiseif. The remedy
aggravated the malady. The sick man was induced to call

in real x>hysicians; and they at one time imagined that they
had cured the disease. Still his weakness and restlessness

continued. He could get no sleet). could take no food.
“ You are worse,” said one of his medical attendants, “ than
you should bo from the degree of fever which you have.

Is your mind at ease'?” “ No
;

it is not,” were the last

recorded words of Oliver Goldsmith. He died on the 3d
of April 1774, in liis forty-sixth year. He was laid in the
churchyard of the Temx:)le ;

but the sx)ot was not maiked
by any iiiscrix)tion, and is now forgotten. The coffin was
followed by Burke and Pveyiiolds. Both these great men
were sincere mourners. Burke, when he heard of Gold-
smith’s death, had burst into a flood of tears. Reynolds
had been so xnuch moved by the news that he had flung

aside his brush and palette for the day.

A short time after Goldsmith’s death, a little x)oem ax)-

pcared, which will, as long as our language lasts, associate

the names of his two illustrious friends \\itli his own. It

has already been mentioned that he sometimes felt keenly
the sarcasm which his wild blundering talk brought ux)on
him. He was, not long before his last illness, x’rovoked
into retaliating. He wisely betook himself to his x>gti ;

and
at that weapon he proved himself a match for all his

assailants together. Within a small compass he drew with
a singularly easy and vigorous pencil the characters of nine

or ten of his intimate associates. Though this little work
did not receive bis last touches, it must always be regarded
as a masterpiece. It is imx)ossible, however, not to wish
that four or five likenesses which have no interest for xx>s-

terity were wanting to that noble gallery, and that their

places were supplied by sketches of Johnson and Gibbon,
as hapx)y and vivid as the sketches of Burke and Garrick.
Some of Goldsmith’s friends and admirers honoured him

with a cenotaph in Westminster Abbey. Nollekens was
the sculptor, and Johnson wrote the inscription. It is

much to be lamented that Johnson did not leave to pos-
terity a more durable and a more valuable memorial of his

friend. A life of Goldsmith would have been an inesti-

mable addition to the Lives of the Poets. No man
appreciated Goldsmith’s writings more justly than Johnson ;

no man was better acquainted with Goldsmith’s character
and habits

; and no man was more competent to delineate
with truth and spirit the peculiarities of a mind in which
great powers were found in company with great weak-
nesses. But the list of poets to whose works Johnson was
requested by the booksellers to furnish prefaces ended with
Lyttelton, who died in 1773. The line seems to have been
drawn expressly for the purpose of excluding the person
whose portrait would have most fitly closed the series.

Goldsmith, however, has been fortunate in his biographers.
Within a few years his life was written by Mr Prior (1836),
by Mr Washington Irving (1849), and by Mr Forster
(1848; 2ded., 1854). The diligence of Mr Prior deserves
great praise

; the style of Mr Washington Irving is always
pleasing; but the highest place must, in justice, be assigned
to the eminently interesting work of Mr Forster. (m.)
GOLDSTUCKER, Theodor (1821—1872), an eminent

Sanskrit scholar, was born of Jewish parents at Konigsberg
on the 18th of January 1821, and, after passing through a
prolonged course of study at the gymnasium, entered the
university in 1836, where he attended the lectures of
Lobcck, Rosenkrauz, and Von Bohlen, under the last of
whom he began the study of Sanskrit. In 1838 he removed
to Bonn, where he heard W. von Schlegel, Lassen, and
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Freytag; and after graduating at Konigsberg in 1840, lie

proceeded to Paris, where he heard the lectures and enjoyed
the friendbliip of Burriouf, and where in 1842 he edited a
German translation of the Frahodha Chandrodaya, From
1816 to 1850 he resided at Berlin, where his talents and
scholarship were recognized by A. von Humboldt; in the
latter year he was iiiducod, for the further prosecution of

his Sanskrit researches, to remove to London, where in 1851
he was appointed professor of Sanskrit in University
College. Tie now began to devote himself to the execution
of a new Sanskrit dictionary, of which the first instalment
appeared in 1856. In 1861 he published an important :

monograph, entitled Panini: Ids Place in Literature \ and I

from 1866 he was one of the chief promoters of the
Sanskrit Text Society, which had been founded in that

year; lie was also an active member of the Philological

Society, and of other learned bodies. His literary produc-
tiveness was not, however, proportionate to the extent and
accuracy of his reading; he had ‘^allowed his learning to

stifle his creative faculty,” and a morbid dread of the risk

of making inaccurate or defective statements made him
unduly reluctant to communicate to the world the results

of his laborious collecting and collating. The dictionary,

—so copious as almost to deserve the name of a cyclopaedia

of Indian arduoology,—was never advanced further than to

about the middle of the first letter (1864) ;
and whatever

else he may have written was published anonymously in

various periodicals and works of reference. He died on the

6th of March 1872.
GOLF (in its older forms Goff, Gouff, or Gowff, the

last of which gives the genuine old i)ronunciation) is an
amusement so peculiar to Scotland and so prevalent there

that—unless curling may be held to dispute the place with
it—it may be called, excellence^ the national game.
There seems little doubt the word is derived from the

German holhe^ a club—in Dutch, —which last is

nearly in sound identical, and might give inference for the

gime of a Dutch origin.^

Golf ma^’-be practised on anygood stretch of meadow-land,
where the grass is not too rank

;
but the ground best suited

for the purpose is a reach of undulating down-country,

such as is common on the seaboard,—sandy in soil, and as

such covered with a short crisp turf, occasionally broken up
by sandholes or bunkers,” and provided, in addition, with

a fair supply of gorse or whin. These bunkers ” and
whins constitute the main “ hazards ” of the game, in the

avoidance of which skill in it is specially shown; and
without a fair provision of them, no golfing “links” or

“ green ” can be held to aj^proach the ideal standard. Small
holes, of about 4 inches diameter, are punched in the turf

at distances indefinitely variable, but ranging from about

100 to 400 or 500 yards
;
and from one of these holes into

the next in order, a ball of gutta percha of about 1|- oz.

weight has to be driven with implements (clubs) of some
variety, devised for the purpose. Their variety is deter-

mined by this, that while, in starting from the hole, the

ball may be teed {i.e,, placed where the player chooses,

with a little pinch of sand under it called a tee)^ it must in

every other case be played strictly from its place as it

chances to lie,—in sand, whin, or elsewhere,—a different

club being necessary in each particular difiSculty. These

^ From an enactment of James VI. (then James I. of England),
bearing date 1618, we find that a considerable importation of golf balls

at that time took place from Holland, and as thereby “ na small

qnantitie of gold and silver is transported zierly out of his Hienes'

kingdome of Scoteland” (see letter of his Majesty from Salisbury,

5t]i Aug. 1618), he issues a royal prohibition, at once as a wise

economy of the national monies, and a protection to native industry
in the article. From this it might almost seem that the game was at

that date still known and practised in Holland, though it has long
since entirely disappeared there.
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clubs may generally be defi.ned as shafts of wood, with so
called heads of wood or iron attached.*^ Starting from the
one hole, it is the immediate aim of the player to drive his
ball as far towards the next as he can. Having got within
some moderate distance of it, he proceeds to make his
“ approach shot,” carefully selecting the appropriate imple-
ment. When he has reached the “putting green,”—

a

smooth space carefully chosen for the purpose,— he essays
to put (or putt) his ball into the hole

;
and generally, if he

does it in two strokes, he may be beld skilful or fortunate.
The player who holes his ball in the smallest number of
strokes is, as matter of course, winner of the hole. The
“ approach ” and the “ putting ” are by far the most
difficult, critical, and important parts of the game

;
though

no one who is not fairly competent in his driving also is

ever in the least likely to take rank as a first-class player.
The maximum length of a good driving stroke for a first-

class player, not favoured by any exceptional circumstances,
may perhaps fairly be stated as something over ISO yards,
and under 200. For further details as to the mode and
order of playing, the reader is referred to the set of “ rules

”

appended to this article.

The game, in description as above, may not seem very
lively or entertaining

; and it is to be admitted that, seen
for the first time, more especially if played by bungling or
indifferent performers, it does not look of much promise.
Ho game, however, stirs a keener enthusiasm in its votaries

;

and very few people who Lave ever fairly committed them-
selves to serious practice of it will be found to deny its

extreme fascination. It is a manly and eminently healthful

recreation, pursued as it is mostly amid the fresh sea-

breezes
;
while, as exercise, it has this peculiar merit, that,

according to pace, it may be made easy or smart at pleasure,

and thus equally adapts itself to the overflowing exuberance
of youth, the matured and tempered strength of manhood,
and the gentler decays of age.

It is uncertain at wliat date golf was introduced into Scotland,
but in 1457 the popularity of the game had already become so great
as seriously to interfere with the more important pursuit of archery,
and cause the rulers of the realm to sound a note of alarm. In
March of that year, it is recorded that the Scottish parliament
“decreted and ordained that wapinsha^vingis be balden be the
lordis and baronis spirituale and temporale, four times in the zeir ;

and that the fute-ball and golf he utterly cryit doun, mid nocM usit ;

and that the bowe-merkis be maid at ilk paroche kirk a i>air of

buttis, and schuttin he usit ilk Sxindcty.^^ It does not appear, how-
ever, that to this patriotic decree of their parliament the x:)eople

paid much attention; and fourteen years afterwards, in May 1471,
it wasjudged necessary to pass another Act ‘'anent wapensbawings,*'
and for opposing our auld enimies of England.” But it seems to

have been pretty much as before
;

schuttin was no more usit,

nor golf the less steadily played because of these decrees of parlia-

ment
;
and accordingly in 1491 a final and evidently angry

fulmination is issued on the general subject, with pains and penalties

annexed. It runs thus—“ Euteball and Golfe forbidden. Item, it

is statut and ordainit that in na place of the realme there be usit

futeball, golfe, or %ither sik unproJitaMU sportis, but for the commoun
gude of the realme, and defence thereof, that howis^ and schuttin he

Jianted, and bow-markis maid therefor, ordainit in ilk paroohin

under the pain of fourtie shillinges, to he raisit be the schireffe and
baillies foresaid,” &e. This, be it noted, is an edict of James lY. ;

and it is not a little curious presently to find the monarch himself

breaking his own behest, and setting an ill example to his com-

mons, by practice of this “ unprofitabill sport, as is shown by
various entries in the accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of

Scotland (1503-6). ^
About a century later, the game again appears on the surface of

history, and it is quite as popular as before. In the year 1592, the

Town Council of Edinburgh ‘‘ordanis proclamation to be maid

2 A complete set of them may number about a dozen :—a driving

club, a long, a middle, and a short “ spoon” (so called from the face

of the club being spooned, or bevelled, to lift a bad-lying ball), and

a ‘‘putter” (the use of which is explained below) are the clubs

formed wholly of wood, while of iron there are—a heavy and a light

“iron,” a driving and a lifting “ cleek,” possibly also a “putting”

cleek, finally a “niblick,” constructed to pick a ball out of some

such hole as no other iron can reach.
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thiew tills buigh that, seeing the Sibboth day being the Lordis

day, it becumis evciy Chubti-ine to delicat hinisellf to the service

of God, thairfoie commanding m oui soverane loids name, and
in name of thepiovost and baillies, thatna inhabitants of the samyn
be seen at ony pastymes within oi without the toun, upoun the

SahhoUi day, sic as golfe, d.c The follo\\ing yeai the edict was
reaiinouiieed, but with the modification that the XJrohibition \s as * in

tyme of sermons '

Golf his fiotn old times been known in Scotland as “The
Hoyal and Ancient Game of Golf ’ Though no doubt Scottish

monaichs handled the club befoio him, James IV is the fiist who
hguies foiinilly in the golfing record James V was also veiy

]iaitial to the game distinctively known as “royal”
,
and theie is

some sciap of evidence to show that his daughtei, the unliix>py

Maiy Stuait, was, in some soit of feminine ivay, a golfG7 It w is

alleged by her enemies that, as showing her shameless indiffeienco

to the fate of hei husband, a very few days after his inmdei, she

“was seen playing goif and xiallmall in the fields beside Scton * ^

That her son, James VI (afteiwuds James I of England), was a

goiter tradition confidently assorts, ihougli the evidence which
connects him with the x)ersonal x>ractice of the game is slight Of
the inteiest he took in it we have evidence in liis Act—already

alluded to—“ anent golfe halUs,^^ piolnbiting then iinpoitation,

ekcex>tundei ceitiin restrictions Chailes 1 (as his biothci Piince
Heniy had been^) was devotedly attichcd to the game Whilst
engaged in it on the links of Leith, in 1642, the news i cached him
of the lush lebellion of that year He had not the cq[uannnity
to finish his match, but returned xnecipitately and in much agitation

toITolyiood Long aftei ards while x'^nsoiici to the Scots aimyat
Newcastle, befoi e being given up to the tciidei meicies of the English
Parliament, he found his favouiitc divcisiou in “the loyal game '

“The King was nowhere treated with moic honour than at New
castle, as he himself confessed, both he and his tiain hiving liberty
to go abioad and play at goffin the Shield Field, wuthout the walls ’ ®

Of his son, Charles II
, as a golfer, nothing whatever is ascertained,

but his brothel, James II
,
was a know n devotee ^ Aftei the Restoia-

tion, Janies, then duke of York, was sent to Edinbuigli in 1681-2 as
commissionei of the king to parliament, and an historical monument
of his prowess as a golfei lemaius theie to this daym the “ Golfer’s
Land,” as it is still called, 77 Canougate The duke having been
challenged by two English noblemen of his suite, qt entourage, to
lay a match against them, foi a veiy laige stake, along with any
cotch ally he might select, judiciously chose as his x^aitner one
“ Johue Patoisone, ’ a shoemakei—a local crack of the day, it is to
be presumed. The duke and the said Johue won easily, and half
of the laige stake the duke made ovei to Ins humble eoidjutoi, who
theiewith built himself the house mentioned above With the
Revolution royal x>£i'tionage entiiely ceased, to be renewed only in
COmxiarativeiy recent times In 1834 Williim IV became pation
of the St Andrews Golf Club (St Andrews, the ancient ecclesiastical
metiopolisof Scotland, being now, as of old, the most famous seat of
the game), and to approve of its being styled in time coming “ The
Royal and Ancieivt Golf Club of St Andrews ” In 1837, as further
proof of royal favour, he presented to it a magnificent gold
medal, which ‘ * should be challenged and played for annually

,

’

and in 1838 the queen dowager, duchess of St Andrews, became
pationess of the club, and presented to it a handsome gold medal

—

‘ ‘ The Royal Adelaide, — as a mark of her approbation, w ith a request
that it should be worn by the captain, as president, on all xmbhc
occasions In June 1863 the piince of Wales signified his desire
to become pation of the club, and in the following Septeiuher was
elected captain by acclamation The engagements of the prince
did not admit of his coming in person to undertake the duties of the
office, but his hrothei Pimce Leoxiold, having in 1876 done the club
the honoin to become its captain, twice visited the ancient city in
that capacity Prince Leopold is himself a keen xJayer, and under
his supeiintendeuce a green has been laid out in Windsor park The
ancient game of golf has thus faiily now again become as “royal ’

as ever it was in its old historic periods
The later fortunes of the game have been uneventful While

always keeping its hold on the affections of the people, it might
readily be shown, that over Scotland generally its tide, till nearly
withm our own time, was rather an ebbing than a flowing one
While it lemained a favourite pastime with some of the anstociacy
and gently who always had a sufficient following where—as instance,
in Edinburgh—the due facilities admitted, the general enthusiasm
for the sjioit which lives for us in the old records had certainly dis-
appealed, and over various isolated greens, where playing was at one
time constant, it had virtually and sometimes absolutely died out
Its increased popularity within recent years has no doubt been
largely due to those general causes which have led to a keener

J
Recot ds of the C%ty of Edinburgh

\lnvmtoites ofMary Queen of Scots preface p Ixx 1863
3 Anonymous author of MS in the Harleian Library

Sutory of Letth by A Campbell 1827
® Local R^coids of Not thumberland by John Sykes, Newcastle, 1833
• Robertson s Historical Notices of Leith
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intciest m almobt ciiry fonii of out dooi imuscincnt, but it is ilso

in some iiu isiiie to bo xttiibutcd to ith cvtciidcd i iihv ly

facilities, and to tho intioductioii some Unity iis igo of the

ckeax) and <liiiablc gutt i ^ missile
”

It icnianib to give some little leeount oi the iiioie noted golf

clubs iiid golfing giouiids The most i iiaoiis of golf dubs, to

wliieli piimM eoniinou ( oiiscnt leeoided, ib tint of the city

of St ‘Indicws, instituted in 1754 1 oi \ uiousk asonsthis club his
always been of mueli moie th in iiioiely loe il eelebiity Its luembei-
ship IS fii more niimcious th in tli it of my otbci

, ne iily all golltis

of note belong to it ,
and to its spiiug iiid autuinii iiieetiiigs thiy

flock fio 11 exeiv x ut of the kingdom To be wiunci of a imd il at

St Viidiowsis thus the highest ironoui to whieh the anibitiou of the

golfer cm a&xaio A “lound, ’ is it is teiincd, ot the links is

vei> neail}- foiii miles, iiid, extent and ([U ilit^ eoiisidcud, the

green is on the whole unii\ ailed by iny othei iii Stotliiul Of
gieens in Fife of iiiiiioi imxioitinit those of Llie iiid lAveii m ho
noted Next in iiiix>oit iiioi to “ J he Kov il nid Ant ic.nt Golf (.luh of

StAndiews ’ i mks “The Jlonoiirihle Uit Edinbuigli CoiiiiMnj of

Golfei s,
’ who x>liy o\ei Musstlbiiigh gieen, one oi 1 iii but sl ueely

suxneme tx^alit} Ihe liist of its le^ul ii sines oi minutes lieais dite

1744, and is signed by Loul Piesnleiit Eiiiiean I oibes of Cullodeii,

hut the club itself is Ih } ond ex'll nmeh oldei Oi other
Edmbuigli golf elubs in ly hi noted “Tin Luintsiiihl,” founded
m the jcai 1760 ,

and the “ Jjdmhuigli Bui^_,iss,’ the niinute hooks
ot whieli aie x>icseixed suit etl e

;y
e ii 177 5, though it t

’’ inns to h ive

iliti otoiigml7i5 111 List lotliiin, besuUs the good old green
of Noith Beiwiek, there iie ot liti Jiiis two otlreis,—Gullane
and Lutlncss,—and on ill lliiee e\ eel lent ^olinig sport is to he had.
At the ineioiit eily of Peith, though tin ground is hut inilitleiently

adapted foi it, the old beottisli genre Ir is i oiitiiiuousl^ been iirun-

trined, and still ilouiishes So iKu in loiiiislrin, it the Iristoue

giceii of Alontiose, towlrieli m oiii own tiiiieh i\ e been iddeil those
of Monifeith mil Cainoust it which, tioin tlnii pio\imit> loEiimlie,
natuially attriet many x’Li’veis, and all thiee in ly be i uikeil as

giecns of fan fxuality At Abeideeii, till \ei> 1 itelj, thegrme hid
quite died out, but it Iris now been with iiioie oi less oi Mgour
lesumed At Stilling likewise it was cxtimt, but is now iigim
faiily alive, though iiridei eonditions of ground, is at Piitlr, not
quite Scitisfaetoiy At G1 isgow ilso, wheie on the old“Clisgow
Gieen’ the game was liabitiidly ])la}ed, it h id 1 i]»seil into di'-use

and even oblivion, hut within the list ten }tais tin genuil
lesuscitation his i cached it, and a spuited club now exists time
If the gioiiiid IS by no means wliat iniglit be wished, the Cl isgow
golfer, by a \eiy easy i iilw 13 iiin, ein u leh the gieen of Pie'jt-

wiek, iieui A31 The “ Piestwiek Club is, h} < oni}) 11 ison, of

leeent oiigin, baling been oigiinved mainly by tin list cul
of Eghntoiin, and one 01 two gentlemen in the neiglihoiuhood,
Intel esteil like hinisolf m tho giiiiie Lxtii>t foi limit ition in
extent, making it imxiossible that l laige “ hchl ’ should be i< commo-
dated without confusion and even dangei, such is the exeelltnce of
the ground that, as a “spoiling” giccn, to test x>lay, that of
Piestwick IS held by competent judges poihaps to suijiass all othiib
A second links has leceutly been opened at Piestwick, and aiiotliir

at Tioon, on the same coast
The oldest golf club m the kingdom is not iinjnob ihlj th i1 of

Blaekheath, neai London The old leeoidsof the club w tie uinoi-
tuiiately destroyed by file at Gueiiwieh, whcic they wiie kept, mil
1766 IS thus the earliest date foi which theie is doeumcnluy
evidence Tiailition x>laees the oiigm ot tins club so in buk as
1608, when King James, with his beoteh following, bi ought the
game south into England Recentljr anothci London club has been
started, whose giound of xday is at Wuiihledon Neitliei gieen is

of great meiit, hut both are much piived and fir (picnted by golfei

s

in and neai London In 1864, at bidefoid, in. Dei onshiie, a goifing
green was laid out by the well known Tom Moms ot St Andiews.
and a club w^os duly instituted, wdiicli has since continued to
flouiish This links is one of the finest a,nd most extensive any-
where to be found, and despite the disadvantage of lenioteiiess ind
difficulty of access, the meetings of the club attiact xdayeis fiom all

quartern, and aie commonly most successful Moie lately an excel-
lent green was opened at Hoylake, neai Liveipool, and the club
here has also prospered greatly At Crookham in Berkshiie, and
Alnwick in Noithumbeiland, the game is regularly played , and at
the univeisities of Oxford and Cambridge nval golf clubs have
within the last few years been formed In brief, the game has now
thoroughly taken root in England

,
from year to year it is raiiidly

spreading, and many fine English players have already x^assed into
the fiont rank

In nearly all the British colonies the game has naturalized
Itself, Golf clubs of old standing exist at Calcutta and Bombay

,

and more casually over India a good deal of play is to be met
mth "WTierever Scots congregate in any numbers a golf club is
pretty sure to spring up In Canada and the United States, as in

^ Th.e old "ball -was roughly, a circlet of leather, stitched togethei in sections,
and stuffed as hai d as a stone with feathers It was about twice the price of th®
present ball, and almost mcomnaiably less durable
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Austr-ilia and New Zealand, many clubs may be found flouiisliing

,

and, oddly enough, at Pan m the Pyienees, a golf club has long
existed An cxj)oit ot clubs and balls to all these golfing depend
cncics has long tormed, and still forms, an important item of the
inanutaetuie
We must not quit the subject without making note of one pleasing

innovation Some six oi eight yeais ago, the ladies took to the
game, and since have diligently piosecuted it in laige numbers,
some attaining no mean proficiency They have hitheito confined
themselves to the “short game,'’ as it is termed, oi putting,
and where a sepaiate piece of giound has been assigned them, as
at St j\ndiews, Noith Berwick, and elsewhere, the ‘ Ladies’ Links ’

foim a piettj and eh inning adjunct to the main gieen
We append the moie impoitant lules of the game, as placed by

“ The Koyal and Ancient Golf Club of St Aiidiews,’ which, though
it has no clum to give law to othci clubs, may be accepted as, on
the whole the best authority on the subject —

I Mode, and Onlct oj Playing the Game —The game of golf is

played by two poisons oi by four (two of aside), playing alternately
It may also be x)layed by three or moie persons, each playing his
own ball Ihe game commences by each paity xdaying oft a bali
from i place called the tec, iieai the fiist hole In a match
ot four, those who aie opposed to each othei, and to play oft

shall bo named at staitirig, and shall continue so duiing the
match llio jieison eutitled to pla^ off fust shall be named by
the paities themselves ind although the couitesy of staiting is

generally gi iiited to old captains ot the club, or membeis, it

m ly be settled by lot or toss of a coin The hole is won bv the
party holing it few'est stioUes, and the leckonmg ot the game is

made by the tdins odds and like one nio7 c tioo more &e The
paity gaming the hole is to lead, unless his opponent Las won the
pievious inatth, in which case ti o latter leads off and is entitled to
claim Ills piivilcgc, and to lecall his oxiponcnt s stroke should he
X)lay out ot ordei One lound of the links, oi 18 holes, is reckoned
a match, unless otiieiwise stipulated It, in a double match, one
person sh ill x)liy twice in succession he loses the hole

II PlaLC of Tccinij — J he bill must be teed not nearei the hole
than eight, nor fuithcr than twelve eliib lengths, except wlieie
special giound has been m irked b^ the consei^atoi of the links
which shall be eoiisideied the “ teeing giound,” and the balls shall

be toed w’ltlnu and not m advance ot such maiks Altci the balls

aic stuiek oft, the bill farthest fiom the hole to which the parties

are must be played fiist When two parties meet on the
putting green, the i>aity fust theie may claim the piivihgo of holing
out, and any X)art> coming up must writ till the other paity has
pi lycd out the hole, and on no account play then balls u^) lest

they should innoy the ties who are putting No player may
play Ills teed ball till the paity in fiont have played then second
strokes
HI Changing the Balls —The balls struck otf fiom the tee must

not be changed, touched, or moved before the hole is placed out
(except lu striking, and the cases piovided for bj Rules VI IX ,

XVII I ,
and XIX ) ,

and if the x>aities are at a loss to know the
one ball from the other, neither shall be lifted till both paities

agree
IV Lifting of Bj^ak Chibs &c —All loose impediments within

a club length of the ball maybe removed on oi oft the course, when
the ball lies on griss (see Rules VI and XII ) When a hall lies

m a bunker, sand or any other hazard, theie shall be no imx>iession

made noi sand or other obstacle lemoved by the club, or otheiwise,
eitlu 1 on or oft the gieen, before striking at the ball When a ball

lies within a club length of a washing tub, the tub may he lemoved,
and w’-hen on clothes the ball may be lifted and diopped behind
them

V Entitled to see the Ball —When a hall is completely coveied
with fog, bent, whins, &c ,

so much thereof shall be set aside as

that the player shall nieiely have a view of his ball befoie he x^ays,

whether in a line with the hole or otherwise A hall stuck fast m
wet ground or sand may be taken out and leplaced loosely in the
hole it has made
V I Clea'i mg the Putting O7 een —All loose impediments, of

whatever kind may he lifted on the putting green 01 table land 011

which the hole is placed (excepting as declared in Rule IV ), which
IS considered not to exceed twenty yards from the hole Nothing
can be lifted either on the couise 01 putting gieen, if it is to move
the ball out of its position
VII Lifting Balls —When, on any part of the comse, 01 off it,

or in a bunkei, the balls lie within six inches of each othei the ball

nearest the hole must be lifted till the other is played, and then
placed as nearly as possible m its oiiginal position—the six inches
to be measured from the surface of the halls In a thiee ball match,
the ball m any degree interposing between the player and the hole
on the putting green, must be x^ayed out
VIII Ball in Water, or in the Burn and Place of Be teeing —

If the ball is in water, the player may take it out, change the ball

if he x>Ieases, tee it, and x^ay fiom behind the hazard, losing a
stroke Ii the ball lies m any position in the burn across the first
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hole, the pla^ ei may take it out, tee it on the line wdiere it entered
the burn, on the opx)o&ite side fiom the hole to which he is x'>laying,
and lose a stioke ,01 he may plaj it wheie it lies without a
penalty How ei er, should a ball be driven into the Eden at the
high hole 01 the sea at the fiist hole, the ball must be xfiaced a
club length 111 fiont of eithei sea 01 iiver thex^luyer 01 losing
a stioke In playing for a medal, a hall diiven into the Lden may
be treated as a lost ball
IX Bubs of the Gi een —Whatever happens to a ball bj accident,

such as striking any x>erson, or being touched with the foot by a
third paity, or by the fore cady, must he leckonod a mb of the
gieen, and submitted to If, however, the x^ayer’s hall stiike his
opx'>onent, or his opponent’s cady or clubs, the opponent loses the
hole , or if he strikes himself or his paitnei, or then* cadies or clubs,
01 if he stiikes the ball a second time while in the act of playing,
the player loses the hole If the xfiayer touch the ball with his
foot, or any part of his body, or with anything except his club, 01

if he with his club displace the ball in x^iex-iaiing to strike, he loses
a stioke

,
and if one X'>aity strikes his opi)oncnt s fall with his club,

foot, or otherwise, that paity loses the hole But it he plays it

inadveitently, thinking it his own, and the opx^onent also x'>^'^is

the wiong ball, it is then too late to claim thex>enalt}, and the hole
must he played out wuth the balls thus changed If, how^ever, the
mistake occurs from wiong information given by one paity to the
other, the penalty cannot be claimed

,
and the mistake, if disco\ eied

befoic the othei paity has played, must be lectilied by leplacing the
ball as neany as x>ossible wheie it lay If the xdayei s ball beplaj ed
away by mistake, or lifted by a thud party, then the pUy'-er must
drox') a ball as near the spot as x^ssible, without any x^t-iJalty

Whatever hapxiens to a ball on a medal day, such as a x>la}er

striking his cacly’, 01 himself, or his clubs, or moving the ball with
his foot 01 club, 01 his cady doing so or the playei stiiking it twice
befoie it stops motion, the playei in such cases shall lose one stioke
only as the x^enalty

X Ball Lost — If a ball is lost, the player (or his x^-^-itner, in a
double match) returns to the spot, as near as possible where the
ball was struck, tees another ball, and loses both the distance and
a stroke If the original ball is found hefoie the l>aitj lias struck
the other ball, the fiist shall continue the one to be pliyed
XI Club Breaking —It, in stiiking the club breaks, it is never-

theless counted to be a stroke, if the x>art of the club lemaming in
the x)Hyer s hand either stiike the giound or piss the ball

Xil Holing out the Ball —In holing no mark shall be placed,

01 line diawn, to direct the ball to the hole
,
the ball must be

}
la-^ d faiily and honestly foi the hole, and not on your opponent’s

ball not being in the way to the hole , noi although lying m the
way to the hole is the player entitled to play wuth any stiength

ux»on it that might injure his opxionents 01 greater than
lb necessary honestly to send youi own hall the distance of the hole

Either party may smooth sand lying ai'ound the hole, but this must
be done lightly and without x^ressiue, 01 beating down with the

feet, club or other wuse If, 111 holing out, the ball ixsts upon the

flag stick in the hole, the x^layer shall be entitled to have the stick

removed, and if the ball falls m, it shall be considered as holed
out, but either party is entitled to have the flag stick removed
wdien axix>^oachmg the hole

XIII Unplaying Balls —In Match playing ever> hall must be
played, wherever it lies, 01 the hole be given up, excepting when it

lies on clothes, in Writer, oi 111 the bed of the bum (see Rules IV
and 'V HI ), or in any of the holes, 01 short holes, made for golfing,

in which latter case it may be lifted, diopped behind the ha^-ard, and
]layed without losing a stroke In Medal playing a ball may,
under a x^onaltj of two stiokes, be lifted out of a difficulty of any
description and teed behind the hazard, and if m any of the golfing

holes, it may be lifted, dropped and played without a penalty in

all cases where a ball is to be dropped the paitj doing so shall front

the hole to which he is playing, standing close on the hazard, and

drop the ball behind him fiom his head
XV Asking Advice —A playei must not ask advice about the

game, by word, look, or gesture, fiom any one except his own cady,

his paitnei s cady, 01 his partner
XVIII Balls Splitting —If a ball shall split into two or moie

pieces, a fiesh ball shall be put down wheie the largest portion of

the ball lies , and if a ball is cracked the player may change it on

mtimatmg his intention of doing so to his opponent

XIX Breach of Buies —AVhere no penalty foi the infiingement

of a rule is specially mentioned, the loss of the hole shall be under-

stood to be the penalty
Golf which, as we have seen, has a history of some inteiest, has

also a literature (copious in verse and prose), and a somewhat

amusing anecdotage In Golf, a Boyal a^id Ancient Game, a work

issued in 1876 bv Mr Robert Clark of Edmbuigh, a well known and

accomilished adept, a veiy careful collection will be found of eveiy-

thing connected with the game which in this foim deserves pre-

servation Through the leady kindness of the authoi this ad-

mirable compendium has been available, and free use has been made
of it, in the preparation of this article (P P A )
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GOLITJS or Gohl, Jacobus (1596-1667), a Dutcli

Orientalist, was born at the Hague in 1596, and studied

at the University of Leyden, where in Arabic and other

Eastern languages he was the most distinguished pupil

of Erpenius. In 1622 lie accompanied the Dutch embassy

to Morocco, and on his return he was chosen to succeed

Erpenius (1624). In the following year he set out on a

Syrian and Arabian tour from which he did not return until

1629. The remainder of his life was spent at Leyden

where from that date he held the chair of mathematics as

Vi^ell as that of Arabic until Ms death, which occurred on

September 28th, 1667.

His most important work is the Lexicon Ao'ahico-Latiniim^ foL,

Leyden 1653, which, based on the Sihah of _A1-Jauhari, has only

recently been superseded by the corresponding woik of Freytag.

Among his earlier publications may be mentioned editions of vari-

ous Arabic texts {Proverbia qucedam Alis, imperatoris M'lislemici,

et Carmen Tograi, poetoe dociissimi, neciion dissertatio qitoidani A hen

Synce^ 1629; and Ahmedis Arabsiadoe vitoe et rerum gestarnm

Timuriy qui vulgo Tamerlanes dicitur, Jiistoria, 1636). In 1656 lie

published a new edition, with considerable additions, of the Gram-
niatica Arabica of Erpenius. After his death, there was found
among his papers a JDietionarium Persieo^Latinum which was pub-
lished, with additions, by Edmund Castell in liis Lexicon Hepta-
glotton (1669). Golius also edited, translated, and annotated the

j

astronomical treatise of Alfragan {MuliammediSy filii Ketiri Fer-

ganensis, qui vulgo Alfraganus dicitur
y
Elementa Astronomica

Arabice et Latiney 1669).

GOLLNOW, a town in the Prussian province of Pomer-
ania, government district of Stettin, is situated on the right

bank of the II na, 14 miles N.N.E. of Stettin, with which
it has communication by steamer. It possesses two suburbs,

and has manufactures of linen and woollen goods, copper

wares, ribbons, paper, and tobacco. Gollnow was founded
in 1190, was raised to the rank of a town by Barnim I. in

1268, and in 1314 received Liibeck rights. It was formerly

a Hanse town, and came into the possession of Prussia in

1720.^ The population in 1876 was 7913.
GOLNITZ, or Gollnitz (GolniczbAnya), a mining

town of Hungary, on a river of the same name, in the
county of Szepes (Zips), about 18 miles south-west of

Eperies, 48“ 51' N, lat., 20“ 59' E. long. In the vicinity

are iron and copper mines, which, with the forges, and the
nail and wire factories, <fcc., afford employment to most of

the inhabitants. It is the seat of a mining council and
tribunal, has Homan Catholic and Protestant churches, post
and telegraph ofhces, and a high school. In 1870 the popu-
lation amounted to 5205, composed of Magyars, Slavs, and
Gennans. Golnitz was formerly a royal free town; its

chief importance now is as a mining centre.

GOLOVNIN, Vasily Mikhailovich (1776-1831), a
Hussian vice-admiral, was born April 20, 1776, in the vil-

lage of Gulynki,, in the province of Ryazan, and received
his education at the Cronstadt naval school. From 1801
to 1806 he served as a volunteer in the English navy. In
1807 he was commissioned by the Hussian Government to
siirvey the coasts of Kamchatka and of Hussian America,
including also the Kurile Islands. Golovnin sailed round
the Cape of Good Hope, and on October 5, 1809, arrived in
Kamchatka. In 1 8 1 0, whilst attempting to survey the coast
of the island of Kunashir, he was seized by the Japanese,
and was retained by them as a prisoner until October
13, IS 13, when he was liberated, and in the following year
he returned to St Petersburg. Soon after this the Govern-
ment planned another expedition, which had for its object
the circumnavigation of the globe by a Hussian ship, and
Golovnin was appointed to the command. He started from
St Petersburg on the 7th September 1817, sailed round
Cape Horn, and arrived in Kamchatka in the following May.
He returned to Europe by way of the Cape of Good Hope,
and landed at St Petersburg, September 17, 1819. He
died July 12, 1831.
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Golovnin published several woiks, of which the following are the

most important:

—

JoiLmcy to Kamchatka., 2 vols., 1819; Journey
rmind the JPorld

,

2 vols., 1822 ;
and Narrative of my Captivity in

Japan, 2 vols., 1816. The last has been translated into French,
German, and English. A complete edition of his works was pub-
lished at St Petersburg, 1864, in five volumes, witlunaps and charts,
and a biogi*apliy of the author by N. Grech.

GOLTZ, LjOGUMil (1S01-1S70), humorist and satirist,

was born of a German family settled at Warsaw, March 20,

1801. At the age of seven ho was taken by some friends

to Kbnigsberg, and after studying at the gymnasium was
placed under the care of a country clergyman near Marien-
werder. He next went to the gymnasium of Marieiiworder,

and finally returned to Koiiigsberg. In 1817 lie began to

learn practical farming on an estate near Thorn
; but the

strong desire which he felt for scientific culture led him, five

years later, to the university of Breslau. There he at first

entered upon the study of theology, but he did not pursue it,

selecting instead philosophy and philology. The next year
he bought an estate near Thom, married ^*16 daughter of a
Prussian officer, and applied himself to the duties of a
farmer, tie did not succeed

;
and after other equally un-

successful experiments in the same line in Poland and
Prussia, ho retired in 1830 to the small town of Gollub,
and devoted himself to literary studies. Sixteen years of

meditative seclusion passed away ; and then, having taken
up his abode at Thorn, he gave to the w^orld the first fruits

of his studies and reflexions in the charming x>oetic Buck
tier Kindhelt (1847), in which he delineates the incidents

and impressions of liis own childhood with a tender feeling

like that of Jean Paul. The dates which lie gives in this

narrative are inconsistent with those which be furnished for

the memoir in Brockhaus^s Gonvei'scitionS’Lexilcon
j and a

chronological difficulty is thus created which perhaps it may
not be possible to solve.

The Buck der Kvidheit was speedily followed by a satiri-

cal and polemical epistle against Ilonge and the friends of

enlightenment, which he entitled Deutsche Enturtitng in der

lichtfreundlichen und modernen Lehensart. For the puri^ose

of enlarging his experience of men, and of amassing stores

of material for his art as humorist and reformer of human
life and society, he undertook a course of extensive travels,

visiting Germany, Fraxice, England, Italy, and Egypt. In
1850 he published Das Menschendaseyii in seiiien weltexvigen

Zugen and Zeiclten. This was followed by another poeti-

cally conceived work on his ov/n early life, entitled Ein
Jugendlehen: Biographisches Idyll axis iVestprexcssexi (1^52)y
and by Ein Kleinstddter in Aegypten (1853). In his next
work, Der Mensch xtnd die Leuie (1858), he especially dis-

plays his peculiar powers in profound and acute sketches
of various races of men. It is a book of enduring value.

His Die Deutschen, consisting of a series of studies on the

history and peculiarities of the genius of the Germans,
appeared in 1860. His other works are Zxtr charahteristih

xind Natxcrgeschichte der Frauen (1859), Typen der
Gesellschaft (I860), Die Bildungxind die Gehildeten (1864),
Yorlesungen (1869), and Die Weltlclugheit und die Lehens-
weisheit mit ihren correspondirenden Studien (1869).
Goltz is a follower of Jean Paul, and has many of the

characteristics of his master
;
but he takes a lower place as

literary artist, wanting Jean PauFs creative imagination.
He died at Thorn, November 11, 1870.
An interesting essay on Goltz was contributed by the poet,

Rudolf Gottsehall, to Unsere Zeit, new series, 1871.

GOLTZIUS, Hjeitdrik (1558-1617), a Dutch paiiitei

and engraver, was born in 1558 at Mulebrecht, in the duchy
of Juliers. After studying painting on glass for some years
under his father, he was taught the use of the burin by Dirk
Volkertsz Coornlert, a Dutch engraver of mediocre attain-

ment, whom he soon surpassed, but who retained his services

for his own advantage. He was also employed by PMlip
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Galle to engrave a set of prints of the history of Lucretia.

At the age of twenty-one he married a widow somewhat
advanced in years, whose money enabled him to establish at

Haarlem an independent business
; but his unpleasant rela-

tions with her so affected his health that he found it advis-

able in 1590 to make a tour through Germany to Italy,

where he acquired an intense admiration for the works of
Michelangelo, which led him to surpass that master in the
grotesqueness and extravagance of his designs. He returned
to Haarlem considerably improved in health, and laboured
there at his art till his death, January 1, 1617. Goltzius
ought not to be judged chiefly by the works he valued most,
his eccentric imitations of Michelangelo. His portraits,

though mostly miniatures, are master-pieces of their kind,
both on account of their exquisite finish, and as fine studies

of individual character. Of his larger heads, the life-size

portrait of himself is probably the most striking example.
His “ master-pieces,” so called from their being attempts
to imitate the style of the old masters, have perhaps been
overpraised. In his command of the burin Goltzius is not
surpassed even by Diirer ; but his technical skill is often

|

unequally aided by higher artistic qualities. Even, how-
ever, his eccentricities and extravagances are greatly counter-

balanced by the beauty and freedom of his execution. He
began painting at the age of forty-two, but none of his

works in this branch of art—some of which are in the im-
perial collection at Vienna—display any special excellences.

He also executed a few pieces in chiaroscuro. His prints

amount to more than 300 plates, and are fully described in

Bartsch’s Feintre-gravexir^ and Weigel’s supplement to the
same work.

GOMARUS, Francis (1 563-164:1), professor of theology
at Leyden, was born at Bruges on the 30th January 1563.
His parents, having embraced the principles of the Reforma-
tion, emigrated to the Palatinate in 1578, in order to enjoy
freedom to profess their new faith, and they sent their son

to be educated at Strasburg under John Sturniius. He re-

mained there three years and then went to Neustadt, whither
the professors of Heidelberg had been driven by the elector-

palatine because they were not Lutherans. He did not stay

long at Neustadt, but crossed to England towards the end
of the year 1582, and entered first the university of Oxford,
where he attended the lectures of John Raynold, and then
the university of Cambridge, where he attended those

of William Whitaker. At Cambridge he received his

bachelor’s degree in June 1584, and thence proceeded
to Heidelberg, where the faculty had been by this time re-

established, and continued his studies there for two years

more. He was called to be minister of a Reformed church
in Frankfort in 1587, and laboured there till the congrega-

tion was dispersed by the persecution of the year 1593. In
1594 he was appointed professor of theology at Leyden,
and before going thither received from the university of

Heidelberg the degree of doctor. He taught quietly at

Leyden till 1603, when Arminius came to be one of

his colleagues in the theological faculty, and began to teach

Pelagian doctrines and to create a new party in the uni-

versity. Gomarus immediately set himself earnestly to

oppose these views, in his classes at college, and wherever
he found opportunity. He became the leader of the

opponents of Arminius, who from that circumstance came
to be known as Gomarists. He engaged twice in personal

disputation with Arminius in the assembly of the estates

of Holland in 1608, and was one of five Gomarists who
met five Arminians or Remonstrants in the same assembly
in the following year. On the death of Arminius shortly

after this time, Vorstius, who sympathized with his views,

was appointed to succeed him, in spite of the keen opposi-

tion of Gomarus and his friends ;
and Gomarus took his

defeat so iU that, rather than have such a man for his
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colleague, he resigned his post, and went to Middleburg in
1611, where he became minister of a congregation and gave
public lectures. From this place he was called to a chair
of theology at Saumur, where he remained four years, and
then accepted a call as professor of theology and Hebrew
to Groningen, where he stayed till his death on 11th
January 1641. He took a leading part in the synod of
Dort, assembled in 1618 to judge of the doctrines of
Arminius. He was a man of ability, enthusiasm, and
learning, a considerable Oriental scholar, and also a keen
controversialist. He took part in the translation of the
Old Testament into Dutch in 1633, and after his death a
book by him called the Lyra Davidis was published, which
sought to explain the principles of Hebrew metre, and which
created some controversy at the time, having been opposed
by Louis Capel. His works were collected and published
in one volume folio, in Amsterdam in 1645.
GOMBROON, another name for Bender-Abbasi {q.v.).

GOMER, the eldest son of Japhet (Gen. x. 2), and au
ally of Gog (Ezek. xxxviii. 6), has usually, since Calmet’s
time, been identified with those Cimmerii who, originally

inhabiting the districts to the N.E. and N. of the Black
Sea and Sea of Azoff, at an early period began to penetrate
as far as to Asia Minor, and in the 7th century b.o. overran
Lydia, though without leaving permanent traces of their

presence. This identification, however, is to be met with
in none of the older writers. Josephus understands the
Galatians of northern Phrygia to be intended; and Gimmeri
or Gamir was, in the language of the ancient Armenians, a

usual designation for their neighbours the Cappadocians
(see Dillmann on Gen. x. 2 ; whose authority is Kephalion,
in the Armenian version of the Chronica of Eusebius, ed,

Aucher). It is not impossible that an intimate ethnologi-

cal connexion between the Cappadocians of Kephalion and
the Cimmerians of Homer may ultimately be established

;

but meanwhile it is important to observe that the three

sons of Gomer, as named in Gen, x. 2, admit of a tolerably

definite localization. Ashkenaz, who has sometimes been
identified with the Germans, is almost certainly the same
as the Ascanians, a very ancient tribe of northern Phrygia

{cf, Strabo, xii. 4, 5, sqq,^ and note the juxtaposition in Jer.

li. 27). Riphath has nothing to do with the Rhipsean

mountains, with the Carpathians, or with Niphates, but, as

Josephus has pointed out, is to be identified with
Paphlagonia; as Bochart has shown, the name probably sur-

vives in 'PiJ/Jas, the designation of a river in Bithynia, and
in 'PT7^avrca, a district situated on the Thracian Bosphorus.

Although Togarmah is by Josephus interpreted as equi-

valent to Phrygia, there is a considerable amount of ancient

testimony in favour of its identification with Armenia. It

is possible that the same root is actually at the basis of the

two words
;
at ah events the connexion is assumed in the

account which the Armenians themselves give of their

leg^dary history.

GONDA, a district of Oudh, lying between 26** 46' and
27® 50' N. lat., and between 81° 35' and 82° 48' E. long.,

bounded on the N. by the lower range of the Himalayas,

on the E. by Basti district, on the S. by Fyzabad and Bara

Banki, and on the W. by Bharaich, and having an area of

2824 square miles.

Gouda presents the aspect of a vast plain with very slight

undulations, studded with groves of mango trees. The

surface consists of a rich alluvial deposit which is naturally

divided into three great belts known as the tardi or swampy
tract, the uparMr or uplands, and the tarhdr or wet low-

lands, all three being marvellously fertile. Several rivers

flow through the district, but only two, the Gogra and

R4pti, are of any commercial importance, the first being

navigable throughout the year, and the latter during the

rainy season. The country is dotted over with small lakes,

X. — 97
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the water of which is largely used for irrigation. The

iiaturce consist of tigers, leopards, bears, wolves, and deer.

Large game birds are plentiful.

This district has no particular history of its own
;
what ancient

history it has is included in that of Oudh, On the outbreak of the

mutiny, the raja of Gonda, after honourably escorting the Govern-

ment treasure to Fyzabad, joined the rebels. His estates, along

with those of the rani of Tulsipur, were confiscated, and conferred

as rewards upon the maharajas of Balrampur and Shahganj, who
had remained loyal. The census of 1869 disclosed a population of

1,166,516 (602,862 males, and 563,653 females)—Hindus, 1,049,397;

Mahometans, 117,070; Christians—^European, Eurasian, and native

—48. Five towns contain a population exceeding 5000, namely,

Gonda, Balrampur, Colonelganz, Hawabganj, and Htraula. Rice,

wheat, and barley are the chief products of the district. The
area under cultivation is 993,858 acres. The exports are rice and

food grains
;
the imports, cotton, European piece goods, and salt.

The administration is under a deputy commissioner, aided by two

European assistants. The total revenue (1875-76) amounted to

£135,509 ;
the expenditure to £16,810. The police force (1873)

consisted of 484 officers and men, maintained at a cost of £6655.

Education is still in its infancy. In 1875-76 there were 116 schools

under Government inspection, attended by 5879 pupils. Fever is

prevalent throughout the district The other principal diseases are

scurvy, cholera, diarrhoea, and goitre. The average rainfall during

the eleven years 1865-1875 was 42*0 inches. The average yearly

temperature is 77*5° Fahr., the highest recorded being 106°, the

lowest 48°.

Gonda, the chief town and administrative headquarters
'

of Gonda district, in 27° 8' N. lat. and 82° 1' E. long.

and Yasu the Little. The painting of the interior was
probably executed by the Venetian artists mentioned by
Bruce. The city was founded in the 15th century by
emperor Fasiiidas, or Alem-Seged ;

it has been frequently

sacked, and in 1868 it was laid in ruins by Theodorus,

who did not spare either the castle or the churches. The
population, estimated by Bruce at 10,000 families, has

been brought to a very low ebb by the political distrac-

tions of the country. In 1853 Heuglin thought the in-

habitants might number from 5000 to 6000, and In 1861-62
be raised the figure to from 6000 to 7000. About 2000
of the number are Mahometans, and there is a considerable

settlement of Jews (Falasha). Cotton cloth, gold and
silver ornaments, copper wares, fancy articles in bone and
ivory, excellent saddles, and shoes are among the products

of the local industry. The shoes are made almost ex-

clusively for the clergy, as the ordinary Abyssinians either

go barefoot or wear sandals. See especially Hilppell, Eeise

in Ahyssinieoi^ Frankforfc-on-the-Main, 1838-40; Heuglin,

Raise nach Ahessinien, Jena, 1868 ;
Lejean, Voyage en

Abyssinie^ Paris, 1872 j
and Kaftray, Afrlqiie Occidentale^

Paris, 1876. Views of the castle are given by Heuglin
and Baffray.

GONDOKORO. See Isivxailia.

GONDWANA, a tract of country in Central India, ex-

tending from the 19th to the 25th degree of N. lat., deriv-

The site on which the town now stands was originally a ing its name from the aboriginal tribe of Goncls^ who form
jungle, in the centre of which was a cattle fold (Gontha or ' the predominant element in the population. The tract may
Gothdn), in which the cattle were enclosed at night as a ’ be considered as comprising part of the British territory

protection against wild beasts, and from this the town of S4gor and Herbudda, with the districts of Singrauli, ChotA
derived its name. The place was formerly celebrated for ! Nfi.gpur, and Sirguja, the petty native states on tbe S.W.
the manufacture of shields; now it is neither of com-
mercial nor of religious importance. The town contains a
civil station, dispensary, school, literary institute, court-

house, and jail, Popuktion, 13,722.
GO^^’DAR, properly Guendae, a town of Abyssinia,

formerly the capital of the Amharic kingdom, is situated

on a basaltic ridge in the country of Dembea, about 21
miles N.E. of Lake Tsana or Tana, a splendid view of '

which is obtained from the castle. According to Riippell,

its latitude is 12° 35' 17. and its longitude 37° 31' 57" E.,

and it lies 7460 feet above the level of the sea. Two
streams, the Angreb on the east side and the Qaha or
Kaha on the west, flow down from the ridge, and meeting
below the town pass onwards to the lake. In the Gaha
the Christian inhabitants of Gondar are accustomed to
bathe in vast disorderly crowds on the feast of St John the
Baptist (10th September), and again in a more decent
manner on the anniversary of the Saviour's birth. The
town is divided into several districts separated from each
other by wood and field,—one being the Abun-Bed or
bishop’s quarter, another the Etchege-Bed or quarter of
the prior or chief of the monks, while a third takes its
name from the Debra Birhan or Church of the Light,
and a fourth from the Qemp or castle. This was at
one time a splendid pile, designed on the plan of a
mediaeval stronghold; and the solidity of its masonry, the
beauty of its ornamentations, and the general effect of its
arrangement stand in striking contrast to the mean and
monotonous houses of the town, which are all erected after
the cylindro-conical type. It was built in the 16th
century for King Socinius by the Portuguese adventurers,
who employed Indian workmen in its erection. At some
distance there is another palace built at a later date for Ras
Michael, which affords no bad imitation of the Portuguese
style. Upwards of forty churches, all in the circular
Abyssinian style, are said to exist in the town and
immediate vicinity

; of these the most important is
the Quisquam or Flight into Egypt, erected by Mint-
wab Muntwar, the empress mother of Yasu the Great

frontier of Bengal, the Cuttack Mahals, and the northern

portion of Nagpur. It is estimated to be 400 miles in

length by 280 in average breadth. Gondwdna, in its most
extensive sense, includes all that part of India within the

above-mentioned boundaries which remained unconquered
by the Mahometans up to the reign of Aurungzebe. But
Gondwdna i^roper is limited to four districts, named M^ndla,
Chhatisgarh, Kdgpur, and Chdndal, and it stretches south

along the east side of the Wardha and Goddvari, to within

100 miles of the mouth of the latter. The greater part of

this province is a mountainous, unhealthy, and ill-watered

country, covered wdth jungle, and thinly inhabited
;
and

to its poverty and other bad qualities its independence may
be ascribed. A continued chain of moderately elevated

hills extends from the southern frontier of Bengal almost to

the Goddvari, and by these the eastern was formerly separ-

ated from the western portion of the Ndgpur dominions.
This province contains the sources of the Kerbudda and the

Son, and is bounded by the Wardha and Goddvari ;
but a

want of water is still the general defect, the streams by
which it is intersected, namely, the Mahdnadi, Kdrun,
Hatus, and Sildir, being inconsiderable, and not navigable
within its limits. The Gonds, or the hill tribes who took
refuge in the mountains and fastnesses from the invaders

of the country, are the original inhabitants of the country,

and, till recently, retained all their primeval habits of

barbarism. They have now adopted a form of Hinduism,
but they retain many of their ancient customs, and abstain

from no flesh except that of the ox, cow, and bull. Accord-
ing to the census o£ 1872 they numbered. 2,041,276, or

nearly 25 per cent, of the entire population of the Central
Provinces. The more fertile tracts of Gondwdna were sub-

dued at an early period by the Marhattds, who claimed as

paramount over the whole. The inhabitants were rendered
nominally tributary; but it was found impossible to

collect any revenue from them without military force, so

that, in fact, the collection of the revenue was like a
plundering expedition, the cost of which always exceeded
the profit.
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During the war against the Piiiddris in 1818, when the British

troojjb invaded the xerritories of Ax:>pa Sahib, the raja of Nagpur,
their operations were greatly facilitated by the insurrection of the
hill tribes, who occupied the passes into the Nagpur territories.

Tor a long series of years it was the policy of the r^a of this terri-

tory, a descendant of Sivaji, to interfere as little as possible with
the neighbouring powers. At length, iii 1803, Eaghoji Bhonsla
was induced, in an evil hour for himself, to depart from this system
of neutrality, and to join Sindhia in a confederacy against the
British. He was soon reduced, however, hy the defeats which the
confederates sustained at Assaye and Argaum, to sue for peace, as
the price of which he ceded a large portion of his dominions to the
conquerors, namely, the x>i‘ovmce of Orissa. After the death of
this raja, the throne, contested by various competitors, was at last

secured by Appa Sahib, his nei)hew, who, in the war against the
Findaris, joined the coalition against the British power, and was
involved in ruin along with his other allies. A treaty of peace was
concluded with him, which he violated

;
and he was finally deposed

in 1818, and the grandson of the late raja i)ut in his stead. The
latter prince, after a reign of 35 years, died without issue in 1853 ;

the dynasty thus became extinct, and the kingdom of Nagpur was
incorporated with the British empire, and now forms the chief
comniissionership of the Central Provinces.

GONG- (Chinese, gong-gong or tam-tam)^ a sonorous or

musical instrument of Chinese origin and manufacture,
made in the form of a broad thin disc with a deep rim.

Gongs vary in diameter from about 20 to 40 inches, and
they are made of bronze containing a maximum of 22
parts of tin. to 78 of copper; but in many cases the pro-

portion of tin is considerably less. Such an alloy, when
cast and allowed to cool slowly, is excessively brittle, but
it can be tempered and annealed in a peculiar manner. If

suddenly cooled from a cherry-red heat, the alloy becomes
so soft that it can be hammered and worked on the lathe,

and afterwards it naay be hardened by re-heating and cool-

ing it slowly. In these it will be observed, the
alloy behaves in a manner exactly opposite to steel, and the
Chinese avail themselves of the known peculiarities for pre-

paring the thin sheets of which gongs are made. They
cool their castings of bronze in water, and after hammering
out the alloy iu the soft state, the finished gongs are

hardened by heating them to a cheiTy red, and allowing
them to cool slowly. The gong is beaten with a round,
hard, leather-covered pad, fitted on a short stick or handle.

It emits a peculiarly sonorous sound, its complex vibrations

bursting into a wave-like succession of tones, sometimes
shrill, sometimes deep. In China and Japan it is used in

religious ceremonies, state j)rocessions, marriages, and other

festivals
; and it is said that the Chinese can modify its

tone variously by particular ways of striking the disc.

Among Western communities it is only employed as a
substitute for a dinner bell or a general household signal.

GONGORA Y ARGOTE, Luis de (1561-1627),
Spanish lyric poet, was born at Cordova, on the 11th of

July 1561. His father, Don Francisco de Argote, was
corregidor of that city ; and his mother, Doha Leonora de
G6ngora, was descended from an ancient and noble family
of Navarre. Having been sent, at the age of fifteen, as a
student of civil and canon law to the university of Sala-

manca, he- soon took a prominent place among his fellow-

students
; but the great talent which he exhibited did not

point in the direction either of legal or of diplomatic em-
ployments. Leaving the university some years afterwards
(the exact date is unknown) without a degree, but already
with a considerable literary reputation, he returned to

Cordova, where he had succeeded to a moderate property,

and where he was able to associate on terms of intimacy
and equality with the best society of the city and province.

Lope de Vega, writing about 1593, speaks of him as sur-

rounded there by a literary society, and acknowledged as its

chief. In 1604, when past his fortieth year, he took the
tonsure, and accepted a prebendal stall in the cathedral of

Cordova,—steps which have usually been attributed to

worldly or sordid motives, but which really cannot be re-
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garded as unnatural or unbecoming in a man circumstanced
as he was. From this time he began to spend a portion of
each year at the seat of the court, first at Valladolid and
afterwards at Madrid, where as Pellicer, his contemporary,
remarks, he noted everything and pecked at everything
with his satirical pen.” His circle of literary and other dis-
tinguished admirers was now greatly enlarged; but the
acknowledgment which the court accorded to his singular
genius was both slight and tardy. Ultimately indeed,
through the influence of the duke of Lerma and the marquis
of Siete Iglesias, he obtained an appointment as honorary
chaplain to Philip III., but even this slight honour he was
not permitted long to wear. A severe illness, which had
seriously impaired his memory, compelled his retirement to
Cordova, where, after a period of deep seclusion, he peacefully
breathed his last on the 23d of May 1627. An edition of his
p)oems was published almost immediately after his death by
Juan Lopez de Vicuna ; but the frequently reprinted edition
by Hozes did not appear till 1633. The collection consists

of numerous sonnets, heroical, amorous, satirical, humorous,
elegiac, and miscellaneous,” of various odes, ballads, songs
for the guitar, of a few uncompleted comedies, and of

certain larger poems, such as the Soledades (‘‘Solitary

Musings and the Polifeioio, which hardly admit of classi-

fication. They all exhibit that learned and polished elabor-

ation of style (estilo culto) with which the name of G6ngora
is inseparably associated

;
but if, since the days of Lope

de Vega, they have been justly censured for their ajffected

Latinisms, unnatural transpositions, strained metaphors,
and frequent obscurity, it must never be forgotten that

their author was a man of genius,—a fact cordially

acknowledged by those of his contemporaries who were
most capable of judging, and indeed a fact capable of direct

verification by any one who chooses to take the trouble of

reading him even in an imperfect translation. It was only
in the hands of those who served themselves heirs to

Gbngora’s style, without inheriting his genius, that “ cul-

tismo ” became really laughable ; but it is manifestly unjust

to charge the memory of the master with the follies of his

weaker disciples,

A series of Lecciones Solemnes, or expository lectures on tlie

fenw, Soledades, Fanegirico, and Firanno y Tishe was published by
Pellicer in 1630 ; an Ihcstracion y Defensa de la Fdhvda de Firamo

y Tiste, by Salazar Mardones, followed in 1636 ; there is alsb a

commentary on the entire works by Salcedo Coxonel (1636-48). A
good edition of the works of the ‘‘ Andalucian Pindar” (as Gongora
is designated by Pellicer) is that of Brussels (1659). The admirable
labours of Churton {Gongora, an Historical and Critical JSssay on
the Times of Philip HI. and IV. of Spain, with Translatio'tis, 1862)
have made this obscure author easily accessible to the English

reader.

GONIOMETER. Strictly speaking this name is appli-

cable to any instrument, such as a mural circle, a theodolite,

and so on, used for measuring an angle ; it is in reality,

however, applied exclusively to instruments used for measur-

ing the angles between the faces of crystals. The oldest

instrument of the kind was invented by Carangeot, and con-

sisted simply of a pair of rulers j ointed together and fitted

with a graduated circle for measuring the angle between

their edges. A carpenter uses a somewhat similar instru-

ment, not, it is true, for measuring, but for transferring

angles. The application of the principle of reflexion by
Wollaston in 1809 converted the goniometer into an instru-

ment of precision. His form, with a vertical divided circle,

is still much used. The principle of reflexion is briefly

this. The crystal is mounted so that it can be rotated

about an axis parallel to the edge in which its two faces

meet. It is first placed so that a ray of light coming in

some fixed direction (say, along the axis of a collimator),

when reflected from one face, passes in another fixed direc-

tion (say, along the axis of a telescope). The crystal is

then turned till the ray reflected from the other face passes
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in the same direction as before. The angle through which
the crystal has been turned is either 180*^ + 2A or 180° — 2A,

where A is the angle between the faces. The introduc-

tion of the fixed mirror by Degen and Lang, and of the

horizontal circle with collimators, brought the instrument

into its most modern form. Babinet, Malus, Mitscherlich,

Haidinger, Von Lang, and others have contributed towards

perfecting the instrument. Becently Professor W. H. MOler
{FhiL Mag.y 1876) has described a new form of gonio-

meter. In the paper quoted some useful details concern-

ing the use of the instrument will be found. For further

instructions how to use the goniometer the reader may refer

to PhiEips’s Mineralogy^ or G-roth’s Phydkalische Krystallo-

g^ajpJiiey Abth. iii. The modern goniometer has so much
in common with the spectrometer that it is unnecessary
to describe it in detail here. See SPECTaoscopjE.

GONSALVO. See Gonzalo.
GONZAGA, or Gonzugxte, an old princely family of

Italy, which traces its origin bo the emperor Lothair, but
first came into notice in the 11th century, after the over-

throw of the imperial power in Italy, where they for some
time disputed the sovereignty of Mantua with the Bonacosse.
The long dispute was ended by the murder of Passerine de
Bonacossiin 1328, after which the Gonzaga retained posses-

sion of Mantua for four centuries. Their claims were in
1354 confirmed to Ludovico I, (1267-1360) by Louis
the Bavarian, who nominated him imperial vicar, and
gave him also the sovereignty of Beggio and other towns.
Petrino, youngest son of Ludovico, founded the countship
of Novellara, which became extinct in 1728. The elder
branch of the family was continued by Guido and his
son Ludovico II,, who, on his death in 1382, was succeeded
by his brother Francesco. He was followed in 1407 by his
son Giovanni Francesco (1394-1444), on whom, for his
services in the Italian wars, the emperor Sigismund in 1433
bestowed the title of marquis. Ludovico III, (1414-1478),
son of the preceding, surnamed, for what reason is not quite
certain, the Turk, retained a body of troops which he granted
on hire to neighbouring princes. The younger sons of this
Ludovico, Giovanni Francesco and Budolpho, founded the
dukedoms of Gabioneta and Castiglione respectively, which
were confiscated in 1692. The elder branch of the family
was continued by Frederick I, (1439-1484), whose son,
Giovanni Francesco 11. (1466-1519), was in 14.94 appointed
to the supreme command of the united Italian army against
Charles VIII. of France, and on the 6th of July of the follow-
itig year gained the victory of Fornovo, and took prisoner the
bastard of Bourbon. His son, Frederick II. (1500—1540),
received in 1530 the title of duke from Charles V., and
in 1536 the principality of Montferrat. A younger son,
Ferdinand, was the founder of the Guastella branch of the
family, which became extinct in 1746. Of the succeeding
members of the elder branch, the only notable one was
Vincenzo 1. (1562-1612), to whom the Admirable Crichton
was tutor, and by whom he was murdered from jealousy in
1582. This branch became extinct in 1627 through the
death of Vincenzo 11. ,

sixth successor of Frederick 11. The
nearest heir was Carlo L, duke of Severs, who was recog-
nized by the Mantuans, but his claims were contested by
Ferdinand II. of Guastella, who had the support of the
emperor Ferdinand II. In the war which followed, the
duke of Nevers obtained the assistance of Louis XIII. of
France, but in 1630 Mantua was captured and pillaged by
the imperial troops, and the duke was forced to retire to the
States of the Church. In 1631 a treaty was, however, con-
cluded between France and the emperor, by which the duke,
on making submission, was reinvested with the duchies of
Mantua and Montferrat. Anna, a daughter of Carlo L,
became wHe of Edward, elector-palatine of the Rhine, and
after playing a distinguished part at the French court, died
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at Paris in 1684, leaving behind her a volume of interesting
Memoirs (London and Paris, 1686). Carlo died in 1639,
and was succeeded by his grandson Carlo III., who, on his
death in 1665, was succeeded by his son Carlo IV- This
duke married in 1670 Anna Isabella, eldest daughter of
Ferdinand duke of Guastella ; and on the death of Ferdi-
nand in 1679, he endeavoured to obtain possession of that
duchy, but was compelled to relinquish his claims to
Vincenzo, a cousin-german of the deceased duke. He took
part on the side of France in the Spanish succession war,
and received a French garrison into Mantua. After the
defeat of the French he was placed under the ban by the
emperor Joseph I., whereupon Victor Amadeus of Savoy
conquered Montferrat, and Austria, in agreement with
France whom Carlo had offended, took possession of

Mantua. On his death without issue in 1708, the dynasty
of the Gonzagas of Mantua became extinct.

GONZAGA, Thomaz Antonio (1744-1809), “the
Portuguese Petrarch,” perhaps better known as Dirceu, was
born at Oporto in 1744, and received his early education
there and at Bahia, where his father, after having held vari-

ous judicial appointments, became a member of the supreme
court in 1759. Having completed his law studies at the
university of Coimbra, which he attended from 1763 to

1768, Gonzaga in the latter year returned to Brazil, and after

having acted for some years as juiz de fora or local magis
trate at Beja and elsewhere he ultimately was appointed
a judge (ouvidor) at Villa-Rica in the province of Minas,
where he highly distinguished himself it is said both by his

administrative ability and by the many excellences of his
private character. He appears before this time to have
developed some talent for versification, and his literary

tastes soon brought him into intimate association with
Claudio Manoel, Alvarenga Peixoto, and other writers of
the so-called Minas school

; but the love which makes the
poet did not, in his own opinion at least, come upon
him until he had made the acquaintance (about 1788) of
D. Maria Joaquina Dorothea de Seixas, the “ Marilia de
Dirceu^' to whom all his extant poems relate. He had
just been nominated a member of the supreme court of

Bahia, and was on the eve of his marriage, when discovery
was made of the treasonable plot of Minas, and he was
arrested on suspicion of having been implicated in it. On
merely circumstantial evidence, and that of a very incon
elusive kind, he was condemned, 18th April 1792, to
banishment for life to Pedras de Angoche, a sentence which
was afterwards commuted to one of ten years^ exile at
Mozambique. Here he made some effort to practise as an
advocate, but he never recovered from the wearing-out de-
pression into which he had been thrown by his cruel lot

;

an attack of nervous fever undermined his health, and
after years of an ever-deepening melancholy, which occa-
sionally alternated with fits of acute mania, he died in
1809.
His collection of poems, entitled Marilia, de JUi/rceu, consists of

two parts. In the first of these, the charms of Marilia and his own
happiness in the love he bears to her are his endlessly varied theme.
The second, written during his imprisonment, is full of laments
over his terrible fate, protestations of his innocence, and many fine
expressions of the support and comfort he still finds in the remem-
brance of his love. Almost everywhere these *‘lyra&’* plainly enough
betray a conscious imitation of Petrarch or other models ; but they
also exhibit an imaginative charm, a naturalness and delicacy of
feehng, a harmoniousness of diction,and a gracefulness ofversification
which, in the unanimous opinion of competent critics, entitle them
to rank among the best love lyrics in the language. In Brazil their
popularity, perhaps aided by feelings of sympathy for their unfor-
tunate author, has from the first been very great. The editions are
very numerous, the best probably being that of J. M. P. da Sylva
which is accompanied with an historical and biographical introduc-
tion (1845). A critical notice, along with selections from the poems
of Gk)nzaga, will be found in Wolf’s Brisil lAttSraire (1863). They
have been translated into Prenoh by Monglave and Chalas (1825),
into Spanish by 'Vedia, and into Italian by Kuscalla.
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GONZALO DE BERCEO, mystic and didactic poet,

|

and one of the earliest names in Castilian literature, was
parish priest at Berceo, near San Domingo de la Calzada,

in the province of Burgos, and lived, it is believed, during

the first sixty years of the 13th century. His works, which
are reprinted in the Poesias Castellanas Anteriores al Siglo

XY, of Sanchez, amount to upwards of 13,000 lines of

verse, chiefly in rhymed quatrains. The subjects chosen

for treatment are the Lives of San Domingo de Silos, Santa
Oria, and San Millan ; the Sacrifice of the Mass ; the

Miracles, Glories, and Pains of the Blessed Yirgin; the

Signs of the Day of Judgment
;
and the Martyrdom of San

Lorenzo. Apart from the interest which attaches to them
in the eyes of the literary and ecclesiastical archaeologist,

they have little to attract the modern reader. The monotony
of their sermo pedestris ” is but seldom relieved by any
touches of poetical genius; in some places, however, as

Ticknor remarks, there is a simple-hearted piety that is

very attractive, and in others a power in story-telling

that is very striking. The poem on the Miracles of the

Virgin, which is the largest, is also the most curious
; but

that upon the Signs of the Last Day is often very solemn,

while the Mourning of Mary at the Cross breathes such a
childlike spirit of gentle, faithful, credulous devotion as

enables one to realize with some vividness many of the

best characteristics of the religious life of the time.

See Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature
;
and Caras, JDarsteU

lung der Spanischen Literalur (1846); also Dunham's History of
Spain and Portugal, voL iv. (1832).

GONZALO FERNANDEZ Y AGUILAR (1453-

1515), commonly known as Gonsalvo de Cordova, El Gran
Capitan (‘‘The Great Captain”), was born at Montilla

on the 16th of March 1453, and in his fifteenth year was
presented to Queen Isabella at Segovia, where his manly
beauty, his graceful manners, and his soldierly accomplish-

ments speedily made him conspicuous in the court. He
first saw active military service in Portugal under Alonzo

de Cardenas, and gained special praise for his conduct on
the battlefield of Albuera in 1479. In the protracted

Moorish war begun in 1481, he served with distinction in

various capacities, and was finally employed to conduct the

peace negotiations with Abdallah. For his efficient services

in this business he was rewarded with a pension and a grant

out of the conquered territory (1492). When, in con-

sequence of the advance of Charles VIII. into Italy, a

Spanish expedition was decided upon in 1495, Gonzalo was
selected for the chief command ;

and although at Seminara
near Reggio, through the interference of the friendly Ferdi-

nand of Naples, he lost the battle (it was the only occasion on
which he ever was defeated), he gained in reputation both for

prudence and for bravery. In spite of his subsequent suc-

cesses in Lower Calabria, the campaign of this year closed

with indecisive results ; but in the opening of the following

season, he still further increased his fame by his brilliant

surprise and capture of Laino, and by his junction with the

Neapolitan forces before Atella, after an arduous march
through hostile territory. It is most commonly, and with

most probability, said to have been on this occasion that he
received the honourable title of El Gran Capitan, by which
the Spaniards still delight to designatehim. The conquest of

Calabria having been thus rapidly achieved, he, at the pope’s

invitation, proceeded to clear Ostia of the French garrison

by which it had been held, and shortly afterwards entered

Rome itself, where he was greeted by the populace as

“deliverer of the city.” The object of his expedition, the

total expulsion of the French from Neapolitan territory,

having been fully attained, he, in August 1498, returned

to Spain, where he was received with the utmost enthusiasm

by all classes, the king publicly declaring that the reduction

of Naples, and the humiliation inflicted on the French,
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reflected more lustre on his crown than the conquest
of Granada. After having, early in 1500, efficiently co-
operated with Tendilla in putting down the Moorish insur-
rection in the Alpujarras, Gonzalo, in May of the same year,
took command of an armada designed to operate on the
coast of Sicily and in the Levant, and generally to uphold
the influence of Spain. In conjunction with the Venetian
admiral he stormed St George in Cephalonia, in January
1501 ; and soon afterwards returning to Sicily, commenced
operations against Frederick in accordance with the treaty
concluded between France and Spain for the partition of
Naples. The whole of Calabria was occupied in less than
a month, with the exception of Tarento, which did not sur-
render until March 1502. On the outbreak of hostilities

between France and Spain in July of the same year, Gon-
zalo was compelled to fall back upon Barletta, whence, after
having sustained a memorable siege of nearly ten months,
he sallied in April 1503, and coming upon the French troops
at Cerignola, inflicted on them a disastrous defeat, which at
once made him master of the city of Naples and of the
greater part of the kingdom. A subsequent victory at the
bridge of Garigliano (29th December 1503) gave him Gaeta,
and terminated the war. For more than three years he
continued to act with popularity and efficiency at Naples
as Ferdinand’s viceroy

; but the jealousy and distrust of

that somewhat narrow-minded monarch led to his recall in

1507, and to his subsequent retirement from court shortly
afterwards. The remainder of his days were passed on his

estate at Loja, where, in the midst of preparations for a
voyage to Flanders, he was seized with a fever, of which he
died, 2d December 1515.
The life of ‘‘the great captain” has been rather a favourite sub-

ject with literary men, having been treated by Giovio in his Vitce
Hlustrivm Virorum, and by Quintana in his JSspanoles C6lebres, as
well as by Florian (Gonsalm d& Cordou>e, ou Grenade Reco^nq^dse,

1791), Duponcet {Histoire de Gonsalve de Oordoue, 1714), and an
anonymous author, sometimes supposed to be Pulgar {Cr6nica del
Oran Capitan, 1684). A skilful and judicious use of all these
sources has been made by Prescott in his History of the Reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella, where the purity, generosity, and loyalty
of the private character of Gonzalo, as well as the coolness, sobriety,

and energy of his military genius, are very fully and vividly illus-

trated.

GOOD, John Mason (1764-1827), a writer on medical,

religious, and classical subjects, was born May 25, 1764, at

Epping, Essex, where his father, the Rev. Peter Good, was
Independent minister. After receiving his education in the

seminary conducted by his father, he was, at about the age

of fifteen, apprenticed to a surgeon-apothecary at Gosport.

In 1783 he went to London to prosecute his medical studies,

and in the autumn of 1784 he commenced practice as a

surgeon at Sudbury in Suffolk. Through an obligation

rendered to a friend he, in 1792, got into pecuniary embar-

rassment, and, with a view to surmount his difficulties, he
removed in 1793 to London, where he entered into part-

nership with a surgeon and apothecary who enjoyed an
extensive practice. In November of the same year he was
admitted a member of the college of surgeons. On account

of disagreements with his colleague, the partnership was
soon afterwards dissolved, and to increase his income he

now devoted more of his attention to literary pursuits.

Besides contributing both in prose and poetry to the Ana-
lytical and Critical Reviews, and the British and Monthly

Magazines^ and other periodicals, he is the author of a large

number of works relating chiefly to medical and religious

subjects. In 1794 he became a member of the British

Pharmaceutical Society, and in that connexion, and especi-

ally by the publication of his work, A History of Medicine^

he did much to effect a greatly needed reform in the

profession of the apothecary. In 1820 he took the diploma

of M.D. at Marischal College, Aberdeen. He died, January

2, 1 827. Dr Good was not only well versed in classical
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literature, but was acquainted with the principal European

languages, and also with Persian, Arabic, and Hebrew.
^

His

prose works display wide erudition and considerable intel-

lectual vigour, and contain much interesting and curious

information ;
but their style is dull and tedious, and they

are now very generally forgotten. His poetry never rises

above pleasant and weU-versified commonplace.
The follomiig are his principal writings :

—

Maria, an elegiac ode,

1786; Diseases of Prisons and Poorlwuses, 1795; History of Medi-

cine, 1795; Parish Worlchonses, 1798; Song of Sooigs, tranMated

from the Hebrew, with notes critical and eayplanatory ,
ISOZ', TH-

imjph of Britain, an Ode, 1803 ; Memoirs of the lAfe and, Writings

of Alex, Geddes, LL.D., 1803; The Nature of Things: a Didactic

Poem, translatedfrom the Latin of TiUis Lucretivs Qarus, with the

original text and notes philological and explana^tory, 1805-7, 2 vols.

4to, which is still of considerable value for its parallel passages and
quotations both from European and Asiatic languages ;

Oration^ on

the Structure and Physiology of Pla'tUs, 1808 ;
Essay on Medical

Technology, 1810 ; The Book of Job literally translated, &c., 1812

;

The Study of Medicine, 1822, 4 vols. 8vo, 3d ed. in 1832, edited by
Dr Samuel Cooper; and The Booh of Nature, 1826, 3 vols. See

Memoirs by Olinthus Gregory, LL.D., 1828, and a biographical

sketch in the Gentleman’s Magazine for March 1827. His Thoughts

for all Seojsons, in Prose and Verse, was published, with a short

hiographical sketch, in 1860.

GOOD PJEIIDAY, the usual English name for the day
observed throughout a great part of Christendom as the

anniversary of the passion and death of Christ. In the

Greek Church it has been or is known as 7rao*;(a [o-rau-

p(icrtfjLov\, 7rapa(TK€VYi, rrcLpacTKevg fieyaXig Or ayCa, croiTrjpLa Or

ra crcoTiJpta, '^/aipa rov erravpov, while among the Latins the

names of most frequent occurrence are Pascha Crucis, Dies
Dominicae Passionis, Parasceve, Eeria Sexta Paschse, Feria

Sexta Major in Hierusalem, Dies Absolutionis. It was
called Long Friday by the Anglo-Saxons^ and Danes

;
in

i

Germany it is sometimes designated Stiller Freitag (com-
pare Greek, l/38oju.as aTTpa/cro? ; Latin, hebdomas inofficiosa,

non laboriosa), but more commonly Charfreitag. The
etymology of this last name has been much disputed, but
there seems now to he little doubt that it is derived from the
Old High German chara, meaning suffering or mourning.
The origin of the custom of a yearly commemoration of

the crucifixion is involved in some obscurity. It may be
regarded as certain, indeed, that among Jewish Christians
it almost imperceptibly grew out of the old habit of annu-
ally celebrating the Passover on the 14th of Nisan, and of
observing the ‘‘days of unleavened bread,” from the 15th
to the 21st of that month. In the Gentile churches, on the
other hand,^ it seems to be well established that originally
no yearly cycle of festivals was known at all. The weekly
observance of the dies dominica, however, became universal
at a very early date

; and the practice of giving special
prominence to Easter Sunday (the first Sunday after the
14th of Nisan), as well as that of keeping a previous fast
of considerable rigour, though of indeterminate duration,
had established itself in Egypt and in the Western churches
at least by the middle of the 2d century. The accounts
which have been transmitted by Eusebius, Socrates, and
E^iphanius of the paschal controversies, which began to be
agitated about 160 a.d., are obscure on many points—so ob-
scure, indeed, as to suggest doubts whether these historians
had altogether comprehended the questions under dis-
cussion. So much, however, is clear, that Occidental feeling
had even then begun to take great offence at the prevailing
Eastern practice. In Asia Minor, Syria, and Mesopotamia,
the 14th and 16th of Nisan were specially observed, alto-
gether irrespective of the day of the week, and for this
apostolic sanction was urged by Polycarp; but Anicetus of
Rome, with great earnestness, though still with deference,
pleaded immemorial usage for the custom of observing a

^ See Jolmson’s Collection of Ecclesicbstical Laws (vol. i., anno 957) :

Housel oiiglit not to be hallowed on Long Friday, because Christ
sujffered for us on that day."’

Friday and Saturday fast followed by an Easter Sunday
feast. As the Western churches gained in influence, the

practice of tolerance became increasingly difficult
; already

in 190 A.D. we find Victor of Rome insisting on the con-

formity of Polycrates of Ephesus, and proclaiming the con-

tumacious Asiatics to be out of communion (aKOLvwvT^rovs:),

To secure uniformity in this matter was one of the objects

for which the council of Nice was convened in 325; no
canon, however, was framed by the fathers there assembled,

but it was recommended in a circular letter that Easter

(TTao-xa) should invariably be observed on a Sunday, and
that the passion should, with equal regularity, be com-
memorated on Friday. Considerable progress towards the

compulsory establishment of a uniform paschal usage was
made in the years immediately following; thus, by a canon
of the council of Antioch (341), the followers of the Oriental

use were laid under severe ecclesiastical censures
; in the

decrees of that of Laodicea (361) the ominous word atpeo-ts

is heard (atpeerts tIov Tcorcrapcs/caeScKaTtroiv) ; while in the

Theodosian Code (xvi. 5, 9 ; 6, 6 ; 10, 24), the Quartodeci-

mans are formally ranked among the other heretics whose
error is to be visited with civil pains and i^enalties.

From the earliest period of its observance, the day was
marked by a specially rigorous fast, and also, on the whole,

by a tendency to greater simplicity in the public services of

the church. Prior to the 4th century there is no evidence

of non-celebration of the eucharist on Good Friday
; but

after that date the prohibition of communion became com-

mon. In Spain, indeed, it became customary to close the

churches altogether as a sign of mourning ;
but this practice

was condemned by the council of Toledo (633). In the

Romish Church the Good Friday ritual at present observed

is marked by many special features, most of which can be

traced back to a date at least prior to the close of the 8th
century (see the Ordo Romanus in MuratorPs Liturg, Bom,
Vet,). The altar and officiating clergy are draped in black,

this being the only day on which that colour is permitted.

Instead of the epistle, sundry passages from Hosea, Habak-
kuk. Exodus, and the Psalms are read. The gospel for the

day consists of the history of the passion as recorded by St

John. The reading of this is followed by bidding prayers

for the peace and unity of the church, for the pope, the

clergy, all ranks and conditions of men, the sovereign, for

catechumens, the sick and afflicted, heretics and schismatics,

Jews and heathen. Then follows the “adoration of the

cross ” (a ceremony said to date back to near the time of

Helena^s “ invention of the cross ”) ; the hymns Fange
Lingua and Vexilla Begis are sung, and the reserved host

brought out and partaken of by the priest. In many Roman
Catholic countries, as, for example, in Spain, it is usual with
the faithful to spend much time in the churches in medita-
tion on the “seven last words” of the Saviour; no carriages

are driven through the streets ; the bells and organs are

silent ; and in every possible way it is sought to deepen the
impression of a profound and universal grief. In the Greek
Church also the Good Friday fast is excessively strict ; as

in the Roman Church, the passion history is read and the
cross adored ; towards evening a dramatic representation of

the entombment takes place, amid open demonstrations of

contempt for Judas and the Jews. In Lutheran churches
the organ is silent on this day ; and altar, font, and pulpit

are draped in black, as indeed throughout Holy Week. In
the Church of England the history of the passion from the
gospel according to John is also read

; the collects for the
day are based upon the bidding prayers which are found in

the Ordo Romanus.
GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold (1793-1860), an

American author better known under the pseudonym of

Peter Parley, was the son of a Congregational minister, and
was born at Ridgefield, Connecticut, August 19, 1793. In
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1814 he commenced business as a publisher in Hartford.

He visited Europe in 1823-4, and on his return to America
removed to Boston, where from 1828 to 1842 he published

an illustrated journal, the Tolcen^ to which he was a frequent
contributor both in prose and verse. A selection from these

contributions was published in 1841 under the SJcetches

from a Student^ Wmdoio. In the same year he established

Merrifs Museum^ which he continued to edit till 1854. In
1827 he commenced, under the name of “ Peter Parley,” his

series of books for the young, which, embracing geography,
biography, history, science, and miscellaneous tales, num-
bered in 1857 as many as 170 volumes, of which about
7,000,000 had been sold, and 300,000 were being sold

annually. In 1858 he published Recollections ofa Lifetime^

which contains a list both of the works of which he was the
author and of the spurious works published under his name.
By his writings and publications he amassed a large fortune.

In 1838 he was chosen a member of the senate of Massa-
chusetts, and ill 1851 he was appointed consul to Paris,

where he remained till 1855, taking advantage of his stay

to have several of his works translated into French. After
his return to America he published, in 1859, History of the

Animal Kingdom. He died at New York, May 9, 1860.
GOODSIB, John (1814-1867), anatomist, born at

Anstruther, Fife, March 20, 1814, was the son of Dr John
Goodsir, and grandson of Dr John Goodsir of Largo. He
was educated at the burgh and grammar schools of his

native place, and at the university of St Andrews. He
served au apprenticeship for a short time to Mr Nasmyth,
the eminent dentist, but the higher studies of medicine and
surgery were more to his liking, and, under the fascinating

impulsion of the lectures of Dr Knox, anatomy, descriptive,

surgical, and pathological, became his hobby,—the work of

Cams giving the first imiietus to his investigations in
developmental anatomy. From his mother he had imbibed
a love of art, and his sketches and casts and methodical
demonstrations were the admiration of his fellow students.

In Dr Knox’s rooms he made the acquaintance of Edward
Forbes, the naturalist. Goodsir also worked under Mr Syme,
Professor Christison, Dr John Macintosh, Professor Bobert
Jameson, Dr Thomas Hope, and Dr Graham. His earliest

scientific paper was on the snail,—a novel, elaborate, and
highly illustrated treatise. In 1835 he became a licentiate

of the Boyal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh. After aiding
Mr Nasmyth, hejoined his father in practice at Anstruther.
Three years later he communicated to the British Associa-
tion a paper on the i)ulps and sacs of the human teeth, his

researches on the whole process of dentition being at this

time distinguished by their completeness. He had already
commenced the formation of a natural history museum,
which attracted many visitors,—the habits of animals, from
the polype to the ape, possessing an irresistible charm for

him. The results of his studies in natural history were
laid before the Society of St Andrews, at the request of

whose president, Sir D. Brewster, he furnished an account
of cilia^ reading to the society in 1840 his views on the
cephalic termination of the. sympathetic nerve. The ich*

thyolites of the Concerres quarry had not escaped him; and
we find him now foreshowing his diversified knowledge in
essays on the eye of the cephalopodous mollusks, in descrip-

tions of his dredging expeditions with Edward Forbes, and
in his lectures at Cupar on the conditions of health. On
the nomination of Forbes, he was in 1838 elected to the
famous coterie called the “ Universal Brotherhood of the
Friends of Truth,” which comprised artists, scholars,

naturalists, and others whose relationship became a potent
influence in science. Goodsir was a noble example of the
brotherhood, which sought to bind man to man in ties of

home and friendship, love and good wiU, Goodsir and
Forbes worked together at marine zoology, but human

anatomy, pathology, and morphology formed Goodsir’s chief
study. The connexion of these two men was illustrated in
a paper read at the British Association in 1840 on Felonaia^
and further researches on the British Ciliograda, In that
year Goodsir became a member of the Wernerian Society,
contributing several papers, some jointly with Forbes.
Professor Jameson was the president, which may account
for the greater part of Goodsir’s studies in comparative
anatomy from 1840 to 1847 being Imparted to its members.
In 1841 he joined the Edinburgh Botanical Society, holding
the office of secretary from 1842—48, when he was chosen
vice-president. In 1840—42 ulcers and abscesses and
continued fever, in cases of which he advocated the deple-
tive system, occupied his attention. He had associated
himself with the Boyal Medical Society in 1833, and was
in 1841—42 elected the senior president, at the same time
becoming president of the Anatomical and Physiological
Societies, to which he submitted his studies on the struc-

ture of the liver and kidneys. A miember of the Boyal
Physical Society in 1841, he read his papers on the develop-
ment of the skeleton in the series of invertebrate animals

;

in 1849 he was elected president, remaining in office

till 1852. His own estimate of his work at this period was
represented to the Boyal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
on his candidature for the post of conservator of the
museum. He stated that he had practised every de-
partment of preparation and conservation, that he had con-
siderable experience in modelling in clay, plaster, and wax^^

' and in the use of microscope and pencil, and that his own
collection of preparations in human, comparative, and
morbid anatomy exceeded 400 examples. He succeeded
MacgiUivray in April 1841, giving lectures on the subjects
illustrated by the museum. Goodsir rested no small part
of his reputation on his knowledge of the anatomy of
tissues. In his lectures in the theatre of the college in
1842-43 he evidenced the largeness of his observation of
cell-life, both physiologically and pathologically, advocating
the importance of the cell as a centre of nutrition, and
pointing out that the organism is subdivided into a number
of departments. Yirchow recognized his indebtedness to
these discoveries by dedicating his Cellular Rathologie to

Goodsir, as ‘‘ one of the earliest and most acute observers
of cell-life.” In 1843 Goodsir obtained the post of curator
in the university of Edinburgh ; the following year he was
appointed demonstrator of anatomy to Professor Monro,
and in 1845 curator of the entire museum. He elucidated
about this time much that had been obscure in digestion,

in parasitic formation and in the secreting structures. He
fully confirmed the supposition that cells are the structures

wffiich perform the process of secretion, and that the func-

tions of nutrition and secretion are essentially alike in their

nature. His views on the nucleated cell as the great agent

in absorption, nutrition, and secretion are established data

in the science of physiology. In 1846 Goodsir was elected

to the anatomical chair in the university of Edinburgh, his

highest ambition being ‘thus satisfied. The same year the

Boyal Society of London enrolled him as a fellovr. All

his energies were now devoted to the perfection of the

science of anatomy; and his system of teaching was regarded

as the best that ever regulated the anatomical department

of any British university or medical school

Human myology was his strong point; no one had
laboured harder at the dissecting-table ;

and he strongly

emphasized the necessity of practice as a means of research.

He believed that anatomy, physiology, and pathology could

never be properly advanced without daily consideration and
treatment of disease. In 1848 he became a fellow of the

Boyal College of Surgeons, and in the same year he

joined the Highland and Agricultural Society, acting as

chairman of the veterinary department, and advising on
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Strictly agricultural matters. In 1847 he delivered a series

of systematic lectures on the comparative anatomy of the

invertebrata ;
and, about this period, as member of an

aesthetic club, he wrote papers on the natural principles

of beauty, the aesthetics of the ugly, of smell, the approba-

tion or disapprobation of sounds, and other refinements.

Owing to the failing health of Professor Jameson, Goodsir

was induced, to deliver the course of lectures on natural his-

tory during the summer of 1853. It was mainly zoological,

and included the psychological conditions of man as com-

pared with the brute, and the highest exercise of the human
faculties—perception, logic, and science. These lectures

are among the memorahilia of the university j
but the in-

finite amount of thought and exertion which they cost

broke the health of the lecturer. Goodsir, nevertheless,

persisted in work till 1853, when the necessity for rest

urged itself with painful force. A sojourn on the Continent,

though it refreshed, could not rid him of incipient paralysis,

the common penalty for overtaxing powers. The death of

Forbes in 1854 was a sore trial to Goodsir, and though

other friends were numerous, the firm attachment of this

man could not be replaced. Goodsir persevered in his

labours, writing in 1855 on organic electricity, in 1856
on morphological subjects, and afterwards on the structure

of organized forms,—his speculations in the latter domain
giving birth to his theory of a triangle as the mathematical

figure upon which nature had built up both the organic and
inorganic worlds. The fundamental principle of form he
conceived to exist within the province of crystallography,

and to be discernible by a close study of the laws of that

science. As he believed that every cell had a parent cell,

or “ a mother,” so he argued there was an umbilicus or

centre in everything. He regarded man as simply a con-

glomerate of cells, rising up, maturing, and decaying. He
saw in the growth and form and finished structure of man
a tetrahedron,—man, a physical being and a form divine,

but a crystal in his structural entity and arrangement.
Goodsir hoped to complete the triangle theory of formation
and law as the greatest of his works. In his lectures on
the skull and brain he held the doctrine that symmetry of
brain had more to do with the higher faculties than bulk
or form. Goodsir was still workiug out these higher
studies when death ended his labours. He expired at
Wardie, near Edinburgh, on the 6th of March 1867, in the
same cottage in which his friend Edward Forbes died.

Goodsir’s anatomical lectures are remarkable for their solid
basis of fact ; and no one in Britain took so wide a field

for survey, or marshalled so many facts for anatomical
tabulation and synthesis.

See A7ia;tomieal Memoirs of John Goodsir, F. R,S. , edited hy VF.
Tiirner^ M.B., with Memoir hy H. Lonsdale^ M,D,^ Edinh 1868,
2 vols., in which Goodsir’s lectures, addresses, and writings are
epitomized; Froceedings of the Roy. Soc» of Lond., vol. iv., 1868;
Transactions of the Botanical Soe, Edin.^ 1868, vol. ix. (T. TST.)

GOODWIN, Thomas (1600-1679), a prominent English
divine of the later Puritan period, was born at Hollesby,
Norfolk, on the 5th of October 1600, and a little before
the completion of his thirteenth year was enrolled a student
of Christ’s College, Cambridge, where in 1616 he pro-
ceeded to the degree of B.A. In 1619 he removed to St
Catherine’s Hall, and there in 1620 he was chosen fellow.
In 1625 he was licensed a preacher of the university; and
three years afterwards he became lecturer of Trinity Church,
to the vicarage of which he was presented by the king in
1632. Harassed by the interferences of his bishop, who
was a zealous adherent of Laud, he resigned all his prefer-
ments and left the university in 1634. He then seems to
have lived for some time in London, where in 1638 he
married the daughter of an alderman; but, in the follow-
ing year, he found it expedient to withdraw to Holland,
and for some time was pastor of a small congregation of
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English merchants and refugees at Arnheim. lleturning
to London soon after Laud’s impeachment by the Long
Parliament, he ministered for some years to an Independent
congregation in the parish of St Dunstan’s-in-the-East, and
rapidly rose to considerable eminence as a preacher; in
1643 he was chosen a member of the Westminister
Assembly, and at once identified himself with the Con-
gregational party, generally referred to in contemporary
documents as the dissenting brethren.” He frequently

preached by appointment before the Commons, and in

January 1650 his talents and learning were rewarded by
the House with the presidentship of Magdalen College,

Oxford, a post which he held until the period of the
Eestoration. He rose into high favour with the Protector,

and ultimately became somewhat prominent among his

more intimate advisers. From 1660 until his death, which
occurred on the 23d of February 1679, he lived in London,
and devoted himself exclusively to theological study and to

the pastoral charge of a small congregation which his piety

and intellectual abilities had attached to him.
The works published by Goodwin during his lifetime consist

chiefly of sermons printed by order of the House of Commons
; but

he was also associated with Nye and others in the preparation of
the Apologeticall Narration (1643). His collected waitings, which
include expositions of considerable portions of the Epistle to the
Ephesians and of the Apocalypse, were published in five folio
volumes between 1681 and 1704, and have recently been reprinted
in twelve 8vo volumes (Edin. 1861-66). Characteiized by great
yet one-sided reading, remarkable at once for the depth and for the
narrowness of their observation and spiritual experience, often
admirably thorough in their workmanship, yet in style prolix to a
degree that, by modern readers at least, is sometimes found to be
almost intolerable,—^they fairly exemplify both the merits and
the defects of the special school of religious thought to which they
belong. Calamy’s estimate of Goodwin’s qualities may be quoted as
both friendly and just. “He was a considerable scholar and an
eminent divine, and had a very happy faculty in descanting upon
Scripture so as to bring forth surprising remarks, which yet gene-
rally tended to illustration.” A memoir, derived from his own
papers, by his son is prefixed to the fifth volume of his collected
works; as a “patriarch and Atlas of Independency” he is also

noticed by Wood in the Athenae Oxonienses, A somewhat amusing
sketch, from Addison’s point of view, of the Puritan x^resident of

Magdalen’s is to be met with in No. 494 of the Spectator.

GOOJERAT. See Gujauat.
GOOLE, a market town and river-port of England, West

Biding of Yorkshire, is situated on the right bank of the

Ouse, 25 miles W. of Hull, on the Hull and Doncaster
Bailway, and at the eastern terminus of the Wakefield,
Pontefract, and Goole branch of the Lancashire and York-
shire Bailway. About a mile north of Goole the Ouse is

crossed by a railway swing bridge, worked by hydraulic
power. Until it was made a bonding port in 1829, Goole
was an obscure hamlet; but since the erection shortly

afterwards of commodious docks, it has steadily advanced
in prosperity- The harbour, 250 feet long and 200 wide,
communicates by gates with the wet docks, which consist

of the ship dock 700 feet by 200, with a depth of 18 feet,

the railway dock 600 feet by 200, and the steamship dock
900 feet by 150, The town is well built, and possesses a
fine modern parish church in the Perpendicular style, a
Boman Catholic chapel in the Early English style, a neat
custom-house, a market hall, a handsome courthouse, a
union poorhouse, public, free, and national schools, and
extensive warehouses for grain and other goods. The
number of British ships that entered the port in 1877 was
1686, with a tonnage of 298,150; of foreign ships 62,
with a tonnage of 16,399. The number of British ships
that cleared was 2642, with a tonnage of 342,727 ;

of

foreign ships 64, with a tonnage of 17,038. There is

r^ular steam communication with London and the prin-
cipal Continental ports. The chief exports are coal,

woollen goods, and machinery; and the chief imports,
butter, fruit, indigo, logwood, timber, and wool. Thd
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industries include the manufacture of alum, sugar, ropes, and
agricultural instruments, and iron-founding. Shipbuilding

is also carried on, and there is a large dry dock, and a

patent slip for repairing vessels. The population in 1871
was 7680.
GOOSANDER. See Mebgansek.
GOOSE (Anglo-Saxon, G6s), the general English name

for a considerable number of birds, belonging to the Family
Anatidce of modern ornithologists, which are mostly larger

than Ducks and less than Swans. Technically the word
Goose is reserved for the female, the male being called

Gander (Anglo-Saxon, Gandra).

The most important species of Goose, and the type of the

genus Anser^ is undoubtedly that which is the origin of our
well-known domestic race, the Anser ferns or A. cinereus of

most naturalists, commonly called in English the Grey or

Grey Lag^ Goose, a bird of exceedingly wide range in the

Old World, apparently breeding where suitable localities are

to be found in most European countries from Lapland to

Spain and Bulgaria. Eastwards it extends to China, but

does not seem to be known in Japan. It is the only species

indigenous to the British Islands, and in former days bred
abundantly in the English Een-country, where the young
were caught in large numbers and kept in a more or less

reclaimed condition with the vast flocks of tame-bred Geese
that at one time formed so valuable a property to the
dwellers in and around the Fens. It is impossible to deter-

mine when the wild Grey Lag Goose ceased from breeding
in England, but it certainly did so towards the end of the

last century, for Daniell mentions {Rural Sports^ iii. p. 242)
his having obtained two broods in one season. In Scotland
this Goose continues to breed sparingly in several parts of

the Highlands and in certain of the Hebrides, the nests

being generally placed in long heather, and the eggs seldom
exceeding five or six in number. It is most likely the birds

reared here that are from time to time obtained in England,
for at the present day the Grey Lag Goose, though once
so numerous, is, and for many years has been, the rarest

species of those that habitually resort to the British Islands.

The domestication of this species, as Mr Darwin remarks
{Animals and Plants under Domestication^ i. p, 287), is

doubtless of very ancient date, and yet scarcely any other

animal that has been tamed for so long a period, and bred
so largely in captivity, has varied so little. It has increased

greatly in size and fecundity, but almost the only change
in plumage is that tame Geese lose the browner and darker
tints of the wild bird, and are invariably more or less

marked with white—being often indeed wholly of that

colour.2 The most generally recognized breeds of domestic
Geese are those to which the distinctive names of Emden
and Toulouse are applied

;
but a singular breed, said to

have come from Sebastopol, was introduced into Western
Europe about the year 1856. In this the scapulars are

elongated, curled, and spirally twisted, having their shaft

^ The meaning and derivation of this word Lag had long heen a
puzzle until Prof. Skeat suggested (Ibis, 1870, p. 301) that it signified

late, last, or slow, as in laggard,^ a loitei-er, lagman, the last man,
lagteeth^ the posterior molar or “ wisdom ’’ teeth (as the last to
appear), and lagcloch^ a clock that is behind time. Thus the Grey
Lag Goose is the Grey Goose which in England when the name was
given was not migratory hut lagged behind the other wild species at
the season when they hetook themselves to their northern breeding-
quarters. In connexion with this word, however, must be noticed the
curious fact mentioned by the late Mr Bowley {Om, Miscell,, iii. p.

213), that to this day the flocks of tame Geese in Lincolnshire are
urged on by their drivers with the cry of “ Lag’em, Lag’em.”

From the times of the Komans white Geese have been held in
great estimation, and hence, doubtless, they have heen preferred as
breeding stock, but the practice of plucking Geese alive, continued for
so many centuries, has not improbably also helped to perpetuate this
variation, for it is well known to many bird-keepers that a white
feather is often produced in place of one of the natural colour that has
been pulled out
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transparent, and so thin that it often splits into fine fila*

ments, which, remaining free for an inch or more, often
coalesce again.®

The other British species of typical Geese are the Bean-
Goose {A^segetum\thePvokrfoot^{A.hrachyrJiynchus), and
the White-fronted (A. albifrons). On the continent of
Europe, but not yet recognized as occurring in Britain, is

a small form of the last (A. eryikropui) which is known to

breed in Lapland. All these, for the sake of discrimination,
may be divided into two groups—(1) those having the
*‘nail” at the tip of the bill white, or of a very pale flesh
colour, and (2) those in which this “nail” is black. To
the former belong the Grey Lag Goose, as well as A. alhi-

frons and A. erythropus^ and to the latter the other two.
A. albifrons and A. erythropus^ which hardly differ but in
size,—the last being not much bigger than a Mallard (Anas
hoschas)^—may be readily distinguished from the Grey Lag
Goose by their bright orange bill and legs, and their mouse-
coloured upper wing-coverts, to say nothing of their very
conspicuous white face and the broad black bars wbich
cross the belly, though the two last characters are occasion-

ally observable to some extent in the Grey Lag Goose,

which has the hill and legs flesh-coloured, and the upper
wing-coverts of a bluish-grey. Of the second group, with
the black “ nail,” A. segetum has the bill long, black at the

base and orange in the middle; the feet are also orange, and
the upper wing-coverts mouse-coloured, as in A. albifrons

and A. erythropus^ while A. hrachyrJiynchus has the bill

short, bright pink in the middle, and the feet also pink, the

upper wing-coverts being nearly of the same bluish-grey as

in the Grey Lag Goose. Eastern Asia possesses in A.
grandis a third species of this group, which chiefly differs

from A. segetum in its larger size. In North America there

is only one species of typical Goose, and that belongs to the

white-“ nailed” group. It very nearly resembles A. alhi--

frons, but is larger, and has been described as distinct under
the name of A. gamheli. Central Asia and India possess

in the Bar-headed Goose (A. indimi) a bird easily distin-

guished from any of the foregoing by the character implied

by its English name ;
but it is certainly somewhat abnormal,

and, indeed, under the name of Eulabia, has been separated

from the genus Anser

^

which has no other member indigen-

ous to the Indian Region, nor any at all to the Ethiopian,

Australian, or Neotropical Regions.

But the New World possesses by far the greatest wealth

of Anserine forms. Beside others, presently to be men-
tioned, its northern portions are the home of all the species

of Snow-Geese belonging to the genus Chen, It is true

that two of these are reported as having appeared, and that

not unfrequently, in Europe and Asia; but they possibly

have been but stragglers from America. The first of these

is O, hyperhoreus, the Snow-Goose proper, a bird of large

size, and when adult of a pure white, except the primaries,

which are black. This has long been deemed a visitor to

the Old World, and sometimes in considerable numbers, but

the later discovery of a smaller form, G, cdhatus^ scarcely

^ Want of space forbids our entering on the breeding of tame Ge^e,

which was formerly so largely practised in some English counties,

especially Norfolk and Lincoln. It was no uncommon thing for a

man to keep a stock of a thousand, each of which might be reckoned

to rear on an average seven Goslings. The flocks were regularly taken

to pasture and water, just as sheep are, and the man who tended them

was called the Gk)oseherd, corrupted into Gozzerd. The birds were

plucked five times in the year, and in autumn the flocks were driven

to London or other large markets. They travelled at the rate of about

a mile an hour, and would get over nearly ten miles in the day.

further particulars the reader may be referred to Pennant’s British

Zoology \
Montagu’s Ornithological Dictionary

-j
Latham’s Oeneral

Sistory of Birds; and Rowley’s Ornithological Miscellany (iii. pp.

206-215), where some account also may be found of the Goose-fatting

at Strasburg, which, since the reconquest of Alsace, has been trans-

ferred to the south of France.
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differing except in size, tlirows some doubt on tlie older

records, especially since examples wMch have recently been

obtained in the British Islands undoubtedly belong to this

lesser bird, and it would be satisfactory to have the occur-

rence in the Old World of the true G, hyperhoreus

on a surer footing. So nearly allied to the species last

named as to have been often confounded with it, is the

Blue-winged Goose, C. caerideBcenSy which is said never to

attain a snowy plumage. Then we have a very small

species, long ago described as distinct by Hearne, the Arctic

traveller, but until 1861 discredited by ornithologists.

Its distinctness has now been fully recognized, and it has

received, somewhat unjustly, the name of G, rossi. Its

face is adorned with numerous papillse, whence it has been

removed by Mr Elliot to a separate genus, Exanthemops^

and for the same reason it has, for more than a cen-

tury, been known to the European residents in the fur

countries as the Horned Wavey —the last word being a

rendering of a native name, Waxoa, which signifies Goose.

Einally, there appears to belong to this section, though it

has been frec[uently referred to another {Gliloephagci), and
has also been made the type of a distinct genus {Philacte)^

the beautiful Painted Goose, (7. canagica, which is almost

peculiar to the Aleutian Islands, though straying to the con-

tinent in winter, and may be recognized by the white edg-

ing of its remiges.

The southern portions of the New World are inhabited

by about half a dozen species of Geese, akin to the foregoing,

but separated as the genus Ghloeplmga, The most notice-

able of them are the Rock or Kelp Goose, C. antarctica^ and
the Upland Goose, G. 7ifhagella%ica. In both of these the

sexes are totally unlike in colour, the male being nearly

white, while the female is of a mottled brown, but in others

a greater similarity obtains.^ Very nearly allied to the

birds of this group, if indeed that can be justifiably separ-

ated, comes one which belongs to the northern hemisphere,
and is common to the Old World as well as the New. It

contains the Geese which have received the common names
of Bernacles or Brents,^ and the scientific appellations of

Bernicla and Branta—for the use of either of which much
may be said by nomenclaturists. All the species of this sec-

tion are distinguished by their general dark sooty colour,

relieved in someby white of greater or less purity, and by way
of distinction from the members of the genus Anser^ which
are known as Grey Geese, are frequently called by fowlers
Black Geese. Of these, the best known both in Europe and

]

North America is the Brent-Goose—^the Anas hei*nicla of

Linnseus, and the B, torquata of many modern writers—

a

truly marine bird, seldom (in Europe at least) quitting salt-

water, and coming southward in vast flocks towards autumn,
frequenting hays and estuaries on our coasts, where it lives

chiefly on sea-grass {Zostera maritima). It is known to

breed in Spitsbergen and in Greenland. A form which is

by some ornithologists deemed a good species, and called

by them B, nigricans^ occurs chiefly on the Pacific coast of
North America. In it the black of the neck, which in the
common Brent terminates just above the breast, extends
over most of the lower parts. The true Bernacle-Goose,^
the B, leucopsis of most authors, is but a casual visitor to

^ See Sclater and Salvin, Proc, Zool, Society, 1876, pp. 361-369.
^ The etymology of these two words is exceedingly obscure, and no

useful purpose could be attained by discussing it here, especially as
any disquisition ii;^n it must needs be long. Suffice it to say that
the ordinary spelling Bemicle seems to be wrong, if we may judge
from the analogy of the French Berna^he. In both words the e should
be sounded as

® The old fable, perhaps still believed by the uneducated in some
parts of the world, of Bernacle-Geese being produced from the Ber-
nacles {Le^adidoe) that grow on timber exposed to salt-water, is not
more absurd than many that in darker ages had a great hold of the
popular mind, and less contemptible than the conceited spirit in
which many modem zoologists and botanists often treat it. They

North America, but is said to breed in Iceland, and occa-

sionally in Norway. Its usual %ncunahula, however, still

form one of the puzzles of the ornithologist, and the diffi-

culty is not lessened by the fact that it will breed freely in

semi-captivity, while the Brent-Goose will not. From the
latter the Bernacle-Goose is easily distinguished by its

larger size and white cheeks. Hutchins's Goose (5.
HutcJiinsi) seems to be its true representative in the New
World. In this the face is dark, but a white crescentic or

triangular patch extends from the throat on either side

upwards behind the eye. Almost exactly similar in colora-

tion to the last, but greatly superior in size, and possessing

18 rectrices, while all the foregoing have but 16, is the

common wild Goose of America, B. canadensis^ which, for

some two centuries or more, has been introduced into

Europe, where it propagates so freely that it has been
included by nearly all the ornithologists of this quarter of

the globe, as a member of its fauna. An allied form, by
some deemed a species, is B. leucopareia^ which ranges over

the western part of North America, and, though having 18
rectrices, is distinguished by a white collar round the lower
part of the neck. The most diverse species of this group
of Geese are the beautiful B. ruficollis^ a native of North
eastern Asia, which occasionally strays to Western Europe,
and has been obtained more than once in Britain, and that

which IS peculiar to the Hawaian archipelago, B, sandvi
ceTisis,

The largest living Goose is that called the Chinese,

Guinea, or Swan-Goose, Gygnopsis cygnoidcs^ and it seems to

he the stock whence the domestic Geese of several Eastern
countries have sprung. It may not unfrequently be seen

in English farmyards, and it is found to cross readily with
our common tame Goose, the offspring being fertile, and
Blyth has said that these crosses are very abundant in

India. The true home of the species is in Eastern Siberia

or Mongolia. It is distinguished by its upright bearing,

which has been well rendered by Bewick's excellent figure.

The Ganders of the reclaimed form are distinguished by the

knob at the base of the bill, but the evidence of many
observers shows that this is not found in the wild race. Of
this bird there is a perfectly white breed.

We have next to mention a very curious form, Cereo^ysis

novce-Jiollandioe, which is peculiar to Australia, and appears
to be a more terrestrial type of Goose than any other now
existing. Its short, decurved bill and green cere give it

a very peculiar expression, and its almost uniform grey
plumage, bearing rounded black spots, is also remarkable.
It bears captivity well, breeding in confinement, and may
be seen in many parks and gardens. It appears to have
been formerly very abundant in many parts of Australia,

from which it has of late been exterminated. Some of its

peculiarities seem to have been still more exaggerated in a
bird that is wholly extinct, the Cnemiornis caldtrans of

New Zealand, the remains of which were described in full

by Professor Owen in 1873 {Trans. Zool. Society, ix. p.

253), Among the first portions of this singular bird that
were found were the tihice^ presenting an extraordinary
development of the patella^ which, united with the shank-
bone, gave rise to the generic name applied. For some
time the affinity of the owner of this wonderful structure

was in doubt, but all hesitation was dispelled by the dis-

covery of a nearly perfect skeleton, now in the British

Museum, which proved the bird to be a Goose, of great

size, and unable, from the shortness of its wings, to fly.

sTiould remember that the doctrine of spontaneous generation has still

many adherents, and that seems to be hardly less extravagant than
the notion of birds growing from “ worms,” as they were then called.

The mistake of our forefathers is of course evident, but that is no
reason for deriding their innocent ignorance as some of our contem-
poraries are fond of doing.
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In correlation with this loss of power may also be noted the

dwindling of the keel of the sternum. Generally, however,

its osteological characters point to an affinity to Cereopsis,

as was noticed by Dr Hector {Trans. Netv Zeal. Institute^

vi. pp. 76-84), who first determined its Anserine character.

Birds of the genera Chenalopex (the Egyptian andOrinoco
Geese), Plectropterus, Sarcidiornisy Ghlamydocheny and
some others, are commonly called Geese, To the writer it

seems uncertain whether they should he grouped with the
Anserince. The males of all appear to have that curious

enlargement at the junction of the bronchial tubes and the

trachea which is so characteristic of the Ducks or Anatince.

As much may be said for the genus JSFeitapus, but want
of space precludes further consideration of the subject

here. (a. n.)

GOOSEBERRY, Ribes gros&nlaria^ a well-known fruit-

bush of northern and central Europe, usually placed in the

same genus of the natural order to which it gives name
as the closely allied currants, but by some made the type
of a small sub-genus, Grossularia, the members of which
differ from the true currants chiefly in their spinous stems,

and in their flowers growing on short footstalks^ solitary,

or two or three together, instead of in racemes.

The wild gooseberry is a small, straggling bush, nearly re-

sembling the cultivated plant,—the branches being thickly

set with sharp spines, standing out singly or in diverging

tufts of two or three from the bases of the short spurs or

lateral leaf shoots, on which the bell-shaped flowers are

produced, singly or in pairs, from the groups of rounded,
deeply-crenated 3 or 5-lobed leaves. The fruit is smaller

than in the garden kinds, but is often of good flavour
;

it

is generally hairy, but in one variety smooth, constituting

the B. nva-orispa of writers
; the colour is usually green,

but plants are occasionally met with having deep purple
berries. The gooseberry is indigenous to the central parts

of Europe and western Asia, growing naturally in alpine

thickets and rocky woods in the lower country, from France
eastward, perhaps as far as the Himalaya. In Britain it is

often found in coioses and hedgerows and about old ruins,

but has been so long a plant of cultivation that it is difficult

to decide upon its claim to a place in the native flora of the
island. Common as it is now on some of the lower slopes

of the Alps of Piedmont and Savoy, it is uncertain whether
the Romans were acquainted with the gooseberry, though
it may possibly be alluded to in a vague passage of Pliny

;

the hot summers of Italy, in ancient times as at present,

would be unfavourable to its cultivation. Abundant in

Germany and France, it does not appear to have been
much grown there in the Middle Ages, though the wild
fruit was held in some esteem medicinally for the cooling

properties of its acid juice in fevers ; while the old English
name, Fea-herry, still surviving in some provincial dialects,

indicates that it was similarly valued in Britain, where it

was planted in gardens at a comparatively early period.

Turner describes the gooseberry in his Herhally written
about the middle of the 16th century, and a few years
later it is mentioned in one of Tusser’s quaint rhymes as

an ordinary object of garden culture. Improved varieties

were probably first raised by the skilful gardeners of

Holland, whose name for the fruit, Kruishezie^ may have
been easily corrupted into the present English vernacular
wordA Towards the end of the last century the gooseberry
became a favourite object of cottage-horticulture, especially

in Lancashire, where the working cotton-spinners have
raised numerous varieties from seed, their eflbrts having
been chiefly directed to increasing the size of the fruit.

^ The Scotch grossa/rty originally grosel, evidently from the French
groseUZe, may have the same ultimate origin ;

the usual derivatiou from
grossus, a green fig, seems far-fetched. The rough wild fruit is called
by the Germans krausheere.
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Of the many hundred sorts enumerated in recent horti-
cultural works, few perhaps equal in flavour some of the
older denizens of the fruit-garden, such as the ‘‘old rough
red” and “hairy amber.” The climate of the British
Islands seems peculiarly adapted to bring the gooseberry
to perfection, and it may be grown successfully even in the
most northern parts of Scotland

; indeed, the flavour of the
fruit is said to improve with increasing latitude. In
Norway even, the bush flourishes, in gardens on the west
coast, nearly up to the Arctic circle, and it is found wild
as far north as 63°. The dry summers of the French and
German plains are less suited to it, though it is grown
in some hilly districts with tolerable success. The goose-
berry in the south of England will grow well in cool
situations, and may be sometimes seen in gardens near
London flourishing under the partial shade of apple trees ;

but in the north it needs full exposure to the sun to
bring the fruit to perfection. It will succeed in almost any
soil, but prefers a rich loam or black alluvium, and, though
naturally a plant of rather dry places, will do well in moist
land, if drained.

The varieties are most easily propagated by cuttings

planted in the autumn, which root rapidly, and in a
few years form good fruit-bearing bushes. Much differ-

ence of opinion prevails regarding the mode of pruning
this valuable shrub

;
it is probable that in different situations

it may require varying treatment. The fruit being borne
on the lateral spurs, and on the shoots of the last year, it

is the usual practice to shorten the side branches in the
winter, before the buds begin to expand

;
some reduce the

longer leading shoots at the same time, while others prefer

to nip off the ends of these in the summer while they are

still succulent. When large fruit is desired, plenty of

manure should be supplied to the roots, and the greater

portion of the berries picked off while still small. Bur-
bidge states that the- gooseberry may be with advantage
grafted or budded on stocks of some other species of Bihes,

,
B aurewtriy the ornamental golden currant of the flower

!

garden, answering well for the purpose. The giant goose-

berries of the Lancashire “ fanciers ” are obtained by the

careful culture of varieties specially raised with this object,

the growth being encouraged by abundant manuring, and
the removal of all but a very few berries from each plant.

Single gooseberries of nearly 2 ounces in weight have been
occasionally exhibited ; but the produce of such fanciful

horticulture is generally insipid. The bushes at times suffer

much from the ravages of the caterpillar of the gooseberi^

or magpie motb, Abraxas grossnlariata, which often strip

the branches of leaves in the early summer, if not destroyed

before the mischief is accomplished. The most effectual

way of getting rid of this pretty but destructive insect is to

look over each bush carefully, and pick off the larv^ by
hand ; when larger they may be shaken off by striking the

branches, but by that time the harm is generally done

—

the eggs are laid on the leaves of the previous season.

Equally annoying in some years is the smaller larva of the

V-moth, Balias vanaria, which often appears in great

numbers, and is not so readily removed. The gooseberry

is sometimes attacked by the grub of a fly, Nemaius ribesii^

, of which several broods appear in the course of the spring

and summer, and are very destructive. The grubs bury

themselves in the ground to pass into the pupal state

;

the first brood of flies, hatched just as the bushes are

coming into leaf in the spring, lay their eggs on the

lower side of the leaves, where the small greenish larvse

soon after emerge. For the destruction of the first broods

it has been recommended to syringe the bushes with tar-

water
;
perhaps a very weak solution of carbolic acid might

prove more effective. The powdered root of white helle-

bore is said to destroy both this grub and the caterpillars
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of the gooseberry and Y-mothj infusion of foxglove, and

tobacco-water, are likewise tried by some growers. Ji

the fallen leaves are carefully removed from the ground in

the autumn and burnt, and the surface of the soil turned

over with the fork or spade, most eggs and chrysalids will

be destroyed.

The gooseberry was introduced into the United States

by the early settlers, and in some parts of New England

large quantities of the green fruit are produced and sold for

culinary use in the towns ;
but the excessive heat of the

American summer is not adapted for the healthy maturation

of the berries, especially of the English varieties. Perhaps

if some of these, or those raised in the country, could be

crossed with one of the indigenous species, kinds might be

obtained better fitted for American conditions of culture,

although the gooseberry does not readily hybridize. The
bushes are apt to be infested by a minute fly, known as the

gooseberry midge, Cecidomyia grossularice, which lays its

eggs in the green fruit, in which the larvse are hatched,

causing the berries to turn purple and fall prematurely.

According to Mr Fitch, the midge attacks the wild native

species as well as the cultivated gooseberry.

The gooseberry, when ripe, yields a fine wine by the

fermentation of the juice with water and sugar, the result-

ing sparkling liquor retaining much of the flavour of the

fruit By similarly treating the juice of the green fruit,

picked just before it ripens, an effervescing wine is pro-

duced, nearly resembling some kinds of champagne, and,

when skilfully prepared, far superior to much of the liquor

sold under that name. Brandy has been made from ripe

gooseberries by distillation; by exposing the juice with
sugar to the acetous fermentation a good vinegar may be
obtained. The gooseberry, when perfectly ripe, contains

a large quantity of sugar, most abundant in the red and
amber varieties ; in the former it amounts to from 6 to

upwards of 8 per cent. The acidity of the fruit is chiefly

due to malic acid.

Several other species of the sub-genus produce edible fruit,

though none have as yet been brought under economic cul-

ture. Among them may be noticed R, oxyacanthoides and
J?. cynoshati, abundant in Canada and the northern parts
of the United States, and R, gradle^ common along the
Alleghany range. The group is a widely distributed one,
species occurring to the west of the Rocky Mountains, and
in Siberia and Japan, while one is said to have been found
by recent explorers on the lofty Kilimanjaro, near the lake-
sources of the Nile. (c. p. j.)

GOPHER {Testudo gopher

^

Bartr.), the only living
representative on the North American continent of the
Testudinidoe or family of land tortoises, where it occurs
in the south-eastern parts of the United States, from Florida
in the south to the river Savannah in the north. Its cara-
pace, which is oblong and remarkably compressed, measures
from 13 to 14 inches in extreme length, the shields which
cover it being grooved, and of a yellow-brown colour. The
gopher abounds chiefly in the forests, but occasionally
visits the open plains, where it does great damage, especially
to the potato crops, on which it feeds. It is a nocturnal
animal, remaining concealed by day in its deep burrow, and
coming forth at night to feed. Its strength in proportion
to its size is said to be enormous, it being able, according to
Dumeril and Bibron, to move along comfortably bearing
a man on its back. The flesh of the gopher or mungofa,
as it is also called, is considered excellent eating.
GOPPINGEN, a town of Wiirtemberg, circle of the

Danube, on the right bank of the Fils, 22 miles E.S.E. of
Stuttgart. It possesses an old castle erected by Duke
Christopher in the 16th century, two evangelical churches,
a Roman Catholic chapel, a synagogue, a real school, a
classical school, and an advanced school. The manufactures

include linen and woollen cloth, leather, glue, paper,

machines, and toys. Three miles north of the town are the
ruins of the old castle of Hohenstanfen, with the Barbarossa
chapel, containing, besides other adornments, an old fresco

of Frederick Barbarossa dating probably from the 16th
century. Goppingen originally belonged to the house of

Hohenstanfen, and at a later period came into the posses-

sion of the counts of Wiirtemherg. It was surrounded by
walls in 1129. The population in 1875 was 9532.
GORAKHPUR, a district of the North-Western Pro-

vinces, India, between 26" 50' 15" and 27" 28' 48" N. lat.,

and between 83" V and 84" 29' E. long., bounded on the

N. by the territory of NepAl, on the E. by Champdran and
Sdran, on the S. by the Gogra river, and on the W. by Basti

and Fyzabad, with an area of 4578 square miles. The dis-

trict lies immediately south of the lower Himalayan slopes,

but forms itself a portion of the great alluvial plain. Only a
few sandhills break the monotony of its level surface, which
is, however, intersected by numerous rivers studded with
lakes and marshes. In the north and centre dense forests

abound, and the whole country has a verdant appearance.

The principal rivers are the R4pti, the Gogra, the great

and little Gandak, the Kudna, the Rolim, the Ami, and
the Gunghi. The tiger is found in the north, and many
other wild animals abound throughout the district. The
lakes are well stocked with fish.

The population, which in 1853 numbered 1,816,390, had risen to
2,019,361 in 1872, a great increase in so short a period ; of these,

1,819,445 or 90*1 per cent, are Hindus, 199,372 Mussulmans, and
633 Christians. The district contains a total cultivated area of

2621 square miles, with 897 square miles available for cultivation,

most of which is now under forest. The chief products are cotton,

rioe, bdjra, jodr, moth, and other food-stuffs. The commerce of
Gorakhpur is confined to the above products. The means of com-
mnnication are still imperfect. Two good metalled roads run
through the district, one from Gorakhpur to Benares via Bar-
halganj, the other to Basti and Fyzabad. The total revenue in
1876 was £227,738. The police force in 1875 numbered 755
officers and men. In 1875 there were 435 schools, with 13,525
pupils. The district is not subject to very intense heat, from
which it is secured by its vicinity to the hills and the moisture of

its soil. Dust-storms are rare, and cool breezes from the south,
rushing down the gorges of the Himalayas, succeed each short

interv^ of warm weather. The climate is, however, relaxing. The
southern and eastern portions are as healthy as most parts of the
province, hnt the tdrai and forest-tracts are still subject to malaria.

The average rainfall from 1860 to 1871 was 45*8 inches ;
the maxi-

mumwas 60 inches in 1861, and the minimum 26 inches in 1868.

The mean monthly temperature in the shade was 77° in 1870, and
76° in 1871. The death rate in 1875 was 40*092, or 19-86 per
thousand of the population.
Gautama Buddha, the founder of the religion bearing his name,

died within the district of Gorakhpur. It thus became the head-
quarters of the new creed, and was one of the first tracts to receive

it. The country from the beginning of the 6th century was the
scene of a continuous struggle between the Bhars and their Aryan
antagonists, the Rahtors. About 900 the Domhatars or military
Brahmans appeared, and expelled the Rahtors from the town of

Gorakhpur, but they also were soon driven back by other invaders.
During the 15th and 16th centuries, after the district had been
desolated by inoassant war, the descendants of the various con-
querors held parts of the territory, and each seems to have lived

quite isolated, as no bridges or roads attest any intercourse with
each other. Towards the end of the 16th century, Mussulmans
occupied Gorakhpur town, but they interfered very little with the
district, and allowed it to be controlled by the native rajas. In
the middle of the 18th century a formidable foe, the Banjaras from
the west, kept the district in a state of terror, and so weakened the
power of the rajas that they could not ‘resist the fiscal exactions of

the Oudh officials, who plundered and ravaged the country to a

great extent. The district formed part of the territory ceded hy
Oudh to the British under the treaty of 1801. During the mutiny
it was lost for a short time, hut under the friendly Gurkhas the
rebels were driven out, and the whole district once more passed
imder British rule.

Gobakhpttr, a municipal city, and the administrative

headquarters of Gorakhpur district, Nortb-Westem Pro-

vinces, in 26® 44' 8" N. lat., and 83® 23' 44" E. long., on
the river Rdpti, near the centre of the district. It was
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founded about 1400, on the site of a more ancient city.

It is the headquarters of a civil and sessions judge, with
the usual administrative offices, and has a considerable
trade in grain and timber sent down the B^pti to the Gogra
and the Ganges. The municipal revenue in 1875-76 was
<£4771. Population (1872), 51,117.
GOBAMY, or Gottramy {Osph7^onemus olfax)^ is reputed

to be one of the best-flavoured freshwater fishes in the
East Indian archipelago. Its original home is Java,
Sumatra, Borneo, and several other East Indian islands,

but thence it has been transported to and acclimatized in

Penang, Malacca, Mauritius, and even Cayenne. Being

Goramy.

an almost omnivorous fish and tenacious of life, it seems to
recommend itself particularly for acclimatization in other
tropical countries

;
and specimens kept in captivity become

as tame as carps. It attains the size of a large turbot.

Its shape is flat and short, the body covered with large
scales

;
the dorsal and anal fins are provided with numerous

spines, and the ventral fins produced into long filaments.

GORCUM, or Gorkum (Dutch, Gormckem), a town of

the Netherlands, chief town of a circle in the province of

South Holland, 22 miles E.S.E. of Rotterdam, on the right
bank of the Merve or Merwede, at the influx of the Linge, by
which it is intersected- It is surrounded by walls, and has an
old town-house adorned with fine old paintings, a prison, a
custom-house, barracks, an arsenal, and a military hospital.

The old church of St Vincent contains the monuments of the
lords of Arkel. The charitable and benevolent institutions

are numerous, and there are also a library and several learned
associations. Gorcum possesses a good harbour, and carries

on a considerable trade in grain, hemp, cheese, potatoes, and
fish, although it is still destitute of railway communication.
The population in 1876 was 9301.
The earliest notice of Gorcum is in a document ofJohn I., duke of

Brabant (in the close of the 13th century), gi-anting the town's folk
free trade throughout his duchy. The history in the 15th century
is closely connected with that of the countship of Arkel. It was
within its walls that William, the last lord of Arkel, perished in
1417, on the capture of the town by the Kabeljaus

; and it was the
burghers of Gorcum who in 1573 laid the castle of Arkel in ruins.
In 1572, when the town was taken by William de la Marck, he ]^ut
to death 19 priests and friars, who have a place in the Romish
calendar as the Martyrs of Gorcum. The place defended itself suc-
cessfully against the French in 1672, but was taken by the Prussians
in 1785, by the French in 1795, and by the allies in 1814.

GORDIANUS, or GoBDiAifr, the name of three Roman
emperors. The first, Marcus Antonius Africanus Gordi-
anus, the wealthiest of the Romans, was descended on the
father’s side from the Gracchi, on the mother’s from
Trajan, while his wife was the granddaughter of Antoninus
Plus. While he gained unbounded popularity by his mag-
nificent games and shows, his prudent and retired life did
not alarm the tyranny of Caracalla. Alexander Severus
called him to the dangerous honours of government in
Africa; and during his proconsulship there occurred the
usurpation of Maximin. The universal discontent roused
by the oppressive rule of Maximin culminated in a revolt
in Africa in 238. and Gordian reluctantly yielded to the

popular clamour and assumed the purple. His son was
associated with him in the dignity. The senate confirmed
the choice of the Africans, and most of the provinces
gladly sided with the new emperors ,* but, even while their
cause was so successful abroad, they had fallen before
the sudden^ inroad of Capeflianus, who commanded
Mauretania in the interest of Maximiu. They had reigned
only 36 days. Both the Gordians had deserved by
their amiable character their high reputation

;
they were

men of great accomplishments, fond of literature, and
voluminous authors

; but they were rather intellectual
voluptuaries than able statesmen or powerful rulers.
Having embraced the cause of Gordian, the senate was
obliged to continue the revolt against Maximin, and
appointed Maximus and Balbinus, two of its noblest and
most esteemed members, as joint emperors. At their in-

auguration a sedition arose, and the popular outcry for a
Gordian was appeased by the association of M. Antonius
Gordianus Pius, nephew of the younger and grandson of

the elder Gordian, a boy of thirteen. Maximin forthwith
invaded Italy, but was murdered by his own troops while
besieging Aquileia ; and a revolt of the praetorian guards,
to which Maximus and Balbinus fell victims, left Gordian
sole emperor. For some years he was under the control of
his mother’s eunuchs, till happily Misitheus, his teacher
of rhetoric, whose daughter he married, roused him to free

himself from the ignoble tyranny. Misitheus was appointed
prefect of the praetorian guards, and wielded ably the
supreme power that now belonged to him. When the
Persians invaded Mesopotamia, the young emperor at
his persuasion opened, for the last time recorded in his-

tory, the temple of Janus, and marched in person to the
East, Misitheus proved a skilful and prudent general;
but his sudden death under strong suspicions of poisoning
was the end of Gordian’s prosperity. Discontent and
seditions, fostered by Philip, who had succeeded Misitheus,
arose in the camp, and Gordian was slain by the mutinous
soldiers (244). A monument near the confiuence of the
Euphrates and Aboras marked the scene.

GORDIUM, an ancient town of Bithynia, was situated

not far from the river Sangarius, but the site has not been
exactly ascertained, though M. Lejean believes that it may
be identified with ruins which he observed in the vicinity

of the village Emret. It was undoubtedly a place of high
antiquity, and though Strabo describes it as a village, it

afterwards increased in size, and, under the name of

Juliopolis, which it received in the reign of Augustus, it

continued to flourish to the time of Justinian at least.

According to the legend, Gordium was founded by a cer-

tain Gordius, who had been called to the throne by the

Phrygians in obedience to an oracle of Zeus commanding
them to select the first person that rode into the agora in

a car. The king afterwards dedicated his car to the god,

and another oracle declared that whoever succeeded in un-

tying the strangely entwined knot of the yoke should reign

over all Asia. Alexander the Great, according to the well-

known story, overcame the difficulty of the Gordian knot
by a stroke of his sword.

See Kiepert, JS&itrage zur inscTuriJiMcTien Topographie JSJem-
Asiens, 1863; Lejean, in Bull, de la Soo. de Giogr,, Paris, 1869.

GORDON, Axexandeb, the “ Sandy Gordon” of Scott’s

Antiquary^ is believed to have been a native of Aberdeen,

and a graduate of either King’s or Marischal College, but

of his parentage and early history nothing is known.

When still a young man he is said to have travelled

abroad, probably in the capacity of tutor. He must, how-

ever, have returned to Scotland previous to 1726, when,

betaking himself to antiquarian pursuits, he made the

acquaintance of, among others, Roger Gale, the first vice-

president of the Societjy of Antiquaries. In the year just
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mentioned appeared the Itinerarium Septentrionale, his

|

greatest and best known work. He was already the friend

of Sir John Clerk, of Penicuick, better known as Baron

Clerk, from his having been appointed one of the Barons 1

of the Exchequer ;
and the Baron and Boger Gale are the

two gentlemen, the honour of their age and country,”

whose letters were published, without their consent it

appears, as an appendix to the Itinerarium. Subsequently

Gordon was appointed secretary to the Society for the

Encouragement of Learning, with an annual salary of

£50. Kesigning this post he succeeded Dr Stukeley as

secretary to the Society of Antiquaries, and also acted for

a short time as secretary to the Egyptian Club, an associa-

tion composed of gentlemen who had visited Egypt. In

1741 he accompanied Governor Glen to South Carolina.

No explanation has yet been given of the reasons which

led to this step, or of the relations between the old

** Homan” antiquary and his new patron. A hint, but

nothing more, is afforded by the fact that in the list of

subscribers to the Itinerarium we find the name of James
Glen of Longcroft, Esq.” Through the influence probably

of his friend, Gordon, besides receiving a grant of land in

Carolina, was appointed registrar of the province, andjustice

of the peace, and filled several other oiSfilces. From his

will, still in existence, dated 22d August 1754, we learn

that he had a son Alexander and a daughter Frances, to

whom he bequeathed most of his property, among which
were portraits of himself and of friends painted by his

own hand.
Some additional particulars regarding Gordon and his works may

be got from a communication to the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-
land by Professor Daniel Wilson, LL.D., Toronto, printed in the
Proceedings, with Additional Notes and an Appendix of Original
Letters by the late Dr David Laing {Proc. Soc, of Antig. of Scot.^

vol. X. pp. 363-382).

GORDON, Loed George, (1751-1793), third and
youngest son of Cosmo George, duke of Gordon, was born
in London 26th December 1751. After completing his

education at Eton, he entered the navy, where he rose to
the rank of lieutenant; but on account of a disagreement
regarding promotion with Lord Sandwith, then at the head
of the admiralty, he resigned his commission shortly before
the commencement of the American war. In 1774 he
entered parliament as member for the small borough of
LuggershaH, and possessing some wit, great ease of address,
and the confidence arising from sincere conviction, he advo-
cated his individual notions on any subject with great volu-
bility and with something of the eagerness of monomania.
After supporting the ministry for some time, he began to
attack both ministry and opposition with such ceaseless
pertinacity that it became a common saying that there
were three parties in parliament, the ministry, the opposi-
tion, and Lord George Gordon.” He vehemently opposed
the passing of the Acts for the removal of the Roman
Catholic disabilities, and took a leading part in organizing
the Protestant associations of Scotland and England. Of
both associations he was chosen president, and on June 2d
1780 he headed the mob which marched in procession from
St George’s Fields to the Houses of Parliament in order to
present the monster petition against the Acts. After the
mob reached Westminster a terrific riot ensued, which con-
tinued several days, during which the city was virtually at
their mercy. At first indeed they dispersed after threaten-
ing to make a forcible entry into the House of Commons, but
reassembled soon after^rds and destroyed several Roman
Catholic chapels, pillaged the private dwellings of many
Roman Catholics, set fire to Newgate and broke open all
the other prisons, attacked the Bank of England and several
other public buildings, and continued the work of violence
and conflagration until the interference of the military, by
whom no fewer than 450 persons were killed and wounded
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before the riots were quelled. For his share in instigating

the riots Lord Gordon was apprehended on a charge of high
treason; but, mainly through the skilful and eloquent

defence of Erskine, he was acquitted on the ground that

he had no treasonable intentions. In 1786 he was excom-
municated by the archbishop of Canterbury for refusing to

bear witness in an ecclesiastical suit; and in 1787 he was
convicted of libelling the queen of France, the French am-
bassador, and the administration of justice in England. He
was, however, permitted to withdraw from the court without
bail, and made his escape to Holland ; but on account of

representations from the court of Versailles he was com-
manded to quit that country, and, returning to England,
was apprehended, and in January 1788 was sentenced to

five years’ imprisonment in Newgate, where, after refusing to

grant the guarantees required as a condition of his obtaining

his liberty at the conclusion of his original term of imprison-

ment, he died of delirious fever November 1, 1793. Some
time before his apprehension he had become a convert to

Judaism, and had undergone the initiatory rite. A serious

defence of most of his eccentricities is undertaken in The
Lifa of Lord George Gordon^ with a PhilosopJiical Review

of his Political Gondxhct^ by Robert Watson, M.D., Lon-
don, 1795.
GORDON, Sib John* Watson (1788-1864), Scottish

painter, was the eldest son of Captain Watson, R.N.,

a cadet of the family of Watson of Overmains, in the county
of Berwick. He was born in Edinburgh in 1788, and, it

being his father’s desire that he should enter the army, was
educated specially with a view to his joining the Royal
Engineers. As drawing was even at that period con-

sidered a not inappropriate accomplishment for the scientific

service, he was, while waiting for his commission, entered

as a student in the Government school of design, then as

now under the management of the Board of Manufactures.
With the opportunity, his natural taste for art quickly

developed itself, and his industry and progress were such
that his father was persuaded to allow him to adopt it as

his profession. Captain Watson was himself a skilful

draughtsman, and his brother George Watson, afterwards

president of the Scottish Academy, stood high as a

portrait painter, second only to Sir Henry Raeburn, who
also was a friend of the family. Between the studios of

his uncle and his friend, John Watson seems to have
thought he had every necessary assistance a young artist

required, and neither then nor at a future period showed
any desire for foreign study

;
his art consequently is more

purely of native growth than that of any of his contempor-
aries. In the year 1808 he sent to the exhibition of the
Lyceum in Nicolson Street a subject from the Lay of the

Last Minstrel^ and continued for some years to exhibit fancy
subjects; but, although freely and sweetly painted, they were
altogether without the force and character which in his own
proper walk stamped his portrait pictures as the works of

a master. After the death of Sir Heniy Raeburn in 1823,
he succeeded to much of his practice ; and as there were at

that time in Edinburgh four artists of the name of Watson,
all of them portrait painters, he assumed in 1826 the name
of Gordon, by which he is best known. Mixing a good
deal in literary and scientific society, he painted most of

the notabilities who lived in or visited the northern metro-
polis during his career

; one of the earliest of his famous
sitters was Sir Walter Scott, who sat for a first portrait in

1820. Then came J. G. Lockhart in 1821 ; Professor
Wilson, 1822 and 1850, two portraits; Sir Archibald Alison,

1839 ; Dr Chalmers, 1844 ; a little later De Quincey ; and Sir

David Brewster, 1864, being the last picture he painted.
Among his most important works may be mentioned the
earl of Dalhousie, 1833, now in the Archers’ Hall, Edin-
burgh ; Sir Alexander Hope, 1835, in the county buildings.
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Linlithgow; Lord President Hope, in the Parliament House;
and Dr Chalmers, 1844. These are all full lengths, and
were exhibited in London, where they attracted great atten-

tion (the Chalmers portrait was purchased some years
later by Sir Robert Peel, and is now in the Peel Gallery)

;

they belong to his middle period, and are distinguished by
great sweetness in execution, and, unlike his later works, are
generally rich in colour. The full length of Dr Brunton,
1844, and Dr Lee, the principal of the university, 1846, both
in the staircase of the College Library, mark a modification
of his style, which ultimately resolved itself into extreme
simplicity, both of colour and treatment.

During the last twenty years of his life he painted many
distinguished Englishmen who came to Edinburgh to sit to

him. And it is significant of the position he held in the
esteem of artists themselves that David Cox, the landscape
painter, on being presented with his portrait, subscribed for

by many friends, chose to go to Edinburgh to have it

executed by Watson Gordon, although he neither knew the
painter personally nor had ever before visited the country.

Among the portraits painted during this period, in what
may be termed his third style, are De Quincey, the opium
eater, in the National Portrait Gallery, London ; General
Sir Thomas Macdougall Brisbane, in the Royal Society; the
prince of Wales, Lord Macaulay, Sir M. Packington, Lord
Murray, Lord Cockburn, Lord Rutherford, and Sir John
Shaw Lefevre, in the Scottish National Gallery, and a host
of others, for lattoily he not only possessed great facility

of brush bub was industrious to a fault. These latter

pictures are mostly clear and grey, sometimes showing
little or no positive colour, the flesh itself being very grey,

and the handling extremely masterly, though never ob-

truding its cleverness. He was very successful in rendering
acute observant character, and there is a look of mobility of

feature, in repose it is true, but suggesting that the eye
could twinkle and the lips relax. As an example of bis

last style, showing pearly flesh painting freely handled, yet
highly finished, the head of Sir John Shaw Lefevre will hold
its own in any school.

John Watson Gordon was one of the earlier members of

the Royal Scottish Academy, and was elected its president

in 1850 ;
he was at the same time appointed limner to her

majesty for Scotland, and received the honour of knight-
hood. Since 1841 he had been an associate of the Royal
Academy, and in 1851 he was elected a Royal Academician.
Sir John continued to paint with little if any diminution
of power until within a very few weeks of his death, which
occurred on the 1st of June 1864.
GORDON, Patrick (1635-1699), of Auchleuchries, a

Russian general, was descended from a Scotch family of

Aberdeenshire, who possessed the small estate of Auchleuch-
ries, and were connected with the house of Haddo. He was
born in 1635, and after completing his education at the
parish schools of Cruden and Ellon, entered, in his fifteenth

year, the Jesuit college at Braunsberg, Prussia ; but, as his

humour could not endure such a still and strict way of

living,” he soon resolved to return home. He changed his

mind, however, before re-embarking, and after journeying
on foot in several parts of Germany, ultimately, in 1655,
enlisted at Hamburg in the Swedish service. In the course
of the next five years he served alternately with the Poles
and Swedes as he was taken prisoner by either. In 1661,
after changing his resolution more than once, he took service

in the Russian army under Alexis I., and in 1666 he was
sent on a special mission to England. After his return he
distinguished himself in several wars against the Turks and
Tartars in southern Russia, and in recognition of his services

he in 1678 was made major-general, in 1679 was appointed
to the chief command at KiefiT, and in 1683 was made
lieutenant-general. He visited England in 1686, and. after
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his return to Russia, he in 1687 and 1689 took part as
quartermaster-general in the expeditions against the Grim
Tartars in the Crimea. On the breaking out of the revolu-
tion in Moscow in the latter year, Gordon with the troops
he commanded virtually decided events in favour of the
czar Peter I., and against the czarina Sophia. He was
therefore during the remainder of his life in high favour with
the czar, who confided to him the command of his capital
during his absence from Russia, employed him in organizing
his army according to the European system, and latterly
raised him to the rank of general-in-chief. He died
November 29, 1699. The czar, who had visited him
frequently during his illness, was with him when he died,
and with his own hands closed his eyes.

General Goidon left behind him a diaiy of his life, written in Eng-
lish. Several of those paits of the diary connected with the military
history of Russia were at an early peiiod translated into German

—

then the liteiaiy language of St Peteishurg—hut never punted,
although made use of loi vaiious otherwoiks. A complete German
tianslation, by Prince M. A. Kolenski and Mr M. C. Powell, was
published, the first volume at Moscow in 1849, the second at St
Peteisburg in 1851, and the thud at St Peteisbuig in 1853 ; and
Passagesf7om the D%a7'y ofGeneral PaMch Gordon of AuOileuckrics,
1636-1699, was piinted, under the editoiship of Joseph Robertson,
for the Spalding Club, Aberdeen, 1859.

GORE, Mrs Catherine Grace (1799-1861), an exceed-
ingly prolific English novelist, was born in 1799 at East
Retford, Nottinghamshire, and was the daughter of Mr
Moody, a wine-merchant. In 1823 she was married to
Captain Charles Gore ; and, in the same year, she published
her first work, Theresa Marchmont, or the Maid ofHonour,
Then followed, in rapid succession, the Lettre de Cachet and
The Reign of Terror (1827), Hungaiian Tales, Manners
of the Day (1830), Mothers and Daughters (1831), and
The Fair of May Fair (1832). At this point the critics

began to say that Mrs Gore had written enough
; and she

accordingly went to France to extend her range of obser-
vation, and did not publish till 1836, when her next novel,

entitled Mrs Armytage, appeared. Every succeeding year
saw several volumes from her pen; and in 1839 The
Cabinet Minister, Preferment, and The Courtier of the Days
of Charles II, were issued from the press. But in 1841
Mrs Gore fairly eclipsed her other novels by the publication
of Cecil, or the Adventures of a Coxcomb, which produced a
great sensation. This year also appeared GrevUle, or a
Season in Paris. Then followed, in 1842, Ormington, or

Cecil a Peer, Fasdnaiion, and The Ambassador's W%fe ; and
in 1843 Mrs Gore produced another masterpiece, entitled

The Bankeifs Wife. She continued to write, with unfailing

fertility of invention, till her death in January 1861. Mrs
Gore also published some dramas and translations from the

French
;
but it is as a fashionable novelist that she is re-

membered. Her life was one of extraordinary literary in-

dustry, as may be inferred from the fact that she is the

author of more than seventy distinct works. Among her
best novels are Cecil, or the Adventures of a Coxcomb^
Greville, and The Bankeifs Wife, Cecil gives extremely
vivid sketches of London fashionable life, and is full of

happy epigrammatic touches. It displays great knowledge
of London clubs, for which Mrs Gore was indebted to Mr
Beekford, the author of VatheJc, The narrative is varied

by occasional glimpses of Continental life. Greville is

marked by faithful pictures of English country life, and of

the ease and grace of French society. The Banker^s Wife
is distinguished for masterly studies of character, especially

in the persons of Mr Hamlyn, the cold calculating money-
maker, and his warm-hearted country neighbour, Colonel

Hamilton.
Mrs Gore's works are characterized by great cleverness

in invention, lively satire, shrewd insight into character,

and keen observation of life. They are exceedingly deficient

in feeling ; and the lover of fiction passes a pleasant hour
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or two over her novels, not much excited by the triumphs,

or vexed by the sufferings of her characters. Sometimes

her novels weary the reader ;
but this does not arise from

any failing in her style, which is always clear, animated,

and full of point, nor from lack of inventiveness, but from

the endless repetitions involved in writing so many books

on a subject of such comparatively limited range as

fashionable life. Mrs Gore's novels have not only achieved

an immense temporary popularity, but possess genuine

historic value as eminently readable, and on the whole

faithful, pictures of the life and pursuits of the English

upper classes.

GOREE (in French Goree, and in the native tongue Bir

or Berr^ that is, a belly, in allusion to its shape), a small

island off the west coast of Africa, belonging to the French

colony of the Senegal. It lies immediately to the south of

Cape Verd, and, according to the Ammaire du Senegal for

1878, in 14“ 39' 55" N. lat. and 12“ 16' 40" W. long.

The distance from the mainland in one direction is about

8 miles, and in another from 3 to 4. Though little more
than a barren rock, Goree is of importance as a commercial

and military post, and all the more as it has the advantage

of a milder climate than the neighbouring mainland. The
greater part of its area is occupied by the town, which was
constituted a commune in 1872, and placed under the

government of a municipal council of 14 members. The
streets are narrow, and the houses, built for the most part

of dark red stone, are flat-roofed. Among the principal

buildings are the castle of St Michael, which occupies the

rocky eminence in the south of the island, the governor’s

residence, the hospital, and the barracks. The summit of

the rock within the citadel is levelled to an esplanade, and
in the centre is a deep Artesian well, the only source in the
otherwise arid island, which is dependent on its rain-water

tanks for its ordinary supplies. Goree is a free port, and
forms a convenient centre for the distribution of European I

goods. It is regularly visited by the vessels of the British
|

and African Steam Navigation Company. The harbour is
j

formed in a small sandy bay on the north-east side of the
I

island. Telegraphic communication with St Louis dates *

from 1862. A chamber of commerce was established in

1870, and a sanitary commission in 1874. The town was
reported in 1878 to have a population of 3243, and the
arrondissement of Gor6e-Dakar, of which it is the adminis-
trative centre, had a total population of 61,394. Dakar is

a new settlement on the mainland, with a port constructed
since 1857 for the vessels of the Messageries Maritimes ; but
with the exception of the public buildings the town has still

to be built. Goree owes its name to the Dutch, who took
possession of it in the beginning of the 17th century, and
called it Goeree or Goedereede, in memory of the island on
their own coast now united with Overflakkee. It was taken
from them in 1663 by the English under Commodore
Holmes, but recovered in the following year by De Ruyter.
They were finally expelled, in 1677, by the French under
Admiral D’Estr^es, whose conquest was confirmed in 1678
by the peace of Nymwegen. In 1758 the island was
captured for the English by Commodore Keppel, but a few
years afterwards it was restored to France. With the
exception of a few months in 1804, when the island was
held by the French, the English were again in possession
from 1800, when it was seized by Sir Charles Hamilton,
till the peace of 1814.
GQRGIAS of Leontini, in Sicily, a rhetorician, and

sophist of whose personal history nothing is known beyond
the facts that in 427, when already a comparatively old
man, he was sent by his fellow-citizens at the head of an
embassy to ask Athenian protection against the aggression
of the Syracusans ; that he then settled in Athens, and
supported himself by the practice of oratory and by teach-
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ing rhetoric ; and that be ended his days at Larissa, in
Thessaly. His birth and death may be approximately dated
respectively at 483 and 375 b.c. He was the author of a
lost work On Nature or the Non-existent (grepl rov fjurj ovtos

rj 7r€pl cfiva-eo^sX the substance of which may be gathered
from the writings of Sextus Empiricus, and also from the
treatise (ascribed to Theophrastus) Ne Melisso, Xenoioliane^

Gorgia. His philosophical opinions may be summed up in

three propositions, which stand in direct relation to the
teachings of the Eleatic school. He held (1) that there is

nothing which has any real existence
; (2) that, even if any-

thing did really exist, it could not be known ; and (3) that,

supposing real existence to be knowable, the knowledge
would be incommunicable. On the first point his argument
was that a real existence must either have come into being
or have been eternal. But the first alternative would re^

quire it to have been produced, either from the existent or

from the non-existent; the second alternative would require

us to identify it with the infinite, but ne infinite exist^^

nowhere (for that would involve the absurdity of its exist-

ing either within itself or within something else), but what
exists nowhere is nothing. In support of the second pro-

position he argued that, if existence could be known, then
thought would be existence, and the non-existent would be
unthinkable and error w^ould be impossible. The third

point for which he argued was the inadequacy of language
to convey ideas, and the impossibility of the idea being the

same in different minds. In natural philosophy, his

opinions, so far as these are known, appear to have been
similar to those of Empedocles. See the monograph, Be
Gorgia Leontino Commentatio, by Foss, 1828.
GORGON, yopycj, according to Hesychius, is a word akin

to yopyos, which means terrible, lively, rapid. Sophocles
(fr. 167) calls the sea-nymphs yopyCSe^ and yopydSes is

quoted as a title of the daughters of Oceanus. Now it is

a well-established fact that the sea was at one time the sea

of air and its nymphs the clouds. Hence we may infer

that words from this stem are employed in the sense of

quick-moving as epithets of the clouds.

The various forms in 'which the Gorgon appears in Greek
mythology originate probably from the rapidly gathering
terrible thunder-cloud. When the cloud covered the heaven
and hid the sun, a primitive race, whose thoughts and words
were few and simple, said that the sun was united in

marriage to the cloud. From this union sprang the light-

ning and the thunder. Now the sun, in its different

aspects and relations, was conceived in different ways, which
developed, as thought unfolded itself, into distinct deities ;

and, as connected with clouds, rain, and the fertility that

springs therefrom, he is the original of the Vedic Savitar
and Tvashtar and of the Greek Poseidon. Accordingly
(Hes., Theog.^ 273 ff. ) Poseidon on a meadow (^.<^., the heaven,
thus often in mythology) begat from the Gorgon Medusa
Chrysaor and Pegasus. Chrysaor, Gold-sword, is obviously
the lightning; and Pegasus, who bears the thunder and
lightning for Zeus (ibid. 286), was probably at first simply
the thunder. Gorgo and Erinys are merely tribal or local

varieties of the same conception ; Gorge is specially Attic,

Erinys Minyan. A similar legend occurs about children

of Erinys and Poseidon (Pans., viiL 37). Hence ^schylus
(Gho.y 1048) compares the Erinyes to Gorgons.

Gorgo is always the impersonation of the atmospheric
terrors, and is conceived in connexion with the deities that
are armed with thunder and lightning—Zeus and Athene.
With Athene in particular is the connexion very close, and
some facts of ritual and nomenclature almost suggest an
original identity of the two. Palsephatus says that Athene
was worshipped in the island of Cerne under the name
Gorgo; Sophocles (AL^ 450) calls her yopyewrts; and Plutarch
(Arat.^ 32j says th^t her wooden statue at Pallene, if
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brought out of the temple, destroyed human life (compare
the description of the birth of Athene in Pindar, 01.^ vii.

65 it'., which strongly suggests the phenomena of the
thunderstorm). Here we have preserved to us a relic from
the very earliest thought among tho Indo-European race.

When a phenomenon in the heavens attracted their atten-

tion, they naturally spoke of it as of an animated being.

The storm a^ipeared to act out its own natural course, to

live its own life. But afterwards the phenomenon was
conceived with reference to human needs : beneficent and
hostile deities worked in nature ; a hostile power denies to

men what a friendly power after a conflict grants. Among
the Greeks this opposition appears in the antithesis of

Olymiflan and older or Chthonian gods. The goddess who
ruled the storm for man was set in opposition to the actual
thundercloud—Athene to Gorgo (see Gbaces). Accord-
ingly the usual Greek account is that the yopyoveiov or
yopyeCrj KecjyaX'ij, a terror-striking countenance, is fixed in the
middle of the segis of Zeus. Zeus gives the aegis (Iliad, v.

736 ff., comp. JEsch., Eum,, 825) to Athene, the goddess of

the air. The Gorgoneion is always said to have been won
in battle, viz., in the conflict of the beneficent gods against
the older nature-powers, who would scorch the earth with
heat and deny the needed rain. Zeus then assuming the
aegis (the shield of the storm-cloud) overthrows the Titans
or the Giants in the aerial battle ; the rain descends, and a
clearer and cooler sky succeeds. Or in other accounts the
whole array of gods engages in the battle

;
Athene then ap-

pears naturally as yopyo<f>6irrj, Le., she clears the atmosphere,
her own special domain, from the terrible cloud, which she
keeps on her shield threatening death to all her foes. The
Attic tradition was that the Gorgon was a monster produced
by Earth to aid her distressed sons the Giants, and was slam
by Pallas (Eur., Ion, 1002). In Homer Gorgo appears also

in connexion with Apollo, Agamemnon, Hector, and Perse-

phone,—a connexion which mightbe justified by an exami-
nation into the mythological ideas that underlie these names.

Later accounts, beginning from Hesiod (Tkeog., lx,),

mention three Gorgons; but Medusa alone inherits the

cliaracter and history of the older Gorgo, while two sisters

are added to make up the sacred number, in analogy with
the Moirae, Graeae, Erinyes, &c. The Argive story has
established itself in all later literature as the standard

account of the Gorgons. Perseus, the light-giving hero,

aided by Athene and the other gods, goes to the abode of

the Gorgons beside Oceaims far away in the dark West,
and cuts off the head of Medusa. Then from the stream-

ing neck sprang Chrysaor and Pegasus, her two sons by
Poseidon. This head, which, like the lightning, had the

power of turning into stone all that looked on it, was
given to Athene, who placed it in her shield. According
to another account, Perseus buried the head in the Agora
of Argos. Beside it was buried his daughter Gorgophone,
who is obviously a mere impersonation of the old epithet

of the Gorgon-slaying goddess.
These ideas of sun and storm give only the starting

point for the myths ; the histo^ of their further growth
involves the whole subsequent history of the nation. Just

as in Germany, after Christianity was introduced, many old

myths and customs lived on applied to Christ and his

apostles instead of the old gods, so must the Greek myths
as we know them bear traces of the historical vicissitudes

of the race. Hence Bottiger (Kunst-^Myth,, i. 369) has

possibly some ground for referring the Perseus tale to the

extinction of Phoenician human sacrifices by the Greeks.

The gradual development in art from the old hideous

and terrible representation of the Medusa head to the calm
repose of a beautiful dead face is described in detail by
Miiller, History of Ancient Art, and Benhmaler der Alien

Kunst. See also Bosenberg, Die Erinyen,

GOBI, in Georgia, an ancient fortress, is now the chief
town of a district of the same name in the government of
Tiflis, and a station on the Poti-Tifiis railroad. It is built
at the foot of an isolated hill crowned by the old fortifi-
cations, in a luxuriantly fertile plain on the left bank of the
Kour, at the junction of the BleejahVa and Medjoura, 48
miles west of Tiflis. The population, about 5000, is almost
exclusively Armenian, engaged in commerce. The women
are noted for their beauty. This town, at one time cele-
brated for its silk and cotton stuffs, is now famous for corn,
reputed the best in Georgia

;
the wine is also esteemed,

5200 acres being laid out in vineyards. The climate is

excellent, delightfully cool in summer, owing to the refresh-
ing breezes from the mountains of the great Caucasian
range, which, however, are at times disagreeably felt in
winter. Gori v/as founded (1123) by David II., “ the Be-
storer,” for the Armenians who fled their country on the Per-
sian invasion. The earlies t remains o f the fortress areByzan-
tine, but it was thoroughly restored in 1634--58, during the
reign of Bustam, and destroyed by Nadir Shah. Besidef
the Armenian and Georgian churches, and some good
schools, there is a church constructed in the 17th cen-
tury by Capuchin missionaries from Rome. Gori was the
birthplace (1773) of Stephan Peshanegishvyly, a distin-

guished and popular poet. Eight miles from Gori is the
remarkable rock-cut town of Ouplytz-tzykhe, consisting of
several large dwellings having their interiors ornamented
with mouldings, imitation beams, and designs sculptured
in relief, and innumerable smaller habitations, the majority
being divided into chambers with doorways, openings for

flight, and sundry provisions for domestic comfort. The
whole have been hewn out ofc* the solid rock, the groups
being separated by streets, where steps for facilitating com-
munication and grooves for water courses are cut. This
Portress of Ouplytz '' was projected and completed,

according to the annals of Georgia, by Ouphlis, an immedi-
ate descendant of Noah (see Geobgia). It was a fortress

in the time of Alexander of Macedon, and an inhabited city

I

in the reign of Bagrat III. (980-1014).
GORILLA. See Ape, voL ii. p. 148.

GOBITZ. See Gobz.
GORLITZ, a town in the Prussian province of Silesia,

ca" ital of a circle in the government district of Liegnitz, is

siti ated on the left bank of the Neisse, and at the junction
point of several railways, 55 miles east of Dresden. The
Neisse at this popt is crossed by a railway bridge half

a mile long and 120 feet high, with 32 arches. The
town is the seat of a provincial office, a circle court, and a
chamber of commerce. It is surrounded by beautiful

walks and fine gardens, and although its old walls and
towers have now been demolished, many of its ancient build-

ings remain to form a picturesque contrast with the signs

of modem industry. Prom the hill called Landskrone,
about 1500 feet high, an extensive prospect is obtained of

the surrounding country. The principal buildings are the

fine church of St Peter and St Paul, dating from the 15th
century, with a famous organ and a very heavy bell ; the

church of Our Lady erected about the end of the 15th cen-

tury, and possessing a fine portal and choir in pierced

work; the Catholic church, founded in 1853, in the Roman
style of architecture, with beautiful glass windows and oil-

paintings j the town house, containing the arms of King
Matthias of Hungary, and having at its entrance a fine

flight of steps ;
the old bastion, named Kaisertrutz, nowused

as a guardhouse and armoury ; the gymnasium buildings

in the Gothic style erected in 1851 ;
the fine new middle

school, the real school, the provincial trade school, the

theatre, and the barracks. Near the town is the chapel of

the Holy Cross, in connexion with which there is a model
of the Holy Grave at Jerusaiem. In the public park there
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is a bust of Schiller and a monument to Alexander von

Humboldt ; and a monument has also been erected in the

town in commemoration of the war of 1870-71. In com
nexion with the National History Society there is a valu-

able museum, and the Scientific Institute possesses a large

library and a rich collection of antiquities, coins, and articles

of vertu. Gorlitz, next to Breslau, is the largest and most

flourishing commercial town of Silesia. Besides cloth,

which forms its staple article, it has manufactories of vari-

ous linen and woollen wares, machines, railway waggons,

sago, tobacco, leather, chemicals, and tiles.

Gorlitz existed as a village from a very early period, and at the

beginning of the 12th century it was made a borough by Duke
Sobieslaus I. of Bohemia. It was then known as Drebenau, but on
being rebuilt after its destruction by fire in 1131 it received the

name of Zgorzelice (burnt town). About the end of tbe 12th cen-

tury it was strongly fortified, and in 1346 it joined the league of

tbe six towns. It was several times besieged and taken during the

Thirty Years’ War, and it also suffered considerably in tbe Seven
Years’ "War. In the battle which took place near it between the

Austrians and Prussians, 7th September 1757, Wmterfield, the

general of Prederick the Great, was slam. In 1815 the town, with
the greater part of Upper Lusatia, came into the possession of

Prussia. The population in 1831 was only about 8000, but in 1849
it had increased to 19,032, and in 1875 it was 46,310.

GOREES, Joseph Johann (1776-1848), a distin-

guished controversialist and writer on religions, political, and
scientific subjects, was born January 25, 1776, at Coblentz.

His father was a man of moderate means, who sent Ms son,

after he had passed through the usual elementary school, to

a Latin college under the direction of the Roman Catholic

clergy. The sympathies of the young Gorres were from
the first strongly with the Revolution, and the dissolute-

ness and irreligion of the French exiles in the Rhineland
confirmed him in his hatred of princes. He harangued the
revolutionary clubs, aud in his first political tract, called

Universal Peace, an Ideal, he insisted on the unity of I

interests which should ally all civilized states to one
another. He then commenced a republican journal called

Das Bothe Blatt, and afterwards Bubezahl, in which he
strongly condemned the administration of the Rhenish
provinces by France.

After the peace of Campo Formic (1797) there was some
hope that the Rhenish provinces would be constituted into
an independent republic. In 1799 the provinces sent an
embassy, of which Gorres was a member, to Paris to put
their case before the directory. The embassy reached Paris
on the 20th of November 1799 ;

two days before this
Napoleon had assumed the supreme direction of affairs.

After much delay the embassy was received by him
;
but

the only answer they obtained was “ that they might rely
on perfect justice, and that the French Government would
never lose sight of their wants.*' Gorres on his return pub-
lished a tract called Besults ofmy Mission to Baris, in which
he reviewed the history of the French Revolution. During
the thirteen years of Napoleon's dominion Gorres lived a
retired life, devoting himself chiefly to art or science. In
1801 he married Catherine de Lassaulx, and those of
Gorres's admirers who claim him as a radical have laid
great stress on the fact that this lady was a free-thinker.
He published Aphorisms on art and physiology—fanciful
but suggestive. He was for some years teacher at a
secondary school in Coblentz, and in 1806 moved to
Heidelberg, where he lectured at the university. He
sought, with Brentano, Arnim, and others, to stir up the
old national spirit by the republication of some of the old
Teutonic ballads, but fruitlessly. He returned to Coblentz
in 1808, and again found occupation as a teacher in a
secondary school, supported by civic funds. He now
studied Persian, and in two years produced a really
valuable translation of part of the Shahnamah, the epic
of Firdousi.

It was in the year 1810 that beseems to have conceived
the notion of arousing the people to efforts by means of the

press; and after the battle of Leipsic, in the year 1814, he
set his paper going. It bore the name of a paper which
had been a mere echo of Prussia, the Bheinischer Mey'Jcur.

The intense earnestness of the paper, the bold outspoken-
ness of its hostility to Napoleon, and its fiery eloquence
secured for it almost instantly a position and influence

unique in the history of German newspapers. Bliicher

read it every day; Gentz, the brothers Grimm, Yarn-
hagen von Ense, were all loud in praise of it

;
Stein used

it as an instrument to move the public in the direction

he desired, and continually sent it information of his plans;

Napoleon himself called it la cinquieme puissance. The
ideal it insisted on was a united Germany, with a re-

presentative government, but under an emperor after the

fashion of other days,—for Gorres now abandoned his early

advocacy of republicanism. When Napoleon was at Elba,

Gorres wrote an imaginary proclamation issued by him to

the people, the intense irony of which was so well veiled

that many Frenchmen mistook it for an original utteiance

of the emperor. He inveighed bitterly against the second
peace of Paris (1815), declaring that Alsace and Lorraine

should have been demanded back from France.

Stein was glad enough to use the Merkur at the time of

the meeting of the congress of Vienna as a vehicle for giving

expression to his hopes. But Hardenberg, in May 1815,
warned Gorres to remember that he was not to arouse

hostility against France, but only against Bonaparte. There
was also in the MerTcur an antipathy to Prussia, a con-

tinual expression of the desire that an Austrian prince

should assume the imperial title, and also a tendency to pro-

nounced liberalism,—all of which made it most distasteful

to Hardenberg, and to his master King Frederick William
III. Gorres disregarded warnings sent to him bythe censor-

ship and continued the paper iu all its fierceness. Accord-

ingly it was suppressed early in 1816, at the instance of

the Prussian Government ; and soon after Gorres was dis-

missed from his post as teacher at Coblentz. From this

time his writings were his sole means of support, and he
became a most diligent political pamphleteer. He was not

himself a member of the Tugendbund, but he watched that

society with deep interest, and believed, as did all the

patriots of his time, that the clubs of students, or JBurschen-

schaften, were calculated to restore the pristine greatness

of Germany. The agitation continued, and finally Kotze-

bue’s denunciation of young Germany led to his assassina-

tion. In the wild excitement which followed, the reac-

tionary decrees of Carlsbad were framed, and these were
the subject of Gorres's celebrated pamphlet Deutschland
und die Revolution. In this work he reviewed the cir-

cumstances which had led to the murder of Kotzebue, and,

wMle expressing all possible horror at the deed itself, he
urged that it was impossible and undesirable to repress the

free utterance of public opinion by reactionary measures.

The success of the work was very marked, despite its pon-

derous style. It was suppressed by the Prussian Govern-
ment, and orders were issued for the arrest of Gorres and
the seizure of his papers. He escaped to Strasburg, and
thence went to Switzerland. Two more political tracts,

Muropa und die Revolution (1821), and In Sachen der

Rhein Brovinzen und in eigener Angelegenheit (1822), also

deserve mention.
In Gorres's pamphlet Die Heilige Allianz und d%e VolJcer

auf dem Congress von Verona he asserted that the princes

had met together to crush the liberties of the people, and
that the people must look elsewhere for help. The “ else-

where ” was to Rome
;
and from this time Gorres became

a vehement Ultramontane writer. He was summoned to

Munich by King Louis of Bavaria, and there his writings
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enjoyed very great popularity. His ChristlicTie Mystih gave

a series of biographies of the saints, together with an ex-

position of Roman Catholic mysticism. But his most
celebrated Ultramontane work was a polemical one. Its

occasion was the deposition and imprisonment by the

Prussian Government of the archbishop Clement Wen-
ceslaus, in consequence of the refusal of that prelate to

sanction in certain instances the marriages of Protestants

and Roman Catholics. Gorres in his Athanasius fiercely up-

held the power of the church, although the liberals of later

date who have claimed Gorres as one of their own school

deny that he ever insisted on the absolute supremacy of

Rome. Athanasiics went through several editions, and
originated a long and bitter controversy. In the JEListo-

risch-politisclie Blatter, a Munich journal, Gorres and his

son Guido continually upheld the claims of the church.

G(5rres received from the king the order of merit for his

services. He was terribly disturbed when the king sunk
under the dominion of Lola Montez, and he died July 29,

1848.

See A. Denk, Joseph mn Gorres, 1870; J. J. Sepp, Gorres lund
seine 0eitgcno^^cn, 1877. A complete edition of Gorre&’s works was
published at Munich in 1854. (L. A. M.)

GOPoTSCHAKOFF (Gorchakov), a noble Russian
family, descended from Michael Vsevolodovich, prince of

Chernigoff, who, in 1246, was assassinated by the Mongols.
The following are the most distinguished members of this

family. Petr Dimitrievich (1790-1868) served under
Kamensky and Kutuzoff in the campaign against Tuikey,
and afterwards against France in 1813—1814. In 1820 he
suppressed an insurrection in the Caucasus, for which service

he was raised to the rank of major-general. In 1828-29
he feught under Wittgenstein against the Turks, occupied
Aidos, and signed the treaty of peace at Adrianople. In
1839 he was made governor of eastern Siberia, and in 1851
retired into private life. When the Crimean war broke
out he offered his services to the emperor Nicholas, by
whom he was appointed general of the 6th army corps in

the Crimea. At the battles of Alma and Inkerman be
commanded the left wing of the Russian army. In 1855
ho retired, and died at Moscow, March 18, 1868. Mikhail
Dimitrievich (1792-1861), brother of the preceding, was
born in 1792. In 1807 he entered the Russian army, in

1810 he took part in the campaigns against Persia, and in

1812-1815 against France. During the Russo-Turkish war
of 1828-29, he directed the operations of the sieges of

Silistria and Shumla. After being appointed, in 1830,
general of artillery, he was present in the campaigns in

Poland, and was wounded at the battle of Grochow,
February 25, 1831. He also distinguished hi'nself at the
battle of Ostrolenka and at the taking of Warsaw. For
these services he was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-

general. In 1846 he was nominated military governor of

Warsaw. In 1849 he commanded the Russian artillery

against the Hungarians, and in 1852 he visited London as

a representative of the Russian army at the funeral of the
duke of Wellington. Upon Russia declaring war against

Turkey in 1853, he was appointed commander-in-chief of
the troops, numbering in all some 60,000 men, which
occupied Moldavia and Wallachia. On the 23d March
1854 he crossed the Danube and besieged Silistria, but was
superseded in April by Prince Paskievich, who, however,
resigned on the 8th of June, when Gortschakojff resumed the
command. In July the siege of Silistria was raised, and
•the Russian armies recrossed the Danube ; in August they
withdrew to Russia. In 1855 he was appointed commander-
in-chief of bhe Russian forces in the Crimea in place of Prince

Mentshikoff. QortschakofPs defence of Sebastopol, and
final retreat to the northern part of the town, which he con-

?tinued to defend till peace was signed in Paris, were con-

ducted with skill and energy. In 1856 he was appointed
governor-general of Poland. He died at Warsaw on the
30th May 1861.
GORTYNA, or Gortyk, an important ancient city on

the southern side of the island of Crete. It stood on the

banks of the small river Lethseus (Mitropolipotamo), at a

short distance from the sea, with which it communicated
by means of its two harbours, Metallum and Lebena. It

had temples of Apollo Pythius, Artemis, and Zeus. Near
the town was the famous fountain of Sauros, inclosed by
fruit-bearing poplars

;
and not far from this was another

spring, overhung by an evergreen plane-tree which
^

in

popular belief marked the scene of the amours of Jupiter

and Europa. Gortyna was, next to Cnossus, the largest

and most powerful city of Crete. Tlj-e two cities com-
bined to subdue the rest of the island j

but when they

had gained their object, they quarrelled with each other,

and the history of both towns is from this time little more
than a record of their feuds. Neither plays a conspicuous

part in the history of Greece. Under the Romans Gortyna

became the metropolis of the island. Some ruins may
still be traced at the modern village of Hagii Deka.

GORZ, with Gradisca, is one of the crown-lands of the

Austrian monarchy, between 45° 36' 3" and 46“ 27"

N. lat., and bounded N. by Carinthia, E. by Carniola,

Istria, and the Triestine territory, S. by the Triestine terri-

I

tory and the Adriatic, and W. by Italy. On all sides,

except towards the south-west where it unites with the

Friulian lowland, it is surrounded by mountains, and

four-sixths at least of its area of 1140 square^ miles

is occupied by mountains and hills. From the ridge of

the Julian Alps, which rise in an almost unbroken line

to a height of 6000 or 7000 feet, the country descends

in successive terraces towards the sea, and may^ roughly

be divided into the upper highlands, the lower highlands,

the hilly district, and the lowlands. The highest summit
is the Terglou, 9370 feet, in the north-west. Geologically

the country is a great limestone district, comprising lime-

stone of many different formations, Rh^etian, Jurassic,

Neocomian, and Nummulitic ; and the strata have evidently

undergone a series of powerful disturbances. The hydro-

graphy is sufficiently peculiar, a considerable proportion

of the circulation of the waters taking place by under-

ground channels. The limits of the country coincide in

the main with that of the basin of the Isonzo, which

rises in the extreme north at a height of 2650 feet, and

pursues a strange zigzag course for a distance of 7 8^
miles

before it reaches the Adriatic. At Gorz the Isonzo is still

138 feet above the sea, and it is navigable only in its

lowest section, where it takes the name of the Sdobba. Hs
tributaries, of which the most important are the Idria, the

Torre, and the Wippach, are little more than mountain

streams. Of special interest not only in itself but for the

frequent allusions to it in classical literature is the Timavus

or Timavo. In ancient times it appears, according to the

well-known description of Virgil i. 244) to have

rushed from the mountain by nine separate mouths and

with much noise and commotion, but at present it usually

issues from only three mouths and flows
^

quiet and still,

It is strange enough, however, to see the river coming out

full formed from the rock, and capable at its very

of bearing vessels on its bosom. According to a probable

hypothesis it is a continuation of the river Reka which is

lost in a cleft of the rock in the south-east of the country

near S. Canziano. The coast-line of Gorz and Gradisc^

though extending for 25 miles, presents no harbour of much

importance. It is fringed by alluvial deposits and lagoons

which are for the most part of very modern formation;

for as late as the 4th or 5th centuries Aquileia was a great

seaport. The harbour of Grade is the only one accessible
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to the larger kind of coasting craft. A large part of the
|

country formerly covered with forest has been recklessly

cleared, hut theTarnova plateau is still a finewooded district

with an area of about 35 or 40 square miles. The red beech

is the predominant and in some parts almost the exclusive

tree, but it is being displaced by the fir and the pine. A
number of pits in the plateau are full of ice all the year

round, and yield about 16,000 cwts. annually for the con-

sumption of the neighbouring countries. More than a fifth

of the area of the country is pasture-land, and less than a

twenty-fourth is under the plough.

The vine is largely cultivated, being not only planted in

regular vineyards but introduced in long lines through the

ordinary fields and carried up the hills in terraces locally

called ronchi. Wheat, maize, buck-wheat, and potatoes are

the usual crops. Silk growing is largely carried on, especi-

ally in the lowlands, and furnishes the material for the

most extensive industry of the country. There are about

2000 workers in silk, and the produce is worth upwards of

.£200,000, while the cotton manufacture, which is next in

importance, employs about 1000, and produces -£100,000.

Leather, linen, paper, and soap are manufactured on a

smaller scale. The trade of the country is of very little

importance. Gorz and Gradisca, according to the consti-

tution of 1861, have a diet consisting of six representatives

of the landed proprietors, seven representatives of the towns
and industrial interests, and eight representatives of the

rural communes. The elector for the landed interest must
pay 100 florins (about £10) of land-tax in the Italian

circle, and 50 florins (about £5) in the Slovenian circle.

Two representatives are sent to the imperial council. The
political administration is in the hands of the lieutenant of

the coast-lands, which include not only Gorz and Gradisca
but also Trieste and Istria. Roman Catholicism is the ex-

clusive religion, the only Protestant community being in

the town of Gorz, and the Jews numbering only some 400.

Ethnographically the population must contain much more
various elements, but in 1857, out of a total of 196,276
inhabitants, 130,748 were registered as Slovenians, 47,841
as Friulians, 15,134 as Italians, and only 2150 as Germans.

Gorz first appears distinctly in history about the close of the 10 th
century, as part of a district bestowed by the emperor Otto III. on
John, patriarch of Acpiileia. In the 11th century it became the
seat of the Eppenstein family, who frequently bore the title of
counts of Gorizia

;
and in the beginning of the 12th century

the countship passed from them to the Lurngan family which con-
tinued to exist till the year 1500, and acquired possessions in Tyrol,
Oarinthia, Frinli, and Styria. In the course of the 13th and
14:th centuries the counts often appear as protectors (Schirm/oogt or i

Advocatus) of the church of Aquileia and as captains-general of I

Eriulia. When the Yenetians took possession of Friulia they gave
Count Henry the title of hereditary marshal as a compensation for
his loss of office. The right of coining was exercised by the counts
from the 13th century. On the death of Count Leonhard (12th
A.pril 1500) the fief reverted to the house of Hapsburg.
Gorz, Gobtz, or Goriz (Italian, Gorizia Modern Latin,

Goritia)y the chief town of the crown-land, is beautifully
situated in the fruitful valley of the Isonzo, 25 miles
IS'.N'.W. of Trieste by railway. It is the seat of an
archbishop, of a circle court, and of a head tax-oflSice.

The principal buildings are the cathedral, the former
Jesuit church and college now converted into barranks,
the convents of the brothers and sisters of mercy, of
the Francisans, of the Capuchins, and of the Ursulines, the
municipal buildings, the theatre, the house of the bishop,
and the old castle of the former counts of Tyrol and Gorz
now converted into a prison. Among the educational
establishments are a central episcopal seminary, a gym-
nasiuni, an upper real-school, a deaf and dumb institute, and
an agricultural school The industries include cotton and
silk weaving, sugar refining, brewing, the manufacture of
leather, and the making of rosoglio. There is also a con-
siderable trade in wooden work, fruit, and wine. On

-G O S
account of its mild climate the town is coming to be much
X'esorted to by invalids in winter. Charles X , the exiled
king of France, died at Gorz 6th November i83G. The
population of the town in 1869 was 10,659.

Besides the great nioiiogra])li of K. voii Czuriiig, 2Jas Zand (Joiz
uiid Gradibca, Vienna, lb73 and 1871, bee Siegmuiul, Suclhclie
KH'iitaUbthe KtoroHc, Vienna, 1875; Coroniui, PaUm'K'ni Gonti-
eiibiwiii Ilb. i., Vienna, 1759, and VAntiut moiieta GaHzxmw.
Gorz, 1785; Scliweizer, Ah'txyu dr llnsfuirc dcn tomtcs dc Gonce^
Trieste, 1859; Cailo Aloielli of Schonlehl, Istoria della Coiiiea di
Gorizia^ Gorz, 1855-55; Della Bona, ^unto iUorico di Gc/rizia e
dh Gni'cidiscay Goiz, 1853; Siebcrt, Gor% Htadt und Land,

GOS-HAWK, Le.y Goose-Hawk, the Astnr palimibrxmis

of ornithologists, and the largest of the short-winged Hawks
used in Falconry. Its English name, however, has possibly

been transferred to this species from one of the long-winged
Haw^ks, or true Falcons, since there is no tradition of the

Gos-Haw'k, now so called, having ever been used in Europe
to take Geese or other large and powerful birds. The
genus Aatnr may be readily distinguished from Falco by the

smooth edges of its beak, its short wings (not reaching beyond
about the middle of the tail), and its long legs and toes

—

though these last are stout and comparatively shorter than in

the Sparrow-Hawdcs {Accipitcr). In ijlumage the Gos-Hawk
has a general resemblance to the Peregrine Falcon (see

Falcon, vol. ix. p. 2), and it undergoes a corresjjonding

change as it advances from youth to maturity—the young
being longitudinally streaked beneath, while the adults

are transversely barred. The i rides, however, are always

yellow, or in old birds orange, while those of the Falcons

are dark brown. The sexes differ greatly in size. There can

be little doubt that the Gos-Hawk, now-a-days veiy rare in

Britain, was once common in England, and even towards
the end of the last century Thornton obtained a nestling

in Scotland, while Irish Gos-Hawks were of old highly cele-

brated. Being strictly a woodland-bird, its disappearance

may be safely connected with the disappearance of our
ancient forests, though its destructiveness to Poultry and
Pigeons has doubtless contributed to its present scarcity.

In many parts of the continent of Europe it still abounds.

It ranges eastward to China, and is much valued in India

(see Falconry, voL ix. p. 11), In North America it is

represented by a very nearly allied species, A, atricapUluby

chiefly distinguished by the closer barring of the breast.

Three or four examples corresponding with this form have
been obtained in Britain. A good many other species of

Astur (some of them passing into Accipiter) are found in

various parts of the world, but the only one that need here

be mentioned is the A, nmoe-hollandice of Australia, which
is remarkable for its dimorphism—one form possessing the

normal dark-coloured plumage of the genus, and the other

being perfectly white, with crimson irides. It must be
stated, however, that some writers hold these two forms to

be distinct species, and call the dark-coloured one A. cinerms
or A, rail, _ (a. n.)

GOSHEN or the land of Goshen, a territory of

Egypt in which the Israelites were settled from JacoVs im-

migration to the Exodus. In the Septuagint the equivalent-

is usually the land Gesem (rccre/ji), but in Gen. xlv. 10 “ the

land Gesem of Arabia,” Arabia being here either the Arabian
nome fApay^tas vo/ao?) or the extreme east of Lower Egypt.
According to Dr Brugach the Arabian nome was the 20th
of Lower Egypt in the older division known to us, the 32d
in the later, the alteration in the number being due to a
new division under the Ptolemies (Diet. Geogr.y List follow-

ing preface). The Egyptian name of the nome was Supt,

and the capital was Kesem, probably Kosem, also called

Kesem-Abot, Kesem of the East (Arabia), equivalent to

the Gesem of the Septuagint, preserved in the classical

Phacusa (Pa-Kesem), and the modern Fakoos, where
mounds mark the site of the ancient town (cf. Brugseh#
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Ih,, 876-7, 1049-50). The etymology is doubtful; pro-

bably the name is like many others in the same part of

Egypt of Semitic origin, as another land of Goshen, with
a capital city of the same name, is mentioned in southern
Palestine. It is therefore certain that the land of Goshen
was around the town of Phacusa. The site of this town
lies within the easternmost part of Lower Egypt, under 20
miles in a direct line south of Siin, the site of Tanis.

These conditions suit those of the Biblical narrative. It is

obvious that Goshen was a pastoral country, that it was
suited for a Shemite settlement, and was in the Shemite
part of Lower Egypt, its north-eastern portion. It was near

the seat of government in that part of the country, which
at this time was Tanis-Rameses, which town, or another of

the same name, was the starting-point at the Exodus. In
one place (Gen. xlvii. 11) the “land of Rameses” occurs

where we should expect “the land of Goshen.” We are

not sufficiently acquainted with the administrative divisions

at this early time to be able to explain this. It may, how-
ever, be conjectured that if the Rameses of the Exodus
journey was the same as Tanis-Rameses, the archaic Tanite
nome may have included the land of Goshen.
GOSLAR, a town in the district of Hildesheim, Prussia,

province of Hanover, is situated on the Gose, an affluent of

the Ocker, at the foot of the Harz, 24 miles S.E. of Hildes-

heim. It is surrounded by walls, and has a very antique

appearance. Among the noteworthy buildings are the

market church, in the Romantic style, restored since its

partial destruction by lire in 1844, and containing the town
archives, and a library in which are some of Luther’s manu-
scripts; the old town-house, possessing many interesting

antiquities; the Kaiserworth, with the statues of the

German emperors
;
the Kaiserhaus, founded by Henry III.

in 1050, and along with the adjoining Ulrich’s chapel re-

stored in 1873 at the cost of the Prussian Government
;
the

small chapel, which is all that remains since 1820 of the old

cathedral founded by Henry III. in 1040, containing among
other antiquarian relics of the cathedral an old altar supposed
to be that of the idol Krodo which formerly stood on the
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top of the Burgberg near Keustadt-Harzburg

;
the church

of the monastery of Neuwerk, in the Roman style, with wall
paintings of considerable merit

; and the house of the
bakers’ guild, the birthplace of Marshal Maurice of Saxony.
There are four Evangelical churches, one Catholic church,
a^ synagogue, a real school of the first order, a higher
girls’ school, and

^

a number of small foundations. The
population are chiefly occupied in connexion with the sul-
phur, copper, silver, and other mines in the neighbourhood.
The town has also been long noted for its beer, and pos-
sesses some small manufactures, and a considerable trade in
fruit. The population in 1875 was 9838.

Goslar was founded by Henry the Powler about 920, and when
in the time of Otto the Great the miueial treasures iu the neigh-
bourhood were discovered it increased rapidly in prosperity. It
was freq^uently the seat of German diets, and the residence of the
emperor. About 1350 it joined the Hanseatic League. It was
unsuccessfully besieged in 1625, during the Thirty Years’ War, hut
was taken hy the Swedes in 1632, and nearly destroyed hy fire.

Additional conflagrations in 1728 and 1780 gave a severe blow to
its ancient prosperity. It was a free town till 1802, when it came
into possession of Prussia. In 1807 it was joined to Westphalia, in
1816 to Hanover, and in 1866 it was, along with Hanover, reunited
to Prussia.

GOSLICKI, WAWEzyjviEC (1533-1607), a learned Pole,
better known under his Latinized name of Laurentius
Grimalius Goslicius, was born about 1533. After having
studied first at Cracow and afterwards at Padua, he entered
the church, and was successively appointed bishop of

Kaminietz and of Posen. Goslicki, although an ecclesiastic,

was an active man of business, was held in high estimation
by his contemporaries, and was frequently engaged in politi-

cal affairs. It was chiefly through his influence, and through
the letter he wrote to the pope against the Jesuits, that they
were prevented from establishing their schools at Cracow.
He was also a strenuous advocate of religious toleration in

Poland. He died October 31, 1607.
His principal work is De opU'tno se%at0T&t &c. (Tenice, 1568).

There are two English translations published respectively undei
the titles A commonwealth of good counsaile, &c. (1607), and
The Accomplished Senator, done vnio English hy Mr Oldiswortk

(1783).

GOSPELS
Synoptical Gospels.

OE the four canonical Gospels^ {f}od, God or good
;

spell,

discourse or tidings, c/1 evayyeXtov) the first three

(differing from the fourth) agree in narrating nearly the

same events in somewhat similar language, and are hence

called synoptical (o-uV, together
;

oi/rts, view). It will be
advantageous to begin with the treatment of these, as to

their origin, date, and objects, so far as can be determined
from (1) internal evidence and (2) external evidence.

Internal Evidence.

In discussing the internal evidence, it will be convenient to

speak, first, of those portions of the synoptic narrative which
are found in three Gospels

;
then of those which are found in

only two; and, lastly, of those which are found in only one.

TJie Triple Tradition.—Eew are aware of the very small

extent to which independent narrators of the same events

use the same words. A comparison of a few specimens
of independent narratives (of such events, for example,

as the attempt to assassinate King Humbert, or the recent

death of the Prince Imperial) would show that the narra-

tives often contain scarcely two or three consecutive words
in common, and rarely or never a whole clause of five or

six words. The same statement applies to narratives of

discourses of any length reported from memory, and not

from notes taken at the moment. How it is well known

^ For Apocryphal Gospels, see Apocrypha, vol. ii. p. 184.

that in many parts of the first three Gospels the same Originality

words and phrases are curiously interlaced, in such a way of Mifrk.

as to suggest that the writers have borrowed either from
each other or from some common source. For example,

in describing the healing of the sick (Mat. viii. 16 ; Mk.
i. 32 ;

Lu. iv. 40), Matthew begins thus : 6i/^ias Skyevofjietrg^

;

Mark, oi^tas Se yevopivri^ ore eSverey 6
;
Luke, Bvvovros

Be Tov ^XCov. Prom this and many similar passages it

might seem natural to infer that Mark borrowed one of

these expressions from Matthew and the other from Luke,

and that the narrative of Mark is little more than a com-

bination of passages from Matthew and Luke. This is an

inference which has actually been drawn by many critics

both before and since DeWette; but at present it finds

comparatively little support among competent investigators.

However, the oscillations of Hew Testament criticism have

been so numerous that it may be of use to indicate a

method by which the originality of Mark may be estab-

lished on an immovable basis. That Mark (at all events

in many parts) contains the original document or tradition

from which Matthew and Luke have borrowed can be proved

to demonstration by a necessary inference from the follow-

ing specimen of narrative common to the three writers.^

2 From a Harmony of the Synoptic Go^els, now in preparation,

l)y Mr W. G. Bushbrooke, B. A., formerly Scholar of St John’s College,

Cambridge. The text followed here and throughout this article has

been generally that of TischeAdorf.
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MATTHEW XXL 33-44.

33 ’A-VA-97-j; nrapa^oX’hv a-K-

o v-cr-a-r-6, "AvOpcoirof; y-v o-I-k-

o-h-e-cr-TT-o-T-T]-^, o-<r-T-£-9 €<jbi;-

revcrev a/jLTreXoova^ Kal ({>pa-vH.6v

d-V-T-i^ 'irepieOntcev Kau ctlp-ulcv €-V

a-v~T-ip Xtjv-O-Z^ ical tpKoS6pT|crev'injp'yov,

Kal i^iSero avrov ^eoopyoZ^, teal

aTrehT^pu'QoreVi. 34 o-T-e S-e ^-<y-'y-

ircr-e-v 0- KaLp-o-<s T-Sy-v K-a~p-

7r-S>'V^ cLTrecTTeLKev t-o-w-9 SouX-

o-v-<i a-v-r-O'V 7rpo9 TOU9 yecop-

70U9 Xap-e-Z-v To-v-9 Kapir-o-v-*:

a-u-T-o-0. 35 Kal Xapdvres oi <yea)p-

fyo 6 T-o-v-9 S-o-i5-X-o-i;-9 a-v-T-o-v

8-v ^Se^pav, 8-
1/ Sc dire-KT-e-^-

v-a-v, 0-1/ S-6 i-X-L'6-o-j3-6'X-7j~cr-a-v»

36 ^’ctXiv d'n’coTTeiXcv dXX-o-i;-9 SovX-

0-I/-9 TT-X-e-t-O-V a-9 T-ft)-!/ TT-p-CO-

T-(o-v, Ka-6 e-TT’O-i-'Q-cT-a-v a-v-T-o-Z-^

d)-0--a-V-T-Q}-9»

37 {!-o‘-T“€-p-o-V Se d'lrIc’TciXev ‘irpbs

aiuTobs T-o-V vlbv ci’V-T-O-l) Xe-yw
*EvTpa7r?7crovTa4 tov uiov ftoi;.

38 oi Be yeoopryol ISovre^ r-o-v

v-i-O'V ctir-o-z/ e-v laiiT-o-r-9 ' O5t6 9iemv
6 fX.7)pov6pLO^’ Sewc aTTOKTeivwpLev

aiirbv Kal -ri]V- /cX'rjpovo^

pu-l-a-v a-v-T'O-v. 39 Kal XapdvTcs

avTOV i^i^aXov e^co rov dpLTreXco-

V09 Kal aTrifcreLVav, 40 o-r-a-v

oiv e-X-6-y 6 Kvpio^ rov ap&TreXdj-

V09,
TL iroLTjaei T-0-Z-9 7-€-G>-p-7-o-Z-9

e-/c-e-t-i»-o-i-9
;

41 X-€-ry-o-v-cr~c-v

K-a-/c-o-V“9 K-a~K-&-^ diroXe-

cF€t a-u-T-o-t)'9, Jcal rov dpirreX&va
i-K-Sdxr-e^-a-t, a\Xofc9 7€a)p7-o-Z-9,

o-?-T-t-v-€“9 a-7r-o-8-c&-<r“0-v-cr-t-i/

a-v-r-<p T-o-i-9 K-a-p-rr^Q-V’^ e-v T-0-Z-9

K-a-L-p-o-l'^ a-v-T-d)-v,

42 X-e-7-e-^ avToZ9 o- ’I-i7-cr-o-i5-9’

OvS-e-TT-o-T-e dv€Y»'«T€ J-v ra-t-^ ypa’-^

<j>-a-t-9* KiOov ov drreSojclpacrav ol

olKoBopovvref;^ ovto<s iyevyjdrj el^

/c€<f)aXr}v ycovia^' 'irapd Hvpiov eycvcto

a^Ti], Kal <EcrTt.v 0avpa(rTi| kv dcf>6aXpoLS

iipwv ; 43 8-fc-a T-O-C'T-O X-€-7-(W v-prZ-V

o-T-i a-p-O-rj-a-e-r-a-L d-<f} v-prd)-y

fi-a-<T-i~X-€-t-a r-o-v ©-e-o-C /c-a-l

B-o-d'Tj'O'-e-T'a-L e-0-v-e-c Tr-o-t-o-u-v-r-^

T-o-i-9 /c-a-p-TT-o-v-^ Orif-r-rj-^s^

44 K'tt-t 6 weorij' €77^t roy Xidov
r-O'V-T'O'V avvdXaadrjO’erac e4> bv
S' &v TTeajiy XL/cjJLfja-ec avrov.

GOSPELS
LtTKE XX. 9—18.

9 Hp^aro S-€ 7r-p-o-9 r-o-v

X-ot'O-v X-e-fy-e-t-v r-^-v rrapa^oXixv

r-a-v-r-7]-v. AvOpforro^ icjyvrevo-ev

dpLireXoyva Kal e^eBero avrov

ye(opyot<i, Kal direBripu'qaev %-p-o-

y-O'U-9 i-K-a-v-o-v-^. 10 koX Kaip^

drrkcrreCXev 7rpo9 tov9 yecopyoifc}

SovXov, Lva drrb ro-v Kaprro-v roO

dpjirXSyvo^ B-oo-a-o-v-a-t-v a-v-T-(p'

o£ S-e 7ewp7ol i-^-aTricrreiXav avrov

Beip-a-v-T’e-^ fcevov.

11 Kal rr-p'O-ar-i-d-e-r-o e-r-e-p-o^v

TT-e-jJL-yJr-a-i' o-l B-b KaKeZvou B-e-ir

p-a-v-r-€s Kald-rcpidcr-a-v-r-e-^i e-^-a-

rr-krcr-r-e-L-X-a-v k-€-v-6-v. 12 Kal

7r-p-o-G--i-0-e-r-o r-p-l-r-o-v nr-e-pL-y^-

a-L* 0‘i S-e Ka~l r-o-v-r-o-v r-p-a-v-pu-a-

r‘i-a-arv-r-e-<i i-^-e-^-aX-o-v^

13 e-l-TT-e-v SI 6- K-v-p-tro-^ r-o-v

d-pL-TT-e-X-do-v-o-^* T-t TT-o-Mj-a-a)

;

7r-e-pL~yJr-{o rov viov pLOV r-o-v dyairnq-

rov* i-<7-ct)-9 r-o-v-T-o-v ivrpaTTTjcrov-

rati. 14 ISdvTcs Bea-v-r-o-v ol yecopyol

B-t-e-X-o-y-i-^-o-v-r-o 7rpo9 d-X-X-rj-X-

o-v-^ X-47-o-y-r-e-9* 05x09 eariv
6 KXrjpovopo^* drroKreivtopiiev av-
rov i-v-a '^pb&v y-e-v-7]-r-a-i, r) kXtj-

povopula. 15 KCii eK^aX-o-v-r-e-^

avrov e^co rov aprreX€yvo<s drre-

Kreivav. ri o8v iroiTjaev a-v-r-o-Zs o

KvpLo^ rov dpuiTeX6i)vo<i ; 16 eXexJ-

crerat Kal dTroXeaev to09 yecopyov^

r-o-v-r-o-v-^y Kal Bcbcret rov dpurre-

Xwva oXXoL^. d-K-o-v-cr-ar-v-T-e-^

B-e e-t-7T-a-Vy y-e-v-o-t-r-o,

17 O- Se €-pir/3~X-€-^p^a-^ a'iiTOts

e-l-rr-e-v' T-t o-5-y i-a-r-l-v to- y-e-

ypa-pi^p-e-v-o-v r-a-v-r-o* Aidov ov
direBoKvpi^aaav ol olKoSopi^ovvre^,

o5to9 iyevrjOTj eh KeipaXi^v yayvea^;

18 7i'-a-9 d Treo-dv lir* i-K-e-Z-jy-o-v

Tov XC60V <rvvOXa<r0i^<r€Tai’ e<]»* 8v 8 * dv
TTEO'ij, Xi.Kp7]<rci. a-UTOV,

[synoptical.

MAEK XII. 1—11.

1 K-a-l tipgaTo a-o-T-o-Z-9 i-v

rrapafioX-a-Z-^ X-a-X-e-Z-v. Aprre*
Xcbva dvOpcoTTOf; icfyvr€v<T6V, Kal

rrepieOrjKev (ppaypubv Kal cipv^ev

v-rr-o-Xr]v-trO-V /cal ^KoB6pLr)a€v

TTvpyoVy Kal i^eBero avrov yecop-

yoZ<^, Kal d'lreBrjpLTjo'ev. 2 Kal dire-

arcLXev 7rpo9 to09 yeoypyov^ r-S
Kaip^ BovXovy Vva rr-a-p-d r-5y-v

y-€’oy-p-y-a>-v Xd^-rj exTro rSy-v Kap-

rr-Sy-v tov dpTreXtovos* 3 Kal XaySovTe?

avTOV eBeepav K-a-l dTreorTeiXav kevov.

4 Kal rrdXiv arreerreiXev rr-p-o-^

a-v-r-o-v-ts ciXX-o-v SovX-o-v* komIvov

i-K-e-cfy-a-X-c-co-cr-a-v Kal yj-rtpaor-a-z;.

5 Kal d-X-X-o-v d-rr-e-a-r-e-L-X-e-v*

k6.-k 6-Z-v-o-v d-'ir-i-K-r-e-L-v-a-v, K-a-l

TT-o-X-X-0-5-9 a-X-X-o-u-9, 0-5-9 p-ev

B-e-p-o-v-r-e-<i 0-0-9 Be drr-o-Kr-k-v-

v-u-v-T-e-9.

6
>f tf ^ r\
e-r-i 6-v-a 6-^-%-€-v viov

dva'irtiTov’ drrkareLXev a-v-r-b-v e-a-

^-a-T-o-v 7rpo9 aOTo59 Xeytov o-r-t

^EvTpaTrTjaovrac rov viov pov.

7 e-K-6-Z-v-o-c (?) Be ol yeaypyol

irpbs eavr-o-v-f; elrr-a-v o-r-v o5to9

eariv 6 KX7jpov6pLo<;* Bevre diro-

Kreivcopiev avrov, Kal Tipwv e-a-r-a-u

37 KXrjpovopito., 8 Kal Xa/Sovre^^

drrkKreivav avrbv, Kal e^k^aXoj^

a-v-r-b-v (?) e^oo rov dpireX&vo^.

9 tL rroi'qaei 6 KVpio^ rov dpiTre-

Xobvo^
y

eXedo-eTau Kal aTToXeaei robs

yeaypyov^, Kal Bcba^i rov dpuTveXSyva

dXXoi<f.

10 008-6 Tr)-v ypa<fy-r)-v r-a-v-

r-7]-v dvkyvcoTe, Aidov ov dire-

BoKLpuaaav ol olKoSopiovvr€<iy oSto?

eyevrjdT) eh Ke<fyaXr}v ycovia^' 11
rrapd V^vpiov €7eveTO avrrj Kal

eariv davpi*aarv} ev otpOaXpi^oZ^

ripd^v ;



INTERNAL EVIDENCE.]

It will be observed in tbe foregoing extracts^ that (up
to verse 1 1 of Mark), besides tbe matter common to all

three writers, Mark and Luke have a good deal of addi-
tional matter in common {^piaro, tbe dat. term. (Katp)<S, ha
aTTO, iiairia-reiXav avrov Kevov, kolkc^vov, koI ^rt/xao-av,

ayaTTYiTov, Trpo^, iXcvor^rat Kai, rov^ yccopyou?)
;
Mark

and ^Matthew have also inucb additional matter in common
(Kal 7r€pi€dr)K€V <t>payfxbv Kal cupv^ev (wo)A.7yv(toi/) Kal wkoBo-
'ixrjcrev irvpyov^ Kal Xa/Sovr^s, TraXiv aTrecrretXev, aXX(ov),
aireKTeLvav, irpos avTOv<s Xiyoiv, €av7{ov>s), €t7r(o)v,

Xa/B6vT€<5, Trapa Kvpiov kyiv^ro avrrj Kal ecrrtv Oavpiaary iv

6
(f>
6aXp.ois but, ill striking contrast, Matthew and

Luke have no additional matter in common, except that in

verse o of Mark they insert ot yccopyot for clearness
;
in

verse 7 they insert
; and in verse 9 they insert ovv.

Are thetoO facts compatible with the theory that Mark com-
pounded his narrative out of Matthew and Luke 1

We may begin by dismissing the three trifling words
which "Matthew and Luke agree in adding to the Triple
Tradition (by which we mean the matter common to the
three Gospels), as being words that any early editor of

Mark inight naturally insert. The insertion of the subject

in verse 3, f(jr clearness, requires no comment. The
in verse 9 softens an abruptness which (however character-

istic of Ivlark) w^ould naturally repel readers and editors.

Again, in verse 7 the omission of some phrase to denote that

thehusbandmen saw the son approaching before they formed
their ]>lan, is wso ahru[>t that ZSoi/tc? or Oeac-dfi^voL has been
actually supplied in Mark by several manuscripts and ver-

sions (possibly, of course, influenced by Matthew and Luke),
and might naturally be supplied by still earlier editors.

Having therefore accounted for those words, we are led

to this result, that, from Mk. xii. 1 to Mk. xii. 11, Matthew
and Luke contain nothing in common which is not also

found in a slightly modified edition of Mark.^ This boing
the case, it can be proved by rediictio ad ahmrdiim that

Mark did not copy from Matthew and Luke. For sup-

pose that he did so copy, it follows that he must not

only have constructed a narrative based upon two others,

borrowing here a piece from Matthew and here a piece

from Luke, but that he must have deliberately determined
to insert, and must have adapted liis narrative so as to

insert, every w’ord that was common to Matthew and Luke.
The clifliculty of doing this is enormous, and will be patent

to any one who will try to perform a similar literary feat

himself. To embody the whole of even one document in

a narrative of one^s own, without copying it verbatim^ and
to do this in a free and natural manner, requires no little

care. But to take two documents, to put them side by
side and analyse their common matter, and then to write

a narrative, graphic, abrupt, and in all respects the oppo-

site of artificial, which shall contain every phrase and
word that is common to both—^this would be a tour de

force even for a skilful literary forger of these days, and

^ The ordinary type on page 790 exhibits the words and phrases

common to all three writers, which we will henceforth call the “Triple

Tradition”; the underlined type that which is common to each pair

(in addition to the matter coininon to the three) ;
and the spaced type

that which each writer has peculiar to himself alone. The black type

in the first column represents that which (in addition to the matter

common to the three) is common to Matthew and Mark ;
in the second

column it represents that which is common to Luke and Matthew ; in

the third column, that which is common to Mark and Luke. It

follows that the same words which are found as underlined type in the

first, second, and third columns will be found as small black type in

the second, third, and first columns respectively.

® The verse added in Matt. xxi. 44 is omitted by Tischendorf, and

is perhaps not part of the text of Matthew. But, if genuine, it is a

reference to the “ winnowing-stone ’’ in Daniel ii. 44, 45, which might

naturally be added by some early editor of the origmal tradition, and

might readily be adopted into the subsequent editions of it, which are

known to us as the Gospels according to Matthew and Luke*
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may be dismissed as an impossibility for the writer of the
Second Gospel.

^

For example, Mark might have begun his narrative, Kal
dX€y^ avTOLSj omitting TrapafSoXyj/

;

he inight have borroived
0LK0S€a7r6Ty<s from Matthew and have dropped dvOpayTros

;

he might have borrowed TripLiffat from Luke (ver. 11) instead
of dzreoTTetXe. Had he done these things (all natural enough),
we should have at once had, as additional common
matter for Matthew and Luke, TrapajBoXyvy avl9p<o7ro5, and
aTrecTTetXcv, and all in the space of three verses, and com-
mon matter” proportionally in the rest of the narrative.
We may assume, therefore, that Mark did not copy Matthew
and Luke in this passage, nor in other passages where a
similar phenomenon occurs. But it occurs throughout by
far the greater part of Mark's narrative. We may, there-
fore, regard it as absolutely certain that by far the greater
part of Mark is not borrowed from Matthew and Luke
and that the duality of phrase, which is undoubtedly a

characteristic of Mark, must be explained by other causes
(For other passages where Matthew and Luke have little

or no additional matter in common, compare more espe-
cially the passages parallel to Mk. ii. 13-17; iii. 1-6;
V. 1-39

; X. 17-31; xi. 1-10; xii. 13-27
; xiii. 1-19 : xiv.

1-16 ; XV. 1-11.)

The question remains, Were Matthew and Luke entirely Evidence
dependent upon Mark for that part of their narrative of an

which covers the same ground as Mark ? It would not be
difficult, from a comparison of the three columns above, to

make it probable that both Matthew and Luke did not
borrow from the complete Mark as we have it. For though
each of the three additions ow, tSovres, ot ycwpyoq is in

itself natural enough, yet the hypothesis that Matthew and
Luke independently adopted precisely these and no other
additions is most improbable. From a comparison of

many such passages the improbability of the borrowing
hypothesis might be increased. But as the process of

Iiroof could not be complete, and would certainly he
long, it will be better to bring forward some short

passages which are wholly irreconcilable with the hypo-
thesis of deliberate borrowing, and which point to an
original source, either written or oral, round which the

three narratives play. Those passages will be most con-

vincing where there are traces that some original tradition

has been differently understood by the different writers.

(a) One natural error in interpreting a terse tradition (perhaps
translated from Aramaic into Greek) woiTld be to
supply different subjects to the same verbs, as in the
following important passages, which variously describe

the message of the angel or angels to the women at

the tomb of Jesus :

—

(1) Matt, xxviii. 7, ‘Trpodyei v/uas ejs TaXiXaiav ixe?

alrhy oil/ctrOe^ idoi>, elTrov vfutf
—“behold, Z have told

you.”

(2) Mk. xvi. 7, irpodyei vfias els_ TaXiXaiav* eKet avrbv

^}f/€(r6e, KaO^s cTirey v/uTu—“asi7<5told you.”

On the other hand, Luke, who records several

appearances of the Lord to the disciples in or neai

Jerusalem, and who does not take the Galilean view

of the resurrection, finds the words eh r. out oj

place in bis narrative. Yet his memory or knowledge

of the common tradition is too strong to allow him to

omit all mention of Galilee, and he therefore inserts

it, but differently.

(B) Lu xxiv. 6, iui,v^a‘07iTG ws i\d\7j(rev ufjuv iy rp ra\iA.afqt

—“ remember how He spake unto you while Se was
still in Galilee.

”

(j3) (1) Matt. iii. 6, i^eTrope^ero irphs avrhy . . . TcdcrcL ^

vepixfopos rov ^lopSdyov.

(2) Mk. i. 5 (ageing here with Matthew), i^eiropeltcro vphs

aifThu . . . ‘jrcL(ra ij lovdala xd)pa,

(3) Lu. iii. 3, els tratray t^v Tr€pix<*>P^ tow ’lopBdyov.

(y) In some cases the confusion is so important as seriously to

affect the context, as in

—

(1) Matt. xix. 16, Aibda-KaXe, ri orvaBhv 'iroiiicca—^which iS
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followed (in tlie correct text) by “ Why abkest tbou

me about the good ?
”

j2) Mlc. X. 17, At^do’KctXe ctyaQe, ri Tvoii](Tw—wbicli is fol-

lowed by ‘
‘ Why callest thou me good ?

’

(3) Luke (xviii. 18} agrees with Mark: AMtncaXe dyaOe, ri

voc^ficras, Note that a scribe has pdeavoured to coni-

biue the two traditions by inserting dyaOe in Matt,

xix. 16.

In the following the confusions are between only two nar-

ratives :

—

(5) (1) Mk. iv. 19, at (lepifJLvai . . . elffTropevSfMevat (Tvv7rviyov(n

—“cares7 Qoing into the heart, choke (the word).”

(2) Lu. viii. 14, vtcb . . . iropevopLevoi c-ypirviyovraL

—“(the men) going their way (or gradually, as in

LXX. ), are choked by cares, or under the iniluence of

cares.
”

(«) In the following, Matthew and Mark concur in attributing

desire’^ and '‘fear;’’ but Matthew attributes the
“ desire ” to Herod, Mark to Herodias

;
again,

Matthew makes the object of the “fear** to be the

“crowd,” Mark “John the Baptist”

(1) Matt xiv. 5, Kai eiK^ avrhv OLTroKreLvai i^io^djer} rhp

t>XXov-

(2> Mk. Ti. 19, 56 *Hpa}Bias . . . ijOjhev ahrhv d-ffOKre7vat,

Kal oiiK TfBvparo' 6 ydp ^lip<&By)S €<po^€iro rhp ^Xcadwriv*

(f) In a record of dialogue, the phrases, “said he,” “answered
they,” would naturally vary (as they do, Matthew,
Mark, and Luke having peculiarities in this respect),

and they might sometimes be omitted, with the im-
portant result of transmuting a statement of fact

(Mark) into an utterance of Jesus (Matthew), thus :

—

(1) Matt. xxvi. 2, OtBare Bn fULerd Bvo rh Trdtrxa

yiverat.

(2) Mk. xiv. 1, 56 rh vdtrxo- rd &C^jua p-erd Bito hp^ipasj-

(ij) The following is another case of difference in the grammatical
subject of the verb

;
the resemblance will appear de-

monstrative proof of confusion to those who compare
the context, and who also rememher that dKoKovQ^^v
is used habitually of others following Jesus, but not
of Jesus following others.

(1) Matt. ix. 19, Kal l76p66ls 6
*
Ii/j(rovs -yiKoXotidei a{>Ty.

(2) Mk. V. 24, Kal dx^XSev per avrov, Kal h^^oXoi^deL ahrcp

Bx^o^ xoXiis*

(e) In the following there is a curious confusion from the omis-
sion of some words by Luke, so that what is the
apodosis in Matthew becomes the protasis in Luke ;

—

(1) Matt. xii. 26, Kal el 6 'S,ara.pds [rhv 'S.aravdv ^yc/3ctAA6t],

kavrhv ipepiaOri* xcos [o5y] <rraQd\rerai ^ ^anXeta.

avrov
;

(2) Lu. xi. 18, et 5e ical 6 "Saravds 4avrhv BtepepicrOrj,

xas orraddjo'erai rj fianXela avrov
;

(t) The following suggests that some Aramaic word meaning to
“question” and to “try” or “tempt” may have
been diversely rendered by

—

(1) Matt. xii. 10, Kal ixript&rTjcrav ahr6v, Xeyovres el i^eari

Bepaxe-Oeiv,

(2) Lu. vi. 7, Xiaperiipovvro 5 6 abrhv el Bepaxebei.

(k) (1) Matt, xxvii. 49, Of 56 Xoixoi ^Xeyov, ^Atpes, iSapev ei

^pX^rai ‘Hxfas adcav abrSv.

(2) Mk. XV. 36, Xeycov, ’‘A^^ere, XBapev el ipxerai *IlXlas

KaBeXe7v avrov.
Here (1) in Matthew the bystanders address the

man who brings the drink to Jesus ; but (2) in Mark
the man addresses the bystanders. In (1) the mean-
ing is “desist from giving the drink;” in (2) it
appears to be “desist from mocking.” Butin any
case, the meaning differs in Matthew and Mark.

Many other instances might be given {e.g., Mat. xiv. 2:
Mk. vi. 16 ; Lu. ix. 9 : Mk. ix. 5 ;

Lu. ix. 34) ; but
we will conclude with one in which two traditional
versions of a saying of our Lord, blended into one by
Mark, appear to have caused a confusion : {d) “ Every
sin and blasphemy shall he remitted to men, but
blasphemy against the Spirit shall not be remitted

;

”

(5) “ ^osoever speaketh a word against the Son of
Ma/n, it shall be remitted to him ; but whosoeve-
speaketh against the Holy Spirit, it shall not be re-
mitted to him.” Matthew gives both these versions,
Luke one of them (with slight variations). But Mark,

^ Here, as elsewhere in this article, it has not been thought necea-
saiy to mention hy name those critics whose statements are traversed.
For a brief summary of the history of recent criticism on the Gospels,
see the end of this article.
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combining the former part of the first version with
the latter part of the second, so as to omit the phrase
“Son of Man,” and yet feeling that some mention of

“Son of Man” was made in the tradition, substitutes

for “men” “sons of men,” a phrase that is not
found elsewhere in the whole of the Gospels :

—

(a.; (1) Matt. xii. 31, 32, (a) [5/5i rovro Xeya vp7v, xdaa dpapria
Kal $Xa(r^r]pta dcjieBd)<rerai rols dvdpdjxois, ij Be rov
xvebparos 0Xa(T<pr}pia ovk d^edrja-eraL jcal] (5) ‘os edv
eXxy x6yov Kard rov vtov rov dvOpdxov, d<pe67j(reTaL

avrep, hs S’ dv etWp Kara rov xvebparos rod dyiov ovk
d<pe6d}creraL avr^ ovre ev robr^ rtp aicHvi ovre iv r^
peXXovri.

(2) Lu. xii. 10 (using 6*s for Kara, ipe7 for dv eXxy, and
borrowing from {a) tbe word kxaa<h’npe7v), (6) fcal

TrSs ds epe? xSyov els rhv vlhv rov dvBpc&xov dtped'fjo'erai

avr^, rqi 5e els rh dyiov xvevpa i8Xacr077/X7^<ravTi ovk
d<f>e6‘f}a‘eraL.

(3) Mk. iii. 28, 29 (probably transpo.sing vths, and using th
dative instead of Kara or ets), (a) Xeyco vptv 2rt xdvre
d(i>eBii<feraL ro7s vlo7s r&v dvBpdxcoy rd dpaprriparOt »

«al at i3A.atr0i7giar 5cra idv ^Xactprip^acccrL
;

(b) ds 5’ dv
$Xa<r<pr)p'fi(rp eis rh xvevpa rh dyiov ovk exei d<l>e<rLv

ets rhv alcova.

Even. tLose who may reject this explanation of the arra^

Xeyo/jLcvov in Mark will probably feel that this passage,

and all those previously quoted, point to some original

tradition (whether written or oral) upon which our three

synoptic Gospels are based. These then are the results

to which (so far) we are led :—(1) Mark certainly did not

borrow from Matthew and Luke
; (2) Matthew and Luke,

though clearly inffuenced by some form of Mark, yet pro-

bably borrowed, not from Mark, but from some original

tradition upon which Mark also is based.

The Nature of the Triple Tradition,—^What was the The Triple

original tradition upon which our three synop>tic Gospels Tradition,

are based 1 Was it Aramaic or Greek*? oral or written?

single or manifold? Did the earliest of our synojptisfcs

receive it fresh from its first source, or after it had passed

through many recensions? Few or none of those ques-

tions (to some of which reference will be made hereafter)

can be answered with absolute certainty 3 but it is evident

that, if Matthew, Mark, and Luke are all based upon an
earlier original tradition, then those words and phrases

which are common to Matthew, Mark, and Luke (to

which we have given the name of the Triple Tradition)

mxxst have a peculiar weight, as approximating to the

original tradition itself. If it be found that these

scattered words and phrases make up of themselves an
almost continuous narrative, we may fairly suppose that

we are approximating very closely indeed to the original

tradition. We shall not expect to find a perfectly con-

tinuous narrative. On the contrary, a perfectly continuous

narrative, identical in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, would
imply, not a floating early variable tradition, but a docu-

ment simply copied by the authors of our Gospels.

An early tradition, circulated perhaps in various churches,

in Antioch, in Home, in Ephesus, in Corinth, before being
embodied in a document, will naturally have been modi-
fied, supplemented, and sometimes (as above) confused.

More especially in certain unimportant and constantly re-

curring words and phrases we may exj)ect variations. The
words “ said,’’ ^‘answered,” “went,” “journeyed,” “ asked,”

^‘questioned,” “tempted,” “refused,” “rebuked,” <fcc,,

may naturally be expected to differ in tlj.e three versions.

But greater differences will soon arise. One version will

lay greater stress on the details of miracles ;
another on

the relations between Jesus and John the Baptist; another
on the law

;
another on the forgiveness of sins

;
and this

varying emphasis will produce certain modifications of

the original tradition. Again, in the early times of the
church, the Greek of slaves and freedmen may pass with-
out offence

;
but in later times an editor of the Gospel, writ-

ing for readers of higher rank and better education, will
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substitute less uncouth words for the original barbarisms.
Thus, from varying causes, the different versions of the
tradition will deviate

i and when we come to compare
three of them together, and to write down the words
common to the three, we shall no longer find the original

continuous tradition. Gaps in the sense will occur every
now and then, owing to the omission of some necessary
word. On the other hand, although the literary cement
(so to speak) which fills up the interstices between the
words and deeds of the Lord may naturally vary, we may
expect that the words of the Lord Himself will be more care-

fully preserved, and more identically reported by all three
synoptists, so that they will give a more continuous sense,

and will enable us to approximate to the original tradi-

tion. Let us now take the Gospel of Mark, and set

down, from the first two chapters of it, all such words as

it contains in common with Matthew and Luke, merely
adding in italics such words as may enable the reader to

perceive the structure of each sentence; and let us see
whether the words thus collected show any traces of a
continuous narrative ;—

^

“Ewas
I
the prophet

: |i the voice of one ciying in the wilder-
ness, Prepare the way of llie Lord, make His paths straight. I John

I

in the wilderness lireaehing
|
rep('n(t).

1
All

[
wen(t) forth

|
to

he baptis!((id) hy liini.
||

Tliore conieth one stronger than I
|
whoso

shoe-latehet shoes]
|

I am not worthy to loose [Mat. bear].

I
I bapti}!(<d you with water, He

|
shall ba2>tize you with the

Holy Spirit. H Jesu(s) v;crs l»iipti(zeJ). H The heaven^
1
and the

Spirit, as a dove, desc(jnd(ing) on Him. And a voicre) from
j

heaven
1
My bclovcil Son, in Tlice [Mat. whom] I am well

pleased.
|

The Spirit drives Him
; [

in the wildern(ess) forty days
tempt(cd) by [Satan ; Lu. devil]. ll llocw\no into O.iUlee.

1]
Com^eth)

into the house of Simon [Mat. Peter].
|
Stei)mothcr sick of a

fever. I! And the f(ive(r) left her
; |

she ministered to the(ni'). ll He
heale(d).

1|
He x>reach<<<l) in the .synagogu(e.s) of Galil(GG).

jj
There

came a lep(‘r
|

saying to Ifi(m), If Thou wilt, Thou canst make me
clean. And stretching forth ilis lian<l, Ho toucdicd him

|
1 wilb

be thou clean. Au<l imme<liately tficrc departed from him the
leprosy.

||
And Jfr. said to liiin, Tel(l) no one, but

|

show thyself to

the priest, and offer that which IVIoses ordained as a testimony to
them.” Chap. ii. “

H And they brin(g) Hi(m) a x>aralyti(c). (| And
seeing their faith, H He said, Thy sins are forgive(n).

|
The scribes

said. This man hIaHj>hem(eth).
(|
Jesus said to the(m),

|
Why reason

ye in your hearts Which is easier, to say
|
Thy sins are for-

give(n}, or to say, Pis(e)
|

and walk. But that ye may know that
the Son of iMan hath power on earth to forgive sins, He saith to
the paralyti(c),

|
Pise, take thy bed,

|
go to thy house. And

I
having taken it ui>, he went.

||
And they gloiifi(ed) God. And

He saw one sitting at the rcceij)! of custom, and said to him,
Follow Me,

I
and arising lie followe(d) Him.

|
And hefeasted Him

in his house, and nian(y) publican(s)
1
were feast(ing).

j|
And the

Pharisee(.s) sai(d) to His disciple(s), W(hy) eat with publicans and
sinners ?

1 j
said to them, They that are strong [Lu. healthy]

have no need of a physician, but they that are sick. I cam(e) not
to call the righteous Imt sinners.

|
The disci]des of John

|

say to
Hi(m)

: |
The disciples of John and of the PliariseeCs) fas(t), but

Thin(e) do not. J(>.sus said to the(m), Ca{n) the son(s) of the
bride-chamber fast ?

|

The bridegroom is with them.
||
But the

days shall come when the bridegroom shall be taken from them.
Then shall they fast.

|
Ho one jiVitieth on a

|

patch upon an ol(d)

garmcu(t). Ho on(e) putte(th) new wine into old bottles. Else,
it will burs(t) the bottle(s), and the toine will perisCh) and the
bottles also. But new wine into new bottles. H On the Sabbath,
they were going through corn-fields ; His disciples plucke(d) the
wheat -cars.

(
The Pharisee(s) said, They are doin(g) on the Sab-

bat(h) that which is not lawful. He said to the(in), Have ye not
read what David did when he was an hungered, and they that were
with him? how he went into the house of God,

|
and ate the

shewhread, whic(h) it is not law(ful) to eat, save for the priest(s) ?

II The Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath.”
Few will have any difficulty in following the above

narrative which represents the Triple Tradition of the
synoptists. It will be generally admitted that, so far as

it extends, it omits little of importance; and its con-

^ A gap in the narrative of Mark is signified by
| , a longer gap

by 11. Bracketed parts of words signify that the word occurs iu the
three Gospels, but in different forms.

® Here Mark uses a strong word, meaning “cleaving” or “rend-
ing ’’ * Matthew and Luke prefer the more usual word, meaning
“ opening.” Hence the gap.
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tiuuity will commend it as likely to be, if not the original
tradition, at all events a closer approximation to it than
we are likely to find elsewhere. It therefore becomes
an important business to consider the scope and variations
of the Triple Tradition,—where it is full and ample, where
it is meagre, where it begins and where it ends.

The commencement of the Triple Tradition has been
given in the specimen quoted above. It begins with the
proclamation made by Jobn the Baptist, of the advent of
the Stronger One. Describing (Mk. iii.) the cure of the
withered hand, the choice of the Twelve, the discourse on
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, and the answer to the
question, “Who is My mother and My brethren I” it passes
(chap, iv.) to the parables of the sower and the mustard
seed, which it gives very fully

; the rebuking of the wind
and the exorcism of the legion (Mk. v.) are given as
follows
Mk. iv. 36. Let its go across to the other side. They toolc

Hi(m)
1
in a boat. H They wak(ti) Hi(m) say(ing), We perish ; and

He, arising, rebuked the win(d).
[|
And there was a calm. He said

to them,
1
Your faith!

]1 They said, is this that even the wind
obey(eth) Him * ” Mk. v. 1. And they came across into the land
of the [Gadarenes, Gera.senes, or Gergesenes]. There met Him

]
one

[Mat. two] in the || tombs H crying,
|

What is there hctweeiv me
and Thee, Thou Son of God ? H Torment me not.

|I
And he [Mat,

they] besought Him . . . into . . . H And He . . . them,
\

goiD(g)
forth, they come to (or into^ the swine, and the herd rushed
down the steep place into the sea [Lu. lake] and were choked
[Mat. perished].

|

Those that were feeding them
|
fled and brought

word into the city. |1 They came |1 Jesus. |1
And

|

they besought Him
to depart from

]
them.”

This is given as a specimen of those passages where the

narrative is not so continuous, and where there is some ap-

pearance of confusion. The evidence of confusion is con-

firmed (1) hy the fact that a word is used here (Saijmeev) to

denote “ spirit ” or “ demon,” which is not found once

elsewhere in the whole of the Gospels, nor, indeed, any-

where in the Hew Testament (except in the Apocalypse

twice), whereas Sat/jLovcov is used forty-five times, and
n-j/ev/jia twenty-seven times in the three Gospels alone ; (2)

by the difference of the names for the locality, Gadara,

Gerasa, Gergesa; (3) by the fact that Matthew speaks of

two demoniacs instead of one.^

The restoring to life of the daughter of a ruler (Mk.

and Lu., ruler of a synagogue) is next thus briefly

related :
“ lie came into the house.

|

She is not dead,

but sleepeth. And they mocked Him.
|1

Having taken

her by the hand
]

Arise.” Then follow (chap, vi.) the

mission of the twelve, Herod's conjecture about the new
prophet, and the feeding of the five thousand, which runs

thus (Mk. vi. 44) :

—

® It has been suggested (Abbott, Tlvrough Nature to Christ, p. 447)

that this extremely difficult narrative may have arisen from a mis-

understanding of the phenomena of possession. Compare the story

in the Evangelium Infantioe AraHcum (a Gospel which shows special

traces of Mark’s influence) in which (chap, xi.) it is said of a certain

demoniac that ‘‘demons, in the shape of crows and serpents, began

to go forth, fl.eeing from out his mouth.” But it is perhaps more
likely that the variation in the name of the place points to some mis-

understanding as to the origin of the story. The name Gadara,

sometimes means a “ sheepfold ’
; and gdddr, though not a

Syriac word, is yet given in the Sj'riac lexicons as Hebrew for “ flock.”

Again, the correct reading in, Mark is probably “Gerasene,” not

“Gadarsue” ; and the word means “to cast out.” Lastly, the

third reading, “ Gergesa,” supported by Origen, is expressly said by

that author {Comm, in Ev. JOann., vi, 24) to mean “ Trapot/c/a

K6ro3v,"" “the district of those who cast out”; and he suggests that

the name was probably prophetical, referring to our Lord’s expulsion

from the district {intavviaos od<ra 'irpoiprjriKws). How, when a

narrative of an event reported to have occurred at a certain place

contains three different names of the place, and when each of the three

names is adapted to the event, such a triple adaptation is obviously

likely to he not a mere casual coincidence, hut rather a convergence

pointing to some misunderstanding or non-historical nucleus as the

centre and origin of the narrative. What the misunderstanding was

may he a matter of conjecture, but that there was some misunderstand-

ing is a probability approaching to certainty.

X. — lOO
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Send them away, that they may go into villages.
|
Give ye

them to eat
1
We ham five loaves and two fishes. 11 Having

taken the five loaves and the two fishes, looking up to heaven, He
blessed, and having broke(n) them, He gave them to the disciples.

I
And they all ate and were filled.

|
And they to(ok) up twelve

bask(ets) of fragments. They were
[
five thousand nien.’^

The walking on the waves is much more briefly

recorded (Mk. vi. 46—51). He went to the moun-
tain.

I

It was late.
||

They see Him walking on the

sea.
II

It is I
;
be not afraid.” Then follows a blank,

in which Matthew and Mark generally agree, while Luke
is altogether wanting ; and, after this, the famous confes-

sion of Peter, followed closely by the transfiguration.

Mk. viii. 27. “ He aske(d) them,
1

saying,
1
'Wliom

|
do they

say that I am? They answered,
|
John the Baptist;

|
others

Elias
;
hut others a prophe(t).

|
He said, But whom do ye say

that I am ? Peter
1
answering said, Chris(t). Tell no one.

He said that He must needs
1
suffer many things

1

from the elders

and chief priests and scribes, and be slain, and after three days
[or, on the third day] He must be raised up [Mk. oLpaa-rrij/ai,

Lu. and Mat. iycpdriyaL.] H If any one wishes to come after Me,
let him deny himself, and take up his cross and follow Me. For
whosoever wishes to save his life shall lose it, but whosoever los(eth)

his life for My sake shall save it. For what is a man profit(ed),

to gai(n) the whole world, and be lost ? 1|
The Son of Man shall

come in glory, with the angels.”
I!
Mk. ix. I say unto you, There

are some of those stand(ing) here who shall not taste death till they
see th(e) kingdo(m).

|

After six [Lu. eight] day(s) he take(th)
|

Peter and James and John
|

into a mountain. H His garment(s)
become white.

|1
And there appear(ed) Elias and Moses speak(ing)

with Him.
|

Peter said to Jesu(s), It is good for us to be here; let

us mak(e) three tabernacles, one for thee, and one for Moses, and
one for Elias. H A cloud overshadow(ed) Ihe(m), and there was a
voice from the cloud, This is My Son : hear Him.

]
They saw

Jesus alone.”

From Mark ix. 14 to x. 16 there is a break in the com-
mon tradition, which here records little except three or
four sayings of the Lord.

0 faithless generation, how long shall I be with you ?
” The

Son of Man is to be betrayed into the hands of men.” “Whoso-
ever receiveth a child in My name receiveth Me.'* ** If any one
cause one of these little ones to stnmble, a mill-stone round his
neck, and let him be cast into the se(a).

” ‘ ‘ Salt is good, but if the
salt lose its savour, wherewith shall it be salted *2” “Suffer the
children

;
forbid them not

;
for of such is the kingdom. ”

In contrast to this discontinuity, Mark x. 17-52 gives
a continuous tradition about the rich young man, the pro-
mise of reward to the disciples, the predictions of betrayal,
and the healing of the blind man near Jericho. The entry
into Jerusalem and the purification of the temple (xL 1—17)
are also fairly continuous. The disputes in the temple
touching the baptism of John (xi. 27-33), the wicked
husbandmen (xii.l—12), and the tribute-money (xii. 13—17)
are very continuous. A brief denunciation of the Phari-
sees, who love the first seats in synagogues and at feasts,
is found in Mark xii. 38-40. The Triple Tradition then
touches on the second coming of Jesus. Luke has here
omitted many important passages which are recorded by
Matthew and Mark alone, and which will be given here-
after (see p. 795). Here we will set down nothing but the
common tradition, marking Luke’s omissions.

Mk. xiii. 1. “And
|1
He said. H Hot a stone shall be left on

stone, which shall not be cast down.
J] They ashed Him,

jj When
shall these things be? And what w the sign? He answered
Take heed lest any deceiv(el you. Many shall come in My name
saying, I am He.

1| When ye hea(r) of wars, be not alarmed [Lu
substitutes the usual LXX. word ^TondriTe for the LXX. Siraf
\€yo^€yov, epoeTa-Be, which is in Mat. anePMk.]. These things must
needs come to pass, hut the end is not yet. Hation shall rise
against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There shall be
earthquakes m places, there shall be famines.

II They shall deliver
you to . . . for a witness . . . ii And ye shall he hated by allm^ for My name's sake, but he that remain(eth) shall be saved.men ye see

|
desolat(ion), then let them that are in Jndsea flee to

the mount^s,
(| He that is on the honse-top let him not descend,

I
and he that is in the field let him not turn back.i

|I But woe to

^ This passage is found in Matthew and Mark here, but in Luke
elsewhere (xvii. 32).

them that are with child, and to them that give suck in those days. ”

[Here Luke leaves a blank in which Matthew and JMaik predict
“false Christs” and “the darkening of the sun.”] “And the
powers of (or i7i) the heavens shall be shaken. And then shall

they see the Son of Man coming in the cloud(s) with great power
and glory. H From the fig-tree ye know that the summer is near.

So also ye, when ye see these things. H Heaven and eaiiih shall

pass away
;
but My words shall never pass away.”

In Matthew and Mark there follows the avowal that
“ of that day or hour none knoweth, not even the angels

in heaven, nor even the Son, but only the Father.” But
Luke omits this. The Triple Tradition passes to the be-

trayal of Jesus. The traitor’s compact (Mk. xiv. 10, 11)
and the visit to the city to eat the Passover are briefly

narrated. From this point the Triple Tradition becomes
more and more scanty, till it leaves us at last little more
than a few disconnected sayings of Jesus.

Mk. xiv. 21. “The Son of Man goelh indeed, as it is writte^i
;

but woe to that man by whom He is to be betrayed.
[I

Having
taken bread, He brake it, and ga(ve) it.

[
This is My body. And

takhuj the cup, This is My blood of the teslamen(t), that is shed
... H I say unto you, I will never diink of the iruit ol the vine
until the kingdom. H And

I
they wen(t) forth to the Mount ol

Olives.
II I say unto thee, Bcfo^'c the cock crow, thou shalt deny

Me thrice. H He pray(ed). If it be possible . . . I|
He &ai(d),

Fath(er), taJee this cup from Me ; H yet not as I wil(l), but as Thou
wilt.

II
And having fonn(d) them sleeping. He said, Pray, that ye

enter not into temptation.
i|
While He was still speaking, came

Judas,
I
one of the twelve,

|

cmd a niultitiid(e) with him. H He
kiss(ed) Him.

}|
One senate [Mk. for which IMat. and Lu.

substitute the more appropriate and common word eVc^Ta^e] the
servant of the high x^’iest, and cut off his ea(T).

|
Jesus said, As

against a thief have ye com(e) out with swords and staves ? 1 was
daily

|
in the temple ; a7id ye tooJc Me not. H They led Hwi to th(e)

high pries(t). H Peter followe(d) afar off
|

and sat in
I

the hall.

Art thou the Son of God [Mk. the Blessed] ? || Thou shalt see the
Son of Man seated on the light hand of the Power. I| What need
have we yet of witnesses ? ||

They sai(d) unto Him, Prophesy. H A
inaid-servan(t) spake unto Pete(r). II But he denied, saying, I do
not know Him. II Terily thou art one of them, for , . . || And
Peter remembered, Before the cock ciow, thou shalt deny Me
thrice, and he wep(t).”

IMlc. XV. ''^Thcy led Himto Pilat(e),
||
He askc(d) Him,

|

Art Thou
the King of the Jews? He said to him, Thou sayest II . . .

Barabbas . . . I| Cruci(fy) Hi7n. Why, what evil hath He
done 2

I
Cnicif(y) Him.

|

Pilate released Barabbas, and delivered
over Jesus. H And they le(a)d Him away. H They made Simon a
Gyrenian carry the cross.

|| They came to the x>lace of the Skull. l|

They divide(d) His garments and cast lots.
1|

Thcnre was loritteoi up.
The King of the Jews.

II
On the right hand and on the left . . . H

He saved others; let Him save (Him)self. |1 About the sixt(h)
hou(r) there was darkness over the earth until the ninth hour. H

Jesus with a loud voice emitted His breath. H And the women
\
who

in [or from] Galilee had followed Him behel(d) [Mk. and Mat.
6ecope7v, Lu. dpap, reserving d^oopeTy for v. 55] these things from
afar. H Joseph of Arimathsea

|
cam(e) to Pilate and begged the body

of Jesus, II and wound [Mk. 4yei\ri(rf:y

;

Mat. and Lu. iyer^Xt^ey}
it in linen

[
and laid it in a tomb.”

At this point the tradition not only becomes discon-
tinuous, but also shows marks of confusion. The tradi-

tion appears to have been that the women beheld,” or
came to “behold” (another tradition added at “dawn”),
and came to the tomb ; but what “ dawn ” is meant, and
what was the object of their beholding, is left uncertain.

(1)

Matt, xxvii. 61; xxviii. 1. “There were there Mary Magdalene
and the other Mary sitting over against the tomb. Late in the
Sabhath, at the hour of dawning (rr? eTrit^oocrKo^try), before the first

day of thQ week, came Mary Magdalene and* Mary to behold
{Oeofpno’ai) the tomb (rdipov)."*^

(2) Mk. XV. 47; xvi. 1. “ Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother
of Joses beheld {eOedopovy) where He was laid {TedeiTai). When the
Sabhath was passed, Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of
James and Salome brought spices that they might come and anoint
Him.”

(3) Lu, xxiii. 54. “And the Sabhath was dawning (€7r€<^co<r«:e)

;

and having followed Him (to the grave), the women who had come
with Him from Galilee beheld {ieedoavro) the tomb, and how His
body was laid (Tsdei'rai), and returning they brought spices.”

^ It may be observed that the same Syriac word is used to denote
evening as well as morning twilight. See Gildemeister, Be HvangeUis
in AraMcum e simplici Syriaca'translatis, Bonn, 1865, p. 20.
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The only remaining words of the tradition are : .

the first day of the week . . . roll(ed) away [i e., the
stone at the opening of the fcomb] ... He is not here ;

He is risen . . , Galilee . . . thei/ fled from the tomb.”
Matthew and Mark continue for a few lines a narrative

based upon some common tradition
; but even here there

occurs the confusion mentioned above—Mark, as ZZe told
you ;

” Matthew, behold, / told you
;
” and the narrative

of Mark ends at xvi. 9. The remaining verses of Mark are
an appendix added by some later editor

;
and henceforth

the narratives of Matthew and Luke—^having lost Mark

—

present no further traces of agreement.

To sum up the contents of the common tradition,

it omits the genealogies, miraculous incarnation, and the
picturesque details of the infancy

; it lays emphasis on the
relations between John the Baptist and Jesus

;
it contains

none of the parables except the sower, the mustard seed,

and the wicked husbandmen, and few of the long discourses

of Jesus, exeex^t an abridged prediction of the second
coming. The disputes between Jesus and the Pharisees
about the Sabbath, about fasting, about exorcism, about
the bax)tism of John, and the tribute, and Christ the Son
of David, and the dialogue with the Sadducees about the
resurrection, are very fully given

\
and so also is the dia-

logue with the rich young man. Indeed it is a collection

of dialogues and anecdotes rather than a set treatise of

doctrine or biography. The sayings of Jesu's recorded in

it are short, pithy, and abrux3t,i and many of them are

polemical. Only now and then do we find a sentence
which goes down dee^) below all polemics, and reveals a
deep-laid spiritual plan. But x)utting such sentences

together we x)erceive that the Trqfie Tradition describes a
prophet wholly different from any that had before ap-

peared in Israel; a prophet who not only (like Isaiah)

protested against sabbaths and purifications as ends in

themselves, but who also preached the Fatherhood of God
in a manner entirely peculiar to Himself, and who set aside

the Mosaic law of divorce (Mk. x. 2-11). He also in-

structed His discq^les to enter into the kingdom as little

children (x. 15), and seems to have attached a certain

symbolic mystery to childhood as representing Himself
(ix. 37). He taught His disciples further to devote their

lives to Him, and to ignore all life apart from Him (viii. 31),

to confess Christ, to deny themselves ”). From the

first Ho claims the power of forgiving sins (ii. 7) ; and, as

soon as one of His disciples confessed Him to be the

Messiah, He prepared for death, predicting that He should

die, but rise again. Then, after prophesying the fall of

the temple, and great distress in all nations, He predicted

a final triumph for His discqfies
;
and after bequeathing

Himself, His body and His blood, as at a funeral feast, as

His final legacy to His disciples, He was arrested and put

to death.

Several miracles of healing are recorded, and, in addi-

tion to these, the exorcism of the Gadarene (in which,

however, great confusion is apparent), the stilling of the

storm, the feeding of the five thousand, and the transfigura-

tion. From the beginning of the discourse on the second

coming, Luke diverges more and more from Matthew and
Mark. After the death of Jesus, Matthew and Mark con-

tinue to agree in words and phrases, but a little confusion

is apparent ; and the tradition suddenly terminates with-

out any record of the appearance of Jesus to His disciples.

However we may regret this, it is perhaps what may be

naturally expected on the hypothesis that we have before

us an early tradition originated at a time when the

numerous manifestations of Jesus after His death were
still attested by living witnesses

;
when as yet it had been

^ Cf. Justin, A'pol. /. (Kirchhofer, p. 89), j8paxe*s re ical (rvvTOixoi

trap abrov \6yoi yeydvaai.
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found impossible to reduce the experiences and impres-
sions of those who had seen Him—impressions necessarily
variable and transient, blended with fear and with an ex-
citement bordering on ecstasy—to a consistent and histori
cal shape ; and when it had not yet been found necessary
to define and harden the narrative so as to adapt it for the
purpose of meeting doubts and objections.

T/ie Additions common to Matthew and MarK—The Additions
additions to the Trqfie Tradition which are found in common
Matthew and Mark, but not in Luke, are the following :— j

Uil6W cllLU

(1) The de.sciiptioii of John tlie Baptist (Mat. iii. 4 ;
Mk. i. 6) ;

Mark.
(2) the ministering of the angels (Mat. iv. 11 ;

Mk. i. 13) ; (3) the
calling of the fishermen (Mat. iv. 18-22

; Mk. i. 14-20) ; (4) the
mm-mnring of His fiiends at Nazareth (Mat. xiii. 53-57

;
Mk. vi.

1-4) ; (5) the influence of Herodias in procuring John’s execu-
tion (Mat. xiv. 8-13

; Mk. vi. 25-29)
; (6) the walking on the

water (Mat. xiv, 22-28
; Mk. vi. 45-51)

; (7) the disputes with
the scribes from Jerusalem (Mat. xv. 1-20 ; Mk. vii. 1-23) ; (8)
the story of the Syro-Phoenician woman, which is narrated by
Matthew and Mark in widely divergent language, but with an
almost identical conclusion (Mat. xv. 21-28

;
Mk. vii. 24-30)

;

(9) the feeding of the four thousand (Mat. xv. 32-38
;
Mk. viii.

1-9), and the comxmrison between this miracle and that of the
five thousand (Mat. xvi 5-12

;
Mk. viii. 14-21)

; (10) the saying of
Jesus that Elias had already come (Mat. xvii. 12 ;

Mk. ix. 13);
(11) the discussion of the enactments of Moses concerning divorce
(Mat. xix. 4-8 ; Mk. x. 2-9) ; (12) the saying (but Luke inserts
it elsewhere) that ‘‘many that are first shall be last” (Mat. xix.

30 ; Mk. X. 31) ; (13) the petition of the sous of Eebedee for the
chief places (Mat. xx. 20-28 ; Mk. x. 35-45)

;

(14) the withering
of the fig-tree (Mat xxi. 18-22

;
Mlc. xi. 13, 14, 20) ; (15) the

introductory question of the lawyer, “'Which is the great com-
mandment” (Mat. xxii. 36 ;

Mk. xii. 28) ; (16) in the discourse on
the last day, Luke omits reference to the “ consummation,” arvy-

re\€ia (Mat), aruyreXeta-Oat (Mk.)
;
“these things are the begin-

ning of troubles;” “the abomination of desolation,” &c.
;
“he

that readeth Let him understand;” “pray that your flight may
not be in winter;” “(tribulation) such as was not from the
beginning till now, nor ever shall he the expression about the
“shortening” of the days “for the elects’ sake “He shall send
His angels, and gather together the elect

; ” “of this hour the
Son knoweth not (17) later on, Luke omits the anointing of

Jesus “for His burial” (Mat. xxvi. 6-13; Mk. xiv. 3-9); (18) “I
will smite the Shepherd,” &c., and “I will go before you into
Galilee” (Mat. xxvi. 31, 32 ;

Mk. xiv. 27, 28) ; (19) the compact
of Judas with the priests that a kiss should be the signal (Mat.
xxvi. 48 ; Mk. xiv. 44) ; (20) the false witness about “destroying
the temple in three days ” (Mat. xxvi. 59, 62 ; Mk. xiv. 55-60) ;

(21) the taunt “ Thou that destroyest the temple” (Mat. xxvii. 40

;

Mk. XV. 29) ; (22) the utterance of Jesus, “ My God, My God, why
hast Thou forsaken Me ?

” with the consequent misunderstanding
of the bystanders (Mat. xxvii. 46-49

;
Mk. xv. 34-36) ; (23) the

utterance of the angel (or angels) at the tomb, “He goeth before

you into Galilee : there shall ye see Him ” (Mat. xxviii. 7 ;
Mk.

xvi. 7).

In considering these passages it is natural to ask whether

any reason (besides ignorance of them) can be alleged why
Luke should have omitted them. It is scarcely possible

to fail to see design in some of these omissions,—^for

example, in those which relate to John the Baptist and
Elias (1), (5), and (10). The author of the Acts of the

Apostles is by general consent admitted to be identical

with the author of the Third Gospel. How remembering

that Luke iu the Acts (xix. 3) informs us that, many years

after the death of Jesus, there were in Ephesus several

disciples who were baptized with the baptism of John, and

knew nothing of the Holy Spirit, we may well understand

that the author of the Acts finds ib necessary, when writing

a gospel, to put in as clear a light as possible the sub-

ordination of John to Jesus. Accordingly, in place of the

graphic description of the austere food and garb of the

prophet, he gives (iii. 10-14) a description of his teaching,

as containing the elements of a simple and almost common-

place morality, intended merely to prepare the way for a

higher teaching, and he adds aa express negative from the

prophet in answer to those who doubted whether John were

the Messiah. Kepeatedly does Luke deviate from the

common tradition of Matthew and Mark on the subject of
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Elias ;
and in each case the object is apparent. Only a

close inspection of a harmony of the Gospels will make
this clear

;
but three or four passages may be mentioned

which point in this direction. Luke has already (i. 17)

declared that John will go before Jesus “in the spirit and

power” of Elias, but he cautiously avoids committing

himself to the tradition (Mk. ix. 13 ;
Mat. xvii. 13) that

John was Elias. The belief in an actual transmigration

of souls he will allow the multitude to entertain (ix. 8, 19),

but not Herod: for whereas in Mark (vL 16) Herod says,

“ Whom I beheaded, viz., John, this man (ovto9, corr. text),

is risen from the dead,” Luke, by a slight transposition of

the traditional words, converts the proposition into a ques-

tion : “John I beheaded; but who is this man?” And,

further, in order to prepare the way for the interview

between Herod and the Lord—which he purposes to de-

scribe at the end of his Gospel (xxiii. 8, 9), and to refer to

in his continuation of the Gospel (Acts iv. 27)—he adds

the words, “ A.nd he (Herod) was desirous to see Him.”
Again Mark (ix. 6) tells us that Peter “ not knowing what

to answer
,

proposed to build three tabernacles for Jesus,

Moses, and Elias
j
but Luke reads (ix. 33), “ not knowing

what he said,^ as if to caution the reader against supposing

that Elias or Moses could be seriously placed on the same
level as Jesus. For the same reason he omits the irreverent

misunderstanding of the bystander who supposed that

Jesus in his last moments called for Elias, and even the
i

utterance itself (Mat. xxvii. 49 ;
Mk. xv. 36).

j

Luke’s With reference to many of the other omissions it will

omissions, be noticed that Luke seems to have before him somewhat
different versions of the narratives, which different ver-

sions he inserts elsewhere. For example, he gives a
version of the calling of the apostle-fishermen, which
adds a miraculous draught of fishes, thereby approximat-

ing to the narrative in the Fourth Gospel (xxi. 6—11).

Again Luke places the murmuring of the Nazarenes much
earlier, in the fore-front of the ministry of Jesus, as was
very natural, and gives an entirely different version of it.

The ministry of the angels after the temptation he omits

;

but he alone records the ministry of the angel (xxii. 43)
when Jesus was tempted in Gethsemane, for which tempta-
tion he carefully prepares the way by saying (iv. 13)
that the devil departed from Jesus only “for a season.”

As regards the anointing “ for the burial,” it is probable
we have a different version of it in his story of the
woman that was “a sinner” (vii. 37). The reasons
for the omission of the feeding of the four thousand and
the withering of the fig-tree are not so obvious. The
omission could hardly have been dictated by any desire to
minimize the supernatural (seeing that Luke contains many
miracles peculiar to himself, and that he does not shrink
from giving in full detail the exorcism of the Gadarene).
It is possible that he omitted the former as being too
similar to the feeding of the five thousand to require
to be repeated ; and if he regarded it (as the author of
the Fourth Gospel does) as having a sacramental meaning,
one story of the kind may haye seemed sufficient. If the
story of the withered fig-tree was regarded by him in
the same way (rather as emblematic than as historical),

then it may have been replaced in his narrative by the
story of the barren fig-tree (peculiar to Luke), to which
the master came seeking fruit and finding none. It is
also noticeable that the moral (on the power of faith)
deduced from the withering of the fig-tree in Matthew
and Mark is contained in Luke, but in a different form.
In Matthew and Mark it runs: “If ye say to this rmuTi-
tain. Be raised up and cast into the sea

;
” whereas in Luke

(xvii. 6) it is, “Ye might have said to this sycamine tree.

Be rooted up and planted in the sea.” This perhaps
slightly confirms the supposition that Luke regarded the

narrative of the fig-tree rather as a parable than as a fact.

But it is important to bear in mind that we have little

more than the evidence of conjecture to explain some
of Luke’s omissions. For example, the story of the

walking on the waves, as told by Matthew and Mark,
represents the disciples as being alarmed by the thought

that the apparition of the Lord w’as only a spirit

(<f>dvTao-fjia)

;

unless Luke considered that the ground of

this narrative was occupied by his account of a similar

fear when the disciples beheld the Lord after the resur-

rection, it is hard to suggest any reason for its omission.

This class of omissions may be terminated with that

numbered (19) above—the compact of Judas concerning

the signal. It is obvious here that Luke has another

version of the tradition in his mind. He alone of the

three records the words of Jesus, “ Betrayest thou the Son
of Man with a kiss,” thereby making it unnecessary to

explain (with Matthew and Mark) that the kiss was a

signal fixed by the traitor.

Another class of passages may possibly have been

omitted as being not of interest to the Gentile world,

or as being liable to misunderstanding or perversion. The
story of the Syro-Phoenician woman perhaps appeared to

the editor of the Gentile Gospel to exhibit Jesus in too

harsh a light; the application to Jesus of the prophecy

“I will smite the Shepherd,” appeared more liable to

misunderstanding than “He was reckoned with trans-

gressors ” (not found in Mark’s genuine text)
;
the discus-

sion of the law of divorce and of the regulations touching

uncleanness, and the part played by Herodias in the exe-

cution of the Baptist, may have seemed to lack interest

for readers outside Palestine. In the discourse on the

second coming it would be natural for an editor of the

tradition writing after the siege of Jerusalem to sub-

stitute “encircled by armies” for the “abomination of

desolation ”—a phrase that would perplex a Gentile

reader, and also to modify some of the hyperbolic and
emblematic expressions. Lastly, the mention of the
“ false witness ” concerning the destruction of the temple,

and the raising up of a new temple in three days, may
have begun to present a difficulty in times when the temple
actually had been destroyed, and when the Lord Jesus

Himself had come to be regarded as the new temple not
made with hands. Although therefore Luke does not go
so far as the author of the Fourth Gospel (who exhibits

Jesus as actually predicting the destruction of the temple
and as promising to raise it up in three days), yet he' not
only omits the “false witness,” but also the allusion to it

contained in the taunts addressed to Jesus on the cross,
“ Thou that destroyest the temple and raisest it again in

three days, save Thyself” (Mat. xxvii. 40; Mk. xv. 29).

The above explanation of Luke’s omissions may only

i

partially commend itself to the reader
;
but few will fail

to see that there is at least some method and motive in

most of them. It is a matter of certainty that in the
Triple Tradition many of Luke’s omissions and modifica-
tions of phrases and words are not accidental but editorial

:

it is but natural therefore to suppose (especially when
reasons can easily be assigned) that editorial reasons may
also explain omissions and modifications of narratives and
discourses. Of course it is not maintained that Luke, or
any individual editor, made these changes on his own
responsibility. Many of them are probably the result of
a “ Gentile use ” which had gradually sprung up in certain

churches, and which was not created but adopted and
expressed by the author of the Third Gospel. Consequently
we are not obliged to suppose that the omissions resulted
from ignorance. The very fact that it is ea&j to supply
motives and reasons for the omission of these narratives
increases their credibility, by diminishing the probability
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that tlioy were late traditions unknown to the author of

the Third Gospel. The passages omitted are generally in

the style of the common tradition, and they contain
incidents of a similar kind to the incidents of the common
tradition. It only remains to add that (except in the story

of the Syro-Phoenician woman, and, in a lesser degree, in

the question of the lawyer about the great commandment)
Matthew and Mark closely agree whenever Luke separates

himself from them. This is also found frequently to be
the case in the Triple Tradition.^ In the midst of very
similar context, if Mark is identical, or nearly so, with
Matthew, in the expression of some action, it will be
found that Luke often suddenly diverges, or makes some
omission. Thus

—

(1) Mat. xxi. 1*2. Kai eicrikd^v ’Itjo'ovs els rh tephv koI

irdvras rovs ireaXovvras kclL ayopACovras ip rtp leptpf Kal i as Tpaire^as

r(ap Ko\\v^L(rrS)p Karecrrpeipe, Kal rds icaBidpas tcop troikovvrtav rds
Trepi(rrepds.

(2) Mk. xi IT). Kal elcckBiup els rh lep^p, ^p^aro eK^dWeiu rohs
Troikovuras Kal rovs ayopd^oprai ip r<p lepip' Kal rds rpayri^as rap
Kokkvj3t(rraPj teal rds Kadibpas 'tap ircakoTjprap rds Trepicrrephs

Kar4<rrp€^€.

(3) Lil. xix. 45. Kal elcrekdiup els t1> lepou, ijp^aro iicjSdkk'^ f

rohs trakovpraSi omitting 1 lie reist.

So, in the midst of the story of the rich young man,
where Matthew and Mark have XvTrovpievos,

yap €X(oi' Kry'ipara TrokXd, Luke, suddenly diverging, has

TreptXvTrog iy€vrj07}’ yap 7rXov<rtog cr<f)6Spa (Mk. X. 22;
Mat. xix. 22 ; Lu. xviii. 23). Sometimes the divergence

appears to arise from literary motives, and especially from
the dislike of repetition (Lu. iv. 32 ;

Mat. vii. 29 ; Mk. i.

22) ;
but in other cases it cannot be so explained :—^Lu. v.

29, 30 ;
Mat. ix. 10, 11 ;

Mk. ii. 15, 16 : Lu. v. 33, 34;
Mat. ix. 14, 15 ;

Mk. ii. 18, 19 (see also, in a parable,

Lu. V. 36 ;
Mat. ix. 16; Mk. ii. 21) : Lu. vi. 11 ;

Mat.

xii. 14; Mk. iii. 6 : Lu. viii. 13 ;
Mat. xiii. 21 ;

Mk. iv.

17: Lu. viii. 44; Mat. ix. 21; Mk. v. 29. In some
of these cases the agreement between Matthew and Mark
is so close as to suggest that both writers may have used

some common document (not oral tradition) which con-

tained little more than certain words of the Lord in a

scanty framework of narrative. But this common matter

adds little to our knowledge of Christ. The most import-

ant narrative in it is the story of the Syro-Phoenician,

showing how Jesus, as it were, acknowledged in the

woman’s persistent faith a divine revelation, extending His

gospel even to the heathen. And this narrative is written

in language so divergent as to indicate not a document but

au oral tradition.

Additions TAe Additions of Mark and L%he,—Additions of any
of Mark length are very few :

—
an uke.

exorcism of an unclean spirit (Mk, i. 21-25
;
Lu iv.

31-35)
; (2) the account of Jesus retiring to a solitary place, when

He declares that He must carry the gospel elsewhere (Mk. i. 35-39 ;

Lu. iv. 42-44)
; (3) the saying of John the son of Zebedee,

‘Master, we saw one casting out devils in Thy name, and we
forbade him,’' and the reply of Jesus (Mk. ix. 38-40 ;

Lu. ix.

49, 60) ; (4) the short denunciation of the Pharisees that devour

widows’ houses (Mk. xii. 38-40
;
Lu. xx. 46, 4p ; (5) the story

of the widow’s mite (Mk. xii. 41-44
;

Lu. xxi. 1-4). Shorter

similarities are—(6) a mention of Jesus as being in retirement (Mk.

i. 45; Lu. v. 16); and (7) a mention of “Tyre and Sidon” as

places to which the fame ofJesus had spread (Mk. iii. 8 ; Lu. vi. 17).

There is a close verbal agreement between Mark and Luke in the

exorcism of the “ legion ” (a name that does not occur in Mark)

;

in the raising of the daughter of Jairus
;
and in the stilling of the

storm. But gradually as Matthew approximates to Mark, Luke
deviates from Mark. There is a return to similarity in the pre-

paration for the Passover (Mk. xiv. 12-16
;
Lu. xxii. 7-13) ;

but

from this point Luke deviates more and more, and, with the

exception of two words {jtrrdais and (f>6vos) in the incident of

Barabbas, and of a somewhat closer approximation in the incident

of Joseph of Arimathaea, it may be almost said that Luke has

^ In the words of the Lord the three Gospels are often closely

Binailar, but seldom in the deeds.
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henceforth nothing in common with Mark, except what is found
in the Triple Tradition.

Most of the incidents common to Mark and Luke are so
few and so simple that their omission by Matthew requires
no explanation. It is possible that the names Jairus and
Legion did not exist in the earliest tradition, as it pre-
sented itself to Matthew

; the “ authority ” which Mark
illustrates (compare i. 22 with i. 27) by exorcism, Matthew
applies (and perhaps justly) rather to our Lord’s method of
teaching (vii. 28, 29) ;

but it is dijB&cult to suppose that
any other cause than ignorance could have caused the
omission of the saying of Jesus concerning the widow’s
mite. It is certain that, in some at least of these passages,
Mark represents the earlier, and Luke a modified tradition.

Luke (see below, p. 806), writing with a literary pmpose,
has softened many early irregularities, which in Mark retain
their original harshness. Bor example, the ungrammatical
ol Kario-Oovreq (Mk. xii. 40) is altered (Tischendorf and
Tregelles, pace Lachmann) into dl KarearBiovo-L (Lu. xx. 47)

;

and instead of before denraa-povs (Mk. xii. 38)
Luke inserts <f>iXovvT<iiv (Lu. xx. 46). In the story of the

widow also, Luke, disapproving of the epithet beggar
”

i^Tinyfi) applied to the poor widow, substitutes the more
respectable yet with a natural but inconsistent

reverence declines to cancel the same epithet {'irroix^) when
(Lu. xxi. 3) it occurs in the words of the Lord. The
rarer and less correct (ambiguous also when followed by
the feminine avrrj<^ vorr^p'fjo-cm (Mk. xii. 44) is altered

into voT€prijxaTo^ (Lu. xxi. 4) ;
and, lastly, the lengthy

duality of Mark, as many things as she had
;

all her

livelihood” (which looks as if it had arisen from com-
bining two different renderings ot the same Aramaic
original), is condensed by Luke (who takes one part of one
rendering, and another part of the other) into “all the

livelihood that she had.” It is probable that not only in

these but in all passages common to Mark and Luke alone,

wherever Mark and Luke differ, Mark represents an earlier,

and Luke a later version of the original. And generally

it may be said that Luke follows the tradition of Mark
most faithfully when it deals with Galilee, and least when
it deals with Jerusalem.

Additions common to Matthew and Lnke.—These in- Additions

troduce an altogether new element into the tradition, common

Hitherto the Triple Tradition of Matthew, Mark, and Luke
(as well as the double tradition of Matthew and Mark,

and of Luke and Mark) has consisted mostly of short

“words of the Lord,” set in a framework of short narratives,

and very seldom agreeing exactly for more than seven or

eight consecutive words. But we now come upon “ words

of the Lord ” in Matthew and Luke, some of which agree

exactly for several sentences. What was the origin of

this close agreement ? In order to gain some view of the

data for solving this problem, we must briefly consider

the principal passages common to Matthew and Luke

alone.

The temptation (Mat. iv. 1-10; Lu. iv. 1-12) and the

healing of the centurion’s servant (Mat. viiL 1-13 ; Lm
vii. I-IO) are the principal narratives of fact common

to Matthew and Luke alone. They resemble the narra-

tives of the Triple Tradition in agreeing so far as con-

cerns the words of Jesus, and of those who address Him,

much more than in the general narrative. In the narra-

tive of facts, the story of the centurion in Luke differs

altogether from that in Matthew; in the temptation, the

difference is less. Dismissing these, we pass to the

“words of the Lord.” As Luke’s avowed object was

to write “in order,” we will adhere to his arrangement

in our enumeration. ,

(1) Mat. iii. 8-10
;
Lu. iii. 8, 9. “Generation of vipers,” &c.;

this agrees 'oerhatim, except that Luke has dp^tjo'^e, where Matthew

has B6^7}r€.
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(2) After a iDreak in -wliich (Mk. intervening) Matthew and
Luke have no more than a general agreement with Mark and one
another, we come to another passage describing the purifying of

the threshing-floor with fire nnq^uenchable (Mat. iii. 12 ;
Ln. hi.

17) ;
the two agree verbatim.

(3) Mat. V.
,
vi.

,
vii. ;

Lu. vi. Here are some scattered sayings

of the Sermon on the Mount, such as, “Blessed are the poor,”

the hungry,” &c. In these the agreement is not verbatim. The
only passage that agrees almost verbatim is that about the mote and
the beam,^

(4) Mat. xii. 36 ;
Lu. vi. 45. “ The good man out of the good

treasure of his heart,” &c., nearly verbatim^ but curiously trans-

posed to suit the differing context.

(5) Mat. xi. 2-11
;
Lu. vii. 19-28. John the Baptist sends two

of his disciples to say, “Art thou He that is to come?” With
the exception that Luke (a) introduces some cures wrought by
our Lord, for the special purpose of convincing John’s disciples,

and (b) avoids the repetition of iv fiaXanoTs i/iiariois by using

iu tiJLaTL(r/ii^ this passage shows an agreement almost

verbatim.

(6) Mat. xi. 16-19 ; Lu. vii. 31-35. “We have piped unto you,

and ye have not danced,” &c., almost verbatim^ except that

Matthew has Luke iKXa^a-are.

(7) Mat. {a) ix. 37, 38, and (b) x. 16 ;
Lu. (a) x. 2, and (b)

X. 3. (a) “The harvest truly is great,” &c. ; (6) “I send you as

sheep among wolves.” The agreement, though not verbatim, is

considerable. But note (a) that Matthew takes the prayer for the

increase of the labourers, as a preface to the choice of the twelve,

while Luke places it after the choice of the twelve, and uses it as

a preface to the choice of the seventy, an incident which he alone

records
;

(b) Luke applies to the seventy the warning against

danger which Matthew applies to the twelve.

(8) Mat. xi. 21-25 ;
Lu. x. 12-15. “ Woe unto thee, Chorazin

almost verbatim, except that where Matthew has “thou
shalt come down,” Luke has (if the reading he correct) Kara-

“ thou shalt be brought down.”

(9) In Matthew no interval occurs between the last and the fol-

lowing passage ;
but in Luke intervenes (x. 17—20) the return of

the seventy, ana a mention of a vision in which Satan was seen
falling from heaven, together with the imparting of a power to

tread on serpents (compare the late appendix to Mark’s Gospel, xvi.

18) ; then comes Mat. xi. 25-28
;
Ln. x. 21-22, “1 thank thee,

Bather, Lord of heaven and earth,” &c. There is hut a trifling

exception to the agreement. Hote also that Luke apparently con-
siders the two sayings which are continuous in Matthew to have
been discontinuous, for between vers. 21 and 22 he inserts (so

Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles) “and turning to His
disciples, He said.

”

(10) Mat. xui. 16, 17 ;
Lu. x. 23, 24. “ Blessed are the eyes,” &c.

;

here, again Luke inserts his usual note of a discontinnons saying
by inserting “and turning to His disciples, He said privately.”
Matthew iTrMp.rja’av, Luke JideXTiaav

;

Matthew diKaioi, Luke
paffiXels. Otherwise verbatim.

(11) Mat. vi. 10-13 ; Lu. xi. 2-4. The Lord’s Prayer. Here,
where (if anywhere) we should expect identity, there is consider-
able difference. Luke, after ndrep, omits {a) ^ixiav o iv rots
ovpavoTs, and (&) yePTid^rco rh OeXTifid <rov, &s iv ovpav^ Kal i’Trl r^s
77is. Further, Luke substitutes (c) d(dov for 5os

;
(d) rb Kad*

Tijxepav for ar'iip.epov ;
{e) rhs ajuaprias for 6(p€L\'^juLara ; {/)

atpiofjLev for a(^^ica/zev ; {g) 'jt&vti Tip b^eiXovTi for to7s d<p€i\4TaLs
7}jMoov ; and he also (?2r) omits the clause pvarai 7)jJLas bkirb rod
VO urjpoD.

If any words of the Lord have been handed down by oral tradi-

^ It is noteworthy that, whereas Matthew explains ‘'poor” or
“hungry ” spiritually, “Blessed are the poor

.

. . Blessed
are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness,'^' Luke, on the
other hand, gives these sayings without MattheVs explanations,
“Blessed are ye poor ; blessed are ye that hunger now.” It is pos-
sible that Luke lays greater stress than any of the other evangelists
on the sin of covetousness (see the parables of Lazarus and Dives, the
“ nch fool,” the narrative of the “ would-be heir,” &c. ; and note also
the evident gratification with which the author of this Gospel records
in the Acts (iv. 32) the communism of the early church in Jerusalem)

;

and this might predispose us to attribute Luke's rejection of the
spiritual modification of these words to doctrinal grounds. But it
must be borne in mind that the tendency in the history of the Gospels
is everywhere to accretion and addition, rather than to rejection, so
that shorter forms are generally more likely to be genuine than longer
forms. Moreover, elsewhere Luke (xiv. 26) retains a stronger form
of the words of Jesus, “ If any man hate not his father and mother,”
while Matthew (x. 37) has a weaker one. On the whole, therefore,
it is more probable that Luke, in omitting the words, ‘

‘ after righte-
ousness,” &c., represents the letter of the original words of Jesus
more closely than Matthew (as perhaps also in the Lord's Prayer, see
below), however much the latter may better represent the spirit of
tlieiii.

tion, the Lord’s Prayer would seem necessarily to have been thus
handed down, and from the earliest times. Internal evidence

also leaves little doubt that here oral tradition, and not a docu-
ment, is the origin, and that Luke repmsents the original most
closely in his omissions, though not in his changes. If the
Lord’s Prayer had been early committed to writing, and had
contained Matthew's additional clauses, it is inconceivable that
Luke should have omitted them. The same tendency wdiich Jed

a later generation to insert (and us in modern times to retain) the
interpretation, “ For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the
glory,” &c., would no doubt in the earliest times favour the inser-

tion, rather than the rejection, of any aijprox)iiate clauses that had
once gained a footing in the prayer. The abruptness of the simple
Ildr^p, which is distasteful to us, as imidying too gi*eat familiarity,

would naturally commend to the early church Matthew’s (a) inser-

tion. Matthew’s second insertion (b) is no less natural. It, or some-
thing much like it, is found in 1 Mac. iii. 60, “ Wliatsoever be His
will in heaven, so let Him (or will Pie) do ” (ws S’ 9e\7}ju.a Iv

ohpavtp, ofircos voiTjcrei) ;
moreover, Luke himself assigns very

similar words to our Lord Himself, xxii. 42 (ja^ rb d4xr)p.di fxov

dXXa rh erhv yivlaeoi), and to the friends of St Paul (Acts xxi. 14).

The fact that our Lord Plimself used this prayer may have seemed
sufficient cause in the earliest times, and esx)ecially to Matthew,
who is in the habit of massing together doctrine of a certain kind,
as in the Sermon on the Mount, for inserting it in the Lord’s
Prayer, (c) Liike’s change of the aor. imperative into a present im-
plies a desire to repiesent a continuous and not an isolated action;

and {d') the change of cri}jjL€pov into K.a&* ^fiepav is exxdicable by the
same motive. The word ivio-btrLos, common both to Matthew and
Luke, and not found elsewhere in the whole of Greek literature, seems
to indicate that a Greek tradition, and not an Aramaic tradition,

of this prayer, was the basis of both Matthew’s and Luke’s version.

It is probably derived from iiriovcra (Prov. xxvii. 1, ov yap oTSas

ri re^erai ^ iviovaa (DT*'), “ Thou knowest not what the day will

bring”), and, probably (tliough this is disputed), means “ for the
immediate future, the instarvb.'*^'^ This meaning is consistent both
with Matthew’s crdux^pov and with Luke’s rb Ka6* vp.4pav. Luke’s
next three changes, {d), (c), and (/), substitute the more intelligible

word “sin” for less intelligible “ debt,” and the more intelligible

present “ we foi'give ” for the less intelligible past “ we forgave
;

”

and increase the emphasis by adding “every one (that is our
debtor).” In all these cases Matthew’s seems to be the earlier form

;

for it is more likely that the comparatively difficult vei’sion of
Matthew should have been altered into the comparatively easy
version of Luke than vice versa. Besides, the retention of the
metaphorical h^pelxovn by Luke, in the second clause, indicates
that the metaphor of “ debt,” appeared in the original {g).

Matthew’s insertion of the clause “ deliver us from the evil ” may
naturally have arisen from the reluctance to end a prayer with a
negative petition, “lead us not into temptation.” The inserted
clause resembles many passages in the Psalms (xvii. 49, LXX. ; A. V.
xviii. 48, avb audpb? olBikov fba-rj fic), and early commended itself

to the church (2 Tim. iv. 18). In any case, there is no reason why
Luke should omit such a clause, if it were known to him; and
there are many reasons why such a clause should be introduced
(even though it were not in the original), and why, when introduced,
it should be speedilj'- accepted. To sum up the inferences from this
most important passage : the variations (and the nature of the
passage) indicate a source oral and not documentary, Greek and not
Aramaic

; Matthew appears to have massed together a number of
prayers taught by, or perhaps used hy, the Lord Jesus, w'hile Luke
seems to have adhered to an earlier form, which, however, has
received late modification for the purposes of daily use. Though,
however,^ we may follow Imke here, as more closely approximating
to the original form of the prayer, it does not result that on this
account we must commit ourselves to the statement that the Lord's
Prayer was actually given at the exact time, and in the exact
manner, which Luke describes. Just as Matthew supplies grouping,
so Luke supplies motives and occasions. Often it may be more
probable that the grouping and continuity of Matthew may be closer
to the historical fact than the attempt at orderly arrangement,
and at assignment ofmotive and cause and time, which characterizes
Luke. Instances of this will be given hereafter.

(12)

Mat. vii. 7-12
; Lu. xx. 34-36. “ Ask, and it shall be given

unto you,” &c. Luke prefaces this by a parable peculiar to him-
self, and of a peculiar type,—the argument being that if an
indolent man grants requests, influenced by mere importunity,
much more will the perfectly good God listen to earnest prayer.
There is no reason, in the style or thought of this and similar
parables, for supposing that we have the exact words of Jesus.
Luke inserts in the part common to him and Matthew a clause
about an “egg and scorpion;” and where Matthew has “good

^ There appears to be a reference to the manna which (Exod. xvi.

4) the people of Israel were to gather from day to day. So Philo,
AUeg.y iii. 57^ “ Let the soul therefore collect the food of the day for
the day (rb rijs ^pLcpas els
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tilings” Luke hns “ tke Holy Spirit.’* With these exceptions,
the agreement is nearly 'verhation.

(13) Mat. vi. 22-23 ; Ln. xi. 9-13. ‘‘The light of the body
is the eye. ” Similar in the first x>art ; but varies (seemingly
through confusion) towards the end.

(14) Mat. xii. 30, 43-45 ; Lu. xi. 23-26. “He that is not
with Me is against Me, and he that gathereth not with Me
scattereth,” followed by “When the unclean spirit goeth forth
from the man,*’ &c., nearly vcrlatim, but apparently better placed
by Matthew than by Luke, who has transposed the passage into
the neighbourhood of the discourse on Beelzebub, moved possibly
by the superficial resemblance of subject (“unclean spirit ’’and
“Beelzebub”), not perhaps perceiving that it is the climax of
a condemnation of “ this evil generation,” which last words (Mat.
xii. 45) Luke omits.

(15) Mat. xii. 41, 42; Lu. xi. 31, 32. “The queen of the
south shall rise up,” &c. The queen of the south is placed by
Luke before, by Matthew after, the “men of Nineveh;’* and in
one of the clauses (very curiously, but perhaps with a desire to
bring out the antithesis between the “women ’ and the “men”)
Luke substitutes “the men of this generation” for “this genera-
tion,** and “them” for “it.” Otherwdso the agreement is almost
verbatim.

(16) Mat. xxiii. 23-39; Lu. xi. 37-52, A denunciation of those
who tithed mint and anise, yet were the true children of the
murderers of the prophets. Matthew makes this a part of a long
and public denunciation of the Pharisees, in Jerusalem

; Luke
places it early, and as an utterance in the house of a Pharisee,
his host. It is certainly remarkable that here, and nowhere else,

a Pharisee is addressed in the singular number, “ Thou blind
Pharisee” (Mat. xxiii. 26). The “Pharisee” is clearly generic

;

hut if the use of the singular were misunderstood, it might
originate a tradition that the speech was delivered to a single
Pharisee, in -whose house Jesus was dining

;
and though Luke does

not insert the ‘ ‘ Pharisee,” he may have been influenced by this
traditional misunderstanding. Internal e-vidence is here strongly
for Matthew’s, and against Luke’s j)lace and time. Luke has pro-
bably been led to place this discourse at the table of a Pharisee,
hy the metaphor of the “cup and x^la-tter.” But the metax)hor
suits Matthew’s version equally well ; and it is in defiance at
once of good taste and probability, to attribute to Jesus such a
denunciation of a host at his oivn tabic, and to place it so early
in our Lord’s ministry. The use (Lu. xi. 39) of 6 KvpLos (see

below, 22) makes it probable that this is a late tradition ; and, if

it is rejec-ted, there falls with it an accusation brought against Jesus,
of neglecting the decencies of life, hy coming to a repast with un-
washed hands. The agreement is heie by no means verbatim

;
and,

besides other differences, Matthew has rh iyrhs KaOdpicrov, where
Luke has vd €v6vra Zdre i\e7}aocr^i/7ji/ (a change, as in the Lord’s
Prayer, from the metaphorical to the real). The original and
Jndaian expression croepovs Kal ypa.p.p.a.Tfi'is Luke alters into the
Christian d.Tro(TT6Kovs ; he also omits the somewhat difficult errau-

pcifo-ere. It is esi>ecially noteworthy that, whereas in Matthew Jesus
says, “ Wherefore, behold I send unto you prophets,” &c., in Luke
Jesus says, “Wherefore, also the JVtsdom of God said, 1 will send
unto them prophets,” &c. Here Luke probably represents the
earlier form, although the explanation may be doubtful. It is

possible that the hook containing the “ words of the Lord,” from
which Matthew and Luke borrowed this saying, gave to Jesus the
name of “the Wisdom of God” {cf. 1 Cor. i. 24, “Christ the
Wisdom of God **), and that this title was retained hy Luke, but
applied, not to Jesus, but to the divine providence. Matthew
adds to Zachariah the words “son of Barachiah;” Luke omits
them. Here again Luke j)robably represents the earlier tradi-

tion. The Zachariah here mentioned was the son of Jehoiada.
But Matthew, whose manner it is to lay especial stress upon all

matters connected with the prophets (Sohenkel’s Bibel-Lexicon,
“Sacharja”), having in his mind either Zechariah, the sou of Jebe-
rechiah (Is. viii. 2), or Zechariah the prophet, the son of Berechiah
(Zech. i. 1), inserted the erroneous words. The agreement here is

by no means verbatim. Matthew makes the utterance continuous,
but Luke (xi. 45), introducing a remonstrance from a “lawyer,”
fcums the denunciation from -the Pharisees to the “lawyers.”

(17) Mat. X. 28-31 ; Lu. xii. 4-8. “Fear not them which kill

the body,” &c. Instead of Matthew’s “shall fall to the earth
without your father,” Luke has the more general phrase, “is for-

gotten in the presence of God.” In other parts of the passage
there is considerable dissimilarity.

(18) Mat. X. 32, 33 ;
Lu. xii. 8, 9. “Whosoever shall confess

me before men,” &c. Not verbatim. Besides other differences,

instead of Matthew’s eju.'jrpoo’Oey rod irarpSs jtiov, Luke has €jj.Trpocr6etf

or ivc&TrLov Tcop d.yy4\cov rod ©eoO twice. This expression occurs in
another passage peculiar to Luke (xv. 10), and nowhere else.

(19) Mat. vi. 25-34 ; Lu. xii. 22-34. “ Wherefore I say unto
you, Take no thought,” &c. This is the second passage (see above.

Mat. xxiii, 34 ; Lu. xi. 49) common to Matthe-yr and Luke, intro-

duced by “ wherefora ’’ though the context is different. Ma-tthew
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(vi. 25) introduces the passage by a single sentence, to the effect
that no one can serve two masters, God and mammon. Luke, on
•the other hand, after narrating the refusal of Jesus to become a
“judge or a divider,” and after describing in language and
thought peculiar to himself (for to Luke alone belong the parables
of soliloquy) the death of the rich fool, continues thus: “And
He said unto His disciples, Tiierefore I say unto you, Take no
thought, ’’ &c. The_ comparison of this passage is most useful
as illustrating the difference between Matthew’s and Luke’s hand-
ling of their subject matter, and also as throwing light on the
object (and perhaps on the origin) of many of the parables
peculiar to Luke. They seem intended as tales to prepare the way
for some famous saying of the Lord as the conclusion and moral.
The agreement in language here is not verbatim. Besides other
differences, Luke changes the ir^reivd rod ovpavov into KSpaKcts,
moved perhaps hy the memory of the ravens, for whom God
“provideth food” (Job xxxviii. 41 ;

Ps. cxlvii. 9). But Luke’s
Kal fdb fierecopi^eaBe, instead of ^ -rl irepi^ahoSfjLeOa, suggests some
difference of original text, or some different rendering of the same
original rather than a mere alteration.

(20) Mat. vi. 19-21 ; Lu. xii. 33, 34. “ Lay not up for your-
selves treasure,” &c. There is little exact similarity of language
here, except in the last sentence.

(21) Mat. XXIV. 42-51
;
Lu. xii. 39-46. “ But know this, that

if the goodman of the house had known,” &c. In Matthew this
sentence comes towards the end of a long discourse on the second
coming, uttered in Jerusalem

;
in Luke it is spoken in Galilee,

and it is preceded by a passage peculiar to Luke, and reminding
one of the Epistles : “Let your loins be girded about, and your
lights burning,” &c. With the exception of Matthew efacre, Luke
dcpTiKB (probably the original word), the passages agree almost
verbatim.

(22) Mat. xxiv. 45; Lu. xii. 42. “ Who then is the faithful and
just,” &c. Here there is precise agreement, except where Luke
has altered the text with an object. Finding this parable, in the
book or tradition from which he extracted it, connected with the
name of Peter, and desiring to distinguish the “ steward” crupper
“servant,” who is placed over the household, from the common
slaves, he (a) inserts a question of Peter, ‘

‘ Speakest Thou this

parable unto us or even unto all?” (h) alters the first SovAos
(“slave”) into olKoyS/mos (“steward”); (c) alters olK^relas
(“household,” the true reading of Matthew) into a word with
somewhat higher associations, Bepaneias (“suite” or “retinue”) ;

and {d) changes trvvBovXovs (“fellow-slaves”) into “the man-
servants and maid-servants,” One or two other changes are also

made {pL^BverKeaBaL and re) to improve the text. Luke’s criroixerpLov

and d.Trl(rrcuv, for Matthew’s rpocpiiP and bTroKpir&y, might be early
variations arising from the varying translation of some Aramaic
original. There remains the curious fact that, in introducing this

parable, Luke uses the rare Kitpios (used not as a vocative in speech
of address, hut in narration), instead of *lr}<rods :

“ The Lord said

unto Peter.” This is an almost sure sign of a late addition to

the Gospels, often of an interpolation. The word Kvpios is not
used once thus in the correct text of Matthew. It is not nsed
once in the genuine Mark

;
hut it is used twice in the short inter-

polated appendix to Mark (xvi. 19, 20). In Luke it is used about
twelve times, always in prefaces or other passages peculiar to Luke,
and of these twelve passages three are connected -with Peter (xii.

42; xxii. 31; xxii. 61).

(23) Mat. X. 34-36; Lu. xii. 51-55. “Think ye that I came
to send peace on earth?” The agreement is not verbatim, sjid.

suggests two independent translations from an Aramaic original.

Instead of Matthew’s p.dx'o-f-pav, “ a sword,” Luke has dta/jLept(r/u.6y,

“division.” This might either he the divergence of translators

(so mn is translated in the LXX. both jadxo^t-pa and vdAe/ios), or it

might be a mannerism of Luke {cf. evttrirKrfioy, ix. 12 ; ifiarLcrp.^,

vii. 25 ; ix. 29, where Matthew has severally Pptcfiara, 'p.a\aKd, and
iyudrioL).

(24) Mat. V. 25, 26 ; Lu. xii. 58, 59. “ Agree with thine

adversary,” &c. This passage is not v&rbatim in Matthew and
Luke, except in the last sentence. The word vvdy^iv in Luke
(which Luke as a rule systematically alters or omits whenever it

is fo-und in the common tradition of Matthew and Luke [see Mk.
i. 44 ; ii. 11 ; x. 21 xiv. 21]) indicates that therein Luke is

following some early tradi-tion : but /carao-tJpy, vpdKrcop, and
AeTTToV (Luke’s “half-farthing,” instead of Matthew’s “farthing”)

seem all later touches added to give graphic variety and climax.

(26) Mat. xiii. 33 ;
Lu. xiii. 21. “The kingdom of heaven is

like unto leaven,* &c. Nearly verbatim.

(26) Mat. viii. 11, 12; Lu. xiii. 28, 29. “Many shall come

^ It is curious that, in the only passage where Luke agrees with

Mark in reading birdyere (Mk. xi. 2 ; Lu. xix. 30), Matthew differs

(xxv. 2), using the word iropcTOeo’Bai. There may he noted a general

tendency of Luke to diverge from Mark, and of Matthew to diverge

from Mark, wherever Mark agrees exactly with the narrative (as dis-

tinct from the words of the Lord) in Matthew and Luke respectively.
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from the ea&t and the west,” &c. In Matthew these woids are

uttered by Jesus as a comment upon the maivellous faith of the
centurion. In Luke they follow a parable peculiar to himself.

The clause there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth ’* (which,
except in this instance, is peculiar to Matthew) is transferred fioiii

the end to the beginning
;
and there are other variations, seem-

ingly purposed. The agreement is far from 'cerbutim.

(27) Mat. xxiii. 37-39; Lu. xiii. 34, 35. Jerusalem, Jerusalem,”
&c. This is a conspicuous instance of the manner in which Luke
has sometimes deviated from the true chronological order. He
represents these words to have been uttered in Galilee, when the

Pharisees warn Jesus to flee from fear of Heiod. But Matthew
represents them as having been uttered in Jerusalem, and in the

temple. The reason for Luke’s transposition is possibly contained

in the last words, “Ye shall not see Me till the time come when
ye shall say, Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord.”
How these very words, “Blessed is He,” &c., were uttered by the

crowd welcoming Jesus on His entrance into Jerusalem (xix. 39).

Luke therefore, regarding the words of Jesus, “Ye shall not see

Me,” as a prediction necessarily preceding its fuldlment, is bound
to place these words before the entry of Jesus into Jeiusalem
But all internal evidence is on the side of Matthew’s order, and
against Luke’s. The agreement is very nearly verha6it/i, but Luke
(whose arrangement does not require the word) dispenses with the
^ * henceforth ” of Matthew.

(28) Mat. xxii. 1-14; Lu. xiv. 15-24. The paiahle of the wed-
ding feast. These parables differ entirely in language, and some-
what in thought. In Matthew those who are first invited slay the
messengers, and are slain by the king

;
and, among those who are

subsequently invited, one is rejected for being without a wedding
garment. In Luke the guests are simply discourteous, and the
host merely invites others (the poor and the maimed, and then
the wanderers in the streets) in the place of the first. Matthew's
parable is therefore political, Luke’s social. Note, however, that
in the parable of the pounds (Mat. talents, xxv. ), Luke intro-

duces (xix. 27) the missing political element, whereas Matthew
there omits it. Clearly no common document nor even detailed
tradition originated these parables. They are rather (as also are

the parables of the talents and the pounds) of the nature of
sermons or stories based upon short “words of the Lord” as
texts. It is obvious that Matthew lays special stress upon the
exclusion of the unfit intruder, Luke upon the inclusion of all the
world.

I

(29) Mat. X. 37-39; Lu. xiv. 26, 27. “He that loveth father
and mother more than Me," &c. In Matthew these words are
addressed by Jesus to the twelve in Galilee

; in Luke to the multi-
tude following Him during His journey to Jerusalem. Here Luke
seems to have preserved the older (because more difficult) form of
the tradition :

* ‘ Whosoever Tiateth not
' (Marcion altered juuLorei

into KaraXeiirei) “his father, .... yea, his own life also,” &c.
It seems more probable that this was the original form than that
Luke intensified the form by any alteration of his own. There is
scarcely any agreement of language between Matthew and Luke
here.

j

(30) Mat. xviii, 12-14; Lu. xv. 4-7. “What man having an
'

hundred sheep,” &c. The thought is the same, but there is
'

scarcely any similarity of language
; and even the conclusion

characteristically differs, Matthew having “it is not the will of I

your in heav&n that one of these little ones should perish ;*’
|

Luke having there is joy in heaven over one sinner that re-
|

penteth.” The contrast between the negative (“ not the will ”) and
the positive (“joy”), between the “non-perishing” and the “re-
penting/’ is typical of the contrast between the whole of Matthew
and the whole of Luke.

(31) Mat. vi. 24; Lu. xvi. 13. “No (servant) can serve two
masters,’’ &:c. With the exception of “servant” added by Luke
for definiteness, this saying is the same verbatim in Matthew and
Luke.

(32) Mat. xi. 12 and v. 18 ; Lu. xvi. 16, 17. “The law and
the prophets were till John,” &c,, and “Not one tittle shall pass
from the law. ’ There seems little connexion in these sayings as
they stand in Luke, and there is very little similarity of language
between Matthew and Luke.

(33) Mat. xxiv. 26-28, 37-41 ; Lu. xvii 23-27, 34-37. These
are scattered sayings on the second coming, likening it to the
“days of Noah” and to “lightning,” and ‘predicting the sever-
ance of those who are “at one mill” and “in one bed.” Luke
after his manner, introduces a question, “Where, Lord?” to
which the reply comes, “Wheresoever the body is, thither will
the eagles be gathered together.” Matthew, on the other hand,
mtroduces the sentence in the midst of the discourse, “ So shall
also the coming of the Son of Man be, for wheresoever the body is,”
&e. The agreement of language is not considerable, except in
the last part.

(34) Mat. xxiii. 12; Lu. xviii. 14, and xiv. 11. “Everyone
that exalteth himself shall be abased,” &c. This again furnishes
a stiikiug instance of the manner in which Luke utilizes words

PELS ‘[synoptical.

I

of the Lord as texts for discourses. The saying is iutroduced by
I
Matthew in the midst of the discourse against the Pharisees

; but

I

it is made by Luke the conclusion and moral of the X)arable of the
)ublicaii and the Phaiisee, and of the discourse on choosing the
ower zoom.

I

(35) Mac. xxv. 14-30; Lu. xix. 1-28, The iwable of the talents

! or pounds. There is no similarity of language, except in the
i dialogue between the idle servant and the master. Luke, after

his manner, inserts a question fioin the bystanders (“And they
said to him. Lord, he hath ten pounds ”)

; and Luke here, as
Matthew above (28), introduces a political element, making the
master a king, and narrating a royal vengeance.

In the consideration of the passages quoted above, one
fact strikes us at once, that the Lord’s Prayer is not verbatim

the same in Matthew and Luke. If this is not identical, it

might be thought that we cannot expect any words of the
Lord to be identical. And indeed, as a matter not cf

hypothesis but of fact, those words which have most strongly

appealed to men’s hearts, and have been most frequently on
their lips, from the earliest times of the church

;
those say-

I
ings which have given the tono to Christian hie, which have

I

encouraged martyrs, and stimulated 'waverers, such as (17),
‘‘Fear not them which kill the body;” (l^)j “Whosoever
shall confess,” &c.

; (29), “He that loveth father or mother
more than Me,” &c.—all these, though identical as regards

thought, and similar as regards words, are nevertheless not
exactly similar in Matthew and Luke. The exactly similar

passages are of a very different nature : they are for the
most part passages of a prophetic or historical rather than
a doctrinal character with application to individuals.

Some, (1), (2), (5), (6), describe the relations between John
the Baptist and Christ

;
another, (8), calls down woe on

Chorazin
\
another, (9), in language that reminds us of

the thoughts, though not of the words, of the Fourth
Gospel, thanks God for revealing to babes what He has
hidden from the wise and prudent

;
another, (27), pours

forth lamentations over doomed Jerusalem. All these

passages, dealing as it were on a large scale with the will

of God, as it affects religions and nations rather than as it

affects individuals, are better fitted for reading in the
services of the church than for being transmitted from
mouth to mouth in the family from father to son, or from
catechist to catechumen, for personal and individual guid-

ance
;
and consequently they seem more likely to have been

handed down in a book than by means of oral tradition.

The same conclusion applies to (21), “But know this, that

if the goodman,” &c. and to (22), “ Who then is the faithful

and just steward,” &c.—both of which passages agree
verbatim^ and both of which appear to have an ecclesiastical

rather than an individual reference, at all events in their

primary application. In proportion as a rhetorical passage
limits itself to individual application^ it seems to have
been modified by oral tradition so as to deviate from exact

I agreement : compare in (3) the “ mote and the beam ;
” also

(12), “Ask, and it shall be given unto you;” and (19),

I

“Take no thought for the morrow.” The only exception
:
perhaps to this rule is in the denunciation of the Pharisees

I (16). This passage, being of the historical type, ought
(according to our rule) to be identical

;
but Luke differs

I

from Matthew considerably. Possibly, in the earliest days
1
of the church, and especially in the synagogues of Pales-
tine a few years after the death of Christ, the angry con-
flicts between the disciples of the Lord and the Pharisees
may have frequently reproduced and modified by tradi-

tional influences the original form of our Lord’s denuncia-
tion

; so that perhaps this subject comes naturally under
the head of traditional doctrine. It must also be remem-
bered that, as Luke approaches the later period of the
work of Christ in Judaea, he deviates more and more both
from Matthew and from Mark

;
perhaps because there

j

was a Judaean as well as a Galilean tradition of the life of

I

Jesus, and Luke, in the latter part of his history, depended
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mainly on the former. These two considerations may ex-

plain the deviation of Luke from Matthew in the denuncia-
tion of the Pharisees.

That the parables should diverge is natural. Their
length and number would prevent them from being remem-
bered, or passed from mouth to mouth, with the same
fidelity with which the shorter words of the Lord would be
preserved

,
and as they were probably often repeated by

Jesus in varied shapes, no one particular shape of any
parable would seem to claim a place in the written docu-
ment of the words of the Lord, as being of the same import-
ance as the “ Woe to Jerusalem,” or the other strains of

po'etic prophecy. The parable of the sower, coming first in

order, and being typical of the rest of the parables, and
having appended to it an explanation of the motive of the

parabolic teaching, would naturally attract attention from
the earliest times, and consequently it found a place in the

Triple Tradition; but this privilege was accorded to no other

parable. There is therefore no ground whatever for infer-

ring from the discrepancy of the language of a parable in

Matthew and Luke {e.g., the parable of the lost sheep) that

it was not actually uttered by Jesus. The exact similarity

of thought and sequence of incident in that parable, as re-

corded by Matthew and Luke, proves to demonstration that

the two records are derived from one source.

The following are our conclusions therefore aboutthe addi-

tions to the Triple Tradition made jointly by Matthew and
Luke. (1.) Their omission by Mark furnishes no argument
for tlieir rejection, inasmuch as Mark also omits the Lord’s

Prayer, and obviously aims at narrating the acts rather than
the sayings of the Lord. (2.) Of the additions, some appear
to be based upon common tradition, or on documents modi-
fied by tradition,— principally those short trenchant sayings

(including the Lord’s Prayer) which are of a universal and
private application. (3.) Others appear to be based upon a
common document; and in these documentary additions

(as perhaps to some extent in the rest) Luke seems to

have modified the original tradition, in words and phrases,

with a view to purity of style and intelligibility, or to re-

move difl&culties. (4.) In chronological order and arrange-

ment Matthew and Luke pursue divergent paths
;
Matthew’s

object being to group and mass the teaching of the Lord,

while Luke aims at supplying motive, occasion, place, and
time for each utterance. It is scarcely possible to doubt
that the arrangement of neither is to be implicitly adopted.

There is much reason to doubt whether what is called the

Sermon on the Mount was actually delivered at one time
in the shape in which Matthew presents it

;
and it is equally

questionable whether the lamentation over Jerusalem was
delivered in a village of Galilee, and whether the denuncia-

tion of the Scribes and Pharisees (as murderers, on whom
should be avenged all the innocent blood shed from the

beginning of the world) was uttered at the table of a
Pharisee. (6.) As regards the parables, we have to de-

pend—in our conjecture as to the degree to which the

thoughts of Jesus have been preserved—mainly upon the

presence in them of the same spiritual power and insight

which are perceptible in His other recognized genuine say-

ings. But the dissimilarity of the language of the parables

in Matthew and Luke (where the thought is the same) gives

no ground for denying that parables on the same subjects,

and to the same effect, were actually delivered by Him.

(7.) Since the hypothesis that Luke borrowed from Matthew
is untenable, and since therefore we must suppose that

Matthew and Luke borrowed these additions independently

from some early document, we may infer that, before the

times of Matthew and Luke, a document containing words
of the Lord had existed long enough, and had acquired

authority enough, to induce two editors or writers of

Gospels, apparently representing different schools of thought

and writing for different churches, to borrow from it inde-
pendently.

This last conclusion is of the greatest importance
;
for

though the document may be, and almost certainly was,
later than the Triple Tradition, yet it would have the advan-
tage of preserving the original utterances of the Lord com-
paratively unimpaired by traditional transmutations. When
to this consideration is added the authoritative nature of
the words of the Lord in this document, their direct refer-
ence to events, and the extreme improbability that any dis-
ciple would have, or could have, invented them,—for which
of the apostles or subordinate disciples could have invented
the discourse on “the lilies of the field,” or the lamentation
over Jerusalem, or the speech which likens John to “a reed
shaken by the wind,” and pronounces him the greatest of the
prophets, yet less than the least in the kingdom of God?

—

we are led to iufer that in all probability we have in these
additions of Matthew and Luke a very close approximation
to some of the noblest and most impressive utterances of
Jesus Himself. With the exception of the healing of the
son of the centurion, and the narrative of the temptation,
the additions common to Matthew and Luke introduce no
new supernatural element.

The Additions and Peculiarities of Marh.—It might Additions

be expected that when we come to the additions peculiar peculiar

to each of the three synoptists we should find some increase

to the accounts of supernatural events. Now it seems to

be a striking proof of the antiquity of the Second Gospel
that we find in it no additions of this kind. Hot that
Mark does not lay stress on what appears to be super-
natural

;
on the contrary, he records acts of instantaneous

healing with greater minuteness of detail than any other
evangelist (vil. 31-37; viii. 22-26; ix. 14-27)

;
but we

find in Mark no mention of our Lord’s birth or child-

hood, and only the barest prediction of His resurrection*

As an explanation of the deficiency of information on

the resurrection, it has been frequently suggested that

the latter part of the Gospel may have been lost
;
and, less

frequently (Weiss, Marcmevangelium^ p. 511), that the

Gospel was deliberately closed with the prediction of tlie

resurrection by the mouth of an angel, because “ the mani-
festations of the risen Saviour belong (according to the

earliest notions) no longer to the earthly sphere of the action

of Jesus, and therefore do not fall within the province of

the Gospel.” Few Greek scholars, however, will be induced
to believe that the author of the Second Gospel deliberately

chose to end a book on the good news of Christ with the

words i<l>opovvTo yap. From a literary point of view the

yap, and from a moral point of view the ill-omened

i<f>oPo^To, make it almost incredible that these words
represent a deliberate termination assigned by an author

to a composition of his own. Others have suggested that

the last page of the MS. may have been accidentally de-

stroyed. But this suggestion seems to overlook the con-

sideration that the MS. was in all probability written not

for a private library but for use in the church, and that it

would immediately be multiplied by copies. Again, we
know, from reference to Mat. xxviii. 8 and Lu. xxiv. 9,

that the common tradition ceases with the return of the

women from the Lord’s tomb. But it is precisely at this

point that the genuine Mark (xvi. 8) also terminates.

How, that a page should have been torn out containing

just that part of Mark which followed after the close of

the common tradition would be a most remarkable and

unlikely coincidence. It seems far more probable that

Mark ends his Gospel here because the common tradition

ended here, and because he scrupled to add anything to the

notes and traditions which he knew to rest upon a higher

authority than his own. If this be the true explanation, it

stamps with the seal of a higher authority such traditions

X. — loi
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as have "been preserved to us hy so scrupulous an author.

We proceed therefore to an investigation of the peculiarities

of Markj with a confidence in him increased rather than

diminished by the fact that he has neither the introduc-

tions nor the appendices which are found in the rest of the

Gospels.
The first thing that strikes us in Mark is his duality.

Verbosity we might be tempted to call it at the first sight

;

but though there is a certain disproportion in the^ space

assigned to detail, duality, and not verbosity, is the

better word. It is this duality which gave rise (see above,

p. 789) to the erroneous supposition that Mark had bor-

rowed from Matthew and Luke. But it maybe shown, by

reference to passages where there can be no possibility that

Mark borrowed from Matthew and Luke (Mk. ii. 19; iii.

5 ;
iii. 27 ;

iii. 22, 30 ; v. 3, 5 ; xii. 44), that this duality

is a part of Markus style. In many cases, e.g., iii- 22, 30

(BecXJejSouX and TTvexi/xa aKdOaprov Ix^i), it is almost

forced on the reader that the evangelist Lad before him two

versions of one saying, and that in his anxiety to omit

nothing he inserted both. Whether there be any definite

traces of translation in his Gospel will be considered here-

after. But, so far, we merely note that some of Markus

dualities of expression might be explained as double render-

ings of the same original. Only one parable is peculiar

to^Mark
;

it is one that illustrates (iv. 26-29) the spread

of the kingdom of God by the quiet, unperceived, and
gradual growth of corn. The subdued tone of this (one of

the most interesting of all the parables) was perhaps the

reason why it was not at first widely known, as it un-

doubtedly is the reason why modern readers pay it too little

attention. Mark also amplifies the story of the Baptist’s

execution (vi. 20-28), and the graphic story of the exorcism

of the “ legion.” For the rest, the other additions peculiar

to Mark consist either of dual expressions and amplifications

of detail, or of realistic details which would naturally be
subordinated in later times, as likely to be stumbling-blocks.

For amplifications which treat of the resistance and ultimate

submission of unclean spirits see i. 26, 27 ;
i. 44 ;

iii. 7—

12 ; ix. 14-27
;
for others which relate to the crowding of

people round Jesus, the publicity of His work, and Bis
desire for solitude, see i. 28; L 35-37 ; i. 45 ; ii. 1—4; ii.

15 ; iii. 10-12
;

vi. 32-33, <fec. The narrative also, from
first to last, abounds with expressions as to the manner and
look and minute action of Jesus during dialogues or miracles

(c/. iii. 5 ; vii. 31-37
;

viii. 22—26). In many of these

additions Aramaic words are given as the very utterances of

Jesus, v. 41, TaXt^a Kovfjn ; vii. 34, ;
xiv. 36,

*A/3/6a ; sometimes, also, names that are given by no other
writer, e.g., Bartimaeus, Boanerges, and Dalmanutha.^ Un-
questionably, under ordinary circumstances, this elaboration
of unimportant detail® (and especially the introduction of

^ This is a quotation from Papias preserved by Eusebius (Kirch-
hofer, p. 123): ** For he (Maik) took great care about one matter,
viz., to omit nothing of all that {jniZep S)y) he heard.” If Papias
spoke of our Mark, it would seem that this must refer rather to the
words than to the incidents recorded in his very scanty Gospel. It
seems to be an apolo^ for the disproportion of the narrative. In
writing'the narrative just as he took it down in notes (fiom Peter s
discourses) ‘‘Mark,” says Papias, ‘‘ committed no error, hut simply
acted as a faithful reporter. We do not, of course, commit ourselves
to the truth of this statement ; we merely point out that the
hypothesis that Mark’s Gospel is a collection of “ notes,” will explain
some of the peculiarities of its style.

^ Mark’s custom of placing the Aramaic original side by side with
the Gieek translation is perhaps in part suggested by the Palestinian
dialect of our Lord’s time, in which (especially in certain phrases)
Greek and Aramaic were blended together*, as in the phrase “my
Lord,” which stands for Ki/pie. See Ligbtfoot, GaZat.,
p. 167, for this and other instances. But in Mark the reduplication
for the most part is confined to passages expressive of strong emotion.

® Take, as an instance, the wounding of the high priest’s servant by
Peter. Here Mark (xiv. 47) merely records the wound

^
Matthew
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names—for instances of which see the Apocryplial Gospels
passim) is a mark of a late writer, and of a composer of

fiction rather than history. But all the characteristics of

Mark support the belief that in his case they are rather the
excrescences and redundancies of one who trusted Ids

memory rather than his judgment, and who preferred to

report rather than to select and arrange.

One proof of the early composition of Mark is the rude-
ness and even vulgarity of his Greek. He uses a great

number of words which are expressly forbidden by the
grammarians. For example, of Mark’s phrase co-xarm? ex^t

(Mk. V. 23), Phrynichus says (ed. Lobeck, p. 3S9), “only
the canaille use it m this sense the same grammarian also

warns bis readers against Kpd^/3aTo<s (Mk. ii. 4, 9, 11, 12).

Other words noted by Phrynichus, and used by Mark (some
of which are also used by Matthew) but avoided by Luke,
are pLOv6<f>0aXpLo^ (ix. 47); cucrxi^iawi/ (for ttKovctlosj xv. 43);
KoX\v/3LcrTaL (xi. 15); Kopdcriov (v. 41); opKt^oi (v 7);
paTTLcrfMa (xiv. 65) ; paejiCBos (x. 25).^ Such w'^ords as these
might naturally find their place in the mongrel Greek of the
slaves and freedmen who formed the first congregations of
the church in Borne

;
and they are therefore tokens of a.

date of composition earlier than that of Matthew and Luke.
For it is not conceivable that such terms (some of which
would so have jarred upon the ear of an educated Greek
as almost to correspond to our ‘‘ slang ”) should be substi-

tuted in later times for a more tasteful vocabulary ; wliereaa

it is easily conceivable, and a priori probable, that better

Greek should, in the prosperous days of the church, be
substituted for worse.

It is a natural characteristic of an unpractised reporter

that he lays undue stress on a few vivid expressions and
striking words, and that he reproduces or exaggerates ana-

colutha which, though not objectionable in a speech, are
inconvenient in a book, because they tend to obscure or
subordinate the subject matter. ISIany such words are-

inserted by Mark, and avoided by Matthew or Luke, or by
both, e,g,^ i. 10; ayva<^os, ii. 21 ; Kco/xoTroXcts^

i. 38 ; dvaXov, ix. 50. For irregular constructions see iv.

28 (TrXTqpT]^ cTLTog, the correct reading); xii. 40, ot KarccrOovr^^s

(altered by Luke) ; v. 23, ha iTrtOfjg; note also the curious

change of construction from ha to the infinitive in iii. 15,

as compared with iii. 14. The Latinisms of this Gospel-

are well known : see xv. 1 5, to iKavov TrotijeraL
;

vi. 35,

Spa ttoXXt] ; vi, 27, crTreKovXdrQjp
J
XV, 39, KevTvpicav. The-

words irpairdipLov (xv. 16), Kijvo-os (xii, 14), and <j>pay€XXoik

(xv. 15) Mark shares with Matthew. Other barbarisms
are the use of orav with the indicative, and the use of otl

to ask a question (ii. 16; ix. 11 ;
ix. 28), both of which

idioms are common in the Acta Filati^ and perhaps indicate
Latin influence.

A still more cogent proof of the early date of Mark is that
this Gospel contains many expressions which would be likely

to be stumbling-blocks in the way of weak believers, so that
they are omitted in the later Gospels, and would not have
been tolerated except in a Gospel of extreme antiquity. For
example, the strong expression (vi. 5, 6), He was not able

to do there any mighty work ;” the statement (i. 32, 34)?

that all the sick were brought to Jesus, but that He healed
only many, whereas Matthew (viii. 16) says that He healed
all, and Luke (iv. 40) that He healed each one {kv\ iKdcrTw) r

(xxvi. 52) adds the reproof addressed by Jesus to Peter; Luke (xxii.

50, 51) adds that it was the “right” eai*, and that Jesus healed the
man; lastly, the Fourth Gospel, while omitting the healing, retains the
“right” ear, and adds that the servants name was Malchus. In-

such a case it is impossible to feel certain that the simpler narrative oi

Mark may not have been moditied by later accretions.
^ Such arguments as that “ Hippocrates used ftojcpis

*' cannot count
for anything against the general feeling of dislike for the word
expressed by the dictum oi Phrynichus, “t? 5e 'si 4(my qvk
Tts yvolr]Z'
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the attempt of His mother and brethren to lay hands on Him
on the ground that He was insane (iii. 20-21) ; the imputa-
tion of an ambitious petition to James and John, instead of
(as Matthew) to their mother (x. 35); the mention of the
marvel of Pilate at the speedy death of Jesus, which might
have been perverted to support those who denied that Jesus
had really died upon the cross (xv. 44) ;

the statement that
Jesus only gave power to His apostles to cast out devils (iii.

15, correct text), and not (as Mat. x. 1) to heal diseases;

the enumeration of the different stages by which Jesus, at

least on one occasion, effected a cure, and the description

of the, at first, only partial cure (viii. 24) ;
the statement

that the fig-tree, instead of being withered up “ immedi-
ately ” (as Matthew, Trapa^piJ/xa, xxi. 19), was not observed
to be withered till after the interval of a day

;
the bare

statement (xvi. 4) that the women found the stone rolled

away from the sepulchre (which might have been used to
support the statements of those who maintained that the
friends or enemies of Jesus had stolen His body), whereas
Matthew (xxviii. 2) distinctly meets such an objection by
asserting that an angel descended from heaven in the sight

of the keepers and rolled away the stone ;—these, and pro-

bably other expressions, indicate a very early date of com-
position, and a disposition to record facts as they came,
without emphasis or subordination. Mark neither masses
similar sayings or deeds, as Matthew does, nor supplies

motives and occasions, as Luke does. It is most interesting

to note that the words “law,” “lawyer,” which played so

prominent a part in Matthew and Luke, are not to be found
at all in Mark’s narrative. His business is simply with the

life of Christ. Again, whereas Matthew and (in a less de-

gree) Luke are careful to point out that Jesus fulfilled the

sayings of the prophets, Mark, on the other hand, though
he recognizes in John the Baptist (i. 2) the messenger pre-

dicted b^y the prophets, sees in Jesus a Being too absorbing

and interesting as a man to find much time for contempla-

tion of Him as the mere fulfiller of prophecy. In a woid,

Mark writes of Jesus, not as the destroyer or fulfiller of the

law, not as the Messiah predicted by the prophets, not as

the refuge of the Gentiles, but rather as a man
;
subject to

anger, and disappointment, and weariness
;
not knowing all

things
;

not able to do all things
;
but endowed wdtli

strange powers of healing the souls and bodies of men
;
and

carrying out a mysterious plan, for the regeneration of the

world, through a spirit of childlike obedience to God and
brotherly love towards men

;
lastly, a man who assumed for

Himself and for His disciples a power of forgiving sins, and
who based all the success of His plans upon His predicted

death and resurrection, to be followed by a second coming.

True, Mark’s Gospel is disproportioned, inartistic, and
uncouth—scarcely, indeed, to be called a book, but rather a

collection of graphic anecdotes. Yet it has a unity derived

from its naive simplicity and single-mindedness, in recording

whatever it records as it was delivered from the earliest

sources in its entirety; and possibly in that string of anec-

dotes the development of Christ's life and work may be

traced with not less clearness than in the ampler and more
artistic production of Luke.

The Additions and Peculiarities of Mattheu),—The prin-

cipal additions to the common tradition contributed by
Matthew alone are the following :

—

(1) i. 1-17, the genealogy of Jesus from David ; (2) i. 18-25, the

annunciation, and the dream of Joseph ; (3) ii. 1-12, the adoiation

of the Magi
; (4) ii. 13-23, the massacre of children in Bethlehem

and the flight of the parents of Jesus to Egypt, together with their

return to Nazareth ; (5) iii. 13-17, the reluctance ofJohn to baptize

Jesus; (6) iv. 14-16, the fulfilment of the prophecy, “ The people

that sit in darkness,” &c. ; (7) v. 5-10, the six beatitudes on the

sorrowing, the meek, the merciful, the y>ure in heart, the peace-

makers, the persecuted ; (8) v. 17-48, the new law is more exacting

than the old law; (9) vi. 1-18, warnings against ostentation m
almsgiving, prayer, and fasting ; (103 vi. 34,

‘ Sufficient for the

day is the evil thereof”; (11) vii. 6, “ Give not that which is holy
to dogs,” &c.; (12) vii. 13, 14, ‘‘ Broad is the gate,” &c.

; (13) viL
name have we cast out devils,'’ &c. ; (14) ix. 13 and

xii. 7, the saying, “ 1 will have meicy and not sacrikee”; (15) ix-
27-34, the cure of two blind men and of a deaf nian;^ (16) x. 5-3,
‘^Go not into any city of the Samaritans,” &c., instructions to the
twelve; (17) x. 23, “ But when they puisue you in this city, flee
unto the other

; for verily I say unto you, Ye shall not liave gone-
over the cities of Israel until the Son of Man be come”

; (18) x. 25,
“The servant is not above his master,” &c.

; (19) xi. 28-30, “Come
unto Me, all ye that aie weary,” &c.

; (20) xii. 17-21, the prophecy
of Isaiah, “ Behold my seivant,” &c., is iullilled in Jesus; (21) xii.

22, 23, the healing ot one that was both dumb and blind
; (22)

xii. 33, “ Either make the tiee sound and the fruit sound, or,” &c.

;

(23) xii. 36,37, “ Every idle word,” &c*.; (24) xii. 40, “As Jonas
was ill the whale’s belly,” &c.; (25) xiii. 14, 15, the fulfilment of a
prophecy of Isaiah in the misunderstanding of Chiist’s teaching;
(26) xiii. 24-30, the enemy and the tares

; (27) xiii. 35, the fulfil-
ment of prophecy in Clnist’s teaching by parables

; (28) xiii. 36-43,
the interpretation of the paiable of the tares

; (29) xiii. 44-50, “ Th&
kingdom of heaven is like (a) a tieasure, (5) a merchant buying
a pearl, (cj a net

; (30) xiii. 51, 52, Eveiy disciple to biiiig fortS
things new and old,” &c.

; (31) xiv. 28-33, the attempt of Peter to-

ivalk upon the waves ; (32) xv. 13, “ Every plant that My heavenly
Father hath not planted shall be looted up,” &c.

; (33) xvi. 17-19,
the blessing on Peter; (34) xvii. 24-27, the tribute money; (35>
xviii. 3, 4, “ If ye be not conveited and become as little children,
ye shall not enter,” &c.; (36) xviii. 10, “Their angelb do always
behold,” &e.; (37) xviii. 12-14, the parable of the Iiundred sheep
(given by Luke in similar language); (38) xviii. 15 -18, “ Tell it to
the chmch,” &c., the couise of piocedure in case of quarrel; (39)
xviii. 21, 22, the question of Peter, “ How often shall my brother
sin against me ? ” (40) xviii. 23-34, the parable of the unfoigiving
servant; (41) xix. 10-12, “ There are some eunuchs,” &c. ; (42) xx.
1-15, the labouiers in the vineyaid; (43) xxi. 5, the fulfilment of
the piopheey, “ Behold thy King cometh,” &c.

; (44) xxi. 16, the
fulfilment ot the prophecy, “ Out of the mouth of babes and suck-
lings, ”&c.; (45) xxi. 28-32, “ I go” and “

1 go not ”
; (46) xxi. 43,

“ The kingdom of God shall he taken horn you, and shall be given
to a nation that biingetli forth the fruits thereof”

; (47) xxii. 1-14,
the parable of the despitelul and murderous guests (very dissimilar
in Luke)

; (48) xxiii. 1-3, “The Scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses’
seat, &c. ; (49) xxiii. 7-12; ilf. 15-22, Be not called Kabbi,” &c.,
“ He that sweaieth by the altar,” &c.

; (60) xxv. 1-13, the parable
of the ten viigins; (61) xxv. 14-28, the parable of the talents

; (52)
xxv. 31- 46, the i)arable of the sheep and the goats ; (63) xxvi. 51-64,.
“ Put up thy swoid/’ and “ Thmkest thou not that I cannot now
piay to My Father,” &c.

;
(64) xxvii. 3-10, the fulfilment of the

piopheey, “And they took the thirty pieces of silver,” &c.; (55)
xxvii. 19, “Have thou nothing to do with that just naan,” &c.

(56) xxvii. 24-25, Pilate washing his hands; (57) xxvii. 52, 53,
“ And many bodies of them that slept arose,” &c. ; (58) xxvii. 62-66,

the Jews seal the sepulchre; (59) xxviii. 2-5, the angel rolls the
stone from the tomb of Jesus

; (60) xxviii. 9-15, the -women clasp

the feet of the risen Jesus; the soldiers are bribed to say that
the disciples stoic away the body

; (61) xxviii. 16-20, Jesus appears

to the eleven disciples on a mountain in Galilee.

The preface (chaps. L and ii.) reveals a part of the pur-

pose of the whole Gospel, in tracing the genealogy of Jesus,
not from David merely, who was under the law, but from

Abraham, who was the receiver of the promise (Gal. iii.

16) and the father of the faithful (Gal. iii. 7). Such a

genealogy is the fitting preface of a book which aims

at exhibiting the law, not as trampled upon but as fulfilled

and developed into a higher law of promise, in which

all the families of the world were to be blessed (Gen, xiL 3).

But by this time also the church required some distinct

affirmation concerning the divine origin of Jesus. The gap

left in the opening of Mark’s Gospel needed to be filled up.

The mere earthly pedigree from Abraham was insufficient

;

nor did it suffice that Jesus should be declared to be

spiritually the Son of God. It was necessary that the

verity of the spiritual birth of Jesus from the Father should

be embodied in a narrative so expressed as to be intelligible

to alL

The differences between the prefaces of Matthew and Additiona

Luke are obvious, and need no stress laid on them, except

as illustrations of the freedom which, at this period, was ^

allowed in the handling of the various introductions to the

1 Possibly these narratives may refer to events also described by

Maik; but, as the language presents no similarityi they are placed here
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Gospel tradition. It is obvious, for example, that Luke re-

gards Nazareth as the residence of Joseph and Mary from the

first (i. 26 ; ii. 4), whereas Matthew seems to represent them
as selecting Nazareth for their new home after the birth of

Jesus and the return from Egypt, only because they were
afraid to return to their old home in Judaea, thereby fulfil-

ling an ancient prophecy (ii. 23). Throughout his preface,

as throughout his version of the Triple Tradition, Matthew
always bears in mind that Jesus came to fulfil the prophets
as well as the law. The birth from a virgin (i. 25), the

birth in Bethlehem (ii. 6), the return from Egypt (ii. 15),

the massacre of the children in Bethlehem (ii. 18), and the
residence in Nazareth (ii. 23) are all spoken of as the con-

sequences of prophecies. It is scarcely fanciful, also, to see

some reference to the infancy of Moses, and the slaughter
of the Israelitish children by Pharaoh in the massacre nf the
children of Bethlehem by Herod.

Passing next to Matthew’s version of the Triple Tradition,
we note first the prominence given to the law. Instead of
giving a chronological account of our Lord’s acts and say-
ings, Matthew prefers to collect a mass of doctrine into one
continuous discourse, known from early times as the Sermon
on the Mount. This discourse follows almost immediately
(iv. 11 ; V. 1.) on the commencement of His public life;

and it contains the new law of the new kingdom. Tlie
Sermon on the Mount corresponds to the law given on
Mount Sinai, and a thread of contrast runs through the
former, comparing in each case that which had been said
^^of old time'’ with that which the New Lawgiver prescribed,
and showing that in each case the new law, though more
gentle, was also more stringent and more exacting than the
old. ‘^Depart from Me, ye workers of iniquity” (Lu. xiii.

27) is expressed by Matthew (vii. 23), Depart from Me, ye
that work lawlessness ]” and this word lawlessness ” is

found four times in Matthew, and not at all in the rest of
the Gospels. Luke recognizes that no jot or tittle is to pass
from the law till all be fulfilled

;
but nowhere in Luke shall

we find the strong language which declares (Mat. v. 19)
that he who breaks, or teaches others to break, one of the
least of the commandments of the law shall be called least
in the kingdom of God.
The genealogy traced from Abraham, and the stress

laid on prophecy, as well as the prominence thus given to
the law, all suggest that this book was primarily intended
for Jewish readers

, and this supposition is confirmed
by the whole tenor of the Gospel. Matthew finds less space
than Luke for the parables which point to the inclusion
of the Gentiles, and more for those which point to
the exclusion of the workers of lawlessness and of the
unworthy Jews. He alone among the evangelists has
the saying, “Many are called but few chosen and the
distinction between the “called” (kXtjtoc) and “chosen”
(iKkcKTOL) is the more remarkable, because Paul uses
the two words almost indifferently, and Luke (though
he too has the parable of the unworthy guests) has not
ventured to use kXtjtoc in Matthew’s disparaging significa-
tion. But Matthew, more than the rest of the evano-elists
seems to move in evil days, and amid a race of backsliders’
among dogs and swine who are unworthy of the pearls of
truth, among the tares sown by the enemy, among fisher-men who have to cast back again many of the fish caught
in the net of the gospel

; the broad way is ever in Lis mind
that go thereby, and the guest

without the wedding garment, and the foolish virgins, and
the goats as well as the sheep, and those who even “ cast
out devils ” in the name of the Lord, and yet are rejected
oy Him because they “work lawlessness.” Where Luke
speaks exultantly of “joy in heaven” over one repentant
sinner, Matthew in more negative and sober phrases
declares that xt is not the will of the Father that one

[synoptical.

of the little ones should perish; and as a reason for
not being distracted about the future it is alleged that
“sufficient for the day is the evil thereof”: see above
(10), (11), (12), (13), (28), (29 c), (50), (52). It is farl
fetched to suppose that these subjects are selected or
amplified in antagonism to the doctrine of Paul. The
condition of the Jews, their increasing hostility to the
Christians, and the wavering or retrogression of many
Jewish converts when the hostility became intensified
shortly before and during the siege of Jerusalem,—this may
well explain one side of Matthew’s Gospel; and the other
side (the condemnation of “ lawlessness ”) might find an ex-
planation in a reference to Hellenizing Jews, who (like some
of the Corinthians) considered that the new law set them
free from all restraint, and who, in casting aside every
vestige of nationality, wished to cast aside morality as well
Viewed in the light of the approaching fall of Jerusalem,
and the wavering or retrogression of great masses of the
nation, the introduction into the Lord’s Prayer of the words,
“Deliver us from the evil,” and the prediction (xxiv. 12)
that “by reason of the multiplying of lav/lessness the love
of many shall wax cold,” will seem not only appropriate,
but typical of the character of the whole of the First Gospel.

Besides the fulfilments of prox)hecy mentioned in the pre-
face, Matthew sees several others (6), (25), (43), (44), (54)
which are not mentioned in the Triple Tradition, and these
applications of prophecy sometimes contain obvious confu-
sions. For example, Matthew sees in our Lord’s entry into
Jerusalem a fulfilment of the prophecy :

“ Thy king cometh
I

. . . sitting upon an ass, and a colt the foal of an ass.” The
repetition seems to denote one animal, after the manner of
Hebrew poetry, and only one is mentioned by Mark and
Luke; but Matthew, apjfiymg prophecy more closely,
speaks of ^ two, and adds (xxi. 7) “ they brought the ass and
the foal and cast their clothes upon them, and be sat upon

Again, in speaking of the “ potter’s field” (xxvii.

9), he quotes, as from Jeremiah, a prophecy that is really
from Zechariah xi. 12 (the word translated “potter” is

rendered by Ewald “treasury”; and [though AquiJa has
TrXdcrT7ji/\ the LXX. has “ foundry,” neither of
which renderings will suit Matthew’s application). Again,
though Luke speaks of the “sign of Jonah,” Matthew alone
makes Jesus publicly declare that, as Jonah was three days
and three nights in the belly of the whale (xii. 40), so He
shall be three days and three nights in the heart of the
earth

; and such a declaration, exciting no questioning in
the disciples, nor wonder in bystanders, appears in the
highest degree improbable, and looks like a later application.
It will be remembered that Matthew alone has the inac-
curate statement that the murdered Zachariah was the son
of Barachiah (xxiii. 35) ; and perhaps an inaccuracy result-
ing from a lapse of memory may explain, not only the use
of the name of Jeremiah above, but also the quotation “He
shall be called a Nazarene” (ii. 23), which is found in no
existing book of prophecy. Similarly (perhaps) Mark,
through lapse of memory on the part of those whose tradi-
tion he records, quotes (i. 2), as from Isaiah, according to
the correct reading (the A, V. reads “prophets”), a prophecy
composed of two passages, the first of which is from Malachi,
and only the second from Isaiah. It must be remembered
that, without the modern means for rapid reference, verifica-
tion was a much harder task then than now, and much
more trust was necessarily given to memory.
Few new miracles are introduced by Matthew into the

body of his work (15), (21), (31), (34). Two of these con-
sist of acts of healing; and two are connected with Peter,
viz., Peter’s partial success in walking upon the waves, and
his (supposed) extraction of a stater from the mouth of a
fish. But the words implying the latter miracle have-
possibly arisen from a misunderstanding

; at all events
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they leave in the mind “a doubt whether, in this instance,

some essential particular may not have been either omitted
or left unexplained ” (Farrar’s Life of Christ, vol. ii. p. 46).

In its moral teaching this Gospel lays special stress upon
the sin of religious ostentation and hypocrisy. In a strong
pissage (xii. 33) consistent undissembliiig wickedness is

preferred to dissembled wickedness, and the Pharisees are

d -scribed at greater length than in any of the other Gospels.
Yet this Gospel does not always dwell upon the dark side

of Christ’s doctrine. It preserves also some of the Lord’s
most “ comfortable ” sayings : the blessings upon the meek
and merciful

;
the saying that the angels of the little ones

always behold the face of the Father; and above all that
saying which is a gospel in itself, “ Come unto Me, all ye
that labour, and are heavy laden,” &c. (xi. 28-30).

In speaking of the date of Matthew’s Gospel, so far as it

can be determined from internal evidence, we must remem-
ber that, if the work be composite, the fact that some of

Matthew’s additions are clearly late vrill not show that
others may not be early. The saying, for example, that the
disciples shall not have gone over the cities of Israel till the
Son of Man shall have come (x. 23), seems to be an early

and unaltered reminiscence of a saying of Jesus, which was
not generally adopted in the tradition because of its recog-

nized difhculty at a later date. It is possible that Matthew
may consider the coining of the Son of Man fulfilled prim-
arily in the transfiguration

;
for whereas in their prefaces

to the transfiguration Mark and Luke write, “There are

some standing here who shall not taste of death till they see

the kingdom of God” (Mark adds “coming in power”),
Matthew substitutes for “ kingdom of God,” &c., “the Son of

Man coming in His kingdom.” Bub, whatever may have been
Matthew’s theory, the difficulty of the utterance iu Matt. x.

23 implies its early date. On the other hand, a decidedly
late date seems implied in the expression “up to this day,’^

which is twice found—once in the addition xxvii. 8 (the

potter’s field) and again in xxviii. 15 (the bribing of the
guard by the chief priests). Yet these additions appear to

be in the style of the writer both of the preface and the
appendix, and of the other passages peculiar to Matthew.^
It would follow that all these passages are of a late date,

not added to the tradition bill long after the death of Christ,

The interval must have been long enough to allow, for ex-

ample, the “potter’s field”—and this argument holds
whether the story of the potter’s field (xxvii. 8) be historical

or not—first, to acquire the name of the Field of Blood, and

^ Want of space renders it impossible to state the grounds on which
it seems probable that Matthew consists only of (1) the Triple Tiadition

;

(2) extracts from a book or tradition of the words of the Lord from
which Luke also borrowed

;
and (3) an introduction, framework, and

appendix, all a<lded by one hand
;
though possibly the introduction

and appendix, being borrowed, the former from an Aramaic source, the
latter from a Latin source, may show differences of idiom not wholly
concealed by the overlying style of the author who works up the
materials. A similar use of the particles 5e and Kai, and of participles,

runs throughout almost all the non-traditional narrative paits of

Matthew
;
and the rhj'thm of the sentences is very similar. But the

linguistic evidence has not as yet been so selected, classified, and con-

centrated as to obtain any certain results. And until this is done,
inferences drawn from isolated phenomena are likely to be very mis-
leading. For example, it has been infeiTed (Weiss, Maithausevan-
gelium, p. 502) that the use of the form once only in

Matthew (xxiii. 87, in a paswsage almost identical with Lii xiii. 34,

whereas Matthew uses "l€po(r6KvfjLa eleven times) proves that Matthew
borrowed the passage in which it oecurs from an Aramaic source.

Now it is true that other reasons make the hypothesis of an Aramaic
source for the identical passages in Matthew and Luke extremely pro-

bable; but this use of ^lepovtraXij/i is quite insufficient proof. For a
comparison of Paul’s use of *l€po(r6\vfjia (Gal. i. 17, 18 ; ii. 1) and
"lepova-aK'fijx (Gal. iv. 25, 26) will show that the same author might
use the one form geographically and the other in a higher style, theo-

logically or rhetorically. And this may possibly he held to explain
the use of ‘lepouo by Matthew in the highly rhetorical uassage in

which alone it is found.
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secondly, to retain tbat name for so long a period (nearly
at least a generation) as to make it possible for a writer to
speak of the acquisition of the name as a far distant fact,
writing that tbe name is still borne, even “ to this day.”
The same expression in xxviii. 15,—where it is said that the
false charge against the disciples, of stealing the body of
Jesus, is commonly reported “ unto this day ” by “ the
Jews,”—warrants the same inference

; and this inference is
corroborated by the remarkable use of “the Jews.” The
author of the Fourth Gospel, writing at a much later date,
habitually speaks of “ the Jews ” as an alien race, quite
separated from the Christians; but this is not in the
manner of the synoptistic tradition.

The uncertainty in which Mark left the resurrection of
Jesus would naturally seem to later writers to require to be
removed

; and accordingly we find that Matthew adds to the
vision of angels (two instead of one) a manifestation of Jesus
Himself. But the whole of this narrative (xxviii. 9-20),
though apparently in Matthew’s style (c/, for example,
the remarkable use of ol Be, without the ol in the sense
of “others,” in xxviii. 17 with that in xxvi. 67), and
though containing internal evidence of being composed long
after the events narrated (xxviii. 15), is nevertheless
strangely disjointed. Yet its very defects, its disconnected-
ness, incompleteness, and abrnptness, indicate a date earlier

than that of the more connected and completer narratives
of the Third and Fourth Gospels, Matthew separates from
Mark s narrative at the departure of the women from the
tomb, having previously given an account (repeated by no
other evangelist) of the resurrection from the dead of a
great number of “ saints,” who “ went into the holy city

and appeared unto many.” To Mark’s simple statement
that the women “found the stone rolled away” Matthew
adds a graphic account of a glorious angel visibly descending
from heaven, filling the keepers with fear, and rolling the
stone away. Then, immediately after the women have
departed with the angelic message, to bid the disciples to

go to Galilee, Jesus suddenly appears to them. They clasp

His feet, while He repeats over again the message that the
disciples must go bo Galilee there to behold Him. Without
any further mention of the place of meeting, the disciples

are said to have gone to mountain, where Jesus made
agreement (ird^aro) with them (bo meet them).” To avoid

this dislocation, there has been suggested the desperate

remedy (Weiss, Matthdusevangelium, p. 582) of rendering

irdiaro, “ laid down the law,” with reference to the Sermon
on the Mount ; but the probable solution is that Matthew
here extracts and separates from its context some ancient

tradition which is obscured through want of its framework.^

Again Matthew tells us that, upon this mountain, only the

eleven were present, and that while some of them worshipped,
others “ doubted.” This statement is of value as evidence

that it was acknowledged, even so late as the compilation

of Matthew’s Gospel, that some at least of the manifestations

of Jesus were of such a nature that, while they brought

immediate conviction to some beholders, theydid not at once

convince others, even of His nearest disciples
;

in other

words, the manifestation of Jesus depended upon other con-

siderations than the mere physical sense of sight. But, on

the other hand, the statement seems quite inconsistent with

the supposition that in previous manifestations in or near

Jerusalem Jesus had been recognized and worshipped by

all the eleven. The last words of the Gospel represent

Jesus as commissioning His disciples to go into all nations,

preaching His gospel, and baptizing in the name of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. The thought con-

^ In a somewliat similar manner the author of the Second Epistle

of Peter speaks of holy mount” (2 Pet. i. 18), assuming that

his readers would understand the definite reference to the mountain o£

the transfiguration.
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tamed in these words furnishes a suitable termination to the

Gospel j but there is every probability that we have not

here the exact words of Jesus Himself Not to speak of

the introduction of the later baptismal formulary, “ in the

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,” the lest

of the vocabulary is not found in the words of Jesus

as recorded m the Triple Tradition, but is peculiar to

Matthew For example, (1) the word ixaOrjTeveLv (xxviii

19) IS used three times by Matthew, and nowhere else in

the New Testament, except once in the Acts, (2) the

expression arwreXeiag rov atoji/05 (xxviii 20) is found five

times in Matthew, and nowhere else in the New Testa-

ment, except once in the Epistle to the Hebrews
,
and (3)

the word Trjpeiv (xxviii 20), used by Matthew six times, is

used once only by Mark, and not at all by Luke
It IS noteworthy that Matthew makes no express mention

of the ascension of Jesus But it is possible that he con
aiders this fi.nal manifestation on the mountain top to have
terminated with the ascension, for Matthew, describing

the farewell of Jesus, appears to have in his mind the

picture, contemplated also by Daniel, of the Son of Man
endowed with all power and seated on the clouds of

heaven Compare Daniel vii 14, “ iBoOrj avrta l^ovo-ta,”

with Matthew xxviii 18, /ulol 'iraa-a €^ovo-ta ” And
this perhaps may explain the twice repeated saying of

Matthew, that some of the disciples should see the Son
of Man coming The manifestation of Jesus upon the
mountain in Galilee, commissioning His disciples to go
forth to make disciples of all the world, and claiming all

kingdoms for Himself, might well seem a fulfilment of

these two prophecies (x 23 ,
xvi 28), as well as a fitting

close to the book of the Gospel
Additions Additions and Peculiarities of Luhe—The principal
peculiar passages peculiar to Luke are —
to Luhe

(1) 1 1 4, the dedication to Theophilus
, (2) 1 5-25, tne vision

of Zachanas, (3) 1 26-38, the annunciation, (4) 1 39-45, the
meeting of Elisabeth and Mary, (5) 1 46-56, the song of Miry, (6)
1 57-80, the naming of John and the song of Zacharias, (7) 11 1-
7, the journey of Maiy to Bethlehem

, (8) 11 8-20, the vision of the
shepherds, (9) ii 21 35, the song of Simeon, <10) 11 36-40, the
prophetess Anna, (11) 11 41 52, the child Jesus found in the temple,
(12) m 1, the precise date of the commencement of the public life

of Jesus, (13) ill 5-16 (except vers 8 and 9), the teaching of John
the Baptist, (14) 111 18-20, Herod impiisons John

, (15) m 23 38,
the genealogy of Jesus from Adam, (16) iv 13, the devil departs
from Jesus “for a season”, (17^ iv 14-30, Jesus preaches at
Nazareth, (18) v 1-11, the miraculous draught of fish and the call of
Simon

, (19) v 17, preface to the healing of the paralytic
, (20) v 39,

“ No one having drunk old Avme desireth new,” &c , (21) vi 12-13,
preface to the ^oice of the apostles

, (22) vi 24-26, “ Woe unto
you that are nch,” &c , (23) vi 32-35, “Love 3 our enemies, ’ &c
(m language peculiar to Luke), (24) vii 1-10, the healing of the
centuiion s servant (in language peculiar to Luke), (25) vu 11-17,
the raising of the widow s sou at Nam

, (26) vu 21, 22, the acts of
healing wiought before John’s disciples

, (27) vu 36-50, the sinful
woman and the parable of the two debtors, (28) viii 1-3, the
names of the women who accompanied Jesus

, (29) ix 51-56, James
and John wish to call down fire on the Samaritans, (30) ix 61,
62, “No one having put his hand to the plough,’ &c , (31) x 1,
the appointment of the seventy, (32) x 17 20, “ I beheld Satan
ashghtuing,’ &c

, (33) x 25 37, the good Samantan
, (34) x 38-

42, Martha and Maiy, (35) xi 1, ‘‘Teach us to pray,’ &c , (36)
XI 6-8, the friend persuaded hy impoitunity, (37) xii 13-21, the
rich fool (38) xi 21-22, “When the strong man armed,” &c
(39) XI 27, 28, “ Blessed is the womb that bare Thee,” &c , (40)
xii 32, 33, “Fear not, little flock,” &c

, (41) xii 35-38, “Let
your loins he girded about,’ &c (42) xii 47 48, “ But that ser-
vant that knew not his lord swill,’ &c

, (43) xii 49-50, “I came
to send fire on earth,” &c

, (44) xu 54-57, “ When ye see a cloud
t (^5) xiii 1-9, the Galileans slam by Pilate, and the

parable of the fig tree, (46) xin 10 17, the healing of the woman
hound by Satan

, (47) xiii 23-^7, “ Are there few that be saved*”
and the answei

, (48) xiii 81-34, “Go tell that fox,” &c , (49)
XIV 1-6, the healing of the dropsical man on the sabbath, (50)

uown in the highest room,” &c , (51) xiv 12-
14, ‘ When thou makest a dinner,” &e

, (52) xiv 15-24, the dis-
courteous gueste, (58) xiv 28-88, “Which of you intending to
build a tower, &c

, (64) xv 1-10, the lost sheep (different in
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Matthew), and the lost piece of silver, (55) xv 11-32, the pro-
digal son, (56) xvi 1 12, the unjust stevvard, (57) xvi 14-31,
Dives and Lazarus, with pieface

, (58) xvii 7-10, the master must be
served before the sei\aiit, (59)xvu 11-19, the grateful Samantan,
(60) xvii 20-22, “The kingdom of God cometh not with obser
vation, &c , (61) xvii 28 30, “ It shall be as m the dajs of Lot,”
&c

, (62) xviLi 1-8, the unjust judge
, (63) xviii 9-14, the

Phaiisee and the publican, (64) xix 1-10, Zaccbfcus, (65) xix
11-27, the paiable of the pounds (difieient in Matthew), (66) xix
39-44, “If thou liadst known even thou, &c

, (67) xx 18,
“Whosoever shall fall upon that stone shill be broken,’^ &c
(68) XXI 18 “ Tlieic shall not an haii of 30U1 head peiish, ’ (69)
XXI 23-26, “Theie shall be greet distress m the land, &c

, (70)
XXI 28, ‘ And when these things begin to come to p iss, then look
up,’ &c , (71) XXI 34-38, ‘ But take heed to yourselves lest at

any tune jour hearts be ovei charged with suifeiting, &c
, (72)

xxii 14-16, with paits of 17 and 19, “ With desiie have I desned
to eat this passover with you, ’ &c , (73) xxii 31 34, “ Simon,
Simon, behold Satan hath desiied to have yon, &o

, (74) xxu 36-

38, “ When I sent you without pin se, &c
, (75) xxu 43, 44, the

angel sticngthening Jesus
, (76) xxu 48, 49, ‘ BcArajest thou the

Son of Man with a kiss* (77) xxu 51, the Jicalmg of the
wound of the high priests servant, (78) xxiii 5 12, Jesus is sent
by Pilate to Hciod, (79) xxui 13-15, Pilate proposes to release

Jesus, (80) xxm 27-31, “ Daughteis of Jeiusalem, weep not for

Me, &c
, (81) xxiii 39 43, the penitent thief , (82) xxiu 48, 49,

the crowd beat then bi casts and leturn, (83)'^ xxiv 12, Peter sees

the linen clothes m the open tomb, (84) xxiv 13-35, the w’alk to

Emmaus, (85) xxiv 36-49, Jesus appears and eats in the piesence
of His disciples, (86) xxiv 50-53, Jesus paits fiorn the disciples

near Bethany,^ and they return to the temple

Before speaking in detail of the passages peculiar to Luke,
it will be convenient to consider his avowed purpose in

writing, and some peculiarities of his style The dedica

tion to Theophilus, a name which is now believed by many
to be merely typical of every reader who is so far “ loved of

God” as to be admitted mto the church of Christ, stater

that the author purposes to write an account “ m order,”

and implies that many previous^ “attempts” (iTrex^Lprja-av^

a word implying impotence, cf Acts ix. 29; xix. 13)
at similar compilations had not been “ in order”,

furthei it informs us that the object of the tieatise was
not to tell the reader anything that was new, but rathei

to give him an ampler knowledge of the certainty of

those things which weie then and always had been fullj

believed in the church, even as they had been handed
down by those who had been from the beginning eye

witnesses and ministers of the word Without going so

far as to affirm that the word handed down (TrapiBocrav)

excludes written tradition (Westcott's Introduction^ 186,

203), it IS at least remaikable that Luke distinguishes

betw een the “ eyewitnesses ” and those whose attempts he
disapproved,—sayin^hat the latter attempted to draw up a
“ connected narrative,” whereas the former merely “handed
down ” the facts This amounts almost to a denial on the

part of Luke that any “ eyewitness ” (that is to say, apostle)

hid up to that time written any nairative (so far as Luke
knew) of tne life of Christ. It implies also that the words
and deeds of the Lord had been recorded by many without
arrangement, and that the author purposed to arrange them.

The literary and artistic purpose of the author appears in

words and phrases, as well as in the conceptions Writing
perhaps piincipally for readers to whom the Greek of the

^ But possibly this passage is also found in Matt xxi 44
® The genuineness ot this passage is doubtful
* The genuineness of this passage is doubtful
* The clause describing the ascension is omitted by Tischendorf
* It IS very doubtful whether the aonst tense (eirex^ip'nfrav) neces-

sarily implies (Westcotb, Gosjpds, p 186) that “ St Luke speaks of the
‘ attempts ’ as of something which had no influence at the present

. . . {atieinjpted, not have attempted) ” In the New Testament
the proper distinction between the aonst and perfect cannot always
he maintained as it can in classical Greek For example (Mk xiv 9),

i

our A V nghtly renders ^iroi77(rev, “ she what she could

and it would seem absurd to say that the aonst ivolricrev represented
an action which had no influence at the present,” in the face of the

following words, “ Throughout the whole world this also that she

hath done (3 iTrolTjcey) shall be spoken of tor a memonal of her.”

GOSPELS
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original tradition would be m many respects distasteful, lie

substitutes more classical words for many that are used by
Matthewand Mark in the Triple Tradition (see dbove, p 796)
Even the use of ‘'sea” to denote the Lake of Gennesareth,
is objectionable to him, and he always substitutes “lake”
The Ldtimsm KoBpdvryjs for farthing (Mat v 26 , Mk xii

42) IS altered or omitted by Luke He prefers ttop^voiloll

to vTrayo) Versed as he is, and as his readers would be, in

the metamorphoses of the heathen stories, he shrinks from
applying the word “ metamoiphosed” (Mat xvu 2, Mk
IX 2) to the transfiguiation of Jesus, and substitutes (ix

29) “became different” He dislikes lepetitions also, as
much as he dislikes low class words compare v 32, 33 ,

VI 10 ,
viii 21, 15, with the corresponding passages in

Matthew and Maik, and note especially, m the cure of
the palsied man (Mat ix

,
Mk ii, Lu v) how Luke not

only avoids the word Kpa/^^aro^, for “ bed ” (noted by Phry-
niclius as objectionable, Lobeck, p. 62), but also, to avoid
repetition, uses three substitutes m succession,—(v 18)
KkLvrjs (v 19 and 24) /cMviStw, (v 25) <2 (or o) /carefcccTo,

where Mark is content to use the objectionable Kpa^^aro^s
four times When writing in his own style he is fond of long
and sonorous words, such as StaSos for 80s (Mat xix 21 ,

Mk
X 21 ,

Lu xviii 22), BcapLepL^opLaLy BiayoyYv^eiv, and the com-
pounds of 8ta generally, compare also his use of TrcptTrotov/xat

(xvu 33, correct text), and of ^o)oyoveLv (ib
) for

The style The question of Luke^s style is specially important
of Luke because the striking differences between certain portions of

his Gospel which are all, though in very different styles,

found in his Gospel alone (occurring neither in the Triple

TiaUifcion, nor in the parts which Luke has in common with
Matthew or in common with Mark), might natuially in-

duce even a careful student to believe that they are com-
posed by different authors For example, take as a criterion

the use of /cat and Se In classical Greek, and indeed in

almost every Greek except the ultra Hebraic, the particle Sc

IS of constant occurrence The fact that it does not occur
more than six or seven times in the whole of the Apocalypse,
and not at all in the first book of the Maccabees till chap.

Ill 36, would naturally lead us readily to believe that the

former was written by a Jew who knew little of Greek
literature, and that Jerome was right in saying that the

latter is a translation from a Hebrew original Applying
this test to Luke, we find that in the 80 verses of Luke's
first chapter, it occurs 16 times, while in the 19 verses of

X 25-42 it occurs 16 times
,
or in other words, 8c is (pro-

portionately) used more than four times as often in the

ninth chapter as in the fiist This suggests the mference
th it Luke's introduction has an Aramaic origin But if we
tuui to the Acts we find that in thefii'st chapter, containing

26 verses (or 19 verses of narrative and 7 of a speech), 8c

occurs only twice
,
whereas in the ninth chapter, which con-

tains 43 verses, Sc occurs 35 times Yet an Aramaic origin

has not been thought, by any consensus of competent autho-

rities, necessary 01 probable for the fiist chapter in the

Acts

Although, therefore, it is possible that the first two
chapters of Luke may be a direct translation from an
Aramaic original, yet there is an alternative The alterna-

tive is that Luke, a man of letters and skilled in composi-

tion, consciously or unconsciously adapted his style to the

subject, feeling that a different style was required on the

-one hand by the Magnificat and the NuncDimittis, and on
the other hand by the graceful domestic narrative of the

contrast between the sisters Maitha and Mary
This will be made all the moie probable if it can be shown that

Luke had studied and imitated the LXX ,
and in particulai the

Greek Apocrypha Words not used (or seldom) by Matthew and
Mark, hut by Luke and the Apocryphal writers, are

dvocnratreevravj iiri^dWei in the sense of “belonging, iTri<rLTi(rfi6st

the use of ifrl/urros for God, a-riy/i'f}, dvTtBaAAeij', €if6crosj
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trepLcnrao’dai, Kaipbs evKTKOvrjs, toxVi Kv<rLTG\eT But far
moie striking than mere woids (toi Matthew and Maik might he
shown to have some peculiai woids in commonwith the Apociypha)
aie the sentences in the Apociypha which seem to ha\e suggested
similai sentences in Luke Foi example, comiiaie Luke s stoi} ot
the iieh fool (xn 19) with the following passage fiom Sirach (xi
18) ‘ Theie is one that gatheieth wealth fiom his oveiheed and
pinching, and this is the lot of his lewaid In the hour when
he sayeth, 1 ha\e found lest, and now let me eat of my good
things, even then he kiioweth not what season shall pass away,
aijid he shall leave these things unto otheis and shall peiish
A^am, in the paiahle of the unjust judge theie is a stiikiig
siinilaiity between the woids (xviii 8) Though he heai long
with them {ixanpodvix^l), I tell you Ho v\ill avenge them speedily,
and (biiach xxii 22), ‘ And He will suiely not delay

,
noi will

He heal long (jua/epo^uimerei) with them’ so also between (1 42)
‘ Blessed ait thou among women, and (Judith xiii 17) “ Blessed

ait thou, 0 dauglitei, by the Most High God, above all the women
that aie in the earth”, and between (m 35) “Love ye yoiii enemies

and ye shall be the children of the Highest, and (Snach iv

10), “ Be as a fathei unto the fatherless and thou shalt be as
the son of the Highest Occasional similaiities of thought and
even of words aie found between Matthew and Maik and the LXX
Apocrypha hut it cannot he said of either of them, as it can of the
Thud Gospel, that it is satuiated with the LXX diction In many
cases theie is an allusive use of LXX words Poi example, Luke
(xxiii 51) telling us that Joseph of Anmathsea had not ‘

‘ consented
to’ the wicked decision of the Pharisees against Jesus, usesawoid
not elsewheie used in the whole of the New Testament Why ^

Because the word is used by the LXX (Exod xxiii 1) m a passage
expiessly prohibiting combinations for false judgment ‘ Thou
shalt not coment with (trvyKaraBTicfy)) the unjust to become an unjust
witness

,
thou shalt not he with the stiongei side to do ill

, thou
shalt not add thyself with the multitude to shut out judgment ’

Again, when Luke (xxiii 49), telling how the “ acquaintances of

Jesus stood at a distance fiom the cross, uses the word “ jvtacrTol *

—not elsewhere found in the synoptists,—theie can he little doubt
that he has m his mind the passage fiom the LXX (Ps Ixxvii 9J,
‘
' Thou hast put mine acquaintances {yvoaffrovs) fai fiom me Com

pare also the use of ey/caOerouy, only found once m Luke (xx 20),

with the use ot the word in the LXX (twice only) Job xix 12 ,

XXXI 9 bee also a similaiity implied between the aged Ahiaham
and Sarah on the one hand, and Zacharias and Elisabeth on the

other, in the similaiity between ** Trpo^e^rjKdres (Gen
xvu 11) and irpo^efirjKorfiy tv rais rip.tpais (Lu 1 7)

Our conclusion must be (1) that as Luke has modified

the Triple Tradition, and the words of the Lord common
to himself and Matthew, by alterations of words and
phrases, so and much more has he modified other tiadi-

tions or documents which he has introduced into his

woik, and (2) that those portions of the part of the

Gospel peculiai to himself which have a more archaic and
Judaic rhythm and vocabulary than the rest may be

either translations fiom Aramaic documents, or imitations,

conscious or unconscious, of the books of the LXX ,

—

natural adaptations of the style to the subject, like the

language of Shakespeare's Julius Ccesat as compared with

the less simple and dignified language in his English plays

of the same date It is probable, however, that when the

evidence is more thoroughly classified than it has hitherto

been, it may at least demonstrate the existence of different

documents in Luke, whether translations or not

Impossible though it is here even to summarize the evidence, we
may give the leadei a conception of the nature of it Attention has

been called above to the use of the form 6 KvpioSi “ the Loid,” in

narration, as hemg an indication of late authorship But this form

occurs several times in the body of Luke s Gospel namely, in the

passages containing the laising of the widows son at Kam (vii

13) ,
the appointment of the seventy (x 1) ,

the rebuke of the

Pharisees (xi 39), the preface to the parable of the faithful and

just stewaid (xii 42), the healing of the daughter of Abraham

hound by Satan (xiii 15) ,
the paiahle of the sycamore tree (xvu

5, 6) ,
the parable of the unjust judge (xviii 6) ,

the ^ory of

Zacchaeus (xix 8) ,
warning to Simon Peter (xxii 31) ,

Christ s

look (xxii 61) ,
and the verse wheie it is said that they found not

tlie body of the Lord Jesus (xxiv 3) Many of the above passages

certainly show signs of tianslation
,
and when we remember that

the Gospel of the Hebiews (see below, p 818) always uses the fom
0 Kvoioy, and never d ’iTjaouy, we see Herein a confirmation of the

theory that these passages in Luke are tianslations from Aramaic

Another testing word is "ItpovaraX'ffp Luke uses ^lepovcaXiiiJ. about

tw^enty-six times, n€poa6\vpa only thiee times (11 22 ,
xix 28

,
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xxiii. 7). It h.as been shown above that the latter form is some-
times used geographically by writers who use the former rhetori-

cally or historically
;
but it is certainly remarkable that in ii. 22

and 41 the two forms should be used, apparently in the same
sense, dvriyayov avrhv els *Iepoo'<J\u/xa and eTvopeiovTO * , . eis

"Upov(ra\'f}iJL. Many other test words might be mentioned, the

converging evidence of which, added to the internal evidence of

thought (and perhaps corroborated by the evidence of special forms,

e.g.j ^\6av for 9i\dop), may possibly hereafter enable future critics

to distinguish with certainty between the different strata of Luke’s
narrative. But no certainty is possible in the present condition of

the evidence. There has been abundant labour but insufficient

classification of evidence, and no attempt at all to represent it in a

concentrated form.

Peculi- Passing now to the consideration of Luke^s additional
arities of subject matter, and reserving tho supernatural element

Gospel
speak first of the doctrine. The

' key-note is struck in the song of Zacharias, and repeated

in the first sermon of Jesus in Nazareth. The object of

the messenger of Jesus is (i. 77) to give us knowledge
of salvation” by “the remission of sins,” by reason of

“the tender mercy of our God, whereby the dayspring

from on high hath visited us to give light to them that

sit in darkness;” and the object of Jesus Himself (iv.

18) is “to preach the gospel to the poor,” to “heal the

broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and
recovering of sight to the blind.” All through the Gospel
(or at least the parts peculiar to Luke) there appears to a
greater degree than in the First or Second Gospel the con-

trast between light and darkness, God and Satan, sin and
remission of sins, culminating in the triumph of forgiveness

and mercy
;

so that in the very last words of Jesus to His
disciples (xxiv. 47) the proclamation of “repentance and
remission of sins ” is made the prospect of the future gospel
to all nations.

The law of Moses appears at first sight inconsistently

magnified, almost in an Ebionitic spirit, throughout the first

two introductory chapters of the Gospel, and afterwards put
aside. But there is no inconsistency. Paul himself says
that the Saviour placed Himself at His birth “under the
law,” and hence it is that Luke, with an almost anxious
elaboration, details the exact fulfilments of the law not only
by the parents of Jesus, but also by those of His messenger.
Hence also it is that in a single chapter of the introduction
the word “ law ” occurs more often than in all the rest of
the Gospel put together. For when Jesus attained to
manhood, He was no longer under the bondage of the old
law, which had now attained its fulfilment in the new law
of the remission of sins through love. Yet the law is not
trampled on, but only superseded by development; it was
only “ until John yet not “ one tittle ” of it can fail (xvi.

16, 17).^ True to its principle of contrast, this book gives
Satan a prominent position. When Satan departs from
Jpus, he departs only “for a time” (iv. 13) ; Satan causes
diseases and binds a daughter of Abraham;^ Satan is
beheld by Jesus in a vision cast down from heaven; he
enters into Judas (xxii. 3, not mentioned by Matthew or
Mark)

; he demands the Twelve that he may “sift” them;
see above (16), (32), (46), (73). But this need not denote
(as is thought by Keim) an Ebionitic source

; the same
recognition of the i^ovo-Ca rov <tk6tov^ appears in the Acts
and the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, which no
one suspects of Ebionitic tendencies (Lu. xxii, 53 ; Acts
2xvi. 18; Eph. ii. 2; vi. 12; Col. i. 13). Something
more than the principle of contrast may, however, he re-
quired to explain the sharp demarcation between rich and
poor. We do not find in Luke that qualification of the

1 Compare the strong language of Luke xvi. 16, and the contrast
there between the and the ‘‘kingdom,” with, the similar but
much weaker language in Matt. xi. 12, IS, where the contrast is
almost lost.

3 Note that Luke alone in the description of the cure of Simon’s
mother-in-law (iv 39) tells us that Jesus reb\iked the fever.

[synoptical.

epithet “poor” which Matthew (v. 3) inserts, “the poor
in spirit.” He enforces the hampering disadvantages of
wealth, pronouncing a woe upon them that are rich; gently
rebukes the “cumbered” Martha; exhorts the rich to
entertain the poor

;
and dooms the rich fool to a sudden

and disappointing death, while Dives is consigned to un-
alterable torment,—(21), (34), (46), (51), (57). But if

this seems to savour of Ebionitic thought, let it be re-

membered that the principle of contrast is even more
systematically applied to illustrate the power of the genuine
Pauline faith in the parables of forgiveness. As Lazarus
is contrasted with Dives, and the grateful Samaritan with
the ungrateful Jewish lepers, and the merciful Samaritan
with the heartless priest and Levite, and even the trivial

anxieties of Martha with the simple devotion of Mary,—so
in the stories of forgiveness, the publican finds his foil in

the Pharisee who prays by his side; the woman “which was
a sinner,” and who “ loved much,” contrasts with Simon,
the churlish host, who loved little; the prodigal younger
son with the envious elder son ; and the penitent thief

on the right with the impenitent thief on the left. All
these stories, as well as the tale of Zacchseus, and the
lost piece of silver, and the lost sheep (peculiar to Luke in

language, though the same subject is found in Matthew),
magnify the power of forgiveness, and repentance, and
faith, for the most part “ without works ”—contrasting the
instantaneous and complete victories of emotional faith with
the inferior results of a long life of ordinary and prudent
respectability,—(27), (54), (55), (81), (66), (64).

The universality of the Gospel is more marked in Luke
than in Matthew or Mark, The seventy missionaries appear
to be emblematic of the preaching of the gospel to the
seventy (or seventy-two, see WestcotFs Introduction, p. 374)
nations of the earth. The preference of the Gentiles to the
Jews would seem to be indicated at the very outset of the
public life of Jesus in the sermon at Nazareth (iv. 16-30),
if we could accept this as chronologically and historically

accurate. Besides the statement of Jesus in the Triple
Tradition, that His kinsmen were those that heard the word
of God and did it (Luke prefers this expression to that of

Matthew and Mark, “ doing the will of God ”), Luke
gives us another assurance that God’s special blessing is re-

served, not for the mother of the Saviour, but for those who
do the word of God. The inclusiveness of the author
breaks down the barrier between Jesus and the Samaritans

;

the sons of Zebedee are rebuked for desiring to call down
fire on a Samaritan village

; a just Samaritan shames both
priest and Levite; and a grateful Samaritan puts nine
Jewish lepers to the blush,—see (31), (17), (39), (29), (33),

(59).

In connexion with this, the gentler and more inclusive
side of the gospel teachiug, it may be mentioned that Luke
lays especial stress on the part played by women alike in

discerning the providence of God, in ministering to Jesus,
and in eliciting some of His most helpful utterances. The
songs of Mary and of Elisabeth, and the testimony of the
prophetess Anna, are found nowhere but in the Third
Gospel

;
in Luke, for the first time, the mother of the Lord

begins to assume a wider province,—she it is, and not
Joseph, that ponders in her heart the words of her divine
Son, and her sufferings are made the subject of inspired
prophecy (ii. 35). Luke alone thinks it worth while to
record at some length the names of those women who accom-
panied Jesus and contributed to His support; he alone
knows of the devoted faith of Mary and the domestic
anxieties of Martha

; he alone records the cure of the
afflicted “daughter of Abraham,” the truth-eliciting exclama-
tion of the woman who invoked a blessing upon the womb
that bare Him, the story of the woman who loved much,”
and the parable of the woman rejoicing over the lost piece
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of silver. Luke alone holds up the fate of Lot’s wife as a
warning ;

nor do we find in any other Gospel the touching
utterance of Jesus to the weeping “daughters of Jerusalem.”
The other synoptists concur with Luke in pronouncing a
blessing on the man who gives up father or mother or
lands or houses for Christ’s sake, and the sense of fitness

has induced the scribes of several MSS. to insert in Matthew
and Mark the word “wife” as well as “mother”; but it

has no legitimate place except in the version of Luke. It is

true indeed that Luke, so far from giving to women the
prominent part assigned to them by Matthew and the
interpolated Mark, and even by the Fourth Gospel, in
attesting the resurrection of Jesus, carefully places their

evidence in the background; but the evidence of impression-

able witnesses might naturally be subordinated by a writer
(perhaps a physician too) who was collecting the traditions

of the church into an historical narrative. In any case,

it is noteworthy that the word “ v/oman ” occurs m Luke
almost as many times as in Matthew and Mark put together.

Probably the most loerplexing part of Luke’s doctrine is

found in the parables of the unjust steward, the unjust
judge, and the friend persuaded by importunity. In the
last two of these the argument appears to be,—“If an un-
just or indolent man can be goaded by importunity into
granting requests, much more will assiduous prayer prevail

with the Father in heaven;” in the first, “If the fraudulent
show forethought in providing for their earthly future, much
more should the children of light show forethought for their

eternal future.” Although, it is quite possible that our
Lord drew a contrast (with something of irony) between the
single-mindedness of earthly ambition and the scattered

energies of those whose aim is righteousness, yet it is diffi-

cult to believe that He uttered these ijarables in their pre-

sent shape, or that they are entirely free from misunderstand-
ing. The lavSt two of these three parables (as they stand)

seem at variance with His teaching in prayer, which bids

us remember that the Father knoweth what things we need
before we ask them; and the right moral to be drawn
from the unjust judge would seem to be, “ Although the
unjust judge may be won by importunity, do not suppose
that importunity can prevail with the just Judge.” It is

to be observed, however, that the language and style of

these parables (differing fr-om that of the Triple Tradition)

make it somewhat improbable that we have here in Luke’s
narrative the exact words of Jesus, see (36), (56), (62). As
regards the great day and the coming of the Lord, Luke
appears to distinguish (more than Matthew and Mark)
between the ultimate coming and the fall of Jerusalem,

which was to precede it. As Luke distributes the dis-

courses which Matthew connects with the twelve into two
parts,—one connected with the twelve and the other with
the seventy,—so he distributes the discourse on the coming
(which Matthew reports as one continuous discourse uttered

at Jerusalem) into two parts,—one uttered at Jerusalem, and
dealing principally with the fall of Jerusalem (xxi. 6~38),

the other uttered on the way to Jerusalem, and expressed in

more general terms (xvii. 20-37). As a preparation for the

coming, Luke lays stress on constancy and directness of pur-

pose, No man who puts his hand on the plough must look

back (30) ;
better not to begin the tower than leave the tower

unfinished (53) ;
remember Lot’s wife (61). The coming

is spoken of as possible at any moment—suddenly and
without observation (60) ;

and the disciples are exhorted to

wait as servants for their master, with their loins girded

(41 and 42), avoiding surfeit and drunkenness (71). When
the master or king returns, ignorant disobedience will be
less severely punished than the disobedience of knowledge

(42); and those who have not increased the “ mina” or

pound intrusted to them, will be less severely punished

than the rebels (65), who will be slain.

Luke (like Matthew and Alark) predicts a time of trouble
;

but he sees somewhat clearly, beyond it, the dawn which is

to precede the rise of the kingdom. Destruction falls, not
by chance, but on all that do not repent (45); all must
strive to enter the strait gate (47), for not those that were
first called shall enter in (52). ]\Iuch more clearly than
in Matthew and in Mark is the future fall of Jerusalem
described, as the result of a siege and capture

;
and the

slaughter of the citizens, the scattering of the nation, and
trampling down of the city are mentioned, with details foi
which we vainly look in the first two Gospels (59) It is

not concealed that the disciples have much tribulation in
store, and that they must use all prudence to protect them-
selves (74). But a term is set for all these troubles

;
Luke

(omitting the remarkable saying of Matthew and Mark that
the Son Himself knoweth not “the hour ”) declares that the
trampling down of Jerusalem will he only till “ the times of
the Gentiles are fulfilled.” Then will come a time of “ dis-

tress,” not, however, now for Israel but for the Gentiles

(69) ; and amidst convulsions of nature the Son of Man
will come. In the hope of this coming, the disciples are to
lift up their heads (70), remembering that not a hair of
their heads will he injured (68). Certainly the compara-
tively cheerful tone of the discourse on the coming, com-
bined with the joyful and triumphant tone of the first twoi

chapters of Luke’s Gospel, indicates an author writing at a
time when the fall of Jerusalem was an accepted fact, and
the establishment of a new and spiritual Jerusalem recog-
nized as a sufficient consolation,—a time when the church,
not yet troubled by systematic persecution or by serious

j

desertion (Keim, Jesiis of Nazar Engl, ed., voL i. p. 96),
was still Banguinely looking forward to the moment when
the times of the Gentiles should be fulfil led, and the Son
of Man should suddenly come.

The supernatural narratives peculiar to Luke, and found
in the main body of his treatise, are the miraculous draught
of fishes, the raising of the widow’s sou at Nain, the
healing of the woman bound by Satan, the cure of the
dropsical man, and the appearance of the angel strengthen-

ing Jesus,—(18), (25), (46), (49), (75). The first two
suggest to many minds a symbolical interpretation, and
raise the question whether they (and possibly some of the
other miracles) may be emblematical rather than historical.

This question cannot suitably be discussed in these pages

;

but one or two observations may be made. That Jesus
wrought instantaneous cures cannot be contradicted, being
proved by the whole texture of the Triple Tradition,

as well as by the indirect testimony of Paul. That He
also had the power of raising the dead no Jew could well

doubt or dispute. Elijah had raised a child from the

dead, still more notably Elisha, even when dead himself
;

some (interpreting the prophet literally) said that Ezekiel

(Ez. xxxvii. 7) had done the same. But whatever the

inferior prophets had done He who was at once tke Prophet

and Messiah could not fail to do. Still less could heathen

converts suppose that Jesus was inferior in power to

jiEsculapius. It was therefore certain that, whether the

traditions and books of the church contained or omitted

any record of a raising from the dead, the church would

believe from the first that Jesus possessed and employed

this power. Different readers will give different weight

to the considerations for and against the authenticity of

Luke’s narrative of the raising of the widow’s son. Many
will be so far influenced by the extreme beauty of the story

(and perhaps by the fact that the custom of early burial

among the Jews might reduce this, like the case of Jairus’s

daughter, to the level of natural though marvellous events)

as to believe that in it we have, not legend, but history :

but no one who can weigh evidence at all will maintain that

the evidence for this miracle is equal to the evidence for the

X. 102
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raising of Jairus’b daughter. Luke’s other principal miracle,

the draught of fishes, is also considered by many to have

arisen from metaphor misunderstood. It is connected by

Luke with the calling of Simon Peter, an incident men-

tioned both by Matthew and by Mark yet neither Matthew

nor Mark describes or gives the slightest hint of any such

miracle in connexion w^ith the calling of Peter. In tlie next

place, the metaphor describing the apostles as fishermen and

converts as fish, borrowed from Jeremiah perhaps (xvi. 16),

is applied by our Lord both to the apostles, as ‘‘fishers of

men,” and to the preaching of the gospel, which he de-

scribes as a “net” catching all sorts of fish, bad and good.

As the sea in the Old Testament is regarded as the type of

“sin,” everything favoured the addition and development

of this metaphor. Accordingly Philo (^Creation) describes

fishes as typical of the lowest kind of unenlightened exist-

ence; and Clement of Alexandria addresses a hymn to

Christ, as the fisher of men catching fishes with the bait of

eternal life from the hateful wave of the sea of vices (The

Instructor, iii. 12). It is of course possible that the de-

veloped symbolism which we find in Clement may have been

entirely the effect, and in no degree the cause, of the

narrative in. Luke v. 6 ;
and in any case the full discussion

of this question would require more space than the limits

of this article allow.

Passing now from the main body of Luke’s Gospel, we

.
come to the introduction, which name we may give to the

first two chapters, describing the birth and childhood of

Jesus, and the birth of His forerunner John, the son of

Zacharias. The doctrine of the miraculous incarnation,

althou^ distinctly stated in Matthew’s Gospel, nevertheless
|

required further confirmation. This doctrine appears to

have been spoken o£ from the earliest time, in language

which might give rise to different conclusions, according

as it was interpreted literally or metaphorically. Por ex-

ample, in the Apocalypse, “the Man Child who was to

rule over all nations with a rod of iron ” is said to have
been born of a woman who was “ clothed with the sun, and
the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of

twelve stars,” who, after her son had been “caught up
into heaven,” fled “ into the wilderness where she hath a
place prepared of God ” (Rev. xii. 1-6), It seems certain

that the writer represents by the woman, not the Virgin
Mary, but the Church—^the Spiritual Israel

; and in later

times the letter of the Church of Lyons (Euseb., H,E,^ v. 1)
speaks of the “ Virgin Mother ” as having her children re-

stored to her from the dead (meaning that the church
received back, as martyrs, those who had first recanted and
then renounced their recantation). Justin Martyr also

protests that, even though he should not he able to prove
the pre-existence of Jesus, and even though it should appear
that He was born man of men, yet it would still be true
that He is Christ

;
“ for,” adds he, in his dialogue with

Trypho (chap, xlviii.
;

or, ed. Morell, p. 267^ “ there are
some, O my friends, of our race,^ who confess Him to be
Christ, but who declare that He is man of men, to whom I
do not assent : nor would very many that have formed the
same opinions as I have say as they say, because we have
been commanded by Christ Himself not to follow the teach-
ings of men, but the proclamations made by the blessed
prophets, and taught by Him.” The expression “ not very
many” (ou TrAcicrrot) indicates that (a) even in Justin’s
time (150 a.d.) a large though not very large number of
Christians in Samaria or Judaea believed that Christ was
the son of Joseph, and that (h) a principal part of the
evidence for the contrary belief was based upon “the
proclamations of the prophets.” On the other side, what

^ Another reading v/aercpov would make Justin refer to Jewish
dmstiauii

; but the inference would remain unaffected.

[synoptical*

germs of wild and fanciful doctrine were in the air may be
inferred from the Gospel of the Hebrew’s, which will not

allow that Jesus had even a human mother, but speaks of

His mother as being the Holy Spirit (Kirchhofer, p. 451,

and c/. p. 454). In opposition to these divergent but
heterodox beliefs, it became increasingly necessary to

maintain the doctrine that Jesus was at once a man, born

of a human mother, and divine, born of the heavenly

Father
;
and this needed to be reaffirmed now, during the

prosperity of the chui*ch, in a somewhat less apologetic

tone than characterized the narrative of Matthew.
When w'e speak of Luke’s “supplying the deficiencies of

Matthew,” we must not be supposed to mean that Luke had
before him, or even knew the existence of, Matthew’s Gospel.

It has been shown above that he probably knew of no

apostolic written narrative (see p. 806 above). Though
Matthews’s was probably written some years before Luke’s

Gospel, very many years might elapse before a treatise used
in one church or province might be recognized as authori-

tative beyond its original boundaries. But by “supply-

ing the deficiencies” we mean that the conscience and
faith of the church required in Luke's time some further

and more vivid embodiment of the spiritual truth involved

in the incarnation than was contained in the unsupple-

mented narrative of Matthew.
For example, it was not a sufficient argument against

the Jewish slanderers who asserted that Jesus was born
of adultery, to say that Jose23h, when purposing to put
Mary away, was warned by an angel in a dream to give

up his purpose. Something more X-^ositive, and in a

higher tone, not a dream, but an angelic visitation, was
needed to confirm the divine origin of the Son of God.
Moreover, in order to set forth still more emphatically

the subordination of John the Baptist to the Lord, it was
needed that the church should know that the prophet
(who himself also had his own birth heralded by angels)

was from the first acknowledged by his x^arents as the

mere forerunner and messenger of Him that was to come,
to whom, even in his mother’s womb, the inferior prophet
did obeisance. Further, when Jesus was born, it was not
enough that wise and learned men from the East should
come to worship Him. It was necessary to show that the

poor and simple toilers of the earth, typified by night-

watching shepherds, were also privileged to behold His
glory, and were the first to hear with the ear of faith the
divine message of the birth of the Redeemer.

The testimony offered to the divine Son of David by
Zacharias, who represents the priestly tribe of Levi, and
by Elisabeth, who was one of the daughters of Aaron,

^

and the blessing of Simeon, and of Anna who is said to

have been of the distant tribe of Asher,—all this em-
blematic homage from Israel to its Redeemer would be
inadequately replaced by Matthew’s brief story of the
flight into Egypt; and, although refusing to feed a
frivolous curiosity with frivolous legends on the child-

hood of Jesus, the church would naturally cherish the
story which told how the youthful Redeemer, when missed
by Mary and Joseph, was found in His Father’s house. A
narrative of this kind, not vulgar nor colloquial, and yet
not too refined or scholastic, but framed both in language

^ The importance attached to the co-operation of Levi with the “Lion
of the tribe of Judah” is clearly seen in the very early (before 135 a.d.)

apocryphal book entitled The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
(Sinker, p. 104), in which “ Christ is spoken of as coming forth from
the two tribes of Judah and Levi, as typical of His twofold office of
King and Priest.” The symbolism of Origen, as regards Zacharias and
Elisabeth is far more fanciful

; he sees {In Evang. Joann . ,
ii. 27) in

the meanings of Elisabeth (“the oath of my God”) and Zacharias
(“iJaemory”) a reference to the birth of John (“the gift of God”):
“ rris TTCpl Oeov Kara, rhv tov ®eod Tifitav^'OpKov rhv irepl

rohs Trarepas*' (Luke i. 73).

GOSPELS
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Language of the Original Tradition.—It is probable The lan-

tliat tbe Jews, and more especially those in Galilee, were gnage of

(like the Welsh in the present day) bilingual; and the
question has therefore been raised whether our Lord, in Bis tradition
teaching, spoke Greek or Aramaic, If He spoke Greek,
then the Aramaic words Talitha cumi and E^plipliatha
(Mk. V. 41 ; vii. 34) must be supposed to be specially
addressed to the young and the illiterate, who would
best understand the national dialect But the names
Cephas, Boanerges, given by our Lord to His Galilean
disciples, and the use of Aramaic in His own prayer

Abba^ Bather’’), and in His last utterance (as re-

corded by ]Mat. xxvii. 46 ; Mk. xv. 34), indicate that
both for Himself and for His disciples Aramaic and not
Greek was the natural tongue. Although therefore it

cannot be denied that Greek, even in Jerusalem (see

Acts xvii. 2, indicating that Greek would have been un-
derstood, though they preferred ^‘Hebrew”), was generally
intelligible, yet the scanty evidence derivable from our
Lord’s words is that He habitually used Aramaic.

The testimony of Josephus tends in the same direction.

He, though a man of education, composed certain books
first in his own tongue (pref. to Wars^ 1). He also tells

us that he found it a laborious task to render the history

of his country in Greek, an alien and strange language ”

(pref. to AntigiL^ 2). It is to be presumed that he wrote
in Aramaic partly for his countrymen in Judaea ; but he
adds that it was also for the sake of ‘‘ Parthians, Baby-
lonians, and remotest Arabians, and those of our nation
beyond Euphrates, and the Adiabeni ” (pref. to Wars, 2).

Making every allowance for exaggeration, w’-e are justified

in drawing from the fact that Josephus thought it worth
while to compose books first in Aramaic the inference that

a large number of readers in the East would be more
likely to read Aramaic than Greek.®

But it has been thought that the use of the LXX. in

our Lord’s quotations from the Old Testament shows that

He spoke Greek. The answer is—(1) Even if all the

quotations in the synoptists from the Old Testament
exactly agreed with the LXX., the agreement would by no
means prove that our Lord used the LXX.

;
for, in trans-

lating Hebrew into Greek, the translator might naturally

translate the Hebrew quotations from the Old Testament
into the corresponding LXX. vei’sion, to which his readers

were accustomed. This he might do, even though the

LXX. did not quite accurately represent the Hebrew;
just as, in translating into English a Latin book, with

quotations from the Vulgate, we should naturally use our

English version, without considering whether the English

exactly represented the Latin. (2) But, in the second

place, there is scarcely a single quotation** in the Gospels

from the Old Testament that exactly agrees with the

LXX. when the LXX. differs from the Hebrew
;
and

many of the quotations differ slightly both from the
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and in thought on the model of the best Greek Apocrypha,
setting forth in the sacred vocabulary of the LXX. the
earliest Christian psalms and hymns that had been com-
mitted to writing, would be justly felt by all the churches
to tend to edification, and would soon find a place in every
assembly for Christian worship.

But the resurrection, even more than the incarnation,

required amplifications. If Matthew had left gaps in his

introduction, still more serious were the deficiencies in

his appendix to the traditional gospel. Although Mat*
thew had added something to the mere suggestions of a
resurrection contributed by Mark, he had not added
enough. More proof was required, tangible proof, if

possible. The women, it is true (according to the narra-

tive of Mat. xxviii. 9), had held Jesus by the feet, but
the disciples themselves were not recorded to have done
so

;
and, besides, the increasing reverence of the church

shrank from the thought that the body of the risen

Saviour had been actually touched (Jo. xx. 17), even
though He might have offered Himself to the touch of

His disciples. As far therefore as the evidence went,

it was open to the Jewish sceptic to call the manifestations

of the Lord delusions, or at best visions, and to apply to

them the words of the angel (Tobit xii. 19) : All those

days I did but make myself visible unto you, and did
neither eat nor drinh

;
but ye beheld a vision.” Against

so formidable an objection, no proof could better com-
mend itself to a close student of the LXX. (such as

Luke assuredly was) than a narrative describing how
Jesus ate in the presence of His disciples (xxiv. 43).

Again, whereas the conclusion of Matthew’s narrative

leaves Jesus (except by inference) still on earth, Luke
omitting the apologetic details which had now become un-

necessary, or even liable to perversion (eg., the Jewish
slander that the Lord’s body had been stolen from the

|

sepulchre, and the fact that some of the eleven disciples

“ doubted ” when they saw the Lord, apparently for the

last time, upon the mountain), describes how Jesus was
not parted from His disciples till He had produced com-
plete conviction in all of them, and had opened their minds
to understand the scriptures.

Still, even with these important additions, the appendix

of Luke seemed to some, and perhaps to Luke himself,

incomplete; and, accordingly, either Luke himself, or

some early editor or very early scribes, inserted in the

appendix several further additions :—(I) that Peter saw
the grave-clothes of Jesus lying in the open tomb (xxiv.

12);^ (2) that Jesus proved His identity to His dis-

ciples by showing them His hands and His feet; (3) that

He fed not only on the emblematic ‘‘ fish ” but also on

the honeycomb ” (xxiv 42) ;
and lastly, (4) that He

ascended into heaven (xxiv. 5i). Perhaps the same hand
added, in the account of the agony at Gethsemane, the

description of the angel from heaven who appeared

strengthening Jesus, and of drops as it were of blood

falling from Him to the earth. It is by no means im-

probable that Luke himself added these passages in

a later edition of his own work, as authoritative tradi-

tions which had subsequently become known to him ; and

two or three of them, in somewhat different shapes, will

present themselves to us subsequently in the Fourth

Gospel. 2

^ It is most improbable that this passage lias been interpolated in

Luke from the Fourth Gospel (xx. 4-7); for the passage in the Foui*th

Gospel is fuller than in Luke, and the tendency of copyists is rather

to amplify than to curtail. Besides, there are traces that Luke and

John are both different versions ol the same tradition, difierently

understood.
^ Unless these additions were made by some authoritative hand,

it is not easy to see why they should have been adopted by so many
of the best MSS. ; no such additions are found in the appendix of

Matthew Again, unless they are additions (not forming a pai*t ol

the first edition of the Gospel), it is hard to see why any of the best

MSS. should omit them, since they would recommend themselves to

all readeis and copyists
3 The statement ot Josephus {Contra Apion., i. 9), that ' he alone

understood {ul6po^ avThs <Tvvlnv)
^ the information brought to the

Romans by deserters liom Jerusalem during the siege, must be regarded

as a piece of bombast. For is it credible that a Roman army before

a besieged city should have had ^^^th it no other interpreter besides

one recently captured prisoner? Nevertheless, this exaggeration may
be taken as an indication that the lower classes in Jerusalem could not,

as a rule, speak Greek; for Joseiihus assumes this, as a matter of course.

Greek, of course, would have been perfectly intelligible to any educated

Roman if the deserters had been able to si)eak it.

^ An exact illustration may be derived liom the Latin tianslation,

by Rufinus, of the Clementine Jtecorjmiwns, in which (Sanday, Gospels,.

p. 161) “the quotations from the gospels have evidently been

assimilated to the canonical text which Bnfuius himself used.”
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Hebrew and trom the LXX., and even from the same

quotations as elsewhere occurring in the New Testament

And this is just what we might expect. A Hellenist,

translating a Hebrew document into Greek (in times

when reference to books was tar more cumbrous, and

trust to memory tar more common, than with us) would

be likely to be guided principally by his memory of the

LXX., but partly by the Hebrew before him. Hence

would result tianslations slightly varying both from the

Hebrew and from the LXX
,
and from other translations

made by contemporaneous writers. This argument is, of

course, unaffected whether the translation was originally

made in a document or, as is more probable, in an oral

tradition

Some confirmation of this hypothesis is derived from the

fact that, although the first book of Maccabees was with-

out doubt originally written in Hebrew, yet the quotations

ia it from Scripture are not tianslations from the Hebrew
version. On the contrary, if the quotation in 1 Mac. vii. 17

from Ps. Ixxviii, (Ixxix ) 2, 3, be compared with the latter

passage in the LXX ,
it will be seen at once that the

former, though not identical with the latter (nor with the

Hebrew), could not have been written but by a writer

familiar with the LXX. veisiou
,
compare also 1 Mac. ix. 23

with the LXX. version of Ps xci. (xcii.) 8. A similar

inference would seem to be justified by the statement

(De Wette, quoted by Koberts, Discussions on the Gospels,

23. 50) that Josephus uses the LXX. more than the

Hebrew text

The hypo- Mistranslation of an Aiamaie onginal may possibly exxdain in

thesis of some of the confusious in the common tiadition noted above

tians- (p 791) It cannot of course be denied that soim of these con-

lation. fusions imply a confusion of Greek, not Hebiew, tradition (e g ,

t<ra77€^o(, Lu xx 36 , ojs a77€\ot, Mat xxii 30 , Mk xii 25)

,

but some of the changes ot constiuction (6 g , ira<ra t? x€ptx<opo5

i^erooeiiero, Mat. ill 5 and Lu ill 8, eis xaaav r^v
x€plx(»fpov, Mk 1 5) are more easily explicable on the hypothesis
of translation Some of the changes ol woids aie also exjihcable

thus, as may be illustrated by the Latin version. Commenting on
the text, “Bomiue, ne in tua aiguas me, nec in furore tuo
corrqnas ine,'^ Augustine (Zieglei, p. 10) says that in some codices

of the Latin tianslations “ira‘’ stands first, and “fuior ' second,

in otheis “fmoi*^ first and ‘^iia" second Compaie AMtli this

Mat V 40, deXoyri AajSeTv awry rh ijutdriou,

and Lu vi 29, roV atpoyros (Tov rb i/idrcof /cwAi/cps rbv
Xtrmya, where the phenomena aie precisely the same, and note
that Mat (xxvii 65) has IfidTia, where Mk (xiv 63) has xt'rwi'as.

Of somewhat the same type (perhaps) aie the passages Mat vu 16,
airb aKavBcov and Lu vi 44, 4k fidrov <rTa^v\w

In the translations fiom Greek into the eaily Latin veisions of

the New Testament, one very common diifeience is (besides diver-
gent rendering of single words) that one veision uses participles
where the other uses finite veibs, or relative pronouns where the
other uses co-ordinate conjunctions ^ These same slight differ-

ences are found in several sayings of our Loid where they bappen
to be twice recorded by the same evangelist Compaie (a) Lu
viii 18, l&s yap tty ^-i^d Lu. xix 26, xdvri rtp txovri (see also
Mat xiii 12 , XXV 29) , (&) Lu vui 17, ow ydp 4(rTiv Kpvxrbv % ov
^ayepby^yiyrj(r^Tai, and Lu xii 2, ou5cv Se (rvyK€Ka\v/j.fj.^yoy etrrip
3 oOk d'TroKa\v4>d’ficr€'^ai (see also Mat. x 26) ,

(cj[ Mat x. 39,
6 €up&;y T^v xpvx'hv av70v dxo\€(r€i avr^y, Kal 6 AvoKteas ttjv

^vx^y avTov kpcxey 4/j.ov €vp7}<rei avr'^v, and Mat xvi. 25, yap
eav QlKrj r^y ^uxh^ avrov croxTat dxo\€<r€i avr^y, hs 5’ av aTroXeir??
r}}v ipvx^J' avTov ey^Key ifjLou elpfioei avrd}y (and <f Lu ix 24 ,

xvil 25) , (<?) Mat V 32 xds 6 axo\vcay r^y 7u?^arKa auTou, &C ,

and Mat xix 9, ts kv axoKlcnj, &c (e) In the same two passages
there appeals to be a confusion between “causeth to commit
adultery” and “ committeth adultery,”—Mat v 32, xaptKrhs
\6yov^ xopveias, xoiti air^v fxotx^vB^yai^ and Mat xix 9, ix\
xopyeia .... fxoix^rat , (/) Mat v. 32, &s €cci/ dxoXeXvfxeyrjv
yaiy^<rpf and Mat xix 9, d dxo\^\vix4vTiv yaix-fioas These pas-
sages, so far as they go, would indicate that the compilers of the

^ Compare the Codex Corbeiensis and Brixianus (Migne, Patrologice
0ms Conipl

, vol xii p 147) ; of which (1) the foimer has (Mat. ii

7) “ Tunc Herodes, clam vocaiis IVIagw dihgenter didicd ab eis tempus
Stella gucB appaiuit eis , et rndtens illos in Bethleem, dtxit ' Jte et
vrderrogaie'"" &c ; while the latter has (2) Tune Heiodes occtilte
vocans Magos diligentei exquisivjt ah eis tempus guando appaniit eis
Stella, et onisit iHos in Bethleem, dicens^ ‘ Evntes ^ eguirite^ &c.

Fust and Thiid Gospels did not themselves translate liom Aramaic
oiigmals ; tor it they had themselves been the tianslatois, it would
seem that they would have adopted a unitoim rendering in tians-

fating the same or veiy similai words Limited though the evi-

dence is, it goes to 2)1 ove that the Lom2)ileis incorporated in then
tieatises Greek translations, not all made by themselves, liom
Aiarnaic oiigmals.

The [phenomena of the ante-Jeiome versions of the New Testa-

ment deserve careful coiisideiation m discussing the possible oiigm
ot our Greek synoptic tiadition liom an Aiainaic onginal In a
ell-known x^assage, Jeiome (Ziegler, Dio Laiemisohen Bibelv^ei-

sUzungen vor Htet oiiymic9, p 12) complains that there were as many
texts as copies of the Latin versions (*‘tot sunt enim exemplana
pcene quot codices”), and the occasionally great variety may be
illustrated by compaiing an extract fiom the Codex Bobbieiisis

{JaJnbucher d Litcraiui Yienna, 1847, ad fin ) with the Vulgate
veision of Acts xxvii 20, 21 —

BOBBirNSlS

Ntqve so?e nefj-we stcllis appm entibut,

per multos dies et hicme ct taiipe<itaie

mimmid fiitl pei se\ ci ante ja7u ampii

tiBatiii spes Ofiinis Itbeiandi nos jCi

cKJnjam dmsme cibo essent tuncstans
j

Pavlus in ipsoi um ait Oportw
I

ei It qu^denb^QS obediii ciedentes inilu

nonn'ivigaie de Cieta et luersiw haiic
|

%vjm lam ct deti uneiitum.

Vlcgatf
Neque autem so?c neque sideiibus

appai uitibus per dies ct tempes-
tate non exigua iniminciitc jam ablata

erjt <ipes cnmis saluti-. nostix £t cuni

multa jejunatio fuissct tune <ttans

Paiilus tn niedzo QOi mm diut Oporic-
bat quidctn, o viu audito me nor
tolleic a Cteta /"^ic/iquefacerc ziout lam
hanc ct jactmam

It Will be seen at once that theie is some siiniUiity between the

tliiead common to these two Latin versions and the thread common
to many passages in Matthew, Maik, and Jmke

,
though the le-

semblance between any two of the thice synoptists would geneially

exceed the icsemblance of the two passages quoted above In most
cases, however, the ante Jeiome veisioiis (as ie

2)iesented hy the

Codex Coibeiensis, Bimanus, Yeicellensis, and Yeionensis) agiee

much nioie closely together, even moie closely than any two of the

sjnoptists agree together, and a poitiou moie tloscly than the three

&yno2)tist& agree On the whole, taking into consideration the
greater influence of diffeientiating causes in the eailiest times of

the church than in the times when the ante-Jerome veisions were
comjrosed, we may faiily conclude that it in these later times so

great a variety could occui in the process of tianslation fiom Gieek,

the gieatei variety found in the common tiadition, as given by the

three synoptists, might well he partly exjilaincd in the same way,
! as originating in x^art fiom varieties ot tianslation fiom Hebrew.

I

But then the questions aiise—(a) Were the ante-Jeiome veisions

I
independent translations fiom the Greek text^ (6) Oi weiethej
divergent coiiuptioiis of one original Latin tianslation fiom the

Gieek text ^ (c) Or were they iiaitly independent, but partly

modified by some oial tradition or “ecclesiastical use,” which
diminished the diveigence^ On these questions there is not at

jjiesent a conqilete agreement Wiseman maintained that the
second (&) answer was the light one

, but in a leceiit work (quoted
above) Ziegler (p 123) maintains, iMth gieat probability, that the
thud (c) IS correct—viz

,
that the oial catechizing and jneaching in

the Latin churches modified and assimilated tianslations otherwise
mdeiiendent It is extremely probable that the same hypothesis
of comhiiied causes—(1) tianslations from Aramaic documents,

(2) influence of oial Gieek tradition—may explain much of the
agreement and variation in the passages common to the three

synoptists

The difference between the Triple Tradition of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke, and the Double Tradition of Matthew and
Luke will, at this stage, occur to us as an important
feature in our evidence. The widely different phenomena
ot the Double and the Triple Traditions suggest different

origins tor the two traditions. Many of the passages

common to Matthew and Luke agree together far more
closely than even the Latin versions of the Greek Gospels.

It would seem to follow that in such cases Matthew
and Luke used one and the same Greek document—

a

translation of some Aramaic original—which document
had not undergone much modification by oral tradition

before passing into the several treatises of Matthew and
Luke. On the other hand, the more varying language of

the Triple Tradition, together with the additions and omis-

sions of the three writers, suggests (a) independent trans-

lations of an Aramaic original
, (5) occasional resemblances

suggested by the general “ usus ecclesiasticus ”
;

(c) diver-

gences created by the local “usus ecclesiasticus,” or by
the individual style of the editor or editors.

Date of the Synoptic Writers,—The composite nature of
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of the synoptic Gospels makes it necessary to distinguish care-

hynoptic fallv between the date of the compilation of each collective
C^ospels. jjreatise and the date of the composition of the several

parts of which that treatise may be composed. The
original tradition has been shown to have existed before

any of the three synoptics
;
some common document of

tlie words of the Lord has been shown to have probably
existed before Matthew’s or Luke’s narrative

;
other docu-

ments or traditions might also possibly be shown to exist

embedded in each of the synoptists, and the date of each
of these parts would be earlier than the date of the whole.
Therefore, even if the date of Matthew, or Mark, or Luke
could be exactly determined, it would by no means deter

mine the date of the traditions which they contain. It is

even possible that a later Gospel may retain in some cases

an earlier version of the common tradition of the words
of the Lord, as we have seen in the case of Luke’s version

of the Lord’s Prayer (see p. 798 above).

There is no internal evidence for exactly determining
the date of any one of the synoptics. The supposed
references in Mark to the death of James, the capture of

Jerusalem, or any special earthquakes which might deter-

mine the date (Renan’s J^oavgiles^ p. 123), are so shadowy
as scarcely to deserve consideration. The reference to the
death of Zachariah the son of Baruch, shortly before the

capture of Jerusalem (Joseph., B. «/., iv, 5, 4), supposed
to be found in Mat. xxiii. 35, is still more improbable.

Still the marked difference between the detailed prediction

(in Lu. xxi. 18-25) of the fall of the city and tbe scatter-

ing of the people, and the more general predictions in

corresponding jjassages in Matthew and Mark, indicates

that Luke’s description is modified by reminiscences of

the siege of Jerusalem; while Matthews’s and Mark’s
accounts are not thus, or at all events not equally, modified.

It is an almost certain inference that Luke compiled after

70 A.I). As regards Matthew and Mark inferences cannot

be drawn with equal certainty; for of course a compiler

may compile at a late date, and yet preserve traditions in

their earliest sliape; but it is at least a reasonable inference

that the compilers of the First and Second Gospels wrote

before Luke
;
and there is a balance of probability in favour

of the supposition that they wrote before the fall of

Jerusalem.
Coming to more general evidence, we find (see p. 791)

that (1) Mark, at least in many passages, includes the

original tradition from w^hich both Matthew and Luke
borrowed; (2) his language, less polished than that of

Matthew and Luke, appears more natural for an earlier

Gospel in the first and rudest age of the church; (3)
Mark’s version of the tradition contains many expressions

which might naturally be considered stumbling-blocks,”

and w’^hich, in fact, were rejected or not inserted in the

other Gospels; (4) the omission of all account of the

manifestations of Jesus after the resurrection indicates

a very early date
;
and though it may be said that this

omission arises from the fact that the Second Gospel was
accidentally left incomplete, yet this answer will not

account for the omission of the genealogies, and of all

account of the birth and infancy of Jesus; (5) the inter-

polated appendix describing the resurrection of Jesus,

quoted as it is by Irenseus, shows that even in the time

of Iren»us (170 a.d.) the Gospel had been long enough
in use to admit of widespread interpolations. All these

facts lead to the inference that Mark was compiled earlier

than any of the other Gospels, and probably some time

before 70 a.d. It is almost impossible to fix any date

(worth stating) after which the compilation must have taken

place. Those who accept as literally true Mark’s accounts

of the feeding of the four thousand and five thousand, the

walking on the waves, and the exorcism of the Gadarene,

may naturally carry back his history to the first years of
the Galileau church

; and even those who interpret these
accounts symbolically are ready to admit that a very short
space of time is often quite sufficient, by misunderstanding
and accretion, to erect supernatural narratives on a basis
of natural and symbolic story. But any approximation to
a date after which the Gospel was compiled must be deferred
till w^e consider the external evidence.

The narrative of Matthew does not leave us quite so
uncertain. The mention of ‘‘the Jews,” which is so
frequent in the Fourth Gospel, is justly regarded as a
proof that the author was writing in times when the
Christian church was regarded as definitely and antago-
nistically separated from the Jewish nation. In the
synoptists it is the “ Pharisees,” not the “ Jews,” who are
in conflict with Jesus. But in his account of the resur-

rection Matthew (xxviii. 15) uses the word in this anta-

gonistic sense. Further, he twice (xxvii. 8 ;
xxviii. 15)

uses the expression “ even to this day,” of events occurring
shortly before or after the death of Jesus,—thereby showing
that a long interval had occurred between the death of

Jesus and the compilation of the narrative. The tone of

the Gospel, as compared with Luke, indicates a period
when the Jews still existed as a nation, and when the

abrogation of the Jaw and the destruction of the temple
w^ere not yet accepted as recognized facts

;
but the number

of parables upon the end of the world and the judgment,
the tendency to dwell on exclusion rather than inclusion,

on the “many” that are shut out rather than on the

“few” that are chosen, and the atmosphere of gloom
generally characterizing the Gospel, point perhaps to the

crisis immediately preceding the siege of Jerusalem. The
additions concerning the birth and incarnation may seem
to imply a later date

;
but when w’'e reflect how natural

it was that in very early times the church should attach

importance to these subjects, the wonder will be, not that

these narratives were written so soon, but that they were
deferred to so late a period as forfcy years after our Lord’s

death. It is also extremely remarkable—and a mark of

early date as compared with Luke—that even in this

developed form of the Gospel the accounts of manifestation

of our Lord after His resurrection should be so scanty,

doubtful, and vague.

In Luke the signs of later date abound :—(1) the pre-

existence and implied failure of many “ attempts ” to set

forth continuous narratives of the things “ surely believed

(2) the mention of the “tradition” of the eye-witnesses

and ministers of the word as past, not as present (wapiBoo-av)

(i. 2) ; (3) the dedication of the Gospel to a man of rank

(fictitious or otherwise), who is supposed to have been
“ catechized ” iu Christian truth

; (4) the attempt at

literary style and at improvement of the “ usus ecclesiasfci-

cus” of the common tradition; (5) the composition of

something like the commencement of a Christian hymno-
logy

; (6) the development of the genealogy and the higher

tone of tbe narrative of the incarnation
; (7) the insertion

of many passages mentioning our Lord as 6 /cuptos, not in

address, but in narrative; (8) the distinction, more

sharply drawn, between the fall of Jerusalem and the final

coming
; (9) the detailed prediction of the fall of Jerusalem,

i implying reminiscences of its fulfilment
; (10) the very

great development of the manifestations of Jesus after the

resurrection. The inference from all this evidence would

be that Luke was not written till about 80 a n. at earliest.

If it could be further demonstrated that Luke used any

Greek Apocryphal book (Judith, for example), and if it

could be shown that the book in question was written after

a certain date (Renan suggests 80 a.d. for the date of the

book of Judith), it might be necessary to place Luke much
later; but no such demonstration has been hitherto produced.
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Extei nal Evidence.

The The composite nature of the synoptic Gospels will
earliest the inferences we shall draw from eaily quotations

tioL^ ot passages found in them, where the authors of the

troin the Gospels are not expressly mentioned If, for example, we
GospeL find in Justin a passage (quoted as a saying ot the Lord)

which is found both m Matthew and Luke, Justin may
indeed have quoted it fiom Matthew or from Luke, hut
it IS also possible that he may have quoted it neither from
Matthew nor from Luke, but either (a) from the common
source whence Matthew and Luke derived the passage, or (5)

from some other book or tradition, which, like Matthew and
Luke, included the passage in its collection or compilation
The same applies to a quotation from the Triple Tradition
It may be quoted from Matthew or from Mark or from
Luke

, but it is also possible that it may be drawn from
none of these, but from the common tradition itself, oi

from some other treatise based on the Triple Tradition
Taking the eyidence chionologically, we come fiist to the testi

mony of Paul, who, in the Fust Epistle to the Coimthians, says
(1 Cor XI 23), “I received horn the Loid that which also I de
liveied to you and then follows a description of the institution
of the LouVs Supper, differing mateiially from Matthew and Mark,
and agreeing m the mam mth Luke, except that Paul repeats
twice the command, “ Do this in remembrance of Me It would
seem unreasonable and scarcely reverent to suppose that % special
revelation revealed to Paul the exact words of the institution

,

but comparing the passage with Gal i 9, 12, we see that Paul
merely says here about this part of his teaching wliat in Gal i 9,
12 he says about the whole of it, viz

,
that he received it from the

Loid and not from man From Ananias, or from othei eldcis ot
the church, he may have received the words of oral tradition of the
chmch, but for the meaning and spiritual foice of it, and the
application of each pait of it to the work of redemption, he was
mdebted, not to the elders of the church in Damascus, but to the
revelations given to him in the solitude of Arabia The words of
Paul, therefore, do not exclude (and the facts rendei probable)
the use of oial tradition m this passage This being so, it may
seem remaikable that Paul follows the tradition contained in the
latest of the three Gospels It can hardly he that Luke has here
preserved the earliest tradition The insertion of "‘new” before
‘‘testament (not inserted in the coirect text of Matthew and
Mark), and the ampler nairative of Luke indicate a later, not an
eailit]^ shape of the tradition The woid “testament * appears to
have been used by our Lord in the ordinary sense of “will” and
testament, indicatmg that m that funeral least He was be-

qiiecething Himself to His disciples foi ever ^ The insertion of
new, by a sort of play upon the double meaning of the woid
testament, introduces the sense of “covenant,* and therewith

a contrast between the old and the new covenants But this su®--
pstive thought (highly characteristic of Paul) seems more likely
to have been added to the ongmal in process of explanation, than
to have been dropped by Matthew and Maik thiough neglect or
Scarfed 0^ to difficulty Tlie probable solution tWore

f
® ^ embodied, not the earhest tradi-

tion, but the Irter Pauhue shape of the tradition Ve hare here
^erefore not supportmg the tradition of Luke, but Luke(m all probability) borrowing fiom Paul ^ The only other nas-

® keying of Jesus ?ol-ams (Acts xx 35) words not found in any of our Gospels “ It ismore blessed to give than to receive ” uospeis, it is

The Second Epistle of Peter (2 Pet i 17) contains a leference
(apparently) to the transfiguration, of which the writer speaks as

«
testimony, most important if genmne

13 almost certainly spmious The mention of the mount oftonsfi^tion as “the Holy Mount,' and of Paul’s eSs as

ootU^^e/,
m Itself su^st a late date, and Canon West-t(Sc^efe, p 175> justly says -fliat* the comparative elaborateness

' IS used m the Epistle to the Hebrews fix 17»

ejrei /xryTroTe Krxvei ore ^17 o dLadejiievos Thw^iSeof theworarsjusofomia in the title of the early t

f V f
^ probably by the time of the composition of the Testaments

ft « , before 185 a » ) “the word SiadtiKti Itself [’p’D*,!] had been taken into

‘“‘ament altho^h of conrae

same that we hare not here Paul supporting the tradition of Luke.

of the description (of the transfiguiation) seems to offci m instruct-
ive contrast to the simplicity of the eailier Gospel ” External
evidence is also against the genuineness ot this epistle Up to the
times of Clement of Alexandna “no trace has been found of its
existence (Westcott, Canon, p 349), and neither Origen nor Euse-
bius accepts it as canonical To obtain a complete idea of the
judgment of the church upon the canon, we must combine (West
cott, Canon, p 264) the two canons of the Lost ana West

,
b\ doing

tins “we obtain, with one exception, a per feet New Testament
without the admixture of any foreign element ’ I at ‘ exception” is
the Second Epistle of Petei The only impoitance to be attached
therefore to the testimony of an epistle thus le-jeeted by the "eneial
consent of the early church is that ylnch attaches itself to an early
liteiary fabiicatiou composed so early as to hive found a place iii
oui canon

^
Such a composition (mentioning Paul’s letteis as

“ sciqituies ) cannot ha\ e been wntteii 1 efoie the heginnino- of the
second century, vet ve find tint, even at that date, the common
tradition is quoted most inexactly The voice fiom heaven, as given
by the authoi of the spmious epistle, is, ‘O vl6s (a.ov 6 aja^rTiros
fiov ovr6s ea'riv cis bu eyco evBSKTja-a But in Matthew (xvii 5) it
is ovt6s eanv 6 ui6s pov o ayairTirds €P tfi evd6Kr}(Ta uKovere avrov
Maik and Luke tlifter still more fiom the Epistle, foi they both omit
evSSKTicra The inaccuracy is the moie serious because, in describincr
the baptism of Jesiis j\Iatthew (in 17) spe iks of a voice fiom hcaa en
which almost exactly agrees with the words in the Epistle, omitting
the wouls aKoven avrov In these circumstances it is impossible
to say that the authoi of this sxniiious Epistle had Matthew before
him Much more probably he was quoting from mcnioiy, oi fiom
some document differing fiorn aiy of oui synoptic Gospels
The next witness is Clement of Eome, whose Epistle to the Clement

Corinthians, probably written in or soon aftei 95 v D (Lightfoot’s
Clement of Rome, Appendix, p 267), contains tliue p issages which
may indicate a use ot om Gospels (1) In chap xiii he blends
togethii (Sandav, I'he Gospels ?/t the Second Century, p 921) pas-
sages common to Matthew (v 7, VI 14, vii 12, vii 2), Maik fiv
24 ,

XI, 25), and Luke (vi 36, 37, 31, 38, 37) in a teise antithetical,
and uniform style, inseiting the words, Hs ovreos
XPVfrreve^eraL bfxlv Di Lightfoot has pointed out tliat the loose-
ness of this quotation docs not exceed the looseness wuth which
(chap 12) the same author quotes the naiiative of Eahab, and
therefore it is quite possible tint heie, as there, Clement may be
siinply quoting fiom memoiy with no other documents than Matthew
and Luke m his mind, but to many the “ roundness, compactness,
and balance of style’ which Di Sanday notices in the quotation will

that Clement was quoting not peiliaps from any
other document (foi else how is it th it no trace lemains of a docu-
mentary version of the word of the Loid so “lounded and compact”
in style, and used 95 a b by so eminent a man as Clement of Home
in wilting to the church of Corinth 2), but wuth some tradition in
Ills memory (which had perhaps served the puiposo of iiieacheis,
teachers, and catechists m the Bonian Chuicli), blending and con-
densing the veisions ot Matthew and Luke into a foim adapted foi

oral instruction of eonvei ts (2) In another pass ige (chap xxvi

)

Clement combines Mat xviii 6 (Mk ix 42, Lu xvn 1, 2) and
Matt xxyi 24 (Mk xiv 21 , Lu. xxii 22) in a mannei which sug-
gests quoting from memoiy (3) A third passage (Sanday, p 70)
contains a quotation from Isaiah (xxix 13) differing from the
Hebrew and irom the similar LXX. (which is, eyytCei poi 6 \ahs
ovros hrp aUpari avrov Kal ey rols avrUy rifiunrip fie,
rj Se Kapoia avrwv oTrcxti Att’ efioZ), and substituting a con-
densed and antithetical form, ovros 6 \ahs roTs ripS, tj
oe Kapoia avratp aiterriv arr' e/jLOv, which is also found m
Matt xy 8 and Mk vii 6 (except that they read aTrevet for
awea-Tty) ihe infeience has been diawn that Clement is finoting

passage w^here quota-
tions from the Old Testament in the New appeal to have been infln
enced by an “ ecclesiastical use, ’ arising in some cases from a desire
to make the application closer (compare Jo xix 37 with the LXX.
yeision of Zech. xii 10, and note that this version is exactly quotea
by Justin, and allusively oy the authoi of the Apocalypse, i 7), ir
part from abiid^ent or other causes (compare Mat iii 3 Mk i

fn ^
Isa xl 3) Therefore, even though the citation

exactly coincided with the citation in Mark and
Matthew, it would not follow that Clement cited it fiom them

,

1
^ identical, the probability is that it is

Clement, with a slight alteiation, from memory of
ecclesiastical use There is also in chap ii (“more gladla

givmff than receiving ’) an allusion to the saying of Jesus men

-

PnSko
conclusion is--(a) that Clement of

Rome, about 95 A d
, is proved to have a knowledge of the several

severed sentences in our common tradition which he quotes as
loosely and freely, (5) that his

enced hvVlf
Testament appears on one occasion to be influ-
ecclesiastical use ”

,
(c) that he uses (but whethei

determining) some words

thp
Gospels, which words are attributed to Jesus bythe author of the Acts of the Apostles
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Early m the sl(OikI ctntiuy we for the first time meet with a

(quotation fiom the addition to the common tradition which aie

peculiar to Matthew The Cuietoman oi shortei veision of the

epistles of Ignatius (107 oi 115 ad) uses Matt x 16 almost
%nhatm, and possibly lefeis (Sniday, p 79) to the stai of Matthew
(chap 11 )

The Vossian oi longci icision of the Ignatiaii epistles

which may be accepted as testimony foi about 150 a d ) contains,

oesides an ample and somewhat exaggei ited lefeience to the stai in

Matt. 11
,
throe oi foui (Westcott, Canons p 60) shoit but striking

phrases peculiar to Matthew But none of these passages have
maiks of quotition the woids of Matthew being in each case em
bedded in the writer s own woids It is lemirkable that the only
uords ol the Loid expiessly quoted by Ignatms aie woids not found
111 any of our synoptic wiiteis ‘ And when He came to those about
(Trepi) Petei, Ho s iid to them, Take, handle Me, and see that I am
not a bodiless demon ” These woids, although they have some
likeness (the W'oid ^7]\a(l>7]aari is in both) to Lu xxiv 39, aie

e\piessly said b> Eusebius to b(. dciived fiom some source unknown
to him and by Jciomc to bo deiived fioin a Gospel which he had
tiinslated (fiom Hobiew), and which was lead in his time by the

N izaionos (Kiulihofci, p 449), and, accoiding to Ougen, the
passage ocoiiiiod in tho toichiug of Peter It is, of couise, impos-
sible for us, upon this evidenoo, to deteiminc whether Ignatius

quoted fiom tlie Na/aiene gos[)ol, oi fiom the teaching of Petei, oi

fiom some otliez document oi tiaditioii embodied befoie oi after in

both those dooiimonts Oiii conclusion is that, by the middle of

the second oeiituiy, the wuitei of the Vossian veision of the Igrntian

epistles was faimliai w'lth the Gospel of Matthew, but that ho
also used othoi souiots (not known to us) when quoting the woids
of the Lord in siip])oit of the matoiial losuiiectioii of Jesus

111 tlio Ljnsths of Baiuabis (100-125 A D
)
is found (chap iv )

the lust ap])aioiit iolcieno( (if wo e\cept the lofeienoe in 2 Pet iii

lb) to au} passagi of the Now” To^timent as “wiittcn” ‘ Let us
bewaio lest we bo found, as it is wiitten, many called, but lew
ohosen, woids almost c\ loll} found in Matt xxii 14 alone (pi o-

Inbly mteipolated in Matt x\ 16) Thoie is also an allusive

quotation of the w Ol ds in Matt ix 13, Mk n 17, Lu v 32 “I
came not to call tho iighteous, but siniiors ” The only woids e\-

piossly assigned to Jesus (ohap vii
)
aic not found in oiu Gospels

** Lven so, saith IL
,
they that avoukl see JMe and touch My king-

dom, must take Me, thxoiigh pci sedition and snflciing ’ It is most
luifoituriite that the inc\actiiess of the veiifiablo quotations in this

(pistle pievcnts us fiom laying much stiess upou the authors
statement as to tho souice of those which aic unvciifiable For
example, in chip x\i, the uithoi his, ‘‘The sciiptuie saith,

And It shill (onu to piss in the last days, that the Lord will

deliver up the sheep of His pastuie, and then sheepfold and
towel to dcsti notion And it so happened as the Loid had
spoken” But we know of no “ scriptme” containing these

woids
,
and the piobabilit} is that the authoi was quoting from

meinoi} and eiioneousl} is when (chap, v.) he combines Isa. m 9

an I Wisdom ii 12, is follows The irroyhet speaks against Israel,

Woe to their soul because the} ha\e counselled an evil counsel

agiiiist themsoUes, saying, Let us bind the Just One, because He
lb displeasing to iis Oui conclusion is that, it Barnabas is deceived

b\ his meinoiy m attiibuting one passage to wiituig” or scrip-

ture,” he miy be deeeived about another, and that w’e consequently

eaiinot feel sine that lie is (jiioting Matt. \xii 14 from a document
uul not from memory of oial traelition But (a) that the author

w IS ac(| minted with passages found in Matthew is certain
,
and (b)

it is also ceitun and notew'oithy tliat the only w”ords of the Loid
ipioted by him aie quoted fiom souices not known to us

Polyeaip (boin about 59 VD, died 155 or 156) quotes '^hap

11 ) sentences fiom the Seimoii on the Mount similar to those

quoted by Cleim nt above, with the jneface, “icmembeimg those

things which the Loid said (while) teaching, Judge not,” &c
The quotation, like Clement’s, is antithetical and compressed, hut
iitithei in oidei nor in woids agrees so far with Clement’s as to

make it in the least degiee probable that Polycarp and Clement are

quoting from a wiitten veision dxfleiing from oui synoptics Theie

IS also a quotation from Mat xwi 41 and Mk xiv 38, and a lefei

eiice to Mat m 13, “ Asking the all-heholding God not to lead us

into temptation, even as the Loid said, The spint indeed is willing,

but the flesh is weak Two othei coincidences (chap v and vi

)

seem to refer to Mat x\ 28 Mat ix 35, Mat vi 12, 14, Lu xi 4

There are no supposed allusions to apociyphal writings in Polyeaip

(Westcott, Canon, p 61) It will be seen from what has been
said above that there is nothing remarkable in the great vana
tions with which the “ Setmon on the Mount ” was taught and
quoted among the Chiistians in the first century Like the
“ Lord s Prayei,” it has not a literary but a piactical interest, and
being much used in many diffeient chuiches from the eaibest times,

it may naturally have assumed many diffeient shapes serviceable

for catechists and preachers This consideration (and the possi-

bilities of variation arising from tianslation) may easily account for

the variation between Clement and Polycarp, without necessitating

or justifying, even as a w orking hypotnesis, the supposition that
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Clement or Polyeaip, in quoting the “ Sermon on the Mount,”
quoted fiom other documents than our existing Gospels
The Shepbeid’ of Hermas, written about 135-40 a d

,
“con Shepherd of

tains no distinct traces of any writing of Old or New Testament” Hermas
(Sanday, Gos^uls) This is woith beaiing in mind, as a warning
that the nature of the subject will greatly affect the numhei of
quotations fiom the scnptuies in any early hooks The allegoiical
nature of the “ Sheplieid,” intended more as a stimulating tale

than as a polemical or hoitatoiy discourse, dispenses with scriptuial
illustiations

,
and m the same way Justin, in his Second Apology

refiains from quoting the sciiptuics, while m his other woiks he
multiplies quotations or lefeiences In appealing to the heathen,
Justin “quotes the sciiptures only when he must speak of things
be}ond the laiige of common history, preferring elsewhere to appeal
to external documents such as the eniolment of Quirinus and the
Acts of Pilate” (Westcott, Canon, p 110)

Papias, who wrote about 130-140 \ n
, composed five book^, Papias

entitled “Exi>osition (elriY^^trews) of the Oiacles^ of the Loid
’

It IS (apparently) in an introduttion to this woik that he speaks
(Euseb

,
111 39) of traditions gathcied from different sources “ But

7 will not shrink fiom placing along with my mteipretatious
( ep/LLrjvetais) as many (traditions) as at any time I learned well, and
well stored up in memory from the eldeis ’ The noun “intei-
pretations” {^p/jLrivGLais) may receive some light from Papias’s own
use of the woids kpyLTivivrns and ipfiyjtiva, as quoted in the same
chapter of Eusebius “Mark,” he says, “was the inteipreter of
Peter ^pixri^ivryit Tlerpou again, Matthew wiote
his scnptuies {\oyia) in Hebrew, and each man interpreted them
{7}pij.^i/evff6) as he best could ” So Eusebius himself in the pi eced-
ing chaptei tells us that some believe Clement to have “intei-
pieted” {ipnvjv^vcrai) Paul’s (Hebrew) Epistle to the Hebiews into

Gieek Our conclusion would be that the woid ep]i7jv6iai may
litre mean something more than mere “ comineiitaiy ”

,
it may

imply that he, as otheis had done, wrote an intcrpi station of the
“ Logn,” accompanied by comments and b} supplementaly tiadi-

tions At all events he does not speak of any one Gieek
“ inteipietation ” of Matthew as being as }et paramount and autho-
iitative, so as to exclude the necessity of fuither “interpretations

”

Of Mark he speaks (m the person of ‘the elder”) almost apolo-

getically, implyum that his nairative had been censured for its

incompleteness and unpolished stylo, and he defends it bj quoting
a tradition fiom “ the elder” (apparently, John the eldei) thus —
“Mark, having become Peter’s interpieter wiote down accurately

all that he lemembered—not, however, in order—both the wouls
and deeds of Chnst For he neithei heard the Loid, nor attached

himself to Him, hut latei on, as I said, attached himself to Petei ,

who used to adapt his lessons to the needs of the occasion, but not
as though he were composing a connected tieatise of the discourses

(Kdyojy, V r \oyiav) of the Lord : so that Mark committed no error

in writing down some matters just as he remembered them (awe-

fjLvriu.6vev(Te) Foi one object was m his thoughts (l>/2>s yap iiroie7ro

‘7rp6voiav)—to make no omissions and no false statements in what
he heaid ^

Much of this exactly applies to oui Maik. If we desiie to know
what IS meant by Maik’s not wilting “ in oidei,” we have only to

tuin to Luke, who made it his object to write “ in ordei, ’ and
whose arrangement, chionologically as well as aitistically, differs

fiom Mark It is true that we may be disposed to think Maik’s
“ order” not inferior to Luke’s ,

but the fact is indisputable that

Luke attempted to write ‘in order,” and that Ins “ older” difleis

considerably from that of Maik, who manifests no pmpose except

the desire to put down what he knew as he remembered it It has

been shown above (see p. 802) that Mark’s Gospel is lathei a col-

lection of anecdotes than a connected nanative
,
and of such a

collection it would be natural to say that it was not wiitten as an
oidei ly narrative. To the single evidence of Papias, deiived from

an unknown elder, not much importance can be attached
,
and it

is very doubtful whether the most searching investigations will

ever determine with certainty the name of the authoi oi authors of

any one of the synoptic Gospels. But at all events, it is onlv

leasonable to admit that the hypothesis of “ notes” taken from oral

discouises, and seiving as the groundwoik for the Second Gospel,

would explain many of its pJienomena If these oial discourses

embodied the early common Gieek tradition, it would be easy to see

how the Fust and Third Gospels came to resemble the Second

Gospel, although all three Gospels are mutually independent As
regards the Fust Gospel, it has been shown above that internal

evidence is against the theory of a very early authoi ship ,
and We

1 No one word m EngUsli will exactly expiess the woid \6yia which wa«

used both befoie and aftei Papias, to mean not merely « sayings” but ‘ Sciip

tures Lightfoot Contemporary Review, Oct 1875

- Cf also Clem. Alex Strom ,vu 17 106, where certain beietics appeal to

Glaucias rov Tierpov epMnvea ,
and Jerome suggests as an e\pJanation of the

diffeience in style between the Fust and Second Epistle of Peter that the apostle

used diffeient interpreters (Kiichhofei, p 276) The point for consideiationifc

not whether the statements of Papias aie conect, but what Papias meant wheu

he spoke of Maik as eppt^vtvrri^ and of himself as wnting efipvveiau
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must add that it exhibits no signs that the poitionhefoie the call of

IMattliew was wiittenfiom healsay and that aftei the call ofMatthew
by an eye-witness But theie seems the following strong argument

111 favour of the tradition of Papias as to the authorshi];> of Matthew
if there was no basis for it, if it was a nieie fiction oi guess, why
not select, as the autlioi, some more distinguished apostle, Petei,

John, or James * This argument is neutralized by the following

consideration The apostles (Acts iv 13) were known in the earliest

days to have been unlearned and ignorant men
,
and although the

Holy Spiiit gave them power to speak and teach, it was less natmal

that they should be inspiicd with power to write and to compose

connected tieatises But Matthew being a publican, and necessarily

ready with his pen, might naturally be supposed in the post-

apostolic generation to be a skilful writer ; so that if an earl}-

tiadition with general apostolic authority was committed to writing,

the chuich would natuially select Matthew the publican and ready

writei as the special author of it Heveitheless, the testimony of

Papns IS impoitant as attesting the belief (1) in a Hebrew’’ oiigm

for the Logia or the Gospel sciiptures, and (2) in an eaily multipli-

city of “ lilterpistations
”

The apologetic tone in which Papias intioduces the traditions,

A’llucli he “will not shrink fiom placing along with the interpreta-

tions’^ of the scriptuies, indicates that the wTitten sciiptuies w^ere

gradually subordinating tiadition He nowheie expresses an
opinion that the Logia aie unauthontative, but he implies that

they requite “ interpi station, ” and adds (almost as though it were
an idiosyncrasy) that lie set a great store on supplementaly tradi-

tion fiom the sources nearest to the tiuth,—not only taking plea-

sure in those who taught the commandments that came from the

Lord (who was) the leiy tiuth [i e , the disciples of the Lord), but

also questioning any who had “ attached theinselves to the eldeis,”

whom he used to examine closely on the utteiances of Andrew,
Peter, Philip, Thomas, James, John, Matthew, or any other of the

disciples of the Lord, and on the sa^ mgs of Aristion and the elder

John, the disciples of the Loid ^

Elis ^ JS E m 39 Ovk OKvvorta de ctol kul oara ttotc Trdpa 'rtov 'irpticr

fiu'reptav icrtXws ep.adctv i*.at koKHo^ eiJLvtipovevcra, o'vv'ra^aL 'rals epfxt]

i/etate, ^la^e^aiovpevo^ Tcepi avTOjv aXfjdeiai/ ov yap toTs t-cc TroXXd
Xeyovcriv coerTrep oi 'TtoXXoi, aWa 'rotsr 'TaAijdTj dtdaarKOvcnv,

ovoe TOts Toes aKKoTpia^ kvToXa'S piffifioveCovcLV^ aWa toTs -ras irapa
n-oU Kvplov Tri nricrei Sedofteva^ Kai dm-* au'rys 'rrapayLyvo/uevas 'rris

dXi70eta« €l <rrou Kat '7rapuKoXov6ij/ca»s n-is t-oTs 'irpeo’/Su'repois eXOoi,

Tail/ 'jrp€<r/3uT€pa)V dvoKpivov Xoyous Tt ’Avfipeas Tt IIcTpo^
eurrev t£ <^iXt'7r7ros fj Tt QtafiS.^ ^ Tt *ltadvvYisi ij MaT0ato9
a TL9 6T«posr Twi/ Tou KvpLOV fiadtirriav, & T€ Aptorrtwir Kat. d 'TTpecrfSif

Tcpos lojai/i/jj® oi Tov Kvpiov p.adrj'rai Xeyovai It is maintained by able

scholais (from w'hom dissent can be expressed onl3 witli ffreat diffidence) that

the Xeyouert indicates that Ans<‘ion and John the eldei were living while the
elTTei/ indicates that Andiew Petei, John the apostle Matthew, and all the
rest of the apostlcb were dead at the time ‘when Papias began his investiga-

tions’ (Westcott, Canon^ p 69) Now John the apostle is supposed to have died
at a lery ad%anced age, about 98 ad and Papias (Lightfoot Contemporary
Eei leu, May 1875) to have been bom about 60-70 a t> and to have 'sviutten

(Westcott ut sup) about 140-150 ad "We have tlieiefore to suppose on this

hypothesis (fit) that Papias did not “ begin his investigations till he was twenty-
eight or thirty eight jeais old (i e, not till seien oi seventeen yeais after he
had attained to manhood), although the apostle John w-as living all that time in

lus immediate neighbouihood
, (6) that two peisonal disciples of Jesus outlived

the aged apostle John foi a period long enough to enable Papias to conduct a
sjstematic investigation into their tiaditions durmg then lifetime “Impro-
bable” is too mild a word for such a hypothesis It seems very much more
probable tliat XeyoutriD is simply the graphic piesent used foi variety Papias
desires to make a distmction between the dteta of the aposties and the less
authoritative utterances of Aristiou and John the eldei, who weie not apostles
1 01 this purpose he not only (1) mentions them sepaiately hut also (2) vanes
the consti action, changing t£ into a tc, and (S) elire into Xeyet A hundred
instances might be given fiom the Gospel of St John alone, where cTire and
XeyeL arc used indiffei entl> and alternately for the meie purpose of lanety,
see John iv 9^ 10, 11, 13, 15, 17 (fti’i), and the whole of the gospel pa^srm And
for the use of Xoyet in a dependent sentence following an imperf indic., com-
pare Plato, Apol 21 B , ijTopovv 'tl -Trore Xeysi, * I was in doubt as to what
(the oiacle) meant’ It is tiue that Eusebius, though he denies Irenaeus’s
assertion that Papias was a heaier of John the apostle maintained that Papns
heard John the eldei But he appears to have no evidence for this statement
except the sentence just quoted, and the fact that Papias set down certain
tiaditions of John the elder mentioning him bj name His woids are* “ Api<r-
Tto/i/os ^6 Kai TOV irpearlivTepov "Itaavvov aimr^KOOV eav'rov <p7ja'l
yeveadat Ovofiacm youv '7roXXa/ci5 av'rcav pvtiu.oveCo'a^ ev toTs
avTOU trvyypdpp.aa'i 'rtdijartu alrruu 'jrapaooaets This is quite insufficient
in face of the great difficulties m such a supposition The onlj tiadition of an
elder quoted by Eusebius fiom Papias with any woids of preface begins thus
'‘Tlie elder said this also ’ Such a preface is quite consistent with the supposi-
tion that Papias had heard the tradition, not from the eldei liimsel but fjom
one who had attached himself to the elder (firaprjKoXovdiiKoj^ <riiS 'rrpec^v
n-tpu^ , and the above-quoted sentence of Papias itself better suits such a
supposition, for the “ cross-examming of those who had attached themselves to
tJie elders * naturally apphes to all the names that follow, and more especially
to John, since he is expiessly included m the class of “elders. * “I used to
ctoss-examme any that came in my ivaj who had attached themselves to the
elders (asking them), what said Andiew, and about the sayings of
Anstion and John the elder

, surelj- the natural inference is that Aiistion and

It iniiSt be added tliat Papias, besides recording tlie raising of a

dead i lan by Philip, and the dunking of poison without injuiy by
Justus surnamed Barsabas, is said by Eusebius to have narrated

seveial “ strange pai ables and teachings of the Saviour,” and other

fabulous matteis, originating Irom a literal undeistanding of figuia-

tive expiessions He also published “a story about a noinan
accused in the iiresence of the Loid for many sms, which is con-

tained in the Gospel accoiding to the Hebiews ” (Euscb
, %b

) It

has been demonstiated by Dr Lightfoot that Eusebius, in ti eating

of the disputed and undisputed wiitings of the earliest times,

adopted one course foi the foimer and anothei foi the latter (1) As
to the disputed books, the antilecf077iena, he pledged himself to

“record 'when any ancient writer employs any book belonging to

their class,” but (2) as regaids the undi&imted canonical books, he
only piofesses to mention tliem, “when such a writei has something
to tell about them ’ {riva irepi tcov evdiad’liKoov e’tprjrai) Co7ite77T.po7 ary
Mer>%eWi Jan 1875 We aie not thercfoie to infei fioin the silence

of Eusebius that Papias did not know or quote the Gospels of Luke
and John, hut only that lie said nothing about them, wdiich of course

might arise fiom either of two causes, cithei because he did not know
of their existence, or because, knowing their existence, lie “had
nothing to say about them ” What beaiing this may liaa e on the
authorship of the Foui th Gospel w e shall see liei eaftei But, so fai ,

w e

see -vvritteu sciiptures still (1) supplanted by oral tiadition
, (2) fieelj

criticized as inadequate, and (3) accompanied by niemoiisof vaiious

inteipietations from some Heiuew original
,
thoughi apidly emei giiig,

if they have not alieady emerged, to authoiitative definiteness

One fact is of the highest importance We liave seen that Papias
was of a cuiious disposition, discontented with the wuittcii lecords

before him, and anxious to supidement them by traditions He was
also, accoiding to Eusebius, a man of no gi eat judgment, toiid of re-

cordingwondeis, and,byhis own account, londot recording novelties.

If theiefore theie had been any other non canonical Gospel at that
time, rivalling oui present Gospels, and known to Papias, it seems
probable, if not certain, that he would have used such a book

,
and,

if he had done so, Eusebius could not (in the execution of his plan)
have failed to mention such a use

,
but Eusebius makes no mention

of the use of any non-canonical gospel by Papias Even m the
nanative of the sinful woman mentioned above, w’hich was found
in the Gospel according to the Hebrews, Euscluus expressly avoids

saving that he deiived the nairative from that Gospel He meicly
says that Papias “has published a narrative which is contained in
the Gospel according to the Hebrews” (it is piobably the naiiatue
interpolated m Jo vm 1-11) ,

wheieas, almost in the same sen-

tence, he says that Papias “has used testimonies fiom the Fust
Epistle of John ” This negative evidence from the silence of
Papias is strongly in favour of our Gospels

In the works of Justin Martyr (who is supposed to liave WTitten Justin
his Apologies and Dialogue with Tryplio^ 145-14:7 4. d

,
so Hort, Martyr,

quoted by Westcott, Canon, p 98) we find definite and abundant
mention of wiitten documents containing the facts of the Gospel
nanatives, but no assigned names of aulhois The Gos2)el is by
him considered as a whole, sometimes called ovayyeKia, sometimes
^hayycXiov, but frequently rd d7rQp.vr11xove-6p.aTa tSov drroardXmv,
and once (when he is refening to Maik’s Gospel) t^ drropvrjpovel)-

para Xlerpov. Bearing in mind Xenophon’s w’-ell-known drropvri-

povedpara'ZooKpdrovs, from w hich title “the word had already been
borrowed by several writers” (Westcott, Canon, 108 ), we might
naturally infer that the memoirs were not written by the apostles,

but about the apostles or lather about their teaching
,
and this

view is confirmed by what Papias says (above) about Maik, that he
drrepvripdveva-e, “ recorded from memory,” the teaching of Petei ®

This probably was originally the meaning of the title as applied to
our Gospels ; hut it seems to have been understood differently by
Justm, as though it meant “ written by the apostles ” For in
describing the descent of the Holy Spirit on Jesus at His baptism
he uses the words, ‘

* The apostles wrote ” It might indeed be said
that he has in his mind Matthew and John, for John also records

John are included m the “elde^^'s” If this be so, eveiy difficulty vanishes
Papias, though placed befoie Polycarp by Eusebius, ina> have been natuially so

placed because he died before the aged Poljcarp so that his ork fell m a period
preceding Polycaip , but he may have been bom about the same time 01 latei,

say 80 A D In that case the last of the apostles would haVe passed away before
Papias was nineteen, and when Papias began his investigations he would neces-
sarily ha's e to i ely on the pupils of the elders, since the elders themseL es,

whether apostles, as Andrew and Petei, or mere elders, as Aristion and John,
had all pas'-ed away If, howevei, it should appear after all that Papias did hear
John the eldei it follows that when Iienaeus desciibed Papias as “the heaier of

John,” he either (1) meant John the eldei, or (2) confused John the eldei with
John the apostle In either case most impoitant consequenceo might follow,

beanng upon the anthoi ship of the Fourth Gospel Foi it follows that, if here,

then on other occasions, when speaking of the authorship of the Fourth Gospel,
IieusBus eith^er (1) may have meant John the elder where we at pi esent suppose
him to mean John the apostle, or (2) may have confused John the elder with
John the apostle

* Clement of Alexandria (Eus E ,yi 14) expressly says that Peter had no
part in the composition, and did not even encourage it Thei e seems to have
been an early and not unnatural tendency to depreciate the Second Gospel
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this ,
but St John s Gos])el is not once quoted in the whole of his

woiks, and it is inconceivable that, in this latent fashion, he should
have refeired once to a writin;^ as apostolic which el&ewheie he
ne\oi quotes It seems more likely that Justin consideied that the
aTroiMyrjfjLOj/evfj.ara Uerpov were written Peter, so that the first two
Gospels at all events weie wiitten by apostles oi else that he con
sidoied the Piist Gospel not to have been written by one apostle,
but to have been a joint apostolic pioduction Elsewheie, m de
scribing the agony of the Lord (Lu xxn 44), a passage peculiai
to Luke, he seems to ha\e been sstiuck with the inapplicability of
his iavourite title to a woik wiitten bj one who was only a follow ei

the apostles and instead of his iisuil formula he here substi
tutes *‘ihe meinoiis which 1 assert to have been wiitten by the
axiostles, and by those who attached themselves to them but even
this more precise description would only hold good of the thiee
Gospels used by Justin, on the sux>position that the “Memoirs of
Petei ” were wiitten not by Mark but by Peter The subject is

iriqioitaTit as showing by what easy stages a woik wnritten by a
pupil might be. supposed (ei en in the f ice of direct evieience to the
Lontiaiy) to 1 e wiitton bj?- the teachci
Poi i full discussion ot Justins quotations from the Gospels the

leader is icfeircd to We-stcott On the Canon of the how Tcbfaoncnt^

pp 95-175 and binday. The Gos2)el6 m tlip ^ttond Century^ pp
88-137 Hcie it must suffice to state a few general conclusions
1educed from an examination of his use of the Old and JSTew"

1 estament
"We must beai iii mind then (1) tint Justin is wilting polemi

cally and that (especially in his dialogue with the Jew iiyplio) a
mam object with him is to show that ‘ the xirop»hcts aie fulfilled in
Jesus,” to the pi oof from pi oxihccy lie attaches nioie impoitxnce
than to any othci (2) He is a most inexact quoter and though
he quotes long X)‘issiges from the Old Testament accuratclj, shortei
Xiassages aie quoted from iiiemoiy inexactly, while Messianic pas
sages, even wdicn long, aic modified (sometimes with a closei

return to the Hcbicw original) by Christian use and adaxitation to
Chust (3) He often nisei ts woids and notions of his own in the
X'>asaages (xuoted from the Old Test iment foi examxfie, he says that
Moses, ill Older to heal the childien of Isiael from the plague of
seipeuts “ took biass and inid^^ an image of a cross and set this in
the holy tabeinach , ind said to the x><-oplc Should you look on
this linage ml believe on it, ye shall be sivcd ’ {Cano7if p 124)

(4) He as<uibes texts to wrong authors, and quotes the same text in
various shapes, not only in different books, but even iii the same
book and at shoit itilorvals (/<& 127) This being the ease, we
shall naturally be prepared, m approaching the l^ew Testament
quotations of Justin, to find many inaccuracies, and some alterations
ot fact ,

especially w here a slight alteration can render some Old
Testament pioxfiiccy moie apx>li able to the New Testament nar
rativc

Kevicwing the quotations horn the apostolic fathers gnen above
we shall expect to find in Justin also a great number of the words
of the Loid and incidents in the life of Jesus quoted from tradition,

which aie not found in our Gospels Clement, we find, has two
passages loughly quoted from our Gospels and one traditional

saying quoted in Acts xx 35 Ignatius (Yossian) uses phiases or
sentences fioin Milthew four times allusively, but quotes a “void
of the Lord ” found in no Gospel The authoi of the Epistle of
Barnabas quotes Matthew once and a non canonical word of the
Lord once Polycarxi is the first apostolic father who while four

or five times quoting oi alluding to sayings in our Gospels, quotes
no non canonical passages Papia«! “ ijiiblished ” a narrative con-
tained in the Gospel according to the Hebrews If then, in the
small modicum of quotation hitherto given, so laige a pioportion
(sav a fouith) is non canonical, how” much moie non-canonical
matter might we naturally expect to find in Justin, who in two
woiks quotes our Gospels 67 times (Sanday, p 116), and occasion-

ally in long continuous passages ? We shall also expect to find m
Justin many misquotations of our Gospels, aiismg fiom inteipola-

tions and coiruptions of the text, for ‘ the worst corruxitions to
which the New Testament has ever been subjected originated

within a hundred years after it was composed” (Senvener, quoted
by Sanday^ p 135) A generation after Justin, Irenaeus will be
found quoting the interpolated appendix of Mark, which the
general consent of scholais now recognizes to be spurious , and it

has been pointed out that the diflerences of Justin from the
ordinary text are little more than the differences of Codex I) from
the same text

Bearing these considerations in mmd, we ought to he surprised,

not at the large, but at the small amount of extraneous matter
w’hieh Justin has introduced into the Gospel narrative, and at the
comparative accuracy with which he has quoted the Gospels
Treating of the variations of quotation, Dr Westcott has shown
that, even where Justin’s misquotations are found in other authors,

the resemblances are of such a kind as to be easily derivable from
some common tradition, or fiom some early bnt now obsolete text

{Canon, pp 148-156) The extraneous matter may leadily be
explainea as ansing either from sense of an omission or from th€»
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moiDid desire to find in each incident of the life of Christ the ful
filment ot some pioxihecy m the Old i estament If foi example
(1; lie speaks of the voice from heaven at the baxiti&m as being
* ^^^t My Son this day ha-ve 1 begotten Thee ” this is ex
plained (apait from the various leading lu D, which no doubt
aiose morn the same motive) by a desiie to see in the voice a repeti
tioii of Ps iL 7 (2) If a file is said to ha\e been kindled in the
Joidan at the Loid s baptism, was it not natuial that He who came
to baptize otheis with the higher baptism of fire as well as that of
watei, should Himsell icceive the highest baptism

,
01 that the act

which was alieady technicallv known as cpcoTitriMos, “enlighten
ment should be accomxiaiiied (mthe case ot the Loid of Light) b\
that symbol winch was sx>ecially ehai acteristic of the divine pre
senee ^ (3) If Maik lecoided that Jesus was a ‘ caipenter ’ (a fact
not then siipxiressed by the \auous reading 111 Mk vi 3, owing to
such sneers as those of Celsus Ongen, Cont Cels , v 34) was it not
fitting that the Carpentei, who bade men lay hand on the plough,
and take His yoke on them, should have wiought when among
men, ploughs and yokes ^ (4) If he speaks of the Magi as having
come 'lioin Arabia, had it not been proxihesicd Ps Ixxi (Ixxii )

10, that the kings of the Arabians shall bring gifts ? (5) It the
foal ot the ass on which our Loid enteied Jeiusalem was said by
Justin to have been “bound to a vine, ’ must it not needs hue
been so, seeing that it was said of Judah (Gen xlix 11) that ‘ he
bound Ills foal unto the vine” ? (6) Lastly, since Isaiah piedicted
(xxxiii 16 in LXX ) that “'he shall dwell in a highcaveot a stioiig
lock, was It not nccessarv that the Messiah should not only be
boin m Bethlehem but also “ in a cave ^

In all these additions theie is absolutely nothing to mal e pio-
hable, or even suggest (even though the “fire ’ at the baptism ol
Jesus IS mentioned m an apocryphal Gospel) that Justin used anv
otliei written Gospel than those known to us These thoughts and
others like them were floating in the atmospheie of eveiy Chiistian
cimich in those days They weie the results naturally develoxied
from that habit of appeal to prophecy which lias pioduced, even 111

our own canonical Gospels, not inconsideiable effects ,
and there is

nothing in Justin’s additions that is not capable of being explained
from the same method (developed a little fmther) as that by which
we may exx>lain Matthew s addition about the potter’s field and
possibly some of the other passiges peculiai to the Fust and Thud
Gosx')eU Nor does the omission of the names Matthew, Maik, and
Luke, by Justin, throw any doubt upon the supposition that he used
the Gosx>els called by those names It is quite possible that the names
w^ere given to these Gospels long aftei then (.omposition The veiy
title ‘The Gospel according to Matthew,’ &c (not of, or by,
Matthew), indicates that, e^en at the time when the titles weie
assigned, the compilers weie regarded rather as editois of an old and
leceived tradition than ai> authois of a new book It is therefore
quite possible that Justin (who mentions John by name as the
author of the Apocalypse) may have used the first three Gospels,
and yet have been ignorant of the names under which they are now
cuirent

Thiee most impoitant facts lemani to be mentioned (a) Justin
tells us that in his days the memoirs of the apostles weie read with
the books of the pioxfiiets in the service of the church This public
reading of the memoirs must have given, if not a complete securitjr,

at least a considemble guarantee, against mateiial alterations The
fact tha^- the new traditions were now placed on a level with the
ancient and venerable writings 01 scriptures of the Old Testament
was cl still moie effectual barriei agamst change (&) Although
Justin mentions sayings of our Lord and events in His life not
found in our Gospels, yet “ he nevei does so w^hen he proposes to

quote the apostolic memoirs ("Westcott, Caron p 157) (c) In
describing the fire kindled in the Jordan and the voice fiom heaven,
he not only does not quote the memoiis, but, by implication, dis-

tinguishes these statements from other statements immediately foi

lowing, which aie quoted fiom the memoirs (Canon pp 158-159) ^

To conclude, we hud that, although Justin knew and used tiadi

tions, yet (1) he set a special value on certain writings, which were
publicly read in the churches , (2) he believed th<»se to have been
vrntten by apostles or the immediate disciples of apostles, and he
repeatedly quotes them under this title (3) though he does not lay

stress on miracles (for miracles would be assumed by the Jew
Trypho, accustomed to the miracles of Moses and Elisha, and they
would be rather harmful than helpful to his cause in the ej es of

educated Greeks and Romans), nor on the longer lessons involved

in Christ s parables, yet he cov ers the greatei part of our Gospel

history, and much of our Loid’s teaching through maxims
,
this he

does to such an extent that it is possible (Sanday, pp 91-98) to

reconstruct from his quotations a f iirly connected narrative ot the

incarnation, birth, teaching, crucifixion, resurrection, and ascen

bion of the Lord , (4) the whole of this narrative (with the exception

of the few unimportant incidents mentioned above, and one or two

1 Perhaps we may also lay some stress on the fact that, in the se\en passages

in which Jnstin uses the phrase, it is written as applied to the memoirs he
almost always agrees verbattn*^ with Matthew or with Luke iCanon p 130i
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traditional sayings of Jesus) is found in Matthew, or Mark, or

Luke, or in all three
; and there is also a reference to an incident

recorded by Mark alone
; (5) he never, as from these memoirs,

{[uotes any words, or alleges any incidents not found in our Matthew,
Mark, or Ltike

; (6) he never quotes any rival Gospel, nor alleges

any words or facts which make it probable he used a rival Gospel

;

(7) such non-canouical sayings and facts as he mentions are readily

explicable as the results of lapse of memory, general looseness and
inaccuracy, extending to the use of the Old as well as the New
Testament, and the desire to adapt the facts of the new scriptures

to the prophecies of the old. Our conclusion is that the memoirs
of the apostles which include so much that is contained in our first

three Gospels, and which were continuously read in the services of

the church from the time of Justin downwards, cannot have passed

into oblivion a few years afterwards, so as to have given place to

rival Gospels not known to Jnstin. They must be identical with
the Gospels, to some or all of which testimony is successively borne
by Marcion (140 a.d.) in spite of his arbitrary and entirely un-
critical excisions; by the heretical Clementine Homilies (160 a.d.2)

in spite of occasional use of apocryphal sources
;
by the Muratorian

fragment (170 A.D.); by Athenagoras and Ptolemaeus, and the
churches of Vienne and Lyons (17^7 A.D.); till the century closes

with the affirmation of Irenaeus, who not only uses three synoptical
Gospels with the Fourth so fully as to leave no doubt of the identity

of his Gospels with ours, but also is so convinced of the essentiM
necessity that there should be four and only four Gospels, that he
discerns in the quadriforrn nature of the cherubim a type of the pre-

ordained quadriforin nature of the records of the life of Christ.^

In the foregoing remarks attention has been mainly
directed to definite evidence, whether external or internal.

Limits of space, as well as other considerations, prevent

the discussion of that more indefinite evidence which might
perhaps be called indirect external evidence, and which
would treat of the influences amid which the Gospels
grew up and by which they were likely to be moulded.
For such a discussion it would be necessary that we should
place ourselves in the position of a disciple in some early

congregation of Jewish or Gentile Christians, and en-

deavour to realize the influence exerted upon the Christian
records—(1) by prophecy

; (2) by heathen religions
; (3)

by Eastern metaphor acting upon Western literalism
: (4)

^ As a good deal of stress has been laid upon the apocryphal Gospel of the
Hebrews, from winch (accoidmg to the testimony of Jerome, Kii chhofer, p. 449)
Ignatius quoted, it may be well to show that this was later than our Gospels.
(1) We have seen above (p 807) that in the common tradition Ti?<rois is

habitually employed, and that the use of o Koptos, “the Lord,” in naiTative is

a sure sign of later origin, but “the Lord*’ is liabituaUy used in the nanative
of the Gospel of the Hebrews (see Kirchhofer, pp. 450, 453, 454). (2) It softens
moral difficulties, (a) in the story of the nch young man, the Loid says to
him, “Behold, many of the brethren, sons of Abraham, are coveied with dung
and dying for hunger, and thy house .s full with many good things, and naught
goeth forth at all from thee to them, ’ thereby blunting the point of the yonng
mail’s 1 ejection; (6) after the words “If thy brother shall sin against thee*’
iff. Matt. xvni. 22), Jesus adds, in the Gospel of the Hebiews, “in word, and
if he shall make thee amends*’ (76. p. 454) (i» verbo et satis tihi fec&rit)\ (c)
the error in Matt. xxUu 35, “son of Barachiah,” Is corrected into “filium
Jojadas,” Jerome (76. p. 455). (3) It increases the marvellous element; (a)
at the baptism of Jesus, “ It came to pass when the Lord was come up from
the water, the whole fountain of the Holy Spirit came down and rested
unon Him, and said to Him, 0 My Sou, in all the prophets I was awaiting
Thee, that Thou mightest come, and that I might find rest in Thee; for Thou
art My lest, Thou art My first-bom Son, who reignest for ever” (7b p 454;
(5) hence the Holy Spirit is called the Mother of the Lord, and it is said by the
Lord. “But now My Mother, the Holy Spirit, took Me by one of My hairs, and
earned Me away to the Mount Tabor’* (76 p 451), (r) after His resinrection,
it IS added that the Lord oideted a table and biead to be bi ought, and caused
His brother James to break his fast, when James had sworn not to eat bread
till he had seen the Lord; in this story James is called “James the Just,” a
title which in itself is a mark of late composition.
To this note we may add that Celsus, towards the end of the second century

speaks of “the writings of the disciples of Jessus” (76. p. 330) as the source of
his Information, and mentions nothmg (so far as we know) of any importance
that is not found in our Gospels. It is time that Ongen (Cont. Ce/s li 74) in
answer to Celsus s boast that he had crushed the Christians with facts taken
from their own writings, replies, “ But we showed (above; that theie has been
a, great deal of nonsensical blundering, contraiy (m-ayoti) to the waitings of our
Gospels, Ac.

; hut if we refer to what has gone before, we find that Origen is
refemng (1) to Celsus’s unfair inaccuracy, in saying tlial Jesus was
betrayed, not by one disciple, but by His disciples

; (2) to such blunders as the
confusion of “ Chaldmans ” nith “ Magi; ”

(3) to hisignorance of the number of
the disciples, Ac. There is therefore every reason to believe—for if Celsus had
attacked any apocryphal narratives as representing the faith of Christ, Ongen
could not have failed to take advantage of the triumphant rejoinder which such
a mstake would have afforded him—that an assailant of Chn-stianity, writmg
before the end of the second century, knew of no writings of the disciples of
Christ upon which he could base any effective attacks against their religion
except our four Gospels.

’

by the ritual and language of the Lord's Supper
; (5) by

the universal predilection for the marvellous
; (6) by the

fall of Jerusalem. The results thus obtained would be in a
great measure conjectural

; but, compared step by step with
the results deduced above, they would enable the reader
to feel additional confidence in conclusions supported by
the double confirmation of indirect as well as direct
evidence. The best work in English bearing on this sub-
ject is probably the translation of Keim's of JSfazara
(London, 1876-79); and there is also much valuable in-

formation in the Appendices to Canon Farrar’s Life of
Christ.

The Fourth Gospel.

Aiithorship.

Evidence from earliest Tradition .—Before considering Earry
the subject matter of this Gospel, it will be well to con- evidencts

sider the evidence, direct and indirect, bearing on the
authorship. The author is not mentioned in the Gospel
by name, but only as “the disciple whom Jesus loved"
(xxi. 24, 20), “ which also leaned on His breast,” and
to whom Jesus commended His mother from the cross
(xix. 26 ; xiiL 23). The first writer who mentions John
as the author in connexion with a passage quoted from
our Fourth Gospel is said to be Theophilus, who wrote
towards the close of the second century (170-180 A.D.).

The Muratorian fragment (170 a.d.) speaks of the apostle
as the author of a Gospel, but does not quote from it.

But Theophilus quotes Jo. i. 1, as written by John, one of
those inspired by the Spirit ” It is

a natural inference that Theophilus (at so late a date),
using the name thus without further definition, meant
by “John," the “John” best known to his readers, i.e.^

John, the son of Zebedee, the apostle. But there is un-
usually strong evidence to show that John the apostle
wrote the Apocalypse, so strong that we may assume the
apostolic authorship of that book with more confidence
than the authorship of any other book in the New Tes-
tament, except some of Paul's epistles. The question
therefore arises, how far does the style of the Gospel,
which was said by Theophilus (170-180 A.r>.) to have
been written by John (presumably the apostle), agree with
the style of the Apocalypse, which we have so good reason
for believing to have been written by the apostle John ? If
we assume John to have been four or five years younger
than his Master, he would be, according to the commonly
received date (68 a.i>.) of the Apocalypse, about sixty-
seven or sixty-eight years of age when he wrote that
work. By that age (one would suppose) an author's
style would, if ever, have reached its maturity. Even
if he were ten years younger than Jesus, so that he
was only a little over sixty years of age, yet his style
would not be capable of a complete transformation. But
when the Gospel is compared with the Apocalypse, in-
stead of similarity, we find an almost complete contrast.^
The vocabulary, the forms, the idioms, the rhythm, the
thought all is different. That the Apocalypse and the

ouuu au least is tne statement of Kirchhofer (p. 153), and it has
been reproduced in modern books. But part of the period of Irenaus
might Recede part of the period of Theophilus; and Irenseus quotes
John s Gospel (xx. 31) as from “John the disciple of the Lord,” in a
passage of his work Against Heresies (III. xvi. 5, or ed. Grate, iii. 18),
a passage omitted by Kirchhofer.

* It is not necessary, however, to deny that the Gospel exhibits
traces of the Apocalyptic doctrine and thought. On the contrary, the
impression left by a comparison of the two is, that the Gospel exhibits
an attempt to refine and spiritualize some of the more material and
concrete expressions of the Apocalypse. From this point of view, wemay say that “the Gospel is the spiritual interpretation of the Apoca-

tive and manifold religious thought of Ephesus
^mi.ffied the intellectual assistance which was needed to exhibit
Chnstiamty as the absolute and historical religion in contrast wit'i
Judaism and heathenism” (Westcott, Introd. to St John).
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Fourth Gospel should have been written by the same author

would be, we will not say impossible, but one of the

most marvellous literary phenomena ever authenticated.

The change in Shakespeare’s style, or in the style of

Burke, cannot be compared with this; for those changes
can be in part explained by the transition from youth to

maturity or old age. Here we have to explain how a
writer could completely change language, style, and thought,

after the age of sixty or sixty-seven years. It is possible,

but a iiriori highly improbable.

It has indeed been suggested that this change of

language may be explained by the lapse of more than
thirty years, during which the author was living in the
midst of a Gentile population. This assumes that the
Apocalypse was written in 68 a.I)., before John had
resided in Ephesus, and that he wrote the Gospel at the

age of ninety-eight. But (1) the minute knowledge of the

Seven Churches (Rev. i. ii. iii.) makes it probable that the
writer had resided for some time in their neighbourhood;

(2) the composition of such a work as the Fourth Gospel
at the age of ninety-eight is in itself unlikely

; (3) it is by
no means certain that the Apocalypse was written in 68
A.D., and not rather in 78 a.d., simultaneously with the

fourth Sibylline Book (and the later the date of the
Apocalypse the shorter the interval between it and the

Fourth Gospel, and the more improbable becomes the

theory of the change of style). An hypothesis based upon
three hypotheses, themselves not proved or improbable,

requires much evidence before it can be accepted.

There is yet another difficulty in the way of believing

that John the apostle is the author : the words of Jesus in

the Fourth Gospel (1) differ altogether in style and rhythm
from the synoptic tradition of the words of the Lord, and

(2) do not differ at all from the author’s own remarks and
observations. So great is the similarity between the words
of the writer and the words which are assigned by him
either to our Lord or to John the Baptist that Dr West-
cott, commenting on Jo. iii 10-21, 27-36, says {Introduc-

tion to the Gospeh^ p. 292), It is impossible not to feel

that the evangelist is in fact commenting on and explain-

ing the testimony which he records. The comments seem

to begin respectively at verses 16 and 31.” The words
italicized (not by Dr Westcott) require little comment.
It is obvious that a biographer, who so mixes the words
of his characters with observations of his own that a most
careful and scholarlike commentator is unable to feel sure

where the words of the characters end and the observations

of the author seem to begin,” cannot be supposed to be
exactly recording, scarcely even to be attempting to record

with exactness, the words of the characters themselves.

Yet it seems impossible that the ‘‘disciple whom Jesus

loved ” should either remember his Master’s words so iU,

or else deliberately transmute them into entirely different

language of his own. A work of this kind, notwithstanding

the presence of historical elements, seems rather to deserve

to be called a poem, or a drama, than a biography ;
and

accordingly the same careful commentator who is quoted

above declares that “ the spirit of parallelism, the instinctive

perception of symmetry in thought and expression, which
is the essential and informing spirit of Hebrew poetry, runs

through the whole record ” {Introd, to the Gospel of St John).

Such a work does not seem likely to have proceeded from
one of the sons of Zebedee, a fisherman of the lake district

of Galilee, not indeed a poor man, but still not a man of

letters nor of any great literary culture.

The “The earliest account of the origins of the Gospel is

h^othesis already legendary ” (Westcott, Introduction to the Gospels^

^bhorLip P* fragment of Muratori (a.I). 170).

or reyision. there said that, being requested by his fellow-disciples

and bishops to write, John desired them to fast for three

days, and then to relate to one another what revelation each
had received either for or against the project. The same
night it was revealed to Andrew, one of the apostles, that
“ while all called (the past) to mind (or while all re-
vised,— cunctis recognoscentibus ’), John should write
everything in Ms own name.^' Legendary though this
account may be, it curiously agrees with a passage in the
Gospel itself which implies that others besides the author
were “ revising,” or otherwise assisting in, the work :

“ This
is the disciple which testifieth of these things and wrote
these things : and we know that his testimony is true

”

(xxi. 24). Yet immediately afterwards—in a sentence
which, though omitted by Tischendorf, is supported by
the MSS. almost without exception—the singular number
is resumed : “ I suppose that the world could not contain
the books that should be written.” This passage certainly
seems to indicate some kind of joint authorship or revision,

or at all events a desire to convey the impression of joint

authorship or revision, such as the Muratorian fragment
describes. The theory of joint authorship or revision is

confirmed by evidence derivable from the 1st Epistle of

John, which is justly regarded (Lighttoot, Contemp. Bev,,

1875) as a kind of postscript to the Gospel. It begins
(like the Gospel, and unlike the Apocalypse, as also

unlike the 2d and 3d Epistles of John) without men-
tion of the author’s name, and in the plural number

:

“That which was from the beginning, which we have
heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have
looked upon, and our hands have handled, declare we
unto you, that ye also may have fellowship with us.” Yet
at the conclusion of the first chapter, as though it were to

be understood that the whole was written “in the name of

John” (“suo nomine,” as the Muratorian fragment has it),

the singular number is used, “ these things write I unto
you” (1 Jo. ii. 1, 7, 12, 13, 14, 21; v. 16).^ So far

therefore as we have gone, the evidence is very decidedly

against the supposition that John the apostle was the sole

author of the Fourth Gospel. He may have written it (1)
through an amanuensis or disciple, who translated his

language (and possibly his thoughts also) in the process

of expressing them (just as Paul is said by some to have
written the Epistle to the Hebrews in Hebrew, and to have
had it freely rendered by one of his followers) or (2) it

may have been an attempt on the part of a leading teacher

of the Johannine school at Ephesus to reproduce the spirit

of their master’s teaching after he had been taken from
them by death, an attempt of one of the Ephesian elders

to reproduce John once again in their church, surrounded

by Andrew and Philip and Aristion and the rest of the

disciples of the Lord, the former proclaiming and all the

rest assenting to “ that which they had heard, that which

they had seen with their eyes.”® If during the latter years

of his life John was infirm and bedridden, obliged to

preach and teach by deputy,'^ it is obvious that the “ teach-

ing of John ” during the last eight years of his life, when
the old man was now past ninety years of age, might be

^ Of course the “we,” whereby the writer identifies himself with

his readers (ii. 3 and passmh\ is quite different from the “ we ” men-

tioned above.
2 The statement that Papias “wrote out the Gospel at the dicta-

tion of John,” quoted by Westcott (Caworo, p. 76) from an argument

prefixed to an MS. of the 9th century, is probably worthless, except

as indicating an opinion much earlier than the MS., that John did not

himself write the Gospel.
8 That a similar attempt was made to reproduce, as it were, the

authority of Peter by a writer in the 2d century, we have seen above

(p. 814) in the account of the Second Epistle of Peter. But the cir-

cumstances and prolonged infirmities of the apostle John might make
such an attempt far more successful and a far more accurate repre-

sentation of spiritual truth.

4 Jerome, Coytim. in Ep. ad GaZ., vi. 10, quoted in Westcott*s

Introd. to St John,
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very different in language, and even somewhat different in

thought and substance, from the teaching of the apostle

himself
;
and a spiritual doctrine, taught in^ the Ephesian

church, and based upon three or four traditions affirmed

by the aged apostle, such as the tradition of blood and

water, might, even in the lifetime of the apostle, become

known, within a limited district, as the Gospel according

to the apostle John. How different, in language if not in

substance, may be a pupil’s record of a master’s teaching

may be perceived from Plato’s and Xenophon’s records of
,

the teaching of Socrates. Bub in any case, whatever may i

be the authorship of the book, it must be admitted to be,
j

so far as we have gone, in the highest degree improbable
j

that John the apostle wrote the Fourth Gospel with his
j

own hand at the age of ninety or nearly a hundred, in the
i

same way in which he wrote the Apocalypse at the age of

sixty or seventy or eighty.

Evidence Evidence from Quotations.—But we pass now to the evi-

frora. dence of the early fathers. Theophilus and Irenaeus are the
i

quota- quote John by name, but earlier writers, who do not
j

PapiM. luention his name, quote words contained in the Fourth
'

Gospel. We will take Papias first. He tells us (see above,
|

p. 816) that he used to inquire about the dicta of Andrew, I

Peter, Philip, Thomas, James, John, Matthew, or any
j

other disciples of the Lord, and also about the sayings of
|

Aristion and the elder John, the disciples of the Lord.

The order of names is remarkable, and it has been most
ingeniously inferred (Lightfoot, Contemp. Rev,, Oct. 1875) !

that John is placed, out of his order of precedence, along
j

with Matthew, because the last two bad left written

Gospels
;
moreover the order of the first three, Andrew,

Peber, Philip,” quite unlike the synoptic order, is the order

in Jo. i. 40-43, which suggests that Papias was aware at

all events of the story of the calling of the apostles con-

tained in the first chapter of the Fourth Gospel. We are !

also told by Eusebius that Papias used testimonies ” from
|

the 1st Epistle of John. This is, of course, no proof that

Papias quoted the Epistle with John’s name (for quotations

of New Testament documents with the name of the
author are not common in the earliest writings of the
church)

;
but it may be inferred that he regarded the

1st Epistle of John as an authoritative document
;
and

the Epistle is so closely connected with the Gospel that, if

the apostle John is proved to be the author of the one, it

must follow that he is the author of the other also. But
it is important to note that Papias recognized two Johns,
both of whom were disciples of the Lord and Eusebius
teUs us that Papias quoted certain traditions of the non-
apostolic John, distinguishing him as ‘‘the elder,”—“the
elder used to say,” (fee. Now Irenaeus—who speaks highly
of Papias, describing him (wrongly) as a “ hearer of John ”

(the,apostle),—quotes Papias as one of “ the elders who
saw John the disciple of the Lord,” and who remembered
how he (John) had repeated to them certain teachings of
the Lord J esus, to the effect that “the days will come in
which vines shall grow, having each 10,000 branches, and
in each branch 10,000 twigs, and in each twig 10,000
shoots, and in every shoot 10,000 clusters, and in every
cluster 10,000 grapes, and every grape wheu pressed will
give 25 measures of wine. And when any one of the
saints shall lay hold of a cluster, another shall cry out, ‘I
am a better cluster, take me; bless the Lord through
me,’ ” (fee. {Apostolic Fathers, Clark’s trans. p. 443). The
question tlierefore arises, Which John is here meant 1 It
seems certain from the context that Irenaeus meant the
famous John, the apostle

:
yet he calls him nothing but

disciple,” and the tmdition imputed to John (though
nob out of accord perhaps with the imagery of the
Apocalypse) is quite unlike anything that we find in the
Gospel or 1st Epistle called by John’s name. On the

other hand, a passage or tbe JbonrtU Uospei (xiv. 2) is

quoted by Irenaeus [Adv. Hoer,, Y. xxxvi. 2) in connexion,

not with John the apostle, but with “ elders,” and possibly

as part of the doctrine communicated to Papias by the

“elders” (“the context makes it at least highly probable

that the passage was quoted from Papias’s ‘ Exposition,’ ”

Westcott, Introd, to the Gospel of St John), But, if this

be so, i.e,, if a passage of the Fourth Gospel was communi-
cated to Papias, not necessarily by John the apostle, hut

by “elders,” then it follows that among the “elders”

who communicated it to him may have been John the

“elder.” Although this is, in great measure, conjectural,

yet, even as a possibility, it becomes deserving of atten-

tion, when placed in juxtaposition wdth the certainty men-
tioned above

; (1) it is possible that a saying in the Fourth
Gospel was communicated to Papias, not by John the

apostle but by John the elder
; (2) it is certain that the

only passage quoted from Papias as coming from John
(the apostle) is not to be found in the Fourth Gospel

and in no way resembles the style or thought of the

Fourth Gospel. Again, the 2d and 3d Epistles of John,

which have the name of the author inserted, are written,

not in the name of John the apostle, but in the name of

“ the elder,” and they were so doubtfully regarded (per-

haps on that account) by the church that Eusebius places

tliem among the “impeached (dvTtXcyo/xcm) writings,”

while Origen speaks of them as only possibly genuine,

and Jerome attributes them not to John the apostle but

to John the elder. Yet Irenseus quotes this 2d “im-
peached” Epistle, not as the work of John the elder, but
(twice) as the work of “ John the disciple of the Lord.”

Evidently there is here, if not confusion, at least a danger
of confusion, and one cause of confusion can be immedi-
ately indicated. Papias tells us that both John the apostle

, and John the elder were “disciples of the Lord.” Now,
for some reason or other, Irenseus, though he quotes

Matthew as “ the apostle ” {Adv, Ucer,, III. ix. 1) and a
speech of Peter as spoken by “the apostle” {Ih, xii. 1),

appears not to quote the Fourth Gospel except as written

by John “the disciple of the Lord,” or simply “John ” {lb.

xi. 1, 2, 3, 7). It cannot indeed be assumed that Irenseus

is here (unconsciously) referring to John the elder, and not
to John the apostle. On the contrary, the more probable
explanation is, that John the apostle was himself called by
preference John “ the disciple of the Lord,” as being “the
disciple whom Jesus loved.” ^ Nevertheless it remains an
unfortunate fact that Irenseus and Theophilus, who are the
first to quote John by name, give us no means of ascertaining

whether they refer to John the apostle or John the elder,

both of whom are described by Papias as being “ discq^les

of the Lord.” In this state of confusion we are naturally

led to suspect that possibly the two Johns mentioned by
Papias (neither of whom, as we have shown above, was
probably known to Papias himself) may have really been
one ; and this suspicion is confirmed by the testimony of

Jerome, who informs us that though two tombs were
shown in his time at Ephesus, one as the tomb of John
the apostle, and the other as the tomb of John the elder,

yet some considered the two persons to be identical;

“nonnulli putant duas memorias ejusdem Joannis evan-
gelistae esse” (Jerome, quoted by Kirchhofer, p. 159).
We have not evidence to prove this theory, but neither
have we evidence to disprove it

; and we must therefore
leave the question who was the author of the Fourth Gospel

^ Compare Fragments, iii., “John the disciple of the Loid and the
other^ apostles with whom he was conversant.” Hippolytus doubles
the title {ChHst and Antichrist, ch. 36), “Tell me, blessed John,
apostle and disciple of the Lord.” In speaking of the author of the
Apocalypse, Irenaeus {Adv, Host,, IV. xx. 11) describes him not only
as the “disciple of the Lord '* hut also as the disciple “ upon whom
Jesus had leaned at supper.”
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(so tar as the evidence of Papias and Irena3us can help

us) unanswered and unansweiable Indeed it cannot be
denied that the probability is that Papias did not know of

its existence as an authoritative Gospel written by the
son of Zebedee For, had he known it, would he have had
“nothing to say’' about its origin, about the contrast

between it and the Apocalypse about the difference

between it and the synoptic narrative, and about the
interesting account of its composition given in the Mura-
tonan fragment and therefore current before 170 ad
That Papias should have “nothing to say” about Luke's
Gospel IS intelligible, because the dedication to Theophilus
speaks foi itself

,
but why he should describe the origin

of the First and Second Gospels and pass over the Fourth,
wlieie there was so much to describe and where a joint

authorship was not only suggested by tradition but also

by internal evidence (John xxi 24), is by no means easy

to explain In the face of this silence we cannot attach

much value to the evidence in Papias for the apostolic

authorship, derived from the association of John with
Matthew in the list of the apostles Against that evidence,

too, such as it IS, must be set the fact that the only

tradition detiiled by Irenc^eus as coming through Papias

from John the disciple of the Lord is one quite unlike

the tone of the Fouith Gospel The latter negative at

least neutralizes the first positive
,
and the scale is thus

left unaltered, pressed heavily downwards against the

apostolic authorship by the discrepancy of style (when the

Gospel IS compaied with the Apocalypse) and by the

external and internal evidence of joint authorship

Evidence has been drawn from the epistle of Barnabas,

the ‘ Shepheid” of Hernias, the Ignatian letters, the epistle

of Pol} carp to the Philipi3ians, the works of Justin, and
the Clementine Homilies, to show that the authors of these

writings used the Fouith Gospel ("Westcott, jpassm,

Sanday, Gospels i/i the Second Century^ 273-298), and no
candid mind can resist the proof that some of them knew
and were influenced by the thoughts of the Fourth Gospel,

while some even used its language But it is by no means
certain, indeed it is improbable, that they knew of it as a

Gospel, and it is still more improbable that they lecognized

it as a Gospel 'written by “ the disciple 'whom Jesus loved
''

Else, how comes it that Justin quotes Matthew about fifty

times and the Fourth Gospel once, or not at alii

Moreover, the apparent quotations of tbe Fourth Gospel

in the apostolic fathers show not so much the use of a

document fiom the first, as rather the influence of the

common atmospheie of the Asian churches, the floating

tradition of the Ephesian school, gradually merging into

a definite document Barnabas, for example, speaks of

“ water,” with a certain mystery, associating it with the

“cross”
,
as also Justin seems to do, mentioning the cross

and baptism iii consecutive chapters (lx Ixi
)
of his Fvrst

Apology But the Clementine Homilies, amplifying the

mysterious efficacy of water, as being the origin of all

things, and the direct recipient of the impulses of the

Spirit (ch xxiv ),
give a loose quotation of Jo iii 5, which

seems adapted for the Clementine context by being blended

with the baptismal formulary previously mentioned by the

writer in xxviii 19 “For thus the prophet has sworn to

us, saying, Verily I say to you, Unless ye be regenerated

by living water into the name of Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit, ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven ” It

can scarcely be an accident that this same passage is the

only passage from the Fourth Gospel quoted in the whole

Justin of the works of Justin Martyr Moreover, in Justin also,

MartjT as in the Clementine Homilies, it is not so much the

Gospel as rather the substance of the Gospel that is given

,

and this too in a shape not so developed as that which

appears in the Fourth Gospel

It IS woith while to sketch the giowth of this passage, for the
process is a typical one, and will illustrate many othei theological
developmenib Ihe doctrine of the new birth fiist appeals (but

' only 111 its germ) in the synoptic Gospels ‘

' Except ye be conveitcd,
and become as little childien, ye shall not entei the kingdom of
heaven (Mat xviii 3 6/ Mk x 15 , Lu xviii 17) But Jesus
clearly did not mean that His disciples were to become like little
children by becoming ignoiaiit foolish, or helpless, but only that
they must trust the Father m heaven, as eaithly children tinst
then eaithly x'>aient&, in othei words, that they must become
children of the heavenly Fatliei, and therefore be born again with *i

heavenly biith It was therefore a legitimate development of Christ s
teaching to remind Christians (1 Pet i 3

, 23) that they had been
“begotten or bom again’ (avayevi/av)

,
md Paul desciibes his

converts as “begotten
(75vvai/) by himself in Chiist spiiitually,

distinguishing such a biith from the “ biith according to the flesh
*

(Gal IV 23, 29) It was inevitable that the Christims should
early associate this spiritual biith with the iite of puiification 01
baptism, with winch they would naturally (as John had done)
introduce their conveita into the church But furthci, as soon as
the need of this spiiitual “ begetting’ >ecame a pait of the teaching
of the church, it would have to be protected against the literalism
of misiepiesentmg enemies and of dull nnspnitiial fiienls Jews
and Gentiles would aigue, “ But it is impossible for a man who
has once been boin to enter a second time into his inolliei s womb
Tins argumentative objection would therefore be natuially placed
(lu the minds of tlie teachers and catechists of the fiist century)
side by side with the doctiine of Chi 1st One teachei, treating the
subject dramatically, might put the objection into the mouth ot

ail objector m the shape of dialogue
,
another might state the answer

to the objection 111 his own person With, this explanation we
shall at once understand that Justin, though «ippeaimg (in the
couise of an argument upon baptism) to quote the Fouith Gospel
once only (wheieas be quotes Matthew fifty times), is not leally
quoting it, but only the floating tiadition of the Ephesian eldcis,

when he writes aa follows —
Justm A^ol I l\i Jolm in 3-5

For Cliust said Eveept ye be * Jesus answeied and said unto
boin again {avayevvauj Petoi s woid, him, Veiily, ve ily I sa> unto tl ee

1 Pet 1 3 21) veiily ye shall not E\tept a man (yei/i/jjC?; avu>dcv)he
entei into the kingdom of heaven bom again (oi fiom above) he canno^
bo that it is impossible foi those see the kingdom of God Kicoden us
who have once been born to ic entei saith unto Him How can a man be
the wombs of those that baic them is bo n when he is old^ Can he entei

evident to all [Heie the qu tation the second time into liis mothei s

terminates, without making an lefer womb and be bom 2 Jesus an&weied,

ence to watei ] Veiily veiily 1 say imto thee Except a
man be bom of w atei and the Spuit he
cannot entei into thekingdom of God ^

Kote here the inexplicable omission—on the hypothesis that it

js an omission We must beai in mind that in the preceding
ext iact Justin is arguing for baptism by tcate? How obvious then
to quote the words of Chiist Himself, “Except a man be boin of

wate7 and the Spirit,” &c But Justin does no such thing He
gives as d reason for water-baptism the intention that men may not
icmain “ the children of necessity and ignorance,” which reason,

be says, we bave learned fiom the apostles He also quotes, suit

ably enough, tbe saying of Isaiah, “Wash you, make you clean
”

Lastly, he quotes a saying of Chiist, and omits from it (supposing

that he has the Fouith Gospel before him) the veiy woids whicli

tell vith greq,test force lor him, and which indeed make all fmthei
argument unnecessary ’ It is possible, hut most inipiohahle, that

Justin should quote Matthew fifty times, and a Gospel which he

knew to be wiitten by the beloved disciple of the Loid only once

,

but it is more than improbable—^it is inconceivable—that, in this

single quotation, he should not only quote inaccuiately, hut omit'^

the veiy words that were best adapted to support his argument
The piobability is that Justin’s quotation lepresents one stage,

and the Fourth Gospel another stage, of the Christian doctrine ot

the new hiith, and that the Ephesian “ usus ecclesiasticus ” had not

yet come to his knowledge, oi, if it had, had not yet superseded the

less developed tradition The stages may he classified as follows

(1) Synoptists, “Except ye become as little children,” (2) Justm,
“ Except ye be born again ,” (3) a third stage is implied in 1 Pet i

3, 23, and m 21 and it would run thiia, “ Except a man be bom
of the Spirit as well as water” (a protest against the Essenistic

overvaluing of ablutions, see also Sthyllvtie JBoolcs, iv 164—174),

(4) the inevitable transition hence was to the form in the Fourth

Gospel, “Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit ” Here

the authority of the Ephesian apostolic school arrested the develop-

ment, which would else have issued in (5) the Clementine stage,

“ Except ye be regenerated by hving watei into the name of Father,

1 The aigtunent is not affected even though we adopc in John lu 3 the

reading avayewriQ-fj which is unquestionably proved hy the Latin lendeiings

to have been a veij eaily leading Whichever he the leading Justins

omission— as an omission—remains inexplicable
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Son, and the Holy Spirit, ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven.” afterwards, had denounced such a belief as being of Satan

If (6) ‘‘living’* had subseq|_uently been omitted, the development and of Antichrist, and if this was taught to the Ephesian
would have been completed in a sixth and last stage. catechumens, and preached in the Ephesian pulpits, in a

Ignatius. Take another case of the apparent use of the Fourth form sanctioned by authoritative teaching^ and by repeated

Gospel by Ignatius. I desire bread of God, heavenly use, what more is wanting to explain the similarity between

bread, bread of life, which is the flesh of Jesus Christ, the Epistle of John and that of Polycarp ]

.... and I desire drink of God, His blood, which is love Again, it is said that Justin {Dial., ch. 88) imitates Justin

imperishable, and ever-abiding life ” {Ep. to the Homans, John (L 23) in putting the words “ The voice of^ one cry- Martyr,

ch. vii.). Now here it is true that we have a thought iug,” &c., into the mouth of John the Baptist, instead of

peculiar to the Fourth Gospel. Paul speaks of the placing them as an evangelical comment (as the synoptists

“ blood always as sacrificial, the “ blood of sprinkling ;
” do) on the appearance of the Baptist (Mat. iii. 3 j Mk. i.

and indeed to a Jewish mind, taught to “abstain from S

;

Lu. iii. 4). But this inference is unsound, as can be

blood,” the thought of drinking “blood” would be at first shown by analogy; for Mark uses also as an evangelical

extremely repulsive, even as a spiritual metaphor. It is comment (i. 2), “I send My messenger before thy face;”

very unlike anything in the Apocalypse, where blood is but Matthew and Luke place it in the mouth of our Lord

never “ drunk,” except by the scarlet woman and the (Mat. xi. 10 ;
Lu. vii. 27) ;

and therefore, according to

murderers of the saints. But it is an image that must the reasoning above, we must infer that Luke had copied

have suggested itself to the church as soon as the Gentiles, Matthew, or Matthew had copied Luke, in taking the

unfettered by Jewish associations, began to be imbued with evangelical comment, and inserting it in a discourse of

eucharistic thought. Indeed, after the first repugnance Jesus! How fallacious would he such a deduction ! How
had worn away, Jewish thought itself—even Pauline much more reasonable to suppose that—in accordance witli

thought, and much more the thought of Jewish Christians the inevitable tendency thus to take prophecy, as it were,

trained in the school of Philo—would hasten the adoption out of the framework, and insert it in the picture

—

of the eucharistic metaphor. For was not the blood “the Matthew and Luke have independently adopted a tradition

life,” according to Moses? And was not a Christian later than Mark, which transposed Mark’s evangelistic

taught to believe, with Paul, that his individual life was application of prophecy, and inserted it in the words of

merged and “hid” in Christ’s life? Again, it would the Lord! But if this is the more probable solution in the

soon he felt that to speak merely of feeding on Christ’s case of Matthew and Luke, why nob also in the case of

llesh was to present the New Testament in an unsym- Justinand John, the circumstances being precisely the same?

metrical and almost maimed aspect. Moses had not only But it has been urged that, although Justin cannot be

fed his people upon bread from the sky (the manna), but shown to have quoted the Fourth Gospel, yet his acquaint-

had also given them water to drink from the rock. What ance with the Valentlnians {Dial, 35)—“ who freely used

had the church to show against this symmetrical display the Fourth Gospel” (Iren., Adv, Hoer., I. viii. 5)—“ shows

of Mosaic power? It was not enough to say (with that the Fourth Gospel could not have been unknown to

Paul) that that same “rock” was really Christ: it was him” (Westcott, Introd. to Gospel of St Johi), Justin’s

necessary to show that the rock stiU supplied the faithful words are these :
“ There are, and there were, many who,

with divine drink. And for this purpose, what was more coming forward in the name of Jesus, taught both to speak
appropriate than the cup of the Lord’s blood ? Eegarded and act blasphemous things, with whom we have nothing

in this way, the metaphor would commend itself speedily in common, since we know them to be atheists. Some are

even to the Jewish mind. Nay, to the cultivated Alex- called Marcians, and some Yalentinians, and some Basil-

andrian Jew, it would at once commend itself, as we may idians, and some Saturnilians, and others by other names.”
perceive from the works of Philo, who uses words so Now this mere mention of the Yalentinians as one of

strikingly similar to Christian thought that they might a number of abhorred sects, with whom the writer has
almost seem, to a hasty reader, to have (of themselves) nothing in common, scarcely seems to prove any minute
originated the eucharistic miracle of Cana. “Who can acquaintance on the part of Justin with the opinions or
])our over the happy soul (which proffers its own reason as books in use among the Yalentinians. But even if it be
the most sacred cup) the holy goblet of true joy, except proved, what is the consequence ? Surely this, that Justin,
the cup-bearer of God, the Master of the Feast, the Word ?” knowing the Fourth Gospel to be freely used by a sect
{On Dreams, ii. 38). When such thought as this was which he stigmatizes by name, altogether abstained from
floating in the atmosphere of Ephesus and Alexandria, it using it himself. Irenaeus, who uses the Fourth Gospel,
is impossible to draw from the vague resemblance of the accuses the Yalentinians of misusing it; Justin, who does
Ignatian passage quoted above any inference that Ignatius not use the Gospel, brings no such accusation. The natural

Polycarp.
quoting, or even referring to, the Fourth Gospel. inference is (if any inference at all is to be drawn from

Nor can we infer any quotation of documents from such slight premises) that either he did not kn«>w of the
the fact that Polycarp {Ep, to Philip., ch. vii.) men- existence of the Gospel or of its misuse, or that he knew
tions Antichrist in language somewhat similar to 1 Jo. of its existence and use but did not recognize its authority,
iv. 2, 3. “Every one that doth not confess that Jesus Two more instances must conclude the list. It is found
Christ hath come in the flesh,” writes Polycarp, “is that both Justin and John alter the quotations of Zech.
Antichrist; and whoso

^

doth not confess the mystery of xii. 10 from the LXX. version {hn^Xiif/ovrai irpos dv6^
the cro^ is of the devil. The thought indeed is mani- /caTtop^iJo'avTo) into oxj/ovTaL els ov e^eKevTTjcrav \ “They
f^tly similar, and the language so far similar as to show shall look on Him whom they pierced

;
” and the Apoca-

that both Polycarp and the author of the epistle lived lypse (i. 7) also contains the same word in “they also which
amid identical traditions of Christian teaching. But the pierced Him.” But this, as we have seen above, especially
epistle itself testifies that the name “ Antichrist,” so far as it involves a return to the Hebrew text, is perfectly ex-
from being invented by the author of the epistle, was plicable on the same grounds as those which explain pro-
a ready current in the church :

“ Little children, ye have phecies similarly quoted by the synoptists—viz., a common
heard that Anticnrist shall come.” If, therefore, it was “ ecclesiastical use.” Still less can anything but floating

already in Asia there had arisen a sect denying tradition be inferred from such an allusion as is contained
that Chmt had come “in the flesh,” and that the Ephesian in Polycarp’s Epistle to the Philadelphians : “The Spirit,
circle of apostles flrst, and the Ephesian school of elders coining from God, is not to be deceived

; fox it knoweth
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1 lie Logos

of Jusciii

and Philo.

whence it cometh, and whither it goeth.” Here, though !

the words otSev 7ro0€v kcll ttov uTrayet (vTrdyei is

a word specially disliked by Luke in his Gospel, and not
used by Paul), being identical here and in John iii., do
certainly, as Dr Sauday points out {Gos2oels, p. 275), imply
‘‘ an association of ideas/’ yet, as the same writer remarks,
the thought is different. Polycarp says, ‘‘The Spirit

knoweth whence it cometh;" John says, “We know not
whence the Spirit cometh." This indicates that Poly-
carp is vaguely alluding to oral and traditional doctrines
current in his province (familiar, perhaps, but by no means
as yet authoritative), rather than quoting from a Gospel
known to be written by one of the foremost of the apostles,

the “ beloved disciple of the Lord."^

But it is urged (1) that Justin has the doctrine of the Christian,
as distinguished from the Alexandrian, Logos

; (2) that he could
not have had originality enough to develop this himself, and there-
fore (3) he must have borrowed this method of thought from the
Fourth Gospel. And the following expressions are quoted :

“ Jesus
Christ is, in the proper sense (IStojs), the only Son begotten of God,
oeiiig His Word {x6yos)i and First-born, and Power (npwrJroKos
/cal Avvafxis) “ But His Son, who alone is rightly (Koplajs) called
Son, who before all created things was with Him and begotten of
Him as His Word, when in the hegiiiiiing He created and ordered
all things through Him," &c.; “ Now, next in order to the Father
and Lord of all, the first Power (who indeed may also he called
Son) is the Word, concerning whom we shall relate, in what fol-

lows, how loeing made flesh (<rapKoiroi7}6eLs) He became man
“The Word of God is Plis Son" {ApoL J,, xxiii., xxxii., Ixiii.

;

Ax^ol. //., X., quoted by Sauday, GohxkIs^ p. 284; see also Light-
fooPs Golossians, i. 15).

But it can be shown (1) that all these thoughts were suggested,
and many of these expressions actually used, by Philo in Alexandria
(40 A.1). ), about a hundred years before Justin wrote; (2) that the
personification of the Wisdom of God (and Logos means Wisdom as
well as Word) in the books of Proverbs and Wisdom rendered it

necessary for orthodox Christians, who accojrted these hooks, to
identify this personified Wisdom with Christ; (3) that the generally
recognized Messianic reference of Ps, Ixxxix. 27, irpardroKov
\)rj<roixaL ai>T6v, leading to the comment, *

* 1 will make King Messiah
a First-born,” resulted in a recognition of “the First-born" (J npw-
r6TOKo$j used absolutely, as a title of the Messiah (Lightfoot,

Col. i. 15); ’(4) that those elements of the Alexandrian theory of
the Logos which are inconsistent with the Christian theory furnish
no proof at all that the Christian theory was independent of the
Alexandrian. It was inevitable that, when the Christians borrowed,
they would adopt what was consistent, and discard what was in-

consistent, with the belief in the incarnation of Christ.

There is abundant evidence to prove these propositions. Even
before Paul wrote the Epistle to the Colossians, and a foHior'b
before the composition of the Fourth Gospel, that instinct which
compels men to set the First Cause of all at a distance from matter
had impelled Alexandrian Judaism to adopt the belief that the
supreme God did not Himself directly and immediately cieate the
world, or manifest Himself to mankind, hut indirectly and medi-
ately, through some medium or mediator. The simplest and
subtlest metaphor to expiess this mediateness was Word—more
especially in the Greek language, where Word (Aoyo%) might mean
reason as well as speech, the word in the thought as w^ell as the
word in the sound. Man manifests himself through deeds as well

as words
;
hut for the Supreme (with whom to speak is to do) the

only necessary manifestation was the Word, the Logos. Dr Liglit-

^bot has shown ^Col. i. 16) that Philo sometimes regards the Logos
as a merely passive instrument, so that he allows himself to use the
simple instrumental dative (<^) to describe the relation of the Word
to the Creator Kat rhv K6a’p.ov dlpya^^To), “ which mode of speak-
ing is not found in the New Testament:" and elsewhere Philo,

even where he uses the piepositional construction (5t* oS), expressly

likens the world to a house, the Supreme to the builder, and the
Logos to the hpyavou or tool {Of Cam md Ms Birthj ch. xxxv.).

Moreover, as a city, w'hile as yet only existing in the conception of

the architect, may be said to the reason of the architect, so the
world (regarded as perceptible only to the intellect) is said to le the
Logos or reason of God busying itself in the work of creation (TM

^ The writer is indebted to Dr Hoit foi the suggebtion that the transition

maybe from fl) “then knowest not whence He cometh,” to (2) ‘•He alone

knoweth, ”<fcc, and thence, the “alone” being undei stood, to (3)“He knoweth,”
<fec. Yet, when all due weight is given to this suggestion, it will be difScult to

deny that the context of John hi. 8 has little in common with the context in

Polycaip, “the Spirit is not to be deceived,” and that Polycarp’s words indicate

lather a vague reminiscence of tradition than a quotation from a Gospel sup-

ported by the authority of the apostle John.

TForld, vi.). Philo also describes the Logos as “ the archetypal
model, the idea of ideas.” These passages undoubtedly indicate a
great gulf between the Christian and Alexandrian Logos. But
other passages abound, which Christians could adopt unchanged,

them to the incarnate Christ
;
in particular, the passage

quoted above {On Dreams, ii. 38), where the Word of God is de-
scribed as “the cup-beaier of God;” and here follow words which
would be fi aught with eueharistic meaning for a Christian—“the
Master of the least .... not differing fiom the diaught itself.”
Again, the Woid is said {Who is the JSeir, ch. xxxix.) to divide
in equal portions among all that are to use it the heavenly
food of the soul which Moses calls manna; and the Word is ex-
pressly said to be a Person in the following passage {Questions
a‘)id Solutions, 62)

—

Question: “ Why is it that He speaks as
if of some other god, saying, He made man after the image
of God, and not that He made him after His own image ?" Solu-
tion: “Very appropriately and without any falsehood w^as this
oracular sentence uttered by God ; for no mortal thing could have
been formed on the similitude of the supreme Father of the uni-
verse, but only after the pattern of the second Deity, who is the
Word of the Supreme Being." Even where Philo describes the
Word as the instrument of creation, he speaks of it orHim as “the
image {gIk(i)i^) of God” (On Mo'jiarcJiy, ii. 5) : “The Image of God
is the Word by whom all the world was framed (eSTjjuioupyetTo).

’

Further, the Word is frequently called by Philo the “First-
begotten (irpc^TSyoyoy) Son" and “ Eldest Son.” The prophecy of
Zechariah (vi. 12, according to the LXX.) “Behold a man, the
East is his name," wdiich is twice applied by Justin {Dlalopue, cvi.

and exxi.) to Jesus the Son of God, was applied with curious simi-
larity and difference a hundred years before by Philo, who, although
he finds it inap^iropriate for “aman compounded of body and soul,”
sees in it a singular appropriateness to “that incorporeal Being
ivho in no respect diflers from a divine image For the
Eatlier of the Universe has caused Him to spring up as the Eldest
Son" {On the Confusion, &c., 24).*^ Many of the very expressions
which are sometimes used to show that the Logos of the Alexan-
drians was impersonal are found applied to God in the Old Testa-
ment, or to Christ in the New. For example, if Philo calls the world
the “garment" of the Logos, the Psalmist also (Ps. civ. 2), appealing
to the Lord his God, says,

‘
‘ Thou coverest Thyself with light as

with a garment;" or if the Logos is described by Philo as the
“bond" which holds the world together, so also does Paul
describe Christ as the Being in whom “all things cohere” (toc

irivra (TvyicrrTjKev, Col. i. 17). Hay, further, he attributes to the
Logos that function of “reproving" or “convincing" {ixeyx^tv)
which is so strikingly assigned in the Fourth Gospel to the Spirit

of the ascended Christ (Jo. xvi. 8),* ^‘And when He is come. He
will reprove (f\€y^€L) the world of sin compare Philo—who also

adds a remark that suggests the thought (Jo. i. 9) of “ the Light
tliat lighteth every man '— “As long a.s the d/ivine Word has not
come to our soul, all its actions are blameless; but when the

priest, conviction (or “ reproval," enteis our heart like a
most pure ray of light, then we see that our actions are liable to

blame" (On the TJnchanqeahlenjess of God, 28),

In the face of all these ])as&ages (and many otheis might he
quoted) the difficulty would seem to be, at first sight, not to prove

that the Alexandrian theory of the Logos was the parent of the

Christian theory, but to find any difference between the two. The
difference, however, is in reality very great, and very readily

explained. Philo looked on the manifcstatioii of God through the

Logos as being the old inferior dispensation, while the new dispen-

sation was to be the manifestation of the Supreme as tJ) absolute

Being. The Logos manifestation of Philo was a manifestation of

God through visible creation
;
the higher manifestation was to be

independent of visible objects. The former was the manifestation-

of “God as man”—i.c., as liable to anger, change, repentance,

&c. ;
it was also {On the Unchangeableness of God, xi.) an axipeal

to fear through rewards and punishments, not strictly true, and
not intended for the esoteric sage, but only for the unspiritual

multitude. The latter, on the other hand, was the manifestation

of God as not man—a fatherly revelation, appealing to love. It

followed that Philo not only di'd not identify his Logos with the*

Messiah, but would have regarded any such identification with one

who had “become flesh" as a degradation. It followed also that,

although Philo declared the highest revelation to he a revelation of

love, there was really no basis for love at all in it. Of God as to

6v, Philo could not say that He was good, or holy, or loving.

{On the U'iichangeahlencss of God, 13).

2 Some degree of uncertainty whetlier to call the Word a person or not

appeals to be implied in the following passage (Questions, 54) . “The expiessior

» one of us' (Gen. hi. 22) indicates a plurality of beings, unless we are to suppose

that God IS conveising with his oivn virtues; ” but Philo seems to incline to the'

personal theory.

because ile was superior xo au goouness, noiiiiess, uua luvc ; xiio

existence indeed is a fact which we do compiehend concerning Him :

hut hevond the fact of His existence we can understand nothing
"
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Imagine the oaily Christian teachers and preachers, in the cities

which were earliest influenced hy Alexandria, brought into^contact

with the Alexandrian theory of the Logos, or x>ossibly in some

cases (as in that of Apollos perhaps) themselves trained up in the

Alexandrian theory, and now superadding to it the belief in^an

incarnate Son of God—and what would be the consecLuence ? Not,

surely, that they would cast the Logos theory aside as baseless

;

for how could they deny that “ by the Word of the Lord were the

heavens made” ^ or how cancel the words of AVisdoni in the hook

of Proveibs (viii. 22-30), “ The Lord possessed Me in the beginning

of His way, before His works of old. . . . When He piepaied the

heavens I was there. ... I was by Him as one brought ii]")

Him; and I was daily His delight, rejoicing always before Him”?
Paul might possibly eschew the actual use of the word Logos, as

savouring of men’s philosophy, and alter the irpaToyovoSj “ Piist-

begotten,” of Philo into 7rp<wT<Jro/cos, “ Eirst-born,” to prevent the

inference’- derivable from the former title, that the Lord, being

First-begotten, was not Only-begotten but how could he, or

any Christian who believed Christ to be the Eedeenier of all man-

kind and the Eternal Son of God, do other than adopt the Old

Testament theory about the Word of God, and at the same tinie

Philo’s language, so far as it was personal, wliile^ discarding all

that was impersonal ? If Christ 'was not identical with the Word of

God and the Wisdom of God, then there seemed to follow the

intolerable inference that He must be inferior to it
;
but if He was

identical with it, then the introduction of Philo’s felicitous lan-

guage into Christian thought was simply a matter of tune.

The introduction would be a very easy process, requiring nothing

hut a few omissions of expressions implying passive instrumentality

{e.g., the instrumental dative), and the addition of an emphatic

protest that the manifestation of the Supieme as Love, even though

It were thi'ough visible objects,—yes, even though it were tliiough

the Word of God becoming « flesh, ’’—nevertheless constituted not

an inferior but a superior revelation, the highest revelation of oil.

To the Logos theoiy of Philo, which stated that all men were made
in the image of the Word, the Christians could add that, through
forgiveness and by faith, fallen mankind was destined also to be

raised up and conformed to that Word, so that He was the goal as

well as the starting-x^oiiit, the CL as well as the A ; or, as Paul I

expresses it, “All things are not only created in Him,” but “to
Him (ets avr6y),” Col i. 16 (Lightfoot). This is accordingly ex-

pressed emphatically in the Fourth Gospel. Although “ no man
hath seen God at any time,” yet “ the only besrotten Son, who is

in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him” (Jo. i. 18)

;

and again, “Have I been so long with you, and hast thou not

known Me, Philip ? he that hath seen Me hath seen the Father
”

(Jo. xiv. 9).

This is the full Christian development of Philo’s doctrine, as

applied to the “First-born” becoming “flesh.” But there is not
only no evidence that Justin quotes from any written document
exhibiting this development, but rather evidence to the contrarv,

that his doctrine of the Logos, though affected by the teaching of

the Ephesian school, had not yet been imbued with it. For, in
speaking of baptism, lie calls attention to the fact that, in that

rite, God is mentioned onlg by the name of “ God the Father and
Lord of the Universe

;
for,” he continues, “ no man can utter the

name of the ineffable God; and if any one dare to say that there is

a name he is incurably mad” (First Apology
^
Ixi ). Looked at in

the light of the context, this word UppTjTos, “ ineffable,” implies a
conception of the revelation of God through Christ hardly reaching
the level of the Ephesian doctrine, which teaches that, though God
had never been seen, He had been declared by the only begotten
Son, so that whoso had seen Him had seen the Father. But it is

in harmony with what Justin says soon afterwards (Ih. Ixiii.), that
Jesus is also called “Angel” and “Apostle” (compare also Heb.
hi. 1) ;

and it harmonizes well too with, the doctrine of Philo, that
“ no mortal thing could have been framed in the similitude of the
supreme Father of the universe, but only after the pattern of the
second Deity, who is the Word of the Supreme Being' (Solutions,

It appears therefore that, although Justin knew certain

traditions embodied in the Fourth Gospel, yet (1) it was
not read in the church services of the district in the same
way as the ‘^memoirs of the apostles”; (2) he did not use
the Gospel as an authoritative document

; (3) his teaching
exhibits less of development than the teaching of the Fourth
Gospel. An inevitable inference follows that, if he knew
of the existence of the Fourth Gospel as a document, he
did not believe it to be the work of the apostle John.

1 Paul nowhere uses the word Logos to denote Chri.st
;
but he

uses the expression 6 \6yos rov Xpi(rrov in one place (Col. iii. 16) to
denote what is more commonly denoted by the Spirit of Christ, the
indwelling presence of Christ in the heart manifesting itself in word;

Lu. xxl. 15, crr6}ia Kal tro4>iaif.

The general conclusion to which we are thus led by the Summary
external evidence of quotations is that, although some of evidenc

of the doctrijie of the Fourth Gospel, expressed in words
similar to the words of the Fourth Gospel, was probably
current: in the Ephesian church towards the end of the first

half of the second century, yet it was not by that time
widely used, if at all, as an authoritative document

; nor
have we proof that it was so used till the times of

Iren?eus, i.e., towards the end of the second century, by
which time the Gospel was authoritatively quoted as a
work of John; and those who so quoted it probably
meant by “John” John, the son ofc Zebedee, the apostle.

Internal Evidence,

The Fourth Gospel compared with the Synoptic Narrative.

— estimating the Fourth Gospel as a history, we must
necessarily attach a special importance to those portions

in it which cover the synoptic ground
; for these will

afford us the best means of judging how far the facts of

the life of Christ, as well as the language of Christ, may
have been transmuted by the author. We will therefore

first consider those parts of the Fourth Gospel which
afford us an opportunity of comparing it with the Gospels
of the synoptists.

The first point of comparison is the greater scope of

the Fourth Gospel as compared with the other three. It

includes all past time in its prologue, and exhibits the

incarnation of the divine Word as but one act in the drama
of the universe.

Nor is its scope in space narrower than in time. The
limited scenery of the synoptic stage—Galilee, Samaria,
Judaea,—is (in spirit, though not in letter) exchanged here
for “the world.” As Philo tells us that the tabernacle

figured the universe, and that the robes of tlie high
priest represented (Moses, iii. 12) the different i;)arts of the
world, so the High Priest of the Fourth Gospel, though
speaking or working in a narrow i)rovince of Syria, is

always regarded as officiating at the altar steps of the
universe, and bearing with Him the destinies of humanity.
“The world” is continually on His lips; and John the
Baptist is made to proclaim, even at the very outset of the
Messiah's career, that the Lamb of God will take away
the sins, not of “the Jews,” but of “the world.” It is

true that Judaism is not ignored. Prophecy is constantly
appealed to

;
and the motive of the Gospel is undoubtedly

to show that Jesus is “the Christ” (xx. 31), as well as to

show that He is the Son of God. Yet nowhere in the
Fourth Gospel is found any marked distinction between
the Gentiles and Samaritans on the one side and the Jews
on the other, as if the former must be neglected for a
time (Matt. x. 5 ; Lu. ix. 52), and as if the latter were
entitled to priority in the offer of salvation

;
on the con-

trary, Christ is described, early in the narrative, as preach-
ing to the Samaritans, and the Samaritan faith (far more
general than the isolated case of the Samaritan leper in
Luke) serves as a foil to the Jewish unbelief. “The
Jews,” so far as they are distinguished from others, appear
throughout as a nation with whom the writer has no
sympathy, as the emblem of rebellious, unspiritual sceptic-

ism.2 Viewing the drama at a greater distance of time
than the synoptists, and purposely withdrawing himself to
a still more subjectively distant point of view, for the
purpose of unity and compression, the author almost

2 The passages iv. 22; x. 16; xi. 62, though they give a kind of
precedence to the Jews, yet treat of the passing of salvation from the
Jews to the Gentiles, in the way of climax; and these two or three
passages (which occur in dialogue and not in narrative) cannot count
tor anything against the forty or fifty pas.sages wherein the author, in
his own person, speaks of “the Jews” as “murmuring,” ** seeking
to slay Jesus,” “taking up stones to stone Him,” and always syste*
matically opposing themselves to Jesus.
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ignores the minor dLstinctions of Pharisees, Sadducees,
Herodians, scribes, and lawyers, with which the synoptists
have made us familiar.^ Palestine is seen no longer with
the distinctions of a neighbouring diversified coast-line,

but like a dark mass upon the horizon of the distant East,
serving as a foil to the splendour of the rising Sun of
Righteousness, which it strives in vain to obscure.

In the miraculous part of our evangelist’s naiirative
especially, there is visible this artistic power of selection
and compression. Few miracles are described, not more
than eight in all (including the post-resurrection miracle
of the draught of fishes), and among these not a single
case of exorcism. The element of mere wonder (which
comes too prominently forward, at least for a pupil of
Philo, in the synoptic miracle on the Gadarene) is carefully
subordinated to the symbolical element. It is true that
the whole Gospel breathes a supernatural atmosphere.
Although the Logos, becoming ^‘fiesh” (i. 14), is imme-
diately afterwards called Jesus (i. 17) or the Son (i. 18),
and is never henceforth mentioned by the name Logos
throughout the whole of the Gospel, yet in reality it is

still the Logos, rather than Jesus, that is described in the
following pages. The Logos is never (as in Mark) “unable”
to work miracles, never liable to “ marvel,” never “ in an
agony,” never (with the single exception of the scene at the
grave of Lazarus in which irdpaiev eaurov, John xi. 33)
“sorrowful and very heavy;” the words eXeos, eXcecV.

cTTrXayxvi^o/iat occur repeatedly in the synoptists, never in
the Fourth Gospel; the Logos “knows what is in man,”
sees Nathaniel “under the fig-tree,” discerns from the first

that one of the twelve vrhom He had chosen is “a devil”;
when He asks advice from His followers, it is a mere form,
merely “ to prove them, for He Himself knew what He would
do”; there is not in the drama of the Fourth Gospel (as

in Mark) any development of thought or plan in the chief
actor

;
the development must be looked for in the drama

taken as a whole, and including the creation, the fall, and
all the preparation of the world for the coming of the
Word as flesh

; but the life of Christ on earth is, in the
Fourth Gospel, only one act as it were, in which the previous
action of the drama is simply carried on and sustained

;

the whole of the future, His destined “ lifting up,” His
death, His rising in three days, all lie mapped out before
the Saviour, so that He walks in a known country and in
light, while all around, friends and foes alike, are stum-
bling or groping in the dark. In this sense, therefore,

it is true that the supernatural element is even more
prominent in the Fourth Gospel than in the synoptists.

But the miracles themselves are subordinated. Though
frequent reference is made to the vast number of them
(ii. 23 ; iii. 2 ; vi. 2 ;

vii. 31 ;
ix. 16 ; xi. 47 ;

xiL 37

;

XX. 30), yet, not only are very few described, but even
those few are described rather as “ emblems ” than as
“ mighty works.” It is remarkable that the word orqjJi^cL

(“ signs ”), which the synoptists almost always use in a
bad sense (to denote the “ sign from heaven ” demanded
by the Pharisees, or the “ signs ” which the false Christs
shall work to deceive, if it were possible, even the elect,

Mk. xiii. 22), is the very word selected by John to
describe the miracles of Jesus

;
while the word Swapueis

(“ mighty works ”), which in the synoptists generally
denotes the works of Jesus, is never used in the Fourth
Gospel. Partly, no doubt, the author may have felt that

^ It has been ingeniously suggested that a distinction is drawn by
the author between the “Jews” in the south and the “multitude”
i^x^os) in Galilee (Westcott, Introd, to St John), But the term
is also applied to the mixed multitude of pilgrims in Jerusalem at the
Passover (xii. 12, 17, 18, 29, 34) ; and besides, if the author had in-
tended to deny any such distinction, he could hardly have expressed
himself more cogently than in xii. 9, where he adds that this “multi-
tude ” was of the “Jews woAvs ix rS>v *louBaicoy).

miracles were made cheap by excessive enumeration, and
that the narrative of a multitude of miracles without
apparent motive created a stumbling-block rather than a
help to philosophic and educated readers. Especially
might this be felt in Ephesus, the home of wizards and
wonders and “curious arts” (Acts xix. 19), where even
the last-called of the apostles had worked cures and
exorcisms past numbering (ih, 12). Accordingly the
author, though he makes mention of very many miracles,
describes none but those which are obviously emblematic.
It has been stated above that the 1st Epistle of John
was not only written by the author of the Fourth Gospel,
but must be considered as a kind of postscript or
appendix, commending the Gospel to the church. Re-
membering, therefore, the important passage in the Epistle

(1 Jo. V. 8), which describes the three witnesses on earth as
breath (or spirit), water, and blood, and bearing in mind
that “ blood ” in all probability has (among other possible
meanings) a reference to the eucharistic wine, we shall

not be surprised that the first miracle of all describes

the changing of the water into wine. Next is a miracle
exemplifying the power of the word of Jesus, where faith

is present (iv. 50, and cf, iv. 41); then the Messiah
manifests (in the cure of the impotent man) the superiority

of the ever-flowing fountain of life to the intermittent
power of the pool of the law (v. 3) ; then comes the
eucharistic feeding of the five thousand with bread and
fishes, wherein “ the Lord gave thanks,” €v;j(aptoT-770'avTos

Tov KvpCov (vi. 23), followed by the walking on the water,

which is also appended by Matthew and Mark to the
eucharistic miracle

;
then the opening of the eyes of the

blind by Him who was the Light of the world (ix. 5)

;

the raising of Lazarus by Him who was the Resurrection
and the Life (xi. 25) ;

and lastly, the miraculous draught
of fishes, taken at the command of Him who had sent His
apostles to be fishers of men, and to cast the net of the

gospel (xxi. 6).

In all these narratives, although the common people are

exhibited as wonder-struck, yet the impression left on the

reader is that, for the Word of God, such works are

matters of course, and only important because of their

inner spiritual meaning, Philo says (Life of Moses, i,

38) that such miracles as the production of the water

from the rock by Moses and the like are the sports

(Tratyvia) of God, and not so really great or deserving of

serious attention as the revolutions of the planets. There

is no trace of “sport” in any of the works of the Word
of God narrated by the author of the Fourth Gospel

;
yet

both he and Philo agree in looking through the letter of

the narrative of every miracle to the spiritual essence

contained in it, which alone constitutes the importance of

the act. Now Philo, in speaking of the creation of^ Eve
from the rib of Adam, declares at once that the literal

meaning is fabulous (puvOGih^^) ;
whereas he treats the

emission of the water from the rock as historical,

although he suggests, as a first explanation, that possibly

there may have been a latent spring in the rock. Yet

Philo proceeds to deduce his spiritual inferences as freely

from what he deems fabulous ” as from what he deems

historical. It is not necessary to assume in the author of

the Fourth Gospel precisely the same indifference to the

distinction between spiritual and historical narrative ;
but

it appears certain that, in his writings, as in Philo’s, the

historical is subordinated to the spiritual. Not but that

the picturesque incidents of each miracle receive from him

due attention; but it seems to be for the most part the

picturesqueness resulting from the skill of a graphic

teacher, rather than from the memory of an eye-witness.

Compare, for example, Mark’s with John’s account of the

feeding of the five thousand. There is less motive, less

X. — 104
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art, about Mark’s detail than about John’s. John’s omis-

sions and additions all point to one object, the desire to

heighten the Logos and to subordinate the disciples and

the crowd. Mark begins by saying that Jesus had

compassion on the multitude
;
” but the Logos, knowing

beforehand “ what He would do,” determines His course

at once as soon as He ‘‘lifts up His eyes” and discerns the

multitude. In Mark, the disciples come to Jesus beg-

ging Him to send the multitude away ;
in John, it is

Jesus who first “ proves ” one of the disciples with the

question, ‘‘Whence shall we buy bread that they may
eat'J” Then (giving a picturesque variety to the story)

Andrew, as well as Philip, and a servant-lad (?ratSaptov)

are introduced, the latter carrying the viaticum of the

apostles. The loaves, a new circumstance not found in

the synoptists, are of an inferior kind, “ barley ‘ ” and

Andrew bases an expostulation on the smallness of the

provision. After the command to sit down,” Mark says

that they sat “ down on the green grass,” an epithet natural

enough for a speaker perhaps, but inartistic, because too

prominent, in a written narrative. John, on the other

hand, turns a defect into an excellence, by judiciously con-

necting the “ grass ” with the command to sit down, so as

to enhance the forethought of the wise Master of the feast,

wlio made provision for the comfort of His guests in the
|

minutest details: “Jesus said, Make the men sit down.

Now there was much grass in the place.” Lastly, in the

synoptic narrative, the gathering of the fragments is the

spontaneous act of the disciples; but in John, the feast

ends as it began, with the display of the wisdom of the

Master, even in the smallest matters, “Gather up the

fragments that remain, that nothing may be lost.” It is

scarcely possible to deny that, in the symmetrical manner
in which the story gathers itself around the Logos as its

object and centre, the narrative of the Fourth Gospel is far

superior to that of the synoptists, and that many of the

additional touches of the former are dictated by what has
been happily described by Canon Westcott as “an instinct-

ive perception of symmetry in thought and expression.”^

The same remark applies to the other miracle which
John has in common with Matthew and Mark, viz., the

healing of the “nobleman’s” son.^ Every detail of

difference in John heightens the dignity of the Saviour.
In the synoptic account, Jesus offers to go to the house
to heal the youth

;
in John, no such offer is made, and

the nobleman and his companions are accosted with a
rebuke, “Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not
believe.” In the synoptists, the man is represented as
living at Capernaum, and Jesus as entering Capernaum,
so that the father sends but a short distance; in John,
Jesus is represented as remaining at Cana, while the
suppliant father journeys thither in person from Caper-
naum, a distance of twenty-five miles. In the synoptists,
the father sends a message, praying Jesus not to trouble
BTimself to enter his roof, but to “ speak the word only

;

”

in John, the father piteously supplicates the Saviour to
“Come down, ere my child die.” In the synoptists, it

is recorded that Jesus “marvelled”; in the Fourth
Gospel, He simply pronounces the authoritative words.

The only points in which this narrative can be illustrated by
Philo*s remarks iii. 50-8) on the manna are two or perhaps
three;—(1) As Philo says that the soul is fed not by earthly food but
by “words,” so the Gospel says that “wokIs” are the source of
life (vi. 68); (2) Philo, speaking of the manna, praises those who seek
the food for its own sake and not for ulterior advantage

; compare
John VL 26 on the “loaves and fishes;” (3) Philo, speaking of the
object of the miracle, quotes Exod. xvi. 4, “that I may prove them;”
this may possibly, but not probably, illustrate John vi. 6.

® It is here assumed (with Dr Sanday, Fcmrth Gospel, p. 100) that
they are the same. The assumption of their difference involves even
greater difficulties than the assumption of their identity.

“ Go thy way, thy son liveth.” In the synoptists, Jesus
avails Himself of this incident to proclaim, almost as if

it were (and probably it was) a development of His work
suddenly revealed to Him by His Father, that many of

the Gentiles shall be admitted into the kingdom

;

in the Fourth Gospel, which exhibits no development,
these words would necessarily seem out of place, and
are omitted. Contrast could scarcely be more complete

;

and it is not surprising that many commentators, rather

than identify such opposites, prefer to suppose that, about
the same time in the life of Jesus, two men, both in high
positions, had sons at the point of death, in the same
place (Capernaum), both of whom petitioned Jesus to

heal their children, and both of v/hom obtained from
Him miraculous cure, performed at a distance from the

two patients. To some, however, as to the candid author
of The Authorship and Historical Character of the

Fourth Gospel, it will appear more probable that we
have the same event, differently described. But those

who accept the theory of identity ought to consider how
much is involved in it. For the defenders of the differ-

ence of the two miracles are undoubtedly justified iu

drawing a contrast between them in almost every point

of spiritual importance (Augustine, Ev. Joh. TracL, 16).

If, therefore, the Fourth Gospel is historically accurate,

then (on the supposition of the identity of these two
narratives) the three synoptic Gospels are historically

inaccurate; but if the synoptic narrative is historically

accurate, the narrative of the Fourth Gospel must be
considered rather a new dramatic version, than an inde*

pendent historical account; and the same remark will

necessarily apply to, and affect our estimate of, all the

accounts of miracles in the Fourth Gospel.

Gaining light thus from the comparison of the Fourth
Gospel with the synoptists, wherever they occupy common
ground, we shall find it useful, before proceeding to the
summary of the Fourth Gospel, first to touch on the few
remaining points which the fourth has in common with
one or more of the three. Luke contains most of these.

For example, if we accept the passages Lu. xxiv. 12,

xxiv. 40, as being not interpolations, though perhaps
additions made by the author to a subsequent edition of

his Gospel, it will follow that, in the account of the resur-

rection, Luke and John agree identically in adopting
the traditions (1) that Peter “beheld the linen clothes

laid by themselves in the sepulchre ;
” (2) that the Lord

showed His disciples, after His resurrection, His wounded
body in token of His identity. In both these cases several
minute details are added by John

;
and this also applies

to another important incident which Luke and John have
in common, viz., the “ entering of Satan ” into Judas.
Luke records it briefly in two words (xxii. 3), and makes
the “ entrance ” occur some time before the last supper

;

but John, in a far more powerful scene, reserves the
“entrance” for the moment when the “sop” is handed
to the traitor by the Saviour, and the disciples seated at

the last supper. Here again the incident is the same

;

but the treatment is very different.

Tlie agony described by Luke (xxii. 44, and, without
Luke’s additions, in Mat. xxvi. 39 and Mk. xiv. 35, 36),
when the Lord prayed that “ the cup might pass from Him,”
and when an “ angel ” appeared from heaven strengthening
Him, may seem, at first sight, to have no counterpart in
John. And indeed the «»ynoptic description of the agony
in Gethsemane is not adapted for the Fourth Gospel.
Inserted in any page of that Gospel it could not fail to

jar upon us as being out of harmony with the context.
Nevertheless, a remarkable passage in John (xii. 27)
appears to bear a striking resemblance to the account in
Luke : “ Now is My soul troubled.” Thus the Saviour
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avows a certain conflict in His heart, yet by the very
deliberateness (as well as by the publicity) of the avow^
takes from it something of the intense and almost pas-

sionate humanity of the synoptic narrative. Immediately
atter these words the Saviour, in the Fourth Gospel,
deliberately suggests to Himself the synoptic prayer, and
repeats it :

“ What shall I say 2 ‘ Father, save Me from
this hour?' Bufc for this cause came I to this hour.” At once
triumphing over the—from the point of view of the Fourth
Gospel—unworthy suggestion,He exclaims, “Father, glorify
Thy name.” Upon this comes the heaven-sent message,
but not (as in Luke) an angel to “ strengthen ” one “ in
an agony praying more earnestly^ ” on the contrary, the
voice does but ratify the Saviour's utterance :

“ I have
both glorified it, and will glorify it again.” Finally, the
author adds, as usual, the babble of the multitude, as a
foil to the all-knowing wisdom of the Divine Word :

“ The
people therefore that stood by and heard it said that it

thundered; others said, An angel hath spoken to Him.” No
answer to their doubts and questionings is given by Jesus

;

but we are left under the impression that the “ I ” is

uttered, neither by thunder nor by any mere angel of God,
but by the Father Himself. A soul “ troubled ”

;
a prayer

to be saved from the trouble; the suppression of that prayer,

after more or less of conflict, and the substitution of

another prayer in its place; and lastly, a message or
messenger (ayyeXo?) from heaven—the facts are much the
•same both in Luke and in John, yet how different is the
treatment of the facts, and what a world of difference in

•the spiritual result

!

Almost the only passage in which John adopts a few
consecutive words of the synoptic narrative is the narrative

of the anointing (xii. 3-8). There is much less similarity

between Peter's confession, as recorded in Jo. vi. 68, and
as recorded in Mat. xvL 16; Mk. viii. 30; Lu. ix. 20;
but the narratives appear to refer to the same event, and
if so, the comparison between the two is most instructive.

In Matthew and Mark the confession of Peter consti-

tutes a turning-point in the life of Jesus ; it is the sign

which convinces Him that, the seed of a living faith hav-
ing been sown, His work is now done, and that the hour
of His departure is at hand: “From that time forth”

(Mat. xvi. 21; Mk. viii. 31) “began Jesus to show unto
His disciples how that He must go unto Jerusalem, and
•suffer,” <fec. ;

and accordingly the Lord prepares the dis-

oiples with the greatest care, and even tenderness, for the

all-important answer to the question which He is to put to

them, “ Whom say ye that I am ? ” and when the question

as answered, pronounces a fervent blessing on Simon, the

son of Jona, but better called Cephas, a rock, whose faith-

ful confession is the token of the laying of the foundation
stone of the new temple. If Jesus is to be regarded as a

man, “ who, though He were a Son, yet learned obedience

by the things which He suffered” (Heb. v. 8), then in the

whole synoptic narrative of the life of Christ there is not

•a more important crisis than this. But in the Johannine
narrative crises are altogether out of place, where all is

pre-ordained
; and instead of the tender questioning, the

inspired confession, and the fervent blessing, we have
simply an almost casual appeal of the Lord to His dis-

ciples, “Will ye also depart?” which, when a response has
been made by Peter, is followed, not by a blessing, but by
sad words conveying the assurance that the Word of God,
who chose the twelve, knows all their weakness as well as

their strength, and cannot be surprised either by confession

or by betrayal :
“ Jesus answered, Have not I chosen you

twelve, and one of you is a devil?” Both in the Fourth
Gospel and in the synoptists (Mat. xvi. 23 ;

Mk. ix. 33),

immediately after the blessing of Peter, mention is made
•of “ Satan ” or “ Devil.” To bless Peter, and to call him
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“ Satan ” immediately afterwards, is consistent with the
human Christ described by Mark and Matthew. The
difficulty is avoided, in Luke, by omission

;
bufc the Fourth

Gospel, retaining the traditional mention of the word
“ Satan,” or “Devil,” directs it to Judas; upon whom else-
where the Fourth Gospel (xii. 4-8) concentrates the faults
imputed by Matthew (xxvi. 8) not to Judas alone but to
all the di&ciples.

Readers who may think that this last dislocation of the
words of Jesus appears somewhat improbable should con-
sider carefully the patent instance which follows. In the
synoptic account of the betrayal, Matthew and Mark
represent Jesus as awaking the sleeping disciples (at the
moment of the arrival of the traitor and his band), with
the words, “ Rise, let us be going (iyeipea-Oe,

Behold, he that betrayeth Me is at hand” (Mat. xxvi. 46 ;

Mk. xiv. 42). Luke alters this
;

it is too human for him,
seeming to imply flight

; and therefore he substitutes a
command, in the second person, “ Rise up and pray, lest

ye enter into temptation” (Lu. xxii. 46). But John,
while averse to this change of the traditional words,
neutralizes their questionable effect by taking them com-
pletely out of their context. Accordingly, he places them
between the discourse on peace in cb. xiv. and the dis-

course on the vine in ch. xv., just at the point when we
may suppose the Master with His disciples to be rising

from the table, purposing shortly to pass quietly from the
lighted upper-room where He had been celebrating the
last supper down into the streets of Jerusalem, on His
way to Gethsemane. Taken in this context, the words
are free from all suspicion of haste or tiepidation

;
on the

contrary, they betoken aubhoribativeness and decision.

Rising from the sacred meal, and going forth to welcome
“ His hour,” the Saviour says,—as if with the conscious-

ness that He is the High Priest of the World, going forth

to celebrate the sacrifice foreordained before the founda-
tions of the world,—“ But that the world may know that

I love the Father, and as the Father gave Me command-
ment, even so I do. Arise, let ns go hence
aymfJL€v hrrevOev}”

The entry into Jerusalem, the crucifixion, and resurrec-

tion, are almost the only remaining events common to the

Fourth Gospel with the synoptists. The entry is much con-

densed, and closely connected with the raising of Lazarus
(xiL 18) ;

the lengthy account of the sending tor the ass is

passed over in the words—“Jesus, when He had found a

young ass, sat thereon ”
; and the acclamations of the multi-

tude and the pomp of the procession are all omitted or

lightly touched, as if the gleam of popular favour which so

impressed the synoptists scarcely deserved the attention it

had received from them. It was a mere consequence of the

I raising of Lazarus: “For this cause the people also met
Him, for that they heard that He had done this miracle.”

Yet in Matthew (xxi. 11), when the city asks “Who is

I

this?” the crowd replies, “This is Jesus, the prophet

from Nazareth of Galilee”—making no mention of the

wonder which—according to the Fourth Gospel—was the

sole cause of the procession.

After this, John omits the purification of the temple,

which he has placed earlier, at the first visit of Jesus to

Jerusalem (ii. 15),^ and passes rapidly to the last supper.

Here, as is well known, there are great difficulties in recon-

1 The purification of the temple, placed as Christ’s first public act, is

as suitable an introduction to the life of Christ in the Fourth Gospel

as the sermon in Nazareth is to the life of Christ in the Third Gospel.

In Luke (the Gospel of mercy), the proclamation of the ‘"healing of

the broken-hearted” to His friends at Nazareth; in John (the Gospel

of the Word of God, in which the -words tnrXayxt'iCo

so often repeated by the synoptists, are altogether absent), the purify-

ing of the temple of God,—is the most appropriate commencement
of the Saviour’s public work. Besides, the prophecy of Malachi
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seeking, upon which they recoiled and fell to the ground.”

Nothing of all this is found in the synoptists.

Though John agrees with Luke in the tradition that the

servant’s ear cut off by Peter was the right ” ear,^ he en-

tirely omits Luke’s narrative of Christ’s examination before

Herod ;
but this is in accordance with his fixed purpose

—

while by no means neglecting graphic and picturesque

detail—^to ignore all petty local distinctions, and to draw
none but large and clear outlines on his canvas. Home and
“ the Jews” alone appear round Christ on the stage of his

drama ; not one of the Herods is so much as once men-
tioned from the beginning to the end of it. The irony of

providence, by which Pilate is made to proclaim that Jesus

is “King of the Jews” (xix. 20), reminds us of the similar

irony by which Caiaphas, not speaking “ of himself ” but

inspired by God, is forced to publish the suffering of the

Saviour (xi. 51); and both passages are quite in the manner
of the Fourth Gospel. So also is the very natural applica-

tion of the prophecy, “ And for My raiment did they cast

lots,” to the seamless tunic of Christ. Bemembering what
stress is laid by our author’s teacher, Philo, on the high

priest’s garments (Jfoses, 14; Dreams, 37), which “represent

the universe,” we shall readily perceive that while the

outer garment of Christ is freely given to the four quarters

of the world, the inner seamless tunic that which
He wears next to His heart, is not to be rent, representing

as it does the regenerated world, “those who receive

remission of sins through Him” {Dialogue liv.).^

The Motive of the Fourth Gospel illusirated hy the First Com-

Epistle of John,—It has been said above that the Istparison

Epistle of John is most closely connected with the Gospel.

The connexion is so close, in thought as well as in Ian-
^ ®

guage, that the former may almost be called a summary
of the latter. In the Epistle, even more clearly than in

the Gospel, we see the author’s habit of dealing rather

with elements than with nations or individuals. With the

exception of the illustration of “ Cain,” which he possibly

borrowed from Philo (who uses Cain and Abel to denote
the earthly and the spiritual principle, Sacrifices of Cain
and Abel, 1), he prefers to dispense with personal illus-

trations of principles. He does not, like Paul, speak of

Abraham, or Hagar, or Sinai, or Isaac, or Melchisedek, or

the Jews, or the Gentiles
;
but of the world and the flesh,

the water, the blood, and the spirit, light and darkness, life

and death. In the Epistle, as in the Gospel, we see the
rejection of Christ explained, not as a casual outcome of

individual caprice or wickedness, but as an inevitable result

of the eternal antagonism between light and darkness. In
the Epistle, as in the Gospel, the author insists that the new
commandment of Christ to “love one another” is really an
old commandment which men have had from the beginning

:

a commandment as old as the promptings of the Light
which from the beginning has “ lighted every man coming
into the world,”—an old commandment only so far made
new as it has been brought home to the hearts of men with
a quite new intensity by the manifestation of the incarnate
Love of God. In the Epistle, as in the Gospel, it is recog-
nized that the antagonism between the world and the spirit,

oetween light and darkness, must go on without truce till

one has prevailed
; and each man must take one or other

side, putting away all hope of compromise. There are two
i principles, says Philo, contrary to and at variance with one

I

another,'—the one represented by the God-loving Abel, the
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ciling the account of the Fourth Gospel with that of the

synoptists. In the synoptists the last supper is (apparently)

the passover, in which the Lord bequeathes Himself to His

disciples as their sacrifice, giving them His body and blood

;

in John the last supper, so far as he describes it, is merely

the last meal shared by the Master and His disciples, at

which He washes their feet, and exhorts them to humility,

patience, and peace
;
and it is expressly described as being

“before the feast of the passover” (John xiii. 1). Again, in

the synoptists, Mark places the crucifixion at the third hour

(9 A.M.), and the darkness is made by all the synoptists to

last from 12 to 3 p.m. ;
but John (who is describing in the

crucifixion the sacrifice of the passover, the slaughter of the

Lamb of God which was to take away the sins of the world)

naturally places the crucifixion later, in order tliat the Lamb
may be slain “ between the two evenings,” as prescribed

in the law
;
and therefore he does not place even the

delivery of Pilate’s verdict till the sixth hour, i.e,, 12 o’clock,

and the crucifixion, consequently, later still. The symbol-

ism which prevails in the Fourth Gospel may incline us

generally to accept the synoptists’ narrative in preference.

But there are special reasons why, at a very early date, a

slight misunderstanding, among the Gentile churches, ot

Jewish custom and of the common tradition may have

led to an erroneous supposition that the last supper

was the passover meal ;
and the explanation suggested

by Canon Westcott {Introduction to the Study of the

Gospels, p. 344) seems a very reasonable one. In this case,

therefore, the Fourth Gospel must have the credit of dis-

sipating an error which had very early crept into the

synoptic narrative (namely, the insertion of the words
“The first day of unleavened bread,” Mat. xxvi. 17 ; Mk.
xiv. 12; Lu. xxii. 7); nor is it at all unlikely that this

rectification came from the apostle John himself. But as
|

regards the hour of the crucifixion, it seems more likely

that the account of Mark is correct, not only because it

leaves more time for the burial before sunset, but also

because the later hour implied in the Fourth Gospel appears

naturally suggested by the same symbolism which after-

wards finds in the wounded body of Christ a fulfilment of

the two prophecies, “ A bone of Him shall not be broken,”
and “They shall look on Him whom they pierced.”

Passing now to those details of the crucifixion wherein
the Fourth Gospel differs from the synoptists, we find in

almost each case but one motive—to enhance the majesty of

the Saviour. Even in the arrest of Jesus this motive
appears. The synoptists tell us that He was arrested by
a “ crowd ” (oxX.os), servants, sent apparently from the
houses of ('Trapa Mat.; airo Mk.) the chief priests and
elders

;
and as the moon shone at the full, so brightly

that the disciples could discern their Master from some dis-

tance (a stone’s cast), and perceive His agony, as well as
hear the words of His prayer in the stillness of the night,
they do nob think it necessary to make mention of “lights” or
“ torches.” The Fourth Gospel describes how the “ cohort ”

of the citadel of Antonia is called out, together with the
servants of the priests, making up in all, if the whole cohort
is meant, five or six hundred men; and these approach, not
with “ swords and clubs ” (as Mk.), but with “ torches and
lights and arms.” Jesus goes forward to meet them, and
intrepidly declares that He is the person whom they are

(ill*. 1),
— ** Idoh 6|airo(rT€AA£cJ Thv ^yy€\6v fiov, kuI

BBoy Trph irpoa-^Trov fiov (John the Baptist), kuI c^ai<pV7]s rhv
yahy eavrov Kvpios ty ifiels —predicts a “sudden’' coming of
the Lord into the temple, following on the steps of his ** messenger.”
This prophecy is better fulfilled, if the Lord comes to the temple
imTnediaiely after the preparation of John the Baptist; and, beside^
the “sudden" coming is better fulfilled in the early entry of Jesus
(John ii. 14) than by the later entry in the synoptists, which was pre-
ceded by a public procession. Thus prophecy, as well as appropriate-
ness, might induce an account of an early purification of the temple.

^ Note also that the Fourth Gospel is the first to give the servant’s
name, Malchus. In the same way the Acta JPilati for the first time
give the names of the two thieves, Dysmas and Gestas.

® Only the Fourth Gospel thus distinguishes between the and
the But compare Lev. xvi. 4, where the rjyiaa-jMeyos is

prescribed as the dress for the high priest on the day of atonement

;

and see also Philo {Dreams, 37); and especially note Philo’s remark
that this is “ not easily iappay^aTepos).
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other by the self-loving Cain, which must needs be at vari-

ance when born, ‘‘for it is imiDOssible for enemies to dwell

for ever together.” In precisely the same way does our

author illustrate the same antagonism by the same person-

ality : “Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one, and
slew his brother. And wherefore slew he him % Because

his own works were evil and his brother’s righteous”; and
then, relapsing from the unfamiliar method of personal

illustration into his habitual language about principles or

elements, he substitutes for Cain the “world,” and for

Abel the “ children of God,” and bids his readers “ marvel
not if the world hate you.”

In this continuous strife between light and darkness the

victory is to be gained by faith,—but faith supported by
witnesses ;

and we read in the Epistle that the object of

our victorious faith is “ He that came through (Sta)

water and blood, Jesus Christ
;
not with the (iv r<3) water

only, bur with the water and the blood; and the Spirit

is that which beareth witness, because the Spirit is truth

;

because they that bear witness are three, the spirit (or

breath, to Trvev/jia) and the water, and the blood, and the

three are united so as to make up the one ” (cts to ev cIotl)

(1 John V. 6-8).

Passing over many differences of interpretation, and ask-

ing, Wliat is the meaning of the water and the blood h we
turn to the Gospel, and, in the account of the crucifixion,

we find (xix. 34) especial stress laid upon the fact that from
the side of Jesus “there came out blood and water; and
he that hath seen hath born witness (/jLejjLapTvpTjKo/), and
his witness (juiapTvpLa) is genuine [dXrjOLVT^)^ and he knoweth
that he saith true, that yo might believe.” In what sense

is the “blood” here to be understood? As nourishing? or

as cleansing? Almost certainly as cleansing; because above,

in this very Epistle, the blood of Jesus is described (L 7) as '

cleansing us from all sin. Inferring, then, that the blood

signifies a superior purifying or baptismal influence, we
necessarily infer simultaneously that the water signifies an in-

ferior baptismal influence. Two purifications are mentioned

in all the four Gospels, an inferior and preparatory, and a

superior and final : the former is the baptism with water,

the latter is the baptism with the Holy Spirit, or (as in Lu.

iii. 16) with the Holy Spirit and fire (cf. also Lu. xii. 49).

But the conception of “ baptism with fire,”— though it is

based on the early history of Israel (Num. xxxi. 23), and
appears occasionally in the shape of a “ fiery trial” of faith,

as well as in the fiery tongues of Pentecost—was soon sup-

planted by one of two other conceptions, either sprinkling

with sacrificial blood, or baptism with the Spirit. This

higher purification, or baptism with blood, Jesus brought

into the world. He not only came working by means of it

(Sta with gen., as above in the passage quoted, 1 John v. 6),

but also, in a certain sense, in it (tv). That is to say. He
himself underwent the higher baptism with blood as well

as the lower purification with water, which He received

from John the Baptist. “ Can ye be baptized with the

baptism wherewith I shall be baptized ?
”—He said to the

sons of Zebedee (Mk. x. 38). The agony in Gethsemane,

which was that baptism, was typified by Luke in an exuda-

tion of “ sweat, as it were great drops of blood falling down
to the ground” (Lu. xxii. 44). But this baptism was
scarcely public enough to be a sufficient fulfilment of the

prophecy which predicted that “ In that day there shall

be a fountain opened to the house of David, and to the

inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and for uncleanness” (Zech.

xiii. 1). When it became recognized that the Lord was

this “ fountain,” and that His blood was the cleansing

stream, then the piercing of His side and the visible emis-

sion of the purifying blood from the wound became an

effective and almost necessary type of the spiritual purifica-

tion, and the type of the blood of sprinkling, suggested

perhaps by Luke in his description of the agony, fell into
the background, being supplanted by the more natural type
of the pierced side.

Such a type would all the more commend itself because,
without it, the crucifixion might almost seem incomplete.
The mere piercing of the hands and the feet might seem an
insufficient fulfilment of the prophecy of the ^‘fountain”; and
besides, since crucifixion was generally a lingering death ex-
tending over many hours, and since the body of Jesus was
taken down on the same day on which it had been attached
to the cross (and, according to John, only three or four
hours after the commencement of the crucifixion), the record
of His death, without the spear wound, might seem to
justify the statements of those who maintained that Christ
never died at all, and that He was a man only in appear^
ance. Therefore, as a proof of His humanity and of the
reality of His death and sufferings, no less than as a
fulfilment of the prophecy of the “ fountain,” it was
natural that the latest Gospel should insert, and that the
church should readily accept, the witness through blood
as well as water, which is so emphatically related by the
author of the Gospel, and here appealed to by the author
of the Epistle.

But the question remains, What is meant by the con-
nexion of the water and the blood with the breath or spirit—“ They that bear witness are three, the breath (or spirit),

and the water, and the blood” ? Philo may throw light
both on the number and on the nature of the witnesses.
Only to earthly matters did the rule apply that “ in the
mouth of two witnesses shall every word be established :

”

heaveuly matters required, so Philo teaches, “ three wit-

nesses” (oryLov Se irpdyp.CL BoKipLOL^erai 8ta rpLWv papTvpwv,
Posterity of Cain^ 27). He also calls attention to the fact

that Moses declares with apparent inconsistency (1) in

Leviticus (xvii. 11) that blood is the essence of life, (2)
in Genesis (ii. 7) that breath is the essence of life

; and he
reconciles the two statements by assigning to men two kinds
of life : (1) the irrational, which they have in common with
beasts, which life has for its seat (lAap^e) blood; (2) the
rational, which flows from the fountain of reason (koyiKijs

'TT'^yrjs), which has for its seat breath (or spirit), “not
(mere) air in motion, but a kind of type and impress of that
divine power which Moses calls by a name especially ap-

propriated to it {KvpCca ovopan), image (of God)” (The
Wb7'se 'plotting^ &c., 23). Elsewhere (Who is the 11)
he says that blood is the essence of the entire soul, but
divine spirit (Trvevpa Oetov) the essence of the dominant
part of the soul. On the metaphor of the water also Philo
throws light. Water and earth, he says, represent the origin,

growth, and maturity of the human body
;
consequently,

he tells us, purification by water is that preliminary recog-

nition of one’s own nature (“know thyself”) which is re-

quired from those who aspire to the higher purification.

Hence purification by water, he asserts, was appointed by
the law as a preparation for the purification by sacrificial

blood ; and hence the Sacred Word thought meet that the

high priest, whenever he purposed to perform the sacrifices

ordaiued by law, should previously sprinkle himself with

water and ashes (Dreams, 36, 37; Those who ofeft Sacrifice,

1
,
2 ).

If now we could find in the Gospel narrative of the

crucifixion some mention also of the breath or spirit,

nothing would remain wanting to make up the triple puri-

fication and triple witness mentioned in the Epistle, of

“ the spirit and the water and the blood.” Such a men-
tion is probably intended in the willing surrender of the

“breath” or “spirit,” which is mentioned (xix. 30) in the

Fourth Gospel alone [Mk. e^cTrveuo-c, Mat. d<^77K€
; Luke

(xxiii. 46) who comes nearest to John only describes the

intention, not the fact, TrapaTCOepaL]: “ He bowed His head,
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and gave up His breath.” (or spirit). Thus the meaning

both in the Gospel and in the Epistle appears to be the

same. (1) Jesus took unto Himself not only (a) the dead

fleshly nature of man, typified by water, but also (6) the

life and passions of man, typified by blood, and (c) that

higher life of man (in virtue of which he is described as

made in the image of God), typified by the spirit. (2) In

these three departments of existence He made three several

sacrifices, pouring forth (a) water and (b) blood trom His

side, and giving up (c) His breath as the last sacrifice of all.’-

(3) Thus these three sacrifices betoken three several puri-

fications:—(a) the purification, by water, of the body in

baptism; (6) the purification of the soul by the death of

the lower nature (what Paul calls “ the old man’), which

partakes in the death of Christ; (c) the purified life of

the soul rising from the dead through the Spirit, and

living with, and in, the risen Saviour. The two latter

purifications are two phases of the same (the former im-

plying dying in the blood of Christ, the latter rising again

and living in His Spirit)
;
but there is sufficient difference

to warrant a distinction. (4) These three purifications go

to make up^ the one perfectly pure and ideal purification

and sacrifice for sin, which is the Lamb of God, the ^ ord

(els TO O' clcTLv).^

Stress has been laid upon this important passage in the

Epistle because it appears to be a key to much that we shall

find in the Gospel. It reveals an exaggerated notion of the

importance of baptism with water, against which the author

feels compelled to contend
;

not by water only, but by

water and blood.” Somewhat in the same way Paul uses

not water but earth (Philo using water and earth) to con-

trast the natural man, the mere ‘‘living soul,” with the

“lifegiving breath, or spirit” (1 Cor. xv. 45, 47). But

that which distinguishes John from Paul is the use of

mystical imagery, arranged with a certain numerical sym-

metry. Sometimes the imagery is dual, when it describes

incompleteness, such as the conflict between the world and

the children of God, between light and darkness, between

God and the devil. But in other cases it is triple

:

he appeals to three classes, the children, the young men,

the fathers
;
contending against three enemies, the lust of

the flesh, the lust of the eyes, the imposture (dXa^oi/cta) of

life
;
and strengthened in their faith by three witnesses on

earth, the water, the blood, and the spirit—all of which

dimly tends towards that other triple witness which has

been inserted in the Epistle by later scribes (v. 7), the

Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit.

If we could be sure that the Second Epistle was from the

same pen as the First, then the very great probability that

the “elect lady” and the “elect sister” (2 John 1 ; ib, 13)
represent two churches might prepare us for similar per-

sonifications in the Gospel; yet as this personification

is disputed by some, we must not lay much stress on
Hevercheless we have seen enough of the nature of

the Epistle to be prepared (in passing to the larger work
by the same author) for a Gospel of types and symbols, a

Gospel of selection rather than of continuous narrative, a

Gospel in which principles on a large scale rather than indi-

vidual characters shall be represented, and in which light

^ A somewhat similar compound sacrifice of “blood** and “mind”
is described by Philo {Alleg,, ii. 1 5), who represents the High Priest
as “having put off the robe of opinion and fancy, and as coming dis-

robed into (the Holy of Holies) to make an offering of the blood of
life (jTireTirai rh aT/ia) and to ofier up as incense all his mind
to the God of salvation.

”

^ No doubt these three sacrifices are also connected, in the author's
mind, with the three gifts

: (1) the water springing -up into everlasting
life ; (2) the wine of the Lord’s blood

; (3) the spirit which He breathed
into the souls of His disciples.

® Dr Lightfoot (Col. iii. 12) accepts the personifi-cation in 1 Pet.
13 as “ probably intended.
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and darkness, death and life, the word and the world, the

water and the spirit, and the spirit and the blood, shall

play no inconsiderable part.^

Analysis of the Fourth Gospel,

As was to be expected from a writer conversant with the

system and thought which, for brevity, we call the school

of Philo, the prologue of the Gospel opens with a protest

against Philo’s doctrine of an impersonal or quasi-impersonal

Logos. The Logos or Word is at once declared to be

(i. 1), not the mere instrument by which the world was

made, but the companion of God, and God
;

a Light,

from the beginning shining in darkness, received by some,

to whom power was given to be born of God, but rejected

by others who were the children of the flesh. John the

Baptist is introduced, in marked distinction from the

Word, as a “ man not the Light, but a witness to the

Light ;
and the Baptist declares at the very outset of the

public life of Jesus (i. 16) that, though the law was given

by Moses, the gifts of divine grace and truth came through

Jesus, and that He, being the only begotten Son in the

bosom of the Father, has manifested the invisible God to-

men. The baptism of Jesus by John is omitted
;
but Jolin

bears witness to the visible descent of the Spirit upon Jesus>

adding that it “abode upon Him,” and he bears record that

his own baptism with water is but to prepare the way for

Him who will baptize with the Holy Spirit
;
and that He

on whom the Spirit thus descended is the Son of God, the

Lamb of God that is to take away the sins of the world.

Here, then, at the very outset, we see the thoughts, and one

may almost say the dramatis personae^ of the Epistle re-

introduced in the Gospel—flight and darkness, the word and

the world, the law and grace, the Father, the Spirit, and

the Son. The three grades of purification are not as yet

mentioned; yet there is perhaps a side-reference to them in

the three grades of the world, ^.e., of impure existence,

which are alluded to in the contrast between those who
are born “of God” (i. 13) and those who are born (1)

of blood, (2) of the will of the flesh, (3) of the will of

man.
The narrative of the calling of the disciples implies un- Calling

mistakably that this book is not to follow the common of

tradition, nor to be a complete narrative, but rather a selec-

tion ; for it only narrates the calling of six of the twelve,

and one of these, Nathanael (significantly described as a

man of Cana, where two out of the eight miracles in this

Gospel are to take place), is so far from being universally

identified with one of the twelve that Augustine excluded

him from the number. The earlier names are mentioned in

the same order as in Papias (see above, p. 820), and suggest

the inference that some of these apostles, or their disciples,

dwelling in the neighbourhood of Ephesus, furnished some
of the materials of which the Fourth Gospel is composed.
Two points are further to be noted in this narrative. (1)

In order to enhance the dignity of the central character,

the writer causes the inferior characters to revolve around
Jesus, conversing with and questioning one another, doubt-
ing and erring, before venturing to obtrude themselves upon
Him (see, besides this passage, iv. 27, iv. 33, vii. 27, 40-

43, xi, 16, xi. 37, xii. 20-22, xiii. 24, xvL 17 ; and note
how, both in xvi. 19 and in other passages, Jesus, after the

manner of a king, takes the initiative in addressing His dis-

ciples, instead of their bringing their dififlculties to Him un-
bidden, as they do for the most part in the synoptists).

* The numerical symmetry that pervades this Gospel is fully recog-

nized by Canon Westcott, who sees “three pairs of ideas” running
through the work, and “ seven witnesses ” corresponding to the seven
times repeated “I am” (vi, 35 ;

viii. 12 ; x. 7 ; x. 11 ; xi. 25 ;
xiv.

6; XV. 1), and to the seven “signs” of Christ’s ministry -on earth,

followed, by one “ sign” of the risen Christ.
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(2) The second point is the error of Philip in saying, “We
have found Him, of whom Moses in the law, and the pro-
phets, did write, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph " (i.

45). Philip introduced with this slightly pompous and
erroneous statement—in a kind of irony highly character-

istic of our evangelist—seems intended as a contrast to
the humiliated and wiser Philip of the fourteenth chapter :

“ Have I been so long time with you, and yet hast thou
not known Me, Philip?’^

The next chapter (ii.) opens with a “sign,” of which the
symbolism is obvious.^ The water changed into wine
evidently typifies the substitution of grace for the law. It

was a common metaphor among the Jews to express the
superiority of the oral tradition to the written law by
saying that “ the law is water, but the words of the
scribes are wine”—a metaphor that exactly recalls the
words of Origen about this very sign : “ Before Jesus the
Scripture was water, but from the time of Jesus it has
been made wine for us” {Comm, in Ev. Joann.^ xiii. 60).

A somewhat similar comparison of old wine and new wine
had been adopted by Jesus Himself to illustrate the differ-

ence between His teaching and the law of Moses. The
identity between the purifying blood of Christ’s sacrifice

and the nourishing blood of His sacrament is understood
even by Justin independently of the Fourth Gospel, and
would be a natural inference from the Messianic prophecy
(Gen. xlix. 11), which identified the cleansing stream that

was to purify the robe of the Messiah with the blood of

the grape, declaring that He should “ wash His robe {i.e.^

as Justin explains it, His churcli) in the blood of the
grape.” There^^ore, in changing water into wine, the
Messiah is, by His first sign, striking tlie key-note of all

that is to come, indicating the object and nature of His
work, viz., the supersession of the law by the gospel, and
the introduction of a new spiritual nutriment and puri-

fication, which shall at once cleanse and strengthen and
gladden the soul— all this to be effected by and in Himself
through His blood.

^

The prediction here made of “the hour” when the
“ blood of the grape ” should stream from His wounded
side is at once followed by a second similar prophecy.

After leaving Cana for the passover in Jerusalem (where
He purifies tlie temple by expulsion of the money-changers

;

^ It is true that the symbolism of this “sign” is not indicated in

the text in the same clear manner in which the symbolism of the feed-

ing of the 5000 is avowed (vi. 32, 83) ;
but there is a clear reference to

it in the words (ii. 4) “Mine hour is not yet come,” which seem to

look forward to the hour when the “blood of the grape” should

stream from the wounded side of Jesus. It may be necessaiy to point

out, at the outset of this analysis, that the language of the Gospel
may nalurally have been affected, not only by the thought and lan-

guage of Philo, hut also by wdiat was called the “Asiatic” style,

which was prone to metaphor and syiiiholism : see Lightfoot’s Gala^
tians, p. 362, where we find that Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus (bom
or converted about 130 A.D.) described John (probably metaphorically)

as a priest, wearing the ‘jr€ra\ov or high priest^s niitre, and speaks

of Melito as a “ eunuch,” meaning merely that Melito devoted him-
self to Christ (“projiter regnum Dei euimchum ”), It is noteworthy

in this context, that the Epistle to the Ephesians is the only Epistle

that appears to contain an extract from one of those early hymns whicli,

as Pliny says, the Christians used to “ sing to Chi-ist as a god,” and
this hymn, as is natural, deals in metajihor: “Awake thou that

3leepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light
”

(Eph. V. 14). Probablyfrom some such Asiatic metaphor (that “John,
though dead, still breathed in the church”) arose the ^adition, of

which mention is made by Augustine, that the earth over the apostle’s

body still rose and fell with his breath.
* This narrative may he abundantly illustrated from Philo. (1) He

speaks of “the veritable High Priest,” who pours foith a libation of

“ pure wine, namely himself” {DeSomniis, ii. 27) ; (2) he connects this

High Priest with the Logos by describing the Logos as a priest having

for his inheritance the Etewial {rhv 6vra)t a priest of the most high God
(see also De So'iwniis, i. 37 )

;

(3) he speaks of this priest (under the

type of Melchisedek) as substituting wine for water : “ Melchisedek

shall bring forward wine instead of water, and give your souls to

drink” (^Allegories, iii. 26).

831
see above, p. 827), Jesus answers the request of the Jews
for a sign with these words, “ Destroy this temple, and in
three days I will raise it up.” It is added that He “ spake
of the temple of His body.” ^ It is interesting to note
four different stages of development in the expression of
this prediction. The synoptists Matthew and Mark de-
clare that a very similar charge (differing only in “ I will
destroy” and “I am able to destroy,” Mat. xxvi. 61 ; Mk.
xiv. 58) was brought against Jesus by false witnesses

j and
they give us no hint that the witnesses erred by a simple
and natural misunderstand Lug. Luke, however, who not
only wrote after the destruction of Jerusalem (when it
would be a common saying that the Lord Jesus had
destroyed the temple), but also modified his Gospel in
many respects to suit it to the requirements of the changed
times, makes no mention of any false accusation. In his
subsequent treatise of the Acts he goes a step further

; for
there the accusation is repeated (Acts vi. 14), and not
denied. Now, lastly, the author of the Fourth Gospel
adopts the charge as in the main a true one, or at all events
as an inevitable misunderstanding in which His disciples,

as well as His enemies, participated. At the same time,
this prophecy, like the symbol of the wine, prepares the
way for Christ’s subsequent doctrine (xiv. 23) that every
man is a temple of God, and that He Himself is that
Temple in the highest sense. This doctrine had been
taught even before Paul by Philo, who scouts the
thought of preparing for the Supreme a “ house of stone or
wood,” and declares {Cain and his Birth, 20) that the
invisible soul is the terrestrial habitation of the invisible

God. Yet though Philo’s language may have influenced
the language of the Fourth Gospel in such passages as xiv.

23, ib is most certain that this doctrine is a necessary"

inference from the teaching of Christ Himself, who
taught us that the body must he “ full of light.” There
is therefore no essential misrepresentation in this intro-

duction of the Pauline doctrine of Christ the Temple or
Church.

3 An inference has been drawn from the words Tecra-epdKOvra kuI

^KoBo/uijOrf b vahs olros (ii. 20), that because the year so indi-

cated would be the same j'ear as that assigned by Luke to our Lord’s
commencement of His public work, therefore, by their coincidence,

the two Gospels mutually support each other. But it seems natural
that the writer of this Gospel, an educated Jew, should know both the
date of the commencement of the temple and the date as given by
Luke of the conimeucement of our Lord^s ministry; and it seems
characteristic of the author, by details of this kind (and especially by
numbers), to add picturesqueness and realism to his narrative : cf. the

200 pence (vi, 7), the 200 cubits (xxi. 8), &c. However, it must
not be forgotten that Origen {Comm, in JSv. Joann., x. 22) throughout
his long discussion of this passage assumes that the meaning is “in”
not ‘

*

during ” forty-six years. And this seems to be the natural trans-

lation of the words—“ the temple was built in forty-six years
’
’ (although

the dative may he used for duration of time, the aorist hardly permits
the English version) ;

and if so, the author is under a mistake in sup-

posing that the temple was completed. Yet from this passage (ii. 20),

and from other indications of a knowledge of Jewish customs, Mes-
sianic expectations, and the geography of Palestine, it has been in-

ferred that the author was a Palestinian Jew. A stronger argument
is the author’s preference of the Hebrew rather than the LXX. version

of the Old Testament (Canon Westcott quotes vi. 46 ;
xiii, 18 ;

xix.

37), which certainly shows either that he used the Hebrew version

himself, or that the Ephesian doctrine was based upon that version.

The knowledge of the country does not seem to exceed what might be-

attained by any Alexandrian Jew who had spent one or two passovevs

in. Jerusalem and had travelled for a short time in Palestine; and the

geographical argument has been unduly strained by such suggestions

as that a “ minute knowledge ” of the relative positions of Cana and
Capernaum is implied in the expression * ‘ He went down ” (ii. 12 ). The
same argument would show that the author of the book of Jonah had
a “minute knowledge” of the position of Joppa (Jonah i. 3), or that

the author of the Acts of the Apostles had a “minute knowledge ” of

the places from which he or Paul ‘
‘ went down ” to AttaJia, Troas,

or Antioch (xiv. 25 ; xvi. 8 ; xviii. 22). Any traveller might know
that Capernaum was iuthe low-lying basin of the Jordan, down on the

edge of the sea of Galilee, without having a “ minute knowledge ” of

its position relatively to the inland villages of Galilee.

GOSPELS
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ffhe The whole of the next chapter (hi.) deals with purification

doctrine '^y water and the spirit. The learned but timid Nicodemus,
of water, u^he teacher’* of Israel (hi. 10), exhibits the blindness of

carnal learning as contrasted with the knowledge that

belongs to those who are born of the spirit. A third pre-

diction of the hour ” is expressed through a third figure,

the serpent in the wilderness. But this figure^ introduces

a new conception, that of faith, an intense looking towards

Christ, even as the children of Israel looked on the* healing

serpeiit.1 This thought of faith as sight, illustrated per-

haps by the statement that Nicodemus had come by night,

introduces a few remarks on a subject hereafter to be more

amply treated by the evangelist—the difference between the

children of light and the children of darkness (iii. 18-21).

In the second section of this chapter the subject of water-

purification is taken up again by the Baptist, who con-

trasts his own inferior purification with the higher purifica-

tion of the Messiah, and his own decrease with Christ’s in-

crease, describing himself (almost in the language of Paul)

as ‘'earthly,” whereas the Messiah is “from heaven.”

But the Baptist also introduces the subject of faith ;
the

path of life is through faith in the Son of God :
“ He that

believeth in the Son hath everlasting life” (iii. 22-36).

Climt’s Particularly to be noted is verse 24 of this chapter, in

relations which it is expressly stated that “John was not yet cast

Witt John prison.” It will be remembered that the synoptists

+ give no account of the public appearance of Jesus till after

* the imprisonment of John. It was therefore open to the

enemies of the church to maintain that Jesus was but a

pupil of the Baptist, and that He did not venture to teach

till His master John had been shut up in prison. Much
more might this be asserted in Ephesus, where, as we have

seen, there were some who were baptized only with the

baptism of John, and who knew nothing of the Holy Spirit

On this account probably it is that our author introduces

Jesus as working by the side of John, before his imprison-

ment, and even then inevitably, and against His own will,

drawing multitudes from the Baptist to Himself. The
apostle John himself is one of the first to leave the Baptist

for the Greater Teacher (i. 37) ;
but the Baptist also is

made to witness, and to rejoice in, the desertion :
“ He must

increase, but I must decrease.” And finally, we are told

tliat the superiority of Jesus over the Baptist had become

so manifest that the Pharisees had heard that Jesus made
and baptized more disciples than John, and upon this,

desiring to avoid this appearance of superiority, Jesus

retired to Galilee^ (iv. 1). It would not be possible more
effectively to repel every suggestion of the pupilage of

Jesus, or of his subordination—eveu His temporary sub-

ordination—to John the Baptist.^

^ According to Philo, the hrazen serpent represents temperance, the

antidote of pleasure
;
and he who has strength to behold the beauty of

temperance, and to “discern God through the serpent” shall live

(Allegories

f

ii. 20).
2 The insertion of the remark that “ Jesus himself baptized not,

but his disciples,” serves two purposes:—(1) to magnify the Messiah;

(2) to disparage the mere baptism with water.
® It is, of course, possible that here (as in the matter of the last

supper) the Fourth Gospel may have preserved some historical traditions

concerning the acts of the Lord in Judsea, which have not been pre-

served in the synoptic record. Nor is it denied that elsewhere,

in the matter of the three passovers,the FourthGospel may he historical.

There is scarcely evidence enough to admit of absolute demonstration
on either side. All that is contended is that, whether historical or

not, the incidents recorded in the Fourth Gospel are suggested (1) often

by a clearly discernible motive in the mind of the writer contrasting

forcibly with the motiveless, simple, inartistic narrative of St Mark;
(2) sometimes by a desire to supplement, if not to correct, the previous

narratives of the synoptists. The presence of such a motive and
desire is not, of course, absolutely inconsistent with historical accuracy;
but, the more we consider the synoptic narrative to be objective, and
the more' we consider the Fourth Gospel to be subjective, the more we
shall be disposed to believe that, in proportion as incidents in the
Utter are suggestible by motives and desires, in that proportion are

Now follows (ch. iv.) what may be called the foreign

section of the Gospel We noticed that, even in Luke, the dialogue

Samaritans assume a prominent position, their faith and of riie

unconventional goodness being twice contrasted with the

carnal formalism of the Pharisees, at one time in a miracle

(Lu. xvii. 16), at another time in a parable (Lu. x. 33).

We are now to see how the contrast between Samaria and
Judaea is handled in the Fourth Gospel in the dialogue on

the living water, which might fairly be called, from its sub-

ject, as from its scenery, the “ Dialogue of the Well.'”

The well is a frequent figure in the books of Philo. To
all men, says Philo (Planting of Noah, xix.), there is, in

common, the desire to find drink
;
but some seek drink for

the body, others for the soul. The seekers after truth are

as those who dig wells, and many seekers have dug wells

without finding water
; and taking the LXX. version of

Genesis xxvi. 32, “We have found water,” he comments
on the well of the oath (Beersheba), which is discovered* to

be “ dry ”
;
and he declares that the dry illustrates the

failure of all human search after knowledge, as compared

with the ideal God-given knowledge which is like a gushing

spring. Elsewhere (Dreams^ ii. 2, et seq.) he says, even more
explicitly, that the well is the emblem of knowledge

;
that

its depth signifies the difficulty of the attainment of know-
ledge ;

and that concerning all knowledge the well-diggers

have to make but one sad confession, “We can find no

water.” Moses sits by the well “waiting to see what
water God will send forth for his thirsty soul ” {Alleg., ii.

4) ;
Israel “ sang the song of the well,” i.e,, sang a song of

triumph at the discovery of knowledge (Dreams^ ii. 4)

;

and the remark of the daughter of Samaria (iv. 11) that

“the well (cj>piap) is deep,” followed by the contrast of

the “fountain” ('mgyq) of water that “leaps up” (iv. 14),

at once suggests Philo’s contrast between the bond-woman
Hagar at “the deep welV^ and Eebecca who nourishes

those who come to her with “ the fountain that never fails”

{Posterity of Gain, 41). Origen, in the same way, con-

sidering Jacob’s well to mean the Old Testament, contrasts

Samaria leaving her vSpta (the old implement of know-
ledge) with Kebecca at the fountain {Comm, in Ev. Joann.^

xiii. 10 and 29). The four wells dug by the patriarchs

Abraham and Isaac represent {Dreams, ii. 3, 4) four

departments of knowledge. The fourth and dry well

represents the search after the fourth and incomprehen-
sible immaterial element corresponding to the material

heaven—a search that is necessarily fruitless. This being

Philo’s interpretation (and he indignantly protests against

any other, as being unworthy of wise men), we shall also

see a singular propriety in placing the dialogue on the

living water in the neighbourhood of “the parcel of

ground that Jacob gave to his son Joseph” (iv. 5); for

here also Philo has prescribed a metaphorical interpreta-

tion, declaring that “Jacob gave Joseph Shechem, mean-

tkey likely to be non-historical, especially if they appear to be
difficult to harmonize with, the earlier narrative of the synoptists.

It has been suggested that the lamentation over Jerusalem (Mat.
xxiii. 37; Lu. xiii. 34), expressed in the words, “How often did I

desire to gather together thy children . , . and ye would not, ” implies
many previous visits. These words were no doubt spoken in Jerusalem,
where Matthew (not Luke, see p. 800, above) places them ; but still,

may they not refer to the many occasions in Galilee where the Re-
deemer, striving to “ gather together ” the children of Israel, had
surely included the “childreu of Jerusalem” in the scope of his

efforts? Even if the words “thy children” are to be taken literally,

they may refer to the occasions when the scribes and Pharisees had
come down from Jerusalem to test the Messiah, and Jesus had pro-

claimed the new kingdom to them in vain. Though preaching in

Galilee, Jesus was really conflicting with the spirit of Jerusalem, and
striving to “gather together the children of Jerusalem.” In any
case the supposition that ^octAkis refers to previous public visits to
Jerusalem results in an incompatibility. For no one maintains that
Jesus had made more than two previous public visits to Jerusalem ;

and it is impossible that “ how many times ” can mean twice.
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ing thereby the bodily things which are the objects of the
oatward senses ” {Allegories, iii. 8 ). But there is also an
appropriateness in the use of the name (iv. 5

)
“ Sychar.”

For whether the name be a corruption of “ Shechem ” or

of “ Askar ” (Sanday, Fourth Gospel, p. 93), in either case

the name contains a possible reference to “ drunkenness ”

(Isaiah, xxviii. 1, 7 ; Diet, of Bible, s.v.), and serves as a
suitable contrast to the Living Water. The next point
for consideration is the ‘^five husbands” of the woman of

Samaria. Is there any special meaning in the number
‘‘ five '?

” Turning again to Philo, we find, a little after the
passage about wells quoted above, the statement that ‘‘ the
number five is appropriate to the outward sense^' {Flanting,

32), and that it represents material enjoyment. This is cer-

tainly a natural use of the number, if it is to be used em-
blematically.^ Further, the number “five” is connected also

by Philo, not indeed with “husbands,” but with “seducers.”

Philo {Allegories, iii. 88
) says that the lawful husband is

the mind {vovi), the unlawful husband or seducer {<^0opevi)

is represented by the five objects of the senses working
through the five senses.^ Immediately before the passage,

Philo adopts the more common metaphor of the Old Testa-

ment in speaking, not of the mind, but of the Lord Himself,

as the Husband, being the Father of the perfect nature,

and sowing and begetting happiness in the soul. Samaria
is supposed by Justin {Dial Ixxviii.) to represent in Isaiah

(viii. 4) “sinful and unjust power;” but here it rather I

typifies sense-wrapped ignorant unbelief. The whole of !

this imagery seems so well connected and so appropriately

transferred from the pages of Philo to the pages of the
Fourth Gospel, that one hesitates to accept another ex-

planation (Keim) which would otherwise seem extremely

probable—an explanation borrowed from the five religions

of the five nations of Samaria (2 Kings xvii. 30-37).

In either case, the sixth “ husband ” may very well refer

to Simon Magus, who, as we know from the Acts of the

Apostles (Acts viii. 11 ), had very early in the history of

the church “ for a long time ” held the Samaritans “ bound
with his enchantments.”®

Like all the other narratives of our evangelist, this

narrative is in the highest degree dramatic. From her

previous repellent attitude, the woman of Samaria is led,

first into wonder, then into interest, then into convic-

tion of sin (becoming ashamed of her false husbands),

and into admiration of the New Prophet
;

lastly, she

receives from the Messiah a draught of that spiritual water

which alone can satisfy the longing soul ; and in the climax

she is brought to the very brink of the eternal fountain

—

“ I that speak unto thee am He.”
The journey into Galilee adds one more to the in-

stances in which the Fourth Gospel corrects the synoptists.

The saying that “ a prophet is not without honour save in

his own country ” is stated by the synoptists to have been

^ Origen {Qomm, m JSv. Joann,, xiii. 9) speaks of “the five hus-

bands as corresponding to the Jive senses ;
” and he says that Samaria

is the type of a soul which has once been wedded to the objects of

sense, but has recently divorced herself from these and allied herself

to a “ sixth husband,” a false semblance of spiritual truth. If this

stood by itself, we might regard it as one of many other specimens of

Oiigen’s baseless allegory
;
but it assumes importance when we find

Philo, who wrote long before the composition of this Dialogue of the

Well, using nearly the same language as Origen, who wrote after it

and (apparently) without any knowledge of Philo’s pre-existing

metaphor.
® Elsewhere {Migration of Abraham, 37) he says that the “five

daughters” of Salpaad represent the “outward senses.” The ^same

thing is represented {Abraham, 5) by “the five cities of Sodom.”
* Yet the “sixth husband * may possibly be illustrated by the con-

trast which Philo {Abraham, 5) draws between the “ seventh power,”

the “ power of peace,” and the “ six powers of turbulence,” which con-

sist of “the five senses” and uttered “speech” (6 wpo^opixbs ^^705)

which prates of things that should not be uttered {axa\iv(f> arofMart

tivpla rap ^crvxaareoov iK\a\ap)

:

see Rev, xiii. $•
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uttered by Jesus in Galilee (Mat. xiii. 57 ;

Mk. vi. 4 ; Lu.
i V. 24) after tbe unexpected rejection of Him by His country-
men

; and Mark adds one of those passages which were
early “ stumbling-blocks ” to the church, viz., that “ He was
not able to do there any mighty work, . . . and He
marvelled because of their unbelief.” Not content with
Luke’s considerable modiheation of this passage, the author
of the Fourth Gospel boldly places this saying of Jesus
before the visit to Galilee, and assigns it as a reason for His
going thither : “ After two days He departed thence (from
Samaria) and went into Galilee

; for Jesus Himself testified

that a prophet hath no honour in his own country ” (iv. 44 ).

The motive is obvious : Jesus is desirous of escaping from
notoriety. He has found that the Pharisees (iv. 1 ) are
aware of His superiority to John the Baptist, and that His
disciples exceed John’s in number

; and for this very reason
He leaves Judaea, and comes to Samaria, a hostile district.

Even here, however. He cannot help making converts.

But having made them, He leaves them and goes into

Galilee, where at least He is sure to find “ no honour.”
Yet even here, adds the author. He was honoured

;
for

“ the Galileans received Him, having seen all the things

that He did at Jerusalem at the feast” (iv. 44). Thus
skilfully, after his manner, the author takes those very
sayings and traditions which had been turned against

Jesus, and, by his delicate handling, uses them to enhance
the glory of the Messiah, “ who knew what was in man ”

(iL 25).

Passing over the cure of the nobleman’s son, which has Tbe

been discussed above, we come to the first “ sign ” wrought pool of

on the sabbath (v. 2-9). Once more there is a contrast

between the water of the law and the fountain of the

Messiah. The rejection of this divine act of mercy, simply
because it was wrought on the sabbath, introduces, almost

for the first time, the conception of “judgment” or “con-
demnation.” The word “judgment” had been mentioned
in the dialogue with JSTicodemus, as a necessary result,

though not an object, of the coming of the Light, which,

by its very presence, distinguishes and “judges” those

who love the darkness (iii. 17-21); and now we have
an example of the way in which the Light divides all

who hold it into two classes—those who love it, and
those who hate it. This is in accordance with the spirit

of the synoptists, who (Mat xxiii. 13 ;
Mk. xii. 40; Lu.

XX. 47) describe Jesus as addressing the Sabbatarian sign-

hindereras “hypocrite,” and as pronouncing on “hypocrites”

greater “judgment ” or condemnation {irepLcrcroTepov Kpipa).

But that part of the discourse in which Christ describes

Himself, in the presence of the multitude, as having received

all power to judge and to quicken the dead, does not re-

semble anything in the synoptic narrative, except the dis-

course—“ All things are delivered unto Me of My Father”

(Mat. xi. 27; Lu. x. 22) ;
and that was uttered privately

to the disciples, after their return from their mission. It

is possible that the author here (as elsewhere) sets down,

as a public discourse, some sayings that may have been

uttered privately
;
and the words “ that all men should

honour the Son, even as they honour the Father,” remind

us at once of the synoptic saying, “ He that receiveth you

receiveth Me, and He that receiveth Me receiveth Him that

sent Me ” (Mk. ix. 37, &c.)
;
which again, in the synoptists,

was a private, not a public saying.

The author’s fidelity to the spirit rather than to the

letter of the words of Jesus appears also in the reference

to the quickening and raising from the dead. Jesus had

in Matthew (x. 8) bidden His disciples to “ raise the dead,”

and this precept is amplified, in the Fourth Gospel, into

“The hour is coming and now is, when the dead shall

hear the voice of the Son of God ;
and they that hear shall

live” (v. 25),—a saying that would naturally be inter-

X. — 105
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The doc- preted in a purely spiritual sense.^ No less spiritual is the

trine of doctrine here enunciated on faith. As elsewhere in this

faith Gospel (i. 50 ;
iiL 1, 2 ;

iv. 39-41
;
xx. 29; and, if rightly

considered, vL 26), the author lightly esteems belief based

on “ mighty works ” or wonders. The right faith is that

of the Samaritans, who, rising out of the lower wonder-faith,

attain to the higher faith which comes from hearing Christ

(iv. 42). For to this, and to no other testimony, does

Christ, in the Fourth Gospel, make His ultimate appeal.

Christ does not indeed despise the testimony of John to

Himself, but He does not accept it as a final basis for the

true faith (f. 32-34). He appeals to the Scriptures, it is

true, but rather as an unerring guide to the true source of

faith than as being of themselves able to generate faith in

the reader (v. 39). What then is the living final testimony

to which He appeals'! It is to His ‘‘works,’'—not the

“mighty works," or “wonders," but all “the works (epya)

which the Father hath given Me to do,’' meaning the

whole of His life, and including both words and deeds. In

other words, the Fourth Gospel appeals to that which we
should call the influence of the life of Jesus, but which the

evangelist better calls the “ Spirit” of Jesus, passing from

Jesus to His disciples, and from those disciples to others

who had not seen Jesus—as the final testimony, convincing

every honest heart, and generating in every conscience that

loves the light a belief in Jesus as the true Light. In the

synoptists, “ faith ” is, for the most part, that half physical

thrill of trust in the presence of Jesus which enables the

limbs of a paralysed man to make the due physical response

to the emotional shock consequent on the word “arise,” so

that in the strength of that shock the paralytic is enabled

to shake off the disease of many years
;

or, at the highest,

it is a thrill through the inner being, whereby the soul

shakes off the burden of sin. But in the Fourth Gospel
faith implies even more than in Paul’s Epistles; it is a

faculty that tests, transmutes, and develops the recipient

soul; it means a trust in Christ, not only as a sacrifice,

nor as propitiation, nor as miracle-worker, nor as Son of

God, but as source and object of all love, and the be-all and
end-all of every human life. If such a Being is best

expressed by “Word,” then the human receptiveness

of such a Being will be best expressed by the metaphor
of “hearing.” Accordingly the Samaritans believe, not
because of miracles, nor because He told the woman “ all

that ever she did,” but because they had enjoyed His pre-

sence for two days, and had heard Him. “Now we believe,

not because of thy saying
;
for we have heard Him our-

selves, and know that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour
of the world.” Here we have at last a doctrine not bor-
rowed from Philo, a doctrine that constitutes the great
difference between Philo’s plulosophy and the religion of
the Fourth Gospel, making the latter a powerful and life-

inspiring motive for all classes of men, while the former
remains a barren philosophy fit only for meditative hermits.
For in Philo, faith, as in the Old Testament (Lightfoot,
Galatians, pp. 1 54-162), hasapassivemeaning—trustworthi-
ness, stability, constancy,—rather than the active meaning
of trust, by which the lower nature is raised to the level
of the higher; the “dog” to the level of “man” (Bacon,
JSssays, xvi. 79); the man to the level of Christ, and,
through Christ, to God (1 Cor. iii. 23). Faith, in Philo,
is a prize^ rather than an effort, a harbour rather than a
voyage

; it is “the only sure and infallible good, the solace
of life, the fulfilment of worthy hopes ” (Lightfoot, Gal,, p.
158) ; whereas, in the New Testament, it is the faculty by
which one is able to trust in Christ, to love Christ, and to
serve Christ—a faculty implying continuous effort, loyal
and enthusiastic “service, and progressive activity. The

^ Compare PMlo, J)a Trqfugis, 10, “Some that are living are dead ;

and some that are dead live.”

nearest approach in Philo to the Pauline and Johannine faith

is perhaps in the words that describe it as “the entire

amelioration of the soul which leans for support on Him
who is the cause of all things, who is able to do all things,

and willeth to do those which are most excellent ” (ih, p.

158); but even this, though the same in theory, is very

different in practice from the faith of the New Testament.

For—faith being neutral and colourless and taking its colour

from its object—how different must needs be even the faith

that is based upon the things that are “ most excellent ”

from the faith that rises to the Father through such a one

as Jesus of Nazareth, concerning whom even the most
incredulous must admit that He made peace in man’s

troubled heart, banished sin from those who trusted in Him,
and “constrained” (*2 Cor. v. 14) even His bitterest perse-

cutor to join in laying the foundations of His empire.^

In the discourse that follows the miracle of the feeding

of the five thousand,^ it is noteworthy that the author

speaks of the eucharistic food not as the Lord’s body and
blood, but as His “ flesh” and blood. Most characteristi-

cally; for “flesh” is, as in Paul’s epistles, a principle, an
element, and the author desires to show that the Lord’s

flesh and blood are the only satisfying element for the human
souL He has before spoken of blood and flesh and man
(i. 13) as antagonistic elements to the divine elements; now
he wishes to point out the divine elements themselves, and
they are the flesh and blood ot the Word, who “ became
flesh” (i. 14, crap^ lyhero) for men. Here, as before,

we must add that the use of this language—“Whoso
eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood ”—in a public dis-

course is quite unlike anything in the synoptists, and though
it represents the essence of the teaching of the Lord’s

supper, somewhat amplified, it can hardly be considered

in its chronological, or even perhaps in its artistic place,

as a public discourse here. Yet it is necessarily placed

here to account for the desertion of many of His fol

lowers. In the synoptists the desertion is otherwise ex- The con-

plained. There we see Jesus, as He develops the con- fission

stitution of His Kingdom, alienating, step by step, the

Pharisees, Herod, the patriots or Galileans, the followers

of John the Baptist, and at last the whole of His country-

men, till He is compelled to flee from Herod to the

neighbourhood of Csesarea Philippi, where, as an exile

with no more than twelve other outcast companions, He
who had never revealed Himself to be the Messiah finds,

upon questioning His disciples, that they have been led

by the divine guidance to the sense that He and He
alone must needs be their Kedeemer ; so that the seed of

* It is a remarkaHe fact that this evangelist never uses the noun
irlffTis, which is frequently used by the synoptists, while he uses the
verb iricrre^eiv about twice as often as it is used by all the synoptists put
together. He appears to prefer to contemplate faith, not as in'^itself a
virtue, but rather as a mental act or state taking its quality from its

object. Note also that he seems to distinguish between irLorreifeiv poi

and iriarre-beiv eh ifie. The former is generally used in questions and
, negations (v. 88 ; viii. 45, 46 ; x. 38), or else of temporary and pro-

gressive trust, e.g,, trust m God, in the word of Jesus, or in the
Scriptures

;
all of which are regarded as preparatory acts leadmg to that

final state of trust which can only be obtained by comvng to Jesus (iv. 50

;

V. 24; V. 46; v. 47 {Us)', x. 38). The latter (irnrrciSeiv els) denotes
the final state of fixed trust and repose on Jesus, and it is only once
used by the synoptists (Matth. xviii. 6 ; ? Mk. ix. 42).

^ Nothing has been said here about the difference of John^s chroro-
logy from that of the synoptists, because, if the Fourth Gospel is a
spiritual rather than an historical composition, it is scarcely to be
expected that its chronology should be limited by historical consi-

derations
; and, in any case, the subject is too large a one to be dis-

cussed Ijere. Canon Westcott remarks {Gospels, p. 285) that “ a very
strong case has been made out by Mr Browne {Ord^ ScecloTvm) for the
hmtation of the Lord’s ministry to a single year. If there were
direct evidence for the omission of rb vdaya Johu vu 4, his argu-
ments would appear to be convincing.” The context suggests that
the words rb xS(rxa may not improbably be an insertion based on a
sense of the spiritual meaning of the narrative rather than on history.
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faitk lias at last begun to germinate, and He can now
prepare to leave them, because He discerns already the

temple of the new kingdom founded upon the inspired con-

fession of Simon Peter. In the Fourth Gospel, on the

other hand, the desertion of the disciples is represented as

.due to another cause, namely, their unspiritual dulness and

their inability to understand the doctrines of their Master.

Here and there in this discourse appear glimpses of the

synoptic utterances,—for example, in the words “ No man
can come unto Me except My Father draw him ” (vi. 44:) ;

and in the words It is the Spirit that quickeneth, the

flesh profiteth nothing’’ (vi. 63), one seems to recognize

a version of part of the blessing of Peter, “Blessed art

•thou Simon, son of Jona, for flesh and blood hath not

revealed it unto thee, but My Father which is in heaven.”

But elsewhere, in the greater part of this discourse, the

author departs entirely from the synoptists. In the con-

fession of Peter, a very striking peculiarity is presented.

Not only do we find brought out in a very touching manner

what may be almost called the despairing faith of the con-

fessing apostle
—“ Lord, to whom shall we goV ^—as though

the disciples were driven in desperation to remain with

Jesus because, if they deserted Him, they had no hope, no

refuge, elsewhere; but we also find Peter avowing the cause
I

of his belief, and it is the same cause as moved the believing

Samaritans ;
it is not the “ signs ” but the “ words ” of

Jesus—“Thou hast the words of eternal life.”^

Hitherto the Gospel has dealt with the Word as puri-

fying and nourishing; now it has to speak of it as en-

lightening. The types have hitherto been water (under

various aspects), wine, flesh, blood, bread
;
now we are to

read of Jesus as Light. This is the highest or nearly the

highest doctrine
;
for it is another aspect of the doctrine

of the Spirit. The two doctrines are closely connected in

Philo, who (Creation oftlie World, 8) declares that God
assigned a “pre-eminence to the elements of spirit (or

breath or air) and light, calling the former the spirit of

God because it is the most life-giving element, and God is

the cause of life;” and the visible light Philo declares to be

the image of the invisible light, which is the image of God.

In the short summary of Christ’s doctrine set forth to

Nicodemus (iii. 3-21), a brief suggestion of the doctrine

of the light follows on the doctrine of baptism ; now the

higher doctrine is to be expanded. But light implies

darkness, and therefore the development of the doctrine

of light connects itself naturally with the period of conflict

between light and darkness, i.e., between the Word and

“ the Jews,”—

a

conflict that becomes from this time more

and more prominent.

Olimax First of all, however, comes a climax of the doctrine of

of the water, and a preparation for the doctrine of light. This
doctrine

(vii. 2-40) begins with a very distinct indication, I

*0
differing widely from the synoptic treatment, of the rela*

tions between the Lord and his brethren. It is possible

that the Ebionite school based their low views of Christ’s

^ Although the word used by Peter is not the same as that

used by the Samaritans (Klyov), yet a comparison of a great number

of passages iu which the “ word ” of Jesus {\6yos fiov) is said to he

the object of belief, and the source and province of spiritual life (ii.

22; iv, 60; v. 38, the word of God; viii, 31; viii. 37, 43, 51, 52;

xii. 48 ;
xiv, 23, 24) seems to show that the name Aoyos itself had

some influence in leading the author to insist so frequently upon the

“word” rather than “the works” as being the pnme cause by

which the incarnate Word generated faith in the souls of men. In the

Pourth Gospel the plural xlyoi is only once used by Jesus of His

words (xiv. 24); and there in a passage where (seemingly) it is desired

to distinguish the separate from the collective “ woids :
” ‘O Myav&u

U€ Toi>S \6yOVf fMV Oil T7Jp€l’ Kdl d X6yOS ftv d/C0V6T€, o{;#C io’TlV ifxhs

hxxh rov /ae ^arp6s. On the other hand, the synoptists

.frequently represent Jesus as speaking of
‘ * my words and of the

word,” but never of “ my word.’' Note also the remarkable passage

Kadi. 48) where it is said that Jesus does not judge men, but that the

"Word which He has spoken will judge them.

nature upon traditions aerived, or supposed to have been
derived, from the Lord’s brethren, and that the author is

here striking at a particular school of thought. Com-
paring Mk. iii. 21 with Mk. iii. 31, we see clearly

that the mother and brethren of Jesus, alarmed per-

haps for His safety, and deceived by false reports about
His sanity, desired to place Him under restraint; and
Matthew and Luke unite in asserting that the mother as well

as the brethren desired to speak to Him, and were rejected.

But there is no mention of the mother in the Fourth Gospel
as ever doubting or ever alarmed concerning her Son ;

the

brethren alone doubt, and their doubt amounts almost to

an antagonistic scepticism. They do not “ believe in Him,”
yet they urge Him to go to “ Judseathat the disciples may
see the works that Thou doest. If Thou doest these things,

show Thyself to the world” (vii. 3-5). No reproof could

be more severe (from the point of view with which the

Fourth Gospel regards the “world”) than the reply of

Jesus: “ The world cannot Late you
;
but Me it hateth.”

So imbued are the Lord’s brethren in fleshly worldliness,

that tlie world recognizes in them that familiar darkness

which it loves, because its works are dark, while it hates

the convicting light. It is not surprising, after this,

that Mary, who throughout this Gospel is regarded with

affectionate reverence, is not committed to the guardianship

of these sceptical brethren of the Lord.

The discourse itself is, as has been said, mainly pre-

paratory. After one brief appeal to the conscience as the

final test of the truth of His teaching (vii. 17), the conflict is

predicted : “Why go ye about to kill Me A hint of the

synoptic saying “He casteth out devils through Beelzebub ”

is perhaps contained in the reply of the people, “Thou
hast a devil

;
” but the author deviates from the synoptists,

in the justification of the sabbath-cure, not from the “ ass
”

or the “ ox ” in the pit (Lu. xiv. 5), but from the practice

of circumcision on the sabbath (vii. 22, 23). The violent

spirit first manifested after the cure of the impotent man
(v. 16, 18) now breaks out again, and a direct attempt

made by the Pharisees to arrest Him (vii. 32), frustrated

by the wonder of His words (vii. 46 ;
and compare xviii,

6), leads Jesus once more to predict that He will soon pass

away from them, and finally to conclude the “ doctrine of

water,” by exclaiming in “ the last day, the great day of

the feast, ... he that believeth in Me, as the scripture

hath said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water

(vii. 38). The spiritual climax thus givea to the doctrine

of water is very striking. The well of living water, before

promised to the woman of Samaria, is now not merely to

spring up in the believer, as there stated (iv. 14), but it

is also to flow forth from Him to others, thus preparing

the way for the higher doctrine of the Spirit of fellowship

which the author touches on in the next verse : “But this

He spake of the Spirit, which they that believe on Him
should receive” (vii. 39).

The method of the author is admirably illustrated by the Irony of

dialogue between the people (vii. 41, 42) :
“ Others said,

j,

This is the Christ, But some said, Shall Christ come out gospel*

of Galilee 1 Hath not the scripture said that Christ cometh

2 These words have caused perplexity, as not being found in any

book of tbe Old Testament ;
but they are probably a corrupt pading

or remimsceuce of the LXX. version of Isa. xliy. 8, 4, “ I will give

water in the midst of drought to them that walk in a waterless land

;

I will place My spirit upon thy seed, and My blessings upon tby

children

—

/cal hvare\ov(riv ixvh, ixeaov {{Sotos, &c. The Greek

words quoted above were probably separated from their context

;

&mT€\ovirip was taken transitively and connected with tdd>p (tS^p

dyarlweiy, Find. Is., 6 (5) 111, being a recognized phrase tor ‘to

make water gush forth”) ;
and dvd iietrov was rendered the middle

parts ” iK KoiXlas. Such corruptions of the Old Testament aie readily

paralleled from Barnabas and Justin, although altogether unlike the

method of quoting the Scripture assigned to our Lord hy the synop-

tibts.
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of the seed of David, and out of the town of Bethlehem

where David was ? ” It is a curious instance of the degree

to which the dramatic character of the Fourth Gospel has

been ignored, that even an acute commentator has inferred

from this passage that John “was not aware of the birth

at Bethlehem.” The fact is that the author uses these and

similar errors and blind gropings of the people, the enemies,

and even the disciples of the Lord, to enhance the majesty

and insight of Him who walks above them all, high in the

light of heaven, while they are creeping in the mist around

His feet- He does not stop to correct these vulgar errors,

for he presupposes that his readers are in the light, and

able to see through them all j and it is with a frequency

almost betokening enjoyment that he repeats this device

over and over again, in every case holding up the error in

silence to the contempt or pity of his reader, and delighting

to exhibit human folly glorifying the wisdom of God. In-

stances of this device occur in this very chapter. “ Who
goeth about to kill Thee 1 ” says the ignorant multitude (vii.

20), at the very time when the arrest of Jesus is being

planned by the Pharisees :
“ Out of Galilee ariseth no pro-

phet,” say the learned students of the law (vii. .52), so

blinded by their malignity that they cannot even read the

books that describe the birthplaces of Elijah and Jonah

;

“We have found Him of whom Moses in the law, and the

prophets, did write, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph,”

says Philip, happy in the completeness of his new-hedged

knowledge (i. 45), and ignorant that a time will come when
he will hear from “the son of Joseph” this humiliating

rebuke, “ Have I been with you so long, and hast thou not

known Me, Philip ‘I
”

The doc- Passing over the story of the woman taken in adultery
trine of as being an interpolation, we are led to that section of the
light. Qospel which treats of the doctrine of light. The mention

of the Father and the Son, as being two witnesses, bearing

witness to the Son—according to the saying of “your
law” that “the testimony of two men is true” (viii.

12-17)—^is a subtle use of the words of Scripture, such

as we look for vainly in the teaching of Christ as pre-

served by the synoptists.^ But the connexion between the

light and the truth, and between truth and freedom, and
the dialogue that follows upon the genuine children of

Abraham, remind us, in part, of the synoptic version of the

Baptist's teaching about the children of Abraham (Mat. iii

8
;
Lu. iii. 8) j

in part, of the teaching of St Paul concern-

ing the freedom of “ Jerusalem which is above ” (Gal. iv.

26; and compare Bom. vi. 16-20).^

The climax of hatred and insult of the Jews is most ap-

propriately expressed (viii. 48), “ Say we not well that Thou
art a Samaritan and hast a devil V* and it is also appropriate

to a discourse on “the Light that lighteth every man com-
ing into the world” that the Jews should be informed that

even Abraham saw that light an4 rejoiced. It is probable

^ It appears to mean the Son, on the one side, manifesting Himself
hy ^pya, and the Father, on the other side, abiding in the heart of the
hearer, and influencing the conscience to acknowledge and believe in
the Son.

® Ver. 35 and 36 seem diffipult to connect with ver. 34, Whoso-
ever committeth sin is the servant of sin. And the servant abideth
(/tevei) not in tbe bouse for ever, but tbe Son abidetb ever ; if the
Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.” The
italicized words seem to confuse the thought. The argument that
.seems required is this. No mere servant, such as Moses, is a safe

patron for those slaves who desire the master of the house to enfranchise
them

;
the safe patron is the Son, whose influence in the house is

permanent.” Just such an argument is found in the Epistle to the
Hebrews (iii. 5 ; viii. 3). “ Moses was faithful in aU His house as a
servant, . . . but Christ as a son over His own house, whose house
are we and in the same epistle Christ is said to “abide” (fiepeiv) a
priest continually, and to be able (Heb. vii. 24, 25) to save men to
the uttermost, because He “abideth” (Sia rb fievetv aiirhv eis rhv
ai&va). It seems probable, therefore, that some early teaching of the
church is here confused by the addition of the italicized words.

^ E L S [fourth gospel.

that both here and in xii. 36 we ought (in spite of the

LXX. usage) to translate iKpvfiri “was hid ” (cf. Lu. xix. 42;

Heb. xi. 23), and that we must suppose the intervention of

some supernatural agency in a judicial retribution hiding

the Light from the children of darkness who seek to

destroy it.

The section on light terminates with an appropriate sign, The

the opening of the eyes of the blind man, who is sent to opening

wash his eyes in the waters of a pool named Siloam. The
evangelist sees a mysterious meaning in the name of the

pool. As the Baptist had baptized in H5non near to Salim, blind

z.e.,the “waters” near to and preparing the way for “ peace” man.

and the Samaritan woman had boasted of her well of

Sychar or drunkenness, and the impotent man had been

healed in Bethesda or the “ house of mercy,” so now the

opening of the eyes of the blind man is effected in part by
the direct action of the Light of the world, but in part also

by the instrumentality of water at a pool named “ Sent,”

—

a word which may apply to an aqueduct, “ missio aquarum,”

or to Him whom the Jews expected as the “ Sent,” i.e., the

Messiah. The conclusion of the section on light (ix. 39),

“For judgment I am come into this world; that they

which see not might see, and that they which see might be

made blind,” accords with the passage in Matthew and

Luke where Christ acknowledges to the Father that it hath

seemed good to Him to reveal these things to babes and to

hide them from the wise and prudent (Mat. xi. 25 ;
Lu. x.

21) ; and the climax appropriately introduces the Pharisees,

confident in the “lamp of the law,” asking, in a tone which

suggests the utter impossibility of an affirmative answer,

“Are we blind also T' The answer of Jesus distinguishes

two kinds of darkness in the soul—the involuntary darkness

arising from inexperience of the light, and the voluntary

darkness which arises from experience and rejection of the

light. His answer explains the sense in which the word
“hypocrite ” was so often applied to the Pharisees by Jesus

iu the synoptists. The Pharisees were in darkness, and, like

all other men, had received gleams from “ the light which
lighteth every man,” convicting them of their darkness, and
leading them to say, “ We see not,” if they had but been

honest. But they persisted in saying, “We see.”^ There-

fore, it is said to them, “Your sin remaineth” (ix. 41).

These latter words, whether uttered or not by Jesus in the

exact shape in which the Fourth Gospel gives them, are un-

doubtedly true to the spirit of His teaching
;
and they

furnish a suitable end to the discourses on light, bringing

prominently forward that “reproving” or “convincing”
power of light which is one of the special attributes of that

Holy Spirit to whom, step by step, the Fourth Gospel is

leading us.

The metaphor of the good shepherd suggests an im- The

portant difference between the Fourth Gospel and the

Gospels of Matthew and Luke, viz., the absence of aU alle-

gory and almost all parable in the former. Why did

the author, who rejected so many other parabolic subjects,

retain only this parable of the shepherd in common with
them ? The answer may be, partly that it is a parable

based upon the teaching of Philo, who distinguishes between
mere indulgent “ keepers of sheep ” and “shepherds,” some-
what in the same way in which our parable distinguishes

between “ hirelings ” and shepherds
; and he adds that the

Supreme Shepherd is God, who orders all His flock of

created things through the Logos, His first-born Son
{Plantation <fcc., 11). In part, perhaps, the author may have

® Philo (as well as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews)
emphasizes the fact that Melchisedek, the true High Priest, the giver

of wiue instead of water, is the King of Salim or peace {Alleg., iii. 25).
^ Cf Philo, Who is the Seiri 15, “Look up, so as to convict

{^\eyxeiv) the blind race of common men, which, though seeming to
see, is blinded.”
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felt that the synoptic picture ot the shepherd leaving the
ninety and nine sheep in the wilderness ” while He seeks
the single wanderer, requires at least to be supplemented
by the picture of Him who putteth forth His sheep, and is

followed by them, so that none of them wander. But a
principal reason for introducing this parable at the conclu-

sion of the doctrine of light, and before the narration of the
death of Christ, is to prepare the way for that death, by
exhibiting the reason for it in a clear light. It is true

that Jesus has, before now, predicted that He is to be
‘‘lifted up^ (ill. 14, viii. 28) and slain (vii. 19, viii.

40) j
but it needs to be distinctly stated that Jesus will

not only be slain, but voluntarily slain
j
and the motive

requires to be expressed. This is explained in the synop-
tists by saying that He came to give"His life as a ransom
{Xvrpov) for many (Mat. xx. 28; Mk. x. 45). But to whom
was this ransom ” to be paid 'I To God or to the evil one 2

The question was a difficult one to answer
; and the Fourth

Gospel avoids, though it does not solve, an insoluble diffi-

culty by substituting a new metaphor for that of ransom :

‘‘ I am the Good Shepherd. The Good Shepherd giveth
His life for the sheep.” Then, in a master-piece of deli-

cate spiritual subtlety, while the expression “the Good
Shepherd wull even be slain by the wolf for the sheep’s

sake ”—which would have introduced all sorts of intricate

difficulties—is avoided, the same thing is, by antithesis,

indirectly suggested—“But the hireling seeth the wolf com-
ing, and leaveth the sheep, and fieeth.” A repetition of

this statement leads to a more emphatic reiteration that

the Shepherd will lay dow-n His life of His own free will

(the essence of sacrifice), “ in order that He may take it

again ” (x. 17)—thus entirely neutralizing the suspicion (so

carefully avoided above) that the Good Shepherd may be
doomed to succumb to the wolf.^

Two points remain to be considered in this chapter (x.).

The words, “ All that ever came before Me are thieves and
robbers,” have naturally caused some difficulty; but it is

possible that some words, such as “in comparison with Me,”
are to be understood ; and if the meaning was, “ all pre-

vious redeemers of mankind have been, in comparison with

the true Redeemer, self-interested and ambitious,” then,

such language becomes compatible with the author’s point

of view; and, even looked at from the synoptic side,

it presents little more difficulty than the saying that John
the Baptist, though the greatest of the prophets, was less

than the least in the kingdom of God.^ But the second

point is of more importance. In defending Himself (x. 35)
against the charge of making Himself God, Jesus is made by
the author to argue that, if the judges of Israel in the Psalms
are addressed as, in a certain sense, divine and gods,—“ 1

have said ye are gods,”

—

a fortiori might He Himself with-

out blasphemy call Himself the Son of God. But, if this

argument might be adopted, then it might be urged that

the Son of God differed from other sons of God only in

degree, or, if in anything else, only in pre-existence, and
the special privilege of pre-existence has been already

destroyed by the evangelist ; for, in the introduction to the

healing of the blind man, he has caused the disciples of

Jesus to take for granted, and Jesus not to impugn, the

doctrine that all men exist before birth: “Master, who
^ The use of vrj/ovy (“ exalt”) to denote what the synoptists (Mat.

XX. 19 ; xxvi. 2 ; Lu. xxiv. 7) denoted by (rravpovv (“ crucify ”) is

very remarkable. In the synoptists, always means “ to honour
highly” (“ every one that exalteth himself shall be abased ” (Mat.

xxiii. 12 ; Lu. xiv. 11) ,* but, in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus uses it in

addressing (viii. 28) His future murderers, “ When ye (6x|/cij<r7jT6)

the Son of Man”: comp. viii. 40, “Ye seek to slay Me.” Strictly

speaking, of course, we must say that is not the (rravpavv, but
the result of it.

^ Compare Philo, Abraham, 44, where a similar contrast is drawn
between the distinctive “kingdoms’* of human rulers and the benefi-

cent “ kingdom” of the ideal man.

did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind 2

Jesus answered, Neither this man nor his parents ; but that
the works of God should be made manifest in him ” (ix.

2, 3). But if all men pre-exist, and if to all men, in a certain
sense, may be addressed the title of “ God,” it would follow
that even the Eternal Son of God, by whom the world was
made, would be but the eldest among many brethren. It
is scarcely possible that the evangelist intended his readers
to follow out this train of thought

;
but it is unquestionable

that in spite of the readiness to admit supernatural incidents,
the author’s habit of referring all phenomena to the action
of certain elements—water, spirit, light, darkness, flesh,

blood, and the rest—leads him (perhaps unconsciously) into

a habit of describing and perhaps even conceiving the life

and work of Christ Himself as conforming itself to an
unalterable law, which is none the less a law, because it is

also a will, the will of our Father. The works that He
does are “prepared by the Father.” His sheep hear Him;
those that are not His sheep do not hear Him. The same
thought is expressed, whether the law be regarded as the
fixed order of things or as the will of the Father: “No
man can come unto Me except the Father which has sent

Me draw him.”
Again and again He disclaims caprice, and even the

exercise of an independent will :
“ I came down from heaven

not to do Mine own will but the will of Him that sent Me ”

(vi. 38). Though judgment is committed to Him by the
Father, yet so rigidly is His power and desire to judge
restrained by facts or laws (or by whatever other name the
truth may be called), that He solemnly declares that He
does not reallyjudge, it is the/ac^s that judge. “I do not
judge,” He says (xii. 47), but “ the word that I have spoken
shall judge him

;
” and even where He accepts the task of

judging, He declares that He judges “ as He hears ” (v. 30),
and “ with the Father that sent Him” (viii. 16), accord-

j

ing to truth. The same conception of the work of the

I

Word as being (like the working of the elements) universal,

I

continuous (v. 17), and according to law, is expressed both in

the prologue to the Gospel (John i. 1--9), and in the Epistle

also, where the writer declares that the commandment

I

which he gives to the church from Christ is “no new com-
mandment,” but an old commandment which men had had
“ from the beginning.”

We come nowto the last of the pre-resurrection “signs” of The

Jesus—the raising of Lazarus. Even those who maintain raising

the historical accuracy of every detail of this narrative will
Lazarus,

scarcely deny that its symbolic meaning goes down, and is

intended to go down, to an act far deeper and far vaster

than the revivification of the brother of Mary and Martha.

Eemembering the teaching of Paul (1 Cor. xv. 45) that

there are two men,—the former the “ living soul ” or fleshly

animal nature the latter the “quickening or

life-giving spirit” (Tn/cv/xa ^oottoiow) ;
the former the first

Adam, the latter the second Adam—we see at once in

this miracle the second Adam raising up the first Adam
from spiritual death, by imparting to him His own life.

The very word used by Paul to describe the second Adam
(pooTTOLdiv) is used by our author to describe the preroga-

tive of the Son— “the Son quickeneth (^coo^rotcT) whom
He will” (v. 21). Other meanings may, no doubt, be con-

veyed beneath this central incident of the Fourth Gospel

;

nor is it impossible that the author, before describing how
the Saviour laid down His life for mankind, wished to give

the best possible proof of the spontaneousness of the action

(asseverated above, x. 17, 18) by showing that He w'as

actually the source of life to others. As a preparation for

His resurrection on the third day, what could be better than

that H e should raise from the dead one who had been four

days lying in the grave 2 If, also, a preparation was needed

for the doctrine of the Spirit, which is soon to come before
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US, the resurrection of Lazarus would serve this purpose too.

For the Spirit is the source of life (^coTCKcoTarov, Philo calls

it, Creation, 7)

;

and, therefore, just as the doctrine of the

living water is preceded by the miracle of the water changed

into wine, and the doctrine of bread by the miracle of bread,

and the doctrine of the supersession of the intermittent

sabbath by the continuous loving activity of the Father

and the Son (v. 17) is preceded by the miracle of sabbath-

healing vouchsafed to the man to whom the intermittent

spring was useless, and the doctrine of the Light of the

world is preceded by the miracle of giving light to the

blind, so is it natural, and, as it were, proportionate, that

the doctrine of the quickening Spirit (of, vi. 63, to 'nvevfid

io-TL TO ^(jt}07roLovv) should be preceded by some miracle of

quickening the dead.^

The anointing and the triumphal entry into Jerusalem

having been discussed above, we pass to the last discourses

(xii. 20 to xvii. 26). The last discourses in the synoptists

treat of the second coming of Jesus in the clouds of heaven,

and of the day of judgment ;
the last discourses in the

Fourth Gospel treat rather of the continuous and increased

presence of Jesus in the hearts of the disciples, of the re-

proving or judgment of the world by the Holy Spirit, and

generally of the function of the Spirit in the church. In

other words, the Fourth Gospel exhibits in a spiritualized

form that which the synoptists set forth through material

imagery. The promise of the future presence of Christ had
been expressed by the synoptists in the legacy of His body
and blood, which Christ is described as bequeathing to His

disciples. The Fourth Gospel, which omits this incident

(possibly as being already sufficiently known and receiving

sufficient attention), lays more stress on the presence of the

Spirit as Christ’s substitute. It is important to observe

that both the synoptic account of the last supper, and
the last discourses in the Fourth Gospel, are founded on
one and the same basis of historical fact, viz., that Christ

approached death with the expressed conviction that His
work would not be frustrated by it, but that He would
remain for ever a living power in the hearts of His disciples.

There is also, even in the Gospel of St Mark, an intima-

tion that His disciples weri^ to be aided by a ‘*Holy Spirit,”

which should speak for them before princes and kings:
“ And when they lead you away, betraying you, take no
fqrethought what ye shall speak, neither rehearse it

; but
whatsoever shall be given to you in that hour, this speak

;

for it is not ye that speak, but the Holy Spirit ” (Mk. xiii.

11). To the same effect Jesus speaks in the parallel passage
of Luke (xxL 14, 15), bidding His disciples not to rehearse

their defence (Trpo/xeXcrai/ oLTroXoyrjOrjvaL), for He will give

them ** a mouth and wisdom,” which their adversaries shall

not be able to gainsay. Thus, even from our earliest Gospel,
it would seem that to those unletteredGalilean peasants, diffi-

dent (as Moses had beenbeforethem) of the sufficiency of their

rhetoric to plead their cause before the bar of the great ones
of the earth, a promise had been made of a ^ mouth ” that
should plead for them. The HolySpirit was to be theirAdvo-
cate. It is not likely that Jesus should have uttered these
two expressions (quoted above) and no more, about the Spirit

which was to be His substitute. Therefore, if the author
of the Fourth Gospel had access to any apostolic sayings and

^ The complete discussion of this, the crowning “sign” in the
Fourth Gospel, is not adapted for these pages. It would require a
dose examination of Lu. xvi. 20-31, together with Lightfoot’s {Eorce
JSehraicce) comment on “ Lazarus.” On this point see also Wunsche,
Eeu& 3eitr&ge zwr Erlmii&nmg der Eoangelim, p. 467 ; and com-
pare Philo on the meaning of Eliezer (Lazarus) in WTio is the Seir t

11, 12. The greater part of Origen’s cohamentaiy on this portion of
the Fourth Grospel has unfortunately perished ; but some light may
be thrown on it by a study of his C<mm, inJEv, Joa/im,, xxviii. 5, 6, 9,
as well as by Augustine, In Ioann. Evang. Tract, 49. The reasons
usually allied, for the omission of this “sign** by the synoptists
would also require careful consideration.
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traditions that illustrated the teaching of Christ during the

last two or three days before His death, we might naturally

expect to find in these traditions something more about the

Spirit which was to be the Advocate of the disciples when
pleading without their Master before the sanhedrin, and
before princes and kings. Accordingly, finding in the last

discourses of the Fourth Gospel an ampler doctrine on this-

subject, we have no ground, a priori, for regarding it with

suspicion. True, the doctrine is set forth here, as elsewhere,

in the peculiar language of the writer, so that we are abso-

lutely certain that we have not the exact words uttered by
Jesus; but this need not hinder us from accepting the

thoughts as the thoughts of Jesus, if we can throughout

trace the synoptic doctrine. In the synoptists Jesus pre-

dicts that He will rise again ”
;
obviously the letter of this-

prediction, though important, implies a still more important

spiritual meaning beneath it. For this prediction would
not have been satisfied by any amount of literal fulfil-

ment if Jesus had merely walked from His grave and ex-

hibited Himself alive, by tangible as well as ocular proof,,

to thousands of curious observers, hostile as well as friendly,

unless He had at the same time poured a new influence

or influent spirit into the hearts of those to whom He
manifested Himself. It is characteristic of our evangelist

that he realized (1) that the essence of the resurrection of

Christ consists in His spiritual resurrection and intensified

presence in the hearts of His disciples
; (2) that this resur-

rection, triumphing over death, and making death the

stepping-stone to a more active life, is as much in accord-

ance with law, as is the growth of the corn of wheat which
(xii. 24), ‘‘ except it fall into the ground and die, abideth

alone ; but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.” This

law—^illustrated daily by the increased influence of the dead
upon the living, no less than by the fruitful death of the
“ corn of wheat ”—a law so simple and yet so profound, like

aU the other laws enunciated by Jesus, can hardly have
proceeded from any other than from Jesus Himself. The
spiritual depth of the doctrine, and the similarity which it

bears to the synoptic prediction (in spite of the difference

of outward form), furnish strong armments that, in the last

discourses of the Fourth Gospel, we have much of our Lord’s

own teaching, though modified by the medium through
which it is conveyed to us.

The doctrine of the Spirit, regarded not now as the purify-

ing element in conjunction with water, but as the Advocate
or Paraclete—being the highest and most esoteric doctrine

of all—is reserved for the inner circle of His disciples.

First, therefore, it is necessary to bring to an end the
doctrine of Jesus to the outside world; and the battle

between light and darkness, between Jesus and the

Pharisees, ends with a recapitulation and conclusion of

the doctrine of light. The Gentile world, appearing on

the stage in the person of some inquiring Greeks, stretches

out her hand to the Messiah (xii. 20) ; a voice from

heaven attests His glory (xii. 28). The Son of God
pronounces the fall of the evil one, and, almost in the

same word, His own victorious death (xii. 31, 32). Then
the light is hidden from the rebellious nation (xii. 36);

the evangelist pronounces against them the sentence of con-

demnation, that they are blinded because they loved dark-

ness more than light, and the praise of men more than the

praise of God; and for the last time the voice of Jesus is

heard, as it were from behind a cloud, warning those whom
He has left in darkness that in rejecting Him they have

rejected the Father also (xii. 37-50).
The esoteric doctrine begins with a parable of action,

in which the Lord, by washing the feet of His disciples,

teaches them humility. Two classes of heretics seem
aimed at in this parable,—^those who reject the washing of

Jesus, to whom Jesus replies, “If I wash thee not, tbou
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hast no part with Me ;
” and those who laid stress on re-

peated baptisms or purifications, “He that is (wholly)
washed (AcXou/x^os) needeth not save to wash {vCirreiv) his
feet.” How Judas, the child of darkness, goes forth from the
chamber, and the evangelist seizes the moment to tell us
that “it was night ” (xiiL 30). Yet in this hour of dark-
ness the hour of glorification is hailed by Jesus ; and He
conveys to His disciples, not indeed a new testament, but
a new commandment, “that ye love one another” (ver. 34).
How could this be called a new commandment for those
who had been commanded long ago by Jesus to love even
their enemies, much more their friends'? The answer is

found in the context : “ As I have loved you, that ye also
love one another, ” the meaning being, that after the death
of Jesus, the memory of His love, enhanced in His absence,
would spring up as an entirely new power within their
hearts, so that “ love ” would assume a new meaning, and
the command to love—though as old as the first influence
of the Word, and therefore as the creation of man—would
become essentially a new commandment. These words occur
almost verbatim in the First Epistle of John (ii. 7), and, from
their language, they can hardly be accepted as giving the
letter of the words of Jesus ; but they go down to the very
roots of His teaching. The importance here attached to this
new commandment of love leads us to observe that, through-
out the whole of these discourses, love, almost as much as
the Spirit, occupies the thoughts; and, indeed, in chapters
xiii., xiv., XV

, and xvii.,^ the word dyairav occurs 24 times,
against 10 times in all the rest of the Gospel. The con-
nexion is obvious : step by step we are being led up to
God

;
and God is love. The doctrine of the Spirit can re-

veal no higher manifestation of Him than this
; and the

Spirit itself is a Spirit of love, which will find its home only
in the hearts of those that love.

Although Jesus has not expressly predicted His death,
yet the warnings of betrayal and departure have troubled
the hearts of His disciples. To comfort them Jesus pro-
mises that He will return, and be still present with them.
But neither is the path of His departure and return, nor is

His presence itself—^so He warns Thomas and Philip—to
be regarded as material. He will (spiritually) be more
present with them, when, and because, He will be (materi-
ally) absent. Greater works will they do than He has done,
because He, abiding with the Father above, will lift up
their hearts to heaven—their home henceforth because their

treasure, Christ, is there—and will make them one with
Himself and with the Father, in will and in power. And
here is repeated the saying, also found in the synoptists,

that whatsoever the disciples pray for they shall obtain,

—

joined with the assurance that they shall do greater works
(cpya) than He Himself does (xiv. 12). Note here that our
evangelist brings out more clearly than the synoptists the
spiritual meaning of the promise concerning prayer, and
makes it evident that, as above, the works (cpya) meant are

not “ miracles ” (Swa/x,€is),—not the casting of a material
mountain into the sea, as might be inferred from a misinter-

pretation of the synoptists,—^but the Messianic “works”
of forgiveness and regeneration.

The nature of Christas future presence in the hearts of

His disciples is differently described in 'different passages.

At one time (xiv. 30) He declares that He Himself, together
with the Father, will take up His abode in every heart that

loves Him
;
but more often He uses the word used by Mark

above, and speaks of a Spirit which shall be sent to them
by the Father. He applies to the Spirit the very title we
have been led to apply to the Spirit as described by Mark

—

the Advocate (JlapaKXrfroSf or Advocatus). As a paracletus

or advocatus was wont to explain the law to Greek or

^ Note the curious break in chapter xvi.
,
where the word ayairay

does not occur at all, and is twice used, xvi. 27.
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Homan clients, and to put words into their mouths, or
rather to be himself their spokesman, so the spiritual Para-
clete or Advocate would not only put words into the mouths
of the disciples when they stood before the bar of kings
(Mk. xiii. 11), but^ould also teach them all things, and
bring to their remembrance all the spiritual laws laid down
by their lawgiver Christ (xiv. 26). In one sense, the Spirit
is a witness, because He testifies of Christ (xv. 26) ; but
even here He is in reality an advocate, for the testimony is

regarded as not uttered by the Spirit directly, but indirectly
through the mouths of the inspired disciples who are to be
“martyrs” or witnesses (fjLaprvpes) for Christ (xv. 27). It
was very natural that that aspect of the advocate’s work
which most impressed the editor of our earliest Gospel
should retire into the background when the first brunt of
the collision between the church and the world was over;
and that gradually the work of the advocate should assume
a wider province than that of merely educating the disciples
to plead the cause of Christ in the presence of Gentile
judges. Hence Paul regards the Spirit as teaching the
disciples not so much what to say in their aefence before
earthly kings as rather in their prayers before the King of
Kings; “We know not what we should pray for as we
ought : but the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with
groanings which cannot be uttered” (Kom. viii. 26) ;

“ The
Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God,
.... which things also we speak, not in the words which
man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Spirit teacheth’^
(1 Cor. ii. 10—13). But this conception, carried a stage
further, makes the paraclete an advocate not revealing the
laws of the celestial kingdom to the enfranchised citizen
of it, nor yet revealing the will of the Father in heaven
to the child on earth, but rather pleading the cause of
the child before the offended Father

; and in this sense
Philo seems to use the word when he describes the high
priest as clothed in the garb which is typical of the invisible
universe, i,e., typical of the Logos or Son of the Supreme
Father of the world—because it was necessary for the
priest consecrated to the Father of the world that he
should have as his paraclete the Son, in order (through Him)
to obtain pardon of sins and supply of blessings (Zife of
Mosesy 1 4) ; and he also introduces Joseph (ch. 40) saying to
his brethren, “I forgive you; seek no other paracletey^ t.e.,

no one to act between me and you as your advocate
;
and

lastly, in this sense, the First Epistle of John (i. 1, 2) seems
to use the word in the passage, “ If any man sin, we have
an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous ;

and He is the propitiation for our sins.” ^ But though our
evangelist uses the word in this somewhat lower sense in
the Epistle, in the Gospel he nowhere uses it thus. There
the Paraclete’s function is to be, as in Luke, “ a mouth, a
wisdom ” (Lu. xxi. 15) ;

to be a substitute for the helping
presence of Christ (xiv. 16) ; to teach and remind (xiv. 26) ;

to testify and to aid the disciple to testify (xv. 26) ;
and

to convict the world of sin (xvi. 8) ;—but nowhere to obtain
forgiveness of sins from the Father by pleading the cause
of the disciples in His presence. It is not an unreasonable
inference that the evangelist’s different use of this word in

the Gospel and the Epistle may have arisen from the fact

that in the former he is adhering more closely to the original

use of it as handed down by Christ Himself.

Besides describing the work of the Paraclete as a con-

sequence of the departure of the Son to the Father, the

discourse touches upon the enmity which the disciples must
be prepared to meet, and enforces the necessity of unity

® Of. Schoettgen, vol. ii. p. 659, where it is shown that the Jews
adopted the Greek word trwfiyopos (not in its classical sense of “ pro-

secutor,” hut in the sense of “advocate for the defence”), under the

form and applied it to Michael, who defends Israel from the
accusations brought against him in the presence of God.
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through love. Only in two points does the thought seem

to suggest the influence of Philo; and in both of these

Philo is rather corrected than followed. Philo says

{Giants^ 7) that it is impossible that the Spirit of God
should remain for ever in the soul (though it may for a time)

because of our inseparable connexion with the flesh; he

adds (in language which is at least liable to the interpre-

tation of asceticism) that, as Moses fixed his tent outside

the camp, so those who would have the Divine Spirit as a

permanent tenant of their souls must put off all the things

of creation ;
the safest course being to contemplate God,

not even through the uttered word, but without utterance,

as absolute, indivisible existence (ib. 11, 12) ;
with the

mass of mankind the Spirit remains only for a moment, nor

would it ever have visited them but to convict (StcXeyfat)

them of choosing what is disgraceful instead of what is good

(ib, 5).^ The Fourth Gospel emphasizes no less the work of

the Spirit in ‘‘convicting” (iXeyx^Lv) the world of sin ;
but

it is also careful to say that the gift of the Spirit shall be

permanent, ‘‘not as the world giveth give I unto you”
(xiv. 27), and that the disciples are to remain in Jesus,

while nevertheless not taken out of the world (xvii. 15).

The Saviour is no more in the world, and the disciples are

in the world (xvii. 11) ;
yet He will not pray that they

should be removed from the world, but only that they

should be delivered from the evil (ver. 15). The discourse

concludes with the prayer that all future believers may be

knit together into one great body, which shall be in the

Father and the Son, while at the same time the Father

and the Son are in it (ver. 21, 23); and the last words of

all, after innumerable periphrastic metaphors to describe

the promised presence of Christ with His disciples, recur

at last to the plain expression of His presence, “and I in

you ”—^not greatly differing from the promise in the First

Gospel (Mat. xxviii. 20), “ I am with you always.” ^

There is doubtless a purpose in this accumulation of

obviously inconsistent statements of the local relations be-

tween the Father, the Son, the Spirit, and the Church;
“I am in the Father, and the Father in Me;” “ Ye in Me,
and I in you;” “I go unto the Father;” “The Holy
Spirit whom the Father will send in My name;” “The
Comforter whom I will send unto you from the Father ;”

“I came forth from the Father, and am come into the
world —the intention being to prevent the mind of the
reader from attaching any importance to mere local relations

between the Three Persons, and to force him to form
spiritual conceptions instead of local by showing that the
most opposite local relations may be simultaneously pre-

dicated. Thus contradiction after contradiction leads the
reader at last to pierce beneath the literal integuments to
the spiritual truth concealed below them

;
and, aided by

the bold analogy (xvii. 21) derived from human unity
(“ that they all may be one ; as Thou, Father, art in Me,
and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us”), we are
led at last to discern that the unity is not that of place,

^ Comp. PMlo, Quod Dem ImmutaJbilis, 26: “When the high
priest, conviction, like a pure ray of light,*' flashes on our minds, we
realize onr pollution

; and thus conviction may he said, as it were, to
poUnte ovir former imaginary and self-satisfied righteousness.

® There is an attractive symmetry in the supposition of Canon
Westcott {IiftiTod. to St JoTt/f^s Gosp^^ that these disconrses (xiii.,

XIV., XV.), in which alone is any mention made of “commandments,”
are intended to he a kind of Sermon in the Chamber, corresponding to
the Sermon on the Mount. The Sermon on the Mount sets forth the
new law of Christ ; the Sermon in the Chamber vivifies the new law
with the new Spirit. This supposition exactly corresponds with the
“spiritual” (Muratorian fragment) motive of the Gospel; and the
esoteric nature of the doctrine is not inconsistent with the statements
which are said to be mainly “based on direct knowledge of Papias’s
book” (Westcott^ C<mon^ p. 76), that Papias, “a dear disciple of
John,” wrote five books entitled *

^exoterica. ” For ‘ ^ exoterica ” imply
“esoterioa.”

^ E L S [fourth gospel.

but of will ;
and that the bond of unity is not sight work-

ing through material presence in material light, but Love

working through spiritual sight or the spirit of truth,

independently of material presence. And so, after all,

the evangelist leads his reader to see that the coming of

the Paraclete (like all things else in his Gospel) is accord-

ing to law ;
“ If I go not away, the Comforter will not

come unto you” (xvi. 7); “The Holy Spirit was not yet

given, because that Jesus was not yet glorified ” (vii. 39).

Not until the dead has passed away from us does the “ idea

of his life ” creep into our minds

—

“ Apparelled in more precious habit.

More moving-delicate and full of life

Than when He lived indeed

and the Eternal Word, who subjected Himself to the laws

of human nature in birth and life, may be supposed without

irreverence to have subjected Himself to, or perhaps rather

we should say to have availed Himself of, the same laws

of human nature which regulate God's ordinance of death.

The crucifixion having been considered above, we pass The

to the narrative of the resurrection. Matthew and Mark resmrec-

imply that Jesus manifested Himself to the disciples

in Galilee; Luke mentions none bat manifestations in

Judaea; the Fourth Gospel mentions manifestations in both
places. Compared with Matthew and Luke, the Fourth
Gospel may be said to handle the subject more familiarly,

taking the resurrection, so to speak, more as a matter of

course, and representing Jesus as moving in a more human
fashion among His disciples after He had risen from the

grave, helping them in their fishing, holding long con-

versations with them, and, in a word, renewing almost

without a break the intercourse of the days before the cruci-

fixion. In Matthew, the Christ after death appears once,

upon a mountain, doubtfully discerned by some, and emits
one final message, sending His disciples to evangelize the

world, and promising them His perpetual presence. In
Luke the risen Christ “vanishes,” causes fear and terror

to His disciples, and is supposed to be a “ spirit ” till He
eats food in their presence

;
finally He is “ parted from

them.” In John, the ascension, though alluded to, is

not described ; and everything else that might give the
manifestation a phantasmal character is studiously kept in

the background. No mention is made of the angel who
descends (Mat. xxviii. 2) from heaven to roll away the stone
from the sepulchre, terrifying the keepers of the grave, and
bidding the women “fear not.” It is rather assumed that,

by His own unaided strength, Christ burst the bars of the
grave, and after leisurely laying aside the grave-clothes,
and the “napkin in a place by itself” (John xx. 7), went
forth to converse with His disciples. It is true that the
Fourth Gospel does not attempt to conceal the fact that the
manifestations of Jesus were more than once not recognized
by His disciples at first; but, in the cases of non-recognition,
it is suggested (as in Luke), not that the manifestation was
faint or shadowy (as seemingly in Mat. xxviii. 1 7,

“ And
when they saw Him, they worshipped Him

;
but some

doubted ”), but that they mistook Him for a stranger (xx.

14 ; XXL 4). That Jesus ate in the presence of His dis-

ciples is not stated, nor can it be said to be implied ;
but

His familiar presence at the meal of the disciples (xxi. 13)
suggests a real presence almost as effectively as the narrative
of the eating of the fish and honeycomb in Luke. Addi-
tional conviction is also obtained by taking one of the
apostles, Thomas, as a type of resolute scepticism, refusing
to believe unless he touches the body of the risen Saviour,
and by describing how even such scepticism as this was con-
verted into certainty. Moreover, as the water and the blood
were visibly given by Jesus on the cross, so—^lest the giving
up of the breath on the cross should be a scarcely suffici-

ently noticeable type of the gift of the holy breath or Spirit-

—
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our evangelist records that Jesus breathed on His disciples

and said, ‘‘ Receive ye the holy breath ” {or Spirit)—at the

same time connecting with this highest gift the highest

activity for which a human soul can be inspired by God, the

faculty of forgiving sins. It is probable that the Gospel

originally ended at xx. 31 :
“ But these are written that

ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God,

and that believing ye might have life through His name.”
This is a most appropriate termination

; and what follows

bears every appearance of being an appendix added by the

author, describing a miraculous draught of 153 fishes,

and a meal of Jesus with seven of the disciples, followed

by a dialogue between Jesus and Peter, in which the death

of the latter is predicted, and the erroneous tradition that

the beloved disciple should not die is shown to be baseless.

Three inferences seem probable from this last narrative :

—

(1) that there had been at Ephesus a tradition (arising

perhaps from the extreme old age of John and from some
such expression as is recorded in John xxi. 22) that John
would not die till the Lord had appeared

; (2) that John
had died when this account was written (for if he were

living and past his ninetieth year, at a time when the church

daily expected the coming of the Lord, the Ephesian Chris-

tians would not have needed any explanation or softening

away of a prediction which would seem to them very likely

to be fulfilled); but (3) if John was dead, it must seem that

the words “ we know” could not have been added (as they

might be supposed to have been added, according to the

Muratorian legend) by Andrew and Philip, who in all

probability died before John died; and if John was
dead, it must seem that the words would not have been

added by any elders of Ephesus representing the genera-

tion after John; for how could they—who stood on a

footing altogether subordinate and inferior in point of

reputation, and with no opportunities of information

—

have ventured to ratify the testimony of the ‘‘beloved

disciple?”

It is more easy to arrive at negative than at positive

results, when evidence is so slight
;
but it seems probable

that the author, attempting to give the spiritual essence of

the gospel of Christ, as a gospel of love, and assigning the

Ephesian Gospel to the beloved disciple who had presided

over the Ephesian church, by way of honour and respect

(for the same reasons which induced the author of the

2d Epistle of Peter to assign that Epistle to the leading

apostle), and being at the same time conscious that the

book (though representing the Ephesian doctrine generally,

and in part the traditions of John the apostle, as well as

those of Andrew, Philip, Aristion, and John the elder)

did not represent the exact words and teaching of the dis-

ciple—added the words “We know, &c.,” partly as a kind

of imprimatur of Andrew, Philip, and the rest
;
partly in

order to imply that other traditions besides those of John
are set forth in the book

;
partly to characterize the book

as a Gospel of broader basis and greater authority than the

less spiritual traditions issuing from non-apostolic authors,

which our evangelist desired to correct or supplement. Hor
is it in the least unlikely that this Gospel does represent

the teaching of Andrew and Philip, and Aristion and John
the elder, as well as that of John. If Papias of Hierapolis

gathered up the traditions of these apostles and elders, why
not also our author, writing in Ephesus perhaps several

years before Papias? It is assuredly not for nothing that

the name of “Matthew,” mentioned in Matthew, Mark, and

Luke, is not found in the Fourth Gospel
;
nor is it without

significance that the Gospel begins and ends with an inner

apostolic circle. The “ twelve” are indeed mentioned, but

as in the background. The beloved disciple, Andrew and

Peter, Philip and Nathanael,—these, and these only, are

mentioned as called by Jesus in the beginning; Peter and
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Thomas, Nathanael and the sons of Zebedee, and two other
disciples (presumably the same list as those above, with the
addition of James, the son of Zebedee, and Thomas), are
mentioned as alone admitted to the sacred meal which closes
the Gospel. This fact marks the whole character of the
book

;
it is esoteric and eclectic, and designedly modifies

the impression produced by the tradition previously recorded
by the synoptics.

The> criticism of the first three Gospels.—For fourteen centuries the Criticism,
church was content to follow Augustine {De Consensu Evangelist- of
arum, i 4) in believing that Mark was “as it were the humble synoptic
companion (pedissequus) and abridger ” of Matthew. Towards the Gospels,
end of the ISth century this dogma was shaken, and two different
hypotheses were put forward: (1) that the evangelists had borrowed
from one another, either Matthew from Mark, or Mark from Luke,
or even (so capricious and baseless were the hypotheses which
now started into existence) Matthew and Mark from Luke

; (2)
that all the three Gospels depended upon an original and common
Gospel. The first of these hypotheses may for convenience be
called the “borrowing” hypothesis

;
the second may be called the

‘
‘ traditional ” hypothesis. Eichhom was the first to systematize the
“traditional” hj^othesis, maintaining (1794) that the original

tradition was a written Aramaic Gospel, known to the three
synoptists, hut afterwards (1804) so far modifying his views as to

recognize that the Aramaic tradition had been translated into Greek,
and passed through several documentary stages, before it assumed
the form preserved in the triple version of our synoptists.

Inside the circle of those who maintained the traditional hypo-
thesis there now arose inner divisions upon the question, which
evangelist most closely approximated to the “ original ” tradition.

Eichhom had assigned (1804) the priority to Matthew, Gratz (1812)
to Mark. Moreover, a new form of the hypothesis was shaped out
by Sehleiermacher (1817), who maintained that onr Gospels were
composed on the basis of a number of disconnected documents

;

while Gieseler (1818) showed that it must have been, in any case,

oral tradition which served the needs of the earliest disciples,

—

tiadition stereotyped by time, and reduced to some kind of similar

pattern befoie being committed to writing by the synoptists. Still

no certain conclusions were arrived at. De Wette (beginning from
1826) assumed a common oral tradition for Matthew and Luke, and
treated Mark as an epitomizer. Credner (1836) joined Schleier-

macher in tracing our Gospels back to a collection of words of the

Lord, which he supposed Matthew to have combined with the oldest

Gospel, viz., Mark; similarly Lachmann (1885). Bleek (1862-1866)
relapsed into Grieshach^s view (1784-1790) that Mark was based on
Matthew and Luke.

All these conflicting hypotheses might naturally induce those who
had not themselves closdy studied the synoptic texts to believe

that the truth of the matter was unattainable, and that, in any
case, the synoptic narratives (not being the records of eye-witnesses,

nor being preserved in unaltered documents written contemporane-
ously with or soon after the events) must necessarily he untrust-

worthy. Accordingly, in 1835, Strauss maintained that the whole
synoptic narrative was legendary or otherwise untrustworthy. The
defenders of the synoptists against Strauss found little consideration,

and the hypothesis that Mark contained the original Gospel was dis-

credited by the extravagance of its supporters. In 1846-7 Schweg-
ler and Baur, recurring to the “borrowing hypothesis,” issued it in a

new form as an “adapting hypothesis.” The original Gospel was
now supposed to be the Gospel of the Hebrews (seep. 818 above),

which was imagined to contain in all its bare truthfulness the

Ebionite doctrine of the early church. Matthew combined this

original Jewish-minded document with some other document of

more liberal sentiments. Luke was at first a Pauline jjrotest against

Judaism, but was afterwards supplemented, in a conciliatoiy spirit,

with passages coloured with Ehionitic and Jewish thought
;
Mark

was treated as a neutral and colouiless adapter of Matthew and
Luke,—“pedissequus et breviator ” This was the Tubingen
doctrine, sometimes called the “ tendency hypothesis,” because the

adaptations were supposed to proceed from theological “tendencies,”

Ewald (beginning from 1849) combated the Tubingen theory,

maintaining that (1) there was an ori^nal Gosi>el, perhaps composed

by the evangelist Philip ; (2) in addition to this, there was a collec-

tion of “logia” made by Matthew; (3) and, out of both these docu-

ments, or by an author acquainted with these documents, was formed

Mark, or, at all events, Mark in its original shape
; (41 Matthew con-

tains (1) (2) and (3), together with extracts from a “ book of higher

Idstory”; (5) three anonymous evangelists revived this narrative,

which received its last form at the hands of Luke (see the account

of Ewald’s theory in Westcott’s Gospels, p. 203). From this time

the compilatory and artistic character of Luke began to he generally

recognized ;
and even the Tubingen school gave up the theory that

Mark had adapted Luke. Hilgenfeld, “in a five years' literary

struggle with Baur” (see Holtzmann, in SchenkeTs Bilel-Lexicon,

art. “EvangeUen”), proved Mark’s independence. Kbstlin (1853)

X. — io6
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advocated an original Mark as the grotindwork of the synoptists ;

It is greatly to he desired that, in this '' struggle,” the dis-

together with a “Gospel of Peter” as the basis for the parts common putants may illustrate the subject in a somewhat ampler manner

to Matthew and Luke. Ritschl (1851), recanting his former op- than has been hitherto common. Liflerent versions of the same

position, and Meyer (1853) became converted to the belief in an original—tales, histories, ballads transmitted through documen-

“ orijginal Mark.” Volkmar (1857) and a number of other theolo- taiy and oral sources should be compared together
;
andmoie espe-

ffians took the same view; Weiss (1861) advocated a parity of cially the phenomena of the ante-Jerome versions of the New Testa-

orio-mality, or rather a common original source, from which ment should receive the most careful study, before even the ablest

Matthew and Mark borrowedWally, while occasionally Matthew commentator should allow hmself to use the dogmatic tone which

borrowed from Mark itself. But the woik which most approximates unfortunately chaiacterizes Dr Weiss s Matthausevangehum in^ de-

to a proof of the originality of the tradition contained m Mark is ciding against the oral theory. But this is a natural characteristic

Holtzmann’s Du SyTWvtuchen Doangelien, &c., 1863, from whose of an author who sees in a single ^Upova^riix convincing proof of an

summary of the criticism of the hrst three Gospels (SchenkePs Aramaic original (see P* 805 above), and to whom a /cai iBov ^ttles

B%bel-Lexicon, “ Evangelien”) these statements are mainly drawn, all critical disputes. With this dogmatism the tone of Canon

The author of Jems of Nazara, Dr Keim, of whom, for the sake of WestcotPs remarks on the oral Gospel contrasts advantageously,

that interesting work, we would speak with all respect, was almost Nevertheless, it will probably be hereaft^ lound that the pheno-

alone in defying, in his last work (p. vii. Aus dcm Urchristenthumf mena of our present synoptists are due not to one, but to aU, of the

1878), the “mane-shaking of the Mark lion;” but even he, with causes advocated by the various disputants of the 18th century,

qualificatioa {id. p. 30). Tradition, documents, theological tendencies, literary modifications,

^ The work of Dr^Holt^ann last referred to is of great value ;
and misunderstanding of metaphorical parable, misunderstanding ot

so are Dv Weiss's Marcimvangelncm {IS72 ) and Jfatthaicsevangelium encharistic language, misunderstanding of spiritual language—all

(1876); but it is truly lamentable that nearly a century has passed these causes will be found to have contributed to produce the pre-

in the accomplishment of so little. The reason is peihaps to be sent synoptic result; and it will not improbably be found, as Dr
looked for (1) in the amount of personahty which has been intro- Sanday shrewdly suggests, that early documents have been much
duced into discussions of this kind ; (2) in the haste with which more modified, and early oral traditions much less modified,

theories have been erected upon the basis of single causes ; (3) in the than modem associations might have led us to suppose. Future

general absence of attempt to classify and concentrate evidence; (4) investigations will receive a consideiable stimulus and help, as

in the failure to recognize the distinction between probabilities and soon as a harmony of the synoptists showing the Triple Tradition

certainties, and the amount of labour necessary to attain certainty; as well as the double traditions (pp. 795—800 above) becomes a

(5) most of all, in the absence of mechanical helps. It is probable recognized text-book for all students of the Gospels. It will also

that the publication of Binder’s CoTicordaTice in the middle of this be a useful check, if no demonstration of dift’erent documents (in

century has done more than all the rest of the hypothesis inventors, Luke, for example) be recognized as sound until it has been tested

from Augustine to Hitzig, to forward the scientific study of the by application to otber authors. For example, the proof from /cat,

sjmoptic Gospels, nor could Dr Holtzmann’s valuable work have been re, \4y€i, A.aA.e7, *Upov<raX'fiii, K^pios^ iy(&7riov, cvtftJy, Kal l5oD,

written but for the humble assistance of Binder. It is lamentable is by no means to be despised
;
but it req^uires expression in a clea*

to thinkbow much industry, ink, and paper, and occasionally intel- picturesque way by the well-known means of curves
;
and no proof of

lect as well, might have been saved if there had been in common this kind ought to be accepted until it (or corresponding proof) has

circulation from the beginning of this century, along with Bmder, been applied,—^first {a) negatively, to several passages recognized as

a harmony of^he Gospels, printed after the manner suggested above genuine productions of the same author (Plato, for example), and

(p. 790), from which any one, almost without knowing Greek at then (5), positively, to several passages, some ofwhich are recognized

all, could have seen at a glance that the “pedissequus ” theory as genuine,others as spurious. In the first case (a) the curves will

of Mark was not for a moment tenable, and that MaTkco7l^^^^^^la—^by exhibit no fluctuations ;
in the second (6) the curves will exhibit

no means, necessarily, is—^the original tradition from which, at least fluctuations corresponding to the fluctuations in Luke; and this

in some places, Matthew and Luke independently borrowed. will be a strong and clearly intelligible proof (even to those who
There are signs that a similar waste of industry is to be appre- know no Greek—^for the same illustrative proof might be deduced

bended in the further discussion of the question whether the com- from the application of the test to Tztus Andronicus and to

mon tradition is derived from oral or documentary sources. "Wlien, Hamlet) that the fluctuations of the curves are caused in each
for example, we find so able a critic as Dr Holtzmann (Schenkel, case by the incoming of different documentary strata. But perhaps,
“Evangelien,” p.210)layingstiess on the irregular form &ir€K:aT€trTci077 to do this thoroughly, it would be necessary to do it four or five

occuning m the same place in all the three synoptists (Mat. xii. 13 ; times over for each of the four or five principal ancient MSS. (nor
Mk. iii. 5 ; Lu. vi. 10) as a convincing proof that the copying of ought, perhaps, even varieties of spelling, and certainly not varieties

documents (and not oral tradition) can alone explain so strange a of form, such as ^ &c.

,

to be neglected, as possibly pointing
similarity, we naturally suppose that this irregularity is nowhere to the incoming of different documents) ; and the labour is so great
else found in the Old or New Testament. But so far is this from that, even with the avoidance of all broaching of hasty theories and
being the case that the irregular form may be with greater truth all personalities, a single worker could hardly accomplish it with
said to be the only form current in the Old and New Testament, the devotion of a life,—at least that is the conclusion to which the
occurring not only in the three passages above, but also in Mk. viii. present writer has been forced after devoting some years to this

26 (inreKarea-'^); in Jerem. xxiii. 8; m Exod. iv, 7; in var. inter- labour. Yet, in any case, one signal advantage will result from
p^, Gen. xxiii. 16 [Trommius quotes 3 (1) Esdr. i, 36 (*33), but our keeping before ourselves a high standard of demonstration, viz.,
Tischendorf reads kvetrrjforey] ; and the only passage in which the that, although we may biing forward theories for discussion, we shall
regularform is found, Gen. xl. 21, contains a var. lect. &Tr6KaT€<rTij<r€v, draw a very distinct line between what is proved and not proved,
which, no doubt, ought to be inserted in the text. This may serve and shall shrink with a just horror from short cuts to knowledge,
as an example to show how ultimately circuitous the path must he The Oriticimt of the Fourth Gospel,—No criticism of a systematic criticism
through these attempted short cuts to certmnty. The truth is that kind, says Dr Holtzmann (Schenkel’ s JBibehLexicon\ began till the ofFourthi
the question of oral or documentary sources is not to be settled with- publication of Bretschneider’s Frobahilia (1820), which provoked so Gospel,
out a great deal more of labour and ofjudgment than the subject has much opposition that the author retracted it. The apostolic author-

^

hitherto received For a statement of the oralhypothesis, which is ship was supported by Schleiermacher, and by Credner (1836), even
generally^ adopted by English scholars, the reader is referred to while admitting that the Gospel could not he regarded as a purely
Westcott s iTitToduction to the GospeJsy pp. 161—208. It has been objective work. Similarly De Wette, after some doubt and hesita-
pointed out, however, by Dr Sanday {Academy^ Sept. 21, 1878) that tion (1837), and Beuss (1840-64) decided for the Johannine author-
there has been of late an increasing tendency in the three theories— ship,—^tbe former being influenced by a comparison of the Fourth
the Tubingen or adaptation theory, the documentary Mark theory, Gospel with the other works of the 2d centiuy. The attack of
the oral tradition theory—to approrimate to each otner ; so that the Strauss, in his lAfe of Jesics^ being passed over (as indicating no
tendency theory h^ given less weight to dogmatic tendencies and attempt, or possibly ability, to appremate the depth of the spiritual
more weight to literary considerations. The documentary Mark doctrine in the Fourth Gospel, in spite of the suggestiveness and
theory allows the previous influence of tradition, only stipulating for occasional accuracy of his method), we come to Baur (1847), who
s<^elost documentarylinks between the oral tradition and ourMark; pronounced the Gospel to be a religions ideal poem, composed in
while the oral theoiy approaches to the documentary Mark theory the 2d century. A great number of writers accepted this theory

;

m assuming that the oral Gospel is represented most nearly by our among them, Zeller and HUgenfeld, and Schenkel and Keim in
present ^k. Nevertheless, says Dr Sanday, between the two their fives of Christ, together with Eeville (1864) and Scholten. In
last theones (for the Tubingen theory may be left out of account) the meantime an hypothesis of “partial authorship” had been

the struggle has yet to come. The division between these i£| su^ested, some (Weisse in 1838, and Freytag in 1861) believing
^most^tional. In Germany no one of any significance as a critic that the discourses, others, as Kenan (1863), believing that the
hol^ the oral theory. In England none of our prominent writers historical narratives, were genuine

; while some wished to detach the
Jtold anything else. France is divided. Ghidet ranges himself on Judsean from Ihe Galilean portion of the Gospel, as being distinct

si^ most popular in England. i^viUe was an early supporter in authorship and origin. Lncke, Ewald, Briickner, and wittichen,
of a view sellar to that which is gaining the ascendency in Ger- adopting invarious forms the view ofa divided authorship, recognized
many; and the same is suhstantiaDy adopted by M, Kenan. ^ in the Gtospelaframeworkof historical fact, hut noted also the promi-
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mmcG of the ideal, the want of historical development, and the sub-
jective eolouiin^r given by the author to the discouises of Christ

—

views which find a full expression in Weizsacker's Untei sucJiungen
%iher die evangcltsche &esch%chte (1864). Canon Westcott, in his Inr-

trodttciion to the Gospels (5th ed., 1875), maintains apostolic author-
ship, which is also in a special tieati&e {AutliorsMp and Historical
Character of the Fourth Gospel, 1872) maintained by Dr Sanday.
The latter work lays perhaps somewhat too much emphasis on the
geographical expressions which are used to prove that the author
was a Jew of Palestine. Many of these would appear natural for an
Alexandrian Jew who had spent two or three passovers at Jeiusalem,
and had travelled through the country. Still more doubtful is the
canon assumed throughout the treatise, that graphic details, parti-
cularities of name, place, &c., imply an eye-witness—the contrary
being suggested by the phenomena of the apocryphal Gospels. Nor
does Dr Sanday make any attempt to illustrate the Fourth Gospel
(except in respect of the Logos doctrine) by the teaching of
Philo. Nevertheless the book is eminently candid, and there is no
other book in English to compare with it for the light it throws,
not only on the Fourth Gospel itself, but also on the history of its

criticism. Dr Sanday also recognizes, even moie fully than Canon
Westcott, the subjective nature of the Gospel, at least so far as to
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make this admission, that the words of Jesus himself and the words
of the evangehst are, in more than one instance, so inextricably
intermixed that it is impossible to tell where the former end and the
latter begin. In the Ini/roduction to the Gospel of St John, published
(1879) in the SpeaTcer^s Comm&ntary, Canon Westcott has greatly
amplified the valuable remarks on the Fourth Gospel contained in
his Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, and states most for-
cibly the views of those who see in the multiplicity of detail in the
Fourth Gospel one among many proofs that the Gospel was com-
posed by an eye-witness of the events which it records. For the
doctrine of the Logos Canon Westcott gives the following list-

—

Gfroerer, FMlo u. d. Jud.~AUx. TheosopMe, 1835; Daehne, Jud,-
Alex, Eeligions-FhilosopMe, 1834 ; Corner, Person of Christ (Eng.
trans.) ; JowetPs “ St Paul and Philo” {Epistles of St Paul, § 363
if.); Heinze, Die Lehre v. Logos in Gncch Philosophic, 1872 ;

Siegfried, Philo v(yn Alexandria, 1875- Grossmann {Qucestiones
PhiloTiece, 1829) gives a complete summary of the use of the word
in Philo. An account of the Logos literature up to 1870 is given
by Dr Abbot m bis appendix to the article on ‘‘The Word ” in the
American edition of the Dictionary of the Bible, and Soulier in-
cludes several later works in La doctrine du Logos chez Philon
d"Alexandrie, Turin, 1876. (E. A. A.)

GOSPOflTj a fortified seaport and market town of
Hampshire, England, on the western side of Portsmouth
harbour, near its mouth, directly opposite and about a mile
from Portsmouth, with which it is connected by a floating

bridge moved by a steam engine working on two fixed chains.

The old fortifications built at the end of last century
are now obsolete, and a line of new forts has been erected
about two miles from the town, extending from the Solent
to the upper part of Portsmouth harbour, with accommo-
dation for two regiments of infantry and a brigade of

artillery. Near the town is the royal St Clarence victualling

yard, with brewery, cooperage, powder-magazines, biscuit-

baking establishment, and storehouses for various kinds of

provisions for the royal navy. Adjoining this yard there

are large Government powder magazines and a laboratory
for making fusees and rockets. Within the old fortifica-

tions a fine new barracks has been erected with accommo-
dation for 1100 men, and another barracks with accommo-
dation for 1600 men adjoining it. The principal other
buildings are the town-hall and market-place, the church of

Holy Trinity, erected in the time of William IIL, and the

magnificent Haslar naval hospital, capable of containing

2000 patients. Gosport has an extensive establishment for

the manufacture of anchors and chain cables, and it is also

celebrated for its yacht-building and sail-making establish-

ments. The coasting trade is considerable. The town
is said to have received its name, Gosport or God’s Port,

from Bishop Henry de Blois, who pub in here for shelter

during a severe storm in 1158. It was then only a small

fishing village. According to another supposition its

original name was Gorse Port, and it was so called from
the gorse and furze with which the commons in the neigh-

bourhood were thickly covered. The population in 1871
was 7366.
GOSSABT, Jan, born at Maubeuge towards the close of

the 15th century, is better known to Englishmen by the
name of Mabuse than by that of Jenni Qossart, with which
he signed some of his pictures, or that of Jennyn van
Hennegouwe (Hainault), under which he matriculated in

the guild of St Luke, at Antwerp, in 1503. We know
nothing of his life before he attained to manhood; but
his works at least tell us that he stood in his first period

under the influence of artists to whom plastic models were
familiar; and this leads to the belief that he spent his

youth on the French border rather than on the banks of the

Scheldt. In no seat of artistic culture is this feature more
conspicuous than at Tournai, Douai, or Valenciennes, and
it may be that in one of these cities Mabuse learnt to com-
mingle the study of architecture with the gaudy system of

colouring familiar to tinters of stone. Without the subtlety
or power of Van der Weyden, he had this much in common
with the great master of Tournai and Brussels, that his

compositions were usually framed in architectural back-
grounds

;
and this marked characteristic is strongly dis-

played in the pictures which he executed in the first years
of the 16th century. But whilst Mabuse thus early betrays
his dependence on the masters of the French frontier, he
also confesses admiration for the great painters who first

gave lustre to Antwerp
;
and in the large altar-pieces of

Castle Howard and Scawby, he combines in a quaint and
not unskilful medley the sentiment of Memling, the bright

and decided contrasts of pigment peculiar to coloured reliefs,

the cornered and packed drapery familiar to Van der

Weyden, and the bold but Socratic cast of face remarkable
in the works of Quentin Matsys. At Scawby he illustrates

the legend of the count of Toulouse, who parted with his

worldly goods to assume the frock of a hermit. At Castle

Howard he represents the Adoration of the Kings, and
throws together some thirty figures on an architectural

background, varied in detail, massive in shape, and fanciful

in ornament. He surprises us by pompous costume and
flaring contrasts of tone. His figures, like pieces on a
chess-board, are often rigid and conventional. The land-

scape which shows through the colonnades is adorned with
towers and steeples in the minute fashion of Van der

Weyden. After a residence of a few years at Antwerp,
Mabuse took service with Philip, bastard of Philip the Good,
at that time Lord of Somerdyk and admiral of Zeeland.

One of his pictures had already become celebrated—

a

Descent from the Cross (50 figures) on the high altar of the

monastery of St Michael of Tongerloo. Philip of Burgundy
ordered Mabuse to execute a replica for the church of

Middleburg; and the value which was then set on the

picture is apparent from the fact that Diirer came expressly

to Middleburg (1521^ to see it. In 1568 the altar-piece

perished by fire. But its principal features were preserved

in a large arras hanging, recently exhibited at the Archaeo-

logical Museum of Brussels. In 1508 Margaret of Austria

sent Philip of Burgundy to Italy to negotiate for the treaty

of CambraL On this mission he was accompanied by
Mabuse ; and by this accident an important revolution was

effected in the art of the Netherlands. Mabuse appears to

have chiefly studied in Italy the cold and polished works of

the Leonardesques. He not only brought home a new style,

but he also introduced the fashion of travelling to Italy

;

and from that time till the age of Rubens and Van Dyck it

was considered proper that all Flemish painters should visit

the peninsula. The Flemings grafted Italian mannerisms
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on their own stock; and the cross turned out so unfor-

tunately that for a century Flemish art lost all trace of

originality.

In the summer of 1509 Philip returned to the Nether-

lands, and, retiring to his seat of Suytburg in Zeeland, sur-

rendered himself to the pleasures of planning decorations

for his castle and ordering pictures of Mabuse and Jacob of

BarbarL Being in constant communication with the court

of Margaret of Austria at Malines, he gave the artists in

his employ fair chances of promotion. Barbari was made

court painter to the regent, whilst Mabuse received less im-

portant commissions. Records prove that Mabuse painted

a portrait of Leonora of Portugal, and other small pieces,

for Charles V. in 1516. But the only signed pictures of

this period are the Neptune and Amphifcrite of 1516 at

Berlin, and the Madonna, with a portrait of Jean Caron-

delet, of 1517, at the Louvre, in both of which we clearly

discern that Vasari only spoke by hearsay of the progress

made by Mabuse in “the true method of producing pictures

full of nude figures and poesies.” It is difS.cult to find any-

thing more coarse or misshapen than the Amphitrite, unless

we except the grotesque and ungainly drayman who figures

for Neptune. In later forms of the same subject—the

Adam and Eve at Hampton Court, or its feebler replica at

Berlin—we observe more nudity, combined with realism

of the commonest type. Happily Mabuse was capable of

liigher efforts. His St Luke painting the portrait of the

Virgin in Sanct Veit at Prague, a variety of the same sub-

ject in the Belvedere at Vienna, the Madonna of the Baring

collection in London, or the numerous repetitions of Christ

and the Scoffers (G-hent and Antwerp), aU prove that travel

had left many of Gossart^s fundamental peculiarities un-

altered. His figures still retain the character of stone
;
his

architecture is as rich and varied, his tones are as strong

as ever. But bright contrasts of gaudy tints are replaced

by soberer greys ; and a cold haze, the “ sfumato ” of the

Milanese, pervades the surfaces. It is but seldom that

these features fail to obtrude. When they least show, the

master displays a brilliant palette combined with smooth
surface and incisive outlines. In this form the Madonnas of

Munich and Vienna (1527), the likeness of a girl weighing
gold pieces (Berlin), and the portraits of the children of the
king of Denmark at Hampton Court, are fair specimens of

his skill.

Philip of Burgundy had been deputed in Italy (1515) to
escort Charles V.’s sister, Isabella, to Denmark. She was
the affianced bride of Christian II., whose subsequent
attempt to unite Denmark and Sweden ended so fatally.

Here a favourable opportunity was afforded for introducing
Mabuse to the Danish court ; and it is possible that the
opportunity was not neglected. Yet Mabuse may have
become acquainted with the Danish king at a later period.
As early as 1523, when Christian came to Belgium, he
asked Mabuse to paint the likenesses of hia dwarfs. In
1528 he requested the artist to furnish to Jeande Hare the
design for Isabella's tomb [in the abbey of St Pierre near
Ghent. It was no doubt at this time that Mabuse com-
pleted the portraits of John, Dorothy, and Christine, children
of Christian 11. ,

which came into the collection of Henry
VIIL No doubt, also, these portraits are identical with
those of three children at Hampton Court, which were long
known and often copied as likenesses of Prince Arthur,
Prince Henry, and Princess Margaret of England. One of
fche copies at Wilton^ inscribed with the forged name of
“Hans Holbein, ye father,” and the false date of 1495, has
often been cited as a proof that Mabuse came to England
in the reign of Henry VIL ; but the statement, it is clear,

rests on no foundation whatever. At the period when these
portraits were executed Mabuse lived at Middleburg. But
he dwelt at intervals elsewhere. When Philip of Burgundy
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became bishop of Utrecht, and settled at Duerstede, near

Wyck, in 1517, he was accompanied by Mabuse, who helped

to decorate the new palace of his master. At Philip’s death,

in 1524, Mabuse designed and erected his tomb in the

church of Wyck. He finally retired to Middleburg, where

he took service with Philip’s brother, Adolph, lord of Veeren,

Van Mander’s biography accuses Gossart of habitual

drunkenness ; yet it describes the splendid appearance of

the artist as, dressed in gold brocade, he accompanied Lucas
of Leyden on a pleasure trip to Ghent, Malines, and
Antwerp in 1527. The works of Mabuse are those of a

hardworking and patient artist ; the number of his still

extant pictures practically demonstrates that he was not a

debauchee. The marriage of his daughter with the paintei

Henry Van der Heyden of Louvain proves that he had
a home, and did not live habitually in taverns, as Van
Mander suggests. His death at Antwerp, on the 1st of

October 1532, is recorded in the portrait engraved by
Jerome Cock. (j. a. c.)

GOSSELIES, a town of Belgium, in the arrondissement

of Charleroi and province of Hennegau, is picturesquely

situated on the Piston and on the Brussels and Charleroi

canal, 8 miles N.W. from Charleroi. There are extensive

coal-mines in the neighbourhood, and the town possesses

breweries, tanneries, bleachworks,and manufactories of hats,

knives, and nails. Here the French gained a victory over

the Austrians, 26th June 1794. The population is about
7000.
GOTHA (originally Gotegewe^ or Gotawe, and later

Gotaha^ or Gothau), a town of Germany, formerly capital

of the old duchy of Gotha, and now, alternately with
Coburg, the residence of the duke of Saxe-Coburg. Gotha

j

is situated on a canal of the Leina, and on the Thuringian
railway, about 6 miles north of the Thuringian Forest. It

consists of the town proper and four suburbs, which are

grouped in the shape of a half-moon to the north, west, and
east of the hill on which, at the height of 1086 feet, stands

the castle of Friedenstein. With the exception of those

in the older portion of the town, the streets are handsome
and spacious, and the beautiful gardens and promenades
between the suburbs and the castle add greatly to the town’s
attractiveness. On the other side of the castle there is an
extensive and finely adorned park. To the north-west of the
town the Gulberg hill,—on which there is a public pleasure
garden,—and to the south-west the Leeberg hill, rise to a
height of over 1300 feet, and afford extensive views of a
beautiful panorama. The castle, begun by Ernest the
Pious in 1643 and completed in 1654, occupies the site of
the old fortress of Grimmenstein. It is a huge square
building fianked with two wings, having towers rising to
the height of about 140 feet. It contains the ducal coin
cabinet, and the ducal library of nearly 200,000 volumes,
amongwhich are several rare editions, and about 6900 manu-
scripts. The picture gallery, the cabinet of engravings, the
natural history museum, the Chinese museum, and the
cabinet of art, which includes a collection of Egyptian,
Etruscan, Roman, and German antiquities, are now included
in a new building, completed in 1878, which stands on the
southern terrace of the castle. The principal other public
buildings are the Margaret church,—with a beautiful portal
and a lofty tower,—founded in the 12th century, twice
burnt down, and rebuilt in its present form in 1652 ;

the
Augustines or Cloister church, with an altar-piece by the
painter Jacobs ; the theatre; the fire insurance bank and
the life insurance bank ; the ducal palace, in the Italian
villa style, with a winter garden and picture gallery ; the
buildings of the legislature of the duchy

; the hospital

;

the old town-house, dating from the 1 1th century ; the old
dwelling-house of the painter Lucas Cranach, now used as
a girls’ school; the ducal stable; and the Friedrichsthal
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palace. The edacational establiahments include excellent
city schools, a gymnasium (founded in 1524, one of the
most famous in Germany), a ladies' school of the first

order, a training school for teachers and another for
female teachers, a free school, a trade school, and a com-
mercial school. Among the other institutions are a lying-
in hospital, a surgical and eye hospital, a private lunatic
asylum, an orphanage, a reformatory, a magdalen institute,

and a school for the board and education of destitute girls.

The observatory, erected by Duke Ernest IL in 1787, was
in 1857 transferred to a new site in the neighbourhood of
the park. Formerly the town obtained its water supply

Plan of Gotha.

1. Catholic Chapel
2. St Margaret's Chuich.
3 Arnold's Monument.
4. Theatre
5. Lunatic Asylum,
6. Cathedral
7. Town-Hall.
8 Post-Oflace.

9. Gymnasium (with
Ldffier's Mouumeut).

10. Cloister Church.
11 Tdchteischule (Lucas

Cranach's House).
12. House of the States of

the Duchy.
13. Mmt.

14. Ducal Palace
15. Telegraph Office.

16. Perthes’s Publishing
House.

17. Friedrichsthal Palace.
18. Ducal Stables.
19. Ohseivatoiy.
20. Ducal Burying-Place.

by means of the Leina canal, which was excavated in 1369,
but water for drinking purposes has since 1874 been ob-

tained from the Thuringian Forest- Gotha is one of the
most active commercial towns of Thuringia, its manufac-
tures including sausages, for which it has a great reputation,

porcelain, tobacco, sugar, machinery, mechanical and sur-

gical instruments, musical instruments, shoes, lamps, and
toys. There are also a number of nurseries and market
gardens. The book trade is represented by about a dozen
firms, including that of the great geographical house of

Perthes. Population (1875), 22,928^.

Gotha existed as a village in the time of Charlemagne. In 930
the Abbot Gotthaid of Hersfeld surrounded it with walls. It was
known as a town as early as 1109, about which time it came into
the possession of the landgraves of Thuringia. On the extinction
of that line Gotha came into the possession of the electors of Saxony,
and on the division of their estates between Frederick the Soft-

hearted and William, it fell to the share of the latter, after whose
death it was inherited by the Ernestine line of dukes. After
the battle of Muhlberg in 1547, the castle of Grimmenstein was
partly destroyed, but it was again restored in 1554. In 1566 the
town was taken from Duke John Frederick by August of Saxony.
After the death without issue of John Frederick’s two sons, it came

^ possession of Duke Ernest the Pious, the fourth of the line
of Gotha

; and on the extinction of this line it was, in
lo^o, united, along with the dukedom, to Cobuig.

hee Got?m und set7ie Dmgebung, Gotha, 1851, Kuhne, Bcitrage
der E7dw%ckelung der socnalen Zustando der Stoudtund des Herzogthums Gotha, Gotha, 1862; Humbert, Les miles

de la TJm^mge, Pans, 1869 ; and Beck, GescMchte der Stadt Gotha,
Gotha, 1870.

GOTHENBURG (Swedish, Gotehorg), the second city
nud chief commercial town of Sweden, and the capital of
a Ian of the same name, is situated in a low valley sur-
rounded by bare hills, on the south bank and If miles from
the mouth of the Gotha river, 282 miles W.S.W. of Stock-
holm by rad (by the Gotha Canal 370 miles). Gothenburg
is well and regularly built, mostly of stone or brick, with
wide and well-paved streets, and in its general appearance
much resembles an English town. It consists of two main
portions, the town proper and its suburbs,—together 5

J

sc^uare miles In extent. The first may be described as a
semicircle extending south-eastward over a marshy flat from
the bank of the Gotha as its diameter. This semicircle is

crossed by the East and West Harbour Canals and from
east to west by the Great Harbour Canal, which divides
the town proper into two parts, a north anci a south. The
canals are enclosed with hewn stone, lined with trees, and
crossed by 24 iron bridges® The finest streets of Gothen-
burg are the North and South Harbour Streets. Gustavus
Adolphus's Torg (market-place), with a bronze statue of
Gustavus Adolphus by Fogelberg, occupies the centre of
the town, while the principal market-place is now (since
1849) Kungstorget (the kin^s market-place). The favourite
promenades are the Horticultural Society's Park, the King'a
Park, with Molin's group (the Beltbucklers) and the Nya
AlUen (new alleys), situated on the south outskirts. Gothen-
burg has seven Lutheran churches, of which the finest are
the cathedral (Gustavii DomhyrJca)^ called after Gustavus
Adolphus, founded 1633,rebuilt afterfires in 1742 and 1815,
now a cruciform structure 173 feet high and 194 feet long
by 75 feet broad, Haga church, erected in 1856, and the
German church, rebuilt 1747-1798 ; an English Episcopal
church (1855); a Catholic chapel: and a synagogue (1855).
The other chief buildings are the exchange, in Italian style

(1844), with marble statues of Odin by Fogelberg (1855)^
and of Oscar I. by Molin (1855) ; the residence house,
built by Torstenson after the Thirty Years' War ; the town-
house, founded 1670, enlarged 1814; the old hronhuSy
where the diet of 1660 was held; the new custom-house
(1866) ; the artillery barracks (1806) for 750 men ; the
prison (1854); the railway station (1858); the arsenal
(I860); the new theatre (1856-59) seated for 1030; and the
Sahlgren new hospital (1848-55). Gothenburg is the seat
of a bishop and of a provincial governor. It has 34 schools
of various kinds, including two Latin schools, a school-

teachers' seminary, an extensive founded
1630, rebuilt 1859, with a library of 15,000 vols., a trade
institute, the Chalmers' technical school (1869), another
technical school (1848), a real-gymnasium " (1844), and
a navigation-school (1862). The museum, founded in

1833, contains collections for natural history, entomo-
logy, anatomy, botany, archaeology, and ethnography, a

picture and sculpture gallery, and a collection of 6000
coins and medals. Gothenburg has numerous benevo-
lent and charitable institutions, mainly supported by the
munificence of private citizens. The industries are ship-

building (carried on in four docks), linen and cotton

weaving, brewing, and the manufactnre of furniture,

machinery, lucifer-matches, paper, sugar, and tobacco.

In 1877, 2213 ships of 532,127 tons (Swedish, 1221
of 270,900 tons; British, 267 of 130,219 tons) entered

at the port, while 1781 ships of 526,352 tons (British,

264 of 118,236 tons) cleared. The mercantile fleet be-
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longing to Gothenburg consisted on January 1, 1878, of

65 steamships of 21,215 tons, and 156 sailing vessels of

63,913 tons. The exports in 1877 amounted in value

to £2,437,200. These included 8,107,326 cubic feet of

deals, boards, and battens (6,021,546 cubic feet to England);

6,065,408 cubic feet of pit-props and other timber, besides

7,246,056 pieces of oak and other staves, and laths and
carpenters’ work valued at £80,083 ; 90,460 tons of iron

and steel (62,480 tons to England) ; 333,194 quarters of

grain, chiefly oats (265,655 quarters to England) ;
also

beans and pease, lucifer matches, * 2667 head of cattle,

and 38,578 cwts. of butter. The imports in the same
year amounted to £3,865,000, chiefly made up of cotton

(14,540,996 lb) and cotton yarn (3,608,355 Tb), wool and
woollen yarn (3,397,757 R>), raw sugar (17,289,777 K)),

refined sugar (6,512,919 ft)), coffee (8,239,346 ft)), molasses

(4,883,021 lb), rice (3,246,247 Ib), olive oil (2,443,804 ft)),

salt (796,208 cubic feet), coal and coke (246,205 tons),

iron rails (32,059 tons), petroleum (13,243,408 ft)), hides

(2,346,577 ib), and paper (712,538 ft)). Under the peculiar

licensing system initiated in Gothenburg October 1, 1865,
the town authorities contract for three years with a limited

company, which takes the whole number of licences for

selling brandin, and hands over to the town treasury the

net proceeds of its trade. These amounted to £40,103 in

the year ending October 1, 1876, when the company sold

383,561 gallons of spirits, 178,133 gallons of which were
consumed on the public-house premises, and realized a
gross profit of £52,850. The licences issued have been
reduced from 119 in 1865 to 56 in 1876. All *‘bars”
are closed from 6 p.m. on Saturday to 8 a.m. on Monday,
and in the period 1866-76 apprehensions for drunkenness
have on the average decreased 22 per cent., though since

1870 there has been a slight increase (in 1876, 2357
persons were fined), usually attributed to the higher rate

of wages and the greater efficiency of the police. The
population of Gothenburg, including suburbs, was 71,707
in 1877.
Founded by Gustavus Adolphus in 1619, Gothenburg Avas fiom

the first designed to be fortified, a town of the same name founded
on Hisingen (an island 44 square miles in area between the two arms
of the Gotha liver) having been destroyed by the Danes during the
Calmar war. From 1621, when it was first chartered, it steadily
increased, though it suffered greatly in the Danish wars of the last
half of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th centuries, and from
several extensive conflagrations (the last in 1813), which have de-
stroyed important records of its history. The great development
of its herring fishery in the latter pait of the 18th century gave a
new impulse to the city’s trade, which was kept up by the influence
of the ^ Continental System,’' under which Gothenhuig became a
dep6t for the colonial merchandise of England. After the fall of
ISfapoleon it began to decline, but since its closer connexion with
the interior of the country by the Gotha Canal (opened 1832) and
Western Railway it has rapidly advanced both in population and
trade. It is expected that the great line n.ow in course of construc-
tion through the mining distiicts will very greatly increase the im-
portance of Gothenburg. Since the demolition of its fortifications
in 1807, it has been defended only by the two redoubts of Billingeu
and Rya Rabbe. Gothenburg was the birthplace of the poet Bengt
Lidner, and of two of Sweden’s greatest sculptors, Fogelberg and
Molin. After the French Revolution Gothenburg was for a tune
the residence of the Boui bon family.

See Octavia Caile'n, Golebotg: Be^knfmng ofoer staden oeh des* narmaste
omgifmngar (Stockholm 1869), and the woiks tlierein cited, also J Hellstenius,
Jfagre bind w' Goteborgs h%t>tona {xb 1870); Axelsott and Pubst, Sveriget vndm^
tpptla etablisaementer {.tb 1870, et seq ), W. Malm, Beskrtfmng iSfver segetleden
fran StockTtolma kanalva^ar till G&teborg (ib 1873), Bidrag itll hanne^n om
Goteborgs och Boha^iJans fornmtnnen och htstoria, published by tlie Economic
Society of tJie Ian (Gothenb and Stockli., 1874 seqX and Goteborgs Kalendar.
a yeaily pnbhcatlon. ’

GOTHIC LANGUAGE. See under Gotets, p. 852.
GOTHOFRED or Qodeproy, the name of a noble

French family, of which many members attained distinction
as jurists or historians.

The^ first whose name is associated with the active study
of jurisprudence, at the close of the 16th century, was
Djsnis Godefeoy (1549-1621). He was born at Paris, and
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studied law at the universities of Louvain, Cologne, and
Heidelberg. Having embraced the Reformed religion, he
found Geneva a safer abode than Paris, and became pro-

fessor of law there. Some years afterwards he obtained a

public appointment in one of the districts in the Jura, but
was driven from his home by the troops of the duke of

Savoy and retired to Basel. Thence he was induced by the

offer of a chair of Roman law to go to Strasburg, but soon
changed his appointment for one at Altorf, which then pos-

sessed a university celebrated for its late professor of law,

Donneau. In 1600 the elector palatine appointed him
professor of Roman law in Heidelberg, where he sj^ent the

greater portion of the remainder of his life, and was placed

at the head of the faculty of law. The most flattering

offers from several universities failed to induce him to leave

his adopted country, but the invasion of the Palatinate by
Tilly’s troops forced him to take refuge again at Strasburg,

where he died in 1621. His most important work is his

edition of the Corpus Juris. The text given by him was
very generally adopted and used in quotation. More than
twenty editions of the work were published in various towns
of France, Germany, and Holland. Godefroy’s other writ-

ings are very numerous ; but they are for the most part

either editions of classical authors or compilations which
display great industry and learning, but are of little use to

the modern student.

Theodore Godefboy (1580-1649), the eldest son of

Denis, forsook the religion which his father had adopted,

and obtained the office of historiographer of France, as

well as several important diplomatic posts. His historical

works are very numerous. The character of his labours

will be judged from the title of his most elaborate pro-

duction

—

Le Ceremonial de France. Many of his smaller

works are devoted to questions of genealogy.

Jacques Godefroy (1 587-1 652), the younger brother of

Theodore, has a real claim to the remembrance of students

of the history of Roman law, in his edition of the TJieodosian

Code^ at which he laboured for thirty years. It was this

code, and not the Corpus Juris prepared under the direc-

tion of Justinian, which formed the principal, though not

the only source from which the lawyers of the various
countries which had formed the Western empire drew their

knowledge of Roman law, at all events until the revival of

the study of law in the 11th century at Bologna. Hence
Godefroy’s edition was of real value. Jacques Godefroy
also completed the difficult and useful task of collecting

and arranging those fragments of the Twelve Tables which
can be discovered, and so an important step was taken
towards representing the Roman law in its first definite

form. His other works are very numerous, and are prin-

cipally devoted to the discussion of various points of Roman
law. He died in 1652, having served the republic of

Geneva both as its principal magistrate and in undertaking
important missions to the court af France.
A list of the works of the various members of the family of

Godefroy, whose activity extends over a period of nearly 200 years,
may be found in the B%ograp7hie Oinirale^ and fuller particulars
of its history in Moreri’s Di/AiOTmaire historique.

GOTHS. The historical position of the Gothic nation

needs to be marked out with special care, both on account
of various lax popular uses of the Gothic name, and also on
account of much legendary history and many rash ethno-
logical speculations, ancient and modem, which have
gathered round the true history of the Gothic people. An
ignorant age used the words Goth and Gothic as vague
names of contempt for anything that was thought mde and
barbarous. A hardly less ignorant but better disposed age
used the word Gothic in an equally vague way, but without
the same feeling of contempt, for anything which was
thought to be mediaeval or romantic,” as opposed to
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** classical.” The name came also to be used as a philologi- !

cal or ethnological term ; we heard of Gothic nations,”
“ Gothic languages,” &c., meaning ‘‘Teutonic” in the widest
sense. The name was also, first scornfully, then respect-

fully, applied to a style of architecture which has some claim
to be called Teutonic as opposed to Greek or Roman, but
which has nothing whatever to do with the Goths as a
nation. Long before this, two European sovereigns who
had nothing whatever to do with the national Goths, took
the title of King of the Goths out of a mere accidental like-

ness of names. All these uses of the Gothic name must be
carefully distinguished from the history of the true national
Goths who play so great a part in Europe from the 3d
to the 8th century of our era. The Goths may on many
grounds claim the foremost place among the Teutonic
nations which had a share in the break-up of the Roman
power. They were among the earliest, if not quite the
earliest, of the Teutonic nations to establish themselves
within the empire, as distinguished from merely ravaging
its frontiers. Their history too is closely connected with
the geography of the whole empire. Their first historical

appearance was in the East ; their great historical settle-

ments were made in the West. No Teutonic people fills so
great a place in the political and military history of the 4th,
5th, and 6th centuries, and no Teutonic people has left

behind it such earlj’- remains of a written native litera-

ture. The real greatness of the Goths quite accounts for

the many vague uses of the Gothic name. Alike in scorn
and in honour, the Goths have been, not unreasonably,
taken as the representatives of the whole Teutonic race.

The wonderful thing is that a people who played so great
a part for several ages should have wholly passed away.
The Goths have not for many ages existed anywhere as a
distinct nation, nor have they glven-an abiding name to

any part of Europe. Franks, Angles, Saxons, Burgun-
diaas, Frisians, Thuringlans, Lombards, Bavarians, perhaps
Vandals, are all visible on the modern map. So several

parts of Europe have at different times been known as

Gothiai but the name was never borne by any large

country, and it has nowhere lasted down to modern times.

The chief ancient authority for the early history of the
Goths is their national historian Jordanis, who chiefly

followed the Gothic history of Cassiodorus the minister of

Theodoric, and the lost history of Ablavius. (On the value
of Jordanis’a writings see Pallmann, G-esckichte der Volker-

wanderung^ i. 23.) But he is careless and uncritical, and,
like other national historians, is full of mythical elements
in the early part. He has to be tested throughout by the
contemporary Roman and Greek writers from tbe 3d cen-

tury to the 6th. Among these, perhaps the first place is

due to Ammianus in the 4th century and to Procopius in

the 6th.

The first certain historical appearance of the Goths is in

the lands north of the lower Danube in the 3d century of

our era. For any earlier account of them we have to go
either to mythical stories or to ingenious guesses and infer-

ences. There are a remarkable number of national and
legendary names which have more or less of likeness to the

name Ooth

;

and this likeness has naturally led to au un-
usual number of theories. The Goths first appear in history

in the ancient land of the Getce; and this geographical fact,

combined with the likeness of the names, has naturally

caused Getce and Goths to be looked on as the same people.

The identification is as old as our first historical mention
of the Goths (jEUus Spartianns, Arvt. Car,^ 10). Claudian
always speaks of the Goths as Getce. So does the national

historian Jordanis (cap. v.). The identity is mentioned
doubtingly by Procopius Vand,^ i.2; cf. Bell, Goth, v,

4). It is strongly maintained by Jacob Grimm {Geschichte

der Deutscheni Bpraehe^ capp, ix., xviii.), but is rejected by
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nearly all later writers. A more famous legend, which
has derived its chief currency from Jordanis, brings the
Goths first of all from Scandinavia (see Gibbon, c. x.;
Geijer’s History of Sweden^ c. x.). There is a so-called
East and West Gothland in Sweden, but the connexion of
these lands with the Goths of Roman history is more than
doubtful. Ptolemy (ii. 1 1, 35) places the Powat in Scandia,
and Procopius {Bell. Goth, ii. 15) knew the Paurot among
the inhabitants of Thoule; but he clearly did not look on
them as Goths (see Zeuss, Die Deutschen, 500, 511; Grimm,
p. 312). Then there is the god Gedt (see Kemble’s Saxo7is
vm England, i. 370), and the Gedtas, who figure in Beowulf,
and elsewhere in Old-English writings. The Traveller’s
Song (34, 115, 177) distinctly distinguishes Goths and
Gedtas, and couples the latter with the Swedes. Pliny
{Hat. Hist., iv. 11) places Getce and Gaudce together on the
lower Danube. His Gaudce may possibly be Goths

; if so,
they are distinguished from the Getce. Then there are the
Jutes of Old-English history, the Guttones, Gothones, Gothini
(see Latham, Germania, Epilegomena xxxviii. et seqq.).

Pytheas, ,according to Pliny {Hat. Hist., xxxvii. 7 ; ef. iv.

14) placed the Guttones on the south coast of the Baltic
(that seems to be his meaning), and rules them to be a
German people. This carries the name back to the time
of Alexander. Ptolemy also (iii. 5, 20) has VvOcoves in
Sarmatia on the Vistula. Tacitus {Germania, 43) distin-

guishes the German Gothones iu the same region from the
Celtic Gothini, whom he places seemingly nearer to the
Carpathians. Tacitus moreover not only speaks of tlie

Gothones or Gotones as a people, but mentions {Ann., Li. 62)
a particular man of the nation, Catualda by name, as having
restored the independence of his people after it had been
overthrown by Maroboduus. With this hint, it is perhaps
not too much to infer with Aschbach {IVestgothen, 2d ed.)

and Zeuss (136) that for Bourovcs in Strabo (vii. 1), who
are mentioned among the nations subject to Maroboduus,
we should read Pouroves. And there is no doubt that names
like Getce, Gethce, Guddce, even Gothi, lived on almost to

modern times, first as national names, then as names of

contempt, in Poland, Lithuania, and .Prussia (see Latham,
and Zeuss, 672). Latham asserts the identity of the names
Getce, Gothi, and Gothones, but he holds (see especially p.

42 of his Epilegomena) that both Gothones and Getce were
Lithuanian, and that the Teutonic Goths took the name of

the people whom they had conquered. They would, on
this view, be Goths only in the sense in which Englishmen
are Britons.

On the whole, it seems that there is no trustworthy

evidence for a migration of the Gotlis from Scandinavia,

and that the idea was suggested only by the likeness

of name between the true Goths and the Gauts or Gedtas

of Swedish history.! The application of the name
Gothland to the island Gotland, as well as to the« conti-

nental Gauthiod, is a further mistake. Nor does there seem
to be any reason for making Goths and Getce the same.

But the identification of the Goths with the Gothones,

Powoves, Guttones, on the south coast of the Baltic (which

is accepted by Pallmann and Dahn) has much more to be

said for it. Gothi and Gothones are strictly the same name

;

the double form is usual iu the Latin shapes of Teutonic

names. But the whole history of the Goths in their north-

ern seats is summed up in the personal history of Catualda,

who, after delivering his people from Maroboduus, was
himself overthrown by the Hermunduri. The continuous

and certain history of the Gothic nation begins in the

Roman Dacia.

The question now comes, Which of the nations which

are historically connected with the Goths had any closer

connexion with them than that of common Teutonic origin

Setting aside Getse and other doubtful theories, the real
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Goth-ic Dame is used by the Greek and Latin writers in a

wider and in a narrower sense. We must also bear in mind
the vague way in which the ancient writers used national

names, and their fondness for using obsolete names. Thus

the Goths and other Teutonic nations are spoken of as

Scythians and Sarmatians. Procopius, in an evidently well-

considered passage {JBelL Vand,^ i. 2), speaks of the Goths

as having been formerly called Saupo/xarat #cat

names which come out of Herodotus^s description of the

regions where the Goths first appear. But he gives it as

the definite result of his own observations that Goths,—^by

this name he always means specially the East-Gotlis,

—

Yandals, West-Goths, and Gepidae (r?}7ratSes, with an

evident intention to give the word a Greek meaning) were

originally one nation, speaking one Gothic language. The
only question is about the Vandals. The Gepidae are com-

monly acknowledged as a branch of the Goths, and Jor-

danis (17) has a legend which implies their kindred. The
Taifalae (A.mmianus, xxxi. 19), the Bastarnae, Peucini, and

other tribes are also reckoned among the Gothic races.

In other passages Procopius speaks of several other nations,

as the Alans, Rogi, and Scirri, as Gothic, but he does not

seem to be in the same way pronouncing a definite judg-

ment. Among all these, the historical Goths, who play a

part in European history by that name, consist of the East

and West Goths, and of the small division called Tetraxitae.

The division into East and West Goths does not appear in

the earlier writers, as Ammianus and Zosimus, but we find

it both in Procopius and in Jordanis. Instead of East-

Goths and West-Goths, we read in Ammianus, Zosimus,

and Claudian of Greuthungi and Tervingi, These seem
to be (see Asehbach, 21 ; Zeuss, 406 ;

Kopke, 103) the

strictly national names of the two divisions, which took the

names of East and West Goths from their geographical

position in the lands which they entered. There is an exact

parallel in England, where the national name of the Geivissas

gives way to the geographical name of West-Saxo7is* Jor-

danis indeed doubts whether the East-Go fchs were so

called from their eastern position, or from a king Ostrogotha.

Strange to say, this Ostrogotha seems to be a real person,

and not a mere mythical eponym. OvKrrptyoTdos (Procop.,

BelL Goth.^ iv. 27) is an historical person at a later date,

and the name is borne in a feminine shape by one of the
daughters of Theodoric. The history of the East and West
Goths, as far as the empire is concerned, falls naturally into

three periods. In the 3d century they are still settled out-

side the empire, and appear as invaders and ravagers of the
Roman territory from outside. After an interval in which
they almost sink out of notice, theyappear again within
the bounds of the empire, in various relations of alliance

and enmity, marching to and fro, but not making any last-

ing settlement. It is not till the 5th century that they
begin to form settled powers. During their wandering stage
they appear mainly in the Eastern empire. But neither
they nor any other Teutonic people founded any permanent
settlement within its borders. The historicsd settlements
of the Goths are the short and brilliant dominion of the East-
Goths in Italy, and the more lasting dominion of the West-
Goths in Gaul and Spain.

After the first vague mention of the Goths under Anto-
ninus Caracalla, they begin to play a distinct part in the
reign of Alexander Severus. They were then in Dacia, and
received a tribute or subsidy of some kind (Petrus Patricius,

124, ed. Bonn). The next emperor, Maximln, is claimed
by Jordanis (15) as himself of Gothic birth, but we may
suspect the usual confusion with the Getce. The narrative
of Jordanis begins from this point to put on a more his-
torical character, and his account is helped out by various
notices in the Augustan History. In the reign of Philip
(244—248 A»i>.)they passed the Danube and ravaged Moesia,

and in 251 the emperor Decius fell in battle against them
(see Zosimus, i. 19 seqq,). From this time they ravaged

eastern Europe and western Asia far and wide (251-268).

They carried on their warfare by sea, and reached as far

east as Trebizond. And it seems to have been now that

the first permanent Gothic settlement was made, though not

strictly within the lands of the empire. This was in the

Tauric Chersonesos or Grim. Here their settlement lasted

for many ages, and they became allies rather than subjects

of the empire in the reign of Justinian. Within the empire
the Gothic inroads met with repulses at several points,

especially from the local forces of Athens under the his-

torian Dexippus (Trebellius, Gallienus 13, and the fragment
of Dexippus himself). At last, in 269, the Goths suffered

a decisive defeat from the emperor Claudius at ISTaissus in

Dardania, which formed an epoch in Gothic history. It

answers to the repulse of the Saxons from Britain by the

elder Theodosius. The first attempt at Gothic settlement

south of the Danube had been premat are. It had to be
repeated at a later time with greater success.

Further victories over the Goths are attributed to Aure-
lian. But the chief event of his reign was one which
amounted to a legal acknowledgment of Gothic occupation

north of the Danube. The Roman legions were withdrawn
from Dacia, and the name of Trajan’s great conquest was
transferred to the land south of the Danube (274). That is,

the great river was established as the boundary between the
Roman and Gothic dominions. The wisdom of this cession

is shown by its being followed by a period of ninety years
in which the peace between the Goths and the empire was
seldom seriously broken. The chief interruption was during
the reign of Constantine, when the Gothic king Araric
invaded the empire, and, after some momentary successes,

was driven back. In the middle of the 4th century a great

power arose under the East-Gothic king Ermanaric (less

correctly Hermanric ; the name is the same as Eormenricy
in the royal line of Kent), of the house of the Amali, which
was reckoned to be the noblest among the Goths. Erman-
aric has become a great figure in Teutonic legend, and it is

not easy to say how far legend has built upon history, and
how far so-called history has drawn from legend. But that

Ermanaric was a real man, and the founder of a great

dominion, is plain from the few words of Ammianus (xxxi.

3). Yet there is something unsatisfactory in the way
in which we read vague accounts of the greatness of his

power, with hardly a glimpse of himself personally. The
period assigned to his reign is full of stirring events, in

which w6 get a clear conception of much lesser Gothic
chiefs, but none of Ermanaric himself. Jordanis (23) claims
for him a vast dominion stretching from the Danube to

the Baltic, and he is specially emphatic on the subjection
of the Slavonic nations to the rule of the Gothic over-

lord. With regard to the Gothic nations, we can see

that the rule of Ermanaric was a mere overlordship. The
West-Goths appear as a distinct people, with the power of

making war and peace on their own account. But they
had no kings ; their great chief Athanaric appears only as

“judge” (Ammianus, xxvii. 5 ; xxxi. 3), answering to our
ealdorman or heretoga {cf, Jordanis, 26); and along with
him are other West-Gothic chiefs, specially his rival Frithi-

gern. We hear of a civil war between these two rivals

(Socrates, iv. 33), and it is more certain that Athanaric
made war within the Roman border as an ally of the usur-
per of Procopius in 365, and afterwards made peace with
the emperor Valens. By this time Christianity was mak-
ing swift advances among the Goths. According to the
view of some modern writers (Kopke, 123; Pallmann, ii. 63),
the outlying Gothic settlement in Crim had been Christian
and Catholic from the beginning; but now Christianity in

its Arian form began to be gradually accepted by the great
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maas of the Gothic uabioii. Thib wab mainly the work of
|

the teaching of CJltila (aee the Gothic apostle and '

translator of the Scriptures into the Gothic tongue (Sozomen,

iv. 24). According to some accounts (Pallmaiin, i. 71), he

had, to avoid persecution, led a Christian colony south of

the Danube (348), who settled peaceably at Nicopolis, and
are hence known as Moesogoths (seemingly the Got/u
Mtiborea of Jordanis, 51). Later, in 370, there was
another great persecution, in which Athauaric, the special

enemy of everything Homan, appears also as the enemy of

the Christians, while Frithigern is their friend (Sozomen,
vL 37 ;

iSocrates, iv. 33). The distinction between Chris-

tian and heathen Gotlis remains of political importance tor

some time. But both East and West Goths had fully

embraced Arianisui long before the end of the 5th century,

while the Gotbs of Grim seem to have remained Catholic,

and received Catholic bishops from Saint John Chrysostom,
and afterwards from Justinian.

Towards the end of the reigu of Ermanaric several causes

Joined together to break his great dominion asunder.
There were clearly signs of division between East and West
Goths, between Christians and heathens, as well as discon-

tents among the subject nations. These causes of division

were now strengthened by pressure from without. Now
began the first of those movements of the Turanian races into

the lands north of the 'Danube, which have liad such an effect

on the history of south-eastern Europe down to our own
time. The Huns pressed on the new dominion of the
Goths, w’hich was already beginning to break in pieces.

Ermanaric died at the age, it is said, of 110, by the hands
of subject princes stirred to wrath by his cruelties (Jor-

danis, 24). All thought of a lasting Gothic dominion north
of the Danube died with him. With his fall the move-
ments south of tiiat river begin again on a great scale.

From this time the history of the East and West Goths
parts asunder, to be joined togetlier again only incidentally

and for a season. The groat mass of the East-Goths stayed
north of the Danube, and passed under the overlordship

of the Huu. They do not for the present play any import-
ant part in the affairs of the empire. The great mass of
the West-Goths crossed the Danube into the Roman pro-

vinces, and there played a most important part in various
characters of alliance and enmity. The great migration
was in 37C, when they were allowed to pass as peaceful
settlers under their chief Frithigern. His rival Athanaric
seems to have tried to maintain his party for a while north
of the Danube in defiance of the Huns ; but he had presently
to follow the example of the great mass of the nation. The
peaceful designs of Frithigern were meanwhile thwarted by
the ill-treatment which the Goths suffered from the Homan
officials, which led first to disputes and then to open war.
In 378 the Goths won the great battle of Adrianople, in

which the emperor Valens was killed. His successor

Theodosius the Great made terms with them in 381, and
the mass of the Gothic warriors entered the Homan service

as foederati. Many of their chiefs were in high favour

;

but it seems that the orthodox Theodosius showed more
favour to the still remaining heathen party among the

Goths than to the larger part of them who had embraced
Arian Christianity. Athanaric himself came to Constan-
tinople in 381 ; he was received with high honours, and had
a solemn funeral when he died. His saying is worth re-

cording, as an example of the effect which Roman civiliza-

tion had on the Teutonic mind. The emperor,’’ he said,

“ was a god upon earth, and he who resisted him would
have his blood on his own head.”

The death of Theodosius in 395 broke up the union
oetween the West-Goths and the empire. Dissensions

arose between them and the ministers of Arcadius ; the

Goths threw off their allegiance, and chose Alaric as their
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king. This was a restoration alike of national unity and of
national independence. The royal title had not been borne
by their leaders in the Homan service. Alaric’s position is
quite different from that of several Goths in the Homan
service, who appear as simple rebels (see Kopke, 128). He
was of the great West-Gothic house of the Haiti (bold), a
house second in nobility only to that of the Amali. His
whole career was taken up with marchings to and fro within
the lands, first of the Eastern, then of the Western empire.
The Gotlis are under him an independent people under a
national king

; their independence is in no way interfered
with if the Gothic king, in a moment of peace, accepts the
office and titles of a Homan general. But under Alaric the
Goths make no lasting settlement. In the long tale of in
trigue and warfare between the Goths and the two imperial
courts which fills up this whole time, cessions of territory
are offered to the Goths, provinces are occupied by them,
but as yet they do not take root anywhere; no Western land
as yet becomes Gothia. Alaric’s designs of settlement seem
in his first stage to have still kept east of the Adriatic,
in Illyricum, possibly in Greece. Towards the end of his
career his eyes seem fixed on Africa (see Kopke, 128).

Greece was the scene of his great campaign in 396, the
second Gothic invasion of that country. In this campaign
the religious position of the Goths is strongly marked. The
Arian appeared as an enemy alike to the pagan majority and
the Catholic minority; but he came surrounded by monks,
and his chief wrath was directed against the heathen
temples (Hertzberg, GescJiichte Griecherdaoids, iii. 391). His
Italian campaigns fall into two great divisions, that of
402-3, when he was driven back by Stilicho, and that of
408—10, after Stilicho’s death. In this second war he thrice
besieged Home (408, 409, 410). The second time it suited
a momentary policy to set up a puppet emperor of his own,
and even to accept a military commission from him. The
third time he sacked the city, the first time since Brennus
that Rome had been taken by an army of utter foreign-
ers. The intricate political and military details of these
campaigns are of less importance in the history of the
Gothic nation than the stage which Alaric’s reign marks in

the history of that nation. It stands between two periods
of settlement within the empire and of service under the

empire. Under Alaric there is no settlement, and service

is quite secondary and precarious ; after his death in 410
the two begin again in new shapes.

Contemporary with the campaigns of Alaric was a bar-

barian invasion of Italy, which, according to one view,

again brings the East and West Goths together. The great

mass of the East-Goths, as has been already said, became
one of the many nations which were under vassalage to the

Huns ; but their relation was one merely of vassalage.

They remained a distinct people under kings of their own,

kings of the house of the Amali and of the kindred of

Ermanaric (Jordanis, 48). They had to follow the lead

of the Huns in war, but they were also able to carry on
wars of their own ; and it has been held (see Kopke, 139 ;

Pallmann, ii. 173, 277) that among these separate East-

Gothic enterprises we are to place the invasion of Italy in

405 by Hadagaisus (whom Pallmann writes Hatiger, and
takes him for the chief of the heathen part of the East-

Goths). One chronicler, Prosper, makes this invasion pre-

ceded by another in 400, in which Alaric and Hadagaisus

appear as partners. The paganism of Hadagaisus is certain.

The presence of Goths in his army is certain, but it seems

dangerous to infer that his invasion was a national Gothic

enterprise.

Under Ataulf, the brother-in-law and successor of Alaric,

another era opens, the beginning of enterprises which did

in the end lead to the establishment of a settled Gothic

monarchy in the West. The position of Ataulf is well

X. — 107
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marked by the speech pat into his mouth by Orosius. He
had at one time dreamed of destroying the Homan power,

of taming Romania into Gothia^ and putting Ataulf in the

stead of Augustus ;
but he had learned that the world could

be governed only by the laws of Home, and he had deter-

mined to use the Gothic arms for the support of the Roman
power. And in the confused and contradictory accounts of

his actions (for the story in Jordanis cannot be reconciled

with the accounts in Olympiodorus and the chroniclers),

we can see something of this principle at work throughout.

Gaul and Spain were overrun both by barbarian invaders

and by rival emperors. The sword of the Goth was to win

back the lost lands for Rome. And, amid many shiftings

of allegiance, Ataulf seems never to have wholly given up
the position of an ally of the empire. His marriage with

Placidia, the daughter of the great Theodosius, was taken

as the seal of the union between Goth and Roman, and, had
their son Theodosius lived, a dynasty might have arisen

uniting both claims. But the career of Ataulf was cut

short at Barcelona in 415, by his murder at the hands of

another faction of the Goths. The reign of Sigeric was
momentary. Under Wallia in 418 a more settled state of

things was established. The empire received again, as the

prize of Gothic victories, the Tarraconensis in Spain, and
Hovempopulana and the Harbonensis in Gaul. The
“ second Aquitaine,” with the sea-coast from the mouth of

the Garonne to the mouth of the Loire, became the West-
Gothic kingdom of Toulouse. The dominion of the Goths
was now strictly Gaulish

;
their lasting Spanish dominion

does not yet begin.

The reign of the first West-Gothic Theodoric (418-451)
shows a shifting state of relations betwen the Roman and
Gothic powers

;
but, after defeats and successes both ways,

the older relation of alliance against common enemies was
again established. At last Goth and Roman had to join

together against the common enemy of Europe and Chris-

tendom, Attila the Hun. But they met Gothic warriors iu

his army. By the terms of their subjectiou to the Huns,
the East-Goths came to fight for Attila against Christendom
at Chalons, just as the Servians came to fight for Bajazet
against Christendom at Nieopolis, Theodoric fell in the
battle (451). After this momentary meeting, the history
of the East and West Goths again separates for a while.
The kingdom of Toulouse grew within Gaul at the expense
of the empire, and in Spain at the expense of the Suevi.
Under Euric (466—488) the West-Gothic power again
became largely a Spanish power. The kingdom of Toulouse
took in nearly all Gaul south of the Loire aud west of the
Rhone, with aE Spain, except the north-west corner, which
was still held by the Suevi. Provence alone remained
to the empire. The West-Gothic kings largely adopted
Roman manners and culture; but, as they still kept to their
original Arian creed, their rule never became thoroughly
acceptable to their Catholic subjects. They stood therefore
at a great disadvantage when a new and aggressive Catholic
power appeared in Gaul through the conversion of the
Erank Chlodwig. Toulouse was, as in days long after, the
seat of an heretical power, against which the forces of
northern Gaul marched as on a crusade. In 507 the West-
Gothic king Alaric fell before the Frankish arms at Botigl4,
near Poitiers, and his kingdom, as a great power north
of the Alps, fell with him. That Spain and a fragment of
Gaul still remained to form a West-Gothic kingdom was
owing to the intervention of the East-Qoths under the rule
of the greatest man in Gothic history.
When the Hunnish power broke in pieces on the death

of Attila, the East-Goths recovered their full independenca
They now entered into relations with the empire, and were
settled on lands in Pannonia, During the greater part of
the latter half of the 5th century, the East-Goths play in

south-eastern Europe nearly the same part which the West-

Goths played in the century before. They are seen going

to and fro, in every conceivable relation of friendship and
enmity with the Eastern Roman power, till, just as the

West-Goths had done before them, they pass from the East
to the West. They are still ruled by kings of the house of

the Amali, and from that house there now steps forward a
great figure, famous alike in history and in romance, in the

person of Theodoric son of Theodemir. Born about 454,

his childhood was spent at Constantinople as a hostage,

where he was carefully educated. The former part of his

life is taken up with various disputes, intrigues, and wars
within the Eastern empire, iu which he has as his rival

another Theodoric, son of Triarius, and surnamed Strabo.

This older but lesser Theodoric seems to have been the chief

(not king) of that branch of the East-Goths which had
settled within the empire at an earlier time. Theodoric

the Great, as he is sometimes distinguished, is sometimes
the friend, sometimes the enemy, of the empire. In the

former case he is clothed with various Roman titles and
offices, as patrician and consul

;
but in all cases alike he

remains the national East-Gothic king. It was in both

characters together that he set out in 488, by commission
from tbe emperor Zeno, to recover Italy from Odoacer. By
493 Ravenna was taken; Odoacer was killed by Theodoric’s

own hand; and the East-Gothic power was fully estab-

lished over Italy, Sicily, Dalmatia, and the lands to the

north of Italy. In this war the history of the East and
West Goths begins again to unite, if we may accept the

witness of one writer (Anon. Yales. 728) that Theodoric
was helped by West-Gothic auxiliaries. The two branches

of the nabion were soon brought much more closely together,

when, through the overthrow of the West-Gothic kingdom
of Toulouse, the powerof Theodoric was practically extended
over a large part of Gaul and over nearly the whole of

Spain. A time of confusion followed the fall of Alaric,

and, as that prince was the son-in-law of Theodoric, the East-

Gothic king stepped in as the guardian of his grandson
Amalaric, and preserved for him all his Spanish and a

fragment of his Gaulish dominion, Toulouse passed away
to the Frank

;
but the Goth kept Narbonne and its district,

the land of Septimania—the land which, as the last part

of Gaul held by the Goths, kept the name of Gothia for

many ages. While Theodoric lived, the West-Gothic king-

dom was practically united to his own dominion. He
seems also to have claimed a kind of protectorate over the
Teutonic powers generally, and indeed to have practically

exercised it, except in the case of the Franks.
The East-Gothic dominion was now again as great in

extent, and far more splendid, than it could have been in

the time of Ermanaric. But it was now of a wholly dif-

ferent character. The dominion of Theodoric was not a
barbarian but a civilized power. His twofold position ran
through everything. He was at once national king of the
Goths, and successor, though without any imperial titles, of

the Roman emperors of the West. The two nations, dif-

fering in manners, language, and religion, lived side by
side on the soil of Italy; each was ruled according to its own
law, by the prince who was, in his two separate characters,

the common sovereign of both. The picture of Theodoric’s
rule is drawn for us in the state papers drawn up in his

name and in the names of his successors by his Roman
minister Cassiodorus. The Goths seem to have been thick
on the ground in northern Italy ; in the south they formed
little more than garrisons. In Theodoric’s theory the Goth
was the armed protector of the peaceful Roman; the
Gothic king had the toil ol government, while the Roman
consul had the honour. All the forms of the Roman
administration went on, and the Roman polity and Roman
culture had great influence on the Goths themselves. The
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rule of tlie prince over two distinct nations in the same land

wab necebsarily despotic; the old Teutonic freedom, was
necessarily lost. Such a system as that which Theodoric

established needed a Theodoric to carry it on. It broke

in pieces after his death.

On the death of Theodoric (526) the East and West
Goths were again separated. The few instances in which
they are found acting together after this time are as scattered

and incidental as they were before. Amalaric succeeded

to the West-Gothic kingdom, in Spain and Septimariia.

Provence was added to the dominion of the new East-Gothic

king Athalaric, the grandson of Theodoric through his

daughter Anialasontha. The weakness of the East-Gothic

position ill Italy now showed itself. The long wars of

Justinian’s reign (535-555) recovered Italy for the empire,

and the Gothic name died out on Italian soil. The chance

of forming a national state in Italy by the union of Roman
and Teutonic elements, such as those which arose in Gaul,

in Spain, and in parts of Italy under Lombard rule, was
thus lost. The East-Gothic kingdom was destroyed before

Goths and Italians had at all mingled together. The war of

course made the distinction stronger
;
under the kings who !

were chosen for the purposes of the war national Gothic feel- i

ing had revived. The Goths were now again, if not a wander-
ing people, yet an armed host, no longer the protectors but
the enemies of the Roman people of Italy. The East-Gothic
dominion and the East-Gothic name wholly passed away.
The nation had followed Theodoric. It is only once or

twice after his expedition that we hear of Goths, or even of

Gothic leaders, in the eastern provinces. From the soil

of Italy the nation passed away almost without a trace,

while the next Teutonic conquerors stamped their name on
the tw'o ends of the land, one of which keeps it to this day.

The West-Gothic kingdom lasted much longer, and
came much nearer to establishing itself as a national

power in the lands which it took in. But the difference

of race and faith between the Arian Goths and the Catholic

Romans of Gaul and Spain influenced the history of the

West-Gothic kingdom for a long time. The Arian Goths
ruled over Catholic subjects, and were surrounded by
Catholic neighbours. The Franks were Catholics from
their first conversion; the Suevi became Catholics much
earlier than the Goths. The African conquests of Belisarius

gave the Goths of Spain, instead of the Arian Vandals,
another Catholic neighbour in the form of the restored

Roman power. The Catholics everywhere preferred either

Roman, Suevian, or Frankish rule to that of the heretical

Goths ; even the unconquerable mountaineers of Cantabria
seem for a while to have received a Frankish governor. In
some other mountain districts the Roman inhabitants long

maintained their independence, and in 534 a large part of

the south of Spain, including the great cities of Cadiz,

Cordova, Seville, and New Carthage, was, with the good
will of its Roman inhabitants, reunited to the empire,

which kept some points on the coast as late as 624. That
is to say, the same work which the empire was carrying on
in Italy against the East-Goths was at the same moment
carried on in Spain against the West-Goths. But in Italy

the whole land was for a while won back, and the Gothic
power passed away for ever. In Spain the Gothic power
outlived the Roman power, but it outlived it only by itself

becoming in some measure Roman. The greatest period

of the Gothic power as such was in the reign of Leoviglld

(567—586). He reunited the Gaulish and Spanish parts of

the kingdom which had been parted for a moment ; he
united the Suevian dominion to his own; he overcame
some of the independent districts, and won back part of the

recovered Roman province in southern Spain. He further

established the power of the crown over the Gothic

nobles, who were beginning to grow into territorial lords.

as

OD

wMck bad tkus fS swtu th? wryV?"between Goths audRoinon? 1'^ ^ national union
of the Gothic people embraced

gmduaUyEonJuized <^otCwere

speech of Spain
the Teutonic infulon into%he^tman

late mstance of the ase of tte
IS known. In the first half of the 7th cfntZrfhat^"'®®became for the first time o-eoo-nnb^ranJ^ r ^ tIi

^ *iame
conquest of the stiU Eoman coast of southernempire was then engaged in the great strug£ Wi,Av^ and 1 ersians, and, now that the Gothic kine=.^Catholic, fcbe great objection to their rule on the paIf.f.T®Eoman inhabitants was taken away. The gSS
still remained a distinct class, ahd heldSCatholic prelacy, the right of choosing the l^g! UnTJ?the Catholic Church was accompanied by the introduT^of the ecclesiastical ceremony of anointing, a chaS'^rcidedly favourable to elective rule. The lowthkter Ideas which tended again to favour thf heredita
trine had not time to grow up in Spain before themetan conquest (711). The West-Gothic crown the^f'*'ren^ned elective tffl the end. The modern Spanish
IS the growth of the long struggle with the MusstlS?but It hM a direct connexion with the West-Gothic

see at once that the Goths hold altoget^^^^’
different place in Spanish memory from that wh&f/

Tttaly the Goth was\S amomentary invader and ruler: the Teutonic elem
Itely comes from other sources. In Spain the Goth^!plies an important element in the modern nationt^t element has been neither forgotten nor despised
of theunconquored region of northern Spain, the la„^ ^^tmia, kept for a while the name of Gothia, as did1:hfGotke possessions in Gaul and in Grim. The «
of the people who played so great a part in all soutWnEurope, and who actually ruled over so large a part^lfto now wioUjrpMed awy; bal it is i/sjZi.ttt.historical impress is to be looked for.

^

language we have theBible of Ulfila, and some other religious writings and -fments (see notice of Gothic Language below). Of
legislation m Latm, we have the edict of Theodoric oS®year 50^_lately edited by Bluhme in the Momimetaa Cfrmamm H%stor%ca -, and the books of Tarioe of Cassiodm.^.
^y pass M a collection of the state papers of Theodoric Id
his iminediate successors. Among the West-Goths
laws had already been put forth by Euric (466-4841
second Alaric (484-507) put forth a^remarium of Bomfrkw for his Eoman subjects; but the great collection of WpstGothic laws dates from the kter days of the monalw
being put forth by King Eekievinth about 654. ThisTJ

’

gave occasion to some well-known comments by
^uieu and Gibbon, and have been discussed by kvk„;(GescUchted^s Eomtschen EecUs, ii. 65) and various othpr
writers, ^ey are printed in the old coEections of Lin^
brog ^d Heineccius. They do not seem to have beer®^;
reprintedm trie Mommienta Germanioe. Of special Gnfi *

totories, besides that of Jordanis, already so often quS®there is the Gothic history of Isidor, archbishop of Sevuip
a specml source of the history of the West-Gothic tins^down to Smnthak (621-631). But aU the Latin3Greek writers contemporary with the days of Gothic pre-
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dominance make their constant contributions. Not for

special facts, but for a general estimate, no writer is more

instructive than Salvian of Marseilles in the 5th century,

whose work De Griibernatione Dei is full of passages con-

trasting the vices of the Eomans with the virtues of the

barbarians, especially of tbe Goths. In all such pictures

we must allow a good deal for exaggeration both ways, but

there must be a ground-work of truth. The chief virtues

which the Catholic presbyter praises in tbe Arian Goths are

their chastity, their piety according to their own creed,

their tolerance towards the Catholics under their rule, and

their general good treatment of their Eoman subjects. He
even ventures to hope that such good people may be saved,

notwithstanding their heresy. All this must have had some

ground-work of truth in the 5th century, but it is not very

wonderful if the later West-Goths of Spain had a good

deal fallen away from the doubtless somewhat ideal picture

of Salvian.

Of modem writers dealing specially with Gothic history may he
mentioned Manso {G-eschic7ite des OsUGothischen JteicJies in Italien,

Breslau, 1824); Aschbach {GcscMchte der Westgothcn, FrankfoH,
1 827) ;

Kbpke {Die Anfange des KdnigstJiums hei den Gothen^

Berlin, 1854; Dahn {Die K^nige der Gernictnen, Munich and
Wilrzburg, 1861-1871) ;

Pallmann [GescMcMe der VolJcerwanderung,

Gotha and Weimar, 1863-1864). It is hard to find any work in

English dealing specially with Gothic history, though much may be

learned from writers like Gibbon and Milinan, who deal with the

Goths simply as part of some larger subject. Several chapters in

the third book of Milman’s History of Latin Christianity are of

special importance in this way. (E. A. E.

)

Gothic Lahgtjage.

By this name, which maybe taken generally as denoting
the idioms of the various divisions of the Gothic nation, is

more particularly meant the language exhibited in certain

fragments of a translation of the Bible and other minor
documents, which, although preserved in manuscripts not
dating farther back than perhaps the 5th century, and
clearly written in Italy during the rule of the East-Goths,
are commonly assumed to have originated among the West-
Goths at the time when they were seated in Moesia, and to

he therefore older by at least a century than the manu-
scripts themselves. It is chiefly due to this assumption
that the more distinctive name of Moesogothic language is

often used, in England and elsewhere, as well as the simpler
Gothic, The latter name, however, seems to be more appro-
priate, in spite of the great probability of the assumption
referred to,—since it is, for obvious reasons, utterly impos-

|

sible to prove that the language of the West-Goths at that
time differed from that of the East-Goths, or, even if there
was any difference, to show that onr manuscripts represent
the original forms of the speech of their supposed West-
Gothic author. Indeed, according to a fragment of a Gothic
calendar preserved in one of the Milan manuscripts, which
gives the name of the Gothic people as Ghit-thiuda?- {thiuda,
“ people ”), the most correct form of the name would be
G^tic, This spelling at least has obviously greater claims
to authenticity than Gothi, GoUh% or rdr^ot, and other
similar forms most commonly (although not exclusively)
used by Latin and Greek writers, whose want of familiarity
with the sounds of the Gothic language is often abundantly
manifest. From Ghit4hivda we may infer with certainty
•that the Goths called themselves Gui^s^ the corresponding
adjective being gvtUTcs,

We have no direct evidence of the character of the Gothic
language until the time of the above-mentioned manuscripts

j

some conclusions regarding a more archaic state of the
^ The same form of the name seems to occur a second time in the

Runic inscription of the Bucharest ring, GhjuUanntm haiZag, ‘Medicated
to the Goths' treasure.’^ Cf. H. P. Massmaun, in Pfeiffer's Germania
{Vienna, 1857), ii. p. 209 sg.; and Ludv. Wimmer, AarMger for
nordvsh Oldhyndighed og Historie (Copenhagen, 1867), p. 4.6.

language may be drawn from a careful examination of the

numerous w^ords borrowed from Gothic at a much earlier

period by some of the Finnish tribes originally dwelling in

the interior of Russia. ^ Ib may be safely assumed that

some at least of these words still retain forms of the

Gothic language from as early a period as perhaps the 1st

or 2d century B.c. By the same date the Goths, as well

as the other Teutonic nations, were no doubt already in

possession of the Runic alphabet, an adaptation of a parti-

cular form of the Latin characters to their special wants and
uses.® No traces of this alphabet, however, have been left,

except the already mentioned short inscription of the

Bucharest ring, a list of the Gothic names of these runes,

preserved in a Vienna manuscript of the 9th century,^ and
some letters in Ulfila’s Gothic alphabet, which soon sup-

planted the less convenient Runic characters, and so helped

to inaugurate the short literary period of the Gothic

language so closely connected with the name of that prelate.

Ulfila, or rather Yulfila (310—380 a.d., see Ulfila),

was a man of the most profound learning. He not only

invented, as has been said, a new alphabet for his literary

purposes, but was also able to preach and to write in Latin

and Greek as well as in his native Gothic language, and he

is reported to have left behind him a great number of tracts

and translations in these three idioms. The principal work
of his life, however, was his translation of the Bible, parts

of which seem to have reached us in the famous Codex
Argentetis, now at TJpsala, and in several minor fragments

at Wolfenbiittel {Codex Carolinus) and Milan {Codices

Amhrosiani^ including some leaves now kept at Rome and
Turin). In this way we possess the greater part of the

gospels, considerable portions of the epistles, and a few
fragments of the Old Testament ; there is also a fragment
of a commentary on St John’s gospel, commonly called

Sheireins (or ‘Explanation”), and the fragment of a calendar

which has been already mentioned as containing the ori-

ginal form of the name of the Gothic people.^ As to the

authorship of the last two fragments nothing can be said

with certainty; and certain differences in language and
manner of translation make it doubtful even whether the

fragments of the Old Testament can be traced to the same
origin as those of the New. The bulk of the whole, how-
ever, may safely be ascribed to Ulfila, for it can hardly be
assumed that the same work would have been done twice
over in so short a space of time as that lying between the

days of Ulfila and the date of our manuscripts. The whole
character of the translation too seems to indicate a man of

Ulfila’s mental power and theological learning. Although
it cannot be denied that several alterations of the original

have been introduced into our texts at a later time, it is

certain both that the author carefully interpreted the Greek
text (which was of course the fundamental source of his

work), and also that he consulted, and in not a few places

followed, the old Latin versions where his own ideas seemed
to differ from those of his Greek authorities.®

As a specimen of the language, and of Ulfila’s mode of

translation, we may insert here his version of the Lord’s
prayer :

—

Atta uusar thu in himinam. "Weihnai namo thein. Qimai
thindinassns theins. Wairthai wilja theins swe in himina jah ana

^ See Dr Wilh. Thomsen, TTeber den Emfiuss d&r Germanischen
Sprachen anf die Finnisch-Lappischen (Halle, 1870).

See especially Dr Lndv. Wimmer, Runeshriftms Oprindelse og
JldmkliTbg i Hordm^ Copenhagen, 1874.

^ J. Zacher, Das Gothisehe Alphabet Vulfilas nund das Rmien-
aVphahet, Leipsic, 1855.

® A few Grotliic words and names occur among the snhscriptions tc

two Latin charters, one of which is now preserved at Naples; tho
other, formerly kept at Arezzo, is now lost.

® For fuller particulars see the two principal editions of the Gothic
texts by V. d. Gabelentz und Loehe (3 vols., Altenburg* and Leipsic,

1843-76), and by E, Bernhardt (Halle, 1875).
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airthai. Hlaif iinsarana thana sinteinan gif uns himma daga. Jah
aflet Tins thatei skulans sijaima, swaswe jah. weis afletam thaim
skulam unsaraim. Jah ni hriggais uns in fraistubnjai, ak lausais
uns af thamma ubilin.

The Gothic language did not very long survive the times
of Ulfila, From Moesia, where it had gained its highest
literary culture, it disappeared together with the Goths,
when they were driven from these parts by later migrations.

In the western portions of Europe, that is, in Italy, France,
and Spain, whither it had been carried by the emigrants,
the Gothic language seems to have died out even sooner
than the Gothic nationality, giving way to the overpowering
influence of Latin, and leaving behind it only a few indis-

tinct relics in some proper names and other words that

had been received into that victorious language. It

was only in a remote spot of the Crimea that it continued
to exist until the 16th century, when the last remains of a
Gothic people were detected, and a few specimens of their

language were‘gathered by Augerius de Busbeck, a Dutch
traveller, who visited the eastern parts of Europe in the
years 1554-1564.^

It is well known that the literary remains of Gothic are (with the
exception, perhaps, of a few Eiinic insciiptions belonging to the
Scandinavian languages) by several centuries the oldest specimens
of Texitonic speech, and therefore have a particular value for the
student of the history of that family of languages. Notwithstand-
ing this fact, it would be altogether wrong to regard Gothic as the
common source of the more modern stages of these idioms. Although
very archaic in many of its forms and sounds, it is in these still far

removed from the original features of the common language, as that
was spoken before any separation of Teutonic tribes had taken place.
Most nearly related to it seem to have been the Scandinavian
languages, which are now generally assumed to have formed, together
with Gothic, the so-called eastern branch^ of the Teutonic family,
while English, Frisian, and Low and High German belonged to a
western division. The latter is chiefly marked hy the introduction
of a considerable number of forms aud sounds of a less archaic
stamp, while the eastern idioms are found to have adhered more
closely to the original forms. Thus, almost the only distinct inno-
vation in the sound-system of the eastern branch is the insertion of
a g sound into the groups imv, auwy ww in accented syllables, as
in Gothic triggws, Old Norse tryggr, compared with Old High Ger-
man and Old Saxon triuwi, Old English treowe, trywe, ** true or
Old Norse fidggva, to hew, Old High German and Old Saxon
hauwan. Old English Jieawan. Western Teutonic, on the other
hand, is at once discernible by its doubling all single consonants
ending a short root-syllable before y {w, r, Z)

;

thus Old English
theccan, Old Saxon theJchiww, Old High German decken, to cover
(literally “to thatch”), but Gothic Old Norse ; or
Old English sellan, Old Saxon scllian. Old High German seUen, to
sell, but Gothic aaljan, Old Norse selja. As to the iuflexional
eystem, the accusative plural of nouns has in Western Teutonic
been replaced by the nominative form, as in Old English dagas.
Old Saxon dagos. Old High German tagd, days

;
Gothic still has

dagos for the nominative, and dagans for the accusative, the Old
Norse forms being dagar and daga respectively. The same change
is found in the adjectives, as Old English and Old Saxon tlinde.

Old High German hlirde, blind {cosci), corresponding to both Gothic
hlindai and hlindans. Old Norse hlindir and hlinda. On the other
hand, the formation of the plural of certain neutral substantives hy
adding an r, as in Old English lomhru, lambs. Old High German
lembir (still extant in the English plural children) is entirely lost in
Eastern Teutonic (Gothic lamba. Old Norse Idmb). Another instance
of change is to be seen in the loss of the dative case of the reflective

pronoun (Gothic sis, Old Norse sir) in Western Teutonic, the corre-
sponding forms of the personal pronoun of the 3d person being
used instead (Old English him, hire, &c.) Western Teutonic has
also introduced the use of the genitive forms of the same personal
pronoun instead of the possessive pronoun (Gothic seins. Old Norse
sinn) when the possessor is denoted by a feminine or a plural
(Old English has gone even farther by dropping the possessive pro-
noun altogether). In thfe verb, Western Teutonic has replaced the
original form of the 2d person singular of the past indicative

^ See his report and word-lists, reprinted by Massmann, in Zeit-

schrift fur Deutsches AUerthum, i. p. 345 seq. The words contained
in these lists are not all intelligible, and some of them are clearly of

Slavonic or Iranian origin, hut others are decidedly Gothic as regards

their form, thus schlipen, to sleep; criten, to weep; fyder, four; the

correct Gothic forms being slepom,, gretan, fid/obr.
® H. Zimmer, “ Ostgermanen und Westgermanen,” in Zeitschrift

fur Deutsches Alterthvm, xix. p. 393 sq.

ending in -t (as in Gothic and Old Norse wasi, gaft, thou wert,
gayest) by the corresponding form of the subjunctive (Old English

gedfe. Old Saxon and Old High German wdri, gdU).
Western Teutonic has also lost the faculty of deriving passive or
intransitive verbs from active verbs or adjectives by adding the
syllable ~na~ after the root-syllable, as in Gothic fullnan. Old
Norse to be filled, as compared with Gothic Old Norse
fiillr, full; or Giothic, fu/lljan, Old Norse to fill. Only a very
few instances of this formation are left in Western Teutonic, such
as Old English wcecnan, to awaken [intrans.], or leornian, German
le'i'nen, to learn {cf

,

Old English loeccan, German loecken, to awaken
[trans.], and German leliren, to teach). As to the vocabulary, we
may mention the loss of the veib d6n, to do, in Gothic and Scandi-
navian. The most conspicuous peculiarity in the syntax is the
frequent use of the dative (or perhaps originally the instrumental

1 case) instead of the accusative in Eastern Teutonic.

I

Among the Teutonic languages Gothic holds by far the foremost
j

rank as regards the regularity of its sound-system and its inflexions.
: The vowel system is remarkable for the absence of the short e and
I

0 sounds, except in a few places where e and 5 (spelt ai and au)

j

occur under certain consonantal influences. Umlaut, or assimilation
i of root-yowels to a following a-, ^-, or u- sound, is not discernible
! in Gothic. Thus we find only five short vowels, a, {ai), i, {au), u ;

j

five long vowels d, e, % (spelt e%), b, u', and three diphthongs ai,
I a%i, and va. There may have been other distinctions of vowel-
I

qualities besides those expressed in spelling, but we have no means
' of definitely settling this question

; so much, however, can be said,
that the long vowels, and especially e and b, probably had the close
sounds, since these are often interchanged with ei and xt, in our
manuscripts. The spelling of the consonantal system is also very
simple. Besides y, w, r, I and three nasal sounds (the guttural
nasal being expresssed by g after the Greek fashion), we find three
voiceless stops, jp, t, Jc (q being only a combination of kw); three
voiced stops, b, d, g; four voiceless spirants, /, s, th, h; and only
one distinct sign for a voiced spirant, z. This system of spelling,
however, is obviously insufficient to express all the sounds of the
language,—an insufficiency partly due to the fact that the transcrip-
tion ofthe Gothic speech-sounds was chiefly an imitation of the Greek
graphic system, which, at least in Ulfila's time, had become rather
imperfect, inasmuch as different sounds developed out of one sound
of an earlier period were still often expressed by the same sign (just
as in the English orthography of the present day). It is highly
probable, for instance, that the signs of b, d, g of the Gothic
alphabet not only expressed the sounds of voiced stop consonants
(mcdice), but also represented the sounds of voiced spirants, such as
English V and soft th, or North German g after a vowel (these
values being the only ones left to the Modem Greek signs j8, y, 5).

Hence the regular change of b, d final after a vowel into /, th, as in
gaf, I gave, from giban, to give; or bath, I bade, from bidjan, to bid.^

Great regularity “prevails also in the inflexional system. In the
substantival and adjectival declensions the instrumental case has
become extinct by an early confusion with the dative (the case
commonly called dative being, in fact, a mixture of forms of the
original dative and the instrumental and local cases), while in the
Western branch of Teutonic it was still in frequent use. At the
same time. Gothic is the only Teutonic idiom that has stiU pre-

served, in a few cases, the vocative in a form distinct from that of

the nominative {fisks, fish, for instance, has^s^ in the voc.). The
adjectival declension is remarkable for the retention of special forms
of file i- and stems, which in all other Teutonic languages have
been transferred to the inflexion of the /a- stems. In the pro-

nominal inflexion the instrumental case has been kept distinct in a

1
few instances, such as hve (the latter form being the same as Eng-

i
lish why). There are also some relics of the dual number left in

;

the 1st and 2d personal pronouns. As for the verb, Gothic is

I

qnite unique in retaining the old formation of the passive voice by

I

means of simple derivation (as in bairada, bairanda, he is, they are

I borne, Greek <f>4p€Tat, (pipovTai), the dual number of the 1st and 2d

1
persons throughout the whole active voice {bairbs, bairats,^ we, you

f two bear, in the indicative, or bairaiva, bairaits in the subjunctive,
' or beru, beruts, we, you two bore [ind.], and bereiva, bereits [siibj.]

I

along with the plural forms bairam, bairith, &c-), and the 3d
' person of the imperative (as bairadau, bairandau, he, they shall

bear, Greek tpepirea, g>^p6vToov). The different verbal classes are of

course the same as ix the other cognate idioms ;
but they are kept

more completely distinct in Gothic, for it is only there that the

reduplication has been preserved intact in the past of the redupli-

cative verbs, Gothic haihald, I held, for instance, coiTCsponding to

such shortened forms as Old Norse helt. Old English heold. Old
Saxon Tield, and Old High German MU, healt, hielt. Gothic again

is the only language that seems to give us a clue to the explanation

of the formation of the past in weak verbs. There we find such

® See W. Weingaertner, Die Aussjprache des Gothischen (Leipsic,

1658); F. Dietrich, Ueber die Aussjprache des Gothischen

1862); H. Paul, “Zur Lautverschiebung,” in

der Deutschen Sprache und Idteratur, i. 147 sq. (Halle, 1874).
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plural forms as Tuitisi-dedicm, we lieaid, while in Old Norse we have
simple Jbayr~&um, in Old English hi&r-don, &c. Now, this -dedvm,
would he exactly the coiTesponding form of the verb don^ to do
(lost m G-othic, as mentioned above), so that haus^-dedum must
once have meant “ we did hear.”

Notwithstanding all these instances of great antiquity w^e must
be on our guard against the assumption that Gothic in all its

features bears the same archaic stamp. In fact, it often goes
farther than the other cognate idioms in dropping short final

vowels. There are no traces left of the short vowels originally
ending a- or steins in declension; thus, dags fiom daga-^ day;
luLurn from liorna-, horn; gasts from gasti-^ guest; hugs fiom Tmgt-,
mind ; lint there are many instances of the preservation of these
vowels in the other languages, such as dagar^ liorna, gastir in Old
Scandinavian Runic inscriptions, ox hyge in Old English, or hugi in
Old Saxon and Old High German.^ Even the regularity of the
inflexional system is often not archaic, but due to later assimilations
of forms originally more distant than in Gothic. The most striking
instance of this is perhaps the loss, in the verbal system, of the
so-called grammatic^ change, that is, the transferring of a voiceless
spirant into a voiced spirant after a syllable unaccented in the
earliest time before the general Teutonic rule of fixing the accent
on the root-syllables had come into use.® This change (still dis-
cernible in such English forms as I was, we were) was fully de-
veloped in all other cognate idioms, as for instance in Old English,
qf. ic wees, we wceron, or ceosan, to choose, io teas, we curmi, gecor&n,
&e., these forms standing for was, weziinn, &c. Gothic has given
up the voiced sound altogether, forming simply wast w^um, or
Tciusan, kaus, kusum, gakusans. It is only in some isolated words
(such as fadar and hrdthar, corresponding to Sanskrit pitdr and
hJird'tar), and some derivatives that even traces of this fundamental
rule are now to be found in the Gothic language. (E. SI.)

GOTTEHIED. Meister Gottfried of Strasburg, the
most brilliant German poet of the Middle Ages, flourished
about the ead of the 12th and beginning of the 13th
century. Of his life and position we have no certain in-
formation, for he has told us next to nothing about him-
self, and contemporary records are dubious and confusing.
It would seem, however, that he was a man of good birth
and position, who filled an important municipal office in his
native town of Strasburg. His chief work was written
about 1210, and we may confidently place his death
between 1210 and 1220. We know from his writings that
he was a man of high culture, but it is almost certain that
he was not a priest. Of this his occasional sneers at the
clergy are perhaps a better proof than the dubious morality
of muclj^^of his work. Gottfried wrote one great poem,
TvistoAh uiid Isolt, The story is of Celtic origin

j it came
first from Britain and Ireland, thence was carried to France,
and thence to Germany.

^

Few stories have been so often
treated or have had so wide an influence upon literature.
A very few words will suffice to give Gottfried’s version
of it. King Mark of Cornwall has a nephew named
Tristan, whom he sends to woo vicariously, and bring
home as queen of Cornwall, the beautiful Isolt, princess
of Ireland. The young man goes on his mission, is suc-
cessful, and sets out with Isolt on the homeward journey.
Before they reach Cornwall, however, they unfortunately
drink a love potion which Isolt’s mother had intended to be
given to her daughter by the king of Cornwall. The con-
sequence of the mistake is that the young people fall madly
and hopelessly in love with one another. The wild force
^of their passion soon causes them to disregard morality and
prudence alike, and the bulk of the poem is devoted to an
^coxmt of the numerous complications which in time arose.
Of cotnse the king soon becomes suspicious, and at last his
suspicions become certainties. Tristan withdraws to Hor-
mandy, and enters into an alliance with a princess of the
land, whose very name—Isolt, the white-handed—has a
strange charm for him. But he finds that he really cares
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nothing for this new Isolt ; the memory of his old love
rises powerfully in his soul ; and he gives utterances to his

doubts and perplexities in a soliloquy, with which the
poem abruptly concludes.

Tristan is thus an unfinished work; still it is a tolerably
long one, as it consists of 19,552 short rhymed lines. The
style is highly finished. There is an artistic choice of fit

words, a frequent use of antithesis and word-play, «‘ind a
skilful management of the versification. But these are, of
course, only side matters. The permanent interest of the
poem consists iu its representation of human passion, and
in the knowledge it shows of the human heart. The plain,
rude story, when told by Gottfried, takes a depth and
pathos that are hardly its own. All is described, too,
with such clear, bright touches, and such vivid force, that
the poem seems somehow a tale of our own time. Its
morality indeed is not high

;
but this objection did nob

probably occur to those who first read it. If we judge it

by a purely art standard, we must pronounce it worthy of
an important place in the literature of Europe. Tristan
was not allowed to remain a fragment. Ulrich von
Tiirheim (about 1236) and Heinricb von Freiberg (about
1270) both wrote continuations and conclusions of the work,
which certainly fell far short of the original.

Of Gottfried’s other writings, only some lyrics in the
ordinary style of the minnesingex's remain to us. Two
longer poems, entitled Lohgesang auf die Jungfrau Maria
and Gedicht von der Armutli^ were long attribz^ted to him
but recent criticism has conclusively proved that they are
the work of others. Gottfried’s influence on German
literature was very great, and a proof of this is the
number of poets who treated the same subject after the
plan he had laid down. All these, from Hans Sachs
(1494--1576) to Immermann (1796-1840), may fairly be
claimed as his followers.

Tke chief editions of Gottfried’s Tristan are those of Er. Heinrich
V. d. Hagen (a complete edition, with the continuations, BresL,
1823), Groote (Berlin, 1821), Massmann (Leip., 1843), and Bechstein
(containing a veiy able and complete introduction, 2d ed. , 2 vols.

,

Leip., 1873). See also the translations into modern German, with
continuations, &c., by Herm. Kurz (Stuttg., 1844, 3d ed., 1877),
and Karl Simrock (2d ed., Leip., 1876). For what is known of the
lye of Gottfried see Kurz’s '‘Zum Lohen Gottfried von Strassburg”
(in the Augsburg. Allgemeine Z&itung for 1868, and Germania, 15
Jahrgang); and as to the sources of the story, Franck’s Tristan
et Isoult (Paris, 1865), and F. Compart, Tie Sagenuberhefer*
ungen in den Tristan-Epen Eilharts von Oberge %md Gottfrieds
von Strassburg (Gustrow, 1876).

GOTTINGEN, the chief town of a circle of the same
name in the land-drostei of Hildesheim and province of
Hanover, Prussia, is pleasantly situated at the foot of the
Hainberg in the fertile valley of the Leine, about 67 miles
to the south of Hanover, on the Hanover and Oassel railway.
It is traversed by the Leine, which separates the Altstadfc
from the Neustadt and Masch

; and it is surrounded by
ramparts which are planted with lime trees and form an
agreeable promenade. The streets in the older part of the
town are for the most part crooked and narrow, but the
newer portions are spaciously and regularly built. Apart
from the churches and the numerous university buildings,
it has few structures of any public importance. There are
several thriving industries, including, besides the various
branches of the publishing trade, the manufacture of
woollen and cotton goods, and of physical and mathema-
tical instruments. The university, the famous Georgia

George II. in 1734, and opened in

TO*’ attained a leading position, and in the year
1823 its students numbered 1547. Political disturbances,m which both professors and students were implicated,
lowered the attendance to 860 in 1834 ; and the expulsion
of the famous seven professors (Albrecht, Dahlmann, Ewald,
Gervinus, Weber, and the brothers Grimm) in 1837 still
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further reduced its prosperity. The events of 1848, on the
other hand, told somewhat in its favour; and since the
annexation of Hanover in 1866 it has been carefully
cherished by the Prussian Government. In the winter
session 1877-78, its students numbered 909, and the teach-
ing staff 124,—its numerical strength tlius entitling it to

rank as the eighth on the list of German universities. The
present professoriate includes, among other distinguished
names, those of Benfey, Lagarde, Lotze, Kitschl, and
Weber. Amongst those who have been teachers within its

walls may be mentioned, besides the seven already named,
Haller, Gesner, Gattcrer, Sprengel, Ileyne, Blumenbach,
Herbart, Heeren, O. IVIiiller, K. F. Hermann, and Eichhom.

Plan of Gottingen.

1. Observatory. 5 . University Chuich. 10. St. James’s Church,
2. Chemical Uabora- 6, St John's Church. 11. Lectiue Rooms,

toi y. 7. Townhouse. 12, Reformed Church.
3. Reading Room. 8. Gyninasmra. 13. Synagogue.
4. Catholic Cliuich. 1). Uiaveisily. 14. Library and Museum.

IsTeander, Ewald, and the distinguished chemist Bunsen, it

may be added, were natives of Gottingen. The university

library contains upwards of 500,000 printed volumes and
5000 manuscripts. There is a good chemical laboratory,

as well as adequate zoological, ethnographical, and minera-
logical collections, the most remarkable being Blumenhach’s
famous collection of skulls. The other establishments
more or less connected with the -university, such as the
observatory, botanical garden, and various hospitals, do
not call for special notice. The Gesellschaft der Wis-
senschaften publishes the long-established and well known
<Gdttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen. The population in 1875
numbered 17,057.
The earliest raention of a village of Goding or Gulinp occurs in

documents of about 950 a.d. The place received municipal rights
from the emperor Otho IV. about 1210, and from 1286 to 1463 it

was the seat of the princely house of Braunschweig-Gottingen.
During this peiiod it held a high place among the towns of the
Hanseatic League. In 1531 it joined the Reformation movement,
and in the following century it suffered considerably by the Thirty
Years* War, having been taken by Tilly in 1626, after a siege of
25 days, and recaptured by the Swedes in 1632. After a century
of decay, it was anew brought into importance by the establishment
of its university

; and a marked increase in its industrial and com-
mercial prosperity has again taken place in recent years.

See Schmidt, UrkuTidenhucJi der Stadt Gottingen 1400-1500
(1867) ; Putter, V'ersuch einer aJcademiscTwri GeleJirtengeschicM^f der

Univer^tdt Gottingen (1765-88), continued by Saalfeld^ (1820) and
by Oesterley (1838); Unger, Gbtti/ngen wad die Getyrgia Augusta^
1872.

GOTTSCHALK, or Goteschalcus, surnamed Ful-
GEKTius, a prominent figure in one of the most important
theological controversies of the 9th century, was the
son of Berno, a Saxon count, and, having been devoted
(oblatus) from infancy by his parents to the monastic life,
was trained at the monastery of Fulda, during the abbacy
of Hrabanus Maurus, and while Walafridus Strabus was a
member of the fraternity. At the approach of manhood he
made strenuous efforts to be released from his vows

;
and

he actually succeeded in obtaining from a synod held at
Mainz in 829 the necessary dispensation; but through the
hostile influence of his abbot this was afterwards cancelled
by Louis the Pious, though as a slight mitigation of the
harshness of this treatment he was permitted to remove to
the monastery of Orbais, in the diocese of Soissons. Here
he devoted himself to ardent study of the writings of
Augustine, with the result that he became an enthusiastic
believer in the doctrine of absolute predestination, in one
point going even beyond his master—Gottschalk believing
in a predestination to condemnation as well as in a predes-
tination to salvation, while Augustine had contented him-
self with a doctrine of preterition as complementary to his

doctrine of election. While returning from a pilgrimage to

B-ome in the year 847, Gottschalk, happening to pass a
night at a hospice in Friuli, came into contact with !N’otting,

the newly elected bishop of Verona, and expounded to him
his peculiar views. The bishop, apparently without saying
much at the time, carried word to Hrabanus Maurus, who,
meanwhile, had become archbishop of Mainz; the latter

lost no time in issuing two letters, one to his informant and
another to Count Eherhard of Friuli, in both which he
denounced the opinions of Gottschalk with some reckless-

ness and great violence. On the one hand, he accused his

adversary of neglecting the distinction between foreknow-
ledge and foreordination

;
on the other hand, he himself

refused to recognize any difference between predestination

to punishment and predestination to sin. At a synod held
in Mainz in presence of the emperor in 848, Gottschalk
presented himself with a written explanation and defence

of his views; he was, however, very summarily found
guilty of heresy, and handed over to his ecclesiastical

superior, Hincmar of Bheims, to be dealt with as his crime

might deserve. Having again assumed the defensive in an
assembly at Chiersy in 849, he was once more condemned,
—on this occasion not only as a heretic, but also as a de-

spiser of authority, and as a disturber of the church's peace,

—and sentenced to be whipped severely and rigorously

imprisoned (durissimis verberibus castigari et secundum
ecclesiasticas regulas ergastulo retrudi). The place selected

for his captivity was the monastery of Hautvilliers in the

diocese of Bheims, and here he languished throughout the

remainder of Ms life, a period of twenty years, notwithstand-

ing the efforts of influential friends and his own pitiful

appeals. Prudentius of Troyes, Wenilo of Sens, and Florus

of LyoUto successively expressed opinions more or less in

favour of his views ;
nor did Hincmar derive much real aid

from the dialectical skill of Erigena, whom he had called

in as an authority on the other side. Various synods met,

reached widely discrepant opinions on the burning question,

and ultimately postponed its settlement to a future council

in less troubled times. The summons of Pope Nicholas L,

in 863, calling Hincmar to account for Ms harsh conduct,

unfortunately never took effect ;
and the result was that,

after many renewed attempts at conviction and persuasion

on the part of Gottschalk—he even proposed to settle the

question by ordeal of fire—^he was suffered to die unheeded

in 868, and, by orders of his inhuman adversary, was buried

in unconsecrated ground. It may be added that Gottschalk

had attempted to establish a counter charge of heresy

ascainst Hincmar, on account of the latter's substitution
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of Sancta Deltas ” for Trina Deltas in a current hymn. >

This was thought to savour of Sabelliani&m
;
but the ortho-

dox archbishop succeeded at once in purging himself from
such an imputation of heretical pravity.

The story of Gottsohalk has been told with great fulness by
Neander and Gieseler. See also Gfrorer’s Untersuchmig uher Alter,

Urspnmg, %md Zweck der DekretaUn des falschen Isidorios^ 1848.

GOTTSOHED, Johann Christoph (1700-1766), a

German author and critic of considerable influence in his own
time, was born, 2d February 1700, at Judithenkirch, near

Konigsberg. He studied philosophy and literature at

Kdnigsberg, was appointed professor, first of poetry (1730),

afterwards of logic and metaphysics (1734), at Leipsic,

filled various other important oiflces in connexion with the

university, and died 12th December 1766 His chief works
were a tragedy entitled Der sterhende Cato (Leipsic, 1732)
—poor enough rubbish, though it had great but short-

lived popularity
;
Deutsche Schauhuhne (1740—45), a col-

lection of plays, some of which were written by himself,

his wife, J. C. Schlegel, and their friends, whilst others

were translated from the French classical dramatists

;

Notldger Vorrath zur GesicMe der deutsclien dramatischen

Dichtkwiist (1757-1765), intended to contain an account
of all previous German plays Though not complete, the

last is a very valuable aud important work. Besides these,

Gottsched wrote a number of educational works, and
edited several journals devoted to literary criticism. He
was a pedant, but there is no doubt that he did good
and lasting service to German literature. When he began
to write, the stage was occupied by plays iu which extra-

vagant rant did duty for eloquence, coarse vulgarity for

wit, and the wildest improbabilities for inventive incident.

In the writings of the second Silesian school the utmost
extent of absurdity was reached. Gottsched set his face

against such productions. He enunciated rules by which
the playwright must be bound

; he insisted on the observance
of the dramatic unities, and pointed to the French drama
as the best possible model for the German stage

;
moreover,
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his criticism did much to regulate and purify the German
language. Unfortunately he went too far. He iflaced

himself in oj^position to the Swiss writers Bodmer and
Breitinger, who were bringing before the German public

several of the great English writers, more especially Milton ;

he refused to recognize the rising genius of Klopstock and
Lessing, and still went on enunciating rules when the time
for that was past, and praising mediocre writers as if they
had been great geniuses. So it came to pass that his in-

fluence speedily declined, and that before his death his

name became almost proverbial for pedantic folly. Of all

lots his was the hardest, for he outlived his own reputa

tion. His wife, Luise Adelgunde Victorie Kulmus (1713—
1762), was his faithful helper in his literary labours, and
herself an authoress of reputation. Among other works
she translated the Spectator (9 vols,, 1739-43) and Pope's
Rape of the Lock (1744, new ed. 1772). After her death
her husband edited her Gedichte^ with a memoir (1763).
See panzePs Gottsched nnd seine Zei% Leipsic, 1848.
GOTZ, Johann Nikolaus (1721-1781), a minor German

poet, born at Worms, 9th July 1721, studied theology at

Halle (1739-1742), where he became intimate with Gleim
and Uz, acted for some years as military chaplain, and
afterwards filled various other ecclestiastical offices. He
died at Winterberg, 4th November 1781. The writings

of Gotz consist of a number of short lyrics and several trans-

lations, of which the best is a rendering of Anacreon.
His original compositions are light, lively, and sparkling,

and are animated rather by French wit than by German
depth of sentiment. They give easy expression to some un-

expected whim or conceit, and, though utterly destitute of

depth or force, are yet very pretty specimens of elegant

triMng. Of that sort of work it would be diflaculb to find

more favourable examples than Thamire an die Iiose7t and
An eine JRomansleserin. See G5tz's collected works, with
biography by Kamler (Mannheim, 1786, new ed., 1807)

;

also J. H. Voss, Briefe uher Gotz und Marnier (Mannheim,
1809).
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